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Introduction

March 17, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

This is an experimental new weblog. Let’s see if I can find anything of interest to put
on here, and how long it takes for someone else to find out it exists.

Comments

1. Peter
March 21, 2004

Hi Pyracantha,
I enjoyed seeing your weblog, the posting about “Science Porn” was pretty funny
and very much on target. I hadn’t seen ‘t Hooft’s page on how to become a
theoretical physicist before. Interesting, but you don’t need to know absolutely
ALL of that stuff!

2. Pyracantha
March 19, 2004

Dear Dr. Woit:

At the risk of putting myself forward I write this comment. I found your blog
through Sean Carroll’s “Preposterous Universe” which I read daily. I am a
beginning math/physics student – in my middle age. I have NO crackpot “theory
of everything” to promote nor will I ever have one. I am an artist who was
inspired to begin studying math/physics by a trip to Fermilab in 2000. I have my
own blog, “Electron Blue,” which is my journal about this process. It’s available
on the Website whose URL I have posted above. I will be reading your blog and
understanding as much as I can. I hope I will understand more as time goes on.

Yours, Pyracantha

3. Peter
March 19, 2004

Thanks! This encourages me to try and write something more here, also I hope to
find time to finish writing up the last few representation theory notes and get to
work writing up the notes for my QFT class.

https://wordpress.org/plugins/print-my-blog/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/print-my-blog/


4. Santo D'Agostino
March 18, 2004

Your course notes for Lie groups and representations are very good, and your
criticisms of string theory are interesting.

And yes, someone out here now knows that your blog exists.

Best wishes,
Santo



Talk by David Gross

March 19, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Last Friday I went to hear a talk by David Gross at the CUNY Graduate Center on
“The Coming Revolutions in Fundamental Physics”. This was more or less Gross’s
standard advertisement for string theory that he has been giving for nearly 20 years
now. He explicitly started off with the claim:

“Fundamental Physics = String Theory”

His first PowerPoint slide was a quote from “Hannibal” by Thomas Harris, a sequel to
the novel “Silence of the Lambs”. Evidently late in this novel the main character is
depicted manipulating the “symbols of string theory”, with “equations that begin
brilliantly and end in wishful thinking”. It sounds like Harris really has got the right
idea about string theory, but Gross said his talk was designed to argue that string
theory was not wishful thinking.

He then went on to claim that in 3-4 years there will be a headline in the New York
Times about the discovery of supersymmetry at the LHC. From what I can tell, the
LHC should have first beams in 2007, but even if everything goes according to plan, it
won’t be until 2008 that the experiments there will have accumulated a non-trivial
amount of data and analyzed it. Experience with colliders generally has been that
getting them running at a useful luminosity can take quite awhile after they are first
turned on. So 3 years from now is definitely out, 4 years is optimistic. This is now
getting close enough that Gross and others seem intent on ignoring the failures of
string theory, desperately hoping that superpartners will pop out of the LHC, thereby
providing at least some vindication of the train of reasoning that lead to string theory.
What will be interesting to see will be what Gross et. al. do when this doesn’t happen.
Will they drop string theory? Quite possibly the LHC will revolutionize physics by
showing us what is really causing the spontaneous breaking of the electroweak gauge
symmetry. If this happens, everyone will abandon string theory and start working on
this, 1984-2008 then becoming a period in the history of physics that particle
theorists try and not think about.

Gross’s talk contained the usual tendentious pro-string theory points, here’s a few of
them with commentary:

1. ” String theory is in a period like that of 1913-1925, it’s like the Bohr model, we’re
waiting for the analog of Heisenberg’s or Schrodinger’s breakthroughs”

The problem with this is that the Bohr model was actually predictive, for instance it
predicted a lot about atomic spectra that could be experimentally checked. There
clearly was something right about the Bohr model, there is no good evidence there is
something right about string theory.

2. “String theory is better than QFT, because QFT Feynman diagrams have these
interaction vertices you can assign any interaction strength you want to”



This is not true of gauge theories, the different vertices are related by gauge
symmetry. True you have to pick over-all gauge groups and representations, and the
Higgs sector is problematic, but the claim that there is just one string theory is just
wishful thinking.

3. “String theory is better than QFT because interactions are not at points, so short
distance behavior is better”

Gross should be well aware that asymptotically free gauge theories are extremely
well-behaved at short distances despite having point-like interactions, since he
discovered this. It is also true that string theory perturbation theory is only known to
be well-behaved up to two loops. My colleague Phong claims that higher loops remain
very much not understood.

4. “String theory is a consistent, finite quantum theory of gravity”

Simply not true. Peturbative string theory is a divergent expansion, non-perturbative
definitions don’t work for four large flat dimensions, rest small.

5. “String theory inspired brane-world scenarios, although I don’t really believe
these”

Why would you think that an argument in a theory’s favor was that it inspired some
clearly wrong models that you don’t believe and that don’t predict anything?

While Gross mentioned the “discretium”, he didn’t really explain exactly how
disastrous this is for string theory, since it makes it essentiallly vacuous. He made a
big deal of string theory implying that our notions of space and time need to be
changed, but made it clear that no one really has a viable idea about how to change
them. He puts his hopes in the fact that we still don’t understand what string theory
is. This seems to me to be exactly the sort of wishful thinking that he claimed at the
beginning was not what string theorists were doing.

His talk went on for more than an hour and a half. Several questions from the
audience were taken, including one from Michio Kaku who claimed that dark energy
was evidence of supersymmetry and asked about theories with two times. Gross
didn’t seem interested in saying much about such theories. I noticed that two string
theory postdocs I know were in the audience. They’ve both told me that they think the
subject is at a point of crisis and they are thinking of quitting. I don’t think anything
Gross said was likely to encourage them to continue.

Comments

1. Arun
June 22, 2004

Epicycles, aether, string theory?

2. Peter
March 27, 2004



I don’t believe at all that it would be a “stunning triumph” to find a consistent
version of string theory that is compatible with any QFT. Quite the opposite: it
would be a stunning failure. It would mean that, as a theory of particle physics,
string theory was completely and utterly vacuous. There’s no reason other than
wishful thinking to believe that such a theory would predict anything (if your
theory fundamentally has nothing to say about matter, there’s no reason to
believe it’s going to be able to precisely predict anything about any physical
process).

Gross doesn’t believe this nonsense. He’s known to start quoting Churchill,
shouting “Never, never, never, never give up!” when people like Susskind (or
Srednicki) start talking about how great it would be to have a theory that is
compatible with anything. At his CUNY talk and elsewhere he emphasized that it
is the role of particle theorists to find a theory that explains the things about
particle physics that the standard model doesn’t, not to congratulate themselves
for having found a theory that is consistent with anything.

Gross now stakes his hopes on the idea that the presently known version of
string theory is inconsistent and that when a consistent theory is found it will
have better uniqueness properties. I (and many others, including Susskind) think
this is wishful thinking. I also think he should ditch his powerpoint slide that says
that string theory is a finite and consistent theory of quantum gravity, when later
in his talk he is pinning his hopes on its inconsistency.

3. Matt
March 27, 2004

I think Mark’s point is this: it would be a “stunning triumph” to find a candidate
for a UV completion of the Standard Model including gravity. Surely this would
make new predictions. Granted, there is the issue that perturbative string theory
is not provably finite. But, this does not mean the string theory would not let us
calculate things we could not otherwise do.

Of course, this won’t lead us immediately to the “theory of everything,” whatever
that might mean. But it could be an important step. We could try to test, for
instance, whether the real world looks like some intersecting brane scenario.

4. Peter
March 26, 2004

We really do strongly disagree here.

First of all, even if you believe in finiteness of higher loops in string perturbation
theory, perturbative string theory is not a finite theory. All evidence is that the
expansion in the string coupling constant is a divergent series. What you’ve got
is presumably an asymptotic expansion. This may give a useful approximation if
the string coupling constant is very small, a useless one if it isn’t. Saying that
perturbative string theory is a “finite, consistent theory of quantum gravity” is
simply not true. You can’t sum the series to get something finite, and if you cut it
off at a finite order your theory is inconsistent (not unitary).



So if you can get any QFT + gravity out of perturbative string theory + a choice
of background, what have you actually got? You’ve got an exceedingly complex
theory that predicts absolutely not a single thing about anything and is
inconsistent to boot. Would this be a “stunning triumph”?

If you want to engage in extreme wishful thinking and believe that string
theorists will come up with a finite, non-perturbative string theory that could
have any QFT as its low energy limit, calling such a thing a “stunning triumph”
would still be complete hype. It would predict nothing about anything. Theorists
should save terms like “stunning triumph” for the day they actually manage to
make a single solid prediction that in anyway goes beyond the standard model.

5. Mark Srednicki
March 26, 2004

“While Gross mentioned the “discretuum”, he didn’t really explain exactly how
disastrous this is for string theory, since it makes it essentiallly vacuous.”

I strongly disagree with this. The extreme case of the discretuum is that *every*
QFT is realizable as the low-energy limit of string theory. This probably isn’t
right, but suppose it is. Then we could take *any* QFT (with some exceptions: no
Landau poles below the Planck scale, for example), include gravity, and have a
finite quantum theory (assuming string finiteness holds up, which it may not).
This should be considered a stunning triumph!

Furthermore, probably not *every* QFT is realizable in this way. Some are, some
aren’t. Which class is the Standard Model in? It seems to me that this is a very
important (though also very hard) question.

The great dream was that there would be only *one* QFT realizable as the low
energy limit of string theory, and that it would turn out to be the Standard
Model. It would’ve been great, but right now it doesn’t seem likely. That certainly
doesn’t mean that string theory is vacuous.

6. Peter
March 24, 2004

Hi Fred!

The interesting thing about Gross’s talk was that he was kind of going out on a
limb on the issue of supersymmetry at the LHC. I’m more and more convinced
that he and a lot of others are getting discouraged about string theory and no
supersymmetry at the LHC will be the final straw.

The worst possible thing for particle theory would be if the standard model
Higgs shows up, behaving like a standard elementary scalar field with a certain
mass. Then we would still be in the situation of having no idea where the Higgs
potential or couplings come from, and no prospects for doing experiments in our
lifetime to find out.

I’m also hoping the LHC doesn’t find a standard Higgs field, but evidence for



some more interesting way of breaking electroweak gauge symmetry, one that
we haven’t thought of yet.

7. Fred
March 24, 2004

Hi Peter..

If they don’t find any SUSY at LHC, I doubt it will be the death knell of String
Theory. Alas, there is enough degrees of freedom there to just argue that it
breaks at a higher scale, no big deal!

The nasty thing of course is that it just adds more fine tuning to minimal SUSY,
and much of the original point would be lost.

I’m more interested though, in the (seemingly absurd) case that the LHC doesn’t
discover the Higgs! AFAICS, all reasonable models put it firmly in reach of the
LHC.. If we don’t find it, well, something drastic has got to give. I don’t see many
people talking about that, so entrenched is the SM gospel in our minds. What a
strange higgs sector that would imply.

8. Peter
March 21, 2004

Hi Matt,

Have you decided where to go to grad school yet?

Today I’ve put up somewhat more positive posts, and in general hope to mix the
positive and negative. Unfortunately even the positive posts will probably be so
speculative as to be “Not Even Wrong”. When I figure out a unification idea that
really works I’ll dump the blog and start instead enjoying the fruits of fame and
fortune that accrue to super-star physicists.

Your idea of pursuing applications of string theory to better understand strongly
interacting gauge theories is quite reasonable. I don’t have any problem with
that part of the string theory program. My problem very specifically is with the
continual hyping of the failed idea of unifying the standard model and gravity in
a 10/11d supersymmetric string/M-theory.

I’m not so convinced that new information about strongly interacting gauge
theories coming from string theory duals will solve the problem of spontaneous
gauge symmetry breaking. The technicolor idea is quite beautiful, but all
implementations of it seem to involve adding a huge amount of new structure to
one’s theory, while not being able to actually calculate anything one wants to
calculate. On the other hand, maybe one can use string duals to
find a way of calculating things, and if this is the way the world works, there
should be real evidence for it a few years from now.

9. Peter
March 21, 2004



Hi Sean, thanks for the advice about graphics, I’ll give that some thought. I’m
still trying to see exactly how this thing works, so not sure how to comment on
your comment in some way that news of this gets back to you. If you’re lacking
topics to write about in your own blog, I’ve put up an entry here today with some
questions for cosmologists.

10. Matt Reece
March 19, 2004

Interesting to see that you have a blog. I’ve followed some of your s.p.r posts in
the past with interest.

I’m an undergrad now, but I’ll be going into particle theory as a grad student
next year. I have some skepticism about the virtue of a lot of research in string
theory, but I can’t share your extreme skepticism.

I notice you divide your links into “non-string theory” and “string theory,” and
title your blog “Not Even Wrong.” Does this indicate you intend to focus on anti-
string theory polemics? Personally I would find some more positive posts
interesting.

I was much more skeptical of string theory until the past year or so. Curiosity
about various models of “large extra dimensions” led me to read papers of Hall
and Nomura on orbifold GUTs, which then led to Nomura’s papers on warped
geometry and “Higgsless” models. These led me to all sorts of other
phenomenological articles, and at some point it became clear that the AdS/CFT
correspondence is quite important in the phenomenology of Randall-Sundrum
models and their variations.

Although it’s certainly not proven (but then, little in field theory is), I think the
indications of dualities of field and string theories are too compelling to ignore.
You bring up that asymptotically free gauge theories are well behaved. One
interesting possible for electroweak symmetry breaking, as I’m sure you know, is
the possibility that the Standard Model is embedded in a strongly interacting
gauge theory at higher energies. The simplest technicolor scenarios aren’t
feasible, and harder ones are tough to construct. Thus the discovery that certain
such models might be dual to stringy models in higher dimensions seems to me a
compelling reason to learn about string theory. These dualities might provide
calculational tools that are lacking in field theory. Effective field theory, lattice
gauge theory, and string theory, I think, should all be viewed as powerful tools
for elucidating the behavior of physical theories we otherwise can’t understand.

I’m rather more skeptical of claims that string theory, on its own, will give us a
theory of fundamental physics. Certainly we need further experimental input to
progress much farther. The apparent existence of a “string theory landscape”
that doesn’t uniquely predict a vacuum is disappointing. But, as they say, let’s
not throw the baby out with the bathwater.

11. Sean
March 19, 2004



Peter, welcome to the blogosphere. I found your blog in the usual way — your
link to mine. I suspect I will disagree with many things you say (I’m a fan of
string theory, although not a string theorist myself), but that’s all part of the fun.

By the way, if you want to get a lot of hits, I’ve found it helps to stick up a pretty
picture from the Hubble Space Telescope. Posts with words in them don’t seem
to draw as well, for some reason.



The Holy Grail of Physics

March 21, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

It’s pretty common these days for people to refer to successfully quantizing general
relativity as “the Holy Grail of Physics”, but it seems to me that there is a different
problem that better deserves this name:

“Why does the vacuum state break electroweak gauge symmetry?”

If we could answer this question, we’d probably understand where masses of particles
come from, as well as just about all of the undetermined parameters of the standard
model (except for a couple ratios of the strengths of the gauge interactions). The
exciting thing about this problem is that we have good reason to expect experiments
to give us some new clues about it in 2008 when data from the LHC begins to come
in.

The standard unification paradigm these days explains this in terms of the potential
for a Higgs field, with various grand and super-unification schemes allowing an
appropriate Higgs field but somehow never being able to predict anything at all about
it. Even worse, such schemes not only don’t explain anything about this field, but also
require the addition of extra Higgs fields beyond the single one required by the
standard model.

An idea I’ve always found appealing is that this spontaneous gauge symmetry
breaking is somehow related to the other mysterious aspect of electroweak gauge
symmetry: its chiral nature. SU(2) gauge fields couple only to left-handed spinors, not
right-handed ones. In the standard view of the symmetries of nature, this is very
weird. The SU(2) gauge symmetry is supposed to be a purely internal symmetry,
having nothing to do with space-time symmetries, but left and right-handed spinors
are distinguished purely by their behavior under a space-time symmetry, Lorentz
symmetry. So SU(2) gauge symmetry is not only spontaneously broken, but also
somehow knows about the subtle spin geometry of space-time. Surely there’s a
connection here…

This idea has motivated various people, including Roman Jackiw, who has several
papers about chiral gauge theories that are very much worth reading. The problem
you quickly get into is that the gauge symmetry of chiral gauge theories is generally
anomalous. People mostly believe that theories with an anomalous gauge symmetry
make no sense, but it is perhaps more accurate to say that no one has yet found a
unitary, Lorentz-invariant, renormalizable way of quantizing them. In the standard
model, the contributions to the anomaly from different particles cancel, so you can at
least make sense of the standard perturbation expansion. Outside of perturbation
theory, chiral gauge theories remain quite mysterious, even when the overall anomaly
cancels.

So, this is my candidate for the Holy Grail of Physics, together with a guess as to
which direction to go looking for it. There is even a possible connection to the other



Holy Grail, I’ll probably get around to writing about that some other time.

Comments

1. Jacques Distler
April 3, 2004

Jacques means it is good for string theory if there are few realistic
KKLT sorts of vacua because the alternative is a huge problem. If, as
some people believe, there are 10^500 or so relatively realistic looking
vacua, string theory is utterly useless for ever predicting anything.

You will kindly refrain from putting words in my mouth, especially when they are
incorrect ones.

If there were, indeed, a plenitude of “realistic looking vacua”, then string theory
would be reduced to the level of quantum field theory, where the particle
content, gauge groups, and coupling constants are input parameters, not
calculable from some underlying principle.

This would not be a disaster for string theory, but it certainly would be a
disappointment. I, for one, would hope that at least some of these seemingly
arbitrary parameters (say, the electron-muon mass ratio, or the ratio of the QCD
scale to the Planck Mass, or the values of the KM mixing angles) would be
calculable in a fundamental theory.

It could turn out that they are just as arbitrary in string theory as they are in
field theory. Disappointing? You bet! A disaster? Not exactly.

But, then, for a variety of technical reasons, I don’t think that’s the way things
work in string theory.

2. Peter
April 1, 2004

Jacques means it is good for string theory if there are few realistic KKLT sorts of
vacua because the alternative is a huge problem. If, as some people believe,
there are 10^500 or so relatively realistic looking vacua, string theory is utterly
useless for ever predicting anything. In this case, those who take string theory
on faith will keep trumpeting how wonderful it is, while anyone who believes in
the scientific method will stop paying attention to it.

His preferred situation is that either

1. Just a small number of the vacua now under study are realistic, and one of
them is an approximation to the real world.

2. Some new non-perturbative insight will explain why the vacua now under
study are not true vacua, at the same time identifying the true vacua, one of
which we live in.



Needless to say, there is no evidence for either 1. or 2. other than wishful
thinking.

3. Fred
April 1, 2004

” Vacua of this sort which look even vaguely like the real world: acceptably small
rate of proton-decay, suppression of flavour-changing neutral currents, etc, etc,
are very rare indeed — if they exist at all.”

What, why is this good for String theory? You better hope they exist, or else you
have a close to falsified theory on your hands.

I think I agree however, it would be nice if the vacua that describes are world
would look like an isolated point. It makes it in principle, easier to single out
sometime in the future if we ever get a realistic mechanism that picks out vacua.

4. Jacques Distler
March 29, 2004

I’d be genuinely interested to hear what you mean by this.

In short, I believe that de Sitter vacua with small cosmological constant exist,
but are not as dirt-common as KKLT would have you believe. Vacua of this sort
which look even vaguely like the real world: acceptably small rate of proton-
decay, suppression of flavour-changing neutral currents, etc, etc, are very rare
indeed — if they exist at all.

To say more would require equations and stuff. Perhaps I will post something on
my own blog.

Note that I never said that it would be a disaster if KKLT can be made
to work. I don’t agree with that claim. If deS can be extracted from
string theory, even in a lame way, that would be major progress…

You didn’t. Peter did. Maybe, in the meantime, the two of you could settle
between yourselves whether KKLT being right/wrong would be a
triumph/disaster for string theory.

5. serenus zeitblom
March 29, 2004

Jacques Distler wrote:
My personal opinion, contra KKLT, is that it is hard to find appropriate
(meta)stable de Sitter vacua. And I view that difficulty as a good thing.

I’d be genuinely interested to hear what you mean by this. Note that I never said
that it would be a disaster if KKLT can be made to work. I don’t agree with that
claim. If deS can be extracted from string theory, even in a lame way, that would
be major progress, provided of course that everyone admits that it is indeed
lame….. The *worst* thing that can happen is for everyone to run off and hope



that the cosmological constant will somehow go away while they work on
something else.

6. Peter
March 28, 2004

It certainly seems to me that if KKLT is right, it’s a bad thing for string theory, if
it’s wrong it’s a good thing but just in the sense that a bad thing didn’t happen.

If I understood what a Rutgers post-doc was trying to explain to me on the
shuttle bus there a few weeks ago, he and others had found that certain
conditions needed to make KKLT work were not so easy to achieve, although
they did have some solutions for these conditions. So, my impression was that
they thought there were fewer viable solutions than the vast numbers that were
initially expected (no idea whether “fewer” means 10 or 10^50). Caveat: no, I’m
no expert on this and I’m just recounting what I understood of a conversation on
a short bus ride. Maybe I’ve got this wrong somehow..

7. Jacques Distler
March 28, 2004

But
the persistent failure to get de Sitter out of
string theory—that *is* a crisis.

I see. So, if KKLT are right, it’s a disaster for string theory. If KKLT are wrong,
it’s also a disaster for string theory.

Poor bastards, they’re doomed either way!

My personal opinion, contra KKLT, is that it is hard to find appropriate
(meta)stable de Sitter vacua. And I view that difficulty as a good thing.

8. serenus zeitblom
March 28, 2004

“The rate of progress in any field is far from uniform. I’d be the first to agree
that the rate of progress in string theory recently is slower than we have been
accustomed to. But to call that a “crisis” is seriously overblown.”

I agree that *that* is no sign of crisis. But
the persistent failure to get de Sitter out of
string theory—that *is* a crisis. I am reliably
informed that the Rutgers gang has been trying
hard to get the KKLT proposal — and it is no
more than that — actually to work. And they
are getting badly discouraged. But Lubos Motl
isn’t, of course — he just claims, apparently
with a straight face after that nasty tic is
modded out, that it is “premature”
to worry about this! Well, the latest data



show that the Big Crunch is at least 40 gyr
away, so we still have time to get string
cosmology to work.

9. Peter
March 27, 2004

You really can’t help yourself…

“Just because SU(3)xU(1) is nonchiral doesn’t mean it is well-understood
nonperturbatively.”

Did I say anywhere that SU(3)xU(1) gauge theory with fermions is well-
understood?

“If you turn off SU(3)xU(1), you obtain an SU(2) gauge theory that is nonchiral.”

Did I say anything about turning off SU(3)xU(1)?

“Your repeated dismissal of the twistor stuff as insignificant”

Did I ever refer to Witten’s work on this as “insignificant”?

I don’t think so, since that’s not what I’ve ever thought about it. I have
repeatedly, here and elsewhere, said I don’t really understand its significance,
hoping to get explanations of its significance from others more knowledgeable
than myself. The comment explaining to me its significance for calculating tree-
level, multi-gluon amplitudes was the first response I’ve gotten to the question
from someone knowledgable. The only other responses I’d gotten were
incoherent rantings from Lubos Motl.

No, I’m not going to tell you who the postdocs and more senior theorists were
that I was referring to, and they are unlikely to speak publicly. Besides the
obvious reasons, they are unlikely to want to get publicly attacked as
incompetent fools by various fanatics

10. Jacques Distler
March 27, 2004

Glad to see that you’re following my weblog so closely. If you keep
doing this I’m sure you’ll find many more opportunities…

I doubt it. Uninformed anti-string rants get real old, real fast. You’ll have to come
up with something more interesting if you want to hold my attention.

To try and say things in a way that will be less easy for you to
misconstrue, all I was saying was the following. If you turn off the weak
interactions, you have a SU(3)xU(1) non-chiral gauge theory. Turn on
the weak interactions and you have something much trickier and less-
well understood non-perturbatively: a chiral gauge theory with
spontaneously broken gauge theory.



Just because SU(3)xU(1) is nonchiral doesn’t mean it is well-understood
nonperturbatively. The U(1) does not exist nonperturbatively. You identified the
SU(2) gauge theory as the part that is chiral (and hence hard to understand
nonperturbatively). This is incorrect. If you turn off SU(3)xU(1), you obtain an
SU(2) gauge theory that is nonchiral. It is very hard to come up with an
interpretation of your post, and of your responses to Mark that does not involve
your asserting the contrary. Take, for instance:

An idea I’ve always found appealing is that this spontaneous gauge
symmetry breaking is somehow related to the other mysterious aspect
of electroweak gauge symmetry: its chiral nature. SU(2) gauge fields
couple only to left-handed spinors, not right-handed ones…

All I was saying was that if you think of SU(2) gauge theory as a purely
internal symmetry, it is in some sense surprising that it is chiral…

The chirality of the SU(2) couplings in this case may be a clue…

The SU(2) gauge symmetry knows the difference between right and
left-handed spinors…

There are other misapprehensions in your post. Most importantly, as Mark says,
the generic quantum field theory is chiral, so “chirality” is hardly a puzzle to
explain. But it’s hard to discuss the big picture when you persist in
misapprehensions about the basics.

1. Multiple string theory postdocs who have recently told me they find
the field in crisis, very depressing, no new ideas, to the extent that they
are thinking of quitting.

2. Multiple senior theorists, string theorists and others, who have told
me that there are no interesting new ideas in the subject (with the
possible exception of Witten’s twistor stuff).

There are dozens of recent papers I find as interesting, or more interesting than
the developments in twistor theory.

The rate of progress in any field is far from uniform. I’d be the first to agree that
the rate of progress in string theory recently is slower than we have been
accustomed to. But to call that a “crisis” is seriously overblown.

3. Attending talks about string theory, looking at recent talks on the
web, scanning the new papers on the arxiv. No, I don’t understand
everything I read or hear this way, but do understand enough of it to
note that the experts I talk to seem to be right.

Your repeated dismissal of the twistor stuff as insignificant (a dismissal you’ve
made repeatedly, both in this venue and elsewhere) is, I think, indicative of the
general fact that you haven’t the context necessary to evaluate the significance
of the talks you’ve heard and the eprints you’ve tried to read.



I might take seriously the opinions of the unnamed “senior theorists” and “string
theory postdocs” if you’d care to tell us who they were, and exactly what they
said.

Or, better yet, they can speak for themselves.

11. Peter
March 27, 2004

Hi Jacques,

Glad to see that you’re following my weblog so closely. If you keep doing this I’m
sure you’ll find many more opportunities to take something imprecise that I
write, make up an interpretation of it that is incorrect, then use this to
demonstrate my ignorance of basic facts. In the future when you do this, if you’re
more careful, your correction might even be correct. You’re quite right that “this
is getting really embarassing”, but I think we probably disagree for whom.

To try and say things in a way that will be less easy for you to misconstrue, all I
was saying was the following. If you turn off the weak interactions, you have a
SU(3)xU(1) non-chiral gauge theory. Turn on the weak interactions and you have
something much trickier and less-well understood non-perturbatively: a chiral
gauge theory with spontaneously broken gauge theory.

No, I wasn’t the guy who “had no clue as to why anyone would want to calculate
multigluon perturbative Yang-Mills amplitudes”, that guy lives only in your over-
worked imagination. I was the guy who knew very well that multigluon
perturbative YM amplitudes were important things to calculate in collider
physics, but would have guessed that the calculations were pretty straight-
forward for tree amplitudes, only really difficult when you put in loops. I was
very pleased to learn something new from the comment posted here.

As for whether there is any progress being made in the last few years in string
theory, I base my judgment on the following evidence:

1. Multiple string theory postdocs who have recently told me they find the field
in crisis, very depressing, no new ideas, to the extent that they are thinking of
quitting.

2. Multiple senior theorists, string theorists and others, who have told me that
there are no interesting new ideas in the subject (with the possible exception of
Witten’s twistor stuff).

3. Attending talks about string theory, looking at recent talks on the web,
scanning the new papers on the arxiv. No, I don’t understand everything I read
or hear this way, but do understand enough of it to note that the experts I talk to
seem to be right.

So, let’s get this straight: the students I mentioned are “fools”, I’m an
embarassing, incompetent fool and the post-docs and senior faculty who think
string theory is in crisis are also probably fools. The only people in the world who



aren’t fools are you and perhaps some of the few other string theorists out there
who spend their time hyping a theory which has utterly failed to provide its
promised new insights into unification of physics. Have I got this right?

12. Field Theorist
March 26, 2004

Make that “real,” not “pseudoreal.”

13. Field Theorist
March 26, 2004

It’s surprising if you think geometrically and take the standard view
that internal and space-time symmetries have nothing to do with each
other. The U(1) and SU(3) gauge symmetries are not chiral and are
truly independent of the space-time geometry. The SU(2) gauge
symmetry knows the difference between right and left-handed spinors
so in a subtle way it knows something about space-time geometry.
More precisely, it knows about the spinor geometry.

This is getting really embarassing.

For the last time. The left-handed fermions of the standard model form a real
representation of SU(3)xU(1), and they form a pseudoreal representation of
SU(2). It’s only when you look at the full SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1), that you find that
they form a complex (ie, chiral) representation of the gauge group.

Sure, I think the NSF and DOE should stop funding theorists who send
in grant proposals that say “String theory has made huge progress in
the last few years, we intend to keep doing the same thing”. The fact of
the matter is that string theory hasn’t been making any progress and
this needs to be honestly addressed.

Weren’t you the guy who, until yesterday, had no clue as to why anyone would
want to calculate multigluon perturbative Yang-Mills amplitude, much less how
the recent work on twistors represents a revolution in our ability to do so?

What makes you competent to decide whether progress is being made?

I personally know quite a few really good young students who have left
physics because they saw no way to make a career for themselves in
the field other than by working on string theory, which they didn’t
believe in.

Then they are fools. The job market, at the moment, for good young
phenomenologist is considerably better than that for young string theorists. (Not
that the latter is bad, just that good young phenomenologists are much sought-
after nowadays.)

14. Peter
March 26, 2004



About chirality again:
It’s surprising if you think geometrically and take the standard view that internal
and space-time symmetries have nothing to do with each other. The U(1) and
SU(3) gauge symmetries are not chiral and are truly independent of the space-
time geometry. The SU(2) gauge symmetry knows the difference between right
and left-handed spinors so in a subtle way it knows something about space-time
geometry. More precisely, it knows about the spinor geometry.

Is it a coincidence that the piece of the standard model gauge symmetry that is
chiral is also the piece that is spontaneously broken? Maybe, or maybe there’s
GUT lore about this I’m not thinking about. Is it a coincidence that, besides
having its gauge symmetry spontaneously broken, the SU(2) chiral gauge theory
is also really hard to understand non-perturbatively? Maybe.

I’ve never, anywhere, denigrated string theorists as “diletantes and poseurs”.
That’s not what I think about them. Some of my best friends are string theorists,
and most people doing string theory are very smart and harder-working than I
am. On any metric for how smart and hard-working someone is, Ed Witten is off
the scale.

About funding:
Sure, I think the NSF and DOE should stop funding theorists who send in grant
proposals that say “String theory has made huge progress in the last few years,
we intend to keep doing the same thing”. The fact of the matter is that string
theory hasn’t been making any progress and this needs to be honestly addressed.
The panels that allocate very scarce funding for theoretical physics are the place
this is supposed to happen.

The over-hyping of string theory is doing more damage to theoretical physics
than any cut in government funding ever could. I personally know quite a few
really good young students who have left physics because they saw no way to
make a career for themselves in the field other than by working on string theory,
which they didn’t believe in.

15. Mark Srednicki
March 25, 2004

“As far as I can tell your point is essentially just the obvious one that since we
know how to write down chirally asymmetric theories, a generic theory is going
to be chiral.”

If this point is obvious, why did you say that it is “in some sense surprising” that
the QFT that describes the real world is chiral?

As for anomalous gauge theories, if you (or Roman Jackiw or anyone else) can
construct them, great! I’d be very interested. But I think there are very good
reasons why it can’t be done, reasons that are as close as we ever get to a proof
in QFT. I don’t agree that it’s “more accurate” to say that these theories just
haven’t been quantized yet.

As for arrogance, when you denigrate a whole group of dedicated, hard working



scientists as diletantes and poseurs because you don’t share their taste in
interesting problems, it’s hard to want to be polite. Change the name of this blog
from “Not Even Wrong”, a famous insult in physics, to something more neutral,
and I’ll be a lot more polite in the future.

You say that you’re “not in the business of telling people what they should work
on and there is no danger they would pay much attention to me if I was”. But
there is. You are seeking publicity in the larger public arena, via your article in
American Scientist and this blog. You denigrate a lot of hard honest work done
by brilliant people. There is a small but significant chance that this denigration
could ultimately have a detrimental impact on science funding.

You think that it is a terrible crime that string theory has been overhyped. But if
science was better funded, more young people would have more of a chance to
make an impact, however they choose to try to do it, before irrevocable decisions
have to be made about their futures.

That’s why I took the time and effort to respond in the first place.

16. Peter
March 25, 2004

We probably did overlap somewhere back in the 80’s, I was a grad student at
Princeton 1979-84. Unfortunately one aspect of middle age for me involves the
inability to remember exactly people I was glancingly acquainted with back then.

Your latest post starts with the generic argument for string theory in terms of
quantum gravity. Responding to that seriously would take a while and someday
I’ll get around to it on the weblog.

The other comments you make about the sociology of why people do string
theory are interesting and worth responding to. Again, I’ll try and do so at length
at some point soon, but a couple quick comments: No, I don’t think it’s a
conspiracy and I’m sure most of them do so because they think it is the best bet
for making some kind of progress (this is less true of those poor bastards trying
to get a permanent job). On the other hand I don’t agree with you at all that the
community is now open to new ideas.

I’m not in the business of telling people what they should work on and there is no
danger they would pay much attention to me if I was. My interest here is in
trying to do two things:

1. Explain exactly what the present state of string theory is, minus the hype. You
and others are welcome to argue with me when I do this. It’s a complicated
subject and probably I’ll get some things wrong.

2. Explain some highly speculative ideas of my own. These are also “Not Even
Wrong” at this point and will be clearly labeled as such.

17. Peter
March 25, 2004



About chirality:
As far as I can tell your point is essentially just the obvious one that since we
know how to write down chirally asymmetric theories, a generic theory is going
to be chiral. If you are a believer in Susskind’s landscape then maybe our world
is governed by a generic theory and of course it is not surprising it is chiral. I
may be wrong, but my point of view is to try and find something special about
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) and the standard model representations that would explain
where this symmetry comes from. The chirality of the SU(2) couplings in this
case may be a clue. You may think this kind of speculation is pointless, a waste of
time, has all been done before, whatever. But it’s clearly labeled as speculation,
it’s just as “Not Even Wrong” as string theory. If you think my speculative
ramblings are wrong-headed, don’t read them.

Anomalous gauge theories:
You seem really exercised that someone would even implicitly question
conventional wisdom. Clearly we’re not going to get along here. At most points
in the history of science spending one’s time figuring out the implications of new
ideas is a more fruitful thing to do than questioning conventional wisdom. I think
this point is different: there are no new good ideas and we need to question how
we got to this point. Certainly something goes wrong with our standard
understanding of gauge theory when you try and quantize an anomalous theory. I
happen to think it’s worthwhile to think about this and try and better understand
exactly what happens. One of my reasons is that in 2d there is some really
beautiful and new mathematics that makes its appearance. Maybe this is
irrelevant to 4d, maybe not.

My “tone about poor benighted theorists”:
Well, for 20 years the smartest people in the business have been to a large extent
off thinking about quantizing gravity instead of electroweak symmetry breaking.
Right now when I talk to them they are bitching and moaning that in string
theory there are no new ideas, everything that anyone has tried either has failed
or can’t be pushed further. Under the circumstances I do think it would be
healthier if more of them would stop doing this and would start instead bitching
and moaning about how hard it is to come up with a new idea about electroweak
symmetry breaking.

About arrogance:
First of all your initial post was simply rude and insulting. Today also brought an
even more juvenile string of insults from a Junior Fellow at Harvard, Lubos Motl.
What is with you people? Grow Up! Do your parents know you behave like this?
You don’t know me and seem to think it’s all right to start insulting someone you
don’t know on the basis of your interpretation of a couple vague sentences they
write about complex issues in QFT. What about posting a comment saying you
disagree with something I wrote, explaining why and asking me to justify what I
wrote? Then when I can’t justify it, you’re welcome to start accusing me of
ignorance.

While I was about to finish this, another post from you came through. I’ll stop
this one, continue with another after reading your latest.



18. Mark Srednicki
March 25, 2004

Looking at your credentials, I see that we must have overlapped at Princeton in
the early ’80s. I confess that I thought you were a mathematician who was
dabbling in physics.

As for string theory being “not even wrong”, the title of your blog, it is QFT that
deserves this description.

Pick up a book. Hold it at arm’s length. Let go. Did it fall? You just disproved the
Standard Model, which does not incorporate gravity.

The only known way to deal with gravity in QFT is to put in an ad hoc cutoff at
the Planck scale. Then you lose either Lorentz invariance or unitarity or both. We
could perhaps live with violations of Lorentz symmetry, but before giving up on
it, perhaps we should search for a more clever cutoff.

And that’s exactly what string theory provides. It *may* be that it doesn’t work in
the end; that’s still an open question. But *this* is why string theory is exciting:
it’s an extension of quantum field theory that (1) incorporates gravity in a natural
way and (2) provides the *possibility* of a finite theory that does not require an
ad hoc cutoff.

The tradeoff is that it’s *much* harder to find specific quantum field theories as
the low energy limit of string theory. There’s been a huge amount of work on
this, work that continues at a feverish pace. A QFT that looks like the Standard
Model has not been found yet. Whether or not one exists is an open question.

Senior string theorists work on string theory because they think it’s the best bet
for a more fundamental theory than QFT with an ad hoc cutoff. That’s all there is
to it. No vast conspiracy. People with tenure who want to work on other things,
do. People without tenure have to hedge their bets on what to work on. One can
certainly criticize the fairness of the tenure system in general, but there is
nothing unique or special about string theory in this regard.

Indeed, my experience is that the particle theory community is about as open to
new ideas as a group of human beings can possibly be. Let’s not forget that 20
years ago, the string community was pretty much down to Green, Schwarz, and
Brink. It’s grown enormously since then because people were genuinely
interested and excited about it, not because they were forced to work on it.

I am *extremely* skeptical of *any* claim that scientists in general are working
on the “wrong thing” and should be told to work on something else. I trust the
community at large far more than the judgement of any one person.

19. Mark Srednicki
March 25, 2004

“The arrogance of people in the particle theory community never ceases to
amaze me. Assuming that anyone who dares to criticize what is going on in the



subject must be ignorant is all too common behavior.”

I did not *assume* you were ignorant because you criticized what is going on
(though your understanding of what is going on is mistaken, in my view). I
*concluded* that you were ignorant because you made several statements that
indicated misunderstandings of various issues in quantum field theory and
particle physics.

20. Mark Srednicki
March 25, 2004

“All I was saying was that if you think of SU(2) gauge theory as a purely internal
symmetry, it is in some sense surprising that it is chiral, since chirality is an
aspect of behavior under Lorentz symmetry, which is a space-time symmetry.”

This betrays a profound misunderstanding of the nature of chiral symmetry. One
more time: if you start with three or more fermion fields, and one or more scalar
fields, and include all couplings allowed by renormalizability, your theory will
automatically be chiral, unless you choose special values for some of the
couplings. Thus chirality in nature is no surprise; it’s a generic prediction of
quantum field theory.

“I was just making the uncontroversial comment that if you take a classical chiral
gauge theory such that quantizing the fermions produces an anomaly in the
gauge symmetry, no one knows how to quantize such a theory.”

The conventional wisdom is that such theories DO NOT EXIST, not that we
haven’t figured out how to quantize them. Your original comment questioned this
belief. No one can prove anything either way. But the arguments against the
existence of these theories are about as strong as any arguments in QFT.

All bets are off in two dimensions, where lots of special things happen.

“Maybe an elementary scalar field is what is causing electroweak symmetry
breaking, and one has to ultimately understand this field and its couplings as
coming from fluxes in a Calabi-Yau or who knows what. But theorists should not
be so arrogant.”

Arrogance has nothing to do with it. Theorists have thoroughly explored all the
alternatives they could think of (with some, like large extra dimensions, still
under active investigation). Most died because they made predictions in
immediate or eventual conflict with experiment. Theorists would be *thrilled* if
something unexpected turned up at the LHC. The whole tone of your original
comment was that poor benighted theorists are off thinking about quantizing
gravity instead of electroweak symmetry breaking. This is wrong!

21. Peter
March 25, 2004

The arrogance of people in the particle theory community never ceases to amaze
me. Assuming that anyone who dares to criticize what is going on in the subject



must be ignorant is all too common behavior.

I won’t recite my qualifications extensively here, other than to note that the
places where I first learned QFT included Weinberg’s course on the subject at
Harvard that lead to part of the books Srednicki mentions. I also took Coleman’s
QFT course there, as well as Gross’s course at Princeton where I got my Ph.D in
particle theory in 1984 (Curt Callan was my advisor there).

It’s hard to extract from the torrent of personal abuse what Srednicki’s criticisms
are. The weird thing is he doesn’t deal with my views on string theory, which are
controversial, but here gets very worked up about what are accurate and not at
all controversial statements.

“Wrong, Wrong, Wrong” number one. Hard to tell what he is getting worked up
about here. All I was saying was that if you think of SU(2) gauge theory as a
purely internal symmetry, it is in some sense surprising that it is chiral, since
chirality is an aspect of behavior under Lorentz symmetry, which is a space-time
symmetry. Chiral
gauge theory is tricky, as Srednicki should know well, since he started out his
career, like I did, doing lattice gauge theory. If you try and put spinors on a
lattice and couple them chirally to gauge fields, it’s surprising how much trouble
you run into.

“Wrong, wrong, wrong” number two. I can’t see what he’s upset about here
either. I was just making the uncontroversial comment that if you take a classical
chiral gauge theory such that quantizing the fermions produces an anomaly in
the gauge symmetry, no one knows how to quantize such a theory of coupled
gauge fields and spinors in such a way that you end up with a unitary, Lorentz-
invariant, renormalizable QFT. I didn’t say anything about the gauge invariance
of such a QFT or claim that I have any idea how to do this.
Jackiw does claim to be able to do this (for the chiral Schwinger model) in 1+1d,
maybe Srednicki should send him an e-mail about how ignorant about QFT he is.

“Sigh” Again, I can’t figure out what he is getting so excited about, since what he
quotes is completely uncontroversial. I’m well aware that there is by now a long
history of unsuccessful attempts by theorists to find a good alternative to using
an elementary scalar field to break electroweak symmetry. Maybe an elementary
scalar field is what is causing electroweak symmetry breaking, and one has to
ultimately understand this field and its couplings as coming from fluxes in a
Calabi-Yau or who knows what. But theorists should not be so arrogant. There’s a
long history of experiments coming up with results that theorists had good
reason to believe were not possible. In the late sixties theorists would have
claimed that the strong interactions were such that scaling in deep inelastic
scattering was impossible at high energies. And yet, that’s what was found,
leading Gross et. al. to the discovery of asymptotic freedom. Let’s wait and see
what the experimental results have to say about the dynamics of the Higgs
sector before being so sure that all possibilities for what it can be are well-
known.

22. Mark Srednicki



March 25, 2004

I came to your web site because I was told that you are a critic of string theory,
and I wanted to see what you had to say about it. What I find is appalling
ignorance. You really ought to spend some time learning some physics before
you attack it. I recommend starting with Weinberg’s three-volume text on
quantum field theory.

I don’t have the time or the energy to explain *all* the errors on this web site, or
even all the ones in this single comment. But I’ll tackle a few of them.

“The SU(2) gauge symmetry is supposed to be a purely internal symmetry,
having nothing to do with space-time symmetries, but left and right-handed
spinors are distinguished purely by their behavior under a space-time symmetry,
Lorentz symmetry.”

Wrong, wrong, wrong! RH spinors are hermitian conjugates of LH spinors; you
can’t have one without the other (in 3+1 dimensions; things are different in
different numbers of dimensions). Parity swaps the LH and RH spinors (as does
hermitian conjugation). The question is, in a particular theory, can we assign
parity transformation rules to the scalar and vector fields (if any) so that parity is
a symmetry of the action? If there are more than 3 LH spinors, and at least one
scalar, then the answer is generically “no”, even if there are no gauge fields at
all. (By “generically”, I mean you include all couplings allowed by gauge
symmetries and renormalizability.) If there is some gauge symmetry, then the
answer is also “no” if the LH spinors form a complex representation of the gauge
group (with or without scalars). In no case is there any need for some mysterious
intertwining of Lorentz and gauge symmetry.

“People mostly believe that theories with an anomalous gauge symmetry make
no sense, but it perhaps more accurate to say that no one has yet found a
unitrary, Lorentz-invariant, renormalizable way of quantizing them.”

Wrong, wrong, wrong! In the case of anomalous violation of a global symmetry,
we know from experiment that the symmetry does not hold: this is proven by the
decay rate of the neutral pion (for electromagnetic anomalies) and by the
nonexistence of a ninth light pseudoscalar (for chromodynamic anomalies).
Coupling a vector field to a non-conserved current violates gauge invariance. Of
course, since *no* quantum field theory (in more than two dimensions) has been
proven to exist (and gee, isn’t this one of the mighty criticisms you aim at string
theory?), you are free to believe that something could be constructed that could
be interpreted as an anomalous gauge theory. But it wouldn’t actually have any
gauge symmetry.

“Why does the vacuum state break electroweak gauge symmetry?
If we could answer this question, we’d probably understand where masses of
particles come from, as well as just about all of the undetermined parameters of
the standard model (except for a couple ratios of the strengths of the gauge
interactions). The exciting thing about this problem is that we have good reason
to expect experiments to give us some new clues about it in 2008 when data



from the LHC begins to come in.”

*Sigh*. Now we come to appalling ignorance of the history of ideas in particle
physics. This sounds like it was written in 1979. A *huge* amount of effort went
into exploring alternatives to the standard Higgs field in the 1980s. All these
models died at the hands of the experimentalists, because they all kept
predicting things that were not observed. We are left believing that the Higgs
field is a fundamental scalar because there is no alternative that agrees with
experiment, not because we are muddle-headed idiots who can’t think of the
obvious.

I’m horrified that the ideas of someone as ignorant as you can be so widely
circulated without serious rebuttal. You haven’t gotten serious rebuttal because
the serious people have better things to do with their time. If you want to learn
some physics first, fine. Unless and until you do, please stop trying to tell funding
agencies (all staffed with people far more knowledgable than you are) how to
best use their meager sums.

Mark Srednicki
Professor of Physics
University of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
mark@vulcan.physics.ucsb.edu
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Questions for Cosmologists

March 21, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

I was pleased to get a comment from cosmologist Sean Carroll frighteningly soon
after starting this thing up. Here’s some questions about cosmology that have been on
my mind recently, maybe he or someone else will be able to answer them:

Witten has argued to me that “results about CMB fluctuations which are suggestive of
inflation at the GUT scale” provide evidence that “grand unification is on the right
track”. What exactly does the CMB data say about inflation? Can one extract the GUT
scale from either the current CMB data or any conceivable better future CMB data?

More generally, while I’ve heard a lot about attempts to extract information about
Planck-scale physics from CMB data, what about all the scales in between where
accelerators stop (hundreds of Gev) and the Planck scale? Can one find out anything
about electroweak symmetry breaking? Could this have anything to do with inflation?

There’s another question that often bothers me: “How can you have a field called
‘String Cosmology’ when string theory isn’t really a theory and can’t be used to
predict anything?”, but I’ll be good for now and leave that rant for another time.

Comments

1. Gary
March 29, 2004

Who can really know for a certainty where future CMB research will lead (if but
to answer the aforementioned question regarding the extraction of the GUT
scale from CMB data.) We will just have to wait and see. But I will tell you this
much, that when we do hopefully we’ll be smart enough to recognize a designer
involved in the greater scheme of creation, and not the theories themselves.

2. Alexander Crawford
March 25, 2004

However interesting the statistical/mathematical models may or may not be, the
actual difficulties aren’t addressed very seriously in terms of experimental
problems or circuit design methods (errrr… the standard deviation measure of
step rise times from step response to impulse response doesn’t suggest “extra-
dimensionality” in a physical sense).

It’d probably be very interesting for most theoretical physicists to look into the
wire spring relay developed by Western Electric and current in the mid-1960’s,
especially for those interested in String Theory. It might be as interesting as the
M-M interferometer design as that relates to other somewhat older cosmological
models. The magnetic field model is available at MIT and a couple of other sites



(view source option-read comments) for a curious take on m-m data.

Regarding the questions specifics…

Here’s a link to the NIST page for phase noise and metrology:

http://www.boulder.nist.gov/timefreq/phase/

Here’s the optical frequency measurement group links

http://www.boulder.nist.gov/timefreq/ofm/index.html

useful glossary:

http://www.boulder.nist.gov/timefreq/general/glossary.htm

(The USNO has a very comprehensive library of technical papers for the serious.)

3. Sean
March 21, 2004

These are very good questions, so much so that I started a multi-part answer
over at my blog. Basically, the energy scale of inflation is roughly equal to the
Planck scale times the square root of the perturbation amplitude; this works out
to be the GUT scale. It’s nicely consistent, but by no means direct evidence;
Witten was right to say that it’s “suggestive,” but not more than that. If we were
able to measure gravitational-wave modes, that would give a direct measurement
of the energy scale.

This is only in the simplest models, of course. If you get more baroque you can
do whatever you like, including inflation at the electroweak scale. But you have
to work at it. Likewise with getting information about Planck-scale effects; it’s
unlikely, but worth thinking about.

We should talk about string cosmology another time. String theory is not a
completely well understood theory, but it’s not vacuous, either. But string
cosmology is in its infancy, to say the least.

http://www.boulder.nist.gov/timefreq/phase/
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Various Stuff on the Web

March 23, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

One can keep track of what is going on in theoretical physics now by taking a look at
conference websites. Often after the conference they put up speaker’s transparencies
or even audio or video of the talk. Some very recent examples:

Strings and Cosmology

a conference last week at Texas A and M, and

Spring School on Superstring Theory and Related Topics

at the ICTP in Trieste. Among the Trieste lectures, Marcos Marino’s notes give a nice
discussion of some things you can do with topological strings. Brandenberger’s notes
on “Challenges in String Cosmology” include the peculiar statement that “String
cosmology does not exist because non-perturbative string theory is not yet known”.
That was my impression too, but this doesn’t really explain why he is lecturing on a
subject that doesn’t exist or why people devote many conferences to it.

Among the new papers appearing at the arXiv is Witten’s latest:
Parity Invariance for Strings in Twistor Space

I’m still kind of not seeing why Witten and others are so interested in this. Using
strings as a dual to QCD to understand its strong coupling behavior is obviously
interesting, but why is reformulating something you understand well (perturbative
Yang-Mills) in terms of strings in a super-version of twistor space so interesting? The
interesting thing about twistors always seemed to me that they were naturally parity
asymmetric, one chirality of spinors is tautologically defined. Witten’s latest paper
seems to just be showing how to get rid of this natural chiral asymmetry in this case.

Another new paper is:

The Emergence of Anticommuting Coordinates and the Dirac-Ramond-Kostant
operators

by Lars Brink. The Kostant version of the Dirac operator is pretty amazing and too
little known, both among mathematicians and physicists. I’m not so sure what Brink is
trying to do with it leads anywhere, but there are other applications of it I’ll try and
write about some day.

Comments

1. Matt
March 27, 2004
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I think the problem with computing gauge theory at weak coupling is that, even
though one can easily write down Feynman diagrams, the number of diagrams
grows more or less factorially with the order in perturbation theory. Computers
can be fast but they can’t handle calculations at high order when the number of
graphs grows so quickly. Any technique that lets you get away with fewer
diagrams will lead to better predictions.

There may be issues aside from the computational one, but this strikes me as a
major advantage.

2. Peter
March 26, 2004

We’ll have to see how far this can be pushed. But the thing that has bothered me
about it from the beginning is that, unless Witten has something up his sleeve he
isn’t telling us, the most optimistic thing he seems to be hoping for is to get a
reformulation of perturbative YM in terms of a string theory on twistor space.
The string theory on twistor space is a topological one that seems to have
nothing to do with the string theory that is supposed to unify gravity and the
standard model. So this doesn’t help at all with the idea of quantizing gravity via
the string. It would be kind of like AdS/CFT, where a string theory helps you
understand a gauge theory. But even so, it is helping you understand not the
mysterious aspect of gauge theory (strong coupling), but the weak coupling
aspect, which I had thought was well understood. It was very interesting to see
the comment that, in terms of computability, weak coupling gauge theory is not
as well understood as I thought.

3. serenus zeitblom
March 26, 2004

It’s pretty amazing that the twistor stuff is
actually “useful”. But the techniques of the
CSW paper look “string-motivated” to me,
not really stringy. If this “useful twistor”
stuff pans out, to what extent can that be
interpreted as a plus point for string theory
per se?

4. Peter
March 25, 2004

Hi Mark,

Thanks for writing this, that’s very interesting to hear. I didn’t know that tree-
level perturbative YM amplitudes could be that hard to compute, so didn’t realize
that Witten’s results would be so useful. The fact that abstract theory involving
strings and twistors is leading to phenomenologically important calculational
techniques is pretty amazing. Will be interesting to see what happens with loops,
presumably there are a lot of people working on that now!

5. Marcus Spradlin



March 25, 2004

Hi,

I am replying to Peter’s comment that
“It wasn’t clear whether the twistor ideas really help do any
calculations these people [at the Tevatron and LHC] care about.”

Here at the KITP we’ve had a workshop on collider physics for the
past two months, and all of the experts in exactly this field have
been at hand. It’s hard for me to overstate the excitement,
in particular of Zvi Bern (workshop organizer and undoubtedly
one of the leading experts on perturbative QCD calculations).
Calling the paper hep-th/0403047 a “home run”, Zvi said that
this is exactly the technology they’ve wanted for more than a
decade. For more, see Zvi’s colloquium at
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/colloq/bern1/

To give an example, consider the 8-gluon amplitude with
helicities ++++—-. As recently as March 2, 2004, one could
have invested many, many months of effort into calculating this
and written a lengthy paper on it (7-gluon amplitudes appear in
a 40-page paper in 1990). After March 3, I (and independently
David Kosower and I think Zvi as well), spent part of a lazy
afternoon writing this amplitude down “just for fun”.
It’s only 44 CSW diagrams, versus 34,300 Feynman diagrams.

People who write Monte Carlo programs for the Tevatron and LHC
need to know these (and other) amplitudes in order to get a better
handle on experimental backgrounds. Zvi said that these programs
would all have to be rewritten now to use the fantastic
new CSW technology. So, quoting from the mouth of an expert: Yes,
people care!

Of course, so far Witten’s new technology has been only applied
at tree level. The REAL (practical) payoff from twistors will come
from finding some way to apply this technology to loops, where the
perturbative QCD calculations start getting VERY hard.

I inserted the word practical above to emphasize that there are
other, more theoretical payoffs from Witten’s work (such as some
interesting new ideas on S-duality for topological strings, as
well as other ideas surely to be discovered), but I specifically
wanted to limit my reply to your question in the context of the usefulness
of twistors for QCD calculations.

Mark

6. Peter
March 25, 2004

http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/colloq/bern1/
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Oh no! Now I’m going to have to start reading Jacques Distler’s postings about
how to keep cranks from spamming the comment sections of one’s weblog.
Maybe Jacques can explain how to filter out just physicists from Harvard with
Junior Fellowships.

As usual, Lubos is devoting his efforts to insulting others while avoiding the issue
under discussion. He’s still not answering the question I asked him when
Witten’s paper first came out: “What good is this new connection between
perturbative YM and strings on super-twistor space?”

The claim that “twistors used to be nearly as popular as string theory is
nowadays” is pretty weird. One could check this out with the SPIRES database,
but I’d guess that in any of the last 20 years there have been 10-100 times more
papers about string theory than the number written about twistor theory in the
year of its peak popularity, whenever that was. Given Witten’s paper and the
complete lack of any other ideas for string theorists to work on, maybe 2004 will
be the year of the peak number of twistor theory papers.

7. Lubo? Motl
March 25, 2004

Amazing, Peter! If I did not see this, I would not be able to believe that you are
able to establish your own blog. I wonder whether you will erase this comment
from your page, even though the people who don’t know yet can learn that you
are a bitter and intellectually limited person.

Recall that you were saying on sci.physics.research that this twistor stuff is
beautiful, as soon as Witten started, and it’s great that the people in the field
would have to follow Witten. Your comments about physics are not not obsolete,
silly, and annoying, but as we see now and again, they are also internally
inconsistent.

Twistors used to be nearly as popular as string theory is nowadays, and Penrose
himself believed that it was important to investigate this unusual description of
the Minkowski spacetime because it might teach us something about quantum
gravity.

His dreams have not been realized because their research was always very
primitive. In the best case, it allowed them to calculate various things in a new
way – for example the moduli space of instantons (ADHM) was first obtained
using these methods. The twistors are now studied seriously, i.e. by string
theorists, and all the potentially good and useful ideas and notions (such as
D-brane instantons etc.) can be applied.

Twistors make the left-right parity symmetry very obscure, and therefore an
explicit proof of this symmetry was (and is) very desirable. Witten’s proof of this
fact (and our earlier proof in Berkovits+Motl, as well as the proof in the paper by
Volovich et al. a day later) is perhaps not a new revolution in physics, but it is
certainly an interesting result – definitely more interesting than anything that
you have done during the last 12 years, and therefore I would expect a little bit
of respect from you, especially if you are – please accept my apologies for being



straightforward – such a loser.

8. Peter
March 23, 2004

I saw that Witten gave a talk about this stuff to the workshop at the KITP where
some people are doing perturbative QCD calculations necessary to understand
backgrounds at the Tevatron and the LHC.

It wasn’t clear whether the twistor ideas really help do any calculations these
people care about, and they are the only ones I can think of who might be able to
use better ways of doing perturbative YM computations. I’d guess Witten mainly
hopes to get new insight into the relation of string theory and gauge theory out
of all this, but I don’t see anything that promising here yet.

9. Matt
March 23, 2004

Brief comment on the twistor stuff, but I don’t know very much: I was visiting
Harvard yesterday (as I might go there for grad school) and Nima Arkani-Hamed
explained a bit about this to me. Apparently scattering amplitudes in Yang-Mills
theory turn out to have much nicer forms than one sees in doing the perturbative
calculation. My impression is that you might hope to calculate things more easily
this way — you don’t have to sum as many graphs — and also maybe certain
analytic properties are easier to understand. But, I’ve only heard this briefly
explained, so I’m not too sure of what the advantages are. People do seem
convinced that this is useful.



My (Not So) Brilliant Career

March 26, 2004
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Uncategorized

One of the weirder things that happened yesterday was that I noticed there was a
long thread in a discussion group about my academic qualifications. You can find this
at
Physics Forums

My academic career has been a bit unusual, and the current position I have at
Columbia is kind of confusing, so for those who want to carefully examine my
qualifications before deciding whether to take anything I write seriously, here’s a
short outline:

1979: B.A. and M.A. in physics, Harvard University. As an undergraduate spent one
summer working on a particle physics experiment at SLAC.

1984: Ph. D. in theoretical physics, Princeton University, advisor Curtis Callan, thesis
title “Topological Charge in Lattice Gauge Theory”.

In my thesis I developed a workable way of calculating the topological charge of
lattice gauge fields and did Monte-Carlo calculations using it. This led to joint work
with collaborators including N. Seiberg at the Institute in Princeton and about seven
published papers on the subject in the mid to late-eighties.

1984-87 Postdoc at the Stony Brook ITP
Got interested in spinor geometry,TQFT and representation theory, started talking to
a lot of the mathematicians at Stony Brook

In 1987 it became clear to me that someone who didn’t believe in string theory but
wanted to apply mathematics to QFT didn’t have much of a future in physics depts in
the US. I spent 1987-88 as an unpaid visitor at the Harvard physics dept., earning a
living teaching calculus in the Tufts math department.

1988-89 Postdoctoral fellowship at MSRI in Berkeley. Published a couple papers on
spinor geometry and the standard model, TQFT and representation theory.

1989-1993 Assistant professor, math department, Columbia.

This wasn’t a tenure-track position, so at this point I needed to find a new one and my
current job became available in the math department. It is an unusual, “off-ladder”
untenured but permanent position with the title “Director of Instruction”. Its
responsibilities include administering the dept computer system, teaching a course
each semester, and participating in research activities of the department. I’ve held
this position for ten years.

It should be made perfectly clear that I’m not a regular, tenured professor at
Columbia and have never claimed to be. On the other hand, I’ve spent a lot of time
learning mathematics, often by teaching it. I’ve taught many of our undergraduate

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=16961
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=16961


courses and some of our graduate courses, including Representation theory and QFT
for mathematicians.

So that’s my weird academic background and status. make of it what you will.

Personally I feel rather lucky at how this has turned out. It all started with having
relatively well-off parents who could afford to send me to Harvard, I then enjoyed
about the best education in particle theory possible, and now I have a permanent job
surrounded by very talented people that I like, one that gives me a fair amount of
time to think about what I choose. Anyone who thinks I’m an embittered soul doesn’t
know me very well. While I’ve seen a lot of talented people be badly treated by
universities and by the atrociously bad job situation in many fields, I don’t have
anything to complain about.

One problem with this is I don’t know what career advice to give young people
interested in particle theory. They’d be fools to do what I did, but if they follow the
standard path they’ll probably get screwed. It seems to me that a very big question
the particle theory community needs to be addressing is how to provide a career path
for really smart students that gives them encouragement to strike out in new
directions, with a viable chance at making a permanent career of it. Right now many
of the young people in the field I talk to are very discouraged, feeling that their choice
is to either try and make a name for themselves by working on a not very promising
but trendy string theory topic, or to commit academic suicide by trying something
different that probably won’t work out. This situation is extremely unhealthy.

Comments

1. Peter
March 28, 2004

Hi Pyracantha,

It’s hard to talk about physics in general, different subfields have different things
happening in them. As far as particle physics goes, progress has undeniably
slowed in the past 25 years (people will disagree about how much…) for two
overriding reasons:

1. The standard model is just too good, making the field a victim of its own
success. It was in place by the mid-seventies and all experiments agree with it
(or to be precise, with a slight extension of it to include neutrino masses). It’s
vastly harder to come up with good new ideas about physics when you don’t have
experimental results that conflict with theory and point you in the right direction
to improve the theory.

2. Available accelerator technology is reaching its limits: there are diminishing
returns and going to higher energies is more and more difficult and expensive.
There will finally be a big new jump in energy at the LHC in a few years, but
both political and financial problems have caused this jump to be a long time
coming.



2. Peter
March 28, 2004

Hi Erin,

I spend most of my time among mathematicians, so I’m very aware what they
think of QFT and string theory. With few exceptions, they’re pretty confused
about the distinctions between QFT, string theory, supersymmetric QFT, etc.
They generally see all of these as one uniform, mysterious set of methods that
undeniably has lead to some fantastic mathematics. This isn’t really surprising:
these are complicated ideas, with complex relations between each of them and
between them and more standard mathematics.

So, they’re often surprised to hear me criticizing string theory, saying “but it has
lead to so much great math!”. To a large extent this is right: string theory has
lead to some great math and in many ways its influence on math has been very
positive. Unfortunately many mathematicians believe that everything that has
come out of physics came out of string theory, believing for instance that the
work that Witten got the Fields medal for was string theory. It’s hard to explain
to them that many things like this came out of QFT, not string theory. It gets even
more confusing since some of the most interesting math has come out of
conformal field theory, which is both 2d QFT and a crucial part of perturbative
string theory.

Personally I’m pretty convinced that, while good mathematics will continue to
come out of string theory, QFT will ultimately have an even bigger impact on
math. QFT involves mathematical structures that are infinite-dimensional
examples of structures that are well-known to mathematicians in the finite
dimensional case. Mathematicians often hadn’t thought too hard about how to
generalize to infinite dimensions, because typically there are many ways to do
this and, until QFT came along, it wasn’t clear which if any ways lead to
something interesting. Even after getting guidance from QFT about which way to
go, it is still very difficult to rigorously deal with these infinite dimensional
things, so mathematical progress is frustratingly slow. If the study of QFT in
physics was in a healthier state, there might be even more fruitful interchange
between math and physics than there is at the moment.

3. Pyracantha
March 28, 2004

Is there a sense of “diminishing returns” in current physics research – more
studies and more theorizing, but fewer results and less ability to verify by
experiment?

Pyracantha

4. erinj
March 27, 2004

“Hype” indeed. String theory thrives upon hype and media attention in my
opinion; for example, Greene’s `The Theory of Everything’ TV series recently



shown here [known as `The Elegant Universe’ in the U.S.]. Topics like the
Standard Model just aren’t the sort of thing people wish to popularize into TV
series.

I recently read a mathematician refer to string theory as a particular quantum
field theory (but perhaps he meant string field theory instead of string
theory…?), and seeing any success – past, present or future – in string theory is
difficult. Yes, I too hope things will change for the better. Surely the study of QFT
is far from over, and is really only just beginning, for both physicists and
mathematicians.

Incidentally, I thought Carlo Rovelli’s `A dialog on quantum gravity’ provided an
excellent catalogue of many of the things string theory keeps on not doing and
highlights many misconceptions surrounding the alleged successes of string
theory. I especially liked the way Rovelli included a debunking of the claim that
the Veneziano amplitude is `correct’ (not something many string theory papers
discuss these days, I suppose).

Erin

P.S. I would leave a valid e-mail address, but one never knows who’s reading this
(anyway, I’m not actively involved in academic research).

5. Peter
March 26, 2004

Hi Erin,

It seems to me that situation in the US is polarized in exactly the same way as in
the UK. To an increasing extent, this seems to be the case around the world.
Globalization also applies to particle theory, I guess.

The standard story you’ll get from string theorists is that QFT is essentially a
closed book, and that everything interesting about it is known. From their point
of view, someone wanting to work on field theory is either too much of a wimp to
do string theory, or just too ignorant to realize that everything of interest about
field theory has already been done.

This point of view makes sense if you believe the hype that string theory is a
successful extension of QFT that explains all the things QFT can’t. When and if
people realize that string theory actually doesn’t live up to its hype, maybe
things will change.

I think the situation now is very analogous to what happened in the late 60s,
early 70s. Most of the leaders in particle theory had abandoned QFT and were
doing S-matrix theory (and later, string theory). The few people like Veltman still
doing QFT weren’t taken very seriously, I’m sure many people explained to him
why he was a fool to work on quantizing and renormalizing non-abelian gauge
theory. This all changed with the advent of the standard model, one can hope
that a similar shift will happen again in our lifetimes.



6. erinj
March 26, 2004

Hello Peter,

Ever since `String Theory: An Evaluation’, I’ve made sure I read your articles
and papers, and only a few days ago I discovered that you had begun a weblog:
it’s marvellous and fascinating, and I certainly agree with your views on string
theory.

I myself am a British, disgruntled former particle theory postdoc, and I can
relate to your comments on young people entering – or attempting to enter – the
field of particle theory research. My PhD research was concerned with field
theory, and I wished to continue with field theory research, but found that the
opportunities for that in the U.K. were far more limited than I had expected.
Increasingly left out in the cold, and struggling to do something which might
earn me another postdoc in field theory (which no one seemed interested in), I
was dropped and now consider myself a failure. I do wish I could have continued.

To me, there seems to be a stark choice those interested in particle theory
research have to make: do phenomenology, or do string theory. This is the
message I received during my time in research. Perhaps if I had chosen one of
these, instead of being interested in field theory, I might still be a postdoc.

It would seem that if you choose to do research in field theory or mathematical
physics – or indeed anything other than phenomenology or string theory – one
has to be prepared to work towards either string theory or phenomenology, for
doing anything else seems to offer no stable, long-term employment or any
career development prospects in particle theory research. Why is it that present
(U.K.) research in particle theory seems to be so polarized? Is it the same
situation in the U.S., or even worldwide?

Incidentally, during my PhD, my field theorist supervisor was just beginning to
turn into a string theorist, and now the transformation is complete. It was a
rather discouraging thing to see. I do wonder if he felt pressure to migrate to
string theory in order to remain in academia.

Erin J



Atiyah and Singer Share Abel Prize

March 26, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The Abel prize is a new yearly prize in mathematics, intended to function somewhat
like a Nobel Prize for mathematics. The first one was awarded last year to Jean-Pierre
Serre and this year’s has gone to Sir Michael Atiyah and Isadore Singer, specifically
for their development of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem.

Atiyah and Singer are great heroes of mine, especially Atiyah. They have both taken a
great interest in the relation of mathematics and quantum field theory and are
responsible for much of the fruitful exchange of ideas between the two subjects over
the last 25 years. I consider much of my mathematical education to have come from a
lot of time spent reading through Atiyah’s five-volume collected works. His interests
have ranged over a wide swath of modern mathematics and his writing is always a
model of clarity. A good case could be made that Atiyah has been the most important
figure in mathematics during the second half of the twentieth century.

The Atiyah-Singer index theorem is perhaps the single most important theorem of the
last half century. It links together analysis, topology, geometry and representation
theory in a fundamental and surprising way, one that is dear to any physicist since it
involves the Dirac operator. Very roughly, what Atiyah and Singer discovered was that
the dimension of the space of solutions of certain PDEs on compact manifolds was a
topological invariant, one that they could explicitly compute in terms of more well-
understood topological invariants: the cohomology classes of the manifold.

They did this by noticing that the general case could be reduced to the case of the
Dirac operator, twisted by the various possible vector bundles on the manifold. They
actually rediscovered the Dirac operator for themselves in the course of their
research. The natural abstract framework for these new topological invariants is
K-theory, where classes are represented by vector bundles, much as cohomology
classes are represented by differential forms.

Things get even more interesting if there is a symmetry group acting on the whole
set-up. Then the space of solutions carries not just an integer, the dimension, but is a
representation of the group. You can actually use the Atiyah-Singer index theorem to
classify and construct geometrically the representations of many classes of Lie
groups, or going the other way, use representation theory to get more powerful
topological invariants. The explicit cohomological formulas you get in these cases
often have versions which localize to fixed points of the group action; so you can find
your answer just by locating the fixed points and looking at what happens in a
neighborhood about them.

I hope Atiyah and Singer enjoy their shared $875,000!

Comments

http://chronicle.com/prm/daily/2004/03/2004032605n.htm
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1. Danny Ross Lunsford
March 31, 2004

Hi Peter,

Could you elaborate on Grothendieck’s new ideas of “space”? Do you mean
change of element (e.g. Pluecker) or something totally new?

I can hardly believe I’d never heard of this person!

-danny

2. Danny Ross Lunsford
March 31, 2004

Hi Erin,

I can’t make any definite statements about LQG because I don’t know enough
about it. My understanding is – it makes more physical sense than strings but
there are fewer “results”. Neither is finished in the sense of having a definite
schemata and methods. IMO string theory is ab initio preposterous, while LQG is
excessively formal. Having some detailed knowledge of the history of physics,
progress just does not come that way.

I don’t want to spam Peter’s blog with details, but if you are interested in what I
did I’d be happy to explain it elsewhere. In contrast to LQG or strings, it’s a
complete scheme with sensible elements and very little arbitrariness, and does
not purport to be quantum gravity up front (although I am quite confident that
strict locality in this theory makes it a much better candidate for quantization
than GR). It is a shame to have to work in isolation because I could really use
input from field theorists with physical grounding at this point. This after all is
why collaborative environments in universities were invented.

3. Peter
March 30, 2004

Grothendieck’s work and life are truly amazing. Someone should write a
biography and make a movie; it would make John Nash’s story (“A Beautiful
Mind”) look pretty prosaic.

I had looked at that web-site last year, but there is a lot more material there now.
It has a pdf of “Recoltes et Semailles” the ravings of Grothendieck’s later years,
scanned by a student here at Columbia (Max Lipyansky) from a copy I had in my
office. For physicists, I recommend reading the article by Pierre Cartier about
Grothendieck’s work, subtitled “The evolution of concepts of space and
symmetry”. Grothendieck’s mathematical concerns were far from physics, but he
developed fantastic new ideas about how to think about a “space”. Since
physicists are now so sure that the standard geometrical concepts of space and
time need to be generalized, they might get some inspiration from
Grothendieck’s ideas.



4. erinj
March 30, 2004

Hi Peter,

Yes, it would be very interesting if the Abel Prize were to be awarded to – or
attempted to be awarded to – Grothendieck. I believe he also refused to travel to
Moscow in 1966 to collect his Fields Medal. Have you ever seen the following
website? I recommend it:

http://www.grothendieck-circle.org

Grothendieck is/was a fascinating mathematician! His work is astonishing, in my
opinion. (I’m a bit of a fan of his, even if most of his major works remain
untranslated into English.)

5. Peter
March 30, 2004

Hi Erin,

I think the whole idea of setting up the Abel prize was to have something more
or less equivalent to a Nobel prize in mathematics. One reason for this certainly
is to raise the public profile of mathematics. We’ll see if it works.

The Fields medal until now has been the most well-known prize in mathematics
(although there are some others, including the Wolf prize). It is somewhat
different in that it is given only once every four years (to 2-4 people), is
restricted to mathematicians under the age of forty, and carries little or no
money with it. So there are relatively few Fields medalists compared to, say
Physics Nobelists, and quite a few very good mathematicians don’t have one
since either they didn’t do their best work or it wasn’t recognized before they
were 40. An example is Andrew Wiles, who was a bit over 40 by the time he
found a proof of Fermat’s last theorem.

It’s kind of a strange situation, to start up a new prize like this. One has all the
best living mathematicians to choose from; many of them have Fields medals,
some don’t. There was some speculation the Abel prize committee might decide
to first award prizes to those who didn’t get a Fields medal (e.g. Wiles), but that
isn’t what they are doing. I’d guess a lot of mathematicians would list as the top
three living mathematicians of the last half century Serre, Atiyah and
Grothendieck. It will be interesting to see what the Abel committee does about
Grothendieck. He’s still alive, but stopped doing mathematics and hid himself
away in the mountains in France. The last time someone tried to give him a prize
(the Crafoord Prize), he very publicly rejected it. I’d assume he’d do the same
thing if the Abel committee tries to award him the prize.

6. erinj
March 30, 2004

Hi Peter,

http://www.grothendieck-circle.org/
http://www.grothendieck-circle.org/


It’s wonderful to see great mathematicians of our era such as these recognized
and honoured like this. (I realize I should have posted these comments earlier,
but I’ll do so anyway now, disconnected as they are from the preceding posts.)

I’ve often wondered if the existence of a Nobel Prize in Mathematics would have
improved the global public perception of mathematics, and especially made
mathematics be considered on a par with the other sciences for which Nobel
Prizes exist (which surely it is, isn’t it?). Perhaps more people would study
mathematics if they knew there were Nobel Prizes awarded for it. I myself think
Nobel did mathematics a bit of diservice by excluding it.

So if the Fields Medal is the `equivalent’ of the Nobel Prize in mathematics
(despite being awarded only every four years, restricted to those younger then
40 years of age and having a smaller prize fund), then where does that leave the
Abel Prize? Doesn’t the Abel Prize perhaps go some way to being the Nobel Prize
in mathematics (awarded annually, Scandanavian, large prize fund, likely to be
awarded to those over 40 years of age… perhaps always awarded to fewer than
three people?)?

Another thing: both Serre and Atiyah already have Fields Medals, but Singer
does not. How many other future Abel Prize winners will also be Fields
Medallists or have worked with one?

Erin

P.S. Danny: isn’t the theory of loop quantum gravity equivalent to background-
independent – presumably synonymous with “background-free” – Yang-Mills
gauge theory? If it is, then there are already at least some physicists working on
this theory.

7. Peter
March 30, 2004

Hi Chris,

I’ve seen the academic system (at least its US version) at work from closeup in
two different fields, particle physics and math, and the differences are
interesting. There are problems with how it works in math that are somewhat
the same as those in physics: it is tough for young people who want to try to do
something really ambitious, and the safest bet for one’s career is to work on a
not too ambitious topic in a hot area. But things are very different in math for
several reasons:

1. The ratio of good young people to jobs is nowhere near as bad as in particle
theory. Very roughly I’d guess the situation in math is that there are perhaps
twice as many people getting Ph.D.s in math as there are permanent teaching
jobs that might allow you time to do research. In particle theory the situation is
closer to ten times as many people as permanent jobs. The game of musical
chairs for young people in particle theory is a lot more brutal than in math.

2. Particle theory has always been a much trendier subject than math, partly for



the good reason that , historically, as unexpected new experimental results
became available, the smart thing to do was generally to be thinking about what
they meant. The lack of any unexpected experimental results for nearly 30 years
has been hugely problematic for particle theory.

So, while we agree that the particle theory academic system is quite unhealthy
these days, I don’t think that moving the power base to the young would help
much (besides being extremely unlikely to happen; the old do not give up power
so easily!). If older people as well as younger ones were all in the same situation
of way too few jobs, with the only way to survive to be working on the latest
trend, things might not be any better.

My own general ideas about how to make particle theory a healthier business are
something like the following:

1. First of all, the hype has to be brought under control. As long as ideas that
don’t work are being sold as huge successes, the field is going to be really
unhealthy no matter how it is organized.

2. Bring the ratio of good young people to jobs under control, either by finding a
way to fund more positions (this may happen to some extent naturally as the rate
of retirements picks up) or by limiting the size and number of particle theory
Ph.D. programs.

3. Find ways of encouraging people to work on less trendy things. This would
require a real change in the whole sociology of how particle theory is organized.
There are a lot of ways you could imagine encouraging such a change.

I must admit though, that prospects for any such changes look pretty dismal.

8. Chris Oakley
March 30, 2004

Hi Danny,

Nice to hear an assenting voice. Or any voice at all, for that matter. My beliefs on
QFT [anti-renormalization] and academic research in general [anti-gerontocracy]
have thus far provoked a deafening silence. Maybe there are too many vested
interests. If Dirac had lived 50 years later, I might have survived better. I
particularly liked his quote, when talking about QED: “Just because a theory
agrees with experiment, it does not mean that it is correct.” Thank-you, Paul. As
usual concise and to the point.

I have to say, though, that in many ways I believe that I am only stating the
obvious. In the first case it is the obvious fact that you can get any answer you
want by subtracting infinity from infinity and in the second case, I, like everyone
else, was more creative and mentally agile at the age of 22 than I am now at 44.
One should accept these things, and it is grossly unfair that someone my age
now who has an academic post can put obstacles in the way of a young
researcher with new ideas just because they are not *my* ideas.



I am not answering your question … I am *sort of* still working on QFT in my
spare time, but on a kind of QFT text book (sans renormalization, obviously)
rather than research. I will post it on my site in the not-too-distant future.

In the meantime, in particular as regards the komissar, do not forget the old
adage:

Non Illegitemi Carborundum

9. Danny Ross Lunsford
March 30, 2004

You just have to stick to the ideas and hope the world gets better. At least you
are still working.

I remember your work, it was interesting. Are you still at it?

If it’s any consolation, I actually managed to solve Einstein’s problem and get it
published, only to be blacklisted from the archive by its komissar. No one in the
entire world seems to be interested in background-free electrodynamics (and
coming soon, background-free Yang-Mills!) This to me is the deepest mystery of
all.

Keep at it, all you can do is – all you can do.

-danny

10. Chris Oakley
March 30, 2004

This is neither an ad for sexual-performance-enhancing chemicals or an
assessment of whether or not Michael Atiyah deserved $437,500 for his index
theorem, being rather some general observations about academic research
which have already been made on my web site, but will be expanded on when I
can be bothered. It follows on from Peter’s post “My (Not So) Brilliant Career”.

As far as I can tell, the research situation now is much the same as it was when I
was a graduate student/research fellow (1982-1987). The basic fact is that an
institution (pure academic research) that has no clearly-defined objective will by
definition lack a self-correction mechanism. This is not the case in financial
software, which is what I work in now, as measures of success and failure are
often brutally apparent, even to those who have never written a line of code in
their lives.

If the academic system worked as it should, every graduate student entering the
field would be told something along the lines of the following: “You are where
you are because have exceptional ability in mathematics and science. It may well
be, although it does not necessarily follow, that you have valuable contributions
to make to your subject. It does not necessarily follow because what you are now
embarked upon is essentially different to what you have done up till now. Instead
of jumping through hoops that others have set up, you will now be deciding the



nature and shape of the hoops themselves. If the task of passing exams were to
be likened to being an accountant, the task of doing research is like being an
entrepreneur. Read and absorb everything you can get your hands on. Do not
rely on others to tell you what is important as these assessments have to come
from within yourself. If having done this, you decide that, in all honesty, all you
can hope to contribute is a few dotted i’s and crossed t’s then get out and do
something useful instead. You will almost certainly be better paid if you do.”

No-one said this to me in 1981. What it was about was not doing what you
thought was right, but getting noticed. You had to attach yourself to some
research project, however little you believed in it, and then hope that the “big
shots” in this field liked you enough to offer you employment. Fine if you
believed in it, but if there was *nothing* that they were doing that you believed
in, and you wanted to start your own line of enquiry, then there was nowhere to
go except out. The herding tendency was embarrassing. “Safety in numbers” was
and is the principle, and I am amazed at the extent to which researchers were
and are prepared to sacrifice integrity, enjoyment and quality of life for the sake
of the distant prospect of a poorly-paid tenured academic job. If the situation in
particle physics was bad 20 years ago, then it is ten times worse today.

The model of researchers as inquisitive children rather than flocks of sheep
would work much better for me. How might one get there? The obvious step
would be to move the power base to younger people, by (a) only granting
research posts on a rolling 5-year basis, i.e. NO permanent posts and (b) giving
equal votes in hiring, etc. to ALL involved in research, including graduate
students. These steps would perhaps not solve *all* the problems, but they would
at least make academic research more interesting.



Various Hype

March 29, 2004
Categories: This Week's Hype, Uncategorized

A recent new experimental result from Brookhaven has lead to some news stories
like:

Theory of matter in for a “sensational” revision

which sounds pretty exciting. If you look into this more carefully, you’ll find that it’s
based on a report from the E949 experiment at Brookhaven of the observation of a
single event of a decay

K+ to pi+,nu, nubar

The preprint is at
hep-ex/0403036
From reading it, as far as I can tell the bottom line is that this is the third candidate
event for such a decay ever observed, the two previous ones were from Brookhaven
E747 in 1997 and 2002. The standard model prediction is for about 1.5 events for the
combined data from both experiments, with expected background of about .5 events.
So, all together, the expected number of events is two, they have seen three. Where
does the “sensational” come from?

At Slashdot, there’s some more string-theory related hype:

Testing Relativity

about a proposed experiment for the International Space Station that would “test
general relativity to a precision within the bounds of superstring (and other) theories
to predict deviation.” This article links to a NASA webpage

Evicting Einstein

which goes on about string theory and extra dimensions in the usual way, then
describes the proposed “Laser Astrometric Test of Relativity” (LATOR) experiment,
which would precisely measure the effects of general relativity on solar system scales.
If you read the NASA page closely you’ll see that its author was careful to just say

1. String theory, etc. predict deviations from GR

2. LATOR will test GR precisely

and not to mention that 2 has nothing to do with 1, since the deviations that LATOR
could see aren’t the deviations you expect to see from string theory (although since
string theory can be used to “predict” just about anything, perhaps you could claim
that it “predicts” some unobserved nearly massless field whose effects LATOR would
see).

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/articleshow/582538.cms
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/articleshow/582538.cms
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0403036
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0403036
http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=04/03/26/1859224&mode=thread&tid=134&tid=160
http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=04/03/26/1859224&mode=thread&tid=134&tid=160
http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=04/03/26/1859224&mode=thread&tid=134&tid=160
http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=04/03/26/1859224&mode=thread&tid=134&tid=160
http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2004/26mar_einstein.htm?list951985
http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2004/26mar_einstein.htm?list951985


No Comments



String Theorists Finally Admit Defeat

April 1, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The news that next week’s “Science Times” will run an article by NYT reporter James
Glanz in which several leading string theorists say that they are giving up on the idea
is rapidly spreading throughout the particle theory community. Evidently Glanz
recently went down to Princeton to interview Edward Witten, who took the
opportunity to announce that he has changed his mind about whether string theory
will ever be a “Theory of Everything”. When Glanz contacted other string theorists
and read to them what Witten had said, almost all of them told him that they too had
been having their doubts about the theory.

Glanz quotes Witten as follows:

“One night a few weeks ago I was sitting at my kitchen table trying to make sense of
Douglas’s latest work on the KKLT proposal and all of a sudden it really hit me that
this is a completely lost cause. If perturbative string theory has any relation to Planck
scale physics, then KKLT or something like it should work and string theory is
vacuous since it can never predict anything. If perturbative string theory isn’t useful
then we really don’t have anything since we’ve never been able to come up with a
non-perturbative version that makes sense. Twenty years of this is enough. It’s time to
give up.”

When Glanz asked him what he intends to do now, Witten responded:

“I don’t really know. There are still promising ideas about using string theory to solve
QCD, and I could keep working on those. Maybe I should take up something
completely different, like biology. I’m starting to worry that John Horgan was right
about the ‘End of Science’. Right now I just definitely need a long vacation.”

When Glanz read Witten’s statement over the phone to David Gross, Frederick W.
Gluck Professor of Physics at UCSB and Director of the Fred Kavli Institute for
Theoretical Physics, Gross thought for a moment and then told him “Yeah, despite my
quote last year from Churchill, I’ve also been thinking of giving up. Not sure though
how I’m going to break this to the two Freds.”

The news of Glanz’s article has had dramatic effects at many universities and
research institutes. At MIT yesterday, Prof. Barton Zwiebach shocked students in his
Physics 8.251 “String Theory for Undergraduates” class by announcing that he wasn’t
going to collect the homework due that day and was canceling his lectures for the
rest of the semester. He also asked Cambridge University Press to halt publication of
his new undergraduate textbook called “A First Course in String Theory”, the release
of which had been planned for next month.

Search committees at several institutions that hadn’t finished their hiring yet this
season held new meetings to decide how to react to the news. A prominent theorist at
a UC campus told me in an e-mail that “our chair had the phone in his hand and had



already dialed the number of a string theory graduate student from Princeton we
were going to offer a post-doc to. I ran into his office as soon as I heard the news and
stopped him just in time. Last week we were sure that string theorists were the
smartest guys around and considered only them for jobs, but now there’s no way
we’re going to hire any more, ever!”.

At the Institute in Princeton this year’s “Summer Program for Graduate Students in
String Theory” scheduled for July has been canceled, with one of its organizers
remarking “what graduate student would now be crazy enough to show up for a
program like this?” Next week’s conference on “The Status of M-theory” at the
Michigan Center for Theoretical Physics has also been canceled on very short notice.
The director there, Michael Duff, commented “We had to do this because the status of
M-theory is all too clear. It’s passed on! This theory is no more! It has ceased to be!
It’s expired and gone to meet its maker! … This is an ex-theory!”

Comments

1. Peter
April 5, 2004

Hi Urs,

There are non-perturbative string theory calculations out there, but they have no
known relation to the real world, so can’t be used to predict anything.

I’m not sure what Douglas and Vafa work you are referring to. One guess would
be toy d=2 string models and topological strings. Neither of these has any
understood connection to 4d physics. Similarly with matrix models. There simply
is no such thing as a non-perturbative formulation of string theory that allows
one to calculate anything in the situation one cares about of four large
dimensions.

Even worse, you not only don’t have a theory you can calculate with, you don’t
even know the energy scale of the mythical theory you want to believe in. Is it
the Planck scale, is it 1 Tev? It could be anything as long as it’s not too small
since then it would be ruled out by experiment.

So, not only is there no prediction of an infinite tower of new states, there is no
prediction of how many new states to expect from the theory, what their
properties will be, or even at what energy scale they will occur.

2. nnyhav
April 5, 2004

Seems a shame the parrot sketch will only share space with the Holy Grail for a
bit longer … but BBC4 chimed in on the latter …

3. Urs Schreiber
April 4, 2004

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/history/inourtime/inourtime_20040325.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/history/inourtime/inourtime_20040325.shtml


Hi –

true, the full tower of massive states would only be observable for vanishing
coupling. At finite coupling string self-interactions lead to a collapse of highly
excited states as computed in papers concerned with string/black hole
correspondence, e.g.

Thibault Damour & Gabriele Veneziano, Self-gravitating fundamental strings and
black-holes (1999)

This effect leads to the creation of ‘string balls‘:

Kingman Cheung, Black hole, string ball, and p-brane production at
hadronic supercolliders (2002)

(I recall that we had a very similar discussion before.)

Yes, the above paper mentiones large extra dimensions such that the string scale
would come into reach of next-generation colliders. If the string scale is further
away, this means that these experiments will be possible only at higher energies.
But it is possible in principle.

Regarding the general criticism that only perturbative effects are known: Recent
results by Douglas on D-branes and by Vafa and others are all concerned with
non-perturbative effects. But I don’t understand these very technical paper well
enough to say much more about them.

Regarding the fact that Gross and Witten say that a full non-perturbative
formulation is still not known:

Sure. Robert Helling for instance (together with Nicolai and others) has shown
that BFSS can only apply to a certain ‘sector’ of M-theory. But there it is a fully
non-perturbative formulation. Helling tells me that the advent of the AdS/CFT
‘bandwagon’ has caused many people to reduce research in BFSS and
concentrate on Maldacena’s conjecture. Hence counting number of people and
papers in these fields doesn’t say much about the field itself.

4. Peter
April 2, 2004

Hi Urs,

A few comments:

About non-perturbative string theory: I did quickly look at the matrix model
references you gave and saw no real evidence there of any hope of extracting
realistic, 4d physics out of them. Maybe you or someone else can make progress
on this, but it looks to me like a very unpromising idea to pursue. The statement
that there is no known consistent non-perturbative formulation of string theory
that gives realistic physics (only four large dimensions, recognizable particle
spectrum) is not controversial. Gross and Witten for years have made clear in all

http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/hep-th/9907030
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/hep-th/9907030
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/hep-th/9907030
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/hep-th/9907030
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/hep-ph/0205033
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/hep-ph/0205033
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/hep-ph/0205033
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/hep-ph/0205033
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/hep-ph/0205033
http://groups.google.de/groups?selm=3E93DBB3.90E42061%40uni-essen.de
http://groups.google.de/groups?selm=3E93DBB3.90E42061%40uni-essen.de


of their general talks about string theory that they feel they don’t have a good
idea about what non-perturbative string theory is.

About Distler’s comments: He says that string theory “promises you” universal
behavior of quantum gravitational effects at high energies. The problem is that
this is still a promise, not reality, and will continue to be only a promise until
either someone shows that perturbative string theory is a consistent
approximation to something or finds a true non-perturbative theory.

About the string theory “prediction” of an infinite tower of states:

This is a “prediction” of perturbative string theory. Why should one believe that
perturbation theory gets the properties of the higher mass states right but not
the vacuum state? Isn’t this just because one can experimentally check whether
a prediction of the vacuum state is right, but you can’t check “predictions” of
higher energy states so you are free to claim them? Non-perturbatively you are
going to have all sorts of things happening with these higher energy states.
Won’t you start producing not just perturbative excitations of the string, but
black holes, branes, and who knows what else? The high energy spectrum could
be just about anything.

5. Peter
April 2, 2004

“Just wondering–and no disrespect meant–is this an April Fools Day joke?”

Ummmm, yes. Some people think it was rather too subtle, some not.

“I heard from Harvard yesterday that Lubos Motl has decided to take up
professional wrestling now that his job there is being cancelled.”

I had thought about including news about Lubos, but he is pretty hard to parody.

6. Urs Schreiber
April 2, 2004

Hi Thomas Larsson –

I think it is a reasonable standpoint to say, as you implicitly do in your last
comment, that quantum gravity as such is a problematic enterprise because it is
not clear yet if and how the theory can be experimentally tested in practice.

If anyone feels that this is reason enough for him or her not to be interested in
quantum gravity then that’s fine with me. Similar comments probably apply to
research for instance in theoretical quantum computing as well as some aspects
of (classical) cosmology.

7. Thomas Larsson
April 2, 2004

>
It’s not very subtle. String theory predicts for instance a tower of infinitely many



massive particles.

At the moment we cannot check this, just as we cannot check if the core of Pluto
isn’t made of green cheese.
>

Hence this prediction is not falsifyable within a reasonable amount of
time. Or is there any experiment that can produce this tower of
infinitely massive particles?

This is probably the most disturbing aspect of string theory. It may
make predictions in principle, like LQG predicts quantization of area
and volume, but no experiment will ever be able to disprove these
predictions, so they are not falsifyable. As Dan Friedan points out,
only large-distance physics is really science.

I find it very disturbing that most string theorists simply don’t seem
to understand that a theory is not testable unless there is some
experiment that can test it, and falsify it, within a reasonable
amount of time.

8. raj
April 2, 2004

Just wondering–and no disrespect meant–is this an April Fools Day joke?

9. Urs Schreiber
April 2, 2004

It’s not very subtle. String theory predicts for instance a tower of infinitely many
massive particles.

At the moment we cannot check this, just as we cannot check if the core of Pluto
isn’t made of green cheese.

10. Thomas Larsson
April 2, 2004

>
I can’t help but feel that the ‘doesn’t predict anything’ mantra is of the same
quality as the ‘will give us particle masses in two months’ missaprehension was.
>

Please, Urs! Do you really claim that string theory makes hard
predictions, that can be conclusively tested, and possibly falsified,
within our lifetime or indeed within the present millenium? Would you
then please tell us exactly which experimental result that would
conclusively prove string theory wrong? No light Higgs at the
Tevatron? No sparticles or extradimensions at LHC? No proton decay at
SuperK? A positive cosmological constant?



Unless you can give us an example of a falsifyable string theory
prediction that can be tested within a reasonable amount of time, I
think you should stop insinuating that there is.

I agree with you that LQG cannot make such predictions neither, and
that it has other problems as well, but at least Ashtekar and Rovelli
don’t go around and claim that LQG is more predictive than QFT.

11. Urs Schreiber
April 2, 2004

Peter insinuated that string theorist’s have

never been able to come up with a non-perturbative version that makes
sense

Last time that I tried to discuss this with you I didn’t hear back from you,
unfortunately.

I believe this could be a rewarding discussion for both sides, when done with
care and focusing on the technical aspects. Over at the Coffee Table there are
Robert and Lubos who have both worked on Matrix Models and Arvind is an
expert on AdS/CFT. So if there really is any desire to discuss the status of non-
perturbative formulations it should be possible. I’d enjoy it.

12. Danny Ross Lunsford
April 2, 2004

Serenus – ROFL!

“Cage match – the ROCK vs. The Cancelled Czech!”

-danny

13. Urs Schreiber
April 2, 2004

I can’t help but feel that the ‘doesn’t predict anything‘ mantra is of the same
quality as the ‘will give us particle masses in two months‘ missaprehension was.

I rather see more truth in this statement by Jacques Distler where it is pointed
out that even with lots of vacuua string theory is more predictive than any other
candidate theory we can currently think of.

14. serenus zeitblom
April 2, 2004

Yes, that’s very exciting. I heard from Harvard yesterday that Lubos Motl has
decided to take up professional wrestling now that his job there is being
cancelled.

15. Sean

http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=170239&postcount=35
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=170239&postcount=35
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=170261&postcount=36
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=170261&postcount=36
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000330.html#c000877
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000330.html#c000877


April 1, 2004

You sense of humor may be too subtle, Peter. Didn’t I also hear that Bush
“doesn’t feel right” about the Florida election fiasco in 2000, and has decided not
to run for re-election this year?

16. Danny Ross Lunsford
April 1, 2004

Hmm, so much for the promising idea that dark matter is really made of stray
lint and dust bunnies.

Back to the loom for me, it is!

-drl



Young String Theorist Did OK On His Final

April 5, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

A while back when looking for theoretical physics related weblogs I ran across

The Search For A Theory of Myself: The Struggle Against String Theory

which at first sounded right up my alley. It turns out to be the weblog of a grad
student at UCSB who is taking a course in string theory there from Polchinski. He’s
working quite hard at doing well in the course, and seemed very worried about his
final on March 15. After the final postings stopped, so I was kind of worried about
what had happened to him. Yesterday he finally posted again. He got an 88 % and
seems to be all right.

No Comments

http://www.physics.ucsb.edu/~samuelp/blogger.html
http://www.physics.ucsb.edu/~samuelp/blogger.html


KKLT Smackdown

April 7, 2004
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Multiverse Mania

I was dubious of the value of a new “sci.physics.strings” newsgroup when it was first
proposed, but now must admit it seems to have been a great idea It started up a week
or two ago, and quickly someone asked the seemingly innocuous question of how
many different possible vacuum states were expected in string theory. This is a hugely
controversial issue among string theorists, largely because recent evidence is that the
number is definitely astronomically large, and this makes it very unlikely that current
ideas about string theory can ever be used to predict anything about the real world.

A lot of the discussion revolves around the “KKLT” proposal for constructing a large
number of these vacuum states. The acronym is the initials of the authors, three of
whom are at Stanford: Shamit Kachru, Renata Kallosh and Andrei Linde. Also at
Stanford is Lenny Susskind, who has been spending the last year or so going around
giving talks on the “Landscape of String Theory”. It’s hard to believe this, but
Susskind’s claim is essentially that the lack of predictivity of string theory is a good
thing, since it allows so many possibilities that anything can happen. One can then
invoke the “Anthropic Principle” to explain why the world is the way it is. It seems
that Susskind is even writing a book about this wonderful “discovery”.

Amazingly enough, the thread about this on sci.physics.strings, entitled “Conceptual
question”, has brought a public attack on the “Stanford propaganda machine” by a
well-known European string theorist (Wolfgang Lerche), a detailed defense of his
ideas by one of the KKLT authors (Kachru), contributions from the inimitable Lubos
Motl from Harvard, and, while I was writing this, a defense of the anthropic principle
from Joe Polchinski just appeared, which attacks the “cult of monovacuism” embodied
by David Gross and Ed Witten.

Thanks are due to the creators of this newsgroup. Pass the popcorn!

Comments

1. Peter
April 13, 2004

Hi String Theorist,

The argument that maybe the things we don’t understand about the standard
model are artifacts of history and not something a more fundamental theory can
predict deserves a longer response than I have time for right now. It’s an
important issue and I’ll try and write up some thoughts about it soon.

You’re not answering the question I’ve been trying to get an answer to from
string theorists: what exactly do you expect string theory to be able to ever
predict?

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0301240
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0301240
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/susskind03/susskind_index.html
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/susskind03/susskind_index.html
http://groups.google.com/groups?group=sci.physics.strings
http://groups.google.com/groups?group=sci.physics.strings


2. D R Lunsford
April 13, 2004

Comments to comments by Anonymous Stringer:

“Just because string theory is a “theory of everything” does not mean it can be
used to calculate everything! Let me explain by analogy.”

This is like absurdist fiction. No other comment required. One invokes the
“prima facie preposterous idea” argument with success.

“Do you think that Newton’s theory of gravity is vacuous because it cannot
predict the number of planets in the solar system, or calculate their distances
from the sun (0.39, 0.72, 1.00, 1.52, etc A.U.)?”

This is an absurd analogy. What Newtonian gravity comprehensively succeeds at
is explaining orbital motion and dynamics, and that is all that is required. The
proper analogy would be a version of string theory that, given a proper limiting
argument, showed that weak interactions did not conserve parity, explained the
tiny mass of the neutrino, gave a theoretical justification for the phenomenology
of the Higgs mechanism etc.

“One of the hallmarks of scientific progress is that frequently, what we had
thought were interesting scientific questions turn out to not be scientific
questions at all.”

This is more absurdist fiction. The same questions – what is motion, what is the
structure of matter, etc. – are as self-evident and vital today as they were in the
time of Democritus. There are no real questions of science that later turn out to
be misguided – what DOES exist is a clear history of trying to explain away the
uncomfortable facts, as in mechanical models of the ether.

“Nowadays, of course, we understand that there is no reason to require physics
to be able to calculate the number of planets, or their orbital periods or sizes.
They are what they are.”

This is sheer sophistry and an embarrasing confusion of phenomenology with
theory.

“This is why I asked you what you thought string theory should be able to
calculate. And, as I expected, the things you mentioned are all things to be
observed, not things to be calculated.”

What can be calculated can only be determined after a theoretical model is in
place. There is no real model in string theory other than the on-the-face-of-it
preposterous idea of fibrills in an umpteen-dimensional wonderland without any
bearing on history or reality.

In fact the goal of any subsuming theory should be to explain the previous one by
a limiting argument that not only shows why the last one failed, but how the new
one points to new phenomena to be expected. All the previous successes in



physics are like this.

“It is no more “necessary” for the gauge group of the universe to be
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) than it is “necessary” for there to be four gas giant planets in
our solar system.”

This is totally wrong-headed. Particle physics is phenomenology that will one day
be explained theoretically when the excresences of this generation are forgotten.
The gauge group of the Standard Model is simply the encoding of the
phenomenology – this is not a criticism, rather praise for experimentalists and
field theorists to get at least part of it unmistakably correct. There is more truth
in one generator of this “arbitrary” group than in all the decades of windmill-
tilting of stringers.

“Similarly, when you say “Calculate for me the fermion mass matrix” it sounds
the same to me as “Calculate the masses of the planets.”

More absurdist fiction. A real encompassing theory, such as the one that explains
the relation of electricity to magnetism, always includes dynamical explanations
of previously phenomenological inputs. The masses of the Fermions are the
LEAST things to expect from a good theory. And in fact, there already exists a
good theory of Fermion masses based on analysis of Clifford algebras – so clearly
this is not going to be the hardest problem.

“There are still plenty of people clinging to the modern day equivalent of Bode’s
Law or Kepler’s solids, believing that there might be a unique consistent
quantum field theory which therefore is necessarily the one describing our
universe. But I think this point of view will soon be widely seen as outdated.”

Who are they? The only physicists who seem manifestly Dadaist to me, are you
people. If you only knew how foolish are the things you claim, you would desist
and try something else.

3. String Theorist
April 12, 2004

Hi,

I think it is very important to discuss the issue of what kinds of things we should
and should not expect to be able to calculate within string theory. Just because
string theory is a “theory of everything” does not mean it can be used to
calculate everything! Let me explain by analogy.

You seem to think that string theory is vacuous because (among other things) it
cannot predict the gauge group, or calculate the fermion mass matrix.

Do you think that Newton’s theory of gravity is vacuous because it cannot
predict the number of planets in the solar system, or calculate their distances
from the sun (0.39, 0.72, 1.00, 1.52, etc A.U.)?

This is a fair analogy: Newton’s gravity is a theory of everything relevant to the



dynamics of non-relativistic gravitationally interacting bodies (such as planets),
while string theory is a theory of everything relevant to the dynamics of
elementary particles (such as gauge particles and fermions).

One of the hallmarks of scientific progress is that frequently, what we had
thought were interesting scientific questions turn out to not be scientific
questions at all.

For example, the ancients thought there were five planets, and spent a great
deal of intellectual effort theorizing why there HAD to be precisely five planets.
Once it was realized that the Earth also orbits the sun, Johannes Kepler tried to
explain the existence of precisely six planets (and to explain the sizes of their
orbits!) by inscribing the five Platonic perfect solids between the orbits of
successive planets.

The discovery of Uranus in 1781 relegated the Platonic solid idea to the history
books. Now the best theory was Bode’s law, originally pointed out in 1766 by
Johann Titius, which predicted the location of Uranus almost spot-on!
Unfortunately, Neptune didn’t fit into the picture very well.

Nowadays, of course, we understand that there is no reason to require physics to
be able to calculate the number of planets, or their orbital periods or sizes. They
are what they are.

This is why I asked you what you thought string theory should be able to
calculate. And, as I expected, the things you mentioned are all things to be
observed, not things to be calculated.

It is no more “necessary” for the gauge group of the universe to be
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) than it is “necessary” for there to be four gas giant planets in
our solar system.

Similarly, when you say “Calculate for me the fermion mass matrix” it sounds the
same to me as “Calculate the masses of the planets.”

There are still plenty of people clinging to the modern day equivalent of Bode’s
Law or Kepler’s solids, believing that there might be a unique consistent
quantum field theory which therefore is necessarily the one describing our
universe. But I think this point of view will soon be widely seen as outdated.

String Theorist

4. Peter
April 12, 2004

The list of things an improvement on the standard model should be able to
predict is well-known: choice of gauge groups and representations in the SM,
gauge couplings, Higgs sector parameters (including fermion mass matrix),
Newton’s constant (for instance as ratio of Planck/GUT scale), cosmological
constant. Presumably the standard model breaks down at some energy scale; one
should be able to say what that is and predict what new phenomena occur above



that scale. Especially impressive would be a prediction of one of the still
unmeasured SM parameters (the Higgs or neutrino masses).

The closest thing I know of to a framework that can do any of this is the
supersymmetric GUT framework, where one can get a prediction of one gauge
coupling in terms of the two others that works at the 10% level. Unfortunately
this comes with a lot of baggage, including another hundred or so undetermined
parameters of the supersymmetric extension of the standard model. If one is
pursuing this idea about unification, these are on the list to be predicted.

I’m curious how string theorists look at this. What are the prospects now for
using string theory to make any predictions of the sort listed above?

5. String Theorist
April 11, 2004

Hi Peter,

OK, I’ll bite. You wrote:

Last year as a joke I was telling people that the way things would end up is that
string theorists would simply declare victory, announcing that string theory was
the final TOE even though it was inherently incapable of calculating anything.

What exactly would you most like to see us (try to) calculate? Maybe you could
give us a 10 most wanted list?

String Theorist

6. Peter
April 11, 2004

Hi Thomas,

I did notice that Lerche was on the “multivac” side of the discussion; that he was
just annoyed that others were claiming credit for it.

On the sci.physics.strings newsgroup only Motl seems willing to defend the
“univac” side (presumably Gross and Witten still haven’t given up, but are
unlikely to take to posting on a newsgroup).

Last year as a joke I was telling people that the way things would end up is that
string theorists would simply declare victory, announcing that string theory was
the final TOE even though it was inherently incapable of calculating anything.
This year this doesn’t seem to be a joke.

7. Thomas Larsson
April 9, 2004

It seems that Wolfgang Lerche does not object to the AP per se. Rather, he
complains that people who proposed the AP back in 1986/87 (himself??) did not
get credit for it.



8. D R Lunsford
April 7, 2004

Heh, made me look. Without this blogodatum I would have probably avoided it.

-drl



A Hole in Texas

April 12, 2004
Categories: Book Reviews

A short book review.

This past weekend my scientific activities included reading Herman Wouk’s new novel
“A Hole in Texas”. The plot revolves around the story of the cancellation of the SSC
and a supposed discovery of the Higgs Boson by a group of Chinese physicists. Wouk
clearly did a lot of careful research and/or had some very competent advice since the
technical and historical parts of the story are reasonably accurate.

Wouk has the US Congress and media getting tremendously excited over the Chinese
Higgs discovery, leading to massive new funding for high energy physics, a charming
but unlikely idea. In general the book is somewhat of a romance/wish fulfillment novel
for older particle physics experimentalists. The protagonist, an experimentalist
formerly involved with the SSC project, gets huge media attention, a lot of money and
the use of a private jet, an old romance revived, a new romance with a beautiful
Congresswoman who loves to listen to him explain physics, and funding for his
current project.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
April 13, 2004

Peter & Danny –

I am very keen on theories which have a unique vacuum defined simply as the
zero-particle state. As yet, I have seen no reason why I should abandon this
requirement. Whether there is some value in doing mathematical tricks with
Lagrangians that lead one to temporarily abandon this notion, I am not sure, but
certainly the Higgs mechanism as it stands does not pass the test since, apart
from anything else, the relevant manipulations only make sense for classical
fields. However, I cannot help noticing that neither of you believe any more than
I do that there are spin zero particles with mass tantalising out of reach of
current experiments, just waiting to be discovered by the next generation of
colliders. If, on the other hand, the required particles are found, then my
personal view (note – not shared by anyone in the field that I know of who is
prepared to be counted, anyway) is that it will set the subject back in that it will
give all that dirty mathematics that led us there a new lease of life.

By way of comparison, consider the W/Z boson discoveries in the eighties – a
wealth of indirect evidence led us there. Unlike the Higgs particles now, even if
one did not fully buy into the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model, it would have
been very surprising if the particles had not been found.



2. Peter
April 13, 2004

Hi Pyracantha,

Actually the congresswoman was not just “beautiful”, but an ex-Hollywood
starlet. Wouk spends a lot of time describing how attractive the female
protagonists of the book are; this is after all the fantasy of a 90 year old guy who
grew up in the 1930s.

On the other hand, the leader of the Chinese team that supposedly discovers the
Higgs is also a woman, depicted both as extremely competent and of course as
“beautiful”.

3. D R Lunsford
April 13, 2004

Chris –

In addition to Peter’s explanation the following analogy may be helpful. If you
want to calculate the motion of a ball bearing on a surface, you can either do it in
three dimensions with a complicated constraint that forces the ball bearing to
remain on the surface, or you can introduce a “surface force field” via Lagrange
multipliers – in the Lagrangian for the problem the constraint appears like a
effective force of undetermined origin. If we didn’t know about the surface, we
might be impelled to introduce just such a force to phenomenologically explain
the motion of the ball bearing. Then we might discover the surface and say “aha!
That phenomenology term is just the constraint in action!”

Afsar Abbas showed that the Higgs can have arbitrary isospin and hypercharge
and the SM still holds unchanged of experimental content. This is exactly the
same state as with the above analogy – the normal force on the ball bearing is
exactly what it needs to be to maintain the constraint – so the Higgs represents a
sort of vacuum in itself, the referent to which the other elements must resort to
have a meaning.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9912243

Peter’s explanation in terms of Cooper pairs is perfect and right on – in the
London theory there was simply the issue of a suddenly massive photon – in the
BCS theory we now have a theoretical explanation of the pairing process that
shows up as the apparent gain of photon mass. If the “real” theory of particles
retains the Higgs and basis in Yang-Mills ideas, then it is very likely that the
gauge invariances will be exact and the Higgs mechanism will have an
encompassing explanation as with Cooper pairs. It could be said that this IS the
real goal (or should be), of research in field theory.

-drl

4. Pyracantha
April 12, 2004

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9912243
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9912243


yeah, women in book reviews and blurbs are always “beautiful.” In fact, in this
kind of writing, “beautiful” is code language for “female.” Just like in real life.

Beautifully,

Pyracantha

5. Peter
April 12, 2004

Hi Chris,

One way to convince yourself there might be something to the Higgs mechanism
is to study a non-relativistic analog: the Meissner effect in a superconductor. You
can think about superconductivity as something that occurs when electrons can
lower their energy by pairing together into “Cooper pairs”. Then one says that
electrons have “condensed” in the lowest energy state, and low-energy
excitations about this state are given by these pairs. There’s an effective complex
scalar field theory describing how these excitations behave. In this theory the
complex scalar field has a non-zero expectation value in the vacuum and so the
U(1) symmetry of phase transformations of this field is spontaneously broken. If
you now couple this theory to EM, i.e make it a U(1) gauge theory, you find that
the photon field acquires a mass term.

All of this can be made sense of in a nonrelativistic QFT setting where infinities
are completely under control, and describes real-world aspects of
superconductivity that you can check experimentally. The relativistic, non-
abelian, version of this used in the standard model is much trickier and one can
argue about whether it makes sense rigorously. It also is bad news in that it
introduces most of the undetermined parameters into the standard model. There
are two well-known philosophies about this:

1. The standard model Higgs field is just an effective field for some kind of more
basic fermion fields that pair together something like Cooper pairs.
“Technicolor” is one implementation of this idea. There are various problems
with it.

2. The standard model Higgs field is a superpartner of some fermionic field in a
supersymmetric QFT. Supersymmetry helps with some of the divergences of pure
scalar field theory, but this idea also has its problems.

Quite possibly a new idea about this is needed, maybe the LHC will give us a
clue. But the success of the standard model means that something is causing
spontaneous symmetry breaking of the electroweak gauge symmetry, we just
don’t know exactly what it is yet.

6. Chris Oakley
April 12, 2004

Excuse me: missing the words “universe” and “a”. See if you can guess where.



7. Chris Oakley
April 12, 2004

Although neither beautiful nor a congresswoman, I would not mind someone
explaining the Higgs mechanism to me, especially if they feel confident of
persuading me that it is not the one of most contrived arguments that anyone
has ever taken seriously (other than, of course, the notion that the is 10 or 11
dimensional entity composed of tiny vibrating strings).



Are Fermion Masses Like Planetary Orbits?

April 14, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

A more and more common argument one hears from string theorists these days (for
one version see a recent anonymous comment posted here) goes more or less like
this:

“A fundamental theory shouldn’t be expected to predict things like fermion masses or
the standard model gauge group anymore than it should be able to predict the
physical properties of the planets. Anyone who expects this is making the same
mistake as Kepler, who tried to relate Platonic solids to planet orbits.”

The idea here is that many or even all of the things we don’t understand about the
standard model are not fundamental aspects of the theory we should expect to be
able to predict. Perhaps they are determined by the details of the history of how we
ended up in this particular time and place, just as the properties of the planets were
determined by the detailed history of the formation of the solar system.

As far as we can tell, the properties of the standard model hold uniformly throughout
the observable universe, so to adopt this point of view one needs to postulate the
existence of an unobservable “multiverse” of which we see only one small part. The
so-called “landscape” of an unimaginably large number of possible vacuum solutions
for string theory provides one realization of such a multiverse.

What are the problems with this idea? First of all, it is not so easy to dismiss out of
hand. One can certainly imagine the possibility of the existence of an M-theory
(maybe now the “M” is for “Multiverse”) with a local vacuum state that corresponds
to our universe, and some dynamics that allows evolution from one universe to
another. Perhaps tomorrow night a preprint will appear on arxiv.org containing a
simple equation expressing a dynamics such that the possibility of a universe exactly
like ours does arise as some part of a solution. Should we believe in such a new
theory, whatever it is?

There seem to me to be two possible cases in which such a theory would be
compelling. The first would be if the theory made experimentally testable predictions.
Perhaps it would have only one solution that agreed completely with current
experimental observations. Then the properties of this solution could be used to
predict the results of experiments not yet done. If these predictions were accurate,
the theory would have strong evidence in its favor.

Even if the theory had so many solutions that one couldn’t readily use it to make
predictions, one still might find it compelling due to its “beauty” or “elegance”. If it
were based on a very simple equation or idea, the fact that the relatively complex
structure of the standard model could be made to fall out of a much simpler equation
would again be strong evidence for such a theory. Just how compelling this would be
would depend on how much simpler it was than the standard model. If the new
equation was more or less as complicated as the equations which determine the



standard model, it wouldn’t be compelling at all.

The current state of affairs in particle theory is that many people believe that they are
on the road to finding such a compelling theory, but all the evidence is that this is
nothing but wishful thinking on their part. There is no viable proposal for an M-theory
based on a simple set of equations with a solution corresponding to the real world.
This simply does not exist. An easy way to embarass a string theorist who is going on
about the beauty of the theory is to ask them to write down a simple set of equations
that characterize this beautiful theory. They can’t do it now and I don’t see any reason
to believe they ever will be able to in the future.

What string theorists have now is not a single, consistent theory, but a set of several
inconsistent fragmentary theories that they hope can be turned into a consistent
whole. This circle of ideas is significantly more complicated than the standard model
that it is trying to explain.

Even this complex of ideas might be compelling if it could be used to explain one or
more not yet understood aspects of the standard model, or if it made new
experimental predictions that could be checked. All the evidence of recent years is
that this is impossible. If the whole framework makes any sense at all, it appears to
predict nothing and explain nothing about the standard model. Not a single one of the
parameters of the standard model can be calculated, not a single experimental
prediction, at any energy scale, can be made. It is becoming increasingly clear that
the circle of ideas known as “M-theory” is completely vacuous.

Strong evidence that this is the case comes from the fact that string theorists have no
idea what, if anything, M-theory is supposed to be able to predict. Polchinski and
others feel they have demonstrated that M-theory can’t predict the cosmological
constant, but can’t come up with anything else it can predict and, increasingly, seem
happy to live with the idea of promoting a theory that can’t predict anything. This
wholesale abandonment of the scientific method upsets some physicists such as David
Gross quite a bit, but more and more people seem to have no problem with this.
Frankly I find this all bizarre, disturbing, and becoming ever more so all the time.

Comments

1. April 27, 2004

Er… empirical Bode’s law fits the planetery orbits, isn’t it. And I have heard
some good attacks to try to derive the orbits from chaotical dynamics,
particularly at the moment of condensation of the planets.

2. Peter
April 19, 2004

I’m afraid I’m really the wrong person to ask the questions you’re asking, since
these aren’t the kinds of alternative ideas I’ve ever tried to pursue. They are
close enough to string/M-theory that you are more likely to get good answers
from a string/M-theorist.



I don’t think any of these things have rigorous no-go theorems. The closest may
be the higher-spin problems, where I think what happens is if you look at the
structure of the poles of the propagator, you can see that there’s a problem with
finding a prescription for dealing with them in a way that maintains locality and
causality. I’ve never looked at this carefully, but if this is the heart of the
problem, there may be a rigorous argument possible.

For dealing with the conformal factor, a lot of people have worked on this, often
in the context of trying to get strings to work in 4d. You really need to find an
expert on this, not me.

Similarly with theories of quantized membranes. A lot of people have tried hard
to do this and they are the ones who would know what the fundamental problems
are.

3. gut
April 19, 2004

For the cases of massless spin > 2 particles in interacting quantum theories, is
there a rigorous theorem that says these theories don’t exist? Or is it mostly
“circumstantial evidence” of repeated failures in attempts to construct these
particular interacting theories? (ie. we don’t know what to do, so we just ignore
the problem?)

Can the same be said about d > 11 brane theories with respect to (conformal)
anomaly cancellations?
(ie. “rigorous theorem” vs. “we don’t know what to do, so we just ignore the
problem”?)

Has anyone ever produced a quantized membrane or p-brane theory that at least
has a perturbative Feynman diagram type of expansion (with or without
renormalization)?

4. Peter
April 19, 2004

Superstring theory is in d=10 because that’s the dimension in which the
conformal anomaly cancels. For higher d, you’ll need to figure out some way of
dealing with the conformal degree of freedom. M-theory conjecturally handles
this in 11d, I don’t think anyone knows what to do for d>11. The dimension of
your branes is limited by the space-time dimension.

Interacting QFTs with spin >2 have problems with unitarity and causality that no
one knows how to resolve. This limits the number of supersymmetries you can
have.

Nothing sensible I can say about the other questions.

5. gut
April 19, 2004



I have a question.

Why stop at 11 dimensional M-theory or 10 dimensional superstring theory?

Why don’t we have interacting quantum theories with massless particles with
spin 3, spin 4, spin 66, spin 500, spin 9678900, spin aleph_0, and higher?

Why don’t we have quantum theories of 30-branes, 32-branes, or for that matter
100-branes, 210-branes, 10024-branes, and higher?

Why don’t we have field theories with N=43, N=200, N=1000, N=12345
supersymmetries, and higher?

Why don’t lie algebras with 3-grading, 5-grading, 1001-grading, 665543-grading,
and higher show up as a more “general supersymmetry”?

Why do we only count dimensions by positive integers? Why don’t we have a non-
integer number “dimensions”, such as 0.4444 dimensions, log(500) dimensions,
pi^300 dimensions, -34 dimensions, -log(35353522) dimensions, etc …?

Why don’t we have aleph_1, aleph_4, aleph_700, aleph_34588345, etc … being
used in the number of dimensions, number of supersymmetries, lie algebra
grading, or aleph_34 branes, massless spin aleph_2 particles, etc …?

Why would a “unified field theory” reject such objects mentioned above?

6. Peter
April 19, 2004

Note that I didn’t say this was what string theorists as a whole think, I said it
was an argument one hears from string theorists more and more often. For other
examples of this, search the last year or so of sci.physics.research to find Robert
Helling arguing that expecting string theory to predict standard model
parameters is like expecting a fundamental theory to predict the properties of
screws. I also recall Urs Schreiber making the analogy with predicting his phone
number. Here’s a quote from Lenny Susskind:

“Physicists always wanted to believe that the answer was unique. Somehow
there was something very special about the answer, but the myth of uniqueness
is one that I think is a fool’s errand. That is, some believe that there is some very
fundamental, powerful, simple theory which, when you understand it and solve
its equations, will uniquely determine what the electron mass is, what the proton
mass is, and what all the constants of nature are…. On the other hand you could
have a theory which permitted many different environments, and a theory which
permitted many different environments would be one in which you would expect
that it would vary from place to place. What we’ve discovered in the last several
years is that string theory has an incredible diversity?a tremendous number of
solutions?and allows different kinds of environments. A lot of the practitioners of
this kind of mathematical theory have been in a state of denial about it. They
didn’t want to recognize it. They want to believe the universe is an elegant
universe?and it’s not so elegant. It’s different over here. It’s that over here. It’s a



Rube Goldberg machine over here. And this has created a sort of sense of denial
about the facts about the theory. The theory is going to win, and physicists who
are trying to deny what’s going on are going to lose.”

As for consistency and beauty, all the things you mention either are completely
inconsistent with reality (four large dimensions and the standard model)

N=1 supergravity in 11 dimensions, known facts about matrix theory, N=2 and
N=4 supersymmetric vacua

or completely ill-defined

M-theory, conjectural matrix theories with better properties

N=1 supergravity in 11d may or may not be beautiful, but it doesn’t look at all
like the real world.

I never said that there aren’t people who think that “low-energy N=1
supersymmetry might be a prediction of string theory”. But even though many if
not most string theorists wish this were a prediction of string theory, it isn’t. It’s
a nonsensical abuse of language to say that something “might” be a prediction.
To make a prediction is to claim that something “will” be true, not that it “might”
be true.

String theory has failed utterly as a unification idea. It has no consistent version
that can give 4d and the standard model and it makes absolutely no predictions
whatsoever. If most of the energy of the particle theory community hadn’t gone
into string theory for the past 20 years, we might have some good alternatives
now.

7. Thomas Dent
April 19, 2004

An anonymous comment is good evidence for what string theorists as a whole
think? At least, try to find someone speaking ‘on the record’. Otherwise we will
be at the level of letters that begin “As a lifelong Democrat…”.

Please tell us how string theory (or theories) is or are “inconsistent” as you
claim. On the contrary, it is believed that many perturbative N=4 and N=2
supersymmetric vacua are theoretically perfectly consistent. I don’t think you
have any counterargument to this. Perhaps you mean that more recent
developments are inconsistent. But in what way?

Some people (in Santa Cruz, Michigan and other places) think that low-energy
N=1 supersymmetry might be a prediction of string theory. You could at least
acknowledge that such people exist.

Do you not think that N=1 supergravity in 11 dimensions is a beautiful theory?
And this is what M-theory is in some limit. There are lots of other beautiful
things about, for example matrix theory. Of course, they take a little time to
explain.



What is the alternative to string theory? Because nothing else could possibly
“predict” the Standard Model parameters either, in the strong sense that you
want.

In QFT we have GUT’s and other symmetric constructions, that build on our
prejudice for simplicity and unification, but strictly, field theory has no
predictions, since there might be a field theory that is not unified but has values
of the SM parameters very close to GUT values: there is a continuous infinity of
equally consistent QFT’s in flat space.

But, of course, no field theory is completely consistent as a description of the
world. If we are not to do string theory, what can we do to make QFT work with
gravity? After all, people didn’t go into string theory for no reason at all.

8. gut
April 18, 2004

A few very telling lines on page 87 of the postscript version, or on the web
version

http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2004-2/articlesu15.html

Another confession of Pauli?s went to Paul Ehrenfest:

?By the way, I now no longer believe in one syllable of teleparallelism; Einstein
seems to have been abandoned by the dear Lord.? 195 (Pauli to Ehrenfest 29
September 1929; [250], p. 524)

Pauli?s remark shows the importance of ideology in this field: As long as no
empirical basis exists, beliefs, hopes, expectations, and rationally guided guesses
abound.

9. D R Lunsford
April 18, 2004

gut (?) –

Seems like a very fine review, and the list of references is comprehensive, but
oddly misses the main point for modern work, namely:

The unification of Kaluza is non-dynamical. This is most easily seen by
dimensional analysis. Mathematically, the “leftovers” in bottom corner of the
extended metric must be constrained in an artificial, purely formal way that
forces the n5.. components in the metric to mimic the required behavior. The
vacuum problem of string theory is the price paid. That this is the death blow to
Kaluza’s ansatz was already known by Pauli ages ago. I can’t see how anything
has changed since then. The “cylinder condition” is never really lifted, only
explained as projective differential geometry in a particular representation. The
lack of a cogent variational principle without essential arbitrariness is further
evidence for the ad-hoc nature of the ideas.

http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2004-2/articlesu15.html
http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2004-2/articlesu15.html


Given the leading role of string theory, I find it strange that so little is said about
the basic nature of the Kaluza ansatz. It would be interesting to understand how
Kaluza’s theory became popular again after having so completely failed as
physics and for so simple a reason. I have no idea how this happened. One
should emphasise the marked contrast to Weyl’s ansatz, which is dynamical from
the outset, because of the fundamental role of Am in the geometry. The
persistent hints that masses are associated with conformal scaling should inspire
more interest in this idea, but in spite of all efforts this seems unlikely to happen.

In the newsgroup the issue of a theory of trivectors (three-forms) came up. I’ve
actually worked this out and, as an illustration of the non-essential nature of the
Kaluza ansatz, can exhibit it in “unified” form with the 4-d metric. The potential
is a bivector and one need only form symmetric objects from it – these are easy
to find (think of the energy tensor for electrodynamics). There is a gauge
invariance that gets mimicked under the cylinder condition in exactly the same
way the gauge invariance of the vector potential does in the original. Is it a UFT?
Of course not. The metric is what it is, and the gauge potentials are what they
are. The “twain may meet”, but only in a more comprehensive geometry than
Riemann’s. Attempting to make the gauge potentials part of the metric itself is
physical folly.

I was pleased to see the work of V.A. Fock acknowledged – he was the first
person to take seriously the role of the Dirac gammas as geometrical objects
(frame basis). I once owned a galley proof of the paper “L’Equation d’Onde de
Dirac et la Geometrie de Riemann” autographed by Born, from his own personal
effects (a friend at Maryland had found it on rummaging through some discards
of the Physics dept.) It got lost in a move and could not be recovered  IMO this
work is still interesting in the context of Weyl’s ideas because gamma_5 suddenly
acquires an essentially dynamical role.

10. gut
April 16, 2004

Are you referring to this article:

http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2004-2/index.html

“On the History of Unified Field Theories”
by Hubert F.M. Goenner

????

11. D R Lunsford
April 16, 2004

Peter –

The situation is very reminiscent of the deluge of “unified field theories” from
1930-50 from Einstein, Schroedinger, and Eddington. Unlike Weyl’s theory which
has a simple, cogent principle at base (“pure infinitesimal geometry”), none of
these others – “fernparallismus”, asymmetric metric, asymmetric connection,

http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2004-2/index.html
http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2004-2/index.html


“lambda” invariance – had anything other than a purely formal standing and they
are all reducible (no unique vacuum). Because the times were ripe for
experimentalists, these theories were rightly forgotten or held up as examples of
what not to do.

Included among these theoretical husks was of course the Kaluza theory,
including Klein’s modifications – because like the others, it was based on a
purely formal principle without any direct connection to physics.

That an already rejected, dead theory would be taken so seriously is a sign of
either theoretical desperation, or a semi-conscious effort to prop up a publication
and funding bonanza.

12. Peter
April 15, 2004

I’m actually agnostic on the “univac” vs. “multivac” issue, since my best guess is
that the whole set-up in which this discussion is taking place isn’t such that one
can get well-defined answers to questions like this.

What I was writing about was something different. I’d always assumed that all
serious theorists would agree that if the “multivac” scenario is correct and there
really are so many vacua that you can’t use string/M theory to predict any of the
parameters of the standard model, then you would have to abandon the theory as
being useless and not explaining anything. David Gross clearly recognizes what a
disaster for string theory the “multivac” scenario is, and I assumed his was the
majority view these days. I seem to have annoyed Jacques Distler by thinking he
was in Gross’s camp. Now I have no idea whether he is “univac” or “multivac”
and don’t want to get in trouble by speculating about this.

It has amazed me recently to see how many string theorists are willing to argue
the case that even if the theory can’t explain anything about the standard model,
this is not a disaster. They seem to intend to continue believing in string/M-
theory unification, even when convinced that there is no way to use it to make
predictions or explain any known aspects of the universe. As far as I can tell they
are willing to abandon the scientific method in order to keep defending string
theory.

Perhaps I’m misrepresenting people’s views, but my evidence for this includes
the following:

1. The anonymous string theorist here who argued that the standard model
parameters and gauge groups are no more likely to be predictable from
fundamental theory than planetary orbits. You can find the same argument made
in many places these days by many people.

2. Srednicki’s claim here that even if string theory could not explain anything
about the standard model, if it were consistent it would be a “striking success”.

3. Polchinski, Kachru and others uniformly refuse to answer a question I keep
trying to put to them: in the “multivac” scenario, name something that you



expect to be able to predict. The fact that they don’t answer this question seems
to me strong evidence that the answer is that they retain the wishful thinking
that something, someday may be predictable, but have no idea what it may be.

13. serenus zeitblom
April 15, 2004

Peter, you should look at http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404075
It’s clear that the claim that string
theory can produce “anything” just isn’t
true. In particular, it is very far from
clear that it can produce a deSitter
background. The KKLT proposal essentially
suggested that you could get dS out of string
theory if you were willing to tolerate extremely
contrived models involving known gadgets such
as fluxes. Now it seems likely that even
this is not true. NOTE that I am not saying
that it can’t be done — nobody knows this
yet. What we do know now is that getting dS
out of string theory is going to be very hard.
In view of this, it seems rather odd that people
are worrying about a vast landscape when, as
Vijay B reminds us, we do not have even *one* credible dS background for string
theory! Perhaps *this*
is *what* Jacques *Distler* was *going* to
*explain*, no *doubt* with a *superfluity* of
*italics*, in his *blog*, which *unfortunately*
is *mainly* about *itself* these *days*……

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404075
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404075


Censorship

April 16, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

It seems that the second most important web-site in the particle theory community
(the first is obviously the arXiv ) has been shut down by the University of Washington.
The Theoretical Particle Physics Jobs Rumor Mill has for years been a comprehensive
source of information about who’s hot, who’s not, the hiring plans of all the
theoretical particle physics groups in the United States and Canada, and the career
moves of more established theorists. I hope a new home for the site can be found at a
less fearful institution. I’d consider putting it up here, but I’ve got enough particle
theorists annoyed at me already…

Comments

1. Peter
April 19, 2004

At least in the US, academic freedom traditionally does mean that academic staff
have the freedom to use the university resources normally made available to
them to disseminate information they choose about their scholarly field.

That said, I suppose one could argue that the sort of information being
disseminated there was not the sort that traditionally is protected by guarantees
of academic freedom. I have no idea who at UW was running this web-site or
why the department there insisted that it be closed down.

2. Thomas Dent
April 19, 2004

Actually, the person responsible for the Rumor Mill page is perfectly free to pay
for his own private website hosting and display the exact same information in his
free time.

I don’t know exactly why U-W physics no longer wanted that webpage to be
hosted on its server, but it might have something to do with a contract between
the faculty member and the university concerning proper use of the physics
department webspace.

Freedom of speech doesn’t mean freedom to put your speech on a website paid
for by another person or institution.

http://www.phys.washington.edu/~calvin
http://www.phys.washington.edu/~calvin


HEPAP

April 22, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

HEPAP is the Department of Energy’s “High Energy Physics Advisory Panel”, which
holds meetings 3-4 times a year. At these meetings, people from the DOE and NSF
report on the latest news about US government funding for particle physcs, and
physicists from the universities and national labs report on how their experiments are
going.

The latest HEPAP meeting was held this past weekend in Washington, and some of the
presentations there have already been made available online. These include a detailed
report on the progress of the LHC and the two experiments (CMS and Atlas) that will
do physics there. The LHC construction is 90% complete, with magnets beginning to
be installed in the tunnel. Things seem to be on track for turning on the machine in
the spring of 2007. Optimistically, this would mean the first physics results should be
available sometime in 2008.

Another presentation gave an overview of the DOE’s support of university-based
particle physics. This includes the largest source of support in the US for theoretical
particle physics. In FY 2003 the DOE spent \$23.3 million supporting theory research
at 68 universities, funding 215 faculty, 116 postdocs and 114 graduate students. The
other main source of US funding for particle theory is the NSF, which spends about
half as much as the DOE (\$12 million in FY 2003).

HEPAP also adopted a new report on the “Quantum Universe“. This follows the trend
of recent years of trying to justify particle physics research by emphasizing its
relation to the very healthy and sexy field of cosmology. The acid test of this over the
next few years will be to see if it helps with the difficult problem of getting funding for
the Linear Collider.

No Comments

http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/hepap.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/hepap.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaApr04.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaApr04.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAPTalksApr2004/pkw-%20HEPAP%204-18-04.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAPTalksApr2004/pkw-%20HEPAP%204-18-04.pdf
http://www.interactions.org/pdf/Quantum_Universe.pdf
http://www.interactions.org/pdf/Quantum_Universe.pdf


Rumors Available Again

April 23, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The Theoretical Particle Physics Jobs Rumor Mill has a new home. It’s no longer at
the University of Washington, now it’s at the College of William and Mary Physics
department.

Now that it’s available again, the Rumor Mill has the striking news that Harvard has
chosen for a faculty position one of its postdocs: Lubos Motl. Lubos is well-known as
undoubtedly the most rabidly fanatic string theorist around, always willing to heap
abuse and scorn on anyone who questions the idea that string theory is the language
in which God wrote the world. Unlike many string theorists though, he actually knows
what is going on in the field and is someone who can give you an accurate view of
exactly what the state of the theory is (all you have to do is strip out his ravings about
how string theory is unique and the source of all good ideas in physics and
mathematics). He’s also not foolish enough to swallow the “Anthropic” nonsense that
is becoming ever more prevalent among string theorists, and it’s a been a bit scary
recently to see him acting as the voice of reason in the subject.

Comments

1. Peter
April 28, 2004

I think you may already be better informed about this than I am. I took a course
from Georgi when he was still a junior faculty member (and sharing an office
with Witten) and remember when he got tenure. Coleman had already been
tenured for quite awhile when I got there and I didn’t know he had started on
the tenure-track. The others you mention got tenure after I shifted over into
mathematics and wasn’t paying much attention to exactly what was going on in
the Harvard or Princeton physics departments.

2. gut
April 28, 2004

Besides Maldacena, were Vafa, Georgi, and Coleman the only particle theory
folks (in recent times) who started off their careers as junior faculty at Harvard
and eventually got tenure? Was Klebanov the only recent particle guy at
Princeton who started off as a junior faculty at Princeton and eventually got
tenure?

3. Peter
April 28, 2004

Since Harvard and Princeton generally feel that they can hire just about anyone
they want directly at the senior level, they mostly don’t tenure their junior

http://www.physics.wm.edu/~calvin
http://www.physics.wm.edu/~calvin


people who are nominally on the tenure track. So, for those people the reason to
take the job is not so much that you are likely to get tenure there, but you’ll be in
a very good place for quite a few years and in a good position to jump to a
tenured job elsewhere. I remember that one of my fellow Princeton grad
students, Jon Bagger, did this, going from a tenure-track position at Harvard to a
tenured one at Johns Hopkins where he is now. It also is not unheard of for these
places to end up promoting one of their junior people. But, while at many less
august places the idea is that if tenure-track people do reasonably well, they can
expect to get tenure, this isn’t the case at Harvard or Princeton.

4. gut
April 28, 2004

Is there any truth to the folklore stories that assistant professor jobs at places
like Harvard, Princeton, etc … aren’t much more than the functional equivalent
of an “extended postdoc” that lasts for 6 or 7 years? On the surface, Harvard
doesn’t seem to give tenure very often to folks who start off their careers there
as an assistant professor.

5. D R Lunsford
April 26, 2004

Chris –

The antropic principle has many forms. Here’s one

F = ma

Why?

Because I said so!

Then there’s the Dirac equation with “anthropic coupling” in psiberspace

(ym dm + im ok you’re ok) psi approx = 0

Note that this eqn includes an explanation of “Me” generations.

Of course there is a background-free version

R_mu_nu_and_Tyler_2 = NULL;

This one is easy to simulate on the computer.

-drl

6. Chris Oakley
April 26, 2004

Am I to assume that the “Anthropic Principle” means that we postulate that “we
are lucky winners of a Monte Carlo simulation in which every choice was tried
and one survived?” [NB: borrowed words]. I would not mind clarification here.



7. Thomas Larsson
April 25, 2004

John Horgan wrote somewhere that Ed Witten was “the most naive ironic
scientist I ever met”.
He hadn’t met Lubos Motl.

It is sad, really. Motl is undoubtedly very hard-working and technically skilled,
perhaps even a genius. In another time, he could have used his brilliance to
advance physics rather than to do the opposite.

8. D R Lunsford
April 24, 2004

Peter,

You’re no fun 

I always imagined a place like Princeton would be just intellectual paradise. But,
I’ve had friends who took PhDs at MIT, Princeton, etc. and they all seem glad to
be away. I suppose in retrospect the situation at Ga. Tech in fact *was* a sort of
paradise, with an unlimited copier budget and open stack library with complete
series of all the major and minor journals back to inception – and a nice college
bar/pizza joint about 2 blocks away and the beautiful city of Atlanta before it got
too big.

9. Peter
April 24, 2004

I don’t have a lot of contact with the physics department here, although I know
quite a few people over there and talk to them every so often. My knowledge of
the short list for their latest job comes from the Rumor Mill. Their latest theory
hire is not a string theorist.

I first met Brian around the time he got his Ph.D. more than fifteen years ago,
and interact with him regularly since he joined the department here nearly eight
years ago. When he first heard about my anti-string activities a few years ago he
offered me 10% of any bump he saw in sales of “The Elegant Universe”. I haven’t
seen any cash.

Math department faculty meetings are pretty boring, as well-run faculty
meetings should be.

Hmm, whoever you are, your IP number is very local. You should probably be
stopping by Math 421 sometime to say hello so I can tell you the real dirt that
could never be discussed in public.

10. Tim
April 23, 2004

Do you have any contact with the Columbia physics department? Regardless, has



their hiring been exclusively string theorists?

Also, what is your interaction with Brian Greene? Any interesting Math
department faculty meetings?



The Good Old Days

April 26, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Alvaro de Rujula has posted on the arXiv under the title “Fifty years of Yang-Mills
Theories: a phenomenological point of view” some of his recollections from the mid-
seventies. These bring back my own memories of taking a course on particle theory
from him at Harvard around 1977-78. One amusing aspect of the course was that
when introducing a concept carrying someone’s name, de Rujula would always say
something like “this is the so-called Weinberg angle, which of course was discovered
by Glashow”. In one lecture he did something a bit different, saying something like
“this is the Cabibbo angle, which, strangely enough, I think actually may have been
discovered by Cabibbo”. de Rujula’s paper contains one of his famous drawings from
the period and an amusing picture of Georgi and Glashow arguing. His asides are
entertaining, but some so obscure I confess to not knowing exactly what he is
referring to.

Today’s arXiv postings also contain a review talk on the state of string theory. It
discusses the “landscape” with the comment “However, with such large numbers of
vacua involved, one must wonder whether the scheme is at all testable, even in
principle.” Normally string theory reviews start by describing the theory as the “only
known” or “best candidate” or “most promising” approach to unification. This one
replaces those phrases by “dominant framework”, and one certainly can’t argue with
that.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
April 27, 2004

Peter –

Well the story is very interesting, and if we ever meet I’ll relate it.

IMO Zweig deserves a great deal of credit – for one thing he wasn’t just thinking
about symmetry, but suppressed reactions being explained by new conservation
laws. “Aces” implies 4 things, so his idea foreshadowed charm before anyone had
heard of strangeness. There is more to the story as told to me, which I would not
feel comfortable relating here.

There is the well-known story that Zweig didn’t publish his ideas because that
would have meant putting it in a CERN report instead of Physical Review. This
recalls Stueckelberg’s diagrams, which he also did not publish, based on the
same idea as Feynman’s (backward-in-time -E electron = positron).

Of course there are many such “accidents” in the history of science.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0404215
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0404215
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0404215
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0404215
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404188
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404188


-drl

2. Peter
April 27, 2004

I’ve read various versions of the story of Zweig and his “aces”, but don’t know
what story you are referring to.

This is something though where I think Gell-Mann deserves the lion’s credit. He
(and independently Yuval Ne’eman) was the one to realize strongly interacting
particles could be organized using SU(3) representations and got the prediction
of the Omega-minus and its mass. I’ve heard that several people claim to have
recognized that since you can construct all SU(3) reps out of tensor products of
the fundamental 3-dim one, the existence of a fundamental triplet was a natural
conjecture. The problem was that you quickly found the charges to be non-
integral, disagreeing with experiment. So I think SU(3) was worth a Nobel prize,
but after that postulating the existence of the triplet was not such a big deal.

Gell-Mann was involved in another similar story, the V-A theory of weak
interactions, where you’ll find a whole bunch of people claiming credit for the
idea around the same time.

3. D R Lunsford
April 27, 2004

In school one of my professors who was present at Caltech told me a certain
story about Gell-Mann and Zweig and the issue of credit. Anyone heard it? I
won’t repeat it here.

I am happy to see that these days, Zweig gets shared credit.

-drl

4. Peter
April 27, 2004

Actually according to de Rujula, Gell-Mann claims to have discovered the
Cabibbo angle, in an obscure footnote. Thus his reference to it as the “funny
angle” instead of “Cabibbo angle”. I also remember from long ago Howard
Georgi being very amused by a Harvard secretary’s typo in one of his papers.
The Cabibbo “angle” had become the Cabibbo “angel”.

“The Second Creation” by Crease and Mann is by far the best book I know of
about the standard model and its history, and I recommend it enthusiastically to
anyone learning about particle physics.

5. Thomas Larsson
April 27, 2004

Re Cabibbo angle. I must confess that I bought Veltman’s book mainly because of
the last paragraph – as you can see at the Amazon.com review, he also uses the

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/981238149X/qid=1083078882/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl14/002-2947381-7968836?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/981238149X/qid=1083078882/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl14/002-2947381-7968836?v=glance&s=books&n=507846


phrase “not even wrong” about string theory. However, the book contains a lot of
amusing stuff. Apparently Gell-Mann insisted on calling it “that funny angle”, so
at one conference Cabibbo wrote “Funny Cabibbo” on his name-tag.

6. Alejandro Rivero
April 27, 2004

Alvaro is a sort of “show bussiness” by himself. I remember him to actually
explain the popular “turtles all way down” joke, in a speech to
undergraduate/secondary school teachers, adscribing it to himself.

As for Cabibbo angle, a pesky Spanish nuclear physics teacher, recently
deceased, is said to have tried to claim discovery. I do not know if Rujula was
aware of it, but it could be.

7. Chris Oakley
April 27, 2004

The story of the J/Psi and charm is well told in “The Second Creation” by Robert
Crease & Charles Mann. Their account is accessible to non-specialists and is as
gripping as a good novel.

8. Peter
April 27, 2004

I’m sure just about all theorists are very disappointed that there hasn’t been
much of an active interchange between theorists and experimentalists since the
70s. de Rujula himself has pretty much left particle physics and is doing
astronomy.

The underlying problems are that the standard model is just too good and
progress on getting higher energy accelerators has been slow. If the SSC had
been constructed, maybe we would already be well into a new period of exciting
experimental results.

9. D R Lunsford
April 26, 2004

Peter –

That’s a wonderful read. What exciting times! I was just learning calculus “ex
curriculis” in those days – I remember some NOVA programs on the Standard
Model, and the interviews with Feynman in particular. I can’t remember how I
first learned about all this stuff in detail, but I know it was much later – I was
really busy working through Sommerfeld’s lectures and deliberately avoided new
results that I would not understand yet. In retrospect, the early to mid 80s was a
great time in physics history to be in school – funny it didn’t seem that way at the
time…

The whole paper is about what got calculated and why. From this day’s
perspective – how quaint 



Is there any disappointment that the theory is still in the post-phenomenology
phase? Are people surprised that not a great deal more progress has been made
since W/Z?

-drl



The Fundamental Lemma

April 27, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

For quite a few years now, when I ask my colleague Herve Jacquet about what is
going on in his field, he tells me something like: “Maybe someone will soon be able to
prove the Fundamental Lemma”. This is a bit of a joke since the terminology “lemma”
is supposed to refer to an easy to prove, simple technical result needed on the way to
proving a real theorem. In this case the name “Fundamental Lemma” has ended up
getting attached to a crucial conjecture that is part of the so-called “Langlands
Program”, and this conjecture has resisted all attempts to prove it for more than
twenty years.

A few weeks ago Jacquet told me that he had heard that two French mathematicians,
Gerard Laumon and Bao Chau Ngo, finally had a proof and today a manuscript has
appeared on the arXiv. The techniques it uses are way beyond me (and even Jacquet
claims he doesn’t understand them), but are related to those used in the so-called
“Geometric Langlands Program” that has interesting relations to conformal field
theory.

I won’t embarrass myself by trying to explain in any detail the little that I know about
this kind of mathematics, but in extremely vague terms the Langlands Program
relates representations of the Galois group (which tell one about the number of
solutions of arithmetic problems) to representations of algebraic groups like the
general linear group. One example of this kind of thing is the Taniyama-Shimura-Weil
conjecture that was proved by Wiles and implies Fermat’s Last Theorem. One way of
approaching the Langlands program uses generalizations of the Selberg trace
formula, and the lack of a proof of the fundamental lemma has evidently been the
main obstruction to getting all that one would like out of the trace formula methods.
Maybe someday I’ll understand some of this enough to try and write something more,
but that will probably take quite a while. In the meantime, one of the few expository
papers I’ve found about the fundamental lemma is here.

Comments

1. Peter
April 27, 2004

Right now Fermat already is just a corollary of Taniyama-Shimura-Weil (as
proved by Wiles-Taylor). It is quite possible that at some point Taniyama-
Shimura-Weil will be a corollary of a very general theorem coming out of the
Langlands program. However, this seems very far off at this point.

2. Dick Thompson
April 27, 2004

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0404454
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0404454
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.RT/0312227
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.RT/0312227


Would this mean the Fermat theorem would be reduced to a minor corollary?
That’s my uniform expectation about all these famous problems; they are just
special cases in temporary lack of an enveloping general theory.



What Is Thought?

April 30, 2004
Categories: Book Reviews

Eric Baum was a fellow physics student both at Harvard and Princeton, completing
his Ph.D. in the early 1980s on a topic in quantum gravity. During his years as a
physics postdoc he came up with an argument for why the cosmological constant is so
small that is sometimes referred to as the “Hawking-Baum” argument. He finally left
physics, joining NEC Research in Princeton to work in cognitive science.

Eric has a new book out from MIT Press called “What Is Thought”, and you can read a
review by Witten on the Amazon web-site. There’s also a web-site for the book.

His point of view on cognitive science is very much that of a physicist, emphasizing
the way the brain encodes a very compact understanding of how the world works that
has been made possible by the huge amount of computation and experiment that has
taken place during the evolution of the human organism. One thing that most
impressed me about the book is the underlying theme that he refers to as his version
of Occam’s razor and summarizes as follows:

“mind is a complex but still compact program that captures and exploits the
underlying compact structure of the world.”

To understand something about the world is to capture its features in a compact
subroutine that allows one to effectively interact with it. This is clearly related to
what theoretical physicists mean when they discuss the “beauty” or “elegance” of the
fundamental equations and concepts that they are exploiting. So, if you have an
interest in cognitive science, and enough interest in physics to be reading this
weblog, I recommend heartily that you find yourself a copy of Eric’s book.

Comments

1. Peter
May 8, 2004

My comment involved a different kind of “compactness”, not the compactness of
the supposed extra dimensions. A description of nature is a “compact” one if it
can be expressed simply in terms of a small number of fundamental objects or
ideas. A small number of simple equations, if you like. String theory is a very
complex business and its proponents hope that it can be reduced to some simple
principle or equation, but there is no evidence that this is the case.

2. sol
May 8, 2004

Peter,

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0262025485/qid=1083347940/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/103-9644281-3210200?v=glance&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0262025485/qid=1083347940/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/103-9644281-3210200?v=glance&s=books
http://www.whatisthought.com/
http://www.whatisthought.com/


http://www.tech.port.ac.uk/staffweb/seahras/images/compact.jpg

“The are several different ways in which one can “roll-up” a non compact
manifold, like the one on the left, into a compact space, like the other surfaces”

http://www.tech.port.ac.uk/staffweb/seahras/neat_physics/extra_dimensions
/fifth.htm

I looked at number 2 of your response here and what you thought of string
theory as not having this compaction principle?

What is your response to the above?

3. Peter
May 5, 2004

I guess I think of the mathematical formalisms of theoretical physics as more
powerful extensions of the sort of understanding of the world built into our
minds that Eric is writing about. As we try and improve them, the criteria should
be:
1. Do they agree with the real world, as our minds have managed to understand
it?
2. Are they compact, since to understand something new seems to mean to find a
compact representation of it.?

For the three theories you mention, there’s still no compact form of them that
agrees with the world. String theory is in the middle of desperately trying to get
agreement with the world by abandoning the requirement of compactness, and
adopting a huge, nearly infinitely complex theory.

4. Sol
May 5, 2004

“To understand something about the world is to capture its features in a compact
subroutine that allows one to effectively interact with it. This is clearly related to
what theoretical physicists mean when they discuss the “beauty” or “elegance”
of the fundamental equations and concepts that they are exploiting. So, if you
have an interest in cognitive science, and enough interest in physics to be
reading this weblog, I recommend heartily that you find yourself a copy of Eric’s
book.”

As I mentioned on another site, I find the need here to understand how such
mathematical discriptions are born in mind to demonstrate the natural
expressions that emerge from describing that nature.

This has been the quest as far as I understood it, from a student perspective. If
one looks to Penrose or Smolin, there is always this need to explain the world
from a basis of logical undertanding. So it first startsfrom a philospohcal
discussion and then moves from this basis of logic, into the forms and
requirments of the new math?

http://www.tech.port.ac.uk/staffweb/seahras/images/compact.jpg
http://www.tech.port.ac.uk/staffweb/seahras/images/compact.jpg
http://www.tech.port.ac.uk/staffweb/seahras/neat_physics/extra_dimensions/fifth.htm
http://www.tech.port.ac.uk/staffweb/seahras/neat_physics/extra_dimensions/fifth.htm
http://www.tech.port.ac.uk/staffweb/seahras/neat_physics/extra_dimensions/fifth.htm
http://www.tech.port.ac.uk/staffweb/seahras/neat_physics/extra_dimensions/fifth.htm


Examples here would have been Twistor Theory, Loop Quantum Gravity, or
String Theory.

What are your thoughts here?



The Kostant Dirac Operator

May 8, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Quantum mechanics and representation theory are very closely linked subjects since
the Hilbert space of a quantum system with symmetry group G carries a unitary
representation of G. To the extent that one has a way of quantizing a classical
Hamiltonian system with G-symmetry, one has a way of constructing representations
of G out of symplectic manifolds with G-action. This “geometric quantization”
approach to constructing representations has been a very fruitful one.

For the case of G compact, connected, with maximal torus T (the crucial example to
keep in mind is G=SU(2), T=U(1)), the “flag manifold” G/T (the 2-sphere for G=SU(2))
is a symplectic manifold (actually Kahler) and can be thought of as a classical phase
space with G-symmetry. Choosing a representation of T (a “weight”) allows one to
construct a line bundle over G/T, which turns out to be holomorphic. The Borel-Weil
theorem says that irreducible G-representations are given by holomorphic sections of
this line bundle, for “dominant” weights.

For weights that are not dominant, one gets not holomorphic sections, but elements in
higher cohomology groups. These can be expressed either in terms of the sheaf
cohomology of G/T with coefficients in the sheaf of holomorphic sections of the line
bundle, or in terms of Lie algebra cohomology. This is known as the Borel-Weil-Bott
theorem, which first appeared in:

Bott, R., Homogeneous Vector Bundles, Ann. of Math. 66 (1967) 203.

the Lie algebra version was further developed by Kostant in

Kostant, B., Lie Algebra Cohomology and the Generalized Borel-Weil Theorem, Ann. of
Math. 74 (1961) 329.

Instead of using complex manifold methods and the Dolbeaut operator to construct
cohomology classes, one can use spinors and the Dirac operator, with the
representation appearing as the kernel of the Dirac operator (or, more accurately, its
index). For this point of view, which fits in beautifully with equivariant K-theory and
the index theorem, see:

Bott, R., The Index Theorem for Homogeneous Differential Operators, in: Differential
and Combinatorial Topology: A Symposium in honor of Marston Morse, Princeton
(1964) 71.

The Dirac operator approach to representation theory has been extended to some
cases of G non-compact by various authors. In the last few years, Kostant has come up
with a new version of the Dirac operator in this context which has quite interesting
properties. He likes to work algebraically, so his Dirac operator on G is given as an
element of U(Lie G)XCliff(Lie G), where U(g) is the universal enveloping algebra of
the Lie algebra Lie G and Cliff(Lie G) is the Clifford algebra of Lie G. The Kostant



Dirac operator is the standard one you would expect, with the addition of an extra
cubic term. For the details of all this, see Kostant’s paper:

Kostant, B. , A Cubic Dirac Operator and the Emergence of Euler Number Multiplets
of Representations for Equal Rank Subgroups, Duke Math. J. 100 (1999) 447.

Things get interesting when you consider the case of H a subgroup of G of the same
rank (one example is H=T, another important one is G=S0(2n+1), H=SO(2n), where
G/H is an even-dimensional sphere). Taking the difference of Kostant Dirac operators
for G and H gives something that corresponds to a Dirac operator on G/H, which acts
on the product of a G rep with the spinors associated to Cliff (Lie G/Lie H). For H=T,
one gets back the old Bott-Kostant construction of representations, but with the Lie
algebra cohomology replace by the index of a Dirac operator.

Part of this story is that one finds that, starting with an irreducible G-representation,
the kernel of Kostant’s Dirac operator consists of a “multiplet” of H representations of
size given by the Euler characteristic of G/H. The existence of these multipliets was
first noticed by Ramond for the case H=SO(9), where SO(9) is the massless little
group in 11 dimensions and the multiplets appear in the massless spectrum of N=1
11d-supergravity (the low energy limit of a conjectural M-theory). These SO(9)
multiplets come about because SO(9) is an equal rank subgroup of the exceptional
group F4, so for each irreducible F4 representation one gets a multiplet of SO(9)
representations.

The first paper about this was by Gross, Kostant, Ramond and Sternberg, for more
about this from a geometrical point of view, see a paper by Greg Landweber. For a
discussion of the relation of this to supersymmetric models in physics, look up recent
preprints by Pierre Ramond, one of which is by Brink and Ramond.

Greg Landweber has applied these ideas to loop groups, getting a beautiful
interpretation in terms of loop group representation theory of certain N=2
superconformal models first studied by Kazama and Suzuki in 1989. This paper also
contains a detailed exposition of the story both for finite dimensional groups and loop
groups.

More recently, Freed, Hopkins and Teleman have used a modified version of the
Kostant Dirac operator to give a proof of their theorem relating the Verlinde algebra
and twisted K-theory. Their construction is quite beautiful and gives a new point of
view on the whole story of the relation of geometric methods of quantization to
K-theory and the index of Dirac operators. I’ll try and write something about this at
some later date.

Comments

1. erinj
May 18, 2004

JC,

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.RT/9808133
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.RT/9808133
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0005056
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0005056
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9908208
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9908208
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.RT/0005057
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.RT/0005057
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AT/0312155
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AT/0312155


It’s been a while since I looked at fundamental aspects of supersymmetry, and
my own copies of the Coleman-Mandula and HLS papers are boxed away, but I
could offer an answer to your question. (Though the last time I wrote about
SUSY involving these papers was in my thesis, which I also boxed away, and I’m
no longer an academic.)

I believe – possibly incorrectly – that the answer is no, there have been no other
ways to circumvent the Coleman-Mandula `No-Go Theorem’. I believe this is the
case because:

(a) I myself once pondered this question and either asked someone once or read
up on it to provide an answer for myself, and

(b) Doesn’t the paper by HLS, or a follow-up paper by HLS, actually contain a
proof that, on physical grounds (e.g. positive energy), there is no other way to
circumvent the Coleman-Mandula theorem other than SUSY. That is, SUSY is the
unique and only way to circumvent the constraints imposed on the S-Matrix by
the Coleman-Mandula theorem?

Please correct me if I am wrong, as I think my SUSY has become very rusty from
lack of use.

Erin

2. JC
May 14, 2004

Has anyone ever found any other loopholes around the Coleman-Mandula
theorem, besides the Z_2 grading SUSY case covered by the Haag-Lopuszansky-
Sohnius theorem?

Such as:

A*A*A ~= vector, where A is like a “one third vector”

or

B*B*B*B ~= vector, where B is like a “one quarter vector”

or in general,

Q^n ~= vector, where Q is like a fractional “one n’th vector”

3. Peter
May 13, 2004

I’d never heard of the “half vector” terminology, but it sounds plausible. People
often say that spinors are “square roots” of vectors. More generally, given a
vector space, the space of antisymmetric tensors can be identified with the
spinor space times its dual.

I don’t know of any way in which there would be more general fractional powers



or fractions of vectors.

4. JC
May 13, 2004

Did Landau refer to a spinor as a “half vector”?

Is there any mathematical objects that could possibly be described as a “one
third” or “one quarter” vector? Or for that matter any non-integer fractional
vector?

5. Peter
May 12, 2004

I’m afraid the lack of much response to this post is due to it being rather
obscure. I’ve been thinking about the Kostant Dirac operator, so wanted to write
something about it, but to write something readable by a significant number of
people would require giving a lot more detail. Maybe I’ll try and do that at some
later point.

The geometry of spinors is truly amazing, and all evidence is that it is more
fundamental than the geometry of vectors and tensors. The Dirac operator is a
fascinating thing, and Kostant’s recent version of it is something that deserves to
be better known. I hope at least some people will be inspired to look into some of
this, I especially recommend the Landweber paper as being pretty readable.

6. erinj
May 12, 2004

Isn’t it startling, Peter, how much attention a squabble over comments made in a
string theory forum attracts, whereas your post on a fascinating and intriguing
area of mathematics and mathematical physics seems to receive much less?

Admittedly your post is a rather technical one, but nonetheless it is illuminating.
I myself find the applications and historical development of the Dirac operator
continually amazing. Is there no end to its uses? No bound to its development?

Spinors and Dirac’s operator seem to keep surfacing in surprising places, and
always seem to simplify things when they do – as in the representation theory in
your post, and in other examples such as Witten’s proof (using spinors) of the
positive mass theorem in General Relativity. I couldn’t resist recalling Hermann
Weyl’s remark about spinors (and the orthogonal group) whilst reading your
post:

“Only with spinors do we strike that level in the theory of representations on
which Euclid himself, flourishing ruler and compass, so deftly moves in the realm
of geometric figures.”

It’s wonderful, inspirational mathematics and mathematical physics! Now I
certainly appreciate Konstant’s work, which beforehand I was only very vaguely
aware of, after reading your post.



The only downside, for me, upon reading your post, is not being able to access
some of the papers you refer to in it, now that I have left academia :\



The Landscape at Davis

May 15, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

I’m in Nothern California this week, and have been attending some of the talks at the
conference at UC Davis celebrating Albert Schwarz’s 70th birthday. The landscape at
Davis is exceedingly flat, but this morning Lenny Susskind gave a remarkable talk
with the title “Exploring the Landscape”.

It was a pretty strange talk for a mathematical physics conference since it contained
zero mathematics (and it’s arguable whether there was any physics…). Susskind
blamed Iz Singer for this, claiming that Singer told him he should talk about the
landscape stuff since it was leading to a new mathematical field of “statistical
topology”. He began by holding up a copy of Steven Weinberg’s “Dreams of a Final
Theory” and reading a quote from it about the cosmological constant. He liked this so
much he read the same quote a second time a little while later.

He then discussed some of the recent history of string theory, noting that for a long
time string theorists were hoping for a mathematical silver bullet that would provide
a more or less unique solution to the theory that looked like the real world. He
announced that now the probability of this is less than 1 in 10^500.

Susskind then explained a bit about KKLT vacua, saying that his main reason for
discussing them was to show how silly and inelegant they are. He compared them to a
Rube Goldberg machine and called Shamit Kachru the “master Rube Goldberg
architect”.

The most dramatic part of Susskind’s talk was something new: an attack on the idea
of low-energy supersymmetry. He explained the standard fine-tuning argument for
supersymmetry, but then indicated that he thought an anthropic argument made more
sense. The reason the Higgs mass is so much smaller than the Planck mass is not
supersymmetry, but instead because that small size is necessary for our existence. He
said that the question of low-energy supersymmetry is something that Douglas’s
statistical analysis of vacua should address (Douglas will talk tomorrow), but his view
is that low-energy supersymmetry will be very unlikely.

In the question session, John Schwarz challenged him about this, claiming that there
were other reasons to believe in low-energy supersymmetry, including the unification
of coupling constants and the idea that dark matter is the lowest mass superpartner.
Susskind’s response was that even though there were a couple reasons like those,
there were many more that indicated problems with the idea of low-energy
supersymmetry, including problems with too fast proton decay.

It was pretty amazing to see someone challenging the supersymmetry orthodoxy. On
the other hand, the whole program Susskind and others are pursuing is completely
loony. String theory predicts absolutely nothing, and instead of drawing the obvious
conclusion that it is a useless idea, Susskind is trying to turn this failure into some
perverse sort of virtue.



Update: In Michael Douglas’s talk today he said that his calculations show no reason
for a low-energy supersymmetry breaking scale to be especially likely. So he expects
that supersymmetry will only be broken at a high energy. Maybe somebody should tell
the people working on the LHC experiments that the whole supersymmetry thing is
now off, they should find something else to look for.

Comments

1. Jack Sarfatti
June 19, 2004

The Landscape at Davis

“I’m in Nothern California this week, and have been attending some of the talks
at the conference at UC Davis celebrating Albert Schwarz’s 70th birthday. The
landscape at Davis is exceedingly flat, but this morning Lenny Susskind gave a
remarkable talk with the title “Exploring the Landscape”.

It was a pretty strange talk for a mathematical physics conference since it
contained zero mathematics (and it’s arguable whether there was any physics…).
Susskind blamed Iz Singer for this, claiming that Singer told him he should talk
about the landscape stuff since it was leading to a new mathematical field of
“statistical topology”. He began by holding up a copy of Steven Weinberg’s
“Dreams of a Final Theory” and reading a quote from it about the cosmological
constant. He liked this so much he read the same quote a second time a little
while later.

He then discussed some of the recent history of string theory, noting that for a
long time string theorists were hoping for a mathematical silver bullet that
would provide a more or less unique solution to the theory that looked like the
real world. He announced that now the probability of this is less than 1 in
10^500.

Susskind then explained a bit about KKLT vacua, saying that his main reason for
discussing them was to show how silly and inelegant they are. He compared
them to a Rube Goldberg machine and called Shamit Kachru the “master Rube
Goldberg architect”.

The most dramatic part of Susskind’s talk was something new: an attack on the
idea of low-energy supersymmetry. He explained the standard fine-tuning
argument for supersymmetry, but then indicated that he thought an anthropic
argument made more sense. The reason the Higgs mass is so much smaller than
the Planck mass is not supersymmetry, but instead because that small size is
necessary for our existence. He said that the question of low-energy
supersymmetry is something that Douglas’s statistical analysis of vacua should
address (Douglas will talk tomorrow), but his view is that low-energy
supersymmetry will be very unlikely.”

[Sarfatti Commentary: According to Lenny’s world hologram idea, the effective



Planck scale Lp* should be increasing as the universe expands with scale factor
R(t) in units of length as

Lp*(t) = Lp^2/3R(t)^1/3

This means that time’s arrow is tied to the expansion of the universe with the
Hawking hologram entropy of the universe S(t) obeying

S(t)/k ~ R(t)^2/Lp*^2 ~ R(t)^4/3

On the other hand, the effective G* from

Lp*^2 = hG*/c^3

cannot operate on the large scale where we know G is Newton’s.

Note that Lp*(now) ~ 1 fermi

This is very curious, making G* ~ 10^40G, which we can posit to act only on the
scale of Lp*.

Note also that Lp** = Lp^2/3(c/Ho)^1/3 is also ~ 1 fermi

Einstein’s cosmological constant is /\ ~ (Ho/c)^2

where

/\ = (Lp*)^-2[(Lp*^3|Vacuum Coherence|^2 – 1]

H = R(t)^-1dR(t)/dt

Lp* ~ R(t)^1/3

So we seem to get a differential equation in this model. However, Vacuum
Coherence also has a dynamics. It has a covariant Landau-Ginzburg eq with a
Mexican Hat Potential for spontaneous broken vacuum symmetry.

So the idea is still not coherent in my mind, but it seems to be pointing to
something important.]

“In the question session, John Schwarz challenged him about this, claiming that
there were other reasons to believe in low-energy supersymmetry, including the
unification of coupling constants and the idea that dark matter is the lowest
mass superpartner.”

[Sarfatti Commentary: This is a wrong idea. Dark matter is exotic vacuum with
positive zero point pressure. Dark matter detectors will never click in principle
with the “Right Stuff” to explain Omega(DM) ~ 0.23. So far observation is on my
side in this hard exact prediction. The Italian claims to contrary have proved
wrong. So far, so good.]

“Susskind’s response was that even though there were a couple reasons like



those, there were many more that indicated problems with the idea of low-
energy supersymmetry, including problems with too fast proton decay.”

[Sarfatti Commentary: Susskind is on right track here.]

“It was pretty amazing to see someone challenging the supersymmetry
orthodoxy. On the other hand, the whole program Susskind and others are
pursuing is completely loony.”

[Sarfatti Commentary: But is it loony enough to be true?]

“String theory predicts absolutely nothing, and instead of drawing the obvious
conclusion that it is a useless idea, Susskind is trying to turn this failure into
some perverse sort of virtue.”

[Sarfatti Commentary: Indeed string theory has much less observational support
than

1. Flying saucers

2. Parapsychology

3. Cold Fusion

It probably has as much observational support as does Ashtekar’s non-
perturbative background independent quantum gravity?

I do think however that all of the above have some interesting ideas and factual
support that will survive – even sting theory, oh pardon me, I meant even string
theory. ;-)]

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/2004_05.html

On Jun 19, 2004, at 5:43 PM, Doc Savage wrote:

bcc

Isn’t Brian Greene a member of Professor Woit’s Department? You mean the
landscape is not elegant? Kidding aside, I think Lenny’s work is not as bad as it
is made out to be below. “Sting Theory” may be a more appropriate name after
all? 

Lenny’s holographic universe idea may turn out to be true. It is certainly very
interesting.

The generalized uncertainty relation is also interesting

uncertainty in position ~ h/(uncertainty in momentum) + (quantum of
area)(uncertainty in momentum)/h

is a good idea coming from black hole formation when too much energy is
concentrated into too small a volume.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/2004_05.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/2004_05.html


On Jun 19, 2004, at 9:58 AM, Doc Savage wrote:

More Landscape Stream of Consciousness

It looks like particle theory has now degenerated to the point where its leading
figures can’t think of anything better to do than to write rambling articles with
virtually no equations that reach no real conclusions. Last week was Lenny
Susskind, tonight there’s a new article by Michael Douglas.

His conclusion, such as it is, goes like this:

“If I had to bet at the moment, I would still bet that string theory favors the low
scale, for the reasons outlined above, but it is not at all obvious that this is what
will come out in the end…. We should keep in mind that ‘favoring’ one type of
vacuum or mechanism over another is not a strong result, if both types of
vacuums exist…”

So, maybe string theory “favors” a low supersymmetry-breaking scale, maybe
not. As usual, not only can’t it predict anything, it can’t even predict the scale at
which it can’t predict anything. I really cannot understand why anyone thinks
this kind of thing is science.”

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000031.html

The stupendous Landscape of sting theory vacua

“At an early stage in the Los Alamos preprint archive it was split up into hep-th
(for more formal or speculative work not directly relevant to experiment) and
hep-ph (for “phenomenological” papers directly related to experiment). Susskind
has just come out with his latest and now seems to feel that his ideas about the
“Landscape” are directly of interest to experimenters and so belong in hep-ph.

The preprint is riddled with typos, for instance the third paragraph starts like
this:

“During the last couple of years an entirely new paradigm has emerged from the
ashes of a more traditional view of string theory. The basis of the new paradigm
is the stupendous Landscape of sting [sic] theory vacua — especially the non-
supersymmetric vacua. These vacua appear to be so numerous that the word
Discrtuum [sic] is used to describe the spectrum of possible values of the
cosmological constant…..”

You get the idea.

Some high points of the article:

1. “low energy supersymmetry – an ugly solution” to the naturalness problem.
Now he tells us. From what I remember the “beauty of supersymmetry” has
always been one argument made in its favor.

2. “the ashes of a more traditional view of string theory”. It seems that the
picture of the world according to string theory that has been heavily sold for the

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000031.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000031.html


last twenty years has burned down to the ground.

3. The argument in his last paper, such as it was, was wrong. Now he’s got a new
one with a similar conclusion.

4. “… a prediction that supersymmetry will not be seen at the TEV scale seems
warranted”. OK, string theory is finally making a prediction.

5. “If it turns out that low energy supersymmetry is a feature of TEV physics,
then we will have to conclude that other considerations outweigh the counting of
vacua on the Landscape”. So, even though string theory predicts no low energy
supersymmetry, if it is found it doesn’t mean string theory is wrong. Got it?”

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/2004_06.html

2. Peter
May 19, 2004

Hi Thomas,
I saw that paper last night and it is pretty amazing. It attacks the central idea of
the whole supersymmetry/string theory ideology. I’ll write something about it in
the weblog later today.

3. Thomas Larsson
May 19, 2004

The anthropic virus has evidently hit Harvard.

hep-th/0405159
Title: Supersymmetric Unification Without Low Energy Supersymmetry And
Signatures for Fine-Tuning at the LHC
Authors: Nima Arkani-Hamed, Savas Dimopoulos

4. Peter
May 18, 2004

I’ve tried to get some action on the Kaku/Horgan bet from string theorists, with
no success. They don’t seem to be willing to put their money where their mouth
is (actually they increasingly seem unwilling to put their mouth there either:
Horgan had trouble finding someone to bet against him and most string theorists
are now unwilling to make any guess as to when string theory will ever predict
anything).

Rube Goldberg was a cartoonist who drew cartoons of absurd complicated
devices that accomplished something very simple. He seems to have fallen out of
favor, these things were well-known (at least in the US) during the 60s. For an
example, see

http://www.rube-goldberg.com/html/pencil_sharpener.htm

No, Susskind didn’t discover branes, that’s generally attributed to Polchinski.
Susskind was one of the co-discoverers of string theory: he and a couple others

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/2004_06.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/2004_06.html
http://www.rube-goldberg.com/html/pencil_sharpener.htm
http://www.rube-goldberg.com/html/pencil_sharpener.htm


realized that the Veneziano amplitude could be derived from quantizing a string.

Susskind isn’t necessarily giving up on supersymmetry, just the idea that it will
appear at accessible energies. One argument for supersymmetry at LHC
energies has always been that you could then explain why the electroweak
breaking scale was so much lower than the Planck mass without “fine-tuning”.
Susskind’s argument is that one shouldn’t worry about fine-tuning, just figure
out what parameter ranges are consistent with human existence, and if there is a
uniform distribution of string vacua with those scales, then any one is as good as
any other. If so, it is very unlikely that supersymmetry breaking will happen at
LHC energies, more likely it will be at very high energies near the Planck or
string scale.

5. erinj
May 18, 2004

Well, if Lenny’s right about that probability – and I hope he is – then Michio
Kaku’s bet on LongBets.org is almost certainly scuppered! Loser!

I mention Kaku’s bet as I first mistook your report of Susskind’s remark about
Kachru as being one about Kaku, who I then remembered has made a long bet
involving string theory at LongBets.org… ever tempted to place a bet there,
Peter? Increasingly, the reports in your April 1st post look like they may yet come
true!

But back to your post: I once saw a talk by Susskind and I was amazed that so
many field theorists came out of his talk seemingly convinced of the validity of
string theory. Like the talk you saw, I found his equally repetitive and with
minimal mathematical (and physical) content.

Wasn’t Susskind the guy who introduced (or, less likely, `discovered’) branes? If
so, I think him guilty of prolonging the atrocious waste of effort and time that
string theory has and had already inflicted upon theoretical high energy physics.

Just what is all this anthropic nonsense, too? String theory is correct because we
are here, and because we have `discovered’ string theory? Loony all right.

I agree that to see a proponent of superstring theory, and not just string theory
(as don’t string theorists dislike working on plain old string theory, given how
many extra dimensions and other complications string theory without
supersymmetry brings with it?), loosing faith in supersymmetry is suprising.
Where would matter fields in string theory be without the simplifying axiom of
supersymmetry? As far as I know, all those elaborate intersecting brane theories
in which the Standard Model supposedly appears depend upon SUSY at higher
energies neatly tying things together.

Also, shouldn’t string theorist’s listen to the experimentalists? (Not more, but in
the first place, I mean 

About two years ago I saw a talk by an experimentalist working on some DESY
experiment involving a search for `low-energy SUSY’, and he stated that their



results permitted them to categorically rule out the lightest possible SUSY
superpartner, the higgsino, at the present highest energies attainable (though
perhaps a heavy Higgs or something might rescue this). So even back then low-
energy SUSY looked unlikely, according to the people who actually go out there
and look for these things. I certainly came out of that talk with much less belief
in SUSY.

By the way, who or what is “Rube Goldberg”?



More From Davis

May 17, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The last two talks at the Davis conference were quite interesting. Alexandre Givental
gave one entitled “Twisted Loop Groups and Gromov-Witten Theory”, which went by
way too fast. He has an interpretation of the generating functional for Gromov-Witten
invariants that uses a loop group. Some infinite dimensional symplectic geometry
involving this group gives a conjectural explanation of the properties of these
invariants. The talk covered a lot of material so, while intriguing, was quite hard to
follow.

Witten gave the last talk, and his philosophy was the opposite of Givental’s. He
covered only a little material, at a level that was easy to follow. The nominal topic of
his talk was his recent work on the relation of strings in twistor space to gauge theory
scattering amplitudes, but he didn’t really get to this. He began by saying that there
were at least a couple different possible talks he could give about the background to
his recent work. One was the one he gave a couple weeks ago at a conference at NYU
which covered gauge theory scattering amplitudes. Luckily for me since I had heard
that one, he decided to give a different one at Davis, mostly covering some of the
ideas about twistors used in his work. He discussed the twistor theory construction of
an SU(2,2) representation using the massless single particle solutions of a fixed
helicity. This is related to a non-compact version of the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem,
constructing a representation on a higher cohomology space. Presumably one could
also do this using the Kostant Dirac operator techniques I mentioned recently.

Comments

1. Peter
May 21, 2004

SU(n,n) means special unitary transformations that preserve a metric of
signature (n,n) (i.e. 2n-dimensional complex space with metric with n + signs
and n – signs). For supergroups people write them with a bar, like SU(n|n) for a
group with n bosonic and n fermionic generators.

Part of the twistor story is that SU(2,2) is the group of conformal transformations
in 4d.

There are a lot of different ways of thinking about twistors, but they are pretty
natural objects if you are thinking about the geometry of spinors in 4d in a way
that makes explicit the conformal symmetry.

I’m also mystified about why Witten remains such a believer in string theory. I
think one reason he keeps working on it is that there continue to be interesting
relations between string theory and gauge theory, so even if it doesn’t work as a



unification idea, string theory can still lead to interesting new ways of thinking
about gauge theories (e.g. AdS/CFT).

His recent work has certainly lead to interesting results about perturbative
gauge theory amplitudes, although the relation to string theory seems somewhat
tenuous to me even though it is clearly a big part of his motivation.

2. erinj
May 21, 2004

I saw Witten’s paper and thought that this was another attempt to concretely
link string theory with gauge theory, or to indicate that gauge theory is
contained within string theory in a convoluted manner and therefor subsumes it
– thus demonstrating the correctness or superiority of string theory. This has
been attempted before, hasn’t it, with things like AdS/CFT, dualities, etc. Surely
if this strategy was correct, they would have found much simpler and more
obvious connections between string theory and gauge theory than all this stuff
about bulks and boundaries, SUSY, AdS, SUGRA and twistors.

It seems to me as if the string theorists are grasping at straws with this
approach – that is, try and dig up gauge theory quantities out of string theory in
peculiar situations. They just keep re-hashing the same old arguments and try
and squeeze gauge theory out of strings all the time. I’m a fan of Witten’s
marvellous non-string theory work (e.g. SUSY QM & Morse theory, TQFT & knot
theory, bosonization, Seiberg-Witten/Donaldson theory, QFT & elliptic genera,
etc.), and I thought his Fields Medal was a crowning achievement, but why he
keeps on spending so much cerebral energy on string theory mystifies me.

Also, it would seem preferable, and surely much simpler, to build representations
on higher cohomology spaces using the Kostant Dirac operator and spinors than
with twistors, which appear to be far less intuitive objects and are harder to
work with.

Incidentally, Peter, I’ve always had some confusion over the notation SU(n,n) –
isn’t the (n,n) notation something to do with the signs of the metric components?
And isn’t SU(n,n) a `supergroup’, meaning that it’s Lie algebra is modified to
include anti-commutators (as with the super-Poincare group)? I ask as I’ve never
been able to find a proper definition for this notation or a reference which
defines it clearly.

3. Pyracantha
May 17, 2004

I am looking forward with a kind of eschatological eagerness to the time when I
will be able to recognize and understand what you are talking about in this entry,
and what the speakers at that conference are talking about. However, by the
time I get that far in my physics and math self-education project, all of that will
probably be very obsolete.

Pyracantha at “Electron Blue”



More Crackpots

May 19, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Slate this morning has an article by Jim Holt about an interview with Andrei Linde. In
the interview, Linde speculates that universes like ours could be created in a lab, that
maybe we live in such a universe, and that the creator of such a universe could
communicate with his/her creations by tuning the parameters of its “Landscape”.

Comments

1. Peter
May 21, 2004

I heard Linde talk about inflation and the landscape at Davis, and his talk was no
more crackpot than others. Still I don’t understand why he thinks it is a good
idea to sit around promoting the idea that maybe we live in a universe created by
an intelligent being who may try and communicate with us through the
fundamental parameters of physics. That’s definitely over the line into serious
crackpot territory.

2. May 21, 2004

As far as I know Linde’s idea is not new. It is his version of inflationary scenario,
called chaotic inflation. The only new component in the story is its connection to
string landscape.

3. erinj
May 19, 2004

This idea has already appeared before in science fiction (Gregory Benford’s
`Cosm’) and is not science. So I agree, Peter, I’m awaiting the arrival of the
`SuperCosmos’ bandwagon, hope to leap on it, publish trillions of papers on it
(say, at one a month) and become an eminent physicist with permanent tenure
and a big office.

If an `eminent’ physicist like Linde can borrow such ideas and promote them as
science, what is the scientific world coming to?

Perhaps the book store clerk who placed that copy of F. David Peat’s
`Superstrings’ book I once found in the science fiction section was doing the
right thing after all…

(Incidentally, I’ve just seen a book titled `Superstrings and Other Things: A
Guide to Physics’, by Carlos Calle, and it’s a British product… as if superstrings
are established physics! The shame of it – using string theory’s hype and media
presence to sell a book about physics!)

http://slate.msn.com/id/2100715
http://slate.msn.com/id/2100715


Given that the vague term “landscape” keeps cropping up in association with
strings, perhaps somebody should write up a glossary of string theory buzz-
words/phrases or `flavours of the month’ for easy later reference, which would
also help chart the mess the `theory’ has gotten itself into.

4. Simplex
May 19, 2004

Peter, great blog!
I have to admit Linde’s interview (in which I detected humor and irony) could be
gravely misconstrued and abused by a religious Told-you-so.

But the journalist warned his readers about Linde’s irony before getting into it:

“Linde, it should be said, is famous for his mock-gloomy manner, and these words
were laced with irony. But he insisted that this genesis-in-a-lab scenario was
feasible, at least in principle…”

and he included this rather irreverent quote from Linde:

‘”You might take this all as a joke,” he said, “but perhaps it is not entirely
absurd. It may be the explanation for why the world we live in is so weird. On the
evidence, our universe was created not by a divine being, but by a physicist
hacker.”‘

I suspect there is nothing new here, just Linde’s usual schtick. And it sounded as
if Linde’s imagined Hacker was communicating to us mainly, if at all, by chosing
basic dimensionless constants like the ratio of proton to electron mass
1836.152…
if a nut wanted to decode those digits and discover the ten commandments then
he could have already started working on the number pi.

“But then Linde thought of another channel of communication between creator
and creation?the only one possible, as far as he could tell. The creator, by
manipulating the cosmic seed in the right way, has the power to ordain certain
physical parameters of the universe he ushers into being. So says the theory. He
can determine, for example, what the numerical ratio of the electron’s mass to
the proton’s will be. Such ratios, called constants of nature, look like arbitrary
numbers to us: There is no obvious reason they should take one value rather
than another…But the creator, by fixing certain values for these dozens of
constants, could write a subtle message into the very structure of the
universe…”

I guess I want to say I wasn’t as shocked as you and Linde seems less goofy than
Sarfatti to me—and more entertaining.

5. Chris Oakley
May 19, 2004

Personally, I subscribe to the views of the Jatravartid People of Viltvodle Six.
They firmly believe that the entire universe was sneezed out of the nose of a



being called The Great Green Arkleseizure. They live in perpetual fear of the
time they call The Coming Of The Great White Handkerchief.

But seriously … however wacky people may think Linde or other’s ideas about
Cosmology, it is hard to prove them wrong. Why? Because (in my humble
opinion, obviously) Cosmology is not a science, and probably never will be.
Maybe it would help if people concentrated on ideas that can be proved wrong.



Attack on the Main Argument for Supersymmetry

May 19, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The hundreds of expository articles about supersymmetry written over the last twenty
years or more tend to begin by giving one of two arguments to motivate the idea of
supersymmetry in particle physics. The first of these goes something like
“supersymmetry unifies bosons and fermions, isn’t that great?” This argument doesn’t
really make a whole lot of sense since none of the observed bosons or fermions can be
related to each other by supersymmetry (basically because there are no observed
boson-fermion pairs with the same internal quantum numbers). So supersymmetry
relates observed bosons and fermions to unobserved, conjectural fermions and bosons
for which there is no experimental evidence.

Smarter people avoid this first argument since it is clearly kind of silly, and use a
second one: the “fine-tuning” argument first forcefully put forward by Witten in
lectures about supersymmetry at Erice in 1981. This argument says that in a grand
unified theory extension of the standard model, there is no symmetry that can explain
why the Higgs mass (or electroweak symmetry breaking scale) is so much smaller
than the grand unification scale. The fact that the ratio of these two scales is so small
is “unnatural” in a technical sense, and its small size must be “fine-tuned” into the
theory.

This argument has had a huge impact over the last twenty years or so. Most surveys
of supersymmetry begin with it and it justifies the belief that supersymmetric
particles with masses accessible at the LHC must exist. Much of the experimental
program at the Tevatron and the LHC revolve around looking for such particles. If you
believe the fine-tuning argument, the energy scale of supersymmetry breaking can’t
be too much larger than the electroweak symmetry breaking scale, i.e. it should be in
the range of 100s of Gev- 1 Tev or so. Experiments at LEP and the Tevatron have
ruled out much of the energy range in which one expects to see something and the
fine-tuning argument is already at the point of starting to be in conflict with
experiment, for more about this, see a recent posting by Jacques Distler.

Last week at Davis I was suprised to hear Lenny Susskind attacking the fine-tuning
argument, claiming that the distribution of possible supersymmetry breaking scales in
the landscape was probably pretty uniform, so there was no reason to expect it to be
small. He believes that the anthropic explanation of the cosmological constant shows
that the “naturalness” paradigm that particle theorists have been invoking is
misguided, so there is no valid argument for the supersymmetry breaking scale to be
low.

I had thought this point of view was just Susskind being provocative, but today a new
preprint appeared by Nima Arkani-Hamed and Savas Dimopoulos entitled
“Supersymmetric Unification Without Low Energy Supersymmetry and Signatures for
Fine-Tuning at the LHC“. In this article the authors go over all the problems with the
standard picture of supersymmetry and describe the last twenty-five years or so of
attempts to address them as “epicyclic model-building”. They claim that all these

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000336.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000336.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000022.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000022.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0405159
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0405159
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0405159
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0405159


problems can be solved by adopting the anthopic principle (which they rename the
“structure” or “galactic” or “atomic” principle to try and throw off those who think
the “anthropic” principle is not science) to explain the electroweak breaking scale,
and assuming the supersymmetry breaking scale is very large.

It’s not suprising you can solve all the well-known problems of supersymmetric
extensions of the standard model by claiming that all effects of supersymmetry only
occur at unobservably large energy scales, so all we ever will see is the non-
supersymmetric standard model. By itself this idea is as silly as it sounds, but they do
have one twist on it. They claim that even if the supersymmetry breaking scale is very
high, one can find models where chiral symmetries keep the masses of the fermionic
superpartners small, perhaps at observably low energies. They also claim that in this
case the standard calculation of running coupling constants still more or less works.

The main experimental argument for supersymmetry has always been that the
running of the three gauge coupling constants is such that they meet more or less at a
point corresponding to a unification energy not too much below the Planck scale, in a
way that works much better with than without supersymmetry. It turns out that this
calculation works very well at one-loop, but is a lot less impressive when you go to
two-loops. Read as a prediction of the strong coupling constant in terms of the two
others, it comes out 10-15% different than the observed value.

I don’t think the argument for the light fermionic superpartners is particularly
compelling and the bottom line here is that two of the most prominent particle
theorists around have abandoned the main argument for supersymmetry. Without the
pillar of this argument, the case for supersymmetry is exceedingly weak and my guess
is that the whole idea of the supersymmetric extension of the standard model is now
on its way out.

One other thing of note: in the abstract the authors refer to “Weinberg’s successful
prediction of the cosmological constant”. The standard definition of what a prediction
of a physical theory is has now been redefined down to include “predictions” one
makes by announcing that one has no idea what is causing the phenomenon under
study.

Comments

1. Aaron
May 23, 2004

To various people, I’m sorry, but I really don’t have to time to answer questions
on QFT in a comments thread. You might want to consider posting to
sci.physics.research. Anyways, various theories of SUSY breaking do have
hidden sectors in which the breaking occurs and is then transmitted in some way
to the visible sector. Finally, it’s a theorem that particles statistics are governed
by one dimensional representations of the fundamental group of the
configuration space of n points in space. For d>2, that’s the symmetric group
and the only reps are the trivial and the antisymmetric one. In two dimensions,
it’s the braid group which has all sorts of fun one dimensional representations.



This gives what are called anyons.

To Peter, I continually wonder what physicists you hang out with. None of this
stuff is secret. I was at a department wide talk which brought this stuff up in the
past few months. Again, I’m rather curious what else you would have us tell the
experimentalists to look for.

2. Peter
May 23, 2004

Hi Aaron,

I wasn’t under the impression that the degree of fine-tuning needed if the bound
on the Higgs goes up by 5-10 Gev was such that it would cause people to give up
on supersymmetry. If so, one might not even need to wait for the LHC if the
luminosity at the Tevatron improves sufficiently.

There are at least two reasons why a lot more honesty about the failings of low-
energy supersymmetry would be a healthy thing (and I don’t see a downside
since I don’t think there’s any danger the experimentalists at the LHC won’t look
for superpartners).

1. Experimentalists deserve an honest appraisal of how likely various
possibilities are so they can make intelligent allocations of their resources.

2. The dishonesy and over-hyping of supersymmetry is part of a larger problem
in particle theory. The amount of this in superstring theory/M-theory is vastly
greater, and no experiments are likely to save us from this there. Theorists
should start behaving a lot more like scientists, with a lot less hype and a lot
more healthy skepticism about ideas that don’t work.

3. Peter
May 23, 2004

Hi Chris,

Sure, you can add other gauge groups, but if the particles we see have charges
with respect to them, they’ll experience a new force and will behave differently,
so there are all sorts of bounds on such a thing.

If you assume that the particles we know about are all uncharged with respect to
the new gauge group, then it is a “hidden sector”, and its effects will be hard to
observe (perhaps only through gravity).

4. Peter
May 23, 2004

Hi JC,

The “Planck Scale” is only the scale of quantum gravity if you assume that
however you calculate the effective Newton’s constant, you get dimensionless
numbers of order unity and dimensionful ones coming from the scale. If the



calculation of the effective Newton’s constant contains an exponentially small
dimensionless number, the scale could be quite different.

I don’t see any reason to try and get the standard model forces as induced from
some other theory, but people have speculated that quantum gravity is induced
from the other gauge forces. One intriguing fact about 2d WZW models is that
they can be formulated as theories with a gauge (or loop group) symmetry, but
the Sugawara construction shows they automatically also are non-trivial reps of
the diffeomorphism group, so in some sense one is getting for free a theory of
gravity from a theory with just a gauge symmetry.

5. JC
May 23, 2004

On a different note, how do we know that the known elementary particles ONLY
obey bose and fermi statistics? How do we know that they are NOT obeying more
general parabose and parafermi statistics, or for that matter some other
generalized permutation symmetry groups?

6. Chris Oakley
May 23, 2004

There is a point raised by JC that I have never heard discussed, but I feel ought
to be taken seriously. If there was a “new” kind of force that conserved all the
quantum numbers of (say) the Strong interaction, but was much weaker, how
would we ever know about it? What is to stop me claiming that
SU(3)xSU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) is the “real” theory of the world with my weak-strong
interaction as the other SU(3)?

7. Aaron
May 22, 2004

That should be

G = <T>

the expectation value of the stress energy tensor.

8. Aaron
May 22, 2004

Just by dimensional analysis, the Planck scale is the scale where gravity becomes
relevant. On the other hand, the Planck scale might not actually be what we
think it is. Some theories with extra dimensions have the Planck scale and the
weak scale coinciding.

The problem with keeping gravity classical is that you have to couple it to
quantum stress energy. The obvious way to do that

G =

has problems. I’m open for suggestions on other ways to do it. Sakharov’s



induced gravity gets things off by orders of magnitude as I remember it, but I
don’t remember it very well.

Epicycles are completely irrelevant here. When you add epicycles, it means
you’re adding parameters to your theory to account for the fact that the theory
doesn’t fit the data. The standard model fits the data amazingly well.

There are theories where gravity unifies at the same point as the other forces.
GUTs are going to have massive gauge bosons at the scale of the breaking. You
can break large gauge groups in stages E8 -> E6 -> SO(10) …, for example.
There’s all sorts of stuff that can happen, really.

The almost convergences of the couplings was not imposed in any form. It
follows directly from the formulae.

Finally, I doubt the electroweak forces and QED are “induced” in any way (I’m
not sure what that would mean, really.) The theories that we have for them now
work just fine.

9. JC
May 22, 2004

Aaron,

I never quite understood exactly why the scale for a quantum theory of gravity
has to be taken at the Planck scale specifically. Are there any rigorous and/or
mathematical arguments which shows that this always has to be the case? Why
can’t the quantum gravity scale be at something like several million or billion
TeV’s, or for that matter several billion or trillion times larger than the Planck
scale itself? Is the Planck scale for quantum gravity just accepted on faith or by
fiat decree?

Is there a possiblity that gravity is just strictly a classical force with no quantum
counterpart? Are there any experiments that have confirmed any quantum
gravity phenomena, such as the Unruh effect? (Would the Unruh effect even be a
good candidate to search for in a tabletop experiment?) Is this belief in quantum
gravity just an extrapolation of the three other forces being quantized? Could
gravity just be nothing more than a “residual force” produced by higher order
quantum effects, in the style of Sakhrov’s induced gravity?

On the surface, adding in more particles, symmetries, and other “junk” into the
standard model feels a lot like adding in more “epicycles” and free parameters
into an already grotesque looking theory. (Well, maybe not completely
“grotesque” looking.) Could the electroweak and qcd forces be an “induced”
force of some sort, in the spirit of Sakharov?

With the idea of three coupling constants merging at one point at some high
energy scale, why doesn’t gravity also converge too to that exact same point as
the other three coupling constants? Or for that matter if there’s a 5th or 6th
force that we aren’t aware of yet, would their coupling constants also converge
to this exact same point too? Is this convergence point just something that was



noticed by running the coupling constants to higher energy scales, or was it
imposed a priori by fiat decree?

10. Aaron
May 22, 2004

There are a few answers to your question about the standard model. The most
obvious is that it doesn’t incorporate gravity and we’ve got pretty good evidence
that gravity exists, so any theory really ought to include it. One can ask at what
energy scales does a quantum theory have to take gravity into account. The
answer to that is approximately the Planck scale. That’s why it’s important.

The other answers are a bit more technical. One is that, as has been discussed a
bit here, the standard model isn’t natural. There are two types of naturalness,
actually. What it really comes down to, however, is that the scale of the
electroweak interaction is much, much smaller than the Planck scale. We don’t
know why this is true. This is dissatisfying.

There’s also technical naturalness which says that the Higgs mass is naturally at
the Planck scale because of loop effects. Supersymmetry stops this from
happening. So, why it doesn’t explain why the weak scale is so much smaller
than the Planck scale, it does stabilize the Higgs mass.

A third reason to believe that there might be something beyond the standard
model is that if you were to draw three random lines on a piece of paper, there’s
little chance they’ll intersect at a simply point. Nonetheless, if you look at the
runnings of the coupling in the standard model, you get three lines to come
reasonably close to intersecting. This is a coincidence that is not explained by
the standard model. It could just be random, of course, but it could also be a
clue.

As for why finding just the Higgs would be depressing, where would we go, then?
Building a larger accelerator is unlikely. It means that this dataless purgatory we
currently inhabit is likely to last for the foreseeable future. That would suck.

11. Aaron
May 22, 2004

If you don’t like fine tuning, then, as I understand it, there’s just not much more
room for the Higgs left. Another 5 or 10 GeV and you’ve got issues. Are you
telling me that other considerations give you the same bounds?

“I just think that if one is honest one sees that the GUT and low-energy
supersymmetry ideas are failures. If you don’t acknowledge failure and keep
promoting failed theories you’re not doing science anymore.”

Such pessimism. You can’t wait five more years for them to turn on the damn
machine before you make these sweeping pronouncements? Even if you want to
argue that, in your sense of the word, SUSY makes no predictions, I assume you
agree that there are plenty of things that would strongly support SUSY if
discovered at the LHC? Are we now not only theorizing without the aid of



experiment, but also pronouncing theories abject failures before even attempting
to test them?

Let the experimenters do their work. If they just see a Higgs, we all go home. If
they see SUSY, then, presumably you admit it wasn’t a completely false direction
to purse, and we start measuring the weak SUSY breaking parameters. If we see
something else entirely unlike SUSY, we all go out and study that.

That’s the joy of experiment.

12. JC
May 22, 2004

Are there any empirical reasons why the standard model is NOT the final answer
to particle physics?
Or is it mainly ideological or philosophical reasons why people think the
standard model is not the final answer?

Why would finding the Higgs particle be a depressing event? Could there be a
4th or 5th family of quarks/leptons heavier than the mass of the Higgs?

Why should we take the notion of a “Planck scale” energy seriously? Could it be
possible that the “Planck energy” is just a product of several known physical
constants which produces a “number” that has no physical relevance in the real
world? Is there any empirical and/or fundamental reason why Newton’s
gravitational constant is important at higher energy scales?

13. Aaron
May 22, 2004

There are unitarity arguments that tell us something has to happen really soon.
There are Higgsless models of EWSB. The ones I’ve heard about use boundary
conditions in extra dimensions, but there could be others. I don’t want to say too
much because I really don’t know much about them, but I’m pretty sure they
predict something happening at LHC.

People might find this paper interesting as an outlook on what might come:

hep-ph/0312096

If you ask any particle physicist what lives in their nightmares about the next few
years, the answer is this: that the LHC discovers a Higgs, and that’s it.
Everything is completely described by the standard model. If that happens, we
might just all have to go home.

14. Peter
May 22, 2004

The proliferation of undetermined parameters in supersymmetric GUTs comes
not just from the supersymmetry breaking, but also from the GUT symmetry
breaking (via the Higgs mechanism or whatever). In principle one can hope that

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0312096
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0312096


some compelling model for supersymmetry breaking exists that predicts the 100
or so parameters, but the fact of the matter is that all pheonomenologically
viable methods of supersymmetry breaking are complicated, contrived, and don’t
do much in the way of fixing those parameters.

I really wish people would reserve the term “prediction” for its standard usage:
one has a well-defined model in which something is calculable and you calculate
it. In the standard supersymmetry picture, you don’t know what causes
supersymmetry breaking or even what its scale is, and the mass of the Higgs is
constrained only by the very vague “naturalness” principle (just how much fine-
tuning is too much?).

Essentially all low-energy supersymmetry and naturalness are telling you is that
the Higgs can’t be too heavy. But there are other reasons for that (Higgs sector
becomes strongly coupled if the Higgs mass is too high), so it isn’t really telling
you anything new.

If I had a successful extension of the standard model I’d be preparing my speech
for Stockholm. I just think that if one is honest one sees that the GUT and low-
energy supersymmetry ideas are failures. If you don’t acknowledge failure and
keep promoting failed theories you’re not doing science anymore.

15. May 22, 2004

How would the picture of the standard model change if no Higgs particle is
discovered for several hundred thousands of TeV above 1 TeV? What viable
mechanisms could replace the Higgs in this case?

16. Aaron
May 22, 2004

SO(10) also nicely accommodates neutrino masses. The dark matter candidate is
also more robust than you indicate, I think. If you just write down general
Lagrangian, it’s easy to find Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) from
SUSY. One way to eliminate them is by imposing a symmetry called R-parity by
fiat. This then necessitates a Lightest Supersymmetric Partner (LSP) that fits all
the cosmological requirements for a WIMP.

The 100 or so parameters you refer to are in the weak SUSY breaking
lagrangian. They really parametrize our ignorance. One expects that when the
mechanism of SUSY breaking is understood (assuming low energy SUSY really
exists), there will be tons of relations among the parameters of that lagrangian.
It would probably work the other way around. We’d measure the parameters in
the weak SUSY breaking lagrangian, discover relations and use that to better
understand the mechanism of SUSY breaking. Regardless, the idea that there
really are 100 (or whatever) free parameters isn’t really true.

I already gave you a prediction of SUSY: the light Higgs. That it hasn’t been seen
is one reason, I think, that people are getting a bit more skeptical. Also, one
would hope to see all sorts of fun stuff at the LHC.



No one’s claiming SUSY is perfect. But, before you knock it too much, what other
extensions of the standard model do you propose people study? Because, believe
me, people are always interested in something new.

17. Peter
May 22, 2004

Hi Aaron,

At some point soon I’ll try and write up a more detailed discussion of the pros
and cons of supersymmetry. The issues have been around now for more than two
decades and the only interesting change I’ve seen recently is that Witten is
concerned enough about this to have given several talks in the past year or two
discussing the problems with supersymmetry. Also,now Susskind, Arkami-Hamed
and Dimopoulos seem willing to argue that the problems of low-energy
supersymmetry are such that perhaps the idea should be abandoned.

The standard ideology is that the idea of low-energy supersymmetry combined
with grand unification is, as you say, “very compelling”. I’ve always disagreed
with this and continue to do so strongly. I think the only statement that can be
defended is that the idea has aspects that are “suggestive”. The two best
arguments for this ideology are:

1. The fact that the particles in one generation fit rather naturally into the
SO(10) spinor representation.

2. The coupling constant unification, which is off by 10-15%, an amount one
could hope to ascribe to threshold effects.

(A third standard argument, that in this framework there is a candidate particle
that could be dark mattter, seems to me such a weak argument that I don’t think
it is worth taking very seriously)

I don’t think either of these is “very compelling”, partly because they come at a
huge cost. A supersymmetric GUT is a vastly more complex theory than the
standard model with at least 10 times more undetermined parameters. In return
for this huge increase in the complexity of the theory, one gets the measly return
of the two points mentioned above and a huge number of problems one has to
find some way of arguing away (too much baryon number violation, FCNC, CP
violation, etc.)

The huge number of undetermined parameters and lack of any idea of what the
supersymmetry breaking scale is mean that it is extremely hard to get a real
prediction out of this framework. The closest thing to one would be that of
proton decay, but even here a prediction is possible only in a very tenuous sense.
For a generic choice of the undetermined parameters one gets proton decay
faster than experimentally observed. One can choose parameters that make the
rate much smaller, although there is a point at which you run into trouble doing
this. So supersymmetric GUTs are consistent with a huge range of possible
proton decay rates, which is not exactly much in the way of a prediction.



18. Aaron
May 22, 2004

There’s no trial going on. As I’m sure you know, the standard model works
depressingly well. SUSY extends it in useful ways. In addition to what I’ve
mentioned it also provides a useful candidate for a WIMP. The fact that it does
this, betters coupling unification and sort-of-solves the naturalness problem
seems like pretty good reasons to look at it.

With the Higgs not found yet, that’s a strike against it, sure. But, why the
opprobrium? It’s a very nice idea that may or may not be correct.

As for doing QFT rigorously, none of the directions that I’ve seen out there
interested me all that much. I’m glad people out there are working on it, and I’m
glad they aren’t me. In the meantime, QFT works pretty damn well as we use it,
so I’m not too constrained.

19. Chris Oakley
May 22, 2004

Aaron –

One difference between a civil and a criminal case in English law is that the
verdict is based on the “balance of probabilities” in a civil case, whereas “proof
beyond reasonable doubt” is required in a criminal case. With SUSY in the dock,
I would deliver the former verdict against it, but not the latter. To put it another
way, I do not think that SUSY is leading anywhere good (and I am not sure that I
ever did). Feel free to prove me wrong, though.

As for the Millenium Prize, the fact that it exists at all is proof enough of failure
on all of our parts. We should not be relying on someone to provide a silver bullet
to cure the elementary problems of QFT. More people should be working on
solving these problems: not just a handful of German mathematicians. I did what
I could – what did you do?

20. Aaron
May 21, 2004

There are plenty of QFTs without Lagrangian descriptions. Look up minimal
models in CFT, for example.

Also, of course SUSY has guided experimental searches. You have to trigger on
something, and SUSY has been the most viable extension of the standard model
for quite a while. I don’t think anyone would argue that it’s not worthwhile to
look for. Experimentalists trigger on all sorts of other things however.

SUSY favors a light Higgs, by the way. (The tree level prediction is around the
Z-mass, I think, which is what’s being referring to. Loop effects push it up.) In
fact, the nondiscovery of the Higgs below 115 GeV or so has begun to push SUSY
into the realm of fine tuning. Push it up too much more and the model loses a lot
of its appeal.



The equation of string theory and SUSY is not a good idea. There are plenty of
reasons to believe SUSY completely irrespective of strings. As you allude to, the
two major ones are that it seems to protect the hierarchy of the weak scale
versus the Planck scale (although I think this gets a bit iffy when you actually
break the thing). The second is that, in the standard model, if you run the
couplings up a ways, they almost unify, but not quite. If you add in SUSY, this
agreement gets a lot better. If you believe that it’s too much a coincidence for
the coupling to almost unify, then the fact that SUSY gets them closer is a big
deal. Unfortunately, apparently, the two loop calculations spoil this a bit.
Nonetheless, it’s still better than the standard model.

I’m rather surprised by the statement “The GUT and supersymmetry ideas have
been intensively investigated, but don’t lead to any convincing predictions or
compelling picture.” This is certainly false. The pictures are very compelling. The
unification of the couplings points towards GUTs. The SO(10) GUT has a number
of nice properties. GUTs also make predictions, the most important being proton
decay. For this reason, the nonsupersymmetric SU(5) GUT is pretty much dead.
IIRC, the supersymmetric SU(5) GUT isn’t doing so well, either, though there
may be more room for fudging on that.

SUSY also makes predictions like the light Higgs and presents a very compelling
picture. If you think that the only reason people work on supersymmetry is
because string theorists need it, trust me when I tell you that the idea is
laughable.

The fact is that if you can come up with an interesting extension of the standard
model, people would be very interested in. Precision electroweak measurements
strongly constrain what you can do. For example, I always thought technicolor
was a very pretty way to resolve the hierarchy problem and get rid of the Higgs
kludge. Unfortunately, it has also been almost completely killed by experiment.

I also want to note that I don’t think anyone has a problem with the infinities in
individual diagrams in QFT. There are prescriptions which avoid this, but the
regularization procedure both works and is understood. This is not to say that we
understand QFT. I don’t think we do. I’d love to replace it with something better
defined. There’s a million bucks waiting for you if you manage to do it, so good
luck.

Lastly, I’m sort of astounded how you manage to draw such sweeping
conclusions from such minor issues. You want to believe that the field is much
more dogmatic than it really is. Nobody’s abandoned much of anything, much
less “the main argument for supersymmetry”. In fact, what is being done is that
people are exploring new directions. I would think that you would think that this
is a good thing. For a long time, people thought that naturalness was a useful
criterion for model building. If some version of the anthropic principle turns out
to be correct, then we can abandon naturalness for certain (but not all)
parameters. This opens up the possibility of new, possibly, interesting models to
explore. That’s what Nima and Savas are doing.

I like exploration. Don’t you?



21. Steve
May 21, 2004

It looks increasingly likely that supersymmetry (and supergravity) has had its
day and it is probably not a true symmetry of nature, even in broken form.
Nature (or god if you prefer) is not obliged to follow the aesthetic ideals of
mathematicians/physicists and might not even care about mathematical
beauty/elegance as much as we do. If anything, this universe is looking more and
more messy, inelegant and confusing! Personally though, I always found the idea
of pairing off known bosons and fermions with superpartners like “squarks”
artificial and I would bet money that none of
these “sparticles” are ever going to show up in any upcoming experiments. This
is especially serious for string theory and “M-theory”, where supersymmetry is
required of course in order to wield any analytical control (and to get the
dimensions down to a mere 10.) It was the Green-Schwarz superstring that
started the whole string craze back in 1984 after all. Before that nobody simply
cared. Even if superparticles did turn up in future experiments it does’nt prove
string theory but does make it more likely; but without supersymmetry somehow
existing in nature the work of the past 20 years all crumbles–back to the much
maligned old bosonic/tachyonic string in 26 dimensions. In effect string theory
sinks like a lead hippopotamus without supersymmetry. Of course string
theorists will conveniently take refuge in arguments that supersymmetry is
manifest only at immense energies
just like they are now taking refuge in cop-out anthropic arguments.
Supersymmetry and the consequent superstrings were indeed powerful and
promising mathematical ideas and were worth pursuing, but are wearing a bit
thin now after 20 years.

22. JC
May 21, 2004

Is there a possibility that the only reason why quantum field theory and
renormalization is “accepted” these days, is that nobody else has found a better
theoretical framework which does NOT produce garbage calculations? It seems
like any framework that increases the amount of calculational labor involved,
just to get the same results as quantum field theory, largely gets ignored for the
most part after awhile. Why bother with these “alternative” frameworks when
they reproduce the same results (with many more times the labor involved) as
ordinary quantum field theory?

If quantum theory is more “fundamental” than classical physics, why do we still
use the framework of Lagrangian dynamics as a “stepping stone” to eventually
do quantum field theory? Is this just another case of “nobody has found a better
way to do things”? Are there any “intrinsic quantum” frameworks which do NOT
involve the intermediate step of using Lagrangian dynamics with an “ad-hoc”
quantization prescription?

Are there any better quantum entities to calculate, besides the S-matrix?

Should we even believe that quantum theory retains it’s present form, when we



go to higher and higher energy scales?

23. Peter
May 21, 2004

One thing I’ve wondered about is how heavily the search for supersymmetry is
biasing the data analysis or even experimental design of detectors. In the worst
case it might affect the design of the triggers. Presumably experimentalists have
a healthy enough skepticism about theory that they are likely to not believe in
the supersymmetry picture too strongly.

Still, maybe they should be made aware of exactly how tenuous the argument for
supersymmetry really is.

24. Alejandro Rivero
May 21, 2004

A recent worry I have got is to wonder if SUSY was even biasing the results of
experiments. Some years ago, a small signal was detected for a charged Higgs at
L3 in CERN in a quark channel. Regretly it was 69 GeV thus too low for MSSM.
Fast, it was averaged with measurements in *lepton* channels so the effect went
down from 3.5 to less than 2 sigmas; and then the next edition of the pdg
claimed a 95%confidence level above 75 GeV… I am thinking that all this
“manoeuvre” was justified only if the faith in SUSY was (is) so strong as to be
sure that H+ runs well above the Z0 mass.

25. Chris Oakley
May 21, 2004

Hello Matthew,

We are digressing from the main topic, so when I have had a chance to collect
my thoughts, I will answer you by e-mail.

One last thought in regard to the main topic: if we are marking the demise of
supersymmetry, then I personally do not mourn its passing as like Twistor theory
or Strings it is an interesting mathematical idea that never had much of a
connection with physics. Superfields & superspace were interesting to study, but
at the end of the day one ends up doing much the same things as before, only
with less of a prospect of explaining reality.

As for mass hierarchies, this never bothered me anyway. Worrying about this
problem, if it is a problem, is premature.

26. Matthew Nobes
May 21, 2004

Hi Chris

Your points about QFT seem wrong to me… I’ll grant that there is no
mathmatically rigorous construction, but each of the points you make don’t



impact on that.

“1. It is only a theory of scattering. The
much-vaunted calculation of the anomalous
magnetic moment of leptons takes the Compton
scattering of a single photon as representing
the interaction of the lepton with an external
magnetic field without satisfactory
justification.”

Well the first justification is that it agrees to many decimal places  But more to
the point, you can consider the scattering off of a heavy Dirac lepton (say the
muon) and take the limit as the mass of the heavy lepton goes to infinity. As far
as I know, there’s nothing wrong with that.

“2. No theory of bound states exists, so how can
one claim the prediction of the Lamb shift in a
single-electron atom as a success?”

This is simply untrue. One can extract energy levels, for example, using lattice
field theory. There is an algorithmic way to extract bound state properties from
the path integral, we just need big enough computers.

As for the Lamb shift, IIRC you start with Hydrogenic wave functions and
consider perturbations to them, rather than the “textbook” plane wave states.
Again, since the system is essentially non-relativistic this is justified.

“3. If, as seems to me to be likely, we need to
look beyond local field equations to cure the
infinities, then I would much rather not do it
with this framework. It is too messy,
complicated and self-contradictory.”

It’s unclear which infinities you’re worried about. The diagrammatic infinities are
cured by renormalization. Thanks to Wilson (and others) we actually understand
this fairly well.

27. Peter
May 21, 2004

Hi Erin,

Unfortunately I think the present situation is that we don’t have any good ideas
about how to extend the symmetries of the standard model. The GUT and
supersymmetry ideas have been intensively investigated, but don’t lead to any
convincing predictions or compelling picture. Some new ideas are desperately
needed.

28. Peter
May 21, 2004



Hi JC,

My own best guess about what will ultimately happen with QFT is that it will
turn out that a certain class of them, including the one describing the real world,
can be interpreted as a formalism for dealing with representations of certain
infinite dimensional symmetry groups, including the gauge and diffeomorphism
groups. The idea is that there is some fundamental geometric structure, it has an
infinite dimensional symmetry group with a distinguished representation, and
this is the underlying mathematical structure that the standard model QFT is
related to.

I posted a preprint about this a year or two ago, which hasn’t attracted any
interest, partly for the quite good reason that the ideas I discuss are too vague
and ill-formed. I’m working on a much more specific version of all this that I
think I more or less understand now in 1+1 d, hope to have something written
about it this summer.

29. erinj
May 21, 2004

Hi Matthew,

Thanks for pointing out Bondi’s name – to be honest, I wasn’t sure if he was still
alive or not (I always think of him being stuck in the era when Fred Hoyle was
around), so I thought this was another Bondi, not the Bondi.

I’d forgotten about CMBR when I made my comment. Isn’t this evidence all a bit
vague still?

After I read up on MOND (Modified Newtonian Dynamics), I became much more
skeptical about dark matter. MOND certainly seems a viable alternative, and
seems to be at a nascent stage where an empirical rule makes predictions which
appear to agree in most cases with observed galactic rotation curves, although
the physical origin of this law is presently unknown (but hey, we’ve been here
before, with things like Balmer’s formula, etc., which do work and ultimately are
consequences of a physically meaningful theory).

Aside from this, if supersymmetry is soon to be abandoned as you suggest, Peter,
then what other ideas are there that might unify the coupling constants at high
energy? I’m not aware of any, and without SUSY or other symmetry principles,
how else does one extend the Standard Model?

30. Chris Oakley
May 21, 2004

Peter –

My own investigations do not contradict what you just said. But good old
Feynman-Dyson perturbation theory is IMHO an obstacle to further progress. As
well as the reasons given by me at (boring) length elsewhere, let me add –



1. It is only a theory of scattering. The much-vaunted calculation of the
anomalous magnetic moment of leptons takes the Compton scattering of a single
photon as representing the interaction of the lepton with an external magnetic
field without satisfactory justification.

2. No theory of bound states exists, so how can one claim the prediction of the
Lamb shift in a single-electron atom as a success?

3. If, as seems to me to be likely, we need to look beyond local field equations to
cure the infinities, then I would much rather not do it with this framework. It is
too messy, complicated and self-contradictory.

I do not think that quantum field theory is wrong per se, but higher standards of
mathematical consistency need to be demanded.

31. JC
May 21, 2004

Are there any promising candidates at the present time that could possibly
replace the quantum field theory framework?

It appears ideas like SUSY, string theory, supergravity, Schwinger’s source
theory, analytic S-Matrix theory, stochastic quantization, geometric quantization,
Epstein-Glaser construction of the S-Matrix, Wightman’s axiomatic quantum field
theory, Haag’s algebraic/local quantum field theory, loop quantum gravity,
Isham’s category theory approach to quantum theory, Penrose’s twistor theory
program, etc … all appear to be “stalled by potholes” of various sorts and are
either going out of style and/or they only have a handful of supporters that
nobody really pays attention to them outside of their circles.

It seems like anything that isn’t constrained by experimental data, becomes
governed by trendiness and ideology. Perhaps Freeman Dyson’s quote is really
telling:

“Physics is littered with the corpses of dead unified field theories.”

32. Peter
May 20, 2004

I don’t think we’ve reached a final understanding of what QFT exactly is,
especially in 4d. But there is so much physics that the present QFT formalism
correctly predicts and there is so much beautiful mathematics related to it, that I
think there is something very right about the formalism. Whatever replaces it in
the long term is likely to be so close to it that it will still be called QFT. So I think
it is kind of a different situation than things like supersymmetry and string
theory, where the whole concept will likely have to be thrown out.

33. Chris Oakley
May 20, 2004

I notice that QFT is on your list of “well-tested” theories.



What is well-tested is not quantum field theory. It is a calculational recipe
centred around Feynman graphs, to which mathematically meaningless infinite
subtractions are applied when pathological divergences show up.

“Quantum field theory” is too grandiose a name for this arbitrary and
unattractive setup, and I when I hear mathematicians condoning it, I wonder
whether we’ll ever progress beyond it.

34. Peter
May 20, 2004

I’m no expert on cosmology, but from everything I’ve seen the evidence for the
standard picture of cosmology is a lot stronger than the authors of this statement
are willing to concede. It seemed to me that the WMAP data was in close
agreement with what was expected, and there was no reason for this to be true if
the standard picture is completely wrong.

One problem is that it is unclear what is meant by the “Big-Bang model”. If you
include all the conjectural stuff about inflation and dark matter, it probably is
true that it hasn’t been convincingly tested, but the idea of an expanding
universe does seem to have passed quite a few tests.

From my experience with string/supersymmetry, I’m inclined to be sympathetic
to claims that there are problems with certain orthodoxies in physics. But I’ve
also seen that there are quite a few people who reject not just the more
speculative parts of physics, but large parts of well-tested theories also (e.g.
rejecting not just string theory, but the standard model, QFT, even quantum
mechanics). This statement sounds to me suspiciously like something that may
be along those lines.

35. Matthew Nobes
May 20, 2004

Well, I don’t know about that cosmology statment. There are some names of
respected people I recognize on there (Bondi, for example). There are also a few
crackpots though (Arp, Marmet and Lerner) who have been throughly debunked
in the past.

The statement seems rather strong as well. Certianly the Big Bang theory has
had lots of quantitative sucesses. The microwave background was a predicition,
as was the abundence of light elements. I don’t think those have been seriously
challenged (though I’m by no means up to date on the field).

As for dark matter, there are a few different observations which point to it. If I
recall correctily they’re even roughly consistent. That is, if you determine the
dark matter density by looking at galactic rotations and by cosmological
observations they come out roughly the same.

36. erinj
May 20, 2004



I realize that this isn’t (perhaps) directly related to the topic under discussion
here, but I’ve just come across this suprising open letter on big bang theory, at

http://www.cosmologystatement.org

and the first sentence of it made me think about string theory and
supersymmetry, as theoretical proposals which may never yield observable or
measurable predictions. I quote:

“The big bang today relies on a growing number of hypothetical entities, things
that we have never observed– inflation, dark matter and dark energy are the
most prominent examples,”

and

“What is more, the big bang theory can boast of no quantitative predictions that
have subsequently been validated by observation.”

Are the signatories of this letter doing the right thing? (I myself only recognized
the names Woodward and Narlikar amongst them.) Might there be similar
statements in the future for supersymmetry and string theory?

37. Peter
May 20, 2004

Perhaps one supposedly finite theory would be N=4 super Yang-Mills, where the
beta-function is zero, so there is no coupling constant renormalization. The
superconformal invariance of the theory may eliminate the usual sources of
infinities. I believe there are also similar examples with N=2 supersymmetry.

The other “finiteness” has to do with finiteness of Feynman diagrams at 1, 2, etc.
loops. For a while people believed that N=8 supergravity might have all terms in
its Feynman diagram expansion finite, but now the belief seems to be that at
high enough order one gets infinities.

38. Chris Oakley
May 20, 2004

Your post prompted me to dig out my Supersymmetry notes from about 1982.
One of the promises made by Peter West at the time was that Supersymmetric
theories were “finite”. That would in itself be a reason for studying it, but the
two pages I have on “Perturbation theory in Superspace” looks depressingly like
the familar infinity-plagued Feynman-Dyson perturbation theory. I am wondering
therefore whether this finiteness is mere wishful thinking. Do you or anyone else
who might be reading this know more about this?

http://www.cosmologystatement.org/
http://www.cosmologystatement.org/


New TopCites

May 23, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

For many years now the SPIRES database at SLAC has been used to produce a list of
the most frequently cited papers during each year. Since 1997 Michael Peskin has
been doing this, while at the same time writing up a description of what is in the 40
or so most popular papers, together with comments on what this data shows about
trends in particle physics. The 2003 edition of Peskin’s review has recently appeared.

Peskin notes that SPIRES has begun indexing more astrophysical papers during the
last two years, and many particle physicists have turned their attention to cosmology.
He has expanded the number of top papers he reviews from 40 to 50 to take into
account the greater coverage of the database.

The most frequently cited article, this year and every year, is the Particle Data
Group’s “Review of Particle Physics” compilation of experimental particle physics
data. It is conventional for experimental papers to often refer to this instead of to the
original papers. This year the number two and three positions are held by papers
from the WMAP experiment, with number four the original results on high redshift
supernovae that indicated a non-zero cosmological constant.

The first particle theory paper is the Randall-Sundrum one at number five, and
Maldacena’s AdS/CFT paper is at number seven. For many years the top part of this
list was heavily dominated by relatively new string theory papers, but the situation is
now dramatically different. The highest-ranked post-1999 paper is one about PP-
waves at number 18, the next is one at number 37 by Ashoke Sen about time-
dependent backgrounds. The only other post-1999 paper in the top 50 is the
Dijkgraaf-Vafa paper about supersymmetric gauge theories, which is at number 39.

This list provides pretty conclusive evidence that the field of particle theory more or
less flat-lined about 5 years ago, with only a small number of minor blips of brain
activity since then.

There’s also a cumulative list of the most highly cited papers of all time. Here the
dramatic movement one can watch is the speed with which Maldacena’s paper
accumulates citations. At the end of last year it was at number 6 on the list of all-time
most frequently cited papers; it has now moved to number 5 and soon will overtake
number 4. Within a couple of years it should be at number three, only outranked by
the Review of Particle Properties and Weinberg’s original paper on the Weinberg-
Salam model.

Comments

1. Peter
May 24, 2004

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/index.shtml
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/index.shtml
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/topcites/2003/review.shtml
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/topcites/2003/review.shtml


The SPIRES numbers are probably quite accurate for the last ten years or so
(and thus for the Maldacena paper), since just about all particle papers are at
the arXiv. Their coverage is less good for older papers.

In any case, people sooner or later stop referring to older papers as they become
part of the common lore of the field. I’m suprised that so many people continue
to refer to Weinberg’s paper, since the standard model is now so well-
entrenched.

2. JC
May 23, 2004

Is there a possible “undercounting” of older papers that have become “common
knowledge”, such as Weinberg’s 1967 lepton paper? It seems like once
something becomes common knowledge or “textbook material”, people seem to
cite it less and less. These days how many people still cite the old Schrodinger
and Dirac papers from the 1920’s on their respective equations?

How many citations of these older papers would be missed in the spires
database? It would be interesting to see how many citations show up for them in
the citation indicies, coming from papers which do not show up on spires (ie.
long forgotten papers and/or papers published in obscure journals that nobody
cares about).

Would it be a safe bet to say that the citations on the Maldacena AdS/CFT paper
on spires, has had a reasonable and accurate tracking of it? It would seem that
almost every paper that would have cited it, would have been submitted to the
arxiv preprint server. Perhaps even crackpot papers (that slipped through the
cracks onto arxiv) which cited it, would have also been tracked too.



Not Even Not Even Wrong

May 24, 2004
Categories: Multiverse Mania

I find it just completely unbelievable that anyone thinks this kind of thing is science.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
May 28, 2004

My view is that the “anthropic principle” is a way to camouflage experimental
input as if it were theoretical input. Surely most of the papers can be driven to a
more standard format, separating really theoretical restrictions from just
empirical restrictions. If they prefer this way, it is perhaps because the
theoretical restrictions are not, say, very spectacular by themselves.

I could write a paper claiming that atoms of, well, 82 protons, are necessary for
human beings, and that the perturbative stability of this kind of atoms ask for a
fine structure constant smaller than 1/82. But nobody should mistake such paper
with a theoretical work.

2. Thomas Larsson
May 26, 2004

Maybe you can argue that human life requires that the aether wind be neglible,
which would explain the Michelson-Morley experiment.

3. JC
May 25, 2004

Did anyone ever try to cook up an “anthropic” explanation for something like the
Balmer spectra of hydrogen, before the Bohr model ever existed?

It would be interesting to see what sort of phenomena had “anthropic”
explanations more than century ago, which today have relatively well established
theories and experiments.

It seems like “anthropic” explanations are not much more convincing that saying
something happens because of “God’s will” or that “it’s the work of Satan” type
of stupidity.

4. Peter
May 25, 2004

Weinberg’s argument is just that the cosmological constant can’t be too large, or
else galaxies won’t form. So he is telling you that even if you have no idea what

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0405189
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0405189


causes the cosmological constant, there is an allowed range it can be in. People
are calling this a “successful prediction” because the observed value is (by some
measure) in the middle part of that range. I don’t think this deserves to be a
called a scientific prediction because:

1. It is not based on understanding anything about the phenomenon at issue, it is
based on claiming utter ignorance about it.

2. It can never be made precise, because you really are not actually
understanding anything.

The idea that one can make “predictions” by looking at all vacuum states and
saying we should be in a generic one, could in principle be falsifiable, if you had
a good understanding of what all the vacuum states are. The problem is that you
don’t really know what string theory is well enough for this to be a well-defined
problem. Susskind can thus go and do silly things like claim that if you stack
enough branes on the KKLT construction you can evade falsification.

There’s a pretty standard human behavior of “group-think”, where each member
of a group of people starts doing something stupid because others around them
are doing it. This has a lot to do with the whole string theory phenomenon, now
an even more bizarre version of it seems to be going on at Stanford. Susskind
devotes a lot of his time to proselytizing for this nonsense, evidently he’s even
writing a popular book to promote these ideas more widely.

5. erinj
May 25, 2004

Isn’t astronomy the only physical science where quantitative predictions within
“a couple of orders of magnitude” are thought of as being “successful”? Are such
predictions acceptable in cosmology?

Surely the “anthropic principle” is a misnomer, as even if it is falsifiable, it hasn’t
been established as a scientific principle – so I certainly agree, Peter, that it isn’t
science. OK, it’s nonsense. It reads even worse if you call it, as Dimopoulos does,
“habitability criteria”. Now that’s just silly!

Isn’t there a pattern here as well? Susskind is at Stanford. So is Dimopoulos,
Kachru and Kallosh. Andre Linde is there too. So we have KKLT, the `anthropic
virus’, Susskind’s “landscape” and Linde’s `universes in the lab’ all emanating
out of Stanford. Are all these things the result of infighting and petty competition
between these Stanford guys? Are they trying to out-do each other? Something
in whatever they drink there?

6. D R Lunsford
May 25, 2004

What is Weinberg’s 1987 paper like?

7. serenus zeitblom
May 25, 2004



Well, the desperation revealed there at least shows that the anthropic principle
*is* science. Clearly LS is worried that the AP can be falsified. The only catch is
that it *has* been falsified by the longevity of the proton.
Actually this longevity-of-the-proton argument has been around for a long time,
and it is the reason I never took anthropism seriously. I thought that this was
well-known, and I am very puzzled that it is being bandied about now as if it
were some sensational new discovery….anyway the point is that anthropism is
clearly wrong, and LS’s paper has the virtue of advertizing this obvious fact!



Other People’s Stuff

May 27, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

It’s always a little worrying when this happens, but sometimes I find myself very
much agreeing with at least parts of what Lubos Motl has to say. For example see this
recent posting to sci.physics.strings. In it Motl argues that

“I think it is premature to try to construct this major framework that would explain
the character of vacuum selection and very early cosmology in string theory”

and

“So my belief is that we will have to understand the nonperturbative structure of the
stringy arena using some new universal definition of string theory – a definition that is
both non-perturbative (reaches the strongly coupled regions) as well as background-
universal (reaches the geometries and non-geometries that are different from the
starting one), and only afterwards, we will be able to start answering the stringy
cosmological questions in a better context. Without this new tool, everything is just
vague guesswork.

In my opinion, the research of string cosmology; stringy inflation; de Sitter space in
string theory; scattering in backgrounds with non-standard causal diagrams; and all
similar things that have essentially be started by the observation of accelerating
Universe back in 1998 – has led to a very small number of intriguing results. There is
almost nothing non-trivial and mathematically intriguing going on here; there is as
much output as much input we insert. It remains a combination of phenomenology
and speculations where conjectures can rarely be clearly ruled out.”

I’ve never really understood why there are fields of “string phenomenology” and
“string cosmology” when the theory is still in a state that it can’t reliably calculate
anything. While I think it is wishful thinking to believe that if you understood string
theory better it would reproduce the real world, at least Motl’s is a consistent
scientific position.

Motl is also a fierce opponent of the “anthropic” arguments that have become popular
among string theorists. For the latest example of anthropic argumentation, see this
posting at Jacques Distler’s weblog.

Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
May 30, 2004

How depressing!

I found my info on the web a couple of months ago, but was evidently outdated.

http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&selm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0405271008500.4269-100000%40lamb.physics.harvard.edu&rnum=7
http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&selm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0405271008500.4269-100000%40lamb.physics.harvard.edu&rnum=7
http://groups.google.com/groups?group=sci.physics.strings
http://groups.google.com/groups?group=sci.physics.strings
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000371.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000371.html


2. Peter
May 29, 2004

Hi Thomas,

I was going by a famous graph I’ve seen in many places, e.g. here, which I read
as saying that discovery of a 115 Gev Higgs requires

1. Almost 2 fb^-1 for 95% confidence level

2. About 5 fb^-1 for 3 sigma

3. Nearly 20 fb^-1 for 5 sigma

The most optimistic Tevatron Run II projections now seem to be that 2 fb^-1
would be available by 2006, 5 fb^-1 by the time the LHC turns on (late 2007),
and it’s unlikely they’ll ever get 20 fb^-1 since they’re not likely to run the
machine for too many years after the LHC is up and running.

3. Thomas Larsson
May 29, 2004

Peter:

I think you are overly pessimistic. I have also seen that 2fb^-1 is required for a
5-sigma discovery of the Higgs (whether combined or for each individual
experiment is unclear to me), but surely you can get hints with less than that.
People have been excited about 2.5 sigma signals before. It also takes a lot less
statistics to rule out a light Higgs; a 5-sigma discovery will take until 2009, but it
will be possible to rule out a light Higgs at 95% CL already in 2006. Now that is
only two years away, which suggests to me that if the LEP signal is real, some
kind of bump should be visible at 115 GeV very soon, if not already.

4. Simplex
May 28, 2004

“So my belief is that we will have to understand the nonperturbative structure of
the stringy arena using some new universal definition of string theory – a
definition that is both non-perturbative (reaches the strongly coupled regions) as
well as background-universal (reaches the geometries and non-geometries that
are different from the starting one), and only afterwards,…”

Background-universality reads for practical purposes like a euphemism for
background independence! Holy Smolin, Lubos, could this be a nod in the Loop
Gravity direction?

5. Alejandro Rivero
May 28, 2004

Thomas,

That one got a lot less of press coverage. It was hinted, preliminary, in hep-

http://conferences.fnal.gov/higgsworkshop/review.html
http://conferences.fnal.gov/higgsworkshop/review.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0105057
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0105057


ex/0105057 and then dismissed progressively via statistical methods. See also
plots in hep-ex/9909044 and hep-ex/0009010. The statistic dismissal was based,
it seems, on adding other dissintegration channels where signal was not seen.
Pretty much the same history than 115 Gev.

Probably a motivation to forget about this event is that a low Higgs+ it is not
compatible with the minimal supersymmetric standard model. I had also
forgotten it, until recently a model forced my neurons to expel these papers from
my deep repressed memories 

6. Peter
May 28, 2004

Grants generally aren’t given on a year-to-year basis, more typically people are
part of a group that has a grant that may have to be renewed every five years.
So, if you have a permanent job, you don’t need to worry about this each and
every year, but every few years you very much need to worry about whether
you’ve been publishing enough articles.

Postdocs and junior faculty are under a lot more pressure. Their jobs may be as
short as one-year appointments, and they definitely need to be producing as
many publications as possible as quickly as possible if they want to continue to
eat.

There certainly are a lot of very routine, resume-padding articles appearing, but
this is not specific to string theory or high-energy theory. Pretty much every
academic field, even very healthy ones, have this phenomenon. What’s scary
about particle theory in recent years is not how many routine papers there are,
but how few there are with any sort of interesting new idea at all.

7. Peter
May 28, 2004

With only 200 pb^-1 in Run II, the Tevatron can’t see much that they couldn’t
see in Run I, where they had around 100 pb^-1. To start pushing up the mass
limit on the Higgs above that from LEP, they need 2000 pb^-1 or so. They hope
to get that over the next few years before the LHC gets going.

8. Thomas Larsson
May 28, 2004

What is the 68 GeV particle? I evidently missed it.

Yesterday there was a status report from the Tevatron on the arxiv. CDF and D0
now have an integrated luminosity ~200$ pb**-1 (per experiment), but evidently
they don’t see any deviations from the standard model. Does anyone know if this
is significant?

9. Alejandro Rivero
May 28, 2004

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0105057
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0105057
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0405075
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0405075


No, I am pretty sure that the inertia of stringthings is independent of funding
gravy. It is just that when people is trained with a weak mechanism of choosing
goals, the herd effects happen (stock market jargon; no pun intended).

Perhaps experimentalists are more sensible to funding phenomena. I am still
astonished about the 115 and 68 GeV particles in LEP2; they were so in hurry to
finish the experiment that they did not got time to take more measurements
there.

10. JC
May 28, 2004

Perhaps from an ulterior motive, it’s a way of folks attempting to justify the
government grant funding gravy train to string theory or particle theory in
general?

Regardless of whether string theory is a legitimate or illegitimate field of
research, is there any truth to the folklore stories that if you don’t publish
anything during a year you’ll end up losing most, if not all, of your grant money
for the next year?

Many papers that show up every day on the arxiv preprint server look like they
aren’t much more than the equivalent of “resume padding” for a researcher’s CV.
Perhaps it’s not so surprising if it’s papers produced by some 2nd or 3rd rate
researchers at some 3rd or 4th rate universities, hoping to get tenure. Or for
that matter, postdocs hoping to get an assistant professor job.



Slides from Davis Conference

May 29, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Slides used by many of the lecturers at the recent Davis mathematical physics
conference in honor of Albert Schwarz are now online.

Comments

1. Peter
May 30, 2004

I’m just getting this from Lawson-Michelson, Spin Geometry, Theorem 8.4,
Chapter I, where they also get the cover correct.

2. D R Lunsford
May 30, 2004

Hmm I thought the double (actually 4-fold) cover for SO(p,q) was Spin(p,q)…how
did you pull out SL(4,R)?

The Clifford algebra Cl(3,3) does have a “Weyl”-like representation

Bmu = [[ 0, gamma_mu ],[ gamma_mu, 0 ]]

B5 = [[ 0, -gamma_5 ],[ -gamma_5, 0 ]]

B6 = [[ 0, i ],[ -i, 0 ]]

and since the gammas have a purely imaginary (Majorana) representation (for
spacetime = —+) I can see SL4R coming in…

3. Peter
May 29, 2004

I don’t really know anything about SO(3,3). It’s not the conformal symmetry
group of Minkowski space. Its spin double cover is not SU(2,2), but SL(4,R). The
tricks Witten is talking about that get representations of SU(2,2) by “quantizing”
C^4 and using the action of SU(2,2) on C^4 won’t work for SO(3,3).

4. D R Lunsford
May 29, 2004

How does the whole argument change if we start with SO(3,3)?

5. Peter
May 29, 2004

http://www.math.ucdavis.edu/research/mathphyscon/program
http://www.math.ucdavis.edu/research/mathphyscon/program


He never really got to talking strings. In the last part of his talk he was just
explaining his formula for gauge theory scattering amplitudes as integrals over
2d-subspaces D (actually algebraic curves of genus zero) in CP^3. You can try
and interpret these curves as world-sheets of strings, but he didn’t get into that
in this talk.

6. D R Lunsford
May 29, 2004

3/4s of Witten’s talk was fun (I think it’s just a rehash of Penrose) but he lost me
when he started talking strings. What was his point?



Anti-Big Bang Open Letter

May 30, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Sean Carroll has some comments about the anti-big bang petition. He also points to
Ned Wright’s explanation of what is wrong with various proposed alternatives to the
big bang scenario. In particular this explains in detail what the problems with Irving
Segal’s “Chronometric Cosmology” are, something I’d always wondered about.

Segal was a very good mathematician, who did serious work on quantum field theory
in the 50s and 60s. He’s the “Segal” in what is sometimes called the “Segal-Shale-
Weil” representation. Segal is a counter-example to Carroll’s observation that, for the
most part, opponents of the big bang are not very smart. Unfortunately, it seems that
quite smart and otherwise reasonable people can have unshakable faith in ideas that
don’t work. Segal’s student John Baez wrote up some of his memories of his advisor
and his cosmological research.

Comments

1. Jack Sarfatti
July 4, 2004

On Jul 3, 2004, at 8:33 PM, Paul Zielinski wrote:

Everyone agrees that the laws of GR are formally covariant under
general coordinate transformations — or under the group Diff(4)
of point set diffeomorphisms on a 4-dim pseudo-Riemannian manifold
(which is subtly different).

But this is not enough to give us *actual physical relativity*
with respect to accelerated motion.

The reversible tetrad map LNIF(P) LIF(P) does that

i.e.

guv(LNIF at P) = Eu^a(P)(Minkowski)ab(LIF)Ev^b(P)

After all, in classical mechanics Newton’s second law F = ma also
holds *formally* in non-inertial frames; but this cannot amount to
true relativity with respect to such frames, since the observed
forces are regarded as “fictitious” — i.e., only apparent, a
kinematical artifact.

Bad use of language since we feel and measure fictitious forces same as gravity!

So whether we do or do not have physical relativity depends not only

http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2004/05/doubt-and-dissent-are-not-tolerated.html
http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2004/05/doubt-and-dissent-are-not-tolerated.html
http://www.cosmologystatement.org/
http://www.cosmologystatement.org/
http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/errors.html
http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/errors.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/segal.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/segal.html


on the formal symmetries of the theory, but also on the *physical
interpretation* of the covariant laws.

Einstein’s original approach was to interpret such “fictitious”
forces as real, based on his concept of the unified gravito-inertial
field, described by the transformable/deformable metric tensor g_uv.
This was at the core of his original concept of general relativity, as
I have previously argued.

Still true today.

Einstein himself explained this very clearly in his earlier papers
and in several books on relativity. I have all the quotes.

If Einstein’s math is interpreted differently — as some have
proposed — then we lose physical general relativity, even while the
formal general covariant character of the laws is left undisturbed.

Again I do not think these gyrations of the informal language that leave the
formal equations alone and do not change any operational procedures and
gedankenexperiments are important scientifically – at best a matter of
psychology and cognitive style.

So general covariance is not the same as Einsteinian “general relativity”.

Never said it was. It is necessary not sufficient. Puthoff seems to say in PV it is
NOT necessary – an error.

As I understand it, the current consensus in gravitational physics is
indeed in favor of a NON-“general relativistic” interpretation of the
formal theory.

Show me with exact quotes.

If I am confused on this, then so are most contemporary gravitational
physicists. Even Wheeler writes that “‘general relativity’ is the name
Einstein gave to his theory of gravitation”. Weinberg and Feynman,
to name just two others, thought that Einstein equivalence is a red
herring — a mere heuristic tool that happened to lead to the current
theory, but not now part of the correct interpretation of that theory.

I have not read Weinberg on this. I do not read Feynman that way. Cite specifics.

If there is no “general relativity”, then there is in reality no physical
relativity, except in some weak phenomenological sense (which latter,
ironically, was Einstein’s original 1905 view of SR as a: theory of
principle”).

The “beef” of GR is the TENSOR eq (under Diff(4) globally and O(3,1) locally)

Guv + /\zpfguv = – (8piG/c^4)Tuv(“matter”)



Therefore, I simply do not understand what you are saying.

Einstein pretty much implied all this himself: he viewed
his proposed extended relativity principle as a natural development of
his special relativity principle to encompass accelerated motion.

Right. That’s the way I understand it.

If you only include observers in uniform relative motion and assume invariance
of c under that limited group of transformations including global translations as
well as all 6 space-time rotations you get 1905 SR. SR means do NOT locally
gauge the Poincare group! It means do not locally gauge any space-time
symmetry group under the constraint that the speed of light in vacuum is an
absolute invariant. That c is an absolute invariant does NOT imply it is an upper
speed limit to anything. To get that, one must make something like an Arrow of
Time additional postulate that future causes of past effects is impossible. That is
an entirely different story beyond relativity as simply a symmetry theory of
space-time.

If you include COINCIDENT observers at SAME event P (i.e. in tiny ball centered
at P) in arbitrary relative motion then you get GR(1916) relative to that choice of
connection field that comes from ONLY locally gauging the 4-parameter
translation sub-group T4 of the 10-parameter Poincare group.

Now, Einstein did NOT historically derive GR that way because the modern
understanding of the organizing idea of “local gauge invariance” did not exist
until after he died.

If further, you locally gauge the 6-parameter Lorentz group O(1,3) you get an
additional torsion field piece to the connection field for parallel transport of
tensors (and spinors using Penrose-Newman) along vector fields in the base
space. You now have a larger local symmetry group than GR’s 1916
Diff(4)xO(1,3). If you go even further and locally gauge the full 15-parameter
conformal group, or even the 16-parameter GL(4,R) you will get even a bigger
connection field with new physical consequences to be explored.

But it now looks like this aspect of his program was not successful.

I think it has been extraordinarily successful.

Of course, the term “general relativity” has in the meantime been quietly
redefined to mean something quite different: the reciprocal influence of
gravitating matter on the vacuum, and vice versa.

I thought Einstein always thought of it that way – I mean from at least ~ 1916
on? I am not up on the detailed history of how his thought evolved. What he may
have said between 1905 – 1916 is not really relevant.

Even Einstein abandoned “Mach’s principle” (really a hypothesis) by 1920,
since it clearly entails instantaneous action at a distance in order to
explain inertial phenomena — which of course leads us to a very different



view of inertia as arising locally from a matter-vacuum interaction.

Agreed, Mach’s principle is not a necessary part of GR even though it
heuristically motivated Einstein. Also the recent discovery that 96% of the stuff
of the universe is not “matter” as Mach and Einstein thought of it means that the
whole idea of Mach’s Principle rests on very shaky ground and must be re-
evaluated in the light of new surprising observations.

The ghost of the departed Lorentzian ether. Quite a different kettle of
fish.

Paul

“Ether” is back in, although not the old Galilean group version. “Ether” like
“tensor”, “spinor”, “connection” are all relative terms defined relative to a choice
of symmetry group G.

P.S. I have been revisiting SR, and I think I now may have a bulletproof
version of the clock paradox that I’d like you and Hal to take a look at.

Would you be willing to do that?

Depends what you mean by “clock paradox” – time dilation is a proven fact in
many experiments.

I know this must sound like a crank perpetual motion thesis — but I’m
serious.

Jack Sarfatti wrote:

General coordinate transformations handle all – so I do not understand what you
mean.
I think you are confused here.
True, given any symmetry group G you can make the laws covariant under G.
GR deals with a special choice G = Diff(4).
Diff(4) handles LNIF –> LNIF’

Also it includes EEP tetrads LNIF LIF

On Jul 3, 2004, at 1:28 AM, Paul Zielinski wrote:

I meant physical relativity of all motion, including accelerated motion.

The general principle of relativity was initially supposed by Einstein to
be modeled on the special principle and was supposed to be an extension
of it.

That’s not the way it turned out — or at least that’s what I understand
to be the current view of the matter.

On Jul 3, 2004, at 9:07 PM, Paul Zielinski wrote:



Jack Sarfatti wrote:

The general principle includes the special principle.

Only if the special principle is re-interpreted *ad hoc* to bring it in line with the
general principle as currently
interpreted.

OK – what’s wrong with that?

Jack, here you are disagreeing not just with me, but with most contemporary
authors.

This is all explained in Ohanian & Ruffini, “Spacetime and Gravitation”, which I
believe you have.

What pages specifically?

Who now actually believes with Einstein 1907-1916 that physical gravitation is
simply a form of variable frame
acceleration controlled by the distribution of matter?

I do if you change “simply” to “essentially” and if you change “matter” to “matter
and exotic vacua.”

Do you?

Of course.

When curvature is zero everywhere when special relativity works globally, i.e.
there exist global inertial frames GIF

OK.

When there is curvature the special principle works locally subject to the 2
restrictions I mentioned previously.

In general, only at a spacetime point.

More precisely in a neighborhood of space-time point P of scale L small
compared to scale of local radii of curvature. Since the latter at surface of Earth
is ~ 1AU that is not much of a restriction on L for terrestrial measurements.

Also L >> Lp* which is usually taken as 10^-33 cm though it may be larger.

What this means is that the predictions of SR in an LIF are *empirically
compatible* with those of GR when the
LIF is contracted to a point.

No to a “ball” and here at Earth it can be a pretty big ball. You need to put this
“point” thing into proper perspective with numbers.



Where there is non-zero Riemann curvature (i.e. gravity) in any finite volume of
spacetime,
they are only approximately compatible.

As explained in detail in MTW for example. Obviously the 4th rank curvature
tensor is NOT generally zero and that includes LIFs as well as LNIFs – but its
practical effects on surface of Earth are very tiny and for a majority of practical
purposes are ignorable.

Of course this does not mean that even in such a contracted LIF the predictions
of SR *match* those of SR — they
are only a subset. For example, SR makes no predictions regarding tidal forces,
even if we extend SR to handle
accelerated frames. Yet according to modern GR, tidal effects may be empirically
detectable everywhere in an LIF.

What’s your point? It is trivial that SR is a sub-theory of GR and that SR needs
GR corrections if one does precise enough measurements. All covering theories
transcend the theories they cover. All this confusion about “aether” for example
is because people try to use SR outside of its proper domain of validity. Our
universe has a Hubble flow in which absolute velocity and absolute global cosmic
time are practically and usefully defined in terms of the cosmic black body
radiation isotropy and temperature respectively. This is no different from fact
that non-spherically symmetric ferromagnets exist even though their
Hamiltonians are spherically symmetric. The particular solutions do not share
the symmetries of the dynamics! Not all atomic electron states of hydrogen are S
states! In particular, when the ground state of a complex system does not share
all the symmetries of its dynamical action we say the symmetry is spontaneously
broken. This same thing happens with the cosmology of our universe! This is
common indeed ubiquitous! Read PW Anderson’s “More is different” and other
papers in his “A Career in Theoretical Physics” (World Scientific) – worth buying.

Note let a,b be LIF indices and u,v be LNIF indices both in small neighborhood
of same local event P

Ruvwl(P) = Eu^a(P)Ev^b(P)Ew^c(P)El^d(P)Rabcd(P)

Curvature is a local field measurable in principle in the LIF.

OK.

E’s are the tetrad components, i.e. local fields

In globally flat space-time the E’s are Kronecker deltas &au^a, distinction
between a’s and u’s disappears – degenerate limit

e’u(P) = Eu^a(P)ea

[e0, e1,e2,e3] is basis for a LIF at P

[e’0,e’1,e’2,e’3] is basis for a “coincident” LNIF at P



OK.

INTRINSICALLY

e’u(P) = ea&u^a + Lp*^2(Macro-Quantum Coherent Vacuum Phase),u (NEW to
my theory

,u is ordinary partial derivative

guv(P) = nuv(Minkowski) + (1/2)[e’u,v(P) + e’v,u(P)] =
Eu^a(P)nab(Minkowski)Ev^b(P)

So far all this is for usual torsion-free connection.

So your “curvature field” is directly determined by the coordinate derivatives of
the macroquantum
phase of your virtual BEC?

Yes, of course. I have been saying this over and over and it’s in my two books
from late 2002.
This is the elastic analog to Bohm’s hydrodynamic constraint of IT by quBIT in

velocity of IT particle = (hbar/m)Gradient of phase of quBIT pilot waved)

I replace the quantum of circulation (AKA vorticity flux) hbar/m in 3D by the
“Quantum of Area” in the 4D elastic world crystal lattice picture of Hagen
Kleinert from Free University of Berlin.

The LIF ea with zero partial derivatives have dimensions of length in above
formulae and guv is dimensionless.

If so, this looks like a flat-background quantum field model with a
correspondence bridge to
“curved” Einstein g_uv.

Only FORMALLY not PHYSICALLY – important you make that distinction!

That is, there is no assumption of perturbation theory here.

In

guv(P) = nuv(Minkowski) + (1/2)[e’u,v(P) + e’v,u(P)]

In no sense do I assume

nuv(Minkowski) >> (1/2)[e’u,v(P) + e’v,u(P)]

The way Feynman does in his Lectures on Gravity using spin 2 quantum field on
Poincare symmetry group background vacuum.

I am not doing that at all! Also these are SMOOTH MACRO-QUANTUM ODLRO
functions. There will be a micro-quantum normal fluid spin 2 tensor quantum



field on this smooth curved space-time background of course along with all the
spin 1/2 and spin 1 quantum fields ALL together contribute to /\zpf!
But my theory is automatically BACKGROUND-INDEPENDENT and NON-
PERTURBATIVE since guv(P) is a dynamical field from the beginning determined
globally self-consistently in a self-organizing manner!

I’m curious: What in your model causes mechanical inertia? And what in your
model explains, or
at least might explain, the exact proportionality of inertial and gravitational
mass?

Exactly same as John Wheeler explains “Mass without mass” in his classic book
“Geometrodynamics” with new feature Lp* ~ 10^20Lp on scale of 1 fermi to
make the spatially-extended quasi Kerr-Newman micro-geons of the lepto-quarks
out of exotic vacuum with “charges” as quantized vortex trapped flux fields not
only U(1) but also SU(2) and SU(3).

The lepto-quark masses m ~ Vacuum Coherence consistent with Higgs
mechanism – not Haisch’s & Puthoff’s random EM ZPF friction.

~ 1 Mev for first generation that dominates Omega(Matter) ~ 0.04 where total
Omega = 1 the remaining 0.96 is ALL w = -1 ZPF exotic vacuum! Hence dark
matter detectors silent in principle sans false positives.

Then use QCD Lite bag model (Frank Wilczek) to get hadronic masses M ~ 1Gev
from lepto-quarks glued together again by /\zpf in a cascade process.

I have not proved consistency as yet. This is all heuristics based on my physical
picture.

OK.

Z.

On Jul 3, 2004, at 1:28 AM, Paul Zielinski wrote:

I meant physical relativity of all motion, including accelerated motion.

The general principle of relativity was initially supposed by Einstein to
be modeled on the special principle and was supposed to be an extension
of it.

That’s not the way it turned out — or at least that’s what I understand
to be the current view of the matter.

Jack Sarfatti wrote:

I think the cutoff is much larger than Planck distance at scale 1 fermi in fact it is
1 fermi on scale of 1 fermi

i.e. Lp* = 10^20Lp on scale of 1 fermi to stabilize electron as an extended micro-
geon.



On Jul 2, 2004, at 7:36 PM, Paul Zielinski wrote:

Jack Sarfatti wrote:

On Jul 2, 2004, at 12:19 AM, Paul Zielinski wrote:

I was under the impression that there is a class of v^3 ZPE
density distributions that are Lorentz invariant?

Yes, that’s what I am alluding to below. However, that does not have a finite cut-
off in it, which is the problem.

The nitpicking point I first raised here is really not relevant to the main issue,
which is what happens to LI when the emptically confirmed v^3 ZPE spectrum
(which I suppose is actually a v^2 density distribution) is truncated at the Planck
scale.

Everyone here (except perhaps TS) says that this would destroy exact LI.

Puthoff seems to be saying that such a cutoff would nevertheless not have
currently
observable consequences, while Ibison is not so sure.

What do you think?

Z.

I say it will have observable consequences that should be looked for in angular
correlations in Lambshift radiation for example.

2. Joe Papp
June 30, 2004

Guys:

You can debate theory up your yin-yang.

Check out reality at http://www.proton21.com.ua

If anyone wants to whine about the lack of detail

on making “coherent electron bunches”, just try reading ALL of Adamenko’s
papers.

It’s not really that mysterious.

Here’s the point: If you can MODEL stellar processes with an actual
EXPERIMENT…then you can begin to understand them.

Forget all this “zero point energy” stuff, let’s start with SHN’s and see where we
get from there.
(We may get to ZPE, and to large amounts of antimatter…cheaply.)

http://www.proton21.com.ua/
http://www.proton21.com.ua/


Dr. Papp

3. Jack Sarfatti
June 22, 2004

bcc

Memorandum for the historical record on the emergence of metric engineering
concepts.

Dear Marc

Mine is the only one of your proposals coming in which has even a ghost of a
chance of working as practical metric engineering because:

It only uses battle-tested mainstream physics, i.e. Einstein’s GR, quantum theory,
condensed matter physics of macro-quantum coherent order parameters
described by P.W. Anderson as “More is different” that includes Andrei
Sakharov’s “metric elasticity” 1967 for emergent gravity as “generalized phase
rigidity” of the local macro-quantum vacuum coherence order parameter. Also,
unlike ALL of your proposals coming in, mine has a seamless connection with the
major problems in physics today e.g. the dark energy/cosmological constant
problem, the renormalization problem in quantum field theory (e.g. stability of
electron under its self-charge), stability of galaxy, universal Regge slope of
hadronic resonances, Ken Shoulders’ “charge clusters.” Dare I also mention the
heretical 3 letter word “UFO”? No, I guess not. 

Hal Puthoff’s competing program to mine, i.e. the “PV” dielectric analogy
approach to GR is much further out of the mainstream and so far his published
results disagree with actual empirical data. Hal tries to avoid standard tensor
calculus with metrics, consequently he has yet to publish a model with a rotating
source, and he has yet to show how his theory based on a special action principle
can give a warp drive in the sense of Alcubierre and the recent paper by Visser
et-al http://www.arxiv.org/PS_cache/gr-qc/pdf/0406/0406083.pdf
Also Hal has yet to show how an applied electromagnetic Fuv field can change
his vacuum K function by a large enough amount to make a practical difference
for actual metric engineering. He cannot do it using orthodox QED, the effect is
too small.

Note that Visser and Lobo also make reference to dark energy in the context of a
warp drive – probably first in a mainstream paper, but my two books from end of
2002 already have that idea clearly spelled out. Visser also bends over
backwards to caution the reader not to get too enthusiastic about imminent
technological applications since the “fact” of UFOs is denied otherwise he could
not publish his paper – quite obviously.

One important technical point on Visser’s latest paper on warp drive

He uses only

Guv = (8piG/c^4)Tuv

http://www.arxiv.org/PS_cache/gr-qc/pdf/0406/0406083.pdf
http://www.arxiv.org/PS_cache/gr-qc/pdf/0406/0406083.pdf


Not the equation I use which is

Guv + /\zpfguv = (8piG/c^4)Tuv

That I approximate as the pure exotic vacuum equation

Guv + /\zpfguv ~ 0

assuming G/c^4 ~ 10^-33 cm/10^19Gev

so that, with my subsidiary vacuum coherence equations

/\zpfguv >> (8piG/c^4)Tuv

Is the “metric engineering regime” of practical interest with

/\zpf controlled by an electromagnetic Au potential in a Bohm-Aharonov-
Josephson gauge covariant “weak link” in the relative phase between a control
macro-quantum coherent field and the vacuum coherence of virtual electron-
positron pairs.

Ken Shoulders EVO data http://qedcorp.com/destiny/ExotcVacuumObjects.pdf
seem to confirm this basic idea, as well as the absence of dark matter particles
after 14 years of trying with only false alarms.

On Jun 22, 2004, at 11:42 AM, Marc G. Millis wrote:

PS The work is published in 3 books copyrighted and in the US Library of
Congress database.
The titles of these books are given in the xls, which I find extremely
difficult to understand BTW I mean what the categories even mean in some
cases. I am not used to dealing with USG bureaucratic jargon and dotting all
the i’s etc. I ran into this same problem with Paul Murad at STAIF.

I appreciate the difficulty of converting one’s work to fit the formats of others.
Considering that I’m expecting dozens, perhaps hundreds of submissions, I need
some uniform way to compare them. After I’ve had a chance to screen the
submissions, I’ll get back with you if yours needs adjustments to be considered
for inclusion.

Marc

4. Jack Sarfatti
June 21, 2004

On Jun 21, 2004, at 9:34 AM, michael ibison a signer to the anti-Big Bang letter
wrote:

“That I don’t embrace BB is an accurate description. I do not hold a strong view
on whether or not the currently accepted view is correct. That makes me a
radical. Not because I say it is wrong, but because I am an agnostic.

http://qedcorp.com/destiny/ExotcVacuumObjects.pdf
http://qedcorp.com/destiny/ExotcVacuumObjects.pdf


Cheers,

Michael”

That’s only because you have not kept up with advances in the field. I agree that
prior to say end of 2002 the position held in that May 22, 2004 New Scientist
Letter was slightly plausible and defensible as a long shot – but no longer.
Without applying a double standard, the Baysean probability that the standard
model with chaotic inflation, dark energy/matter is essentially correct is very
close to 100% and getting closer all the time as new data comes in. What we
have here is a debate on how to weigh the new data that you admit you are not
very up on. I have been to 2 APS meetings on this topic in 2003 and listened
closely to Mike Turner and Saul Perlmutter – the experimental work is beautiful –
some of the best in the history of physics. This is a real turning point. It also
explains the saucers, the emergence of Einstein’s gravity from the cohering of
random noise ZPF not from its friction, the stability of electrically charged
elementary particles as spatially extended structures that shrink when hit hard,
the stability of the galaxy, the universal Regge slope, Ken Shoulder’s charge
clusters, the Arrow of Time and even the emergence of consciousness in the
many worlds. What more do you want? This is grand!

Strong prediction that can falsify my idea: Dark matter detectors cannot click, in
principle, with the right stuff to explain Omega(DM) ~ 0.23 any more than the
motion of the Earth through the Galilean ether can be detected with a
Michelson-Morley interferometer in the domain of validity of special relativity
where the scale of the relative phase measurements are small compared to the
radius of curvature that the Sun makes at the position of the Earth in its orbit.

PS How do Marshall Trevor/Haisch, Puthoff, Rueda, Cole et-al explain observed
sub-Poisson statistics of photon anti-bunching in laser light which requires
negative probability if you use SED?

5. Jack Sarfatti
June 19, 2004
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The emergence of gravity and dark energy/matter from the cohering of zero
point energy.
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Abstract

Ordinary matter made from real on-mass-shell lepto-quark fermions and gauge
force bosons only accounts for approximately 4% of all the large-scale stuff of
our universe, which may be one of a infinity of parallel universes in hyperspace
that we call ?Super Cosmos.? I propose that the remaining 96% of our universe



consists of two forms of partially coherent exotic vacuum dominated by a
condensate of bound virtual electron-positron pairs. Einstein?s gravity emerges
from the variations in the macro-quantum coherent phase field of the
condensate. This condensate is the inflation field in the large-scale cosmological
limit. Both dark energy and dark matter are simply residual total zero point
energy densities that emerge from the vacuum condensate?s intensity variations.
Approximately 73% is anti-gravitating zero point ?dark energy? density with
equal and opposite negative pressure that is causing our universe to accelerate
in its expansion rate. The remaining gravitating 23%, called ?dark matter,? is
also zero point energy density with equal and opposite positive pressure found
concentrated in large-scale structures like the galactic halo that prevents our
solar system from escaping into inter-galactic space. Astrophysical scale geon
structures of w = -1 dark matter simulate w = 0 CDM in terms of their gravity
lensing. The electron, as a Bohm ?hidden variable? on the micro-scale for
example, is a spatially extended structure whose self-electric charge repulsion,
Casimir force and repulsive spin rotation are balanced by the strong short-range
zero point energy induced gravity from its exotic vacuum core. The electron, and
the quarks, shrink in size, up to a certain minimum, when hit with large
momentum scattering transfers from strong space warping that makes their
surface areas small compared to what they would be in flat space for a given
radial distance. An experimental appendix by Ken Shoulders on “exotic vacuum
objects” or “EVO” charged geons made from large numbers of electrons glued
together by zero point energy is included. The zero point force holding as many
as one hundred billion electrons together is not the QED Casimir force, which
may even be repulsive, but is the entirely different strong short-range gravity
force induced by the zero point energy by the entirely different process of
Einstein’s general relativity omitted from the flat space-time QED calculations.
These EVOs show anomalous motions and energies that seem to be examples of
Alcubierre’s “warp drive” and “cold fusion” respectively.

A preliminary copy of the Ken Shoulders EVO experiments is at
http://qedcorp.com/destiny/ExoticVacuumObjects.pdf

Ken worked for years in USG Intelligence as a gadgeteer for James Bond types.
He holds patents on tiny electronic devices and is a microwave expert. Some of
his devices were crucial to the microchip revolution by Intel et-al.

6. Jack Sarfatti
June 16, 2004

Both Ibison and Soares are signers of the New Scientist letter. I am defending
mainstream precision cosmology against this letter’s position. Herman Bondi
from Cambridge, who also signed the letter, got very upset with me last night
because of this.

I support intelligent debate on this topic of course. However, having attended
two major APS meetings on the topic with Mike Turner, Saul Perlmutter talking
at both, and I will also be at GR17 in Dublin, it is clear to me that you are
fighting a hopeless rear guard action. In the course of doing so, you will be led to
change your mind. Resistance is futile. I think Sean Carroll’s attitude is the
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objective optimum one – the best Bayesean estimate. 

Note best fit in latest Physics Today is a Big Rip Phantom Energy w ~ -1.31 (if I
recall correctly) but it is ~ 1 standard deviation away from my hard prediction of
w = -1 as an exact result. So we will see how new data affects this. Also recall my
other hard prediction, no dark matter detectors will click with the right stuff that
explains Omega(DM) ~ 0.23. That would be like Michelson-Morley showing the
speed through aether – I mean once we remove curvature corrections from
general relativity. There is some small discrepancy there as I recall, but it is my
impression that it can be explained by GR?

On Jun 16, 2004, at 10:23 AM, michael ibison wrote:

Thank you for your note Domingos.

“I appreciate your comments and am interested in what you have to say.
Sean Carroll (according to Jack) cites the following alleged PREDICTIONS
made by BB:

‘How about acoustic peaks in the power spectrum of temperature fluctuations in
the cosmic microwave background? And the polarization signal, and its
spectrum? And the baryon density as deduced from light-element abundances
agreeing with that deduced from the CMB? And baryon fluctuations in the power
spectrum of large-scale structure? And the transition from acceleration to
deceleration in the Hubble diagram of high-redshift supernovae? And the
relativistic time delay in supernova light curves?’

I think I can contest the allegedly predictive role of BB for some of these, but
would appreciate a view from someone more qualified. Would you be good
enough to offer a short comment on each of them?

Best wishes,

Michael”

On Jun 16, 2004, at 12:35 PM, Jack Sarfatti wrote:

On Jun 16, 2004, at 5:23 AM, Domingos Savio de Lima Soares wrote:

16jun04

“Hello Jack,

Thanks for your message — enthusiastic message, I should say — defending the
inflationary Big Bang model. I, and my students as well, have now material for
much discussion. Thanks, indeed. Ned Wright’s web page is present in my own
personal page for a long time now, I would like to mention. And I always
recommend it for those interested
in cosmology. In any case, I added, after receiving your note on the “Errors”
section, a special link for this particular section of Ned’s page. What you, Sean
Carroll, Mike Turner and followers, need to explain is



1- Why the “dark cake”, Fig. 10 of Freedman and Turner (astro-ph/0308418), has
only 0.5% that is actually observed? Remember, from the 4% of baryons,there
are some 3.5% still dark, i.e., invisible, that is to say, we can’t see, measure,
whatever. Do they exist or perhaps should we wait a bit more?”

I do not claim to be an expert in data analysis. That’s Turner’s et-al’s job. I seem
to recall Turner saying that was mostly cold hydrogen gas? What is important
however is the 96%!

“2- Take w=-1.”

That’s what my theory says it must be – both dark energy and dark matter.
However globs of w = -1 dark matter will look like w = 0 CDM from far away in
terms of gravity lensing. This is a crucial test of my theory BTW. No dark matter
particles! We, I mean Ken Shoulders, seem to be seeing this phenomena on lab
scale!
http://qedcorp.com/destiny/ExoticVacuumObjects.pdf

“What do you do with the so-called ‘cosmological constantproblem’?”

I have solved it! Vacuum coherence explains it. The dominant contribution to
Vacuum Coherence is a condensate of virtual electron-positron pairs bound
together by virtual photons all occupying the same center of mass bound pair
state. The phase variations in this macro-quantum occupied single particle state
give Einstein’s metric guv field.

The incoherent estimate of Einstein’s cosmological constant /\ is ~ 1/Lp^2

My theory says that the coherent value of the cosmological constant is

/\ = Lp^-2[Lp^3|Vacuum Coherence|^2 – 1]

The “equilibrium” is at /\ = 0 where the Vacuum Coherence is the Planck density.

Vacuum Coherence obeys a covariant Landau Ginzburg eq. that must be solved
self-consistently with Einstein’s eq

Guv + /\guv = (8piG/c^4)Tuv

“You know, the value implied by the inflationary BB model makes our universe 10
to the minus 10 second old and 3 cm large, which is definitely, and frankly, not
observed.”

Again this is no longer a problem – it is solved conceptually.

“3- Why not make science with a character, I mean, following strictly “scientific
method” and listening to what Nature presents and we can see?”

This is polemics – not a valid objection. It is obvious to my mind, that the
preponderance of evidence is on the side of mainstream precision cosmology
with dark energy now that I have explained the cosmological constant paradox
as a simple vacuum coherence effect analogous to the two-fluid model of
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superfluids. Einstein’s gravity emerges as a simple ODLRO effect with general
coordinate transformations as derivative from local phase transformations on the
vacuum coherence field. Curvature and torsion are simply local compensating
gauge fields from stringy “vortex” singular lines in the phase of the vacuum
coherence where the intensity of the vacuum coherent scalar field(s) drop to
zero. Space-time physics is local because of the locality of the ODLRO vacuum
coherence.

“Of course, you may turn out to be right in the end, BUT — sorry fot the capitals
— you are not with all that just now. So, it is perfectly normal that others have
their chance also. That’s the point.

Cheers, explain that,

Domingos”

===============================================================
Domingos S.L. Soares
Depto. de Fisica – ICEx
UFMG – C.P. 702
30161-970 – Belo Horizonte
===============================================================

Let’s keep the censorship issue distinct from the physics content. I completely
support your complaint of censorship and black listing of physicists. Censorship
prevents the kind of debate we are having here. I personally agree with Sean
Carroll that funding of the kind of alternative you profess is a bad bet. Up until ~
2003 you may have had a valid case there, but no longer. The kind of cosmology
you profess is dead in the water and will lose support rapidly with all the new
data coming in. It’s time to move on. The same is true for the two eccentric
theories Hal Puthoff has been promoting in the media i.e. PV theory of gravity
and random EM ZPF origin of inertia of lepto-quarks, which BTW cannot explain
the rest mass of the neutrinos. Both gravity and inertia are like Siamese Twins.
They BOTH come from vacuum coherence (e.g. Higgs mechanism). You cannot
have real matter Omega ~ 0.04 without vacuum coherence. All you have then is
pre-inflation false globally flat vacuum. Vacuum coherence is also the inflation
scalar field(s).

7. Jack Sarfatti
June 16, 2004

The local pure gravity stress-energy density tensor is simply

tuv(Gravity) = (c^4/8piG)Guv

where Guv = Ruv – (1/2)Rguv

For ordinary vacuum

tuv(Gravity) = 0



But for exotic vacuum

tuv(Gravity) = (c^4/8piG)/\zpfguv

where /\zpf is a local scalar field

/\zpf = (Quantum of Area)^-1[(Quantum of Area)^3/2|Vacuum Coherence|^2 – 1]

8. Jack Sarfatti
June 16, 2004

Some wag quipped that mathematical physicists are mathematicians who cannot
do first-class pure math and that theoretical physicists are physicists who cannot
do experimental physics. John Baez is a mathematician pretending to be a
theoretical physicist. Indeed, most of modern theoretical physics has been taken
over by mathematicians in theoretical physicist’s clothing. In this context, both
string theory and loop quantum gravity are what Richard Feynman would call
“Cargo Cult Pseudoscience” and what Wolfgang Pauli would call “not even
wrong.” Are string theory and spin foams et-al interesting as conceptual art?
Most certainly, but they are not yet real physics and it is intellectually dishonest
for Brian Greene to misrepresent them as important physics on NOVA.

9. Jack Sarfatti
June 16, 2004

Re: Physics Today conclusively laughable in light of May 22, 2004 New Scientist
Letter

On Jun 15, 2004, at 10:32 AM, michael ibison wrote:

I haven’t read the Freedman paper http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0308418 If
Domingos has, perhaps he would be good enough to offer comments on it.

Jack Sarfatti wrote: The point here is that there is a preponderance of evidence
from independent sources for the basic picture that essentially all the stuff of the
universe is, at its core, exotic vacuum zero point energy density including Omega
(atoms, radiation etc) ~ 0.04. Mundane explanations for anomalous dimming of
Type 1a supernovae have been clearly eliminated observationally by the
evidence. There will be more evidence. The ideas in the May 22, 2004 are not
contenders to the objective mind without an ax to grind or a hobby horse to ride
– assuming one can find such a mind? 

Not only that, but this large-scale picture solves unsolved basic problems of the
particle physics,

I. Is the electron (lepto-quark) a point particle? NO.

Hence no more need for infinite renormalizations and no more need perhaps for
using distributions and the need for regularization that plays such a big role in
say Ashtekar’s program of spin foams and weaves to make smooth space-time.

II. What stabilizes the spatially extended electron (perhaps with “tight atomic
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states” J.P. Vigier)? Zero point energy pressure. These are the Lorentz-Abraham-
Becker stresses.

III. Why does the electron (and the quark) appear to shrink from 10^-11 cm at
low energy imaging to ~ 10^-17 cm at high energy imaging? Strong space-warp
from the exotic vacuum zero point energy core.

IV. Why Regge universal slope for hadronic resonances? Kerr-Newman “micro-
geon” (e.g. A. Burinskii) solution in strong short-range gravity induced in the
zero point exotic vacuum core.

Which interpretation of quantum theory is needed? Bohm’s.

Does the quantum wave describe individual particles or only statistical
ensembles? Individual particles.

Why does our solar system not escape into inter-galactic space? For the same
reason that the electric charge on a single electron does not explode! i.e. the
pressure from w = -1 zero point energy cores.

Note that the present “best fit” for dark energy is not w = -1, however, I say that
more data will show w = -1. I also say that dark matter detectors will never
“click” with The Right Stuff. These are two crucial tests that will falsify my
theory.

Finally, look to the skies. Heads up. What do you see “Out There” Michael? How
do they fly? Dark energy that’s how.

Therefore, I have a clear story to tell that most people can understand compared
to the alternatives. Also my story is clearly falsifiable in Karl Popper’s sense.

Michael Ibison: Personally, I have no strong opinion on the matter of dark matter,
but if you feel there is ‘REAL SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE’, perhaps you could share
what you think that is – i.e. what specific data do you find so persuasive?

Sarfatti replied to Michael who is one of the signers of the New Scientist letter:
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0308418 Here is the evidence. It is more than
satisfactory to my mind. Not only that, it explains what Hal Puthoff has been
attempting to explain for at least 30 years.

BTW you need to distinguish “dark energy” from “dark matter” though I think
they are essentially the same, i.e. net zero point energy density of negative and
positive pressure respectively modulated by variable partial vacuum coherence, I
am alone in that opinion. All of The Pundits think dark matter consists of real on-
mass-shell particles whizzing around in space. I say that is a mistake. Dark
matter, like dark energy, is a form of exotic quantum vacuum that is essentially
100% of all the stuff of the Universe. Even ordinary matter made from spatially-
extended lepto-quarks (Bohm’s hidden variables) is exotic vacuum quantum
pressure gluing together shells of charge as I show in a recent paper with Ken
Shoulders on “charge clusters” http://qedcorp.com/destiny
/ExoticVacuumObjects.pdf still under construction. Note that Ken worked with
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Hal on this same problem for many years and has now obviously voted with his
feet! The point here is that Hal has never written down the correct zero point
energy/gravity relationship, which in the simplest Newtonian limit of Einstein’s
GR is the static Poisson equation, sans factors of pi

Laplacian of Gravity Potential Energy Per Unit Test Mass of Exotic Vacuum ~
c^2/\zpf

/\zpf = (Quantum of Area)^-1[(Quantum of Area)^3/2|Vacuum Coherence|^2 – 1]

Vacuum Coherence obeys a generally covariant Landau-Ginzburg equation with a
Mexican Hat Potential.

10. jason
June 9, 2004

“Right, I get it. All the evidence counted in favour is “weak”, and anything that is
hard to explain is “heavy counter-evidence”. It sure seems easy to be anti-big-
bang.”

WHAT EVIDENCE IN FAVOR?????? There is NO evidence that favors BBT. Only
misinterpretations of data based on huge assumptions. I have only seen
eveidence that says BBT must be wrong.

11. Matthew
June 1, 2004

“The CMBR is not predicted by BB, it is an assumed and tunable side-effect of
nucleosynthesis and atom-building and subsequent thermalization of radiation,
and also depends on a strict separation of EM and gravity. The WMAP data is
open to any number of interpretations (I’ve seen some that go against BBw/I).
Compared to this, the large scale “walling” and enormous filamentary structures
actually *seen* are heavy counter-evidence.”

Right, I get it. All the evidence counted in favour is “weak”, and anything that is
hard to explain is “heavy counter-evidence”. It sure seems easy to be anti-big-
bang.

12. Chris Oakley
June 1, 2004

Just found this

http://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/2forschung/gravi/publications/papers
/2003DittusLaemmerzahlSelig.pdf

.. so ignore my previous comment.

13. Chris Oakley
June 1, 2004

This comment is made in the context of knowledge that hardly extends beyond
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an introductory G.R. course 23 years ago, and should be treated accordingly, but
following on from Danny’s point about electromagnetism & gravity … is it
possible to test the equivalence principle for charged particles? Obviously if it
only applies when positive and negative charges are in exact balance then that
would knock away one of the pillars supporting General Relativity.

14. D R Lunsford
May 31, 2004

Yes, I know the orthodoxy and cathechism, and how to genuflect  I prefer
heresy because it is more interesting and contains a grain of hope.

15. YHS taking a Break
May 31, 2004

Quoth D R Lunsford :

The CMBR is not predicted by BB, it is an assumed and tunable side-effect of
nucleosynthesis and atom-building and subsequent thermalization of radiation,
and also depends on a strict separation of EM and gravity. The WMAP data is
open to any number of interpretations (I’ve seen some that go against BBw/I).
Compared to this, the large scale “walling” and enormous filamentary structures
actually *seen* are heavy counter-evidence.

As a custom it must be by now, this website

http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/physics/tour.html

reading must be required before one open the mouth to speaketh about the Big
Bang and CMBR.

(Ok, that’s an unsuccessful attempt at Old English Yodaspeaketh.)

16. D R Lunsford
May 31, 2004

“The Big Bang model is also well confirmed, the CMBR, for one. And the
elemental abundances. Plus, the clear peak in the WMAP data is a generic
prediciton of inflationary models.”

The CMBR is not predicted by BB, it is an assumed and tunable side-effect of
nucleosynthesis and atom-building and subsequent thermalization of radiation,
and also depends on a strict separation of EM and gravity. The WMAP data is
open to any number of interpretations (I’ve seen some that go against BBw/I).
Compared to this, the large scale “walling” and enormous filamentary structures
actually *seen* are heavy counter-evidence.

If somehow the long-range forces *are* related on some level then everything is
in thrown into a cocked hat. Cosmology as it stands, even without the ad-hockery
of inflation etc. is simply too much extrapolation from too little data, IMO. Mind
you I am not a steady-stater – I’m just against religiosity in science.

http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/physics/tour.html
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17. Matthew
May 31, 2004

“GR, although well-tested in the (very) weak field case provided by the vacuum
neighborhood of the Sun, is simply assumed to hold under all conditions, and is
made the cornerstone for building the entire universe”

I’m not really sure that’s true. There’s at least one “strong field” prediction of GR
that’s been confirmed, the behaviour of the Husle-Taylor binary plusar.

There are other weak field predicitons that seem to hold as well. Lensing, for
example. And, as I understand it, the dark matter density inferred from lensing
(a GR effect) is consistent with that inferred from rotation curves (essentially a
Newtonian effect).

The Big Bang model is also well confirmed, the CMBR, for one. And the
elemental abundances. Plus, the clear peak in the WMAP data is a generic
prediciton of inflationary models.

GR and the big bang model may have issues, and it’s appropriate to point them
out. But, to pretend that the observational support for them is limited to
extrapolations of solar system tests is just wrong.

18. D R Lunsford
May 31, 2004

I can assure you Lerner understands GR. I think he believes that it is incomplete,
and the energy problem is a symptom of that, and that it is not the only operative
factor in the large scale structure of the universe.

I find it difficult to construct the right sentences to express the heterodox
opinion. GR, although well-tested in the (very) weak field case provided by the
vacuum neighborhood of the Sun, is simply assumed to hold under all conditions,
and is made the cornerstone for building the entire universe. Something in the
soul of the the skeptic just cannot accept this extreme extrapolation, the moreso
since large-scale effects of electromagnetism seem to be deliberately ignored, in
spite of the existence of enormous filamentary structures which are well-
explained as plasma phenomena. The skeptics do not trust the objectivity of the
orthodoxoi, and adduce Markarian 205 etc. and the ostracism of Halton Arp as
examples. See for example

http://www.angelfire.com/id/jsredshift/review.htm

A scientific community that embraces string theory and anthropomorphism in
particle physics, is fully capable of equal excrescence in other fields. So, it is not
GR as such that is being questioned – it is the entire attitude of the scientific
community that Lerner et. al are fighting against, IMO with great courage.

I would also point out that the energy problem is resolved in Weyl’s approach,
but it is nearly impossible to get anyone to pay attention to this remarkable fact.
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19. Chris W
May 30, 2004

Here is another reminiscence about a talk given by Segal, written by a former
research associate of his, Ray Streater.

20. Simplex
May 30, 2004

I dont quite understand your objection to Carroll’s criticism of Lerner. It seems
to me that Lerner raised the issue of energy non-conservation. So your remark–
that it is meaningless to even bring energy up–actually applies more to Lerner
than to Carroll. Here is a quote (in which Carroll quotes Lerner):

” Consider this quote by Eric Lerner, petition signatory and author of The Big
Bang Never Happened:

[i]’No Conservation of Energy
The hypothetical dark energy field violates one of the best-tested laws of
physics–the conservation of energy and matter, since the field produces energy
at a titanic rate out of nothingness. To toss aside this basic conservation law in
order to preserve the Big Bang theory is something that would never be
acceptable in any other field of physics.'[/i]

Actually, there is a field of physics in which energy is not conserved: it’s called
general relativity. In an expanding universe, as we have known for many
decades, the total energy is not conserved. Nothing fancy to do with dark energy
— the same thing is true for ordinary radiation. Every photon loses energy by
redshifting as the universe expands, while the total number of photons remains
conserved, so the total energy decreases. An effect which has, of course, been
observed.”

Maybe you can straighten me out, but though I dont always like Carroll’s style or
tone of voice this seem legit on his part.

21. D R Lunsford
May 30, 2004

The argument against Lerner is specious – in fact the main problem with GR is
that of defining energy – so when he says “energy is not conserved” it’s wrong
both technically and philosophically. Technically, energy is not even local, so of
course it’s not “conserved” as that term is usually understood – philosophically,
insofar as GR is a theory of tensors, and there is no tensor for the gravitational
energy, it’s meaningless in a real sense to even bring it up. This kind of
dismissive comment is what annoys many people who see Bangers as a
priesthood with a recevied wisdom to fall on.
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More Landscape Stream of Consciousness

May 31, 2004
Categories: Multiverse Mania

It looks like particle theory has now degenerated to the point where its leading
figures can’t think of anything better to do than to write rambling articles with
virtually no equations that reach no real conclusions. Last week was Lenny Susskind,
tonight there’s a new article by Michael Douglas.

His conclusion, such as it is, goes like this:

“If I had to bet at the moment, I would still bet that string theory favors the low scale,
for the reasons outlined above, but it is not at all obvious that this is what will come
out in the end…. We should keep in mind that ‘favoring’ one type of vacuum or
mechanism over another is not a strong result, if both types of vacuums exist…”

So, maybe string theory “favors” a low supersymmetry-breaking scale, maybe not. As
usual, not only can’t it predict anything, it can’t even predict the scale at which it
can’t predict anything. I really cannot understand why anyone thinks this kind of
thing is science.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
June 13, 2004

An addendum about Nomura.

I had forgotten it, but time ago I had quoted W.T. Shaw in the first page of my
essay physics/0001033.

“if we are getting discrete data from the market, how can we claim that the
derivative is not zero? Should we say that our derivative is almost non zero?
What control do we have over the inversion process?”

2. Alejandro Rivero
June 5, 2004

Hi Chris, :DDD

I am still happily surprised that some minor, unpolished, works (the “Lecture on
Divergences” between them) get random attention even if unpublished. In this
case, I took care to blame Gabay, the librarian, by indirectly drawing my
attention towards such pathologial matters. I know I am setting a bad example
for future archeologists (I doubt it will be a younger generation of physicists),
but at least now I understand why our elders were not afraid of divergences
(btw, baez did some nice postings recently on borel transforms etc). As for the
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problem of renormalization itself, I am optimistic that it can be tamed, and it will
show to be a problem in the concept of derivative. Long long time ago I heard a
Field medallist to say that, of course, trivialy, blah blah, the derivative is just the
simplest example of controlled substraction of infinities.

Let me to do a bit of propaganda for Nomura: hi guys, write Oakley! Imagine,
you will be able to pay a flat in Newton street (pretty smail address), to buy your
ve/getables at Holborn market, and even to walk straigthly to the work, no need
of tube, no need of car!

Around the end of 1999 I visited some of these financial industries in London
City -I can not say if Nomura itself, but Chris could look in the CV database- and
I found them to be very nice places to work. There exist some meetings on
econophysics, so you can still train your research sword if you want and meet
interesting people around.

On other hand, the financial research is interesting because it is a purely
artificial system, so it helps you to understand what facts come from physics and
which ones come from mathematics.

3. JC
June 5, 2004

Alejandro,

After when I left academia, initially I thought of doing some independent
research on my own. It turned out after a year or so I found myself pursuing
numerous “dead ends” and drifting around aimlessly, bouncing around from idea
to idea and making very little progress. Despite keeping in contact with old
colleagues via email, I still found it was difficult to settle down and work on
calculations. Whether it’s my own lack of self discipline or laziness, I know now
from experience that pursuing independent research outside of academia to be a
long hard “road less travelled”.

Despite having long periods of time devoted to thinking and contemplating about
math and physics, in between job searches and sleeping, I still found it relatively
hard to bring many of my research ideas to fruition while working alone in a
solitary manner. At times I wonder how folks like Julian Barbour, Grigori
Perelman, or Andrew Wiles worked during their “self imposed exiles” away from
mainstream research communities.

4. Chris Oakley
June 5, 2004

Hi JC,

My detailed knowledge of string theory comes from Peter Woit – the most
unbiased source – so I am unable to shed light on issues you raise. I would
suggest an e-mail to William – he’s busy, but I am sure that he would be happy to
discuss these matters.



I’m similarly useless on path integrals. I never liked them and they never liked
me. I have always suspected sleight of hand here, but have never been able to
prove it. A bit like having a dishonest cleaning lady. It just seemed to me that the
good old operator-commutator methods were stronger tools, and that if
something went wrong that it would be more difficult to weasel out. This way
one gets a clearer picture of what is going on.

5. JC
June 5, 2004

Chris,

I took a look at William Shaw’s www page at Oxford and noticed he had a pdf file
of his recent presentation in finding an anomaly free way of doing string theory
in 4 dimensions via twistors.

Over the years I’ve always wondered if there’s any compelling loopholes in
“quantizing” string theory which bypasses the anomalies that locks the number
of spacetime dimensions at 10 (superstring) or 26 (bosonic string). Some paper a
few months ago by Thiemann hep-th/0401172 attempted to “quantize” the
bosonic string by loop quantum gravity methods which appears on the surface to
bypass the usual string anomaly. From what I could figure out of Thiemann’s
paper and in the various discussions about it on the string coffee table (at
Distler’s site) and physicsforums.com (in the string section), it appears on the
surface to be a “quantization” which seems to lack a path integral formulation
and looks almost “vacuous”. So far I haven’t seen anybody attempting to do a
tree level amplitude type of calculation to see what the classical limit produces.
(ie. Do we get back anything that looks like a Veneziano type of formula?)

It seems like the anomalies in the conventional quantizations (ie. canonical and
path integral) of string theory are very well entrenched in standard treatments of
string theory, with so much effort expended over the last 20 years on dealing
with the “extra dimensions” compactified on Calabi-Yau manifolds. If there is
indeed an “alternative quantization” method which bypasses the anomalies in
string theory which lock the number of spacetime dimensions to 10 or 26, it may
possibly put into question all that volume of work done on Calabi-Yau
compactifications. From a self-serving perspective, I would probably find it
difficult to give up on all that compactification stuff in string theory if I was still
doing particle/string research today. Less “resume padding” type of papers to
work on in string theory, if all that Calabi-Yau stuff turns out to be irrelevent in
the end.

Sometimes I wonder if the path integral is really the most general way of
thinking about quantization. At this point I would be somewhat reluctant to
throw it away into history’s trash bin, considering how effective it’s been in
understanding Yang-Mills theory and the Standard Model. Arguably many folks
would be hard pressed to think of something else that could possibly replace the
path integral.

6. Chris Oakley



June 4, 2004

Hi Alejandro,

No hires have as yet resulted from that permanent job ad on my CV on my web
site, partly because the CVs I have been sent as a result have never quite fitted
the vacancies at the time. The most prominent physicist at Nomura – although he
is really more a mathematician – was William Shaw, who now runs the
Mathematical Finance course at Oxford. We still see him from time to time. He
has written a book on solving mathematical finance problems with Mathematica,
and has a book on Complex Analysis in preparation. He started out doing
Twistors, and still works on this from time to time. He gave a talk recently to the
String theorists at Cambridge, showing how one could do Strings in four
dimensions without anomalies using Twistors. This talk, he says, “went down like
a lead balloon”. I guess that they don’t want to be deprived of the exciting
challenge of explaining what happened to the six they have spare in their
formulation.

By the way, as for your 2002 “Short Lecture on Divergences” – wash your mouth
out! You should be apologising for pathological divergences, not justifying them.
What kind of example is this setting to the younger generation?

7. Alejandro Rivero
June 4, 2004

As for research outside academia, I find that it is very hard to do calculations
when one is alone. But forming a research team of “exiles” sharing a common
seems not easy; I do not know any.

One could mention solitary snippers, as for instance Barbour, but the research
then is very exotic by itself (not to mention, ahem, mine).

8. Alejandro Rivero
June 4, 2004

Chris, how many years does a physicist hang in nomura? I am amazed you keep
needing people all the time.

9. Peter
June 4, 2004

Hi JC,

I don’t know much about Steklov, but I think the IAS is pretty different. It has
only a small number of permanent people, and those jobs are among the hardest
to get in the world, so they are held by absolutely the most highly respected
physicists around. It’s true they have no formal duties, and some end up doing
nothing, but in general the level of the people and their activity there is very
high.

The theory groups at the national labs might be a bit more similar, but again



these have only small numbers of permanent people, and I assume there is some
sort of evaluation process they are subject to. I don’t think the US has ever had
anything analogous, i.e. a large institute with a lot of people hired on the old
communist system of “we don’t really pay them, and they don’t really work”.

10. Peter
June 4, 2004

Hi Chris,

Job advertisements for mathematicians and physicists are encouraged. A huge
improvement over the penis enlargement ads that spam the comment section
and have to be periodically deleted!

11. Chris Oakley
June 4, 2004

I’m embarrassed to put a job ad in a physics discussion forum, but we did briefly
discuss jobs in Finance …

It so happens that we are looking for a numerate C++ programmer with UNIX
experience here at Nomura (in the City of London). The job is mostly
programming, but expect to do maths as well. Salary ?50K + benefits. If
interested, send me a CV (chris.oakley@uk.nomura.com)

12. JC
June 4, 2004

Peter,

Do you think the IAS resembles the research institutes that were common in
Soviet Russia, such as the various Steklov Institutes? Several old Russian friends
and colleagues mentioned that in some of those research institutes, there was
virtually no teaching duties nor was anyone required to publish anything. Almost
everybody was paid something like $200 per month salary, regardless whether
they did anything or just sat around doing nothing for the whole time. After the
communist Soviet system fell apart, some of the better researchers as well as
many younger folks left Russia and took up faculty or postdoc jobs at American
universities.

Or would these Russian research institute jobs more closely resemble tenured
jobs at places like Los Alamos, Argonne, Brookhaven, etc …?

13. Peter
June 3, 2004

Hi Erin,

While I think it’s really hard to do great research outside of academia, you’re
right that at this point it’s also very hard in some subjects like particle theory to
do it inside academia also.



Two of the greatest achievements in math during the last decade both took about
7-8 years of sustained, very independent work. One was Wiles’s proof of Fermat’s
Last Theorem, he did this from a permanent academic position. The other was
Perelman’s proof of the Poincare conjecture, which he seems to have done from
outside academia. So both are possible, but both required somebody at the
height of their powers who was able to devote most of their intellectual energy
for 7-8 years to the project. This certainly is not the kind of thing a postdoc is in
any position to do, since they need to get a new job every 2-3 years, and no one
is going to give them one based on being in the middle of a difficult ambitious
project that may not work out.

14. Peter
June 3, 2004

Hi JC,
There certainly are examples of people who never did very much after getting
permanent positions at the institute. Hard to tell if it would have been different if
they were somewhere else. I always found the atmosphere there a bit weird, the
isolation may not be a good thing for many people.

It will be interesting to see what happens with Seiberg and Maldacena. I think
Witten spends a lot of his time traveling and interacting with people who come to
Princeton, so he hasn’t become as isolated as some others there in the past. The
one thing that he may be missing is the experience of regularly teaching
graduate-level courses, something that forces one to regularly rethink one’s
understanding of the basics of one’s subject.

15. JC
June 3, 2004

Chris,

Seems like some Nobel laureates went beyond the deep end and never climbed
out of the abyss, such as Brian Josephson working on psychic/voodoo type of
phenomenon, or Julian Schwinger working on cold fusion in the last years of his
life. The only Fields medalist I can think of offhand who turned into an oddball,
was Grothendieck disappearing in 1991 without a trace.

Anybody know of other oddball cases of Nobel laureates or Fields medalists?

16. Chris Oakley
June 3, 2004

Hello erinj,

You raise some interesting points.

The stories about Einstein and Newton do not surprise me. Anyone who has done
real research (as opposed to just CV padding) will be well aware of just how
chaotic and haphazard the process is. The organising of the chaos that the
academic research establishment tries to do is somewhat reminiscent of



Hollywood, where production companies try to turn the successful one-off, off-
the-wall idea into a steady revenue stream, forgetting that the very reason why
the idea succeeded was because it was different and crazy.

It seems to me that the amount of “craziness” (for want of a better word) that is
tolerated depends on your status. For Nobel laureates and Fields medallists, any
amount of craziness is tolerated – not only that, but many will follow one into the
abyss. For tenured academics, ditto, but probably few will follow. For graduate
students or post-docs, on the other hand, deviation from the party line is not
tolerated at all. Given that in the last century almost every significant idea in
theoretical physics was from someone in their 20’s, it would seem to me that
something is very wrong here.

17. erinj
June 3, 2004

I agree with your comments, Peter, on independent research, but surely there
are examples of successful independent research which has taken place outside
of academia, although some degree of intellectual stimulation may have been
present? An obvious example would be Einstein, working as a patent clerk in
Berne and having meetings with others as part of the `Olympia Academy’.
Einstein must have had, or found, the time to dedicate to his three 1905 papers.
Newton’s `miracle year’ (1665/6?) was one were he was, as far as I’ve read,
isolated on his mother’s farm, Cambridge having closed due to the plague. Also,
people like Hawking and John Nash appear to have drifted through their PhDs,
waiting until the last year or months before finally focussing on a problem (and
then solving it). Hey, and didn’t Louis de Broglie, wealthy aristocrat that he was,
do physics research for fun?

Having been a postdoc, I often wonder whether the time and freedom (and
possibly lack of pressure) necessary for `great’, or major, works, is more likely to
be found outside of academia, and perhaps the really big problems of the past,
present and future do require a proportionately large amount of time and
thought to solve. No publish or perish rule, no scrabbling or begging for funding
– perhaps a menial job in the background to earn enough to live on whilst one
concentrates on the `real’ work. I admit that this reads as an exceptionally
difficult route to acheivement, but perhaps in such conditions the `survival
instinct’ takes over and intellectual challenges become all-consuming instead of
being part of the potentially droll `day job’.

This seems to be the approach that many – if not all – major, award-winning and
famous novelists, dramatists and poets take, as they are even less likely to be
paid to produce work in these areas than scientists. The sheer difficulty of their
circumstances perhaps drives them to brilliance and creative heights, but I
suppose this requires immense resilience and dedication, perhaps to the
detriment of family, friends, health, etc. In fact, the parallel goes further, as I
read that Einstein essentially slept for two weeks, exhausted and ill, after
arriving at his final formulation of special relativity. Didn’t Newton’s hair
gradually turn white after his `miracle year’, as well? Maybe the cliche `no pain,
no gain’ really does hold.



I personally don’t believe there is sufficient freedom for risk-taking and novel
research in academia as funding bodies and research leaders are very cautious,
which is probably to be expected (their jobs being on the line as well, if things go
badly…). Then again, string theory research seems to have garnered a very large
part of global particle theory research funding over the past ten years or more. I
myself believe string theorists gain funding because of links to particle theory
rather than any claims about string theory being the “best candidate” for a
quantum theory of gravitation. Quantum gravity is a problem that I believe is not
going to be readily solved inside academia, unless funding for loop QG and other
`alternatives’ to string theory QG receive more funding so that they can be
explored more fully. The really big and difficult problems just don’t receive the
funding necessary to resolve them, inside academia: the risk is just too great,
and in consequence I wouldn’t be surprised that a lot of research becomes
“resume padding”. Surely we need more of Feynman’s “leaps into the wild blue
yonder” (I do hope that quotation is correct).

18. JC
June 3, 2004

Peter,

Do you think the IAS was a cause or symptom for folks like Einstein, Goedel,
Oppenheimer, etc … in producing nothing of significance for the rest of their
lives, and/or producing garbage research bordering on crackpottery?

I remember reading something in a short biography of Kurt Goedel, where his
wife thought that the IAS wasn’t much more than the equivalent of a “retirement
home” for famous academics who are long past their prime.

19. Peter
June 3, 2004

It’s pretty unusual for people to be able to do much research outside of the
standard academic system these days. Perelman is an interesting special case, I
actually don’t know to what extent he really was cut off from the math
community in Russia while he was doing his research, or whether he did have
colleagues to talk to. One funny thing about him is that he’s in line for a million
dollars from the Clay foundation, but seems to have no interest in the money.
Definitely an unusual character, very devoted to a pure approach to abstract
research.

One problem with being outside academia is getting the necessary blocks of time
to devote to thinking about research. It also is much harder to make progress on
one’s work if one doesn’t have people to talk to about it, or continuing
stimulation of new ideas to think about. I’ve always thought the Institute in
Princeton wasn’t such a great idea, because by isolating people from having to
teach classes and deal with students, it can keep them from having to think
about anything other than the one approach to their research they are pursuing.
It can be quite helpful to be forced to think about different topics, and may give
one ideas about new ways to think about one’s research.



20. JC
June 3, 2004

Peter,

How common is it for math or physics folks to take up independent research
outside of the formal academic system, such as Grigori Perelman working on a
proof of the Thurston geometrization conjecture in relative isolation for many
years in St. Petersburg?

Arguably there’s no pressure to publish any “resume padding” type of papers, or
for that matter publishing anything, when one isn’t a part of the formal academia
system.

At times I wonder how many folks would be working independently (ie. outside of
the formal academic system) on things like SUSY and/or string theory, if there
were no tenured faculty nor any untenured faculty or postdocs working on it. I
always wondered if John Schwarz would have worked on string theory during
1970’s and early 1980’s if Murray Gell-Mann had never kept him around as a
“permanent postdoc” when string was in hibernation, and possibly would have
had to take a day job in the private sector outside of academia.

21. Peter
June 2, 2004

I mainly know what happens these days with grad-students and young faculty in
math. Very few grad students leave without getting a degree. When they
graduate, some don’t even try and get an academic job, instead going directly
into finance jobs, computer jobs, or maybe doing something like working for the
NSA.

Of those who get a first academic job, many leave academia after a couple of
years or so.

For both categories of people, the situation is similar. Getting a postdoc at a good
place is hard, and getting a tenure-track job at a good institution that will
support your research is harder. So people find that the jobs they can get are
either in places they really don’t want to live, or at primarily teaching
institutions. Many people find they really don’t enjoy not being paid very well to
do a lot of very low-level teaching. A well-paid job in New York doing financial
math looks a lot more attractive in many ways.

Once people get to the point of having a tenure-track job in math and do it long
enough to know they want to stick with it, most end up getting tenure, either at
the place they start or somewhere else.

The job situation is particle theory is much worse than in math, but I haven’t
been following the careers of more than a few young grad students and postdocs
in it, so don’t have much data about what is happening to them right now.

22. JC



June 2, 2004

Peter,

What reasons do math/physics people have for leaving grad school or academia
these days?

The main reasons I’ve heard of over the years from old friends and colleagues
(excluding political or gross misconduct reasons), were involuntary ones like

– a grad student couldn’t get a postdoc
– a postdoc couldn’t get another postdoc and/or couldn’t get an assistant
professor job
– an untenured faculty member was denied tenure or couldn’t get a tenured
faculty job
– an untenured faculty member lost most of their grant funding (especially in the
case of an experimentalist)

while voluntary reasons were ones like

– a grad student didn’t like graduate school and didn’t feel like it was worth the
effort to finish their PhD research work
– a grad student got bored or sick of their field and quit after getting their PhD
– an untenured person got sick and tired of their field, and had a hard time
getting any funding when they tried changing into another field (in some cases
not even getting any funding at all in their new field)
– a postdoc felt they had no chance in hell of getting a faculty job, and
subsequently quit
– a postdoc got bored or sick and tired of their field, and subsequently quit
– a tenured faculty member got sick and tired of cranking out meaningless
“resume padding” type of papers just to maintain their research grant money;
ended up quitting to find more greener pastures outside of academia
– a postdoc got sick and tired of cranking out tons of meaningless “resume
padding” type of papers, with no end in sight (ie. the “permanent postdoc” types
who are on their 4th, 5th, or higher postdoc); ended up quitting out of
discouragement

23. Peter
June 2, 2004

Since the bubble burst I don’t know anyone who has gone into the computer
industry. All the people I can think of who have left academia recently have gone
into finance. Part of this may just be because I’m in New York, where there are
lots of finance jobs and few computer ones. Maybe the experience of people on
the West Coast is different.

24. JC
June 2, 2004

Peter,



How common is it for math or physics PhDs to go into computers ever since the
dotcom bubble bursted a few years ago?

Almost everybody I know who still has a paying job in computer/hi-tech and even
the defense sectors are paranoid of being laid off, especially with many jobs
being “outsourced” to places like India or China. This seems to be almost
universal from the folks who do data entry all the way up to PhDs who do the
cutting edge research & development work, who are not in upper management.
On the surface it sounds “suicidal” for a company to be firing many of their
research and development folks just to save a few bucks in costs, or
“outsourcing” their research and development work to countries which don’t
have much in terms of intellectual property laws and enforcement.

25. Chris Oakley
June 2, 2004

I’m keeping out of the Cosmology discussion (although, if pressed, am prepared
to vociferously defend my beliefs about the Great Green Arkleseizure) …

My comment is on Peter’s remark below:

Unfortunately the thing that seems to me the most sensible idea in the present
circumstance, that of going back and trying to really understand the things one
doesn’t understand about gauge theories and the standard model, doesn’t seem
to have any takers. People have convinced themselves that there’s nothing new
to be found that way.

There are a handful of takers, but, being focused on irrelevancies, they never got
anywhere.

26. D R Lunsford
June 1, 2004

One thing that is true of anti-bangers (and perhaps bangers) – one makes up his
mind early, and tends to stick to that decision. e.g. I have always found the BB
hateful, even before inflation which only made it much worse. There is too much
“play” in GR for comfort, so the extrapolation to cosmic time scales is very
suspect, the moreso since the entire idea of energy is on shaky ground – and so
also time. Time is all balled up in GR no matter how you cut it. The following
thought experiment illustrates – you can never “watch a movie” of the formation
of a black hole – since you can’t see anything beyond the horizon, that stuff can
never have been “out here”, from my perspective, and therefore a black hole
cannot form in finite local time, and must have always existed, from my
perspective. Now the problem here is not the horizon, but time itself – and it’s
just the other side of the energy problem. I cannot think of any counter-
argument that allows a Big Bang. Time is more than duration, it’s “persistence”.
GR is only complete when the substance – persistence – comes automatically out
of the basic idea of curvature. That is, by its nature GR is a vacuum theory, and
in fact the only part of it that is well-tested is Rmn = 0.

27. Peter



June 1, 2004

I don’t have a lot of information about what is happening to current particle
theory PhDs, but a large fraction of the ones from my era (early-mid 80s) ended
up working in the computer or finance industries (about equal numbers in each).

Over the last ten-fifteen years I’ve seen a lot of young math grad students and
faculty leave academia, mostly for finance. Ten years ago the academic job
market was terrible and it wasn’t so hard to get a finance job. More recently the
academic job market has improved, but finance jobs seem to take a lot more
effort for people to get. One reason is that there are now a lot of financial math
master’s degree programs (we have a very successful one here in our
department). So there are a lot of students coming out with some training and
good credentials in financial math. It is harder for straight math PhDs without
any experience in finance to compete with them.

28. Chris Oakley
June 1, 2004

Hello erinj,

If there is less tolerance now for quants who don’t program in the City, then I
accept part of the blame. I have always argued that they should. The problem is
that if bringing the model into production means involving a team of
programmers to turn the model into something that can work in a production
environment then the process will take too long, and as I probably do not need to
tell you, traders are not patient people. The system we have at Nomura just
involves deriving a (C++/COM) class from one called “Trade” and overriding
some virtual functions. That way our quants can have a new trade type in the
system on the same day (there is a bit more to it than that, but that is the basic
idea).

We are now getting way off topic. Drop me an e-mail with your CV to
chris.oakley@uk.nomura.com and I will see if I can come up with some
suggestions.

29. erinj
June 1, 2004

Hello Chris,

I made two serious attempts to gain employment in the City (of London, banking
and finance sector), about two years apart, and came up against a brick wall on
both occasions – once as a new theoretical physics PhD, and once as a recent
high energy physics post-doc. Despite advice to the contrary, I found it
impossible to gain work as a junior `quant’ (quantitative analyst).

I contacted many banks and finance firms, got advice from an economics
university lecturer who was a former `quant’ team member, and read up on as
much financial mathematics and economics as I could. I couldn’t even secure an
interview! My CV was listed on quite a few specialist finance employment

mailto:chris.oakley@uk.nomura.com
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agencies, and I could get nothing. I was, and still am, baffled by the lack of
interest my skills, which I assumed were valued by the finance sector, brought
me.

After asking for feedback about this, I was told by employment agencies – who
relayed what quant team leaders told me about my applications – that the
reasons I was never shortlisted were: lack of experience in the financial world,
too many other PhDs applications, and that my programming skills were not as
extensive as other applicants. Well, if they wanted computer programmers, why
did they give the impression that they wanted theoretical physicists – people who
can work with and solve mathematical and modelling problems?

I think that there are, and have been, too many applicants for finance sector jobs
who don’t have enough programming skills, like myself, and who have also been
misled about how much computer programming is required in these jobs. The
aforementioned former quant told me that it would be about 75% of the time – is
this true in your experience, Chris?

My impression (and I’ve seen job ads asking for candidates in this direction) is
that, in the post-9/11 era, combined with the economic down-turn, economics
and financial mathematics PhDs are the candidates more likely to be successful,
as well as graduates who have worked as part of summer programmes with
banks (internships/work experience), and even computer science PhDs.

So now I’ll never get to see the `front office’ or the trader’s floors, nor be paid
the fabled big salaries and bonuses of the City.

30. JC
June 1, 2004

Chris,

Perhaps it was the folks I was speaking with over the years. These old colleagues
in particular ended up quitting Wall St. after 6 or 7 years, after getting sick and
tired of trading or writing computer code that priced derivatives securities. I
never asked them specifically what they defined as “burnout” in their line of
work. My trading friends were always complaining about their work related
stress, such as their telephone ringing every 30 seconds and having to keep
track of information simultaneously on 5 or 6 computer screens all day. The
friends who did the computer derivatives calculations stuff had less complaints,
other than many of them finding their work boring and/or not very interesting
after awhile. In some ways I got the sense they felt their work started to become
“routine” or a “chore” to them, and the initial “excitement” was gone for the
most part.

Whether these folks chose the “wrong” profession to go into, I don’t know for
sure. Some thought the money would keep them happy, but in the longer term it
didn’t. Others I suspect saw the money as a “means to an end”, where they were
able to make a large enough fortune to “retire” and do whatever they wanted
afterwards with the rest of their life.



Certainly none of them had any complaints about the money they were making.
Every one of them were able to pay off all their student loan debts, as well as a
large portion of their mortgages if they lived outside of Manhattan.

I have not kept contact with any of these old friends and colleagues over the last
few years. So I don’t know what they’re thinking these days, or if they changed
their minds about what they regard as “burnout”. A few folks I’m aware of went
back to writing particle and/or string papers while others literally “disappeared”
without a trace.

31. Chris Oakley
June 1, 2004

Speaking as one who “sold out” and left particle physics to to work in Wall Street
(the City of London, actually) – I feel it my duty to correct the bleak picture
painted earlier of this career path. First off, if you choose to go into trading as
did former string theorists Kelly Kirklin and Paul Miron then you can make a lot
of money. I don’t know the exact score with these two, but my guess is that they
both have enough to retire. Kelly is now a post-doc at Cambridge. Whether he is
paying for himself, or denying some much more deserving youngster by holding
this post I do not know, but the point is that with plenty of money in the bank, he
is now able to do what he wants, which is physics – a bit like the “gentleman
scientists” of old, like Lord Rayleigh. Personally, I never went into trading,
mainly because I find software far more interesting, but having said that,
although I have not done nearly as well as these two, I nonetheless was able to
pay off my mortgage about two years ago.

Some basic points that all physicists thinking of making this transition ought to
be aware of:

= There is a lot of interesting mathematical work to be done in the Finance
world.

= The route from science PhD to quantitative analyst in an investment bank is
well-trodden & you will not have to explain or justify yourself. Mathematical
skills are valued.

32. D R Lunsford
June 1, 2004

Weinberg in astrophysics – how nice.

I heard a talk a UMd on early string theory (the 26-dim weaving of it) by Gell-
Mann. He opened his talk with a comment about the “half-asstrophysicists” in
the audience. I wanted to punch him out. Instead I asked him an impromptu
group theory question he could not answer extemporare, which was almost
better.

33. JC
June 1, 2004



How popular is it for physics or math folks to go to Wall St. these days?

I knew many particle theory and some string folks that went the Wall St. route
through the 1990’s. Main drawback I’ve heard from old friends and colleagues is
that there’s a very high burnout rate on Wall St. with a half-life of around 6-7
years for many physics and math types.

Only other major “competitive” route I was aware of that many math and physics
folks went to, was management consulting. Last I heard from friends and
colleagues that went into consulting, many consulting firms (ie. Accenture,
McKinsey, etc …) were laying off folks like crazy in periodic “purges” over the
last few years.

34. Peter
June 1, 2004

A lot of people are already abandoning particle theory for astrophysics, Steven
Weinberg would be one prominent example. Many string theorists have moved
into cosmology, often hoping there is something to be done there with string
theory, my colleague Brian Greene is an example.

I hear my advisor (Curt Callan at Princeton) is mostly doing biology these days. A
few people have moved into mathematics.

Presumably John Schwarz would be one of the last to give up on string theory.
Witten certainly seems to continue to believe in string theory, something which
mystifies me. He hasn’t gone in for the anthropic nonsense, or for “string
cosmology” or “string phenomenology”. I’d bet he’s well aware that the present
state of string theory is such that progress can’t be made in those areas.

I suspect the SUSY people will hang in there until data from the LHC comes in. If
something interesting that isn’t SUSY turns up there, they’ll all jump on it.

Unfortunately the thing that seems to me the most sensible idea in the present
circumstance, that of going back and trying to really understand the things one
doesn’t understand about gauge theories and the standard model, doesn’t seem
to have any takers. People have convinced themselves that there’s nothing new
to be found that way.

35. JC
May 31, 2004

Any bets on what string theory folks will be working on, if string theory falls out
of favor and into hibernation like it did in the late 70’s and early 80’s? Any bets
that somebody like Edward Witten would abdicate from string theory, and/or
John Schwarz would continue slogging on with string theory to the day he dies?

Any bets on what the SUSY crowd will be working on, if SUSY falls out of favor
too?

Apart from my very limited knowledge of particle physics history, I don’t even



have any clue as to what I could be working on if I was still doing particle theory,
outside of SUSY and/or string theory. If I was a young naive grad student today, I
would be tempted to go into something like astroparticle theory or possibly do an
MBA or law school instead.



Witten on Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

June 3, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Witten has contributed an essay to the latest issue of Nature about electroweak
symmetry breaking. He describes the main conventional ideas about this, ending with
the latest anthropic ones. Here are his comments about those:

“One approach is the anthropic principle, according to which the dark energy and the
Higgs particle mass take different values in different parts of the Universe, and we
inevitably live in a region in which they are small enough to make life possible. If so,
many other properties of the Universe that we usually consider fundamental ? such as
the mass and charge of the electron ? are probably also environmental accidents.
Although I hope that this line of thought is not correct, it will inevitably become more
popular if experiment shows that electroweak-symmetry breaking is governed by the
textbook standard model with a Higgs particle and nothing else.”

He ends with the eminently reasonable summary:

“As yet, none of these theoretical proposals about electroweak-symmetry breaking are
entirely satisfying. Hopefully, by the end of this decade, experimental findings at the
Tevatron and the LHC will set us on the right track. But the diversity and scope of
ideas on electroweak-symmetry breaking suggests that the solution to this riddle will
determine the future direction of particle physics.”

Comments

1. Peter
June 4, 2004

Witten certainly didn’t need me to point out to him the importance of this
problem. But maybe the reason he just said that current proposals are not
“entirely satisfying” but didn’t offer any speculation about alternatives is that he
didn’t want Srednicki and Distler telling him he was an incompetent moron for
thinking there might be alternatives.

2. Simplex
June 4, 2004

Too bad the Nature article is online to subscribers only. This
2003 talk by Witten on a similar theme might be useful for comparison.
http://conferences.fnal.gov/lp2003/program/papers/witten.pdf

The title is “Supersymmetry and Other Scenarios”. The talk
was given at a conference at Fermilab and there was some discussion
afterwards, which is included at the end.

http://www.nature.com/cgi-taf/DynaPage.taf?file=/nature/journal/v429/n6991/full/429507a_fs.html
http://www.nature.com/cgi-taf/DynaPage.taf?file=/nature/journal/v429/n6991/full/429507a_fs.html
http://conferences.fnal.gov/lp2003/program/papers/witten.pdf
http://conferences.fnal.gov/lp2003/program/papers/witten.pdf


3. Thomas Larsson
June 4, 2004

Unfortunetely the link is for Nature subscribers only and I don’t have a
subscription. However, I distinctively recall that somebody else recently
emphasized that EW symmetry breaking may be the key problem. So it looks like
Witten is following Woit’s suggestion. One may wonder if the connection is
causal or merely temporal. 



Dartmouth Talk

June 4, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

I was visiting the math department at Dartmouth the past couple days, and gave a
colloquium talk there. It’s now available online.

Comments

1. Peter
June 9, 2004

I’m using the term “weight” in the precise sense it is used in representation
theory, the label for a representation of T. More generally it can label reps of
some Abelian subgroup, e.g. multiplicative groups. If the group is the real
numbers, the weights are given by arbitrary numbers, not necessarily integers
like in the U(1) case.

2. D R Lunsford
June 8, 2004

Why specifically is the word “weight” used? Weyl was very precise with language
so by weight he would have meant the exponent on a multiplicative factor, in
whatever sense (in the talk, the context is projective representations of spin
groups).

In the sense of Weyl geometry, the weight of the Dirac spinor field is imaginary,
ie. The weight of a Yang-Mills field should be something like iek Tk as a kind of
dyadic.

3. Peter
June 8, 2004

Hi Danny,
The “weights” I’m talking about are for compact Lie groups G and come about as
follows:

1. For G of rank r, this means there is a subgroup T of r copies of U(1). For any
representation of G, you can restrict attention to T and think of it as a
representation of T. If you start with an irreducible representation of G, it will
break up as several irreducible representations of T (all one-dimensional since T
is Abelian). These representations of T are the “weights” of the original G
representation.

2. More explicitly, an irreducible representation of U(1) is labeled by an integer
n, and e^{i\theta} acts by multiplication by e^{in\theta}. An irreducible
representation of T is labeled by r integers.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/dartmouth.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/dartmouth.pdf


Things are different and much more complicated for non-compact groups (like
the conformal group), then you typically have copies of R (the real numbers) in
the maximal Abelian subgroup. Representations of R are labeled not by integers
but by real numbers.

4. D R Lunsford
June 7, 2004

RE Peter-Weyl and Borel-Weil theorems –

One thing I have been thinking about is extending the idea of conformal weight
in an attempt to understand the relation of the covariant derivative

(d/dm + ie Tk Akm)

in field theory, to

(d/dm + N Am)

in Weyl conformal geometry – where N is the Weyl conformal weight. Am I right
in saying that the “weights” mentioned in your talk are some kind of generalized
phase which will turn out to correspond in gauge theory to charges?

5. Peter
June 5, 2004

I used the latex macro package called “prosper”. For now the latex source file is
at
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/dartmouth.tex

6. D R Lunsford
June 5, 2004

I love the interview with Dirac – that’s priceless!

Once a friend drove Dirac from the airport to the hotel in New Orleans. It had
recently rained a great deal and snakes had emerged from the swamp, which
Dirac noticed with a short comment like “snakes are interesting”. My friend was
on the organizing committee for the conference, and part of his job was to
deliver Dirac and find something entertaining for him to do in New Orleans. So,
he picks the zoo and the herpatarium in particular and asks Dirac if he’d like to
see it “since you like snakes”. Dirac said “I did not say I liked snakes. I said they
were interesting.”

I felt really good about both Dirac and Weyl after reading that story. On his part,
Weyl was the first person to really understand the significance of the Dirac
equation. Weyl was very generous with praise when it was deserved.

7. D R Lunsford
June 5, 2004

Aside, what tools did you use to create this?

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/dartmouth.tex
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/dartmouth.tex


Bogdanovs Redux

June 5, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

A couple years ago two French brothers, Igor and Grichka Bogdanov, managed to get
Ph.Ds in France and publish several nonsensical papers about quantum gravity in
refereed physics journals, several of them rather well-known and prestigious ones.
John Baez has a useful web-page about this story.

This whole thing seemed to me strong evidence of how in recent years there has been
a collapse of any real intellectual standards in this part of theoretical physics, and I
ended up being quoted about this in various places. The “Affaire Bogdanov” died
down fairly quickly, and the scandal doesn’t seem to have lead to much in the way of
higher standards.

I recently heard from Fabien Besnard, who wrote to tell me that the Bogdanovs have
a new book out, called “Avant le Big-bang” (Before the Big Bang), in which they quote
me as endorsing their work. Besnard has a web-page (in French) on the latest
developments in the L’affaire Bogdanoff.

The Bogdanovs wrote me last year, here’s a copy of their e-mail. I made the mistake of
thinking “maybe these guys aren’t so bad, just overly-enthusiastic sorts who could use
a little helpful advice”, and wrote this back to them. In their book they use part of my
e-mail, mis-translating:

“It’s certainly possible that you have some new worthwhile results on quantum
groups..” (I was being too polite here; while possible, it is unlikely)

as

“Il est tout a fait certain que vous avez obtenu des resultats nouveaux et utiles dans
les groupe quantiques” (It is completely certain that you have obtained new
worthwhile results on quantum groups).

One lesson from this is not to write back to crackpots. Another strange part of this
story: late last year I received an e-mail purporting to be from a “Prof. L. Yang” at the
“International Institute of Mathematical Physics” at Hong Kong University. It
appeared to come from

th-phys.edu.hk

a domain name that is registered with the Hong Kong DNS, supposedly by the Hong
Kong University of Science and Technology. I connected to the web-site at this
address, which at the time contained an official-looking web-page for this Insitute. It
now contains just a listing of directories, one of which is full of .pdf files of the papers
of Arkadiusz Jadczyk.

This web-site is hosted by a US web-hosting company “Everyone’s Internet, Inc.” If
you look carefully at the header for this e-mail you see that while it purports to be

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/bogdanov.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/bogdanov.html
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/fabien.besnard/bogdanoff.htm
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/fabien.besnard/bogdanoff.htm
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/FromBogdanov.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/FromBogdanov.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/ToBogdanov.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/ToBogdanov.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/lyang.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/lyang.html
http://th-phys.edu.hk/
http://th-phys.edu.hk/


from

“liu-yang.imp@th-phys.edu.hk”

it really comes from

th-phys.edu.hk (ATuileries-117-1-27-138.w193-253.abo.wanadoo.fr )

which appears to be a machine connecting to the internet from Paris, set to claim to
be “th-phys.edu.hk”.

It’s looking more and more like the original idea that the Bogdanovs were hoaxers,
putting on the physics community, was closer to the truth than the idea that they are
serious, just not very good, researchers.

Update: The comment section received a message from a supposed mathematician
named “Roland Schwartz” defending the Bogdanov’s work on quantum groups. The
source of the comment was
IP number 217.128.255.129. The DNS shows

nslookup 217.128.255.129

Name: ATuileries-117-1-29-129.w217-128.abo.wanadoo.fr
Address: 217.128.255.129

Funny, this seems to be a very close neighbor in Paris of Prof. L. Yang…..

I also just noticed that Jacques Distler has posted an account of his experiences with
“Prof. L. Yang” et. al.

Comments

1. Jack Sarfatti
June 20, 2004

What is a “crackpot.”?

John Baez has a definition, which, if used without a double standard, implies that
his own thesis advisor Irving Segal at MIT was/is a crackpot. Baez’s criteria are
perhaps too strong. A distinction must be made between amateurs who clearly
have no idea what they are talking about and those with serious credentials in
the field they are writing about who are expressing deviant, unpopular, strange
(because they are so far ahead of the pack perhaps like Feynman was with his
diagrams, or Bohm was with his quantum potential) or perhaps they are wrong,
and even “not even wrong” on some particular hobby horse. In any case
“crackpot” is a “smear” word like Joe McCarthy’s use of “Red” etc, which should
be avoided. By all means correct technical errors but best to avoid charged
personal terms. Is Lenny Susskind, for example, a “crackpot.”? By Baez’s
criterion he would have to be. I don’t think he is. I worked with Lenny at Cornell
in 1963-64.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000375.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000375.html


2. the-real-yang!
June 13, 2004

Schwarz-petitot-bogdanoff said :
“A few days ago a debate of this kind was organized and it showed that
Bogdanoffs were very convincing as far as their domain of research is
concerned.”

Where and when ? I can’t remember it!

3. Bogdanoff
June 12, 2004

Comments: Bogdanov Thesis Reports

Good morning,

We would like to react to Peter Woit comment on our thesis and reports.

Woit wrote : “I wouldn’t be surprised if some reports were missing.”

IGB : There are no reports missing. These are the “official reports” that everyone
has the possibility to check with University of Bourgogne. This makes a total of
15 reports (which is quite unusual in itself since normally a thesis only requires 2
reports). This answers clearly the question : there is no “hidden report”.

Woit wrote : “I’ve always had some sympathy for the people who ended up on the
Bogdanov’s thesis committees. It’s a difficult position to be in when you have to
decide what to do with students who seem to be enthusiastic and have worked
hard, but are very weak and have completed not very good theses.

IGB : How do you know that we have completed not very thesis? We are
mathematicians, you are physicist. In a sympathetic letter, you wrote us that you
do not know quantum groups theory ; “A large part of your work has to do with
quantum groups and I’m not an expert in this field.”

Question : why don’t you trust Majid when he says “Bogdanov’s ideas about
signature fluctuations are to my mind about the more original and interesting
that I have come across?”

Why do you refuse to admit that we have build a bicrossproduct “of a type not
seen before” (theorem 3.3.2) The basic theme is tomix algebraic structures
associated to the Euclidean and the Lorentzian signatures intosingle algebraic
constructions. Bogdanov identifies this as constructing certain cocycle Hopf
algebras ot a type not seen before : ” These cocycle bicrossproduct results, in
section3.3, from a body of original work which could certainly be the basis of a
published researchpaper. ”

We have spent many, many years working with Majid. He knows our ideas from A
to Z. Do you think that he would have allowed the work to contain “some
mistakes” or nonsensical parts?



The answer is NO.

Woit wrote : ” A not unreasonable thing to do under the circumstances is to do
one’s best to find something of value in their work, ”

IGB Yes. That would be a good thing to do.

Woit wrote : But the Bogdanov theses, especially Igor’s, were so full of egregious
nonsense, in particular with respect to topological quantum field theory, that
they should have been beyond the pale.

IGB : It is rather bizarre that you insist so much on the “nonsense” of our work.
After all you wrote that you are not an expert in quantum groups. This theory is
the mathematical basis of our signature fluctuations model. If you do not
understand quantum groups, you do not understand our model. Nothing wrong
about it. But then, stop saying “it’s nonsense”.

Woit wrote : While some of these reviewers were string theorists, others weren’t,
so the whole mess can’t be blamed on string theory.

IGB : Do you seriously think that a scientist of the magnitude of Jackiw signed his
report without filtering every idea, sentence, proposition, of the thesis? We
worked extensively before he would agree with the quality of the work. Jackiw
would never have approved “nonsensical” work just because he found us
“enthousiastic” (by the way, we never met him before he wrote his report : all the
work was based on reading the thesis and exchanging informations or arguments
by mail).

We can accept that you disagree, as a physicist, with our signature fluctuations
model. But again we are mathematicians. And we developped our work on
mathematical basis. Therefore the only thing that matters is : is our major
theorem (a cocycle bicrossproduct of new type) valid or not?

The answer given by experts is YES, without any doubt.

If you disagree with this yoy know will have to prove it.

Thank you for your attention,

Igor Boganoff Grichka Bogdanoff
Posted by Bogdanoff at June 12, 2004 09:42 AM

I have always felt that the American system, where you kick out weak students
after two years if they don?t pass their qualifying exams, is better for everybody
than the European system, where the only real checkpoint is the dissertation,
and people can linger forever. It is not really fair to let people work for a decade
and then deny them a Ph. D.

I am not sure how consistently the American system is implemented in the US,
however. It is probably not so easy to keep people out if they don’t require
funding.



Posted by Thomas Larsson at June 12, 2004 02:14 AM

Post a comment
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4. Lehnardt
June 11, 2004

I did not have any opinion untill now. But after my reading of all the reports, I
must admit that I was very interested and also surprised. After all, it seems that
B&B have really done something.

5. JC
June 11, 2004

Peter,

Speaking of the parallels between postmodernism and string theory becoming
dominant, one can see a similar parallel in the “neoconservatives” becoming
dominant in conservative thinking which first started in academia and eventually
made it’s way into official political policy in the Dubya administration.

Many of the ideas which eventually came to fruition in the Bush administration’s
policy in pre-emptive wars in invading and taking over Iraq, were ideas cooked
up by folks like political philosopher Leo Strauss and eventually taken up by guys
in Dubya’s administration like Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Perle, etc … who started
to spread their ideas of pre-emptive wars and an American empire all the way
back to the days when they were in the Reagan administration. With the present
disaster in Iraq with oil pipelines being blown up every few weeks, American
soldiers being killed every other day by insurgents, etc … despite Saddam being
caputured and out of the picture, the “neoconservatives” have been slowly falling
out of favor and being blamed for everything that is going wrong in Iraq.

It seems like the easiest way “unpopular” and/or “unrealistic” ideas can become
dominant is attributed to Nazi propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels,
(paraphrased as) “If you tell a big lie and keep on repeating it often enough,
people will eventually perceive it as the truth.”

It would be interesting to see if the popularity of ideas such as postmodernism,
string theory, neoconservativism, etc … came about by hype and propaganda
being repeated over and over again for many years.

On the surface it appears things that are “propped up” mainly by propaganda
and hype, seem to follow speculative “bubble” type of patterns in their rise and



downfalls. During the upward rise of the bubble, many people are willing to
“suspend disbelief” in the promises made. Eventually a “bubble” bursts when the
hype can no longer fool anyone and “reality” starts to set in. After the point of
the bubble bursting, it seems to be only the diehard fanatics who still believe in
the hype and propaganda while everybody else has moved on.
In the end, making too many unrealistic promises and repeatedly proclaiming
triumphalism in an idea, seems to doom it when the promises are unfulfilled and
“reality” takes over.

6. P.Rozinski
June 11, 2004

I wish to add the following comment about these reports. My opinion is that most
of them (probably because of the public personality of Bogdanoffs) go far beyond
a simple formal or academic expertise : everyone can feel that people like
Kounnas or Jackiw have done a real work on Bogdanoffs thesis. Moreover all the
reports following the defense are (in essence) not academic and only aiming at a
technical evaluation of the manuscrit. All this shed a new light on Bogdanoffs
work which (contrarely to the image created by the rumor) suddenly appears as
quite original and serious.

7. P.Rozinski
June 11, 2004

I have read all the reports about the two thesis of Bogdanoff brothers : I must
admit that it is not only “supportive”, it is also very impressive. Mainly because
one can obviously see that experts like Majid did invest a lot of time and work on
the content of the quantum groups part of Bogdanoff thesis. His 3 different
reports are extremely precise and there is no doubt that his conclusions
regarding the importance of Bogdanoff theorem are deeply based on his own
expertise of the field and a serious knowledge of Bogdanoffs work. His report is a
real example of what a good and sound report of expert should be.

8. Alejandro Rivero
June 11, 2004

I do not know why they have preferred to register them as CERN-OPEN instead
of CERN-EXTernal. I supposse it is because of the involvement of some CERN
researchers.

The report of Majid is certainly supportive. It is perhaps on his nature. It should
be remarked we are speaking of a couple of PhD thesis, no less but no more. As
Majid says, it is the *basis* for future work.

9. J.Devers
June 11, 2004

BOGDANOFF THESIS REPORTS

Note that for the first time since the beginning of this affair in 2002, all the 15
reports concerning the thesis of Bogdanoffs are available on the CERN document



server :

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=740747&ln=en

10. petitot
June 10, 2004

Dear Grantot,

1) Prof. Yang = Roland Schwartz = J.Petitot = the Bogdanovs.

True. It’s a perfect equivalence.

The only way I see out of this mess would be a public grilling of the brothers (on
TV, in front of the public, since they want the public to take part) by experts on
quantum groups and topological field theory, who would ask them basic
questions and then more involved specific stuff.

The bogdanoffs would be delighted to debate with any expert in the fields. A few
days ago a debate of this kind was organized and it showed that Bogdanoffs were
very convincing as far as their domain of research is concerned. So yes : let’s
organize this “grill session” as soon as possible.

11. Grantot
June 10, 2004

For those who lost the plot:

1) Prof. Yang = Roland Schwartz = J.Petitot = the Bogdanovs. [You can easily
recognize them, at least until now, by the way they quote messages, and the way
they are aware of absolutely everything about the brothers.]

2) crankbuster = Grantot = somebody who is fed up with this story, in particular
to see that they distorted what Schreiber and Woit said and published it in a
book now being read by thousands of french people… Under crankbuster I
showed that Roland Schwartz talks nonsense. The brothers realized that and
then appeared as J.Petitot. I posted again under crankbuster and then Grantot to
reply to the messages by J.Petitot. [The name Grantot is a joke: since Petitot
could be translated as Small-oh in english, I went for Grantot, which is Big-oh.]

3) Moyentot = somebody else, who has a better sense of humor than me ;-). I
think I recognise him from fsm. [Moyentot, as you’ve guessed, means Medium-
oh.]

4) If the brothers can come back to this affair anyway it is also, apart from the
aformentioned new distortions, because some of the members of their PhD jurys
spoke out in favour of them 3 years ago. That left the door open. We know that
Robert Oeckl or Alain Connes said they work on quantum groups was weak, but
Majid has been apparently a little more sympathetic. This is on what they are
entirely relying, as can be seen when they write (under Petitot) “Regarding my
other remarks (Oekl) you did not answer any of my observations : does that mean

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=740747&ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=740747&ln=en


that you agree that Majid is a more reliable source regarding the quality of
Bogdanoffs work than Oeckl?. As far as I am concerrned, I follow his conclusions:
Bogdanoffs theorem in quantum groups is original and important.”

The only way I see out of this mess would be a public grilling of the brothers (on
TV, in front of the public, since they want the public to take part) by experts on
quantum groups and topological field theory, who would ask them basic
questions and then more involved specific stuff.

12. petitot
June 9, 2004

Dear polytot,

Here are some quick reactions to your last message :

You wrote : “since you have published precisely 4 papers and only 4 papers,
indeed, a fixed number of 4 papers,

How do you know that I published 4 papers?

Therefore, dear Moyentot, may I kindly ask you to explain to me how it works to
make bunches of people seriously discuss a paper that is based on the
observation that when setting T=0 in the expression beta=1/T things look really
weird?

There is nothing mysterious here : beta is only the inverse of temperature. Come
on : you know quite well that T = 0 can be seen as a topological limit of any field
theory. And in this case (on this limit) beta goes to infinite (as usual). There are
tons of references on this particular point.

Ah, you mean it suffices to mention the term ‘quantum groups’ in the process,
because it will intimidate everybody to such an extend that he forgets to laugh?

Be serious for a minute, please. Would be much more interesting four our
readers.

13. Peter
June 9, 2004

Hi JC,

The Postmodernism article generator is great. Perhaps someone should write a
string-theory version, surely this is possible.

The whole history of string theory and how it took over the major physics
departments in the US is very similar to the experience many humanities
departments had with Postmodern “theory”. The parallels between these two
stories are remarkable.

14. Moyentot
June 9, 2004



Dear Moyentot –

since you have published precisely 4 papers and only 4 papers, indeed, a fixed
number of 4 papers, I am willing to trust your opinion precisely 4/3 the amount
that I trust Besnard, who has published 3, no more no less, precisely 3, and 3
only.

(Since I cannot tell right from wrong myself and cannot explain to anyone the
mysterious relation between Foucault pundulums and FRW cosmologies, I spend
my time counting the number (and precisely the number, the fixed and invariant
number) of publications of some people.)

Therefore, dear Moyentot, may I kindly ask you to explain to me how it works to
make bunches of people seriously discuss a paper that is based on the
observation that when setting T=0 in the expression beta=1/T things look really
weird?

Ah, you mean it suffices to mention the term ‘quantum groups’ in the process,
because it will intimidate everybody to such an extend that he forgets to laugh?

My, dear Moyentot, this was a very helpful answer indeed.

Sincerely,
Moyentot.

15. grantot
June 9, 2004

Dear Grantot,

you wrote : ” The very fact that you ignore what this is (Mathscinet) says it all.”

I ignore where you found that I do not know mathscinet. In fact, in my post dated
June 8, I wrote : “I have read the article in reference and contrarely to what you
say it is obvious that Oeckl is *forced* to recognize the value of Bogdanoff
Theorem : he simply cannot deny their result.”

A simple contextual reading shows that I wrote having read the paper in
Mathscinet. I know this database for years (this is not exceptional, no?).

(By the way, the only J.Petitot in Mathscinet is an epistemologist from Ecole
Polytechnique, who never published anything on quantum groups.)

So what?

You wrote : “Now I found this, also published in 2001:

F. Besnard: Number Operator Algebras, Mathematical Physics Electronic Journal
Vol 7, paper 4, 59pp, 2001.

OK. I must admit that this electronic publication did not attract my attention
beyond the arXiv version. Nevertheless the total number of publications is



invariant : 3 and only 3. Even if the quality of a research is not based on the
number of published papers, it is a “sign” : Besnard should not give any lessons
to anyone, simply because he is not a reference. He failed to meet bogdanoffs
proposal regarding a detailed scientific report on their quantum groups theorem.
Instead he developped a “dark rumor” on his site and sent all sorts of emails to
different people, hoping that he would create a new “affair” (see his site). Do you
really think Besnard reacted honestly and objectively? I do not think so and I
maintain that his attitude is definitly not scientific.

16. JC
June 9, 2004

This thread is reading more and more like an episode of Beavis and Butthead
(B&B). Perhaps a better name for B&B (Bogdanov & Bogdanov) would be “Beavis
& Bogdanov” and their never ending misadventures in physics hoaxes.

At times I wonder whether the previous posts by Grantot, Petitot, Roland
Schwartz, crankbuster, etc … are really just B&B “talking” to themselves in an
attempt to produce an “illusion” of dialog. Astroturfing or generating hype
deliberately to get even more attention for themselves.

What would be amusing is if somebody rewrote the code to the Dada
Postmodernism random essay generator at

http://www.elsewhere.org/cgi-bin/postmodern/

and

http://dev.null.org/dadaengine/

such that it randomly generated legitimate looking “theoretical physics” papers
in the style of Beavis & Bogdanov (B&B).

17. Grantot
June 9, 2004

Dear Petitot,

you wrote: “the reference does not appear in any database, even not arXiv where
the paper is “due to be published in lmp”

but you’ve just been told that they appear in Mathscinet! The very fact that you
ignore what this is says it all. (By the way, the only J.Petitot in Mathscinet is an
epistemologist from Ecole Polytechnique, who never published anything on
quantum groups.)

You also wrote: “Nevertheless, all in all (and this time I am sure) Besnard had
only 1 paper published in 2001.”

Now I found this, also published in 2001:

F. Besnard: Number Operator Algebras, Mathematical Physics Electronic Journal

http://www.elsewhere.org/cgi-bin/postmodern/
http://www.elsewhere.org/cgi-bin/postmodern/
http://dev.null.org/dadaengine/
http://dev.null.org/dadaengine/


Vol 7, paper 4, 59pp, 2001.

18. Alejandro Rivero
June 9, 2004

Noticing the relationship between this new surge and the B&B new book, Urs
has suggested to go to the amazon.fr website and similar selling points and
upload the criticisms there.

19. petitot
June 9, 2004

This is a reply to Crackbuster.

You are quite right regarding the publication in L.M.P. : I had not seen that
Besnard had indeed one paper published in this journal (the reference does not
appear in any database, even not arXiv where the paper is “due to be published
in lmp). So yes, I admit I was wrong.

Nevertheless, all in all (and this time I am sure) Besnard had only 1 paper
published in 2001. He never published anything since then. Nothing wrong with
that. But he should not pretend (as he does on his site) that he is the mighty
scientific Judge of Bogdanoffs case. They have published 6 papers, Besnard only
one (and still, in LMP : do you know that this journal was created by M.Flato, the
first director of thesis of…Bogdanoff? and do you also know that LMP is managed
today by D. Sternheimer, the second director of thesis of Bogdanoff? )

Regarding my other remarks (Oekl) you did not answer any of my observations :
does that mean that you agree that Majid is a more reliable source regarding the
quality of Bogdanoffs work than Oeckl?). As far as I am concerrned, I follow his
conclusions: Bogdanoffs theorem in quantum groups is original and important.

20. crankbuster
June 9, 2004

An now a reply to Petitot (and I’ll stop there):

3. anybody can go to the website of Letters in Mathematical Physics and see that
Besnard indeed published there the following:

F.Besnard, Number Operator Algebras and Deformations of ε-Poisson Algebras,
Letters in Mathematical Physics, 55 (2): 113-125, February 2001.

So now who is lying ?

21. Petitot
June 8, 2004

This is a message to “crankbuster” in reply to certain elements of his post that
appears not to be correct.

Contrarely to him, I am an expert but (not for the same reasons) things also look



dodgy to me. Here are my answers :

1. Do you know that there is a review of one of the B&B papers by R.Oeckl (who
did his PhD with Majid apparently) in Mathscinet, see the review MR1894907
(2003f:81231) at . In it Oeckl says:

“even if they had shown the existence of the bicrossproduct this is completely at
odds with the sentence following the “proof”: “Clearly, Proposition 4.1 proves the
possible `unification’ between the $q$-Lorentzian and the $q$-Euclidean Hopf
algebras at the Planck scale.”

This is not a valid example. I have read the article in reference and contrarely to
what you say it is obvious that Oeckl is *forced* to recognize the value of
Bogdanoff Theorem : he simply cannot deny their result. Majid himself
recognized this original result in his report dated Jan.2000 : “The (Bogdanoff
work) contains useful algebraic constructions of cocycle Hopf algebras of various
kinds motivated from physics.The basic theme is to mix algebraic structures
associated to the Euclidean and the Lorentzian signatures into single algebraic
constructions. Bogdanov identifies this as constructing certain cocycle Hopf
algebras ot a type not seen before. These cocycle bicrossproduct results, in
section 3.3, from a body of original work which could certainly be the basis of a
published research paper.

So you have a specialist in quantum groups (the thesis director of Oeckl himself)
who writes that Bogdanoff results are original and could certainly be the basis of
published research paper.”

Question : Who shoul we beleive? you (and your vague quotation of Oeckl) or
Majid himself?

3. This is wrong: Mathscinet says F.Besnard published 3 papers.

Sorry : this is a typical distortion of the truth. Besnard has never published any
paper in a refereed journal : the 3 papers that appear in the database are only
published in the archive (and not in a journal). Besnard has never published in a
journal based on experts committee.

7. It is not the first part of the sentence which is biased but the second part. I
agree with your traduction of the first part as: “As the physicist Peter Woit said to
us with some despite, these new instruments (quantum groups) are not well
known by physicists:”.

But the traduction of the remaining french text is “: it is absolutely clear that you
have obtained new and useful results about quantum groups, but
to understand what you wrote and how it relates to what is already known
requires an expertise that only a handful of people in the world possess.” So I
confirm what P.Woit wrote in the first message in this thread: they seriously
distorted what he
meant.

No. Because when you read the whole sentence in french it does not sound at all



like a supportive text. You see, the important thing is the “global content” of a
phrase, not a framgment of it. The first part of Woit’s sentence (where Bogdanoff
insists on Woit’s dispite) relates to the rest of the phrase and, in a way,
disqualifies any support. This was recognized by anyone around me.

In conclusion, here, the “twisters” are Besnard and Woit. Not the Bogdanoff.

22. crankbuster
June 8, 2004

This is a reply to the post by R.Schwartz. I’m not an expert but even on the
surface things look dodgy to me. Numbers refer to his post:

1. Do you know that there is a review of one of the B&B papers by R.Oeckl (who
did his PhD with Majid apparently) in Mathscinet, see the review MR1894907
(2003f:81231) at . In it Oeckl says:

“even if they had shown the existence of the bicrossproduct this is completely at
odds with the sentence following the “proof”: “Clearly, Proposition 4.1 proves the
possible `unification’ between the $q$-Lorentzian and the $q$-Euclidean Hopf
algebras at the Planck scale.” ” So here you have a specialist in quantum groups
who disagrees.

3. This is wrong: Mathscinet says F.Besnard published 3 papers.

7. It is not the first part of the sentence which is biased but the second part. I
agree with your traduction of the first part as: “As the physicist Peter Woit said to
us with some despite, these new instruments (quantum groups) are not well
known by physicists:”.

But the traduction of the remaining french text is “: it is absolutely clear that you
have obtained new and useful results about quantum groups, but
to understand what you wrote and how it relates to what is already known
requires an expertise that only a handful of people in the world possess.” So I
confirm what P.Woit wrote in the first message in this thread: they seriously
distorted what he meant.

23. Thomas Larsson
June 7, 2004

The book “An guide to quantum groups” by V Chari and A Pressley has a 60-page
biography with references to just about anybody that has ever written anything
remotely connected to quantum groups, including an obscure reference to
myself. Oddly enough, this huge biography does not mention neither to R
Schwartz nor to L Yang…

24. Urs Schreiber
June 7, 2004

It is not true that it is hard to understand what Bogdanov & Bogdanov are
saying. It is easy.



To see if I got them right I once wrote a little summary of their ideas. They told
me that this summary is ‘very accurate’ and that I am among the few who
understands what they are aiming at. But what I had summarized of their ideas
was a list of nonsense! (See here for more details)

Luckily, they even quote my summary in their new book. They removed the
phrases that were obviously critical and made it sound like I am supporting
them, but neverthelesse fortunately now everybody can read these couple of
lines containing very simple reasoning, understandable to everyone who knows
what a partition sum and what a topological field theory is. And what they write
is obviously nonsense.

It is the familiar kind of nonsensical speculations that some students make when
being confronted and while learning new theories and techniques. The only
difference is that the usual student realizes that he was on the wrong track and
moves on. B&B wrote a book about it. Apparently their only concern is being in
the media as often as possible.

25. Roland Schwartz
June 6, 2004

Let me first introduce myself : I am a mathematician and I think I know quantum
groups theory well enough to clearly make up my mind about Bogdanoff’s work.
Following an article that was written by a certain Fabien Besnard against the
Bogdanioffs, I decided to post my answer on fr.sciences physics newsgroup. My
remarks were as follows :
1. The quantum groups work made by Bogdanoffs is sound and original. They
have constructed a bicrossproduct of a new type between lorentzian and
euclidean forms. This construction gave a sound theorem. The value of this
theorem has been accepted as such by experts of quantum groups theory (Majid,
Gurevich, Oeckl, etc. By the way, Oeckl is nos a supporter of Bogdanoffs but he
had to admit their results – see SPR).
2. Fabien Besnard criticized the Bogdanoffs without having the expertise to do
so. He does not know quantum groups and therefore is not even able to read
Bogdanoff’s work.
3. Fabien Besnard never published any paper. He can hardly be considered as an
expert in any field.
4. In a private mail to Bogdanoffs (see ref on this page) Peter Woit recognized
that he cannot understand any of their work in quantum groups.
5. Nevertheless, he claims that Bogdanoffs work is nonsensical.
6. My conclusion is that (based on his own words) the opinion of Peter Woit on
the particular point regarding the value of Bogdanoffs work is therefore totally
nonsensical.
7. I have read and compared the translation made by Bogdanoffs in their book
regarding the comment of Peter Woit. Contrarely to what claims Fabien Besnard,
this (very short) phrase reported by Bogdanoffs does not give at all the feeling
that Woit is supporting them : “Ces nouveaux instruments (groupes quantiques)
sont tr?s peu connus des physiciens comme nous l’a confi? avec une pointe
d’amertume le physicien Peter Woit : Il est tout ? fait certain que vous avez
obtenu des r?sultats nouveaux et utiles dans les groupes quantiques, mais

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000377.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000377.html


comprendre rapidement la signification de ce que vous avez ?crit et comment
cela se raccorde ? ce qui est d?j? connu requiert une expertise que seule une
poign?e de gens poss?de dans le monde.” This phrase translates as : “As the
physicist Peter Woit said to us with some despite, these new instruments
(quantum groups) are not well known by physicists..;” etc. In french language
the work “amertume” has a negative connotation and it is quite clear that Woit
does not appear in the book as a supporter of Bogdanoffs work. This prooves that
Mr Besnard twists the reality and appears as a dishonest and unrelyable agent in
this artificial polemique. Once again, there is no phrase, nowhere in the book,
indicating that Woit is a supporter of Bogdanoffs work. From our own view,
following a serious expertise of their construction in quantum groups, we
maintain that it is sound, original and very interesting. If Fabien Besnaard or
Peter Woit think the countrary, then they have to demonstrate it.

26. D R Lunsford
June 5, 2004

Well that’s a good point. It’s OK to be a crackpot if you know what you are
talking about  It’s not OK to be just wrong.

27. Steve
June 5, 2004

A quick web search shows that the “International Institute of Mathematical
Sciences” does actually exist in Hong Kong, with a Prof Yau as director(same as
in Calibi-Yau fame I think). However, nothing can be found on a “Prof. Liu Yang”
except for the same pro-bogdanov email posted to an obscure web
forum/discussion group. See
http://www.matthewyglesias.com/archives/
002028.html
and scroll down.
This was not posted by “Prof. Yang” himself but by “one of his colleagues” lol.
Says “something also about “we are mathematicians and not showmen like John
Baez”. It seems that this “Prof Yang” and “his colleagues” not only have the time,
expertise and desire to fully study, comprehend and appreciate the depth,
originality and potential of the Bogdanov papers in detail, but also have
additional time to trawl the web and participate in any obscure forums where the
Bogdanovs are criticised in any way, and thus come to their defence with “expert
opinions”. Sounds highly suspect and highly unlikely in the extreme. And like you
mentioned, the internet connection seems to be coming out of France. Still you
have to give these dudes an “E” for effort lol.

28. Alejandro Rivero
June 5, 2004

Well, I write back to crackpots sometimes, simply suggesting readings or points
to work out; if/when then show they are not interested in physics but in “his
theory”, I hang the line.

On the other side, I have become sort of crackpot myself. The whole history is

http://www.matthewyglesias.com/archives/
http://www.matthewyglesias.com/archives/


not to be told yet, but the result is that my last work seems very crackpotty if
read from some standpoints. As a byproduct I have had the opportunity to see
the rejection mechanism completely at work. I didn’t know, for instance, that the
barrier was not in the referee side but in the editors. A double edged sword,
because when a referee receives a work, he could already to assume that the
filter has been passed, thus no further checks against “bogdanoff maladie” are
done.



de Branges and the Riemann Hypothesis

June 10, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Louis de Branges is a mathematician at Purdue who has had a long history of claiming
proofs of the Riemann hypothesis. His latest claim has lead to a press release from
Purdue. The press release points to what seems to be an older manuscript by de
Branges outlining some of the history of the Riemann hypothesis and his work on it.
This also includes some history of his ancestors, and de Branges has taken to calling
himself “Louis de Branges de Bourcia”. He more or less promises that if he wins the
Clay million dollar prize for solution of this problem he would use it to restore the
ruined chateau de Bourcia for use as a mathematical research institute.

The actual purported proof is here. One mystifying thing about it is that in the
abstract and introductory paragraph it repeatedly refers to relations to quantum
mechanics, but there seems to be nothing about this in the body of the paper. Weyl’s
book on quantum mechanics and group theory appears in the references, but nothing
in the text seems to refer to this.

de Branges has a checkered history as a mathematician, with several of his claimed
proofs of the Riemann hypothesis and other problems turning out to be incorrect. On
the other hand, he did produce a correct proof of one well-known problem, the
Bieberbach Conjecture. In that case his initial manuscript was pretty impenetrable,
but after he explained his ideas to a group of Russian mathematicians, they gave a
more understandable version of the proof and it became clear that de Branges really
did have a proof. It looks like this one may also take some major effort to see what he
really has.

For more about de Branges and the Riemann hypothesis, see the recent popular book
“The Riemann Hypothesis: the Greatest Unsolved Problem of Mathematics” by Karl
Sabbagh. A review of this book has some interesting comments about de Branges and
his NSF funding.

A couple weeks ago a preprint appeared on the arXiv by R. A. Arenstorf, a
mathematician at Vanderbilt University, claiming a proof of the twin prime conjecture.
I asked one of my colleagues who is an expert on the subject about it and he said he
didn’t believe it and would bet $100 it was wrong. Today I see that Arenstorf has
withdrawn the preprint, saying that a serious error has been found.

Comments

1. v.z.n
June 22, 2004

cutting edge algorithmics & mathematics including
the 7 claymath $1M problems. esp P vs NP

http://news.uns.purdue.edu/UNS/html4ever/2004/040608.DeBranges.Riemann.html
http://news.uns.purdue.edu/UNS/html4ever/2004/040608.DeBranges.Riemann.html
http://www.math.purdue.edu/ftp_pub/branges/riemannzeta.pdf
http://www.math.purdue.edu/ftp_pub/branges/riemannzeta.pdf
http://www.maa.org/reviews/sabbaghRH.html
http://www.maa.org/reviews/sabbaghRH.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.NT/0405509
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.NT/0405509


http://groups.yahoo.com/group/theory-edge/

2. Jack Sarfatti
June 20, 2004

Peter has done the honorable thing and removed the objectional message making
false allegations about me and my ideas.

There is a book review in current Physics Today making reference to relation of
this math to quantum theory of random Hermitian matrices describing energy
eigenvalues of systems that in classical limit show chaotic behavior.

3. Jack Sarfatti
June 16, 2004

Is “Trackback” an alias for Peter Woit? If so, he should apologize for his slander
of me based on entirely false information and gossip. That is shocking for a
professor at an Ivy League University.

4. Thomas Larsson
June 11, 2004

Never mind. It has resurrected.

5. Thomas Larsson
June 11, 2004

The link http://www.math.purdue.edu/ftp_pub/branges/riemannzeta.pdf is dead.

6. Alejandro Rivero
June 10, 2004

“One mystifying thing about it is that in the abstract and introductory paragraph
it repeatedly refers to relations to quantum mechanics, but there seems to be
nothing about this in the body of the paper.”

It was Connes who, some years ago, stressed the relationship between quantum
mechanics and some methods to attack Riemann hypothesis. As Alain had part in
the Clay formulation of the problems, I guess that the remark is just implicit
hommage.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/theory-edge/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/theory-edge/
http://www.math.purdue.edu/ftp_pub/branges/riemannzeta.pdf
http://www.math.purdue.edu/ftp_pub/branges/riemannzeta.pdf


Bogdanov Thesis Reports

June 11, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

From one of the comments here I see that the Bogdanovs have put the reports on
their theses on the CERN document server. One should perhaps take these with a
grain of salt given their source. For instance, I wouldn’t be surprised if some reports
were missing.

I’ve always had some sympathy for the people who ended up on the Bogdanov’s thesis
committees. It’s a difficult position to be in when you have to decide what to do with
students who seem to be enthusiastic and have worked hard, but are very weak and
have completed not very good theses. A not unreasonable thing to do under the
circumstances is to do one’s best to find something of value in their work, and leave
the job of keeping nonsense out of the literature to journal referees.

But the Bogdanov theses, especially Igor’s, were so full of egregious nonsense, in
particular with respect to topological quantum field theory, that they should have
been beyond the pale. While some of these reviewers were string theorists, others
weren’t, so the whole mess can’t be blamed on string theory.

Comments

1. Bogdanoffez
June 12, 2004

Well, dear Peter, you see that one of the consequences of your constant position
to deny any value to our work gives reactions like : “It would be interesting to
see if University of Bourgogne starts to get fed up with all the bad press
coverage about the Bogdanovs, that it starts an investigation of their own into
their PhD theses work and eventually revokes their PhD degrees.”

It really goes beyond our mind to realize that it seems to be impossible de
discuss what we did on “normal” basis. As it seems impossible to everyone to
recognize, honestly, that we did serious work. What is going on in your mind? Do
we criticize your work? do we say that you produced “nonsense” in all your
articles? You perfectly know that we could say so very easily. So please respect
our work and we will respect yours.

2. Peter
June 12, 2004

This is pretty different than an experimentalist faking data. If universities start
investigating every theoretical physics thesis that doesn’t make sense, this could
become a very large project….

3. JC

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=740747&ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=740747&ln=en


June 12, 2004

Just noticed these articles today about Jan Hendrik Schoen (the guy who was
discovered to have pulled off a huge data falsification job at Bell Labs in 2002),
being revoked of his PhD by University of Constance

http://www.lasvegassun.com/sunbin/stories/tech/2004/jun/11/061107856.html

and

http://science.slashdot.org/science/04/06/11/2142223.shtml?tid=134&tid=146&
tid=99

It would be interesting to see if University of Bourgogne starts to get fed up with
all the bad press coverage about the Bogdanovs, that it starts an investigation of
their own into their PhD theses work and eventually revokes their PhD degrees.

4. Peter
June 12, 2004

While I’m not an expert on quantum groups, I know a lot about topological
quantum field theories, and I am not relying on anyone else’s judgement but my
own when I say that those parts of your theses involving TQFT are nonsense.
Why this is true has been explained to you in several places by several people.
The fact that you have managed to get some physicists to write reports saying
something positive about what I know to be nonsense doesn’t give me any
confidence that the positive reports about the quantum groups stuff are any
better founded.

5. Bogdanoff
June 12, 2004

Good morning,

We would like to react to Peter Woit comment on our thesis and reports.

Woit wrote : “I wouldn’t be surprised if some reports were missing.”

IGB : There are no reports missing. These are the “official reports” that everyone
has the possibility to check with University of Bourgogne. This makes a total of
15 reports (which is quite unusual in itself since normally a thesis only requires 2
reports). This answers clearly the question : there is no “hidden report”.

Woit wrote : “I’ve always had some sympathy for the people who ended up on the
Bogdanov’s thesis committees. It’s a difficult position to be in when you have to
decide what to do with students who seem to be enthusiastic and have worked
hard, but are very weak and have completed not very good theses.

IGB : How do you know that we have completed not very thesis? We are
mathematicians, you are physicist. In a sympathetic letter, you wrote us that you
do not know quantum groups theory ; “A large part of your work has to do with
quantum groups and I’m not an expert in this field.”

http://www.lasvegassun.com/sunbin/stories/tech/2004/jun/11/061107856.html
http://www.lasvegassun.com/sunbin/stories/tech/2004/jun/11/061107856.html
http://science.slashdot.org/science/04/06/11/2142223.shtml?tid=134&tid=146&tid=99
http://science.slashdot.org/science/04/06/11/2142223.shtml?tid=134&tid=146&tid=99
http://science.slashdot.org/science/04/06/11/2142223.shtml?tid=134&tid=146&tid=99
http://science.slashdot.org/science/04/06/11/2142223.shtml?tid=134&tid=146&tid=99


Question : why don’t you trust Majid when he says “Bogdanov’s ideas about
signature fluctuations are to my mind about the more original and interesting
that I have come across?”

Why do you refuse to admit that we have build a bicrossproduct “of a type not
seen before” (theorem 3.3.2) The basic theme is tomix algebraic structures
associated to the Euclidean and the Lorentzian signatures intosingle algebraic
constructions. Bogdanov identifies this as constructing certain cocycle Hopf
algebras ot a type not seen before : ” These cocycle bicrossproduct results, in
section3.3, from a body of original work which could certainly be the basis of a
published researchpaper. ”

We have spent many, many years working with Majid. He knows our ideas from A
to Z. Do you think that he would have allowed the work to contain “some
mistakes” or nonsensical parts?

The answer is NO.

Woit wrote : ” A not unreasonable thing to do under the circumstances is to do
one’s best to find something of value in their work, ”

IGB Yes. That would be a good thing to do.

Woit wrote : But the Bogdanov theses, especially Igor’s, were so full of egregious
nonsense, in particular with respect to topological quantum field theory, that
they should have been beyond the pale.

IGB : It is rather bizarre that you insist so much on the “nonsense” of our work.
After all you wrote that you are not an expert in quantum groups. This theory is
the mathematical basis of our signature fluctuations model. If you do not
understand quantum groups, you do not understand our model. Nothing wrong
about it. But then, stop saying “it’s nonsense”.

Woit wrote : While some of these reviewers were string theorists, others weren’t,
so the whole mess can’t be blamed on string theory.

IGB : Do you seriously think that a scientist of the magnitude of Jackiw signed his
report without filtering every idea, sentence, proposition, of the thesis? We
worked extensively before he would agree with the quality of the work. Jackiw
would never have approved “nonsensical” work just because he found us
“enthousiastic” (by the way, we never met him before he wrote his report : all the
work was based on reading the thesis and exchanging informations or arguments
by mail).

We can accept that you disagree, as a physicist, with our signature fluctuations
model. But again we are mathematicians. And we developped our work on
mathematical basis. Therefore the only thing that matters is : is our major
theorem (a cocycle bicrossproduct of new type) valid or not?

The answer given by experts is YES, without any doubt.



If you disagree with this yoy know will have to prove it.

Thank you for your attention,

Igor Boganoff Grichka Bogdanoff

6. Thomas Larsson
June 12, 2004

I have always felt that the American system, where you kick out weak students
after two years if they don?t pass their qualifying exams, is better for everybody
than the European system, where the only real checkpoint is the dissertation,
and people can linger forever. It is not really fair to let people work for a decade
and then deny them a Ph. D.

I am not sure how consistently the American system is implemented in the US,
however. It is probably not so easy to keep people out if they don’t require
funding.



Cosmic String Hype

June 12, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

According to a press release from UCSB, three theoretical physicists have proposed
“the most viable test to date for determining whether string theory is on the right
track”. This is based on a paper about cosmic strings where the authors manage to
cook up a highly unlikely scenario where large strings exist and produce gravitational
radiation observable by LIGO in the next couple of years.

Normally in the English language, calling something a “test” of a scientific theory
would indicate that if it doesn’t work the theory is wrong. When LIGO doesn’t see this
effect in the next two years I kind of doubt that there will be wholesale abandonment
of string theory.

Comments

1. Peter
June 17, 2004

Hi JC,

That’s an interesting looking article, and the older article by Feynman they
reference is probably worth reading. I don’t know much about this stuff, but have
often seen how tricky gauge theories are exactly because there is no simple set
of gauge-invariant variables to work with.

2. JC
June 17, 2004

Just noticed this paper this morning which reviews the variational principle in
nonperturbative qcd:

“Variational techniques in non-perturbative QCD”
by Kovner and Milhano, hep-ph/0406165

Progress appears to be relatively slow over the years in finding a reliable
variational setup, when taking account of gauge invariance issues.

3. Peter
June 17, 2004

Hi Urs,

That’s fine. If I put something on the weblog, it’s for public consumption and you
quoted me accurately and fully. I just wanted to explain why I wasn’t even trying
to answer your further question, and to reiterate that I’m no expert on this and

http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2004-06/uocs-ndt061004.php
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2004-06/uocs-ndt061004.php
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0312067
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0312067


definitely not speaking for d’Hoker or Phong.

4. Urs
June 17, 2004

Re: superstring finiteness

Peter, I apologize if you don’t like to see your summary on sps. I thought that
since you made it publically available here at your weblog you are content with
its public distribution. I took care to fully indicate your qualifications that you
just reported, possibly incompletely, the opinion of third person(s). I hope nobody
is harmed by the fact that Phong and D’Hoker see a subtlety in Berkovits’
approach.

5. Peter
June 17, 2004

Since I’m not an expert, I really don’t want to get involved in a discussion of the
details of this issue. If Berkovits, D’Hoker and Phong want to discuss this issue in
a public forum that would be great, but I’ve already perhaps gone too far in
reporting a perhaps garbled version of private conversations.

As far as I can tell though, everyone involved agrees that there is no proof of
higher-loop finiteness, with one difficulty being understanding what Berkovits
calls the “unphysical divergences” in moduli space.

6. Urs Schreiber
June 17, 2004

Re: superstring finiteness

Peter paraphrased Phong and D’Hoker as saying:

To make them [the picture changing operators] well-defined in a way
that is gauge invariant requires understanding some global terms.

Many thanks for this information about your discussion with Phong and D’Hoker.
I have taken the liberty to quote your comment over at sci.physics.strings.
Maybe we get the chance to see Nathan Berkovits’ opinion on this issue.

For instance, is D’Hoker&Phong’s criticism dealt with by the remarks on p. 14 of
Berkovits’ hep-th/0406055?

7. JC
June 16, 2004

Peter,

Has anyone ever successfully applied the variational technique in examining
“nonperturbative” or strong coupling phenomena in any quantum field theories?
The variational technique at getting approximate solutions seems to be in almost
every quantum mechanics textbook, while it seems to be a rarity in most

http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=236453&postcount=12
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=236453&postcount=12
http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/sps/
http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/sps/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406055
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406055


quantum field theory books.

If I didn’t know any better, the only “trial functional” that appears to be easily
integrable is something that resembles a gaussian. I can’t think of any other
obvious “trial functional” that could be easily dealt with analytically in the
variational setup.

8. Peter
June 16, 2004

You can’t claim to have a proof based on an unproven assumption.

I don’t want to speak for D’Hoker and Phong, but this is my probably somewhat
garbled understanding from having discussed this with both of them:

Berkovits’s claim of finiteness explicitly assumes “there are no unphysical
divergences in the interior of moduli space”. This assumption (that these
divergences cancel) is exactly what is hard to prove in the two-loop case and no
one knows how to do for higher loops. In conformal gauge Berkovits argues that
“there are no obvious potential sources for these unphysical divergences in the
interior of moduli space since the amplitudes are independent (up to surface
terms) of the locations of picture-changing operators.” D’Hoker and Phong have
found that the correct definition of picture-changing operators is quite subtle
here. These are operator products at a point and their definition is ambiguous.
To make them well-defined in a way that is gauge invariant requires
understanding some global terms. Unless you do this you don’t have well-defined
picture-changing operators and can get whatever answer you want.

Again, I’m obviously not an expert at this, but that is my understanding of what
the experts told me. While I don’t want to speak for them, from what they told
me I am under the strong impression that these experts don’t believe that
Berkovits has a proof.

9. Urs Schreiber
June 16, 2004

Concerning the higher-loop finiteness of string theory:

A couple of days agao Nathan Berkovits claimed to have a proof for the finiteness
of the superstring at every order.

See his message on s.p.s.: apparently one unproven assumption enters the proof,
which is argued to be true in covariant contexts at least.

10. JC
June 16, 2004

Thomas,

I was thinking of something outside of the various lattice models, such as a
Thirring or Sine-Gordon type of model beyond 2 dimensions.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406055
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406055
http://groups.google.de/groups?selm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0406091132340.24480-100000%40feynman.harvard.edu
http://groups.google.de/groups?selm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0406091132340.24480-100000%40feynman.harvard.edu


Lately I’ve been reading Kleinert’s book on path integrals, where he presents a
path integral way of doing many of the traditional quantum mechanics problems
like the hydrogen atom, infinite square well, etc …. and other interesting looking
cases I’ve never seen before. I was thinking more along the lines of whether
somebody has ever come up with an exact analytical expression for the path
integral of an “interacting” quantum field theory in 3 or more dimensions,
without resorting to any approximations.

On a slightly different track, awhile ago I was reading some book (don’t recall
the author’s name offhand) about various “quasi-exact” solutions to the
Schrodinger equation for various potentials with terms like x^4 and/or x^6 with
particular coefficients that makes it easier to get an analytical solution of some
sort. (On the surface, it appears to be a very sophisticated way of doing a WKB
approximation). Though still an approximation, I wondered whether the same
“quasi-exact” tricks can be applied to some interacting quantum field theories to
get a non-trivial path integral, which doesn’t use perturbation theory. The upshot
of the “quasi-exact” method seems to be finding coefficients for the x^4, x^6, etc
… terms such that the expression under the square root sign inside the WKB
integral takes on a “nice” form. Usually this “nice” form looks like a factorization
of the expression under the square root sign, for the less horrible cases.

Naively I tried to see whether it can be applied directly to something like phi^4
or QED, but so far I’ve been stumped. I went searching through the literature for
path integral treatments of ‘quasi-exact’ type of problems in quantum mechanics,
but so far they haven’t led to much further insight. After awhile I just dropped
the problem and moved on to something else.

If “quasi-exact” types of solutions can be found for something like phi^4 theory,
it would be interesting to see what a semiclassical calculation around these
“quasi-exact” solutions would produce.

11. Thomas Larsson
June 16, 2004

“Has anyone ever found any exact analytical solutions to any “interacting”
quantum field theories in 3 or more dimensions, without using any
approximations at all?”

JC,

Would exact solutions to integrable lattice models count? In 2D, a sufficient (and
in practice necessary) condition is that one has a solution to the Yang-Baxter
equation,

R_12 R_13 R_23 = R_23 R_13 R_12,

where R_12 acts one the tensor product of three spaces, trivially on the last. At
criticality, such a lattice model is described by a conformal field theory.

There is an analogous condition in 3D, known as the tetrahedron equation,



R_123 R_145 R_246 R_356 = R_356 R_246 R_145 R_123,

which acts on the tensor product of six spaces. A solution to this equation can be
translated into a solution of some 3D lattice model, which would be described by
a field theory at criticality.

Unfortunately, I am not aware of any good solutions to the tetrahedron equation.
Zamolodchikov found one solution in 1981 (and introduced the tetrahedron
equation in the same paper), but his model lack unitarity; Baxter later translated
his work into a lattice model and showed that some of the Boltzmann weights are
negative. Nevertheless, the Zamolodchikov model is believed to be at a critical
point and should therefore be a field theory.

12. JC
June 15, 2004

Has anyone ever found any exact analytical solutions to any “interacting”
quantum field theories in 3 or more dimensions, without using any
approximations at all?

13. Peter
June 15, 2004

In the context of string theory, where the perturbation expansion is the only
thing that is well-defined, “non-perturbative” is to some degree a synonym for
“things we don’t understand but would like to exist”

In many quantum field theories, the theory is well-defined outside of a
perturbation expansion and there can be lots of different ways of trying to do
“non-perturbative calculations”, e.g.

1. lattice Monte-Carlo

2. 1/N expansion

3. semi-classical methods: take a non-zero solution to the equations of motion
and do your perturbation theory about that instead of about the zero field. This is
where instantons, solitons, etc. come in.

14. JC
June 15, 2004

I get the sense folks like to throw around the word “nonperturbative” as if it was
a “fudge factor” that solves all the “diseases” and problems in their theories.

I see that the popular choices of nonperturbative things that many folks like to
invoke, seem to be objects like monopoles, instantons, or some other “soliton”
type of object. Are there other “nonperturbative” effects and/or objects than
these ones, which are not too horrible to deal with analytically and algebraically?

Over the years whenever I saw the word “nonperturbative” in many papers, I
started to become very skeptical. Many seem to be mostly “hot air” and hype,



than anything concrete. Though one case that looked impressive on the surface
was the Seiberg-Witten stuff from a decade ago, in calculating “nonperturbative”
instanton corrections to N=2 SUSY Yang-Mills. To a lesser extent in the early
1990’s, the mirror symmetry stuff in doing instanton calculations in string theory
also looked impressive on the surface at the time.

15. Peter
June 15, 2004

You can set up the perturbation series for any choice of Calabi-Yau, with any
choice of moduli parameters fixing its size and shape. If the series is only
asymptotic you can hope that unknown non-perturbative effects choose the
Calabi-Yau and fix the moduli. If the series is finite, you have a consistent theory
for each Calabi-Yau and each value of the moduli.

16. JC
June 15, 2004

Peter,

What’s the argument behind point 3, where there would be an infinity of
consistent string theories if the full perturbative series is finite?

17. Peter
June 15, 2004

I was thinking of writing a blog entry related to this sometime, but here are the
facts:

1. One-loop and two-loops are finite, the latter is a recent result of Phong and
D’Hoker.

2. Higher than two loops are conjectured to be finite, but this has not been
shown.

3. The full series is conjectured to be asymptotic. No reason to believe it is finite
(and if it were there would be an infinity of consistent string theories).

18. JC
June 15, 2004

Has anyone ever shown that the perturbative expansion of superstring theory is
renormalizable or finite, to all orders in perturbation theory? Is it even a
convergent series, or at best only a asymptotic series? Can this even be done at
all in a rigorous manner without much “hand waving”?

19. Peter
June 15, 2004

No, I’m not happy. You still don’t seem to understand the difference between
having a well-defined theory and not having one. QCD has a precise and simple
non-perturbative definition (lattice QCD) and well-understood calculational



methods that give controlled approximations to the exact theory. For some
physical variables (the low-lying spectrum) you can do reasonably accurate
calculations with control of the errors and, within the errors, you get results that
agree with experiment. For others (S-matrix elements), you have a well-defined
theory, but no good calculational methods. If string theory is ever going to be
useful it probably would be in attacking this problem, rather than as a TOE.

People can do calculations in 11d supergravity and, when asked about the
divergences, can say “oh, I’m really doing M-theory, the magical, mystical
ultraviolet completion of supergravity” if they want. But they should be a lot
more honest about what is wishful thinking and what is real science. You’re
welcome to tell us that supergravity is just an “effective theory”, but normally
when people work with an effective theory it is one that can be compared to
experiment. In QCD the sigma-model is an effective theory for pions; you can
calculate things about pions and compare them to experimental results. The
“effective theory” you are working with predicts absolutely nothing, it is a
complicated setup for making excuses for not being able to predict anything, not
real physics.

20. Thomas Dent
June 15, 2004

For QCD, read “QCD at strong coupling”. Happy now? Then perhaps you would
give the reference of the paper which predicts the proton-proton scattering
cross-section at low energies from the QCD action. Maybe the lattice people will
get round to it about the same time as they do matrix theory.

Supergravity is an *effective theory*. Just like the theory of pions at low
energies. It works if corrections to it are sufficiently small, which is true in the
small curvature and low energy regimes.

Or it can be thought of as like electromagnetism. You don’t need to know the
short-distance structure of an electron to use Maxwell’s equations. However, the
fact that Maxwell’s equations admit a solution with a pointlike charged object is
a strong indication that a more complete theory should include something that
looks like such an object at long distances. In supergravity (mutatis mutandis)
this is a p-brane.

Polchinski showed that the supergravity calculation of the force between two
p-branes and the perturbative string theory calculation of the force between two
D-branes exactly corresponded. This calculation, and the fact that the electric
and magnetic charges behave correctly, is regarded as a “good enough” reason
to admit branes as objects in string theory. They have not led to any fatal internal
contradiction so far.

Indeed string theorists are very commonly doing calculations of a similar sort,
finding correspondences between different theories that lead many people to
believe that (unless there is some stupendous conspiracy of coincidences) the
objects of apparently different string theories can be translated from one into
another, and into the objects of 11d supergravity including solitonic (magnetic)



and singular (electric) charged solutions.

Some people call this “M-theory”: of course this is just a name. If you want to
attack string theorists for saying the words “M-theory”, you are free to do so, but
it is not a strong scientific argument. Such an argument would begin to focus on
specific claims about specific theories, e.g. whether 11d supergravity on R^10 X
S^1 does really correspond to the IIA superstring.

21. Peter
June 14, 2004

Actually many of the “M-theory” things I see are just classical supergravity.
There’s often no quantum theory, much less higher loops. As far as I can tell,
absolutely no one has the slightest clue about how to make progress on finding
the new magical theory that will do what they want. The existence of this now
ossified ideology of the magical eleven-dimensional theory is part of what is
killing off the field. Everyone runs around repeating to each other the same
misguided wishful thinking, and people end up spending their whole careers
wrapped up in trying to make sense of an idea which just doesn’t work.

22. JC
June 14, 2004

When folks are doing calculations of supergravity and/or Yang-Mills theory in 4
or more dimensions, what exactly are they trying to find if the theory is
nonrenormalizable at higher loops? Are they searching for some “miracle” that
will cancel out the nonrenormalizable stuff? I remember a number of older
supergravity papers from the 1980’s which attempted to find “miracles” in
higher order loop calculations. In the end many papers had a conclusion of the
sort “there are no miracles in field theory”.

Every time I came across papers which attempted to deal with
nonrenormalizable theories via “nonperturbative” means, I always got the
impression many of these papers were mostly “hot air” and hype than anything
concrete. Many of the “nonperturbative” calculations done weren’t entirely
convincing.

23. Peter
June 14, 2004

The only thing at all like even a conjectural definition of M-theory is certain
versions of Matrix theory, which only work on special backgrounds (e.g. flat 11d).
With seven compactified dimensions, there isn’t even a conjecture of what might
work, just wishful thinking that something will. Whatever M-theory is, it is
supposed to reduce to 11d supergravity at low energies while somehow getting
around the non-renormalizability problems at high energies. In practice when
people say they are calculating something in “M-theory”, they almost always
mean they are doing an 11d supergravity calculation.

24. JC
June 14, 2004



Has anyone ever come up with a better “definition” of M-theory, besides just
saying that it has a low energy limit of 11 dimensional supergravity and/or it
reproduces the other string theories as some limit in 10 dimensions? Everybody
I’ve asked this question to, almost always gave those two limits as a “definition”.
A few folks stated “M-theory” as being the limit of some matrix theory like BFSS
a number of years ago, which doesn’t seem to be as popular these days. I haven’t
heard of any better “definitions”, which does NOT use the statement “in the limit
of …*blah blah blah*”.

At times I wonder whether this is just pure wishful thinking on the part of string
folks, by being purposely vague about what M-theory is really all about.

25. Peter
June 14, 2004

So, if the conjecture that there is an underlying M-theory is just wrong, and no
such theory exists, string theorists will never, ever give up?

Comparing a theory that doesn’t exist (M-theory) to QCD is really just silly. There
are two huge differences:

1. QCD is a beautiful, well-defined theory with no free parameters (1 if you count
the theta angle), which makes an infinite number of detailed, specific
predictions. The reason a mathematics foundation has a prize for its solution is
that it’s a well-defined problem to rigorously prove things about QCD. Many
things can be reliably calculated to fairly high precision, using perturbation
theory or lattice methods.

2. Not only does the theory make predictions, but they all work. To within the
accuracy that one can calculate, you get complete agreement with experiment.
These predictions cover a huge range of particle physics phenomena: e+ e-
annihilation, deep inelastic scattering, phenomena at hadron colliders,
properties of charm and bottom bound states, etc. The theory has been tested
and tested and tested again and has passed every test. For an example, see the
first figure in Wilczek’s hep-ph/0212128.

Compare this to M-theory, where there is no theory at all, just a bunch of
people’s wishful thinking that a theory might exist with properties that they
would like. This non-existent theory makes zero physical predictions, so it can
never be tested, allowing some people to spend twenty years going on about how
wonderful their “theory” is and now doing really silly things like claim that its
status is similar to that of QCD.

26. Thomas Dent
June 14, 2004

Susskind’s baby technicolor was very popular at one point, until it was realized
that one can’t really calculate much in it, due to strong coupling, and that so far
as one could calculate the electroweak loop corrections probably went in the
wrong way compared to data.



Nowadays strongly coupled gauge theory is understood slightly better – thanks
mainly to SUSY and string theory! – but it’s still difficult to get technicolor off the
ground in the sense of agreeing with LEP precision data. It’s a very elegant idea,
more so even than SUSY, but somehow Nature doesn’t appear to be sold a bunch
on it.

As to what would cause string theory to be abandoned: if a real underlying
M-theory were formulated and solved and none of the solutions were anything
like the real world.

In other words, the theory isn’t sufficiently well understood that it can be
discarded.

As for renormalizable gauge theories providing precise testable predictions, this
hasn’t really happened with QCD. It’s taken several decades of lattice
computations to come up with a reasonable (to within a few percent) baryon and
meson spectrum. Chiral fermions were only recently latticized. And this
hypertrophy of computation, although impressive, is about as far from a simple
and elegant explanation of observed facts as can be. The million dollar prize for
explaining confinement in QCD goes unclaimed.

For decades, QCD has also satisfied the description “not sufficiently well
understood that it can be discarded”…

27. JC
June 14, 2004

Peter,

The cases of physics folks being denied tenure I’m familiar with, usually fit into
one of two categories:

1 – folks who changed from a trendy hot area of research to another field that
wasn’t as trendy or hot

2 – folks who change from one trendy hot area of research to another field that
was also trendy and hot

The first category of folks were frequently denied tenure already at the
department level. Their papers were not getting many citations, if any citations
at all, besides citing their own papers. These particular cases seemed to be
pretty clear cut as to why they were denied tenure.

The second category of folks weren’t quite as clear cut. They were commonly
cranking out average to below-average papers which resembled “resume
padding” stuff in their new field, compared to their papers in their previous field
which got more citations and were somewhat better than “average”. Perhaps
their tenure committees used the “decline” of the quality of their papers, as an
excuse to deny them tenure? A few cases even used teaching evaluations as an
excuse to deny tenure, just to get rid of a person who they didn’t like.



The exceptional cases of folks changing fields who eventually got tenure, usually
were producing better papers in their new field and were able to attract many
more citations. To top it off, some were even invited to lecture at summer schools
such as TASI or Les Houches. Being denied tenure would have been surprising
for these particular exceptional cases, unless it had to do with nonresearch
reasons like politics or misconduct.

28. Peter
June 14, 2004

It’s pretty premature to speculate about what will happen if SUSY and string
theory are no longer perceived as promising things to work on. But many people
in this business are very used to shifting gears and if something else replaces
SUSY/string theory they’ll jump on that pretty quickly.

29. JC
June 14, 2004

Peter,

What do you think will happen to all those grad students, postdocs, and assistant
professors up for tenure review, who invested many years on SUSY and/or string
theory if both SUSY and string theory die and become “illegitimate” fields of
physics research? (ie. “illegitimate” in the sense of folks still doing research on
something like bootstrap analytic S-matrix theory after the wholesale
abandonment of it, for example). Arguably for folks who already have tenure,
their careers could die away like Geoff Chew’s career (ie. a painful decline into
irrelevance), if they don’t change into another field

I suppose the grad students and early postdocs (ie. folks on their first postdoc)
could always change fields more easily. I wonder if the later postdocs and
assistant professors (without tenure or on tenure track) can easily change fields
without much “career disruption”. Without mentioning any names, I knew of a
number of cases of assistant professors in physics who attempted to changed
fields about a year or two after getting their faculty jobs. By the time they were
up for tenure review, almost every single one of them were denied tenure
regardless of how many citations their papers were getting, except in a few very
exceptional cases where the person in question became a “superstar” overnight.

30. Peter
June 13, 2004

Yes, in the technicolor idea the Higgs would be something like a Cooper pair.

The vague idea about chiral gauge theories is more something like this: when
there’s an anomaly one way of thinking about what happens is that the gauge
degrees of freedom acquire non-trivial dynamics. Then there are problems with
non-renormalizability and/or unitarity, which is why people think the such
theories are inconsistent. In the standard model, the quarks and leptons each
separately have an anomaly, but they cancel against each other. Perhaps there’s
more to this story than one sees in perturbation theory, and it might have



something to do with the Higgs.

31. D R Lunsford
June 13, 2004

That is very nice, I’ve been thinking a lot about directional time as well 

You need a natural idea of orthogonality in time.

So the technicolor theory is basically Cooper pairs for the Higgs?

As for “non-perturbative quantization of chiral gauge theories”, do you mean
something like the Dirac monopole argument? It always seems that gamma_5 is
the center of the mystery.

32. Peter
June 13, 2004

The standard speculation is some new strong dynamics for which the Higgs is a
bound state (technicolor).

Two completely ill-defined speculations I’ve always found attractive, but have no
idea how to turn into anything real are:

1. The non-perturbative quantization of chiral gauge theories is more subtle than
we think and if we understood it better we’d find that the Higgs appeared
naturally.

2. Despite appearances, we really live in Euclidean 4-space, with group of frame
rotations Spin(4)=SU(2)xSU(2). One of the SU(2)s is spatial rotations, the other
is the electroweak gauge group. A choice of time direction is what breaks the
electroweak SU(2).

You really shouldn’t take any of the above seriously unless I can someday figure
out how to turn them into a well-defined proposal of a new theory.

33. D R Lunsford
June 13, 2004

Peter said

“something more interesting than a scalar Higgs”

Care to speculate? 

34. Peter
June 13, 2004

I think it was Max Planck who commented that the way science progresses is by
people dying, not by them changing their minds. There will be plenty of
supersymmetry die-hards, but I get the impression that Witten and others are
already starting to get used to the idea that the whole low-energy



supersymmetry scenario might be wrong.

Optimistically, what will happen in 2008 is that the LHC will find evidence for
what is really causing electroweak symmetry breaking and it will be something
more interesting than an elementary scalar Higgs. If so, most people will drop
low energy supersymmetry immediately, pretending the whole thing never
happened.

35. JC
June 13, 2004

Any bets on whether string theory will die if a light Higgs is NOT found at LHC?
If I didn’t know any better, I would think many string folks will just keep on
pushing up the SUSY breaking scale and attempt to justify SUSY only as a
symmetry at higher and higher energies such as at the GUT or Planck scales. It
seems like a neverending game of “suspending disbelief” where the masses of
SUSY particles keep on getting heavier and heavier with time.

Perhaps it will take another generation or so for SUSY and/or string theory to
completely disappear from the thinking of physicists, if LHC rules out SUSY at
the low energy scales.

It would be interesting to look back into physics history more than a century ago,
and examine how long it took to shake off the idea of an “ether” in many
physicists’ thinking. I wouldn’t be surprised if many physicists of the generation
directly preceding Einstein, were still “true believers” in an “ether” to the day
they died (ie. Lorenz, etc …).

36. Peter
June 13, 2004

Hi JC,

Actually at this point the only thing I can think of that would cause a wholesale
abandonment of string theory is Witten publicly giving up on the idea. And I
don’t think that’s going to happen until 2008. He and others who are completely
invested in the idea will hang on until results from the LHC come out, hoping
that superpartners will appear, thus validating part of the whole scenario.

37. Steve
June 12, 2004

Typical string-theoretic hype aimed again at convincing the public–one thing the
theory has been very highly successful at. Well at least they are trying to connect
with experiment and real observations of the universe. However, I would agree
that a theory is supposed to be discarded once its experimental predictions
simply don’t happen. That is the central crux of what science is about, but this
won’t ever happen in string theory, and that is my main problem with it and the
people who do it (not so much the theory itself). There is more chance of a ufo
landing in your back yard and Elvis getting out of it than there is of this cosmic
string scenario and its predictions actually coming about. I would confidently bet



money (a fair bit) that these signals will never appear. Such is the current state
of theoretical physics–these guys are tied up in cosmic strings, anthropic Lenny
S is lost and wandering in the “Landscape”, Ed has exhumed twistors, and the
Brothers Bogdanov are again obsessing over their fluctuating metric signature
and quantum groups! No disrespect to any of these guys actually (and none
intended) but my point is the field is getting crazier each year and people are
really in danger of getting lost in/obsessed with their own mathematical fantasy
scenarios. The line between crackpotdom and science is now very blurred
indeed. Also, some seem so totally convinced they are right that they feel obliged
to bring out popular books:the Bogdanovs have one out now and I hear LS is
putting one out on the “Landscape”. I don’t know what the way forward is and
maybe (hopefully) things will be much clearer near the end of the decade. But in
the meantime, some of these guys could check themselves into the “Rest Home
for Deranged Scientists” as was featured in the Thomas Dolby video of the 80s
hit “She Blinded me With Science”. Not that I can talk–this jacket is too tight,
forcing me to type one letter at a time with a pencil in my mouth, and they won’t
give me a sharpener for my crayons…

38. Chris Oakley
June 12, 2004

JC,

There must be something in what you say, as Lubos Motl, the most in-your-face
String theorist around, is also an Astrologer.

39. JC
June 12, 2004

Peter,

What exactly do you think will cause a wholesale abandonment of string theory?

It seems like having no viable physical predictions isn’t going to stop people from
being true believers in string theory. Historically, was the first demise of string
theory and Geoff Chew’s analytic S-matrix theory in the 1970’s caused by
renormalizable gauge theories producing precise physical predictions that were
testable in accelerator experiments, while string theory hardly produced
anything other than Regge trajectories at the time?

Offhand I can’t think of any obvious compelling reasons that would cause a
wholesale abandonment of string theory as if it was like a sinking ship. Even
Geoff Chew was still cranking out papers on the bootstrap principle well into the
80’s, despite everybody else moving on to gauge theories many years before.

Only naive reason I can think of for a wholesale abandonment of string theory, is
if somebody ever found an easy way around the Sagnotti nonrenormalizable
2-loop divergence result in 4 dimensional pure quantum gravity and where
additional divergences can be renormalized when fermions, gauge bosons, etc …
are added in. This naive scenario would probably require a HUGE miracle to be
pulled off, and I’m not particular optimistic about it happening.



At times I wonder if areas like string theory, loop quantum gravity, SUSY, twistor
theory, etc … are resembling how economics research is done. Various schools of
economics don’t appear to be much more than “normative” prescriptions
imposed by decree, especially when it agrees with a particular brand of political
ideology. Some schools of economics seem to have diehard “true believers”
regardless of any empirical data, such as the “supply siders” behind
Reaganomics, the Keynesians which managed the economy in the 1970’s to 20%
inflation in America (or worse, such as 300% inflation in Israel in the early
1980’s), the Monetarists which ran the monetary policy in America, Germany,
England, etc … in the 70’s and 80’s by managing monetary aggregates, etc …..
There’s some folks who don’t even believe in “supply and demand”.

It’s amusing about a year ago or so, the economics Nobel laureate Milton
Friedman finally admitted that his “monetarist” theories of managing monetary
aggregates were a total failure in the end, despite being popular policies in
government central banks over the last 30+ years. It took millions of lives and
decades of economic mismanagement for economists to finally figure out that
Marxist/communist, Nazi/fascist, and other totalitarian types of policies run in
these sorts of regimes were total economic basketcases and failures in the end.

Perhaps there’s a lot of truth in what economist John Kenneth Galbraith said:

“The only function of economic forecasting is to make astrology look
respectable.”

Can the same be said about the various schools of “quantum gravity” type of
research?



The Top Quark Mass

June 13, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Recently I’ve been reading a new book, The Evidence for the Top Quark, by a
philosopher of science named Kent Staley. It’s a combination of a history of the CDF
collaboration’s work leading up to their claim to have discovered the top quark,
together with an extensive discussion of issues in the philosophy of science raised by
the different methods used to analyze the data. The book is very topical since last
week the D0 collaboration published an article in Nature claiming a new, more
accurate, mass for the top quark based upon a re-analysis of their data from Run I of
the Tevatron, which lasted from around 1992-96. The old analysis of the D0 data gave
a top mass of 172.0 +/- 7.1 Gev, the new analysis gives 179.0 +/- 5.1 Gev. Combining
the D0 data with the CDF data, the old analysis gave 174.3 +/- 5.1 Gev, the new 178.0
+/- 4.3 Gev.

Measuring the top quark mass is quite tricky since there are not a lot of events to
work with and one needs to precisely measure the energies of jets. If a linear collider
ever gets built, it would allow much more precise measurements. Knowing the top
quark mass accurately is very important for the following reasons:

1. In the standard model one can try and use precision measurements of the
electroweak parameters to observe the effects of higher loops including the Higgs
and get a prediction for the mass of the Higgs. This crucially involves the top quark
mass, since that is the strength of the top-Higgs coupling and the top quark couples
far more strongly to the Higgs than any of the other fermions. With the latest D0
value for the top quark mass, one now expects (95% confidence level) that the mass of
the Higgs is less than 237 Gev. For more details see websites at CERN and Fermilab.

2. In the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard model there is an upper
bound on the mass of the lightest neutral Higgs, a bound that depends strongly on the
top mass. There’s an explanation of this on Jacques Distler’s weblog. With the newest
value for the top quark mass one expects that the Higgs mass should be below 140
Gev in the supersymmetric case.

There are a few funny things about this report from D0:

1. It was published in Nature rather than the more conventional Physical Review
Letters. Nature is not where high energy experiments normally announce their
results and this appears to be an attempt to get wider publicity than is usual for such
a result. For some comments on this, see David Harris’s weblog.

2. The new method of analysis is similar to one discussed extensively by Staley in his
book: the “dynamical likelihood method” due to Kuni Kondo. Ten years ago the CDF
collaboration was rather skeptical of this method and decided not to use it, basically
seeing it as too complex to be reliable. Have they changed their minds? Will CDF re-
analyze its Run I data using this technique too?

http://us.cambridge.org/titles/catalogue.asp?isbn=0521827108
http://us.cambridge.org/titles/catalogue.asp?isbn=0521827108
http://www.nature.com/cgi-taf/DynaPage.taf?file=/nature/journal/v429/n6992/full/nature02589_fs.html
http://www.nature.com/cgi-taf/DynaPage.taf?file=/nature/journal/v429/n6992/full/nature02589_fs.html
http://lepewwg.web.cern.ch/LEPEWWG/
http://lepewwg.web.cern.ch/LEPEWWG/
http://tevewwg.fnal.gov/
http://tevewwg.fnal.gov/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000336.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000336.html
http://blogs.salon.com/0001092/2004/06/09.html#a690
http://blogs.salon.com/0001092/2004/06/09.html#a690


3. Much is made in the paper and the associated Fermilab press release that this
result changes the “best estimate” of the Higgs mass from 96 Gev (which is excluded
by LEP results) to 117 Gev, which isn’t. While this sounds impressive, it would be a lot
less so if you do what you are taught in high-school physics and quote error bars with
your numbers. As mentioned above, while it is true that the new result is that 117 Gev
is “most likely”, it is also true that a very wide range of values is almost equally likely.
A more sensible but much less impressive way of saying things would be to just say
that at 95% confidence level the Higgs mass has to be between about 50 and about
250 Gev.

Update: The D0 Nature article is now at the arXiv.

Comments

1. John Martin
July 1, 2004

http://elasticity2.tripod.com/
On above site I give formula for the field structures of particles and atoms. The
particle formula is based on the mass of the electron as this is the most
accurately known particle mass. This indicates that a mass of 174GeV is the
correct figure for the top quark.

2. D R Lunsford
June 20, 2004

Peter, the reason your b-log is so well received is very simple – the topic is
physics as it once was practiced, with excursions into math for variety. You seem
to me to be close to unique in having a mathematician’s sensibility and depth
combined with a physicist’s common sense. It really shows in all your writing.

3. Peter
June 17, 2004

Glad to hear you enjoy the weblog and thanks for the encouraging words. I’ve
been surprised how much attention it has gotten.

The string theory situation is a rather weird one and the public discussion of the
theory has been almost all coming from its promoters. I hope I’m redressing that
situation a bit, and that people will look at both sides of the story and make up
their own minds.

4. raj
June 16, 2004

FWIW, I am not a physicist by profession (although I did undergrad and graduate
work in physics many years ago, and continue to follow some of the literature), I
wanted to let you know that I enjoy your blog very much. I am particularly
interested in your criticisms of string theory. It has gotten such hype in the

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0406031
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0406031
http://elasticity2.tripod.com/
http://elasticity2.tripod.com/


popular press, but I have yet to see anything that appears to make sense about
it. I read Brian Greene’s book and, although I found it interesting (particularly
the first quarter, relating to quantum mechanics and general relativity), I hate to
say it but it did seem more than a bit unpersuasive.

Regardless, I do enjoy the blog, and I would encourage you to keep it up.

5. Peter
June 14, 2004

Hi Thomas,

A good recent reference for all this is chapter 5 of some lectures by Sally
Dawson, hep-ph/0303191.

In the SM there is no tree-level restriction on the Higgs mass. However,
increasing the Higgs mass requires increasing the quartic Higgs coupling, and
perturbation theory breaks down if this gets too large. For perturbation theory to
be valid the Higgs mass can’t be more than a few hundred Gev.

In the MSSM you have to introduce a second Higgs field (otherwise the anomaly
from the superpartners of the first one are uncanceled). You can show that, at
tree level, the lightest neutral Higgs should have mass less than that of the Z.
Taking into account one-loop effects the upper bound goes up. It depends on the
extra parameters in the theory (e.g. tan \beta, the ratio of vacuum expectation
values of the two Higgs), but overall it has to be less than 140 Gev.

6. Thomas Larsson
June 14, 2004

Is a light Higgs compatible with the ordinary standard model?

I have seen somewhere that the tree-level prediction from the SM for the Higgs
mass is m_H = m_Z = 91 GeV; that’s the same with or without SUSY. The big
difference is that the uncertainty in the radiative corrections is much smaller
with SUSY, so the upper bound gets much tighter. So a light Higgs wouldn’t
really be a proof for SUSY, but the absense would be a proof against it.

OTOH, I have seen an argument by Frank Wilczek that a light Higgs would be
problematic for the ordinary SM, but I don’t remember the details.

The discovery of sparticles at the LHC would be a proof SUSY though, and would
be a pretty strong indication that the string line of though is on the right track.
But that doesn’t seem to be too likely, does it?

7. D R Lunsford
June 13, 2004

Tony Smith’s analysis: http://www.innerx.net/personal/tsmith/TQvacua.html

He gets these numbers as ratios of volumes within Shilov boundaries (as I
understand it).

http://www.innerx.net/personal/tsmith/TQvacua.html
http://www.innerx.net/personal/tsmith/TQvacua.html


The stupendous Landscape of sting theory vacua

June 17, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

At an early stage in the Los Alamos preprint archive it was split up into hep-th (for
more formal or speculative work not directly relevant to experiment) and hep-ph (for
“phenomenological” papers directly related to experiment). Susskind has just come
out with his latest and now seems to feel that his ideas about the “Landscape” are
directly of interest to experimenters and so belong in hep-ph.

The preprint is riddled with typos, for instance the third paragraph starts like this:

“During the last couple of years an entirely new paradigm has emerged from the
ashes of a more traditional view of string theory. The basis of the new paradigm is the
stupendous Landscape of sting theory vacua — especially the non-supersymmetric
vacua. These vacua appear to be so numerous that the word Discrtuum is used to
describe the spectrum of possible values of the cosmological constant…..”

You get the idea.

Some high points of the article:

1. “low energy supersymmetry – an ugly solution” to the naturalness problem. Now he
tells us. From what I remember the “beauty of supersymmetry” has always been one
argument made in its favor.

2. “the ashes of a more traditional view of string theory”. It seems that the picture of
the world according to string theory that has been heavily sold for the last twenty
years has burned down to the ground.

3. The argument in his last paper, such as it was, was wrong. Now he’s got a new one
with a similar conclusion.

4. “… a prediction that supersymmetry will not be seen at the TEV scale seems
warranted”. OK, string theory is finally making a prediction.

5. “If it turns out that low energy supersymmetry is a feature of TEV physics, then we
will have to conclude that other considerations outweigh the counting of vacua on the
Landscape”. So, even though string theory predicts no low energy supersymmetry, if
it is found it doesn’t mean string theory is wrong. Got it?

Comments

1. serenus zeitblom
July 1, 2004

“I wonder what made Susskind withdraw his paper today, that was the original

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0406197
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0406197
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000027.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000027.html


subject of this thread?”

Look carefully at the final part of

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0405279

[version 4]

2. JC
June 30, 2004

I wonder what made Susskind withdraw his paper today, that was the original
subject of this thread?

Any good guesses on this?

3. JC
June 22, 2004

Perhaps it’s not so surprising in seeing some folks pursue weird or crackpot
ideas, the closer they are to retirement and/or the less they have to answer to
anybody for approval or money (either as a salary, a grant, or a pension)?

If it’s the case of a tenured professor towards the end of their career, some may
very well fall into a “lame duck” phase of their careers and just do whatever they
want, with very little to no pressure to publish anything or get research grant
money. Some folks may view that they have nothing to lose in pursuing weird or
crackpot ideas, while counting down to the day when they can start collecting
their pensions and social security checks.

In the case of Stephen Wolfram, it appears he’s independently wealthy from his
company selling Mathematica over the years. Considering Wolfram hasn’t
published extensively since he left academia, his case appears on the surface to
be almost like a “vanity” (ie. self indulgent and/or self aggrandizement) type of
research project which cumulated into his 2002 book “A New Kind of Science”.
Some stuff in his book looked interesting, though some parts seemed too
outlandish to be readily believable. At times I wonder if his book would have
even been published if he didn’t publish it through his own publishing company.
(In principle anybody can publish anything through their own publishing
company or journal, if they have all the money in the world to squander on it and
convince enough bookstores to sell it). Perhaps this project isn’t much more than
an ego trip for Wolfram?

These days any “crackpot” can just set up their own web site and “publish”
whatever they want.

If string theory and/or loop quantum gravity ever fell out of favor to the point
where even journals like Nucl. Phys. B or JHEP, started to refuse to publish any
string and/or loop gravity papers, I wouldn’t be surprised if the “fanatical” string
and/or loop gravity folks will just “publish” their papers on their own web site or
even start their own dedicated string and/or loop gravity journals, while giving

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0405279
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0405279


the “middle finger” to the older journals which won’t publish any of their papers.

4. Alejandro Rivero
June 21, 2004

Second try: ‘t Hooft, Gerard

5. Alejandro Rivero
June 21, 2004

‘t Hooft holds a webpage, so perhaps his powerpoint presentations are available.
Usually funnier than the papers.

I would put appart Stephen Wolfram’s. He left physics very early to go to
computer science. I was very surprised when his articles on one dimensional
cellular automata were published in Physical Review. Now the book is a
separate, personal quest. If to someone, he could be alike to Julien Barbour.

As for Julian Schwinger and cold fusion, google suggest a pair of links:

http://www.infinite-energy.com/iemagazine/issue1/colfusthe.html
http://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0303078

From it I wonder if he overreacted mainly to counter the general tendence,
specially phys rev letters as he mentions. The old fathers as Schwinger are
surely more humble about the success of modern quantum theory, they can have
more perspective.

6. Thomas Larsson
June 21, 2004

‘t Hooft has a bunch of papers in the arxiv on Planck scale determinism, e.g.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0104219

(An Essay in honour of John S. Bell!). However, ‘t Hooft undoubtedly knows a lot
more about Bell’s theorem and its possible loopholes than I do, so I am certainly
not in the position to judge. Determinism gives me bad vibrations, though.

7. Urs Schreiber
June 21, 2004

Re: t’Hooft on hidden variables

I have heard about that, but no details. Does anyone know what precisely t’Hooft
is thinking about in detail with respect to hidden variables?

8. Thomas Larsson
June 21, 2004

Coming back to the issue of famous people that have done strange things. Here
are some more recent examples that made my eyebrows rise a bit: Julian

http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/
http://www.infinite-energy.com/iemagazine/issue1/colfusthe.html
http://www.infinite-energy.com/iemagazine/issue1/colfusthe.html
http://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0303078
http://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0303078
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0104219
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0104219


Schwinger’s support for cold fusion, ‘t Hooft’s work on hidden variables (or
something very similar, and Stephen Wolfram’s New Kind of Science. I wouldn’t
go so far as calling any of this crankish, however, and I observe that cold fusion
apparently is starting to get some funding again. The stuff that Brian Josephson
does is really weird, though.

9. Alejandro Rivero
June 20, 2004

Steve, yep, I concede that it is too many pages for just an artistic parody; It
seems you are right, he is serious about this.

On other hand, the high quality of the graphics and the insistent sexual
metaphor, sometimes almost Dali-nian, seem to point to an artistically inclined
mind. The insistence on using physics vocabulary reminders me of another
famous internet crackpot, Archimedes Plutonium, but in this case the ego is not
so inflated, more the contrary.

Have you seen the “about” page and the crico.com website? Some years ago, all
Spain was invaded by these puzzles. Guess he can pay the $ of the homepage, if
he has been able to collect the royalties.

10. D R Lunsford
June 20, 2004

I find it somewhat astonishing that Dyson feels free to make such statements
about Dirac, given his own lack of any definitive creative act in physics. I don’t
consider mathematical technique to be creativity in physics. If blame needs to be
assigned (it doesn’t) for the lack of success in fundamental theories, then put it
at the door of chez Bourbaki and the formalists.

11. JC
June 20, 2004

Thomas,

The Dyson review of Greene’s book is at at:

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/17094

It’s interesting how Dyson asserts that revolutionaries and conservatives in
physics come and go in an almost cyclic sinusoidal manner (with a phase shift of
pi between the revolutionary and conservative curves of “popularity”). I wonder
if Dyson’s assertion is true going back further in time, to the time periods before
Newton or Kepler or Copernicus.

In the Dyson article, it sounds like the pioneers of quantum mechanics like
Heisenberg, Dirac, Schrodinger, etc … were attempting to create an “encore”
performance after their first “standing ovation” performance of creating
quantum mechanics. Possibly at that time period in the 1900’s to 1920’s, the
deviation between experiment and classical theory became so great that many

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/17094
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/17094


radical theories were proposed and tried out? It would be interesting to go back
and find old journal papers of theories which were competitors to quantum
mechanics in the 1920’s, but which are now long gone and forgotten.

Perhaps there is a time and place for radical new ideas and theories in physics
when the deviations between experiment and theory become really big, and
where the old theories don’t seem to work anymore regardless of how many
“epicycles” are added into the old theories. These days there doesn’t seem to be
enough empirical data yet to reveal a huge deviation between classical and
quantum gravity phenomena. It would be interesting to see in the near future
how much new astro data will come in, and whether there’s a really compelling
case that reveals a significant deviation from classical general relativity.

In today’s cases of string theory, loop quantum gravity, etc … and other forms of
“quantum gravity” research, it appears to fit very much into Dyson’s category of
“revolutionaries” attempting to build “castles in the sky”. Perhaps it can be
argued that today’s “quantum gravity” folks are really just “pseudo
revolutionaries” masquerading in a “revolutionary’s drag”, in the sense of folks
attempting to create a “revolution” when there’s very little to nothing there to be
“revolutionary” about in the first place? An analogy would be the difference
between the “real revolutionaries” like the Bolsheviks, the Irgun, the solidarity
movement in Poland, etc … compared to the “pseudo revolutionaries” like the
american hippies from the 1960’s, or the British punk rockers from the late
1970’s and early 1980’s. Certainly the pioneers of quantum theory like Dirac,
Schrodinger, Heisenberg, etc … would fit into the “real revolutionaries” category
when they were creating quantum mechanics in the 1920’s, but they gradually
turned into “pseudo revolutionaries” when they got older and were advocating
their radical “crackpot” ideas that had very little to no experimental support.

In many ways, “pseudo revolutionaries” are probably common throughout history
and will continue to be that way well into the future. Perhaps the only big
difference between the “pseudo revolutionaries” and the “real revolutionaries”,
is that the “real revolutionaries” just happened to be in the right place at the
right time by coincidence. In another time and place, these “real revolutionaries”
would have been written off as “pseudo revolutionaries” or “crackpots”, and
eventually would have faded away into obscurity and largely forgotten, like what
happened eventually to the American hippies and British punk rockers. In
another place and time, somebody like Adolf Hitler would have been an
insignificant 4th rate artist, homeless street bum, or even a Paris or Vienna
coffee house intellectual, instead of the destructive Fuehrer of Nazi Germany.

Perhaps the differentiating factor between “revolutionaries” (whether pseudo or
real) and “conservatives”, has a lot more to do with a person’s personality? I
wouldn’t be surprised if during “revolutionary” time periods, the “conservatives”
would just be plodding along into obscurity with their old theories/paradigms
and become largely forgotten by history in the end, while during “conservative”
time periods, the “revolutionaries” would just be making fools of themselves and
also become largely forgotten by history in the end too. If string theory dies and
fades away into the dustbins of physics history, will physics history remember
who Witten, John Schwarz, or Maldacena are in a hundred years? (I think Witten



would be definitely remembered in the math history books, as a Fields medalist
winner). For somebody like Geoff Chew, he seems to have already faded away
into obscurity and into the dustbins of physics history, other than as a footnote
reference to the analytic S-Matrix theory origins of string theory.

12. Steve
June 20, 2004

Actually, the guy who wrote this stuff, a Dirk Lauryssens seems deadly serious
(or else pretends to be). Although it does look like a parody of string theory and
the buzzwords/jargon used. He is either a genuine crackpot or just pretending to
be one to wind people up (presumably physicists/real string theorists). Don’t
understand why he is getting space on a Hollywood info website though–
would’nt that cost him $?–but the net is full of strange stuff. I noticed this site a
while back when someone pointed it out to me but it has grown quite a bit now
since he seems to have gotton very inspired by Brian Greene’s PBS series on
string theory. I also notice on his “conclusion” page he quotes an abstract of S.
Majid to support his claims! Poor old Majid. First the Bogdanovs now this guy lol.
Don’t what he has done to deserve it.

13. D R Lunsford
June 20, 2004

Recall that the list of crackpots at one time included Clifford, Kaluza, Bolyai,
Grassmann, etc. etc. Pauli himself blasted Dirac’s idea of “holes” then later,
perforce, retracted. Boltzmann committed suicide in despair, followed by
Ehrenfest. All really new ideas generaate enmity it would seem.

Yes, some of the later work of people like Einstein and Dirac seems futile in
retrospect – but even a hopeless idea like “lambda invariance” is more
interesting than brainless triumphalism. And it’s entertaining! I had great *fun*
reading Dirac’s papers on the superconducting vacuum. There’s more to life than
eternal verities.

14. Alejandro Rivero
June 20, 2004

Steve, it is just elaborate irony with a lot of sexual clues. Note for instance as the
“Mama brane” is drawn milking her particles.

15. Steve
June 20, 2004

Check out this bunk.
http://www.hollywood.org
and scroll down to “Breaking Science News.Cosmology”. This is not just an
obscure crackpot page…this page must get major hits. String theory
unfortunately seems to be giving credibility to this sort of thing and I worry if
real rigorous science can ultimately survive. You could use the email link and
complain but sadly the author(s) would probably relish the attention.

http://www.hollywood.org/
http://www.hollywood.org/


16. Thomas Larsson
June 20, 2004

“It would be interesting to go back and find some weird or crackpot unpublished
papers that were written by folks like Dirac, Einstein, Fermi, Schwinger,
Heisenberg, Eddington, etc …. ”

Dyson recently wrote a review of Brian Greene’s latest book (I lost the reference,
but it appeared on this blog so maybe somebody else can fill it in). In particular,
he remembered that when he was young in 1950, old heroes like Einstein,
Heisenberg, Born, Dirac each had their own wacky idea, which they thought
should to start another revolution like the quantum one. Since I am a big fan of
PAM, it disturbed me that Dirac’s idea seemed the weirdest; it had something to
do with probabilities ranging between +2 and -2.

Dyson remarks that seeing these old men making fools of themselves turned his
generation, with Schwinger, Feynmann and others, into conservatives. I would
not be surprised if today’s excesses by the aging string theorists will have a
similar effect on the next generation.

However, Dyson is too conservative even for my taste, since he seems happy with
gravity being described by a classical theory.

17. June 19, 2004

Well, I have a recent paper that got into a real journal (Feb this year, IJTP) but is
banned from the archives! I feel a perverse pride in this 

18. JC
June 19, 2004

Tim,

So far none of Susskind’s anthropic preprints appear to have been published in
any real journals which require peer review. Maybe at this point he doesn’t even
care if they end up in a journal or not? His first anthropic paper (hep-
th/0302219) seems to be getting many citations already.

It would be interesting to go back and find some weird or crackpot unpublished
papers that were written by folks like Dirac, Einstein, Fermi, Schwinger,
Heisenberg, Eddington, etc …. that would be good candidates for a “physics hall
of shame”. Maybe old age and/or senility are the root causes of some folks
starting to work on weird or crackpot research ideas? I can’t think of any good
reason for younger folks wanting to work on weird or crackpot ideas, other than
perhaps simple brainwashing or just plain intellectual laziness.

19. Tim
June 19, 2004

Do any of these ridiculous Susskind preprints ever get published in journals?



20. JC
June 19, 2004

The only stuff I’ve ever came across that’s even more mindless and incoherent
than Hegel or Derrida, would be the lyrics of most pop music songs especially in
its more extreme forms like heavy metal or punk rock. Whether intentional or
not, most pop song lyrics make very little to no sense and frequently appears to
be just pure nonsense attempting to say something profound. Perhaps it only
makes “sense” to a person who is high on drugs or really drunk?

What I found amusing over the years, is how many pop songs frequently have the
same underlying structures in musical chord progressions and rhythms such as

intro – verse – chrous – verse – chorus – bridge/solo – chorus

with the lyrics fitting into the same sort of rhythms of 4 or 8 syllables per line. It
seems to be almost like a formula regardless of who the artist is, the year it was
written, the particular style of pop music, or even what language or country it
was written in.

What would be amusing is if anyone has ever used that Dada Engine at

http://dev.null.org/dadaengine/

to “randomly” generate pop song lyrics, where it’s difficult to figure out if it’s a
computer or person writing the lyrics.

An even more sophisticated thing would be to get that Dada Engine to actually
generate musical rhythms and melodies that sound typical of pop music. It seems
like many pop songs are written in the same 4/4 time signature, with chord
progressions fitting into the same sequences of musical notes and scales, usually
some minor pentatonic scale (that’s frequently the first scale almost every
musician learns when they picked up their first guitar or sat behind their first
keyboard/piano).

It would be even more amusing if this sophisticated “Dada Pop Music” generator
actually produced pop music songs that are indistinguishable from the human
written pop songs on MTV or the radio! Then they can rename this “Dada Pop
Music” generator as the “Milli Vanilli” machine that fools everyone!

21. Steve
June 19, 2004

Brilliant and beautiful series the “Ascent of Man”. I have it on video. Bronowski
was a truly unique intellectual figure and polymath discussing science and
human cultural evolution with a warm poetic eloquence. In that episode
“Knowledge and Certainty” I remember he describes Hagels as a philosopher he
“specifically detests” and really knocks him down to size. That episode also ends
with the famous powerful and moving scene at the pond at Auschwitz, which is
the back sludge of the ashes of millions of people, including some of his family.
He says, “when people believe they have absolute knowledge with no test in

http://dev.null.org/dadaengine/
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reality, this is how they behave. This is what men do when they aspire to the
knowledge of gods”. If you can get the series on video or dvd at your university
or local library then check it out. Well worth the time.

22. D R Lunsford
June 19, 2004

Jacob Bronowski in his series “Ascent of Man” bashed Hegel mercilessly by
pointing out that, directly after publication of his Pythagero-philosophical proof
that only 8 planets could exist, Ceres was discovered 

http://www.hegel.net/nature/ceres.htm

23. JC
June 19, 2004

Thomas,

Judging from the hep-th abstracts, I’m sure what passes as “deconstruction” in
string theory is a lot less sinister than Derrida’s notion of “deconstruction”.

If you ever come across anything that’s written in a very “revisionist” manner,
most likely the person is engaging in Derrida’s version of “deconstruction”. Some
folks will say outright that they’re invoking Derrida, while other folks may be
doing “deconstruction” without even being conscious of it!

In the end, Derrida’s “deconstruction” isn’t much more than a person trying to
rationalize their own self-denial. In many ways it’s sort of like Nazi propaganda
minister Joseph Goebbels’ notion of “keep on repeating a lie, and in the long
term it eventually becomes ‘true’ “. (It appears Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld, etc …
have all taken a cue from Goebbels and are actively applying it to everything
they’re saying on television, hoping to eventually fool enough voters through
election day in November).

Perhaps all these string folks who are “true believers” in the anthropic stuff, are
really unconsciously engaging in “deconstruction” without even knowing it!
They’re all secret worshippers of Derrida. 

24. Thomas Larsson
June 19, 2004

JC,

A hep-th search for eprints with the word “deconstruction” in the title during the
past year gave 9 hits. Derrida rules!

25. Peter
June 18, 2004

A lot of string theory research can be compared to Derrida, Hegel,
postmodernism, etc., in that a complex and difficult formalism is used to obscure
some rather ill-thought out ideas. But Susskind is something different. It’s not

http://www.hegel.net/nature/ceres.htm
http://www.hegel.net/nature/ceres.htm


hard at all to understand exactly what he is saying. He doesn’t hide behind a
complicated set-up in the slightest and his mathematics is mostly what one
learns in junior high school.

The weird thing about this is that someone can be taken seriously when they so
obviously are not really doing science.

26. Thomas Larsson
June 18, 2004

4. “… a prediction that supersymmetry will not be seen at the TEV scale seems
warranted”.

I wonder how this affects Lubos Motl’s experimental-SUSY-by-2006 bet.

27. JC
June 17, 2004

Hmmm …. Reading again over my description of Derrida several times, I just
realized my statements make absolutely no sense.

I suspect this is the sort of twisted thinking many folks fall into when they are in
denial about their own ignorance, whether philosophers, physicists, or anybody
else. It’s very easy to fall into.

28. JC
June 17, 2004

Blah. Forgot to put my name to the previous post.

29. June 17, 2004

I never quite understood the “beauty of SUSY” arguments that were
propagandized over the years.

Only thing I found SUSY useful for was in checking my Feynman diagram
calculations by taking a SUSY limit, where if I did my calculaton properly it
should reproduce the known SUSY results in the various SUSY limits. Other than
using SUSY as a way of checking my calculations, I never quite bought into the
“beauty” argument completely.

I think the only time I ever bought into the “beauty of SUSY” propaganda, was
when I was a naive clueless undergrad with “stars in my eyes”. I first heard
about SUSY from some of my professors who did particle phenomenology, and
just took their word for it without questioning it much. For the most part, it was
somewhat “over my head” at the time. When I finally got around to learning
SUSY in grad school, that’s when I started to have second thoughts about it.

When I was still doing string stuff, I treated SUSY as if it was a Planck scale
symmetry more or less by fiat decree.

On a different note, I wonder what Susskind’s future book on the “Landscape”



will look like. If it resembles the sort of papers he’s been cranking out over the
last year or so, will it start to read more like a philosophy book than a book about
physics? What will be scary is if it ends up reading like “Tractatus Logico-
Philosophicus” by Ludwig Wittgenstein, or worse, anything by Georg Wilhelm
Friedrich Hegel or Jacques Derrida. If I didn’t know any better, Hegel’s work
reads very much like nonsense masquerading as “legitimate discourse” in a
manner similar to postmodernism stuff. Wittgenstein’s work attempts to assert
that all philosophical problems which are not scientific, are really ambiguities in
our language. Derrida’s “deconstruction” work seems to be searching for hidden
or underlying meanings in something by “reading in between the lines”, that are
not so obvious on the surface. If I didn’t know any better, I always got the sense
“deconstruction” wasn’t much more than a thinly veiled attempt at a “rorschach
test” of a person’s underlying biases and prejudices, when reading and critiquing
something. It would be a sad day when physics starts to read a lot like Derrida,
Hegel, or postmodernism.



Mazur and Basic Notions

June 17, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a quite remarkable article by Barry Mazur in the latest issue of the Bulletin of
the AMS. It brings together ideas about elliptic curves and deformations of Galois
representations that were used by Wiles to prove Fermat’s last theorem, mirror
symmetry, quantization, non-commutative geometry and much more. I’m not
convinced it all hangs together, but it’s a wonderful piece of expository writing.

Mazur claims to be inspired by a very interesting seminar held every week in the
Harvard math department called the Basic Notions Seminar, parts of which have
recently been put online. This issue of the Bulletin is dedicated to the great French
mathematician Rene Thom, who died nearly two years ago. The articles by Michael
Atiyah and Dennis Sullivan about Thom’s work in topology are well worth reading.

Comments

1. Tom Slade
June 22, 2004

I happened to see this article and the following comes to mind:

a^p + b^p = c^p. If the p-norm, p of a metric space is not 2, then we have
cyclotomic fields in a non-Hilbert space. Elliptic curves are just projections of
SUSY spinors and are examples of cyclotomic fields. When p is 2, we can’t have
cyclotomic fields and can have only simple harmonic functions. The interesting
thing is that a Riemann manifold requires just one spinor to fix it’s position (like
a rotating basketball), but when p>2, four spinors are needed and the space is
quantized, by an integer ratio of a/c. Note that if ‘a’ is prime the field can’t be
cyclotomic.

Wick ordering is a property of cyclotomic fields as well as NCG. My guess it that
manifolds in non-Hilbert space are comprised of SUSY spinors and are
exclusively solutions to non-linear PDEs. All non-Hilbert spaces are quantized —
that’s a shock and Banach space is not a linear or complete vector space —
interesting.

2. Alejandro Rivero
June 18, 2004

About the introduction of unstability in classical mechanics (page 22/328) I have
from time to time redirecting people to Newton’s Principia, proposition 1, Book I,
to read how Newton himself decides explicitly to carry any quantum of angular
momentum to zero. A lot of people mistakes this theorem as a trivial one of
angular momentum preservation, didn’t noticing that the continuum character of
classical mechanics is defined there.

http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/2004-41-03/
http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/2004-41-03/
http://modular.fas.harvard.edu/edu/basic/
http://modular.fas.harvard.edu/edu/basic/
http://www.ams.org/bull/2004-41-03/S0273-0979-04-01024-9/S0273-0979-04-01024-9.ps
http://www.ams.org/bull/2004-41-03/S0273-0979-04-01024-9/S0273-0979-04-01024-9.ps


By the way, I remember to have read a preprint where someone uses the
unstability concept not only to get “h” out of classical mechanics, but also to get
“c” out of galilean group. It speaks of stable and unstable theories or so.



Tevatron Run II Luminosity Record

June 21, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

After an expensive upgrade to increase its luminosity, the Tevatron at Fermilab was
turned back on in March 2001 to start “Run II”, during which it was hoped that the
machine would run with a dramatically higher luminosity than during “Run I” which
ended in 1995. During Run I, about 140 inverse picobarns of collisions were
generated, at the rate of about 3 inverse picobarns/week by the end of the run. The
plan for Run II was for the new machine to get to a luminosity of about 17 inverse
picobarns/week soon after the recomissioning, and ultimately to reach about 100
inverse picobarns/week.

This plan turned out to be wildly overoptimistic, as it took nearly a year and a half to
get the machine operating even at the luminosity achieved during Run I. During FY02
the initial hope was to accumulate 320 inverse picobarns, rising to 830 in FY03 and
1300 in FY04. Instead 80 were produced in FY02 and 330 in FY03. While in FY02 the
machine performed much worse than planned at the beginning of the year, in FY03 it
did slightly better than planned.

As this fiscal year (FY04) is coming towards its end, the machine is doing significantly
better than planned at the beginning of the year. The last few weeks have seen about
13 inverse picobarns/week being produced. Another measure, the luminosity at the
beginning of a “store”, reached a record value on Monday of 8.28×10^31 cm^2/sec.
This is about five times higher than achieved at the end of Run I. You can follow the
progress (as well as the trials and tribulations) of the Fermilab accelerator physicists
through on-line daily reports and continually updated luminosity charts. For a
collection of documents showing the history of the Run II problems and the most
recent estimates of what will be achieved, see the proceedings of the latest review of
the Tevatron luminosity, which took place last February.

About 2000 inverse picobarns of collisions will probably be needed before the
Tevatron experiments can push up the current experimental limit on the Higgs mass
(114 Gev) that comes from experiments at LEP. There now seems to be a good chance
the Tevatron will get to this point before the LHC starts operating at much higher
energy in FY 2008. If the LHC achieves anything like its design luminosity, it will
quickly make the Tevatron obsolete. Then again, having seen how hard it was to get
the upgraded Tevatron running, the job of commissioning the LHC may not be so
easy…

No Comments

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news04/update.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news04/update.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/now/tevlum.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/now/tevlum.html
http://www-bdnew.fnal.gov/doereview04
http://www-bdnew.fnal.gov/doereview04


String Theory by Press Release

June 22, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The KITP at Santa Barbara seems to be going all out to hype claims of observability
by LIGO of effects of cosmic strings. The front page of the KITP website prominently
features the story, and adds the personal phone numbers of the authors to encourage
the press to contact them (something I’ve never seen theoretical physicists ever do
before). Maybe these guys have already hired an agent.

Comments

1. JC
June 25, 2004

I always felt a lot of that stuff which attempted to connect QCD with a string
theory, looked kind of “ad hoc” and never really appeared to be all that
convincing. When Maldacena’s AdS-CFT stuff first came about it looked like a
more sophisticated version of that “ad hoc” QCD string stuff, which initially I
thought looked promising. After many years of folks working out the
consequences of the AdS-CFT duality, I’m less convinced today of it’s promises.
Attempting to do string loop calculations on the AdS side seems to be a difficult
problem, which so far hasn’t produced many convincing results.

In the end, that Maldacena AdS-CFT stuff may very well be just another “ad hoc”
result in a long line of other “ad hoc” QCD string models.

2. Alejandro Rivero
June 25, 2004

JC,

Search for “QCD String” in both hep-th and hep-ph. It started to be
propagandised with the new century. I saw this campaign, then, as a way to drive
people back into physics. Sort of leaving a scape gate.

3. JC
June 25, 2004

Speaking of weird string papers, just noticed this paper

“Hadron pair photoproduction within the Veneziano model”
hep-ph/0406267

In 2004, I never would have thought anybody was still doing the string theory or
dual resonance model stuff with respect to hadronic physics. The last time
anybody took this stuff seriously, was when “California Dreamin” was still a top

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000037.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000037.html
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/


40 hit song?

A time warp back in time, to a more innocent and naive time period in physics
history.

4. Peter
June 24, 2004

Thanks, I’m glad to hear that that you find the material here interesting, and I’ve
been pleasantly surprised by how many people take and interest in it and make
comments. But I’d rather not get involved in adding anything more elaborate to
the site, mainly because I don’t want to put any more time into it than I already
do.

That said, if you or anyone else wants to set something up and manage it
themselves, I’ll certainly set up links from here.

5. June 24, 2004

OT request – would it be possible to implement a discussion section? Or
desirable from your point?

Some of us have a homemade board that runs on software written by one of our
gurus (based on Zope and MySQL) that would be easy to implement for someone
who knows Linux.

I find this place more interesting than sci.physics.*.

6. raj
June 23, 2004

Maybe string theorists are adopting the techniques of the “creation science”
crowd. And just when they caught the attention of US “public television.”
Witness Nova’s series in the last year or two about string theory.

7. JC
June 22, 2004

Thomas,

Some folks are willing to make all kinds of weird long term bets. Since they are
not betting large amounts of money, if any money at all for that matter, they’re
simply not “putting their own money where their mouth is”.

If their bets end up being correct, they’ll claim victory. If their bets end up being
incorrect, they’ll just “whitewash” it away by saying something like “I was young
and stupid, but now I’m wiser”, etc … or some other amusing excuse. There’s no
huge monetary losses on their part, regardless of whether they are right or
wrong in the end.

If they’re wrong in the end, the most that will happen to them perhaps would be
the depressing realization that they wasted a large portion of their working lives



on something that was garbage in the end. It would be like “waking up” from a
bad dream of being a member of a weird religious cult.

8. Thomas Larsson
June 22, 2004

For the last 20 years, Ed Witten has repeatedly stated that string theory makes
one postdiction, gravity, and one prediction, supersymmetry. Alas, the natural
signatures of supersymmetry have *already* been ruled out by experiments –
this is what people mean when they say that supersymmetry requires finetuning
at the percent level, isn’t it? Thus, unless one gives up naturality (which was the
only experimental motivation for SUSY in the first place), Witten’s one string
theory prediction has *already* been proven wrong. Pretty much bottom line.

9. Peter
June 22, 2004

The Fermilab story is about results of a fixed target experiment called SELEX,
see hep-ex/0406045.
They stopped taking data in 1997, but recently went back to reanalyze their old
data to look for to see if they could find evidence for the new states Babar was
claiming.

They seem to have pretty good evidence for a new meson with a strange and
charm quark, and supposedly much narrower than theoretical predictions. I
really don’t know how reliable the theory of the spectrum for such states is, so
don’t know how surprising this is.

Perhaps this is the kind of thing that could be confirmed and studied in more
detail at SLAC or Cornell. Maybe there is something unexpected lurking in the
physics of these mesons.

10. JC
June 22, 2004

The string theory advocates and “fanatics” over the years have sounded very
similar in “spirit” to those folks who were ranting and raving about the “New
Economy” during the 1990’s dotcom bubble. After the dotcom bubble bursted in
2000, there were still many folks ranting about the “New Economy” for several
years after, thinking that the Nasdaq “correction” was just temporary and that
“prosperity” was just “around the corner”. After about a year or so, the more
level headed folks “woke up” and became more skeptical and less willing to
“suspend disbelief”. With time many of the advocates finally came to accept the
notion that the “new economy” was just overblown hype, while the “fanatics” to
this very day are still steadfast in their beliefs and refuse to capitulate. With time
even some of the “fanatics” will eventually come to their “senses”. For many
folks, it would be very difficult emotionally to invest one’s self in movements or
ideas which don’t work in the long term, especially when there’s a huge
investment of time, money, and ego involved.

A very similar sort of pattern happened the years before and after the 1929 stock



market crash too.

Frequently movements or ideas that are built up by hype and overblown
promises, end up following speculative “bubble” type behavior with the bubble
frequently “bursting” after awhile when the hype deviates too much from reality
to be sustainable in convincing many people to “suspend disbelief”.

11. D R Lunsford
June 22, 2004

There is some kind of excitement at Fermilab:

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2004/06/18/meson_weirdness/

Any ideas?

12. Peter
June 22, 2004

The problem isn’t that string theorists need encouragement to try and come up
with an experimental prediction that can be tested. Most of them desperately
would love to be able to do this. But the theory is so ill-defined it inherently can’t
predict anything.

The claims for “tests” of string theory are never-ending. I’d guess there’s on
average a new one once a month or so. A lot of science journalists are fooled by
these claims, see for instance last year’s article about string theory in Scientific
American by George Musser that tells us that “in the mid-1990s the theory
started to click together conceptually. It made some testable, if qualified,
predictions.”

Pretty much all the string theory “tests” are of the sort: “string theory predicts
that X could happen” where X is something potentially observable. Note carefully
the “could”, they never say X “will” happen. In all these “predictions” string
theory is compatible with some huge range of possible phenomena which include
X (although X is exceedingly unlikely and there is no good reason to expect it to
happen). These aren’t real scientific predictions since when X isn’t observed, this
doesn’t imply string theory is wrong. But it’s amazing how many people are
taken in by this stuff.

13. Tim
June 22, 2004

To JC,

Maybe this is a good thing. While their “test” may be dubious, if they get enough
attention (and it seems like they have) it will encourage others to attempt to
develop (and publicize, of course) other experimental string searches. Grounding
theory in experiment is a good thing. Of course, if the theory is as poorly
developed and vague as advertised here no possible experiment would be
conclusive (not even wrong).

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2004/06/18/meson_weirdness/
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2004/06/18/meson_weirdness/


14. Peter
June 22, 2004

Hi Thomas,

This particular hype is different than the landscape hype and not inconsistent
with the monovac philosophy, so no reason for Gross to suppress it. The truly sad
day will be when the KITP starts issuing press releases about the stupendous
Landscape.

15. JC
June 22, 2004

Perhaps this is the beginning of a series of “last gasps” of air for string theory?

When theoretical physicists are using the same hype and propaganda tricks that
are common in political or marketing campaigns, one wonders if there’s
something really rotten underneath the surface that they’re attempting to
“whitewash” over. (ie. The anthropic stuff may be similar to maggots or termites
slowly eating away into the string theory edifice of “legitimacy”.)

It’s sort of like what they call the “cockroach effect” on the financial markets.
Every time there’s “hints” of anything going wrong inside a company, everybody
starts selling the company’s stock in a knee-jerk vote of “no confidence”. A sign
of “bad news” (whether explicit or implicit) may very well be just “one
cockroach” popping up at the surface, while underneath the surface is a whole
colony of cockroaches and numerous deeper problems about the company in
question.

16. Thomas Larsson
June 22, 2004

A long time ago, when Walter Kohn was director and the ITP didn’t have Kavli’s
initial attached to it, I spent a year in grad school at UC Santa Barbara (a totally
awesome place, fer sure). It saddens me that a place which meant a lot for my
scientific worldview now is the center of such excesses. And what does the
prophet of the cult of monovacuism in the office below Polchinski’s say about
this?



Is that “Fau” for “Faux”?

June 25, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Just got the following e-mail:

Date: Fri, 25 Jun 2004 19:40:58 +0200
From: fau.alex (fau.alex@wanadoo.fr)
To: woit@cpw.math.columbia.edu
Subject: Mr Woit

hi,
I am a french student and I will go in 1re(in France) the next year
and I want to speak with specialists because I want to work in science
when I will be adult … That’s why I write to you !
I want to know who are you ? What did you study, …
Thanks in advance for your answer
Best regards
Alexandre Faure

At first I thought “Oh yes, just another in the avalanche of fan-mail. Wonder if I should
take the time to respond?” Then, looking more carefully at the HTML version of the
e-mail, I found an embedded link at the bottom:

href="mailto:liu-yang.imp@th-phys.edu.hk"

That address looks awfully familiar.

Comments

1. Phil
June 30, 2004

It is already funny for a long time ago.
How could you have met the prestigious professor Yang ? I have never met
ghosts, maybe some ghost writers — those who write wrong mathematical
sentences which are never re-read by the official writers of the book — but
ghosts and imaginary creatures emerging from imaginary institute of
“cosmomogy”, no, never. So Fabien you don’t have to answer to the common
fallacies of these two people : almost nobody believe them. And by the way, thank
you for your website.

2. Fabien Besnard
June 30, 2004

I can assure you I never met professor Yang ! (This is really getting funny !)

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000034.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000034.html


3. Phil
June 29, 2004

Dear Iogr and Grikcha Beudganov,

(Learn how to write my nickname)

I am sure that Mr “Yang”, from the famous Hong-Kong university devoted to your
world-known works and thesis, would have been a perfect gentleman if I have
had the honour to have met him. His very particular style showed it previously to
me, but with most regrets I don’t even know his figure (with slavic features ?).
No trace of your former posts about this so kind friend : could you remember me
where they are, if you signed them ? By the way : I don’t know if you are only
making juvenile provocation but I am not (and neither YBM is) Fabien Besnard :
thanks to your delightful methods you have now several and distinct opponents.

With most respect (ha ha ha),
Phil Romnulphe

4. Igor Grichka Bogdanoff
June 29, 2004

Dear Phil Ronuphle,

It is always a pleasure to read your kind messages. In fact (but there is nothing
wrong with it) you did not read the posts where we spoke about the professor
Yang. So please, go to our previous posts and read what we wrote about him. He
is a charming and delighfull researcher, passionate with fundamental physics
and complex maths problems. I am sure you would really like him (am I wrong?
but I think that he already met Fabien Besnard some days ago).

Kind regards

IGB

5. Phil
June 29, 2004

So at last the Bogdanoffs do admit that they are in contact with the famous (and
mysterious) Prof. Yang ? Could they talk more about him, for they forget to
answer in the french newsgroups when he is on topic ? Is his famous Institute of
“Cosmomogy” in Hong-Kong similar to the one in Riga ? As serious as it ? As we
could say in French (forgive my “gallicisms”), ridicule un jour, ridicule toujours.
Et j’ajoute : imposteurs d?masqu?s.

6. Peter
June 28, 2004

The “Yang” address wasn’t in the header, it was embedded as a link in the HTML
version of the message. Maybe young Faure is right and it appeared there
because he was e-mailing “Yang”. It seems likely to me there’s more to this story



than that, but I’m not wasting any time trying to figure it out.

7. June 28, 2004

Dear Peter,

Our mutual friend “YBM” has alerted us about this “fau effect”, pretending that
it was (another) Bogdanoffs pseudo. After checking we can assure you that
Alexandre Fau has nothing to do with a) Yang, b) ourselves. You obviously got
mistaken (somewhere) in the reading of the header of his email.
Nothing to really write home about.
Best regards

I/G

8. Faur? Alexandre
June 28, 2004

I just try to contact the Professor Yang ! That’s why this email is in this message
…

9. Peter
June 28, 2004

I have no idea who you are, or what your relation to the Bogdanovs is, but I
assure you that the e-mail address in question was embedded in your message to
me.

10. Faur? Alexandre
June 28, 2004

Hi,

Contrary to that you said, or that you think, I am Alexandre Faure and I live in
Toulouse.

First, I sent a message to you at :woit@math.columbia.edu

Secondly, read the real details of the message …

From: “fau.alex”
To: >
Subject: Mr Woit
Date: Fri, 25 Jun 2004 19:40:58 +0200
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
boundary=”—-=_NextPart_000_0023_01C45AEC.56ABAE10″
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2800.1106
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2800.1106



I am sorry but the professor Yang’s adress can not be in this message …

Fird, if you don’t belive me, you can contact my mother Anne Faur? at the adress
: anne.fau@wanadoo.fr

“Je reste ? votre disposition”

Alexandre Faur?

11. ark
June 27, 2004

Hi,
I received a similar email:

From: “fau.alex”
To:
Subject: Fw: Bonjour

hi,

I want to congratulate you fro the preface of the Bogdanov’s book !

I want to know who are you ? What did you study, …

I am a french student and I will go in 1?reS (in France) the newt year
and I want to speak with specialists … That’s why I write to you !

Thanks in advance for your answer

Best regards

@lexandre Faur?

There was no embedded email from .hk. I got two versions: one in French and
one in English. The header reads:

Mon, 21 Jun 2004 15:12:52 -0500 (CDT)
Received: from mwinf0801.wanadoo.fr (smtp8.wanadoo.fr [193.252.22.23])
by mailscan.eahosting.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 617ED2EFC1
for ; Mon, 21 Jun 2004 15:12:52 -0500 (CDT)
Received: from alexordi1 (AToulouse-152-1-39-155.w82-125.abo.wanadoo.fr
[82.125.29.155])
by mwinf0801.wanadoo.fr (SMTP Server) with SMTP id 19D1B18003B2
for ; Mon, 21 Jun 2004 22:12:51 +0200 (CEST)
Message-ID:
From: “fau.alex”
To:
Subject: Bonjour
Date: Mon, 21 Jun 2004 22:08:30 +0200

………..

mailto:anne.fau@wanadoo.fr
mailto:anne.fau@wanadoo.fr


The sender seems to be in Toulouse? Few days later, after a short
correspondence, I received this:

Thanks Mr Jadczyk for these suggestions …

I will finsih reading Bogdanov’s book and I will read other scientific’s
books because I am very fond of sciences …

Mr Schreiber suggest me Feynman’s books … What do you think about
this
author and which books can I read (I will go to “1?reS” (scientific) and
I
want to know if theses books are good for me ….)

Thanks in advance for your answer .

Alexandre Faur?

ark



Summer Conferences

June 27, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Two of the year’s largest particle theory conferences are taking place around now,
with Lattice 2004 attracting 280 physicists to Batavia, Illinois this past week and
Strings 2004 drawing almost 500 to Paris starting tomorrow. Normally I feel kind of
sorry for string theorists since their field is in such bad shape, but this week I’m
jealous since I would have loved to have an excuse to go to Paris this summer (I’m not
jealous of the lattice gauge theorists who are getting to spend the week in Batavia).

Maybe I’m wrong about this, but the Paris string theory conference seems to me to be
the largest gathering of particle theorists that I can remember ever having taken
place. In recent years these things have been huge, with attendance around 400-450,
but this one should be even larger. It is so over-subscribed that they haven’t been
taking on-line registrations for weeks.

Both conferences should have transparencies from the talks available soon on-line
and the list of titles and speakers in Paris is now available. Some of the ones that look
like they might be interesting are Robbert Dijkgraaf speaking about “Topological
M-theory”, Nikita Nekrasov on “Chasing M/F theory” and maybe Greg Moore, whose
title is the mystifying “Anomalies, Gauss laws, and Page Charges in M-theory”. One
big theme of the conference looks like it will be N=4 super Yang-Mills theory. This is
an interesting and well-defined quantum field theory, and one can study it whille
claiming to be a string theorist because of the AdS/CFT conjecture and Witten’s
recent work reformulating it in terms of topological strings in twistor space.

Next Saturday in Paris there will be a whole day of talks devoted to the unrelenting
hyping of string theory to the general public, something which is a standard feature
of the “Strings XXXX” conferences, but not the “Lattice XXXX” ones. Somehow I
suspect the speakers will neglect to emphasize the utter lack of any progress towards
making any contact with reality during the past twenty years. In case the Paris
conference is not enough, there are quite a few satellite conferences, including a pre-
conference workshop at the IHES and post-conference workshops at CERN and
Durham.

Update: It looks like Jacques Distler will be reporting direct from the conference.

Further Update: It seems that they have a WiFi connection at the Paris conference
site. From my web server logs, it appears that one thing attendees at the conference
are doing during the more boring talks is reading “Not Even Wrong” on the web. Hi
Guys!

Comments

1. JC
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June 29, 2004

Thomas,

When I was a young naive undergraduate student, I took some smarter and older
grad student’s “advice” that the “best” place to learn field theory and string
theory was Polyakov’s “gauge fields and strings” book. At the time I didn’t know
any better, and was very much clueless about the field theory and string
literature. I know now this smarter and older grad student was just joking
around, and was trying to scare me away from theoretical physics in a “tongue
and cheek” manner at the time. The last time I saw him, he joked about it and
couldn’t believe I took his “advice” as if it was a “gopel truth”. Turns out that
trying to learn introductory field and string theory from Polyakov’s book, would
be like trying to learn introductory quantum mechanics from Dirac’s book. Both
Polyakov and Dirac’s books are really nice books to read once you know the
subject well, but are difficult to learn from if you don’t have any previous
knowledge of the subjects.

I ended up wasting a whole summer trying to figure out the calculations in
Polyakov’s book, where I spent most of my time in the library trying to figure out
his papers that were referenced in his book. After that I still had a hard time
figuring out Green, Schwarz, and Witten’s books on superstring theory. Somehow
I was able to reproduce most of the calculations in Polyakov and the Green,
Schwarz, and Witten books, but I was still relatively clueless as to what the
physical picture underneath all the mathematics was about. At the time I think
took the Feynman idea of “shut up and calculate” mentality to the extreme. (I
don’t know if the quote was originally Feynman’s, but over the years it seems to
be attributed to him like an “urban legand”.)

2. Thomas Larsson
June 29, 2004

Sasha Polyakov travels fast. Yesterday he was in Paris and gave a talk that
Jacques Distler didn’t like, and today he gave a talk at the 4ECM here in
Stockholm. I haven’t had any academic affiliation for a long time, but since P was
one of the big heroes of my youth (for the BPZ work), I took the afternoon off and
sneaked into the Aula Magna.

The talk was intended for an audience of mathematicians and had the
presumptious title “Physicist’s view of mathematics”. P started out with the
thesis that math history has had three phases, characterized by the slogans

“Things are numbers” (5th century BC)
“Things are topological invariants” (20th century AD)
“Things are words” (21st century AD)

By topological invariants he means things which do not change at all under small
deformations (I might have preferred the word “universal”), and gave three
examples from physics:

1. The quantum Hall effect, where conductivity is given by sigma_xy = n

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000388.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000388.html
http://www.math.kth.se/4ecm/program/4ecm.programme.html
http://www.math.kth.se/4ecm/program/4ecm.programme.html


e^2/hbar, n integer.

2. Instantons and their connection to the Atiyah-Singer index theorem and
Donaldson’s invariants.

3. Critical exponents in the 2D Ising model and minimal models. With Schramm,
Smirnov and Werner in the audience, I was somewhat surprised that he didn’t
make the very timely connection between CFT and SLE at this point.

The “things are words” part turned out to be about his recent work on the
connection between some 4D Yang-Mills theory in loop variables and some
theory of random surfaces in 5D. This seems eminently plausible; if you take the
intersection between a generic surface in 5D and a 4D hyperplane you’ll end up
with a loop in 4D, which may perhaps be a Wilson loop of some Y-M theory.

Alas, the model stood by itself, without any reference to 10D or 26D or Calabi-
Yau, even as a motivation. It seems like the smart string theorists are starting to
pretend that those things never happened and go back to study 4D field theory
again. It is difficult to be critical about using an extra dimension as a technical
trick to study Y-M theory in 4D, although I got the impression that P’s model isn’t
the physical Y-M theory of the standard model. Anyway, I missed the details
because P didn’t give any due to time limitations.

At this point one may wonder where the “things are words” slogan enters. The
point, if there is any, is that correlation functions can be regarded as words, with
elementary fields and their derivatives being letters. Natural enough, but surely
people knew about OPEs before the 21st century…

In the question section it became clear that P didn’t think very highly of
Wolfram’s New Kind of Science. But then again, who does?

3. Steve
June 28, 2004

Forget Lattice 2004 and Strings 2004–the best and most informative conference
of 2004 has already taken place.

http://www.xs4all.nl/~rpronk/conference.htm

With the conference proceedings detailed here:

http://www.j-walk.com/other/conf/summary.htm

For those with a rightious sense of political correctness who don’t appreciate the
humour of these links, that will quickly disappear if (like me) you have to delete
20-30 of these damn things virtually every day! At any rate, physicists could
perhaps adopt the conference advice given on “uppercase letters” in order to
make their preprints stand out in the hep archives:)

http://www.xs4all.nl/~rpronk/conference.htm
http://www.xs4all.nl/~rpronk/conference.htm
http://www.j-walk.com/other/conf/summary.htm
http://www.j-walk.com/other/conf/summary.htm


International Institute of Mathematical Physics in
Riga

June 27, 2004
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Uncategorized

The DNS has the following entry for phys-maths.edu.lv

domain: phys-maths.edu.lv
descr: International Institute of Mathematical Physics
admin-c: 23391-LUMII
tech-c: 23391-LUMII
nserver: DNS1.SUPREMESERVER11.COM
nserver: DNS2.SUPREMESERVER11.COM
changed: dns-reg@nic.lv 20031201
source: LUMII

person: BOGDANOFF IGOR
address: none
phone: 33608250825
e-mail: igor.bogdanov@wanadoo.fr
nic-hdl: 23391-LUMII
source: LUMII

That address now hosts a web-site for the Mathematical Center of Riemannian
Cosmology, which mysteriously seems devoted to the work of the Bogdanovs. The
newsgroup fr.sci.physique has all sorts of threads devoted to the Bogdanovs. In one
posting by the brothers, where they give their e-mail address as
“igor.bogdanoff@phys-maths.edu.lv”, they helpfully explain that the University of Riga
set up the site for them and that’s why it is in the Lithuanian DNS.

One problem: Riga is in Latvia, not Lithuania.

I take this kind of personally because, besides being an American citizen, I also have a
Latvian passport (the Latvian version of my name is “Voits”). My father was born in
Riga, and he and his parents became exiles at the time of the Soviet occupation
starting during World War II. I’ve visited Riga several times (including a visit to the
university), first soon after independence on a trip with my father while he was still
alive. Riga is a beautiful city, with the downtown not much changed since before the
war. In recent years the old city and much of the downtown have been elegantly
renovated, and Riga is now once again a large, vibrant city with great restaurants,
hotels, shops, etc. And now it has an International Institute of Mathematical Physics.

Comments

1. Bogdanoff
July 1, 2004

http://www.phys-maths.edu.lv/
http://www.phys-maths.edu.lv/
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Dear Fabien,

Just a precision. You write that our quantum group paper is in our book. But if
you compare the “annexes” of Avant le Big Bang with the paper itself, you will
have to admit that only a short fragment of it was published in the book. In fact,
we published this extract (our theorem 3.3.2) much more as an example of a
scientific paper (which may be of interest for a large audience). The objective
was not to be understood by specialists of quantum groups theory (many readers
said that they liked it the same way they like some creation of modern art.). But
at the end, the only thing that matters is the “impression” left by a book. In the
case Avant le Big Bang laks of precision or contains some mistakes, we hope that
grace to you and others, we will be able to correct it.

I/G

2. Fabien Besnard
July 1, 2004

The intersection is not the empty set since your quantum group paper IS in your
“large audience” book ! When I say you do not follow the scientific method I
include a lack of intellectual rigor which is a minimum requirement even in a
large audience book.

3. Bogdanoff
June 30, 2004

Dear Fabien Besnard,

Thank you for your response which has the advantage to be honest.
But now : how can you compare a quantum group paper with a large audience
book? From our view, the intersection between these two categories is really an
empty set. A scientific paper is written for experts; by definition, it requires a
high level of technicity and very few readers are able to grasp the real meaning
of it. At the opposite, a book is not written for experts, even not for specialists of
scientists : it is meant to be read and understood by a large audience. Before the
Big Bang was written as a large audience book. Not as a scientific paper. Indeed
you are right when you say that it does not follow the scientific method. Of
course not. But it still reflects a certain “state of the Universe” by an other path.
It may contain some mistakes, erros or misquotings (Woit, Schreiber); but at the
end “something” good may remain; So we propose that instead of burning the
whole, you make the effort to look after this tiny “something” that may be hidden
somewhere between the pages.

Thank you for your attention

I/G

4. Fabien Besnard
June 30, 2004

To IGB : it is not the place to discuss about that, but since I have been attacked



at several places on this weblog, I will made one last comment : I began to read
your article but then I read your book, and there I found many evidences that
you do not follow the scientific method (to say the least). So it was pointless to
go on reading about bi-crossproducts. Another important thing is that I realized
that if ever I turned out saying that just one line of calculation was right in your
paper, you would go everywhere misquoting me, perhaps making me one of your
supporters in your next book !

5. Bogdanoff
June 30, 2004

Tell us, dear Fabien Besnard, how you can follow such a line of de-reasoning?
You see, since you wrote your article, you got involved in a matter that is
obviously beyond your field of expertise. You even wrote us (May 20,2004) : ” I
had a glance on your “bicrossproduct article”. Since I do not know this matter, I
have to refer to Majid and it may take some time.” You never got back to us.
Following your own statement (since you admit in you letter that you do not
understand our work in quantum groups) on what basis do you claim that this
work should be “empty”?

Obviously, your reaction is neither “objective” nor scientific.

Thank you for your attention,

IGB

6. serenus zeitblom
June 30, 2004

By the way, I wonder how the people in the
universities in Hong Kong feel about an
address like http://th-phys.edu.hk/? Has
anyone asked them?

7. Fabien Besnard
June 30, 2004

Tell me, dear Ark, how someone who “thinks” can still use such a line of
reasoning as “A is a crank and go unnoticed, B has been caught, so I will defend
B” ? I never heard of the people you speak of (Tiller et al) so they don’t bother
me. But now each morning I hear an advertisement for Bogdanov’s book on my
favourite radio station. This is enough for me not to turn my attention away from
B&B at the moment…

8. ark
June 29, 2004

Nobody knows for sure why the world seems to be 4-dimensional. Anthropic
principle is one pseudo-explanation. That I have five fingers on my hand, and one
is evidently different than the other is another “explanation”, as good as any
other one, including one with four different kind of numbers.

http://th-phys.edu.hk/
http://th-phys.edu.hk/


Some people think, some don’t. Some use their cerebral cortex, some don’t.
Some have souls, some, evidently, don’t. That’s normal.

Now, to just shift your ( YBM ( pseudo of Besnard))attention to a slightly different
subject let me quote from a book by three American “scientists”. In fact I invite
all of you to visit my web page

http:/quantumfuture.net/cass/bogdanov3.htm

There you will find:

“Conscious Acts of Creation: The emergence of new physics by William
A. Tiller”, PhD, Walter E. Dibble, Jr., PhD, and Michael J. Kochane, Ph.
D. The Preface to the book is signed by Rustum Roy, Penn State, Wayne
B. Jonas, USUHS and …. E.C. George Sudarshan, University of Texas,
Austin.

Are we ready to be bitten by monopoles? Here is a quotation:

“Through the agency of a nine-dimensional coupling substance in the
vacuum, called deltrons, the faster than light magnetic monopoles
functioning in reciprocal space can interact with electric monopole
substance functioning in direct space of physical matter. The vacuum
phase transition mentioned above involves an ordered phase formation
of magnetic monopole substance phase of R-space. These magnetic
monopoles of R-space travel so fast that they ‘write the waves,’ thought
to be de Broglie pilot waves, controlling the movement of particles in
D-space. A symmetry principle, called the mirror principle is thought to
operate between D-space substances and R- space substances so that
the monopole charge singularities in one space produce dipole images
through the mirror into the other space. Likewise, the monopole mass
singularities in one space produce images through this mirror into the
other space. Thus the negative negative monopole mass singularities of
R-space are thought to be the origin of the ‘dark matter’ we currently
detect with our instruments in D-space.(…)”

If you think that these concepts are explained somewhere in the book –
you may be surprised to find out that after you are through with the
book, you will not have an idea of what the “theoretical part” is about.

Now, let me mention that I wrote papers on magnetic monopoles and
on “reciprocity” (including conformal symmetric spaces). Therefore, I
suggest, that after we are done with KMS, signature fluctuactions, and
topological field theory, there is a new field to be exploited in the space
of hoaxes: D-spaces and R-spaces and monopoles that write the waves,
thought to be de Broglie pilot waves…. All supported by PhDs.

ark

Conscious Acts of Creation is being madly promoted by the “alternative
crowd” as “proof” that all their “you create your own reality” ideas are



true. Conscious Acts of Creation, tells us:
This book marks a sharp dividing line between old ways of scientific
thought and old experimental protocols, wherein human qualities of
consciousness, intention, emotion, mind and spirit cannot significantly
affect physical reality, and a new paradigm wherein they can robustly
do so! ?utilizing a unique experimental protocla on both inanimate and
animate systems, that the human quality of focused intention can be
made to act as a true thermodynamic potential and strongly influence
experimental measurements for a variety of specific target
experiments.

After almost 400 pages of speculation and descriptions of experiments
and very little math, we are told:

Under some conditions, it is indeed possible to attach an aspect of
human consciousness, a specific intention, to a simple electrical device
and have that device, when activated, robustly influence an experiment
conducted in its vicinity in complete accord with the attached
intention. Thus, if they do it right, humans can influence their
environment via specific, sustained intentions. [?] Some new field
appears to be involved in the information passage that occurs between
conditioned locales that are widely separated from each other in
physical space. Even with transmitters and receivers located inside
electrically grounded Faraday cages, highly correlated patterns of
information appeared in the remotely located locales. [?] Although we
don’t fully understand them, we now have some new tools with which
to probe the deeper structures of the universe and a new adventure is
underway for humanity.

It is important to note that the “intenders” of the experiments were
long-time practitioners of Siddha Yoga and could thus be considered
metaphysically “in tune” to some considerable extent. The question is:
What did they accomplish? Based on the descriptions, it sounds pretty
earth-shaking, right?

Well, as noted, after almost 400 pages we find that the most significant
result seems to have been changing the pH of a small sample of water.

Yup. That’s it.

But we notice that nobody says a word about this sort of thing. At this
point in time, the physics community hasn’t said a discouraging word
about Tom Bearden and his follower, Richard Hoagland – nor the
interesting fact that Bearden is a former associate of Ira Einhorn,
Andrija Puharich, the gang at Esalen and Penn State who flirted with
the edges of the Secret Government experiments in mind control and
the promotion of LSD to the young people of America. Nobody has
cried “Hoax!”

Happy reading!



ark

9. YBM
June 29, 2004

? YBM ( pseudo of Besnard) ?

The last line of defense : pretend that everyone and his brother questioning their
work is in fact one person. It is so desperatly ridiculous (anyone familiar with
fr.sci.* would know) that I wonder if I should deny.

BTW, Mr Woit, did you know that in their book they pretend (sqrt(5)+1)/2 is
transcendental ? And that the Universe has four dimensions because there are
four kind of number (integers, rationnals, reals and complexes) ? Therefore, in
their spirit, I aprove the following statement :

if the golden ratio is not albebraic, then I am Fabien Besnard (and the Pope as
well)

10. Igor Grichka Bogdanoff
June 29, 2004

Dear Peter,

We do not understand how someone (like you) who is very familiar with internet
technics cannot make any basic difference between a post coming from us and a
message coming from someone else. Instead of checking the situation with us
you immediatly write an article on it, prentending that you got a message from
us hidden behind a “double pseudo”. Once for good : Alexandre Fau is NOT a
pseudo of Bogdanoff! We do not know this person, we never met him, but we
sent him an email yesterday. He must have sent you another email and we hope
that you have a clearer view of the situation by now. If we want to write you, we
do not need to hide ourselves behind anyone. We do it directly, as we wrote you
this morning. Our advise is that you should not listen too much people like
Besnard or YBM ( pseudo of Besnard). There are much more serious things to do
and other important problems to solve in the Universe.

Best regards

I/G

11. ark
June 29, 2004

Hi Peter,

I agree that misquoting was bad and you did the right thing pointing it out. As
for problems “at the top levels” – well …. It all started long ago with the “publish
and perish” ideology and research grants and money tied to politics. I decided to
try to create an “alternative research institution”. Whether it will fly or fall – we
will see. For a couple of years I was a v-ce director of the Institute of Theoretical



Physics in Uni Wroclaw, Poland. So I was witnessing how the level of the
research deteriorates with the institution of plans and grants. It deteriorated to
the extent that I decided to leave organized science completely. Ambitious and/or
original projects have little chance to get support. In the US we have, in
addition, the military complex that intercepts what is in their field of interests,
which additionally severely restricts the freedom of research.

These are just few thoughts that are on my mind right now. I wish you success in
your mission!

ark

12. Peter
June 28, 2004

Hi Ark,

Actually I’m not spending my time criticizing the scientific activities of the
Bogdanovs. They’re not much of a problem for the scientific community. Much
more serious is the situation at the top levels of the US (and other country’s)
scientific establishment in particle theory, and it is that problem that I have been
trying to do something about, despite warnings from many that it is unwise of me
to challenge powerful interests.

On the other hand, if they are going to do things like publish books misquoting
me and send me e-mail purporting to be from someone other than who it is really
from, I’m going to use this forum to tell about this activity, and, yes, ridicule it.

13. ark
June 28, 2004

If only to amuse you (as apparently some of you guys has nothing better to do
than follow Igor and Grichka, why don’t you choose Thomas Bearden or Myron
Evans, with connections to US DOD and DOE agencies?):

It does not matter when the server is – if it is convenient to have a server in
Thailand – it will be in Thailand. The cheapest servers are certainly in US, but
due to Bush Reich lies, some organizations do not like to have servers in US.
While some do.

Notice that International Institute of Mathematical Physics has updated its web
page at

http://th-phys.edu.hk/

( I did it) though it is still in status nascendi, so it will have its reasonable web
site in due time. For the time it is just a “project”, even though officially
registered, yet it will take about a year to give it a shape.

If you wish to have me help you to find american targets for your attacks
(because France has been already used), I will certainly be willing to help you. If

http://th-phys.edu.hk/
http://th-phys.edu.hk/


you are really so moved by the idea that physics publications should all make
sense, and all mistakes should be ridiculed – just try to read carefully, checking
every formula and every sentence, all papers in arxiv.org. 80% of these papers
will be nosnsensical, and can be easily ridiculed – if one is determined to do so,
and has nothing better to do.

ark

14. Mcrc
June 28, 2004

There is nothing “mysterious” with the existence of this website : it has been
legally registered and it is ruled from Paris. So what? Where is the problem?
Why bother any further?

15. YBM
June 28, 2004

“Mathematical Center of Riemannian Cosmomogy”

“Cosmomogy” is the name ! Ridiculous and nonexistant : the place where you
consider the consequences on the Universe of the hypothesis that the golden
number is transcendant ?

16. igor
June 28, 2004

YBM wrote in message news:…
> Tiens, puisque vous ?tes r?veill?s, Peter Woit vient de mettre
> en ligne un r?sum? de votre pitoyable tentative d’inventer encore
> un Institut International de Math?matiques tout entier d?volu
> ? votre gloire :
>
> http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000045.html
>
> Comment pouvez-vous ?tre si maladroits ?

Re bonjour,

A la suite d’une conf?rence faite ? Riga (2001), les responsables de
l’informatique de l’Universit? nous ont propos? de cr?er un site. Comme il fallait
bien lui donner un nom, nous avons pens? ? Mathematical Center of Riemannian
Cosmomogy, qui refl?te exactement notre domaine de recherche.
Il y a environ un an, nous avons cr?? les quelques pages correspondant ? nos
orientations de travail, papiers, etc. et le site a ?t? cr?? ? l’automne 2003.
Comme tous les autres sites, il est administr? par l’institution suivante :

University of Latvia
Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Network Solutions (DNS)
Rainis Boulevard 29

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000045.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000045.html


Riga LV-1459

Voil?. Depuis 2001, nous ne sommes plus jamais retourn?s ? Riga et
n’entretenons aucun lien particulier avec ce pays. Notre seul lien tient au nom
de domaine qui nous a ?t? attribu?s et que nous op?rons depuis la France.

Merci de ton attention,

Amicalement,

I/G

17. June 27, 2004

Oops that’s Estonia. Guess I was thinking of Mikhail Tal? 

18. D R Lunsford
June 27, 2004

Paul Keres!

19. JC
June 27, 2004

Also amusing is how some of the links on phys-maths.edu.lv to the Bogdanov’s
papers and *.gif picture files, all appear to be on an expired account at
http://www.mydocsonline.com

These guys have been doing a piss poor job of even trying to perpetuate their
own hoax. Probably even a high school computer whiz kid can do a better job!

20. Peter
June 27, 2004

Doing a “whois” search on the networksolutions.com website shows that the
address is hosted by a web hosting company called “Ancient Media” at an IP
address in South Carolina.

21. JC
June 27, 2004

It appears the machine hosting phys-maths.edu.lv is not even physically in
Lithuania nor Latvia. A traceroute reading to phys-maths.edu.lv looks like it’s
hosted in north america. If you do a traceroute to machines located physically in
Lithuania (.lt) or Latvia (.lv), you’ll typically get longer delay times that are
characteristic of transatlanic connection times to eastern europe or Russia. Even
America -> England connections, shows the transatlanic delay.

http://www.mydocsonline.com/
http://www.mydocsonline.com/


The Tevatron as Earthquake Detector

June 29, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

It seems that the Fermilab Tevatron is a quite sensitive detector for earthquakes.
According to the Accelerator Update for yesterday, a small earthquake in Illinois
caused the machine to lose its beam and a superconducting magnet to quench. A few
hours later, a more significant earthquake in Alaska was quite visible to the Tevatron
accelerator operators, and would have caused another quench, but they hadn’t
restored the beams yet.

Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
July 1, 2004

I think one of the CERN experiments once detected some very mysterious
bidayly effect. It turned out to be correlated to the timetable of the Lyon-Geneve
express.

2. Dick Thompson
June 30, 2004

Since you provided the link, I’ve been following the daily updates. What amazes
me is that they ever get it to work at all, given the number of interacting super
high-tech pieces being run near or at their design envelopes.

3. Yu
June 29, 2004

Maybe this can be used as a reason to ask for more funding!

4. Alejandro Rivero
June 29, 2004

CERN is sensitive to the level of water in the lake of Geneve.

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news04/update.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news04/update.html


Lattice 2004 Talks

June 30, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Some of the talks given at the Lattice 2004 conference are now available on-line.
Particularly interesting is Kenneth Wilson’s historical talk about his roles in the
development of the renormalization group and of lattice gauge theory. He also refers
to the website of the Dibner Institute.. One interesting thing there is a collection of
materials relevant to the history of the renormalization group.

The Dibner Institute is at MIT, but during my high school days I recall visiting the
library for the history of science that Bern Dibner had founded which was located
close to where I lived, in Norwalk, Connecticut. The collection was moved up to
Cambridge after Dibner’s death in 1988.

No Comments

http://lqcd.fnal.gov/lattice04/
http://lqcd.fnal.gov/lattice04/
http://dibinst.mit.edu/index.html
http://dibinst.mit.edu/index.html
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Revising the Landscape

July 1, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

One contributor to the comments here (JC) has pointed out that Susskind has
withdrawn from the arXiv his recent paper on the stupendous Landscape of sting
theory. This is pretty unusual, but often when it happens the author puts in the
withdrawal statement some indication of why the paper was withdrawn, something
Susskind didn’t do in this case. Another contributor to the comments (Serenus
Zeitblom) points out that one should look at recent changes to Douglas’s paper on the
arXiv, which is now up to its fourth version.

One feature of the arXiv is that all posted versions of papers are available, so one can
compare them and see what changes the author made. The history of Douglas’s paper
is quite something. The original version was posted on May 30. Susskind’s now
withdrawn paper was posted on June 17, and in it he claims that Douglas’s paper
showed that Susskind’s argument in an earlier (May 21) paper (which exists in three
versions) was wrong. The latest version (4) of Douglas’s paper now says that earlier
versions of the paper are wrong. So, one reason Susskind withdrew his paper is
presumably that its claims that his earlier paper was wrong were now wrong because
they were based on Douglas’s wrong paper. Got that? This all seems to me to be a
new and original version of the “Not Even Wrong” phenomenon.

Some other high points of the changes in the four versions of Douglas’s paper:

1. Going from version 1 (May 30) to version 2 (June 2), he changes

“If I had to bet at the moment, I would still bet that string theory favors the low scale,
for the reasons outlined above, but it is not at all obvious that this is what will come
out in the end.”

to

“At this point, it is not at all obvious whether high or low scales will be preferred in
the end.”

2. Going from version 2 (June 2) to version 3 (June 22), he adds a reference to
Susskind’s June 17 paper, some criticism of it, and the sentence

“The correct assumptions could be determined from string/M theory considerations
with more work, and we are optimistic that this can be done in time to make
convincing predictions before LHC turns on in 2007.”

3. Going from version 3 (June 22) to version 4 (June 29), he removes the sentence
above (I guess he became less optimistic last week) and announces that the argument
in the previous versions was wrong.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000039.html
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Comments

1. sol
July 3, 2004

I wanted to add this as well.

“Quantum gravity is the field devoted to finding the microstructure of spacetime.
Is space continuous? Does spacetime geometry make sense near the initial
singularity? Deep inside a black hole? These are the sort of questions a theory of
quantum gravity is expected to answer. The root of our search for the theory is a
exploration of the quantum foundations of spacetime. At the very least, quantum
gravity ought to describe physics on the smallest possible scales – expected to be
10-35 meters. (Easy to find with dimensional analysis: Build a quantity with the
dimensions of length using the speed of light, Planck’s constant, and Newton’s
constant.) Whether quantum gravity will yield a revolutionary shift in quantum
theory, general relativity, or both remains to be seen.”

http://academics.hamilton.edu/physics/smajor/quantgrav.html

2. sol
July 3, 2004

JC,

The Elegant Universe, by Brian Greene, pg 231 and Pg 232

“But now, almost a century after Einstein’s tour-de-force, string theory gives us a
quantum-mechanical discription of gravity that, by necessity, modifies general
relativity when distances involved become as short as the Planck length. Since
Reinmannian geometry is the mathetical core of general relativity, this means
that it too must be modified in order to reflect faithfully the new short distance
physics of string theory. Whereas general relativity asserts that the curved
properties of the universe are described by Reinmannian geometry, string theory
asserts this is true only if we examine the fabric of the universe on large enough
scales. On scales as small as planck length a new kind of geometry must emerge,
one that aligns with the new physics of string theory. This new geometry is
called, quantum geometry.”

You were right to point this out and from a common perspective, as a starting
point .

But these discription were not limited to string theory alone as we have come to
witness from the participants of LQG or dynamical traingulations of quantum
gravity(quantum geometry).

Again you were right to point out the many facets of the attempts here, including
Penrose and his twistors.

I am trying to find a common bound between them all, as we all are?:) Some of
my perspectives are being revealled on physicsforum, and the imput back to me,

http://academics.hamilton.edu/physics/smajor/quantgrav.html
http://academics.hamilton.edu/physics/smajor/quantgrav.html


is pointing towards the usage of Glast as a possible discriptor of the metric.

All speculation of course.

3. JC
July 3, 2004

sol,

What is your definition of “quantum geometry”? Over the years I’ve noticed the
term “quantum geometry” being used and abused for all kinds of things,
depending on who you’re speaking to.

I don’t really have a good precise definition for the term “quantum geometry”,
other than perhaps (in a vague sense) looking at what happens to the geometry
of classical general relativity when quantum corrections are added in. Since not
many of the quantum gravity paradigms are particularly that successful, I don’t
feel there’s really any easy way to even quote a universal definition of “quantum
geometry” that everybody can agree upon. At this point in time, string theory has
the furthest progress in terms of looking at a “quantum geometry”.

In a non gravity context, perhaps “quantum geometry” could be defined as
examining the “geometry” underlying quantum Yang-Mills theory.

Anyone else have a better or more precise definition of “quantum geometry”?

4. Thomas Larsson
July 3, 2004

Alejandro,

All I meant was that values of atomic masses are to some extent due to historical
accident. The allowed ranges are of course too small to really affect the viability
of human life.

5. sol
July 2, 2004

I was always fascinated by the relationship to the isometrical relationship
orbitals presented in terms of self similarity. To cosmological situations the
representations eem awfully uncannny.

Arivero, and from that standpoint, could we have indeed found a escoteric( has it
been removed?) way to speak on the nature of quantum geometry?

6. Alejandro Rivero
July 2, 2004

Last week I was informally presenting to my elders my work on nuclear masses,
and someone mentioned Rydberg but I was unaware of all the history. Thanks
very much for bringing it here. Although I can not see how the isotope theory is
anthropic-environmental (?). Well, of course, a sort of anthropicity principle



could be to request the existence of Dalton’s atoms. Plausibly this requires the
proton mass to be well smaller than the ones in the higgs/electroweak sector, but
this is too modern for Rydberg 

Aside, I believe to remember that the original isotope proposal was linked
somehow to esoterism.

7. Thomas Larsson
July 2, 2004

There is one obvious example successful of anthropic, or at least environmental,
reasoning that I am surprised not to have seen mentioned: the isotope theory.
120 years ago, Janne Rydberg was probably Sweden’s most famous physicist.
Nowadays he is remembered for the series and the constant, but his main
interest was to derive some deep explanation for atomic masses. When it
eventually turned out that atomic mass is due to a rather random mixture of
isotopes, he became so depressed that he had to seek professional help.

There are of course many differences, e.g. that we can successfully explain the
masses of individual isotopes, at least in principle. But I don’t see a problem if
some numbers must be explained by historical accident, as long as the main
predictions of your theory (extra-dimensions, SUSY, massless scalars, proton
decay, huge and negative CC, etc.) agree with experiments.

8. Alejandro Rivero
July 2, 2004

JC, indeed it is easier and a lot more honest simply to point out the empirical
data your theory needs. Newton does no predict the mass of the Earth nor Moon,
and still it is a pretty theory.

The point here is that the “monovacuum” and “anthropic” folks actually share a
common goal of defining a single theory having a single solution. But the second
group has evolved towards a tricky, not very honest, methodology. The original
anthropic principle, as I remembered it, claimed that we can not determine
theoretically some fundamental constants because they could have any random
value in some range, and we just happen to be in one of the possible ranges. The
now-selling A.P. claims that the value of the fundamental constants is determined
theoretically just because we are here.

The “monovacuum” folks follow a different argument. They are on the [very
extended, but rarely explicit] oppinion that there is only a consistent way to
describe spatial change (ie movement) in a mathematically consistent manner. In
fact it is surprising how few methods do we have to describe dynamics, so it
could be. In this view Classical Mechanics is logically incomplete or inconsistent
(zero limits, incompatibility with electromagnetism) and the same happens with
Classical Field Theory (self-energy of electromagnetism) and Quantum Field
Theory (Renormalisation), while the fundamental yet to be string theory should
be completely sound. The argument is antropic in a deeper sense than the
antropic principle: it assumes that Reality must be exactly described my using
[matematical] Words.



Hmm I feel I am not answering your comment but simply expanding or re-stating
the previous of mine. Still, I wanted to go over it because of your mention of
“compactness”. A side of the “compactness” of a theory is related not to its
mathematical complexity, but to its degree of uniqueness.

I supposse that at the end one can reduct this uniqueness to some counting of
the axioms and postulates needed in the theory (while complexity could be a
count of lemmas and theorems), and to count the external input too.

9. JC
July 1, 2004

Alejandro,

Many years ago I use to think of physical theories as a “compact” way of
representing information about a particular phenomenon, in a vague sense. If a
theory is so complicated and cumbersome, that it takes up more computer
“storage space” to represent the mathematical formulas than it takes to
represent the original experimental data, it would be easier just to quote the
experimental data instead of the cumbersome “theory”. (This is sort of an abuse
of “Occam’s Razor” without being too precise). The obvious case is that of
Newton’s laws representing many different phenomena like Kepler’s laws,
pendulum motion, free fall motion, etc … With quantum mechanics, the n-body
Coulomb problem for the Schrodinger equation can account for the spectral lines
of atoms, etc … The theories of Newton and Schrodinger are a very “compact”
mathematical representation, compared to quoting all the experimental data for
all the possible phenomena they represent. (I think it was Gregory Chaitlin who
advocted this point of view over the years).

For really highly nonlinear systems that show up in fields like economics, biology,
politics, psychology, etc … a lot of them are so mathematically cumbersome to
the point that they are hopelessly complicated, where the most “compact” way of
representing the phenomena is just to quote the original empirical data. A typical
example of this is the empirical weather data, compared to the complicated
nonlinear fluid dynamics systems which attempt to approximate the weather (in
a less than satisfactory manner for the most part).

I’m being somewhat vague on purpose, since I don’t have a precise definition for
“compact” representation of a physical phenomenon. Over the years I have
changed my views on some of these ideas. I may very well end up dropping the
entire framework in the future if I can’t find a way to resolve the issues that I
have been deliberately vague about.

With respect to string theory, the “monovacuum” folks want a single unique
vacuum solution which in a vague sense gives a “compact” representation for a
quantum theory of gravity. With a proliferation of a zillion Calabi-Yau manifolds
and many other solutions in the String Landscape, then string theory becomes
one of those nasty cumbersome theories which becomes hopelessly complicated
to deal with. It may very well be easier just to state the empirical data from the
particle physics data books and the Standard Model, along with whatever



empirical data is coming from the astrophysics folks (ie. cosmological constant,
etc …) as the most “compact” representation of the phenomena that string
theory originally was “advertised” to represent.

10. Alejandro Rivero
July 1, 2004

I had always though of it as a cosmologist/philosopher gadget. The Weak
Anthopic Princriple and all that.

A decent motivation for it can come from
“Things are words” (20, 21st century AD), as Larsson quotes Polyakov. But forget
the explanation from P. I understand that the “things are words” principle can be
used to tell us that any theory of Reality must be done with words, and thus all
the physics we do is limited to this. A physicist can say “words, and more
concretely mathematical words”, and then look for a proof of existence and
uniqueness of mathematical theories fitting the known data. This was the spirit
of GUT and it is the spirit of string field theoretists, to use the “things are words”
principle to get a single unique theory.

My understanding is that string is failing to get uniqueness, and then they
perturb their own philosophical principle in order to say “things are words
coming from empirical input”, or something so. But then it loses all its appeal.

11. JC
July 1, 2004

Alejandro,

Do you have any insight as to why exactly some physics people end up believing
in anthropic arguments and ideas?

If I didn’t know any better, I get the sense that a person using the anthropic
principle is attempting to justify a particular idea/theory (whether popular or
unpopular) that they are not willing to give up on easily. In the days when I was
still a true believer in string theory, I would have found it very difficult to give up
on it as a solution to quantizing gravity. I probably would have been making
every possible excuse and argument to rationalize my own personal biases and
prejudices in favor of string theory. If the anthropic landscape ideas were around
when I was still doing string theory, I certainly would have tried to use them as
my own personal justification to continue to believe in string theory.

For some folks, it may possibly be an “ego” thing where they don’t want to admit
that they spent many years of their life, time, and energy on something that may
very well be completely wrong in the end.

12. D R Lunsford
July 1, 2004

JC-



One thing that comes immediately to mind is Poincare and his wrestling with the
metaphysics of F=ma (see “Science and Hypothesis” and “Science and Method”).
If he had just forged ahead without worrying too much about how people are
related to physics, he might have hit on relativity before Einstein.

-drl

13. Alejandro Rivero
July 1, 2004

I keep telling, supposse that we ask for sentient persons able to measure an
earthly acceleration of 9.8 meters/second^2. Is this an anthropic requeriment?
To me, it seems just experimental input. As people become aware that
antropic=empirical input, the club will dissolve. I hope.

14. JC
July 1, 2004

It will be interesting to see how many “monovacuum” folks will still be left
actively working on string theory, if the anthropic folks end up having the most
influence on the string research agenda.

It would be interesting to go back into physics history and see which paradigms
and research fields had a “kiss of death” once the experts were starting to use
the anthropic principle in a “serious” manner.



Hawking Buzz

July 3, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The buzz is that Hawking has a new idea about how to resolve the “Black Hole
Information Paradox”, the well known incompatibility between standard ideas about
black holes and the unitary time evolution of the wave function that is fundamental to
quantum mechanics. Evidently Hawking has asked to give a talk about this at GR17, a
big conference on general relativity that will be held July 18-23 in Dublin.

The abstract for his talk goes like this:

“The Euclidean path integral over all topologically trivial metrics can be done by time
slicing and so is unitary when analytically continued to the Lorentzian. On the other
hand, the path integral over all topologically non-trivial metrics is asymptotically
independent of the initial state. Thus the total path integral is unitary and information
is not lost in the formation and evaporation of black holes. The way the information
gets out seems to be that a true event horizon never forms, just an apparent horizon.”

I can’t tell exactly what that means either, so I guess we’ll have to wait for the talk.
My own prejudice about quantum field theory is that the relation between the
Euclidean and Minkowski space formulations of quantum field theory is actually much
more interesting and subtle than people think. It’s not just a technical trick. So I’ll be
interested to see what Hawking has to say about this.

Something else at the conference that may be interesting will be Sir Roger Penrose’s
public talk entitled “Fashion, Faith and Fantasy in Modern Physical Theories”. Guess
what he is referring to by “Fashion”.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
July 8, 2004

Another subtlety about Minkowskian signatures is the embedding theorem. Not
usually mentioned, but worth to have it at the back of some neuron.

2. Urs Schreiber
July 8, 2004

Wick rotation in QFT on a fixed background is certainly deep. But for quantum
gravity it is for the obvious reason very problematic, as has been discussed at
great length on s.p.r. for instance.

Hawking has worked a lot on Euclidean path integrals for cosmology in the past,
and he even goes as far as introducing his ‘Universe in a nutshell’ book with
saying that our universe is essentially a Euclidean 4-sphere in a sense. (I think he
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should have mentioned that this is more of a personal view, a hunch, which is not
necessarily shared by the community or even demonstrated by results, I’d think.)
Maybe it is just due to my ignorance of the literature, but I am having trouble
coming up with past results or even hints that the Euclidean path integral for
gravity is the thing to look at. Now, maybe Hawking’s new idea about black hole
information is just that hint which I am looking for, I don’t know. But currently I
am a little sceptical.

3. Godfrey Miller
July 6, 2004

I saw Sir Roger when he gave the same talk(s) at Princeton on Oct. 17, 20, and
22. On that occasion, Fashion, Faith, and Fantasy were each the subject of one
night’s talk.

I thoroughly enjoyed what he had to say, but Princeton is a hub for string theory,
and I got the distinct feeling that my position was in the minority.

You can watch them at the following address:
http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/

4. D R Lunsford
July 5, 2004

Peter,

Could you give some information about it?

To me the signature seems physical, and I don’t see how it is possible to alter it.

Complex structures that arise naturally out of geometry are another matter.
(Think for example of the circular points at infinity in plane projective geometry.)

5. Alejandro Rivero
July 4, 2004

The french girls did a good work to introduce the subtleties of path measuring,
at the end of their geometry manual.

6. Bogdanoff
July 3, 2004

Quote : “My own prejudice about quantum field theory is that the relation
between the Euclidean and Minkowski space formulations of quantum field
theory is actually much more interesting and subtle than people think.”

Well, it is exactly what we think. And by the way, certain questions raised by S.H.
are developed in our “Topological field Theory of the Initial Singulariry of Space
time” paper (CQG) that was extensively discussed but not really understood as a
new formulation regarding the transition between lorentzian metric (real time,
still valid et Planck scale) to euclidean metric imaginary time, only valid at 0
scale). In our model, this transition becomes effective between Planck scale and

http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/
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0 scale and is characterized by quantum fluctuations of lorentzian and euclidean
metrics (superposition (KMS) state of metrics). In this model, the “apparent
horizon” evoked by Hawking could be the result of an “euclidean evolution” of
events in the black hole whose final singularity does not exist in real (lorentzian
time) but in imaginary (euclidean) time.



There They Go Again…

July 6, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Throughout the mid-to-late 80s, the NSF and other organizations would periodically
issue alarmist reports about an impending dangerous shortage of scientists and
engineers in the U.S. These projections for shortages turned out to be utter nonsense,
as anyone who looked at the situation honestly could have foreseen. By the early 90s,
instead of a shortage, the bottom dropped out of the employment market for
scientists. In the math department here I saw a large number of very good graduate
students and post-docs leave the field because there were no jobs for them.

Particle theory is a field in which the job market has been varying degrees of awful
since about 1970. One might argue that while this is tough on young particle
theorists, it means that the few who get jobs will be truly outstanding and the subject
will flourish. The problem with this argument is that particle theory has seen
extremely little progress since the mid-70s, about the time that one would expect the
effects of the tight job market to be seen. The main reason for this is that the
standard model is just too good, but one could plausibly argue that the evidence is
that a very tight job market is bad for the field. Good people don’t go into it; those
that do and survive do so by not working on anything too ambitious, because it could
easily fail and they’d be out on the street.

Mathematics is a much more normal job market than particle theory, but there still
have always been a lot more Ph.D.s than jobs where they can use their talents. The
job market in math was terrible in the early-to-mid nineties, got better in the late-
nineties and is not so bad now. Our students seem to be doing relatively well at
getting jobs. Budgets are tight, especially at state universities, but a lot of people
hired during the 60s are finally starting to retire.

The NSF is now at it again, with its National Science Board issuing a glossy report
entitled An Emerging and Critical Problem of the Science and Engineering Labor
Force. A good article in the Chronicle of Higher Education reports on this, but also
has a lot of information debunking the report.

Why does the NSF repeatedly engage in this kind of alarmism and dishonesty? If you
take a look at the membership of the National Science Board, you’ll find no young
scientists, but a lot of university and NSF administrators, corporate executives, and
senior professors. All of these people have a large vested interest in flooding the
scientific labor pool in the U.S. so that it will provide a lot of cheap labor. The NSF
gets much of its funding from Congress by emphasizing its role in training scientists,
so of course it wants to claim that more of this needs to be done. Universities and
corporations want lots of new Ph.D.s so they can get the best ones to work for them
for peanuts. Universities want lots of grad students to provide cheap labor as TAs.
Senior professors, at least in the experimental sciences, want lots of grad students to
staff their labs cheaply. These people all seem to firmly believe that a system that
produces huge numbers of underemployed and badly paid young scientists is the best
thing for science and for the U.S. as a whole. In fact, it is just the best thing for their
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personal interests.

Comments

1. DrP
July 16, 2004

wrong wrong wrong

briefly:

Just because our society doesn’t ‘value’ science doesn’t mean our society, the job
market, the corporations, whatever, is right.

The question is how to make the valuation of science match it’s value.

There’s tons of incomplete scientific projects. Protenomics, diseases we didn’t
know we had, brain/computer research, nanotech, whatever… lots of valuable
potential for hundreds of years. The fact that these are not getting the attention
that they deserve, should be regarded as a fault of the system, not an affirmation
of the system and it’s correct working due to infallible economic ‘laws’.

People would benefit. If society structures (ie corporations, governments) don’t
“benefit”, so much the worse for all. For what is it all for?

An investment in science is an investment. If the current system can’t see
beyond the shortsighted next accounting period, so much the worse in my regard
for the system.

Wealth is result of science. Lawyers, MBAs don’t create wealth, they just
administer the moving of the wealth from pile to pile. (Even though they may be
‘knowledge workers’.)

If our society pays more for other jobs, encouraging our best to enter other
fields, it’s just evidence of being a badly organized society. It is not living up to
what it COULD be. If planet Earth had to “compete” on a comparison basis with
a similar planet Earth2 that had a much stronger scientific culture, which would
be getting ahead? So why not make this world be that other world?

The question, (as has been said,) is how to change it. (And if you don’t recognize
what quote I’m making an allusion too, well, so much the worst for us all.)

Further weblog blatherings on this topic are available at
http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=04/07/09/1941201&mode=thread&
tid=134&tid=146&tid=99

2. erinj
July 13, 2004

My two pence on this: I also agree with Peter, and also JC and Steven. I too was
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appalled at how post-doc research actually was in reality (in the UK in my case),
and I worked similar hours to you Steven. Increasingly I see my post-doc year as
simply an experiment: I wanted to find out what it was like, and try to achieve
something lasting, but looking back I am beginning to regret it, as it seems to
have done little for me in terms of career prospects, it’s value when applying for
other occupations and my health.

I could immediately relate to your comment about having “too many” degrees,
JC: since finishing my post-doc, it has taken me months to find office-based
temporary work, and I believe I only got the job because I omitted my PhD from
my resume! For every other job I applied for, in which I included my PhD in my
resume, I was either rejected or never contacted about the job.

I never realized possessing a PhD would make things harder for me (especially
when it comes to employment), but it definitely seems to have done so. People
with PhD’s are just not meant to find work easily!

3. Alejandro Rivero
July 13, 2004

Wish it were completely invaluable. I mean, that we had so huge quantity of
reasoning minds that their monetary value were zero.

Actually I wish the same about production of commodities, but that is politics 

4. Ralph Lee
July 11, 2004

appreciated the perspective, thanks.

5. bob
July 10, 2004

I’m so glad the academia is feeling the pain physical labour workers have known
for a long time. Your work once it becomes commoditized is no longer valuable
because of the surplus amount of workers competing for jobs you can exploit
them for all they are worth for the benefit of the owners of the school or business
in question.

6. bob
July 10, 2004

Welcome to the wonderful world of capitalism. Now you know why people like
Albert einstein endorsed some form of socialist policy and regulation of
capitalism, he didn’t want to eliminate it totally he wanted to eliminate the
exploitation that capitalism brings and the negative capitalistic traits. Capitalism
is not about being competitive it’s about making it to the top and making sure
you and your family stay that way. Once you get a significant amount of money
you can keep making more and more because the amount gives you the power to
become an economic imperialist where you just buy out your competitors or sit
on your nest egg and sell things below cost until your competitors go out of



business and you have the monopoly of ownership once more.

7. Jon H
July 10, 2004

” I could really become a fat rat and get an MBA. There is no shortage of MBA’s
that have an actual clue about the technology. But the real question is this. Do I
want to surround myself with assholes all day, or be in the technical trenches
with my network administration team, discussing routing issues and solving
congestion problems? Do I always want to have to rely on a geek like me to stay
afloat in front of the board because I am clueless? Do I want to be in charge of a
team that has no respect for me, aside from work authority and my witty
personality? I am continuing my education in CS. Why? Because Im not a fucking
moron that will dumb myself down for a bigger pool or lexus.”

Getting an MBA doesn’t necessarily mean you have to work as an MBA.

There’s probably a good case to be made that, after getting a degree in science,
getting an MBA would be a good way of making contacts with business people –
either your professors, or your classmates.

Knowing such people would make it easier to start up a company if you have an
idea for a technical service or product. You’d do the science, they’d do the
business.

Or, if they know you have an advanced degree in science, they might turn to you
if they need such a person as a partner in a new venture they are considering.

It seems to me that one place where you do often find people with graduate
science degrees is among the founders of startups or small companies. Getting
an MBA and knowing MBAs are things that would help *you* be the founding
partner with the graduate science degree.

Come to think of it, maybe college science departments should start throwing
meet & greet parties or dinners with the business department.

8. Dennis Kipman
July 10, 2004

Seven years ago I graduated from high school and went into the workforce
building PC’s. From building PC’s at 7.50 an hour, I learned that a good way to
make more money would be to learn how to build a network. So I did, reading
$24.99 books at Barnes and Noble and taking advantage of any work
opportunities (employers that didnt want to pay $$ for a college educated
employee). I currently make $85k as a network analyst in IT after jumping a few
jobs to increase my salary as I learned more topics over the years. Since my most
recent job pays for school + all books, I couldn’t pass up going to school and
getting educated. Having gone through a BS in CS now, and about to embark on
more schooling, I made a choice. I could really become a fat rat and get an MBA.
There is no shortage of MBA’s that have an actual clue about the technology. But
the real question is this. Do I want to surround myself with assholes all day, or be



in the technical trenches with my network administration team, discussing
routing issues and solving congestion problems? Do I always want to have to rely
on a geek like me to stay afloat in front of the board because I am clueless? Do I
want to be in charge of a team that has no respect for me, aside from work
authority and my witty personality? I am continuing my education in CS. Why?
Because Im not a fucking moron that will dumb myself down for a bigger pool or
lexus.

9. D R Lunsford
July 9, 2004

Faraday a janitor? How do these legends get born? Is there an antilegend for
every legend?

Faraday was “Davy’s greatest discovery”. After Faraday presented him with a
bound copy of his lectures on chemistry, Davy hired Faraday as a lab assistant.

The info is only a google away.

-drl

10. Alejandro Rivero
July 8, 2004

Michael Faraday was a janitor at the Royal Institution, wasn’t it?

11. JC
July 7, 2004

Interesting www site about the “real deal” about science type jobs:

http://scijobs.freeshell.org/

I don’t know whether it’s just “sour grapes” from the author, but a lot of the info
at the site looks informative.

12. Fabien Besnard
July 7, 2004

Peter, I can’t agree more with you !
In fact, what you have said fits really well with the situation here in France. What
surprises me, is that I thought things were better in the States. We always
consider the States to be a heaven for research, but it seems to have changed.
However, the job market in France is certainly in a much poorer situation than in
the USA, and this is the main reason for the huge protest of reaserchers that
happened last year (it was the first time in the history of the country). We also
have a report saying that there will be a shortage of scientists in the years to
come, but this time it is true, because since about ten years, students leak away
from science. There have been something around 30% loss of undergraduate
students in ten years (the situation is especially critical in maths and physics).

13. JC

http://scijobs.freeshell.org/
http://scijobs.freeshell.org/


July 6, 2004

When I was in grad school, I was sort of a night owl type and was literally on a
first name basis with the night shift janitors on my floor. Over the years I found
out they were making around the same salary as many professors, and working a
lot less hours.

One janitor I found out actually went to grad school for math in the 1970’s but
dropped out without finishing his thesis. He mentioned that it was difficult
finding any science or engineering type jobs in the 70’s, and he ended up doing
various janitorial type jobs ever since. By the time more “jobs” opened up in the
80’s, he was already a manager that dealt with overseeing janitorial duties for
several large buildings on campus, and was being paid half decently for it. (He
also had kids to support, which was a huge factor for him staying in the same job
over the years).

A few other folks I knew over the years, who never pursued any post-secondary
school education, ended up working at other menial or blue collar jobs, like
garbage collection, post office, driving trucks, etc … Most of them are making
more than many professors at the local universities nearby, and working a lot
less hours.

At times I wonder what kids today are thinking, when word is already out that
there’s hardly any good paying jobs that require a PhD. In many workplaces, a
degree isn’t much more than an easy way to “weed out” job applicants. When HR
has several hundred or thousands of resumes to sort through, it’s easier on the
first cut to just delete all the resumes which don’t have any degrees or have “too
many” degrees, so that they have a “managable” number of resumes to look at.
Almost everybody I knew over the years who worked in HR at various
corporations of all sizes, mentioned that most of their daily work is to “weed out”
as many resumes as possible that are submitted over the internet or (less
commonly) by postal mail.

I don’t have a reference handy, but there’s allegedly already huge declines in
folks majoring in computer science and engineering over the last few years at
places like MIT. Despite Bill Gates trying to advocate kids into majoring in fields
like computer science, kids seem to be able to see through the farce and
propaganda and aren’t taking the bait so easily.

In the near future, will there be a day when going to college no longer makes any
financial sense? At the present time the propaganda advocating college
education seems to be things like low interest student loans, along with
“dreams” of a better life and career after finishing college. In some cases it’s
family pressures. Many kids find out the hard way after graduation that their
degrees are worth jack shit, and are hardly even worth the paper they’re printed
on.

At times I wonder if there will ever be another great “self-taught” mathematician
and/or physicist that comes out of the blue, like a Ramanujan or Fermat. These
days many of the “self-taught” physicists and/or mathematicians seem to be



mostly crackpots, instead of serious scientists.

Historically before the 20th century, it seems to be an exception for
mathematicians or physicists to be on faculty at a university. It appears that the
expansion of university faculty jobs in America came after World War 2, with the
GI Bill and Sputnik. With that huge surge in government money in the 1950’s, it
seems to have made many sciences a viable middle class career for a period of
time afterwards.

14. Steven
July 6, 2004

Peter, you are spot on there. I got a phd in the 90s (from the UK, I am a Brit) and
took up a postdoc in the US at a major university (an Ivy League one actually).
This was in theoretical biophysics/biology although my background is in
theoretical physics. I went with high ideals and enthusiasm but quickly became
disillusioned and deflated to realise that the big postdoc pool there was badly
paid and had virtually no status or respect. They were neither students or faculty
and existed in a sort of limbo. I was under the illusion that the title “phd” at least
carried some (a lot of) respect but in US universities even the secretaries
consider themselves a cut above you. Most of them (postdocs) were from China
and India, were paid very little, follow orders without question, and would work
very long and hard for peanuts (including weekends/Saturdays and holidays).
Any of them could easily be replaced. (I believe the Polish word is “Robotnic”).

Basically they can have a pool of slave labour doing experiments and laboratory
grunt work virtually 24/7. Very little academic freedom although being in theory
was somewhat better. The campus (at postdoc level) felt like the intellectual
equivalent of a slave plantation, far from the very niave ideal I once had of
civilised minds working together to advance science and better humanity. Also
NO American postdocs did I ever encounter and very few american graduate
students. Most of them seem to have had wised up to the fact that science is no
longer a viable middle-class career path.

The Darwinian misconception in all of the sciences at this level is that this
system “weeds out” the weakest students/postdocs and that “the best” then
survive. What actually happens is that it weeds out the people who don’t want to
destroy their lives working 60-70 hour weeks worrying about how ions affect
protein folding dynamics and so on. It seems to get rid of the people who want
balanced lives and other interests outside of science. Who want to go to art
galleries, theatre/music concerts, restaurants, spend time with their families and
have relationships etc–ie the sort of people who in the end actually make the best
scientists!! The ones that make it to permanent positions often turn out to be
(although not always) those that can withstand the most mindnumbing drudgery
and who work the politics right, and who play safe, take no risks, and don’t do
anything that can actually advance science.

I published 4 papers in (good)journals but my supervisor did’nt consider it
“useful or practical enough” and the funding eventually trickled away. Even if
you do good work you can still be at the mercy of your superiors who might not



like your style of doing things. Doing good work your superiors don’t understand
is also asking for trouble. One day I was in a diner, when it was not busy,
listening to two waitresses at another table talking and filling in their tax stuff
and I realised they had better money, hours and conditions than myself and any
of my fellow postdocs! That was it for me really lol. I had had enough.

Later I tracked down some of the guys I graduated with (at degree and phd level)
via internet and email to see how they were doing. One really brilliant guy I
knew as an undergrad had done a years postdoc in particle theory and had also
packed it in and left academia. So I am convinced academic science is losing a
lot of good people (if not all the best people). I wish I could paint a brighter
picture but I am sure very many other poeple have had virtually the same
experience.

15. JC
July 6, 2004

Is it true that corporations really want PhDs in the first place? Over the years I
got the impression the private sector aren’t as interested in PhDs, compared to
folks who only have a bachelor degrees. It seems like they will only hire PhDs
when they really desperately “have to”. In many ways, the overproduction of
PhDs is the classic economic case of “supply WITHOUT demand”.

Getting the NSF to do the advocacy work for more PhDs with the government
partially funding the programs which create more PhDs, in some ways is the
ideal framework for many corporations. It’s an easy way of getting the taxpayers
to pay most of the costs in educating more PhDs, while the private sector reaps
all the rewards. With a huge flood of PhDs on the labor market, it acts like a
damper on the salaries of white collar workers.

The only obvious cynical reason I can think of for corporations and universities
advocating the production of more PhDs, is mainly to bring down the pay scales
of white collar workers. If you have a huge flood of PhDs and other educated
workers, the pay scales will be brought down eventually to the point where PhDs
and other educated workers are a “dime a dozen”, or about the same salaries as
blue collar workers.

Since slavery is illegal in most richer countries, the best they can do is to turn
many skill sets and jobs into a “commodity”. It’s a lot easier to run a business
when workers can be easily interchanged and/or replaced like a “commodity”,
and where unions have very little to no power. All employers have to do these
days is to threaten that they will move their operations overseas to places like
India, China, etc … and it will stop most workers from asking too many hard or
demanding questions.



Twisted K-theory

July 6, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Michael Atiyah and Graeme Segal have a new foundational paper out on twisted
K-theory. It doesn’t have too many examples or applications, but lays a rigorous
foundation for a certain point of view on the subject. Section 5 is the one quantum
field theorists should pay attention to, it explains the relation to the fermionic Fock
space. For a more explicit construction relating QFT to twisted K-theory, besides the
papers of Freed, Hopkins and Teleman, one can look at “Gerbes, (twisted) K-theory,
and the supersymmetric WZW model” by Jouko Mickelsson.

Comments

1. Urs Schreiber
July 15, 2004

Hi again –

many thanks for your reply!

I should have made myself clearer. I think my question concerned a slightly
different issue. I’d be grateful if you had a look at this refined question and drop
me a note on what you think about it.

2. Urs Schreiber
July 15, 2004

Hi Peter –

since you are an expert on loop space: Could you help me with the question that
I ask here?

3. Urs Schreiber
July 15, 2004

I was referring to my old problem of putting fermions on the
lattice.There Kahler-Dirac fermions are basically Kogut-Susskind
fermions, and disentangling a single spinor (an ideal in the Clifford
algebra) is tricky.

Ah, you are thinking of Dirac-Kähler on the lattice. This has problems even for a
flat ‘metric’. I have once thought about this a little together with Eric Forgy,
when writing section 5.2 of our notes math-ph/0407005 on discrete differential
geometry (where we used the loop space deformation techniques that describe
superstring backgrounds and applied them to the point particle limit). Maybe
Dirac-Hestenes spinors are the best choice for the lattice.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.KT/0407054
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.KT/0407054
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206139
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206139
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206139
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206139
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000399.html#c001306
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000399.html#c001306
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000399.html#c001308
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000399.html#c001308
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000399.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000399.html
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/math-ph/0407005
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/math-ph/0407005


What happens when lattice QFT is done with something that is not exactly a
spinor in a single ideal? For small lattice spacing the undesireable mixing should
disappear. Wouldn’t that be sufficient? Or does a finite mixing survive the
continuum limit?

Another way of getting spinors from forms is by picking a complex
structure. Then spinors are (up to a twist by a square root of the top
dim form) just the holomorphic exterior algebra, and this is preserved
by the Levi-Civita connection when your metric is Kahler.

Yes, when the metric is Kähler. Alternatively, if spinors are already modeled in
left ideals on the exterior bundle, then a Kähler background allows one further
split of degrees of freedom and admits to increase N=1 susy to N=2. When
twisting one of these two susys one obtains the topological string and all kinds of
major wonders begin to happen.

4. Peter
July 14, 2004

When I was quoting Witten I was referring to my old problem of putting fermions
on the lattice.There Kahler-Dirac fermions are basically Kogut-Susskind
fermions, and disentangling a single spinor (an ideal in the Clifford algebra) is
tricky.

In your case presumably what you say works. Another way of getting spinors
from forms is by picking a complex structure. Then spinors are (up to a twist by
a square root of the top dim form) just the holomorphic exterior algebra, and this
is preserved by the Levi-Civita connection when your metric is Kahler.

5. Urs Schreiber
July 14, 2004

Hi Peter –

you wrote:

As you might guess, I’m interested in this model as a 1+1 d QFT, not a
string theory.

That’s fine with me. If one wants, for instance, to think of the WZW model as not
describing a string in a group manifold, but as describing a group valued field on
some low-dimensional spacetime, that doesn’t change any of the results, of
course.

I remember Witten pointing out to me “Yeah, but what you want are
spinors, not the exterior algebra”, which is the heart of the problem.

Hm, now I am surprised. Of course it is true that we are interested in spinors
and not in differential forms. But…

The point is that the supercharges on the worldsheet simply are Dirac-Kähler



operators. We are not choosing them to be such.

So there is a puzzle, and it does have a resolution:

The puzzle is: How can it be that the string has spinors in its spectrum, when the
supercharge is really the Dirac-Kähler operator?

As was noted already by Kähler himself, his equation models spinors on flat
spacetime, but no longer on a curved spacetime. That’s because the connection
on the exterior bundle does not respect the spinor ideals, but mixes them. (I have
once tried to give a hands-on physicist-like way to see how this works here.)

So how can it be that superstrings have spinors in their spectrum even on curved
spacetime, if, as I claim, their supercharges are Dirac-Kähler operators?

Well, the reason is, for superstrings there are conditioons on the background
fields. You cannot just arbitrarily curve the background. Something has to
provide the energy-momentum density for this curvature and the background
equations of motion have to be satisfied. These extra fields will enter into the
Dirac-Kähler operator as additional connection-like terms, and these terms will
cancel the problkematic mixing effect.

We know this has to be true in principle (it is essentially nothing but the chiral
splitting on the worldsheet) but it is probably instructive to see how it works in
specific examples. The best example I know is just the super WZW model. Here
we have target space curvature (target space is a Lie group manifold with the
standard Killing metric). But there is also a 2-form field on target space. This
2-form field induces a torsion term in the Dirac-Kähler operator. This is precisely
the parallelizing torsion on the group manifold. But this means that it exactly
cancels the Levi-Civita connection in the inavriant orthonormal basis. This way
the mixing effect is removed and we have true spinors described by the WZW
Dirac-Kähler operator! 

I discuss this and all the details in section 2.1.4 of hep-th/0311064.
(Unfortunately this paper is not very readably written, I have to admit.)

So the Dirac-Kähler operator is indeed at the heart of it, but there is no problem!

6. Peter
July 14, 2004

Yes, this is the worldsheet Hamiltonian. As you might guess, I’m interested in
this model as a 1+1 d QFT, not a string theory.

The Dirac-Kahler stuff is very interesting, especially in its relation to TQFT, as in
Witten’s original Morse theory paper. I actually first got interested in this way
back in grad school when I was thinking about fermions on lattices and Dirac-
Kahler. I remember Witten pointing out to me “Yeah, but what you want are
spinors, not the exterior algebra”, which is the heart of the problem.

http://groups.google.de/groups?selm=3E563E94.5A9A75A8%40uni-essen.de
http://groups.google.de/groups?selm=3E563E94.5A9A75A8%40uni-essen.de
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0311064
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0311064


7. Urs Schreiber
July 14, 2004

Hi Peter –

I think that unless something weird happens looking at one chirality is fully
sufficient, since both chirality sectors are decoupled and identical.

I would like to know what precisely you mean by the Hamiltonian picture.
Probably and hopefully this refers to the worldsheet Hamiltonian, so that you are
perhaps thinking of looking at the WZW QFT in the Schrödinger picture
(operators do not depend on worldsheet time) instead of the usual Heisenberg
picture of CFT (where they do)? That would be nice, because this is exactly the
point of view which leads from superstrings to differential geometry on loop
space.

Namely loop space is of course the configuration space of the string, which only
makes an autonomous appearance in the Schrödinger picture. In other words,
loop space is the midi-superspace (super in the sense of Wheeler, not in the
sense of supersymmetry) of the worldsheet gravity theory.

My original motivation to look into strings at all was that I had found that all
kinds of supersymmetric field theories, and in particular N=1, D=3+1 SUGRA,
look like Dirac-Kähler systems (i.e. systems governed by (d + del)) when
formulated in Schrödinger picture on their configuration space.

Since it is hard to make progress with this insight in 3+1 dimensional gravity, I
applied it to 1+1 dimensional gravity and arrived at the string. Turns out that
the Dirac-Kähler point of view here works wonders, in my opinion.

But it is also an unfamiliar point of view for physicists. It had been hinted at by
Witten in his ‘Morse theory’ paper, but that’s about it. I am hoping to convice
some people that it is a fruitful point of view.

The comments you made suggest that this might in fact be easier in more
mathematically inclined circles, where the notion of differential geometry on
loop space is something that people can associate interesting results with.

So if you find the time to sketch some ideas by Mickelsson and others, you are
guaranteed to have at least one interested reader.

8. Peter
July 14, 2004

I’ve always been somewhat confused by the relation between what Mickelsson
does and supersymmetric WZW. For one thing, he’s in a Hamiltonian picture, and
only appears to be looking at one chirality.

At some point in the next few weeks I plan to get back to working on this and
maybe the references you give will help me sort it out.

http://www-stud.uni-essen.de/~sb0264/sqm.html
http://www-stud.uni-essen.de/~sb0264/sqm.html


9. Urs Schreiber
July 14, 2004

So what is it Mickelsson is doing with the supersymmetric WZW model?

In the intro it says (and more I haven’t read so far)

We also discuss the construction of twisted K-theory classes by families
of supercharges for the supersymmetric Wess-Zumino-Witten model.

The generic supercharges of the WZW model are just the left- and rightmoving
worldsheet supercharges, which are (Kähler-)Dirac(-Ramond) operators on the
loop group with respect to a connection which is Levi-Civita plus/minus the
parallelizing torsion (as discussed for instance in hep-th/9310187 and hep-
th/0311064). For certain groups there might be more supercharges (like when
the group is complex Kähler – is that possible?).

So are these twisted K-theory classes constructed from Dirac operators, in
general? Or how else are they related to supercharges?

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/9310187
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/9310187
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0311064
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0311064
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0311064
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0311064


Slate Article

July 7, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

There a new article on Slate about string theory and my colleague Brian Greene. Also
some commentary about it on David Appell’s weblog Quark Soup.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
July 9, 2004

Urs, your comment is that of the apologist.

It’s perfectly possible to give non-equation explanations that hang together of
real physics. It can’t be done for strings because there is nothing to really
describe.

2. Urs Schreiber
July 9, 2004

Semiclassical elegance

Popular descriptions of sciences which involve lots of math are always
problematic. An infinity of analogies does not capture the content of an equation.
It’s indeed very much like talking about Beethoven’s music without ever listening
to it. You will never get the idea, no matter how many words you read about it.

One thing is this common statement that ‘all particles would be vibration modes
of string’. While not fully wrong, this completely misses the point that the
interesting thing about the superstring’s spectrum is its massless part, where
there is essentially no vibration at all!

There is however sort of a ‘supervibration’ since the fermionic worldhseet modes
are excited. The nature of the massless spectrum is in fact much better
understood in terms of representation theory, very much as for point particles.

I once tried to give a semi-popular description of how the superstring’s spectrum
really arises, trying to improve on the ‘particles are violin string notes’-
statement.

If one is really interested in the pedagogy of string theory, i.e. in finding better
ways to get this abstract formal entity into semi-laymen’s brains, then I would
rather recommend for instance the ‘Geometric Algebra‘ approach, as a neat
notational framework to fill all kinds of spinor constructions with life. For
instance I claim that the world sheet spin fields that generate the Ramond-sector
states of string, and hence the target space fermions, are nothing but slightly

http://slate.msn.com/id/2103335
http://slate.msn.com/id/2103335
http://davidappell.com/archives/00000167.htm
http://davidappell.com/archives/00000167.htm
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000334.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000334.html
http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/~clifford/
http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/~clifford/


souped up ‘rotors’ that they are so very fond of in Hestenes’ school of thinking
about spin geometry.

(As you all know and appreciate, every good idea is part of string theory – and
rotors are a good idea. 

By the way, in the slate article that Peter mentioned it says:

Greene plays fast and loose with terms like beauty and elegance, using
them in a semiclassical, semiromantic sense

Heh, I like that: ‘Semiclassical elegance’!  If we could just fully quantize
elegance Brian Greene might after all be able to prove that string theory is
quantum-elegant. There might be quantum corrections to that, but I suspect
most of the string’s elegance is protected by supersymmetry or is dual to its
romaticism.



Witten in Crete

July 8, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Witten is lecturing at a conference in Crete this week and some of his transparencies
are already online. He is talking about perturbative gauge theory amplitudes and the
idea of interpreting them in terms of strings in twistor space. He motivates this by
noting that AdS/CFT is useful for understanding gauge theories at large g^2N, but at
short distances asymptotic freedom implies g^2N is small and to understand gauge
theory in terms of strings you need to do so for all g^2N. He warns “I can’t promise
that what I’ll explain will turn out ot be useful in a string description of QCD, but at
least I’ll tell you interesting things about perturbative gauge theory!”.

For something completely different, the latest on the Landscape is that, at least this
week it predicts low energy supersymmetry, maybe.

Comments

1. Urs Schreiber
July 14, 2004

Hi Peter –

yes, that’s what I am talking about – in the abelian case. In the nonabelian case
things are not as simple. There it does not make sense to simply intergrate over
S^1, since that amounts to comparing elements in different fibers. So in the
nonabelian case some parallel transport using a 1-form has to be there in order
to relate the values of the 2-form at different points of the loop.

Something along these lines was what Christiaan Hofman originally guessed, or
proposed. I think the crucial point missing in Hofman’s proposal is that there is
parallel trasport back and forth, as in the equation at the very bottom of this
MathML enabled entry. This also explains why you don’t see the parallel
transport in the abelian case.

2. Peter
July 14, 2004

Here’s the way I know to construct a one-form on loop space from a 2-form on
the space itself. Is your construction the same?

There’s a tautological gadget called the evaluation map

ev: S^1 x Maps(S^1,M) \rightarrow M

that just takes a point on the circle parametrizing the loop to the corresponding
point on M given by the loop.

http://www.forth.gr/onassis/lectures/2004-07-05/programme.html
http://www.forth.gr/onassis/lectures/2004-07-05/programme.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407043
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407043
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407043
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407043
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000394.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000394.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000394.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000394.html


Given an n-form on M, pull-back to S^1 x Maps(S^1,M) and integrate over S^1
to get an n-1 form on Maps(S^1,M)

3. Urs Schreiber
July 14, 2004

what sort of geometry is a “connection 2-form” supposed to represent?

Ah, I see. That’s due to sloppy terminology on my part.

The point is that a 2-form on target space lifts to a 1-form on loop space. What I
derive in that paper is that a deformation of the worldsheet supercharges by
something which should describe strings in nonabelian 2-form backgrounds
indeed does produce a connection 1-form on loop space which is this 2-form
lifted to loop space.

This is – almost – what had been expected before, in hep-th/0207017 (see top of
p. 7). But I derive a little correction to the formula given there and show that this
correction is necessary for some crucial properties.

An easy heuristic way to see why target-space 2-forms correspond to loop space
1-forms is the following physical picture:

A point particle is charged under a 1-form and the 1-form is integrated over the
worldline. A string is charged under a 2-form and the 2-form is integrated over
the worldsheet. If you make an ADM split on the worldsheet, i.e. introduce a
slicing of the ‘tube’ into ‘circles’, then you can see how ‘each point’ on these
circles is similar to a point particle which is charged under the 1-form obtained
by contracting B with the tangent to the circle.

Now sum this up for all points in the ‘circle’ and you get the 1-form connection
on loop space.

At least this is the simple picture for the abelian case. In the nonabelian case you
cannot just sum up the contributions from the different points, since you cannot
compare elements of the bundle at different fibers. This is why Hofman expected
the target space 1-form to play the role of parallel transporting the nonabelian
2-form values from each point of the string slice to some (arbitrary) origin on the
circle. And indeed, this is what drops out from my deformation, which also
demonstrates that there has to be parallel transport back and forth.

In writing this, I am thinking of superstrings. Most of the work on higher gauge
theory has been in broader contexts, mostly coming from a field theoretic or a
purely mathematical point of view. But in any case a 2-form YM theory must
somehow be about ‘line particles’, and then the above reasoning is relevant.

Probably loop people like Baez, Girelli and Pfeiffer are thinking of parallel
transport of spin network edges, instead. BTW, I think the text

Girelli & Pfeiffer: Higher gauge theory – differential forms versus integral
formulation (2004)

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0207017
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0207017
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0309173
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0309173
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0309173
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0309173


is the most important one on 2-form gauge theory that I have seen. It clarifies an
important open issue in John Baez’ paper and very nicely elucidates the
geometrical visualization. But it also seems to leave the authors puzzled: Namely
they derive that the whole 2-form gauge theory businenss can only be consistent
when the 2-form equals minus the field strength of the 1-form. This seems to
drastically constrain the number of interesting higher gauge theory Lagrangians
that one can write down.

But from the string/loop space perpective this condition, as I show, is natural. It
is equivalent to the 1-form connection on loop space to be flat, which again is the
condition that closed strings don’t couple to the nonabelian 2-form, and they
should not, since they cannot carry Chan-Paton factors.

I wasn’t aware of Girreli & Pfeiffer until after I had derived this condition myself,
but I think that my derivation still helps understanding 2-form gauge theory.

I’ll look up the literature that you mentioned. Many thanks!

4. Peter
July 13, 2004

Hi Urs,

I looked a little bit at your “higher gauge theory” stuff, but I’m afraid my initial
reaction is that of a mathematician. What’s the underlying geometrical gadget
that this is supposed to be? A connection is an equivariant way of relating nearby
fibers in a fiber bundle, and curvature is the holonomy about an infinitesimal
loop in a bundle. I can make these ideas explicit using connection 1-forms and
curvature 2-forms, but what sort of geometry is a “connection 2-form” supposed
to represent?

The kind of thing I’m doing with Dirac operators is essentially what is in a recent
Freed-Hopkins-Teleman paper, the closest point of contact with string theory is
probably some work of Greg Landweber’s which is basically about N=2
superconformal coset models, see math.RT/0005057 on the arXiv.

5. Urs Schreiber
July 13, 2004

Peter wrote:

the Dirac operator on certain loop spaces is also a crucial part of what
I’ve been thinking about

Oh, interesting. I didn’t know that you have been thinking along these lines.
Maybe we can discuss some stuff.

As you may have seen, I currently think that loop space differential geometry has
something to say about what is called ‘higher’ gauge theory. The point is that
many people have tried to more or less guess or use trial and error to find
general properties of 2-form generalizations of Yang-Mills.



In a kind of reversed fashion I tried to study 2-form Yang-Mills from the
worldsheet point of view, seeing how the worldsheet theory determines the
target space effective field theory.

After some steps in the dark I think that I now understand what’s going on. As
soon as my draft passes my advisor’s revision I’ll put it on the arXiv. Since I have
learned in the past that there is nothing like shameless self-advertisement, here
is the link:

Nonabelian 2-form connections from 2d BSCFT deformations

I have had discussion about this with all kinds of people by now, but I am always
happy to receive more comments.

6. Urs Schreiber
July 13, 2004

I don’t know much about Dixon’s work, but he gave a talk in Paris about how to
use N=4 SYM to compute QCD amplitudes and how that leads to connections
with all kinds of computations done in AdS/CFT.

7. Peter
July 13, 2004

Hi JC,

Weird but true: I just checked the SPIRES HEPNames database trying to
remember who Dixon’s advisor was (Dixon and I overlapped as grad students for
several years at Princeton). The example SPIRES gives for a search of this
database is

find name dixon and field hep-ph and not undergrad mit

which leads precisely to Dixon’s entry.

Back when Dixon got his Ph.D.(1986), there wasn’t a whole lot of choice in the
matter, you pretty much absolutely had to be working on string theory if you
wanted to get a job. I’d also be curious to know why he stopped working on
string theory and what he thinks of it these days.

8. JC
July 13, 2004

Peter,

I remember in early 90’s when string theory was in sort of a slump. From what I
remember, all that work on conformal field theories and string field theory didn’t
seem to make much new progress, while the mirror symmetry stuff eventually
worked its course and subsequently “flatlined” shortly thereafter. (It was years
before Seiberg-Witten theory and D-branes revived string theory).

http://www-stud.uni-essen.de/~sb0264/p9.pdf
http://www-stud.uni-essen.de/~sb0264/p9.pdf
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000396.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000396.html


It seems like even back then, many string folks were finding many
rationalizations and excuses to justify working on string theory. I remember
some folks were even looking at “string inspired” stuff like Lance Dixon’s work in
the early 90’s that found easier ways to calculate Yang-Mills amplitudes, as an
“excuse” to justify doing string theory. (It’s interesting that Witten’s present
work on twistors is attempting to explain the simple looking formulas that
showed up in the papers of Dixon, Kosower, et al. from that era). I always
wondered what made Dixon defect from string theory back in those days,
considering many of his big papers from the 80’s were all on string theory.

It seems like the sociology behind string theory is very much like being sold the
“dream” of the “holy grail” of a consistent theory of quantum gravity,

In the 1970’s, the sociological circumstances in the mid 70’s which led to the
mass abdication of string theory seemed to be ‘t Hooft’s renormalization results
and the subsequent “rebirth” of field theory. In this case, what led to string
theory’s first demise is pretty much how traditional science should work, when a
better theory makes predictions that are subsequently confirmed by
experimental results. Perhaps why there hasn’t been a mass abdication yet in
today’s string theory, maybe has to do with the fact that the “dream” of the “holy
grail” in a consistent theory of quantum gravity, is still very much alive and well
in the spirits and minds of many string theory folks.

For many “mass movements” in history, whether benevolent or malevolent,
there’s almost always a “dream” and/or “utopia” of some sort that is used to
sustain the movement which keeps the “true believers” in line, as well as a way
to get new recruits to their cause. Even once the “mass movement” becomes the
“status quo”, the “dream” and/or “utopia” is still repeated over and over as
propaganda. (This is what happened in many communist countries, like Soviet
Russia and China, after awhile). The systems created by the “mass movements”
usually start to crumble and eventually self-destruct when the propaganda of the
“dream” and/or “utopia” can no longer sustain the spirits and minds of the
people.

The only obvious scenario I can think of that could greatly destroy the “dream”
of the “holy grail” of a consistent quantum gravity theory in the form of string
theory, would be if Witten publicly abdicates and drops string theory for good.

9. Peter
July 13, 2004

Hi Urs,

Sure, one could attack any kind of speculative work as “wishful thinking”, but I
don’t think I’m doing that. In 1984 when people were hopeful that their new
speculation was about to lead to some real predictions, that was one thing.
Twenty years later, after the accumulation of a lot of evidence that this idea
doesn’t work, that’s something else.

My comment about sociology was meant to refer more to the question of why the
more senior leaders of this field haven’t given up and moved on to something



else. The question of what a young theorist should do and what the sociological
pressures are for them is a bit different. String theory is by now such a huge
subject that there are plenty of things for someone starting out to try and do
something with, and they’re not the ones who should be expected to take
leadership and change the direction of the whole field. Whether LQG or string
theory or whatever, it’s very hard to start a career in this business, and no one
does it because it is the easy thing to do.

The fact that string theory includes so many different approaches allows you to
find one that is at least mathematically interesting and may lead somewhere.
While I’m not doing string theory, the Dirac operator on certain loop spaces is
also a crucial part of what I’ve been thinking about, so if string theory leads you
there, that’s great.

10. Urs Schreiber
July 13, 2004

Hi Sean Carroll –

since this blog does not support threaded comments my reply to Peter Woit’s
comment appeared as a reply to your comment.

Yes, I fully agree with what you say. ‘Fortunate’ and ‘unfortunate’ are
inappropriate adjectives in this context, anyway, their only purpose being in
casual conversation. There are facts and there is right and wrong, and we need
to figure it out.

P.S. BTW, thanks for all the stuff that you make available online. I have learned
GR from your notes (well, and some other reading, too, of course) and have
tutored a GR class using them. Really nice. But I guess you have heard that
before… 

11. Urs Schreiber
July 13, 2004

Sure, it’s wishful thinking. No matter which person starts to think about any
physics beyond the standard model, he or she will tend to wish that there is a
chance that this thinking actually leads in the correct direction. No matter which
approach you favor over string theory, if its about beyond-the-standard-model
then it is necessarily wishful thinking.

BTW, I am a good counterexample for the ‘sociological reasons to go into string
theory’. I found that it is pretty hard for someone like me to get ‘into’ the
community. Experiences from talking to people indicated that it would have been
much easier for me, as far as sociology is involved, to do some LQG, for instance.

Trust me or not, but I do find strings more interesting as such, and here is
absolutely nobody in my vicinity who could have tried to talk me into believing
that.

Maybe a curious side remark: One reason why I like strings (by no means the

http://pancake.uchicago.edu/~carroll/notes/
http://pancake.uchicago.edu/~carroll/notes/


only or most important one, but still one reason) is due to the major role the
Dirac operator plays in that theory.

But I didn’t want to get into that kind of discussion again. Sorry. From now on
only technical remarks/questions. Promised! 

12. Sean
July 13, 2004

Urs, by “unfortunately for string theorists” (referring to the observed positive
vacuum energy), I presume you mean “fortunately for string theorists.” The AdS
vacua we understand are all supersymmetric and not like the real world. It’s
hard to understand supersymmetry breaking, and it’s hard to understand a
positive vacuum energy, and it’s hard to understand moduli stabilization. The
hope has to be that these difficulties are somehow related to each other, which
would help explain why easy-to-understand solutions to string theory don’t look
like the real world. I think that’s a perfectly plausible scenario — no reason why
a correct theory has to be easy for us mere mortals to immediately master,
especially in the absence of detailed experimental input.

13. Peter
July 13, 2004

Hi Urs,

Thanks a lot for the detailed summary of the current point of view on the
“landscape”. I hope that helps Pyracantha, but if not here’s a much over-
simplified version:

String/M theory supposedly is a theory of strings and maybe other objects in an
11-dimensional space-time. We see 4 of the dimensions (3 space, 1 time), what
about the other 7? The initial hope was that there would be a small number of
possible consistent choices of these 7 dimensions, so there would be a small
number of calculations you could do and see if one of them agreed with
experiment.

Lately people have started to believe that there are an astronomically large
number of possible consistent choices, and these are referred to as the
“landscape”. The reason for this terminology is that each such choice comes with
an important number attached, the energy of the vacuum, and if one imagined
mapping out all possible choices on a plane, one could imagine making a
topographical map, with the energy the altitude. Zero energy choices would be
at sea-level, and the whole thing would presumably have peaks and valleys, with
our universe sitting at the bottom of some valley.

Anyway, that’s very roughly the idea.

The standard ideology has always been that this large number of choices is just
due to the fact that one only knows an approximation to the real string/M-theory,
and that if one knew the real thing one would find that all or most of these
choices were inconsistent. The other part of this ideology is that there is a



unique real string/M-theory, for which all these choices are just possible lowest
energy states. In this scenario, maybe they are only approximately at lowest
energy and the true lowest energy state is something else, or maybe there really
are an extremely large number of possible lowest energy states (this may include
metastable states, not at lowest energy, but separated by an energy barrier from
lower energy states).

My own point of view is that this standard ideology is just wishful thinking. My
guess is that there isn’t a simple unique 11-dimensional theory, but something
rather complicated, involving a possibly infinite number of choices as to how to
set it up. People are free to keep believing the standard ideology, since it’s hard
to prove a negative, to show that what they would like to exist doesn’t.

The really strange thing that has happened in recent years is that a lot of string
theorists, most prominently Susskind, have adopted the point of view that,
whatever string theory is, it has an astronomically large “landscape” of equally
good vacuum states, and thus equally good models of the universe. I would have
thought that once someone had convinced themselves that, even if there was a
unique real string theory, it would be consistent with an unimaginably large
number of possible models of the universe and quite possibly be completely
vacuous and unable to predict anything, they would give up on the whole idea.
The idea Urs mentions, that maybe only a small number of these models is
consistent with some simple facts one knows about the standard model, so you
could use these to make predictions about other things, seems to me to be just
more wishful thinking.

Given that you don’t know the underlying theory, and what you do know leads to
an essentially infinite number of possibilities, it’s not clear that the kinds of
arguments that Susskind et. al. are making are even science at all. Some of these
papers are weird documents, with virtually no equations, just a lot of hand-
waving arguments involving massive amounts of wishful thinking and no solid
conclusions. My take on all this is that the time is long past at which a
reasonable person should have given up on the whole idea and moved on to
something more promising, but sociological reasons are keeping this from
happening.

14. Urs Schreiber
July 13, 2004

Hi Pyracantha –

in so-called perturbative quantum theories one chooses a solutiuon of the
classical equations of motion, the so-called ‘background’ and then studies
quantum corrections to that background order by order.

For instance in ordinary quantum field theory the background might be flat
Minkwoski spacetime and in that background we can imagine photons and
electrons to propagate and interact in Feynman-diagram fashion. The ‘vacuum’
background together with all these particle whizzing around would then be a full
perturbative state of the theory.



(One problem is that not all aspects of the full quantum theory are captured by
such a perturbative procedure.)

Now, in string theory the idea is pretty much the same, only that here the
particles are not pointlike but a have a small linear extension. This seemingly
simple modification has drastic consequences. While in field theory there are
many possible choices of fundamental particles, their interactions, and choices of
background, the consistency of string interaction very much constrains all three
of these. The big open question is: How much exactly?

When people talk about the ‘string theory landscape’ they are thinking of the
abstract space in which each point is one consistent perturbative string theory
background, i.e. one consistent choice of particle content, particle interaction
and classical spacetime that they propagate in. In principle the number and
position of points in this ‘theory space’ is determined by the background
equations of motion of string theory (or equivalently, if you want to hear the
technical terms, by the requirement that there is a supercfonformal field theory
with central charge 15 on the worldsheet of the string).

There has been some recent progress in better understanding this space – but it
is still immensely ill understood. Still, the progress that has been made has
appeared significant enough to some people to base some more far reaching
speculation on it. That’s because a good understanding of which background
solutions string theory admits is the key to be able to apply string theory to
pheonomenological considerations. When a string theory background is found
which is consistent with the observed particles of nature, then studying the
stringy quantum corrections to it would allow to deduce what this background
predicts as corrections to the currently known physics.

Peter Woit here has pointed out repeatedly that some of the speculations
concerning the landscape that have been published are not at all based on
results that have really been calculated.

On the other hand, the mere fact that a discussion of such a ‘theory landscape’ is
possible (even though not easy) is important. It is not possible in field theory of
point particles. There we also have some restrictions on the Lagrangians (i.e. the
particle content and interaction) that we are allowed to consider as a consistent
field theory, but they are far less severe than those found in string theory.

As has been pointed out very nicely by Jacques Distler in his weblog, the points
in the landscape which are consistent with the experiments that we have made
are probably very rare. In any case, none has been found so far. If there is none
at all, then string theory is wrong as a theory of nature. If there is a single such
point, then string theory, based on the currently known data, could make
predictions about for instance new particles that could be found in future
colliders. (These predictions could still be disporved by experiments, of course.).
If however there are very many such points then predictions for new particles
etc. would be very difficult. One might, in this case, still try to make some
statistical predictions. Such statistics about properties of the ‘landscape’ are
currently what some people are trying to do. But it seems fair to say that this is,

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000348.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000348.html


while an intersting idea, quite premature.

Finally, there is the theoretical possibility that the world we live in cannot be
understood as a small perturbation of some background. The success of
perturbative field theory suggests otherwise, but nobody can know this for sure.
So one possibility is that none of the points in the ‘landscape’ correspond to the
world we live in, but some nonperturbative description of string theory is
necessary to describe our world. Nonperturbative description of string theory
tend to be described not by full classical backgrounds, but by asymptotical
backgrounds, this means roughly that at spatial infinity the background is fixed,
while ‘in between’ physics is described fully nonperturbatively. Nonperturbative
discriptions of string theory are known for instance for universes which
asymptotically have the geometry of what is called ‘anti-deSitter Space’. This is,
roughly, the shape of a universe with a negative cosmological constant.

Now, unfortunately for string theorists, recent very exciting measurements of
various cosmological parameters have shown that instead we observe a
cosmological constant which is positive. This means that the particular anti-
deSitter non-perturbative deswcription of string theory appears not to be
applicable to describe the universe that we live in.

This is probably the main reason for the current excitement about landscape
discussions. Namely people are trying to find out if in the landscape admits
universes which only temporarily have a positive cosmological constant, while
asymptotically this constant goes negative. If this were the case then there
would still be hope that the nonperturbative string theory description which
involves asymptotically anti-deSitter space could be used to describe the world
we observe.

So that’s what all this landscape talk is about. Unfortunately, since there is so
little known for sure about the ‘landscape’ (even though the landscape is a well
defined mathematical object (space of all superconformal 2d theories with c=15)
which can in principle be understood exactly), some of the discussion concerned
with it recently has tended to be more philosophical than scientific.

15. Pyracantha
July 13, 2004

Pyracantha from “Electron Blue” here, the artist who is trying to learn
math/physics in middle age. I read your site in the hope that someday I’ll
understand what you and your colleagues are talking about. But I have heard
one phrase many times and it intrigues me. What is the “landscape?” Could you
explain it in terms that a beginner like me could understand?

16. Dick Thompson
July 12, 2004

AR, Here are my notes on the article “Lovely as a Tree Amplitude” by Stephen K.
Blau, in the Search and Discovery section of the July 2004 Physics Today. I urge
you to read the original article whenever you can, it is well-written and has a lot
more detail.



It reports on a three month long workshop on collider physics at the Kavli
Institute in Santa Barbara. The workeshop centered around the work of Witten
and colleagues on a duality between string theory and perturbative QCD. Last
December, Witten discovered this relationship between a certain string theory
(B-theory) and the weak coupling domain of QCD [hep-th/0312171]. Witten, F.
Cochazo, and P. Svrcek (CSW) used it to greatly simplify the expression for the
leading perturbation terms in some QCD diagrams [hep-th0403047] .

In the covariant expression for an all-gluon Feynman diagram each gluon helicity
is described by an overdetermined 4-vector. The extra symmetry doesn’t affect
the physics, but it makes the expression complicated. Following an alternative
strategy of collecting particles by helicity, S. Park and T. Taylor in 1982 proposed
a formula for maximal helicity violating (MHV) diagrams. The formula was
proved later; it only handles massless particles. CSW show how to apply to off-
shell MHV diagrams sewn together with propagators to to yield non-MHV
amplitudes. The CSW construction has not been proved, but Zvi Bern at the
workshop called it convincing. It satisfies certain powerful factorization
properties.

Now, the twistors. A vector can be represented by two spinors. Witten considers
tree-level amplitudes in spinor language, and asks how they behave under
conformal transformations. To simplify expressions and symmetries, he fourier
transforms into twistor space. Then when the momenta of nonvanishing MHV
amplitudes are expressed in twistor space they lie in a straight line. Other
helicity combinations lie on quadratics and cubics. A feature of the duality is the
instanton string configurations reproduce QCD amplitudes and they wrap around
structures in twistor space, giving a winding number.

R. Roiban, M. Spradin, and A. Volovich used the Witten duality conjecture to get
5-gluon amplitudes with two + helicities and three – helicities. [hep-th/0402016]

17. Alejandro Rivero
July 12, 2004

Lunsford, no, I was not thinking on Regge methods. I am not fluent enough on
the trajectories, so I can no bet about how deep this methodology was. Was it
related to the primitive string theory?

I mentioned *Runge* methods because Brouder pointed out that the systematics
to classify them was the same than Connes-Kreimer for Feymann loops.

18. Dick Thompson
July 11, 2004

AR, about the article. I read it at the public library. I’ll be going back there
tomorrow (Monday July 12) and I’ll take some notes.

19. D R Lunsford
July 9, 2004

AR, you mean Regge methods of course.



20. Alejandro Rivero
July 9, 2004

No surprise to know that there is hidden structure in Feynman diagrams. From
Bogoliugov to Kreimer there has been deep insights on it (not to mention the
strange connection with Runge Kutta methods, found by Brouder). But I am
unsure about if the string framework is the most adequate to look into this.

A pity the Physics Today article is not open for general public. Can you tell more
about?

21. Dick Thompson
July 8, 2004

There’s a good article on this in the current Physics Today. Witten and coworkers
can only do tree level, but others working in their wake have got plausible
results for loops. The idea is to do better calculations on low energy (several
TeV) soft scattering. When Witten plotted the maximum helicity violating states
in twistor space, they fell on a straight line.

22. Alejandro Rivero
July 8, 2004

The icon in the upper left corner of the webpage is Phaistos disk, an
undeciphered inscription that rivals string theory as a magnet for speculation.

Slides 1, 2, and 6 show that String theory is not more claiming to be a theory of
elementary entities but a yet-weakly-foundamented area of mathematics. I could
have told this to you already nine years ago. It is very much as the things
topologists do to study spaces: To swept a manifold with a lower dimensional
one, and to look for singularities in the evolution of the map.

This does not imply that they have lost hope on an elementary entities theory, as
one can read between lines. But it is an aptitude change, and it goes back to take
seriously Quantum Field Theory, no more a disposable effective theory.

23. Thomas Larsson
July 8, 2004

I am confused about the status of twistor-string theory. Berkovits and Witten
seem to claim that the twistor string does not give you the right answer beyond
tree level: “Those loop amplitudes will therefore not coincide with the loop
amplitudes of pure super Yang-Mills theory. ” Still, Witten keeps working on it.
Does anyone understand what the goal is?

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406051
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406051


New Books

July 13, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Two new books from Cambridge that are now available:

A First Course in String Theory by Barton Zwiebach, based on a course on string
theory for undergraduates taught at MIT. It’s available for \$42 at Barnes and Noble,
sales rank 565, for \$60 at Amazon, sales rank 13,559. The whole idea of trying to
teach a very speculative theory that hasn’t really worked and which is based on 2d
quantum field theory to undergraduates seems to me to be utter lunacy. But maybe
I’ll even buy a copy.

Topology , Geometry and Quantum Field Theory, the proceedings of a symposium that
I went to at Oxford in 2002 in honor of Graeme Segal’s 60th birthday. This conference
had some wonderful talks and I’m looking forward to reading many of the
contributions. Supposedly it also contains Segal’s manuscript “The Definition of
Conformal Field Theory”, which has been circulating in samizdat for years. My copy
(which like many others contains the hand-written notation “Do Not Copy” on the
front) is falling apart, yet another reason why I just ordered the book, even though it
is \$90. The story I heard is that Segal didn’t want his manuscript reproduced, but
finally agreed on the condition that it not be re-typeset, but appear exactly as in the
original, so that it would be clear that it was still something preliminary and tentative,
with no corrections or improvements made since he wrote it.

Comments

1. Peter
July 14, 2004

Not anywhere I know of. I think what is on-line is what Segal had at the time
(99), but don’t know whether he has continued working on writing up these
notes or how much progress he has made if so.

2. D R Lunsford
July 14, 2004

Thanks, I wonder where is lecture 4 (mainly CFT)?

3. Peter
July 13, 2004

Some of Segal’s notes are on-line at

http://www.cgtp.duke.edu/ITP99/segal

His book “Loop Groups”, is about the most amazing math book I know. Worth

http://search.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?userid=ms5N5zf9Fy&isbn=0521831431&itm=1
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?userid=ms5N5zf9Fy&isbn=0521831431&itm=1
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?userid=ms5N5zf9Fy&isbn=0521540496&itm=1
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?userid=ms5N5zf9Fy&isbn=0521540496&itm=1
http://www.cgtp.duke.edu/ITP99/segal
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every penny. His conformal field theory notes are in some sense an extension of
this book, although presumably he was never that happy with them, partly
probably because soon afterwards Witten came out with his Chern-Simons stuff,
which provides yet another perspective on CFT.

4. D R Lunsford
July 13, 2004

So where can we learn about Segal’s real deal online?



Talks From Strings 2004

July 18, 2004
Categories: Strings 2XXX

Transparencies from the talks at Strings 2004 in Paris are starting to appear on-line.
You can see a listing of what is available so far here. None of the ones I’d be most
interested in seeing (Dijkgraaf, Nekrasov, Moore, Witten) have appeared yet.

On the hot topic of whether or not the landscape picture of string theory can predict
whether supersymmetry will be seen at LHC energies, Douglas first gives an
argument that there will be low-energy supersymmetry, then another that there
won’t. Recall that he kept adding and subtracting from his arXiv paper a sentence
saying he thought there would be a solid argument by the time the LHC was
operating in 2008. In Paris, he puts it this way:

“I start to think that fairly convincing predictions could come out of this approach in
the next few years.”

which contains enough qualifiers to cover any eventuality.

Of the talks for the public, Veneziano’s was pretty much historical, with a couple
comments about cosmology, Maldacena’s was mostly about black holes, and John
Schwarz’s was remarkable mainly in that it completely ignored any developments of
the last ten years. None of these three breathed a word about the landscape.

Comments

1. serenus zeitblom
July 18, 2004

I thought that Maldacena’s public talk was excellent. He even drew the black
hole singularity correctly, that is, as being spacelike, not a common thing in
popularizations. Indeed, it is something beyond the comprehension of a lot of
professional physicists, who *still* persist in drawing diagrams of black hole
interiors which reveal the embarrassing fact that they think that the singularity
is a point in space which has a timelike “worldline”. With a heroic effort I resist
the temptation to name names….the other nice thing about Maldacena’s talk was
that it was about something of genuine interest, which alas cannot be said about
most of the talks in the conference proper. It is sad for example that there were
almost no talks about cosmology, where all the action is nowadays….
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Segal Conference Proceedings

July 18, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

My copy of the proceedings of the conference in honor of Graeme Segal’s 60th
birthday finally arrived and I’ve been spending some enjoyable time reading parts of
it. To me, the most interesting contributions were the ones by Ben-Zvi and Frenkel,
Dijkgraaf, Moore, Stolz and Teichner, Teleman and Witten. Unfortunately, Dijkgraaf’s
beautiful paper about how matrix integrals give you Gromov-Witten invariants of
Calabi-Yau manifolds doesn’t seem to be available on-line. Neither is Witten’s very
interesting paper, which is about explaining the SL(2,Z) symmetry seen in N=4 SSYM
in four dimensions in terms of the existence of a six-dimensional superconformal
theory.

The Stolz and Teichner paper is quite interesting . They are pursuing the idea that
conformal field theories provide geometrical representatives of elliptic cohomology
classes. Segal and Mike Hopkins worked on this a bit in the late 80s, with no
conclusive results. Recently Hopkins has reformulated the whole elliptic cohomology
story in terms of a new cohomology theory he calls “topological modular forms”. He
gave a beautiful series of talks about this at the Segal Conference; this isn’t written
up in the proceedings, but was for the 2002 ICM. For a more expository version of the
ideas of Stolz and Teichner, see Teichner’s survey talk at a conference in Santa
Barbara last summer.

Finally, the proceedings volume contains Segal’s wonderful unfinished manuscript
“The Definition of Conformal Field Theory”, together with nine pages of very
interesting comments about what he was trying to do then, what he would do
differently now, and what had kept him from finishing the manuscript. The main
problem seems to have been that he was unable by his methods to explicitly construct
the “modular functor” that one should get out of WZW models, so for this reason the
crucial chapter 11 on WZW models remains unwritten.

His comments begin with:

“The manuscript that follows was written fifteen years ago. On balance, though,
conformal field theory has evolved less quickly than I expected, and to my mind the
difficulties that kept me from finishing the paper are still not altogether elucidated.”

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
July 18, 2004

Re Witten’s paper:

Lie algebra of SO(3,3):
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Let indices go 1..4 (spacetime) with Pm=Jm5, Qm=Jm6, and M=J56.

[Jmn, Jrs] = -i(gmr Jns – gms Jnr + gns Jmr – gnr Jms)

[Jmn, Pr] = -i(gmr Pn – gnr Pm)

[Jmn, Qr] = -i(gmr Qn – gnr Qm)

[Pm, Pn] = [Qm, Qn] = -iJmn

[Pm, Qn] = -[Qm, Pn] = -iM gmn

[Pm, M] = iQm

[Qm, M] = -iPm

[Jmn, M] = 0

Let Rm = Pm+iQm, Sm = Pm-iQm. Then Rm and Sm separately combined with
Jmn, are Poincare algebras, implying finite translations (two are needed to get a
real translation on spacetime). The appearence of algebraic translations is
reminiscent of the appearence of translations as repeated supersymmetries.

Is this related to what Witten is talking about?

Note also that

[Rm, M] = Rm

[Sm, M] = -Sm

[Rm, Sn] = -2(M gmn + iJmn)

so the elementary translations are distinguished with respect to the ?mass?
M=J56 and they don’t commute. One can imagine this as a primitive distinction
between matter and antimatter on the lowest level. (sorry in advance for sign
errors).



Hawking in Dublin

July 21, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Hawking gave his widely anticpated talk in Dublin today and reports are on CNN and
all sorts of other places in the media. Sean Carroll has managed to get ahold (via
Dennis Overbye of the New York Times) of a transcript.

Here’s the part where he summarizes his argument:

“I assume the evolution is given by a Euclidean path integral over metrics of all
topologies. The integral over topologically trivial metrics, can be done by dividing the
time interval into thin slices, and using a linear interpolation to the metric in each
slice. The integral over each slice, will be unitary, and so the whole path integral will
be unitary.

On the other hand, the path integral over topologically non trivial metrics, will lose
information, and will be asymptotically independent of its initial conditions. Thus the
total path integral will be unitary, and quantum mechanics is safe.”

His argument is in Euclidean quantum gravity, which he describes as “the only sane
way to do quantum gravity non-perturbatively”, something which some might
disagree with. What he seems to be arguing is that, while it is true you get
information loss in the path integral over metrics on a fixed non-trivial black hole
topology, you really need to sum over all topologies. When you do this you get unitary
evolution from the trivial (no black hole) topology and the non-trivial topologies give
contributions that are independent of the initial state and don’t contribute to the
initial-final state amplitude.

I guess what this means is that he is claiming that, sure, if you knew you really had a
black hole, then there would be a problem with unitarity, but in quantum gravity you
don’t ever really know that you have a black hole, you also have to take into account
the amplitude for not actually having one and when you properly do this the unitarity
problem goes away.

He has some proposal for doing some kind of calculation that implements his proposal
using the AdS/CFT correspondence.

Comments

1. Peter
July 27, 2004

I’m afraid I’ve never followed this whole black hole information paradox story
very carefully. It always seemed to me that in the absence of a real theory of
quantum gravity, you can’t tell which if any of these proposals really makes
sense. People seem to hope that by thinking about this they might make progress
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on understanding quantum gravity, but I haven’t seen that happen. Spending
some time thinking about the Hawking stuff has just reinforced this opinion. He
has a vague plausible resolution of the paradox in Euclidean quantum gravity, so
do other people in other frameworks. So it looks like the paradox is pretty much
gone, which is bad since the hope of many was that solving it would help solve
the quantum gravity problem.

By the way, John Baez has a nice first-hand description of the scene in Dublin and
a good explanation of Hawking’s argument. See
This week’s finds in Mathematical Physics. Week 207

2. Chris W.
July 26, 2004

Peter,

Have you discussed this issue with your Columbia colleague Maulik Parikh? He
seems to have another take on the whole debate, the relative simplicity and
clarity of which I find appealing. See:

hep-th/0405160
hep-th/0402166

(..not that I know enough to render any kind of a judgment.)

3. Stephen Lavelle
July 24, 2004

I was there…he didn’t really say that much about anything…i guess we just have
to wait for the paper to come out (and even then…ah well, he’s probably right)…
Though they havn’t finished up doing the general case (still not done for general
geometries and topologies) yet according to his PhD student (i can’t remember
his name off hand… ).

4. Urs Schreiber
July 23, 2004

It’s hard to tell what really is Hawking’s argument. One sees Maldacena here
and a negative cosmological constant there – I don’t know.

Right at the beginning when he says

Since the conformal field theory is manifestly unitary, the argument is
that supergravity must be information preserving. Any information that
falls in a black hole in anti de Sitter space, must come out again. But it
still wasn’t clear, how information could get out of a black hole. It is
this question, I will address.

It sounds as if he is just going to clarify a detail of AdS/CFT.

He does need a negative Lambda to make any sense of the Euclidean path
integral, so that’s where the need for AdS comes from. But if he really thinks
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about going to susystrings on AdS_5 times S5 I don’t know. Before he could come
to that he was busy talking about bets and encyclopedias.

I don’t know if one can do AdS/CFT on something else than AdS5 times S5. There
are lots of CFT/gravity dualities mentioned in the literature, but I don’t have a
good overview. Since it’s really sugra that is involved here, though, every lower
dimensional thing must probably come from reducing the full 10d scenario.

The funniest thing is that apparently Witten has done the calculations that are
missing in Hawking’s talk already six years ago, as recalled by Jacques Distler.

5. Peter
July 23, 2004

Well, at various points he is clearly arguing from the point of view of euclidean
quantum gravity. I don’t understand how he’s bringing in AdS/CFT other than to
show how his ideas are not in conflict with it, at least to the extent you interpret
it as a relation between supergravity and a CFT.

By the way, isn’t AdS/CFT about 5d gravity? Can you really use AdS/CFT to study
4d gravity, i.e. is 4d quantum gravity dual to a 3d CFT, and if so which one?

6. Urs Schreiber
July 23, 2004

Well, Hawking seems to be relying on AdS/CFT. That tells you the evolution on
the gravity side must be unitary. But it also tells you that you don’t have just pure
gravity – but susystrings and all that. This again means that it is most likely that
the black holes described by AdS/CFT are not just the plain old black holes of
Einstein-Hilbert, but have stringy degrees of freedom. It is not clear yet how
these should look like. But Mathur has made some educated guesses.

That’s what I found most surprising about Hawking’s talk: He just admitted that
old AdS/CFT is the solution to it all and then tried to argue that his Euclidean
semiclassical pet is not obviously in conflict with that.

No wonder that this approach raises some eyebrows. Did you see what Susskind
commented? 

7. Rahul Jain
July 22, 2004

Decoherence would cause a non-unitary step in the evolution of the system, and
a black hole will have to either be formed or not. This is irrespective of the fact
that there may be an observer at infinity. The experiment with hot fullerene
diffraction shows that a system can cause decoherence with itself if it emits a
particle that contains enough information to betray a specific state of the source.

However, the two particles that cause Hawking radiation may be entangled
across the event horizon and the state of some particle within the event horizon
may be teleported to the particle that escapes away from the horizon.
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8. Peter
July 22, 2004

Somehow the idea seems to be that, asymptotically, the amplitudes for the black
hole sector are just constants, don’t depend on the initial state, so I guess they
just change the normalization of the overall amplitude.

Important disclaimer: I’m no expert on this stuff, and Hawking’s transcript is so
vague that you need a real expert to know what precise sense can be made of his
statements. Hopefully he’ll produce a real scientific paper with some details
soon.

9. Scott Aaronson
July 22, 2004

I read the transcript, and I’m having a basic difficulty. It’s *possible* that a black
hole never formed, but the amplitude for that could be incredibly small, no? And
yet that amplitude bears the whole burden of storing the information? So when
the hole evaporates, you see nothing with probability 1-epsilon, and the
information with probability epsilon? That isn’t unitary. Maybe you can tell me if
I’m missing something trivial.



Polyakov: String Theory is Crazy

July 26, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Alexander Polyakov is one of the most prominent figures in theoretical physics and
one of the most well-known string theorists at Princeton. He has written a review of
his career and of his efforts to understand the relation between gauge theory and
string theory. His penultimate paragraph goes as follows:

“In my opinion, string theory in general may be too ambitious. We know too little
about string dynamics to attack the fundamental questions of the ‘right’ vacua,
hierarchies, to choose between anthropic and misanthropic principles, etc. The lack of
control from the experiment makes going astray almost inevitable. I hope that
gauge/string duality somewhat improves the situation. There we do have some
control, both from experiment and from numerical simulations. Perhaps it will help to
restore the mental health of string theory.”

Seems to me he’s saying that, while using string theory to understand gauge theory is
sensible, those claiming that it provides a theory of everything have gone nuts. I
wonder what his colleagues at Princeton think of this.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
July 31, 2004

Excuse me for pointing out the obvious, but if Motl, Hawking, or any other
“genius” out there can’t back up speculations or half-baked science regarding
black holes with a consistent quantum theory of gravity then I will continue to
exercise my right to ignore them.

2. serenus zeitblom
July 31, 2004

I’m sad to have to report that my contribution to Lubos’ education will not be
shared with the readers of sci.physics.strings. Lubos replied that my contribution
did not meet the high standards of his group [I wish you people wouldn’t snicker
like that–] and that anyway it should be obvious why nobody cares about the
observations of black hole observers who are not infinitely far away from one. In
the immortal words of Peter Woit: got that?
Next question: whence this strange enthusiasm for Hawking’s work on the part
of LM?

3. D R Lunsford
July 31, 2004

Ah, the famous Schroedinger’s soul problem!

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407209
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4. serenus zeitblom
July 30, 2004

By the way, in case anyone doubts the literal truth of Peter’s title for this section,
you might like to have a look at Lubos Motl’s latest writings on
sci.physics.strings. His conclusion is that we shouldn’t really worry about
information loss since we are all gonna [sic] die anyway and *some* information
will be lost in that way. Here is my response — it will be interesting to see how
he behaves in his capacity as moderator:

Lubos Motl wrote in
>
> Yes, no one has really resolved and defined the correct laws of physics as
> seen by the infalling observers. Well, they’re gonna die which
> automatically means “some” loss of information from their point of view.
[My reply]:
Profound, truly profound. We’re all gonna die and that will mean
the loss of “some” information.

Thank you. My doubts about unitarity in quantum gravity have
all been answered.

On second thoughts, what if we go to heaven? Or, in
the case of some of us, to the Other Place? Will
unitarity be preserved by supernatural tunneling?

5. Urs Schreiber
July 28, 2004

JC –

I haven’t looked at which calculations precisely Dixon does. But I am sure he said
that he can relate QCD calculations of N=4 SYM and that hence any better
understanding of the latter has an effect on the QCD calculations.

6. JC
July 27, 2004

Urs,

Most of the stuff Dixon alludes to doesn’t appear to use the AdS-CFT duality
directly. The most that appears in his strings 2004 talk that alludes to AdS-CFT,
doesn’t look like it’s much more than hand waving. I didn’t see any explict AdS-
CFT calculation results in his talk, nor in any of his previous papers. Where did
you see Dixon’s stuff on explict AdS-CFT type of calculations?

In Dixon’s earlier work on calculating QCD amplitudes, SUSY appears to be used
as a calculational “tool” and not really as a fundamental symmetry. How he’s
able to this, I’m not entirely sure offhand. The only semi-plausible reason I can
think of offhand is in the first quantization picture of gauge theories. There were
a number of papers by Michael Schmidt (at Heidelberg, I think) from the 1990’s



which looked at QED in the first quantization picture. Turns out the Lagrangian
for first quantized ordinary QED has an explicit “SUSY” symmetry, which doesn’t
readily appear in the textbook version of 2nd quantizated QED. In some sense,
the first quantized picture of ordinary QED gives you a “SUSY” symmetry
literally for “free”. Where exactly this SUSY symmetry comes from in the first
quantized ordinary QED, I don’t know offhand. There’s a section in Polyakov’s
book which discusses the first quantization picture for ordinary QED.

It appears Schmidt, nor anybody else yet, has been able to generalize this result
to the non-Abelian gauge group case. In principle, a first quantization picture of
ordinary Yang-Mills theory coupled to fermions, should reproduce the results
Dixon got in his earlier QCD calculation papers that used SUSY as a “tool”.

7. Urs Schreiber
July 27, 2004

Thomas –

there is string/gauge duality and it is best understood for cases which do not
very much resemble the real world. N=4 SYM is best understood because of its
high symmetry. That makes it easy. As Witten nicely explains in his intro to the
Clay institute challenge on YM, the reasoning is as follows:

– we want to understand YM

– but YM is hard

– so as a first step move to a point in field theory space which is easier to handle

– this leads to the study of supersymmetric QFT and N=4 SYM in particular

– so let’s study this as a first approximation to what we are really interested in

– surprisingly it turns out that N=4 SYM is apparently equivalent to superstrings
on AdS5 times S5 (this is a conjecture, true, which has been check to 2.5th order
or something, pretty impressive already)

8. Urs Schreiber
July 27, 2004

JC –

at Strings04 in Paris Dixon gave a talk on how to compute QCD stuff by mapping
it to N=4 SYM. For instance, if I recall correctly, he said that the tree level
amplitudes are the same when you identify the SYM fermions appropriately, and
that similarly higher loops can be mapped in a certain way to SYM.

But once you are doing anything with N=4 SYM you can equivalently compute on
the dual string theory side. For instance the recent progress in computing
anaomalous dimensions in N=4 SYM is all based on BMN, spin chains,
semiclassical strings in AdS5 and so on.



9. Thomas Larsson
July 27, 2004

Urs,

I admit that I find the equivalence between N=4 SYM and gravity very confusing.
However, this kind of correspondence only seems to work (if it does, Maldacena
is still a conjecture, right?) for YM theories plagued by almost-falsified
supersymmetry. I am positively sure that vanilla Yang-Mills, of the kind present
in the standard model, does not contain gravity. The standard model is not a
theory of gravity, is it?

I will come back to loop space gauge theories later.

10. JC
July 26, 2004

Urs,

Lance Dixon’s work doesn’t appear to be using the AdS-CFT duality stuff. Most of
Dixon’s results look like they’re perturbative amplitude calculations in Yang-Mills
theory, using string inspired methods such as in his lecture notes hep-
ph/9601359

Looks like Dixon’s later work on calculating gravity amplitudes via Yang-Mills
results, appears to be generalizing a result between open and closed strings in
Kawai, Lewellen and Tye’s paper “a relation between tree amplitudes of closed
and open strings” Nucl. Phys. B, 269 (1986), where Dixon et. al. takes the point
particle limit. The net result he found appears to be writing perturbative gravity
amplitudes as the “square” of some corresponding Yang-Mills amplitudes. On the
surface it appears that it’s an easy way to get gravity amplitudes by just
recycling old Yang-Mills amplitudes calculated previously. There’s a review paper
by one of Dixon’s collaborators, Zvi Bern, that reviews all of these perturbative
gravity calculations without having to calculate Feynman diagrams directly by
brute force from first principles gr-qc/0206071

11. Urs Schreiber
July 26, 2004

Hi Thomas –

I should definitely learn more about gauge theory in loop space formulation and
maybe you can teach me something. (BTW, did you see my reply to your SCT
comment.)

Concerning YM in 4D and gravity I don’t understand what you are saying. The
big exciting fact is that N=4 SYM is equivalent to a theory of gravity. People like
Dixon are even using this to investigate QCD amplitudes by using recent results
on strings in AdS. If you like this or not or if you think the dual gravity can have
any relation to the gravity that we observe, it is still there.
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12. Thomas Larsson
July 26, 2004

Polyakov is probably my greatest living hero (Einstein and Dirac are
unfortunately dead), so it makes me happy that he is ready to acknowledge
problems in the string theory, despite his important contributions to that subject.

I don’t think that anybody has seriously questioned that gauge theories can be
formulated in terms of stringy variables. This idea may go back to Faraday and
his flux tubes, and it was completely clear with the introduction of Wilson lines in
1974. It is less clear to me how useful such a formulation is; the Migdal-
Makeenko loop equations are now 30 years old and still defies any hope of
solution. Loop space is really messy because it is so big.

However, Yang-Mills theory cannot be equivalent to string theory even if
formulated in stringy terms, since it does not contain gravity and is consistent in
4D. There are of course close analogies between Yang-Mills and gravity,
exploited e.g. in LQG, which is a loop space formulation of gravity in Ashtekar
variables. But if you find gravity in Yang-Mills you must have done something
more than a reformulation.

13. Urs Schreiber
July 26, 2004

This always leaves me puzzled: I may acknowledge that strings know about
gauge theory but I may not be excited about them also knowing about gravity?

14. Alejandro Rivero
July 26, 2004

The QCD strings, old or new ones, are the most promising silver bridge for
trapped physicists -specially for younger ones- to escape from string theory. It is
not rare, from time to time, to heard invitations to use it. In this way it does not
seem that you have been years in the blue; instead you can claim a consistent
career path and keep going.
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Smolin on the Anthropic Principle

July 26, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Lee Smolin has a new preprint discussing the “anthropic principle”. He argues that
one standard form of the anthropic principle that has been invoked by proponents of
the “Landscape” is not falsifiable and he gives an eloquent explanation of the
importance of falsifiability for a shared scientific enterprise. He also discusses the
“prediction” of the rough magnitude of the cosmological constant that supposedly
uses the anthropic principle and is due to Weinberg. He points out that this argument
really isn’t an anthropic one, since it is independent of the existence of intelligent life.
It just relies on showing that there is a relation between the cosmological constant
and the existence of gravitationally bound structures. Then, since we see galaxies, we
know something about the cosmological constant.

One of Smolin’s concerns is to show that his theory of “cosmological natural
selection” (discussed in his book “The Life of the Cosmos”), while being a theory of a
“multiverse” just like the string theory Landscape, is different in that it is potentially
falsifiable, unlike some recent anthropic arguments.

He states well the predicament that theoretical physics finds itself in, with the tactic
that worked so well throughout the 20th century, that of searching for unification by
exploiting symmetry, no longer having much success. While I agree with most of what
he has to say in this preprint, I’m more optimistic than him that future progress
through new ideas about unification and the exploitation of symmetry is still possible.
My point of view is more that the reason the last twenty years have seen no progress
of this kind is that virtually all the field’s effort has gone into pursuing one very
speculative and not very promising idea about unification, ignoring other possible
lines of research.

Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
July 28, 2004

Mathematically, exploitation of symmetry=representation theory. There are
several techniques for constructing and studying representations that
mathematicians have developed over the last 50 years, but physicists have never
learned. In addition, for some of the groups that are experimentally known to be
physically relevant (4d gauge and diffeomorphism groups), very little is known
about their representations.

Actually, the classical representation theory of these groups is well known – it is
called differential geometry.

This is pretty obvious once you think about it. Differential geometry is the theory

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
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of well-defined objects, which are precisely those that transform consistently
under diffeomorphisms. Thus, tensor densities are (often irreducible) modules,
the exterior derivative is an intertwining operator, a connection is a central
extension of the module of (1,2) tensor fields, etc. Special geometries, like
symplectic or contact geometry, can likewise be regarded as the representation
theories of the appropriate subgroups of symplectomorphisms and
contactomorphisms. To treat spinors, you need to consider groups of local frame
rotations and vielbeine, etc.

However, we know from conformal field theory that the Virasoro algebra has two
qualitatively different kinds of reps: classical modules, which are called primary
and secondary fields, and modules of lowest-weight type (Verma, Fock, vertex
operator, coset, minimal models, etc.) which are relevant to quantum theory.
Differential geometry only deals with the higher-dimensional analogues of the
classical modules. This is easy to see, because all interesting (= non-trivial and
unitary) quantum irreps always have a positive central charge.

The Virasoro algebra is a central extension of the diffeomorphism algebra in 1D,
so generalizing it to several dimensions would be a first step towards
constructing quantum reps of the diffeomorphism group in several dimensions.
At first sight this seems hopeless, since a no-go theorem tells us that the diff
algebra has no central extension except in 1D. Nevertheless, a multi-dimensional
Virasoro algebra does exist, although the extension is not central in higher
dimensions. The first quantum reps were found in the seminal paper

S.E. Rao and R.V. Moody,
Vertex representations for N-toroidal Lie algebras and a generalization of the
Virasoro algebra,
Commun. Math. Phys. 159, 239-264 (1994)

The underlying geometry was clarified in http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-
ph/9810003, which led to considerable generalization. We can now a construct
quantum rep for each tensor density and each non-negative integer.

Much remains to be done, of course. In particular, I don’t understand how to
generalize the minimal models, which are needed to make physical predictions in
CFT. One must expect that the full representation theory is much more
complicated than for the Virasoro algebra. This is true already on the classical
level, where the differential geometry of a circle is not very exciting. But the
construction of a quantum analogue of differential geometry seems to me to be a
quite interesting result in its own right. Anyway, I cannot imagine that I will ever
discover anything as important again.

So, it seems to me that the kind of new mathematics that is needed is clear and
there are plenty of techniques to try and attack the problem with. But no
physicists want to think about this, their reaction generally is “What does this
have to do with M-theory?”

Hear, hear! When I started to search for a multi-dimensional Virasoro algebra in
1987, one of my main motivations was that I wanted to apply it to quantum

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/9810003
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/9810003
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/9810003
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/9810003


gravity. The fact that such an algebra exists and that it has good quantum
representations (other anomalous algebras like Mickelsson-Faddeev apparently
have not) is to me a strong indication that my physical motivation was not
completely wrong.

Whereupon I will disappear into a computer-free zone for a week.

2. Peter
July 27, 2004

Crackpots are much easier to deal with in mathematics since mathematicians
insist that things be well defined and logically coherent before publishing them
or taking them seriously. Coming up with math that hasn’t been done before that
satisfies this criterion is hard, much too hard for the kind of crackpots that infest
physics.

Mathematically, exploitation of symmetry=representation theory. There are
several techniques for constructing and studying representations that
mathematicians have developed over the last 50 years, but physicists have never
learned. In addition, for some of the groups that are experimentally known to be
physically relevant (4d gauge and diffeomorphism groups), very little is known
about their representations. So, it seems to me that the kind of new mathematics
that is needed is clear and there are plenty of techniques to try and attack the
problem with. But no physicists want to think about this, their reaction generally
is “What does this have to do with M-theory?”

3. JC
July 27, 2004

Peter,

If Smolin’s scenario of symmetry principles becoming less and less useful in
physics turns out to be true, what do you think physicists will do in place of
exploiting symmetries?

Naively if I didn’t know any better, I would be tempted to search through the
math literature looking for mathematical structures that have not been used
extensively in physics previously. Albeit, this would seem like a haphazard “brain
dead” way of doing theoretical physics that could easily lead to numerous dead
ends and wasted effort. This would definitely be an act of desperation, when
everybody else has run out of brilliant ideas and are floundering around.

Only other thing I can think of offhand, would be to “invent” some new
mathematics. Though inventing new mathematics out of “nothing” seems like it
would be a lot harder than it looks. At times I wonder what the crackpot to non-
crackpot ratio is these days in the area of “inventing” new mathematics.



Black Holes at the LHC

July 31, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Jacques Distler has something interesting about the prospects for producing black
holes at the LHC. This has often been promoted as one of the most exciting
possibilities for new physics from the LHC. Evidently it turns out that cosmic-ray
experiments currently in progress also are sensitive to this kind of hypothetical black
hole prediction. Depending on one’s assumptions about the minimal mass of a black
hole that can be cleanly distinguished, either all or almost all of the range of new
fundamental gravity scales accessible to the LHC will have been covered by the
cosmic-ray experiments. So, if there is a new unexpected gravity scale in the range of
a few Tev, this is very likely to first be seen in cosmic-rays, not at the LHC.

These Tev-scale gravity models have gotten a lot of attention in recent years, much of
it in the form of claims of string-theory “predictions” that could be tested at the LHC.
A few days ago I was talking to one of my colleagues, who believed, based on hearing
a talk by Nima Arkani-Hamed, that string theory made predictions about what would
happen at the LHC. Of course this is nonsense. There are lots of models you can
construct involving string theory and any gravity scale you want. Past experiments
rule out the possibility of a gravity scale up to the range of 100’s of Gev-1 Tev, but
there is no reason other than wishful thinking and a desire to have something to say
to people who point out that string theory makes no predictions, to believe that there
is a gravity scale just a bit too high to have been seen at the Tevatron, but observable
at the LHC. Such an assumption actually ruins what string theorists consider the
major success of the whole string theory/supersymmetry picture, the fact that the 3
coupling constants in the standard model nearly come together at an energy
somewhat below the Planck mass.

Personally I’ve always found the current “Large Extra Dimensions” Tev-scale gravity
models to be just hideous and completely unmotivated. On the other hand, the one
thing we know is that the electroweak-breaking scale is in this region, and since we
don’t yet know what is causing this breaking, it is not completely inconceivable that it
has something to do with gravity. The argument that the scale of quantum gravity is
the Planck scale is not water-tight. It is based on the assumption that whatever
generates the Einstein-Hilbert action as the effective low-energy action for gravity
produces it with a magnitude of order one. If instead it comes with an exponential
factor, the underlying gravity scale could be quite different than the Planck scale.

Besides some enthusiasts whose talks give the impression that Tev-scale gravity is a
prediction of string theory, most string theorists believe that this is something
unlikely to occur (Distler is one of these). One of the weirder things I’ve encountered
in arguing with prominent string theorists is that they like to say that the Tev-scale
gravity models are one of the major achievements in string theory in recent years,
while at the same time saying they don’t believe in these models. What’s up with
claiming as a point in favor of your theory that it “predicts” something you don’t
believe?

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000408.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000408.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000408.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000408.html


Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
August 1, 2004

For extra dimensions in general, I like the reinterpretation of Giorgi, Cohen and
Arkani, going from 4D to higher dimensions by using a dinamical process and
getting symmetry breaking from it.

Also, to see mathematically the Higgs field as an extra dimension is already a
well known theme.



Low Point in Hawking Coverage

July 31, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Gregg Easterbrook is a senior editor at the New Republic, and gives every indication
of being a complete moron. His column about Hawking’s recent talk on black hole
information loss is a masterpiece of anti-intellectualism. He appears to believe that
the problem with physics is that, in trying to understand the big bang, ideas have
been invoked that “don’t do especially well on the common-sense test”.

Only someone with zero common-sense would think that common-sense is going to
explain the state and dynamics of the universe billions of years ago when conditions
were utterly unlike those in which humans evolved and continue to exist.

Comments

1. Peter
August 1, 2004

Hi Deane,

Thanks for pointing out the earlier Easterbrook piece about string theory. I had
seen it a while back but forgotten about it.

Easterbrook seems interested not so much in criticizing string theory as in
promoting religion. His older article is more of the same anti-intellectualism as
in his Hawking piece, attacking physicists for trafficking in ideas that he doesn’t
understand. It shows clearly what I see as one of the main dangers of where
string theory is leading physics. If a scientific field abandons the standard norms
of what is science and what isn’t, it will lose its credibility and people like
Easterbrook will try and promote the idea that we can never understand much
about the universe and try and replace science by theology. Wait till someone
tells him about the recent “anthropic” nonsense….

2. Chris W.
August 1, 2004

I read the Beliefnet piece. Peter is right; he is a moron. He touts string theory’s
resemblance to theology, apparently in the hope of promoting the legitimacy of
the latter (understood as a belief in an “unseen realm of the spirit”).

3. Deane
July 31, 2004

But, Peter, he’s on your side, when it comes to
string theory! Check out

http://www.j-bradford-delong.net/movable_type/2004_archives/001258.html
http://www.j-bradford-delong.net/movable_type/2004_archives/001258.html


http://www.beliefnet.com/story/96/story_9602_1.html

And, if you think about it, his argument against
string theory is remarkably similar to yours.

http://www.beliefnet.com/story/96/story_9602_1.html
http://www.beliefnet.com/story/96/story_9602_1.html


This is Powerful Stuff

August 1, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Now string theory is being used to peddle Verizon DSL service (courtesy of Lubos
Motl). According to the writers of the advertising copy :

“String Theory: The so-called unified theory is gaining credibility among young
scientists”

Right.

Comments

1. JC
August 1, 2004

What would be amusing is if it said

“String Theory: The so-called anthropic unified theory is indoctrinating young
scientists into making fools of themselves”

http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~motl/verizon-string-theory.swf
http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~motl/verizon-string-theory.swf


More Landscape Looniness

August 1, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Susskind has posted a new preprint entitled “Cosmic Natural Selection”. It’s just two
pages of various attacks on Lee Smolin’s theory of cosmological (not cosmic) natural
selection. Smolin’s theory is described in detail in his book “The Life of the Cosmos”,
published seven years ago. As far as I know the terminology of “Landscape” entered
physics in this book, where Smolin adopts the term “fitness landscape” from
evolutionary biology.

Why is Susskind all of a sudden taking an interest in Smolin’s old theory? Well, last
Tuesday a preprint by Smolin appeared entitled “Scientific Alternatives to the
Anthropic Principle” in which he gives a detailed criticism of the anthropic principle
as unscientific. The next day Susskind tried to post a response to Smolin, consisting of
a 3 page paper, half of which was just a quote from a summary of his argument that
Smolin had sent to him. The one and a half pages that Susskind himself wrote were
pretty much incoherent, and showed no sign that he had bothered to actually read
Smolin’s article.

This was such a bizarre document that someone responsible for the arXiv actually
refused to accept it. I’ve heard of several non-mainstream physicists who have had
problems getting their articles accepted, but this is the first time I’ve heard of this
happening to a well-known mainstream physicist. Whoever did this was doing
Susskind a huge favor, but he then immediately forwarded a copy of the paper via
e-mail to a long distribution list.

So that’s why Susskind’s latest begins “In an unpublished note I criticized Smolin’s
theory of cosmological selection…” Note that he is not addressing any of Smolin’s
criticism of his own work as unscientific, instead he is attacking Smolin’s own
speculative ideas. I’ve personally experienced this kind of thing from more than one
string theory fanatic. They don’t respond to criticism of what they are doing (because
they don’t have much of a response), and instead forcefully and incoherently attack
one for any speculative comments one may have made.

This just gets weirder and weirder all the time….

Comments

1. Peter
August 15, 2004

In his initial article submitted to the arXiv he states, concerning Smolin’s article,
“I took a quick look at the paper…”, which I take as an explicit acknowledgement
that he didn’t read it. What he wrote showed no sign he had read it. Personally,
this initial article seemed to me a disgraceful travesty of a scientific paper, for

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407266
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407266
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213


reasons I stated earlier. I don’t know who at the arXiv rejected Susskind’s article,
but evidently they agree with me.

To date Susskind has not publicly answered the detailed criticisms of his use of
the anthropic principle contained in Smolin’s article. If he has finally read the
article and has an answer to Smolin’s criticisms, scientifically his first priority
should be to deal with this issue, not to attack Smolin’s more speculative ideas.
Doing what he has done gives the strong impression that he has no answer to
Smolin’s criticisms, and instead of confessing to this, has decided to go on the
attack. Maybe “thuggery” was too strong a term, but I don’t believe this has
much to do with trying to get at scientific truth.

2. Gil Steinberg
August 15, 2004

Susskind must have read Smolin’s work at some point, because the preprint
“Cosmic Natural Selection” presents significant scientific criticisms of Smolin’s
theory, as detailed in my previous post. It is certainly appropriate that such
criticisms be made public — this is how science works. I see nothing in
Susskind’s preprint that justifies your use of the highly charged terms
`thuggery’, `disgraceful’, `beat up Smolin,’ and `attack on Smolin.’ I don’t know
what else appeared in the unpublished note, but according to your post it was a
`defense of his [Susskind’s] own work,’ which again hardly seems to justify your
strong language.

By the way, Susskind is famous for not pulling punches, and he does not
distinguish `string theorists’ from non-`string theorists’ when he thinks that
someone is wrong. Have a look at his hep-th/9405103, `Comment on a Proposal
by Strominger,’ and also his contribution hep-th/0204027 to the Hawkingfest.
Susskind’s style is not for everyone, but I believe that it is his way of trying to
get at the scientific truth, and I am sure that Smolin will take it in this way.

3. Peter
August 15, 2004

Hi, whoever you are at UCSB,

Let me summarize again the facts about what Susskind did in response to
Smolin’s 40 page or so paper containing a detailed and serious critique of the
anthropic principle and Susskind’s use of it. Without even bothering to read it,
within a day of its appearance he wrote a completely incoherent one and a half
page defense of the anthropic principle and attack on Smolin, then tried to post
it on the arXiv. This was such a ridiculous document that he was told he couldn’t
do this, something which is completely unheard of. A couple days later he
stripped out the nonsensical defense of his own work, added a more detailed
attack on Smolin, and managed to get this posted.

I think this kind of behavior is disgraceful, and it has nothing to do with doing
serious science. Susskind clearly just wanted to beat up Smolin for pointing out
that what Susskind is doing is not science. I’ve seen all too much of this kind of
thuggery, directed at anyone who dares criticize what string theorists are doing.



4. Gil Steinberg
August 15, 2004

Smolin’s paper was explicitly about a scientific (that is, falsifiable) _alternative_
to the anthropic principle. So why are you criticizing Susskind for trying to
falsify Smolin’s alternative theory? Susskind’s paper, although short, raises
several very valid scientific objections to Smolin’s theory. In particular, Smolin
argues that production of new universes at a black hole singularity is on a firmer
theoretical footing than production of new universes via bubble nucleation in an
inflating universe (as in the landscape picture). Susskind argues that the reverse
is true: bubble nucleation is observed in a wide variety of physical systems, and
Einstein’s equations imply that vacuum energy makes the universe expand (aside
from the observational evidence that our universe has gone through two periods
of vacuum-energy-driven expansion); it is hardly speculative to combine these
two effects. The black hole bounce is on its face a more speculative thing, and as
Susskind points out there are several problems here that have not been
addressed: the effect of the Planckian energy densities at the singularity, and the
relation to holography and the information problem. Moreover, even if the black
hole bounce occurs, Susskind points out that inflation plus bubble nucleation is a
vastly more efficient means to produce new universes than the black hole
mechanism, so Smolin’s theory is falsified. You are really putting string theorists
in a no-win situation: thay are criticized for ignoring alternate theories, and then
they are criticized for not ignoring them but instead subjecting them to the same
level of theoretical self-consistency that they impose on string theory.

5. Thomas Larsson
August 9, 2004

The Ginsparg-Glashow article to which I referred earlier is evidently available on
the arxiv. Not much has changed since 1985, except perhaps that we now know
that supersymmetry is close to being ruled out by experiments – it requires fine-
tuning at the percent level.

6. Peter
August 4, 2004

Hi JC,

See my recent comments on “Black Holes at the LHC”. I agree these models are
basically silly, and most string theorists I’ve talked to say they don’t believe
them. The motivations for this kind of work are not just to get grants, but
something more complicated. For one thing there is a desperation among string
theorists to do something that can somehow count as an experimentally testable
prediction, so the fact that you can cook up models of this kind that would have
observable effects at the LHC is a huge motivation, even though the models are
highly implausible and cooked up. A second motivation is that this stuff is
technically very easy. You don’t have to know any algebraic geometry, conformal
field theory, etc. Much of this work just comes down to setting up and solving
simple differential equations. It’s a good subject for undergraduate projects.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001


7. JC
August 4, 2004

Peter,

Either I’m seeing things or asleep, but I recall seeing a comment on this thread
about your view on those large TeV scale extra dimensions models.

When those models first appeared, I thought they weren’t much more than
somebody working out the consequences of some Kaluza-Klein theory, which
didn’t seem much more than a hypothetical exercise. After awhile when more
and more folks were cranking out papers on this topic, I got the sense the
subject was trying to making predictions that looked too silly to be true or even
plausible. (ie. It didn’t even pass the initial “laugh” test.)

After a few years of these large TeV scale extra dimensions models proliferating,
I got the impression they seemed fit into the category of “let’s propose these silly
models that we know are too outlandish but are nevertheless ‘trendy’, just to get
NSF or DOE funding”. On the surface it sure smelled like an excuse for a grant
funding grab. At times I wonder what sort of weird things people will propose,
just to get grant money from the government, even if they know deep down in
their hearts that the work is bogus from the start.

8. Steven
August 3, 2004

I read Smolin’s article a few days back and have just finished the Susskind
response. I generally think Smolin is a sober and level-headed physicist who
usually puts forth interesting ideas and engaging and viable arguments.(Even if
you don’t agree with everything he says). I think he puts down a good case here
for why the anthropic principle is simply unscientific.

The Susskind article however, does read like a blog/forum rant and not a carefuly
thought out scientific article. He even admits he does’nt understand Smolin
when he says” the detailed astrophysics that goes into Smolin’s estimate is
extremely complicated–too complicated for me–but the basic assumptions that go
into the theory can be evaluated in the light of what string theory has taught us
about the Landscape and black holes”. How can he evaluate or respond to the
article when he admits he doesnt understand the underlying astrophysical
arguments?

Also, string theory has not really given any insights into real black holes or
cosmology and is not in a sufficiently developed state to do so (many string
theorists would actually agree). The Strominger-Vafa paper and other
(admittedly interesting )papers in the 90s dealt with extremal black holes in
string theory–not real astrophysical black holes. Similarly, string theory simply
can’t deal with deSitter space and a very small positive cosmological
constant/accelerating universe despite the artifical constructions of the Stanford
group.

Basically he seems only interested in promoting his own string-based agenda,



even though it can’t actually connect to anything in the observed universe, and
any argument that does not conform to his dogma/agenda must be wrong in his
eyes. I do find the whole thing somewhat strange. The pro-anthropic camp will
have to really do a lot better if they are to maintain credibility. I really wish
Susskind would produce one detailed cleary thought-out journal quality article
carefully and rigorously promoting his ideas at least. (Papers he wrote years ago
I found both interesting and informative, I just don’t get this recent trend of his).

I think the arXiv is a double edged sword:one can instantly access the latest
ideas/research in physics from anywhere but at the same time it is filling up with
resume padding, career/grant maintaining, ego messaging stuff too. I try and
stick to stuff in the Arxiv that at least has a journal acceptance/submission also.
Peer review seems to have broken down in hep and string theory especially and I
think it is going to be a problem for the field in the long run. I think it is fine for
the people like Witten or Weinberg to just post their stuff but I think most others
need the conventional journal route. String theorists should actually be the
strongest critics of each others work rather than be a mutual admiration society
(which is the impression I often get, whether that’s right or wrong). Every other
branch of science, engineeering, medicine has to go through the very rigorous
“old fashioned” peer-review process via paper journals with subsequent online
access. Although it is not perfect I think all scientists (whether students or
established professors) still need the discipline/feedback provided by that or else
the archive will end up like a ranting open physics forum. If the archive is going
to be more rigorous in their acceptance criteria now then that could be a good
thing.

9. Peter
August 3, 2004

I wasn’t aware that the arXiv did any screening other than by author’s affiliation,
and wonder how often they reject papers from people with sponsors or with
academic affiliations. Danny’s story is a bit scary, I would have thought that some
reason would have to be given to reject a paper, especially if it is sponsored.

But I think the right thing was done in rejecting Susskind’s article. The arXiv
shouldn’t become like sci.physics.research, where people post comments of all
sorts. It should remain a place where people post scientific articles of the sort
that will ultimately appear in a peer-reviewed journal. I can’t believe any such
journal will ever publish the kind of thing Susskind has been putting out recently,
so arguably others of his articles should also have been rejected. In any case this
isn’t an example of censorship of non-mainstream ideas, since Susskind is
certainly part of the mainstream. His paper was rejected not because of his
ideas, but because of its embarassingly incoherent and unscientific nature.

10. D R Lunsford
August 3, 2004

NEWS FLASH – Direct CP violation in B0 -> K+ pi- decay. Big news in real
physics.



The gravity experiment (does antimatter fall up in the gravitational field of
matter?) NEEDS to be done!

11. D R Lunsford
August 3, 2004

All I know is, I got a sponsor, the paper was submitted and a number assigned, it
appeared in the archive and was then immediately removed. Never got an
explanation, nor did the sponsor.

12. Chris Oakley
August 3, 2004

I was not aware that ArXiv was subject to any filtering at all other than the
requirement that the sender should be at, or be sponsored by someone at a
higher education establishment. If it is then that is a pity as instead of being a
representative snapshot of the state of the art, it becomes a party political tool
for whoever runs it.

The advent of the internet has enabled one to see what a physics discussion that
is a complete free-for-all looks like. I am talking of course about the sci.physics
forum. I like this newsgroup because of its entertainment value, but the serially-
spamming crackpots and the immune reaction that they engender (headed by
“Uncle Al”) become predictable after a while. Having said that, “Uncle Al” can be
very funny.

I think that the lightly-moderated sci.physics.research is about the level that
ArXiv ought to aim for. If people want to make fools of themselves in public, then
they should be allowed to do so, provided that they stay on topic and keep the
personal abuse to a minimum.

13. D R Lunsford
August 2, 2004

Peter-

I have no idea how arxiv works. What I know about it comes from a friend who
was stupidly blacklisted – I mentioned him in the “ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS”
section. It could be just that petty, or it could be that a reappraisal of Weyl’s
theory in a new context is too much for them to swallow. All I know is – it’s not
string theory, it’s not a Kaluza approach, the idea is inherently interesting, the
calculations are correct, and the interpretation is as conservative as possible.
There is no actual reason to reject the paper, particularly since the older theory
lives in it as a first approximation. On the other hand there is a lot in it that is
very suggestive of possible ways to make progress in understanding gravity and
field theory together, from a conformal standpoint.

To be sure I never pressed the issue because the whole episode seems sordid in
some way.

The preprint was immediately accepted by CERN without any complaints. In any



case I think CERN automatically serves preprints of the usual journals.

-danny

14. Peter
August 2, 2004

Hi Michael,

I won’t divulge my confidential sources, but a copy of the e-mail Susskind sent
out to a large distribution list made its way to my inbox. If you think the tone of
Susskind’s arxiv posting was unscholarly, you should see the one that was
rejected.

One unexpected aspect of doing this weblog has been that tricky questions of
journalistic ethics arise. Should I repeat things people tell me privately?
Probably not without asking them. How much of something that is forwarded to
me can I make public if the original sender didn’t intend to put what he wrote on
the internet. What if he originally tried to put it on the internet but was thwarted
and instead sent it to a lot of people? Shouldn’t I help him out? By making it
public or by keeping it private? Complicated questions….

15. JC
August 2, 2004

It seems like for many folks, the more indefensible their position is on something
that is controversial, the more they resort to personal ad hominem style of
attacks when defending their position. I always found it amusing in working up
folks of this sort into a huge ad hominem attack frenzy, to the point that they’re
about to punch me in the face over it. It may very well be the case that in our
human brains, our emotions can greatly overpower our own “logic”.

It seems kind of weird and amusing at the same time, in watching string theory
and loop gravity folks throwing ad hominem personal attacks at one another over
various “ideological” type of issues in approaches to doing quantum gravity
research.

Will a huge ad hominem flamefest between string and loop folks, and/or between
pro and anti anthropic folks, be the final “end battle” which destroys the
legitimacy of string theory and other forms of quantum gravity research as we
know it?

16. Michael Williams
August 2, 2004

Where did you hear that his first hasty reply had been rejected by the arXiv? The
new paper certainly seems to be written in a rather unscholarly tone.

17. Thomas Larsson
August 2, 2004



Does anyone know where Ginsparg stands on string theory?

On the one hand, it has been claimed that the Arxiv may in the end turn out to be
string theory’s most important contribution to science. So in some sense
Ginsparg is a string theorist, and the phrase “Ginsparg archipelago” resonates
somewhere in the back of my head (these are probably some isolated c=1 CFTs,
perhaps associated with the E’s of some ADE classification). OTOH, I think that
he coauthored the infamous “Desperately seeking superstrings” article in
Physics today in 1986, after which Sheldon Glashow came out as a string critic.

18. Thomas Larsson
August 2, 2004

A year or two ago I commented on spr that Smolin’s review of quantum gravity
looked like a declaration of war on string theory. Smolin denied that, claiming
that many of his close friends are string theorists. The exchange can probably be
found somewhere on the web if you really want to read it.

Anyway, even if that was true, it is hard to avoid the impression that his last
paper really is a declaration of war on string theory in general, and on the
anthropic principle in particular. Apparently Susskind draws the same
conclusion.

19. Peter
August 2, 2004

Hi JC,
I think it is very unlikely that the powers that be at the NSF and DOE will step in
and start defunding this kind of research. They generally rely on a system of
peer evaluation, which has allowed string theory to do well as string theorists
generally evaluate other string theory research highly. So the real question is
whether the united front of string theorists will crack further. How many string
theorists are willing to give a low score to grant proposals to do “anthropic”
research?

This is the real significance of Smolin’s recent paper. He is making a strong
argument that a lot of people are no longer doing science, and this is a huge
threat to them, in particular to their NSF or DOE funding. This is why you see
Susskind so upset that he writes bizarre articles and launches attacks on Smolin.

20. Peter
August 2, 2004

Hi Danny,
No, you’re the only example I know of where someone has had a peer-reviewed
article rejected by the arxiv. By the way, do you know who it is who is now
making these decisions about what to accept and what to reject? Is it Paul
Ginsparg, who set up and runs the thing, or someone else?

It seems to me that rejecting Susskind’s article opens up a whole can of worms
for the arxiv, and I wonder what criteria they used to reject it. Up until now they



could claim that they were just rejecting based on the lack of certain kinds of
academic affiliation, but here they’ve rejected something presumably based on it
not being scientific. But if they start really rejecting things from string theorists
whether or not they are scientific, this is just the beginning.

21. JC
August 2, 2004

Peter,

It sure seems like many of these anthropic and anti-anthropic papers over the
last year or so, read almost like a “Pot Vs. Kettle” competition, especially when
it’s between different quantum gravity camps (ie. strings vs. loops).

What do you think the government grand funding agencies (ie. NSF or DOE) will
do, once they catch on to all this anthropic silliness going on in string theory and
other quantum gravity research areas?

22. D R Lunsford
August 2, 2004

Peter-

You say you’ve “heard of several non-mainstream physicists” etc. etc. – but do
you know of any examples of papers that are already published in reputable
peer-reviewed journals being rejected from the archive? I find myself in just this
situation, and while I try to maintain a good humor about it and not take it too
seriously, still I would not mind having the work properly dissected, particularly
since there are mathematical aspects of it that need to be investigated, that are,
for various reasons, not in my reach.

Given that a great deal of the archive in the last few years is devoted to string
theory, the collapse of one can hardly avoid impacting the other.

23. JC
August 2, 2004

Years ago somebody showed for a joke, the correlation of crashes of the stock
market and/or companies, with things like building really tall buildings and/or a
company putting their name on a sports stadium. The classic case is that of
Enron going bankrupt a few years after sponsoring the Enron field stadium in
Houston, Texas. Another classic case is the stock market crashing in 1929, after
the Empire State Building construction was proposed. In more recent times the
Asian financial markets crashed in 1997 after the Petronas twin towers (in Kuala
Lumpor) construction was proposed. They also showed for a joke, how the rises
and falls of Donald Trump’s fortunes were highly correlated with the up and
downs of the real estate markets in america.

The rationale that’s usually given to explain this correlation is that many
grandiose ideas and stupid things are proposed and done, during times when the
economy is booming.



Another joke correlation was how a company would decline and fall into
problems, after when the company’s CEO and other upper management were on
the front cover of magazines like Time, Newsweek, BusinessWeek, Fortune,
Forbes, etc … During the 1990’s, Bill Gates picture showed up on the cover of
Time Magazine and subsequently Microsoft nosedived from the anti-trust case
against it. Something like in 1999, Jeff Bezos (CEO of Amazon.com) showed up as
“man of the year” on the front cover of Time Magazine, and the dotcom bubble
imploded shortly thereafter.

In a similar joke-like manner, there’s a spurious correlation between the idea of
Zwiebach’s “string theory for undergrads” course & textbook, and the
subsequent decline of string/M theory into the anthropic mess. Or earlier from
the 80’s era, there’s a spurious correlation between the idea of Kaku’s “intro to
superstrings” textbook or Luest & Theissen’s intro to string theory book, and the
subsequent decline of string theory around 1990. From the 1970’s era, there
doesn’t appear to be any “textbooks” on string theory. The closest I can think of
offhand would be Paul Frampton’s book on “dual resonance models”, which looks
like it was published just right around the time everybody was abandoning string
theory in 1974.

It seems amusing that a highly speculative field subsequently comes crashing
down and declining after a “textbook” on it is proposed and written.

Perhaps there’s some truth to the notion of

“history repeats itself, first as low comedy and then as mindless farce”

(attributed to Karl Marx)?

24. JC
August 2, 2004

This sure sounds a lot like a major decline of quantum gravity, falling into a
downward spiral into the abyss. Something has really gone astray when the
“experts” start to sound more and more like crackpots.

At times I’ve noticed in politics when somebody’s popularity is falling, many of
their press releases become more and more difficult to differentiate from “satire”
press releases (ie. Matt Drudge style), or political news stories on “serious” 24
hour news channels (ie. CNN, MSNBC, etc …) starts to resemble the stuff on late
night television comedy shows (ie. John Stewart, Bill Mahr, Dennis Miller, etc …).

It would be interesting to see what will happen to quantum gravity research, if
this stupidity persists for several years.



Beauty, Fashion and Emperors

August 4, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Roger Penrose has a new book out in England, called “The Road to Reality”. It is 1000
pages long and is now ranked number 17 on Amazon’s UK site. There’s a review of
the book here.

It sounds like the book contains all sorts of things, including some of the material
about string theory that Penrose has presented in public talks various places about
“Fashion, Faith and Fantasy in Modern Physical Theories”. One version of these talks
is available online from Princeton. By “Fashion” Penrose is referring to string theory,
and he considers the question of why it is so fashionable. String theory has been
heavily sold as “beautiful” and to some extent Penrose seems to go along with this,
but his invoking of the term “fashion” indicates an awareness of how problematic
notions of “beauty” can be. The latest fashionable clothes are heavily promoted for
their beauty, although after a few years, when they become unfashionable, this beauty
is no longer so obvious.”Beauty” is very often a social construct, with many people
willing to agree that something is “beautiful” if everyone around them is saying so.
Recall the story of the emperor and his fashionable outfit.

I’ve never understood these claims that string theory is “beautiful”, and was again
struck by this when I got ahold of a copy of Barton Zwiebach’s new book on string
theory aimed at undergraduates called A First Course in String Theory. Most of the
first 270 pages of the book are devoted to working out in detail the quantization of
the bosonic string in light-cone gauge, and I find it hard to believe that anyone finds
this a beautiful subject. It is mathematically rather complicated and not that
interesting, and has no real connection to any observable physics.

Later on in the book Zwiebach does devote a fair amount of space to trying to connect
string theory to the standard model, mainly using the construction of intersecting D6
branes. At the end of this section, he acknowledges that this construction is truly
hideous and looks all too much like a Ptolemaic use of epicycles on epicycles to
explain planetary motion, saying “the models seem contrived, at least in the sense
that they are engineered to give the physics that we observe, rather than obtained
naturally as the simplest solutions of string theory”. He quotes Alfonso the Wise
(1221-1284) as having said the following about Ptolemaic epicycles:

“Had I been present at the creation, I would have given some useful hints for the
better ordering of the universe.”

He tries to end on a more optimistic note, hoping that some deeper meaning of string
theory will emerge with more work, quoting Maimonides as follows:

“In the realm of Nature, there is nothing purposeless, trivial or unnecessary”

which begs the question of whether string theory is part of the “realm of Nature”.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224044478/qid=1091633027/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl/202-9304395-7723067
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224044478/qid=1091633027/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl/202-9304395-7723067
http://www.thestatesman.net/page.news.php?clid=24&theme=&usrsess=1&id=50300
http://www.thestatesman.net/page.news.php?clid=24&theme=&usrsess=1&id=50300
http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/
http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/
http://titles.cambridge.org/catalogue.asp?isbn=0521831431
http://titles.cambridge.org/catalogue.asp?isbn=0521831431


Comments

1. Mal
August 20, 2004

There are several reviews in top UK newspapers of Penrose’s “The Road to
Reality”, many are referenced from here (including one by John Gribbin):

http://www.321books.co.uk/reviews/the-road-to-reality-by-roger-penrose.htm

2. Chris Oakley
August 6, 2004

I do not believe that Newton or Einstein, or most others who have made
significant contributions to science have been significantly cleverer than their
contemporaries. What they have tended to bring to the party was independence
of mind. They come up with things that the others could have come up with but
did not because they were not asking the right questions. This quality enables
them to ignore what people around them are saying and just figure things out for
themselves. Following this principle – the Sinatra doctrine – they end up being
either much more right or much more wrong than average (Einstein managed
both). Although I cannot claim to have all the answers in this regard, it seems to
me that the research machine as presently structured, is not an efficient factory
for research ideas. If the tenured professors, who make almost all the decisions
about the direction of research, were infinitely wise there would not be a
problem. The reality though is that their students may be able to do better, and if
they can, and end up losing the support of their supervisors as a result then they
have no choice other than to leave. This kind of hierarchical structure may work
for the military, but it does not work in areas where creativity and lateral
thinking are an important element.

3. erinj
August 6, 2004

But imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, and surely the fact that Newton’s
words live on after over 300 years is testimony to the impact his life and work
made upon Western civilization and, more broadly, humanity. I don’t believe that
these comments are poking fun at Newton the person, but rather at his legacy,
which I think is as vast as any one human being has ever left to us.

As you rightly imply, Chris, none of us are likely to leave such an enormous and
influential legacy behind, and I believe that anyone who has studied any physics
very likely has the utmost respect for Newton. I know I do, and for me this made
such remarks more interesting: in fact, I found your analogy involving Newton’s
famous quotation fascinating. I recall (perhaps incorrectly) that the `beach’
quotation originally appeared in a letter Newton wrote to somebody. How likely,
though, are we to quote passages from Newton’s Optiks or Principia
Mathematica today I wonder?

As far as I know, Newton was not known for his humour during his lifetime, and

http://www.321books.co.uk/reviews/the-road-to-reality-by-roger-penrose.htm
http://www.321books.co.uk/reviews/the-road-to-reality-by-roger-penrose.htm


even had a dour expression (I would think this fitting given how seriously and
deeply he must have contemplated things). I recall reading that his theory of
universal gravitation was subject to ridicule after it became famous, yet Newton
was far more concerned with his ongoing arguments involving fellow natural
philosophers such as Hooke and Leibniz.

“Have legs, use legs.”

– Sir Isaac Newton

4. Chris Oakley
August 6, 2004

I just got a message from Isaac Newton through a medium:

You guys are really beginning to piss me off. Yes, I wrote that thing about the
pebbles and seashells. And the stuff about giants. But that doesn’t mean you’re
entitled to twist my words in ridiculous ways just to amuse yourselves. Have you
got a unit of force named after you? Did you figure out the universal law of
gravitation? Thought not. So maybe if you come up with some great new physics,
preferably something where you get the number of dimensions right (three
space, one time, in case you’ve forgotten) then you might, and I say might be in
a position to fun of me.

5. Arun
August 6, 2004

And for those stupified by string theory : If I haven’t seen further than others, it
is because I stood in the footprints of giants……

6. August 5, 2004

“…wandering in the car show room and diverting myself and now and then
finding a shinier car or a faster SUV than ordinary…”

Argh! I get the “half-asstrophysicists” thing now. Excuse me for not being up to
speed on US slang :s

7. August 5, 2004

Yes, I too spent time watching The Flintstones as a youngster, but they were all
repeats on British television, so by then they were probably `classics’,
considered worthy of repeating. I’d really like to see the towering giant become
a loud and aggressive promoter of string theory as he gets older, shouting his
defence of it in television interviews, though I doubt it would come to that.

By the way DR, was “asstrophysicists” a typo?

8. D R Lunsford
August 5, 2004

Ok can’t resist…



Chris made me think of Newton in a modern context

“To myself, I have seemed but an itinerant contractor, stubbing out a bummed
cigarette on the threshold of the loading dock, while all before may lay mostly
undiscovered the great parking lot of truth.”

9. D R Lunsford
August 5, 2004

Start of a Gell-Mann lecture on string theory at Maryland – “I see we have a
mixed audience of astronomers, physicists, and half-asstrophysicists…”

-drl

10. Peter
August 5, 2004

I often tell people I learn a lot from these comments, never expected to be
learning Flintstone trivia. What is with all you people, are you as old as I am so
also spent your childhood watching Flintsone cartoons (or I guess maybe they
are classics and go on and on)?

I loved the Gell-Mann quote, which was new to me. Ah, for the glory days of
particle physics, when the leaders of the field were obnoxious, competitive,
entertaining megalomaniacs. Now, we just have one person towering over a
bunch of dwarves, and he’s a very nice, polite, soft-spoken guy.

11. erinj
August 5, 2004

Thanks, will do. If anything, I suppose the current state of this thread of
comments seems to indicate that it’s quite easy to go astray from `The Road to
Reality’ – in both senses  Reminds me of the office banter that used to go on
whilst a research student, taking a break from the equations 

12. Chris Oakley
August 5, 2004

No – “The Flintstones at Viva Rock Vegas” was a live action prequel to the 1994
film, but IMHO much better. It got panned by the critics, but they know nothing.
It came out about 4 years ago. Get the video out and tell me what you think …
although I suggest by e-mail rather than as a comment on a physics web log
(however subversive it may be).

13. erinj
August 5, 2004

I thought `Pebbles’ was Fred and Wilma’s daughter… or was that `Bam Bam’?
Maybe `Bam Bam’ (the one who wielded a club) was Barney Rubbles’ son? What
was `Viva Rock Vegas’, Chris? I don’t remember that, but it’s gotta better than
the live action film (though I thought Halle Berry as `Sharon Stone’ was good).



Wasn’t `Dino’ the name of Fred and Wilma’s pet purple dinosaur?

14. Chris Oakley
August 5, 2004

“Pebbles” was their boy, wasn’t he? We’re getting way off topic, but am I the only
one who thinks that “Viva Rock Vegas” is the best Flintstones thing ever?

15. erinj
August 5, 2004

I dunno about you, but all these comments about pebbles made me think of the
Flintstones.

16. Chris Oakley
August 5, 2004

Danny and Steve –

Thank-you for sharing your (most profound) insights with me. I’m sure that Sir
Isaac, tracking Peter’s web log from his office in that great university in the sky,
is regretting ever saying a damn thing about Oceans of Truth.

17. Steve
August 5, 2004

“If I have seen farther than others it is because I am surrounded by dwarves”
Murrey Gellmann

18. D R Lunsford
August 5, 2004

Renorm: Pretending you can play with pebbles that are infinitely massive.

Strings: Pretending that pebbles can fly.

Branes: Pretending that flying pebbles can sing.

19. Chris Oakley
August 5, 2004

Without wishing to take the analogy too far –

Renormalization: Pretending your rough pebbles are smooth.

Superstrings: You never walked on the beach at all. You only dreamed it.

20. D R Lunsford
August 5, 2004

Right! – and I think it goes on, “If I have seen farther than others, it was only
because I stood on the shoulders of giants.”



21. Chris Oakley
August 5, 2004

You mean this one?

“I do not know what I may appear to the world; but to myself I seem to have
been only like a boy, playing on the seashore and diverting myself and now and
then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier seashell than ordinary, while the
great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me.”

Sir Isaac Newton

22. D R Lunsford
August 5, 2004

Nice quote – on the other hand we have Newton, who actually accomplished
some physics – who said “Hypotheses non fingo” – a modest admission that he
wasn’t God or even privvy to His Thought, just a working stiff attempting to
understand how the planets move the way they do. He also said in effect “I
couldn’t have done this without your help” to Galileo and Kepler. In these days
when it’s popular to bash Einstein and Dirac, that quote – the “great ocean of
truth” one – seems much more powerful to me.

I sometimes wonder if obession with the ineffable realm of abstraction is a sort
of drug addiction that is clouding the collective judgment.

23. Peter
August 4, 2004

Hi Eric,

Wonderful quote. Your book gives an excellent and precise explanation of the
way in which good physics really is “beautiful” or “elegant”, along the lines of
Leibniz.

For more about Eric’s book, see something I wrote a few months ago here

24. Eric Baum
August 4, 2004

God has chosen the world that is the most perfect, that is to say,
the one that is at the same time the simplest in hypotheses and the
richest in phenomena.
— Gottfried Von Liebniz

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000019.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000019.html


This Week’s Online Conferences

August 6, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

A couple conferences going on this week have already put some of the talks online.

SLAC has a summer school each year, aimed more at experimentalists than theorists.
This year’s topic is “Nature’s Greatest Puzzles” and there are quite a few interesting
talks already online there.

The Michigan Center for Theoretical Physics is hosting this year’s String
Phenomenology 2004 conference. The “Landscape” seems to be a big topic; two
online talks are Michael Douglas’s, which is more or less the same as his one at
Strings 2004 a few weeks ago, and Michael Dine’s. Dine seems optimistic that the
Landscape will lead to predictions, saying

“If we adopt the anthropic viewpoint, we may be lead to predictions – perhaps the
first predictive framework for string theory”

Before taking this too seriously, one should note that Dine has been giving review
talks about “superstring phenomenology” and claiming that predictions are right
around the corner since before most of our incoming students at Columbia were born
(see his 1986 Erice lectures, no, they’re not online, this was way before the arXiv).

And I’m headed off soon for a short vacation out of the range of the internet, back late
next week.

Comments

1. JC
August 15, 2004

Just to be silly about the “137 loop” QED argument in my previous post, let’s
change one of the assumptions.

In the case of an exploding number of Feynman diagrams at n-loop order, if we
have instead have (n!)^2 diagrams at the nth order of perturbation theory
(instead of n! diagrams in my last post), then the A_n’s should be proportional to
(n!)^2 after all the Feynman diagrams are summed up at n-th order.

In this case the R_n ratios will become

R_n ~= alpha * n^2
(with all other assumptions the same).

For divergence the R_n’s are greater than 1.
So we now have n^2 greater than 1/alpha, which now says the “QED series” will

http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2004/program.htm
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2004/program.htm
http://www.umich.edu/~mctp/events/sph2004/talkschedule.html
http://www.umich.edu/~mctp/events/sph2004/talkschedule.html
http://www.umich.edu/~mctp/events/sph2004/talkschedule.html
http://www.umich.edu/~mctp/events/sph2004/talkschedule.html
http://www.umich.edu/~mctp/events/sph2004/talks/Douglas.pdf
http://www.umich.edu/~mctp/events/sph2004/talks/Douglas.pdf
http://www.umich.edu/~mctp/events/sph2004/talks/dine.pdf
http://www.umich.edu/~mctp/events/sph2004/talks/dine.pdf


start to diverge after n = 11 loops.

2. JC
August 15, 2004

Peter,

I thought about the “137 loop” assertion thing for QED. Here’s sort of a naive
argument that I can think of offhand.

We start with a QED perturbative series

“QED series” = sum_{n=0 to infinity} C_n

where
C_n = A_n * alpha^n,
alpha = fine structure constant

From a naive look at the explosion of the number of Feynman diagrams at each
order of n-loops, there appears to be n! number of diagrams for the nth order in
perturbation theory. Just summing up all the Feynman diagrams at n-loop order,
the coefficient A_n should possibly be proportional to n!. So we factor out n! from
A_n as

A_n = B_n * n!

So now C_n = B_n * n! * alpha^n

Now we look at the ratio R_n between succesive orders in perturbation theory as

R_n = C_n/C_{n-1} , where n = 1 to infinity
R_n = [B_n/B_{n-1}] * [n!/(n-1)!] * alpha^{n-(n-1)}
R_n = [B_n/B_{n-1}] * n * alpha

For convergence, we want R_n to be always less than 1. If we naively say that all
the B_n’s (left over after factoring out the alpha^n and n!, from the C_n’s) have
roughly the same order of magnitude each, then the ratios [B_n/B_{n-1}] will be
approximately an order of magnitude 1.

(If the B_n’s all have the same order of magnitude that is not of “order of
magnitude” 1, then the overall “order of magnitude” can be factored out from
the overall “QED series” expansion).

With these naive assumptions, now the ratios R_n become

R_n ~= n*alpha

For divergence, R_n will be greater than 1.
n will be greater than 1/alpha = 137.
Hence above n=137 loops the “QED series” will start to diverge.

3. Aaron



August 15, 2004

The hierarchy problem is really just dimensional analysis. It doesn’t depend on
any details of a theory of quantum gravity. It’s just that, in natural units, the
natural scale of things is the Planck scale and one might like an explanation of
why the ew scale is so much less than the natural scale.

The technical naturalness problem also doesn’t depend on the theory of qg. The
divergence in the Higgs mass is there in the low energy theory.

Lastly, some theories of SUSY breaking do have an intermediate scale.

4. Peter
August 15, 2004

Hi Aaron,

“There may be no hierarchy with the GUT scale, but there certainly still is one
with the Planck scale.”

Umm, maybe that’s why my initial comment that you objected to saying that the
hierarchy problem went away if you didn’t believe in GUTs had a parenthetical
caveat “ignoring gravity…”

The hierarchy problem for GUTs is a well-defined one since a GUT is a well-
defined theory that includes the standard model with electroweak symmetry
breaking. To have a hierarchy problem involving the electroweak scale and the
Planck scale, first you need a well-defined unified theory that includes quantum
gravity and the standard model, including an explanation of the electroweak
scale. Some of us don’t believe this exists. All supposed candidates for such a
theory have a far more serious problem, the vacuum energy problem. You have
to first figure out why the absolute value of the effective potential is completely
wrong before worrying about its second derivative.

Then again, the latest trend seems to be to announce that the anthropic principle
solves all such problems, so we can stop worrying about them.

5. JC
August 15, 2004

Aaron,

Will the hierarchy problem with the Planck scale disappear if gravity is just
strictly a classical force with no quantum counterpart?

Are there any simple ways to “preserve” naturalness when SUSY is broken?

I haven’t checked the literature lately, but has anyone showed that supergravity
can easily deal with the hierarchy/naturalness problems? Or is supergravity
coupled to Yang-Mills theory just another disaster with the same hierarchy
problems between the electroweak, GUT, and Planck scales?



As a side note, are there any speculative particle models which have an
“intermediate” scale that’s higher than the electroweak scale but lower than the
GUT scale? If there are any from the past, have they all vanished into the
dustbins of physics history?

6. Aaron
August 15, 2004

There may be no hierarchy with the GUT scale, but there certainly still is one
with the Planck scale.

There are really two kinds of naturalness problems. One is to ask what stabilizes
the Higgs mass against loop corrections which tend to drive it up to the Planck
scale. The other is what explains the hierarchy between the weak scale and the
GUT scale.

SUSY has some nice features regarding the naturalness problems (and nice
features not involving the naturalness problem) which I think I’ve discussed here
before. As I think I’ve also said, some of these nice features have proved to be
less nice than they first appeared. But such is life. When you break SUSY, for
example, I think the naturalness problem can easily reappear, but I don’t want to
make any big pronouncements about SUSY breaking because I’m not really up
on it.

7. JC
August 14, 2004

Peter,

What’s the exact argument for the QED perturbative series diverging beyond
137 loop order? I remember seeing this “137 loop” assertion over the years as if
it was some folklore wisdom. I never figured out an easy semi-rigorous argument
to justify it.

8. Peter
August 14, 2004

It almost certainly is just an asymptotic expansion. What determines the running
of the coupling constants is the beta-function and presumably the perturbation
expansion for this is just an asymptotic expansion. But one expects the situation
to be like in QED, where the expansion is expected to be good up to an order that
goes like the inverse of the coupling constant, i.e. 137 in QED. So, roughly in this
case one expects the perturbation calculation to be good up to an order given by
the inverse of the coupling constants in the range that you want to follow how
they run. This should be less than 137, but still probably much larger than the
order to which one can realistically do the calculation.

9. JC
August 14, 2004

Peter,



If the 3-loop calculation (or for that matter higher loops) changes the 2-loop
result significantly, will some folks try to argue that peturbative expansion is
really just an “asymptotic series” that starts to break down early and diverge?
Besides being rhetorical, are there any good estimates as to what loop order the
perturbative SUSY calculations will start to break down due to asymptotic nature
of the series expansion?

10. Peter
August 14, 2004

Hi Aaron,

I’m not sure what you mean by the “hierarchy problem”. I was referring to the
problem of keeping the electroweak and GUT scales separate, i.e., the
electroweak scale being so small in GUT scale units is technically “unnatural”
and requires fine tuning. By definition this problem disappears if there is no GUT
scale. Supersymmetry solves it (kind of, there’s something called the “mu-
problem” of it reappearing) by pairing the electroweak Higgs with a fermion
whose mass is small because of chiral symmetries. Technicolor solves it because
running of the coupling constant makes the coupling strong at exponentially
smaller scales than the unification scale (also this is why the small size of the
strong scale in GUT units is not a problem). But if there is no GUT with
symmetry breaking occuring at a high GUT scale, there is no problem.

The coupling constant unification you mention is far and away the best evidence
for a GUT (specifically a supersymmetric GUT), but, using the two-loop results, it
is far from convincing. I don’t know if anyone has done 3-loops but one wouldn’t
expect 3-loops to change the 2-loop results much. If it did one would have to
worry about whether the whole perturbative set-up was making any sense.

11. JC
August 14, 2004

Aaron,

Has anyone calculated the SUSY 3-loop result, or for that matter any other
higher loop result? If so, does it improve or worsen the coupling constant
convergence scenario?

12. aaron
August 14, 2004

If you ignore GUTs, the hierarchy problem does not disappear.

The reason a lot of people believe in GUTs is that the couplings of the standard
model, when you run them to high energy, almost meet. Now, there’s no
particular reason for three lines to almost meet, and no one likes coincidences.
Thus, it’s not implausible to believe that the couplings really do unify, that the
reason for this is a GUT, and that some higher energy stuff fixes the running of
the couplings.



For a long time, supersymmetry seemed to be exactly that higher energy stuff. It
causes the agreement of the couplings to improve significantly. The one loop
calculation works almost perfectly. Unfortunately, as I understand it, the two loop
calculation ruins the agreement which is one reason why people are somewhat
less sanguine about SUSY these days.

13. Peter
August 13, 2004

Supergravity was certainly the most popular idea about unifying gravity and the
standard model during the late seventies, early eighties, but it never dominated
things the way string theory has. By 1984 it was kind of killed off by

1. Witten showing that you couldn’t get the kind of chiral spectrum you needed if
you compactified 7 of the 11 dimensions of 11d supergravity on a smooth
manifold.

2. Calculations showed that potential counterterms appeared in higher orders, so
presumably supergravity was not a renormalizable theory.

Actually, what people are almost always doing when they say they are working
on “M-theory” is really just 11d supergravity. Now it’s back with a vengeance,
people just stopped worrying that the compactification manifold can’t be smooth.

14. JC
August 13, 2004

Peter,

On a similar note, was there any silly hoopla surrounding supergravity in the
mid-late 1970’s and early 80’s, before string theory got popular? Only thing I can
recall offhand was reading some 1980 speech Stephen Hawking made which
advocated supergravity as some sort of “grand unified theory”, when he first got
the Lucasian chair.

15. Peter
August 13, 2004

Oops, correction, SO(10) is rank 5.

16. Peter
August 13, 2004

The choice of those GUT groups predates their use in string theory. To fit
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) into a simple group in a way where they commute with each
other, you need a group of at least rank 4 (the sum of the ranks of those 3
groups). SU(5) is probably the simplest example of such a group. SO(10) is also
of rank 4, and has the added advantage that you can fit all the particles of a
single generation in one irreducible representation (the 16 dim spinor rep).

The simplest examples like SU(5) just with the Higgs sector needed to get the



standard model can be ruled out because they predict something (proton decay)
that doesn’t happen. The problem with most possible GUTs is that they don’t
really predict anything. Depending on how you break the symmetry you can get
pretty much anything. It’s kind of bogus to claim that these are really “unified”
models, because you have to assume some complicated Higgs mechanism to
break the symmetry. You end up adding lots of new parameters to the standard
model, not explaining any of the ones you’ve got.

Yes, if you don’t believe in GUTs (count me in..), the hierarchy problem goes
away (ignoring gravity…), and thus one of the main motivations for
supersymmetry.

Pink Floyd and Led Zeppelin certainly bring back memories from high school
(“Stairway to Heaven” was the theme song of my High School prom, shudder….).
I think Kiss appealed mainly to those a bit younger than me, or with different
interests. Never paid much attention to Blue Oyster Cult.

17. JC
August 13, 2004

Peter,

Is the only reason why anybody bothers paying attention to GUTs like SU(5),
SO(10), E_6, etc … along with their SUSY versions, is mainly due to the gauge
groups which show up in string theory like SO(32), E_8 x E_8, etc …? Have any
of these GUTs beyond SU(5) been experimentally ruled out yet? Or are there so
many free parameters in these GUTs that anybody can “fudge” their way through
and get an answer that isn’t ruled out by experiment? I always found adding in
tons of free parameters to be somewhat on the distasteful side.

If GUTs were wrong from the very beginning with no basis in experiment or even
reality, wouldn’t this remove one of the major theoretical arguments in favor of
low energy supersymmetry (ie. naturalness)?

On a different note, were rock bands like Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin, Kiss, and
Blue Oyster Cult very popular when you were in high school?

18. Peter
August 13, 2004

Actually SU(5) was even before my time, 1974, when I was still in high school.
Throughout the late seventies there was a lot of work on SU(5) and other GUTs,
but they were nowhere near as dominant as string theory is today. They were
just one of several popular ideas to work on (instantons, supergravity, lattice
gauge theory, etc.). Once the experimental results started coming in (around
1980?) showing that protons didn’t decay at the rate SU(5) predicted, interest
went down, although there continues to be lots of research in GUTs, partly since
they are supposed to be the effective field theory for whatever string theory is
supposed to explain the world.

19. JC



August 13, 2004

Peter,

When the SU(5) GUT was first around, did it have the same hoopla and
propaganda surrounding it, like string theory in the 80’s and 90’s? Was it taken
seriously at all at the time? Or did Sheldon Glashow have such a huge influence
that people were willing to read and/or believe anything he said and wrote
about?

20. Peter
August 13, 2004

The problem, as with Douglas, is how to weight the probability of all these
vacuum states. In KKLT, the hope is that all continuous parameters are fixed, so
your only choices are discrete, and you can assign every choice the same weight
(although without a more fundamental theory that determines how the universe
settles into a single vacuum, there’s no real reason to believe this).

If you start with a GUT with a large gauge group and try and break its symmetry
with a Higgs sector, problem is there are lots of parameters associated with the
Higgs. How you choose these determines what the low energy physics looks like.
How do you weight these possible choices of parameters? Best guess is they
should all be around the one scale in the problem, the GUT symmetry breaking
scale, but then you can’t explain why the electroweak scale is so low. This is the
problem supersymmetry is supposed to address, but that solution doesn’t really
work.

21. Arun
August 10, 2004

Re the Douglas talk : suppose we take a QFT with a very large gauge group, with
many possible ways of symmetry-breaking. We then try to catalog vacuums by
the same criteria that is suggested – a symmetry-breaking resulting in particular
low energy parameters is more “natural” if many vacua produce these
parameters. From a QFT perspective, will it be true then that we live in a
unnatural vacuum?

22. JC
August 6, 2004

It sure sounds like Dine is taking the same approach that many economists take
when doing economic forcasts. Many economists frequently just keep on making
the exact same forcast year after year according to their own particular biases,
hoping that it will become “true” one day. This type of mentality is just like an old
broken clock that is always right two times every day.



Twentieth Anniversary of the First Superstring
Revolution

August 12, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Today a symposium is being held in Aspen to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of
the “First Superstring Revolution”. The canonical story of this “Revolution” is that
twenty years ago this month, on a dark and stormy night at a workshop in Aspen,
Michael Green and John Schwarz completed a calculation showing that gauge
anomalies canceled in a specific superstring theory, thus changing physics forever.
The more complete story of what happened at that time goes more or less as follows:

By 1984 Witten had been taking some interest in superstring theory for a while,
giving a talk on the subject in April 1983 at a conference on Grand Unified Theories,
but not publishing anything about it himself. In 1983 at the Shelter Island conference
he had shown that the popular unification idea of the time, using supergravity on
higher-dimensional spaces and the Kaluza-Klein mechanism, could not give the kind
of asymmetry between left and right handed particles that occurs in the standard
model (this has had a revival in M-theory, which these days invokes singular
compactification spaces to get around Witten’s no-go theorem). The failure of
supergravity ideas had gotten him interested in superstring theory, but he was
concerned about the issue of gauge and gravitational anomalies in the theory,
anomalies that he worried would render the theory inconsistent. In his 1983 paper
about gravitational anomalies with Luis Alvarez-Gaume, they noted at the end that
these anomalies canceled in the supergravity theory in ten dimensions that is the low
energy limit of the type II superstring. This theory didn’t allow for low-energy gauge
theories so wasn’t useful for unification. Witten suspected that the type I superstring
(which could be used for unification) would have insurmountable problems with
anomalies, but the Green-Schwarz calculation showed that these anomalies could be
canceled for a specific choice of gauge group.

Evidently Green and Schwarz talked to others about their new result at the 1984
Aspen workshop, but I would suspect that no one was very impressed (if anyone who
was there knows differerently, I’d be interested to hear about it), since superstring
theory was generally considered pretty much a far-out, highly unlikely idea. Green
and Schwarz were well aware that their only real hope for getting attention was to
get Witten interested, so on September 10th they sent him a copy of their paper via
Fed Ex (this was before e-mail) at the same time they sent it off to Physics Letters B.
Witten immediately went to work full time on superstring theory, with his first paper
on the subject arriving at Physics Letters B on September 28th. I think this is really
the point at which one should date the First Superstring Revolution.

Witten was at the height of his influence, and the news that he was now working on
superstring theory spread very quickly through the particle theory community. I had
just finished my graduate work at Princeton and was starting a post-doc at the
Institute for Theoretical Physics at Stony Brook when I heard the news. Over the next
six months to a year I remember hearing from a couple colleagues who had gone
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down to Princeton to talk about their work with Witten, only to hear from him that,
while what they were doing was all well and good, the future was in superstring
theory, so they should drop what they were doing and start working on that.

My own attitude was that it didn’t look like a very promising idea. It was a
complicated theory and didn’t really explain anything at all about the standard model.
I figured that there would be a lot of smart people working on it for a while and within
a year or two either they would get somewhere with the idea and it would be clear I
had been wrong, or they wouldn’t, and everyone would lose interest. Neither I nor
anyone else could conceivably have guessed that 20 years later superstring theory
would still not explain anything about the standard model, but would completely
dominate particle theory.

One reason for this is the string theory hype machine continues in high gear. The
University of Chicago has issued a press release telling us that “growing numbers of
physicists see superstring theory as their best chance” to formulate a theory of
everything. Jeff Harvey is quoted as saying that “It?s an intellectual enterprise that?s
extremely exciting and vigorous and full of ideas”, which is very different than what I
hear string theorists telling me in private.

Comments

1. JC
August 24, 2004

Danny, Chris,

The only TV shows and documentaries I remember seeing on PBS when I was a
kid, were mostly space and/or NASA oriented ones. I guess I missed all the
shows that were on particle physics, as well as many of the biology related ones.

The only other science related documentary from that time I really remembered
were ones about the Manhattan Project and the making of the nuclear bomb. At
the time I didn’t really know what the significance of the Manhattan Project was
in the context of World War 2, but I had a “morbid” fascination of the pictures
and footage of the mushroom cloud explosion and the subsequent shock waves at
the Trinity test site. It was many years later when I started to understand what
the destructive power and significance of the nuclear bombs were really all
about.

2. D R Lunsford
August 23, 2004

JC – as a kid (teen) I well remember the NOVA episodes about the gauge
revolution – interviews with Feynman, Glashow, Weinberg etc. etc. Compared to
today’s pabulum (did you see that abortion by Greene?) they were outstanding
shows.

I also remember “The Ascent of Man” and “America”, miniseries on PBS. I think
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these shaped my whole intellectual outlook way before college. So there was
good stuff on the TV back in the day.

The awful “Cosmos” series was a watershed. Since then it’s been mostly downhill
for “hard” science.

-drl

3. Chris Oakley
August 22, 2004

Maybe that’s the advantage of having fewer channels in the U.K.: if the BBC
decides that it wants to try to educate you then there are fewer alternatives to
switch to. The most prominent science/medicine documentary series was/is a
BBC one called “Horizon”. This was much the best (the commercial channel ITV
had a series called “World in Action” but the brow was significantly lower both in
choice of topic & presentation). Horizon programs were and probably still are
“must see” for A-level (16-18 yr old) science students. They were generally
topical and informative, although were structured like investigative journalism
and would not normally provide the level of technical detail that one would find
in a “Scientific American” article.

4. JC
August 22, 2004

Chris,

How common were science type of shows on British television in the 1970’s?

I guess where I grew up in north america, I hardly ever saw any science shows
when I was kid, largely because my folks didn’t have cable TV for a long time and
when they finally did get cable TV, they were always watching crap TV and
seemed to have very little to no interest in science type of TV shows. The only
channel from that time which had science type of shows every once in a while,
was mainly the publicly funded PBS affiliate. Even then most of the shows on
PBS were crap for the most part too.

The only way I found out about science in those days was mainly from reading
Scientific American, which my father had a subscription to and he left them
laying around on the coffee table in the living room. Sometimes I would go to the
local public library and borrow books about physics or science in general, where
most of these books were largely descriptive with very little to no math.

5. Chris Oakley
August 22, 2004

What sparked your interest in particle physics originally?

Simple really: the popular science programs on TV. It seemed like a happening
area and I liked the idea of it being the most fundamental of sciences. There
really was a lot of coverage in the media and the main players (Feynman, Gell



Mann, etc.) came across as interesting and entertaining people.

6. JC
August 21, 2004

Chris,

What sparked your interest in particle physics originally?

If I didn’t know any better, the 1970’s looked like it was the heyday for
experimental particle physics and the Standard Model. If I was around your age
or Peter’s age, my interest would have probably been sparked from seeing the
successes of particle physics in those days.

In my case I came across several Scientific American articles on particle physics
when I was in high school. At the time I thought it was fascinating that most of
matter and the forces of nature could be explained by a small number of
fundamental particles. It sure looked a lot better and more “compact” than the
periodic table, which I was learning at the time in my high school science and
chemistry classes. Not knowing any better at the time, I thought Feynman
diagrams looked really cool and was fascinated by how one could calculate a lot
of physics by just writing down a bunch of squiggly looking diagrams. It sure
seemed a lot more interesting than the science class experiments I was doing at
the time, like masses hanging on springs, measuring pendulums, concave &
convex mirrors and lenses, etc …

In fact in high school, I actually hated math and science for the most part. When
I was a freshman in college, I also hated physics! All those freshman and
sophomore introductory physics courses seemed so boring and tedious at the
time, that I thought about quitting and not returning to college after the term
was over. I thought it seemed like a waste of money at the time, in paying tuition
for a bunch of boring and tedious classes which I had very little to no interest in.
It felt like I was a sucker and/or a glutton for punishment at the time.

During that summer when I was thinking about not going back to university in
the fall, I actually went to a nearby college library and tried to find some books
about particle physics and how to do Feynman diagram calculations. (I was
bored that summer and didn’t have much else to do). Besides reading the first
two or three chapters (usually some qualitative discussions of the elementary
particles, interactions, and/or hadrons, with very little math) of several graduate
level particle physics books, I got lost very quickly afterwards mainly from the
mathematics level being way beyond my ability at the time. Though by skipping
over most of the math I didn’t really understand at the time, I was amazed at
how the final answers for many Feynmann diagram calculations looked kind of
simple and had close agreement with the quoted experimental data. Not knowing
any better at the time, I thought the form of many of those final answers for
cross sections and decay rates could be guessed by just naively looking at the
dimensional units of the possible quantities involved, and getting the final
expressions to have the same units as a cross section or decay rate. At the time I
was wondering why it involved a lot of tedious nasty looking math just to



eventually get a numerical coefficient, for the final expressions with forms which
could otherwise be guessed from dimensional analysis and semi-intuitive
arguments.

With some advice from my parents and ignoring my misgivings and gut feelings
at the time about the tedium and boredom of college, I decided to go back to
college that fall, hoping that I would one day be able to understand how to do
Feynman diagram calculations. It took another few years of undergraduate
physics before I was able to understand how Feynmann diagram calculations
were actually done.

Years later I heard about string theory also from reading some Scientific
American, and thought the idea looked neat at the time. I guess I fell for the
propaganda and hoopla surrounding it at the time, to the point of literally being
“converted” overnight on the spot and becoming a “true believer” in string
theory. I was definitely quite naive and clueless at the time. I even bought a copy
of the Green, Schwarz, and Witten (GSW) book on superstring theory, despite not
knowing a thing about string theory. This may sound kind of silly today in
hindsight, but at that time I literally thought that GSW’s “superstring theory”
book was like “the Holy Bible”.

7. Chris Oakley
August 21, 2004

I think that this goes back to Peter’s earlier point that in the 1970’s elementary
particle physics really looked like it was motoring, whereas now it looks like it is
sputtering. Brian Greene’s efforts to get the public excited about the subject are
heroic and commendable but it really would make all the difference if the
experimentalists were part of the journey. If I were 25 years younger I would
probably be looking to get into molecular biology or computer science and not
particle physics.

8. JC
August 21, 2004

Thomas, Chris,

I wonder how much the ratio of “genius” to “non-genius” in the population has
changed over the years, or whether it’s a ratio that remains more or less
constant with time. Except maybe in another time, place, and circumstances, the
“genius” may not be recognized as easily and/or is squandered and wasted away.

One ominous example in the 1900-1902 period would be the case of Heinrich
Himmler who was born on Oct 7, 1900, and later became the head of the Nazi
SS, Gestapo, and was the main architect behind the “final solution” holocaust.
Whether this was a satanic-like “genius” for “evil” is debatable, but arguably this
could be the classic textbook case of a “genius” that was squandered and wasted
away.

In more recent times, other cases of “genius” being squandered and wasted
away would perhaps be the case of hardcore computer hackers who like



breaking into computers and/or stealing data, such as Kevin Mitnick or Kevin
Poulsen when they were younger.

If there’s less kids going into science and engineering these days, perhaps some
of the future “geniuses” will end up in non-science areas like business, law, high
finance, etc … instead of physics areas like quantum gravity and string theory.

9. JC
August 19, 2004

Chris,

I remember going through several old books and papers on analytic S-Matrix
theory from the 1960’s, when I was bored one afternoon.

In one approach, it turned out they took the approach of “extracting” some
results from quantum field theory (QFT), and then throwing away the QFT
afterwards. At the time it sure seemed like they were “cheating” when they were
trying to do analytic S-Matrix theory which didn’t believe in QFT, but they were
using the very same QFT to “extract” results from!

I spoke to several older particle theory professors who were around when
analytic S-Matrix theory was at its peak heyday during the late 1950’s and 60’s.
They all mentioned that Geoff Chew’s “axioms” for the analytic S-Matrix were
just “too general” to get any useful results from. Since nobody was really getting
any useful results from just looking at Chew’s axioms alone, many folks ended up
going back to QFT in an attempt to “extract” some useful results, literally as an
act of desperation towards the end in the late 1960’s. That was probably the
breaking point which marked the beginning of the end for analytic S-Matrix
theory as a viable framework for particle physics.

This sort of thing reminds me of the attitude many economists had towards math
when economics was first starting to use “advanced math” extensively. At the
time, economists had the mentality of using the math to “extract” useful results
and then throwing away and “burning” the math afterwards.

At times I wonder if string theory has reached its “breaking point” yet, and
whether there is a single event when could be marked as the “beginning of the
end” of string theory as a viable framework for a quantum theory of gravity. If I
didn’t know any better, the anthropic junk sure looks like it could be something
which may mark the “breaking point”. The point if and/or when Witten abdicates
from string theory would perhaps be the “beginning of the end” for string theory.
The earliest possible date I can envision would perhaps be shortly after the LHC
is producing data, and there’s no supersymmetric partner particles and/or
there’s no “light Higgs” found in the data.

10. Chris Oakley
August 19, 2004

I can well believe that Landau might have made that proposal. Of course the
whole “S-matrix” phenomenon of the sixties was based on the notion that



quantum field theory did not really exist.

As for renormalization, my views are (hopefully, by now) well known although I
might post more detailed stuff on my web site about what I think of “effective
field theories with an unknown ultraviolet completion”, and why. BTW this is a
great phrase, but I think “arbitrary set of rules inspired by but not derived from
quantum field theory” is more accurate.

11. JC
August 19, 2004

Chris,

Didn’t Landau make the proposal of burying quantum field theory forever?

I think it was in some paper where Landau did some calculation which showed
that if you tried to eliminate the scale dependence in the coupling constant of
quantum electrodynamics after using the renormalization trick, the only way
possible he found was to make the coupling constant zero?

12. Chris Oakley
August 19, 2004

…infinity problems which held up progress in quantum field theory for almost 20
years, until Feynman and Schwinger came along with the renormalization
“crutch”.

It is very likely that banging your head vigorously and repeatedly against a brick
wall is likely to lead to brain damage. People were looking to create quantum
field theory in the image of quantum mechanics, and it does not seem to have
occurred to them that the reason that they were unable to do it was because it
was not possible!

Take this, for example:

H = H_0 + V

This is a tremendous equation for quantum mechanics, but a diabolical one for
anything relativistic. If we were being relativistic we ought to write

P_\mu = P^0_\mu + V_\mu

… but the the idea of a “free” and “interaction” three-momentum seems to be
singularly unhelpful, so we carry on with the original equation, using the
interaction picture derived from it that is horribly unrelativistic and just block
our ears when the mathematical mines start to go off.

The lesson? Don’t get too hung up on formalism. Symmetry and consistency are
more important. The formalism can be adjusted to fit.

IMHO, the same considerations apply to quantising gravity: it could just be that
no-one has been able to do this simply because it cannot be done! Formal



quantisation simply does not work. What would make much more sense would be
to be a little more practical. Do we really need all that much anyway? After all, in
the absence of any experimental knowledge about quantum gravity all we
require is the classical limit, which need not even be GR – an SR gravity theory
that reproduces the experiments would do just as well.

13. JC
August 19, 2004

Thomas, Chris,

Perhaps some people’s genius becomes forgotten by history largely because they
were born in a different time and place, and/or it was squandered and wasted
away?

Maybe if folks like Witten, Polyakov, etc … were born in Germany or Austria
around the same time as Pauli, Wigner, Heisenberg, etc … their genius could
have been recognized if they worked on the foundations of quantum mechanics
during the mid 1920’s?

On the other hand, if folks like Pauli, Heisenberg, Wigner, Dirac, etc … were born
around the same time as Witten, Polyakov, Schwarz, Gross, etc … (ie. around the
1940’s and 50’s), perhaps they would have become just “another face” in the
large crowd of particle and/or string theorists during the 1970’s and 80’s?
Maybe the competition in the 70’s and 80’s was a lot more intense than in the
1920’s?

If Hitler was assasinated before 1933 or shortly after he became chancellor of
Germany, perhaps Germany would have remained as the “Weimar Republic” well
into the 1940’s with no war, no Nuremberg race laws, no holocaust, etc ..? If this
would have happened, perhaps there would have been no mass defection of
scientists to America, while Germany would have possibly remained the world’s
powerhouse in physics and math, as well as no nuclear or hydrogen bombs being
built?

If there’s a wholesale abandonment of string theory from Witten abdicating from
it, how many folks will still be actively working on it other than perhaps Schwarz,
Green, and maybe Lubos Motl and a few other unnamed “string fanatics”?

On a silly note, if Lubos Motl was born in Austria (ie. Czechoslovakia was still a
part of Austria in 1901) around the same time as Pauli, Dirac, Wigner, etc …
perhaps he would have became a “quantum theory fanatic”, or even a “quantum
field theory fanatic” despite all the infinity problems which held up progress in
quantum field theory for almost 20 years, until Feynman and Schwinger came
along with the renormalization “crutch”. In this case his “quantum fanaticism”
would have largely been right for most of the rest of his life.

14. Chris Oakley
August 19, 2004

To be precise –



Pauli: born 24 April 1900
Fermi: born 29 September 1901
Heisenberg: born 5 December 1901
Dirac: born 8 August 1902
Wigner: born 17 November 1902

I saw Dirac in person once, in 1981, where he gave a talk at Edinburgh
University while I was at a summer school there. He wrote down his equation, in
components, using alphas and betas – no gammas, of course (you can’t teach an
old dog new tricks) and talked about how he arrived at this equation through
considerations of beauty and symmetry. Considering the bluntness of some of the
things he is famous for saying, he struck me as a delightful man. Wigner I saw at
a conference on Group Theory at ICTP in Trieste in 1983, but did not speak to
him as I could not think of a particularly intelligent question to ask or intelligent
comment to make.

Thus Quantum Mechanics, being developed between 1925 and 1928 by three of
these men, plus the relative “old man” Schroedinger (he was in his late thirties)
was mostly a children’s crusade. There is no denying their brilliance, but
nonetheless this still does say to me that (i) they were lucky to be born at this
time and (ii) it is time that our society acknowledged that young people are, or at
least should be, the driving force behind frontier research.

15. Thomas Larsson
August 19, 2004

JC,

Re people who are born at the right time. Arguably almost half of the top ten
theorists of the twentieth century (Dirac, Heisenberg, Pauli, Fermi, with runners-
up like Wigner and von Neumann) were born in 1901 or 1902. Nobody doubts of
course that they were among the smartest people of their generation, but
anyway. What are the odds that such brilliance would be concentrated to 2% of
the century?

16. Chris Oakley
August 18, 2004

On second thoughts the scepticism/credulity scale ought to be dimensionless (a
bit like probability). We’ll call the quantity C (=Credulity).

C = 0 – You believe nothing
C = 1 – You believe everything

These are obviously the limits to the allowed values.

However, as a matter of convenience in representing extremes of scepticism and
credulity without having to use very small numbers or numbers very close to
one, one could define a transformation

C = atan(WM)/pi + 1/2



The quantity WM (the Woit-Motl index) then is unbounded. Negative values are
known as “Woit” values and positive values are known as “Motl” values.

17. D R Lunsford
August 18, 2004

Leading to “Boil’s Law”

WM = const

so a nanoMotl is the same thing as a gigaWoit.

-drl

18. JC
August 18, 2004

The “Motl” becoming the unit for scientific fanaticism!

1000 Motls = 1 kiloMotl

19. Chris Oakley
August 18, 2004

Yes – the “Woit” could be a unit of scientific scepticism

1,000 Woits = 1 KiloWoit

20. D R Lunsford
August 18, 2004

JC,

IOW the times make the men? This is the “misanthropic principle” 

I don’t think we should project the failures of current efforts onto the past. In
any case we don’t need even 1 more Pauli – at this point we need 1000 Woits.

21. JC
August 18, 2004

Chris,

Perhaps there’s a lot to be said that being in the right place at the right time,
makes a huge difference. If somebody like Sir Issac Newton was born a hundred
years earlier, perhaps today all the physics and math with Newton’s “name”
would have somebody else’s name in place of Newton. I suspect the same thing if
Einstein, Schroedinger , Heisenberg, Dirac, Pauli, etc … were born in a different
time and place. If Einstein never wrote the letter to president Franklin D.
Roosevelt and/or Hitler created a nuclear bomb before the Americans, the world



of physics may very have become “Nazified” with the names Einstein, Pauli, etc
… purged away from physics history in a Nazi revisionistic rewrite of physics
history?

Just to be silly, if Lubos Motl was born 100 years earlier perhaps he would have
been an Austrian “aether” fanatic?

22. D R Lunsford
August 18, 2004

Chris –

Much more important to the US gov’t in that time frame were radar, sonar, and
aeronautical technology. The US still imagined it had the atomic genic bottled
and there were no plans or funding as yet for the “super”. That needed a few
more years to develop.

-drl

23. Chris Oakley
August 18, 2004

JC,

If you want my honest opinion, the thing that caused the increase in government
funding after WW2 was the fact that people were impressed by the achievements
of physicists during the war. My apologies to any Japanese people who might be
reading this who have some connection to the horrendous and unforgivable
events of August 1945, but however destructive this episode may have been, it
clearly impressed everyone, turning the likes of Oppenheimer, Fermi and
Feynman into minor celebrities. I seriously doubt that governments would have
been prepared to commit billions of dollars to particle physics twenty years later
had not these events taken place. I know that there have been a few practical
things that have come out of the study, but it would be foolish to pretend that
these would justify such enormous expenditure.

My earlier point, although somewhat flippantly made, was not about government
funding per se, but about how the money is spent. It is a very simple truth that
one is more mentally agile when one is younger and I maintain that this agility
would generally be better deployed in doing research in the ways that one sees
fit rather than in devising especially ingenious ways of grovelling to the
establishment. Having a more rapid turnover of research staff, however it is
achieved, would help a lot in preventing ossification. Power and influence needs
to be shifted to younger people. I do not have all the answers about how this can
be done, but it certainly needs to be done in some way.

24. JC
August 18, 2004

Chris,



The only other thing I can think of if there’s no tenure for professors, would
perhaps be a lot more competition amongst folks fighting for various
lecturer/researcher jobs. The immedidate consequence perhaps would be a lot
more “resume padding” type of research papers being produced.

I think it would also be highly dependent on how the selection process for new
faculty worked. If the selection committee consisted of people who were around
for a long time (ie. after several consecutive re-appointments), then these “old
timers” may have a conflict of interest where they would prefer to hire a crappy
or crackpot researcher who wouldn’t be able to compete against them, and
hence less of a threat to the old timers’ job re-appointment prospects. I can’t
really see an easy way out of this conflict of interest, unless there’s some sort of
“outside” independent selection committee making the selections, with no
conflicts of interest.

It seems like when many folks get tenure, some slow down and don’t publish as
many papers. In fact some folks seem like they fell off a cliff after getting tenure,
and hardly published anything afterwards. Seems like many folks have less
motivation afterwards and/or have different priorities, when they are not “under
the gun” any longer after getting tenure. Some folks seem like they “burned out”
by the time they got tenure, and hardly produced anything of significance
afterwards.

Perhaps it’s not so surprising as to why there’s some tenured folks who end up
as “deadwood”, who look like they had all the passion and soul beaten out of
them. I knew many folks over the years who were computer whiz kids in the past
(ie. programming stuff since they were 12 years old) who ended up going into
the computer/hi-tech profession as adults. After a many years, a large number of
them seemed to really dislike and started to really hate computers. It seems like
for many “dream job” type of professions, a lot of folks become “deadwood” after
many years where they have less interest and very little to no passion left for the
job, while just “going through the motions” to get things done. (ie. “dream job”
professions like music, sports, acting, writing, etc …). Maybe this is a sign of job
“burnout” for many folks?

25. JC
August 18, 2004

Chris,

Do you think progress in particle physics and quantum field theory would have
progressed as fast as it did over the last 50+ years (ie. after Sputnik), if there
was no tenure and/or very little to no government funding for physics?

Looking at the pre world war 2 generation, there didn’t seem to much extensive
government funding of physics at the time either in America or Europe. It seems
like many universities were focused more around teaching than the heavy
research focus after Sputnik.

When the center of extensive physics activies was still in Germany and central
Europe before Hitler took power, the Privatdozent (ie. sort of like a postdoc with



some assistant professor duties) were frequently unpaid academic jobs, where
they usually had to find other sources of income like teaching courses or family
support. It seems like the generation of quantum theory pioneers in the 1920’s
could come up with groundbreaking research work, with many folks being an
unpaid or a lowly paid Privatdozent with very little to no direct government
funding. At times I wonder if the German Privatdozen system was implemented
in America along with no post-war boom in science funding after world war 2,
would particle physics have progressed as fast as it did?

26. Thomas Larsson
August 18, 2004

I would say this though: I went to a talk by Chris Isham about 20 years ago
where he wrote down the algebra of GL(4,R) and the transformation law of a
vector in the fundamental representation. He then announced that he had just
quantised gravity. I could not see it, but maybe there were fifty steps missing
that were obvious only to him.

It is the full diffeomorphism group – general covariance – that is relevant to
general relativity. GL(4,R) is a subgroup, whose algebra is generated by vector
fields of the form x^i d/dx^j. Many properties can be deduced from this
subgroup, but not all; e.g., GL(4,R) cannot distinguish a connection from a tensor
field of type (1,2), symmetric in the lower indices.

I don’t understand the import of the Virasaro algebras, or the Kac-Moody
algebras. I don’t think that I’m incapable of learning this, but I can’t find any
coherent presentation of why these things are physically important and
interesting.

The physically most important application, in the sense that it makes predictions
that are in agreement with observation, is in 2D statistical mechanics. Lowest-
weight irreps of the Virasoro algebra with L_0 eigenvalue = h (i.e. L_0 |vac> = h
|vac>) correspond to fields whose correlation functions decay as G(x,y) ~ |x-
y|^-2h. There are standard ways to relate these h’s to other critical exponents,
which have been intensely investigated, both theoretically and experimentally.
The discrete spectrum of critical exponents predicted by CFT has been perfectly
confirmed. If you compare with exact solutions of integrable lattice models, there
are infinitely many numbers which agree exactly.

A good online presentation was written by Ginsparg.

27. Peter
August 17, 2004

Thanks for the correction about the circumstances under which Greene and
Schwarz sent Witten their paper. I was hoping if I had any of this wrong someone
who knew more about what happened at Aspen would correct it, and said so in
the posting. If I’ve gotten anything else wrong about this, I’d be interested to
know it.

28. Jeff Harvey

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9108028
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9108028


August 17, 2004

The statement that Green and Schwarz knew they
had to get Witten interested and so sent their
paper to him is simply false. I was at Princeton
when Witten heard about their work, through Larry
Yaffe who was at the Aspen Center for Physics during
the summer of ’84. After hearing about anomaly
cancellation, Witten asked G&S for a copy of their
paper by FedEx. I also disagree strongly with the
statement that people were not impressed by this
work independently of Witten. Dislike string theory
all you want, but please don’t try to rewrite history.

29. JC
August 17, 2004

Chris,

At this point I’ll remain anonymous. I can’t have any of my colleagues (both
present and former) knowing that I read and post to this blog.

30. Chris Oakley
August 17, 2004

JC,

How do we know that you are not an “insider” making maximum use of your
anonymity here (Sheldon Glashow, maybe?)

Incidentally, I would dearly love it if low-ranking academic staff did not feel
constrained by career considerations in their choice of research. My dream is a
Utopia like the world of “Logan’s Run” (great film, by the way, apart from that
annoying silver robot) where everyone over the age of thirty is eliminated.
People would not then have to worry about getting a tenured job because there
wouldn’t be any tenured jobs. They would be forced to leave and do something
useful with their lives instead.

31. JC
August 17, 2004

Chris,

Perhaps folks who are still “insiders” in academic physics/math, are more likely
to say the “party line”?

Repeating the same “status quo” dogma over and over again like a broken
record, hoping one day it will eventually be perceived as “the truth”. It seems
like in any large cohesive group of people, conformity to a particular “ideology”
is the biggest factor which keeps it together.



On the other hand, former “insiders” and/or “outsiders” are more likely to “speak
their minds” with very little to no self-censorship?

You just have to read books written by former politicians after when they were
ousted, in how they show their displeasure at how things were done and/or the
gross incompetence of the folks running the government. Perfect example of this
is former US treasury secretary Paul O’Neill’s memoirs of his two years in the
Bush administration, after he was fired at the end of 2002. His book was talking
about all the stupidity and incompetence that went on behind closed doors with
Bush and his cabinet. I would be almost willing to bet that one of the big reasons
why US defence secretary Donald Rumsfeld hasn’t been fired yet for the Iraqi
postwar disasters, is largely because the Bush administration doesn’t want
Rumsfeld yet to write his memoirs and/or to go on television criticising Bush and
his cabinet, in a style similar to the memoirs of former US defense secretary
Robert McNamara (who oversaw the Bay of Pigs, and Vietnam War disasters),
especially before the upcoming presidential elections this November.

I can imagine for “insider” folks who have very little to no political power in
academia (ie. grad students, postdocs, faculty who don’t have tenure yet, etc …),
they don’t want to say anything which may compromise their future prospects in
academia. For people who are no longer “insiders” or who were never “insiders”
at all, there probably won’t be any major consequences for yelling “the emperor
has no clothes on” in public, or being branded as a heretic or traitor by their
former colleagues.

Perhaps there’s a lot of truth to the Machiavellian notion of “keep your friends
close, but keep your enemies even closer to you”. Former “insiders” and/or
“outsiders” can become loose cannons.

32. D R Lunsford
August 17, 2004

I’m unemployed and have been for more than a year – all my posts are out-of-
pocket 

Yes, that was exactly what he was doing as far as I can tell. But physics seems to
be post-modernized, where simply saying “there exists an N-bein formulation” is
not good enough or important-sounding enough.

-drl

33. Chris Oakley
August 17, 2004

Danny,

I am sorry, but once again I have to plead ignorance on all counts. This sounds a
lot like treating gravity as a gauge theory with a gauge group of GL(4,R) –
similar to the vierbein formalism – but that is as far as I go.

By the by, how many of us commentators are actually professional (as opposed to



wannabe) physicists/mathematicians?

Me: Programmer/quantitative analyst working for a Japanese bank in London.

You: Software developer working in the U.S.

JC: Obviously an old-timer like us. Background in particle physics but otherwise
unidentified – something to do with the Second Coming, perhaps?

Thomas Larsson: Working for a Swedish company that makes motors, by the look
of it, but obviously with a very strong mathematical/physics background.

And why do our employers allow us to spend a significant portion of the day
doing stuff that is clearly not work related?

34. D R Lunsford
August 17, 2004

Chris, check out this post from SPR:

A thought just occured it me. Isn’t it possible to eliminate the metric field g in
general relativity in a simple way? Just introduce a
GL(4,R) connection with the tangent bundle TM acted upon by GL(4,R) and insist
every point has at most an SO(3,1) holonomy. For generic connections, this
would determine g up to a global rescaling factor. In fact, since we’re making
restrictions on the holonomy, this formulation would suggest we work directly
with Wilson loops and lines instead. Also, generic connections would give rise to
torsion.

..stifles cough..

Perhaps you should have paid attention to Isham, you blighter!

(Serious note: Math is dangerous in the wrong hands. Don’t do this at home.
Save it for the office.)

-drl

35. Chris Oakley
August 17, 2004

Thomas,

At the moment I can only manage silence. The scorn will have to wait until I have
learned more about Virasoro algebras.

I would say this though: I went to a talk by Chris Isham about 20 years ago
where he wrote down the algebra of GL(4,R) and the transformation law of a
vector in the fundamental representation. He then announced that he had just
quantised gravity. I could not see it, but maybe there were fifty steps missing
that were obvious only to him.



36. D R Lunsford
August 17, 2004

I don’t understand the import of the Virasaro algebras, or the Kac-Moody
algebras. I don’t think that I’m incapable of learning this, but I can’t find any
coherent presentation of why these things are physically important and
interesting.

I would not be too concerned over silence out of SPR – it’s mostly struggling
students I think. I have always enjoyed your posts, when I could understand
them.

-drl

37. Thomas Larsson
August 17, 2004

Tell us more.

OK, although I have become reluctant to do so. I have tried to make the point on
spr for the past three years, and so far only met with silence and scorn.

We know that the groups of diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations play an
important role in general relativity and the standard model, respectively. We also
know that the representations that are relevant in quantum theory are projective
and of lowest-energy type. So unification of the symmetry principles would
amount to the construction of projective, lowest-energy representations of the
diffeomorphism and gauge groups.

On the Lie algebra level, this means that one must generalize the Virasoro and
affine Kac-Moody algebras to several dimensions, and construct interesting
classes of representations. On the surface this looks impossible, in view of two
no-go theorems:

1. The diffeomorphism algebra has no central extensions except in 1D.

2. In field theory, there are no diff anomalies in 4D.

These two theorems are correct, but the axioms are unnecessarily strong; the
keywords are “central” and “in field theory”.

The standard objection is that diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations are
gauge symmetries, which are not genuine symmetries but rather redundancies of
the description. Perhaps so, but I believe that in order to understand what is
described, it helps to understand the description. Moreover, even if the total diff
anomaly should cancel (which I don’t believe), subsystems must have a non-zero
anomaly. Ironically, the prototype model here is first-quantized string theory,
which can be regarded as quantum gravity in 2D. The ghost sector has central
charge c = -26, so the requirement that the total central charge vanishes leads
to bosonic strings living in 26D. Hence the coordinate subsystem has a non-zero
central charge c = 26.



Alas, unification of the symmetry principles is not the same thing as unification
of the theories themselves, and I am stuck at this point. Nevertheless, I believe
that the study of mathematical objects which naturally arise in experimentally
proven physics has a physical value, even if no specific predictions have yet come
out of it. At any rate, what can you demand from a theory which is 20,000 man-
years younger than string theory?

Here are some references. The last one is an attempt (and only that) to apply the
formalism to physics.

physics/9705040
math-ph/9810003
math-ph/0101007
math.QA/0101094
math-ph/0210023

38. JC
August 17, 2004

I always wondered when did this “mentality” of adding in zillions of new
particles and forces into a theory, become an “acceptable” practice in particle
theory research?

Back in the days of Pauli, he jokingly thought that creating a new particle (the
neutrino) which could not be observed, was the ultimate “cardinal sin” in
physics.

In other physics fields outside of particle theory, I get the sense that objects
and/or entities which have very little to no experimental basis are generally NOT
taken seriously at all. Folks in many of these other physics fields seem to be a lot
more skeptical of speculative ideas and theories, compared to particle and
gravity folks.

39. Chris Oakley
August 17, 2004

Having discovered the correct unification of the symmetry principles underlying
GR and QM, I think that I have strong reason for this position.

Tell us more.

40. Thomas Larsson
August 17, 2004

JC,

Going back to the original topic of this thread, what are your thoughts on what
would have happened if Witten had never advocated nor worked on string theory
in the first place. (This is sort of a “what if” scenario in an alternate world).
…
One non-obvious scenario I can think of in this “alternate world”, would be

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/9705040
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/9705040
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/9810003
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/9810003
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0101007
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0101007
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.QA/0101094
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.QA/0101094
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0210023
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0210023


perhaps a faster decline of particle theory due to a lack of many interesting
problems to work on.

Maybe people would be taking general relativity and the standard model more
seriously. Not only phenomenologically, but as something which might be quite
close to the final answer. After all, there is no clear experimental evidence that
anything more is needed. For sure, there are a few question marks, like dark
matter and dark energy, but no clearcut disagreement with experiments.
Besides, the standard model have shown an extraordinary ability to mend its
cracks before.

There are of course two strong theoretical reasons against this idea: GR and QM
are mutually inconsistent, and the SM is somewhat ugly, with 25 free parameters
(used to be 19) and a totally ad hoc gauge group. This indicates (to me) that we
need a chunk of new mathematics, which would make the combination of GR and
QM consistent and beautify the SM, rather that loads of new physics for which
there is zero experimental support. Having discovered the correct unification of
the symmetry principles underlying GR and QM, I think that I have strong reason
for this position.

The standard objection is of course that people thought that the end of physics
was at sight already a century ago. But the situation was really different then,
with many unexplained phenomena already at low energies. The impressive
experimental agreement of GR and SM is true magic and mystery.

– Perhaps nobody would have even heard the word “GUT” (grand unified theory)
being used after the experimental proton decay result ruled out SU(5)?

Other GUTs, especially SO(10), were quite popular already around 1980.

41. Chris Oakley
August 17, 2004

What would have happened if Witten had never advocated nor worked on string
theory in the first place.

I think that in this scenario the Berlin Wall would never have come down, and
Lubos Motl would have been a Czech Freedom Fighter. He would have been
captured by now and would be doing Supergravity calculations in his prison cell
to pass the time, no doubt advocating, with his familiar unwavering certainty,
that Supergravity is the language in which God wrote the world.

One non-obvious scenario I can think of in this “alternate world”, would be
perhaps a faster decline of particle theory due to a lack of many interesting
problems to work on.

There is no shortage of interesting problems to work on, and I doubt that there
will ever be. But if particle physicists are so content to break the basic rules of
mathematics then of course they will soon end up with something that is not
worth bothering with.



42. D R Lunsford
August 17, 2004

Peter – a friend told me that the really hard part of PhD Princeton was making
and firing the minature brass cannon 

BTW I asked my advisor in 1984 what he thought of string theory. He was in a
position to know.

“It’s horseshit.”

“I agree.”

That was the extent of our discussion of string theory 

43. JC
August 16, 2004

Going back to the original topic of this thread, what are your thoughts on what
would have happened if Witten had never advocated nor worked on string theory
in the first place. (This is sort of a “what if” scenario in an alternate world).

The obvious answer would be only a small minority of folks around John Schwarz
and Michael Green working on string theory. A silly case would be Lubos Motl
never being a string fanatic, but perhaps being a fanatic in something else.

One non-obvious scenario I can think of in this “alternate world”, would be
perhaps a faster decline of particle theory due to a lack of many interesting
problems to work on.

– SUSY possibly could have been a non-mainstream topic in particle theory, if
string theory wasn’t there to give support to its advocates?

– The non-renormalizable 2-loop pure quantum gravity result of Sagnotti in 1985,
along with the non-renormalizable divergences in higher loop supergravity could
have brought a lot of “quantum gravity” research to an eventual flatlining?
Perhaps supergravity would have then faded away quickly into the dustbins of
physics history shortly thereafter as another failed attempt at a “unified field
theory”?

– Perhaps nobody would have even heard the word “GUT” (grand unified theory)
being used after the experimental proton decay result ruled out SU(5)? There
would be very little motivation to look at more complicated GUTs, if there were
no string theory results of SO(32) or E_8 x E_8 gauge groups to motivate further
inquiries into the GUTs which were the low energy effective theories from string
theory?

Can anybody else think of anything that would have either faded away and/or
would have never been that popular if string theory was never popular in the
first place?

On the surface, it seemed like string theory opened up a huge “treasure trove” of



new exciting problems to work on at the time, while stuff like GUTs,
supergravity, etc … were falling out of favor.

44. JC
August 16, 2004

The book “Disciplined Minds” reads like a semi-serious study of “Dilbert-ism”,
with some reactionary “Marxist” sounding overtones.

45. Thomas Paine
August 16, 2004

Sorry, forgot to give the URL of the book mentioned in the previous post:

http://disciplined-minds.com/

46. August 16, 2004

Since the discussion here steered towards the qualification exams in Physics,
thought I would recommend the book “Disciplined Minds”, by Jeff Schmidt, who
got his Ph.D. in physics from UC Irvine. He devotes considerable number of
pages to the physics quals in the states. Has some thoughts similar to ones
discussed here.

47. Thomas Larsson
August 16, 2004

I can boast that I made an attempt to learn string theory before the revolution. In
the summer of 1984, I spent some time in the library doing leasurly reading,
trying to learn about things that seemed cool. Among other things, I spent some
time with John Schwartz’ 1982 Physics Report. Alas, this stuff was way above my
head at the time. Besides, I was specializing in statistical physics, and particle
physics and gravity were only side interests.

Instead I spent most of the summer reading Mandelbrot’s Fractal geometry of
nature, which was at a more appropriate level. What I didn’t realize at the time
was that many interesting fractal dimensions can be computed with string theory
methods. The catch is that it only works for planar graphs, essentially because
you can regard the plane as a string worldsheet.

48. Chris Oakley
August 15, 2004

Maybe Mrs. Thatcher got to hear of Salam’s comment (as you can imagine, a
complete anathema to a grocer’s daughter) as 1984 was about the time that she
drastically reorganised the way in which the UK contributes to CERN, treating it
as a standard part of the science budget rather than a special case.

49. Thomas Larsson
August 15, 2004

I remember that Weinberg was in Stockholm in December 1984 (as a former

http://disciplined-minds.com/
http://disciplined-minds.com/


Nobel laureate, he has a permanent invitation to the Nobel party, and he usually
shows up when one of his old buddies gets the Prize, which makes him a rather
frequent visitor; in 1984 it was Rubbia and van der Meer). Anyway, I remember
him predicting that one of the young bright string stars would win the Prize in
1991. Well, 1991 came and went, and the leading string theorists are perhaps
still bright but definitely no longer young, and their Nobel prizes seem more
distant than ever.

Btw., Salam was also in the panel, and he said something which struck me as one
of the most foolish things I ever heard. He said that society should be grateful to
its big spenders, like experimental particle physics, because as society becomes
richer it will run out of things to spend its wealth upon. I’m still waiting for a
politician to complain about resources being too plentiful.

50. Maynard Handley
August 14, 2004

Chris,

Seems a lot of the sociology behind physics research is along the lines
of “monkey see, monkey do” or a “pied piper” luring away kids.
Arguably one can see that in many other activities in the world, as in
the “copycat” syndrome when something very popular and/or
profitable comes up.

At times I wonder how much of the string and particle community is
exactly that of “monkey see Witten’s work, monkey tries to do Witten’s
work”.

…………………………….

Especially pertinent to this is this
http://www.johnkay.com/society/348
which reviews a new book by J K Galbraith on the nature of conventional wisdom
in finance.
Physics likes to believe that its practitioners operate outside the rules of normal
human psychology and sociology, something that I’ve not noticed as especially
true.

51. Chris Oakley
August 14, 2004

JC,

I think that you’ve grasped my essential point. This is not to say that there
should be no bookwork, it is just that the majority of the marks should be for the
problem, which it should not be possible to answer unless one has actually
understood the material. Call them silly if you like, but the examples you give are
exactly the kind of thing I had in mind.

52. JC

http://www.johnkay.com/society/348
http://www.johnkay.com/society/348


August 14, 2004

Chris,

If you were the professor making up some of these particle theory or gravity
exam papers for the tripos III, what sort of trick problems would you put on it
that would require some ingenuity and/or lateral thinking (which are not of the
“$500 parrot” or “regurgitation” variety)?

If I didn’t know any better, the only “trick” questions I can think of offhand would
be mostly hypothetical “what if” types of problems. Perhaps silly ones like:

– “Imagine if the gluon is not a gauge field in qcd, but is really a scalar field with
an SU(2) symmetry in the scalar fields. (a) Write down a possible renormalizable
“scalar qcd” Lagrangian and the Feynman rules from it. (b) Calculate various
tree level quark-antiquark scattering amplitudes. etc … etc …”

– “Imagine if parity is really conserved in the weak interactions. (a) How would
this change the V-A interaction picture? etc … etc …”

– “Imagine if in the Standard Model, the up, down, strange & charm quarks all
had the same identical non-zero mass, while the top & bottom quarks have the
same identical mass but heavier than the masses of all the other quarks. (a) Are
there any new symmetries, which are not present in the regular Standard
Model? (b) Write down the tree level electron + positron –> quark + anti-quark
scattering amplitude. (Electron mass can be taken as “small” relative to quark
masses). etc … etc …”

– “Imagine if QCD had a gauge group of SU(7) and 23 vertical particle families,
instead of the normal QCD SU(3) gauge group and 3 generations of vertical
particle familes in the Standard Model. (a) Write down the Feynman rules. (b)
What is the new beta function, and how does it compare to the normal QCD
Standard Model case? etc … etc …”

– “Imagine if the electroweak gauge group is really U(1)xSU(3) instead of
U(1)xSU(2). (a) Is there a Higgs breaking pattern which produces a massless
photon? (b) If there is a massless photon in part a, what are the other gauge
bosons? If there is no massless photon, what are the gauge bosons anyways after
Higgs breaking? etc … etc …”

I just made these up out of thin air. Not really all that brilliant or even that
insightful, when all I did was just do things like change the group structure
and/or properties of various particles.

Anybody else have a better criteria for particle physics and/or gravity problems
which require some ingenuity and/or lateral thinking, besides just copying
problems out of some old long forgotten research papers from many years ago?

53. abc
August 14, 2004



Recent princeton math quals are here: http://www.math.princeton.edu/graduate
/generals/

A click on a name gives a summary of that session. Some are quite fun to read
actually: “Can you give a heuristic proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem? — this last
one was asked by Aizenman, the physicist!! Wiles and Faltings seemed only
slightly amused.” 

Reading the begining of David Nadler’s one, it looks like the level did go down a
bit as compared to some decades ago…

Harvard is here: http://www.math.harvard.edu/graduate/quals/

I couldn’t find the physics ones.

54. Chris Oakley
August 14, 2004

Hello JC,

If you do mathematics research (including mathematical branches of theoretical
physics) at Cambridge then getting a “distinction” in their part 3 exam is more
or less a requirement. In my year there were about 56 of us taking part 3 with
“applied” options and about the same number taking the “pure” options. Of the
“applied” group, about 13 got distinctions, although not all of them stayed to do
PhDs in Cambridge. The more informal structure you discuss with assignments,
etc. was not possible because of the competition involved. Having said that, a
small part of the course was an “essay” (mine was on SU(5)), but most of the
marks were based on 15 hours in the exam room. Outside of Cambridge, part 3 is
largely ignored. The first year of a graduate course achieves the same purpose
elsewhere and arguably more efficiently as without the need to photographically
memorise lecture notes one can concentrate on understanding rather than rote
learning. I remember being at interview at Sussex University and Tony Leggett
telling me that Cambridge expected the rest of the nation to await the results of
the part 3 exams before awarding research places, but their time scales were
such that they were unable and unwilling to do this.

One advantage of a parrot test is that it is easier for the examiners. If you pose a
question that can only be correctly answered if the student has understood the
material, as opposed to having just memorised his/her lecture notes, then fifty
students will give fifty widely different answers and a lot of time will be spent by
the examiner chasing blind alleys in the responses, just to make sure that they
really were blind alleys.

The other problem is that the more advanced the course, the smaller the gap
between examiner and student, and therefore the smaller the right of the
examiner to judge.

Cambridge is cynical about this: the message is just this – doing well in our
memory test is a necessary hurdle and if you don’t like it, then just go elsewhere.

http://www.math.princeton.edu/graduate/generals/
http://www.math.princeton.edu/graduate/generals/
http://www.math.princeton.edu/graduate/generals/
http://www.math.princeton.edu/graduate/generals/
http://www.math.harvard.edu/graduate/quals/
http://www.math.harvard.edu/graduate/quals/


BTW: I am not sure I agree with the point about there being a limited number of
bite-size questions one can ask in a graduate exam. It may just be that more
ingenuity/lateral thinking is required.

55. JC
August 13, 2004

Peter,

How recent and widespread has it been for math departments to move away
from the comprehensive/preliminary exams tradition, to just students passing a
certain number of courses? Are there any particular strong reasons for this
change?

Over the years, I remember overhearing several older physics professors talking
about how even the Princeton and Harvard comprehensive/preliminary exams for
PhD students, have been getting “watered down” and “easier” or “less
demanding” over the years. Has this sort of thing been happening too over the
years in math PhD programs?

I remember several professors I knew who did their math PhDs at Harvard in the
60’s and early 70’s. They all mentioned that the math comprehensive/preliminary
exams at the time were really demanding and “killer”. (Whether they were
exaggerating things deliberately, I don’t know). They said that it was common for
many students to quit grad school by the time they completely passed all of their
exams, largely due to reasons like burnout and/or a subsequent loss of interest in
math grad school. They thought that it was the math department’s way of
weeding out as many students as soon as possible, and that the folks who didn’t
flunk out or quit were the “cream of the crop”.

56. JC
August 13, 2004

Chris,

Was there any purpose and/or advantage in doing the tripos III exams? Did the
doctorate program at Cambridge or other British universities require it as a
prerequisite? Was there a thesis and defense required for the tripos III?

On the surface, for stuff like quantum field theory, particle theory, general
relativity, etc … it seems like it would be more practical if the course material
was done as assignments and perhaps a final take-home exam and/or an oral
exam. Except for the more “trivial” quantum field theory and particle theory
problems, there doesn’t seem to be many “insightful” problems that are doable
in a timed 3 or 4 hour examination setting (ie. problems that are more insightful
than the “regurgitation” or “$500 parrot” variety).

I remember in one graduate course I took which covered things like scattering
theory, second quantization of the Maxwell field, Dirac equation, etc … (the sort
of stuff covered in Sakurai’s “advanced quantum mechanics” book), we were
given a take-home exam which had one really long nasty calculation to do. It



turned out it took most of us around 40-50 pages to do this calculation from start
to finish, for which we were given a week to finish it. The professor didn’t think a
timed 3 or 4 hour exam format was practical for this particular course. All other
courses I took afterwards like quantum field theory, particle theory,
supersymmetry, Lie group theory, etc … were mostly just assignments and
sometimes an oral exam or presentation. In fact many of the course assignments
were just “optional” and the professor frequently didn’t even care whether
anybody handed them in or even did any of them. A few courses didn’t even have
any assignments or exams. At that level the professors just assumed the students
had enough self-motivation to figure things out on their own, and didn’t feel that
it was worth their time to make up assignments for the students.

57. Chris Oakley
August 13, 2004

Part 3 was the closest to an “arts” exam in a science subject that I have ever
experienced.

I.e. mostly short questions, which required long answers which were entirely
bookwork.

E.g. Q. 2 of “Advanced Quantum Field Theory”, 1981

“Explain how the Higgs mechanism works in the Salam-Weinberg model,
including a brief discussion of the physical motivation for the structure of the
symmetry in the model.”

You can give a “perfect” answer to this just by memorising your lecture notes,
and that is what I think they wanted you to do. A $500 parrot (see below) would
be able to do this.

I chose to actually digest the information and produce an answer which may or
may not have corresponded to my lecture notes. Maybe that is why I did not do
especially well.

58. JC
August 13, 2004

I came across Cambridge’s web site that has old copies of the mathematics
tripos III exams.

http://www.maths.cam.ac.uk/ppa/PartIIIyy.html
http://www.maths.cam.ac.uk/ppa/

The quantum field theory and particle physics exam papers look like they’re just
generic problems almost straight out of field theory books like Peskin &
Schroeder or Ryder, and particle physics books like Griffiths or Halzen & Martin.
The general relativity and comology exams look like they’re just generic
problems out of various books like Weinberg, Wald, etc … and other GR and
cosmology textbooks.

http://www.maths.cam.ac.uk/ppa/PartIIIyy.html
http://www.maths.cam.ac.uk/ppa/PartIIIyy.html
http://www.maths.cam.ac.uk/ppa/
http://www.maths.cam.ac.uk/ppa/


To top it off, there’s even exam papers for supersymmetry and string theory! It
looks like they aren’t much more than the sort of problems and calculations
straight out of the Polchinski and Wess & Bagger textbooks.

Though if I was writing any of these relativity and/or particle theory related
tripos III exams today, I think it would be a matter of me being able to write out
the solutions as fast as I can in 3 or 4 hours. Whether or not I (or anybody else)
actually learned anything, is another question.

I’ve always noticed over the years that folks doing very well on physics and/or
math exams, has very little correlation to their understading of the subject in
general. I knew one guy that did very well in all his undergrad and masters level
math and physics courses, but it turned out he was good at memorizing many
solutions and guessing at answers, but not really understanding what he was
doing. When he started doing research, he literally slammed into a wall and
didn’t know what to do, like a “deer in the headlights”. He ended up dropping
out of grad school without even starting on any research projects.

59. Peter
August 13, 2004

I don’t know much about what is going on in physics departments these days, but
the math department here has moved somewhat away from this kind of system
towards one where the students just have a pass a certain number of grad
courses.

When you look at exams of this kind, you realize that most physics problems are
either basically trivial and can be solved in a couple lines, or quite difficult and
would require several days of work to solve correctly. There’s only a limited
number of non-trivial problems that can be solved in a half-hour or so, these end
up being used over and over again, often creatively dressed up to look different.

60. JC
August 13, 2004

Peter,

Sounds like the same sort of comprehensive exams I remember having to write
in graduate school.

Years later I came across several books that were a compilation of problems from
exams of this sort: one from was University of Chicago, another was from
Princeton, and two additional books looked like they were from Stony Brook.
There was a further series of books that looked like they were compiled in China,
from many graduate level comprehensive/preliminary exams from many
American physics PhD programs.

Over the years I saw many other physics comprehensive/preliminary exams of
this sort from many other universities. It seems like many of these exams (even
recent ones from Princeton), were recycling many of these problems every 15-20
years. Not too many really “original” looking problems that stood out over the



years.

I always wondered what the origins of these sorts of exams are, and whether
they are still just a “custom” that is done to this very day. Several physics PhD
programs don’t even have these exams anymore! Only other reason I can think of
for them still being done today, is as an easy way of weeding out the weaker
and/or lazy students.

I wonder if these sorts of exams are also commonly done in physics graduate
programs overseas, say in Britain, Japan, and continental europe. One case I can
think offhand would be the notorious series of Landau exams which Laudau used
as a prerequisite for entry into his research group. Another set of exams that
looked similar on the surface to the american preliminary/comprehensive exams,
would perhaps be the “tripos” series of exams at Cambridge. Anybody know
more about these Cambridge “tripos” exams, and how they compare to the
comprehensive/preliminary exams done in American universities?

61. Peter
August 13, 2004

Actually a book has been published containing many of the problems from these
exams, on Amazon you can even see the table of contents. It is called “Princeton
Problems in Physics”

From what I remember, the topics covered on the prelims were mechanics, EM,
quantum mechanics and stat. mech., at the level of a standard first year graduate
course. The generals covered solid-state physics, special and general relativity,
nuclear physics, particle physics and atomic physics. No QFT. These were exams
everyone had to take, both experimentalists and theorists, so they weren’t
heavily theoretical.

62. JC
August 13, 2004

Peter,

What exactly was covered in those preliminary and general exams that physics
grad student had to pass in their first and second years at Princeton? Would it be
stuff at the level (or slightly higher) of Jackson (E&M), Goldstein (classical
mechanics), Merzbacher and/or Sakurai (quantum mechanics), etc …? Was
anything like quantum field theory covered (ie. at the level of Peskin &
Schroeder, Ramond, and/or Weinberg’s books)?

63. Peter
August 13, 2004

I don’t know how much physics Witten took as an undergrad at Brandeis, but he
majored in history and minored in linguistics. His father, Louis Witten is also a
physicist, does general relativity, so he probably learned some physics early on.
After Brandeis he seems to have spent a little time as a grad student in
economics at Wisconsin, and worked on McGovern’s 1972 presidential



campaign. He enrolled at Princeton in the applied math program, which allows
you to work in many different departments, then ended up shifting over to
physics.

Princeton has a very serious set of preliminary and general exams that grad
students have to pass in their first and second year. I certainly learned a lot of
physics studying to pass those exams, and I’ll bet Witten did too.

Up until the whole string theory thing, it’s really clear why Witten was so
respected. His papers are marvels of clarity compared to most people’s, and
many of them contain remarkable insights into the still mysterious problems of
how to understand QFT non-perturbatively. There’s no mystery at all about why
many physicists and mathematicians think so highly of him, his intellectual
accomplishments are just huge, even if they are not to everyone’s taste. His
impact on mathematics has also been huge, he richly deserves the Fields medal
he got.

One sad thing about the dominance of string theory is that it has so
overshadowed his best work. Within string theory he has done quite a lot, but
you could argue that others have done more important work there than him
(Green, Schwarz, Polchinski, Maldacena).

64. Chris Oakley
August 13, 2004

A typical reaction to my research work between 1984 and 1987 was the
following: “You are wanting to abandon a theory that has been verified to eleven
places of decimals. The burden of proof is therefore on you. You must at least
deliver results to the same degree of precision before you can expect anyone to
sponsor you.”

Whether the anomalous magnetic moment, etc. can be calculated to the required
accuracy in my approach is still an open question. No-one has been working on
it. On the other hand the approach works in obtaining basic scattering
amplitudes and is content to reside in 3+1 dimensions.

In regard to Superstrings, there is certainly no guarantee that the standard
model or even, it seems, general relativity will be reproduced (despite the fact
that producing a quantum theory of gravity was part of the original motivation),
and yet it seems to get pretty much all the sponsorship.

I call this inconsistent, and I call it stupid.

I was a bit more pig-headed than average, but I wonder how many other young
people (as I was then, anyway) have had good ideas quoshed because Ed Witten
or whoever else who happened to decide the direction of research did not think
it was cool.

65. JC
August 13, 2004



Chris,

Seems a lot of the sociology behind physics research is along the lines of
“monkey see, monkey do” or a “pied piper” luring away kids. Arguably one can
see that in many other activities in the world, as in the “copycat” syndrome when
something very popular and/or profitable comes up.

At times I wonder how much of the string and particle community is exactly that
of “monkey see Witten’s work, monkey tries to do Witten’s work”.

66. Chris Oakley
August 13, 2004

The Ed Witten phenomenon reminds me of a joke:

A man goes into a pet shop to buy a parrot.
“How much is that one?” he asks.
“Five hundred dollars,” says the sales assistant.
“Five hundred dollars!? for a parrot?”
“Ah yes, but she can touch type, and take dictation.”
“And what about this one?”
“Seven hundred dollars.”
“Seven hundred? That’s ridiculous!”
“I know that sounds a lot, but this parrot is fluent in three languages and knows
how use Word and Excel.”
“And this one?”
“A thousand dollars.”
“A thousand. What does he do, then? Write operas?”
“Actually we don’t know what he does. But the other two call him ‘Sir’.”

When I was a graduate student (1980-1984) it was no exaggeration to say that
Ed Witten was the single most influential mathematical physicist. Although I am
not sufficiently au fait with his work to say whether this was justified, I would
venture the observation that the emphasis was, and remains mathematical, i.e.
pretty mathematical constructs appeared to excite him more than having the
theories make contact with reality. It was the – in my view – excessively
theoretical nature of his work that put me off joining the bandwagon.

67. JC
August 12, 2004

Peter,

I remember hearing stories about Witten majoring in something like history or
political science when he was an undergrad. Did he take any physics courses at
the time? If not, was he literally a “self taught” guy who taught himself
everything he needed to know about undergraduate and graduate level physics,
by cranking out zillions of problems and reading some papers on his own?

68. Peter
August 12, 2004



Witten was very clearly the leading figure in particle theory before string theory,
during the period 1980-84. It’s because of this that the string theory idea took off
so fast. By 1984 everybody was looking very carefully at anything Witten was
doing and often immediately going to work on it themselves. It’s very hard to
over-estimate his influence at that time.

He got his Ph.D. in 1976, and very much impressed the faculty when he was a
student. I first met him
when he was a post-doc at Harvard in 1978, and was just starting to make his
reputation. By 1980 he was already a young star and Princeton offered him a
tenured professorship even though he was only a post-doc.

69. JC
August 12, 2004

Peter,

How popular was Witten in the particle theory community before string theory
got popular? I knew someone who knew Witten personally in the 1970’s before
he was a superstar. In those days he thought Witten was definitely above
average, but he didn’t think was a superstar or Einstein-like genius at the time. If
nothing else, he thought that Witten could have at least gotten an assistant
professor job at a place like Princeton or Harvard in those days.



Correction

August 17, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Jeff Harvey sent in a comment correcting me on a point of history in my last posting.
I’d read somewhere about Green and Schwarz fed-exing their paper to Witten, and
had assumed this was their idea. Harvey, who was at Princeton at the time, recalls
that it was Larry Yaffe who brought news of Green and Schwarz’s result from the
Aspen Workshop to Witten at Princeton, and Witten was the one who asked Green and
Schwarz to fed-ex him the paper.

Harvey also strongly disagrees with the statement that people were not impressed by
the work independently of Witten. He was at Princeton at the time, so knows far more
about what attitudes there were. For those who weren’t at Princeton or at Aspen,
news of Green and Schwarz’s paper and Witten’s arrived more or less at the same
time (they were published in the 13 and 20 December issues of Physics Letters B, the
preprints were circulating in October). At that time any new paper by Witten was a
major event, especially one in which he took up a new topic. I stand by my
recollection that for people I was talking to at the time, the fact that Witten was
working on the subject overshadowed the Green-Schwarz result itself.

Update:

This morning I tracked down my original source for what happened at Aspen. It is
John Schwarz’s article entitled “Superstrings – a Brief History”, published in the
proceedings of a conference on the history of particle physics held at Erice in 1994.
The volume is entitled “History of Original Ideas and Basic Discoveries in Particle
Physics” and contains many things very much worth reading. Schwarz describes in
detail what happened at Aspen, ending with the following remarks:

“But still, given our previous experiences, neither of us had any idea of how sudden
and enthusiastic the response of the physics world would be. In my opinion this was
largely due to the influence of Edward Witten, who immediately grasped the
implications of our result. Without that, string theory would probably have emerged
much more gradually. As soon as our letter came off the printer we sent Witten a copy
by Federal Express. (This was before the days of TeX and email!). I am told that the
next day everyone in Princeton was studying it. Our letter on anomaly cancellation
was submitted September 10, 1984. The deluge began 18 days later with Witten’s
letter suggesting ways to compactify SO(32) superstrings to get anomaly-free theories
in four dimensions.”

This is what led me to believe that it was Schwarz and Green’s idea to Fed Ex Witten
their paper. Presumably Harvey is right that he had asked them to do this. But that’s
about the only thing that I think I got wrong in the original posting.

Comments

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=66
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=66


1. JC
August 21, 2004

Anybody have any good guesses as to how physics could have turned out in an
alternate world, if George McGovern had won the American presidency in 1972
against Nixon, and Witten became a presidential speech writer and/or got a low
level post in the McGovern administration?

2. Peter
August 17, 2004

I don’t think there ever has been anyone quite comparable to Witten. Einstein
never had the same sort of influence, and he was always kind of working off by
himself, whereas Witten has always been very much in the mainstream of what
the majority of the field is doing.

3. D R Lunsford
August 17, 2004

All this hero worship is missing the point. String theory *as physics* was a
ridiculous idea at face value. I don’t know how I knew this, or how my advisor
knew it, or why we were right – but my absolute initial reaction was one of total,
utter disgust that such a thing would be taken seriously. Now, in the course of
learning a lot of things that were complex, weird, or both, I *never* had this kind
of visceral reaction to anything but string theory. The idea of setting the pointer
of physics back to before Democritus was, in itself, ridiculous on the face of it,
without further consideration. The world could *never possibly* have been
arranged like that.

My question is – why is this aspect of physics – that is, intuition – practically
ignored? Physics is not mathematics, it’s not even really *similar* to
mathematics. Physics is about the actual world and its patterns. To get at these
patterns, you need something other than the ability to crank out vast amounts of
math, be it ever so interesting.

rant

Something pathological got into physics, and I would like to know when and
where. Note that if you succeed in demolishing the entire string society, you’ll
still be stuck with dark matter, inflation, the first three minutes, Euclidean
continuations, wave functions of the universe etc. etc. etc. String theory in itself
is not the problem – it’s a kind of uncritical global credulity that affects all
intellectual endeavor.

/rant

-drl

4. JC
August 17, 2004



Peter,

Can you think of anybody else in recent times, who had the sort of influence
Witten had over the last 25+ years, in the sense of “monkey see Witten, monkey
tries to do Witten’s work”?

I can’t think of anyone offhand in physics history, other than maybe Einstein.

5. Peter
August 17, 2004

Without Witten, I think Green and Schwarz would have slowly gotten more
attention for superstring theory, partly because no other ideas were really
working. Their anomaly cancellation result would have helped get some
attention, but on nothing like the scale that Witten’s interest generated. It might
still be percolating along as a subject with a relatively small group of people
working on it.

It’s very hard to guess what would have happened to particle theory without the
dominance of string theory. Witten did amazing work relating QFT and
mathematics during the late 80s and early 90s that was completely independent
of string theory (including the work that got him the Fields medal) and
presumably he would still have done this. My own prejudice is that if he hadn’t
put so much effort into string theory, and instead had put it into the new insights
into QFT and math that he was getting, he and others following along with him
would have achieved even more along these lines and the field would be in much
better shape.

6. JC
August 17, 2004

Peter,

Do you think string theory would have faded away with a whimper or would have
died a painful death, if Witten never became a huge advocate of string theory? It
sure seemed like nobody really paid attention to Schwarz and Green for more
than a decade, when they were working on string theory in obscurity during the
1970’s and early 1980’s.

7. Peter
August 17, 2004

Hi JC,

Particle theory in general has always been quite faddish, although often the fads
have been driven by a new experimental result, or by the appearance of a good
explanation of some previously unexplained experimental data. I don’t know of
any previous example in the history of physics of the whole field swinging so
quickly behind a very speculative idea without experimental backing.

‘t Hooft’s work certainly generated interest in the Weinberg-Salam model, which



had been pretty much ignored until then. It was quickly followed by asymptotic
freedom in 1973 and the “November revolution” in 1974 when the J/Psi was
discovered. The standard model did quickly fall into place during 1971-74 and
then dominate particle theory, but this was a series of related theoretical
discoveries finding quick experimental support, a situation much more
comparable to QM in 1925-26 to string theory in 1984.

8. JC
August 17, 2004

Peter,

Can you think of any other scenarios in the past which had tons of people
jumping onto the same bandwagon after a particular paper was published,
similar in spirit to how string theory became very popular after the Schwarz-
Green result?

One that I can think offhand would be perhaps be the ‘t Hooft result which
showed that gauge theories are renormalizable. Perhaps other cases would be
the BCS superconductivity paper, or going as far back to the original Heisenberg
& Schroedinger papers on quantum mechanics along with Wolfgang Pauli’s
review paper on the subject.



Smolin and Susskind at the Edge

August 19, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

John Brockman at his “Edge” web-site has put up an exchange between Smolin and
Susskind about the “multiverse” and the anthropic principle. This includes the page
and a half paper by Susskind that was rejected by the arXiv. Susskind seems quite
willing to give up the idea that a physical theory should be falsifiable, so his response
to Smolin’s argument that his use of the anthropic principle is not falsifiable is
basically “Yeah, and so what?”.

To Smolin’s claim that non-falsifiable theories aren’t really science, Susskind answers
by listing several prominent physicists (Weinberg, Polchinski, Linde, Rees), their
titles, affiliations and prizes they have won. He then announces that since these
prominent people agree with him and think the anthropic principle is science, Smolin
should just shut up. I don’t know about other people, but one reason I went into
physics was that it was supposed to be a subject where issues could be decided by
rational argumentation, not appeals to authority. That doesn’t seem to be the case
anymore.

Comments

1. serenus zeitblom
August 22, 2004

“To the extent that this is supposed to be taken as “scientists have little to learn
from philosophers, and philosophers have much to learn from scientists” it is
simply false”

In general, I agree. But there are bad philosophers just as there are bad
physicists. On this *specific* issue, namely declarations that things we cannot
see [yet] are “unscientific”, too many physicists tend to quote bad philosophy.
The example of quarks is canonical. I really liked Susskind’s
“Throughout my long experience as a scientist I have heard un-falsifiability
hurled at so many important ideas that I am inclined to think that no idea can
have great merit unless it has drawn this criticism”. I think that hits the nail on
the head.

2. Chris W.
August 22, 2004

Susskind said: “Let’s not put the cart before the horse. Science is the horse that
pulls the cart of philosophy.”

To the extent that this is supposed to be taken as “scientists have little to learn
from philosophers, and philosophers have much to learn from scientists” it is
simply false, in light of the entire history of physics. Of course it probably

http://www.edge.org/documents/archive/edge145.html
http://www.edge.org/documents/archive/edge145.html


expresses the attitude of most of the last 2-3 generations of physicists, and I
have seen a statement by Witten to the effect that he and most of his colleagues
see little to interest them in recent work (of the last two centuries?) in the
philosophy of science.

My point is that no one seriously interested in a problem like quantum gravity
can afford to adopt the narrow perspective of a specialist, or to be complacent
about questions of epistemology. John Wheeler has cautioned against any
physicist adopting this attitude, although given the vastness and technical
complexity of the field, and the demands of modern research as a career, it is
perhaps inevitable that such attitudes will be fairly widespread.

The contrast in outlook between Smolin and Susskind on this issue is quite
obvious.

3. serenus zeitblom
August 20, 2004

I must reluctantly confess that I found Susskind surprisingly reasonable. Surely
he is right when he says “Good scientific methodology is not an abstract set of
rules dictated by philosophers. It is conditioned by, and determined by, the
science itself and the scientists who create the science.” It is good to see
somebody explicitly refuting people who drone on about how things beyond the
horizon can never be seen, hence theoretical efforts to determine what is there
are “not science”. What crap! On the other hand, S does fall right off the cliff
when he claims “the black hole controversy has largely been resolved.” The only
question here is whether Susskind really believes such blatant nonsense.
The other strange thing was that Susskind was so polite. He only starts to sound
like Lubos Motl right at the end. In fact, right at the end he sounds so much like
LM [“Smolin’s tendency to set himself up as an arbiter of good and bad science”]
that it is now clear to which organ-grinder the monkey belongs.

4. JC
August 20, 2004

Thomas,

What do you think of the CFT book by Ketov?

Lately I’ve been slowly making my way through the book “conformal invariance
and critical phenomena” by Henkel.

5. Thomas Larsson
August 19, 2004

Danny:

Unfortunately I don’t really have any good introductory references to CFT, since
I picked up most of it from the original literature around 1986-1990. Conformal
field theory by Di Francesco, Mathieu and Senechal is the canonical reference,
but its intimidating thickness makes it more suited as a reference rather than as

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/038794785X/qid=1092934533/sr=ka-1/ref=pd_ka_1/102-9284114-1513718
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/038794785X/qid=1092934533/sr=ka-1/ref=pd_ka_1/102-9284114-1513718
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/038794785X/qid=1092934533/sr=ka-1/ref=pd_ka_1/102-9284114-1513718
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/038794785X/qid=1092934533/sr=ka-1/ref=pd_ka_1/102-9284114-1513718


a tutorial.

One probably also needs some general background on phase transitions,
statistical lattice models, and renormalization in that context. The review series
edited by Domb and Green, and later Domb and Lebovitz (or maybe Green and
Lebovitz – anyway, one of the original editors died) is a classic, but maybe out of
print. A more recent textbook is Scaling and renormalization in statistical
physics by Cardy. It has the advantage that its size is manageble.

6. D R Lunsford
August 19, 2004

JC –

Beavis and Butthead know their limitations. Uh huh huh, yeah. Shut up, Beavis!

(Seriously, there are lots of interesting *physics* questions that lofty
fartknockers such as S&S might hold forth on at length.)

7. JC
August 19, 2004

D R Lundsford,

How much is this different than two idiots like Beavis and Butthead arguing
which rock music bands “Rule” (ie. Metallica, AC DC, etc …) and which rock
bands “Suck” (ie. Billy Idol, U2, Boy George, etc …)?

Or for that matter discussions between fans of various sports teams (ie.
basketball, baseball, hockey, etc …) as to which teams “Rule” and which teams
“Suck”?

This seems to be very much a human thing that is independent of the field of
interest or inquiry, whenever there’s disparities in opinions which are not backed
(nor ruled out) by empirical data and/or the questions asked are too vague.

8. D R Lunsford
August 19, 2004

Thomas –

To Glashow’s credit, he threw off his rope belt and robe and re-entered the
mundane world:

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html

And that 1988 paper on CFT by Ginsparg you linked is mighty interesting  Do
you have a list of favorite references on this topic?

9. Thomas Larsson
August 19, 2004

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0521499593/qid=1092934400/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/102-9284114-1513718?v=glance&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0521499593/qid=1092934400/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/102-9284114-1513718?v=glance&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0521499593/qid=1092934400/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/102-9284114-1513718?v=glance&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0521499593/qid=1092934400/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/102-9284114-1513718?v=glance&s=books
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html


“Is further experimental endeavor not only difficult and expensive but
unnecessary and irrelevant? Contemplation of superstrings may evolve into an
activity as remote from conventional particle physics as particle physics is from
chemistry, to be conducted at schools of divinity by future equivalents of
medieval theologians. For the first time since the Dark Ages, we can see how our
noble search may end, with faith replacing science once again. Superstring
sentiments eerily recall ‘arguments from design’ for the existence of a supreme
being. Was it only in jest that a leading string theorist suggested the ‘superstring
may prove as successful as God, Who has after all lasted for millenia and is still
invoked in some quarters as a Theory of Nature’?”

– Paul Ginsparg and Sheldon Glashow, Physics Today, May 1986.

Some people are true visionaries!

10. D R Lunsford
August 19, 2004

1 word – scholasticism. They both sould like two Schoolmen going round and
round about theophany or some such ridiculous arcanity.

It would be very interesting to make a close comparison of scholasticism and this
pseudoscientific form of debate. One thing’s certain – physics, at least as
practiced by these two, is deader than Julius Caesar.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001


Comments From Larry Yaffe

August 19, 2004
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Uncategorized

Jeff Harvey’s comment that it was Larry Yaffe who brought news of the Green-
Schwarz anomaly cancellation result to Witten gave me the idea of contacting Larry
to get a first-hand recollection of what the reaction was at Aspen back in 1984. He
was a junior faculty member at Princeton at the time and I knew him since I had been
a grad student there and we both were working on lattice gauge theory. I’ve always
respected his work and had noticed that he was someone who had never joined the
string bandwagon, so I took the opportunity to ask him for his views on string theory.
I think they’re pretty reasonable and reflect the views of a lot of the sensible people in
the particle theory community these days. He agreed to let me post them here:

“What Jeff Harvey related is correct: I was at Aspen when Green and Schwarz
presented their anomaly cancellation result, and I told Ed and others about it a few
days later when I got back to Princeton. (Of course, John and Michael may have sent
Ed a copy of their paper completely independently. I don’t know about that. But he
hadn’t seen it yet when I was asked “what’s the news from Aspen?”.)

As for whether it was Michael Green or John Schwarz who gave the seminar in Aspen,
I think it was John — but I’m not 100% sure. (The different talks I’ve heard from John
and Michael get mixed up in my memory.)

Concerning reaction to the Green-Schwarz result, my recollection is that there was
relatively little immediate buzz about it at Aspen. John had a fairly diffident style of
presentation, and I don’t recall anyone jumping up and saying ‘this will change the
course of physics!’. As best as I can reconstruct my own reaction, it seemed like a
technically slick calculation and a nice result but it wasn’t, of course, addressing any
of the conceptually hard questions about quantum gravity, and it seemed very far
removed from the practical concerns of particle physics. But the reaction back in
Princeton was different: Ed certainly saw the significance immediately and I think
others did as well (certainly quicker than I did). I think the speed with which others in
the particle theory community jumped into string theory had a lot to do with Ed’s
involvement and proselytizing, but I expect that even without his involvement,
interest in string theory would have steadily grown, albeit slower.

Since you asked about my views on string theory, I’ll try to give a summary. I think it
is clear that:

String theory has been wildly over-hyped by some people. Even calling it a ‘theory’ is
really a misnomer, given the lack of any adequate non-perturbative definition of string
theory.

String theory has not yet made any convincing connection with the world we live in.

The predictive power (or the falsifiability) of string theory leaves much to be desired,
especially in light of the emerging picture of the landscape of string theory vacua.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=67
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=67
http://www.phys.washington.edu/users/lgy/
http://www.phys.washington.edu/users/lgy/


But at the same time:

The oft-repeated argument that string theory is the most promising framework we
have for combining quantum mechanics and gravity remains true. Even though there
is no real non-perturbative definition of string theory, I don’t think one can dispute
this assertion. (As an aside, so-called “loop quantum gravity” is an interesting one-
parameter family of statistical mechanics models, but has not been shown to have
anything to do with gravity. Does it have a large-volume limit? Does it have long
distance dynamics described by some effective field theory plus classical GR? Who
knows…)

The perturbative consistency of string theory, combined with all the consistency
checks of the (largely unproven) web of duality relations, are compelling hints that
there is something deep and meaningful to string theory, even though it remains
poorly understood.

String theory has made remarkable contributions to mathematics, allowing previously
unforeseen connections to be found between very different areas. This has shown up
in new (provable!) results in enumerative geometry, Gromov-Witten invariants, mirror
symmetry, etc.

String theory has given partial insight into a few conceptual questions involving
quantum gravity, such as (the absence of) black hole information loss, via the
connection between BPS states and extremal black holes.

Improved understanding of gauge theories, especially strongly interacting theories, is
emerging from string theory via “gauge-string” (or AdS/CFT) duality. Understanding
is, as usual, frustratingly incomplete, but I think the message that non-gravitational
ordinary field theories, and higher dimensional theories containing gravity, can be
different representations of the *same* physics is revolutionary, and hints at some
synthesis we are far from understanding. I think this point is already somewhat
lessening the split in the theory community between ‘string theorists’ and ‘non-string
theorists’.

Personally, I find this last point the most compelling reason to be interested in string
theory, despite its lack of experimentally testable predictions. It is, of course, a matter
of personal taste whether the ‘pro’ reasons to work on string theory outweigh the
‘cons’. Some people are comfortable working on an intellectual enterprise whose
connection with the real world may never emerge during their lifetime. Some people
aren’t — and that’s fine.”

Comments

1. August 20, 2004

I’m just correcting your misapprehension about the mentioned work. I’ve done
the pro- anti- string stuff way too often to have any desire to get into it now.

2. Thomas Larsson



August 20, 2004

Aaron,

I didn’t claim to have a very good understanding about algebraic geometry. This
was how I understood one of Witten’s original papers, and he didn’t say which
xxx-Witten invariant he described there.

But my main point was really that no mathematical discovery, however cool, is by
itself evidence that this math has anything to do with physics. This is true for
various invariants and dualities in algebraic geometry, as well as the higher-
dimensional generalizations of Virasoro and affine algebras and their global
group generalizations.

For me to accept something as physics, something more is needed: experimental
support. It seems to me undeniable that the groups of diffeomorphisms and
gauge transformations play a significant role in experimentally confirmed
theories. I don’t see such a role for various dualities, Gromov-Witten invariants
or mirror symmetries. But maybe its just me being too skeptical about hidden
worlds.

3. Aaron
August 20, 2004

You’re understanding isn’t correct. I think you might be getting at issues in
topological field theory where the correlation functions are independent of the
metric. Donaldson-Witten theory is a twisted N=2 SYM, for example.

Gromov-Witten theory, mirror symmetry and the like come from topolgical
versions of string theory where the worldsheet CFT is twisted into a topological
theory.

4. Thomas Larsson
August 20, 2004

String theory has made remarkable contributions to mathematics, allowing
previously unforeseen connections to be found between very different areas. This
has shown up in new (provable!) results in enumerative geometry, Gromov-
Witten invariants, mirror symmetry, etc.

My impression is that this has very little to do with physics, and not really that
much with string theory neither (unless you define string theory to be whatever
Witten does). My very limited understanding of these matters is that some
correlation functions in N=4 SYM turn out to be independent of separation. This
has two consequences:

1. These correlators are smooth (Gromov-Witten?) invariants of the underlying
four-manifold.

2. We may freely move the points to convenient positions, probably very close to
each other, where the correlators can actually be calculated.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GR/0302007
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GR/0302007
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GR/0302007
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GR/0302007
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GR/0402303
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GR/0402303


This is wonderful in enumerative geometry, because it gives us calculable smooth
invariants which you can use to prove a lot of theorems. But exactly the same
properties seem to be rather useless in physics, where we usually want
correlation functions to decay with distance.

5. Tony Smith
August 20, 2004

D. R. Lunsford asked whether my string = worldline model does such things as
“eliminate time”, etc.
It does not, in my opinion. To see how it works in sufficient detail to answer
such questions, please read the entire CERN CDS preprint EXT-2004-031 at
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=730325&ln=en

The spirit of the model is similar to that proposed by Elitzur and Dolev
in their paper at http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/0207029
where they say:
“… we propose quantum mechanical experiments that yield inconsistent
histories,
suggesting that not only events but also entire histories might be governed
by a more fundamental dynamics. …”.

The basic idea is that each “entire history” would be represented by a “string”.
and that the fundamental interactions of quantum theory are
not between mere point particles
but
are between strings/entire histories.

Elitzur and Dolev, in that article, describe
“… quantum mechanical experiments yielding apparently inconsistent histories
…[which]… would give rise to an account like
“first a retarded interaction brings about history t1x1, t2x2, …
and then
an advanced interaction transforms this history into t1x’1, t2x’2 …”
and they say
“… Perhaps … changes affect not only events but also entire histories.
… Such a model will be better capable of explaining quantum peculiarities
of the kind described above, as well as a few other surprising results
discovered lately by similar techniques …”.

Please note that the Elitzur-Dolev paper also discusses some aspects of
Hawking’s recently recanted position regarding information loss in black holes,
but that aspect of the paper seems to me to be substantially independent
of their proposal that it is
interaction between entire histories (world-lines/strings)
and not
event-interactions between mere point particles
that is fundamental in quantum physics.

Tony Smith

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=730325&ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=730325&ln=en
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/0207029
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/0207029


6. D R Lunsford
August 19, 2004

Tony –

Doesn’t the usual argument against rigid bodies in relativity eliminate your
interpretation of the world-line of a particle as a “string”? If not, then you are
saying that a “stringicle” acts as a unit over its entire history – and that any
creation-annihilation events in its history have to be included, extending the
stringicle to another, to another etc. etc. So, in effect you’re eliminating time,
and returning to a Eucldidean-Pythagorean static world picture without
dynamics. Odd how this matches the “back to Democritus” approach implicit in
the “nothing but fibers and the void” approach.

7. Tony Smith
August 19, 2004

Larry Yaffe says “… String theory has not yet made any convincing connection
with the world we live in. …”.

While that may be true of conventional formulations of string theory,
what about formulations based on unconventional physical interpretations
of strings (such as strings = world lines of point particles) from
which string theory structures such as 26-dim spacetime, D8 branes,
and discretizing by orbifolding can be used to make models such as
that described in CERN CDS preprint EXT-2004-031 at
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=730325&ln=en
?
There has been a small bit of discussion about that model on sci.physics.strings,
where the model itself is labelled “Speculation” and comments range
from
“.. pure numerology … coincidence …”
to
“… a nice formulation of (bosonic) M-theory (as Susskind refers to the 27-
dimensional theory), from where we work down dimensionally … to recover
fermions …”.
The above quotes are given without stating full detailed context in order
to illustrate the range of opinions that seem to exist about the model.
Anyone who is really interested in details should read that sps thread
and the paper itself, as well as related material cited therein.

Anyhow, the basic point of this comment is that even though Larry Yaffe
may be correct that current conventional formulations of string theory
have “… not yet made any convincing connection with the world we live in …”,
his statement may not be correct with respect to some unconventional string-
based models.

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=730325&ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=730325&ln=en


Myhrvold on the Anthropic Principle

August 19, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

My old friend and Princeton roommate Nathan Myhrvold has written an excellent
piece about the anthropic principle and the Smolin-Susskind debate that has just been
posted on the Edge web-site. It seems to me to summarize the issues very clearly.

After getting his Ph.D. in quantum gravity at Princeton, Nathan went to work as a
post-doc with Stephen Hawking, and one of the topics he worked on involved a
possible mechanism for explaining the small size of the cosmological constant.
Nathan left physics and joined with some of my other friends from grad school days to
start a software company near Berkeley that they called “Dynamical Systems”. They
soon sold the company and themselves to Microsoft, where Nathan ended up in the
position of Chief Technical Officer. He periodicaly reminds me that if I had taken up
one of his many offers to come work with them back in the mid-eighties, I could be
obscenely wealthy too. At the time I remember it seemed clear that it was much
smarter to stay as a postdoc at Stony Brook, being paid enough to live on and able to
think about whatever I wanted, than to go to California to work twenty hour days
writing operating system code and getting paid in worthless pieces of paper.

Oh, well.

Comments

1. Aaron
August 25, 2004

The formalism computes tree level amplitudes of gluon scattering in SYM very
efficiently. No conformal invariance needed. These diagrams are the same as in
the conformal theory.

For JC, the formalism reproduces the tree level amplitudes which is substantive
in and of itself. Unfortunately, according to a followup by Berkovitz and Witten, it
appears that the theory with loops will most likely reproduce the diagrams of
conformal supergravity rather than those of N=4 SYM.

So, it seems likely at this point that the original proposal will not reproduce all of
SYM, but, again, that doesn’t mean that there will be no future results on the
subject. You can read Witten’s original big paper (the first half is all QFT — no
string theory) for some intriguing facts about those loop amplitudes you
referenced.

But, none of this changes the fact that the referenced paper is all about the very
physical idea of doing scattering computations in Yang-Mills theory.

2. JC

http://www.edge.org/discourse/anthropic.html#myhrvold
http://www.edge.org/discourse/anthropic.html#myhrvold


August 25, 2004

Aaron,

Do you know if anybody has been able to get Witten’s twistor formalism to work
for the QCD 1-loop amplitudes and beyond?

If Witten’s twistor formalism has any substance in the end, it should be able to
reproduce the 1-loop formulas found by Dixon, Kosower, & Bern during the
1990’s.

3. Chris Oakley
August 25, 2004

How pessimistic is it to think that something in its initial stages will never be
extended to compute diagrams involving things other than gluons?

I am not claiming to be qualified to judge the details of this paper, but I would
remind you that sooner or later conformal invariance must be broken as the
world is quite obviously not conformally invariant. Penrose’s group worked for
decades on ways of putting in masses and did not come up with anything very
convincing. Maybe Witten’s team can do better, and I would be delighted if they
could, but as things stand, this is a huge, and possibly insurmountable barrier.

4. Aaron
August 25, 2004

“Thanks for that. Once again we see Witten et al, given a choice between physics
and interesting math choosing the latter. ”

Interesting math? That paper gives new ways of doing computations in QCD. I
consider that pretty damn physical. Don’t you think that’s at least somewhat
interesting?

You can’t compute everything using this method, but I’m really astounded that
you immediately dismiss it as ‘interesting math’. Did you read the paper?

And how pessimistic is it to think that something in its initial stages will never be
extended to compute diagrams involving things other than gluons?

Your comment frankly couldn’t be more inapposite.

5. JC
August 24, 2004

Danny, Chris, Steve

I remember years ago stories about some younger particle theory professors
attempting to teach quantum field theory (QFT) courses in a “modern” context.

There were guys who started off with the path integral on the first day, and
didn’t really mention much of the old canonical quantization way of doing things.



By the end of the 1st semester, they were already finished covering numerous
tree level calculations in phi^4, QED, and even some electroweak and/or QCD
Standard Model stuff. Some folks even got as far as covering the renormalization
of phi^4 theory or even QED in the 1st semester!

After about a month or so into the 1st semester, almost all of the
experimentalists were scared off and subsequently stopped attending the
lectures and/or dropped the course. By the time it was the 2nd semester of the
course, the only folks left mostly consisted of theory students interested in
particle physics and/or condensed matter. Mid way through the 2nd semester,
many of the condensed matter folks disappeared too.

It seems like teaching QFT starting off with the path integral is almost like the
equivalent of “culture shock” for many students.

6. Chris Oakley
August 24, 2004

Danny,

Thanks for that. Once again we see Witten et al, given a choice between physics
and interesting math choosing the latter. Twistor space cannot deal with massive
particles. This is unfortunate as not only is there clear experimental evidence for
massive particles, but a lot of these masses have been measured to a high degree
of precision. Maybe they can have massive particles as some kind of composite,
but I am not aware of any developed theory that works on these lines. Maybe
someone can prove me wrong – ?

7. D R Lunsford
August 24, 2004

Attn Chris – a paper you may find interesting:

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0403047

8. Chris Oakley
August 24, 2004

I like Weinberg QFT Vol. 1 a lot. I think that this is better than any other text
book I have looked at. The later volumes I have not studied in detail, but one gets
the impression that he is really trying to make sense of the material, and not just
reproducing the results of other’s scientific papers. One also gets this sense from
Bjorken and Drell – although these books can be annoying – but precious few
others. Regarding Steve’s point about people not wanting to question Feynman-
Dyson perturbation theory, I have the following comment: they question
practically everything else! It seems however that this one thing is taboo. It is
like a tower of Hanoi after ten turns – people fear that the tiniest disturbance in
the air will cause the whole thing to collapse and they will no longer be able to
talk about the “most accurate” or “best” theory of all time. Personally, I am not
bothered as I never thought the tower existed anyway, except in people’s minds.

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0403047
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0403047


9. D R Lunsford
August 24, 2004

Weinberg is very odd as a writer. His book on gravity goes to great lengths to
establish his heterodox opinion that “gravity is not geometry”, then he develops
gravity as geometry in the most impeccable way. There is some of that in his QFT
books.

10. Steve
August 23, 2004

I quite liked a book called “Quantum Field Theory of Point Particles and Strings”
by B. Hatfield (some of it anyway). The last couple of chapters introduced
perturbative string theory in a way that was much clearer to me than GSW vol 1.
Ryder was also quite a good book and readable.

All QFT books are much of a muchness though and just present the usual
sequence of stuff: free scaler, fermion, em fields, commutators, then Feynman-
Dyson perturbation theory, S-matrix, phi^4 theory, QED, Feynman rules, vacuum
polarisation etc. Then same results via path integrals, then
renormalisation/regularisation. As a student, you never really get any clear or
deep explanations in any text as to why you are even doing/learning this stuff in
the first place.

I have never really enjoyed perturbation (it can also cause blindness:)or the
whole Feynman-Dyson formalism. Quite tedious to learn. Amazingly, it works out
though and lots of things can be computed to high accuracy in the end so
students/authors don’t seem to question it or some of the underlying dodgy
math. It is very entrenched in the theoretical physics culture so people like Chris
who have chosen in the past to question aspects of it, won’t go down well with
the establishment or journal editors. There is probably room for another QFT
book if someone can put a new modern twist or approach on the subject with
some vitality. Weinberg’s volumes were good but he is very much from the old
school.

A big problem now though for the S-matrix formalism, and esp. for string theory,
is you can’t actually define it on deSitter space, the space on which we appear to
actually reside.

11. JC
August 23, 2004

Dan Lunsford,

I skimmed the Jauch and Rohrlich book many years ago, but didn’t read it closely
enough. On the surface it looked like it was written in a style and spirit similar to
Heitler’s book.

In the intermediate zone of “advanced quantum mechanics” before quantum field
theory (QFT), I really liked Paul Strange’s “Relativistic Quantum Mechanics: with
Applications to Condensed Matter and Atomic Physics” book. It seems to cover



many of the same sorts problems as undergraduate quantum mechanics, except
done for the Klein-Gordan and Dirac equations. It attempts to explain intuitively
what’s going on in various relativistic systems, which seems to be glossed over in
most other “advanced quantum mechanics” books. Main thing I liked about
Strange’s book was that it covered many relativistic quantum problems such as
bound states for various potentials.

Most other “advanced QM” books seem to only really cover the Klein-Gordan &
Dirac equations for various scattering processes and sometimes the hydrogen
atom, with a view towards quantum field theory. For a long time I always felt that
the study of bound states in relativistic quantum mechanics and/or quantum field
theory, was generally neglected in favor of scattering processes.

12. D R Lunsford
August 23, 2004

JC – I’ve tried to answer this post 3 times, and I just don’t know. A lot of QFT is
“overconceptualized” and one ends up with too many mantras. I’d frankly admit
that it was a mess.

Did you ever see the book by Jauch and Rohrlich? (Theory of Photons and
Electrons)

It’s remarkable that none of us can think of a totally acceptable text. This
contrasts very strongly with GR, where one has any number of good texts, from
all points of view.

BTW there is an intermediate zone, “Advanced Quantum Mechanics”, that is
relatively neglected. There’s a bool by Schwabl I like. A good QFT book would I
think build on that.

13. JC
August 23, 2004

Danny,

If you wrote your own textbook on quantum field theory (QFT), what would you
do to make the presentation better than other books like Ryder, Weinberg,
Heitler, Kaku, etc …?

Originally I found the Ryder book the easiest to read when I was first learning
QFT. Over the years I haven’t really found any QFT books that I really liked a lot.
Though if I had to pick a book, it would be either Ramond’s field theory book or
Veltman’s “Diagrammatica”.

14. Chris Oakley
August 23, 2004

This whole notion of using power series expansions in the free field grew out of
my complete failure to get to grips with Feynman-Dyson perturbation theory. The
more I tried to understand it, the less clear I was. This meant either one of two



things: either (i) I was stupid or (ii) there was something wrong with it. It was
not just conceit that made me decide on the latter: one thing about good
scientific theories is that they are robust. Renormalization theory is not robust. If
you take the limits in integrals in weird ways then you get weird answers. To say
“well don’t take the limits in weird ways” is not acceptable. If it matters then the
likelihood is that the limit does not exist and the whole thing is mathematically
meaningless.

Anyway … the power series method is, under certain circumstances at least,
consistent and comprehensible. Also I do not see why there should be a problem
with the notion of an interacting field being a sum of tensor products of free
fields – one can still see interactions taking place, and what is more, I do not see
why the Wigner arguments about unitary irreducible irreps of the Poincare
group should suddenly cease to be valid just because there are interactions.
After all, all Wigner is doing is organising the vector space of a relativistic
quantum mechanical system in a particular way and I see no reason why this
should not be one that involves interactions. It is a bit like coupled oscillators in
mechanics – just because one can pick out normal modes with their
characteristic frequencies, etc. it does not mean that the individual oscillators
that comprise the system have ceased to exist.

To answer the questions: (i) where it has gone – it is a structure that does not
necessarily fall apart when one examines it carefully & is capable of generating
scattering amplitudes that agree with tree Feynman graphs; (ii) where is is going
– two-body bound states could be examined now; the anomalous magnetic
moment of leptons could be calculated once it is clear how to represent the
classical EM field … a number of things …

I suppose that if I had not been so easily discouraged I would have just
hammered away at this regardless, but the fact was that I got very tired of being
the only one saying these things and having programmed computers from the
age of 11 it was easy to do this for a living and be thanked and paid properly for
doing it. However this in no way means that I changed my mind about any of the
physics issues. If anything the last 17 years of “fundamental” physics research
has vindicated what I thought then. You cannot make a silk purse out of a sow’s
ear, as they say.

15. D R Lunsford
August 22, 2004

Chris –

The 1986 paper is extremely interesting. Could you summarize your attitude at
this moment about where this has gone, and could go? What most needs to be
done?

-drl

16. JC
August 22, 2004



Chris,

I wonder how much of the quantum field theory (QFT) framework as we know it
today, is heavily biased from the Feynman perturbation theory picture. It seems
like research into almost all other possible alternatives to QFT are largely
ignored by the mainstream and/or are on the fringes of the physics community.
(Only big exception would perhaps be string theory).

Do you know of any alternatives which does NOT use the “particle == field”
correspondence, besides the string theory picture of particles corresponding to
various string and/or brane excitations?

One of “promises” of string theory in the 1980’s that I really bought into at the
time, was the idea that string theory could eventually explain the results
obtained by renormalization in QFT. That “promise” seems to have fallen by the
wayside over the years, where today not many string folks seem to like to talk
about it.

With various stopgap measure like renormalization and path integrals, at times I
wonder if we’re even looking at the correct degrees of freedom in QFT. Years ago
I wondered why nobody has found an easy way to get quark bound states of
mesons and baryons directly out of QCD, other than perhaps the lattice gauge
theory folks running computer simulations and seeing the bound states. I felt
that if there was a good direct QCD and/or electroweak derived model for
hadrons, you should be able to easily see why the proton and neutron are
relatively stable while the pi mesons, hadrons with strange quarks, etc … are all
unstable, and where one could easily calculate their decay rates and bound state
energies.

17. Chris Oakley
August 22, 2004

Danny,

No, you have not asked that before, so no apology required. My May 84 paper
does not do much other than establish that you can expand an interacting
quantum field in powers of the free field, and thereby calculate (interacting)
matrix elements by inspection. One can do the same thing for any fields whose
field equation has some characteristic coupling and which is such that the
equations reduce to free field equations when this coupling goes to zero, so
obviously it could be done for Yang-Mills as well. The nearest I have got to
actually studying Yang-Mills in this framework was when I was looking at chiral
fermions with a minimal coupling to a vector field; unfortunately I probably have
not retained my notes (this was 1987) but I seem to remember finding that one
had to have a vector self-coupling exactly on the lines of a Yang-Mills if one was
to satisfy the requirement that fields (anti)commuted for spacelike intervals.

I am not working on it now, as (when I am not writing trading systems for banks)
I am still trying to get basic stuff like the classical limit of a quantum field clear
in my mind.

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/pqftwr.pdf
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/pqftwr.pdf


18. D R Lunsford
August 22, 2004

Chris –

Sorry if I asked this before, but can you do for any Yang-Mills field what you did
for phi4 in the May ’84 paper? Are you working on that?

-drl

19. Chris Oakley
August 22, 2004

I’ve noticed over the years that many particle physics books (and even many
review papers) seem to gloss over most of the QFT background, and frequently
just goes straight into stating the Feynman rules and calculating Feynman
diagrams. It seemed like the Feynman rules and Feynman diagram calculation
prescriptions literally popped up out of thin air from nowhere, with very little to
no theoretical justification on the surface (ie. just “take our word” for it, type of
arguments).

Ahem, excuse me, but they might as well do this. The Feynman rules and
renormalization prescription are all that they have. A connection with QFT is
only possible if one permits the mathematically unpermissible, namely infinite
subtractions.

The case against renormalization is argued at boring length on my web site (and
will be argued at even more boring length when I have time to write the next
installment), but let me add this snippet: there is no such thing as an infinite
constant. If one has a divergent loop diagram then it is not acceptable to treat it
as an “infinite constant” (to be cancelled by a counterterm) plus a finite
functional part. Infinity plus an arbitrary function of any variables in the universe
can be called infinity with no less justification. The “renormalized” amplitude can
therefore have a functional dependency on variables that never even entered the
original equations!

20. D R Lunsford
August 22, 2004

JC –

I think it would be hard to improve on a combination of Ryder, Weinberg, and
Heitler, but there really isn’t an ideal single-volume treatment. I wish Ryder were
fatter (more topics). I really love that book. As Chris suggests, Ryder places
Wigner’s work in a prominent position.

I like the Kaku book as well, but it’s not a good textbook. I really think there is
still room for a better textbook.

21. JC
August 22, 2004



Chris,

Years ago I wondered about what it would take to write a book on quantum field
theory (QFT) for undergrads. I was thinking of something along the lines of a
QFT book which would be relatively “painless” to read, like the undergraduate
particle physics book by David Griffiths. Of all the books I came across over the
years on particle physics, the Griffiths one was the easiest to read and was
relatively “painless” in comparison to most other books on particle physics.

I’ve noticed over the years that many particle physics books (and even many
review papers) seem to gloss over most of the QFT background, and frequently
just goes straight into stating the Feynman rules and calculating Feynman
diagrams. It seemed like the Feynman rules and Feynman diagram calculation
prescriptions literally popped up out of thin air from nowhere, with very little to
no theoretical justification on the surface (ie. just “take our word” for it, type of
arguments).

In QFT books which cover some particle physics, a lot of the really dense
“difficult to understand” stuff seems to be largely justifying the perturbation
theory prescriptions for doing the actual Feynman diagram calculations. I don’t
know how it can be done offhand, but the challenge would perhaps be in coming
up with a presentation which makes the dense “difficult to understand”
machinery of QFT more transparent in an “easy to understand” language to a
reader who only knows some undergraduate level quantum mechanics,
electromagnetism, classical mechanics, and maybe statistical mechanics.

The simplest way I can think of offhand in presenting the “difficult to
understand” machinery of QFT, would perhaps be looking at a single real scalar
field theory with a phi^3 interaction as a simplified pedagogical example with
the least amount of baggage to carry along.

I took a look at Heitler’s “quantum theory of radiation” book recently again, and
noticed a lot of the classic quantum electrodynamics (QED) results were
obtained from a first quantization framework, without really using QFT. It
seemed like a messier formalism to do QED calculations, though Heitler did
attempt to explain things in a more intuitive semi-classical picture than I’ve seen
in modern QFT and particle physics books.

22. Chris Oakley
August 20, 2004

Hi JC,

The book would be a formal text whose thread would run somewhat like this:

1. Wigner unitary irreps of Poincare group, up to and including norms of vectors
in these. Vectors in irreps as classical particles/fields. NB: First draft here
(excluding classical limit arguments):

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/RQM.pdf

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/RQM.pdf
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/RQM.pdf


2. Fock space as sums of tensor products of these vectors; Creation &
annihilation operators defined from Fock space as per nice argument given in
Weinberg Vol. 1 pp. 173-174; Identical particles and exchange symmetry;
Quantum fields as 4D Fourier transforms of annihilation/creation ops; Spin-
statistics theorem.

3. “Toy” interacting models with interacting field as sum of products of free
fields in various configurations; calculation of scattering amplitudes using
correspondence with time-dependent perturbation theory in ordinary QM.

4. Quantum Electrodynamics.

At this point I get a bit vague … I need to understand better how to get classical
electrodynamics from the quantum one.

Er … that’s it so far. You understand that a lot of this is about providing a
framework on which to build. This may well go in the direction of quasi- or non-
local field equations to avoid infinities popping up. As you see, I have at no point
formally quantized a classical field as I don’t believe that one needs to although I
will do it for interest at some point.

23. JC
August 20, 2004

Chris,

If you wrote a book about particle physics and/or physics in general, what would
it be about?

24. Peter
August 20, 2004

The book you mention, “Nobel Dreams”, is by Gary Taubes (the mathematician
Cliff Taubes’s brother). It was written during the mid-eighties and is quite
entertaining. I read it a long time ago, and from what I remember it is very hard
on Carlo Rubbia, to the extent of being pretty unfair. Rubbia is an overbearing
guy, but he was the one who got the collider built at CERN that discovered the W
and Z. Not at all clear that someone without his will-power could have done this.

I remember taking a class from Rubbia when I was an undergraduate. He was
commuting back and forth to CERN and some days didn’t quite make it, but was
quite a force of nature. I remember once when I was sitting in the second row I
asked a question. He then pushed aside the seats in the front row to get to me,
and gave me a vigorous answer right in my face. He really wanted to answer the
question, but is was a bit of a scary experience.

25. JC
August 20, 2004

Wasn’t there a book titled something like “Nobel Dreams …”, which discussed
the dark side and politics of experimental particle physics research?



26. Peter
August 20, 2004

Hi Chris,

I should point out that I don’t have a tenured position at Columbia, although it is
essentially a permanent one, which is the most important thing.

There’s a long on-going story about my attempts to write a book about some of
these issues. I’ll tell this sometime when the situation is clearer about what is
going to happen with that project.

27. Chris Oakley
August 20, 2004

Peter,

If the press were to ask me what I thought about string theory I would probably
answer something on the lines of the following:

“I haven’t studied it, but I have trod in it.”

The problem is that my views carry very little weight. I could not get research
posts after 1986 and have been out of the subject for over 17 years. They would
probably just decide that my views were simply sour grapes. You, on the other
hand, are a tenured professor at a prestigious university and as such, people do
listen to what you have to say.

As for finances, maybe there might be some mileage in a popular science book
arguing against the superstring collective insanity – ?

Even if it does not make you rich, it would make you feel better.

28. D R Lunsford
August 19, 2004

FWIW, I think you came out on top, money or no, to have avoided being tainted
by Microsoft. Some things are more important than money (GASP).

A generation of people who sought to make an honest living at IT have suffered
for those riches they enjoy.



The Linear Collider Will Be Cold

August 20, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

For many years now, the highest priority of experimental particle physicists for a next-
generation accelerator project has been a new electron-positron linear accelerator.
The last high energy electron-positron collider, LEP, reached a total energy of 209 Gev
before being shutdown in 2000. To get to higher energies than LEP, a ring isn’t viable
because synchrotron radiation losses go as the fourth power of energy, so a ring with
much higher energies than LEP would use an intolerable amount of electric power.

A linear collider, where you build two linear accelerators and collide their beams
together, doesn’t have the synchrotron radiation problems (although the electric
power demands are still a problem since the beams you accelerate only can collide
once, not many times like in a storage ring). There have been several competing
designs for a linear collider, with one of the main difference in the designs being
whether the RF accelerating structures are superconducting (“cold”) or room
temperature (“warm”). These designs all are for a machine that would start out with a
total energy of 500 Gev and ultimately reach 1 Tev. A committee was formed called
the “International Technology Recommendation Panel” (ITRP), and it has issued a
press release announcing its decision today. The ITRP came down on the
superconducting side; this is a design mainly developed at DESY in Hamburg as part
of the TESLA project.

The German government has decided to use the TESLA technology to construct a
free-electron X-ray laser at DESY called XFEL. They have done this in a way that
would allow XFEL to ultimately be upgraded to a linear collider at DESY, but have put
off any decision about whether to actually fund and build such a machine.

The ITRP decision will allow work on a final design for the linear collider to begin, but
the trickiest questions still lie ahead. Where will the thing be built and who is going to
pay for it? The order of magnitude of the cost is $5 billion and the general assumption
is that this will be an international collaboration. Besides the possibility of siting it at
DESY in Germany, sites that have been discussed in the US mainly are at Fermilab in
Illinois (being pushed by Fermilab), or somewhere in California (being pushed by
SLAC). Even the most optimistic time scales for designing, funding and building a
linear collider don’t have it running until late in the next decade. More realistic might
be the mid 2020’s. The question of where the machine is located is crucial to the long-
term future of the SLAC and Fermilab laboratories. If it is at their site or nearby they
have an assured future, if not their future becomes much more problematic. CERN
has its own design for an even higher energy linear collider called “CLIC”, but
CERN’s funds for the forseeable future are committed to constructing and funding
the LHC, as well as possible future upgrades of that machine.

There’s a bewildering array of web-sites with information about this, including the
new International Linear Collider Communication and linearcollider.org ones, another
one at SLAC, one at Fermilab (which seems kind of out of date..) and Michael Peskin’s
home page. This last one contains links to many talks by Peskin about the physics to

http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1014290
http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1014290
http://tesla-new.desy.de/content/index_eng.html
http://tesla-new.desy.de/content/index_eng.html
http://xfel.desy.de/content/e169/index_eng.html
http://xfel.desy.de/content/e169/index_eng.html
http://clic-study.web.cern.ch/CLIC-Study
http://clic-study.web.cern.ch/CLIC-Study
http://www.interactions.org/linearcollider/index.html
http://www.interactions.org/linearcollider/index.html
http://linearcollider.org/
http://linearcollider.org/
http://www-project.slac.stanford.edu/nlc/home.html
http://www-project.slac.stanford.edu/nlc/home.html
http://www-lc.fnal.gov/
http://www-lc.fnal.gov/
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mpeskin
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mpeskin


be done by a linear collider as well as a web page of links to other information about
the linear collider.

The ITRP decision was announced at one of the year’s biggest high energy physics
conferences, the ICHEP being held now in Beijing. The web site for that conference
contains many talks giving the latest results from experimental groups around the
world. Unfortunately, as far as I can tell there’s nothing very earth-shattering being
reported.

Comments

1. RT
August 23, 2004

All this talk about theory/ego shit, and not a single comment (informed or
otherwise), thus far, about any, possible, experimental light to be cast upon our
darkness

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mpeskin/LC/
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mpeskin/LC/
http://ichep04.ihep.ac.cn/
http://ichep04.ihep.ac.cn/


Smolin on Loop Quantum Gravity

August 22, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Larry Yaffe’s comments about string theory reflect well mainstream opinion in the
particle physics community. On matters of fact I think what he has to say is pretty
accurate, but I disagree with some of his statements that reflect not facts but
scientific judgements. Of his positive comments about string theory, the ones about its
impact on mathematics and about AdS/CFT are right on target. For an interesting talk
explaining the status of attempts to use AdS/CFT to say something about QCD, see
Larry’s colleague Matt Strassler’s talk this month opening a workshop in Santa
Barbara (don’t miss the heated exchange at the end of the talk about whether or not
this is all just supergravity).

Larry’s comments about “compelling hints” that there is something “deep and
meaningful” to string theory and that it has provided “partial insights” into
conceptual problems in quantum gravity are hard to to argue with. But while these
hints seem to point in the direction of the existence of an interesting 11 dimensional
supersymmetric theory, they provide no evidence that it has anything to do with the
standard model. Quite the opposite, the evidence of the “landscape” suggests that any
attempts to relate such a theory to the real world produce a framework that is
completely vacuous, and can never explain anything (or, equivalently, can explain
absolutely anything you choose).

The one place where I think I really disagree with Larry is his claim that, indisputably,
“string theory is the most promising framework we have for combining quantum
mechanics and gravity”. This “most promising framework” locution has been around
now for nearly twenty years. It was justifiable when people were just starting to try
and understand the implications of superstring theory, but the failure of twenty years
of effort by thousands of very talented physicists has to be taken into account. The
fact is that despite all this effort, string theorists still don’t have a consistent theory of
4-dimensional quantum gravity and prospects are not promising that this situation is
going to change anytime soon.

As part of this “most promising” comment, Larry has critical things to say about loop
quantum gravity. I’m no expert on this myself, but, like many theorists, he seems to
me to be holding string theory and loop quantum gravity to quite different standards.
Lee Smolin recently wrote to me and Larry to respond to Larry’s comments, he
allowed me to reproduce his e-mail here:

“Dear Peter and Larry,

Thanks for the comments, most of which I agree with. But in case either of you are
interested, Larry’s comments about loop quantum gravity do not reflect the real
results.

A side effect of the sociology of string theory seems to be that there is as much
ignorance of the genuine results concerning loop quantum gravity and other

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000069.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000069.html
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/qcd04/strassler
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/qcd04/strassler


approaches to quantum gravity as there is overhype in string theory. It is fascinating
that, just there are results that are believed to be true in string theory, despite never
having been shown, there are results that have been shown, in some cases rigorously,
in lqg, about which many people seem not to have heard about, in spite of being
published 5-10 years ago on the archive and in the standard journals.

To combat this I wrote a recent review hep-th/0408048 which I would gently suggest
reading before making public pronouncements about the status of the field. There are
also good reviews on the rigorous side by Ashtekar and Lewandowski and by
Thiemann, as well as two textbooks in press from CUP, one from Rovelli and one more
rigorous from Thiemann.

Larry says of LQG that it “has not been shown to have anything to do with gravity.
Does it have a large-volume limit? Does it have long distance dynamics…”

Can I mention some of the results that show that lqg quite definitely is a quantum
theory of gravity, with details and referenceds in the paper? Larry, if you think any of
these results are wrong, please tell us on what step of what calculation or proof
someone made an error. Otherwise, we invite you to study the results and the
methods by which they were gotten. You might surprise yourself by coming to agree
with us, after all this is just quantum gauge theory, but in a diffeomorphism invariant
setting rather than on a background manifold.

A key result is the LOST uniqueness theorem which shows that for d >=2 the hilbert
space LQG is based on is the UNIQUE quantization of a gauge field that carries a
unitary rep of the diffeo group, in which both the wilson loop and non-abelian electric
flux operator are well defined operators. (see the paper and references for the precise
statement).

Given that GR and supergravity are well understood to have configuration spaces
defined as configurations of gauge fields mod diffeos, to which the theorem applies,
this implies that the hilbert space used is uniquely suited to the quantization of those
theories.

It is further shown that the hamiltonian contraint of GR for d=3+1 is rigorously
defined on the hilbert space of diffeo constraints, allowing exact solutions to all the
quantum constraints to be constructed.

As far as the path integral is concerned, using the method of spin foam models, based
on the observation that GR and supergravity in all dimensions are constrained
topological field theory, leads to rigorously defined path integral measures
corresponding to the quantization of these theories. There are in addition rigorous UV
finiteness results. There are also results that establish correspondences with Regge
calculus in various limits.

These results all are quite sufficient to establsih that these theories are precisely the
quantization of GR or supergravity. Surely this has something to do with gravity.

Regarding the low energy limit, more explicitly, there are several classes of candidate
ground states that have the property that 1) measurements of coarse grained
geometrical operators agree with classical flat or deSitter spacetime, up to small



fluctuations. 2) small excitations of the gravitational degrees of freedom, which satisfy
the constraints to linear order in l_Planck/wavelength have two spin two massless
degrees of freedom per momentum mode (i.e. the gravitons are recovered for
wavelengths long in planck units, again showing this is a quantization of gravity.) 3)
after coupling to any standard matter field, excitations of the ground state yield a
cutoff version of the quantum matter field theory on the classical background, cutoff
at the planck scale because of the finiteness of quantum geometry.

The classes of states these statements characterize are a) coherent states, b)
eigenvalues of coarse grained 3-geometry (sometimes called weave states) and c) for
non-zero cosmological constant, the Kodama state.

I would think that finding explicit states with these properties proves that at least
linearized gravity and effective field theories correspodning to qft on background
manifolds is recovered. Certainly this is again something to do with gravity.

In addition, we can mention 1) the black hole results, which give an exact description
of the quantum geometry of an horizon, in agreement with all semiclassical results
and 2) the loop quantum cosmology results, which again recover all results of
semiclassical quantum cosmology and go beyond them in the context of a rigorously
defined framework. Again, some things to do with gravity.

See my paper for complete references.

I’m sorry for the tone, but one loses patience after 15 years. We have always been
careful to state results precisely with full qualifications and never to overclaim. By
now there are sufficient results that I think the many good people who are working
hard in this field deserve to have their results much better known.

As always, I and my (rapdily growing number of) colleagues are happy to talk to
anyone and go anywhere to explain the results and the methods by which they were
gotten. Indeed, the number of invitations for talks at places that previously expressed
no interest previously is growing. I’d certainly be glad to recommend good speakers
who could educate your department about the state of art in quantum gravity.

Thanks,

Lee

Comments

1. Charles Kilmer
September 6, 2004

would the resolution of the Poincare Conjecture have any effect on string theory?

Mathematical Mystery Believed to Have Been Solved
The Scotsman ^ | Mon 6 Sep 2004 | John von Radowitz
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1208744/posts
http://news.scotsman.com/latest.cfm?id=3461424
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One of the seven great unsolved mysteries of mathematics may have been
cracked by a reclusive Russian who is not remotely interested in the ?560,000
prize his solution could win him, it emerged today.

The Poincare Conjecture involves the study of shapes, spaces and surfaces and
makes predictions about the topology of multi-dimensional objects.

Basically, it says that a three-dimensional sphere can be used in an analogous
way to describe higher-dimensional objects that are impossible to visualise.

Since Henri Poincare suggested the theorem in 1904, some of the greatest
mathematicians of the 20th century have struggled to prove it either right or
wrong.

All have failed. But now the world of maths is buzzing with the news that an
answer might at long last have been found.

Dr Grigori Perelman, from the Steklove Institute of Mathematics at the Russian
Academy of Sciences in St Petersburg, has published two papers offering a
solution to a larger-scale problem called the Geometrization Conjecture.

This is also concerned with geometry, and experts say that contained within it is
proof that the Poincare Conjecture works.

If Perelman can satisfy his peers that this is the case, he stands to win a one
million dollar cash prize from the Clay Mathematics Institute in the United
States.

The Institute is offering million dollar prizes for solutions to each of the
mathematical conundrums it calls the Seven Millennium Problems.

But there is a more fundamental problem the general community of
mathematicians needs to solve first. Perelman does not seem to be interested.

Dr Keith Devlin, a leading mathematician from Stanford University in California,
explained: ?He?s very reclusive, and won?t talk to anyone. He?s shown no
indication of publishing this as a paper, and he?s shown no interest in the prize
whatsoever.

?Has it been proved? We don?t know, but there?s good reason to think it has
been. My guess is that in about 12 months people will start to say okay, this is
right, but there?s not going to be a golden moment.?

Dr Perelman published his two papers in November, 2002 and March last year.

A third is yet to be published.

By all accounts, Poincare will come out of the first two papers, said Dr Devlin.

If the conjecture was proved it would have profound ramifications, he told the
British Association Festival of Science at the University of Exeter.



Scientists working on the frontiers of cosmology and physics frequently dealt
with hyperdimensions. A solution to the Poincare Conjecture would greatly
increase their understanding of the shape of the universe.

Dr Devlin compared proving Poincare with setting off an avalanche. If you are on
top of a mountain, and it is spring, and you jump up and down, a little bit of snow
moves. But at the bottom a whole lot of snow comes down.

?It can?t fail to have enormous implications; it will just be huge.?

He said solving mathematical problems such as the Poincare Conjecture was
more like writing a story than doing a sum, which was why it took so long.

?It?s just so damn complicated, he said. It really can take two or three years to
certify the thing.?

Proving the Poincare Conjecture would be the first great mathematical
breakthrough since Andrew Wiles solved Fermats Last Theorem in 1994.

This year, Professor Louis de Branges de Bourcia, from Purdue University in the
United States, claimed to have proven another of the Millennium Problems called
the Riemann Hypothesis.

The hypothesis is a 150-year-old theory about Prime Numbers ? numbers that
divide only by one and themselves and are considered the atoms of arithmetic.

De Branges claimed to have confirmed a conjecture made by the German
mathematician Bernhard Riemann in 1859 about the way prime numbers were
distributed.

But, unlike in the case of Poincare Conjecture, the worlds mathematicians are
becoming increasingly convinced that he has got it wrong.

Marcus du Sautoy, Professor of Mathematics at Oxford University, said: ?The
mathematical community is sceptical whether the methods of Louis de Branges
are capable of proving the Riemann Hypothesis.?

If de Branges turned out to be right, it would have a dramatic impact on both
global business and national security.

Encrypted codes are based on the randomness of prime numbers. If a system
could be found that made them predictable, no secret would be safe.

?What mathematics has been missing is a sort of maths prime spectrometer, like
the machine chemists use to tell them what things are made of,? said Prof du
Sautoy. ?If we had something like that it would bring the world of e-commerce to
its knees overnight.?

2. Alejandro Rivero
August 24, 2004

Hmm Urs, 1+1 has always appeared to me as pathological. But yep, I can not



remember any arguments about the gauge invariance of the area operator, so
perhaps you are right about having a problem there. I believe that Rovelli did, in
a different focus, a proposal about how general transformations should affect to
the eigenvalues and to the mean expected values of an area operator, I can not
tell if it applies here.

3. Urs Schreiber
August 24, 2004

For something different: I have listened to the talk by Strassler (on what
AdS/CFT has to say about QCD) that Peter provided a link to. Very intersting. We
had recently discussed that topic here already.

It is indeed not true that only supergravity plays a role in these calculations. In
particular anomalous scaling dimensions of operators on the SYM side is
matched to at least first non-sugra order on the string side by a whole small
industry. Search the arXive for papers by Tseytlin and by Zarembo (2004), for
instance.

4. Urs Schreiber
August 23, 2004

Sorry, that link was supposed to be:
Phoenix Project/Master Constraint Programme

5. Urs Schreiber
August 23, 2004

Is it clear that area is quantized in LQG?

I know that the area operator constructed in LQG has discrete spectrum (BTW,
which spectrum precisely? Last time I checked there were at least two different
‘proposals’ for this spectrum.)

But the area operator is not gauge invariant, but has single spin networks as
eigenstates. But any state that actually solves all of the constraints, including the
Hamiltonian constraint (if it can ever be defined) must be a superposition of spin
network states (first of all it must be a knot state (solving the spatial diffeo
constraints), but surely even a superposition of knot states) and most probably
(nobody knows!) a continuous superposition.

This means that it is not clear that on physical states the area operator has any
eigenstates at all.

Often LQG properties are argued in terms of spin network states. But these are
just a particular choice of basis – of the kinematical Hilbert space. Statement like
‘the universe is a huge spin network’ or things like that make an unjustified
identification of a choice of basis with a physical observable.

BTW, does anyone know about the status of the ‘Phoenix Project/Master
Constraint Programme‘ to actually construct the Hamiltonian constraint? As long
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as this hasn’t been done it seems pretty vain to discuss any properties of LQG.

BTW, as I discuss here the 1+1D example once again helps to understand the
situation: When you decide to restrict to the space of spatially rep invariant
functions in 1+1 D gravity and then try to apply the Hamiltonian constraint as an
operator on that, you know you cannot succeed. That’s because this amounts to
imposing the constraints

L_n – \bar L_{-n} for all n

together with

L_0 + \bar L_0 .

The first infinite set of constraints can be imposed all right, and even with the
methods used in LQG, because these generators have no anomaly among
themselves. But then standard results in 1+1d gravity tell you that the
Hamiltonian constraint L_0 + \bar L_0 cannot annihilate any of the resulting
states.

I am speculating that this is in fact the reason why Thomas Thiemann in his LQG-
string paper decided not to precisely follow the standard LQG procedure (which
consists of applying the quantized Hamiltonian constraint as an operator on the
space of spatially rep-invariant states) but decided to treat both L_n and \bar L_n
by ‘relaxed canonical quantization’.

6. Alejandro Rivero
August 23, 2004

Independently of LQG, the interesting issue of having a quantum of area is that is
can be used to singularise 4D over any other number of dimensions (we want
Newton constant to have units of area). If strings had some way to justify the
right compactification, ie to justify 4D, I could understand the criticism of the
foamy world. But as it stands, LQG holds a very interesting card in his hand.

7. Urs Schreiber
August 23, 2004

Thomas –

let’s try to avoid bickering and general accusations and just focus on the
discussion of some technical facts and problems. I’d be very interested to see
Lee Smolin reply here (maybe mediated by Peter Woit).

You claimed that something is a problem for string theory and I asked you to
please demonstrate it. Your reply

As all string theorists, you consistently require much higher standards
from the competition than from yourself.

leaves me in puzzlement. From past discussions I can guess that you are thinking
that somehow results about anomaly cancellation for chiral fermions have to do
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with anomalies in the canonical quantization of gravity. I frankly admit that I
don’t see what you have in mind. But if you can make it precise you should
probably do so and show it to somebody who knows more about it than I do.

It is precisely this problem with discussing full 1+3d nonperturbative quantum
gravity that makes me rather wish to discuss a toy example like 1+1d gravity. All
open questions of LQG are also non-trivial and unsolved in this context.

8. Thomas Larsson
August 23, 2004

Urs,

I do indeed agree with your claim that for an understanding of a non-
perturbative quantization of gravity it should be very helpful to have an idea of
the existing quantum reps of the symmetry generated by the classical constraints
(though I would not call that alone a quantization of gravity, as you sometimes
do).

I have never claimed (I hope) to have quantized gravity. I do claim, however, that
I have succeeded in quantizing the symmetry principle underlying gravity, and I
believe that this will prove to be an essential ingredient in quantum gravity itself.

But I don’t claim that I know how to similarly ‘fix’ the LQG approach in higher
dimensions. If you do and if you think that you can make a nonperturbative
quantization of the action of closed string field theory and if you think you can
deduce some kind of problem for string theory from that please do so and let us
know about your result.

As all string theorists, you consistently require much higher standards from the
competition than from yourself. I create (not alone, but anyway), the
mathematics that makes it possible to discuss diffeomorphisms on the same
footing as conformal transformation, and you say this may be interesting if I also
succeed in using this to quantize gravity. The last guy who succeeded in creating
both mathematical infrastructure and physics was called Newton, and I think
that my results may be valuable even though I am a lesser soul than him,
especially since everybody else has failed to make any progress towards on
quantum gravity. Not even Einstein created his own math; Ricci and Levi-Civita
created tensor calculus for him to use.

Meanwhile, you seem completely undisturbed by the fact that string theory
makes no testable predictions whatsoever and that recent landscape ideas show
that it never will, a situation which Witten describes as “[String theory] is also
more predictive than conventional quantum field theory.” I don’t believe in LQG,
but as long as Smolin does not claim that LQG is more predictive than field
theory, he deserves good marks for honesty. Misrepresentation is Fraud’s cousin.

BTW, did you see our comments on your 2-form gauge theory over here?
(Possibly you were on vacation when these were posted.) Since you are only
using a 2-form B you have to face the problem that the surface holonomies that
you compute are not independent of the ‘parameterization’ of your surface, i.e.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0212247
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of the order in which you multiply the group elements on the plaquettes.

The amplitudes depend on the triangulation (or quadrangulation, rather); even
the number of indices depends on that. This is why it’s only the lattice model,
were there is a canonical triangulation, that is well defined. However, there is no
order dependence in the sense of non-associativity. Contraction of all index pairs
associated with internal links is order independent; finite sums can be performed
in any order.

9. Urs Schreiber
August 23, 2004

Thomas,

there is non-perturbative quantization of gravity, where we try to solve the
canonical constraints exactly, and there is perturbative quantization, where we
compute quantum corrections to classical solutions. The discussion here is about
how to do the non-perturbative quantization.

I do indeed agree with your claim that for an understanding of a non-
perturbative quantization of gravity it should be very helpful to have an idea of
the existing quantum reps of the symmetry generated by the classical constraints
(though I would not call that alone a quantization of gravity, as you sometimes
do).

This is precisely what I claim is missing in the LQG approach, and in the special
case of 1+1 dimensions one indeed finds that the idea you are proposing gives us
the correct constraint algebra (namely the Virasoro algebra), while LQG misses
it.

But I don’t claim that I know how to similarly ‘fix’ the LQG approach in higher
dimensions. If you do and if you think that you can make a nonperturbative
quantization of the action of closed string field theory and if you think you can
deduce some kind of problem for string theory from that please do so and let us
know about your result.

BTW, did you see our comments on your 2-form gauge theory over here?
(Possibly you were on vacation when these were posted.) Since you are only
using a 2-form B you have to face the problem that the surface holonomies that
you compute are not independent of the ‘parameterization’ of your surface, i.e.
of the order in which you multiply the group elements on the plaquettes. To
ensure well-defined surface holonomy you’d need to add a 1-form A and the
condition B+F=0 and then you’d make contact with Girelli&Pfeiffer’s work.

BTW, one maybe interesting piece of trivia in the triangle of topics constituted by
LQG, strings and non-abelian 2-form field theories is the following:

If we restrict as in LQG to spatial rep-invariant states we obtain, in 1+1
dimensional gravity, the so-called boundary states. A particularly natural such
state is the loop space function which assigns the holonomy of some connection
A to a loop. Incidentally, this function is precisely the boundary state which

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000405.html#c001419
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describes a non-abelian 2-form B = -F_A .

See this entry and hep-th/0408161 for the details.

10. Thomas Larsson
August 23, 2004

Urs,

The following statements are almost identical:

1. LQG is only quantization in a weaker, nonstandard way. In particular, if the
quantization of 3+1D gravity in any way resembles quantization of 1+1D gravity
on a world sheet, then the diffeomorphism constraint should acquire an anomaly
which cancels against ghosts.

2. All symmetries, including gauge symmetries like diffeomorphisms, need
representations of lowest-energy type.

Thus, apparently to your great embarrassment, we are saying roughly the same
thing (except that ghosts are problematic, because normal ordering doesn’t just
ruin nilpotency but makes the BRST operator ill defined). However, spacetime
diffeomorphisms do not use lowest-energy representations in string theory
neither, although it does treat worldsheet gravity in this correct way.

So exactly why do you expect LQG people to take your argument seriously, if you
don’t take the logical implications seriously yourself?

11. Urs Schreiber
August 22, 2004

When quoting results about uniqueness of the Hilbert space in LQG it must be
emphasized that the quantization presciption used there is not what is usually
called canonical quantization, and by this I mean differences over and above the
ambiguities of canonical quantization itself. LQG uses ‘relaxed’ canonical
quantization where not both of canonical coordinates and momenta are
represented as operators on a Hilbert space.

To me this is the crucial but hardly ever emphasized assumption in LQG. Some
people in LQG that I have talked to didn’t even realize that this is a controversial
step. It seems that people expected that it is obviously fine to use this ‘relaxed
quantization’. But it is known that when applied to systems whose standard
quantization we do understand quite well, like the free particle and even 1+1
dimensional gravity coupled to scalar matter, the ‘relaxed canonical quantization’
gives grossly different results than usual quantum theory (e.g. that obtained
from path integral quantization).

So no matter what one can prove within the LQG framework it is a fact,
confirmed for instance by Thomas Thiemann and Josh Willis themselves, that
LQG changes the usual rules of quantization.
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I know that the idea is that in any theory with such a ‘relaxed’ canonical
quantization a limit exists where the ordinary quantization is reobtained. But
apparently the only paper investigating this idea is the ‘Shadow States’ paper by
A. Ashtekar, Josh Willis and Fairhurst. But the construction done in that paper
explicitly makes recourse to quantum effects of the standard quantum theory, so
that this does not prove anything.

Of course it is true, as Thomas Thiemann has put it, that only experiment can
show if standard quantum mechanics still holds at the Planck scale. But

1) if a propsal for quantum gravity does use non-standard quantum theory this
should be made quite clear to everybody, so that people are aware of such a step

2) it would be nice if there were some kind of hints how the non-standard
quantum theory used can flow to the standard theory in some limit. Otherwise
even the theoretical motivation to believe in the viability of the non-standard
approach is weak. To date no such evidence has been given, and indeed I
consider the results given in the ‘Shadow states’ paper as a counterexample.

12. Aaron
August 22, 2004

Lee Smolin seems much more sanguine about the state of things than some of
his colleagues. This is the first I’ve heard anyone claim that lqg has any
semiclassical limit. Can one compute graviton scattering? I’ve also been under
the impression that the Hamiltonian constraint remains (as of last May, at least)
quite mysterious.

Finally, as for the black hole results, from the reading I’ve done, they’ve been
deeply unimpressive, not the least of which because they don’t actually appear to
be done in any theory I’d call lqg. Put another way, I don’t see how any black
hole state was constructed in any theory. Instead what seemed to be done was to
take a spacetime with a black hole, cut out the black hole, quantize what
remains, discard degrees of freedom associated with the bulk and get a result
proportional to the area of the horizon. Forgive me if I don’t find that result very
impressive.



The Landscape in Scientific American

August 23, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The latest issue of Scientific American is devoted to articles about Einstein and his
legacy. One article in the magazine doesn’t really have much to do with Einstein and I
believe would make him gag if he were still around. The article, entitled “The String
Theory Landscape” is by Raphael Bousso and Joe Polchinski. In it they claim credit for
the pseudo-scientific idea of “explaining” the value of the cosmological constant by
the existence of the “landscape” and the anthropic principle. It’s sad to see this
nonsense being purveyed by the most respected and well-known popular science
publication in the US.

For something more sensible about the anthropic principle, see a recent column from
Nature.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
August 30, 2004

Not at all. It’s precisely the opposite IMO – they’ve been so poisoned by
Bourbakian formalism that they’ve lost their esthetic judgment and are willing to
“settle for less”.

My own “feeling” about this is – why should we expect our little efforts to
somehow be vastly different from past efforts? That is, whatever works will
almost certainly fit nicely into the existing pattern of development, going right
back to Air Earth Fire and Water.

To be more precise – a good theory needs a unique context. Every theory to date
has provided its own unique context. This even goes for phenomenological
theories that work (e.g. BCS – Cooper pairs – WGS – Higgs mechanism etc.)

The thing that gives GR a unique context is background independence.

2. Chris Oakley
August 30, 2004

Well, OK, but then what is it that you are looking for? Interesting mathematics or
physics? It seems that fundamental physics has reached its present impasse
exactly because people have been – to use Newton’s image – too busy picking up
and examining pretty mathematical seashells rather than trying to build a fully
consistent understanding of the physical world.

3. D R Lunsford
August 30, 2004
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I would not consider it to be gravity, period. There is already a formulation like
this for classical GR, which also is not gravity.

Change of space element as in the Pluecker line geoemtry – say, building
spacetime and matter from twistors anf getting some sort of quantification from
that – might barely make it under the wire.

-drl

4. Chris Oakley
August 30, 2004

If someone came up with a QG model where gravity was just another field on a
Minkowski background, which was such that the classical limit gave one
Newtonian gravity with light bending, etc. would people just dismiss it as too
boring? I ask this question seriously. The main approaches to QG at the moment
(Loops and Strings – NB: in alphabetical rather than slice-of-science-budget
order) were inspired by, rather than derived from known physics, and in neither
case has it been demonstrated that GR emerges as a classical limit. And with
regard to Danny’s requirement of background independence, given that SR is
one of best verified theories yet, is this requirement not more to do with a feeling
of mathematical “rightness” rather than any physics?

5. D R Lunsford
August 29, 2004

In short – anything that claims to extend or sharpen GR will certainly be
background-free – that is the unique context that GR introduces. (Every real
theory introduces a new physical context.)

-drl

6. JC
August 29, 2004

Danny,

What would be the dire consequences of a quantum gravity NOT being
background free?

I never quite understood the arguments in favor of background independence in
quantum gravity. On the surface they so far seem like hand waving arguments,
which extrapolate classical general relativity notions and impose them by
“decree” in the quantum regime.

7. D R Lunsford
August 29, 2004

The essential thing about gravity, quantum or not, is background-freeness.
Clearly you’re never going anywhere without that as the central idea. That’s
what makes GR what it is. All this obessive “quantum gravity” kvetsching is just



misguided. That will probably take care of itself in it the long run, and probably
fix field theory as a side effect. The absolutely key thing is background-free field
theory.

8. Thomas Larsson
August 29, 2004

Of course, this is a danger for all research in quantum gravity. I find myself
thinking that we need a radically simpler and deeper insight into the problem
very soon, or we need to let the field lie fallow for a while. Perhaps a shock will
come from outside that brings this about.

When all contrieved ideas have failed, maybe people will have to turn to the
obvious ones. Like the quantum representation theory of the diffeomorphism
group might be useful for understanding diff-invariant quantum theories.

There is of course no guarantee that this is the right thing to do. But it seems to
me that good new ideas are in short supply indeed. When the old ideas have
failed to describe the physics of our universe (and why else do string theory
leaders focus on other universes?), what’s the alternative?

9. Chris W.
August 28, 2004

Back to the Landscape — I just came across this remark supposedly made by Bill
Clinton in another context:

“When ideologues find themselves in a hole, they dig harder.”

The manifestation of this in string theory is that its adherents seem to be
convincing themselves that they making headway with every interesting new
mathematical result, and the mathematical territory they have opened up seems
to offer an unlimited supply of them, enough of which offer hints of real physics
to continue reinforcing the ideology.

Of course, this is a danger for all research in quantum gravity. I find myself
thinking that we need a radically simpler and deeper insight into the problem
very soon, or we need to let the field lie fallow for a while. Perhaps a shock will
come from outside that brings this about.

10. Chris Oakley
August 28, 2004

Matt:

QED is obviously part of a bigger theory, and, who knows, maybe it is a limiting
case of some as-yet-undiscovered Planck-scale dynamics. In the absence of any
observational data about quantum gravity, the imagination can run free. AFAIC
people can construct whatever theories they like about QG, provided that they
have the right classical limit and do not contradict QM. My personal preference
is toward simpler rather than more complicated ones, but that is just me.



One must, however, make a distinction between approximation and
inconsistency. Non-relativistic mechanics works fine when motion is not
relativistic. Classical electrodynamics works well when the number of photons is
large. Na?ve QED, OTOH fails at all energy scales, and can only be rescued by
mathematics that would get you an “F” if you were to do it in an exam.

Steve:

Would you agree that the natural ultraviolet regulator in QFT is provided by
spacetime foam with a lower bound l_{b} acting as a natural cutoff ?

Under no circumstances! A posteriori tampering with a theory that has failed to
give the correct, or even a finite answer can never be acceptable.

All the problems in field theory and qft (and yes string theory) no doubt arise
from having a static deterministic classical background manifold which is an ok
approximation at large scales/low energies. Thus the bag of mathematical tricks
needed to make qft theory work.

You are asking me to abandon Minkowski space just because an approach to QFT
that I would not have expected to work, does not work. I refuse to do it.

11. Steve
August 27, 2004

Chris et al.
Would you agree that the natural ultraviolet regulator in QFT is provided by
spacetime foam with a lower bound l_{b} acting as a natural cutoff ?(Where this
would be the Planck scale typically). This is not a new idea and was considered
decades ago by Salam I believe. Not much subsequent work on the idea really
(an old paper by Smolin, and some others, and a paper by L H Ford).

One might try and formulate QFT or classical field theory on a
fluctuating/stochastic classical geometry rather than a smooth deterministic
manifold. Hard vertices in Feynman diagrams should then get smeared out. Of
course this was one of the motivations behind perturbative string theory but the
idea can exist outside of string theory when one tries to accomodate the
presumabley discrete or foamy micro-structure of spacetime. Delta function
singularities associated with propagators in qft should be regulated in a natural
way.

As for classical electrodynamics and the problem of point charges, the
introduction of a lower bound l_{b} in spacetime or 3-geometry corrects it quite
easily. Delta functions simply get smeared out into very narrow highly peaked
Gaussians of width l_{b}. If G(x-y) is a simple Green’s function for an
electrostatic potential \phi(x)where

nabla^{2}G(x-y)=-delta^{3}(x-y)

then this simply becomes a nonlocal Laplace field equation, smearing out the
delta fn. into a very narrow Gaussian of width l_{b}:



nabla^{2}G(x-y)=-Aexp(-(x-y)^{2}/l_{b}^{2})

A point charge then gets smeared out into a ring or a “string”. The
corresponding classical self energy is also finite and becomes infinite only as
l_{b}–>0. There is an old paper by a guy called Namsrai that considers this and
the subsequent theory of QED that follows (might be in the archive as a scanned
pre-latex entry). Such nonlocal electrostatic equations are used for real in
computational chemistry in order to accomodate the finite size of ions, large
charged molecules or charged polymers in solutions, which can be modelled as
charged strings.

All the problems in field theory and qft (and yes string theory) no doubt arise
from having a static deterministic classical background manifold which is an ok
approximation at large scales/low energies. Thus the bag of mathematical tricks
needed to make qft theory work.

12. Matt
August 27, 2004

Chris —

If you’ll accept that classical electrodynamics need only be a limiting case of
QED (one might even say, suggestively, an effective theory), why do you think
that QED needs to be “fixed” rather than only exist as a limiting case of some
fundamental theory of quantum gravity?

Matt

13. Chris Oakley
August 27, 2004

… fixing QEM means first fixing CEM

What you are saying is pretty much the received wisdom on the matter, and I do
not agree with it. Classical Electrodynamics only needs to exist as a limiting case
of Quantum Electrodynamics. In any case, Classical Electrodynamics only breaks
down in situations where QED would be expected to take over, i.e. point charges.
Fix QED and you automatically fix CED.

14. D R Lunsford
August 27, 2004

Chris –

Dirac was none too happy with classical EM, which is also horribly broken. He
tried on three different occasions spanning 50 years to fix it.

As Einstein said, “the electron is a stranger in electrodynamics”. IMO nothing
short of the full background-free Monty will ever fix it, and that fixing QEM
means first fixing CEM.

Still, the forms of EM persist – so the structure of the theory is (almost) right.



-drl

15. Chris Oakley
August 27, 2004

Thomas,

I don’t want to go on about this too much as we are getting off topic, but clearly
Feynman, Schwinger and Tomonoga were not proud of the infinite subtractions
they had to do and were looking for a future development to correct this. The
future, or at least 57 years of it, has just said, “well it was good enough for
Feynman, et al, so it’s good enough for us”. My point is just that, in fact, it was
not good enough for them, and they were looking for something better.

16. Thomas Larsson
August 27, 2004

Chris,

There is certainly room for improvement of the standard model; e.g., I believe
that understanding the group of gauge transformation may cast light on things
like confinement and renormalization. However, an improvement would not make
the standard model wrong, like special relativity didn’t render Newtonian
mechanics wrong. Incomplete, yes, but wrong, no.

17. Chris Oakley
August 27, 2004

A website dedicated to slaying the standard model would rightly be laughed at.

Read the Nobel prize speeches of Feynman, Schwinger and Tomonoga and
decide for yourself whether or not they saw room for improvement in QED.

18. D R Lunsford
August 27, 2004

Thomas, I heartily concur – in fact Peter has brought back my enthusiasm for
discussing physics, starting with his courageous posts to SPR.

I have access to some excellent forum software that runs (flawlessly) on Linux.
I’m sure if we put it up, and created some topics, the boards would be jammed
with conversations.

If you want to see it in action go to z spot iwethey spot org.

-drl

19. Thomas Larsson
August 27, 2004

In general, the important question is how to deal with the fact that the academic
power structure in particle theory is now completely dominated by an

http://www.nobel.se/physics/laureates/1965/index.html
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entrenched cadre of people devoted to a failed dogma. Trying to set up a new,
alternative power structure looks near to impossible, but the current one is
based on such a shaky foundation that its collapse sooner or later seems
inevitable. The question is how to help that process along so it happens before
we’re all dead and gone.

Peter, I think you underestimate your own power. You, and this forum, are
undoubtedly starting to wield non-neglible power, for the simple reason that you
are right and people know it. Of course, pointing out that the emperor is naked
will only be taken seriously if he really lacks clothes. A website dedicated to
slaying the standard model would rightly be laughed at.

20. D R Lunsford
August 27, 2004

ROFL!

21. Chris Oakley
August 27, 2004

I’m not convinced by Vafa’s argument. When Dorothy entered a parallel universe,
the first thing she found was a wicked witch.

OTOH the aliens, good and bad alike, may have left our universe because they
found it too boring (“What, the Earth-bars don’t serve Ammonia? The Earthlings
can’t levitate? Nobody smokes Magnesium? … Let’s get out of here!”)

22. D R Lunsford
August 26, 2004

OMFG! The “Over the Rainbow” Hypothesis!

Das Regenbogens?berf?hrungshypothese!

23. Chris W.
August 26, 2004

From a footnote in physics/0308078:

“Cumrun Vafa thinks that the fact that we do not see aliens around could be the
first proof of the existence of brane worlds: all advanced aliens would have
emigrated to better parallel universes (our Universe has zero measure).”

Read it and weep…

24. Peter
August 25, 2004

Hi Chris,

A conference devoted to alternative to string theory would in principle be a good
idea, but someone with funding and credibility has to be willing to organize it.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0308078
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0308078


Conferences tend to fulfill two separate kinds of functions.

1. Allowing people working on the same topic to get together, talk and find out
what each other are doing.

2. An important social function of determining power and status within the
community. This is determined by who gets invited, who gets invited to speak,
who hangs out with whom, etc.

One problem with an alternatives to string theory conference would be that
mostly people not doing string theory are doing very different things, with very
different philosophies, and it’s unclear how much they really could communicate
usefully with each other. The loop quantum gravity community is one of the few
that has enough people to do this usefully, and they have their own conferences.

If a conference were organized by people or an institution with little or no status
in the particle theory community, it couldn’t fulfill the social function. It would be
completely ignored by mainstream physicists, no one would care who was invited
or who spoke. Networking at the conference wouldn’t be very helpful as you
would be meeting people who have as little power as oneself. Keeping the
crackpots from dominating the thing would be no easy task either.

In general, the important question is how to deal with the fact that the academic
power structure in particle theory is now completely dominated by an
entrenched cadre of people devoted to a failed dogma. Trying to set up a new,
alternative power structure looks near to impossible, but the current one is
based on such a shaky foundation that its collapse sooner or later seems
inevitable. The question is how to help that process along so it happens before
we’re all dead and gone.

25. Chris Oakley
August 25, 2004

Peter,

It seems to me that it might not be a bad idea to organise an “Alternatives to
Superstrings” conference/workshop. What do you think?

26. D R Lunsford
August 24, 2004

On the “Science Channel” tonight (formerly “Discovery Science”) Hawking is
repeating the party line, CC, canceling to 120 places not enough, accelerating,
string theory takes us close, nothing left to discover, etc. etc. etc.

Is it possible to just have a science show that DOESN’T have an obsession about
“it all”?

Hawking, Galileo, and Einstein are described as “daring revolutionaries, scorned
tradition, brilliant radicals” etc. etc. More BS. Einstein scorned tradition? Which
one? The guy in Manhattan who owns the bagel shop?



27. Peter
August 23, 2004

I’m certainly no expert either, but my impression was that the answer to this
question is that these solutions are not static, but metastable. Sooner or later
they tunnel to zero energy.

28. Steve
August 23, 2004

In concede I am no expert in these matters and my knowledge is probably out of
date by now, but how can one use “The String Theory Landscape” to justify a
cosmos with a tiny positive lambda (ours)?

A clear-cut no-go theorem (e.g as discussed by Maldacena and others) states that
you cannot compactify 10-dimensional superstring effective actions (or
supergravity) on static internal compact geometries, down to 4 dimensions and
then get an induced positive potential or CC in the dimensionally reduced
effective string action (leading to accerating cosmological solutions or deSitter
space). Even Witten says he doesn’t know how to get deSitter space or a CC out
of even classical string compactifications.(“Quantum Gravity In de Sitter Space”
preprint.)

Also, a small cosmological constant or potential term in a dimensionally reduced
effective string action will manifestly break S-duality (at least for toroidal
compactifications). In some ways that might be good since very small numbers in
physics (e.g. non-zero particle masses for example) seem to be associated with
broken symmetries. One can compactify string actions on time-dependant
internal hyperbolic spaces for example (relaxing the constraints of the no-go
theorem) and try to get accelerating cosmological solutions that way, but I just
don’t get all this “Landscape” reasoning to “explain” a small CC.

I heard a bit about the Stanford stuff and flux compactications but it seems very
artificial. A whole anthropic dogma seems to be emerging based on this
“Landscape” though. Even with a vast landscape of solutions/vacuua for
4-dimensional string theory, based on known compactication technology, surely
none of them should have a small CC? I admit I have lost the plot now with string
cosmology, not having followed any literature for quite a bit, although I don’t
think the subject is developed enough to really deal with such cosmological
issues with any real confidence anyway. Maybe Urs or someone can
enlighten/update me here or point me to some useful preprints? (which I would
welcome).

I still believe the CC (or dark energy if you prefer) is a hard number that has to
be (somehow) rigorously calculated or explained and not “anthropicised” away.

29. D R Lunsford
August 23, 2004

The funny thing is – I wrote this paper which shows that in order for Riemannian
geometry to be a proper limit of Weyl geometry, lambda=0 – and this was already



known by Pauli in the 4d context long, long ago.

Never was so much effort spent by so many on something so zero. The CC is
nothing but an artifact of an assumed global symmetry, and somehow it got
promoted to God in the Machine.

A scientifically honest person must spend his days filled with Sartrian nausea at
such a spectacle.

30. Peter
August 23, 2004

Maybe, but religious fanatics will always be with us and can generally be easily
ignored. More serious is the abandonment by leading physicists of the scientific
method for understanding the world in favor of a dogma which explains nothing
and for which there is no evidence. And it’s not even a very attractive or
satisfying dogma.

31. JC
August 23, 2004

Any bets the anti-science religious fanatics will use articles like this to justify
their religions and/or ideologies, or as a way to discount “science” as irrelevant?



New Word Enters English Language

August 25, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

A new preprint by Tom Banks is out, about his idea of “Cosmological Supersymmetry
Breaking”. One notable aspect of the paper is a new terminology to describe
Weinberg’s “prediction” about the cosmological constant. Since the term “anthropic
principle” normally applied to this has acquired a bad odor as it becomes clear it is
not science, Banks decides to come up with a different name for the argument. He
refers to it as the “galactothropic principle of Weinberg”. Let’s see if this catches on…

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
August 29, 2004

I hated Dr. Faustus. If you want to read a good book about a composer’s life, try
“Jean Christophe” by Romain Rolland. And it’s French! Impress your Republican
friends!

(This public service message brought to you by Citizens Against Post-Romantic
Fulmination.)

2. Urs Schreiber
August 28, 2004

WHAT DOES LEVERKUHN DO FOR A LIVING

Let me tell you that pretty much all I know abut this novel is its title:

‘Doktor Faustus. Das Leben des deutschen Tonsetzers Adrian Leverkühn, erzählt
von einem Freunde’

(where this friend is of course your namesake).

‘Tonsetzer’ is an old-fashioned (and maybe never really popular) word for
composer.

Is anyone feeling this is getting off-topic?

Ok, let’s see how we get from literature back to physics: A couple of weeks ago I
read Leon de Winter’s ‘God’s Gym’. Among other things a tragic car accident
gives rise to some general philosophy – and to a discussion of – string theory.

Oops, again off-topic… 

3. serenus zeitblom
August 27, 2004

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0408260
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0408260
http://dict.leo.org/?search=tonsetzer&searchLoc=0&relink=on&spellToler=std&sectHdr=on&tableBorder=1&cmpType=relaxed&lang=de
http://dict.leo.org/?search=tonsetzer&searchLoc=0&relink=on&spellToler=std&sectHdr=on&tableBorder=1&cmpType=relaxed&lang=de


Ok, now you are free to correct the numerous shortcomings in my English texts…
 (And in fact I’d appreciate it.)

Sorry, English isn’t my native language either!
I have struggled to understand that wonderful book in both German and English
and I am afraid that I have not succeeded in either case…..for
example, Urs, WHAT DOES LEVERKUHN DO FOR A LIVING, that’s what I would
like to know!

4. Steve
August 27, 2004

This universe (or the region we occupy in the parameter space or “landscape”)is
not exactly conducive to intelligent life or even life itself at a simple level.
Statistical mechanics can allow complex structures to briefly arise here and
there before entropy washes them out, some of which (like us) can briefly be
aware of their existance and the universe they find themselves in. But the frigid
interstellar spaces are not exactly awash with radio signals from other intelligent
civilisations, and all the other worlds we have discovered and explored in this
solar system and elsewhere are just balls of molten/frozen rock or poison gas. It
is a very very harsh and forboding place.

There are so very many vagaries and frozen accidents that have led to our
existance as an intelligent species. For example, some 6 million years ago severe
drought turned the dense forests in Africa into savannah so the apes were forced
to come down out of the rapidly vanishing trees.
If we run the whole history of the earth again there is no gaurantee that any
intelligent life (or even the simplest life)would arise on this planet at all, and it
will be the same elsewhere. There would be many universes in the parameter
space/landscape that still allow complex structure to form and some of this
structure could end up “self-aware” but it does not at all follow that we would
recognise it as life or it would recognise us. The Hoyl and Weinberg arguments
therefore just state that bound structures like carbon nuclei, and stars and
galaxies can form and the parameters we have allow layers of complex structure
to briefly evolve.

In a universe where electrons/fermions feel nuclear forces for example, there
would just be nuclear physics and gravity and no complex structures like
molecules, cystals, planets, life. I am not even quite sure what I am arguing
about now:) However, I am not convinced such other universes or a “landscape”
exists though and we need to explain why this one is the way it is with these
parameters without anthropic arguments.

5. Fabien Besnard
August 27, 2004

I would like to comment about the scientific status of the anthropic argument. All
the known constants of physics (including some integers like the number of
dimensions, the signature of the Lorentz metric, etc…) live in a rather huge
parameter space P. All I have seen so far are hand-waving arguments claiming to



show that only a small neighbourhood of the known point in P we occupy gives
rise to a universe with enough carbon production to host (intelligent) life. First I
would like to know if someone claims to have investigated all of the parameter
space, because as I remember, only a few constants are varied at the same time
(sometimes only one at a time !). Also, I think this kind of argument
overestimates our ability to draw complex conclusions from first principles.
Would one be really able to calculate how a universe would be like with only the
standard model, GR, (even less likely : string theory ?) and a point somewhere in
the parameter space ? One thing that history should have taught us is that
Nature has always more imagination than we do. I do not think we can seriously
claim to know every possible way for a universe to host intelligent life. Is carbon
really necessary ? It makes me think of these old sf movies where alien creatures
are obviously humans in disguise : our imagination never goes very far from
where we stand.

6. ksh95
August 26, 2004

“….I always wondered whether some of the old technical terms in math and/or
physics, had a German origin. Terms like: ansatz, eigenvalue, eigenfunction,
zitterbewegung, bremsstrahlung, etc

It seems like the usage of German words in math and/or physics, became less
and less common after World War 2….”

Hmmm…Seeing how Germany was the science mecca post WWII with the US
assuming that role in the post war era, I’d say that makes perfect sense.

7. JC
August 26, 2004

Urs,

I always wondered whether some of the old technical terms in math and/or
physics, had a German origin. Terms like: ansatz, eigenvalue, eigenfunction,
zitterbewegung, bremsstrahlung, etc …

It seems like the usage of German words in math and/or physics, became less
and less common after World War 2.

8. raj
August 26, 2004

>Milky way translates to Michstrasse not Milchweg – the ‘milky street’!

Milchstrasse, not Michstrasse. “Mich” is the accusative of “Ich” (“I”). “Milch” is
“milk”

9. Chris Oakley
August 26, 2004



Re: Humor – actually the Schlaf-mit-Ihren-Frauen-Prinzip did make me chuckle
… BTW Danny – why don’t you have a web site? There are physics web sites out
there that make mine look tame, but I still read them … you really ought give us
a comprehensive “DRL’s view of the Universe” rather than the snippets we get
here.

10. D R Lunsford
August 26, 2004

Humor Urs. Humor.

11. Urs Schreiber
August 26, 2004

Milky way translates to Michstrasse not Milchweg – the ‘milky street’!

And unless the milkman serves a homosexual household it will be the Schlaf-mit-
Seiner-Frau-Prinzip, or, if he is good, the Schlaf-mit-Ihren-Frauen-Prinzip.

Finally we learn that ‘Serenus Zeitblom’ has read Thomas Mann but is not a
native German speaker. 

Ok, now you are free to correct the numerous shortcomings in my English texts…
 (And in fact I’d appreciate it.)

I don’t know what a good German translation of ‘galactothropic principle’ would
be.

First of all ‘anthropic principle’ is just anthropisches Prinzip in German.

Next ‘galactothropic’ seems to be ill-motivated all by itself, after all the ‘-thropic’
comes from the second half of Greek ‘anthros’ or something like that, doesn’t it?
Better would be the ‘galactic principle’ or the ‘galactocentric principle’, I’d say.

But in my opinion it would be even better to realize that all these principles are
really known as ‘deduction from observation’. Something is observed (the
existence of human beings, of life, of galaxies) and conclusions about future
observations are made from that. There is nothing more common in science:

I observe that the photographic plate has been darkened and deduce that some
radiation must have hit it. Should I call this the ‘photographicplatethropic
principle’? 

12. serenus zeitblom
August 25, 2004

Menschenmilchwegzentrumsprinzip!
That is not the correct translation of galacto-anthropic. It should be
“Milchmannprinzip”. Also known as the Schlafmitihrerfrauprinzip.

13. JC
August 25, 2004



Heh. Sounds like a semi-Orwellian attempt at whitewashing the anthropic
principle.

What would be amusing is if there ends up being a “thought police” which
attempts to stop and/or discourage all uses of the word “anthropic” in string
theory, while the underlying research work is exactly that of the anthropic
principle.

14. D R Lunsford
August 25, 2004

These things sound better in German!

Menschenmilchwegzentrumsprinzip! Jawohl, ich glaube streng daran!



DPF 2004

August 31, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The Division of Particles and Fields of the American Physical Society has been having
its annual meeting at UC Riverside during th past few days, and some of the plenary
talks have been put on-line.

Particularly interesting is the talk by Jamie Rosenzweig about Advanced Accelerators:
Near and Far Future Options. It reviews ongoing development of existing
technologies for use in the next (post-LHC) generation of accelerators, including the
superconducting RF cavity technology recently chosen for use in a possible electron-
positron linear collider. But it also covers some of the more exotic acceleration
technologies that people are thinking about, including optical lasers and plasma
wake-fields. Some of these technologies, if they could be made to work, hold the
promise of creating much higher accelerating gradients and might allow the
construction of much higher energy linear accelerators. The future of particle physics
may end up depending on the success of these efforts.

The review of New Models of Electroweak Symmetry Breaking is interesting,
although mainly in that it shows that the ideas going around about this aren’t very
compelling, and perhaps some dramatically new ones are needed. The reviews of
heavy flavor and neutrino physics give a good idea of the current experimental
situation. Still to be posted are talks by Clifford Johnson on “Current Trends in String
Theory” and by Sean Carroll on cosmology. Carroll also has an interesting discussion
of the current state of tests of general relativity on his weblog.

Comments

1. Matthew Nobes
September 4, 2004

Conceptually the charmonium states can be thought of like positronium (that’s
the reason for the name), but you cannot use a pure 1/r potential in a model.
Model calculations typically use a 1/r + r or 1/r+log(r) potiential, where the
latter term “mock’s up” confinement. Even then you have to account for
relativitic corrections, which can be quite large for charm. For the bottom
system, the potiential model approach works better.

This only works because the quarks are heavy, so essentially non-relativistic. You
cannot use this approach for bound states with light quarks, or to compute
decays. But, to the extent that a 1/r + r potential is “funky QED” it can be done
for heavy quarkonium states.

2. Steve Lidia
September 3, 2004

http://dpf2004.ucr.edu/program.html
http://dpf2004.ucr.edu/program.html
http://dpf2004.ucr.edu/plenary/rosenzweig.pdf
http://dpf2004.ucr.edu/plenary/rosenzweig.pdf
http://dpf2004.ucr.edu/plenary/rosenzweig.pdf
http://dpf2004.ucr.edu/plenary/rosenzweig.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000071.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000071.html
http://dpf2004.ucr.edu/plenary/rainwater.pdf
http://dpf2004.ucr.edu/plenary/rainwater.pdf
http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2004/08/testing-general-relativity.html
http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2004/08/testing-general-relativity.html


If you’re interested in advanced accelerators, you might want to consider coming
to our ‘Advanced Acceleration Concepts’ Workshop. It’s held in the US every
other year – this year’s was hosted by Brookhaven Nat’l Lab and held at SUNY
Stony Brook. There’s a good website if you want to see the range of topics and
interests covered – http://www.bnl.gov/atf/AAC04.htm .

Also – you might want to visit the physics dept. at Columbia. Tom Marshall has
been a long-time participant and contributor to this field.

3. Chris Oakley
September 3, 2004

My point was just that the spectrum of c/c-bar resonances look a lot like the
energy levels of positronium, so there must be something going on that is similar
in terms of the binding force. Someone gave a talk about the similarities when I
was at Oxford 20 years ago, but I can’t remember all the details.

4. September 3, 2004

Well on refreshing my memory there are other resonances for c-cbar states, see
here:

http://www.e835.to.infn.it/people/gollwitz/pdg_charmonium.html

5. September 3, 2004

Chris,

Charmonium is just another name for the J/psi meson (c-cbar). It’s made in
electron-positron scattering and decays into pions, so
something like

e+e- –> c-cbar = J –> pions

-drl

6. Matthew Nobes
September 3, 2004

It’s remarkable that any experimental information at all could be pulled from the
theory, and to be honest I don’t know exactly how this was done. Someone?

By hook and crook. Before QCD there was the SU(3) models of Gell-Mann. And
the whole current algebra programme. Both of these produced information that
follows from symmetry considerations in QCD. Then there was Bjorken scaling,
which pointed the way to the full theory of QCD.

Nowadays, there are plenty of ways to extract information from QCD

1) Perturbation theory for high energy processes

2) Lattice calculations

http://www.bnl.gov/atf/AAC04.htm
http://www.bnl.gov/atf/AAC04.htm
http://www.e835.to.infn.it/people/gollwitz/pdg_charmonium.html
http://www.e835.to.infn.it/people/gollwitz/pdg_charmonium.html


3) Effective field theory analysis (chiral perturbation theory, heavy quark
effective theory, …)

7. Chris Oakley
September 3, 2004

You really can’t even naively imagine QCD like “a strong funky QED”

Charmonium?

8. September 3, 2004

Chris,

You really can’t even naively imagine QCD like “a strong funky QED” because the
basic interactions are completely different, i.e. in QCD one has gluon loops as
well as quark-antiquark pairs in the vacuum.

Plus, the coupling is on the order of 1 rather than 1/100, so even the simplest
calculations are intractable.

It’s remarkable that any experimental information at all could be pulled from the
theory, and to be honest I don’t know exactly how this was done. Someone?

-drl

9. Chris Oakley
September 3, 2004

I am a bit rusty, so can someone remind me why one could not have quarks being
extremely heavy with extremely high binding energy, making it always
energetically preferable to produce composites in scattering events rather than
lone quarks?

10. Peter
September 3, 2004

With strongly interacting relativistic particles like quarks or gluons, you really
can’t usefully think about the mass of a state as being a sum of masses of its
composites and a potential energy contribution. In the limit of massless quarks
the spectrum includes:

1. massless pions that are in some sense composites of two quarks.

2. massive baryon states that are in some sense composites of three quarks.

3. massive “glueball” states that in some sense have no quarks.

There’s no way of understanding these things in terms of free particles bound by
a potential. For one thing, as you note, you can’t even define the mass of an
unbound quark since such a state carries infinite energy.



11. James Graber
September 3, 2004

Although I’ve heard something like this before, and even read articles by Frank
Wilczak on the same subject, I still find Matthew Nobes’ comment hard to
understand. A helium atom and a neutron weigh less than a deuterium atom and
a tritium atom. The difference, the binding energy, is available to be released by
a fusion interaction. Similarly, a neutron weighs more than a proton plus an
electron plus a neutrino, and hence decays with a positive release of energy. The
rule is mass of bound particle equals mass of constituents minus mass equivalent
of binding energy. Therefore if two or three massless quarks are stably bound
together with a positive binding energy, it would appear that the bound meson or
nucleon should weigh less than zero. What gives?

I guess it somehow relates to “asymptotic freedom / infrared slavery” and hence
the quarks are only massless when confined, but are actually infinitely massive
when deconfined. Could one then say that most of the mass comes from the fact
that the quarks are only imperfectly confined? At least this way the binding
energy has the right sign. In this way of speaking, the “massless pion” is
massless only because the two infinitely massive quarks are bound together by
an equally infinite amount of binding energy.

Jim Graber

12. Matthew Nobes
September 2, 2004

Well, the standard model does not predict masses for the elemtary particles, that
much is true. It is interesting to note though, that if you take QCD with two
massless quark flavours, you still get a theory that roughly approximates the real
world. That is, very light pions (in this case massless) and nucleons with
approximately the right mass.

This is because most of the mass that we see around us is actulally the binding
energy of the gluons in protons and neutrons. The actual masses of the up and
down quarks contribute very little to this.

Now of course it’s very hard to predict the proton mass using QCD, even with
just two flavours of massless quarks. But it is possible in principle, and it’s
something that can be done in the framework of QCD alone.

13. Peter
September 2, 2004

In the standard model, the masses of elementary particles are the product of the
electroweak vacuum symmetry breaking mass scale and the strength of the
coupling of the particle to the field causing the symmetry breaking. No one
knows why either of these two factors take the values they do.

14. Tim M.
September 2, 2004



I haven’t studied particle physics (or any advanced physics) and have a simple
question: do any theories predict masses of particles? From what I understand,
this is cited as a failure of the Standard Model, so I am curious to know if other
theories predict masses for any of the elementary particles.

15. Peter
September 1, 2004

Hi William,

I may take you up on that offer next time I’m in Berkeley. I’ve never understood
why this sort of research doesn’t get more attention given its potential
importance.

16. Simplex
September 1, 2004

Sean Carroll’s DPF talk on cosmology has now been posted.
(You say “still to be posted” so this is an update)

17. william barletta
September 1, 2004

It is great to see such a nice plug for advanced acclerators in your blog. These
devices have still a long way to go to be useful for particle physics. However I
expect that they will be the basis of a user facilty for other fields of physics in the
next decade. If you visit LBNL, we will be happy to give you a tour of our laer
wakefield laboratory.



Self-congratulatory Meta-post

September 1, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

When I first started this weblog I thought very few people would be interested in
reading it. I’ve been very pleasantly surprised both by the general high quality of the
comments people contribute and by the ever increasing number of people reading
“Not Even Wrong”. For the last few months I’ve been running a program that gathers
statistics from the web server logs. Here are the monthly numbers for accesses to the
main weblog page:

May: 4532
June: 7194
July: 8697
August: 10427

These numbers don’t include a lot of the traffic, which consists of people coming
directly to one of the postings, via a Google search or a link from somewhere else.

Comments

1. sol
September 7, 2004

AriveroLast year I proposed a parallel example: alchemical transmutation in
grounds of the general theoretical principle of preservation of energy is viable
(Mercury, Hg 201, transmuting to gold, Au 197, plus He and electron debris), but
no mechanism is known to achieve a decent rate.

It is funny that you would speak on alchemical associations, and make it sound
like cold fusion transformations? 

Blackholes reproduced for inspection?

One has to wonder then, which method will help us find this free energy source?
Maybe it calls for a philosophers stone(a new quantum theoretical position)?

http://physicsweb.org/objects/news/6/2/3/020203.gif

2. Alejandro Rivero
September 6, 2004

It doesn’t fit here. The CF dispute was about experimental procedures, not about
theoretical or mathematical issues. Of course theories were proposed, but it was
not the relevant point.

The theory part of experimental procedures is touchy thing; you are expected to

http://physicsweb.org/objects/news/6/2/3/020203.gif
http://physicsweb.org/objects/news/6/2/3/020203.gif


have a valid or credible mechanism and also to verify experimentally its
collateral consequences.

Last year I proposed a parallel example: alchemical transmutation in grounds of
the general theoretical principle of preservation of energy is viable (Mercury, Hg
201, transmuting to gold, Au 197, plus He and electron debris), but no
mechanism is known to achieve a decent rate.

3. RT
September 5, 2004

Re cold fusion

Julian Schwinger invested a significant effort in an attempt to understand cold
fusion. (This episode is described, with a palpable twinge of embarrassment, in
Milton and Mehta’s Climbing the Mountain)

As Schwinger:

1) remained true to quantum field theory, defying the dictates of fashion

2) evinced considerable scepticism about theories that invoked things that could
not be observed and/or vaulted over many orders of magnitude in energy or
whatever without a thought

perhaps cold fusion has found its spiritual home on this site. Let’s see what
happens.

4. Chris W.
September 4, 2004

More on this story from the Boston Globe, focusing on Peter Hagelstein of MIT:

Heating up a cold theory (July 27)

5. Arun
September 4, 2004

The return of cold fusion:
http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/WEBONLY/resource/sep04/0904nfus.html

seems appropriate for Not Even Wrong.

6. Rafael
September 4, 2004

I found your site vis-?-vis a search on mathematics blogs. Well I like physics too
so I started reading it. Still haven’t found any math blogs unfortunately.

7. sol
September 3, 2004

http://www.boston.com/news/globe/health_science/articles/2004/07/27/heating_up_a_cold_theory?mode=PF
http://www.boston.com/news/globe/health_science/articles/2004/07/27/heating_up_a_cold_theory?mode=PF


Most would know me as a hobbist, and outside of academia. I like exploring the
world you gentlemen venture into.

Like someone else said, keeping current with the information is nice.

This trend with the educators showing there ideas is a nice way to see what the
thinking is from those different perspectives.

I can’t speak with any authority, although the models of discovery on the issues
of quantum gravity, and depending on which model you choose, I think the desire
and interests are the same all around, to trying to find a way to describe the
nature of the geometry at planck length.

Am I wrong about this?

Those statistics of site visits is a testament to the way the internet can work
espcially if your posts are linked from other sites. This drives the hits, and the
hits the information you are supplying.

Even knowing your bias Peter and some of the others that post here, no one can
be faulted for looking for a method. Even Lubos. What personality issues might
rub others, should not deter one from the value of information that is put across.

I like the blog set up as well, even though I have used other site characteristics
for demonstrations to learn. Good on you, Sean and others.

8. Alejandro Rivero
September 2, 2004

Thomas, I was not using charge eigenvectors. For the fermions I was counting
mass eigenvectors, or subspaces if you want to account for degeneracy due to
charges (but note mass and charge does not commute). Well, that is 12 fermions.
For the bosons I was counting the number of generators in U(1)xSU(2)xSU(3),
that is 12 again. Sorry the different criteria, but in both cases I was avoiding the
use of charge eigenstates.

Now, how should strings organise this experimental input? I would welcome
something between F-theory and heterotic strings. I’d assume, from the evidence
both in NCG and deconstruction, that Higgses are similar to spatial coordinates,
each complex higgs doublet providing four of these. Then 4 space time plus two
Higgs doublets make 12 “coordinates”. Thus the question is how to arrange
these 12 “coordinates”, 12 fermions and 12 bosons. I’d put the SM bosons
instead of the bosonised fermions of heterotic strings, and I’d join the 12
coordinates with the 12 SM fermions to make superfields.

This is, I am inclined to believe, from experimental and mathematical input, that
the maths of string/M/F theory are not completely wrong, but that the physical
interpretation is completely, completely different of the ones they are trying.

9. Arun
September 2, 2004



Seems obvious to me that that string theory should be explored, and who better
to explore it than those who believe in it? A theory of everything with no
experimental signature is discouraging to be sure. But are there any objective
arguments that that some other set of problems will be more fruitful to attack?

But he who believes in a speculative theory should not disparage other people’s
exploration of other approaches, e.g., as in “if it is not string theory, it cannot be
a description of gravity”. Pointing out the shortcomings of other approaches,
specifically, LQG, is, of course, a good thing to do. But then, one should do it for
the theory one believes in as well. Sound scientific skepticism is a virtue.

-Arun

10. Thomas Larsson
September 2, 2004

Alejandro,

Sorry, but I don’t understand what you are saying. Should the coordinates in the
superspace of the heterotic string be identified with physical particles? Surely at
least four bosonic coordinates should be identified with the spacetime that we
know, love and inhibit.

Besides, how do you count? Each quark has 3 color * 2 spin degrees of freedom,
and the electron has two spins. So with that counting, you have 15 fermionic dofs
per generation, not counting anti-particles? Moreover, you probably should count
the graviton and Higgs particle as well. They have of course not been seen
experimentally, but something like that must surely be there.

11. Alejandro Rivero
September 2, 2004

Well, as I have just stated, the experimental input is that there are 24 different
kinds of particles, and the bosonic string has 24 transversal directions.

Say this, I agree that string theory researchers have a very strong tendency to
neglect experimental input. They just got fortunate that the theory itself have
some appreciation for it.

12. Thomas Larsson
September 2, 2004

I suspect that this blog has a large audience of believers in string theory [like
me]

Serenius, while I don’t doubt your sincerity, I seriously don’t understand how you
(and others) can believe in string theory.

We all know that string theory makes no hard predictions (hence the name of
this forum), but it makes quite a few soft predictions, e.g. supersymmetry, extra-
dimensions, new gauge bosons, a negative cosmological constant, new long-



range forces (massless scalar particles associated with moduli), etc. The most
striking thing with these soft-predictions is that none of them has been
confirmed by observation, and some (the negative cosmological constant and
perhaps also supersymmetry) may even be in direct conflict with experiments.

Does this not count? Maybe I’m no longer a physicist, but whatever physicist is
still left in me reacts strongly when people simply ignore experimental
information. There is no doubt that string theory is in apparent disagreement
with experiment, and by far the simplest explanation for apparent disagreement
is that it is due to real disagreement.

String/M theory may be the language in which God wrote the word, but
experiment is the language with which He communicates with mortals. And He
seems to say very clearly that general relativity and the standard model are very
special.

13. Alejandro Rivero
September 2, 2004

On the positive side, LM insistence has carried me, and I suppose more people,
to read the GSW (volume 1, only…), a task I had been escaping from for years.

BTW, Comparing the heterotic string with the real experimental input of the
standard model (12 fermions and 12 bosons) one suspects that the M stands for
“Missing”. They must be looking for a missed theory with 12 fermionic degrees
instead 10. Or they should.

14. Chris Oakley
September 2, 2004

“LQG is not string theory, and therefore it can’t describe gravity”—you know who

Motl is sort of like the bouncer to the superstring night club – guaranteed to be
loyal, provided you keep paying him, and always ready to keep out or evict those
who refuse to abide by the rules of “the management”.

Once again, though, I pose the question, what has this got to do with science?

15. Arun
September 1, 2004

Hehe, I suggested “used car salesman” not as a path to career success, but as a
good fit with a known set of obnoxious characters.

16. JC
September 1, 2004

Main thing I like about this blog is how some folks are willing to “call a spade a
spade” (even when it’s “unpopular” to do so in some circles), and pointing out
when the “emperor has no clothes on”. Sort of like a physics version of Bill
Mahr’s “politically incorrect” show.



Speaking of Lubos Motl, if I never heard of the guy originally, I would have
thought he was a “cartoon” character of some sort. Sort of like a cross between
Wile E. Coyote and Charles Manson, except fanatical about string physics
instead of violence.

17. serenus zeitblom
September 1, 2004

“If he ever considers a career outside of physics, I suggest used car salesman”
Sorry, you are wrong. No offence to Peter, but I think that the popularity of this
blog owes much to the sheer *incompetence* of string theorists as salesmen. As
someone said to me, “I don’t think that string theory is wrong. But when I read
sci.physics.strings, I wish it were!” [That was in the days when postings at sps
averaged more than one or two a day, as at present.]Another good reason to read
this blog, even if [as is my case] one does not agree with much of what is said
here: where else can you get the latest news? How else would we learn about the
adventures of El Susskind? If LM had any sense, *he* would be broadcasting all
this stuff over at sps instead of [ab]using it as a place to humiliate people whose
papers offend him. I suspect that this blog has a large audience of believers in
string theory [like me] who use it as a news service, because no believer is
commenting on the latest developments!

“LQG is not string theory, and therefore it can’t describe gravity”—you know who

18. Arun
September 1, 2004

I too give up on Lubos Motl.

If he ever considers a career outside of physics, I suggest used car salesman.

19. D R Lunsford
September 1, 2004

Chris –

Even in a pefect world this site would be fun. It’s like having a beer with physics
buddys. If only Peter would install a pool table!

-drl

20. Chris Oakley
September 1, 2004

Peter,

I too have nothing but praise for this weblog, but it does beg the question – Why
should it be necessary? Why should a large number of otherwise extremely smart
people be so soft-headed that they are unable to tell the difference between
science and mathematical speculation, fact and fiction? If the research
establishment is sending a large number of its best minds off on a wild goose



chase then is it these young people’s fault for not rebelling, or is it the academic
system’s fault for not teaching or encouraging criticism of itself?

Could it be that the academic system considers that there are things that are
more important than advancing physics?

21. BB
September 1, 2004

Hi Peter,

I must congratulate you on the quality of the website. I am an ex-particle
physicist and find myself in agreement in much of what you say, most of the time.
My philosophy wrt string theory is the same as with other fields—I just enjoy
learning about new non-trivial ideas, be it condensed matter, or string theory or
algebraic geometry (some day I hope to understand it!). But the zealotry is
unbearable.

I am no longer in academia, but am very keenly interested in what real progress
is being made—the hype from the real thing. Of course, I look at arxiv, but my
time is limited, sadly. So I really appreciate the varied variety of posts (as
opposed to a String Theoy blog)—the recent DPF post is an excellent example.

I happened to find your website by chance via Google (perhaps a Motl related
search? :)). You have no idea how much I appreciate reading your posts and the
follow-up comments; you often make my day!

Please keep up the great work!

BB

22. D R Lunsford
September 1, 2004

This is my favorite physics site, because it’s sincere and specific. Well done sir!



Perelman and the Poincare Conjecture

September 8, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

One of the great stories of mathematics in recent years has been the proof of the
Poincare conjecture by Grisha Perelman. This has been one of the most famous open
problems in mathematics and has been around for about one hundred years. In
technical terms the conjecture is that if a space is homotopically equivalent to a
three-dimensional sphere it is homeomorphic to the three-sphere. In less technical
terms it says that if you have a bounded three-dimensional space in which all loops
can be shrunk down to points, it has to be the three-sphere. In dimensions other than
three the analog conjecture has been proved, but the case of three dimensions has
resisted all attempts to solve it.

Perelman spent time as a visiting mathematician at Stony Brook, Berkeley and NYU,
then went back to St. Petersburg where for eight years he seemed to disappear from
mathematics research. In November 2002 he posted a preprint on the arXiv, which
quickly drew a lot of attention. He seemed to be claiming to have a proof of an even
more general conjecture than Poincare, known as the Thurston Geometrization
conjecture, but the way his preprint was written, it wasn’t clear whether he was
claiming to really have a proof. The method he was using was one pioneered by my
Columbia colleague Richard Hamilton, called the “Ricci flow method”. This involves
something like a renormalization group flow to a fixed point (for more about this, see
the talks by Ioannis Bakas at a recent conference in Crete). If you start with an
arbitrary metric on a space you think might be a three-sphere, the hope was that
Hamilton’s Ricci flow would take you to the standard metric for the three-sphere.
Hamilton had made a lot of progress using his techniques, but as far as pushing them
through to give a proof of Poincare, he was stuck.

In the spring of 2003, Perelman traveled to the US and gave talks at several places,
including a long series at Stony Brook. By then he was explicitly claiming to have a
proof, but few of the details were written down, although he did post two more
preprints to the arXiv. His talks were major events in the math community, and at
them he was able to answer anyone who asked for details on specific points of his
argument. He gave a somewhat informal talk at Columbia one Saturday, a talk that I
attended sitting next to Hamilton, who was hearing Perelman speak for the first time.
Hamilton was clearly very impressed, and soon thereafter he and most other experts
began to become convinced that Perelman really did have a way of proving the
conjecture.

By now the situation seems to be that the experts are pretty convinced of the details
of Perelman’s proof for the Poincare conjecture. The full Geometrization conjecture
requires some more argument and I gather that Perelman is supposed to at some
point produce another preprint with more about this. A workshop was held a couple
weeks ago about Perelman’s work at Princeton and several people have been
carefully working through the details needed to be completely sure the proof works.
For this material, see a web-site maintained at Michigan by Bruce Kleiner and John
Lott.

http://arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0211159
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0211159
http://www.forth.gr/onassis/lectures/2004-07-05/programme.html
http://www.forth.gr/onassis/lectures/2004-07-05/programme.html
http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/research/ricciflow/perelman.html
http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/research/ricciflow/perelman.html


One interesting part of this story is that the Poincare conjecture is one that the Clay
Mathematics Foundation has put a one-million dollar price tag on. There’s an
elaborate set of rules that Perelman should follow to collect his million dollars. This is
supposed to begin with the submission of a detailed proof to a well-known refereed
journal, something Perelman hasn’t done and shows no signs of doing. As far as
anyone can tell, his attitude is that he’s not interested in the million dollars. If you
look closely at the rules, it doesn’t necessarily have to be Perelman who writes up the
proof. Someone else may do it, with Perelman still getting the money. Ultimately the
question of the million dollars is to be decided by the Scientific Advisory Board of the
Clay Mathematics Institute, and one question they will have to face is whether to split
the award between Perelman and Hamilton.

Another interesting question concerns the Fields medal, the most prestigious award
in mathematics. These are awarded every four years at the International Congress of
Mathematicians, the next one of which will take place in Madrid in the summer of
2006. One stipulation for the award of the Fields medal is that a recipient must be
under the age of 40. Seeing Perelman speak, I had assumed he was already at least
forty, but this is not so clear. No one seems to be sure exactly what his age is and
whether he will be under 40 in 2006. Some news reports from spring 2003 referred to
him as being in his late 30s or even 40, some recent ones claim that he is now 37. His
first scientific paper was published in 1985, so he would have had to have been 19 or
younger at the time to be under 40 in 2006. If Perelman really is under 38 now, he’s a
sure thing for a 2006 Fields medal.

For a really dumb news article about this, go here (no, proving the Riemann
hypothesis won’t bring down the internet, and Perelman’s Poincare proof won’t
explain the nature of the universe).

Comments

1. September 15, 2004

Here is the link to the scores for that 1982 Olympiad

http://www.srcf.ucam.org/~jsm28/imo-scores/1982/scores-order.html

2. September 14, 2004

As a non-mathematician, I’d sure like to see this thread grow before it gets
replaced by something else. These blogs (the good ones) are like gardens where
the new blossoms crowd out the old ones, so you end up with only the topmost
flowers. What a waste.

This place needs a forum.

3. Peter
September 14, 2004

Ooops.

http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Rules_etc
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Rules_etc
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk_news/story/0,3604,1298728,00.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk_news/story/0,3604,1298728,00.html
http://www.srcf.ucam.org/~jsm28/imo-scores/1982/scores-order.html
http://www.srcf.ucam.org/~jsm28/imo-scores/1982/scores-order.html


I just accidentally deleted two interesting comments. They pointed out that
Perelman was the winner of the Math Olympiad competition in 1982, that if he
was under 17 then he would be under 41 in 2006, and that Noam Elkies came in
4th behind Perelman that year.

4. dolt
September 10, 2004

There is a nice, short article in Notices by John Milnor on the Poincare
conjecture and Hamilton’s work and a few words on Perelman’s results, which I
found helpful.

http://www.ams.org/notices/200310/fea-milnor.pdf

The nice property of Ricci flow equation is that is it like a heat equation (clear in
the weak-field approximation, see Bakas). Just as heat flows from hot to cold so
object gets uniform in temperature, the Ricci flow behaves similarly so
“curvature tries to become more unoform”, though there are several
complications. My understanding is that Perelman showed how to take care of all
that.

The article also seems to suggest that the choice of the Ricci flow equation
chosen by Hamilton was analogous to Einstein’s derivation of his field equation:
essentially R_{ij} is the unique 2-index
tensor arising naturally from the first and second order derivatives of the metric.
Persumably all other terms that can be written (terms of higher order in the
Hilbert action in an effective field theory approach) will contain no additional
geometric information.

I am merely scratching the surface, I am sure, but very interesting stuff…

5. dolt
September 10, 2004

Peter,

Many thanks for your patient explanations; you are an invaluable resource! I will
try to get a hold of the original references and try to understand it better. At
least, now I have a pretty good chance of understanding it!

6. Peter
September 9, 2004

Just talked to Richard about this since he was upstairs at tea. He started work on
this in the late seventies and didn’t hear about the connection to the
renormalization group and non-linear sigma models until many years later. He
thinks the first time these equations occurred in physics were in Dan Friedan’s
thesis (1980), which he only heard about years later.

7. Peter
September 9, 2004

http://www.ams.org/notices/200310/fea-milnor.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200310/fea-milnor.pdf


As far as I know, the way Hamilton and Perelman are using these equations has
nothing to do with the fact that they are approximate renormalization group
equations for a non-linear sigma model. (If I see Hamilton maybe I’ll ask him if
he knew about renormalization group eqs. when he started studying this
equation). For them, the important point is just that the topology of the manifold
doesn’t change as you evolve the metric according to the Ricci flow (at least until
you hit a singularity in the solution of the PDE). The idea of the proof of
geometrization (drastically over-simplified…) is to show that, no matter what
metric you start with, you end up at one of the finite number of possibilities on
the list that Thurston conjectured were all the possible topologies of 3d
manifolds. Solutions to the Ricci flow eq. certainly do develop singularities,
which is one of the things that makes this very hard.

8. dolt
September 9, 2004

I read with great interest the talk of Bakas and tried to understand Perlman’s
papers.

I have a basic question that perhaps somebody can answer.

I understand that the Ricci flow equation is nothing but a 1-loop RG equation of
the 2-dim (world-sheet) sigma-models with target space metric G_{\mu\nu}(X),
i.e., \beta(G_{\mu\nu})= -(Ricci Tensor)_{\mu\nu}. The higher order terms are
nonzero, but may be neglected for weak curvature. This Ricci flow equation is
the basis for Perelman (and Hamilton’s) analysis.

How does this 1-loop approximate result become the foundation of studying
geometry, especially global toopolgical questions like the Poincare conjecture.

Issues like manifold surgery, Thurston geometrization conjecture are definitely
way over my head.

Thanks

9. Thomas Larsson
September 9, 2004

Re age limits:
I think Nobel’s will stipulates that the Prize should go to the person who, within
the appropriate field, has made the most important contribution to the benefit of
mankind during the past year. One may argue whether academic research really
benefits mankind the most – the Swedish inventors organization challenge that,
arguing that society benefit more from inventions (like those of AN himself) than
from basic research. Be that as it may, it is still hard to argue that your average
Nobel laureate did his best work during the last year.

10. Peter
September 9, 2004

Thanks for pointing this out, the link to the conference with the Bakas talk



should now work correctly.

11. dolt
September 9, 2004

The link to Bakas’ talk is broken.

I thank you for your field-theoretic explanation of the general idea of the method
of Perelman’s proof (and the work of Richard Hamilton).

dolt

12. Peter
September 8, 2004

It looks like most of the recent media articles were generated by a program at
the British Association Science Festival in Exeter a couple days ago called
“Million Dollar Maths” where Perelman’s proof was discussed by Keith Devlin.

I’ve been hearing more about Perelman recently from my colleague John
Morgan, who was involved in the recent workshop in Princeton. He was the one
who told me that Perelman might be young enough for the Fields medal,
something I hadn’t realized.

It has suprised many people during the last few months to see that maybe
Perelman won’t bother to write a real paper about this and really doesn’t seem to
care about the money.

I don’t know if there will ever be any sort of definite point at which people
working on Perelman’s papers announce that, yes, it is a proof. As far as I can
tell, everyone now believes Perelman’s Poincare result (if not the full
Geometrization), so how the story of the million dollars plays out will be
interesting to watch.

13. Suresh
September 8, 2004

btw why is there a sudden burst of interest in the poincare conjecture again ?
has there been a recent verification of the proof ? I have been reading about
Perelman’s proofs for at least a year now.

14. Peter
September 8, 2004

It is kind of dumb, and most recently this was made clear when Wiles proved
Fermat’s last theorem, but was too old for a Fields. The positive argument for
this age cut-off is that all too often what happens with these prizes is that a
bunch of old guys sit around and decide to give prizes to each other. The age cut-
off is a way of ensuring that recognition goes to people who have recently done
something exciting and are not already well-established.

15. D R Lunsford



September 8, 2004

Age discrimination is a terrible problem in IT work. I can’t believe the Fields
Medal is tied to an arbitrary number! What’s the point of that?



Grothendieck Biographical Article

September 14, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The latest issue of the Notices of the AMS contains the first part of a long
biographical article about Grothendieck written by Allyn Jackson. Evidently Winfried
Scharlau is writing a biography of Grothendieck, and Jackson’s article is partially
based on materials he has gathered. Much of this material is brought together at a
website maintained by the “Grothendieck Circle”.

This issue of the Notices also contains a short expository piece on one of the most
abstract ideas due to Grothendieck, that of a “topos”. Illusie was a student of
Grothendieck’s, and Jackson’s article has some of his reminiscences about what that
experience was like. Illusie’s piece is not very accessible; a better place to try and get
some feeling for these ideas is Pierre Cartier’s Bulletin article.

Comments

1. bhargav
October 1, 2004

Regarding books on algebraic geometry, I’d like to point out two sources not
mentioned above.
a) EGA – This is Grothendieck’s monumental work and probably not what most
people are looking for since it is extremely detailed, formal and dry. But if you
prefer abstract nonsense, who knows? This might just be your thing since it is
pretty easy to read.
b) Algebraic Geometry and Arithmetic Curves – This relatively new Oxford
University Press title does a fine job of explaining schemes in the first 7 chapters
before delving into details about arithmetic curves. Complexity wise, this comes
somwhere between Hartshorne and EGA (EGA being way too detailed,
Hartshorne being way too dense). This will also be more useful if you’re a
number theorist since Liu, unlike Hartshorne, does not shy away from char. p
and, in fact, devotes many sections/examples to it.

2. Alejandro Rivero
September 18, 2004

BTW, I asked about G. last time I was in Paris and I was told he left France. The
last published notice was about him being hiddeng at some place in the Pyrinees.
Any gossip about?

3. JC
September 16, 2004

Levi, Dan

http://www.ams.org/notices/200409/200409-toc.html
http://www.ams.org/notices/200409/200409-toc.html
http://www.ams.org/notices/200409/fea-grothendieck-part1.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200409/fea-grothendieck-part1.pdf
http://www.math.uni-muenster.de/math/u/scharlau/scharlau/
http://www.math.uni-muenster.de/math/u/scharlau/scharlau/
http://www.math.uni-muenster.de/math/u/scharlau/scharlau/
http://www.math.uni-muenster.de/math/u/scharlau/scharlau/
http://www.grothendieck-circle.org/
http://www.grothendieck-circle.org/
http://www.ams.org/notices/200409/what-is-illusie.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200409/what-is-illusie.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/2001-38-04/S0273-0979-01-00913-2/S0273-0979-01-00913-2.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/2001-38-04/S0273-0979-01-00913-2/S0273-0979-01-00913-2.pdf


Years ago I went through the 2nd volume of Shaferevich’s “basic algebraic
geometry” books, which covered algebraic geometry from the complex manifold
perspective like Griffiths & Harris’ book. At the time I ended up glossing over the
chapters on schemes, largely out of laziness.

For the entire time I was in college (both undergrad and grad school), I never
really appreciated the notion of abstract math which didn’t involve doing heavy
computations. When I took math courses like abstract algebra and real analysis,
I was always thinking to myself “what’s the point of this junk?!?!?!” Even doing
particle and/or string theory research, most of it was largely doing computations
and not really much hardcore abstract math.

It was after grad school when I started to look at abstract math again like
algebraic geometry, commutative algebra, number theory, category theory, etc …
and started to appreciate it a lot more. I guess it came with some mathematical
maturity and a change in perspective, that I started to appreciate abstract math
more. It took me awhile to become adjusted from the heavy computation
mentality to a mindset of proving general theorems and seeing the “beauty” in it.
I even went back to some old books on general topology and functional analysis
and started to see them in a new light, in comparison to when I previously
thought it was all a “waste of time” in the past.

I guess the only way I can describe “beauty” in abstract math, would be similar
how an artist or musician sees “beauty” in a particlar piece of art or music. To a
person who has no interest in math, art, or music, they would not see much
“beauty” in it and wonder “what’s the point” of it all.

4. D R Lunsford
September 16, 2004

I find the biggest barrier to *any* math learning in a modern context is that *all*
of it seems dry and lifeless as presented – of course it is anything but, only the
formalist methods of presentation just make it seem so IMO. I wish there were a
modern Klein or Weyl running around. This seems to be a niche that someone
should fill.

I was told by a former Princeton math PhD that oral tradition is now essential in
math, and that learning from textbooks without some personal mentor is very
hard. In Klein’s day, his “Vorlesungen” were taken directly from his personal
style, so the presentation and the results were mixed in a way that made for
exciting reading. We need something like that again IMO. Shlomo Sternberg
comes close to filling the bill. Harris tries, but assumes too much of readers with
my level of patience and skill.

5. JC
September 16, 2004

I always found the biggest barrier to understanding scheme theory and/or the
more abstract formalism of algebraic geometry, was a solid understanding of
commutative algebra. Years ago I worked through Atiyah’s book on commutative
algebra, which I thought was kind of dry and boring at the time.



Awhile ago I went through Diers’ book “categories of commutative algebras”
which seems to make the subject more interesting and less dry, though I don’t
know how much more useful it is for understanding algebraic geometry.

6. D R Lunsford
September 16, 2004

There is a smaller book called “Algebraic Geometry – A First Course” by Harris
alone that is good, and is accessible to physics types (i.e. me). At one time I had
the preposterous idea of mastering scheme theory.

-drl

7. Levi
September 16, 2004

JC–Some friends and I are currently reading “Basic Algebraic Geometry” by
Shaferevich. It may not be what you are looking for, though, since it makes a
concerted effort to be no more abstract than is absolutely necessary.

8. sol
September 15, 2004

First off, I appreciate the information in your article on Grothendieck. I am
deeply interested in how different minds came to discover the foundational
values of mathematics, albeit from the sidelines, of your perspectives and
collegues, Peter.

As a general reader of Smolin’s, Three Roads to Quantum Gravity I saw this
same road taken, and assumed the essence of his distilliation, was topos theory.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/topos.html

For more information I added this to my main page because of this set
relationship I found being demonstrated in the developement of LQG
perspectives in terms of quantum gravity.

At a fundamental level of this association was quantified in terms of quantum
grvaity, then I saw computerization deeply valued in relation to discriptors of
that early uiverse.

Like gamma ray detection, we saw the deeper fundamental realites emerge on
the Windows of the universe. We might have to wait, to go deeper then this?

I found it difficult to find some comparison on how such a view could have been
exemplified, so by studing the Glast perspective I found a general relevance, that
would have supported LQG.

But did this go far enough? I see the limitations now, in relation to early universe
perspective?

The universe had to be smooth at its most earliest time?

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/topos.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/topos.html


9. JC
September 15, 2004

The “easiest” books on algebraic geometry I’ve come across over the years
would be “ideals, varieties, and algorithms” by Cox, Little, & O’Shea, and
perhaps the two undergradate books by Reid on algebraic geometry and
commutative algebra. None of them seem to really go into the more abstract
formalism of schemes, advocated by Grothendieck.

I’ll take a look at Eisenbud & Harris’ book on the geometry of schemes.

10. September 15, 2004

JC: Eisenbud, Harris: “The Geometry of Schemes” seems to be a more accessible
introduction to the language, with examples and motivation behind the ideas.
Relatively cheap, too…

11. JC
September 14, 2004

Peter,

How common is it for physics folks to change into math? What’s the most
popular area of math that physics folks like to change into?

In recent years, the cases of physics folks changing into math that I’ve heard of
were frequently some string theory folks who changed into some algebraic
geometry areas related to Calabi-Yau manifolds (ie. the sort of stuff in the
language of Griffiths and Harris’s “principles of algebraic geometry” book). I
haven’t personally come across many physics folks who changed into the more
abstract algebraic geometry stuff (ie. the more abstract Grothendieck style, such
as in Hartshorne’s book). Though on the surface, I can understand why string
folks would prefer the “Griffiths & Harris” language of algebraic geometry. Last
time I tried to tackle Hartshorne’s book, I still found it a difficult read.

Anybody know of an easier book than Hartshorne, which covers the more
abstract Grothendieck style of algebraic geometry?

12. Peter
September 14, 2004

I just fixed that link, should work now.

13. Cosma
September 14, 2004

The link to the expository piece on topoi is empty.



CERN at 50

September 16, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

This month is the 50th anniversary of the formal founding of the CERN laboratory
near Geneva. There’s a very interesting article in Physics World about CERN and its
future plans. LHC construction seems to be proceeding more or less on schedule,
although there has been a delay in beginning to install the magnets in the tunnel due
to problems with the distribution line that will provide liquid helium to the magnets.

Jos Engelen, the chief scientific officer of the lab, is quoted as wanting to see any
decision about building a linear collider wait until 2010 or so. The scientific reason for
this is that it may take that long to for the LHC to produce results, and the sort of
linear collider one wants to build may depend upon these, e.g. on the mass of the
Higgs. CERN has its own linear collider technology called “CLIC” which it is working
on. CLIC is quite different than the TESLA superconducting cavity technology
developed at DESY and recently endorsed by the ITRP committee charged with
evaluating which technology to go ahead with. CLIC uses a second electron beam to
accelerate the main beam and in principle is capable of higher accelerating gradients
than TESLA. Whereas a machine using TESLA technology would probably have an
energy of 500 Gev, upgradeable to 1 Tev, CLIC might be able to reach 3-5 Tev. CERN
is now increasing the resources devoted to the CLIC project, and clearly hopes that a
delay in the decision about whether to build the linear collider would give them time
to develop and prove the viability of CLIC.

Comments

1. Chris W.
September 23, 2004

The subject of this post is experimental particle physics, so I’ll perversely take
the opportunity to draw attention to two theoretical papers that I find very
intriguing. I hope nobody is too annoyed; according to SPIRES-HEP neither
paper has been cited by anyone but the author, who does not appear to have any
academic affiliation:

Spin foams, causal links and geometry-induced interactions  (hep-
th/0403137)
ABSTRACT: Current theories of particle physics, including the
standard model, are dominated by the paradigm that nature is
basically translation invariant. Deviations from translation invariance
are described by the action of forces. General relativity is based on a
different paradigm: There is no translation invariance in general.
Interaction is a consequence of the geometry of spacetime, formed by
the presence of matter, rather than of forces. ….

http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/17/9/7/1
http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/17/9/7/1
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000071.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000071.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0403137
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0403137


Relativity in binary systems as root of quantum mechanics and space-
time  (hep-th/0408116)
ABSTRACT: Inspired by Bohr’s dictum that “physical phenomena are
observed relative to different experimental setups”, this article
investigates the notion of relativity in Bohr’s sense, starting from a set
of binary elements. ….

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0408116
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0408116
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0408116
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0408116


Motl on String Field Theory

September 17, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Lubos Motl has an interesting post on sci.physics.stringsthat gives a detailed
explanation of the current state of string field theory.

One way of motivating quantum field theory is to start with a “first-quantized”
quantum theory of particles (perhaps defined by integrating over paths), then
“second-quantize” by considering a quantum theory of fields, where the fields are
defined on the space the points in the path move in. The natural generalization to
string theory would be to start with the “first-quantized” theory of strings given by
doing path integrals over the possible worldsheets traced out by the moving strings
(these are conformal field theories), then “second quantize” by quantizing fields
defined on the infinite dimensional space of loops. It has always been a hope of string
theorists that this would somehow give a true non-perturbative definition of string
theory.

Lubos explains what some of the problems with this idea are. For one thing it is in
conflict with the M-theory philosophy that a non-perturbative theory should involve on
the same footing not just strings, but also higher dimensional “branes”. He goes on to
speculate about what can be done about this problem, saying that perhaps one
shouldn’t be trying to find a fundamental set of degrees of freedom and an action
functional of them. Instead maybe one just needs to find a set of self-consistent rules,
which will be obeyed by all sorts of different degrees of freedom. As he notes at the
end, this is similar to the old “Bootstrap Philosophy” of Chew and others that
dominated thinking about the strong interactions during the 1960’s. It didn’t work
then, and I’ll bet it won’t work now.

Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
September 19, 2004

June 14, of course. The spelling “Deseret” is due to APS News, though.

2. Thomas Larsson
September 19, 2004

Peter, here is a second-hand quote from the Aug/Sept issue of APS News:

“I hope they’re wrong, but I can’t prove it. And I bet my life work on their being
wrong.”
-Andrew Strominger, Harvard University, on skeptics who say that there’s
nothing to string theory, Deseret Morning News (Salt Lake City), June 41, 2004.

It seems to me that your voice is being heard. But AS is perhaps referring to

http://groups.google.com/groups?dq=&hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&group=sci.physics.strings&selm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0409151145350.2121-100000%40feynman.harvard.edu
http://groups.google.com/groups?dq=&hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&group=sci.physics.strings&selm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0409151145350.2121-100000%40feynman.harvard.edu


Glashow and Veltman.

3. D R Lunsford
September 18, 2004

Yawn.

4. Ted Erler
September 17, 2004

Most of what Lubos says I agree with.

However, I think that the string community has been a little over critical of string
field theory. Many theorists would even like to forget its existence, frequently
saying that string theory has “no nonperturbative definition.”

As far as we know, Witten’s cubic open bosonic string field theory gives a full
nonperturbative definition of open+closed bosonic string theory. This is not to
say that every concievable nonperturbative result in string theory has been
reproduced in string field theory. It just means that we have no definitive
argument that such nonperturbative information is not there, in principle.

String field theory is a very complicated formalism and is far from unique. There
are an infinite number of string field theories, each corresponding to a choice of
conformal background and a particular decomposition of the moduli space of
Riemann surfaces. There are open string field theories, closed string field
theories, open+closed string field theories, superstring field theories…
Presumably, each of these could provide a nonperturbative definition of string
theory, but certain features which might be obvious in one string field theory
(such as the perturbative spectrum around its conformal background) may be
quite nontrivial in another (one would first have to construct a classical solution
describing the background, and then study fluctuations about this solution). All
of these formulations are presumably related by a complicated field redefinition,
but our current understanding is primative.

Faced with this situation, most string theorists hope that a more elegant,
background independent formulation of string theory will at some point present
itself. Personally, I have been inclined to take string field theory seriously, hoping
that graudually a deeper understanding of its complicated but presumably
profound struncture will emmerge.

5. Tim M.
September 17, 2004

Brian Greene is doing next week’s physics colloquia on this topic. I’m curious to
go, but not curious enough to miss a class that takes attendance 

6. JC
September 17, 2004

How many places has Chew’s “bootstrap philosophy” worked to even a small



degree? The only cases I can think of offhand would be some semi-contrived two
dimensional models which appear to be exactly solvable. (ie. quantum inverse
scattering sort of stuff). Other than that, I would be hard pressed to think of
anything else which was not a failure.



String Geometry at Snowbird

September 19, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Thomas Larsson wrote in a comment mentioning a news story that appeared early
this past summer in the Deseret Morning News (yes, that’s Deseret, not Desert; this is
a name Mormons use to refer to Utah). The news story is about a conference on
“String Geometry” held at Snowbird, Utah in June. Evidently at Andy Strominger’s
talk at this conference someone actually mentioned that there were people who were
skeptical about string theory and asked him to comment. His response was that “I
hope they’re wrong, but I can’t prove it, and I bet my life work on their being wrong” ,
which I guess characterizes the attitude of many string theorists these days (“things
don’t look good, but I’ve got too much invested in this to give up, so I’ll keep on
engaging in wishful thinking even though I no longer have much of an argument for
why I’m doing this”).

Many of the talks at the conference are online. These include a couple of interesting
talks by Gukov and Spradlin about recent work on twistor theory and perturbative
Yang-Mills amplitudes, as well as the usual Michael Douglas talk with its wishful
thinking that analyzing the astronomically large “landscape” will somehow lead to
some sort of prediction of something. There’s also a talk by Radu Tatar about non-
Kahler superstring theory backgrounds. I’ve always wondered about this since I hear
from an algebraic geometer colleague that although no one knows whether there are
an infinite number of Calabi-Yaus in the Kahler case, if you relax the Kahler condition
there definitely are an infinite number of them. If these non-Kahler backgrounds make
sense, you can stop worrying about whether the landscape contains 10^100 or
10^500 possibilities.

Tomorrow here at Columbia my colleague Brian Greene is giving a colloquium on
“The State of String Theory”. His abstract says he’ll “assess both its current
shortcomings and major achievements”.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
September 23, 2004

Offend? I must up my flippancy daemon priority.

But seriously, I like to know who’s saying what.

2. September 23, 2004

My apologies on not giving a name. My intent was not to offend. If it makes you
feel better, I am not a regular poster being coy, but merely a casual reader who
was posting a flippant comment. If I happen to post something of substance I’ll
be sure to give a name.

http://deseretnews.com/dn/view/0,1249,595070252,00.html
http://deseretnews.com/dn/view/0,1249,595070252,00.html
http://www.physics.utah.edu/~katrin/snowbird.html
http://www.physics.utah.edu/~katrin/snowbird.html
http://www.physics.utah.edu/~katrin/snowbird.html
http://www.physics.utah.edu/~katrin/snowbird.html
http://www.physics.utah.edu/~katrin/program.html
http://www.physics.utah.edu/~katrin/program.html
http://columbia-physics.net/colloquia_seminars/colloquia/2004F-2005S/20_sep_2004.htm
http://columbia-physics.net/colloquia_seminars/colloquia/2004F-2005S/20_sep_2004.htm


But, since you asked, I’ll just say that Georgi isn’t a loon at all. Actually I loved
the class I took with Georgi, and him as a person as well.

3. D R Lunsford
September 21, 2004

That is true, although I do have a nice letter from Georgi from my teenage days.
He isn’t (wasn’t?) a loon. In fact I can’t remember ever meeting a math/physics
loon before the advent of this Internet thing.

(Simple request – can we please use names here? There’s nothing to be afraid of.
I’d like to think/pretend this isn’t the run-of-the-mill free- republic-type anony-
blog.)

4. September 21, 2004

“He’s a loon with a professorship at Harvard.

How’d that happen?”

You’ve clearly not spent any time as a physics student at Harvard…

5. Thomas Larsson
September 21, 2004

Serenius, I have no doubt that most string theorists and LQG’ists alike are nice
people. Motl may be an exception, but Gell-Mann does not give a particularly
nice impression neither. This is not important. Besides, I think that Motl has a
point about LQG, more politely expressed by Hellig-Policastro.

Nobody doubts that most string theorists are nice and bright, only that they are
right. To call Strominer a loon is certainly not fair.

6. D R Lunsford
September 20, 2004

He’s a loon with a professorship at Harvard.

How’d that happen?

7. serenus zeitblom
September 20, 2004

I don’t think that Strominger’s attitude is wrong. He has a hunch that string
theory is right and he is following that up. He has infinitely more reason to be
triumphal about [eg] black hole entropy than Lubos Motl or others of that ilk, yet
I have never heard that he has tried to exaggerate the real but modest
achievements of string theory in that direction. He’s a good guy and a sensible
one.

Speaking of LM, this is from his proposed entry on loop gravity in wikipedia [the
online encyclopaedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page%5D:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page%5D
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page%5D


most loop quantum gravity advocates are not good physicists, and they try to
avoid learning anything from particle physics and other fields even though it is
clearly necessary for a proper understanding of many questions in quantum
gravity. They believe that a very narrow-minded understanding of reality that
they propose – and that has not made any real progress for decades – is
everything we need. They are making incorrect mental links between different
concepts and they are unable to learn better.

This was spiked by the wikipedia people on the grounds that it was “over the
top”. LM has reached the stage where even non-physicists can tell that he’s a
loon.

8. Urs Schreiber
September 20, 2004

It is due to phenomenology that N=1 susy to many people seems/seemed to be a
very attractive property of an effective field theory of the fundamental forces.

The potential to shed light on the hierarchy problem as well as apparently better
gauge unification properties are what made many people consider
supersymmetric extensions of the standard model. And models like that drop out
of string theory if six of ten dimensions are compactified on a CY manifold.

However, there is no known dynamical reason within string theory that six
dimensions should spontaneously compactify as a CY space. This does not
necessarily mean that such a dynamical mechanism does not exist, but these
questions concerning the dynamical choice of string ‘vacuum’ are not at all well
understood. For these reasons people just choose a CY compactification for
phenomenological reasons and proceed from there.

This choice is compoletely analogous to (but somewhat more complex than)
choosing a value for the parameter k in the Friedman-Robertson-Walker
cosmological solutions of plain GR. For each value of k one obtains a valid
solution, but one does not have (yet) a dynamical explanation why one value of k
is observed in nature while the others are not. So one chooses the parameter
that is preferred phenomenologically and then proceeds from there.

The math of supersymmetry as an abstract concept is extremely nice and
supersymmetry concepts play an important role in many branches of physics and
mathematics that are not directly related to high energy phenomenology.
However, the supersymmetric extensions of the standard model and the
scattering computations done in them are far from being very elegant. They have
a plethora of free parameters and many new particles and interactions. Even
though supersymmetry still ensures certain cancelations and makes some
computations quicker, in general supersymmetry phenomenology is a mess.

9. Dick Thompson
September 19, 2004

Urs (or anybody), why is N=1 SUSY so compelling? Suely it can’t be because of
phenolenology. Is it just that the math is graceful?



10. JC
September 19, 2004

Are there any backgrounds which break ALL the supersymmetry, without
introducing any additional “diseases” to string theory?

11. Urs Schreiber
September 19, 2004

The condition that after the compactification of 1oD string theory down to four
dimensions the remaining effective field theory has precisely N=1
supersymmetry is that the compactified 6 dimensions form a Calabi-Yau space,
which is in particular Kähler. Relaxing that means not having N=1 susy in four
dimensions (at high energy before 4d susy breaking).

In principle there is no compelling reason that the ten susystring dimensions
must be compactified such that the resulting 4d theory has N=1 susy. This is just
the scenario that people find/found most interesting. (Because susy in 4d is/was
considered attractive and N=1 (as opposed to higher N) is the only choice not in
contradiction with observation from the outset).

12. JC
September 19, 2004

Peter,

If you relax the Kahler condition, do you get an aleph_0 infinity of backgrounds
or an aleph_1 infinity or beyond?

Physics wise what would be the dire consequences of relaxing the Kahler
condition, besides definitely having an infinite number of backgrounds?



This Week’s Predictions

September 20, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

A new preprint by Michael Douglas indicates that, at least this week, the latest
“predictions” from string theory are for:

1. No large extra dimensions.

2. No low scale supersymmetry.

So it looks like the “prediction” of the string theory “Landscape” will be that no
physics related to string theory beyond that of the standard model will ever be
observable. Thus the only “prediction” of string theory will be that you can never see
any physics related to it. This kind of “prediction” is great since it proves string
theory must be true. Either you don’t ever see any effects of string theory in which
case you have confirmed its predictions so it must be true, or you do see effects of
string theory, in which case string theory is even more true.

Nothing really new at Brian’s physics colloquium today. About 300 people showed up,
which I think is probably a record for a physics colloquium. Brian doesn’t like
Susskind’s “anthropic” arguments, which shows good sense. He still hopes that some
new form of non-perturbative string theory will explain the standard model by picking
out the right Calabi-Yau, but admits there’s no known reason for this to happen.

Comments

1. Lubo? Motl
September 29, 2004

Good to hear that Brian remains a believer in the task to find the *right* string-
theoretical description for the world around us.

2. ksh95
September 27, 2004

On September 25, 2004 03:56 PM Simplex said:
…But if you have some articles by LQG people criticising string (besides Rovelli’s
Dialog) please let us know!…

I don’t know of any articles. I don’t even read the archives regularly. I do
however know several of the LQG principals and I’ve heard my share of “string
theory is a horribly idea” tirades.

Ironically, one of the most persecuted LQGists, Lee Smolin, is some one I’ve
heard make comments similar to, “we have to take string theory seriously…”.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0409207
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0409207


3. Thomas Larsson
September 27, 2004

I am still not following your conclusions. For 2-d gravity string theory has the
correct canonical quantization. That’s what we talked about so far.

I agree.

When canonically quantizing gravity in 3+1 dimensions one finds that the
commutator of the generators has divergences and hence cannot be well defined.
LQG circumvents that by using a singular GNS representation where the
generators themselves are not represented at all. By comparison with the 2d
case one see that this step is not backed by ordinray QM. So the conclusion is
that the LQG way to make canonical quantization of 3+1 D gravity work (work
for the spatial diffeos that is -even with that trick the Hamiltonian constraint
remains a problem) is using some very unusual notion of ‘quantum’.

One comment: the full Dirac algebra of ADM constraints is physically equivalent
to the 4-diffeomorphism algebra. As emphasized by Rovelli, phase space is a
covariant concept – the space of solutions to the classical field equations. We
may label a solution by its positions and momenta at t = 0, but this is just one
way to coordinatize phase space. However, some 4-diffeos do not preserve the
standard coordinatization, so if we insist on keeping it, we must add
compensating transformations, and we wind up with the Dirac algebra. But
conceptually we are still dealing with 4-diffeomorphisms, and if we canonically
quantize in the covariant phase space instead, that is our constaint algebra.

So in conclusion we find that no way at all is known to apply canonical Dirac-
like/inspired quantization to 3+1d gravity.

Because there are additional anomalies which the standard formalism cannot
handle.

Although I don’t know much about Liouville field theory, it seems to be some sort
of archetype of an anomalously broken gauge symmetry. There is an extra mode,
the Liouville mode, which becomes physical when D != 26. Analogously, we may
expect that there are extra modes, which are passive in the classical theory,
become physical when the diffeomorphism constraints are quantized.

In fact, it is easy to describe these modes. To build representations of the diffeo
algebra, we first of all need to expand all fields in a Taylor series around “the
observer’s trajectory” q(t), viz.

f(x) = \sum_m f_m(t) (x-q(t))^m

(We need some conditions on the Taylor functions f_m(t) to ensure that f(x) is
independent of t). Classically, we can reformulate the field equations for f(x) as a
hierarchy of equations for the Taylor coefficients – awkward but in principle
straightforward. Upon quantization, the passive modes q(t) become physical –
they have canonical momenta and are represented on the Hilbert space – in
pretty much the same way as the Liouville mode.



This is necessary in order to quantize a general-covariant theory in a way that
represents the diffeomorphism constraints unitarily, because this is the way to
build anomalous (and thus potentially unitary) representations of the
diffeomorphism algebra. The need for such an expansion is clear since the
anomaly is a functional of q(t). In string or field theory, where one never
introduces this reference curve, the anomaly is invisible.

In string theory the answer to this problem seems to be that the action for 3+1 d
gravity is really embedded into a ‘UV completion’ whose path integral (namely
the SFT path integral) can perturbatively be computed or which, for certain
asymptotic backgrounds, can be computed non-perturbatively.

If this means if and/or that the canonical Dirac constraints of gravity ever appear
here is something that I don’t see. You seem to think so but you haven’t provided
evidence for it.

One thing that can nicely be seen in the toy example of 1+1d gravity is that the
Dirac prescription for quantizing constraints is just a first guess. The next best
guess is Gupta-Bleuler quantization, which tells you that indeed not all states
need to be annihilate by the constraints.

These may be regarded as different Virasoro representations. So from my point
of view, the right way to quantize is to build unitary Virasoro representations.

But even that is based on ad-hoc assumptions. In the end it is the path integral
that counts.

This is a bold statement – let’s just ditch canonical quantization. It is nice that
you make this assumption of string theory explicit.

Do you really believe that string field theory or M field theory will not have any
canonical formulation?

I believe that before one can draw any conclusions from the results on diffeo
algebras that you have in mind, one would have to understand if and in which
way they are actually connected to a process called ‘quantization’. Currently it
seems that there is no such thing as Dirac constraints for gravity in more than
2-d.

I have previously claimed to have quantized general covariance, and associated
quantum reps with any general-covariant theory. However, after having looked
into the covariant phase space, I’m leaning towards the opinion that the
construction in math-ph/0210023 is really an honest quantization of gravity,
although the nomenclature in the paper is not quite right. Here what I do:

1. Start with some general-covariant theory, containing gravity and other fields.
2. Regularize the theory by expanding all fields in a Taylor series and truncate at
some finite order p. This is the unique regularization compatible with
diffeomorphisms.
3. Construct the space of functions over the covariant phase space, as
cohomology spaces. The diffeo algebra acts on these functions spaces by Poisson

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0210023
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0210023


brackets.
4. Replace Poisson brackets by commutators and represent the Heisenberg
algebra on a Fock space. The diffeo algebra acquires an anomaly, so this must be
quantization.
5. To remove the regulator, the anomalies must not diverge in the p -> infinity
limit. Check and solve the conditions for this.

The cool thing is that these finiteness condition naturally require that spacetime
has four dimensions.

There is a catch, though. I need twice as many variables as one would expect, so
I really construct the ring of differential operators over phase space in point 3.
But this is really the only way that my prescription differs from ordinary QM. In
particular, since the regularized theories live in 1D, they don’t need any
renormalization beyond normal ordering.

4. Urs Schreiber
September 27, 2004

Hi Thomas –

I am still not following your conclusions. For 2-d gravity string theory has the
correct canonical quantization. That’s what we talked about so far.

When canonically quantizing gravity in 3+1 dimensions one finds that the
commutator of the generators has divergences and hence cannot be well defined.
LQG circumvents that by using a singular GNS representation where the
generators themselves are not represented at all. By comparison with the 2d
case one see that this step is not backed by ordinray QM. So the conclusion is
that the LQG way to make canonical quantization of 3+1 D gravity work (work
for the spatial diffeos that is -even with that trick the Hamiltonian constraint
remains a problem) is using some very unusual notion of ‘quantum’.

So in conclusion we find that no way at all is known to apply canonical Dirac-
like/inspired quantization to 3+1d gravity.

In string theory the answer to this problem seems to be that the action for 3+1 d
gravity is really embedded into a ‘UV completion’ whose path integral (namely
the SFT path integral) can perturbatively be computed or which, for certain
asymptotic backgrounds, can be computed non-perturbatively.

If this means if and/or that the canonical Dirac constraints of gravity ever appear
here is something that I don’t see. You seem to think so but you haven’t provided
evidence for it.

One thing that can nicely be seen in the toy example of 1+1d gravity is that the
Dirac prescription for quantizing constraints is just a first guess. The next best
guess is Gupta-Bleuler quantization, which tells you that indeed not all states
need to be annihilate by the constraints. But even that is based on ad-hoc
assumptions. In the end it is the path integral that counts. Evaluating the path-
integral of 1+1d gravity correctly yields the BRST quantization, and this finally



shows when and in which sense Dirac and Gupta-Bleuler apply. Since already in
2d the BRST quantization highlights a couple of subtleties that are missed with
Dirac/Gupta-Bleuler, this teaches us to be careful with applying these methods to
higher dimensions.

I believe that before one can draw any conclusions from the results on diffeo
algebras that you have in mind, one would have to understand if and in which
way they are actually connected to a process called ‘quantization’. Currently it
seems that there is no such thing as Dirac constraints for gravity in more than
2-d.

5. Thomas Larsson
September 27, 2004

It seems to me that Urs Schreiber, Helling, and Policastro have shown that LQG
seems to have made a wrong turn, in making an unphysical construction. Can
LQG be rescued?

I think not. However, the substance of my critique of string theory (apart from
the overselling and lack of experimental support, which everybody sees) is
essentially the Helling-Policastro argument transcribed to 4D:

H-P: Any unitary representation of the conformal algebra in 2D on a conventional
Hilbert space is necessarily anomalous. LQG does not admit such anomalies.
Hence LQG is wrong.

Me: Any unitary representation of the diffeomorphism algebra in 4D on a
conventional Hilbert space is necessarily anomalous. String theory does not
admit such anomalies. Hence string theory is wrong.

Urs Schreiber claims that this argument does not apply to string theory, because
only the perturbative definition is understood. This only reflects our limited
understanding of a complicated theory and is no problem. However, if string
theory does not admit a formulation in a conventional Hilbert space with a
unitary action of the diffeomorphism group even in principle, then it breaks with
conventional quantum theory far more than LQG. And if it does admit such a
hypothetical formulation, then the 4D Helling-Policastro argument applies to it.

6. Arun
September 25, 2004

It seems to me that Urs Schreiber, Helling, and Policastro have shown that LQG
seems to have made a wrong turn, in making an unphysical construction. Can
LQG be rescued?

7. sol
September 25, 2004

I added this because it was important to dig deep for the positions Smolin has
assume and for the general public this might not be apparent, so I of course
went looking.



Sol2

A case in point, is the understanding of Smolin’s position.

I have followed his thinking as a example of the rigourous, and summations,
although at a much generalized level. I do not think I should have been faulted
on this as a crank( an overall generalization) of those who have not developed
fully from the roads GR has taught us. Including those who wish to try and make
a discription of the gravity waves fit some gravitonic expression?

Smolin tells us that General Relativity is not about adding to those structures or
even about substituting those structures for possible new structures. Of course,
we must understand what he is refering to here .

The basis of Smolins position rejects the idea, that space and time are fixed. He
believes it evolves dynamically. He then subcribes, in my way of thinking, to the
value of using this structure( it is contradictory to me as I stated up in previous
post about photon intersections[Glast limitations] and the intersection of
gravtonic considerations.

In the methods explained in terms of Glast’s experimental standing we see where
this can be taken further? Smolin calls it a set of relationships between events
that take place.

To place such attempts at rediscribing the nature of the spacetime fabric
disturbs him?

http://www.physicsforums.com
/showpost.php?s=5c7da106e4775f720f0aefeedf9be54e&p=308810&
postcount=8

Are we to deny some method to geometrical expression classically defined and
not consider this at the quantum levels?

What is Quantum geometry if we cannot linearly describe the action that is
taking place at the most suttles levels of existance?

I would appreciate any corrections in my thinking.

8. Simplex
September 25, 2004

ksh95 at September 25, 2004 01:02 PM says:
“In my opinion, both camps could benefit by worrying more about getting their
own houses in order and paying less attentions to these petty squables.”

Please point me to some criticisms of String by Loop Gravitists.
I see plenty of criticism of String but almost none from LQG researchers.
there was Carlo Rovelli’s entertaining Dialog (between a junior researcher and a
senior) but that was some months back and comparatively light reading.

Lee Smolin has joined in the widespread criticism of the Anthropic Principle but

http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?s=5c7da106e4775f720f0aefeedf9be54e&p=308810&postcount=8
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?s=5c7da106e4775f720f0aefeedf9be54e&p=308810&postcount=8
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?s=5c7da106e4775f720f0aefeedf9be54e&p=308810&postcount=8
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?s=5c7da106e4775f720f0aefeedf9be54e&p=308810&postcount=8
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?s=5c7da106e4775f720f0aefeedf9be54e&p=308810&postcount=8
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?s=5c7da106e4775f720f0aefeedf9be54e&p=308810&postcount=8


that is not String per se. Thomas Thiemann tried to bridge the gap inspired by a
senior string theorist (Hermann Nicolai). I did not think his attempted bridge
was at all hostile, though it did not get a very favorable response from string
theorists.

What I hear in the way of “squabbling” is very one-sided. String folk like Lubos
Motl giving many reasons why LQG cannot possibly be right.

I see little evidence to suggest that Loop people are wasting any effort on
squabbling or on criticizing String. Their field is undergoing rapid change and
growth, the production of papers has shot up in the past couple of years
(although still very small by comparison with more established lines of research)
and I do not imagine they have much extra time to devote to controversy.

But if you have some articles by LQG people criticising string (besides Rovelli’s
Dialog) please let us know!

9. sol
September 25, 2004

In all fairness, looking at how the history developed helps to shape the
perspective in regards to the history of strings as it unfolds.

http://xxx.lanl.gov/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/9909/9909016.pdf

For those inclined to developement a resource for continued reference to hold
the higher road to edcuational value, I would draw your attention to the
following post.

http://superstringtheory.org:8080/forum/edonline/discussion.jsp?thread=16

Regardless of the demeanor each discussion forum holds, this is an attempt to
get minds to further embrace a place that would develope the conceptions
beyond personal perspectives.

I defintiely need this spirit of cooperation to draw from.

Regards

10. ksh95
September 25, 2004

As a condensed matter theorist I have no horse in this race so I feel I can offer an
non-expert but unbiased opinion. Frankly, it seems like this whole quantum
gravty enterprise could be headed south. String Theory’s short comings are will
documented. This website being an excellent example. Loop Quantum Gravity is
facing some serious criticisms. Examples can be found in Urs’s post below or in
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0409182.

In my opinion, both camps could benefit by worrying more about getting their
own houses in order and paying less attentions to these petty squables. Funding
sources have neither infinite resources or patience. I hear there have been some

http://xxx.lanl.gov/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/9909/9909016.pdf
http://xxx.lanl.gov/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/9909/9909016.pdf
http://superstringtheory.org:8080/forum/edonline/discussion.jsp?thread=16
http://superstringtheory.org:8080/forum/edonline/discussion.jsp?thread=16
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0409182
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0409182


great advances in AIDS research these days. Similarly, nano sized complex
molecules seem poised to usher in the next era of ultra small electronic devices.
If you people aren’t careful you’ll find the technologically relevent areas of
physics moving into the engineering building, while all the high end theorists
adjust to their new offices next to the philosophers.

11. Urs Schreiber
September 23, 2004

Chris W. wrote:

The string theorists who disagree should roll up their sleeves, grit their
teeth, and demonstrate its insolubility. This would be an extremely
interesting result. Unfortunately they apparently think it’s so obviously
true as to be not worth the effort

This is not quite true. There has been some input to LQG from string theory
recently.

A while ago Edward Witten himself demonstrated that the Kodama state which
Lee Smolin is so fond of is not normalizable and hence not really a physical state
after all.

Then Hod and Dreyer and some other people became quite excited about a
numerical coincidence between quasinormal mode spectra of black holes and BH
entropy calculations in LQG. Motl and Neitzke published a paper (which is by
now TopCited 50) showing that it is indeed just a numerical coincidence. Shortly
afterwards it turned out that the entire entropy calculation in LQG was based on
a wrong assumption.

H. Nicolai emphasized that LQG people should try to apply their methods to 1+1
dimensional gravity and see if any of the well known results could be
reproduced. Shortly afterwards Thomas Thimemann did exactly that and found
that the LQG method misses all the standard results. He used the GNS
construction as well as Pohlmeyer invariants to do so.

I showed that the Pohlmeyer invariants that he used and could not quite quantize
are quantizable in the standard non-LQG-like context. A while later it turned out
that this result was already found in the 80s by Isaev, but apparently forgotten. A
few days ago Helling and Policastro demonstrated how the GNS construction
that Thiemann used leads to the ordinary non-LQG-like quantization when one
uses a continuous GNS state instead of the highly singular one used by
Thiemann, which is also used in full LQG.

There is a very simple argument that the standard LQG prescription to first solve
the spatial diffeos and then impose the Hamiltonian constraint cannot work in
principle in 1+1 dimensions. Thiemann circumvented this by including the
Hamiltonian constraint in the GNS construction. It was clear that his singular
construction has nothing to do with known physics, and indeed he admitted that
it is motivated only by the speculation that such ‘unusual quantum mechanics’
might turn out to be correct at the Planck scale.



12. Chris W.
September 22, 2004

After enduring LM’s sermon I perused some other recent sci.physics.strings
threads and found one of the most lucid and informative discussions (by Urs
Schreiber) of "background independence" in string theory that I’ve come across.
Its relevance to the topic of this post is conveyed in the following remarks:

String theory is nicely "background independent" in the first sense,
even more so than ordinary GR, for instance. Not only is the metric a
dynamical quantity, but even the number of (macroscopic) dimensions,
the coupling constant, and to a large extend the entire field (particle)
content of the theory is not a fixed ingredient of the Lagrangian but is
dynamical.

That’s the very reason why one can even consider dynamics in the
string theory "landscape". String theory is so immensely "background
independent" in the first sense of the word that it is at present very
hard to say anything about which values all these dynamical quantities
it contains actually will obtain after some evolution. The landscape
discussion is one of dealing with a theory which is highly background
free, so that you first have to solve equations of motion to even be able
to say something about the matter content of the theory. This is quite
in contrast to other approaches to quantum gravity, which are often
considered to be truly "background independent", where all the matter
content, the coupling constants, the number of dimensions is fixed by
hand.

I wonder if anyone in the string theory community would bother to articulate this
if they weren’t being pressed by the LQG’ers. By the way, I doubt that the
present inability to identify a sensible classical limit in LQG will ultimately prove
to be an insoluble problem; see hep-th/0404156. The string theorists who
disagree should roll up their sleeves, grit their teeth, and demonstrate its
insolubility. This would be an extremely interesting result. Unfortunately they
apparently think it’s so obviously true as to be not worth the effort.

13. Arun
September 22, 2004

This one by LM is another in the crusade to rid the world of LQG.

14. raj
September 22, 2004

Um, so, if there is no observable, how can the theory be–um–verified?

It strikes me that they are getting more and more into pseudo-physics

15. peng
September 21, 2004

http://groups.google.com/groups?q=g:thl3660794467d&dq=&hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&safe=off&selm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0409140346590.31300-100000%40feynman.harvard.edu&rnum=14
http://groups.google.com/groups?q=g:thl3660794467d&dq=&hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&safe=off&selm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0409140346590.31300-100000%40feynman.harvard.edu&rnum=14
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156
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http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&group=sci.physics.strings&safe=off&selm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0409212059050.4633-100000%40feynman.harvard.edu


blablabla
really good comments on problems that everyone sees.
however, not really constructive in any way.

16. Peter
September 21, 2004

Well, the “non-perturbative string theory will make everything work” line has
been used for nearly twenty years, and has been a huge success for string
theorists. I don’t think they’ll drop it anytime soon.

Witten’s most important contributions to mathematics just use QFT, not string
theory (Chern-Simons-Witten invariants of 3-manifolds, Seiberg-Witten invariants
of 4-manifolds). Much of what people think of as string theory contributions to
math are really 2d CFT, not string theory. Seems to me that if you’re just doing
CFT, you’re doing 2d QFT, not string theory. You’re only really doing string
theory if you try and sum up contributions from different genus calculations.
Some of the recent work in topological string theory does give things like
Gromov-Witten invariants for all genera simultaneously, so seems to really be
string theory.

17. dolt
September 21, 2004

I think the string theorists are entering very dangerous territory by the constant
over-selling of what string theory can or cannot do. The hype over the supposed
`Theory of Everything’ is going to backfire and be detrimental to the lay public’s
perception of what physicists do.

I contrast the claims of string theorists with QED (anomalous moment of
electron, etc), the ‘standard model of strong and electro-weak interactions’ (rho
parameter test, etc). Pretty much everone thought (and knew) they were
effective theories—hence the modest term ‘model’. Considering what constitutes
a model, much more is expected of a ‘theory’, let alone a ‘theory of everything’.

Of course, the problem is the lack of dearth of unexplainable experimental data.
So just say that strings/susy etc are one of the possible alternatives—nothing
more.

Otherwise, string theory will be viewed as mathematical theology.

The only interesting results in string theory are those that are of interest to
mathematicians. BTW, could anyone tell us how many of the new results of
interests to mathematicians are of string theory in particular, not QFT? My
understanding is that most (all?) of work of Witten of profound mathemtical
importance are really based on applications of QFT. So Witten’s work is of lasting
importance in terms of his role in progress of mathematical physics, even if
string theory does not work out; others, such as those based on ‘string
phenomenology’ and the like, I am not so sure.

18. JC



September 21, 2004

Seems like “non-perturbative” is everybody’s favorite buzzword and faint hope
whenever they have run up against a brick wall and/or ran out of good ideas to
work on in particle and/or string theory research. I wonder what they will think
up of next, when the “non-perturbative” buzzword starts to wear thin and
becomes too much like an excuse of “crying wolf”. (That is without entering into
the anthropic stupidity).



What the Bleep Do We Know?

September 27, 2004
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Film Reviews

Last night I went to see a movie which was advertised as being about quantum
physics, called “What the Bleep Do We Know?”. I was expecting something pretty
dumb, but am always interested to see what people think about quantum mechanics.
The film surpassed all expectations; it was certainly the stupidest thing I can
remember seeing in a movie theater, and that’s saying quite a lot (I see a lot of
movies…).

There was some sort of plot involving a woman photographer (played by Marlee
Matlin), who wanders around and has anxiety attacks. Interspersed with the plot were
interviews with various supposed scientists with something to say about quantum
physics, consciousness, God, etc. On the whole they were a bunch of complete flakes,
although one of them (David Albert) is a philosopher of science here at Columbia.
Evidently Albert claims he was taken advantage of, that his interview was heavily
edited to misrepresent his views.

The general idea was that since quantum mechanics supposedly says that there isn’t
one reality, but an infinite number of possibilities, one just has to be enlightened to an
awareness of this, and then you can make whatever you want happen. Somehow the
main character of the movie was learning these amazing facts about quantum physics,
and this then helps her deal with her anxiety attacks, bad body image and sex
addiction (the film really goes off the rails in a bizarre scene where she is the
photographer at a wedding party that turns into a grotesque kind of orgy).

The film has a web-site, and there is a long article in Salon explaining that the whole
thing is really the production of a cult based in the Pacific Northwest that believes
that a woman named JZ Knight is able to channel a 35,000 year old mystic named
Ramtha. She does play a large role in the movie and you can read all about her
nonsense here.

The whole thing is really moronic beyond belief. One of the scientists interviewed is
John Hagelin who, besides being part of the TM cult surrounding Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi, presidential candidate of the Natural Law Party, and “Minister of Science and
Technology of the Global Country of World Peace” is a rather prominent particle
theorist. Prominent if you go by citations that is. His 73 papers are mostly about
supersymmetric GUTs and considered quite respectable, with a total of over 5000
citations, including 641 citations for one of them alone.

Hagelin was a grad student at Harvard when I was an undergrad and I met him when
we were in the same quantum field theory class. A roommate of mine was interested
in TM and I think it was he who introduced us. I remember Hagelin wanting to
discuss how quantum field theory could explain how TM’ers were able to levitate,
something about how they did this by changing the position of the pole in the
propagator. The fact that someone who spouts such utter nonsense can get a Ph.D.
from Harvard and be one of the most widely cited authors on supersymmetric models

http://www.whatthebleep.com/
http://www.whatthebleep.com/
http://salon.com/ent/feature/2004/09/16/bleep/index.html
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http://www.ramtha.com/
http://hagelin.org/
http://hagelin.org/
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=find+a+hagelin
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=find+a+hagelin


is pretty remarkable.

Comments

1. Fabio
October 6, 2004

Of Hagelin’s thousands of citations, how many are from the Ellis/Nanopoulous et
al paper mill?

2. diggingdeeper
October 4, 2004

Hope you don’t mind me butting in, just thought you might like to see these facts
which are so far undisputed about the film.

1. In addition to the films three directors, there were actors and others involved
in the production who are long time “students” of Ramthas’ School of
enlightenment.

2. A disproportionate amount of time was given in voice and film to Ramtha, Dr.
Joe dispenza, and Miceal Ledwith.

3. Dr Joe Dispenza and Miceal Ledwith are both long time students and
“appointed teachers at Ramthas’ school of enlightenment (RSE)

4. Dr Joe Dispenza (the one who creates his day) has gone to court and testified
that his teacher (ramtha) has told him that terrible times are coming and that he
needs to protect his family. He also invested over $10,000.00 in an infamous
scam that infected RSE and was touted by Ramtha as a vehicle to gain fabulous
wealth and many of the schools membership lost substantial sums of money.
Some lost their entire life savings.
This is the person who teaches the brain science in RSE.

5.Miceal Ledwith a clergyman with a rather dubious past (see http://unison.ie
/irish_independent/stories.php3?ca=36&si=770458&issue_id=7565) is the one
chosen by the film makers to be the theological spokesman. He is also the
theologian in residence of RSE.
He also has been marketing several products within the school and its followers.
Guess that could not have been done to easily in the Catholic church.

6. The following persons in the film have all spoken at RSE and sold books there.

Fred Allen Wolf
Dr Candice Pert
Amit Gotswami
John Haglin
Joe Dispenza
Miceal Ledwith
and of course the big guy himself, Ramtha

http://unison.ie/irish_independent/stories.php3?ca=36&si=770458&issue_id=7565
http://unison.ie/irish_independent/stories.php3?ca=36&si=770458&issue_id=7565
http://unison.ie/irish_independent/stories.php3?ca=36&si=770458&issue_id=7565
http://unison.ie/irish_independent/stories.php3?ca=36&si=770458&issue_id=7565


7. One of the scientists who was in the film and had never appeared at the school
is Dr David Albert Professor and Director of Philosophical Physics at Columbia
university.
He has stated in several venues that his views were totally misrepresented in the
film. He claims that in over 5 hours of interviews he explained to the film makers
why their concept of how Quantum Physics works has virtually no support in the
scientific community.
He even called in to a radio program the director was on to discuss this and was
cut off. The host of the show said this was done because it was “negative”
so much for no good or bad, that is unless it is convienent.

8. To date, there has been no response as to where the information which lead to
the story about the indians not being able to see the ships of Columbus
originated from. There appears to be no evidence to support this claim. In
addition, the film mentioned “clipper ships” which were not even in existence at
that time. Perhaps that is why they couldn’t see them.

There were many more, but I will leave them for others. If anyone has any
information to refute any of the facts laid out here, I will be more then willing to
retract them.

They are relevant because of the deliberateness on the part of the film makers to
keep certain facts unknown (ironically, it is I making the unknown know) and
misrepresent others.

3. September 30, 2004

I am glad that someone else thought that that movie was a bunch of garbage. I
had it recommended to me by no less than three people. Everyone said that “you
have to see this movie!” So I did. It was really hard to sit through. It was the
biggest bunch of garbage that I had ever seen. Blech.

I guess the difference between me and those other people is that I actually have
some grasp on the concepts that the movie was trying to talk about. Never mind
that the movie didn’t even have a plot.

4. Peter
September 29, 2004

Hi Lubos,

For many years in the early-mid-eighties, the Maharishi was pushing N=8
supergravity as the unified field theory, I remember a colorful poster explaining
how it agreed exactly with his philosophy that many people posted on their walls.
At some point I guess he updated it to string field theory and the version you
provided a link for.

It’s true that Hagelin stopped doing physics in the mid-nineties to concentrate on
his other nonsense, but I can vouch for the fact that as early as 1978-9 he was
heavily involved in TM and thought it had a lot to do with QFT. By 1984 he had
moved to Maharishi University and started building up the physics department



there. In the late eighties I remember seeing Maharishi University preprints,
perhaps about flipped SU(5). The main weird thing about them was they were
printed on pink paper instead of white.

5. Lubo? Motl
September 29, 2004

John Hagelin was obviously a good phenomenologists. Unfortunately he’s written
no papers after 1995, see

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=find+a+hagelin&
FORMAT=WWW&SEQUENCE=

Well, people are able to undergo various transformations.

I want to mention another point – Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. Right after the Velvet
Revolution in 1989 (the collapse of the Czechoslovak communism), many new
spiritual and other directions were trying to find their ways to the new free
countries.

A group of 3 Indian people claiming to be direct disciples of Maharishi Mahesh-
Yogi visited our high school. They were spreading their methods of meditation –
but that was not the main thing that impressed me. They were showing us the
pictures of the waves converging to a point – a meditation trick – and this picture
had a caption explaining that “the unified field theory has already been found”. I
was really impressed – and although it sounded totally crazy, the “Einsteinian
language” that their brochures were using had nearly convinced me that they
really know something about fundamental physics. 

It evaporated in a couple of weeks…

The web makes all such things available today, so I can give you a Google link to
a page about Maharishis’ unified field theory,

http://www.worldpeaceendowment.org/invincibility/invincibility6.html

6. Alejandro Rivero
September 29, 2004

Sol. you refer to the offspring of hep-ph/9803315. It was an interesting idea
aiming to solve the hierachy problem, as announced.

On the other hand, one finds 3+1, or more concretely inverse square law, to be
mathematically peculiar when it refers to gravity, ie when mass is the source of
the force. Check my single page unpublishable http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero
/research/simple.pdf

7. JC
September 29, 2004

Peter,
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It was amusing when John Hagelin tried to run for US president representing the
“Natural Law” party during the 1990’s. A lot of the propaganda from them was
hilarious, especially whenever candidates attempted to hold public speeches and
performing demonstrations of “yogic flying”.

If I didn’t know any better, I would have thought it was something straight out of
a “Cheech and Chong” movie.

8. sol
September 28, 2004

Opinions on:

Short Range Tests of Newton’s Inverse-Square Law

Gia Dvali

Nima Arkani-Hamed

Sava Dimopoulos

9. Peter
September 28, 2004

Hi Matt,

No, that wasn’t intended specifically as an attack on supersymmetric models; the
fact that Hagelin worked on them isn’t an argument for or against them. And
while I don’t think supersymmetric GUTs are anywhere near as promising as
many people seem to think, they are a much saner idea than many that dominate
research these days (take the Landscape, please…).

But whenever one is dealing with highly speculative ideas that have no
connection with experiment, there’s a danger of becoming delusional and
thinking that you’re doing real science when you’re not. People tend to believe
that the fact that a certain kind of research is pursued by sizable numbers of
people with very good credentials is enough to mean it must be good research. I
think it’s a good idea for people to consider the example of Hagelin: he’s
completely delusional and has zero common sense, but able to function at a high
level in the particle theory community. One should take seriously the danger that
he’s not the only one deluding himself.

10. sd
September 28, 2004

Matt, what is so nutty about Serge Lang’s ideas about HIV and AIDS? He points
out that Gallo et al anounced that AIDS is caused by HIV at a press conference,
without there being a single paper published in a scientific journal substantiating
this. Isn’t Lang’s viewpoint in line with the sort of criticism that string theory
receives at this web site?

11. Matt



September 28, 2004

Is that last line — “The fact that someone who spouts such utter nonsense can
get a Ph.D. from Harvard and be one of the most widely cited authors on
supersymmetric models is pretty remarkable” — some sort of strange attack on
SUSY models? Isn’t that a bit like attacking algebra because of Serge Lang’s
nutty ideas about HIV and AIDS?

Hagelin might be crazy, but some of those papers are co-written by John Ellis and
other respectable people. I’m not personally familiar with any of Hagelin’s work
but I’m sure there’s some good physics in there.

12. sol
September 28, 2004

It took a while, but the comparison finally came through on the association of
strings, as a quantum mechanical perspective, and the relationship to that
movie.

From my perspective, once you had identtified Smolin’s position( I gave this in
previous post[Posted by sol at September 25, 2004 04:18 PM] ), then you
would know he holds Einsteins, in relation to the Solvay meetings, and strings
have modified what Bohr and Schrodinger were doing in developing QM.

Yet, the battle still ranges, and we now know where we can class the distinctions
of LQG and String theorists?

13. Alejandro Rivero
September 28, 2004

“Extreme quantum mechanics” could be the name of the speciality of SF writer
(and physicist) Greg Egan. I suggest to read him if you want to know how QM is
perceived in the SF community.

14. sol
September 28, 2004

Peter,

It took a while, but the comparison finally came through on the association of
strings, as a quantum mechanical perspective, and the relationship to that
movie.

It’s okay to be cynical:)

I mean listen, you have very reputable individuals who believe in validation, as
experimental proof. Who believe, in all kinds of things(God maybe?). That would
be, very hard to quantify:)

Yet, they just do.

15. Cosma



September 27, 2004

I’ve not seen the movie, and don’t intend to, but David Albert’s book on Quantum
Mechanics and Experience is one of the best things I’ve read on the
interpretation of QM. If he says he’s being misrepresented, I quite believe him.



2004 Nobel Prizes in Physics

September 29, 2004
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Uncategorized

No, they haven’t announced the Nobel prizes yet this year. The announcement of the
physics prize is scheduled for mid-day (Stockholm time) next Tuesday. I have zero
inside information about who is likely to get the prize this year, but in particle theory
there is one obvious choice: Gross, Wilczek and Politzer for asymptotic freedom.

The discovery of the asymptotic freedom of Yang-Mills theory led very quickly to the
realization that QCD was the right theory of the strong interactions, and this was
what really completed the Standard Model. It is one of the most important discoveries
of 20th century science. The calculation of the Yang-Mills beta function was
completed about the same time by David Politzer (a student of Sidney Coleman’s at
Harvard) and David Gross working with his student Frank Wilczek at Princeton. Gross
was actually trying to complete a proof that all QFTs had bad ultraviolet behavior; he
still was suffering from the pre-QCD prejudice that the strong interactions could
never be understood via QFT, that one needed instead to do S-matrix theory or string
theory or something other than QFT.

I’ve always been surprised that a Nobel hasn’t yet been awarded for this discovery.
The only reasons I can think of are political ones:

1. Evidently ‘t Hooft had done the beta function calculation earlier, but hadn’t realized
how significant it was or written it up. He certainly didn’t work out the experimental
implications for deep inelastic scattering, which was what Gross, Politzer and Wilczek
did. Unlike ‘t Hooft, they immediately realized the significance of the result. So the
Nobel committee might have felt it that it would be unfair not to make an award to ‘t
Hooft. But ‘t Hooft did receive the prize a few years back for his work on
renormalization of Yang-Mills theory, so this reason should no longer hold.

2. David Politzer was made a tenured professor at Caltech at a very early point in his
career, but hasn’t done much since then. Some people might not be so happy about
awarding him the prize.

3. There certainly are some people in the particle physics community who weren’t
personally fans of David Gross. I remember many years ago a lunch with one
European physicist who claimed to be involved in the Nobel decision process, at
which he vividly claimed that “David Gross will get a Nobel prize over my dead
body!”. He’s dead now, so at least he’s no longer an obstruction.

Anyway, Gross-Politzer-Wilczek is my bet for next Tuesday.

Comments

1. praveen kumar jha
October 13, 2004

http://nobelprize.org/nobel/nobel-foundation/press/2004/press-prize04.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel/nobel-foundation/press/2004/press-prize04.html


nobel

2. Sanjay
October 6, 2004

And you’re bang on (the winners were announced yesterday). The reasons you
cite – especially 1, and probably 2, are the right ones…

3. D R Lunsford
October 5, 2004

It’s a lot more fun when school is over 

4. geoff
October 5, 2004

Physics is fun!

5. D R Lunsford
October 5, 2004

Kinda like when Paul Newman got the Oscar (finally) for “The Color of Money”.
Well done Peter 

6. Thomas Larsson
October 5, 2004

Congratulations, Peter, you were right!

Press Release: The 2004 Nobel Prize in Physics
5 October 2004

The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences has decided to award the Nobel Prize in
Physics for 2004 “for the discovery of asymptotic freedom in the theory of the
strong interaction” jointly to

David J. Gross
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara,
USA,

H. David Politzer
California Institute of Technology (Caltech), Pasadena, USA, and

Frank Wilczek
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, USA.

A ‘colourful’ discovery in the world of quarks
What are the smallest building blocks in Nature? How do these particles build up
everything we see around us? What forces act in Nature and how do they
actually function?

This year’s Nobel Prize in Physics deals with these fundamental questions,



problems that occupied physicists throughout the 20th century and still
challenge both theoreticians and experimentalists working at the major particle
accelerators.

David Gross, David Politzer and Frank Wilczek have made an important
theoretical discovery concerning the strong force, or the ‘colour force’ as it is
also called. The strong force is the one that is dominant in the atomic nucleus,
acting between the quarks inside the proton and the neutron. What this year’s
Laureates discovered was something that, at first sight, seemed completely
contradictory. The interpretation of their mathematical result was that the closer
the quarks are to each other, the weaker is the ‘colour charge’. When the quarks
are really close to each other, the force is so weak that they behave almost as
free particles. This phenomenon is called ?asymptotic freedom?. The converse is
true when the quarks move apart: the force becomes stronger when the distance
increases. This property may be compared to a rubber band. The more the band
is stretched, the stronger the force.

This discovery was expressed in 1973 in an elegant mathematical framework
that led to a completely new theory, Quantum ChromoDynamics, QCD. This
theory was an important contribution to the Standard Model, the theory that
describes all physics connected with the electromagnetic force (which acts
between charged particles), the weak force (which is important for the sun’s
energy production) and the strong force (which acts between quarks). With the
aid of QCD physicists can at last explain why quarks only behave as free
particles at extremely high energies. In the proton and the neutron they always
occur in triplets.

Thanks to their discovery, David Gross, David Politzer and Frank Wilczek have
brought physics one step closer to fulfilling a grand dream, to formulate a unified
theory comprising gravity as well ? a theory for everything.

Read more about this year’s prize
Information for the Public
Advanced Information (pdf)
Links and Further Reading

David J. Gross, born 1941 (aged 63) in Washington DC, USA (American citizen).
Doctor’s degree in physics in 1966 at the University of California, Berkeley.
Professor at the Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics at the University of
California, Santa Barbara, USA.

H. David Politzer, (American citizen). Doctor’s degree in physics in 1974 at
Harvard University. Professor at the Department of Physics, California Institute
of Technology (Caltech), Pasadena CA, USA.

Frank Wilczek, born 1951 (aged 53) in Queens, New York, USA (American
citizen). Doctor’s degree in physics in 1974 at Princeton University. Professor at
the Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
Cambridge MA, USA.

Prize amount: SEK 10 million, will be shared equally among the Laureates.



7. Dirac Beckenboll
October 4, 2004

In my personal view,the Nobel Physics Prize for this year should be given to the
scientists who work in the field of String Theory and the Yang Mill’s Theory due
to the significent effect by them to the theoritical Physics.But however ,I would
also like to say that nowadays there are really no quite exiting news in those
fields,then why don’t we change our previous thought of the candidate and focus
on some old famous scientists?
I mean probably we may award ChenNing Yang and Mills for their proficient
work in the Gauge Field Theory.Why not?

8. atrel
October 2, 2004

Lubos Motl said:

“I just don’t understand how can you give a Nobel prize for testing an accepted
theory a little bit further. I think that Nobel prizes can only be given for new
discoveries, and this example is precisely a textbook example of having no new
discoveries.”

Understand or not…

Quote from

http://nobelprize.org/physics/laureates/1993/press.html

“Here a new, revolutionary “space laboratory” has been obtained for testing
Einstein’s general theory of relativity and alternative theories of gravity. So far,
Einstein’s theory has passed the tests with flying colours. Of particular interest
has been the possibility of verifying with great precision the theory’s prediction
that the system should lose energy by emitting gravitational waves in about the
same way that a system of moving electrical charges emits electromagnetic
waves.”

I think prizes *should* be given to people who find cool ways to test theories
beyond the regimes that were reachable before, whether the theories pass the
test or not. This is a way to encourage experimentalists to think hard about new
ways to push the limits, whether some theorists think it is worth it or not (didn’t
Pauli think measuring g was useless?)

9. sol
October 2, 2004

Some are behind the times here and in this article 2002, what is realized in
2004? The Perimeter institue and Smolin are well on top of the issue from a Glast
perspective?

Test of the Quantenteleportation
over long distances in the duct system of Vienna

http://nobelprize.org/physics/laureates/1993/press.html
http://nobelprize.org/physics/laureates/1993/press.html


Working group
Quantity of experiment and the Foundations OF Physics
Professor Anton Zeilinger

Quantum physics questions the classical physical conception of the world and
also the everyday life understanding, which is based on our experiences, in
principle. In addition, the experimental results lead to new future technologies,
which a revolutionizing of communication and computer technologies, how we
know them, promise.

In order to exhaust this technical innovation potential, the project
“Quantenteleportation was brought over long distances” in a co-operation
between WKA and the working group by Professor Anton Zeilinger into being. In
this experiment photons in the duct system “are teleportiert” of Vienna, i.e.
transferred, the characteristics of a photon to another, removed far. First results
are to be expected in the late summer 2002.

http://www.quantum.at/Kanal/

10. Lubos Motl
October 1, 2004

Dear Michael,

yes, I was referring to rather specific experiments of Zeilinger et al. – some of
them studied entanglement at distances of order kilometers.

Well, you may say, together with some other physicists, that quantum mechanics
could fail at distances of order kilometers. We think that it cannot. Well, physics
has the virtue of having experiments. The experiments have been done, and you
have been proved wrong. 

I hope that this unsuccessful prediction of yours should at least reduce your self-
confidence in claiming that amazing violations of quantum mechanics could be
observed at distances of order 100 kilometers!

But more generally, I just don’t understand how can you give a Nobel prize for
testing an accepted theory a little bit further. I think that Nobel prizes can only
be given for new discoveries, and this example is precisely a textbook example of
having no new discoveries.

I also absolutely disagree with your statement that there are principles (you even
say “a lot of principles”) of quantum mechanics that have not been tested. What
do you exactly mean? Quantum mechanics was *created* through experiments.
When quantum mechanics was developed, even the most obvious conceptual
steps in the theory were only done once the experiments showed that it was
necessary. The statements called “principles of quantum mechanics” have been
experimentally tested before the end of the 1920s. I just don’t know what exactly
you want to test today.

There is no known theory that could explain the observed experiments in a

http://www.quantum.at/Kanal/
http://www.quantum.at/Kanal/


consistent framework but that would violate a principle of quantum mechanics –
and we can more or less show that such a theory can’t exist.

Best
Lubos

11. Michael Nielsen
October 1, 2004

“Come on, Michael, there was just no way how quantum mechanics could
conceivably break down at distances of order one mile.”

I’m not sure what you’re referring to, here. Why did you pick “one mile”? Are you
referring to a specific experiment? Or is this a general statement, that quantum
mechanics can’t possibly be wrong on everyday scales?

Certainly, I think Zeilinger’s done a lot of great work checking quantum
mechanics in various regimes where it has never been tested before.
Macroscopic superpositions of semiclassical states and controlled entanglement
have only very recently been observed, and Zeilinger’s been at the forefront of
that effort.

If you’re saying that there’s no way quantum mechanics could fail at distances
on typical macroscopic scales, well, I disagree, and so do many other physicists.
There are, quite simply, a lot of basic principles in quantum mechanics that have
never been checked, or have been inadequately checked.

“The value of Zeilinger’s experiments is purely pedagogical, everyone around
agrees with that, ”

I’m not sure who “everyone around” is, but I suspect only a tiny fraction of
physicists would agree. Certainly, people I know within AMO physics – one of the
largest subcommunities of physics – generally seem to feel that Zeilinger’s work
is important.

12. Lubos Motl
October 1, 2004

Come on, Michael, there was just no way how quantum mechanics could
conceivably break down at distances of order one mile.

Your approach “Zeilinger did not prove that QM works the way it does, it is just
consistent” explicitly shows that you would be willing to spend new money to
make similar experiments where the separation is 10 miles, 100 miles, and so
forth.

This would be a complete waste of the money, and it is not really true that these
experiments would be probing a new regime. QED certainly works at distances
of order miles.

The value of Zeilinger’s experiments is purely pedagogical, everyone around



agrees with that, and the Nobel prize committees is not a bunch of lame
journalists that could be fooled and confuse a funny experiment with a new
discovery.

13. Fabien Besnard
October 1, 2004

Dolt : Alain Connes has a web site where you can find his latest papers :
http://www.alainconnes.org/
John Baez speaks of some recent math papers from time to time on his web page.

On the whole I think Peter is right about the ‘math style’ but this is rapidly
changing, I think mainly because of the increasing pressure to publish
impressive number of papers.

14. Michael Nielsen
September 30, 2004

Lubos Motl: “Well, the website also suggests that Anton Zeilinger could be a
conceivable candidate. His experiments are cute even though their value is
purely pedagogical – they proved that quantum mechanics works the way that
everyone well-informed has already understood in the late 1920s.”

No, those experiments proved that the real world works in a way consistent with
a theory that’s been known since the 1920s. This is a huge difference, especially
since many of those experiments checked that theory in a regime that’s never
before been probed experibmentally.

15. dolt
September 30, 2004

Peter,

Thank you very much for explaining the difference in the way mathematics and
physics is done. I had not appreciated the significant difference in style.

Well, I will have to rely on the various mathematical awards to get a sense of
what the community thinks the important papers have been
in mathematics.

MathScinet, as you said, needs institutional subscription. Too bad the
mathematicians do not maintain their own webpages and post their papers!
Some do (perhaps the younger ones), but most don’t.

16. Lubos Motl
September 30, 2004

Hey Sol,

could I ask you to try to express at least one your ideas in a different way? I did
not understand the meaning of a single sentence in your text. Who are those who
“look at quantum mechanics”? Which viewpoint is outdated? Which Feynman’s

http://www.alainconnes.org/
http://www.alainconnes.org/


toy model are you talking about? What is the difference between your “new era”
and the “old era”? Why is it related to all the previous questions?

Which “refinements of refined GLAST perceptions” are you talking about? Why
do you think that this offers an insight to GR if it would contradict GR? Why do
you think that these questions are related to string theory, and what do you mean
by the “right” string theory?

Thanks,
Lubos

17. sol
September 30, 2004

If you noticed, Lubos constanty refers to the outdated viewsto those who look at
quantum mechanical discriptions, even though there is a nice trail has been set
up in Feynmen’s toy model.

I think he is nicely trying to nudge people out of the “ancient views,” to a more
modern acceptance of quantum mechanical posturing, so that maybe the “new
era,” could have accepted other possibilties.

Maybe refinements in Glast gamma ray perceptions to have refined it to a much
more deeper connection with GR?

I’m only speculating of course as to the “right” string theory:)

Maybe a NObel prize in this?

18. Peter
September 30, 2004

The main reason there haven’t been many Nobel prizes in relativity is that there
aren’t a lot of unexpected experimental results. Pretty much all the experimental
results agree with the GR prediction. About the only real non-GR prediction
about gravity is Hawking radiation, but Hawking is unlikely to get a Nobel for
this unless a radiating black hole is discovered.

The 1993 Nobel to Hulse and Taylor for measuring the effects of gravitational
radiation on binary pulsars is one example of a relativity Nobel. Another example
would be the 1978 Nobel for observing the CMB given to Penzias and Wilson.

Actually, another good bet for the Nobel prize this year would probably be for a
prize for the WMAP experiment.

19. Peter
September 30, 2004

The culture in mathematics about preprints and papers is somewhat different
than in physics. You can think of physics as being more “journalistic”, with the
emphasis being on getting something out there about the latest, hottest topic, in
a form that as many people as possible can read, without overly worrying about



whether it is completely correct.

Mathematicians are much more obsessed with writing something that is
precisely correct; they often feel that they are writing for the ages, not just for
the current fashion. The numbers of people working on any given topic is quite
different in math and particle theory. Most mathematicians are working on
problems that only a handful of other people around the world can understand
the significance of, whereas for the latest fashionable theoretical physics topic
there are hundreds if not thousands of researchers interested in following what
is being done.

So mathematicians tend to be less interested in getting their work out quickly
and having it widely distributed on the arxiv. This is changing as more and more
of them see the advantages of this, but there still is a sizable part of the
literature that doesn’t show up on the arxiv (unlike the situation in particle
theory). There isn’t another large parallel preprint system, although the
“MathSciNet” on-line version of Mathematical Reviews run by the AMS has very
complete information about what papers are out there. But often you do need
access to a library, or an affiliation with an insitution that is paying for electronic
access rights to get to see papers.

Trying to put together a list of the most important papers in a wide variety of
fields would be valuable, but it’s very hard. To do this well you really would need
a very wide range of expertise and spend some serious time looking into
different fields and talking to the experts. Someone should do this, but I don’t
think I’m up for it. And of course the people whose papers you put on the list
would be mildly pleased, but think it their due, while those you didn’t put on the
list would often become lifetime enemies.

20. dolt
September 30, 2004

Peter,

Here is a suggestion:

How about posting a list of important papers ( in your opinion, or the experts) in
mathematics and physics (as many subfields!) every year, say in December?
Since you are in the math department, you have a rare opportunity of
sharing the progress in mathematics with us physicists. Of course, your post on
Perelman is an excellent example.

BTW, I seem to find that mathematicians have not embraced the arxiv the way
particle physicists have. Is that true? To someone outside academia, it is hard to
get access to mathematical journals.
Or is there an alternate site where the papers are posted?

dolt

21. D R Lunsford
September 30, 2004



If not what Peter said, then I would think someone in materials research,
magnetic or solid state. The development of disk technology has changed the
world. (Last year was superconductors.)

22. Thomas Larsson
September 30, 2004

I’d vote for Belavin-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov, for the application of conformal
field theory to 2D critical phenomena. 2D statphys is admittedly not the most
important part of physics; e.g., it is of less physical importance than 3D statphys.
Nevertheless, this is the only major theoretical discovery after 1980 which is also
real, experimentally confirmed physics.

I will not make any bets, though. I have expected that BPZ would win the Prize
for more than ten years, but it never happens.

23. serenus zeitblom
September 30, 2004

Politzer “hasn’t done much”?! Well, I think all of us here would be delighted to
have done so little!
By the way, re his famous work, what is impressive is not just that he has a paper
that has been cited over 2000 times — what is even more impressive is that he
*wrote it by himself*. Nowadays, when hardly anyone seems to be able to think
for himself, that is really impressive.

24. Matt
September 29, 2004

other candidates for a QCD-like Nobel prize are usually out of the game (‘t Hooft
and Gell-Mann have already received one) – perhaps except for Bjorken.

How about Nambu? (I would love to see Bjorken get the prize, though.)

25. D R Lunsford
September 29, 2004

Good point _______.

I’d like to call you something other than _______, but you are too paranoid to be a
person in this place of persons.

(WHY are people so afraid to use their names?)

26. Lubos Motl
September 29, 2004

David Gross was only added to the main “stock market” on a German Nobel prize
toy website 2 days ago, but he immediately sold $50,000 of his stocks and is
normally traded right now.

http://www.nobelpreisboerse.de/stocks.aspx?stc=1

http://www.nobelpreisboerse.de/stocks.aspx?stc=1
http://www.nobelpreisboerse.de/stocks.aspx?stc=1


You can buy the stocks of Gross and Wilczek! I think that they are much cheaper
than the real value.  Gross, Wilczek, and probably Politzer is both my wish as
well as my bet for Tuesday – but the probability that a particular bet works out is
always smaller than 50%, I would say.

But it has already been 5 years from ‘t Hooft and Veltman; other candidates for a
QCD-like Nobel prize are usually out of the game (‘t Hooft and Gell-Mann have
already received one) – perhaps except for Bjorken.

Well, the website also suggests that Anton Zeilinger could be a conceivable
candidate. His experiments are cute even though their value is purely
pedagogical – they proved that quantum mechanics works the way that everyone
well-informed has already understood in the late 1920s.

If a member of the Nobel prize committee reads this posting, they should know
that the question whether David Politzer is included or not is probably secondary,
and should not change the decision that Gross and Wilczek should be awarded
this time.

27. Anon
September 29, 2004

Any thoughts on why the entire field of Relativity
has been short shrifted by the Nobel committees –
from forever?

Is it true that Chandrasekhar received the only
Nobel for (an application of) Relativity?



Some History

September 30, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s an interesting new preprint by the historian of mathematics Erhard Scholz
about the early history of the use of representation theory in quantum mechanics.
Immediately after the beginnings of quantum mechanics in 1925, several people
started to realize that the representation theory of the symmetric and rotation groups
was a very powerful tool for getting at some of the implications of quantum
mechanics for atomic spectra. One of the main figures in this was Eugene Wigner,
who was trained as a chemical engineer, but worked on this topic with his fellow
Hungarian, the well-known mathematician von Neumann.

Equally important was the role of the mathematician Hermann Weyl, who in 1925 had
just completed his main work on the representation theory of compact groups,
perhaps the most important mathematical work in a very illustrious career. Weyl was
in close communication both with the group at Gottingen (Heisenberg, Born, Jordan)
who were developing matrix mechanics, as well as Schrodinger who was working on
wave mechanics. Weyl and Schrodinger both were professors in Zurich and knew
each other well (Schrodinger’s first paper on quantum mechanics thanks Weyl for
explaining to him some of the general properties of equations such as the
Schrodinger equation). In 1927/8 Weyl gave a course on quantum mechanics and
representation theory, which became the basis of his extremely influential book “The
Theory of Groups and Quantum Mechanics”, first published in 1928.

Scholz has also posted another preprint about Weyl’s work, one that focuses on how
his conception of the relation between matter and geometry evolved from 1915 to
1930. Weyl worked on general relativity and wrote an influential book about it (Space-
Time-Matter, 1918). At that time he, Einstein and others believed that matter could
somehow be described by a unified theory expressed in terms of some generalization
of Riemannian geometry. Perhaps particles were some specific singularities or special
solutions to the non-linear equations for the metric. The advent of quantum
mechanics convinced Weyl (unlike Einstein), that this was a misguided notion, that
matter should be described by a complex wave function. The right mathematics was
not the geometry of a metric, but (in modern language) the geometry of gauge fields
and of sections of a vector bundle with connection. The close connection between the
basic ideas of representation theory and of quantum mechanics was quite clear to
him, so, unlike Einstein, he enthusiastically adopted the new point of view of quantum
physics.

One part of the close connection between Weyl and the history of quantum mechanics
isn’t mentioned by Scholz. Weyl was not only a close friend of Schrodinger’s, he was
Schrodinger’s wife’s lover. Schrodinger didn’t believe much in monogamy; it’s a well-
known story that he discovered the Schrodinger equation while on holiday in the
mountains with a girlfriend.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.HO/0409571
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.HO/0409571
http://www.math.uni-wuppertal.de/~scholz
http://www.math.uni-wuppertal.de/~scholz
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.HO/0409576
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.HO/0409576


Comments

1. Lubos Motl
October 3, 2004

The page

http://www.physics.umd.edu/robot/wigner.html

contains a lot of other interesting stuff – history, pictures etc. – about Wigner as
collected by Y.S. Kim, the famous guy with the robot who announces the
conferences. 

2. Chris Oakley
October 1, 2004

would you care to share a recommendation?

I would have to check. I certainly do not remember any 20 years ago, although
Schiff chapter 7 goes some distance along this path.

3. October 1, 2004

1. The theory of continuous groups and their unitary representations ought to be
taught in undergraduate physics courses. It is not that hard and plays an
absolutely crucial role in quantum mechanics. For example, the connection
between angular momentum in quantum mechanics and the rotation group is
more important than the connection with classical angular momentum and yet,
in the course I was on, at least, the former was hardly mentioned.

Chris,

Are there any undergraduate level texts available? If so, would you care to share
a recommendation?

4. Lubos Motl
October 1, 2004

Dear Thomas,

I mostly agree with the statement about the evidence supporting QM and special
relativity – although if I were describing these questions, I would probably
separate these two things. (Also, I would use a less mathematical language.)

We have a lot of evidence in favor of special relativity, including classical physics
(which has no unitary representations), and a lot of evidence for quantum
mechanics (in the nonrelativistic regime). Well, if we unify these two structures,
we must introduce these unitary representations of the Poincare group, and this
is what quantum field theory dictates. Well, we have a lot of evidence for
quantum field theory, that goes beyond special relativity and quantum mechanics
separately, too.

http://www.physics.umd.edu/robot/wigner.html
http://www.physics.umd.edu/robot/wigner.html


I am not sure what (nontrivial) is meant by the unitary representations of the
diffeomoprhism group in the second part of the text. If we require the
representations to be unitary, it’s because we want to get positive squared norms
(positive – and conserved – probabilities) – which is a condition for *physical*
states. However, physical states also need to be gauge invariant, and therefore
they always form many copies of the trivial, singlet representation of the gauge
group – at least of the part of the gauge group that is close to the identity (the
part that is connected with the identity, and described by a normalizable wave).

On the other hand, if you consider unphysical states in a formalism “before” you
impose the physical constraints, there is no reason for the representations to be
unitary. Indeed, the Hilbert spaces including the unphysical states are typically
non-unitary representations of various algebras. For example, consider QED with
all the time-like and longitudinal polarizations of a photon.

All the best
Lubos

5. Thomas Larsson
October 1, 2004

2. The fact that “fundamental” particles/fields look a lot like the vectors of
unitary irreducible representations of the Poincare group is an excellent
endorsement for our theories of special relativity and quantum mechanics.
Indeed, one seems to require little more than this representation theory to build
up the whole of QFT.

This is indeed my understanding as well. This is my point in a post which I just
sent to sps – let’s see if LM accepts it. Anyway, I’m rather proud of the punchline:

At the most basic level, a quantum theory is defined by a Hilbert space and a
unitary time evolution. If the theory has some symmetries, they must be realized
as unitary operators acting on this Hilbert space as well. If time translation is
included among the symmetries, which is the case for the Poincare algebra (and
more subtly for diffeomorphisms), requiring a unitary representation of the
symmetry algebra seems to be enough for consistency.

From this viewpoint, there is a 1-1 correspondence between general-covariant
quantum theories (GCQT) and unitary representations of the diffeomorphism
group on a conventional Hilbert space. Namely, if we have a GCQT, its Hilbert
space carries a unitary rep of the diffeomorphism group. And if we have a
unitary rep of the diffeomorphism group, the Hilbert space on which it acts can
be interpreted as the Hilbert space of some GCQT. Since all unitary quantum
irreps of the diffeomorphism group are anomalous, apart from the trivial one, all
interesting GCQTs carry anomalous reps of the diffeomorphism group. So rather
than being inconsistent, the second type of gauge anomaly is in fact a necessary
condition for non-trivial consistency.

6. Chris Oakley
October 1, 2004



Two comments:

1. The theory of continuous groups and their unitary representations ought to be
taught in undergraduate physics courses. It is not that hard and plays an
absolutely crucial role in quantum mechanics. For example, the connection
between angular momentum in quantum mechanics and the rotation group is
more important than the connection with classical angular momentum and yet,
in the course I was on, at least, the former was hardly mentioned.

2. The fact that “fundamental” particles/fields look a lot like the vectors of
unitary irreducible representations of the Poincare group is an excellent
endorsement for our theories of special relativity and quantum mechanics.
Indeed, one seems to require little more than this representation theory to build
up the whole of QFT.

7. sol
October 1, 2004

Thanks Peter,

This is the kind of history that is important for my understanding.

Unfortunately, speaking to Lubos from another article does not make it possible
to speak to him about “ancient views” and new perspectives?

So history here, as you have shown and leading to today perspectives on gamma
ray detection?

Photons and Smolins position, versus, strings. Photon and Graviton intersection?
If spacetime is vibrating…….then…….

Just a thought.

Some of us are not so lucky to have the proper insights at the Time of our
questions?:)

http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2004/lec_notes/Quigg/default.htm

8. D R Lunsford
September 30, 2004

Weyl and Klein are my absolute heroes among the mathematicians.

I don’t think it is quite right to say Weyl regarded “pure infinitesimal geometry”
as “misguided”. He was, I think astonished that it didn’t work out as he originally
thought – and it must have been on his mind all the time, because when the time
came for the idea to reemerge in a new context (gauge theory), he was
immediately on it. The idea behind PIG is after all incredibly simple – completely
localizing the metric. How can it be that the simpler and more natural idea fails?
I wish he were alive to see how his idea succeeds in the most remarkable way
possible, by bringing matter into full equality with space and time, just as he
wished.

http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2004/lec_notes/Quigg/default.htm
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2004/lec_notes/Quigg/default.htm


When I was a student, my advisor said “Read Weyl. He writes for smart people.”
It was the best advice I ever got. Not only are the results intrinsically interesting,
one has the feeling on reading Weyl that a great adventure is underway – that
the author is not out to pound his vision into your consciousness, but to
illuminate the world and its beauties. If only this spirit had become the
consensus, instead of the self-indulgent formalism of Bourbaki.



Whatever

October 1, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Over at sci.physics.strings there’s the scary sight of Lubos Motl agreeing with me in a
posting about “Stringy Naturalness”. Well, maybe he isn’t directly saying he agrees
with me, but “It would be too difficult for me to pretend that I disagree with these
Woit’s remarks” is pretty close. Lubos is criticizing the new sort of “naturalness”
critierion advocated by Miichael Douglas in a preprint reviewing his recent work on
the “Landscape”. By this criterion a low energy effective QFT is more “natural” when
there are more supposed string theory vacua that have this low energy limit. As
Lubos points out, the danger with this criterion is that it tends to lead you to the
conclusion that the most “natural” effective field theory is the one that is least likely
to be able to predict anything new.

The posting immediately before Lubos’s is from Michael Douglas himself, responding
to an earlier thread. In it he explains the goal of his work as follows. He wants to
estimate N_SM, the number of vacua consistent with the observed known Standard
Model behavior, then

“Based on this information, we can decide whether we should continue the search for
the right vacuum directly (appropriate if N_SM <= a few), look for additional
principles to cut down the number (if N_SM is large), or give up and start making
anthropic arguments or whatever (if N_SM is ridiculously large)." The posting
immediately before Douglas’s asks for “what would cause string theory to become
nonviable and abandoned”, but hasn’t gotten any responses. An obvious response
would be that if it becomes clear that string theory has so many consistent vacua that
it can’t ever predict anything, the theory would have to be abandoned. Neither
Douglas nor others working on the Landscape seem willing to mention this possibility
in public, the closest he gets is the line about having to “give up and start making
anthropic arguments or whatever”.

Comments

1. Fabien Besnard
October 7, 2004

>This behavior of a perturbation series isn’t mysterious

Well, at least it is to me. But I admit I haven’t been studying this problem in
details. I guess this has something to do with what Connes and Kreimer are
doing.

2. Peter
October 7, 2004

Presumably the perturbation series for QED is divergent but asymptotic. This

http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&group=sci.physics.strings
http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&group=sci.physics.strings
http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&group=sci.physics.strings&selm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0409302028590.21151-100000%40feynman.harvard.edu
http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&group=sci.physics.strings&selm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0409302028590.21151-100000%40feynman.harvard.edu
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0409207
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0409207
http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&threadm=edd7c2f0.0409301316.27a441f9-100000%40posting.google.com&prev=/groups%3Fhl%3Den%26lr%3D%26ie%3DUTF-8%26group%3Dsci.physics.strings
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means that, while you can’t get an exact result at finite coupling by summing the
whole series, if you take the first few terms of the series you get something
which approximates the exact result more and more accurately as you take the
coupling to zero. This behavior of a perturbation series isn’t mysterious. The
exact result is not analytic at the point you are trying to expand about (zero), so
the power series expansion doesn’t converge. You see the same thing in simple
QM examples with the quartic potential.

In QED, for small coupling, the perturbation series gives quite accurate results
for most everything you want to calculate. People doing string theory like to
believe that perturbative string theory is a good asymptotic expansion for some
quantitities (e.g. giving a graviton and reproducing GR at low energies), but not
others (e.g. they would like to believe that it fails to describe the vacuum state).
As far as I have ever been able to tell, this is purely a matter of wishful thinking
and string theorists are promoting perturbative string theory when it gives them
what they want, ignoring it when it gives them something they don’t want.

3. Fabien Besnard
October 7, 2004

>More accurately, one can show that the terms in >the perturbation series for
QED are finite and >well-defined at all loops

But the series does not converge, does it ?
It is still a wonder to me how the first few terms of a divergent series can give
the right experimental results to 16 decimal places or something like that. Could
it be that the perturbation series is not really self-consistent and would be made
so only by including quantum gravity effects ?

4. Peter
October 6, 2004

More accurately, one can show that the terms in the perturbation series for QED
are finite and well-defined at all loops, for superstring theory this has only been
shown up to two loops, although people hope it is true for all loops.

Non perturbatively, you can rigorously define QED with an ultraviolet cutoff (e.g.
the lattice), but the evidence is that when you take the continuum limit, the
renormalized charge goes to zero, and you end up with a non-interacting theory.
This doesn’t happen for QCD (related to why Gross-Politzer-Wilczek got a Nobel
prize this week). QCD can be perfectly rigorously defined with a cutoff, and all
evidence is that you get exactly the physics you expect when you remove the
cutoff (although there is no rigorous proof of this).

Non-perturbatively, no one has even a good conjecture about what the definition
of non-perturbative superstring theory or M-theory is. It’s a very different
situation than QFT, not only can’t you prove anything, you don’t even know what
it is you would like to prove.

5. mitch p.
October 6, 2004



It’s my impression that perturbative QED and perturbative string theory are
about equally well-formed mathematically – they both exist as formal series but
there’s no proof of convergence. But I’m not sure how the dualities, branes, “11-
dimensional limit”, etc., rate.

6. Peter
October 6, 2004

The definition of M-theory is not “a little vague”, it is non-existent. “Something
which is 11d supergravity in some limit” is not a definition, it is an expression of
a hope that there is a definition. QFTs can be mathematically rigorously defined,
although in interesting cases it is difficult to rigorously prove that they have all
the properties one would hope for.

7. mitch p.
October 6, 2004

What I think would be helpful is to have a taxonomy of field theories, broad
enough to include M theory. Then we could see its place in relationship to the
other possibilities. It appears to be a deformation or extension of 11-dimensional
supergravity. Can we say what *sort* of deformation or extension? And do other
theories of the same sort exist, but derived from simpler field theories? Do they
feature objects considered to be uniquely M-theoretic, like D-branes or
T-dualities? Can we say anything a-priori about the possibility of such objects
appearing outside of the M-theory framework? Etc.

I take your point about M theory’s definition (founded on the union of the moduli
spaces of the string theories) still being a little vague. But it’s not as if the
existence of most ordinary QFTs can be demonstrated rigorously either.

8. Peter
October 6, 2004

This would be a lot more plausible if anyone actually knew what M-theory was.
So far the existence of a theory anything like what you are describing is just
wishful thinking.

9. mitch p.
October 6, 2004

I think of M theory as the “Monster Group” of field theories. Finite simple groups
are famously classifiable into a number of infinite families, with 26 ‘sporadic’
groups left over, of which the Monster is by far the biggest. The Monster has a
little bit of everything in its makeup, so if you are trying to identify an unknown
simple group and know just a few generating relations, there would be a
reasonable chance that it looked like some part of the Monster. In the same way,
M theory is a sort of field theory (under a generous definition that includes
topological field theories, noncommutative field theories, etc.), and it features so
many sorts of excitations that perhaps ‘most’ field theories resemble some
M-theoretic vacuum.



So I’m sympathetic to the critical tone of this blog. I don’t think we should
*presume* that M theory is the final theory, when its bare empirical adequacy
has not yet been demonstrated. However, if it does turn out that the landscape’s
bounty is so great as to render the theory almost unfalsifiable, I think it will still
warrant much more respect than it gets here. It will depend on how many
*other* (non-stringy) field theories are *also* capable of reproducing the
Standard Model. If there are lots, then yes, M theory will not be so special. The
capacity to include gravity might be decisive here (there’s obviously an infinity of
non-stringy field theories containing just the gauge forces). If LQG, the
Visser/Sakharov ’emergent gravity’ program, or some other approach to
quantum gravity pans out, that will be a blow to string theory’s proclaimed
uniqueness. If the other approaches falter, that will strengthen the position of M
theory. Even if there are a million distinct ways in which M theory might give us
the world we see, it would then still be the favorite, no matter how unhappy we
might be with that epistemic situation.

But this is all cart-before-the-horse. First let’s do the job of seeing whether M
theory can describe reality at all; if it can, let’s find out all the ways that it can;
and once we’ve done that, then let’s have this discussion again.

10. Thomas Larsson
October 6, 2004

*Any* framework capable of reproducing the Standard Model (i.e. capable of
predicting “anything we can observe”!), even one made of gremlins, warrants
interest, simply because it might be the truth.

Mitch, is string theory really capable of reproducing all aspects of the standard
model? No unbroken low-energy supersymmetry, no new long-range forces
(massless scalar particles associated with moduli), no new gauge bosons, an
extremely long-lived proton? And a small and positive cosmological constant.

11. sol
October 5, 2004

Would you rather a soccer ball for describing the universe?

http://www.hep.upenn.edu/~max/wmap3.html

12. D R Lunsford
October 5, 2004

Chris W – wonderful post.

There is another argument (third?) against string theory that doesn’t get any
attention. I call it the “prima facie preposterous” argument. String theory is not
only wrong, it’s wrong-headed. The fact that it can’t predict anything, that it
can’t reproduce the simplest physico-mathematical structures, that its most
ardent practitioners are willing to resort to anti-scientific arguments and
polemics, and that a sterile hermaphrodite is held up as a “theory of everything
that will enable us to see God, and give him football betting tips”, are all

http://www.hep.upenn.edu/~max/wmap3.html
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symptoms of having taken seriously a ridiculous idea. I can’t think of ANY
example in physics history in which a ridiculous idea was seriously considered.
The orbs of Kepler actually led him to right answers, and the epicycles of
Ptolemy represented a sane theory in its day, even an esthetic one.

13. mitch p.
October 5, 2004

*Any* framework capable of reproducing the Standard Model (i.e. capable of
predicting “anything we can observe”!), even one made of gremlins, warrants
interest, simply because it might be the truth.

The most recent overview of string phenomenology that I read (from late last
year), says (page 7) that no-one has yet exhibited a string model manifestly
capable of giving the right values for the fermion masses and CKM matrix
elements. Researchers are apparently busier exploring the many paths to
*qualitatively* reproducing the Standard Model (e.g. the gauge group). These
debates about the phenomenological fecundity of the string landscape, and
whether it invalidates string theory as science, may be a little premature.

14. Chris W.
October 5, 2004

To Mitch P: Peter is making a methodological and epistemological point, not an
ontological one. He is not saying that “Since string theory can generate millions
of models that resemble our observations, the world can’t have a string-theoretic
foundation”.

He is saying that the theory in its current form appears to be effectively
immunized against refutation, other than by observations that would also refute
its predecessors (the Standard Model and general relativity). If someone makes
new observations that are inconsistent with one string-theoretic model, then
theoreticians can trot out another model accounting for the observations in
question, which they might well claim to be equally consistent with the basic
principles of the theory. Those principles are thereby insulated against any
possibility of being contradicted by observations. The models take the fall
instead, and no one worries much about it because there are so many of them to
choose from.

That is, no one worries if they think the theoretician’s objective is to be always
ready with another model (derived from his favored mathematical framework)
whenever previous models have trouble accounting for observations. This makes
sheer mathematical richness a virtue, and indeed the mathematical richness of
string theory is often proclaimed as an important source of its fascination.

However, physics and science generally are not simply exercises in applied
mathematics, ie, in mathematical model building. In his early years Einstein was
quite suspicious of mathematical formalism, and even in later years lamented
having to respond to the ideas of people who in his words “can calculate but
can’t think”. He was trying to get at fundamental principles, and it was vital to
him that those principles be lucidly expressed and subject to empirical refutation

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0312091
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0312091


as directly as possible. Ensuring that this is the case depends in part on a
methodological commitment to avoid immunizing stratagems. This is tricky —
one mustn’t give up on a theoretical idea too easily — but it is arguably the most
essential aspect of doing science.

To many people string theory continues to “smell” right. The question has
become, “exactly how does it smell right; what are its central and distinguishing
physical principles, and what are their unambiguously testable consequences?”
In the 1980s it was often said by Witten and others that, unlike general relativity,
string theory’s central principles remained obscure, and a major goal of research
in the field was to elucidate them. This goal seems to have dissipated, or to have
degenerated into much aimless wandering in a vast mathematical wilderness.

Peter: You said, “The standard model QFT can predict anything that we can
observe, using only of order 20 parameters.” In the context of this discussion I
feel compelled to amend this to the following: “The standard model QFT can
account for anything that we have observed, using only of order 20 parameters.”
Presumably (one hopes!) there are observations we will make someday that the
Standard Model cannot account for, over and above the values of the 20
parameters themselves, whose inexplicability motivates so much recent effort to
go beyond the standard model. However, I think we can be rightly suspicious of
the notion that there are a vast profusion of such observations yet to be made
which require a far richer theoretical framework to understand. String theory
appears to be just such a framework. I suspect that much of it will ultimately
prove to be irrelevant to fundamental physics. I hope that in the midst of it (and
in loop quantum gravity) are the outlines of a few key ideas that will prove
essential and lasting.

15. sol
October 5, 2004

Gremlins

If we did not consider the alternate view of what the spacetime fabric could be,
how would we ever consider step off points for consideration?

In quantum mechanics, the vacuum of space is not a vacuum; rather, it is field
with virtual particles, such as the graviton. Light passing through this field of
virtual particles is refracted, just as it is when passing through water or any
medium.

The graviton, being the essence of gravitational force, would interact with (or
slow down) those particles with greater gravitational potential. With mass
directly proportional to energy, as expressed in e=mc2, photons of higher energy
have greater gravitational potential than lower-energy photons — as if they
“weigh” more.

The highest-energy photons would therefore travel through space more slowly
than lower-energy photons. (This does not violate the constancy of the speed of
light, for light travels at the same speed only in an absolute vacuum.) To detect
the very slight difference in photon speed, one needs an extremely distant source



emitting extremely high-energy photons: that is, the gamma ray burst.

http://www.astronomytoday.com/cosmology/quantumgrav.html

16. Peter
October 4, 2004

A “theory” that doesn’t predict anything isn’t a scientific theory, and if you spend
your time studying a theoretical framework that is inherently incapable of
predicting anything you’re not doing science.

The standard model QFT can predict anything that we can observe, using only of
order 20 parameters. Present day string theory predicts absolutely nothing at all,
using a much more complicated theoretical framework than that of Standard
model QFT. It’s looking increasingly likely that this is because the string theory
framework is inherently vacuous: to get the standard model out of it as a limit
you have to assume the existence of such a wide range of vacuum states that you
can’t predict anything at all beyond the standard model (which is put in by
assumption). All you have is a complicated way of parametrizing an infinite
variety of possible extensions of the standard model. Unless you can figure out
some way to use this to predict something, whatever you are doing, it isn’t
science.

What if I believe in gremlins and said that my theoretical framework is that
everything is determined by the gremlins and that’s all we can ever know. When
you complained that my gremlin theory can never predict anything and never be
checked, I could answer you:

“This doesn’t make sense. There are a million ways that a gremin-theoretic world
might look like the one we inhabit – therefore we don’t live in a gremlin-theoretic
world?”

Just describing the world in terms of fanciful abstract entities is not doing
science. Finding a simple set of abstract entities that can predict new things we
didn’t already know about the world is.

17. mitch p.
October 4, 2004

“if it becomes clear that string theory has so many consistent vacua that it can’t
ever predict anything, the theory would have to be abandoned”

This doesn’t make sense. There are a million ways that a string-theoretic world
might look like the one we inhabit – therefore we don’t live in a string-theoretic
world? therefore we don’t think about whether we live in a string-theoretic
world?

A similar argument could have been used to rule out “quantum field theory” as
illegitimate. “You can make a QFT do just about anything – what sort of scientific
theory is that?”

http://www.astronomytoday.com/cosmology/quantumgrav.html
http://www.astronomytoday.com/cosmology/quantumgrav.html


18. Fred
October 3, 2004

Well, I don’t think its entirely fair to criticize String theory quite yet. As with all
new work in progress theories, there is still room for deeper principles that may
eliminate all sorts of degenerate vacua. Brian Greene gave a lecture here a few
weeks ago where he *optimistically* thought there was still room for different
formalisms that could solve things in a more elegant fashion.

Michael is entirely in his right to publish papers exploring statistical values on
the landscape. And how much fine tuning/philosophizing ultimately such a
distribution would require. If you want to follow the math, then follow it
wherever it may lead. It may end up actually falsifying what you set out to do.

More interesting to me, is that I have yet to see a convincing phenomenological
model that actually reproduces a stable Standard model with even one single
handpicked choice of vacua. That is, without the appearance of to many hard to
believe artifacts. Say one that adequately satisfies bounds on proton decay
lifetimes and with the desired suppression of flavor changing neutral currents.
Jacques Distler had a blog about that some time ago.

I think the idea is if you can get close enough to SDM physics, than you can
argue that there probably exists some similar, but different enough choice that
does give the proper suppression. Then again, Distler said that even that was
probably quite difficult (something to do with R-parity appearing only in very
isolated parts of the moduli space)

19. JC
October 2, 2004

Imagine if string theory dies a painful death and gets “defunded” shortly after
the LHC experiment goes online and rules out low energy supersymmetry. It
would be hilarious if 70 years passes away, some future particle/gravity theorist
stumbles across string theory by “chance” and resurrects it again as a viable
quantum theory of gravity with no “living memory” of it’s previous incarnations.
(70 years into the future, all of the proponents of today’s string theory would be
either dead or retired with very little to no influence in physics research).

String theory then becomes like the Energizer Bunny which keeps on going and
going and going … and refuses to completely die!

20. Chris W.
October 2, 2004

Or, to put it more starkly (and a bit sarcastically), string theory will become
nonviable and deserving of abandonment when it becomes clear that its
practitioners are unable to specify any other conceivable circumstances (logical
or empirical) under which it would become nonviable. At that point it would be
abandoned because, as a physical theory, it has become a bore, ie, it is no longer
interesting as a basis for an empirical research program, and most young
physicists are looking at alternatives (and are being encouraged to do so).



That situation has not arrived, but it has become worth worrying about for
anyone who sees lasting value in the ideas and accomplishments of the field.

21. dolt
October 1, 2004

Actually, I am not that surprised. As you yourself pointed out some time ago,
ignoring his rhetoric like “superstring theory is the language God wrote the
world” and all that, he is actually very sensible.

Although I personally don’t think string theory is ever going to explain particle
physics, I do enjoy, and often learn from, Motl’s observations, who I believe is a
reincarnation of Pauli. Maybe just as Pauli was proven wrong on the utility of
Yang-Mills theories (massless gauge bosons; confinement and SSB unknown to
him), he may be wrong on LQG, despite some pretty good observations on the
field.:)



My Life as a Quant

October 4, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Last week I was in a bookstore and ran across a new book by Emanuel Derman called
My Life as a Quant: Reflections on Physics and Finance. Derman got a particle theory
Ph. D. here at Columbia in 1973 when he was one of Norman Christ’s first students.
He then went on to post-docs at Penn, Oxford and Rockefeller and a tenure track job
at Boulder. By 1980 he had decided he didn’t want to stay in Boulder, partly because
his wife couldn’t get a job there, so he left academia for a job at Bell Labs.

In 1985 he went to work in the financial industry at Goldman Sachs, staying there
until 2002, interrupted by a one-year stint at Salomon. He’s now back at Columbia,
teaching in the Financial Engineering program run by the IEOR (Industrial
Engineering and Operations Research) department of the Engineering school. This
kind of master’s program is extremely popular; besides IEOR, the math and stat
departments collaborate on a separate MA program in the Mathematics of Finance
which has been wildly successful. Each year we get more and better applicants, and
they seem to do very well on the job market when they get out.

The first half of Derman’s book gives a good view of what it was like to be a theorist
of the phenomenological variety during the seventies and early eighties. The second
half has a nice description of the mathematical problems involved in pricing options
and mortgage-backed securities, as well as many comments on what it is like to work
in the financial industry. He was one of the earliest particle theorists to do this, but
many others have followed him there in recent years, some of whom are regular
commenters here.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
October 8, 2004

Getting off topic, but wouldn’t it be nice if in the presidential debates the
candidates bragged about their ingenuity in avoiding draft to Vietnam rather
than the heroic and selfless ways in which they served their country – ?

“Every American can be proud of the way that, by getting a physics post-doctoral
position at a young age I managed to avoid getting involved in that stupid civil
war in Indo-China. It was not easy. It required resourcefulness and careful
planning. My fellow Americans, by this I have demonstrated that I can look after
my own interests effectively – have no doubts, therefore that you can trust me to
look after the interests of the whole nation.” [Applause]

2. Peter
October 8, 2004

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0471394203/qid=1096919158/sr=8-1/ref=pd_ka_1/102-8806783-5758502?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0471394203/qid=1096919158/sr=8-1/ref=pd_ka_1/102-8806783-5758502?v=glance&s=books&n=507846


Not very usual for someone to get a Ph.D. in one year. I think Christ was a
student of T.D. Lee’s and was also a Columbia undergrad. He may have just done
much of the standard graduate program while an undergrad, then started grad
school at a point when he was already doing research.

Since this was the mid-sixties, there also may be a story about the draft there.
My colleague John Morgan also got a very quick Ph.D. around that time, and I
remember him telling me some story about this that involved avoiding being sent
to Vietnam. Perhaps it was that, at least during certain years, grad students
could be drafted, but if you were a postdoc, there was some way to get out of it.

3. Tim M.
October 8, 2004

Regarding Norman Christ: According to http://www.college.columbia.edu
/bulletin/faculty/faculty.php he earned his doctorate one year after his bachelor’s
degree. Does anyone know about his early career? For example, how is this
possible? Is this a phenomenal feat or commonplace? Maybe I should have
posted this in the callow youth discussion.

4. Thomas Larsson
October 5, 2004

Gross, Politzer, Wilczek got the prize, we (which includes Peter Woit, me, and
others) were guessing correctly this time.  More precisely, the committee
chose correctly.

Old news, Lubos! I posted the press release after the appropriate blog entry an
hour ago 

5. Lubos Motl
October 5, 2004

Gross, Politzer, Wilczek got the prize, we (which includes Peter Woit, me, and
others) were guessing correctly this time.  More precisely, the committee
chose correctly.

Congratulations!

6. sol
October 4, 2004

I mean if you really think about it, you have to orientate this view around the
very small, and one tends to think, “is there some possible organization going on
here?

Okay, maybe some of you don’t, but I think quickly here of the math mind, and
the ideas of negotiated processes, and again as quick, John Nash comes to mind.

So I think this crossover is more then just being feed up with doing the search
for the unifying principal in particle physics, and a transferance to real time

http://www.college.columbia.edu/bulletin/faculty/faculty.php
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functions, in bank processes?

Imagine looking for this principle with Robert Laughlin.

http://large.stanford.edu/rbl/lectures/index.htm

So the one who controls the dollar, controls the reality? I think shifting
sands/dollars in population, could have easily destroyed institutions, had minds
set themself towards shifting those same dollars?

7. Chris Oakley
October 4, 2004

Oxford particle physicists I know who have ended up in finance:

Guy Coughlan – at JP Morgan.
Kelly Kirklin – formerly AIG, now back in physics
Paul Miron – National Westminster (UK Bank)/UBS/Chase Manhattan. No idea
what he’s doing now.
Me – Barclays/Citibank/UBS/HSBC/Nomura. Doing mainly financial software.

Guy is a “risk metrics” guru at JPM. This involves, inter alia, treating the
financial portfolio as a mathematical optimisation problem. A mixture of maths,
programming and giving presentations to customers.

Kelly and Paul were successful interest-rate swap traders. Mostly this was about
trying to buy low and sell high and is more gamesmanship than mathematics,
although they needed mathematics in the early days to set the trading book up
(nowadays this is not a requirement as systems are better).

I, on the other hand have never traded. This is not because I abhor the idea of
becoming rich, it is just that since the age of 11 software has been one of my
main interests in life. I have still not managed to build the perfect trading
system, but at Nomura, at least, I gave it a serious try.

http://large.stanford.edu/rbl/lectures/index.htm
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Gloating

October 5, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Well, my prediction of who would win this year’s Nobel prize in physics turned out to
be correct. No, I didn’t have any inside information about this at all. I suppose I
should mention that many of my friends will not be so impressed by this feat since
they have heard me make this same prediction incorrectly every one of the last 15
years or so. Sooner or later I had to be right, and it was dumb luck that it happened
the first year I had a public forum in which to make this prediction.

Congratulations to Gross, Politzer and Wilczek!

Comments

1. Lubos Motl
October 9, 2004

I made the same prediction, and it seems more correct to say that we *had* some
inside information about it, to some extent – certainly much more information
than the average people on the internet who were also trying to predict.

The physics Nobel committee is not that different statistically from the
community of physicists like us and they certainly had similar discussions –
comparing QCD with some lasers or quantum entanglement experiments.

The confirmation of a prediction after 15 years is a good example that string
theory can also be proved correct 15 years from now. A physicist must be often
patient! 

Congrats to Gross, Politzer, and Wilczek.

2. Peter
October 8, 2004

Hi Chris,

Actually I do have a link to the Friedan paper, it’s on

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/reason.html

I probably should update that page, any other suggestions for what should go on
it are welcome. Maybe the “Landscape” deserves a page of its own.

3. Chris W.
October 8, 2004

Sorry; I neglected to identify myself in the previous post.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000084.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000084.html
http://nobelprize.org/physics/laureates/2004
http://nobelprize.org/physics/laureates/2004
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/reason.html
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4. October 8, 2004

As Thomas suggests, subsection 1.6 of Friedan’s paper discusses the failures of
string theory at considerable length. His assessment is devastating. Consider
this:

In particular, there is no justification for the claim that string theory
explains or predicts gravity. String theory gives perturbative scattering
amplitudes of gravitons. Gravitons have never been observed. Gravity
in the real world is accurately described by general relativity, which is
a classical field theory. There is no derivation of general relativity from
string theory. General relativity can be regarded as the large distance
classical limit of quantum general relativity, if an ultraviolet cutoff is
imposed to make sense of quantum general relativity. A cutoff quantum
general relativity would give the same formal perturbative low energy
scattering amplitudes for massless gravitons as does string theory. But
it is illogical to claim, from this formal coincidence between two
technical methods of calculating unobserved graviton scattering
amplitudes, that string theory explains classical general relativity, or
that string theory explains gravity, or that string theory is a quantum
theory of gravity. String theory does not produce any mechanical
theory of gravity, much less a quantum mechanical theory.

In any case, a quantum theory of gravity is unnecessary. No physical
effects of quantum gravity have been observed, and there is no
credible possibility of observing any. What is needed is a theory which
produces general relativity as an effective classical field theory at large
distance. It might produce classical general relativity by producing at
large distance an effective quantized general relativity that is deep in
its classical regime. But what is essential to produce is the classical,
mechanical spacetime field theory of gravity. String theory is only a
perturbative theory. The widespread practice is to assume that there
exists a nonperturbative formulation of string theory, and that this
hypothetical nonperturbative formulation would be a quantum
mechanical theory, microscopic in spacetime, invariant under some
exact, fundamental spacetime supersymmetries. If such a
nonperturbative formulation of string theory did exist, then it might
well follow that the large distance physics in that hypothetical theory
would be governed by supersymmetric spacetime quantum field theory,
and that the fate of the degeneracy of the manifold of background
spacetimes would be determined by nonperturbative field theoretic
effects at large distance in spacetime in that supersymmetric quantum
field theory. But it is only an assumption that there exists such a
nonperturbative, microscopic, quantum mechanical formulation of
string theory. Any reasoning about a hypothetical nonperturbative
version of string theory is unreliable if it rests on the assumption of
spacetime quantum field theory at large distance, without any way to
derive spacetime quantum field theory from string theory.

The assumption of fundamental, exact, quantum mechanical spacetime

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131
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supersymmetry is a very strong extrapolation from perturbative string
theory, where spacetime supersymmetry is only a perturbative
symmetry of the scattering amplitudes in individual background
spacetimes. Adopting this assumption requires accepting as inevitable
the continuous degeneracy of the manifold of background spacetimes.
An assumption as strong as fundamental spacetime supersymmetry
loses credibility as a guide in searching for a theory of physics if it
cannot lead to definite explanations of existing knowledge and definite
predictions. There is certainly no physical evidence to support the
assumption that spacetime supersymmetry is a fundamental property
of nature. At most, it is possible that indications of approximate
spacetime supersymmetry might be found experimentally in the not so
distant future. Contrast the radical assumptions of the old quantum
theory, which obtained credibility by giving definite explanations of the
black body spectrum, the photoelectric effect, the Balmer series, the
Rydberg constant, and much more of atomic physics, before eventually
leading to quantum mechanics.

(Peter: Is there a specific reason why you don’t have a link to this preprint [April
2002] on your home page? It would good to have it there with whatever editorial
comments you feel like including.)

5. Thomas Larsson
October 8, 2004

Peter will enjoy the part where he says that every new revolution in string theory
taught us a lot about string theory and was followed first by great excitement,
and then disappointment as it was realized that nothing new had been learned
about the real world.

String theory has introduced much interesting mathematics into physics. That
this has not led to any new physical knowledge must be a disappointment to
many. I suppose that different people handle this in different ways: Susskind and
Douglas invent anthropic selection ideas, Motl makes increasingly ridiculous
claims about how string theory is the maximally predictive theory, Friedan (who
founded the string theory group at Rutgers and thus in a sense is Motl’s
scientific grandfather) is silent for 10 years and then proclaims that string theory
is “a complete scientific failure”, see hep-th/0204131, subsection 1.6. Different
personalities, different reactions.

6. String Theorist
October 8, 2004

David Gross is having a huge celebration at the KITP in honor of his Prize (well it
is ostensibly in honor of the opening of the new wing of the KITP, though the
fortuitous timing is quite coincidental, if you are the type who believes in
coincidences…) .

Steven Weinberg gave a beautiful talk on the
current state of particle theory,
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http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/
and used an analogy that I posted long ago on this forum: that we may be no
more succesful in “calculating the electron mass” from some fundamental theory
than Kepler was in “calculating the radius of the Earth’s orbit” from some
fundamental theory.

Peter will enjoy the part where he says that every new revolution in string theory
taught us a lot about string theory and was followed first by great excitement,
and then disappointment as it was realized that nothing new had been learned
about the real world.

7. Arun
October 8, 2004

What are the features of an “interesting” problem (as when one says – most of
the interesting problems are in molecular biology?)

I think some of the features are that the problem is not easy, but is within the
realm of feasibility of solution, is within the reach of conceivable experiments,
and that solving the problem leads to other interesting problems.

8. D R Lunsford
October 7, 2004

No one claimed that biology is not interesting, but when I was 5 the physical
world was more interesting, and now that I’m 45 it’s still just as interesting. Why
quit because the problems are hard and the people are harder?

9. Chris Oakley
October 7, 2004

It could be just that Molecular Biology is where the interesting problems are
these days.

10. D R Lunsford
October 6, 2004

Hi Thomas,

One of my professors used to say “When Mozart was my age he was dead for 4
years!”

To me, the most amazing feat of callow youth is the “Enzyklopaedie der
Mathematischen Wissenschaften” article written by Pauli on general and special
relativity when he was 19 and a student of Sommerfeld. This book instantly
became the chief reference on the literature of relativity. It’s still a valuable
book. This was 1920 – there couldn’t have been 100 people in the world who
understood it.

Speaking personally, all the young genii I knew in school have burned out or
turned to biology or the like. Harsh field this.
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11. Fabio
October 6, 2004

Another alternative is they could start awarding the prize posthumously. That
way they could work their way back all the way through the 20th century.

12. Peter
October 6, 2004

Hi Thomas,

The student you’re thinking of is John Moody. He was in the same entering class
as me at Princeton and we spent a lot of time together there. I haven’t seen him
in quite a few years, but after Princeton, then Santa Barbara, he ended up going
into CS (neural nets) and financial engineering. He now seems to be at Berkeley
and has a web-page

http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~moody/

13. Thomas Larsson
October 6, 2004

It is striking how young these people were in 1973 – Wilczek 21, Politzer 23, and
Gross 31. How many of you people did Nobel work at the age of 21?

I must have met Wilczek during the academic year 1982/83, which I spent as a
graduate student at UC Santa Barbara. Wilczek had just been appointed
professor there at the time. He must have been around 30 but appeared older, at
least to a freshman like myself (he didn’t have a whole lot of hair even then).
Anyway, in the beginning of the winter quarter a grad student of Wilczek’s by the
name of Moody (his first name has completely slipped my mind) materialized. His
job was to convince experimentalists to look for axions, which was Wilczek’s pet
idea at the time. The idea was, as this Moody fellow explicitly expressed it, that
“they would find axions so that Frank could win a Nobel prize”. Oh well, it wasn’t
necessary in the end, was it.

Axions are not the only hypothetical particles that Wilczek has cooked up. IMO
the best so far is the vaderon, the carrier of the dark force. Named after Darth
Vader.

14. Peter
October 5, 2004

Hi Danny,

Witten is responsible for new understanding of lots of different kinds of QFTs,
problem is, not precisely the one QFT of the standard model. Off the top of my
head, here are some examples:

Current algebra: the phenomenological model of pions. Witten solved the “eta-
prime” problem, showing how the ninth Goldstone boson gets a sizable mass in
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this model. He also showed how the proton is a soliton in this model (the
Skyrmion). This is very physical stuff, but not a fundamental model.

Seiberg-Witten solution of N=2 super Yang-Mills. Problem is that the Standard
Model doesn’t have N=2 supersymmetry. But this did revolutionize the field of
4-manifold topology in mathematics.

Cohomological topological field theories: Witten wrote down and solved a large
class of QFTs whose observables are mathematically extremely interesting,
although the models don’t describe known physical particles. These include the
4d TQFT that gives Donaldson-theory, and the 2d QFT that gives Gromov-Witten
invariants. The latter, which people now like to call “topological string theory”
has lead to a lot of beautiful answers to enumerative problems in algebraic
geometry.

Chern-Simons theory: This lead to great new math involving new knot invariants
and connections to all sorts of other math. Physically he related a 3d QFT to
conformal field theory (WZW models), giving new insights into both sides of the
relation.

Other 2d QFTs: Many different examples, including pure Yang-Mills and the 2d
version of Donaldson theory, which he used to understand the cohomology of
certain moduli spaces. There is a huge amount of beautiful math here, and
completely new ways of thinking about 2d QFTs, solving them exactly. Other
examples include WZW models, the supersymmetric models leading to elliptic
cohomology.

Personally I find it implausible that all these new ideas and ways of thinking
about QFTs, some of which are quite close to the standard model, are not going
to sooner or later give us new insight into the standard model itself. One problem
is that almost all the community’s effort has gone into trying to use these new
ideas to do string theory, and that seems to be a dead end. This is speculative
stuff and you’re welcome to be skeptical until it proves its worth as physics, but
if you believe as I do that great math and great physics are very deeply related,
there is good reason to expect great physics to come out of this some day.

15. D R Lunsford
October 5, 2004

Hi Peter, I was watching the debate so let me ask you a debate question…

How can you “greatly deepen the understanding” of QFT without adding any
significant knowledge about its actors, the fundamental particles? This is like
saying “Yamaha greatly increased our understanding of internal combustion
engines, without actually contributing any new performance enhancements”.

Seriously, what exactly did Witten do that made QFT in 2004 better than QFT in
1984? Are we really better off than we were 20 years ago?

16. Peter
October 5, 2004



The fundamental problem is that there have been no real advances in particle
theory since the Standard Model came together in 1973 (largely because of the
discovery of Gross-Politzer-Wilczek). So, of necessity the Nobel committee has to
go farther and farther back in time. In my original post I speculated about some
reasons why this one took so long. It could just as well have been awarded 25
years ago in the late seventies.

Because of this, particle theory Nobel laureates are definitely getting older. You
could also calculate the time interval between discovery and award of prize, and
that has grown considerably over the years.

In another 25 years or so just about all of those involved in putting together the
standard model will be gone (the grad students ‘t Hooft, Politzer, Wilczek are the
youngest). If there is still no progress in particle theory, either there will be no
more Nobels in the field, or the Nobel committee will have to change its
standards and start awarding prizes for work that doesn’t have experimentally
testable consequences. If they have to do that, a good place to start would be
with Witten, who has greatly deepened our understanding of QFT, although
unfortunately mostly in ways that don’t explain anything new about elementary
particles.

17. Fabio Lanzoni
October 5, 2004

Why this year rather than any of the last, say 30? I can remember people
speculating about Gross, Wilczek and Politzer winning the prize at least 15 years
ago. It seems every year that goes by without a Nobel-worthy discovery in
physics they have to reach further and further back in time. Has anyone
accumulated statistics on the average age of a physics Nobel recipient vs. time?

18. sol
October 5, 2004

Must be Psychic?:)

19. Dick Thompson
October 5, 2004

Couldn’t have been more deserved! Props to them!



KITP Conference on “The Future of Physics”

October 8, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The KITP in Santa Barbara is having a conference in honor of its 25th anniversary on
the topic of “The Future of Physics”. Some of yesterday’s talks are already online. I’ve
been watching Weinberg’s talk on “Where do we Stand?” this morning (a commenter
also wrote in a little while ago while I was watching to recommend it). Weinberg gives
a good summary of the present state of conventional wisdom about particle theory. He
goes over the standard arguments that the standard model should be thought of as an
effective low energy theory, and that doing so explains many of its features, with the
two big exceptions of the scale of the vacuum energy and the electroweak symmetry
breaking scale.

He promotes his “prediction” of the cosmological constant, and recalls that
supersymmetry is the standard way of dealing with the low electroweak scale or
hierarchy problem. But he then explains the problems with all known ways of
breaking supersymmety, concluding that “no satisfactory theory of supersymmetry
exists, where supersymmetry breaking is accounted for in the framework of particle
physics.”

As for the “Landscape”, he notes that Gross hates it, says that “I don’t love it”, that
it’s a disappointment, but one that we may have to get over. He makes some extensive
comments about string theory, saying that it has had a history of advances leading to
momentary optimism, but ultimately disappointment, with the bottom line that after
20 years we understand string theory much better but are no closer to contact with
physics. He ends his comments about string theory with a rather weird remark that
maybe it is wrong to look for a “guiding principle” behind string theory, that all there
is to it is that it is the only way of extending the standard model to include gravity in
4d. I guess he is implying that string theory is not a fundamental beautiful theory, but,
like S-matrix theory just a general framework imposed by consistency.

In general, Weinberg sounded to me old, tired and discouraged. Like just about all the
leaders in the field, he refuses to publicly acknowledge the obvious possibility that the
explanation for why string theory doesn’t predict anything or have any known
fundamental principles is that it is just a wrong idea. He’s so discouraged about string
theory that he has stopped working on it himself for the last fifteen years, but doesn’t
have the energy or optimism to envisage any alternatives. He ends his talk with some
real downers, one of which he calls the “LHC nightmare”, that the LHC will just see a
single new scalar particle and nothing else. The second nightmare is that
observations of the CMB will never see anything that tells us more about the early
universe, just a 1/f spectrum, no evidence of the effects of gravitational waves.

All in all Weinberg ended up not giving a very optimistic view of the “Future of
Physics”, but something closer to John Horgan’s argument about the “End of
Physics”.

Tomorrow there will be a panel on “Field Theory and Mathematics” which should be
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interesting. Also, Witten will be talking on the “Future of String Theory”. It will be
interesting to see if he is any more optimistic than Weinberg, and more specifically if
he’ll come down on the Gross (“I hate it”) or Weinberg (“I don’t love it, but maybe it’s
right”) side of the Landscape issue.

Comments

1. JC
October 15, 2004

In Mlodinow’s book “Feynman’s Rainbow”, in chapter 13 he described an
encounter he had with Feynman when he tried to bring up the topic of string
theory. It was kind of funny, with Feynman saying things like:

“…. This whole discussion is pointless! It’s getting on my nerves! I told you – I
don’t want to talk about string theory!”

“My take? My take is that you hit a dry spell, and now you’re scrambling, trying
to find something to work on!”

“What’s wrong is coming to me to talk about string theory!”

This encounter happened in late 1981, when hardly anybody really cared about
string theory other than guys like John Schwarz and Michael Green.

2. Chris Oakley
October 15, 2004

Yes … sad, but true, even this desperate antidote of physical models that needed
less than ten dimensions could not save the great man.

3. Arun
October 15, 2004

JC,

OK, I do not know what Feynman did after he stopped coming to office; but his
final office blackboard had stuff about the Baxter model and other 2-D exactly
solvable models.

4. JC
October 13, 2004

Arun,

There was a book “Feynman’s Rainbow” by Leonard Mlodinow which mentioned
the same folklore in the last chapter on p. 166 (in the hardcover version)

” … He was now weak, in pain, and often depressed. But physics still brought
him vigor. He continued to teach a course on quantum chromodynamics. And, in



his last months of life, he finally decided to learn string theory. Murray taught
him, in a private ‘seminar’ they held each week.”

I don’t personally know Mlodinow nor do I know any of his “sources” for this
particular piece of folklore about Feynman finally giving in and learning string
theory. By the time I heard about this particular piece of folklore, it may very
well have been a 2nd or 3rd hand account that took on a “life of it’s own”.
Without mentioning any particular names, my sources were former colleagues
who were in the particle theory group at Caltech around the time of Feynman’s
death. At the time, I just took their word for it.

5. Arun
October 13, 2004

“From some folklore stories I vaguely recall, allegedly Richard Feynman finally
gave in and decided to learn string theory in the last few months of his life in
1987-1988.”

As far as I know, that is not true. You might ask Sandeep Trivedi about it.

6. D R Lunsford
October 12, 2004

Lubos intoned:

I apologize, but your possibilities 1,2 are just plain stupidities especially if you
think that one of them is likely. Both of them are silly. What you’re saying that
contradicts the results of 20,000 papers or so. We know that a theory that unifies
these things exists, and it is most likely unique because its consequences for any
question that we have been able to answer were unique.

Obviously, arguing by paper volume, “reductio ad cellulosum”, is the stupid
thing. There were no doubt 20k papers by the LMs of Lorentz’ day stating why
the deformable electron “was posited by God to make the ether perfect”. And it’s
not at all obvious that GR and QM are “unified” because their individual
structures are utterly different (at the moment). You must find an encompassing
structure to make such a statement, and neither you nor any other stringers,
have.

There was never any non-dynamical freedom in string/M-theory found ever. If
something can be adjusted about your theory, you can always view it as a choice
of the environment, and in principle, you can create another environment
*physically* within the Universe with the first environment.

What?? Was there a point in this?

The “mystery” of M-theory in 11 dimensions

Yada yada yada,
We all know this mantra.



So we distinguish the “big M-theory” that contains all insights that string
theorists ever studied, from “narrow M-theory” which is the UV completion of
11-dimensional supergravity. The latter is more or less understood and defined.
The former is well-defined by hundreds of “patches” which beautifully fit
together – the “transition functions” are the dualities – but we would prefer to
describe M-theory “without patches”, as a single whole – to reveal the rules that
illuminate immediately why all these patches belong to the structure. This is
what the question “What is string theory?” means.

So! You should call it “U-theory” for “unworldliness”:

U = (F – ma) + (Rmn + 8piTmn) + (2+2-4) + … = 0

There it lies.

I think that you are completely wrong if you say that you are “not spending of
huge amount of your time” with string theory. You ARE spending a huge amount
of time, even more than me, by these philosophical worthless speculations and
attacks. You are just not spending this time efficiently. If you spent the same
amount of time with learning string theory, you would have known it better than
me.

And thank God for it.

7. Chris Oakley
October 12, 2004

No it wasn’t … String theory is what killed him.

8. D R Lunsford
October 11, 2004

And I thought it was cancer. Live and learn!

9. JC
October 11, 2004

From some folklore stories I vaguely recall, allegedly Richard Feynman finally
gave in and decided to learn string theory in the last few months of his life in
1987-1988.

10. JC
October 11, 2004

For people who don’t believe in string theory, they would see it as hype and
propaganda. For somebody who does believe in string theory, they would not see
it as hype and propaganda. It’s a matter of a difference of opinion for different
people.

As long as there isn’t a death penalty for holding a particular opinion on some



topic of interest, there’s always going to be a spectrum of different opinions on a
particular topic.

There’s some folks today who don’t even believe in renormalization. Even more
extreme are some folks who today still don’t believe in quantum mechanics, for
whatever strange reasons they have.

Though I do agree with Lubos and others that a dearth of impressive new results
(to spark a new string revolution) and the anthropic stuff in today’s string theory,
has curtailed the optimism of some people in the field in recent years. The
anthropic stuff has certainly curtailed my optimism about string theory these
days. I certainly would want to see some impressive new results to be optimistic
about string theory again, like how optimistic I felt about the field during the
mid-late 1980’s and mid-late 1990’s. There has to be a better way of doing things
without invoking the anthropic principle.

I’m sure John Schwarz must have had a lot of faith and optimism about string
theory during the latter 1970’s and early 1980’s when only a handful of people
were working actively on string theory, as well as dealing with Feynman’s
sarcasm and jokes directed towards him. I don’t know if I could have maintained
an optimistic spirit about string theory if I was in Schwarz’s shoes during those
days.

11. Lubo? Motl
October 11, 2004

There is no hype and propaganda about string theory. People just try to explain
why it is a fascinating and unique theory. In the middle 1980s or middle 1990s,
people were more excited and the progress was faster, and therefore the
comments about string theory were more optimistic. Today it’s closer to the
opposite. As Witten pointed out on the KITP conference, even string theory
*enthusiasts* underestimate how rich and powerful string theory is – so speaking
about hype and propaganda is not a reasonable description of reality.

12. JC
October 10, 2004

I get the sense most of the criticisms of string theory on this weblog is largely
about the hype and propaganda surrounding string theory over the last 20 years.
The discussions about specific technical details about string theory and field
theory seem to be more neutral and less controversial.

It seems like advocacy of any particular strong viewpoint is always going to be a
hotly debated, regardless of what the subject is. One just has to see the sort of
heated discussions on the *.advocacy newsgroups in the comp.* hierarchy, or the
sort of stuff that goes on in debating clubs and societies on any university
campus.

13. Lubo? Motl
October 10, 2004



“The real LHC nightmare will be if it sees charged particles at 70 GeV and a
scalar at 115 GeV.”

Well, as far as this sentence goes, it could be a confirmation of the LEP’s 115
GeV Higgs, plus – for example – selectrons at 70 GeV that were missed by LEP II,
because of some reasons mysterious to me. That would be a cool victory rather
than a nightmare. 

14. Alejandro Rivero
October 10, 2004

The real LHC nightmare will be if it sees charged particles at 70 GeV and a
scalar at 115 GeV. THis is two doublets higgs but not SUSY, and besides it should
raise doubts about the statistical methodololgy of LEP2

15. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

Hey Peter!

Not just Gross. I am also saying that the question “What is string theory?” is the
most important one.

But you severely misunderstand this question. This question is not meant to say
that “string theory probably does not exist” or “the theory is probably
ambiguous” or even “string theory is probably just a dream and hope”.

On the contrary. We already know a lot of very well-defined things about
“something” and all these things fit together beautifully and exhibit a lot of
quantitative agreements, miracles, uniqueness. But we still do not really know
“why” all these things work so well, but we know pretty certainly that an answer
exists – a scheme that organizes all the insights about string/M-theory that we
have already gathered in a very coherent way.

I apologize, but your possibilities 1,2 are just plain stupidities especially if you
think that one of them is likely. Both of them are silly. What you’re saying that
contradicts the results of 20,000 papers or so. We know that a theory that unifies
these things exists, and it is most likely unique because its consequences for any
question that we have been able to answer were unique. And it is a theory whose
qualitative features reproduce everything we know in the real world.

There was never any non-dynamical freedom in string/M-theory found ever. If
something can be adjusted about your theory, you can always view it as a choice
of the environment, and in principle, you can create another environment
*physically* within the Universe with the first environment.

There is some confusion about the meaning of the phrase “M-theory”. Before
M-theory in 11D was understood and defined (e.g. by the matrix model), people
were dreaming about it. It was the only vacuum with more than 10 dimensions
and it was reasonable to think that this is the real “mother” of all theories, and
understanding physics in 11 dimensions exactly is enough to understand any



other background in string/M-theory.

This is not how we view it today. The “mystery” of M-theory in 11 dimensions
diminished significantly, and we view this 11-dimensional vacuum on equal
footing with other, stringy vacua – e.g. heterotic strings in 10 dimensions. It’s
just *another* limit of the big “theory of everything”, and it differs from most
others because it has no strings and corresponding stringy perturbative
expansion.

So we distinguish the “big M-theory” that contains all insights that string
theorists ever studied, from “narrow M-theory” which is the UV completion of
11-dimensional supergravity. The latter is more or less understood and defined.
The former is well-defined by hundreds of “patches” which beautifully fit
together – the “transition functions” are the dualities – but we would prefer to
describe M-theory “without patches”, as a single whole – to reveal the rules that
illuminate immediately why all these patches belong to the structure. This is
what the question “What is string theory?” means.

I think that you are completely wrong if you say that you are “not spending of
huge amount of your time” with string theory. You ARE spending a huge amount
of time, even more than me, by these philosophical worthless speculations and
attacks. You are just not spending this time efficiently. If you spent the same
amount of time with learning string theory, you would have known it better than
me.

You are free to only learn string/M-theory once someone computes the exact
Universe around us by string theory, but be sure that it will be already too late
for others (and you) to become significant contributors to the subject. Sure, if
you’re only want to be an (average) teacher, it is enough for you to only learn the
things that have already been proved and awarded by the Nobel prize – and you
can even end up with classical mechanics. But it’s not enough to become a
physicist that contributed to the human knowledge. The previous sentence
applies not only to string theory, but to everything. It just happens that string/M-
theory is the most (and perhaps, the only) reasonable path to progress in
theoretical physics.

So I understand that your statement “string/M-theory is not well-defined” was
just meant as an unphysical empty emotional rhetorical statement that should
not be controversial because it was meant to express no idea whatsoever. In that
case, I find this statement totally OK, but I am not interested in it. Any
interpretation meant to make your statement meaningful leads to the conclusion
that it is bullshit, but of course if you don’t want me to study your statement
seriously, I can just view it as a set of words that respect the English grammar,
and everything’s fine.

Best
Lubos

16. Peter
October 10, 2004



Hi Lubos,

The point I was making shouldn’t be a controversial one. Listen to Gross’s talk at
the KITP conference. He lists one of the big unknown questions to be answered
in the future as “What is String Theory?” and describes the current situation as
something like “we have discovered a mathematical structure that has a life of
its own, but we don’t know what it is”.

You know very well that when people say “M-theory” you have to figure out from
context exactly what they are referring to. Often they are just doing 11-d
supergravity, sometimes they mean a specific proposal for what M-theory is in a
specific background, like the one you mention. The problem with the version of
M-theory you refer to is that it doesn’t work in a physically realistic background
with 4 large and 7 small dimensions. Maybe there is such a version of M-theory,
but for now its existence is just a hypothesis. I have no idea whether it exists, but
from everything I’ve seen the two most likely possibilities are:

1. No such theory exists.

2. Such a theory does exist, but there are an infinite number of them, one for an
infinite number of possible backgrounds, and such theories may be able to
parametrize an infinite number of possible extensions of the standard model, but
will have no predictive value.

Maybe I’m wrong, but it’s perfectly rational for me not to spend a huge amount
of my time becoming expert on the details of such theories until you or someone
else comes up with a version of M-theory that can reproduce the real world and
has some predictive value.

17. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

Peter, what you say – that there is no theory – is just a piece of bullshit, and the
fact that you like to fool yourself with this bullshit only proves your laziness.
That’s it. There is nothing deep about it.

Take the BFSS Matrix model – I am just trying to calculate the exact black hole
entropy including 1/4 out of it, for neutral black holes, and solve the model using
a matrix counterpart of the state-operator correspondence. It is a super (and
supersymmetric) well-defined QM model, whose basic variables are nine
hermitean matrices X^i, their canonical momenta Pi^i with the obvious
commutators, and 16 hermitean fermionic matrices theta^alpha transforming as
the spinor, and the Hamiltonian is

H = P^- = Tr (Pi^2 – [X_i,X_j]^2 – theta.gamma^i.[X_i,theta])

Is that ill-defined for you? Physics in decompactified 11D M-theory is the large N
limit. You can prove that this reproduces 11D supergravity at low energies –
gravitons, multiparticle states, their correct statistics, gravitational scattering
amplitudes. You can prove that this theory contains M2-branes with the correct
dynamics, and you can prove, after deforming it to the pp-wave, that it also



contains M5-branes with the right excitations.

I am just trying to solve the SU(N) Matrix model in a more or less full, exact
form.

You can prove that this quantum mechanical model contains states with the same
scaling laws, up to numerical constants, as the black holes in 11 dimensions. You
can show that compactification of this M-theory on circle leads to another matrix
model, which is the 1+1 super Yang-Mills on a cylinder, and this matrix string
theory exactly agrees with light cone gauge perturbative calculations if you take
the perturbative limit.

It’s just bullshit and a lie to say that M-theory is not at all well-defined – or that it
is just a collection of dreams. M-theory in 11D is perfectly well-defined, much
like string theory is perfectly well-defined in all of its perturbative regimes, and
in all these cases, we are already able to actually calculate a huge percentage of
the questions. The only missing piece of the definition is a definition of
nonperturbative string/M-theory on a *completely general* background –
something that may be needed to understand the vacuum selection questions
reliably.

Moreover, the very explicit Matrix model above can be shown to be related by
dualities to other descriptions of string/M-theory, and you can go to AdS/CFT and
others. Be sure that Weinberg knows all these basics of string theory, and the
only reason why *you* want to disagree is that so far, you are lazy and you prefer
to pray that string theory will die, instead of trying to reduce your 15-year-long
delay in particle physics and learning string theory. It is much easier to pray that
string theory will die instead of learning something.

Instead of expecting a smart person like Weinberg to distribute wrong, stupid,
narrow-minded lies about “string theory being a wrong idea and a collection of
dreams and nothing more”, you should try to learn this amazing set of
constrained, rigid, and interconnected ideas called string theory, and the matrix
model could be a good starting point for you to learn it. Matrix theory was the
framework that brought me to active work a couple of years ago, and it is exactly
because it is so well-defined. I apologize, but only an idiot could say about this
particular model that it is not well-defined.

Try to prove to yourself, to me, as well as others that you are not such a dumbass
as D.R. Lunsford and many others. I think that you are much more intelligent,
and be sure that there is nothing wrong if you are able to learn something new
and change wrong opinions from the past, as opposed to insisting on your wrong
position that string theory is a fad.

All the best
Lubos

18. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

Hi JC,



as Weinberg emphasized – in his talk that I liked – it is guaranteed that a
relativistic quantum theory at low energies will always look as a quantum field
theory. Using the tools of QFT, we can restrict some properties of higher spin
fields.

Higher spin fields could be excited strings; extra components of gravity from
deconstruction; many other choices. We would have to see exactly how they’re
produced, how they decay, and what are their quantum numbers. In general,
higher-spin fields would look very stringy, and usual quantum field theorists –
particle phenomenologists – rarely work with theories with higher spin fields.
However, the details may be incompatible with any stringy models. I just can’t
give you a universal answer.

Massless higher spin particles should not exist because they require gauge
invariance to decouple the negative-norm time-like modes, but such gauge
invariance is incompatible with any interactions. Moreover, I don’t know how
would the LHC help you to produce new *massless* particles. The LHC is useful
to produce new massive particles with the mass above hundreds of GeV.

All the best
Lubos

19. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

Dear Matt, your comments about the Higgs sectory in conformal technicolor are
interesting. Won’t you post them on sci.physics.strings? This is the kind of
discussion that I would love to see there. See

http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~sps

to see different ways how to get to the newsgroup.

20. Peter
October 10, 2004

The problem with string theory is not that there’s no guiding principles, but that
there’s no theory. M-theory is not a theory, but a hope that a theory exists. No
one knows what the fundamental variables are or what equations relate them. By
any definition of a scientific theory, it’s not one. String theorists would like to
believe that not only does the theory really exist, but it’s beautiful and based on
some simple principles. At the moment, this is just wishful thinking.

21. serenus zeitblom
October 10, 2004

I’m sure that Weinberg is right that there is no “guiding principle” behind string
theory. But that’s no big deal — none of our best theories has such a principle.
Think of General Relativity, which just says that spacetime is curved and that this
curvature is the phenomenon called gravity. Where is the guiding principle? It’s
just a clever and beautiful idea that happens to be right. All those “principles” of

http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~sps
http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~sps


relativity, equivalence, Mach etc are all just historical junk of no physical
importance. So if string theory has no awesome but ultimately trivial “principle”
behind it, then it is in good company.

22. JC
October 9, 2004

Lubos,

How would string theory deal with a hypothetical LHC scenario where a set of
“new” massive “gauge particles” are found, which have a spin of:

a – spin-2

b – spin-3, spin-4, or higher

Also how would string theory change if a massless spin-3 or spin-4 gauge particle
is discovered, which is found to be significantly weaker than any of the other
four known forces?

23. Matt Reece
October 9, 2004

I suppose it’s true that one generally does have a new scalar field in these
models, but these have a very different origin from the SM Higgs. In Randall-
Sundrum type Higgsless models one has the radion to worry about, but it might
be stabilized in some way such that the LHC does not see it. (Of course there are
also RS models with a Higgs.) In the “conformal technicolor” approach, they
predict a scalar resonance below the TeV scale, which would look approximately
like a heavy Higgs with couplings that aren’t quite the Standard Model values.

My inclination at this point is to say that it’s an open question whether one
generically expects a Higgs-like scalar to show up at the LHC even in
“technicolor-like” approaches. The phenomenological difficulties in building a
model with no such scalar are large, but it’s not entirely clear yet that this is
impossible.

As for motivation, I think these models are well-motivated in the sense that
they’re the closest we can come to a solution to the hierarchy problem that does
not involve supersymmetry. (Well, that is not entirely true; there are also Little
Higgs models, which lately it appears can be made consistent with experimental
results so far.) Should the LHC see signs of a Higgs-like scalar but no SUSY, one
must either admit to fine-tuning, or look for other new physics that explains the
hierarchy. In this case it would be good to have examples like “conformal
technicolor.” But there is always the chance the LHC will see no Higgs-like scalar
at all, in which case we would like to have at least some idea of what any model
with unitary WW scattering but no Higgs-like scalar looks like. We’re getting
there, although as you say the examples are convoluted. One would ideally like
to have such a model solve the hierarchy problem with no fine-tuning, but it’s not
clear we can do this yet.



Then, one could always take the position that everyone should just wait for the
experimental results before going too far on some of these lines, as one
experimentalist expressed to me, but I think we stand to learn interesting
lessons in the meantime from trying to understand the space of possibilities.

24. Lubos Motl
October 9, 2004

OK, Matt (Reece), let me soften the statement a bit. The discovery of strongly
interacting physics behind electroweak symmetry breaking would mean the
expansion of some (as of today) very new models with approximate conformal
symmetries in some energy regime, their AdS duals, and consistent
incorporations of technicolor. I’ve heard a couple of talks about it. My feeling is
that these models always require you to have some scalar field at the beginning
anyway, and the physics of this scalar field just becomes complicated because of
the strong interactions. My opinion is that these models are not terribly well
motivated and unnecessarily convoluted – especially because the Standard
Model with the fundamental Higgs works fine. But of course, I am slightly open-
minded about that.

25. Lubos Motl
October 9, 2004

New generations, preons, new gauge groups.

A – If new generation(s) are found, it’s not a big deal. The neutrino from this new
generation can’t really be light because the number of neutrinos lighter than the
Z bosons is measured from the decay rate of Z, and the experimental result is
3+-0.01 or so. One can imagine a very heavy new generation with a heavy
neutrino, but it just sounds weird – especially because the fermions, if they get
mass through the Higgs, have Yukawa couplings to the Higgs proportional to
their mass, and a fermion much heavier than the electroweak scale seems to
imply a very large Yukawa coupling (greater than one), which seems to lead to
Landau poles (divergence of the coupling at some slightly higher energy scale)
and inconsistencies in the field theoretical description.

An explicitly seen new generation that is really similar to the known 3
generations would be weird, and it would probably be interpreted as an evidence
for many Higgs doublets – and the new heavy generation would mostly couple to
this much heavier Higgs doublet.

I don’t know – it’s a weird phenomenological gedanken experiment that would
have no impact whatsoever on 99.9% of the string theoretical research.

B – On the other hand, preons would mean a significant shock for string theorists
because – as of today – we have not seen anything like that in the stringy models.
Especially the idea of a composite gauge bosons – made of spin 1/2 subparticles –
seem very weird from the string theoretical point of view. If the experiments
supported the thesis of some people that only spin 1/2 particles can be
fundamental, string theory would be in trouble. String theory as we know it
today pretty clearly implies that all light particles with spins 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2 can



be equally elementary.

Preons would be very hard to reconcile with string theory, I think – even though,
obviously, a few people would try. This holds in all cases.

C – on the other hand, new gauge symmetries, new heavy Z’ bosons, and so
forth, would be compatible with strings, and they could tell us a lot about the
origin of the gauge groups (geometry of the branes etc.). String theory can
generate the Standard Model and bigger groups, but it can also produce some
pretty different gauge groups, and in some 4D realistic SM-like models, the
amount of new U(1) (broken) symmetries can be rather large. C would certainly
be an interesting arena for string theorists and many people would become
string builders, having a new material to explain.

26. Lubos Motl
October 9, 2004

If SUSY is found but Higgs is not, I don’t have any immediate solution, but no
doubt, all people in particle physics and string theory would try to explain why
the thing that seems like the electroweak symmetry is broken. I think that string
theorists and particle physicists would be comparably surprised why one of the
more solid and older predictions is not confirmed while the newer one (SUSY) is.
I think that the normal particle physicists would be surprised more than string
theorists because they view SUSY pragmatically as a natural mechanism to
protect the mass of Higgs, and if there is no explicit Higgs, their main reason for
SUSY disappears. For string theorists, SUSY is first of all a natural and nice
friend of string theory that makes it work better, and Higgses are independent.

At any rate, if SUSY is found, it will be a boost for the type of thinking led by
string theorists because it will show that we are on the right track. The
electroweak symmetry would have to be broken otherwise, or it will have to be
shown as an approximate phenomenon.

27. Matt Reece
October 9, 2004

Lubos wrote:

If (2) is realized and the Higgs is replaced by some more complicated physics
breaking the electroweak symmetry, phenomenology will have very new,
moderately interesting topics to study, and they will have very little to do with
the teachings of string theory. String theory will be, in this case, disappearing
from experiment-oriented physics departments, moving again to math
departments – maybe even more rapidly than in the case (1).

I’m not at all convinced of this. If electroweak symmetry is broken in some way
corresponding to new strongly interacting physics (a lot of the models being
considered here involve new conformal physics, as suggested by Vafa, Strassler,
and others), I think we might have to turn to stringy dualities to better
understand these strong interactions. This is certainly true at large N (in the
Randall-Sundrum models of this type that we have now, we find flavor-related



difficulties in the third generation, just as in traditional technicolor, but it’s not
yet clear that these difficulties are insurmountable). Markus Luty and Takemichi
Okui recently argued for the small N conformal case in a paper called
“Conformal Technicolor,” and there we have even fewer tools for understanding
possible CFTs at small N. In general I think we have a poor understanding of the
possible behavior of new gauge theories, and supersymmetric dualities have
shed the most light on these issues so far. So, if confronted by data indicating
new strong interactions, I think we’ll have a difficult time figuring out what
strongly interacting theory is right, and I think SUSY and string theory might
give us the tools that allow us to do this. I also think such a scenario would be
more than “moderately interesting,” and I would greatly prefer it to clear
evidence of SUSY (it would leave us with more fun things to explore).

28. sol
October 9, 2004

oops sorry…..that was suppose to be back ground dependancy

29. JC
October 9, 2004

Lubos,

On a slightly different twist, how would the string theory picture change in these
hypothetical LHC scenarios (or a future particle accelerator):

A – a 4th vertical family of quarks/leptons is found

B – quarks and/or leptons are found to have an additional substructure, made out
of “preons”

C – a “new” and different set of gauge bosons are found, which don’t fit into any
of the known theories like the standard model, grand unified theories, nor any of
their supersymmetric extensions

30. sol
October 9, 2004

Lubos,

Linear extrapolation can only be done on back dependancy?

sol

31. JC
October 9, 2004

Lubos,

Just to be complete, how about an LHC scenario where no standard model Higgs
is found, but SUSY particles are found?



32. Lubos Motl
October 9, 2004

Hi JC,

if the standard Higgs is found at the LHC, but no SUSY (and probably no other
stringy things), then the activity, funding, and the number of new students going
to string theory will decrease visibly.

People will have to live with the fact that the world is fine-tuned a bit, even as far
as the mass of the Higgs goes, and they will create new models where various
things are “unnaturally” fine-tuned. The influence of the anthropic principle will
increase.

Those who survive in string theory will forget about phenomenology, and they
will incline to mathematical aspects of string theory and the application of string
theory to more formal questions related to mathematics and nice, but not
realistic quantum field theories. Those that will survive in string theory, trying to
match the experiments, will appreciate those who predicted that string theory
naturally predicts SUSY breaking at very high energies (like Mike Douglas), but
many people will be discouraged by this game.

Well, honestly, the activity in particle phenomenology, including all models with
extra dimensions (which, to some extent, work *for* the LHC), will decrease even
more in the case (1) – only the fathers of the Standard Model who have already
made it will have a new confirmation that their theory is really far-reaching, and
Higgs, Goldstone and some others will become hot candidates for a Nobel prize
(after the Higgs experimental Nobel prize). The progress in particle physics will
slow down even more than today, and the ideas about the new expensive
colliders will probably be killed.

Unfortunately this is a very possible scenario although I’ve made a $1,000 bet
against it (for SUSY) haha. Well, so if (1) occurs, I will also lose 1,000 dollars
with Michal Fabinger but there will be more serious things haha.

Concerning your second choice. If no Higgs is found, there must be *something
else* that corrects the unitarity in the WW goes to WW scattering. The pure
interactions of the gauge theory, from the vertices that we know, just do not give
you a consistent result. There simply must be some deviations from the no-Higgs
standard model – simply because the no-Higgs standard model is not consistent;
it is not unitary which means that it does not preserve unitarity (the total sum of
probabilities of alternatives is not 100 percent).

If no SUSY, no extra dimensions or strings of course, but also no Higgs is found,
the electroweak symmetry must be broken by other means. Let me declare
technicolor to be the primary example – the Higgs may be composite and
complicated enough so that it is not seen explicitly at the LHC. What happens
with string theory if such scenarios get an experimental support? I think that it
will suffer as much as in the case (1) because the composite Higgs models and
stuff like that do *not* naturally follow from string theory (even though some
people will try to make stringy models of technicolor); on the other hand, string



theory has no problems with fundamental scalar particles and fields.

If (2) is realized and the Higgs is replaced by some more complicated physics
breaking the electroweak symmetry, phenomenology will have very new,
moderately interesting topics to study, and they will have very little to do with
the teachings of string theory. String theory will be, in this case, disappearing
from experiment-oriented physics departments, moving again to math
departments – maybe even more rapidly than in the case (1).

As you can see, there is no permanent safety, and if you believe that string theory
is fundamentally on the wrong track, you should also think that there are only
3-4 years left before string theory will be punished for that. Of course, such a
punishment is never definitive – it is a crazy idea to think that a failure on one
collider will remove *all* proponents of a model. One can always move the
arguments to higher energies and make them less convincing, but still plausible.
Maybe the next collider after the LHC could prove string theory anyway – it is a
game of probabilities and arguments, and they are rarely 100% clear until the
experiments are done.

Lubos,

33. Peter
October 9, 2004

Lubos’s “less than” problem has been fixed.

34. JC
October 9, 2004

Lubos,

How would the string perspective change in the following hypothetical LHC
scenarios:

1 – the standard model Higgs is found, but no SUSY particles are found

2 – no Higgs is found, and no SUSY particles are found

35. Lubos Motl
October 9, 2004

It ate my paragraph because after “d” I used the sign “is smaller”, which is not
compatible with HTML too well. Could not you, Peter, fix it, so that the sign
“smaller than” would be translated to the appropriate HTML sentence, so that
it’s not interpreted as a HTML command?

I said that the models in d less than four dimensions are disconnected with
reality, and their only virtue is that they are solvable. But Nature does not care
whether we can solve something exactly. The qualitative conclusions from 2D
gravity cannot be reliably extrapolated to 4D and other realistic spacetimes.

36. Lubos Motl



October 9, 2004

The anthropic principle cannot fuel a revolution or an explosion; the anthropic
principle is, on the contrary and because of its very nature, a symptom of a
*missing* revolution. If there will be many more years without really new and
sharp results in theoretical particle physics, the anthropic principle will grow
stronger, together with philosophical, non-quantitative hand-waving, and with
satisfaction with not-too-impressive matches.

Well, to be honest, the revolution is not too likely to start with some lower-
dimensional models in d less than 4 either because they are disconnected from
the real world by their very nature, and the qualitative conclusions of these
vacua can never be reliably extrapolated to real physics. Their only virtue is that
many things are calculable exactly, but Nature does not care whether we can
calculate something exactly.

There are potential sources of breakthoughs – discrete-like structures at the
Planck scale (see Vafa et al. papers). Even if these things are relevant, they will
be very different in details from all discrete approaches to QG that have been
tried so far. An example – the “quantum of entropy” is often naively said to be
log(2) or log(3) because the system is thought of as a system of discrete blocks
with 2 or 3 states. I believe that it will be shown that the entropy of some special
objects, such as extremal rotating black holes, is always a multiple of 2.pi (or at
least a rational multiple of pi).

OK, let me say something about what I really believe. Below, there are two
different scenarios, theory-dominated, and experiment-led. Let’s start with the
theoretical one.

I think that the next revolution – and not sure whether next year or in 20 years –
will start with revealing some underlying “string theory” behind the theories
which we do not consider to be stringy today – namely the CFT on the
worldsheet. Well, N=2 strings whose target space behaves as a worldsheet of
strings is the pre-example. This will allow us to interpret all effects on the
worldsheet – handles, boundaries, crosscaps – as results of underlying “2D
quantum gravity” that will have a more complicated nonlocal extension.

A new non-geometrical generalization of the principles of CFT will be found, and
it will allow to extend the success of S-matrices etc. to the non-perturbative
realm. A geometry-like original of dualities – such as E_k in supergravity – will be
clarified. Non-perturbative physics on general backgrounds will become
calculable, and supersymmetry breaking will be shown to be very different in
details than previously anticipated. Realistic N=1 4D vacua with SUSY breaking
will be connected and the potential will pick up a rather small number of
priviliged points – close to the “heterotic strings on Calabi-Yau three-folds”
and/or “M-theory on G2 manifolds” and/or “intersecting brane models with some
warping”. Two years after the beginning of the revolution, the people will
calculate the masses of the heaviest quarks, the (small) QCD theta-angle, and
other things, and they will predict the first new physics beyond the SM, which
will be only confirmed several years later experimentally.



Meanwhile, the structure of M-theory in 11D will be solved exactly, and the
position of poles of the scattering amplitudes in 11D will be known more or less
exactly.

Alternatively, theorists won’t be that fast, and the revolution will start
experimentally in 2007, most likely with the LHC. A rather simple pattern of
masses of superpartners will be found, together with supersymmetry, and it will
match one of the popular SUSY scenarios within string theory. Alternatively,
small black holes or excited strings are gonna be seen, and their precise patterns
will be used to reversely engineer the shape of branes and hidden dimensions.

Most string theorists will jump on stringy phenomenology, and they will refine
the models. It will be soon realized that these models have a very natural
explanation why they’re special from the string theory viewpoint, and the
structure of the “landscape” will be viewed very differently than today. It will
have a very hierarchic, organized structure, as opposed to the stupid chaotic
democratic structure with 10^300 equal members, and the people will start to
realize how the early cosmology “creates” the right compactification/branes
naturally.

37. JC
October 9, 2004

Lubos,

What do you think will be the main ideas which will propel the “third”
superstring revolution starting next year? Hopefully it will be something which
does not involve the anthropic principle.

38. Lubos Motl
October 9, 2004

Hi JC,
that’s a very nice gedanken experiment.

First of all, if they abandoned string theory, there would probably be some
immediate reason for their decision, and be sure that I would study this reason in
detail because this would become one of the most important questions. If the
reason were right (or at least very convincing), I would join them.

Second, if I found this reason to be unconvincing or plain wrong, I would just
declare that these guys got mad. I would probably also write a couple of
humiliating articles about them (so be careful, Gentlemen!).  In some sense, it
would be even more encouraging to do research, and I am sure that some young
people would be attracted to the field *because* of the feeling of being highly
original and dissenting, but it is likely that we would have no funding of it
without these guys, at least for some time.  Who knows.

This is not a truly realistic scenario. The reality is that the people will probably
stay in the field, but they are reducing their optimism and excitement about
more specific aspects of string theory and its subfields. Although all of them still



certainly view string theory as a unified structure, a single theory, the opinion
which directions of research and questions are “big” but also “doable” start to
differ. It is completely obvious that the more thrilling period in the scientific field
we live in, the more focused the research becomes. If less impressive results are
created, the interests become fragmented, and it is the case of today.

The third superstring revolution should start roughly next year – by linear
extrapolations of the 1st and 2nd revolutions, and also because 2005 is the World
Year of Physics.  So stay tuned.

All the best
Lubos

39. JC
October 9, 2004

Lubos,

Imagine a hypothetical scenario where guys like Gross, Witten, Schwarz, Greene,
Polchinski, Susskind, etc … all abdicated from string theory and stopped
believing in it. Would you personally continue doing string theory research if this
particular scenario happened?

40. Lubos Motl
October 9, 2004

BTW, Peter, Weinberg, although he loves to attack nonsense – like philosophers
 – is not fighting against string theory, and the reason is simply that string

theory is not quite nonsense ;-), and he knows about it.

Weinberg wrote the foreward to the book “String theory” by Joe Polchinski:

“From the beginning it was clear that, despite its successes, the Standard Model
of elementary particles would have to be embedded in a broader theory that
would incorporate gravitation as well as the strong and electroweak interactions.
There is at present only one plausible candidate for such a theory: it is the theory
of strings, which started in the 1960s as a not-very-successful model of hadrons,
and only later emerged as a possible theory of all forces. … There is no one
better equipped to introduce… than … Polchinski … D-branes … Polchinski has a
rare talent for seeing what is of physical significance in a complicated
mathematical formalism, and explaining it to others. In looking at his book, I was
reminded … Texas… where I had benefits from his patient, clear explanation of
points that puzzled me in string theory. I recommend this book to any physicist
who wants to master this exciting subject.”

By the way, each string theorist is also using the name of ‘t Hooft roughly 3 times
a day in average. We don’t view him as a string theorist, but he would certainly
joined the top ten if he described himself as a string theorist.  ‘t Hooft is
teaching a course on string theory and has extensive lecture notes, see

http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/lectures/string.html

http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/lectures/string.html
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/lectures/string.html


The Dutch are very good in our field, I would say, and of course support of their
leaders is helpful.

Sorry, Peter, but these people probably know more about string theory than you
do. It is great to criticize nonsense, but it is also good to learn in advance
whether something is nonsense or not.

41. Lubos Motl
October 9, 2004

Well, Edward Witten is (still, I hope) on our anti-anthropic side, although he is
not as radical as Gross. 

Today, Weinberg is not a string theorist, and therefore he can afford a completely
neutral – and to some extent detached – point of view. He knows that the
progress in particle physics is significantly slowed down because of missing new
experiments, and he also knows that string theory is the only really big
idea/framework around, but it is not understood well enough to beat the absence
of the new experiments.

Peter, I am pretty sure that if Weinberg thought that the reason why string
theory is not connected to new experiments is different – namely that it is not the
right idea – he would definitely say it. Instead, he says that he does not know, but
he guesses that the prediction that the current string theory research will be
viewed (in 100 years) as a heroic path towards the theory of everything is more
likely (PBS, The Elegant Universe).

We would be happier if Weinberg remained in the business of quantum field
theory because even though it is not the most intriguing era right now, it still
looks much more interesting to many of us than the calculations of acoustic
waves from early cosmology… 

SUSY breaking is a big issue. My feeling is that many people sort of think that
they already understand at least some mechanisms of it quantitatively, but it’s
not quite my feeling, and I can still imagine that the correct final understanding
of SUSY breaking will imply a small cosmological constant, for example.

42. sol
October 8, 2004

Peter

Weinberg is certainly one of the smartest people in the business, and he in
general is a very clear and elegant expositor and thinker. Normally he’s very
skeptical of nonsense (see his public comments on religion), so I’ve always been
surprised that he is not more critical of string theory. However, if anyone is a
leading member of the particle theory establishment it is him, and I think he’s
not willing to countenance the idea that he and many of his colleagues have gone
off on a 20 year wild goose chase.

In this same vein, I wonder why you have been so critical of string theory, and



have remained silent on the issue of gravitational waves?

The relationship is obvious in terms of what is needed for proof, yet we have
modelled a deeper reality in our methodology for proof?

I ask this in a nice way, to point out the discrepancy I see as a outsider, looking
in.

43. Peter
October 8, 2004

Weinberg is certainly one of the smartest people in the business, and he in
general is a very clear and elegant expositor and thinker. Normally he’s very
skeptical of nonsense (see his public comments on religion), so I’ve always been
surprised that he is not more critical of string theory. However, if anyone is a
leading member of the particle theory establishment it is him, and I think he’s
not willing to countenance the idea that he and many of his colleagues have gone
off on a 20 year wild goose chase.

In my experience, good mathematicians and physicists often keep doing very
original and impressive work into their sixties, but almost all slow down a lot
when they hit 70 or so. Weinberg is 71.

While I find a lot of Weinberg’s accomplishments impressive, I do find that I have
a very different set of prejudices about particle theory. I came into the field just
after the advent of the standard model, when people were just realizing how
beautiful and geometric the model was. So my prejudice is kind of like Dirac and
Einstein’s: one should be looking for new beautiful, simple and powerful
geometric principles as the way to make progress. My prejudice is also that QFT
is not just an effective theory, but is the most fundamental theory we know of.
The example of asymptotically free theories shows that QFTs can make perfect
sense to arbitrarily short distances.

Weinberg began his career in the era of S-matrix theory, when the prejudice was
that QFT could not be a fundamental theory, that it was just an effective theory
at low energies. He never swallowed the full S-matrix nonsense, but has always
thought of QFTs and geometry as being just low energy approximations to
something unknown. His prejudice is that QFT is not fundamental, but a
structure one is lead to by imposing consistency of locality, special relativity and
quantum theory. This prejudice shows up in his comments against geometry in
his GR book and in the way he does gauge theory in his QFT books. I think it is
still showing up in his talk yesterday when he hypothesizes that string theory
may also be some non-fundamental framework not based on a simple geometric
principle, but whose necessity is imposed by consistency.

44. Chris Oakley
October 8, 2004

“Nonsense” does not quite get there.

“We think that SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) is pretty good although there are a number of



unresolved problems; we invented something called ‘Supersymmetry’ which is an
interesting but thus far inapplicable idea; we can’t seem to quantize gravity,
what shall we do? I know, let’s start again. Let’s suppose that instead of point
particles we have one-dimensional strings. Unfortunately it does not work in less
than 26 dimensions. Is the theory wrong? No, the world must be 26-dimensional.
Hey, if it’s supersymmetric it could be only 10-dimensional! Great! Only six
unobserved dimensions to explain away (plus the fact that the world is not
supersymmetric, but never mind that). Oh dear, there seem to be five ways of
doing this, what shall we do? How about adding another (unobserved)
dimension? Great! Now what? Um …”

45. Fabio
October 8, 2004

I remember seeing a Feynman quote apropos string theory. He said something
like: ” when I was a young man, I heard all these old physicists saying all this
newfangled stuff is nonsense. Now I’m an old physicist, and I must say I think all
this newfangled stuff [string theory] is nonsense.”

46. JC
October 8, 2004

It sure sounds like a lot of the older particle and/or string guys have fallen into
the “old fogey” pattern of cynicism, after many years of hype which didn’t pan
out and the eventual letdowns. I wonder if this is an “age” thing in general,
independent of the topic of discussion?

47. Chris Oakley
October 8, 2004

Anyone can give “state of the union” type speeches about their subject in general
terms; the real test is when they talk technical. The vast majority of technical
seminars I went to when I was in theoretical physics were incomprehensible to
anyone who had not worked in the specific area related to the seminar. Not so
Weinberg: he spoke with clarity and precision, and I was able to follow
everything despite not being a specialist in all the topics that he covered. Being
able to communicate effectively seems to me to be a trait of a good scientist. I
seriously doubt that people can really have understood something if they are
unable to communicate it in a comprehensible way.

48. D R Lunsford
October 8, 2004

He’s a curious fellow. In his gravity book, he goes to great lengths to explain how
the geometric approach is wrong-headed, that Lorentz invariance and the
Principle of Equivlance force gravity to be a spin-2 gauge field, then he gives the
most perfectly geometric exposition possible. One can never really tell what he
“believes” rather than “knows”.

49. Rob
October 8, 2004



For the record, I talked to Weinberg about a few things last weekend when he
was here at the Perimeter Institute and he didn’t seem old, tired or discouraged.
Indeed, I remember thinking that he had remarkable energy for someone who
has been in the game so long.



Witten on “The Future of String Theory”

October 9, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Witten’s talk this morning at the KITP on “The Future of String Theory” is now
available. He only talked for about fifteen minutes and then took some questions. I
thought it was a rather weird performance. Not only did Witten not really have
anything to say about the future of string theory, he didn’t even discuss the present
state of the theory. The most recent thing about string theory he mentioned is the now
seven year-old AdS/CFT correspondence. He drew the standard picture of Feynman
diagram vs. string world-sheet, claiming it indicates that space-time is an “emergent
phenomenon”. He even noted that he has been drawing the same picture for nearly
twenty years now and he still doesn’t know in what sense this “emergent space-time”
idea is true, although AdS/CFT is the closest thing to the kind of thing he is looking
for. Now not only space-time is supposed to be “emergent”, but so is the string itself,
although he admits he doesn’t know what this means.

Instead of looking optimistically to the future, Witten’s talk was extremely defensive.
He started off trying to defend why string theorists work on string theory (basically
because it is a non-trivial extension of QFT, contains gravity and has lead to important
mathematical results). Much of his very short talk was taken up by mentioning
criticisms of string theory and giving unconvincing responses to them. He didn’t say
anything in the bulk of his talk about the Landscape or twistor string theory, or
anything else going on these days in the field.

There were several questions from the audience. Someone asked him if he would still
believe as strongly in string theory if the LHC didn’t find supersymmetry. He
somewhat evaded the question, saying he would be less optimistic about how well we
can ever understand the world, but implying that he wouldn’t consider this as
evidence against string theory itself, repeating the same defense of why he did string
theory that his talk started with.

The last question was about the anthropic principle and the Landscape. He began his
answer with something like “Well…..(nervous laughter)… uh…..” then finally said
more or less “I’d be happy if it is not right, but there are serious arguments for it, and
I don’t have any serious arguments against it.” So I guess he comes down on the
Weinberg side (“I don’t like it, but maybe we have to accept that our fundamental
theory can’t explain any of the things it is supposed to”) vs. the Gross side (“people
who think this way have given up doing physics”).

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
October 13, 2004

Everyone knows that gauge invariance requires experimental support to be

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/witten
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/witten


massless.

2. Chris W.
October 13, 2004

..and, in light of the string theory landscape it is unclear what “massive
experimental support” could ever mean. The landscape’s partisans seem to be
thrilled that it might contain a hill or valley that resembles whatever
observations one might anticipate making.

Even discounting the landscape, the profligate mathematical richness of string
theory is a liability (and a distraction), not an asset. The theory doesn’t appear to
make any new experimental meaningful statements of the form “X can never
happen”, “X will never be observed”, or “X must happen in situation Y”. Cocky
and dangerous predictions like that are what make a theory truly testable. To
make them, string theory will have to become a very different sort of theory than
the one we now have. That won’t happen unless its practitioners make a deep
commitment to making it happen. I don’t sense such a commitment or the kind of
active and imaginative critical effort it produces.

3. Thomas Larsson
October 12, 2004

If you were Witten, what would you do to “fix up” string theory as it’s known
today (besides fixing up diffeomorphism anomalies)?
What would convince you to change your mind and be in support of string
theory?

In the unlikely event that string theory acquired massive experimental support, I
guess that I would have to believe in it. But the present situation is rather the
opposite.

The construction of a quantum theory with some prescribed symmetries is, from
my perspective, the same thing a constructing the representation theory of the
group of symmetries. There is really a 1-1 correspondence:
1. Given a quantum theory, its symmetry group acts by a unitary representation
on the Hilbert space.
2. Given a unitary representation of some group, the Hilbert space on which it
acts is the Hilbert space of some quantum theory.

In particular, the Hilbert spaces of the fully interacting gauge-invariant or diff-
invariant theories carry unitary representation of the groups of gauge
transformations and diffeomorphisms. Perhaps one should factor out gauge
symmetries, although I don’t see why – it is definitely not necessary for
consistency (unitarity). But this is really irrelevant for the argument. The
anomalies must be there at least before factoring them out, so if you cannot
write down the anomalies in the first place, you lose.

I am pretty sure that there is no way to fix string theory. The representations
look the way they do, and their Hilbert spaces look rather like fixed versions of
field theory. I don’t see any way to “fix” SU(2) to allow for unitary spin-1/4



representations either.

I don’t have a clue what I would do if I were Witten, and I don’t really care. It’s
not my problem.

4. Peter
October 12, 2004

Some comments about Arun’s questions #2 and #3.

There are two main ways people have tried to relate string theory (whatever it
is…) to real-world physics. The first, and in some sense the oldest, is the idea
that it provides a dual formulation of gauge theories like QCD. The latest version
of this is the AdS/CFT correspondence, which some string theorists go so far as
to take as an answer to the “What is string theory” question, defining string
theory in terms of a QFT. I don’t have any problem with this. It is a promising
way to learn more about gauge theories like QCD, worth investigating and may
lead both to better understanding of how to calculate things in QCD, as well as to
a better answer to the question of what string theory really is and what it is good
for.

The second way people try to relate string theory and the real world is the one
that has got the most attention over the past 20 years, and it’s the one that I
think is completely misguided. This is the idea that one can use anomaly
cancellation conditions to pick out one or more supersymmetric theories in 10 or
11 dimensions with specified gauge groups, and that this will give a theory of
everything. There are two separate kinds of arguments against this, besides the
operational one of 20 years of failure to get anywhere.

1. Nothing comes out right: We live in 4 dimensions, gauge group
SU(3)xSU(2)XU(1), non-supersymmetric particle spectrum. String theory
predicts none of these things. If anything, anomaly cancellation predicts 10
dimensions, E8xE8 or SO(32), supersymmetric spectrum. To get things to look
like physics you need to engage in complicated, ugly, ad hoc constructions (latest
example is KKLT) that completely ruin any predictive power of the theory. This is
extremely strong and convincing evidence that the initial idea is simply wrong. I
don’t understand why people refuse to admit this.

2. There is no good non-perturbative formulation that does what you want. The
great dream of the subject is that there is some beautiful 11d theory based on
some elegant principle that, once it is found, will automagically solve the
problems in 1. I think there is zero evidence for this despite 20 years of effort,
and at this point the people who go on about this are simply engaging in wishful
thinking. Witten, Gross and others at some point need to either put up or shut up
about this. If for twenty years now they haven’t been able to find this wondrous
new principle, they should admit it probably doesn’t exist and do something else
with their lives. The fact of the matter is that, mathematically, the standard
model involves far deeper and more elegant mathematics than that used in string
theory.

5. JC



October 12, 2004

Thomas,

If you were Witten, what would you do to “fix up” string theory as it’s known
today (besides fixing up diffeomorphism anomalies)?

What would convince you to change your mind and be in support of string
theory?

6. Thomas Larsson
October 12, 2004

#2. he expands later to “What is the core idea analogous to the principle of
equivalence in the case of general relativity?”
#3. he expands later to “Even if it occurs {i.e., we understand what string theory
is}, and if string theory is on the right track, will we be able to learn how to use
it to understand nature?”
…
But it seems that Peter thinks that #2 is also dubious? I had thought that while
the final answers for #2 are not available yet, there is little doubt that there is
something there; in fact the seeming wealth in an answer to #2 is why physicists
study string theory, and why we have strong opinions that #3 will be answered in
the affirmative.

Given that Witten and hundreds more of the world’s brightest people have spent
20 years on #2 and still haven’t figured it out, why do you believe that there is
something there? And even if there is something, who will figure it out, when
Witten obviously wasn’t smart enough?

Witten may well be the smartest person since Aristotle, but that doesn’t mean
that Wittensian gravity is more successful than Aristotelian gravity. Besides,
Witten at 55 is probably less smart than Witten at 35.

It is almost a theorem that string theory will fail. It doesn’t account for the
diffeomorphism anomalies in 4D which must be there in canonical quantization
by analogy with the conformal anomaly on the worldsheet. Anomalies are non-
negotiable things, and if your theory cannot describe all necessary anomalies, it
is in deep trouble.

7. Arun
October 12, 2004

Don’t let physicists, too, fall into the slick slide trap!

8. Lubo? Motl
October 12, 2004

I agree – industry seems to be a decade ahead of the physicists in presentations.
The mathematicians, on the other hand, have not invented the overhead
projector yet, and therefore they always prefer the blackboard.



Well, some of us are trying ;-), see

http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/twistors.ppt
http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/rutgers-talk.ppt

9. Fabio
October 11, 2004

Wow. Looking over some of the slides from the talks, the thing that impresses me
most is how primitive they look (with the exception of t’Hooft’s). Having been in
industry for a decade or so I was sort of surprised to see that people would still
scribble things on transparencies with markers for a conference talk. It’s kind of
quaint.

10. Arun
October 10, 2004

Just watched Gross’s talk, very worth watching.

Witten had three questions at the start of his talk:

1. Why do physicists work on string theory?
2. What is string theory?
3. Can we connect string theory to particle physics?

#2. he expands later to “What is the core idea analogous to the principle of
equivalence in the case of general relativity?”

#3. he expands later to “Even if it occurs {i.e., we understand what string theory
is}, and if string theory is on the right track, will we be able to learn how to use
it to understand nature?”

I had understood Peter’s criticism of string theory to be basically centered on
#3, i.e., his stand is that the connection of string theory to nature has been
tenuous all through its history, and the situation shows no signs of improving.
And if #3. has no good answer, then #1. needs an answer – why should
physicists work on it?

But it seems that Peter thinks that #2 is also dubious? I had thought that while
the final answers for #2 are not available yet, there is little doubt that there is
something there; in fact the seeming wealth in an answer to #2 is why physicists
study string theory, and why we have strong opinions that #3 will be answered in
the affirmative.

I think asking the question #3 in the form of “what experimental results or
observations in the next 10 years will help us decide whether string theory is
relevant?” can be a useful scientific exercise; while attacking #2. is a waste of
time.

-Arun

11. Lubos Motl

http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/twistors.ppt
http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/twistors.ppt
http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/rutgers-talk.ppt
http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/rutgers-talk.ppt


October 10, 2004

Dear Arun,

the emergent time is a great question – David Gross was exactly mentioning this
puzzle in his talk at KITP.

Special relativity guraantees that if space is emergent, time must be emergent as
well.

String theory in various formulations is Lorentz-invariant, and therefore it should
agree with this principle.

However the specific formulations we have are able to show that *space* is
emergent, but time is never emergent in these pictures. Well, if you have
operators or wavefunctions or whatever, and even if you want to predict the
future from the past, you need a concept of time.

It’s not a contradiction. The manipulations that we are able to make with the
space cannot be easily done with time – time is different in details, at the end, for
example it can have an arrow (time-like intervals have a universal arrow, past vs.
future, while spacelike intervals don’t).

If one says that time is emergent, the idea of predicting the future from the past
must be approximate and emergent as well. Well, it’s not shocking if we study
the S-matrix: it is the set of amplitudes between the infinite past and infinite
future, and with infinite separation, time becomes sharp and well-defined much
like space.

If we look at the gauge-fixed descriptions, such as the light cone gauge ones
(Matrix theory, for example), the gauge-fixing always guarantees that there is a
well-defined notion of time, and the other operators are simply functions of it.

There have been speculations, e.g. by Aharony and Banks, see

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9812237

that M-theory – and little string theory in particular – has some inherent non-
locality in time. But these conclusions have not been universally accepted yet, I
would say.

A few more comments: if you adopt the formalism of the S-matrix, the questions
go away – the only invariant object is the amplitude at infinite separations both
in space and time, and these emergent notions are “emerged fully” anyway.

However, the S-matrix is not enough to study cosmology. If we want to
understand the early cosmology, it seems sort of necessary (or useful) to
understand in what sense the time emerges after the Big Bang. It probably does
not make sense to ask what was “before the Big Bang” or “before the Universe
was Planckian in size” – because before this moment, the concept of time (and
the word “before”) had not emerged yet. Nevertheless there is a clear feeling

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9812237
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9812237


that something is missing, and we should be able to say something about “which
universes can emerge” from the Big-Bang and which cannot. And the answer
about this Planckian super-early cosmology seems to require us to learn HOW
time can be emerging and what is it emerging from.

Best
Lubos

12. Arun
October 10, 2004

Lubos,

It helps a bit. Let me ask: is the notion of time – smoothly flowing, continuous –
essential to any formulation of string theory, or will it emerge out of string
theory? Does the notion of time exist in quantum foam/quantum geometry?

-Arun

13. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

Gross’s talk is very cool! Highly recommended.

14. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

Hi Chris,

thanks for your comment. Was this blog meant to debunk the subject?  Well, I
think that this purpose belongs to the past. I view it as a place for philosophizing
about some general questions of string theory and theoretical physics and its
future, and especially about the importance of various ideas.

But if one looks at this blog, it is rather obvious that string theory *is* the most
important set of ideas we have. Look at the percentage of the postings dedicated
to the subject.  Well, there are some essays by Peter that are just anti-stringy
and that are “not even wrong”, but this is just a natural component of this blog.
This blog is not a refereed journal. Nevertheless, I think that there are also some
entries in this blog that do have a meaningful content.

All the best
Lubos

15. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

We have an overwhelming evidence that specetime is an emergent phenomenon.
It is not just some Witten’s progressive idea, it is an idea that even Brian Greene
always says for the popular audience.

The statement means that we should not think about the objects and events to



take place on a well-defined background geometry. Quantum mechanics
guarantees that the concept of completely smooth geometry is incompatible with
quantum mechanics that make things fluctuate.

But string theory goes much further. Geometric descriptions, such as general
relativity, are only approximations valid at very long distances. At very short
distances, comparable to the “length of the string” (string scale) or “the smallest
meaningful black hole” (the Planck scale), physics does not admit a simple
description in terms of usual geometry. Geometry is generalized to something
much bigger, and the difference between geometry and matter disappears – this
is the content of unification of gravity with other forces and matter.

String theory implies a lot of dualities. For example, T-duality shows that the
Universe with a circular dimension of radius R is physically indistinguishable
from the universe with a circular dimension L^2/R, where L is the constant
length associated with the strings (string scale). A radius smaller than L has
identical physics as the inverse radius which is greater than L. If one compares
these two equivalent universes, one must create a dictionary: for example,
objects with momentum N/R in the “small” Universe map to string that are
wound N times around the circle of the large Universe, and vice versa.

The momentum is the generator of translations, and you can see above that it
behaves physically in the same way as the winding number (how many times a
string is wrapped). It is just a matter of convenience whether we call something
“momentum” or a “winding number” in these Universes with circular
dimensions. Also, mirror symmetry analogously relates two very different
6-dimensional shapes (mirror duals) which nevertheless lead to identical physics
if you put string theory on it.

The momenta etc. can have the interpretation of winding numbers, electric
charges, and so on, in various equivalent descriptions of the reality. Different
equivalent descriptions of reality do not agree what the spacetime geometry is.
One of them can become much more reasonable than others, but it is only in the
case in which the radii and size of this geometry are much greater than the
fundamental scale (for example the string scale). In this case, one geometry is
much more realistic and convenient description than others. But because I need
the size of the geometry to be large, geometry is just an emergent phenomenon.

At very short distances comparable to the fundamental scale, geometry is
replaced by a generalized, quantum, stringy geometry that contains much more
stuff that we don’t usually consider to be “geometry”. Geometry becomes
unseparable from other physical concepts, objects and phenomena.

The notion of topology of the space(time) manifold also makes sense as the
approximation in the limit where we study the long-distance behavior only. At
very short distances, quantum mechanics guarantees that even the topology is
fluctuating (quantum foam) – one can imagine that the geometry at very short
distances is non-commutative, although one must be ready that the word “non-
commutative” in the most general situation must be extended and generalized.



Non-commutative geometry is something that allows one to replace functions on
a manifold by discrete matrices – the smooth, commutative geometry appears for
very large matrices.

Much like in the naive discrete approaches to quantum gravity (such as “loop
quantum gravity”), the character of the spacetime is very different if we probe it
with a very good resolution. However, the effects in string theory are not just
that “space is made of atoms of space”. Instead, there are many new objects,
fields, concepts appearing in this regime and all of them are “fuzzy” and mixed
up in some way.

Does it illuminate the question?

16. Chris Oakley
October 10, 2004

If there is a source of disappointment, it’s the fact that the hundreds of smart
people – old and renowned ones as well as the young ones – have not been able
to make greater progress in the recent years.

Lubo?, I am glad that I am able to agree with you on something for once. What is
the world coming to? The chief bodyguard of the superstring orthodoxy posts
comments on a web log devoted to debunking the subject – ? Maybe that is a
reflection of the state of affairs in fundamental physics – that we have to huddle
together to protect ourselves from the greater threat of all becoming irrelevant.

17. Arun
October 10, 2004

“Space-time is an emergent phenomenon” – while even Witten doesn’t know
what it actually means, what could it conceivably mean?

18. Lubo? Motl
October 10, 2004

Wilczek’s talk is very funny – he says that he will not allow his first Nobel prize
to… Well, you should see it.

19. Lubo? Motl
October 10, 2004

I think that Witten’s talk is good and pretty optimistic! What are you talking
about, Peter? Yes, it is a rather standard talk about uniqueness in quantum field
theory and string theory, and about richness of string theory (underestimated
even by the enthusiasts, as Witten points out), and about the stringy
counterparts of the principles of GR, and what is string theory – and it does not
cover the newest developments, but it is announced in the very first sentence,
and this orientation of the talk is probably determined by the audience. I would
almost certainly give him an “A” for this talk. 

I also think that his answers were very honest. If they ask him how (non)-SUSY



on the LHC will affect him, he is realistic and talks in terms of “level of belief”
and probabilities. Whoever expects some radical statements that one experiment
will change totally everything about his belief system, does not really appreciate
the huge number of very different rational reasons and insights behind Witten’s
opinions.

Dear DRL, I have no idea what you find astonishing and infuriating. Maybe you
misunderstood something? We just said that Witten is not pessimistic about
string theory itself – that has displayed no real problems with its framework –
but about the limited human abilities to study it, which have slowed down the
progress in recent years, and it is not completely clear (and it is a matter of
hopes) whether we will be able to do better in the future.

At any rate, it is an objective fact that the progress in string theory today is
slower than in the middle of 1980s or middle of 1990s. One more thing about the
intelligence of string theory vs. the intelligence of us: string theory is much
smarter than all of us – me, you, but also Andy Strominger, Cumrun Vafa, or
Edward Witten. I am sure that all of them – maybe except for you, DRL – would
fully agree with this statement of mine, and some of them have said this
statement themselves. You’re probably the only one who thinks that he is
smarter than string theory – but this is, I apologize for being honest, a symptom
of limited intelligence, not high intelligence. And if you ask why I feel the moral
right to conjecture such things about you because of this single topic, it’s
because I have known you for quite a while, so this judgement is not just because
of this specific question!

If there is a source of disappointment, it’s the fact that the hundreds of smart
people – old and renowned ones as well as the young ones – have not been able
to make greater progress in the recent years.

20. D R Lunsford
October 10, 2004

Lubos, I find a statement like that both astonishing and infuriating. Who the hell
are you to make statements about any single PERSON’s intelligence, not to say
the whole shebang? Not only do you claim to read God’s mind, you know what he
has in store for poor suffering Man.

I would not only be embarrassed to be credited with such a statement, I would
be ashamed.

-drl

21. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

I agree that Witten’s limited optimism stems from the limited human
intelligence, not from defects in string theory. In some sense, there is a
disappointment that all of us have not been able to go much further.

Brian Greene’s TV example with the dog learning GR is very cute, but I still hope



that despite the finite brains of all of us, we have some abilities to crack anything
that makes sense in the future.

22. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

I don’t believe that reasonable professional physicists believe that the principle
of equivalence is unimportant as a foundation of GR. (Did the comment mean
Hawking?)

Weinberg has been criticized for not sharing the “religious geometric” viewpoint
about general relativity. But Weinberg’s point is certainly not that the
equivalence principle – or diffeomorphism invariance – is not important.

Weinberg’s point – and I am sure that this is shared by an overwhelming majority
of particle physicists and string theorists – is that general covariance is different
in details, but otherwise it can (and it should) be treated with the same tools as
other gauge invariances such as Yang-Mills invariance. Well, string theory unifies
these two naturally in many “senses”.  Already the Kaluza-Klein theory unifies
them, and string theory goes much further.

The special feature of gravity is only in its low energy manifestations – spin 2
fields and particles; coupling to stress energy tensor; geometrical interpretation
of the gauge invariance. But these are just visual differences. In the fundamental
way, gravity is not that different, which is why it can be unified.

23. October 10, 2004

To be fair, Witten was talking to an audience who hadn’t even heard of Ads/CFT,
so you could not expect much. Two things stood out from the talk though: first,
people like Witten *still* believe that the Principle of Equivalence is somehow
the foundation of GR. People in that field stopped believing that decades ago
[hint: search for the POE in Hawking and Ellis’ book —from 1973!]. Second,
Witten points out that the *real* reason Ads/CFT is interesting is because it
might give us a dual to the actual spacetime in which we live. It’s great that he
says this. It would be even greater if people took his words to heart and actually
tried to apply Ads/CFT in that way. I don’t think that anyone really believes that
*our* spacetime fails to be globally hyperbolic on cosmological scales, do they?

24. Chris Oakley
October 9, 2004

Following on from Danny’s comments – though less eloquently – I knew that I
had no future in the subject just from the kind of casual discussions I was having
with my peers 19 years ago. I was a harsh critic, and remain a harsh critic, of
things I perceived as inconsistencies in QFT. I worked on the principle that one
should wipe one’s bottom before thinking about powdering one’s nose, which
automatically ruled out spending time on grandoise super-unified schemes
before basic mathematical problems were solved. None of my colleagues agreed
with me on this, and when I would dismiss their string theoretical efforts as
unmotivated and overly speculative they would take on the appearance and



vocabulary of religious fanatics prepared to sacrifice all for some inexplicable
but strongly-held set of beliefs. They are still doing it.

Fine … but don’t pretend it’s science.

25. D R Lunsford
October 9, 2004

Perhaps it is the recognition of hubris in himself and others. After all, what string
theory proposed was 1) a revision of Democritus, thus a supposed “new
beginning” for science 2) an abandonment of the essential idea of indentical
particles and their statistics 3) a deliberate willful disregard of the scientific
method in favor of a mediaeval-scholastic imposition of a false order – a return to
“reading God’s mind” 4) A PR campaign on the level of the Neocons to convince
everyone that strings beget gravity, when this was never in fact true.

Wouldn’t you be depressed to look in the mirror and know you took part in such
a shell game – such a carnival ruse?

In a larger sense, the intellectual climate in the West seems utterly poisoned by
fashion and faddery. Facts and imagination are so pre-post-modern.

26. String Theorist
October 9, 2004

Witten’s disillusionment stems not from any defect in string theory itself, but
from the limitation of human intelligence.

String theory exists, regardless of one’s prejudices, and the question of whether
the landscape exists is a scientific question, regardless of one’s prejudices. (It is
the question of what to DO about the landscape, if indeed it exists, that some
people like to answer non-scientifically.)

We can’t expect a dog to understand quantum mechanics, and it may be that we
are reaching the limit of what humans can understand about string theory.
Maybe there are advanced civilizations out there to whom we appear as smart as
dogs do to us, and maybe they have figured out string theory well enough to
have moved on to a better theory…

27. Peter
October 9, 2004

I know that Witten has been somewhat discouraged about string theory for a
while, but still doesn’t want to give up on it. Under the circumstances I would
have been a lot happier to hear him say something like “things are discouraging
for the following reasons, but I still continue to have hope for these other
reasons. To continue to be viable, string theory needs to make progress on the
following problems, and here are some ideas about them. What Susskind is
suggesting about the Landscape is not science and I’d abandon the idea of string
theory before going down that path”.



In other words, I wish he had come down on Gross’s side of the Landscape
argument.

28. Lubos Motl
October 9, 2004

I am surprised that Peter Woit is surprised to see that Edward Witten and
perhaps some others feel slightly disillusioned today. I thought that you, Peter,
were following what’s going on in psychology of our field, and you were even
comparing the citations of the most cited articles in 2003 and 1996, for example.

 Yes, it’s much less today, and our optimism is correlated with that, of course.
It does not apply to some people ;-).

Witten would certainly like some experimental confirmation, too. Also, there is a
lot of sense in which he deserves at least one Nobel prize, but clearly, without a
breakthrough that will allow experimental verifications of predictions, it’s hard
to imagine.

Your description does not suggest that Witten’s talk is something I can’t miss,
but because I know in which way you twist, I will try to watch it anyway. 

BTW Bush may have seemed uncertain, defensive, and feeling bad about the
reports from Iraq in the first debate, but I think that he was slightly better than
Kerry in the second debate.

29. Peter
October 9, 2004

I think you’re very right that that’s part of the psychology going on here.

And I should make clear that I don’t think Witten is a cynic; I think he believes in
what he says (although I wouldn’t say the same about our current administration
and what they say about Iraq).

30. JC
October 9, 2004

Perhaps being in “denial” is a very ingrained human trait, especially when one
has invested a lot of time, effort, and pride into a particular endeavor. A very
common manifestation of this is in the “sunk cost fallacy” where a person
figuratively or literally “throws good money after bad money”. On the stock
market, it would be where somebody stayed with a crappy investment hoping to
one day make back all the money they “lost” on it. Emotionally it’s very hard for
them to “sell” the crappy investment before reaching the break-even point, since
selling and taking a capital loss would tell them that their personal judgement
was “wrong” about it.

31. Peter
October 9, 2004

Witten’s defensive performance reminds me of George Bush being confronted



with the fact that the war in Iraq was based on a mistake and the whole thing
seems to be going very badly and hasn’t worked out at all as planned. Just like
Bush, Witten appears to be unwilling to face up to what a disaster the current
situation is, or admit that the whole thing may have been a mistake.
Unfortunately, Witten’s sticking to his guns and seeming highly unlikely to ever
give up or acknowledge defeat is good for string theory, but bad for physics. If he
ever gives up, string theory is doomed, but as he and others refuse to
acknowledge what a disaster it is, the field of theoretical physics suffers
immensely.

The way things are going, the endpoint is going to be that theoretical physics
will be dominated by the endless study of a horrifically complex and ugly
framework that can never explain anything, together with an associated
“Landscape” ideology that justifies never having to relate the theory to the real
world.

32. JC
October 9, 2004

Is this an ominous sign of an eventual day of reckoning for string theory? Or is
Witten becoming very cynical about the whole enterprise altogether?



Wilczek Weblogs

October 10, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

This weblog thing is getting out of control. It seems that Frank Wilczek’s wife has
one, as well as his daughter. What about you, Frank?

Comments

1. Lubos Motl
October 13, 2004

Hi Sol, nope ;-). If you follow sci.physics.research, you of course know who is it.

2. sol
October 13, 2004

Lubos

But what would you think if you met someone else, someone nice, someone who
is around, namely someone who can be described as a leader of quantum
computation, who argues that there is really no difference between
renormalizable and non-renormalizable theories as far as predictivity goes (he
immediately and explicitly gives you the Standard Model and quantized General
Relativity with all counterterms up to five loops as examples) – and he even
states that drawing a graph of a function (which is a part of the input of a theory)
is giving you a more predictive theory than if you know the function analytically,
as long as the analytical function looks too complicated to you?

Who were you talking about here? Smolin and the Perimeter Institute?

3. Lubos Motl
October 11, 2004

Haha, sol, that’s entertaining. The article explaining the problems of loop
quantum gravity – the article that you presented to those guys on the other
forum – was, of course, written by me as well. 

A newer version of this article is today at

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Objections_to_the_theory_of_loop_quantum_gravity

I am not surprised that those guys who want to promote loop quantum gravity
dislike Wikipedia for having such articles. But fortunately it is impossible for
them to hide knowledge from the internet users.

All the best
Lubos

http://betsydevine.weblogger.com/
http://betsydevine.weblogger.com/
http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/natureisprofligate/
http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/natureisprofligate/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Objections_to_the_theory_of_loop_quantum_gravity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Objections_to_the_theory_of_loop_quantum_gravity


4. sol
October 11, 2004

lubos

Also, I link Wikipedia because Wikipedia is free and relatively good. Most
Wikipedia articles about string theory (and a nonzero part about adjacent fields
of physics) were more or less written by me ;-), and your comments about
“defaming them” sound very puzzling. Who was defaming Wikipedia?

http://www.physicsforums.com/archive
/t-42996_Strings_or_LQG_and_why???.html

I hope that is the right thread(its been archived), but I went on to defend,
encouraging others of expertise to add their’s, for a truly wonderful reference
point for consideration.

http://superstringtheory.org:8080/forum/edonline/discussion.jsp?thread=16

I hope you don’t mind I added this post to the links in defence?:)

5. Lubo? Motl
October 11, 2004

Hype and propaganda? Come on.

There is no hype and propaganda about string theory. People just try to explain
why it is a fascinating and unique theory. In the mid 1980s or mid 1990s, people
were more excited and the progress was faster, and therefore the comments
about string theory were more optimistic. Today it’s closer to the opposite. As
Witten pointed out on the KITP conference, even string theory *enthusiasts*
underestimate how rich and powerful string theory is – so speaking about hype
and propaganda is not a reasonable or fair description of reality.

6. Lubo? Motl
October 11, 2004

Dear sol,

it is not clear whether I understand you. But my blog, http://motls.blogspot.com/
, definitely allows replies of anyone, including anonymous users.

Also, I link Wikipedia because Wikipedia is free and relatively good. Most
Wikipedia articles about string theory (and a nonzero part about adjacent fields
of physics) were more or less written by me ;-), and your comments about
“defaming them” sound very puzzling. Who was defaming Wikipedia?

Best
Lubos

7. Thomas Larsson
October 11, 2004

http://www.physicsforums.com/archive/t-42996_Strings_or_LQG_and_why
http://www.physicsforums.com/archive/t-42996_Strings_or_LQG_and_why
http://www.physicsforums.com/archive/t-42996_Strings_or_LQG_and_why
http://www.physicsforums.com/archive/t-42996_Strings_or_LQG_and_why
http://superstringtheory.org:8080/forum/edonline/discussion.jsp?thread=16
http://superstringtheory.org:8080/forum/edonline/discussion.jsp?thread=16
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/


This weblog thing is getting out of control.

This seems literally true for the program powering this weblog. It seems like
Movable Type 2.661 cannot handle the number of replies to the entry “KITP
Conference on “The Future of Physics””. Thus let me respond to JC here instead.

I get the sense most of the criticisms of string theory on this weblog is largely
about the hype and propaganda surrounding string theory over the last 20 years.
The discussions about specific technical details about string theory and field
theory seem to be more neutral and less controversial.

My main criticism is quite technical. String theory failed as a theory of quantum
gravity because particle physicists didn’t understand that diffeomorphism
anomalies exist in 4D – you need to go slightly beyond field theory to see them.

If you miss the relevant anomalies, you will fail.

8. sol
October 11, 2004

Well this is fine Lubos, but you have no place in which to respond?

Plus, I had been criticized greatly for using wikipedia in the physics forum for
reference, so the authors of the sited revisons on those selective topics you have
linked, would they have been inspected by yourself, so that this maybe
referenced, quieting those whose comments defame the wikipedia references?

I assume because you had linked them it would be yes. Just reaffirming would
help greatly.

Then we will have to see if Peter logs your site, on his.

Lubos

Emergent space and emergent time

In string theory, we now have overwhelming evidence that space is an emergent
phenomenon. It is not just one of Witten’s progressive ideas. Instead, it is an idea
that even Brian Greene often explains to his popular audience. The statement
means that we should not think about the objects and events to take place on a
well-defined background geometry; we should not think about space and time as
basic assumptions whose existence is guaranteed before we consider anything
else.

9. Matthew Nobes
October 10, 2004

http://www.livejournal.com/~manobes

While we’re advertising. Nothing exciting though, unless you like perturbation
theory, or lattice QCD.

http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://www.livejournal.com/~manobes
http://www.livejournal.com/~manobes


10. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

OK, you convinced me, my new English blog is at

http://motls.blogspot.com/

Best wishes,
Lubos

11. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

Hi!
Last year, I experimentally started a blog

http://lumo.blogspot.com/

in Czech, but I was disappointed by the small number of visits of that blog, so I
have not contributed anything for a year or so…

But maybe, I will revive that  and add English stuff.

All the best
Lubos

12. sol
October 10, 2004

To tell you the truth I like this bloggery format, as to why Frank hasn’t, who
knows?

Maybe Lubos needs one.?:)So we can hurl mud and stuff at him figurtively
speaking.:)

I like getting the up to date stuff here with Peter’s. Plus, we get the negative side
psychologiclaly speaking, to balance ourselves if we assume to far ahead.

13. Lubos Motl
October 10, 2004

The wife seems as a left-wing activist while the daughter is a kewl writer about
nature. 

14. Alejandro Rivero
October 10, 2004

The most delicate weblog thing, as fas as I now, is the string coffee and it is not
working after all. Why should Wilczek risk his weblife?

http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://lumo.blogspot.com/
http://lumo.blogspot.com/


Witten replaces WMAP

October 11, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Witten is giving a colloquium talk next week at Princeton on the topic of
“Supersymmetry Pro or Con”. His talk is a last-minute replacement for one about
“Recent Results from WMAP” by Lyman Page. WMAP was supposed to report the
results from the analysis of the second year’s worth of satellite data early this year,
but this has been delayed quite a bit already, and evidently is being delayed even
more. Does anyone know why?

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
October 14, 2004

No – Pauli is right and Kaku – or whoever authored this quote (and I apologize in
advance if Kaku was misquoted or not quoted) – is wrong.

2. sol
October 14, 2004

DRL,

I was looking for specific quotes by Kaku, but immediately did not find it. I will
supply when I do.

However, since our universe obviously has 4 dimensions (3 spatial and one
temporal), people were troubled by this extra 5th-dimension. Oskar Klein, a
German mathematician, offered an explanation; the 5th dimension could not be
seen because it was much too small. It had curled up, or compactified. For
example, picture a garden hose. From far away, it appears to be a line (one-
dimensional), but upon closer examination, one finds that it is a tube (a 2-D
surface curled up).

http://www.ecf.toronto.edu/~quanv/String/string4.html

Is this a historical difference of opinion?

3. sol
October 14, 2004

I must apologize D.R. Lunsford for mispelling your name in post previous and ask
you to click on Lubos’s name on information you quote, that you took the
statement from.

The html has to be placed in front of each paragraph to show italiced statement.

http://www.physics.princeton.edu/scripts/cal/DAY20041021
http://www.physics.princeton.edu/scripts/cal/DAY20041021
http://www.ecf.toronto.edu/~quanv/String/string4.html
http://www.ecf.toronto.edu/~quanv/String/string4.html


This did not come about and looks like my writing, when its not. I should have
previewed, and then posted.

4. D R Lunsford
October 14, 2004

Sol,

It is absolutely false in every detail.

-drl

5. sol
October 14, 2004

D.R Lundsford,

You must always look to how these statements are produced. As a laymen I am at
the mercy of minds better educated, so I would look at your response to further
my position of understanding.

What do you think of this statement?

By adding a 5th-dimension, Kaluza unified in one stroke Einstein’s theory of
gravity with Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism.

regards

6. D R Lunsford
October 14, 2004

Sol,

I take strict exception to some of your statements below , viz:

Theodor Kaluza made a shocking suggestion back in 1919 when he proposed
that the electromagnetic waves are actually ripples on the shape of spacetime in
the 5th dimension. This “Kaluza-Klein theory” was the first serious proposal to
unify gravity and electromagnetism.

The first (and IMO only) “serious” attempt to unify EM and gravity, in the sense
of an irreducible, background free theory where Am and gmn have equal roles, is
Weyl’s theory of 1918. KK theory is spurious unification, as can be seen by the
simplest possible argument (given by Pauli) – *any* theory at all that can be
made generally covariant, can be cast in Kaluza’s form, where the extra fields
appear as part of the metric. So for example I can immediately write down a
spurious “unification” of gravity and the Dirac theory, where the extra
components will look like

(psibar ym psi) (psibar yn psi)

KK theory is *not* unification in the same sense as, say, Maxwell’s melding of



electricity and magnetism.

In all cases, electromagnetism and gravity are unified into something like
“generalized geometry”.

Not so. It’s Riemannian geometry. Weyl’s theory, on the other hand, *is* a more
general geometry.

I don’t know how these false mantras become commonplace “knowledge”, but it
is not good for science. Trust but verify.

7. sol
October 14, 2004

Is this the same CM?

Remember we are talking about the Loop Quantum gravity article.

Charles Matthews
Guys, I’m completely dumb in the subject but I feel the article is simply too
big. May be we should move most of it to something like Loop quantum gravity
versus string theory? And let’s decide upon quantum gravity and loop quantum
gravity articles — they should be something like merged with this article. Having
three articles with much similar content is really strange. I believe with can do it
in a bloodless way.

Disagree, having looked around. Loop quantum gravity at 42K is already longer
than WP likes. It has various articles hanging off it, and I’ve done the work
required to make this another of those. Further, quantum gravity is not
something that should be merged into an article on a particular theory: it
should be a top-level article setting the general scene. So in a sense I’m coming
closer to what User:Lumidek suggested, just because this seems to be
generating a great deal of interesting writing. Still needs work, of course.
Charles Matthews 11:26, 10 Oct 2004 (UTC)

http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Talk:Objections_to_the_theory_of_loop_quantum_gravity

I am amazed at your credentials and I do appreciate the work that your doing.
Even you do not understand the wave you are caught in:)

Resources for accurate information does require that we support free institutions
that would cater to those less informed, and requesting, more information to
draw from.

If, the Third Superstring Revolution goes ahead as it seems it is unfolding, how
would “Quantum gravity” serve as a heading and these two aspects of strings
and LQG under it?

The third String Revolution would continue to undermine current positions. Can
we tolerate such speculation?:)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Objections_to_the_theory_of_loop_quantum_gravity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Objections_to_the_theory_of_loop_quantum_gravity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Objections_to_the_theory_of_loop_quantum_gravity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Objections_to_the_theory_of_loop_quantum_gravity


I recognized Lubos work early in Wiki when none were the wiser. I can show this.
I found this a admirable quality to do work, where none had not considered,
where laymen like myself would draw from.

By now, you should understand how you got where you are, by your
commmenting.

To Wiki and Beyond:)

8. sol
October 13, 2004

One last link.

http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@33.1mcNcPDzSZV.0@.1de13e11

9. sol
October 13, 2004

sorry paragraph didn’t highlight of Lubos, so here’s link anyway.

http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&frame=right&
th=5829f107ca301d1f&
seekm=Pine.LNX.4.31.0410102104410.7758-100000%40feynman.harvard.edu#link2

10. sol
October 13, 2004

Well CW, it would be hard to classify your statement, since it didn’t compute:)
Not surprise eh?:)

Lubos

I was wondering if the string theory says that photons are actualy
> waves in the space-time fabric.

Photons have been quanta of electromagnetic waves since they were first
proposed in the early 20th century. Theodor Kaluza made a shocking suggestion
back in 1919 when he proposed that the electromagnetic waves are actually
ripples on the shape of spacetime in the 5th dimension. This
“Kaluza-Klein theory” was the first serious proposal to unify gravity and
electromagnetism.

This KK theory has become a part of string theory. In some cases (in some
spacetimes that solve the constraints of string theory), the
electromagnetism can be interpreted as curvature of spacetime (including an
extra, hidden, small dimension). In all cases, electromagnetism and
gravity are unified into something like “generalized geometry”.

Moreover, a photon, much like a graviton, can be interpreted as a string moving
in space and vibrating in a certain way. Gravitons are always
closed strings (circle-shaped loops) while photons can be both closed strings as
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well as open strings (in the braneworlds).

> Also I would like to know if their is a theory that says, instead of
> having many tiny strings, space-time itself would be The String and
> what appeared to be tiny strings would be ripples (interference?)in
> the space-time fabric.

Actually, there is one proposal that sort of matches your – otherwise a bit
confusing – remark. Some authors have proposed that the whole Universe
started, a very short time after the big bang, as a single string. No four-
dimensional spacetime really existed at that moment; the Universe could have
been interpreted using two-dimensional theory describing two dimensions of
stringy worldsheets (one spatial dimension, one time).

Moreover, in some sense, the spacetime is always made of strings – it is a
condensate of strings organized in a very specific fashion.

See CW, if we didn’t consider the spacetime fabric and its constituents, we
wouldn’t understand where the Perimenter institute leaves off(background
independance), and strings begin.

Quantum entanglement(?), between gravitons and photons, and you can be sure
my tones will be heard in some way, or seen in some kind of gravitational
spectrum? Non?

I am still learning the language, but once I decipher it to the simple responses
given by lubos, you can be sure CW I’ll give you a key.:)

I take the hint all around.:) I’ll be watching you CW for your contributions.

11. CW
October 13, 2004

Serenus,

I think you can take that as a ‘yes’.

(This simulator is better suited to writing some form of postmodern literary
criticism.)

12. sol
October 13, 2004

Serenus Zeitblom
No offense, sol, but you wouldn’t be a computer program designed to simulate a
physicist, by any chance?

You know I can read too, don’t you:)Even if Lubos is critical of others, there are
issues developing around the Perimeter institute in regards to quantum
entanglement?

Maybe using glast will settle at least some of the issues of this computerization
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as shown in gamma ray detection.

Yes, my quantum entanglement is not complete, but when it is, there will be no
arguing as I will have mapped out the reality for you. So all you have to do is log
on, and you are in the world you fellows created. 

I just have to find the right geometry(emergent reality)) that describes quantum
gravity.

Although this has been pointed out, in the Third Superstring Revolution(TSR) as
possibly negated?

Peter’s Woits Blog should recieve credit for TSR initated by one of its
members,in asking a question of Lubos.

Lubos has revealled this unconscious desire of reform, so you Serenus Zeitblom
are caught in a “new wave“, and don’t even know it.:)

LOL:)

13. serenus zeitblom
October 13, 2004

“That they might have extended the vision of what the cosmo is capable of, when
they regarded strings as a quantum mechanical discritpion of that same
universe?”

No offense, sol, but you wouldn’t be a computer program designed to simulate a
physicist, by any chance?

14. Matti Pitkanen
October 13, 2004

Dear All,

If I would be allowed to dream freely I would guess that Witten with his full
authoricity would summarize briefly the same that I try to summarize below.

During last 25 years I have developed a unification that I call Topological
Geometrodynamics based on the assumption
that space-times are representable as 4-surfaces in H= M^4xCP_2 (Cartesian
product of Minkowski space and CP_2).

TGD can be regarded either as a generalization of string model by replacing
string world sheet with space-time 4-surface or as a fusion of special and general
relativities to obtain a Poincare invariant theory of gravitation.

In contrast to Kaluza-Klein theories, classical gravitation and gauge fields are
unified in terms of induction of M^4xCP_2 metric and spinor structure. Standard
model quantum numbers are understood in terms of isometry and holonomy
groups apart from family replication. Color is not spinlike quantum number at
fundamental level but analogous to rotational degrees of freedom of



rigid body. Baryon and lepton numbers correspond to different chiralities for
H-spinors induced to space-time surface and quark and lepton numbers are
separately conserved.

The basic (not the only one) conformal invariance is naturally associated with
metrically 2-dimensional light like causal determinants (call them X^3_l) which
by the general coordinate invariance can be selected as representatives of
3-spaces. This conformal invariance implies effective 2-dimensionality: the
physics is coded by certain 2-dimensional sections X^2 of X^3_l so that a
formalism reduces to a form very reminiscent of conformal field theories. Family
replication corresponds to the different genera (sphere, torus, etc.) for X^2 and
there is an argument explaining why only the 3 lowest genera are realized.

Super-conformal symmetry is a pure gauge symmetry and does not have
imbedding space counterpart: no sparticles. There is Higgs which gives a
dominant contribution to intermediate gauge boson masses but only a small
contribution
to fermion masses: the rate for producing Higgs is about one percent from that
predicted by standard model since Higgs-fermion couplings giving the dominant
modes are weak.

The construction of S-matrix leads to a generalization of the notion of Feynman
diagram. By the above mentioned conformal invariance all Feynman diagrams
represented as light like 3-surfaces connecting initial and final states
are equivalent and fermions are “on mass shell” but not with respect to four
momentum which does not appear at space-time level at all. Any generalized
Feynman diagram is equivalent to a tree diagram. The notions of functional
integral and virtual particle become obsolete and S-matrix can be seen as a
generalization of S-matrix associated with braids with braiding induced by
hydrodynamical flow defined
by energy momentum tensor at the light like causal determinants.

Particle massivation can be understood as a
loss of correlations due to the ergodicity of this flow and p-adic thermodynamics
constructed for a decade ago expresses this quantitatively and reduces the
understanding of the ratios of elementary particle mass scales to Planck
mass scale to number theory.

There are four books about TGD and its applications at
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/ . The chapter “Overview about the
Evolution of Quantum TGD” explains the evolution of the ideas can be found at
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.htlm#tgdevo .

With Best Regards,
Matti Pitkanen

15. sol
October 12, 2004

QM is not only acceptable from a pragmatic point of view for describing:

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
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#4 thermo-dybnamical properties of material and light

That they might have extended the vision of what the cosmo is capable of, when
they regarded strings as a quantum mechanical discritpion of that same
universe?

Sort of brings the clumping issue in line, or Andrey Kravtsov computer models.

They had to see past Smolin(Glast indications), in order to bring something new
to the table:)

16. Alejandro Rivero
October 12, 2004

Something about fractality?

17. Sean
October 12, 2004

They’ve been repeatedly delaying for quite a while now, and have been extremely
good at not leaking any info. The simple explanation would just be that they have
a lot of work to do and want to get it right; more exciting to imagine that they’ve
discovered something unexpected, but we’ll just have to wait until they tell us.
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Hidenaga Yamagishi

October 13, 2004
Categories: Obituaries

A special issue of Physics Reports has appeared entitled “Hidenaga Yamagishi’s
World”. Unfortunately it’s only available online if you are paying Elsevier, so I won’t
post a link (it’s volume 398, issue 4-6). This issue is a memorial to the Japanese
particle theorist Hidenaga Yamagishi, who died tragically a few years ago.

Hide was in my entering class at Princeton and we spent a lot of time discussing
physics together during our graduate student years and later. He was Witten’s first
student, and Witten contributes a touching piece about Hide to the memorial issue,
including the comment about his maturity “I suspect that to other students he must
sometimes have seemed more like a professor than a fellow student”. I can vouch for
the accuracy of that and recall that Hide was probably the one of my fellow theory
students that I learned the most from.

Hide came to Princeton from the University of Tokyo, already with a strong
background in quantum field theory and particle physics. He got his Ph.D. quite a bit
faster than me, and left for a post-doc at MIT. Towards the end of my time as a post-
doc at Stony Brook, he arrived there to take a tenure-track job in the nuclear theory
group of Gerry Brown.

After I left Stony Brook and moved into the mathematics community, I didn’t hear
much about what Hide was doing, until some point in the early-mid 90s when I heard
from a mutual friend that he had gone back to Japan, perhaps had been ill, and didn’t
really seem to be his old self. Around this time for a few years I got Christmas cards
from him and he sent me a couple letters. The last one was in early 1998 and included
a manuscript of recent ideas about the topological susceptibility in QCD, a topic we
both had worked on and often discussed.

Hide’s thesis was about the effects of a magnetic monopole background on the
quantum field theory of electrons. Witten discusses this a bit, but there is a much
more extensive discussion in the introduction of the article by Goldhaber, Rebhan, van
Nieuwenhuizen and Wimmer. To see some of what he was thinking about near the end
of his life, see his article with Ismail Zahed entitled “Is Quantization of QCD Unique at
the Non-Perturbative Level?”. They ask the interesting question of how well-defined
the whole notion of the theta-vacuum is, given that BRST quantization only fixes
invariance under infinitesimal gauge transformations, not addressing what happens
with so-called “large” gauge transformations. The manuscript Hide sent me in 1998
was more along these lines.

Comments

1. Chris W.
October 16, 2004
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For what it’s worth, here is the TOC for this issue.

2. Peter
October 14, 2004

Thanks for the correction!

3. Amitabha
October 14, 2004

That should be Ismail Zahed. I actually had a look at some of the papers of Dr.
Yamagishi … which I probably wouldn’t have if it weren’t for your blog. Thanks
for keeping an informative blog.
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Sean Carroll on the Landscape

October 15, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Over at Preposterous Universe Sean Carroll has some comments on the anthropic
principle and the landscape.

He describes one extreme of the spectrum of opinion about this as people who think
the whole thing is completely non-scientific, giving what he sees as being the two
kinds of objections such people make, neither of which he thinks make sense. Since
I’m one of these extremists, I think I should try and explain why and exactly what the
nature of my objections are, since they’re not exactly the ones Sean mentions.

The first objection Sean attributes to extremists like myself is that of accusing users
of the anthropic principle of “giving up” by assigning the parameters of the standard
model to a selection effect instead of calculating them. This is very much David
Gross’s objection, and while I would agree with it as a socio/psychological
characterization of the behavior of Susskind et. al., my own version of this objection is
a bit differerent. For any given supposed fundamental theory, some observables will
be calculable from first principles, and others will be aspects of the particular state
we are in, dependent on the history of how we got here. Given a particular
observable, in some fundamental theories it may be calculable, in others
environmental. But the theory is supposed to tell us which it is going to be. The
standard model tells us that the earth-sun distance is environmental, and that the
magnetic moment of the electron is calculable. It is silent about the origin of its 20 or
so parameters, and whether they are environmental or calculable. It is one of the first
jobs of any theory that purports to go beyond the standard model to give some sort of
explanation of where these parameters come from, which of them are in principle
calculable and which aren’t.

The problem with the whole Landscape idea is that it is so ill-defined that it can’t even
tell you what things are calculable and what things are environmental. You don’t
know what the fundamental M-theory is that is supposed to be producing the
Landscape and governing the dynamics of how the universe evolves in it. String
theorists would probably claim that while they don’t know exactly what the
fundamental theory is, they may know enough about it to make conjectures about
what the Landscape should look like, at least in certain limiting cases. The problem is
that their conjectures not only don’t allow them to calculate anything, they don’t even
allow them to determine what is going to be calculable. The problem with string
theory is not that it can’t calculate the vacuum energy, it is that it can’t calculate
anything. Some string theorists are now using the Landscape picture purely as an
excuse to get them out of this embarassing situation. “Not our fault we can’t calculate
anything beyond the Standard Model, because maybe nothing beyond the Standard
Model is calculable”. If they had a well-defined fundamental theory which exhibited
this behavior, one might take them seriously, but until they do, the whole picture is
nothing more than an elaborate excuse for failure. A question that should be asked of
anyone promoting this stuff: show us using string theory which of the Standard Model
parameters are calculable and which are environmental. If they can’t do this they

http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/
http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/
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shouldn’t be taken seriously.

The second objection Sean attributes to the likes of me is that we object to the
explanatory use of entities that are unobservable in principle, like multiple universes.
This isn’t really my objection to the Landscape. If a compelling fundamental theory
existed that made lots of correct testable predictions, and such a theory predicted lots
of unobservable universes, I’d happily believe in their existence. But, absent such a
compelling theory, people who go on about unobservable multiple universes are not
behaving very differently from those theologians who supposedly took an interest in
angels and pins. Science is about coming up with explanations for the way the world
works, explanations that can in principle be tested by making more observations of
the world. If you’ve been working on a theory for twenty years and it has totally failed
to make any testable predictions, you should admit failure and move on, not engage in
elaborate apologetics for why your theory can’t predict anything.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
October 20, 2004

Thomas,

Can your formalism be applied in a Weyl conformal space? The geometry is
rather more natural than Riemann space because “metricity” is strictly local. The
reducibility of the metric (9 direction cosines + volume element) is removed. I
would expect the unit pseudoscalar to emerge prominently from the Clifford
algebra of constraints in the correspondence you talk about. In the case that
interests me (signature —+++), this looks like

| iy5   0  |
|  0  -iy5 |

-drl

2. D R Lunsford
October 20, 2004

TL – rofl. That was classic.

3. Thomas Larsson
October 20, 2004

Urs,

The Fock representations are constructed by first expressing the diffeomorphism
generators in terms of canonically conjugate variables q and p, and then
representing the q’s and p’s on a Fock space.

In principle you can quantize in other ways, e.g. by looking at submodules of
Verma modules or vertex operator algebras or Sugawara/coset constructions or



whatever. For the Virasoro algebra this is equivalent, due to a quantum
equivalence theorem which I think is due to David Olive.

Look at the papers, for God’s sake! 100 man-years of work by professional
mathematicians is not necessarily invalided if a physics grad student doesn’t
immediately understand how to do things.

I have posted a description of how to quantize in the covariant phase space on
spr.

4. Urs Schreiber
October 19, 2004

Thomas –

there is a misunderstanding here: The problem is not to find a representation of
the constraint algebra alone. The problem is to find a representation of the
embedding algebra of canonical data, i.e. the p and q. That of course is what
gives rise to the divergences when the constraints are expressed in terms of
these ‘p’ and ‘q’.

And that’s what makes the difference between quantizing a system on the one
hand side or talking about abstract algebras on the other side.

5. Thomas Larsson
October 19, 2004

Urs,

As far as I can see it is not known if there is any meaningful way in which the
constraint algebra of pure GR in d=4 or higher could receive quantum
corrections, since it seems to be impossible to find a weakly continuous
representation of these constraints in terms of operators on some Hilbert space.
No matter how the operator ordering is dealt with the commutators of the would-
be constraint operators contain diverging quantities and are hence ill defined.

The problem you point at here is of course the reason why people failed to
generalize the Virasoro algebra to higher dimensions for 25 years. I found one of
the extensions rather rapidly, but I was unable to find any interesting
representations for seven years (1988-1995), precisely because I had to struggle
with the problem you mention. In the end I didn’t solve it myself, but read about
the solution in the Rao-Moody paper, and at that time I had already run out of
funding. An irony is that Rao sent me a preprint of their paper in 1992, but I
didn’t realize that they had solved the problem I faced.

6. Thomas Larsson
October 19, 2004

Ted,

I think you would agree that the fact that a classical constraint algebra recieves



quantum corrections does not mean that there is an anomaly in gauge symmetry.

That is what I mean. But I could say that quantum gravity must have an
“anomalous, global diffeomorphism symmetry” if that makes you happier. People
say that the 2D Ising model at criticality has an “anomalous, global conformal
symmetry”, but this is really only a game with words.

In general, a true gauge anomaly is a bad thing, since unphysical (usually
negative energy) modes do not decouple from the dynamics.

The bad thing with chiral-fermion type gauge anomalies is lack of unitarity,
which mathematically means a lack of unitary, lowest-energy representations.
Virasoro type algebras have at least representations of lowest-energy type.

Physically, what happens is this. The observer’s trajectory decouples classically;
it will probably be a timelike geodesic but Einstein’s equations couldn’t care less.
The quantum system cannot be observed without perturbing it, so these degrees
of freedom no longer decouple. A classically unphysical mode has become
physical upon quantization. Mathematically, this is crucial because the anomaly
is a functional of the observer’s trajectory; first described in math-ph/9810003.

I think the clearest way to understand whether gauge symmetry is anomalous is
whether a quantum theory admits a nilpotent BRST charge. As you know, the
worldsheet theory of a string does admit such a charge in the critical dimension,
and in this sense gauge symmetry is not anomalous. Still, as you noted, the
classical Virasoro algebra in the matter sector recieves a quantum correction,
aka the central charge.
As you mention, the constraint algebra of GR very probably recieves quantum
corrections. However, is it known whether the theory admits a nilpotent BRST
charge? If it does not, the theory is not gauge invariant at the quantum level and
is probably not physically meaningful.

There seems to be no BRST charge at all, nilpotent or not. Normal ordering gives
rise to infinities. I disagree about physical meaningfulness, because I believe in
locality. If general covariance remains a gauge symmetry after quantization, then
there is no Hamiltonian, no energy, no time evolution, and no locality. This seems
utterly unphysical to me.

I don’t know of a calculation in string theory which clearly addresses the
question you are asking, i.e. how the classical constraint algebra of GR is
corrected quantum mechanically.

I was not asking a question. Large classes of projective, lowest-energy
representations of the diffemorphism algebra are known, cf. the references in my
reply to Urs. They all satify the algebras described in physics/9705040 and math-
ph/9810003. Besides, all possible extensions of the diffeomorphism algebra (by
modules of tensor fields) were classified in

A. Dzhumadildaev,
Virasoro type Lie algebras and deformations,
Z. Phys. C 72 (1996) 509–517.



cf math-ph/0002016. The N-dimensional Virasoro extension are not quite tensor
fields, but rather closed (N-1)-forms, but they are closely related to exact (N-1)-
forms, and thus to (N-2)-forms. When N=1, a closed 0-form is a constant function
is a central extension, but otherwise the extension is not central.

My guess is you would have to consider this question in the framework of closed
string field theory. However, there the gauge symmetry of 4-diffs is embedded in
a complicated way in the huge gauge symmetry of closed strings, which includes
not only gravitons but an infinite number of massive fields. Still—virtually by
construction—closed string field theory is gauge invariant at both the classical
and quantum levels. It is for the purpose of gauge invariance that the BV
formalism is so useful for constructing the action of closed string fields.

Why should string field theory be relevant for anything?

7. Thomas Larsson
October 19, 2004

Urs,

As far as I can see it is not known if there is any meaningful way in which the
constraint algebra of pure GR in d=4 or higher could receive quantum
corrections, since it seems to be impossible to find a weakly continuous
representation of these constraints in terms of operators on some Hilbert space.
No matter how the operator ordering is dealt with the commutators of the would-
be constraint operators contain diverging quantities and are hence ill defined.

Sigh. The quantum representation theory the diffeomorphism algebra is
equivalent to finding continuous representations of these constraints in terms of
operators on some Hilbert space. The anomaly by itself is nothing, because it
could easily lack representations; the Mickelson-Faddeev algebra, describing
chiral-fermion anomalies, apparently does so. The important thing with the
Virasoro algebra, in any dimension, is that it has a natural representation theory.
Here are a couple of references:

S. Berman and Y. Billig,
Irreducible representations for toroidal Lie algebras,
J. Algebra 221 (1999) 188–231.

S. Berman, Y. Billig and J. Szmigielski;
Vertex operator algebras and the representation theory of toroidal algebras,
math.QA/0101094 (2001)

Y. Billig,
Principal vertex operator representations for toroidal Lie algebras,
J. Math. Phys. 7 (1998) 3844–3864.

Y. Billig,
Energy-momentum tensor for the toroidal Lie algebras,
math.RT/0201313 (2002)



Y. Billig,
Weight modules over exp-polynomial Lie algebras,
math.RT/0305293 (2003)

T.A. Larsson,
Lowest-energy representations of non-centrally extended diffeomorphism
algebras,
Comm. Math. Phys. 201 (1999) 461–470.
physics/9705040

T.A. Larsson,
Extended diffeomorphism algebras and trajectories in jet space.
Comm. Math. Phys. 214 (2000) 469–491.
math-ph/9810003

T.A. Larsson,
Extensions of diffeomorphism and current algebras,
math-ph/0002016 (2000)

T.A. Larsson,
Multi-dimensional diffeomorphism and current algebras from Virasoro and Kac-
Moody Currents,
math-ph/0101007 (2001)

T.A. Larsson,
Koszul-Tate cohomology as lowest-energy modules of non-centrally extended
diffeomorphism algebras,
math-ph/0210023 (2002)

R.V. Moody, S.E. Rao, and T. Yokonoma,
Toroidal Lie algebras and vertex representations,
Geom. Ded. 35 (1990) 283–307.

S.E. Rao, R.V. Moody, and T. Yokonuma,
Lie algebras and Weyl groups arising from vertex operator representations,
Nova J. of Algebra and Geometry 1 (1992) 15–57.

S.E. Rao and R.V. Moody,
Vertex representations for $N$-toroidal Lie algebras and a generalization of the
Virasoro algebra,
Comm. Math. Phys. 159 (1994) 239–264.

OK, a caveat. The reps act on linear spaces rather than Hilbert spaces because of
problems to define an inner product. The essential difficulty is finiteness, not
unitarity, though. Finiteness is obtained by first expanding all fields in a Taylor
series around the observer’s trajectory (have I said that before?). This gives us a
classical non-linear realization on finitely many functions of a single
variable, which is precisely when normal ordering works. This is the crucial step
which evades any no-go theorem that you can come up with.

LQG circumvents this on the technical level by dropping the assumption that



quantization should use weakly continuous representations. For such reps no
quantum correction is found. But dropping weak continuity means leaving the
realm of well-established physics and in particular any relation to the path
integral.

The lack of anomalies is a clear symptom of this.

I think with respect to Thomas Larsson’s speculation that the existence of
higher-dimensional Virasoro algebras with certain extensions implies anything
about anomalies in gravitational theories it is important to note that the
constraint algebra of any GR-like theory is not in general isomorphic (as a whole)
to any diffeomorphism algebra, due to the special nature of the Hamiltonian
constraint.

I have explained this several times. The Dirac algebra has the form it has
because of the way we put coordinates on phase space. Some diffeos move us out
of a fixed timeslice, and we must therefore add compensators to get back.
4-diffeos + compensators generate the Dirac algebra. But the physics cannot
depend on our way to put coordinates on phase space. There is a covariant
definition of phase space, as the space of histories. In this formulation, as in the
Lagrangian formulation, the symmetries of GR generate precisely the 4-diff
algebra.

But it does not really matter. Essentially I’m only saying this:
1. GR is a constrained Hamiltonian system with an infinite-dimensional
constraint algebra.
2. Any reasonable quantum theory of gravity must have a classical limit with this
property.
3. Infinite-dimensional constraint algebras generically acquire quantum
corrections upon quantization. Conformal symmetry in string theory is only the
simplest, and best known, example, but things do not miraculously getter simpler
in higher dimensions.
Thus it must be possible to express anomalies in any reasonable quantum gravity
theory, even if you think that they must be cancelled in the end. String theory
does not satisfy this criterion.

The fact that in 2-dimensions (e.g. on the string’s worldsheet) the canonical
constraint algebra is isomorphic to two copies of lightlike 1-dimensional
reparameterizations is due to the magic of conformal invariance in two
dimensions and, as far as I am aware, does not have analogs in higher
dimensions.

Of course not, and I never said that. What I do say is that because of this
isomorphism, we can reinterpret CFT as diff-invariant QFT in 1D. Then
generalize this to 4D.

Aware of that, Thomas Larsson speculated that his algebra might hence apply to
the diffeo symmetry acting on the space of (classical) solutions to GR. I don’t see
what this should mean in detail.

math-ph/0210023



I find it interesting that and how higher-dimensional analogs of the Virasoro
algebra exist, but it is far from clear that and how these play a role for quantum
gravity. Cautious statements seem to be more in order that bold speculations.

Tell that to the guy at Princeton who talks about Theories of Everything and
chants Magic and Mystery.

It is no speculation that the multi-dimensional Virasoro algebra is the only way to
combine quantum theory, general covariance, and locality. People seem happy to
state that there are no local observables in quantum gravity. Well, I’m not, and ‘t
Hooft is even willing to introduce hidden variables to get locality. The lesson
from CFT, regarded as a spacetime symmetry in 2D, is that locality is compatible
with infinite-dimensional symmetries, but only in the presence of an anomaly.
This is no speculation, but a well-known fact since 20 years, and it has been
amply verified that nature behaves in this way in 2D condensed-matter systems.

8. Urs Schreiber
October 19, 2004

Ted Erler wrote (to Thomas Larsson):

As you mention, the constraint algebra of GR very probably recieves
quantum corrections. However, is it known whether the theory admits
a nilpotent BRST charge? If it does not, the
theory is not gauge invariant at the quantum level and is probably not
physically meaningful.

As far as I can see it is not known if there is any meaningful way in which the
constraint algebra of pure GR in d=4 or higher could receive quantum
corrections, since it seems to be impossible to find a weakly continuous
representation of these constraints in terms of operators on some Hilbert space.
No matter how the operator ordering is dealt with the commutators of the would-
be constraint operators contain diverging quantities and are hence ill defined.

LQG circumvents this on the technical level by dropping the assumption that
quantization should use weakly continuous representations. For such reps no
quantum correction is found. But dropping weak continuity means leaving the
realm of well-established physics and in particular any relation to the path
integral.

I think with respect to Thomas Larsson’s speculation that the existence of
higher-dimensional Virasoro algebras with certain extensions implies anything
about anomalies in gravitational theories it is important to note that the
constraint algebra of any GR-like theory is not in general isomorphic (as a whole)
to any diffeomorphism algebra, due to the special nature of the Hamiltonian
constraint. The fact that in 2-dimensions (e.g. on the string’s worldsheet) the
canonical constraint algebra is isomorphic to two copies of lightlike
1-dimensional reparameterizations is due to the magic of conformal invariance in
two dimensions and, as far as I am aware, does not have analogs in higher
dimensions.



Aware of that, Thomas Larsson speculated that his algebra might hence apply to
the diffeo symmetry acting on the space of (classical) solutions to GR. I don’t see
what this should mean in detail.

I find it interesting that and how higher-dimensional analogs of the Virasoro
algebra exist, but it is far from clear that and how these play a role for quantum
gravity. Cautious statements seem to be more in order that bold speculations.

9. Ted Erler
October 18, 2004

Dear Thomas,
Let me see if I can clarify for myself what you’re saying.

I think you would agree that the fact that a classical constraint
algebra recieves quantum corrections does not mean that there is an anomaly in
gauge symmetry. In general, a true
gauge anomaly is a bad thing, since unphysical (usually negative
energy) modes do not decouple from the dynamics.

I think the clearest way to understand whether gauge symmetry
is anomalous is whether a quantum theory admits a nilpotent
BRST charge. As you know, the worldsheet theory of a string
does admit such a charge in the critical dimension, and in this
sense gauge symmetry is not anomalous. Still, as you noted,
the classical Virasoro algebra in the matter sector recieves a quantum
correction, aka the central charge.

As you mention, the constraint algebra of GR very probably
recieves quantum corrections. However, is it known whether
the theory admits a nilpotent BRST charge? If it does not, the
theory is not gauge invariant at the quantum level and is
probably not physically meaningful.

I don’t know of a calculation in string theory which clearly
addresses the question you are asking, i.e. how the classical
constraint algebra of GR is corrected quantum mechanically.
My guess is you would have to consider this question in the
framework of closed string field theory. However, there the
gauge symmetry of 4-diffs is embedded in a complicated way
in the huge gauge symmetry of closed strings, which includes
not only gravitons but an infinite number of massive fields.
Still—virtually by construction—closed string field theory is
gauge invariant at both the classical and quantum levels. It is for the purpose of
gauge invariance that the BV formalism is so
useful for constructing the action of closed string fields.

–Ted

10. D R Lunsford
October 18, 2004



TL, thanks for an excellent answer. Yes, you did mention Ginsparg, thanks again.

-drl

11. Thomas Larsson
October 18, 2004

DRL,

Do you have a good reference for anomalology? How is the “Dirac algebra of
ADM (Arnowit-Deser-Misner?) constraints” equivalent to 4D diff? Is this a fancy
way of saying there is an equivalent tetrad formalism and that the constraints
become orthogonality and normalization conditions?

In the Lagrangian formulation, GR is invariant under all 4-diffs. In the
Hamiltonian formalism, you break this symmetry by specifying a timeslice where
the canonical variables live. So the physical symmetries are 4-diffs, but some of
them move you out of the chosen timeslice. Therefore you must add
compensating transformations to get back to it, and the combination of 4-diffs
and compensating transformations generate the Dirac algebra. But the
compensating transformations don’t really have anything to do with physics, only
with our way of parametrizing the phase space. There is a covariant way to
define phase space, namely as the space of solutions to the equations of motions,
i.e. the histories. The constraint algebra in this covariant phase space are the
4-diffs, because here we don’t need any compensation anymore.

I find all this talk about constraints interesting but puzzling. I don’t really
understand this way of thinking. As far as I can tell, there really isn’t a good
Hamiltonian formulation of ordinary GR, that is, one with an indentifiable,
unambiguous energy. When you say H, do you mean this in the more general
sense of simply having a variational principle?

The Hamiltonian constraint is probably the thing that I found most puzzling
about GR. H = 0 seems to imply that there is no energy and no time. I now
believe that this naive interpretation is indeed correct. The only quantum
theories where a Hamiltonian constraint seems to be successfully implemented
are various types of topological field theories a la Witten. Since the correlation
functions in such theories are smooth invariants, they are indeed timeless.

However, in the presence of an anomaly, the Hamiltonian ceases to be a
constraint. One can no longer demand that diffeomorphisms annihilate the
physical states, because that would mean that the anomaly, in the simplest case
the unit operator, annihilates them. So further states become physical. In
particular, one can now define the energy E of an eigenstate |psi> of the
Hamiltonian by H|psi> = E|psi>.

People might say that a diff anomaly means that things depend on the choice of
coordinates. This is not true any more than for the Poincare algebra. There are
three cases:
1. No anomaly. The theory is then “coordinate free”, in the sense that it can
probably be formulated without coordinates altogether.



2. An anomalous diff symmetry: The theory is then “coordinate independent”. We
must introduce some reference coordinate system, but our choice does not
matter because everything is guaranteed to transform covariantly.
3. No diff symmetry altogether. The theory can then only be formulated in a
preferred coordinate system. This is not good.

This line of thinking is very similar to how people think about conformal
symmetry in statphys, I think. At least that is what shaped my worldview. In
statphys, conformal symmetry is a spacetime (or spatial) symmetry, anomalies
are always present, and the dilatation operator plays the role of the Hamiltonian.
I think that I recommended Gispargs old reference before. Read that, imagine
that he really talks about diffeomorphisms in 1D rather than conformal
transformations in 2D, and generalize to 4D.

12. D R Lunsford
October 18, 2004

Thomas,

Do you have a good reference for anomalology? How is the “Dirac algebra of
ADM (Arnowit-Deser-Misner?) constraints” equivalent to 4D diff? Is this a fancy
way of saying there is an equivalent tetrad formalism and that the constraints
become orthogonality and normalization conditions?

I find all this talk about constraints interesting but puzzling. I don’t really
understand this way of thinking. As far as I can tell, there really isn’t a good
Hamiltonian formulation of ordinary GR, that is, one with an indentifiable,
unambiguous energy. When you say H, do you mean this in the more general
sense of simply having a variational principle?

-drl

13. Thomas Larsson
October 17, 2004

Good morning, Lubos.

Let me come back to the part that you said that you don’t understand, namely
quantization of constrained Hamiltonian systems with an infinite-dimensional
constraint algebra. The string worldsheet with its Weyl symmetry is an important
toy model, because it is the simplest example of such a system.

We quantize first and impose the constraints afterwards. However, if the
constraint algebra is infinite-dimensional, quantization of the fields alone (before
ghosts) will yield an anomaly because of normal-ordering effects. This is a quite
generic feature of any infinite-dimensional constraint algebra. On the string
worldsheet, the coordinate fields have an anomaly c = 26. The LQG string is not
string theory and conformal transformations may not play a role there. However,
there is still an infinite-dimensional constraint algebra, and that is what matters.
The absense of an anomaly is a very clear symptom that we are dealing with
quantization in some diluted sense of the word, as Urs Schreiber noted.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9108028
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9108028


General relativity can also be cast in the form of a constrained Hamiltonian
system with an infinite-dimensional constraint algebra, namely 4D
diffeomorphisms or the physically equivalent Dirac algebra of ADM constraints.
Therefore, canonical quantization and normal ordering of the fields alone will
inevitably give rise to a diff anomaly. This general feature does not depend on the
details of the Einstein action; the only thing that matters is that the ADM
constraints generate an infinite-dimensional algebra.

Any theory which purports to be a quantum theory of gravity must be possible to
cast in this form, string theory, LQG, or whatever. The only assumptions are a
Hamiltonian formulation, general covariance, and that we do real quantization
rather than some diluted version thereof. In this situation we do get a diff
anomaly, at least intermediately. Perturbative string theory might not see this
anomaly, since it is only a first-quantized theory; first-quantized particle theory
does not see any anomalies at all. But if string field theory does not generate a
diff anomaly when only the fields are taken into consideration, there is no way
that it can be considered as a quantum theory of gravity, because it violates the
most basic properties that such a theory must have.

I don’t need to know the details about string theory to say that. It is simply a fact
that quantization of Hamiltonian system with an infinite-dimensional constraint
algebra must introduce anomalies in the constraint algebra.

14. Thomas Larsson
October 17, 2004

This is something that you have been unable to understand at least for 5 years,
as far as I remember: the local symmetries of a theory are a redundancy in the
description, and they depend on the specific description – and the local
symmetries are usually necessary to make a description with too many new
variables consistent. But the gauge symmetry is not “measurable” in any way.
The measurable things are only those objects in the coset/quotient “description
divided by the local symmetries and redundancies”.

This is true classically, because classically there are no anomalies, so you can
always write down a nilpotent BRST operator and pass to the reduced phase
space. After quantization, you can still do that if there is no anomaly. With an
anomaly, you can not, because some (or all) gauge degrees of freedom become
physical. Instead, your classical gauge symmetry becomes an anomalous global
quantum symmetry. Neither possibility is inconsistent. It is important to realize
that the classical limit of an anomalous global conformal symmetry is a
conformal gauge symmetry, because all anomalies vanish in the classical limit.

But only if quantum gravity has a global anomalous diffeomorphism symmetry
rather than a gauge diff symmetry can we resolve the conceptual difficulties: we
get a real Hamiltonian rather than a Hamiltonian constraint, real time evolution
rather than a gauge transformation, a local definition of mass, etc.

Concerning the Ising model – the “local symmetry” is not the usual local
symmetry that we talked about before (one that must keep the states invariant).



That you talked about.

Of course, if you use the Ising model as a model of classical statistical
mechanics, the rules are very different – but jumping from string theory to
classical mechanics is not a controllable approach to a discussion.

The rules of classical statistical mechanics are very different from QFT? That’s
bad news for the people doing lattice gauge theory, isn’t it?

The generalization of the Virasoro algebra may exist in higher dimensions, but it
does not have the properties to lead to a generalization of string theory.

I’m not interested in generalizing a complete scientific failure. The physically
successful theories are general relativity, the standard model, and conformal
field theory applied to 2D statphys. I’m applying insights from the third theory to
the two first.

15. Peter
October 17, 2004

One of the main contributions to science in recent years from string theorists has
been assigning new meanings for the term “prediction”. When Lubos and other
string enthusiasts say that “string theory makes predictions”, in old-style lingo
this means roughly “if everything we would like to be true about string theory
really is, then in principle one can use it to make predictions”.

The Landscape crowd has yet another new-fangled notion of prediction. If there’s
an experimental upper bound on an observable, you say that the Landscape
“predicts” that the observable will be some number less than the upper bound.
See for example the many references to Weinberg’s successful “prediction” of
the cosmological constant.

16. Matthew
October 17, 2004

On the contrary, string theory predicts everything – its character certainly makes
it the most predictive theory one can imagine.

Hi Lubos,

Pray tell, in light of your above comment, what is the “string theory” prediction
for the SUSY breaking scale? Say accurate to 1%? Please make that a first
principles prediction, starting with one of the five superstring theories, or better
with “M-Theory”, not some “string inspired” model.

Until you can actually *predict* parameters like that (or retrodict the parameters
of the standard model), don’t you think it’s a tad bit early to be calling string
theory “the most predictive theory one can imagine”?

17. Lubos Motl

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131


October 17, 2004

That’s right, Thomas. I don’t understand the difference between being unable to
write the anomaly in the first place, and having a theory in which the anomaly is
guaranteed to cancel.

Conformal symmetry is a local symmetry obtained by switching from the Nambu-
Goto action to the Polyakov action; the latter has new (auxilliary) degrees of
freedom (the worldsheet metric), and they must be unphysical, which is
guaranteed by the diff and Weyl symmetry which must therefore be unbroken.
The residual symmetry from diff x Weyl is the conformal symmetry, and if it is
broken by the quantum effects, it proves that diff x Weyl was broken, too.

But there is nothing wrong with theories that don’t allow you to write a
conformal anomaly in the first place. There are many descriptions of physics of
string theory that do not require any 2D conformal symmetries – such as those
from AdS/CFT – and they are equally consistent.

This is something that you have been unable to understand at least for 5 years,
as far as I remember: the local symmetries of a theory are a redundancy in the
description, and they depend on the specific description – and the local
symmetries are usually necessary to make a description with too many new
variables consistent. But the gauge symmetry is not “measurable” in any way.
The measurable things are only those objects in the coset/quotient “description
divided by the local symmetries and redundancies”. All the physical states must
be invariant under local symmetries, for example – they transform as the
singlets. This makes the representation theory of local symmetries physically
irrelevant – all these things are just auxilliary concepts that we encounter in the
middle of the calculation, but that disappear in the final results.

If you criticize LQG for having no conformal symmetry, it is not a fair criticism. It
is not only a criticism that “it is not string theory” – it would be a wrong criticism
even in string theory because there are many (nonperturbative) descriptions of
the same physics that do not rely on conformal symmetry.

Concerning the Ising model – the “local symmetry” is not the usual local
symmetry that we talked about before (one that must keep the states invariant).
If it were – e.g. if you use the Ising model as a part of string theory worldsheet
action – then the total theory MUST cancel all anomalies in the conformal
symmetry. Of course, if you use the Ising model as a model of classical statistical
mechanics, the rules are very different – but jumping from string theory to
classical mechanics is not a controllable approach to a discussion.

The generalization of the Virasoro algebra may exist in higher dimensions, but it
does not have the properties to lead to a generalization of string theory. The
direct generalization of string theory to higher-dimensional fundamental objects
simply does not work because of hundreds of reasons, and if you still think that it
is a straightforward thing to make a theory based on higher-dimensional
replacements for strings, it proves that your knowledge these matters is highly
superficial.



18. Thomas Larsson
October 17, 2004

String theory backgrounds do not have any anomalies in local symmetries. They
don’t have a conformal anomaly on the worldsheet. String theory is only called
string theory if the perturbative portion of it is anomaly-free conformal field
theory. Bosonic string theory in flat spacetime whose dimension differs from 26
is not a string theory.

You don’t seem to understand the difference between writing down an anomaly
and then cancelling it out, and being unable to write down the anomaly in the
first place. LQG cannot write down the conformal anomaly in the first place. But
neither LQG nor string theory can write down the diff anomalies in 4D, which
exist mathematically (multi-dimensional Virasoro algebra), and must be present
physically to ensure locality.

It’s not clear to me why you want to extrapolate 2D conformal anomaly to higher
(four) dimensions. It seems to me that you are confusing the worldsheet and the
spacetime.

2D conformal transformations are isomorphic to (twice) 1D diffeomorphims. A
general-covariant theory transforms covariantly under diffeomorphisms. I
generalize this property from 1D to 4D.

The rest of your text is comparably weird. You seem to be looking for a theory
that has an anomaly. Why do you want it? A theory with an anomaly in local
symmetries is not really a theory, it is a garbage.

A local symmetry can very well have an anomaly, provided that you don’t try to
impose a physical state condition. It is then no longer a gauge symmetry on the
quantum level. The prime example is the application of CFT to 2D phase
transitions. E.g., the 2D Ising model has local conformal symmetry with an
anomaly (c = 1/2), but it is perfectly consistent: it is unitary, and realized in
nature. Ultimately, that’s what physics is about. It is sad that you don’t
understand that.

But it is not a FLAW, as you seem to be saying, it is one of the critical virtues of
string theory. Sorry, there may be someone else who will see something coherent
in your text, but it does not make any sense to me.

Some people seem to think that locality is worth many sacrifices – ‘t Hooft even
seems to be willing to give up quantum mechanics to get it. However, hidden
variables are not necessary. You can combine quantum theory, general
covariance, and locality, but only with a diff anomaly.

At any rate, it is easy to verify that a generalization of the Virasoro algebra exists
in any dimension. It is thus a diff anomaly, something that Weinberg claims does
not exist in 4D. Missing an anomaly is a gross oversight. Your reaction is in fact
very LQGish: “I don’t like this anomaly, hence it does not exist”. It is good that
you reveal your LQG mentality.



19. Lubo? Motl
October 17, 2004

Sorry, “Peter” should be “Thomas” in the previous post.

20. Lubos Motl
October 17, 2004

I was trying hard, but it’s still not comprehensible to me what is the “missing
anomaly syndrome”.

Let me try to explain you a couple of elementary points, Peter.

String theory backgrounds do not have any anomalies in local symmetries. They
don’t have a conformal anomaly on the worldsheet. String theory is only called
string theory if the perturbative portion of it is anomaly-free conformal field
theory. Bosonic string theory in flat spacetime whose dimension differs from 26
is not a string theory.

It’s not clear to me why you want to extrapolate 2D conformal anomaly to higher
(four) dimensions. It seems to me that you are confusing the worldsheet and the
spacetime. It’s the whole point of perturbative string theory that the objects
must be one-dimensional (therefore strings), and therefore the worldvolume is
2-dimensional (worldsheet).

Virtually nothing in perturbative string theory can be generalized to higher
dimensions of the object. String theory has higher-dimensional objects, but they
are never as fundamental as the string. String is the only object that can
generate a consistent spacetime theory, and all the magic of 2D conformal
symmetry and complex calculus is essential.

The rest of your text is comparably weird. You seem to be looking for a theory
that has an anomaly. Why do you want it? A theory with an anomaly in local
symmetries is not really a theory, it is a garbage. It is the reason why many
things that we can write down are nonsensical at quantum level. Do you really
want string theory to reproduce this garbage? The purpose of string theory is
certainly NOT to reproduce any idiotic inconsistent pseudo-theory that someone
invents. Indeed, many problems and inconsistencies are solved
AUTOMATICALLY by string theory’s basic rules. The framework just does not
allow us to write down backgrounds that would have some kinds of problems
that can appear in other theories.

But it is not a FLAW, as you seem to be saying, it is one of the critical virtues of
string theory. Sorry, there may be someone else who will see something coherent
in your text, but it does not make any sense to me.

21. Thomas Larsson
October 17, 2004

Lubos,
String theory suffers from a missing anomaly syndrome, very similar to Loop



quantum gravity. It follows from the following observations:
1. In quantization of the string, a conformal anomaly generically arises. In the
special case of c = 26, it can be cancelled against ghosts, but generically it is
there, also when c = 26 before cancellation. You know this.
2. Things don’t get simpler in higher dimensions. Canonical quantization gave
rise to an anomaly already in 1+1D, so canonical quantization of a diff-invariant
theory in 3+1D will also give rise to an anomaly. You realize this, because you
are not foolish enough to believe that the anomaly will miraculously disappear in
higher dimensions.
3. There are no diff anomalies in field or string theory in 4D. You know this (or if
you don’t know it, check out Weinberg’s second book, chapter 22.

Taken together, this implies that canonical quantization in 4D must give rise to a
diff anomaly which isn’t present in string theory. This can mean one of two things
1. No second-quantized Hamiltonian formulation of string theory exists.
2. A second-quantized Hamiltonian formulation of string theory exists and is
anomalous, which is inconsistent with the path-integral formalism.

Either way, this must mean that string theory is a very pathological theory. A
missing anomaly is a very serious sickness in a theory. It was fatal for LQG, and it
is presumably fatal for string theory as well.

22. Fran?ois Belfort
October 17, 2004

I read a book once where it was said that also pigs can say that the universe is
made for them – thus one should call it the “porcine principle”.

An anthropic or a porcine principle is not a theory – it just says that the
prediction must come out as observed. It is a test of a theory, or a test for
consistency among observations.

Also talking about the existence of things that cannot be observed is impossible;
“existence” is *defined* as what can be observed.

FB

23. Lubos Motl
October 16, 2004

Sean, I would probably disagree with your interpretation of Peter’s statement.

You say that he says that string theory is not a solid framework to include the
anthropic reasoning. Even though I think that string theorists should avoid
anthropic reasoning, it’s just not true that string theory does not allow you to put
anthropic reasoning on firm ground.

On the contrary, it is the only known theory that offers a scientific encapsulation
for all these ideas. In order to treat anthropic principle scientifically, you need a
large number of Universes – solutions – and the existence of dynamical
mechanisms to get from one to another, and so forth. This is possible in string



theory.

You also need to assign some measures – probabilities of different Universes.
This is of course the whole problem of the anthropic reasoning – what is a
“generic” Universe? But if one accepts the highly controversial assumptions that
each stringy vacuum that admits basic life-like things has the same weight, then
it’s just true that string theory – with its discrete ensemble of vacua – gives you a
more or less rigorous realization of this anthropic counting.

Once again, this counting seems unscientific to me by its very basic properties,
because the “less predictive” vacua are favored – but nevertheless it seems clear
to me that one can play this game.

24. Lubos Motl
October 16, 2004

Just like I agree with Peter’s algorithm to decide whether a scientific theory is
nontrivially predictive and interesting, it seems to me that he does not quite
understand some subtle issues about string theory.

First of all, it is not true that you can’t calculate vacuum energy in string theory.

In the Standard Model, which is a non-gravitational theory, the sum of the
vacuum diagrams does not really matter because the vacuum energy has no
effects in a non-gravitational theory.

However, if you couple such a theory to gravity, the vacuum energy does matter,
because it curves the space. However, in quantum field theory, you can always
add a counter-term and adjust your vacuum energy to whatever you want. You
need fine-tuning, but you can always adjust such “constants” in quantum field
theory.

That’s not the case of string theory. Here, you can really calculate vacuum
energy, and in the simplest models, you obtain a far too huge value of the
cosmological constant – assuming that some serious bug about our
understanding of SUSY breaking don’t invalidate the whole conclusion.

In this sense, the CC problem in string theory is or was more serious because
string theory is a very rigid theory that does not allow you to mess with the
parameters.

Well, the anthropic industry in string theory is more or less meant to put the CC
constant in string theory to a comparable level to the CC in field theory. The
freedom to continuously fine-tune the vacuum energy in field theory is replaced
by the large number of vacua in string theory – and you can really see that some
of them are more or less guaranteed to predict a qualitatively correct value of
the C.C.

You know, I am among those who believe that we don’t quite understand this
counting, especially after SUSY breaking, properly, but the anthropic people will
disagree. Shamit Kachru et al. will tell you how to calculate all possible



contributions to the potential, and he will argue that nothing is neglected and all
approximations they make are justified.

They will tell you that they have a full control over the class of the KKLT vacua
(that was elaborated by Mike Douglas and his collaborators and others), and this
full control allows them to state quite certainly that string theory *does* predict
a large number of vacua – even those controllable ones form large classes.

Once again, Peter, you are absolutely wrong if you think that string theory’s
nature is its inability to predict. On the contrary, string theory predicts
everything – its character certainly makes it the most predictive theory one can
imagine. In fact, the appearance of the landscape in string theory is a
consequence of its strong predictive power – because some people just became
convinced that a choice of one of a few “simple” and “natural” enough vacua is
more or less guaranteed to predict an *incorrect* cosmological constant. This is
why people start to propose the convoluted vacua that can give you, more or less
by chance, a realistic C.C., too.

It’s wrong to think that string theory is less predictive than field theory. Even if
you imagined that string theory could give you virtually any field theory at low
energies, it is still *more* predictive because it is a UV complete theory
containing quantum gravity – something impossible in quantum field theory. Its
low energy physics may have many types, and in this sense the “Landscape” of
stringy vacua is analogous to the “Landscape” of quantum field theories – with
the difference that the landscape of QFTs has continuous parameters, while
string theory only has discrete ones.

Best wishes
Lubos

25. Sean
October 16, 2004

Peter, your objections don’t seem to be to the anthropic principle, but to the
claim that the string theory landscape provides a sensible framework in which
the anthropic principle can be implemented. And I would agree, at least in terms
of the current state of the art. Our disagreement is that I am quite optimistic
about the prospects for string theory in the future, so I think it’s well worth
pursuing. But right now we don’t understand nearly enough to go around using
the landscape idea to make predictions.



Interview with Atiyah and Singer

October 17, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a fascinating interview with Atiyah and Singer now on-line. It was conducted
in May at the time they were awarded the Abel prize. The interview and Atiyah and
Singer’s acceptance speeches are also available in video form.

The whole interview is very much worth reading and both Atiyah and Singer make
extensive comments about the relation of mathematics and physics. Atiyah makes the
provocative prediction that ideas from quantum theory will ultimately have a
revolutionary effect on number theory, helping to understand why the Riemann
hypothesis or Langlands conjectures are true. He notes that Wiles says this is
nonsense. He also predicts that new progress in theoretical physics will come from a
better understanding of classical four-dimensional geometry. By this I think he has in
mind something like twistor methods. Singer’s comments about string theory are
probably typical of the attitude of many mathematicians. He says that, because of the
Landscape “you cannot expect to make predictions from string theory. Its inital
promise has not been fulfilled”, but he still is an “enthusiastic supporter of
superstring theory”, largely because of the interesting mathematics it leads to.

Singer also makes the following sociological comment about mathematics, but I think
what he has to say is also very true in physics:

“I observe a trend towards early specialization driven by economic considerations.
You must show early promise to get good letters of recommendations to get good first
jobs. You can’t afford to branch out until you have established yourself and have a
secure position. The realities of life force a narrowness in perspective that is not
inherent to mathematics. We can counter too much specialization with new resources
that would give young people more freedom than they presently have, freedom to
explore mathematics more broadly, or to explore connections with other subjects, like
biology these day where there is lots to be discovered.

When I was young the job market was good. It was important to be at a major
university but you could still prosper at a smaller one. I am distressed by the coercive
effect of today’s job market. Young mathematicians should have the freedom of choice
we had when we were young.”

Comments

1. sol
October 22, 2004

Chris W.,

I appreciate the link below you gave On the numbers.

http://www.abelprisen.no/en/prisvinnere/2004/interview_2004_1.html
http://www.abelprisen.no/en/prisvinnere/2004/interview_2004_1.html
http://www.abelprisen.no/en/multimedia/
http://www.abelprisen.no/en/multimedia/


You know what is interesting to me, is how any number system could have
began?

If probabilistics determinations rules our lives, then what said that the Pinball
drop could may have defined how life could have manifested, in the number
sequence of this flower, and the number of it’s petals?:)

Pascal’s Triangle

If Ramanujan modulars functions can well serve to explain the string’s world
sheet, then how much more abstract are we going to get, if we wanted to apply
some other kind of math to this function. Etc. Etc. Etc:)

Quite early in my playing around with numbers, I was quite surprise to see how
the Ancients used these numbers, as told by Manjul Bhargava. I seem to have a
certainty affinity to rythmns, as well as the sequences describe by Manjul, may
also be found in Pascal’s triangle.

The movie PI has some weird ideas here, but may not be so weird when
considered in context of what rythmns are found, as patterns in life?

To be caution for sure the slight’s given to the Indian influence that Lubos
warn’s, John Baez, also gives us this in the link following the pinball at is source.

2. Chris W.
October 20, 2004

Speaking of Andrew Wiles (mentioned briefly in this post), a couple of days ago
NPR did a profile of one of his recent advisees, now a full professor at Princeton
at age 28.

3. sol
October 18, 2004

Sorry, this is the link I meant you to have as well

4. sol
October 18, 2004

Then I am sure you would like to see the issues on
cosmic clumping and what is being done here in the latest research with Max
Tegmark.

The pics are direct links.

The ultimate geometry would have been Martin Rees snake biting it’s tail:), in
the unification of the small with the very large, that we have psychologically
induced reform. The big gumball( that’s what my wife calls it) that you find in the
links by Tegmark, as very revealling.

I joined Andrey Kravtsov’s models, to Tegmarks.

http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@19.G8hIcrwEVFD.25@.1dde7082/6
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@19.G8hIcrwEVFD.25@.1dde7082/6
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@19.G8hIcrwEVFD.25@.1dde7082/6
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@19.G8hIcrwEVFD.25@.1dde7082/6
http://mathforum.org/workshops/usi/pascal/images/base.gif
http://mathforum.org/workshops/usi/pascal/images/base.gif
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/078401213X/qid=1077929802/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/102-0642812-5442518?v=glance&s=dvd
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/078401213X/qid=1077929802/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/102-0642812-5442518?v=glance&s=dvd
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4111253
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4111253
http://www.princeton.edu/pr/pwb/03/1208/1b.shtml
http://www.princeton.edu/pr/pwb/03/1208/1b.shtml
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@110.cdLDcUf9UFH.0@.1dde6988/27
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@110.cdLDcUf9UFH.0@.1dde6988/27
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@134.Gd6Hcsm8Uix.0@.1de0ca9b/4
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@134.Gd6Hcsm8Uix.0@.1de0ca9b/4
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@134.Gd6Hcsm8Uix.0@.1de0ca9b/4
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@134.Gd6Hcsm8Uix.0@.1de0ca9b/4


5. D R Lunsford
October 18, 2004

This is so much fun I thought I’d mention it here:

http://www.hep.upenn.edu/~max/toe.pdf

You might call this “hospitality theory” since its basic rules are 1) we need self-
aware systems, so be kind to them 2) all consistent systems that are compatible
with SASes are physically real!

I just love Fig. 7, although I disagree with his green zone injunction 

-drl

6. sol
October 18, 2004

Klein`s Ordering of the Geometries

“A theorem which is valid for a geometry in this sequence is automatically valid
for the ones that follow. The theorems of projective geometry are automatically
valid theorems of Euclidean
geometry. We say that topological geometry is more abstract than projective
geometry which is turn is more abstract than Euclidean geometry.”

http://www.ensc.sfu.ca/people/grad/brassard/personal/THESIS/node21.html

7. D R Lunsford
October 18, 2004

Peter,

Of course some of Klein’s work (theory of the top, automorphic functions,
icoashedron) relates number theory (implicitly) to spinors – and this was ages
ago. See for example

http://store.yahoo.net/doverpublications/0486495280.html

-drl

8. sol
October 18, 2004

“Mathematics is always a continuum, linked to its history, the past – nothing
comes out of zero” Atiyah

I found this very statement revealing.

One could not of denied any mathematical interpretation that would have arisen
in theory, that could have postulated some emergent property out of string
theory? Is this statement valid?

http://www.hep.upenn.edu/~max/toe.pdf
http://www.hep.upenn.edu/~max/toe.pdf
http://www.ensc.sfu.ca/people/grad/brassard/personal/THESIS/node21.html
http://www.ensc.sfu.ca/people/grad/brassard/personal/THESIS/node21.html
http://store.yahoo.net/doverpublications/0486495280.html
http://store.yahoo.net/doverpublications/0486495280.html


I thought I would challenged any mathematician then to discount the validation
of string theory, if it did not emerge from some mathematical interpretaion, how
it could not have been considered?

9. Thomas Larsson
October 17, 2004

Between 1870 and 1970, the number of freshly minted physics PhDs in the US
rose from 1 to 10,000 anually. Today we have a steady-state situation, where
each advisor can expect only one of her students to become an advisor, on the
average. This is nothing to compain about. Exponential growth cannot be
sustained forever, and the number of positions in academia has probably
saturated.

10. Peter
October 17, 2004

Hi Lubos,

One sociological fact that Singer was referring to was that in the late fifties and
early sixties, due to the huge expansion in the size of American universities,
there were lots of jobs to go around. Since the competition for jobs was much
less stiff, people could get away with being less focused on getting results
quickly, so could take the time to learn about different fields and not stay so
specialized.

I’ll go out on a limb and make a more specific conjecture along the lines of
Atiyah’s comments about number theory. Maybe this is the kind of thing Atiyah
had in mind, maybe not. From one point of view, the central object in number
theory is the absolute Galois group of the field of rational numbers, and the study
of its representations. Langlands theory relates these to other sorts of
representations (“automorphic representations”). One point of view on particle
theory is that central objects are the gauge and diffeomorphism groups and their
representations. There are tantalizing analogies between these groups and the
ones that appear in number theory. Perhaps new ideas about these
representations coming out of a QFT framework may give new ideas about how
to study the representations that occur in number theory.

11. Peter
October 17, 2004

I’m guessing Brian was referring to the “large extra dimensions” scenarios
where there are effects that in principle could show up at the LHC when it starts
collecting data in 2007-8. Here the idea is that some of the extra dimensions
besides the four we know about are not all curled up and unobservably small, but
instead we live on a 4d subspace of some higher dimensional space. One might
see effects of this as energy disappearing from our 4d world as it moves into the
other dimensions.

Most string theorists don’t actually seem to think that these scenarios are at all
likely, but they do pull them out when they want to hold out hope that there will



some day be experimental results relevant to string theory.

12. Matti Pitkanen
October 17, 2004

I find resonance with Atyiah’s vision about connections between number theory
and physics.

Topological Geometrodynamics allows a formulation as what might be called a
generalized number theory. p-Adic number fields and the requirement that real
theory allows algebraic continuation to various p-adic number fields is an
extremely powerful constraint.
The notion of infinite primes is second powerful notion and very physical: their
construction is structurally equivalent to a repeated second quantization of a
super-symmetric arithemetic quantum field theory with states labelled by
primes.

TGD has inspired also a proposal for a proof of Riemann hypothesis based on a
very simple conformally invariant dynamical system having zeros of Zeta as
conformal weights. Rieman Zeta defines overlaps for general coherent states
labelled by conformal weights z which are zeros z=1/2+iy of Riemann Zeta.
Rieman hypothesis follows from the absence of state with negative norm (which
corresponds to z=0).

M. Pitkanen (2002), A Strategy for Proving Riemann Hypothesis,
math\@arXiv.org/0111262.

M. Pitkanen (2003), A Strategy for Proving Riemann Hypothesis, Acta Math.
Univ. Comeniae, vol. 72.

The zeros of Zeta and their certain combinations appear also as conformal
weights of super-canonical algebra playing together with Super Kac-Moody
algebra a key role in TGD. Hermiticity requirement implies what I call conformal
confinement: net conformal weights are real for physical states. For instance,
quarks and gluons could have complex conformal weights and color confinement
could reduce to conformal confinement.

For details see for instance

http://wwww.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#mless .

http://wwww.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#number .

http://wwww.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/padtgd.html#mass1 .

Matti Pitkanen

13. Rafael
October 17, 2004

Your colleague Brian Greene came to Portland to talk about his new book. It was
an interesting talk which he finished with a couple of statements. One of them

http://wwww.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#mless
http://wwww.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#mless
http://wwww.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#number
http://wwww.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#number
http://wwww.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/padtgd.html#mass1
http://wwww.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/padtgd.html#mass1


was that there was going to be an experiment in the near future that could
substantiate string theory because it predicts that under this experiment “energy
would disappear.” No one asked him if String Theory was even still valid.

Do you know any more details about this experiment?

Thanks!

14. Lubos Motl
October 17, 2004

That’s very interesting.

Well, I don’t quite see the particular connections between various fields of
mathematics and physics that Atiyah envisions, but he certainly has some
reasons to talk about them.  I might propose similar, but different connections,
and no one else would understand me. 

I would expect Atiyah to have more visions about higher-dimensional (e.g. seven-
dimensional) geometry etc.

Concerning overspecialization, it’s of course a wrong tendency, but I don’t think
that the change is due to a different social environment. People are just deciding
differently today than they were deciding when Singer was getting started.

In my opinion it has two main (and related) reasons:

* there is a general (and probably true) feeling that the obvious “big questions”
have been solved, and therefore people must attack smaller, more specialized
questions

* people in average are less ambitious today than they were a few decades ago,
and a bigger fraction of the talented youth with big goals is eaten by the
commercial sector and similar enterprises

It’s not quite clear to me whether it is better if the good people try to
concentrate at the top universities, or they spread all over the world (or at least
over the country). Concentration may help communication, but of course the
“second class” universities suffer.



Grothendieck and Motives

October 19, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The latest issue of the Notices of the AMS contains several things very much worth
reading. There’s the second part of a wonderful biographical article about
Grothendieck written by Allyn Jackson (for some comments about the first part, see
an earlier posting).

There’s also an excellent short expository piece by Barry Mazur that explains a bit
about one of Grothendieck’s influential and still only partially understood ideas, that
of a “motive”. In algebraic geometry the standard ways of defining topological
invariants of topological spaces are of limited use, and one wants a much more
algebraic notion of such an invariant. This is what a motive is supposed to somehow
provide, but to even show that such conjectural motives have the properties one
would like requires solving perhaps the biggest open problem in algebraic geometry,
the Hodge Conjecture.

Finally there’s a thought-provoking piece called The Elephant in the Internet by
Daniel Biss about the effect of the internet on the mathematics literature. It contains
some comments about the difference between standards in physics and mathematics,
including an analogy of mathematics as classical and physics as popular music. His
conclusion that “our current relationship to the Internet has the undeniable effect of
degrading the sacrosanct status of the mathematical text” seems to me excessive and
it’s a shame that he feels “hesitant to post my papers online; it always feels a little
like leaving my infant in a dumpster.” I have some sympathy for his worry that
preprint archives and contact with the more journalistic physics literature may make
the mathematics literature much less authoritative than it used to be (this was also
the concern of a similar article by Jaffe and Quinn published in the AMS Bulletin in
1993). But the lost golden age that Biss yearns for was not so golden. Much of the
math literature was written to very high standards of rigor, but often in ways that
made such uncompromising demands on the reader that virtually no one who was not
already an expert could hope to understand what was being said. The fact that the
internet has provided venues for much sloppier, unpolished, but more expository
articles also has its very positive aspects.

Comments

1. sol
October 21, 2004

Just trying to keep pace Thomas Larsson:)

As physicists know, “accidents: do not appear without a reason. When
performing a long and difficult calculation, and then suddenly having thousands
of unwanted terms miraculously add up to zero, physicists know that this does

http://www.ams.org/notices/200410/200410-toc.html
http://www.ams.org/notices/200410/200410-toc.html
http://www.ams.org/notices/200410/fea-grothendieck-part2.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200410/fea-grothendieck-part2.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000078.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000078.html
http://www.ams.org/notices/200410/what-is.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200410/what-is.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Hodge_Conjecture/
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Hodge_Conjecture/
http://www.ams.org/notices/200410/comm-biss.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200410/comm-biss.pdf


not happen without a deeper, underlying reason. Today, physicists know that
these “accidents” are an indication that a symmetry is at work. For strings, the
symmetry is called conformal symmetry, the symmetry of stretching and
deforming the string’s world sheet

Hyperspace, by Michio Kaku, Page 173

2. Chris W.
October 21, 2004

John Moffat posted a preprint in August written along somewhat similar lines,
although the tone of his introductory discussion was unmistakably negative —
along the lines of “I’m not sure it’s worth it, but let’s take this idea [the
multiverse] seriously and see what we can do with it.” It’s worth reading as a
review.

3. Thomas Larsson
October 21, 2004

Here we go again. This time it’s Dine.

4. sol
October 20, 2004

Since demystification is the desire, then what do we realize when math
generates these principles that espouse new theories?

Why 10 Dimensions?

When strings vibrate in space-time, they are described by a mathematical
function called the Ramanujan modular function.26 This term appears in the
equation:27

[1-(D – 2)/24]
where D is the dimensionality of the space in which the strings vibrate. In order
to obey special relativity 9and manifest co-variance), this term must equal 0,
which forces D to be 26. This is the origin of the 26 dimensions in the original
string theory.

In the more general Ramanujan modular function, which is used in current
superstring theories, the twenty-four is replaced by the number eight, making D
equal to 10.28

In other words, the mathematics require space-time to have 10 dimensions in
order for the string theory to be self-consistent, but physicists still don?t know
why these particular numbers have been selected.

http://www.ecf.utoronto.ca/~quanv/String/string9.html

5. sol
October 20, 2004

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0408202
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0408202
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410201
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410201
http://www.ecf.utoronto.ca/~quanv/String/string9.html
http://www.ecf.utoronto.ca/~quanv/String/string9.html


In La Clef des Songes he ( alexander-grothendieck)explains how the reality of
dreams convinced him of God’s existence.

Do we see some pattern here when we consider Ramanujan’s Modular Functions
and the source from which these numbers were pulled? As if from some fifth
dimensional realization(abstract realizations)?

A recent author has suggested that math ability derives from the brain abilities
used in social understanding. Think of living in a tribe or small town where
“everybody knows everybody”. By growing up in such an environment you know
not only everyone else’s name, but their preferences and personal
characteristics. You are freely able to think what so-and-so and such-and-such
would talk about if they had a conversation. And it is proposed that
mathematicians have this same ability, only with the abstract things they think
about and discuss, rather than people.

http://superstringtheory.com/forum/metaboard/messages18/187.html

Maybe Peter, I could then have convoluted the math realm with further ideas
here as expressed in the Elephant link.

Sometimes it appears as mysterious? But really, when you look at how a “Cab
number” could have been calculated, one wonder ‘s what nonsense
mathematicians could raise, without recognizing the consistancy of this math
that comes into existance? 

http://alexander-grothendieck.wikiverse.org/
http://alexander-grothendieck.wikiverse.org/
http://alexander-grothendieck.wikiverse.org/
http://alexander-grothendieck.wikiverse.org/
http://alexander-grothendieck.wikiverse.org/
http://alexander-grothendieck.wikiverse.org/
http://superstringtheory.com/forum/metaboard/messages18/187.html
http://superstringtheory.com/forum/metaboard/messages18/187.html
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@211.q9jSc9QyUOI.0@.1dde7c83
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@211.q9jSc9QyUOI.0@.1dde7c83
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@211.q9jSc9QyUOI.0@.1dde7c83
http://wc0.worldcrossing.com/WebX?14@211.q9jSc9QyUOI.0@.1dde7c83


Witten Colloquium

October 21, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

I was down in Princeton today and went to hear Witten’s physics department
colloquium on the topic of “Supersymmetry: Pro or Con”. He spent most of the hour
going over the 25 year-old hierarchy argument for supersymmetry (that
supersymmetry provides a reason for the Higgs to be much lighter than the Planck
scale, since it is paired with a fermion whose mass can be protected by an
approximate chiral symmetry).

He gave the following arguments for believing in GUTs:

1. Can naturally get small neutrino masses via the see-saw mechanism.
2. Coupling constant unification to 1%
3. Tentative evidence from CMB that fluctuations come from GUT scale.

Actually none of these seem to me very convincing (and to claim 1% coupling constant
unification I think he has to use 1-loop results, at 2-loops it is more like 5-10% off, but
this may depend on exactly what you are comparing to what).

His points in favor of supersymmetry were:

1. Solves hierarchy problem.
2. Coupling constant unification again.
3. Prediction of top mass from supersymmetric SO(10) GUT.
4. Supersymmetry is consistent with all accelerator data.
5. Lowest mass superpartner a good candidate for dark matter.
6. Part of string theory.

Again none of these are really convincing. If you don’t believe in GUTs, the GUT scale
is irrelevant, and since we don’t understand quantum gravity, the significance of the
Planck scale is also unclear. I’m no expert on supersymmetric GUT “predictions”, but
they seem to depend on lots of choices for the details of the GUT, how its symmetry
breaks, and how fermions get masses from the symmetry breaking. Saying that
supersymmetry is consistent with all accelerator data is kind of strange since the
standard model without supersymmetry is consistent with all accelerator data and
there is no evidence for supersymmetry. You can guess what I think of his last
argument.

His points against supersymmetry were:

1. The Higgs mass bound is already embarassingly high, need some fine-tuning to get
a Higgs that massive in a supersymmetric theory.
2. Supersymmetry spoils many of the experimental successes of the standard model
since it generically has experimentally disallowed amounts of violation of CP, baryon
and lepton number conservation, flavor-changing neutral currents.
3. No good picture of how to break supersymmetry.



Well, for me the con has it over the pro, but Witten still seems to hold out hope that
supersymmetry will be found at the LHC. At the end of his talk, he discussed what he
called the “worst case scenario”; that LHC sees a Higgs particle, but nothing else: no
supersymmetry, no technicolor, no Little Higgs, no extra dimensions. He said that if
this happens people will look for anthropic explanations of the hierarchy problem,
whereas if the LHC found something that explained the hierarchy problem, they
might be encouraged to look again for non-anthropic answers to the cosmological
constant problem (which he claimed was analogous to the hierarchy problem). He did
say “I hope it is wrong” about the anthropic explanation of the cosmological constant.

On the anthropic front, Michael Dine is claiming that maybe the statistical analysis of
the landscape will “predict” that supersymmetry breaking is at a low energy scale.
The arguments he gives sound to me like a complete joke, and from what I remember
Michael Douglas was recently claiming that the same kind of analysis indicated that
supersymmetry was broken at a high energy scale. One other funny thing about Dine:
he doesn’t say that the landscape makes predictions, but that it is “the first predictive
framework we have encountered”. This is a guy who for nearly twenty years has been
giving talks on “superstring phenomenology” and claiming that any day now string
theory would make predictions. I wonder why in all of those previous talks he
neglected to mention that not only were there no predictions from string theory, there
wasn’t even a “predictive framework”.

Comments

1. Chris W.
October 28, 2004

A new paper by Sean Carroll and Jennifer Chen deals with some of the same
issues, and cites both DKS and Albrecht and Sorbo:

Spontaneous Inflation and the Origin of the Arrow of Time (hep-
th/0410270)

2. Chris W.
October 25, 2004

The authors of hep-th/0410213 acknowledge helpful input from Andreas
Albrecht, who posted the following interesting preprint in May:

Can the universe afford inflation?
hep-th/0405270

Cosmic inflation is envisioned as the “most likely” start for the
observed universe. To give substance to this claim, a framework is
needed in which inflation can compete with other scenarios and the
relative likelihood of all scenarios can be quantified. The most concrete
scheme to date for performing such a comparison [due to Dyson,
Kleban, and Susskind (DKS)] shows inflation to be strongly disfavored.
We analyze the source of this failure for inflation and present an
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alternative calculation, based on more traditional semiclassical
methods, that results in inflation being exponentially favored. We argue
that reconciling the two contrasting approaches presents interesting
fundamental challenges, and is likely to have a major impact on ideas
about the early universe.

3. Arun
October 25, 2004

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-ph/pdf/0307/0307049.pdf

It has been shown that a SM electroweak fit including the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon a? and
the branching ratio Br(b ! Xs
) yields a probability of about 5%. The total 2 is improved in the MSSM,
mainly because of a?, but the probability does increase only marginally due to
the larger number of free
parameters in the MSSM. However, in both cases the 3  discrepancy in sin2 W
from Ab
FB and ALR is
contributing to the low probability. Since at present no arguments to doubt any
of the measurements can
be found, we tested the Particle Data Group?s procedure to rescale the errors of
these two measurements by
the corresponding pulls. This yields considerably improved 2 values, both in the
SM and MSSM, without
significantly changing the fitted parameters.

4. Chris W.
October 25, 2004

Serenus: I should have remembered your comment and checked the URLs in it
before I posted. You beat me to the punch on hep-th/0410213.

5. Thomas Larsson
October 25, 2004

It is strange that nobody seems to know about the 2-loop calculation. Maybe it is
just a rumor. Maybe Witten didn’t mention it because it isn’t true, or because it is
true but he doesn’t know about it.

The relative error depends on how you parametrize things, but the comparison
between the 1- and 2-loop results does not. If x = 1 + e and y = x^7, then y = 1
+ 7e, so the error in y is 7 times bigger than the error in x. However, that the
2-loop error is ten times as big as the 1-loop error (if that is true) does not
depend on parametrization, since (7e’)/(7e) = e’/e.

6. Thomas Larsson
October 25, 2004

Lubos,

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-ph/pdf/0307/0307049.pdf
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That the two-loop calculation was off by 10% is something that Aaron Bergman
claimed in this forum – at least I, and presumably everybody else, interpreted
him in that way. Maybe you should check with him.

7. Chris W.
October 24, 2004

See this:
Birth of the Universe from the Landscape of String Theory
(4 pages, posted 10/20/2004):

“We show that a unique, most probable and stable solution for the
wavefunction of the universe, with a very small cosmological constant
…, can be predicted from the supersymmetric minisuperspace with N
vacua, of the landscape of string theory without referring to the
anthropic principle. ….”

..from the abstract, with correction of typos. (The authors are at UNC-Chapel
Hill; Laura Mersini-Houghton is an assistant professor there.)

String theory as such has little to do with their argument, other than providing a
motivation for consideration of the landscape. The authors consider a SUSY
minisuperspace, which leads to a lattice-like solution, and motivates them to
employ a condensed matter analogy. It’s only 4 pages long, and well worth
reading.

Another recent analysis based on a condensed matter analogy has received some
attention:

Cosmological constant and vacuum energy
(G.E. Volovik)  gr-qc/0405012

8. Fred
October 24, 2004

I’d point out that neutrino masses are a complete mystery if you don’t invoke a
GUT theory.

Thats the one area the standard model notably fails experimental bounds, and
why people should be interested in additions.

As far as SUSY goes, the coupling constant unification is a decent argument, but
probably not the most convincing to me, particularly b/c its still a perturbative
mess. However in GUT phenomenology there are various naturalness arguments
in the Higgs sector, that favor (in simplicity) some sort of minimal SUSY model.
Again the nastiness comes in the representation you choose, and I think its still
pretty much an open question in physics phenomenology.

9. Lubo? Motl
October 23, 2004
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That’s very funny. Good joke. As far as the available data go, the previous posting
could have been written by me, just to make fun out of myself – because
everyone who is serious and observant enough knows that the arguments are
usually on my side. 

10. October 23, 2004

“I think you’re right. Among thousands of exchanges I’ve had in my life, all of
them had some facts and rational arguments.”

Well, that’s a good start! Now, the next thing for you to do is to have some of
those facts and rational arguments on *your* side.

11. Lubo? Motl
October 23, 2004

Dear anonymous,

I think you’re right. Among thousands of exchanges I’ve had in my life, all of
them had some facts and rational arguments.

Once again: some more quantitative data on SUSY and gauge coupling
unification are on motl.blogspot.com

All the best
Lubos

12. October 23, 2004

In yet another piece of inadvertent humor from Lubos M, we have him writing
about global warming on his blog:
“The actual reply from SHS has surprised me, shocked me, terrified me. It was a
rather long e-mail, but it contained nothing else than personal insults against the
four “sceptics” listed above”
Yes, it’s a terrible thing when serious scientists are reduced to personal insults.
Lucky thing that LM would never stoop so low, isn’t it?

13. Matti Pitkanen
October 22, 2004

I am wondering why so few consider the possibility that the dead alley in the
particle theory might derive from wrong assumptions, which were made already
three decades ago and became soon sacred by the illusory belief on the linear
progress of big science.

What created strong visceral reactions in me at that time was that quarks and
leptons of single generation were forced into single multiplet although masses
are widely different. The same was done even for different fermion generations
having completely different mass scales. This
is certainly the least imaginative approach to unification that one can personally
imagine. Therefore I believed that the observation that proton did not decay had



been taken as an important message from the elegance loving Nature.

No one however cared although the message is easy to decipher: if quark and
lepton numbers are separately conserved, they could do it as chiralities of 4+N
dimensional spinors. Color would not be spin like quantum number but more like
a partial wave in compactified dimensions. Completely different strategy to
unification
would open up.

Anyone interested on details of this option can do this at
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/ . See also
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/newtgd.html for the newest
developments in the understanding of particle spectrum and mass calculations.

Matti Pitkanen

14. sol
October 22, 2004

Drl,

Only I can be considered in that vain:).

Truth is, I didn’t know that Lubos was to refer to Nima. I have been following
this line of thinking for a bit now(google sci pysics strings early days:). Witten’s
reference, keeps me looking along these lines and the latest work.

Short Range Test’s of Inverse Square Law

If your going to rebuttal, please do so on the reasons why not, so I can stay
informed, and so, that others can too.

The poetic inflections, that such comments leave from personalities(Lubos or
Peter’s) are in no way my repsonsibility, or, are they your’s.:)

The Standard Model and Beyond:)

15. D R Lunsford
October 22, 2004

It’s the sol and Lubos core reference dump!

16. sol
October 22, 2004

Little attention has been given here Peter. As a method to testability, it had to be
considered. They approached this properly and of course await for confirmation.
It was not considered devoid, as a philosphical approach?

When symmetry breaks down, by Edward Witten

Other ideas about electroweak-symmetry

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
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breaking go even further afield. One line
of thought links this problem to extra
dimensions of space-time, subnuclear in
size, but observable at accelerators. This
approach is probably a long shot, but the
pay-off would be huge ? discovering extra
dimensions could give us the chance for
direct experimental tests of the quantum
nature of gravity and black holes

http://www.sns.ias.edu/~witten/papers/Symmetry.pdf

17. Lubos Motl
October 22, 2004

Some more quantitative comments about the gauge coupling unification

http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/gauge-coupling-unification.html

18. sol
October 22, 2004

Sometimes a nice map helps out for reference.

If all these events were taking place, lets say from a true vacuum perspective,
would this imply that the false vacuum existed in the first place?

19. Lubos Motl
October 22, 2004

I recommend the paper

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9602206

and its references [1-4]. It makes it pretty clear the the unification works great if
you compare the assumed values at the GUT scale, and the known value at the Z
scale.

On the other hand, the alpha3 coupling at low energies is 12-20 percent
different, which shows some neglected running at *low* energies, below the Z
scale, and it is usually assigned to a light gluino.

It’s sort of embarassing if it’s true and Gordon Kane lives with his serious
misconception. 

20. Lubos Motl
October 22, 2004

I think that I found the/a paper that contains a similar unusual statement.

It is the last (or 2nd last) paper of John Hagelin before he joined Maharishi
Mahesh-Yogi. 
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http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9406366

I leave it to the reader to decide whether this 10-page paper with 4 citations is
trustworthy. I am not sure about the answer yet. 

21. Lubos Motl
October 22, 2004

So far, no one knows anything about it. I’ve asked a couple of phenomenologists.

All of them say that they did the 1loop calculation themselves, and they believe
that the full 2loop result is even better – and the nice intersecting graphs we
usually draw are the full 2-loop results.

At any rate, you are on the same boat with Gordon Kane about this ;-). On the
other hand, it may be helpful if you found the scientific references containing
this actual calculation – because once again, what two of you say sounds bizarre.

22. Lubos Motl
October 22, 2004

Thanks! I did not know that – and of course, I will recheck elsewhere.

We should be careful about two-loop results. Several years ago, Brookhaven
claimed some deviation for the muon anomalous magnetic moment, or something
like that, and it was used as evidence for new physics etc.

Finally it turned out to be a sign error in the theoretical 2-loop calculations.

I would still prefer to trust the 1-loop results more than the 2-loop results
because they can be quite easily verified.

I agree that a 10% error in such a calculation is pretty large. Nevertheless, the
running is better than in the pure SM, so in this case, it is still experimentally
suggested that GUT prefers to get SUSY as its ally.

23. Peter
October 22, 2004

I could find a better reference, but here’s a quote from Gordon Kane (hep-
ph/0202185) (I seem to have been too kind to quote 5-10%)

“The supersymmetric gauge coupling unification misses by about 10%. More
precisely, the experimental value of the strong coupling \alpha_3 is about 10-15%
lower than the value computed by running down theoretically from the the point
where the SU(2) and U(1) couplings meet. The details are interesting here — the
one-loop result is somewhat small because of a cancellation, and the two-loop
contribution therefore not negligible. If one only took into account the one-loop
effect the theoretical value would be close to the experimental one, but the two-
loop effect increases the separation.”

I’ll let my comments about the arguments for supersymmetry stand. I think all

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9406366
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the arguments are very weak, the strongest is coupling constant unification, and
even there, being off by 10-15% is not impressive.

If Witten really is quoting one-loops and ignoring two-loops, he wouldn’t be the
first one, but I don’t think that’s an honest thing to do.

24. Lubo? Motl
October 22, 2004

It looks like a good talk by Witten.

I agree with Witten’s summary of the arguments for SUSY – and it even looks
like the phenomenologists would agree, too.

Peter, could you give us some references about the 5-10%-off two-loop results on
unification? I’ve never heard something like that, and it seems to be your only
argument against SUSY (and GUT), except for totally unjustified nervous and
hostile comments.

I understand your point of view “if I don’t believe anything, I don’t need to
believe anything else”. I just hope that you don’t expect me to think that this set
of arguments of yours goes too much beyond the thinking of the average
monkeys. 

It’s much easier to agree that the anthropic predictions of the SUSY breaking
scale are vague hand-waving. But once again, being negative about everything
does not solve anything, and you seem to be negative about everything.

25. Peter
October 22, 2004

I don’t think there’s been anything new about neutrino masses in quite a while.
You can easily extend the standard model to incorporate neutrino masses in at
least two ways:

1. Just add right-handed neutrinos with no charge under the standard model
gauge group and then, just like the other leptons, Yukawa Higgs couplings give
neutrinos mass. These couplings have to be much smaller than the couplings to
the other leptons, but then again, no one knows why such couplings have such a
huge range of values already in the standard model.

2. Add a right-handed neutrino with a lepton-number violating Majorana mass
term. If you make this large enough you can generate small masses for the
observed neutrinos through the”seesaw” mechanism.

SO(10) GUTs naturally contain a right-handed neutrino state with no
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) charge.

26. dolt
October 22, 2004

Peter thank you for your summary of the colloquim and for stating the obvious!



But one definite pro for SUSY and string theory (“unique/parameter free”), which
is left unstated is that they are great fields for publishing lots of papers! A
definite pro when it comes to careers in academia these days and explains the
herd mentality.

BTW, what is the latest on incorporating neutrino masses?

DMS

27. serenus zeitblom
October 22, 2004

Very often a resort to anthropy is just a sign of lack of imagination. Even the
landscape may not need it:
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410213
and similarly the famed “cosmic coincidences” don’t require it either:
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0410508
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On Beauty and String Theory

October 25, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

One of the arguments often given for string theory is that it is somehow exceptionally
“beautiful”. This has always mystified me, since that’s certainly not the way I would
describe it. Over the years I’ve paid close attention whenever I see someone trying to
explain exactly what it is about string theory that is so beautiful. Lubos Motl has just
posted his own detailed answer to this question, something I read with interest.

As usual, Lubos is not exactly concise, so I won’t quote him extensively, but let me try
and summarize his arguments for calling string theory beautiful, together with some
of my own comments.

1. Symmetries are beautiful and just about every symmetry you can imagine gets used
somewhere, somehow in string theory.

Even Lubos is not so sure of this argument, since he says ” I don’t really thing that we
view symmetries as the most important reason why string theory is beautiful”. What
is beautiful about symmetries is the way they constrain things. If your theory is based
upon a simple symmetry principle (take for example gauge theory and the gauge
symmetry principle), a huge amount of structure follows from a single, simple
principle. String theory is not based on a simple symmetry principle, rather it is a
complicated framework, into which you can fit all sorts of different symmetry
principles. But because they are not fundamental, these symmetries don’t constrain
the theory much if at all. This is very different than the standard model, where at a
fundamental level the theory is built around a single symmetry principle, one that
governs a large part of the structure of the theory and its physical predictions.

2. The way in which “miraculous” cancellations occur in string theory, constraining
the theory by only allowing it to make sense for certain specific choices.

The most well known example of this is the way in which anomaly cancellation picks
out 10 dimensions and SO(32) or E_8 times E_8 for the superstring. This was the main
reason people got so excited back in 1984, when they thought that the anomaly
cancellation principle would give them a nearly unique theory that could be used to
make predictions. If the anomaly cancellation principle had picked out four
dimensions and SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1), that certainly would have been a beautiful
explanation of why the standard model is the way it is. In the standard model itself,
anomaly cancellation for the chiral gauge symmetry does work in an impressive way.
If you take just the leptons or just the quarks, you have an anomalous theory, but the
anomalies of the one cancel those of the other.

In string theory, all anomaly cancellation does is pick out a much too large dimension
of space-time and a much too large gauge group. You can certainly embed the
standard model in this structure, but you could also embed just about anything you
want in it because there is so much room. In the end you are stuck with some version
of the “Landscape”, essentially an infinite number of different possibilities with no
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way to choose amongst them. The anomaly cancellation ends up providing very little
constraint on what the structure of low energy physics looks like.

3. String theory is a unique theory that can predict everything about the physical
world.

Lubos likes to go on about how unique and predictive string theory is. While I
understand this is the dream of every string theorist, the reality of what they actually
have is a long ways from what they hope is true. The vision of what they would like to
be true may be beautiful, but the reality is something else. The reality is that there is
no “unique” string theory that can reproduce the real world, just a dream that such a
theory exists. And as for predictions of string theory, there are none. When Lubos says
that “string theory predicts” things, what he really means is that if every thing he
would like to be true actually were, then in principle you could predict things from
string theory.

4. String theory manages to extend quantum field theory in a consistent way,
something which is very non-trivial and the way this happens can be described as
beautiful.

This seems to be Witten’s main argument these days for promoting the continued
study of string theory and I have a certain amount of sympathy for it. There certainly
is something of interest going on behind the complicated framework that people are
studying under the name “string theory” and maybe it will someday lead to insight
into something about physics, most likely the strong coupling behavior of gauge
theories. But the fact that there is interesting structure you don’t understand doesn’t
mean that this structure has anything to do with a fundamental unification principle
for physics.

5. There are beautiful connections to new pure mathematical structures.

The relation of string theory to mathematics is a huge topic, and I’ll comment on it at
length at some other time. In brief though, while I think string theory has been an
utter disaster for theoretical physics during the past 20 years, it has lead to many
interesting things in mathematics. However, most of these interesting things really
come from 2d conformal QFT, and I would argue that it is QFT which is having a huge
impact on mathematics, much more so than string theory. Witten’s Fields medal was
for his work on the relation of QFT to math, not for anything he has done using string
theory.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
October 31, 2004

Chris W – re those Smilga papers:

Alright, I read these papers. I was disappointed.



1) His main idea seems to be – 3d ang. momentum to SU(2) spin nets is the same
as spacetime angular *and* linear momentum to SO(3,2) spin nets. This isn’t true
generally, so he spends most of his effort patching up the problems by
contracting SO(3,2) to Poincare. This is a mistake – the idea itself is good, but
the realization is not (see below).

2) His transition from 2-spinors to 4-spinors is hand-waving nonsense. As we
know, this amounts to going from the restricted Lorentz group to the full one
including spacetime parity. The physical net gain is antimatter, which he never
mentions.

3) His identification of s_m4 with y_m is itself not correct, so he gets the Clifford
algebra wrong. For the purpose of his application this is harmless, but for the
purpose of the correct approach it’s fatal.

What’s the correct approach? You need to do it for SO(3,3) – then one has real
translations without the need for approximation, like this…

The Lie algebra has terms that look like (indices go 1-4)

[ Jm5, Jn6 ] = i gmn J56 = i gmn M (mass!)

[ Jmn, Jp5 ] = -i (gmp Jn5 – gnp Jm5)

[ Jmn, Jp6 ] = -i (gmp Jn6 – gnp Jm6)

etc.

Calling Pm = Jm5 + iJm6 and Qm = Jm5 – iJm6 we see that both Pm and Qm
represent translations abstractly, but they go off shell into complex spacetime, so
one needs *two* of them in succession to get a *real* displacement. Since they
are translations, they still commute. Thus one can build up finite translations in
spacetime *without contraction*. This should allow one to build a 4-d
checkerboard model on the lines of Gersh’s and Feynman’s 2-d model. One
should also be able to construct a spin network model of the 6d spacetime. I’ve
been meaning to do this but occupied with other things. Note that the Weyl
theory on SO(3,3) – SO(3,3) neutrinos – leads to the Dirac theory on spacetime,
with the two neutrino helicities correpsonding to positive and negative mass
terms. A paper on this subject should appear soon.

-drl

2. sol
October 29, 2004

Thanks DRL for responding.

I have to walk very slowly in these circumstances, being the layman, I am just
learning to walk on these topics.

Speculation?



1. Background Independence And The Holomorphic Anomaly

Finding the right framework for an intrinsic, background independent
formulation of string theory is one of the main problems in the subject, and so far
has remained out of reach. Moreover, some highly simplified special cases or
analogs of the problem, which look like they might be studied for practice, have
also resisted understanding.

I assume a high energy consideration from the early universe.

G -> H -> … -> SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) -> SU(3) x U(1)

Here, each arrow represents a symmetry breaking phase transition where matter
changes form and the groups – G, H, SU(3), etc. – represent the different types of
matter, specifically the symmetries that the matter exhibits and they are
associated with the different fundamental forces of nature

Some might have assumed a false vacuum as existing instead of “nothing”, and
from it, a true vacuum to emerge. This would encapsulate, and like bubble
eversions, explain what would have been held to the brane, and what is allowed
to roam in the bulk? I know this might seemed far fetched as I am trying
comprehend the nature of of the abstract world given to defining feymans
integral paths as loops, defined in that abstract geoemtrical thinking. This
because of it’s background dependancy, had to be modifed in order to to speak
from the compactified dimensions, and find themselves revealled in spacetime.
You see?

I apologize to those of you who may find this easy.

3. D R Lunsford
October 29, 2004

Sol,

You don’t have to indulge in any speculation. If a theory has a Lagrangian and
variational principle where everything in sight is varied, leading to equations
involving all the elements, then that theory is background independent
practically by definition. So for example the Einstein-Hilbert action is

S = integral R sqrt(det(g)) dx..dt

R is a function of g_mn and its first and second derivatives, and this appears
again in the volume element sqrt(det(g)) – so the equations that come out of
delta S = 0 are background independent. The Maxwell action

S = integral Fmn Fab g_ma g_nb sqrt(det(g)) dx..dt

leads to Maxwell’s equations in vacuo and these are not, because the g_mn are
not varied. You might ask what happens if I vary the g_mn in the latter as well as
the A_n (F = curl A) – answer: because no derivatives of g_mn appear in the
action the Euler equations are simply
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F_am F_mb + 1/4 F_mn F_mn g_ab = T_ab = 0

F_mn,n = 0

that is, the energy tensor for the EM field also vanishes, and so there is in fact no
field.

The best you can do with both, in the existing scheme, is to paste together an ad-
hoc Lagrangian

L = R + k W

where k is an additive (dimensional) constant – one then can get

R_ab – 1/2 R_mn R_mn g_ab = -k T_ab

that is, the Einstein-Maxwell equations (Maxwell in curved space with the field
energy as a source of curvature). So, Einstein-Maxwell is background free, but
*not* unified, because the Lagrangian is not irreducible. To sum up, background-
freeness is not a mystical property, it’s simply the statement that all the essential
elements can change from place to place.

-drl

4. sol
October 29, 2004

Well let’s see here. Neocons( playing with words very creative:)

The Problem of Dynamics in Quantum Gravity

The problem of dynamics in quantum gravity is still a big challenge. We don’t
know how to make spacetime a truly dynamical entity with local degrees of
freedom while taking quantum theory into account. Neither string theory, nor
loop quantum gravity, nor the spin foam and causal dynamical triangulation
approaches have yet found a background-free quantum theory with local degrees
of freedom propagating causally. We sketch some avenues for making progress in
this direction.

As I was trying to comprehend how gravity was to be inclusive in string theory, it
soon became apparent that it was background dependant. Truly as John Baez
implies this is not desired, by others as well.

But if we assume background dependancy, then from what I understood, it
became the background and the quantum mechanical discription of the
spacetime fabric. Please anyone correct this perception if it is wrong.

Thus from this perspective, a emergent geometry would have been allowed to
surface, where all other geometrical approaches, could not have been allowed?

Again this is not what is desired of string theory and the background
independance is most preferred. I have many links on quantum grvaity that
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would innuadate your selection DRL.

I would rather a concensus on whether any geoemtry shall emerge(what shall
emerge in the Third Superstring Revolution) and how it shall do that. If we do
not consider this context, then we are left to consider, the value of glast
determinations and the link Peter offerred.

Inside Gamma Sphere:

The device’s 110 gamma-ray detectors point to the center of the spherical array,
where a beam of nuclei from a particle accelerator smashes into a thin target.
The collisions create unstable nuclei that decay by emitting gamma rays, an
extremely high-energy form of light. Gammasphere catches and measures as
many of the gamma rays as possible, so that scientists can study what happens
to nuclei under extreme physical conditions.

http://www.symmetrymag.org/cms/?pid=1000017

Is this a bad thing? No it reaffirms the direction of glast on the cosmological
scale and secures QF visionist on the roads to percieving how quantum grvaity
makes sense leaving GR alone(Smolin’s position ?).

But as I said, without th econsistancy of a geoemtry to emerge, there is no hope
for a perspective to form around quantum geometry as a discritor of quantum
gravity?

5. D R Lunsford
October 28, 2004

Chris O,

It’s damned unbelieveable, what?

Strings depend essentially on KK theory, a failed attempt to extend Riemannian
geometry to encompass the A field as part of an ersatz cylindrical metric in 5-d.
The simplest contradictory logical loopbacks seem to be beyond the Greenes of
the world. They remind me of our neocons.

Now there really *is* an effort to make quantum geometry, see for example

http://www.physics.gatech.edu/people/faculty/dfinkelstein.html

You won’t find any hippocoprolitic stringism there.

-drl

6. Doug
October 28, 2004

drl wrote:

Furthermore, what sort of disingenuousness is it to say “field theory is ugly”,

http://www.symmetrymag.org/cms/?pid=1000017
http://www.symmetrymag.org/cms/?pid=1000017
http://www.physics.gatech.edu/people/faculty/dfinkelstein.html
http://www.physics.gatech.edu/people/faculty/dfinkelstein.html


when string theory would have to reproduce that same ugliness to be taken
seriously? (It won’t, but this is rhetoric.) Whatever next step turns out to be the
right one, it will have things that look like gauge fields, energy tensors, etc. etc.
and people will say “Ah! Now we know why field theory was that way – how
beautiful!”

Great observation! As Hestenes, in his New Foundations for Classical Mechanics,
observes: “[Newton] deserves the title of “founder” (of classical mechanics)
because he integrated the insights of his predecessors into a comprehensive
theory.”

However, while your statement hits the nail right on the head, it also assumes
that a successor will be successful, as was Newton, in moving modern physics
forward “by integrating the insights of his predecessors into a comprehensive
theory.” This may not happen. As Hestenes points out, Newton did more than
integrate these insights into a more encompassing theory, he launched “a well-
defined program of research into the structure of the physical world.”

The two great revolutions in physics of the 20th century, QM and GR, are the
great insights to be integrated, but it may take a theory that does more than
integrate them to move us forward, it may require a new “program of research
into the physical world.” Of course, that’s a tall order, but it’s the “new physics”
everyone talks about these days, but in the true sense of the word; that is, in the
sense of a new program of research, rather than new phenomenology.

That such a program would be characterized by the simplicity of geometry and
the beauty of fundamental,powerful ideas, unencumbered by the excesses we see
today, is certain in my mind. The mathematical indulgences and wild
speculations so popular in normal science today remind me of the days when
doctors proudly wore blood smeared smocks as testimony of their professional
virtuosity. The irony is palpable.

According to Hesetenes, the central hypothesis of Newton’s program “is that
variations in the motion of a particle are completely determined by its interaction
with other particles,” and that [Newton’s program of research] has been
interpreted as a dictum: to focus on forces. He says, “The aim is to classify the
kinds of forces and so develop a classification of particles according to the kinds
of interactions in which they participate.”

Perhaps, however, such a focus cannot deliver the goods. I think that Newton
understood that force was a property of motion, and that motion was the proper
study of physics, not forces, and that a new program of research, focusing on
motion, that is, the reciprocal relation of space and time, may be more fruitful
now than to continue the present course, as successful as it has been. We have
explained the diverse properties of objects in our experience in terms of a few
kinds of interactions among a few kinds of particles, but it appears that we have
reached the limit of our methodology. Thus the challenge has reverted to the
epistemological side of the reciprocal relation between methodology and science
as described by Einstein. The old man, it turns out, was right on once again.



7. Chris Oakley
October 28, 2004

*Cough* *Splutter* Just a minute … until they’ve proved that they can get
“classical” G.R. as a limiting case, String theorists have no right to claim this as
part of their theory.

8. sol
October 28, 2004

Interesting link CW. It made me think, that the efforts that Einstein went through
to quantize grvaity, had the opposite effect as well that they(Dirac, Bohr,
Schrodinger) would work to understand GR as well

?The gravitational treatment of point particles thus brings in one further
difficulty, in addition to the usual ones in the quantum theory.? This is rather
curious coda since the above problems are really as relevant classically, and of
course they are very different from the perturbative nonrenormalizability issues
that have dominated all subsequent studies. After this pioneering foray, Dirac?s
original publications in the field waned, apart from one later paper [17] on
conformally invariant extensions of GR.

Now for me when a picture enters my mind, it is unassociative for a bit, but
neuronically connected, and relevant. So to Mona Lisa’s smile and the
trampoline.

DRL,

Figure 10.1 When standing on the Mona Lisa trampoline, the image becomes
most distorted under your weight

The Heart of Reimannian Geometry

This example cuts to the heart of Reimann’s mathematical framework for
describing warped shapes. Reimann, building on earlier insights of
mathematicians Carl Friedrich Gauss, Nikolai Loachevsky, Janos Bolyai, and
others showed that a careful analysis of the distances between all locationson or
in an object provides a means of qauntifying the extent of its curvature…..

The Elegant Universe, by Brian Greene, page 232 & 233

One has to still endure the geometry that is progressive, and has developed
along side of the physics. One does not disavow what the world of gauss(the
roads leading too hyperdimensional space) is doing in light of Maxwell’s gains.
That any toy model is found correlated in relation to QFT, was a monumental
effort by Kaku, in his loop calculations?

You see. So between Smolin who adopts the GR attitude of leave Gr as it is, a
Einsteinain way, and strings to adopt, the quantum mechanical discription of the
background, neither can reject the ideals of the quantization of gravity, and a
geoemtrical perspective.

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/gr-qc/pdf/0301/0301097.pdf
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What geometry shall emerge?

“But now, almost a century after Einstein’s tour-de-force, string theory gives us a
quantum-mechanical discription of gravity that, by necessity, modifies general
relativity when distances involved become as short as the Planck length. Since
Reinmannian geometry is the mathetical core of general relativity, this
means that it too must be modified in order to reflect faithfully the new
short distance physics of string theory. Whereas general relativity asserts
that the curved properties of the universe are described by Reinmannian
geometry, string theory asserts this is true only if we examine the fabric of the
universe on large enough scales. On scales as small as planck length a new kind
of geometry must emerge, one that aligns with the new physics of string theory.
This new geometry is called, quantum geometry.”

The Elegant Universe, by Brian Greene, pg 231 and Pg 232

Enjoy:)

9. Chris W.
October 28, 2004

Dirac’s 1935 (!) paper is discussed in this short review by Stanley Deser.

10. D R Lunsford
October 27, 2004

Chris W – the work by Smilga seems to pick up on an idea of (who else?) Dirac,
“The Electron Wave Equation in deSitter Space”, and “On a Remarkable
Representation of the 3+2 deSitter Group” (I think those are more or less the
correct titles). The former appeared, I think, in either the Royal Society
Proceedings or some Russian journal – the latter appeared in JMathPhys
sometime in the early 60s I think. Dirac clearly was thinking about (anti)deSitter
space in some detail, over a number of years.

I read these papers years ago in school, and filed them in the “very interesting”
drawer.

Also interesting here is the dropping of the name Wyler and his work on the fine
structure constant.

Again, nice papers, very nice.

-drl

11. D R Lunsford
October 27, 2004

Chris W – those are intriguing, related to what I’m working on now! Thanks for
that.

12. Chris W.
October 27, 2004

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0301097
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0301097


The quote attributed below to Einstein (“any intelligent fool ..”) actually seems to
be due to E. F. Schumacher.

13. October 27, 2004

DRL,

You can’t do “new physics at the Planck scale”, or anywhere, until there is new
physics. The stringers have one thing right – this needs a new idea about matter.
I have a model that should be explored, and probably will be eventually. Like the
things that preceeded it, it is evolutionary, not revolutionary.

Doesn’t all this radical talk ever get on your nerves? What I find most strange
about the stringers is how they can be so satisfied with nothing but a lot of
radical talk, triumphal hand-waving, and weird imagery.

Would I be wrong to say that quantum mechanics started off theoretically, and
that in having developed, brought the science along?

For me, I am quite young in terms of my academic career but older in age, that if
I did not find some consistancy in the way the geometry evolved, then yes, these
abstract spaces that topological genus figures would never make sense. But, this
is one end of the geometry that is revealled in the hyperdimensional realities,
and might have found it’s correlates, in the cosmos?

Klein`s Ordering of the Geometries

“A theorem which is valid for a geometry in this sequence is automatically valid
for the ones that follow. The theorems of projective geometry are automatically
valid theorems of Euclidean
geometry. We say that topological geometry is more abstract than projective
geometry which is turn is more abstract than Euclidean geometry.”

http://www.ensc.sfu.ca/people/grad/brassard/personal/THESIS/node21.html

So to me this geometrical math developing has to be based on the predessors
somehow, and along side, the physics? Would you not consider Reinmann in the
value of GR? His Teacher, Gauss?

Brane World models only carry this unique topology solution a bit further
returning in part, though often modified in present format, to
Klien’s solution to the unification of gravity to electromagnetism through an
additional dimensional set. The beauty of this path as we
should rightly call it is that it is a natural progression of Einstein’s
dream of a pure geometric explanation for everything we see
around us in nature.”

What do you think of this statement above?

I also draw your attention to Lubos’s post and note the comments on Robert
Lauglin.

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&c2coff=1&q=E+F+Schumacher+%22any+intelligent+fool%22
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&c2coff=1&q=E+F+Schumacher+%22any+intelligent+fool%22
http://www.ensc.sfu.ca/people/grad/brassard/personal/THESIS/node21.html
http://www.ensc.sfu.ca/people/grad/brassard/personal/THESIS/node21.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/marvin-cohen-nanotubes-and-space.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/marvin-cohen-nanotubes-and-space.html


What is the nature of the math that should emerge, if not by string theory?

Mathematics is not the rigid and rigidity-producing schema that the layman
thinks it is; rather, in it we find ourselves at that meeting point of constraint and
freedom that is the very essence of human nature. – Hermann Weyl

14. Chris W.
October 27, 2004

Speaking of economy of ideas, I urge readers of this weblog to take a thoughtful
look at these papers, so far uncited except by the author himself.

In my humble (and relatively unschooled) opinion they are extraordinarily well
conceived and superbly written. The author’s professional career apparently
began in the 1960s (in Germany).

15. Frank
October 27, 2004

Hmmmm…. Appealing to beauty is not neccesarily out of touch with reality. But
it may be that for the time being our concepts and modells of beauty are
inadequate, thus we have to resolve to patchworking.

Some more quotes:

“I think that there is a moral to this story, namely that it is more important to
have beauty in one’s equations that to have them fit experiments. If
Schroedinger had been more confident of his work, he could have published it
some months earlier, and he could have published a more accurate equation. It
seems that if one is working from the point of view of getting beauty in one’s
equations, and if one has really a sound insight, one is on a sure line of progress.
If there is not complete agreement between the results of one’s work and
experiment, one should not allow oneself to be too discouraged, because the
discrepancy may well be due to minor features that are not properly taken into
account and that will get cleared up with further development of the theory.”
– P.A.M Dirac

What i think is most critically missing in physics today is search for simplicity.
Many people are interessted in making bigger badder more complicated
theories, a few are interessted in making existing ones more rigorous, but who is
actually trying to simplify them?
Perhaps we are just not ripe yet to move in that direction.

“Any intelligent fool can make things bigger and more complex… It takes a touch
of genius – and a lot of courage to move in the opposite direction.”
– Albert Einstein

That to me rings to the core issue with Stringtheory.

16. Chris Oakley
October 27, 2004

http://www.arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/au:+Smilga_W/0/1/0/all/0/1
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… the expediency of renormalization seems to be a wart on the face of it

I’m glad I’m not the only one saying this. Having said that, in the (few) post-doc
job interviews I had in 1984/5 I am sure I detected a groan when I said that my
ambition was to “crack renormalization”.

It is unfortunate that something that claims to be as brilliant and beautiful as
string theory hopes at best just to reproduce all this garbage.

17. D R Lunsford
October 27, 2004

Doug,

Beauty in some sense = economy of ideas. Field theory is very economical in
ideas. That it is phenomenology, is no fault of the thing in itself. And, in the
context from which it emerged – utter pessimism about HEP – it was certainly
beautiful in the sense that it gave reasonable answers.

Furthermore, what sort of disingenuousness is it to say “field theory is ugly”,
when string theory would have to reproduce that same ugliness to be taken
seriously? (It won’t, but this is rhetoric.) Whatever next step turns out to be the
right one, it will have things that look like gauge fields, energy tensors, etc. etc.
and people will say “Ah! Now we know why field theory was that way – how
beautiful!”

I’ve never been the least bit impressed by Hawking, other than at his
phenomenal virtuosity.

-drl

18. Doug
October 27, 2004

drl,
Personally, I think Hawking has a fairly solid point of view on the matters of
modern physics. At least, I wouldn’t criticise his characterization of philosophical
motivations for the pursuit of a unified theory seeing that he is sitting in
Newton’s chair. After all, the man isn’t exactly an incompetent crank. However,
that’s beside the point. In the matter of judging truth and beauty, clearly the
standard model suffers from the fact that it is “phenomenology backed by simple,
general ideas.” A theory able to calculate the masses of the particles from first
principles would certainly be superior in this regard, and one would certainly
like to see how those masses emerge in the generations they do. Also, the
expediency of renormalization seems to be a wart on the face of it to my mind.
However, some believe that “beauty is in the eye of the beholder,” but if this is
true, I don’t believe truth could be beauty or beauty truth.

Regards,

Doug



19. D R Lunsford
October 27, 2004

Sol,

I hold quite a definite view of things, for which I can fortunately only blame
myself. My view involves, not breaking, but encompassing Lorentz symmetry,
which I see as an artifact of the separation of spacetime and matter.

You can’t do “new physics at the Planck scale”, or anywhere, until there is new
physics. The stringers have one thing right – this needs a new idea about matter.
I have a model that should be explored, and probably will be eventually. Like the
things that preceeded it, it is evolutionary, not revolutionary.

Doesn’t all this radical talk ever get on your nerves? What I find most strange
about the stringers is how they can be so satisfied with nothing but a lot of
radical talk, triumphal hand-waving, and weird imagery. It’s like living on LSD
and Hershey bars washed down with absinthe. I’m still grapping with the Mona
Lisa trampoline, a decidedly disturbing hallucination for some reason.

Back to Lorentz invariance – you will *never* detect Lorentz symmetry breaking
with *any* model of matter that posits a “form and substance” ontology, that is,
matter of *whatever* shape cruising through spacetime of *whatever* structure,
because Lorentz invariance arises *before* any specific form for matter is
assumed. The Einstein-Weyl idea of matter and spacetime having a joint origin
thus has to be right.

As far as S and S goes, I could not care less – all these folks are obviously on the
completely wrong track and they bore me to tears. Our own Thomas Larsson is
far more interesting.

-drl

20. sol
October 27, 2004

DRL,

I hate to rain on your parade.:)

If Lorentz symmetry is broken by some mechanism originating at the Planck
scale, is there any hope of detecting such an effect? Surprisingly, the answer is
yes. Over the past decade Kostelecky and co-workers have been exploring
how a violation of Lorentz symmetry might provide evidence for new
physics arising at the Planck scale. However, rather than smash particles
together at high energies to explore this, researchers are turning to ultrahigh-
precision experiments at low energies to search for signs that Lorentz symmetry
has been broken. The idea is that such low-energy effects are caused by
corrections involving inverse powers of the Planck scale.

Possible violations of Lorentz invariance are an ideal signal of new physics



because nothing in the Standard Model of particle physics permits the violation
of special relativity. Therefore, no conventional process could ever mimic or
cover up a genuine signal of Lorentz violation.

Since a viable theory of physics at the Planck scale remains elusive, it is difficult
to make precise predictions for the small corrections that could occur due to
Lorentz violation. However, we can obtain a rough estimate. The rest-mass
energy of the proton, for example, is about 1 GeV, and the ratio of this energy to
the Planck scale is about 1 part in 1019. If an experiment with protons is
sensitive to effects at or below this level, then it is effectively probing the Planck
scale.

http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/17/3/7/1#pwfea1_03-04

One tends to accept that being in the unique position of holding no substantial
view in regards to the evolution of thinking here, that you tend to look for the
essence of things that might of been driving research and mathematics?

Lucky guesses?

Recognizing Smolin’s positon, and then Susskind’s would it hurt to include both
in the analysis, and find yourself a onely sol, who wanders searching for how
these abstract spaces answers the question of whether they are back ground
dependant or not?

21. D R Lunsford
October 27, 2004

Hi Doug,

Let’s deconstruct this statement:

“The real reason we are seeking a complete theory, is that we want to
understand the universe, and feel we are not just the victims of dark and
mysterious forces.”

This sounds suspiciously like an apology for witch-burning. I never recall Dirac
or Einstein stating the “real reason” they were so occupied. The “real reason” for
their efforts was never in doubt.

“If we understand the universe, then we control it, in a sense.”

That’s very strange – I never knew physics was about control. I always thought it
was about curiosity.

“The particles are grouped in an apparently arbitrary way..”

That is an interesting statement. I did not know until this very moment that the
relevant gauge groups were arbitrary! That is fascinating!

“..and the standard model depends on 24 numbers, whose values can not be
deduced from first principles, but which have to be chosen to fit the

http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/17/3/7/1#pwfea1_03-04
http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/17/3/7/1#pwfea1_03-04


observations. What understanding is there in that?”

That’s the nature (ha ha) of a phenomenological theory. One gets the feeling that
Hawking was just tossing word salad to come up with a justification for his
Faustian ambition.

Now, for comparison we must cite the supposedly non-arbitrary “shuttlecock”
model of Hawking, wherein the actual hyperbolic structure of the world is,
“without any arbitrariness whatsoever”, converted to an elliptic one “just for the
sheer rollicking hell of it”. Right.

-drl

22. Doug
October 27, 2004

drl,

The exact Hawking quote:
“The real reason we are seeking a complete theory, is that we want to
understand the universe, and feel we are not just the victims of dark and
mysterious forces. If we understand the universe, then we control it, in a sense.
The standard model is clearly unsatisfactory in this respect. First of all, it is ugly
and ad hoc. The particles are grouped in an apparently arbitrary way, and the
standard model depends on 24 numbers, whose values can not be deduced from
first principles, but which have to be chosen to fit the observations. What
understanding is there in that?”

The link to the Hawking talk is here:

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/strtst/dirac/hawking/

23. D R Lunsford
October 26, 2004

Arun,

I would not say that beauty in *anything* is ineffable – precisely the opposite,
beauty is compelling and, usually, obvious. This does require some sort of
aesthetic judgment, and the latter may be missing.

In the case of Kepler, I think you also have it backwards – he had a specific
problem to work on, not an axe to grind. His polyhedric orbs were no different in
principle than the Lorentzian deformable electron, and no longer lived. It was
*because* of his orbs that he eventually made progress, not *in spite* of them.

24. DMS
October 26, 2004

“I wrote another article on motls.blogspot.com that clarifies some ridiculous
statements made by Peter Woit about Witten’s reasoning being “unrelated” to
string theory.”

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/strtst/dirac/hawking/
http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/strtst/dirac/hawking/


I am sorry but I remain unpersuaded. By this logic, theta functions is really a
part of string theory because theta functions arise in string theory! And so is
algebraic geometry and so on.

People knew about a lot of stuff before string theory came along, and quite likely
most of the neat mathematical stuff would have been discovered (like results that
have made Witten justly famous) whether or not string theory was studied.

25. D R Lunsford
October 26, 2004

I have to admit the torrent of verbiage that issues from Bon-Motl is a source of
continual wonderment and awe. So you see, string theory is not without interest.

-drl

26. Lubos Motl
October 26, 2004

I wrote another article on motls.blogspot.com that clarifies some ridiculous
statements made by Peter Woit about Witten’s reasoning being “unrelated” to
string theory.

27. Arun
October 26, 2004

Beauty in physical theory is an ineffable thing.

Its been a long time since I read about Kepler, but I think among things that he
tried, and was excited about, was the possibility of relating planetary orbits in
some way to the regular polyhedra, one inscribed into the next. Thus, the ratios
of planetary distances from the Sun would be explained. But the culmination of
his research was the laws governing planetary orbits in general, and not why the
particular planetary orbits of the solar system had particular radii.

We do not think science has been held up or Kepler’s laws are ugly because we
can’t explain the ratio of the distances from the Sun of Earth and Jupiter. We also
see that Kepler did try to imagine a solution, a solution that we would find to be
beautiful, if it was true!

String theory may appear to be beautiful too, once we find out what is proper for
it to explain.

28. Peter
October 26, 2004

Hi DMS,

The result about infinitely many smooth structures on R^4 is just one aspect of
Donaldson’s results, and it’s a hard one to visualize or say much about. You can
think of R^4 as just a topological manifold, but you need to add some extra
structure then to be able to differentiate functions (to even say which functions



are differentiable and which aren’t). You can think of this extra structure as a
choice of coordinates, defined by choosing local coordinate patches. If you
choose one global coordinate patch using the standard coordinates on R^4, that
gives you one smooth structure, but it turns out there are other ways of putting
coordinate patches on R^4 that give an inequivalent notion of which functions
are differentiable. I don’t know that anyone has explicitly constructed such
things, Donaldson just proves that they exist.

More relevant are Donaldson’s results about compact 4-manifolds. Here he
produces a set of polynomials that are invariants of the smooth structure on the
4-manifold, and these can be used to solve problems in 4-d topology. The
correlators in the N=2 twisted SUSY model are exactly the Donaldson
polynomials. In general these can be hard to compute and prove things about.
The big breakthrough of Seiberg-Witten was to relate the non-abelian N=2
twisted SUSY model to another dual one, where the gauge symmetry is Abelian,
but there are monopoles. In this new “Seiberg-Witten” model, computations and
proofs are easy.

29. DMS
October 26, 2004

Peter,

I very much enjoy your posts, especially this one and the previous one. I saw a
lot of ‘hype’ when in grad school over string theory and SUSY and that proof was
just ‘around the corner’, if not already there; I am still waiting. Nothing wrong in
trying to see if a certain idea works, but please be honest about it. The gauge
coupling unification bit is an example — choose a ‘nice’ parameter set to make
your result really good, and omit mentioning that it does not look as good with a
different set.

Like you I am not bitter. I am doing fun things, gainfully employed outside
academia and getting the satisfaction of doing work that is actually tested. I try
to follow recent developments (your blog helps!) and I see that I am not missing
much.

Regarding Donaldson invariants, I realize that he proved that there are infinitely
many manifolds diffeomorphic to R^4. (I guess the other famous result was
Milnor’s proof that there are 28 differentiable structures on S^7.) Could you
explain what that means, maybe with a simple example? Somewhere I read, it
means there are ‘infinite number of ways to differentiate’—what does that mean?

Also, regarding Witten’s method of getting them (and more invariants?) using his
work on Seiberg-Witten theory, what are the topological correlators in the N=2
twisted SUSY that he is calculating?

Many thanks in advance!

DMS

30. D R Lunsford



October 26, 2004

Peter said:
Sure there’s a personal reason behind my criticisms (and no, it’s not that I’m
resentful failure. Academia has ended up treating me far better than I ever
expected. Lots of people go through life resentful that they’ve never had their
talents properly recognized. I’m not one of them.) The reason is simple: I think
what has been going on in string theory recently is an intellectual and moral
disgrace, and it defiles something extremely important to me, the whole idea of
trying to better understand how the universe works in an honest way.

This is a wonderful summation of how many of us *feel*. This is not just a matter
of thinking – the intellectual fraud that is string theory stabs at the heart of
science, in the sense that those who do science need at some point the judgment
that derives from being *emotionally involved* with finding things out, and not
just occupying an academic position.

-drl

31. D R Lunsford
October 26, 2004

The SM is not “ugly” and it’s certainly not “ad hoc” – if Hawking said this it
confirms my opinion that, as a physicist, he’s a superior mathematician. The SM
is phenomenology backed by simple, general ideas.

In contrast, string theory could not *possibly* be more postmodernly ad-hoc, and
sets a new bar of loathsome ugliness, both in itself and in the culture it
engendered. It is a ridiculous, poisonous, viral fiction.

-drl

32. Peter
October 26, 2004

Hi Francois,

I was referring to Witten’s TQFT for Donaldson theory, which is a twisted version
of N=2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills. This is a 4d Yang-Mills theory with fermions,
the fermion charges are just somewhat different than in the standard model.
Mathematically this theory has a beautiful interpretation as computing the euler
class of a certain bundle.

33. raj
October 26, 2004

>I think the state of modern physics, now in the throes of two, incompatible,
20th century revolutions, is looking more and more pathetic from an outsider’s
point of view.

I tend to agree, to some extent. Physicists who rave over a theory merely



because it is “beautiful” (a/k/a, full of jargon) instead of having something to do
with reality (a/k/a, that it has some experimental justification) strike me as being,
well, divorced from reality. One of the reasons that I found physics so interesting,
when I was studying it in University in the late 1960s and early 1970s, was that
it appeared to be grounded in reality. It is somewhat sad to see the discipline
devolve as it apparently has.

34. Thomas Larsson
October 26, 2004

The circle is undoubtedly the most beautiful geometrical shape. Hence we
conclude that planets must move in circles, or in circles around circles.

It is interesting that people like Motl, while promoting symmetry principles as an
argument in favor of string theory, are vehemently opposed to the investigation
of symmetries which are not restricted to one complex dimension. Perhaps this
limitation to one-dimensional symmetries is a sign of a one-dimensional mind.

35. Francois
October 26, 2004

Hallo Peter, you just wrote

“The QFT whose observables are the fundamental 4-manifold topological
invariants is mathematically very close to the QFT of the standard model. I find it
hard to believe this is a coincidence. There’s very deep mathematics, somehow
related to supersymmetry, going on here, mathematics whose proper
understanding might lead to new ways of thinking about the standard model.”

Could you explain what you mean by the “closeness” in more detail? Apart from
being enlightening in its on right, the answer would clarify the discussion on the
beauty/ugliness of string theory.

Francois

36. Peter
October 26, 2004

Hi Z,

An interesting response, here’s what I think about some of the issues you raise
(although I really can’t do justice to the whole issue of string theory and math,
it’s a long and complicated story).

I don’t think 11d supergravity has had any appreciable impact on mathematics
yet, or that it ever will (other than in perhaps indirect ways. People have and will
continue to get involved in really interesting math sometimes because of
questions that came up when they were looking at 11d supergravity).

About D-branes and CFT: depends what aspects of D-branes you mean. In some
sense D-branes are just boundary conditions on CFTs on worldsheets with



boundary. A CFT on a worldsheet with a boundary is still just a QFT of a certain
kind. The only things that seem to me to definitely be non-QFT results are those
involving summing over all genus worldsheets.

I think CFTs are of great importance not because they can be used to construct
string theories, but because our understanding of QFT in general is very crude.
By studying CFTs we can get a lot of insight into QFT in general, and hope to
apply this to 4d QFT.

I don’t think I dismiss all of string theory at every possible opportunity. My view
of work that has come out of string theory ranges from very positive (CFT, mirror
symmetry) to neutral (adS/CFT may solve QCD, may not, seems worth trying, but
may not work) to very negative (the Landscape).

Sure there’s a personal reason behind my criticisms (and no, it’s not that I’m
resentful failure. Academia has ended up treating me far better than I ever
expected. Lots of people go through life resentful that they’ve never had their
talents properly recognized. I’m not one of them.) The reason is simple: I think
what has been going on in string theory recently is an intellectual and moral
disgrace, and it defiles something extremely important to me, the whole idea of
trying to better understand how the universe works in an honest way.

Of course I’m trying to “destroy the hype”, and make no bones about it. I call
things scientifically as I see them, but my point of view is a very specific one,
that is not one you are used to hearing. With the most promising aspects of
string theory, things like AdS/CFT, there are hordes of people willing to look at
them from a very optimistic point of view, and emphasize the possibilities that
they might lead to. I don’t think it’s my job to be as optimistic as possible about
these things, there’s plenty of that already.

Actually I’ve often written in a skeptical way about SUSY QFTs, especially about
whether the MSSM or SUSY GUTs have anything to do with reality. On the other
hand, at least in the form of twisted supersymmetry, there is amazing
mathematics going on in certain SUSY QFTs, even though I don’t think anyone
knows how to properly relate the mathematics of these theories to physical
reality. The QFT whose observables are the fundamental 4-manifold topological
invariants is mathematically very close to the QFT of the standard model. I find it
hard to believe this is a coincidence. There’s very deep mathematics, somehow
related to supersymmetry, going on here, mathematics whose proper
understanding might lead to new ways of thinking about the standard model.

37. October 26, 2004

I am definitely *far* from being an expert about the impact of string theory to
mathematics, but I couldn’t resist this. It would be great if some real experts
gave definite examples, but here goes:

“However, most of these interesting things really come from 2d conformal QFT,
and I would argue that it is QFT which is having a huge impact on mathematics,
much more so than string theory. Witten’s Fields medal was for his work on the
relation of QFT to math, not for anything he has done using string theory.”



I am not sure if this is just a statement about what has happened up to now, or
meant to be a prediction about the future impact of string theory to
mathematics. If it is the latter, it would be clearer if you made it more explicit.
Do you, for example, predict that the 11-dimensinal aspects of string theory will
not stimulate mathematics in any appreciable way?

More to the point: Well, the perturbative expansion of string theory happens to
be given by 2D CFT. To say that these results really come from 2D CFT, not string
theory, seems to me like saying these results actually come from calculus, not
QFT. Do you think that the things that came “really from 2d conformal QFT”, like
mirror symmetry, would have come our way if we weren’t looking at the 2D CFT
from the point of view of strings propagating in background spaces?

Furthermore, I am not sure *what* you would consider something as coming
from string theory, “not just 2D CFT”. Would you, for example, consider
mathematical developements related to D-branes to be coming from 2D CFT, not
string theory, because D-branes were discovered by a CFT calculation?

On another note: Even though I would not consider myself an advocate of string
theory, and am definitely against the fanatic approach some string theorists seem
to be taking, it seems to me that many of the strong criticisms you make of the
subject have some personal reasons in the background, which hinder your ability
to be objective. It is obvious that string theory hasn’t been able to live up to its
premise yet, but stating this as an objective fact and debating about the it (and
speculating on the future) is one thing, dismissing the field at every possible
opportunity is another thing.

I can understand the arrogance of some string theorists pissing one off, but
string theory is not bullshit, even if it turns out that it doesn’t describe the
universe at the most fundamental level.

You don’t seem to attack the zillions of people writing papers about various
SUSY field theories and exploring their properties, even though it is obvious that
many of those theories do not contain the standard model. These people are
trying to understand the dynamics of SUSY QFTs with the hope that this will
eventually help us understand something about the universe. Well, helping
understand dynamics of SUSY field theories is one of areas where string theory
has achieved a lot. If you think this is rubbish, tell the same to SUSY field
theorists!

Once again, even if string theory turns out not to describe the universe at the
most fundamental level, I think even just AdS/CFT proves that string theory is a
valuable subject that gives us fascinating insights about the structure of the
theories we have been using as building blocks.

I don’t think there is anything wrong about debating on the eventual success of
string theory as a fundamental theory. However, it seems clear to me that what
you are trying to do is not just that, but it is to “destroy the hype”.

I don’t have problems with the latter aim, either, per se, but I don’t think the
methods you use for that purpose are scientifically honest.



z

38. Doug
October 25, 2004

While I find your crusade against the indulgences of string theorists
enlightening, I’m also reminded of Stephen Hawking’s observation concerning
the standard model: “It’s ugly and ad hoc,” he said. So the case you make may be
a case of the kettle calling the pot black. I think the state of modern physics, now
in the throes of two, incompatible, 20th century revolutions, is looking more and
more pathetic from an outsider’s point of view.

Einstein said that “the reciprocal relationship of epistemology and science is of
noteworthy kind. They are dependent upon each other. Epistemology without
contact with science becomes an empty scheme. Science without epistemology is
— insofar as it is thinkable at all — primitive and muddled.” Actually, I think we
are seeing the wisdom of this observation more and more clearly today. To my
mind, Keat’s ode is still the most compelling, and relevant, dictum of all. Not just
because it rings so true, but also because it is so concise.

39. sol
October 25, 2004

As I read Lubos’s comments about the beauty, of simplicity, something came to
mind of what was linked by Chris W. in regards to the number theory, and a
related article about Mona Lisa and Math. It triggered the relation, to the
following

On page 65 of Hyperspace by Michio Kaku, he writes, “Picasso’s paintings
are a splendid example, showing a clear rejection of the perspective, with
woman’s faces viewed from several angles. Instead of a single point of view,
Picasso’s paintings show multiple perspectives, as though they were painted by
someone from the fourth dimension, able to see all perspectives simultaneous

Now I know there are a lot of good intellectual minds here. We cannot ignore I
feel what could have existed in the realization of the compactified
dimensions(how did you get there ?) as we view the four spacetime.

As you look through the historical, recognize the Euclide’s fifth postulate, and
recognize a geometry that was being lead through, or as Linda Henderson
writes,”the fourth dimension and non euclidean geometry emerge as among the
most important thgemes unifying much of modern art and Theory.”

This might seem insignificant to many of you, but without it there is no possbility
of entertaining the subjects of Cubist art perspectives and Monte Carlo effects of
quantum gravity, as a perception that hopes to explain the geometry of a world
that we are having diifficulty explaining.

I hope this idea of perception and the ideas of this simplicity is more or less
asking that we look around the picture of Picasso, and see that the views of
Mona Lisa smile, ask that we not look at her mouth directly.:)



Is this where the landscape issue originated?:)



Chern-Simons-Witten, Some History

October 26, 2004
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Uncategorized

Lubos Motl is promoting a revisionist history of topological quantum field theory
according to which it was all inspired by string theory. Unlike him, I was working on
the subject at the time it was developed, and remember the history quite clearly. I’ve
recently checked my memories against the literature, learning some more details of
what happened back then. Here’s an outline of the history of TQFT (or at least of one
small part of it, the part leading to Witten’s Chern-Simons theory):

1982: Witten comes up with a beautiful reinterpretation of Morse theory in terms of
supersymmetric quantum mechanics, writing an extremely influential paper on
“Supersymmetry and Morse Theory”, which is published in a math journal, the
Journal of Differential Geometry.

Spring 1987: Atiyah conjectures that Andreas Floer’s new homology groups (inspired
by Witten’s supersymmetry and Morse theory paper) are the Hilbert space of a QFT.
There are two cases where Floer theory works: 1+1 dimensions where the
observables of the QFT would count curves (later to be known as Gromov-Witten
invariants), and 3+1 dimensions where the observables count instantons (Donaldson
invariants). Atiyah conjectures the existence of two corresponding QFTs, and also
notes that the new knot polynomials of Vaughan Jones might correspond to a QFT in
2+1 d. He talks to Witten about this and gives an amazing lecture at a conference at
Duke explaining these ideas. Witten tries to find a supersymmetric QFT that will do
what Atiyah wants, but initially doesn’t succeed.

Late 1987: Atiyah visits Witten again at the IAS and keeps after him about the TQFT
idea. Witten finally realizes that things work if he uses a “twisted” version of N=2
supersymmetry.

February 1988: Two papers by Witten appear, one “Topological Quantum Field
Theory” about the 3+1 d case, one “Topological Sigma Models” about the 1+1 d case.
The second paper contains some vague speculation at the beginning about the
relation of these “topological strings” to physical string theory, perhaps in some kind
of “unbroken phase”. At the end it also contains a sketch of an attempt to get Jones
polynomials by using a 3+1d TQFT that would couple together his 3+1 topological
gauge theory with a topological sigma model on the worldsheet swept out by a knot in
3 dimensions moving through time. This doesn’t actually work.

Summer 1988: At a conference in Swansea, talking to Atiyah and Segal about Segal’s
ideas about conformal field theory and “modular functors”, Witten realizes that the
right theory to get Jones polynomials is a 3d QFT whose Hilbert space is the finite
dimensional space of conformal blocks of a 2d WZW theory. He also realizes that one
can think of the Lagrangian of this theory as being the Chern-Simons functional. His
paper “Quantum Field Theory and the Jones Polynomial” appears in September.
There’s not a word about string theory anywhere in it and he has completely
abandoned the idea of relating Jones polynomials to topological sigma models.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/beauty-fields-medal-witten-and-woit.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/beauty-fields-medal-witten-and-woit.html


I was in Berkeley at MSRI for the academic year 1988-89. In January there was a
workshop there involving Atiyah, Bott, Witten, and many other mathematicians and
physicists. Initially many of the mathematicians were a bit skeptical, but by the end
Witten had convinced the skeptics that what he had made complete sense, and they
were very impressed. In the summer of 1990 he was awarded the Fields Medal for
this work.

New ideas about relations between branes, topological strings, and Chern-Simons
appeared about ten years later, and that’s an ongoing story, one which Lubos
conflates with what was going on in 1988-9 that got Witten the Fields medal. These
are two completely different stories.

Comments

1. October 31, 2004

DRL,

I assume you understand the context in which the instrument is being offerred
for introspection?:)

It is important that, while the argument presented in this paper can only be
conclusive in a full treatment including gravity, it also indicates where one
should look for a quantum mechanical theory that encompasses gravity. It makes
clear that any approach to quantum gravity should treat matter and spacetime as
two manifestations of the same thing. An approach that puts matter on a
spacetime will encounter the cosmological constant problem.

So here we might find Robert Hellings currents comments on his blog hepful?

He offers this link for consideration and for me Witten summarizes for us as well,
in regards to Glast determnations.

I would like to understand Robert’s position very well.

Leading to the undertsanding of kinetic potential values would say to me that the
evolution of this instrument, is a continued effort of understanding Mercuries
orbits? IN the quantum perceptin reductionistic physics asks us to consider
something else, so while the quantum ranger suggests one position, we have to
ask about the other?:)

2. D R Lunsford
October 31, 2004

Oh priceless! I love the harpsichord reference!! Well done! So string theory fails
the Bach test..

“Which came first, the string or the plectrum?”

-drl

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0409/0409048.pdf
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3. Quantum_Ranger
October 31, 2004

Lubos – “regarding the predictivity of string theory: be sure that string theory
predicts a precise value for the mass of the electron”

The electron rest mass,symbolized me,as measured when its speed is zero
relative to an observer?

What came first, the string or the Plectrum?

The precise value is based on the two paramiters of OBSERVATION and
ELECTRON, one see’s and one cannot be seen!

Defining the accuracy is like stating that string theory, predicts and proofs the
unpredictable, using observable quantities?, but only if one subscribes to the
notion that this occurs as a process of ‘Seeing’ without looking!

Its ok if you dont look, but just incase anyone happens to be ‘thinking’ of looking,
string theorists like to hedge their bets on every conceivable notion of WE TOLD
YOU SO!

As if.

4. DMS
October 27, 2004

“I don’t have any morons comparable to DMS and similar stuff.

There is absolutely no way how could I ever lose this argument, and I am sure
that you know it very well – unlike DMS, who probably really believes that your
position is defendable. Of course, if someone has excrements instead of brain
inside his skull, like DMS, he will never understand that maths and physics did
not end in 1989.”

Seems like I have touched a nerve 

But if one can dish it, one should be be prepared to take it.

Well, I really don’t care what Prof. Motl thinks of me. I actually learn from his
posts about interesting work going on string theory and I (seriously) thank him
for it; it is a valuable public service.

But I know enough particle theory (and some mathematics) to know where
factual statements end and heavily biased opinions (“String theory is the mother
of everything”) begin. I simply read the arguments and drew my own
conclusions.

DMS

5. sol
October 27, 2004



DRL,

Oops, I posted last my last comment in the wrong spot:)

6. D R Lunsford
October 27, 2004

Sol,

In the same post you imagine the Mona Lisa on a trampoline, then let it drop in a
sort of passive-aggressive way that Einstein was senile. The juxtaposition of
these fantasies struck me as ironic.

Forgive me for believing that Einstein will yet have his day. I do NOT forgive you
for joining the ranks of Einstein and Dirac bashers.

-drl

7. Thomas Larsson
October 27, 2004

I can think of no better way in which to steer promissing physics students AWAY
from string faerie fantasies than to have them read the blog and usenet rantings
of Lubos M-
I often wonder if he is some kind of LQG activist using obvious reverse
psychology on his readers to repulse them from strings- becasue that is what
happens most of the time!

/:set\AI:

This idea has also struck my mind. However, in my experience things are usually
precisely what they seem to be. In fact, this is one thing that makes me think
that string theory is wrong. String theory seems to disagree with experiments,
and thus I believe that it actually does disagree with experiments. LM seems to
be a rabid string zealot, and thus I believe that he actually is a rabid string
zealot. But I guess that only shows how naive I am.

8. Aaron
October 27, 2004

The citations for Witten’s Fields Medal are available online here for the curious.

9. October 26, 2004

DRL,

Pardon me Sol, but it’s hardly a discourse when factual evidence from a direct
participant is attributed to cerebral intra-aural doo-doo. LM doesn’t do
discourse, he barks like a carvinal shill, and he’s usually wrong to boot. You can’t
have a discourse with a living scowl.

This is a sideline issue about Witten, but there are more important things that

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/mt/mt-comments.cgi?entry_id=98
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/mt/mt-comments.cgi?entry_id=98
http://www.mathunion.org/medals/Fields/1990/
http://www.mathunion.org/medals/Fields/1990/


are mathematically being describe, and they seem to have a place in the
hyperdimensional reality.

A picture crossed my mind today with the Mona lisa on the trampoline. I do not
think it so absurd that the definition of Ramanujan’s modular functions point on
the stringy world sheet less relevant then other topological considerations in that
abtract space(I’m still learning).

It had to be consistant with what we know, and accepting Einstein’s position in
regards to the beauty of GR(smolin’s positon?), and attempts to explain these
ideas on a quantum mechanical scale have been a most troubling issue to
contend with.

Einstein did it for the last thirty years of his life, and we would have those from
the quantum mechanical perspective who would of thought Einstein Senile? Yet
his concept was complete, yet he decides to contend with the issue of a quantum
gravity perspective, for the rest of his life?

Why I needed to understand whether Peter supports Smolin.

10. D R Lunsford
October 26, 2004

Pardon me Sol, but it’s hardly a discourse when factual evidence from a direct
participant is attributed to cerebral intra-aural doo-doo. LM doesn’t do
discourse, he barks like a carvinal shill, and he’s usually wrong to boot. You can’t
have a discourse with a living scowl.

11. sol
October 26, 2004

Unfortunately I have to add my comment here not to slight any individual, but to
encourage two indiviudals to continue the discourse they are having, about views
of Witten, regardless of whether the fields medal was awarded for this or that.

Those who intrude with comments, did not pay attention to the focus, on the
landscape, instead focused, on the Mona Lisa’s mouth:)

Maybe you like Salvador Dali’s’s version better?:)

Previous, a discussion took place here in Peter’s Blog on Susskind and Smolin. I
would like to know if Peter supports Smolin’s position?

NATHAN MYHRVOLD

I found the email debate between Smolin and Susskind to be quite interesting.
Unfortunately, it mixes several issues. The Anthropic Principle (AP) gets mixed
up with their other agendas. Smolin advocates his CNS, and less explicitly loop
quantum gravity. Susskind is an advocate of eternal inflation and string theory.
These biases are completely natural, but in the process the purported question of
the value of the AP gets somewhat lost in the shuffle. I would have liked more

http://artroots.com/art2/salvadordali.gif
http://artroots.com/art2/salvadordali.gif


discussion of the AP directly

http://www.edge.org/discourse/anthropic.html#myhrvold

The thing I like about the oppositon of minds who embrace the Solvay attitude, is
that it forces another to bring forward a history that few of us would have seen.
So outside of the comments of opposing views what kind of harmony could have
been produced?

So in following up, I thought it would have been a good opportunity to bring this
debate forward again, in context, of opposing views?:) Why do you think
Susskind wrong or Smolin wrong? Is there is a certain accpetance here, of what
one chooses, that another view is recogized? A certain symmetry?:)Etc.

SMOLIN VS. SUSSKIND: THE ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE

Leonnard Susskind and Lee Smolin

While this is a conversation written by physicists for physicists, it should
nonetheless be of interest for Edge readers as it’s in the context of previous
Edge features with the authors, it’s instructive as to how science is done, and it’s
a debate that clarifies, not detracts.

http://www.edge.org/documents/archive/edge145.html

Sorry for intruding, and all due respect to you both, Lubos and Peter.

12. D R Lunsford
October 26, 2004

Toutes-vous avez des excrements entre des oreilles! Vive les cordes! Vive les
fonctionnes thetaines! Vive les blogs de savants-des-cordes! These things sound
better in French! Voulez-vous des pommes frites avec cela?

M. de Bois-Motile, Compte de Bourbaki

13. Mubos Lotl
October 26, 2004

Let me begin by reminding you all that you are all fools, morons, idiots,
professors at MIT, monkeys, and have excrement between your ears. Right, with
that out of the way, let me assure you that I am right about everything I have
ever said, so resistance is futile, is not it? Finally, about all those taunts
regarding the predictivity of string theory: be sure that string theory predicts a
precise value for the mass of the electron, modulo a certain p-adic cohomology
class which is of no interest because Andy Strominger already mentioned it in
1992 and so a computation of it would be entirely superfluous.
Yours in eternal friendship,
Mubos.

14. Fabio
October 26, 2004
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“Of course, if someone has excrements instead of brain inside his skull, like
DMS…”

Years of debating usenet cranks have left poor Lubos with a wit as sharp as a
plastic knife.

15. /:set\AI
October 26, 2004

oops- the last comment was by me- name got dropped from the post for some
reason

16. October 26, 2004

I can think of no better way in which to steer promissing physics students AWAY
from string faerie fantasies than to have them read the blog and usenet rantings
of Lubos M-

I often wonder if he is some kind of LQG activist using obvious reverse
psychology on his readers to repulse them from strings- becasue that is what
happens most of the time!

17. Peter
October 26, 2004

Hi Lubos,

No, the Fields medal is not given for a single paper. Atiyah’s address to the 1990
ICM about the award to Witten explains what work of Witten’s mathematicians
considered important at that time. String theory isn’t mentioned. I can assure
you from my many conversations with mathematicians about this around that
time that the Chern-Simons theory stuff was the deciding factor in awarding him
the medal.

Witten’s work on the the positive mass conjecture and Morse theory, both using
supersymmetry, were also cited by Atiyah. But this work was done around 1980,
long before Witten got interested in string theory. It really has nothing to do with
string theory, unless you adopt the attitude that string theory encompasses
everything.

18. Lubos Motl
October 26, 2004

I found a web page that explains, in detail, that he received the medal also for
his proof of the positive mass theorem, using supersymmetry – a clearly
superstring-inspired proof – and the relations between supersymmetry and
Morse theory. In that work he used a supersymmetric quantum mechanical
model – which is a typical stringy approach because all other (nonstringy) people
who are interested in SUSY are focusing on d=4.

19. D R Lunsford



October 26, 2004

Bon-Motl has once again invoked “argumentum ad cellulosum”. My
understanding is, if this happens 3 times in the same month, Einstein’s ghost will
tear the universe a new nether region and we’ll all be sucked through it into the
missing 11 dimensions, in a process called “Calabi YEOW”. I mention in passing
that Halloween is near, and toying with the unseen world at this dicey time is
just plain uncivilized.

So, for God’s sake, let’s act before it’s too late. Millions of lives are at stake.

20. Lubos Motl
October 26, 2004

One more comment, Peter:

This “Fields medal only” is a completely ridiculous game. By the way, can you
show that the medal was given him for a specific paper? No one around is aware
of it. I personally don’t think that it is important for anything, but it seems that
even these statements about the nature of Fields medal – is something that you
invented.

21. Lubos Motl
October 26, 2004

Dear Peter,

I must admit that even though some of the contributors to my blog (comments)
may be disappoitining, I don’t have any morons comparable to DMS and similar
stuff.

There is absolutely no way how could I ever lose this argument, and I am sure
that you know it very well – unlike DMS, who probably really believes that your
position is defendable. Of course, if someone has excrements instead of brain
inside his skull, like DMS, he will never understand that maths and physics did
not end in 1989.

I don’t feel that it is quite appropriate for us to waste so much time with these
idiots, but I must state it clearly, in a language that attracts enough attention,
that this whole Peter Woit’s way of describing history of maths and physics is
simply a result of the fact that Peter Woit, as a talented mathematician and
physicist, died back in 1989, and unless he will be able to wake up, he will never
be able to say anything reasonable about physics and maths after 1989.

And be sure that physics of 1990s has brought many key new discoveries, much
like physics of the 1980s.

http://www-spires.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep
/www?rawcmd=FIND+A+WOIT%2CP+and+date+before+2000

Best

http://www-spires.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+A+WOIT%2CP+and+date+before+2000
http://www-spires.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+A+WOIT%2CP+and+date+before+2000
http://www-spires.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+A+WOIT%2CP+and+date+before+2000
http://www-spires.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+A+WOIT%2CP+and+date+before+2000


Lubos

22. Peter
October 26, 2004

Hi Lubos,

As I said in my initial posting, the whole topic of the relation of string theory to
mathematics is a huge and complicated one and I don’t have the time or energy
to do it justice now. However, as I also said in my initial posting, the work that
mathematicians in 1990 thought was worth a Fields medal was not work that
came out of string theory. You claim that I am wrong about this, I’ve presented a
factual history to back up what I said. If you have any facts to demonstrate that
the work for which Witten was given the Fields medal came out of string theory,
let’s see those facts. Show me a pre-1990 paper explaining Chern-Simons theory
in terms of topological strings.

Peter

23. DMS
October 26, 2004

When losing an argument,

get personal

“1989: Peter Woit loses any contact with theoretical physics for at least 15 years.
This prevents him from seeing all new important connections between these
subjects that were found between 1989 and 2004.”

or move the goalposts,

“Moreover, it’s just incredibly silly if someone judges the importance of ideas
according to some fictitious links between a specific paper and some medal.”

or, better still, change the subject

“Moreover, this CS story is just one of tens of important examples how string
theory – not just “field theory” – influences math. Another class of these
influences is associated with mirror symmetry.”

but never accept defeat.

24. Lubos Motl
October 26, 2004

I apologize that I must write it so explicitly, but it is sort of necessary.

Your history is missing one important entry.

1989: Peter Woit loses any contact with theoretical physics for at least 15 years.
This prevents him from seeing all new important connections between these



subjects that were found between 1989 and 2004. Some of these connections are
described in my “revisionist” history. This lost contact with reality in science also
implies that even in 2004, Peter Woit writes entries on his blog that are very far
from being up-to-date. These entries may have been fair in 1989, but they don’t
express the correct relation between the ideas as understood in 2004.

Moreover, it’s just incredibly silly if someone judges the importance of ideas
according to some fictitious links between a specific paper and some medal. If
you care about these irrelevant medals so much, there are also different stories.

In the spring 2004 or so, for example, Witten received the national science medal
from the US president, and be sure that it was not mainly because of the only
papers you want to see. No doubt, he is credited for many other discoveries that
you don’t want to see, and most of us think that these other discoveries are more
important.

Today, it is also very important that the 3D CS-theory is the worldvolume theory
living on the D-branes of the A-model, and it allowed completely new methods to
calculate all these invariants – correlators of the Wilson lines etc.

Moreover, this CS story is just one of tens of important examples how string
theory – not just “field theory” – influences math. Another class of these
influences is associated with mirror symmetry. I hope that you would not argue
that even *mirror symmetry*, which has been converted to many rigorous
statements in mathematics, has nothing to do with string theory.



Symmetry Magazine

October 27, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

SLAC and Fermilab have joined forces and replaced their “FermiNews” and “Beam
Line” publications with a new one called “Symmetry”. I like the title; it’s nice to see
that the major US particle physics labs are supporting a publication about group
representation theory.

Comments

1. sol
October 28, 2004

A layman pondering apple pie

The Nature of Quantum Mechanics by Gread’t Hooft

But below we have some guiding principals to live by?

Question:In conventional QM and QFT unitarity is the consequence of the
time translation symmetry of the dynamics. In GR there isn’t, in general,
an analogous notion of time translation symmetry

A lot of people (in fact, most people) argue that this is not a problem.
They are wrong. It is very closely related to locality. How can you have
locality in a theory where there is no a priori notion of distance? This is
really a serious difficulty, and it had made some deep thinkers (read: ‘t
Hooft) so desperate that they are even willing to abandon quantum
mechanics. In the beginning of the talk at(above links in my postings) , ‘t
Hooft explains that he simply believes in locality, and that this is why he
explores these weird ideas about hidden variables. It is interesting that
the inventor of holography has such a strong belief in locality.

It all sounds spooky to me. How do you identify the smell of apple pie? It
tastes like…..?:) From one island to the next????

2. sol
October 28, 2004

Mathematics is always a continuum, linked to its history, the past – nothing
comes out of zero Atiyah

How soon I forget sometimes:)

I have a story about two monkey’s on a island that I thought funny, but hey, we
can work with “shit for brains”, like mom’s apple pie wafting through the

http://www.symmetrymag.org/
http://www.symmetrymag.org/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/thooft/oh/18.jpg
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neighborhood.:)

3. RT
October 28, 2004

It’s the trivial things in life that make the difference. The re-sizable/scrolling
window is indeed a boon. Its former immutable form was almost as distressing as
the recent (let’s not mince words) ‘shit for brains’ interlude. Thanks

4. D R Lunsford
October 28, 2004

Thanks! That worked beautifully.

-drl

5. Peter
October 28, 2004

Hi Danny,

I made the change suggested on the link you posted, resizable comment windows
seem to work now.

About Atiyah’s work:

He’s actually one of the clearest writers of any mathematician, so one piece of
advice is to just get ahold of the five volume set of his collected works, and try
reading, starting with the expository pieces he has written, of which there are
quite a few. Unfortunately I don’t know of many more readable expositions of
Atiyah’s work than his own. For certain specific things that have made their way
into physics (such as the basic index theorem for the Dirac operator), there is
some physics literature.

6. D R Lunsford
October 28, 2004

Peter,

What would a set of books for “Atiyah 101” look like? I want to understand this
business with the index theorem, at least as far as is necessary for physics.

-drl

7. D R Lunsford
October 27, 2004

OT – Peter – try this:

http://www.ericsiegmund.com/fireant/archivesmt/000342.html

8. October 27, 2004

http://www.ericsiegmund.com/fireant/archivesmt/000342.html
http://www.ericsiegmund.com/fireant/archivesmt/000342.html


This nothing point(?) sure comes up a lot.:)

If you asssumed a false vacuum, and that a true vacuum could emerge, there
really wasn’t nothing at all?

In fact, our universe could once have been so symmetrical that it amounted to
nothing at all. “Nothing” is as perfect a symmetry as you can imagine, since
there’s nothing you can do to it that makes a difference. This nothing would have
been unstable, however?like a pencil balanced perfectly (which is to say,
symmetrically) on its tip. And that means?as Frank Wilczek has put it?the answer
to the question “Why is there something rather than nothing?” would simply be
that “nothing” is unstable.

9. Peter
October 27, 2004

Hi Danny,
If someone can point me to a source of information that explains how to do this,
I’ll look into. In general I don’t want to invest much time in messing with
Movable Type. As far as I can tell the thing to do is to migrate this at some point
to Word Press, a project that will have to wait for some mythical point at which I
have some free time.

10. D R Lunsford
October 27, 2004

OT – Peter, is there anything you can do to MT so that IE popup windows are not
fixed in size and menuless? It works fine on Linux but not on Windows (go
figure).

(In case I was not clear, the posting window cannot be maximized or resized at
all, in fact.)

-drl

11. D R Lunsford
October 27, 2004

Well I for one endorse the defense of Bumo-er-Lubos, and hope that he will not in
future refer to excrements in any place or context.

But we should stick to physics, yes.

-drl

12. CW
October 27, 2004

..and he has been known to express his interest in loop quantum gravity by
suggesting that its practitioners be deprived of research funding. (See some of
postings on sci.physics.research.)
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13. Fabio
October 27, 2004

You’ve got it backwards. It was Lubos who introduced “excrement for brains”
into the discourse here. He’s shown himself to be quite thin skinned and quick to
go personal when someone starts to get the better of him.

14. October 27, 2004

C’mon. Whoever is writing these mock Lubos Motl entries needs to stop. This
blog is about physics, not mockery and insults.

Some of you might not realize that the reason why Lubos spends any time on this
website is that he is, at least in part, sympathetic to some of its views. Quite
reasonably, therefore, he is compelled to defend string theory and his research.
His point of view is defendable.

It would be a shame if Lubos and other string theorists stopped using this
website on account of unprofessional attacks. Let’s keep our eye on what the
real issues are and debate them.

15. ltom sobul
October 27, 2004

This is obviously an implicit endorsement of string theory by the two top US
accelerator labs, since string theory has more symmetries than any other theory.



Georgi on “Women and the Future of Physics”

October 28, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Howard Georgi gave a colloquium at Fermilab last week, and the slides and video
from his talk are now online. He has gathered quite a lot of interesting data about
women in the various sciences at the undergraduate and graduate level, and he
discusses his experiences at Harvard over the years as he became more aware of the
problems experienced by women studying physics. As chair of the department and in
other capacities, he has tried to understand why there are so few women studying
physics, significantly fewer than in the other sciences, concluding that “Many of our
women physics concentrators were trapped in an emotionally abusive relationship
with the Harvard Physics Department!!!”. He also concluded that it was “past time to
outgrow the hypermacho lone-ranger approach to physics”, and that this would make
the field more fun for everyone.

The whole issue of why so few women study physics (and math) seems to me a
complicated one since it is mostly about the very complex and tricky ways in which
people deal with how others expect them to fit into certain behavior and roles
appropriate to their gender. I don’t think the “emotionally abusive relationship” that
Georgi describes the Harvard department as having with its students is limited to the
female ones. While I can say that in many ways I very much enjoyed my time as an
undergraduate there, the great majority of the faculty were less than friendly to the
students (with Georgi a prominent exception), and the general level of social skills of
both the faculty and many of one’s fellow students left a lot to be desired. According
to Georgi, changes have been made to the culture of the place and it is much more
encouraging of its students. This is part of a general trend at many US institutions,
partly because of increased sensitivity to gender issues, partly just because the
students are paying a lot more to be there than they used to, and their increased
dollars get them increased attention and respect.

Then again, they now have Lubos Motl, so the Harvard department’s traditions of
hyper-aggressive behavior have not totally been lost.

Comments

1. November 3, 2004

The election is not that interesting. Get to it guys. As Kurt Kobain had it: here we
are now, entertain us

2. Matti Pitkanen
November 2, 2004

drl: Matti – that is – well, not even wrong.

I have no personal opinion about this. I just wanted to bring in a new point of

http://www-ppd.fnal.gov/EPPOffice-w/colloq/colloq.html
http://www-ppd.fnal.gov/EPPOffice-w/colloq/colloq.html
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view.
I am not very convinced concerning the purely statistical criterion used. Believe
or not, it was comparison of ratio for the lengths of index finger and ring finger:
on the average 1 for math oriented and .98 for non-math oriented persons!

Matti

3. D R Lunsford
November 2, 2004

Matti – that is – well, not even wrong.

It is undeniably true that men are better at making cognitive maps. This is
almost certainly related to skill at math, which is necessary for skill at physics
theory. “Grothendieck believes…” SO? “Motl believes…” SO? I don’t give a fig
what anyone believes.

In any case, none of this means a damn thing. The phenomena are all there, not
the least bit interested in the sex of the observer. The pebbly shore of the great
ocean of truth is open to all waders.

-drl

4. Matti Pitkanen
November 1, 2004

In the last New Scientist (20 October 2004) there is an interesting article
“Career choice begins in womb” according to which a good mathematician or
physicist might have a more feminine brain. There is evidence that men in these
disciplines are being exposed to a female pattern of aestrogen and testosterone
in the womb. The absence of women from mathematics and physics would
therefore look even more a cultural phenomenon (around 1984 immediately after
super string revolution I participated a conference in which there were around
100 men and not a single woman: quite an experience!).

Grothendienck has mentioned that he believed of having more feminine than
male brain. In some New Scientist for some weeks ago (unfortunately cannot
give the issue number) there was a little article mentioning that mathematician’s
brain hemispheres are in more intense communication making possible rapid
interaction between holistic and analytic modes of thinking. Higher
connectedness indeed characterizes feminine brain.

Matti Pitkanen

5. Plato
November 1, 2004

Maybe the female and male tendencies use the neurons, to manifest ideas? That
would mean gender, has nothing to do with what the brain manifests, just that it
does?



6. Frank
November 1, 2004

An old problem…. but consider this angel: Why do we try to get more women
into physics but, for example, vets or literature don’t try to get more men?
In Germany there are more women then men studying to begin with. If you
balance the sciences you’ll end up with vastly more women studying. This alone
indicates that an isolated women oriented physics program must fail. You could
also ask why so many men study physics, and try to curtail the male population
in the degree. Doesn’t sound entirely logical does it?

Any reasonable approach to the issue would by neccesity need to be
interdisciplinary and look at both genders.

7. sol
October 31, 2004

Should read with link:

One hopes that finding psychological processes embedded in thinking might
have found some benefit in seeing GHZ entanglement as a process that brings
forth mulptiple firing of neuron connectors(maybe like a supersymmetrical
reality without the brain burning up?).

8. sol
October 31, 2004

One hopes that finding psychological processes embedded in thinking might
have found some benefit in seeing GHZ entanglement as a process that brings
forth mulptiple firing of neuron connectors(maybe like a supersymmetrical
reality without the brain burning up?).

I had this under the heading of Venn Logic and Transactional analysis

Human Experience Masks Inherent Patterns

Parent EGO

As we grow up we take in ideas, beliefs, feelings and behaviours from our
parents and caretakers. If we live in an extended family then there are more
people to learn and take in from. When we do this, it is called introjecting and it
is just as if we take in the whole of the care giver. For example, we may notice
that we are saying things just as our father, mother, grandmother may have
done, even though, consciously, we don’t want to. We do this as we have lived
with this person so long that we automatically reproduce certain things that
were said to us, or treat others as we might have been treated.

http://www.businessballs.com/transactionalanalysis.htm

In this the EGO states would be extremely important, and if such thinking is
harmonically driven, then what would one hope to accomplish in the adult ego?

http://www.businessballs.com/images/transa1.jpg
http://www.businessballs.com/images/transa1.jpg
http://www.businessballs.com/transactionalanalysis.htm
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Sly words of Osama Bin Ladin, about kings, and states, in light of countries and
their leaders? His distain for life, and we discover another Wotan as hitler
disguised?

In cosmological proportions, does it matter if it is male or female? I don’t think
so, as the emergence of neurons are projected by the minds thinking?

So maybe in Sean’s Preposterous universe, that CW just linked again, one might
have to see the context of Andrey Kravstov’s early universe as , the neuron
connectors of the cosmos, as strings that eventually clump, as neuronic
discriptors? Look at my comment there under Arrow of time.

Entropic consideration in belief structures, and ideas, theories, when at a early
time, it was all one?

9. Jesse
October 31, 2004

Lubos wrote:
Observationally, the number of neurons is correlated with the probability that a
person ends in physics.

What’s your source for this claim? Do you believe there is less of a correlation
between neuron number and the probability a person ends up in math? If not,
why are there more women in math than in physics?

10. sol
October 30, 2004

I just wanted to share a interesting perspective.

DocN,

Jean Shinoda Bolen, M.D. Ring of Power was interesting.

Strange that we could have seen A Jungian Understanding of the Wagners Ring
cycle, portrayed in todays world and how could have this been accomplished. But
by re-introducing a fictional story and embueing it with the archetypal structures
of what Jean Shinida Bolen called, “The Abandon Child, The Authoritarian Father,
and the Disempowered Feminine.”

I was very intrigued by the way in which this story was used and applied. A Alice
in Wonderland Fairy tale and what could we have learnt? Is it unrealistic to give
such fairy tales the substance of importance, not to have recognized the
structures underneath, and to have recognized the way in which things could
have been transmitted? Have mathematicians been guilty of same?

Another mask I suppose, but it gave the flare of understanding that we might of
not grasped otherwise and how deep a impression( emotional imprinting) could
have been dealt with such attempts?

I think we have learnt to conceal our histories in our view points. Learnt to build

http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2004_10_01_preposterousuniverse_archive.html
http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2004_10_01_preposterousuniverse_archive.html
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structures. Have we missed the emotive consequences of such attachments, of
that same history?

Imagine, Mother branes and baby universes and the intellectuals have never
really left home:)Abstract spaces, like dreams?

Mothers and Fathers are in all of us? As a harmonic principle, selective actions
above intellectual considerations that are sound judgements(identified) particle
considerations?:)

It’s all creative math and Physics?????? about the nature’s reality, recogizing
these principles in our natural world.

Regards

11. Lubos Motl
October 30, 2004

http://motls.blogspot.com/

I’ve expanded my article, added links to many documents about the difference
between male and female brains, and analyzed “aggressiveness,
competitiveness, and arrogance”.

12. Arun
October 30, 2004

Three proposed explanations for why the proportion in women in physics is
small, that have been proposed are:

1. Nature (i.e., different biology of men vs. women)
2. Nurture (i.e., differences in how society as a whole brings up boys and girls)
and
3. The culture of physics itself (not the content of the science, but the way
physics is taught, faculty are appointed, how groups of physicists interact among
themselves, etc. )

Now, while the representation of women in the higher levels of mathematics
seems to be as dismal as that in physics, at least as of 1997 in the US ( see the
graph http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-53/iss-7/p52b.html )
women were taking about 45% of the bachelor’s degrees in math as compared to
less than 20% in physics.

It would be interesting to see arguments that these figures do not support the
explanation #3; or that these figures do not rule out #1. and #2.

-Arun

13. Lubos Motl
October 30, 2004

Hi Arun! I’ve already answered this question many times.

http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-53/iss-7/p52b.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-53/iss-7/p52b.html


Observationally, the number of neurons is correlated with the probability that a
person ends in physics. There are good reasons to think that this correlation has
a biological explanation, but the system under consideration is just too complex
to make any definitive statements about it, and moreover it is not my field and
you can ask specialists who know much more about the interplay between
brain’s anatomy and physiology.

On the other hand, there is no doubt that one of the most important evolutionary
steps that we had to make since the era we were monkeys was a growth of the
cortex – the advanced part of brain. Because of this difference, chimps and
gorillas only have 7-9 billion neurons, and be sure that this is one of the numbers
that makes a difference. (Rats have 65 million only.)

14. October 30, 2004

“In contrast, 47 percent of physics faculty members in Hungary […] are women”

Although i don’t know the 1994 data, but as a hungarian student, i can assure all
of you that today, this is very far from reality. I checked the homepages of the
three most prominent hungarian universities, and my guesses are about 5%, 5%
and 10%, respectively (and these are upper bounds). Math depts are not better,
either.

15. Arun
October 30, 2004

Sorry! Here is the
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-55/iss-5/p24.html

16. October 30, 2004

That was supposed to be a hyperlink, right? The href attribute was omitted. -C

17. Arun
October 29, 2004

Physics Today, on the first International Conference on Women in Physics

Quote: Communication among physicists, particularly in the US, was described
as “combat physics”: At talks and in individual conversations, explains Kim Budil
of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, “you’d like people to engage in
scientific discourse, but it often goes beyon that to become a fight for ego, to
decide who is the smartest person in the room.”

Lots of other interesting stuff there.

-Arun

18. Arun
October 29, 2004

Lubos,

http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-55/iss-5/p24.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-55/iss-5/p24.html


I’ll ask again – how is the ratio of neurons between men and women’s brains
relevant to the observed gender ratio in physics?

-Arun

19. Lubo? Motl
October 29, 2004

Those things are certainly relevant if we want to study the physiology of brains,
and compare different types of brains.

You must say “relevant for what” if you ask if something is relevant. You know
that if it were totally irrelevant for anything, I would not have written it.

You have probably misunderstood why I said that comment about the countries. I
said it because the American science – which happens to be the scientific
community with the large portion of women, as you say – is one of the successful
ones, and it is conceivable that the competitive environment that does *not* try
to respect any quotas is one of the reasons why it’s successful.

In other words, other societies can artificially attract proportional shares of
different groups of the population, but such an engineering is counterproductive
for science as such.

20. Arun
October 29, 2004

So, Lubos, you agree that the following is mostly irrelevant?

“The male and female brain work differently in details. The average male brane
has 20 percent more neurons than the average female brain. The latter has more
connections between the neurons than the male brain. When thinking about
language, one can show that both female hemispheres, but only one male
hemisphere, is active, and so forth.”

Or do American brains have more neurons than brains of other folks? Does
immigration to the US suddenly increase the number of neurons in the brain?

-Arun

21. Lubos Motl
October 29, 2004

Well, the percentages of women in individual professions are different in various
countries, and the variations are clearly a result of a different culture and
different policies.

But you may also want to notice that the results of scientific research in different
countries are also different, and it is the same United States in which the results
seem to be better.

If you want to do some social engineering, and you have the politicial power to



do it – there is nothing easier than to attract more people from some category to
some profession. You just define some new advantages, and so forth. I am just
not sure whether you really want to do such a thing.

And don’t forget that quotas are unconstitutional in the USA.

22. Arun
October 29, 2004

Some other opinions:

Women in Science blog

Stubborn Equation Keeps Women on the Minus Side

Is the physics classroom any place for girls?

23. October 29, 2004

Very interesting links, Arun. I found the following quite perceptive:

“One Latina woman told Ong that in her all-female study group, women feel
comfortable voicing their uncertainties and hunches with language like “I’m not
really sure about this, what do you think?” However, they have found that those
same phrases, in a mixed-gender group, more likely would be coded as “I don’t
know what I’m talking about, I’m really dumb,” and so women who persisted in
physics have learned to speak with more assertion when working with male
peers.”

However, she is wrong below 

“The woman told Ong she found an irony in this approach: Good scientists never
claim to know something absolutely, but instead deal in degrees of uncertainty. “

24. Arun
October 29, 2004

And afterwards, Lubos, if he is so kind, can go over to MIT and quiz this physicist
who wrote

Recruiting Women (to physics) Takes More Effort

Incidentally, these 1994 stats are interesting:

Of 20 countries surveyed for another paper cited by the authors, the United
States was tied with Korea for the lowest percentage of women in
physics faculties, at three percent, they noted. In contrast, 47 percent of physics
faculty members in Hungary and 30 percent in the former USSR are women. In
addition, only nine percent of US physics doctorates went to women during the
period studied, though that figure was 21 percent for France, 31 percent for
Brazil and 60 percent for the Philippines. Within America, some universities have

http://homepage.mac.com/ronsbell/Blogs/B335607521/C942701161/index.html
http://homepage.mac.com/ronsbell/Blogs/B335607521/C942701161/index.html
http://homepage.mac.com/ronsbell/Blogs/B335607521/C942701161/index.html
http://homepage.mac.com/ronsbell/Blogs/B335607521/C942701161/index.html
http://www.womensenews.org/article.cfm/dyn/aid/813
http://www.womensenews.org/article.cfm/dyn/aid/813
http://www.womensenews.org/article.cfm/dyn/aid/813
http://www.womensenews.org/article.cfm/dyn/aid/813
http://pweb.jps.net/~dbaird/phyz/thesis.html
http://pweb.jps.net/~dbaird/phyz/thesis.html
http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/tt/1994/apr06/35839.html
http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/tt/1994/apr06/35839.html
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made more progress than others in increasing the numbers of women in physics;
“the variations from one school to another are enormous,” Professor Dresselhaus
observed.

Perhaps Lubos can explain these variations in terms of the different numbers of
neurons in the brains of women from different countries. Based on what he wrote
earlier, the average female/male ratio of number of neurons in Filippinos should
be much higher than that for Americans.

In general, I am appalled that some people have such strong opinions without
any regard for any data. On the other hand, this place is primarily for discussing
string theory, so can anything better be expected?

25. Arun
October 29, 2004

Here is some actual research, and perhaps Lubos can interview the researcher
for us, because she is in Harvard.

Researcher Mia Ong: Physics ‘glass ceiling’ intact

26. Fabio
October 29, 2004

I always had the impression that the Russian physics culture was more
aggressive and macho than the American one, at least in the good old days of the
cold war. How did women fare in that system? The only example that comes to
mind is Kallosh.

27. Lubos Motl
October 29, 2004

I apologize, but as an alien I feel the moral right to say that the American self-
confidence is one of the features – certainly not the only feature though – that
makes America special in the modern world.

It’s perfectly fine if the students are quiet at all seminars and all classes. There’s
nothing wrong with it, but there’s also nothing cool about it.

Vocal students that go over the edge may be counterproductive for the teacher
and other students, but on the other hand, a certain degree of activity is nearly
always helpful.

Most of European science is un-emotional, boring, lacking self-confidence and
big ambitions. That’s just wrong, and God bless American science for its different
atmosphere.

28. DMS
October 29, 2004

Interesting subject. I knew a couple of physics majors from Harvard and they

http://www.news.harvard.edu/gazette/2004/01.08/03-miaong.html
http://www.news.harvard.edu/gazette/2004/01.08/03-miaong.html
http://www.news.harvard.edu/gazette/2004/01.08/03-miaong.html
http://www.news.harvard.edu/gazette/2004/01.08/03-miaong.html


echo what Peter said regarding faculty’s unfriendly attitude towards students.
They did not feel they got what they paid for. Well, they are taxpayers (and some
are even science advisors to senators and congressmen) and I am sure they are
not as sympathetic to funding for theoretical physics, especially particle physics.
It is best not to bite the hand that feeds. 

Regarding rewarding of hyper-aggressive behaviour, that is partly an American
phenomenon; I did not notice that too much from people of (most  )other
countries, but I may be wrong.

I also notice a lot more Asian women who take up hard sciences (electrical
engineering, CS etc) than N American. One factor seems to me are the “women’s
magazines” , which are anything but feminist. It is paradoxical since women’s
rights are more advanced in US than Asia. But many women in US are in fields
like medicine and law; is the culture less aggressive in such fields? From my
experience, particle theorists are the most aggressive bunch 

Another factor is probably the teaching style, where often the teachers pay
attention to the more “vocal/aggressive” students in the class, discouraging the
quiter ones, be it male or female.

Actually, Georgi (with several female Ph.Ds who are faculty members)and S.T.
Yau (Karen Uhlenbeck mentions the important role he played in her career when
she was being dismissed by other male colleagues) are notable exceptions.

DMS

29. Lubos Motl
October 29, 2004

Many points are waiting here to be answered.

Concerning the discrimination in USA vs. Central and Eastern Europe: Arun, I
said it because I believe that the higher employment and salaries of women that
we “achieved” in socialism – with women who don’t have too much time for their
children – is not such a great thing after all. I have no idea whether the American
or European reality – concerning the respect to women – is “better”.

The ratio is female politicians is small almost everywhere, for example.

I agree with you that the level of women’s salary is the reason, and the
perception of various acts being viewed as jokes is an effect, but unlike you, I am
not so sure whether it implies that someone is more right. Don’t you think that
you should ask: Aren’t those critics in Europe right? Is not our American feminist
system ridiculous?

For the other participant: Well, if someone has other options, she (or he) can
choose other options, does not she? It’s not clear to me what it means to “create
an environment”. If it is a general feeling that an average woman is happier if
she has a family etc., instead of physics career, then it is a general feeling, and
her decision will be affected by her plans, her opinions, as well as general



feelings of the people around. I don’t understand how someone wants to
separate our culture from these decision.

I may also expect the physicists to be slightly antisocial, arrogant etc. – but the
reality is very different. The physicists are usually very nice people. In many
contexts, I view it as a symptom of a problem, but that’s a different issue.

Here we discuss the gender. I certainly don’t think that women have to be nicer
than men, and if YOU believe the stereotype, then it is YOU who discriminates
women.

Sorry, but the answer of the women who did not to too well at the exams is most
likely rubbish. One can always invent a cheap justification of this quality to
explain why she or he failed at the exams. My interpretation is that the women
over there just had a smaller score than the men. That’s the experimental reality,
and it is just pseudoscience and biased ideology if someone tries to invent a
virtual reality behind it.

There exist exams in which women have a better score in average than the men,
but if the previous group is more frequent, one should not immediately invent
hypotheses that it is because of some “unfairness”.

I don’t believe that women and men in science are talking two different
languages. In 2000, I remember a polemic I had with a crazy postmodernist on a
party in San Francisco. He was wearing an obnoxious T-shirt with a coffee cup, if
I remember well, and the T-shirt was expressing his opinion that science is
arrogant (I forgot the details), and something like that. He claimed that he would
always be able to figure out whether a physics paper was written by a female or
male authors.

I am absolutely sure that I could give him a sample that he would guess much
less than 50% correctly ;-), but unfortunately we lost e-mail contacts of each
other.

These people are just incredibly stupid and obnoxious. They believe that physics
is a matter of cultural creation, something invented artificially, something into
which the scientists reflect their gender, race, and whatever else – and our
physics, as we know it, is a male white physics that would differ a lot from a
female black physics, for example. Of course, they believe so because they don’t
believe in any objective reality or science. Don’t you agree that these people are
just pompous fools and morons? I get very upset already when I realize that
many of these people are able to acquire academic positions. 

30. Chris W.
October 28, 2004

The issue (Lubos!) is not one of providing special support for women so they can
succeed in a demanding and competitive environment, and to prevent them from
becoming discouraged and dropping out. The issue is creating an environment
that talented, competent, and mature people can respect, ie, that they feel is
worthy of their abilities and strengths, knowing that they have other options.



What Georgi is pointing out are fundamentally dysfunctional attitudes and
behaviors, which are tolerated because, well, we expect physicists to be
somewhat arrogant, antisocial, and clueless about the wider world (and
sometimes just plain weird). More and more, that kind of excuse won’t fly, if only
because most employers can’t afford it.

I recall reading a report on this topic in Science a number of years ago. It
discussed a particularly demanding exam that students pursuing a physics Ph.D
at Harvard were expected to take in the course of their careers there. It noted
that female students tended not to do as well on the exam. The author of the
piece interviewed some women in the physics department at the time and asked
them about this. They said, yes, that was true, and it was because this particular
academic gauntlet “was just too nerdy for an intelligent woman to take
seriously.”

Any professional subculture can become insular and obtuse. (Take stock trading
and investment banking, for example.) That is really what is at issue here, not
simply accommodating excluded groups. Of course admitting that one is a
complacent member of a spoiled, insular, and obtuse subculture, and then doing
something about it, is not easy.

—
It should also be noted that the place of fundamental research in our society is
not so secure that its practitioners can afford to ignore issues like this. The
demise of the SSC is an object lesson; there could be several more like it in our
future, given the state of the federal budget.

31. Arun
October 28, 2004

Lubos:

You wrote : “….some quantitative measures show that women may be more
“equal” in the Czech Republic – for example, their employment rate is higher,
and the ratio of female over male salaries is higher than in the USA. No one
considers these things to be overly sensitive issues in the Czech Republic, and
everyone is making jokes about America where the feminists can sue you if you
look at her inappropriately…”.

You’ve put your finger on something important but IMO, you’ve got cause and
effect reversed. Where women’s employment rate is higher and salaries are more
equal, discrimination seems like a distant joke, and no one is sensitive. Where
discrimination is a reality, it hurts.

-Arun

32. Dick Thompson
October 28, 2004

Well it looks like the commenters have achieved their dream. A nice little flame
war. I am waiting for Godwin’s law to come into play



33. Lubos Motl
October 28, 2004

Dear DRL, if I imagine that you are an “intellectual”, it’s really not that hard to
become a hyper-aggressive anti-intelectual. 

34. D R Lunsford
October 28, 2004

Mary,

Nerds of all sexes and colors are hated most everywhere. No monopoly for
woman nerds. The US is fundamentally anti-intellectual. I’ve learned to cover up
at work and not make waves.

PS I virtually offer to carry your books  Hang in there.

-drl

35. Lubos Motl
October 28, 2004

That’s great that Mary wrote her statement – because it will force many of us to
think about reality, and perhaps avoid a certain type of “help” that really does
not help.

I totally agree that the girls don’t need too much special treatment because of
their hypothetical “weakness”.

For example Melissa Franklin, my very interesting colleague,  is a truly strong
personality. She is one of the first female professors from some category – and
under some circumstances, Peter Woit is – as a critic of string theory – a shy
piece of soap compared to Melissa Franklin.

Melissa has no problem to sit with 11 string theorists to a table at the Faculty
Club, and explain them that she thinks that they are symbols of degeneration of
the physics community, and it’s no fun to talk to them. In order to prove her point
in detail, she picks a string theory postdoc and starts to ask him, at the end of
the lunch, how is it possible that he did not say anything during the lunch! 

Well, really, many women don’t need any special legal support to get their point
through.

What I find important is that the very feeling that the females are being
positively discriminated must be pretty devastating for those ambitious girls who
simply want to be equally good or better than their male (and other female)
colleagues. By the positive discimination, they’re being told: “If you do
something fine or get a job or an award, it’s just because you have this artificial
support for your not having a penis.” 

That’s just an unpleasant state of affairs, especially because I know many girls in
physics who simply do not need such an artificial support. Well, such affirmative



action may help some other women to get the same jobs or awards as the
talented ones, but I think it is just unfair, especially towards the talented
females.

There should be no discrimination, neither negative nor “positive”. We’ve lived in
a regime based on the idea that the working class is being exploited by the
“capitalists” and something radical must be done about it – and let me conclude
that the idea that the females are being exploited by the men and radical actions
must be taken – is a very similar idea that can lead to very similar results.

36. Lubos Motl
October 28, 2004

Yes, Arun, you are right that I don’t know too much about the situation in
American families, and how much the parents support the daughters to study
physics, and so on.

But in the socialist bloc, we have just lived without this tension. Even though
Americans often like to criticize some Czech traditions – e.g. when boys beat the
girls during the Easter holidays  – some quantitative measures show that
women may be more “equal” in the Czech Republic – for example, their
employment rate is higher, and the ratio of female over male salaries is higher
than in the USA.

No one considers these things to be overly sensitive issues in the Czech
Republic, and everyone is making jokes about America where the feminists can
sue you if you look at her inappropriately.  The same situation like in Czechia is
in Taiwan, for example, I was told by Melissa Liu, a female mathematician who
has worked with Shing Tung Yau. Nevertheless everyone knows that the
“natural” outcome will be that most girls will NOT choose specialized physics
and engineering careers.

On the contrary, they will choose teaching (at high schools), and this may be a
stereotype, but it may also be correlated with maternal instincts.

Also, if some parents just believe that a job is wrong for their son or daughter,
they have the right to promote their opinion within the mantinels given by the
law – they’re the parents! And the children must often become rebels. At the end,
I am pretty sure that every parent is happy if her or his daughter becomes a
skillful engineer or physicist.

To summarize: I don’t think that there is much difference between the
characteristics of men and women in different Western countries – which again
counts the Czech Republic, too. And we – from the Central Europe – probably
have a more balanced point of view.

37. Mary Messall
October 28, 2004

As a female graduate student, I resent the crap I hear about women just thinking
differently from men. I also resent the idea that women are just so much weaker



and more sensetive that they can’t take the competitive environment, and any
suggestion that women should face, or do face, less strict standards of admission
or success. And finally, I resent the notion that women are just so unable to stand
up to men that they have let themselves be oppressed for centuries, and that the
ghost of this oppression keeps them out of physics even now.

So what’s my theory? Simple. It costs women more to be perceived as nerds than
men, and physics is the nerdiest science. Popularity and attractiveness are
status, for a woman. You want the rewards of status — a mate, the respect of
your peers (especially other women, mothers and aunts and grandmothers and
girlfriends), stimulating friends and politeness from strangers, self-esteem and
etc — you’d better not be a bespectacled obsessed loner. Guys can get away with
it, because status for guys comes from public success, money and power. Those
things are available in academia.

The solution? I figure if we could just get girls to read more science fiction, the
field would seem more glamorous. That’s how I got sucked in, after all.

38. D R Lunsford
October 28, 2004

Yes, Peter I insist that these abuses against Lubos cease at once, at once I say, at
once! It’s plainly discrimination against expatriate short-fused addled tongue-
tied hyperaggressive anintuitive Harvard physics professors. Shame on you.

39. Arun
October 28, 2004

Lubos,

You are a scientist. Why then is it an automatic assumption that the social
situation in the US, the high-school teachers’ attitudes to girls good in math and
physics, parental attitudes, and so on are the same in the US as in the Czech
Republic? I think the natural assumption has to be that it is different until proven
similar.

(IMO, we lack a science of cultural differences because it is so difficult not to
make these automatic assumptions.)

-Arun

40. sol
October 28, 2004

As most of you know I like to admonish multi dimensional perspectives :), so of
course Mona Lisa’s smile, as a movie should have been considered in context, as
well:)

Traditions are keenly recognized over the last century, and I’d like to think, that
mothering propective students, would have been more then saying okay, because
of the rote system by which you eager students have memorized, I am going to



break up this line of thinking, by presenting a whole new
perspective(remembering the movie now:)?

The method of teaching changed ole tradition, and incorporated new facets of
thinking. Gained a appreciation over artistic views, and mothers?

So we should find independance and brilliance based on the content and material
of dissertation, rather then, what neurons fire more then likely(move your arm
enough and you create the pathways), to what should fire outside of
rote(creative potentials).

Of course we do not forget the foundation. Thanks Peter:)

Oh, I am male.

41. October 28, 2004

Please Peter, stop the cruel digs at Lubos, lest you drive away this delicate flower
for good.

42. Lubos Motl
October 28, 2004

It’s great that I can confirm Peter’s last sentence  by the following comment:

The influence of feminism (and related ideas about the males exploiting the
females, and similar rubbish) at the U.S. academic institutions is highly annoying
and discouraging for an freedom-loving person. Of course, it is partly a matter of
culture and traditions.

Let me tell you that my diploma thesis advisor in Prague – whom I consider my
friend, and we wrote a textbook together – married my classmate. She simply fell
in love with him during the first lecture, and finally it worked out.

I would personally find it highly disturbing if someone had the courage to
publicly question their relationship just because it was a teacher and his student.
Such a questioning simply violates what I consider to be a respect to basic
human freedoms, and a respect to important relationships between the people –
it’s a disrespect to love.

Let me also say that today it is nonsense that the girls are discriminated virtually
anywhere in physics. Average girls simply do not like physics as much as boys
do, even if they are supported. This is an observable fact, regardless of its
explanation. Genders have played slightly different roles in the society for
centuries and millenia – but even if they did not, there are just so many
biological differences that a different “typical” focus of the two genders just
could not be surprising.

The male and female brain work differently in details. The average male brane
has 20 percent more neurons than the average female brain. The latter has more
connections between the neurons than the male brain. When thinking about



language, one can show that both female hemispheres, but only one male
hemisphere, is active, and so forth.

It’s also very wrong and silly to create a false stereotype in which the teachers
are trying to pick their students, and not the other way around. I know many
more examples of the second category.

By the way, the physicists should be much more aggressive than they are today.
There are some shining exception of physicists who know what they defend – and
some of them are women. 



Physics Today on Ethics

November 4, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

A correspondent points out that this month’s Physics Today has a couple articles
about ethical issues involved in how physics research is conducted in the U.S.

Most of this doesn’t really apply to the kind of research I know best, theoretical
research in physics and research in math. One main issue considered is the
trustworthiness of experimental data, and as far as I can tell, in elementary particle
physics the data is quite trustworthy. Since the collaborations that produce these
results are so huge, many people are involved in going over any published result of
any interest, so even if someone were tempted to fake or manipulate data, it would be
hard to get away with.

Another issue of concern is the treatment of young experimentalists, who are often
overworked and under-recognized. But the situation of theorists is generally different.
In most cases the problem for them is thesis advisors who ignore them, not ones who
pay close attention to what they are doing and make them work too hard. There is a
fundamental ethical problem in the treatment of young theorists by the physics
community, that of producing far more particle physics Ph.D.s than there are jobs for.
This creates a brutal situation for young people, while it is to some degree in the
interests of those who are established in permanent positions to let this go on.

The main ethical problem in particle theory research these days, a fundamental lack
of honesty in how the results of this research are evaluated, doesn’t seem to be
addressed at all in the Physics Today articles.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
November 6, 2004

Matthew,

It’s actually an exciting time to be a theorist, because everyone in academe is so
out to lunch, there’s plenty of open space for real work.

2. Chris Oakley
November 6, 2004

Matthew:

Agreed – my statement should have been qualified accordingly (a lot of groups
here in the UK work on lattice gauge theory). As you will have gathered, I was
never tempted, but I do not deny that it connects directly with the
experimentalists.

http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-57/iss-11/contents.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-57/iss-11/contents.html


3. Matthew
November 6, 2004

Hi Chris,

What is called “particle physics theory” now really belongs in the mathematics
(or arguably even the theology) department, with “particle physics theory” as I
understood it 25 years ago, which took a keen interest in experiments, virtually
ceasing to exist. The result of this is that the experimentalists now do their own
modelling, expecting little or no help from the theorists.

Just to be somewhat more optimistic, there is a active phenomenolgy community
in particle theory which still cares about experiments. Many of the people here
at Cornell attempt to understand what will be seen in the next round of
experiments at the LHC. Also, there is a large group of theorists (myself
inculded) who interface with the ongoing b and c quark physics programs.

Now, you don’t see that in the popular press  which is mostly string theory
focused. Of course, some of the models propose (large extra dimensions, for one)
may be wacky, but they are testable at the LHC, and the people who propose
them do make detailed (or as detailed as they can) predictions about how to do
these tests.

From my perspective, it’s an exciting time to be a phenomenolegist.

4. Fabien Besnard
November 6, 2004

Hello everyone,
I agree with Peter on the No of Ph.d/academic jobs issue. The problem is not
that, in principle, there should be a perfect adequation betweens these two
numbers. The actual problem is with the ratio. I don’t know the figures for usa
but in France, for mathematics, the ration is about 20/1 and this is ridiculously
high. It’s even worse in theoretical physics. For each academic position in any
french university there is commonly over 150 candidates, many of them very
good. It means 90% of the CV sent won’t be considered as they should be : they
are sent directly to the trash can if at first glance they boast fewer (maybe
uninteresting and repetitive) published papers than the others. This is huge
encouragement to uniformity of curiculum.

5. Michael Williams
November 5, 2004

Having damned the NYRB article with faint praise in my previous comment, I
would like to add that it is very good on the universal scientific problem of
priority and credit. Definitely worth a read!

6. Michael Williams
November 5, 2004



Followers of this discussion may find this New York Review of Books article
interesting. It reviews a book and the Union of Concerned Scientists’ paper on
the Bush administration. As is often the case, the review (and possibly the book)
assumes science is the same as medical trials, but it’s interesting nevertheless.

7. Fabio Lanzoni
November 5, 2004

I probly woulda still gotten my PhD had I known in advance I would not stay in
academia; as Emanuel Derman says in his book, it’s not a bad way to waste away
your 20’s. So I don’t think its necessarily unethical to train more students than
there are faculty openings, as long as you are honest with the students about
their prospects.

8. Chris Oakley
November 5, 2004

Peter,

One would of course get the same problem if everyone with a classics or history
degree wanted to be an academic, but most realise that this is not possible, or
they want to do something different anyway. A PhD in mathematics or a “hard”
science is however an asset in most cases if one chooses to go into the so-called
“real” world, and the economic equation may work out to one’s advantage even
taking account of poor remuneration when one is a student.

I am not sure that universities can do anything much differently … ultimately
one’s product is only worth what people are prepared to pay for it and this
applies as much to academic research and teaching as to cars or cosmetics. It
seems inevitable that with limited money and a lot of people wanting to be
academics, salaries will be driven down and people will be exploited. My only
gripe is that the limited resources could be used better … i.e. more emphasis on
new ideas and less on vested interests.

9. Peter
November 5, 2004

There isn’t a direct economic reason for a particular faculty member doing
theory to want to produce more Ph.D. students. But there are lots of indirect
ones. For instance, if you want to be able to teach advanced graduate courses in
your specialty, you need a large enough audience that will take the course. As far
as the university as an institution is concerned, it has many direct economic
incentives to produce as many Ph.D.s as possible:

1. Sometimes you can get either the student or someone else to pay large
amounts of tuition dollars (e.g. the student may be on some sort of fellowship
paid for by a grant or some other sort of outside money).

2. If they don’t have outside money, you appoint students as teaching fellows,
thereby getting employees who will work quite cheaply. Paying graduate
students is not cheap, but it’s a lot cheaper than hiring full-time regular faculty.

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/17563
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/17563


3. Once they get their Ph.D.s, students will join a large underemployed labor
pool, and everytime you have a faculty job you want to fill, hundreds of them will
apply for it, many of whom will be willing to take the job no matter how badly it
pays. By handing out a lot of Ph.D.s you create a large pool of cheap labor.

University administrations are the ones that set the number of how many Ph.D.
slots they have, departments basically always take as many as they can get.

10. Chris Oakley
November 5, 2004

I do not think that the “training more people than there are jobs for them”
argument holds water. If it did, then we might as well give up altogether on the
study of Classics, Philosophy and many other subjects where almost all the
relevant jobs are just teaching the subject to others. Apart from subjects like
Medicine, only a minority of students that will be expecting their degree course
to be a specific vocational training. For example, the Aeronautical Engineering
PhD’s we hired at Nomura to do financial modelling were perfectly happy to
leave air flow calculations behind them when they joined the company.

The problem with particle physics theory as I see it is that the nature of the
beast has changed. What is called “particle physics theory” now really belongs in
the mathematics (or arguably even the theology) department, with “particle
physics theory” as I understood it 25 years ago, which took a keen interest in
experiments, virtually ceasing to exist. The result of this is that the
experimentalists now do their own modelling, expecting little or no help from the
theorists. The problem is that, unaided, the experimentalists are less successful
in getting the public’s interest, so given the high costs involved, this can only
lead in the long term to decline.

11. Alejandro Rivero
November 5, 2004

Well, about the data, I am a bit worried on the use of the concept of “confidence
level”, and the current methods seem to be a mix of bayesianism and standard
frequentist approaches, plus some random  montecarlo comparisions. Not
unethical, but enough to let people to choose the approach they feel better.

12. JC
November 5, 2004

Peter,

Are there “economic” reasons for established folks to produce many more PhD
students than the number of available jobs? (ie. Do folks get more government
grant money for producing more papers, theses, etc …?)



The Triumphs and Travail of the Theory of More
Than Everything

November 4, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Shamit Kachru gave the physics colloquium at Rutgers yesterday. His title was “The
Theory of More Than Everything” and I heard from people who attended that he was
promoting research into the “Landscape” as a new model of how to do theoretical
physics, especially cosmology.

I was down there today and heard two talks in the mathematical physics seminar, by
Abhay Ashtekar and Tom Banks. Ashtekar’s talk was a standard exposition of a few of
the basic ideas of loop quantum gravity, also reviewing an attempt to apply these
ideas to cosmology. The talk by Banks was titled “Triumphs and Travails of String
Theory”. The first hour was about the triumphs, giving a pretty standard survey of the
supposed accomplishments of string theory. Banks emphasized the importance of
supersymmetry, and described string theory as not quite background independent,
but depending only on a choice of “asymptotic background”. He dealt with matrix
models, holography, BPS states, dualities, getting gauge bosons out of string theory,
and AdS/CFT.

His talk contained quite a lot of content, unlike some promotional talks of this kind,
but it did come off a bit like an hour-long infomercial (“And, there’s even more! It
slices, it dices, it ….”). The last five minutes were devoted to the travails of string
theory, of which, according to Banks, there is really only one (although he did mention
that the lack of observed supersymmetry is also a problem). The one travail is the fact
that the cosmological constant seems to be positive, so the universe is de Sitter, not
anti de Sitter or flat. This creates well known problems with defining an S-matrix. He
went on to explain the “Landscape” idea with its de Sitter states that are only
metastable, saying this “leads to a new philosophy of doing physics that many are
exploring”. He didn’t seem interested in directly criticizing this new philosophy, but
did end by promoting his own, different, ideas about how to deal with the
cosmological constant problem.

During the question session afterward, someone asked if there was any overlap
between loop quantum gravity and string theory. After some hemming and hawing by
the speakers, Michael Douglas spoke from the audience, saying that since string
theory was really 20 or so different kinds of approaches to quantum gravity, it was
quite plausible that LQG was another related one.

Comments

1. Plato
November 7, 2004

I thought Lubos and Peter might like a picture of the Landscape of the Week

http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/objects/heapow/heapow.html
http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/objects/heapow/heapow.html


link:)

2. Plato
November 7, 2004

Dear Chris,

OK – I’ll stop doing the book, provided that you explain what a “dimensional
advocate” is.

If we were to suspect that all matter distinctions existed in some other form then
the solid things we see, we understand I think that before spit can bcome from
saliva, one had to had the emotion first?:)

Now if DRL was having a emotive experience, in his psychological state, the
manifestation of the liquid(saliva) would have taken a condensation of thinking,
to arive at such a conclusion.:)

If such solid things are to be taken for granted, we then know that if DRL was a
dimensional advocate, he would have known that the spit arises from thinking
emotively:)

LOL

3. Chris Oakley
November 7, 2004

My Dear Plato,

OK – I’ll stop doing the book, provided that you explain what a “dimensional
advocate” is.

Do they for example charge less or more than ordinary lawyers?

4. Plato
November 7, 2004

I’m writing a book about Dionysus, loosely based on Jim Morrison (or should it be
the other way round?).

Chris please don’t.:)It takes all of ones faculties to enter into such allegorical
states that you need some anchor, not drugs:)

You see both Lubos and Peter are under the arch of science, yet they both move
from different perspectives? Although they agree on (?)that science should
validate?

John Baez speaks on the abstractness of quantum gravity and we experience
abstract values, in brane scenarios.

So whose right? Whose on firm ground?

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/dynamics/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/dynamics/


5. Chris Oakley
November 7, 2004

‘…addicted to imaginary power and fractally vibrating nonsense, incapable of
judgment, phase-locked into an eternal inward self-indulgent “journey of
discovery”.’

‘… dimensional advocate?’

‘If you classify the 60’s and 80’s you have spoken to many who have travelled
paths before you.’

What are you guys on, man, and more importantly, where can I get it?

I’m writing a book about Dionysus, loosely based on Jim Morrison (or should it be
the other way round?). I won’t need to take drugs to write the more high-faluting
bits as I can just borrow phrases from the comments section of this blog.

6. Plato
November 7, 2004

DRL,

The radicals of the 60s and the 80s have combined to breed a race of intellectual
midgets, addicted to imaginary power and fractally vibrating nonsense,
incapable of judgment, phase-locked into an eternal inward self-indulgent
“journey of discovery”.

You failed to identify the relation I drew between Peter and LUBos. I asked if you
applied the question which one would follow which process of thought. Lubos
would point to heaven, while Peter would be showing his hands where?

Plato knew of pythagorean studies.:

Anyway you tried to compact a much information in a short space of
time(dimensional advocate?:) as you could by using words that have deep
association to your “feelings about the views of strings“? That it was hard to
remove the emotive impact of your bias from the saliva you spit. I am sorry:)

But this is a view, that I have shown and the struggle to this day:) Peter looks
hard around, and some of the religious orientated although firmly attached to
ground by Peter’s Dialogue, recogize the need for defining this higher attribute?

If you classify the 60’s and 80’s you have spoken to many who have travelled
paths before you.

Would you quickly denounce their contributions as we would in moving forward
the thought experiments of Solvay?

Although we would harbour differing points of view we do not denounce each
other. We use each other to fuel what is truth? Right?

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/dionysus/
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/dionysus/


7. D R Lunsford
November 7, 2004

Oops – in my rant, I mistook “3 Minutes” with “Brief History of Time” – sorry. “3
Minutes” is a nice book on some level. I suppose all trimuphalism seems to get to
me.

I hate being mad. Science is supposed to be fun.

8. D R Lunsford
November 7, 2004

Pythagoras was a stringer! Oh how rich.

This website illustrates all that is wrong with physics. A crew analogous to the
Neocons has taken over, who must fill every moment with world-shaking
radicalism and triumphalism, couched in the most airy-feathery faux-
wonderment about things that are not real. “Light shining from the fifth
dimension” – what sort of nonsense is that?

This all seems to have started with the Dr. Seuss Lectures on Physics, otherwise
known as “The Dancing Wu-Li Masters”, and the Disney Guide to Cosmology,
“The First Three Minutes” (a time formerly reserved for running trailers of
coming attractions). The success of these meant it had became possible to fill the
exquisite yuppie-radical bombasto-conservative mind with all manner of self-
propagating nonsense. It is, after all, more fun for most to indulge in reflexive
hallucinations rather than make the effort to get to facts – it is easy to bash Pauli
and Dirac and Einstein and ignore what they say, because they are
“establishment” figures ripe for a knockover, pitiful old-worlders from a
nighttime of the soul. The febrile postmodern narcissist must always ponder the
universe as revealed in his own reflection, distorted by passive consumption of
endless surreal images that compete with his wan self-awareness in his infinite
reflecting pool. It is not enough to let one’s mind reach only to Vega – the
narcissist-addict’s grasp must extend to the far reaches of what passes for
imagination.

The radicals of the 60s and the 80s have combined to breed a race of intellectual
midgets, addicted to imaginary power and fractally vibrating nonsense,
incapable of judgment, phase-locked into an eternal inward self-indulgent
“journey of discovery”.

It makes me ill. That’s what I think.

9. Plato
November 6, 2004

Which is the String Theorist and which is the LQGist

It seems the struggle is deeply embedded in consciousness? That we have
brought forward age ole struggles, to do them all over again?

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/quantum-gravity-models.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/quantum-gravity-models.html


What do you think?

10. Mubos Lotl
November 5, 2004

the parents of “Mubos Lotl” whom I assume is either Lunsford himself or
someone very similar – should spank their son thoroughly

Why, Lubos, do you deny writing the words I cited from your own blog? Perhaps
you would like to explain their real meaning if I have misinterpreted them? That
is, perhaps you can explain how being rude and obnoxious will help string theory
to get moving again. AdS, here we come!

11. November 5, 2004

It’s true, Tom Banks is much older than he was 15 years ago.

12. Plato
November 5, 2004

Lubos
Your questions may be fine, but they don’t go as far as string theory, and I don’t
have time to explain vacuum bubbles in QFT now.

I was thinking of supersymmetrical reality.

Symmetry breaking, and I looked at the current universe, and it structures. For
me, this evolution lead from Planck epoch through to cosmic clumping(cosmic
string)from it’s origination. Andrey Kravtsov images are really helpful along with
Max Tegmarks research.

But yes QFT, in comsological proportions, had to be consistent with the dynamics
of the universe?

I understand your time, and appreciate post.

Peter can clear up the identity of name arranger in a minute, using blogspot.
Best not to speculate. Standards here of human beings, should be impeccable,
dealing with such fine subjects.

13. D R Lunsford
November 5, 2004

Lubos, I have better things to do on my limited worldline than to mock you.
When I want to point out how utterly clueless, arrogant, and annoying you are, I
need not retreat behind a mocking alias.

14. Lubo? Motl
November 5, 2004

I don’t know if physics should be like wrestling, but what I know is that
D.R.Lunsford’s parents – and the parents of “Mubos Lotl” whom I assume is

http://astro.uchicago.edu/~andrey/soft/p3d/p3d_evol.gif
http://astro.uchicago.edu/~andrey/soft/p3d/p3d_evol.gif
http://astro.uchicago.edu/~andrey/index.html
http://astro.uchicago.edu/~andrey/index.html
http://www.sdss.org/news/releases/seljak_qsoabs.press_release.fig.jpg
http://www.sdss.org/news/releases/seljak_qsoabs.press_release.fig.jpg


either Lunsford himself or someone very similar – should spank their son
thoroughly. They should try to avoid the evolution of their son to a moral and
intellectual cripple. But it may already be too late.

15. Lubo? Motl
November 5, 2004

Hi Plato!
I was talking about papers of Tom (about background independence) such as

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0011255

See also his list of papers

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep
/www?rawcmd=FIND+A+BANKS%2CT+

Your questions may be fine, but they don’t go as far as string theory, and I don’t
have time to explain vacuum bubbles in QFT now.

16. D R Lunsford
November 5, 2004

This issue of NEW is beyond surreal. Bon-Motl wants to make physics into
wrestling.

I walk away, muttering, drooling, and weeping.

17. Mubos Lotl
November 5, 2004

String theory is in trouble at the moment, but recently an explanation for this
has been given. According to Lubos Motl, “Current string theorists and
physicists in general are just too “nice”, and this atmosphere is correlated with
the reduced amount of progress that we’re doing (whichever is the cause vs. the
effect). I know that Nima Arkani-Hamed agrees with me, for example, and the
people who say the opposite statement seem to be disconnected from reality.”
According to my model, “niceness” is a scalar field generated by good-natured,
polite string theorists, which has the effect of “uplifting” the anti-de Sitter
background to an apparent de Sitter state. The solution is for string theorists like
LM and Arkani-Hamed to go against their fundamental natures and adopt the
manner of unusually obnoxious
10-year-olds. The result is that the vacuum will subside back into its natural AdS
state. True, this will ultimately destroy the cosmos, but at least it
will reveal that string theory is correct.

18. Plato
November 4, 2004

LubosTom has also investigated the question under which conditions you can
create a bubble of a different vacuum within another vacuum/Universe

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0011255
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0011255
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+A+BANKS%2CT+
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+A+BANKS%2CT+
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+A+BANKS%2CT+
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+A+BANKS%2CT+


During a first-order phase transition, the matter fields get trapped in a `false
vacuum’ state from which they can only escape by nucleating bubbles of the new
phase, that is, the `true vacuum’ state.

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/gr/public/cs_phase.html

Do you have any other information resources that would help clarify this in terms
experimental considerations like this membrane in a vacuum? (make sure you let
it load)

Would it be wrong to think of (mem)branes in this context?

A few Saturdays ago, he had his heart set on bubbles. “We have a copy of C. V.
Boys’ book Soap Bubbles here on the ISS. It was published in 1911 and it’s
still a wonderful treatise on thin films. Every space station should have a copy,”
he laughs. “I wanted to see what thin films and bubbles might do in zero-g and
felt it was a topic ripe for discovery.”

http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2003/25feb_nosoap.htm

19. Lubos Motl
November 4, 2004

Tom Banks is a very nice person. I am happy that he keeps on emphasizing some
ideas that are more important for him than many others.

Tom believes that supersymmetry may play a more fundamental role in the
scheme of things than just a particular symmetry of physics. And he’s studied the
question of background dependence in depth. His remark that difference
asymptotic boundary conditions define different superselection sectors that can
be treated as separate theories is a very good remark.

Tom has also investigated the question under which conditions you can create a
bubble of a different vacuum within another vacuum/Universe.

I am sure that Tom has said many things that most others don’t emphasize
enough.

The measure of importance that Mike Douglas assigned to LQG seems to be the
maximum one can imagine to be realized – it would be just the 21st
equivalent/related approach to the same theory of quantum gravity (called
“String/M-theory”), if it’s correct. Of course, I don’t think it is, but the idea that
LQG should be visualized as a structure comparable to the *whole* string theory
is absolutely ridiculous. It’s like comparing Castro’s Cuba to the USA. In the best
case, you may try to compare Cuba to Florida, or loop quantum gravity to
D-branes on orbifolds (by Douglas and Moore), for example. Of course that the
brane on orbifolds will still be a more important insight about quantum gravity
than loop quantum gravity, and Florida will defeat the current Cuba. But at least,
these are somewhat more reasonable comparisons.

20. Peter

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/gr/public/images/cs_bubbles.gif
http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/gr/public/images/cs_bubbles.gif
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November 4, 2004

I think the last time I heard him speak was nearly fifteen years ago, so my main
impression was “Gee, the guy looks a lot older”. To be fair, the extent to which he
was trying to sell string theory was no greater than most other talks of this kind.
He did try and pack more content in than many such talks, which is what gave
the impression of relentless adding on of more wondrous features.

21. JC
November 4, 2004

Does Banks normally sound like a “used car salesman” type in his talks?



Khovanov Homology

November 8, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

At his talk last year at the conference in honor of Gelfand’s 90th birthday, Atiyah
posed the question of whether there is a quantum field theoretic explanation of why
the coefficients of the Jones polynomial are integers. Witten’s Chern-Simons-Witten
theory is a 3d QFT that computes the Jones polynomial (a topological invariant of
knots or links inside a 3d manifold), but gives no obvious reason the coefficients
should be integral.

One thing about the Chern-Simons-Witten story that has always bothered me is that,
unlike his other TQFTs, this one is not of a homological nature. In the other TQFTs,
the Hilbert space is finite dimensional because there are fermionic variables which
cause cancellations such that only the homology of some complex contributes to the
observables. To make any real sense of the idea of a path integral whose Lagrangian
is the Chern-Simons functional, one has to do something like add a Yang-Mills term,
then take a limit. By doing this one can move all but a finite part of the usual gauge
theory Hilbert space off to infinite energy. It would be very interesting if there were a
version of the theory which instead worked homologically like other TQFTs.

A hot topic in low dimensional topology recently has been the notion of “Khovanov
homology”, which associates to a knot a complex whose homology is the Jones
polynomial. For an introduction to Khovanov homology, see papers by Dror Bar-Natan
(a mathematician who was a student of Witten’s) or Jacob Rasmussen. Bar-Natan has
a lot of other material about Khovanov homology on his web-site.

One way of answering Atiyah’s question would be to find a 4d TQFT whose Hilbert
space is the Khovanov homology of the boundary. Maybe there is some sort of gauge-
theory based QFT which generalizes the Chern-Simons-Witten theory and computes
Khovanov homology. But after consulting the local expert on these things (Peter
Ozsvath), it seems that no one knows whether it is even possible to reformulate
Khovanov homology in any sort of gauge-theoretical terms. The only known
definitions of it are kind of like the pre-Witten skein relation definitions of Jones
polynomials. They are based on working with a projection of the knot onto two-
dimensions.

A couple weeks ago Sergei Gukov gave a talk in the math department at UCSD with
the title “Topological Invariants and Khovanov Homology”, and perhaps his work has
some relation to the above speculations.

Gukov is also the co-author of a paper that just appeared on the arXiv entitled
“Topological M-theory as Unification of Form Theories of Gravity”. Like M-theory
itself, it appears that no one knows what “topological M-theory” is, but it is supposed
to be some sort of seven-dimensional theory that is related to topological strings on
6d Calabi-Yaus in much the same way M-theory is a conjectural 11d theory related to
10d superstrings. Lubos Motl has even more questions about this than I do.

http://www-math.mit.edu/conferences/unityofmathematics/program.html
http://www-math.mit.edu/conferences/unityofmathematics/program.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000099.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000099.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.QA/0201043
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.QA/0201043
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GT/0402131
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GT/0402131
http://www.math.toronto.edu/~drorbn/Talks
http://www.math.toronto.edu/~drorbn/Talks
http://www.math.ucsd.edu/seminars/upcoming/pdfs/2004-2005/2004-1293.pdf
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http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/11/topological-m-theory.html


No Comments



Proof of the Jacobian Conjecture

November 10, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The Jacobian Conjecture is one of the most well-known open problems in algebraic
geometry. It now seems that a proof has been found by Carolyn Dean of the University
of Michigan, for the case of polynomials in two complex variables (for more variables,
many people believe it is not even true). For more information about this, see Graham
Leuschke’s weblog.

Dean hasn’t published any papers in almost 15 years and is nominally a lecturer in
mathematics education at Michigan. There have been many false proofs of this
conjecture over the years, and if this one holds up it will be quite a story. The paper
doesn’t seem to be publicly available yet, but Dean will be lecturing on the proof at
Michigan next month. One of the experts in the field, Mel Hochster, has gone over it
carefully and is convinced it is correct. The rumor I hear is that it has been submitted
for publication to the Journal of the American Mathematical Society.

Update: There’s an announcement of Dean’s talks posted on sci.math.research.

Update: Someone wrote in with a comment to another post pointing out that Dean has
found a hole in her proof. For some more information about this, go here.

Comments

1. Chris W.
November 15, 2004

The contrasting examples of string theory and the Jacobian Conjecture (and the
other notable recent achievements mentioned below) illustrate why physics is
different, and arguably harder, than mathematics. Once a mathematical proof
has been carefully reviewed and published it stands forever. One may argue
about its significance, but one doesn’t have to worry that it will be contradicted
by existing or future observations.

The other crucial point is that, as Shiing-shen Chern observed in an essay
published during the Einstein Centennial year, mathematicians’ problems, while
often very difficult to solve, come to them more or less clearly formulated. In the
natural sciences one must sometimes struggle for years to properly formulate
the problem that needs to be solved.

I would suggest that the epistemological pathologies of string theory stem from
an inclination to evade those painful realities, knowing the enormous and often
lonely dedication that went into the theory’s early development. Also, one should
consider the example of Einstein’s lonely pursuit of a unified field theory in the
latter part of his career, and the disdain with which he was treated by many
younger researchers engrossed in the development of quantum mechanics and

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/JacobianConjecture.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/JacobianConjecture.html
http://www.leuschke.org/log/archives/2004/11/05/index.html#the_jacobian_co
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http://groups.google.com/groups?dq=&hl=en&lr=&group=sci.math.research&selm=d29cmre258j5%40legacy
http://groups.google.com/groups?dq=&hl=en&lr=&group=sci.math.research&selm=d29cmre258j5%40legacy
http://www.matrix.ua.ac.be/index.php?p=68
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quantum field theory, with the support of an ample supply of experimental input.
No one relishes being in Einstein’s position for very long.

2. Chris Oakley
November 15, 2004

Did not Superstring theory come from a similar multi-year, fashion-resisting,
career-endangering focus?

It did, which only goes to show that when rebels become the establishment, they
are even more reactionary than those they supplanted.

3. Arun
November 14, 2004

Did not Superstring theory come from a similar multi-year, fashion-resisting,
career-endangering focus?

4. mm
November 13, 2004

One correction to the original post. There is no department of Math Education at
Michigan. There is Math in LSA and there is the School of Education. Carolyn is
a lecturer in the Math Department. Her research interests are listed as being in
math education. Bass and Ball both have joint appointments in Math and
Education. After she was denied tenure, she founded and initially was the
director for MMSS, a summer program for high school students. I believe she
has recently taught, among other things, honors calculus and math for future
(elementary?) teachers.

Carolyn had a postdoc at University of Chicago. She probably went to Michigan
in 1989. She was definitely there in 1992.

I agree with Graham’s comments about tenure. It is perhaps bittersweet for
Carolyn that she was aided in solving the Jacobian conjecture by being a lecturer
at Michigan given that I am pretty sure that she was working on it while she was
working towards tenure. Of course, it could just have been the passage of time.
In any event, she could have chosen a research agenda with a shorter time
horizon. Instead, she gambled and lost (the tenure game, at least).

5. Graham
November 13, 2004

As far as I know, Bass hasn’t done any research mathematics in several years —
he’s been thinking about mathematics education, much of it with Deborah Ball. I
would seriously doubt that he even knows Dean was working on JC.

About Dean: I’m told that she has been at at Michigan since the mid-nineties,
when she had a tenure-track position and was denied tenure. Her husband is
also on faculty there (Stafford), which I imagine is part of the reason she’s still
there. I would be surprised if Michigan now hired her with tenure; it would be

http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/mmss/
http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/mmss/


tantamount to admitting that they’d made a mistake. However, she is clearly a
“serious mathematician”, as one of your other commenters put it. The fact that
she’s not tenured does not detract in the slightest from her talent or skill or
intelligence, only from her paycheck and job security.

It is interesting that recent quantum leaps in mathematics have been due to
people who showed exceptional ability to focus on one problem for years at a
time, but it’s certainly not surprising. In fact, this is in part what the tenure
system is designed to encourage — having nothing to lose. If there were no such
thing as tenure, Wiles would never have been able to devote years to working on
the solution to an incredibly difficult problem — he would have had to show some
progress on something in order to keep his job every year. Dean is in the same
position for a different reason; she has nothing to lose because she’s not regular
faculty. Perelman, too — his position in St. Petersburg wasn’t going to be taken
away from him. Doing away with tenure isn’t going to bring about this kind of
freedom for everyone — for most of us, it would mean we’d have to work on
simplistic problems that we knew we could publish on before the year’s end.

6. yuhan
November 13, 2004

Peter,
good to hear from you too.

Actually I know little about Dean beyond some googling. And yes, I was
wondering about the “tenure question” too which I’m sure must be a delicate
one. But I didn’t know that she had been thinking about the jacobian conjecture
for several years. Tenacity!

If I’m not mistaken, in some parts of europe there’s more of math culture of
keeping postdocs on practically indefinitely (at just slightly above a grad
students level) and giving them a huge block of time to create a significant work.
Is this correct?

I must correct myself in my last post: Hyman is *both* at math and education at
Michigan.

7. Chris Oakley
November 13, 2004

if you want grants, etc. you should be working on much shorter term projects.
It’s also remarkable that two out of three of these people didn’t have a regular
tenured position.

Of the two functions of a University, namely teaching and research, the former
IMHO tends to be done a lot better than the latter, possibly because it is easier
to apply correction mechanisms when things start to go wrong. Research, OTOH,
tends to be islands of excellence amid a sea of mediocrity, and the mediocre
seems to be highly resistant to any attempt to reform it. I think that something
needs to be done, but I am not quite sure what. My proposal was to abolish
tenured positions. Then at least people who are useless will only allowed to be



useless for a limited time. One of the most frustrating things possible for a young
researcher with a new idea is people of this kind being in a position to block
their every move. And these are tenured staff who more often than not would not
be shortlisted if they were forced to reapply for their jobs. I do not believe that
my suggestion would ever become a reality, but am interested to know whether
those reading this blog (who I suspect may well be more critical of “the
establishment” than average) either (a) think that there is a problem with
academic research and (b) have any ideas as to what to do about it.

8. Peter
November 13, 2004

It is remarkable that the last decade has seen great progress in math (Wiles
proving Fermat’s Last Theorem, Perelman proving the Poincare Conjecture, now
Dean the Jacobian Conjecture), all achieved by people willing to spend 7 years or
more focusing on a single problem. That’s not the way academic research is
generally structured, if you want grants, etc. you should be working on much
shorter term projects. It’s also remarkable that two out of three of these people
didn’t have a regular tenured position.

I think particle theory should learn from this. If some of the smarter people in
the field would actually spend 7 years concentrating on one problem, the field
might actually go somewhere instead of being dead in the water

9. The Great Gazoo
November 13, 2004

Does it seem strange that several conjectures have fallen in recent years due to
mathematicians that have spent nearly a decade solely focusing on a single
problem? This is an oddity isn’t it? I mean don’t mathematicians generally not
pour all of their energy into one thing that may or may not pan out?

10. Peter
November 12, 2004

Hi Yuhan,
Good to hear from you, and I’m glad you’ve been enjoying the weblog.

I really don’t know anything about Carolyn Dean, it sounds like you know more
than I do. So I don’t know whether Hyman was in any way involved in her work
on the Jacobian Conjecture. It is an amazing story and a very impressive
achievement. It will be interesting to see whether academia rewards her the way
it should. Will Michigan give her a tenured position?

11. yuhan
November 12, 2004

Dear Peter,

I’ve been a lurker, enjoying reading your blog, for some time now. But I am
blown away by the news that Carolyn Dean proved the jacobian conjecture (not



that I know her personally). I am wondering how she will be regarded — after all
conventional wisdom has it that lecturers can’t do research and here she has
clearly outdone “serious mathematicians”. She sure has a good brain and a good
heart too considering her passion in running math summer camps for high
school kids.

Interesting thing is that our ex-columbian Hyman Bass, a key contributor to the
jacobian conjecture, is also at Michigan but in the education dept. An internet
search shows that Dean and Bass had contact in education forums. Any
connection?

12. Peter
November 10, 2004

I don’t know anything about Carolyn Dean personally, just that one place on the
Michigan web-site refers to her as a “lecturer”, another as a “visiting lecturer”.
As I’m quite well aware from personal experience, these kinds of titles can refer
to all sorts of different kinds of actual positions. So the title doesn’t tell you
much, which is what I was awkwardly expressing.

13. mm
November 10, 2004

Just curious. What exactly did you mean by “nominally a lecturer”?



Provocative Comments From Veltman

November 10, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Martin Veltman gave a colloquium talk at Fermilab two weeks ago and, as usual, had
some very provocative comments to make. At the end of his talk he made the claim
that the only thing astrophysics has contributed to particle physics is information
about the number of neutrinos (from Helium abundance observations). He claims
“Apart from this, Astrophysics is so far useless to us.”

He then gave some purported data about how particle physicists really felt about the
impact of astrophysics and cosmology on their field. His slides say:

“Question put to many particle physicists: Do you feel that astrophysics and particle
physics are joined at the hip?

Response:

Refusing to respond on the grounds that it is an obscene proposition (99.9%)
Do not know what you are talking about (9.671%)
Undecided (rest)

Questions put to particle experimenters:

Your experiment is justified by claiming that it will tell us about the first seconds of
the big bang. Do you agree?

Response:

No (98.312%)
Do not know what you are talking about (1.671%)
Undecided (rest)

Do you feel that we need a new machine (linear collider) because it can be used to
discover dark matter (dark energy)?

Response:

No (98.312%)
Do not know what you are talking about (1.671%)
Is this related to the death star of Darth Vader? (3%)
Undecided (rest)”

I think Veltman has a very good point. The particle physics community seems to have
decided to try and sell the public on supporting particle physics, specifically a new
linear collider, by claiming that such a machine will “solve the mystery of dark
energy”, find “extra dimensions of space”, and tell us “how the universe came to be”
(see for instance the HEPAP Quantum Universe report). This all sounds very sexy, but
there’s no good reason to believe that a linear collider will do any of this. Maybe this

http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/presentations/041027Veltman.ppt
http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/presentations/041027Veltman.ppt
http://www.interactions.org/pdf/Quantum_Universe_GR.pdf
http://www.interactions.org/pdf/Quantum_Universe_GR.pdf


is the right way to sell the linear collider, but personally I’m rather uncomfortable
with this level of hype and wouldn’t want to be the one testifying under oath before
Congress about this.

Veltman also comments that “It appears to me that the only viable solution is that this
machine will be located in the US”, but given the massive deficit the Bush
administration has created and current political realities, I find it hard to believe we’ll
see the kind of budget increases for particle physics that would be required to make
this happen anytime soon.

Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
November 18, 2004

Since in 1 dimensions everything is pretty simple these susy field theories in 1+0
dimensions are not awfully exciting and you can get away with ignoring the susy
that appears here.
Or you may be inspired by it.

The question is for how many years, decades and centuries inspiration is enough.
Signatures for supersymmetry have had ample opportunity to show up in quite a
few different types of experiments, in the 1/3 century that has passed since
SUSY was proposed. No such signatures have been found. A common way of
summarizing the experimental situation is to say that SUSY requires fine-tuning
on the percent level. This seems like a serious critique of an idea which was
mainly meant to cure fine-tuning.

Anyway, we evidently have different opinions about how much inspiration should
be constrained by experiments. I would like to know one things, though. The
discovery of sparticles at the LHC would obviously be a great triumph for SUSY,
and it would prove me dead wrong in many ways. But do you think that the non-
discovery of sparticles at the LHC would in any way lessen the promise and
importance of SUSY?

2. D R Lunsford
November 18, 2004

,

Thanks, that was very interesting, and you have an excellent way of explaining
things (I imagine because you actually understand it).

-drl

3. November 18, 2004

Hi DRL –

Ok, well, I am not going to try to further explain why {D,D} = 2Box is the



algebra of worldline susy. Whoever does not believe it should check the standard
literature.

Concerning your question:

There is nothing artificial (‘clever’) going on, I think. The point is that the
standard Polyakov-like action of the single free relativistic particle is, when
regarded as a theory defined on the worldline, a 1+0 dimensional field theory of
a couple of bosonic fields (the coordinate fields) coupled to a lagrange multiplier
in such a way that the whole thing can be regarded as 1+0 dimensional gravity
coupled to massless scalars plus a ‘cosmological’ constant – on the worldline.

This is just a fact. This action is there and it describes known physics (for
instance you can compute QFT loop amplitudes in target space from it) and it
has this interpretation as a 1+0 dimensional field theory.

When this 1+0 dimensional field theory is susy-ed, which means that in addition
to free bosons we allow free massless fermions propagating on the worldline, it
gives us the action for single fermions in target space.

Up to this point one is firmly in the realm of known physics. All that has
happened is that one has realized that single particle trajectories have field
theoritic descriptions on the worldline – and supersymmetric field theories in
particular. (Check Siegel’s book for instance for the superfield formulation of
them.)

Since in 1 dimensions everything is pretty simple these susy field theories in 1+0
dimensions are not awfully exciting and you can get away with ignoring the susy
that appears here.

Or you may be inspired by it. Turns out that in 1+1 dimensions susy field
theories are still pretty simple, but taken as theories on the parameter space of
single objects again (as we did before for the worldline), they are not just a
curiosity but give rise in target space to perturbatively quantized superGR+YM.

This automatism that you cannot have a worldsheet which describes target space
fermions without having it supersymmetric and hence have the target space
theory supersymmetric is the reason why people say that string theory ‘predicts’
supersymmetry.

But one has to interpret this carefully. Just having the target space theory being
supersymmetric (locally) does not mean that its physically relevant solutions
exhibit this symmetry, as you know. Hence while the assumption of strings sort of
‘predicts’ that the world is locally supersymmetric, it does not (necessarily) say
anything about the observability of globally supersymmetric solutions (which
would give rise to superpartners observable in accelerators).

So, to make it very clear once again: Nothing of what I have said here is meant
as a proof that target space supersymmetry exists. But since worldline
supersymmetry does exist (since it is so trivial) the concept of supersymmetry
seems very natural from some point of view. Even more since in 1+1 dimensions



worldsheet susy does imply target space susy (while in 1+0 dimensions it only
implies target space fermions.)

Make of that what you want.

4. D R Lunsford
November 18, 2004

“Bow out?” Why? this is very interesting and at least for me informative.

RE p. 134 – OK fine, now I see what you were getting at – but isn’t this just a
clever jamming together of actions, one of which alone would lead to the Dirac
(neutrino) equation and the other to a free classical particle?

-drl

5. November 18, 2004

As I said, when you go from the vector fields to their Noether charges of the
sigma model you get the quadratic terms (like (partial phi)(partial phi) for the
Polyakov action).

The Dirac operator as well as its square that we are talking about all along are
Noether charges of a sigma model action that come from vector fields of the sort
that you are talking about.

As I said, you should consider the simple case of nonrelativistic supersymmetric
quantum mechanics to clarify the picture.

There is one of your vector fields, namely d_t on the worldline. Its charge is the
Hamiltonian H. You can write down the square root of d_t as usual, to get the
‘covariant’ superderivative D that satisfies {D,D} = i d_t . The charge associated
with D is the supercharge Q. This has Poisson bracket {Q,Q} = 2H, giving the
same algebra as your vector fields.

To summarize:

There are symmetry generators which are vector fields on super-parameter
space and satisfy

{D,D} = i d_t ,

where the bracket is the super-Lie bracket of super-vector fields

These have associated conserved charges which have the Poisson bracket

{Q,Q} = H ,

which is the same algebra as that of the symmetries they come from (which is no
surprise).

For the relativistic particle it is precisly analogous, only that here t becomes an



unphysical parameter tau and H becomes a constraint (the KG operator).

All this is elementary and standard. I’ll bow out at this point.

6. Thomas Larsson
November 18, 2004

The {D,D} = 2Box algebra is just a truncation of the super-Virasoro algebra and
there, too, as you know, L + \bar L is quadratic in derivatives.

There is some confusion here. The even generators of the super-Virasoro algebra
are the vector fields
L_m = z^(m+1) d/dz + f_m z^m \theta d/d\theta,
which are first order (I don’t want to work out the constants f_m). L_0 is
certainly not second order, not even if you add \bar L_m.

In fact, the superconformal algebra is the algebra of vector fields in superspace
which preserve the contact one-form
\alpha = dz + \theta d\theta
up to a function. Vector fields are always first-order differential operators; this is
the definition of a vector field.

We can also realize super-Virasoro as an infinite sum of bilinears, like
L_m = sum_n :a_n a_(m-n): + (n + km) :b_n c_(m-n):
i.e. as a subalgebra of gl(infinity). These may be viewed as vector fields acting on
an infinite-dimensional vector space whose coordinates are modes with positive
energy (m>0), and the negative-energy modes are derivatives. With that
interpretation, some of the L_m’s contain terms that are zeroth or second order,
but L_0 only contains first-order terms.

7. November 18, 2004

Danny –

Read on to p. 134. See exercise IIIB1.2 .

8. D R Lunsford
November 17, 2004

,

RE p. 132 of Siegel – all I see is typical particle actions on a trajectory. What
does this have to do with KG and “adding Fermions”?

-drl

9. Plato
November 17, 2004

Thomas,

Regarding the third string revolution: a minimal requirement for a something to



qualify as a revolution is that outsiders notice it. Most physicists of all kinds
noticed that many particle theorists started to talk about strings in 1984, about
branes in 1994, and about antropic selection in 2003. Much fewer outsiders, if
any, has noticed the emergent spacetime.

—

Lubos,
What do you think will be the main ideas which will propel the “third”
superstring revolution starting next year? Hopefully it will be something which
does not involve the anthropic principle.
Posted by JC at October 9, 2004 10:24 AM

I have to give credit where credit is duein reference to Third Superstring
Revolution

Identifyng this translation is necessary?

10. November 17, 2004

Thomas –

don’t mistake the symmetry generators in the Lagrangian, like partial_mu, with
their corresponding Noether charges which generate them by means of Poisson
brackets. Box is the (quantized) Noether charge of the partial_tau translation
symmetry on the worldline and has no reason to be linear in derivatives.

So sure {D,D} = 2Box is a susy. Box is the wordline ADM Hamiltonian. And you
really new this: The {D,D} = 2Box algebra is just a truncation of the super-
Virasoro algebra and there, too, as you know, L + \bar L is quadratic in
derivatives.

I bet once you think about this in terms of the nonrelativistic particle this
becomes clearer: The Hamiltonian is quadratic in the momenta and still it
generate time evolution.

And if you like, you can surely do some field theory using just worldlines, just like
you compute string amplitudes just using worldsheets. This is known as the
‘worldline technique’ for field theory. See for instance vanHolten’s hep-
th/9408027 and references given there.

DRL –

N is a Lagrange parameter, the lapse function on the worldline, i.e. the single
component of the worldline metric. It’s presence makes this action equivalent to
the (maybe more familiar?) NG-like action of the free particle.

All this is explained in introductory textbooks. For instance look at pp. 132 of
Warren Siegel’s book “Fields”, which you can download for free at

http://www.imsc.ernet.in/physweb/Fields.pdf

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/mt/mt-comments.cgi?entry_id=89
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/mt/mt-comments.cgi?entry_id=89
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/mt/mt-comments.cgi?entry_id=89
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/mt/mt-comments.cgi?entry_id=89
http://www.essentia.com/discovery/images/000AF072-4891-1F0A-97AE80A84189EEDF_p64.jpg
http://www.essentia.com/discovery/images/000AF072-4891-1F0A-97AE80A84189EEDF_p64.jpg
http://www.imsc.ernet.in/physweb/Fields.pdf
http://www.imsc.ernet.in/physweb/Fields.pdf


11. Thomas Larsson
November 17, 2004

Particles on a world-line is first quantization – that formalism cannot account for
creation and annihilation of particles. People invented something called quantum
field theory to cure that defect in the late 1920s.

To consider the appearence of superalgebras as a hint of SUSY seems to me like
a very long shot. {D,D}= Box and Box commutes with everything is a
superalgebra, which is relevant for fermions and spinors whose physical
relevance nobody has denied. This is not a supersymmetry because the
d’Alembertian is a second-order differential operator, whereas in {Q,Q} = P_mu
the RHS is a translation, i.e. first order.

However, I appreciate that people try to apply beautiful mathematical structures
to physics, although most of the beauty of SUSY is inherited from its
superalgebra structure. In fact, I discovered the higher-dimensional
generalization of the Virasoro algebra because I wanted to apply it to quantum
gravity. We now know that such an algebra exists and that it has a wonderfully
beautiful representation theory which seems to fit the needs of quantum gravity
exactly. This indicates to me that my original physical motivation was correct. So
mathematical beauty is certainly an important search criterion, but it can never
be a success criterion by itself. Even if EW says that it is magic and mystery.

It would of course be nothing wrong with SUSY, had it been seen in experiment.
However, there are just too many experiments that should have seen signatures
of SUSY but did not. The absense of sparticles is the most obvious one, but SUSY
also suggests a light Higgs, proton decay, permanent electric dipole moments,
WIMPs, a deviation in muon g-2, etc. None of these things have been seen, at
least not conclusively, which to me is a clear indication that SUSY just isn’t
there.

I guess that my position is similar to Veltman’s, expressed e.g. at the end of his
book:
“The fact is that this book is about physics, and this implies that the theoretical
ideas discussed must be supported by experimental facts. Neither
supersymmetry nor string theory satisfy this criterion. They are figments of the
theoretical mind. To quote Pauli: They are not even wrong. They have no place
here.”
I didn’t make up this quote; it can be found in one of the reviews at the
amazon.com link. Do you really think that you or your physics professor are
competent enough to question the opinion of a Nobel laureate in theoretical
particle physics?

Regarding the third string revolution: a minimal requirement for a something to
qualify as a revolution is that outsiders notice it. Most physicists of all kinds
noticed that many particle theorists started to talk about strings in 1984, about
branes in 1994, and about antropic selection in 2003. Much fewer outsiders, if
any, has noticed the emergent spacetime.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/981238149X/qid=1100678224/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/104-6672315-2333565?v=glance&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/981238149X/qid=1100678224/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/104-6672315-2333565?v=glance&s=books


12. D R Lunsford
November 16, 2004

..so this L is 1/2N (ds^2 – m^2 N^2) ?

What happened to (grad N)^2 (Klein-Gordon)?

-drl

13. November 16, 2004

Do you understand how the Klein-Gordon particle is described by the action

S = (1/2)\int dtau (N^-1 \dot X^m \dot X_m – Nm^2)

and how this action can be regarded as 1+0 dimensional ‘gravity’ coupled to
scalar ‘matter’ (just formally)?

14. D R Lunsford
November 16, 2004

No I don’t – “what” are you “adding”, and to “what”? Explain it to me, without
repeating the last two posts. Just jot down a few comments and I’ll interpolate.

From my perspective, a Dirac particle is a solution to the Dirac equation in the
usual Fock space treatment. It is a primitve object. Explain to me how it is not a
primitive object. I don’t know what you mean by “on the world-line” and so on.

-drl

15. November 16, 2004

Do you know how the relativistic bosonic particle is described by a field theory of
massless bosonic fields on the worldline (a 1-dimensional sigma-model)?

If you add massless fermions to such a field theory on the worldline it becomes
supersymmetric on the worldline (a 1-D susy sigma model) and now describes
fermions in target space instead of (or in addition to, depending on some details)
bosonic particles.

16. D R Lunsford
November 16, 2004

a) if you regard the massless Klein-Gordon particle as a 1+0 dimensional bosonic
field theory on the worldline and add fermionic fields on the worldline to it in
order to get target space fermions (the Dirac particle) the worldline theory
automatically becomes supersymmetric..

Umm.. what exactly does this mean?

-drl



17. November 16, 2004

Thomas –

recall the previous discussion. Steve M said about
superalgebras appearing in nuclear physics:

This doesn’t ‘prove’ supersymmetry of course but makes its realisation
in nature in particle theory, seem a whole lot more likely.

It was then said that if you are willing to take the mere appearance of
superalgebras as a hint that supersymmetry will play a more important role
(which you, Thomas, are not, but others might be) that then it would be ‘more’
interesting to consider worldline susy which indeed exists.

As you indicate by your reaction, and as was not disputed by anyone, this
worldline susy is rather trivial and hardly a hint for anything.

But some people may find it amusing to note that

a) if you regard the massless Klein-Gordon particle as a 1+0 dimensional bosonic
field theory on the worldline and add fermionic fields on the worldline to it in
order to get target space fermions (the Dirac particle) the worldline theory
automatically becomes supersymmetric

b) if you regard the bosonic string as a 1+1 dimensional bosonic field theory and
add worldsheet fermions to it in order to get target space fermions the
worldsheet theoy automatically becomes supersymmetric (this is how susy was
found in the western hemisphere) and is quantumly consistent only if the target
space solves susy GR+YM

c) if you regard the bosonic membrane as a 1+2 dimensional bosonic field theory
and add worldsheet fermions to it in order to get target space fermions the
worldvolume theory becomes supersymmetric and is classically consistent only if
the target space solves susy GR+YM .

This is not a proof for anything and if you don’t like it you are welcome to ignore
it.

Others may find it noteworthy that while spacetime susy is a delicate issue,
woldvolume (-line, -sheet) susy is inevitable, since in low dimensions adding
massless fermions to massless bosons is (almost) bound to give susy, as is
exemplified by the boring old Dirac particle. And here a small step in parameter
space (going from 1+0 to 1+1) is a large step in target space (going from
nothing at all to susy-GR+YM).

18. Plato
November 16, 2004

Thomas,

Plato, the Third Superstring Revolution, also known as the Anthropic Revolution,



happened in 2003. The interpretation is that experimental agreement is now
irrelevant. String theory is correct even though it disagrees with observation,
because God created the Universe to be compatible with human life.

One thing I can tell you, though, is that most string theorist’s suspect that
spacetime is a emergent Phenomena in the language of condensed matter
physics.Witten

I developed a post today on my blog, in response to your statement. Sometimes,
the very language one uses, orders the sequences of thought in another way? I
present this to you in this light, and hope you will read post when it materializes
later.:) I am learning.

The substance of the official Third Superstring Revolution was posted on this
Blog and officially(I recogize your statement) raises the line I have used of
Witten.

Would you agree to entertain the Third Superstring Revolution in this way?

I might ask you then, that if this language had been changed, then what would
the professor crossing the room mean? One would have look to what is
materializing from condensed matter physics, by what is being presented, by
Robert Lauglin. You see?

19. Thomas Larsson
November 16, 2004

Anonymous, the electron can to a good approximation be considered a free Dirac
particle. The electron was discovered in 1895 and supersymmetry around 1970.
Maybe this is an indication that having a Dirac particle is not sufficient for
supersymmetry. However, I find it quite likely that electrons will be found at the
LHC. If you wish, you may hail that as proof for supersymmetry.

Plato, the Third Superstring Revolution, also known as the Anthropic Revolution,
happened in 2003. The interpretation is that experimental agreement is now
irrelevant. String theory is correct even though it disagrees with observation,
because God created the Universe to be compatible with human life.

20. November 15, 2004

Hi DRL, {D,D} = 2 Box ! 

21. Plato
November 15, 2004

Is it nice that Veltman recieved award with Gerard t Hooft in 1999? Is this
correct?

IN response to Peter’s post I posted about five threads in relation to what Peter
and others might reconsider, as to the question of how we might look at quantum
computerization(non)?

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/witten/oh/10.html
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/witten/oh/10.html
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/witten/oh/10.html
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/witten/oh/10.html
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/witten/oh/10.html
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/witten/oh/10.html


With the Third Superstring Revolution, what shall emerge from a change in
Fundamental interpretation of Quantum Mechanics?

22. D R Lunsford
November 15, 2004

I’m sorry, but there is no Bosonic context for a Dirac particle. There is the old
“neutrino theory of light” but those are not Fermions because of an implicit
correlation that ruins the statistics.

Perhaps you could scribble here a few lines about the claim infra.

23. November 14, 2004

If one really wanted to see ‘formal’ evidence for spacetime supersymmetry as in

‘Superalgebras play a role here and there in physics, hence they are
likely to also play a role in HEP.’

I would suggest to take the Dirac particle. It has worldline 1+0 dimensional N=1
supersymmetry in the ‘right’ sense. There is a Hamiltonian constraint which
generates time evolution (the Klein-Gordon operator) and the Dirac operator is
the corresponding supercharge.

This might be a coincidence of low dimensions. But one might take it as a ‘hint’
for spacetime susy that by just going from this worldline susy to an analogous
worldsheet susy yields spacetime susy GR+YM .

24. Thomas Larsson
November 13, 2004

By definition, a Lie superalgebra is like a Lie algebra, except that some brackets
are fermionic, so

[even, even] = even
[even, odd] = odd
{odd, odd} = even

A supersymmetry is a particular kind of superalgebra where some of the even
generators can be identified with spacetime translations. Whereas superalgebras
are a very beautiful and far-reaching generalization of Lie algebras, the extra
translation condition that makes it into a supersymmetry does not seem
particularly interesting.

But the two concepts are often blurred, as in the case of gold nuclei. One reason
seems to be that supersymmetry has been more heavily sold.

25. D R Lunsford
November 12, 2004

I dont’ see how you can have half a ball of wax. Please explain? How is it a
superalgebra if



{Q, Qdot} not = some kind of translation

Perhaps I missed the definition of superalgebra.

-drl

26. November 12, 2004

Yes, this ‘supersymmetry’ operation between nuclei has nothing to do with
whether the (effective) field theory that describes the particles and interaction in
our world enjoys symmetry under a graded extension of the Lorentz group
(locally).

Graded algebras and Grassmann parameters are just concepts useful enough
that they show up all over the place, not necessarily in the context of
supersymmetry in high energy physics.

For instance in statistical physics many people will tell you that they are using
‘supersymmetry methods’ to evaluate their free energy or something. What they
really do is conveniently express determinants as Grassmann integrals. So this
method should rather be called a ‘BRST-like method’. It has nothing to do with
spacetime supersymmetry, either.

Of course some people feel inclined to argue that any piece of sufficiently nice
mathematics should play a role in a TOE…

27. Thomas Larsson
November 12, 2004

To answer drl’s question regarding what physical evidence points to
supersymmetry, “nuclear supersymmetry” has been observed and verified
experimentally. At Yale in 1990 it was suggested that supersymmetry effects
might be seen in nuclear physics. A super-algebra was proposed that allows a
nucleus with even nos of protons and neutrons(even-even), 2 nuclei with even
nos protons/odd nos. neutrons (even-odd)and odd nos protons/even nos neutrons
(odd-even), and an (odd-odd) to transform into each other via this
supersymmetry algebra. Platinum-194(even-even), gold-195(odd-even)
platinum-195 (even-odd) and gold 196(odd-odd)form such a supersymmetric
quartet.

From what I’ve heard, this is not a supersymmetry, but rather an internal
superalgebra symmetry. No bosonic subalgebra can be identified with spacetime
transformations, which is the definition of a supersymmetry. An internal
superalgebra symmetry does not necessarily imply superpartners of equal mass.

A genuine supersymmetry seems to exist in the tricritical Ising model in 2D,
however; this is the CFT with c = 7/10. It is unclear to me what this
supersymmetry corresponds to in experimental realizations such as a monolayer
of Argon atoms on an inert graphite substrate.

Finally, I doubt that Lubos Motl will stay in his restroom for the rest of his life



when no sparticles are found at the LHC. On the contrary, he will aggressively
explain how absense of sparticles and extra-dimensions confirms that string
theory is correct.

28. D R Lunsford
November 12, 2004

Steven M,

That’s interesting, it means that SuSy works as a dynamical symmetry (like say
isospin for a simple nuclear model). Of course it doesn’t imply that the actual
Bosons and Fermions of the world are related this way.

In the experimental situation described, how does the anticommutator

{Q_r, Qbar_sdot} = 2 sigma^a_r_sdot P_a (P_a = translation)

show up physically?

29. Anonymous
November 11, 2004

I don’t want to comment on how much particle physics
has contributed towards astrophysics. One thing however is certainly true. in the
last decade many experimental high energy physicists have switched over to
astrophysics/gravitation experiments such as LIGO, GLAST, supernova
csomology, CMB
experiments, TeV gamma ray astronomy experiments,
uhe cosmic rays, etc.
If no evidence for physics beyond the standard model is found by the time LHC
starts I
expect more high energy physicists to switch over
to astrophysics. Also both Fermilab and SLAC
have set up astrophysics groups.
OTOH I don’t know of a single example of an astronomer switching over to
experimental high energy physics or
national astronomy institutes such as NRAO setting up a high energy physics
group.

30. Mubos Lotl
November 11, 2004

Lubos Motl said: “I don’t care too much about dark matter – and I would agree
with Veltman that the influence of astrophysics on theoretical high-energy
physics has been small”.
Just to clarify: we string theorists don’t really care about dark matter and
ESPECIALLY — Sean — we don’t care about so-called dark energy. String theory
clearly favors a negative cosmological constant, so all current observations
suggesting a positive one are clearly wild monkey speculations that have no
connection with reality. String theory likewise says nothing at all about dark
matter, so obviously it doesn’t exist.



31. Steve M
November 11, 2004

To answer drl’s question regarding what physical evidence points to
supersymmetry, “nuclear supersymmetry” has been observed and verified
experimentally. At Yale in 1990 it was suggested that supersymmetry effects
might be seen in nuclear physics. A super-algebra was proposed that allows a
nucleus with even nos of protons and neutrons(even-even), 2 nuclei with even
nos protons/odd nos. neutrons (even-odd)and odd nos protons/even nos neutrons
(odd-even), and an (odd-odd) to transform into each other via this
supersymmetry algebra. Platinum-194(even-even), gold-195(odd-even)
platinum-195 (even-odd) and gold 196(odd-odd)form such a supersymmetric
quartet. Given the energy spectra of gold-196 the supersymmetry algebra gives
the spectra for the other 3 nuclei in the quartet. Verified in the lab now by
several groups. Other supersymmetric nuclear quartets have been found. This
doesnt “prove” supersymmetry of course but makes its realisation in nature in
particle theory, seem a whole lot more likely.
See
http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/12/10/3

32. Hacik
November 11, 2004

I believe expectations for the top quark mass were always “just around the
corner”, creeping upwards year after year, until it was finally found. So there’s
still hope.

33. Matthew
November 11, 2004

Just to rain on Lubos’s parade a little bit, most of the phenomenology talks here
over the past couple of months have started out with why the current bounds on
the Higgs mass strongly disfavour the MSSM. They don’t rule it out, but it’s
strongly disfavoured.

My understand of the history is that SUSY has been “around the corner, next
accelerator” since it was first dreamed up.

34. Plato
November 11, 2004

I thought I would add this in the hopes of “expanding” current limitations in
matter considerations.

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/sound-waves-in-cmb.html

35. D R Lunsford
November 11, 2004

So Motl,

http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/12/10/3
http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/12/10/3
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/sound-waves-in-cmb.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/sound-waves-in-cmb.html


What physical evidence points to SuSy? Name one thing. One.

-drl

36. Lubos Motl
November 11, 2004

Of course that it will be shocking when SUSY is found. It will be so shocking that
the people who have fought against SUSY will have to hide in their restrooms for
the rest of their lives, Thomas. 

At least I can’t really imagine how could you be able to appear publicly on the
internet after your teachings will be devastated beyond reasonable doubts, and
after everyone will see that you were trying to return the humakind to the
Middle Ages. 

Moreover, it’s pretty likely that it will happen! SUSY is gonna be found, it will be
dramatic, and string theorists are ready to take credit for it. 

37. Thomas Larsson
November 11, 2004

It’s easy to be provocative, as we know. If Veltman doesn’t think that
astrophysics has contributed to particle physics, he must not care about the
discovery of the muon, evidence for non-baryonic dark matter, dark energy,
neutrino masses and mixings, constraints on everything from time-dependence of
alpha to the mass of the photon, and just about all of general relativity. In the
last thirty years, astrophysics has contributed enormously more to particle
physics than ground-based experiments have.

In the last 30 years? Since November 1974? Even if you discount the J/psi, do
you really think that beauty, top, W, Z, and the tau neutrino are nil? It may be
easy to be provocative. Perhaps it’s also easy to win a Nobel, like Veltman.

38. Sean
November 11, 2004

It’s easy to be provocative, as we know. If Veltman doesn’t think that
astrophysics has contributed to particle physics, he must not care about the
discovery of the muon, evidence for non-baryonic dark matter, dark energy,
neutrino masses and mixings, constraints on everything from time-dependence of
alpha to the mass of the photon, and just about all of general relativity. In the
last thirty years, astrophysics has contributed enormously more to particle
physics than ground-based experiments have.

Of course you still need colliders at the energy frontier, and it’s misleading
(although not completely dishonest) to sell them through the connection to
cosmology. Denying that there is a connection is just dishonest.

39. Thomas Larsson
November 11, 2004



Lubos,

but of course I do care about the superpartners, if they exist, and/or the extra
dimensions which would be even more shocking if they could be seen.

So it would be shocking if superpartners were seen? OK, I might agree on that,
but I’m surprised that you think that it would be shocking if you won your
experimental-susy-at-the-LHC bet.

Of course a linear collider must be built. I don’t really care where, but it would
be a disaster if this project were lost like the SSC, or apparently unable to
produce any relevant information like Tevatron II. It is most likely the last big
collider to be built in my lifetime.

40. Plato
November 11, 2004

Well I am on the outside looking in.:)

What value would Iscap be to the population of scientists then, and for that
matter, subjects that would treat Bekenstein Bound, in relation to spin networks.
You would have to throw John Baez in the bunch?

Would mathematicains then be left in abstract spaces not theoretically
developing theIr math along side of the physics?

41. Lubos Motl
November 11, 2004

Of course that the linear collider would be built in order to learn the mind of God
in the most scientific way possible. Do you think that these billions of dollars
would be spent to learn the mind of Peter Woit? No! No one smaller than God is
relevant in this game. 

Moreover, the linear collider has many advantages over the synchrotrons like the
LHC. The latter is a hadronic machine, and the collisions are pretty dirty and
most of the events are just pure QCD. Even if SUSY is seen, it may be pretty
difficult to measure various parameters on the LHC.

On the other hand, the lepton machines are much better to measure the energy
of all the particles in the game, and the date are sharper. It is hard to imagine
that a useful new lepton machine could be built as LEP, and the natural step after
the LHC is therefore a linear collider.

The linear collider would provide us with completementary information
compared to the hadronic machines. I don’t care too much about dark matter –
and I would agree with Veltman that the influence of astrophysics on theoretical
high-energy physics has been small – but of course I do care about the
superpartners, if they exist, and/or the extra dimensions which would be even
more shocking if they could be seen.

http://www.iscap.columbia.edu/
http://www.iscap.columbia.edu/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/planck/img90.gif
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/planck/img90.gif


42. Thomas Larsson
November 11, 2004

I’m not so sure. The SSC was supposed to uncover the God particle, but it was
cancelled anyway.

43. Hackticus
November 10, 2004

Physicist should just start sayin that their accelerators will “probe the mind of
God” or somthin, they’ll get all the money they want from this gumint. I’m sure
Lubos would be happy to testify before Congress.



QCD and String Theory at the KITP

November 18, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The KITP at Santa Barbara is holding a conference on QCD and String Theory this
week, and the talks have started to appear online.

Of the ones I’ve taken a quick look at so far, there doesn’t seem to be any obvious
recent progress on the 30-year old main question that everyone would like the answer
to: can one find a reliable analytical technique for dealing with QCD in the infrared
regiion where the effective coupling is strong? The best hope for this in recent years
has been the AdS/CFT correspondence, but after seven years the state of the art there
still seems to be a long ways from solving the problem one wants to solve (although it
does give solutions to other problems). I’m looking forward to seeing what some of
the later talks will have to say, including Larry Yaffe’s one tomorrow on “Large N
gauge theories: old and new”.

Comments

1. BEB
November 19, 2004

Actually, contrary to what Strominger and Motl may think, some physicists (even
string theorists!) do consider it to be among the “top ten “millenium problems”
posed:

“Can we quantitatively understand quark and gluon confinement in Quantum
Chromodynamics and the existence of a mass gap? ”

http://feynman.physics.lsa.umich.edu/strings2000/millennium.html

Most of the other problems seem to be string theory inspired, and some (like 1
and 7) frankly not answerable, IMHO. They do not have the flavor of Hilbert’s
problems of really encompassing the breadth of the subject. I would have
expected a better list.

What are some of the more important subjects to pursue? String
“phenomenology”? Glad I am not the one being brainwashed and be led astray.

2. Peter
November 18, 2004

The problem with QCD isn’t that there’s no rigorous proof of confinement, it’s
that there’s no controlled analytical approximation that captures what is going
on in the theory at long distances. Lacking this, there’s a real sense in which we
don’t understand quantum gauge theories. For QCD itself, maybe we don’t care
that much since we have lattice calculations, and the evidence for the theory is

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/qcd_c04
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/qcd_c04
http://feynman.physics.lsa.umich.edu/strings2000/millennium.html
http://feynman.physics.lsa.umich.edu/strings2000/millennium.html


so overwhelming we don’t really need to extract more predictions from it to
compare with experiment.

But it’s an important part of physics and we really should be able to understand
what is going on there. The best bet for this kind of understanding has always
been to find a consistent 1/N expansion of the theory, probably using string
theory methods. AdS/CFT is tantalizingly close to getting somewhere with this,
it’s surprising to me there hasn’t been more progress recently. I don’t think
Strominger is helping the situation if he is dismissing the importance of this
problem and encouraging students instead to concentrate on the doomed project
of unifying the Standard Model and gravity via some sort of 11d supersymmetric
M-theory.

3. Lubos Motl
November 18, 2004

One thing that Peter is not able to appreciate is that the character of the
*important* questions is changing with time, as our understanding becomes
deeper.

In fact, this question of confinement was *exactly* the example used by Andy
Strominger last week when he was explaining the situation of string theory to
the new grad students.

He said that when he was a student, the most important question in theoretical
physics was to prove that QCD confines at low energies. “It’s still an interesting
question and you may get 1 million USD from the Clay Institute if you solve it,”
Strominger said, but he explained that we simply have overwhelming evidence
that confinement is true and QCD works, and we must simply move on.

I totally agree with Strominger on this point. There are many other important
questions whose answers we really do not know, and answering them would be
much more important than to find a rigorous proof of some answers that we’re
anyway pretty sure that are correct.

4. November 18, 2004

That pretty much summarizes all progress in string theory since the 1980’s:
never solving the problems you thought you wanted to solve, but finding
solutions to problems it never occured to you to ask.



String Theory and Philosophy

November 18, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

From Sean Carroll’s weblog I see that he’s in Austin now for a session at a meeting of
the Philosophy of Science Association. Philosophers of science seem to actually write
up their talks in advance, and many of the talks for this meeting are already available
online. Poking around on their website with papers from earlier conferences, I ran
into one on Scientific Realism and String Theory by Richard Dawid.

Dawid appears to have swallowed the hype about string theory hook, line and sinker.
He believes that string theory exhibits a new paradigm of how to do physics, one
where the idea of being able to calculate anything about the real world and compare
it to observations is passe. All that matters now is “theoretical uniqueness”, that one’s
theory is the only possible one. He doesn’t seem to notice that there’s something kind
of funny about people claiming that they have a wondrous unique theory, but don’t
know quite what it is and can’t calculate anything about the real world with it. The
S-matrix theorists of the 60s also promoted the idea that they had a wondrous unique
theory, but didn’t know quite what it was. Probably one can dig up philosophy of
science articles from that period about how a whole new paradigm of how to do
science was required.

Dawid also seems to believe that the dualities of M-theory imply the “dissolution of
ontology”, that “the ontological object has simply vanished”. In reality, what has
vanished is not the ontological object, but the theory.

Over at Robert Helling’s web-site you can read an example of the latest philosophical
excuses about why string theory now can’t predict anything, together with
implausible wishful thinking about how this might change since “It’s just at this stage
we are not yet powerful enough to make these kinds of predictions”.

For the life of me I can’t figure out why smart physicists and philosophers can’t see
the obvious fact that is staring them in the face. You don’t need a new paradigm of
how to do science, the old one works just fine. If you have a conjectural theoretical
scientific idea, there are two ways in which it can turn out to be wrong. Either it
predicts something that disagrees with experiment, or it is so vacuous that it predicts
nothing. The evidence is now overwhelming that, if string theory is consistent at all, it
is wrong for the second reason.

Update: Dawid actually has a whole fancy web-site about Realism and String Theory.
He also has a newer paper on Undetermination and Theory Succession from a String
Theoretical Perspective.

The PhilSci archive does have another paper about string theory, one by Reiner
Hedrich entitled Superstring Theory and Empirical Testability. Hedrich is much less
credulous than Dawid, noting about superstring theory “above all, it has fundamental
problems with empirical testability – problems that make questionalbe its status as a
physical theory at all.”

http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2004_11_01_preposterousuniverse_archive.html#110058111441713770
http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2004_11_01_preposterousuniverse_archive.html#110058111441713770
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/view/confandvol/90.htm
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/view/confandvol/90.htm
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/view/confandvol/confandvol.html
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/view/confandvol/confandvol.html
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/archive/00001240/01/re+str.PDF
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/archive/00001240/01/re+str.PDF
http://atdotde.blogspot.com/2004/11/theories-of-everything.html
http://atdotde.blogspot.com/2004/11/theories-of-everything.html
http://phaidon.philo.at/~dawid/
http://phaidon.philo.at/~dawid/
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Comments

1. plato
November 21, 2004

Arun,

As noted earlier in Peter’s blog, there are recent mathematical advances which
required concentrated work for several years of silence for the authors.

There is no doubt in my mind the contemplative thinking asks that we recognize
the essence of any equation, and a lot of times. The mind clicks a notch, when
sitting by a stream(ask witten), and the mind had disassociated itself, from such
efforts.

There is a always a incubative time for consideration, as you quote saids. I
thought, all mathematicians had good focus?

2. Arun
November 21, 2004

Are there reasons other than the overselling of string theory that the situation
hold that Peter describes?

For instance, perhaps string theory presents research problems that are more
likely to reach fruition in one post-doc term than other areas?

As noted earlier in Peter’s blog, there are recent mathematical advances which
required concentrated work for several years of silence for the authors. Are
there sociological factors operating in physics that preclude the kind of work
that might be needed for such breakthroughs?

3. Thomas Larsson
November 21, 2004

Steve M.,

Peter is of course completely capable of answering for himself, and has already
done so. My perspective is somewhat different, in that I have a well-developed
suggestion for the missing mathematical structure.

Let’s also assume absence of any new experimental guidance, then what
alternative mathematical structures or approaches in our opinion (ie non string
theory) would have enabled a viable leap (or even step) beyond the SM or GR? I
assume you would approve of deeper investigation into the mathematical
underpinnings of the SM like gauge fields/YM and Dirac operators, but people
have looked (are looking) at this anyway surely?

I have looked one particular mathematical underpinning of the SM and GR since
1987, but despite rather remarkable progress the physics community has been
completely uninterested. From this I have concluded that people who already



know the correct Theory of Everything have simply no interest in learning about
new mathematics, not in the 80s and not now. Mathematicians have in my
experience always been much more open-minded, perhaps because everything
that I have done has also been worked upon by some mathematicians because of
its intrinsic mathematical interest.

More precisely, I’m talking about the quantum representation theory of the
correct constraint algebras of GR and the SM. The constraint algebra (in
covariant formulations) of GR is the group of 4-diffeomorphisms, and the
constraint algebra of the SM is the group of gauge transformations based on
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1). Upon quantization these algebras acquire quantum
correction, making them into higher-dimensional analogues of the Virasoro and
affine Kac-Moody algebras. That such algebras exist, and that they have an
interesting representation theory is by itself some kind of mathematical success.

This goes beyond field theory, because a 4D Virasoro algebra is a diffeomorphism
anomaly in 4D, something which can not exist within field theory. Nevertheless,
there are no assumptions about new physics here. 4-diffeomorphisms and
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) gauge transformations are simply the correct constraints of
GR+SM. So one reason why people have failed to go beyond GR+SM might be
that there isn’t anything there; at least there are no conclusive experimental
hints. There are some well-known mathematical problems, e.g. that GR and QM
are inconsistent and that the SM is somewhat ugly (although by no means as
ugly as string theory), but this may well be explained by the fact that people
have missed the existence of the relevant anomalies.

In the absence of experimental guidance in 25 years now surely all possible
alternatives are just wishful thinking too and can’t make any predictions either?
Everything else that has ever tried to go beyond the SM and GR has run into
their own technical brick walls too so you can’t really just single out string
theory esp when it was the most promising.

I don’t think that loop quantum gravity is particularly promising neither.
However, when evaluating the promise of an approach it is not fair only to judge
the physical achievements (string theory: 0, LQG: 0, me: 0), without taking into
account the amount of time and funding invested in it. Public spenders must
expect public scrutiny, and big public spenders must expect more public scrutiny
than small ones. If the funding to LQG were raised to string theory levels, e.g. by
redistributing funding from string theory, and LQG didn’t make any spectacular
progress after a decade neither, then it would be fair to criticize it too.

Another intrinsic aspect of string theory is the consistent overselling for the past
20 years. I always felt dubious about a theory without experimental support, but
what convinced me that string theory is not only wrong but detrimental to
science was a Physics Today article by Gordon Kane in 1997, entitled “String
theory is not only testable, but super-testable”. The title vividly illustrates the
complete discrepancy between the hype and the actual achievements. In this
respect, string theory is totally unique in serious science, and can only be
compared to pseudo-science.



4. Peter
November 20, 2004

Hi Steve,

A couple comments. You’re right that my own point of view is that, given the lack
of experimental guidance, the most promising thing for theorists to do is to try
and learn more about the mathematical structures used in the standard model
and see if new and better ways of understanding them can be found. There seem
to me to be quite a few things of this kind to investigate, but I can tell you from
personal experience that if you try and talk to most theorists about these issues,
they’re really not interested. The attitude has become very widespread that the
only possible mathematically sophisticated approach to particle theory is string
theory, and that anyone who thinks otherwise is just too stupid to be a string
theorist. Throughout the late eighties and into the early nineties, besides doing
string theory, Witten came up with a lot of new ideas about gauge theories, but
for the last ten years or so he seems to have decided to devote his full energies
to string theory.

I don’t think there’s only one thing people should be working on. In the absence
of any particularly promising idea, which is where we are now, they should be
trying out a wide range of different things. But there needs to be a much more
honest process of recognizing when ideas don’t work and moving on to try
something else. What’s completely dysfunctional about the field is the way it
continues to be dominated by the idea of unifying the SM and gravity in an 11d
M-theory of some kind, long after it should be clear this can’t work. It would
have been unreasonable to demand predictions from string theory during the
first few years that people were seriously looking into it, but twenty years later,
the fact that it can’t produce a single prediction of any kind should count very
heavily. String theorists should be honest about how bad the situation is, and
stop heavily hyping and promoting the theory unless they can make some real
progress with it.

The main question facing the field seems to me to be that of how to encourage
more people to try different things, and not just stick to one failed idea because
it is what every one else is doing.

5. Steve M
November 19, 2004

Peter, I am curious about something. Let’s suppose we could turn the clock back
20 years to 1984 and let’s imagine that Green and Schwarz never did their
famous Colorado calculation. String theory remains a backwater of physics in the
80s pursued by only a few diehards. So the question is: how would you have liked
physics to have evolved–if you had had your way–to the present day, and would
the situation really be any better than it is now? Or perhaps even worse? Let’s
also assume absence of any new experimental guidance, then what alternative
mathematical structures or approaches in our opinion (ie non string theory)
would have enabled a viable leap (or even step) beyond the SM or GR? I assume
you would approve of deeper investigation into the mathematical underpinnings



of the SM like gauge fields/YM and Dirac operators, but people have looked (are
looking) at this anyway surely? In the absence of experimental guidance in 25
years now surely all possible alternatives are just wishful thinking too and can’t
make any predictions either? Everything else that has ever tried to go beyond
the SM and GR has run into their own technical brick walls too so you can’t
really just single out string theory esp when it was the most promising.

6. plato
November 19, 2004

DRL,

I do not want to defer on recognizing your enthusiam either:)

The increasing complexity, of what one might reveal of the cosmo, with a
microcosmic view, had me consider how either the string theorist or the LQGist
might interpret, that same cosmos. Gamma detection is one view right.:)

There are obvious attempts to interpret quantum gravity. I was looking for how
they might view the picture supplied in my previous post.

If it is becoming increasing complex , the basis of their determnations would
have to have a foundation to begin with, right?

Mathematically, how could two views of picture supplied in previous post, be so
different, and are they?

As I stand, under the arch of reason, I am asking about that one thing. City
Slickers, was very interesting from my historical perspective:)

7. November 19, 2004

Lubos,

String theory, once it’s understood completely, cannot really be an approximation
of anything deeper – it follows from its basic mathematical features.

Can you explain this in more detail for a layman?
(layman = math grad student, in this case)

8. Lubo? Motl
November 19, 2004

Hi,

I just want to say that I’ve seen your replies, and I find it inappropriate to answer
this kind of feedback.

All the best
Lubo?

9. Chris Oakley
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November 19, 2004

String theory, once it’s understood completely, cannot really be an approximation
of anything deeper – it follows from its basic mathematical features. There were
many complicated historical coincidences that have led up to this point – namely
string theory – but once we know that it’s a fact, there is some sense in which it
could have been derived without explicit data from experiments, by “pure
thought” much like many ancient philosophers were dreaming.

I am going to go into suspended animation for a few decades. Could someone
please revive me when Harvard physics professors start doing science again?

10. Thomas Larsson
November 19, 2004

But this feels worse, as it is based on what is being peddled by very smart and
established people. Someone once told me that in the 80s David Gross predicted
that string theorists would be able to predict the quark mass matrix within a
decade. It is safe to say that that day will never come.

Stephen Weinberg was here in Stockholm in December 1984, attending the
Rubbia-van Meer Nobel party. At a colloqium he predicted that some smart
young string theorist would win the Nobel Prize in 1991. Well, that prediction
was at least falsifyable.

11. Chris W.
November 18, 2004

This old post by Michael Nielsen has some relevance to this discussion. (Don’t
ignore the comments.)

So does this well-known commentary by Albert Einstein.

12. November 18, 2004

“What sort of scenario do you have in mind? How could string theory be proved
irrelevant?”

Bon Motl believes string theory follows rigorously from the existence of God. So,
if you can just disprove the existence of God, then even he will admit string
theory is irrelevent.

13. Chris W.
November 18, 2004

Of course that all these conclusions would break down in the (unlikely) scenario
that string theory will eventually be proved irrelevant.

What sort of scenario do you have in mind? How could string theory be proved
irrelevant? I can’t imagine what a “proof” of irrelevance is supposed to mean
here. On the other hand, I can imagine how the majority of theoretical physicists
might lose interest in string theory’s continued development, even in the
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absence of such a “proof”.

And, while I’m at it, how would we know that string theory is a “fact”? We don’t
know that any scientific theory is a fact. Theories may successfully account for
facts, but they are never known to be facts themselves. That they have achieved
some empirical success can certainly be a fact; indeed, these successes are
among the more important facts that we hope to explain with subsequent
theories.

Of course, if a theory has never achieved any empirical success, or at least no
unique empirical success, it is more likely* to be regarded as irrelevant, simply
because it offers nothing that calls for a explanation.

(*  Physical theories often retain some relevance as sources of ideas for building
new theories, but in this respect they share the stage with many ideas from
mathematics, philosophy, and even engineering.)

14. D R Lunsford
November 18, 2004

Plato,

While I admire your enthusiasm, you have absolutely no idea about what is going
on in physics. You should keep that in mind before posting.

-drl

15. D R Lunsford
November 18, 2004

My feelings about philosophers are usually negative, but this guy was able to
capture some important philosophical differences between string theory and
previous pictures how to do science that should undoubtedly affect the way how
philosophers think about science and its developments.

And this is what I specifically detest about you folks – as if you, who have
predicted nothing, and accomplished nothing, and DO nothing other than
produce hot stupid uninteresting AIR, have the right to stand in judgment on the
methods of Newton, Einstein, Maxwell, Faraday, Hertz, Kelvin…

You in particular, Motl, have never written a scientific word worth reading,
notwithstanding your “lofty” position. Your bombast and bluster are nothing but
a cover for your empty sophist’s self-indulgent house of cards. You will never
accomplish anything in science – your very presence is an affront to reason.

You toss around the word “old fashioned” like a radical’s gas cocktail thrown
through the window, a crazy Bolshevik on a mission from your “God”. Save me
from the “good” people.

16. plato
November 18, 2004



Maybe people just do not like dealing with the complexity of the issues?

We all like solid things, we just don’t know how they got that way from a earlier
time?

As a outsider, it is not to hard to maintain a view of the arguements that are
presented when theoretical minds engage themselves.

Maybe it as easy as saying that the following picture, can be taken one of two
ways? Are The extremities of these theoretical positions, presenting themselves
this way?

I thought of putting the old woman versus beautiful woman picture, that changes
when perspective is changed. But the picture choosen, should do.

17. Lubos Motl
November 18, 2004

My feelings about philosophers are usually negative, but this guy was able to
capture some important philosophical differences between string theory and
previous pictures how to do science that should undoubtedly affect the way how
philosophers think about science and its developments.

Of course that all these conclusions would break down in the (unlikely) scenario
that string theory will eventually be proved irrelevant. However, if it’s relevant,
the various standard old-fashioned ideas must be revisited. Every previous
theory was an approximation of a better theory. String theory, once it’s
understood completely, cannot really be an approximation of anything deeper – it
follows from its basic mathematical features. There were many complicated
historical coincidences that have led up to this point – namely string theory – but
once we know that it’s a fact, there is some sense in which it could have been
derived without explicit data from experiments, by “pure thought” much like
many ancient philosophers were dreaming.

Of course, these statements are just “in principle” because – first of all – history
was very different and observations were totally essentially for us to move in
essentially the right direction and – second of all – we still don’t know exactly
how to complete string theory in such a way that the true quantities in the
Universe can be calculated with the desirable precision.

I am not gonna comment on Peter’s conjectures about what’s the reason why
string theory “is wrong” because I think that these comments of Peter are
stupidities that simply don’t deserve my time right now.

18. BEB
November 18, 2004

Well said, Peter.

I think I am seeing another example of the over-selling that will ultimately
backfire. The previous one being some of the things said in support for the SSC
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(that it could lead to cure for cancer!). I too wanted the SSC, but I wanted us
physicists to be honest about it.

But this feels worse, as it is based on what is being peddled by very smart and
established people. Someone once told me that in the 80s David Gross predicted
that string theorists would be able to predict the quark mass matrix within a
decade. It is safe to say that that day will never come.

Or maybe the problem is me; I do not believe strongly enough in the “rapture”
from “faith-based” physics;)

BEB

19. D R Lunsford
November 18, 2004

The opening paragraph of that Dawid opus made me laugh out loud. What a pile
of garbage. I can’t believe people get paid to make up this tripe.



More Hype On Its Way

November 21, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The latest trend among prominent theorists seems to be the writing of popular books
hyping the unsuccessful speculative ideas they have been working on. Two new
examples of this have been pointed out by Lubos Motl over at sci.physics.strings.

Both of these books are due to appear at the beginning of next May. One, by Leonard
Susskind of Stanford, is entitled An Introduction To Black Holes, Information And The
String Theory Revolution: The Holographic Universe. The second, by Lisa Randall of
Harvard is called Warped Passages : Unraveling the Mysteries of the Universe’s
Hidden Dimensions.

Randall’s book presumably is not so much about string theory as about the idea that
we live on a brane inside a higher dimensional space. As far as I can tell, there’s even
less evidence for this idea than there is for string theory itself. I don’t know exactly
what her attitude about string theory is, but at a public debate at the Museum of
Natural History here in New York a few years ago, I remember that she scornfully
dismissed the argument that string theory predicts gravity, saying something like
“Yeah, it predicts ten-dimensional gravity.”

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
November 24, 2004

Steven Hawking has already achieved notoriety as a gangsta rapper. As for
Lubos’s band, if he changes the name of his newsgroup to alt.religion.strings
instead of sci.physics.strings then I don’t mind playing the Sax for him (I’m a bit
rusty, but I could brush up).

2. November 23, 2004

The physics community has spent the past half century or so basically living off
the glory of having created the atomic bomb. A few farsighted physicists have
recognized that this will not last forever and that physicist will have to find a
new way to market themselves to the public: as entertainers! Steven Hawking’s
greatest contribution to physics is in pioneering this transition. Susskind and
Randall are the latest to hop on the bandwagon and show great promise for
creating appealing public personaes. Lubos is well positioned to follow in their
footsteps provided he develop some distinctive peronality “hook” that will
resonate with the public. Perhaps he could take up dueling or wear an eye patch,
or start a rock band with some Harvard postdocs.

3. wino
November 23, 2004
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“Sorry that post came out pompous sounding. I just mean that folks don’t need to
be “protected” from popularizations of speculative physics.”

It is not a question of “protection” of the lay public from “speculative physics”; it
is a matter of clearly distinguishing between speculative physics and physics.
There are lots of beautiful ideas, which turn out not to have anything to do with
reality; they are not physics.

When one throws about about grandiose terms like the “Theory of Everything”,
the impression is that it fully describes and explains the world in detail; no hint
of speculation here. This is very different from say, electrodynamics, or the
standard model, which are in some sense correct in a very detailed sense
(precision measurements), (though that does not necessarily mean they explain
all of condensed matter physics, biology or chemistry in detail, as practitioners
in those fields will argue).

Of course, I must reserve judgement on the books until I have read them. But the
track record in recent times of what appears in popular science magazines (like
Scientific American) about such subjects does not inspire much confidence.

4. D R Lunsford
November 23, 2004

Steve – once we had George Gamow. Now, we don’t.

-drl

5. Steve Esser
November 23, 2004

Sorry that post came out pompous sounding. I just mean that folks don’t need to
be “protected” from popularizations of speculative physics.

6. D R Lunsford
November 23, 2004

C’mon Lubos. surely you know some good old time Bohemian insults! I feel like I
just got flamed by Eddie Haskell.

-drl

7. Steve Esser
November 23, 2004

Gentlemen: let me defend the educated layperson’s ability to read popular
accounts of developments in physics and draw reasonable conclusions about
what is going on in the field. Greene’s books, for example, were clearly and I
think honestly written — such that despite his admirable enthusiasm one could
come the conclusion that the last 10 years of string/M-theory has been somewhat
of a disappointment relative to previous high expectations.
Here’s hoping talented physicists of all stripes endeavor to write good books for



the lay audience.
Regards, – Steve

8. Lubos Motl
November 23, 2004

Dear DRL, I am not surprised that your co-workers think that you don’t enjoy
mental health. In fact, I agree with them. I hope that they will call a doctor to
save you. 

9. D R Lunsford
November 23, 2004

Peter –

Thanks a lot, I have coffee dribbling from my nose…

“String theory is mathematical science fiction” – my coworkers are all wondering
what I’m laughing about…the best comment of the decade to date…

-drl

10. Thomas Larsson
November 23, 2004

Lubos, a couple of days ago you frankly asserted that SUSY will be seen, and that
I would have to stay in the restroom for the rest of my life. Evidently you get cold
feet as soon as somebody calls your bluff. Oh well, its your credibility…

11. Lubos Motl
November 23, 2004

Thomas, certainly not.

If we see supersymmetry, it will be a good circumstantial evidence that we are on
the right track. It won’t really prove string theory – one can really think about
SUSY independently of string theory; it will just increase the value of string
theory’s stocks.

If the LHC does not see supersymmetry, it will be a discouraging news, but it
certainly won’t prove that string theory is wrong. First of all, SUSY can be
broken at slightly (or much) higher energies than the LHC scale. Second of all, it
is an open question whether there exists inherently non-supersymmetric
backgrounds in string theory. The only fact is that SUSY is important for us to
have a mathematical control over what happens in string theory.

Moreover, it is still possible that the LHC will not see SUSY, but it will
nevertheless PROVE string theory – by seeing the excited strings, and/or various
detailed phenomena related to extra dimensions. Of course, an excited string
mode is a more typically stringy phenomenon than SUSY itself.

12. Thomas Larsson



November 23, 2004

Lubos,

Would you state for the record that the discovery of superpartners, or not, is a
lithmus test for string theory? If sparticles are discovered string theory is
probably on the right track, but if no sparticle is found within five years after the
LHC is commissioned, then string theory has been disproven?

For the past 20 years, Witten has repeatedly stated that string theory makes one
postdiction, gravity, and one prediction, supersymmetry. Are you willing to stand
up and proclaim that if Witten’s single prediction fails at the LHC, then string
theory has failed?

13. wino
November 23, 2004

I think the books that are being talked about here are not science fiction, they
belong to the category of “scientific fiction” 

What the string theorists (posting here, and in general) do not
understand/realize is that they are ultimately going to cause great damage to the
public perception of what physicists/scientists do (non-string theorists, in
particular) and what physics/science is all about. By lowering the bar on what
constitutes “physics” to such an extent that it is not terribly important to do
things testable in the foreseeable future, is to do great disservice to the testable
theoretical work (verified and falsified) done in so many sub-fields. Forget Peter
Woit, a layman (taxpayer) will ultimately wonder if there is any difference
between string theory and theology. I know it is an unfair comparison, but it will
be an increasingly harder case to make as the great claims being routinely made
cannot be proven. By peddling “sexy” stuff, of course book sales will be good, but
this will be at a cost in the future: damage to credibility of science. Then, we
physicists will be under siege, not unlike the biologists these days.

I have not seen the books, but I suspect they will
convey the impression that these are verified and tested ideas and gloss over (or
even mention) the obvious problems, such as the wide variety of outcomes from
“unique string theory”. Even if they sell it as a really good piece of mathematical
physics, it will be alright. But no, I suspect, it will be the pretentious and
condescending “Theory of Everything”, the “final word” with “a few details” left
to be worked out. This is in sharp contrast with popular books on QED or GSW
model, or even pure mathematics (Wiles) which are much more intellectually
honest.

14. Lubo? Motl
November 23, 2004

Thomas Larsson, I have not read Lenny’s book, so how can I criticize it? This
would probably be your approach to criticize books that you have not read.
Anything that is connected – at least by some vague link (like the name of the
author) – with string theory immediately becomes a target of your criticism, even



though you have no idea what it actually is.

This is the stupid, blinded, fundamentalist way to judge the world around – it is
your way, Thomas and Peter. Sorry, but we’re at a slightly different level. I
apologize, but this way of approaching reality is one of the main reasons why the
two of you are viewed as morons and your opinions do not have much value.

I suppose that Lenny will also write about the landscape, but my assumption is
still that it will be mainly a book about holography and string theory and such,
and because I know Lenny, I expect this book to be a good book. But I just can’t
tell you before I see it, do you understand this point???

15. Lubo? Motl
November 23, 2004

Chris Oakley, you misunderstood the identity of different people on this board.
Peter Woit has been criticized by non-string-theoretical particle physicists, such
as Matt, as well as by string theorists.

It’s just the stupid belief of these hard core Woit believers that Peter Woit knows
what he’s talking about. He has no idea where string theory is and what it is, but
he also has no idea about current particle physics and its real tasks for the
future.

Peter Woit does not really understand the hierarchy problem, which is pretty bad
for a person who tries to write something about particle physics.

16. Lubo? Motl
November 23, 2004

I have not answered these things – right now I’m on a modem. 

Sorry, glueless, but your basic assumptions and understanding of the meaning of
popular books is absolutely wrong.

Popular books must ALWAYS be focused on the current cutting edge research
and the future, otherwise they can’t really be popular and virtually no one will
read them.

You are also absolutely confused if you call the material of Brian Greene’s book
“fringe science”. Fringe science means something absolutely different. Brian
Greene describes the *mainstream* science, and it is just your personal problem
if you have not been able to understand that string theory is mainstream.

Other people raised a lot of totally ridiculous points that people are only writing
popular books when their best years are over. Of course that some people can
only afford to write a book that will be popular *after* they become famous, but
it by no means implies that they cannot make other important discoveries in the
future.

I find your criticisms to be a complete misunderstanding of the role of science,



its popularization, the interests of the readers, and the books themselves – and it
seems as a waste of time (and cents for modem)  to reply. It’s pretty clear that
an average person with some common sense understands what drives the books
and what’s important much better than you do – so try to ask average people on
the street if you want to have at least a glimpse of an idea.

Best
Lubos

17. JC
November 23, 2004

My impression is that this place seems to resemble a “mob of kangaroos”, with
very little order and a very fleeting loyalty of any sort. It resembles less like a
cult with a “high priest” as its leader.

If this was a political party of some sort, it would confirm the idea that “loyalty”
cannot be “bought” but can only be “rented out” temporarily. (In a metaphorical
sense, that is).

18. Chris Oakley
November 23, 2004

There are a number of posts earlier by String theorists attacking Peter’s real or
perceived views on what needs to be done next in particle physics
phenomenology. I feel that these miss the point. Any one of you could give your
views on any subject at all, and anyone else could pick holes in it. This is part of
the whole process. The thing that Peter is objecting to, and the reason for the
title of the blog, supported by his so-called “loyal following” (which I am afraid,
apart from agreement on the one issue, is in practise not likely to be much more
loyal than a herd of cats) is the way in which the devotees of one highly
speculative approach seem to have hi-jacked the subject, thereby, given the
limited resources available overall, all but silencing new proposals that do not
fall within the String theory umbrella. These critcisms are long overdue.

19. Peter
November 22, 2004

John Horgan has a nice description of string theory and the like as “science
fiction in mathematical form”. Personally I have nothing against smoking dope,
watching Star Trek and thinking about how cool all the multiple universes and
extra dimensions are. But the reason I went into physics was that it was science,
not science fiction.

If people want to write books about things they think are cool, but not likely to
be right, they should acknowledge that they are writing science fiction, not
science. Right now, I think more and more people can’t tell the difference.

20. Aaron
November 22, 2004



Well, I disagree about the desert of books between Feynman and the present.
There are plenty of books devoted to general relativity, cosmology and the
standard model.

You’d like books on TQFT, condensed matter and CFT, I see. Good luck selling
those books. Hell, if anyone could write a popular book about TQFT, I’d be
impressed. It’s the sexy stuff that sells.

And really, I don’t understand this word ‘hype’. People aren’t writing these books
to get more funding or anything like that. Many scientists really do like to share
what they’re working on with other people. Hell, when I had a blog once upon a
time, I wrote a long post on faster than light travel in physics. Has that been
‘vetted’? Is it likely to be right? Of course not. But, it’s cool stuff, and I thought it
would be fun to share it.

So, are braneworlds likely to be right? No. But are they cool? Yes. Could they
make a good book? Definitely.

Lighten up. Physics is supposed to be fun. People being excited about their work
is a good thing.

21. Bob McNees
November 22, 2004

The notion that “Writing popular books is something physicists usually do when
their most productive years are behind them” is absurd. There are a lot of very
active scientists who, like Aaron points out, are excited about sharing the ideas
they are working on. For the most part our work is supported by government
agencies like the NSF or DOE. So the public thinks that fundamental science is a
worthwhile endeavor and they’re willing to fund it. Some of us are grateful for
that, and we’d like to explain what it is we’ve been doing.

Also, I’d like to see you tell Lenny that his good years are behind him.

22. glueless
November 22, 2004

Lubos and Aaron,

You haven’t answered Peter’s seemingly
obvious point, about the disproportionate
number of books devoted to new-age physics
written by current leading practitioners.
To some extent this is a trend in all of
academia (professors retaining literary
agents hoping to cash in a la Schama or
Norman Diamond), and the accelerated
publication and funding cycles leading
to excess hype.

Here is an experiment you could try;



certainly in the Boston area
Lubos can check that the following is true:

Go to a non-technical bookstore with a popular physics section. You will find that
there are
several books on material that is speculative,
fringe, or simply unproven — written by current working theorists. e.g., Smolin
on loop gravity,
Greene on strings, Maguiejo on variable
speed of light, and now the Susskind and Randall
books. By contrast, there is LITTLE OR
NOTHING available, let alone written by leaders
in the field, about established but no less
exciting subjects like the standard model, conformal field theory, quantum
topology a la Atiyah and Witten, condensed matter theory,
etc. The one such popularization I can remember is Lederman’s reminiscences
published a few years ago. The math section had some books on knot
theory that, in passing, mention TQFT, but that’s
about it.

There is a “big desert” of (non)publications
between Feynman’s QED popularization, and
the new-age books of Greene et al.

It’s hardly a matter of self-appointed guardianship of the public or scientific
morals.
There is a general tendency to hype results
(or theories without “results” in the
ordinary sense of the word) before they
are vetted in the traditional ways.

23. Peter
November 22, 2004

Hi Aaron,

I think this is kind of repeating myself, but, no, I don’t think particle theorists
should all be thinking about mathematical foundations and not trying to extend
the standard model in some phenomenolgically useful way. The fact of the matter
is that there isn’t much in the way of promising new ideas around, so people
should do a wide range of different things, trying to come up with something
new. But whatever they do, they should be honest with themselves and with
others about the prospects for the ideas they are working on. Despite many
years of work on large extra dimension scenarios, as far as I can tell there’s
nothing even close to a compelling model of this kind and virtually no one I know
of would be willing to bet any significant amount of money on the LHC turning
up evidence for these scenarios.

24. November 22, 2004

Writing popular books is something physicists usually do when their most



productive years are behind them. So I can understand Susskind, but Randall
should still have a few good years left in her.

25. Aaron
November 22, 2004

Some people have proposed giving up on SUSY to solve the hierarchy problem
and just using it to achieve unification of the couplings and maybe a dark matter
candidates.

Now, the motivation for this work was anthropic, but it’s important to say that
it’s perfectly legitimate to consider it as a fine tuned model with definite
predictions for what will happen at the LHC. I find the anthropic verbiage that
accompanies a lot of this sort of work distasteful, but I don’t see why we
shouldn’t look at fine tuned models that have experimental consequences.

I share Matt’s astonishment that Peter would rather have the high energy
physics community mucking around with the mathematical foundations of the
standard model rather than trying to extend it in ways that have definite,
observable consequences within the decade.

As for writing of the books, if Peter wants to be the self-appointed guardian of
the public interest, so be it, but might I suggest that maybe the reason people
want to write books is that they are excited about their ideas and want to share
them with the public?

Well, that and money.

26. D R Lunsford
November 22, 2004

I have the perfect title:

“Malice in Wonderland”

“Being the story of a six-foot clueless scowl”

27. JC
November 22, 2004

Lubos,

Since you seem to like to write a lot, have you ever thought about writing a
popular press book on string theory in the form of a personal autobiography?

28. Thomas Larsson
November 22, 2004

Matt,

The experimental situation is often summarized as “Supersymmetry requires
fine-tuning at the one percent level”. Has this any relevance to SUSY as a



solution to the hierarchy problem?

Lubos,

Earlier you have been quite critical about the Landscape and the Anthropic
Principle. It seems like Susskind’s book is mainly about such ideas. Is there any
reason why you promote it now?

Peter,

Another interesting energy scale is the cosmological constant (or CC^(1/4)) at
about 10^(-3) eV, close to the estimated neutrino masses.

29. Plato
November 22, 2004

I wonder how they ever arrived at here? Maybe this is better?

30. Peter
November 21, 2004

Hi Lubos,

The Planck mass is not necessarily the fundamental mass scale governing
quantum gravitational effects. This is only true if you assume that whatever
physics is producing the coefficient in front of the low energy effective Einstein
Hilbert action is some combination of one particular mass scale and some
dimensionless numbers of order one. The large extra dimensions scenarios evade
this, and you can imagine otherways of evading it. For instance the
dimensionless numbers that enter into the calculation of the effective low energy
theory may be exponentially small. I wouldn’t be entirely surprised if the
fundamental scale at which quantum gravity became relevant was a TeV, but I
don’t find the large extra dimension scenarios very convincing (they’re kind of
ugly and they don’t predict anything).

Believe it or not, I had heard somewhere that fermion masses came from Yukawa
couplings to the Higgs…. My point was that we know that these dimensionless
numbers (ignoring issues about neutrino masses) range in values over many
orders of magnitude: the ratio of the electron mass to the top quark mass is
about 2 x 10^-6. Given the experimental fact that such small dimensionless
numbers occur in the theory, I’m not sure why one should take seriously issues
like the “little hierarchy” problem of the Higgs VEV being 40 times smaller than
one might expect.

31. Lubos Motl
November 21, 2004

Your point 2 is even more ridiculous, Peter. Writing cheap articles “string theory
is bad” for some of your idiotic readers is a profession that you mastered well,
but particle physics is something very different, it seems.
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The little hierarchy problem is a small artifact of the hierarchy problem that
survives even if we solve the usual hierarchy problem in one of the standard
ways.

But why do I say that your comment 2 is ridiculous? Because you’re treating
different masses as “mass scales”. They may be mass scales, but according to the
Standard Model or derived theories, they’re not “fundamental mass scales” in
any way. The electron mass is small because the Yukawa coupling of the electron
with Higgs is a small *dimensionless* number.

You’ve probably never heard of it, but in the standard model the masses are not
fundamental parameters – they arise as the product of the Higgs vev and the
Yukawa couplings.

It’s just a dimensionless parameter that is small – one that can be perhaps
extracted from string theory in the future (the intersecting brane models have
the most natural explanation of the exponential smallness of the Yukawa
couplings). But the only real *dimensionful* parameter in these masses is the
electroweak scale, i.e. the Higgs vev.

The neutrino masses are a bit more subtle, and the see-saw mechanism relating
their size to the GUT scale (where the electroweak scale is in the middle) is the
most reasonable description of their smallness.

3. I am amazed how you’re already scared – we would say in the Czech Republic
that you’ve been shitting to your pants  – by the two new popular books. You
have not even seen them yet, but you already know that they’re overhyped bad
books. I think that all these morons who take your opinions about physics
seriously must be incredibly stupid indeed because you are telling them quite
explicitly that your opinions have nothing to do with reality – you judge books
that you have not seen at all (not even the table of contents), and you are not
even trying to hide it.

The people are promoting extra dimensions, supersymmetry, and holography
because they are the dominant ideas in the current research and the people
interested in fundamental physics should know about it. If there were other
major important ideas for particle physics beyond the Standard Model, ones
unrelated to string theory, people would write about them in their books, too.

32. Matt Reece
November 21, 2004

By the way, I also will try to address your comments more later, but don’t have
time at the moment. Just thought that a clear statement of the little hierarchy
would help clarify that discussion.

33. Lubos Motl
November 21, 2004

Peter, note that almost every time the discussion becomes a little bit technical
and concrete – and not just your permanent complaints “string theory is so evil,



evil, evil” – your comments start to be a bit ridiculous.

What does it mean “I don’t believe the hierarchy problem should be treated
seriously?” You don’t need to have grand unification to realize that there’s
something like the hierarchy problem. You can also work with the Planck scale.

It’s the very logic of effective quantum field theory that it’s valid up to some
energy scale, but not higher. If we want to say that a field theory is valid even at
higher energies, we must explain how its parameters are protected.

In the conventional quantum field theory approaches, the electroweak scale
simply can’t be the ultimate fundamental scale of Nature because this would
mean that physics of QFT breaks down here and we have nothing to replace it
with.

Even in the most low-energy gravity scenarios of string theory, we want to
describe the accelerator physics with an effective field theory.

The fundamental scale where notions of geometry break down is the Planck
scale. You can just calculate where the quantum corrections to gravity become of
order 1 – and you will get the Planck scale, which is about 10^19 GeV. You don’t
need to assume anything special about supersymmetry or unification – the
question “where gravity gets strongly coupled” is a totally meaningful basic
question, and it has the usual answer “the Planck scale”.

The extra large dimensions scenarios are those in which gravity gets strongly
coupled earlier or much earlier – i.e. at lower energy scales. But at any rate,
there is a huge numerical ratio between the Planck scale and the electroweak
scale, and this ratio must agree with whatever scientific theory you use, and it is
a nontrivial constraint especially for natural theories.

A solution of the hierarchy problem is the same thing as understanding some
details behind the electroweak symmetry breaking – you don’t seem to
appreciate that it is the same thing. Right, in the Standard Model we don’t
understand at least something about the electroweak breaking, e.g. why the
Higgs (if it’s elementary) remains light, and this is why we study the hierarchy
problem.

It is impossible for a physicist to present no solution of the hierarchy problem,
and simultaneously say that it is not a problem. It’s only possible for an anti-
physics terrorist, not for a scientist. 

34. Matt Reece
November 21, 2004

You say:

“I’m not so sure either that there’s a “little hierachy” problem either. We’ve got
mass scales of all sorts going from neutrino masses to a wide range of lepton and
quark masses, and also the strong interaction scale and the electroweak
symmetry breaking scale. It’s not clear to me that the way to think about any of



this is that there is one underlying scale and then try to understand why some
things occur at much lower mass.”

I don’t see how you address the little hierarchy here. Simply stated, these are
known facts:

– the Higgs vev is 246 GeV, setting the electroweak symmetry breaking scale.
– precision measurements of electroweak observables or four-fermion couplings
generally put the scale of new physics at > 5 – 15 TeV.

Taking an effective field theory viewpoint, one must write down all operators
allowed by symmetries, and the coefficients of these determine the energy scales
at which new physics must enter. *Even restricting to operators consistent with
SM symmetries*, experiments suggest they are suppressed by scales of 5 – 10
TeV.

I don’t see how one can avoid the conclusion that either there is finely tuned
physics associated with EWSB, or there is some mechanism that stabilizes the
Higgs mass enough to solve this “little hierarchy.” (Granted, the fine tuning
implied here is *much* less than that implied by assuming a GUT, but it’s there,
and the experimental evidence here is much stronger.)

35. Peter
November 21, 2004

Hi Matt,

Unfortunately I only have a few moments to respond to what you wrote right
now, sorry, it deserves more. A few quick comments:

1. You’re right, I don’t believe the “hierarchy” problem should be taken as
seriously as it is, not until we have better evidence for the existence of a GUT
scale. The significance of the radiative instability of the Higgs mass is highly
unclear, it is just one of many indications that we don’t really understand
electroweak symmetry breaking.

2. I’m not so sure either that there’s a “little hierachy” problem either. We’ve got
mass scales of all sorts going from neutrino masses to a wide range of lepton and
quark masses, and also the strong interaction scale and the electroweak
symmetry breaking scale. It’s not clear to me that the way to think about any of
this is that there is one underlying scale and then try to understand why some
things occur at much lower mass.

3. My comment about extra dimensions was in the context of the news that Lisa
Randall has written a popular book on the subject. I agree that some of the
things you mention may be worth investigation by someone, but that doesn’t
mean anybody should be writing a book for a popular audience about how great
these ideas are. The popular literature on string theory is virtually uniformly full
of highly overhyped and misleadingly optimistic portrayals of string theory. I
think these do a huge disservice to real progress in physics, and the Susskind
and Randall books sound to me like they will be more of the same. Physicists



have got to get a lot more honest with the public and with themselves about
what the prospects are for most of the ideas they are working on. People who
want to should go ahead and study complicated, ugly models involving
supersymmetry, extra dimensions or whatever. They may very well end up
learning something important that will give insight into the electroweak
symmetry breaking problem. But they shouldn’t promote this work to the public
until they have something a lot more convincing and solid than what they’ve got
now.

36. Matt Reece
November 21, 2004

I should clarify that I don’t mean to say that the original Randall-Sundrum model
is very much like technicolor, but some RS-type models are. But the original RS
model still does involve coupling the SM to some CFT. The 4D way of thinking
about generating these exponential hierarchies is through some large anomalous
dimensions. Some of Matt Strassler’s papers along these lines are interesting. I
really think that Randall-Sundrum models and AdS/CFT are very powerful tools
for studying field theory.

(The canonical reference for anyone who wants to start to read about some of
this is probably the paper “Holography and Phenomenology” by Nima Arkani-
Hamed, Massimo Porrati, and Lisa Randall, hep-th/0012148.)

37. Matt Reece
November 21, 2004

[continued]

Now, if you ask most of the people who work on extra dimensions in particle
physics whether they believe there’s good evidence for whatever model they’re
working on, they will say no, of course not. We don’t believe that we can
construct the *right* theory of physics up to 10 TeV or so at the moment, but
when the LHC turns on we’ll start getting all sorts of evidence pointing toward
that theory. Either we can do nothing in the meantime, or we can try to start
understanding the space of possible answers. And extra-dimensional theories are
powerful tools for building new *effective* field theories valid up to several TeV.
It’s up to you whether you take the five-dimensional character seriously, but it
gives us an alternative weakly coupled description where we can calculate things
that are not calculable in the four-dimensional description. Extra dimensional
thinking has also led to the idea of “deconstruction,” which is another useful tool
for studying four-dimensional field theories.

While I would expect some of your blog’s readers to object to the idea of building
effective field theories valid up to some energy scale, since many of them seem
not to believe in renormalization, I would think you understand field theory well
enough to know that this is a sensible approach. Instead you seem to want to
critique both the top-down approach of string theory *and* the bottom-up
approach of particle theory. That doesn’t leave much.

I really think you misunderstand the attitude of many of us who study various



sorts of theories. Even if our universe is not supersymmetric, or does not have
large extra dimensions, that doesn’t make studying these models worthless. In
the past five years alone I think our appreciation of possible physics we could see
at the LHC has grown vastly. People will be a lot more cautious about calling
interesting events SUSY now, I think, because we realize that there are other
realistic models, like little Higgs models or extra-dimensional models, that can
give you the same sorts of results.

One can make this sort of argument not just for extra-dimensional theories but
for SUSY as well. Even if there is no SUSY at low energies, you can’t dismiss
work like Seiberg’s discovery of dualities between different SUSY QCD theories.
This is important stuff about the qualitative behavior of field theories, which we
don’t understand well at all. The non-SUSY case is just really hard, though, while
SUSY gives powerful constraints that make things easier to study.

I think at this point many of us working in particle theory take a pragmatic view.
There are many possibilities for what can happen beyond the TeV scale, and
sitting around thinking hard about what we already know just isn’t enough to tell
us what they are. Only experiment will settle that. But we want to get some idea
of the possibilities, and this is what we’re doing, with any tool we can find. Some
of the models are ugly, some are implausible, but from an *effective field theory*
point of view what we’re really doing is looking at the different sorts of
completions of the Standard Model up to the scale of several TeV that can
alleviate the problems in the SM (like the hierarchy problem).

I have some sympathy for your viewpoint that the mathematical structure of the
SM is interesting. I like geometry. If I weren’t doing physics, I would probably be
doing geometry or topology of some sort. But I don’t think that thinking about
these issues is going to be especially helpful for understanding particle physics
at the TeV scale. (How do you see the hierarchy problem geometrically? It’s
inherently quantum, not classical. If you have a nice geometric version of it,
great, I’d love to hear it, but I’m doubtful.) I think most particle theorists are
taking a very pragmatic approach that will hopefully give us all the insights we
need to start interpreting the LHC data when it turns on.

In short, I don’t think your attacks on the state of particle theory are justified,
and I wish you would at least get a better sense of what’s going on and what the
attitudes of particle theorists are before you start caricaturing us as being
convinced that extra dimensions will be discovered at the LHC, or some such
nonsense.

Matt

38. Matt Reece
November 21, 2004

Peter,

I find this post a little ridiculous. In the past you’ve said (something like) that you
think that electroweak symmetry breaking is the central problem in particle
physics today. Well, many of us who are working in particle theory agree with



you. And I expect Lisa Randall is one of them.

You say about “the idea that we live on a brane inside a higher dimensional
space” that “there’s even less evidence for this idea than there is for string
theory itself.” I think this indicates that you’re missing the point, and further that
you’re rather out of touch with the particle physics community.

Do you agree that there is a hierarchy problem? OK, so you’re skeptical of GUTs.
Fair enough. But there is certainly at least a little hierarchy problem. There’s
good *experimental evidence* for this. The Higgs mass is radiatively unstable, so
either you must accept the distasteful idea that it is finely-tuned (some
phenomenologists have been thinking along those lines) or you must start
looking for explanations of the little hierarchy. One of the simplest is
supersymmetry, but you don’t like this idea. OK, again, fair enough, it involves
predicting a plethora of new phenomena we haven’t seen yet.

So, what are other ways of solving the hierarchy problem? One of the oldest ones
(going back to Susskind and Weinberg in 1979, although some people had
thought along these lines before) is that it is dynamically broken through
technicolor. Unfortunately it’s very hard to build a model of technicolor without
lots of difficulty satisfying electroweak precision measurements, or flavor
problems.

Lisa Randall and Raman Sundrum gave us a very nice alternative solution to the
hierarchy problem, namely that it comes from warped space. But, because of
Maldacena’s AdS/CFT duality (which again, you’ve admitted is one of the most
compelling reasons to study string theory), this is really just another type of
technicolor! Again there are difficulties with electroweak precision
measurements and flavor, but they take on a different character in the 5d
picture, and some of us are thinking about both how to solve them and how they
relate to older technicolor ideas.

[let me break this off here and continue in another]

39. Peter
November 21, 2004

Hi Lubos,

I think the Billy Cottrell story deserves more prominent display, so I’ll post
something in a minute about it. Thanks for pointing it out!

40. Lubos Motl
November 21, 2004

You know, Lisa’s book has a lot about string theory, too – especially D-branes and
their history, relations to p-branes, and so forth.

Sure, I will ask her what she exactly thinks about string theory’s prediction of
gravity.



Incidentally, Peter, string theory was proved to be physics in the courthouse – a
trial about SUVs ;-), read

http://www.pasadenastarnews.com/Stories/0,1413,206~22097~2541722,00.html

I think that it’s OK to promote idas, even those not well-established ones, as long
as you honestly say that they’re not proved, and as long as you describe honestly
how much your viewpoint is shared by other scientists.

Such books are written in the people interested in physics – which does not just
mean the boring proved physics from the textbooks, but also the current cutting-
edge and future physics!

41. Peter
November 21, 2004

Hi Lubos,

Thanks for the more detailed description of Randall’s book. But I still think there
is something wrong with writing books for a popular audience promoting
speculative ideas for which there is no experimental evidence.

I don’t think I misinterpreted what she had to say about the “string theory
predicts gravity” argument, but she’s your colleague, so perhaps you could ask
her yourself and report back.

42. plato
November 21, 2004

Peter,

To remain dimensionally connected, it should be Line Hook and Sinker?
Hopefully my blog will update by the time one looks, as a title should appear
when being looked at, as such.

Sorry Lubos for following your posts, it just seems that when I am ready I find
you had already done so.

The Comments about Lisa Randall seemed to say the same thing to me.

What exactly is the hierarchy problem? was a legitmate question?

43. Lubos Motl
November 21, 2004

Lisa Randall is a phenomenologist, the most cited high energy physicist in the
last 5 years, and a string-theory-friendly phenomenologist.

I don’t think that the sentence “Yes, string theory predicts ten-dimensional
gravity” was her dismissal of string theory’s predictions of the low-energy
spectrum. You might have misunderstood her answer.

http://www.pasadenastarnews.com/Stories/0,1413,206~22097~2541722,00.html
http://www.pasadenastarnews.com/Stories/0,1413,206~22097~2541722,00.html
http://graphics.nytimes.com/library/national/science/040400sci-universal-theory.1.jpg
http://graphics.nytimes.com/library/national/science/040400sci-universal-theory.1.jpg
http://www.esi-topics.com/brane/interviews/DrLisaRandall.html
http://www.esi-topics.com/brane/interviews/DrLisaRandall.html


Her book is very advanced and it covers all the things that the laymen interested
in particle physics should know – the hierarchy problem and proposals to solve it,
with the emphasis on supersymmetry and extra dimensions in particular.

Of course, the book will be too difficult for your fans who always say “Yes Yes Mr.
Woit” on your pages – like the moron signed “JC” before me. Don’t you think that
something is wrong with the things you write, Peter, if you attract this type of
people?

I don’t know if the book will be an easy reading for yourself, Peter, but I am sure
that her book is a must read for all non-professionals genuinely interested in
particle physics – not just string theory – and in fact, it’s useful for professionals,
too. It’s been useful for me.

It’s a book that goes beyond all popular books on particle physics published so
far – and it has many witty metaphors in it, too.

I have not read Lenny’s book yet.

44. JC
November 21, 2004

Is this “advocacy” (via popular press books) a sign of desperation amongst
gravity/string theorists? Or is there something deeper going on here?



Autistic String Theorist Accused of Ecoterrorism
and Being a Police Informant

November 21, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

In the comment section of the last post, Lubos Motl points to the story of Billy
Cottrell, a young string theorist at Caltech accused of being involved in the vandalism
of SUVs. Evidently he has now testified against others at his trial, so the “Free Billy
Support Network” (which was asking people to send string theory papers to him in
prison) has been disbanded and he is being referred to as a “police informant”.

Despite being a string theorist, Cottrell seems to not be the brightest bulb around,
having supposedly used a Caltech computer he was logged into to send an anonymous
e-mail to the media claiming responsibility for the SUV vandalism.

The local Pasadena newspaper’s report on his testimony at his trial says that he
corrected Judge Gary Klausner “when the judge asked if string theory, Cottrell’s focus
at Caltech, is “an area of physics.’

“It’s the area of physics,’ Cottrell said.”

His lawyers “attributed his odd behavior in testifying to Asperger’s syndrome”, a mild
form of autism.

Funny, Cottrell isn’t the only one who goes on like this about string theory. Maybe
there’s a lot of autism going around.

Comments

1. feh
November 24, 2004

I hope he languishes in jail for the rest of his life as an example to the other
anarchists who want to destroy this country. If they were serious about helping
working people, they wouldn’t put construction workers at medium-sized
businesses out of work by bankrupting businesses with their nihilistic vandalism.

Smash the ELF.

2. Lubos Motl
November 23, 2004

Asperger’s syndrome was really a not-quite-working attempt of Billy’s attorneys.

I don’t know whom you think you’ve insulted. Autism is an unusual condition, but
the people with autism have done a great deal of work for the humankind.

http://www.freebillycottrell.org/
http://www.freebillycottrell.org/
http://www.freebillycottrell.org/
http://www.freebillycottrell.org/
http://portland.indymedia.org/en/2004/11/303898.shtml
http://portland.indymedia.org/en/2004/11/303898.shtml
http://www.pasadenastarnews.com/Stories/0,1413,206~22097~2541722,00.html
http://www.pasadenastarnews.com/Stories/0,1413,206~22097~2541722,00.html


It’s not quite clear whether they have done more for the humankind than the
string theorists combined – but it is pretty likely.

In this sense, it would be hard to be insulted by this comparison. On the other
hand, I think that the people who have autism will not be insulted by a
comparison with string theorists either.

So if I summarize – you did not do anything wrong even though you wanted to. 

3. plato
November 23, 2004

Hate, when that happens:)

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/mathematicians-and-physicists-do-is.html

4. plato
November 23, 2004

I think I have a better defintion of a rebel here

I decided to change the subject from autistic to artistic. Is that okay?

In Canada, BC challenged the right of government to help fund autistic
rehabilitation for those who need this help, and the Provincial Government won.

This sets precedence in Canada, although new challenges will be forth coming.

We have a different view on heathcare then you Americans. It was established by
a very good citizen, like Tommy Douglas.

Today it is being eroded by the very powerful elite, with plans to move towards
American systems. Ole Tommy would not of be very happy and it is the little
people who will again gather to make sure all are equal.:)

The Republic, is very interesting written work by Plato.

5. Peter
November 22, 2004

I don’t think I was either joking about autism or making fun of those who suffer
from it, and I apologize to anyone who feels that I was.

On the other hand, I definitely was making fun of string theorists. Sorry you
were offended.

6. Bob McNees
November 22, 2004

“Funny, Cottrell isn’t the only one who goes on like this about string theory.
Maybe there’s a lot of autism going around.”

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/mathematicians-and-physicists-do-is.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/mathematicians-and-physicists-do-is.html
http://www.blogger.com/r?http%3A%2F%2Feskesthai.blogspot.com%2F2004%2F11%2F
http://www.blogger.com/r?http%3A%2F%2Feskesthai.blogspot.com%2F2004%2F11%2F


That is funny, Peter. Especially the part where you joke about autism. Family and
friends of autistic people everywhere salute your discriminating use of
completely appropriate comparisons.

7. Fabio
November 22, 2004

Sorry Matt, my bad.

Still, shouldn’t you be studying for quals or something?

8. Fabio
November 22, 2004

Looking at Mr. Cottrell’s extracurricular activities, as well as Matt’s and Lubos’s
frequent long-winded postings on this forum, one can’t help but conclude that
string theorists have alot of free time on their hands, and that there are better
ways of spending it than working on “the language in which god wrote the
universe”.

9. November 22, 2004

Well, in general ethics and moral seems to be quite independent of talent.

10. Thomas Larsson
November 22, 2004

but Billy instead wanted us to go back to two dimensions and focus on
Teichmueller theory.

Teichmueller wasn’t God’s best child neither, sending his Jewish colleagues at
Goettingen to Auschwitz, before he disappeared on the eastern front.

11. Tim M.
November 21, 2004

Indeed there is much autism: the second Google hit when searching “not even
wrong” is a link to a book on Amazon about autism called Not Even Wrong.

12. Mubos Lotl
November 21, 2004

“>”He has a hostility toward anyone with different views,’ Riordan said.
>”It’s a dripping hostility, it’s powerful sarcasm, it’s a passionate
>self-belief.'”

Obviously not a physicist.

13. Lubos Motl
November 21, 2004

Right, the opposite holds for me, too!  I still find it more likely that I would



share the opinions about string theory, maths, and physics with Billy rather than
the opinions how to deal with the SUVs.

Peter Woit is the ideal mixture because he has terrorist opinions both about
SUVs as well as about string theory. 

14. Lubos Motl
November 21, 2004

Fascinating, Matt! BA about p-adic numbers in string theory is really cool. I hope
that he will have access to the arxiv in the prison. 

15. Peter
November 21, 2004

Hi Matt,

Thanks for the interesting story about Billy Cottrell. I still think he and I may
share opinions about SUVs more than we would share an opinion about math and
physics.

16. Chris W.
November 21, 2004

In a free market, SUV owners will decide for themselves what is easy to pay for.
Ask the airlines (and their laid-off former employees) how easy it is to pay for
fuel with crude at $45-60 a barrel.

For now, consumption is declining seasonally, and oil prices are slacking off
somewhat. The bottom line remains that increasing production and low prices
cannot be taken for granted anymore, even if one assumes that the Mideast
remains (relatively) stable. That assessment comes from the oil industry itself,
which has been bailing out of some recent allegedly major oil finds that haven’t
panned out:

“One simple fact has never changed. Before oil can be produced it
must first be found. Global oil discoveries peaked in 1964 and have
been declining for 40 years. M. King Hubbert predicted the US oil
production peak to occur 40 years after US oil discoveries peaked
around 1930. He was right. Last year not a single field of 500 million
barrels was discovered (for the first time since the 1920s) anywhere on
the planet. The world uses a billion barrels of oil every eleven and one
half days. We are now roughly 40 years after the peak of global
discovery. This simple arithmetic has never changed. The outcome
hasn’t changed either.”

17. Lubos Motl
November 21, 2004

It’s easy for Billy to find time for such things, and it’s also easy for the SUV
owners to pay for the gasoline even if the price doubles. Don’t be ridiculous,

http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/100404_we_did_it.shtml
http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/100404_we_did_it.shtml


Chris.

18. Chris W.
November 21, 2004

How would a grad student in physics at Cal Tech find the time to run around the
Los Angeles area spray painting and/or torching SUVs?

Anyway, such symbolic acts are becoming irrelevant. Given the way fuel prices
are rising, SUV owners are going to start torching their own vehicles and buying
gas-electric hydrids with the insurance payout (if they don’t get caught).

19. Lubos Motl
November 21, 2004

Poor guy who had no other choice. He faced up to 40 years in prison, for the
damage of 2.3 million dollars on the SUV.

If I were left-wing, I would have definitely tried to help him out of his troubles!

Could he get amnesty? He may deserve one for knowing that string theory is not
just “an area of physics” but also “the area of physics”! 

http://www.aiada.org/article.asp?id=4998&cat=Industry

http://portland.indymedia.org/en/2004/11/303898.shtml

Now he does not need it because he has become a police informant, and
hopefully he will help to catch all these other ecoterrorist assholes. 

20. Matt
November 21, 2004

Billy and I were undergrads at Chicago at overlapping times. He wrote his BA
thesis on “tachyon condensation in p-adic string theory,” working with Freund,
IIRC, so he was already quite into string theory at the time. (Apparently the
mathematics actually simplifies in the p-adic case. I assume this was some
calculation in string field theory, but I don’t really know.)

I recall him as being highly talented in mathematics. The one class I took with
him was a small (about six students, I think) proseminar on low-dimensional
geometry and topology, taught by Benson Farb, focusing on Thurston’s book. At
one point there was a vote on what topic we should focus on for the last few
weeks. Most of us wanted to study the eight Thurston three-dimensional
geometries, consistent with the original plan for the course, but Billy instead
wanted us to go back to two dimensions and focus on Teichmueller theory. At the
time I knew little about string theory and this was somewhat mysterious to me,
but in retrospect I know why he was so insistent. Still, he was outvoted.

Anyway, there isn’t too much point to this anecdote, but Peter, you and Billy
might have more in common with regard to thinking about the relationships
between mathematics and physics than you would expect.

http://www.peakoil.org/
http://www.peakoil.org/
http://www.aiada.org/article.asp?id=4998&cat=Industry
http://www.aiada.org/article.asp?id=4998&cat=Industry
http://portland.indymedia.org/en/2004/11/303898.shtml
http://portland.indymedia.org/en/2004/11/303898.shtml


21. Matt
November 22, 2004

I’m a bit confused by that last comment — I’m not a string theorist (I’m a particle
theorist, and just in my first year of grad school), and I’ve rarely posted long
comments here.



Time Magazine Article

November 23, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

For a depressing look at where theoretical physics is headed, see this new article
from Time magazine. I agree with the analysis of it posted here.

Comments

1. plato
November 29, 2004

raj,

Maybe from the outside perspective us commoners wonder whether the
strategies to defining the physics has fallen short of the continued attempt to
define it’s geometry?

Having attained certain perspectives, leading developement to the abstractness
of the math used, has some way divorced itself, from what Peter demands, and
yet all engage, in this strange language?

Sometimes the fictional stories are better suited to the constrants applied these
mathematicians, that everyone wants to know, what the heck they are seeing?

Alice(Malice to some) presents all kinds of possibilties, and in the heart of Glast
valuations, a good understanding of our universe?

But truly, it goes much deeper then the Glast perspective? They have to agree
that they all have a piece of that elephant and that spectrum continues to be
much greater involved??

2. raj
November 29, 2004

>Physics is hard. Do it or shut up.

Um, no. Or, well, maybe. Why should physics be hard? At base, physics relates to
the interaction among things. Why should that be hard?

The problem is that professional physicists apparently want to make physics
appear to be hard. Hard to do. Hard to understand. So, when they publish an
interesting result, they start in a way that basically causes most people to tune
out.

Professional physicists should seriously consider trying to figure out how to
explain their discoveries to the “common”–or, let’s say, educated–person.

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1101041129-785349,00.html
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1101041129-785349,00.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/11/aliens-answer-to-anthropic-principle.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/11/aliens-answer-to-anthropic-principle.html
http://www.airynothing.com/high_energy_tutorial/detection/images/compton_scatter.gif
http://www.airynothing.com/high_energy_tutorial/detection/images/compton_scatter.gif
http://www.airynothing.com/high_energy_tutorial/detection/images/compton_scatter.gif
http://www.airynothing.com/high_energy_tutorial/detection/images/compton_scatter.gif
http://www-glast.sonoma.edu/
http://www-glast.sonoma.edu/


3. plato
November 25, 2004

So which end of the elephant are working from DRL?:)

4. D R Lunsford
November 24, 2004

Well I can’t get all depressed about the state of physics. This attitude is so self-
indulgent – it’s as stale as the denial-laden homilies of the stringer crowd.

Physics is hard. Do it or shut up. This kind of whining is embarrassing.

-drl

5. plato
November 24, 2004

http://www.simulation-argument.com/

There are fundamental problems with this idea of computer simulation and
Gerard t’ Hooft expounds on this?

Although the tendencies are well used in cosmological considerations. Example
here are Andrey Kravtsov, and Max Tegmark’s work. New post I constructed, but
takes time to materialize, will come out later today.

Fo one moment I speculate that qubit reformation would have to undergo non
discrete photosynthesis examples, in information transfer? Glast indications,
although sound from this perspective views, are troubling to me, if considered in
computerization methodology.

Quantum Entanglement?

The basics of two-party entanglement

http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9511030
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9511027
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9604024
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9707035
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9709029
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9801069
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9811053
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9905071

Basics of multiparty entanglement
—-
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9907047
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9908073
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9912039
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0005115
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Basics of secret sharing
—
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9806063

I entertain other options and ways of seeing early cosmological events. Trying to
think outside the box:)

6. Fabien Besnard
November 24, 2004

Thank you Urs. I tried it but I should have made a mistake somewhere.

So the URL are :

simulation argument

and

my answer

7. Urs
November 24, 2004

Fabien Besnard wrote:

sorry but I don’t know how to make the link appear as they should.

Use html tags as usual, i.e. write
<a href=”[URL goes here]”>[Text goes here]</a>

Similarly, to make quoted text appear as quoted text enclose it in <blockquote>
and </blockquote>.

For more details see the How-To page of the String Coffee Table.

8. Fabien Besnard
November 24, 2004

Distinguished philosophers think we are maybe in the Matrix :

http://www.simulation-argument.com/

Distinguished astrophysicists don’t think so, but their refutation is even more
funny. (See Brandon Carter’s paper on this same page)

Others think the argument is self-contradictory :

http://perso.wanadoo.fr/fabien.besnard/refutation.html

PS : sorry but I don’t know how to make the link appear as they should.

9. Chris Oakley
November 23, 2004

http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9806063
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/9806063
http://www.simulation-argument.com/
http://www.simulation-argument.com/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000316.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000316.html
http://www.simulation-argument.com/
http://www.simulation-argument.com/
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/fabien.besnard/refutation.html
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/fabien.besnard/refutation.html


Anonymous –

That’s the funniest comment I’ve seen yet on this blog. Or maybe it’s not so
funny. Either way, you should identify yourself, even with a nom de plume.

10. November 23, 2004

Physicists need some sort of validation. Since it no longer comes from
experimentation, seeing their names in the paper alongside prominent cranks
will have to do.



New U.S. Science Budget

November 23, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The U.S. Congress has finally gotten around to producing a budget for fiscal year
2005. Some information about the budget numbers for scientific research is available
here and here.

The NSF budget for research and related activities is being cut by .7% from its FY
2004 level, the first such cut in many years. The other main part of the NSF budget,
that devoted to education, is being cut even more. A few years ago Congress passed a
bill that was supposed to double the NSF budget over several years, but that bill is
now very much no longer operative. It’s not clear yet how physics and math
specifically fare under this new budget, presumably we’ll find out in the next few
days.

The bulk of particle physics funding comes from the DOE Office of Science, and there
the budget situation is brighter, with an increase of 2.8% for FY 2005. Again, the
details of exactly what is being funded and what isn’t should soon be available.

Update: More about the new NSF and DOE budgets can be found here and here.

Comments

1. Chris W.
December 4, 2004

[..from Sean Carroll. The following are excerpts from articles on the NSF budget,
with emphasis added.]

June 5, 2002 — By an overwhelming vote of 397 to 25, the U.S. House of
Representatives passed a bill that authorizes a $2.5 billion increase in the
National Science Foundation (NSF) budget over the next three years. Under the
legislation, the NSF budget would increase by 15 percent per year, from $4.8
billion in FY 2002 to $7.3 billion in FY 2005. The bill would put NSF on track to
double its budget in five years. The NSF authorization bill, which is entitled the
?Investing in America?s Future Act of 2002? (H.R. 4664), must still be
considered by the Senate.
.. . . . . .

December 3, 2004 — The Cost of Congressional Caprice (The New York
Times)
.. . . . . .
If only the bill were a mere laugh riot. But the truth is that the measure, cobbled
together from 13 bills that Congress failed to weigh separately and thoughtfully,
legislates the costs of next year’s government by blindfold and bludgeon.

http://www.aaas.org/news/releases/2004/1123rd.shtml
http://www.aaas.org/news/releases/2004/1123rd.shtml
http://www.cra.org/govaffairs/blog/archives/000190.html
http://www.cra.org/govaffairs/blog/archives/000190.html
http://www.aip.org/fyi/2004/149.html
http://www.aip.org/fyi/2004/149.html
http://www.aip.org/fyi/2004/151.html
http://www.aip.org/fyi/2004/151.html
http://www.ncseonline.org/Updates/page.cfm?FID=1949
http://www.ncseonline.org/Updates/page.cfm?FID=1949
http://www.ncseonline.org/Updates/page.cfm?FID=1949
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/12/03/opinion/03fri3.html?oref=login&oref=login
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/12/03/opinion/03fri3.html?oref=login&oref=login
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/12/03/opinion/03fri3.html?oref=login&oref=login


Nowhere is this more graphic than in the shocking cut that Congress levied on
the National Science Foundation, the research dynamo that does so much to feed
the nation’s economic growth through breakthrough advances in science and
technology. Its budget will be $105 million less than last year’s, even as
lawmakers spared an estimated $15.8 billion for a record 11,772 pet projects.
This binge of bipartisan pandering to voters includes such national priorities as
renovating the Hot Springs bathhouses in Arkansas and bolstering the Paper
Industry International Hall of Fame in Wisconsin.

The science cut may seem minor in the context of the foundation’s total, more
than $5.4 billion. But it signals harsher times to come. For the past two years, a
profligate Republican Congress has allowed the deficit to balloon by papering
over such factors as the open-ended cost of the Iraq war and the revenues lost
because of the Bush tax cuts. Now leaner, meaner government has become the
rhetorical rage, with basic institutions like the Environmental Protection Agency
and the affordable-housing program joining the science foundation in taking hits.
.. . . . . .

——————————
The FY 2005 budget was already going to fall well short of the $7.3 billion that
was authorized by the House (but evidently not passed) in 2002, without the cut
relative to FY 2004. What’s up? From an interview one year ago:

[Terrence] McNally: What I haven’t heard quite yet is the point which
you make very strongly in the book, that the purpose behind the tax
cuts is to bankrupt the government, to undermine social programs, so
that no one who comes into office after them will have an easy time
restoring them.

[Paul] Krugman: I’m not making that up. That’s exactly what the
lobbyists and the others behind these people say. The program that the
Administration is following looks as if it was designed to implement
their ideas. I think it is.

2. Lubo? Motl
November 24, 2004

Dear Hacik,

as you can see by looking at the words more carefully, “conservativism” is
derived from the word “conservation”.

So energy conservation is a conservative value, much like PCs. 

Thanks for your understanding.
Lubos

3. Hacik
November 23, 2004

Energy conservation is so PC and left wing Lubos, I’m surprised to hear you

http://www.alternet.org/story/17169
http://www.alternet.org/story/17169
http://marketplace.publicradio.org/shows/2004/11/15/PM200411151.html
http://marketplace.publicradio.org/shows/2004/11/15/PM200411151.html
http://www.npr.org/rundowns/rundown.php?prgDate=02-Oct-2003&prgId=13
http://www.npr.org/rundowns/rundown.php?prgDate=02-Oct-2003&prgId=13


buying into it.

4. Lubos Motl
November 23, 2004

You cannot create energy because of a principle that is called the energy
conservation law.  You can only convert energy from a less useful form to a
more useful form – and the energy that our experimental friends will use to
initiate collisions that will lead to production of Kaluza-Klein modes – with
energy escaping to extra dimensions – is certainly more useful energy than any
energy that you’ve used in your life. 

If this scenario is correct, a couple of megajoules will be enough to create a
Nobel prize. 

5. Hacik
November 23, 2004

The DOE should get out of the particle physics business altogether. The purpose
of the DOE is to create energy, not make it disappear into hidden dimensions.

6. Lubos Motl
November 23, 2004

It sounds kind of logical that the DOE funding is more stable in this situation
because this department has a more “strategic” character. I would probably
agree that the big budget deficit is not an ideal moment to increase funding of
pure abstract science too much, and it would be nice if the deficits were reduced
once again.

America spends too much – and the trade gap is very big, too. You, Americans,
should reduce your eating of everything else from the world. 



Review Article About the Poincare Conjecture

November 30, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

An excellent review article about the state of the proof of the Poincare conjecture by
my colleague John Morgan has recently appeared. For more background on this, see
an earlier posting. Morgan is a topologist, and his article contains an excellent survey
of what this all has to say about the topology of three-manifolds. This past semester
he has been teaching a course in which he has gone through Perelman’s proof very
carefully. So far it all holds together.

Comments

1. Deane
December 1, 2004

Peter,

I sure wish I had the time to drop by and ask Hamilton and Morgan more
questions about this.

You indicate that the crucial gaps are analytic.
This surprises me. It’s not the geometric or
topological arguments that are unclear?

Any chance you could be more specific about what
kinds of techniques in analysis that Perelman is using and that people are
uncomfortable with?

2. Peter
December 1, 2004

After further consultation with experts I think it would be fair to say that the
situation is something like this:

Parts of Perelman’s outline have been filled in and people agree on them. But the
status of other parts is still unclear and no one is about to claim yet that a
complete proof exists. One problem is that Perelman is using some difficult
techniques, for which it is not clear that there are adequate references in the
literature. So filling in the details of his proof is a very non-trivial business. To
start with you have to become an expert in the techniques he is using, and then
you may need to do some hard work checking that these techniques really do
work exactly the way they are supposed to.

So the problem is that the work that needs to be done is quite difficult and
requires some real expertise in some little-known techniques in analysis. And
some of the experts may not be too motivated to do this, since if they invest the

http://www.ams.org/bull/2005-42-01/S0273-0979-04-01045-6/S0273-0979-04-01045-6.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/2005-42-01/S0273-0979-04-01045-6/S0273-0979-04-01045-6.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000077.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000077.html


time needed there is a serious danger that either Perelman will scoop them by
producing his own full proof (no one knows if he plans to do this and he is not
saying), or their work will not be very valued by anyone, since people will think
that all they did was work out details already known to Perelman.

3. Peter
December 1, 2004

Problem is that at this point if X writes up a detailed proof no one is likely to
refer to it as the “Perelman-X” proof, especially since so many people have now
been going through the process of working out the details for themselves.

If X were to do this, I think it would be viewed more as a piece of exposition,
rather than original research, and the reward structure of the field is such that
expository work is not very highly valued.

4. December 1, 2004

Peter wrote:
….I don’t think the math community will be completely satisfied that there’s a
proof until someone (or a group) finally writes out a real, detailed proof, and I
don’t know if anyone intends to do this anytime soon….

Hmmm, that seems funny to me. Since Perelman only produced an outline, I
would think some one would want to do the legwork and share the glory. I would
have guessed mathematicians would be interested in filling the “whoever” slot in
the Perelman-whoever proof of the Poincare conjecture.

After all, that’s a hell of a paper for a struggling post doc looking for a job.

ksh95

5. Peter
November 30, 2004

Hi Deane,

I don’t know of anyone now willing to stand up and make that claim. The
problem is that Perelman has really only produced an outline of a proof, so a lot
of work is necessary to fill in the details. Some people like Morgan are working
on it and they haven’t found any problems. I haven’t talked to Hamilton about
this, but I’d suspect he’s more interested in trying to do something new than in
filling in the details of Perelman’s outline.

I don’t think the math community will be completely satisfied that there’s a proof
until someone (or a group) finally writes out a real, detailed proof, and I don’t
know if anyone intends to do this anytime soon.

Peter

6. plato
November 30, 2004



I do not mean to interrupt thought processes here in regardng Poincare
conjecture, but a little history was importnat for the commoners(me) to be
exposed to a way of thinking that few can concieve of. I assumed all
mathematicians and physics people are blessed with such insight?

The discovery of non-Euclidean geometry shocked them into
understanding their error in expecting to determine the “perfect state”
by reasoning alone. On the other hand, non-Euclidean geometry
showed us that the human mind can defy intuition, common sense and
experience in order to experience what worlds reasoning could create.
The historian of mathematics, Morris Kline, summed up the meaning of
these new geometries. The importance of non-Euclidean geometry in
the general history of thought cannot be exaggerated. Like Copernicus’
heliocentric theory, Newton’s law of gravitation, and Darwin’s theory of
evolution, non-Euclidean geometry has radically affected science,
philosophy, and religion. It is fair to say that no more cataclysmic
event has ever taken place in the history of all thought.

But that’s not the point I wanted to raise. It had to do what might be concieved
of this wonderful world abstractually creating a road to GR which continues to
expand. I know I am probably wearing peoples patience thin who are well
educated and very articulate in the mathematical realms, and realms of physics,
but has no one consider the context of the way in whch we can now see, in
relation too, Einstein’s realization of that extra dimension? Could have led to a
more comprehensive view of where Einstein left off?

So one saids, “extra dimensions,” one would have to engage the new world of
non-euclidean with some good understanding to meet these new mathematics I
am seeing developed here. By others along side of that physics.

I hope this post is acceptable here, as a form of a question, about why Peter you
will not accept those extra dimensions?

7. Deane
November 30, 2004

Peter,

This article gives the status of Perelman’s
proof as of last August. Is anyone
(Hamilton, in particular) ready yet to proclaim
Perelman’s proof complete and correct?
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Paul Baum on Baum-Connes

December 1, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

I was down in Princeton at the Institute yesterday and heard two interesting talks.
The first was the beginning of a series of four lectures by Paul Baum about the Baum-
Connes conjecture, the second was by Chris Woodward about “equivariant
localization”. I’ll write a bit about Baum-Connes here, perhaps something about the
topic of Woodward’s talk in a second posting.

The Baum-Connes conjecture was first formulated in 1982 by Paul Baum and Alain
Connes in an unpublished paper.Roughly it says that the K-theory of the reduced C*
algebra of a group G is identical with the equivariant K-homology of a certain sort of
classifying space for the group. Equivariant K-homology classes can be represented
by certain generalizations of the Dirac operator, and the map to the K-theory of the C*
algebra is given by taking the index of the operator.

There’s a huge literature about this by now and a few years ago Nigel Higson put
together a detailed bibliography. Some recent expository articles about the conjecture
include an ICM talk by Higson, a survey talk by Wolfgang Lueck, and a book by Alain
Valette.

The conjecture remains unproved for discrete groups in general, and Baum said that
he suspects it is not true in full generality, invoking what he called “Gromov’s
principle”. According to Baum, this principle states that “No statement about all
finitely presented groups is both non-trivial and true.” While the conjecture has been
proved for some classes of discrete groups, there are many for which it is expected to
be true but remains unproved (e.g. SL(3,Z)). For a while it was thought that the
conjecture applied also to groupoids, but counterexamples for groupoids have been
found.

I’ve always been fascinated by part of the philosophy behind the Baum-Connes
conjecture, which is to use equivariant K-homology, classifying spaces and Dirac
operators to get information about representation theory of groups in cases where
little is known about this representation theory. This is in some very vague sense
related to what seems to me to be going on in QFT, where Dirac operators and path
integrals over the classifying space of the gauge group (the space of connections) are
somehow related to the representation theory of the gauge group. The Baum-Connes
conjecture itself just involves locally compact groups and thus doesn’t say anything
about gauge groups, so it is not directly relevant to the case that may be of interest in
QFT.

Comments

1. Paul Baum
December 8, 2004

http://www.math.psu.edu/higson/GFA/BC/master.html
http://www.math.psu.edu/higson/GFA/BC/master.html
http://www.math.psu.edu/higson/Papers/ICMslides.pdf
http://www.math.psu.edu/higson/Papers/ICMslides.pdf
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http://www.math.cornell.edu/~indira/Valette.pdf
http://www.math.cornell.edu/~indira/Valette.pdf


Gromov’s principle can be used as a jumping off point for some very interesting
discussions. Let G be a discrete group. BG is defined as any CW-complex which is
connected, and has G for its fundamental group, and has all higher homotopy
groups zero. We can then take the homology or cohomology H*(BG). On the
other hand in the realm of pure algebra we can write down a complex whose
homology is H*(BG). It is a theorem that these two are the same — and this is
valid for any discrete group. Of course many mathematicians would declare this
to be trivial. But it took the best mathematicians of the nineteen-thirties (e.g.
Heinz Hopf) much thought and much work to figure this out. So a lot of the
content of Gromov’s principle hinges on exactly what we mean by “non-trivial”.
Another issue with GP is what “about” means. In the last of the four lectures at
IAS I’ll give two statements which are relevant to Baum=Connes for
discrete groups and which are true for all discrete groups. In the sense that
Gromov had in mind these are undoubtedly trivial statements.But it took my co-
workers and me quite a few years to figure this out and to come up with the
proofs. So in the colloquial sense that mathematicians use the term “non-trivial”
these statements are (it seems to me) non-trivial. So exactly what does “non-
trivial” mean in Gromov’s principle. Perhaps it means a statement which tells us
something really deep and really meaningful about all discrete groups. Gromov is
probably right about such statements.

Peter Woit’s comments about QFT suggest that someday we might have
something like Baum-Connes for gauge groups. I hope this happens. It might be
really fascinating.



Witten Localization

December 1, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The second talk I heard yesterday at the Institute was by Chris Woodward from
Rutgers. What he was talking about was a conjectural formula whose origins go back
to a truly amazing paper by Witten from 1992 entitled Two Dimensional Gauge
Theories Revisited.

There are quite a few very interesting things about this paper, but one of its ideas has
become influential in mathematics under the name “Witten localization”. This involves
a new principle for calculating integrals of equivariant cohomology classes. Before
Witten’s work, it was well-known among mathematicians that such calculations could
in many cases be reduced to a “localized” calculation about the fixed point set of the
group action. This is related to the Atiyah-Bott version of the Lefschetz fixed point
theorem they discovered in the mid-sixties, to general arguments about equivariant
K-theory and fixed points due to Atiyah and Segal, as well as to the Duistermaat-
Heckman theorem and generalizations due to Berline and Vergne. For some
expositions of this material, see the paper by Atiyah and Bott published in Topology in
1984, and the book Heat Kernels and Dirac Operators by Nicole Berline, Ezra Getzler
and Michele Vergne.

Witten’s idea involved a new localization principle, where integrals of equivariant
cohomology classes can be localized about zeroes of the moment map rather than
fixed points of the group action. This is sometimes referred to as “non-abelian
localization” since it applies directly to non-abelian group actions, whereas the earlier
fixed point formulas typically looked at the fixed points of actions by abelian groups.

One of the main applications of Witten localization by mathematicians has been to use
it to prove in various contexts that “quantization commutes with reduction”. For
physicists this is the idea that, given a classical mechanical system with a gauge
symmetry, one hopes to get the same result either by first imposing constraints and
then quantizing, or by quantizing and then imposing constraints. Even in the context
of finite-dimensional classical mechanical systems, that this should be true is a very
non-trivial mathematical statement. For a survey of some of this, see an article in the
Bulletin of the AMS by Reyer Sjamaar.

Witten’s original paper applied his ideas to the calculation of the Yang-Mills partition
function in two dimensions. This uses the fact that the space of connections for a non-
abelian gauge theory in two dimensions is an infinite dimensional symplectic
manifold, with moment map the curvature of the connection, something first observed
by Atiyah and Bott in the late seventies.

Woodward’s talk involved an integration formula similar to Witten’s original one, for
details about it see his recent paper. This kind of formula was also studied by Paul-
Emile Paradan, see this paper and a recent detailed summary (in French) by Paradan
of his work.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9204083
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9204083
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9204083
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9204083
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/3540200622/qid=1101942444/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/002-3572572-3163249?v=glance&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/3540200622/qid=1101942444/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/002-3572572-3163249?v=glance&s=books
http://www.ams.org/bull/1996-33-03/S0273-0979-96-00661-1/S0273-0979-96-00661-1.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/1996-33-03/S0273-0979-96-00661-1/S0273-0979-96-00661-1.pdf
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.SG/0404413
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.SG/0404413
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/9911024
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/9911024
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0401112
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0401112


Woodward’s work is also motivated by trying to understand the 2-d Yang-Mills
partition function as an integral in equivariant cohomology. He and Constantin
Teleman have done work on a K-theoretic version of this, see their joint paper as well
as Teleman’s contribution to the proceedings of the conference in honor of Graeme
Segal’s 60th birthday, and his talk at the KITP in Santa Barbara last year.

Comments

1. December 7, 2004

Peter, thanks for this informative post.

z

2. D R Lunsford
December 3, 2004

Math is hard..
..and then 2 pi.

3. Barbie
December 2, 2004

Math is hard.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0312154
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0312154
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0306347
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0306347
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/mp03/teleman1
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/mp03/teleman1


String Theory Gets Real – Not

December 3, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

A recent issue of Science magazine has an article about the “Strings and the Real
World” workshop at Aspen this past summer, entitled String Theory Gets Real — Sort
Of. A more accurate title for the article might be “String Theory Would Like to Get
Real — But Can’t Because it Doesn’t Work”.

The article claims that up until recently string theorists were not even trying to
connect string theory with experiment, but “Now a small but growing number of them
are trying to forge connections between string theory and detailed data”. This is
really nonsense. There have always been plenty of people doing “string
phenomenology”, but it has always been a doomed subject, for reasons I’ve gone on
about at length here and elsewhere. The article does mention the problem of the
Landscape with the increasingly standard loony comment that “physicists may have to
rethink what it means for a theory to explain experimental data”. This is absurd.
There’s no question about what it means for a theory to explain experimental data
and the simple fact of the matter is that this theory can’t do it.

There’s also a claim that “the cosmological constant now appears to be real, and
string theorists hope to calculate its value”. This misunderstands the whole
Landscape argument, which tries to justify why no one can ever hope to calculate this
value.

The article also includes a sidebar which tries to explain why young people go into
string theory. It quotes a Penn postdoc, Brent Nelson, as saying that he read about
string theory as a teenager and couldn’t believe so many people accepted something
so outlandish. But he went into string theory anyway, and now says “I haven’t learned
enough… I still don’t know why I should believe”. Sorry Brent, but no matter how
long and hard you stare at this particular emperor trying to appreciate the beauty of
his clothing, he’s still going to be naked as a jaybird.

Finally, when asked how many revolutions will be needed to make string theory work,
John Schwarz says “I don’t know, but I think we’ll need many more”. At about a
decade per revolution, it looks like Schwarz now doesn’t expect to live to see this
happen. Neither do I.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
December 7, 2004

NYTimes article

http://www.nytimes.com/2004/12/07/science/07stri.html

http://www.sciencemag.org/
http://www.sciencemag.org/
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/reprint/306/5701/1460.pdf
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/reprint/306/5701/1460.pdf
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/reprint/306/5701/1460.pdf
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/reprint/306/5701/1460.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/12/07/science/07stri.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/12/07/science/07stri.html


Iterates the usual fabrication that ST contains GR. 5 pages of MOTS.

-drl

2. Lubos Motl
December 6, 2004

“God that failed” – like the communist ideology – is a pretty good formulation
that keeps the reader interested. It’s obvious that a good journalist would always
ask this question in this way.

However, if you open The Elegant Universe by Brian Greene, for example, you
will see a lot of comparably elegant possible criticisms against string theory
(Chapter 9).  String theory is undermining science like medieval theology;
string theorists should not be allowed to convert sensitive students into perverse
deviants etc. 

Of course that these questions and strong words are said exactly because the
answer that they suggest is probably not true, which is the truly exciting part of
the story.

3. Chris Oakley
December 6, 2004

Is string theory the physics equivalent of The God That Failed, as some people
used to say about communist ideology?

It is interesting that Scientific American should ask a loaded question like this.
Maybe the tide is finally turning, and not in favour of those who think we need to
change the dictionary definition of science.

4. plato
December 4, 2004

A perfect opportunity Peter, to tell them what you think?

It is truly an exciting time in cosmology where experiments have produced and
are continuing to yield an abundance of precision data. Similarly, collider
experiments at Fermilab, SLAC and CERN, as well as precision low?energy
experiments, have the potential to make remarkable new discoveries in particle
physics in the next five years. Hence string phenomenology is both a timely
and exciting topic of a workshop in 2005.

5. Lubos Motl
December 4, 2004

Concerning the interview with L. Krauss.

I think that it is still an interview with a string theory layman. It’s great to say
that string theory has not revealed the nature of dark matter, but on the other
hand it is not the most straightforward question that string theorists should ask.

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
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http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/


Eventually, unless the MOND-like theories will turn out to be right, the dark
matter will just be *something*, a new particle (like bino, a superpartner), and
there won’t be too much to learn about other physics from this single piece of
information.

Krauss describes LQG and string theory almost on equal footing, which is of
course ridiculous, but at least, he mentions the obvious fact that string theory
has led to interesting mathematics, unlike loop quantum gravity.

Is there someone here who believes that LQG has led to interesting
mathematics?

6. plato
December 4, 2004

Maybe they didn’t understand the essence of the blackholes and the
mathematical framework that was to go along side of the physics?:)

7. Chris W.
December 3, 2004

You know, Peter, I sense an increasing ennui spilling out into the popular science
press, and a tinge of cynicism in the comments of journalists in spite of
themselves. Another example occurs in this interview with Lawrence Krauss:

SA: Is string theory the physics equivalent of The God That Failed, as
some people used to say about communist ideology?

LK: Not exactly. But I do think its time may be past. String theory and
the other modish physical theory, loop quantum gravity, both stem from
one basic idea: that there’s a mathematical problem with general
relativity.
The idea is that when you try to examine physical phenomena on ever
smaller scales, gravity acts worse and worse. Eventually, you get
infinities. And almost all research to find a quantum theory of gravity is
trying to understand these infinities. What string theory and what loop
quantum gravity do is go around this by not going smaller than a
certain distance scale, because if you do, things will behave differently.
Both these theories are based on the idea that you can’t go down to
zero in a point particle, and that’s one way to get rid of mathematical
infinities. The main difference, I think, between the two theories is that
string is intellectually and mathematically far richer.
String theory hasn’t accomplished a lot in terms of solving physical
problems, but it’s produced a lot of interesting mathematical
discoveries. That’s why it fascinates. Loop quantum gravity hasn’t even
done that, at least in my mind.

With respect to his comments on LQG, I’ll have to bite my tongue for the
moment.

8. Fabio Lanzoni

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/quantum-microstates-gas-molecules-in.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/quantum-microstates-gas-molecules-in.html
http://www.sciam.com/print_version.cfm?articleID=0009973A-D518-10FA-89FB83414B7F0000
http://www.sciam.com/print_version.cfm?articleID=0009973A-D518-10FA-89FB83414B7F0000


December 3, 2004

Give the poor science writer a break- he was probably on deadline.



Shiing-Shen Chern 1911-2004

December 5, 2004
Categories: Obituaries

Shiing-Shen Chern, one of the great geometers of the twentieth century, died last
Friday at Nankai University. He was 93 years old. An article about his life is posted on
the web-site of MSRI, the mathematics institute in Berkeley of which he was the
founding director.

A lot of what I know about geometry was learned from his beautiful short book
entitled “Complex Manifolds Without Potential Theory”, published by Springer in
1979. Some of his most important work concerned the topology and geometry of fiber
bundles, and its significance can be seen in the number of crucial ideas of this field
that carry his name, for instance: Chern classes, the Chern character, Chern-Weil
theory, the Chern-Simons secondary characteristic class.

Update: The New York Times has an obituary.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
December 15, 2004

OK, much better,

Chern classes (and characters) are a way of systematically classifying the
possible types of field configurations: trivial (0), monopole (1), etc..

In other words, the monopole is in the *pure gauge theory without matter* (like
instantons in Y-M).

Thanks, much clearer.

-drl

2. December 15, 2004

Maybe the confusion here is over the term “monopole”. For lay physicists, it
implies some sort of source.

However, in this case, it is the *gauge field* A_{\mu}(x) that can have
“monopole-like” properties, i.e., the field strength corresponding to the gauge
configuration falls off like a monopole; it is as if there was a monopole at the
origin causing this field.

Chern classes (and characters) are a way of systematically classifying the
possible types of field configurations: trivial (0), monopole (1), etc…

http://www.msri.org/chern_04.pdf
http://www.msri.org/chern_04.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/12/07/international/asia/07chern.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/12/07/international/asia/07chern.html


An example is from the Fubini-Study metric (U(1) over S^2):
F=(2i rdr d\theta)/(1+r^2)^2. Integral of (iF/2\pi) is -1; there is no “charge”!

In other words, the monopole is in the *pure gauge theory without matter* (like
instantons in Y-M).

3. D R Lunsford
December 14, 2004

Peter,

Below, you used the example of the Dirac monopole to illustrate a Chern class.
What I was saying is – apparently you can use this classification to distinguish
between the end of a long string of end-to-end magnetic dipoles, and the (on the
face of it) equivalent distribution of acutal poles. This isn’t obvious and depends
on the duality invariance of the energy tensor.

What you just described was simply Gauss’ theorem, other than the integer part.

(I just used Maxwell as an example because it has a potential theory.)

-drl

4. Peter
December 14, 2004

Chern classes are purely topological. All they do is look at the field strength on a
sphere, and use it to tell you the number of monopoles inside the sphere (and
that this is an integer).

So this has nothing to do with the Maxwell equations, Chern’s formalism doesn’t
care at all whether the field strength satisfies any equations at all. Neither does
it have anything to do with the sources that occur in the Maxwell equations.

5. D R Lunsford
December 14, 2004

Peter,

I don’t think I was clear. Let’s just say we replaced every pole by a charge and
so, in the magnetodymanic world we’d have

E = -D x A
B = -Da – dt A

and of course Maxwell is

div E = 0
div B = m

curl B – dt E = 0
-curl E – dt B = M



with D^2 A = M etc.

In this world electric charges are associated with a singular magnetic vector
potential. Because the energy tensor is duality invariant, nothing is any different
as long as you stick to countably many discrete charges.

The point is, Maxwell-Lorentz really needs a density as a source, not a countable
collection of poles each carrying a singular potential.

So the Chern must say something about the sources, in terms of how they can be
locally “smeared out”.

-drl

6. sd
December 14, 2004

Chern classes and Chern-Simons theory are discussed in Baez and Muniain,
Gauge Fields, Knots and Gravity.

7. DMS
December 14, 2004

Peter,

Many thanks for the pointers on Index Theorem; Freed’s notes look very nice!

DRL-

Here is a rough way to understand the Chern class.

Consider D=det(I+(i/2pi)F), where F is the curvature 2-form transforming as
UFU^{-1} under gauge transformation U. Note that D is invariant under gauge
transformations.

But D can also be expanded as a polynomial in F, in terms of homogeneous
polynomial, P_j(F), of elements of F of order j. The j-th Chern class is the
cohomology class determined by P_j(F), which is clearly independent of gauge
(connection) choice .

8. Peter
December 14, 2004

Actually the syllabus that’s up for that course is for the entire year. In the first
semester we just did general manifold and bundle theory, will start next
semester with Riemannian geometry, hope to get to the index theorem at the
end.

There are quite a few good books about the index theorem from various
perspectives. For the point of view I’ll be taking in my course (if I get to this…), a
good reference is Dan Freed’s notes that are on the web, see his webpage for a
whole course he taught on the index theorem:



http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/dafr/Index/index.html

For the more abstract K-theory point of view, it’s hard to beat some of the
expository things Atiyah wrote about this. There are several such articles in
Volume 3 of his collected works, one (Classical groups and classical differential
operators on manifolds) in Volume 4 (this last one is highly recommended)

9. DMS
December 14, 2004

I just looked at the table of contents and excerpts of Morita’s book on amazon
and it looks like it is clearly written and even I should be able to grasp its
contents!

But, unfortunately, no discussion of the Atiyah-Singer Index theorem, which you
covered in the first part of your course.Do you know a good reference for that
(that does more than just quote the theorem “analytical index=topological
index”)?

Perhaps there is a book that gives a glimpse of whatever has been happening
since then in modern geometry (heard Gromov has done a fair bit, of which I
know little).

10. Peter
December 14, 2004

Since my last class for the semester was yesterday, right now I’m just enjoying
not having to think about geometry for a while, and being able to get to work on
other projects. I don’t intend to write up notes for the geometry course this year
(it will continue next semester) for several reasons:

1. I’m way too busy.

2. This is the first time I’ve taught this, and whenever you teach something for
the first time, you only realize after you’ve started explaining some topics that
there is a better way of approaching things.

3. While there’s no book out there I’m completely happy with, there are quite a
few good ones of various kinds, and pretty much everything I’ve been talking
about is covered reasonably in one or another. One book I’ve grown to like as I
have looked at it over the semester is “Geometry of Differential Forms” by
Shigeumi Morita. In the case of the representation theory course, the standard
books didn’t cover much of what I wanted to explain (especially connections to
physics).

If I teach the course again (probably not for a few years), then maybe I will try
and write up some formal notes for it.

Danny,

For better or worse, mathematicians have a whole apparatus for dealing with

http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/dafr/Index/index.html
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/dafr/Index/index.html


vector potentials and field strengths that avoids having to introduce singular
vector potentials when the field strength is not singular. From this point of view
Dirac singularities come about because you are trying to write down a
trivialization of a topologically non-trivial bundle. When you do have a
topologically non-trivial bundle, like in the case of a monopole, basically you
can’t choose the same gauge globally, unless you are willing to introduce
singularities. By thinking of a choice of gauge as something you can only do
locally, you avoid the whole problem of these singularities.

Peter

11. DMS
December 14, 2004

Actually, it would not be a bad idea if Peter (who may have a lot of time on his
hands :)) could write up some notes on the Modern Geometry course he is
teaching for the current (and next?) semester . Just like he did for the Lie group
and representation course.

12. D R Lunsford
December 14, 2004

If I understand your previous reply, Chern classes are a formalization of what
Dirac did when he concocted his “singular potential” by imagining the A field
associated with an infinitely thin, infinitely long solenoid stretching off to infinity.
Now why couldn’t one just write

E = -curl V
B = -grad v – dV/dt

and pretend charges are “Dirac electropoles”, thus replacing the nice potential A
with a singular one V? Is it because you could not smoothly pack these
electropoles into a volume and come up with an average density (you’d have
“singular potential hair” – the electric solenoid strings) uniformly stretching out
to infinity)? So is Chern theory must basically be a theory about the nature of
sources…

-drl

13. Peter
December 13, 2004

I’ve put off writing about the geometric Langlands conjecture for a little while,
partly because I wanted to take some time to see if I could understand it a bit
better. But also I couldn’t help myself from writing about the latest on the
Landscape.

Chern’s title is a somewhat strange one. I think he was trying to indicate that he
concentrates not on the theory of holomorphic functions, but on the complex
geometry in the sense that a complex manifold is one where you can consistently
locally choose complex coordinates. Of course once you do this, you can’t really



avoid thinking about holomorphic functions. But a lot of what Chern studies
involves complex vector bundles over complex manifolds, but not necessarily
imposing the condition that these are holomorphic vector bundles (i.e. the
transition functions you use to glue together the bundles may not be
holomorphic).

14. D R Lunsford
December 13, 2004

BTW I meant to ask the meaning of the title “Complex analysis without potential
theory”. Doesn’t analyticity imply potential theory?

-drl

15. Peter
December 13, 2004

Actually I was just about to write something about the Langlands program and
physics. Either later today or tomorrow.

I hadn’t heard about the hole in Dean’s proof, will add an update to that weblog
entry

16. DMS
December 13, 2004

Hi Peter,

I second Levi and drl; I enjoy your mathematical posts, especially when I can
understand a significant portion  I think it is especially useful for physicists
who would otherwise think that there is not much in mathematics outside
current fashions in string theory-related mathematics (typically those results
derivale using analytic methods).

Someday, maybe take up what was it about Grothendieck’s work (schemes,
Grothendieck group, etc.) that makes it so powerful even now (like Voevodsky’s
Field medal work). Or Langland’s conjectures and their impact on mathematics,
so we physicists can appreciate more the remarkable work being done in other
areas of mathematics. In such instances, your dual background in math and
physics is very helpful.

PS: Sorry to hear about a loophole in Carolyn’s proof on the Jacobian conjecture;
hope she fixes it.

17. D R Lunsford
December 12, 2004

I love the mathematical asides – otherwise I’d probably never know what was
happening out there.

-drl



18. Peter
December 12, 2004

Thanks for the encouraging comments about the more mathematical postings. I
certainly intend to continue to write more things of that kind.

19. RT
December 12, 2004

I wholeheartedly endorse Levi’s comment; the postings that generate the least
polemic and diatribe are almost invariably the most interesting

20. Levi
December 12, 2004

Peter,
In the comments to the post “String Theory at 20 Explains It All-Not” you note
that there aren’t many comments when you post on the subject of mathematics
and the mathematics of quantum field theory.

I hope you realize that a lack of comments doesn’t necessarily indicate a lack of
interest. It often just indicates a lack of controversy. I wanted to mention this
since your (too infrequent) posts on mathematics are my favorite posts on this
blog.

21. Peter
December 8, 2004

Hi Danny,

Too bad you’re not near here, I just spent the last week or two lecturing about
Chern classes in my graduate geometry class.

A good reference for physicists is

Eguchi, Gilkey and Hanson Physics Reports Vol. 66, number 6, 1980

There are also various books about geometry and topology for physicists that
should discuss this.

To understand what is going on, first think about U(1) gauge theory. The field
strength is a closed 2-form, so represents a cohomology class of the manifold.
Physically, if you consider a sphere S^2 in R^3, integrating the field strength
2-form over the sphere counts the number of monopoles inside the sphere. So
this cohomology class (the first Chern class) detects the non-trivial topology of a
U(1) bundle on a sphere surrounding a monopole.

For U(1) you just get the first Chern class, for U(n) you get n different Chern
classes, basically by taking powers of the field strength (=curvature) and then
taking a trace. The algebra gets a little intricate, but it’s basically the algebra of
symmetric polynomials.



Peter

22. D R Lunsford
December 8, 2004

Does anyone have a good reference for the appearence of Chern classes in
physics? I’m extremely foggy on this stuff (mainly because I can’t understand
modern math langauge and have no access to the oral tradition required to
translate it).

-drl

23. Deane
December 6, 2004

This is easily proved:
http://www.genealogy.ams.org/html/id.phtml?id=6424
Note how many mathematical grandchildren he has!

24. December 6, 2004

Sad news indeed. He seems to have been generous and an excellent mentor as
well. Among his many outstanding students was the Fields Medallist Shing-Tung
Yau of Calabi-Yau fame.

http://www.genealogy.ams.org/html/id.phtml?id=6424
http://www.genealogy.ams.org/html/id.phtml?id=6424


String Theory, at 20 Explains It All – Not

December 7, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

This morning’s New York Times has a long and prominently placed article about the
20th anniversary of the “First Superstring Revolution”. The Times has a long history
of producing overhyped uncritical articles about string theory, for a classic example,
see “Physicists Finally Find a Way to Test Superstring Theory”. This one does allow
some critical voices to be heard, including Lawrence Krauss, who is quoted as
describing string theory as a “colossal failure” (which is different than a miserable
failure)

Krauss is also quoted as saying “We bemoan the fact that Einstein spent the last 30
years of his life on a fruitless quest, but we think it’s fine if a thousand theorists spend
30 years of their prime on the same quest.”

Witten is quoted extensively, but he doesn’t sound very optimistic these days, saying
“It’s plausible that we will someday understand string theory”, and making the rather
weird statement that string theory is “so vast, so rich you could say almost anything
about it” (for instance that it is a colossal failure?). He also seems to have given up on
the idea that there is some fundamental new symmetry underlying string theory,
instead putting his hopes on the existence of some new principle for constructing
space and time.

The article also says that few theorists will give up on string theory when
supersymmetry is not found at the LHC, with Witten interpreting this not as evidence
that string theory is wrong, just that unfortunately it will be harder to get
experimental evidence for it than he had hoped. String theorists in general seem to
have trouble getting their minds around the idea that it is even possible the theory is
wrong. Jeff Harvey does admit that sometimes he wakes up thinking “What am I doing
spending my whole career on something that can’t be tested experimentally?”, but
the question of “What am I doing spending my whole career on a colossal failure?”
doesn’t seem to keep him awake nights.

The article ends by quoting an exchange between Steve Shenker and my colleague
Brian Greene. Shenker quotes Churchill, describing the state of research into string
theory as “perhaps it is the end of the beginning”. Brian seems to be one of the few
string theorists around willing to actually consider the idea that the theory might be
wrong, arguing that if string theory is wrong, it would be good to know this soon so
physics can move on.

Comments

1. Quantoken
December 15, 2004

http://www.nytimes.com/2004/12/07/science/07stri.html
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http://www.whitehouse.gov/president/gwbbio.html
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I am surry in my previous post I missed the PI:

“G=1/2N
N=exp(2/3*\alpha)”

It should be
N = PI * exp(2/3*\alpha)

G is a dimentionful value and N is a dimentionless value. Does it really bothr you
that in
G = 1/(2N)
I simply omitted the units that should follow 1/(2N). Is that a problem, 99.999%
of physicists do not include notations of kg, meter, second in the equations they
derived. I never see that as a problem.

There is a reason for that specific form of exponent exp(2/(3*alpha)). These are
not arbitrary choosen numbers, they are not any arbitrary fractional number. I
can tell you it’s related to the 3-D space and 4-D spacetime. But it is simply not
possible to discuss all details of a great theory in short messages on a BLOG web
page. Youc an discuss the basic ideas and give some typical calculations, but you
simply can’t go into too details.

I have shown how I obtained the precise value of proton mass. I would have also
shown how I derived the EXACT mass of the neutron, based on known half life of
nutron being 1013 seconds. It has 9 places of effective digits and is well within
the experimental error of the best known experimental value.

I did not use any fractional number or expansion series. The calculation is
extremely simple, and has physics reasons behind it. It is definitely and
absolutely no coincident when you get a number accurate to the 9th digit, and
matches NIST experimental values exactly.

I respect Peter’s request. I will refrain from posting more about my theory today.
I will discuss how my neutron mass is calculated and give the detailed
description, at a later time, if there is any curiousity.

2. cosmologist
December 15, 2004

Someone wrote:
“Now in the natural unit let Newtons constant G be

G=1/2N
N=exp(2/3*\alpha)

…………
G is dimensionful and N is dimensionless–you can’t equate dimensionful and
dimensionless quantities! All you get for G is a dimensionless number thats
wrong. In natural units (hbar=c=1)
G still has units of m^{2} or cm^{2}so you still cant equate it to N or alpha in
any way unless you have an extra factor that makes it dimensionful. Even then



what you get is a total rubbish and meaninglessly contrived “formula” for G that
could have been contrived in countlessly many ways from alpha.

There is no mathematical basis, proof, derivation or justification or reason for
presenting your N other than it will give the numbers you want by working
backwards. Why not N=pi exp(4/5alpha) or
N=pi exp(1/10alpha)? Since there is no rigorous derivation or justification then
these are just as good. But those simply dont give the answers you want or the
“mysterious coincidences” do they?

Contrived numerical “coincidences” involving the fine structure constant are
very easy to make up. For example, I can quickly make up my very own “magic
N” right now and get a “theory”. Lets see…if
N=exp(9593/(10000 * alpha)) then calculate
M=m_{p}* N were m_{p} is the proton mass I get
M=(1.67^{-24}g) exp(131.4241)
=1.99 x 10^{33} grams, which is the exact mass of the sun, assuming I have’nt
made any mistakes. So what?! Totally meaningless since I just made N up to get
the right answer I wanted, via 30 secs on a calculator. With a little more and time
you can contrive really good ones and its made easier by the fact you are
calculating very big or very small numbers. The trick is to take as many decimal
points in the accepted values and work backwards. The fine structure constant is
actually interesting but this is all nonsense.

3. plato
December 14, 2004

We need a way to measure NCG in the microstates.

If gravity is strong, there would be indication that such a resonance curve would
have revealled itself? Spectrally, your Guitar would make wonderful music?:)

An important feature of atomic spectra that arises from relativity is fine
structure – so called because what at first appears to be a single line in a
spectrum is actually seen to consist of two or more closely spaced lines when
analysed with high precision. Fine structure arises because the electron has an
intrinsic angular momentum or spin that interacts with the magnetic field that is
produced, for example, as the electron orbits the nucleus at relativistic speeds.
The strength of this interaction is characterized by the fine-structure constant, a,
given by e2/2e0hc, where e is the charge of the electron, e0 is the permittivity of
free space, h is Planck’s constant and c is the speed of light. This dimensionless
constant has a value of around 1/137. The equations for fine structure contain a
factor of a2, so the spacing between the lines is suppressed by over a factor of
10 000.

4. Quantoken
December 14, 2004

Plato:

I was aware of all the noises about changing alpha or other fundamental physics
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constants.

It’s all nonsense. There hasn’t been any solid experimental data showing alpha is
ever changing. Any miniscue “change” observed are just experimental errors.
Actually the very notion that alpha could be changing would be strange for any
one to have, except for that the SuperString camp probably need to have that
changing alpha, just as they desperately need to find a decaying proton.

Should alpha be different billions of years ago, then shouldn’t it also be different
today but at a location billons of light years away? The special relativity tells us
time and space are all relevant. Two different time can well be transformed to
two different location in another reference frame. So if alpha is different in
different part of the universe, then there could be no physics because you no
longer have a set of physics laws that are consistent within the whole universe.

Alpha could never be change and should have the same value here or there, now
or billions of years ago. I have demonstrated that alpha is directly related to the
size of the universe, because the big N can be calculated easily from alpha. And
the radius of the universe equals to a trivial factor times the big N. If you
measure the size of the universe from different location, you would get the same
number, and hence the same alpha. For the same reason alpha should be the
same at different times.

Some in the establishment crackpot science even suggested C be changing over
time. That’s absord!
How do you know one meter billions of years ago equals to one meter today, and
one second time billions ago is the same as one second today? You need that
scale consistency to make a meaningful comparison between a speed value
billions of years ago and a speed value today. Otherwise you can’t even do a
comparision and find out any change. And what could provide that ruler that is
consistent? Any ruler made of materials could change, even the space itself could
be expanding or shrinking, according to theoretists, so light speed in vacuum is
the ONLY ruole you can rely on for such a comparison.

So by that notion, the vacuum light speed has been a DEFINED VALUE and it
could never possibly change. For the same reason, the time scale, which rely on
atomic clocks, would not change either. So the physics that atomic clock rely on,
including the alpha, can not change. So these physics constant can not change
because they are the very things that define the scale of length, time, and mass.

Alpha does not change, hbar does not change, C does not change, G does not
change, the Universe radius does not change. They are all connected and they
have been in this universe even before there was space and time. and they can
not change.
Without them being constant by definition, we don’t even have rulers and clocks
for any physics measurements.

Quantoken

5. December 14, 2004



Not in natural units and not in QED where the fine structure constant is the
coupling constant. I also meant dimensionless physical quantities Y are the
dimensional multiples
Y=X* habr^{a}*c^{B}G^{c} for some suitable exponents a,b,c.

6. plato
December 14, 2004

Changes in the Fine Structure constant?

7. Quantoken
December 14, 2004

Matt also said:
“Natural or Planck units ONLY work when you have combinations of hbar,c and
G that are dimensionless multiples as discussed.”

I say: go figure and try to come up with a combination of hbar, C and G that is
DIMENTIONLESS. Because if you do find such a combination, except for the
trivial one hbar^0 * C^0 * G^0, then they will have to return all Nobel physics
prizes ever awarded.

You can’t find such a dimentionless combination out of hbar, C and G and nothing
else. I thought your physics teacher should have taught you that in high school
physics.

Quantoken

8. Quantoken
December 14, 2004

Matt:

I am curious where did you go to school and who taught you physics and how
you get your degree, if you have one. They need to recall you for a failed physics
education.

Alpha is the fine structure constant and it is a dimentionless physics constant. As
such, the value of alpha never changes, regardless of the unit system you adapt,
and regardless of any physics theory you develope. On another planet if there’s
intelligent life developing a different set of science, they will find alpha to be the
same value.

Physicists like to write alpha as alpha = e^2/(hbar*C), for the convenience of
calculation, Because normally to get quantities like interaction energy, the
change e most times occur in the form of e^2. So any time you see a e^2 you do
the calculation using the help of alpha. But you never actually plug in the e value
in columb to calculate.

To do the calculation strictly in MKS unit sets, there are additional factors to be
inserted in the formula, it is not just e^2/(hbar*C). It is actually
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e^2/(4*PI*Epsilon0*hbar*C). When you counted every thing in, alpha is still a
dimentionless number, and remains unchanged under any unit system.

Quantoken

9. Matt
December 13, 2004

You defined a quantity in your natural units as

Mo=m_{e}/alpha=1.248 x 10^28kg = me *137

where m_{e} is the electron mass in kg and you used alpha=1/137. I just
checked that on my calculator.

However, in natural units with hbar=c=1 (and leaving G fixed and NOT equal to
one as you prefer) then
alpha=e^{2}, where e is the charge of the electron. Since alpha=e^{2}/(hbar*
c) = 1/137 it is NOT dimensionless in this unit system when hbar=c=1.

You can’t have a computation where hbar=c=1 AND alpha=1/137 like you have
done, even if G is not set to one…even if you forget G exists! When hbar=c=1
then the quantity you computed is actually Mo=m_{e}/e^{2}, which of course is
not in kg. Nothing you say therefore makes any sense at all especially the
statement “Assuming the electron mass is equal to the fine structuree constant in
natural units” (your words).
It is electron charge that is related to alpha in any unit system and not electron
mass.

However, you also take your Mo and compute
an Eo=Mo*c^{2}then define a ro=hbar*c/Eo but you then used the FULL values
of habar and c again when you already said these quantities where defined in
“natural units” of for hbar=c=1! But it is all academic anyway since you can’t
define Mo in the first place using your own natural units!

Also your N =exp(2/(3alpha)) can’t be defined in your natural units of hbar=c=1
since the exponent now has units of e^{-2} where e is the electron charge.
Again, thats with hbar=c=1 and G left alone and NOT equal to one! Since you
can’t define N when hbar=c=1 then you cant define your G as G=(1/2N) either.
When hbar=c=1 then N must have units of m^{-2}or cm^{-2}if G is a
gravitational constant.

Natural or Planck units ONLY work when you have combinations of hbar,c and G
that are dimensionless multiples as discussed. Even if your choice of natural
units is only to set hbar=c=1 as you say and leave G the same you are still wrong
since again alpha is still then not equal to 1/137 and your N is simply not defined
since you can only take the exp of a dimensionless quantity.

I will quit here for good I think since I really don’t want to clog up Peter’s blog
with all this pointless discussion or encourage any more. The readers here can
easily decide for themselves about what is wrong or not even wrong.



10. Quantoken
December 13, 2004

Matt:

Before you further distort my words. Let me make one thing clear. My natural
unit set is NOT the same as the claimed natural unit set on the textbook, which
was obtained by setting hbar=C=G=1, i.e., the Planck Scale.

My natural unit set do NOT set G=1, that’s a big difference. Just ask theorists
why their calculation of vacuum energy or the cosmological constant is always
off by a huge margin of 120 orders of magnitude? Why they can never get the
number right? Because they used G as if it is a microscopic constant, stupid!

G is not microscopic constant! They can replace G and use the height of Mount
Everest, or the mass of the moon instead in their calculation of vacuum energy,
and it would not be better or worse than using G in their calculation. All of those
are macroscopic numbers and they shouldn’t use them to compute physics at
microscopic scale.

Do you realize physicists are in a dead end for this 120 orders of magnitude
problem? Or are you going to deny existence of this problem altogether?

Quantoken

11. Quantoken
December 13, 2004

Matt:
Why do you have to distort what I said in order to argue with me? My original
wording is:

“But first let me adopt a set of natural unit, the unit is derived by setting HBAR
and C to be exactly one, and assuming the electron mass is alpha, the fine
structure constant, when measured in the natural unit:

m0 = Me/alpha = 1.2483×10^-28 kgs
E0 = m0*C^2 = 1.121928×10^-11 Joules
r0 = (HBAR*C)/E0 = 2.81794×10^-15 meters
t0 = r0/C = 9.39964×10^-24 seconds

r0 happen to be the classical electron radius, but don’t read too much into it.
There is nothing classical.

Now, in the natural unit set, let the Newton gravitational constant G be defined
as:

G = 1/(2*N)”

Clearly, I fixed my natural unit set by setting the numerical value of hbar and c to
be one, and fixing the numerical value of electron mass to be equal to alpha.
Once you fix the three, you get a natural unit set because there are three



measurements to be fixed, the length scale, the time scale and the energy/mass
scale.

In the later formula I said in the context of natural unit set:
G = 1/2N

Clearly in no way did I imply G is dimention-less. G has an implied unit which I
stated to be that constructed from the natural unit. So my formula tells the
numerical value of G, in natural unit set.

The important thing is this is not just an arbitrary unit set. The time and length
scale is the correct scale at which time and space lose continuity.

It remains that my theory arrives at the exactly correct CMB temperature, which
no ther theory can. And as a bunus I also gave the correct solar constant in the
same set of calculation.

Quantoken

12. Matt
December 13, 2004

Total nonsense Quantoken. For one thing, in the forum web pages you quoted,
farther down in the thread in your first post, you begin by totally abusing the
natural unit system. You defined c=hbar=1 then formed a “dimensionless
quantity”
G=1/(2N) where N is a dimensionless number, which you give as
exp(2/3 * \alpha) where alpha is 1/137 and G is Newtons constant. However,
when hbar=c=1 then G is about G=2.5 x 10^{-70}m^{2}. Note the units now. G
is still dimensionful! N would have to have units of m^{-2}or cm^{-2} in this
system and is therefore not dimensionaless. If you set hbar=c=G=1 then your
number N is just N=1 and won’t give you the answers you want and then
contradicts the value of N given by your exp formula. The rest of your derivation
then falls on its face. All you did here was essentially take the accepted values of
the constants or what you are trying to calculate, altered them at so many
decimal places then worked backwards to contrive a “formula” that calculates
them “with great accuracy”. There is no theoretical basis or underpinning to any
of it.

All physicists know that it is virtually impossible in this natural system of units to
use dimensional analysis or to check results for consistency even if you intend to
put back c and h and G. The system only works in the first place because for all
suitable exponents (A,B,C) and (A’,B’,C’) the interesting physical quantities are
dimensionaless multiples of
M_{P}^{A}*L_{p}^{B}*T_{p}^{C}
= hbar^{A’}* c^{B’}* G^{C’}
where M_{P} is the planck mass, L_{P} is the planck length and T_{p} is the
Planck temperature.
It is useful and elegant in quantum gravity and cosmology if done right.
However, I see from previous posts that explaining anything concrete to you is
like trying to nail a rice pudding to the wall.



13. Quantoken
December 13, 2004

Now I am going to give a detailed rebuttal to Mr. M-?’s comment on CMB. First
quoting his words:

“Yes I CAN honestly say the CMB is NOT star radiation since the CMB is
homogeneous and isotropic to an astonishingly high degree. That is, it is the
same everywhere in the universe and in every direction. This has been measured
with great precision. It is in thermal equilibrium, is blackbody and is absolutly
uniform! It is also part of the horizon problem in cosmology, which inflationary
models seek to address. The CMB background also has Gaussian fluctuations,
which have been measured.

The energy density of starlight falls off as the inverse square so that far from a
star, at a distace R, the luminosity is L/4 \pi R^{2}. At sufficiently large
distances (and the interstellar spaces are pretty large!)then L–>0. Total radiation
from all stars in the universe or a galaxy cannot reach thermal equilibrium and is
NOT homogeneous and isotropic. If you have a spherical cluster of millions of
stars then the radiation density or luminosity at R (say with respect to the centre
of the cluster) is different from the radiation density/luminosoty at some R’. Far
from the cluster the radiation density falls to near zero. Hence you need a big
telescope to see it!

An infinite, eternal, static and Euclidean universe full of eternal stars can reach
thermal equilibrium but then every line of sight would then terminiate at a star’s
surface and the night sky would be blazing white and not dark. This is the Olbers
paradox and is in direct contradiction obviously to what is observed. The
resolution is that redshift effectively cuts off the infinite energy density of
starlight.

Also The “M” in CMB stands for “microwave” and stars emit mostly in the visible
and IR in case you hadnt noticed. The reason the CMB is “microwave ” is
because it has been redshifted. It is a remnant of the time radiation and matter
decoupled as the universe expanded. That is why is it so astonishingly
homogeneous and isotropic. There is no other possible expanation for it and is
the strongest piece of evidence for the Big Bang. Along with predicting redshifts
of galaxies and the correct ratios of hydrogen to helium.”

Here are my comments:

I accept every observational facts you cited. But I reject every interpretations of
them cited from standard textbooks. I agree that any sounding theory must be
self-consistent, and be able to account observational facts without contradicting
OTHER known facts. The textbook explainations do not meet this later criteria.

The textbook has NOT been able to explain away where does all the regular star
radiations go? Unless you have a giant blackhole to suck up all star radiations,
they should still be there and should be observed, in the right amount of energy
density per unit volume. The CMB happen to provide the correct amount of
energy accounted for the star radiations. we know the CMB is virtually all the



radiation energy there is filling the cosmos space. All other frequency spectrums
only acocunt for a very small proportion of all the radiation in the universe.

My theory, on the other side, do account for the homogeneous and isotropic and
blackbody radiation spectrum properties of the observed CMB, and do not need
to answer the puzzle where does all the star radiation go. Because star
radiations ARE the source of CMB.

In my theory, star radiation do shift to the lower frequency end as they travel
through the space for billions of years. This redshift, having nothing to do with
Dopler Effect or gravity red shift, is made necessary by a fundamental
requirement of my theory, that the quantum information in the universe is a
conserved amount. If star lights do not red-shift, we would be able to obtain
information from any arbitrarily far away distance, and hence the amount of
information would not be a fixed amount, but rather an infinite amount.

Quantum information conservation not only leads to the Hubble Redshift we
observe. It also leads to the conclusion that the observable universe is neither
expanding nor shrinking. Hence the radius of the universe will not change.
Therefore the relationship between G and the universe radius that was
discovered by Paul Dirac is NOT just a coincidence that we happen to live at a
time when the universe happen to expand to the correct radius for that
relationship to be true. Instead it is not coincidence at all and the relationship
reflects a fundamental physics principle that has always been true, regardless of
what time we live in.

Remember the Mach principle which says the whole mass of the universe caused
gravity and inertia?

Once again, my theory accounts for all observation facts and makes precise
predictions, without any self-consistency problem. I just have not got a chance to
reveal the full details of my theory, yet. Given time, I will do it. If you are serious
in pursuing scientific truth, please reserve your judgement until you learn the
full details of my theory.

Now, can any one do me a favor, and show a calculation of star radiation energy.
And see what’s the energy density is when averaged over the volume of the
universe? Such calculation should be easy, given the known radius of the
universe, the critical density according to Einstein Equation, and the baryon
density being about 5.4%, and we know the radiation of a typical star like our
Sun, which at 2×10^30kg mass, shines 1360 watts per square meter, at a
distance 1.496×10^11 meter away from its center.

Can any one do such a calculation and compare the result with CMB energy
density?

Quantoken

14. Quantoken
December 13, 2004



Mr. M-? said:

“So if I am “clueless” and a “moron”, as you put it then I am in good
company.(Here is another one for you–the average stellar mass is
(hc/G)^{3/2}]/m_{p}^{2}=3.77 x 10^33 grams)”

I say: Sigh! Why do you have to invite insults to youself, by volunteering yet
some more solid evidences that you are indeed incapable of doing the
kindergarten arithmetics, even with a scientific calculator right at your hand.

Your calculation is simply not right. Let me teach you a bit arithmetics for free,
even though Einstein would have done that for some coockies from a little girl.

(hc/G)^{3/2}]/m_{p}^{2}
= (2*PI)^(3/2) * (hbar*C/G)^(3/2) / (m_proton)^2
= 15.7496 * m_planck^3 /m_proton^2

Go find the Planck Mass and Proton Mass at this site:
http://www.physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/cuu/Value?eqplkm|search_for=Planck+Mass
http://www.physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/cuu/Value?mp|search_for=proton+mass

The result should be:
(hc/G)^{3/2}]/m_{p}^{2}
= 15.7496 * (2.17645×10^-8 kg)^3 / (1.67262171×10^-27 kg)^2
= 5.8039×10^31 kg
= 5.8039×10^34 gram

Your number 3.77×10^33 gram, is simply not right.
Even give you the benefit of doubt that you confused h and hbar, which is differ
by 2*PI, the result would have been 3.685×10^33 gram, not 3.77×10^33 gram.
I do not know how you could get the decimal numbers wrong by that much, with
a computer sitting right in front of you.

There is a subtle difference between order of magnitude coincidence and exactly
match to the precision of several decimal places. The later could not be by
chance.

I never said I will not comment on the CMB thing, but I said I will save it until we
have clarify the issue whether you are capable of doing simple math calculations.
Looks like you don’t.

So I will get back to discuss the CMB in just a little bit. Meanwhile why would I
want to juin the establishment science camp and wasting my lifetime, without
finding any real scientific truth, when I already have a decent job and marvelous
income, doing the kind of things I like and at the same time I can do my own
scientific explorations and find the real truths?

Quantoken

15. December 13, 2004
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Dear Quanto
It is clear any dialogue with you is pointless.
First of all the relation between proton mass and Hubble constant was discussed
by Weinberg, Hermann Bondi (Cosmology, 2nd edition Cambridge University
press, chapter III, 1960)and by Dirac.
So if I am “clueless” and a “moron”, as you put it then I am in good
company.(Here is another one for you–the average stellar mass is
(hc/G)^{3/2}]/m_{p}^{2}=3.77 x 10^33 grams)

My comments on the CMB are matters of undeniable fact you can find in any
basic textbook. Your not responding to it proves you don’t actually understand
the nature of what the CMB is.

I gaurantee that you won’t ever find anyone anywhere with any real
physics/math education who will ever take you seriously. Perhaps if you could tell
us your degrees, institutions attended, papers published in peer-reviewed
journals, or articles in the Arxiv (even if only one or two) then your opinion might
carry some weight. BUT this is how science and mathematics is done and why it
is so remarkably successful as a dynamic mode of human thought. The system is
not perfect but it is the best there is and in the end it always works. Calculations,
even simple arithmetic ones, can only presented within a rigorous, coherent and
logically self-consistent structure or framework with reference to previous work.
You have not done that.

If you think I was “rude” then submit your “piece of gold” arithmetical
calculation to Physical Review or Astrophysical Journal then you might get some
really rude replies. Of course, predictably, you will view all this as the “physics
establishment” out to get you or censor you. You could never accept that you are
just spouting ignorant self-deluded nonsense or are just plain wrong, but would
only accept that you are being rejected or persecuted on “political reasons”.

If you want to do science you have to go through this long hard route just like to
be a heart surgeon takes 10 years of hard work and dedication at medical
school! Self-taught surgeons are avoided. This is how science works and the only
way it can work…something you don’t seem to understand. Frankly I am getting
really tired of crackpots always pushing “their theories” and I have already given
you more time than anyone else would or will.

16. plato
December 13, 2004

Quanto,

You are running up against a well established trend of developing insight that
has fallen short by some of our most profound mathematical minds here:)

Even I, as a commoner like to embrace all of them(theoreticists and
mathematicians a like) and try and keep them in line, with a encapsulated view
of reality, but first we have to contain the legitimacy of what is being relayed.

It has to all make sense?:)
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17. Quantoken
December 13, 2004

Further commenting on M-“”. He said:

“Also The “M” in CMB stands for “microwave” and stars emit mostly in the
visible and IR in case you hadnt noticed. The reason the CMB is “microwave ” is
because it has been redshifted. It is a remnant of the time radiation and matter
decoupled as the universe expanded. That is why is it so astonishingly
homogeneous and isotropic. There is no other possible expanation for it and is
the strongest piece of evidence for the Big Bang. Along with predicting redshifts
of galaxies and the correct ratios of hydrogen to helium.

The mass of the proton can easily be evaluated from Mp=Ho^{2}/GN, where
N=baryon number density, Ho is the Hubble constant and G is Newton’s
constant. The mass of a typical elementary particle is (h^{2}H_{o}/Gc, where h
is Planck’s constant. So what?? These are well known. And you can replace
Planck’s constant h with e^{2}/c=137h, the fine structure constant. These
numerical coincidences have been known for a very long time.”

Looks like that’s further evidence M-“” does not know how to do simple
arithmetic calculations. If that is not the case, please plug in some real numbers
and show us exactly how you calculated the Mp from hubble constant and baryon
number density, and what is the value of Mp you obtained that way. Also you
seem to have no clue that astronomers first tried to obtain baryon mass density
based on observation data, then try to use that, plus known Mp, to calculate
baryon NUMBER density, instead of the other way around to obtain Mp.

I obtained a precise value of Mp based on first principle, to an accuracy of many
decimal places.
I would be happy if you can show me that your calculation is only off by one or
two orders of magnitude.

I would have answered to your comment on CMB and star radiations. But since
you are so clueless, I will save that till you can show me that you are capable of
doing the kind of elementary school arithmetics, that Einstein taught an eight
year old kid in exchange for her sweet cookies, in his late years.

18. Quantoken
December 13, 2004

Mr “”(noname) said:
“Your ‘derivation’ of the proton mass is of course total bunk”

I am sorry. But tat’s very rude and uneducated behavior on your part. Your
comments only shows how ignorant you are. You have no idea what I have been
taking about. You are totally clueless and you still feel you can make judgement
of my theory. I am sorry you are such a M-?!.

An educated scholar would never be shy to admit things he doesn’t understand,
and would not comment on something until he learns at least some basic facts of



the thing he is going to comment on.

I put a piece of gold in front of you but you could not recognize it, because you
are blind. I have shown you how I obtained the precise mass of the proton,
detailing every single step, though the computation is so simple there is really
not that many steps to shown.

Wouldn’t you at least politely acknowledge the fact that there was no math error
in my calculation? Or you are unable to verify and make a judgement on my
math?

Let me give you a hint. The spin state of proton is an external state, so it has
nothing to do with proton mass. The “states” I was talking about are the internal,
intrinsic states, which certainly can not be observed directly, but has to be
infered from other facts. It’s just like Quarks, they can never be observed as
stand alone particles but their existence can only be infered from other
experimental evidences.

Most physicists agree protons, as well as some other fundamental particles that
can change. The fact that they changes implies that they have some sort of
internal structure. Seeing those particles as point particles and hence there are
no structure to be found of those particles in our 4-D spacetime, some of the
physicists turn towards some presumably exist additional dimentions to look for
that intrisic internal structure. That’s the whole idea where Super String theory
came from.

That’s where the science made a wrong turn. Why do one need additional
dimentions to provide background for some sort of intrinsic structure? You don’t
need to. You can have structures without a spacetime background, and certainly
without a 11 dimentional super space.

It’s rather illogical to me that physicists can accept the idea that below a certain
small scale, the space and time loses continuity, and hence no longer exist,
however they still can not accept the idea that you can have physics structures
without spacetime background at all.

Also amazing to me that they believe the Planck Scale is the cut off, hence below
Planck Scale there is no longer a continuous space and time dimentions, and
hence these 4 dimentions no longer exist. However they believe in the other 6
dimentions, each though not longer than the Planck Scale, could still be
continuous and meaningful, even if they are smaller than the Planck Scale!!! I do
not know how their logic works.

At scales smaller than the discontinuity cutoff scale, both space dimention and
time dimention are no longer meaningful physically, and hence physicists must
throw away any equation that involves space and time, and use a brand new
concept to construct some new physics.

That’s the whole idea of my GUITAR theory, Generalized Universal Information
Theory And Relativity. My theory has resolved all the puzzles the extablishment
theories could not resolve, and has succesfully been verifies by many precise



calculations.

Unfortunately it does not seem that there are any one here who can understand
it. I meantioned the Bekenstein Bound, and it does not pull a ring for any one.
Hasn’t anybody heard about what Bekenstein Bound is? Also hasn’t any one
heard that Einstein said “God does not toss a dice”. Hasn’t any one heard about
Paul Dirac’s Large Number Postulation?

I do not just had a dream one night and came up with my new theory. Everything
in my theory is solidly based on previous researches by well known scientists.

Quantoken

19. December 12, 2004

Your ‘derivation’ of the proton mass is of course total bunk. The nuclear dipole
moment of a proton in a magnetic field forms a 2-dimensional Hilbert space of
states +> and ->, which can be identified with qubits 1> and -> as the basis for
a quantum computer for example. You can calculate Shannon or Von Neumann
entropies for qubits. Your entropy formula is wrong (the Von Neumann one is the
correct one in this context of quantum information using the density matrix) and
even if you can compute the quantum entropy associated with the states of a
proton that has absolutely nothing to do with its rest mass!

20. December 12, 2004

Yes I totally agree. I did say “eternal stars”. But as a resolution I was thinking
more along the lines of the redshift argument in Weinberg’s Gravitation and
Cosmology, pages 611 and 612. Olbers paradoxes are only relevant for steady
state universes that have existed for an infinitely long time.

21. cragwolf
December 12, 2004

Someone wrote:

“An infinite, eternal, static and Euclidean universe full of eternal stars can reach
thermal equilibrium but then every line of sight would then terminiate at a star’s
surface and the night sky would be blazing white and not dark. This is the Olbers
paradox and is in direct contradiction obviously to what is observed. The
resolution is that redshift effectively cuts off the infinite energy density of
starlight.”

Actually, the resolution of Olber’s paradox lies in the finite lifetime of stars.
Expansion contributes no more than a factor of a few. See papers by Wesson and
Harrison on the subject. Or just read the relevent sections out of Harrison’s
textbook, “Cosmology: The Science of the Universe”.

22. December 12, 2004

“Can you honestly say that CMB is NOT star radiation…where does all the star



radiation go?”
……………….
Yes I CAN honestly say the CMB is NOT star radiation since the CMB is
homogeneous and isotropic to an astonishingly high degree. That is, it is the
same everywhere in the universe and in every direction. This has been measured
with great precision. It is in thermal equilibrium, is blackbody and is absolutly
uniform! It is also part of the horizon problem in cosmology, which inflationary
models seek to address. The CMB background also has Gaussian fluctuations,
which have been measured.

The energy density of starlight falls off as the inverse square so that far from a
star, at a distace R, the luminosity is L/4 \pi R^{2}. At sufficiently large
distances (and the interstellar spaces are pretty large!)then L–>0. Total radiation
from all stars in the universe or a galaxy cannot reach thermal equilibrium and is
NOT homogeneous and isotropic. If you have a spherical cluster of millions of
stars then the radiation density or luminosity at R (say with respect to the centre
of the cluster) is different from the radiation density/luminosoty at some R’. Far
from the cluster the radiation density falls to near zero. Hence you need a big
telescope to see it!

An infinite, eternal, static and Euclidean universe full of eternal stars can reach
thermal equilibrium but then every line of sight would then terminiate at a star’s
surface and the night sky would be blazing white and not dark. This is the Olbers
paradox and is in direct contradiction obviously to what is observed. The
resolution is that redshift effectively cuts off the infinite energy density of
starlight.

Also The “M” in CMB stands for “microwave” and stars emit mostly in the visible
and IR in case you hadnt noticed. The reason the CMB is “microwave ” is
because it has been redshifted. It is a remnant of the time radiation and matter
decoupled as the universe expanded. That is why is it so astonishingly
homogeneous and isotropic. There is no other possible expanation for it and is
the strongest piece of evidence for the Big Bang. Along with predicting redshifts
of galaxies and the correct ratios of hydrogen to helium.

The mass of the proton can easily be evaluated from Mp=Ho^{2}/GN, where
N=baryon number density, Ho is the Hubble constant and G is Newton’s
constant. The mass of a typical elementary particle is (h^{2}H_{o}/Gc, where h
is Planck’s constant. So what?? These are well known. And you can replace
Planck’s constant h with e^{2}/c=137h, the fine structure constant. These
numerical coincidences have been known for a very long time.

Basically, everything you have said is not even “not even wrong”

23. A.Nonymous
December 12, 2004

Quantoken: your numerical result looks ok, but while you’re not telling us how
you compute your number of possible states of a protons you’ll understand that
we can only reserve our judgments. Have you written down the *details*



somewhere ? (If not, the group sci.physics is unmoderated.)

24. Quantoken
December 12, 2004

Before I start to calculate the proton mass, a quest that no establishment
theories ever dreamed of accomplishing, but so trivial in my theory, let me
explain the main concept of my theory.

1.The universe is composed of nothing but quantum information, or quantum
entropy. The entropy is measured in qubits, if the system takes one of two
possible states, it’s one qubit. i.e., one qubit is ln2 entropy when using the
traditional entropy definition of ln Omega.

2.The amount of quantum information is exactly integers of qubits. That’s the
source of quantization of all physical observatives.

3.”God does not toss a dice”. The total amount of quantum information is a
CONSERVED quantity, it never increase or decrease. In fact it could not possibly
increase or decrease because quantum information do not exist in a space time
background, hence there is not even a concept of increase or decrease.

4.Spacetime, and other observable properties of the physics world are just
statistical manifestations of quantum information. Theories like the Bekenstein
Bound, provides hint how to relate quantum information and use them to
construct space time. Specifically, it can be described by a model where all
quantum information distribute on the surface of a 4-D spacetime volume.

For point particles, it’s measured mass is associated and proportional to its
intrinsic internal quantum information.

Now consider protons. Starting with an eight fold structure. I fugured out the
number of possible states a proton can sit in to be 1, the base state, plus 3 kinds
of excited state, each contain 5! possibilities, and one another kind which has 7!
possibilities. Plus the charge can be in one of two different states. So the total
number of states are:
S = 2 * ( 1 + 3*5! + 1*7!)
That’s how you calculate the proton mass. You can find the answer using a calcul
S = 10802

Measured in qubits, that’s
S = ln 10802 / ln 2 = 13.399011

That would be equal to the proton mass. i.e., the
proton mass is 13.399011.

Remember I use the Natural Units, whose unit of mass equals to the electron
mass divided by fine structure constant.

If you want SI unit,
Mp = 13.399011 * m0 = 13.399011 * 1.24831335×10^-28 kg



Mp = 1.67262×10^-27 kg

The published proton mass is at:
http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/cuu/Value?mp|search_for=proton+mass

(1.67262171 x10^-27 kg)

You make the judgement.

Quantoken

25. Quantoken
December 12, 2004

What do you mean “back of envelope” calculations? Do you remember Occram’s
Razer? All things considered, the simplest theory that gives the correct answer is
the correct theory.

OK, so my calculations takes the back of an envelope, so what they leads to the
correct answer. OK, so Super String calculations are complicated. To calculate
amoung some 10^123 different super string “landscapes” you probably needs to
construct a quantum computer using the whole resource of a galaxy, and you still
won’t be able to come up with an answer. Not a correct answer, not even an
incorrect answer. Nothing. Not even wrong.

That’s what I call crackpot science when you can’t even come out with a reality-
relevant answer, be it right or wrong, given 20 years of development and after
consuming thousands of the best intelligent minds on this planet. As I asked, how
many multiples of the already spent in-vain efforts does it take the scientific
community to waste, before you will finally give up?

You know, the special and general relativity was not developed by one of those
thousands of people who had worked in the field for decades. They were
developed by a little third class patent clerk whose name was never known. Who
failed the colleage entrace exams, who could not even find a job teaching in high
school, and who would probably never been able to publish anything in today’s
environment despite of much wider access to information. Next year is the
centenual anniversary of his great discoveries.

My theory is not a back-of-envelope theory. It takes more papers to write down.
But the main idea and some of the typical calculations are indeed simple enough
to be written on a few pages.

Next, I will show you one more thing that’s trivial, but has puzzled the physicists
for so longer they no longer seen to be bothered any more.

I am going to show you exactly how much the mass of a proton should be, and
why, and it’s ratio to electron mass. Starting with a slightly different “8 fold
method”. And yes the main calculation can be written on the back of an
envelope. And there will be no adjustable parameter.

http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/cuu/Value?mp
http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/cuu/Value?mp


26. Chris Oakley
December 12, 2004

Quantoken –

Saying that the big bang theory is wrong does not make you a crackpot, but
claiming that you have an “ultimate correct answer” when all you have is a few
plausibility arguments and back-of-envelope calculations does. Take your
business elsewhere.

27. Quantoken
December 12, 2004

Plato said:
“You must have a “compass” and have a way of knowing your coordinates from
your passenger’s seat?:) Maybe “making coffee” and taking on stewardess
functions as well?:)”

Are you sure you are not losing a bit of intelligence by knowing too much
contemporary junk science? Like, here is a trivial question, do you know whether
there exists a way how to get from point A to point B, without the aid of any type
of manual or machine powered transportation carrier?

A sane person with the slightest intelligence would tell you directions without
help of a compass, and without a need of coordinates. Actually the concept of
directions like North, South, East, West were formed way back before compasses
were invented and the concept of coordinate system was formed. Actually
compasses do not tell you the directions, it merely tells you which way the north
geo-magnetic pole is. On modern airplanes they no longer use a compass for
navigation helps.

My theory is still in development, I do not expect it to explain every thing yet.
But at least it explains some of the important things very well, that other
theories fail to explain. There is not another theory which can calculate the
correct CMB temperature. There is not another theory which gives the correct
cosmological constant but mine can. There is not another theory explaining
exactly what is the origin of gravity, but mine can.

The CMB temperature is certainly not the most important thing. As I said, the
important thing is what we observe. We know stars radiate energy. No theorist
can deny that. We can calculate how much energy stars radiate, and again there
can be no dispute regarding the star radiation energies. These energy do not
disappear. And the star radiation energy come up to be exactly the right amount
of energy in the CMB background.

So can you honestly say CMB is NOT star radiation? Can you still continue to
insist that CMB is the remains of BigBang? If you attribute CMB to BigBang,
you’ve got to tell me where does all the star radiation go? Where are they now?
All swallowed up by a giant black hole?

And I haven’t even started to talk about my theory yet. I just gave a few



calculations that any one with a calculator can verify and check against the most
accurate experimental results.

Unfortunately the PhysicsForums web are so paranoid that once I uttered a word
suggesting the BigBang was wrong. They immediately banned me before I could
utter the first word explaining exactly what my theory is based on.

I have not started talking about my theory yet. But I can tell you it is based on
what Einstein says “God does not toss a dice.”, it is also based on the Bekenstein
bound and what is meant by “God does not toss a dice.”

Both the Super String Theory camp and Loop Quantum Gravity camp are
wasting their time without the possibility of achieving any meaningful physics
results, because they are working on the wrong scale, the Planck Scale. They
keep wondering why their calculation of vacuum energy is off by at least 120
orders of magnitude, without realizing they used the wrong constant in their
calculation.

The space and time loses continuity and hence is no longer meaningful, at a
scale far higher than the Planck Scale.

Quantoken

28. plato
December 11, 2004

More Comedy Then:)

You must have a “compass” and have a way of knowing your coordinates from
your passenger’s seat?:) Maybe “making coffee” and taking on stewardess
functions as well?:)

Quanto as much and pleasing that these equations might be consistent with one
more “prospective view,” without gravity in the understanding, how would you
explain resonance curve?

Since Reinmannian geometry is the mathematical core of general relativity, this
means that it too must be modified in order to reflect faithfully the new short
distance physics of string theory.Brian Greene

Without the “potential” of the supersymmetical reality, you would have no
consistent way to view the cosmo, yet, you recognize the temperature values as
important?

Just wondering?

29. Chris Oakley
December 11, 2004

Hi Quantoken –

In regard your “ultimate correct answer”, thanks for the welcome comic relief.

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/quantum-microstates-gas-molecules-in.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/quantum-microstates-gas-molecules-in.html
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The discussion was getting too intense.

30. Quantoken
December 10, 2004

Let me comment on the dispute between Peter and Lubos. Lubos seems to
suggest that for any one to have the qualification to even criticise Super String
Theory one has got to be an expert in the field first, or else he/she should shut
up.

Nothing is more absord than that logically. Surely ANY ONE can criticise SST,
even one who know little physics. The important thing is SST has NOT delivered
anything that it promised, and it has not proven itself to be a relevant physics
theory of this physics world. It may be a good mathematical theory but so far
there is no evidence it has anything to do with physics at all. That’s an accepted
and undisputed fact.

Let me use an analog: As a passenger I boarded an airplane, and found it’s
heading to the wrong direction. Shall I have the right to question and challenge
the captain, or should I shut up because I absolutely no nothing about how to fly
an airplane, and have not read the first few pages of the pilot manual? Surely I
do, because it does not take an export to figure out that the pilot is not delivering
what he is expected to deliver.

Let’s face it: SuperStringTheory is most probably wrong and is not going any
where. Now let me ask this question: Suppose it is wrong. What does it take for
the scientific community to recognize it as a colossal failure?

Certainly, several thousands of scholars of some of the best intelligences on this
planet wasting the prime of their lifetimes without achiving anything physically
significant, is still not enough to convince them they are on the wrong track.
How about 3 generations of best scientists wasting their lifetime in an invain
search for an ultimate theory in super string for over a hundred year, just to find
out they are wrong?

Or how about 10 generations and a few hundred years? How much is too much?
How long is too long? At what end of a fruitless pursuit, will superstring
theoriests finally ackowledge that they have been all wrong and they have
wasted their intelligence their whole lifes?

Serious I want to know the answer. How many more years should we continue to
try, before finally giving up? Maybe you will give up whe the tax payer money
runs dry?

Both SST and LQG are wrong all the time. I have the ultimate correct answer.
The evidence being I have been able to calculate a number of important
parameters of the universe to an amazing precision, including figuring out the
exactly CMB temperature and solar radiation constant, with very simple
calculation. See:

http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=49938

http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=49938
http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=49938


http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=49935
http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=49934

Quantoken

31. D R Lunsford
December 10, 2004

This is what I mean, Lubos. Obviously, to anyone with a functioning mind,
Larsson not only knows what HE’S talking about, he knows more about what
YOU’RE talking about than YOU do. So to flame him like this makes you look
ridiculous, like one of those snapping little toy dogs giving a big dog the
business, while the big dog just yawns and thinks – “mmm snack”.

What I want to know is – how long have you been bamboozling your colleages,
fellow students, parents, neighbors etc. etc.? You make a good Czech hockey
player – you know, irritating and fast…

-drl

32. Lubos Motl
December 10, 2004

I’m somewhat uncertain whether it is reasonable to reply to pitiful creatures
such as the Gentleman signed as “Thomas Larsson” below.

Nevertheless, even most of children interested in physics who are above 10
years old with IQ above 90 know that string theory predicts consistent dynamics
of quantum gravity as well as all required physics of the Standard Model in the
appropriate regime.

Some of the solutions of string theory are *pure* Standard Model at low
energies, see e.g. the recent intersecting braneworld paper by Christos
Kokorelis.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0412035

But we don’t know whether we should expect a pure standard model – SUSY and
GUT at higher energies is more attractive because of many reasons.

Aaron Bergman has written a lot of relevant technical comments, and I
encourage all participants with IQ above 70 to try to read and understand
Aaron’s comments as opposed to the idiotic rants signed by “Thomas Larsson”.

33. Thomas Larsson
December 10, 2004

DMS,

Your wait for “ST-implies-SM-gauge-group” will be a long one. Because honestly
speaking, ST can be used to derive any possible gauge group, not just the
standard model—this is “prediction” for string theorists.

http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=49935
http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=49935
http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=49934
http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=49934
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0412035
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0412035


…
Clearly, there is nothing “unique” about this contrived construction. But throw in
enough buzzwords (like branes, orientifolds), and you will silence the doubters
by hiding the arbitrariness and keep harping about the “uniqueness of string
theory”. This is dishonesty, plain and simple

That Motl decides to lie about string theory predicting the SM is somewhat
surprising. After all, it is not a sofisticated lie, it is just a plain stupid lie, which
any non-specialist can see through. This is really stupid, because it leaves the
impression that lying is all that string theory is about. What is even more
surprising is that the rest of the string community seems perfectly happy to let
this barking Harvard puppy define the public image of a string theorist. (It seems
like he has been forced to retract his “interesting” opinions about women,
though.)

(although Prof. Motl does surprise on occassion, as on the anthropic stuff),

I think we should be grateful to Susskind and Douglas to make string theory’s
inability to explain any experimental data manifest and quantitive. Today it takes
days or maybe even months to work out the properties of a compactification
(with the wrong sign of the CC). Even if you could automate this process to only
take a fraction of a second, covering a Landscape of 10^1500 vacua will still
take significant time; remember that our universe is only 10^80 seconds old. I
think that the prospects of not making any progress in the next 10^1500
seconds might deter future students. Or does anyone believe that string theory
will pick up steam once Witten retires?

34. Aaron
December 10, 2004

Just to get this out of the way, I’m not Lubos, and I’m not speaking for him.

To respond, here are a few examples. The relationship between Chern-Simons
theory and the open topological string was derived by Witten from applying his
open string field theory of the full string theory to the topologically twisted
model.

Later Gopakumar and Vafa took Maldacena’s ideas from AdS/CFT and applied
them to large N transitions in topological strings. This led to the conjecture that
the Chern-Simons theory on S^3 is equivalent to closed topological strings on
the resolved conifold, (The transition here is the ‘conifold transition’ from T*S^3
to O(-1)+O(-1) -> P^1.) This has consequences for Gromov-Witten invariants.

If I remember, there are other conjectures that come about from embedding the
topological string in the full string theory and using the various known facts
(especially dualities) about the full string theory. I think the existence of
Gopakumar-Vafa invariants follows from such embedding.

Marcos Mariño covers a lot of this in hep-th/0406005. Is that what you wanted?

35. plato

http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/gias-landscape-and-other-new-papers.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/gias-landscape-and-other-new-papers.html


December 10, 2004

JC,

Arguably there’s a fine line between a genius and a crackpot. The genius turns
out to be correct in the long term, while the crackpot remains a “madman”
forever.

So was Einstein a Genius, or a madman? If his last thirty years were
unproductive, maybe a madman?:)

Einstein’s search for a unified theory is often remembered as a failure. In fact, it
was premature: physicists first had to understand the nuclear forces and the
crucial role of quantum field theory in describing physics–an understanding that
was only achieved in the 1970s.

So you see, you might of thought of him as a madman all the while, you just
didn’t understand him:)

36. mathematician's query.
December 10, 2004

Aaron and Lubos,

yes, as a mathematician I am well aware
that Gromov-Witten invariants, etc originated
(or were re-born) in physical models, notably topological theories. Many
mathematicians
are also keenly interested (and participating in)
the prospected construction of “topological M-theory”
a la Okounkov, Nekrasov, Vafa, and others.

My question, however: what, SPECIFICALLY,
does Lubos have in mind when he claims that
such results are simply “truncations” of work
done in string theory. There is a huge and
obvious difference between
A. “truncating” the whole theory to form a
toy model, but using techniques specific
to the toy model to get results (e.g. as a test
for the larger theory), versus
B. taking a “truncation” of results in the big
theory to get results about the toy models.

My impression (from talks by Vafa, for example) is
that it’s mostly A that’s been done. Lubos
appears to be claiming that B happens, so that successes in Gromov-Witten
theory, etc are also successes of string theory. I’m asking what is the situation
from the point of view of someone who works
on string theory.

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/anthropic-principle.html
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So far the only answer from Lubos was to call
me an idiot. Which only tanks his credibility
further.

37. D R Lunsford
December 9, 2004

Yes JC, but someone like LM is just wrong, period. He doesn’t have a secret plan
to save physics from the North Viet Cong and the insurgents. What he claims is
just wrong. Peter doesn’t go around claiming things that are flat wrong.

The funny thing is, I think LM would be better off if he’d get behind something
that isn’t so easily dismissed as nonsense. I’d rather believe in something
completely implausible rather than in something that is demonstrably wrong and
even anti-scientific.

-drl

38. JC
December 9, 2004

Plato, et. al.

Some folks like to bury their heads in the sand, for whatever reasons. Whether
they are being in “denial” or are in a genuine state of “ignorance is bliss”, is
debatable.

Whether they are right or wrong in the long term, they are entitled to believe
whatever they want. In the end, who really cares what anybody else thinks?

Arguably there’s a fine line between a genius and a crackpot. The genius turns
out to be correct in the long term, while the crackpot remains a “madman”
forever.

39. plato
December 9, 2004

JC

Nobody is holding a gun to your head and forcing you to listen to Peter and/or
Lubos in the first place.

Why would anyone ignore the basis of what is happening between these two
gentlemen/unless you choose not to bury your head in quantum geometry?:)

Einstein refused to accept the quantum mechanical positions, but we have seen
how things have progressed?:)

40. JC
December 9, 2004

As far as I’m concerned, people are going to say whatever they want. If you don’t

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/quantum-geometry.html
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like what Peter and/or Lubos is saying or not saying, you’re entitled to say
whatever you want. Or for that matter, one is also entitled to completely ignore
Peter and/or Lubos, or anybody else for that matter.

Nobody is holding a gun to your head and forcing you to listen to Peter and/or
Lubos in the first place.

41. Lubos Motl
December 9, 2004

the Higgs mass.

the lightest sparticle mass.

OK, now I’ve defused all criticism once and for all. I never thought it would be so
simple! 

42. Chirally Challenged
December 9, 2004

Lubos can defuse all criticisms once and for all by telling us the Higgs mass.

And for encore, the lightest sparticle mass.

43. Aaron
December 9, 2004

Responding to:

Lubos, are you saying that there is
specifically stringy reasoning involved
in things like TQFT, Donaldson/Seiberg/Witten
theory, Gromov-Witten invariants and other
much-admired offshoots of string theory?
i.e. where you think in terms of the full
string theory, get some idea/result and
degenerate back to the purely topological or conformal theory?
We can all admire Vafa et al, but it’s not
clear to me how much (if at all) the spectacular
successes in mathematical toy models have to
do with strings per se.

As regards to anything related to the topological string (Homological mirror
symmetry, Gromov-Witten, Gopakumar-Vafa, Donaldson-Thomas, yadda yadda
yadda) many (if not most) of those spectacular successes were originally derived
using intuition from string theory and were later (sometimes) proven to be
correct by mathematicians. I think if you ask any mathematician who works on
those areas, they will tell you that physical reasoning has been extraordinarily
fecund.

44. plato



December 9, 2004

As a commoner(a child of the universe and a impressionble one) it has become
important for me to distinquish where the pulse is in these exchanges:)

If both areas deal in mathematical structures then it would be essential that a
common bond be linked through the mathematics? If agreement is struck in
theoretical advances, then supportive features of the physics would be
important?

Where Brain Greene had made such a statement about moving on if such a
concept as strings/Mtheory was resolved, Lubos also made same. Being critical
of what one has gained in information about subject would seem important to
me, to make a careful assesssment?

But I am more intrigued about the advances of quantum gravity and the
perspectives forming around this. Why are not, all models attack with such
vigor? I have many links you can choose from:)

Do you not all have the same departure point?

I think I will post Smolin and Susskind exchange again, to hone up on what’s
going on.

It’s good to see that both have agreed on some basis to move from and that Peter
is asking questions. What other theory asks the question about the unity and
arises from the planck epoch in a systematic way?

45. Lubos Motl
December 9, 2004

Haha, Peter, you’re funny. You probably think that it is completely OK to
misunderstand this statement, but you’re wrong. Misunderstanding this
statement means that you had to misunderstand the whole picture.

You know, one can follow some formulae on 6 pages, but if one does not
understand why these formulae are written down, then it’s completely useless –
it’s like the basic school kids who memorize something that they don’t
understand.

OK, you should not be intimidated by the first sentence you don’t understand.
You should try at least 150 pages of Zwiebach. Do it for me!  And don’t cheat –
you know very well that the first 6 pages of the book are NOT string theory yet.

46. Peter
December 9, 2004

OK Lubos, I checked a few more pages in Zwiebach, and you’re right. When I get
to page 6 he writes “String theory is an excellent candidate for a unified theory
of all forces in nature”. Yup, there’s a statement I don’t understand.

47. Lubos Motl
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December 9, 2004

Sorry, Peter, but I said – and I still say – that you don’t understand the first
*pages*, not just one page. Be sure that one page is not enough.

Indeed, you have written a lot of rubbish about string theory. And it’s also true
that the people may decide for themselves which writing is more scientifically
reliable.

No doubt, there exist intellectual dwarves who will say “Peter Woit is the more
trustworthy party about string theory”. You know very well that I don’t care a
single bit about what complete idiots are thinking.

What I would find more disturbing would be if an *intelligent* person happened
to attend your blog and if she were manipulated into thinking that your rants are
relevant for science. That would be sad.

This is why I find it very important to emphasize that you, Peter Woit, have no
idea what string theory is.

48. DMS
December 9, 2004

DRL—

Your wait for “ST-implies-SM-gauge-group” will be a long one. Because honestly
speaking, ST can be used to derive any possible gauge group, not just the
standard model—this is “prediction” for string theorists.

The rough explanation is that you get a U(N) Yang-Mills fields on the world-
volume of N coincident D-branes. By a suitable kind of D-brane configurations,
the standard model gauge group can be easily arrived at. A nice discussion can
be seen in Chapter 15 of Zweibach’s book, though I am sure there are summer
school articles in arxiv that show the same. Furthermore, on intersecting D6-
branes wrapped on a 6-torus (with orientifolds , to be precise) the standard
model with fermion content can be “derived”. But ” little details” like symmetry
breaking etc. remain to be worked out.

Clearly, there is nothing “unique” about this contrived construction. But throw in
enough buzzwords (like branes, orientifolds), and you will silence the doubters
by hiding the arbitrariness and keep harping about the “uniqueness of string
theory”. This is dishonesty, plain and simple (although Prof. Motl does surprise
on occassion, as on the anthropic stuff), so it is not surprising to see personal
attacks on Woit.

DMS

49. Peter
December 9, 2004

I just checked the first page of my copy of Zwiebach’s “A First Course in String



Theory”, and I’m pretty sure I understand it.

As for the rest of Lubos’s claims, by now there’s a huge amount of material about
string theory written by me and by him on our weblogs and various other places
on the internet. People can judge for themselves which of these two bodies of
writing is scientifically more reliable.

50. Lubos Motl
December 9, 2004

I did not make any attacks. I am just carefully explaining to everyone on this
forum that Peter Woit has no idea about string theory.

In my opinion, it is extremely important to say so because many people who
attend this blog – obviously and provably – don’t realize this fact.

Peter Woit never studied string theory, he never understood even the first pages
of the most elementary textbooks for the undergrads. Obviously this implies that
he could have never written a paper about it and his opinions about string theory
are scientifically irrelevant.

It’s nothing personal. I insist that if Peter were honest, he would emphasize his
ignorance about the field at the beginning of every single article that he writes.

51. D R Lunsford
December 9, 2004

Lubos,

I’m sick of your attacks on Woit. You know, some of the gibing here and there,
between us in particular, is harmless. But make no mistake, you don’t match up
to Peter when it comes to having clues. Stop embarrassing yourself. Compared to
Peter, you’re a nuisance ankle-biter.

And I’m waiting for my ST-implies-SM-gauge-group paragraph.

-drl

52. Lubos Motl
December 9, 2004

Dear Michael Nielsen,

I think that you are confusing science and politics. Pro/con discussions don’t
necessarily advance science in any way. Sorry, but I think that it is just a wrong
approach from you if you rely on the pro/con discussions.

The approach of a scientist is to find the relevant facts and data, and make his
own conclusions using the brain. It’s certainly impossible to do so if you rely on
low-brow discussions between the people like Peter Woit who like to talk about
string theory, but who have almost no idea what it is.



All the best
Lubos

53. Lubos Motl
December 9, 2004

Dear “”,

you’re choosing just the kindergarden mathematical toy model. String theory has
much more impressive results than your brain is able to comprehend, and
therefore it’s completely meaningless to discuss with you about these larger
achievements.

And yes, Cumrun Vafa’s discoveries are certainly and always based on string
theory.

Best
Lubos

54. Thomas Larsson
December 9, 2004

Peter’s comment reminds me of that scene in Monty Python’s “Life of Brian”
where they ask
“What did the Romans ever do for us?”
Yeah, what? Apart from…

String theory undeniably brought a lot of popularity to the anthropic principle.
This achievement makes at least some people happy. Though the same people
are probably not overly fond of Lawrence Krauss, who has dared to criticize
creationism despite being a layperson on Christian science.

55. Peter
December 9, 2004

Hi Michael,

Thanks for your support!

Peter

56. Peter
December 9, 2004

Hi Richard,

Actually I’ve posted several things of the sort you suggest recently. Besides the
comments on Khovanov homology (by the way I met Khovanov for the first time
this week, he was here at Columbia giving a series of talks), I also wrote about
the Baum-Connes conjecture and Witten localization. I certainly intend to do
more of this and to when possible make more explicit the links I see between
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these kinds of mathematics and basic questions about quantum field theory.

But you’ll also notice that virtually no one comments on those posts, and part of
the reason for this I understand quite well, and it has to do with why I think it’s
worth my time to complain about what string theory is doing to physics. It takes
a non-trivial amount of time and effort to absorb new mathematical ideas and by
so dominating the mathematical end of particle theory for twenty years, string
theory has monopolized the time of the mathematically sophisticated members of
the community. It has also quite literally driven out of the field a lot of people
who were interested in other sorts of ideas about how to apply mathematics to
questions in particle theory.

The mathematically interesting aspects of string theory form an incredibly
difficult and complex subject. Mastering this area at all is a full-time job and if
you do that you’re not likely to have the time to learn other things (be they
Khovanov homology, Baum-Connes, Witten localization or whatever). After many
years I’ve become convinced that as long as string theory so thoroughly
dominates the field, it will remain very difficult to get anyone to do the hard work
and take the time necessary to learn other more promising subjects.

So, I’ve decided to spend my time not only pursuing the ideas about mathematics
and its relation to quantum field theory that seem promising to me, but also
pointing out the “colossal failure” of the string theory project. If particle
theorists acknowledge what has happened to their field, they may finally be able
to move on to something more promising. More concretely, as long as smart
young theorists who want to work on the interface of math and physics find that
they can get a job if they work on something related to string theory, and can’t if
they work on something not related to string theory, the field is going to continue
to stagnate.

Peter

57. Michael Nielsen
December 9, 2004

In reply to Richard:

As a physicist who works in a field completely unrelated to string theory, I’m very
interested to hear discussions (both pro and con) of the worth of doing string
theory.

In my opionion, people like Peter Woit, Urs Schreiber and Co are doing a useful
service to the physics community by carrying on this sort of public debate in a
spirited but relatively civil manner.

58. Richard
December 8, 2004

If you think string theory is crap – don’t tell us about it. Explain what you think is
important in your area. What recent progress has there been in non-perturbative
QCD? (quite a bit in lattice QCD, but I don’t think that’s what you reccomend



everyone spend their time on) I found your article on Khovanov homology to be
really interesting. Why don’t you focus your writing on similar uplifting topics?

Just a thought
– Richard

59. December 8, 2004

Lubos, are you saying that there is
specifically stringy reasoning involved
in things like TQFT, Donaldson/Seiberg/Witten
theory, Gromov-Witten invariants and other
much-admired offshoots of string theory?
i.e. where you think in terms of the full
string theory, get some idea/result and
degenerate back to the purely topological or conformal theory?
We can all admire Vafa et al, but it’s not
clear to me how much (if at all) the spectacular
successes in mathematical toy models have to
do with strings per se.

To put it another way, suppose topological
M-theory is built tomorrow as a grand unified
theory of the “interesting to mathematicians
aspects of string theory”. Would string theory
have anything further to say to mathematics
or would we (mathematicians) only have to
know about the topM-theory?

All the best,

60. D R Lunsford
December 8, 2004

Dear Bon-Bon,

Where exactly is this prediction? Just copy down the paragraph in which is
appears.

-drl

61. Lubos Motl
December 8, 2004

Dear “”,

string theory has nothing to say about physics for those who don’t want to listen
or those who can’t listen.

Incidentally, the prediction of realistic string models for the low energy gauge
group is SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1).



As explained on my blog, the comparison of the rivalry between USA:Cuba could
be more realistic than Microsoft:Apple.

All the best
Lubos

62. Steve Esser
December 8, 2004

I was entertained by the article’s bit on comparing string/LQG to
Microsoft/Apple.

63. December 8, 2004

Dear Prof. Bully from Harvard,

Come up with a definitive,*unique* prediction of the standard model gauge
group and fermion content or parameters (promised by one of the string leaders
in the mid-80s), then I will believe your sermons on string theory. Till then, string
theory has absolutely nothing to say about physics. Mathematical beauty (some
of it debatable) is not reality; otherwise the world would be superconformal.

The so-called superstring phenomenology, such as the brane models, is a joke
that may fool a few people all the time. Most have a brain, you know, and are not
sheep uncritically following whatever a shill may say on the subject.

The fact is that string theory ideas are being featured alongside religion in
popular media as an explanation of the universe. Enough said.

64. D R Lunsford
December 8, 2004

Why our own pResident has given us the perfect description of ST:

“Catastrophic success”.

Logorrheically,

-drl

65. Lubos Motl
December 7, 2004

Dear “”,

thank you, even though there is only “” to thank for. The only thing I can say
about your “” is “”. Zero. Ero. Ro. O. 

Lubos

66. December 7, 2004



Lubos, your argument is deeply uninteresting and essentially superficial.

Or is it deeply essential and superficially uninteresting?

67. Lubos Motl
December 7, 2004

On my blog (Unity of strings) it’s argued that Peter’s separation of string theory
to “success” and “colossal failure” is inconsistent.

68. Lubos Motl
December 7, 2004

Let me be more specific why all of these effects of string theory on strongly
coupled gauge theories and on mathematics ARE derived from string theory as a
theory of quantum gravity including gauge theories with fermions etc. – such as
the Standard Model:

1. The strongly coupled limit of the gauge theory, according to the AdS/CFT
correspondence, IS a theory of quantum gravity. For example, the N=4 d=4
super Yang-Mills is equivalent to type IIB on AdS5 x S5. In early 1998, you could
have said that it is just type IIB supergravity, except that today we know a plenty
of ways how you can see that the gauge theory is dual to the whole of string
theory, including the excited strings. The strings are dual to operators like
Tr(ABCDNBBBBCSB) where the letters are fields in the adjoint representation.

The same statement holds for the strongly coupled dual of any other theories
that are studied, and if you ask sufficiently deep questions, you’re guaranteed to
need the whole string theory. The quantum gravitational phenomena that you
can see from the conformal field theory include topology change inside
asymptotic AdS spaces, see Maldacena et al. recent paper, as well as black hole
thermodynamics and other things typical for “quantum gravity”.

2. Mirror symmetry is a relation between two Calabi-Yaus that look geometrically
different, but give you the same physics if you compactify string theory on them.
By “physics” I mean that they will predict identical results for scattering of
gravitons and Standard-Model-like quanta if you use the Calabi-Yaus as
compactified manifolds. The Calabi-Yau compactifications are exactly the same
compactifications that were used for 10+ years as the unique way to derive the
real Universe – the Standard Model (or SUSY GUT) plus quantum gravity – from
string theory.

If you want to study some mathematical questions about the geometry of Calabi-
Yaus only, you truncate the full string theory onto topological string theory. It still
has a lot of stuff, but it’s clearly just a truncation, and all string theorists that
work on topological string theory realize that there is a lot of stuff in string
theory outside topological strings.

All these dual pictures to tasks in mathematics and gauge theories are very
specific configurations in the full string/M-theory, and it is absolutely impossible
to understand their physics and mathematics correctly without knowing that



there is a consistent theory of quantum gravity that admits 10- or 11-dimensional
vacua but that also predicts gauge-theory-like matter in its various
compactifications.

69. Peter
December 7, 2004

Hi Lubos,

I don’t think I’ve made an error in logic. Thinking about 10 or 11 d strings/M-
theory may lead one to interesting things (in math or gauge theory) even though
your original motivation turns out to be a wrong idea.

Actually, I think string theory has been such a success as math precisely because
it has failed so badly in its original motivation. If in late 84-early 85 people had
found some Calabi-Yau and some version of string theory on it that allowed the
calculation of the parameters of the standard model, mathematically the whole
field of string theory might have lead to a lot of information about one Calabi-
Yau, and not much else.

Because string theory doesn’t work as intended, string theorists have spent 20
years thinking about a wide array of mathematically very complex and rich
structures. Coming at these structures from a very different perspective than the
traditional mathematical one has lead to a lot of interesting new mathematics.
The colossal failure of the string theory unification project as physics has ended
up benefiting mathematics quite a bit.

70. Urs
December 7, 2004

Peter’s comment reminds me of that scene in Monty Python’s “Life of Brian”
where they ask

“What did the Romans ever do for us?”

Yeah, what? Apart from…

71. Lubos Motl
December 7, 2004

Dear Peter,

if you say that 1,2 are OK and 3 is wrong, then you must be doing an extremely
trivial error with your brain, and I hope that you will be able to fix it. All the
successes in 1,2 do follow from specific refinements (or truncations) of the vacua
in 3 that you deny.

Best
Lubos

72. Peter
December 7, 2004



I suppose I should write a macro so that whenever I write anything about the
disastrous effect of string theory on particle physics it includes the disclaimer:

1. No, I’m not talking about the effect of string theory on mathematics, which, on
the whole has been very positive.

2. No, I’m not talking about the idea of using string theory to get information
about strongly coupled gauge theories, which has had some real successes.

3. Yes, I am talking about the idea that there is some fundamental 10 or 11
dimensional supersymmetric theory of extended objects which explains both
quantum gravity and the standard model.

It’s clearly point 3 that Krauss was referring to as a “colossal failure” and anyone
who has read more than a few postings on this weblog would be well aware of
points 1,2,and 3. The NYT article was not about whether string theory was
successful as mathematics or whether it was promising as a way to solve QCD. It
was very explicitly about the status of string theory as a unified theory and that
is the issue to which my posting was addressed.

The view, prevalent among more than a few mathematicians, that since
important new ideas about algebraic geometry and other parts of mathematics
have come from work motivated by string theory, there must be something to the
idea of string theory based unification of gravity and particle physics, seems to
me to be deeply superficial and essentially uninteresting.

73. anon_mathematician
December 7, 2004

As a working mathematician, I want to reiterate a point that has probably been
made here many times—-string theory is a fantastically vibrant and deep
mathematical enteprise, radically changing and increasing our understanding of
basic mathematical objects (notably curves and higher dimensional algebraic
geometry, but also impacting on representation theory, the social acceptibility of
homotopy theory, and the relationship of hard analysis to understanding new
algebraic structure—analysis is less useful these days, though that will
eventually change).

These insights come from a completely different intellectual tradition (often
denigrated as “physical intuition”).

It may be that string theory has no relation to the physical world; it clearly isnt
testable yet. But mocking the whole enteprise is deeply superficial, and
essentially uninteresting.

And a field which has so greatly changed the way we understand fundamental
mathematical objects (some studied for centuries) probably has something to say
about the observable world too…

74. Aaron
December 7, 2004



It’s referring to a recent paper that claims that BF theory shows up in a
conjectured thing called “topological M-theory”. BF theory shows up in relation
to LQG, but i think it’s more than a bit of a stretch to say that LQG (which is a
much wider construct than just BF theory) is part of string theory.

The BF part of LQG isn’t the controversial part. It’s the quantization procedure
that a lot of people have trouble with.

75. December 7, 2004

Interesting to read that now string theory considers
LQG also to be a part of string theory. From the screed of in Wikipedia and
elsewhere, it seemed that string theorits thought that LQG was complete
garbage. What is going on??

76. December 7, 2004

Peter,

Don’t you realize that whatever meaningful you and other naysayers will write,
or will think about can all be explained by a speck in the vast rich holographic,
hetorotic, D-brane landscape of conformally invariant matrix theoretic, dual of
the compactified intersection of the F and M theories, upto a trivial combined
S-U-T-duality that is unimportant for galactotrophic effects?

77. Lubos Motl
December 7, 2004

Hi Peter,

i don’t think that the comment about “colossal failure” by L. Krauss – who has
otherwise nothing to say – is a punch line of the article that one can use to create
a meaningful review of the article.

You’re confused if you’re combining the statement about the “colossal failure”
with thinking of the string theorists. Of course that this is not how a physicist
who continues to work in the field may be thinking. We’re just trying the best
ideas we have, and this is why we still work on string theory.

I agree with Brian that it would be great to know that string theory is a wrong
theory of Nature if it were so. However I don’t think that this would mean that
everyone would “move on”. String theory would still remain an important
mathematical structure that would be investigated.

I wrote an entry on my blog about this article, too.

Best
Lubos



Nobel Lectures

December 10, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

The winners of this year’s Nobel Prize in Physics gave their Nobel lectures in
Stockholm on Wednesday. The lectures of David Gross and Frank Wilczek are
available on-line, for some reason that of David Politzer isn’t, at least not yet.

Over at Sean Carroll’s Preposterous Universe there’s a first-hand report about the
lectures from Thomas Larsson (who often comments here). It’s in the comment
section of this post. One interesting detail from Politzer’s talk was that Coleman had
originally assigned the beta-function calculation to Erick Weinberg (who is now my
colleague at Columbia over in the physics department), but Erick already had enough
material for his thesis and wanted to move on.

Update: Politzer’s lecture is now available at his web-site.

Comments

1. plato
December 14, 2004

Just thinking out loud.

This is a nice picture taken from ISCAP

Try refreshing the ISCAP page about five different times and you find some
interesting pictures to look at, as well.

Something triggered, in what DRL last posted(10:03).

Here is a quote from Brian Greene in response to that last post.

How can a speck of a universe be physically identical to the great expanse we
view in the heavens above? Brian Greene

Maybe a topological change?:)

I wonder sometimes, about “events” even within the context of the expansive
universe.

2. D R Lunsford
December 13, 2004

NGC 7603 is a strange object:

http://perso.wanadoo.fr/lempel/red_shift_NGC_7603_uk.htm
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It consists of an interacting Seyfert galaxy and three odd objects of widely
discordant redshifts. Some of these peculiar galaxies are as weird and
mysterious as UFO photos. (Spend an hour or two with the “Atlas of Peculiar
Galaxies” for a trippy experience.)

A recent paper is a real blockbuster:

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0203466

-drl

3. D R Lunsford
December 13, 2004

(nor do I in any way deny his eightfold achievement)

-drl

4. D R Lunsford
December 13, 2004

Yes Chris, I was having a bilious moment. Sorry.

Still, I never forgot the way he insulted his hosts.

-drl

5. Chris Oakley
December 13, 2004

Danny –

I cannot possibly agree with your comments about Gell-Mann. In my opinion, the
1969 Nobel prize is the only particle physics Nobel prize since the war that has
been deserved. Gell-Mann has this remarkable ability to find simplicity amid the
confusion and complexity of experimental data. At a time when the bulk of
theoretical activity is devoted to doing the exact opposite, his contribution ought
to be appreciated that much more.

6. ksh95
December 13, 2004

Why is NGC 7603 the most interesting object in the sky?

Which seems more likely to you?

1.)That one little speck in the sky is an optical illusion, and NGC 7603 is actually
composed of several distinct objects, at different distances, along the same line
of sight.

-or-

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0203466
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2.)That one little speck in the sky is exactly what it looks like. NGC 7603 is
actually one object, and volumes of data supporting the big bang are are wrong.

7. plato
December 13, 2004

DRL,

Of course Gell-Mann, the very prototype of the quick-witted, stone-hearted,
insightless boor, referred to “half-asstrophyisicists” – and now the army of
mediocrities streaming into the academic world from PhD programs have
usurped even those jobs.

It’s a sick world.

Why don’t you tell Brain Greene that you think this holds no value?:)

8. D R Lunsford
December 13, 2004

DMS,

The Motloids of this planet also deliberately inhibit science by denying telescope
time to “controversial” researchers, and even by blindly refusing to look at
things like NGC 7603 (IMO the most interesting object in the sky). Of course
Gell-Mann, the very prototype of the quick-witted, stone-hearted, insightless
boor, referred to “half-asstrophyisicists” – and now the army of mediocrities
streaming into the academic world from PhD programs have usurped even those
jobs.

It’s a sick world.

-drl

9. DMS
December 13, 2004

Actually, Einstein’s example is rather interesting.

Sir Edmund Whittaker in his detailed survey, A History of the Theories of Aether
and Electricity, Volume II, included a chapter entitled “The Relativity Theory of
Poincare and Lorentz”, a clear attempt to deny any credit to Einstein. When
Einstein was asked about this, he said something to the effect that he did not
really care about the “priority” or “recognition”, and that he knew what he had
done and was pleased about it. It also seems to be the case that the Michelson-
Morley experiment played no role in Einstein’s developing SR.

He was perhaps an exception; most scientists today would jealously fight for
priority over any little thing they did (boost up the citation numbers). So not only
was Einstein a great physicist, he was a remarkably wise and modest human
being as well (ok, he was not a perfect husband, and there are the anti-Einstein
“writers”, debunked by Einstein scholars http://physicsweb.org/articles/review
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/16/4/2) , a rarity at any time and place.

But, of course, nowadays, we have string theorists who are to be compared in
genius directly to Newton.

10. Lubos Motl
December 13, 2004

I can give you Einstein’s quotes that are saying the same thing as me. But I am
afraid that it is useless to make any discussions with you, DRL.

11. plato
December 13, 2004

DRL,

The comments Lubos is making about the quest to understand NATURE are
valid. I understand, at the “heart of the matters,” there are these qualities
students have about their professors?:)

Maybe we could call this bloggery, a psychological drama, where Mutt and Jeff
are just the “innate,” one sided feature of a coin on Monday, and another, on
Tuesday?

Is it not known, all do not fair thee so well in times?:)

12. D R Lunsford
December 12, 2004

Rick,

Motl is that type of scientist that Einstein specifically despised – the quick mind
without insight, blind and hungry for power and fame. He is NOT representative
of physicists – he’s representative of Bon-Motl.

Of course, our society turns out these blustering faux-macho clueless dorks by
the tens of thousands.

-drl

13. Lubos Motl
December 12, 2004

Rick, it’s not just personal glory, money, and fame – it’s the understanding of
Nature itself. Many physicists are also doing physics as their job – it’s a form of
career, and be sure that it is better for them to have interesting result.

Whatever the motivation is, it is absolutely clear that a physicist *wants* to find
interesting results, and if (s)he does not want, (s)he should not be a physicist!

Of course that most of us are happy if someone else finds something interesting,
but we would be even happier if we found it ourselves. I don’t believe that either

http://physicsweb.org/articles/review/16/4/2
http://physicsweb.org/articles/review/16/4/2
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/what-is-ultimate-theory-of-physics.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/what-is-ultimate-theory-of-physics.html


of your friends is happier if someone else finds something out – if they are saying
it, then – I apologize – your friends are liars.

14. Rick
December 12, 2004

Prof. Motl, you have such an average sense of values. Your comment is depicting
physicists as if all of them are chasing after personal glory. Maybe you’re right,
in the average. There are people who just enjoys doing physics, and happy to
know even if it’s their friends who discovered something. Your comment is such a
disgrace to them. Maybe I am not practical when concerned with monew issues.
But I don’t want to sell my sould to fame or money.

15. Lubos Motl
December 12, 2004

Come on, Robert, it’s ridiculous. Every theoretical physicist would love to be the
discoverer of the asymptotic freedom or any other important insight, for that
matter.

It is not just about the 400,000 dollars that Erick Weinberg rejected. It is about
the fun of learning important secrets of Ms. Nature as the first one. Learning
Nature is the real fun. It’s a very special feeling, and no doubt, the physicists are
doing physics because they want to find something interesting.

If a physicist pretended that he or she did not want to be the father or mother of
QCD, I would not believe it anyway. It would be such an incredible hypocricy!

16. Robert
December 12, 2004

Prior to this, I have never felt that I could, in any way, be professionally
competent to comment on the internecine abuse dispensed between the pro and
anti string camps manifest on this blog. Professor Motl’s most recent remark,
about Politzer, Weinberg, the beta function , and who got to check it out,
highlights an atrophy of the spirit that shows why theoretical physics is chasing
itself up its own fundament.

17. Lubos Motl
December 10, 2004

Haha, the decision of Erick Weinberg was not one of the smarter ones. 



Landskepticism

December 13, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Tom Banks has a new preprint out, entitled Landskepticism: or Why Effective
Potentials Don’t Count String Models. In it he argues against the idea that one can
use effective potentials to study the supposed “Landscape” of different vacuum states
of superstring theory. His preprint, like most of the literature in the field, is kind of a
bizarre document which doesn’t even look like a conventional theoretical physics
paper. In the course of twenty pages he only really manages to write down one
equation (and it’s just the Schrodinger equation).

One of his claims is that it doesn’t make any sense to think of what is going on as one
string theory Hamiltonian with a huge number of possible vacuum states. Instead one
has to think of a huge number of possible string theory Hamiltonians, one for each
asymptotic background. So I guess that’s it for the “uniqueness of string theory”.

He gets kind of vehement: “the concept of an effective potential on moduli space as a
tool for finding string models of gravity, is a snare and a delusion, fostered by wishful
thinking, and without regard to the actual evidence in front of us.” Sounds kind of like
things I say… He footnotes this “Perhaps some over the top rhetoric is in order”.

On a different topic, he claims that the Weinberg “prediction” of the cosmological
constant doesn’t hold water, since if you allow both the cosmological constant and
other parameters to vary, then typical values of the cosmological constant allowing
galaxy formation will be orders of magnitude larger than the observed value.

I shouldn’t give the impression that Banks is opposed to string theory. Like everyone
else, he doesn’t even mention the possibility that it might be wrong. He has his own
ideas about holography and cosmological breaking of supersymmetry, which he
alludes to at the end.

His paper is based on a talk he gave at a String Vacuum Workshop in Munich three
weeks ago. Kind of scary to see how many theorists are now working on this
nonsense. At first I was worried to see my old friend and fellow Princeton student
Costas Bachas’s name on the list of participants. Costas always seemed to me one of
the more sensible theorists around, even if he did work a lot on string theory. Then I
noticed that he wasn’t giving a talk, just leading a discussion on the topic “Does the
‘String Vacuum Project’ make sense?” Wonder what their conclusion was.

Update: For Lubos Motl’s take on this paper (Banks was his advisor), and the news
that Nima Arkani-Hamed has gone over to the dark side, go here.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
December 15, 2004
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It should be sternly pointed out that astrophysicists are even worse – right this
minute the HST should be collecting spectra from objects like NGC 7603, but
you can’t even get a post in edgewise on sci.astro.research about it. Like Pope
Paul V and his hatstand minions, they refuse to look through the telescope at
something that will require some new thought. This is directly connected, at
least culturally, to the ST crackup IMO.

-drl

2. Chris Oakley
December 15, 2004

Peter –

Right on.

(I was going to make the same comment, but you said it so much better).

3. Peter
December 15, 2004

There’s nothing wrong with some people working on some aspects of string
theory that are interesting. The fundamental problem is the overhyped,
aggressive and not very honest way string theory research has been pursued and
promoted, driving out other ideas.

On the other hand, there really is something very wrong with the whole
Landscape business and I don’t think any legitimate scientist should be working
in this area. Writing rambling papers about multiple universes with no solid basis
and no plausible hope of ever predicting anything puts one deep into crackpot
territory. It’s a complete disgrace that leading figures in the field of particle
theory are doing this. Whatever you want to call what they are doing, it is not
any sort of legitimate scientific activity. If you really believe that the idea of
string theory leads one inexorably to the Landscape picture, as a scientist one
has to admit that this means that string theory really has failed. People are so
desperate to avoid facing up to this failure that they are willing to throw out all
the standard norms of what it means to do science. This is a complete disgrace.

4. Thomas Larsson
December 15, 2004

Arun, we know that 20,000 man-years of string theory work by some of the
smartest people on this planet only resulted in anthropic nonsense (and some
cool but physically irrelevant math). Unless you are a good deal smarter than
Witten, why should you succeed where he failed?

5. Arun
December 15, 2004

Steve M writes that something good “has much more chance of happening if
people dont all go down the landscape route, and start writing waffling



philosophical and “statistical” papers all the time with one or two equations, and
accepting that nothing can ever be calculated.”

I think Peter W. is saying something similar – that something good has much
more chance of happening if people dont all go down the string theory route….

Sometimes I get the impression he wants to shut down the whole string
enterprise, but that I would not agree with. But there is some happy medium
between being a crackpot and bowing to every current fashion.

6. Steve M
December 15, 2004

At least Banks believes the whole concept of the Landscape is not well
established. Until there is a much firmer and deeper nonperturbative
understanding and grasp of string theory one cannot really talk seriously about
“string cosmology”. Some very powerful underlying selection mechanism may
yet emerge in string theory that yields a monovacuum theory. Perhaps this is
(very) wishful thinking but has much more chance of happening if people dont all
go down the landscape route, and start writing waffling philosophical and
“statistical” papers all the time with one or two equations, and accepting that
nothing can ever be calculated. I think string theory (and string theorists) can
still do better than that. Also I dont think that sort of stuff will attract to the field
or inspire the talented young people going into graduate school either.

It is frustrating for everyone in physics and cosmology I think, not just string
theorists, since these are very deep and very hard problems conceptually and
technically. I also think too much importance and significance has been attached
to the whole recent KKLT construction though. This is admittedly a very clever
albeit Rube Goldbergdish piece of mathematical technology after all. So much
very fine, artificial and careful tuning involving flux compactifications, turning on
fluxes, anti D3 branes to break susy and lift ads to metastable ds and all that.
(phew!:) There could still be some general underlying flaw in it that could kill off
the landscape idea and that should be intensely considered and studied. There
could even yet be other ways of evading the desitter no-go compactification
theorems. If landscape doctrine takes over then the field will probably end up as
little more than philosophical and metaphysical debate. Essential names like
Witten, Gross, Maldacena etc will probably drift off into other things
mathematically and you wont see them at “String Vacuum Workshops”…the sort
of guys the field still really needs probably more than ever.

7. D
December 14, 2004

Schmeltzer’s crank page was hilariously applied to Bank’s paper ipse, to wit,

No equations
No apparatus
Old theory (Democritus) wrong for wrong reasons
Captial letters (oh wait, that was a slideshow)



8. Peter
December 14, 2004

I’ve corresponded with ‘t Hooft a bit about string theory and he seemed rather
skeptical about many of the claims of string theorists, but interested in learning
more about the theory. Here’s an analogy about string theory he gives in his
popular book about the standard model:

“Imagine that I give you a chair, while explaining that the legs are still missing,
and the the seat, back and armrest will perhaps be delivered soon: whatever I
did give you, can I still call it a chair?”

He refers to string theory as not really a “model” or a “theory”, but a “hunch”.

9. Peter
December 14, 2004

Dear Quantoken,

Please stop repeatedly posting about your theory on my weblog. That’s seven
postings today alone, none specifically about the Banks paper that is at issue.

Peter

10. Quantoken
December 14, 2004

What is gravity?

Both Super String Theory and the Loop Quantum Gravity claimed they have
derived gravity in their theory.

Gravity is reflected in the constant big G.
The G can not be zero, for then there is no gravity. The G has to be its current
know value to provide the currently known gravity.

“Having derived gravity” means in the final equations they derive, must contain
a G. How did they get an equation containing G? If you start with a calcuolation
process and secretly inject the G into your equation at some point, then certain
you end up with a set of equations that contain G. That’s really not a derivation
of gravity, because the G you end up with is the same G you initially inject
arbitrarily. If your injected G happen to zero, you end up with nothing.

I can not accept the claim that Super String Theory or Loop Quantum Gravity
derived the gravity, because they secretly injected the G in the first place, by
using the Planck Scale, which already contains a G.

My GUITAR theory is the only known theory that truely derived gravity. Because
using first principle, I obtained the numerical value of G, from alpha. I did NOT
secretly inject G like the establishment camp do.

Shame on the establishment camp that they first secretly injected G and then



claim they have derived gravity in their theory.

The correct theory is, in natural unit set:

G = 1/(2N),
N = PI*exp(2/(3*alpha))
alpha = fine structure constant = 1/137.03599911

Quantoken

11. R. Giese
December 14, 2004

Was Gerard ‘t Hooft ever a critic of string theory? On his website it indicates that
he gives lectures on the topic.

12. Quantoken
December 14, 2004

To move physics forward one has to ask some of the most profound questions in
physics. One has got to question those things that too many people take for as
granted, without a second thought. It’s just the same as Newton asking “why
Apples fall to the ground.” Or Einstein asking “What exactly does it mean the
two clocks have the same time.” Laymen took these things for granted and never
give them a second thought. But if you do you find there is physics there.

One question I have been asking for a long time is, WHAT IS MASS EXACTLY?

We know there’s inertia mass and there is gravity mass. The general relativity’s
equivalence principle tells us the two masses are equivalent. They are equal at
all times. But what I found is even that is not right. There are never two different
masses. There is neither inertia mass, nor gravity mass. There is only a
geometric mass, which is defined by spacetime curvature. Geometric mass is the
only mass that actually exists.

How come? First let’s look at what defines inertia mass. What it says is if
something has mass it has inertia. It keeps moving with the same speed until it is
pushed by a force. When it is pushed by a force, depending on how much its
mass is, it has an acceleration inverse proportional to its mass. That’s Newton’s
second law. Inertia mass is determined by force and acceleration.

In that sense, Newton’s Second Law is actually not a physics law, it is just a logic
definition defining what is inertia mass, using the concept of force and
acceleration. M = F/a, by definition.

So then we have to ask what is FORCE any way. Force is the kind of effect that
makes an object accelerate. If we see something accelerating, we say there is a
force acting on it, if the object is not accelerating, then we say there is no force.

So force is defined by inertia mass and acceleration. We are back to square one.
mass is define by what is force. And force is defined by mass. So exactly what are



they.

Certainly you can say force is gradiant of potential energy. But that does not
resolve the problem. I will ask you what is energy then. Energy is just mass
according to Einstein’s E=MC^2. So again you are defining force using mass. We
are still back to square one in trying to come up with a definition of
fundamentally what is mass.

The conconsion is inertia mass really do not exist, unless other physics
properties associated with mas exists.

The situation is only slightly better when we look at gravitational mass. The
gravitational mass is the property that causes things around it to accelerate
gravitationally. So this is probably the only way out finding an exact definition
what exactly is mass.

According to GR, the gravitational field is equivalent to an acceleration field. So
gravity is really geometry effect of spacetime curvature.

Therefore, I think the mass is really geometric mass. Mass does not cause
spacetime curvature. The mass IS the spacetime curvature itself. The mass is a
geometric property of the spacetime.

This is why the Bekenstein Bound is important. In Bekenstein Bound, it provides
a relationship between entropy, the mass/energy, and a geometric length
parameter. If I can attribute mass to geometric mass, and make it purely a
spacetime property, then, the Bekenstein Bound tells us the relationship between
spacetime and the entropy.

The Bekenstein Bound provides us a hint how spacetime can be constructed
purely from quantum information, which is neat.

That’s one of the fundational principle of my GUITAR theory. Quantum
information is the only real physical existence. Spacetime is constructed from
quantum information, and mass/energy is merely a geometric property of
spacetime.

And everything can be boiled down to just a few dimentionless fundamental
constants, especially important is the fine structure constant alpha.

I have shown that using just alpha, and nothing else, I can calculate the radius
and mass of the universe, the CMB temperature, and I can even calculate the
exact mass of protons, among other things.

Quantoken

13. December 14, 2004

“Equations of string theory”

Write down the equations of string theory.



I sumbit that a real set of equations is always needed to describe what is really
happening. If you can’t describe what is happening, you don’t really have any
equations.

Here, just for contrast, are some equations:

Rmn = (2R/w) (FmaFan + 1/4 FabFab gmn) – (1/2W) {Dm,Dn} W

1/g d/dxm g R F nm = 5/4 Dn W

OK there are some equations. Show me the string theory equations.

-drl

-drl

14. Quantoken
December 14, 2004

I totally agree with Aaron. Physics should ONLY study the things in this universe
that we can observe. A criteria separating real science and crack science is that
real science makes predictions that can be verified by observation data to be
either right or wrong. If you can not make predictions or your prediction can not
possibly be checked in anyway, then it’s crack science.

All those speculations about multiple universes and possible universes with
alternative physics laws, are crackpot science. They say all kinds of different
things about how the other universes could be like so they do make a bunch of
“predictions”. However, all their predictions are totally irrelevant, because the
“other universes” does not belong to this world. So we have no direct or indirect
way of observing any of them, and exam any of the predictions. Anything that
can not possibly be checked or be otherwise falsifiable, are crackpot science.

Therefore all the talks of the Super String Landscapes, are crackpot science. You
can talk all your talk and say all you want to say, but at the end of day, really
none of the landscapes exists because none of them is verifiable, in this world.
They are neither true nor false. They can’t not checked for truthfulness and they
are not science.

Any talk of an alternative universe is nonsense and none-science. We should talk
only about this universe. That’s all we ever know and to us that’s all the
existences. Nothing else exists outside this universe.

Quantoken

15. Aaron
December 14, 2004

The problem is worse than that. It simply doesn’t make any sense to talk about
the probability of us being in some universe or another. We are in a particular
universe, so we have a probability of one of being in that universe. Counting all
the vacua you want won’t change that fact. If someone out there is sitting in a



‘rare’ universe, and they try to make ‘predictions’ based on vacuum counting,
they’ll be wrong.

And how do we know we’re not that person?

16. one mathematician's opinion
December 14, 2004

re: Aaron’s comment on “predictions”
from statistics of vacua (being worse
than landscape)…

Virtually any specific mathematical
object that one can write down,
such as a solution of equations
of string theory, will tend to be
either “very special” or
“very generic”. Things in
between are rare. The trouble
with using statistics of the generic
case for prediction is that it’s also
rare to know which case one is in.

17. D R Lunsford
December 14, 2004

I’m waiting for the 12-string SUX theory (supersymmetric X).

-neil jung

18. Quantoken
December 14, 2004

OK, I checked against all your links. Out of three URLs you provided, you mis-
spelled two of them and only one worked straight. So you have a pretty good
crackpot score already, Mr. M-?

Baez’s index system is reasonable in most part, although I do not agree with
them all. It’s probably discriminative to none-English speakers when he said mis-
spelling the name of Einstein etc was worth 5 points each.

I think I am scoring pretty poorly on the Baez index. The BigBang would score
much higher. With tens of thousands of people working on BigBang, it failed to
have made any verifiable predictions so far and each time some new observation
data comes up that goes against the BigBang, they need to patch it up with
something else.

Has BigBang been able to calculate a correct CMB temperature, for example?
No. But I arrived at the exact correct CMB temperature. The remaining
discrepancy between my calculation result and the observed data is well within
the experimental error of the observational data. So here is one prediction I



make here:

As experimental techniques improve and the experimental error is further
reduced, the more accurate CMB temperature measurement in the future will
approach my calculation result!

Here is another prediction:
The CMB temperature will remain unchanged thousands or billions of years from
today. According to BigBang, CMB will be cooled down over time. According to
my theory, that will never happen.

Here is one more prediction:
Physicists eventually will find BigBang as well as SuperStringTheory all wrong,
eventually.

Can you say I am not making predictions?

The only thing I am scoring badly is the publishing factor. I certainly have not
published anything on any journal. Not even ARXIV. They now use an endorse
system and unless you are already in the establishment camp and agree with
everything in the main stream, you can’t get an endorsement and can’t publish
anything on ARXIV. Also they require you to use LATEX format and you have to
write up exactly in the style they require. I do not have the time to learn LATEX
and formatting my document the way they want. Remember, I do NOT make a
living out of this. This is just my spare time entertainment.

My GUITAR theory does not compradict quantum mechanics or gravity laws in
any way or form. Those are well established theory with solid experimental data
backing. On the other hand, BigBang and SuperStringTheory are NOT well
established theory. SuperString has no experiment backing at all. BigBang needs
to have so many adjustable parameter to fit itself against experimental data.

My GUITAR theory has only one adjustable parameter, the fine structure
constant, which is really not adjustable at all since it has been fixed precisely by
experimental measurements. So, I have absolutely NO adjustable parameter but
yet I came up with so many correct calculation results that match experimental
data exactly.

Quantoken

19. Quantoken
December 14, 2004

You said:
“Classic stuff indeed:) Blog readers with nothing better to do can go here and
compute the Baez Index of this theory.”

Nonsense. My GUITAR theory hasn’t even been known by many people yet. My 3
posts at PhysicsForums.com were the first attempt in trying to discolse my
theory and before I had a chance to utter the first word describing it they banned
me and said nothing. It’s less than 2 months since then and I am definitely sure



Baez haven’t heard about my stuff and I have no connection with him. How could
he have a page regarding my theory?

But I will check out your links anyway.

Quantoken

20. December 14, 2004

Link should be
http://www.ilja-schmelzer.de/ether/crank.html

21. December 14, 2004

Classic stuff indeed:) Blog readers with nothing better to do can go here and
compute the Baez Index of this theory.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/crackpot.html

And check out a general overview of the theory here

http://www.ilja-schelzer.de/ether/crank.html

22. Quantoken
December 14, 2004

Thanks, that was a good joke. Indeed you can build a GUITAR when you go
beyond just the strings. The establishment camp finds there are more than
10^122 different strings but they still haven’t figure out how to built a guitar
with that many strings  What is the use of strings if you can’t built something
useful out of them?

I do not just one day had a good dream and come up with this GUITAR
(Generalized Universal Information Theory And Relativity) theory. The fact is,
every little pieces of this GUITAR are based solidly on previous research by well
respected physicists. All I did is connecting the dots and put the puzzle together
into one piece.

The fundations of GUITAR theory ranges from Eddington’s postulation that star
radiations heat the space to a uniform temperature of 3K, to the Mach’s principle
that consider the gravity to be the result of collective interactions of all masses
in the whole universe, to Einstein’s famous notion that “God does not toss a
dice.”. To Paul Dirac’s Large Number postulation. To the Hawking Blackhole
Entropy Bound, to Bekenstein Bound. To the holographic principle.

None of those are invented by me. But I am the only one who successfully linked
all dots together, arrive at a self-consistent picture which agrees with all
observation facts, and directly leads to precise and unambiguous calculation
results that have been accurately verified by experimental datas.

I obtained the exact observational radius and observational age of the universe.
The precise baryon density value of the universe. The exact CMB temperature

http://www.ilja-schmelzer.de/ether/crank.html
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http://www.ilja-schelzer.de/ether/crank.html


which agrees with observational data exactly, and the exact solar radiation
constant of 1360 W/M^2. I derived the precise mass of protons based on first
principle. I linked the value of G directly with the size of the universe, and
everything is linked to the fine structure constant alpha = 1/137.03599911. It’s a
tremendous amount of success and its amazing one simple theory can come up
with such a rich collection of results in so many different places!

Quantoken

23. Joker
December 14, 2004

Quantoken–> after the strings indeed comes the guitar; seems you’re on the
right track 

24. Quantoken
December 14, 2004

JPC:

You are absolutely right in saying “One good place to start is to insist that new
theoretical approac hes be finite, background independent, and inherently
quantum from the start, as it appears nature is.”

The Generalized Universal Information Theory And Relativity (GUITAR) is such a
theory. It starts with the basic assumption that everything in the universe are
just quantum information. The total quantum information in the universe is a
finite and conserved integer quantity. Spacetime background comes as statistical
manifestations of the quantum information, as are all measurement quantities.

More over, I have correctly calculated many important parameters of the
universe, using very simple assumptions and methods, and they all match actual
measurements precisely, including the radius of the universe, the gravity
constant, the CMB temperature, the solar constant, and the exact mass of
proton.

The fact that total quantum information is an integer directly leads to the
quantization of the physics world. The finite-ness of quantum information leads
to Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. The conservation of quantum information
leads to a limited and closed spacetime by curvature, and it naturally leads to
gravity. The same conservation also leads to energy conservation and other
conservation laws in physics. The very notion that spacetime background is a
statistical manifestation of quantum information leads to various entropy bounds
like the Bekenstein Bound, the Hawking Blackhole Entropy. Although they all
need to be modified to be in the 4-D spacetime, instead of merely in the 3-D
space. In the case of Bekenstein Bound, the correct form is an equality, not an
upper bound.

I do not understand why physicists are so stubburn when they keep hitting the
same wall when they keep getting that 120 orders of magnitude discrepancy. Do
they have the ability to infer from a wrong calculation result that they must be



wrong on where they start, if the mathematics of their calculation could not be
wrong?

Have any one noticed many many coincidences related to alpha? For example the
CMB temperature equals to the boiling temperature of water times alpha. The
natural abundance of element U235 equals to the U238 abundance times alpha,
etc.

Quantoken

25. D R Lunsford
December 14, 2004

JPC,

I was clear to real physicists that ST was sheer bunkum already in 1984 – my
advisor (a world-class theorist) called it flat-out “horseshit” and he wasn’t saying
it jokingly (that is, he was actually offended by it). See comments by Glashow,
which are similar to the host’s.

Why anyone took it seriously is beyond me. Must be a bad side-effect of
neoconartistry.

-drl

26. DMS
December 14, 2004

Which Weinberg paper is being talked about here? Does the paper “ANTHROPIC
BOUND ON THE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT” (sadly the paper is pre-arxiv
and not scanned) place bounds on the fine structure constant as well? or is that a
different paper?

27. JPC
December 14, 2004

It’s quite interesting to read all of the dramatic to and fro on this and other blogs
about the state of theoretical physics these days. I was a graduate student in the
Harvard physics department c. 1984 when it was quite clear that the
phenomenologists and standard model guys had reached the end of their run, no
new experimental data was forthcoming, and graduate students despaired of
anything to do.

This was just about the time string theorists started to arrive on the scene to a
hostile reception from the old guard. The motivation for studying strings back
then was it looked like a way forward – although forward to what nobody could
be sure about. It seems silly to retroactively assault the motives of physicists at
that time who began to study the subject. People like Coleman were unsure of
the basic program but thought it would be a useful exercise to investigate it.

However, at this point in time, it’s clear that things have gone awry, and that



course corrections need to be made in the allocation of resources to other
potential ways forward. Non-tenured academia has always been a fear-based
culture, susceptible to bullying, group-think and political correctness. True
leaders in physics need to de-couple from the sunk cost of string theory,
mathematical arcana, and prematurely self-congratulatory conferences and
books and re-attach theoretical physics to the natural world, especially as new
experimental data becomes available over the next decade.

One good place to start is to insist that new theoretical approac hes be finite,
background independent, and inherently quantum from the start, as it appears
nature is.

28. Aaron
December 14, 2004

Having talked to someone who has worked through Weinberg’s paper, my
impression is that it isn’t a prediction of anything. Rather, it’s a clever
experimental bound on the fine structure constant. So, I agree with Banks on
that subject.

Banks is far from alone with his distrust of landscaping, although most probably
don’t agree with the details of his particular views. Most people would rather
just go on with their own work rather than argue it out on the arXiv or in the
newspapers, however.

What’s much worse than postulating the existence of the landscape, in my
opinion, is the attempt to make ‘predictions’ by counting vacua. As you might
guess, not everyone agrees with my opinion on this subject either.

29. plato
December 14, 2004

Tom Banks must have the evolution of the Curvature Parameters, I am sure:)

Now, how would you take all this, to such small distances and come out with
some intact view of the geometry taking place?

You needed a microscopic view of the cosmo, which seems to be lacking for
some?:)

Bubbles just encapsulate it all. Which mathematics would you need to
geometrodynamicallydescribe this movement?

Help:)

30. plato
December 14, 2004

Peter your real instigator aren’t you?

Testing the principles of the Higg’s field, psychological drama manifestation, of a
professor crossing the room?
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If Lubos is a associative professor, then, who is the professor?:)

The effect?

The interaction of educated people, are truly fascinating to me. Climatic stories,
seem awfully familiar, when taken in context of the bell curve.

Statistically, you would have a hard time of ignoring the total view.:)A Steering
Boid? hahaha

31. D R Lunsford
December 14, 2004

Peter,

Look at this – http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/colloq/banks1/pdf/Banks2.pdf

It’s more stream-of-consciousness random emission of buzzwords – my adviser
used to call this kind of thing “word salad”.

I looked at numbers of his papers on arxiv. They all seem to have been made by
cutting and pasting standard formulas from Messiah, Dirac, and other
elementary textbooks after changing the symbols around. In other words, it’s all
bullshit.

-drl

-drl
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Langlands Program and Physics

December 14, 2004
Categories: Langlands

One of my minor hobbies over the years has been trying to understand something
about the Langlands conjectures in number theory, partly because some of the
mathematics that shows up there looks like it might be somehow related to quantum
field theory. A few days ago I was excited to run across a web-page for a workshop
held in Princeton earlier this year on the topic of the Langlands Program and Physics.
Notes from some of the lectures there are on-line.

Unfortunately, after reading through the notes, I’m afraid there’s relatively little there
about the potential intersection of the ideas of the Langlands Program with Physics.
From the physics end of things there are some pretty illegible notes of a lecture by
Witten about the Langlands Dual Group in Physics. Part of this story involves the
Montonen-Olive duality of N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills. This duality interchanges
the coupling constant with its inverse, whiile taking the gauge group G to the
Langlands dual group (group with dual weight lattice). The symmetry that inverts the
coupling constant is actually part of a larger SL(2, Z) symmetry.

One possible explanation for this SL(2,Z) symmetry is the conjectured existence of a
six-dimensional superconformal QFT with certain properties. Witten explains more
about this in his lectures at Graeme Segal’s 60th birthday conference in 2002. His
article from the proceedings volume, entitled “Conformal Field Theory in Four and Six
Dimensions” doesn’t seem to be available online, but his slides are, and they cover
much the same material. There has been a seminar going on at Berkeley this past
semester in which Ori Ganor has been giving talks on this topic.

While the occurence of the Langlands dual group and SL(2,Z) symmetry are
suggestive, the relation of this to the full Langlands program seems to be a bit
tenuous. There is however a much closer relation between 2d conformal field theory
and the Langlands program, a relation which is part of the story of what is now
known as “Geometric Langlands”.

Some of the other lectures at the Princeton workshop give a good explanation of the
standard Langlands duality conjectures, although I’m not convinced that many
physicists will find them easy going. These conjectures posit a duality between two
very different kinds of group representations associated to a one-dimensional field (a
number field or function field of a curve over a finite field). On the one side one has an
analytic object, an “automorphic representation” on a space of functions on a group
G(A), where G is a group over A, the adeles of the field. On the other side one has an
arithmetic object, representations of the absolute Galois group of the field in the
Langlands dual group to G. Typically this duality is used to get information about
arithmetic objects using the more tractable analytic objects. The most famous
example of this is the Taniyama-Shimura-Weil conjecture relating the arithmetic of
elliptic curves to modular forms, which Wiles (with Taylor) was able to prove enough
of to use it to prove Fermat’s last theorem.
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In general the Langland conjectures for the case of number fields remain an open
problem, but for the case of function fields of a curve, they have been proven for
G=GL(n) by Drinfeld for n=2 and Lafforgue for general n (which got both of them
Fields medals). The geometric Langlands program involves reformulating the function
field case in such a way that it still makes sense when you replace the curve over a
finite field by a curve over the field of complex numbers. This idea goes back to
Drinfeld and Laumon in the 1980s, and has evolved into a specific conjecture which
was recently proved by Frenkel, Gaitsgory and Vilonen.

I confess to still being pretty mystified by this subject. The analog of the arithmetic
side is clear enough, it’s a homomorphism of the fundamental group of the curve into
the Langlands dual group, or equivalently a vector bundle with holomorphic flat
connection. But I still don’t understand the analog of the analytic side, which is some
sort of D-module over the moduli space of bundles over the curve, broken up into
“Hecke eigensheaves”. My colleague Michael Thaddeus explained to me today over
lunch what a “Hecke eigensheaf” is supposed to be, but there’s a whole web of
relations of this to representations of affine Lie algebras, CFT and vertex operator
algebras that neither of us understands very well.

While I don’t understand this material, I do hope to find time in the future to try and
figure some of it out. Various sources that seem to explain this are the following:

Edward Frenkel’s web-site at Berkeley contains a lot of interesting material. Many of
his papers are on this topic, especially relevant is his Bourbaki seminar report on
Vertex Algebras and Algebraic Curves.

Another relevant web-site is that of David Ben-Zvi at Texas. Look at his very informal
surveys of Langlands theory written in 1995 before he gets too embarassed by the
mistakes in them and takes them down. He is joint author with Frenkel of a book
Vertex Algebras and Algebraic Curves.

There’s an on-going seminar on geometric Langlands at the University of Chicago
which has a web-page.

Kari Vilonen has a web-site devoted to geometric Langlands and its relation to
physics.

MSRI ran a workshop on Geometric Aspects of the Langlands Program in 2002 and
the talks are on-line.

As usual, Witten has a hand in all of this, see his remarkable paper “Quantum field
theory, Grassmanians and algebraic curves”, Communications in Mathematical
Physics, 113 (1988) 529-600, and his contribution to the 1987 conference “The
Mathematical Heritage of Hermann Weyl” entitled “Free fermions on an algebraic
curve”.

For a different conjectural relation between Langlands and QFT, see:
Mikhail Kapranov, Analogies between the Langlands correspondence and topological
quantum field theory, in Functional Analysis on the Eve of the 21st Century, Vol. 1,
Birkhauser, Boston, pp. 119-151.
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Comments

1. plato
December 19, 2004

If this were a moderated usenet forum you’d be told that your posts violate
netiquette

As to reading my stuff:)No!No! think of content first, then who wrote it.:)

One of the things I had found was to respect people thoughts and if such a link of
paragraph was to be read of theirs, then it must lead back to site where it was
taken.

I wanted to respect the source of information and places, so this compromise
was thought of. If you do not like the “source,” then I can not be faulted on its
content. Only, that I linked it?

So your rules of netiquette do not apply, hence the moderated usenet forum rules
do not apply also. Your software should not support this if this is to be taken as
netiquette issue. This is easily solved.

In all cases, I link to the sources as best as possible with secondary links
sometimes to source as well.

Interesting site of yours, with some debate about it’s authenticity and law?
Copyleft idealism?:)

2. December 19, 2004

‘Plato’, since you haven’t noticed yet: Posting hyperlinks that stretch over several
lines is not a good thing to do if you want anyone to read your stuff and to take
you seriously. If this were a moderated usenet forum you’d be told that your
posts violate netiquette. Here this does not happen as others are violating basic
principles of netiquette (and of civilized behaviour) even more.

3. Urs
December 19, 2004

A.J. Tolland just explained us this stuff – he was excited that Peter Woit
writes about his math research.

What is this referring to? A talk at Harvard by Tolland? Or anything online?

4. plato
December 18, 2004

Hmmmm……interesting.

To construct a consistent theory of all kinds of matter and all interactions,
including gravity, is generally regarded as the ultimate goal of theoretical high-
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energy physics and is likely to remain so for a long time. But the development of
theoretical physics is notoriously difficult to predict, and it is not easy to
formulate a research plan that can be followed for several years, comprising
both a main goal of great scientific value and concrete partial goals that can be
achieved in a more limited time. Still, it seems essential to have at least a rough
plan for the future, although one must be prepared to be flexible about it when
this is needed. In the following, I will therefore try to give such a plan

5. Lubos Motl
December 17, 2004

A.J. Tolland just explained us this stuff – he was excited that Peter Woit writes
about his math research.

Peter asks too many questions, many of them have a very well-known answer.

The six-dimensional theories that explain the SL(2,Z) symmetry of N=4 Yang-
Mills in d=4 are a completely inevitable part of string/M-theory, and there is
extensive literature about them. See the (2,0) theories.

Obviously, Tolland et al. have had many more things to say.

6. D R Lunsford
December 16, 2004

Plato-

You ask where to begin? Where most of the rest of us began – with friction
problems, inclined planes, and our own common sense and respect for our
scientific forebears. Throw in honesty and hard work and you may get
somewhere.

-drl

7. D R Lunsford
December 16, 2004

Plato,

He’s not “just” looking – he’s NOT LOOKING AT ALL. No one in the usual gang
of suspects is looking at anything except their own twisted hallucinatory
reflections. These people are actively trying to destroy Western science, a
collective creation of millenia that is disgraced by their presence.

-drl

8. plato
December 16, 2004

DRL,

Greene is justing pointing, and reveals a deeper concept. Oracle or not, the
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question is on how we percieve the implication AGN Jets in a consistant
mathematical framework?

If we deal with microstates, can we ever associate such math structures to
explain this consistancy on a macroscale?

I am in a space(between metric points) where NCG is operating and do not know
how to express myself:)The point is where to begin? Yet the dynamical relations
of the torus and spin, direct the jet?

So if we accept euclidean postulates to the fifth, GR to gravity, Reimann sphere,
why not here in this diagram(?) U(1) and say we see it in the jet?

9. D R Lunsford
December 16, 2004

Dear Plato,

Greene is a carnival-barking buffoon – you might want to consider that before
setting him up as your oracle.

Yours,

Ari

10. plato
December 16, 2004

Poster below:)

Without repeating ole cliche’s and sounding like some repetitive impressionist,
might we be masking the intent of what one might be saying?:)

I know it is very difficult to find the center, and topologically, impress the idea of
“AGN jet” as a continued geometrical expression as well?

As part of, some continued function of the mathematical expressions that you
fellows seemed engaged in?

I think Greene was specific on this point?

In fact, in the reciprocal language, these tiny circles are getting ever smaller as
time goes by, since as R grows, 1/R shrinks. Now we seem to have really gone off
the deep end. How can this possibly be true? How can a six-foot tall human being
‘fit’ inside such an unbelievably microscopic universe? How can a speck of a
universe be physically identical to the great expanse we view in the heavens
above? (Greene, The Elegant Universe, pages 248-249)

Updating on Blogs are slow so this link should encapsulate more of the idea that
I am trying to express.

I mentioned Sklar before, in a topological expressed post, along side of the Kein
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bottle. Part and parcel of this continued evolution geometrically?

11. December 16, 2004

Favorrite Cliches:

“..asymptotic background..”
“”…robust,,,xyzxxyyx”
“huge number of possible string theory Hamiltonians…”
” my colleague at Columbia …”
“vertex operator algebras that neither of us understands very well..”
.

.

12. December 16, 2004

Sometimes the poets have it right:

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.

13. plato
December 15, 2004

Being a non mathematician I am interested in how these visulaizations are
generated, so of course I wonder sometimes at statements Peter is making about
CFT. This statement below is taken from thread of that discussion. You have to
understand the expectancy has a predictive quality about CFT’s future?:)

New non-geometrical generalization of the principles of CFT will be found, and it
will allow to extend the success of S-matrices etc. to the non-perturbative realm.
A geometry-like original of dualities – such as E_k in supergravity – will be
clarified. Non-perturbative physics on general backgrounds will become
calculable, and supersymmetry breaking will be shown to be very different in
details than previously anticipated. Realistic N=1 4D vacua with SUSY breaking
will be connected and the potential will pick up a rather small number of
priviliged points – close to the “heterotic strings on Calabi-Yau three-folds”
and/or “M-theory on G2 manifolds” and/or “intersecting brane models with some
warping”. Two years after the beginning of the revolution, the people will
calculate the masses of the heaviest quarks, the (small) QCD theta-angle, and
other things, and they will predict the first new physics beyond the SM, which
will be only confirmed several years later experimentally.

I was looking for “some consistent method” that would tie together the vast
framework of mathematicals in relation to our understood physics approach?
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Is that unrealistic?:)

When looking a Klein ordering of Geometries, I had not see any other method
that would point to this consistancy, so I am lost when it comes to all the facets
of the maths that could be generated.

Maybe lacking a physics approach, mathematics has become limited(like string
theory?:) and is no more then a abstract realm that people like to venture, as
would artists who have found relevance to signatory styles of expression? There
pictures are very unique sometimes like the move to non-eucidean views of
Gauss who kept us in suspence?

You would have to forgive my ignorance here, and I fall back on DRL’s
encouragement for attempting to comprehend?:)

The gravitational collapse.

How would you define it, if you had a consistent geometrical method from it’s
previous developement??:)

If you look to the cosmo, where else will you find the counterparts of this
expression of that same mathematics? I believe some have under estimated the
value the comsological palette has in which to test the mathematics it is using.

That is my guess, as suspected, I too have no qualifications to speak on this,
although I have a keen eye for artistic styles of expression( Penrose and his
tillings? Arthur Miller, Gabriele Veneziano-The Myth of Beginning of Time.
Scientific America, The Time before Time, May 2004 )

If you think any of these gentlemen deficient in the use of artistic expression
even cubist art in relation to the monte carlo effect, maybe the total value of the
new math that must emerge will have to wait for another Reinmann?:)

14. Peter
December 15, 2004

I don’t see how moonshine could be related to the Riemann hypothesis, but who
knows. Since it is a story about CFT and an interesting group, it may well
somehow be related to the Langlands story.

In any case I think the motivation for studying moonshine is that it is (merely!)
interesting mathematics. I wasn’t aware of any evidence that the CFT involved
could be used to explain anything about the real world.

15. December 15, 2004

“In that interview, Atiyah made more extensive comments than Singer predicting
that new ideas in number theory would come from physics. He explicitly
mentioned the Langlands program, so was probably thinking about the same
things I’ve written about here. He also mentions the Riemann hypothesis,
perhaps thinking of Alain Connes’s work on this subject, which has some physics
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motivation.

But it sounds like he tried this idea out on Andrew Wiles, who was very skeptical
about the whole idea that number theoriists would learn very much from
physics.”

Yes, sorry, I meant Atiyah.

Do you have any idea if these things (Langlands, Riemann) with regards to their
possible connections to physics have anything to do with the moonshine
connections to string theory? Which further begs the question if string theory is
wrong then what does that say for moonshine – merely interesting mathematics?

16. Urs
December 15, 2004

Sorry, forgot to insert my name. That last comment was of course from me.

17. December 15, 2004

Actually, B takes values in Lie(H) and A in Lie(G), but otherwise, yes.

Note that for the application to Montonen-Olive duality -> 6D SCFTs -> M2s on
M5s the kernel of t is nontrivial (in general) as descibed in hep-th/0409200. (We
already noted recently that semisimplicity does not seem to allow the observed
n-cube scaling for these systems.)

In fact, the kernel of t in these situations is nothing but the abelian group in
which the abelian 2-gerbe associated with the bulk of the membrane is
associated. This makes it plausible that the abelian 2-gerbe holonomy over the
bulk times the nonabelian 1-gerbe holonomy over the boundary can be given a
well-defined meaning.

But I agree without you having to convince me: That constraint is unexpected. If
you can find a nonabelian gerbe without that constraint but with self-dual 3-form
field strength, please drop me a note! 

18. Thomas Larsson
December 15, 2004

Let me see if I get this straight. B takes values in H, A in G, and the kernel of the
homomorphisms t : H -> G is an abelian normal subgroup of H. So if H is
semisimple then the closed surface holonomy is indeed zero?

19. Thomas Larsson
December 15, 2004

Oops, sorry. I evidently didn’t read you whole post.

20. Thomas Larsson
December 15, 2004

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000461.html#c001661
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But can you have non-zero surface holonomy if the surface has no boundary?

21. Urs
December 15, 2004

Thomas –

B is not auxiliary. The constraint says that its image under the Lie algebra
homomorphism dt : \h -> \g (which I chose as dt = ad in my previous comment)
can be expressed as the curvature of a \g-valued 1-form. The part of B in the
kernel of dt is not restricted. By comparison with abelian gerbes which have B_i
but not A_i (not to be confused with a_ij) it follows that if anything deserves to be
called auxiliary then it is A_i.

The constraint implies that surface holonomy over closed surfaces takes values
in the kernel of the homomorphisms t : H -> G, which is an abelian normal
subgroup of H. Nothing implies that this holonomy has to vanish.

But I’d be glad to know if this constraint can be relaxed. However, it follows
independently from results on standard path space connections, from
categorification of ordinary gauge theory and is also the only known solution to
the self-duality constraint for nonabelian gerbes. (The use of weak structure
2-groups instead of strict ones in 2-bundles, or equivalently of ‘dynamical’ group
products in nonabelian gerbes relaxes it a little, though.)

22. Thomas Larsson
December 15, 2004

I do have a nonabelian surface holonomy for nonabelian 2-bundles and
nonabelian gerbes for the case ${ad}(B_i) + F_{A_i} = 0$,

Urs, I really don’t understand the logic behind this. Doesn’t B = F(A) mean that
B is an auxiliary field, completely determined by A? So you basically have a
gauge theory with a 1-form connection. For such a theory, are not the only
gauge-invariant quantities line holonomies?

It seems to me that your surface holonomy should equal the line holonomy of its
boundary. In particular, can you associate a non-zero surface holonomy to a
closed surface?

23. Peter
December 15, 2004

In that interview, Atiyah made more extensive comments than Singer predicting
that new ideas in number theory would come from physics. He explicitly
mentioned the Langlands program, so was probably thinking about the same
things I’ve written about here. He also mentions the Riemann hypothesis,
perhaps thinking of Alain Connes’s work on this subject, which has some physics
motivation.

But it sounds like he tried this idea out on Andrew Wiles, who was very skeptical



about the whole idea that number theoriists would learn very much from physics.

24. December 15, 2004

Is this the same connection between number theory and physics that Singer talks
about in his Abel prize interview?

25. Urs
December 15, 2004

Part of this story involves the Montonen-Olive duality of N=4
supersymmetric Yang-Mills. This duality interchanges the coupling
constant with its inverse, whiile taking the gauge group G to the
Langlands dual group (group with dual weight lattice). The symmetry
that inverts the coupling constant is actually part of a larger SL(2, Z)
symmetry.

One possible explanation for this ${SL}(2,\mathbb{Z})$ symmetry is
the conjectured existence of a six-dimensional superconformal QFT
with certain properties. Witten explains more about this in his lectures
at Graeme Segal’s 60th birthday conference in 2002. His article from
the proceedings volume, entitled ‘Conformal Field Theory in Four and
Six Dimensions’ doesn’t seem to be available online, but his slides are,
and they cover much the same material.

The abelian case is well understood. The ${SL}(2,Z)$ symmetry of abelian YM
follows (at least classically obviously) from realizing it as a toroidal
compactification of the theory of an abelian 2-form with self-dual field strength in
six dimensions, where the ${SL}(2,Z)$ is just the modular group of the internal
torus.

It is believed that something analogous holds true for nonabelian (super)Yang-
Mills (for any A-D-E gauge group), i.e. that its Montone-Olive symmetry comes
from a toroidal compactification of some 6-dimensional theory involving a non-
abelian 2-form.

In this set of slides, Witten calls this nonabelian 6D theory a nonabelian gerbe
theory. But certainly that is just a name, to be filled with content, right?

The most glaring problem with making this concrete seems to be this:

What precisely is the duality condition in the nonabelian case and under which
conditions can it be imposed?

When I talked to nonabelian gerbe people about this, one thing they said is that
it is not clear that in the nonabelian case the self-duality should still be ordinary
Hodge self-duality, but that it might involve in addition to the Hodge star an
operation on the Lie algebra factor. But I am not quite sure what that should be.

In lack of a better idea, let me assume in the following that we want ordinary
Hodge duality. Now, one sufficient condition fulfilled by an ordinary bundle to



admit a self-dual field strength is that the field strength transforms covariantly.

So if $U = \lbrace U_i\rbrace_{i\in I}$ is a good covering of the base space with
open sets and $F_{A_i}$ is the field strength on $U_i$, then on double overlaps

\[
F_i = g_ij F_j g_ij^{-1}\,,
\]

obviously.

Since the covariant transformation respects Hodge self-duality, it is consistent to
impose Hodge self-duality in overlapping patches $U_i$.

It is not clear at all that this remains true in general for nonabelian gerbes!

For nonabelian gerbes the general transition law for the nonabelian 3-form field
strenth $H_i$ has a covariant part

\[
H_i = g_ij(H_j) + …
\]

plus a mess of noncovariant terms

\[
\cdots + \mathbf{d} d_{ij} + [a_{ij},d_{ij}] – A_i(d_{ij}) + \cdots
}]

and in particular involving this term

\[
\cdots + (F_{A_i} + {ad}(B_i))(a_{ij}) \,.
}]

(The notation here is taken from equation (55) in hep-th/0409200.)

Suppose we want $H$ to be Hodge self-dual and hence $H_i$ to be Hodge-self-
dual on each $U_i$. This implies that on every double overlap all these additional
terms in the above transition law have to be self-dual by themselves!

So self-duality on $H$ implies further self-duality conditions on the fields $A_i$,
$B_i$, $a_{ij}$, $d_{ij}$ (which are the connection 1-form, it’s 2-form cousin
and two ‘transition forms’ that measure the failure of $A_i$ and $B_i$ to
transform as usual.)

But these fields don’t transform covariantly themselves. So the self-duality
condition on them involves still more conditions, now on triple overlaps. And so
on. It is a huge mess of ever more complicated conditions that arise this way.
(Unless there is some simplifying principle hidden in them, which I currently
cannot see.)

http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/hep-th/0409200
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/abs/hep-th/0409200


It will be hard to find solutions to these conditions. One solution, though, is easy
to see. Obviously, for $H$ to be self-dual it is sufficient that

\[
d_{ij} = 0
\]

(actually this seems to be easy to weaken somewhat)

and

\[
{ad}(B_i) + F_{A_i} = 0 \,.
\]

The big question is: Are there any further restrictions on the cocycle data of a
nonabelian gerbe that would allow Hodge-self-dual H? In particular, are there
any with ${ad}(B_i) + F_{A_i} \neq 0$?

The above choice is curious, since it implies that, while $A_i$ and $B_i$ are
nonabelian, $H_i$ takes value in an abelian subalgebra of the full nonabelian Lie
algebra.

It is also the only case so far in which we know (so far) how to associate a
nonabelian 2-holonomy with the nonabelian gerbe. (A paper on that is due out by
end of the year. Really, I should not be blogging but be working on that…)

The existence of that nonabelian 2-holonomy seems to be, apart from the self-
duality of $H$, a further important condition on whatever Witten may mean by
nonabelian gerbe field theory:

We known that when lifted to M-theory these nonabelian 6-D theories come from
stacks of coinciding M5s with M2s ending in them. The action of these M2s
should involve the abelian volume holonomy of an abelian 2-gerbe characterized
by the 4-form $dC_3$, where $C_3$ is the supergravity 3-form potential, over the
world-volume of the membrane, call that suggestively but by abuse of the
integral notation $\exp(i \int_V C_3)$, times a nonabelian surface holonomy of
the nonabelian 2-form living on the M5s over the worldsheet of the boundary of
the M2, call that ${Tr}{hol}_{\partial V}(B)$.

Due to global issues (completely analogous to how the coupling of the string to
an abelian 2-form involves abelian gerbe holonomy) the product

\[
\exp(i \int_V (C_r)) {Tr}{hol}_{\partial V}(B)
\]

has a couple of subtleties. (For the case of 1-dimensional lower these, and their
solution, are nicely discussed in the above mentioned paper by Aschieri& Jurčo).

Therefore, in order to understand nonabelian theories in 6D (and, incidentally,



the general configuration of the fundamental objects of M-theory) it would be
very helpful to have a notion of nonabelian surface holonomy ${hol}_{\partial
V}(B)$ that makes the above expression well-defined.

I do have a nonabelian surface holonomy for nonabelian 2-bundles and
nonabelian gerbes for the case ${ad}(B_i) + F_{A_i} = 0$, i.e. for the only
known case in which the existence of a self-dual 3-form field strength is known.
But I have not yet checked if it makes the above action for the M2 brane globally
well defined.

(also posted to the String Coffee Table)

26. Aaron
December 14, 2004

For the physics side of geometric langlands (although they might not have
exactly known it at the time), you can see

hep-th/9501022
hep-th/9501096

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000485.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000485.html


The First Evidence For String Theory?

December 16, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

I was wondering why there were lots and lots of hits on this weblog today coming
from Google searches for “first evidence for string theory”. It looks like the answer is
this lead article from the latest New Scientist magazine. I don’t have access right now
to the full article, but it’s clearly based on the usual cosmic string hype. After all,
according to the author, string theory “is our best hope of understanding how the
universe works”, so anytime astronomers see something unusual, what else could it
be but a string?

Update: I finally got ahold of a copy of the full article. It is based on two separate
anomalies seen by astronomers. The first is called “CSL-1”, which was first reported
nearly two years ago. It appears to be two nearly identical galaxies right next to each
other, but the authors of a paper about it would like to believe there is some inter-
galactic cosmic string producing two images of a single galaxy via gravitational
lensing. Even if you believe this, there’s no evidence this is a fundamental
superstring, even Joe Polchinski doesn’t think so (see Lubos Motl’s excited posting
about “astronomers prove string theory”).

The second observation actually has nothing to do with the first (despite what the
opening sentences of the story suggest). It’s of a quasar called Q0957+561A,B that
really is a gravitationally lensed object. One thing I don’t understand is that in the
case of CSL-1, the fact that there are only two images is taken as evidence that a
string is doing the lensing (and claims are made that lensing by point like objects only
produces odd numbers of images), whereas for Q0957+561A,B there are only two
images, but an intervening galaxy, not a string, is what is doing the lensing. For the
quasar pair, some changes in brightness by about 4% have been observed, so it has
been suggested this is due to a nearby cosmic string (inside our galaxy, within 10,000
light years) which is moving around in our line of sight with the quasar pair.

I’d be curious to hear what professional astronomers think of this. To me it looks like
just more string theory hype, and I now suspect that for the indefinite future,
whenever an astronomer somewhere, somehow sees something anomalous, we’re
going to be subjected to claims that “strings have been observed!!”.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
December 22, 2004

http://groups-beta.google.com/group/sci.physics.research

All you need is a browser.

Anyone can write a paper and submit it for review. arxiv is more snobby, so

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18424781.400
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18424781.400
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000037.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000037.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/12/astronomers-prove-string-theory.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/12/astronomers-prove-string-theory.html
http://groups-beta.google.com/group/sci.physics.research
http://groups-beta.google.com/group/sci.physics.research


ignore it.

I’ll be happy to read your paper. Of course I’m not very optimistic, since dicking
around with the constants of nature is not very interesting. But I guarantee you a
fair hearing.

-drl

2. Quantoken
December 22, 2004

Dr. Lunfords said:
“TAKE IT TO SPR AND GET FLAMED THERE. WRITE A PAPER AND SOLVE THE
WORLD.”

I do not have access to SCI.PHYSICS.RESEARCH. For some reason I can no
longer post on http://www.physicsforums.com. Repeated email inquiries asking
why never gets any answer. If I am banned at least they need to let me know
why.

I do not have priviledge to submit to ARXIV either. They now require that you
have got to have an endorser first to submit anything at all.

I would love to “Get flamed”. But that never happened. No one listens. I have a
great theory that makes correct predictions and results in GR on one end of limit
and QM on another, and resolves many of the puzzles that the establishment
scientists are puzzling about. But one one seems to even want to listen. Too bad
that some of the most intelligent people would have to waste their lifetimes at
the end in vain.

Quantoken.

3. Alejandro Rivero
December 21, 2004

“People tell me not to superpose any theoretical prejudice on their claim that
their zodiacal sign is important to their destiny”

Existence of a destiny is already a theoretical prejudice.

4. Arun
December 20, 2004

DRL,

People tell me not to superpose any theoretical prejudice on their claim that
their zodiacal sign is important to their destiny.

This web-page from Jodrell Bank Observatory
http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/booklet/GravitationalLenses.html
says:

http://www.physicsforums.com/
http://www.physicsforums.com/
http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/booklet/GravitationalLenses.html
http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/booklet/GravitationalLenses.html


“…it appears that approximatly one distant radio source in 500 is split into
multiple images due to lensing by a foreground galaxy.”

Therefore a quasar and a foreground galaxy lining up seems to be relatively
common, and there will be even more cases where one is in the periphery of the
other.

-Arun

5. D R Lunsford
December 20, 2004

The authors are observational astronomers – their job is to stoke the theoretical
engines, not design them.

See the later papers, mentioned below.

My own opinion is that we are seeing the effect of joint
gravitational/electromagnetic physics. However, the most important point is to
take the observations at face value, and not to superimpose a theoretical
prejudice.

-drl

6. Arun
December 20, 2004

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/astro-ph/pdf/0203/0203466.pdf
does not dare conclude that the objects in NGC7603 are physically connected.

7. Arun
December 20, 2004

What are plausible mechanisms for intrinsic redshifts that would apply purely in
quasar neighborhoods, and not hit anything else in astrophysics?

8. D R Lunsford
December 20, 2004

Arun said

I disagree that I’ve complicated things. In my opinion, you’re putting the cart
before the horse. How do we first show that the quasar and galaxy are physically
associated..

At some point it becomes a matter of good judgment. When you see exact
“chance” lineups again and again, the chin stroking begins…In the case of some
of these objects, there are *clearly* whiffordills of matter streaming from one to
the other. In the case of NGC 7603, this matter bridge *itself* contains two more
interesting objects. Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar..

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/astro-ph/pdf/0203/0203466.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/astro-ph/pdf/0203/0203466.pdf


The other way to proceed is to say – here is a model of how quasars and galaxies
are physically associated, e.g. quasars are ejecta from galactic cores. One
immediage prediction is then that there should be star-like objects that are
associated with a galaxy like the anomalous redshift quasars are; but are
blueshifted relative the galaxy, because there is no reason that ejecta should
always be directed away from us or traverse to our line of sight.

Agreed – and it is entirely possible for quasars to have a high intrinsic redshift,
because of unknown physics, that swamps any blueshift Doppler-originated
blueshift. Indeed the strange appearence of peculiar galaxies leaves one with the
powerful impression that something very different is taking place from what we
see in our placid corner. Again – all that needs to be shown is physical
association of discordant Z objects. The origin of Z is then up for grabs. (Note
you can still have the Hubble and Doppler Zs – just that it’s not the whole story.)

If you or Arp or whomever finds such stellar objects, I bet the whole community
will pay attention. If Arp has not ever even attempted such a survey, then I must
count him among the cranks.

I’m sure Arp would love to do just that. Anyone who could produce “Atlas of
Peculiar Galaxies” is permanently out of the crank ranks.

-drl

9. Arun
December 20, 2004

DRL,
I disagree that I’ve complicated things. In my opinion, you’re putting the cart
before the horse. How do we first show that the quasar and galaxy are physically
associated?

Merely observing two objects along the same line of sight cannot tell us that they
are physically associated. Physical interactions between the galaxy, gaseous
filaments, and quasars are not observed/observable.

The standard model in fact says that since the redshifts of the quasar and
associated galaxy are so different, it is merely happenstance that they appear
together in the sky, and they are not physically associated. One way of
overturning this is to show that the statistics of such anomalous redshift objects
is observed to be different from what one would expect. Absent that, the
standard model accomodates these “anomalous” objects quite well. The ratio of
such objects to the number of gravitational lensing candidates should be
computable.

The other way to proceed is to say – here is a model of how quasars and galaxies
are physically associated, e.g. quasars are ejecta from galactic cores. One
immediage prediction is then that there should be star-like objects that are
associated with a galaxy like the anomalous redshift quasars are; but are
blueshifted relative the galaxy, because there is no reason that ejecta should



always be directed away from us or traverse to our line of sight. If you or Arp or
whomever finds such stellar objects, I bet the whole community will pay
attention.

If Arp has not ever even attempted such a survey, then I must count him among
the cranks.

—
-Arun

10. D R Lunsford
December 20, 2004

BECAUSE YOU ARE BEING RUDE TO THE HOST AND HIS GUESTS. TAKE IT
TO SPR AND GET FLAMED THERE. WRITE A PAPER AND SOLVE THE WORLD.
BUT LEAVE IT OUT OF HERE.

-drl

11. Quantoken
December 20, 2004

Dr. Lunsford:

I do respect Dr. Halton Arp without necessarily agreeing with him totally.

But what right do you have to ask the establishment to respect his right to
develope an alternative theory, when you do not respect mine in the first place.

We can agree to disagree and continue to talk about science. But you’ve got to
put your vulgarity aside and pay me some respect.

Quantoken

12. D R Lunsford
December 20, 2004

Q, where did you learn manners? NO ONE HERE IS INTERESTED. TAKE IT TO
SPR AND GET FLAMED THERE.

-drl

13. Quantoken
December 20, 2004

I might also add that the location relativity, which is a natural derivation from
the fundamental principle of my GUITAR theory, also predicts the Pioneer
Spaceship Abnormal Acceleration, and it gave the correct quantitative prediction
as observed.

The predicted “acceleration”, based on my calculation, is:



(4/PI)*C^2/(Radius of Universe)

This acceleration quantity does not depend on the spaceship’s location. It always
point to where the observe is located.

Please note the radius of universe is calculated from alpha, in my natural unit
system:
Ru = PI * N
N = PI * exp(2/(3*alpha))
The length unit is equal to classical electron radius. That doesn’t mean it’s
classical, but it’s value happen to be calculated the same way as classical
electron radius is defined.

It is not purely a numerology coincidence that I got the exactly correct neutron
mass, a 9 digits accuracy, among other amazingly correct predictions. It is a real
science that describes the nature correctly.

Quantoken

14. D R Lunsford
December 20, 2004

Yes, Arp is flat wrong with some of his ideas – but he’s also an absolutely first-
rate astronomer with a great track record, who has been “flat ostracized” by the
clergy for speaking blasphemously.

BTW Q, SHUT THE F*CK UP ABOUT YOUR “THEORY” – TAKE IT TO SPR OR
THE LIKE.

-drl

15. Quantoken
December 20, 2004

I have read about Halton Arp’s point of view and things like “tired light”. I do not
agree totally with him. But it is definitely wrong that a well established
astronomer be deprived his observation time and his right to look at the sky and
study his theory further.

According to the Copernicusian, we do not live in a special time or special place
in the universe. It’s absolutely true we do not live in a special generation of
human history.

Of course our generations are more advanced than the middle age. But of course
future generations thousands of years later would be more advanced than us,
too. Frankly, future generations will look at the way how true science is
suppressed in the 20-21st century, the same way we look at how the
establishment suppressed the opposite ideas in the Middle Age, if not worse.

We truely do not live in a special era.

Now on the Hubble Redshift. It is an observational truth that there do exist such



a red-shift that is approximately proportional to distance. That should not be
questioned. What needs to be questioned is how to interpret that distance
correlated redshift.

I do not think the standard interpretation of Doppler Shift is right. Now do I
think the tired light model is right.

We assume that the frequence of light from remote location would not otherwise
change, unless there’s either Doppler Effect, Gravity Redshift, or other physical
reasons to cause it to change.

But I have the opposite idea. I think the light itself doe NOT change! The
frequency does NOT change. What changes is the ruler that we use to measure
that frequency!!!

What ruler do we use to measure frequence? We measure frequence by counting
number of waveforms per second. So we need to have a clock to measure time to
measure frequence!!! I think the very ruler that we use to measure time, the
clock, has changed from the remote location to our location.

Yes, I am talking about relativity. Not Einstein’s Relativity, but a more
fundamental relativity. Time is different not only when measured on different
reference frames. Time is also different when comparing two clocks billions of
light years apart.

And just like the case of special relativity. This difference is relative: We see a
remote clock billions of years away runs slower than our clock. But the other
civilization billions of years away also see our clock as running slower than
theirs.

This location related special relativity, relative to Einstein’s inertia reference
frame related special relativity, was neccesated, and predicted by the
fundamental principle of my GUITAR theory, which believs that the total
quantum information of the universe HAS to be conserved, which directly leads
to a closed spacetime of the universe.

Certainly, in a closed spacetime, you can not have time propressing at the same
pace at all locations! What I mean is you can not have a universal time and at the
same time have a close 3-D space. It is that simple. Spacetime is one piece and
you really can not separate the two and treat space and time differently. That’s
what Einstein told us.

My theory of relativity therefore also answers the observed super nova “time
dilation”. Of course time dilates, because clocks at remote location runs slower
than ours!!!

GUITAR is a self consistent theory and agrees with all observed facts, and have
made many amazingly precise predictions, including precisely calculated the
CMB temperature, solar constant, proton and neutron mass, within the error
bars of observational data.



Quantoken

16. D R Lunsford
December 20, 2004

Arun,

You complicate the issue needlessly. The main point is that quasars are assumed
to have high cosmological redshifts, that is, they are far away. The only *first*
thing that needs to be shown is that quasars are physically associated with
galaxies having a widely discordant redshift (and that peculiar galaxies of
discordant redshift are physically associated) – once this is accepted the search
for causes can begin. Personally, I *do* think it is new physics – namely, these are
situations in which the linking of gravity and light would be expected to show up.
Perhaps it can be explained as standard plasma phenomena on a large scale,
perhaps not. The main point is that something other than cosmical distance with
Hubble’s law is contributing to the redshift. Certainly, nothing will happen as
long as pressure from the BB clergy prevents a campaign of observation of these
objects. Ask Arp where he’d like to begin, and turn him loose.

-drl

17. Arun
December 20, 2004

A quick take on anomalous redshift objects:

The anomalous redshift examples consist of quasars with a high redshift,
seemingly physically associated with a galaxy of low redshift.

a. Chance juxtaposition – the association is apparent, not real. If things line up
often enough for us to have gravitational lensing candidates, then surely things
line up often enough to have these anomalous examples; presumably we can
work out the statistics.

b. Suppose the quasars are associated with galaxy. Then their high redshifts are
either due to their velocities or are intrinsic to them.

b1. E.g., suppose quasars are ejecta from galactic cores. Then we should find
also stellar objects associated with galaxies that are blueshifted relative to the
galaxies.

b2. Suppose the redshifts are intrinsic – then a blue shift survey would find
nothing.

b2a. It could mean Hydrogen is emitting its Balmer spectral lines inside a deep
gravitational well; so quasars are super massive objects associated with a galaxy.
Perhaps just as exotic as quasars in the standard model, where they are
superbright and very far away. Now the quasars are associated with the galaxy
by filaments of gas, and we should observe acceleration of the gas into such
supermassive objects.



b2b. New physics – this is dubious – which of the very well understood laws
regarding electromagnetic radiation would you want to abrogate?

The very first question I’d ask to someone who is pointing to anomalous redshift
examples is – has the corresponding blueshift survey been done?

18. JC
December 20, 2004

It seems like the word “terrorist” is slowly losing it’s original meaning, in the
same way the meaning of words like “Nazi”, “fascist”, “commie” and
“communist” changed over the 20th century. People are using “terrorist” to label
their opponents in the same way folks used “Nazi” and/or “communist” to slur
their opponents during most of the 20th century, where their opponents are
anything but fascist or Marxist in political ideology.

19. Matti Pitkanen
December 20, 2004

It seems that this is the correct moment to inject really provocative experimental
findings. I cannot resist the temptation to also say few words about TGD based
model for findings. The model provides support for the role of magnetic flux tube
structures (having cosmic strings as a limiting case) as carriers of dark matter in
quantum states of astrophysical size. The ratio v_0^2= G/R^2, where R is CP_2
length, essentially the ratio of the cosmic string tension to string string tension,
appears also as a basic parameter of the model, so that I can argue that the
injection is loosely related to
the topic of the discussion.

1. Are planetary orbits Bohr orbits?

The basic finding is that there is evidence that planetary orbits correspond to
Bohr orbits in a gravitational potential when Planck constant is replaced with a
gigantic “gravitational Planck constant. For various kinds of experimental
evidence (our planetary system, radii of exo-planets, matter in galactic halo,
morphology of large scale astrophysical objects) see the article

D. Da Rocha and L. Nottale (2003), Gravitational
Structure Formation in Scale Relativity, astro-ph/0310036,

D. Da Rocha and Laurent Nottale have proposed that Schroedinger equation
with Planck constant hbar replaced with what might be called gravitational
Planck constant hbar_{gr}= GmM/v_0 (hbar=c=1). v_0 is a velocity parameter
having the value v_0=about 145 km/s. This is rather near to the peak orbital
velocity of stars in galactic halos. Also sub-harmonics and harmonics of v_0 seem
to appear. The support for the hypothesis coming from empirical data is
impressive. Nottale and Da Rocha believe that their Schroedinger equation
results from a fractal hydrodynamics.

2. Is dark matter in quantum states of astro-physical size?



Many-sheeted space-time however suggests that astrophysical systems are not
only quantum systems at larger space-time sheets but correspond to a gigantic
value of gravitational Planck constant. This would imply astrophysical quantum
coherence lengths and times. The gravitational (ordinary) Schroedinger equation
or Bohr rules would provide a solution of the black hole collapse (IR catastrophe
in case of hydrogen atom) problem encountered at the classical level.

The basic objection is that astrophysical systems are extremely classical. Many-
sheeted space-time predicts however macro-temporal quantum coherence in the
scale of life time of gravitational bound states. The resolution of the problem
inspired by TGD inspired theory of living matter is that it is the dark matter at
larger space-time sheets which is quantum coherent in the required time scale.

3. Beraha numbers and quantization of Planck constant

I have proposed

[see the chapter “Intentionality, Cognition, and Physics as Number theory or
Space-Time Point as Platonia” at http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka
/tgd.html#intcognc%5D

the possibility that Planck constant is quantized and the spectrum is given in
terms of logarithms of Beraha numbers

B_n= 4cos^2(pi/n), n>=3.

associated with both the so called type II_1 factors of von Neumann algebras,
braid group representations, and quantum groups. The lowest Beraha number
B_3 is completely exceptional in that it predicts infinite value of Planck constant.

The inverse of the gravitational Planck constant could correspond a gravitational
perturbation of this as 1/hbar_{gr}= v_0/GMm. The general philosophy would be
that when the quantum system would become non-perturbative, a phase
transition increasing the value of hbar occurs to preserve the perturbative
character and at the transition n=4–>3 only the small perturbative correction to
1/hbar (3)=0 remains. This would apply to QCD and to atoms with Z>137 as
well.

4. The parameter v_0 in terms of the ratio G/R^2

TGD predicts correctly the value of the parameter v_0 assuming that cosmic
strings and their decay remnants are responsible for the dark matter. v_0 is
essentially the ratio sqrt(G)/R, where R is CP_2 size: v_0^2 gives also the
reduction of cosmic string tension from its stringy value 1/G consistent with the
velocity of orbiting stars in the galactic halo.

The harmonics of v_0 can be understood as corresponding to perturbations
replacing cosmic strings with their n-branched coverings so that tension
becomes n^2-fold: much like the replacement of a closed orbit with an orbit
closing only aftern turns. 1/n-sub-harmonic would result when a magnetic flux
tube split into n disjoint magnetic flux tubes.

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#intcognc%5D
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#intcognc%5D
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#intcognc%5D
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#intcognc%5D


5. Quantum model for evolution of planetary system

The study of inclinations (tilt angles with respect to the Earth’s orbital plane)
leads to a concrete model for the evolution of the planetary system as being
induced by the quantum evolution of the dark matter. Only a stepwise breaking
of the rotational symmetry and angular momentum Bohr rules plus Newton’s
equation (or geodesic equation) are needed, and gravitational Schroedinger
equation holds true only inside flux quanta for the dark matter.

a) During pre-planetary period dark matter formed a quantum coherent state on
the (Z^0) magnetic flux quanta (spherical shells or flux tubes). This made the
flux quantum effectively a single rigid body with rotational degrees of freedom
corresponding to a sphere or circle (full SO(3) or SO(2) symmetry).

b) In the case of spherical shells associated with inner planets the SO(3)–> SO(2)
symmetry breaking led to the generation of a flux tube with the inclination
determined by m and j and a further symmetry breaking, kind of an astral traffic
jam inside the flux tube, generated a planet moving inside flux tube. The
semiclassical interpretation of the angular momentum algebra predicts the
inclinations of the inner planets. The predicted (real) inclinations are 6 (7) resp.
2.6 (3.4) degrees for Mercury resp. Venus). The predicted (real)inclination of the
Earth’s spin axis is 24 (23.5) degrees.

c) The v_0–> v_0/5 transition necessary to understand the radii of the outer
planets can be understood as resulting from the splitting of magnetic flux tube to
five flux tubes representing Earth and outer planets. The flux tube has a shape of
a disk with a hole glued to the Earth’s spherical flux shell.

d) A remnant of the dark matter is still in a macroscopic quantum state at the
flux quanta. It couples to photons as a quantum coherent state but the coupling
is extremely small due to the gigantic value of hbar_gr scaling alpha by
hbar/hbar_gr: hence the darkness.

6. Connection between dark matter and living matter?

What is amazing that the period T =hbar_gr/E associated with n=1 orbit in the
case of Sun is 24 hours within experimental accuracy for v_0. This and other
rather amazing coincidences between basic bio-rhythms and the periods
associated with the states of orbits in solar system suggest that the frequencies
defined by the energy levels of the gravitational Schroedinger equation might
entrain with various biological frequencies such as the cyclotron frequencies
associated with the magnetic flux tubes.

These findings encourage to take with some seriousness the TGD based quantum
model of living matter involving macroscopic quantum coherence in even
astrophysical length scales (at space-time sheets representing topological field
quanta of various fields with frequencies in ELF and ULF range) and flow of
matter between different space-time sheets as basic mechanism of quantum
control and metabolism. It would be quantal dark matter at topological field
quanta which makes visible matter living.



For more details see either the article “Gravitational Schrödinger equation as a
quantum model for the formation of astrophysical structures and dark matter?”
at
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/articles/nottale.pdf or the chapter “TGD
and Astrophysics” at http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka
/padtgd.html#astro“.

Matti Pitkanen

20. Arun
December 19, 2004

http://www.metaresearch.org/publications/books/SeeingRed-Arp.asp

Quote:

Here are some brief quotes outlining what Arp has learned from these
exchanges.

“When presented with two possibilities, scientists tend choose the wrong one.” ”

The stronger the evidence, the more attitudes harden.”

“The game here is to lump all the previous observations into one ‘hypothesis’ and
then claim there is no second, confirming observation.”

“No matter how many times something has been observed, it cannot be believed
until it has been observed again.”

“If you take a highly intelligent person and give them the best possible, elite
education, then you will most likely wind up with an academic who is completely
impervious to reality.

“When looking at this picture no amount of advanced academic education can
substitute for good judgment; in fact it would undoubtedly be an impediment.”

“Local organizing committees give in to imperialistic pressures to keep rival
research off programs”

“It is the primary responsibility of a scientist to face, and resolve, discrepant
observations.”

“Science is failing to self-correct. We must understand why in order to fix it.”

21. Arun
December 19, 2004

A Arp-Bahcall debate on anomalous redshifts occurred in 1972. What has
changed since then?

22. D R Lunsford
December 19, 2004

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/articles/nottale.pdf
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/articles/nottale.pdf
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OK Arun, but this is rather more important:

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0401596

Another one, this time, with Zs from .12 to .22.

Ok, clear now everyone? The above is science, with spectrometers and eyeballs
and brains.

-drl

23. Arun
December 19, 2004

Congrats. to Iyam for injecting some humor into this vitriolic thread.

There are a lot of hurdles to be cleared before we know whether we are seeing
gravitational lensing by a dense quasi-one dimensional object (dunno why people
object to the word ‘string’  ). Let there be independent observations of this
object; let the Hubble or Keck get some observation time. Remember that it is
the astronomers, not the string theorists, who get the final say as to whether
something is there. Meanwhile, the theoretical community, well symbolized by
the barracuda, will come out with a burst of speculative papers.

This is the way it has always worked, string theory hasn’t changed anything.

24. Iyam deRanjeed
December 19, 2004

Dear Quantoken,
A colleague has pointed out to me your entries on this blog and I have to tell you
that scientific plegiarism is a very serious issue! Your derivation of the CMB
temperature and baryon masses look suspiciously like my cosmological work on
Scalar-Hadron Interactions and Thermal Excitons (S-H.I.T.E), where I derive
these numbers. I have 2 papers that I published on this while a visiting scholar at
the Yonkers Institute of Technology in New York.

I derived an explicit differential equation for a time-dependant dimensionless
quantity N(t)(although in my paper it is called B(t)) and get a solution in the
infinite time equilibrium limit
such that N(t)–>N=4 pi exp(a/3alpha) where constant “a” is fixed by initial
conditions (the Planck temperature). As the universe cools off and expands and
energies fall below 100Gev the running coupling constant alpha falls from 1/128
to its present constant value of 1/137. The effective gravitational constant is then
essentially “condensed” out from thermal quantum vacuum fluctuations, much
like Sakharov said it should, and thats why it can be related to alpha via N.
Because the solution is essentially a thermal equilibrium limit I can compute the
CMB temperature and get an accurate answer within current experimental
bounds.

The vacuum fluctuations also create regions of trapped quantum information

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0401596
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0401596


called “excitons” which we experience as protons, neutrons and other baryons
and hadrons, and the amount of information determines their masses since I can
relate entropy S to E and get the masses from m=sqrt(E/C^{2}). When alpha is
1/128 the fluctuations are much greater at the beginning of the universe and the
regions of trapped information are therefore heavier and within their own
horizons, so they are actually microscopic quantum black holes with a
Bekenstein entropy (equal to their von neumann entropy). But these can decay
via Hawking radiation and contribute to the CMB. Only as
N–>N=4pi exp(a/3alpha)=const=1/137, as the universe cools, do the trapped
regions become much lighter and stable so that they appear as massive particles
like protons.

Although there are differences in my model the similarities are too much of a
coincidence and you will not get credit for computing the CMB temperature,
since I clearly did it first. I would expect that you would at least quote my work
rather than shamefully present it as your own. Anyone visiting your blog will be
made aware of this. The advantage here is that I am in print for all to see.
Yours
Iyam deRanjeed
India

25. plato
December 19, 2004

Lubos

For not lack of trying to understand, I appreciate the work you are doing to bring
comprehension to this subject. I am always revising, to understand the
theoretical positions people adopt.

According to T-duality, universes with small scale factors are equivalent to ones
with large scale factors. No such symmetry is present in Einstein’s equations; it
emerges from the unification that string theory embodies, with the
dilaton playing a central roleby
Gabriele Veneziano

regards,

26. Lubos Motl
December 19, 2004

Those who are more interested in physics than the “Gentlemen”‘s inability to
learn even the very basics of this subject (and their political statements) – I am
not sure whether anyone like that attends this blog – should read my article
about it

http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/12/astronomers-prove-string-theory.html

and the articles linked in it.

27. Lubos Motl
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December 19, 2004

An idiot posted a nonsense above my message, so it may be safer to post my
message once again:

It’s a waste of time. I will just keep on returning to these dangerous places to
emphasize that the owner of this blog and most of the contributors on this blog
are scientifically illiterate morons. They have no idea what they are talking
about, and they have no respect to the basic rules of scientific integrity.

28. Quantoken
December 19, 2004

Lubos said:

“It’s a waste of time. I will just keep on returning to these dangerous places to
emphasize that the owner of this blog and most of the contributors on this blog
are scientifically illiterate morons. They have no idea what they are talking
about, and they have no respect to the basic rules of scientific integrity.”

In that case I do will delete them so my readers do not waste time. But I will
keep an archive of all your shits and explain why I have to delete them.

But for now, don’t start to “waste” your time there yet. I have not put anything
there yet. Posting a ton of your rants there without me starting to say a word yet
only make you look silly.

Quantoken

29. Lubos Motl
December 19, 2004

It’s a waste of time. I will just keep on returning to these dangerous places to
emphasize that the owner of this blog and most of the contributors on this blog
are scientifically illiterate morons. They have no idea what they are talking
about, and they have no respect to the basic rules of scientific integrity.

30. Quantoken
December 19, 2004

Damn, another typo. I guess I really don’t type well on a keyboard when do it in a
hurry:

t0 = time for light to go across the classical electron radius
t0 = C/(classical electron radius)
t0 = 2.817940325×10^-24 seconds

The middle line was wrong although the numerical value is correct. Waht I meant
to say is:
t0 = (classical electron radius)/C

Quantoken



31. Quantoken
December 19, 2004

Chris:

Thanks.

And, peter, thanks for providing a place where I can discuss my thoughts, even
just a small glimpse of my theory.

Indeed I have been a bit too lazy and havn’t even got a web site set up to discuss
my theory fully. I will do it as soon as I find some time dealing with the chore of
getting the typesetting right.

In the future, here is my BLOG:

http://quantoken.blogspot.com

There is nothing there yet at this moment. When time comes I will disclose the
full details of how I achieve those amazing results of computating the CMB
temperature, solar constant, proton and neutron mass, etc, all from one
consistent theory.

I am not going to deal with Lubos any more. I thought he was a smart guy having
got that ln3 result. But since he is not willing to admit mistakes like another guy
who got ln3 wrong did, he is just too stubburned to be persuaded. I do hope he
has a calculator and punch in numbers to try to verify my calculation, trying to
pick my any possible arithmatic mistakes. Here is the source of oficial physical
constants:

http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Constants/index.html

I will try to post less on Peper’s blog if I can control myself a bit. He is a nice and
tolerate guy. No surprise that he is a mathematician!

Quantoken

32. Chris Oakley
December 19, 2004

Peter –

Please don’t – I’m enjoying it.

Quantoken –

Repeating your theories in the comments section of physics blogs will get you
nowhere. Collect your thoughts on a web site & if people see fit, they will visit it.

Lubos –

The image of knowing an aeroplane is going in the wrong direction without

http://quantoken.blogspot.com/
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/
http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Constants/index.html
http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Constants/index.html


necessarily being able to operate the controls is very apt. I have talked to laymen
who have read “The Elegant Universe” & come away with the impression that
the whole thing is going nowhere without any prompting by me. It’s not good
enough to be able to sell your ideas to fellow believers. Ultimately you have to
sell your ideas to the rest of the world as well & behaving like a spoiled brat is
not going to help your case.

33. Quantoken
December 19, 2004

Regarding the CMB discovery, that’s the whole point I want to make. They
discovered CMB and explain it as the remains of Big Bang and hence a
supportting evidence for Big Bang, and they obtained the Nobel. If they
discovered the CMB and explain it as star radiations, then that trivializes their
discovery and there is no way they can get a Nobel out of it, even if it is the same
discovery.

It’s the whole secret how you cook your data. As I have shown, without dispute,
that CMB is indeed just star radiations: I obtained the absolutely correct CMB
temperature that matches oberved value exactly. No one else have obtained such
a precise calculation of CMB. I got it out of the simple assumption of star
radiation.

Actually Sir Eddington did similar calculation and obtained 3K, a very precise
number, far before CMB discovery. BigBangers can’t even hope to get 3K correct
today. I got all digits correct!

BTW, Lubos, are you making physical threats to me? Science can not develop if
physical threats like this exists. Scientists must be able to express any idea free
of fear of threats, AND free of fear of FUNDING. Unfortunately the later part is
lacking.

I am putting up a BLOG of my own and I guarantee no one will be censored
there. Not even you, Lubos.

Quantoken

34. Peter
December 19, 2004

I enjoy the spectacle of vigorous scientific debate as much as the next person,
but calling for physical violence (by the US military or anyone else) against one’s
intellectual opponents is beyond the pale. I’ll be deleting any future comments
by anyone that do this.

35. Quantoken
December 19, 2004

I missed something in the middle due to typo. It should be

sqrt(beta) = ((2/3)*(1/alpha) + (3/2)*ln(PI))/ln (sqrt(2/PI)*(Tau/(PI*t0)))



Not
sqrt(beta) = ln (Tu/sqrt(PI))/ln((Tau/(PI*t0))*sqrt(2/PI))

The starting formula and the numerical results are all correct:

sqrt(beta) = ln (Tu/sqrt(PI))/ln((Tau/(PI*t0))*sqrt(2/PI))

36. Quantoken
December 19, 2004

Lubos:

Go away. Your “explaination” of what I wrote is simply erase my words on your
blog. “Explanation” by censorship is not an explanation and I am not interested
in dialoging with a censorship dictator.

I am not commenting on you more and you should not comment on me more
either. Is that fair enough?

Now my derivation of the exact neutron mass. So that you don’t bullshit more on
me. I am not going to give any reasoning. Just the formula. Any one can calculate
and get the same result:

Theoretical Proton mass:
Mp = Me*(1/alpha)*(ln(2*(1+3*5!+7!))/ln2)
Mp = Me*137.03599911*(ln(10802)/ln(2))
Mp = 9.1093825×10^-31 kg * 1836.146836
Mp = 1.672626404×10^-27 kg

Theoretical Neutron Mass:
Mn = Mp + Me*beta
sqrt(beta) = ln (Tu/sqrt(PI))/ln((Tau/(PI*t0))*sqrt(2/PI))
Tu is age of the universe expressed in My Natural Unit Set, where the unit of
time
t0 = time for light to go across the classical electron radius
t0 = C/(classical electron radius)
t0 = 2.817940325×10^-24 seconds

Age of universe
Tu = PI * N
with
N = PI * exp (2/(3*alpha))
So:

sqrt(beta) = ((2/3)*(1/alpha))/ln (sqrt(2/PI)*(Tau/(PI*t0)))

Tau is the free Neutron mean lifetime, 885.7 seconds.
You get:
sqrt(beta) = 93.07442757(31)/58.4372(9)
beta = 2.53677(9)
The brackets above means the possible discrepancy of the last few digits.



So:
Mn = Mp + beta*Me
Mn = 1.672626404×10^-27 + 2.31084(7)x10^-30
Mn = 1.67492724(7)x10^-27 kg

The above is my calculation result. The official value is:
Mn = 1.67492728(29)x10^-27 kg
(see http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/cuu/Value?mn|search_for=neutron+mass)

My result matches up to the ninth digit and is completely within the
experimental margin of error.

My computation is elegant all the way and there is absolutely no adjustable
parameter, no fractional number, no expansion series. Only one additon occured
to calculate neutron mass from proton mass. I obtained both the correct proton
mass and the correct neutron mass. Can you say a theory that achieves 9 digits
accuracy this way, is crackpot?

I can not disclose my reasoning behind because the kind of Lubos will probably
erase my messages and then write up a string paper to publish and claim to have
calculated neutron mass.

Quantoken

37. Lubos Motl
December 19, 2004

It’s just totally incredible what all of you imagine science is.

Concerning “bird shits on the telescope” – there were some shits indeed, but
even without the shits the signal survived. This is why Kapitsa, Penzias, and
Wilson made the biggest discovery in cosmology in the last 50 years, and were
awarded by the 1978 Nobel prize for their discovery of the microwave
background.

You will probably never understand what science is. Science requires absolute
integrity. Science cannot be done under threats. I insist that if a complete moron
with 0 knowledge about physics tries to rape physics and force the scientists to
publish whatever he wants, then this moron should be eliminated by the
government’s bodies if the government has any control over the security
situation in the country.

It is also a very personal responsibility of every individual scientists to resist all
pressures, threats, and blackmailings that are intended to twist his or her honest
scientific investigation.

Every scientist with healthy enough muscles should give a proper thrashing to
terrorists like Chris Oakley who are openly trying to destroy the very basic
principles of unbiased scientific research.

38. Lubos Motl
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December 19, 2004

Dear Quantoken,

I’ve already explained the reality about all the stupidities that you wrote, and
your latest rant does not contain anything new that has not been explained yet.

Of course that I think that Oakley’s comments about funding of these amazing
projects are horrible. It’s an approach of a totally uniformed terrorist. People like
Oakley should be dealt with by the US soldiers with the gun – and I am sort of
ashamed to waste my time with such immoral idiots.

Sincerely Yours
Lubos

39. Quantoken
December 19, 2004

Chris said: “I would love to be the person who cuts the grants of scientists who
resort to bullshit explanations whenever they see anything slightly out of the
ordinary.”

Chris, unfortunately you can not do it even if you have that power. That’s the
most people there are in the fields. The culture is cultivated by “publish or
perish.” You would want to provide bullshit explanations than trivial, common
sense explanations or nothing at all, if you want something published. Claiming
“My telescope does not work perfectly because a bird shit on it” does not get
your paper published. Claiming “this peck of dust is not peck of dust but
something explainable by superstring” will guarantee publication. You can’t cut
them all.

One big exception I must make is for mathematicians. They do not have the
burden of observation and proving their result by experiments. All they ever do
is the most strict mathematical reasoning. So there is absolutely no room to be
bullshiting in the field of mathematics.

So mathematicians are the most honest people on the earth. That’s why we do
not see a single politician came from a mathematics background.

Quantoken

40. Quantoken
December 19, 2004

Lubos:

Looks like Chris’s comment of “cut funds” really hurt your feeling more than the
language of “crackpot”, right? Talking is cheap, but funding is not. “Publish or
perish”.

Regardly your ln3 result. Are you sure you are the only surviver? You are not,
you are just still breathing. The other guy has been proven to be wrong, and you



got the same answer as the wrong guy got. If you have the SAME wrong answer,
how come he were wrong and you were correct. It’s just no body has bothered to
check your mistaken yet. That’s worse than being found to have made a mistake:
You know your answer is wrong but you do not know how you made that mistake.

Regarding your comment of seeing the picture of the paper to believe these are
two identical images, not one. My comment is smart people do NOT always
believe what they see. They have brains, they subject everything they see, hear,
or touch to logic reasoning, filtering all the information, before deciding which
part is to be believed, and which part is not. If your brain does not have that
filtering or processing power and simply take everything published as granted,
then it serves no better purpose than a paper recycling bin.

You say they hide the coordinate of that particular object so no one else can see
it before they collect more data. But then they claim the phenomena is so
common place that within 16 square arcseconds, a visual area just a size of one
galaxy at 10 billion light years awy, they could find 11 pairs. Then any one can
look at any part of the sky and find plenty of this sort of things.

The center of such “two” images being so close, even closer than the radius of a
typical galaxy, the object itself. Even if you think you see two separate but
identical images, it could be easily explain away by a few hundred different
artifacts I can think of.

The simplest and easiest explaination is they are indeed just one slightly
distorted image, wrongly interpretted as two images.

For example, do you have an idea how weak the light would be if it comes from a
galaxy 10 billion light years away? Radius of the universe is only 14 billion light
years. Do you know how many photons they would be able to collect, during a
course of several hours observation?

You probably don’t know the stuff, being working in such a narrow field.
Astronomical observation is not taking point and shot photos. To get anything at
all, you have to aim your telescope exactly towards the same object for several
hours to collect a few photons to form an image. On the earth, that means you
have to rotate your telescope all the time in a very precise way to keep it
targeted.

If some how it is not targetting very precisely, during the whole course of several
hours, like it is off just a little bit, 2 arcseconds, then the photos would not focus
on exactly the same spot, but will form a slightly distorted image.

2 arcseconds is not much. All it take, is probably a fly by bird shitting on the
telescope and the tiny extra weight bends the telescope so slightly. Or a truck
drive by to dent the ground surface ever so slightly.

Even without bird shits or drive by trucks, an earth surface based telescope
would have to deal with the fact that star lights were bend by the atmosphere.
During different part of the day the injection angle is different and the bending
will be different. Different weather condition or atmosphere composition also



may cause the bending to be slightly different and it is hard to model it and
compensate it, on top of compensating for the rotation of the earth.

On top of all these, you have the “atmospheric seeing”. The lights are distorted
due to random thermo movements of the molecules in the atmosphere. This
seeing makes it hard to obtain anything better than 1 arcsecond resolution even
under even most optimal observational condition. So 2 arcseconds is reall not
that much!!!

I have done scientific experiments so sensitive that I absolutely have to conduct
it under the ground, after 2:00am, and I must not make the slighted muscle
movement even to type on a computer keyboard. It’s damn too easy to introduce
artifacts in observational data nowadays. Being a theoretician you probably know
nothing more than your blackboard.

Quantoken

41. Lubo? Motl
December 19, 2004

Fortunately, the people in the agencies are not idiots like you, Chris. On the
contrary, some of them know much about physics. Chris, I know that you would
like to be powerful, much like Peter (well, and many others for that matter, too).
But one can’t get too powerful if it is too obvious that he or she is a complete
idiot.

If the images are confirmed identical and identially strong and undistorted, a
huge cosmic string’s gravitational lensing is the only acceptable explanation. I
am sure that the most important people in the agencies can understand why it is
so.

42. Chris Oakley
December 19, 2004

I would love to be the person who cuts the grants of scientists who resort to
bullshit explanations whenever they see anything slightly out of the ordinary.

43. Lubos Motl
December 18, 2004

Peter Woit obviously has not understood the basic points about gravitational
lensing yet.

For generic, point-like sources of gravitational lensing, one obtains several
images that are highly distorted and that have very different intensities.

Who wants to get a feeling why it’s so can play with the following simulation
applet:

http://www.iam.ubc.ca/%7Enewbury/lenses/lensdemo/demo.html

It’s of course the case of the other lensed object, too – the two images are NOT

http://www.iam.ubc.ca/%7Enewbury/lenses/lensdemo/demo.html
http://www.iam.ubc.ca/%7Enewbury/lenses/lensdemo/demo.html


identical. Moreover, it is known which object is causing the lensing.

CSL-1 is special among all lensings in having two IDENTICAL images – the
spectra are equal with 99.999 percent confidence level or so. This occurs for
lensing by cosmic strings, but not by pointlike objects.

44. Lubos Motl
December 18, 2004

Concerning the last paragraph.

Peter obviously cannot or does not want to understand that in the case that the
images of CSL-1 turn out to be identical indeed (and not just two similar “twin”
independent galaxies), then it is just guaranteed that it is either a big
coincidence (poinlike particle lensing fine-tuned to give unusually similarly
strong images), or a cosmic string.

If the other possibilities are excluded, then OF COURSE that conclusion will be
“a string has been observed” because only the cosmic strings naturally produce
identical images via lensing. The open question will then be “what kind of string
have we seen”. But yes, if Peter is afraid that these strings will either be a
support for string theory (fundamental strings themselves) or Grand Unification
(that Peter Woit also hates) or a similar theory at the same scale, then he is very
correct to be afraid, because the scale simply works this way.

If the deficit angle is between 10^-7 and 10^-6, then the tension of the string is
at the GUT scale (which is near the string scale in the more-or-less conventional
models), and it is naturally a GUT object, or a string theory object.

It’s certainly not guaranteed that these “anomalies” will survive and be
interpreted in this exciting way, but if it happens to be so, then only a complete
idiot will be able to oppose the statement “a string has been observed”. Already
today, Peter Woit is obviously getting ready for playing this role. 

45. Lubos Motl
December 18, 2004

Peter, could not you reduce your insults, at least against other people than me?

What do you mean by “What professional astronomers think of this”? Is not
Sazhin a professional astronomer? The professional astronomers, such as
Mikhail Sazhin,

http://xray.sai.msu.ru/~sazhin/

think exactly the same thing as everyone else who understands what’s going on.
It’s a potentially very important observation (let me talk about CSL-1 now), and it
is either a weird coincidence of lensing by a pointlike object that happens to
create two identical images – which is very unusual – or it is a pair of 2 different
galaxies that look almost identical, or it is evidence for a cosmic string seen in
the telescopes.

http://xray.sai.msu.ru/~sazhin/
http://xray.sai.msu.ru/~sazhin/


If you ask a professional astronomer which kind of cosmic string it is, he will tell
you his theories but he will also add that he does not understand the stuff
enough, and you should ask professional particle physicists or string theorists.

46. Lubos Motl
December 18, 2004

Sorry, but I will continue to be excited about exciting things, and angry about
outrageous things, because this is one of the motors that drive science and not
only science. If you deliberately want to be a bitter cynic, it’s YOUR problem.

47. Chris Oakley
December 18, 2004

Lubos –

I do not see how anyone can conduct science in the kind of emotionally-charged
atmosphere that you seem to want to carry around with you.

It is not just about being clever. I’m sure that you are cleverer than I am and –
who knows – you may be cleverer than Peter. Science is not just about that, it is
about exercising judgement. If in the cold light of day, after you have thought
about something a lot it appears to be especially good or especially bad, then you
are duty bound to follow where that leads. And in my case, the direction is not
towards yet more levels of abstraction. I seems likely, therefore, that I will
continue to be the the bitter, cynical old sod that you describe.

48. Lubos Motl
December 18, 2004

Chris Oakley, you may be looking for unique exact predictions or whatever, but
what you’re looking for is absolutely irrelevant for the question how Nature
works.

If there happens to be a cosmic superstring – macroscopic fundamental string,
for example – 10,000 light years from the Sun, then it will become a fact of
Nature and we will have to live with it – and scientists will have to give a proper
explanation. If this turns out to be the case, it will be absolutely obvious that no
one could have predicted this string in advance.

We have not mastered the most subtle details of string theory and therefore we
can’t still calculate every detail of reality accurately and unambiguously,
nevertheless string theory is making so many bold and relatively specific
qualitative predictions that most of you, the bitter critics, are – politely speaking
– shitting into your pants in awe (so much that you are forced to move some of
this stuff on the internet).

In the real history of physics, there have never been so many truly new
predictions done in advance, before they’re actually measured, as in the case of
string theory. Most of previous major breakthroughs in physics started by
observations that were later interpreted in a new theory. Theories of relativity



are, in some sense, exceptions, and string theorists are following this example.

We would be much happier if the gap between the theorists – which are much
ahead today – and the experimenters and their experimentalists shrink. It’s YOU
who does not want it, and therefore you’re scared by every possible new
experiment that could give us some hints about the truth.

Let me emphasize once again that cynicism of sourballs like you, Chris Oakley,
has no consequences for physics whatsoever. You’re just annoying and
obnoxious, but your contributions to science are exactly zero. If you think that it
is easy to make reliable and unique new predictions of phenomena beyond the
Standard Model, try to compete with us.

The problem is that you could not make even 0.0001% of what the average
particle physicist or string theorist does. The only thing you are able to do is to
spread bitter remarks and stupidities.

49. Chris Oakley
December 18, 2004

“Most people would think that someone who runs around saying they have a
wondrous TOE that predicts amazing new things, but they’re not sure whether
the amazing new things happen at the Planck scale or the scale of a galaxy,
would have to be almost by definition a crackpot”

I think, Lubos, that you’re missing the point here, perhaps deliberately.

Peter and a large number of others, including myself, are looking for a specific
predictions which can be tested with specific experiments. If you cannot advance
any, then what you do does not deserve the label “physics”.

50. Robert
December 18, 2004

Calm down, calm down. In the UK this soothing turn of phrase will be forever
associated (thanks to the comic Harry Enfield)with feuding Liverpudlians
(natives of Liverpool, for non-UK readers). Somehow, it seems only too
appropriate that it should be deployed in this context. Get a grip guys.

51. Lubos Motl
December 18, 2004

Peter. Sure that string theory does predict strings. It’s not my problem with your
language: it’s apparently your problem with the basics of the field of science
called physics. You seem to be ignorant about several absolutely basic features of
physics and cosmology.

Could not you do something for me – e.g. try to learn at least the basics from
Tom Kibble?

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0410073

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0410073
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0410073


He’s not a string theorist, so you should be capable to read his article. Of course,
reading an article like that requires that you won’t stop once the first word
“string” appears in the article. If you always stop reading an article once a word
“string” appears in a review or another article, you will remain ignorant about
physics until your death, do you know?

Virtually every model coming from string theory predicts that long-lived
macroscopic strings may exist in the Universe – usually many different types of a
string. The real question is whether such massive objects have actually been
created in the history of the Universe and whether they can be seen.

Some models of inflation and cosmology based on string theory say “yes”, some
models say “no”. Some models that say “yes” have been ruled out, some models
that say “yes” are still alive.

It’s not just string theory. A theory with a spontaneously broken U(1) always
predicts cosmic strings – the monodromy around the cosmic string corresponds
to the Higgs field rotating around the circle of minima. Cosmology and causality
guarantees that if such a spontaneously broken U(1) exists, then there should be
strings as big as the horizon radius – not just the size of the galaxy. Of course,
observations can then be used to make various bounds on the existence of such
objects.

Once again. I find it amazing how little you know about very basic questions such
as the conditions sufficient for the existence of cosmic strings.

You even wrote: “Most people would think that someone who runs around saying
they have a wondrous TOE that predicts amazing new things, but they’re not
sure whether the amazing new things happen at the Planck scale or the scale of
a galaxy, would have to be almost by definition a crackpot.”

Are you joking, or are you also this incredibly under-educated in physics? Strings
in string theory simply ARE, and they can have any size. Small strings are light,
big strings are heavy. It is a question of dynamics and initial conditions whether
some particular strings are large or small. The distance of a planet from the Sun
can also be large or small. The distance is a degree of freedom, much like the
position of a point on a string (and therefore its size). Is this basic concept of
physics REALLY so difficult for you?

Obviously, my trivial explanation of the strings’ size that was initially addressed
to Quantarzan or what’s the name of the moron can also be directed to you
because you seem to be equally ignorant about this absolutely basic question as
the crackpot.

OK, let me start again. Have you heard of a harmonic oscillator? It is a system
with a position (x) and a momentum (p). You can visualize momentum to be the
velocity of a ball attached to a spring, multiplied by its mass.

According to classical physics, the energy of this harmonic oscillator is any
positive number. According to quantum mechanics, it is (N+1/2)hf, where h is
Planck’s constant and “f” is a typical frequency of the oscillator, and N is a non-



negative integer. For small N, quantum mechanics is very important and you get
quantized energy. For large N, this variable is effectively continuous and one can
think about the oscillator in classical terms.

A string is a collection of many harmonic oscillators (plus the center-of-mass
degrees of freedom, which are analogous to pointlike particles) – a string is an
infinite-dimensional harmonic oscillator. The low-lying states of the string are the
elementary particles, but there are also high-energy, long strings that can be
approximated by classical physics. They’re the same strings. Strings are real, not
just some fictitious objects, and of course they can become large if one creates
them (having enough energy).

I wish you better luck, Peter, with your learning of physics 101 issues because
your ignorance is truly breath-taking.

52. Peter
December 18, 2004

Hi Lubos,

You still seem to have a language problem with the English verb “to predict”. So
string theory doesn’t just “PREDICT” Planck scale strings, it also “PREDICTS”
strings with scales the size of a galaxy?

Most people would think that someone who runs around saying they have a
wondrous TOE that predicts amazing new things, but they’re not sure whether
the amazing new things happen at the Planck scale or the scale of a galaxy,
would have to be almost by definition a crackpot.

53. Lubos Motl
December 18, 2004

Dear Quantoken,

the quantum of area announced in the ridiculous article by Baez was not
4.sqrt(3) but 4.ln(3) times the Planck area. The calculation of the asymptotic
quasinormal modes in my paper – and another paper of Andy Neitzke and myself
– is the only thing that survived.

The asymptotic quasinormal modes of black holes have nothing to do with area
quantization. Moreover, if one computes other black holes different from the
Schwarzschild, one obtains a wrong result, different from 4.log(3).

Moreover, the heuristic “calculation” of the area quantum in loop quantum
gravity has been showed incorrect – even if one would believe that there is
something correct about loop quantum gravity itself (the a priori probability of
this is about 0.0000001%). See e.g.

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0407051
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0407052
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411035

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0407051
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0407051
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0407052
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0407052
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411035
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411035


There are no logarithms of integers conjectured for area quantization anymore.

If you have “calculated” the mass of the proton and you don’t use QCD or string
theory, then you may be absolutely sure that you are a complete crackpot.

Best
Lubos

54. Lubos Motl
December 18, 2004

Hi Peter,

I think that it is fair that this crackpot Quantoken has similar ideas about physics
as you, does not he?  Just teasing you.

Let me now pretend that I think that it makes sense to discuss physics with
people like “Quantoken” – to prove how extremely polite I am. 

Dear Quantoken,

you totally misunderstood the whole issue. Sazhin et al. are not string theorists.
They are astronomers, and they think that they have observed something
amazing (I repeat: amazing, not “desperate”), namely a huge cosmic string
hundreds astronomical units in size or bigger.

Regardless of the type of that string, one would need an explanation if the
observation is confirmed. String theory obviously offers several explanations –
from the ordinary ones (cosmic strings from spontaneously broken gauge group)
to the super-exciting ones, namely the fundamental superstrings grown to a
macroscopic size.

To some extent, various particular stringy models PREDICT(ed) the existence of
cosmic strings created after inflation, and this could very well be an
experimental confirmation of these predictions. Polchinski estimate the a priori
probability that such cosmic superstrings may exist to be 10 percent.

But the theoretical explanation is a different level of the story than just the
possibly exciting observation.

Yes, if you open the papers by Sazhin et al., you will see the specific pictures of
the pair of galaxies – they are like two circles in the digit “8” and almost touch
each other. You can still distinguish that these are 2 objects. The theory that
there is one image only – without lensing – is safely ruled out.

If you looked at the papers with the explicit pictures, you could have avoided
writing complete stupidities on my blog, your blog, and Peter Woit’s blog. You
know, I am putting the links to the papers at arxiv.org because I expect the
average reader to open these papers. By this sentence I want to say that you are
much much worse than what I expect to be the average reader.

I think that even the average people who happen to visit your blog or Peter’s



blog are much more skillful than you, and they will be able to open the Postscript
or PDF files with the papers by Sazhin et al.:

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0302547
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0406516

Consequently, they will be able to see the pictures with the pair of images, and
see how stupid you must be if you were not able to open the arXiv web page and
rule out your silly theory yourself.

Best
Lubos

55. Quantoken
December 18, 2004

Regarding the “cosmic string” Lubos meantioned. It merely shows how
desperate super string theoriticians are in trying to find some observational
evidence, any thing, that may remotely justify their stuff. When you have that
kind of desperation, you tend to OVER-INTERPRET your data.

Lubos said: “The team has observed a pair of galaxies 10 billion light years away
and gravitational lensing is supposed to be the origin. The angular separation of
the pair is roughly 2 arc-seconds.”

Note the two key numbers, 10 billion (10^10) light years distance and 2
arcseconds (9.7×10^-6 radian angle) angular separation. At that distance and
that angular separation, if these are two galaxies their center barely separated
by 9.7×10^4 light years.

A typical galaxy like our galaxy, has a diameter of 2×10^5 light years. If what
they observed are two images of a typical size galaxy, they barely separate half of
their diameters.

i.e, what they observe is instead one concrete image from the two half of the
same galaxy, but be mis-interpretted as two images. It’s that simple.

The distance from the center of one half of the galaxy to the other half happen to
be about 1×10^5 light years, which is the angular “separation” they reported.

How desperate they have become? They reported that with an area of the sky
merely 16 square arc seconds (4 arcseconds x 4 arcseconds) they found 11 pairs
of such identical galaxy images. They must have counted each individual photons
received as individual images 

Quantoken

56. plato
December 18, 2004

Sometimes the synthesis of ideas need to be brought together, to help people see
how the issue is further developed and spoken too, by Lubos and others.

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0302547
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0302547
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0406516
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0406516


I hope the essence of the following statement highlighted is understood. I don’t
have any theories, but what I am piecing together from information, that has
been out there for sometime. I think in this context as more of a service to those
less developed in these views.

Warped Space Creates Gravitational Lensing

57. Quantoken
December 18, 2004

To Matti and Lubos:
Matti:
Your theory looks interesting. But have you made any prediction or calculation
which matches any observation data. Any theory that does not make a prediction
that is verifiable by observational data, is not science.

Lubos:
I know you are one of the guys who used different approaches to arrive at a
quantum of area which is 4*PI*SQRT(3), or whatever times sqyare root 3. That
was at one time very exciting because it seem quite unusual that two completely
different approaches reached the same result.

However, as meantioned on Baez’s web site, some one found one of your guys’
calculation to be wrong and missing something, after correcting that mistake,
the answer came up to be something else. If one of your were wrong, both of you
have got to be wrong, because you both got the same wrong answer!!! Any
comment on that one?

I guess a lot of people don’t realize that when dealing with the microscopic world
where continuous space and time loses meaning, so does the very notion of
space and time themselves. Therefore the concept of field or topology loses
meaning because you no longer have a spacetime background. A new physics
must be established on brand new concepts that do not rely on the notion of
space and time.

That’s where I have a success theory. I have calculated the correct radius, age,
mass/energy and Hawking entropy of the universe, I derived the correct baryon
density and the exact CMB temperature which matches observational data well
within observational margin of error. I obtained the correct solar radiation
constant based on the same calculation, again it matches observational data to
within observational margin of error.

I derived the precise mass of protons, which I shown on this blog, and which is
accurate for the first 7 digits, the discrepancy against experimental value,
although more than the experimental margin of error, can be explained away if
the proton has an extremely long delay half life (many orders of magnitude more
than 10^33 years).

Further, I derived the precise neutron mass based on my calculation of none-
decaying proton mass, and the known free neutron decay mean lifetime. The
result matches the standard experimental value exactly to the first 9 digits, to

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/warped-field-creates-lensing.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/warped-field-creates-lensing.html


well within the experimental error!

You can’t say my theory is wrong if I can derive a result accurate to 9 or 10 digits
and matches the most precise experimental value exactly.

Since Peter is not interested, I am going to Lubos’s web site, and show exactly
how I obtained the precise neutron mass, from my theoretical frame work. So
every one can verify it.

I do not have a web site detailing everything yet. I hope to do so pretty soon.

Quantoken

58. Matti Pitkanen
December 18, 2004

It is amusing to see how the ideology “every good idea becomes part of string
theory sooner or later”, and if possible, without any reference to the person who
discovered the idea originally. In my case this creative record keeping is easy
since after the second super string revolution it became impossible to get
anything related to TGD to ArXiv.org and the attempts to publish anything non-
stringy in so called respected journals is waste of time. Before continuing, I want
to make clear that I am not a bitter crackpot: see the link from the Mathematics
Subject Classification Table of American Mathematical Society to TGD. The ethos
of mathematicians seems to be different than the ethos of theoretical physicists.

Concerning cosmic strings, I developed for more than a decade ago a model of
galaxy formation based on TGD counterparts of cosmic strings [2]. These cosmic
strings are 4-dimensional surfaces X^2xY^2 in M^4xCP_2, X^2 a minimal
surfac (string orbit) in M^4 and a Y^2 geodesic sphere in CP_2. For all practical
purposes they look like strings. These objects carry magnetic monopole flux (the
homologically non-trivial 2-sphere of CP_2 carries one unit of topological
magnetic charge). String tension is about 10^(-7)/G and thus much lower than
the string tension of super strings (I just wonder how M theorists manage to get
the string tension correctly). The order of magnitude is determined by CP_2
radius, whose value is fixed by p-adic mass calculations from electron mass.

The value of the predicted string tension is consistent with the constant velocity
spectrum of stars in galactic halo [2]. The most elegant explanation for the
velocity spectrum is in
terms of gravitational field created by a very long cosmic string going through
the galactic nucleus and containing a sequence of smaller galactic cosmic strings
around it: somewhat like pearls in a necklace. The force created by the long
string behaves as 1/rho and thus yields constant rotational velocity spectrum and
free motion parallel to string. Galactic visible matter could result as decay
products of galactic cosmic strings. Also the yet undecayed portions of cosmic
strings in the galactic plane could contribute to dark matter and even yield the
mass distribution M(R) propto R predicting constant velocity spectrum as I
proposed in the original version of the model. The jets orthogonal to galactic
plane usually assigned to a galactic black hole would move along long cosmic
strings. Also the jets associated with super-novae are assigned with magnetic

http://www.ams.org/mathweb/mi-mathbyclass.html#MR81
http://www.ams.org/mathweb/mi-mathbyclass.html#MR81
http://www.ams.org/mathweb/mi-mathbyclass.html#MR81
http://www.ams.org/mathweb/mi-mathbyclass.html#MR81


flux tube structures in the TGD based model for gamma ray bursts [4].

Cosmic strings are actually a limiting case of magnetic flux tube like structures
at the limit when M^4 projection of flux tube becomes 1-dimensional. The fractal
hierarchy of cosmic strings and magnetic flux tube structures forms the basic of
TGD based cosmology and explains the formation of structures in all length
scales including even formation of stars and planets. Fractal hierarchy of
cosmologies inside cosmologies is predicted [3]. The very early cosmology is
cosmic string dominated and singularity free in the sense that the density of
gravitational mass goes to zero like 1/a^2 rather than 1/a^4 as in radiation
dominated early cosmologies. The TGD counterpart of the inflationary cosmology
is a period during which 3-space is flat: the only free parameter of Robertson-
Walker metric corresponding to the critical cosmology is its duration so that the
theory is extremely predictive (basically by the imbeddability to M^4xCP_2
requirement)[3].

Dark matter can be identified as ordinary matter residing at the space-time time
sheets corresponding to magnetic flux tubes. It can leak to “our space-time
sheet” and become visible in some circumstances: the formation of solar corona
is excellent candidate for this phenomenon in astrophysical length scale [4]. The
flow of matter between different space-time sheets plays a key role in TGD
inspired quantum model of biology. Dark energy corresponds to the magnetic
energy of the string like structures [3]. p-Adic length scale hypothesis resolves
the cosmological constant problem: cosmological constant is inversely
proportional to the square of the p-adic length scale L(k) of the space-time sheet
and for space-time sheets with size scale determined by the age of the Universe
it has the required order of magnitude [3]. Cosmological constant characterizes
the density of gravitational mass of string like objects and magnetic flux tubes at
given space-time sheets. The negative pressure can be understood in terms of
1-dimensionality of these objects.

TGD explains also the observation of objects with different red shifts along the
same line of sight mentioned by D. R. Lunsford(http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-
ph/0203466). The explanation is in terms of light captured inside a cylindrical
space-time sheet having outer boundary through which light does not escape.
The light from a distant object can rotate N times around before it is detected
and a sequence of red shifted snapshots about the evolution of the object results.
Some day this phenomenon will perhaps provide a powerful diagnostic tool
allowing to get information about evolution of astrophysical objects.

I am eagerly waiting the moment when string theorists discover TGD inspired
cosmology and represent it as a prediction of M-theory. Quantum gravitational
holography might be seen as the first example of this creative record keeping.
The geometry of infinite-dimensional configuration space of 3-surfaces, which I
formulated fifteen years ago, relies on the assumption that space-time surfaces
are absolute minima of so called Kaehler action. This means that the knowledge
of 3-surface X^3 dictates corresponding space-time surface as a kind of
generalized Bohr orbit with Bohr rules fixing the initial velocities when positions
are given (there are delicacies involved due to the failure of the strict
determinism which are of fundamental importance).

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0203466
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0203466
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0203466
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0203466


The coding of 4-D classical physics by 3-D surfaces is nothing but an abstract
formulation of quantum gravitational holography, and follows from the
requirement of general coordinate invariance alone: Diff^4 symmetry can be
realized only if there is a unique X^4(X^3) associated with given X^3 and Diff^4
acts on it. Recently I have developed the concept to a much detailed form in
which data at 2-dimensional sub-manifolds of 3-surface code all that is relevant
for the configuration space geometry and quantum state construction.

I encourage M-theorists to visit my home page: it is a treasure trove of ideas and
detailed models and the policy of arXiv.org
guarantees that everything can be taken freely! For instance, p-adic mass
calculations might be very interesting stuff [5]. p-Adic mass calculations predict
besides elementary particle
masses also CKM matrix and hadron masses from very general number
theoretical considerations using minor empirical input. The essentially new
element is the possibility of quarks to appear as fractally scaled up variants with
mass scale coming as powers of sqrt(2): this occurs for quarks even inside light
hadrons and explains the large mass differences of light hadrons. There is
empirical evidence that also neutrinos can appear as different scaled up variants.

The chapters of Topological Geometrodynamics related to the cosmology and
astrophysics are

[1] “TGD and GRT”
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#tgdgrt

[2] “Cosmic Strings”
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#cstrings

[3] “TGD and Cosmology”
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#cosmo

[4] “TGD and Astrophysics”
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#astro

The model for particle massivation based on p-adic thermodynamics is described
in

[5} the second part of “TGD and p-Adic Numbers” at
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/padtgd.html#mless .

Matti Pitkanen

59. Lubos Motl
December 17, 2004

See my blog, motls.blogspot.com, my article is heavily updated, and it contains
fixed links to various relevant articles – such as Kibble’s recent review that
explains everything.

It seems as a potentially very exciting stuff.

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#tgdgrt
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60. Quantoken
December 17, 2004

Lubos said:

“Chris W., it’s not just you, there are many other people who don’t know how to
derive THINGS from string theory.”

That statement is not just absolutely correct, its inverse form is also absolutely
correct too, if THINGS means observables in the physical world. No one has
derived anything from string theory that has anything to do with the real
physical world, YET.

you also said: “It is certainly a well-established insight that the same
fundamental strings, those that normally shrink to a supertiny size, also exist in
the macroscopic form.”

Could you clarify a bit what do you mean “supertiny size”? I think you mean the
Planck Scale size. As the 4 normal dimentions we know all lose continuity and
hence no longer exist as continuous dimention under Planck Scale, how come the
other 6 unknown dimentions continue to enjoy continuity under that small scale,
and hence not be treated as just a zero point?

Further “The tiny strings that constitute the particles are *really* just small
versions of strings that can also be large if you have enough mass/energy.”

Smaller size scales are associated with bigger energy, and bigger size scales are
associated with smaller energy. That we know. We were told that due to the
present of how huge energy, the other 6 dimentions all curved up into small
strings. So I would expect a huge energy to be released, instead of being
required, to spring the small strings into larger sizes.

Whatever you want to say about the 120 orders of magnitude discrepancy
problem? As the universe presumably continue to expand, shall this disprepancy
continue to increase in the future?

Quantoken

61. Lubos Motl
December 17, 2004

I’ve read the full article in New Scientist and it is much more serious and
interesting than I thought before. See my blog

http://motls.blogspot.com/

for a report.

62. plato
December 17, 2004

I think gravitational lensing, can help set up, different conceptual frameworks.

http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/catch-wave-from-space.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/catch-wave-from-space.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
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63. ksh95
December 17, 2004

DRL writes

…http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0401147

The probability of a chance line-up of these discordant Z objects is – drum roll –
.000000003.

Which, if you believe in probabilities of this type, means objects like this should
exist.

If you’re like me, you believe that probabilities in this context are meaningless.
These particular objects are either lined up, or they aren’t.

64. D R Lunsford
December 17, 2004

http://www.geomancy.org/labyrinths/chartres/images/firmament.jpg

65. D R Lunsford
December 17, 2004

Here is the woodcut of LM searching for cosmic strings:

66. D R Lunsford
December 17, 2004

Lubos,

Derive the Coulomb potential for an isolated charge from string theory. You have
1 hour. You may use 1 8 1/2 x 11 sheet of helpful formulae, and a non-ASCII
calculator.

Go.

-drl

67. D R Lunsford
December 17, 2004

Chris W,

Why would a sane person believe such whoppers? It’s a return to that guy poking
his head through the Starrey Realme, therewith to Inspecte the Wheels whiche
maketh the Dome of Heavene turn…

Sometimes I think, I’ve seen the worst of it. Fatte chance.

-drl

68. Chris W.

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0401147
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0401147
http://www.geomancy.org/labyrinths/chartres/images/firmament.jpg
http://www.geomancy.org/labyrinths/chartres/images/firmament.jpg


December 16, 2004

For the convenience of other readers of this post, the Polchinski article
mentioned by Lubos is Cosmic Superstrings Revisited (hep-th/0410082).

69. plato
December 16, 2004

In physics, one way of seeing spontaneous symmetry breaking is through the use
of Lagrangians. Lagrangians, which essentially dictate how a system will behave,
can be split up into kinetic and potential terms

If you see the the way these points are distributed, what made you think, that
such strings couldn’t exist?:)

70. Lubos Motl
December 16, 2004

Chris W., it’s not just you, there are many other people who don’t know how to
derive things from string theory.

It is certainly a well-established insight that the same fundamental strings, those
that normally shrink to a supertiny size, also exist in the macroscopic form.

The tiny strings that constitute the particles are *really* just small versions of
strings that can also be large if you have enough mass/energy.

Read the Polchinski article, mentioned on my blog, for more details.

71. D R Lunsford
December 16, 2004

Incoherence? There are no string theory equations, there is no apparatus, there
is nothing but fetid steam.

-drl

72. Chris W.
December 16, 2004

I think this article is mainly an example of the careless journalism at New
Scientist. Not long ago this observation would only have been discussed in the
context of cosmic strings, understood as topological defects in spacetime
resulting from gauge field phase transitions. This should still be the primary
candidate for an explanation of such a phenomenon, I would think.

[Is it just me, or does the fact that string theory accommodates models that
suggest that fundamental strings could be stretched to astrophysical scales
indicate a pathological malleability, or outright incoherence, in string theory’s
interpretive framework?]

73. D R Lunsford

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410082
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410082
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spontaneous_symmetry_breaking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spontaneous_symmetry_breaking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spontaneous_symmetry_breaking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spontaneous_symmetry_breaking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spontaneous_symmetry_breaking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spontaneous_symmetry_breaking
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/m_ig/990529/990529b.jpg
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/m_ig/990529/990529b.jpg
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/lostcauses.html#XXV
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/lostcauses.html#XXV
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmic_strings
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmic_strings
http://www.cita.utoronto.ca/~cosmo04/Talks/Polchinski_cosmo04.ppt
http://www.cita.utoronto.ca/~cosmo04/Talks/Polchinski_cosmo04.ppt


December 16, 2004

And we offer, in contrast, some real science:

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0401147

The probability of a chance line-up of these discordant Z objects is – drum roll –
.000000003.

An earlier paper:

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0203466

This man and his coworkers are scientific heroes.

-drl

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0401147
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0401147
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0203466
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0203466


Book Review: The Quantum Quark

December 20, 2004
Categories: Book Reviews

Over the last couple weeks I’ve been reading several popular or semi-popular books
about particle physics. I thought I’d make a few comments about them here.

The first one is called The Quantum Quark by Andrew Watson. It covers the Standard
Model and its history, concentrating on quantum chromodynamics, the theory of the
strong interaction. By limiting itself in this way, it is able to go into a much deeper,
more detailed study of the theory than would otherwise be possible in a popular book.
While avoiding the use of equations and trying to stick to as accessible a level as
possible, the author manages to discuss a wide range of aspects of QCD not treated in
any other book of this kind. These topics include a detailed description of jet
phenomena in perturbative QCD, the behavior of quark structure functions (including
their still mysterious spin dependence), the delta I=1/2 rule for non-leptonic weak
decays, and many others.

The book contains several amusing stories I hadn’t heard before, including the origin
of the term “penguin diagram” to refer to a certain class of Feynman diagrams.
Supposedly John Ellis and Melissa Franklin were playing darts one evening at CERN
in 1977, and a bet was made that would require Ellis to somehow insert the word
“penguin” in his next research paper if he lost. He did lose, but was having a lot of
trouble figuring out how he would do this. Finally, “the answer came to him when one
evening, leaving CERN, he dropped by to visit some friends where he smoked an
illegal substance” (the only time he ever did that, I’m sure..). While working on his
paper later that night “in a moment of revelation he saw that the diagrams looked like
penguins”. I’d always wondered why these diagrams had been given that name, they
never looked very much like penguins to me. But then again I never tried looking at
them under the same conditions as Ellis.

Witten makes an unusual appearance here, as Watson discusses Witten’s Ph.D. thesis,
the topic of which was the use of asymptotic freedom to study the photon structure
function using deep-inelastic photon-photon scattering.

Comments

1. JC
December 23, 2004

DMS et. al.,

I agree that large portions of Zwiebach’s string theory book is at a level similar
to David Griffiths’ “Introduction to Elementary Particles” book. My main
complaint about Zwiebach’s book is that it mainly uses light cone quantization
methods, and there is hardly any emphasis on other more elegant ways like

http://uk.cambridge.org/catalogue/catalogue.asp?isbn=0521829070
http://uk.cambridge.org/catalogue/catalogue.asp?isbn=0521829070


conformal field theory and/or BRST. Also not much is mentioned of the
superstring and supersymmetry. It seems like most of the book is largely looking
at the bosonic string as a pedagogical exercise.

On the surface, it would be a bit hard to justify subjects like supersymmetry and
conformal field theory to a person who knows nothing about things such as the
Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations. Also things like the path integral would seem
like a mysterious object which came in “out of the blue”, to somebody who has
only seen basic Lagrangian-Hamiltonian dynamics and the Schrodinger equation
previously in undergraduate courses on classical and quantum mechanics
respectively.

I suppose if a student has seen the raising and lower operator formalism in the
harmonic oscillator and angular momentum problems from a first course in
quantum mechanics, supersymmetry could possibly be presented first in the
form of SUSY quantum mechanics. On the first day of class, the path integral
could in principle be presented in the context of the quantum harmonic oscillator
problem.

Griffiths’ particle physics book covers the basic ideas of the Klein-Gordon and
Dirac equations. Arguably if students have already seen the plane wave and
harmonic oscillator solutions to the Schrodinger equation along with the “ad
hoc” spinor description of electrons in most undergrad quantum mechanics
textbooks, the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations shouldn’t be that much more of
a stretch.

Offhand I have not been able to think of an easy non-obscure way to present
conformal field theory, to undergrads who have only seen basic quantum
mechanics. Presenting other methods like BRST to undergrads, would be even
harder to justify offhand.

It seems like the idea of teaching string theory to undergrads has the same
pedagogical hurdles as teaching quantum field theory to undergrads. I would
guess that a year-long or two semester course sequence would be required to
include the superstring at the undergraduate level. Offhand I don’t see it being
feasible for a one semester undergraduate course covering the superstring,
without doing the course at breakneck speed.

It would be interesting to see what Lubos would do, if he ever decides to teach
an undergrad course on string theory at Harvard.

2. DMS
December 23, 2004

JC

Actually, Barton’s Zweibach’s book on string theory (aimed at undergrads) String
Theory: A Fiest Course (Cambridge Univ Press 2004) is quite a nice book.

Even if you think string theory is not what it is cracked up to be (as I do), you
might still get a pretty good flavor of the field, including string theory on particle



physics.

I would say it is very clearly written, and should be understandable by good
undergraduates since he goes through a lot of the background material quite
nicely. It is at “Griffiths’ level”, only better IMHO.

The other thing, that Zweibach mentions in the Preface, is that it enables physics
undergrads to get a more mature understanding of the role of mathematics and
symmetries in physics, and the physics covered in undergard curriculum. I
agree.

3. JC
December 22, 2004

On a slightly different note, what would really impress me would be a book on
quantum field theory that is as easy and painless to read as David Griffiths’
“Introduction to Elementary Particles”.

Or for that matter, a string theory book that is as easy and painless to read as
Griffiths’ particle physics book would also be quite impressive. So far I have not
come across any string theory books which are easy and painless to read. If
Lubos Motl or anybody else wants a challenge, it would be to write a string
theory book which is as easy and painless to read like Griffiths’ particle physics
book, for which even a good freshman undergrad physics student would be able
to read easily.

Towards the end of my time in high school and during the summer before my
freshman year of college (on the days when I didn’t go out partying), I slowly
slogged my way through Feynman’s “Theory of Fundamental Processes” and
“Quantum Electrodynamics” books, along with other books like Close’s “An
Introduction to Quarks and Partons”, and Commin’s “Weak Interactions”, not
knowing any better. (These books just happened to be at a local university library
and I came across them by chance at the time). Besides reading the descriptive
parts, I attempted to work out the calculations myself in a somewhat mindless
blind manner following the “Feynman rules” as if they were a “recipe”. (One can
imagine how “blind” and haphazard it would have been for somebody who only
knew high school level physics and calculus). Nevertheless I somehow was able
to reproduce most of the correct answers in the books, but was still baffled about
why these “Feynman rules” were correct in the first place. I found out later the
“rules” were from quantum field theory, and I attempted to read several field
theory books at the library like Schweber’s “Introduction to Relativistic Quantum
Field Theory” and Bjorken & Drell’s two books “Relativistic Quantum
Mechanics” and “Relativistic Quantum Fields”. I pretty much got lost very
quickly when I attempted to read through Bjorken & Drell’s “Relativistic
Quantum Fields” and the later chapters of Schweber’s book which attempted to
explain how the Feynman rules came from the quantum field theory formalism.
(Bjorken & Drell’s “Relativistic Quantum Mechanics” was a bit easier to digest
after mindless working out similar sorts of calculations previously).

At the time I wished books like Griffiths’ “Introduction to Elementary Particles”



existed.

4. Steve M
December 22, 2004

One book I really liked was
“The Key to the Universe” by Nigel Calder. Written in 1978 there was also a bbc
series accompanying it. I really liked the way this book was written and
presented. It had lots of feynman-like diagrams, and plenty of coloured diagrams
when the chapters on the strong forces and quarks came along. It focuses mostly
on the standard model and the things that happened up to 1978.
I remember reading it in high school. I got a copy recently from a second hand
book store. It is a bit dated now since a lot has happened since 1978 but still well
worth a read. I still think one of the best layperson books on particle physics
written.

5. JC
December 22, 2004

Many years ago I really liked the book “Introduction to Elementary Particles” by
David Griffiths, for its easy readability. It was a lot easier to read than any other
particle physics or quantum field theory books I’ve come across over the years. I
don’t know if it would be a good introduction to particle physics for a non-
physicist.

If I had to choose a book for non-physicists, I really liked “The God Particle” by
Leon Lederman. I always thought Lederman was a humorous speaker whenever
he did a colloquium.

6. December 22, 2004

There is a book similar in flavor by ‘t Hooft. The one noticeable thing about
‘tHooft’s book is the constant mentioning the contributions of some Dutch
scientists.

‘t Hooft, of course, has the reputation of being (perhaps) the guy who did the
most during his graduate studies (YM renormalizability, Y-M beta-function) than
any other physicist in modern times. Seems like there was some tension between
him and his advisor (Veltman) for some time; hopefully the Nobel Prize has
dissipated that.

7. Peter
December 22, 2004

The Veltman book is also a good introduction to the standard model. It has a lot
of interesting short profiles of various physicists, often with Veltman’s typically
provocative comments.

8. RT
December 22, 2004



How does Veltman’s ‘Facts and mysteries in elementary particle physics’ stand
compared with these others? If nothing else its penultimate sentence celebrates
the title of this blog; no prizes for guessing the topic under discussion.

9. Peter
December 21, 2004

I saw the Shumm book in the store and only looked at it for a few minutes.
Conceptually I very much agree with its point of view, which emphasizes the
beauty of the structure of symmetries that determines the standard model. But I
still like the Crease and Mann book better, by emphasizing the history and
personalities involved it can be read with enjoyment by people with all sorts of
backgrounds.

10. xiggie
December 21, 2004

Have you any comment on Deep Down Things by Bruce Shumm?

11. Peter
December 21, 2004

The Crease and Mann book is by far the best popular book I know of about
particle physics. Can’t recommend it too highly.

12. DMS
December 21, 2004

Interesting reading; I should take a look. I also liked a much older book on
particle physics for the lay person: The Second Creation, by Crease and Mann.
That has interesting stories, philosophical discussion by particle physicists
(Georgi, Weinberg, etc), and crude idea about renormalization, and the
remarkable triumph of Yang-Mills theories. I think it conveyed quite nicely what
Coleman would say about the triumphs of QFT— ? made the spectator gasp with
awe and laugh with joy.?

13. Chris Oakley
December 21, 2004

I had heard the “penguin diagram” story. When I was a graduate student in
Oxford (1981-1984) John Ellis would occasionally appear. I cannot rule out the
possibility of substance abuse, as he looked (& probably still looks) like an
ageing hippy. There was a bit of role reversal going on here: unless they had to
dress smartly, the faculty would mostly be in jeans and sweatshirts & there
would be more jackets being worn by students than faculty (I for one never liked
wearing jeans, although I would draw the line at the unnecessary wearing of
ties).

I think that John Ellis and some of the faculty: in particular my supervisor
Graham Ross & Chris Llewellyn Smith always saw themselves as the rebels,
however much they pulled the strings (no pun intended).



14. Amitabha
December 21, 2004

The story is given with some sources and a picture on p.12 of

http://www.ph.ed.ac.uk/particle/Exp/muheim/prerow/prerow-lecture-1.pdf

http://www.ph.ed.ac.uk/particle/Exp/muheim/prerow/prerow-lecture-1.pdf
http://www.ph.ed.ac.uk/particle/Exp/muheim/prerow/prerow-lecture-1.pdf


Book Review: Out Of This World

December 20, 2004
Categories: Book Reviews

The second popular physics book I’ve read recently is infinitely sillier than Watson’s
book on QCD. It’s called Out Of This World by Stephen Webb. Its subtitle “Colliding
Universes, Branes, Strings, and Other Wild Ideas of Modern Physics” gives some idea
of the author’s viewpoint, and indicates this is something to buy if you just can’t wait
for this spring’s forthcoming books by Lisa Randall and Lenny Susskind.

The book is about what you would expect, promoting the glories of extra dimensions,
branes, M-theory, etc. I only noticed one part of one paragraph where the author
mentioned that there was no experimental evidence for any of this. On the other
hand, there are dozens of poorly reproduced pictures of string theorists in their
offices, which should make their parents proud. The author devotes only one page to
loop quantum gravity, with the excuse that he doesn’t want to say much about it
because it is just a theory of quantum gravity, not a TOE. This doesn’t really explain
why he then goes on to devote chapters to other string, brane, extra dimension, etc.
ideas that aren’t really TOE’s either.

The whole thing is written in a breathless “Gee, isn’t this just so kewl!” style. It’s the
kind of thing John Horgan refers to as “science fiction in mathematical form”, except
it’s lousy science fiction and lousy mathematics.

There’s another very similar new book out, entitled The Great Beyond by Paul
Halpern. Here the subtitle is “Higher Dimensions, Parallel Universes and the
Extraordinary Search for a Theory of Everything”, from which you can guess what will
be in it. The author was a grad student at Stony Brook during the 80s, so knows many
of the people who worked on supergravity during that period. I didn’t have the heart
to spend more time with the book than a few minutes flipping through it in the
bookstore.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
December 22, 2004

TL – those are hilarious 

-drl

2. plato
December 22, 2004

Links to url’s

One of the ways in which I look at links supplied without having to use search

http://www.springeronline.com/sgw/cda/frontpage/0,11855,5-10122-22-28416076-0,00.html
http://www.springeronline.com/sgw/cda/frontpage/0,11855,5-10122-22-28416076-0,00.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000109.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000109.html
http://www.nasw.org/users/halpern/great_beyond.htm
http://www.nasw.org/users/halpern/great_beyond.htm


engines, was to look at how a web page is set up.

right click mouse, and view source.

In Thomas’s case below this link should show as:

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/

I have seen enough to know some are more advance in using this medium. If
Peter used more pictures for instance in the mathematics he espouses he would
be limited becuase of the width of his comment area.

For him, I calculated this width to be about 360. If he stays to this width, he will
not have a problem, although this must be specified beside his image url””
width=360 height=?. This depends on the percentage of the “original picture” to
coordinate this width and height. A simple calculation on proportional size based
on the picture seen would help.

Hope this helps others as well. With advancements of html in these blogs one
will have to learn new methods for sure, but as long as the comments area is
specified, then this will control your viewing capabilties.

3. Thomas Larsson
December 22, 2004

Speaking of Stony Brook, one may want to look at the html and pdf files at

insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/

However, Halpern?s book is not there.

4. plato
December 22, 2004

I hate to interject myself in this new found peace:)

I sort of had a question about math minds and physics people. Can they ever get
it together?

Maybe there’s hope?:)

5. Lubos Motl
December 22, 2004

I’ve seen it, too. It’s not so bad – the photographic quality of black and white
pictures simply always looks like that if you use this technology of printing.
Actually a book with a hundred of figures is pretty attractive.

CERN comes close – who’s CERN? Is it those guys who are building the
accelerator 10 times smaller than mine? 

6. Peter

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/about-spheres-and-their.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/about-spheres-and-their.html


December 21, 2004

I checked the photo credits, 17 are credited to you (more than any other source,
only CERN comes close).

7. Lubos Motl
December 21, 2004

I can’t argue now because I have simply not seen the book yet – and it is not
even guaranteed that those pictures of mine were used. At any rate, it does not
seem too important.

8. Peter
December 21, 2004

Hi Lubos,

Sorry I didn’t check the photo credits, I should have known you were somehow
involved in this.

The pictures are mostly much too dark, so hard to see well. In any case, while we
may argue about the beauty of string theory, in the case of most string theorists,
I don’t think there’s much to argue about…

9. Lubos Motl
December 21, 2004

Too bad to hear that the pictures are poorly reproduced – many of them are my
pictures.

10. D R Lunsford
December 21, 2004

AR – more like a theory of anything (TOA), because I can write down a KK theory
for anything coming from a Lagrangian (hence having a canonical energy tensor)
that can be made generally covariant – and that’s everything of interest.

This simple fact, already known to Pauli ages ago, dooms the entire stringer
approach from the start. KK theory is sham dynamics.

-drl

11. Alejandro Rivero
December 21, 2004

Well, any Kaluza-Klein theory aspires to be a TOE, doesn’t it?

12. December 20, 2004

why do you torture yourself with these sort of books?



Strominger Interview

December 22, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s an interview with Andy Strominger in the Calcutta newspaper The Telegraph.
Strominger was presumably in India for the string theory conference there this past
week.

The thing I found interesting about the interview was how skeptical the interviewer
was, repeatedly asking about whether string theory might not be wrong. Perhaps at
least some members of the media are starting to get a clue.

Comments

1. Quantoken
January 1, 2005

Mr. “” said:
“Discreteness of space and time happens at much larger scale that corresponds
to scale of elementary particles” Then it would be accessible experimentally and
would have shown up already because we can probe these scales.”

I am discussing mistake in Lubos paper in respect to the currently established
science. NOT in respect to my theory. So I really do not deviate from that topic
and discuss my theory further. But since you meantioned it, you forced me to
explain it one more time.

The answer is, Mr. “”, don’t you see logical inconsistency in your sentence:
Basically you are saying: If there is a NATURAL limitation of the smallest
possible size approximately equal to electron radius, then we already have the
technology to break that natural limitation, and probe some thing much smaller
already!!?!

If indeed that is the natural limitation of the smallest possible size, then,
certainly, no human technology could even possibly break that limitation.

You thought you have break that limitation and probing some thing smaller, only
because you have accelerated a particle to extremely high momentum. And
calculation of de Broglie’s wavelength gives you a size smaller than that
limitation already. But the matter is even the de Broglie’s wavelength formula
breaks down near that limitation. That limit is in-accessible as much as light
speed is un-breakable.

Mr. “” also said:
“And for the very last time–there are NO derivatives against position and time at
all at the Planck scale in the Motl paper! It is a perturbative analysis of a
classical black hole, the motivation being that the log Immirzi parameter in

http://www.telegraphindia.com/1041220/asp/knowhow/story_4152318.asp
http://www.telegraphindia.com/1041220/asp/knowhow/story_4152318.asp
http://theory.tifr.res.in/~ism04/
http://theory.tifr.res.in/~ism04/


question can be derived from the other end…via a quasinormal mode analysis in
classical general relativity. If you don’t agree with this paper then submit a
comment or rebuttal to the journal it was published in. Otherwise your opinions
dont mean a damn thing to anyone anywhere.”

Have you read the actual Motl paper? The very first equation, whatever you call
it, takes derivatives against x (the first term) and time (the third term):
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096
And frequency omega corresponds to a mass/energy of a black hole. We know a
black hole has a mass at least one Planck Mass or more. So he was talking about
derivatives below Planck Scale limit.

Quantoken

2. JC
December 31, 2004

I agree with Chris Oakley on this one. Lubos I can handle without any problems.
Quantoken is becoming too much to handle.

3. Randy
December 31, 2004

Anderson defends western science and then it would
seem is also fond of the Santa Fe Institute. That seems strange as I do not
understand why the umbrella term ‘Complexity’ programme at Santa Fe is
credible and ST is not. A generalisation of these new age programmes (ST,
Complexity, experimental mathematics) has the common property of elevating
the digital computer’s role in modern science.

http://www.physics.hku.hk/~tboyce/ss/topics/anderson.html

4. December 31, 2004

“Discreteness of space and time happens at much larger scale that corresponds
to scale of elementary particles” Then it would be accessible experimentally and
would have shown up already because we can probe these scales.

And for the very last time–there are NO derivatives against position and time at
all at the Planck scale in the Motl paper! It is a perturbative analysis of a
classical black hole, the motivation being that the log Immirzi parameter in
question can be derived from the other end…via a quasinormal mode analysis in
classical general relativity. If you don’t agree with this paper then submit a
comment or rebuttal to the journal it was published in. Otherwise your opinions
dont mean a damn thing to anyone anywhere.

I agree with Chris. Let him discuss his ideas on his own blog. Trouble is that no-
one, not even other crackpots, will waste any time reading it. Thats why he is
here.

5. plato

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096
http://www.physics.hku.hk/~tboyce/ss/topics/anderson.html
http://www.physics.hku.hk/~tboyce/ss/topics/anderson.html


December 31, 2004

Today I am writing a article for those less inclined to understand the overall
perspective that can be formed into a intelligent framework for consideration.

The post( The Sphere is Not So Round) should materialize later, if people want
to have a look at it. I also wrote it in response to living review that was offered.

The link paragraph below hopefully helps to orientate one first, to better
conmprehend my article today, and answers, the living review article.

At the energy scales characteristic of the universe’s earliest moments,
one can no longer approximate matter and energy using an ideal gas
formulation; instead, one must use quantum field theory, and at the highest of
energies, one must invoke a theory of quantum gravity, such as string theory.
Cosmology is thus the pre-eminent arena in which our theories of the ultra-small
will flex their muscles as we trace their role in the evolution of the universe.

At such small scales, how would mini-blackholes ever make sense?:)If gravity can
work on such large scales, then how would would you interpret gravity at such
small scales? One would need to know, what would drive these, at both the
cosmological and quantum scales?

Is there any similarities here?

6. Chris Oakley
December 31, 2004

Peter,

The half-wit Quantoken is spoiling my enjoyment of your otherwise excellent web
log. How about a new year’s resolution to ban him?

7. Quantoken
December 31, 2004

RT:
The argument of ITO is irrelevant because we are discussing whether Lubos’s
paper was wrong or not. Lubos did not use ITO in his paper.

He was fundamentally wrong when he wrote equations involving derivatives
against position and time at Planck Scale, where every one can agree continuous
space time no longer exist.

Quantoken

8. Quantoken
December 31, 2004

Mr. “” said:

“Q wrote” most people agree that at the Planck scale continious space and time

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/lagrange-points.html
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don’t exist”
This deduction/conclusion COMES PURELY FROM quantum gravity, string
theory and noncommutative geometry, all of which you have repeatedly stated
you don’t believe in and which “secretly inject G” (your words). Different
approaches to QG all seem to converge on this conclusion that the Planck length
is the lower bound or the cutoff and that space and time becomes “foamlike”. But
you can’t condemn these theories as being wrong, as you have done, and then
use their main conclusion (or one of them) to support another argument.

Again your logic seem to work the reverse way. The notion of Plank Scale did not
came from and was not derived from Quantum Gravity, String Theory or
Nonecommutative Geometry. The concept of Planck Scale was first proposed far
earlier than any of these three. You simply stealed that existing notion and then
claimed it to be yours and you derived them from your theory.

It’s not even a correct statement that you say I do not believe in those three.
There is nothing to even believe in or not believe in! “Quantum Gravity” is a
theory that people have been looking for and have not found yet. “String Theory”
is a broad research direction on which people hope to finally propose a physics
theory, again it’s not found yet. They say there are 10^123 kinds of different
String theories but they have so far not found a single one, yet.

Until you can present me string theory in one self-consistent integral piece,
instead of just a few corners and parts, don’t even ask the question whether I
believe it or not.

Now, I do disagree with the notion of Planck Scale. I believe the discreteness of
space and time happen at a much larger scale, one that corresponds to the scale
of elementary particles.

Logically that does NOT prevent me from agreeing with the notion that at Planck
Scale time and space are discrete. Because if time and space has become
discrete at large scale, then they certainly are even more discrete at the smaller
Planck Scale. So there is no inconsistency in my logic.

No one sees to disagree that at Planck Scale we do not have continuous space
and time. So if any one discusses differential equations where derivatives against
position or time are involved, then he/she is fundamentally wrong.

Some food for thought: Assuming there are two spacetime-coordinates very close
to each other. They are of the closest distance possible yet at different spacetime
location. Now, how does the two observers at the two locations conclude they are
at slightly different location, instead of exactly identical location? If you can
understand this question, you will begin to understand QUITAR, and know why
Planck Scale is wrong.

Quantoken

9. RT
December 31, 2004



A stochastic Ito approach to (quantum) gravity is discussed by Hu and Vedagner

http://www.livingreviews.org/lrr-2004-3

10. December 30, 2004

Q wrote” most people agree that at the Planck scale continious space and time
don’t exist”
This deduction/conclusion comes purely from quantum gravity, string theory and
noncommutative geometry, all of which you have repeatedly stated you don’t
believe in and which “secretly inject G” (your words). Different approaches to QG
all seem to converge on this conclusion that the Planck length is the lower bound
or the cutoff and that space and time becomes “foamlike”. But you can’t
condemn these theories as being wrong, as you have done, and then use their
main conclusion (or one of them) to support another argument. For a
noncontinious/random process, like fluctuations in spactime you could use Ito
calculas definitions of the derivative like you do for Brownian motion and
stochastic analysis. (I dont know if anyone has applied this though in quantum
gravity/geometry).

11. Quantoken
December 30, 2004

Dr. Lunsford said:
“Whatever Witten wants to think of himself, or what anyone thinks of him, is
irrelevant. To be in his position of authority, and to allow and encourage the
endless drain of talent and useless sqaundering of scarce resources represented
by string theory, is behavior that amounts to scientific crime. His name doesn’t
belong in the same paragraph as Einstein’s.”

“crime” is too heavy a word to use, Mr. Lunsford. Witten is not in control. He is a
victim of the system himself. Really whoever want to spend his/her own lifetime
on whatever subject is really one’s own choosing and no one else is responsible
for it.

LC said: “If the string folks turn out to be wrong in the end, they’ll eventually
disappear except for a few fanatics. As far as I’m concerned, people are going to
do and say whatever they want irrespective of how legitimate or silly it is.”

Wrong LC. I do not see how you are going to prove string theory wrong. It’s
neither right nor wrong. It’s just useless. It’s a mathematician’s toy that some
people just love to play with. Toys are not as useful as tools but they are neither
right nor wrong. The only way string folks will disappear would be when they are
bored of their toys.

Right or wrong does not make certain things go away. An example is palm
reading or astrology. As long as there is business, they will continue to exist for a
long time. Once there is no longer any business, they would disappear over
night.

That’s the ultimate universal truth Darwin discovered. Survival of the fittest. In

http://www.livingreviews.org/lrr-2004-3
http://www.livingreviews.org/lrr-2004-3


the science community, fitting is measured by the ability of getting continued
funding grant. Under the system, the ones who survive are the ones who can get
funding, they may or may not be on the right track of scientific discovery, but as
long as there is funding, they survive.

It is much easier to get funding for super string research. For one reason this is
a majority group. For another, it does not take much to feed a string theoretician,
all they need is a black board and a computer. And even a computer may be
overkill, many of them probably mainly just use the computer for type-writting. If
I am the one who grant fundings I would figure, what the heck, it’s just a very
small slice of the pork barrel. So even if they are wrong, not much money could
be wasted.

12. quantoken
December 30, 2004

Thanks Peter for providing that link. I knew that living review site but have not
got a chance to read everything there yet. Will comment after I study that
material. Mean while, it is still wrong to push known QM to Planck Scale or
below.

Most people agree that once you reach Planck Scale, familiar concepts like
continuous spacetime etc. no longer exist. So how could you still have a
legitimate differential equation which differentiate against position and time, and
which hence depend on the assumption of continuous space and time for its
legitimacy in physics. You can’t!

I do not know how your logic works, talking about derivative like dF/dx is simply
wrong at Planck Scale where there is no continuous x. Any one care to dispute
that?

Quantoken

13. plato
December 29, 2004

Peter said:The best historical analogy is to his predecessor at the IAS, Einstein,
who initially had good reasons to hope for a unified theory using extensions of
Riemannian geometry. Einstein also made the mistake of pursuing an idea long
after he should have realized it didn’t work.

How else, would you show gravitational collapse(turn things inside/out)?

Cosmologically, you say this area, is much like strings? You don’t like the math
structures in string and M theory? You don’t like blackholes and mini
blackholes?:)

We know GR works well in cosmological areas, so the leading geometrical
principals are consistent and lead to where?:) So is there such a thing as
gravity?:)Further, geometrical and topological considerations?



Is there no proof for gravity(?), so like strings, this should be avoided?

P.S. Statistically, I think, sound of music beats out, clock ticking and Money of
Pink?:)

14. Steve M
December 29, 2004

Rubbish JC! Geoffrey Chew is the man! And Saturday Night Fever still ranks as
one of the best selling albums of all time…but when the Floyd come back with
“Dark Side of the Moon II” and then III” they will blow “Fever” out of the water!

15. JC
December 29, 2004

DR Lunsford,

If the string folks turn out to be wrong in the end, they’ll eventually disappear
except for a few fanatics. As far as I’m concerned, people are going to do and say
whatever they want irrespective of how legitimate or silly it is.

A silly example of this would be the folks who today still believe in the analytic
S-matrix bootstrap stuff. Other less illuminating examples would be the people
who still think late 1970’s “disco” music still rules the world, and/or the aging
hippies who still think “acid rock” will once again rule the world.

16. December 29, 2004

Actually Q, the first equation Lubos writes in his paper is the differential
equation for the radial perturbations of a Schwarzchild black hole with a Regge-
Wheeler potential. It is a Schrodinger-like equation! Even if he calls it a
“schrodinger equation” anyone with a basic physics education knows what he
means. The phi(r) in his first equation describes the radial perturbations! He
then analyses quasinormal modes ANALOGOUS to quasistationary states in QM
whose frequency is permitted to be complex. He is studying the asymptotic real
parts of the quasi-normal frequencies. Quasinormal modes are PHYSICALLY well
defined as well as mathematially well defined. The BH wants to settle down to a
static spherical configuration just like a bell wants to stop ringing. This black
hole perturbation equation has also been known for along time: J A Wheeler and
T Regge, Phys. Rev. 108, 1063 (157). Schrodinger-like equations appear in many
problems with spherical symmetry. The classical heat and diffusion equations are
“Schrodinger-like” equations. The Schrodinger equation is just a heat equation in
imaginary time
Thats why “heat kernels” are discussed in QM and QFT contexts.

17. D R Lunsford
December 29, 2004

JC –



In other epochs there were fads, but these fads were not followed at the expense
of other ideas, did not corrupt the very idea of science, and were not bolstered
by a credulous public, an ignorant military-industrial government, and a power-
hungry core group of theorists. It was not fashionable to bash Einstein and
Dirac, and now even Feynman, for not being faddists, or for following their own
paths.

I’ve been reading Feynman’s lectures on gravitation. I can’t tell you how
wonderful it is to see Feynman, who was not regarded as a relativist in
particular, show his total mastery of the subject and to discuss it with a tangible
physicality – one can almost feel the tension in spacetime represented by
curvature, when Feynman describes it. And yet it is OK for the stringers to
“excuse” the poor blighter for not “getting it”, to cast off his comments as the
signs of approaching senility. Likewise Dirac – his little book on GR tells the story
without BS, without hubris, and without ridiculous, boxed up, 2-tracked, egg-
crated hyperbole prefaced by smart-assed, inappropriate quotes and goofy
cartoons – but that sad man was, were are to believe, “misguided” because he
thought of QFT as a horribly broken disaster that needed urgent repair. And
Einstein – the man who invented 20th century physics – this pitiful lost soul spent
his last years “pursuing a chimera”, we are to believe.

How can anyone who cares a fig about science read these things and not blow
his top?

As far as I’m concerned, physics, if not the entire Western tradition in science,
has lost its soul. The torch is being passed to the East. The kings are dead – long
live the mandarins.

-drl

18. D R Lunsford
December 29, 2004

Peter –

Whatever Witten wants to think of himself, or what anyone thinks of him, is
irrelevant. To be in his position of authority, and to allow and encourage the
endless drain of talent and useless sqaundering of scarce resources represented
by string theory, is behavior that amounts to scientific crime. His name doesn’t
belong in the same paragraph as Einstein’s.

-drl

19. JC
December 29, 2004

If for no other reason, folks mind as well work out the consequences of string
theory just to see what it produces. As long as there’s ways of getting funding for
string theory research, that is going to happen anyways. It may be a different
story if there’s little to no funding sources for string theory research.



Since string theory doesn’t have many other major competitors with a large
number of researchers, many of the best graduate students will be attracted to
it. (In the late 1970’s the same sort of grad student “profile” seemed to have
been attracted to supergravity). Whether it’s animal behavior in general, herd-
like behavior seems to be a dominant human trait.

20. December 29, 2004

For Q: a tract on the physics of quasi-normal modes:
http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-1999-2/

21. Quantoken
December 29, 2004

I completely agree with Peter’s 3 points observation of Witten. He is an absolute
genius and his intelligence really deserves some respect.

But the more so, the more it makes him a pity. Look at the picture that a genius
that do not come often on this planet walking and getting lost on a wrong road
that is decorated with all beautiful flowers, but lead to no where, and at the end
he would have wasted his intelligent lifetime, with little achieved and soo to be
forgotten once the correct theory has been recognized. Don’t you want to say
pity?

All other criticisms against Superstring Theory can at most be described as
“skeptical”. Because no one know for absolutely sure whether it is right or
wrong. They can only make a probability judgement. For me, there is no
ambiguity, I know for a fact it is wrong, because I know for a fact what is the
correct road.

Quantoken

22. Quantoken
December 29, 2004

Mr. Dr. Lunsford said:

“On the other hand you have the real crackpots like this Q, who think that
physics amounts to dicking around with physical constants. No wonder the Bon-
Motls of the world are so entrenched.”

I am sorry. I did not “dick around with physical constants”. I showed you the
relationship between alpha and G. This relationship does not come from
numerology coincidences.

It’s true there are bunches of crackpots playing numerology. But the relationship
I pointed out are DERIVED from the fundamental principle of quantum
information conservation. I have not shown any one exactly how they are
derived, for obvious reasons I do not want any one to take credit for it. My
caculation of universe “age”, CMB temperature, baryon density, Pioneer
anormality acceleration, etc. are all derived from the same principle. They are

http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-1999-2/
http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-1999-2/


not numerology conincidences.

You can call Paul Dirac a crackpot when he played numerology with G, without
explaining why the relationship holds. But I have found out the “why” and have
derived it rigorously from the quantum information conservation principle. So
it’s not numerology, but real science.

“quantum information conservation” is one of the fundamental principles of my
QUITAR theory. It has solid observational support.

I would not want to discuss QUITAR any more on Peter’s blog. But I have to do it
this time since you attacked me first. Again I am not going to elaborate or go to
details.

Quantoken

23. Peter
December 29, 2004

A few comments about Witten, since I think my point of view about him is
slightly different than most people’s.

1. Yes, he’s a genius. It’s simply an awe-inspiring and humbling experience to
read many of his QFT papers. Some of his string theory papers are also
extremely impressive, even if one believes their motivation to be misguided.

2. He’s a physicist, not a mathematician. What he really cares most deeply about
is making progress on understanding fundamental physics. His accomplishments
towards this have been modest, probably not enough to get him a Nobel prize.
But you have to keep in mind that, since 1973, no one else has made any really
significant progress in this area. The standard model is just too good, and no one
has yet had a successful idea about how to go beyond it.

3. His problem isn’t too little physical intuition. He decided to pursue
aggressively the quite physical idea of string theory unification, based on a
plausible hope in 1984 that this might work out. The reasons for believing in this
were physical, not mathematical. His great failure has been an inability to
recognize that, while initially plausible, this idea really doesn’t work. The best
historical analogy is to his predecessor at the IAS, Einstein, who initially had
good reasons to hope for a unified theory using extensions of Riemannian
geometry. Einstein also made the mistake of pursuing an idea long after he
should have realized it didn’t work.

24. Quantoken
December 29, 2004

Mr “” said: “The “establishment camp”? That must be the thousands of …thats
why technology works…”

You are playing word games with me again. You know full well who I refer to
using the “establishment camp” when I say “for 20 years”. They have nothing to



do with today’s technology that we use daily, that are developed by scientists and
engineers working on real problems relevant to this world. Your camp doesn’t.

You whole post did not contain a single clause disputing the physics issues I
argued. The only thing you meantioned relevant to Lubos’s paper is that you say
Lubos wasn’t using QM Schrodinger Equation.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096

You are wrong. The very first equation (1) Lubos wrote in his paper is
Schrodinger Equation. And in the very first sentence right after that equation,
Lubos called it the “Schrodinger Equation”. You must have came from another
planet where Schrodinger Equation means something differently. Or your brain
must be re-wired in such a weird way that you are no longer speaking English in
its regular meaning.

Physics is a science about our observations of this universe, not about
mathematics we think about in our minds. That’s a physics 101.

Quantoken

25. D R Lunsford
December 29, 2004

God, on the one hand we have to deal with the Witten cult, and on the other, the
Qs.

Is there some way we can annihilate all the crackpots against all the string
cultists? This would leave a world delightfully free of posers.

-drl

26. Quantoken
December 29, 2004

Mr. “” said: “quasi normal modes were invented by relativists back in the 60s or
70s, they have a precise MATHEMATICAL definition, if you want to say
something meaningful, you don’t go around guessing what the term may mean,
you make the effort and understand that precise mathematical definition. For
that you may need to calm down first…”

Exactly, you can define your so called quasi normal state MATHEMATICALLY any
way you want, as long as your math is self-consistent. But it’s not physics. In
math, any thing self-consistent is correct and OK. But physics is more than just
self-consistent. You can derive a set of self-consistent “physics” laws in a
presumed 1 dimentional universe mathematically but it’s not physics.

Quantoken

27. D R Lunsford
December 29, 2004

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096


Yes? And with what results? Do we know any more about the electron that post-
Dirac? Neutrino post-WSG? No. Whatever Witten is doing – and frankly I don’t
really care – it’s not physics. It may be math of crystalline perfection, but we
have the real world to deal with.

-drl

28. December 29, 2004

I see almost no evidence of physical intuitive genius in Witten.

We know. But that’s not Witten’s fault. He is the one who has most deeply
thought on quantum field theory.

29. D R Lunsford
December 29, 2004

To {anonymous lurker} –

When in school I spent countless hours poring over the journal stacks, going
back into the 1800s. In this way I got a complete overview of the actual evolution
of physics as it appeared in the journals. In this time I came across a large
number of physicists, both famous and obscure. One of the obscure ones I’ll
mention off hand was a fellow named Jan Weysenhoff, a young Pole who died
fighting the Nazis in the Warsaw uprising. Any single ONE of his physics papers
is infinitely more interesting that ALL of Witten’s physics output based on
strings. There simply IS no physics content in string theory – it’s a math game
that does not in any way correspond to what is real. Therefore, in my mind, as a
physicist, Witten is a complete bust – I find his work no more or less interesting
than that of Hardy. If I had infinite time I might attempt to appreciate him from
the mathematician’s standpoint, as Peter does. I’m assured by Peter that Witten
is a great mathematician – and I have no reason to doubt it. But, again, Weyl was
a greater one, and what HE wrote regarding physics was interesting AS
PHYSICS ITSELF, because Weyl not only had a Jupiter-sized brain, he had a
powerful and nearly faultless intuition. I see almost no evidence of physical
intuitive genius in Witten.

30. DMS
December 29, 2004

Well, Witten is a very good mathematical physicist. His papers are very clear and
fun to read. But, in terms of impact (no I don’t mean citations) he is by *NO
MEANS* an Einstein (actually, John Schwarz likes to compare him to Newton,
not mere Einstein) when it comes to physics, who actually did things which
shaped the course of fundamental physics. And he is by no means the greatest
mathematician, by *ANY* strech to imagination. There are plenty of other 20th
century mathematicians who are also outstanding, and they would all be easily
humbled by someone like Gauss who tackled several mathematical disciplines
with ease (In contrast, all of Witten’s beautiful work follows from QFT).

Witten, THE pied piper of the ST camp, has been making grandiose claims about



string theory for two decades now. What has string theory to show for in terms of
physics??

As Anderson correctly notes “The position is called “naive reductionism” and is
typified by Witten’s curious remark that “every exciting discovery in physics
follows from string theory”.
String theorists like to boast a lot.”

Oh, but it is Witten saying it, so it must be true.

31. December 29, 2004

Now, here is somebody calling Witten pitiful.

Reminds me of the well known phenomenon that beginners tend to
disproportionally overestimate their total understanding of physics. As proven by
others on this blog, too.

Learning nowadays is a humbling experience.

Like that guy who recently asked: ‘How can ST have a classical limit when it
makes no predictions?’

Answer: Sit down and try to understand what you are talking about and – in
particular – what you are criticizing.

32. D R Lunsford
December 29, 2004

JC –

I don’t know what else to call it, and in fact it has in common with literary
criticism that what you say is less important than to whom you say it, and with
how much bravado and flair. See l’affaire Bogdanoff for an example, complete
with breathless groupies.

On the other hand you have the real crackpots like this Q, who think that physics
amounts to dicking around with physical constants. No wonder the Bon-Motls of
the world are so entrenched.

I watched three interviews last night in turn – Seiberg, Witten, and (what relief!)
Dyson. Witten in particular is a total mystery to me. Here is a person with a
staggering intellect, completely incapable of doing real physics. Compared to
Dyson he seemed rather shallow and pitiful, despite his Jupiter-sized brain. He
was more than willing for the interviewer (Ira Flato of NPR) to call him the “next
Einstein”. What a laugh.

-drl

33. December 29, 2004

“The establishment camp have been playing word games in a confusing way. For



20 years you have found nothing physically significant but invent a bunch of
terminologies that no-one knows what you are talking about. You have forgotton
the basics and need to take physics 101”

The “establishment camp”? That must be the thousands of dedicated and hard-
working physicists, engineers and scientists who have slogged their way through
very difficult and demanding degree courses, sitting hundreds of exams, sitting
in 4-5 hours of lectures a day and doing thousands of tutorial problems. Then
went through the gruelling process of going through graduate school, learning to
do research and then defending a phd thesis against very intense scrutiny. Then
had to get their papers peer-reviewed and published. That is…those that actually
did the work and all the hard study! Not all of them end up doing theoretical
stuff you can’t prove like string theory or cosmology–many, the majority, use
their knowledge in applied physics and engineering to create and extend all the
technology we have today. It is not perfect by any means but is the best way
there is and it gets there in the end.

Thats why science works; thats why technology works. If the universe could be
understood using only “physics 101” and if all the physics-based technology that
exists could be created using only “physics 101” then you simply would’nt need
to be educated beyond high-school level physics and maths. The “establishment
camp” also deduced and “established” all the physics basics you are so very fond
of so why should you believe them at one level but not at the other? Also, you
can’t condemn the “establishment camp” on the one hand and them on the other
expect them to accept “your theory” and the arrogant way you present it.

The terminologies and technical jargon are usually straightforward and obvious
to anyone who has done the work or who has at least done a good degree course.
Terms like “quasinormal modes” for example ARE the basics! They have a
precise mathematical definition. You don’t just guess what the term might mean!
Also, you don’t need a black hole either to study them–just hit a bell with a
hammer! This sort of math will turn up in engineering too so that suspension
bridges and skyscrapers don’t collapse and so on. It is not just some made-up
abstract concept.

Even if the very theoretical-type physics is in a bit of a purgatory there have
been many other advances these past 20 years in applied areas like condensed
matter theory, superconductors, laser physics, quantum electronics and quantum
optics, computing and a whole host of other areas. Physics as done by the
“establishment camp” actually works! But they are still using the same quantum
theory and physics concepts that underlines the more abstract and arcane areas
like string theory that can’t yet be proven.

You totally and completely misunderstood what the Motl paper was all about and
the more you go on about it the more you show your ignorance.
He was’nt using a “wavefunction” or the QM Schrodinger equation. He was
doing a classical analysis of black hole perturbations. Perturbation analysis of
black holes and stars is a well-established area of astrophysics especially in
establishing the stability of stars. I am sure there are people around this blog
who would like to get one up on Lubos if he had made a mistake but I don’t see



anyone rushing to support your rebuttal because even vehemenently anti-string
people can see you are talking BS. Besides, this thread is about the Strominger
interview in India–why are you hijacking it with all this stuff? Put it on your own
blog.

34. December 29, 2004

quasi normal modes were invented by relativists back in the 60s or 70s, they
have a precise mathematical definition, if you want to say something meaningful,
you don’t go around guessing what the term may mean, you make the effort and
understand that precise mathematical definition. For that you may need to calm
down first…

35. JC
December 29, 2004

“Postmodern” physics sounds like a cross between “new age” silliness with
Beavis and Butthead. In many ways, “postmodern physics” sounds remarkably
similar to economic forecasting.

“The only function of economic forecasting is to make astrology look
respectable.”
… (quote by economist John K. Galbraith).

36. Quantoken
December 29, 2004

Mr. “”:

I know damped oscillation in English terms and in physics terms. But I do not
know whatever a twisted alternative interpretation of terminology you may have
in your camp.

Keep in mind wavefunctions in QM are different from classical definition of
waves. It’s a “probability wave”. The phases in wavefunctions have NO physical
significance. You can offset the Omega by a positive or negative number and it
makes no difference. i.e., where is the zero point of energy is un-defined and can
be set arbitrarily. That’s a fundamental reason why QM is incompatible with GR,
because GR requires an absolute reference point for zero energy.

Those are basic textbook stuff so dare you not question it. Once again, recite it
exactly after me:

The phase in QM wavefunctions has no physical meaning!!!!!!

So, dare you NOT call the Omega in wavefunction using the term “oscillation”!!!
An oscillation would have a physically significant phase and a physically
significant frequency. But the wavefunction in QM has neither. Depending on
how you arbitrarily define where the zero energy point is, the “frequence” could
be offset by any arbitrary positive or negative number.



How could you call something that does not have a meaningful frequency
“oscillation”? Calling such thing “oscillation” is really abusing the English
language and twist the meaning of the terminology beyond recognition, and
brings nothing good but logical chaos.

The wavefunction in QM is interpretted as a “probability wave”. As such, the
only thing that has physical meaning is the module of the wave function, i.e., the
wave function multiplied by its complex conjugate. Integration of this module
over all space must give a total probability of exactly 100%. That’s the
normalization condition of a valid QM wavefunction.

It is allowed that it transitions from one normal state to another. Such transition
could show up as an imaginary term in Omega. Maybe that’s what you call quasi-
normal state. But such terminology is confusing, too. Such state transition itself
is not a state, but merely a mix of two states.

In any case, the English prefix quasi- would mean something that’s close, or
something that transforms gradually and slowly. “Quasi-normal state” would
have meant a state that is close to a normal state but undergoes a slow transition
to another state.

In Lubos’s paper, his imaginary part of Omega would be correspond to the order
of Planck Mass scale. So the transition, or “damp”, would happen in a time even
shorter than the Planck Time. Calling such a quick transition “Quasi” whatever,
is really abusing the English language.

Furthermore, any process that happens in a time shorter than Planck Time is
simply none-physical. Because continuous time ceases to exist below Planck
Time scale.

I do realize that probably the whole establishment camp is indeed playing the
word games in such a confusing way. That only shows how crazy things have
become. For 20 years you have found nothing physically significant but just
invented a bunch of terminologies that no one knows what you are talking about.
You have forgotten the basics and need to take physics 101 again.

Quantoken

37. D R Lunsford
December 28, 2004

He may be annoying and rude, but at least he’s trying to think about things
(without being willing to do any real work, it’s true). I’m watching a TV show
with Witten at this moment, who is reciting the string litany like a naive
schoolboy mouthing his catechism. There is plenty of foolishness going around
these postmodern days, among the great and the grotesque alike.

-drl

38. December 28, 2004



No he has’nt heard of damped oscillations…and it is very clear from the
stupidities he wrote that he does not understand black hole perturbation theory
at all; nor does he understand what a quasi-normal mode actually is, and why by
it’s very nature it deals with complex frequencies; nor does he understand that
schrodinger-type equations can arise in other areas of physics.

39. December 28, 2004

Partial differential equations of the Schroedinger type are very common in
classical physics, e.g the heat equation. They don’t have to do anything with
quantum mechanics, for example one can study the classical dynamics of a
perturbed black hole. The black hole is stable- any perturbation thereof will lead
to damped oscillations, which lead to the notion of quasi-normal modes. Those
are complex by their very definition.

40. December 28, 2004

Quantoken – ever heard of damped oscillations?

41. quantoken
December 28, 2004

Correction. I think I remembered the formula wrong. The units do not work out.
The correct formula is:

V = sqrt(gravity*height)

I did say that “Further, if he even take a hot tub bath and swimmed in a
swimming pool, he should have know that the wave propagate SLOWER in
SHALLOW waters.”

That’s exactly correct that at deeper water the wave propagates faster, and when
it reaches the coast it slows down. That’s why the later and faster waves would
push earlier but slower waves, and they pile up to create high tides that is
unseen in the deep oceans.

Quantoken

42. Quantoken
December 28, 2004

Mr. “” said:

“You don’t assume G either-G is directly related to the inverse string tension
alpha’.
No-one “secretly injected G”. You can get the Einstein equations out without
assuming anything about G or even the Planck scale.”

That’s the whole point. That’s exactly where you secretly injects the assumption
of gravity. The “string tension alpha” has got to be inverse proportion to the size
of the string. The smaller the string is, the higher the tension will be. You
arbitrarily set the string size to be about Planck Length, that’s where you



introduced the G into the string tension, because Planck Length depends on G!!!

Tell me why strings HAVE to be of the size of Planck Length, not more and not
less. Please give me a reason which does not contain the assumption of gravity.
You can’t.

The situation of Einstein is different. He never claimed to have “derived gravity”.
All he did is “describe” the gravity (in a way better than Newton). Since he
simply answered the question of “how gravity works”, but not the question “why
there should be gravity”, he is not responsible to explain where he got his G.

For string theoreticians, since you claim you have derived gravity, you have to
show how you derived gravity, without prior knowing the existence of gravity. By
secretly injecting G using the Planck Length, you are really not deriving gravity
but simply play magic and “create” things that was never created on the stage.

Now, about Lubos’s mistake in his famous paper deriving the 4*ln(3) “quantum
of area”. I now know he simply does not have the minimum level of basic physics
training that one would expect for an assistant professor of any school, least to
say Havard University.

This is reflected on his recent comments on his Blog, regarding Tsunami waves
and large asteroid hitting earth. His physics instinctions do not seem to give him
the ability to make judgements when an “Astronomy educator” gave an answer
which is generally correct for very small asteroids but wrong for big ones. (the
astronomy educator said stony ones would melt but metallic ones would not.)

Nor did he seem to instinctly realize that the propagation speed of ocean waves
does not depend on frequence, wavelength or amplitude, but instead depends
merely on the depth of water. The formula is roughly V =
sqrt(density*gravity/height). It’s actually a high school physics problem that any
one can do a rough calculation.

Even if he does not know the exact formula, he should have the instinction from
common sense accumulated from life experience. If you throw a big stone or a
small stone into a small pond, the wave propagate at the same speed. So it’s
independent on amplitude, contrary to Lubos’s claim. If you tap the water slowly
or in rapid pace, it makes no different in the propagation either, so it is also
independent on wavelength or frequence. One with basic physics training knows
a phase speed dependence on frequency means dispersion, and we clearly do not
see dispersion in water waves. Further, if he even take a hot tub bath and
swimmed in a swimming pool, he should have know that the wave propagate
slower in shallow waters. It’s amazing that a physics Ph.D. would lack such basic
physics instinctions, after receiving the basic physics training.

This lack of physics instinction is also reflected in his 4*ln(3) paper, which leads
to a fatal mistake, which made his paper complete nonsense. Any one who
studied the basic quantum mechanics and knows Schrodinger Equation should
know, without having to look into textbook, that in the wavefunctions, the X
(position) exponent coefficient can be an imaginary number, meaning it is a none
confined and propagating wave. Or it can be a negative real coefficient, meaning



the possibility of finding the particle at remote distance decreases exponentially,
and hence it is a confined state.

Now the T (time) exponent coefficient, in exp(i*omega*T), The frequencey omega
can be either positive or negative, meaning positive or negative energy, since
energy = hbar*omega. But omega could never be an imaginary number or
contain an imaginary part. The only exception is when you have slow transition
between two states, then you may have an omega containing an imaginary part.
Or, you can have an imaginary part but let that part approaches zero, just for the
convenience of math calculation.

The reasons you can not have a frequence that contain an imaginary part, are
two. One: The energy can be either positive or negative, but never imaginary.
Two: more important, the wave function is a probability wave. At any given time
T, you integrate the module of the wavefunction over the whole space, and it
should give you exactly 100% probability of finding the particle. Once you
introduce an imaginary part into omega, then the probability integration
becomes time dependent and is not always 100%, which is not allowed.

That’s where Lubos made his big mistake. He introduced an imaginary part into
the frequence Omega, thought it is OK mathematically. But that is simply not
allowed in physics.

Further, how silly he is, he called that Omega with an imaginary part some sort
of “damped oscillation”, “quickly brings the black hole into a SPHERICAL
SHAPE”. I can’t help laughing when reading that. That omega in Schrodinger
Equation has nothing to do with oscillation, and it certainly does not “damp”.
“damped oscillation” would mean the oscillation would eventually come to a
complete stop. What does that mean in quantum mechanics? It’s total nonsense.

Lubos does not have the “order of magnitude” instinction either. He should have
realized that when talking about the black hole, the smallest mass M involved
would be at least Planck Mass, in most cases it will be several times or many
times more. Correspondingly the omega correspond to a time scale much shorter
than the Planck Time. If it is a sort of “damped oscillation”, obviously it will
damp out to complete stop in a time much shorter than the Planck Time. We
know time is really meaningless when the “time interval” is smaller than Planck
Scale. What hell of a relaxation process was Lubos taking about?

Actually one really should not use classical quantum mechanics methods like
Schrodinger Equation to study singular blackholes the size of a few Planck Mass.
The mass is too high and the corresponding frequency corresponds to a time
scale even shorter than Planck Time. We know at Planck Scale both GR and QM
would cease to be workable because space and time is no longer continuous. One
really should not push what we know at a larger scale to the limit of Planck
Scale.

I am sorry to say, I expected better from an assistant professor at Havard
University. Those people are supported by tax payers like me and the public do
deserve to see what their tax dollars are worth.



Lubos’s paper is at:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096

Quantoken

43. December 27, 2004

The motion of the simplest bosonic string is goverened by the generalised
nonlinear sigma model action. The requirement that the theory be free of Weyl
anomalies (to lowest order) leads to the renormalisation group beta functions
governing the physics on the world sheet. The resulting field equations are
exactly those that can be derived from an Einstein-Hilbert action (coupled to a
scalar, the dilaton, and an antisymmetric tensor field, the axion). GR emerges
without really looking for it. You can’t avoid it.

You don’t assume G either-G is directly related to the inverse string tension
alpha’.
No-one “secretly injected G”. You can get the Einstein equations out without
assuming anything about G or even the Planck scale. Even if you don’t believe in
string theory as a TOE it is the only theory that makes any kind of sense as a
potential quantum theory of gravity. No a-priori assumptions at all are made
about what the low- energy effective theory should be like, yet you recover it; the
Hilbert space appears to contain black-hole like objects, what T Banks calls
“asymptotic darkness”,and you get some sort of sensible result for graviton-
graviton scattering. Even when you take a basic relativistic string and quantise it
the spectrum automatically contains a massless spin-2 mode.
When he realised this Witten called this “the biggest intellectual thrill of his life”.
These facts put it head and shoulders above all other candidate quantum
theories of gravity. It does’nt neccesarily mean string theory is correct but makes
it look a whole lot righter and natural than any alternative theory of quantum
gravity that you can come up with. LQG can’t reproduce Einstein gravity in the
large scale limit even though it begins with GR.

I eagerly await the comic relief “explanation” of the “mistake” of the Motl paper
even though the reviewer is clearly way out of his technical depth.

44. Quantoken
December 27, 2004

Chris said:

“Repeatedly posting a crank theory after being repeatedly asked to desist. I think
I now understand why Quantoken has been banned from other physics
discussion groups.”

Why I was “banned” on http://www.physicsforums.com had absolutely nothing to
do with repeatition. I posted there a total of exactly 3 messages, which were
actually three parts of the same article since I have to partition it to limit the size
of each message. There was no repeatition.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096
http://www.physicsforums.com/
http://www.physicsforums.com/


I was not even sure whether I was banned or there was a technical problem.
Repeated email inquiries asking what happened to my account and why never
gets any response or explanation. So I have to assume I was banned and it must
be for political reasons inconvenient for the message board host to explain.

Further, I am not “repeatedly posting my theory.” Upon Peter’s request, I have
stopped talking about the physics details of my theory and what it is based on
and what its predictions are.

Currently the only time I ever “talk” about my theory, is simply a reference to its
name and its existence. I never elaborate. Are you saying I shall refrain from
even meantioning the name GUITAR, the same strict way ancient Egyptian King
condemned that the name “Moses” shall not be uttered from any month of any
person, or the punishment shall be death? That would be worse a cersorship
than the middle age, at which time they at least allowed Galileo to publish his
book.

If any PhysicsForums host is reading this message, I demand an explanation to
what happened to my account. If you indeed banned me, it’s OK. But at least an
explanation needs to be given to me why and what happened, and what it takes
to remove the ban. Ny repeated inquiries falled into deaf ears.

Quantoken

P.S. I am not forgetting about pointing out Lubos’s fatal errors in his well known
4*ln(3) paper yet. I just have not got the time to write it yet. Once I get a little bit
time I will turn around and post it here. Mean while I still want to give Lubos a
little bit time to find his own mistake, so he wouldn’t lose too much face when
it’s eventually disclosed.

45. Chris Oakley
December 27, 2004

“… My theory, the GUITAR theory, is the only theory capable of deriving gravity
in this fashion. I derived the G from first principle using nothing but just known
parameters of one electron, including the fine structure constant alpha and the
electron mass …”

Repeatedly posting a crank theory after being repeatedly asked to desist. I think
I now understand why Quantoken has been banned from other physics
discussion groups.

Returning to the main topic, “the only realistic possible unified theory of all the
fundamental forces” is an oft-repeated selling point for superstring theory.
However, if I understand Arun’s comments correctly then although the spin 2
particle is incorporated, this does not necessarily mean that we reproduce
gravity in the required way. It is a bit like saying of a lump of quartz, “There’s no
reason why this should not be the most advanced microprocessor yet
manufactured – it’s just that we haven’t quite done it yet.”

46. Quantoken



December 27, 2004

Sorry Arun, I did not intentionally quote your words out of context. I saw it that
way in Chris’s original message and did not realize it was only portion of your
original sentence.

Regarding background dependence/independence. It is true that super string
theory violates the GR’s background independence principle. But that can not be
interpret as evidence that they did not secretly inject gravity in the first place to
derive the result of “predicted the existence of gravity.” They can pick and
choose just part of GR as their input.

The fact remains that they assumed the existance of gravity in the first place (by
merely using Planck Length) in their theory. So how could they later claim they
derived gravity?

They surely have not derived the GR, at least the GR we known from Einstein.
How could a theory start with background dependence, and end up with a
background independent result?

Neither the super string camp nor the LQG camp is very honest in that both
secrectly injected gravity by using Planck Length in the first place, and both
later claim they derived gravity.

You can bet your money that when you see a magician “created” (or “derived”,
for that matter) something on the stage, it must be something previously brought
to the stage before the performance, even though you may not know the detail
how the magic works.

Quantoken

47. Arun
December 27, 2004

Since what I wrote was:

“I guess the SuperStringers’ attitude would be – we know that General Relativity
is correct, because it emerges out of string theory”

I don’t know what all the arguments are about. The string theorist would almost
certainly say that General Relativity was not an input into string theory; that in
fact, starting the study of string propagation on a fixed background space-time
goes against the spirit of General Relativity, and is one argument that LQGers
use against string theory.

48. Quantoken
December 27, 2004

Chris asked:
“we know that General Relativity is correct, because it emerges out of string
theory”



Is this true? How can a theory that makes no predictions have a classical limit?

I say: the statement in quotations is incorrect because it states an incorrect
causal relationship. It’s the other way around. GR emerged PRIOR to string
theory. The correctness of GR has nothing to do with string theory. GR is what it
is, regardless whether string theory is right or not.

On the opposite, the correctness of string theory has to depend on GR. That is to
say, since GR is so far believed to be correct, the string theory MUST derive GR
as a necessary but not sufficient condition to be a correct theory. That is to say, if
string theory can not lead to GR, it is then definitely wrong. But if string theory
does lead to GR, it still may not be sufficient to say it is correct.

Now, to explain what it means string theory predicted GR in layman’s term. It is
indeed true that you will get GR out of string theory. It is also true LQG also
leads to GR. Actually it is true that ANY theory that works on discrete space-time
at Planck Scale, would necessarily leads to GR.

Because GR was a secret input parameter to those theories in the first place.
Certainly you will get GR at the printout end if you have entered GR on the input
end in the first place.

To put it this way, string theory suggests there exists such little tiny stringy ringy
thingym in addition to the regular 3 space dimention and 1 time dimention. That
little ringy is only one Planck length in size. Thouse little rings would necessarily
have some effect of curving the regular 4-D spacetime in large scales. And that is
what we call gravity.

But because the rings are small, the gravity is also weak. The smaller the rings
are, the weaker the gravity will be. Needless to say, if the rings are infinitely
small, then gravity will be zero. Let’s say the gravity effect strenth will be
roughly proportional to the area of those rings. That happen to be about one
Planck Area, which is roughly the square of Planck Length, i.e., G*hbar/C^3. So
gravity is exactly proportional to G.

Surprise! Surprise?!

You see where GR is secretly punched into the keyboard in the first place to get
the GR output? To obtain the correct gravity, string theoreticians have to make
their stringy ringy’s not too small and not too big. And the size just have to be
about one Planck Length. And the definition of Planck Length happen to contain
a G. And the G, of course, came from GR in the first place.

I really do not think that can be called “predicted gravity” if you secrectly
entered G in the first place.

To really predict GR, you have to start with absolutely no knowledge of G and at
the end you have to be able to derive G out of your theory. It should NOT be
allowed that you secretly enter a known G into your formula some where in the
middle.



My theory, the GUITAR theory, is the only theory capable of deriving gravity in
this fashion. I derived the G from first principle using nothing but just known
parameters of one electron, including the fine structure constant alpha and the
electron mass.

Next time you see a theory working on Planck Scale to start with, and claim to
have derived GR at the end. You know they are cheating since G was enter
secretly using Planck Scale.

If any stringy theoretician has a different opinion, then I want to ask, Do you
have a legitimate reason you have to make your stringy thingy no bigger and no
smaller than one Planck Length, other than just to cheat the computation and
get the correct GR output?

Quantoken

49. plato
December 26, 2004

we know that General Relativity is correct, because it emerges out of string
theory”

I was taken back by this as well.:)

I see Arun is answering, but the conceptual framework just does not seem to be
clicking for some:) I have been incubating this for a couple of days and will be
posting tomorrow, respective of the positions, Peter and Lubos have exemplified
about the knowledge base that allows further developement by competent
indivuduals in their respective areas. I’ll be more specific then.

Just let me say that the quantum harmonic oscillator, if thought of as, in
referrence to the holographical point on the brane, the relevance of Gr would
have found value to me in the quoted statement above. I’ll be more specific to
this as well tomorrow.

Some might pre-empt me here if they wanted too, and expand on that point:)If
both Peter and Lubos have a basis from which to speak, then what would happen
if such manifestation of this thinking expanded into our world?:) How would we
see the new concepts show theselves in the physics as some fractorial
representation(Ramanujan) that would suit the common people?

I ‘ll answer this as well:)

50. Arun
December 26, 2004

Chris O.,

If one studies the propagation of strings in a background space-time metric then
one finds a consistency requirement that the metric must follow the Einstein
equations in vacuum ( R_{mu,nu} = 0 ) at the one-string-loop level. There are



stringy corrections at the 2-loop level, which are not relevant in ordinary
conditions.

String theory is capable of subsuming our current theories, and also describing
the limits of applicability of current theories. The problem is that where its
predictions are firm (10 dimensions or stringy corrections to GR) they are
inaccessible experimentally; and where its predictions are (potentially)
accessible (e.g., low energy Super Symmetry) they are not necessary; i.e., if low
energy SUSY is not found, then that does not invalidate string theory, because
almost certainly string theory can accomodate not having low energy SUSY.

The to-us-experimentally-accessible-universe is not uniquely determined by
string theory; and there perhaps is no experimental finding in our current
capabilities that can rule out string theory.

51. Chris Oakley
December 26, 2004

“we know that General Relativity is correct, because it emerges out of string
theory”

Is this true? How can a theory that makes no predictions have a classical limit?

52. Arun
December 26, 2004

Chris W.:

The point is well taken about how exactly theories are subsumed into other
theories – how the wider theory explains the successes of the lesser theory and
specifies under what conditions the lesser theory fails.

But if you ask your friendly neighborhood string theorist, and it seems
inconceivable to them that string theory could be extendible in a similar way. I’ve
already quoted to that effect. Perhaps it has to do with the converse of something
else you wrote: “Any such theory that has empirical content also has the
potential of being contradicted by observations.”

To take up your example of the anomalous acceleration detected by Pioneer, I
guess the SuperStringers’ attitude would be – we know that General Relativity is
correct, because it emerges out of string theory, so these experimentalists who
propose spending hundreds of millions of dollars on a spacecraft experiment are
stupid hacks who should not be paid to be scientists.

Maybe I’m being unjust.

53. Quantoken
December 25, 2004

Lubos erased my post on his blog which declared a fatal fraud in a paper he
published, claiming that I do not understand mathematics enough to be able to



find his mistakes and that I am not going to say what it is.

The fact is he could not find his own mistake even after I gave him a hint. Of
course I am going to point out exactly what his mistake is, I said I will disclose it
after Christmas. And of course Lubos is the one who does not know math. Do you
have any idea what is elliptic curve, Montgomery multiplication, CRT, etc in
mathematics? Don’t know, do you?

Doesn’t matter. Mathematics matters only where it matters to the actual physics.
Your mistake in the paper, Lubos, is NOT trivial math or computation error. Your
mistake is you used the wrong math in the wrong physics.

Would you tell me what is the value of Hawking Entropy or the Schiwaltzchild
radius of one single hydrogen atom? Or would you tell me what is the
temperature of the electron that circles the proton in a hydrogen atom?

Being an idiot like Lubos is, he will go right away and copy the formulas from
textbook and plug in numbers to calculate. I am sure he will double check his
math to make sure he did the calculation right. But still he will give you the
wrong answer!!!

The point is the physics is no longer right when you push the physics/math
formulas beyong where they should be used. You really can’t calculate the
Hawking Entropy of a hydrogen atom using that a quarter Planck Area formula.
Because the hydrogen atom is too light to form even the smallest possible
blackhole. And in a blackhole of any size, there could not possibly be any atom.
You can’t use another formula to calculate Hawking Entropy of a hydrogen atom
either. The concept of Hawking Entropy simply do not apply to hydrogen atoms.

Now, I have given you enough hint why you made a fatal mistake in your original
paper. Go figure. I will tell you after Christmas, if you can’t figure out by then.

Quantoken

54. Quantoken
December 25, 2004

Ah ha, Wow!

Lubos was totally wrong in his ARXIV paper deriving the quantum of area
4*ln(3). See his paper:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096

The whole thing was wrong for a very simple reason. That’s a mistake that he
really should not have made if he has the least of physics instincts. At least I
never expected a guy who was a Harvard assistant professor make such a
mistake. The paper is 25 pages long but it took me no more than 5 minutes to
find where he made a fatal mistake.

Now, Lubos, go find a spider hole first. Because once I tell you the mistake you

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212096


made, you would be so ashamed of yourself, that you want to dig yourself a hole
to hide in.

Had you shown a little bit respect to me before. I wouldn’t have choosen to
disclose your mistake publicly, and would instead email you in private. Or at least
post it in your Blog only.

Oh well. Too late, you are going to be really embarrased this time. To give you a
chance to save face. I will give you a hint first, see if you can find your own
mistake before I tell you.
The hint is: what is the numerical value like of frequence Omega that you are
talking about in your paper?

I will tell you where you made a fatal mistake in your paper, after Christmas.

Mean while, every one, Merry Christmas!

Quantoken

55. Chris W.
December 24, 2004

Arun,

I’m sorry for not responding more promptly to your comment. First of all, let me
quote your main points:

The idea is, I suppose, that we can only show that a physical theory
corresponds to reality to a certain precision within a certain domain.
We can never rule out the possibility of a theory with wider validity,
just as Newtonian gravity was replaced by and subsumed within
General Relativity. So proof of a theory is not possible.

But the Theory of Everything (or at least Superstring Theory) is
different. It either applies to the real world entirely and wholly, or not
at all. And here is what a professional physicist, Lubos Motl, wrote on
his blog : “I am always a bit puzzled by Andy’s [Strominger] statements
that string theory is “just another step” – what sort of other step that
goes “beyond” string theory but does not invalidate it is Andy thinking
about?”

I would amend your first remark to the following: “We can never be sure that all
testable consequences of a theory will be confirmed by observation; proof of a
theory is not possible. Our past experience gives us reason to hope, however,
that a theory that conflicts with observation will eventually be subsumed within a
theory of wider validity that explains these failures, and specifies the conditions
under which the failures will occur.”

More precisely, both the successes and failures of a theory are observations
—empirical facts about the results of tests of the theory. Such facts call for
explanations. We don’t want to dismiss the success of classical celestial



mechanics (for example) as meaningless or inexplicable. Indeed, part of the
problem that Einstein set himself was understanding such successes, once he
realized that he must reconsider the intertwined foundations of Newton’s
mechanics and Galileo’s relativity principle in order to reconcile them with
Maxwell’s electrodynamics.

Many physicists and philosophers of the 19th century were ready to believe that
Newton’s mechanics and theory of gravitation constituted a “theory of
everything”, with electrodynamics relegated to the status of a continuum
mechanics of the mechanical ether. The necessity of subsuming 19th century
physics into a deeper and broader framework only became clear in retrospect, as
did the crucial roles of the speed of light and the quantum of action, and the
irrelevance of the classical idea of an ether.

So in response to your second point, nothing is fundamentally changed by
considering a theory as a candidate for a “theory of everything”, ie, a theory that
is presumed to constitute a shared basis and explanation for everything we have
observed about the universe, including the successes of any previous theories.
Any such theory that has empirical content also has the potential of being
contradicted by observations. Of course, one can try to interpret the theory so as
to evade the contradictions, but one always does so at risk of destroying its
empirical (as opposed to formal or mathematical) content. The most profound
discrepancies are those that leave one unable to offer any scientifically
defensible explanation within the framework of the theory. Either we accept
them and admit that the theory fails to be both all-encompassing and scientific,
or we set about undermining the theory’s scientific status in order to preserve its
metaphysical authority. (This is not to say that metaphysics can or should be
avoided under all circumstances, which is itself a pernicious attitude.)

—-
It is worth reviewing the efforts of John D. Anderson, Slava Turyshev, and their
collaborators to characterize the Pioneer spacecraft trajectory anomalies as a
reminder of what a fundamental discrepancy with theory might look like, and
how much effort is involved in eliminating auxiliary hypotheses that might
explain it. (Anderson, Turyshev, and Michael Nieto are now advocating a new
mission to the outer solar system designed specifically to investigate this
problem. The Pioneer spacecraft have ceased communicating; Pioneer 10’s last
contact was in January 2003.)

56. Matti Pitkanen
December 24, 2004

I am afraid that string theory involves so many
wrong assumptions that there is no hope of making
progress by deforming algebraically a little bit. It would be better to take a more
philosophical attitude, and look carefully for the strengths and weaknesses of
string theory and how to possibly cure them. Here are some opinions about what
“going beyond string theory” might mean.

1. Wrong realization of super-conformal invariance

http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/17/9/3/1#author
http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/17/9/3/1#author


Appropriately generalized super-conformal invariance is very probably
something shared by any future theory. Personally I see the realization of
conformal invariance at two-dimensional string world sheets un-necessarily
restrictive and as the fatal flaw of the string theory.

The way out of dimension 2 is based on simple observation: light-like 3-surfaces
of Minkowski space (or any 4-D space with Minkowskian metric signature) allow
generalized conformal invariance by their metric 2-dimensionality and the
dimension 4 for space-time becomes unique.

Also generalized symplectic structure is possible for light-like 3-surfaces, and the
group of isometries for light-like surface consists of combinations of conformal
transformations and compensating local scalings in light-like direction and is
thus infinite-dimensional. Thus light-like 3-surfaces are really incredibly beautiful
structures and I find difficult to understand why string theorists refuse to take
them seriously. Also a new view about super-conformal symmetry emerges and
no space-time super-symmetry (sparticles) is predicted.

2. Spontaneous compactification and Kaluza-Klein
philosophy as the second fatal mistake

Personally I experience spontaneous compactification and Kaluza-Klein approach
as something absolutely ugly. To me it is a purely ad hoc attempt to extend the
explanatory power of
string model beyond its natural limits. The accompanying ad hoc assumption is
that of space-time super-symmetry.

Instead of trying to make 4-dimensional classical world to 11- or 2-dimensional, I
would prefer to start from a real problem of general relativity. In general
relativity the basic conservation laws due to the isometries of Minkowski space
are lost, and one can ask how to combine the good aspects of special and general
relativities. This is achieved by identifying space-time as 4-D surface of some
higher-D space of form H=M^4xS, M^4 Minkowski space. Poincare invariance
lifted to H. S can be fixed to S=CP_2 by requiring standard model symmetries.

In this framework the higher-D space cannot be nor need to be dynamical since
the dynamics is at the level of space-time surface, and the horrors of landscape
are avoided.

3. Infinite-dimensional existence is unique

M-theory has led to inflation of all kinds of deformations and variants of finite-
dimensional geometry. There is however a different direction that could be
followed in the attempts to generalize the notion of geometry.

Taking the uniqueness of physical existence as a guideline, one ends up with the
notion of infinite-dimensional geometry. Already loop space Kaehler geometry is
unique as Dan Freed showed in his thesis. The requirement that Riemann
connection does not lead outside the tangent space forces infinite-dimensional
isometry group and makes Kaehler metric of loop space unique. There is still a
problem: although Ricci tensor is finite, curvature scalar is infinite, a clear



symptom that basic objects cannot be 1-dimensional.

The space of 3-surfaces in M^4xCP_2, which possesses a maximal group of
isometries, is the TGD inspired guess for the world of classical worlds as the
unique arena of quantum dynamics. This space would be a union of infinite
dimensional symmetric spaces with vanishing Einstein tensor labelled by zero
modes having interpretation as classical, non-quantum fluctuating degrees of
freedom characterizing the space and size of 3-surface. This formal analog for
landscape is in key role in TGD based quantum measurement theory.

M^4xCP_2 is a very promising candidate for imbedding space. The canonical
transformations of VxCP_2, V light cone boundary, act as isometries of this space
and super-conformal invariance in generalized sense appears naturally in the
construction of the configuration space geometry.

Configuration space gamma matrices in fact have identification as fermionic
generators of super conformal algebra so that both fermionic statistics and
super-symmetry have purely geometric interpretation. An important deviation
from string models is that super-generators do not correspond to Majorana
spinors (this leads to dimension D=10 or 11 in string models) but carry quark
and lepton numbers.

4. Tangent spaces of space-time and imbedding space as number field like
structures

H=M^4xCP_2 is the only option allowed by Particle Data Table and the
construction of configuration space geometry favors strongly this choice. One
might however argue that the preferred role of M^4xCP_2 should have some
deeper, perhaps number theoretic, explanation.

The dimensions 4 and 8 for space-time surface and imbedding space of course
bring in mind quaternions and octonions, and CP_2 labels the quaternionic sub-
algebras of octonions just like CP_1 labels the complex sub-algebras of
quaternions. The first guess is that space-time could perhaps be thought of as
being surface for which tangent space corresponds to quaternionic, or more
generally associative, sub-space of octonions at every point so that classical
dynamics would reduce to number theory. The problems relate to the Euclidian
signature of the metric. Also the non-commutativity and non associativity are
questionable features.

Perhaps a better guess is that the tangent space of space-time corresponds to
H_4, the algebra and “almost number field” of 4-D hyper-complex numbers. The
tangent space of imbedding space could in turn be regarded as the space H_8 of
8-dimensional hyper-complex numbers.

Quite generally, hyper-complex numbers have dimension 2^n which is the same
as the dimension of Clifford algebras spanned by gamma matrices, and the
natural requirement is that units allow a representation in the Clifford algebra of
the space in question.

a) For H_2 the commuting units are 1, e1 with e1^2=1.



b) The commuting units of H_4 are 1, e1, e2 and the product e1e2, all of them
having squares equal to 1.

c) For H_8 the units are 1,e1,e2,e3 and their products. One can decompose H_8
number to two parts h= h_1+e_3h_2, where h_1 are H_4 coordinates, the “real”
and “imaginary” parts of h.

The number-theoretic norm of hyper-complex number h in H_m, m=2^n, is
expressible as the product of all m conjugates of h and is the m:th power of
Minkowski length squared of m momentum. Lorentz group leaves the norm
invariant. The failure of number field property manifests itself as the existence
light-like hyper-complex numbers having no inverse and forming an ideal of H_m.
Remarkably, the spectrum of momentum squared is integer valued in the
restriction to hyper-complex integers: nothing but the stringy mass squared
spectrum.

From the p-adic viewpoint the hyper-complex primes are of obvious interest, and
the construction of infinite primes generalizing the notion of finite hyper-complex
prime is especially interesting since the correspondence of infinite primes with
the states of super symmetric arithmetic quantum field theory becomes very
concrete.

5. M4xCP_2 as a unique 8-D hyper-complex manifold which is a homogenous
space?

Hyper-Kaehler manifolds generalize the notion of complex manifold to the
quaternionic manifold. This means that tangent space allows the representation
of quaternionic units 1, I_1,I_2,I_3 as metric and antisymmetric covariantly
constant tensors defining symplectic and Kahler forms.

In hyper-complex case similar idea works. The basic idea is that the generating
units e_i are representable as contractions of covariantly constant antisymmetric
tensors with sigma matrices, which commute and have squares equal to unit
matrix. The 2-forms associated with generating units define what can be
regarded as a generalized symplectic structure.

M^2 is the simplest hyper complex manifold and e_1 corresponds in light-like
coordinates u=t+z, v=t-z to antisymmetric tensor with a non vanishing
component E^1_uv=1. The square of the contraction with Sigma_uv gives unit
matrix in Clifford algebra. E_uv defines a Minkowskian analog of symplectic
structure since its square is metric (rather than -1 times metric).

In case of M^4 the coordinates u=t+z,v=t-z,x,y corresponding to the
decomposition M^4=M^2xE_2 to longitudinal and transverse degrees of
freedom are preferred. The appropriate generalization of these coordinates to
what I call Hamilton-Jacobi coordinates play a key role in the construction of
solutions of field equations in TGD framework.

The units e_1, and e_2 correspond to antisymmetric tensors E^1 and e^2 with
non vanishing components E^1_uv=1, E^2_xy=i. iE^2_xy defines symplectic
and Kaehler structure in E^2. The contractions of E^i with sigma matrices



obviously commute. Note that the flatness of M^4 is absolutely essential
prerequisite for having two covariantly constant 2-forms. e_1e_2 is represented
as a production of contractions of E_1 and E_2 with sigma matrices.

In the case of M^4xCP_2 one additional covariantly constant 2-form E_3 is
needed and CP_2 Kaehler form defines it. M^4 coordinates correspond to the
real part of H_8 coordinate and CP_2 coordinates to its imaginary part. Of
course, more general choices of coordinates obtained by applying generalized
canonical transformations leaving the forms E_i invariant.

The conjecture is that symmetric space property plus the existence of hyper-
complex structure select M^4xCP_2 as a unique candidate for H. Obviously, the
existence of symplectic structure in the generalized sense is essential for the
existence of hyper-complex structure. For instance, the replacement of CP_2
with symmetric space S^2xS^2 would bring in *two* additional symplectic
forms whereas S^4 does not possess any Kahler form. Does the hierarchy of
hyper complex manifolds contain other manifolds than M^2, M^4, M^4xCP_2,
M^4xCP_2xCP_4, M^4xCP_2xCP_4xCP_8,… is an interesting question.

6. Number theoretical classical dynamics

Despite the fact that hyper-complex numbers are not a field, the notion of
analyticity generalizes and leads to the idea that the classical dynamics of TOE
could reduce to 4-D hyper-complex analyticity condition. Indeed, in string model
the solutions of 2-D d’Alembert equation can be expressed as hyper-complex
analytic functions of a hyper-complex variable assigned to the string world sheet
with Minkowskian signature of metric.

A very attractive idea is that space-time surfaces correspond to surfaces of
H=M^4xCP_2 for which the “imaginary” part of hyper-complex valued analytic
function (possibly satisfying some additional constraints such as being
polynomial) vanishes:

Im[f(h_1+e3h_2)]=0.

By implicit function theorem this gives 4-D hyper-complex number h_2 as an
analytic function of h_1:

h_2= f(h_1).

This is an attractive candidate for a purely number theoretical realization
variational principle, which should in TGD framework has absolute minimization
of Kahler action as counterpart. The challenge is to prove this.

Matti Pitkanen

57. Quantoken
December 24, 2004

Lubos said:



“When Einstein started to propose his EPR paradoxes, he was sure that quantum
mechanics had to be giving wrong predictions for these experiments. It’s not just
a matter of philosophy. He believed that the quantum entanglement was
impossible, and using the current terminology, he would definitely agree that
Bell’s inequalities must be satisfied in reality.”

Einstein was wrong in his judgements about quantum mechanics. But he was
right on the profound philosophical believe that the physical world is
fundamentally deterministic. Quantum mechanics is certainly a very successful
theory in making predictions. But few people believe it is a final theory due to
the difficulty of reconciling the difference between philosophy and the quantum
mechanical picture. That’s why, even in 2004, people are still debating about
EPR paradox and struggle to try to understand what experiments like Alan
Aspect’s really tell us about reality.

It’s far from being settled even today. Nobody can boast to understand EPR
completely. If you think you know, it only shows you have learned the
formulations of physics but really don’t understand it.

Now about the famous Bohr – Einstein debate about that gedanken light box
experiment. I do not why no body has pointed it out so far. The fact is both of
these two great men had made serious mistakes in their great debate.

Bohr had made a big mistake in a fraud in his arguments, which used Einstein’s
General Relativity to prove that the uncertainty principle
still holds. And Einstein, astonished that his very GR theory was used against
him, did not realize that Bohr made a fraudulent usage of his theory in his
arguments.

Actually if Bohr had been right in his reasoning, he would have had discovered a
way directly linking GR with the QM uncertainty principle. We wouldn’t be still
struggling so hard trying to associate GR with QM today.

Bohr’s mistake being he confused the two delta T’s. One being the deterministic
and predictable time dilation due to GR effect. The other delta T being the actual
uncertainty of time, which is random and un-predictable. The two delta T are
totally different and unrelated. But Bohr tried successfully in confusing Einstein
by using the same terminology to describe these two different delta T.

At the end of day, the uncertainty principle still holds, and Bohr could have
defeated Einstein using another simplier and correct argument, by considering
that photons have wavelengths related to their energy. So it is impossible to
release a photon of certain energy, if the shuttle is opened for too short a time.

Quantoken

58. Quantoken
December 24, 2004

Dr. Lunsford said: “My God, Lubos, gigawatt source of utter BS, has the gall to
set himself up as a critic of Feynman.”



I am sorry, Dr. Lunsford, but Lubos is not Your God  The remaining part of your
statement is correct.

Quantoken

59. D R Lunsford
December 23, 2004

My God, Lubos, gigawatt source of utter BS, has the gall to set himself up as a
critic of Feynman.

Hows does a person like LM exist? How is it that he is able to get a job
ANYWHERE, not to mention one of our best universities? He does nothing other
than run his mouth – has no ideas of his own – reveals his shallowness and
arrogance at every stage – is perhaps the most annoying person I’ve ever
encountered online. How did this zero get a job at Harvard?

-drl

60. Lubos Motl
December 23, 2004

Future limitations of string theory.

Arun, we exchanged a few sentences with Andy S. about it today – well, there
were some more material topics, too. When you ask Andy what kind of the new
steps “beyond” string theory one can imagine, he says “I don’t know”.

It’s of course partly a matter of terminology – what you consider string theory. Is
M-theory still string theory or not? I think that if you accept the terminology that
string theory contains things as different as M-theory, then there are only two
possibilities. String theory will be proved completely wrong, irrelevant for the
real world, or it will be correct and the progress will only be within string theory
itself.

There is a difference from relativity and quantum mechanics. You know, the
Newtonian mechanics contained three independent units, let’s call them meter,
kilogram, second. All other quantities have units that are products of powers of
these basic units.

For example velocity is in meters per second. Special relativity showed that
length and time are really related, and Newton’s physics only holds for velocities
much smaller than the speed of light. You set c=1 in relativity.

Similarly, quantum mechanics uses hbar, and things only look classical if the
typical quantities of the same dimension as hbar (like action, angular
momentum) are much greater than one. Naturally in quantum mechanics you set
hbar=1, and you end up with one independent unit.

Now you’re in hbar=c=1 units of quantum field theory, and everything is in
powers of a GeV, so to say. If you now include quantum gravity, it also sets G=1,



and says that the previous physics only worked at distances much greater than
L_{planck} etc. But in these quantum gravity units, all observables are
dimensionless, and there is really no other inequality that you can violate to go
beyond the reach of validity of the previous theory.

String theory itself tells us exactly what sort of deformations you can do with its
backgrounds and what sort of deformations you can’t. There just does not seem
to be any way to deform “away” from string theory. It must be exactly what it is.

61. Lubos Motl
December 23, 2004

Nope, quantoken, you were probably skipping your classes of history of physics.

When I write that Einstein did not believe quantum mechanics, it means that
Einstein did not believe quantum mechanics. Your attempts to look for errors in
my sentences are counterproductive. You should better look at the serious errors
with YOUR thinking.

When Einstein started to propose his EPR paradoxes, he was sure that quantum
mechanics had to be giving wrong predictions for these experiments. It’s not just
a matter of philosophy. He believed that the quantum entanglement was
impossible, and using the current terminology, he would definitely agree that
Bell’s inequalities must be satisfied in reality.

He tried to invent dozens of possible contradictions in quantum mechanics, and
all of these attempts of Einstein were wrong. (Well, one of them was also helpful
in the understanding of QM, but not in the way Einstein anticipated.) Every time
an experiment showed that Einstein was wrong, he invented another possible
problem.

Moreover, in the last 30 years of his life, he really ignored the new discoveries in
physics – like in nuclear physics. When he was constructing his unified field
theory (until his death in 1955), it was always just a unified field theory of
electromagnetism and gravity because he never considered any of the details of
the emerging quantum field theories seriously.

Your comment that you don’t believe in any limitation of determinism even in
2004 does not surprise me a single bit. I’ve already learned the level of your
knowledge and understanding of physics in more detail than what is necessary.

62. plato
December 23, 2004

Arun,

It either applies to the real world entirely and wholly, or not at all. And
here is what a professional physicist, Lubos Motl, wrote on his blog : “I
am always a bit puzzled by Andy’s [Strominger] statements that string
theory is “just another step” – what sort of other step that goes
“beyond” string theory but does not invalidate it is Andy thinking



about?”

I can’t speak for Lubos, and as a commoner, the thinking of the journalist would
fall comparatively to my domain?:) So if the confusion rests, it would rest in the
lack of interpretation that is derived from the roads leading too? We
acknowledge the planck Epoch? The timing in Steven Weinberg’s model of the
First three minutes?

The conceptual difference as we now look at this model I wonder indeed how
such thinking has been altered.We had to assume that this universe is cyclical in
nature? So where do strings fit in? Gabriele Veneziano made this point clear.:)

It might be that the laws change absolutely with time; that gravity for
instance varies with time and that this inverse square law has a
strength which depends on how long it is since the beginning of time.
In other words, it’s possible that in the future we’ll have more
understanding of everything and physics may be completed by some
kind of statement of how things started which are external to the laws
of physics.

Richard Feynman

If such a inquistive naure is not acknowledged then how would we move beyond
the boundaries which we like to hold to in the physics of approach. You needed
to have these frameworks which would motivate exploration of concepts and
then bring back for us, new roads for consideration. Would one quickly dispell
Smolins Three road attempt at comprehension?

Nima and others dimensionally have challenged these current views:)

63. Arun
December 23, 2004

Chris W. asks “Why in 2004 are we talking about proving physical theories?” in
his criticism of Pathik Guha’s newspaper report.

The idea is, I suppose, that we can only show that a physical theory corresponds
to reality to a certain precision within a certain domain. We can never rule out
the possibility of a theory with wider validity, just as Newtonian gravity was
replaced by and subsumed within General Relativity. So proof of a theory is not
possible.

But the Theory of Everything (or at least Superstring Theory) is different. It
either applies to the real world entirely and wholly, or not at all. And here is what
a professional physicist, Lubos Motl, wrote on his blog : “I am always a bit
puzzled by Andy’s [Strominger] statements that string theory is “just another
step” – what sort of other step that goes “beyond” string theory but does not
invalidate it is Andy thinking about?”

If you disagree, then certainly a newspaper reporter has more excuse to be
confused than a physicist. 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/astro/imgast/bbtim.gif
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/astro/imgast/bbtim.gif
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http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/astro/imgast/bbtim.gif
http://home.uchicago.edu/~eetussey/astro/earlyuniverse1.jpg
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64. Quantoken
December 23, 2004

Mr. M-* said:

“Einstein did not believe quantum mechanics, even though he was a genius.
There were fortunately many others who did. Feynman did not believe string
theory, but there were others who did. You don’t need to go far – Gell-Mann was
the guy who created the strong Caltech’s string theory group.”

Why said Einstein did not believe in quantum mechanics. He certainly believed in
the formulations of quantum mechanics and their ability to predict experimental
results correctly. He just did not agree with the way how quantum mechanics
was interpreted, philosophically. He believed in a deterministic picture of the
world. Such belief is reflected by a phrase he said often: “God does not need to
toss a dice.” He thought that quantum mechanics is incomplete and must be
deriveable from a better theory that is deterministic.

I believe in the same. Actually I already see what that deterministic better theory
is. The physical world can be completely deterministic, but yet still none-
predictable, because we observers are part of the universe and we can not
obtain the whole information of the whole universe to be able to predict things
completely deterministically. The job of acquiring and processing that amount of
information would require one whole universe to do.

There are two kinds of believes. The kind of “seeing is believing”. Which is
scientific beliefs. And the kind of “accepting is believing”, like believe in God or
Budha. Talking about string theoreticians believing in string theory, without
seeing any experimental support. That is “believing with no seeing”, which I
think can be classified into the religious beliefs.

Such a belief look even more like religious belief. Just like you never know
whether there is soul and whether there is a God, until the very moment you die,
and by then it is too late for you to change your religious belief. Many of the die
hard string theoreticians also probably never will know for sure whether they
were right or wrong, until they have spent their whole lifes, and probably until
they go to heaven and meet Einstein there, and got the answer from him. But by
then it’s too later to change their beliefs.

65. plato
December 23, 2004

Santos,

Even Richard Feynman was not sure. When I complete posting on, The Gravity
for Instance Varies with Time, you will understand what I am saying in regards to
dimension and what even Richard Feynman did not realize.

Einstein limitations, were his views of what did not exist yet, and his refusal to
accept quantum mechanics. We know different now, as Lubos mentions, as you
now know, in context of what you quote from that Canto book.

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/gravity-for-instance-varies-with-time.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/gravity-for-instance-varies-with-time.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/gravity-for-instance-varies-with-time.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/gravity-for-instance-varies-with-time.html


You have to bring yourself up to speed on the subject?:)

66. Chris W.
December 22, 2004

Pathik Guha’s piece struck me as a fairly sophomoric effort (and poorly edited to
boot). Why in 2004 are we still talking about “proving” physical theories? Robert
Geroch, in his beautiful little book General Relativity from A to B (1981),
remarks early on that he can’t imagine what would constitute a proof of a
physical theory. Guha’s careless formulation does nothing to clarify the issues
now at stake in fundamental physics.

One of those issues (as Feynman said) is testability and avoidance of
“immunizing strategems” when confronting the results or even the possibility of
empirical tests. More specifically, in quantum gravity a central problem is how to
meaningfully and consistently define observables, when spacetime structure is
not only dynamical but quite possibly only an approximation to some deeper
structure. From Raphael Bousso (hep-th/0412197, Introduction):

One problem with quantum gravity is that we don?t know what the
theory should compute. In particle physics, the most precise
observable is the S-matrix. But this quantity seems ill-suited to
cosmology, where the observer is not outside the system, initial states
cannot be set up, and experiments cannot be arbitrarily repeated to
gain statistically significant results.

This ignorance is not especially unusual or embarrassing. It is rarely
clear at the outset what a theory should compute. For example, the
insight that gravity is a theory of a symmetric, diffeomorphism-
invariant tensor field in itself already constituted a significant part of
the development of general relativity. But once a theory is in its final
form, the observables should be apparent.

If string theory is the correct quantum theory of gravity, then whatever
it computes presumably are the observables. But string theory
—perhaps because it is not in its final form—has so far sidestepped the
problem of cosmological observables. It defines quantum gravity for
certain classes of geometries characterized by asymptotic conditions,
such as asymptotically flat or Anti-de Sitter spacetimes. In these
geometries an S-matrix happens to make sense, and string theory
computes its matrix elements. (In the case of AdS, it computes
boundary correlators, which are a close analogue of the S-matrix.)

However, we have yet to learn how to apply string theory to cosmology
or to an observer inside a black hole, with the same level of rigor as in
Anti-de Sitter space. Hence, it would be premature to conclude that the
S-matrix will remain the only well-defined object. It is too early to know
what, if anything, string theory has to say about cosmological
observables.

Fortunately, classical and quantum properties of cosmological solutions

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0226288641
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0226288641
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0226288641
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0412197
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0412197


impose significant constraints on possible observables, and may even
hint at some of the principles on which a theory computing them must
be based. De Sitter space is a case in point. Semi-classical analysis has
provided overwhelming evidence that no exact observables exist in
eternal de Sitter space—at least, none that correspond to experiments
that can be performed by an observer inside the universe. This is
related to the presence of a cosmological event horizon in de Sitter
space, which limits the accessible information and emits pernicious
thermal radiation.

Of course, as Daniel Friedan has discussed in detail, string theory has difficulties
with large distance physics in general, not just cosmology.

67. Mubos Lotl
December 22, 2004

“To move forward, Strominger argues, the string theorists should work on the
problems that they are able to make a progress on. For example, he says, they
should concentrate on explaining why the dark energy that is enhancing the
cosmic expansion rate is so small. ?We aren?t producing ideas on that,? he
observes”

Excellent! So who at Harvard is following this good advice?

68. Dave Bacon
December 22, 2004

Lubos: “(violated the copyrights)”

Come on Lubos, you really believe quoting a small passage of a book with a
reference is a violation of copyright law?

I use all these petty little inccorect statements by string theorists such as
yourself as yet more proof that string theory is wrong (that’s a joke, in case
you’re flaming powers are firing up.)

69. Arun
December 22, 2004

Another Pathik Guha article:
http://www.telegraphindia.com/1041018/asp/knowhow/story_3871254.asp

While it is mostly about Trieste ICTP, here is a relevant excerpt:

The audience bursts into laughter as Prof. Alvarez-Gaume, while discussing the
string theory (experts? concept of a single idea to explain all physical
phenomena), flashes a surrealist painting on the screen. It shows a castle on top
of a huge piece of rock hanging in thin air! ?I want to convey the idea that the
string theory has a rock-solid base,? he comments, highlighting critics?
arguments that the theory is merely a mathematical artifact and has not been
corroborated by experiments yet.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131


70. Doug
December 22, 2004

Sorry,
I forgot to include my name in the previous post. My name is Doug, and I
contribute here from time to time.

71. December 22, 2004

Has the principle of impotence, used so widely and successfully by the
proponents of quantum mechanics, come back to haunt them?

“There are three major problems,” explains Strominger. “One is the problem of
finding a theory that in principle can unify all the forces and particles in Nature.
The second one is consistently putting together quantum mechanics and
Einstein?s General Relativity. The third problem is the mathematical explanation
of the black hole attribute that we computed. String theory has mathematically
solved all the three problems. We don?t know if Nature avails herself of the
solutions provided by string theory. But, on principle, string theory is capable of
resolving all three of the riddles. Loop quantum gravity hasn?t solved any one of
the three problems.”

If string theory can solve these problems “in principle,” is that any less
compelling than quantum mechanics’ ability to solve chemical problems “in
principle?” Larson wrote, years ago, that adherents to quantum mechanics were
employing the same “principle of impotence” in regards to chemical problems:

“The physicists who are attempting to apply the latest quantum concepts to the
problem have been singularly unsuccessful, if we appraise their results by any
realistic standards. Some very broad claims on their behalf are often made by
overenthusiastic supporters, the following from G. G. Hall being a typical
example: ‘Quantum mechanics… gives the solution, in principle, to almost every
chemical problem,’ but the true significance of such statements becomes
apparent when Hall goes on to say, ‘Very unfortunately, however, there is an
enormous gap between this solution in principle and the practical calculation of
the properties of any specific molecule.'”

What amazes me is that so few recognize that, mathematical complexity not
withstanding, solutions need to be able to deliver the goods or they are NOT
solutions. But even worse, now we are talking about “in principle” solutions to
problems that are in themselves in principle “solutions.” Quantum mechanics is a
“solution” to the Bohr model of the nuclear atom, that has become the “solution”
to the behavior of high-energy debris in accelerator collisions. Of course, such
“solutions” have to be given 19 or 20 parameters from observation first, and
some “reasonable” limit chosen to cast it in, but given these and a few, more
subtle, “adjustments,” it can deliver the goods all right, just check out the
standard model.

Well, at least it can if you ignore gravity, that is. We need a “solution” to our
quantum mechanics “solution” that is a “solution” to our gravitational “solution,”
as well. How inconvenient that the fabric of our “space-time solution” won’t



accommodate the vacuum fluctuations of our “virtual sea solution.” If it did,
perhaps we wouldn’t need a “solution” to our two, most spectacular, “solutions.”

It should occur to us that perhaps we have more fundamental problems than
unifying the forces of the nuclear atom, or reconciling GR and QM, or explaining
hypothetical black hole attributes. Perhaps the problem is that we have
overlooked the fundamental definition of force as a PROPERTY of motion.
Perhaps, the reason we can’t get there from here is because of our focus on
forces and the assumption that forces can exist autonomously, without
underlying motions!

Maybe we ought to go back to the beginning and ask ourselves, “What is
motion?” If we did this, we would find ourselves confronted with another basic
question, “What are space and time?” Now, Gross says that they are emergent,
and Witten says that they are doomed, but what do we care what string theorists
say anyway? Let them go back to the comfort and joy of basking in the beauty of
mathematics.

We all know the answer to this basic question and have known since childhood:
space and time are the reciprocal aspects of motion, nothing else. Common
sense tells us that combining space and time in a continuum may be something
that we can think about, and it may even be fun to see what happens since now
we know that motion affects time as well as space (now that’s a shocker!), but,
come on, let’s face it, Nature is not likely to be out making up such an ungainly
expedient.

We know that radiation and energy are discrete. We know that motion affects
time as well as space. These things we know, so it’s not much of a jump to
suppose that motion, that is, the only known relationship of space and time, is
discrete as well. If motion is discrete, then it follows that its two, reciprocal,
aspects are discrete too, and there you have it – we are off and running with a
whole new concept that offers us an incredible new approach.

For instance, since we’ve learned that the speed of propagation of radiation
relative to matter is constant, we can take that as a pretty good indication that
the reason is that it’s the unit speed of motion: one unit of discrete space per
unit of discrete time = a velocity of c. Wow, check out the symmetry in that baby,
would ya? Wonder what happens when there are more units of space than time,
or more units of time than space in that otherwise perfectly symmetrical
equation of motion? What else might be lurking in there? Matter must be related
to this basic motion, huh? Maybe magnetic and electric properties of matter are
too, ya think?

Well, to tell you the truth, there is incredible promise in this approach, including,
but not limited to, particle masses, charges, and physical constants of all kinds,
but we now return you to the continuing saga of legacy physics: the motion of
strings in a quantum world where the curves of space don’t bother us, and its
fluctuations happily evolve in time.

72. December 22, 2004



Hey Santo,

I don’t quite agree. Feynman kind of realized that he may have been doing a silly
mistake. This is what the second part of his answer is all about. I don’t quite
understand how “more” can you be aware of your doing a mistake. If he knew
exactly and clearly that his viewpoint were mistaken, then he would have
changed his viewpoint, would not he? 

I am happy that you (violated the copyrights) and cited Feynman accurately
because his authentic quote is much better than my variation of it. But the
content is the same.

If he realized his mistake just one piece more than what he displayed, he would
have understood why string theory is the right approach.

Happy holidays,
lubos

73. Santo D'Agostino
December 22, 2004

Lubos,

I posted my comment because I did not wish readers to get the mistaken
impression that Feynman thought himself making a silly mistake in criticizing
string theory. In fact the full interview shows that he emphatically believed that
string theory is crazy.

Of course, I agree that one man’s opinion proves nothing, and no one is
suggesting that one should treat the opinions of anyone, even a great man, as
God-like. However, I do strongly believe that when one is quoting someone
briefly, one must do one’s best to be accurate. But perhaps I should not hold
people so strongly to task in an informal setting such as this, as I would in a
more formal setting such as in a published article or book.

Wishing you all the best,
Santo

74. December 22, 2004

Yes but Lubos did you even address Feynman’s point about not calculating
anything?

75. Lubos Motl
December 22, 2004

Santo Agostino, you’re missing the point.

Of course that the silly people often do not think about themselves that they are
silly. But it’s irrelevant what they think about themselves.

Feynman’s genius is that he realized very well that even the other great



physicists, such as Einstein, say a lot of things when they’re old – things that look
stupid to others.

He knew well that the old men are too conservative and unable to follow the new
stuff too carefully. Knowing this fact about biology is helpful, but it’s not enough
to follow the new developments in physics – and Feynman is an example.

You know, I am one of the biggest fans of Feynman in the world, as my choice of
the e-mail address shows much like other things. But looking to the old Feynman
as some sort of God whose opinion about very complicated things matters even if
there is no actual science behind it – that would be silly.

Einstein did not believe quantum mechanics, even though he was a genius. There
were fortunately many others who did. Feynman did not believe string theory,
but there were others who did. You don’t need to go far – Gell-Mann was the guy
who created the strong Caltech’s string theory group.

Best
Lubos

76. Santo D'Agostino
December 22, 2004

L. Motl’s “quote” of Feynman makes it sound as if Feynman thought himself silly,
but that’s not the sense I get from reading the exact quote (from Superstrings: A
Theory of Everything?, edited by Davies and Brown, page 193; I presume this is
the source that L. Motl is “quoting”):

“I have noticed when I was younger, that lots of old men in the field couldn’t
understand new ideas very well, and resisted them with one method or another,
and that they were very foolish in saying these ideas were wrong — such as
Einstein not being able to take quantum mechanics. I’m an old man now, and
these are new ideas, and they look crazy to me, and they look like they’re on the
wrong track. Now I know that other old men have been very foolish in saying
things like this, and, therefore, I would be very foolish to say this is nonsense. I
am going to be very foolish, because I do feel strongly that this is nonsense! I
can’t help it, even though I know the danger in such a point of view. So perhaps I
could entertain future historians by saying I think all this superstring stuff is
crazy and is in the wrong direction.”

When asked what it is that he didn’t like about string theory, he replied:

“I don’t like that they’re not calculating anything. I don’t like that they don’t
check their ideas. I don’t like that for anything that disagrees with an
experiment, they cook up an explanation — a fix-up to say ‘Well, it still might be
true.’ …”

He is very emphatic throughout the entire interview, and his full comments are
worth reading.

77. DMS



December 22, 2004

Actually, I am a bit surprised, as in India journalists tend to be very deferential to
physicists/mathematicians (they are VERY RUDE to politicians, unlike US media,
I might add!). Atiyah remarked: “I have never received the kind of audience that
I have in India. I feel like a pop star.”

http://cities.expressindia.com/fullstory.php?newsid=67555

Perhaps the journalist has a good physics background.

78. Fabio Lanzoni
December 22, 2004

“Though the experts, not particularly fond of hypes, don?t like the name that
much..”

Since when are string theory experts not particularly fond of hype? They seem to
spend a good deal of their time cultivating it.

It’s no accident this interview came from an Indian paper: this kind of skeptical
journalism is not in fashion in the US. It can lead to people asking the wrong
questions and upsetting advertisers.

79. Lubos Motl
December 22, 2004

This Pathik Guha (journalist) is a pretty self-confident guy.  Andy Strominger
explains him that string theory has no competitors. Of course that Andy
Strominger knows what he’s saying, and his sentence also implies “the
enterprise called loop quantum gravity is not a competitor of string theory”.
Pathik Guha nevertheless says “Strominger may be not quite right”. 

We like the comment of Feynman very much. “I know that it’s silly, that all good
physicists who become old suddenly start to say all these ridiculous things about
science. We know that Einstein did the same thing with quantum mechanics. I
know that I am going to repeat the same silly mistake (with string theory), but I
just can’t help myself.” 

80. plato
December 22, 2004

A question

What’s better—

This-

Although there?s no direct evidence that string theory is correct, Strominger
points out, “we?ve a number of signposts that it?s on the right track.”
What are they? String theory, Strominger explains, has shown beautiful
connections with various branches of mathematics.

http://cities.expressindia.com/fullstory.php?newsid=67555
http://cities.expressindia.com/fullstory.php?newsid=67555


http://www.telegraphindia.com/1041220/asp/knowhow/story_4152318.asp

—or this?

Although there?s no direct evidence that string theory is correct, Strominger
points out, “we?ve a number of signposts that it?s on the right track.”
What are they? String theory, Strominger explains, has shown beautiful
connections with various branches of mathematics.

In reference to content. So math doesn’t matter?:)This would put mathematics in
a really awkward position?

81. Lubos Motl
December 22, 2004

Andy just returned from India – he also attended Shiraz Minwalla’s wedding.

http://www.telegraphindia.com/1041220/asp/knowhow/story_4152318.asp
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Mathematical Humor

December 22, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

Now for some comic relief:

A new issue of the Notices of the AMS is out. It contains an entertaining article
entitled Foolproof: A Sampling of Mathematical Folk Humor with many examples of
mathematical humor. Physicists also put in an appearance.

Comments

1. plato
December 29, 2004

Peter,

I understand you like films?

The Sound of Music?

Enjoy

2. plato
December 27, 2004

Humor was once defined, in a early historical way. That now, humour might be
envisioned as some aether requirement preceding mathematical recognition?:) Is
it, just a good gauss( I mean guess)?

3. Peter
December 24, 2004

When I first set this up, comments were oldest first, but someone complained
that they should be newest first, so I changed it. I think I’ll leave it the way it is
for now. At some point I’ll move the weblog to newer software, then I’ll see about
maybe changing the ordering.

4. dave
December 24, 2004

Peter,

You should make the comments such that when someone reads them, the first
comment is at the top, and the last at the bottom.

5. December 23, 2004

http://www.ams.org/notices/200501/200501-toc.html
http://www.ams.org/notices/200501/200501-toc.html
http://www.ams.org/notices/200501/fea-dundes.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200501/fea-dundes.pdf
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/sound-of-landscape.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/sound-of-landscape.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/what-are-sounds-in-new-concept-of.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/12/what-are-sounds-in-new-concept-of.html


There are three types of mathematicians: those who know how to count and
those who don’t.

6. Fabien Besnard
December 23, 2004

The Wiener anecdote reminds me of another one about physicists this time,
namely Pierre and Marie Curie. The Curie were one day eating their lunch, while
discussing very intensely about some physics problem. Then, their very devoted
maid, who had cooked the meal, asked them if the steack was good. “So it is a
steack we had ? That may be.” said Pierre. Apparently Marie was not more
aware of what she ate.
This one is likely to be true, since it is their daughter Eve who wrote about this
anecdote.
A lot less funny, the legendary absent-mindedness of Pierre seems to have costed
him his life when he crossed the street without watching.

PS : the anecdote is probably more funny from a french point of view, since it is
very unlikely that a french pays no attention to what he is eating !

7. December 22, 2004

Why did the flight to Warsaw crash?

Because all the Poles were in the left half-plane.

(Irrelevant context omitted)

-drl

8. Lubos Motl
December 22, 2004

Haha, very good jokes.

9. plato
December 22, 2004

What Is Real?

The abundance of joking questions involving plays on mathematical terminology,
as well as the jokes involving the stereotype of the mathematician,suggest that
mathematicians like to play. The delight in playfulness would seem to run
counter to the stereotype of the humorless pedant who is concerned only with
precision, but there is no necessary contradiction. A predilection for fantasy…..

whoa now…are you saying mathematician’s actually have humour?:)Imagine
Lewis Carroll, and the stories he could tell. I think this man would rate higher in
the folklore of the mathematicians?:)

Maybe because mathematcians are getting older, they like to pass off physics,
with mathematical myths?:)

http://www.ams.org/notices/200501/fea-dundes.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200501/fea-dundes.pdf
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http://www.ams.org/notices/200501/fea-dundes.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200501/fea-dundes.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200501/fea-dundes.pdf
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/looking-glast.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/looking-glast.html


On Crackpotism and Other Things

December 31, 2004
Categories: Uncategorized

I haven’t posted anything new here in a while, with the holidays and trying to get over
a bad cold keeping me otherwise occupied. Partly because of this the comments
section has been to some degree taken over by people who want to discuss things I
have no interest in. I’ll try and put up something new soon (comments on Penrose’s
new book), but I did want to make some remarks about the problem of crackpotism in
theoretical physics, something which is especially a problem for open forums on the
internet like the comment section here.

When I first started studying particle physics during the 1970s, it was pretty clear to
me how to tell the difference between serious people and crackpots. The Standard
Model had just recently been formulated and it had started to accumulate an
impressive amount of experimental evidence in its favor. So, at least in particle theory,
serious people were doing one of a small number of things. The more
phenomenologically inclined were analyzing the new experimental results to see if
they further validated the Standard Model, or suggesting new experiments that would
test different parts of the model. More mathematically inclined sorts were trying to
understand the rich structure of the model, trying to get a better grasp of its aspects
that were still poorly understood. People inclined to speculation were working on
ambitious extensions of the model, hoping to find something compelling that would
both explain some of the model’s parameters and make new, testable predictions.

So, to my mind, crackpots were those claiming to have new ideas about particle
physics, but refusing to really engage in some way with the Standard Model quantum
field theory. There were plenty of them around, including S-matrix die-hards like
Fritjof Capra, those who wanted to go on about what happened before the big bang
and how that explained all properties of particles, and a wide variety of people with
their own private TOE that completely ignored the Standard Model. All you had to do
was learn to ignore such people.

During the last 20 years, distinguishing crackpots has become a lot tougher, and it
has gotten much more difficult recently. Famous professors from the best research
institutions in the world go on about the properties of the universe being determined
by colliding branes, or by an anthropically determined point in a multiverse, or any
number of similar ideas. The dominant idea in the whole field makes nothing like
what would normally be considered a testable scientific prediction, and those
pursuing it don’t seem too bothered by the increasing evidence that this situation will
never change. Personally I haven’t much changed my criterion for crackpotism in
particle physics: if someone is not engaging in a deep way with the Standard Model
and/or the kind of mathematical structures it involves, they’re probably a crackpot.

When I first wrote a critical article about string theory and made it public about four
years ago, I got quite a lot of reaction. Almost all of it was gratifyingly positive, but I
ended up hearing from quite a few people who were convinced that since I didn’t like
string theory, surely I would like their alternative. These alternatives spanned a wide



range, from very serious work to complete crackpotism, including all shades of in-
between. The one thing that caused me to worry that there might be something
wrong with my criticisms of string theory was the nature of a small number of my
supporters. Some of these people still write to me regularly, and my e-mail is full of
crazier things than what appears in the comments on the weblog. It’s embarassing to
get cc’d on an e-mail to a long list of very prominent physicists by someone who is
quoting my criticisms of string theory to back up their own even sillier ideas.

I’ve gotten very good at hitting the delete key or, in extreme cases, using procmail to
automatically filter this stuff out of my inbox. I suggest similar tactics in reading the
comment section here. The first line of defense against people who you think are not
making any sense is just to ignore them. Do not give in to the temptation to point out
to them that they are not making sense, because all this will accomplish is to clutter
things up as they respond to your response to them.

I’m not about to start just deleting comments that I think are of a crackpot nature,
partly because it is now hard to set up a clear criterion for what is crackpotism
(should I delete Lenny Susskind’s comments if he decides to write in some day?). But
to the extent that the volume of off-topic comments starts to overwhelm those that are
interesting and related to the postings, I will have to take some sort of action. If you
are posting large numbers of comments, mostly far off the topic at hand, please stop
doing it now. If you are responding to such off-topic comments, please stop doing that
too, don’t encourage them!

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
January 7, 2005

Do non-crackpots invite you to give seminars and generally let you present your
case, or do they tend to suppress your views?

Oh heavens no, in both cases. I’ve talked about it in not too much detail in the
usual public places, sent it to a few people who I thought might be interested,
but the proper way to do it is to put it on arxiv. I don’t know why they blacklisted
it – all I know is, it got sponsored, got put up, and then vanished – never got any
explanation. I would like for the thing to be on arxiv just on general principles,
but now that it’s actually been peer-reviewed and published, it’s not a big issue
to me any more. (In any case the publisher now owns the copyright.)

I do enjoy talking physics though. That’s what you really miss being an outsider.

-drl

2. Doug
January 7, 2005

drl wrote:



Whether or not I’m a crackpot (I could not care less), the idea was really
Riemann’s, Clifford’s, Mach’s, Einstein’s and Weyl’s. The odd thing was, Weyl
came so close to getting it right, then, being a mathematician, insisted that his
theory explain why spacetime is 4D, which was *not* part of the original
program. Of course if you want to derive matter from the manifold, it can’t be
4D. This is so simple that it’s easy to overlook.

Well, if you are a “crackpot” then, you are in some pretty good company. Do non-
crackpots invite you to give seminars and generally let you present your case, or
do they tend to suppress your views?

Weyl wrote:

The question of the ultimate foundations and the ultimate meaning of
mathematics remains open; we do not know in what direction it will find its final
solution or even whether a final objective answer can be expected at all.
“Mathematizing” may well be a creative activity of man, like language or music,
of primary originality, whose historical decisions defy complete objective
rationalization.

So, again, it’s a question of the meaning of mathematics. I believe that the non-
crackpots should consider their own, canonical, forms in this light, and admit
that they have no special claim to the one and only “correct,” creative,
mathematized solution. The problems they face may eventually yield to the
considerations of higher and higher abstractions, but most wise men seem to
sense that they will not.

I believe that the importance of maintaining a connection with correct physical
concepts is key in all this “creative activity.” For instance, your observation that
“if you want to derive matter from the manifold, it can’t be 4D,” might make
perfect sense in the context of creative mathematics, but we should always ask
ourselves, whether in regard to your recourse to six dimensions, or to Witten’s
recourse to ten dimensions: “can this make sense in a physical way?”

Clearly, no one has ever detected a unit of space, in any form, whether 3D, 4D,
6D or 10D. These dimensions of space are mathematical creations and nothing
else, as far as the non-crackpots have been able to determine. Then, is it such a
“crackpot” idea to take this physical observation at face value, and admit that
there is no such thing as space, and stop continuing to give something that
doesn’t exist properties that our mathematics need, such as “viscosity” (earlier
generations), “warpage” (today), or “smooth tension” (tomorrow). We have filled
it with fluctuating fields, made it a virtual sea of particles, and now want to roll it
into tiny pieces and even say it’s a maze of glued together tetrahedrons!

Isn’t it clear that the true “crackpot” here, is the one who thinks that we can just
freely invent dimensions of something that clearly doesn’t exist? Isn’t it the one
who insists on giving space properties so that he/she can continue
“mathematizing,” and indulging in the “creative activity of man,” as Weyl puts it?
Present company excluded of course.

I realize that this “crackpot” point of view is like a voice crying in the wilderness,



not likely to be heard today, but I want it on record that, like Diogenes, someone
needs to hold the lamp in our faces: Honestly, where’s the space guys?
Minkowski was right, when he predicted the ultimate union of space and time,
but we have only unified space and time in the most unusual and unnatural way.
Today, as the complexity of our perplexity grows, Witten predicts that space and
time, as independent entities, are doomed, and Gross says that they are
“emergent.” Well, I hope so, since they never existed as such anyway, except in
our “mathematizing” activities.

The only way that space and time can be unified that makes any physical sense
at all is as the reciprocal aspects of motion, as we clearly see in the simple
equation of motion, v = ds/dt.

Think about it, it’s not hard to see. Can we measure either space or time without
the other? No, we cannot. I defy anybody to do it. To measure space, we need
time, and to measure time, we need space. Why is this so? It is so, because 3D
geometry is a result of motion’s three degrees of freedom: ds/dt can take three,
and only three, mutually orthogonal directions physically, and I defy the whole
world to prove otherwise.

We may be able to easily format space in an endless number of ways to form
manifolds, strings, or branes within our mathematical creations to our heart’s
content, but we can’t move an object, or draw a figure, in more than three,
mutually orthogonal, directions, no matter how hard we try. This physical fact
ought to temper our “creative activity” of “mathematizing” in regards to
investigating nature, but it won’t, and why is that? Because we are non-
crackpots by social definition and we get paid so much for playing the role. But if
we will only look in the mirror, we will have to conclude: “we have met the
“crackpot,” and he is us!”

3. D R Lunsford
January 7, 2005

Whether or not I’m a crackpot (I could not care less), the idea was really
Riemann’s, Clifford’s, Mach’s, Einstein’s and Weyl’s. The odd thing was, Weyl
came so close to getting it right, then, being a mathematician, insisted that his
theory explain why spacetime is 4D, which was *not* part of the original
program. Of course if you want to derive matter from the manifold, it can’t be
4D. This is so simple that it’s easy to overlook.

I always found the interest in KK theory curiously misplaced, sicne that theory
actually succeeds in its original form, but the success is hollow because the
unification is non-dynamical.

-drl

4. Doug
January 7, 2005

drl,



You lost me on that one, it’s too abstract for me. It’s beside the point too,
because I’m not defending Hestenes’ treatment of spacetime, but only
attempting to show how a mathematical model can work under certain
circumstances even when the physical intrepretation is wrong or even non-
sensical.

This intrigues me though:

The GR program was to derive matter and spacetime on a common ground. This
never really happened because Tmn was posited on the right in analogy with
(backgroundful) electrodynamics. This leads to the energy and scaling problem
of GR which leads to its confounding the quantizers. Solve the matter problem
and the rest should take care of itself.

I am not skillful enough to understand your paper, but I have never heard of this
idea before. Are you considered a “crackpot” for this approach? Why did they
blacklist your paper?

5. Momentus
January 6, 2005

“If it disagrees with experiment, it is wrong.”
I was googling on this phrase,because I have a simple experiment, which I
cannot get to behave ‘right’. I also have not found any one who can tell me what
the expected experimental result should be.
The experiment is to hang a spinning wheel(Gyro) from a long cord.It does not
Rotate (precess)about the c of g.
My study of this observed fact has revealed a new force. Now that is crackpot, by
definition.

So most learned and erudite scholars, please what should the suspended mass
do? Where have I gone astray?

6. D R Lunsford
January 5, 2005

Doug –

The standard answer is that a change of basis casts the Dirac eqn in the form

(y_mu d_mu – m y_5) psi = 0

You could now start from this eqn and get the “real” one in the same way. So
matter-antimatter is encoded in m – under spacetime parity m -> -m and matter
antimatter. This isn’t mystical – you could have started with -m and have -m ->
+m. You have to treat y_5 correctly to have this symmetry, and it seems to me
Hestenes doesn’t do that. That’s why he gets a “thorn” in his eqn, an explicit
appearence of y_2.

-drl



7. Doug
January 5, 2005

Oops,

Was in a hurry. Meant to say:

I wouldn’t argue the idea that the role of antimatter is NOT crucial. Also,
spacetime parity may not be as important as space/time parity in another
context, but I’d have to explain that.

8. Doug
January 5, 2005

drl wrote:

His [Hestenes’] reformulation does violence to spacetime parity, so I don’t have
much faith in it.

But there is the issue of “hidden” changes of basis. I’m “looking through a glass
darkly” here and quickly getting in over my head, but I wouldn’t agrue that the
idea that the role of antimatter is crucial, only that the mathematical
abstractions seem to take on a life of their own.

Here is a paper that rings true for me, although I don’t understand it all:

Parra Serra’s paper

And here is a quote that rings true to me as well:

I sometimes wonder if obession with the ineffable realm of abstraction is a sort
of drug addiction that is clouding the collective judgment. drl

And finally, this one:

God has chosen the world that is the most perfect, that is to say,
the one that is at the same time the simplest in hypotheses and the
richest in phenomena.
— Gottfried Von Liebniz

9. D R Lunsford
January 5, 2005

Doug wrote

Nevertheless, Hestenes writes that, by reformulating the mathematics of the
Dirac equation, he can show that “the zbw is a ubiquitous phenomena with
manifestations in every application of quantum mechanics, even in the
nonrelativistic domain.”

His reformulation does violence to spacetime parity, so I don’t have much faith in
it.

http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/397996.html
http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/397996.html


“Similarly with GR – the problematic aspects are artifacts of approximation.” – I
don’t see how this follows. The incompatibility of a background free theory like
GR with a background dependent theory like QFT cannot be attributed to
“artifacts of approximation,” can it?

Sure it can – the GR program was to derive matter and spacetime on a common
ground. This never really happened because Tmn was posited on the right in
analogy with (backgroundful) electrodynamics. This leads to the energy and
scaling problem of GR which leads to its confounding the quantizers. Solve the
matter problem and the rest should take care of itself. I have a proposal if you’re
interested.

10. Doug
January 5, 2005

drl wrote

Well, this is also true for example of the Pauli spin theory. Only the Dirac theory
showed how right Pauli really was. Pauli’s was actually the harder problem, and
within the Dirac theory, he was totally justified, as an approximation.

But what this really indicates is that the mathematical interpretation must be
related to the physical concept employed. If it were not so, we would stop with
the mathematical formulation. We don’t, because we want to understand a
physical model, not just a mathematical one. Hence, there is still a lot of
dissatisfaction in the non-crackpot community because of the metaphorical
interpretation of spin: we want to know what it really means.

This has led to many attempts to show that it really is generated by some kind of
rotation. Hestenes regards Schroedinger’s zitterbewegung (zbw) model for such
motion especially noteworthy because “it is grounded in an analysis of solutions
to the Dirac equation.” However, zbw doesn’t result in anything real.
Nevertheless, Hestenes writes that, by reformulating the mathematics of the
Dirac equation, he can show that “the zbw is a ubiquitous phenomena with
manifestations in every application of quantum mechanics, even in the
nonrelativistic domain.”

So, here we see, once again, that the mathematics can work, even when there is
an incorrect interpretation of the meaning of the mathematics, or even when
there is a non-sensical and metaphorical interpretation, but when a correct
interpretation of the mathematics accompanies a solution, great advances result.
(see http://modelingnts.la.asu.edu/pdf/ZBW_I_QM.pdf)

BTW, part of Pauli’s “harder problem,” was never really solved by Dirac’s
formulation: quantum mechanics still cannot account for the structure of the
periodic table accurately.

Similarly with GR – the problematic aspects are artifacts of approximation.

I don’t see how this follows. The incompatibility of a background free theory like

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en


GR with a background dependent theory like QFT cannot be attributed to
“artifacts of approximation,” can it?

11. D R Lunsford
January 4, 2005

Doug wrote:

However, there’s a possibility that, for some reason, the level on which “GR is
undeniably correct,” is not a physical level, but a mathematical level. In other
words, it could be that it is an interpretation of physical concepts that works
mathematically, but is physically wrong.

Well, this is also true for example of the Pauli spin theory. Only the Dirac theory
showed how right Pauli really was. Pauli’s was actually the harder problem, and
within the Dirac theory, he was totally justified, as an approximation.

Similarly with GR – the problematic aspects are artifacts of approximation.

For instance, Einstein’s theories are based on Maxwell’s equations, which show
that the law of conservation leads, not only to symmetry, but to electromagnetic
waves that travel at the same speed in all directions, at the speed of light. There
does not appear to be an error in these equations, yet the physical concept at the
time included the idea of an all pervasive aether. Contrary to popular belief,
Einstein didn’t eliminate the aether concept, he just modified and renamed it.

It turns out that SR is not based on Maxwell’s theory, but that the latter exhibits
relativistic behavior in an essential way, because light goes at the fundamental
speed C. In fact SR doesn’t need any specific field theory at all to hold it up – it’s
just group theory and projective geometry (Klein’s program, light cone = ideal
domain). And so Einstein really did eliminate the aether (for a while, in my
reducible, lambda days, I believed as you do  He eliminated it by refining the
idea of space and time in such a way that propagation becomes a primitive fact,
like ponderability, that doesn’t require factitious causes.

Here’s an idea, let’s go down to the basement and rummage through the dusty
trunks of history. Who’s afraid of the dark? Us “crackpots” aren’t, because we
have nothing to lose.

Indeed! But watch for spiders.

12. Doug
January 4, 2005

drl,

I whole heartedly agree with this:

Nevertheless, my own opinion is that some things in science just can’t be ignored
or you aren’t doing science, which is not a series of wacky revolutions.



Yet, many times that is exactly what is countenanced in non-crackpot science,
and in a glaring fashion to boot. One example is Ivor Catt’s anomaly. You would
think that science has progressed way beyond elementary concepts such as
those Oliver Heaviside wrestled with in stringing the Atlantic with telegraph
cables. However, like the old farmer said, “It’s not what I didn’t know that done
me in, it’s what I knowed that weren’t so!”

This is not just true in the field of physics; it’s also true in the field of
mathematics, where David Hestenes discovered that “some things…[that] just
can’t be ignored” are being ignored nevertheless. In fact, when it turns out that
things aren’t adding up, like the enigma faced today in the form of quantum field
theory’s incompatibility with GR, then it’s a pretty good indication that
something that “just can’t be ignored” probably is being ignored.

However, it’s usually the investigators labeled “crackpots” who are motivated,
for some reason or another, to go back to the basics to find what it is that has
been ignored. Usually, this is so because only “crackpots” can afford to challenge
long held beliefs. Non-crackpots, even tenured ones, must protect their careers,
pensions and reputations and, thus, are not likely to go down into the basement
and rummage through the old, dusty trunks of history, searching for clues as to
what went wrong.

Instead, they keep on trying to build on the existing foundations, because they
trust and believe that what they know isn’t going to “do them in,” contrary to the
folk wisdom of the old farmer. If we are so sure that

GR is undeniably correct on some level – not only does it make accurate
predictions, it is also very tight math.

then we are going to seek to incorporate it in our efforts to understand Nature.
However, there’s a possibility that, for some reason, the level on which “GR is
undeniably correct,” is not a physical level, but a mathematical level. In other
words, it could be that it is an interpretation of physical concepts that works
mathematically, but is physically wrong. We see this all the time in other cases,
and we even acknowlege it in the gravitational area where, in the low limit, we
interpret the physical behavior of mass in terms of a physical force formulated by
Newton. When we need the accuracy of GR, however, Newton’s physical
interpretation of force between masses changes to Einstein’s interpretation of
geometry that results from the interaction between mass and spacetime. Then,
when we get to the quantum level, neither of these physical concepts serves us,
so we again employ mathematics to rescue us and come up with the Higgs field,
or something else – actually, the race is on to see who can come with something
first that can be verified.

What is actually happening, though, as us “crackpots” can easily see from the
outside looking in, is that what is being verified is the mathematics, not the
physical concepts. Physically, what we have verified is that light and energy are
quantized, that the speed of radiation is constant relative to matter, that gravity
is equivalent to acceleration, that distant galaxies are receding from our location
in all directions, and that this universal expansion is not slowing down for sure,



and may even be speeding up.

We can predict the behavior of subatomic particles with mathematical precision,
if we measure certain quantities first, and if we limit the range of our
calculations in just a certain way. However, we haven’t verified the physical
concepts involved in the nuclear model of the atom, we have only found a
mathematical solution that enables us to interpret the observed physical
behavior.

All this means that there is always the possibility that another mathematical
approach to interpreting the same results would, if successful, lead to a different
physical concept.

But, as you say:

There are certain steps in the evolution of science that are not optional – you
can’t make a gravity theory that doesn’t in some sense incorporate GR at this
point, any more than you can make one that ignores Newton on that level.

This is only true if you are building on all the existing foundations. If an error is
discovered in the foundations, then some dismantling is inevitable. For instance,
Einstein’s theories are based on Maxwell’s equations, which show that the law of
conservation leads, not only to symmetry, but to electromagnetic waves that
travel at the same speed in all directions, at the speed of light. There does not
appear to be an error in these equations, yet the physical concept at the time
included the idea of an all pervasive aether. Contrary to popular belief, Einstein
didn’t eliminate the aether concept, he just modified and renamed it. Today, the
concept of a physical field is as indispensible to modern concepts of physics as
the concept of the aether was in Maxwell’s day. However, now we know that,
although Maxwell’s equations were correct, the physical interpretation of the
meaning of the math was not. So, it’s just as likely that the physical concept of
the field is as incorrect as the physical concept of the aether was, but the
mathematics works in either case. Therefore, it’s true that

Anyone who claims that Einstein’s analysis is all wrong is probably really a
crackpot.

because it’s obviously not wrong. That is, it’s not mathematically wrong, but the
interpretation of the mathematics may incorporate incorrect physical concepts
that will not work except in special cases, such as when we see GR’s spacetime
concept unable to work at quantum scales, and QFT’s field concepts unable to
work at large scales. While the maths in both cases work fine within the
prescribed limits, the two physical interpretations of these mathematical
concepts are incompatible; one is background dependent, and the other is
background independent: obviously there is something wrong!

Here’s an idea, let’s go down to the basement and rummage through the dusty
trunks of history. Who’s afraid of the dark? Us “crackpots” aren’t, because we
have nothing to lose.

(I can’t end this without saying how pleasantly suprised I was to learn that you



have considered three dimensions of time in your own work. I very much
appreciate the invitation to discuss these things with you via email, too. I’ll
probably take you up on it.)

13. D R Lunsford
January 4, 2005

Doug –

Perhaps I misunderstood you. I see you accept the 4Dness of SR at least.

I certainly know from experience that your point about the behavior of the
gatekeepers is true – I worked out and published an idea that reproduces GR as
low-order limit, but, since it is crazy enough to regard the long range forces as
somehow deriving from the same source, it was blacklisted from arxiv (CERN
however put it up right away without complaint).

Nevertheless, my own opinion is that some things in science just can’t be ignored
or you aren’t doing science, which is not a series of wacky revolutions. GR is
undeniably correct on some level – not only does it make accurate predictions, it
is also very tight math. There are certain steps in the evolution of science that
are not optional – you can’t make a gravity theory that doesn’t in some sense
incorporate GR at this point, any more than you can make one that ignores
Newton on that level. Anyone who claims that Einstein’s analysis is all wrong is
probably really a crackpot.

(BTW my work has three time dimensions, and just as you say, mixes up matter
and space and motion. This is not incompatible with GR, and in fact seems to
give it an even firmer basis. On the level of GR, matter and physical space are
decoupled the way source and radiation are in elementary EM. Feel free to send
email if you want to discuss it or your own ideas.)

-drl

14. plato
January 4, 2005

Arun said: So, string theory embraces both General Relativity and not-General
Relativity!!!! In other words, string theory says nothing definite.

Plato said:And about Arun’s comment about GR. Phase transitions would be
reduced holographcally from higher dimensions( the standard model would have
been decribed from earlier states ), would finally show up there?:)

If one did not recognize earlier states of existence and just accepted the
cosmological playground sight seen, it always existed in this form then:) That is,
if we take the standard set by observation:)

I for one thought, topological considerations would have been formulated from
earlier cosmic designs, but aparently this might have been subject to scrutiny,
and thought out. Rejection of the soccer ball design as well?:)



I’ll have to readjust accordingly. I’ll be posting the reasons why on my own blog
soon.

15. Doug
January 4, 2005

drl,

I know it’s hard to believe that anything else could work, but the truth is there is
another alternative. The reason GR works is because the speed of light is
constant relative to matter and because gravity is an acceleration, not equivalent
to an acceleration, mind you, but is a time rate change of motion. The question to
be answered, then, is actually, “what is the nature of the gravitational motion?”
not “what is the nature of the gravitational force?”

GR doesn’t answer either question really, but instead eliminates the need for a
force through an adjustment of the reference system mediated by covariance.
Nevertheless, I’m afraid the discussion of GR is way off topic, which is
“crackpotism.” Hence, my point is not that GR or a 4D union of space and time is
wrong, but that another point of view, especially one that not only works, but
addresses the very foundations of our physics, cannot exist EXCEPT in the minds
of “crackpots” by fiat.

Suppose that I claimed to have discovered that there exists, after all, an absolute
frame of reference of motion, but I’m not a reputable physicist, just an honest
investigator. What do you suppose the reaction of the non-crackpots would be?
Would those who referee journals allow my findings to be published? Would
those who teach at Universities take the time to listen to my arguments? Would
those who advise philanthropists and public agencies brook my ideas?

The prevailing sense of the scientific enterprise is that at the core of its dynamics
lies a merit-based ethics, but this is just not so. Discovering this is more
traumatic than uncovering the deceit inherent in the alleged fact that the NY
Times’ real credo is not “All the news that’s fit to print,” but actually “Print all
the news that fits,” because scientific truth is so sancrosanct.

Nevertheless, it’s a fact: regardless of merit, any concept far enough outside the
accepted line of thinking will be labeled a “crackpot” idea by the guardians of
the orthodox doctrine, and, of course, many people don’t read beyond the label.
Ironically, though, the really “crackpot” idea of string theory and its poly-
dimensional approach and parallel universes of colliding branes, originating on
the “inside” so-to-speak, has now emerged and overtaken orthodoxy, making the
situation even more ludicrous.

Now, the completely ad hoc idea that space has 10 dimensions, and that seven of
them are “compactified,” and that the “strings” of gravity escape into a parallel
universe, is embraced by Universities and published in thousands of journal
articles and funded by public and private entities to the tune of untold millions of
dollars.

However, if a voice of reason is raised, that points out that we live in a three-



dimensional universe, where there are only three degrees of freedom observed,
and that space has no properties of its own that can be observed, in spite of
every effort to do so, except for the properties it has as an aspect of motion, and
that it is more reasonable to assume, therefore, that time has three dimensions,
and, with three dimensions of space, forms three dimensions of motion, that
voice truly might as well be crying in the wilderness, for no one will hear it. If
they do hear it, though, you can be sure that they will most likely just moan, and
grunt, and mumble the word “crackpot.”

16. D R Lunsford
January 3, 2005

Doug –

It’s totally wrong-headed to think of the transition to 4D as a “correction”.
Rather, 3+1 is an approximation to bulletproof reality. I can well understand
having a distaste for relativity, since it is usually very badly taught and written
about (e.g. all the idiotic problems with pole vaulters in barns and the like).
You’ll have to get over any resistance to the idea before you can make real
progress in any direction.

-drl

17. Doug
January 3, 2005

drl,

I assume that parts of your post are missing, but I think I get the gist of your
point. I do not say that at high speeds the covariant technique does not produce
the correct results. I only insist that the success of the procedure doesn’t mean
that the world is necessarily four dimensional.

For instance, I can get the same correction in a 3D world that includes time
motion (the reciprocal of motion in space), as demonstrated in the correction
accounting for the excess advance of the perihelion in the orbit of the planet
Mercury. The effect of time motion is small at everyday speeds, but at high
speeds, it accounts for the same descrepancy as your 4D approach.

The wonderful thing about it too is that it is the natural result of homogeniety
and reciprocity!

Regards,

Doug

18. D R Lunsford
January 3, 2005

Looks like this wonderful software mangled my post.

19. D R Lunsford



January 3, 2005

Doug –

In the everyday world where speeds are

20. Doug
January 3, 2005

Hi drl,

You wrote:

The world is really, really 4D on some level. It can’t go back to being 3D – this is
quite impossible in the light of experience. It can’t be anyD unless (any-4) has a
damn good explanation.

Of course, you realize that you just violated Peter’s admonition not to respond to
“crackpots” don’t you?! LOL. Don’t worry though, I’m not going to harrangue
you with a myopic and stubborn insistance that living in ignorance in the age of
enlightenment is better than embracing the “reality” of 4D consequences. If I
were to do that, Peter might put me in his filter.

However, to be honest, your comments do cause me to wonder at the conviction
that the world “can’t go back to being 3D.” Actually, the “world” has never
stopped being 3D in the minds of some of us “crackpots.” While the theories you
non-crackpots have embraced have given you a way to understand the apparent
“force” of gravity in terms of non-3D, both the crackpots and the non-crackpots
still move in three dimensions, right?

You see, if you combine one dimension of space with one dimension of time, as
one dimension of motion (ds/dt), something magical happens: you can move one-
dimensionally in a three-dimensional world. And guess what happens if you
combine two dimensions of space with two dimensions of time (ds/dt)^2? or even
more innovatively, dare to combine three dimensions of space with three
dimensions of time (ds/dt)^3?

Well, enough of that from this crackpot, I’m probably overstepping my bounds in
a non-crackpot 4D world where such nonsense is unwelcome. Nevertheless, I
want to go on record as testifying that assuming that four dimensions of
spacetime is real, is not necessary to understand the 3D world of motion. The
only thing that is necessary is that you understand motion: the only KNOWN
relationship of space and time.

Regards,

Doug

21. Peter
January 3, 2005

Hello anonymous,



I had no intention of promulgating a general theory of crackpotism, my
comments were purely restricted to particle theory. Crackpotism in cosmology is
a whole other subject, one I have no intention of entering into.

Peter

22. Quantoken
January 3, 2005

Lubos said:

“But there are loads of backgrounds where string theory gives absolutely unique,
quantitative, sharp, and theoretically crosschecked predictions for a given
Universe, and these contexts of course always agree with GR at low energies.

If someone believes that string theory is mathematically vague, then he
completely misunderstood everything about it. The “fictitious” new Universes
predicted by string theory, especially those with a lot of supersymmetry, are
completely rigid and sharply defined.”

Lubos: have you nothing to say since I pointed out the fundamental error you
made in your 4*ln(3) paper?! See the comment section of the Strominger
Interview. Basically I point out that writting down ANY differential equation that
takes derivatives against space and time, and deal with quantities about or below
the Planck Scale, is fundamentally wrong, because at Planck Scale there is no
longer continuous space and time.

No one was able to argue against the notion that derivatives against Planck
Scale space and time is wrong. They could only defend for you by claiming that
the math symbols in your equation (1) does not mean derivaties (which is
laughable), or that you are not dealing with Planck Scale (how could it be a black
hole if the mass scale involved is less than one Planck mass). Both are invain
arguments.

Now, about your “predictions” about a “given universe” or any “virtual new
universes”. Let me assure you that it takes me 20 minutes instead of 20 years to
come up with a self consistent 13 dimentional self consistent theory about an
alternative “given universe”, outside this one we known, and I will make
predictions. And certainly no one can prove me wrong because no one can
observe the other universe in any way direct or indirect.

Physics deal with observsations we can make in this universe, which is the only
one known, as far as physics is concerned. Any study or even meantioning of
alternative universes, which we can not provide observation evidence for, are
NOT physics, but religion.

The whole landscape and alternative universe nonsense in ST seem to be
pushing itself out of physics and towards the religion end, since to believe in
something no evidence can be provided, faith in the deep of your soul may be the
only way. Don’t you see that in deed deep in your heart, you have that kind of
faith towards ST? You want to curse every one who is infidel, right?



Quantoken

23. Anonymous
January 3, 2005

Peter ,
would you consider Narlikar , Hoyle, Arp,
Burbidge and others who still think Steady state theory of cosmology, is correct
as cracpots?

24. plato
January 3, 2005

Of the infinite forms we must select the most beautiful, if we are to
proceed in due order…. Plato, in the Timaeus

DRL said:abandoning their little shadow-cave would force them to come to
terms with their lack of insight and to stop hiding behind Platonic ideals.

Ho, Ho, Ha, Ha:)DRL, I know you are smarter then this. They understood that
there is a natural progression to the topological considerations valid in
dimensions.

John Baez said:The story goes on… but in higher dimensions one usually uses
the term `regular polytopes’ instead of `Platonic solids’. All the faces of a regular
polytope must be lower-dimensional regular polytopes of the same size and
shape, and all the vertices, edges, etc. have to look identical. Maximal symmetry,
that’s the name of the game! (Also, I’ll only be talking about convex polytopes.)

25. D R Lunsford
January 2, 2005

Peter –

Speaking from experience – taking the SM seriously does not get you off the
crackpot roster  But, nice try!

(What is *really* hard is to take both the SM and GR seriously. Hard but not
impossible…)

-drl

26. D R Lunsford
January 2, 2005

Doug –

The world is really, really 4D on some level. It can’t go back to being 3D – this is
quite impossible in the light of experience. It can’t be anyD unless (any-4) has a
damn good explanation.

It’s worth repeating – the 4D of relativity is not just a bookkeeping convenience,

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/platonic.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/platonic.html
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http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/platonic.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/platonic.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/platonic.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/platonic.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/platonic.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/platonic.html


like say, virtual photons. It’s real and has real consequences.

-drl

27. Doug
January 2, 2005

The interpretation of Newton’s program of research, as a dictum to focus on
forces, has led to the goal of describing nature in terms of a few interactions
among a few particles. The standard model attempts to do that, but it leaves out
a huge piece of the picture. It also must start with a large number of empirical
observations, and, of course, it is completely at odds with recent cosmological
observations.

The development of string theory started as an attempt to address the SM’s
many problems, and in fact received its biggest impetus when it seemed to offer
a solution to the missing piece – gravity. If Supersymmetry and string theory can
never succeed, what will happen to the SM? After all, it is an attempt to extend
the SM, so what should young particle physicists replace string theory with?
Should they abandon the SM altogether, concluding that “you just can’t get there
from here?” Or, alternatively, should they abandon the current interpretation of
Newton’s program of research as a dictum to focus on forces, and seek a new,
innovative, intrepretation that might yield better results?

Would it be a crackpot idea to suggest that a alternative interpretation of
Newton’s program might be that we should focus on motion as prior to force,
and thus examine the nature of space and time as two, reciprocal, aspects of
motion? Might that simple idea offer some real prospects for describing nature
in terms of a few types of motions, combinations of motions and relations
between motions (forces)?

It’s obvious that we live in a 3D universe, and we even see two types of 3D
motion, the outward motion of the receding galaxies and the inward motion of
gravity. The force aspects of these motions are interesting, but why not
investigate these motions themselves? What are their characteristics? How do
they originate? Can we simulate them someway without a 4D spacetime, but with
just 3D motion?

These are some simple suggestions of a possible new line of inquiry that doesn’t
ingnore the successes of the SM, Peter, but does recognize that its limitations, as
a means for describing nature in a satisfactory manner, call for some fresh ideas.
Does that have to be a crackpot thought by definition?

28. D R Lunsford
January 2, 2005

One more comment to “X” and his claim that ST is a natural progression (?) from
the idea of point sources – of course this is completely false: a natural
progression would have been, say, an infinitely thin vibrating shell, retaining
spherical symmetry. Of course such an idea is also laugable in the light of
relativity – that it was taken seriously by the likes of Poincare and Lorentz just



shows what a rare commodity is sound physical insight. I doubt that the latter
can be taught, which is why the stringers defend their dysfunctional world so
vehemently – abandoning their little shadow-cave would force them to come to
terms with their lack of insight and to stop hiding behind Platonic ideals.

-drl

29. D R Lunsford
January 2, 2005

“X” wrote

Frankly, I don’t understand why ST was not a natural progression (eg. Lunsfords
belief that it was obviously ‘horseshit’ from the outset) from the standard model..

My advisor thought that ST was horseshit from the beginning. Given his pedigree
(Weisskopf) and his achievement up to that time (it speaks for itself), I think I
was well justified in agreeing with him for my own reasons, which were actually
different than his but just as deeply felt.

ST is horseshit because it is postmodernly anhistorical and revisionist. Nothing
in physics is ever revolutionary. Everything proceeds from past experience.
Winding the clock back to before Democritus was a laughable idea that became
pernicious. I thought it would die of its own accord. I’m totally amazed that
anyone with half a brain takes it seriously for any reason (even if they are purely
mathematical ones).

-drl

30. January 2, 2005

“X” wrote

I don’t suppose D.R. Lunsford will ever be banned despite his enormous
arrogance in calling a *mathematical* physicist such as Witten a failure while
paradoxically demonstrating his admiration for other predominantly
*mathematical* physicists such as Dirac and Einstein.”

Well this is rather self-evident, and you are mistaken. Dirac and Einstein were
actually physicists. Even their side work is crammed with interesting physics
(e.g. Dirac’s superconducting vacuum and large numbers hypothesis; Einstein’s
Brownian motion). Both Dirac and Einstein used math as the means to the end –
physics – and did not set it up as the end in itself.

Of course you must have actually sought out and read the side work, to know
this. Since there is no time for detours in the usual sausage grinder curriculum,
the chances are slim that the typical student will ever know anything about this
side work. Nevertheless it is great physics and was to me very suggestive. I don’t
think I would have been able to solve my particular problem in the unexpected
way that actually came about, if not for Dirac’s side work. So, I have a very
personal attitude about it.



(Ban me? I had no idea I was so formidable.)

-drl

31. Lubo? Motl
January 2, 2005

No, I don’t see any difference. The LQG team also claims that they have a theory
of a fundamental interaction at the Planckian energies, while they ignore the
Standard Model.

You can’t really go beyond the electroweak scale without properly explaining the
electroweak and lower scales, i.e. the Standard Model.

Other crackpots say, for example, that all matter is made of letters X and T. They
show how proton is constructed – and their goal is not to describe the Standard
Model either. Their goal is to construct a theory of particles.

32. Peter
January 2, 2005

Hi Lubos,

No, I certainly don’t think LQG is crackpotism. The LQG people are not claiming
to say anything about particle physics, their claims are restricted to quantum
gravity. And they are doing this using a mathematical set-up (connections and
loop holonomy variables) which is close to the mathematical set-up of gauge
theory. They’re definitely not doing what crackpot particle theorists do, claiming
to have a theory of particle interactions that ignores the standard model and its
mathematical structure.

33. plato
January 2, 2005

Don’t be hard on your self Lubos. When one plays with certain models, you can
get burned?:)

The basis of the argument could be an + or – thing, and things will oscillate all
day long, and no ones happy with the shape of things.:)

34. Lubo? Motl
January 2, 2005

The criterion about taking the actual structure and the required math of the
Standard Model seriously is of course very important.

Incidentally, Peter, do you agree that not just Wolfram, but also loop quantum
gravity and many other directions squarely fall to your definition of crackpotism?

35. Lubo? Motl
January 2, 2005



Maybe I should not have written the post about MOND at all if it is
misinterpreted.

It’s a complete speculation of mine that in cosmological setups, new phenomena
may arise.

But there are loads of backgrounds where string theory gives absolutely unique,
quantitative, sharp, and theoretically crosschecked predictions for a given
Universe, and these contexts of course always agree with GR at low energies.

If someone believes that string theory is mathematically vague, then he
completely misunderstood everything about it. The “fictitious” new Universes
predicted by string theory, especially those with a lot of supersymmetry, are
completely rigid and sharply defined.

36. Lubo? Motl
January 2, 2005

I kind of agree with what Peter wrote, and it is comforting to see that he at least
looks at the problems in this way. Sorry, I have not read any comments yet, it’s
just too much of it.

The definition of the past crackpots 30 years ago is much less of a controversy
than the definition of crackpots today. I believe that in 2030 they will have a
better and more unifiable idea who were the crackpots back in 2004.

The S-matrix, bootstrap approaches etc. were not quite scientifically sound, and
it’s a matter of historical coincidences that a related line of research has led to
something useful and deep – string theory in this case.

But don’t forget: the history is written by the winners. The bootstrap people
were simply losers, at least in the 1970s, and it makes them much more
vulnerable to an attack. A reasonable person will resist the temptation to attack
them, especially because some of their ideas were vindicated by recent research
in string theory.

I am happy that Peter realizes that most of his supporters are much clearer
crackpots than the worst idealized string theorist he can imagine, even though
he can’t state this fact as clearly as I can (because his blog is partly driven by
them).  Crackpots can be annoying, but someone similar to crackpot can, in
very special cases, propose a great idea. People have different approaches, and I
am sure that Peter understands the huge difference between Lenny Susskind and
the unsophisticated crackpots.

Lenny is a genius, in some sense, and this can’t be obscured by a couple of talks
that many of us find too vague.

37. Quantoken
January 2, 2005

Arun said:



“String theorists are not crackpots. The problem with string theory is
exemplified by the exchange on sci.physics.strings, where it is said that one can
IMAGINE that string theory and holography have their ways to induce
corrections needed to explain the Pioneer anomaly and others, and a MOND-like
alternative to dark matter. So, string theory embraces both General Relativity
and not-General Relativity!!!! In other words, string theory says nothing
definite.”

String theory and holography could only “imagine” (i.e., wishful thinking) to have
a way of explaining Pioneer anomaly. But I see no solid and unambiguous
solutions of such published. On another hand, Generalized Universal Information
Theory And Relativity naturally leads to prediction of abnormal “acceleration”
like the Pioneer, and it gives the correct quantitative calculation.

I used quotation around “acceleration” because it is actually not an acceleration,
but a relativity effect proposed by my theory. The two are equivalent just like
gravity field and acceleration field are equivalent.

In a nutshell, the principle that the total quantum information in the universe
being a finite and conserved quantity, necessarily leads to the conclusion that
our spacetime do not extend to infinity. Our spacetime is curved to be enclosed.
That’s because flat and infinite spacetime would require infinite amount of
quantum information to describe and decipher each individual spacetime
coordinate point.

Keep in mind when spacetime is curved and enclosed, that does not just mean
space. Time is curved, too!

Now, when Einstein developed his special relativity, he made one assumption
which is correct in a flat and infinite spacetime, but which is wrong in our
universe. Einstein recognize that in different inertial frames, clocks may tick in
different speed, and spontaneous events at different locations in one reference
frame may not look spontaneous in another reference frame.

However, Einstein did presume that in the same inertial frame, as long as there
is no acceleration or gravity to cause the clocks to change, all clocks at all
different locations would all tick at exactly the same pace when observed by the
same observer. Such an assumption is only true when the spacetime is infinite.

In a curved spacetime, you can NOT have all clocks ticking in exact synch.
Having such means the time is still flat and extends infinitely, while as the space
is curved and finited. That’s impossible. The time axis would necessarily be
curved and enclosed too.

So that’s the conconsion of QUITAR, there is a universal relativity that any
observer will see a clock at a remote location will tick slightly slower than his
own. The further away the other clock is placed, the more it is slowed. That
slowing is in addition to any special relativity or general relativity time dilation
effect. At the edge of the universe, it will be slowed to a complete halt.

The time dilation described by universal relativity is relative: A sees B’s clock



slower than A’s own. But B also sees A’s clock slower than B’s own.

How do we know two clocks at different locations are ticking at the same pace or
not? We may bring the two together to verify they tick at the same pace. But that
doesn’t tell us because it’s position dependent, once you move the other clock
away, it slows down again. You can bring them together once in a while to see if
the slowness has accumulated, but in the process of bringing them together you
have accelerated them and that destroys comparability of the two clock, because
acceleration causes time dilation.

In similar reason like Einstein did, the only feasible way to verify whether two
clocks at remote distance are ticking in sync or not, is to use light signal as
beacon and see if the beacon arrives at the correct interval or not.

And that’s what we actually do!!! We observed that the light beacon from remote
stars indeed are arriving ever slower, depends on the distance. That, we call
Hubble Redshift, has been observed.

You can explain the slowdown of light beacons as evidence that the remote light
source is moving away, or you can explain it as a universal relativity effect that
remote clocks simply tick slower. The two explanations are equivalent, just as
gravity and acceleration are equivalent.

However, the Doppler explanation would have to presume the remote clock ticks
at the same pace as ours. We do not have evidence for that. On another hand,
remote clock slowing has been mandated by quantum information conservation,
which is very reasonable and logical. So, indeed, Hubble Redshift is indeed the
universal relativity caused time dilation effect.

The same can be used to explain the Pioneer Anormalcy. Since we presumed the
clock on Pioneer would tick in sync., we instead explain the observed
discrepancy as an anormality acceleration towards us, the observer. The amount
of such “acceleration”, based on my derivation, is

(4/PI)*C^2/(Radius of Universe)

Quantoken

38. plato
January 2, 2005

Might this satisfy why astronomical valuations in Peter’s eyes are not worth
doing because of the magnitude of the orders of dollars associated?

Delivered by David Politzer on December 8, 2004 in Stockholm

There is a very active field of theoretical research which seeks to go beyond the
Standard Model. Success in these endeavors would mean explaining the
apparently arbitrary aspects of the Standard Model; success would mean
bringing an account of gravity into the picture; and success would mean
illuminating the previously mentioned issues in astrophysics. However, we now
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face a very serious problem in advancing the experimental frontier, a
problem which few people like to discuss. It seems to me that ever since
Leeuwenhoek, advances in the resolving power of our “microscopes” have come
with similar investments of capital and manpower. I.e., an increase by an order
of magnitude in the one required an increase by roughly an order of magnitude
of the other — at least once we average over fits and starts and brilliant insights.
The last big machine planned and canceled in the U.S. was to cost about $10
billion. (That’s .) That would have allowed us to reach distances small enough to
study the interactions of weak bosons directly. The realm of the conjectured
“unification” of the forces of the Standard model, the realm of their possible
unification with gravity, and the basic physics of String Theory, the most widely
pursued approach to a physics more fundamental than the Standard Model, are
all more than a dozen orders of magnitude further away. However, is simply not
available for this line of research (or anything else for that matter).

And about Arun’s comment about GR. Phase transitions would be reduced
holographcally from higher dimensions( the standard model would have been
decribed from earlier states ), would finally show up there?:)

39. Peter
January 2, 2005

Hi Arun,

Actually there was nothing in this posting about string theory. In general string
theorists are trying to reproduce the Standard Model, or even use string theory
to solve QCD, so they’re not crackpots by the criterion I was talking about.

The one part of the recent string theory enterprise that has definitely veered
towards crackpot territory is the whole “Landscape” business.

40. Peter
January 2, 2005

Thanks for the link to the Politzer Nobel lecture. I’ll update that posting to
include it.

By the way, I’ve been closing the comment sections for posts that are more than
a couple weeks old. Unfortunately this is necessary to keep the problem of
“comment spam” under control.

41. January 2, 2005

Mathematica makes errors on simple problems? I use Mathematica at times, and
if that is really true…

Can you give some examples I can check for myself?

42. Arun
January 2, 2005
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Using Peter’s definition of crackpot, it is only because of crackpots that
European sailors broke the confines of the Western Atlantic and Mediterranean.

It is crackpotism if Columbus continues to insist that he has found a passage to
India.

String theorists are not crackpots. The problem with string theory is exemplified
by the exchange on sci.physics.strings, where it is said that one can imagine that
string theory and holography have their ways to induce corrections needed to
explain the Pioneer anomaly and others, and a MOND-like alternative to dark
matter. So, string theory embraces both General Relativity and not-General
Relativity!!!! In other words, string theory says nothing definite.

43. as
January 1, 2005

This should have been a comment on the post “Nobel Lecture”, but it looks like
it’s not possible to comment on that post.

David Politzer has put his Nobel lecture on his website at
http://www.theory.caltech.edu/people/politzer/

44. plato
January 1, 2005

I thought the least I can do is help to lead you in the direction of Penrose and the
picture I gave you.

Remember Smolin was quite clear here about the three roads to quantum
gravity, that I wonder how this road would seem more comfortable to you then
the other two?:)I will wait and see what materializes I guess.

45. plato
January 1, 2005

Peter said,“As long as you stick to this particular variety of speculation, you’ll
have no trouble getting all sorts of silliness published. I don’t think this is
progress”

….was in response to Serenus and Brane theory models.

I would think that the brane models would set up new mathematical structures
for consideration? If such cyclical natures was to assume an idea about the
existance of this universe, then fundamental positions had to be assumed as
well? In regards, to building the mathe structures that you want to deal with?

You then assume, that if it has always existed that the ability to formulate such
structures would be relevant to the mathe you want to use?

You would have to forgive my ignorance on such technical matters, that I wonder
if I should be warying or not, by speculatives opinions coming forth from all
areas?:)
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Just pretend I am the public, and remember what you are saying.

Already one clarification on the subject of this post, and a reference now to
quantum gravity. I think as time goes on, the distilliation of what you want to say,
should be mathematically voiced!

This would stand in support of what all of you demand. A position from which
you speak in regards to the math you use and speak about the abstract world you
deal in.

I would like to see how this world is represented by and what you people speak
of, can be married to the real world we live in:)I characterize my self as plato and
am well aware of my illusions which I can create and models I can play with.:)

I took a fundamental position of the post presented on crackpotism, and ciphered
the demands placed, and was going to deal with the issues of the standard model
and how these materialize, but as one realizes, many here who want to hold to a
set way of speaking are all over the map.:)

Unbeknownst to you Peter you selected one of three roads to quantum gravity by
Roger Penrose?:)

So indeed it can be quite fun to live by the rules that people would like to
institute, but do not live by, and maybe then characterize it, as a freeflowing
quorum of ideas?:) Non! Qui!:)

46. Doug
January 1, 2005

I’ve mentioned before that Hawking characterizes the standard model as “ugly
and ad hoc,” and if it were not for the fact that he sits in Newton’s chair, and
enjoys enormous prestige in the world of theoretical physics, he would certainly
be labeled as a “crackpot.” Peter’s use of the standard model as the criteria for
filtering out the serious investigator from the crackpot in the particle physics
field is the natural reaction of those whose career and skills are centered on it.
The derisive nature of the term is a measure of disdain for distractions,
especially annoying, repetitious, and incoherent ones.

However, it’s all too easy to yield to the temptation to use the label as a defense
against any dissent, regardless of the merits of the case of the dissenter, which
then tends to convert one’s position to dogma, which, ironically, is a
characteristic of “crackpotism.” However, once the inevitable flood of anomalies
begins to mount against existing theory, no one engaged in “normal” science, can
realistically evaluate all the inventive theories that pop up in response. So, the
division into camps of innovative “liberals” vs. dogmatic “conservatives” is
inevitable, and the use of the excusionary term “crackpot” is just the “defender
of the faith” using the natural advantage of his position on the high ground.

Obviously, then, this constant struggle, especially in these days of electronically
enhanced communications, has nothing to do with science. If those in either
camp have something useful in the way of new insight or problem-solving
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approaches, they should take their ideas to those who are anxious to entertain
them: students and experimenters. The students are anxious because the
defenders of multiple points of view helps them to learn, and the experimenters
are anxious because they have problems to solve.

The established community of theorists, on the other hand, are the last whom the
innovators ought to seek to convince because they have no reason to be
receptive to innovation that threatens their domains, and clearly every reason
not to be. So, if you have a theory that suggests an experiment that Adam Reiss
can reasonably use to test the nature of dark energy, by all means write to him.
Indeed, he has publically invited all that might have an idea for an experiment.
But don’t send your idea to Sean Carroll because he is not going to be receptive,
even though he too publically acknowledged that “we need all the help we can
get,” (see the Science Friday archives).

“All the help we can get,” in addressing the problem of dark energy, is to be
understood in terms of the standard model of particle physics and the consensus
model of cosmology. To suggest to Sean that the 4D “fabric” of space-time is not
real, or to Peter that the quantum field fluctuations don’t exist, that they are, in
reality, merely ad-hoc expedients employed to solve the problems of earlier
generations, is going to inevitably get you labeled a crackpot. No matter how
convinced you are of the merits of your innovation, and no matter how strongly
they insist that they would entertain logically derived and “observationally
supported” arguments, if only they existed, the truth is that they will not! (see
Ivor Catt’s experience for a good example in a less complex field.)

It’s not a question of bad guys vs good guys, or smart guys vs dumb guys, or the
foolish vs the wise, as much as the adherents to the different camps would like to
believe that is in order to boost their egos as innovators or as defenders of the
truth. Nope, it’s just a matter of social economics, the only science that might
benefit from the study of the phenomenon.

47. Daniel Doro Ferrante
January 1, 2005

Wow! Amazing how can such simple a post generate so much noisy! (Sorry Peter,
i don?t mean to diminish you, your post, your thoughts, etc… it?s just that i don?t
remember seeing this kind of “heat” around here for quite some time now… >8-)

Also, there?s so much stuff here to talk about that i could probably go on and on
for quite some time… but, if you guys excuse me, it?s still New Year?s day (here
where i am) and i don?t want to miss my family?s cookout! >;-)

To begin with, let me say something which is a lot more pragmatic but, to my
understanding, seem to reasonate with the “overall feeling” buried in some of
the comments here: “This beautiful idea of freedom and democracy of ideas and
thoughts only works on very restricted geographical regions of this planet of
ours!” And, if any of you need an example of this, get a plane to anywhere below
the equator; i?m sure it?ll be an enlightening experience. (An old joke comes to
mind: “Democracy is when i say and you do; Dictatorship is when you say and i



do.” >;-)

As for Penrose?s comments on the precision of GR, there?s a very nice paper on
the arXivs, which also happens to be on The Living Reviews of Relativity, that
should help to clarify this issue: .

The new term added to my lexico: “psychoceramics”! Outstanding! >:-)

As for the more serious matter, one thing that is key to all of this meta-discussion
but was introduced late into it, is FASHION. Or, as Peter put it, “orthodoxy”. I
agree wholeheartedly with the idea behind this comment by Peter: “Fashion
cannot, and shoud not, lead anything, let alone science!” Unfortunately, because
we all happen to be human beings, there?s always a “personal” touch on
everything we do. From Newton vs Leibnitz to Clifford vs Boltzmann, science (as
any other human endeavor) has been filled with “ego fights”. As is usual with
most animals, this can easily be translated into “mine is bigger than yours”. Even
a man like Newton could profit from some (not to say ?lots?) ideas from other
folks, like Leibnitz for instance. Ditto for Boltzmann.

But, as we move higher in the “food chain of thought/academia”, it becomes
increasingly more difficult for us to learn from other people, to take
responsibilitie for our mistakes… it becomes harder for us to keep our cool, to be
humble.

[Un]Fortunately, or not, (for me, personally) i have participated and been
involved in several discussions of the sthereotype “Strings vs Rest of the World”.
I have heard quite a few people that i respect say quite a lot of things that are
just [mathematically/physically] wrong: I know it, they know it. However, no one
does anything to change the pattern… (I?m sure that both Freud and Yung would
have a LOT to say about patterns and their repetitions. >;-)

There?s a LOT of stuff to be done in physics, in math, in chemistry, in biology, in
computer science, etc, etc, etc… in science in general! Using fashion to limit the
highway of ideas is simply unfair.

Nowadays, in our posy-industrial society, called “Informatin Society” (not the
band: ! >;-), our media/press plays a very crucial role. So, when one of us,
physicists and/or mathematician, goes “out there” and writes a book selling an
idea… Do you see my point, or should i spell it out?!

Good ideas do not need advertising…

As for Mathematica, the software, PLEASE: “Do NOT feel overwhelmed by it; it
is quite crappy!” Do you want to talk about symbolic math…?! Try going back a
bit in time and searching for “algebar” (or one of its GPLed versions). Maybe
even “derive”! Those were very good indeed; they cared about the algorithms
behind them. Mathematica chokes (or gives you the WRONG answer) even on
quite simple problems… and this happens basically because they “cranking
software” was really crappy! The one thing that it can really do well is plotting
and PS graphs! Did you know, or did you ever wondered, why was Mathematica
completely rewritten in this past couple of versions?!!!



This is just the begining, the tip of the iceberg… On top of this, the argument
that someone smart enough to “create” Mathematica (BTW, Wolfram did not do
that alone; there was a huge crew behind him) can be smart enough in some
other area; this is called “argument of authority” and, as the name suggests, has
very little reasoning behind it. If you really want to argue pro/con Wolfram, i
suggest you ready some of his work, maybe from the 80s.

As for me, i do think that he is a quite smart person, i also think that his cellular
automata are good for quite a number of things. What i don?t like is the fact that,
after you read his bible-book, you have a sense that everything in the Universe
has been understood BUT you have no evidence for it. 

48. Quantoken
January 1, 2005

Steve Wolfram’s ideas are interesting but I do not know enough of it to make
judgements. But a guy who created Mathematica shurely could not possibly be a
complete idiot and there may be some thing in his “new science”.

What do you think of Seth Lloyd’s “computational universe”, Peter:
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/lloyd2/lloyd2_index.html

49. Peter
January 1, 2005

Hi Robert,

Glad to hear that was a joke, I was worried about you for a minute there.

Actually Wolfram is a perfect example of my particle theory crackpotism
criterion. From what I remember his chapter on particle theory pretty much
completely ignores the standard model, while claiming that properties of
particles can be understood using his ideas about cellular automata (and
providing no evidence of this). This is crackpotism in a pretty unadulterated
form.

50. Quantoken
January 1, 2005

Peter said:

“I should clarify something. My remarks about identifying crackpotism were
specifically restricted to the subject of particle physics, where a huge amount of
experimental data and a very successful theory exist. Other subjects, e.g.
quantum gravity, are a whole different story, and I didn’t intend to say anything
about the much more difficult question of how to identify crackpotism in that
area.”

I do not think you can clearly separate particle physics from other areas of
fundamental physics theory research. They are interweaved so tightly nowadays,
especially in the view that a theory that unified GR and QM will necessarily deal
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with both the microscopic particle world and the macroscopic cosmological
world.

Roger Penrose has his own share of crackpotism. One of his claim that impressed
me very much is that he claimed often that GR has been verified to be correct up
to 12 decimal places. One would thought that means to find any discrepancy
between the GR and the nature one has to look beyond the 13th decimal place
after the decimal point. What he actually meant is in the binary pulsar
observation data by Taylor, who got a Nobel Prize for it, has to be accurate up to
12 decimal places to show any GR effect at all. If the accuracy of the
observational data is less than 12 decimal places, then the GR effect portion
would be too weak to be seen and be buried in statistical noise.

So the 12 decimal places claim actually put the Taylor data into credibility
question. The raw data of individual pulsar pulse period is in no way accurate at
all: they vary by as much as a few percentage. Only though statistical average of
bizillions of data can you achieve better accuracy. The question to ask is did
Taylor’s statistical model really provide that 12 digits accuracy through
statistical average?

Back in the 70’s there wasn’t even a 32 bits computer CPUs yet, so the
computers can’t even represent a number up to 12 decimal places. I checked the
Fortran computer code of the original software Taylor used, there wasn’t even
any data types of double precision floating points defined in Fortran language at
that time. Even on a 32 bits PC today, double precision floats, which takes 64
bits, gives you just 19 decimal places accuracy.

That puts Penrose in the rank of Sr. Eddington, who claimed his observational
data from 1919 solar eclipse, obtained using a portable 4 inch telescope he
brought to South America, confirmed the GR prediction of 0.75″ star light
bending near the Sun’s surface. In reality, neither the optical resolution of his 4
inch telescopy, or the exposure film, or the disturbance of atmosphere “seeing”,
would have allowed any credible measurement of that tiny bending.

When looking at experimental data, you have got to take a grain of salt. There
are too much of an urge to bend the data to fit what one believes in, for various
none-scientific reasons. And too little effort spent on verifying the credibility of
experimental data. The “12 decimal places” of the Penrose kind is a good
example.

Quantoken

51. RT
January 1, 2005

“Wolfram a great man comparable to Newton? I know that’s what he thinks and
tells everyone, but really….”

I was joking, honest (cf ‘Mathematical Humour’). An attempt to introduce a note
of levity into a debate that seems only too ready to lurch into the realms of
acrimony. As an engineer/applied physicist, I found Penrose’s book to be



enlightening, entertaining and educational in equal measures. For what it’s
worth, many of my professional colleagues regard all theoretical physicists as
crackpots, and my interest in their world as a signature of senescence.

52. Peter
January 1, 2005

Wolfram a great man comparable to Newton? I know that’s what he thinks and
tells everyone, but really….

I’m still not quite up to writing about Penrose, but, no, he’s not a crackpot. He
takes the standard model quite seriously, has an interesting discussion of it, and
is properly skeptical about it just where it deserves skepticism (the Higgs
mechanism). His speculative ideas about twistors have already had interesting
implications for the standard model (in finding solutions to the Yang-Mills
equations, recent “twistor-string” formulation of perturbative N=4 super Yang-
Mills) and it is quite possible that more will be found.

I should clarify something. My remarks about identifying crackpotism were
specifically restricted to the subject of particle physics, where a huge amount of
experimental data and a very successful theory exist. Other subjects, e.g.
quantum gravity, are a whole different story, and I didn’t intend to say anything
about the much more difficult question of how to identify crackpotism in that
area.

53. RT
January 1, 2005

I look forward to finding out whether Sir Roger qualifies as a crackpot or not; the
criteria Peter lays out seem a little stringent. And, almost without exception,
great men, from Newton the alchemist to Wolfram the WANKOS, exhibited a
touch of the balmpot at some point.

54. Peter
January 1, 2005

Hi Serenus,

I don’t think that what has happened is that speculation is now encouraged,
whereas it wasn’t earlier. If you try and get something published that goes
against orthodoxy (as an example, let’s say you have an idea about how to make
sense of theories with anomalous gauge symmetries), you’ll still have a lot of
trouble with referees. All that is new is that certain outlandish speculative ideas
(e.g. brane-worlds) are now part of the orthodoxy, heavily funded by the NSF and
promoted by prominent theorists. As long as you stick to this particular variety of
speculation, you’ll have no trouble getting all sorts of silliness published. I don’t
think this is progress.

What’s wrong with brane-world scenarios is that they are ugly and don’t actually
predict or explain anything. The fact that you can work on them and have a
successful career, while if you work on something less orthodox you’ll have a lot



of trouble, is at the root of a lot of the problems of the field.

Peter

55. Quantoken
January 1, 2005

Peter:

Don’t you realize that crackpotism is a relativistic term? You call the string camp
crackpotism, and they call you crackpotism. The string camp call the LQG cracks
and so does LQG call the string camp. So who deserves to be the ultimate judge
on this matter? Everybody? Nobody?

It’s a relativistic term. Please do not abuse its usage. I would not use that term to
criticize string theory, LQG or any theory in exploration. Certainly there do exist
true crackpotisms, like perpetual motions kind of thing. Those stuff challenges
well established theories and experimental evidences and are crackpots.

On the other hand, in the field of searching for a theory that unified both GR and
QM, there has not been a single winner yet. There simply hasn’t been any
established theory in this area. So people from different camps really can not call
each other crackpots.

Before a clear winner is well established and well confirmed by experiments,
every potential theory could potentially be right and equally potentially be
wrong. The only rule is the theory must be able to arrive at known limits and
agree with known and established theories, GR and QM.

GUITAR does give the GR and QM limit and does not violate any of the
established theories. It makes clear predictions that can be verified or ruled out
by future experiments, predictions that is completely reachable in technology in
near future. It explains a lot of things including CMB and Hubble Red Shift, and
it even explains the origin of the uncertainty principle, all in a very natural way.
My theory could still be wrong at the end of day but it is definitely not crackpot.

Quantoken

56. Serenus
January 1, 2005

“Famous professors from the best research institutions in the world go on about
the properties of the universe being determined by colliding branes, or by an
anthropically determined point in a multiverse, or any number of similar ideas.”

There was a time, not so long ago, when the top journals routinely rejected
papers for being “speculative”. In effect, dull technical papers were preferred
over anything that might look imaginative and interesting. Do you really want to
return to the bad old days, Peter? I thought you only objected to the
*overselling* of new ideas, but it seems that I may have been mistaken. What
exactly is so awful about brane-world scenarios, as long as nobody pretends that



there is observational evidence favoring them?

57. JC
January 1, 2005

I always thought that looking at crackpot “freakshows” was similar to activities
like watching a car wreck and/or high speed police chases live on television. It’s
a bit like the equivalent of intellectual “junk food” for the brain, and a cheap way
of indulging in a schadenfreund guilty pleasure in seeing the silly depths some
folks are willing to lower themselves to.

58. Peter
December 31, 2004

Marko, thanks for the new vocabulary word!

About “Out of This World”: if I thought that my review of it was likely to cause its
author to immediately write another similar one, I certainly would have thought
twice before doing it.

59. Marko
December 31, 2004

I believe the term used nowadays is “psychoceramics”.

60. December 31, 2004

Peter, look in the mirror. You are the one posting entries on books reviews for
infinitely silly books such as “Out of this World”. Why don’t you take your own
advice and just ignore it?

61. Peter
December 31, 2004

I wish people would start taking my advice, which I’ll repeat here:

“The first line of defense against people who you think are not making any sense
is to just ignore them. Do not give in to the temptation to point out to them that
they are not making sense, because all this will accomplish is to clutter things up
as they respond to your response to them.”

62. December 31, 2004

I don’t suppose D.R. Lunsford will ever be banned despite his enormous
arrogance in calling a *mathematical* physicist such as Witten a failure while
paradoxically demonstrating his admiration for other predominantly
*mathematical* physicists such as Dirac and Einstein. Those who have developed
ingenious physical apparatus for experiments are not on his list, and then he has
the gall to predict the decline of “western science” (whatever that is) because of
its preoccupation with mathematical toys? Frankly, I don’t understand why ST
was not a natural progression (eg. Lunsfords belief that it was obviously
‘horseshit’ from the outset) from the standard model (see below)



Quantum Field Theory in a Nutshell
by A. Zee

“It struck me as limiting that even after 75 years, the whole subject of quantum
field theory rooted in this harmonic paradigm, to use a dreadfully pretentious
word. We have not been able to get away from the basic notions of oscillations
and wave packets. Indeed, string theory, the heir to quantum field theory, is still
firmly founded on this harmonic paradigm. Surely, a brilliant young physicist,
perhaps a reader of this book, will take us beyond”

63. December 31, 2004

“Do not give in to the temptation to point out to them they are not making
sense…all this will accomplish is to clutter things up as they respond to your
response to them”

I totally agree Peter. They crave attention, good or bad. I am afraid I am guilty of
having responded a couple of times this week, for which I apologise. As much as
I like vigorous scientific debate, it is clear that you simply can’t have any with a
crackpot at all–they are only interested in “their theory” and condemn just about
everything else. I would say the difference between a real scientist/physicist and
a crackpot is that the real scientist does not really believe their own ideas but
treats them with a kind of playful irrelevance, and are the first to try and find
fault with their own ideas. If it is right or is promising, great, if not them move
onto something else. I think it is ok to work on strange stuff if you keep this
sober attitude. You are trying things out a lot of the time and seeing where they
might lead…if anywhere. I would hope that most string theorists have this
attitude, and I think most of them do (the best ones anyway).

Much of theoretical physics and mathematical physics is like an advanced form
of play for the human mind I think, but if you get completely obsessed with an
idea and start ignoring all feedback and interaction the potential for self delusion
is really vast.

The crackpot is charactersied by being totally obsessed with his ideas or one
idea no matter how absurd, and absolutely nothing can convince them otherwise.
They simply don’t understand how science works. Rather than work on some
small problem their theories are always “revolutionary” and everyone else is
wrong or has missed the point. It must be some sort of psychological condition
characterised by delusions of grandeur (I have the ultimate final theory) plus
paranoia (the physics establishment wants to censor me and my ideas).
Theoretical physics seems to attract them.

64. JC
December 31, 2004

Peter,

After the 1960’s, how common were the hardcore analytic S-Matrix bootstrap
guys like Fritjof Capra, who did not really pay attention to the Veneziano string
stuff?



When I was bored one afternoon, I decided to go through several old journals
searching for analytic S-Matrix bootstrap papers during the 1970’s and 80’s. The
one thing I noticed was that there were less and less equations in those
bootstrap papers as time went on. Many of Geoff Chew’s later papers seem to be
devoid of equations, especially in his “topological” bootstrap stuff from the late
1970’s and early 1980’s. At that point Chew could possibly be certified as a
genuine “crackpot”.



More Science Fiction

January 2, 2005
Categories: Book Reviews

It seems that every week there’s a new book out about branes, M-theory, the
multiverse, etc. by someone who doesn’t really seem to understand the difference
between science and science fiction. This week’s example is Michio Kaku’s Parallel
Worlds: A journey through creation, higher dimensions and the future of the cosmos.

My impressions of the book come from a few minutes spent flipping through it in the
bookstore, so maybe I missed something. The only reference I saw to the lack of any
experimental evidence for anything he is writing about was where he noted that we’ll
need to travel faster than the speed of light to get to these parallel universes. So, we
just have to wait for the development of warp drives. While references to
experimental evidence were lacking, there were plenty of references to various
science fiction novels.

I recently ran across a review of one of Kaku’s very similar other books, called
“Hyperspace”. My favorite line in the review was near the end:

“Hopefully some time-traveler will go back and prevent this book from ever being
published!”

Comments

1. plato
January 4, 2005

If one had to sum up Gr, how would you do it?

Never mind about the lesser degrees of intelligences and references to angels
and all kinds of things. You follow the history, it leads you where?:)

As a laymen, I would have had to think about this very hard and assume it was
about gravity, but of course once you meet this idea, all of a sudden you wonder
what is being emitted? Taylor and Hulse have graduated the ideas for us in those
elliptical paths that Mercury orbited to the discoveries of …..?:)

So you move from this point to learn, what the historical forbears have revealled
in their journies and come to meet Wheeler and Kip Thorne. Webber, and his
alumininum bars and you understand that detection systems, are now being
developed and have been employed.

If you do not keep abreast of this continuing developement then of course one
would become dismayed, about the new direction GR has gone?:)Numerical
Relativity?

http://www.randomhouse.com/doubleday/catalog/display.pperl?isbn=0-385-50986-3
http://www.randomhouse.com/doubleday/catalog/display.pperl?isbn=0-385-50986-3
http://www.randomhouse.com/doubleday/catalog/display.pperl?isbn=0-385-50986-3
http://www.randomhouse.com/doubleday/catalog/display.pperl?isbn=0-385-50986-3
http://members.aol.com/ScottH9999/essays/hyperspace.htm
http://members.aol.com/ScottH9999/essays/hyperspace.htm


So in weak field manifestations, you had to know that early cosmolgical
consideration would have already included the standard model, and look to
incorporate gravity into a whole view of the cosmo from planck epoch to now.

Yes, the early uinverse and the symmetries involved of course in question:)

Rest assured that we are talking about the cosmological discernation of the
geometry thats leads us to consider, other things(topological considerations),
and how quickly this is dimissed?

I have heard Peter speak about the ideas of Reimann and the fruitless direction
this has gone and am equally dismayed at how this could not have been
estimated from a geometical standpoint not to have questioned the quantum
mechanical discription of the small world[quantum geometry](it’s incapatibilty
GR) with the quantum world becoming very large?

So again, it is a easy enough assumption to realize that the model in question
changes what we view of the spacetime fabric, and becomes it? It then asks
about light and if this is included, how would you ever get to what Smolin would
have wanted in the Glast determinations as the final deal?

This is what I have surmised, and I could be wrong:)

This is a easy enough assumption about energy sources(gamma ray bursts) and
the information that is release? Some would be very happy with the ideas of the
compton scattering(glast determinations) that has gone on, to help us determine
this information, as well as what will be revealled to LIGO and the SETI
computers users, being utilized?

This goes to Gerard Hooft’s question of how much information could ever be
assembled at such levels, that strings would have implied, that he would have
been quite happy I am sure, with the way in which the SETI user screens are
being utilized.

I hope my asseessment has been correct and am open to any corrections.

2. serenus zeitblom
January 4, 2005

Were you referring to the s.p.r thread on whether Special Relativity is
diffeomorphism invariant?

Indeed I was. The thread title was “symmetries of GR” or something like that.
One of the many things I found amusing at that time was LM’s insistence that
Carlip and I “wanted” general covariance to become meaningless. I guess we
two are just a pair of terrorists who should be dealt with by the US army.

I think Bertrand Russell’s ABC of Relativity is a prime example of a bad popular
book.

Well, it’s a very old book that probably reflects the majority view of the subject at



that time. Nowadays we think about relativity very differently, but most
popularizers, together with those who depend on them for an education, are
stuck in 1920. In many cases this is just laziness — people writing books about
string theory aren’t really interested in telling you about the foundations of GR,
so they just copy all the old junk about angels pulling up elevators etc, so that
they can quickly get on to what really interests them.

3. plato
January 4, 2005

After consideration, I think I am in need of a exorcism?:)

New post should turn up later, in real time:)

Cynicism can run from higher dimensional existance, to manifest as real emotive
qualities called, human action, or words?

So if I attack cynicism from the right angle, I should be able to convince?:)Good
thing, we have standards from which to proceed.

4. D R Lunsford
January 4, 2005

All the text below was Anderson, not I, notwithstanding software post mangling.

-drl

5. D R Lunsford
January 4, 2005

PW Anderson writes this morning in the Times, in response to the question
“What do you believe but cannot prove?” –

Is string theory a futile exercise as physics, as I believe it to be? It is an
interesting mathematical specialty and has produced and will produce
mathematics useful in other contexts, but it seems no more vital as mathematics
than other areas of very abstract or specialized math, and doesn’t on that basis
justify the incredible amount of effort expended on it.

My belief is based on the fact that string theory is the first science in hundreds of
years to be pursued in pre-Baconian fashion, without any adequate experimental
guidance. It proposes that Nature is the way we would like it to be rather than
the way we see it to be; and it is improbable that Nature thinks the same way we
do.

The sad thing is that, as several young would-be theorists have explained to me,
it is so highly developed that it is a full-time job just to keep up with it. That
means that other avenues are not being explored by the bright, imaginative
young people, and that alternative career paths are blocked.

6. Arun

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/gr-reduced-from-higher-dimensions.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/gr-reduced-from-higher-dimensions.html


January 4, 2005

S.Z.,

Were you referring to the s.p.r thread on whether Special Relativity is
diffeomorphism invariant?

—-

I think Bertrand Russell’s ABC of Relativity is a prime example of a bad popular
book.

-Arun

7. Dolomite
January 4, 2005

I’ve never seen any of his popular books, but I once made the mistake of buying
one of Kaku’s graduate level textbooks on String theory. The table of contents
looked quite impressive, but the body of the book turned out to be a
smorgasborg of equations from the various original papers, but with the symbols
changed around in a failed attempt at making the different chapters look
consistent, in the process removing much of the logical connective tissue and
adding in typos. All in all negative value added. I’ve regarded him as a charlatan
ever since.

8. serenus zeitblom
January 3, 2005

The usual response to criticisms of popular books is: what harm do they do? The
answer was provided to me back in October 2003 when Lubos Motl very
unwisely got into an argument with — of all people — Steve Carlip about the
foundations of general relativity. It soon became painfully clear that LM had
never taken a formal course in GR and had, in fact, derived all he knew about GR
from reading popular books. The whole fiasco ended with Steve Carlip having to
remind LM that it is actually quite Ok to use polar coordinates in special
relativity! The problem of course is that popularizers tend to hand down basic
misunderstandings from one generation to the next, so the account of GR you get
in most of these books corresponds to Einstein’s understanding circa 1912 when
he was professor in Prague….

9. Dave Bacon
January 3, 2005

I saw Michio Kaku on Tech-TV (before it merged with G4) a few years ago. He
talked about quantum computers. He said that the beauty of quantum computers
was that they could efficiently multiply numbers. I almost went and burned his
field theory book on the spot.

10. D R Lunsford
January 3, 2005



I like Kaku’s field theory book, and he seems like a normal, straigtforward
person in interviews (that is, not another carnival barker). Maybe he writes these
books just to make money. Maybe his grad students write them for him for a cut.
Certainly his “real” book is not full of hyperbole and sensationalism.

-drl

11. quantoken
January 3, 2005

Peter said:
“It seems that every week there’s a new book out about branes, M-theory, the
multiverse, etc. by someone who doesn’t really seem to understand the
difference between science and science fiction. This week’s example is Michio
Kaku’s Parallel Worlds: A journey through creation, higher dimensions and the
future of the cosmos.”

Peter, looks like you are the one who does not understand the difference between
science and science fiction. When you see a book in a book store, you should be
able to clearly make a determination if this is a science book or a science fiction
book, based on its content, not what the author claimed to be.

If I am a book author, I surely want to write a science fiction book and some how
make it look scientific. Science fiction books sell better, especially those disguist
as science books.

Any talk about things not happening in THIS universe, are pure fictions or
religions, not science. Because science deals exclusively with this universe only,
which is the only thing accessible by observation. So next time some one
meantioning multiverse or alternative universe, you should automatically know it
is not about science but fiction.

Now Lubos, are you really going to accept my criticism against the fatal error in
your paper, and not even try to say a word to defend yourself? Admit defeat! You
take derivatives against continuous space and time at Planck Scale where
continuous space time simply do not exist. So the rest of your paper looked nice
mathematically but are simply rubbish.

Quantoken

12. Peter
January 3, 2005

Sure, the book does go on about CMB, COBE, WMAP. But as you know well, the
experimental CMB results don’t provide any evidence for strings, branes,
M-theory, the multiverse etc.

I didn’t look closely enough to see whether Kaku explicitly acknowledges this. If
he doesn’t, his inclusion of reference to these experiments is just intentionally
misleading.



13. Lubos Motl
January 3, 2005

I thought that this book spent a lot of time with experimental cosmology, such as
WMAP, COBE, and others. Was I really wrong?

14. Peter
January 3, 2005

Hi Eleggua,

My comments about “Parallel Worlds” not explaining anything were directed at
the idea of different universes being part of the same “multiverse”, not at the
many-worlds interpretation of QM.

I don’t have anything much to say about interpretational issues in QM. These are
something I’ve never found relevant to questions that do interest me. I am a big
believer in Occam’s razor, and it is not an argument against quantum fields. QFT
is by far the most conceptually simple and compact theory that covers all the
different things we know about how elementary particles behave.

15. plato
January 3, 2005

Correction: Denmark, should read Vienna in previous post.

16. plato
January 3, 2005

I really do not know what Peter means when he only has a slight look at what is
being exposed to him from others opinions?:)I am to assume he read them?

No less then what I can give him and then to say, that if the brain as a muscle
was not exercised, one would not have understood the comments made
immediately by Michio Kaku about his artistic expression of the vision from the
bridge and speaking about the gold fish:)

Imagine the surface of water and looking at it from two different perspectives:)

Not that I am a defender of the faith, but for sake of the abstract developement
of the brain to move in the higher dimensions, he would have missed the obvious.

If the brain was further developed, one could also have distilled the
understanding that part of crackpotism was not to have encourage discussion or
respond, so I develope knowing full well, that resignation is always much easier,
then being truely honest about how one could have become so cynical, no less
then the psychological developement, of others.

Hmm…where to now?:)

To poster below me.

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/induction-and-deduction.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/induction-and-deduction.html


What was developed in Denmark(quantum entanglement) was a materialization
of the points Penrose highlighted as a question.

THis is part of Smolins developmental attitude, as well as strings graviton
graviton intersectional ideas that have yet to be developed.

Lubos might see the significance of the work he spoke on earlier in regards to
gravitational lensing and clumping in the early universe:)

17. Eleggua
January 3, 2005

Hi Peter,

Now that I have had a look inside the book at my local bookstore, I see what you
mean.

However, I am interested in your statement:

‘The problem with “Parallel Worlds” is not that they aren’t observable, but that
they don’t actually explain anything.’

Now, I am interested in what you think about the field of quantum computers.. In
particular the statement by David Deutsch in Fabric of Reality that how do you
explain the working of a quantum computer without parallel universes?
Of course, you can say that it is just Quantum parallelism, but I have never seen
a DETAILED explaination of what Quantum parallelism would be for Quantum
computers outside the Many-World scenario! (I would be very interested in
references for such a thing!)

Anyway if you believe in the Many World scenario, surely it EXPLAINS away all
of the problems in QM regarding measurement in a natural way?

I understand that Occam’s razor could be used against it, but I believe Occam’s
razor can be used against Quantum Fluctuations in QFT as well!

Thanks in advance for any reply

18. Peter
January 2, 2005

Hi Jesse,
I wasn’t trying to promote anything about that review other than the snide line
about time travel. I couldn’t care less about whether Kaku is a “materialist”,
dialectical or otherwise.

Hi Eleggua,

The book definitely contains large sections of material about branes, strings,
M-theory, etc. The part about many-worlds seemed to me to be a small fraction of
the material I saw there.

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/entanglement-and-new-physics.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2004/11/entanglement-and-new-physics.html


No, I’m not really a positivist. If a simple theory that successfully explains a lot of
observed phenomena is based on some unobservable objects, I’m happy to
believe in them. The problem with “Parallel Worlds” is not that they aren’t
observable, but that they don’t actually explain anything.

Peter

19. Jesse M.
January 2, 2005

Some of the statements in that guy’s review sound pretty crockpot-ish
themselves. For example:

[However, it is all too easy to cook up theories that produce “predictions” that
you already know the answers to, and then pretend the theory is thus a great
success! Cosmologists are always doing this (e.g., with the Big Bang theory);
indeed it seems to be their basic modus operandi.]

Or how about this:

And as presented by Kaku, string theory is essentially idealist besides.
Pythagoras and Plato would have loved it; it is one of those theories that claims
that matter and energy are composed entirely of “geometry”. Although Kaku
does not mention it in this book, these “strings of vibrating hyperspace” are
assumed in the theory to be strictly one-dimensional, that is to say, geometric
objects, not physical objects. He does constantly say in the book that the whole
goal is to reduce physics to a geometrical theory. No real materialist can possibly
acquiesce in the idea that the world is truly composed of geometric, rather than
physical objects. All geometric concepts, such as points, lines and circles, are
abstracted from physical objects in the real world, such as tiny things like dust
motes, rows of things like pencil lines on paper (which are really composed of
numerous graphite particles), etc. But points, lines, and other geometric
“objects” do not literally “exist” in the world, and the world is certainly not
“made” out of them!

The idea that the basic elements of reality should conform to preconceived ideas
about what “physical objects” are supposed to look like is an idea Feynman
disparaged in chapter 2 of The Character of Physical Law (‘The Relation of
Mathematics to Physics’), and it sounds pretty close to #17 on John Baez’s
crackpot index:

10 points for arguing that while a current well-established theory
predicts phenomena correctly, it doesn’t explain “why” they occur, or
fails to provide a “mechanism”.

20. Eleggua
January 2, 2005

As far as I can tell, Michio Kaku’s book is NOT about String Theory, or Branes,
instead it is about the many worlds hypothesis and theories about cosmology
similar to Max Tegmark – see http://www.hep.upenn.edu/~max/.

http://www.hep.upenn.edu/~max/
http://www.hep.upenn.edu/~max/


Now, I understand that the Many World hypothesis is not strictly testable, but
are your views about science really as positivistic as you are making out in this
post? I mean Science has many concepts which are not observable like
information/energy/action but have proven useful in the past!!!

Thanks for your reply in advance Eleggua.

21. Peter
January 2, 2005

You can’t really blame the publishers on this one. These books are written either
by people with serious academic credentials, or by science writers quoting such
people. The problem is not that publishers are passing off science fiction as
science, but that scientists are doing it.

22. JC
January 2, 2005

For many book publishers, isn’t revenue maximization the main goal of their
enterprise? Whether something is correct in factual and/or scientific terms,
seems to be a secondary concern for many publishers. This is possibly one of the
reason why there zillions of books on subjects like UFOs, astrology, ESP, political
ideologies, etc …

The only time they seem to be concerned about getting things factually correct,
is when there’s the potential of a libel or slander lawsuit.



Anderson and Others at the Edge

January 4, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Several people wrote in this morning to tell me about Phil Anderson’s comments
about string theory that appeared in the New York Times today. These originally come
from John Brockman’s “Edge” web-site where he has gathered responses from more
than a hundred scientists and others to the question “What do you believe is true
even though you cannot prove it?”.

Beside’s Anderson’s answer, also interesting is Paul Steinhardt’s. Steinhardt refers to
the currently fashionable use of the anthropic principle as “an act of desperation” and
“millennial madness”, notes that the Weinberg anthropic “prediction” of the
cosmological constant gives the wrong value, and even acknowledges that string
theory may just be wrong. For sheer weirdness, as usual these days, Lenny Susskind
is hard to beat. Brockman doesn’t seem to have located any string theorists who
believe string theory but can’t prove it. Since it can’t be proved, I guess even they
don’t believe it anymore.

Phil Anderson has always been somewhat of an intellectual hero for me. He’s really
the person who discovered the Higgs mechanism, among many other things. Despite
a reputation for being a curmudgeon, at one point he was quite kind to me. At some
sort of social event at Princeton to mark students passing their generals, he came up
to me and told me that he had graded my solid state physics exam. He complimented
me on one problem in particular, one I had got wrong. I had realized something was
wrong with my solution of that problem, noting on my exam that the result I was
getting couldn’t be right and explaining why. He told me that this had impressed him,
that one should always know what the result of a calculation should look like before
attempting it.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
January 6, 2005

Ah yes, I remember this: T & V rishons, or whatever they’re called. The sub-
structure of quarks and leptons. Maybe when someone constructs a satisfactory
relativistic theory of bound states we’ll be able to see whether we can test
Harari’s ideas beyond the mere counting of quantum numbers.

2. Chris W.
January 6, 2005

See Haim Harari’s response.

3. plato
January 6, 2005

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/01/04/science/04edgehed.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/01/04/science/04edgehed.html
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http://www.edge.org/q2005/q05_print.html
http://www.edge.org/q2005/q05_print.html
http://www.edge.org/q2005/q05_print.html
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I guess if we are to take you Peter at your word, about where we should spend
our money, then such avenues of exploration are then unsuitable?

A lot of people are picking up on Steinhardt, but lets say we discover something
in regards to Planck, how would this effect areas of quantum geometry?

4. Peter
January 5, 2005

I don’t think mathematical physicists doing string theory have gotten any
funding that would otherwise go to molecular biologists.

There’s also no evidence that the overhyping of string theory, M-theory, branes,
etc. in recent years has lead to any funding for new accelerators. The only thing
that has gotten extra funding because of this are the grants going directly to
those theorists doing the overhyped work.

5. Anonymous
January 5, 2005

Freeman Dyson’s answer was the coolest.

6. James
January 5, 2005

Curious layman has two questions

1. How can you attract large scale funding from either public or private sources
without all the nonsensical hype(eg. wormholes, etc). In otherwords, you came
clean and stated the impact on everyday life would likely be much smaller than
even GR plus you have to pick up a huge bill from the cost of a collider. How do
you sell that?

2. RE: needless complexity of the mathematics. I read where the mathematician
Rota stated that developments in knot theory and braids would probably be
necessary to solve a lot of problems in *both* physics and biology (eg. protein
folding). It has always seemed to me that mathematicians have played a minor
role in molecular biology. Could it be that the umbrella of ‘String Theory’ is a
clever backdoor for mathematical physicists to secure significant funds in an
attempt to elbow into the turf of molecular biologists?

7. plato
January 5, 2005

Reading the developement of someone else’s thesis is interesting approach to
encourage further thought developement?

That we know full well model comprehension can stimulate other areas, and is
always worth looking at for execising the brain’s further possibilties:)

*It is vital that such developement understand the evolution of geometrical
design(roads to to higher dimensions) to include topological considerations, as

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/primordial-gravitational-waves.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/primordial-gravitational-waves.html


part of the developing framework?*

The one common thread relating the twentieth century higher-dimensional
models of the previous section is Klein’s compactification paradigm. Standard
Kaluza-Klein, supergravity, and superstring theories all explain our seemingly
(3+1)-dimensional world via compact topologies for extra dimensions. However,
one the sidelines there have been concurrent models that do not make use of
Klein’s idea; models that either make no assumptions about the size of extra
dimensions or hypothesize that they have macroscopic extent. Up until very
recently, such models were outside of the mainstream because of a fairly strong
prejudice in favor of compactification. But there has been a notable change
of heart in the community at large, and there is currently a huge amount
of interest in models that involve large extra dimensions, which we will
now proceed to describe

I know what people think in general about these proposals, but I highlight the
question here* above.

8. Chris Oakley
January 5, 2005

“In the case of special relativity, the reason why causality implies vanishing
commutators at spacelike separation can be found in any textbook”

Not really. The best you can find is the notion that currents comprised of bilinear
products of fields commuting for spacelike intervals implies commutation or
anticommutation of the fields. It is just assumed that commuting currents mean
causal separation.

The problem, AFAIC, is what currents? Physical states are of positive energy &
so the same thing should apply to non-local convolutions of the currents formed
by filtering out the positive energy parts. However these do not in general
commute for spacelike intervals, even when the correct spin/statistics connection
obtains.

Causality is in any case about the flow of information. What exactly one means by
“information” is hard to define at the quantum level and what one sees in the
text books – when they bother to address the matter at all – is (to my mind) far
too glib.

9. January 5, 2005

There are some interesting things here, but I’ve always thought Edge was one of
the (untentionally) funniest sites on the Internet. Something about giving people
enough rope to make fools of themselves.

10. D R Lunsford
January 5, 2005

Thomas,
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C is independent of causality, micro or macro! That is, homogeneity and isotropy
of space and time produce a light cone structure – whether or not the world is
causal (how it *uses* that structure) is not determined at that level.

-drl

11. ksh95
January 5, 2005

Aperion wrote:

…and then, in the real future perhaps, trumpet the accuracy of the few that
turned out to be correct. Is this not really pretty silly?

Relax, not everything in life needs to fit into some perfectly rigid framework.
Sometimes, it’s ok for things to be just fun or entertaining. It’s not like the edge
is PRL.

BTW

I can’t stand all this talk about Occam’s razor??? Nature feels no obligation to
follow our wishy-washy, sorta-kinda, maybe-sometimes statements, and neither
do I.

I propose a new scientific guiding principal. We’ll call it Ksh95’s Razor.

He who is guided by imprecise, unrigorous, folksy wisdom is an idiot.

12. Thomas Larsson
January 5, 2005

In the case of special relativity, the reason why causality implies vanishing
commutators at spacelike separation can be found in any textbook, which can
explain it much better than me. In general-covariant theories, 3+1
decomposition and the very notion of spacelikeness is problematic, as has
recently been emphasized by Savvidou. Her (and Isham’s) History Projection
Operator formalism is philosophically close to what I suggest. However, she does
not explicitly introduce an observer and can hence not formulate observer-
dependent anomalies.

However, I tend to understand locality more intuitively. The problem with
fundamental, non-local objects is that we cannot transmit information faster than
the speed of light (or so I believe). So one endpoint of the string does not know
what the other is doing, but only what is was doing a string-length/c ago. This is
OK for real-world strings made up of atoms, but it just seems to be wrong for
fundamental strings. The same argument applies to non-local observers. One
part of a macroscopic, real-world detector does not know what the other is doing
in this instant, but that is OK because it is made out of point-like quarks, gluons
and electrons, which should be regarded as the irreducible observers.

http://www.edge.org/
http://www.edge.org/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0412059
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0412059
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411028
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411028


It might be possible to transmit information faster than light over Planck-scale
distances, so microscopic strings might (just might) be consistent with
macrocausality. However, the by far simplest way to prevent superluminal signals
over macroscopic distances is to forbid superluminal signals over microscopic
distances.

13. Chris Oakley
January 5, 2005

Thomas,

I am thinking about this problem too. One could argue that the observed spin-
statistics connection is excellent evidence for microcausality but personally I am
still a little puzzled as to why (anti-)commuting operators for spacelike intervals
should necessarily be the expression of the latter.

14. Thomas Larsson
January 5, 2005

Chris W ,

It might also help to ask what could physically motivate the transition (at the
classical level) from point particles to 2-dimensional objects tracing out
worldsheets in spacetime?

There are strong physical motivations for no transition from point particles to 1D
strings (or higher-dimensional branes): locality and causality. These properties,
which are fundamental consequences of special relativity, are automatic in point
particle QFT by construction. You don’t need to be Einstein to realize that there
might be problems with locality in a theory of non-local objects – evidently it’s
enough if you are Gross (though apparently it took him 20 years to take this
problem seriously).

One should distinguish between microcausality and macrocausality, where the
border between micro and macro is perhaps at 1 fm. Macrocausality is firmly
established and will not yield, but microcausality can of course never be tested –
you can only push the demarcation line. However, just because microcausality
cannot be experimentally tested does not mean that it is violated. QFT is
microcausal, and that suffices for macrocausality. From this perspective, the idea
of cosmic strings is really outlandish – how can you apply the cluster
decomposition principle to a fundamental cosmic string?

I am convinced that the answer lies elsewhere. In QM, observation is a
complicated, non-local process, and as such it is in conflict with the spirit of
locality and (special) relativity. To make observation into a local process, one
needs to assign it to a definite event in spacetime, and to treat the observer’s
trajectory as a material object to be quantized together with the fields. This is
clearly a very small fix to the logical structure of QFT, and it does not really
involve any new physics, but it has a profound consequence: new types of gauge
and diff anomalies arise, which cannot be seen in conventional QFT because the
cocycles are functionals of the observer’s trajectory.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406199
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406199


This does not rule out any new physics, of course, although observations do not
seem to indicate anything beyond the SM and GR. But no matter what happens
in future experiments, the insight that we need to localize the process of
observation and that this leads to new anomalies can not be undone.

15. Chris Oakley
January 5, 2005

Excuse me for pointing out the obvious, but if one applied the Principle of
Parsimony, aka Occam’s Razor, consistently, one would never have arrived at
String theory in the first place.

16. Apeiron
January 5, 2005

btw – bad spelling intentional

17. Apeiron
January 5, 2005

I’m leaving this post – as admittedly a low investment observer.
Observations:

-Typical Question –

Peter:- String theroy is so terrible – Lubos Motl is an idiot!

Lubos:- Peter is not even qualified to understand why my superior knowledge is
vodka-stle-eastern-european-vodka correct.

18. Chris W.
January 4, 2005

Chris O,

Given my characterization of string/M-theory as a theory generator, Occam’s
razor is more properly applied to the theories (models*) it generates. The
question then becomes, what physical principles can we invoke to select among
the generated theories?

Consider general relativity. Its formulation in terms of Riemannian geometry
inspired the consideration of numerous alternatives using more or less the same
mathematical framework. The latter could be looked upon as a meta-theory from
which one could draw many candidate physical theories for describing
gravitation, some claiming to incorporate other physical fields in some kind of
unification. However, the physical ideas underlying GR result in a remarkably
restrictive sieve for choosing among alternatives; indeed, in the end it is hard to
come up with viable alternatives.

At least, this was the case before quantum gravity came on the scene, with GR
regarded as a low energy effective theory. The question now becomes (in the QG
context), what physical principles can help us select among the mess of



alternatives offered by the string/M-theory meta-theoretical framework? After
two decades of investigation we still don’t know. It might help to at least state
the problem in this way.

It might also help to ask what could physically motivate the transition (at the
classical level) from point particles to 2-dimensional objects tracing out
worldsheets in spacetime? (Taking “physics as geometry” to the next level
doesn’t cut it, in my opinion; more on that later.) The original motivation in
hadron physics seems completely irrelevant now. What should (or could) replace
it? The mathematical discoveries that enthralled Witten and others in the early
80s strike me as things calling for an explanation—for deep physical insight—not
just a mathematical treasure hunt.** Of course this is especially difficult when
the original physical motivation is so obscure, and the mathematical territory is
so vast and intriguing in its own right.

—
* BTW, I’ve always had some discomfort with the term model, regarding it as
something of a weasel word.

(** Peter’s recollection of his encounter with Philip Anderson is relevant here.)

19. Peter
January 4, 2005

Sorry Danny, but I’m a big believer in minimizing the amount of trouble software
brings into your life by sticking to the defaults when they are something you can
live with, and this default is something I can live with.

20. D R Lunsford
January 4, 2005

Oak –

How right you are! In fact KK theory is the ultimate theory generator. If you can
make bowling balls generally covariant, you can strike up a theory of unified
bowling ball gravity in your spare time. Then you can refer your theory to a
moving frame. Of course, in the end you’ll still never make a 7-10 split.

XXXXXXXXX/

21. D R Lunsford
January 4, 2005

Peter – aside – could you please change the font color to “black”? For some
reason the MT people think charcoal grey is a nice default color for text.

Here’s how:

http://www.elise.com/mt/archives
/000677colors_background_banner_headline_and_font.php

-drl

http://www.elise.com/mt/archives/000677colors_background_banner_headline_and_font.php
http://www.elise.com/mt/archives/000677colors_background_banner_headline_and_font.php
http://www.elise.com/mt/archives/000677colors_background_banner_headline_and_font.php
http://www.elise.com/mt/archives/000677colors_background_banner_headline_and_font.php


22. Apeiron
January 4, 2005

I read the entire Edge comment group. Nearly all the postings involve saying
something like:

“I personally believe that X is true, and I think that in the future, X will be
universally believed to be true by people like me.”

This is really quite a meaningless statement, and in fact may involve a serious
misunderstanding of the nature of truth or potentially the conception of future
and past.

I suspect the point of the exercise is to make unsubstantiated claims and then, in
the real future perhaps, trumpet the accuracy of the few that turned out to be
correct. Is this not really pretty silly?

23. Chris Oakley
January 4, 2005

Chris W,

The paradigm shift therefore is away from Occam’s Razor towards something
much more bizarre. I would never go there, as I view the activity as opening a
Pandora’s box. How many other “theory generators” besides M-theory could one
dream up, I wonder? In any case, what satisfaction is there to be derived from
explaining simple things in a complex way?

24. Levi
January 4, 2005

The response from Steve Giddings is also interesting. He thinks he knows what
went wrong with Hawking’s original argument about information loss in black
holes. An excerpt:

“We base our argument on a principle we call the locality bound. This is a
criterion for when physical degrees of freedom can be independent (in technical
language, described by vanishing of commutators of corresponding operators).
Roughly, a degree of freedom corresponding to a particle at position x with
momentum p and another at y with momentum q will be independent only if the
separation x-y is large enough that they are outside of a black hole that would
form from their mutual energy. I believe this is the beginning of a general
criterion (which will ultimately (be) more precisely formulated) for when locality
breaks down in physics.”

I don’t know what to make of this idea.

p.s.: Sorry this comment is a bit off-topic.

25. Chris W.
January 4, 2005

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam%27s_Razor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam%27s_Razor


At least one respondent, Keith Devlin, started by examining the problematic
notion of proof itself. In practice, proof means (for many people) something like
social or cultural acceptance—an idea is proven when it becomes widely
discussed and applied, or commonly used as a jumping-off point for further
investigations. Here “proven” is a shorthand for “proven to be of value”
—interesting and useful at least, and at most, integral to how one understands
the world.

Personally, I think that in the empirical sciences we should limit our use of the
term to the sense in which mathematicians and logicians use it—ie, as showing
that a conclusion follows logically from given premises. As Devlin discussed, this
notion of proof is problematic enough by itself. I see no need to muddy the
waters by talking about “proving” Newtonian mechanics or any other empirical
generalization. It is enough to know that a theory is a conjecture that has been
rigorously and broadly tested, and has stood up well to all (or most) of the tests.
That fact alone makes the theory interesting, and in most cases useful as well.

So, the attention should be focused on tests—how can we know when a theory is
wrong? Many people mistrust string theory because it apparently offers so many
ways to avoid confronting this question. However, I get the sense that for many
string theorists the question is irrelevant. They regard string theory (and
M-theory) as a fabulously rich meta-framework from which one can derive a
huge variety of interesting models, and modeling is what physics is really about.
At least some of the models should be testable, but there is no reason why the
meta-framework should be; its purpose is to spawn models.* All one can ask is
that some of the models show some promise of producing successful physical
predictions. In short, string/M-theory is not a physical theory in the conventional
sense; it’s a meta-theory and theory generator. Is a theory generator what we
really need?

—-
* Of course, the meta-framework is such that the models are linked by a web of
deep mathematical ideas and relations, which makes them interesting even to
people who only care about solving mathematical problems.

26. Apeiron
January 4, 2005

If Susskind really doesn’t understand why probability theory works [given
certain very basic assumptions about the underlying processes involved] then it’s
not surprising he thinks that his impressionistic landscape stories and graphics
are a real achievement.

27. Peter
January 4, 2005

Anderson has always had some degree of resentment about the way particle
physics often views itself as the most important subfield of physics. He was far
from the only one who felt that the cost of the SSC was crowding out funding for
other subjects. I remember arguing at the time with various such physicists and



mathematicians that if the SSC were canceled they certainly weren’t going to
see any of the money, which turned out to be right.

28. DMS
January 4, 2005

I have mixed emotions when it comes to Phil Anderson.

I agree that his contributions have been notable (actually, Schwinger also had a
bit role when it comes to Higgs mechanism).

As an ex-particle theorist, I find it hard to accept that he advised the
Congressmen to cancel the SSC and said that “particle physics is no more
fundamental than any other branch of physics, \emph{ in any way whasoever}”(I
don’t think his testimony was pivotal: budget considerations and lack of political
support in the new administration killed it). My opinion is similar to Weinberg as
he stated in “Dreams of Final Theory” on the subject: it is about the convergence
of arrows of explanation.

But he is correct that reductionism is not everything. I think he may agree that
“many-body physics”, be it relativistic as in QFT or NR as in condensed matter
physics, is.

29. plato
January 4, 2005

Just so people understand this was a selective process (the many names that are
presented) by which one will choose what to accept into their world or not?

I think Nicholas Humphrey deserves a lot of credit for thinking of the question,
“WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE IS TRUE EVEN THOUGH YOU CANNOT PROVE
IT?”

If the rational, is to accept matter distinctions as the most relevant, then such
thought manifestations have no other basis then the brain:)

Rest easy then:)

http://www.edge.org/q2005/q05_print.html
http://www.edge.org/q2005/q05_print.html
http://www.edge.org/q2005/images/humphrey100.jpg
http://www.edge.org/q2005/images/humphrey100.jpg


What is a Brane?

January 6, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Greg Moore has written an article for the latest Notices of the AMS entitled “WHAT
IS… a Brane?”. He begins by noting that “The term ‘brane’ has come to mean many
things to many people” and one of the difficulties of the subject is that one has to
figure out from context what sort of brane someone is talking about.

For the case of branes of dimension greater than one, in general no one knows how to
consistently quantize such objects. See Warren Siegel’s research summary for
comments about this. He notes that now that M-theory shows that non-perturbatively
strings are membranes in 11d, one doesn’t have a finite quantum theory of gravity,
since membranes are infinite even in perturbation theory. All one has is an effective
low-energy supergravity theory, which is what one had before one got involved with
string theory. While at Siegel’s web-site, check out his latest parody paper called “The
Everything of Theory”, which includes the following lines:

“The real problem with string theory is that there is no alternative. However, the
reason there is no alternative is that no one ever bothers to look for one; in fact, there
is a strong resistance to even considering looking for one. Consequently, practically
all theoretical high energy physics (and even most of phenomenology) is now string
theory. Thus, string theory is not so much the Theory of Everything (since it explains
nothing), but rather the “Everything of Theory”, since it now encompasses all of
theory. This era in string research is strongly reminiscent of the Dutch tulip trade just
before the Tulip Crash of 1637. ”

I, for one, am missing the joke here…

For some new hyping of a different kind of brane, see the latest Nature, which has a
piece on Nima Arkani-Hamed. Equal time is given to LQG, with a similar piece on
Martin Bojowald.

Update: Lubos Motl has a long posting about branes and M-theory, which explains
many things. As usual though, he insists that the full dynamics of the branes in
M-theory is completely determined and unique even though he doesn’t know what it
is in any phenomenolgically realistic background. To get a finite quantum theory of
gravity that has anything to do with the real world out of M-theory, you need to show
that you can get well-defined, finite results for the dynamics of these branes in the
case of four large dimensions, the rest small. As far as I can see any claim to have this
now is purely wishful thinking.

Comments

1. Peter
January 11, 2005

http://www.ams.org/notices/200502/what-is.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200502/what-is.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200502/what-is.pdf
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I think you’ll find that if you talk privately to many string theorists, they are very
unhappy with the present state of the field. A common opinion would be that the
standard picture of a 10/11 d string/M-theory TOE has been incredibly
overhyped and now looks unlikely. But they’re not sure what else to work on.
One of the few intellectually alive sub-fields of particle theory is that of trying to
really understand QCD via its supposed string dual. A lot of people are working
on that, keeping quiet about their doubts about the TOE. Siegel is one of the few
not keeping so quiet (he has tenure, for one thing…).

2. January 11, 2005

I read much of Siegel’s webpages and I’m surprised he seems to be able to hold
contradictory opinions in the same webpage! In his “serious” pages, he is a
proponent of string theory and he describes his work on it but in his parodies, he
becomes very critical of string theory.

3. Peter
January 7, 2005

Well if some of the features of the physics look like they come from a vibrating
string, it’s perfectly reasonable to try to model strong interactions with a
quantum string. It just doesn’t work, or at least not in anything like the simplest
such way of “quantizing a string”.

I’d heard that lots of people had suggested a fourth quark with the right
quantum numbers around 1964, but never that Zweig was one of them. The idea
only became really compelling in 1970 with the GIM mechanism.

4. D R Lunsford
January 7, 2005

Peter – you mention Glashow and his 4th quark. Remember that George Zweig
had his model of “aces”, which were really just 4 quarks at the outset.

-drl

5. D R Lunsford
January 7, 2005

Peter –

It looks like Siegel is carrying on the parton and Veneziano dual-resonance ideas
in his own way, with modern tools. So he’s sort of going back to before gauge
theory and s.s.b.!

One thing I never understood – it seems that string theory got started because
the dynamics of these models looked like that of a vibrating string. Why did they
make the leap of faith to say that it really *is* a string??

-drl

6. Peter



January 7, 2005

DMS: Sure, if when particles collide at the LHC, energy starts disappearing into
extra dimensions, that would be a big deal. It also would be a big deal if these
collisions caused the archangel Michael to appear at the collision point. These
both seem about equally likely to me.

Glashow and others had good arguments for a fourth quark. This was a simple
extension of the three quark model that made the whole thing simpler and more
elegant. The extra dimension stuff is nothing at all like that.

ksh95: Yes p-branes for p>1 are described by a non-renormalizable sigma-model.
Look at your favorite way of quantizing the string, increase the dimension of the
world-sheet above 2 and see what happens.

Danny: I don’t really understand exactly what Siegel has in mind, but he is
clearly more interested in finding a 4d string that would help one understand
QCD, rather than a 10d string that would explain gravity.

7. DMS
January 7, 2005

Getting to the article, I think I would agree with Nima that *IF* brane concept
turns out to be correct, it will indeed be the biggest thing in science in 300
years. Don’t you think?

Of course, I don’t think it will be found, but who knows…

Maybe, it will be like the charm episode in particle physics, when Glashow made
a bet that charm would be found with an estimate of the mass, and he won the
bet( If my memory serves me right, it was based on the GIM mechanism based
one-loop calculation of the K0-K0bar mixing.). But my understanding is that no
one believed his prediction (unlike the case now where anyone who “matters”
believes in it).

8. ksh95
January 7, 2005

Whoa, whoa, whoa,

You’re telling me that branes give infinite results, even in perturbation theory?

What’s this about? Are they doing S-matrix calculations or something else?

I’ll ask around, but in the meantime if some one could kindly explain the present
state of affairs I’d be much ablidged.

9. Thomas Larsson
January 7, 2005

A Brane New World always reminds me of a Swedish dotcom company, by
Huxley’s original name A Brand New World. It defaulted a couple of years ago,



after burning more venture capital than Boo.com.

As they say on the stock market: never try to catch a falling knife. No matter how
much the string stock falls, there is always 100% left to the bottom.

10. plato
January 6, 2005

sorry Peter it won’t happen again

11. D R Lunsford
January 6, 2005

Peter –

I read thru all of Siegel’s comments and it seems that he regards the useful part
of ST as a phenomenological expression of some kind of theory in which X can be
regarded as a bound state of Y andZ, Y and Z can be regarded as bound states of
X and W, W can be regarded.. etc. etc. IIRC, ST had its origin in a naive nuclear
model in which nucleons were literally banded together, one wrote a Lagrangian
for the bands with their tension etc. etc. Is this a correct summary?

-drl

12. Peter
January 6, 2005

This has really gotten out of hand. I’m quite annoyed that people are ignoring my
request to not post multiple off-topic comments and not to respond to those who
do. This is damaging something that belongs to me and I’m about to start
deleting all such comments. Please do not continually submit multiple comments
attempting to turn this into a forum for discussion of your private interests. This
is extremely rude and I’m not going to put up with it any more.

13. plato
January 6, 2005

Okay don’t let it happen again.:)

Alan Sokal saids:A lot of the blame for this state of affairs rests, I think, with
the scientists. The teaching of mathematics and science is often authoritarian

Now who are you going to believe and quote, when you’ve cried wolf?

The more one adds, the crazier it gets:)

14. plato's assitant
January 6, 2005

I’m sorry Plato.

As you guys guessed, Plato’s assitant doesn’t exist.

http://www.physics.nyu.edu/faculty/sokal/afterword_v1a/afterword_v1a_singlefile.html#166
http://www.physics.nyu.edu/faculty/sokal/afterword_v1a/afterword_v1a_singlefile.html#166
http://www.physics.nyu.edu/faculty/sokal/afterword_v1a/afterword_v1a_singlefile.html#166
http://www.physics.nyu.edu/faculty/sokal/afterword_v1a/afterword_v1a_singlefile.html#166


15. plato
January 6, 2005

Plato’s Assistant,

It is unfortunate that you have refused to keep yourself confined to the club, (url
listed on my name), that we will have to suspend you until further notice.:)

Brane and Brain, are not the same thing.:)

As to understanding the gist of my resources, you might find such accumulation
of the data very interesting, and why, any attempts to devalue, is only a rejection
of the reality that has been moved into this century:)

Cater to Peter’s request, if you dare 

16. D R Lunsford
January 6, 2005

Apparently, there really was a Tulip Crash:

http://slate.msn.com/id/2103985/

Most amusing is the noted battle of “Wittstock”:

http://www.fact-index.com/b/ba/battle_of_wittstock.html

Obviously this was the first real-world test of flower power. (King Jiminy Hendrix
of the Duchy of Fender prevailed over Count Rey Josef und die Fische. After the
victory, a great celebration of music, a free “concerto grosso” was held at
Maximilan Yasgar’s fuedal estate. This was the first appearence of the band then
known as Jefferson Bargepole with Grace Slick, a stimulating teenager from San
Francisco di Zitterbewegung.)

17. Chris W.
January 6, 2005

This must be the Bogdanoffs‘ secret. Thousands of students could save
themselves the expense and risk of buying term papers and phony theses with
only a minimal decline in the quality of the work they submit.

18. D R Lunsford
January 6, 2005

Peter –

A few simple mods of the Postmodernism Generator should do fine! Just throw in
a few classic formulas pulled from Dirac or Messiah, and make the obligatory
reference to the CMB, and a postscripted estimate of the cosmological constant,
references to Witten, etc. Making up references would be fun!

10. Stringfellow, Ariel. “Step-Ladder Potentials for Propagating Slinkies” Physics

http://slate.msn.com/id/2103985/
http://slate.msn.com/id/2103985/
http://www.fact-index.com/b/ba/battle_of_wittstock.html
http://www.fact-index.com/b/ba/battle_of_wittstock.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/bogdanoff/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/bogdanoff/
http://www.elsewhere.org/cgi-bin/postmodern/
http://www.elsewhere.org/cgi-bin/postmodern/


Yarns p. 278-314

-drl

19. Peter
January 6, 2005

It always seemed to that it couldn’t be that hard to modify that guy’s software to
generate scientific papers about branes. Come on, doesn’t anyone want to try
this?

20. Plato's Assistant
January 6, 2005

Monsieur Plato is on holiday. These comments are computer-generated.
Disparaging remarks concerning their coherence (or rather, the lack thereof)
will, as usual, be ignored.

21. plato
January 6, 2005

DRL,

Mushrooms won’t help you in your calculations, and push you any further.:)

Even if it’s a primordial kind of thing that you think helps you, you must
recognize other information is present from way back when? Please do not
poison yourself with the analogies of higher dimensions that you attribute.

How did you get as far as you did?:)

22. D R Lunsford
January 6, 2005

Plato,

Where can I get some of these mushrooms?

Thanks in advance!

-drl

23. Plato
January 6, 2005

It’s Brane New World?

Branes reside in the hidden dimensions, known as “the bulk.” While matter and
light stick to the branes, gravity traverses both branes and bulk. The hidden
dimensions cannot be seen because only gravity can go there.

Maybe the tulip trade is reminscent and inferred by Veltman and Hooft, as a

http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/community/postmodern.html
http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/community/postmodern.html


realization of a cosmological principle that can be mapped holographically, even
if Hooft is overwhelmed?

Finally, we describe the embedding of branes in the 5d bulk using the phase
space geometric methods developed here. In this language the boundary
conditions at the branes can be described as a 1d curve in the phase space. We
discuss the naturalness of tuning the brane potential to stabilize the brane world
system.

You just have to adjust your views to the bulk is all?:)

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/gr/public/images/bb_history.gif
http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/gr/public/images/bb_history.gif
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0112165
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0112165
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0112165
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0112165
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0112165
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0112165
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0112165
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0112165
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0112165
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0112165


Complex Structures on the Six-sphere

January 9, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A preprint by Andrei Marshakov and Antti Niemi appeared on hep-th this evening
making a remarkable claim. According to this preprint, a few weeks before passing
away recently at the age of 93, Shiing-Shen Chern completed a preprint entitled “On
the Non-existence of a Complex Structure on the Six Sphere”.

Whether or not a given manifold defined using real coordinates can be given the
structure of a complex manifold is often a difficult problem. For the case of a
d-dimensional sphere, clearly you can’t do this in odd dimensions, but for even
dimensions, you certainly can for the case d=2. For the cases d=4 and d=8 or more,
there is a topological obstruction to even finding an “almost complex structure”. In
other words, you can’t find a continous choice for each point on the sphere of what it
means to multiply elements of the tangent space by the square root of minus one. The
case d=6 is special: you can use the octonions to construct an almost complex
structure, but this complex structure is not “integrable”, it doesn’t come from any
local choice of complex coordinates. One of the most famous open problems in
geometry has long been the following: is there another almost complex structure on
the six-sphere that is actually integrable?

It has long been conjectured that there is no such integrable almost complex
structure, but no one has ever been able to prove this. Chern’s preprint contains a
purported proof, but Marshakov and Niemi devote only a paragraph to the non-trivial
part of his argument. From their preprint you can’t tell whether Chern has a valid
argument.

I’ve heard via e-mail from a knowledgeable authority on the subject who points out
that there are serious flaws in the manuscript that was privately circulated. His
opinion is that Chern’s argument actually does prove something interesting, but not
the full result Chern claims, so the conjecture about the non-existence of a complex
structure on the six-sphere remains open.

Comments

1. Peter
January 11, 2005

The section of the paper on “Chern’s Last Theorem” is almost entirely devoted to
explaining well-known facts about G_2/SU(3)=S^6, including the well-known
fact that the almost complex structure you get from the octonions is not
integrable. I’m pretty sure all of this material goes back to Elie Cartan in the
early part of the last century. The new argument due to Chern is only dealt with
in the last paragraph of the section (I said it was only one paragraph, not one
sentence. String theorists have a weird inability to quote me correctly…). It’s the

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501050
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501050
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000118.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000118.html


argument in this last paragraph that is new, but also has a hole in it.

2. DMS
January 11, 2005

Peter,

You have captured what I tried to say. And in the process you have given me a
glimpse of the complexities and subtleties of (dis-)proving statements in
mathematics. Thanks!

3. Lubos Motl
January 11, 2005

It is not true that there is just one sentence dedicated to Chern’s proof in
Marshakov et al. Look at their conclusions – and you will see that they say that
“we have explained his proof in detail”. I also think that there’s a lot of it over
there.

4. Peter
January 11, 2005

I think what you mean by “physicist’s proof” is something along the lines of what
a mathematician would call an outline of a proof, with some steps in the outline
possibly justified by appeal to a physical argument that such a step has to
somehow work out correctly.

There certainly are some reasonably good examples of this kind of thing. One
would be Witten’s work on supersymmetry and Morse theory. There he outlined
an argument relating Morse theory, Hodge theory and index theory, using at
crucial points expectations of what should happen based on semi-classical
approximation techniques in quantum mechanics.

But the Ricci-flow case is very different. Based on personal experience, I can tell
you that claims by some physicists that the RG provides a “physicist’s proof” of
geometrization have convinced some mathematicians that said physicists are
arrogant idiots. In this subject you can’t assume that metrics are well-behaved,
since they aren’t. Singularities develop when you follow the Ricci flow, and
understanding what happens then is what the whole subject is about. There is no
“physical” argument for ignoring this phenemenon. If there were it would imply
an infinite number of untrue mathematical theorems.

5. DMS
January 11, 2005

Someone wrote:
“If it’s wrong for a mathematician, it must also be wrong for the physicist.”

Of course that is obvious: don’t need a Harvard education to see that.

The question was: is there a strong physical reason for one to believe a



particular statement to be true. Of course, such physical reasons may turn out to
be wrong. Alternatively, the statement may be correct, but may require newer
mathematics to demonstrate that rigorously (like Dirac delta functions —>
distribution theory).

“A difference between a physicist’s proof and a mathematician’s proof can only
exist in physics where the physicists know what they mean and mathematicians
are slower.”

Well, the recent proof of Thurston geometrization conjecture relied on
Hamilton’s Ricci flows, reminiscent of RG.
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000077.html
A physicist would be happy if he could show it for “well-behaved metrics”, not a
(“slow”) mathematician.

6. plato
January 11, 2005

It’s important that we can see where you are both focused instead of having the
ramble of content that deters from appropriate discussion.

So we now have you both fixed in the appropriate direction, so that you can
philosphically:) discuss the idea being expounded at the forefront of our
knowledge base.

Is one, going to reject the mathematics of another? On what grounds? Physics?:)

7. Lubo? Motl
January 11, 2005

Impressive guy (Chern), even it it’s not right.

Someone asked whether the proof is valid as a “physicist’s proof”. That’s a
ludicrous question. A difference between a physicist’s proof and a
mathematician’s proof can only exist in physics where the physicists know what
they mean and mathematicians are slower.

In mathematics, for example in discussions about the existence of a complex
structure, the physicist’s proof and a mathematician’s proof is the same thing. If
it’s wrong for a mathematician, it must also be wrong for the physicist.

8. plato
January 10, 2005

At planck scale with topological considerations, no determination can ever be
foolproof, as it is conjectured math already based, unless, you willingly admit and
move into abstract spaces, detached from reality:)

But its still fun to conjecture?

9. Peter
January 10, 2005

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000077.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000077.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/color-glass-condensate.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/color-glass-condensate.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/emergence-of-time-what-lies-beneath.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/emergence-of-time-what-lies-beneath.html


The Marshakov-Niemi paper just gives an outline of Chern’s argument, it doesn’t
in any sense provide a “physicist’s proof”.

10. DMS
January 10, 2005

What about Marshakov-Niemmi paper itself? Is it valid as a “physicist’s proof”?

That is, even if Chern was wrong, it may be that someone is going to prove it
rigorously, so it is basically correct (like a lot of QFT proofs).

11. Matti Pitkanen
January 10, 2005

The claim that S^6 does not possess complex structure is very interesting from
TGD point of view. Since I cannot expect that anyone sees the trouble of getting
bored of what follows I demonstrate my deep ignorance by representing my
question immediately:

Does the possible existence of complex structure in S^6 imply the existence of
Kaehler structure?

In the following I try to the physical meaning of Chern’s last theorem emerges in
TGD Universe.

1. Number theoretical dynamics for space-time surfaces

The motivation for my question comes from what I believe but cannot yet quite
prove(;-). I have been working hardly to concretize my belief that the classical
dynamics of space-times identified as 4-dimensional surfaces in 8-D imbedding
space M^4xCP_2 can be expressed purely number theoretically. I have gone
through several variants of the hypothesis and thought to describe one option
since it seems most promising at this moment and also relates very closely to the
Chern’s last theorem.

The first guess was that tangent spaces of H and M^4 could be given octonionic
resp. quaternionic structures. The Minkowskian signature however forces to
modify the approach by replacing these structures by their hyper counter parts
obtained by multiplying imaginary units by commuting sqrt(-1).

[This structure is not identical with the commutative algebra structure that I
called hyper-complex structure and talked about in an earlier email containing
several mistakes.]

Clearly a number theoretic analog for the transition from Riemannian to pseudo-
Riemannian geometry is in question. M^4 resp. M^8 could be seen as a sub-
space of complexified quaternions resp. octonions. This space does not form field
nor algebra but this can be tolerated: for instance, the overall important notion
of hyper-prime makes sense. For instance, in the quaternionic case the
interpretation would be as four-momenta satisfying automatically the stringy
mass formula M^4=p. Light-like hyper numbers having no inverse correspond to



massless 4- or 8-momenta and hyper-units to Lorentz boosts in analogy with
pslash/m in the case of Dirac equation. The notion of pole of analytic function is
replaced with lightlike 3-surface, etc…

2. Number theoretical variant of spontaneous compactification as
M^8M^4xCP_2 duality?

Since HO/HQ power series with real coefficients give end result in HO/HQ, the
notion of HO/HQ manifold with hyper transition functions between coordinate
charts makes sense. HO analyticity is not plagued by the complications due to
non-commutativity and non-associativity. The reason is that this notion results
also if product is Abelianized by assuming that different HO imaginary units
multiply to zero.

The problem is that M^4xCP_2 very probably does not allow HO structure.

Here comes in rescue the old idea is that four-surfaces in M^8 define four-
surfaces in M^4xCP_2 in a natural manner and vice versa assuming that field
equations are satisfied. This duality would be a number-theoretical counterpart
of spontaneous compactificatition. It would have nothing to do with dynamics but
would be one item in the list of dualities relevant to TGD.

3. Justification for the number theoretical spontaneous compactification

The justification for the hypothesis comes from following observation. The space
of quaternionic sub-spaces of octonions with a priori fixed complex structure
(containing a fixed octonionic imaginary unit) is CP_2. Same applies in the hyper
case.

This means that if one has a four-surface X^4 in M^8==HO with a hyper-
quaternionic tangent space and a fixed complex structure, it defines a surface in
M^4xCP_2. The M^4 coordinates of a given point are obtained by a canonical
projection from M^8 to M^4 and CP_2 coordinates as parameters characterizing
the HQ tangent space at given point.

One can assume that the local complex structure depends on space-time point
and thus characterized by a map

f: X^4–>S^6.

It is here where S^6 pops up in TGD framework.

4. Foliations of HO=M^8 and M^4xCP_2 by space time surfaces maps g:
OH–>SU(3) satisfying integrability conditions.

For a given map f: HO –> S^6 defining a local preferred imaginary unit M^8-
M^4xCP_2 duality allows to construct a foliation of HO/M^4xCP_2 by HQ space-
time surfaces in terms of maps

g: HO–> SU(3)

satisfying certain integrability conditions guaranteing that the distribution of



hyper-quaternionic planes integrates to a foliation by 4-surfaces.

The reason is that the bundle projection SU(3)–>CP_2 defines the local tangent
plane at each point of SU(3). The foliation defines a four-parameter family of
4-surfaces in M^4xCP_2. The dual of this foliation defines a 4-parameter family
HQ space-time surfaces.

5. Hyper-octonion analytic functions OH–>OH as a solution to the integrability
conditions?

HO analytic functions HO–> HO with real Taylor coefficients provide a physically
motivated ansatz, which might satisfy the integrability conditions.

a) The basic observation is that the complexified octonions decompose as
1+1+3+3bar under SU(3) automorphisms leaving a preferred imaginary unit
fixed (easy to remember if you have heard about leptons and quarks!).

[Notice that SU(3) has interpretation as color group and isometry group of CP_2
whereas U(2) would act as vector fields in the tangent space of X^4 as well as
the holonomy group of CP_2 identifiable as electro-weak gauge group. Standard
model gauge structure would have purely number theoretical origin.]

b) If you have a map HO–>HO you can form tensor product 3x3bar of the states
of 3 and 3bar states defined by the map and identify it as a Lie algebra element
of SU(3) and exponentiate it to an element g of HO-local SU(3). The resulting
map g defines the foliation of M^4xCP_2 by hyper-quaternionic space-time
surfaces as desired.

6. How Chern’s last theorem could be relevant for TGD?

If the conjecture holds it would mean that the foliations giving families of
solutions of field equations are characterized by two functions.

a) The function f: HO–>S^6 characterizing the selection of preferred imaginary
unit in OH. Physically the function would characterize the choice of the ground
state. This function has also an interpretation as SO(7) local group element with
SO(6) gauge invariance. The interpretation would be in terms of zero modes.

It is here, where Chern’s last theorem becomes relevant. The interpretation as
zero modes would conform with the claim that S^6 does not allow complex
structure. Indeed, Kahler structure is absolutely essential for the identification of
these degrees of freedom as quantum fluctuating degrees of freedom in infinite-
dimensional context. As a believer on TGD based world view I would dare to
believe also the non-existence conjecture.

b) The hyper-octonion analytic function g: HO–>SU(3) or effectively g:
HO–>CP_2 guaranteing the integrability conditions would be second function
involved with the general solution ansatz. Here complex structure is present and
quantum fluctuating degrees of freedom are in question.

7. Is number theoretical dynamics equivalent with absolute minimization of



Kaehler action?

The basic conjecture is that the absolute minima of Kaehler action correspond to
the hyper-quaternionic surfaces in the proposed sense. The enormous vacuum
degeneracy of Kaehler action would relate to the local selection of octonionic
imaginary unit characterized by the map f: HO–>S^6. The known facts about the
solution spectrum of Kahler action conform with the proposed general picture.

This conjecture has several variants. It could be that only the asymptotic
behavior of absolute minima corresponds to a hyper-octonion analytic function. It
could also be that maxima of Kaehler
function K of configuration space of 3-surfaces of H, with K being determined by
absolute minimum of Kahler action, correspond to this kind of 4-surfaces. Etc…

With Best Regards,

Matti Pitkanen



The Problem of Predictivity

January 11, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

In recent years, as it has become clear that string theory can never be used to predict
anything about the real world, string theorists have reacted to this state of affairs in
various often bizarre ways. Tonight there’s a new review article by Steve Giddings
about string theory which doesn’t even pretend that the theory will ever make a real
prediction about anything. Giddings seems to think that the particle phenomenology
archive hep-ph is the place to post this kind of thing, not the hep-th archive devoted
to less experimentally based work. This is pretty funny, but the really hilarious thing
is the way Giddings motivates string theory. In a section entitled “The problem of
predictivity” he argues that our inability to make quantum gravity predictions at high
energy is a problem of supreme importance, then goes on to use this to motivate the
introduction of string theory, which in the end gives a theoretical framework unable
to predict anything about anything at any energy.

The review does actually claim at various points that string theory “predicts” gauge
theory, fermions, supersymmetry, Dp-branes, and the cosmological constant. It just
neglects to mention that it doesn’t predict any characteristics of any of these things
(value of the cosmological constant, any observable characteristic of a Dp-brane, how
supersymmetry is broken, what kind of fermions, what gauge groups). String theory
actually has nothing at all to say about even the things Giddings claims it “predicts”.

Giddings seems to be a hard core anthropist, he ends with the exciting recent insight
from string theory that:

“It may in fact be that anthropic considerations fix the small relative size of the Higgs
mass as compared to the Planck mass. If so this ultimately answers the question we
started with, ‘why is gravity so weak?’ This is clearly a very interesting line of
research, and debate continues on these and other important points.”

Actually this is only the next to last paragraph. He finally ends with the news that
exp{10^120} years from now our region of the Universe will spontaneously
decompactify, which he thinks is pretty kewl.

With the current anthropic nonsense exemplified by this review article, string theory
has finally reached rock-bottom. It has given up any claims to being a legitimate
science and has taken on the characteristics of a cult. It is long past time for those
leaders of the field with any remaining scientific integrity to take a public stand that
what is going on is not all right.

Perhaps this is too much ranting. My excuse would be that I’m not in the best of
moods because I’ve spent my entire break between semesters being sick (don’t worry,
I’m getting better). I just can’t believe the way essentially the entire particle theory
establishment, including many people I have the highest respect for, continue to allow
this situation to go on without public comment.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0501080
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0501080


Update: Lubos Motl has news of a new, more elaborate set of anthropic nonsense
coming soon from Savas Dimopoulos, Shamit Kachru, and his senior colleage Nima
Arkani-Hamed (their innovation is to divide the landscape up into “countries”. I kid
you not). Lubos evidently has seen this paper early, the rest of us will have to wait
until tomorrow night. Even though he pretty clearly sees how unscientific this is, he
has to try to find something nice to say about it since his career depends on these
people. Sad to watch, actually. Postdocs and untenured people can’t take on the fight
against this garbage unless they want to commit career suicide. It’s up to the tenured
people. Where are they?

Further update: It seems the “countries” terminology is due to Lubos, the authors
refer instead to breaking the landscape up into “friendly neighborhoods”. Which
sounds even sillier than “countries”.

Yet further update: The Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, Kachru paper is now available. It
consists of about fifty pages of few equations and highly convoluted anthropic sorts of
arguments, not about any particular theory but somehow about whole classes of
theories. Kind of a meta-argument. They don’t seem to get anything at all like an
actual prediction of anything out of this, the closest they get is in their conclusion
about what to expect at LHC energies:

“Instead of finding a large spectrum of new particles and interactions typically
needed for naturalness, we predict sparse models with few new particles and
couplings, with dimensionful parameters finely tuned but close to dangerous
environmental edges.”

Pretty poetic, but I think the experimentalists working on the LHC detectors are
going to have trouble using that as guidance as to what to be looking for.

Comments

1. CapitalistImperialistPig
January 19, 2005

Anthropicy is clearly a pretty desperate strategy, but what’s a girl to do? QGr has
been stubbornly resisting all sorts of attacks for 60+ years. What I object to is
the string theory thought police, who seem to regard their theory as sort of a
religion, and all other approaches as heresy. It’s just possible that the QGr
problem won’t be solved without some new fundamental data.

2. Quantoken
January 13, 2005

Peter said:
“The problem with the quantized superstring is not that it can’t describe
interesting physical degrees of freedom, but that it can describe almost
anything. It’s too ill-defined for anyone to be able to show it is inconsistent, but it
is increasingly clear that it is VACUOUS .”

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/predictive-landscapes.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/predictive-landscapes.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501082
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501082


I find it very amusing in the last word. Thanks for the humor, but string
theoreticians are over-qualified languists in inventing new words:-)

ST doesn’t just describe “almost” any thing. It describes much much more than
everything in the world adds up. That’s exactly the problem. When the
complexity of a theory allows it to describe more than what this universe can
hold, that’s no longer a physics theory since physics strictly limit itself to the
observables within this universe only.

I keep seeing STers sing the praise how ST is rich of mathematics structures and
how much beauty you can find within the theory, and they can’t believe that a
mathematical frame work so rich in content could have nothing to do with the
real world at the end.

What they don’t realize is it is exact the problem when you have a theory too rich
and provides too much structure than what is needed to encompass the whole
observable universe!!! It makes the whole thing “vacuous” when you realize just
what an insignificantly small portion of that theory actually describes the
universe 

One could propose a theory living in 137 dimentions, it surely will provide even
richer structures than the current 11-D string theory. It would also be more
“vacuous”.

I think even a flat 4-D theory is alittle too bigger than what the universe can
hold, as we already see. A theory of flat, infinitely extending 4 dimentional
spacetime of precise coordinates provides more structures and information than
what the actual universe holds. The result is we see a universe that is limited in
size and has fuzzy coordinates. The richness of the universe is bounded by
boundary, so it is described by the conditions of the 3-D boundary of the 4-D
spacetime. That’s the holographic view.

Quantoken

3. D R Lunsford
January 13, 2005

Peter – OK fair enough, but if you can’t make a non-Abelian gauge theory from
line sources I just can’t see how YM is going to work…perhaps I’ll post
something to SPR about it.

-drl

4. Peter
January 13, 2005

Hi Danny,

Please don’t repeat the argument. I took a look again at your comment I deleted,
and it still seems to me that it is about a calculation that interests you but
doesn’t have anything to do with the topic of this posting (predictivity and



anthropic reasoning in string theory).

I don’t think you can convincingly argue that the current superstring theory
framework can’t support YM fields. The problem with the quantized superstring
is not that it can’t describe interesting physical degrees of freedom, but that it
can describe almost anything. It’s too ill-defined for anyone to be able to show it
is inconsistent, but it is increasingly clear that it is vacuous.

5. D R Lunsford
January 13, 2005

Peter – the point of the comment you deleted was – I don’t even see how string
theory can support Yang-Mills, much less be a TOE. I thought this was on-topic.

I will repeat the argument if you wish.

-drl

(Sorry if I resort to bad humor sometimes. Nip nip nip.)

6. superpoincare
January 13, 2005

This landspace stuff is seriously leading nowhere. Weinberg’s original paper was
“OM” and had an interesting result.

I think this “landscape” business is just playing with words. Finally string theory
has a lot of ground states and one doesnt know which one to pick. The best thing
is that _none_ of these vacua come close to describing the real world.

7. Quantoken
January 13, 2005

Peter said:
“The only other senior person besides Gross I can think of who has spoken up
about anthropism is Steinhardt. It really is remarkable to me that they haven’t
gotten others to back them up publicly.”

That’s not surprising. No one could say anthropism is wrong, since it is derived
from pure logic. How could we possible living on a planet hostile to life, and the
planet sits in a universe impossible to create stars and planets? So it is without
question that anthropic principles are CORRECT.

The only thing that can be questioned against anthropic principles, is not
whether it is correct or not, but whether it is science or not.

There are things that are absolutely correct, but is not science. Science does not
necessarily have to be correct, since a theory we think is correct now may be
replaced by a more accurate better theory in the future. Science have to be able
to make predictions of the nature to be useful, science have to provide a mean
for someone to potentially disproof itself through experiments or observations.
Only when a theory makes prediction that can be verified or contradicted, and



when it came out such predictions are verified instead of contradicted, will that
theory be considered science.

What’s being disputed, is whether anthropic principles, although correct, does it
have that predictive power at all? Some think it has, some do not. I personally
think it does have predictive power, but very limited and definitely does not
explain things unrelated to the condition of our existence. For example it does
not explain why there’s homosexuality, which is strange from the biological point
of view. I would say anthropic principle is probably some sort of semi-science.

Even the widely accepted standard of what is considered science may be subject
to question itself, due to the Godel theorem. For example mathmatics, 1+2=3,
that’s absolutely true, it does not even provide a potential opportunity for any
one to possibly contradict itself, using experiment or whatever, so, then, is it
science or not if it can never be dis-proven?

Quantoken

8. Aaron
January 12, 2005

“They think that if they speak out, it will be the end of their careers in physics.”

Hardly. I just don’t think that they care. As I said, plenty of people are perfectly
content to continue working on whatever they’re working on and let the
anthropic people do what they want.

9. Peter
January 12, 2005

The only other senior person besides Gross I can think of who has spoken up
about anthropism is Steinhardt. It really is remarkable to me that they haven’t
gotten others to back them up publicly.

10. JC
January 12, 2005

I can’t think of many anti-anthropic folks who have spoken loudly against the
anthropic deterioration on the subject, other than perhaps David Gross. Other
former colleagues who are “quietly” anti-anthropic, generally won’t speak out
loudly about it because they either don’t have tenure and/or they’re a postdoc
with no “political” power. They think that if they speak out, it will be the end of
their careers in physics.

11. the guts of a blackhole
January 12, 2005

String theory lacks its underlying geometric entanglement that would widen and
flush its application through what Einstein terms as our “persistent reality.” The
problem is without this extensive symmetry the theory gets stuck in a theoretical
cul-de-sac; what I’m suggesting would suggest, too, that string theory be more



accuratly catagorized as _Spring Theory_.

12. Peter
January 12, 2005

Hi Quantoken,

This web-site is not supported by public funds. Columbia University is a private,
non-profit university. The computer equipment involved and the salary of the
person who supports it (me) are paid for by this private institution.

This private, non-profit institution supports educational and research activities.
As part of this they pay my salary to maintain the computer system, teach classes
assigned to me and engage in other research and educational activities of my
choice. What I produce in the course of such research and educational activities
outside the classroom belongs to me. This is the standard way universities treat
this sort of intellectual property. One of my colleagues has gotten extremely
wealthy through this arrangement. I haven’t.

If I thought there was any doubt about the above I would move this web-site to a
commercial service. This could easily be done, but I feel it naturally belongs on
the university-supported web-site since it is part of the educational and research
component of my job. I also believe that the university’s standard protections of
the intellectual products of their academic staff ensure that there is no question
about my control and ownership of this material.

The comment section is intended to allow others to participate in the educational
and research activity of which the web-site is part. To the extent that people
further the educational and research goals of this site, I will do everything I can
to encourage them. To the extent that they damage these goals I have to do what
I can to stop them. Again, this belongs to me, and I’m solely responsible for it. It
does not belong to you in any way, shape or form.

For the answer to the question you ask about Feynman’s argument that a
massless spin-two particle necessarily implies general relativity, see his book
“Feynman Lectures on Gravitation”

13. Quantoken
January 12, 2005

Peter:

Hope you feel better now. I am sorry to see that you had to start deleting
comments. But I respect that, plus it’s not my comments that you deleted.

Not wanting to be picking, but your statement is only 25% correct: “It is
something that I created, that belongs to me.” It does not belong to you. The
Columbia web site, plus all your research activities, are supported by public
fund. The things you create while being supported by public fund does not
belong to your private property.



I am in a good mode today since I just got a few patents filed today. I am the sole
creator of the patents, but it does not belong to me, since I was paid salary to
create the stuff. The same principle applies to you, Peter.

Also it is not completely true you created this place. People come and discuss
various things in your comment section. Without that your blog would be dead
water that no one wants to look at.

That said, it is still best that people would focus a little bit more on the topics.
It’s hard though because in any heated debate it is commonplace that you
started in one thing, and it could leads to something else totally unexpected. I
think it is perfectly healthy that different opinions get exchanged this way.

Now back to the Giddings paper. One thing I have been long puzzling is string
theoreticians claimed they “predicted” gravity, and I never know exactly where
that came from. Giddings’s paper seem to provide some hint. Based on what I
read, the reasoning goes like this:
a.String theory leads to a spin 2 mass less particle.
b.Feynman said long ago “ANY theory that describes a spin 2 massless particle
must describe gravity”.
c.So super string theory predicts gravity.

Now, does any one know any thing where b. came from? Why Feynman said any
spin 2 mass less particle must be associated with gravity?

Quantoken

14. Peter
January 12, 2005

I am extremely pissed off right now. I just deleted the last two comments, which
had nothing to do with the topic of this posting, and whose authors seem to feel
that this is a good place for them to go on about whatever they feel like. It isn’t.
It is something that I created, that belongs to me, and that you are damaging.
Don’t do this again.

15. Peter
January 12, 2005

Giddings’s claim (and that of the 10000 other similar string theory propaganda
pieces) is not that it contains gravity and fermions. The claim is that whereas the
standard perturbative quantization of the gravitational field is non-
renormalizable, quantized superstring theory contains the gravitational degrees
of freedom but is term by term finite in perturbation theory.

There are several problems with this:

1. It actually is not known to be true for more than two loops.

2. Even if it is, finiteness of the terms in the perturbation series isn’t enough for
a finite theory. The series diverges, and conjectural non-perturbative definitions



of the theory have their own problems with infinities.

Introducing fermions into general relativity is not the problem. The problem is
quantizing the gravitational field. Unless you have a good argument that the
work of Chen addresses this problem, please do not discuss it further here.

16. Dick Thompson
January 12, 2005

Since Giddings’ clain for strings boils down to; it contains both gravity and
fermions, what if we create another theory that does this? Which brings me to a
modest proposal.

X. Chen has just posted a double Kalusza-Klein theory on GR which supports
spinors (but does not, I think, generate them) and which accounts for quantum
phenomena by zitterbewegung caused by the compacted two extra time
dimesions. All we need is a way to get dirac spinors defined K-K style in an
extension of this theory. Then with both Em and Dirac in a unified space time we
can let them interact and tune the theory to produce QED (maybe).

Now in 1933 Infeld and van der Waerden produced a theory of spinors as a sort
of bundle over GR spacetime (Sitzb. Pruss. Akad. 1933, pp 308-401.) Could
modern techniques unify their spinor manifold with GR via a K-K mechanism? Is
it worth looking into?

17. Tony Smith
January 12, 2005

Aaron, in reply to Peter’s post statement about String Theory
“… Postdocs and untenured people can’t take on the fight against this garbage
unless they want to commit career suicide. It’s up to the tenured people. Where
are they? …”,
you say
“… If, all of a sudden, this starts to affect hiring patterns, then maybe that’s a big
deal, but I haven’t seen anything like that. …”.

Since the current String Theory movement started out about 20 years ago, it has
grown so that for years the hiring/funding for theoretical particle physics has
been about 90% String Theory and 10% Loop Quantum Gravity with other
approaches being miniscule.

Since String Theory already has 90% of the pie, of course you “… haven’t seen
anything like … all of a sudden …[effects on]… hiring patterns …” during the
recent past.
You would have to look at the early part of the last 20 years to see when
“anything like that” took place.

As of now, a point related to Peter’s post is that String Theory may be choking
out alternative approaches and
that such elimination of alternatives may be tolerable if the dominant approach
(String Theory) actually does produce realistic models, but



if the dominant approach (String Theory) is sterile, then the field (theoretical
particle physics) stagnates.

Perhaps String Theorist should admit that they have had their chance.
Two decades of the smartest people on earth working on an approach with no
realistic results indicates to me that the approach is unsound, otherwise all those
smart people would have already announced realistic results.
It is time to let 1000 flowers bloom and try lots of alternative approaches with
equal hiring/funding and see which approach
works best.

You also say
“… You want to work on that sort of stuff, you go work on it. If you don’t, you
don’t. No need for bickering on the arXiv. …”.

For some of us with unconventional viewpoints (even string theory related
unconventional viewpoints such as CERN CDS EXT-2004-031), it is impossible for
us to engage in “… bickering on the arXiv …”
because we are blacklisted therefrom (an example being that, since I am
personally blacklisted, all my recent work including the paper I just cited is
barred from the arXiv).

18. Peter
January 12, 2005

I’m in a bad mood and I’ve finally had it. Any more comments at all like the last
two will be immediately deleted. Please take off-topic nonsense like this
elsewhere. I’m not going to put up with it here anymore.

19. plato
January 12, 2005

Okay from the physics then.:)

At very high energies, the density of the gluons in this wall is seen to increase
greatly. Unlike the quark-gluon plasma produced in the collision of such
walls, the color glass condensate describes the walls themselves, and is
an intrinsic property of the particles that can only be observed under
high-energy conditions such as those at RHIC.

I was also given the pdf file for consideration and wanted to know if you fellows
thought any revision to KK theory would have allowed a expanded view of this
area I am pointing out?

Summing over all topologies?

I’ll have to add pdf in later

20. Doug
January 12, 2005
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drl writes:
The aether investigation was honest, and physically motivated. Propagation in
itself required a medium before it was known that space and time were part of
one geometry, and that propagation was a primitive fact that needed no more
explanation – so it’s not fair to compare the idiocies of string theory with the
honest but ultimately wrong-headed search for the aether.

Wasn’t the original motivation for string theory (even if indirectly), the problem
of infinities, of f = qq’/d^2 when the distance gets so small, in other words, the
inherent problem of point particles in a background of space and time?

If we could rewind the clock and go back before Schwartz and Green, and before
Nambu, Nielsen and Susskind, and, knowing what’s coming, prevent it, where
would particle physics be now? Of course, I realize that no one can really say, but
it points out something important: given that string theory is such a calamity,
what’s the more reasonable alternative?

How do we know that the “honest but ultimately wrong-headed search for the
aether,” a search for something that didn’t exist, isn’t being repeated again with
an “honest but ultimately wrong-headed search” for the elementary particle?
Remember the importance of epistemology: it’s not what we don’t know, but
what we “know” that’s not so, that can really hurt us.

The apparent “idiocy” of “stringpots” should serve to warn us of this, and instead
of continuously ranting about it, maybe we ought to look back to what started it
all and ask ourselves why we don’t know what an electrical charge is much less a
quark? If the standard model is so successful in some ways, but disconcertingly
deficient in others, why is this? Could there be something that we think we
“know,” an erroneous assumption that we have accepted as a fact that is doing
us in?

21. Aaron
January 12, 2005

I was referring to anthropic-types, not string theory in general.

22. D R Lunsford
January 12, 2005

Peter –

I suppose we can look forward to some coset argument that groups the countries
into competing blocs and pacts.

“Witten, tear down this membrane!”

Trace, but verify.

-drl

23. Thomas Larsson



January 12, 2005

Lubos, I think you should admit one thing, at least to yourself. People like myself,
Woit, Lunsford, Baez, Schroer or Rovelli have never written a positive word
about anthropism. The only person on your hate-list that has been close to
anthropism is Smolin with his fitness landscape (which I find disturbing), but he
is also the only tenured person to publicly criticize Susskind.

We all know who the landscapers are: stringpots like Susskind, Douglas,
Polchinski, Dimopoulos, Kachru, and Arkami-Hamed. And Witten and Weinberg
are the ones that cannot find good arguments against the AP. Draw whatever
conclusion you wish from this.

24. Lubos Motl
January 12, 2005

Peter, as you know, I don’t plan any career and it has no implications for my
statements.

“Country” is my terminology – they only use “friendly neighborhood”. 

I don’t think that the claims in their paper are really justified, on the other hand
it is a nicely written paper with a lot of interesting technology.

25. D R Lunsford
January 12, 2005

“” –

The aether investigation was honest, and physically motivated. Propagation in
itself required a medium before it was known that space and time were part of
one geometry, and that propagation was a primitive fact that needed no more
explanation – so it’s not fair to compare the idiocies of string theory with the
honest but ultimately wrong-headed search for the aether.

Nor is there any resemblance of the current phase to spectroscopy before
quantum theory.

The string cult is like nothing since the pre-Baconian schoolmen.

-drl

26. January 12, 2005

One does not have to say nice things about garbage from people on whom one’s
career rests; one can simply keep silent.

This branch of physics is perhaps going through its “models of the luminiferous
aether” phase. Perhaps as a proportion of published papers in the 19th century
there are as many on the aether as there are now on strings.

The change is going to come from some young researcher who has found a



cocoon of safety in some small obscure university somewhere, who has a good
idea; and who does not hesitate to comment on the nakedness of the emperor.

27. D R Lunsford
January 12, 2005

Oak – HA!

Actually, the notion of countries made me think of a marathon game of “RISK!”.
Watch it, Bon-Motl is attacking Kamchatka from Alaska!

-drl

28. Chris Oakley
January 12, 2005

This whole phenomenon makes me think of the way that stars swell up to red
giants before they use up their fuel. A branch of “physics” is dying spectacularly.
Eventually the hundreds of string theorists will become just a handful and they
will mostly be found in mathematics departments.

29. D R Lunsford
January 12, 2005

Aaron –

Explain why this site has won awards. I get excited questions from friends and
acquaintences about string theory all the time, and have to explain over and over
again that it is total horseshit and it practitioners charlatans.

Just because you are up to the neck in sand from the other direction doesn’t
mean things aren’t really bad. I honestly think the Western world is in deep shit.

-drl

30. Aaron
January 12, 2005

Fight against them? Who needs to fight against them? You want to work on that
sort of stuff, you go work on it. If you don’t, you don’t. No need for bickering on
the arXiv.

If, all of a sudden, this starts to affect hiring patterns, then maybe that’s a big
deal, but I haven’t seen anything like that.

31. Tony Smith
January 12, 2005

Peter, about hep-ph/0501080 by Steven Giddings, you say:
“… string theory … has given up any claims to being a
legitimate science and has taken on the characteristics of a cult.
… I just can’t believe the way

http://www.sukidog.com/jpierre/strings/
http://www.sukidog.com/jpierre/strings/


essentially the entire particle theory establishment,
including many people I have the highest respect for,
continue to allow this situation to go on without public comment. …”.

There have been notable physicists such as

Richard Feynman,
who said in Davies and Brown, Superstrings, Cambridge 1988, pp. 194-195):
“… I do feel strongly that this is nonsense! …
I think all this superstring stuff is crazy and is in the wrong direction.
… I don’t like it that they’re not calculating anything. …
why are the masses of the various particles such as quarks what they are?
All these numbers … have no explanations in these string theories
– absolutely none! … ”

and Sheldon Glashow,
who said at http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html
“… superstring theory … is, so far as I can see,
totally divorced from experiment or observation.
… string theorists … will say,
“We predicted the existence of gravity.”
Well, I knew a lot about gravity before there were any string theorists,
so I don’t take that as a prediction. …
… there ain’t no experiment that could be done
nor is there any observation that could be made
that would say, “You guys are wrong.”
The theory is safe, permanently safe.
I ask you, is that a theory of physics or a philosophy? …”.

They have declared that the String Emperor has No Clothes,
but
they seem to be dismissed by the current physics establishment
as being dead or senile reactionaries, to be pitied for their
inability to perceive the beauty of String Theory.

I am reminded of Kipling’s Gods of the Copybook Headings
which says in part
“… we worshiped the Gods of the Market Who promised …
that Wishes were Horses …[and]… that a Pig had Wings. …
But,
though we had plenty of money,
there was nothing our money could buy …
… Then the Gods of the Market tumbled,
and their smooth-tounged wizards withdrew,
And the Gods of the Copybook Headings
said: ‘If you don’t work you die.’
… And the hearts of the meanest were humbled
and began to belive it was true
That All is not Gold that Glitters, and Two and Two make Four …”.

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html


So it seems to me that the smooth-tongued String Theory Wizards
have historical precedent and will eventually withdraw,
but I might not live to see that day.

Lest anyone think that I am opposed to any form of string theory,
I will refer to my paper at CERN CDS EXT-2004-031
which is also available from my web pages at
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/E6StringBraneStdModelAR.pdf
It is an outline of a construction based on the E6 Lie algebra
and an interpretation of strings as world-lines (as opposed to
little stringy subparticles), which construction gives
concrete structures consistent with the Standard Model.
Maybe my construction is valid and realistic,
and maybe it has faults that may or may not be remediable,
but
it is interesting to me that the String Theory establishment
seems to have very little interest in serious exploration of
such a model that, although somewhat complicated,
actually might be a way to connect String Theory with
the Standard Model.

32. Matti Pitkanen
January 11, 2005

The situation in theoretical physics is indeed sad to watch. String theorists have
become a kind of religious sect refusing to receive any communications from the
world outside.

When string models came around 1984, two years after my PhD and the
realization that PhD would not help to get support for my work, one thing looked
obvious to me. 2-D space-time would soon become a convenient toy model being
replaced with a realistic theory based on 4-D surfaces representing both
particles and space-time in which they appear as topological in-homogenities. If
a time traveller from future would have tried to convince me that after two
decades people would be filling hep-th with “predictions” of a non-
renormalizable theory, I would have laughed him back to the future.

In these discussions people avoid saying aloud what the real problem is: average
theoretical physicist (the finger points also to me!) is full of vulnerable ego and
so concentrated in optimizing the career of this vulnerable ego that he will never
take a risk of wasting time by listening a person without name and position. My
consolation is that I still has some years to develop TGD while looking how
colleagues are getting sick of string theory. I try my best to avoid feeling some
malicious pleasure and thinking that colleagues are now getting just what they
deserve. Fortunately, when farce continues forever it ceases to be fun for both
actors and audience and comes to an end.

Matti Pitkanen

33. D R Lunsford
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January 11, 2005

As usual, there are no equations, no derivations, no apparatus, lots of buzzwords,
etc. IOW this paper is the gradient of a crackpotential.

Moreover this person writes on a 4th-grade level. Don’t future bullshitters
understand the importance of rhetoric? Where are the great teachers of our day?

-drl



New Policy

January 13, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

As of yesterday, I’ve started deleting comments from this weblog if they seem to me to
be completely off-topic or make no sense. By the end of last year, the comment section
here had begun to turn into something I couldn’t stand to read and didn’t want to be
associated with. This was not a tolerable situation.

Please only post comments if you have something interesting to say related to the
topic of the posting. If you want to share your thoughts with the world about the
biological basis of homosexuality, quantum computing, etc., etc., please do it
somewhere else than in the comment section of a posting about the issue of the
predictivity of current formulations of string theory.

This has already wasted far more of my time than I would like. I don’t want to
moderate or in any way be involved in a public discussion of this, so the comment
section for this particular posting is closed. If you absolutely feel you must discuss
this issue with me, send me e-mail, although unless there is a very good reason, I’m
unlikely to take the time to write back in response. People with on-topic comments
are encouraged to continue to contribute them to earlier postings and to any future
ones.

No Comments



Quantum Diaries

January 13, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The world of particle physics web logging expanded by about an order of magnitude
today, as a new web-site called Quantum Diaries came on-line. The idea seems to be
to celebrate the 100th anniversary of Einstein’s remarkable 1905 papers by getting
25 physicists from around the world to set up web logs so people can follow what they
do during 2005.

Most of the participants are experimentalists, with just three theorists as far as I can
tell. The theorists are John Ellis of CERN (see here for a story about him), Stephon
Alexander of SLAC, and Jochen Weller of Fermilab.

Interestingly, all three of the theorists are spending at least part of their time working
on cosmological or astrophysical topics, which gives you some idea of where the field
is headed. Also, none of them are working on string theory at the moment, which also
gives you some idea of where the field is headed.

As a completely unrelated aside, today I came upon the web-site of Brian Powell, a
graduate student of Will Kinney’s at Buffalo studying cosmology. He’s more pro than
anti string theory, but irreverently funny. His comment that “many people criticize
string theory because it’s sort of becoming fashionable to do so” warmed my heart.
On the other hand, the fact that he links to something I wrote about Witten’s talk at
Santa Barbara with the terms “Witten gets socked in the groin” kind of upsets me.

Comments

1. Peter
January 14, 2005

Hi David,

Good luck with your studies. Can’t help with your prelims, but can help on one of
the prevalent themes you mention for your blog.

2. David Guarrera
January 14, 2005

Apprapos, I’d like to take this opportunity to plug my own blog at
http://web.mit.edu/guarrera/www/blog.htm . It’s the musings of a theoretical
physics first year grad student (namely, me)…

3. Fabio
January 14, 2005

Ellis is one of the world’s most published string theorists, and also one of the
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world’s most cited (if you include self-citations).

4. Lubo? Motl
January 14, 2005

Dear Peter,

it’s very sad if I am taking your naive, innocent, childish ideals  from you, but
most of the people are working in string theory in one way or another.

I am not sure whether you will believe me that determining the ten-dimensional
string coupling by John Ellis et al. in December (20th) 2004 is a recent work on
string theory

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0412240

Also, Stephon Alexander has the biggest hobby right now – he was explaining it
at Harvard – about determining the string scale in the heterotic models

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0409014

Jochen Weller is a hard astroparticle guy, sure.

Best
Lubos

5. JC
January 13, 2005

I always found “first person” accounts and/or diaries quite interesting in seeing
what people were thinking at a particular point in time, without the benefit of
hindsight. The real world of physics is a lot more messy and uncertain as one is
doing research, unlike how it is presented in future textbooks and/or
monographs. Everything in hindsight looks “obvious” and/or “simple” for many
things.

6. January 13, 2005

Thanks for the informative post. Notice that these sort of posts, which do not
merely concentrate on (possibly justified) opposition to something, and are
emotionally neutral, do not attract the flood of crackpots. If you really don’t want
them, you know what to do.

7. Fabio
January 13, 2005

Wow, this Quantum Diaries thing is great. I can’t think of any better way to
celebrate Einstein’s legacy than to read a bunch of random physicists detail who
they had dinner with the other night or the latest movie they saw.

8. Sean
January 13, 2005

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0412240
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0412240
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0409014
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0409014


Please don’t stoop to smileys; I’ll just try to fine-tune my tongue-in-cheek
sensitivity.

Sure, a lot of particle physicists are increasingly working on astrophysics. Too
many, actually, especially on the experimental side. Ten or fifteen years ago that
would have been a great career move; but right now particle experiment is just
beginning to get interesting again.

9. Peter
January 13, 2005

Hi Sean,

The part about string theory was meant to be kind of tongue in cheek (I really
got to figure out how to put in those smileys the way Lubos does…). But surely
you agree with the first part (about more and more particle physicists working
on cosmological and astrophysical topics), that was meant seriously.

10. Sean
January 13, 2005

Oh come on, Peter. Do you really think that the choice of blogging physicists tells
you something about where the field is headed, rather than the predispositions
of the certain individuals that run the site? Shall we conclude that condensed
matter physics is basically dead, since it doesn’t appear here? All we can
conclude is that the site was set up by HEP experimentalists.



Model Building

January 14, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

For some interesting comments by Nima Arkani-Hamed about his model-building
activities, followed by some of my own, take a look here.

Update: Jacques Distler has some comments on the Arkani-Hamed et. al. paper.

Comments

1. Peter
January 18, 2005

Thanks for spelling correction, just fixed it.

2. January 18, 2005

BTW, a spelling correction:  Nima Arkani-Hamed

3. Quantoken
January 15, 2005

Superstar said:
“For those of us outside the network, who nonetheless are the ultimate source of
it’s funding, what value does it provide? It’s looking more an more like it’s
ultimate value is as entertainment. Or perhaps also as a way to impress the
neighbors. Kind of like one great big living coffee table book for the nation.”

Entertainment is good. It is a much bigger sector of human expendition than
what we collectively spend on the whole front of science research. Making one
typical movie costs more than sending one PathFinder to Mars. My own daytime
work relates to the routine creation of real multiverses in virtual spaces of many
dimentions, for the joyful entertainment of the playful population.

Expenditure on Superstring research is nothing compare with the rest of pork
barrel. If it expands the imagination of a few SciFi novel writers or allows
making of a few SciFi movies, that’s more than the worth of the money already.
The sad thing is so many of the smartest people jump into this seemingly
hopeless quest, knowing full well they probably won’t have better luck in the
next 25 years than the previous one, and that it may ultimately be proven to a
wrong road which leads to no where. If that’s entertainment, isn’t it a bit too
much cruelty?

I agree with the notion that “let 1000 flowers bloom”. There should be an
affirmative action in science research that when the main stream seem to be un-
productive, alternative approaches and different tries should be encouraged,

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/predictive-landscapes.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/predictive-landscapes.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000494.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000494.html
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/nima.htm
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/nima.htm
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/nima.htm
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/nima.htm
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/nima.htm


instead of being suppressed and censored.

Remember, some of the greatest discoveries in science were made by a none-
main-stream nobody, mere 26 years old, who could not even find a job teaching
in a high school, and needed help to finally land a job as a third class clerk
working in a small patent office. And whose ideas still look so wackered even
today, that calling him “crackpot” would be a compliment to him.

And this year is to be honored in his name.

I still don’t know how that guy managed to get his stuff published at the time.
Wasn’t there supposed to be a peer review process to maintain sanity in science
publications:-)

Quantoken

4. Superstar
January 15, 2005

The sociological network effect is certainly a big factor in the current dominance
of string theory.

For those of us outside the network, who nonetheless are the ultimate source of
it’s funding, what value does it provide? It’s looking more an more like it’s
ultimate value is as entertainment. Or perhaps also as a way to impress the
neighbors. Kind of like one great big living coffee table book for the nation.

Is it any wonder then that so many physicists are working on their own coffee
table books these days, and the documentaries to go along with them?

5. January 15, 2005

“So just as network benefits accrue to users of inferior software [windows],
inferior videotape systems [vhs], community benefits accrue to the dominant, if
unsuccessful, scientific fad [conference invitations, x-archive postings,
fellowships, book contracts, interviews, pbs specials].”

This seems a bit cynical. The analogy between windows and vhs users with string
theorists is improper. The software and videotape users (together with sufficient
numbers of similarly acting people) provide the funding that in turn enables the
community benefits. Clearly this is not the case with string theory research or
other research that is funded publicly or by others who are not members of the
string community.

If community benefits are the primary coin of the realm, then a better analogy
would be a community of parasites [the opportunists in the string community]
feeding off the hosts [the funding agencies]. Not all parasites end up killing the
host; let’s hope this one doesn’t [e.g., drying up of physics research funding due
to inadequate benefits returned to the rest of the world].

6. January 15, 2005



Comment on Peter’s comment on Nima’s comment:

Think of the string theory community as a social group with a “network effect”
function of utility to it’s members. See for example:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_effect

In other words, regardless of utility to outsiders [rest of world] the community
itself generates it’s own utility as a power or exponential of it’s own size.

So just as network benefits accrue to users of inferior software [windows],
inferior videotape systems [vhs], community benefits accrue to the dominant, if
unsuccessful, scientific fad [conference invitations, x-archive postings,
fellowships, book contracts, interviews, pbs specials].

This is to be expected. The good news is that because of the power law of
network utility a competing technology or theory with clear benefits can grow in
size rapidly and overtake the inferior competitor. However the benefits have to
be substantial to the defecting members, and outweigh the lost utility from
detaching from the previous network.

In the case of the competitors to string theory it seems that currently any
apparent benefits do not offer enough utility for large numbers to defect.

7. January 15, 2005

Or

Quantum Field Theory:Standard Model & related
::
String Theory:specific predictive models built from a string vacuum.

8. Tony Smith
January 14, 2005

Commenting on the historical remarks of Nima Arkani-Hamed
“… a big realization leading to the SM was that gauge theories should be
important to the description of nature. … But it did not uniquely predict 3-2-1
gauge theory! … during a period in 77 or so when the experimental situation got
very confusing. Critics of gauge theory model-building … said “Its
unconstrained! You can build so many models!”. … When the dust settled, we
had 3-2-1. …”
Peter Woit said:
“… in 1977 … SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) with the SM particle content was … pretty well
set in stone …”.

Here is some chronology supporting Peter Woit’s comment:

the electroweak force SU(2)xU(1) part of the SM was pretty much “set in stone”
in 1971 when ‘t Hooft proved its renormalizability;

the 1973 paper of Kobayashi and Maskawa, confirmed experimentally by the

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_effect
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_effect


1974 discovery of the charm quark and the 1976 discovery of the beauty quark,
pretty much “set in stone” the color SU(3) 3-generation part of the SM; and

in 1974 the 3-2-1 SM was so well accepted that Glashow and Georgi constructed
SU(5) GUT based on the fact that SU(5) contains SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) as a
subgroup.

Although some people in 1977 may have disagreed with the the 3-2-1
3-generation SM, their relevance to physics has been no more significant that
the relevance of those who disagree with Einstein’s relativity.

As to the situation today, it seems to me that string theory today has a financial /
sociological dominance that is at least as strong as that of the 3-2-1 SM in 1977,
but that string theory today has nowhere near the basis of detailed calculations
and experimental results that the 3-2-1 SM had in 1977.

As Peter Woit said:
“… The real problem with particle theory these days is that the top-down
approach has been nearly completely destroyed by the concentration on one idea
of how to do this (string theory) and the refusal to acknowledge the colossal
failure this has led to. …”.

Another aspect of the problem is raised by Nima Arkani-Hamed’s statement “…
there are specific hardware triggers at the LHC that are about to be finalized …
we’re on touch with experimentalists and they will be modified …”.
As Peter Woit said “… It’s certainly a good thing that model-builders are
pursuing as wide a range models as possible in preparation for the LHC,
especially if they’re talking to the people who are working on the LHC triggers.
…”.
However,
if the only model-builders who have influence with LHC trigger designers are
conventional string theorists, then the LHC may fail to observe events that could
be very useful in evaluating models not based on conventional string theory.

I repeat what I said in a comment to an earlier post:
It is time to let 1000 flowers bloom and try lots of alternative approaches with
equal hiring/funding and see which approach works best.

For my part, since I have no influence on LHC trigger design, about all I can do
is to be happy to defend my model in comparison with conventional string theory
in any reasonable forum (for instance, I have submitted contributed talks about
my model to the APS Tampa meeting 16-19 April 2005).

9. Superstar
January 14, 2005

In other words, Chris, you’re saying string theory is meta-physics.

10. Chris W.
January 14, 2005



Arkani-Hamed’s characterization of the work he and his colleagues are doing
supports a picture* of string theory and landscape ideas as meta-theoretical
frameworks — as theory generators. Given the constraints on the models he
describes, this may well prove fruitful. However, any successes achieved by this
path will be dubious empirical confirmations of string theory, since failures of
these models couldn’t be taken as empirical refutations of string theory. That is
why I’m inclined to regard the specific models as the real physical theories, and
string theory itself as a web of related ideas (largely formal schemes) from which
testable physical theories might be derived.

Again, drawing an analogy with the case of general relativity, GR is the physical
theory, whereas Riemannian geometry is only a meta-theoretical framework,
notwithstanding the general notion that the structure of physical space (and
later, spacetime) might be Riemannian and dynamic — an idea which was
anticipated by Riemann and Clifford.

(* previously discussed in the comments on this post)

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Clifford.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Clifford.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Clifford.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Clifford.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000130.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000130.html


Not on the ArXiv

January 19, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Most new preprints in mathematics and physics these days are posted on the arXiv,
but every so often I run into interesting new things worth reading that haven’t
appeared there for one reason or another. Here are some recent examples:

Some lecture notes on Lie algebras by Shlomo Sternberg. Lots of topics covered I
haven’t seen anywhere else, especially the material on the relation to Clifford
algebras and the Kostant version of the Dirac operator.

Lecture notes by Constantin Teleman about his recent work on topological field
theories and the Gromov-Witten theory of BG, the classifying space of a group. These
are notes from talks given at Gregynog, Goettingen, and Miami. I confess that, like a
lot of Teleman’s work, I have trouble figuring out exactly what he is up to, but it looks
quite interesting. I wish he and Dan Freed and Mike Hopkins would get around to
finishing their paper on “K-theory, Loop Groups, and Dirac Families” that Teleman has
been advertising as “coming soon” for quite a while…

David Vogan has an interesting draft of a review of A. A. Kirillov’s book on the orbit
method in representation theory. This is the most fully developed version of what is
sometimes known as “geometric quantization”. Vogan also has some notes from his
lectures this past year on “Unitary representations and complex analysis” which
include material on the Borel-Weil theorem and its generalizations.

Nikita Nekrasov has some Lectures on Nonperturbative Aspects of Supersymmetric
Gauge Theories and a written version of his 2004 Hermann Weyl Prize lecture.

Eckhard Meinrenken has a a nice expository article on the de Rham model for
equivariant cohomology.

Comments

1. Lubo? Motl
January 20, 2005

If someone learns the theta functions, their expansions, the forces between D8-
branes etc., then he or she is a person familiar with string theory, and if he or
she writes a paper about it, then he or she is working on string theory.

He or she may have a different approach to all these issues than others and may
be more or less successful, but it is still string theory.

I am not like the kind of people who would like to eliminate (and often they DO
eliminate) every piece of data that is inconvenient to them. And moreover I think
that John Ellis is an interesting person with inspiring ideas, and I have absolutely

http://www.arxiv.org/
http://www.arxiv.org/
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~shlomo/docs/lie_algebras.pdf
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~shlomo/docs/lie_algebras.pdf
http://www.math.harvard.edu/people/SternbergShlomo.html
http://www.math.harvard.edu/people/SternbergShlomo.html
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~teleman/
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~teleman/
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~teleman/greg/
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~teleman/greg/
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~teleman/goett/
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~teleman/goett/
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~teleman/miami/
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~teleman/miami/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~dav/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~dav/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~dav/kirillov.pdf
http://www-math.mit.edu/~dav/kirillov.pdf
http://www-math.mit.edu/~dav/venice.pdf
http://www-math.mit.edu/~dav/venice.pdf
http://www.ihes.fr/~nikita
http://www.ihes.fr/~nikita
http://www.ihes.fr/~nikita/IMAGES/barcelona.ps
http://www.ihes.fr/~nikita/IMAGES/barcelona.ps
http://www.ihes.fr/~nikita/IMAGES/barcelona.ps
http://www.ihes.fr/~nikita/IMAGES/barcelona.ps
http://www.ihes.fr/~nikita/IMAGES/cocoyoc.ps
http://www.ihes.fr/~nikita/IMAGES/cocoyoc.ps
http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/
http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/
http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/research/enc.ps
http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/research/enc.ps
http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/research/enc.ps
http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/research/enc.ps


no reason to try to verbally eliminate him from some group.

2. D R Lunsford
January 20, 2005

Wow, those Sternberg notes are excellent, thanks for that. Sternberg reads like a
novel!

-drl

3. January 20, 2005

Here is what Peter was referring to Lubos about the Penquins

I thinks John’s post today directs attention to a certain amount of responsibilty?

4. Fabio
January 20, 2005

For some good fun look up Ellis and Nanopoulos’s work on noncritical louiville
string theory applied to the physics of the brain (the kind in your head).

Of course, I’d be surprised if they haven’t already found a way to connect Brane
physics to brain physics also, the potential for cute irreverent paper titles being
too much to resist.

Why Lubos wants to brag about this guy being a string theorist escapes me.

5. Chris W.
January 20, 2005

Yes indeed, they came up* with quite a Rube Goldberg contraption just to
produce some effects attributable to spacetime foam. To say that they produced
a model of spacetime foam is a stretch, to say the least. John Wheeler would be
appalled.

In my opinion this kind of thing shows string/D-brane theorizing in the worst
possible light.

(* Footnote 1 of this paper [gr-qc/0501060] cites the paper in which the model
was initially presented.)

6. Peter
January 19, 2005

Well, the comment that Alexander and Ellis were not working on string theory
was a bit of a joke, I wasn’t under the impression that they weren’t going to work
on string theory any more.

I took a look at the Ellis paper, it is pretty amazing. The guy is clearly smoking a
lot more powerful weed than back when he was seeing penguins in his Feynman
diagrams.

http://www.ph.ed.ac.uk/particle/Exp/muheim/prerow/prerow-lecture-1.pdf
http://www.ph.ed.ac.uk/particle/Exp/muheim/prerow/prerow-lecture-1.pdf
http://qd.typepad.com/24/2005/01/i_have_just_fin.html
http://qd.typepad.com/24/2005/01/i_have_just_fin.html


7. Lubo? Motl
January 19, 2005

John Ellis, whom you say is not currently working on string theory, has a new
paper tonight about D8-branes and D0-branes:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0501060

8. Levi
January 19, 2005

Nice links. There are still quite a few mathematicians who don’t routinely post
their work on the ArXiv.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0501060
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0501060


String Fellows

January 20, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Today’s Guardian has an article by a writer who recently visited the Institute in
Princeton to talk to Witten and others there about string theory. The author of the
piece makes the obvious analogy between Witten and Einstein, and asks the string
theorists about Einstein’s 20-year misguided and failed attempt to unify gravity and
electromagnetism during his years at the IAS. String theory and Einstein’s failed
program get further identified by the author’s claim that if Einstein were alive today
he would be working on string theory, and by a quote from Seiberg that “Being in the
place where Einstein was is clearly an inspiring idea.”

Seiberg also has something very true to say:

“Most string theorists are very arrogant,” says Seiberg with a smile. “If there is
something , we will call it string theory.”

Witten’s attitude towards string theory seems to remain unchanged, he’s quoted as
saying:

“Critics of string theory say that it might be too big a step. Most physicists in other
fields are simply agnostic and properly so,” says Witten. “It isn’t an established
theory. My personal opinion is that there are circumstantial reasons to suspect that
it’s on the right track. ”

His recent work on twistor string theory is mentioned, including the fact that there
was a workshop at Oxford last week on the subject. About this, the writer reports

“Witten is not convinced yet. ‘I think twistor string theory is something that only
partly works,’ he says.”

I wonder exactly what he meant by that. What’s the part of twistor string theory that
he thinks doesn’t work?

Comments

1. Matti Pitkanen
January 22, 2005

Instead of twistors, I believe in hyper-octonionic spinors! “Hyper” means
multiplying imaginary units with commuting sqrt(-1) so that sub-space of
complexified octonions with Minkowski signature of number theoretic norm
results.

The generalization of the notion of calibration

http://education.guardian.co.uk/higher/research/story/0,9865,1393991,00.html
http://education.guardian.co.uk/higher/research/story/0,9865,1393991,00.html
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/


[see the homepage of Jose Figueroa-O’Farrill at
http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~jmf/Research/susy_7.html%5D

leads to the notion of Kaehler calibration. When combined with the number
theoretic spontaneous compactification of hyper-quaternionic M^8 to
M^4xCP_2, this leads to the conjecture that the basic theorems about
connection between calibrations, minimal surfaces, and spinors generalize.

Absolute minima of Kaehler action would correspond to the solutions of massless
equation for octonionic 2-spinor satisfying Weyl condition representables as
hyper-octonion real analytic maps and satisfying d’Alember equation as a
consequence of generalized Cauchy-Riemann conditions.

Incredible it sounds but classical TGD would reduce to free Dirac equation for
hyper- octonionic spinors equivalent with hyper octonions!

For an enthusiastic blurb see

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/newtgd.html#calib.

A detailed representation can be found at

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#visionb

With Best Regards,

Matti Pitkanen

2. Jian
January 21, 2005

“…Most physicists in other fields are simply agnostic and properly so,”

“An agnostic thinks it impossible to know the truth in matters such as God and
the future life with which Christianity and other religions are concerned. Or, if
not impossible, at least impossible at the present time.”

Bertrand Russell, “What is an Agnostic?”

3. D R Lunsford
January 21, 2005

If Einstein were alive today, he’d probably be a patent clerk.

-drl

4. R
January 21, 2005

“If Einstein were alive today, he would probably be a string theorist…”

This made me laugh for a while….

http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~jmf/Research/susy_7.html%5D
http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~jmf/Research/susy_7.html%5D
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/newtgd.html#calib
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/newtgd.html#calib
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http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#visionb


good job 

5. Thomas Larsson
January 21, 2005

as for the fate of N=1 SUSY in the LHC we just have to wait and see, don’t we?

I have no doubt that people will look for SUSY at the LHC, and I am awaiting the
results as eagerly as anybody. If it is found, then I will have learnt something. No
big deal.

However, experimental particle physics did not start with the LHC. My post
referred to several large and expensive experiments, and I think that it is wrong
to simply ignore them. I have recently, and more than once, seen the situation
summarized in the phrase “SUSY requires fine-tuning at the percent level”. This
is of course not conclusive, but it gives a hint what we may expect at the LHC.

Besides, LHC will not affect the outcome of a 2-loop calculation of the running
coupling constants. If it has been done, I would like to see a reference. If not, it
is about time that somebody does it.

Interest in SYM is not mainly due to hopes that it is a realistic theory, but that it
is a more tractable version of SYM than those without SUSY.

Fine. But if some conclusion relies critically on SUSY (AdS/CFT perhaps), and
SUSY is not part of nature, we haven’t really learnt anything about physics, have
we?

6. raj
January 21, 2005

“Most string theorists are very arrogant,” says Seiberg with a smile. “If there is
something [beyond string theory], we will call it string theory.”

One wonders. Does arrogance among string “theorists” substitute for evidence
among scientists? Quite frankly, I’d prefer evidence.

7. Urs
January 21, 2005

Interest in SYM is not mainly due to hopes that it is a realistic theory, but that it
is a more tractable version of SYM than those without SUSY.

The goal is to understand field theory as such. YM is hard. So let’s move in field
theory space to a more symmetric version and try to understand that first. That’s
still hard enough. When done, we can try to move back to the asymmetrical
point.

SYM in four dimensions is about the most symmetrical gauge theory that you can
get. Therefore its importance. Therefore the interest in it.

See the introduction to the Clay millenium mass gap problem for a detailed

http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Yang-Mills_Theory/Official_Problem_Description.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Yang-Mills_Theory/Official_Problem_Description.pdf


discussion why field theorists want to understand SYM.

8. January 21, 2005

The idea is to calculate QCD amplitudes by expressing them as combination of
SUSY amplitudes (which can be now simplified using twistor methods), and one
non-SUSY amplitude, that one can choose to be as simple as possible. In fact,
one does not use SUSY directly in the calculations, just what is called “cut-
constructibility” which works for some non-SUSY calculations as well. As nobody
really knows the full ramifications of the idea before exploring them (and it does
look good right now), it is not useful to make apriori judgements.

The twistor string itself was proposed only for N=4 anyhow; as for the fate of
N=1 SUSY in the LHC we just have to wait and see, don’t we?

M.

9. Thomas Larsson
January 21, 2005

I forgot: no deviation in muon g-2.

10. Thomas Larsson
January 21, 2005

Whether SYM amplitudes can be calculated with twistor methods may or may
not be true. The big question is why physicists should care about SYM
amplitudes in the first place, given the mounting evidence against
supersymmetry (no sparticles, no proton decay, no light Higgs, no WIMPs, no
permanent electric dipole moment, and perhaps the 2-loop result that coupling
constants don’t meet exactly at one point).

11. serenus zeitblom
January 20, 2005

“It sparked a whole slew of papers from his fellow theorists and interest is still
growing.”

103 cites after more than a year? By EW’s standards, that is far from a “slew”.
Nor do I see any evidence that interest is growing in this rather dull, technical
subspace of the string world.

12. Lubos Motl
January 20, 2005

Hi Moshe, I know that you can derive it (the connected expression) from the
B-model, but you can also derive it from e.g. Berkovits’ models. It’s just too
simple so that the details of the string theory are not too important. How’s life?
LM

13. January 20, 2005



Lubos,

1. The “connected instanton” formula of Roiban et. al. is a new expression for
helicity amplitudes which was not available before, and is “derived” (not very
rigorously) from the toplogical B-model. That expression is correct, though not
as efficient as others.

2. The versions of topological strings currently on the market do not work on the
loop level, but maybe there is some hope still, “whatever you do” covers a lot of
ground…

Moshe

14. Lubos Motl
January 20, 2005

The picture of string theory – namely topological string theory – has not been too
useful in any of the recent developments that shed light on the new formulae to
calculate the Yang-Mills scattering amplitudes.

The picture of the topological B-model on CP3|4 is problematic also because it
contains the extra conformal supergravity states, and it’s expected that whatever
you do, you will get a disagreement at the loop level.

15. January 20, 2005

Representation of SYM amplitudes in twistor space makes some of their
simplicity manifest, and is very useful as a calculational tool. The idea of cooking
up a topological string theory to reproduce these amplitudes works only at tree
level, for loop level there are unwanted contributions (from conformal gravity)
that one needs to decouple somehow.

16. D R Lunsford
January 20, 2005

What part of TST doens’t work?

Probably the usual issues of conformal ideas when sources are present (of
whatever kind).

-drl



Dijkgraaf Coxeter Lectures

January 21, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Robbert Dijkgraaf is about the most lucid expositor around on the topic of what now
goes under the name “topological strings”. This week he’s been giving the Coxeter
Lectures at the Fields Institute in Toronto, and the slides and audio of his
introductory talk are now available on-line. I hope there will be similar materials for
his other, more detailed talks.

Last week the Fields Institute hosted a workshop on topological strings and the talks
are on-line, although in many cases just the audio of the talk is available, which is
pretty hard to follow.

No Comments

http://staff.science.uva.nl/~rhd/
http://staff.science.uva.nl/~rhd/
http://www.fields.toronto.edu/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/coxeter/dijkgraaf.html
http://www.fields.toronto.edu/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/coxeter/dijkgraaf.html
http://www.fields.toronto.edu/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/coxeter/dijkgraaf.html
http://www.fields.toronto.edu/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/coxeter/dijkgraaf.html
http://www.fields.toronto.edu/audio/04-05/coxeter_lectures/dijkgraaf/
http://www.fields.toronto.edu/audio/04-05/coxeter_lectures/dijkgraaf/
http://www.fields.toronto.edu/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/topstrings/
http://www.fields.toronto.edu/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/topstrings/
http://www.fields.toronto.edu/audio/#topstrings
http://www.fields.toronto.edu/audio/#topstrings


NUMB3RS

January 23, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a new TV show called “NUMB3RS” starting tonight, whose main character is
a mathematican named “Charlie”, who solves crimes using mathematics. His motto is
“Everything is Numbers”.

A secondary character is “Larry”, a Caltech physicist working on 11d supergravity. In
one scene he shows up trying to get mathematical help from Charlie, whose graduate
student sneers at him “Why don’t you do your own mathematics, like Ed Witten or
Feynman?”.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
January 27, 2005

Selrach –

Well I think the point I’m trying to make is – very little needed to be deduced at
that point! Klein had his program, his problem, and his methods, and all that was
lacking was *physical insight* into the meaning of the non-Euclidean geometry
(which turned out to be Minkowski space) that *he himself*, with his particular
sort of intuitionist brilliance, had created, and had used in this problem.

It’s *physical insight* more than anything else that’s needed to make progress in
physics. Almost anyone can learn the math – even learn it “in the bones” so to
speak – but physical insight is the rarest of all gifts it seems.

-drl

2. Selrach
January 26, 2005

Hi Lunsford,

I am not sure the Classical Top is a good example of the difference between a
physicist and a mathematician . My own opinion is that out of all physicists only
Galileo , Newton, Maxwell ,Einstein and Feymann could have made the
deductions that you alluded to in 1896!

I have been looking at the history of great discoveries in Physics, and it seems
that the Great Man Theory does not stand up as well as it might. Essentially,
many people have different models which turns out to be essentially the same,
after mathematicial inconsistences are straighten out! (String Theory and Loop
Gravity anyone?)



For example, the reason why we remember Maxwell rather than Riemann as the
discover of Electrodynamicism, is that Riemann mixed in Gravity! i.e Riemann
realised that if there was a link between Electric and Magnetic phenomena, this
would lead to symmetry constraints on the physics. Physicists need an Einstein
to explain this in terms that they could understand PHYSICALLY.

Selrach

3. D R Lunsford
January 26, 2005

Selrach,

What does being classical have to do with it? It’s about representations of the
rotation group via the complex plane (stereographic projection). Klein noticed
that his problem – to describe the motion of the top subject to external forces –
was much simplified if he introduced a non-Euclidean geometry with the
fundamental quadric (in the sense of projective/metric geometry)

x^2 + y^2 + z^2 – t^2 = 0

Again, Klein goes to some lengths to disabuse his readers of any “metaphysical
implication” in introducing a non-Euclidean geometry. Now, this was in 1896!
Klein has basically all the mathematical elements for relativity not only in hand,
but at work!

The irony of this is priceless – Klein had clarified the relation of affine,
pseudoaffine, hyperbolic, and elliptic non-Euclidean geometry to each other –
he’d written a classic book on the subject – he was past master of function theory
and operations in the complex plane – yet he missed relativity – not only missed
it, but turned it away when it knocked on his door – from the inside!!

The point is – being a good physicist is a completely different metaphysico-
realistic setup than is being a good mathematician.

-drl

4. Matti Pitkanen
January 26, 2005

Poincare was great mathematician. Einstein was a great physicists. Someone
said that Poincare was too much of a mathematician to discover special relativity
which was in the air and although he discovered Poincare group. If a kind of
cognitive complementarity is involved, the replacement Poincare-
Einstein–>Witten-Witten would not make sense unless Witten enjoys a positive
variant of multiple personality disorder;-).

Matti Pitkanen

5. Selrach
January 26, 2005



Hi Lunsford,

I do no understand what SR has to do with the mathematical theory of the Top!
This theory is ENTIRELY Classical!

I agree that Einstein was a good mathematician. However he was not a great
one, unlike Ed Witten.

6. D R Lunsford
January 25, 2005

How do these rumors get started?

Einstein did NOT “often have a mathematician to help him with the hard stuff”.
In fact the great mathematicians of the day, including Klein and Poincare, fell all
over themselves getting things wrong. See for example Klein’s “Mathematical
Theory of the Top”. The locus for this work is the complex plane under SU(2) –
really SL(2,C), because the quadratic form arises:

x2 + y2 + z2 – t2 = 0

Klein EXPLICITLY mentions that the non-Euclidean geometry he is using should
not be taken literally. In fact, it should be taken VERY literally because it’s
Minkowski space. In other words, the greatest mathematician of the day was flat
wrong about his OWN WORK!

GEEZ, save me from Einstein bashing!!

-drl

7. Rafael
January 24, 2005

I actually liked the show. Sure the mathematics is over the top but hey it’s
fiction! It seems as if they’re trying to make it educational and I only say this
because they have the main characters narrate their thought process like a PBS
special.

“Why don’t you do your own mathematics, like Ed Witten or Feynman?”

Perhaps this physicist guy is supposed to be more like Einstein since Einstein
often had a mathematican who would help him with the hard stuff (like
Riemannian geometry).

8. plato
January 24, 2005

Would it have been more credible to the mathematician that number theory be
based on some principle as posted here?

It would make sense to me, why string theory might be rejected, and a new
method considered as a basis?

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/numbers-at-heart-of-creation.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/01/numbers-at-heart-of-creation.html


9. Walt Pohl
January 24, 2005

It’s not quite as bad as the ads made look. It’s still painful for math-savvy people
to watch.

10. R
January 24, 2005

Not even close to PI, an excellent movie.
I bet it doesnt go longer that 3.1415… episodes 

11. A.J.
January 24, 2005

OK,

Step up, folks, and place your bets! How long until the show gets cancelled?

12. January 24, 2005

>But on the positive side, maybe one benefit is that >it will portray math as
being ‘cool’ 

Perhaps…but I’m not convinced…

13. Steven S
January 24, 2005

Funny. Though the one advertisement I saw for the show made it look positively
awful.

14. Plato
January 24, 2005

Made me think of the show called PI

15. January 24, 2005

Hey! I know! Let’s make a math show and call it numb2.71828rs? No, well, then
how about numb2.718rs? NO, GEEZ! WELL IS NUMB3RS 0K WITH Y0U?!?

16. DMS
January 24, 2005

Amusing  But on the positive side, maybe one benefit is that it will portray
math as being ‘cool’ 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0138704/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0138704/


The Thin Line of Theory

January 26, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a quite interesting article on the controversy over string theory that appeared
yesterday in the Boston University student newspaper. It gives some insight into the
political battle now going on in many physics departments.

The Boston University physics department has always been in the shadow of its more
prominent neighbors just across the river in Cambridge. A few years ago they
attracted Glashow away from Harvard, and I’ve been told a big selling point for him
was that he would no longer have to be part of a department dominated by string
theorists. He’s one of very few particle theorists who has consistently and publicly
complained about what is going on in string theory. In the article, he forcefully makes
the analogy between Einstein’s failed unification efforts and string theory:

“It is tragic,” Glashow said, “but now, we have the string theorists, thousands of them,
that also dream of explaining all the features of nature. They just celebrated the 20th
anniversary of superstring theory. So when one person spends 30 years, it’s a waste,
but when thousands waste 20 years in modern day, they celebrate with champagne. I
find that curious.”

Ken Lane, one of Glashow’s colleagues at BU, says that “String theory is not physics”
and that he doesn’t know of any BU faculty who think that string theory belongs in
the physics department. He does seem to think that it belongs in a math department,
something I have some problems with. While certain parts of string theory are
mathematically interesting and do belong in math departments, most of what string
theorists do is not mathematics. For instance, the many string theorists making
anthropic arguments about the “Landscape” are not doing mathematics and it’s
pretty insulting to mathematicians to say that they belong in math departments.

Lane believes string theory is on its way out, and that the LHC will finish it off:

“I think I can safely predict that string theory is going to wither and die when exciting
results start coming out of the LHC.”

Cumrun Vafa of Harvard seems to be spitting mad at the idea that BU won’t hire
string theorists, referring to them as “foolish” and “childish”, which is not normally
language academics use when talking to the press about their Nobel-prize winning
colleagues at neighboring institutions. Vafa was a student of Witten’s a year or two
behind me at Princeton, but I haven’t talked to him since my postdoc days. He’s
definitely a smart guy, but also definitely a fanatic.

Vafa graduated from Princeton in 1985, just as the string theory fad hit. He went to
Harvard as a postdoc, where most of the senior people were pretty skeptical about
string theory, although willing to hire smart young postdocs doing it. I heard he was
very upset in 1986 when Glashow published his article with Ginsparg in Physics Today
attacking string theory, and even threatened to leave. But over the next decade or so

http://www.dailyfreepress.com/news/2005/01/25/Science/The-Thin.Line.Of.Theory-840583.shtml
http://www.dailyfreepress.com/news/2005/01/25/Science/The-Thin.Line.Of.Theory-840583.shtml


he managed to marginalize Glashow, get more string theorists hired, and consolidate
power around them. Finally Glashow left, and by now the string theorists heavily
dominate the theory group. Of the active theory faculty, Vafa, Strominger, Minwalla
and Motl are full-time string theorists and Randall and Arkani-Hamed do more
phenomenological work, work whose justification is often given in terms of string
theory. This just leaves Georgi remaining, and at the moment he has his hands full
dealing with the fact that the president of Harvard is a sexist buffoon.

For Vafa to accomplish this undoubtedly took some single-minded dedication to
furthering the interests of string theory and thwarting its opponents, but now that
string theory so overwhelmingly dominates the field, it’s pretty disturbing to see him
continuing to behave like a complete fanatic. I’ve been told that after Brian Greene’s
Nova TV show about string theory came out, Vafa was heard to say that he didn’t care
if it was any good; as far as he was concerned anything that promoted string theory
was great. He’s quoted in the article as saying

“Theoretical developments have indicated string theory is a very important part of
physics,” Vafa said. “It has already proven foolish. It’s past the point.”

I’m guessing there’s a typo here, one assumes he doesn’t mean that string theory is
foolish, but that opposition to it is. He completely ignores the argument that string
theory has not predicted anything and thus is not science, calling people who make
this argument “childish”. His arrogant attitude towards those who don’t believe what
he does is pretty breath-taking, matched only by that of his younger colleague Lubos.
He finally dismisses the whole BU physics department with the logically incoherent:

“I think they are doing a disfavor to BU. I don’t want to pass judgment, but not having
a string theory group puts out of first rate in my opinion.”

I think he does want to pass judgement and already has. If you’re a theorist who
might someday have to deal with him as someone evaluating your grant proposal,
deciding whether to hire your student, etc., do you think you might think twice before
making a “childish” or “foolish” public comment about what is going on in string
theory these days?

Comments

1. January 28, 2005

Levi,

Did you see that the paper was dedicated to Giordano Bruno? And that he
paraphrased a Pete Seeger/Peter Paul & Mary song?? And that there is not ONE
equation in the entire paper?

The amazing thing to me – this guy was invited to MIT and CERN for 3 years
each. Who makes these decisions? I wonder if these people know how to actually
do any calculations?



-drl

2. January 28, 2005

We must keep this from Ed, he’ll be devastated. Poor fellow, he seemed so
excited…

3. Thomas Larsson
January 28, 2005

Peter,

I realize that it makes sense to spend for Witten to spend a year or two on the
twistor string if he finds it promising. However, from what he writes (and that is
my only source, I don’t know anything about the subject first-hand) I most
definitely get the impression that he doubts the project’s viability. Now, I prefer
to work on presumably correct projects rather than presumably incorrect ones,
and I suspect that Witten thinks likewise. So that he works on the twistor string
but doesn’t believe in it seems to indicate that he doesn’t have any attractive
alternative.

4. Levi
January 27, 2005

Chris W.,

Your link in the thread you reference is to the most bizarre paper I’ve seen yet on
the ArXiv. It’s hard to imagine that Cumrun Vafa endorses the views in the paper,
but who knows? Besides the passage you cite, the author of the paper also
thanks Vafa in a footnote on page 3. In fact the paper is worth reading for the
footnotes alone. My personal favorite is footnote 4 on page 4, which correctly
conveys the flavor of the whole paper:

although they could send unwanted anti-prisoners, their arrival being known as
gamma-ray bursts

5. Peter
January 27, 2005

I’m deleting the last couple posts claiming the Pound-Rebka experiment was a
fraud because they are off-topic nonsense. If anyone wants to discuss this with
quantoken, do it at
http://quantoken.blogspot.com
not here.

By the way, R. V. Pound taught my advanced laboratory physics course, and was
an extremely impressive scientist.

6. Chris W.
January 27, 2005

View this old post on this weblog, and use your browser to search for “Cumrun

http://quantoken.blogspot.com/
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000073.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000073.html


Vafa”:

“Cumrun Vafa thinks that the fact that we do not see aliens around
could be the first proof of the existence of brane worlds: all advanced
aliens would have emigrated to better parallel universes (our Universe
has zero measure).”  [– Beatriz Gato-Rivera]

If he seriously expressed this opinion it really says something about his
judgment.

7. DMS
January 27, 2005

“Also, so much of the (suddenly overhyped) particle “phenomenology” these
days, a subject which cannot really be done without actual experiments, is simply
string theory done badly.”

This is a joke, right? In case you are serious, LHC will falsify most (perhaps all)
these models. That is a good thing. If you want to do something unfalsifiable,
there are other subjects like theology.

The string theorists also show such appalling ignorance about particle physics:
like Lubos’ statement (in his blog entry) that phenomenology deals with issues
like “adding new digits to the 3 x 3 neutrino mass matrix”. Have they heard
about oblique precision electroweak observables S,T,U (hint: nothing to do with
dualities)? Do they even care? Details, details, to be worked out later; everything
is massless relative to Planck scale… There is a certain comfort in doing such
work.

8. January 27, 2005

Lubos’ willfull misreading of Peter’s funding comment is a pretty common
“technique”, if you want to call it that, from usenet type flame wars. It baits your
opponent to go on the defensive, “no, what I really meant was…”. Not the level of
discourse one would normally associate with Harvard faculty (even untenured
ones).

9. Peter
January 27, 2005

Lubos,

My comment about funding was just pointing out what more than one person has
told me. They don’t dare criticize string theory in public because when powerful
figures like Cumrun make it clear that they think anyone who criticizes string
theory is a “fool” or a “child”, there’s the implicit threat that they will oppose
funding grant proposals by fools and children.

The story about Cumrun’s reaction to the Nova program was told to me by a
string theorist who heard him say this.



Thomas:
I don’t think it is irrational for Witten or others to keep working on twistor
strings for a while even though they have run into problems. They do get very
useful tree-level results, and it’s reasonable to see what else they can get out of
this idea. If they keep doing it for twenty years though…

The real problem is that they don’t have any other new ideas about string theory
to work on.

Quantoken:

Please stop trying to turn the discussion here to your pet ideas about GR. I’ll
delete any further comments by you or anyone else about this.

10. Thomas Larsson
January 27, 2005

Ever thought about the concept of “work in progress”?

Work in progress on a non-unitary theory like conformal supergravity? Not really.
Sounds kind of LQGish.

11. January 27, 2005

Re: Fabio’s comment

Just like the audience at Bush’s inauguration who booed Kerry:

Cumrun Vafa = sore winner

12. Quantoken
January 27, 2005

It’s indeed interesting Witten suddenly became interested in the Twistor Theory,
though no one knows why. String theoretists are a group of sheep blindly
following the leading shepherd. Predictably, many people will immediately follow
Witten’s footstep into this Twistor thing, though many of them never figured out
why. Just look at how many references to Witten’s paper have already been
made!

I am not going to comment on Lubos’s long article, except for that he seems
amazingly CHILDISH to even hate to meantion the name Boston University. He
must be feeling pretty good about himself being a Harvard assistant professor,
not realizing that there is a tradition of manipulating science at Harvard. For
example like this INFAMOUS “Harvard Tower Experiment” where they dodged
the data to fit what they wanted:

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/relativ/gratim.html#c2

Any one with a little bit common sense in physics can see why the data can not
be true and can only be dodged, although I do not doubt the theory of Einstein’s
GR itself. I might explain if some one wants to hear.

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/relativ/gratim.html#c2
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/relativ/gratim.html#c2


Quantoken

13. January 27, 2005

Ever thought about the concept of “work in progress”?

About the actual topic of the post, many smaller dpt. decide not to pursue some
areas so that they have better representation in others. Celebrating your
(perhaps inevitable) deficiencies is an odd attitude to life.

Also, so much of the (suddenly overhyped) particle “phenomenology” these days,
a subject which cannot really be done without actual experiments, is simply
string theory done badly. Might as well have the real thing.

14. Thomas Larsson
January 27, 2005

I didn’t see any explanation why Witten is pursuing the twistor string although
he evidently thinks that it is wrong.

15. Lubo? Motl
January 27, 2005

I’ve posted an article about it on my blog.

16. Thomas Larsson
January 27, 2005

It’s pretty remarkable that Witten is doing cutting-edge research on the twistor
string, which he himself apparently thinks is wrong. Aren’t there any right ideas
to investigate at the cutting edge?

17. Quantoken
January 27, 2005

Lubos:

What “cutting edge” research you are talking about? The only edge superstring
research is cutting is dominating the whole theoretical physics field and
marginalizing alternative approaches. It surely doe not cut any edge in the
physical world of reality.

I don’t know why you would interpret Peter’s original words as “threaten
Cumrun of denying his proposals”. Is that a deliberate distortion or your
incompetence in reading logically?

Peter said:
“If you’re a theorist who might someday have to deal with him as
someone evaluating your grant proposal, deciding whether to hire
your student, etc., do you think you might think twice before making
a “childish” or “foolish” public comment about what is going on in
string theory these days?”



The question is not whether super string research should be supported. I think in
the spirit of scientific openmindedness, all approaches need to be allowed even
some may seem reasonable or unreasonable based on personal opinion. I have no
problem continue funding super string theory research, as long as there are
people willing to waste their lifetime on that pursuit.

But I see a problem when one mainstream camp becomes so dorminate and
marginalize people of different opinions, to the point that people like Glashaw
had to find a refuge away from Harvard. It’s harmful to science.

Quantoken

18. Lubo? Motl
January 27, 2005

Some of the things you write, Peter, are not right.

Cumrun had only judged the program from PBS after he saw it, and he was
excited by it – simply because it was a great program. He described it as
“something in between physics and video games”. His sons apparently liked it,
too.

Cumrun is also right, of course, that the question for today, 2005, is not
“Whether we should study string theory at all?”. This is a question from the
Middle Ages that only the people who have lost contact with the current thinking
– or those who never had this contact – ask. Theoretical high-energy physics in
2005 without string theory is like quantum mechanics without Hilbert spaces.

The question is, as often in the past, “What is the right next important step that
will be done in string theory?”

Your proposals to threaten Cumrun with denying his proposals etc. are pretty
childish – using Cumrun’s diplomatic speech. I would probably use stronger
words. Science is organized differently than you think and the people with
enough influence are usually admired physicists.

Most of us like Shelly Glashow for his personality and we admire him for what he
has done several decades ago. But that’s a slightly different question than
cutting-edge research.

19. Thomas Larsson
January 27, 2005

We may not know much about whatever theory will ultimately unify QM and GR,
but we do know what it will be called: string theory! Nati Seiberg has admitted
as much.

Unless, of course, somebody with the right idea has the foresight to protect his
intellectual property 

20. Thomas Larsson

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0103013
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0103013


January 27, 2005

The Glashow-Ginsparg Physics Today article can be found here.

21. January 26, 2005

We may not know much about whatever theory will ultimately unify QM and GR,
but we do know what it will be called: string theory! Nati Seiberg has admitted
as much.

22. D R Lunsford
January 26, 2005

Fabio – this is an excellent point. I just finished a book, “102 Minutes”, which is a
narrative of the demise of the World Trade Center pieced together from survivor
stories and cell phone calls of people who would end up as victims. Immediately
after the tragedy, Giuliani, then mayor of NY, attempted to spin it into a tale of
selfless heroism. In fact it appears that massive incompetence from one end of
government to the other, on all levels, lead to the insane scenario of 200 or so
firemen standing around in a nearly empty Tower 1, 20 minutes after the
collapse of Tower 2, unable to communicate with people a few hundred feet
away. The book is a tacit indictment of public policy and the culture of
incompetence that has taken over so many aspects of American life.

I see the string theory debacle as a direct result of the involvement of
incompetent government bureaucracies in science, who will throw money at
anything that might one day produce a super-bomb or Buck Rogers death ray.

The more the incompetence of these bureaucracies is demonstrated by history
and repeated failure, the more intransigent they become.

-drl

23. Jan Eidissen
January 26, 2005

“…any more than it makes sense to count the Harvard string theorists as part of
the math department”

I believe string theory (or LQG) may turn out to be nothing more and nothing
less than a highly sophisticated human invention enabling many theoretical
physicists to keep busy while another physicist comes out with a sound theory of
quantum gravity in which they can work. Meanwhile, labeling is pending.

“If, on the other hand, there is a rich phenomenology at LHC, string theory
enetrprise will be in serious trouble”

String theory is a well-devised survival tool (for it’s non-falsifiable), so it shall
end up being a marginal subject at math departments only when a simpler
theory is able to unify GR and QFT or a more plausible alternative comes to
scene. I don’t expect the LHC to make any big difference, even after conceding

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001


that only SM particle debris has been found within its full energy range.

24. Quantoken
January 26, 2005

Peter said:
“Ken Lane, one of Glashow’s colleagues at BU, says that “String theory is not
physics” and that he doesn’t know of any BU faculty who think that string theory
belongs in the physics department. He does seem to think that it belongs in a
math department, something I have some problems with. While certain parts of
string theory are mathematically interesting and do belong in math departments,
most of what string theorists do is not mathematics.”

Wow that really amazed me! Peter, according to you, super string theory are
neither physics nor mathematics. Then into which category shall we classify
super string theory? Maybe religion? Religious cult do seem to be a fitting
category for super stringers 

Too bad politics played such a big role in the science community. Nothing
surprising to me, though. According to Darwin’s theory, which is the ultimate
truth in the universe, “survival of the fittest”, the ones surviving in the science
community must be the ones most capable of getting fundings. They may not be
the ones doing real science, but probably the ones who know to play politics in
their hands.

Ever since science has matured into a MASSIVE industry in where a great
portion of the human population jump in to earn a living of bread and butter,
politics has become an ever more important factor in the science community. Sad
but true. “Science” is as dirty as politics nowadays.

Quantoken

25. Peter
January 26, 2005

I was talking to someone last night who told me that Coleman (who is 68) has not
been well and has been on medical leave for the last couple years.

The kind of cosmology/astrophysics done by the people at the CFA you mention
may have some connections to particle physics, but I don’t think it makes sense
to count these people as particle theorists (any more than it makes sense to
count the Harvard string theorists as part of the math department). There are
good reasons that they work at the CFA, not at Jefferson.

26. Anonymous
January 26, 2005

Among the phenomologists at Harvard you missed
Sidney Coleman , plus a few others at CFA who do
work on interface of particle physics/Cosmology
such as Avi Loeb, George Field, Matias Zaldarriaga



and maybe a few others. So I don;t think Harvard
is all string theory.

27. DMS
January 26, 2005

I too was taken aback by Vafa’s arrogant tone. This is what happens if one is a
true believer, I guess.

I noticed the amusing sentence: ” But Harvard’s Vafa said that string theorists
share excitement about the LHC, and that experimental results it yields will not
prove or disprove string theory.”

There you have it: straight from the horse’s mouth. So much for predictivity and
uniqueness 

Anyone know the ratio of string theorists being offered post-docs and faculty
positions to non-string theorists (among high energy theorists) recently?

I think, if LHC shows SM Higgs+nothing else (or nothing), string theory will
complete the dominance in high energy theory.

If, on the other hand, there is a rich phenomenology at LHC, string theory
enetrprise will be in serious trouble. That should worry Vafa and explain his
behaviour.

28. Fabio
January 26, 2005

You make an interesting observation about how Vafa’s fanatasism has not been
softened by near total domination of the field, and it begs an anology with the
political right in the US, who seem to get more fanatical and vitriolic in their
rhetoric the more power they accumulate. There must be something about
having near absolute power but knowing that it’s built upon such flimsy
foundations which causes one to obsessively squash dissent.

29. flack
January 26, 2005

I wasn’t aware Glashow had left Harvard.

I heard Shamit Kaku say a few years ago that Harvard basically capitulated to
stringification because they realized that, whether it was good physics or not,
that was the only way to remain “hot” as a theory department.

30. January 26, 2005

Lane said. “One of the reasons Sheldon Glashow, a Nobel laureate, left Harvard
was because they had become way too stringy. We sort of led the way. We did not
emphasize string theory, and we attracted Shelly”

What an achievement that is! Ha! “We sort of led the way”. Yeah, right…..



31. D R Lunsford
January 26, 2005

“So when one person spends 30 years, it’s a waste, but when thousands waste 20
years in modern day, they celebrate with champagne. I find that curious.” – S
Glashow

Now THAT is quotable!  Nice article.

-drl

32. Dick Thompson
January 26, 2005

I suspect the influence, if not the hidden hand, of Sheldon Glashow in BU’s
decision to deemphasize string theory.



Oxford Twistor String Conference

January 27, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The transparencies from the conference on twistor string theory held two weeks ago
at Oxford are now available on-line.

Quite a few of the talks deal with the technical details of computing amplitudes. For
the motivation from phenomenological particle theory, see the talk by Zvi Bern. As for
the motivation and present state of the whole idea of relating QCD to a string theory
in twistor space, the only person who really seems to have much to say about this is
Witten himself. His transparencies are in three parts: part 1a and part 1b from his
first talk and then a second talk in which he explains what the problems with the
whole idea are and some ideas he’s been thinking about using to try and get around
them.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
January 27, 2005

Related to Atiyah’s notes is the following very interesting paper:

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0105/0105179.pdf

-drl

2. D R Lunsford
January 27, 2005

I’ve been meaning to look into this question…

Since one apparently invokes twistors to get some knowledge of spacetime (M),
is there a technical reason one must build on SO(4,2) vs. SO(3,3)? All the ideas of
incidence will hold, with suitable replacement of real configurations by
imaginary ones. Of course one will lose the real scalings in M but we don’t
experience these in any case.

-drl

http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/programme.html
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/programme.html
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/Bern.pdf
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/Bern.pdf
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/Witten1a.pdf
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/Witten1a.pdf
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/Witten1b.pdf
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/Witten1b.pdf
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/Witten2.pdf
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~lmason/Tws/Witten2.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0105/0105179.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0105/0105179.pdf


Branches of the Landscape

January 27, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

If you’ve been following the story of the “Landscape” over the past year or so you’d
remember that its proponents felt that if it could predict anything it should be able to
predict whether or not there will be supersymmetry at low energies. They had great
hopes for making this prediction before 2008 when the LHC presumably will tell us
whether there is supersymmetry at LHC energies.

Well, tonight one of the biggest proponents of this point of view, Michael Dine, has a
new paper out with two co-authors, entitled Branches of the Landscape. In it they
conclude:

“From all this, it appears that it is difficult, in principle, to decide whether or not the
landscape predicts supersymmetry.”

So, many string theorists now seem to believe that:

1. String theory predicts a landscape of possible vacua.

2. Given the existence of such a landscape, one can’t predict whether or not there will
be low-energy supersymmetry (or anything else either).

One wonders it these string theorists ever studied elementary logic and can draw the
obvious conclusion from 1. and 2.

Comments

1. Peter
January 31, 2005

Thanks for the information about Lane’s letter to the editor!

2. DMS
January 31, 2005

Thought you might be interested in an update to
“The Thin Line of Theory”.

http://www.dailyfreepress.com/news/2005/01/27/Opinion
/String.Theory.Article.Slanted-843320.shtml

3. JC
January 29, 2005

These landscape papers seem to look more and more silly as time goes on. Has
this anthropic trend affected the number of graduate students and/or postdocs

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501214
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501214
http://www.dailyfreepress.com/news/2005/01/27/Opinion/String.Theory.Article.Slanted-843320.shtml
http://www.dailyfreepress.com/news/2005/01/27/Opinion/String.Theory.Article.Slanted-843320.shtml
http://www.dailyfreepress.com/news/2005/01/27/Opinion/String.Theory.Article.Slanted-843320.shtml
http://www.dailyfreepress.com/news/2005/01/27/Opinion/String.Theory.Article.Slanted-843320.shtml


entering into string theory over the last two years or so? If I was still a grad
student or postdoc, I surely would be very skeptical of any science which
attempts to use the anthropic principle.

4. January 28, 2005

I wonder if it’s totally out of the question to think of string theory as a branch of
mathematics that is very relevant to physics, but is not, in and by itself, physics.

An example that comes to mind is complex analysis: It is very relevant to physics,
and one can give all theorems in the subject a physical interpretation: simple
poles are electric charges, branch points are magnetic monopoles, etc. But it is a
very simple, two dimensional physics, and although it coincides with certain
simplified physical phenomena, it is far from being a complete, and closed
description of physical reality.

The theory of complex function will always be a fundamental and correct
ingredient of any mathematical description of the physical world, but it is not the
whole story, and one cannot use it to say anything about, let’s say the big bang or
the mass of the electron. For that, one needs many more ingredients, and input
from experiments.

My idea is that string theory is a much larger example of the above. It is
wonderful, beautiful, very rich, and very coherent, but it is far from being the full
story. My point of view is that this is the reason why it cannot make predictions
about the physical world, such as the choice of vacuum, for example.

5. Thomas Larsson
January 28, 2005

String theorists get together and sign a pact to commit suicide if supersymmetry
is not found at the LHC.

Why wait? Isn’t the anthropic principle intellectual harakiri?

It is of course true that we live in a universe which is not too hostile to human
life. If anything, this must be evidence for Intelligent Design.

6. January 28, 2005

Peter:

The only viable explanation of why university physics departments do string
theory is the anthropic principle. We live in that branch of the landscape where
string theory is correct and the anthropic principle is valid.

That string theorists exist at universities is a well-confirmed 6-sigma fact, and
string theory predicts string theorists must exist.

Therefore string theory must be true.

Elementary logic!



7. January 27, 2005

I’ve got an idea for a new version of the anthropic principle:

String theorists get together and sign a pact to commit suicide if supersymmetry
is not found at the LHC.

Then, in the event it is found, they can claim to have anthropically explained it (if
the universe were not supersymmetric, they would all be dead afterall!) and
award each other prizes.

8. D R Lunsford
January 27, 2005

This is obviously string complementarity.

-drl



Two-Loop Superstring Amplitudes

January 29, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Eric D’Hoker and D.H. Phong this past week finally posted two crucial papers with
results from their work on two-loop superstring amplitudes. The first one shows
gauge slice independence of the two-loop N-point function, the second shows that, for
N less than 3 and for low-order terms at N less than 4, there are no two-loop
corrections to the low energy effective action.

D’Hoker and Phong have been studying superstring amplitudes for nearly twenty
years, and are justly proud of their recent results, which are a tour de force of careful
calculation. Over the years there have been many claims made about two-loop
amplitudes, but until their work, no one had managed to really sort out the gauge
dependence issues and write down gauge-independent amplitudes. For some
comments about some of the issues involved at genus 2 and higher, see postings by
Jacques Distler here, here, and here.

I don’t think D’Hoker and Phong will be coming out with complete results for genus 3
anytime soon, so the state of the art is that there is now a finite and well-defined
version of the two-loop superstring amplitudes, with the problem of higher loops still
open. While claims abound about the finiteness of higher-loop amplitudes, before
believing them one should first take a look at the tricky problems that D’Hoker and
Phong had to overcome to get well-defined two-loop amplitudes.

Update: Jacques Distler has a new posting about multi-loop amplitudes and potential
problems with the Berkovits version of the superstring (he explains in more detail the
possible problems with the BRST and picture-changing operators I mentioned). For
some mysterious reason Jacques neglects to refer to my posting or comments about
this. I encourage those commenters who seemed convinced I didn’t know what I was
talking about to now take up their arguments with him.

Comments

1. Peter
February 3, 2005

What would convince me of finiteness of these perturbative amplitudes would be
hearing from the experts in these calculations that they understand theme well-
enough to have a solid argument for finiteness. That’s not what those I’ve talked
to are telling me.

I’ve given some detailed technical arguments about this and you’re not
addressing them or showing any signs of having looked into the details of what is
going on in these two-loop calculations enough to even understand what I am
talking about.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501196
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501196
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501197
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501197
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000472.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000472.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000474.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000474.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000477.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000477.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000504.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000504.html


If you talk to people who have done these recent two-loop calculations (d’Hoker-
Phong, another group is Zheng-Wu-Zhu) or read their papers they’ll explain to
you the subtleties that happen at two loops and that they don’t know what
happens at three loops. As for covariant approaches like that of Berkovits, it is
simply undeniable that he has yet to calculate a 2-loop amplitude.

If you don’t believe me, contact any of these experts, or sit down and read some
of their papers. Until you’ve done that, you have no business going around
making claims that finiteness of multiloop amplitudes is well-established fact. It
isn’t and such claims are extremely unfair to people who are working hard to
actually understand what is going on, rather than making unsupported claims
about the issue.

2. February 3, 2005

Ok, you win, it is hard to imagine what will covince you of finiteness of
perturbative string theory, you seem to be attached to the idea that it is
insufficiently established. On the other hand you are quite convincing to your
readers (there is a selection effect in place, of course).

3. Steve
February 1, 2005

D’Hoker and Phong are doing superstring theory the way it needs to be done:
facing up squarely and honestly to specific and very hard technical problems,
sticking with them over time, and getting rigorous results. I think this is the only
way one can approach superstring theory because it remains a very wild beast to
tame. This is in contrast to the waffling and speculative Landscape and string
cosmology papers of recent times. Years ago I came across a review article in
Physics Reports I think, written by D’Hoker and Phong on Differential Geometry
and it was very readable and illuminating. These guys do know their stuff.

4. DMS
February 1, 2005

Peter,

Many, many thanks for your explanations and for pointing out a nice (very
readable!) paper!

The D=11 supergravity starts having divergences at 2-loops.

The conclusion seems quite strong (for perturbative supergravity, at least):
“…there is no local, unitary (ghost/tachyon-free) quantum field
theory whose action reduces to QGR or classical GR that is also free of infinities;
the latter are
almost certainly there at every order, requiring an infinite number of input
parameters to define
these theories. The conclusion includes all possible SUGRA models, i.e., from
D=4 through D=11, as well. Although the presence of new counterterms at all
loop orders (or at an infinite set of them) cannot reasonably be rigorously



demonstrable, the fact that the ones we did see appeared at lowest permitted
order (so that no ?hidden? invariances prevented them), is quite convincing
evidence.”

5. Peter
February 1, 2005

Yes, the general assumption is that string perturbation theory gives an
asymptotic series, and so people like to claim that the situation is no worse than
in QFT, where the same thing happens. But, at least for non-abelian gauge
theories, in that case there is a simple non-perturbative definition of the theory
which appears to be well-defined and give finite answers.

Again, there’s no evidence of a problem that will occur at higher loops in
superstring multi-loop amplitudes, there just isn’t a solid argument showing that
no problems can occur. I’d have to look up the precise facts about supergravity, I
believe they depend on N, the number of supersymmetries. But it has been
shown that the known symmetries of the theory are such that at high enough
loops you get terms that have no reason to be zero and are presumably
divergent. It is true that these problems are at high enough loops that no one has
been able to actually compute the diagrams to be sure the infinities are really
there.

A quick search turned up this reference
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9911073

6. DMS
February 1, 2005

Peter,

It is pretty sad to see (some) string theorists being unreliable even about
technical aspects of the subject. Prior to this, I thought string theory had already
been “proven finite” to all orders: thanks for pointing out D’Hoker-Phong’s
remarakable paper.

A couple of questions:
“…even if the multiloop amplitudes are finite, their sum isn’t”

Does that mean string perturbation theory series is an asymptotic series?

“Maybe someone will find that, just like in supergravity, if you go to high enough
order, you run into trouble. ”

Surprising result to me. Is it easy to understand why this happens? A reference
perhaps?

7. Peter
February 1, 2005

I think there are still potential problems with singularities in superstring

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9911073
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9911073


amplitudes at the boundaries in moduli space, not just the interior. But sure, the
reason you give was a good reason for Schwarz et. al to look into superstring
theory as a theory of quantum gravity 30 years ago.

But for the last 20 years this idea has been beaten to death by thousands of
theorists writing tens of thousands of papers on the subject. The bottom line of
all this work is that, even if the multiloop amplitudes are finite, their sum isn’t,
so this idea doesn’t give a well-defined, finite theory of quantum gravity. There’s
a lot of wishful thinking about hypothetical M-theory and non-perturbative
versions of string theory, but wishful thinking is all it is right now. The main
achievement of this whole program, the supposed calculation of the entropy of
certain special black-hole like configurations using branes, is pretty
underwhelming.

You can’t just keep repeating the initial motivation for a speculative idea, long
after a huge amount of effort has gone into working on it, with extremely
disappointing results. At some point you have to admit failure and move on,
something that most string theorists seem incapable of.

8. February 1, 2005

OK, just to summarize the situation in my mind: there is a powerful physical
mechanism that cancels the divergences that cause real problems for any other
attempts to quantize gravity. This is the old insight that caused many, who were
not born string theorists, to be attracted to string theory as a quantum theory of
gravity (if not as a theory of particle physics), and what is referred to by them as
finiteness. The potential problems with the interior of moduli space have to be
sorted through, but are as far as we can tell they are just a technicality.
Regardless of the hype, the semantics, etc., if you were interested in quantum
gravity, is it not a good enough reason to work on the field?

9. January 30, 2005

OK, I think we do agree on the facts, though I seem to give much more weight to
that UV finiteness and unitarity, again since it is not acheivable in any other
context. As for your points:

1. The particle like limit of the string corresponds to various boundaries of
moduli space. I was under the impression that these limits are simple and one is
able to make general statements about them, though I am far from being an
expert. The tricky parts have to do with the interior of moduli space. If there
were some problems there they would not be called UV or IR diveregences, they
would be inherently stringy. No reason to suspect they are there, but in any
event I am more impressed with cancelling the divergences we already knew
about, not with the elimination of all logical possibilities for problems.

2. Divergences are wonderful since they give rise to proper understanding of
field theories via the renormalization group. This very understanding tells you
GR cannot be treated as QFT, as it is not renormalizable. This is a concrete and
straightforward problem, not an interpretational issue or an aesthetic
displeasure (as in “background independence”), one simply cannot calculate



finite and unambigous results.

10. Peter
January 30, 2005

Lubos,

What’s his argument that divergences in the interior of moduli space can’t occur
in his formalism? Do you mean the footnote where he says that in conformal
gauge, there are no obvious potential sources of divergences since the
amplitudes are independent (up to surface terms) of the locations of picture-
changing operators?

This isn’t a very solid argument. How do I know there isn’t a “non-obvious”
potential source of divergences? And how do I know that the picture-changing
operators are really well-defined and do exactly what they are supposed to? If
Berkovits could explicitly work out what happens at two loops so one could be
sure that at least in that case he really had well-defined amplitudes and there
were no “non-obvious” problems, that would be a lot more convincing.

That’s about all I have to say about this, if you really are so interested in this
topic, you should read D’Hoker and Phong’s papers carefully. I think if you do
this you’ll see that this is an exceedingly tricky business and that it is far from
obvious that Berkovits has a solid argument.

11. Peter
January 30, 2005

To whoever my non-abusive commenter is:

I think we’re agreed about the bosonic string and the fact that at one loop it
doesn’t have the same problems that come about at one loop in a field theory due
to integration over arbitrarily high momentum going around the loop. Of course
it has other problems.

But two points about this:

1. The superstring is much trickier. If you look at D’Hoker and Phong’s two-loop
calculation it involves very subtle cancelations of singularities in order to get a
finite result. It’s not a matter of combining together well-behaved bosonic
amplitudes with signs to get something well-behaved. There are singularities
that have to cancel precisely. They are able to show that this happens at two-
loops, but aren’t able to do this for more than two loops. Whether these
singularities have an interpretation as “IR” or “UV” singularities I don’t know. I
was under the impression that you couldn’t cleanly separate which was which.

2. In non-abelian gauge theories, the fact that loop integrations diverge as you
take the momentum cutoff to infinity is not a bad thing, but a good thing. For one
thing, it tells you about asymptotic freedom. For another, via dimensional
transmutation, in pure gauge theory you end up with a theory with zero free
parameters. If all your Feynman diagrams were finite and no renormalization



was required you would have a theory with a free parameter (and in the pure
gauge theory case would be conformally invariant). So the fact that your
diagrams require renormalization leads to a proper understanding of the
theory’s short distance behavior, and as a final result a very non-trivial theory
with a complicated spectrum and zero free parameters. What’s bad about that?
OK, this doesn’t work for the Einstein action, but it indicates the problem is not
necessarily inherent in the divergent integrations in Feynman diagrams.

12. Lubos Motl
January 30, 2005

Just to explain more clearly why I wrote that Peter was ridiculous.

Peter Woit wrote:

Berkovits himself says his argument only gives finiteness if you assume “there
are no unphysical divergences in the interior of moduli space”. But this absence
of “unphysical divergences” is a crucial part of what one needs to prove.

===========

This is very funny because the reason why Nathan wrote this is *exactly*
because this problem (unphysical divergences inside the moduli space) can *not*
arise in his formalism.

13. January 30, 2005

I hope nothing I writen here qualifies as abusive, though I have to admit I find
the sociological points less than fascinating.

I am not saying anything that you don’t know. Take the bosonic string in flat non-
compact space and calculate (for example) one loop scattering, you get results
that are UV finite. I am explicitely talking about the bosonic string because:

1. It has severe IR problems, which is not what we are discussing.

2. It has no technical problems due to fermions.

3. One cannot claim miracles due to SUSY, which should be irrelevant for UV
phenomena anyhow.

What I mean by UV finite is very well defined: you look at the contribution to the
amplitudes from the limit where the string is particle-like, and that particle
moves at very high momentum. This is the region which leads to all the
celebrated UV problems of gravity. The contribtions to the string amplitudes
from this corner are finite, and one can look for specific mechanical reasons for
this. These are covered in all standard textbooks, and have to do with duality , or
more physically the exponential softness of tree level string amplitudes, which
suppresses the UV region when performing loop amplitudes.

These properties cannot hold in any local QFT with finitely many degrees of
freedom (consequently they do not look very natural in string field theory, and



are lost in any truncation thereof). Any other attempt to make these amplitudes
finite, a subject with a very long history, involves some ad-hoc cutoff and the
expected problems with unitarity. I am not aware of any other physical
mechanism to cut-off the problematic region of integration without loss of
unitarity.

This is maybe less than a complete finiteness, and I am not claiming that’s the
most impressive statement one can make, but this is already plenty impressive,
at least for me.

14. Peter
January 30, 2005

I agree with your statement that it is reasonable to let the multi-loop problem go
and think about other things. But when string theorists do this, they should stop
using multi-loop finiteness as their big selling point for the theory (or thuggishly
abusing anyone who mentions the problem to them)

This is not an argument about semantics, but about a very specific factual
question. Are there well-defined, finite, multi-loop amplitudes for the
superstring? Right now the answer is yes up to two loops. For three loops and
higher the answer to this is yes or no, but we don’t know which yet. Maybe
Berkovits will develop his formalism to the point where he really can explicitly
construct such amplitudes. Maybe someone will find that, just like in
supergravity, if you go to high enough order, you run into trouble. Nobody has a
specific proposal for what this trouble would be, so it is reasonable to guess that
it doesn’t occur, but who knows?

I’m not at all sure what you mean by “UV finite” or that there is any sensible
meaning to such a phrase. What fact is true for what specific reasons special to
the extended nature of the string? Remember, in the case of strings you can’t
disentangle UV and IR phenomena (think about T duality and the implications of
modular invariance). Multi-loop superstring amplitudes are certainly different
kinds of objects (for one thing, they’re a couple orders of magnitude more
complicated…)than Feynman diagrams. They don’t have the same problems with
integrating momenta running around loops that Feynman diagrams have. But
that doesn’t mean they don’t have potential problems with singularities, some of
which one could even interpret as coming from short distances.

15. January 30, 2005

Ok, another way of saying things is that the difference in opinion is about
semantics, not about the facts. Maybe a better formulation is to state that string
theory is UV finite, a statement which refers to the type of infinities one finds in
QFT, but does not cover absolutely everyhting one may think of. This fact is true
for very specific and well-understood reasons to do with the extended nature of
the string. This is a precise statement which is correct, I believe.

It is not proven that there are no other mysterious divergences that will be
specific for strings and will somehow conspire to appear at 3-loops (usually
potential problems appear as soon as you include quantum corrections), but



there is no reason to suspect it. Given that, and that nobody has specific reasons
to be interested in the result of the multiloop amplitudes, it is a reasonable
attitude to just let it go and think about other things.

16. Peter
January 30, 2005

I understand well the difference between math and physics cultures about proof,
since my Ph.D was in a physics department and I work in a math department.
That’s not what’s at issue here.

The situation is not like in QCD, where there’s lots of evidence from computer
calculations for confinement. There’s also the fact that whenever you can check
QCD against experiment it works precisely, and you never observe free quarks.

For superstring amplitudes there’s nothing like this. There’s no experimental
evidence concerning them and the only existing actual calculation of a well-
defined multi-loop amplitude is the calculation at two-loops. No one has any kind
of approximate or computer calculation of an amplitude beyond two loops.
There’s not much known about these things beyond formal expressions,
expressions you still need to do a lot of work with to make sense of. If Berkovits
did this in his formalism for two loops and things worked out as he expects, it
would provide some evidence that things would work at higher loops, but he
hasn’t done this yet.

The only “physical” argument for finiteness of multiloop superstring amplitudes
is the bogus one I’ve seen a couple hundred times now at the beginning of every
general string theory talk. This is the one where you draw a world sheet and a
Feynman graph and point out that while the interaction takes place at a point on
the graph, there is no well-defined interaction point on the worldsheet. Then the
speaker claims this shows string theory doesn’t have singularity problems. This
ignores all kinds of problems, many of them associated with the fact that there is
a moduli space of metrics on the worldsheet. As you go to the boundaries of this
moduli space there is all sorts of singular behavior to worry about. In addition
there are lots of other possible sources of trouble. Berkovits uses BRST and
picture-changing operator techniques involving composite operators. When you
multiply operators together in QFT, there are plenty of new singularity problems
to worry about. Whether all of these problems can be handled beyond two loops
(or even at two-loops in the Berkovits formalism) is still an open problem.

I don’t have any problem with string theorists hoping for the best, assuming that
superstring multi-loop amplitudes are finite, and then going on to see if they can
get a sensible TOE out of the theory. But what has happened is that this has
failed, superstring theory has not lead to a sensible TOE. Instead of abandoning
the theory, they keep promoting how wonderful it is because of its finite multi-
loop amplitudes. It’s only fair to point out to them that this is an assumption, not
a result. Just because you would like something to be true, doesn’t mean it is.

17. January 30, 2005

A bit of a clash of cultures here, physicists usually do not care if something is



proven beyond mathematical doubt, anyone you will ask these days will believe
in confinement of quarks for example.
To convince a physicist something is false, after enough evidence is presented in
favor of it, a counter-argument is needed. The mathematician’s line “you did not
prove it” cannot be convincing- almost nothing is proven rigorously in any non-
trivial dynamical system (which is reason to suspect that if you are after rigorous
proofs you will end up studying trivial dynamical systems such as TFT).

18. Peter
January 30, 2005

Hi Lubos,

It’s kind of pathetic the way you just start spewing insults when you don’t have
an argument.

What is in the D’Hoker-Phong papers and in the Berkovits papers, together with
what is not in the Berkovits papers (a two-loop calculation) speaks for itself.

If I had to bet, I’d bet that at three loops superstring amplitudes are finite. But I
don’t know for a fact that this is true, and neither does anyone else at this point.

19. Lubo? Motl
January 30, 2005

You’re ridiculous, Peter. You have obviously searched the paper for something
that could be argued to be a loophole, so that you can make your simple readers
happier. Well, it’s your decision that you don’t care if the physicists think that
you are about as stupid as your readers.

It has never happened that string theory would suddenly display some
inconsistency, and your belief that something like that could suddenly occur at 3
loops or anywhere else is silliness.

20. Peter
January 30, 2005

Berkovits himself says his argument only gives finiteness if you assume “there
are no unphysical divergences in the interior of moduli space”. But this absence
of “unphysical divergences” is a crucial part of what one needs to prove.

If you look at the history of the two-loop calculation before D’Hoker/Phong, there
were many people claiming to have written these amplitudes down and to have
proofs of finiteness. But their amplitudes were gauge dependent, and once
D’Hoker/Phong finally sorted things out, it turns out the correct amplitudes have
a different structure than what earlier people had assumed in their “proofs”.
Berkovits has yet to write down explicitly a two-loop amplitude in his formalism
and see if it really has the properties he would like.

21. Lubo? Motl
January 29, 2005



D’Hoker and Phong are doing very difficult stuff. On the other hand, the
finiteness is easier to prove in formalisms with manifest spacetime
supersymmetry where the vanishing of the surface terms is easier to prove.

The only known working covariant formalism of this type is Berkovits’ pure
spinor formalism. Nathan’s calculations are of course extremely impressive, but
they were doable and finite for him, and he finished the proof of the finiteness of
stringy perturbative expansion as far as we’re able to say (although I don’t follow
all the details):

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/pure-spinor-formalism.html

This kind of humiliates the rest of us, especially the skeptics who have been
saying for years that it is impossible to prove the finiteness at all orders, or who
– the more weird ones among them – were even suggesting that it does not have
to be true.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/pure-spinor-formalism.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/pure-spinor-formalism.html


Loop Quantum Gravity Debate

January 29, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A couple weeks ago, three string theorists, (Nicolai, Peeters and Zamaklar) posted on
the arXiv a critical assessment of loop quantum gravity. Today I received from Lee
Smolin something he wrote responding to them, and I’m posting it here with his
permission. Lubos Motl also has put up Smolin’s text on his weblog this morning, but
I thought it would be a good idea to provide a version that doesn’t include Lubos’s
interspersed rantings. Smolin has some very interesting things to say, and his
comments are well-worth reading by anyone who wants to understand what is going
on in this field.

Somewhat off-topic, I’d also like to mention a paper by Freidel and Starodubtsev from
earlier this week called Quantum gravity in terms of topological observables. The idea
of trying to use topological quantum field theory to understand quantum gravity is
one that I’ve always found appealing, and this paper is an interesting attempt to make
this idea work. I don’t think I find it completely convincing, for one thing they seem to
be breaking the topological invariance by hand. For another, TQFTs are very subtle
QFTs, and the kind that might be relevant to gravity is still very far from well-
understood.

Dear Friends,

Thanks very much for all the time and work you put into your review.
While I disagree with a number of your assertions, both in point of detail
and of attitude, what is certainly very much appreciated is your evident
willingness to “get your hands dirty,” learn the technicalities and attack
key problems. It is very good that you do this, as indeed too few of us
loop people have taken the time to try to learn the details and attack
problems in string theory.

Some points you raise have been underappreciated. The issue of what
happens to the chiral anomaly, and whether there is fermion doubling in
LQG is one I have suggested to many graduate students and postdocs over
the years, but so far no one takes it up. It would be good to know if LQG
forces us to believe in a vector model of weak interactions.

At the same time, the major difficulties you raise were underestood to be
there more than ten years ago. This is especially true with respect to
issues concerning the hamiltonian constraint such as the algebra and
ultralocality.

What is missing from your “review” is an appreciation of how the work done
over the last ten years addresses these difficulties.
Indeed the fact that much work in the field has been on spin foam models
is exactly because the problems you worry about do not arise in spin foam
models. I will explain this below. Other work, such as Thiemann’s master

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501114
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501114
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/troubled-loop-gravity.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/troubled-loop-gravity.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501191
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501191


constraint approach, also is motivated by a possible resolution of these
problems.

As you will appreciate, like any active community of 100+ people there is
a range of opinions about the key unsolved problems. I have the sense that
you are aware of only one out of several influencial points of view.

The view your concerns reflect is what one might call the “orthodox
hamiltonian” point of view towards LQG. According to this, the aim of
work in lqg is not so much to find the quantum theory of gravity as to
work through the excercise of quantizing a particular classical theory,
which is Einstein’s. From this point of view, the program would fail if
it turned out that there was not a consistent canonical quantization of
the Einstein’s equations.

While I will refer to my own views so as not to implicate anyone else, you
should beware that this is not necessarily the dominant view in the field.
It is a respectable view, and I have the greatest respect for my friends
who hold it. But, were it to fail, many of us would still believe that
loop quantum gravity is the most promising approach to quantum gravity.

This is not avoidence of hard problems, there are good physical reasons
for this assertion, which I’d like to explain.

What I and others have taken as most important about Ashtekar’s great
advance is the discovery that GR can be writen as a diffeomorphism
invariant gauge theory, where the configuration space is that of a
connection on a manifold Sigma, mod gauge transformations and Diff(Sigma).
This turns out to be true not only of Einstein’s theory in 4d but of all
the classical gravity theory we know, in all dimentions, including
supergravity, up to d=11, and coupled to a variety of matter fields.

This is a kinematical observation and it leads to a hypothesis at the
kinematical level, which is that the quantum theory of gravity, whatever
it is, is to be written in terms of states which come from the
quantization of this configuration space. This as you know, leads
directly to the diffeo classes of spin net states. Furthermore, given the
recent uniqueness theorems, that hilbert space is unique for spacetime
dimension 3 or greater. Thus, o long as the object is to construct a
theory based on diffeomorphism invariant states, it cannot be avoided.

The main physical hypothesis of LQG is not that the quantum Einstein
equations describe nature. It is that the hilbert space of diffeo classes
of spin nets, extended as needed for matter, p-form fields, supersymmetry
etc, is the correct arena for quantum gravitational physics. Given that
the theorems show that this hilbert space exists rigorously, this is a
well defined hypothesis about physics. It may hold whether or not the
Einstein equations quantized give the correct dynamics.

A lot already follows from this hypothesis. It gives us states,
discreteness of some geometric diffeo invariant observers, a physical



interpretation in terms of discrete quantum geometry etc.

But there is also a lot of freedom. We are free to pick the dimension,
topology, and algebra whose reps and intertwiners label the spinnetworks.
This then gives us a large class of diffeo invariant quantum gauge
theories, of which the choices that come from GR in d=4 are only one
example. These are possible kinematics for consistent background
independent quantum field theories.

Now let us come to dynamics. I believe the most important observation for
an understanding of quantum dyannics in this class of theories is that all
gravitational theories we know, in all dimensions, super or not, are
constrained topological field theories. (See my latest review,
hep-th/0408048, for details and references for all assertions here.) This
means they are related to BF theories by non-derivative constraints,
quadratic in the B fields.

A lot follows from this very general observation. It allows a direct
construction of spin foam models, by imposing the quadratic constraints in
the measure of the path integral for BF theory. This was the path
pioneered by Barrett and Crane. The construction of the Barrett Crane and
other spin foam models does not depend on the existence of a well defined
hamiltonian constraint. The properties that have been proven for it, such
as certain convergence results, also do not depend on any dynamical
results from the hamiltonian theory.

The relation to topological field theory is also sufficient to determine
the basic form of fields and states on boundaries. In 4d these give the
role of Chern-Simons theory in horizon and other boundary states. Thus,
it gives the basic quantum geometry of horizons.

Once we have the basic form of spin foam models, which follow from the
general relation to BF theories, we can consider the problem of dyanmics
in the following light. Given the choices made above, the spin foam
amplitudes are chosen from the invariants of the algebra which labels the
spin networks. There is then a large class of theories, differing by the
choice of the spin foam amplitudes. Each is a well defined spin foam
model, which gives amplitudes to propgate the spin network states based on
the chosen dimension and algebra.

The lack of uniqueness is unaviodable, because there is a general class of
theories, just like there is a general class of lattice gauge theories.
These theories exist, and the general program of LQG as some of us
understand it, is to study them.

>From a modern, renormalization group point of view, the first phsyical
question to be answered is which of these theories lead to evolution that
is sensible, i.e. which spin foam ampltidues are convergent in some
approrpiate sense. The second physical question is to classify the
universality classes of the spin foam models and, having done this, learn



which classes of theories have a good low energy behaivor that reproduces
classical GR and QFT.

It is of course of interest to ask whether some of these theories follow
from quantizing classical theories like GR and supergravity, by various
methods. But no one should mind if the most successful spin foam model, in
terms of both matheamtical elegance and physical results, was not the
quantization of a classical theory, but only reproduced the classical
theory in the low energy limit. How could one object from a physics point
of view, were this true?

This is the point of view from which many of us view the problems with the
hamiltonian constraint you describe.
The next thing to be emphasized is that there is no evidence that a
successful spin foam model must have a corresponding quantum hamiltonain
constraint. There are even arguments that it should not. These have not
pursuaded everyone in the community, and this is proper, for the
healthiest situation is to have differing views about open problems. But
it has persuaded many of us, which is why many people in the field turned
to the study of spin foam models after the difficulties you describe were
understood, more than ten years ago.

For example, Fotini Markopoulou argued that, as the generators of
infinitesimal spatial diffeos do not exist in the kinematnical hilbert
space, while generators of finte spatial diffeos do exist, the same should
be true for time evolution. This implies that there should only be
amplitudes for finite evolutions, from which she proposed one could
construct causal spin foam models.

This was partly motivated by the issue ultralocality. (Btw, you dont
emphasize the paper that first raised this worry, which was my
gr-qc/9609034). The worry arises because moves such as 2 to 2 moves
necessary for propagation do not occur in the forms of the hamiltonian
constraint constructed by Thiemann, Rovelli and myself, or Borissov.
This is because they involve two nodes connected by a finite edge.

However, the missing moves are there in spin foam models. This concretely
confirms Fotini’s argument. In fact, as Reisenberger and Rovelli argued,
invariance under boosts generated by spacetime diffeo requires that they
be there. For one can turn a 1-3 move into a 2->2 (0r 1->4 into 2-> 3)
move by slicing the spin foam differently into a sequance of spinnetworks
evolving in time.

So we have two arguments that suggest 1) that the problem of ultralocaity
comes from requiring infinitesimal timelike diffeos to exist in a theory
where infinitesimal spacelike diffeos do not exist and 2) the problem
is not present in a path integral approach where there are only
amplitudes for finite timelike diffeos.

One can further argue that if there were a regularization of the



hamiltonian constraint that produced the amplitudes necesary for
propagation and agreed with the spin foam ampltidues, it would have to be
derived from a point splitting in time as well as space. This suggests
that there is a physical inadquancy of defining dynamics through the
hamiltonian constraint, in a formalism where one can regulate only in
space and not in time.

Let me also add that there is good reason to think that the other issues
such as the algebra of constraints arise because of the issue of
ultralocality. Thiemann’s constraints have the right algebra for an
ultralocal theory.

It was for these and other reasons that some of us decided ten years ago
to put the problems of the hamiltonian constraint to one side and
concentrate on spin foam models. That is, we take the canonical methods
as having been good enough to give us a kinematical frameowrk for a large
class of diffeo invariant gauge theories, but unnecessary and perhaps
insufficient for studying dynamics.

At the very least, making a point splitting regularization in both space
and time seems a much more difficult problem and hence is less attractive
than spin foam methods where one can much more easily get to the physics.
Given that the relation to BF theory gives us an independent way to define
the dynamics, and path integral methods are more directly connected to
many physical questions we want to investigate, there seemed no reason to
hold back progress on the chance that the problems of the hamiltonian
constraint can be cleanly resolved.

Nothing I’ve said here means that I am not highly supportive of Thomas’s
and others efforts to resolve the problems of the hamiltonian dynamics-I
am. But it must be said that a “review” of LQG that focues on this issue
misses the significance of much of the work done the last ten years.

Let me make an analogy. No one has proved perturbative finiteneess of
superstring theory past genus two. I could, and have even been tempted to,
write a review of the problem, highlighting the heroic work of a few
people like d’Hoker and Phong to resolve it. I think it would be useful
if someone did that, as their work is underappreciated. But it would be
very unfair of me to call this a review of, or introduction to, the state
of string theory. Were I to do so, I would rightly be criticized as
focusing on a very hard problem that most people in the field have for
many years felt was not crucial for the development of the theory. This is
not a perfect analogy to what you have done in your “review”, but it is
pretty close.

There are other mis-statments in your review. For example, there are
certainly results at the semiclassical level. Otherwise there could not be
a lively literature and debate about predictions stemming from LQG for
real experiments. See my recent hep-th/0501091 for an introduction and
references. Of course semiclassical states do not necessarily fit into a



rigorous framework-after all, WKB states are typically not normalizable.
But I would suggest that it may be too much to require that results in QFT
that make experimental predictions be first discovered through rigorous
methods. At the standards of particle physics levels of rigor, there are
semiclassical results, and these do lead to nontrivial predictions for
near term experiments. It is possible that a more rigorouos treatment
will in time lead to a rigorous understanding of how classical dynamics
emerges-and that is a very important problem. But given that AUGER and
GLAST may report within two years, may I suggest that it is reasonable to
do what we can do now to draw predictions from the theory.
In closing let me emphasize again that your efforts are very well
appreciated. I hope this is the beginning of a dialogue, and that you will
be interested to explore other aspects of LQG not covered by or addressed
in your review.

Sincerely yours,

Lee Smolin

Comments

1. Ludwig
February 4, 2005

Urs, have a good time in California!
Maybe we can resume this discussion next week when you get back.

2. Urs
February 3, 2005

Hi Ludwig,

I will be flying to California this weekend visiting the deep M-theory thinker John
Baez :-), right after end of semester. Last preparations will probably keep me
from chatting on the web too much today and tomorrow. But when I find the time
I will get back to you, maybe next week.

One quick remark, though:

Nice that we managed to agree on what is going on. In summary it seems to me
that the following has happened:

Somebody working on LQG/spin foams (namely Smolin and collaborators) has
come up with some action S whose space of classical solutions (=extrema)
contains (when suitably identified) those of 4-dimensional GR as well as those of
some topological theory.

This is a curious formal observation, though I am not yet sure if it is really deep
or useful. But let’s not argue about that. If something useful can be derived from
this action (as suggested, but not yet demonstrated, by Freidel and



Starodubtsev), fine.

However, it should be made rather clear that this new action S is just some
formal construct of which nobody has any reason to expect that it directly
describes our world. Rather, it plays a role of a calculational trick so far. And this
trick also so far has been demonstrated to work only classically. I think the
authors of the papers that I have seen would agree with this statement.

Even if any of these authors nourished hopes that this curious action S is actually
phenomenologically important (in its full form, not just in its reduction to GR),
one should make very clear that just writing down this action is not the same as
doing LQG.

But it now seems to me that, since Smolin is a prominent representative of LQG,
and since he wrote about this action S, Vafa got the impression that this action is
part of the program called LQG. Since this action has a ‘sector’ of solutions
which are that of BF theory, it seems that Vafa concluded one can make the
statement that
‘the topological sector of LQG is BF theory’.

Then, when he found BF theory in topological M-theory he commented that
hence ‘the topological sector of LQG’ has appeared in topological M-theory.

(If that is not what happened I’d be grateful for corrections. It sure seems that
this is what is going on.)

But really it is BF theory that has appeared in topological M-theory. BF-theory is
not the ‘topological sector of LQG’, really, but merely the topological sector of
the above discussed curious action – which was more or less designed to have BF
theory solutions among its solutions.

The statement that ‘BF theory is the topological sector of that special action S,
while GR is another ‘sector” is true by construction of that strange action, really.

The motivation for the construction of S is that it might help (which has not been
shown yet, though) to approach GR with tools of topological field theory. But that
should not be confused with the stament that ‘LQG has a topological sector
which is BF theory’.

Unless, of course, one would go ahead and redefine the term ‘LQG’. Maybe if
something is investigated by Smolin people will tend to call it ‘LQG’. In that case
however it should be made very clear in every discussion what precisely is to be
meant by the term ‘LQG’.

So in conclusion I think what happens is that

Vafa found in topological M-theory a topological theory which, by construction is,
classically, a certain sector of some action principle investigated by Smolin.

If this is true it is nothing to be axcited about at all, I think.



3. Ludwig
February 2, 2005

Hi Urs,
Hearty thanks for your reply!
I am pleased that you approve my brief listing of some papers.
For now I can only respond briefly to your question and comments.

Urs said:
“Do you agree with this summary?
Again some comments:

1) What Vafa finds in topological M theory is BF theory, not any of its extensions
that Smolin, Freidel and Starodubtsev discuss, right?

2) Having some action that involves BF theory is not yet the same as ‘doing
LQG’, right?

3) I have more comments, but I gotta run. More later, if you like.”
Posted by: Urs at February 2, 2005 10:59 AM

To the extent that I can rely on my own inexpert judgment I agree fully with your
comments:
1) absolutely! I do not hear Vafa connect top.M-theory to LQG (more like he
creates a context or perspective in which both may be mentioned)
2) right! it is not the same as doing LQG
3) I am very glad you have more comments and hope you will share them with
us.

One reservation is that I only heard the Vafa audio and did not see what he wrote
at the board. I can only guess about some of what he said.

I also have several times read through your summary of the Smolin/Starodubtsev
(2003) paper and find that I agree completely with your summary.

4. Urs
February 2, 2005

Hi Ludwig,

thanks for your efforts in replying and listing literature. It is appreciated.

I am short of time today so let me reply to your latest message first and postpone
the previous discussion until later.

You wrote:

After listening to Vafa’s whole talk, I would say that what he said,
including towards the end where he again discussed LQG, has
significant overlap with Smolin, Starodubtsev(2003)
General relativity with a topological phase: an action principle



I have just had a look at this paper. Therein the following is discussed:

BF theory is a well known topological field theory. By adding a certain term to it
that breaks both some gauge symmetry as well as the topological property one
obtains an action that can be shown to be equivalent to the Einstein-Hilbert
action.

Put the other way round: The Einstein-Hilbert action can be massaged into a
form which is a topological term plus something else.

That ‘something else’ involves a fixed background structure (that gamma5
vector) which is needed to reduces the 5-d theory to 4-d.

In their paper Smolin and Starodubtsev proceed by adding yet another term to
the action which makes this background structure dynamical. By the above
discussion the result is a modification of the Einstein Hilbert action.

Because that first extra term is now dynamical, there are solutions where it
reproduces the first step and hence the EH action, but there are also solutions
where it takes other values and yields topological theories.

Hence, in conclusion, the authors find that there is an extension of the EH action
which has some solutions that reproduce those of the EH action and some that
don’t.

Do you agree with this summary?

Again some comments:

1) What Vafa finds in topological M theory is BF theory, not any of its extensions
that Smolin, Freidel and Starodubtsev discuss, right?

2) Having some action that involves BF theory is not yet the same as ‘doing
LQG’, right?

3) I have more comments, but I gotta run. More later, if you like.

5. Ludwig
February 1, 2005

The connection of TQFT (BF theory especially) with Loop-and-related Quantum
Gravity seems to go back to 1995, see for instance the paper linked below
Smolin (1995)
Linking topological quantum field theory and nonperturbative quantum
gravity

The first paper by Smolin dealing with QG in relation to BF theory explicitly, at
least that I could find, is Smolin (1998), see link.

The history of the LQG/Spin Foam/BF connection has become interesting (for
instance because of Cumrun Vafa’s discussion this month in Toronto, which was
compensated by other remarks we saw tending to dismiss or downplay the



relationship.
So I thought I would provide this sketchy bibliography to give some background
perspective.

After listening to Vafa’s whole talk, I would say that what he said, including
towards the end where he again discussed LQG, has significant overlap with
Smolin, Starodubtsev(2003)
General relativity with a topological phase: an action principle

It would be great to have a text copy of Vafa’s talk with some footnotes, because
in the audio I couldnt catch what his sources were or if it was just general Vafa-
knowledge

John Baez (1995)
4-Dimensional BF Theory as a Topological Quantum Field Theory
15 pages
http://arxiv.org/q-alg/9507006

“Starting from a Lie group G whose Lie algebra is equipped with an invariant
nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, we show that 4-dimensional BF theory
with cosmological term gives rise to a TQFT satisfying a generalization of
Atiyah’s axioms to manifolds equipped with principal G-bundle. The case G =
GL(4,R) is especially interesting because every 4-manifold is then naturally
equipped with a principal G-bundle, namely its frame bundle. In this case, the
partition function of a compact oriented 4-manifold is the exponential of its
signature, and the resulting TQFT is isomorphic to that constructed by Crane
and Yetter using a state sum model, or by Broda using a surgery presentation of
4-manifolds.”

Smolin (1995)
Linking topological quantum field theory and nonperturbative quantum
gravity
http://arxiv.org/gr-qc/9505028 (TQFT + QG)

Smolin (1998)
A holographic formulation of quantum general relativity
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/9808191 (explicitly BF + QG)

“…Thus, this approach is similar to that of MacDowell-Mansouri, in which
general relativity is found as a consequence of breaking the SO(3, 2) symmetry
of a topological quantum field theory down to SO(3, 1)[29]. However it differs
from that approach in that the beginning point is a BF theory… ”

John Baez (1999)
An Introduction to Spin Foam Models of Quantum Gravity and BF Theory
55 pages, 31 figures
http://arxiv.org/gr-qc/9905087

“In loop quantum gravity we now have a clear picture of the quantum geometry
of space, thanks in part to the theory of spin networks. The concept of ‘spin
foam’ is intended to serve as a similar picture for the quantum geometry of



spacetime. In general, a spin network is a graph with edges labelled by
representations and vertices labelled by intertwining operators. Similarly, a spin
foam is a 2-dimensional complex with faces labelled by representations and
edges labelled by intertwining operators. In a ‘spin foam model’ we describe
states as linear combinations of spin networks and compute transition
amplitudes as sums over spin foams. This paper aims to provide a self-contained
introduction to spin foam models of quantum gravity and a simpler field theory
called BF theory.”

Smolin (2000)
Holographic Formulation of Quantum Supergravity
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0009018

Smolin, Starodubtsev(2003)
General relativity with a topological phase: an action principle
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0311163

“An action principle is described which unifies general relativity and topological
field theory. An additional degree of freedom is introduced and depending on the
value it takes the theory has solutions that reduce it to 1) general relativity in
Palatini form, 2) general relativity in the Ashtekar form, 3) F wedge F theory for
SO(5) and 4) BF theory for SO(5). This theory then makes it possible to describe
explicitly the dynamics of phase transition between a topological phase and a
gravitational phase where the theory has local degrees of freedom. We also find
that a boundary between adymnamical and topological phase resembles an
horizon.”

Freidel, Starodubtsev (2005)
Quantum gravity in terms of topological observables
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501191

6. Ludwig
February 1, 2005

Urs said:
4) What if spin foams could reproduce the kinematics of the canonical LQG
approach. Would that imply that spin foams have no dynamics, either?
Posted by: Urs at January 31, 2005 01:11 PM

About Urs question #4, the answer is no, it would not imply that spinfoams have
no dynamics. Indeed it has not been established that canonical LQG must have
no dynamics. Nor has Smolin claimed this is necessarily the case. If anyone is
interested in recent progress in LQG dynamics some relevant papers are
these five by Thomas Thiemann and Bianca Dittrich

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411138
Testing the Master Constraint Programme for Loop Quantum Gravity I. General
Framework
42 pages

“Recently the Master Constraint Programme for Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG)

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411138
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411138


was proposed as a classically equivalent way to impose the infinite number of
Wheeler-DeWitt constraint equations …. The models themselves will be studied
in the remaining four papers. As a side result we develop the Direct Integral
Decomposition (DID) for solving quantum constraints as an alternative to Refined
Algebraic Quantization (RAQ).”

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411139
Testing the Master Constraint Programme for Loop Quantum Gravity II. Finite
Dimensional Systems
23 pages

“This is the second paper in our series of five in which we test the Master
Constraint Programme for solving the Hamiltonian constraint in Loop Quantum
Gravity…”

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411140
Testing the Master Constraint Programme for Loop Quantum Gravity III. SL(2,R)
Models
33 pages

“This is the third paper in our series of five…”

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411141
Testing the Master Constraint Programme for Loop Quantum Gravity IV. Free
Field Theories
23 pages

“… We now move on to free field theories with constraints, namely Maxwell
theory and linearized gravity…”

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411142
Testing the Master Constraint Programme for Loop Quantum Gravity V.
Interacting Field Theories
20 pages

“… Here we consider interacting quantum field theories, specifically we consider
the non-Abelian Gauss constraints of Einstein-Yang-Mills theory and 2+1 gravity.
Interestingly, while Yang-Mills theory in 4D is not yet rigorously defined as an
ordinary (Wightman) quantum field theory on Minkowski space, in background
independent quantum field theories such as Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) this
might become possible by working in a new, background independent
representation.”

Because of Urs’ ungrounded assumption in his point #4, I must re-emphasize
that not only has it not been established that a proper LQG dynamics is
unattainable, but also Smolin does not say this. He says that at a certain point in
history (in the 1990s) some researchers, including himself, redirected effort
because they saw serious problems with constructing the Hamiltonian constraint
in canonical LQG. So they began exploring other paths, like spin foams with their
connection to BF theory and related areas, which have turned out to be
interesting and are still being pursued.

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411139
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411139
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411140
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411140
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411141
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411141
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411142
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0411142


Urs said:
5) If they can not reproduce the canonical LQG kinematics, what does this imply
for the experimental predictions that it seems Lee Smolin wants to derive from
these kinematics?
Posted by: Urs at January 31, 2005 01:11 PM

I believe the answer to Urs’ question #5 is that it would not imply anything
about Smolin’s predictions. The latest word on what experimental predictions
Lee Smolin has gone on record with is in this recent paper:
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0501091
Falsifiable predictions from semiclassical quantum gravity
Lee Smolin
9 pages

“Predictions are derived for the upcoming AUGER and GLAST experiments from
a semiclassical approximation to quantum gravity. It is argued that to first order
in the Planck length the effect of quantum gravity is to make the low energy
effective spacetime metric energy dependent. The diffeomorphism invariance of
the semiclassical theory forbids the appearance of a preferred frame of
reference, consequently the local symmetry of this energy-dependent effective
metric is a non-linear realization of the Lorentz transformations, which renders
the Planck energy observer independent. This gives a form of deformed or
doubly special relativity (DSR), previously explored with Magueijo, called the
rainbow metric. The argument is general, and applies in all dimensions with and
without supersymmetry, and is, at least to leading order, universal for all matter
couplings. The argument is, illustrated in detail in a specific example in
loop quantum gravity.
A consequence of DSR realized with an energy dependent effective metric is a
helicity independent energy dependence in the speed of light to first order in the
Planck length. However, thresholds for Tev photons and GZK protons are
unchanged from special relativistic predictions. These predictions of quantum
gravity are falsifiable by the upcoming AUGER and GLAST experiments.”

Urs gives the impression that he thinks Smolin’s predictions concerning the up-
coming experiments are derived from details of LQG kinematics. But this is not
the case, although they can be illustrated as Smolin says by considering the
example of LQG.

LQG is falsifiable, Smolin argues, and risks being refuted by GLAST. And the
prediction is not based on particular LQG detail but is in a sense “generic”. It
applies to any of a broad class of approaches to Quantum Gravity which share
the feature that they require an observer-independent energy scale but at the
same time do not allow a preferred frame (they deform but do not break Lorentz
invariance).

It will be interesting to see if GLAST falsifies LQG. This appears to me to be a
valid prediction from the theory and a potentially solid experimental result. This
has nothing to do with whether or not Spin Foams can or can not reproduce
details of LQG kinematics (which was Urs question).

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0501091
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0501091


7. Quantoken
February 1, 2005

I think my message below is not off topic. But to not waste too much bandwidth
on Peter’s blog, please see the complete message at:
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/02/blackhole-entropy-lqg-and-super-
string.html

Both the super string camp and the LQG camp claimed their derivations of the
Bekenstein-Hawking black hole entropy as their biggest success of their
theories. In my judgement, claiming the derivation of Bekenstein Hawking
entropy, such a trivial feat, as their biggest success, is completely “childish” and
only shows the lack of “innate” ability on the part of each camp to comprehend
what is the REAL physics behind the blackhole entropy!

I am going to show one very trivial derivation of the black hole entropy and how
it is proportional to the event horizen surface area divided by Planck area. One
that is different from Hawking’s but much simpler.

But first, one has to realize two things:
1.Hawking entropy is not an empirical experimental evidence, but merely the
result of a gedanken “experiment”, e.g., mind exercise.
2. The entropy is a DIMENTIONLESS physical quantity.

See the complete message at
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/02/blackhole-entropy-lqg-and-super-
string.html

8. Urs
February 1, 2005

it seems to me that it will not take long before LQG is “unified” into the
stringy framework.

I don’t think that the appearance of BF theory in ‘topological M-theory’ supports
such an expectation.

Everybody interested in this question should pick up the recent paper

L. Freidel & A. Starodubtsev: Quantum gravity in terms of topological
observables (2005) .

The crucial idea is expressed by formula (30).

It goes as follows:

Suppose we want to quantize some theory whose action can be written as a
topological term plus a non-topological term.

Write down the generating functional for the action consisting of the topological
terms alone.
Next consider the exponential of the non-topological part of the action as an

http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/02/blackhole-entropy-lqg-and-super-string.html
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/02/blackhole-entropy-lqg-and-super-string.html
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/02/blackhole-entropy-lqg-and-super-string.html
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/02/blackhole-entropy-lqg-and-super-string.html
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/02/blackhole-entropy-lqg-and-super-string.html
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/02/blackhole-entropy-lqg-and-super-string.html
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/02/blackhole-entropy-lqg-and-super-string.html
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/02/blackhole-entropy-lqg-and-super-string.html
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0501/0501191.pdf
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0501/0501191.pdf
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0501/0501191.pdf
http://xxx.uni-augsburg.de/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0501/0501191.pdf


observable. The expectation value of that observable can be computed by taking
(infinitely many) functional derivates of the generating functional of the
topological theory.

Since the topological theory is likely to be solvable exactly, this reduces the task
of quantizing the full theory to that of computing that (highly nontrivial)
expectation value of an exactly solvable theory.

Freidel and Starodubtsev demonstrate how this rewriting can be carried out for
Einstein gravity in four dimensions with BF theory as the topological part.

The paper disucsses various path integral computations. It does not use any LQG
techniques, though. At the end it says:

This suggests that the techniques of loop quantum gravity and spin
foam model are adapted to describe our perturbative expansion and
lead to a finite result.

The authors want to study that in a followup:

Our next paper is devoted to study in more details the perturbation
theory in the context of spin foam.

So the relation of all this to LQG and spin foams is hypothetical at this point.
Even if it can be made I don’t see how the appearance of BF theory in topological
strings has any bearing on it.

After all, at least in this paper, BF theory serves the purpose of a calculational
trick in a way. The message is that some very compliocated expectation values in
some theories are equal to partition functions of other theories. The hope is that
computing some expectation value in some auxiliary topological theory
reproduces the partition function of some other theory T. Right now I cannot see
how the appearance of the auxiliary field theory in any context allows to make a
connection to that theory T.

If the connection top-M-theory -> BF-theory -> LQG were meaningful, it would
imply that topological M-theory is about gravity. But it is instead ordinary
M-theory, which is.

But as I have said above, apart from all these considerations there is as yet no
demonstration that spin foams and/or LQG are helpful in performing the
calculation described by Freidel and Starodubtsev. To me, their discussion rather
suggests that instead ordinary perturbative path integral quantization of gravity
might maybe make sense if we were able to find a suitable reformulation of the
EH Lagrangian.

9. O
February 1, 2005

From what I’ve learnt so far (from Vafa’s talk, and comments by various people),
and given past experience, it seems to me that it will not take long before LQG is



“unified” into the stringy framework.

Whether it will be part of string theory proper, or only a “variation” on a stringy
theme, is beside the point. I just don’t think that the two theories will remain
“two different approaches”, the way that they are now, for too long.

Incidentally, it was Lee Smolin who predicted that this will be the case, many
years ago, in an article in New Scientist.

10. February 1, 2005

Interestingly enough Lee Smolin is giving a colloquim at
Lubos Motls ‘s university but in a different department:-)
later this semester.
http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/colloquia/latest.html

11. O
January 31, 2005

Vafa: “…The dimension 4 makes full contact with another approach to try to
quantize gravity, in the context of Loop Quantum Gravity, which has also the
same flavor of replacing a metric degree of freedom with, in that case, not just a
form but a gauge field…”

Lubos, Any comments on Vafa’s statement?

PS Ludwig, Thank you very much for that. The audio is quite unclear on my
machine.

12. Ludwig
January 31, 2005

O said:
I listened to Vafa’s talk at the topo strings meeting in Toronoto, a few weeks ago.
The audio is not very clear, but my recollection is that he mentions LQG as an
example of “a form theory of gravity” in 3+1 dimension, and therefore related to
topo string theory…

O piqued my curioslity so I listened to the audio just now. Vafa discusses LQG
briefly around minute 6 and again in more detail at minutes 16-18 into the talk.
On my speakers the audio was quite clear. I transcribed what he said starting
around minute 5:35

Vafa: “…The dimension 4 makes full contact with another approach to try to
quantize gravity, in the context of Loop Quantum Gravity, which has also the
same flavor
of replacing a metric degree of freedom
with, in that case, not just a form but a gauge field…”

It was at this point you can hear Vafa interrupted by someone asking if he had
really said LQG and he confirms yes he said LQG.

http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/colloquia/latest.html
http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/colloquia/latest.html


At minute 15:57, or about 16, he returns to a discussion of LQG but does not
mention that he is talking about LQG until minute 18, where he says “…this is
one of the starting points of Loop Quantum Gravity…”
What he is doing in minutes 16-18 is outlining the Ashtekar “new variables”
formulation of General Relativity. His discussion thereafter is enlightening and
makes me wish the slides were also available as well as the audio.

13. January 31, 2005

higgs boson said:

“At least Brian Greene seems open to the idea that string theory could be wrong
and if it does end up being wrong then perhaps he would be able to steer the
other string theorists to better theories? If he has no sway with the physics
community at large then you’ll just have to wait until they all die off from old
age.”

In other words particle physics has become like a communist state: we must wait
for the leaders to die out before we can hope for progressive change! Physics
will have to spend 50 or so years behind an iron curtain, with L. Motl manning
the machine gun nest shooting at anyone to tries to escape.

14. Ludwig
January 31, 2005

Here is Vafa’s talk at this month’s Topological String workshop in Toronto
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/04-05/topstrings/vafa/

Here is a recent LQG/BF paper
“Quantum gravity in terms of topological observables”
by Freidel and Starodubtsev
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0501191

O said:
I listened to Vafa’s talk at the topo strings meeting in Toronoto, a few weeks ago.
The audio is not very clear, but my recollection is that he mentions LQG as an
example of “a form theory of gravity” in 3+1 dimension, and therefore related to
topo string theory.

Urs said:
I think Vafa is talking about BF theory. This is related to LQG, but it is not the
same as LQG. I am not sure if it is helpful to call this the ‘topological sector of
LQG’ as Vafa does…
Posted by: Urs at January 31, 2005 12:40 PM

There is also another LQG/BF paper by Smolin and Starodubtsev that may be of
interest:
“General Relativity with a Topological Phase: An Action Principle”
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0311163

15. Urs

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/04-05/topstrings/vafa/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/04-05/topstrings/vafa/
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0501191
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0501191
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0311163
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0311163


January 31, 2005

So from reading Smolin’s reply I get the impression that he is saying that

– there is little hope for the canonical quantization of the Einstein-Hilbert action

– one should instead study spin foams and see if one can come up with any
amplitudes for these

– if so, one should check if the resulting spin foam theory has a limit in which it
reproduces any known theory .

– The canonical approach is only good for studying kinematics, not dynamics.

– In conclusion, as Smolin writes:

The main physical hypothesis of LQG is not that the quantum Einstein
equations describe nature. It is that the hilbert space of diffeo classes
of spin nets, […] is the correct arena for quantum gravitational physics.

So LQG = ‘use diffeo classes of spin networks somehow’ ??

Some comments:

1) The ordinary states of 2-dimensional conformal gravity coupled to matter are
not diffeomorphism invariant and hence can hardly be expressed by diffeo
classes of spin networks.

2) It is not known if spin foams reproduce any known theory and in particular not
if any of them reproduces the kinematical results of the canonical LQG approach.
So from the spin foam point of view what reason is there to keep the kinematical
results of the canonical LQG approach?

3) What is a physical theory which has a kinematics but not a dynamics? Isn’t
kinematics pretty much just my choice of symbols that I am going to use for
defining dynamics?

4) What if spin foams could reproduce the kinematics of the canonical LQG
approach. Would that imply that spin foams have no dynamics, either?

5) If they can not reproduce the canonical LQG kinematics, what does this imply
for the experimental predictions that it seems Lee Smolin wants to derive from
these kinematics.

6) If one says that ‘spin networks should play a role’ shouldn’t one go all the way
and say that ‘generalized Wilson lines should play a role’. (Which in particular
generalizes the allowed groups from rotation groups to arbitrary Lie groups and
their representations.)

7) If yes, then there is IKKT theory. 

16. higgs boson

http://groups.google.de/groups?selm=35uhtqF4oc2q6U1-100000%40individual.net
http://groups.google.de/groups?selm=35uhtqF4oc2q6U1-100000%40individual.net


January 31, 2005

“I think the reason Lubos (and other string theorists) is rabid on the topic of LQG
is that it threatens the only remaining argument for string theory.”

Perhaps they are afraid of what will happen if string theory is not valid. Think
about it. They will have to drop string theory and spend a lot of time and energy
to get up to speed on loop quantum gravity or they would have to think about
creating some other theory. I would imagine that it would not be a pleasant
prospect for your colleagues.

At least Brian Greene seems open to the idea that string theory could be wrong
and if it does end up being wrong then perhaps he would be able to steer the
other string theorists to better theories? If he has no sway with the physics
community at large then you’ll just have to wait until they all die off from old
age.

17. Urs
January 31, 2005

I think Vafa is talking about BF theory. This is related to LQG, but it is not the
same as LQG. I am not sure if it is helpful to call this the ‘topological sector of
LQG’ as Vafa does.

See also the comment on that point made by Nicolai et al. in their recent paper.

18. O
January 31, 2005

I listened to Vafa’s talk at the topo strings meeting in Toronoto, a few weeks ago.
The audio is not very clear, but my recollection is that he mentions LQG as an
example of “a form theory of gravity” in 3+1 dimension, and therefore related to
topo string theory.

I think that someone in the audience was surprised by Vafa’s statement and
asked him to repeat it, and Vafa did, saying somthing along the lines of “in that
case, there is not just a form, but the form is a gauge field”.

Would anyone care to verify that my understanding is correct?

19. Ludwig
January 30, 2005

Blank said:Can we ignore the foam at the mouth and the shrill rantings and
merely evaluate the merits and demerits of the arguments, please?

I agree it would be interesting to look at what Nicolai et al said in their article
and how Smolin replied. I thought the tone was basically friendly and cool-
headed and the points were substantive.

Nicolai et al pointed to difficulties with LQG dynamics, when attempted along
lines of a canonical quantization of GR, and particularly with Thiemann’s



hamiltonian constraint (1997?).

Smolin replied that these difficulties were seen in the mid-1990s and that Nicolai
and the others seem to have overlooked most of what has been happening in the
past ten years in LQG.

Smolin could have cited many papers from the mid-to-late 90s backing up what
he said: Loop people finding difficulties with the hamiltonian approach (which
Nicolai was stressing) and beginning alternative lines of development. In fact
Smolin only cited one paper, he 1996 gr-qc/9609034. I dont know if that was the
most representative or the most obviously germane–he might have mentioned
papers of about that time or a couple of years later by Lewandowski, Marolf,
Gambini and others. I dont remember offhand but could get links if you wish
them.

I thought Nicolai et al critique of Loop thoughtful and constructive but merely
too narrow. It would be much appreciated, I think, if we could hear similar
comment on what Loop people have been working on (for, I would say
conservatively, the past 5 years, not as Smolin does, 10). These are approaches
like Thiemann’s master constraint programme, Gambini-Pullin discrete quantum
gravity (which has an evolution operator, instead of a contraint), spin foams (with
their connection to BF theory). To substantiate what I’m talking about I will try
to fetch some links when I have time later.

The main thing that strikes me in the Nicolai-Smolin exchange is the absence of
heat. Both Nicolai and Smolin work at institutes where research is balanced
(both string and loop research is done at AEI-Potsdam and at Perimeter-
Waterloo) and neither of them come across as threatened by the other’s
discipline. I was impressed by Nicolai’s lively appreciation of the LQG research
that he was familiar with and the overall friendly tone. Would like to see more
like that and less of Lubos stink-bombs.

20. Chris Oakley
January 30, 2005

Only if you identify yourself … sorry to point out the obvious, but there is as yet
no experimental evidence to suggest that we even need a quantum theory of
gravity.

21. January 30, 2005

Can we ignore the foam at the mouth and the shrill rantings and merely evaluate
the merits and demerits of the arguments, please?

22. Ludwig
January 30, 2005

here’s the Weinberg talk
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/weinberg/
and also Peter’s October 8 blog commented on the talk and its
“only hope of extending SM to include gravity” or words to that effect utterance.

http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/weinberg/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/weinberg/


http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000089.html
so the Only Hope notion goes beyond the rabidity and schadenfreude of a few
and is at the foundation of string apologetics

23. Ludwig
January 30, 2005

Peter said:… string theorists) is rabid on the topic of LQG is that it threatens the
only remaining argument for string theory. With the “Landscape”, all hope is
gone for ever saying anything at all about particle physics, so all that is left is to
keep repeating loudly “only string theory can quantize gravity”…

I am hearing this as a kind of party line: string is “our one best hope”, or
sometimes “our only hope”.

It has to be repeated a lot and defended zealously because appearances are
rather to the contrary, I’d say, and it is the main premise justifying continued
focus of research effort on string.

Steven Weinberg delivered the “one best hope” line in his KITP 25th anniversary
talk last year. I’ll get a link if anyone wants.
Still it’s a thought that MTW fell on Lubos head when he was a baby.

24. Peter
January 30, 2005

I think the reason Lubos (and other string theorists) is rabid on the topic of LQG
is that it threatens the only remaining argument for string theory. With the
“Landscape”, all hope is gone for ever saying anything at all about particle
physics, so all that is left is to keep repeating loudly “only string theory can
quantize gravity”. If the idea gets around that LQG is a more promising idea
about quantum gravity than string theory, there won’t be any argument at all left
for research on string theory as a TOE.

25. serenus Z
January 30, 2005

I must confess that I am totally fascinated by Lubos M’s hysterical attitude to
LQG. It obviously goes way beyond anything involving physics. Most people I
know don’t have much time for LQG, but I don’t know anyone who gets even
remotely as rabid as LM. In fact, it’s pretty clear that LM has an intense fear of
anything connected with general relativity; hence the various bizarre
misunderstandings of the subject he has revealed over the years. What gives?
Did a copy of Misner Thorne and Wheeler fall on his head when he was a baby?
Or what?

26. Wolfgang
January 29, 2005

Caracciolo and Pelissetto investigated SO(5) on a 4D
lattice as a quantum gravity model back in the 80s.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000089.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000089.html


The model goes back to a proposal by L. Smolin. I
wonder if the two lines of research are (or can be)
related ? It would be cute to dig out the old
results or redo the old simulations …

There was a great comment on Lubos’ weblog:
Q: Why is the debate (between LQG and strings) so heated ?
A: The stakes are so low !

27. Ludwig
January 29, 2005

Peter, thanks for replying. I understand your point better now. I’m struggling to
get a preliminary notion of BF theory and how they apply it. there seems to be a
4-manifold M and a principal SO(5) bundle P. I could be way wrong about this but
I imagine it as a copy of SO(5) at every point of M, but each group is only a
“torsor” or has lost track of its identity, so it is just something at each point of M
that the real McCoy SO(5) can act on in a nice way. Sorry, have to go to lunch,
back later.

28. Peter
January 29, 2005

Maybe I shouldn’t have called it “breaking topological invariance”, it was the
breaking of SO(5) symmetry by hand that I was wondering about, which is more
of a gauge symmetry (although since it is not an internal symmetry, but a
symmetry involving local translations, I’m not sure whether “gauge symmetry” is
the right way to refer to it either).

I haven’t read this paper carefully yet, but often the subtlety with TQFTs
formulated this way is that you have to somehow break topological symmetry to
make sense of them, but then everything depends on how you do this. It seems to
me that the whole game here is to start with a topologically invariant QFT, and
somehow end up with a valid approximation to it that looks like perturbation
theory about flat spacetime with the scalar curvature as low energy effective
action. For such an argument to be convincing, I’d have to be sure that the final
result one wants hasn’t somehow been subtly smuggled into the derivation.

29. Ludwig
January 29, 2005

I agree with Wolfgang where he says
“I find it very interesting what Freidel and Starodubtsev have to say about
perturbation theory.”

It seems they have found a way to do background independent perturbative
analysis, and they suggest that the non-renormalizablity and failure of
perturbation in the past was due to going about it wrong: with a fixed
background.

It does seem to be a very interesting paper and I hope we hear more comment.



I did not yet find any place where they broke topological invariance, either by
hand or any other way.

It looks to me that they broke gauge symmetry by hand, from SO(5) down to
SO(4)

but as to topological invariance per se they say in the abstract “We show that the
partition function of quantum General Relativity can be expressed as an
expectation value of a certain topologically invariant observable.”

What am I missing?

30. Wolfgang
January 29, 2005

I find it very interesting what Freidel and Starodubtsev have to say about
perturbation theory.



String Theory Article Slanted

January 31, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Ken Lane has written a letter to the editor of the Boston University student
newspaper to complain about its article about string theory and the BU physics
department discussed in a previous posting. Lane is annoyed about not having been
given a chance to respond to Vafa’s ad hominen attacks characterizing him and the
BU physics department as “foolish” and “childish”. He also complains that the author
didn’t seek other opinions about Vafa’s claim that string theory is what the “youngest,
most brilliant physicists” are all doing.

I don’t remember whether they had shop classes at Harvard, but if they do now,
maybe they should be talking to Vafa. According to the blurb for a recent talk by Jim
Gates at Brookhaven, string/M-theory is “a 21st century lathe ? a machine capable of
remarkable precision and versatility, but requiring a skilled and experienced operator
for its success.” Funny, back in the last millennium I remember when string theorists
were claiming that string theory was a 21st century “supercomputer” or “spaceship”
that had fallen into the 20th century.

Comments

1. sobul ltom
February 3, 2005

It’s amazing the sort of nonsense that Lubos Motl is able to transmute into a
“story”. Ed Witten posted a paper on the internet. Wow. That’s impressive,
especially if tens of billions of things are posted on the internet every day.

2. Lubos Motl
February 3, 2005

It’s amazing what sort of nonsense Peter Woit is able to transmute into a “story”.
Kenneth Lane wrote a mail to a Boston University student newspapers. Wow.
That’s impressive, especially if tens of billion e-mails are sent every day.

The student newspaper probably decided that Cumrun Vafa’s opinion is more
important than Kenneth Lane’s opinion – and Vafa is the person who should have
the final word, at least in some questions. I am not surprised. If Kenneth Lane –
with all of my respect to his countless contributions to particle physics – finds it
insulting, it’s his personal problem.

Best
Lubos

3. Matti Pitkanen
February 1, 2005

http://www.dailyfreepress.com/news/2005/01/27/Opinion/String.Theory.Article.Slanted-843320.shtml
http://www.dailyfreepress.com/news/2005/01/27/Opinion/String.Theory.Article.Slanted-843320.shtml
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000141.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000141.html
http://www.bnl.gov/bnlweb/pubaf/pr/PR_display.asp?prID=04-112
http://www.bnl.gov/bnlweb/pubaf/pr/PR_display.asp?prID=04-112


“Boring” is my spontaneous reaction while reading the formulations of string
models containing the bare essentials. Not a single basic principle is identified,
just action and functional integral measure are identified, and Feynman rules
derived. Principles are replaced with poorly defined ad hoc notions like
spontaneous compactification and branes fabulated in hope of bringing in the
real physics.

Real progress starts from a real problem. State function preparation and state
function reduction are very poorly defined concepts. Even better, there is also a
paradox. The non-determinism of quantum jump is not consistent with the
determinism of Schroedinger equation if the standard identification of geometric
time with experienced time is accepted. It is hard to imagine a better gift for an
ambitious theoretician. To solve these problems physicist must become part of
physics, ceasing to be an outsider inducing state function reductions. One must
not only define physically the notion of self, but also consider seriously the
physical correlates of cognition, intentionality, sensory qualia, emotions. String
theorists have not noticed that everything includes also consciousness.

Matti Pitkanen

4. D R Lunsford
February 1, 2005

What is the REAL question in quantum gravity?

“What is the meaning of ‘wave function of a cosmology’?”

To have a wave function you need an experimental setup. To have an
experimental setup you must prepare a system for observation. How is one going
to prepare the entire Universe for observation? How is one going to prepare the
Solar System for observation? How is one going to prepare a child’s top for
observation? How is one going to prepare a buckyball for observation? It’s a
ludicrous idea.

I don’t care how grandiose, or subtle, or both, the math issues are in LQG vs. ST.
There is no physics question that needs to be answered, or will be answered, by
either program. That is why they are both mired in minutiae and why the world
has split into ridiculous “camps”.

-drl

5. O
February 1, 2005

I don’t think “mathematical physics”, and all of mathematics that’s inspired by
physics, particularly strings, is boring at all at this moment.

Of course, if you insist on restricting your attention to one and only one subject,
then, yes, things can be quite slow.

In this sense, phenomenological high energy physics has been very boring for



decades.

6. D R Lunsford
February 1, 2005

This strings vs. loops debate is monumentally boring.

Amazing. Indy’s gone, Daytona’s gone, movies suck, no one can write worth a
damn, music is nothing but electronic log-beating, and physics is *boring*. What
happened? Did we pass through the tail of Comet Ennui?

-drl

7. Not a native speaker
February 1, 2005

Why does Jim G say “lathe”? Why not just “tool”?

8. February 1, 2005

Let us note that Lane’s letter shows that the state of journalism appears to be as
bad as the state of High Energy Physics.

9. Levi
February 1, 2005

Typical LM comment line:

anonymous said…

This post has been removed by a blog administrator.

Lumo said…

(insert insult here)

anonymous said…

This post has been removed by a blog administrator.

Etcetera. It’s very edifying.

10. Not a Nobel Laureate
February 1, 2005

After reading Motl’s blog and making a few comments there . . . and being
mistaken for a Nobel Laureate for my meager efforts . . . I’ve concluded that
Motl is to String Theory as a Political Commissar was to Marxist-Leninist
Thought in Czechoslovakia after the Prague Spring.

The sociology of HEP theory these days is far more interesting and entertaining
than any current metaphysics being promoted by the waring sects of Stringys
and Loopys.



11. January 31, 2005

God Save Peter Voit

12. January 31, 2005

If LM is the “youngest, most brilliant physicist”, we are in very bad shape….. God
save Nature! 

13. January 31, 2005

Since everyone knows that Lubos Motl is the “youngest, most brilliant physicist”,
and he is working on string theory, I don’t see how Lane can argue with Vafa’s
statement.



Manin Article

February 2, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

An expository article by the the algebraic geometer Yuri Manin always has something
interesting in it, and his latest, entitled The notion of dimension in geometry and
algebra is no exception.

In this article Manin discusses various ideas related to the notion of dimension,
ranging over fractal geometry, non-commutative geometry and theoretical physics. He
begins with a quote from Glenn Gould, which is quite amusing, but of obscure relation
to the notion of dimension. Then he goes on to some history, from Euclid to Leibniz,
finally veering off into a fascinating discussion of the relation of algebra and
geometry, and ending with the sociological comment that visual mass media is leading
to a dominance of right-brain mental faculties, and thus “projects us directly into
dangerously archaic states of collective consciousness.”

The body of the article includes comments on Hausdorff dimension, dimensional
regularization of path integrals, the theory of operator algebras, non-commutative
geometry, a weird digression on databases, and supergeometry. He also discusses
“Spec Z” (the “space” naturally associated to Z, the ring of integers) making various
comments about it and giving arguments for its dimension being 1, 3 and infinity.
Next there are some comments on modular forms, and finally a section on fractional
dimensions in homological algebra.

Its not clear how seriously one should take all of this, but Manin’s article is definitely
thought-provoking.

Comments

1. Yuri
February 3, 2005

Mirror Symmetry of Yuri Manin is reminiscent of Occam’s razor
principle.”Entities should not be multiplied unnecessarily.”

2. fooltomery
February 3, 2005

Peter, don’t be so literal!

You write that Manin “begins with a quote from Glenn Gould, which is quite
amusing, but of obscure relation to the notion of dimension.”

Your own quick summary of Manin’s choice of topics shows that there’s a whole
lot of dimension-discussing (and other-stuff-discussing) going on in the article.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0502016
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0502016
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0502016
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0502016


Manin decided to begin his wandering journey by making a little self-deprecating
joke.

3. Thomas Larsson
February 3, 2005

I once observed that many interesting fractals living in 2D have Haussdorf
dimension of the form D = (100 – n^2)/48, for n integer between 2 and 10. Apart
from obvious D = 2 and D = 0, this series includes the percolation cluster (D =
91/48), the percolation hull (D = 7/4), linear polymers (D = 4/3), and red links,
which cut the percolation cluster in two (D = 3/4). The formula comes from
conformal field theory; D = 2 – 2h, where h is in the discrete series in the formal
c -> 0 limit.

This was very much in the air in 1986, and I later learned that Hubert Saleur
made the same observation a couple of months before me, but at least my letter
was submitted when his appeared in print. And this observation did earn me a
four-year postdoc, so it was important to me.

4. D R Lunsford
February 2, 2005

Glenn Gould was notoriously hard on himself. Beethoven would slam the piano
lid down when someone expected him to play. The idea of “disgust” is built into
some of Beethoven’s late work – he said about his early work “why does it make
such a bad impression on me? From this day forward I mean to strike out in a
new direction.” Gould may have been similar. Actually, he must surely have
understood that his fans didn’t care how he played.

His first and last recordings were of the Goldberg variations. He was a
hypochondriac who died of a stroke.



Future and Present Particle Accelerators

February 2, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

John Ellis’s weblog has a new entry on Future Particle Accelerators which discusses
prospects for a linear collider. The plan for an “International Linear Collider”, or ILC
is now in its design phase, with work proceeding on a detailed design for a .5-1 Tev
collider. No one has yet figured out where this would be sited or how it would be
financed. The agencies responsible for this funding seem to have agreed to put off a
decision about going ahead with the project until 2010.

By that time there should be a couple years of data available from the LHC, and if the
Higgs particle or superpartners are found, it would be clear whether the ILC design
would have enough energy to study them usefully. Also around that time is should be
clear whether CERN’s more ambitious design for a linear collider, called “CLIC” and
perhaps capable of reaching 3-4 Tev, is really a feasible one. If the decision is made to
build the ILC design, the hope would be to have construction finished in 2015
(although this sounds overly optimistic to me), allowing several years of joint running
of the LHC and ILC. If no Higgs or superpartners are found, or their mass is too high,
the decision would be made to concentrate on CLIC, with construction done at the
earliest in 2021.

Back in the present, the Tevatron at Fermilab is now seriously back in business after a
long shut-down, recently reaching record values of luminosity. To follow what is going
on there, you can keep up with the weblogs of Tommaso Dorigo and Sandra Leone of
the CDF collaboration, as well as Gordon Watts and Ursula Bassler of D0.

Comments

1. Not a Nobel Laureate
February 7, 2005

“Lubos said: “I just got a mail from Bill Gates. He WILL pay the Gates
Supercollider (up to 20 billion USD), assuming that it will be a proton-antiproton
machine and assuming that the director will be Melissa Franklin….”

Are you saying it seriously or are you telling a joke? If you are not joking, then it
really amazed me how could a young and brightest Harvard assistant professor
be SO intelligently challenged, that you would actually believe it was an email
from the real Bill Gates?”

Well, Lubos did deduce, by the superior application of pure reason, that my post
was from first Sheldon Glashow, then later revised to Paul Ginsarg (I don’t even
know who he is) leading to the predictable result – he’s not even wrong.

I’m reminded of Bronowski’s story of how Hegel had shown, using pure reason,
that there can logically exist only 7 planets. Shortly afterwards the minor planet

http://qd.typepad.com/24/
http://qd.typepad.com/24/
http://qd.typepad.com/24/2005/01/question_25_on_.html
http://qd.typepad.com/24/2005/01/question_25_on_.html
http://www.interactions.org/linearcollider
http://www.interactions.org/linearcollider
http://www.interactions.org/linearcollider/documents/LCreport_2004.html
http://www.interactions.org/linearcollider/documents/LCreport_2004.html
http://www.interactions.org/linearcollider/documents/LCreport_2004.html
http://www.interactions.org/linearcollider/documents/LCreport_2004.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/now/tevlum.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/now/tevlum.html
http://blogs.quantumdiaries.org/6/
http://blogs.quantumdiaries.org/6/
http://blogs.quantumdiaries.org/30/
http://blogs.quantumdiaries.org/30/
http://blogs.quantumdiaries.org/4/
http://blogs.quantumdiaries.org/4/
http://blogs.quantumdiaries.org/20/
http://blogs.quantumdiaries.org/20/


Ceres was discovered followed the 8th and 9th planets.

String theory and loop QG strike me as similar exercises – attempts to deduce
how the universe work solely by the application of “pure” reason.

Expect similar results.

2. February 3, 2005

Bill is a great man. Windows stinks. Why is saying the second a cheapshot
against Bill?

3. February 3, 2005

Despite my cheap joke and my love-hate relationship with Windows over the
years, and not wanting to get off topic, I do actually have the greatest respect for
B Gates, what he has achieved, and how he uses his wealth.

4. Dick Thompson
February 3, 2005

Re Gates: See the latest issue of the Economist about the Gates foundation’s
donations to poor countries’ health – vaccinations, malaria eradication and much
more. See also Bill’s techno attitudes toward how to go about that, which are
treated very respectfully by the mag. Maybe time to stop with the cheap shots at
Bill?

5. February 3, 2005

“Gates would insists that all accelerator computers use Microsoft operating
systems…”
I can just visualise that now.
“Yes…I think we really can analyse this scattering data for evidence of
supersymmetric particle production…but first of all we need to download
another patch…”

6. February 3, 2005

Gates would insist all the accelerator computers use Microsoft operating
systems, so I’d scratch that idea off the list if you actually want to get useful data
from the machine. On the other hand, if you goal is just to skim off a little of that
$20B, then go for it.

7. Lubos Motl
February 3, 2005

So far I am joking, of course, but we’ve considered various things along these
lines.

8. Quantoken
February 3, 2005



Lubos said: “I just got a mail from Bill Gates. He WILL pay the Gates
Supercollider (up to 20 billion USD), assuming that it will be a proton-antiproton
machine and assuming that the director will be Melissa Franklin….”

Are you saying it seriously or are you telling a joke? If you are not joking, then it
really amazed me how could a young and brightest Harvard assistant professor
be SO intelligently challenged, that you would actually believe it was an email
from the real Bill Gates?

Could it not be that some one, like Quantoken, forged that email? Why do you
have to post it here and entertain every one :-)?

Quantoken

9. Lubo? Motl
February 2, 2005

I just got a mail from Bill Gates. He WILL pay the Gates Supercollider (up to 20
billion USD), assuming that it will be a proton-antiproton machine and assuming
that the director will be Melissa Franklin. Many people try to convince him to
pay a Gates Linear Collider (GLC), but he rejected to pay for something that does
not orbit around.

Thanks, Bill!

10. February 2, 2005

If letters are conserved I get
MESON + SLIME BOLL + LOUT

11. D R Lunsford
February 2, 2005

Weyl was sure that his theory predicted 4D, because the Maxwell tensor squared
was gauge invariant, in the original sense. In fact this actually doomed his theory
from the outset. So Weyl was sort of doing “mathematical metaphysics”, which is
fine.

12. Fabio
February 2, 2005

Personally, I’d like to collide Lubos Motl and Lee Smolin together at high velocity
and see what comes out.



David Weise

February 4, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Slashdot today has something pointing to Larry Osterman’s weblog where he tells the
story of my ex-roommate David Weise’s career, much of which has been spent at
Microsoft. David is generally credited with almost single-handedly making Windows a
viable product, when in 1988 he figured out how to get Windows to run on the 286
processor in “protected mode”, something people thought couldn’t be done. At the
time Microsoft was planning on abandoning Windows and moving to IBM’s OS/2, but
David’s work changed everything.

Osterman gets some things wrong. David, Chuck Whitmer and Nathan Myhrvold were
fellow physics graduate students and my roommates at Princeton, not at MIT (for
more about Nathan, see an earlier posting). David was in biophysics, Chuck was a
student of Steve Adler’s doing lattice gauge theory, and Nathan worked with Malcolm
Perry on quantum gravity. It is true that David and Chuck were associated with the
MIT blackjack team (this was the early eighties, just after casinos opened in Atlantic
City, not the 70s as Osterman has it). There was a lot of practicing of card counting
techniques and computer simulation of non-randomness in shuffles going on in our
apartment during those days, although I never got really involved in it myself.

After getting their Ph.Ds, Nathan, Chuck and David (together with Nathan’s brother
Cameron) founded a software company called Dynamical Systems Research in
Oakland, which they ended up selling (along with themselves) to Microsoft. They all
ended up getting obscenely rich, with Chuck retiring quite a while ago, Nathan
leaving more recently, and finally David is now leaving to work in molecular biology.

Comments

1. February 4, 2005

The real issue is the “mode switch”, which was nearly impossible on the 286.
IBM had no 386 to shoot at when the idea for OS/2 was hatched, but they had
ample time to change direction later, as “Windows 386” did. Once IBM got their
plans right, they produced OS/2 2.0 and shortly after OS/2 2.11, which were fully
preemptive OSes with a nearly perfect “DOS box”, that is, a way of executing
DOS programs in “virtual 386” mode. Windows NT was a solution to the very
same problem, and a much inferior one until just recently. Windows 95 in
contrast, and 98, 98SE, and ME, were still hybrids – cooperative tasking without
full preemption. So Microsoft screwed the same pooch three times, and still won
the game.

The “DOS box” on early versions of Windows NT was, in contrast to that of OS/2,
a total disaster. However, it didn’t bite many people because by then, Microsoft
had also captured the market for applications.

http://slashdot.org/articles/05/02/04/1457204.shtml?tid=109
http://slashdot.org/articles/05/02/04/1457204.shtml?tid=109
http://weblogs.asp.net/larryosterman/archive/2005/02/02/365635.aspx
http://weblogs.asp.net/larryosterman/archive/2005/02/02/365635.aspx
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000070.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000070.html
http://minix1.bio.umass.edu/faq/286mdfx2.html
http://minix1.bio.umass.edu/faq/286mdfx2.html


You can still see the DOS box in action – fire up an old DOS program or 16bit
Windows program under Windows XP, and look in the task list – you’ll see
“ntvdm”, “NT Virtual DOS machine”.

-drl

2. Larry Osterman
February 4, 2005

Thanks D.R., I’ll make the corrections… For some reason I’d assumed their PhDs
came from MIT, don’t ask why.

3. D R Lunsford
February 4, 2005

I thought the point was, that OS/2 ran on the 286 in protected mode, but the
problem was getting into real mode again. Thus, OS/2 had a devil of a time
running DOS programs. The 386 had a “virtual DOS mode” so it could go in and
out of real mode at will. Windows was targeted at the 386 and the rest is history.

-drl



Distler on Multi-loop Amplitudes

February 4, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Jacques Distler has a new posting about multi-loop string amplitudes. It’s mainly
devoted to the Berkovits superstring formalism, and explains in some detail the
possible problems with this formalism that one might worry about. I’d alluded to some
of these in the comment section of my posting about this last week, responding to
commenters claiming that Berkovits had a proof of finiteness of multi-loop
amplitudes. At the time, all I got in response was abuse about how ignorant I was.
Presumably the same people will be either showering Jacques with abuse, or
apologizing to me. Funny, for some reason Distler doesn’t mention what I’d written
about this. He also seems to have somehow neglected to put “Not Even Wrong” in his
list of links to physics weblogs.

Comments

1. Lubos Motl
February 4, 2005

Dear Peter,

I think that your comments are relatively far from those of Jacques, although – I
hope that Jacques won’t be terribly offended – they’re not infinitely far. 

Best
Lubos

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000504.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000504.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000144.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000144.html


Douglas at City College

February 4, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Michael Douglas gave a colloquium at City College this afternoon, with the title “Are
there testable predictions of string theory?” I went up there to the talk, figuring that I
knew more or less what he would say, but he really surprised me. Douglas has given
many talks over the last year or so about his program for trying to get predictions out
of string theory by doing statistical analyses of string vacuum states. He has
concentrated on what looks like the most promising case, trying to see whether vacua
with low-energy supersymmetry breaking are favored over ones where
supersymmetry is broken at much higher scales (e.g. the GUT or Planck scales). If he
could make a prediction that the LHC will see supersymmetry, that would count as
the first real prediction of string theory, and in 2008 or so we would see if it was
right. I was expecting Douglas today to explain this whole program, report on what he
had achieved so far, and offer hope that he and his collaborators would have a yes or
no answer about supersymmetry sometime soon.

Instead he very much downplayed hopes for this kind of prediction, answering a
question about it by Nair at the end of the talk by explaining some of the difficulties.
Presumably he now agrees with recent claims by Dine that it is too difficult, even in
principle, to decide whether or not the landscape predicts supersymmetry. Given this,
in the conclusion of his talk, I was expecting him to answer the “Are there testable
predictions” question in the negative. Instead, he did something very strange. He
announced that string theory does make predictions, lots of them, adopting the Lubos
Motl definition of a “prediction” of string theory as being anything consistent with
string theory. Examples he gave included Polchinski’s cosmic string networks, where
one could tell from the behavior of the network whether the strings were fundamental
or not, and short distance modifications to GR. Of course these are not in any sense
real predictions; all sorts of different modifications of GR at short distances are
compatible with string theory, as are either no visible fundamental cosmic strings, or
visible ones with a huge variety of possible different properties.

The weirdest part of his talk was when he explained what he considered the best
prediction of string theory. This involved the negative prediction that the fine
structure constant can’t have varied with time in the early universe, since effective
field theory arguments would imply a corresponding variation in the vacuum energy,
something inconsistent with observation. So his best prediction from string theory
isn’t really a prediction of string theory at all, but actually a prediction of effective
field theory. Furthermore this “prediction” is the purely negative one that something
that hardly anyone expects to be true actually isn’t true.

In the question section, some obnoxious guy who has a weblog asked him whether it
was really true that the best prediction string theory could come up with was the no
variation of the fine structure constant one that was really an effective field theory
prediction, and didn’t that mean there was no hope of string theory ever really
predicting anything. For some reason this made him rather defensive, and he began
by saying it depended on the meaning of the word “prediction”. After having it

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000143.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000143.html
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http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000042.html


explained to him what most physicists consider a prediction to be, he launched into a
sequence of analogies designed to explain why you can’t get real predictions out of
string theory. They all were of the same genre: imagine some situation where you can
only observe phenomena that are related in a very complicated and hard to calculate
way to the underlying fundamental theory, and somebody tells you what the
fundamental theory is. Shouldn’t you work on it and believe in it?

This argument makes it clear where the whole subject is going to end up. The
standard scientific method of deciding whether a theory is true or not by figuring out
its implications and comparing them to observations is no longer operative. In the
case of string theory there’s a new method. You just believe because authorities tell
you to, and from now on the activity of professional theorists will consist solely in the
construction of elaborate scenarios designed to explain why you can’t ever predict
anything. Feynman’s line that: “string theorists don’t make predictions, they make
excuses” has been changed from a criticism into a new motto about how to do
science.

Comments

1. Amsterdammer
February 10, 2005

Concerning the Feynman quote, accidentally I stumbled upon the following (from
http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2005/01/string-theory-quotes.html)

“…I do feel strongly that this is nonsense! …I think all this superstring stuff is
crazy and is in the wrong direction. … I don’t like it that they’re not calculating
anything. …why are the masses of the various particles such as quarks what they
are? All these numbers … have no explanations in these string theories –
absolutely none! … ”
–Richard Feynman: in Davies and Brown, Superstrings, Cambridge 1988, pp.
194-195.

2. D R Lunsford
February 7, 2005

Chris –

I was trying to point out that Minkowski space also has features that are not
realized in naive experience, but we seem very happy with it and find it “useful”.

-drl

3. Chris Oakley
February 7, 2005

Danny – I’m not following you. Mass is not dilatation invariant & therefore a
universe with massive particles is not dilatation invariant & therefore not
conformally invariant. Why is it more complicated than that?

http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2005/01/string-theory-quotes.html
http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2005/01/string-theory-quotes.html


4. Chris Oakley
February 7, 2005

Following on from Peter’s point, the twistor theorists I knew at Oxford: Lane
Hughston, Paul Tod and William Shaw (a graduate student at the time) were
always completely honest about what the framework could and could not do
(“Don’t ask about massive particles, don’t ask about interacting particles” is
what I seem to remember William saying to me once). Although they were called
the “Mathematical Physics” group they were well aware of the fact that what
they were doing was much more mathematics than physics. One thing, though
where physicists could learn from them is the elegance with which they deal with
the SL(2,C) covering group of the Lorentz group (which of course is one of the
steps on the road to Twistors).

5. Matti Pitkanen
February 7, 2005

I think that the key question is “At what level the conformal invariance is
realized?”.

Assume the representatibility of physically realizable space-times as 4-surfaces
of space M^4xS, S some compact space. Assume that 3-D lightlike boundaries of
space-time surface act as “causal determinants”. Causal determinants could
correspond also to light-like surfaces representing “shock waves”.

From these assumptions you end up with the realization that these light-like
3-surfaces allow generalized conformal invariance by their metric
2-dimensionality. Hence conformal invariance and 4-dimensionality of space-time
are very tightly related. This conformal invariance has nothing to do with the
rather trivial conformal invariance (as compared to 2-D conformal invariance) of
M^4.

Best,
Matti Pitkanen

6. D R Lunsford
February 7, 2005

Chris,

It’s somewhat more subtle than that – as an affine space Minkowski space allows
dilations, and we should experience these along with boosts and rotations. Since
we don’t, we “can’t” be in Minkowski space. So the argument goes both ways.

I think conformalism will eventually play a crucial role, but the existing
approaches based on SO(4,2) will not.

-drl

7. Peter
February 7, 2005



In a word, no.

The idea of using twistors to do fundamental physics has mainly been pursued by
people working with Penrose’s group at Oxford. It never became very popular
outside of people associated with this group. The new work on twistor string
theory is a big change, causing a lot more people to learn about twistors.

There’s been a steady interest in twistor techniques among mathematicians for
quite a while. Some of this goes back to the late seventies, when Atiyah and
others got interested in the fact that you could use holomorphic techniques on
twistor space to get solutions to the YM self-duality equations. There’s been a lot
of work by Ward and others on using twistors to solve various kinds of equations.

Claude leBrun has gotten a lot out of twistor techniques in his work on
4-manifolds, and there are lots of other examples of the idea being useful in
mathematics.

8. JC
February 7, 2005

Peter, Chris

Were twistors ever hyped up in the past in a similar manner to string theory,
except maybe at a smaller scale?

I vaguely remember a popular press book by Peat which discussed string theory
and twistors in the 1980’s. Other than that, I don’t recall twistors being really
excessively hyped up.

9. Peter
February 7, 2005

Hi Thomas,
There weren’t that many string theorists in the audience. Of those who were
there, some of them have told me in the past they’re not at all happy with the
present state of string theory. I had to leave fairly quickly after the talk, didn’t
get a chance to talk to too many people afterwards. I can say there definitely
were some people in the audience sympathetic to my complaints.

By the way, Nair isn’t really a string theorist, although he has done some work
on string theory. He has worked on a lot of different things over the years. This
includes YM amplitudes in twistor space, where 15 years ago, he was one of the
first (if not the first, I don’t really know the history) to calculate them this way.
Before the colloquium we talked about what is going on in twistor string theory,
which he’s working on (and about “Not Even Wrong”, of which he is a reader).

10. Chris Oakley
February 7, 2005

I can very easily think of so many very serious topics in science that are not
getting far as fast as they should mainly because not enough people are working



on them. One example that comes to mind is twistors.

No way. Twistors are dead in the water. They rely on conformal invariance.
Particles have mass & therefore the world is not conformally invariant. Twistors
are therefore a blind alley.

Feynman evidently used similar reasoning to rule out superstrings. Superstrings
require ten dimensions. The world is not ten-dimensional. Ergo, superstrings are
wrong.

11. Thomas Larsson
February 7, 2005

Peter,
I’m curious about how the string theorists in the audience (like Nair) reacted to
Douglas’ talk and your question. Were they upset about your irreverence? Do
they think that the Landscape makes predictions? Do they care at all whether
string theory disagrees with observation?

12. February 6, 2005

While quote about pathological science rings true to my ears regarding string
theory. There was a time when it appeared perilously close to being
revolutionarily right. It is still in fashion in high circles and so will
correspondingly incur opprobrium when it does fall.

Of the six Langmuir attributes of pathological science, 5. is the most
recognizable re: string theory, namely,

5. Criticisms are met by ad hoc excuses.

The other points would need rewording for string theory, e.g.,

3. It makes claims of great accuracy &
4. It puts forth fantastic theories contrary to experience

13. February 6, 2005

Regarding Feynman’s remark, I would like to make a remark on the sociology of
science: The amount of effort that’s invested over so many years, by so many
remarkable people, to keep string theory afloat is incredible.

I can very easily think of so many very serious topics in science that are not
getting far as fast as they should mainly because not enough people are working
on them. One example that comes to mind is twistors.

If it were not for Witten’s involvement, strings would probably have remained in
10D with E8xE8 to this day. (Happily, Witten has revived interest in twistors
recently.)

14. Peter
February 6, 2005



Hi Dave,
I answered that it one of the previous comments. It comes from Lawrence
Krauss.

If you look at what Feynman did say about string theory in print, one thing he
complains about is that the most straight-forward prediction was for d=10 and
SO(32) or E8xE8 symmetry groups. He refers to the activity of string theorists
invoking Calabi-Yau compactifications, etc. to get around these naive predictions
as making excuses for a theory that gives the wrong answer.

And to the previous commenter with the quote on “pathological science”. Do you
want to defend string theory as “pathological science?” Or do you have some
other off-topic pathological science you want to promote, in which case I should
delete the comment.

15. Dave BAcon
February 6, 2005

Peter, where did you get that Feynman quote? Or is it a paraphrase? I’ve seen
quite a few things by Feynman about string theory (and who knows, his personal
“war” with Gell-Mann may as much to do with his opinion as anything else) but
I’d never seen it worded quite this harshly.

16. February 6, 2005

“Nothing is to be gained by castigating those who followed false paths in good
faith and with the honest determination to add to human knowledge.
?Pathological science? is an epithet applied to potentially revolutionary
discoveries that did not pan out. The passionate disdain implied by the phrase is
not justified by the actions of those who have been so criticized. Rather, it may
be an instance of odium scholasticum: the criticism is so furious not because the
thing is so far removed from the acceptable, but because it comes so
infuriatingly close to being remarkably right. ”

{ From the conclusion of
http://www.hyle.org/journal/issues/8-1/bauer.htm }

17. Peter
February 6, 2005

About the Feynman quote: kind of funny, given the other discussion here, but the
source is Lawrence Krauss. Two or three years ago the Museum of Natural
History here in New York organized a public debate about string theory. On the
pro side were Brian Greene and Jim Gates, on the negative side Krauss and
Glashow, with Lisa Randall also on the panel. It was during this debate that
Krauss quoted Feynman. You’d have to ask Krauss for his source, possibly he
heard Feynman say this.

18. O
February 6, 2005

http://www.hyle.org/journal/issues/8-1/bauer.htm
http://www.hyle.org/journal/issues/8-1/bauer.htm


Peter,

“String theorists do not make predictions. They make excuses”.

Do you recall where you read that?

19. February 6, 2005

Hey,

This string ‘theory’ thing is turning pretty much as the ‘intelligent-design’ (ID)
type of argument. I hope these guys adding ID to its curriculum didnt hear about
what physics is ending up being (nor about Lubos please!  )
It will be very difficult to argue with them if, as probably lumo would love to do,
people go around saying strings should be taught in highschools as the theory of
everything…..”The last one turn off the light please” 

Dont get me wrong, I find both fascinating human construction (and a beatiful
one in the case of strings indeed), nothing to do with nature so far though :). We
should be careful where do we put each of them, it might sound silly but don’t
forget who is supporting science and what’s the main purpose of it.

By the way, Michael Dine is a great guy, I asked him recently about the
landscape, SUSY and string theory, I asked “let’s assume we dont find SUSY at
the LHC, does that mean string ‘theory’ would be possibly wrong?’ He answered
that so far the evidence is not conclusive and he wouldnt be able to conclude
that either case. That kind of honesty I find remarkable. I asked Ed Witten some
time ago how it was possible string theory, originally developed in a fixed
background, could describe fluctuations of the geometry. His answer was: “I’m
afraid we still dont fully understand that”, as one would expect of a real genius.
By the way, did anybody see the word ‘landscape’ written in his papers? 

I love math as much as l love nature, and I agree there is a deep and meaningful
conection between the two we still ‘dont fully understand’, perhaps, as I have
been recently discussing with some friends of mine, Math is not invented but
discovered, and there is always a ‘deep reason’ for any one of its many branches.
We ended up asking the following questions: Could one predict the existence of
mathematics? Is logic an emergent phenomena?
Do have these questions any meaning, or even answer? Are they even wrong? 

Oh well, I never said I was doing science :p
Some of us are necessary I admit (I hope  ) but taking control of the
community hasnt been, and it isnt, healthy in particular for young people like us.
I still believe philosophy is what motivate us in the first place, the ‘big questions’,
we shouldnt forget though to look for a REAL answer, or at least something we
can confront with Nature somehow. It is a tough call in any case, specially
‘standing up and taking a look around’……

best regards.

20. February 6, 2005



OK, sorry to get sidetracked by referring to Krauss and the “fate question” (only
as an example, should have left it nameless). I did not realize he is a hot item
here, not everyone pays such close attention to who said what to whom.
Needless to say he is a good physicist and a great populizer etc etc.

The point I was making (playing a bit of the devil advocate) is that the main
paradigm of particle physics research- finding a simple model and comparing the
properties of its ground state to reality is a theoretical prejudice. In the context
of cosmology the question of the true minimum is unphysical, and simplicity is
there only to help with the analysis. Maybe the true model of the world is
complicated, and it’s properties that are relevant to reality are not that of the
ground state. Think about protein folding- if you were presented with the
relevant potential (especially if you were told it came from string theory) you
would give up immediately trying to find any structure. Maybe quantifying the
kind of structure which exists there and using it is doable and interesting, even if
it is motivated by string theory. It is a matter of judgement if you think it is
plausible, but it is certainly not outrageous to give it a try.

Sociologically, what I find funny is that a large majority of string theorists would
agree with you completely on landscape issues. You will have to take issue
mainly with some cosmologists and particle phenomenologists (no names
this time).

21. Peter
February 5, 2005

If you really didn’t know that Krauss recently was quoted in the New York Times
describing string theory as a “colossal failure”, and is one of a very small number
of people in the field who has been willing to publicly criticize string theory in
recent years, then apologies for my tone.

But frankly I find this hard to believe. If you want to attack someone for being
obssesed with something whose physical effects can’t be measured, it’s kind of
strange you chose the one string theory skeptic around instead of the huge
number of string theorists one could make the same criticism of. Maybe you
know Krauss personally so know about his obsessions. But looking at his papers
from the last few years, including the one you mention, I see no evidence of this
obsession.

22. February 5, 2005

For the first paragraph, agreed, so far it looks like there is no structure, though
the methods for determining such structure are underdeveloped (and possibly
interesting), and it is hard to find structure without looking for one. The set of
questions to do with such structures is independent of string theory, and in fact
finds much more resistance among string theorists than among say cosmologists.

As for the second paragraph, look for example at astro-ph/9902189. Krauss and
Turner actually proved there is no finite set of measurments that will determine
the “fate question”, which would make that question uninteresting, I think you
would agree. I was not aware that Krauss challenges string theorists, but I’m



sure you know more about that than myself.

The tone has turned unpleasant, some would say “abusive”, so I guess I am no
longer invited. Have fun talking to your regulars.

23. Peter
February 5, 2005

The problem with assuming physics is determined by a metastable state of some
complicated potential function is that the idea is completely vacuous unless you
have some idea what this potential function is and its metastable states have
some non-random properties. Current ideas about string theory produce such a
wide variety of extremely complicated possible potential functions that there is
zero hope of ever getting any predictions out of the idea (something that should
have been obvious to Douglas, Dine and others from the beginning). In the case
of the vacuum energy, the complete randomness of this property of the potential
function is actually considered a virtue. You may think this idea is an
“intellectual challenge”, but it’s one that has nothing to do with doing physics. If
it weren’t for the iron grip of the string ideology, no one serious would be paying
much attention to this idea that obviously goes nowhere.

And if it weren’t for the nasty way string ideologues deal with anyone who
challenges them, you wouldn’t be making stupid attacks here on Lawrence
Krauss.

24. February 5, 2005

The problem is not specific to string theory- suppose you have a theory
complicated enough to have many meta-stable states. For example a few scalar
fields with scalar potential function that has a few valleys and peaks. In a
cosmological context the classic problem of finding the true minimum of that
function becomes irrelevant- no doubt you will find yourself there eventually, but
we are not interested in that- we may well be in process of getting there now,
stuck in a false vacuum for a while. What happens eventually (at asymptotically
large times) is an unmeasurable and uninteresting question (though some
cosmologists, such as Lawrence Krauss, are obsessed with it).

Thinking how to do physics in this context is a new intellectual challenge, there
is no reason really a theory should be “simple” in a superficial sense (just a few
degrees of freedom) and it is not clear there is nothing at all that can be said in
more “complicated” theories. I think Douglas’ work is a good starting point,
though not very satisfying as of now.

25. February 5, 2005

On Aaron’s comment, I must say that I have never understood how “more
probable” amounts to “a prediction”. Even if Douglas’ program would show that
low energy susy is more probable, and that doesn’t turn out to be true, that
wouldn’t rule out string theory.

I think the only (kind) thing to say about string theory right now is that it has had



it’s many ups and downs in the past, and that right now it’s in one of its down
phases.

26. February 5, 2005

What about the running of alpha with energy though? I don’t want to get off
topic and will be very brief. Quantoken, at around 100Gev, alpha becomes alpha
~ 1/128 and not 1/137. This has been measured. Please respond or comment at
your own blog though and not here.

27. Quantoken
February 5, 2005

The talk of the so called “running” physical constants, like an alpha that varies
against time, is NONSENSE.

Tell me what “TIME” you are talking about when your alpha is “time”-dependent,
since Einstein’s special relativity tells us time is all different from one reference
frame to the next one, and from one location to the next. You would have to set
up a Newtonian absolute spacetime, against the relativity principle, to be able to
talk about “time-dependency” of alpha.

The fine structure constant alpha, being a dimentionless parameter, is a TRUELY
Lorentzian invariant quantity. You could measure spectrum lines of star lights in
a fast moving spaceship. Although each spectrum line is red-shifted or blue-
shifted, when you calculate alpha the end result is the same as measured on
earth.

A “running” alpha would also be against the strong equivalence principle, which
says that physics laws do not depend on position, time, or reference frame. If
alpha and other physics constants are “running”, we could well measure them
and use it as a basis to establish a Newtonian absolute spacetime reference
frame, against the insight Einstein’s relativity, and hence turn clock back and
retro-progress the science back a couple hundred years!

Why would people even start to talk about “running” costants?

Quantoken

28. Aaron
February 4, 2005

As everyone I know is sick of hearing, I don’t think Douglas’s program has much
hope of being predictive. Counting of vacua has no experimental consequences
— as long a vacuum is consistent with current experimental results, it matters
little how generic it is amongst other consistent vacua. We still could be in it.

So, while it is an interesting question to understand what vacua are out there (if
only because exclusion is predictive), it’s still taxonomy and not prediction.

29. Peter



February 4, 2005

Douglas explicitly said that his argument was an effective field theory argument,
not really a string theory argument. Sure you can write down effective field
theories where changing alpha doesn’t change the vacuum energy, but if this is
an effective field theory for some unknown short distance dynamics that
determines alpha and the vacuum energy, you would generically expect changing
alpha to change the vacuum energy. This doesn’t have anything to do with string
theory specifically.

30. Lubos Motl
February 4, 2005

Dear Peter,

you’re wrong about all the points that are not completely fuzzy.

Concerning varying alpha: you can find hundreds of people who argue that it is
perfectly OK to have a time-dependent alpha that changes independently of the
cosmological constant and other parameters. In effective field theory, there is
nothing wrong if you make a parameter time-dependent. In string theory, it’s not
possible to vary these parameters separately because string theory does not
allow any non-dynamical parameters. These things are powerful and nontrivial
predictions.

Best
Lubos

31. Peter
February 4, 2005

Actually, I don’t know who posted it, except that their IP is in Russia.

But maybe that could be a motto string theorists could put over their office
doors.

32. Selrach
February 4, 2005

Wow, I think such a comment as below
deserves to be booed!

Worse, we all know who posted it!

33. February 4, 2005

If you want a prediction, go see an astrologer or palm reader.



FY 2006 Budget Request

February 7, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The FY 2006 budget requests to Congress are out today. In the parts relevant to
funding for mathematics and physics, the information about the NSF request is here,
and information about the DOE request is here.

One should really be a lot more expert on the details of government science funding
than I am to be sure what these numbers mean, but here’s my interpretation:

NSF: Funding request for mathematics is precisely flat at about $200 million. The
only real change from last year is that $3 million is being moved from “Enhancing the
Mathematical Sciences Workforce” (which funded things like the VIGRE grant our
department used to have) to fund things like summer schools, workshops,
conferences, etc. One strange thing is that mathematics is listed as one of four NSF
priority areas, but still gets a cut in real dollars. Some of the other “priority areas”
have very large cuts. I guess this means the NSF is changing its priorities.

The NSF physics request is up 2.3% to about $230 million. $13.5 million of this is for
operations of the LHC detectors (CMS and ATLAS), $14.7 million for CESR and $32
million for LIGO. The part of the budget that includes research grants in high energy
physics increased by $6.4 million to $152.4 million and theoretical physics is listed as
a priority. Maybe string theorists will get more money. “POU”, or Physics of the
Universe, is listed as the highest priority, with emphasis on the question of “What
about that dark matter and dark energy?”.

DOE: The high energy physics budget request contains a large cut, going from $735.4
million in FY 2005 to $713.9 million in FY 2006. Highest priorities are listed as the
Tevatron and NuMI at Fermilab and the B-factory as SLAC, but overall experimental
HEP funding is down. Theoretical physics funding gets a small increase, from $49.0 to
$49.1 million, so at least the string theorists will be all right, even if the experiments
aren’t.

More details on all of this should be available at the HEPAP meeting next week.

Of course this is just the request to Congress. Something very different may emerge
later this year from the Congressional committees.

Update: A document with just the HEP part of the DOE budget is here.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
February 9, 2005

This is o.t. but must be referenced:

http://www.nsf.gov/about/budget/fy2006/pdf/4-ResearchandRelatedActivities/5-MathematicalandPhysicalSciences/20-FY2006.pdf
http://www.nsf.gov/about/budget/fy2006/pdf/4-ResearchandRelatedActivities/5-MathematicalandPhysicalSciences/20-FY2006.pdf
http://www.mbe.doe.gov/budget/06budget/Content/Programs/Vol_4_SC_DA_1.pdf
http://www.mbe.doe.gov/budget/06budget/Content/Programs/Vol_4_SC_DA_1.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaFeb.2005.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaFeb.2005.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/FY2006HEPBudget.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/FY2006HEPBudget.pdf


Feynman videos, the “QED” lectures!

http://www.vega.org.uk/series/lectures/feynman/

Real physics.

-drl

http://www.vega.org.uk/series/lectures/feynman/
http://www.vega.org.uk/series/lectures/feynman/


Weil’s Letter From Prison

February 10, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The great French mathematician André Weil spent the months of February-May 1940
in a prison in Rouen, as a result of what he referred to as “a disagreement with the
French authorities on the subject of my military obligations”. Others might have
called this “draft evasion”, and the story has something to do with why one of the
most famous French mathematicians spent his post-war career not in France, but in
Chicago and Princeton.

Weil’s sister was Simone Weil, who could variously be described as a moral, political
and religious philosopher, an activist and mystic. She died in 1943 in England, from
some combination of tuberculosis and starving herself out of sympathy with her
compatriots in occupied France. During her brother’s prison stay they exchanged
letters which were later published. One of these letters is a remarkable mathematical
document that André Weil wrote to his sister, although she would have had little
chance of understanding what he was talking about. It is reproduced in his collected
works, and an English translation has just appeared in the latest Notices of the AMS.

The focus of Weil’s letter is the analogy between number fields and the field of
algebraic functions of a complex variable. He describes his ideas about studying this
analogy using a third, intermediate subject, that of function fields over a finite field,
which he thinks of as a “bridge” or “Rosetta stone”. For function fields over a finite
field, the analogies with number fields are quite close and many facts one knows
about one subject can be used to make conjectures about what is true for the other.
Some examples include the Riemann-Roch theorem and the Riemann hypothesis.
After getting out of prison and leaving for the U.S., in 1941 Weil was able to prove the
Riemann hypothesis for the function field case; of course for the number field case it
remains an open problem.

For much more detail about this analogy, there’s an interesting textbook by Dino
Lorenzini called An Invitation to Arithmetic Geometry.

Comments

1. Eleggua
February 19, 2005

I think that the criticism of Bourbaki is over the top. If you are interested in
philosophy, in particular of the analytical type, then actually Bourbaki group
helped developed some very interesting mathematics which lead to these
developments:

Cleared up the notion of ‘proof’ for a mathematician (i.e there are an ‘infinity’ of
levels at which mathematics can be done : – Category theory is just one)

http://www.ams.org/notices/200503/fea-weil.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200503/fea-weil.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bookstore?fn=20&arg1=gsmseries&item=GSM-9
http://www.ams.org/bookstore?fn=20&arg1=gsmseries&item=GSM-9


Created the machinery that allowed 2nd order logic to be formalised. This lead
to P Cohen proof of the undecidablity of continuum hypothesis.

Also to the proof that Mathematics is sound, of course you have to belive in
ordinals greater than the continuum.

Finally and not least, A A Markov 1958 proof of the impossiblity of solving the
homeomorphy problem for manifolds, dimension 4 and above. A result I believe
to be the equivalent of the impossiblity of solving 5 deg poly by radicals. This
result in my opinion is the REAL reason why everyone is doing category theory. I
must point out that category theory has many enemies in mathematics, who feel
that it is only useful for expositionary work, not actual creative stuff (except for
Grothendieck)

Essential the Bourbaki spirit now lives in combinatorial group theory and model
theory. At the moment these subjects are at the fringe, but I believe that out of
these 2 subject will come the mathematics for the 21 century like topology was
for the 20th!

an amateur Mathematican

2. Peter
February 14, 2005

Hi Danny,

Bourbaki’s heyday was the fifties, part of the same over-emphasis on abstraction
that lead to the “new math” disaster. By the 70s, Bourbaki’s influence had
started to wane. One reason was that mathematicians had begun to lose interest
in overly formalist approaches, another was that Grothendieck showed that very
different foundations were needed (i.e. category theory vs. set theory). The
influence of physics on mathematics also had an effect.

These days, Bourbaki has little influence in math. Some of their books are
actually pretty good, but mostly they are used as technical references, nobody
tries to learn anything from them. For a long time now the group has stopped
writing more.

Mathematicians still generally do a terrible job of writing readable expository
material, but mostly they are no longer doing overly formalistic things. But what
they do is inherently different than what physicists do, largely because there is a
strong culture of not allowing people to be imprecise, and insisting on absolute
clarity of in arguments. Physicists would do well to learn something from this.

3. D R Lunsford
February 14, 2005

Peter,

One of my best friends was educated in the heyday of “new math”, at Columbia
and MIT. In high school of course he was at the top of his class, and in a class by



himself technically. He related the following story. He learned calculus from
Lang, was doing functional analysis as a high school student etc. etc. Then, he
had to teach a course at MIT to engineers. He suddenly realized he couldn’t do a
simple surface integral da capo. He stated to me, that he began to consider the
entire axiomatic program embodied in Bourbaki to be a total sham, and sought
to restructure his knowledge on intuitionist lines (Brouwer, Weyl). Needless to
say this was a complete success and now this peson is a world-authority on the
math and modeling of turbulence. This was in spite of, not because of, the
French program.

I think it can safely be argued that Bourbaki and its intellectual worldview of
lofty abstractions and airy-fairy axiomatics has been a disaster for science, has
attempted to rip math and physics apart from each other at the sternum, and has
created the mental climate in which a ruse like string theory can develop in the
first place.

-drl

4. Peter
February 13, 2005

Hi Rafael,

It’s not so much that prominent French Mathematicians were killed in WWI, but
that many of the best math students were killed. Two-thirds of the students at
the Ecole Normale Superieure died, this is the place that produced most
mathematics teachers and researchers.

For more about this and about Bourbaki, see

http://planetmath.org/encyclopedia/NicolasBourbaki.html

5. Rafael
February 13, 2005

Hi Peter,

Which French mathematicians were killed in WW I? Also was Bourbaki created
to “collect” all known French mathematics?

Thanks,

6. D R Lunsford
February 11, 2005

The parallel story of A. Raabe is worth mentioning. He was arrested in Krakow
and died at Auschwitz before he could band together with other physicists for
the purpose of making political statements or abstraction committees.

He did very interesting work on relativistic rotators as a kid.

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0303/0303099.pdf

http://planetmath.org/encyclopedia/NicolasBourbaki.html
http://planetmath.org/encyclopedia/NicolasBourbaki.html
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0303/0303099.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0303/0303099.pdf


7. Peter
February 11, 2005

No, he would have been too young (born in 1906). Weil started his career at a
time when much of the generation just older than him had been wiped out by
WWI. This had a lot to do with why he and others of his generation ended up
banding together to form Bourbaki. Also probably had a lot to do with why he
was evading the draft. He had seen one generation of French mathematicians
killed in WWI and didn’t want this to happen again, especially not to himself.

8. Alejandro Rivero
February 11, 2005

Now I think about, was Weil also in prison during WWI or was he too young?

9. Peter
February 10, 2005

Hi Daniel,

Oops, typo in html. Fixed now. Thanks for pointing this out!

Peter

10. Daniel Doro Ferrante
February 10, 2005

Hi Peter,

I think that your link to the “English translation” is missing, at least as of now
(10FEb05 @ 14:33:00h) it seems void. (Not that i can’t find the link otherwise…
but, just a heads up. 

Cheers,



The Road to Reality

February 13, 2005
Categories: Book Reviews

Roger Penrose’s new book The Road to Reality is being released in the U.S. in a week
or so. I’d been intending to write something about the book ever since I got a copy of
the British edition a couple months ago, but this is quite a daunting task. The book is
nearly 1100 pages long and actually comes close to living up to its subtitle: “A
Complete Guide to the Laws of the Universe”. It certainly is the most wide-ranging
book on theoretical physics that I can think of, offering not just a summary of a lot of
material, but an in-depth treatment of many of the more sophisticated ideas of the
subject.

Penrose’s point of view is that of a relativist, so his treatment of geometry, general
relativity and classical field equations is the deepest and most detailed part of the
book. But he also discusses quantum theory extensively as well as the various
attempts to quantize gravity. Compared to the general relativity parts, his treatment
of particle physics and quantum field theory is rather sketchy, but quite original.

One of the unique aspects of the book is its extensive use of drawings to illustrate
mathematical, geometrical and physical concepts. In this respect it is unparalleled by
any other mathematically sophisticated text I’ve ever seen. One of Penrose’s main
fascinations is the crucial role that complex numbers play, both in quantization and in
the geometry of spinors. He has always been motivated by the idea that complex
structures provide an important link between these two subjects, one that is still
poorly understood. I very much agree with him about this. Related to this issue, some
of the topics covered in the book that aren’t in any non-technical reference that I
know of are his discussions of hyperfunctions and the Fourier transform, the
geometry of spinors and twistors, and the use of complex structures in quantization
and quantum field theory.

Penrose also carefully lays out areas in which his point of view differs from the
general consensus of most theoretical physicists. An example is his emphasis on the
importance for cosmology of understanding why the universe had such low entropy at
the Big Bang. For more about this, see a posting by Sean Carroll.

A second area where Penrose is less than orthodox is his belief that quantum gravity
somehow modifies quantum theory and resolves its measurement paradoxes. He
explains an experimental set-up that could in principle test whether gravity plays a
role in quantum state reduction, but he doesn’t have a concrete proposal for how
standard quantum mechanics is to be modified.

Finally, there’s a remarkable chapter on supersymmetry, extra dimensions, and string
theory. Penrose is very skeptical of the whole idea of introducing more that 4 space-
time dimensions. One reason is that the beautiful spinor and twistor geometry that
fascinates him is special to 4 dimensions. Another reason he gives is the classical
instability of higher-dimensional space-times. Under a small perturbation, such space-
times should collapse and form singularities. The difficulties in stabilizing extra

http://www.randomhouse.com/catalog/display.pperl?0679454438
http://www.randomhouse.com/catalog/display.pperl?0679454438
http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2004_10_01_preposterousuniverse_archive.html#109892415875650212
http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2004_10_01_preposterousuniverse_archive.html#109892415875650212


dimensions are at the heart of the problems of string theory, with the only known way
of doing it leading to the “Landscape” picture and ruining any ability to get
predictions out of the theory.

Penrose is critical of the supposed calculation of black hole entropy from string
theory, noting: ” As appears to be usual with such string-theoretic proclamations, this
conclusion is very considerably overblown.” He has quite a few other very critical
comments about string theory and the way in which research in the field has been
pursued. As you might guess, I’m very much in agreement with his point of view and
glad to see it in print. I’d be very curious to know whether recent ideas about strings
in twistor space and Yang-Mills theory have changed his views much on the whole
topic of string theory.

Update: A commenter pointed out that Science magazine has a review of Penrose’s
book by Frank Wilczek (subscription required). Wilczek is right that there isn’t very
much about particle physics in the book and Penrose gets something wrong about
neutral K-meson mixing. Wilczek also says Penrose makes incorrect statements about
electroweak symmetry breaking, but in a quick look at the book I couldn’t find what
he was objecting to. He seems to object strongly to the speculative later parts of the
book, but I don’t quite understand why. Penrose is up-front about what is speculation
(e.g. relations between twistor theory and QM) and what is solid science, and
Wilczek’s comment that “at present twistor ideas appear more as the desire for a
physical theory than the embodiment of one”, could equally be applied to string
theory, leaving one wondering why he doesn’t write strongly critical reviews of books
on that subject.

If you want to read Lubos Motl’s comments on a book he hasn’t read, they’re here.

Comments

1. Peter
March 7, 2005

Hi Matti,

I’ve been deleting comments that seem to me off topic, repetitive, and purely
designed to promote the interests of the writer. This has nothing to do with
censorship of unpopular scientific ideas, I’d do the same if someone tries to
promote their mainstream work on string theory or anything else here this way.

If I allow you to continually post long comments promoting TGD, I also end up
with long, multiple comments from Quantoken promoting GUITAR, and others
promoting their favorite ideas, together with many hostile comments from other
people who are annoyed that the comment section is being taken over by this
kind of thing.

If you want to write in detail about TGD, please do it on your own weblog, not on
mine. If something I’ve posted seems to you really relevant to TGD, it would be
best if you write a short comment here with a link to a longer discussion on your

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/307/5711/852
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/307/5711/852
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/02/frank-wilczek-about-penroses-new-book.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/02/frank-wilczek-about-penroses-new-book.html


own weblog. I won’t delete such short comments and links, as long as there is
not an excessive number of them, and they do have some kind of relation to the
topics I’m posting about.

2. Matti Pitkanen
March 6, 2005

I am one of the quite of many physicists who have been labelled crackpots after
the establishment of M theory hegemony. In particular, it has not been possible
to post anything to Archive-Org.

Therefore the The Road to Reality was of special significance to me since it gives
a clear signal for Paul Ginsparg and those responsible for this scandalous black-
listing and also contains a reference to p-adic TGD. It is difficult to imagine that
physicists like Roger Penrose would refer to the work of a crackpot.

Roger Penrose’s book The Road to Reality comes in two editions:

UK edition (ISBN: 0224044478, Publisher: Jonathan Cape, July 29, 2004)

and

USA edition (ISBN: 0679454438, Publisher: Knopf, February 22, 2005).

The two editions are NOT identical.

For example:

The UK edition on page 1050 says in part:
“… Bibliography There is one major breakthrough in 20th century physics that I
have yet to touch upon, but which is nevertheless among the most important of
all! This is the introduction of arXiv.org, an online repository where physicists …
can publish preprints (or ‘e-prints’) of their work before (or even instead of!)
submitting it to journals. …as a consequence the pace of research activity has
accelerated to unheard of heights. … … In fact, Paul Ginsparg, who developed
arXiv.org, recently won a MacArthur ‘genius’ fellowship for his innovation. …”

but

The USA edition on its corresponding page (also page 1050) says in part: “…
Bibliography … modern technology and innovation have vastly improved the
capabilities for disseminating and retrieving information on a global scale.
Specifically, there is the introduction of arXiv.org, an online repository where
physicists … can publish preprints (or ‘e-prints’) of their work before (or even
instead of!) submitting it to journals. …as a consequence the pace of research
activity has accelerated to an unprecedented (or, as some might consider, an
alarming) degree. …”.

However, the USA edition omits the laudatory reference to Paul Ginsparg that is
found in the UK edition.

For another example:



The USA edition adds some additional references, including (at page 1077): “…
Pitkanen, M. (1994). p-Adic description of Higgs mechanism I: p-Adic square root
and p-adic light cone. [hep-th/9410058] …”.

I hope that this would serve as some kind of a signal also to Peter Woit, who has
been continually censoring out my messages. This just to help the raise the level
of discussion from what it is now.

Matti Pitkanen

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/

http://matpitka.blogspot.com/

3. Tony Smith
March 6, 2005

Roger Penrose’s book The Road to Reality comes in two editions:
UK edition (ISBN: 0224044478, Publisher: Jonathan Cape, July 29, 2004)
and
USA edition (ISBN: 0679454438, Publisher: Knopf, February 22, 2005).

The two editions are NOT identical.

For example:
The UK edition on page 1050 says in part:
“… Bibliography
There is one major breakthrough in 20th century physics thatI have yet to touch
upon, but which is nevertheless among the most important of all! This is the
introduction of arXiv.org, an online repository where physicists … can publish
preprints (or ‘e-prints’) of their work before (or even instead of!) submitting it to
journals. …as a consequence the pace of research activity has accelerated to
unheard of heights. … In fact, Paul Ginsparg, who developed arXiv.org, recently
won a MacArthur ‘genius’ fellowship for his innovation. …”
but
the USA edition on its corresponding page (also page 1050) says in part:
“… Bibliography
… modern technology and innovation have vastly improved the capabilities for
disseminating and retrieving information on a global scale. Specifically, there is
the introduction of arXiv.org, an online repository where physicists … can publish
preprints (or ‘e-prints’) of their work before (or even instead of!) submitting it to
journals. …as a consequence the pace of research activity has accelerated to an
unprecedented (or, as some might consider, an alarming) degree. …”.
However,
the USA edition omits the laudatory reference to Paul Ginsparg that is found in
the UK edition.

For another example:
The USA edition adds some additional references, including (at page 1077):
“… Pitkanen, M. (1994). p-Adic description of Higgs mechanism I: p-Adic square
root and p-adic light cone. [hep-th/9410058] …”.

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/


Note that Matti Pitkanen was in 1994 allowed to post papers on the e-print
archives now known as arXiv(obviously including the paper
referenced immediately above), but that since that time Matti Pitkanen has been
blacklisted by arXiv and is now barred from posting his work there. His web
page account of being blacklisted is at http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka
/blacklist.html

It seems to me that it is likely that the omission of praise of arXiv’s Paul Ginsparg
and the inclusion of a reference to the work of now-blacklisted physicist Matti
Pitkanen are deliberate editorial decisions.
Also,
since the same phrase “… physicists … can publish preprints (or ‘e-prints’) of
their work before (or even instead of!) submitting it to journals. …” appears in
both editions, it seems to me that Roger Penrose favors the option of posting on
arXiv without the delay (and sometimes page-charge expense) of journal
publication with its refereeing system.
Therefore,
a question presented by these facts seems to me to be:

What events between UK publication on July 29, 2004 and USA publication on
February 22, 2005 might have influenced Roger Penrose to make the above-
described changes in the USA edition ?

There are two possibly relevant events in that time frame of which I am aware:
1 – The appearance around November 2004 of the ArchiveFreedom web site at
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/blacklist.html which web site
documents some cases of arXiv blacklisting etc;
2 – According to a CERN web page at http://documents.cern.ch/EDS/current
/access/action.php?doctypes=NCP “… CERN’s Scientific Information Policy
Board decided, at its meeting on the 8th October 2004, to close the EXT-series.
…”. Note that the CERN EXT-series had been used as a public repository for
their work by some people (including me) who had been blacklisted by arXiv .

Maybe either or both of those two events influenced Roger Penrose in making
the above-described changes in the USA edition.
If anyone has any other ideas as to why those changes were made, I would
welcome being informed about them.

Tony Smith http://valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

4. D R Lunsford
February 20, 2005

I got the book on Saturday, it should be in every physicist’s library. It reminds me
of Klein’s various “Vorlesungen” – lectures, literally “readings”. One thing Peter
may not have mentioned is the clever prologue, which I assume takes place in
Atlantis  This book appeals on many levels, including the very “tominess” of it!

-drl

5. Paul Valletta

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/blacklist.html
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/blacklist.html
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/blacklist.html
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/blacklist.html
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/blacklist.html
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/blacklist.html
http://documents.cern.ch/EDS/current/access/action.php?doctypes=NCP
http://documents.cern.ch/EDS/current/access/action.php?doctypes=NCP
http://documents.cern.ch/EDS/current/access/action.php?doctypes=NCP
http://documents.cern.ch/EDS/current/access/action.php?doctypes=NCP
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February 17, 2005

Anyone who has purchased the Penrose book, will no doubt be daunted at ‘not
only’ its size (the road to reality is a big one!), but must be prepared to journey
across domains that alter the readers perspective about certain physical laws, I
quote form the book:The spacetime singularities laying at cores of blackholes are
among the known(or presumed)objects in the universe about which the most
profound mysteries remain–and which our present-day theories are powerless to
describe. As we have seen&&34.5,7,8,particularly, there are other deeply
mysterious issues about which we have very little comprehension. It is quite
likely that the 21st century will reveal even more wonderful insights than those
that we have been blessed with in the 20th. But for this to happen,we shall need
powerful new ideas,which will take us in directions significantly different from
those currently being pursued. Perhaps what we mainly need is some subtle
change in perspective-something that we have all missed…

Now correct me if I am wrong, or if I am not even right?..but Penrose clearly
leaves the doors and windows open for ‘a breath of fresh air’, a humble way to
entice the reader, whatever her/his previous thoughts were, you cannot help but
wonder and reason?

I think it is a shame that Wilzeck seems to be riding the ”BIG-NOBEL-WAVE”, as
his current joint undertaking in gravitational anomilies clearly shows?..would he
have stepped into this arena previous to his ‘nobel-prize’?..I think not, quantum-
waves have more energy, and can travel further 

Lubos would never read such a book, but if the Epilogue is anything to go by,
then he would definatly not understand the experience of…

6. February 17, 2005

Thomas , see for example the panel debate on extra
dimensions at the Kavli conference on
http://www.phys.cwru.edu/events/cerca_video_archive.php
See the session on gravity and in particular the
panel debate on extra demisions (in that panel
wilczek argues against extra dimensions.)
See also http://mitworld.mit.edu/video/204/
and in particular his answer to scott hughes question about extra demisions.
However wilczek does believe in supersymmetry.
see also page 5 of astro-ph/0401347

7. Ludwig
February 17, 2005

Thomas asked:
“Where did Wilczek say that he doesn’t believe in extra-dimensions? …”
Posted by: Thomas Larsson at February 17, 2005 03:47 AM

I dont know what Wilczek thinks or what he has said about extra dimensions. But
here is something that could help round out the picture. Wilczek is evidently

http://www.phys.cwru.edu/events/cerca_video_archive.php
http://www.phys.cwru.edu/events/cerca_video_archive.php
http://mitworld.mit.edu/video/204/
http://mitworld.mit.edu/video/204/


interested in quantum gravity and has just posted this paper with Sean Robinson
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0502074
A Relationship Between Hawking Radiation and Gravitational Anomalies

—exerpt from Wilczek/Robinson introduction—
Hawking radiation from black holes is one of the most striking effects that is
known, or at least widely agreed, to arise from the combination of quantum
mechanics and general relativity…
…The literature contains several derivations of Hawking radiation, each with
strengths and weaknesses. …

…Derivations based on string theory have a logically consistent foundation, but
they only apply to special solutions in unrealistic world models, and they do not
explain the simplicity and generality of the results inferred from the other
methods[4, 5]…
—endquote—

to draw the obvious conclusion, Wilczek seems willing to entertain reservations
about current attempts to join quantum mechanics and general relativity and to
go out on his own looking for new ones, as in the case of this paper.
Hope this helps, even though not directly responding to the question.

8. Thomas Larsson
February 17, 2005

Where did Wilczek say that he doesn’t believe in extra-dimensions? I know that
he has worked a lot on supersymmetry and axions, which seems about as
speculative as twistors, but maybe less so than strings.

9. February 17, 2005

Incidently Wilczek and Penrose are in the same boat
as regards their opinions on extra-dimensions
(in other words both belive that they cannot be present.)

10. D R Lunsford
February 16, 2005

Peter,

Yes, that is the whole point, and is addressed by Weyl’s ansatz. Hence, to make
progress, one needs a way to introduce the gauge group in the context of
conformal weight, which is just what I am trying to do.

-drl

11. Chris W.
February 16, 2005

Peter,
Sorry for that; perhaps the time of day (1:17 AM) had something to do with the

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0502074
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0502074


manic state I was in when I posted. The articles in question aren’t as far off-topic
as one might think, but I won’t push my luck by attempting to explain this
assertion now. Thanks for indulging me and leaving the comment in place, if only
as an example of misbehavior.

12. Peter
February 16, 2005

Hi Stephen,

I’ll try and think if I can sensibly say more about this, but of course the
underlying problem is that I don’t have a good idea about how to control the
dynamics of the metric degrees of freedom. In the Standard model the Yang-Mills
+ Dirac actions beautifully determine the dynmamics of the connections and
spinor fields (leaving only scalar fields problematic). The Einstein-Hilbert action
doesn’t do the same for the metric degrees of freedom so one needs a new idea.
LQG? TQFT? R^2 actions, twistors???

13. stephen
February 16, 2005

You should be trying to figure out how to use symmetries to gain control
of the space-time degrees of freedom, not throwing out the gauge symmetry,
creating a higher dimensional mess whose dynamics you don’t understand, then
hoping to recover gauge symmetry as an effective low energy phenomenon.

Posted by Peter at February 15, 2005 01:52 PM

Maybe at a later time you will speak to this in more detail? This clarifies to me
the essence of your resistance to other theoretical approaches and helps to point
towards more information to be look at. This is good.

Thank you

14. Peter
February 16, 2005

Chris and others,

Please do resist the temptation to post here about unrelated topics. Once one of
you starts this, others join in and this starts to become like sci.physics again. I’ve
deleted some comments and will delete any more that aren’t about Penrose’s
book.

15. Chris W.
February 16, 2005

Sorry for the shift of topic, but I couldn’t resist mentioning some interesting new
and recent papers:

Supersymmetry and the Lorentz Fine Tuning Problem

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0502106
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0502106
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0502106


This work was in response to the following, posted last March and last updated
on 10/30/04:

Lorentz invariance and quantum gravity: an additional fine-tuning
problem?

In January, none other than Seth Lloyd weighed in with an initial proposal
(submitted to Science) for an approach to quantum gravity, starting with general
notions of quantum computation theory, and with strong correspondences to
causal set theory (Sorkin, Dowker, and others):

The Computational Universe: Quantum gravity from quantum
computation

Finally, I’ll draw these threads together more tightly by citing the following
paper by Dowker, Henson, and Sorkin:

Quantum Gravity Phenomenology, Lorentz Invariance and Discreteness

I’ll suppress my enthusiasm (and some thoughts begging to be expressed) and
stop here.

16. Peter
February 15, 2005

Hi Lubos,

Thanks for plugging my “educational low-dimensional blog”, I like that. From the
picture I see I was completely wrong about Lane’s lack of enthusiasm for string
theory.

Actually I’ll be up at Harvard next month for the conference there. If you want I
could pose in front of the NYT article too, right next to the part where Lawrence
Krauss makes his “colossal failure” comment…

17. Lubos Motl
February 15, 2005

Hi Peter!

I hope that your next article will also be celebrating 20 years of strings! See my
blog – Kenneth Lane has already celebrated.

It’s a matter of days before Shelly Glashow and others join! 

Happy birthday 
Lubos

18. Peter
February 15, 2005

Hi Z,

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0403053
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0403053
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0403053
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0403053
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0403053
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Anyone who wants to can look at what Penrose has to say about this stability
issue, and then debate whether it makes sense or not. I’m just not interested
enough in the question to spend time on this.

The problem with not fixing the moduli is that then your theory has massless
scalar fields that couple to matter, producing long-range forces. We have very
strong experimental bounds that these things don’t exist. So such a theory is
simply wrong.

I don’t quite understand your last comment. If it’s about the general landscape
philosophy, which I see very good reasons to believe is inherently incapable of
predicting anything, all someone has to do to prove me wrong is come up with a
prediction. That hasn’t happened yet.

19. February 15, 2005

Peter Woit said:
”
Penrose’s comments about higher dimensional theories were made in the context
of a criticism of string theory, so I don’t think it is unreasonable for me to discuss
them in that context. If you have another context in which you want to discuss
these issues, you’ll have to make it explicit.
”

I think it was fairly obvious that the anonymous poster was talking about
Penrose’s claims on the classical stability of KK spacetimes encountered in the
string theory literature. I think it is legitimite to dwell on what the precise
objection here is. I don’t think it is acceptable to show a tendency to sweep the
issue under the rug if it turns out that this particular objection of Penrose’s turns
out not to be so well-founded, but put flashing banners if there is the slightest
possibility that it might be a valid objection. This is not how scientists should
work, though unfortunately similar tendencies prevail in both the string theory
camp and the anti-string theory camp. (Penrose’s objection *might* be well
founded, I still don’t understand what the precise objection here is.)

Peter also said:
”
If you don’t like my commenting on string theory, just ignore it, or go somewhere
else. I’m not going to stop. The situation with string theory is not, as you say,
“almost the opposite of what you describe”, it is precisely as I described it. The
fact of the matter is that at the linearized level, you have a flat potential for
moduli to deal with, and this leads to the disaster of predicting unobserved
massless particles. Until recently, most proposals for getting a non-zero potential
for the moduli lead to the disaster of moduli running off to infinity. Lately, the
flux vacua proposals fix the moduli, but lead to the landscape disaster. Saying
that “there is no known theoretical reason to fix the moduli” is absurd.
”

and concluded

”



The theoretical reason is that the theory is supposed to be a theory of the real
world.
”

This sonuds to me like a strong claim about what a candidate “fundamental
theory” (if such a thing exists) *must* be able to explain. (I am not saying that
you believe in the existence of such a theory, but rather pointing out what you
seem to be demanding from a candidate.)

Here is a fundamental objection of mine (which I think is a fairly obvious one) to
the main theme in many of your posts againsts string theory (I am not a string
theorist, by the way):

Little scientist bugs that live on a magnet might come up with a candidate
microscopic theory of ferromagnetism. It might turn out that their theory cannot
explain the mean magnetization that they so clearly observe. They might run
around trying to invent schemes that would stabilize the “magnetisation
modulus” thinking it is a fundamental thing that must be predicted by the
“correct” microscopic theory. They might fail in doing so. Their friends might
criticise them for working on a theory that has not shown the slightest possibility
of coming up with the observed magnetisation. Despite all this, the bugs’ theory
might be correct.

Why not entertain a similar possibility for the issues about the “observed” gauge
groups, etc.? Do you really think such a point of view would render a theory
based on the latter totally unpredictive?
I don’t think going after the quark masses etc. is the only way string theory can
be tested.

z

20. Peter
February 15, 2005

To whoever you are who keeps posting hostile comments. First of all, unless you
have a really good reason, I think you should put your name to your comments.
At least pick a pseudonym, so I know when I’m having a back and forth exchange
with the same person. At this point, the only way I can identify that the
comments belong to you is that they generally contain some sort of criticism of
me for publicly complaining about what is going on in string theory. When I want
to be sure it is you I can go into the Movable Type software and check that the
comment came from an IP in Ontario, but that is pretty tedious.

Penrose’s comments about higher dimensional theories were made in the context
of a criticism of string theory, so I don’t think it is unreasonable for me to discuss
them in that context. If you have another context in which you want to discuss
these issues, you’ll have to make it explicit.

If you don’t like my commenting on string theory, just ignore it, or go somewhere
else. I’m not going to stop. The situation with string theory is not, as you say,
“almost the opposite of what you describe”, it is precisely as I described it. The



fact of the matter is that at the linearized level, you have a flat potential for
moduli to deal with, and this leads to the disaster of predicting unobserved
massless particles. Until recently, most proposals for getting a non-zero potential
for the moduli lead to the disaster of moduli running off to infinity. Lately, the
flux vacua proposals fix the moduli, but lead to the landscape disaster. Saying
that “there is no known theoretical reason to fix the moduli” is absurd. The
theoretical reason is that the theory is supposed to be a theory of the real world.

By the way, I notice you didn’t take your argument that only an obtuse string
theory hater would not believe that finiteness of superstring amplitudes has been
demonstrated over to Jacques Distler’s weblog, where he has written about this
extensively. You really should; I think you and he would get along very well.

21. Selrach
February 15, 2005

Hi!

I have been following this discussion with interest.

I am shocked at what I have heared from the post after Peter’s. Linearised
stability theory was trashed in mathematical circles years ago as TOTALLY
misleading. There have been Field Medals in mathematic given just for small
advances in higher dimension stablity theory!

This is my interpretation of Penrose statement. Essentially, these states have
large numbers of symmetries aka Solitons. The normally postion of the
mathematical community regarding highly symmetric spaces is that they are
essential CHAOTIC! This is because of problems of embedding conformal
manifolds into real spaces.

Now, (my addition I apologise) recent research has confirmed this in admitted a
low dimension setting. 3 dim constrained water waves have been show to have
UNIVERSAL chaotic motions.

http://www-staff.lboro.ac.uk/~mamdg
/MarkGroves/Resources/spatialdynamics.pdf

Now, I should not have to tell you that if you had applied LINEAR analysis to this
problem, you would have had never of found these CHAOTIC solutions!!!

Unfortunately, this analysis is effectly at the forfront of modern analysis and to
write the sort of papers that is being asked is beyound anyone on the planet at
this moment in time.

Is it really true that the Physic community believes in the stability of symmetric
spaces due to Linear analysis?

I believe that it is time for a Hard Nosed mathematician to have a look at this
problem and provide some help to the Physic community!

http://www-staff.lboro.ac.uk/~mamdg
http://www-staff.lboro.ac.uk/~mamdg


An amateur mathematician.

22. February 15, 2005

General points of philosophy and arguments of authority are just a matter of
taste. The facts are that the question of linearized stability of KK spacetime, to
the extent that it is a mathematically precise question, was settled long ago by
precise calcualtions. I suggest that if Penrose had something concrete to say
about it, he would publish a paper on the subject, which would then be subjected
to the usual scrutiny. In the absence of that there is really nothing to agree or
disagree with. Just relying on his authority is unfair to many talented and
devoted people who actually worked on the subject. Similar words can be said
about Hawking and the fiasco of the information paradox resolution.

Now, the situation about string theory is almost the opposite of what you
describe. There is no known theoretical reasons to fix the moduli, nothing is
inconsistent or unstable in theories that have those moduli, not at the linearized
level or any other level. This is a huge problem for string theory because we live
in a world that does not have them. If Pensrose had some concrete way to kill
these highly symmetric KK spacetimes, nobody will be happier than string
theorists.

I really think you could understand everything I say if you actually read complete
sentences instead of just look for points for
or against string theory.

23. D R Lunsford
February 15, 2005

Peter, that was extremely well said!

24. Peter
February 15, 2005

Penrose essentially claims that his and Hawking’s singularity theorems also
apply in this higher dimensional case. If you want the details, you have to take a
look at the book, although Tony Smith just posted a relevant abstract.

I was just reporting what Penrose says, and I’m not interested enough in this
issue to spend my time on the details of this. In any case I don’t think Penrose
has an air-tight argument against extra dimensions, because you can always
claim that quantization solves the problem.

I’m certainly fond of true statements, In this case we have one of the world’s
leading experts on singularity theorems in classical GR making a claim about
them in print. I strongly suspect that he knows what he is talking about here and
is making true statements, that’s why I reported on them. As for mathematically
precise statements, they have their place, but in many contexts they’re either not
possible, not appropriate or not worth the investment of time and energy needed
to get them.



In the case of string theory, there are much less subtle instability problems with
extra dimensions than the ones you need Penrose’s singularity theorems to see.
You already have a huge problem at the linearized level. I’m referring to the well-
known problems fixing the moduli parameters that describe the size and shape of
the extra dimensions. Unless you first solve that problem, worrying about more
subtle problems seems to me a waste of time. The only “solution” to this problem
I know of leads to the “Landscape” and a completely useless theory.

As a general matter of philosophy though, I very much agree with Penrose’s
point of view about Kaluza-Klein. You’ve got enough trouble dealing with the
metric degrees of freedom of space-time. You’re just making things worse when
you add in a dynamical metric for the fibers of your principal bundle or for some
internal space.

Another way of saying it is that in the standard model you have an
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) principal bundle, and the geometry of the fibers is tightly
constrained by the gauge symmetry, which is why the theory works so
beautifully. You should be trying to figure out how to use symmetries to gain
control of the space-time degrees of freedom, not throwing out the gauge
symmetry, creating a higher dimensional mess whose dynamics you don’t
understand, then hoping to recover gauge symmetry as an effective low energy
phenomenon.

25. February 15, 2005

Is there any scientific paper, peer-reviewed and published, which supports the
claim that (some) spacetimes of the KK form are classically unstable to small
perturbations?

This stability is a well-formulated question that can be answered precisely, there
is no place to hide. Of course, it was answered precisely already for many such
spacetimes, but some people don’t like the answers. However, I thought the
owner of this blog was fond of true and mathematically precise statements.

26. Tony Smith
February 15, 2005

Roger Penrose, in the UK edition of The Road to Reality, says at pages 905-907:
“… 31.12 Classical instability of extra dimensions … a classical M x Y universe –
subject to Ricci flatness – is highly unstable against small perturbations. If Y is
compact of of a Planck size, then spacetime singularities … are to be expected to
result within a tiny fraction of a second! … Let us first consider perturbations of
M x Y that disturb only the Y geometry … That is to say, we examine a ‘generic’
ricci-flat (1 + [dimension(Y)]) spacetime Z ([Z is] the perturbed evolution of Y) …
[and] E1 x Y …[is]… the (unchanging) ‘time-evolution’ … of Y … a singularity
theorem … shows that we must expect Z to be singular. … As one of this
theorem’s consequences, any Ricci-flat spacetime that (like E1 x Y or Z) contains
a compact spacelike hypersurface, and that is ‘generic’ in a certain specific
sense … (and free of closed timelike curves … ), must indeed be singular! The
original E1 x Y escapes from being singular because the generic condition fails in



this case. But the generically perturbed Z has to be singular. … If the
perturbation away from Y is the same general scale as Y itself (i.e. Planck scale),
then we must expect the singularities in Z to occur in a comparable timescale (
about 10^(-43) s), but this timescale cold become somewhat longer if the
perturbations are of a proportionally smaller size than Y itself. … the large
Planck-sclae curvatures … that are likely to be present in Y will spill over into
ordinary space, in gross conflict with observation, and will result in spacetime
singularities in very short order. …”.

Richard Feynman, in his book QED The Strange Theory of Light and Matter
(corrected 7th printing, Princeton 1988), says in a footnote at page 129: “…
perhaps the idea that two points can be infinitely close together is wrong – the
assumption that we can use geometry down to the last notch is false. If we make
the minimum possible distance between two points as small as 10^(-100)
centimeters (the smallest distance involved in any experiment today is around
10^(-16) centimeters), the infinities disappear, all right – but other
inconsistencies arise, such as the total probablility of an event adds up to slightly
more or less than 100%, or we get negative energies in infinitesimal amounts.
…”.

Taken together, the Penrose and Feynman quotes seem to me to indicate that at
the Planck scale spacetime (of any dimension) is probably discrete. It seems to
me that a discrete spacetime is substantially consistent with a spacetime foam /
LQG approach, and that it is consistent with physics models in which the M of M
x Y is discrete (such as a Feynman Checkerboard) and the Y of M x Y is a
compact manifold (such as my Clifford algebra model and perhaps Matti
Pitkanen’s p-adic model), but I am not sure that a discrete spacetime is
consistent with conventional string theory (perhaps Lubos could comment on
that).

Tony Smith – new web site URL at http://www.tony5m17h.net/

27. February 15, 2005

The following might have been missed by the readers due to it having been
posted a couple of days ago, but here it is (to humble ST people)

“…I do feel strongly that this is nonsense! …I think all this superstring stuff is
crazy and is in the wrong direction. … I don’t like it that they’re not calculating
anything. …why are the masses of the various particles such as quarks what they
are? All these numbers … have no explanations in these string theories –
absolutely none! … ”

–Richard Feynman: in Davies and Brown, Superstrings, Cambridge 1988, pp.
194-195.

28. February 14, 2005

The proceedings are published in a book format, knock yourself out, I only found
words there.

http://www.tony5m17h.net/
http://www.tony5m17h.net/


BTW, nobody stands to profit more from some mysterious inconsistency of most
(but not all) compactifications than string theorists, that used to be their holy
grail.

29. Steve M
February 14, 2005

I am not convinced either of what Penrose is saying but what I briefly read about
it (a few remarks in a preprint intro) sounded interesting and it stuck in my
mind. Since I was’nt actually at the conference and since there seems to be no
paper from him, one cannot really comment on it or really know what he has in
mind. I agree that a solid argument from someone like Penrose for classical
instability of higher-dimensional spacetime would be of considerable interest. If
he was really serious though and had thought it
through then one might have expected it to appear by now in J.Class Quant Grav
say.

30. February 14, 2005

Steve M,

Even allowing for mights and mays, especially from such an accomplished
scientist, it is hard to find an argument there. The usual singularity theorems,
valid in 4dim asysmptotically flat space, are usually not taken to mean instability
of flat space, or exclude it’s existence. Even if there is some hypothetical
singularity thm. in higher dimesnion, why would it imply the non-existence of
higher dimensional gravitational theory?

A solid argument for a classical instability of higher dimensional space,
especially coming from an authority like Penrose, would become immediately an
extremely hot topic for research by at least 2 scientific communities, probably
more. Alas, in this case it is hard to find some flesh behind the words. Maybe
someone else here had better success.

Of course, Penrose himself is a hero for myself and many of my generation, but
this is no reason to treat his assertions differently. I

31. February 14, 2005

Speaking of book reviews, try http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/rovelli.html

32. Arun
February 14, 2005

Something on Penrose and string theory here:

http://www.digitalmediatree.com/sallymckay/pageback/30638/

Refers to Penrose lectures at:
http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/

http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/rovelli.html
http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/rovelli.html
http://www.digitalmediatree.com/sallymckay/pageback/30638/
http://www.digitalmediatree.com/sallymckay/pageback/30638/
http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/
http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/


33. D R Lunsford
February 14, 2005

Steve M,

For sheer fun, find and read Penrose’s early paper on the appearence of a
moving relativistic object.

I ordered the book as well.

Though it’s not generally mentioned AFAIK, twistors go all the way back to
Pluecker’s “change of space element”, i.e. homogeneous line geometry. I would
be interested to know if he mentions that in this new book.

-drl

34. Steve M
February 14, 2005

I know Penrose has suggested (Talk given at Cambridge conference in honour of
Steven Hawkings 60th birthday) that a variation of the singularity theorems
might rule out the existence of compact extra dimensions ala KK. The idea is that
wrapping of light rays around compact dimensions would create an effect
analogous to trapped surfaces in gravitational collapse. I can’t find a published
article though giving the details unless the proceedings have been published.
Penrose is always interesting and original though and his new book certainly
seems to be worth getting.

35. D R Lunsford
February 14, 2005

I too would like to read an elaboration of this instability issue. Does he mean N
space + 1 time or N space + M time, or both? Does he mean the same thing that
originally did in Einstein’s cosmology (thought of as say deSitter space)?

-drl

36. icecube
February 14, 2005

I got the book last july, it’s *very* impressive from a mathematical point of view
(I can’t comment on the physics).

I find that the book explains the geometric concepts of fibre bundles and spinors
perfectly well (certainly better than I would have thought they could be
explained).

I’m not convinced that his exposition of fourier analysis would be easily graspible
for the beginner, but I sure as hell enjoyed it!

One weird thing is that he *completely* skips over basic calculus – I guess that’s
ok though – it leaves more time for fun stuff.



Still though, it’s remarkable, and it will, if it’s commercially successful bring up a
whole generation of young intellectuals with a grasp of some concepts (mainly
geometrical) that were previously viewed as very advanced…because, let’s face
it, not many of the useful concepts of modern mainstream mathematics have
been brought down to the popular level (“topology is rubber-sheet geometry”
isn’t a useful concept, it’s an unmotivated generalization (well…locale theory is a
pointless generalization…)).

Anyway, it’ll be a good thing if it’s successful

(mathematically anyway)

37. February 14, 2005

Under a small perturbation, such space-times should collapse and form
singularities.

care to elaborate? for the usual compactification on CY, or torus, etc., this
statement is just false with the usual interpretation of all the words appearing
there. All such solutions are stable (tachyon free) classical solutions of
supergravity.

Not that this is necessarily what Pensrose means when he talks about collapse,
though it is hard to tell precisely what he does mean.

In my mind Penrose has more problems with higher dimensions than string
theory specifically, but again he is perfectly capable in providing a tight
mathematical argument, if he had one.

38. D R Lunsford
February 14, 2005

Article in the Times – a philosophical inquiry into bullshit!

http://nytimes.com/2005/02/14/books/14bull.html

Thesis: Bullshit is worse than outright lies, because lying presumes a truth, while
bullshitting is an end in itself that disposes of truth altogether.

-drl

39. Lubos Motl
February 14, 2005

My text about the book is at

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/02/frank-wilczek-about-penroses-new-book.html

40. Daniel Doro Ferrante
February 14, 2005

To complain about the ‘objectivity’ is just below the belt… and, in fact, it’s a

http://nytimes.com/2005/02/14/books/14bull.html
http://nytimes.com/2005/02/14/books/14bull.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/02/frank-wilczek-about-penroses-new-book.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/02/frank-wilczek-about-penroses-new-book.html


‘meta statement’ in itself. I explain: Once “anonymous” is such an objective
person, would you please do yourself (first and foremost) and ourselves the favor
of checking out the reviews that the Lubos have on Amazon? Reviews of books
like “PCT, Spin, Statistics and all that”, “Local Quantum Physics”, etc.

To me, at least, it sounds very awkward when a theoretical (hep-th or math-ph)
physicist dismisses math as much STheorists do nowadays… and, before this last
comment starts a flame war, let me just say that i only read about Donaldson
Polynomials, Knot theory, gerbes and so forth on books either by the AMS (on
QFT!) or by Kauffman or Baez. Personally, i never saw a single STheorist (mainly
the ‘pop’ ones) talking about those topics; in fact, in more than one occasion i
have been condemned for ‘breaking up a discussion’ with such ‘mathematics’
topics.

That’s what you get for objectivity.

Besides, please, have and show (!) some respect for Penrose: He did more in a
lifetime than most of us combined and/or put together will ever do! Or are you
telling me that if Newton were alive you’d walk all over his ass because he ‘was
wrong’?!!! (Sorry, Peter, for the language; it’s just too soon in the morning to
read gigantic loads of crap… add that to a bit of Napolitan blood and you have a
recipe for a (flame-)war! >;-)

Note that i’m not – nor do i intend to – defending Penrose or anyone else for that
matter. I have the same opinion of folks like Witten (and others whose names
decided to runaway just now, while i looked at the door). It’s just hard to find,
nowadays, people who are honest about what they know and about what they do
not know. Then again, the market is kindda tight so, i guess this makes it all very
understandable, does it not?! Afterall, we’re all fighting to survive… and, as a
good reductionist would deduct, in the end we are just trying to pass our genes
forward… 

41. Thomas Larsson
February 14, 2005

Meaning Penrose is untrustworthy. But surely Emperor’s New Mind has already
proven that. Interested in why the Lunsfords, Voits haven’t lumped him in with
the celebrity stringies they so detest. So much for objectivity I guess.

If you cared to look, e.g. in this thread, you would find that I have been quite
critical of LQG in the past, for pretty much the same reason that I critized string
theory: in order to quantize a constrained Hamiltonian system, like general
relativity or the bosonic string, you must first understand its constraint algebra.
As Urs Schreiber noticed in the link above, an infinite-dimensional constraint
algebra is generically anomalous. In particular, GR has many constraint
subalgebras isomorphic to infinite conformal symmetry in 2D, and most of these
subalgebras should thus have conformal anomalies.

As for objectivity, I notice that people like Schreiber, Helling, Motl and Distler
criticize LQGists essentially for missing conformal anomalies (this is a clear
symptom if not the cause of the problem), but they have no interest in trying to

http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2004-03/msg0059146.html
http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2004-03/msg0059146.html


understand why 4D diff anomalies do not arise in string theory. Note here that
anomalies are physical effects seen in any reasonable quantization scheme – path
integral quantization of the Polyakov action also singles out 26D, i.e. the
conformal anomaly does not only arise in canonical quantizion.

Moreover, the string hype is without comparison, whereas LQG somehow
reminds me of the description of earth in the Hitchhiker’s Guide: “Mostly
harmless”.

42. Robert
February 14, 2005

” very interesting and challenging for beginners”

Perhaps the commonest response I’ve heard to this book, from working scientists
(not neccessarily theoreticians) in the UK, is that of wishing it had been available
to the reader when he/she was a beginning undergraduate. The exercises,
friendly logos etc, sketches (by the author, not an illustrator) establish an
intimate relationship with the reader not sought in the the Emperor’s New Mind
etc. It’s hard not to see the whole thing as a textbook for the little Penrose –
whose arrival is celebrated in rather extreme terms in the introduction – for use
in later life.

43. February 14, 2005

RE: but flawed at the highest level

Meaning Penrose is untrustworthy. But surely Emperor’s New Mind has already
proven that. Interested in why the Lunsfords, Voits haven’t lumped him in with
the celebrity stringies they so detest. So much for objectivity I guess.

44. February 13, 2005

Real good review of Penrose’s book by Frank Wilczek in current (Feb 11)
Science. Not Free, unfortunately. Says book is very interesting and challenging
for beginners, but flawed at the highest level.
Best,
Jim Graber

45. D R Lunsford
February 13, 2005

Lubos,

I have a gedanken experiment for you, which anyone with any familiarity with
Penrose’s work or indeed any real understanding of spinors will be able to
immediately answer.

Just before a total eclipse of the Sun, the Moon is given a large velocity
tangential to its orbit at mid-eclipse. Do the effects of relativity prevent the
eclipse? Explain.



-drl

46. February 13, 2005

Thank you Lubos for sharing your vacuous thoughts on a book you have not seen.

47. Lubo? Motl
February 13, 2005

Geez.

Penrose is a great and highly original guy, because of his contributions to GR,
twistors, his triangle, his tiling, and so forth, but this kind of prayer is really
bizarre. I have not seen the book.

Many of us have been fascinated with the complex numbers. But is this really a
state-of-the-art fascination? I don’t think so. The complex numbers are very
important in advanced contexts – such as SUSY. Penrose’s ideas about the
relations between the interpretations of QM, quantum gravity, and collapses
inside the brain would … well, let me not say anything because whatever I would
say would be viewed as impolite.

Twistors are fun as a method to find solutions of various systems in 4D
Minkowski spacetime, but the speculations that they could be related to
quantum gravity or theory of everything just don’t seem terribly promising right
now (and they have not seemed promising for 30 years). Moreover, many recent
gauge-theory calculations have been reduced back to the language of spinors, so
that the idea of twistors plays less role than initially.

My guess is that the criticism of black hole string theory calculations is nothing
more than misunderstanding. We’ve been told about his strange lecture in which
he argued that string theory had some “problem” because of some singularities –
he probably meant the singularities in the moduli space of Calabi-Yaus, or
something like that. This is *exactly* the physical question that has been
understood in detail by the string theorists. It seems that no one has explained
him this stuff, which is sad.

But still, I admire him, don’t get me wrong.

48. Peter
February 13, 2005

You’re right that a lot of the book is quite technical, but it evidently did sell quite
well in England. But even if most people could understand only half of it, they’re
getting 500 or more pages of interesting material to chew on, maybe they
consider that a bargain at the price.

49. Dave Bacon
February 13, 2005

I also purchase a UK version of the book a few months back. It’s definitely an



interesting read (making up, perhaps, for “Shadows of the Mind” which I thought
wasn’t so great.) But the question I have is who exactly is going to read this
book? I mean, for physicists who want a little easy and enlightening reading it’s
really a nice book, but I can’t imagine the lay reader understanding more than
half the book.



The Next Few Years in Particle Physics

February 17, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

By far the most important event for particle physics during the next few years will be
the beginning of operation of the LHC, now planned for 2007. Besides that, here are
various sources of information about what else will be going on, especially in the U.S.:

A National Research Council committee called EPP 2010: Elementary Particle Physics
in the 21st Century was formed last year, charged to:

“Identify, articulate, and prioritize the scientific questions and opportunities that
define elementary-particle physics.”

and

“Recommend a 15-year implementation plan with realistic, ordered priorities to
realize these opportunities.”

It has already had a couple meetings, and presentations to these meetings are
available here. They plan to have more public meetings this year and produce a
report by the end of the year.

If you want to follow the details of current and future funding for particle physics in
the U.S., there’s a lot of information in the presentations to this week’s HEPAP
meeting. The overall picture is for particle physics funding to decrease over the next
few years, under the pressure of the huge U.S. budget deficits. Beyond a proposed
3.1% cut for particle physics next year, the DOE is planning for another 3.7% cut in
its overall science budget over the following five years. In this environment it is very
difficult to find funding for new projects. One proposed new one, called BTeV, which
was to study B-physics at the Tevatron, is slated for cancellation. Another, RSVP, a
search for rare decays at Brookhaven, is being reevaluated.

The DOE budget document points out that the future of Fermilab is a problematic
issue. Tevatron operations are slated to wind down in FY 2009, when the LHC should
start producing data. The new NuMI/MINOS neutrino beam and detectors will still be
running then, but it is not clear for how long. Unless a major new machine (such as
the ILC linear collider) is sited at Fermilab, it’s not clear what the laboratory will be
doing after 2010. Such a major new machine would be expensive, so it’s not
something that could be financed out of a DOE HEP budget that continues to decline.
There’s a comment about this in Jochen Weller’s weblog.

There’s a conference this week in Aspen on The Highest Energy Physics and some of
the talks are already on-line.

Finally, Serkan Cabi at MIT has put together a nice collection of links to videos of
physics seminars, he also has a weblog.

http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010.html
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010.html
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010.html
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010.html
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_presentations.html
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_presentations.html
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaFeb.2005.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaFeb.2005.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaFeb.2005.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaFeb.2005.shtm
http://qd.typepad.com/8/2005/02/the_future_of_f.html
http://qd.typepad.com/8/2005/02/the_future_of_f.html
http://conferences.fnal.gov/aspen05/
http://conferences.fnal.gov/aspen05/
http://conferences.fnal.gov/aspen05/program.htm
http://conferences.fnal.gov/aspen05/program.htm
http://web.mit.edu/people/cabi/Links/physics_seminar_videos.htm
http://web.mit.edu/people/cabi/Links/physics_seminar_videos.htm
http://web.mit.edu/people/cabi/Links/physics_seminar_videos.htm
http://web.mit.edu/people/cabi/Links/physics_seminar_videos.htm
http://web.mit.edu/people/cabi/blog/
http://web.mit.edu/people/cabi/blog/


Comments

1. Chris Oakley
February 18, 2005

We don’t need ten billion dollar experiments to tell us string theory is true!

This requires further explanation. Are you saying

(i) You can prove String theory for less than $10bn? or

(ii) String theory is true regardless of what any experiment says?

If (i), please tell us more. Apparatus, procedures, etc. If (ii), then I thought as
much – String theory is a religion and not a science.

2. Ludwig
February 17, 2005

Anonymous poster Mr. Blank says (in jest? it is hard to tell)

“We don’t need ten billion dollar experiments to tell us string theory is true!”
Posted by: at February 17, 2005 07:31 PM

Astonishing. Is this a parody of what string-true-believers are supposed to be
saying? Even as a joke it is in pretty poor taste.

3. February 17, 2005

We don’t need ten billion dollar experiments to tell us string theory is true!

4. February 17, 2005

Don’t be too worried about the futere of Fermilab. Steve Holmes (a higher-up
there) gave a talk yesterday where he lays out some of the near future for the
lab. The bottom line: BTeV is gone, but its kind of like getting that monkey off
your back – so now they will be able to invest in Linear Collider and Proton
Driver research. Research that had been held hostage to support the BTeV
research program when LHCb was already well underway.

http://tdserver1.fnal.gov/8gevlinacpapers/meeting_minutes/WeeklyMeeting
/05_02_16_FY06_Implications_for_PD_Holmes.ppt

5. Serkan Cabi
February 17, 2005

Thank you very much for your kind advertisement Peter. I hope it reaches
everybody who needs it. I know many places where listening a quality colloquium
is a big event. We are very lucky here in US in this respect. But I am not sure
how long it will continue. I should say that many interntional students here at
MIT has severe concerns about staying US after their studies. I don’t understand

http://tdserver1.fnal.gov/8gevlinacpapers/meeting_minutes/WeeklyMeeting/05_02_16_FY06_Implications_for_PD_Holmes.ppt
http://tdserver1.fnal.gov/8gevlinacpapers/meeting_minutes/WeeklyMeeting/05_02_16_FY06_Implications_for_PD_Holmes.ppt
http://tdserver1.fnal.gov/8gevlinacpapers/meeting_minutes/WeeklyMeeting/05_02_16_FY06_Implications_for_PD_Holmes.ppt
http://tdserver1.fnal.gov/8gevlinacpapers/meeting_minutes/WeeklyMeeting/05_02_16_FY06_Implications_for_PD_Holmes.ppt


what Bush administration has in mind. I tend to think that they are just
xenophobics and want us to leave the country.



Depression and Desperation

February 18, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

In a Stanford University press release today, Susskind promotes the “Landscape”,
calling each different vacuum state a “pocket universe”. Referring to people like
David Gross who oppose the idea, Susskind says: “More and more as time goes on,
the opponents of the idea admit that they are simply in a state of depression and
desperation”.

I’m wondering exactly which string theorists have admitted to him their depression
and desperation.

It seems that Susskind’s new book coming out in a couple months isn’t about the
Landscape, but rather black holes and holography. He’s writing another one now, to
be called “The Cosmic Landscape”.

In other news, Witten will be giving a Distinguished Lecture Series in April at the
Fields Institute in Toronto as part of their year-long program on the geometry of
string theory. Witten seems to have decided that there’s not much to say about string
theory these days, since the topics of his talks are listed as “Relativistic Scattering
Theory”, “Gauge Symmetry Breaking”, and “The Quantum Hall Effect”.

Comments

1. Juan R.
February 28, 2005

Robert; Chris W,

I agree that the funding of scientific-engineering activities is very limited to a
rapid obtaining of tangible products.

However, mi point is that all money devoted during 30 years to the string theory
program has been, in general, a waste of money. 30 years x 1000 researches = a
lot of money useful in other fields. My point is also that string theory was overly
emphasized in mass media. I.e. all people will know the failure of the program
and, yes I suspect that will be utilized by ?New Age anti-scientists?, ?political
opportunists?, and TVC for the attack of our endeavour.

The ?Depression and Desperation? that some of my colleagues have on
theoretical chemistry is not used for attacking science, because the problem is
known only by specialists on the field. Due to the success of string theory on
popular media, I suspect that the ?Depression and Desperation? of string
theorists will be exported to other fields of physics and science.

Lunsford,

http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2005-02/su-ste021505.php
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2005-02/su-ste021505.php
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000109.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000109.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/dls/witten.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/dls/witten.html


With ?heroes? I mean that they have been advertising the heroic idea of that
they are doing the most fundamental research, the most difficult stuff, they are
even doing the mathematics for it, (so difficult that nobody more can understand
it), they are solving all difficult questions on math and physics than
mathematicians and physicists cannot, etc.
Moreover, they have been sending the idea of that others physicists are very bad
people and attacking them without compassion. Then people looked like
authentic heroes.

Of course, it is not true and people are completely misunderstood. Most part of
string theorist are very, very arrogant people with a superficial knowledge of
things. Moreover, they always were the first on heavy attack to every man that
thinks or says the contrary.

I think that all current non-string scientists (including ?renegades?) that heavily
critiqued string program would joint now and write a letter explaining that the
failure of string theory would be taken as a vital lesson on future funding of
science, but also explaining that the rest of scientific communities would be
?favoured? in a future. I think that if a non-string theorist devoted many of its
time to demystify string theory, now cannot be culpable (on funding, lost of
public credit, etc aspects) of the failure of it.

For example, I have read that perhaps Witten will research on a different field,
perhaps biology. My question is, if Witten solicits funding from an agency for
researching on Y biological point and Z respected biophysicist also solicits, will
Witten get more ?credit? and thus money, even if most of their last decades
research was nonsense? I think that Witten would be just a step below in the
?ranking? for obtaining funding when compared with Z author.

That letter would be distributed between funding agencies, mass media, etc. I
wait for interesting Woit questions on this topic.

2. Chris W.
February 24, 2005

Following up on Robert’s post, the NIH and HHS are coming under significant
pressure from the religious right, most notably the Traditional Values Coalition
(TVC), to justify its granting decisions in most research related to HIV, AIDs, and
sexuality and sexual behavior. The same critics sometimes pay special attention
to research rationales that incorporate evolutionary arguments, including those
that involve cross-species studies of behavior and physiology.

For example, see the Washington Post (Oct 2003) and The Scientist (Nov 2003).

3. D R Lunsford
February 24, 2005

Penrose clearly states when he’s speculating, and yes, “..Mind” is a turd of a
book. “Road..” is not.

-drl

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn?pagename=article&contentId=A37896-2003Oct29&notFound=true
http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn?pagename=article&contentId=A37896-2003Oct29&notFound=true
http://www.biomedcentral.com/news/20031103/06/
http://www.biomedcentral.com/news/20031103/06/


4. robert
February 24, 2005

Funding in the areas ( “engineering and “applied” research (medicine,
electronic, etc.)”), assumed to benefit from cuts to that for “pure” research, is
itself under very real pressure. Anything other than the next market driven
quick-fix finds support very difficult to sustain. These less arcane fields of
endeavour are also subject to attacks from New Age anti scientists, political
opportunists etc; it’s not just the hep-th guys who are feeling the pinch.

5. Joe K
February 23, 2005

And Penrose (who you deeply admire) isn’t a “carnival barking sensationalist”?

What is “Emperor’s New Mind” if not ridiculous speculation?

6. Matthew
February 23, 2005

Laugh all you will, but it’s a little known fact that Spears is an expert in
semiconductor physics, as you can learn here. Likewise, Stephen Hawking is a
bad ass gangsta rapper.

7. D R Lunsford
February 23, 2005

Juan R said:

String theorists are “heroes” for people. I believe that is the direct result of
string community propaganda.

They mostly seem like assholes to me, or fawning Wittenite hero worshippers.
Both attitudes are destructive of creativity. Perhaps you meant “heroes” with
encheeked tongue.

I predict a new era of further restrictions on funding of basci science on favor of
enginnering and “applied” research (medicine, electronic, etc.). I also believe
that people will look science carefully saying “perhaps this new book about the
theory X is a fiasco as string theory was”.

I agree, and the fault lies with money-grubbing carnival-barking sensationalists
like Greene, Davies, Zee, Kaku, etc. etc. etc. who sacrificed science on the altar
of their own vaulting ambitions.

Science was better when it didn’t come in a Fisher-Price box.

-drl

8. Juan R.
February 23, 2005

http://britneyspears.ac/lasers.htm
http://britneyspears.ac/lasers.htm
http://www.mchawking.com/
http://www.mchawking.com/


D R Lunsford said,

“Good question, what will come next? One thing that won’t happen – those who
attacked string theory from the outset, and who have been proven abundantly
correct, will get no credit.”

Sincerely, I hope that you are “wrong” in this aspect (I suspect that your
comment was ironic here).

String theorists are “heroes” for people. I believe that is the direct result of
string community propaganda.

I predict a new era of further restrictions on funding of basci science on favor of
enginnering and “applied” research (medicine, electronic, etc.). I also believe
that people will look science carefully saying “perhaps this new book about the
theory X is a fiasco as string theory was”.

Will be the era for autolitarism, fanatic religion, and anti-thecnologists?

How can we recover the image of science, so bothered by the string
propaganda?

9. Chris Oakley
February 23, 2005

/:set\AI,

I absolutely agree. Five years ago non-commuting catwalks would have been
unthinkable. Now they are commonplace. Who do we thank for that? Britney
Spears, of course!

10. /:set\AI
February 22, 2005

I think it is important to point out- that with all the Britney bashing many have
forgotton that her work in blue shoes has led to important understanding
concerning the uses of octonions in fashion

11. Thomas Larsson
February 22, 2005

Matthew,

I didn’t realize that SYM facilitates physical YM calculations. One is never too old
to learn, and now the interest in super-twistors makes a lot more sense.

However, when I said that the twistor amplitudes are “wrong at the loop level”, I
didn’t meant that they disagree with YM, but that they disagree with SYM, due
to various anomalies and connection to nonunitary conformal supergravity. At
least, this is the impression I get from Witten and Berkovits, and especially from
Motl. If Motl says that something is a problem in string theory, one can be sure
that this problem is HUGE.



12. Anonymous
February 21, 2005

Note the “experimenter’s wishlist” has at most 5 jets in the final state.
Accompanied by W’s and Z’s. How are twistors going to help with this?

In general, interesting physics channels have 2 or 3 hadronic jets in the final
state, not counting b’s — those would give you two or three more, but they aren’t
gluons.

No one has ever shown me any convincing argument that N-gluon scattering
amplitudes are at all relevant for LHC physics when N is not small.

13. Matthew
February 21, 2005

Well, my data point on the usefulness of the multi-leg YM amplitudes was the
same talk that “anonymous” pointed to. I’m certainly willing to be corrected.

stop wasting your time and move to non-perturbative QCD

As a lattice person I’m forced to agree 

The expressions may be concrete, but they are probably physically irrelevant (i.e.
SUSic), and probably wrong on the loop level, no?

The tree level amplitudes are the same. So if you compute them in SYM or YM it
makes no difference. At loop level, they’re “wrong”, but that’s misleading. Say
you have an amplitude with a gauge boson loop in it. You can replace that with a
combination of an N=4 SYM amplitude, an N=1 SYM amplitude and a regular
YM amplitude, but with a scalar running in the loop rather than a gauge boson.

Now you can just write down the answer for N=4 SYM, it’s known. And it’s
“easy” to compute the N=1 SYM amplitude (and the hope is that they’ll all be
known soon), so all you’re left with is the scalar. And as we all know, computing
loop diagrams with scalars in them is a lot easier than computing those with
gauge bosons. You can pull the same game with fermion loops as well.

So the fact that you can write down all the N=4 SYM amplitudes really does
make one loop regular YM calculations a lot easier. You can see the replacement
rules in Lance Dixon’s lecture notes (hep-ph/9601359, equation 89).

14. D R Lunsford
February 21, 2005

Good question, what will come next? One thing that won’t happen – those who
attacked string theory from the outset, and who have been proven abundantly
correct, will get no credit.

This has really been an interesting episode in the history of science. We who
were young in the 80s were in some sense not allowed a “championship season”,



or even a career, but we got to see a timeless result proven with great force and
clarity – you can be absolutely brilliant and have no Earthly f*cking idea what is
really going on  Whatever physics is, mental horsepower is only one part of it.
That in itself made it worth the ride. Good judgment still counts.

-drl

15. Jean-Paul
February 21, 2005

I don’t know the person who gave a talk at KITP listing what experimenters want
to know about QCD etc. If you need a solid assertion, you should ask people like
Kunszt, Keith Ellis, Mangano, Al Muller… who have no stakes in twistors. We
won’t miss Higgs because of a miscalculated QCD background! More precision in
hard scattering is completely washed out by our ignorance in soft fragmentation.
To the anonymous QCD practitioner — stop wasting your time and move to non-
perturbative QCD… unless you need a faculty position this Fall.

Jean-Paul

16. Juan R.
February 21, 2005

Hi,

I am completely sure that current string-M theory is wrong. My doubt is when
this will be admited by own string-M theorists.

What will hapen then? A revolution on public perception of science? A new
regime of ultraconservative funding of new ideas?

17. anonymous
February 21, 2005

Dear Jean-Paul,

I have to strongly disagree with your assertion that all relevant QCD amplitudes
were known in the early 1990s.

There is a nice talk online which compares the (poor) theoretical status

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/collider_c04/campbell/oh/13.html

to “An Experimenter’s Wishlist”

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/collider_c04/campbell/oh/05.html

18. Jean Paul
February 21, 2005

I forgot the reference:
http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/~jonas/piedpiper.html

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/collider_c04/campbell/oh/13.html
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/collider_c04/campbell/oh/13.html
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/collider_c04/campbell/oh/05.html
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/collider_c04/campbell/oh/05.html
http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/~jonas/piedpiper.html
http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/~jonas/piedpiper.html


19. Jean-Paul
February 21, 2005

SSC was the last challenge for perturbative QCD — by early 1990’s all QCD
amplituted needed for the next 100 years of collider physics were known. The
twistor business may be interesting in itself, but if you ask a honest QCD
professional, he/she would tell you that it is completely useless for LHC jet
simulations etc. The real challenge is to understand the fragmentation processes,
i.e. soft physics related to quark confinement.

Now coming back to the interesting difference between blue shoes and twistors.
By working on twistors, or in general, on the “hottest” (but in long-term
completely irrelevant) topics a whole generation of high energy physicists were
able to secure jobs at top ivy league institutions.
To conclude — you don’t get rich or famous by wearing Britney’s shoes but you
do if you follow Ed the Piper.

Jean-Paul

20. ksh95
February 21, 2005

Matthew said

“…The difference is that Witten’s work on twistors has lead to concrete
expressions for Yang-Mills amplitudes, many of which could not be computed
before…”

I’m not talking about YM amplitudes or the scientific usefulness of twistors. I’m
talking about a herd mentality.

You say:

Everyone follows Witten because his utilization of twistors has guided us towards
deeper understanding in the very important field of physics.

My wife says:

Everyone follows Brittney because her utilization of blue shoes has guided us
towards deeper understanding in the very important field of accesorizing.

…I’m still not sure I see a difference in mentality.

21. Thomas Larsson
February 21, 2005

The expressions may be concrete, but they are probably physically irrelevant (i.e.
SUSic), and probably wrong on the loop level, no?

22. Matthew
February 21, 2005



What’s the difference between Britney Spears wears blue shoes so we all wear
blue shoes, and
Ed Witten works on twistors so we all work on twistors.

The difference is that Witten’s work on twistors has lead to concrete expressions
for Yang-Mills amplitudes, many of which could not be computed before. There is
a reasonable hope that this line of attack could lead to *closed*form* expressions
for all one loop Yang-Mills amplitudes. That would be very useful, particularly in
the LHC era, where huge QCD backgrounds will be the norm.

23. D R Lunsford
February 21, 2005

Umm, ST is based on one such dead end, KK theory. It was “dead before arrival”.

-drl

24. John Rennie
February 21, 2005

http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2004-2/ gives a fascinating account
of a previous dead end in field theory. Mind you he’s writing about events 80
years ago so it’s fairly easy to get a sense of perspective. Who knows how long it
will take before a similar account can be written of the current era?

25. Not a Nobel Laureate
February 21, 2005

The last group that I can recall doing this type of “physics by press release” was
Pons and Fleischmann announcing their discovery of “cold fusion”.

But I’m being rather unfair to Pons and Fleischmann grouping them with
Susskind.

Unlike Susskind’s meta-physics, their result was testable.

Nor was the purpose of their press release to engage in emotional diatribes or ad
hominem attacks.
It was to announce what they, mistakenly, believed to be a new physical
phenomena.

As a physicist, I may not be driven to depression an despair by Susskind’s
sillines, but I certainly am embarrassed.

26. Chris W.
February 20, 2005

From Sean Carroll’s summary of the AAAS meeting (just posted):

Lenny Susskind went next, saying how happy he was to be at an AAAS
meeting giving a talk on biology. That’s because he went on to compare

http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2004-2/
http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2004-2/
http://pancake.uchicago.edu/~carroll/aaas05/susskind.html
http://pancake.uchicago.edu/~carroll/aaas05/susskind.html


the number of possible vacua of string theory (the “landscape”) to the
number of possible biological organisms you could get by arranging
base pairs in a DNA molecule — the former is perhaps 10500, while the
latter is maybe 1025000000000. So biology wins, but the lesson we are
supposed to learn is that a large variety of possibilities is what enables
the development of intelligent life; in the context of string theory, it is
the large number of stable vacua that makes it possible to find one
with a sufficiently small vacuum energy so that life can evolve.

That line of argument strikes me as mostly fallacious, but maybe that’s just
because I’m depressed and desperate.

27. ksh95
February 20, 2005

Jean-Paul Said

“…The rise and fall of superstring theory is a fascinating social phenomenon
that’s certainly worth a book or two…”

Definitely fascinating, but in my opinion, not that surprising. An aptitude for
complex mathematics is not an exemption from the hard wired instincts
governing the rest of society.

What’s the difference between Britney Spears wears blue shoes so we all wear
blue shoes, and
Ed Witten works on twistors so we all work on twistors.

This is absolutely no differnent that pet rocks, or the communist scare, or the
Micheal Jackson moonwalk.

More on topic,

It’s also not surprising that Susskind would rather tear down the few hundred
year old edifice of predictable testable science, than admit to himself that his
lifes work and deepest beliefs are misguided.

We should just hope Susskind doesn’t succeed. History is rife with examples of
highly intelligent people who, based soley on ego, pissed away a lot more.

28. Jean-Paul
February 19, 2005

ksh95 — you are making a good point. But one of the main reasons why too many
young people went into
this type of pure research was hype and “false advertising” made under the
presussure of your “public opinion”. The rise and fall of superstring theory is a
fascinating social phenomenon that’s certainly worth a book or two — I assure
that they would sell much better than “The Cosmic Landscape”.

Jean-Paul



29. ksh95
February 19, 2005

Jean-Paul Said

Even if it takes more than 20 years to figure out what (if any) is the physical
content of superstring theory, serious scholars will keep working… while clowns
will keep entertaining the public.

Hmmm, that’s easy to say for a physics purist who lives stricly in the physics
world. It’s much harder to say for those of us living in the real world, where
congressional budgets, public opinion, and academic politics reign supreme.

Personally, I haven’t a dog in the quantum gravity race, but I understand the
value inherent in wowing the publics imagination, and framing research in terms
of societal benefits.

It could be reasonable to question a clown’s contribution to pure research, but to
question their global value…???

30. Jean-Paul
February 18, 2005

It is really puzzling how any serious physicist can listen to this nonsense. I think
that the field was unintentionally brought down by “outsiders” who started
proposing “n’importe-quoi”, as we say, ideas based on “everything goes”: large
extra dimensions,
brane-worlds, which have nothing to do with strings but for general public
appear far more comprehensible and sexy than superstring dualities etc. Split
supersymmetry is another example of pure nonsense. Even if it takes more than
20 years to figure out what (if any) is the physical content of superstring theory,
serious scholars will keep working… while clowns will keep entertaining the
public.

Jean-Paul

31. February 18, 2005

Perhaps in time physicists will look back and remember “the Landscape” as
being but a pathological feature of string theory that eventually got sorted out,
just like the infinities of quantum field theory were. But Susskind does
remark:”Ed Witten worked very hard to show that there was only one or a small
number of legitimate solutions to the theory and he failed–failed totally”.
However, that does raise the obvious question: what chance does anyone else
have of success then? It is noticable too that terms like “string”, “brane”, “M-
theory” are not turning up in Witten’s preprints as of late.

32. February 18, 2005

Well if I were still a string theorist, Susskind’s antics would certainly have driven
me to depression and despair by now.



Atiyah’s Collected Works

February 25, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I recently acquired a copy of the new volume 6 of Atiyah’s collected works, which
contains things he wrote from the late eighties until very recently (the latest article is
his joint paper with Graeme Segal on twisted K-theory). Unfortunately the price of
this book is very high (about $200). I’ve bought cars for less than what I paid for the
book.

Even more expensive is the full six-volume set, which Oxford intends to sell for $1000.
Luckily I bought the previous 5 volumes quite a few years ago at a somewhat more
modest price. Atiyah is one of my great heroes among mathematicians. He’s up there
among the top very few in any reasonable list of the greatest mathematicians of the
second half of the twentieth century, and the extent of his influence in bringing
together mathematics and physics is hard to overestimate. Witten’s great work on
topological quantum field theory was done very much because of impetus from Atiyah.
One of the articles in the new volume is the write-up of Atiyah’s amazing talk at the
Weyl Symposium in 1987, where he first suggested that there should be a four-
dimensional QFT whose observables were Donaldson invariants and whose Hilbert
space was Floer homology.

Atiyah is also known as Sir Michael. Before I heard about this I had always thought
that the British system of honorary knighthoods was pretty silly, but the fact that they
chose him gave me some respect for the whole system.

It’s a shame the books are so expensive, since they are wonderful documents that
deserve wide distribution. Atiyah has not only discovered wonderful new
mathematics, but he writes about it in an elegant, inspiring and lucid way. The books
contain many expository pieces he has written over the course of his career, and these
are pretty much all well worth reading. I regard a large part of my mathematical
education as having come from spending a lot of time with these volumes over the
years.

Comments

1. Peter
February 28, 2005

Thanks for pointing out the problem with the link, should be fixed now.

2. Anon
February 28, 2005

I don’t know if it’s just me, but the link on twisted K theory doesn’t work.

As for problem solvers? Um, Erdos is the only one that comes to mind for me at

http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/Mathematics/PureMathematics/?view=usa&ci=0198530994
http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/Mathematics/PureMathematics/?view=usa&ci=0198530994
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000051.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000051.html
http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/Mathematics/PureMathematics/?view=usa&ci=0198520948
http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/Mathematics/PureMathematics/?view=usa&ci=0198520948


least.

3. Juan R.
February 28, 2005

Yes, they are expensive book,

but that are $200 when compared with the $1200 of

the Handbook of Molecular Physics and Quantum Chemistry by Whiley?

4. DMS
February 28, 2005

Noam Elkies (Harvard math) classified mathematicians in broadly two
categories: “theory builders” and “problem solvers”. All three in the list are
theory builders. Anyone know of major figures in the problem solver category
(like Erdos)?

5. Anon
February 27, 2005

“About Beilinson and Drinfeld. They could learn a lot about exposition from
Atiyah, Serre or even Grothendieck. Their writings make SGA look like a marvel
of simple, lucid expository prose.”

Hahaha. Did you poke around their recent text? (Chiral Algebras, I believe)

But anyways, I agree; it isn’t pretty at all!

6. Peter
February 27, 2005

I didn’t include Weil in my list of greatest mathematicians of the second half of
the twentieth century since much of his most important work was done in the
30s and 40s.

As for ranking Atiyah, Grothendieck and Serre; I guess I just don’t think their
achievements are commensurable. All three have done amazing things, but of
quite different kinds.

About Beilinson and Drinfeld. They could learn a lot about exposition from
Atiyah, Serre or even Grothendieck. Their writings make SGA look like a marvel
of simple, lucid expository prose.

7. Anon
February 26, 2005

Interesting thoughts. I guess it’s hard (or perhaps a bad question to pose in the
first place) about who is the “better” mathematician. Hm. Personally I’d lean



towards Weil, Grothendieck or Serre.
…

BUT since I’m at U of C, I have an obligatory vote for Beilinson and Drinfeld.

8. JC
February 25, 2005

Didn’t Andrew Wiles (of the Fermat’s last theorem fame) also get a British
knighthood a few years ago?

9. Peter
February 25, 2005

If I had to list the greatest mathematicians of the second half of the twentieth
century, I’d choose Atiyah, Grothendieck and Serre. Grothendieck and Serre are
much more algebraists than Atiyah, who is much more a geometer than an
algebraist. The parts of mathematics that have interacted strongly with physics
in recent years have been much more geometrical than algebraic. So of these
three, because my main interests lie at the intersection of math and physics,
Atiyah is the one whose work I have found most directly relevant.

Grothendieck is an amazing figure, and he had a revolutionary impact on
mathematics during the fifties and sixties. Unfortunately for mathematics, he
stopped doing research during the seventies. If he had remained active, it would
have been very interesting to see his reaction to the new ideas coming into
mathematics from physics during the late seventies and eighties.

10. anon
February 25, 2005

And what are your thoughts on Grothendieck? Just curious. I’ve read of some of
his work (Riemann Roch, etc), but I was curious of what you thought about it.

Best,
Anon

11. Quantoken
February 25, 2005

Peter said: “It’s a shame the books are so expensive, since they are wonderful
documents that deserve wide distribution. Atiyah has not only discovered
wonderful new mathematics, but he writes about it in an elegant, inspiring and
lucid way. The books contain many expository pieces he has written over the
course of his career, and these are pretty much all well worth reading. I regard a
large part of my mathematical education as having come from spending a lot of
time with these volumes over the years.”

Peter, books will get even more expensive in the next hundred years, since they
are becoming antique and outdated. Try to buy a mechanical typewriter today
and it will probably cost you more than an old car, if you could ever find one.



We are now in an age where information is more readily distributed and
accessed through electronic means, it makes less and less sense to rely on dead
trees that can decay and rot, as means of dissipating information. Both for the
sake of environment protection, and for the sake of not letting book shelfs clog
up the limited living space of your home, it is better to avoid buying books at all
if you can.

I have accumulated books that fill cabinets lining up a whole 20 feet of wall at
my home. Most of them contain outdated and useless information and I do not
know what to do with them since I rarely have time to read any of them. I have
stopped buying books where similar information is already accesible on the web.

As for the expensiveness of books. Part of it goes to the cost of killing trees and
make paper and printing on them. A little part goes to the loyalty of the authors.
And the biggest chunk goes to the greedy commercial publishers, especially
publishers of scientific materials.

I think if it were not for publishers, today’s scientific information would have
been much more readily available on electronic medias and for very low cost or
even free. wouldn’t most paper authors agree that they would be happier if more
people can access their work more easily? So publishers are really an obstacle to
science developments.

Quantoken

12. Steve M
February 25, 2005

I am glad Atiyah has chosen Edinburgh University, my old undergraduate
stomping ground. (Higgs is there too). I don’t know where publishers get their
prices for these kinds of books. There are many such books out there I would like
but simply can’t afford. If they would put out good paperback versions at
reasonable prices I am sure they would actually make more money and shift
more copies. Students (and even some professors) don’t have that kind of money
to spare. Incidently, Sir Roger Penrose has a knighthood too.



UFOs

February 25, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Last night ABC News ran a two-hour primetime special on The UFO Phenomenon —
Seeing is Believing. As part of this special program, they interviewed “one of the
world’s leading theoretical physicists”, who, according to Bob Park, “looked a lot like
Michio Kaku.” This physicist told ABC that UFOs should be taken seriously since “You
simply cannot dismiss the possibility that some of these UFO sightings are actually
sightings from some object created by ? a civilization perhaps millions of years ahead
of us in technology.” He also explained how aliens could get here using wormholes.

Kaku appeared yesterday on the radio show “Coast to Coast” to discuss UFOs and the
ABC special. He appeared on the same show (in different hours) as Al Bielek, who
evidently had a job in California, but regularly traveled by secret underground
subway to Montauk, Long Island to work on the “Montauk Project”. During the 1980s
he traveled to Mars on several occasions, as well as to “a research station in 100,000
BC, other planets to get canisters filled with Light and Dark Energy, and to the year
6037.”

Comments

1. Quantoken
February 28, 2005

Wake up Aaron, you don’t even know what you are talking about. Because you
are speaking from the opening of a wormhole: -)

2. Aaron
February 28, 2005

Quantoken —

There are many problems with creating and utilizing wormholes. Unfortunately,
all the ones you’ve put forth are wrong.

3. J.F. Moore
February 27, 2005

Kaku has been on coast-to-coast many times. He also has his own weekly hour-
long syndicated radio program on Pacifica. Coast-to-coast is clearly and almost
exclusively a bunch of fringe crap, not just a “popular forum”, and they eschew
the skeptical angle. It’s below the critical thinking level where Larry King
resides, if that is even possible. For a scientist to go on the show repeatedly and
throw red meat to that select audience is pretty sad, but at least he makes his
position regarding how he approaches science clear. What’s truly unfortunate is
that he somehow now occupies the public space that Feynman and Sagan once

http://abcnews.go.com/Primetime/story?id=468496&page=1
http://abcnews.go.com/Primetime/story?id=468496&page=1
http://abcnews.go.com/Primetime/story?id=468496&page=1
http://abcnews.go.com/Primetime/story?id=468496&page=1
http://www.aps.org/WN/WN05/wn022505.cfm
http://www.aps.org/WN/WN05/wn022505.cfm
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000129.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000129.html
http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/Primetime/story?id=528724
http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/Primetime/story?id=528724
http://www.bielek.com/ab_albielek.htm
http://www.bielek.com/ab_albielek.htm


did.

As for the ABC show, well, personally I’ve become numb to how uncritical and
pandering the mass media have become. I guess they expect that very few
people would tune in to hear Bob Park say that an instrumented balloon crashed
at Roswell, nothing more; so they don’t run it with that. At some point such
choices become predestined.

4. Quantoken
February 27, 2005

Peter said:

“In this case, the whole wormhole business is pure speculation. No one has any
idea how to, even in principle, construct a wormhole that will connect to some
other point on the universe. If you want to speculate that such a thing is
possible, fine, but that’s not really science right now, it’s science fiction.”

One has got to understand science fiction is a much bigger enterprise than
science itself. It’s an industry worth several hundred billion dollars per year. For
humans, the need of entertainment far exceeds the need of curiousity.

The idea of wormholes is popular because it’s entertaining, not because there is
any scientific base in it. There is absolutely none.

Theoretically spacetime wormhole can exist. But the only thing that can bend
spacetime is the GR effect of mass/energy. To form any wormhole at all would
take at least the amount of mass enough to form blackholes, or the equivalent
amount of energy. Doesn’t matter whether it is energy or mass, as far as GR is
concerned.

To form a wormhole of just a thousand light years long, like say, would take the
amount of mass enough to form a blackhole a thousand light years in radius. Just
being able to utilize all the energy of a star would be far from enough. You
collect all mass of a giant galaxy and it is still not enough to form such a
wormhole.

You would need to collect the mass of a few million galaxies just to construct one
wormhole allowing you to reach just a few thousand light years away. But to be
able to collect masses of neighboring galaxies you need to be able to travel to
those neighboring galaxies first, and that requires you need to have wormholes
connection to those galaxies first. It’s a chicken first or egg first dilemma.

OK, now assume the alien civilization had already invented time travel machine.
They could go to futuristic world to borrow a wormhole first. They would then be
able to empty out a million galaxies nearby and construct a wormhole practical
for inter-galactic traveling.

What then? There would be a pretty big void in the space near our galaxy,
suppose such a civilization is our next door neighbor and their wormhole is close
enough to access the earth. They had used up all masses of a few million galaxies



to construct their wormhole. We would then be able to see such a huge void if we
aim our telescope into the sky. But no such huge void has been found?

Or has such void been found? I heard rumors that astronomers do find big voids
hundreds of millions of light years across with no galaxies. Maybe that’s the
evidence that aliens have used up all those galaxies to construct wormholes 

But after all, even if the alien civilization know something we don’t know, and
has the technology to carry out inter-galaxy travels. We can imagine it still costs
an astronomical amount of resources to carry out, even if it does not take wiping
out whole galaxies.

They must also have some sort of political system, some sort of congressional
budget committee, special interest groups and all that. Although their scientists
would want very much make contact with the pity little creatures on earth called
human, the prohibitive cost of resources would surely kill any such proposal just
like how SSC was killed 

So no, I do not think wormholes exist and I do not think any UFO is associated
with alien visitors. But who knows, maybe the quantum teleportation is more
practical than wormholes?

Quantoken

5. Stephen
February 27, 2005

Hi Wolfgang,

the Josephson paper claims that:
“Our mathematical skills are assumed to derive
from a special ?mental vacuum state? [..]”

I think what is being established here is how math models might have issued
from the deeper recesses of math minds, to explain things.

The impact of visualization is relevant to how math minds work?

Peter Woit:Grothendieck is an amazing figure, and he had a revolutionary
impact on mathematics during the fifties and sixties. Unfortunately for
mathematics, he stopped doing research during the seventies. If he had
remained active, it would have been very interesting to see his reaction to the
new ideas coming into mathematics from physics during the late seventies and
eighties.

George Lakoff :Our answer is that the ordinary embodied mind, with its image
schemas, conceptual metaphors, and mental spaces, has the capacity to create
the most sophisticated of mathematics via using everyday conceptual
mechanisms.

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/lakoff/lakoff_p4.html

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/lakoff/lakoff_p4.html
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/lakoff/lakoff_p4.html


This process is very interesting to me. A keen eye, to a world that few of us could
imagine?

regards,

6. Peter
February 26, 2005

Hi Tony,

I also haven’t seen the TV show or heard the radio show, so I can’t speak to the
details of what Kaku did or didn’t say in these programs.

Sure, I think it’s not a bad thing, but a good thing, for physicists to appear in a
popular forum. But when they do, they should be acting responsibly, and
explaining to people real science. Both here and in his recent books, Kaku seems
to me to be completely blurring the distinction between science and science
fiction. In his recent book, he doesn’t bother to clearly explain what is real
science that we have good evidence for, and what is pure speculation.

In this case, the whole wormhole business is pure speculation. No one has any
idea how to, even in principle, construct a wormhole that will connect to some
other point on the universe. If you want to speculate that such a thing is
possible, fine, but that’s not really science right now, it’s science fiction.

Shows like Coast to Coast are heavily caught up in the “paranormal” and the
belief that there is all sorts of stuff going on that is completely incompatible with
our understanding of science. People find this very appealing for deep
psychological reasons. For a serious scientist to go on such a program and
encourage this seems to me extremely irresponsible.

7. Tony Smith
February 26, 2005

Peter, thanks very much for clarifying your post about Kaku. As you say, “…
“Coast to Coast” is a show often devoted to UFOs and similar topics. It is not
unusual for them to be running interviews with the likes of Bielek. Kaku …
decided to appear on Coast to Coast …”.

Do you think that it is a bad thing for a physicist to appear on a popular forum ?

If it is a bad thing, then how will the general population who listens to such
shows learn anything sensible about real science ?

If it is a good thing, is it fair to criticize a physicist for appearing on such a show
?

Please note that these questions are more general than the question of the
validity of Kaku’s statements, which I have not heard because I did not hear
either the ABC show or the Coast to Coast show.

However, http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/Primetime/story?id=528724&

http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/Primetime/story?id=528724&page=1
http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/Primetime/story?id=528724&page=1


page=1 and the page 2 that follows it contain the following material quoting
Kaku on the ABC UFO Show:

“… Feb. 24, 2005 ??There have been countless accounts of alien visitations
around the world, but one of the things that prompts skepticism is how they
would get here in the first place. If aliens are from another world, they must
have some extraordinary means of travel ? nothing like what is available
anywhere on Earth. It is hard to underestimate the difficulty of going from star
to star. …
However, Michio Kaku, one of the leading theoretical physicists in the world,
says many scientists are too quick to dismiss the idea of other civilizations
visiting Earth. Einstein may have said nothing can go faster than the speed of
light, but he also left a loophole, said Kaku, a professor at the City University of
New York. In Einstein’s theory, space and time is a fabric. Kaku explained: “In
school we learned that a straight line is the shortest distance between two
points. But actually that’s not true. You see, if you fold the sheet of paper and
punch a hole through it, you begin to realize that a wormhole is the shortest
distance between two points.”
A civilization that could harness the power of stars might be able to use that
shortcut through space and time, and perhaps bridge the vast distances of space
to reach Earth, he said.
“The fundamental mistake people make when thinking about extraterrestrial
intelligence is to assume that they’re just like us except a few hundred years
more advanced. I say open your mind, open your consciousness to the possibility
that they are a million years ahead,” he said. Kaku believes that only this type of
civilization ? millions of years more advanced that us and capable of using
wormholes as shortcuts ? could reach Earth and might be one explanation for
UFOs.
“When you look at this handful of [UFO] cases that cannot be easily dismissed,
this is worthy of scientific investigation,” he said. “Maybe there’s nothing there.
However, on that off chance that there is something there, that could literally
change the course of human history. So I say let this investigation begin.” …”.

Personally, I don’t see any quoted Kaku statement that is inconsistent with
generally accepted physics (bearing in mind that a lot of physicists such as Kip
Thorne have written a lot about the physics of wormhole construction, etc).
It also seems to me that Kaku’s statement “… “Maybe there’s nothing there.
However, on that off chance that there is something there, … let this
investigation begin.” …” is consistent with the scientific spirit of observation,
experimentation, and inquiry, and is NOT a gullible Oh-Wow-look-at-the-aliens
type of statement.

Again, my primary question is: If physicists are to be pilloried for merely
appearing on a popular forum about subjects that interest the public, how is the
public to become better educated about physics ?

The primary question having been put, I want to make clear that I have some
substantial disagreements with Kaku about physics, such as his statement on his
web page at http://www.mkaku.org/articles/proposal_uft.shtml where he says “…
The fundamental problem facing physicists is that General Relativity and the

http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/Primetime/story?id=528724&page=1
http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/Primetime/story?id=528724&page=1
http://www.mkaku.org/articles/proposal_uft.shtml
http://www.mkaku.org/articles/proposal_uft.shtml


quantum theory, when combined into a single theory, is not ?renormalizable, ?
i.e. the theory blows up and becomes meaningless. … So far, only superstring
theory can … give us a finite theory which combines these two formalisms. …”.

My disagreement is with Kaku’s statement that only superstring theory can so
combine GR and the SM.

I also note that he is careful to NOT say that superstring theory HAS done such a
thing, only that maybe it can, sort of like maybe the advanced civilizations can
build such wormholes.

It would have been nice if the ABC UFO show had also had somebody like
Thorne to point out how very difficult such a wormhole construction project
might be, but it seems to me that ABC is being as one-sided in its view of UFOs
as some conventional superstringers are in their views of approaches to
theoretical physics.

Tony Smith http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

8. Peter
February 26, 2005

Hi Tony,
The schedule of the show that I saw didn’t make clear they appeared in different
hours, so it was incorrect to say that they appeared “together”, and I’ll change
that.

But I don’t think my comments were fundamentally unfair. Kaku was the one who
decided to appear on ABC and lend his reputation to the pro-UFO side of their
show. “Coast to Coast” is a show often devoted to UFOs and similar topics. It is
not unusual for them to be running interviews with the likes of Bielek. Kaku was
the one who decided to appear on Coast to Coast to discuss UFOs in a positive
light, and I think it is likely that he would have known what the nature of that
day’s show was, and who else was appearing with him on the same day.

9. Tony Smith
February 26, 2005

Peter, you said:
“… Kaku appeared yesterday on the radio show “Coast to Coast” to discuss UFOs
and the ABC special. He appeared together with Al Bielek, who evidently had a
job in California, but regularly traveled by secret underground subway to
Montauk, Long Island to work on the “Montauk Project”. … he [Bielek] traveled
to Mars on several occasions …”.

I think that is a dishonest criticism-by-association of Kaku.

The Cosat-to-Coast website at http://www.coasttocoastam.com/shows/2005/02
/24.html says:
“… Thursday’s first hour guest, theoretical physicist Michio Kaku commented on
the ABC special Peter Jennings Reporting: UFOs which had aired earlier in the

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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evening. …
…
In the middle two hours of the show Al Bielek revisited his claim that he
participated in the Philadelphia Experiment aboard the USS Eldridge in 1943 as
a man named Edward Cameron. … Bielek stated that while at Montauk he
traveled via a wormhole to Mars …”.

It appears clear to me that Kaku appeared in the first hour to discuss the ABC
UFO special, while Bielek appeared on the middle two hours to discuss the
Philadelphia Experiment and Montauk/Mars stuff. Obviously (to me), the first
hour and the middle two hours were quite independent radio shows.

I think that it is highly intellectually dishonest to smear Kaku with guilt-by-
association-with-Bielek, and I am disappointed in your failure to maintain the
otherwise very high level of integrity that I have seen in your blog.

Just for the record, my own personal opinion of Kaku is somewhat mixed.

On the one hand, I agree with drl’s comment to an earlier post (More Science
Fiction, January 02, 2005) in your blog where drl said “… I like Kaku’s field
theory book …”,
and
I also agree with Dolomite’s comment to the same earlier post where Dolomite
said “…The table of contents …[of]… one of Kaku’s graduate level textbooks on
String theory … looked quite impressive, but the body of the book turned out to
be a smorgasborg of equations … with the symbols changed around in a failed
attempt at making the different chapters look consistent, in the process
removing much of the logical connective tissue and adding in typos. …”.

Tony Smith http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

10. Wolfgang
February 26, 2005

Stephen,

the Josephson paper claims that:
“Our mathematical skills are assumed to derive
from a special ?mental vacuum state? [..]”

While this ‘mental vacuum’ state seems to be
important for superstring theory, I would
assume it also describes some of the contributers
to this discussion here pretty well …

11. Quantoken
February 26, 2005

People take UFO seriously not necessarily because there is good evidence UFOs
are associated with aliens, but because such ideas are entertaining. People tend
to believe things that are amusing and entertaining, and tend to reject things

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


that’s boring even though they are true. That’s psychology. The same thing could
explain why string theoretists so believe in their theory religiously, even though
there hasn’t bee any evidence their theory has anything to do with nature.

Just for entertaining, but also seriously, for the UFOs that do sudden motion
changes. It does not necessarily mean their inertial masses have been reduced to
virtually none-exist. More likely they acquire momentum change without
excerting opposite momentum change to the immediate vicinity. That’s why there
is no shock waves.

One possible scenary is they are capable of ejecting strong directional streams of
gravitons. The GR predicted existence of gravitons. If these particles exist then
theoretically they can be controled using certain technology of another
civilization, and be emitted towards certain direction in a controled way.

But then gravitons can be used to break the equivalence principle. How come? A
particle invented by the GR theory comes back and destroy the very principle
that GR is based on? I do not know how to reconcile that inconsistency? If UFOs
exist they do provide evidence of existence of graviton and gravitational wave,
right?

Do gravitons themselves gravitate and observe the equivalence principle? i.e., do
they have equal inertia mass and gravitational mass? Or do they have inertia
mass only?

Quantoken

12. Matti Pitkanen
February 26, 2005

Leaving aside ontological considerations and what to think about people taking
UFOs seriously, one could take UFOs as a source of thought experiment.

Suppose for a moment that UFOs represent a real technology. According to the
reports, UFOs seem to have a very small inertial mass (butterfly like motions
involving sudden accelerations and changes of direction of motion without
producing any shock waves). A technology able to reduce dramatically inertial
mass of a material object would thus exist. What could this tell about
fundamental physics?

A possible answer would be a modification of Equivalence Principle.
Gravitational mass would be absolute value of inertial mass, which can have both
signs.

One of the most obvious implications is an explanation for why gravitational
energy is not conserved in cosmological scales whereas there is no evidence for
the non- conservation of inertial energy. The simplest cosmology would be that
creatable from inertial vacuum by energetic vacuum polarizations creating
regions of positive and negative density of inertial mass. The 4-D universe could
replace itself by a new one quantum jump by quantum jump and the difficult
philosophical problems formulated as questions like “What was the initial state



of the Universe and what were the initial values/densities of conserved quantities
at the moment of big bang?” would disappear. The observations motivating the
anthropic principle would find a natural explanation: the universe has gradually
quantum engineered itself so that the values of these constants are what they
are.

Technological implications would be also interesting. Forming an tightly bound
state of systems with positive and negative inertial mass a large feather light
system could be created. Could UFOs be real and utilize this kind of technology?

Accepting negative energies, one cannot avoid the questions whether negative
energy signals propagate backwards in (geometric) time and whether phase
conjugate light discovered at seventies could be identified as signals of this kind.
Positive answer would have quite interesting technological implications.
Negative energy signals time reflected as positive energy signals from time
mirrors (lasers with population reversal for instance) would allow
communications with geometric past. Our memory might be based on this
mechanism: to recall memories would be to scan the brain of geometric past by
using reflected in time direction (rather than in spatial direction as in seeing in
the ordinary sense). Communications with the civilizations of the geometric
future and past might become possible by a similar mechanism.

Matti Pitkanen

13. stephen
February 26, 2005

Peter Woit,

I do not understand this presentation from what I have read of your work here?

Is there a clear distinction from your position of what you would like to exemplfy
of intelligent people, like Michio Kaku and others to that of string theory?

Allen Hynek was a disbeliever, and headed project bluebook, but eventually
changed his tune. H eis shunned, by those of his peers. Is this what happens
when those of science step outside of the box?

Brian D. Josephson
Department of Physics, University of Cambridge

http://arxiv.org/html/physics/0312012
http://arxiv.org/html/physics/0312012


Ed Witten, TV writer

February 26, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a story in this Sunday’s New York Times television section describing how Ed
Witten pitched a story idea to the people who make the new TV show Numb3rs.
According to one of the show’s executive producers, Cheryl Heuton, “Ed sent our
script back along with an episode idea, which we used, telling us we should do
something about a rogue mathematician who tried to crack Internet security by
solving the Riemann hypothesis.” Witten had received the Numb3rs script to look at
from his brother, the writer Matt Witten.

For more about the Caltech mathematicians who are the main consultants for the TV
show, see this USA Today article.

Comments

1. March 1, 2005

I guess Ed should keep his day job.

2. Alejandro Rivero
February 28, 2005

“a rogue mathematician who tried to crack Internet security by solving the
Riemann hypothesis”.

Plot already used, in the movie “Sneakers”. The mathematician gets killed fast
along the plot. According some web pages, the mathematical advisor contacted
was Len Adleman, “the A in RSA”.

3. Chris Oakley
February 28, 2005

I thought that Matt Damon was an actor. Or is this what “method acting” is about
– totally getting into the part. So if you play Hitler you have to be a crazy
megalomaniac who wants to annex the Sudetenland (not likely to be good for the
Czech tourist industry) & if you play Lord Byron you have to have a “fling” (well,
possibly) with your half-sister – ?

4. February 28, 2005

Solving an undergrad level matrix problem might not seem like much to you, but
this is Matt Damon we’re talking about. A math coach can only do so much.

5. Quantum_Ranger
February 27, 2005

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000140.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000140.html
http://www.murderexpress.net/mattwitten
http://www.murderexpress.net/mattwitten
http://www.math.caltech.edu/USA%20Today.html
http://www.math.caltech.edu/USA%20Today.html


The programme that I recall Ed Witten walking through the countryside, was
Stephen Hawkings “Universe”?..it also shows Smolin walking across stones of a
stream/river?

I met Ed Witten when he was here in Swansea University(the re-located
stringtheory summer school for postgrads 95-96?)..where I first seen the words
Brane and T-Duality. The conference was very intense, most of the Post-Grads
were ‘rebelling’ against the new generalized theory of ‘M-THEORY’ and such.

Ed Witten had a lot of problems with the post-grad students, and a number of
them left the lectures totally bemused. One outcome was the emergence of VSL,
which was put forward by a number of ‘persons’, in the snooker room, over the
snooker table.

I played my part in asking certain questions,(I was Porter at the Uni!), and some
of the postgrads were really interested in some of what I asked regarding of why
the speed of light had to be different if one rewinds Einsteins Field Equations,
one response I recall:The speed of light and its constancy, is one of the most
sacred postulates of science, you dont mess with any constants, if you want to
get anywhere in the future,(context was wrt Academia).

Rogue mathematician I am not:http://groups.msn.com/RelativityandtheMind
/shoebox.msnw?Page=1

6. February 27, 2005

The program with Witten walking through the wilderness and walking on a dry
lake bed was probably a NOVA show on PBS about string theory.

7. Redouan
February 27, 2005

Steve,

>Speaking of Witten and tv does anyone know what program/series >featured
Ed Witten wandering through the countryside…

Well, it’s not exactly that program, but there was another one broadcasted on
Dutch television showing some parts with Witten in Amsterdam during the 1997
summer String Theory seminar. For the most part, however, it’s Michio Kaku in
Manhattan doing the talking. [the program is 24 min. long.]
You can watch it on
http://www.vpro.nl/wetenschap
/index.shtml?3626936+2848322+3855404+5409638

Funny part: Einstein arriving in 1930 in NY surrounded by a horde of reporters.

Reporter: What do you think of Prohibition professor?
Einstein: Ich drinke nicht, also… ist mir dann ganz gleich.

http://groups.msn.com/RelativityandtheMind/shoebox.msnw?Page=1
http://groups.msn.com/RelativityandtheMind/shoebox.msnw?Page=1
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http://www.vpro.nl/wetenschap/index.shtml?3626936+2848322+3855404+5409638
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8. Chris Oakley
February 27, 2005

Re: Good Will Hunting, it looks like someone at Harvard has posted the
blackboard problem. I don’t think that he is saying that one would need to be a
genius to solve it, though.

9. Alejandro Rivero
February 27, 2005

The initial version of Bretch’ Galileo was discussed by the author with the
physicist of Copenhagen.

10. Santo D'Agostino
February 27, 2005

Chris (and anonymous),

Some of Good Will Hunting was shot in Toronto. University of Toronto high-
energy physicist Pat O’Donnell was having lunch one day at a Chinese restaurant
in Toronto’s Chinatown. Pat’s got a full white beard and a thick accent. The
casting person from the movie was having lunch at a nearby table and offered
him a small role in the movie. When the movie people found out his profession,
they also made him a consultant, and Pat was responsible for putting the
mathematics on the blackboards.

I seem to recall Pat saying he consulted with number theorists, but in any case
one shouldn’t rush to blame him if the math didn’t come out realistic without
finding out more about the situation. Hollywood has its own agenda, and being
accurate is not necessarily part of that agenda in most cases. They may have
given Pat certain instructions about what the math should be like, but I don’t
have any information about that.

Santo D’Agostino

11. Stephen
February 27, 2005

Steve

Speaking of Witten and tv does anyone know what program/series featured Ed
Witten wandering through the countryside and sitting by rivers scribbling on a
notepad, and walking across the boulders on some dried-up lake bed?

This is firmly emblazoned within my mind as well. Can’t recall the name of this
program either though.

Because of what it signified, and what I concluded, is that intense mental
dealings with math could stifle the mind from finding anything further, but it was
from these silent walks and divergences from the hectic, that allowed the
breakthroughs to manifest.

http://www.math.harvard.edu/
http://www.math.harvard.edu/
http://www.math.harvard.edu/archive/21b_fall_03/goodwill/
http://www.math.harvard.edu/archive/21b_fall_03/goodwill/
http://www.math.harvard.edu/archive/21b_fall_03/goodwill/
http://www.math.harvard.edu/archive/21b_fall_03/goodwill/


I think this was the point that Witten was showing then. It also open up the idea
that complex mathematics might from perspective, as if in some meditative
stance, takes us closer to finding the language most relevent in innovation, when
such math structures are contemplated.

Invention is no less in the same sequence of events as math might be in
creativeness, that if you leave it, it will come later.

Looking for these areas of further intelligence developement in mathematics,
raise the issue of cognitive functions spoken in previous post.

Why metaphorically, bubbly structures rising to the surface, from unconsious
processes, might be more revealing then first anticipated?

For example it was Ramanujan’s enviromental god processes that spoke to him
about the math , but of his mind was dealing with complex variables in a way
that metaphorically was the sign post of probabilities?

Yet out of the hectic, a system emerged. You just had to be aware of what the
mind was capable of producing and how it would do that.

Ramanujan was no different then you and I and the envirnoment that we deal,
with could manifest creative possibilties, as math would in comparison. Why
Susskind’s light switch turned on, with those loops called strings?

Perspective views of other systems could awaken more comlex structures, as
seems to be the way of math structures continung to build on itself , when these
minds become involved and contemplate.

regards

12. February 27, 2005

I noticed that too Chris. You would at least think they could get a consultant
mathematician and get it looking right. I guess they figure it is good enough to
fool the layperson majority in the audience. At least this Numbers series has
consulants, which I think is important. You see this all the time though in old sci
fi films. In one old film I saw once there is a “scientist” talking away and on a
black board behind him is chalked F=Gm1m2/r^{2} and nothing else! Why?! I
guess it was meant to show that he was a “scientist”. I did see the movie
“Supernova” on dvd recently. Not a great sci-fi movie but not bad. In once scene
the ship’s computer does a stunning mathematical analysis of an alien weapon,
that was dug up on an ice moon in orbit around a giant start about to explode.
The weapon contains “9-dimensional matter”–I guess it must be superstring.
Freezing the scene on the dvd remote the equations look pretty good. At least
they put some thought into it. I also need to get a life:). Incidently the guy
exposed to the superstring weapon becomes a deranged superhuman psychotic
who proceeds to murder all the crew. So string theorists might enjoy the movie:)

13. Chris Oakley
February 27, 2005



Re: the USA Today article, Ramakrishnan is right on target about Good Will
Hunting, the tale of a janitor at an Ivy League university who writes solutions to
cutting edge mathematical research problems on white boards in between
mopping floors. IIRC (I only saw the film once, on a noisy aeroplane) the
“solutions”, insofar as they were comprehensible at all, were just first-year-
undergrad matrix calculations which, scarily enough, had actual numbers in
them – something a true mathematician would shun at all cost.

14. Steve
February 27, 2005

I guess they are a very talented family. How many Witten brothers are there
anyway? There is a Monty Python sketch–“the Golden Age of Ballooning” where
they discuss “Barry Zeppelin” the “least talented of the Zeppelin brothers” so I
am wondering if there is a “Barry Witten” somewhere:)who has been completely
overshadowed by his brothers. It does happen. Speaking of Witten and tv does
anyone know what program/series featured Ed Witten wandering through the
countryside and sitting by rivers scribbling on a notepad, and walking across the
boulders on some dried-up lake bed? I remember seeing this in the 90s on some
science series…I really liked that scene though. It was the most memorable. In
fact the only part I actually remember.

15. Lubo? Motl
February 26, 2005

Maybe Juan has proved the Riemann hypothesis, and Ed has shown how to use it
to compromise the internet security…



Wick Rotation

February 28, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a quite interesting discussion going on about Wick rotation over at Lubos
Motl’s weblog.

In flat space-time, the situation is well-understood: if your Hamiltonian has good
positivity properties you can analytically continue to imaginary values of time, and
when you do this you end up with “Euclidean” path integrals, which actually make
sense, unlike QFT path integrals expressed on Minkowski space, which don’t. You can
see the problem even in free field theory: the propagator is given by an integral that
goes through two poles, so is ill-defined. The correct way to define it to get causal
propagation for a theory with positive energies is to go above one pole, below the
other, which is equivalent to “Wick rotating” the integration contour 90 degrees to lie
on the imaginary time axis.

In a curved space time, things are much trickier. And in a path integral approach to
quantum gravity it is very tricky. Do you integrate over all metrics with Lorentz
signature (ignoring the fact that the path integral doesn’t really make sense for a
single one), or do you integrate over Euclidean signature metrics (Euclidean Quantum
Gravity)? There are arguments against either choice, not to mention the non-
renormalizability problems that both may have. For some of the arguments, see the
debate in Lubos’s comment section, which gives some idea of how confused the state
of this question is. Another good reference is the article by Gary Gibbons in the
Hawking 60th birthday celebration volume. It doesn’t seem to be on-line, but his talk
at the workshop is.

I’ve always thought this whole confusion is an important clue that there is something
about the relation of QFT and geometry that we don’t understand. Things are even
more confusing than just worrying about Minkowski vs. Euclidean metrics. To define
spinors, we need not just a metric, but a spin connection. In Minkowski space this is a
connection on a Spin(3,1)=SL(2,C) bundle, in Euclidean space on a
Spin(4)=SU(2)xSU(2) bundle, and these are quite different things, with associated
spinor fields with quite different properties. So the whole “Wick Rotation” question is
very confusing even in flat space-time when one is dealing with spinors.

Over the years I’ve tried to sell the outrageous idea that one should define QFT in
Euclidean space time, with one of the two SU(2)s in Spin(4) being Spin(3), the spatial
rotations, the other being the SU(2) of the electroweak gauge group. I’ve never been
able to get anyone to take this seriously, partly because I’ve never come up with a
well-defined way of writing down path integrals which implement this idea.

Comments

1. Quantum_Ranger

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/02/wick-rotation.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/02/wick-rotation.html
http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/stephen60/workshop.html
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March 3, 2005

Is there any chance of ‘Peter’, actually giving a glimpse of :Nucl Phys. B
paper?..a direct link would be useful.

2. March 3, 2005

Fixing the causal structure of spacetime will not work. A simple thought
experiment will show this. A universe with no black holes initially which forms a
black hole as a clump of matter collapses has a very different causal structure
from a universe where no black hole ever forms. But this is the crucial point;
whether or not some matter collapses to form a black hole depends upon the
dynamics of matter and gravity. Clearly, this means making the causal structure
independent of the dynamics will lead to a contradiction.

3. Anonymous
March 3, 2005

Dear Lubos,

I must say that I find your posts, always, very entertaining. But, please,
remember that you are no longer in your home satellite. In the US, the terms of
discourse are somewhat different. Your commissar-like behaviour of trying to
shout down critics with insults and denunciations will not work. You merely
appear ridiculous. You may keep your stalinist committments (if you must), but
you need to change your methods (hint: learn from Distler). I think there is a
book called “Getting power in the US while keeping your stalinist committments
intact”; will let you know the Amazon link.

Peter: I don’t think Distler is “better” because of english. He just understands
the subtle power-politics here much better than Lubos, who is still trying out his
stalinist vilifications techniques.

4. March 3, 2005

Incidentally, \int dx e^{ikx}=2 \pi \delta(k).

Therefore, we have a clear example of a case where Wick rotation doesn’t hold.

5. March 3, 2005

formally, we can still perform calculations with unbounded path integrals. Let me
give you an example of what I mean.

\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx e^{kx} looks divergent and not well-defined, but let’s
pretend its value is f(k), which is of course infinite. Then, f'(k)=\int dx x e^{kx}.
Ignore for a moment the fact that this integral diverges badly and pretend that
integration by parts works. Then, f'(k)=-\int dx 1/k e^{kx}=-f(k)/k. Solving this
differential equation, we obtain f(k)=f(1)/k. But recall f(k) is infinite. So, we
normalize everything by dividing infinity by infinity to get a finite value.



\int dx e^{kx}/\int dx e^{x}=1/k

I know this is vulgar speech which wouldn’t be appropriate in the polite company
of mathematicians, but we’re all physicists, right? You won’t get offended. Peter
may be a “mathematician”, but when it comes to physics, he has the mindset of a
physicist.

6. March 2, 2005

Is it possible to add higher order terms to the Einstein-Hilbert action so that the
Euclidean action is bounded from below?

7. D R Lunsford
March 2, 2005

Lubos,

The thing that makes invariant integrals is sqrt(det(g)), not -det g whatever that
is. So the issue is, do I take sqrt(det(-g)) as do the relativists, or, as demanded by
tensor analysis, sqrt(det(g)) ipse, which, if g has 1, 3, 5.. – signs, imaginary (and
branched)?

-drl

8. March 2, 2005

Lubos, how can we have both signature changing metrics AND a global gauge
fixing where -|g| = 1 everywhere?

9. March 2, 2005

Rest assured, Lubos will never have to distort his text to look less smart.

10. Frank
March 2, 2005

On the Topic of Lorentzian vs Euclidean, I’m reminded on stuff by Renate Loll in
2 Dimensions a while back:
a couple of slides: http://cgpg.gravity.psu.edu/online/Html/Seminars/Spring1999
/Loll/Slides/s01.html

Insisting on causal paths in the path integral the theory can be defined in the
continuum limit and differs from what you get in Euclidean theory.
Something analogue to the Wick rotation is still going on in that an imaginary
cosmological constant is required to ensure the existence of the continuum limit.

More recently numerical investigations suggest that a smooth 4D (Hausdorff
Dimension) macroscopic geometry emerges from these causal path integrals.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156

11. Lubos Motl

http://cgpg.gravity.psu.edu/online/Html/Seminars/Spring1999/Loll/Slides/s01.html
http://cgpg.gravity.psu.edu/online/Html/Seminars/Spring1999/Loll/Slides/s01.html
http://cgpg.gravity.psu.edu/online/Html/Seminars/Spring1999/Loll/Slides/s01.html
http://cgpg.gravity.psu.edu/online/Html/Seminars/Spring1999/Loll/Slides/s01.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156


March 2, 2005

Dear “”, diffeomorphisms don’t change the value of the action which is exactly
the reason why the modes induced by diffeomorphisms are pure gauge. Locally,
one can always choose a gauge where (-det g)=+1.

Sometimes I wonder, “”, that “” is really Jacques Distler who just distorts his text
a bit to look less smart, by a few orders of magnitude, so that there is an
“independent” debater who supports his viewpoints. 

12. Peter
March 2, 2005

I think it would be best if people discuss Lubos’s mistakes on his blog, mine on
this one….

13. March 2, 2005

Dear Lubos, what you say sounds as an error that would prevent a first-year grad
student of general relativity from passing her exam.

Of course that your confusion about diffeomorphisms and the conformal factor
shows a complete lack of understanding of general relativity.

That’s not so hard to see. Diffeomorphisms would not change the value of the
action.

One can’t be confused about elementary general relativity theory if she wants to
seriously work in quantum gravity. 

By your own admission, Distler’s objections are perfectly valid. So now, you’re
completely unable to describe what the mistake in Distler’s reasoning was
supposed to be, are you?

14. D R Lunsford
March 2, 2005

Well that joke went over like a plaster of paris bagel…

-drl

15. Lubos Motl
March 2, 2005

Peter, you can always learn new things here. For example, Dr. Lunsford now
teaches you that the determinant of the metric tensor (i.e. the product of -1 times
1 times 1 times 1) equals “i”. Enjoy your learning! 

16. D R Lunsford
March 2, 2005

Um, -det g = -i 



Funny, this is also the y5 issue.

-drl

17. March 2, 2005

In response to Lubos:

The gravitational action is arbitrarily large if the conformal factor varies fast
enough.
You thought this behavior can be “gauged away” because one can “always set
(-det g) = 1.

Is this explanation good enough for you?
If not I suggest you read the available literature.

18. Lubos Motl
March 2, 2005

Dear “”, it was not subtle, except that you’re completely unable to describe what
the mistake was supposed to be, are you? 

19. March 2, 2005

In response to Lubos Motl:

I did not write (-det g) = 1 and your mistake was not subtle at all.

20. D R Lunsford
March 2, 2005

Peter,

Yes, something “funny” is going on and it amounts to using the wrong “i” in the
context of spinors, which need spacetime algebraic invariants. In a
representation of the Dirac algebra in which y5 is diagonal (Weyl rep) the
spacetime “I” (-iy5) reduces (almost) to the usual “i”. This issue comes up again
and again and leads me to believe the “via regia” to geometry in the context of
field theory is y5.

Here are references to the papers I mentioned before:

D. Finkelstein, J.M. Jauch, S. Schiminovich and D. Speiser, Foundations of
quaternion quantum mechanics, Journal of Mathematical Physics 3, 207 (1962)

D. Finkelstein, J.M. Jauch, S. Schiminovich and D. Speiser, Some physical
consequences of general Q-covariance, Helvetica Physica Acta 35, 328-329
(1962)

D. Finkelstein, J.M. Jauch, S. Schiminovich and D. Speiser, Principle of general
Q-covariance, Journal of Mathematical Physics 4, 788-796 (1963)



D. Finkelstein, J.M. Jauch, S. Schiminovich and D. Speiser, Quaternionic
representations of compact groups, Journal of Mathematical Physics 4, 136-140
(1963)

You’ll find, essentially, WSG electroweak theory, long before gauge theory was
cool.

-drl

21. Lubos Motl
March 2, 2005

Who are the others you learn from, Peter?

The anonymous guy below who believes that one can’t set (-det g)=1 by gauge
transformations (diffeomorphisms)?

Of course that you can always find a simple coordinate redefinition such that
(-det g) is whatever function or constant you want.

I retracted a statement that all problems related to (-det g) are pure gauge
problems (it’s a very subtle question), and an anonymous reader immediately
celebrates that I retracted something, even though she or he misunderstands
what exactly was retracted.

22. Peter
March 2, 2005

Actually one ot the best aspects for me of this weblog is that I often learn new
things from people who write in with comments. Sometimes even from Lubos….

23. March 2, 2005

It is not such a big deal as long as you can admit them quickly WITHOUT
insulting everybody.

24. March 2, 2005

If Lubos celebrates the fact that Peter stumbled a bit in this case, then I would
like to point out that he made a much worse blunder 2 days ago on his
Wick rotation thread.
He was of the opinion that the conformal factor in higher-dimensional gravity
can be set to 1 by gauge transformation.
People make mistakes. It is not such a big deal as long as you can admit them
quickly with insulting everybody.

25. Peter
March 2, 2005

Unlike some people I’m not claiming to have a wonderful theory here. All I’m
pointing out is that there seems to me to be something funny going on when you
try and think about Wick-rotating spinors. The standard point of view is that this



is a purely technical problem, but I suspect it might be a clue to something much
more interesting and mentioned some reasons for thinking this. There are others
in my 1988 paper. But this is a vague idea about where to look for a new theory,
not a new theory, and I haven’t claimed otherwise.

26. March 2, 2005

Theatre critics should never act. It’s an important rule. Probably best to just
keep knocking everyone else’s work Peter. Much easier.

27. March 2, 2005

The kinematics doesn’t seem to work. It may work for fermions; the left handed
ones are also the ones charged under electroweak SU(2), while the right handed
ones are uncharged. The photon, however, transforms under both SU(2)s of the
Lorentz group, while it is uncharged under the electroweak symmetry. This
might already invalidate your proposed identification.

28. Peter
March 1, 2005

Hmm, it’s too late at night for me to straighten this out but I think you’re right I
was saying something incorrect. But all I was trying to say was
SO(4)/SO(3)=S^3, which as a manifold can be identified with SU(2), although
you’re right it doesn’t get its group law from the SO(4) one.

I got into this mixup by trying to oversimplify things by just counting degrees of
freedom. A more accurate way of saying what is in my 1988 paper is that I look
at the twistor space of orthogonal complex structures over a 4d Riemannian
manifold, and try and identify the electroweak U(2) as the subgroup of SO(4) at
each point in twistor space that commutes with the complex structure.

I haven’t thought about this much in a while and don’t have time to try and write
out more details, especially not here where it is hard to write math. If people
want more details now, they should take a look at the paper.

29. March 1, 2005

But the set of elements of the form (q_1,q_1^{-1}) doesn’t form a group! SU(2)
isn’t Abelian. And we know the electroweak SU(2) forms a gauge group. And if
you wish to identify the electroweak SU(2) with torsion, since you’re not
identifying it with gravitation, that can’t work. The electroweak coupling has the
form \bar{\psi} A_\mu \gamma^\mu \psi, not \bar{\psi} \Gamma_{\mu\nu}
\sigma^{\mu\nu} \psi. It’s a vector (well, V-A) coupling, not a tensor coupling.

30. Peter
March 1, 2005

Here’s one way of thinking about what I meant:

Pick an identification of R^4=H (H is the quaternions). Then elements of SO(4)



are given by pairs (q_1,q_2) of unit quaternions, and they act on an element q of
H=R^4 by

q goes to q_1qq_2^{-1}

Note that SU(2)=group of unit quaternions, SO(4)=SU(2)xSU(2) modulo a Z_2,
since (q_1,q_2) and (-q_1,-q_2) give the same action. Spin(4)=SU(2)xSU(2), but if
you only act on vectors you just see SO(4).

With the standard choice of identification q=x_0+x_1i+x_2j+x_3k, the diagonal
subgroup of elements of the form (q_1,q_1) leaves x_0 invariant, acts as SO(3) on
the other 3 variables. By “anti-diagonal” SU(2) I was thinking of elements of the
form (q_1,q_1^{-1}).

31. March 1, 2005

My apologies, that’s only true for Spin(n) for even n. “Inversions” act trivially
upon Spin(n).

32. March 1, 2005

Sorry, I accidentally hit the Post button.

SU(2) × SU(2) has infinitely many diagonal subgroups, one for each
automorphism of SU(2). Basically, if f is an automorphism of SU(2), the subgroup
of elements ( g,f(g) ) forms a diagonal subgroup. The outer automorphism group
of SU(2) is the two element group Z2, i.e. correspoding to a “reflection”. This,
I’m pretty sure is what Peter meant by the anti-diagonal subgroup.

33. March 1, 2005

SU(2) × SU(2) has infinitely many diagonal subgroups, one for each
automorphism of SU(2). Basically, if f is an automorphism of SU(2), the subgroup
of elements ( g,f(g) ) forms a diagonal subgroup. The outer automorphism group
of SU(2) is the two element group Z2

34. Lubos Motl
March 1, 2005

Dear Peter,

your comment about the trademark Lubos Motl (R) is very illuminating and
entertaining. Nevertheless you may want to focus on the essence which is the
SU(2) x SU(2) group in this particular case. Once you see that there are only two
truly inequivalent ways how to embed SU(2) into SO(4) and only one of them has
another SU(2) left, you may decide whether you want to follow my advise or the
advise of the other straw man.

Good luck
Lubos

35. Alejandro Rivero



March 1, 2005

A glimpse of the role of the electroweak group:

a_\mu=
{m_\mu \over m_Z}+ {m_e \over m_W}+
\frac12 {m_\mu^2-m_e m_\tau \over m_W^2}=.001165825

The conventional perturbative calculation (without hadronic corrections) of
muonic (g-2)/2 gives .0011658487, about a 0.003% respect to the value given by
the above empirical formula.

36. Peter
March 1, 2005

Hi Lubos,

I can’t imagine why someone here was referring to the “trademark Lubos Motl
mixture of straw man arguments, willful misreading, and insults”….

37. Lubos Motl
March 1, 2005

Dear Peter, what you say sounds as an error that would prevent a first-year
undergrad student of linear algebra from passing her exam.

Of course that your things would violate the Coleman-Mandula theorem. But
more easily, there is nothing such as “anti-diagonal” SU(2). You can divide the
SU(2) x SU(2) generators to the diagonal ones, and the rest. The diagonal ones
form a closed algebra, but the anti-diagonal don’t.

That’s not so hard to see. These are generated by J14, J24, J34, and the
commutators of those are again in the diagonal algebra generated by J23, J31,
J12.

One can’t be confused about elementary SU(2) group theory if she wants to
seriously unify interactions. 

38. Peter
March 1, 2005

Coleman-Mandula says you can’t find a larger symmetry group that includes
both Poincare and internal symmetries, mixing them in a non-trivial way. I’m not
trying to do that.

39. Thomas Larsson
March 1, 2005

Peter,

If you try to unify spatial rotations with electroweak SU(2) without SUSY, don’t
you run into trouble with the Coleman-Mandula theorem?



Nobody seems to have mentioned AJL’s simulations, which distinguish between
Lorentzian and Euclidean spacetimes in a different way. Thay insist on strict
causality everywhere, which means that topology change is ruled out. They work
with Wick-rotated Lorentzian spacetime, which is thus different from Euclidean
spacetime with topology change allowed.

I like their results for several reasons. The obvious one is that they get a smooth
4D manifold rather than a crumpled mess, in agreement with observation.
Another feature is that if you couple the Ising model to Lorentzian gravity, as in
hep-th/9904012, the critical exponents remain at their Onsager values, unlike
Ising coupled to Euclidean gravity. This is good, because the one thing we do
know that quantum gravity is that it is unimportant compared to
electromagnetism; the Ising model is a condensed-matter model, and as such it is
a rough model of electromagnetism. Moreover, claims that AJL violate unitarity
are, AFAIU, false.

40. Peter
March 1, 2005

When you decompose Spin(4) as SU(2)xSU(2), you’re making a choice of how to
do it. Standard thing is to identify R^4 with 2×2 complex matrices, identifying
the time-direction as the unit matrix. Then the diagonal action leaves this
invariant, but rotates the space directions. From this point of view I’m hoping to
identify the anti-diagonal SU(2) with the weak SU(2). The details of this are in
my old Nucl Phys. B paper.

41. Lubos Motl
March 1, 2005

Dear Fyodor,

your criticism is of course completely valid. On the other hand, mixing up one of
the SU(2)s with the diagonal SU(2) looks like an innocent idea compared to
Peter’s main proposal that the other part of the Euclideanized Lorentz symmetry
is actually the SU(2) electroweak symmetry. 

With such Woitian proposals, anything goes.

Incidentally, in loop quantum gravity there is also a confusion about the self-dual
vs. spatial SU(2) within SO(4). Originally the SU(2) gauge group of loop quantum
gravity was derived as the self-dual SU(2), i.e. one of the factors, but eventually
it’s only kinematics that works, and therefore you’re equally justified to say that
the SU(2) used in the spin network constructions is actually just the spatial
rotational group.

All the best
Lubos

42. Fyodor Uckoff
March 1, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9904012
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9904012
http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=sv&lr=&threadm=cqcfhq%245f1%242-100000%40skeeter.ucdavis.edu&prev=/groups%3Fdq%3D%26num%3D25%26hl%3Dsv%26lr%3D%26group%3Dsci.physics.strings%26start%3D25
http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=sv&lr=&threadm=cqcfhq%245f1%242-100000%40skeeter.ucdavis.edu&prev=/groups%3Fdq%3D%26num%3D25%26hl%3Dsv%26lr%3D%26group%3Dsci.physics.strings%26start%3D25


The subgroup of Spin(4) corresponding to rotations is the *diagonal* SU(2), is it
not? So I’m not real sure what you mean by

one of the two SU(2)s in Spin(4) being Spin(3), the spatial rotations

43. Peter
March 1, 2005

For a biography of Gian-Carlo Wick:

http://books.nap.edu/books/0309066441/html/333.html

Sorry Lubos, it just can’t be helped that you’re more entertaining than Wick
Rotation.

44. Lubos Motl
March 1, 2005

That’s pretty interesting. Peter’s article would suggest that the people would
discuss the Wick rotation, but on this blog it’s not such an interesting topic. So
the participants discuss the first interesting topic related to the Wick rotation
that happens to be Lubos Motl. 

Does someone know who Wick was or is?

45. Peter
March 1, 2005

Hi Robert,

The way in which Witten’s N=2 twisted supersymmetry trick works to turn a
QFT that is relatively close to the Standard Model into a TQFT, by mixing the
internal and space-time SU(2) has always fascinated me. I suspect it’s related to
the idea I mentioned, but don’t understand how. My general feeling about
supersymmetry is that we don’t understand its geometrical significance very
well. If we did, we’d see that it was some “twisted” version of it, like Witten’s
TQFT, that was what is really interesting. Unfortunately I don’t see how to use
this specific TQFT to get what I’m looking for, maybe someone else will. Or
maybe it requires some slightly different, but still unknown, construction.

46. Arun
March 1, 2005

If Lubos is the topic, then, in my opinion, he is best when he expounds on physics
that he understands well; he is lucid and is a pleasure to read.

-Arun

47. Matti Pitkanen
March 1, 2005

A comment about possible connection of electroweak gauge group with

http://books.nap.edu/books/0309066441/html/333.html
http://books.nap.edu/books/0309066441/html/333.html


Minkowski space that Peter is pondering. I hide the real background and just
represent some observations, which I find intriguing.

a) If you construct stringy vertex operators in Minkowski space by the standard
construction you have 2 transversal polarization degrees of freedom having
interpretation in terms of a Kac-Moody algebra associated with some 2-D Cartan
algebra. It extends by the standard vertex operator construction to SU(3) Kac
Moody algebra. As if color group were somehow inherent to 4-D Minkowski
space.

In fact, G_2 having same Cartan algebra is the maximal extension, but I have not
managed to find whether the construction extends to the generators of G_2
representing its short roots (Olive et al argues that this is the case but do not
give the construction in their 1984 article).

b) On the other hand, when you divide SU(3) by U(2) you get CP(2) having U(2)
as holonomy group and couplings are just those of electroweak gauge group
(once you couple spinors to Kahler potential to get a proper spinor structure, this
was done already by Hawking and Pope). Isometry group is of course SU(3) and
CP_2 spinor connection codes for standard model symmetries.

These observations lead you to ask what do you get if you construct SU(3)/U(2)
coset theory. U(2) Kac-Moody would act precisely like electroweak gauge group
in this theory. Is this theory analog of an electroweak gauge theory with
symmetry broken down to U(2) and constructed using solely strings in M^4? Or
could one somehow generalize the theory to get also color multiplets? In any
case, spin (transverse polarizations) and “color”, “ew” qnumbers, and spin are
very intimately related in this picture.

Matti Pitkanen

48. DMS
March 1, 2005

Peter,
I am sure I am completely wrong here, but is the idea (of the two SU(2)s in
Spin(4)) proposed similar to “twisting” used by Witten to derive the new
invariants for 4-manifolds based on his Seiberg-Witten on N=2 SUSY?

PS1: Yes, the contribution to your earliest posts by two senior physicists are
amusing reading 

PS2: Although a recipient of a few LM insults myself, I actually feel he is being
misunderstood and needs help. But in the hyper-aggressive/macho string
community, such talk is likely verboten. I do hope some senior guys (whose
opinion he respects) have the decency and humanity to help him out of whatever
is bothering him (the example of the mathematicians’ help to Nash comes to
mind).

Often, when LM talks about QFT or strings (and not busy insulting people) he
can be quite lucid (if too verbose, at times). And he does take time to answer



some basic questions on physics from people, something you don’t see from
similarly capable physicists (ok string theorists :)).

49. Robert
March 1, 2005

This interpretation of the the left handed part of the euclidean Lorentz group
sounds a bit like a topological twist: There (in the D=4 version) you start with a
N=2 theory that has a SU(2) R-symmetry and swap the roles of SU(2)_left with
SU(2)_R. By this trick, one of the supercharges becomes a scalar and can be
used as a BRST operator. The upshot being that the BPS-states become elements
of the BRST-cohomology and thus physical states. Is there a relation (given your
background in TFT)?

50. Matti Pitkanen
February 28, 2005

Lubos Motle gave a nice summary about Wick rotation. An approach inspired by
the conviction that the difficulties of path integral approach reflect deeper
problems of principle is discussed in the mini article which I titled “How to put
end to the suffering caused by path integrals?” at http://matpitka.blogspot.com/ .

51. Peter
February 28, 2005

I saw that too, and suppose he is tired of Lubos’s rants and the nonsense they
generate. Funny that he should have more trouble with Lubos than me. I guess
it’s because I don’t engage in political commentary here, so Lubos and I have
only one topic to disagree about.

52. February 28, 2005

just read on preposterous universe that sean banned lubos from his weblog. is he
serious?

53. Peter
February 28, 2005

The main thing that is weird about this idea is that you don’t have the full
Lorentz symmetry. You have in some sense picked a time direction, which
determines an SU(2)=Spin(3) subgroup of Spin(4), which will be the spatial
rotations, which are not spontaneously broken. The weak SU(2) acts non-trivially
on this choice of time direction, which behaves somewhat like a Higgs field,
perhaps spontaneously breaking the weak SU(2). (But still, I haven’t written
down dynamics that does this).

54. February 28, 2005

One obvious problem would seem to be that the electroweak gauge symmetry is
spontaneously broken, while Lorentz symmetry is not. How would you get
around this?

http://matpitka.blogspot.com/
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/


55. Peter
February 28, 2005

Gravitons aren’t quanta of the spin connection. With the standard Lagrangian,
the field equation for the spin connection determines it in terms of the vierbeins.
It’s the vierbein fields, or equivalently the metric, whose quanta are the
gravitons.

I wrote a paper about this “Euclideanized boosts=weak SU(2)” idea many years
ago

Nucl. Phys. B303, pg. 329, 1988

but I certainly know a lot more now than I did then, and should write an updated
version someday.
For one thing that paper wasn’t even written in the context of QFT, just of a
single-particle model.

56. February 28, 2005

If one of the Wick rotated SU(2)’s happens to be the electroweak SU(2), this
would explain why only left handed fermions interact with the weak interaction,
but but wouldn’t it also mean the W and Z bosons are gravitons?

57. D R Lunsford
February 28, 2005

I’ve never seen any evidence that LM has a clue about anything at all.

-drl

58. D R Lunsford
February 28, 2005

Peter – well said again, I agree in detail that the real problem in physics is the
relation of QFT to actual geometry.

Have a look Finkelstein/Jauch, “Quaternion Quantum Mechnics”, which may be
related to what you are “selling”.

-drl

59. Peter
February 28, 2005

Distler is no slouch himself when it comes to “straw man arguments, willful
misreading, and insults”, although he is capable of more subtle insults than
Lubos since English is his native language. Check out his contributions to some
of the early postings of this weblog.

Pretty funny to see him and Lubos in action. Do you think it’s statistically
significant that the two most prominent string theorists with weblogs are both



incredibly arrogant and incapable of admitting that anyone who disagrees with
them might have a point?

60. Fabio
February 28, 2005

That LM discussion is pretty interesting, especially the part where Jacques
Distler tries to make a point, runs up against the trademark Lubos Motl mixture
of straw man arguments, willful misreading, and insults, then ultimately decides
it’s not worth the bother.

61. Alejandro Rivero
February 28, 2005

Wow! Welcome to marginality, Peter!



2004 TopCites

March 3, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The SPIRES database is used each year to produce a list of the most frequently cited
papers in particle physics. This year’s list has appeared, although the usual annual
discussion of the list from Michael Peskin still hasn’t yet. The trends I commented on
last year in the 2003 list are even more pronounced this year.

The top ten most highly-cited papers in particle physics are now dominated by
experimental results in astrophysics and cosmology with five papers in this category.
Particle theory is represented by three large extra dimension papers from 1998 and
1999, and a single string theory paper, Maldacena’s 1997 article on AdS/CFT. The
Maldacena paper is now the fourth most highly cited particle physics paper of all
time, surpassed only by citations of the Review of Particle Properties, Weinberg’s
1967 paper, and the 1973 Kobayashi-Maskawa paper.

Even more so than last year, this data shows that particle theory and string theory
flat-lined around 1999, with a historically unprecedented lack of much in the way of
new ideas ever since. Among the top 50 papers, the only particle theory ones written
since 1999 are a paper about pentaquarks by Jaffe and Wilczek from 2003 at number
20, the KKLT flux vacua paper at number 29 and a 2002 paper on pp waves at number
32.

How many more years of this will it take before leaders of the particle theory
community are willing to publicly admit that there’s a problem and start a diiscussion
about what can be done about it?

For some other interesting statistical data gathered from this database, check out the
SPIRES playground.

One relatively recent idea that probably hasn’t fully shown up yet in the yearly
citation counts is Witten’s late 2003 idea about relating gauge theory and the
topological string in twistor space. While the idea of working in twistor space has lead
to a lot new results about gauge theory amplitudes, Witten’s original hope of relating
gauge theory and string theory seems to be in trouble.

Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
March 8, 2005

Everyone would like to know what can be done about it. Of course, the right
thing what to do about it is to discover new revolutionary ideas.
Do you know how to do it?

What about diff anomalies in 4D? At it should be new, since Weinberg (chapter

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/
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22) claims (correctly, within his axioms) that no such things exist.

But diffeomorphisms generate a gauge symmetry, and you have repeatedly
stated that the right approach to gauge anomalies is ignorance. Just tell me one
thing, though. How can you know that there is something special about the
bosonic string in 26D if you don’t know about conformal (gauge) anomalies? Or,
why is it ok to be ignorant about the quantum reps of the constraint algebra of
GR, but not about the reps of the Virasoro algebra? After all, both GR and the
bosonic string are constrained Hamiltonian systens.

2. Lubos Motl
March 7, 2005

I agree with Peter’s statistics.

As far as I know, everyone knows – and admits – that the high-energy theoretical
physics is in a quiet period.

Everyone would like to know what can be done about it. Of course, the right
thing what to do about it is to discover new revolutionary ideas.

Do you know how to do it? Let me just warn you in advance that the Dirac
operator is not a revolutionary idea anymore. 

3. Geoffrey Haselhurst
March 7, 2005

Hello,
I saw reference to a webpage of mine on Cosmology.
I think in your discussion of a career in Physics and the censorship inherent in
the system, that the Internet is now changing all the rules for the evolution of
cultural knowledge.
Plus there is a very simple sensible language for describing reality. I can’t
imagine this being ignored for that long. So I think physics will blossom in next
20 years, along with philosophy.
Thoughts?
Geoff Haselhurst
http://www.spaceandmotion.com/contact-email.htm

4. Peter
March 4, 2005

I’m deleting the last few comments responding to Pedro about grad school and
where particle physics is going since this discussion is getting both off-topic and
there are some people who just can’t stop themselves from being hostile and
obnoxious, others who find it hard to ignore them.

His question is a difficult and legitimate one. If people have some useful, non-
hostile, advice about what the current situation means for people thinking about
grad school in theoretical physics, go ahead and comment. But stop it with the
obnoxious off-topic abuse.

http://www.spaceandmotion.com/contact-email.htm
http://www.spaceandmotion.com/contact-email.htm


5. quantoken
March 4, 2005

Petro:

You are going to have a miserable life with little achieved, if you want to get into
the field of theoretical physics research. As the state it is it is unlikely going any
where until something is changed. You can not afford to waste your life on a
pursuit that every indications show it’s not going any where within your limited
lifespan.

Please read this:

http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2004/12/dont-become-scientist.html

And read this:

http://wuphys.wustl.edu/~katz/scientist.html

And this, too, to open your mind a bit:

http://www.suppressedscience.net

And this, to see what exile scientists are like:

http://www.spaceandmotion.com/Cosmology-Big-Bang-Theory.htm

It is completely possible to make a much easier and more comfortable living
on something more connected to reality, while at the same time pursuit some
interests in fundamental physics research, with total freedom of mind, like I do.
Einstein was a very young (26) amateur “crackpotist” who barely graduated from
college, and would be unable to publish anything on today’s ARXIV, when he
made some of the greatest discovery in human history, within a period of just one
year. Relatively, his professional career in his second half of lifetime achieved
virtually nothing. See my blog:
http://quantoken.blogspot.com

Quantoken

6. Alan
March 4, 2005

I know that Peter W. is a stickler for keeping these discussion threads to the
topic at hand (in this case, citation counts and whether they’re a valid measure
of the intellectual vitality of ideas), although in this case he appears to have let
the thread veer off in some other directions.

For Pedro, who inquired about directions to take in graduate training, I would
highly recommend the “Academic and Career Guidance” board at
http://physicsforums.com . A direct link to the academic board is:

http://physicsforums.com/forumdisplay.php?f=139

http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2004/12/dont-become-scientist.html
http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2004/12/dont-become-scientist.html
http://wuphys.wustl.edu/~katz/scientist.html
http://wuphys.wustl.edu/~katz/scientist.html
http://www.suppressedscience.net/
http://www.suppressedscience.net/
http://www.spaceandmotion.com/Cosmology-Big-Bang-Theory.htm
http://www.spaceandmotion.com/Cosmology-Big-Bang-Theory.htm
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/
http://physicsforums.com/
http://physicsforums.com/
http://physicsforums.com/forumdisplay.php?f=139
http://physicsforums.com/forumdisplay.php?f=139


In particular, there was an interesting recent thread comparing different
graduate schools:

http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=65634

7. Wolfgang
March 4, 2005

Pedro,

as Peter has pointed out on his blog several times before,
there are many interesting questions open in physics apart from quantum gravity
or string theory.
If I were young, I would focus on those areas.

8. pedro
March 4, 2005

That is quite true – and by no means am I looking for a conciliation between
competing approaches just for the sake of it. Rather, given the absence of
significant empirical evidence towards either string theory or its ‘main’
competing theories and the fact these theories are, at the moment, incredibly
open-ended; while at the same time, given the attractive ‘transempirical’
results/content of such theories, what are presently, if any, mathematically
consistent and ‘physically sound’ alternatives to them (which could, perhaps,
incorporate appealing elements of both fronts)? Or better, assuming there *is* a
problem with current particle theory, *what* would be its tentative solutions?
(either way, I grant you these are probably incredibly naive questions)

9. Wolfgang
March 4, 2005

Obviously I meant “view points” not “few points”

10. Wolfgang
March 4, 2005

Pedro,

I am afraid physics is not so much about “conciliate” different few points and
rather about
finding and weeding out wrong assumptions and hypothesis.
The main tool to eliminate wrong ideas (experimental evidence) unfortuantely
does not work so well due to the high energy scale at which quantum gravity
becomes important. But this could change overnight if somebody discovers
evidence in favor of one idea or the other.
I am afraid that there are no “safe bets” one way or another and I am afraid
there is no good advice for you in this situation other than to work on ideas
which may also apply to areas where empirical evidence is available …

11. Pedro

http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=65634
http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=65634


March 4, 2005

Hi,
I guess this is going to bring the tone of the current discussion down a bit; but
since the ongoing argument seems to touch on something that has been
bothering me for a while, thought of posting my concerns here.
I’m a physics undergraduate student, hopefully soon to embark on graduate
studies, and, given the apparent polarisation of the ‘unified theory’ theoretical
physics research into string theory and quantum gravity, I have to say I’m quite
torn between which direction to follow.
Now, from my current quite limited perspective, it seems that both ‘areas’ are
generally problematic: while a lot of the quantum gravity approaches (I’m
thinking, slightly more specifically, of the ‘causal’ approaches) seem to provide a
nice ‘intuitive’ picture/potential unification of QG and GR, say, they are still quite
far (but I could be immensely wrong here!) from properly tackling the behaviour
of particles and their interactions (I have the impression a lot of research is done
on the structure of ’empty’ space-time only); string theory, on the other hand,
while growing out of theoretical particle physics research and despite all its
mathematical ‘triumphs’, not only paints a very odd picture of the universe, but
is also a long way from connecting to current ‘experimental’ particle physics – is
that the case? If so, is there any current research projects attempting to perhaps
conciliate this polarisation?
Lastly, assuming your conclusion from the 2004 TopCites is correct, and there
really is a big problem with current particle theory/string theory, what are the
viable alternatives, or one candidate for an alternative be? (and this is a genuine
question – I don’t mean to sound agressive).

12. Peter
March 4, 2005

Hi Wolfgang,

I agree with you that work on topological strings is the most interesting thing
going on these days in string theory. Problem is, this is a case where people who
say that string theory is “math, not physics” are right. There’s a lot of interesting
mathematical work going on in this area, and if SPIRES also included pure math
papers, maybe Vafa’s papers would get bumped up into the top 50.

I do disagree with you about 1990 though. At that time Witten’s Chern-Simons
theory and TQFT stuff had just come out, things which I think are far more
interesting both for math and for physics than the topological string ideas of
recent years. Of course topological strings have their origin in precisely this
work of Witten’s.

13. March 4, 2005

Regarding citations of the Weinberg’s ’67 paper, physicists did not know then if
spontaneously broken YM theories were consistent or renormalizable; it was a
‘conjecture/belief’. Soon after ‘t Hooft (and Veltman)’s brilliant work on
renormalizability of YM theories was understood (circa ’71/’72), the citations on



the Weinberg paper naturally picked up.

14. March 4, 2005

“The NSF and DOE should stop giving grants to people who intend to pursue a
dead idea that doesn’t work.”

Funding system works by innovating over ideas we known. The risk about calling
for a “stop” is that there is no guarantee of getting funds for new ideas; just an
increase of funds for the other old competing ideas.

An interesting system could be that each university had the right to claim a
percentage tax on each group “justified research” funds in order to fund
“unjustified research” of every tenured professors, without restriction. That
should be a return to academic freedom and perhaps a way to get new ideas into
the game.

15. wl
March 4, 2005

>
If either you or Matthew have a better objective measure for the number of new
ideas coming out of particle theory that many people think are interesting
enough to work on during a given period, let’s hear it. I think the one I have
given is pretty meaningful, and agrees with the perceptions of most working
theorists.
>

Well I do not agree. For example, the things that happen in topological strings
right now are in my opinion totally fascinating and meaningful. And more so than
eg 5 years ago – there has been lots of substantial progress in this field, in
contrast to what you seem to convey.

That these papers do not collect as many citations as others, like those on flux
compactifications, is quite irrelevant. For example, it reflects how many people
are working in the field, how many are able to follow the subject and make
contributions, how difficult it is to write papers in this given field.

These are all sociological factors and there are others, eg it is also matter of
taste what people find interesting/promising/rewarding. So one cannot draw
general conclusions such as yours, namely that string theory would be declining,
from such crude data. On the contrary, I find it an especially interesting time,
definitely much more interesting than eg around 1990. I remember having heard
similar statements at the time, and indeed physics was pretty boring then in
comparison to today.

16. DMS
March 4, 2005

“Well, Michael, …”



Oops, that was Mathew, not Michael. Sorry.

Well, I do not have a problem with phenomenological attempts, like the Little
Higgs models, that can be tested/falsified. It is amazing how many models can be
discarded from precision measurements, which is a good thing.

This is very different from “superstring phenomenology”, the TOE approach.
Supposedly, a “unique” string theory leads to so many possibilities that it is not
at all predictive. In what way is it more predictive than an arbitrary QFT, when it
comes to being testable experimentally? The “bottom-up” approach is more
meaningful when it comes to phenomenology, IMO.

But I think there is no compelling reason to believe any of these models are
correct (unlike say GIM which predicted existence of charm and even a rough
estimate of its mass based on Gaillard-Lee (?)’s famous calculation).

17. Peter
March 4, 2005

Hi Wolfgang and Matthew,

I often say things on this weblog that I know relatively few people in the field
agree with me about, but I’m finding it strange that you object to this posting,
because I don’t think the point I am making is controversial at all among working
particle theorists. Without exception, everyone in the field I’ve discussed this
with privately in recent years, string theorist or non-string theorist, feels that the
last few years has been a period of unusually few interesting new ideas. It’s true
that I mostly talk to more mathematically-minded theorists, perhaps more
phenomenologically-minded ones don’t so much feel this way.

For Matthew:

I guess you’ve only been working in this area for a few years, so I don’t think you
have first-hand experience about what the particle theory research environment
was like 10,15,20,25 years ago and how different things were then. I encourage
you to ask your more senior colleagues how they see the activity of the last five
years as compared with earlier periods in their careers, especially consulting any
string theorists you may know.

I also looked at the 94-96 topcite data, found 3 theory papers in the top 10, (4 in
the top 11), and 12 in the top 50 (I think you missed Hull and Townsend, one
Isgur-Wise, and a parton model paper). I think that it is undeniable that

1. 0 is less than 3 (number of papers in top 10)

2. 3 is less than 12 (number of papers in top 50)

and that these differences are statistically significant.

I’m not going to waste my time anymore today trying to get you to distinguish
the difference between the way you’re using the word “prediction” and the way



most scientists in the world understand it.

Wolfgang,

The list I linked to orders papers by how often they were cited during 2004. For
a paper to be in the top 50, it would have to have been cited by 155 or more
papers written during 2004. None of Vafa’s papers satisfy that criterion.

If either you or Matthew have a better objective measure for the number of new
ideas coming out of particle theory that many people think are interesting
enough to work on during a given period, let’s hear it. I think the one I have
given is pretty meaningful, and agrees with the perceptions of most working
theorists.

18. DMS
March 4, 2005

Well, Michael, Peter has answered the “predictive” aspect of the brane models
better than I could have. I suppose it depends what the meaning of the word
“prediction” is; I am old-fashioned in that regard.

Aaron, Thanks for your comments and pointing out the Strassler-Klebanov paper.

On the Little Higgs models, (according to hep-ph/0502066), the initial hope that
such models (at the least the popular ones) have less fine-tuning than the MSSM
(already needing fine-tuning at 2% level) from precision electroweak constraints,
may not be valid.

19. Matthew
March 4, 2005

Hi Peter,

I don’t doubt you can find papers about brane models containing the word
“prediction”, but I do doubt you can find an actual prediction in any of them.

The paper I cited has acutal predictions in it.

None of these models is capable of making a real prediction that could falsify the
brane world idea. For one thing, the energy scale of these things is completely
undetermined (other than that it better be big enough so that you wouldn’t
already have seen something).

Well, I think technically this is true. But from a model building perspective, it’s
not. You construct a model to solve certain problems. If the energy scale is too
low, then it’s already rule out. If it’s too high, then you no longer solve the
problem you set out to solve.

What a legitimate “superstring phenomenology” should do is tell us what the size



and properties of the brane will be.

Well, that would be nice, but since the string theorists haven’t delivered said
predictions yet us “mere mortals” build models.

The papers you quote are more along the same lines. They say something like: if
we choose a Little Higgs Model with properties A, B, C, it has a particle X whose
mass we know nothing about other than that it better not be too large (and we
don’t really know exactly what too large means).

Not quite. They say if I build a model with these parameter/this structure then it
predicts X. Now of course you can change the parameters, but that’s true of
*any* model. Some models allow more flexibility on this point than others.

As you note, it is very hard to figure out how to distinguish such a model from
anything else.

So we should not build models at all? Look, part of the problem of distinguishing
models is because the LHC is a messy hadron collider. Since we can’t change
that, we make do as best we can.

Does any Little Higgs model actually predict the mass of anything?

Sure, pick the parameters, and the model is predictive. Not unlike the standard
model. The second little higgs paper I linked has a plot of the new spectrum, for
a certian choice.

I wasn’t saying that there are fewer particle theory papers these days than ten
years ago, I was saying there are many fewer that people think are worth citing.
This indicates there are virtually no new (good) ideas coming out of the field.

And this is where I disagree. You’re linking citations with “new ideas” is wrong.
Nobody cited Weinberg’s 67 paper for several (5?) years. Yet it was a good idea.

Look at the SPIRES topcites list of ten years ago, and you’ll see lots of recent
theoretical papers,

Okay, I did. The 94-96 top 50 list has 9 theory papers published from 1990 on.
Two (Amaldi, Langacker) have do do with LEP, two (Isgur, Georgi) with heavy
quark effective theory and one (Lepage and Mackenzie) with lattice field theory.
Of the other four, two are Seiberg and Witten, one is Witten by himself, and one
is Polchinski. Safe to say, this is not a hive of new ideas of what’s just beyond the
standard model.

20. wl
March 4, 2005



What’s the logic of that spires list ? I know many famous papers
which have hundreds of citations, in particular have more citations than certain
papers which do appear in the list and which even are more recent. Eg do in
Spires
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=find+a+vafa&
FORMAT=wwwcitesummary&SEQUENCE=
however not a single paper of Cumrun’s appears in the list you cite.

I don’t see how any conclusion, esp on an alledged “flatness” of how string
theory evolves, can be drawn from this.

21. Quantoken
March 4, 2005

Peter,

Thanks for providing the URL to the paper you wrote several years ago. It is
because of honest people like you, rare nowadays but still exist in the science
research community, who are brave enough to speak out the truth, that the
public can still maintain SOME confidence in science.

No need to pay attention to Michael, who as DRL put it best, is just “pissing in
the wind”. Some of his comments are worse than vulgarity. Shame for him that
his “It just doesn’t suit you well” comment kind of tried to intimidate you to shut
up and mind your own business and stop criticize string theory, or else. It’s not
the kind of language an educated person will utter.

You comment of cutting funding is right on the spot! One has got to understand
scientific researches are funded by tax moneys from the general public, and
therefore it should serve the interests of the wellbeing of the public only. How
much longer should the public continue to allow their tax money to be wasted on
such totally fruitless pursuit?

Cut the damn funding now! String theoretists certainly are totally free to
continue their fruitless pursuits, but on their own money, not the public’s money.
Or, like Lee Smolin did, go talk to some rich guy and convince him that your
theory makes sense to him, so he can fund you.

Frankly I think the LHC project now is just a waste of money. Since no one is
willing to make any definite prediction beforehand. And you are all waiting for
the machine to start running, and then you can outfit your theory with whatever
comes out of it. So at the end of day your theory will still be un-falsifiable but still
useless and unable to make predictions. What is the use of experiments if it can
not help falsify some of the theories and confirm some others?

Quantoken

22. Aaron
March 3, 2005

To Peter — If they don’t find SUSY at the LHC, a lot of people will give up on

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=find+a+vafa&FORMAT=wwwcitesummary&SEQUENCE=
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=find+a+vafa&FORMAT=wwwcitesummary&SEQUENCE=
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=find+a+vafa&FORMAT=wwwcitesummary&SEQUENCE=
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=find+a+vafa&FORMAT=wwwcitesummary&SEQUENCE=


weak scale SUSY definitely. Not because of fine tuning, but because if it’s not
there to stabilize the weak scale or to unify the couplings or provide a dark
matter candidate, there’s not much reason for it to be down there at all. High
scale SUSY is what it is, but it’s not particularly of experimental import.

To JC — The MSSM is actually a very pretty exercise. The reason people got
excited about it wasn’t because it was some slavish following of stringy fashion.
It stabilized the weak scale, it provided a natural mechanism for electroweak
susy breaking and it seemed to unify the couplings. There were good reasons to
call it the best candidate for an extension to the standard model (other than
neutrino masses). The problems really come when you break the supersymmetry.
It’s the effective lagrangian for the broken susy that has the 109 or whatever
parameters that people always refer to when denigrating susy. But those aren’t
free parameters; they just depend on an undetermined model for breaking the
supersymmetry. That’s where things start to get ugly.

Split supersymmetry is pretty straightforward, at the cost of some major fine
tuning (which Nima and co would like to attribute to some anthropic hand
waviness). You just break susy at some high scale. Thus, most of the SUSY
partners are very massive, resolving all the difficulties with FCNCs, proton decay
and the like. Then, you have the gluinos be at the weak scale. Since they’re
chiral, this is technically natural (but not plain old natural). They give you some
nice dark matter candidates and unify the couplings. Assuming I got all the
details right, at least.

To Tom — you can have nonconformal stuff in AdS/CFT (oxymoronic, I know.) The
most famous example of this is the Klebanov-Strassler solution, hep-th/0007191.

23. TripleIntegral
March 3, 2005

In re: the post’s comments on leadership from the top particle theorist
community, it seems to me that in his public statments Witten has at least
recently been fairly honest about hopes for string [whatever] theory and its
accomplishments and prospects. Others less so. For example, Susskind seems to
be his own type of legacy-enhancing pathology. The small fry need someone’s
skirts to hide behind and crumbs to lick off the floor. Thus has it always been.

24. JC
March 3, 2005

Split SUSY and some of the SUSY models beyond MSSM, sure seem like the
equivalent of “Rube Goldberg” machines in the particle phenomenology world.

25. Tom Larsson
March 3, 2005

AdS/CFT is interesting because it holds out some hope of producing strng theory
duals to 4d QFTs you care about, like QCD.

My point was that dS/non-C QFT would be a lot more interesting duality, since it



might have something to do with the real world. AFAIK, QCD is not conformal,
although classical chromodynamics is.

PS. When I said that Nair was a string theorist, I might have confused him with
Narain.

PPS. This is my first night with broadband. My oldest daugther has just reached
the Internet chat age, and the telephone bills started to become scary.

26. Peter
March 3, 2005

What’s the gluino mass bound? Is it within the reach of the LHC?

If the LHC really could rule out split supersymmetry, as well as regular
supersymmetry since the fine-tuning required is implausible, will people really
give up on supersymmetry for good?

27. Aaron
March 3, 2005

Split supersymmetry was born out of anthropic nonsense, but by itself, it’s just a
fine-tuned model that has some straightforward signatures. Split supersymmetry
has most of the fermionic partners to avoid issues with FCNCs, proton decay and
the like. It has the gluinos (IIRC) light, however, so as to give coupling constant
unification. You either see that or you don’t. If you don’t, split supersymmetry’s
wrong. Simple as that.

28. Peter
March 3, 2005

Isn’t split supersymmetry even less predictive than standard ideas about
supersymmetry? Supersymmetry was supposed to eliminate the need to fine-tune
the Higgs mass, which meant that superpartners couldn’t be too massive.

In split supersymmetry, you decide to throw out the main motivation for
supersymmetry and trust in God or the anthropic principle to explain why the
Higgs is so light. The only thing you’re left with is the (not quite accurate…)
coupling constant unification. Perhaps if you want to keep this you get some
constraint on how heavy your fermionic superpartners can be, but this is a long
way from a definite prediction of anything.

29. Aaron
March 3, 2005

Split supersymmetry, at least, is a predictive fine-tuned model. If they turn on
LHC and don’t see what it predicts, it’s dead. Coupling unification is a
assumption of the model, and thus you need some lightish fermions to achieve it.

30. Peter
March 3, 2005



Hi Matthew,

First of all, just saw your response to DMS. I don’t doubt you can find papers
about brane models containing the word “prediction”, but I do doubt you can
find an actual prediction in any of them. None of these models is capable of
making a real prediction that could falsify the brane world idea. For one thing,
the energy scale of these things is completely undetermined (other than that it
better be big enough so that you wouldn’t already have seen something). Saying
that “if there’s a brane with this size and these properties I predict the LHC will
see X” completely begs the question. What a legitimate “superstring
phenomenology” should do is tell us what the size and properties of the brane
will be.

And by the way, I (and I suspect many other people here) do read hep-ph.

The papers you quote are more along the same lines. They say something like: if
we choose a Little Higgs Model with properties A, B, C, it has a particle X whose
mass we know nothing about other than that it better not be too large (and we
don’t really know exactly what too large means). The problem with this is that
you can get an extremely wide range of different things by changing A,B,C and
choosing all the undetermined parameters and masses. As you note, it is very
hard to figure out how to distinguish such a model from anything else. I said
none of these classes of models give a “definite picture” of what will happen at
the LHC and I stick by that. By a definite picture, I mean something like actually
predicting the mass of a particle. Does any Little Higgs model actually predict
the mass of anything?

I wasn’t saying that there are fewer particle theory papers these days than ten
years ago, I was saying there are many fewer that people think are worth citing.
This indicates there are virtually no new (good) ideas coming out of the field. I
don’t think it is at all helpful to try and deny this in face of strong evidence. Look
at the SPIRES topcites list of ten years ago, and you’ll see lots of recent
theoretical papers, few of which have anything to do with LEP data. The
difference then was that people were still regularly coming up with new ideas
about string theory that other people thought were promising enough to work on
and to cite. This has stopped happening.

31. rob
March 3, 2005

There is one factor that has been overlooked. Spires has recently added the
astro-ph to it’s collection of papers. It is not surprising that all those astronomy
papers cause cosmology papers to have a higher number of citations than they
had in the past.

32. Matthew
March 3, 2005

DMS

Do you (or anybody else here) actually read hep-ph?



I know enough about the superstring “phenomenology” (like the wonderful brane
“models”) to know that they are not useful for particle pheonomenology and
definitely not predictive.

The very first paper returned on a hep-ph abstract search for “collider brane” is
hep-ph/0502031,

“In the context of an universal extra-dimensional scenario, we consider
production of the first Kaluza-Klein electron positron pair in an $e^+e^-$
collider as a case-study for the future International Linear Collider. The Kaluza-
Klein electron decays into a nearly degenerate Kaluza-Klein photon and a
standard electron, the former carrying away missing energy. The Kaluza-Klein
electron and photon states are heavy with their masses around the inverse
radius of compactification, and their splitting is controlled by radiative
corrections originating from bulk and brane-localised interactions. We look for
the signal event $e^+e^- +$ large missing energy for $\sqrt s = 1$ TeV and
observe that with a few hundred fb$^{-1}$ luminosity the signal will be hard to
miss since standard model backgrounds remain well within control. We also
comment on how this signal can be distinguished from similar events from
supersymmetry.”

My simple search pulled down 78 hits, with some more work I’d bet you can find
over hundred papers on the predictions of various brane models.

33. Matthew
March 3, 2005

Hi Peter,

If you look at the SPIRES topcites data from ten years ago, you can see that
things were very different than now

Yes, things were very different, LEP was new and taking data. There was
experimental data to work with. I’m not arguing that the number of theory
papers isn’t down, just that this represents a problem. I’m much more inclined to
think that this will be par for the course in the era where there is one experiment
at the cutting edge at any one time.

It’s not a problem though, when the LHC turns on, balence will be restored 

Also, one has to couple in the massive amount of cosmology growth in the past
ten years. That’s a whole new set of papers that impact HEP citiations in a new
way.

The new ideas you mention, like split supersymmetry, aren’t getting a lot of
citations because they aren’t very promising.

There no more or less promising than any other new idea. That’s the point.



They don’t really explain any known experimental result

Sure they do. Most of them explain why the Higgs mass is not at the planck
scale. Others attempt to explain the ferimon mass hierarchy. Now you might not
think that the explanations given are good or sensible, but that’s a different
arguement.

or give definite predictions about what future accelerators will see

Sure they do. Some of the people here are engaged in making these predictions.
Indeed, it’s an active field of research trying to figure out what one should look
for in order to distinguish different models, many predict very similar signals at
the LHC.

If one of these ideas actually gave a definite picture of what will happen at the
LHC, it would attract a huge amount of attention and number of citations.

Again, this is simply untrue. Any model builder worth his or her salt will give a
picture of what will happen at the LHC (the level of detail depends on the model
builder). For example hep-ph/0402037,

“We discuss possible searches for the new particles predicted by Little Higgs
Models at the LHC. By using a simulation of the ATLAS detector, we demonstrate
how the predicted quark, gauge bosons and additional Higgs bosons can be
found and estimate the mass range over which their properties can be
constrained.”

or, to highlight some colleagues, hep-ph/0411264,

“We begin the study of the LHC phenomenology of the littlest Higgs model with
T-parity. We find that the model offers an interesting collider signature that has a
generic missing energy signal which could “fake” SUSY at the LHC.”

Work like this appears for all sorts of models, the collider phenomenology of the
MSSM, for example, is worked out in massive amounts of detail.

I think phenomenologists are in a very tough spot and will be for at least the next
few years, through no fault of their own. I don’t think there is much that can be
done about this until there’s new experimental data.

My own observations are different. Phenomenology has been getting more active
over the last few years. The difference between when I started as a grad student,
and now, is clear. There are more new ideas, and more people exploring them.

34. Peter
March 3, 2005



Hi Thomas,

AdS/CFT is interesting because it holds out some hope of producing strng theory
duals to 4d QFTs you care about, like QCD. So, if you’re a bit optimistic, it may
help you solve QCD. But it has really nothing at all of any use to say about the
idea of an 10/11 d string/M theory TOE.

35. Thomas Larsson
March 3, 2005

Anyway, your case it not convincing. String theory has evolved in phases, often
referred to as “string revolutions”. I’m not sure if Maldacena’s ADS/CFT qualifies
as a revolution, but I perceived it as one.

I find the enormous interest in AdS/CFT somewhat curious, since I thought that
both AdS (negative cosmological constant) and CFT (absense of massive
particles) were ruled out experimentally. And in order to establish the connection
between these experimentally falsified ideas, you probably need SUSY, which
itself has a lot of problems with observation (or lack thereof). But perhaps I’m
just old-fashioned to believe that physics has anything to do with nature…

36. DMS
March 3, 2005

Michael,

Although I do not understand D’Hoker-Phong’s brilliant achievements, I know
enough about the superstring “phenomenology” (like the wonderful brane
“models”) to know that they are not useful for particle pheonomenology and
definitely not predictive.

It may be sufficient for you what the “experts” say/think, it is not sufficient for
me.

37. Peter
March 3, 2005

Hi Michael,

I’ve exchanged e-mail with Witten about this, so know exactly what his
circumstantial evidence is, and think it is extremely weak. I have an incredible
amount of respect for Witten, both for his talents and for his accomplishments.
By far the best argument for string theory is that he believes it, but I happen to
think he’s wrong about this. What’s superstitious is to just accept what someone
says without evaluating the evidence for yourself.

What you quote Maldacena as saying was actually said by Seiberg. I don’t think
joking about how arrogant you are is really “self-criticism”. Far too many string
theorists are incredibly arrogant, and while some of them would admit this I
don’t notice any of them thinking there is anything wrong with it.



38. Peter
March 3, 2005

Hi Matthew,

First of all, I think there’s a straightforward objective issue here: when was the
last year in which, if you put together a list of the 50 most heavily cited particle
theory papers, only a couple would date from the last five years? I’m pretty sure
you would have to go back to around 1945, when WWII interrupted research for
about 5 years. I don’t know much about what things were like in the earlier part
of the century, but I suspect you might have to go back to the 19th century to
find another year in which this happened. If you look at the SPIRES topcites data
from ten years ago, you can see that things were very different than now, and if
anyone knows of a source of similar data from earlier periods I’d be interested to
hear about it. Particle theory is in a new situation, quite unlike any other one of
the modern period, and people should be thinking about what this means.

The new ideas you mention, like split supersymmetry, aren’t getting a lot of
citations because they aren’t very promising. They don’t really explain any
known experimental result, or give definite predictions about what future
accelerators will see. If one of these ideas actually gave a definite picture of what
will happen at the LHC, it would attract a huge amount of attention and number
of citations.

As I mentioned in a previous comment, I think phenomenologists are in a very
tough spot and will be for at least the next few years, through no fault of their
own. I don’t think there is much that can be done about this until there’s new
experimental data. Whatever overhyping of ideas that is going on amongst
phenomenologists is relatively harmless.

String theory is a very different story….

39. Michael
March 3, 2005

Hi Peter,

what you say sounds reasonable under the assumption that string theory is not
worth pursuing. This assumption is what’s in question, and I submit to you that it
may not be for you to decide. The big figures in string theory have a lot better
grip on this than you do. If you listen to them, they are very reasonable and
smart people who do not rush to any conclusion — like you do.

Witten for example states that it’s his personal opinion that there is circumstatial
evidence that string theory is on the right track. How could you possibly argue
with this without being superstitious? Let me tell you: you can’t.

Maldacena says that string theorists are arrogant enough that whatever comes
up in their research, they will call it string theory.

So you can see that these people show a measured amount of self-critcism. At the



same time they are the ones who do prove that string theory *is* worth pursuing,
even if we can’t be sure at this point what it’s relation to nature is.

You have absolutely nothing to add to this. Can you be honest enough to admit
it?

Your claims of intimidation and such are unsubstantiated and wrong. You have no
evidence and you just make up such things because you know that in the
absence of such claims your authority in this matter drops to it’s true value,
namely zero.

Do you find it attractive to sit in one boat with crackpots like quantoken (see
quantoken.blogspot.com, if you have the stomach for it)? You have learned a
number of serious things in math and you can make your little contribution to
this field. Why waste it and bark with the crackpots instead?

Best, Michael

PS: DMS, you know enough string theory to arrive at a conclusion that is
completely inconsistent with that of the experts in the field? Who are you
kidding?

40. D R Lunsford
March 3, 2005

Michael – I’ve read your betters, and what you say is just a lot of pissing in the
wind. I’m sure it suits the postmodern intellectual Narcissus in you, but you
aren’t fooling anyone.

-drl

41. DMS
March 3, 2005

Michael,

I know enough physics to know string theory is highly over-hyped. All papers on
“string phenomenology” are total, pure, unadulterated garbage. The people
practising it know little about precision electroweak physics. It has made *zero*
predictions: no, consistency with anything is not a wonderful thing.

Of course, some of the mathematical work is very valuable, but that is a very
small portion.

It also does not help when people practising string theory start bullying and
throwing insults at people who point out the obvious.

So far, the paying public has a pretty high regard and respect for physics and
physicists. But it will not take much (a couple of “landscape” books?) before they
catch on to the gimmicks, and unfairly lump theoretical physics with some other
fields, like climate science.



42. D R Lunsford
March 3, 2005

It was clear since “An Evaluation” that what you are doing is rather heroic, and it
is just great to have someone with the balls to tell the truth on the planet.

-drl

43. Peter
March 3, 2005

Hi Michael,

I’d be much happier not to be spending my time doing this, but the problem is
that no one else is. A lot of people are out there hyping the glories of string
theory, but virtually no one who understands the theory has been willing to
publicly criticize what is going on. Several people who agree with me have told
me they won’t do this because they fear retribution: string theorists are on the
panels deciding whether they get a grant and whether their students get jobs.
There’s a really ugly atmosphere of intimidation going on here, including nasty
personal attacks from people like you, Motl, Distler, and others on anyone who
dares to criticize the string theory hype.

The people who should be doing something about what is going on, tenured
people at major research institutions, for one reason or another aren’t doing it.
When they start, I’ll shut up.

44. Peter
March 3, 2005

Hi Kyle,

I’ve addressed this in various places, including the first public thing I wrote on
the subject four years ago:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0102051

Here’s a summary of what I think needs to be done:

1. Publicly admit the problem. As long as leaders of the field go around giving
talks and writing books about how well things are going, no one is going to be
willing to change anything.

2. Publicly admit that the idea of string theory as a TOE is a failure and needs to
be buried. More phenomenologically motivated approaches to particle theory are
in trouble because of the lack of new data, and unless the Tevatron or someone
else comes up with something unexpected, this situation will last until 2008,
when maybe the LHC will change things. But more mathematically driven “top-
down” research still has a chance of getting somewhere. Some radical new ideas
are needed, but as long as it is extremely difficult to get a job doing
mathematically oriented stuff unless you are doing string theory, hardly anyone

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0102051
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0102051


is going to be working on this.

3. The NSF and DOE should stop giving grants to people who intend to pursue a
dead idea that doesn’t work. Once the community admits the problem, the NSF
and DOE could play a role in promoting funding of proposals to try something
new and different, discouraging funding of proposals to do the same old thing. As
long as it is very hard to get a grant or a job working on mathematically
sophisticated approaches to particle theory unless you are doing string theory,
nothing is going to change.

What has been going on for far too long is that bright young people who come
into the field end up spending years of their lives mastering the intricacies of
string theory. They end up not knowing enough to do anything ambitious that
isn’t string theory, and the reward system is such that even if they wanted to try
they would soon be without a job. People have to think about how to change this
reward structure. It’s not going to change until the underlying problem is
acknowledged.

45. Matthew
March 3, 2005

My comment got a little long, so I posted a short response on my blog. In short,
Peter, you’re wrong  Number of citations does not correlate with number of
new ideas. Particle theory is acutally pretty active these days.

46. Michael
March 3, 2005

Hi Peter,

Sorry if I offended you too much. I didn’t mean to be what you called me.

Anyway, your case it not convincing. String theory has evolved in phases, often
referred to as “string revolutions”. I’m not sure if Maldacena’s ADS/CFT qualifies
as a revolution, but I perceived it as one. Understanding gauge theory using
gravity and vice versa is extremely exciting if you keep in mind that gauge
theories are proven to describe nature and gravity is what we need to
understand better.

Are you worried about no more such major steps forward in the last 6 years? I
doubt it. For one, your critisism has been around for several years, so you didn’t
wait until nothing terrific had happened in 6 years. Also the time period between
the string revolutions in the past was typically longer than that. The next may be
just around the corner, and what are you going to say when it comes?

Peter, you are more outspoken about string theory than people like Ed Witten
and Juan Maldacena. It just doesn’t suit you well. It is not humble and it is not
honest on your part. You could earn a lot more respect by doing a good job at
Columbia in the position you hold, talking about the things you do understand.
Do you crave attention and publicity so much, even if it’s negative one?

http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/


Best,
Michael

47. Peter
March 3, 2005

Hi Michael,

I just presented some definitive evidence that string theory is intellectually dead.
Instead of addressing this evidence all you can do is attack me personally. This is
just pathetic.

Guess what? I’m not going to “knock it off”, no matter how many assholes like
you I have to deal with.

48. Alejandro Rivero
March 3, 2005

I like to see Randall-Sundrum work (and Nima’s, and Antoniadis 1990 &c.) there
in the top. It was clearly a provocative idea already back five years ago, and
thinking pentadimensional is a funny thing, even if it is to go back to our beloved
3+1 dimensions Or 3+1+0 for a Connesian as I am.

It is funny that while the WMAP (what about the old presunt fractal behaviours,
now?) replaces neutrinos in the top ten, the more quiet oscillation research has
brough back a couple works of the past, Cabibbo 1963 and Maki, Nakagawa,
Sakata 1962.

49. Michael
March 3, 2005

I know why string theory is in trouble! It’s because string theorists haven’t paid
enough attention to the Woitian off-diagonal SU(2) embedding. Ignoring this
crucial concept dooms any project in theoretical physics.

Knock it off, Peter, will you?! Your criticism is lame and repetitive.

I understand you must have dreamt of becoming a brilliant theorist until you
found out that you are not capable of that. I know it hurts, but bitching about
other people’s work for the rest of your life won’t help it.

Best wishes,
Michael

50. Kyle
March 3, 2005

(sorry, I was refering to the scentence that ends “admit that there’s a problem
and start a diiscussion about what can be done about it?” in my comment below)

51. Kyle
March 3, 2005

http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/simple.pdf
http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/simple.pdf
http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/simple.pdf
http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/simple.pdf


If you’ve posted your opinion on what the solution is before Peter, could you link
it? If you haven’t, or your opinion has changed, any chance you could lay out a
reasonably concrete plan concerning it?

Thanks for your time,

Kyle



RSVP

March 4, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I recently mentioned that funding for the RSVP experiment is being reevaluated.
More details about this are available in a recent issue of Science magazine.

The Rare Symmetry Violating Processes (RSVP) project is a proposed experiment at
Brookhaven that would have two components. One, “MECO” would search for
neutrinoless conversion of a muon to an electron, observation of which would indicate
new physics beyond the standard model. The other component, “KOPIO”, would try
and measure the decay rate for neutral kaons to a pion, neutrino and anti-neutrino, a
CP violating decay whose rate is predicted by the standard model.

Last fall the NSF had allocated money to start building the experiment, which was
projected to cost $158 million. The idea was to use the AGS accelerator at
Brookhaven, which in recent years has mainly been used as an injector for the heavy-
ion collider RHIC. It seems though that revamping the AGS for use by RSVP may cost
a lot more than people had originally thought, pushing the cost of RSVP up to as
much as $300 million. The potential cost of RSVP is being reviewed, and HEPAP has
been asked to evaluate the results that RSVP may be able to achieve at different
levels of funding. According to Michael Turner, head of mathematical and physical
sciences at the NSF, “We will reevaluate scientific value, its cost, and then make a
decision.”

Comments

1. Arun
March 6, 2005

Chris,
Finding something precise experimentally beyond the Standard Model will
wonderfully focus theorists’ minds, IMO, and will liberate some of them from the
thralls of string theory. We would have a precise term in the effective Lagrangian
that has to be accounted for by theory.
-Arun

2. Chris Oakley
March 5, 2005

Sorry to comment “on topic”, but it is a general principle that if you want a
precise answer you have to ask a precise question.

Precise question, example 1: is there such a thing as luminiferous ether?

Precise question, example 2: is there a narrow resonance in e+e- scattering at
3.1 GeV?

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000155.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000155.html
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/307/5712/1022
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/307/5712/1022
http://www.bnl.gov/rsvp/
http://www.bnl.gov/rsvp/


And so on. Vague searching around for unexpected things does not fit this
particular bill and is probably a reason to be pessimistic about the RSVP project.
After all, the universe of possible unexpected things to look for is huge and it
does seem slightly pointless to pick on two particular things forbidden by the
standard model when no-one actually has a theory that could be brought into
play if SM-violating events are found.

What is more, with theory in its current state, I see no prospect of theorists
being able to deliver any predictive, realistic alternatives to the SM.

3. Peter
March 5, 2005

Hi Lubos,

Just wondering, are all the connections to my weblog from strings.*.*.edu and
famoustheorist.physics.harvard.edu coming from stupid readers or very stupid
readers?

I also recommend that people in search of high-level intellectual discussion
about Feynman check out Lubos’s website. Just please keep that discussion over
there amongst the much smarter readership.

4. Lubo? Motl
March 5, 2005

Feynman did not like string theory, so I suppose that both types of readers of this
anti-string-theoretical blog – the stupid readers as well as the very stupid
readers – will enjoy an article about Feynman here.

5. Lubos Motl
March 4, 2005

I personally don’t know what we would do if we knew that mu can decay to
e+gamma with some rate etc. We would know there is physics beyond the SM
(which we know anyway), but what exactly it is would remain highly ambiguous.

KOPIO would probably just confirm the Standard Model.

But there are other people who may find this project very important, so let’s not
overestimate the importance of particular personal comments.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/03/richard-feynman.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/03/richard-feynman.html


Higgs Search at the Tevatron

March 5, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Tommaso Dorigo of the CDF collaboration at the Tevatron has just posted (with
commentary), the slides for his talk at Moriond later this month about the status of
the search for the Higgs at the Tevatron. The bottom line is that with the data they
have already analyzed they are still quite a ways from being able to see the Higgs,
but, if its mass is just above the lower limit set by LEP2, they should be able to see it
by two years from now. With quite optimistic assumptions about the performance of
the Tevatron, by the end of 2009 they should be able to see the Higgs if its mass is
less than 180 Gev. He ends by saying that at “95% confidence level” he thinks the
Tevatron will be able to end up seeing a Higgs up to 135 Gev mass, and if its mass is
just above the LEP2 limit at 115 Gev, they should have 3 sigma evidence for its
existence.

By 2009, the LHC should be producing data and putting the Tevatron out of the Higgs
discovery business. For a bewilderingly complicated schedule of the LHC construction
and installation, go here. From what I can tell, they are still on track for first colliding
beams in spring of 2007.

Update: See Tommaso’s comment to this posting for a clarification. By “seeing the
Higgs” I didn’t mean to imply that they would be able to prove the Higgs was there,
just that they would be starting to see some evidence of its existence.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
March 7, 2005

“”.

Yes, that’s the paper and the analysis is IMO very solid. One need not take the
latter papers as seriously, however it should be mentioned that Penrose also
points out how highly implausible it is that electrowesk symmetry breakdown
should be the same everywhere in the Universe, as current comso. models
assume.

Note that his analysis is not at all controversial – he’s simply pointing out the
consequence of having the Higgs enter into the Lagrangian in just the way
needed to supply masses to the gauge bosons, much as in the problem of a ball
rolling on a surface as solved with Lagrange multipliers, where the multiplier
term represents the “just right” normal force on the ball needed to keep it on the
surface. There is also an obvious analogy in the BCS theory of superconductivity.

-drl

http://qd.typepad.com/6/2005/03/for_your_eyes_f.html
http://qd.typepad.com/6/2005/03/for_your_eyes_f.html
http://sylvainw.home.cern.ch/sylvainw/planning-follow-up/Schedule.pdf
http://sylvainw.home.cern.ch/sylvainw/planning-follow-up/Schedule.pdf


2. Alejandro Rivero
March 7, 2005

Hello again… more magic from physicsforums, this morning. Just do this

mu/mz+ mu^2/(114.5)^2.

where mu= 0.105658369
mz= 91.1876 +- 0.0021

try some values around mz and compare with
.001159652187

3. Peter
March 7, 2005

Hi Tommaso,

Thanks for the clarification. My use of the term “seeing the Higgs” was
intentionally ambiguous, meaning something like “seeing some evidence of the
Higgs”, not meaning “proving” the Higgs was there.

Am I confused or is the situation the following: in 2007, if there is a 115 Gev
Higgs, you hope to have a signal 2 sigma different than the null result, no? Do
you then write a a paper with the title “Possible evidence for a 115 Gev Higgs” or
are you more disciplined than that?

I very much enjoy your weblog!

4. Tommaso Dorigo
March 7, 2005

Thanks for citing my blog here. However, we claim that in two years the Tevatron
can probably _update_ the LEP2 _limits_, which is different from seeing it if it is
there! It is typically easier, in fact, to exclude at 95% CL something, than to
prove it at 5 sigma (95% is like two standard deviations).
Same goes for the 180 GeV reach by 2009: we will probably be able to exclude it
at 95% CL if we do not see any evidence, but finding it is a totally different
matter…

5. Alejandro Rivero
March 7, 2005

I am not surprised, Lubos. Physics in the internet was mostly dead except by four
or five pages, including Woit and your’s.

If you want to analyse web relationships, TouchGraph provides a visualizer for
the proximity engine of google at http://www.touchgraph.com
/TGGoogleBrowser.html

You can click in any webpage to get more proxies to it, or right-click to go to the
page.

http://www.touchgraph.com/TGGoogleBrowser.html
http://www.touchgraph.com/TGGoogleBrowser.html
http://www.touchgraph.com/TGGoogleBrowser.html
http://www.touchgraph.com/TGGoogleBrowser.html


(Needs java. There is also a GoogleScholar version, you could had noticed it in
physcomments at the lower left side).

6. Lubo? Motl
March 7, 2005

Wow, Not Even Wrong is the largest website that refers to The Reference Frame!
See the counter on my blog.

7. March 6, 2005

After the top discovery at 1/sqrt(2) of the Higgs vacuum, a lot of people will
surely enjoy to have the W particle at 1/sqrt(2) of the Higgs.

8. March 6, 2005

http://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0006049
http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0003065

Electric charge loses meaning above the SM symmetry breaking scale, there is
no photon, no speed of light, no time, and hence no gravity. “It is hypothesized
here that the Universe came into existence when the electro-weak symmetry was
broken spontaneously”.

I think this qualifies for Not Even Wrong.

9. March 6, 2005

drl, i suppose you’re referring to
http://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/9912243 ?

“…the full structure of the SM stands intact without constraining the quantum
numbers isospin and/or hypercharge of the Higgs to any specific value.”

“The hypercharge of all the other particles are specified as being proportional to
the Higgs hypercharge which itself remains unconstrained”.

“Higgs is a manifestation of the vacuum structure of the SM. Higgs shall never
get pinned down as an isolated physical particle, but makes its presence felt
through charge quantization and giving the SM its complete structure and
consistency. Hence it is predicted that Higgs shall not be discovered as a
particle.

“No basic principle demands that the mass of the matter particle be given by
Yukawa interaction, but since as we have no idea of where these masses come
from, one just demands that they arise from such a coupling. If this be so then
the Higgs isospin is necessarily T= 1/2. This just tells you that the ‘vacuum’ has
this particular structure. But as Y_phi {hypercharge} is not constrained in any
way, the Higgs cannot be a particle but just ‘vacuum’ which behaves in this
fundamental and basic manner.

“In summary, we have shown that the basic and fundamental structure of the

http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0006049
http://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0006049
http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0003065
http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0003065
http://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/9912243
http://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/9912243


standard model stands intact without specifying and constraining the quantum
numbers of the Higgs. As such Higgs is very different from any known physical
particle. Hence Higgs cannot be a ‘particle’ but represents the omnipresent
vacuum with provides the ‘root’ to support the Standard Model’

–
I think when people talk of finding the Higgs, they mean the Yukawa-coupled
Higgs, i.e., a definite isospin. Certainly all the theoretical constraints on Higgs
mass come from such models. Since the hypercharge of all the particles are
proportional to the Higgs hypercharge, one could equally well set the
hypercharge of one of the particles as basic – i.e., if indefinite hypercharge
makes the Higgs not a particle, then the same holds for all other particles.

10. D R Lunsford
March 6, 2005

The Higgs will never be seen, see the work of Afsar Abbas.

-drl

11. Quantoken
March 6, 2005

The problem is obviously the standard model fails to predict and tell us how a
Higgs boson should look like or how much its mass is, or we would not be
guessing here. If the standard model is unable to confine the value of Higgs
mass, then that means its mass really doesn’t affect anything in the model. Then
what will happen if you exptrapolate that mass to realy big or real small scale?

There are certainly two possibilities that Higgs may or may not exist. Within the
case it does exist, we can also list a number of possibilities.

One, its energy is totally within reacheable range of today’s running
accelerators, but the cross-section is just too small to be detectable.

Two, it’s energy is many order’s higher than reacheable level, and even approach
Planck mass scale. Then it’s beyond the technology in the near future to detect
it.

In the case Higgs does not exist, there are also several possibilities:

One, physicists will just continue to search at higher and higher energy for Higgs
particle, until they reach the Planck mass, at which point a wormhole occurs and
physicists enter into another universe through the wormhole and continue
searching for Higgs, because they simply can not believe that the standard
model is wrong.

Two, at certain energy level they detected something. Because of their eagerness
to find Higgs, they call it Higgs boson. But it’s actually not the Higgs boson they
look for.



Three, the third possibility does not exist, go back to possibility one above and
search at higher energy.

I think the odd that LHC exactly provides the right scale of energy, not too high
and not too low, for detecting Higgs, and that the cross-section is big enough for
detection. Is going to be very low.

I do not know why some one worries about LHC creating blackholes? You need at
least one Planck mass to create the smallest possible blackhole. LHC is many
orders below that.

Quantoken

12. March 6, 2005

Ah, we already know that the Standard Model is correct, so discovery of the
Higgs is “trivial”. Seeing our first fundamental scalar is trivial. Why even waste
money on this?

The corollary is that the most interesting result will be if the Higgs fails to show
up at all.

13. March 5, 2005

Isn’t there a non-zero probability that the creation of a Higgs boson will create a
black hole that will swallow up the Earth?

If so, then the discovery of the Higgs truly will be only a few-day celebration as
Lubos desires.

14. March 5, 2005

not really. There are Higgsless models around

15. Lubo? Motl
March 5, 2005

My personal preferred guess (30%) is that the Higgs is at the 115 GeV level, and
it’s one of the light Higgs scenarios that are natural in SUSY.

But the discovery of Higgs will be a few-day celebration only. It’s a trivial thing.
We know that something like the Higgs must be there to make the WW WW
scattering unitary, and the fundamental scalar is simply preferred by precision
measurements.

The real question to answer is SUSY below TeV, and other potential new physics.



Hans Bethe 1906-2005

March 7, 2005
Categories: Obituaries

Hans Bethe died at home in Ithaca, New York on Sunday. There’s an extensive
obituary in the New York Times.

I believe Bethe was the last remaining figure still alive from the generation of
physicists who came of age with the new quantum mechanics during the mid-to-late
1920s. Some popular lectures on the topic of “Quantum Physics Made Relatively
Simple” that he gave for his neighbors in 1999 are available on-line.

Update: There’s more about Bethe and Cornell at Matthew Nobes’s weblog.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
March 9, 2005

Hans A. Bethe, matured in 1928 in Zurich,
was a disciple of Arnold Somerfeld
who was a disciple of Von Linderman
who was a disciple of C. Felix Klein
who was a disciple of Julius Pl?cker
who was a disciple of Christian Gerling
who was a disciple of Carl Gau?
who was a disciple of Johann Pfaff
who was a disciple of Abraham Kaestner
who was a disciple of Christian Hausen
who was a disciple of Johann Wichmannshausen
who was a disciple of Otto Mencke

From Renardy: ” Otto Mencke, founded the first academic journal in Germany,
titled Acta Eruditorum, jointly with Leibniz (the journal existed 1682-1782). Otto
Mencke should not be confused with his grandson Friedrich Otto Mencke.”

Bethe is survived by, among others, Roman Jackiw and John Irwin. If you know of
more disciples, please feel free to add them to my wiki page.

2. D R Lunsford
March 8, 2005

RE his work:

A nucleosynthesis “Dreimaennerarbeit” – “Alpher, Bethe, and Gamow” 

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4505414

http://bethe.cornell.edu/about.html
http://bethe.cornell.edu/about.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/03/07/science/08cnd-bethe.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/03/07/science/08cnd-bethe.html
http://bethe.cornell.edu/
http://bethe.cornell.edu/
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/2005/03/hans-bethe-1906-2005.html
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/2005/03/hans-bethe-1906-2005.html
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4505414
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4505414


3. Eleggua
March 8, 2005

Hi Lunsford,

Well he was recognised!

Unlike Feymann he won the Nobel by HIMSELF!

4. D R Lunsford
March 8, 2005

That reminds me of a comment by the chessmaster Ludwig Mieses – he was
being feted on his 80th birthday and said “Life expectancy is around 75 years.
Now that I’m out of danger, I may as well go on living forever!”

Bethe was 98 or 99! That’s a good life. I think he should get more credit for his
role in the development of QED than he seems to, in the various tomen. His
calculation of the Lamb shift was really the turning point in the development of
field theory.

-drl

5. raj
March 8, 2005

A sad passing, but a reminder that people don’t last forever.

I wonder. Was the title “Quantum Physics Made Relatively Simple” meant to be
something of a pun on the tension between quantum mechanics and relativity?

6. Steve
March 7, 2005

A sad loss but he lived to a very good age indeed.
I read that when they were to detonate the first H bomb some people were
worried it would set of a chain rection in the atmosphere and blow up the world.
Bethe did the calculation that proved it would’nt. Such were his abilities that
they trusted him with the fate of the world!

7. Matthew
March 7, 2005

I believe Bethe was the last remaining figure still alive from the generation of
physicists who came of age with the new quantum mechanics during the mid-to-
late 1920s.

John Wheeler is still alive, though he was slightly behind Bethe’s generation, I’d
still put him in that class.



Brane Damage at Fermilab

March 8, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Last week Shamit Kachru gave a colloquium at Fermilab with the title String Theory
and Cosmology. The scariest part was the beginning when he noted that what he
would be talking about was work due to 500-1000 theorists and he put up a couple
slides listing many of them.

He spent the first part of his talk laying out the “Landscape” story, somehow
neglecting to mention that it was ugly, completely unpredictive, and told us nothing at
all about the properties of the world today. He then moved on to discuss branes and
cosmology, not making clear that branes explain absolutely nothing about the early
universe or cosmology, although they do give you a new slogan he has come up with:

“Big bang as brane damage”

There were a couple questions at the end, with no one standing up and asking if this
was a bad joke or something. I’m curious if anyone from Fermilab can explain to me
what a typical experimentalist’s reaction is to this kind of talk:

1. Are they impressed by this stuff and don’t realize they’ve been fed a load of
pointless nonsense for an hour?

2. Are they smart enough to realize they’ve just sat through an hour of pointless
nonsense, but are too polite to say anything about this at the end of the talk?

3. Are they so smart they know in advance this will be an hour of pointless nonsense,
so don’t even attend, and are off somewhere else getting real work done?

Comments

1. Juan R.
March 14, 2005

Ok there is a problem with “less than sign”.

I rewrite as Y > X.

2. Juan R.
March 14, 2005

Chris,

I forgoot the name and the second postulate that read X

3. steve
March 11, 2005

http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/050302Kachru/index.htm
http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/050302Kachru/index.htm
http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/050302Kachru/index.htm
http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/050302Kachru/index.htm


Edward Witten, Five-branes and M-Theory on an orbifold, preprint
available as hep-th/9512219. (1996)

the M stands for “magic”, “mystery”,or “membrane”, according to taste.From a
mathematical viewpoint a better term might be “murky”, since apparently
everything known about M-theory is indirect and
circumstantial, except for the classical limit, in which it seems to act as a theory
of 2-branes and 5-branes, where an “n-brane” is an
n-dimensional analog of a membrane or surface.

4. Chris Oakley
March 11, 2005

Well, anonymous humorist, unfortunately it looks as though Weisskopf (Kon. Dan.
Vid. Sel., Mat.-fys. Medd. XIV #6 (1936)) has beaten you to it. Inventing a new
form of mathematics that allows physicists to “calculate” without having to
worry about the consistency and logicality demanded by spoilsport
mathematicians.

5. March 11, 2005

According to the usual bizarre model of research on string theory, I propose the
following theory of everything without the difficulties of compactification and
saving both string theory and the scientific method.
The I-theory is very sImple, since is based in four postulates; moreover, it is
?background Independent? and explains the mysterious value of the
cosmologIcal constant without the appeal to anthropIc principles!
Postulates of I-theory, being X and Y physical observables:
1) X > Y
2) X

6. Kyle
March 11, 2005

Those poor “working class” steelworkers. I mean, metallurgical engineers only
make 60-80k a year. I bet most theoretical physicists would spit on such a
dismal, blue collar salary.

More importantly, being involved with massive factories that use machines to
produce steel makes people stupid and policitally uninvolved. That’s why the
government is frightened of string physicists and keeps them under tabs.
University academians are far more dangerous than workplace engineers who
have a couple of years less schooling.

Right?

7. J.F. Moore
March 11, 2005

Sorry, that was me below. Public machine, didn’t change name.



8. loser
March 11, 2005

quantoken: well, my point was that hamburger makers _are_ pretty much
replaceable. But in general I agree with your comments. Not too many people in
society were crying when SSC was cancelled.

I think it is important to be a little careful in arming the enemies of science
funding with caustic and public criticism of sub-fields. Scientists generally lose
when they compete for funding at the policy level with other scientists. Keeping
the arguments “within the family” is wise. This blog is a good example of doing
that.

9. Arun
March 11, 2005

I am sure we can show high correlation between economic growth of a country
and the presence/absence of string theorists. This, in a Larry Summers way,
proves the value of string theorists.

10. Alejandro
March 11, 2005

Perhaps it is shown in the Spanish Civil War and in the previous experience with
the Escuela Moderna (anarchistic, at Barcelona) and the Instituto Libre de
Ense?anaza (sort of socialistic, at Madrid), that the real danger is when both
steel workers and science works start to develop links.

Os to put it in a riddle, it is perhaps no coincidental the source from where [the
money of] the Nobel prize come.

11. quantoken
March 10, 2005

J.F.Moore: Yes I appologize for my comments on steel workers. I did not mean to
put down steel workers, McDonald workers, or any people of work classes. They
are an inseparable part of the whole society and contribute values that’s
irreplaceable. On the other hand, I agree with you that I do not see any value
(other than public entertainments) that string theoretists are contributing to the
society, until the day they can some what make some association between their
theories and the reality world, it’s not even clear whether such a day will ever
come.

Quantoken

12. J.F. Moore
March 10, 2005

Quantoken, your glib comment regarding steelworkers isn’t really warranted.
They make much more than someone working at McDonalds, and rightly so,
since they produce something of substantially more value, with more risk, and



more skill involved. It is not beneficial to society or that person to have them
underemployed. On the other hand, it’s not really clear what society has lost if it
is no longer supporting a string theorist.

13. quantoken
March 10, 2005

Surely jobless academics are much more dangerous than jobless steel workers. A
steel worker who loses his job can just turn around and find a job at a street
corner McDonald’s before he was able to go home and report the unfortunate
news to his wife.

But what if a string theorist loses his job? A string theorist who have to go
through decades of training, maybe some brain washing as well, before he could
grasp all the math tools and be able to talk fluently in the vacuous stringy
language. I do not know what these people can do if one day it is announced that
string theory is a dead end and no more “research” in string theory is going to
be founded by public money. Not only is it a total disater to these people
personally, but it is also a disaster to the public’s confidence of the general
science research community.

I do not think any one wants that to happen. A more likely scenary is the old
people will continue to be supported until they die out and fade away. Meanwhile
young generations should be discouraged from going into the field, with full and
honest disclosures that this field has been fruitless in the past decades and could
remain so for the foreseeable future.

Currently CERN feeds half of all the world’s scientists conducting research in
particle physics and fundamental physics theory. Everybody is talking about the
prospective of what to expect once the LHC starts to operate in 2007.

But no body is talking about the prospect that the whole LHC could be killed
or left bleeding to death, before it even begin to operate. Or that upon
completion, this thing is unable to operate in the way it is designed. That’s
completely plausible. So why no one talks about THAT discouraging possibility?

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20050307.wphysics0307
/BNStory/specialScienceandHealth/

To me, the listed budget figure of merely $1.8 billion US dollars for the whole
LHC budget, sounds very suspiciously LOW to me, for an undertake of this
scale and this technological challenge. Digging a hole 27 km long underground
would have costed far more than that. I know they already have the old tunnel to
use, but constructing a new vacuum chamber 27 km long would have cost more
than $1.8 billion already. Compare that with space shuttle launch. That’s merely
a feat of accelating a 90 ton sealed pressurize chamber containing some
computers and electronics to 7.9km/second, which is certainly much easier than
maintaining a high vacuum in a 27 km chamber and accelerate protons to 14
trillion eV.

So I do not know where that $1.8 billion figure came from, or has scientists

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20050307.wphysics0307/BNStory/specialScienceandHealth/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20050307.wphysics0307/BNStory/specialScienceandHealth/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20050307.wphysics0307/BNStory/specialScienceandHealth/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20050307.wphysics0307/BNStory/specialScienceandHealth/


been totally honest about how much it could actually cost. If it ends up costing
$18 billion, or even $180 billion, instead of $1.8 billion. It could well be killed by
the budget committee half way through construction. Remember the SSC?

14. Wolfgang
March 10, 2005

The “patrons” might be smarter than you think.
I assume that one reason to lock academics in their ivory towers is to ensure that
they do not cause trouble in the real world.
In the case of Russian physicists after 1989 this was explicitly stated as one
reason.
And jobless academics are much more dangerous to politicians than jobless
stellworkers etc.

Just my 2c

15. Alejandro, again
March 10, 2005

“by patrons who have no idea what the issues are”

I’d not be so sure of this neither. Back to the Aristotelian nonsense, a lot of
people was being paid by patrons who know very exactly that the issue was “not
having issue”. To keep status quo, a class of educated priests, a determinate
shape of society, etc… Small barons paying other researchers for practical
reasons (ballistic and fortress theory, in the case of Galileo) caused havoc in the
status quo. Which, on the other hand, was the real issue of these barons too.

16. Alejandro Rivero
March 10, 2005

Doug, I would not say it is unprecedented, I am sure we can find someone. For
sure, all the Aristotelian blah blah before Galileo, Pascal and Kepler. A bit later,
Cartesiasism, ie, the vortical theory of the universe, could qualify for a
predecessor of strings, in the “not even wrong” sense.It could be interesting also
to check what theories were being “investigated” in Cambridge when it
happened that Cavendish left his appointment as teacher to keep researching
privately (he come back to Cambridge later). Also, and relating to Bethe thread, I
wonder where had particle physics gone in the mid XXth century were not by the
Lamb shift anomaly and its almost instantaneous calculation by Hans et al.

17. Doug
March 10, 2005

Lubos:There is a point that is never raised in all this discussion: that the current
crises in theoretical physics is not only ludicrous, but unprecedented in all the
history of science, and that such erudite discussion of esoteric knowlege is being
paid for, to the tune of billions, by patrons who have no idea what the issues are,
let alone why they arouse such passionate discourse amongst the learned
benefactors of their largess. It’s a good thing too, because if they did, they might



rise up and cut off all these high-priests who cloak themselves in the robes of the
false priesthood we call academia.

18. Alejandro
March 10, 2005

The funny thing, Chris, is when the folder “reasons why the universe must be
3+1” relabels to “reasons thy the universe must compactify to 3+1”. With a
postscript added by hand, “or to stay in a 4-brane”.

19. Chris Oakley
March 10, 2005

Here is an interesting thing for historians of science to contemplate. What is the
value of the variable date below? I am guessing, about 1984.

“We’ve got this great theory, but it only works in N dimensions, where N is
significantly greater than four.”

Answer (pre-date):

Very interesting. File it in the circular file and try again.

Answer (post-date);

The universe must therefore be N-dimensional. Cool! Let us dedicate the rest of
our lives to examining the consequences.

20. Fyodor Uckoff
March 10, 2005

Chris W said: What you’re suggesting is what quite a few string theorists have
been trying to do for years.

They have been *talking* like this for years, but surprisingly few of them have
actually done much concrete work along these lines. For example Adams et al
have shown that very strange things can happen to AdS orbifolds if you break
enough supersymmetry. I guess that large chunks of the landscape can be shown
to be internally inconsistent in such ways. As Lubos said, we don’t really
understand supersymmetry breaking very well; I would not be surprised to find
that when we do, a lot of candidates for cosmological models will be ruled out
and the landscape will collapse. If you can point us to some [failed?] efforts along
these lines it would be useful.

21. Steve
March 9, 2005

Will some very smart person please write a killer paper that finally buries the
landscape dogma, thus saving both string theory and the scientific method. To
date, string theory has been formulated mostly perturbatively in classical
backgrounds–the strings can be quantised but the background remains rigidly
classical. Until string theory is (somehow) formulated in a way that goes beyond



this it can’t connect to the real universe nor can it say anything really concrete
and certain about cosmology. The CC mystery is kind of like the mystery that
surrounded superconductivity:when it was discovered around 1911 or 1912,
superconductivity was a total mystery and all perturbative attempts to explain it
failed. It was a quite a long while later that the correct (nonperturbative)
explanation was finally found. I would say the situation with the CC today is
something similar.

It seems that the only known way to stabilise the moduli leads to this landscape
scenario. So there are three choices:
(a) You find an effective way to kill the landscape of string theory and reinterpret
string theory (perhaps even starting the 3rd string revolution)and the theory can
evolve again. From a string cosmology perspective it is also more natural to
think of 3 dimensions decompactifying and 6 remaining compact (ala
Brandenberger-Vafa) than compactifying down 6 large dimensions on CY space.
(b)You finally accept that higher-dimensional spacetimes, ala KK, simply can’t
actually work in physics, are not stable to perturbations and so you are forced to
accept the universe is actually 4-dimensional after all.
(c)You simply refuse to give on up the idea of extra dimensions no matter what,
fix the moduli or do whatever it takes to hold onto the idea (no matter how
contrived) and accept that it leads to a landscape of quadzillions upon
quadzillions of superfluous and redundant vacuua. Although it predicts nothing,
this is then more acceptable and believable to you than a single 4-dimensional
universe (for which there is some evidence!)

As much as I would be disappointed if there are no extra dimensions (it is a
profound and beautiful idea) that might just be the way the universe really is.
The KK idea has been around a long time now and has not really worked out.
Nevertheless, from both a mathematical and physical perspective, there is
something very special about 4-manifolds. Maybe you find 4-manifolds boring,
but Kepler had to give up his cosmic system based on the Pythagorean solids and
accept that planets actually just move on boring ellipses. Giving up your most
deeply cherished beliefs and visions for the hard truth, no matter what it may
turn out to be, is the heart of science after all.

22. Quantoken
March 9, 2005

Sorry Chris W. I did not credit you for the quote. If you had put an extra line
breaker after the colon, it would have made it easiler to recognize it as what you
say to Fyodor, not what Fyodor said. The style of Peter’s blog is just different
from some other blogs I visit.

Quantoken

23. Chris W.
March 9, 2005

That quote was in my reply to Fyodor, not in his own comment.

24. quantoken



March 9, 2005

Fyodor said: The oft-repeated refrain that “the theory is smarter than we are”
is being invoked in this context.

I read the above sentence in the logically equivalent form that string theoretists
admit “we are more stupid than the theory we invent, (which is a useless
theory)”  Which is the unfortunate fact.

Peter said: “The scariest part was the beginning when he noted that what he
would be talking about was work due to 500-1000 theorists and he put up a
couple slides listing many of them.”

What is scary is NOT that his talk is backed up by very solid scientific works of
500-1000 people. But rather the fact that such a vacuous thing is all that they
can show us, after decades of work by 500-1000 of the most sophisticated
theoretists. It’s 10^120 more vacuous than the cosmological constant itself:-).

Quantoken

25. Chris W.
March 9, 2005

Fyodor: What you’re suggesting is what quite a few string theorists have been
trying to do for years. So far they haven’t had much success. Susskind (at al)
recommends that they stop worrying and learn to love the Landscape, while
brushing aside concerns about testability as manifestations of an obsolete
viewpoint on the philosophy of physics (and science) that has been transcended
by the theory. The oft-repeated refrain that “the theory is smarter than we are” is
being invoked in this context.

26. Fyodor
March 9, 2005

Well, with reservations I agree with both Peter and Lubos. I thought that Peter
was just complaining about the evident bizarrerie of what Shamit K was talking
about. For Lubos: it seems to me that what you should be doing is to look at
cosmological models coming out of or inspired by string theory, and try to show
that nearly all of them are somehow unstable or internally inconsistent. There
are lots of examples of backgrounds in string theory that look ok until you
consider some non-perturbative effect, and then they die or
[AdamsPolchinskiSilverstein] get turned into something completely different.
Maybe one can cut that 10^500 down to 10^1? Or 10^0 ?

27. Lubo? Motl
March 9, 2005

Shamit is a nice and extremely smart and technically powerful guy – which of
course makes it slightly more difficult for me to say that I essentially agree with
Peter.



The level of anthropicity of this thinking has been increasing in the past few
years. A couple of years ago, Shamit would tell me things like “you don’t need to
believe the anthropic principle; this is a question we should understsand
anyway”. This kind of disclaimer has been disappearing.

It seems that now it is expected that one believes the anthropic thinking as the
ultimate answer we can have about nature. It is the motivation for this kind of
research as well as the broad framework in which the research is done. I just
can’t imagine how could I ever be convinced that a theory of this kind is a
correct one because it lacks quantitative predictability.

Some people really seem to be excited by the very fact that they can embed a
relatively convincing framework into string theory whose conclusion is that we
can’t predict anything – or perhaps, we can even choose which things can’t be
predicted and which things can be predicted, even though we can’t actually
make these predictions.

This opinion is contrary to everything I believe about constructing theories and
determining their value. String theory is valuable only because it can naturally
predict the right spectrum of particles and interactions (including gravity), at
least qualitatively, from a starting point that has many less assumptions. The
anthropic framework may be describe by the opposite words.

It has always been trivial to construct a theory that can’t predict. The Bible, via
the power of God and His Son, has also an “explanation” for everything – God
wants it this way. The landscape of all possible field theories is another example.

The main difference between the anthropic explanation and the God explanation
is that the Christians are often right-wing and prefer the church and family,
while the anthropic people are mostly left-wing and better in calculating
quantum field theory. But as far as the explanation goes, it seems on equal
footing.

A theory can only become a convincing scientific theory if it explains more data
than what is inserted, and this is a dogma for me, if you wish. Otherwise it’s just
a story, fairy-tale, mnemotechnical bookkeeping device at best. In effective QFT,
we must insert a rather small value of the C.C. But if we create whole untestable
God stories with 500 fields and complicated potentials etc. just in order to get
one number, I just can’t imagine that this approach can ever be promoted to
science.

Equivalently, the probability that (assuming that there is a complicated
mechanism that only generates the C.C.) we would guess the right mechanism
behind the C.C. – just by looking at the single number and the plethora of tools
that string theory gives us – is something like 10^{-200} and I see no point in
trying to find the “right” mechanism.

It seems more appropriate to say that we don’t understand one number, we
won’t know the right explanation of the C.C. (we only have real problems with
the C.C. after SUSY breaking, and therefore the ignorance is because we don’t
understand SUSY breaking) until the complete theory of everything – which



includes string theory in the cosmological context – is understood – and we
should focus on places where we have a lot of data to unify into one theoretical
description. (Well, we don’t have too much data right now even beyond the C.C.
but that’s a different topic.)

Also, in some sense, the landscape business is “politically correct”. For example,
treating all conceivable vacua as equal is the ultimate example of egalitarianism
and political correctness (and I would also add stupidity).

28. Peter
March 9, 2005

I don’t object to Kachru’s work because it’s hard to believe or weird, I object
because it’s not science. It not only doesn’t predict anything about anything, it
inherently is a framework that can never predict anything about anything. To see
leading figures in particle theory giving pretentious talks like this that are not
science in any sense of the term is outrageous, disgraceful, and someone should
call them on it.

No, Kachru doesn’t “predict” the CC, he sets up a framework in which you can’t
predict the CC, and thinks that is a great achievement. I have no idea whether
the CC will be computable in an ultimate theory. Right now we don’t have a
convincing unified quantum theory of particle physics and gravity. When we do,
maybe the CC will be computable within it. But the problems with string theory
go way beyond the CC. If Kachru’s framework allowed one to calculate
something, but not the CC, one could take it seriously. But it doesn’t allow you to
calculate anything. Not one single thing, nada, zip.

29. Fyodor Uckoff
March 9, 2005

Basically what you are saying, Peter, is that you find the work of Kachru et al
hard to believe. And I agree — I think we should try our best to explain things
within one Universe. And I’m pretty sure that Shamit would agree that such
efforts should [also] be pursued. But what I find puzzling is this: you find this
stuff hard to believe. But the observed fact that the cosmological constant is non-
zero and small is utterly, completely mind-boggling from *any* conventional
point of view. So when somebody comes along with a correct theory of all this
stuff, it is *guaranteed* that it is going to be something extremely weird. I’m
sure you don’t expect someone to do a conventional quantum field theory
calculation, however clever, and have the value of the CC fall out at the end. So
the mere fact that Kachru’s colliding branes in higher dimensions *looks* utterly
incredible means nothing. The *correct* theory will probably look weirder still,
no? So what’s your problem with weird theories?

30. Peter
March 9, 2005

I didn’t attend the Kachru talk in person, just looked at his slides online and
watched some of it on the online video. When I have personally attended talks
like this I have generally at the end stood up and asked a question along the



lines of “From what you have said, isn’t it true that this is a theory that can never
predict anything” (most notably when Susskind gave a colloquium here, and
when Douglas gave one at City College a while back). No I don’t enjoy publicly
confronting people like this, but I think it’s outrageous that they give this kind of
talk, then no one says anything.

I did attend Smolin’s talk, don’t remember why I didn’t write anything about it.
He basically went over his recent paper in which he argues that any quantum
gravity theory based on connection variables implies “doubly special relativity”
effects, effects that he was claiming have implications for the AUGER and GLAST
experiments.

31. Thomas Larsson
March 9, 2005

In a way, all this reminds me of the contrast between Lorentz’s and Einstein’s
explanations of the null result of the Michelson-Morley experiment.

We live in a region of the Landscape where the aether wind is very small,
because a large aether wind is not compatible with human life.

32. Chris W.
March 9, 2005

In a way, all this reminds me of the contrast between Lorentz’s and Einstein’s
explanations of the null result of the Michelson-Morley experiment. The fact to
be explained had a stark simplicity about it, whose full significance Einstein
grasped and Lorentz couldn’t quite perceive, in spite of his gifts as a theoretician
and mastery of the subject.

Of course, it has become clear that for Einstein the Michelson-Morley result was
expected and almost trivial; he was led to the underlying principles by thinking
about Maxwell’s electrodynamics and certain observations which by themselves
had not heretofore appeared to be problematic.

In contrast, string theory’s birth was oddly accidental. The hope has been
maintained for 25 years that its underlying physical principles would eventually
become clear. Instead, it has begun to seem like a mockery of the very idea of
physical explanation — a massive virtuoso exercise in mathematical modeling,
supported by the “accursed fertility” of differential geometry (to use Kant’s
phrase*). As Kachru says without apparent irony:

“In studying any of these issues in depth, [the] most striking feature is
the diverse array of possibilities the theory encompasses.”

Again, why is this diversity supposed to be a virtue, when there is so little
empirical basis for believing that most of these possibilities are actually realized,
and so little real insight offered to account for their absence?

—
* from the following remark, as quoted by Karl Popper:

http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/050302Kachru/sld032.htm
http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/050302Kachru/sld032.htm


“Concerning metaphysics in general, and the views I have expressed
on their value, I admit that my formulations may here or there have
been insufficiently conditional and cautious. Yet I do not wish to hide
the fact
that I can only look with repugnance and even with something like hate
upon the puffed-up pretentiousness of all these volumes filled with
wisdom, such as are fashionable nowadays. For I am fully satisfied that
the wrong way has been chosen; that the accepted methods must
endlessly increase these follies and blunders; and that even the
complete annihilation of all these
fanciful achievements could not possibly be as harmful as this fictitious
science with its accursed fertility.”

33. March 9, 2005

I heard Lee Smolin, the LQG guy, spoke at the string group at Columbia recently.
Did you attend? If so why no comment?

34. Jean-Paul
March 9, 2005

Well, Shamit is an exceptional case, in a way similar to Douglas. Unlike most
landcape loonies, they are respected string theorists so they deserve some
attention.
Now they want to establish themselves as “phenomenologists”, talk to
experimentalists, give public lectures etc. Unfortunately, this leads to ridicule.
The line “big bang as brane damage” joins “solution of unification by
nullification”,
“out of this world solution of the hierarchy problem”, “little Higgs” and other
absurd one-liners that dominate the infamous “physics beyond the standard
model”.
I remember one Witten’s colloquium on unification: he started from experimental
data and after 10 minutes he was deep into linear bundles. Fortunately, he didn’t
try jokes, so he avoided ridicule — it was just another weird talk…
Jean-Paul

35. anonymous
March 9, 2005

Peter, I take it from “and told us nothing at all about the properties of the world
today” that you were there for the talk. If so, then why didn’t you make this
comment? Is it easier to be brave online?

36. Peter
March 8, 2005

The same thought had occurred to me….

37. March 8, 2005

I’m guessing that if one compared “stephen”‘s IP to “plato”‘s one might notice a



pattern.

38. stephen
March 8, 2005

Not sure why you’re quoting this press release (which doesn’t have anything to
do with Kachru’s talk).

I was aware of the cyclical universe idea and brane collisions, and watched the
cosmic string develope from supersymmetrical valuations.

Please be patient.

One would have to know how to get there and “if,” from early comsological idea
of a early universe, and we assume it is cyclical, something had to exist before
the strings?

I used the whole example of Dvali’s analogy as a comparison to all the
dimensions (yes I am listenng to you), in context of the fermions on the
brane(what is held to it?) the water(represents the dimensions), and the idea of
bosonic production off the brane, concealed as gravitational wave production.

If the torus existed from the genus figure collapse, how would rejuvenation take
place? Anti-gravity production indicated by the jets? Swiss cheese universe?

Do you not feel such geometries/topologies can be comparative to cosmological
associations Peter?

39. March 8, 2005

“Big bang as brane damage”??
I think I will go off and read some of Bethe’s old papers instead…

40. An experimentalist (Monad)
March 8, 2005

Years ago, I went to one general ST talk by Brian Green. My (very) crude grasp
of it was that even when they get it right and the masses of all the quarks and
leptons roll out of an ab initio calculation, they will have exchanged the 20 or so
free parameters of the SM for the free parameters of the topology of thier multi-
dimensional space.

When (if) they get that far, I’ll take another look. But for now, yes, I stay in my
lab.

41. Peter
March 8, 2005

Not sure why you’re quoting this press release (which doesn’t have anything to
do with Kachru’s talk).

Dvali’s extra dimension nonsense doesn’t predict anything about anything (he



has no idea how many extra dimensions there are, their sizes or properties). This
isn’t science in any reasonable sense of the term.

42. stephen
March 8, 2005

I am sorry, I just realize the mistake I might of made.

I compared the metal plate Dvali hits, to a brane?

43. stephen
March 8, 2005

If gravity is modified at large distances, it’s modified everywhere. That would
make it possible to verify modified gravity by measuring the orbit of the moon to
within one millimeter

http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2005-02/uoc-sma021405.php

So would Arkani-Hamed, Sava Dimopoulos, and Gia Dvali doing extra
dimensions… and the attempts to explain these dimensions, be a fruitless and
not worth finding experimental opportunities?

44. March 8, 2005

They probably showed up to hear professor Kaku talk about alien visitations and
were sorely disappointed.

http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2005-02/uoc-sma021405.php
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2005-02/uoc-sma021405.php


Clifford Modules

March 11, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

John Baez had a weblog long before the term was even invented, and for many years
now has been consistently putting out interesting current material about math and
physics under the title This Week’s Finds in Mathematical Physics. The latest edition
has a beautiful explanation of the structure of modules of the Clifford algebra.

Traditionally one thinks about geometry in n-dimensions in terms of n-dimensional
vectors and tensors built by taking tensor products of vectors. These are all
representations of the general linear group GL(n), or if one has a metric, the
othogonal group SO(n) of transformations that preserve the metric. However, it turns
out that there are representations more fundamental than vectors, the spinor
representations. These require a metric for their definition, and are projective
representations of SO(n), or true representations of the double-cover Spin(n). When
one tries to construct spinors, one quickly runs into a fundamental algebraic structure
associated with a real n-dimensional vector space: the Clifford algebra C(n). Spinors
occur as “modules” of the Clifford algebra, i.e. vector spaces that the Clifford algebra
acts on. The structure of these possible Clifford modules is rather intricate, with a
certain eight-fold periodicity. Baez gives a beautiful explanation of part of this story.

Physicists generally complexify everything in sight (i.e. assume all numbers are
complex), which makes things much simpler. Then the story is periodic with period 2
instead of 8, and Clifford algebras are just one or two copies of a complex matrix
algebra of k by k matrices, where k is some power of 2. Clifford modules (including
the spinors) in this case are just complex vector spaces of dimension k, and tensors
built out of these. One good place to read about all this, together with its relation to
the index theorem, is in the book “Spin Geometry” by Lawson and Michelson, but
there are by now lots of others.

If one believes in a deep relation between physics and geometry, these Clifford
modules should somehow come into play in the structure of the most fundamental
physical theories. To some extent this is already in evidence in the way spinors and
the Dirac operator occur in the standard model. There are also tantalizing relations
between the idea of supersymmetry and the Clifford algebra story. Many, many people
have been motivated by this kind of idea over the years to try and use Clifford
algebras to come up with a fundamental particle theory, one that would explain the
structure of the standard model. While some of these attempts have very interesting
features, none of them yet seems to me to have gotten to the heart of the matter and
used this kind of geometry to give a really convincing explanation of how it is related
to the standard model. Some crucial idea still seems to be missing.

Comments

1. Chris W.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/README.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/README.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/TWF.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/TWF.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week211.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week211.html


March 20, 2005

New preprint on an application of supersymmetry in a condensed matter model:

Supersymmetric Model of Spin-1/2 Fermions on a Chain

Introduction (excerpt):

For many condensed matter systems, the key to understanding the
physical properties lies in the analysis of a quantum many body
problem with strong correlations. For the analysis of such systems,
approaches that go beyond the standard perturbative techniques are
always needed. It has recently been proposed [1, 2] that, for a special
class of lattice models for correlated fermions, supersymmetry can
provide a tool for non-perturbative analysis. In these models, questions
about the existence and degeneracies of strongly correlated ground
states at zero energy are easily answered with the help of
supersymmetry and elementary combinatorics. Explicit properties of
these same ground states are being studied with techniques that are,
in various ways, associated with supersymmetry [1, 3, 4].

Conclusion (excerpt):

We have introduced a model of interacting spin-1/2 fermions on a chain
with a manifest SU(2) extended N = 4 supersymmetry. Our
representation of N = 4 supersymmetry is highly non-linear, as it is
entirely built from degrees of freedom that are fermionic. We have
looked for a supersymmetric model where SU(2) spin symmetry is
faithfully represented, and this has led us to a somewhat unusual
restricted Hilbert space, with anti-ferromagnetic correlations built in
from the start. The algebraic structure we have uncovered is very rich,
but we are lacking a systematic mathematical framework. Such a
framework will be most valuable, as it will allow us to further work out
our present model and to decide on possibilities for alternative
realizations of N = 4 supersymmetry.

[For some background, see (eg) hep-th/0210161.]

2. D R Lunsford
March 17, 2005

CW, see also the “Space Time Code” series from the 60s and 70s, which I seem to
recall he thought of as a relative failure, but good practice. Your exposition
reminded me strongly of that.

-drl

3. D R Lunsford
March 17, 2005

Yes of course, I thought that was well-known. Finkelstein’s primary object is the

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0503354
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0503354
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0210161
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0210161


chronon thought of as a type of simplex, and the edges are conceived as making
up a Clifford algebra.

http://www.physics.gatech.edu/people/faculty/dfinkelstein.html#research

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0005039
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106273

-drl

4. Chris W.
March 16, 2005

DRL,

Yes, but not for a long time. I do recall that his work attracted some significant
attention as far back as the 1960s. I should revisit it; I remember enough about it
to see what you’re getting at.

Come to think of it, I did visit his home page a few months ago. BTW, I just went
to the Quantum Relativity Group’s page at Georgia Tech, and found this:

Clifford algebra as quantum language
(hep-th/0009086)

5. D R Lunsford
March 16, 2005

Chris W – have you looked at Finkelstein’s work? (Starting probably with
“Quantum Relativity”.)

-drl

6. Chris W.
March 16, 2005

Linking Geometry and Dynamics

Introduction

In a comment on his weblog posting “Clifford Modules” (3/11/2005), Peter Woit
said the following (in a reply to Tony Smith):

…… But I still think there is a crucial idea missing here and wonder if
you really strongly disagree with this. To be a little more specific, what
seems to me to be missing is some deeper link between the geometry
and the dynamics. In the path integral formalism, why are we
integrating over a space of connections the exponential of the norm
squared of the curvature of the connection? Why the determinant of
the Dirac operator? I tend to think we need some insight into these
mysteries in addition to more kinematical ideas about Clifford
algebras.

http://www.physics.gatech.edu/people/faculty/dfinkelstein.html#research
http://www.physics.gatech.edu/people/faculty/dfinkelstein.html#research
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0005039
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0005039
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106273
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106273
http://www.physics.gatech.edu/qr/
http://www.physics.gatech.edu/qr/
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0009086
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0009086


In a brief email correspondence I had with Ray Streater 9 months ago he made
the following remark in reference to Irving Segal:

I notice that Baez was a student of Irving Segal, for whom I was
research assistant in 1965, and from whom I learnt a lot of things. But
my sympathies are with Chandrasekhar whose face fell when Segal
introduced space-time as a poset: we want physics.

From Streater’s brief memoir of the encounter (linked above):

Atiyah then invited Chandrasekhar, as the century’s most eminent
astrophysicist, to open the questions. Chandra complained that gravity
was nowhere mentioned, and that there were no dynamical laws in the
theory. [emphasis added]

In the following I will introduce a simple (and fairly familiar) notion of dynamics
that can be connected immediately with geometry in a way that may be initially
surprising, but is quite natural. Furthermore, this notion will prove to be
unexpectedly fruitful, in a way that is also initially surprising, but is again
natural, indeed, almost obvious after some contemplation. More specifically, I
will be drawing tight linkages between elementary geometrical (and topological)
notions, a primitive notion of local gauge freedom which bears a provocative
resemblance to supersymmetry, and causal sets, which are, of course, posets
(partially ordered sets) as mentioned by Streater.

A Boolean Network as an Abstract Simplicial Complex

Consider a simple collection of binary elements or Boolean variables. Initially we
assume no structure on this set other than the assumption that each of its
members possess a binary state, which may change. Of course the collection (or
ensemble) has a collective state, which may also change.

Assume that the changes of (and within) the collection can be recorded. We can
accumulate a history:

S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S
S _ S S S _ S _ S S S _ _ _ S _ S _ S _ S _ _
S _ S _ S _ S S S _ S _ S _ S _ _ _ S _ S _ S
_ _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S S S _ S _ _
S _ S _ S S S _ S _ S S S _ S _ S S S _ S _ S
S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S

Bear in mind that in representing the set this way we have assigned an implicit
labeling of its members, which may be considered an integer {1, …, N} assigned
from left to right. The changes in state are tracked with respect to this labeling,
and we are forced—for the moment—to assume that the labeling can be
meaningfully carried forward in “time”, as the state of the collection changes.

We may now ask ourselves, what are the dynamics? We can record a history, but
can we predict successive states? Can we describe stable correlations among
members of the collection?

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/segal.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/segal.html
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/chandra.html
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/chandra.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0309009
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0309009


We must guess at the dynamics, and then test our guesses. The simplest thing
we can do that seems likely to yield non-trivial results is to associate transition
functions of two variables (two input states) with each element in our collection.
These functions must of course be Boolean, and the number of possibilities are
very limited. In fact, there are 16 functionally complete options from which to
choose, all interrelated by a familiar web of dualities:

NAND(x, y) = ~NOR(~x, ~y)
NAND(~x, y) = ~NOR(x, ~y)
NAND(x, ~y) = ~NOR(~x, y)
NAND(~x, ~y) = ~NOR(x, y)

NOR(x, y) = ~NAND(~x, ~y)
NOR(~x, y) = ~NAND(x, ~y)
NOR(x, ~y) = ~NAND(~x, y)
NOR(~x, ~y) = ~NAND(x, y)

Here “~x” or NOT(x) can of course be taken as a shorthand for NAND(x, x) =
NOR(x,x).

We specify a complete transition on our set of N binary variables by selecting
functions from this set of 16, assigning them to ordered triples ({c; a, b}) taken
from the set of N variables; one variable receives the “output”—the “next”
state—and the other two provide the inputs. The elements of the triple are not
necessarily distinct.

Let us focus attention on the inputs of the transition functions. In the “typical”
case they associate each member of our set of Boolean variables with another
member. This makes clear that in this context the variables may be thought of as
vertices, and the transition functions as edges or links. Collectively they define a
simplicial complex, which is carried forward in “time” as the set of variables
evolves according to the transition rules.

We have arrived at the roots—at least in part—of geometry.

A Boolean Network as a Gauge Field

There is another way to view the foregoing. Let us reconsider the brief history of
our small sample collection of variables:

S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S
S _ S S S _ S _ S S S _ _ _ S _ S _ S _ S _ _
S _ S _ S _ S S S _ S _ S _ S _ _ _ S _ S _ S
_ _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S S S _ S _ _
S _ S _ S S S _ S _ S S S _ S _ S S S _ S _ S
S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S

It was mentioned before that the representation of the collection as a one-
dimensional array implied nothing more that a simple labeling by a set of
integers. It may now be noted that the representation employs a labeling of the
states of the variables which is equally arbitrary. We can globally invert the



assignment of our state labels (S, _) without making any essential change to the
information content of our history:

_ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _
_ S _ _ _ S _ S _ _ _ S S S _ S _ S _ S _ S S
_ S _ S _ S _ _ _ S _ S _ S _ S S S _ S _ S _
S S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ _ _ S _ S S
_ S _ S _ _ _ S _ S _ _ _ S _ S _ _ _ S _ S _
_ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _ S _

It is crucial that the state relabeling be global. We have no sensible way to
propagate a selective relabeling of some variables throughout the history
without corrupting our knowledge of the correlated changes in the collection,
because we have no notion of dynamics, other than the raw fact of change
reflected in our data.

Everything changes when we introduce dynamics, that is, our set of transition
functions. An arbitrary local state relabeling can now be absorbed into the
transition rules using the dualities that interrelate them. In this austere context
we have hit upon two central ideas of gauge symmetry. (1) The variables’ states
are like phases; we can detect changes and variations across the collection, but
we can’t assign an invariant meaning to the states themselves. This dictates a
global symmetry. (2) The introduction of dynamics allows us to turn this into a
local symmetry.

A Boolean Network as a…Supersymmetric Gauge Field?

As we think about this more deeply we start to see some subtleties. There is
another relabeling freedom in the collection of variables—the labeling of the
variables themselves. We can permute the labeling, and as long as we do this
consistently throughout our recorded history—prior to any assumption of
dynamics—we change nothing essential in the record. On the other hand, if we
have segments of a history that precede and follow relabelings of variables we
must remember the permutations that were performed in order to compare the
segments.

Now, let us consider again what happens when we perform a local relabeling of
states and absorb the relabeling into the set of transition functions. The
functions fall into at most 16 distinct classes or types; of course we may not have
used all the types in equal proportions. The absorption of the state relabeling
will transform the type of the affected functions, and the distribution of
transition functions assigned to the variables among the possible classes will
change, in general. Of course, in a very large Boolean network of this type with
suitable statistical properties, the distribution may not change much at all.
Indeed, we may merely witness what appears to be merely a shuffling—a
permutation—of the positions of the affected instances of the 16 classes with
respect to the labeling of the variables. It is quite conceivable that this shuffling
could be undone by following the state relabeling with a relabeling of the
variables, which implies a relabeling of the transition functions assigned to them.



It is clear that understanding the structure of these transformations is becoming
rather delicate, and the structure—the geometry—of the simplicial complex is
deeply involved. However, we can at least offer the observation that the internal
gauge transformation—the state relabeling—appears to be intertwined with the
“external” or positional transformation, ie, the selective relabeling of the
Boolean variables. Indeed, they seem to be in some sense inseparable. This
strikes me as deeply reminiscent of supersymmetry.

A Boolean Network as a Generator of a Causal Set

What precisely is being preserved in the gauge transformations we have been
discussing? I hope it quite clear by now that the relabeling transformations
preserve the identity of events or state transitions in our collection, and the
causal connections among those events. In other words, the collection’s history
has an invariant temporal “skeleton” which fits the description of a causal set.
For those who are unfamiliar with causal set theory the significance of this can
be better appreciated after reading a review such as this September 2003 article
by Rafael Sorkin:

Causal Sets: Discrete Gravity (Notes for the Valdivia Summer School)

Also, in January, a highly speculative but extremely interesting and detailed
preprint by Seth Lloyd appeared that sets forth an attempt to ground general
relativity, and by implication, quantum gravity, in quantum computation. The
idea, roughly speaking, is to generate the causal and metric structure of
spacetime out of the dynamics of an ensemble of qubits. Lloyd acknowledges
that his approach, as an attack on the problem of quantum gravity, is closest in
spirit to causal set theory among the various competing alternatives.

What of Spinors and Clifford Algebras?

I will cut this short and simply assert that the relevance and role of spinors is
near at hand. The reasoning behind this is still sketchy (like most of the above)
but is deeply inspired by the following two articles, to be read in the given order:

Relativity in binary systems as root of quantum mechanics and space-time
(hep-th/0408116)

Spin foams, causal links and geometry-induced interactions
(hep-th/0403137)

Pregeometry and Entropy

In closing, I should acknowledge that the potential role of Jaynes’ Maximum
Entropy principle has played a central role in my thinking about these questions
for over 15 years. I recently attempted to sum this up in an email to Lee Smolin
(8/5/2004) which can be taken as something of a manifesto:

Dear Dr. Smolin,

See http://www.arxiv.org/abs/nlin.AO/0408007. I thought this paper

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0309009
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0309009
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0501135
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0501135
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0408116
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0408116
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0403137
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0403137
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/nlin.AO/0408007
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/nlin.AO/0408007


would be of particular interest to you, in light of your recent preprint
(hep-th/0407213) and your past collaboration with Stuart Kauffman
and long-standing interest in the structures of discrete networks and
their relevance to spin networks and quantum gravity.

This new paper is to my mind relevant to the effort to put putative
explanations of “anthropic” features of the universe on a sound
scientific basis. The general point of view I have in mind is this:

One would like to in some sense show that:

◦ the fundamental theme of entropy maximization under constraints
underlies the laws of physics and the structure of spacetime, and
ultimately, cosmological structure and evolution,

◦ at the same time underlies the evolution of biological systems and,
ultimately, sentient life,

◦ and binds the two realms together in a way that genuinely
explains the familiar observations that have previously motivated
the more problematic formulations of the anthropic principle.

The key element is this: Rather than suppose that there is a kind of
super-universal selection of law-like alternatives (including values of
fundamental constants), imagine that a sort of optimization through
maximally unbiased selection constitutes, in essence, the foundation of
physical law. Of course one might reasonably ask if this is so different
than more conventional formulations. That is, fundamental symmetries
provide the constraints, and some sort of selection sorts out the
alternatives allowed by these constraints. The crucial question
becomes, does this selection happen in time, along the lines suggested
by biological evolution, or does it effectively happen outside of time, via
a kind of timeless optimization principle? The latter is suggested by the
intimate relationship of variational action principles and symmetries of
an action functional. Can such extremization under variation be
understood or recast as a entropy maximization under constraints?

Given the profound connection of MaxEnt principles to statistical
mechanics and thermodynamics, and the equally profound
“thermodynamic” character of general relativity, as witnessed for
example in Ted Jacobson’s gr-qc/9504004, one wonders if this might
not be the preferred avenue to explore.

However, in his article Jacobson expresses a traditional point of view. If
a putatively fundamental physical law has the character of a
thermodynamic equation of state, then it can’t be that fundamental.
There must be a complicated microstructure (and micro-dynamics)
underlying it whose governing law is obscured by statistical
regularities. I am suggesting, in essence, that the statistical
regularities are most of the story. The underlying microstructure is
primordial, not derived (ie, not a “solution”), and possesses some
primitive combinatorial symmetries and nothing more. Everything else



comes out of a kind of statistical optimization (entropy maximization?)
of the microstructure subject to its symmetries.

I would suggest furthermore that the symmetries follow largely from
background independence of the microstructure. Because its possible
configurations cannot be distinguished by differences in their “pinning”
to a background, they must fall into equivalence classes — probably
very large equivalence classes. This is fertile ground on which to build
a potent kind of statistical mechanics.

What remains, then, is to say something more definite about the nature
of the microstructure.

7. D R Lunsford
March 13, 2005

Everything points to y5 as the missing link.

-drl

8. March 13, 2005

I don’t get it. Why is a theory bad if it does not explain the gauge coupling
strengths, the Yukawa couplings and the exact matter content? In principle, the
standard model is enough to determine the unitary evolution. Why must we
explain the parameters of the standard model? Why can’t they just be what they
are?

9. Alejandro
March 13, 2005

A serious puzzle when trying to relate Clifford algebras to the real world is the
existence of three generations of particles, all having equal charges. I mean, you
can suspect that the fact of having fermions around could have a geometrical
motivation, and you can even be happy about having four fermions which you
could perhaps use to build a well oriented slice of space time or whatever
geometrical construct. But 12 formions? What in the hell does Nature expects we
should do with them?

10. Doug
March 13, 2005

Peter wrote:

If one believes in a deep relation between physics and geometry, these Clifford
modules should somehow come into play in the structure of the most
fundamental physical theories. To some extent this is already in evidence in the
way spinors and the Dirac operator occur in the standard model. There are also
tantalizing relations between the idea of supersymmetry and the Clifford algebra
story. Many, many people have been motivated by this kind of idea over the years
to try and use Clifford algebras to come up with a fundamental particle theory,



one that would explain the structure of the standard model. While some of these
attempts have very interesting features, none of them yet seems to me to have
gotten to the heart of the matter and used this kind of geometry to give a really
convincing explanation of how it is related to the standard model. Some crucial
idea still seems to be missing.

Peter, everyone: With all due respect, trying to use the Clifford algebras to “come
up with a fundamental particle theory” that “would explain the structure of the
standard model,” actually could be the reason that “some crucial idea still seems
to be missing.” However, please understand: in making this statement it’s not my
intention to attack the greatest intellectual achievement of the 20th Century by
suggesting this.

Nevertheless, I believe that it’s important to recognize that string theory exists
as a direct result of trying to avoid the difficulties of a “fundamental particle
theory,” and maybe we need to consider that the need to resort to the concept of
fields was motivated in the same way: the idea that the existence of a
fundamental particle, or set of fundamental particles, can explain nature, seems
to be misguided.

However, replacing the point particle with the concept of a field, and the idea of
force with the concept of interaction, does not change the basic assumption
underlying a theory of fundamental particles, anymore than replacing it with the
concept of a vibrating string does, even though we can point to the “spectacular”
success of QED/QCD, and string theorists can point to the “astounding” beauty
of their M theory. As we all know, the most important aspects of any theory for
investigators is its failures, not its successes.

The most obvious failure of the standard model is its lack of an explanation of
mass and the associated interaction (force) of gravity, yet we steadfastly fail to
see this as a failure of a “fundamental particle theory.” Frankly, though, what this
seems to be shouting at us is that we really need to look for an alternative to a
fundamental particle theory. If there is indeed “a deep relation between physics
and geometry,” and “these Clifford modules [actually do] come into play in the
structure of the most fundamental physical theories,” shouldn’t we stop trying to
force that structure into a particle theory and look for an alternative?

11. Doug
March 12, 2005

Quantoken wrote:

“What is time” is a question so profound that it is beyond mathematics to try to
find an answer. The concept of time and time arrow inheritantly associates with
the concept of causality. If there is no causal relationship between things, then
time does not exist. But is the causal relationship just our perceptions of the
world, or is it part of the reality?

It doesn’t have to be that hard, though. Time has the same effect on motion that
space does, and space, while it’s also a problematic concept in some ways, it’s
not as mysterious. However, it’s the concept of space and time in the definition of



motion that is important.

Clifford algebra recognizes this in its noncommutativity: a^b = -b^a, a directed
area. Clockwise rotation is different than counter-clockwise rotation. It doesn’t
mean that time can run backwards, but it does mean that there is an inverse, a
mirror image to all directions, and if it exists in all directions then it follows that
it exists in the relationship of space and time, or motion, as well. In fact, we can
see it: A decrease in time has the same effect on motion as an increase in space.
They are reciprocally related. That’s the important thing to understand.

This reciprocity in turn implies a deeper symmetry: whereas time continuously
progresses, so should space; and whereas space has three dimensions, so should
time. Now that we can actually observe the progression of space in the receding
galaxies, we are even more justified in assuming three dimensions of time to
complete the symmetry, which, of course, means three independent dimensions
of motion should exist as well.

In Cl3, we see a similar symmetry: 1 scalar, 3 vectors | 3 bivectors, 1
pseudoscalar. What does this mean? I’ll offer one, simple, but profound idea: The
scalar magnitude of motion can easily progress continuously outward from the
origin of vectors (outward translational paths diverge, think of expanding
volume), but, on the other hand, it cannot continuously progress inward
translationally in the same manner lest, passing zero, it again becomes outward
motion (inward translational motion converges, think of shrinking volume).
Therefore, for continuous inward scalar motion to exist, it must exist as a
rotation, not a translation.

To find that these two fundamental modes of scalar motion are represented
perfectly in Clifford algebra, is sobering.

12. Tony Smith
March 12, 2005

Peter, I am somewhat concerned that this message may be drifting off-topic with
respect to this thread subject of Clifford algebras, so it is OK with me if you
delete it, but I am initially posting it mostly to respond to a couple of comments
by others.

Quantoken, you say, about my approach: “… That is not how a theory gets
accepted as science. … acceptance of a science is really acceptance by the
general public …”.
My objective is NOT for my model to be “… accepted … by the general public
…”. It is for my model to be available in the archived records of physics so that
anyone who is interested in it can study it, criticize it, and perhaps improve it or
make use of it or some part of it.
You also say: “… if at the end of day, only ten people out of the whole population
of this planet manage to figure out what your theory is all about, and agree with
you. So you have acceptance of 10 people. Does that make your theory an
accepted scientific theory? No. …”.
Actually, I would be happy if 10 people figured it out and accepted it. As I said



above, my objective is NOT to make my model THE accepted theory.
In fact, I think that the current abysmal situation with superstring theory shows
that it is BAD for ANY single model (mine included) to become so “accepted” that
alternatives cannot be made available in the archived records of physics for
evaluation by anyone with interest. The “archive” part is important, because
sometimes it is decades before some useful stuff is appreciated as being useful.

Steve M, you say that you “… think your work is more suited to something like
Journal of Mathematical Physics, Communications in Mathematical Physics or
Advances in Theo. Math Phys. J. Math. Phys. … Phys. Rev. D is rigid and pretty
conservative …”.
My comments here may have been misleading to you in that I have emphasized
mathematical structures. However,
I consider the phenomenological part of my model ( not mentioned by me
hereinbefore because of less connection with the topic of Clifford algebras ) to be
equally important. An example is the relevance of my model to the interpretation
of Fermilab’s T-quark event data, and the idea ( based on a paper by Froggatt at
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-ph/0307138 ) that the data show not one single peak
for the T-quark at around 170 GeV, but also two other peaks (one higher, one
lower) that can be reasonably interpreted by seeing the Fermilab T-quark data as
showing three peaks coming from a T-quark – Higgs – Vacuum system. Such
material seems to me to be off-topic for the mostly purely mathematical journals
that you recommend. It is my opinion that the most appropriate journal ( in my
home country of the USA ) that covers both the math/theory and phenomenology
aspects of my model is Phys. Rev.D, which is why I chose it as the journal for my
prize offer.

Tony Smith http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

13. March 12, 2005

“In the path integral formalism, why are we integrating over a space of
connections the exponential of the norm squared of the curvature of the
connection? Why the determinant of the Dirac operator?”

Renormalizability and universality classes?

14. Quantoken
March 12, 2005

Tony Smith said:

“Unless someone is already familiar with ALL of those things, they CANNOT
understand my model without spending a lot of time and effort on learning
background material that may not be of interest to them for any other reason.”

Tony, I am troubled by that and your $100,000 reward. That is not how a theory
gets accepted as science. Put it this way, if at the end of day, only ten people out
of the whole population of this planet manage to figure out what your theory is
all about, and agree with you. So you have acceptance of 10 people. Does that
make your theory an accepted scientific theory? No. You could argue that your

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-ph/0307138
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theory is correct, it is only because 99.9999% people are unwilling to spend the
time to try to understand your theory. But that is useless.

Let’s look at another example. Super string theory. Seemingly this is an
“accepted” theory at current time, despite of the fact that it’s unable to make
any predictions. Super string theory is taught on almost every colleague
campuses and many students accept it because their teachers seem to accept it.
As for the general public, they are unable to understand the math involved, but
they too have learned a few basic ideas like elementary particles are made of
little ringy strings, etc. And they have watched scifi movies about wormholes and
cosmic strings and such, and think those stuff are neat and cool. So they too,
accept super string theory as a legitimate scientific theory.

So, at currently time, super string theory is a theory accepted by the general
public and the general scientific community, and opponents are only minority,
due to the propagation. That’s a sad fact.

But it could change, eventually people will say: This thing can’t make any
predictions and seem to be useless, why should we accept it and continue to
support it? By the time, there may still be a couple thousands “experts” in this
field that continue to believe in the stuff, including all of the well known names
like Witten, Lubos, Vafa etc. But they will be a minority groups and marginize
and be reject as a colt group, once the GENERAL PUBLIC, I repeat, the
GENERAL PUBLIC, not the elite peoples in ivory towers, become uninterested in
the ideas. You can argue: “But I am the expert in the field” but it really doesn’t
help you if your whole field is rejected by the general “none-experts”.

So acceptance of a science is really acceptance by the general public, not just
acceptance by a elite group. Another example is General Relativity. There is a
saying that initially there were only 12 people in the world who can understand
GR. If it stay that way, GR will never become an accepted scientific theory. The
truth is even most people are unable to understand the tensor mathematics.
They are perfectly capable of underdstanding, and accepting the equivalence
principle, so they have no problem accepting the GR as a correct theory derived
from equivalence principle.

So my point is, whatever theory you have, to have any hope of being accepted.
You must be able to describe the basic idea or basic principle in very simple
language, to the general public. So even the general public can accept the basic
principles of your theory. Then those interested can further study the detailed
mathematics.

Science is not an enterprise in the ivory tower. Science is an enterprise in which
not only researchers exchange ideas among themselves. But they also need to
actively promote their ideas to the widest audiences in the general public.

That’s why it’s so important for dissident scientists like Peter et all, to turn
towards the general public audience, and explain to them why there is a problem
and why string theory does not work. The big problem is different opinions are
SUPPRESSED in the public medias, so the public never realize that the main



stream scientific theories have problems in them!

Quantoken

15. March 12, 2005

It seems to me that the idea that beautiful mathematics will lead to new physical
principles is as likely to succeed as string theory. I think it is the other way
round, mostly, physical insight bends beautiful mathematics into its service.
However, there seems to be no other way to proceed, so I can only hope that
someone is successful.

16. Steve M
March 12, 2005

Hi Tony,
$100,000 eh?:). I am a (theoretical) physicist and have also worked as a
freelance editor/copyeditor in the past for some pretty technical stuff in physics
and biology. If I could make a few points. First I think your work is more suited to
something like Journal of Mathematical Physics, Communications in
Mathematical Physics or Advances in Theo. Math Phys. J. Math. Phys. is
particularly open to new mathematical approaches and interpretations to
physical problems and for development of mathematical ideas relevant to the
formulation of physical theories. They publish some really mathematically dense
and technical stuff. Second, I think you should be flexible about the title. As a
journal Phys. Rev. D is rigid and pretty conservative. They reject a lot of
technically sound papers (probably the most interesting ones).

Generally, it is very difficult to get a “new paradigm” published and accepted by
the community (dreadful word I know:) especially as a single author, and much
easier to publish something interesting or minor within an ongoing and accepted
research direction. At any rate, a totally professional Latex presentation is
always essential nowadays. Two or three readable shorter papers is also better
than a huge submission, which is offputting to reviewers. A thorough review of
the existing literature relevant to the problems you are attempting to solve is
always essential, explaining what you think are the shortcomings of the standard
approaches and why your approach might make progress where others have
failed. It is also better to be have a modest but interesting presentation style/title
rather than making huge claims. Making massive claims in titles and abstracts
and having a pompous and self-important style of presentation (I am not saying
this applies to you)usually results in a crackpot label and instant rejection, even
if the paper has a lot of substance and very good ideas. Anyway, these are just
some thoughts based on my experiences both editing papers and publishing my
own.
regards

17. Tony Smith
March 12, 2005

Hi Garrett. You say that I should use LaTex in a self-contained introductory
paper. Actually, back in the days before I was blacklisted, I did put up such a



paper on what is now known as arXiv. It is at http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-
ph/9501252 It does not incorporate some changes and corrections that I have
made in the last 10 years, but the basic ideas are similar. It is over 100 pages
long, and the part about the Mayer-Trautman-Kobayashi-Nomizu material does
not appear until about page 60 or so.
Even though it was extensive and in LaTex, nobody paid any (contructive)
attention to it, so I really don’t think that any lack of the LaTex look is why
people don’t understand it. I think that the real difficulty is that you cannot
formulate the model without using such things as:
1 – Clifford algebras;
2 – Quaternions and Octonions;
3 – the Mayer-Trautman-Kobayashi-Nomizu material;
4 – theory of bounded complex domains and their Shilov boundaries, as
described by L. K. Hua in his book Harmonic Analysis of Functions of Several
Complex Variables in the Classical Domains by Hua (Am. Math. Soc., 1979;
5 – generalization of MacDowell-Mansouri mechanism for gravity;
6 – I. E. Segal’s conformal gravity material; and
7 – how to generalize the Hyperfinite II1 von Neumann factor to the case of real
Clifford algebras from the case of complex Clifford algebras on which the usual
Hyperfinite II1 von Neumann factor is based.
8 – For the lattice version of my model, familiarity with generalization of the
Feynman Checkerboard is needed ( see my paper at CERN-CDS-EXT-2004-030
).?

Unless someone is already familiar with ALL of those things, they CANNOT
understand my model without spending a lot of time and effort on learning
background material that may not be of interest to them for any other reason.

Since I am a lone individual with no institution that could provide grants or jobs
related to studying my work, it is understandable that nobody would spend such
time and effort.

It is with that in mind that I have put up a $100,000 prize for the first person to
meet its conditions, which include writing up my model, getting it posted on
archives in arXiv, and getting it published in Phys. Rev. D. A statement of the
prize details is at http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith
/VoDouPhysicsPrizeV.html
Maybe nobody will try to do the work for the prize, but on the other hand maybe
somebody will, and at least the first person who succeeds will get some money
for the time and effort expended.

Tony Smith http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

18. Quantoken
March 12, 2005

Doug:

“What is time” is a question so profound that it is beyond mathematics to try to
find an answer. The concept of time and time arrow inheritantly associates with

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-ph/9501252
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the concept of causality. If there is no causal relationship between things, then
time does not exist. But is the causal relationship just our perceptions of the
world, or is it part of the reality?

Mathematics, on another hand, is totally incapable to understand what is
causality. Because causality relationships do NOT exist in any branch of
mathematics. In math you can say 2+3=5, or you can say 5-3=2. But among
2,3,5, who is the cause, and who is the result caused by the cause? The answer is
none, “2+3=5” is NOT the reason why “5-3=2”, nor is it a result of “5-3=2”.
They are equivalent to each other but does not depend on each other as cause
and result, so there is no causal relationship.

All of our difficulties in understand spacetime is because math does NOT have a
causality relationship, but causal relationship must be introduced to understand
time properly.

Quantoken

19. Garrett Lisi
March 12, 2005

Hi Peter,
First off, thanks for keeping such a cool journal — and for being a voice of reason
speaking out on the current physics emperor’s state of undress. Your posts and
the poignant reactions to them have been very amusing to read. You’ve also now
hit upon a subject close to my heart — it always bothered me that spinor fields
seemed to be “cooked up” rather than really derived from geometry, so I got
drawn into looking around for a better way. I’ve also been inspired by the
attempts to derive the structure of the standard model using Clifford algebra —
so far my favorite has been by Greg Trayling:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9912231

The only cool thing I’ve found myself is a way of deriving spinors as BRST ghosts
associated with the Clifford adjoint invariance of a frame in GR:

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212041

That’s the closest I’ve been able to get to a true geometric derivation of what
spinor fields are. Using that and Kaluza-Klein to connect with Trayling’s work
has been giving me fits because it’s so close but not quite there. The universe
doesn’t just laugh at string theorists.

I see that Tony Smith is hanging around your journal as well (Hi Tony). I have
looked around at his stuff, and found it to be very interesting and potentially
good but I only wish he would spend the painful extra time necessary on
exposition for people without his same eclectic background. If he put together an
introductory paper to his stuff, maybe even using LaTeX… he’d probably get a
much better reception, and I for one would have a better chance at really getting
some of what he’s saying. He especially needs to keep in mind people are lazy
and need straightforward presentations of background material all in one place,

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9912231
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9912231
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212041
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0212041


rather than just references.

Anyway, good to finally come out from lurking and post something here.

Best,
Garrett

20. Doug
March 11, 2005

If fundamental physics deals with the matters of space and time, and
fundamental mathematics deals with the matters of geometry, then the
connection between the two should not be surprising, because ultimately
geometry is the study of space. When advances in mathematics enabled men to
add time concepts to these geometrical aspects, mathematics became
indispensable to the investigators of physics.

However, it’s the fundamentals of space and time that are the core of physics,
not the mathematical expressions of space-like and time-like constructs, or
various unions of these. The fact that spinors are a mathematical construct
hearkens back to others, more primitive, but similar, such as Pythagoras’
theorem. Clearly, Pythagoras’ theorem tells us something about space and
spinors tell us something about time, but whatever it is can be misleading if we
begin to think of these properties as real. Space can have no meaning without
time because you can’t draw a line without the time to do it. Time can have no
meaning without space, because, no matter how much time you have, you can’t
rotate it.

All that this suggests is that “the deep relationship between Clifford algebras
and spinors, geometry, index theory and physics,” exists because of the deep
relationship between space and time. That relationship is reciprocal and
symmetrical in the equation of motion, just like the 8 hour “Clifford clock,” is
reciprocal and symmetrical. What Lubos apparently doesn’t understand is that
the difference between the elementary and sophisticated is not profundity, but
elaboration. The profound secrets we seek to uncover are hidden in the simple,
but correct relationship of space and time. Sophisticated elaboration of an
incorrect understanding of this elemental relationship only serves to further
obscure the error.

21. Tony Smith
March 11, 2005

Peter, you say that you “… wonder if you [Tony] really strongly disagree [with the
thought that] … there is a crucial idea missing here … what seems to me [Peter]
to be missing is some deeper link between the geometry and the dynamics …”.

I can see how what I think is an intuitively natural link between the geometry
and the dynamics might appear to others as an ad hoc construction.

Roughly (again ignoring a lot of technicalities) the way that I link geometry and
dynamics is:



1 – describe dynamics by a Lagrangian;

2 – define the Lagrangian in terms of Clifford algebra structure:

a – the 8-dim spacetime over which integration takes place is represented by the
8-dim vectors

b – the gauge term in the Lagrangian is based on the 28-dim bivectors

c – the Dirac term is based on the 8-dim fermions and antifermions.

3 – See what happens to the Lagrangian when the freezing/choice of a
quaternionic subspace of the initial 8-dim spacetime changes it to a Lagrangian
over a 4-dim spacetime. This is highly nontrivial but it does take you from a very
simple-looking Lagrangian with 8-dim spacetime to a much more complicated
one with 4-dim spacetime, but it turns out that the complicated 4-dim
Lagrangian is actually quite realistic.
This is done by using some geometric techniques done about 20 years ago by
Meinhard Mayer http://www.ps.uci.edu/physics/mayer.html who worked with A.
Trautman. They used some key ideas from Kobayashi and Nomizu’s book
Foundations of Differential Geometry, vol. 1 (John Wiley 1963), particularly
Proposition 11.4 of chapter II, and their work in some detail can be found in
Hadronic Journal 4 (1981) 108-152, and also articles in New Developments in
Mathematical Physics, 20th Universitatswochen fur Kernphysik in Schladming in
February 1981 (ed. by Mitter and Pittner), Springer-Verlag 1981, which articles
are:
A Brief Introduction to the Geometry of Gauge Fields (written with Trautman);
The Geometry of Symmetry Breaking in Gauge Theories; and
Geometric Aspects of Quantized Gauge Theories.

It may be from some points of view regrettable that my link between geometric
structures and Lagrangian dynamics is heavily dependent on really
understanding that material, but that is the way it is.
If the Mayer-Troutman-Kobayashi-Nomizu material seems so natural to you that
it is (to use a phrase that is sort of a joke among mathematicians) intuitively
obvious, then my link might seem natural.
Otherwise, my link would probably be thought of as a missing link.

The details are in my papers and web site, but I am not the world’s best
expositor (I wish I has 1/10 the talent of John Baez in that regard).

Anyhow, long story short, if anyone does not clearly understand the Mayer-
Troutman-Kobayashi-Nomizu material then they will definitely not see my model
as a natural construction.

On the other hand, when (years ago) I began to work through the 8-to-4
dimensional reduction part of my model using the Mayer-Troutman-Kobayashi-
Nomizu material and to see how after grinding out the results that they actually
look realistic, it made me think that there must be something fundamentally
right/useful about the work.

http://www.ps.uci.edu/physics/mayer.html
http://www.ps.uci.edu/physics/mayer.html


I could go into more material related to dynamics of Lagrangians and path
integral quantization, but this comment is already long and I thought that the
most basic point was how the parts of the Clifford algebra give a realistic 4-dim
Lagrangian, which is fundamentally an application of the Mayer-Troutman-
Kobayashi-Nomizu material.

Tony Smith http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

22. quantoken
March 11, 2005

Peter said:

“But it definitely is one of my deepest beliefs that the most fundamental
structures in mathematics are intimately connected with the most fundamental
structures in physics. There seems to me to be a lot of evidence for this.”

I can almost totally agree with you, except for one small reservation (which is
actually not small). That is, what is considered “most fundamental structures
in mathematics” is really “in the eyes of the beholder”. i.e., it’s totally opinious
unless that judgement (what is more fundamental) is guided by empirical physics
experimental evidences.

Mathematics is much bigger than physics. There are infinitely many possible self-
consistent theories in mathematics. It’s hard to make a judgement what is
fundamental and what is not. And not all mathematics can have something to do
with physics. Number theories, or the study of prime numbers or such, seems
totally unrelated to physics. At least all I know, any prime numbers bigger than
trivial ones like 2,3,5, never occurs in any physics formulas. The string theory,
for it’s “11” dimentions, may break this rule. But then maybe not if ultimately it’s
shown that string theory has nothing to do with physics:-)

Tom Smith, what you claim seems to be interesting if it is true:

“In short, you get all the particles of the Standard Model and none of the
unobserved wino, gluino, squark, zino, etc particles of naive 1-1 supersymmetry,
and you get reasonable values for all the otherwise ad hoc parameters of the
Standard Model. ”

But I glanzed at your web in the past and could not associate its content, which
is hard to read and understand, with your claim. Maybe I will try to spend a little
bit time figuring out exactly what your ideas are.

Quantoken

23. Peter
March 11, 2005

Hi Tony,
Sure, you’re one of the people I had in mind when I wrote the posting. I’ve
always been intrigued by the kind of thing you’re doing (and think it’s absurd
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that the arxiv happily accepts absurd string theory related papers but not yours).
But I still think there is a crucial idea missing here and wonder if you really
strongly disagree with this. To be a little more specific, what seems to me to be
missing is some deeper link between the geometry and the dynamics. In the path
integral formalism, why are we integrating over a space of connections the
exponential of the norm squared of the curvature of the connection? Why the
determinant of the Dirac operator? I tend to think we need some insight into
these mysteries in addition to more kinematical ideas about Clifford algebras.

24. Tony Smith
March 11, 2005

Peter, you say:
“… none of … [the] attempts … to try and use Clifford algebras to come up with a
fundamental particle theory … yet seems to me [Peter] … to give a really
convincing explanation of how it is related to the standard model. …”.

I cannot disagree with that statement because “seems to me [Peter]” is a
statement of subjective opinion and you [Peter] are certainly entitled to your
opinion.

Also, Lubos asked:
“… Which “ideas” exactly do you think would “explain the structure of the
Standard Model”? …”.

About the only strictly relevant thing that I can say is that I am one of the “…
Many, many people [who] have been motivated by this kind of idea …”, and that
my efforts use structures related to Cl(8) which, as John Baez points out in his
week 211 (among other writings) is, due to real 8-periodicity, a natural building
block of any arbitrarily large real Clifford algebra. Roughly (ignoring many
technical details) my physical interpretation is:

The 8-dim vector part of Cl(8) represents an 8-dim spacetime;

The 28-dim bivector part of Cl(8) represents 28 gauge bosons;

The 8-dim +half-spinor part of Cl(8) represents 8 first-generation fermion
particles (e-; r,g,b up quarks; r,g,b down quarks; nu_e);

The 8-dim -half-spinor part of Cl(8) represents 8 first-generation fermion anti-
particles (e+; r,g,b up anti-quarks; r,g,b down anti-quarks; anti-nu_e).

If you break the 8-dim spacetime into a 4-dim physical spacetime plus a 4-dim
internal symmetry space,
by freezing out at low (current experimental energy levels) a particular
quaternionic subspace, then:

The 28 gauge bosons split into 16 for U(2,2) which contains the conformal group
SU(2,2) = Spin(2,4) which along the lines of work of I. E. Segal and MacDowell
and Mansouri give you an Einstein-Hilbert lagrangian etc plus 12 for the
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) Standard Model; and the fermion particles and antiparticles



get a 3-generation structure.

If you look at the geometric structures in a way motivated by (but not identical
to) the work of Armand Wyler, then you can unambigously calculate particle
mass and force strength ratios, getting results that are at tree level quite
realistic if you consider the quark masses to be constituent quark masses.

In short, you get all the particles of the Standard Model and none of the
unobserved wino, gluino, squark, zino, etc particles of naive 1-1 supersymmetry,
and you get reasonable values for all the otherwise ad hoc parameters of the
Standard Model.

It is OK with me if you [Peter], Lubos, and anyone else find my structure
unconvincing, because that is just an expression of your personal opinions and
tastes, but
it would be interesting to imagine what the PR blitz would be if a prominent
string theorist were to come up with similar results.

Details of my work exist, but they are too long for this message. However, they
can be found on my web site and on a few papers such as CERN EXT-2003-087
which I was able to post before CERN terminated the EXT series (in October
2004, possibly at the behest of arXiv, which has blacklisted some people
including me and may have been unhappy that CERN EXT provided a way for
some of us blacklisted people to post our work where it might be preserved for
posterity (note that web sites, ISPs, etc come and go, and CERN’s web site is
likely to last much longer than any web site I might have)).

Tony Smith http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

25. Peter
March 11, 2005

Hi z,

I’m a bit leery of the term “beauty” in this context, what with “all in the eye of
the beholder” and everything. Somewhere on the internet there’s an argument
between me and Lubos about the beauty of string theory.

But it definitely is one of my deepest beliefs that the most fundamental
structures in mathematics are intimately connected with the most fundamental
structures in physics. There seems to me to be a lot of evidence for this. In my
posting I was explaining a bit about how fundamental Clifford algebras and
spinors are in geometry (and I didn’t even get into their importance in K-theory).
One of the other most fundamental ideas in modern geometry is that of a
connection and its curvature. The fact that all these structures show up in the
standard model seems to me not a coincidence.

But neither mathematics nor physics is a finished subject. As another commenter
mentioned, it’s still a matter of debate among mathematicians whether we really
understand the right way to think about the geometry of spin. We know spinors
are fundamental because they are the representations we can build all others out
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of. But there are several different ways of constructing spinors, some that don’t
use Clifford algebras at all (see e.g. Graeme Segal’s Borel-Weil sort of
construction as a space of holomorphic sections). Clifford algebras are part of
the story, but maybe not the most fundamental one. I don’t think we know yet.
Similarly, in physics we know that spinor fields, the Dirac equation, connections
and the Yang-Mills functional are fundamental parts of the story, because we
have strong experimental evidence for this. But there quite possibly is some
more fundamental way of looking at these things, one which would give us the
right idea about how to get beyond the standard model. I’m guessing that such a
new idea exists, but is missing now, and that whatever it is, it will be related to
some new perspective on the geometry of spin.

There’s more detailed speculation of this kind in my paper of “Quantum Field
Theory and Representation Theory”. Maybe I’m wrong, and in any case, it’s
certainly historically been true that theorists have needed help from experiments
to figure out what the right fundamental mathematical structures are. But in
these times of no help from experiment, I don’t think we have much choice but to
try and see if mathematical insights can help us see which way to go with the
physical theory.

26. quantoken
March 11, 2005

Z:

It’s a profound philosphical question that has been debated for thousands of
years. That is whether fundamental physics structures, like the standard model,
can be derived from fundamental mathematics structures, like say if there can be
a mathematics based theory naturally leads to the particular value of all 17 free
parameters of the standard model, or you can not?

Every one can have an opinion on that. But I think it’s far from being settled. So
it is totally legitimate for Peter to ask that profound question as being insightful,
and it is childish for Lubos to question Peter’s intelligence in raising the
legitimate question.

Personally, I do believe that the standard model as we know it, must be reducible
in some way. Not all 17 free parameters can be foundamental. There must be a
connection between them and there must be a mathematical model describing
that connection, and therefore it would allow us to reduce the standard model
into something simpler with less number of free parameters.

But I do not believe physics can be reduced to pure mathematics. When the
ultimate theory of everything is discovered, you would have reduced all physics
parameters to just a few, or maybe just one, the famous alpha. But you can not
reduce it further to zero free parameter. The very last un-explained physics
constant, be it alpha, would have absolute no mathematical explanation
whatsoever why it is the value it is. It is just happenedness, just the way it is in
this universe, with no more question allowed to be asked why or how.

Quantoken



27. March 11, 2005

Peter said:

“Many, many people have been motivated by this kind of idea over the years to
try and use Clifford algebras to come up with a fundamental particle theory, one
that would explain the structure of the standard model.”

I can sympatize with these attempts–wouldn’t it be neat if some simple/nice
algebraic structure were behind our “fundamental” theories? However, this kind
of an approach tends to remind me that of trying to use platonic solids in
planetary astoronomy. That, too, would have been neat if it worked.

I find Peter’s last sentence

“Some crucial idea still seems to be missing.”

rather strange. There seems to be a presumption here, that this idea of
explaining the structure of the standard model by using Clifford algebras in some
cool way is, in fact, correct.

There is no strong evidence for this. Beauty of a mathematical structure does not
guarantee its relation to a field of physics of one’s choice.

I have to say I am rather amused by seeing this kind of a statement about such
an issue, made by Peter.

z

28. quantoken
March 11, 2005

E:

Indeed this is an open question far from being settled. And peter is rightful in
pointing that Lubos had said nothing intelligent but just personal attacks. But
forgive him for feeling depressed a bit that people are unable to post comments
on his weblog this past few days.

And why do you think Lubos is a “prominent” figure, just because he made
himself famous by being active on the internet? He is just a junior assistant
professor. In my judgements, Lubos is a smart guy and he may have learned a bit
of math tools useful for string theory research but he is absolutely lacking in
basic physics instinctions that I think any one with some good basic training in
general physics should have.

One good example is he could not think of a possible method of measuring solar
radiation intensity above the atmosphere, without a tool or mean to actually go
above the atmosphere to measure it.

Quantoken



29. E
March 11, 2005

Dear Lubos,

You may be misunderstanding something… or perhaps you are simply part of a
muscular new wave within the academy.

Peter is simply aligning himself on one side of a decades-old debate between
some of the most distinguished living mathematicians. On one side are
mathematicians, like Singer, who believe that after the rediscovery of the Dirac
operator, spinors have been nearly perfectly understood. On the other side are
mathematicians, like Sullivan, who have amassed evidence that we are merely
nibbling around the edges of a giant poorly understood structure.

I suppose what suprises me is that someone as prominent as yourself could be
simply unaware of the debate. Perhaps physicists have recently resolved this
issues amongst themselves. Mathematicians are probably nowhere close to this
point. Look at how long it took both groups to replace self-dual equations with
SW. Think of how mysterious the spinor condition was in the role of the rigidity
of the signature operator on loop space.

I myself am not sure which group is correct, but the idea of personally deriding
people like Lawson, Sullivan, Woit, Bourguignon, Taubes, Hitchin, who have
spoken publically about this belief in the incompleteness of spinor theory is quite
bold (given the above).

Of course, I have heard Is Singer explain his convictions on this point which I
suppose vaguely echo your beliefs. But even given his role in the history of the
Dirac operator, he was always humbly aware that he might be wrong. Perhaps
your impatience indicates that you will soon delight us with profound
contributions in this area that will settle this debate conclusively. Should that
happen, we will all be glad for the light shed on this fascinating topic.

I will read your blog with interest and wish you every success.

30. Peter
March 11, 2005

If anyone has anything intelligent to say about the topic of my posting, please do
so, but I’ve already had to delete comments from people who think an intelligent
response to anything I write is to personally attack me. If string theorists feel my
comments about string theory are attacks on them and feel the need to
personally attack me when I write about string theory, that’s fine. But I’m not
going to put up with juvenile attacks based on my explanations of what a Clifford
module is.

31. Lubos Motl
March 11, 2005

I just can’t resist. Your last paragraph, Peter, is such an incredible stupidity that I



must emphasize it a bit more clearly.

Spinors and Clifford algebras are of course closely related and this relation is
well understood. By “understood”, I don’t mean that everyone understands
everything about it. I mean that mathematicians and physicists have understood
it for decades (especially the physical consequences of it), in most aspects long
time before the Standard Model was constructed. Spinors and their properties
are just an elementary mathematical piece of a Standard Model, one of many
technicalities. Spinors in 3 or 3+1 dimensions were understood a few months
after quantum mechanics was first proposed.

Which “ideas” exactly do you think would “explain the structure of the Standard
Model”? Spinor is just a spinor. It’s an almost complete triviality that the
physicists today must understand as undergrads. Your “ideals” about physics are
equivalent to those of a high school student who learns about spinors earlier
than when she’s ready to comprehend them fully.

Of course that there are “tantalizing relations between supersymmetry and
Clifford algebra” – it’s because the generators of supersymmetry transform as
spinors. It’s not really tantalizing; it’s elementary.

You’re making an invisible mysterious elephant out of an ordinary gray rat.

32. Lubos Motl
March 11, 2005

Hi Peter,

is this article directed to the laymen, or the physicists? In the latter case, I
suppose that it is a part of your plan to convince all physicists to study the Dirac
operator. 

The things you write is elementary math from the early 20th century.

Best
Lubos, 2005

33. Jody
March 11, 2005

Hi, Peter,

There is a very nice discussion by Atiyah of the deep relationship between
Clifford algebras and spinors, geometry, index theory and physics in the short
article he wrote “The Dirac equation and geometry” for the book:

Paul Dirac: The Man and His Work
Edited by Peter Goddard
Cambridge 1998

BTW: I really enjoy reading your blog! Keep up the rant.



Cheers,
Jody



Skeptical SF Chronicle Article

March 14, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Today’s San Francisco Chronicle contains an article about string theory entitled
“Theory of Everything” Tying Researchers Up In Knots. It’s by science writer Keay
Davidson, and is about the most skeptical article on string theory I’ve seen in the
mainstream press. The lead sentence is:

“The most celebrated theory in modern physics faces increasing attacks from skeptics
who fear it has lured a generation of researchers down an intellectual dead end.”

Davidson contrasts Michio Kaku’s very pro-string theory point of view in his new book
Parallel Worlds, with the much more skeptical views of Lawrence Krauss, who
evidently has a book entitled “Hiding in the Mirror: The Mysterious Allure of Extra
Dimensions” coming out in September. He also got comments about the current state
of string theory from quite a few different people, including yours truly. The article
contains a link to this weblog.

Some of the string theory critics quoted are just inherently opposed to any new
mathematical approach to fundamental physics, something I have no sympathy with.
One of these is Stanford’s Robert Laughlin, who makes the point that string theorists
are trying to camouflage the theory’s increasingly obvious flaws by comparing the
theory to “a 50-year-old woman wearing way too much lipstick.” Because of
Laughlin’s extreme anti-mathematical theory views on the one side and those of his
colleagues like Lenny Susskind on the other, “The physics department at Stanford
effectively fissioned over this issue” says Laughlin. He goes on to say “I think string
theory is textbook ‘post-modernism’ (and) fueled by irresponsible expenditures of
money.” For the record, I’m no more of a fan of Laughlin’s views about particle theory
than I am of Susskind’s.

Some of the quotes from defenders of string theory are a bit strange, with none of
them addressing the fundamental problem the theory is facing these days as it
becomes obvious that it can’t predict anything. John Schwarz is quoted as saying
“string theory is the only approach that has the potential for explaining dark energy”
which is kind of peculiar since it is well-known that superstring theory naturally leads
one to expect a value for this energy density that is off by 120 orders of magnitude.
The only way around this seems to be the “landscape” argument, in which you
essentially give up any hope of ever predicting anything. The other defenders of
string theory quoted in the article mainly try and claim that twenty years of work on
the theory is still nowhere near enough, that it is way too early to be able to evaluate
it yet. They don’t give any indication of how much longer we should wait for such an
evaluation, but if twenty years isn’t long enough, it sounds like they hope this won’t
occur while they’re still alive.

Update: For a very different take on this, see Lubos Motl’s posting.

http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL
http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000158.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000158.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000129.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000129.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/03/sf-chronicle-about-strings.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/03/sf-chronicle-about-strings.html


Comments

1. Aaron
March 20, 2005

To ksh95: You don’t actually seem to have read anything I’ve said beyond the
first sentence.

Try, for example “On the other hand, I firmly believe that we have to practice
science as if the anthropic principle were false, but that’s another story.”

2. D R Lunsford
March 19, 2005

ksh95, very funny, but..

The real problem is, I don’t think it’s possible to argue with these folks. They just
don’t care. The watchword is, “Be the Wibble.”

-drl

3. ksh95
March 19, 2005

I forgot to mention, as presently formulated the anthropic principal isn’t even a
useful calculation tool. If, for instance, an anthropic principal based string theory
could reduce the 20some parameters of the standard model to 5 parameters,
then I would be at least willing to acknowledge the anthropic principal as a
valuable calculation tool.

4. ksh95
March 19, 2005

Aaron said
“…And, I agree with you that the anthropic principle is nonpredictive. My only
point is that it really could be the right answer…”

Your point of view really makes no sense to me.

The anthropic principle can never be the right answer any more than it can be
the wrong answer.

As far as I’m concerned the anthropic is equilivant to:
The reason Peter really started this blog, and the reason I replied to your post is
because there is an acausal point in spacetime that effects all other points. That
point is inside
Wibble the three-toed chicken’s head at time infinity + 7. Wibble determines the
past by thinking in the future….Actually, this argument is slightly better than the
anthropic principal since it may be possible to rule out
acausal influences on present events.



If, as you say, the anthropic principal is really the true state of the universe, then
the answer produced by science must be that the true nature of the universe in
unknowable. At this point physics reaches its end. Some go on to believe in the
anthropic principal, others believe in Creation, while I believe in Wibble the
three-toed chicken.

Susskind may cloud his ideas in prose about a cloud covered earth and such
things, but what he really advocates is reformulating science such that it looks
something like “…If we assume A (which can never be proven or disproven) then
the rest of the universe follows…”

I say why make it hard on ourselves by letting A=multiverse. If we would have
let A=Wibble the three-toed chicken we could all have avoided a lot of years of
schooling.

5. Juan R.
March 19, 2005

Since Peter deleted my previous post, I reproduce it again but extended and
without the supposed ?speculations on own work?.

During some time I wrote several comments regarding the impressive failure of
stringy research. It is unnecessary a costly experiment for showing this.

The basic idea of stringy research is as follows: to take the hypothesis A and
make one article, next neglect the hypothesis and make another article
contradicting the first one. Even with this infinite malleability, string theory has
shown to be a failure. Perhaps failure is a harsh strong word for sensible people,
but I would remark that physics is just one of hard sciences, and ?hard? signifies
hard.

Dear ??, do you know that some people is working in more than 11D whereas
others are claiming for a 4D string approach?

The history of dimensionality (I do not include Kaluza-Klein) is
4D -> 26D -> 10D -> 11D -> 12D? 13D? 4D?…

History shows us that if you write two columns and at one (left) write the past
claims of stringys and the other (right) our current knowledge, you find a
surprising feature.

the entire left column was completely wrong!

Of course, string theorists will say you that the topic is open. This is not an
excuse! Decades ago, stringys claimed in public that the theory was the Last
Formulation. What arrogance! Some of use already knew that the elementary
stringy approach could not be applied to simple piece of hot water. Now, they are
using the TFD approach for a generalization of the ?old? brane theory based in
the outdated Hilbert-Fock space mathematics and the standard vacuum.
However, even using TFD, brane theory is still not sophisticated enough.



Therefore is not necessary experiment for understanding that string theorists
are in the wrong way. I am not saying that are clever guys or no, just saying that
are in the wrong way as Eisntein when ignored the rest of science and focuses on
its own (wrong) idea about the world. Therefore, the recent words of Susskind
are not surprising for some of us that studied string theory and pointed to its
obvious flaws.
?Many physicists hoped that string theory would be the mathematical ?silver
bullet? that would uniquely explain our world. But the more we learn about
cosmology and the more we learn about string theory, the less likely this seems.?

Lisa Randall (from Harvard) says:

?Originally, string thoeirsts hoped string theory would dictate these parameters.
But this is looking increasingly unlikely.?

On a this year comment, Witten states:

?One of the few things we do know is that, with string theory, theoretical
physicists have stumbled upon a theory that looks like it might be the unified
field theory.?

Humm… He now abandons his earlier grandiloquent evaluation of the theory and
carefully uses the combination look like it might. Interesting!

6. Thomas Larsson
March 17, 2005

More comments on this article can be found here.

7. Catt acolyte
March 17, 2005

Witten is denounced by his mentor Penrose, ‘Road to Reality’ (UK ed., 2004). On
page 896, Penrose analyses those who use string ?theory? as an obfuscation of
gravity?s cause:

?In the words of Edward Witten [E. Witten, ?Reflections on the Fate of
Spacetime?, Phys. Today, April 1996]:

? “String theory has the remarkable property of predicting gravity,”

?and Witten has further commented:

? “the fact that gravity is a consequence of string theory is one of the greatest
theoretical insights ever.”

?It should be emphasised, however, that in addition to the dimensionality issue,
the string theory approach is (so far, in almost all respects) restricted to being
merely a perturbation theory ??

More at http://members.lycos.co.uk/nigelbryancook/Penrose.htm

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=67462
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=67462
http://members.lycos.co.uk/nigelbryancook/Penrose.htm
http://members.lycos.co.uk/nigelbryancook/Penrose.htm


8. March 16, 2005

Lubos,

Thank you for explaining your position. You are right: the article was weak and
should have been stronger.

I think you are however, exactly missing the point from my perspective. I hope
you find this post informative; no one wants you to become yet another string
theorist who never matured into a particle theorist.

Richard Feynman (a non-expert in string theory who might have been
interviewed if he were alive) left us the following admonition:

“Details that could throw doubt on your interpretation must be given, if you
know them. You must do the best you can–if you know anything at all wrong, or
possibly wrong–to explain it. If you make a theory, for example, and advertise it,
or put it out, then you must also put down all the facts that disagree with it, as
well as those that agree with it. There is also a more subtle problem. When you
have put a lot of ideas together to make an elaborate theory, you want to make
sure, when explaining what it fits, that those things it fits are not just the things
that gave you the idea for the theory; but that the finished theory makes
something else come out right, in addition.”

Can you hear the music, or is your mind already thinking about retorts?

Those of us non-string theorists have been waiting for the informed self-critique
of string theory to come FROM the string community. Some of us have been
waiting for 20 years.

Because String theory is nearly opaque to an outsider, we are actually dependent
on string theorists to be their own worst critics.

By all means Lubos, save us from the Woits, the Andersons, the Friedans, the
Feynmans, the Glashows. Now is your moment. Tell us EVERYTHING you know
to be seriously wrong with the theory, its practitioners and its history. When
theories, mature, they become a bit more humble. Unfortunately, it appears from
your posts that you do not yet enjoy that luxury.

Of course, maybe you just don’t know the history.

Do you know that people who used to work on 11D supergravity before strings
were derided by early string theorists who thought it irrelevant? That for years
10 and 26 were proclaimed as the ONLY relevant dimensions? Are you aware
that there were once a provably small finite number of string theories and that
this fact was used relentlessly to sell string theories to a sceptical and largely
disbelieving world? Are you aware that for years there were emphatic dismissive
answers to the question of ‘why are strings the only extended objects with
branes irrelevant’?

One could go on I suppose. Let me simply observe however that as string theory



improves, it has been proving itself to be wrong in its earlier zeal and dogmatism
for years. It just never stops to face its former incarnations.

Lubos, you are young and will be forgiven because of what I assume is your
brilliance and contributions. But, like others before you, you will also run out of
time if you don?t make contact with the world beyond string theory. We have
been cheering for the String community for what is beginning to feel like an
eternity. We hope like the Red Sox you will eventually get it together and win one
for all of us.

Oh and one last thing. The theory community as a whole has built up a lot of
good will over the years by achieving a great deal scientifically while teaching its
non-experts critics rather than deriding them. Just make sure you put back
scientifically far more than you withdraw.

That is quickly becoming a tall order.

9. Aaron
March 16, 2005

“My objection to Aaron is that he seems willing to take seriously theoretical
ideas that don’t make any predictions.”

These days, I’m mostly interested in the mathematics part of strings. And, I
agree with you that the anthropic principle is nonpredictive. My only point is that
it really could be the right answer.

Depressing, I know, but not impossible.

10. Peter
March 16, 2005

I saw the Kolb et. al paper last night, was thinking of writing something about it
here, but have been too busy. Also, I’m not enough of a cosmologist to know how
to evaluate what they are doing. I hope we’ll hear from Sean Carroll about this.
(Sean, you reading this?).

If they’re right, and the CC really is zero, that would be quite something. It
would certainly put a big dent in the “Landscape” nonsense.

11. Anonymous
March 16, 2005

Peter, check out http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503117 : Rocky Kolb and some
others obviate the need for dark energy by explaining how standard inflationary
cosmology gives you accelerated expansion. If there’s no cosmological constant,
will string theorists give up on any of their nonsense?

12. Lubos Motl
March 16, 2005

Thanks, Peter, I’ve added a link, too. Today I have also huge traffic – because of

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503117
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503117


the no-confidence vote – so it’s about a fair deal… 

13. Quantoken
March 16, 2005

Peter said:

“There’s nothing inherently wrong with the idea of fundamental constants
varying with time and place.”

I disagree. There is something inheritantly wrong by assuming fundamental
constants may vary. It’s inheritantly inconsistent with the principles of relativity,
which says there is no special reference frame and no special place and time. All
physics laws should look the same regardless where you make your observation
and from what reference frame you make your observation.

Should findamental constants, like alpha, varies. Then we have to assume that all
atoms and elementary particles around us would have to have the magic power
of knowing where in space and time they sit, and collectively but independently
decide on a specific alpha value, which is appropriate for their position and time,
on which alpha value they thus exhibit their behaviors for us to see in the lab.
Where would they acquire that “magic power” of knowing what is the “right”
constant value? And how they would acquire that information? It’s simply
incomprehensible that is the case.

Certainly it is possible that experiments could indeed reveal a changing alpha,
then we would have to re-think our reasoning and exam where it got wrong. But
so far any experiment attempting to reveal a changing alpha has been very
sketching, very doubtful, none-repeatable, and unconfirmed.

Remember the big noise of “changing light speed” by the Weber group 5 years
ago? I was skeptical to start with. Where is that noise today? Why there is no
followups or independent verifications? None!

In today’s fiercely competitive academy environment there is full of dishonesty
every where and one has got to be very skeptical in carefully evaluating any
experimental results.

The so called CSL-1 cosmological string thing, is going to be the same Weber
story 5 years from now. By this time there should be plenty of telescopes around
the world take photo shots on this object. There is no independent confirmation
so far! Isn’t it laughable that string theorists jumped up to their joy at the first
moment seeing this insignificant peck of dust in the image as “amazing
confirmation (of their theory)” which is actually just a straw.

Quantoken

14. Peter
March 16, 2005

Hi Lubos,



Sure, I’ll put a link to your posting. I had thought you would be too busy with the
Summers affair to write about this….

15. Lubo? Motl
March 16, 2005

Great that I convinced you, Peter. For the sake of hearing both sides, I propose
that we exchange links to our reviews of the article.

All the best
Lubos

16. Peter
March 16, 2005

Hi Lubos and anonymous,

No, I’m not anonymous. I also think Lubos’s comment is perfectly relevant. I
encourage anybody who is interested in the whole question of what is going on in
string theory these days to read both what I write and what Lubos writes, then
make up their mind themselves who has the better argument.

17. Lubo? Motl
March 16, 2005

Dear “anonymous”,

it is not hard to determine that the author is not actually “anonymous” but it is
Peter Woit.

All the best
Lubos

18. Anonymous
March 16, 2005

Dear Peter,

Could you please delete the last post — its completely irrelevant to the topic.

19. Lubo? Motl
March 16, 2005

For all readers who come from San Francisco Chronicle, a trivial comment: Peter
Woit is ignorant not only about string theory, but also about modern theoretical
physics and particle physics in general.

If you prefer a treatment of the string theory and theoretical physics topics that
is more sensible by a few orders of magnitude, read

Lubos Motl’s reference frane

http://www.motls.blogspot.com/
http://www.motls.blogspot.com/


L.M., Harvard

20. Peter
March 16, 2005

There’s nothing inherently wrong with the idea of fundamental constants varying
with time and place. But if you want to turn this idea into physics, you have to
come up with a specific theory that implements this, one that makes some sort of
predictions you can then go out and check. My objection to Aaron is that he
seems willing to take seriously theoretical ideas that don’t make any predictions.
I’m not, especially when the whole motivation for doing this is to prop up a failed
research program.

21. Tlogmer
March 16, 2005

Peter: Correct me if I’m wrong — I’m not a physicist — but the idea of multiple
universes, while counterintuitive, seems grounded in reality, not merely
“concievable”. Relativity divides any unimaginably large, temporally bounded
area into smaller universes (not with objectively defined borders, of course, but
you get the idea); all you need in an unbelievably large area with fundamental
constants shifting slowly over distance and voila, a huge number of slightly
different universes.

(I’m not sure the terminology in that paragraph was right; hopefully the point
came through.)

22. Thomas Larsson
March 16, 2005

Judging from a post in the beginning of this thread, Prof. Nauenberg, who was on
the faculty (perhaps visiting) when I was a graduate student, has come out as a
string (or at least Landscape) skeptic.

23. Chris W.
March 16, 2005

I posted a long comment on Peter’s previous post (“Clifford Modules”) whose
final section elaborates on the ideas sketched in my comment below (somewhat
off-topic) on science and the Anthropic Principle. The preceding sections are
more directly concerned with the topic of that post (but perhaps not enough).

24. D R Lunsford
March 16, 2005

JC – I should also mention that the prime mover behind the Weyl theory, strict
locality (what Weyl called “pure infinitesimal geometry”), is the very same prime
mover behind the various conservation laws that appear in particle physics, and
lives on nearly identical mathematical territory.

-drl



25. D R Lunsford
March 16, 2005

JC – Weyl’s theory was almost exactly carried over into particle physics, only the
gauge parameter was not the spacetime scale as such, rather, the phase of the
wave function. I’d say this qualifies as “continuing essential relevance since
1918”. In contrast, KK theory was already an historical footnote by 1935, and
should have remained so in light of Pauli’s analysis of its structure. It was clear
to many of us that the string program was utterly doomed from the beginning,
precisely because it relied essentially on retrieving a total failure from the
dustbin of history. This has proven to be exactly right.

-drl

-drl

26. JC
March 15, 2005

When was the last time there was an ambitious theory or experiment which tied
up 20+ years of many physicists’ working lives, but still ended up in failure?

The only cases I can think of offhand were all those guys which worked on
various unified field theories in the 1920’s and for some decades afterwards,
which largely produced nothing. Other than perhaps Kaluza-Klein theory, one
hardly hears about any of their old theories today.

27. Peter
March 15, 2005

Quantoken + Tony,

Please discuss this somewhere else. I’ll delete any further comments about this
that are submitted.

28. Quantoken
March 15, 2005

Tony Smith:

Your calculation is pure numerology and has nothing to do with super string
theory. It’s not even an impressive numerology at all, to get a rough match of
75:20:4.5. I have looked at various forms of numerologies and I am getting good
at recognize them when I see one. Unfortunately some times it is hard to make a
distinction between real hard science and true numerology.

Quantoken

29. Tony Smith
March 15, 2005

Peter, you say:



“… there isn’t … any string theory argument for the CC other than the landscape
because one (Ooguri, Vafa, Verlinde certainly don’t have one …) …”.

If you allow “string theory” to include theories in which the strings are physically
interpreted as world-lines (long strings as real particle world-lines, short strings
as virtual particle world-lines), then you can get a path to a unique “string
theory”:

1 – 26-dimensions comes from usual string theory considerations;

2 – require Jordan algebra structure, which gives you the 26-dim traceless part
of the exceptional Jordan algebra J3(O);

3 – require complex domain structures and Jordan symmetry, which give you the
E6 Lie algebra with grading
8-dim g(-2) + 16-dim g(1-) + (28+2)-dim g(0) + 16-dim g(1-) + 8-dim g(-2)

4 – that graded structure, plus orbifolding, gives my physics model as described
in my paper at CERN-CDS-EXT-2004-031 ( note that it is in LaTeX, so those who
are picky about style should be happy ).
Once you are in contact with my model, you can then, using Segal’s conformal
ideas, calculate the ratio Dark Energy : Dark Matter : Ordinary Matter getting a
result that is close to the WMAP observations.
If you interpret Dark Energy as CC, then the above is an example of a uniquely
defined (without landscape) string theory model that quantitatively describes the
CC. As to the WMAP calculations in detail, they are given in pdf form in a paper
at http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/WMAPpaper.pdf Such a paper was
rejected by arXiv in 2004 because I am blacklisted, and by the time I got around
to thinking about putting that paper on CERN EXT, it had been terminated, so
neither arXiv nor CERN EXT has archived my work on the WMAP ratios.

It is interesting that no string theorist has ever communicated to me either:
A – a specification of a fatal error in the above ( negative comments have not
pointed to technical flaws, but only said that my work is complicated, that it
involves orbifolding, or that it does not use the usual naive 1-1 supersymmetry of
superstring theory, all of which are true);
or
B – said “thank you” for finding a specific string theory model that agrees
qualitatively and quantitatively with gravity plus the Standard Model.

That indicates to me that not only are string theorists unable to do anything
useful (re constructing physics models) with their stuff, but also that they don’t
like it when that is done by an outsider.

Tony Smith http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

30. quantoken
March 15, 2005

Aaron said:
“Do you agree or disagree with the statement that it’s conceivable that there

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/WMAPpaper.pdf
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/WMAPpaper.pdf
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


are lots of universes with differing fundamental constants in all of them?”

Peter answered: “Sure, it’s conceivable that there are lots of different universes
with different values fundamental constants. It’s also conceivable that Ed
Witten is an alien, that we live in a Matrix controlled by evil supernatural beings,
and that the Reverend Moon is the son of God. But there’s no evidence for any of
these things (OK, maybe for the first one….).”

Please note the keyword I highlighted, “conceiveable“, which is a string word
since human brains are amazing thinking devices capable of conceive
ANYTHING describable or even none-describable by human languages.

Put it simple, anything that is EVER uttered from any piece of mouth by any one,
is certainly completely “conceiveable”, for if the idea has not been conceiveable
by one of the brains, if would never haven been spoken out by one of the mouths.

But that is not physics at all. Physics strictly does NOT deal with conceivable
concepts. That’s the domain of psychology, not physics. Physics strictly deal with
Observable evidences only, not conceiveable ones. Any one not understanding
this needs to see a psychologist, not a physicist 

There is not any evidence for multiverse and logic forbid the very existence of
such evidences. THIS universe is all we can observe and physics deal strictly
with what we can observe in THIS universe only, not what we can conceive out of
this world.

Quantoken

31. Peter
March 15, 2005

Hi Aaron,

Sure, it’s conceivable that there are lots of different universes with different
values fundamental constants. It’s also conceivable that Ed Witten is an alien,
that we live in a Matrix controlled by evil supernatural beings, and that the
Reverend Moon is the son of God. But there’s no evidence for any of these things
(OK, maybe for the first one….).

What really bothers me is not serious physicist’s willingness to consider the
“multiverse” idea, but their willingness to adopt it without a shred of evidence,
or even a reasonable hope for ever having evidence. The only reason for doing
this is to evade the fact that the string theory framework is a complete failure as
a TOE. Being willing to trash the entire scientific enterprise to protect your
failed ideology is just pathetic.

32. March 15, 2005

“It’s not impossible”. Boy, we’ve really set the bar high haven’t we. The same
argument could be made in favor of reincarnation, or mental telepathy, or alien
visitation (paging Dr. Kaku…)



33. March 15, 2005

“I have a question to the phenomenologist who loves experimental data….actual
high energy (I mean non-astro) data? If yes, what are the most interesting recent
data and how did superstring theory help you or inspire your work on these
data? ”

Its not that there’s new significant data (non-astro), it’s that explaining the
existing data, within the context of so called ‘natural’ solutions to the hierarchy
problem is already very hard. These include SUSY, and all sorts of composite,
technicolor like models of electroweak physics (here i just name 4d approaches).
Each of these approaches has predictions for what the LHC should see, which
hopefully we can disentangle.
The problem is that all these approaches to stabilize the higgs mass introduce
lots of junk that then has consequences on all sorts of precision measurements
and predicts particle processes we have not seen. one winds up using all sorts of
tricks to avoid this problem, some of them where inspired by string theory and
extra dimensional approaches (themselves inspired by string theory), though
they are completely four dimensional. Most tricks involve cleverly controlling
how symmetry breaking
is communicated to the SM.

The fact that none of these solutions/tricks are particularly simple or elegant, is
part of the reason people are now looking
to anthropic explanations of the Higgs mass. I my self have not really bought into
this, but here’s how it goes:

for example, if you vary only the Higgs mass in the SM and nothing else, you can
convince yourself that varying it even within a factor of ten or so of its current
(estimated) value you quickly loose all of chemistry. you wind up with a universe
containing nothin more complicated than hydrogen. obviously any life needs
chemistry
and stable elements besides hydrogen – therefore, the higgs
mass is roughly what it is. Since you dont need to worry about stabilizing the
Higgs mass, you now motivate electroweak physics by requiring for instance that
there be a stable particle at the weak scale which can be dark matter. Within
SUSY such an anthropic scenario has very distinct predictions for physics at the
electroweak scale. it might be very hard to see at LHC because there are very
few predicted particles and none of them interact strongly, so you need to get
clever. there could be some possible indirect signals though. so this is an
example of how anthropics motivates concrete testable predictions. of course it
depends highly on what you think can vary (in this case the higgs mass) and
what cannot, so it is certainly arbitrary.

Also as I mentioned, QCD data (some of it really old) about
various strong particles perhaps can be explained using
AdS/CFT type of models – there has even been some
success in this – even quantatative: predicting particle masses
and decay rates. This is for those of you who doubt holography will ever make
conact with experiment – maybe it already has and we just dont know it yet.



However I agree that thinking of string thy as TOE in the traditional sense is
probably silly and that a lot of misleading marketing is being done by the
popularizers of this field.
on the other hand, it is true that explaining to the public the various theoretical
ideas to come out of string theory and motivating the existence of the field using
those is really a difficult task, since of course we dont know which of these ideas
will ultimately be useful in explaining data somewhere down
the line.

34. Aaron
March 15, 2005

“I’m not willing to admit any hypothesis about how the universe works unless I’m
provided with evidence for the hypothesis. And by evidence I mean scientific
evidence: the hypothesis explains something about nature that can be checked.
So, if the “landscape” can’t predict anything, it’s in the same category as
religious belief. Not my thing.”

I didn’t ask you to say that the anthropic principle was the correct answer, just
that it’s not impossible. Do you agree or disagree with the statement that it’s
conceivable that there are lots of universes with differing fundamental constants
in all of them?

35. March 15, 2005

I have a question to the phenomenologist who loves experimental data and has a
high esteem of the accomplishments of superstring theory. Have you ever
worked with actual high energy (I mean non-astro) data? If yes, what are the
most interesting recent data and how did superstring theory help you or inspire
your work on these data? Did it help you with understanding neutrino masses?

I agree with the comment that superstring theory was a reasonable thing to do
while waiting for new experimental data. When the actual data starts coming,
those string theorists who cared about “phenomenology” whatever it means
these days, even if it’s such a nonsense as the anthropic landscape, will have a
headstart.
Being smart also helps: if worse come to worst, Witten will be remembered for
his 1976 paper on deep inelastic scattering.

36. Juan R.
March 15, 2005

In the past, it was thought that string theory was correct.

At present many people opines that it is not even wrong.

Some of us already know that is wrong. In fact, string theory pointed (and still
point) in the wrong way in each research topic that i have studied: irreversibility,
time arrow, quantum gravitation, molecular dynamics, catalysis, decoherence,
relativistic invariance, nanothermodynamics, TFD, etc.



When I read a recent “high-level” paper by Witten, Vafa, Schwartz, Greene, etc. I
find stuff abandoned even decades ago in the sophisticated fields that I and
others work!

When will “string” theorists understand that their research is NOT the last
theory nor the most advanced formulation of Nature?

37. Peter
March 15, 2005

To make my statement precise and unambiguous: there is not now any viable
superstring theory explanation of the CC other than the anthropic one. I’m
talking about what is actually known to be true, not what is wishful thinking.
String theorists seem to have lost the ability to distinguish these two things.

You’re quite right that many string theorists hope that “one day” superstring
theory will find another way to explain the CC. I didn’t deny this, but I was
talking about what is known to be true, not about some what some people would
like to be true even though they have no evidence for it. They also hope that “one
day” superstring theory will explain the parameters and structure of the
standard model. But this is pure wishful thinking, with a huge amount of
evidence now built up that it can’t be true.

38. Fyodor
March 15, 2005

“You haven’t provided any string theory argument for the CC other than the
landscape because there isn’t one (Ooguri, Vafa, Verlinde certainly don’t have
one, I’ve read that paper).”

So have I. They don’t claim to have one. Nobody does, do they? I was just giving
that as an example of a line of research that might, *one day*, lead to a theory of
the CC that has nothing to do with the landscape. My point, which you are
evading, is that many string theorists believe that there are other approaches
than the Landscape. Your statement in the article was misleading.

“Susskind and many others are right about the fact that there isn’t one.”

How do you know? The truth is that you are engaging in wishful thinking: you
*hope* that there is no alternative to the landscape because it makes string
theory look bad. I repeat: a great many string theorists have no truck with the
landscape. You know this, via your dear old friend Lubos. Why did you pretend to
be unaware of it?

39. Arun
March 15, 2005

We know that some observations have anthropic explanations. The distance from
the earth to the sun is the most common example. That’s not a fairy tale; it’s just
how things are.



And this same anthropic theory explains Mercury, Venus, Mars, the asteroid belt,
etc., how????????

The only thing the anthropic principle explains in this situation is why we live on
earth and not on Mercury, Venus, Mars, etc.

40. Thomas Larsson
March 15, 2005

Wouldn’t it be ironic if the correct ToE turned out to be essentially general
relativity coupled to the standard model. After all, such a scenario would be in
excellent agreement with experiments (though I realize that young theorists
today disdain the E-word), and it would explain why so little beyond-the-SM
physics is observed.

There are of course some theoretical problems with such a scenario, namely that
QM and GR are incompatible and that the SM is somewhat ugly, especially in the
Higgs sector. But it seems to me that these problems should be cured by some
minor fix, rather than positing a plethora of unobserved phenomena and 10^500
unobservable universes totally different from ours. Finding the right fix is
perhaps not so easy, but history teaches us that such a strategy has worked once
before. In the 1930s people thought that QM was incompatible with special
relativity, and especially electrodynamics. The small fix in that case was
renormalization, which saved the situation without introducing any new physics.

41. Peter
March 15, 2005

Aaron,

I’m not willing to admit any hypothesis about how the universe works unless I’m
provided with evidence for the hypothesis. And by evidence I mean scientific
evidence: the hypothesis explains something about nature that can be checked.
So, if the “landscape” can’t predict anything, it’s in the same category as
religious belief. Not my thing.

Fyodor,

You haven’t provided any string theory argument for the CC other than the
landscape because there isn’t one (Ooguri, Vafa, Verlinde certainly don’t have
one, I’ve read that paper). Susskind and many others are right about the fact
that there isn’t one. He’s also right that the whole field has been engaging in a
huge amount of wishful thinking for years, although his wishful thinking is even
more ridiculous.

Bottom line: you have an ugly, complicated, unfinished theoretical framework,
and strong evidence that it either predicts nothing or something off by 120
orders of magnitude. You can bury your head in the sand and talk hopefully
about how Ooguri, Vafa and Verlinde or some other recent paper will save the
day, even though there is zero evidence for this. Why do you want to do this,
other than to defend what looks like pure religious belief in an idea that doesn’t



work?

42. Fabien Besnard
March 15, 2005

A child’s question to his mother : “why did you have a child ?”

Anthropic answer : “because if I had not you would not ask the question.”

This is easily generalized : “why…(put a question here) ?” answer : “because if
things were not this way you would not ask this question.”

More seriously, I think some “anthropic” arguments about, say, the coupling
constants needed for carbon production make sense but are only an indirect and
not very accurate way of extracting these coupling constants from the
experimental data.

43. Fyodor
March 15, 2005

“If you have a string theory argument for the value of the CC other than the
anthropic landscape one, tell us what it is instead of just writing “Who says” in
response to my post. I’m the one saying it. If you think I’m wrong, tell us why so
we can learn something.”

No, you aren’t the one saying it, Lenny Susskind is. You are talking as though LS
were the accepted spokesman for string theorists on this matter, when you
surely know that most string theorists do not approve of his dogmatic
announcements on the Landscape. Quite a lot of us think that it is too early to
say where the cosmological constant comes from, because we don’t understant
supersymmetry breaking and because we don’t have a good understanding of
dynamical spacetimes in string theory yet. To take but one example, I have been
speaking to someone who is working on the recent ideas of Ooguri, Vafa, and
Verlinde; he thinks we may be able to get some sort of understanding of
cosmology out of that, but he admits that it is too early to say anything definite
yet. And that is the attitude of most people in this field : they are far from
believing that the Landscape is the only way to go. The theory is still too
primitive for that. I can imagine someone saying to Lagrange and Hamilton: this
is just fancy mathematics, what does it predict beyond the Standard Newtonian
Model? What could they have said, except: “Restrain your impatience!”?

44. Quantoken
March 15, 2005

Aaron said: “But that last bit’s where you’re wrong. We know that some
observations have anthropic explanations. The distance from the earth to the sun
is the most common example. That’s not a fairy tale; it’s just how things are.”

The anthropic principle is extremely vacuous. You think it explains why the
earth-sun distance is the way it is, ONLY BECAUSE you have inappropriately
narrowed possible forms of life to the one similar to what earth bound life forms



look like. You think life is only possible as a carbon based devices that evolves
with the help of a chemical called water. That’s too narrow a definition of life.

I think a more broader definition of life would be anything that can carry, process
and duplicate any form of information. Further I would define intelligent life as
any thing that can carry, process and duplicate a sufficnet amount of information.
But that definition, as long as the universe is big enough to contain a large
amount of quantum information, it would breed certain forms of life, using
certain chemical or other forms of matter.

Life really does not have to be carbon-based devices only. Why can’t silicon
based devices by life as well?

Quantoken

45. Quantoken
March 15, 2005

Mr “” said:

“For example, the idea … that a QM system with gravity in some number of
dimentions is equivalent to a non-gravity system in a lower dimension might by
itself merit 20 years of string thy.”

What? That a kindergarten problem is what you spent 20 years on? Let me show
you how trivial it is. To describe trajectory of a particle in N dimentions requires
exactly N-1 equations, not one more and not one less. That’s kindergarten math,
alright?

Now you put in one constraint, be it gravity or whatever. The constraint can be
described by one equation. Plug it in and you have reduced the equation set fro
N-1 to N-2. So you have successfully reduced dimentions from N to N-1. Simple,
right? The rests are just technical details. But the math is rather simple!

Took me 20 seconds to describe it. If string theorists have spent 20 years to
figure the same thing out. Too bad that’s a waste of their lifetime.

Quantoken

46. Aaron
March 15, 2005

“If the string theory framework is not predictive, you’re right that doesn’t
logically imply that it is wrong. But it does imply that it is something worse than
wrong. It is not science, is completely useless, and is nothing more than a fairy
tale.”

But that last bit’s where you’re wrong. We know that some observations have
anthropic explanations. The distance from the earth to the sun is the most
common example. That’s not a fairy tale; it’s just how things are. And, so it might
be for the parameters of the standard model, if not through string theory, then



through whatever is the correct theory of whatever.

If that’s true, there’s nothing you or I can do about it. No amount of dogmatism
about the nonpredictiveness of the anthropic principle will change it. It’ll just be
how the universe is.

And I agree with that dogmatism. The anthropic principle isn’t predictive. No
amount of counting vacua will ever tell you anything about this universe. But I’m
willing to admit that the anthropic principle may, nonetheless, be the right
answer. Are you?

47. March 14, 2005

Holography is a nice idea. My phenomenological ami — have you ever heard
about Cauchy’s theorem?
Unfortunately, physical systems are not necessarily analytic (unless you go far
“beyond the standard model”), so holography will remain as a nice but a
physically irrelevant idea. Take my word.
Jean-Paul

48. Peter
March 14, 2005

Certainly string theory has lead to a lot of interesting things, including a huge
amount of interesting work on 2d CFTs, new insights into 4d QFT via AdS/CFT,
quite a lot of beautiful algebraic geometry, and many other things. But what I
object to is the entrenched ideology that a 10/11 dimensional string/M-theory
can give you a TOE. This is the claim that is being used to sell the theory, and it
motivates a large fraction of what string theorists do. But the evidence now is
overwhelming that this idea doesn’t work.

If you want to understand string theory better and really see what can be gotten
out of it, the TOE claims are a huge impediment. People have got to admit failure
and move on, or they will be stuck for the next hundred years lost in the
“landscape”. However you evaluate whether string theory is interesting, it is no
longer interesting as a TOE. That idea has failed. But until people acknowledge
that, the field won’t move on to something more interesting, and remain stuck in
the hopeless dead-end it has gotten itself into.

49. March 14, 2005

I think you people are missing the whole point as to why string theory is
interesting. It is interesting because it has been a great
toy model for many astounding theoretical ideas, whether or not it at the
moment is directly linked to data.

I speak as a particle pheonomenologist who loves experimental data and
certainly prefers writing papers about predicitve and testable theories. When
confronted with difficult problems, theorists often try to solve much simpler, non-
realistic examples which contain some features of the real problem but lack the
complexity of the real world. This helps overcome the biggest challenge in theory



– even knowing what is the right question to ask.

String theory has certainly proven to be a great laboratory for quantum gravity
and QM in general, whether it is the right formulation for a full quantum theory
of GR or not.

For example, the idea of holography (which you might have discussed) that a QM
system with gravity in some number of dimentions is equivalent to a non-gravity
system in a lower dimension might by itself merit 20 years of string thy. This idea
(though first postulated indirectly without strings) was first fleshed out in certain
concrete string theory examples where one can actually understand to some
extent how it works. This idea has deep implications – changing our concept of
dimension of a QM system, enriching our idea of how a QM system becomes
classical, and changing our perspective on the data that QM gravity system
requires.

Also, it has offered a method of building models which have qualitative
agreement with features of QCD (a theory which has proven difficult to solve
fully by any method thus far developed). My point is that string theory has
changed our vocabulary for what are the right questions to ask in ways that we
could not imagine before. And even if at some point this particular theory will be
thrown out, i’m sure the toy examples it generates will further our
understanding of fundamental issues.

As a side note, let me also mention that it has indirectly
influenced the creation of many mechanisms (completely garden variety four
dimensional field theory ones) that are very useful in totaly predicitve,
experimentally falsifiable theories of electroweak physics (which we might see at
the LHC).

Of course this doesnt mean that all string thy research is useful – it is true that
there are many people who dive into some techinical very specific aspects of the
theory, rather than viewing it more as a lab for ideas, they take it very literally as
a model for our world. i think though, that the really good string theorists are
always seeking a general lesson, rather than some
specific solution in their work.

50. Peter
March 14, 2005

Phil Anderson been involved in the hiring of several generations of both particle
theorists and condensed matter theorists at Princeton, and knows exactly what
he is talking about.

Keep in mind that Anderson is about 80 years old, a Nobel Prize winner, and a
good case can be made that he’s the one who discovered the Higgs mechanism.
He was applying QFT to condensed matter problems during the 50s and 60s
when most particle theorists had abandoned QFT. Over the years I’m sure he has
developed some resentment at how particle theory has gotten much more
attention that condensed matter theory, especially at Princeton. He’s famous for
his opposition to the SSC and for his anti-reductionist “more is different”



philosophical views. Over the last twenty years he has seen the Princeton
particle theory group get completely taken over by string theory, a takeover
facilitated by a huge amount of hype. He’s knows what it is like to really
understand something new about physics and knows that string theorists haven’t
been able to do this, despite all the hype. He has been upset and complaining
about this situation for years.

Whatever you think about him, he’s someone who definitely is honest and
definitely is honestly telling you what he thinks. He’s old enough and famous
enough that he doesn’t need to worry about who he might offend by speaking his
mind.

51. March 14, 2005

It’s a very interesting article. Look at this quote from Philip Anderson: “we from
outside the (string) field are disturbed by our colleagues’ insistence that every
new semi-adolescent who has done something in string theory is the greatest
genius since Einstein and therefore must occupy yet another tenure track…”.
Has the Nobel Prize winning Dr Anderson ever participated in hirings of
condensed matter theorists? They are usualy presented with even more hype
because in addition to being genius they bring “million-dollar” grants. Do you
believe that Dr Anderson criticism is honest? Welcome to the WWF physics of the
XXIst century.
Jean-Paul

52. Chris W.
March 14, 2005

Quantoken said, Science is not a part of nature, but the part of human culture
which tries to interpret what we know about nature, in ways we human can
understand and reason with.

In a very real and non-trivial sense, science is a part of nature. It does not seem
that arbitary changes to the known laws of nature (including apparently
universal constants) are, in general, compatible with the existence of life. For
many of the same reasons, it is not at all clear that science could get anywhere
unless the physical universe had certain crucial properties.

Why might this be the case? If the evolution of life and science itself are
fundamentally processes of trial and error, then one must ask: Under what
circumstances can trial and error be effective? For example, suppose it was
much harder than it is to construct and maintain isolated systems. How could
one design and interpret experiments? What if effects like those assumed by
astrologers were pervasive? One might have theories, but testing them would be
much more difficult.

One of my objections to the more familiar formulations of the anthropic principle
is that they short-circuit this question, although they implicitly or explicitly
acknowledge its relevance. Aaron said, “On the other hand, I firmly believe that
we have to practice science as if the anthropic principle were false.” I would say
that we must either do that, or reformulate the anthropic principle in a way that



is truly fruitful, and doesn’t subvert the whole enterprise.

I think this may well be possible. The key idea is to consider the logic of trial and
error, and how it can lead to conclusions about the features and behavior of
physical systems. In some sense I think the logic of trial and error, combined
with certain very simple dynamical notions, may ultimately largely dictate these
features and behavior, and the laws of physics themselves. I have been
influenced in this direction by the writings of Karl Popper and Edwin Jaynes* and
some younger (and still living) Bayesians, such as Carlton Caves. I’m not sure
what they would make of the ideas I’m advancing here. (Incidentally, the
relations between Popper’s philosophy and that of the Bayesians is a topic for a
long article or a book.)

53. quantoken
March 14, 2005

Peter said:
“I’m just completely amazed by the fact that intelligent, trained scientists are
unwilling to admit an absolutely undeniable fact staring them in the face. If it
really is true that string theory can’t predict anything, it’s not physics, and
anyone claiming to be a physicist has to admit that, as physics, it’s a worthless
idea and has to be abandoned.”

Peter, don’t you see as I already pointed out. Doing so for string theoretist
amounts to career suicide. No amount of scientific training is enough to
prepare one to commit suicide. An intelligent scientist would want to continue
to survive in the establishment camp. Science honesty is only secondary thought
after survival is taken care of first.

For people old enough to have established tenureship and un-shakable credibility
in the science community, but still young enough to have enough lifetime left to
explore completely new exotic ideas. They may listen to you, Peter. Anything
above or below that age threshold, I do not think they will ever listen.

Quantoken

54. Peter
March 14, 2005

Aaron,

Yes, nature is what it is, not what we want it to be, and this is a lesson string
theorists are having a hard time facing up to.

If the string theory framework is not predictive, you’re right that doesn’t
logically imply that it is wrong. But it does imply that it is something worse than
wrong. It is not science, is completely useless, and is nothing more than a fairy
tale. People who don’t believe in the scientific method are free to promote it as
having something to do with reality, but they have no business doing so from
within university physics departments.

http://info.phys.unm.edu/~caves/thoughts2.2.pdf
http://info.phys.unm.edu/~caves/thoughts2.2.pdf


A few years ago, if you had told me that once it became clear string theory was a
non-predictive framework, string theorists would refuse to abandon it and
instead would start going on about how “we may have to rethink what it means
for a theory to explain experimental data”, and basically give up on the whole
idea of science, I would have refused to believe you.

I’m just completely amazed by the fact that intelligent, trained scientists are
unwilling to admit an absolutely undeniable fact staring them in the face. If it
really is true that string theory can’t predict anything, it’s not physics, and
anyone claiming to be a physicist has to admit that, as physics, it’s a worthless
idea and has to be abandoned.

55. quantoken
March 14, 2005

Aaron said:
“I think it’s sometimes worth pointing out that just because the landscape isn’t
predictive, that doesn’t make it wrong. It’s not imaginable that that’s how the
world really is. It’d be disappointing, but nature is what it is, not what you want
it to be.”

You forget the title of this BLOG is “Not Even Wrong.”, which is worse than
being wrong 

Nature is what nature is. Science is not a part of nature, but the part of human
culture which tries to interpret what we know about nature, in ways we human
can understand and reason with. Therefore, the whole idea of science is based
on the philosophical belief that the nature is rationable, knowable and
predictable. If you give up on the notion of nature’s predictability, you give up
your right of being called part of science.

Michael Nauenberg: What you said is wishful thinking. For string theorists to do
what you said would be professional suicidal, to admit that the whole idea is a
dead end and they have wasted tax payer dollars for decades on a futile pursuit,
which is also a waste of their own intelligent lifetime. It simply would not
happen.

Change is only possible, IMO, when the old generation die out and the idea of
super string gradually fade out. Unless there is a up-down revolve of changes
starting with re-appropriation of research fundings.

Quantoken

56. Arun
March 14, 2005

I think it’s sometimes worth pointing out that just because the landscape isn’t
predictive, that doesn’t make it wrong. It’s not imaginable that that’s how the
world really is.

Aaron, how would you establish that the landscape is correct?



57. Aaron
March 14, 2005

I think it’s sometimes worth pointing out that just because the landscape isn’t
predictive, that doesn’t make it wrong. It’s not imaginable that that’s how the
world really is. It’d be disappointing, but nature is what it is, not what you want
it to be.

On the other hand, I firmly believe that we have to practice science as if the
anthropic principle were false, but that’s another story.

58. michael nauenberg
March 14, 2005

It seems to me that at this point it would be
best if string theorist would stop going public
with unscientific hyperbole. Whatever
merits the theory may have, announcing that the string “landscape’ of 10^500
(or is it 10^501) multi-universes explains
the observed constants of nature
in “our” universe (anthropic principle) is nonsense characteristic of theologians
of the middle ages.

59. March 14, 2005

> So don’t fool yourself that a
> tenure track position taken away from a string
> group will be used to hire a mathematical
> physicist working on (fascinating) Clifford
> modules — such a position will go to a nano-
> theorist..

.. which in fact is very good, isn’t it? One can be a mediocre nanoscientist and
still be useful. Obviously this is not so in string theory.

60. Wolfgang
March 14, 2005

> Parallel universes, time travel,
> miniature black holes

Your examples are all pretty old stuff and were “invented” before the superstring
mania.
This shows that superstring theory did not even contribute to science fiction, like
all other great theories before.

61. March 14, 2005

These days it seems that obsessive hype-mongering is a prerequisite for any field
to maintain a degree of public attention. With nanobots, age-reversing
immortality drugs, hyperintelligent AI all just around the corner, according to the



press releases, how is the physicist to compete? Parallel universes, time travel,
miniature black holes- at least it gets your picture in the paper.

62. March 14, 2005

The present problem of high energy phsyics started 30 years ago when the great
success of theorists attracted many brillant students to theory, but at the same
time closed main problems and ultimately slowered experimental progress. In
this situation string theory was a good attempt of doing something. Passing to
some other mathematics would not solve the problem.

Hopefully LHC will make real progress and indicate where good physics is. And a
few more hyped theorethical books will indicate where it is not.

63. March 14, 2005

Peter – Being at the math department of Columbia, you maybe not be aware of
the situation outside Princeton, Harvard etc. Everywhere else any non-applied
theory is under constant attack of the prophets of new physics who work on
applications of such advanced theory as Hooke’s Law to molecular motors etc
and bring tons of money from NIH, DOD etc.
The criticism of some Very Famous theorists comes from jalousy how such an
underfunded field like string theory could create so much hype and publicity.
Unfortunately their response is to follow the bad example and to create their
own hype — promise that physicists can find a cure for heart attacks, explain the
origin of life etc.
So don’t fool yourself that a
tenure track position taken away from a string group will be used to hire a
mathematical physicist working on (fascinating) Clifford modules — such a
position will go to a nano-theorist. Make your own call…

64. Peter
March 14, 2005

I’m actually not of the opinion that the amount of money spent on string theory is
a problem. It’s negligible compared to all sorts of other things, many of which
are no more worthwhile.

The motive behind the string theory hype is not only to protect NSF and DOE
grants, it is also to ensure the dominance of string theory in those physics
departments where it has become entrenched (Princeton, Harvard, etc., etc….).
The important question to me is about how to make it possible for good young
people to try to do something new. In his comments in the article Phil Anderson
also focuses on this saying he is

“disturbed by our colleagues’ insistence that every new semi-adolescent who has
done something in string theory is the greatest genius since Einstein and
therefore must occupy yet another tenure track.”

What can be done to change things so that young people don’t feel their only
hope of a permanent job in mathematically-based particle theory is to do string



theory? I happen to think that puncturing the string theory hype is a necessary
first step, but far from sufficient.

65. March 14, 2005

String theory at Average Respectable University is a negligible fraction of the
total funding as compared to bio, nano and neuro. While it is fair to criticize its
scientific merits and outrageous self-promotion of some individuals, your over-
funding criticisms should be directed towards other fields: these days hype and
lies are everywhere (which of course doesn’t justify saying that strings solve the
dark matter problem or that you can see them in the sky or that LHC will be a
black-home factory…)

66. quantoken
March 14, 2005

Dear Fyodor Uckoff,

Even if super string theory becomes the ONLY theory funded by public money, so
you have no competitor funding wise, and even Lee Smolin et al., John Baez et al.
all publicly acknowledge that their approches are wrong. Does that make super
string theory a winner?

No, absolutely not. You are still a complete loser since you still can not predict
anything. And you would be a very sore loser since you can’t even acknowledge
your failure, while Lee Smolin is at least ready and willing to acknowledge
failure if they can not succeed.

Theory developments are not ball games in which there is always one and only
one winner. Theories are not used for competition of funding, but for explaining
the nature. So there doesn’t need to be a competition. If none of the existing
theories can make a verifiable prediction, then all of them are losers. If two
theories can both explain the same thing, then both are winners and there may
be a third winner unifying them behind.

So a good theory really doesn’t need to compete against any one else. If it is
correct it will be correct on its own merit. If it is wrong it is wrong on its own
fault.

The fact that string theorists are SO jealous against other theories, really tells
you that they simply can not establish their own validity on their own merit, but
will have to base it on “competition” against other theories, and declare their
victory based on their dominance on fundings. What a sore loser!

Quantoken

67. Dave Bacon
March 14, 2005

Fyodor said “And even if it were true that string theory has been “hyped”, what
harm would that have done?”



You can’t be serious, can you? If a field of physics is hyped and turns out to be
totally and completely wrong (or worse, totally unpredictive), then this has done
serious damage to the progress of science. It slows down science by (1)
maintaining a monopoly on what is considered acceptable for theorists to work
on (and not just theorists in high energy physics), (2) stripping money away from
other fields of physics and science which are more deserving of funding, and (3)
reducing funding for all of science by reducing the public’s trust in science. If
the “great” leaders of string theory turn out to be following nothing more than a
dead end, then it does serious damage to all of science.

Further, while there may be no alternatives to string theory at present, this does
not mean that we should continue to fund it. It may be that the idea(s) necessary
to reconcile quantum theory with gravity simply have not been put forward, and
spending my money on a dead end (if that’s what it is) doesn’t seem to me like a
very productive thing to do.

68. Peter
March 14, 2005

If you have a string theory argument for the value of the CC other than the
anthropic landscape one, tell us what it is instead of just writing “Who says” in
response to my post. I’m the one saying it. If you think I’m wrong, tell us why so
we can learn something.

I have never said “there are lots of theories out there which would have
explained everything by now if only they had not been starved of funding by the
string theorists”. There aren’t any good ideas out there about how to go beyond
the standard model, but having most of the community working on an idea that
has failed and refusing to face up to the fact that it has failed doesn’t help the
situation. The reward structure of the field is still that if you are a smart young
theorist and decide to work on a speculative idea that is not string theory, you
probably are ruining your hopes for a career, whereas if you work on a
speculative string theory idea (even if it is clear that it doesn’t work), you can do
quite well for yourself.

I don’t expect Witten to announce tomorrow “String theory has failed as a TOE,
people should go out and try and find other new ideas”. But he really should do
this, and it would have a very positive effect on the field if he did.

69. Fyodor Uckoff
March 14, 2005

Peter Said: The only way around this seems to be the “landscape” argument,

Who says?

And even if it were true that string theory has been “hyped”, what harm would
that have done? It’s not like the theory has any competition. The notion that
there are lots of theories out there which would have explained everything by
now if only they had not been starved of funding by the string theorists is pure
conspiracy theory at its most ridiculous. The people being starved of funds and



attention are the kooks who tend to post in blogs like this one until Peter kicks
them out. Where’s the real competition? Does anyone really expect Ed Witten to
announce: “String theory has failed. Go work on something else. What else? Go
look at Tony Smith’s or Quantoken’s web pages…..”

70. Quantoken
March 14, 2005

Peter said:
“…since it is well-known that superstring theory naturally leads one to expect a
value for this energy density that is off by 120 orders of magnitude.”

Sorry I must set the record straight here, although I am definitely not a
defendent of super string theory. That 120 orders of magnitude is NOT the fault
of string theory alone, but the fault of whole existing physics theories which
could not unify QM with GR. You have the 120 orders of magnitude ever since
vacuum energy was proposed and calculated, which is much earlier than the
occurance of super string theory. You can not blamn super string theory for a
problem that occurs before it, although super string theory does not lead to any
thing better.

Put it simple, regardless of what theory you are in, any time you put the three
constant hbar, C, G together, you naturally get the Planck Scale. Any time you
deal with Planck Scale, the characteristic energy density, which is approximately
one Planck mass per Planck volume, is automatically 120 orders of magnitude
too larger, compare with the cosmological constant.

So any theory, not just super string theory, that talks about Planck Scale at all,
inevitably runs into 120 orders of magnitude. That is, unless the math of the
theory itself leads to a dimensionless number which happen to be very small but
none zero, approx. 10^-120, which exactly cancel out the other 10^120 figure
from Planck Scale. That is what the “landscape” business is all about. But that’s
a complete failure as we know.

There are theories which discard the Planck scale and so get rid of the 10^120
as well as difficulty in explaining the cosmological constant. But obvioulsy Peter
is not interested in hearing alternative theories and I am not going to elaborate
here.

Quantoken



No Cosmological Constant?

March 16, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A paper appeared on the arXiv last night entitled Primordial Inflation Explains Why
the Universe is Accelerating Today by Rocky Kolb of Fermilab, together with Sabino
Matarrese, Alessio Notari and Antonio Riotto. There’s also a Fermilab press release
about it today.

I’m no expert on the subject, and would love to hear the opinion of someone who is.
As near as I can figure out the idea is that what is really responsible for the effects
that have been ascribed to a cosmological constant is a “cosmological perturbation”
of the gravitational field. This is supposed to be a perturbation that expanded during
the inflationary period so that its wavelength is now larger than the Hubble radius.
According to the authors, this predicts a different magnitude vs. red-shift relation
than the standard cosmological constant does, so their idea should in principle be
testable.

If they’re right, this certainly will cause a huge problem for the whole “Landscape”
business, which has advertised as its greatest success the “prediction” of a non-zero
cosmological constant of the right order of magnitude.

Comments

1. steve m
March 19, 2005

Well sometimes important ideas emerge in an incomplete or confused form but
this paper of Kolb et al. is going along the directions of the sort of thing you
really want–a clean conservative scientific resolution of the cosmic
acceleration/dark energy problem. They are approaching the problem in a sober
way and hopefully they can develop and refine more details. Seems to have
generated much interest already. If it works out then the whole landscape
business will look increasingly silly.

2. Matthew
March 18, 2005

Well, we had some discussion about this paper today in our lunchtime seminar.
The consensus seems to be that they might be on to something, but there are a
few things in the paper that don’t quite make sense. For one, around equation (7)
they make the claim that their formula for \Psi(x,t) is valid to all orders in
perturbation theory. Yet the longer paper that they refererence only gives a
result to second order.

Of course, this is largely a function of the length of the paper (which is clearly
intended for PRL), a lot of details get glossed over.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503117
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503117
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503117
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503117
http://home.fnal.gov/~rocky/
http://home.fnal.gov/~rocky/
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/darkenergy_3-16-05.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/darkenergy_3-16-05.html
http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/
http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/


Still, the cosmo people here were interested, but skeptical. One group member
also had an email from a big time cosmologist who said this was an ineresting
idea…

It’d be nice if there was a longer paper, it’s hard to get much from a PRL. For
those who want to look into it more, it seemed fairly clear that you should track
back at least one layer to their previous work.

3. D R Lunsford
March 17, 2005

This is the only blog that has much interest because it’s about something other
than the owner.

-drl

4. March 17, 2005

there is only one math blog by a professional mathematician and it is here
http://www.matrix.ua.ac.be/ There are a number of other blogs by math
instructors here

http://talldarkandmysterious.ca/

and here

http://learningcurves.blogspot.com/

5. anon
March 17, 2005

This is an unrelated comment, but I’m just curious if you know any
mathematicians who keep blogs? In general, I’d be interested in anything.
Specifically, I’m interested in Algebraic Geometry, etc.

Just curious.

6. D R Lunsford
March 17, 2005

Well Q has a point – this hair-pulling over the CC, inflation, dark matter and
other miraculous genies seems silly in view of Mk205 and NGC7603 inter alia.

-drl

7. steve
March 17, 2005

It is very nice to see this mixture of Ideas here.

It will be nice to see what Sean has to say about this further.

http://www.matrix.ua.ac.be/
http://www.matrix.ua.ac.be/
http://talldarkandmysterious.ca/
http://talldarkandmysterious.ca/
http://learningcurves.blogspot.com/
http://learningcurves.blogspot.com/
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/03/without-gravitational-waves-spacetime.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/03/without-gravitational-waves-spacetime.html


8. March 17, 2005

Quantoken, this whole blog is built around an idea Peter does not believe.

9. Quantoken
March 17, 2005

Click on my name below to see why the experimental evidence for an
“accelerating” universe is questionable and extremely weak, plus some useful
links to the original ARXIV papers.

Peter does not allow discussion of ideas he does not believe, but said simply
providing a link and discuss it some where else is fine. So go and see for
yourself:
http://quantoken.blogspot.com

Quantoken

10. Lubo? Motl
March 17, 2005

I would be happy, of course, if the true LAMBDA was zero after all, the expansion
explained different, and we would return to the original C.C. problem “why it’s
exactly zero”. But one must distinguish wishful thinking from reality. Longer-
than-horizon fluctuations are always problematic.

If the effects like that are true, then these trans-Hubble oscillations may
effectively be able to change many kinds of “constants” within the Universe.
They’re frozen, they don’t change, yet the expectation values of the scalars may
have an effect.

11. ALejandro
March 17, 2005

Cabi blogs on this issue too:
http://www.mit.edu/people/cabi/blog/2005/03/universe-accelerated-beyond-
horizon.html#comments

12. Alejandro Rivero
March 17, 2005

Also Stephon Alexander pre-announces, in his blog
http://qd.typepad.com/17/, some advance in the question of the cosmological
constant:

“Now I’m out of the cave with an answer.
Whats the answer?
I’ll tell ya tomorrow.”

13. Matti Pitkanen
March 17, 2005

http://quantoken.blogspot.com/
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/
http://www.mit.edu/people/cabi/blog/2005/03/universe-accelerated-beyond-horizon.html#comments
http://www.mit.edu/people/cabi/blog/2005/03/universe-accelerated-beyond-horizon.html#comments
http://www.mit.edu/people/cabi/blog/2005/03/universe-accelerated-beyond-horizon.html#comments
http://www.mit.edu/people/cabi/blog/2005/03/universe-accelerated-beyond-horizon.html#comments
http://qd.typepad.com/17/
http://qd.typepad.com/17/


For a different view about accelerated expansion and problem of cosmological
constant see No cosmological constant after all?

Matti Pitkanen

14. Serkan Cabi
March 16, 2005

Even though I posted my blog on this issue I wanted to join the discussion here
by pasting my opinion:

“I should say that I did not like the proposed solution. We always thought that
solution of the acceleration of the universe puzzle will also solve two other great
mysteries. Namely; why we do not see a cosmological constant in the Einstein-
Hilbert action although the known symmetry principles allow it, and why the
QFT vacuum condensates (ground state) do not gravitate; or why they cancel
out. If the acceleration is due to super-Hubble fluctuations, I think we will be in a
worse trouble. At least they are offering observable differences from a pure
cosmological constant and nature will say the last word.”

15. Haelfix
March 16, 2005

These sorts of issue are very sensitive to gauge freedom issues in GR, and he is
explicitly fixing a gauge in his model. That raised alarm flags in my head.

Regardless this is jsut as ugly as the landscape in principle, it again sticks us at a
very unusual spot in phase space.

16. Peter
March 16, 2005

Hi Sean,

Thanks for sharing the quick opinion, I hope we’ll hear more when you’ve had a
chance to look at this more carefully.

As to string theory. Sure, there are plenty of string theorists who aren’t happy
with the landscape, and the disappearance of the CC wouldn’t change things for
them. But they still would face the perennial two huge problems of

1. how to break Q (supersymmetry generator), but not Q^2 (Hamiltonian
operator).

2. finding some argument why there aren’t at least 10^500 solutions to the
theory, ruining its ability to predict anything.

By now a large number of prominent string theorists have publicly announced
that they believe string theory has to have an exponentially large number of
consistent ground states. They have argued this is a point in the theory’s favor
since it allows the anthropic explanation of the value of the CC. If this
disappears, and the existence of so many ground states becomes purely a bad

http://matpitka.blogspot.com/
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/


thing for the theory, it will be interesting to see if they change their mind about
them.

17. A non-cosmologist.
March 16, 2005

Sean wrote:

there’s no way that the situation outside our Hubble patch can influence our
observed dynamics.

But just because these modes have wavelength larger than Hubble radius, that
doesn’t mean they’re entirely outside our Hubble patch — they still have some
energy density inside our Hubble patch.

How the time-dependence arises is a bit of a mystery to me, but it is just scaling
like a(t). They seem to claim to have derived this from Einstein’s equations.
(They don’t seem to say phi is time-dependent, just that it has a time-dependent
effect on the metric, parametrized by Psi.)

As a non-cosmologist, I was hoping you would have all the answers. Can you get
Kolb to explain it all?

18. Matthew
March 16, 2005

Hi Peter,

This paper has caused some discussion around here already. You’ve got the gist
of it, the crucial point seems to be that these super-hubble perturbations have
some time dependance (constant perturbations could be scaled away). You can
see this in equation (6), if the super-hubble part of the potential was constant,
you’d get the standard result.

It’s going to be the subject of our Friday lunch discussion, so I might be able to
tell you what the experts around here think.

19. Sean
March 16, 2005

Oops, I left a link to my home page instead of my blog. For a minute there I was
thinking like a scientist instead of a blogger!

20. Sean
March 16, 2005

My first impression, upon an admittedly brief reading, is that this mechanism
won’t work — there’s no way that the situation outside our Hubble patch can
influence our observed dynamics. But I have to think about it more to understand
exactly what they are claiming.

Of course, if any cosmological observation shows that the dark energy is not a



cosmological constant, people will abandon the landscape idea. String theorists,
like everyone else, will go back to trying to understand a way to get a vanishing
vacuum energy without unbroken supersymmetry. You try to build models that
are consistent with the data, that’s the way it works.

“The landscape” is not the same as “string theory”; it is an idea within string
theory that may or may not be right. String theorists themselves argue back and
forth about whether the landscape is the right way to think about things; the fact
that there is so little experimental guidance makes it a difficult task, but not
necessarily an impossible one.

21. March 16, 2005

Common-sense suggests that super-Hubble fluctuations generically mimic an
anisotropic expansion. While supernova data are consistent with an isotropic
acceleration. Is this a problem? The text below eq. (12) seems a (plausible but
not sound) attempt of addressing it.



Anniversary

March 17, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

It’s now been exactly one year since I first set up this weblog. At the time I thought
the number of those sharing my interests would be very small and hardly anyone
would be looking at whatever I put up here. Things have turned out very differently,
with an ever increasing number of connections. I started gathering statistics in May
of last year. Here’s the average number of connections to the main page per day
(there’s a similar number of connections to other pages, from Google searches and
links from elsewhere).

May 2004 146
June 2004 240
July 2004 281
August 2004 336
September 2004 315
October 2004 514
November 2004 514
December 2004 572
January 2004 735
February 2005 955
March 2005 (first half) 1109

I’ve enjoyed and learned a lot from many of the comments posted here (at last count
there have been 2728, concerning 168 different postings), but a recurring problem
has been that many people would like to turn the comment section into a discussion
forum for their own personal speculative ideas about physics. This threatens to
completely overwhelm discussion of the topics I’m actually posting about. This
morning I had to delete several several such comments from different people. Please
do not post comments here of this kind. Get your own weblog and do it there. If every
so often you want to post a link here to something you’ve written of this kind
elsewhere, that’s fine.

It’s been quite a year, especially as the story of string theory just gets weirder and
weirder. I have no idea what will happen during the next year, but I’m looking forward
to finding out.

Comments

1. Narayanan
March 26, 2005

sorry this is the right link I typed in 03 instead of 02 in the last comment

http://arjunnarayanan.blogspot.com/2005/02/really-really-popular-science.html

http://arjunnarayanan.blogspot.com/2005/02/really-really-popular-science.html
http://arjunnarayanan.blogspot.com/2005/02/really-really-popular-science.html


arjun

2. Narayanan
March 26, 2005

Hi,

I am a student from India interested in math and physics. As you might be aware
India has a large amount of string theory in its morning newspapers and in its
research institutes. I am irritated by what I percieve to be an attempt at deluding
students. after 20 pop sci lectures and even shiraz minwalla giving a couple of
“involved ” lecutres I am still in the dark(though now I know enough
analogies/jargon to write my own pop sci book)
recently I blogged in a fit of anger. could someone here please take a look at it
and see if I need to tone down the youthful vitriol. it troubles me because i am
really bright Till a couple of years ago I agreed, with every bright person i know,
on why physics is Beautiful , But not any more. and its scary, makes me want to
leave and go study economics or something(at least there are more girls in eco
departments.)

heres my post

http://arjunnarayanan.blogspot.com/2005/03/really-really-popular-science.html

thanks
arjun

3. J.F. Moore
March 19, 2005

Happy anniversary! I just discovered your blog a few weeks ago, but it is now
regular reading for me. Thanks!

4. Aaron
March 19, 2005

Maybe half thought about doing strings coming in, but it ended up just being six
of us, I think, unless I’m forgetting someone….

5. ali
March 18, 2005

Congratulations Peter! (from a former Rabi sch.)

As someone who spent a couple of years at princeton (1998-2000) and witnessed
first-hand the mad rush to study string theory (half of my entering graduate class
wanted to do a string thesis), I very much appreciate your willingness to confront
this openly and intelligently. For a while it seemed like it was really just Glashow
(and the ghost of Feynman)…

By the way, I went to Lawrence Krauss’s talk (to a lay audience) this week at the
CUNY graduate center. He summarized pretty well the evidence for the standard

http://arjunnarayanan.blogspot.com/2005/03/really-really-popular-science.html
http://arjunnarayanan.blogspot.com/2005/03/really-really-popular-science.html


model of cosmology, leaving the audience to contemplate the mystery of the dark
matter and energy. At the end, he asked if there were any questions. A few
people asked, but he seemed frustrated with the caliber of the questions. He said
he’d take one more question, if someone had something GOOD. I shot my hand
up and said (truly unsarcastically), “What about string theory? Isn’t it supposed
to explain everything?”

Krauss smiled and then said that string theory is a failed theory in his opinion.
He got into cosmology in the 80’s to understand the fate of the universe and the
smallness of the cosmological constant. He said that string theory has completely
failed in addressing either of these. He then plugged his book coming out in
September.

In retrospect, the way that last question played out made me look like “jeff
gannon” to Krauss’s “George Bush”. But I couldn’t help myself! 

6. Daniel Doro Ferrante
March 18, 2005

Congratulations on your first blog-bday, Peter!  It’s a real “ritual of passage”…
something along the lines: “If i made it so far, i can keep on making it!” 

As for the “comments about the comments” (gotta love meta-statements… and
G?del!), sometimes i think people forget that this is your space, not theirs… and,
this pretty much gives you the right to do whatever you please. I guess some
concepts are complicated…

Anyway, if you ever need a boost on your stats, just let me know… i can easily
make your blog beat the 1.000.000 hits/month! (Yeah, you’re reading it right: one
million. 

Take care! []’s!

7. quantoken
March 18, 2005

Peter said: “many people would like to turn the comment section into a
discussion forum for their own personal speculative ideas about physics.”

Oh Peter, that’s a good one. Speculative. Don’t you realize that ALL research
into a new candidate theory unifying QM and GR are ALL speculative ideas? If
something makes a solid prediction and then be verified by experiment beyond
doubt. Then it’s no longer just a speculation, but an accepted theory. Nothing
like that happened yet to any of the theories being investigated.

So every one is speculative, yours included. You just like your own speculation
better than others’.

And sometimes you erase purely none-speculative, but factual comments. Like
last time when I talk about stars radiate energy and it acounts exactly for the
right amount of CMB energy. It’s a fact, not speculation. Even proponents of BB,



like Edward Wright, accepts that there is a “coincidence” between the two. But
to you, since you can not agree with that fact, you call it “speculative”.

Quantoken

8. Nonspeculating man
March 18, 2005

“many people would like to turn the comment section into a discussion forum for
their own personal speculative ideas about physics.”

Good iniciative, bad methodology!!

9. Kyle
March 18, 2005

Thanks for your time and effort Peter!

10. March 18, 2005

Peter, Congratulations. Your blog is very informative.

11. rich_w
March 18, 2005

Thanks, Peter, for blogging and keeping the site going – it’s been informative,
enjoyable and, on occasion, controversial. Thanks again, from this humble
mathematician wannabe…

12. Peter
March 17, 2005

One trend I’ve noticed is that even a year ago many string theorists
automatically assumed that anyone who criticized the theory was an idiot and/or
did not know what they were talking about. I see less and less of that these
days…..

13. Not a Nobel Laureate
March 17, 2005

How about graphing that data as a “landscape”.

14. March 17, 2005

Wow, hard to believe it’s been a whole year. Out of curiosity I went back and
looked at your first several posts and comments. I must say, as a former particle
theorists, I feel embarrased on behalf of some of my former colleagues for some
of knee-jerk abuse you’ve been subjected to. And that’s even before the arrival of
Lubos!



15. Peter
March 17, 2005

Sorry, I don’t want to spend time massaging this data. Connections are from all
over the world. Quite a few academic machines with a name that includes the
string “strings”…..

And Lubos, if I really wanted to compete with you on traffic numbers, I could
start expressing opinions about Columbia’s Mideast-related political controversy
(don’t anyone even think of submitting comments on that here….)

16. Lubos Motl
March 17, 2005

Congrats, Peter your numbers are pretty encouraging for others. 

17. March 17, 2005

Or how about some geographical visitor info? It would be nice to see from where
the various visitors are.

18. Steve
March 17, 2005

How about posting a graph of that data with a fit curve?



Coleman Conference

March 20, 2005
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Uncategorized

I spent the last two days up in Cambridge, mainly attending the conference in honor
of Sidney Coleman. Sadly, Coleman is in poor health, suffering from Parkinson’s
disease, and was unfortunately unable to attend the talks in his honor. They were
videotaped so that he could watch them later.

For me as for many particle theorists, taking Coleman’s quantum field theory course
at Harvard was one of the great intellectual experiences of my life. Another such
experience was reading and learning from his great Erice lectures, both the late
seventies ones as they came out, as well as going back to his earlier ones that started
in 1966. These were collected in 1985 in the book “Aspects of Symmetry”, allowing
me and many others to replace a stack of dog-eared Xeroxes with a more durable
volume. The fact that Coleman stopped giving these lectures after 1979 was to me
one of the first indications that particle theory was entering a much less promising
phase of its history. Coleman never really warmed to the topics of supersymmetry and
string theory.

For much of his career Coleman played the role of guru for the particle theory
community, generously sharing his unmatched insights into quantum field theory. He
would sleep through the morning (famously announcing that he couldn’t teach a 9am
class because he couldn’t stay up that late), get into his office late in the afternoon,
then spend hours dealing with a long line of people waiting to talk to him to try and
get some help with whatever problem they were working on. Steven Weinberg spoke
for many people at the conference when he said that Coleman was the single person
he had learned the most physics from.

The conference was extremely well-attended, with the large lecture hall in the physics
building at Harvard overflowing on Saturday. I don’t think I’ve ever seen so many
Nobel prize winning particle theorists in one place. They included Gell-Mann,
Glashow, Weinberg, ‘t Hooft, Gross, Wilczek, Wilson, as well as Fields medalist
Edward Witten. One of the few living Nobel particle theorists who couldn’t make it
was David Politzer, who very much directly owes his prize to Coleman.

I won’t describe the talks in detail, this has been done pretty accurately already by
Lubos Motl (who I got to meet in person for the first time). Physics weblogging was
very well represented at the conference: besides Lubos, Jacques Distler was
liveblogging from one corner of Science Center B on Friday, and Serkan Cabi was also
there. Sean Carroll also has some comments about Coleman.

Among the more historical talks, perhaps the most interesting was that of Gerard ‘t
Hooft (Lubos seems to have missed ‘t Hooft’s comment that he shouldn’t be referred
to as “Gerardus”, a formal version of his name that appears on his Nobel citation and
his passport, but is otherwise not much used). ‘t Hooft gave his version of the
asymptotic freedom story. He said that he had computed the Yang-Mills beta function
a couple years before Gross-Wilczek-Politzer, but didn’t realize that this result wasn’t
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known to the experts. He pointed out that everyone else had experience only in
computing the scaling behavior of non-asymptotically free theories, whereas the first
theory he did the computation for was an asymptotically free one, so he thought this
was unremarkable. He did say that Gross-Wilczek-Politzer deserved the Nobel since
(besides being the ones to publish the beta-function result) they had understood how
to use this to explain Bjorken scaling, something that he hadn’t known about. He said
his advisor Martin Veltman had told him that the Yang-Mills scaling behavior wasn’t
relevant to experiment since experimentalists only cared about what happens on
mass-shell. Luckily Veltman was one of the few Nobel theorists not in attendance,
since he would likely have blown a gasket if he had been there to hear some of the
things ‘t Hooft had to say about him. ‘t Hooft went on to say that he had learned one
important thing from this episode: always immediately publish any new result you
have.

There was significant mention of string theory in only two talks, those of Gross and
Witten. Gross gave essentially the same talk he gave last October at the 25th
anniversary of the KITP. He joked that he had managed to time the award of the
Nobel with the KITP celebration by every year for the last thirty years writing to the
Nobel Committee and asking them to wait a while before awarding him the prize,
something they had been happy to do. At the point of his talk when he said that the
question “What is String Theory” was one of the big questions for the future, he
stopped to defensively note that since we don’t know what string theory is, it is an
idea that can’t be killed, no matter how much certain members of the audience
wanted to do this. He went on to claim that since AdS/CFT kind of connects string
theory with QCD, string theory is in some sense part of the standard model, so it’s
importance is secure. This argument seemed to me pretty disingenuous, since
presumably he’s well aware that the problem most critics have with string theory is
not with the idea of using it as a dual representation of QCD, but with the idea of
getting a TOE out of it, a project which some have called a “colossal failure”. He
didn’t have anything to say either about this failure or about the whole Landscape
mania.

The last talk was Witten’s, entitled “Emergent Phenomena in Condensed Matter and
Particle Physics”. He started by saying that he was afraid the title of his talk might be
more exciting than the talk itself. By “emergent phenomena” he meant roughly non-
perturbative phenomena in QFT, where the long distance degrees of freedom one
observes are not directly related to the local degrees of freedom. He gave QED as an
example of a non-emergent theory, QCD an emergent one, with the nature of the
electroweak theory still up in the air until we know more about the origin of
electroweak symmetry breaking.

He went on to say that gravity messes up this distinction between local and emergent
phenomena, since one doesn’t have diffeomorphism invariant local observables. He
then quoted his 1980 work with Weinberg (and with help from Coleman) to the effect
that you can’t get a massless spin two bound state in a theory with a local stress-
energy tensor, saying that this showed that you can’t start with a local theory in
Minkowksi space and generate Einstein gravity as an emergent phenomenon. For him
the lesson is that if you want gravity as an emergent phenomenon, you need to find a
way to first get space-time as an emergent phenomenon, and he believes that
whatever the primoridial M-theory underlying string theory is, it should do this. While
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such a theory doesn’t now exist, he went on to give the AdS/CFT correspondence as
the kind of thing he had in mind. There the Weinberg-Witten argument is evaded
since a QFT in 4 dimensions is related to a gravity theory in a different number of
dimensions (5).

Comments

1. March 23, 2005

Maybe I am missing something, but how can QCD be dual to a gravitational
theory in AdS_5 when it doesn’t have a massless spin-2 particle?

Isn’t that the same problem which killed string theory as a dual theory to QCD?
The absence of a massless spin-2 particle?

Or perhaps the graviton IS a QCD bound state? That would be shocking!

But I guess if you don’t have a Planck brane…

2. March 23, 2005

I want to talk about Sidney Coleman. I met him almost 25 years ago. I was a 1st
year grad student. He struck me as an “old” man. Now I know that he couldn’t
have been older than 45.

Unlike the rest of the Harvard “superstars”, he was not arrogant, he was not
patronizing, and he was not abnoxious. He was approachable, and he very
patiently listened to questions, then very kindly answered them. Sometimes his
answer was an honest “I vaguely know these things. I’m not an expert”.

In those days, there was a joke circulating around the physics dept at Harvard (I
think it’s attributed to Claude Bernard who was a grad student of Weinberg’s at
the time):

“How do you do physics at Harvard? You go to Witten to give you a problem to
work on. You go to Coleman to tell you how to solve it. Then you go to Weinberg
to write you a reference letter.”

I’m saddened by his illness, and by the fact that he can longer teach physics and
discuss physics.

3. Arun
March 22, 2005

“That’s only possible for massive particles and the theorem doesn’t apply.”

I thought the purpose of the theorem was to rule out massless bound states; not
to assume that all bound states are massive. Anyway, I’m probably missing the
point.



4. Johan
March 22, 2005

Regarding the “gravity as a gauge theory” issue, Deser’s bootstrap approach
does give you the Einstein-Hilbert action but I believe it only works for
spacetimes that are topologically R^4. Penrose has shown that there is no map
from Schwarzschild spacetime to Minkowski spacetime that takes lightcones into
lightcones, which jives well with the Witten-Weinberg argument.

5. March 22, 2005

P.S. you’re describing a topological quantum field theory.

6. March 22, 2005

That’s only possible for massive particles and the theorem doesn’t apply.

7. Arun
March 21, 2005

Probably a dumb question, but what happens to the Witten-Weinberg theorem if
the particular QFT admits of no single-particle states except on length scales
very much smaller than the natural scale of the theory?

8. Peter
March 21, 2005

No, Lee Smolin wasn’t there. But a message from him was read at some point I
recall.

9. Anonymous
March 21, 2005

Peter, was Lee Smolin there for this conference since he
was Coleman’s graduate student?

10. March 21, 2005

Chris W.

I seen this issue has people all tied up in knots?:)

This idea is called emergence. It’s a familiar phenomenon in the theory of
condensed matter, which is Laughlin’s background. Solids and liquids sometimes
play host to strange entities that bear little resemblance to the atoms making up
the substance. For example, in some materials there are things called spin
waves. Every atom acts a bit like a small magnet, with a north and a south pole
aligned along its spin axis, and spin waves are oscillations in the alignment of
these spins. “Somewhat like what would occur if one took a supple picket fence
and rapidly twisted one end back and forth,” says Laughlin. Because this is the
quantum world, waves can be considered as particles, and vice versa, so spin
waves behave like a kind of emergent particle.



http://www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/beneath.html

11. Chris W.
March 21, 2005

Maybe the views expressed a few years ago by Laughlin and Pines, and by
Laughlin in his new book, have something to do with Witten’s choice of the word
“emergent”. Chris Quigg’s forceful response is contained in this article.

12. Peter
March 21, 2005

Quantoken,

I talked to Lubos for more like 20 seconds, not 20 minutes. I often have perfectly
civil e-mail exchanges with him, your guess is as good as mine why he adopts the
obnoxious hyper-aggressive persona in his public internet writings.

Tony,

I kind of agree with you that Witten’s choice of the buzzword “emergent” wasn’t
such a great idea. This is a subject that really would benefit from precision of
language to combat the wide-spread fuzzy and wishful thinking going on. But his
talk did give some insight into hows he thinks about this, which I found
interesting.

13. Tony Smith
March 21, 2005

Peter, a theorem is a theorem is a theorem is a theorem, and I have no problem
with the Weinberg-Witten theorem (or any other theorem) IF it is clearly and
correctly stated, thus making clear its domain of applicability (and
inapplicability).

I DO have a problem with Witten’s use of the popular buzz-word “emergent” in
such a restrictive sense that it excludes such well-known formulations of gravity
as Deser’s (mentioned by jkg) and MacDowell-Mansouri,
and
then, having dismissed Deser, MacDowell-Mansouri, etc, by artful language,
claiming that “… a theory [of]… gravity as an emergent phenomenon … doesn’t
now exist …”
and
then claiming that HIS pet AdS/CFT model is “… the kind of thing he had in mind
…” to describe emergent gravity because in AdS/CFT “… the Weinberg-Witten
argument is evaded …”.

Tony Smith http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

14. Quantoken
March 21, 2005
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Peter:
To me a bigger mistery than graviton and gravity is what you had to talk to
Lubos when you meet. Does he seem like the same mean and aggressive Lubos
we see on the blogs? What is your impression of him? You talked for 20 minutes.
Is it aboout string theory, none-string theory? Or you could only talk about
Boston’s weather and global warming, and nothing in physics? Just curious.

Quantoken

15. March 21, 2005

About Deser result, is it true? can we recover full Einstein gravity? There has
been a recent paper which discusses that,

gr-qc/0409089
Title: From Gravitons to Gravity: Myths and Reality
Authors: T.Padmanabhan

any comment?

16. Thomas Larsson
March 21, 2005

Where does an emergent spacetime leave perturbative string theory? What is the
meaning of maps from the worldsheet into spacetime, if the latter only exists as a
long-distance approximation?

17. Peter
March 21, 2005

By the vague statement of Witten’s I quoted, he was referring to something very
precise: his 1980 work with Weinberg. There they show a problem with the idea
of getting the graviton to appear as a non-perturbative effect, as a bound state of
some more elementary constituents.

In MacDowell-Mansouri, I think the vierbeins are components of the gauge field,
the graviton comes from them, not as a non-perturbative bound state. Anyway,
you can argue with Witten’s vague statement, but Weinberg-Witten is more or
less a theorem.

18. jkg
March 21, 2005

I am also puzzled by Witten’s comment that “you can’t start with a local theory in
Minkowski space and generate Einstein gravity as an emergent phenomenon.
…”. Perhaps this is because I do not understand what “emergent” means in this
context. I always believed that it was clear since Deser paper of 1970 that if you
want to couple spin 2 field to energy momentum, then you must end up with
Einstein theory, with possible higher order corrections (that’s why it is not
surprising at all that in beta function calculation for heterotic string for example
you get einstein action in the leading order.) Perhaps what he has in mind is that



graviton is not fundamental and emerges only in low energy approximation (I
remember that there were some works on this in 80s). But then again, whatever
the fundamental theory is, Einstein gravity must emerge, just as a result of its
universality.

Could anyone clarify this.

19. Tony Smith
March 21, 2005

Peter, you describe “… Witten’s … saying that … you can’t start with a local
theory in Minkowksi space and generate Einstein gravity as an emergent
phenomenon. …”.

How is that reconciliable with the obvious existence of the MacDowell-Mansouri
mechanism that produces the Einstein-Hilbert action from a Spin(2,3) = Sp(2)
gauge theory in 4 dimensions ?

References to the MacDowell-Mansouri mechanism include Frank Wilczek’s hep-
th/9801184 in which he says that the MacDowell-Mansouri “… approach to
casting gravity as a gauge theory was initiated by MacDowell and Mansouri … S.
MacDowell and F. Mansouri, Phys. Rev. Lett. 38 739 (1977) … , and
independently Chamseddine and West … A. Chamseddine and P. West Nucl. Phys.
B 129, 39 (1977); also quite relevant is A. Chamseddine, Ann. Phys. 113, 219
(1978). …”.
Other references include M. Botta Cantcheff who says in gr-qc/0010080 “…
MacDowell and Mansouri proposed a gauge theory of gravity based on the group
SO(3,2) …”, and a number of other papers and books, including Mohapatra in
section 14.6 of his book Unification and Supersymmetry, 2nd edition, Springer-
Verlag 1992 and Freund in chapter 21 of his book Introduction to
Supersymmetry, Cambridge 1986 and Ne’eman and Regge (Riv. Nuovo Cim. v. 1,
n. 5 (1978) 1, at pages 25-28) and Nieto, Obregon, and Socorro in gr-
qc/9402029.
It is true that construction of the MacDowell-Mansouri mechanism was
motivated by using it in supergravity models, many of which involved dimensions
higher than 4, but as some of the references (for example, Freund’s book)
explicitly show, the mechanism can
be applied and does work in the context of a 4-dim spacetime.

Am I stupidly missing something basic, or was this an error by Witten? If it were
an error, then why was it not caught by Witten or a coworker before he made
such a widely attended talk?

Tony Smith http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

20. March 20, 2005

Found on the web: “PBS recently aired a series on ?string theory? which, to me
at least, seemed to lay some groundwork for mathematical proofs of the
existence of God ? not that God needs such a proof to exist. “

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


21. Alejandro
March 20, 2005

So extra dimensions are but a trick to formulate no local theories. Fine.



Recent Conferences

March 24, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Last week the 2005 International Linear Collider Workshop was held at SLAC, and the
talks are available on-line. At the conference it was announced that Barry Barish of
Caltech would lead the Global Design Effort for the International Linear Collider. The
hope is to finish a design for the ILC in 2007, have a site chosen in 2008 and
construction done by 2015, allowing the ILC to run at the same time as the LHC for
several years, with each machine providing data that could help decide how best to
use the other one.

This schedule seems overly optimistic to me. Because of the huge US deficits, getting
the kinds of increases in the DOE budget needed to build the ILC in the US looks
quite difficult, and, even if this were possible, funding constraints would probably
stretch out the construction schedule. In Europe, CERN is devoting all its resources
for a while to the LHC, and is backing an alternate, more speculative linear collider
technology called CLIC. The most likely course of events seems to be that people will
be waiting to see what the LHC finds and how the CLIC technology works out before
fully committing to a new linear collider. If so, a decision about what to build and
where to build it would probably not take place until almost 2010, with another
decade probably required to actually construct the machine.

At the SLAC conference, the main theoretical talk was one by Savas Dimopoulos on
New Models about his work with Arkani-Hamed on split supersymmetry and models
where both the cosmological constant and the weak scale are anthropically
determined aspects of the “Landscape”. There increasingly seems to be a disconnect
between the experimentalists planning experiments at the LHC and ILC, whose plans
often revolve around the search for low-energy supersymmetry, and the string theory
inspired theorists, who are spending their time wandering around the landscape.
From the landscape point of view, it seems that low-energy supersymmetry is
extremely unlikely.

For more from theorists wandering around the landscape, see the talks at this week’s
Workshop on N=1 Compactications at the Fields Institute in Toronto. The talks from
this workshop are starting to become available on-line. Next week there will be even
more of this at the Fields Institute, as it hosts a Workshop on String Phenomenology.

Comments

1. Lubos Motl
March 25, 2005

Peter, you should know that Savas and Nima are still leaders in SUSY
phenomenology, and if they try something along different lines, it’s because they
have broad interests.
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Similar things apply to Shamit.

2. quantoken
March 25, 2005

DRL:
I aready posted something about this paper a few days ago. I pointed out that:
1.There is no credible experimental evidence for Casimir force or for vacuum
energy. The calculated vacuum energy, which is 10^120 times too big so it does
not exist.
2.The Casimir force is supposed to be inverse proportional to the FOURTH
power of the gap. Such a sensitive dependency on distance can not be measured
by balance of force of balancing a torque, as the Lamoreaux method. His
experiment, (which he himself) admittedly conducted using $300 lab scratch
materials, can not be trusted.

Quantoken

3. D R Lunsford
March 25, 2005

Flash

On SPR, T Larsson points to an interesting paper by Jaffe, which argues that the
Casimir effect has no direct bearing on the issue of zero-point fluctuations:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503158

Some sanity! Hope! Of course, some of us are not surprised.

-drl

4. Aaron
March 24, 2005

“From the landscape point of view, it seems that low-energy supersymmetry is
extremely unlikely.”

Enh. The landscape can tell you pretty much whatever you want it to.

5. Arun
March 24, 2005

Maybe China could be persuaded to finance the ILC, instead of increasing its
defence budget by 12.6% over last year? The increase amounts to about 3.4
billion dollars.

http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/03/vacuum-energy-and-casimir-effect.html
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New This Week’s Finds

March 27, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

John Baez has just put out a new issue of his This Week’s Finds in Mathematical
Physics, dealing partly in more detail with the material about Clifford modules
mentioned here a couple weeks ago. I’ve added as the first comment here something
he had some trouble submitting as a comment to the older posting on this topic.

John briefly mentions a relation of all this to Bott periodicity in topology, using a very
abstract homotopy construction involving spectra. A more concrete version of this can
be found in Milnor’s book on Morse theory. For the relation of Clifford algebras and
K-theory, the standard refererence is the 1964 paper “Clifford Modules” by Atiyah,
Bott and Shapiro published in the journal “Topology”. The crucial fact they describe is
how the Thom isomorphism in K-theory (which is essentially the same fact as Bott
periodicity) is related to the structure of Clifford modules. Greg Landweber has
recently worked out an interesting equivariant version of this story.

Greg also has a nice new paper with Megumi Harada about the K-theory of a
symplectic quotient, that looks like it should imminently appear on the arXiv.

John also mentions some recent work of Dror Bar-Natan, Thang Le and Dylan
Thurston on the Duflo isomorphism. This is a beautiful story, and also has a relation to
Clifford algebras that John doesn’t mention. For this, see Eckhard Meinrenken’s talk
at the 2002 ICM in Beijing.

Comments

1. Peter
March 27, 2005

Thanks, should be fixed now.

2. March 27, 2005

Your link to the Landweber-Harada paper is broken.

3. John Baez
March 27, 2005

Dear Peter –

I’m glad you liked week211 of This Week’s Finds. I just put up week212, which
digs deeper into the relation Clifford algebras and supersymmetry. A bunch of it
comes from Deligne’s talks at the Institute for Advanced Studies – the ones that
became part of that book Quantum Fields and Strings: a Course for
Mathematicians.
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I think there are still hopes for understanding the details of the Standard Model
with the help of a deeper understanding of Clifford algebras, division algebras
and related algebraic structures. Garrett Lisi mentioned Greg Trayling’s work.
I’ve never taken the time to properly understand that, in part because of some
nonstandard terminology that it uses, but I’m encouraged by the fact that
Garrett thinks it’s good. I’ve spent a lot more time on Geoffrey Dixon’s work. The
SU(5) and SO(10) grand unified theories, and Jogesh Pati’s work on left-right
symmetric theories, also have something very beautiful about them. I suspect
that they’re all grasping various parts of some truth that we’re not yet able to
fathom, perhaps because we don’t have the right language.

If none of these theories are currently fashionable, well, that’s in part because
none of them quite hit the nail on the head – but also because the most
influential particle theorists seem to have given up hope on the idea of staring at
the Standard Model until something clicks and a beautiful theory takes form
which explains all its baroque peculiarities. Most of the physicists who are really
good at math seem willing to let the internal logic of string theory guide them
where it will: either to a triumphant victory in physics, or to a journey through
beautiful mathematics increasingly distant from the physical world. It’s a pity
that pondering the Standard Model is being left to mere "phenomenologists".

Best,
jb
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Landscape Architecture

March 30, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The Perimeter Institute in Canada is known as a center for research in Loop Quantum
Gravity. This week they have come up with an extremely clever way to make string
theorists look bad. They’ve scheduled a week of talks on String Phenomenology,
ending this Friday on April Fool’s day. Most of the talks are related in one way or
another to the “Landscape”, with talks by Kachru on “Landscape Architecture” and
DeWolfe on “More Landscape Architecture”. If you’re in the mood for a giggle, tune
into these talks tomorrow: it will be all landscape, all the time, from Michael Douglas
in the morning to a panel discussion in the evening moderated by Herman Verlinde on
the topic “Landscape: What Is It Good For?”. It’s quite possible the panel discussion
will be very short.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
April 3, 2005

“Schroedinger’s Cathouse.com”

-drl

2. Chris Oakley
April 1, 2005

It is always a disappointment when one discovers that people are not acting from
the best of motives. For example, when I discovered that Schr?dinger used to run
a pay porn site using the University of Zurich’s web space, I was devastated (I
think that he was, anyway).

3. Fyodor Uckoff
April 1, 2005

“— Why is this all a good thing?”

Why, that’s a terrible thing to ask. I bet somebody will get the Nobel for this
work some day, if indeed they haven’t already.

Meanwhile, I hear that Peter Woit is actually writing a popular book about Dirac
Index Theory! Seems that his website was just to gain publicity for his new book,
“Black holes, White holes, Worm holes, Bore Holes, The Bermuda Triangle, and
Embeddings of SU(2) in SO(4)”. And you thought it was only Stanford and
Harvard profs who did that kind of thing. Michio Kaku, when asked to comment,
would say only: “I think I’ll wait for the movie.”

http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/index.php?lang=en
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4. Arun
April 1, 2005

“Remarkably, it is only in the modern context of the landscape that we can
appreciate such a finely tuned theory. It would have been rejected out of hand by
traditional effective field theorists only a decade ago. In the modern context, it is
a strong competitor to other theories of physics at the weak scale.”

“…unlike traditional unwieldy model-building, in which additional fields are
added and their phenomenological consequences studied, here we remove fields
and their associated phenomenological problems.”

— Why is this all a good thing?

5. Peter
April 1, 2005

I get the joke about supersplit supersymmetry. But I still don’t see why split
supersymmetry isn’t a joke. And please, somebody tell me that what has been
going on at the Perimeter Institute this week is an elaborate hoax. It would be
too depressing if this were not true…

6. March 31, 2005

Wow. It’s not often you see a theory paper with such a high author:page length
ratio.

7. Aaron
March 31, 2005

Peter — there’s a fascinating new paper on the ArXiV which shows how the
landscape can lead to some radically new ideas in phenomenology.

I find it hard to believe that people would have considered such a model before
anthropic ideas became prevalent.

8. Urs
March 31, 2005

People have been working on the idea that the
Dirac operator answers all our questions for 25 years now

Beyond the intended parody it is maybe interesting to note that Dirac operators
and index theorems and all that play a prominent role in superstring theory. The
index of the heterotic worldsheet supercharge, which is a Dirac operator on loop
space, is related to the elliptic genus, for instance.

I think anyone interested in Dirac operators in general can hardly find a more
fruitful area than superstring related topics.

9. Quantoken
March 31, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503249
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503249


I looked at the URL Peter provided, and find the LHC Stretch Exercise to be
interesting. Any string theoretist up to the challenge of coming up with a theory
to explain the presumed “data” from LHC, before Friday the April Fools Day?

I did a little bit calculation and find that the original author must had the figure
of exactly 2000 GeV in his mind when he proposed that “data set”.

I guess the point they try to make is: If you can’t say anything about a clean set
of hypersised data from your theory, then how could you say anything when the
REAL data comes out, which is full of ambiguity and therefore much less useful?
Isn’t it a complete waste of money if LHC doesn’t help you to tell which theory is
right and which is wrong?

Quantoken

10. Juan R.
March 31, 2005

I agree with the “obscure instructor” on that “Dirac operator theory” is outdated.
I’m sorry Peter, but your ideas are pure “speculation” (really is bad math)!

But, and this is an important point, string theory has derived lot of stuff outside
of the standard model but nothing inside it!

String theory is so outdated as Dirac operator and young and brilliant people
would work in some more general and revolutionary theory!

11. Fyodor Uckoff
March 31, 2005

Meanwhile, the 4/1/2005 issue of the SF Chronicle has an interview with a
certain P Woit, a leading authority on Dirac Index Theory, the dominant theory in
theoretical physics for the last quarter century. The theory has however
attracted some criticism. Edward Witten, an obscure instructor at Princeton,
says: “People have been working on the idea that the
Dirac operator answers all our questions for 25 years now, and the theory
predicts absolutely nothing beyond the Standard Model. It’s long past time that
people like Woit should admit that Index Theory is a failure; he should be
persuading young people to try something new and radical. I’ve always thought
that string theory deserves a lot more attention, attention it would have received
if the Index Mafia had not dominated the physics departments of the great
universities for so long.” Asked to comment, Woit said: “Talk to the Hand.”

12. John Bell
March 31, 2005

Spooky Processes

Scattering processes are always interesting and with regards to the Perimenter
institute, Smolin retains a well balanced view of what needs to be done there.

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/perimeter.pdf
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/phenomenology/perimeter.pdf


We would need proof to this ascertion of Fool’s day. We know some people like to
make use of it in regards to appling labels. Alan Sokal crying wolf?

This does not in anyway make the idea less tangible in what String Theorist think
of. In regards to the information that comes out of the blackhole. They think they
can get much closer theoretically.;)



New Institute at Stanford

April 1, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Stanford University will officially announce later today the founding of a new research
institute, with major funding from the John Templeton Foundation. Many of the
faculty and research staff of the new institute will come from the present Institute for
Theoretical Physics which will be shutting its doors.

Co-directors of the new institute will be Stanford faculty member Leonard Susskind,
and Gerald Cleaver, who is currently head of the Early Universe Cosmology and
Strings Group at Baylor University. Susskind, who is one of the co-discoverers of
string theory, has in recent years been the most prominent promoter of the theory of
the “multiverse”, which he describes in a recent interview. Later this month he will be
giving the Einstein lecture at Brown University on the topic of String Theory and
Intelligent Design. He is widely considered to be the leading candidate for next year’s
Templeton Prize. Cleaver, a prominent string theorist who was a student of John
Schwarz (the co-discoverer of superstring theory) at Caltech, has published more
than 40 important research articles on string theory. Like Susskind, his recent
interests have been in the area of string cosmology.

Next year the institute will open its doors with a year-long program on the topic of the
multiverse, led by theoretical cosmologist George F. R. Ellis visiting from the
University of Cape Town. Ellis, the 2004 Templeton Prize winner, explains that the
traditional view of an opposition between faith and science has been made obsolete
by the latest research in string theory and cosmology. Says Ellis, “In the end, belief in
a multiverse will always be just that — a matter of belief, based in faith that logical
arguments proposed give the correct answer in a situation where direct observational
proof is unattainable and the supposed underlying physics is untestable.”

The new institute will be named the Stanford Templeton Research Institute for
Nature, God and Science (STRINGS) and will collaborate with other related Bay Area
organizations, including Stanford’s own KIPAC (Kavli Institute for Particle
Astrophysics and Cosmology) and Berkeley’s CTNS (Center for Theology and the
Natural Sciences). Steve Kahn, the director of KIPAC, welcomed the formation of the
new institute saying “We’re very pleased to have such a major institution on campus
led by two such prominent physicists working on cosmology. In this era of declining
NSF and DOE budgets, we need to branch out from traditional approaches to science.
We expect to collaborate with the new institute to help us seek funding from sources
such as the President’s FBCI initiative.” Besides the physicists, several faculty from
other Stanford departments will be affiliated with the Templeton institute, including
computer scientist Donald Knuth, author of the recent book Things a Computer
Scientist Rarely Talks About.

According to Dr. John M. Templeton, Jr., president of the Templeton foundation, “the
idea for the institute grew out of our involvement with a series of lectures at Stanford
in the area of biology. At those lectures the biologists pointed out to us that it was the
physicists on campus who were doing work most closely related to our foundation’s
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interests, something we had already noticed through our Cosmology and Fine-tuning
Research Program. As the latest cutting-edge research in physics has caused
physicists to rethink what it means for a theory to explain experimental data, the
wedge driven by Galileo between science and religion has begun to close. We’re very
proud to be able to support and encourage this trend.”

Encouragement also comes from some other members of the Stanford physics
department. Nobel-prize winning theoretical physicist Robert McLaughlin was quoted
as saying “theoretical particle physics is just getting old and losing its youthful good
looks. Even Ed Witten has given up on it. This latest plan for the
cosmology/multiverse/string theory crowd to join up with Templeton reminds me of a
woman deciding to become a nun when she gets too old to attract men. But if it gets
them out of the physics department, I’m in favor of it. Don’t let the door hit you on the
way out, guys.”

Comments

1. Juan R.
April 7, 2005

Hi J, thanks you by detail on Ellis and Hawking. I searched the old article by Ellis
that I discussed below.

Los l?mites de la Cosmolog?a

George f. R. Ellis

El enfoque epistemol?gico de la cosmolog?a lleva a recordar algunas
perogrulladas y a plantear verdaderas dificultades. El hecho de que no exista
m?s que un ?nico universo observable impide cualquier comparaci?n de este
objeto con otro, una condici?n que sin embargo es necesaria en cualquier
procedimiento cient?fico.

That is, cosmology is not one of positive sciences.

For fans of ?landscapes? and all stuff, simply to say that Ellis considered the
vague discourses about ?multiple universes? like outside of physics.

2. cvj
April 4, 2005

BRILLIANT!!!!!!

3. April 4, 2005

Quoting A. Nonymous
“Nice one Peter! I only realized something’s going on when I reached the
“Stanford Templeton Research Institute for Nature, God and Science
(STRINGS)” ;-)”

http://www.templeton.org/cftrp/index.html
http://www.templeton.org/cftrp/index.html
http://www.templeton.org/cftrp/index.html
http://www.templeton.org/cftrp/index.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000009.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000009.html


Me too!!! Extremely good!

Congrats!

4. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 3, 2005

“A few years ago I followed a good course of super-strings, together with good
students. But at the end I found no way of applying the interesting things I learnt
to physics, and it was too early for discussing this problem. So I sent an e-mail to
students (modifying its header such that it seemed sent by the teacher) telling
that, instead of a formal examination, they had to give seminars choosing from a
list of topics. Each topic was a nonsense, obtained by combining in a pseudo-
random order the usual words of stings papers.

It was an instructive joke.

Many of these students now are at major US universities.”

So we are witnessing the final convergence between
String Theory and Post-Modernist Deconstructionist
Literature Theory.

My only question. Why did it take so long?

5. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 3, 2005

Excellent April Fool’s parody.

6. Matti Pitkanen
April 3, 2005

Thanks for Quantoken for the comment concerning proton decay.

If quark and lepton numbers are conserved separately, the GUT mechanisms of
proton decay are excluded. This is achieved in TGD framework since quarks and
leptons correspond to different
conserved chiralities of M^4xCP_2 spinors induced
to space-time surface. The couplings of quarks and leptons to CP_2 Kahler gauge
potential are n=1 and n=3 multiples which gives standard model quantum
numbers correctly. Color is now not a spinlike quantum number but basically
angular momentum like: this means a profound difference compared to QCD.

One can of course consider the possibility that quarks have lower mass states.
TGD indeed suggest the existence of fractal hierarchy of QCD like theories for
colored excitations of also leptons and there are some experimental findings
giving some support for this conjecture. This picture is consistent with W and
Z^0 decay rates if these QCD like theories are not asymptotically free and exist
only in some finite energy and momentum transfer range. This framework allows
to consider the transformation of ordinary baryons to baryons of scaled down



hadron physics by a kind of tunneling mechanism.

Best,
Matti

7. Quantoken
April 3, 2005

Regarding proton decay. I must emphasis that it is not just the standard model
that predicted that proton decays. The point is we all know proton is not the
most fundamental building block. It clearly has internal or intrinsic structures.
Because of that ANY reasonable theory would have to lead to a prediction
of proton decay.

The current lack of evidence for proton decay can be interpretted in one of
several ways:
0.Protons indeed does not decay ever.
1.Protons decay in ways predicted by the standard model, but its life time is too
long to be detectable.
2.Protons decay in ways we do not know, and our current detection technology
would not have registered any signal.

I think the 3 is the most possible scenary. There are plenty of things that the
standard model can not explain. The most notable ones would be super high
energy particles detected in nautral occuring cosmic rays. The energy is many
times higher than the energy/mass of most elememtary particles, like proton and
neutron.

What kind of cosmic process would leads to that kind of energy? There has been
no plausible answer so far. You can throw in a black hole or things like that, but
at most you can get something with an energy level of the same order of
magnitude as

8. Matti Pitkanen
April 2, 2005

The years when the proton refused to decay were very interesting.
Everything indicated that it should. We had a beautiful, simple,
elegant, minimal model, namely SU(5), that unified all three
subnuclear interactions. It was proposed by our best and brightest.
There was no hint of an inconsistency. It all looked great. However —-
God refused to play along.

Perhaps God tried hard to tell us something very important but failed;-).

Matti Pitkanen

9. Randall Rhodes
April 2, 2005

I realize I just made an acronym mistake. I meant to say String Theory rather



than SUSY (supersymmetry.)

10. Randall Rhodes
April 2, 2005

I’ve been reading the Greene book “Fabric Of The Cosmos.” I like the way it was
written. Of course, when you get to the SUSY part, the end of that chapter
becomes murky in terms of resolving questions (In the same sense that the
Standard Model explanations cannot continue to provide many more answers.)

I trust Greene’s reasoning and articulate descriptions of SUSY, I understand the
concepts better than I did before. But I can’t help but feel that I’m reading about
a framework that is literally being reverse-engineered to fit models that have
already demonstrated tangible results. It will be interesting to see which will be
discovered first: The Calabi-Yau shape predicting all particle charges, forces and
masses or direct proof of the Higgs particle in the LHC.

P.S. The search for the right Calabi-Yau shape seems contrived in the way that re-
normalization seemed contrived. Feynman invented re-normalization but was
openly hostile towards it. Are any SUSY theorists at least showing mild
skepticism about this issue?

11. April 2, 2005

The years when the proton refused to decay were very interesting. Everything
indicated that it should. We had a beautiful, simple, elegant, minimal model,
namely SU(5), that unified all three subnuclear interactions. It was proposed by
our best and brightest. There was no hint of an inconsistency. It all looked great.
However —- God refused to play along.

12. Quantoken
April 2, 2005

Any one wants to comment on this recent discovery of a planet outside solar
system? I think It does NOT look like a April Fool’s joke at all:

First confirmed picture of a planet beyond the solar system

It is also reported on CNN:
http://www.cnn.com/2005/TECH/space/04/01/extrasolar.planet.photo/index.html

Within 5 seconds of seeing it, I became skeptical about this result and has an
opinion. But I could be wrong:-) I want to see other people’s response to this
news.

Quantoken

13. Peter
April 1, 2005

Hi Tony,
The period when I was at Harvard (75-79) was after GUTs had already been
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formulated, but proton decay experiments were just getting underway. Glashow
and Georgi especially were working on various GUT models.

There are plenty of people (for instance, besides Glashow, Georgi and Wilczek)
who never thought much of string theory. But after the initial failure to see
proton decay, most people felt that ruled out the simplest SU(5) GUT, which got
them more interested in supersymmetric GUTs. I don’t know anything about the
background problems you mention, but I find it hard to believe Glashow would
give up his ticket to another Nobel prize easily. As for why Glashow is the only
one to complain publicly, you’d have to ask the others. But part of it is that
Glashow has a stronger personality, is less likely to keep his views to himself
than many others.

Milnor wasn’t at Stony Brook when I was there, at the time he was a professor at
the Institute in Princeton. I’ve never talked to him about string theory, but most
mathematicians are pretty impressed by string theory, partly because Witten has
pushed it so hard and he has a well-deserved Fields medal, partly because some
very interesting math has come out of string theory.

14. Tony Smith
April 1, 2005

Peter, you say in your personal background blog entry at
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000006.html
“… 1979: B.A. and M.A. in physics, Harvard University. …
1984: Ph. D. in theoretical physics, Princeton University, …
1984-87 Postdoc at the Stony Brook ITP Got interested in spinor geometry,TQFT
and representation theory, started talking to a lot of the mathematicians at Stony
Brook
In 1987 it became clear to me that someone who didn’t believe in string theory
but wanted to apply mathematics to QFT didn’t have much of a future in physics
depts in the US. …”.

So, you were at Harvard during or just after the birth of the Standard Model, and
around the birth of GUT models, and you got to see all that up close and
personal. It seems to me that would have been a fascinating experience, and
here are some questions:

Did anyone other than Glashow keep the faith of the Standard Model, and if so
where are they now and why don’t they say something about the present state of
superstring theory ?

It seems to me that models such as (non-susy) GUT that are based on the
Standard Model have been (by most of the physics community) abandoned and
that a lot of hype has gone to supersymmetry (with no experimental support) and
to beyond-the-standard-model stuff (also with no experimental support). Is a
reason for such abandonment the stated position of most neutrino laboratories
that proton decay has not been observed within the predicted lifetimes of GUT
models?
If so, then what if all those laboratories have been using incorrect background

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000006.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000006.html


models in their data analysis ? Did ANY of the GUT founders (including but not
limited to Glashow) do a detailed study of the background models used to refute
GUT ? If not, why not ?
One reason that I ask about such background is that one study done
independently of the big neutrino observatories was Experimental evidence for
G.U.T. Proton Decay http://xxx.lanl.gov/abshep-ex/0008074 by Adarkar,
Krishnaswamy, Menon, Sreekantan, Hayashi, Ito, Kawakami, Miyake, and
Uchihori.
Roughly, they conclude that a different (and at least equally reasonable) choice
of background, if applied to the raw data from many neutrino observatories,
would produce results not inconsistent with GUT.
Even though this seems to me to be an important result reviving a class of
models that are by construction quite consistent with the Standard Model, as far
as I know NOBODY, not even the inventors of GUT, ever attempted to bring the
discussion of background into a foreground of discussion in the world of physics
of the viability of GUT models.
Why ?

One last question – was Milnor at Stony Brook math while you were there? If so,
did he express opinions about superstrings, and if so, what did he say? (I have
thought of him as a very reasonable (as well as brilliant) person whose opinion I
would respect.)

Tony Smith http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

15. Chris Oakley
April 1, 2005

I must admit that I read “Dennis Overbyte”‘s comment as humorous invention
rather than a personal attack. In any case I would rather have Donald Trump
rooting for me than any academic.

16. Quantoken
April 1, 2005

Anonymous below:
Go figure!

Quantoken

17. April 1, 2005

quantoken, your link goes straight back to Peter’s original blog. explain?

18. April 1, 2005

Pretty weak.

19. a
April 1, 2005

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abshep-ex/0008074
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A few years ago I followed a good course of super-strings, together with good
students. But at the end I found no way of applying the interesting things I learnt
to physics, and it was too early for discussing this problem. So I sent an e-mail to
students (modifying its header such that it seemed sent by the teacher) telling
that, instead of a formal examination, they had to give seminars choosing from a
list of topics. Each topic was a nonsense, obtained by combining in a pseudo-
random order the usual words of stings papers.

It was an instructive joke.

Many of these students now are at major US universities.

20. Arun
April 1, 2005

Hilarious!

21. Quantoken
April 1, 2005

That’s a good April Fool’s joke, Peter. You tricked quite a few people. But not me.

Why? Not because I was smart. But because once I see your title, it looks so
striking familiar: “New Institute at Stanford”. I swear to God I just saw the same
title and same story somewhere else on the netland! Just a few minutes ago!

So I opened up my web browser, and went to the page I visited a few minutes
ago. And Gosh! I caught you, Peter Woit! He copies the story eaxctly word by
word. I can’t believe even Peter Woit would commit pragiarism. I was shocked,
shocked, shocked!!!

Hurry before Peter has a change to erase my message. See for yourself. Here is
the exact URL of the story Peter was copying from. I will forgive him because
today is April 1st 

Quantoken

22. Peter Woit
April 1, 2005

A couple comments on the long posting about my ascension to the status of
assistant professor from someone at MIT who doesn’t have the guts to publicly
put their name to what they write using the machine sci-22.mit.edu.

Soon after I started writing this weblog I found that partisans of string theory
almost uniformly preferred to personally attack me and my academic
qualifications rather than to deal with any of the issues I was raising here. I
wrote a posting explaining my academic background, it’s at

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000006.html

Note that I held the title of assistant professor at Columbia for four years

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/
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(1989-1993), a status I’m not interested in going back to. I’d turn it down if the
department tried to reappoint me to it. Since I wrote that posting, my formal
status at the university has changed slightly. The non-standard “Director of
Instruction” title I held for many years was regularized a year ago when
Columbia instituted a new system for permanent non-tenured positions. I’m now
officially a full-time, non-tenured member of the faculty of arts and sciences with
the title of Instructor. It’s a permanent non-tenured position, with a schedule of
reviews of my performance.

Over the years I’ve often heard from particle theorists who tell me they agree
with me about string theory but don’t dare say so publicly due to the personal
attacks they fear they would be subject to. This ugly atmosphere of intimidation
is a disgrace and string theorists should be ashamed of being associated with it.

23. April 1, 2005

If you wanna fun little diversion, look at today’s hep-th abstracts and try to guess
which ones are April Fool’s jokes.

24. J
April 1, 2005

This is the same “Ellis” as in Hawking and Ellis of “Large Scale Structure of
Space-time”

25. Dennis Overbyte
April 1, 2005

April 1, 2005, New York — Today Columbia University Mathematics Department
chairman Prof. John Morgan announced the appointment of Dr. Peter Woit to the
position of assistant professor.
Prof. Morgan would make no further comment on the appointment, but several
members of the mathematics department were willing to speak off the record.
According to these sources, Prof. Morgan received a Monday morning call from
Donald Trump, offering to make a substantial donation to the mathematics
department. Apparently Mr. Trump was recently in San Francisco for the taping
of an upcoming episode of “The Apprentice”, “How to buy and sell the Golden
Gate Bridge; a new approach to an old idea”, when he happened upon a copy of
the San Francisco Chronicle. He was immediately drawn to an article that was
critical of the recent craze
in string theory. Mr. Trump felt that string theory was being overplayed, saying
“Come on! Brian Greene’s name is in the Times, more than mine. How ridiculous
is that?!” He read the article and was especially impressed by the comments of
Dr. Woit who was listed as a member of the mathematics department at
Columbia.
Mr. Trump was impressed that Columbia’s mathematics department had hired
someone like Dr. Woit and wanted to show his appreciation. However, during
their telephone call, Prof. Morgan
informed Mr. Trump that Dr. Woit was not actually a member of the faculty, even
though Dr. Woit might have given that impression to Keay Davidson, the author



of the Chronicle article.
At this point, Mr. Trump, according to several sources, hurled more than a few
expletives at Prof. Morgan, yelling “How can he not
be on the faculty, he is your most famous guy?!!”. When Prof. Morgan tried
to explain that Dr. Woit had not published a paper since 1989 and that it would
be impossible to get the rest of the faculty to agree to a
promotion, Mr. Trump countered, “Who the f@*k cares about publishing in peer
reviewed journals. That is so 20th century. Blogging is where the intellectual
activity is at. Peter has shown how to cut through all the crap that passes for real
science nowadays! If you want the
donation you better f%!king hire him!”
At this point, Prof. Morgan promised to hold an immediate faculty meeting to
decide on the appointment. After a fractious Tuesday afternoon
meeting, the faculty voted to promote Dr. Woit. In order to save face, Prof.
Morgan
got Dr. Woit to promise that a paper on representation theory would be
forthcoming within five or ten years. The title of the paper is purported to be
“Quantum Field Theory and Representation Theory: An Etching”
After the announcement, Prof. Erick Weinberg, chairman of Columbia’s physics
department said, “I think it is great that the math
department hired Peter. If nothing else it will piss off Brian.”
Asked for comment, Gerald Cleaver, a recent victim of one of Dr. Woit’s April
Fools Blogs said, “I am actually happy for Peter. As Peter knows, I am a
practicing Christian, but I am happy with who I am and I feel that I have done
good, solid work in string theory and have the
publication record to prove it. Anyway,
I am more of a `turn the other cheek’ guy than an `eye for an eye’ guy. But my
wife thinks he
is an asshole.”

26. Kyle
April 1, 2005

I fully expected to click on the ” Things a Computer Scientist Rarely Talks About”
link and find a blank page.

27. Fyodor
April 1, 2005

I see that Cleaver’s site refers to his
“PREPINTS”.

I think that post-pints would have been more apt. Post quite a lot of pints in fact.
Does whiskey still come in fifths, by the way?

PS: Peter, it is always a mistake to parody people like Laughlin, when he is so
good at it himself, albeit unintentionally. Also it is bad strategy to draw attention
to a string critic who is much more of a fool than any string theorist.

28. Juan R.



April 1, 2005

Is this “Ellis” not the same Ellis that openly critiqued the standard view of
cosmology some decade ago?

If I am not wrong, Ellis thought that cosmology was not one of positive sciences.
He tought that cosmology was more a semi phylosophical field, where scientific
method was not applicable.

Interesting.

P.D: The “success” of string theory is independent of the number of centers
devoted to it.

29. Mark Trodden
April 1, 2005

Wickedly funny post Peter. When I was out at LCWS04 at Stanford a couple of
weeks ago I was dismayed to find out that there was a Templeton conference
going on at the same time and that a number of prominent people were
attending it rather than LCWS04.

30. a
April 1, 2005

From a theological point of view the landscape multiverse is an extension of
Darwin natural selection. Therefore I do not believe that it can get much
financial support. Your 1 April post seems unrealistic.

31. anonymous
April 1, 2005

Another good one for the day:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503249

32. D R Lunsford
April 1, 2005

Very funny. Unfortunately all those linked things are really happening. Somehow
I don’t feel like laughing.

-drl

33. A. Nonymous
April 1, 2005

Nice one Peter! I only realized something’s going on when I reached the
“Stanford Templeton Research Institute for Nature, God and Science
(STRINGS)” 

34. April 1, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503249
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0503249


Jesus christ, this is the best April Fool’s ever.

35. April 1, 2005

I’m ashamed to say how far into this that you had me. Well done!



Witten in Canada

April 4, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Edward Witten is in Canada this week, giving a series of lectures at the Fields
Institute, the mathematics institute at the University of Toronto. He’s also giving a
public lecture at the Perimeter Institute in Waterloo.

The first of his lectures in Toronto, on the topic of Relativistic Scattering Theory is
now available on-line. It’s a nice, simple explanation of scattering theory, using the
“geometric quantization” point of view about quantum field theory. For a quantum
theory of a real scalar field, one chooses a complex structure on the space of solutions
of the free field equation, making this a priori symplectic infinite dimensional
manifold actually a Kahler manifold. Witten’s next two lectures in Toronto will be on
“Gauge Symmetry Breaking” and “The Quantum Hall Effect”.

I’m curious what he’ll be promoting in the public event at Perimeter on Wednesday.
Will it be string theory? Will anyone ask him about the appalling nonsense his fellow
string theorists were spouting there all last week?.

Comments

1. Quantoken
April 6, 2005

Peter said: “The problem with the multiverse is not that it invokes things you
can’t directly observe, the problem is that it predicts nothing about anything.”

I would accept any indirect observation as a legitimate observation of nature,
as long as the observation can be consistent and has the potential of rule-
out/rule-in certain theoretical models. The problem is even INDIRECT
observation of multiverse is impossible. It simply does not interact with our
universe in any way that is observable, or at least not in a way that allows us to
speculate any property of the multiverse.

Anything that does not deal with objective observation of this particular universe
we know, is not science.

On a side note, I think it is pretty stupid for us to send THREE presidents to the
funeral of a leader of a private religion, in a tiny country embbeded in a country
full of street mafias and burglars, at a time when 100 other national heads also
gather, in an era that we constantly face terriorist threats. It’s recklessly
dangerous and do no good other but provide a golden opportunity to those who
want to do harm.

Frankly I do NOT think they have any significant police force to provide any
meaningful protection in any way, shape or form, in such a complete chaos when

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/dls/witten.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/dls/witten.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/community/generalpublic/publiclectures.php
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/community/generalpublic/publiclectures.php
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/04-05/distinguished_lectures/witten/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/04-05/distinguished_lectures/witten/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000174.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000174.html


a couple million people around the world all want to rush in to see the Pope,
including the one who attempted on his life in 1981!!! I can only hope that
nothing bad happens.

Quantoken

2. Peter Woit
April 6, 2005

Hi Mark,

I took a look at the Spergel talk and the discussion afterwards. What really
amazed me were the people trying to defend the whole multiverse nonsense by
claiming it was just like the situation in the sixties with the quark model, which
posited entities one couldn’t see. This is really absurd. The quark model made all
sorts of predictions which could be tested by experiment, most notably the
prediction of the existence and properties of the Omega-minus. The problem with
the multiverse is not that it invokes things you can’t directly observe, the
problem is that it predicts nothing about anything.

3. robert
April 6, 2005

Carl,
1+2+3..=-1/12, surely. Still, what’s a factor of two amongst theorists.

4. Mark
April 6, 2005

On an unrelated note see the discussions on anthropic
principle, multiverse and string theory after David Spergel’s
talk at STSCI on dark energy
http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive
/STScIScienceColloquiaSpring2005/

5. D R Lunsford
April 5, 2005

Dear ____,

The point is, the existence of this Kaehler manifold is apparently equivalent to
the need for antimatter. See this thread from SPR:

http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2003-04/msg0050057.html

-drl

6. Carl Brannen
April 5, 2005

Dear Dr. Wotit,

http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive/STScIScienceColloquiaSpring2005/
http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive/STScIScienceColloquiaSpring2005/
http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive/STScIScienceColloquiaSpring2005/
http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive/STScIScienceColloquiaSpring2005/
http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2003-04/msg0050057.html
http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2003-04/msg0050057.html


Around 5 years ago, I picked up a two-volume textbook on string theory that was
supposed to be the most widely used text for graduate classes and figured that I
would update myself on QFT. I was horrified to discover that the iffy premise of
analytic continuation (as mentioned in the Witten lecture) had been replaced by
dimensional regularization. Before I had gone more than a few dozen pages the
author was had summed 1+2+3+… to get -1/6, which reminds one of divergent
series analysis from the early 20th century, but was not what I expected a theory
of everything to provide. So I decided to begin studying QFT again, to see if I
could bring the standard model into a generalization of the Dirac wave equation.

The analytic continuation of the electron from past to future reminds me of the
fact that the handedness of anti-particles are the opposite of the handedness of
the spinors that represent them. In order to generalize the Dirac equation into a
Clifford algebra equation, I had to use the handedness of the spinors rather than
handedness as it is usually defined. Instead of conserving angular momentum, in
this language, the usual interaction vertices conserve the difference between the
handedness of the particle spinors and the handedness of the antiparticle
spinors.

Anyway, it was interesting to see Witten’s lecture.

Carl

7. Alejandro
April 5, 2005

BTW quantoken, I like the aspect of your new journal.

8. April 5, 2005

An entire lecture by Witten (I was hoping for something more profound) leading
up to… crossing symmetry? How anticlimatic!

9. Quantoken
April 5, 2005

No need for dark energy

Have a look at my latest blog entry, where I talked about the possibility of “dark
energy” being just the regular baryon matter, distributed throughout the voids of
the universe, in the form of micro meteorites that’s hard to detect but yet
constitute 70% of the mass of the universe.

Click here.

BTW it is also a better blog server than username.blogspot.com. I encourage
people, like Lubos et al. to use livejournal instead of username.blogspot.com.

Quantoken

10. DQOTD
April 5, 2005

http://www.livejournal.com/users/quantoken/
http://www.livejournal.com/users/quantoken/


Dumb Question of the Day:

If T, C or P is not a symmetry, then does the holomorphic S defined on Sym(r+s)
H_C acquire additional interesting structure?

11. Alejandro
April 5, 2005

So, after all, Witten surrenders string theory and promotes barebones QFT.

12. D R Lunsford
April 5, 2005

Very interesting. Compare Feynman’s Dirac Memorial Lecture (reproduced in the
little Dover book “Elementary Particles and the Laws of Physics”).

-drl



High Energy Physics: Exit America?

April 6, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Science magazine has an article this week entitled High Energy Physics: Exit
America?. It describes the US HEP budget situation, and gives details of the probable
cancellation of the BTeV experiment. Evidently neither Michael Witherell, the
Fermilab director, nor any of the physicists working on BTeV, had any idea this was
going to happen until the day the FY 2006 budget was released.

The Science article is a lot more pessimistic about the future of high energy physics
in the U.S. than any of the public reports you will read produced by the US high
energy physics community, but it is also a lot more realistic. The underlying reality is
that after the Tevatron stops operations in 2010 (because it can’t compete with the
LHC), for the first time in the history of modern physics there will be no machine
operatiing at the high energy frontier in the US. Fermilab is planning an active
neutrino physics program, but this will be much more limited in scope than what the
lab is doing today and has been doing since its founding.

The only plan on the table for the US to get back into the high energy accelerator
business is the International Linear Collider (ILC), but the question of how such a
machine would be financed, and whether it would even be constructed in the US at
all, remains up in the air. In a very real sense, the future of experimental high energy
physics in the US after 2010 is a very large question mark.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
April 10, 2005

Actually, it’s far worse – because it’s something that can’t be fought – lack of
curiosity.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A39175-2005Apr9.html

An incurious society is a dead one.

-drl

2. Juan R.
April 9, 2005

I think that high-energy physicists fail to recognize the point,
I don?t agree with Quantoken about ?energy economics?. The reason of
decreasing of interest by society is that High-energy physics is mainly a useless
discipline.
Therefore, it is rather natural to stop its funding.

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/308/5718/38
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/308/5718/38
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/308/5718/38
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/308/5718/38
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000152.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000152.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A39175-2005Apr9.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A39175-2005Apr9.html


Dear Peter, I sincerely think that you are chosen the wrong discipline.

3. Chris Oakley
April 9, 2005

Re: The Pauli anecdote, the version I heard was this.

Pauli dies and goes to heaven. Before St. Peter gets a chance to look through his
records, Pauli demands to see God. St. Peter eventually gets tired of arguing and
leads him to God.

“WHY IS THERE A MUON!?” demands Pauli.

“Well, my son, let me explain …”

God then writes down the equations and just as he starts to wade through the
deeper mathematics Pauli says,

“THAT’S IT! THAT’S WHERE YOU’VE GONE WRONG!”

4. Heinrich
April 9, 2005

Another reason why the anthropic principle is wrong is the one given in some
internet book I read recently (I think it was Schiller’s): Also apes can claim that
the laws of the universe are made in just that way that apes could evolve. It
would therefore be equally correct to call it “simian principle”.

From the quality of the argument it might even be the better name.

Heinrich

5. D R Lunsford
April 8, 2005

I’m a physicist, I can live with a result. You talk to God, I’m busy!

-drl

6. Alejandro
April 8, 2005

Which remember me… was Pauli the one in the joke where G-d starts explaining
how He waved the universe, and in the middle of the explanation he stands up,
signals an equation G-d has just written, and shouts “Wrong!”

7. Alejandro
April 8, 2005

Nonsense. Ask Him for a proof!

Of course, we are still interested on His Opinion about Continuum Hypothesis.



8. D R Lunsford
April 8, 2005

Yo G,

Please ask God if the the Riemann conjecture is true. Thanks in advance!

-drl

9. G.H. Hardy
April 7, 2005

Good Math is useless, EXCEPT, up here in heaven where I’m forced to work on
applications!

And I take back my apology; if you people had let me asassinate Benito Mussolini
like I wanted to…I wouldn’t be stuck in this heaven-hole.

10. Quantoken
April 7, 2005

DRL said: “(PS: Did you notice how Q made my point for me? He instantly began
a good old Republican harangue on power, and how I was “whining” to dare
criticize my knotheaded neighbors.)”

DRL, you got me completely wrong. I am a registered democratic voter. My
whole family is. I have never voted once for any republican candidate in my
whole life. I have openly criticized Dana Rorabach, a republican congressman
that I think chairs the science committee. But that does not stop me from
supporting his view, as well as Lubos, another die hard republican, on the global
warming thing. It’s none partisan.

Quantoken

11. D R Lunsford
April 7, 2005

DMS –

It’s peculiar because we were born as an intellectual experiment. Madison,
Jefferson, Hamilton, even Washington, most of these folks were intellectual
titans. The great divide for us came with Jacksonian populism. Like a gas
expanding into a vacuum, the type of person needed to settle everything we
bought or stole or inherited through Indian genocide was the “man of action”,
not the man of sober reflection. And right there, the intellectual experiment
ended. A free republic can’t exist with dolts at the levers. I submit that we’ve
been in mental and moral decline since the first generation died out.

Now, we’re just as natively smart as everyone else, but the populist/collectivist
stain prevents us from individually enjoying knowledge for its own sake, for the
most part. Knowledge and culture is for “sisses”. Math is for “nerds”. Science is
for psychos.



Maybe someone with charisma will manage to get across to the hammer-headed
people here that we’re getting our ass handed to us by China. Mabye. It’s
possible.

Nah.

-drl

(PS: Did you notice how Q made my point for me? He instantly began a good old
Republican harangue on power, and how I was “whining” to dare criticize my
knotheaded neighbors.)

12. DMS
April 7, 2005

I have to agree 100% with what DRL wrote.

As a foreigner, who studied in the US, I was struck (and surprised) by the sharp
intellectual divide in the US. In fact, a significant fraction of the US population is
vehemently anti-intellectual (larger, I think than anywhere in Europe or
emerging economies in Asia like India and China).

Of course, in every country popstars and sports people are always very popular.
But at least in Asia, people with mathematical and scientific talent (like, say a
Nevanlinna prize winner;) ), are practically revered. History and tradition of
learning plays an important role.

A couple of years back, BBC World did a worldwide poll on who the world
thought was the greatest Briton. Thanks to the large population of India, the
clear winner was Issac Newton. Interestingly, Charles Darwin also got the most
votes from ‘backward’ India. (I suspect that if Germans were to hold a similar
poll in India, Gauss would be on top.)

I think it is a safe bet to say that neither of the two Britons would be the top
Briton in such a poll in the US.

13. Quantoken
April 6, 2005

DRL:

Quit whining. Frankly I think the American taxpayers have been pretty generous
in funding science research. The problem is the return is disproportional to the
investment. What we get for funding super string theory research for a quarter
century? Nothing. You need to work out something useful to be worthy the
public’s money.

What is the name of the department you get most of your funding from. It’s not
DOE as you would call it, but “Department of ENERGY“. The key word is
energy. We are facing an energy crisis! Oil reserves are being depleted! The top
funding priority for the department of energy should be to find a solution to the



energy crisis. Particle physicists should be spending their time figuring out
better ways of utilizing nuclear energy. That’s where they can make some
contribution!

But on second thought, forget about it. The research of controlable thermal
nuclear fusion has been going on for four decades with little success. Even if it
can be success it is probably too late to save us from the oil crisis.

Even if controled nuclear fusion can be put into industry production, I heard that
one liter of sea water contains enough deuterium to produce the energy
equivalent of 1.5 liter gasoline. The problem is extracting the deuterium would
probably cost a couple thousand liters of gasoline in terms of dollar cost, and a
few hundred liters of gasoline in terms of energy cost. So it’s just not feasible.

I just realized that scientists have been singing the praise of one liter seawater
equivalent to 1.5 liter gasoline, and talks about going to the moon to mine
Helium 3 and bring back. But no one ever meantioned the possible
prohibitive cost, which is orders of magnitude higher than the potential
benefits. Why are scientists so dishonest?

The department of energy should shift the bulk of their fundings to researches of
biodegration that may generate the replenisheable replacements of gasoline.
Which is the only feasible solution to the energy crisis certain to come pretty
soon.

Quantoken

14. D R Lunsford
April 6, 2005

Why is anyone surprised? Party conversation:

“What do you do for fun?”

“I work on my physics problems.”

“OH! I’m just terrible at math!”

Americans loudly and proudly proclaim how bad they are at math. They pay lip
service to science, but really they are afraid of everything, and particularly math.
When we need to “whup the Russkies” we poured money into weapons research
by the trillions, and this gave the surface appearence of interest in science. But
in fact Americans have always seemed to actively hate science, “mad scientists”,
and the spirit of inquiry. Knowledge is the wrong palliative for their overarching
fear.

American science is not about knowledge – it’s about power. We care about
science only insofar as it makes us seem powerful. We want to feel powerful
because in fact we are trembling little children, afraid of each other, afraid of
ourselves, our fellow inhabitant on this world, afraid of everything.



-drl

15. Peter Shor
April 6, 2005

The budget for fundamental science in other areas in the U.S. isn’t good either.
Despite the fact that theoreticians cost next to nothing, compared with
experimentalists, the projected funding levels for theoretical computer science at
NSF in the next few years look dismal. And I believe that NASA is being forced to
cancel a number of its planned expeditions.

16. Steven S
April 6, 2005

Hi, Peter

Lower energies are not doing so well either. Recently the proposed Rare Isotope
Accelerator was cut from the next federal budget with only $4 million remaining
for research and development. It has officially been delayed but looking at future
federal budget projections to me it looks effectively dead.

17. a
April 6, 2005

Since 20 years US colliders have not been competitive with SppS, LEP and
hopefully LHC.
TeVatron is a poor substitute for SSC, and ILC will not reach an energy much
above LEP. A likely scenario is that US will build TESLA (which is the original
German name of ILC) in order to avoid the collapse of its hep experimental
community.

18. Peter Woit
April 6, 2005

Hmmm, actually if theorists could confidently tell us what such a machine would
see, that would be a really good reason not to waste the taxpayer’s money on
building it. But we don’t know a fundamental fact about how the world works
(how electroweak symmetry is broken) and such a machine might tell us. I don’t
think it is hard to argue that finding that out is worth the very small fraction of
the US budget that would be required.

19. Quantoken
April 6, 2005

I think it is a good thing for the US government to stop throwing money, which
is a linear term, towards orders of magnitude, which is an exponential term. It
makes no sense especially when the current theoretical models clearly can NOT
tell us what we will expect to find at certain specific reachable energy levels.
When scientists can tell us without ambiguity, but with an adequate confidence,
that we shall find particle X at energy level Y if we do experiment Z, then maybe
we can give it a try. Before that happens I do not see why we need to do a multi



billion dollar gamble regarding what we could or could not find, especially when
the national debts are piling up.

Scientists are also members of the society and they need to respect the tax
payer’s money a little bit more, especially since they are supported by that
money, frankly, I think. There are better usages of the money.

Quantoken



Not a Joke

April 7, 2005
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Uncategorized

A week or so ago I wrote up as an April Fool’s joke a posting claiming that the
Stanford theoretical physics group was joining a new Templeton foundation devoted
to religion and science. At the time I had no idea of the degree to which Templeton-
funded pseudo-science has infected mainstream cosmology. This joke turned out to be
much closer to reality than I had imagined. In my quick research before writing it, I
had missed the fact that the Templeton Foundation two years ago organized a
symposium at Stanford on the topic of Universe or Multiverse?. The participants,
presumably funded by Templeton, included a large fraction of the senior Stanford ITP
faculty (Dimopoulos, Kallosh, Linde, Susskind). Someone also wrote to me to tell me
that Gerald Cleaver had spent a sizable amount of time at Stanford at Susskind’s
invitation, something I was completely unaware of when I picked him to co-direct the
Templeton institute with Susskind. Finally, Mark Trodden reported in the comment
section that “When I was out at LCWS04 at Stanford a couple of weeks ago I was
dismayed to find out that there was a Templeton conference going on at the same
time and that a number of prominent people were attending it rather than LCWS04.”

One of the other attendees at the Templeton conference was Alexander Vilenkin, and
yesterday Lubos Motl had a report on Vilenkin’s talk at Harvard on “Probabilities in
the Landscape”. Lubos explains in some detail what a load of pseudo-scientific
nonsense this all is, and I’m in complete agreement with him, down to his last
paragraph about how “Finally, I am sure that various people who have a similar
opinion about the anthropic thinking will use this admitted frustration as a weapon
against string theory.” Certainly. By the way, Vilenkin’s research is funded by a
Templeton grant.

It seems that Cambridge University Press will be publishing a volume this year also
entitled “Universe or Multiverse?” based on the Stanford symposium. It’s being edited
by Bernard Carr, a professor of Mathematics and Astronomy at Queen Mary College
in London. He’s the recipient of a Templeton grant for a project entitled
“Fundamental Physics, Cosmology and the Problem of our Existence”. When he’s not
working on cosmology and religion, he is President of the Society for Psychical
Research, which investigates poltergeists, parapsychology, survival after death, etc.
You couldn’t make this stuff up. “Universe or Multiverse?” will include as least one
sensible article, Lee Smolin’s Scientific Alternatives to the Anthropic Principle, which
explains clearly why the Anthropic Principle is not science.

Another participant in the Stanford symposium was Robin Collins, and he’s
contributing an article on “A Theistic Perspective on the Multiverse Hypothesis” to
the Cambridge volume. He’s supported by the Center for Science and Culture of the
Discovery Institute, a right-wing organization dedicated to promoting “Intelligent
Design” research. The Discovery Institute has just started up a new weblog devoted
to Intelligent Design called Intelligent Design The Future which has drawn scorn from
(among others) Sean Carroll and Jacques Distler. Jacques claims to have fallen off his
chair laughing at this posting with its claim that “mainstream physics is now quite
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comfortable with design in cosmology” and question “Why should inferring design
from the evidence of cosmology be scientifically respectable, but inferring design
from the evidence of biology be scientifically disreputable?”, but again I’m with Lubos
that this is not funny. Actually it’s scary.

It’s becoming increasingly clear that the theory of evolution is under concerted and
well-funded attack in the United States by a wide array of religious fanatics and
pseudo-scientists, who are doing everything they can to stop the teaching of evolution
in US schools and promote the pseudo-science of Intelligent Design. This is a fight
that scientists need to join, but the extent to which pseudo-science has already
infected mainstream physics and cosmology is becoming dangerous and is going to
make it very difficult to effectively answer the Intelligent Designers. Susskind is
giving a talk at Brown soon entitled The Cosmic Landscape: String Theory and the
Illusion of Intelligent Design. Unless he’s gotten even crazier than I would have
imagined, I guess he’ll be claiming that the string theory landscape/anthropic
principle stuff he has been pushing only appears to support Intelligent Design. Behind
it all is not an intelligent designer, but a wonderful physical theory called string
theory. But the reason Intelligent Design is pseudo-science is that it is a non-
predictive framework. It doesn’t predict anything, so you can’t test it and show that it
is wrong. This is exactly the situation that string theory is in these days, and, for the
life of me, I have no idea what response physicists can now honestly make to someone
who says: “Look, you have a non-predictive framework involving a very complicated
and incomplete mathematical structure that you believe for emotional and
sociological reasons. I’ve got a different non-predictive framework tracing everything
back to an Intelligent Designer, and I think mine makes more sense than yours.”

Comments

1. Juan R.
April 11, 2005

Modest scientists life:

Take a problem (normally a problem important from application side); apply the
scientific model developing the necessary number of new concepts and
mathematical tools and obtain solution. If resolution is bad, begin again or
abandon the problem. If it is good, then obtain ?fame? but continue working.

Self-important scientists life:

Choose a problem (a problem important for obtaining notoriety); apply the
scientific model and obtain an adequate resolution. If this is not possible, choose
one of several possibilities:

– falsify the data forcing the fit with your ?marvellous? theory (e.g. Pons cold
fusion).
– ignore the failure and begin a new theory named equal for notoriety
purposes (e.g. string theory)
– take a good idea by other less recognized man (including coworkers and
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students) and publicly like if were your (e.g. Rutherford).
– ignore the scientific method and use other methods like religious faith, trivial
like antrophic, metaphysical, own ones (developed specifically for the occasion),
etc.

If you are critiqued by ?stupid? scientists, attack fierily them (this is familiar for
us here 

Remember that you are right and other are stupid because you are… The Best.

*****************************************

Comparison:

– The first scientific searches true, the other searches notoriety.

– The honest scientist talk using a firm discourse (of course can evolution), the
other modifies his discourse (yesterday I said black, today I say white, tomorrow
I say black again) when he needs.

– The first helps to colleagues, the other puts obstacles to the progress of others.

– The first is mainly interested in the solving of important society problems (e.g.
energy crisis, cancer cure, etc.). The second ignores agony of people and just
claim for more funding for studying a ?stupid thing? that only helps to him or
herself (by obtaining notoriety).

– The first scientist admit that there is interesting disciplines and other
scientists. The second think that just his/her field is important. The rest of
science is trivial or only ?engineering?.

Of course, Weinberg, Witten, Hawking, Greene, Schwartz, etc. belong to the
group of self-important physicists.

Note: Of course, initially both Weinberg and Witten did some significant
progress in science, but now they are more focused on self-importance than in
real progress.

Peter, I remember that you wait that Witten recognizes that all string endeavour
is a waste of time. This will succeed on one of two possibilities: there is a new
theory where he can be selfimportant once more (highly improbable because
Witten is old enough for beginning again from zero even if you develop that
theory), there are significant experimental data showing his theory is wrong
(also highly improbable because current string theory is not falsifiable).

2. Aaron
April 11, 2005

Why not e-mail Nima and ask? I’m not so up on the phenomenological details.

3. Jo?o Carlos
April 10, 2005



I don’t think medling religious point-of-view with scientific research can lead to
any good. The best example I know is Lysenkoism in (now defunct) USSR. You
know: atheism is a religious point-of-view…

4. Peter
April 10, 2005

Hi Aaron,

It’s the landscape I’ve been claiming is inherently unfalsifiable pseudo-science,
not split supersymmetry. Sure, I’m willing to believe that split supersymmetry is
in principle falsifiable, if you could go to arbitrarily high energies. But the
question I can’t get an answer to is whether it is falsiable at the LHC, although
people seem to claim it makes predictions for the LHC. Sure, if the gluinos are
high enough mass you’re doing supersplit supersymmetry, which we know is a
joke. But, to ask the same question I’ve been asking in a different form: if split
supersymmetry predicts a gluino below a certain mass, what is that mass? You’re
telling me that if you push the mass too high, coupling constant unification won’t
work, but you’ve got a lot of free parameters to play with. At what mass does
coupling constant unification conclusively fail? And, assuming the LHC runs for a
few years at design luminosity, up to what mass will it see these gluinos? Will its
reach be high enough to falsify the idea of split supersymmetry? I’m still not
getting an answer to this….

5. Aaron
April 10, 2005

Peter, you’re wrong about split supersymmetry. You may be unhappy with the
philosophy — you’d certainly not be the only one — but, in and of itself, it is
simply a fine tuned model. It is falsifiable. And fairly easily falsifiable, IIRC. I
can’t quote luminosities for you, but the gluinos cannot be too heavy as they’re
there to ensure coupling unification. I don’t know the mass bounds offhand, but
they’re there. You either see them or you don’t.

6. Peter
April 10, 2005

Hi JC,

I think the landscape pseudo-science is a result of string theorists being
unwilling to wave the white flag. By any sensible version of the scientific method,
once you realize that the speculative hypothesis you’ve been investigating is, if
consistent, unable to predict anything, you’re supposed to abandon it and try
something else. I find it just shocking that serious physicists are unwilling to
acknowledge this, and would prefer to totally trash the subject and turn it into a
pseudo-science.

7. JC
April 10, 2005

Peter,



Why do you think otherwise legitimate physicists, end up indulging in pseudo-
scientific activities like the anthropic principle? Do you think it’s the equivalent
of them waving a white flag?

If I didn’t know any better, one reason I would think that some physicists would
use to justify indulging in pseudo-science, would be that all their personal “pet
theories” were a washout and that they’re engaging in desperate measures to
salvage their life’s work. Admitting defeat is a hard thing to do for many folks’
egos.

8. Peter
April 10, 2005

Hi David,

Well, you now seem to agree that Weinberg doesn’t describe his bound as giving
a “prediction”. He’s careful to avoid this misuse of terminology, even if many
others with an agenda of passing off pseudo-science as science aren’t so careful
these days.

Your example of falsifying split SUSY by finding something it doesn’t predict is
kind of silly. By the same reasoning I could argue that of course split
supersymmetry is falsifiable because it is incompatible with angels with trumpets
blaring being produced in a 14 TeV proton-proton collision, so if the LHC sees an
angel with a trumpet blaring coming out of the interaction region, then split
supersymmetry will be falsified. Clearly this is an abuse of what people generally
mean by falsifiability: the theory is supposed to make a definite prediction that
something will happpen if you do a certain experiment. The prediction should be
definite enough that the theory must be wrong if you do the experiment and
don’t see the predicted behavior.

Your example of long-lived gluinos is better. So now, what does split
supersymmetry predict for the mass and lifetime of these gluinos? How much
integrated luminosity will the experimenters at the LHC have to acquire and
analyze so that they can rule out split supersymmetry?

We still completely disagree about the significance of Weinberg’s bound. Again:
as far as the CC goes, the statement: “there’s a multiverse out there with a
random distribution of CCs” is experimentally indistinguishable from the
statement “I don’t have a clue what determines the CC”. You’re doing pseudo-
science not science when you start going on about this statement giving
scientific predictions. You’re doing dishonest pseudo-science when you start
crowing about “Weinberg’s successful prediction” when it’s:

1. Not really a prediction.
2. Off by at least an order of magnitude anyway.

There’s nothing inherently wrong with people investigating the multiverse
hypothesis, if they have an idea about how to get a legitimate scientific
prediction out of it. All I’ve seen so far coming out of such investigations is
pseudo-science, without even a plausible idea about how they’ll ever get a real



prediction. I’ve specifically asked people doing this kind of work to tell me what
they expect to be able to really predict. For a while the answer was the scale of
supersymmetry breaking, but recently they have given up on that, and they don’t
have any other answer.

You may not find very worthy my spending my time complaining that the
landscape is pseudo-science. I happen to think it’s a lot more worthwhile than
trashing the field of theoretical physics by turning it into a pseudo-science, or
allowing one’s colleagues to successfully do so without raising any objection.

9. Quantoken
April 10, 2005

David said: “As for split susy, it’s very simple to falsify: find squarks or sleptons
at LHC. It also provides a distinctive smoking gun in the long lived gluinos.”

It’s neither simple nor easy. What if nothing is found? It is always much more
difficult to prove something does NOT exist, experimentally, than to prove that
something DOES exist.

Actually I would say it is impossible to prove something does NOT exist. For
example there has NOT been a conclusive experiment proving that ghost does
NOT exist, although no experiment showing it exists either. You can replace the
keyword ghost with sghost, ghostino, sghostino, or god, sgod, sgodino.
Same thhing can be said.

You could well claim that squarks exist at an energy unreachable by LHC, or
claim that the cross section of interaction is too small that the LHC has not run
for the many million years needed to detect a single event yet. Or the ultimate
fudge factor would be the squarks do not interact with the rest of the world in
any of the 4 know forces, since it only interacts using sforces. Certainly no one
knows what a squark that only interact with sforces would look like.

All the new English words invented by super string theoretists are making me
dizzle already.

Quantoken

10. David
April 10, 2005

Oops – sorry. Forgot to sign my name to the last post.

11. April 10, 2005

I think everyone would accept the criticism that Weinberg’s work on the cc isn’t
as predictive as his work in other areas. I’m happy that we’re in agreement
about this. A clear statement of his view can be found in the 97 paper where he
says the calculation “suggests” a value of the cosmological constant at the
bound, goes on to explain how this exceeds observational limits by an order of
magnitude (this was before the supernovae observations) and then descends into



bayesian analysis in an attempt to rectify the situation.

As for split susy, it’s very simple to falsify: find squarks or sleptons at LHC. It
also provides a distinctive smoking gun in the long lived gluinos.

But these details cloud the main point. We have a big problem with the cc. And
Weinberg’s calculation remains the only one to give a value in the right ballpark.
Either you reject this fact and continue to look for a new mechanism. Or you
treat it seriously and study the (potentially unpalatable) consequences. Both
approaches are valid, presenting interesting scientific questions that can
hopefully be answered with work. And both approaches are more worthy than
launching polemics from the sidelines, denouncing anyone who dares consider
the latter.

12. April 10, 2005

“If you guess a theory and then seek money to test it, you are promoting belief”

Yep, you believe in Money.

(Which is a problem by itself. A reason for bankers to contract physicists instead
of economists for market calculations, is that the physicist is more able to see
money as a number, not as Money)

13. April 9, 2005

If you guess a theory and then seek money to test it, you are promoting belief,
hence you need religious faith. Mathematicians from Pythagoras onward have
had faith in numbers, and can easily mislead people into weirdly believing that
litmus paper is not a test for real acid:

?I don?t demand that a theory correspond to reality because I don?t know what it
is. Reality is not a quality you can test with litmus paper. All I?m concerned with
is that the theory should predict the results of measurements.? ? Dr Stephen
Hawking in S. Hawking and R. Penrose, The Nature of Space and Time,
Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1996, p. 121.

At the same time, this good guy publishes books with graphs admitting that his
gamma ray emission rate from black holes is swamped by the background
radiation noise and so cannot be confirmed by measurements.

14. Peter Woit
April 9, 2005

Hi David,

“Weinberg’s prediction (and it is a prediction – you should read his papers)”

You must be a string theorist. They seem to think it is a clever put-down to tell
people to read the basic papers of a subject. I’ve read Weinberg’s papers and
nowhere have I noticed him claiming a “prediction” of the CC. Maybe I’m wrong,
but instead of stupidly telling me to read a paper I’ve already read, please



provide a direct quote from Weinberg in which he explicitly claims to “predict”
the cosmological constant. He knows how to use the word, he uses it in these
papers to refer to real predictions: supersymmetric GUT predictions of the weak
mixing angle, and predictions of light-element abundances. In his first paper on
this, he refers to his result, as I did, as a bound on the CC. In later papers he
investigates possible probability distributions of the CC, but I’ve never seen him
claim that the assumption of a flat probability distribution for the CC (whether
motivated by the landscape or just the fact that we have no idea) allows him to
“predict” the cosmological constant.

“Any complaint that their motivation is distasteful is frankly irrelevant.”

I wasn’t saying that their motivation was distasteful, I said they can’t get a
prediction out of the landscape. You should read their paper about this (hep-
th/0501082), where they note that their assumptions can lead to the Standard
Model, the MSSM, split-supersymmetry, or much else besides (their paper was
written before the discovery of super-split supersymmetry, hep-th/0503249,
which you could also get from their assumptions). They do claim to have
“predictions”, but they are seriously abusing the English language when they say
this. If you think they have a prediction for the LHC, explain to me exactly what
measurements the LHC experimentalists can do to show split supersymmetry is
wrong. What integrated luminosity will the machine have to produce to test the
Arkani-Hamed/Dimopoulos prediction and show that split supersymmetry is
wrong?

15. David
April 9, 2005

That’s the spirit Peter! Ask questions to see how this anthropic reasoning holds
up. What happens if we allow the weak scale to change? What about the
magnitude of density fluctuations? Are there some quantities which change and
others which are fixed in this framework? Are there rules to this game, or are
they arbitrary? Carry on like this and you’ll soon be writing papers on the
subject. It seems to me that these are interesting questions that may or may not
have good answers. But I don’t think it’s reasonable to attack people for thinking
about them.

The phenomenological interest in anthropics is due almost entirely to the cc and
our complete failure to understand this in any other way. Weinberg’s prediction
(and it is a prediction – you should read his papers) is out by a factor of 30. And
while everyone would like a beautiful mechanism that fixes the cc, this is the
closest we’ve got and it deserves further attention. So what if the cc is fine
tuned? Does this mean the Higgs mass could also be fine tuned? Is our
understanding of naturalness wrong? What would be the consequences of this? I
think asking these questions is much more worthwhile than simply being rude
and shrill and insisting that it’s all obviously wrong.

Finally: Arkani-Hamed and Dimopolous’ split susy model does what every good
model should: it offers a prediction for LHC. If it’s not seen then their model is
wrong. Very simple. Any complaint that their motivation is distasteful is frankly



irrelevant.

16. Peter Woit
April 9, 2005

No, funding for particle theory is actually not doing that badly compared to many
other things, with increases for FY 2006 in the proposed DOE and NSF budgets
(although the DOE increase is negligible and doesn’t make up for inflation). In
particle physics recently, it’s the experimentalists whose funding is seeing
sizable decreases. Theory is relatively cheap, cutting that by a few percent
doesn’t save much, unlike the experimental funding.

17. JC
April 9, 2005

Peter,

Are there any ominous signs of the NSF and/or DOE planning to drastically
reduce or outright cancelling funding for particle theory or theoretical physics in
general?

18. Peter Woit
April 9, 2005

Hi David,

If people were actually getting legitimate scientific predictions out of the
landscape that would be fine, but they’re not. The Weinberg “prediction” is not a
theoretical prediction. He’s just noting that the observation of galaxies implies a
bound on the CC. The so-called “prediction” that the CC is some randomly
distributed number below the bound is:

1. Wrong. It seems that it is 10-100 times smaller than the bound, which is
statistically unlikely. If you allow other parameters to vary, the bound is much
much larger and the “prediction” is completely wrong.

2. Not a real prediction of a physical theory. It’s exactly the same prediction I
would make by saying “I have absolutely no clue whatsoever about what the
physics of the CC is, so all I know is that, because I see galaxies out there, it’s
some random number below Weinberg’s bound”. There is no real link here
between a physical theory and an experimental observation of the kind one
normally means when one uses the word “prediction”. The “landscape” is just an
absurdly complex model that has exactly the same implications as not knowing a
thing about what is going on.

As for Arkani-Hamed/Dimopoulos, I don’t believe they have a legitimate
prediction either. They make a large number of assumptions, of dubious relation
to any underlying theory, then end up with some very vague “scenarios” of what
might be seen at the LHC based on those assumptions. A real prediction would
be to tell us something that the LHC should see based on the landscape, such
that if the LHC didn’t see this, the landscape was wrong. They don’t have



anything like this, neither does anyone else doing this kind of “string
phenomenology”, and I think anyone who thinks seriously about the implications
of these 10^500 or more vacua should quickly realize that no one will ever be
able to extract a legitimate scientific prediction from this framework.

While any individual can certainly justify taking Templeton money, I think anyone
who cares about science should be worried to see funding decisions being made
by people whose agenda is not to promote good science but to promote religion.

19. Wolfgang
April 9, 2005

Peter,

you wrote
> And I think it’s a terrible idea for
> physicists to get into bed with them [Templeton]

In the past, physicists ‘got into bed’ with all
kind of supporters with irratinal motives,
e.g. cold-warriors (the DOE is a relic of this time).

In the end the motive is not important, only
the results and they should be scrutinized and
critized according to the scientific method.
It is the responsibilty of the scientific
community to keep the quality standards high.
(And you and your blog are very important contribution
to this effort by the way.)

20. David
April 9, 2005

Peter, it looks like there are two seperate issues here:

1) Emminent scientists with proven track records are attempting to think deeply
about speculative ideas which appear completely crazy to others. Some, like
Weinberg, even had the temerity to make an experimental prediction based on
anthropic reasoning. Others, like Arkani-Hamed and Dimopolous, are continuing
this ridiculous trend, making assumptions and following the reasoning through
to extract experimental predictions from fine-tuning scenarios.

This abandonment of science from some of its leading stars is appalling. People
simply shouldn’t consider these ideas as it’s obvious that they’re wrong and
won’t lead anywhere.

2) Other leading scientists, like Dyson and Vilenkin, are receiving money from
templeton, an organisation which clearly has an agenda that many of us disagree
with. While there’s no suggestion that templeton is dictating the research of
these people, it’s disgusting that they would accept the money, especially in the
current climate where the DOE are showering departments with funds.



I agree that we should try to get serious scientists to sit up and discuss how we
can stop this happening in the future. We must act now. Before it’s too late.

21. Quantoken
April 9, 2005

Peter said: “I don’t think anyone should be forcing anyone to work on anything in
particular. But when leading figures in a scientific field decide to abandon
science … serious scientists should sit up, take note, and start debating why this
has happened and what can be done about it”

No one should be forced to accept or reject any ideas. It is essential to protect
freedom of mind for science to be healthy. Freedom of mind means any different
opinion, no matter how far fetched you think it is, shall be tolerated. Burning
Bruno alive definitely is not protecting science.

Ever since I learned Darwin’s evolution theory, I was deeply impressed by its
simplicity and profoundness. It’s not even science, it’s pure logic. Survival of the
fittest. Isn’t it absolutely true logically, that the more fitting you are, the more
surviveable you are? It’s not even logic, it’s linguistics, since what it means some
spices are “fitting”, is simply defined as that they are more likely to survive the
environment.

So, while other scientific theories may need to be tested by experiments. There is
not even a need to test the Darwin’s theory by experiment or observation,
because it is already correct by definition and logic. It’s one of the few truely
universal truth, as much true as “1+1=2”.

You can applying darwinism to almost anything, including to the researchers’
community. Scientists are paid scientists merely because they are the result of
natural selection rules imposed by the system, only those fit the system survives.
So if anything is wrong with the science community, we should look for problem
in the system, instead of pick on individual person.

I think there are roughly two stages of development of the scientific inquiries. In
the early stage, in which I envy, are the era from Newton to Einstein, where
scientists’ inquiry of science are free from interference by the daily chore of
providing for a living and family. These scientists are either from prestigious
family background, thus have sufficient resources to support their daily life and
they can concentrate their mind on science research, like Newton. Or, in the case
if Einstein, he had an alternative day time job and his scientific inquiry is
independent from what he did to make a living.

That is the era when science research was much more healthier, because no
financial factors play any role to impact scientific thinking in any way.

But that has changed completely, nowadays science is no longer just a curious
inquiry of individuals regarding the nature. It has been turned into a huge
industry where millions of people jump into it for the purpose of making a living
of bread and butter.



Once that happens, science is no longer pure, no longer healthy. That’s because
at any given moment of time in history, bread and butter is always much more
important than freedom of thinking. You can’t think if you are hungry, and you
can’t survive if you do not eat. Simple, right? Put it simple, once your scientific
research activity is connected to earning your bread, you are no longer a free
thinker, since your research activity will have to earn your bread and allow you
to survive in the system.

That is why so many people would blindly follow the main stream ideas. Each
individual may believe that he/she had the freedom of thought and he/she
independently chooses to trust the main stream, and there was never any
pressure to force them to do so. What they don’t understand is they are the
result of natural selection. The system constantly eliminates people of dissident
opinions so only the main stream will dorminate in the field.

What we need to change is minimize the natural selection power of the system.
We need to look at the source of the funding. Appropriation of research funds are
now dorminated by some powerful figures who has a very strong bias towards
some particular ideas, and aginst some others. The more so, the more Darwinism
will be in play in the field and more thorough the science will be purified that
only the main stream voice remains. And that’s dangerous.

The fundings must be appropriate by some one who does NOT have such bias.
And it must be diversified in such a way that different ideas have equal
opportunity of getting funded and supported. And let the scientific reasoning
become the only eliminating factor in deciding what ideas is right and what is
wrong, let NOT the financial factors play a role. This is the only way to allow
science to return to a healthy state.

To this end, I would support and endorse Templeton, as well as other private
sources, to donate money to support science research. The matter is, if there is
just one Templeton, it’s biased. But if there are different Templeton biased
towards different directions, it is more likely cancel out and the whole system
will have a better chance of being none-biased, due to such diversification.

Quantoken

22. Peter Woit
April 9, 2005

I don’t think anyone should be forcing anyone to work on anything in particular.
But when leading figures in a scientific field decide to abandon science (and are
encouraged to do so by funding from a right-wing-financed organization devoted
to promoting the interests of religion over those of science), serious scientists
should sit up, take note, and start debating why this has happened and what can
be done about it.

23. David
April 9, 2005

Freeman Dyson is another that has shamefully taken large sums of money from



the templeton foundation. And, it appears that Vilenkin has combined his
important work on cosmology with more speculative anthropic-like pursuits for
years.

There’s clearly a disease in the community. I think we have to face up to the fact
that many of our leading scientists, despite making enormous contributions in
their past, are now unable to decide for themselves which research path to
follow. Something should be done about this. Do you think there’s some way we
can force these people to work on what we want? It’s such a waste.

24. robert
April 9, 2005

More pedantry, I’m afraid. G.H. Hardy was a socialist, albeit of the etiolated
Bloomsbury variety. He sported a picture of Lenin on the walls of his rooms in
Trinity College and was, for two years, President of the Association of Scientific
Workers.

25. Carl Brannen
April 8, 2005

I see that the spirit of G.H. Hardy chimed in here a few days ago, and that now
we are talking about religion and physics. As far as I know, Hardy was neither
Jewish nor socialist, but he did get a letter from Ramanujan (also neither Jewish
nor socialist) with the formula 1+2+3+… = -1/12. Frankly, I’d rather prefer to
take money from the Templetons.

Carl

26. April 8, 2005

?Science is best defined as, in the first place, objective knowledge, plus, in the
second place, the activity to enlarge, and make use of, this permanent and
universal knowledge. Scientific objectivity stubbornly and irrefutably exists and
refers to the permanent and universal knowledge of facts and phenomena of
nature which are independent of any individual’s whim: political affiliations,
ideological persuasions, moral beliefs, and so on….

?The most striking instance of the mix-up between science and ideology, and that
which generated the greatest harm is the following: Many elements of so-called
‘modern physics’ (relativity, quantum) were rejected by the Nazis because many
(but by no means all) of their creators happened to be Jews or socialists or both.
In this way, the military defeat of Hitler sealed the fate of twentieth century
theoretical physics. As Hitler was (morally) wrong, those who criticise modern
physics must be (scientifically) wrong, too.? ? Theo Theocharis, ‘Science and
Society’, Wireless World, July 1981, p. 52.

27. April 8, 2005

That the ID crowd would somehow glom onto the anthropic variants of string
cosmology has been a fear of mine for quite some. It’s a slippery slope when



prominent physicists try to curry favor with the public by “sexing up” their work
with references to God and stuff, however oblique. On the bright side, it will be
entertaining to see Lubos Motl be sued someday for teaching non-creationist
cosmology, under some “academic freedom” law devised by his political buddy
David Horowitz.

28. Quantoken
April 8, 2005

Mark T.:

It is not news that scientists ARE driven by the funds that support them. It’s
the theory of evolution and darwinism applied to the scientists themselves.
survival of the fittest.

The only reason that Templeton supported cosmologists is a small number, is that
the Templeton money is a small porportion, comparing with the bigger cake. If
say the Templeton money becomes the 99.9% of the whole cake, guess in which
camp will you will find most of your cosmological colleagues in, Mark? And
would you be able to continue to support your family and do research etc, with
no funding? Would you???

And don’t assume that as long as you accept Templeton money, without
necessarily supporting their view of the world, you are OK. You do not
automatically get funded by Templeton as long as you are willing to come
forward timidly. There is a natural selection process here. They certainly are
more inclined to support some one who are more likely endorse their agenda.
And who can say that those in the power of controling public money, does not
have an agenda, or some sort of bias, of their own, to endorse some particular
point of views and suppress some others?

It doesn’t matter if you think you can keep yourself clean by remaining
scientifically honest, while receiving money from a source that has its agendas.
The point is you are constantly being subject to the natural selection rules of the
system and only those fit the system will manage to survive.

If you look at a gold fish in a fish tank. You wonder whether it likes or hates its
fluffy tail, which makes it so hard for it to move around. But it doesn’t matter, it
rely on the food put in by the owner to survive. And it’s up to the likeness of the
owner to decide who shall survive and breed offsprings, and who shall perish. So
a gold fish has a fluffy tail only because the one feeding it prefer to see a fluffy
tailed gold fish.

That darwinism point of view explains why some of the crackpots, like super
string theory, global warming, big bang, etc, could become fashionable and
mainstream. Because these point of views obviously appeal to some of the people
in power that has their own point of view and agendas.

Quantoken

29. Arun



April 8, 2005

In these times, restating the obvious perhaps may be forgiven.

Whatever our faith in science to probe all of Nature, science, in practice, has
boundaries, that are set by the limits of our experimental abilities.

In the past, I think the boundaries of science were recognized. Today, we are
under the illusion that there are no more boundaries.

Knowledge can be arrived at by any means – by super-Witten mathematics, or
Kekule’s dream of a benzene ring – but it enters the realm of science only when
it becomes experimental. Otherwise, it is, at best, scientific speculation. Such
speculation should never be mistaken for the real thing.

The whole enterprise of science was founded on not seeking explanations beyond
our ability to experiment or observe, to abandon the unknowable as being
outside the realm of science, and to hope that one day our capabilities would
grow to be able to address these. Right now, Theories of Everything are outside
our experimental reach, and are, at best, scientific speculation.

-Arun

30. D R Lunsford
April 8, 2005

“Does God’s light guide us or blind us?”

-drl

31. DMS
April 8, 2005

Actually, the Templeton Foundation (and variants) as possible significant sources
of funding in the future for physics is reminiscent of the situation in economics,
where ideological think-tank funding and *visibility* for economics (like supply-
side economics) far exceeds the unbiased sources of funding for economics in
academia. Or the situation in medicine, where studies often promote the health
benefits of their sponsor’s products.

It will take only a few physicists, not hard to find in times of spending cuts, to
cause great damage. Seems like there already are a few (who should know
better) doing this.

Depressing times indeed.

32. Mark Trodden
April 8, 2005

I couldn’t agree more with Peter’s comments about the Templeton Foundation.
There is no excuse for scientists taking their money and those who do so
threaten the reputation of the subject and elevate Templeton’s ideas by



association.

I do think it is worth pointing out that the number of cosmologists involved in
Templeton funded research is quite small. I wouldn’t describe it as an extensive
infection. By far the vast majority of my colleagues have never used Templeton
money, never attended a Templeton conference, and find the whole thing silly.
Nevertheless, Templeton activities are high profile (by design) because the
Foundation has managed to get some well-known people to come to their
conferences. I agree with you that these people are hurting science, particularly
in the current climate.

I also worry that the disastrous federal funding situation in the US right now
may tempt more people to consider taking Templeton money. They won’t believe
in the goals of the Foundation, but it won’t matter – they’ll be supporting it by
association.

33. Peter
April 8, 2005

Fixed the bad URL.

34. Auger
April 8, 2005

I see there is a intelligent stance taken here about responsibility. Is there any
chance for those who visit here to demonstrate what a responsible scientist
would be and the view that would be acceptable to yourself Peter, Sean and
others who comment here about our universe?

Somehow, I now see any attempts, as a explanation here supported by templeton
foundation as a clear and present sanction of irresponsible scientists and
theoretics.

I want to be responsible, and want to emulate responsble people

Help!

35. Quantoken
April 8, 2005

Steven why do you need to be on the slow side of wisdom? Is patching up a mis-
spelled URL label really that hard?
Click here

Quantoken

36. Matti Pitkanen
April 8, 2005

I would be very cautious in labelling people as pseudo-scientists just because
they are willing to consider the possibility that intentional action in some sense
is a part of (even grand) design of the Universe. The undeniable fact is that

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000059.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000059.html


Universe seems to be tailored for life.

To me the use of fine tuning to deduce “predictions” from a theory otherwise
unable to predict anything, is bad science. But why not pose the fine tuning as an
additional challenge for the theories of everything? And why not be even more
ambitious and ask whether the gap between religious and scientific world views
might be filled after all. Perhaps future physics could say something non-trivial
about consciousness and about what is behind religious experience?

Biological evolution is accepted as a fact and the mere scale invariance of
physical laws suggests evolution in all scales. The challenge would be to
understand this evolution as part of properly generalized laws of quantum
physics.

It is practical to start something from which is not understood. Quantum jump
has remained more or less a complete black box thanks to the silly attitude of
theoreticians towards clear thinking without formulas, which they label as
“philosophy”. It is perhaps not too weird a guess that the anatomy of quantum
jump could provide a royal road to a deeper understanding.

For instance, could one imagine that the quantum state representing universe is
gradually replaced by a new one in a continual re-creation (you can call it self-
organization if re-creation makes you emotional)? This requires a new view about
time distinguishing between experienced time having quantum jump as chronon
and the geometric time of physicist. Of course, also the notion of time is one of
the black boxes, or should I say taboos, of recent day methologically oriented
theoretical physics.

Given infinite number of quantum jumps already occurred, a universe
containing/possessing advanced intelligence could develop. Universe would be at
the same time a theoretician able to even test his/her theories by patiently by
jumping around the quantum landscape of states of the Universe, whereas the
theoretician predicting and living in a single deterministic universe is strictly
speaking not able to test his theory. The more general view about time would
also resolve the problem about initial values at the moment of big bang. The
problem disappears since the initial values change quantum jump by quantum
jump.

Just a proposal, do not kill the messanger or, listen at least the message before
doing it;-),

Matti Pitkanen

37. Stephen
April 7, 2005

Not Found
The requested URL /www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000059.html
was not found on this server.

Apache/2.0.53 (Unix) mod_perl/1.99_12 Perl/v5.6.1 mod_ssl/2.0.53



OpenSSL/0.9.7d PHP/4.3.10 Server at http://www.math.columbia.edu Port 80

38. Quantoken
April 7, 2005

Peter:

It’s shocking to me. But never to me. A while ago I posted this comment on
Lubos’s blog, since I could not believe a famous guy like Leonard Susskind could
be so intelligently challenged.

Since Sean is reading here, I am still curious to know whether he thinks a
3-torus universe should be Lorentz invariant or not. And why? 

Quantoken

39. JC
April 7, 2005

Why do some physicists accept any of these Templeton grants in the first place?
Is NSF and/or DOE funding so bad today that theorists are searching for other
sources of funding?

40. Peter Woit
April 7, 2005

Hi Sean,

I suppose I should have made clear that the Templeton foundation has somewhat
different goals than the evangelical anti-evolution right. While looking around
the net, I did run into the following for instance

http://www.answersingenesis.org/docs2002/0806templeton.asp

But still, I don’t think the Templeton foundation’s goal is to promote good
science, it is to promote Templeton’s own view of religion and science. And I
think it’s a terrible idea for physicists to get into bed with them.

On the question of the role of the religious right in American politics, Templeton
himself has made clear which side he’s on:

http://www.newsmax.com/archives/articles/2004/6/26/111715.shtml

41. Sean
April 7, 2005

It might seem like splitting hairs, but it’s probably worthwhile to distinguish
between “people who believe in God and look for evidence in the universe we
observe” and “people who deny the basics of evolution and cosmology.” For the
most part, the Templeton folks are in the former category and the Discovery
Institute is in the latter, although of course there is some blending between
them. I strongly believe that they are both *wrong*, but I wouldn’t classify the

http://www.math.columbia.edu/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/03/susskind-wormholes-cant-work.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/03/susskind-wormholes-cant-work.html
http://www.answersingenesis.org/docs2002/0806templeton.asp
http://www.answersingenesis.org/docs2002/0806templeton.asp
http://www.newsmax.com/archives/articles/2004/6/26/111715.shtml
http://www.newsmax.com/archives/articles/2004/6/26/111715.shtml


Templeton folks as anti-science in the way the Discovery folks are.

(I can’t believe I am actually defending the Templeton Foundation, however
mildly.)

42. Peter Woit
April 7, 2005

Thanks for mentioning this. I did notice this, but forgot to include it in the
posting. I’ll add it now.

Peter

43. Simplex
April 7, 2005

Peter, last year when Smolin posted “Scientific Alternatives to the Anthropic
Principle” which made Susskind so mad (and you blogged the ensuing fracas) the
original arxiv posting said that Smolin’s essay was intended for the book
“Universe or Multiverse” to be published by Cambridge. It probably still says
that. I dont know any more particulars.



This Evening’s Finds in Theoretical Physics

April 10, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

It’s late tonight and I have to prepare a class for tomorrow, so I don’t have time now
to figure out what is going on here. But if you want to see something really strange,
take a look at Susskind’s latest, together with the revised version of an earlier paper.

Another new paper this evening is Witten’s latest. This looks quite interesting, but
definitely will take some serious effort to understand.

Comments

1. Kyle
April 13, 2005

DR Lunsford,

At first I thought your link was too over the top to be funny. By the time I
reached the meat of the page I found it quite amusing (quotes like “The details of
the calculations have been (/are being/will be) presented elsewhere; here we
give cartoons.” I thought were rather ingenious).

However, after thinking about it, I’ve decided it is much too serious to be funny.

Just somenobodies opinion,

Kyle

2. Fyodor
April 13, 2005

I’d just like to clarify that there is nothing wrong with making a mistake, and I
too thought the way Susskind retracted was rather funny. But this attitude, that
you can do research without reading the literature, that it’s ok to write really
stupid papers as long as you are prepared to retract the following week, gets my
goat. Susskind should remember that despite all his recent vagaries he is still a
very influential figure in this field. Subjects like wormholes [in which I’ve never
published, by the way, and I have no intention of doing so] have a somewhat
dubious status, and Susskind is propagating the notion that this field is not quite
respectable: either you respect his “deep physical intuition” and assume that in
some way he will turn out to be right, or you think he is an idiot and that only
idiots work on wormholes. Either way, the subject loses. People should never
underestimate the importance of these vague feelings about which things are
respectable and which aren’t.

Finally, I note that everyone seems to think that Susskind’s misadventures are

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0504039
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0504039
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0503097
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0503097
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504078
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504078


funny, and that nobody should think the less of him because he has written a
stupid paper. But nobody laughed when Chapline went off the rails. What’s sauce
for the goose ought to be sauce for the turkey.

3. D R Lunsford
April 12, 2005

I have a great sense of humor – this wasn’t funny, rather, disgusting.

THIS is funny:

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/next.html

-drl

4. Aaron
April 12, 2005

Grow a sense of humor. It’ll help you out a lot in life.

5. D R Lunsford
April 12, 2005

I suppose it was beyond his Holiness to simply admit “I made a bad mistake”

Abstract: In an earlier paper, the author made an elementary blunder, rectified
here.

0 Overview

The paper is question is wrong. Ignore it.

1 References

(none)

6. April 12, 2005

It must have been humiliating for Susskind. Is that why he refered to himself as
“the author of that paper”?

7. Chris Oakley
April 12, 2005

we can hope that the faint possibility that they are about to make utter fools of
themselves will make them hesitate.

The worrying thing is that they don’t seem to make fools of themselves when
they publish. Except, of course, to the majority of the followers of this web log.

8. April 12, 2005

Good one Fyodor!

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/next.html
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/next.html


Susskind has obviously crossed into a higher plane of existence in which quaint
academic formalities such as citations are obsolete. The obvious next step is for
him to stop publishing altogether and transmit his thoughts directly via an EEG
connected to a blog.

9. Fyodor Uckoff
April 12, 2005

First Chapline, then Susskind….
Surely, *surely* these gentlemen know that there are huge literatures on the
subjects into which they have stumbled. And yet, in their vast ignorance and
pride, they think that they can dispense with a little background reading, and
revolutionize these fields with the help of a little freshman physics.

I would like to suggest a cure. The arxiv should automatically reject any
submission with fewer than 20 references, not counting popular books or articles
in the National Inquirer. True, this would not force the likes of Chapline and
Susskind to undertake the onerous task of finding out what mere mortals have
said, but at least it would acquaint them with the sheer volume of previous work.
And then we can hope that the faint possibility that they are about to make utter
fools of themselves will make them hesitate.

10. Aaron
April 11, 2005

Lenny knew about the flux through the cycle, although he didn’t use those words
to describe it in the original paper. As he says in the followup paper, the result
depends on what initial state you prepare the flux through the wormhole in.

11. Robert
April 11, 2005

Everybody I talked to reagarding Susskind’s paper (V1) agreed that obviously he
missed the flux through the non-trivial cycle. So, why bother. This ‘discovery’
didn’t make it into the popular press (“Stanford scientist disproved wormholes”)
so there was no need to send letters to the editior (as I did for newspapers
reporting on Chapline’s discoveries).

12. Aaron
April 11, 2005

Check out Kapustin’s paper in conjunction with Witten’s, I think.

13. garrett
April 10, 2005

Heh, nothing like an April fools joke on himself to boost his credibility. Bet he’s
sorry he left the topic of the anthropic principle to try and tackle something
interesting.



New Quantum Field Theory Textbook

April 12, 2005
Categories: Book Reviews

I recently ran across a very good new quantum field theory textbook in the bookstore.
It’s called Quantum Field Theory: A Modern Perspective and is by my ex-Columbia
colleague V. Parameswaran Nair, who is now at City College nearby.

The first half of the book covers the sort of standard material about perturbative
quantum field theory that appears in pretty much all quantum field theory books,
including Peskin and Schroeder’s An Introduction to Quantum Field Theory which
seems to be the most popular one these days. But the second half of Nair’s new book
very much does live up to his “Modern Perspective” subtitle, containing a wealth of
important material that anyone learning quantum field theory should know about, but
that has not made it into the standard textbooks until now. This includes a very
geometrical approach to gauge fields, anomalies and the index theorem, material on
the WZW model and 2d fermion determinants, as well as an introduction to important
non-perturbative ideas such as dual superconductivity and the 1/N expansion. Finally,
Nair also includes a wonderful final chapter on the ideas behind geometric
quantization and their application to the quantization of the Chern-Simons-Witten
model.

I highly recommend the book for anyone who wants to seriously learn quantum field
theory. Even if you’ve studied the subject already using a book like Peskin and
Schroeder, the additional material in Nair’s book makes it well worth reading.

Comments

1. JC
April 17, 2005

Carl Brannen,

In terms of drinking the “poison” of string theory, I haven’t really found many
really good presentations of string theory in book or lecture note form. Though if
I had to choose one, I would probably pick Kiritsis’s “intro to superstring theory”
lecture notes

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9709062

though it seems to be a bit dated these days.

None of the books like Green/Schwarz/Witten, Polchinski, or Zwiebach seem to
be satisfactory for the most part. I mainly learned string theory from reading
various lecture notes and original papers, when Green/Schwarz/Witten was not
being very clear.

http://www.springeronline.com/sgw/cda/frontpage/0,11855,5-10100-22-29181097-0,00.html
http://www.springeronline.com/sgw/cda/frontpage/0,11855,5-10100-22-29181097-0,00.html
http://mail.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~vpn/
http://mail.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/~vpn/
http://departments.weber.edu/physics/schroeder/qftbook.html
http://departments.weber.edu/physics/schroeder/qftbook.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9709062
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9709062


2. Alejandro
April 15, 2005

Indeed. I never know if to refer the book as CdWD or BMB. Typical problem
about married/maiden names. In any case, the underlying point is that for
geometry and tensors one must have a index-based book and a index-free one.

Off topic, some old news about Fomenko:

http://jcolavito.tripod.com/lostcivilizations/id13.html

3. D R Lunsford
April 14, 2005

Ugh THAT book…

-drl

4. Peter Woit
April 14, 2005

I assume Alejandro means

Analysis, Manifolds and Physics by Yvonne Choquet-Bruhat, Cecile Dewitt-
Morette and Margaret Dillard-Bleick

5. April 14, 2005

“The book from the three girls”?

6. JC
April 14, 2005

Over the years I got the sense many field theory books seemed to fit into one of
two categories:

(I) books which are pedagogical and relatively “easy” to read and learn from

(II) books which are hard to read and difficult to learn from

Peskin/Schroder, Feynman’s QED, Griffith’s particle physics, Ryder, Bjorken &
Drell, etc … seem to fit into the first category (I).

Itzykson/Zuber, Zinn-Justin, Weinberg, Faddeev/Slavnov, Berestetskii/Lifshitz
/Pitaevskii’s QED, etc … seem to fit into the second category (II).

The second category (II) books seem to be akin to Dirac’s quantum mechanics
book, which is very nice once one knows the subject but is terrible for a first
book to learn from.

7. Alejandro
April 14, 2005

http://jcolavito.tripod.com/lostcivilizations/id13.html
http://jcolavito.tripod.com/lostcivilizations/id13.html


Dubrovin-Novikov-Fomenko I like too. I use jointly with the book from the three
girls.

8. h
April 14, 2005

Is this new book readable for a mathematician? In any case, what book do you
recommend for a mathematician (student) who wants to learn QFT?
I don’t need the usual mathematical precision, but I do need clear indication of
the underlying structures (imho the lack of this is what makes it very hard for
math people to read physics literature) and also some sort of “big picture”.
I know Weinberg, that’s an example of what I cannot read. I also know the
double IAS volume “Quantum Fields and Strings: A Course For Mathematicians”,
that is like chinese… (the target audience of that is very narrow I think)

9. April 14, 2005

I on the other hand enjoyed Itzykson & Zuber’s textbook. It was very clear, easy
to read, complete and intuitive. Generally, I like old style textbooks, alot more
physics unlike “modern” crap. Combine Itzykson/Zuber with Slavnov/Faddeev’s
book on gauge field theory + Dubrovin-Novikov-Fomenko for fantastic diff. geom.
and you are good to go.

10. Juan R.
April 14, 2005

What are the main conflictive points of usual QFT (beyond renormalization of
course)?

I used some textbooks like QED by Feynmann and the first two volumes by
Weinberg, but I dislike with both.

Feynman is a calculation recipe based in many asumptions and “intuition”.

Weinberg’s manual is a unsatisfactory attempt to present us an axiomatic view of
the field.

11. Kristjan Kannike
April 14, 2005

I find Robin Ticciati’s “Quantum Field Theory for Mathematicians” a very good
book. The title is somewhat misleading. It covers basically the same material as
Peskin & Schroeder, but does not shy away from the fine points. In fact, for it
being a bit more formal, I found it more clear than Peskin & Schroeder.

12. Fabien Besnard
April 14, 2005

I agree Itzykson/Zuber is hard, but it’s interesting as a reference because they
go into all sorts of details. (Incidentally I attended J.B. Zuber’s lectures, and they
were way clearer that their book)



What do you think of Ticciati’s QFT for mathematicians ? I haven’t been through
all of it yet but I like its mathematical clarity.

13. Alejandro
April 14, 2005

What about Huang? His book on the Standard Model is very readable, and now I
have ordered (not received yet) his QFT book, which seems to be a complement.

14. JC
April 13, 2005

Years ago I first learned quantum field theory from both T.D. Lee’s “particle
physics & intro to field theory” book, and Feynman’s quantum electrodynamics
book. They were not exactly the best books at the time.

Ryder’s quantum field theory book seems to be one of those books which looks
“deceptively simple”. On the surface you think you understand what’s going on,
but you really don’t.

15. Alan
April 13, 2005

Coleman’s notes are very nice. Look here:
http://my.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?course=fas-phys253a&
pageid=tk.page.phys253a.dir.96baa9f5f565ad359215beb46d7685a9

16. Carl Brannen
April 13, 2005

I&Zuber: This really was horrid. Long and hard to understand.

B&Drell: Unfortunately, I lost my copy, which I
miss. But it is dated.

Weinberg: The concentration, at least at first, is on what can be deduced from
Lorentz symmetry. I don’t like this text. I should admit that I also doubt that
Lorentz symmetry is exact, and that the assumption that it is has held physics
back. For example:
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0311576

Peskin&Schroeder: This is my favorite. It is widely used as a text and for good
reasons. My only complaint is the part where they quantize the Dirac equation as
bosons.

Zee: I have this, but I don’t read it much. My belief is that one should have as
many QFT books as possible because different ways of expressing the same
theory help one in understanding. If I recall, it starts with a description of field
theory from bed springs.

Ramond: I hated it when it was new, and now it’s dated.

http://my.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?course=fas-phys253a&pageid=tk.page.phys253a.dir.96baa9f5f565ad359215beb46d7685a9
http://my.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?course=fas-phys253a&pageid=tk.page.phys253a.dir.96baa9f5f565ad359215beb46d7685a9
http://my.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?course=fas-phys253a&pageid=tk.page.phys253a.dir.96baa9f5f565ad359215beb46d7685a9
http://my.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?course=fas-phys253a&pageid=tk.page.phys253a.dir.96baa9f5f565ad359215beb46d7685a9
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0311576
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0311576


Brown: This book has some interesting expositions but I can’t stand the
typography. Dr. Brown is professor emeritus at a local school (UW), and his text
is used there.

Ryder: This one I don’t have. I guess I will order it and see if I learn anything.

We should put together a list of guage theory books, and for those of us who
have tasted the poison, string theory texts.

17. Alejandro Rivero
April 13, 2005

DMS, I join in your gasp to “Itzykson and Zuber”, the book that devastated one
whole generation of physicists (mine). Perhaps the motivation to go (to escape)
towards strings? I have also some doubts about Weinberg, because he, after all,
is a disbeliever, seeing every QFT as an “effective theory”, but no more.

I wished the Bjorken Drell were scanned somewhere, or at least cheaply
reprinted. And wonder about these Coleman’s QFT lectures.

Besides Schwinger, also some frenchies were into the source theory. A young
Kastler, I believe. But they are better at Critical Phenomena. Zinn-Justin and Le
Bellac. For Schwinger action plainly, the Dyson 1951 lectures. In the net:
http://hrst.mit.edu/hrs/renormalization/public/documents.htm

18. D R Lunsford
April 13, 2005

DMS – I highly recommend the Maggiore book, if for no other reason than the
worked problems.

-drl

19. DMS
April 13, 2005

I am always interested in learning about QFT, and will pick up a copy of Nair’s
book. I have not seen Maggiore’s book. Gone are the days when the only
references were Bjorken and Drell and Itzykson and Zuber (Ugh!).

Three of my favourites on QFT are:

* Weinberg’s QFT (of course). It is needlessly too complicated in parts (especially
early on in Volume 1), but has excellent, modern discussion of various topics.
Plus, it has the classic references, and is very to up-to-date (Weinberg having
conferred with the experts on the topics). Even though his third volume on SUSY
is not as complete, I found his discussion very well explained (despite his
notation).

* Zee’s QFT: It has very nice discussion of several topics.

* Siegel’s Fields (on arxiv): Although highly idiosyncratic, it is an excellent book

http://hrst.mit.edu/hrs/renormalization/public/documents.htm
http://hrst.mit.edu/hrs/renormalization/public/documents.htm


that teaches one a lot of things not found in many books. Plus, you cannot beat
the price!

But I have also heard that Coleman’s QFT lectures at Harvard (not to be
confused with his classic Aspects of Symmetry) are exceptionally clear. I am not
aware if it available online.

20. pfedor
April 13, 2005

Hello. Until now I only lurked your blog (which I find very interesting), but
today’s topic is of particular interest for me, since it’s my ambition to really learn
QFT at some point in life (sadly, I didn’t manage to do it during my studies). So
forgive me a few questions.

How does this book compare with Weinberg’s “The quantum theory of fields”?
Does it contain material that cannot be found in Weinberg’s book? Is it easier?
Harder? Which one would you recommend to someone who used to study heavily
Peskin & Schroeder but only managed to understand about 2/3 of the material (I
remember that most difficult were the parts about anomalies and operator
expansion)? Does prof. Parameswaran’s book include any discussion of bound
states?

With best regards,

Aleksander

21. April 12, 2005

Real men learn QFT from the collected works of Julian Schwinger.

22. D R Lunsford
April 12, 2005

On another level, a new book by Michele Maggiore replaces Sakurai as a
beginner’s book, and includes solved problems! I would recommend this book to
any first-timer.

Maggiore, “A Modern Introduction to QFT” (Oxford)

-drl

23. Alejandro
April 12, 2005

There is a nascent new generation of books. Zee, Huang, now Nair. Curious.

24. April 12, 2005

Off topic, but regular readers of this blog will want to see this exchange, where
string theorist Eva Silverstein schools Lubos Motl for his overreliance on straw
man arguments.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/04/critical-dimension-anything-goes.html#c111306197166233013
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/04/critical-dimension-anything-goes.html#c111306197166233013


Dine on the Landscape

April 13, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Michael Dine from Santa Cruz was here at Columbia this afternoon to give a talk on
“Branches of the Landscape”. His talk more or less corresponded to his recent paper
with the same title. He’s following the philosophy pioneered by Michael Douglas of
trying to look at the statistics of KKLT vacuum states, fixing the observed values of
the cosmological constant and electro-weak breaking scales. The hope is that the
distribution of supersymmetry breaking scales one gets would allow one to in some
sense predict what this scale will be.

Dine finds three disconnected “branches” of the landscape, sets of vacua with
different properties. The bottom line is that on two of them you have various problems
getting something that looks like the real world, but you can do some kinds of
counting. But on one of the branches you get lots of states with badly broken
supersymmetry and the vast majority of states are in a region where there seems to
be no hope to analyze what is going on. You can’t even say whether the number of
these states is finite or infinite. So, he isn’t able to get the sort of prediction he and
others were hoping for, but intends to keep working in this area nonetheless, with
various ideas of what to try calculating. To me, he didn’t seem to have even a glimmer
of a hope of ever getting even the vaguest sort of prediction out of any of this.

He did say that the landscape is now the only idea on the table for getting physics out
of string theory. Brian Greene was in the audience and somewhat objected to this.
Brian’s point of view appears to be the more traditional one that people should just
try and cook up vacua with as many features as possible close to the Standard Model,
and that once they’ve got such a thing it will have other implications for physics that
can be checked. It seems to me that that kind of work has been going on for more
than twenty years with no sign of success, but Brian still believes this will ultimately
work out. Dine’s ideas for the future are converging somewhat with Brian’s older
point of view. He seems to be giving up somewhat on the idea of counting all vacua in
the Landscape, instead thinking about counting vacua satisfying some chosen
conditions, e.g. being on one of his three branches. So he may be getting back to the
older idea, looking at complicated constructions with some set of conditions imposed
on them to make them look like the Standard Model, then hoping to extract
something new, perhaps in terms of probability distributions rather than the more
specific predictions people used to hope for.

Of course I find this whole thing pretty bizarre, since it’s horrifically ugly, and appears
to me to have not the slightest hope of success. It’s discouraging that I don’t see any
way of having a rational discussion with the people doing this. They are motivated by
a hope that somehow, some way, they will find amidst this complicated mess the
Standard Model, in some context that allows them to predict something else. As far as
I can tell this is the purest of wishful thinking. They aren’t claiming to find anything
encouraging, but they are pressing on, and convincing an increasing number of
people to join them. One hopes that sooner or later they’ll get tired of this and move
on to something more promising.

http://scipp.ucsc.edu/~dine/
http://scipp.ucsc.edu/~dine/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501214
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501214


Comments

1. Eli Rabett
April 19, 2005

The problem with Lubros Motl on climate is he knows neither the data nor the
theory but tries to pull himself up by naive postulates based on a set of partial
truths that he has been spoon fed by political allies. When he ventures out of his
cozy blog to the real world he gets his ears pinned back and responds with
vitriol.

For a reasonable demonstration of his naivete take a look at http://tinyurl.com
/77uqq.

Since this is a high energy physics blog I won’t press the point but in general I
advise against asking oceanographers about string theory and visa versa. In both
cases, it is not what you don’t know that kills you, but what you think you know
and is dead wrong.

2. Peter Woit
April 19, 2005

Hi JC,
No, “overhead” (also known as ICR = Indirect Cost Recovery) is payments built
into most grants for “Indirect Costs”. The idea is that while the grant is
specifically paying for costs to the university directly associated with the grant,
there are also other costs the university is paying that indirectly support the
grant (i.e. the lights in the building, the library, etc.). So universities typically
add a charge for ICR as some specific fraction of the grant amount. The fraction
is generally quite large.

So, if you go out and get a grant that is supposed to pay for $100,000 worth of
stuff, you actually have to ask the granting agency for more, say $150,000, to pay
$50,000 directly to the university for ICR. Universities love this: this is money
they can do anything they want with, and coming in in sizable amounts.

3. JC
April 19, 2005

Peter,

What’s the exact nature of these “overhead” payments? Are they like some form
of matching funds?

4. Peter
April 19, 2005

Hi JC,

Most theorists who are funded by grants are funded as part of a group. If the
group were to lose funding, they’d typically lose funds to hire one or more post-

http://tinyurl.com/77uqq
http://tinyurl.com/77uqq
http://tinyurl.com/77uqq
http://tinyurl.com/77uqq


docs, funds to support graduate students, a big chunk of personal cash (“summer
salary”), and their university would lose large “overhead” payments.

This is clearly extremely undesirable. If the NSF or DOE authorities funding
work on the landscape ever realize that they are funding pseudo-science and
shut off grants to people doing it, “landscape architecture” will quickly become a
rather unpopular subject. This probably won’t happen though as long as string
theory peer reviewers keep telling the NSF and DOE what geniuses these people
are.

5. JC
April 18, 2005

Peter,

What normally happens to tenured theory professors who end up losing most or
all of their grant funding? The cases I’m familiar with were of tenured
experimentalists who lost their grant funding, and subsequently had things
happen like their lab space being eventually taken away. Some “deadwood”
theorists I can recall, seemed to be mostly guys who just sat around all day
drinking coffee or reading a newspaper. (I don’t know offhand if any of these
“deadwood” theorists lost their grant funding).

If a bunch of tenured folks working on the string landscape (and/or string folks
in general) end up losing their funding, do you think they will lose much of their
influence in the physics world? (ie. Will the reference letters written by these
guys be worth more than the paper they’re written on?)

6. Peter
April 18, 2005

JC,

I’m curious how this will play out too. I would think a lot of physics departments
would have trouble with this, but probably not those whose theory groups are
dominated by string theorists. One thing I didn’t mention about Dine’s talk. He
spent a lot of time going on about what a genius Michael Douglas is, along with
some of his collaborators. People doing totally loony-tunes landscape stuff will
probably end up having recommendation letters from people like Dine saying
they are geniuses, and this may get them a job.

Fred,

One problem with your analogy of string theory to QFT or the measurement
problem in QM is that those are both subjects for which there is a vast amount of
experimental data. Figuring out exactly what is going on with rigorous QFT is
hard, but you know you are doing physics since non-rigorous QFT describes the
world so well. There’s not a smidgen of experimental evidence for string theory,
so why should you believe that
its problems can be solved, but for mysterious reasons this is incredibly difficult?



7. Fred
April 18, 2005

I don’t agree, many theorists are very much against the anthropic principle. In
fact those who subscribe to it I would say are in the minority. Of course a few
bigshots do believe in it, and they have decent reasons, but its not the last word
on the subject.

The Landscape is a generic feature of string theory, but it does not a priori
exclude a selection mechanism. People are actively looking for such a thing, even
though the problem is *hard*.

But then again many problems in physics are hard and have resisted years of
study. Like trying to make mathematical sense out of quantum field theory, or the
measurement problem etc etc. It doesnt mean that there isn’t a good answer for
all of them, its just we haven’t found it yet.

8. Quantoken
April 18, 2005

Peter:

Well said! Good points made!

I might also add that most people discussing about Lubos’s publicationsnever
meant any personal attack at all. We LOVE lubos. He made this blog of Peter’s so
much fun to read because of his participation. It would have been very boring
and no fun at all if only one voice can be heard on Peter’s blog. Lubos had been
outspoken on a lot of things and I like that, although I think that might hurt
himself sometimes.

Talk about the peer review process. You do not publish a paper for your personal
archival purpose, do you? You publish something to make it available for others
to discuss it, comment on it, and criticize it, and pick it apart. Sometimes this
leads to evaluation of the person who write papers. It’s quite normal. And this
peer review process can also be extended to the fact that one writes many
papers, or one does not write at all for a while. What’s wrong with that?

Quantoken

9. JC
April 18, 2005

Peter,

Do you think any untenured folks working on the string landscape stuff will get
tenure in the near future (at a research university physics department, that is)?

On the surface it would seem a bit odd for a physics department to be awarding
tenure to somebody who’s working on an pseudo-scientific anthropic problem.
Though awarding tenure for somebody working on anthropic stuff wouldn’t be



too surprising in another department like philosophy or one that does
postmodernism stuff.

10. Peter Woit
April 18, 2005

Hi Jean Paul,

Sorry, but I’m not going to remove the comments, partly because I try to err on
the side of letting people say what they want, partly because I think the
discussion does have some relevance to the subject of Dine’s talk.

As I’ve made clear, I think the whole landscape business is pseudo-science and
the fact that it has become the latest fad in particle theory is a complete disgrace
and disaster for the field. This disaster is happening because virtually no one in
the field is willing to speak up against what is going on. Gross famously
complained nearly two years ago at Strings 2003, invoking Churchill’s words
from the Battle of Britain, but he has been publicly quiet about this recently. Lee
Smolin has written a paper about why this is not science, but he’s a very polite
sort. Lubos is the only string theorist I can think of who is forcefully making the
case against this nonsense. I think it’s brave of him, although perhaps foolhardy
since he doesn’t have a permanent job.

The whole issue of what a young, untenured theorist should be working on now
is a very important one. If the latest fad is complete pseudo-science, can one
survive professionally by arguing strongly against it, especially if you yourself
don’t have any really good ideas to work on?

As for his career prospects, I wouldn’t worry too much. Historically, Harvard
junior faculty generally don’t end up getting tenure there, but do end up getting
a good permanent job elsewhere.

One argument for removing the comments would be that some of them are
inappropriate personal criticisms, which in many cases might be a good reason
for removal. However, in this case since Lubos has never been shy about
vociferously personally criticizing those who disagree with him (if they’re not
string theorists….), I’m not going to worry too much about his feelings getting
hurt by this.

11. April 18, 2005

Peter — please remove this whole chain of comments on Lubos’ academic
qualifications from amateur/aspiring scientists like Barry, N et al. It is
inappropriate and completely
off-track from Dine’s talk. Poor Michael Dine — I wish his talk had stimulated
more interesting comments, but it’s very hard to believe in a genuine change of
mind of a physicist who used to be one of the outspoken believers in the
traditional dogma
of predictability. I am still one of them, and instead of the landscape, I work on
more formal things these days and spend more time in the garden, thinking
about the next step.



Jean-Paul

12. Barry O'Genesis
April 18, 2005

Well, “Michael” [what’s your real name by the way?] you have managed to
completely misunderstand my point. Suggest you re-read the part beginning with
“I fear that he may be a victim ….” I’m pro-Lubos, not anti. Just to spell it out,
there are plenty of young string theorists out there putting out papers very
regularly, and they are going to be the ones getting tenure. It’s true that young
profs are sometimes cut some slack at first. But not in string theory. And
certainly not at Harvard. I hope by the way that nobody thinks that this
discussion is off-topic. On the contrary, the real way to judge the state of a
subject is to see what its prominent practitioners are, or in this case aren’t,
publishing. In that connection I think that all this stuff about the landscape gets
more attention than it merits. Look at Vafa’s papers over the last year to get an
idea of what other people are doing.

13. Thomas Larsson
April 18, 2005

From here: “My efforts to get a strings course at MIT for next fall seem to be
failing. At Harvard, too, it seems that there will also not be a strings course next
year. How can this be?”

14. April 17, 2005

N – your dislike for Lubos’ style does NOT justify your cheap shots. Just stay
away from his blog. I guess that you are not an academic, and even if you are,
judging from your manners, certainly somewhere in the boondocks.
Whatever your profession is, you are just a little mean and frustrated person, to
avoid some French expletives that you deserve.

Jean-Paul

15. April 17, 2005

Let me ask you something Mike, are you Lubos’ squire?
You seem to know what Lubos’ reaction was, can you please tell us why did he
decide to shut down anonymous coments?
This is funny, I wasn’t pretending anything and Lubos’ paranoia, which you
describe and seem to be aware of, is frightening.
Maybe he is really busy insulting people, or perhaps he doesnt have anything in
mind, the true of the matter is that you are as contemptuous as he is and that’s
just sad. I dont even know who you are either ( Michael Jordan? Michael
Schumacher? Michael Jackson? oh god please dont!), and dont really care to be
honest. If Lubos were in peace with himself he wouldn’t have reacted as he did…
‘say no more’

best,
N

http://web.mit.edu/guarrera/www/blog.htm
http://web.mit.edu/guarrera/www/blog.htm


ps Sorry Peter, this stops here.

16. M
April 17, 2005

‘I agree we should stop discussing about Lubos, but the landscape is so boring
and hopeless …’

This begs a question: Lubos doesn’t embrace the landscape idea, but much of the
action seems to be taking place there. Is his recent publication rate a symptom
of a more widespread lack of other ideas outside of exploration of the
implications of a landscape?

M

17. Chris Oakley
April 17, 2005

I thought the tenure system is supposed to encourage academic freedom, but it
seems to have exactly the opposite effect precisely because it is given too late
and not easily.

The tenure system is designed to protect useless, burned-out old men from being
sidelined by those younger, brighter, and more dynamic than themselves.

18. April 17, 2005

Perhaps Lubos hasn’t published anything because he is too busy insulting on the
internet?

19. April 17, 2005

I thought the tenure system is supposed to encourage academic freedom, but it
seems to have exactly the opposite effect precisely because it is given too late
and not easily.

20. Michael
April 17, 2005

Dear N,

It is just too plausible that you are being dishonest. If you were so close to Lubos
that you can casually ask him about his work, he’d probably know who you are
even if you go by the name of “N”. By only pretending this, you cause Lubos the
discomfort of wondering who in his immediate environment is so disloyal
towards him — transparently the strategy of a foe.

Also, if you had more experience with academia you’d know that your
assessment of the situation is simply false. I have known many young professors
and 95% of them did not publish in about a year after getting their first job.
Tenure is going to be decided based on what is published eventually, even if it
took more than a year.



Finally, if you were not a foe of Lubos’, why would you drag this discussion into
the public? There is absolutely no benefit in doing this, unless you hate the man
— which you partially admit.

I don’t know who you are, but I dislike your dishonest cowardly attitude. The
same is true for that other “Barry” person who’s posting here.

Michael

21. April 17, 2005

‘This discussion is pathetic.’

Dear Mike,
There was no discussion to begin with, I just pointed out what Lubos reaction
was to a simple question : “What are you working in, I havent seen a paper of
yours in a year, is this your miraculous year?”. The last part was a joke I hoped
he would understand considering the amount of ‘jokes’ he produces per post.
Nobody reacts like that (shuting down anonymous comments) unless something
is going on, and as Quantoken pointed out, I wonder what that is. I dont really
care if Lubos gets tenure (although it would be very sad for him if not, which is
the most likely scenario btw) I dont like his attitude in general but he deserves
my respect as anybody else.
With respect to timing, the only time where a phyicisist stops production is 1) the
year he/she graduates and gets his/her first postdoc, 2) The year of two applying
for jobs and 3) the day he/she dies…and I am not sure about the later 

I agree we should stop discussing about Lubos, but the landscape is so boring
and hopeless that I cant find anything there to talk about 

best wishes,
N

22. Michael
April 17, 2005

Dear “Barry O’Genesis”,

if I had jealousy dripping from my nose, I’d hide behind a silly nickname, too.

Best wishes,
Michael

23. Barry O'Genesis
April 17, 2005

Don’t you worry, he’s going to do just fine.

No, he isn’t, not at this rate.
I fear that he may be a victim of the widespread superstition that one should only
publish if one has done something really important. In reality one should let
other people decide whether one’s ideas are any good.



24. Michael
April 16, 2005

This discussion is pathetic. It is evidence of the fact that few people here have
any experience in academia. When someone gets their first faculty job, they tend
to publish everything they got right before that, in order to get the job. Then,
starting with no work in progress, there are plenty of new responsibilities:
teaching, advising, faculty meetings etc. pp. This slows down any project one
might take on. In fact, it seems most young professors need at least a year to
“get back on track” with research.

You guys are just jealous big weenies, admit it! Don’t you worry, he’s going to do
just fine.

Michael

25. dyspeptic
April 16, 2005

Is this blog about theories that are not even wrong, or is it about Lubos Motl?

26. Quantoken
April 16, 2005

Some one said: “By the way, I asked Lubos why he didnt publish anything in a
year and what kind of projects he had in mind. He always talks about others
ideas, I gave him the chance to talk about his. After that, anonymous comments
are no longer allowed in his blog.”

I am also curious what happen to Lubos. It is nothing unusual that one has not
published anything in one year. The guy who proved the Fermat big theorem did
not publish in 9 years. And Peter doesn’t publish in years also. Frankly I think
scientists should spend more time doing REAL researches, and spend less time
publishing papers, if you can write just one paper that really means something
useful, in your lifetime, that’s pretty good. 99.9% of publications on arxiv are
rubbishes that only waste time of those people who read them.

But it is odd for some one like Lubos, who needs count of published papers to
help him get tenureship. And it’s especially odd that merely asking him about
this would make him turn off anonymous comments on his blog, some thing he
never did before. What’s going on?

Maybe he really is NOT that much of a diehard string theorist as he wants us to
believe. I feel his religious belief is probably shaking, evident from the fact that
he became increasingly skeptical to point of views of other string theory people.
I guess he is beginning to realize something is wrong.

He is a smart guy and certainly has an independent mind, evident from the fact
that he is able to question and challenge the global warming theory, an
establishment crackpot theory that’s endorsed by 99% of experts in that field. If
he can see something wrong in global warming, he surely is able to see



something wrong with his own establishment camp.

He reminds me of Anakin Skywalker, a young and fearless jedi who has fatal
weaknesses, and who was turned towards the dark side but ultimately his sould
is salvageable.

Quantoken

27. Thomas Larsson
April 15, 2005

As a much more appropriate analogy than Hamilton-Jacobi theory, let us compare
string theory with aether theory. 110 years ago, aether theory had accomplished
great things, such as the unification of electromagnetism with acustics and the
confirmed prediction of electromagnetic waves. Moreover, all good mathematics,
at least PDEs, is really aether mathematics. It is true that aether theory has
problems to explain the Michelson-Morley experiment, but the vanishing aether
wind is just one number. In view of the other great successes of aether theory,
should we really worry about just this one number, when aether theory does so
much else? Why not just leave this one number for future generations who will
know more?

One reason to worry about the vanishing aether wind is that it is incompatible
with the basic postulates of aether theory: the logic goes
no aether wind => no aether => no aether theory.
The positive cosmological constant has a similar effect. We have all heard Lubos
lecture about the S-matrix being the only observable in string theory. Well, if the
cosmological constant is positive, the universe looks like de Sitter space, and
there cannot be any S-matrix in de Sitter space. So here the logic goes
positive CC => no S-matrix => no string theory.
The same argument applies of course if you replace S-matrix by boundary CFT.
No wonder that people do higher acrobatics to avoid this simple conclusion.

To see the problems, look e.g. at Jacques Distler’s Supercritical post:

Two types of backgrounds have been proposed:
1. A flat background, with a linearly varying dilaton (varying along a timelike
direction).
2. An AdS background.

To me, it sounds like he is really saying:

Two types of values for the cosmological constant have been proposed:
1. Zero.
2. Negative.

Anyone who has not been asleep for that past six years would realize that (2.13
+- 0.1) 10^-3 eV is neither zero nor negative by some 20 sigma.

Or look at Lubos’ post Behind the horizon. The idea here is that because the

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000551.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000551.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/04/behind-horizon.html#comments
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/04/behind-horizon.html#comments


cosmological constant is found to be positive in our universe, we posit by royal
fiat that it is negative in an unobservable multiverse in which our universe is
merely a bubble, and that everything worth knowning in fact lives on the
boundary of this multiverse. Note that physics does not take place neither in our
universe nor at the boundary of our universe, but rather at the boundary of the
unobserved and unobservable multiverse. For some reason this appears to
involve anthropic reasoning as well.

This work is apparently due to Steve Shenker, whom I admire for FQS. However,
nowadays it is F rather than S who is doing the right thing by declaring defeat.

28. April 15, 2005

‘[Lubos] (has) made lots of really awesome blog posts. I’m sure the tenure
committe will take that into consideration.’

Good, we started with peer review in journals, then we moved to the arxiv and
lots of garbage per day, now do we also need to think on appearing in Lubos’
blog the get tenure?
I am not against blogs, I do read the posts, but come on where are we gonna
end! in friendster with a link to Ed?

By the way, I asked Lubos why he didnt publish anything in a year and what kind
of projects he had in mind. He always talks about others ideas, I gave him the
chance to talk about his. After that, anonymous comments are no longer allowed
in his blog.

Genius…they dont understand us right Lubos? 

best,
N

29. Quantoken
April 15, 2005

I agree there is absolutely NOT an analogy between the Hamilton dynamics and
string theory. The Hamiltonian description of dynamics and the Newtonian
description are completely identical in physics and completely equivalent in
mathematics. They describe the same physics, but merely use different
mathematical language. Hamilton dynamics is certainly useful even if it predicts
nothing more than what Newtonian dynamics already predict, because the
particular mathematics form may help our understanding. It’s like “5-3=2” and
“2+3=5”. It’s different ways of decribing the same thing, but to a kid he may find
it easier to understand addition than subtraction.

And it is ridiculous to suggest that without Hamilton form of dynamics, there
would be no quantum mechanics. It’s a pure random happenedness of human
evolution that we come across particular specific mathematical forms to describe
nature. Mathematically there can be an infinite number of different but all
equivalent ways of describe the same thing in nature. The Schrodinger Picture
was invented because we have Hamiltonian dynamics. But we also have the



Heisenberg Picture. And even we have not invented Schrodinger or Heisenberg
picture, we would have invented some other pictures, use some other
mathematics tools, to describe exactly the same thing in nature. As long as
quantum effects are discovered experimentally, theory will be developed using
whatever mathematics tool is available to describe them.

But super string theory is totally different. It does NOT describe the same world
that existing theories are describing. Our world is 3+1 dimention and SS
describes a 10 dimentional world. Any competent mathematician will have no
problem deriving Newtonian dynamics from Hamiltonian one, or vise versa, but
SS theory so far fails to figure out a way to “compactify 6 extra-dimentions” and
derive our 4-D world.

There is also no experimental observation that leads to a postulation that leads
to SS theory, the way equivalence principle leads to GR. Certainly there is also
no theoretical calculation of SS that relates to anything to experimental
observation.

So, so far, SS has nothing to do with physics, but is merely a pretty good mind
buggling mind exercise, that we see has the good potential of driving a few
good mathematicians crazy or go nuts. Same thing as the 3-torus world exam
problem Sean Carroll gave to his students. He gave me zero point because I
pointed out to him that it’s merely good mind exercise but does not have
anything to do with physics or GR, since 3-torus world does not describe our own
universe.

Quantoken

30. D R Lunsford
April 15, 2005

String theory is being set up as a fundamental theory of nature, that matter
“really is” made from umpteen-dimensional hair scrunchies. It should be obvious
that there is no analogy. There *is* a direct analogy with Ptolemaic epicycles, or
the elastic ether, or even say the Bohr-Sommerfeld atom (this gives too much
credit to ST). It’s easy to make outlandish models and push them to infinity. It’s
hard to have insights that lead to real physical progress.

-drl

31. Fyodor
April 15, 2005

Hamilton’s reformulation of dynamics was not set up as a fundamental theory of
nature.

Exactly — and yet it eventually led to great new discoveries. If the mentality at
that time were similar to today’s, somebody would immediately have suggested,
“hey, let’s complexify the Hamilton-Jacobi function and see where that goes!”
And then I can easily imagine Maxwell coming up with the Schrodinger equation.
And I can also imagine somebody in 1870 saying, “What a load of rubbish! You’d



need an accelerator at least three feet long to check that!” But if they had
pushed ahead, who knows, we might have had the Oprah show beamed into
every home in 1914, and ghetto blasters in 1921. The possibilities are endless.

And it fact it does have observational consequences – geometric optics would
have been impossible to discover from F=ma.

I hope you don’t mean to say that Hamilton’s work is only interesting from that
point of view.

Look, jokes aside, all I am saying is that it took close to a century to get from
Hamilton to Schrodinger. I don’t see why string theory has to publish or perish
so fast, particularly when there are no serious alternatives. If string theorists just
come up with a new angle on general relativity from a quantum point of view,
well, Hamilton did no more for Newton. And anyone who proposes to put a stop
to string research had better have a damn good alternative on offer. Finally, the
best way to prove that the landscape is crap is to work on it.

32. D R Lunsford
April 14, 2005

Well F, this is a non-point – sophistry. Hamilton’s reformulation of dynamics was
not set up as a fundamental theory of nature. And it fact it does have
observational consequences – geometric optics would have been impossible to
discover from F=ma. So what you’ve inadvertently done is to illustrate how real
physics works with both reality and mathematical models.

-drl

33. Arun
April 14, 2005

Fyodor neglects the fact that String Theory does not have in its predictions any
of the physics that we already know.

34. Fyodor
April 14, 2005

THE SCENE: Dublin, 1834
DRAMATIS PERSONAE : William Rowan Hamilton, natural philosopher, and
Padraig Woight, a Peasant.

SIR WILLIAM: Behold, I have created a new form of dynamics, whereby all the
motions of the cosmos are subsumed into one single function, determined by the
following extremely simple relations…..

PADRAIG WOIGHT: Yirrah, BUT WHAT DOES IT PREDICT THAT GOOD OLD
ISAAC DIDN’T KNOW ALREADY?????

SIR WILLIAM: Have patience, my boy. Meanwhile, let me borrow yonder trowel
so I can carve this onto ye bridge here……



PADRAIG WOIGHT: Arrah, BUT IF IT DOESN’T PREDICT ANYTHING THEN IT
ISN’T SCIENCE YOU KNOW!!!

SIR WILLIAM: Tell that to Lagrange……

35. April 14, 2005

It’s too serious to be funny. But most of “scientific” publications nowdays are not
much better than computer generated random gibberish. – Quantoken

Take a look at http://www.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de/~bohmmech/BohmHome
/sokalhoax.html

http://members.lycos.co.uk/nigelbryancook/

36. Alejandro
April 14, 2005

“Let’s see if I’ve got this right: they’re looking for SM properties amongst the
vacua, like a three-leafed clover, and completely ignoring the wonderful work of
Connes, Marcolli, Kreimer et al on the SM?”

It is because this work does not allow enough lateral publications. Even the
experts on the field take a long time between paper and paper, and most of them
include a review of the previous work.

I lived both the presentations of S T dualities by Witten (at Paris IAMP) and
Renormalisation Trees by Connes (at Vietri), and the reception was clearly
different. The excitation in Witten was not about the theoretical exposition, but
about how many papers could be generated along his lines.

By the way, the Connes-Marcolli-Kreimer (and Moscovici, and Brouder) line is
about renormalization theory in a general way, not only standard model. The line
about the standard model is the one starting from Connes-Lott (and Coquereaux
et al.) and taking seriously Weyl fermions as carriers of geometrical meaning.
Both lines could be married in a unforeseen future.

37. Quantoken
April 14, 2005

Who said: “Did you notice that Lubos has not published a paper in 1 year!”

No paper? No problem! You can easily generate one paper with just a few mouse
clicks, and it even gets accepted to a conference. No kidding:

http://www.pdos.lcs.mit.edu/scigen/

It’s too serious to be funny. But most of “scientific” publications nowdays are not
much better than computer generated random gibberish.

Quantoken
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38. Quantum_Ranger
April 14, 2005

When is a Vacuum a State?..according to Brian Greene:When it can be described
by a Non-Vacuum ‘Dual’ Solution.

What string theorists seem to be creating, is Two-Half holes out of one hole. You
can Take a single brick from a completed or un-completed wall, thing is if one
removes the brick prior to completion , you can classify the wall as being
incomplete. Likewise if one removes the brick after completion one can never
classify it as being complete!

If one imagines that the FIRST-FOUNDATION brick replaces a Vacuum/hole, the
very last brick laid must not be constructed out of material/vacuum identical to
the very first brick, it must be comparable to the W-HOLE wall.

So one arrives at:When is a brick a brick, and a hole a hole!

39. April 13, 2005

“Did you notice that Lubos has not published a paper in 1 year!”

But he’s made lots of really awesome blog posts. I’m sure the tenure committe
will take that into consideration.

40. April 13, 2005

Somewhere—I think in Disturbing the Universe—Freeman Dyson described
Einstein as the savior of physics in the early years of the 20th century.
Hyperbolic as this characterization may have been, I find myself thinking that we
truly need another such person now—a synthetic intellect who can arrive at a
radically simple, unifying perspective on all this, and has the technical chops and
rhetorical gifts to make people pay attention and think hard about it. Sounds
silly, I know.

For the time being sheer technical chops has outrun genuine* insight. We have
lots of interesting ideas that lend themselves to mathematical development, but
don’t seem to get at the heart of the matter. Instead we hope that by exploring
the mathematical landscape we’ll stumble on something that somehow just
works.

—-
(* I mean something distinct from, albeit akin to, mathematical insight
—something like a new and fruitful metaphysical vision. I don’t think physical
insight, as most people now understand it, is up to the task.)

[“…one should always know what the result of a calculation should look like
before attempting it…”]

41. April 13, 2005

Hey Peter, I am sure you have probably realized by now but I’d like to point it out



anyway. Did you notice that Lubos has not published a paper in 1 year! One day
like today but of 2004….
Either this is his miraculous year or really the string comunity does not have
anything promesing to do 
I know this is unrelated to the landscape, or perhaps not….
Anyway, I like Ed’s attitude, he got his fields medal, let’s keep doing math 

best regards,
N

42. D R Lunsford
April 13, 2005

JC – two words:

“Best Buy”

-drl

43. JC
April 13, 2005

Any guesses as the what the anthropic string folks will be doing if the entire
landscape thing ends up as a total failure, and they actually give up?

44. Quantoken
April 13, 2005

Peter said:

“It’s discouraging that I don’t see any way of having a rational discussion with
the people doing this. They are motivated by a hope that somehow, some way,
they will find amidst this complicated mess the Standard Model, in some context
that allows them to predict something else.”

Why, peter? This is their jobs, remember? What can they do if they do not do
research on super string theory? Where do they get funding if they work on
SOMETHING ELSE?

And don’t worry about they getting tired or bored of trying, as long as there
continue to be funding for such research. You eat three meals a day and always
seem to be eating the same food, do you ever get tired eating? No, you could
never be tired of food. So scientists also will never be tired of trying certain
ideas, as long as that particular idea continue to bring them funding and
something to eat.

Quantoken

45. April 13, 2005

Let’s see if I’ve got this right: they’re looking for SM properties amongst the
vacua, like a three-leafed clover, and completely ignoring the wonderful work of



Connes, Marcolli, Kreimer et al on the SM?

46. April 13, 2005

Simple, the Intelligent Designer chose this particular vacuum, because he liked
it.

47. April 13, 2005

But even if they do find a vacuum which gives rise to the Standard Model — and
given the astronomical number of vacua, it may even be likely — don’t they still
have to explain why that particular vacuum was chosen?



Conferences Not To Go To

April 18, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

This week in Santa Fe there’s the International Conference on Science and
Consciousness, where Michio Kaku will be giving a keynote address. He’ll explain
how “Many physicists today believe in the multiverse, i.e. Genesis is constantly taking
place in a timeless ocean of Nirvana, creating Big Bangs even as you read this
sentence” and will tell about experiments to confirm the multiverse theory. He’s also
running a workshop at the conference on “Visualizing Higher Dimensions” in which
you can learn about how to capture different planes of existence (connected by
wormholes) in simple pictures. His fellow speakers include Gary Schwartz, Ph.D. who
will explain how new experiments involving deceased parapsychologists and Princess
Diana provide evidence for life after death, Steven Greer, M.D. who “has taken teams
around the world to make contact with Extraterrestrial Lifeforms”, and a host of
others. Kaku is also interviewed in this week’s New Scientist, where he explains that
the Standard Model is “supremely ugly” and string theory is “gorgeous”.

This fall the Metanexus Institute, which is somehow part of the Templeton Foundation
will be organizing a symposium honoring Charles Townes called Amazing Light:
Visions for Discovery at which the Templeton Foundation will be announcing a “multi-
million dollar, multi-year effort to catalyze research and dialogue at the boundaries of
physics and cosmology” called Foundational Questions in Physics and Cosmology. Not
clear exactly what this will be funding, but if you check the Templeton website you’ll
find that “we do not support what might be called standard or mainstream science
research”, so at least it won’t be any of that. In case you’re having trouble keeping
them straight, this is real, this is a joke.

If you’re wondering how Templeton has convinced 18 Nobel Prize winners to attend,
Sean Carroll has a very interesting posting explaining how he decided to pass up the
\$8000 + expenses he could have made by speaking at this conference. Also if you’re
wondering why Templeton gave Townes a \$1.4 million prize this year, you can read
his remarks upon accepting it, where he explains that “Increasingly, science is
showing how special our universe and we are, which has raised questions about
whether it was indeed planned or influenced.”

In other news, Susskind seems to have ruined his chances at the \$1.4 million today.
In his talk at Brown, according to Daniel Doro Ferrante he “repudiated any
connections with Intelligent Design”.

Comments

1. Juan R.
April 29, 2005

Two comments,
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I would say canonical gravitodynamics for no confusion with canonical quantum
gravity that is other thing.

The concept of curvature is ambiguous in application of GR. Please remember
that newtonian gravity is a consistent theory of gravity working on flat space.

Remember also standard conformal transformations on cosmology. Perhaps the
concept of curvature of GR is just a calculation procedure valid in some
situations, somewhat like one can obtain a flat Mk -type metric for the universe
from conformal transformations. This last discussion is still speculative. I
continue to research.

2. Juan R.
April 29, 2005

Thanks drl

Of course, perhaps I am wrong, but it is highly improbable. Only a “cosmic
fluctuation” could do that I obtain the correct values for those relativistic values
more the correct Newtonian limit from canonical gravity.

You would be highly skeptical of my work, i understand that, but please be also
of standard well-accepted theories.

For example, recently it has been demonstrated (Phys Rev E) that usual LW
potentials of electrodynamics does not verify Maxwell equations and therefore all
computation based in LW are Maxwell violating ones!

Curiosly canonical electrodynamics predicts that failure. Another coincidence?

A crucial question for you.

Who said that there is no tensors on canonical gravity?

However, “complete” tensor calculus is not necesary for both light deflection and
perihelion.

In fact, the derived standard GR formulas for computing light deflection and
perihelion anomaly are non tensorial, are scalars ones based in scalar
magnitudes like M, R, e, G, and p.

3. D R Lunsford
April 28, 2005

The value of the light deflection and the sign and value of the perihelion
precession force one to make a tensor theory, and curvature is inevitable. There
is no way out of this.

-drl

4. Juan R.
April 28, 2005



If this is of interest here, I have finisihed my research on GR.

Effectively, I can derive well-know experimental phenomena from a new theory of
gravitation on flat space.

Next, some of experimental data explained from canonical gravity:

– Mercury anomalous perihelion.
– Light deflection.
– Radar time delay
– Redshifts

Moreover, the theory corrects the conceptual and thecnical problems of Einstein
GR and can be quantized!!

More details will be shown on the non-technical paper (on strings) quoted below.
Technical details will be shown in papers.

Thanks

5. Juan R.
April 25, 2005

Tom

Thanks by your reply but I thik that are misunderstanding the point.

My criticism is not conceptual, string theory formulas do not work. That will be
shown in papers.

I am not talking about toy models (e.g. cosmological 4D branes, idealized models
for blackc holes, etc.) I am saiyng that complete string theory framework is
wrong.

I am not talking about fine-tunning of a almost good theory I am talking about a
bad TOE. string theory is a waste of time. They will not work. It is not a problem
for adjust one or two parameters or add a new correction to usual equations. All
the framework is outdated!

Moreover, when string theorists talked about Calaby-Yau they really thought that
was the geometry of universe. When Scwartz talks about unitary he is not talking
about a toy model. He is talking about string theory.

“1) no-one has written down a Lagrangian for M-theory”

Of course, it does not exist. Even I doubt that exists a hamiltonian for M-theory!

“2) compactification has to be done by hand
But they believe that the flaws/holes can be fixed.”

If compactification is done by hand then the derivation of GR from string theory
is just the modification of string theory for adequately it for obtaining the correct



reply (known before string theory): GR. This is not a derivation for a theoretical
scientist I am.

“This just shows that only referring to popular scientific books is not good
enough.”

The ideas below my paper is not referring to popular literature are refering to
string literature.

“Yes, I still say that no string theorist says that they have the right theory.”

I’m sorry to say this but your statement is not honest and contrasts with own
Greene statement opening my “paper”: “String theory continues to show ever
increasing signs of being the correct approach to understanding nature at its
most fundamental level.”

I show that string theory is not fundamental.

Yes it’s like a photographer. One taking pictures of a dog and attemp to convince
you that it is a car!! 

It is not true that basic concepts like extended objects and extra dimensions
remain in all string literature. It is not fine-tuning of almost good theory, it is a
disaster.

In fact, some people claim that correct theory may based in poitlike particles
(graviton, string are derived like aproximated concepts). Others claim that there
is no extradimensions, and we are mising 4D versions of string theory!!

“Again, misinterpretation. GR will still be a very very good model of gravity and
very helpful in studying large scale behaviour of the universe. Even if there are
some new experiments contradicting GR, they would be very small correction to
GR. And actually everyone believes that GR will break down at small scales.”

No!! you are completely wrong!

I am not talking about Planck scale modification of GR or similar. I am talking
about the complete failure of GR like a theory of gravitation even in solar or
cosmological scales. I am not talking about fine tuning of GR (that is an action
with GR more corrections terms). I am talking about the failure of the concept of
GR. E.g. the idea of that gravitation is not delayed, the idea of there is not
gravitational fields, the idea of that curvature is not gravitation, the idea of
Lorentz forces do not exist, etc.

Almost all of this has been proved and now I am working in experimental tests.
This is fascinating!!

6. Juan R.
April 25, 2005

Target does not work!



Renormalisation, and the log jam in modern quantum field theory

Canonical science project

7. Juan R.
April 25, 2005

Chris thanks by your comment on code. I used style code for the post but forgot
to use it for the link itself.

I?m sorry.

?TOM?, this demonstrates that I am not so intelligent as you believed 

Suggestion: to use the attribute target=_blank, in the link for opening a new
browser window. I do not check it still in this blog but I am checking now.

Renormalisation, and the log jam in modern quantum field theory

Canonical science project

An error (another? This guy…). The lower limit recently estimated for the speed
of gravitational interactions is not I wrote. It is of the order 10^10 c. Since Brian
Greene, as the rest of CST (crackpot-string-theorists), says us in his ?Elegant?
that gravitational interactions between Sun and Earth travel at c I wonder how
anyone with so incorrect understanding of physical reality can be so arrogant.

8. April 22, 2005

What consciousness conference would be complete without… JackTheQuack

9. Quantoken
April 22, 2005

Some said: “Gavin Esler talks to Michio Kaku, one of the world’s leading experts
in theoretical physics, about the prospect that the world will end in a ‘Big
Freeze’ and the possibility of organizing an ‘exit strategy’ from planet earth.”

Wow, I never thought about that:-) So what are their proposed salvation plan for
the earth?

Maybe they should attach the ends of some strings to galaxies to prevent them
from flying away. No, not the 25 pounds cheap fishing strings bought from Wal-
Mart. That breaks too easily.

What we need to tire galaxies together is the SUPER STRING, something that is
safe, permanently safe, so it could never fail and never break. How could it
ever break if there are 10^500 of them? 

Super String Saves the World. WOW! They probably should put that in their
research funding proposals 

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/renorm.html
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/renorm.html
http://www.canonical.chemicalforums.com/
http://www.canonical.chemicalforums.com/


Quantoken

10. Tom
April 22, 2005

Dear Juan,

>>> “it just shows a complete misunderstanding of what is really going on.” It is
easy talk, please (if you desire) demonstrate your words quoting real papers.

I dont need to quote papers. I only need to put forward arguments.

As I said you often make factually correct statements, but your interpretation of
them in relation to every thing else is not correct. You constantly make subtle to
moderate misinterpretations, which then lead to a complete misunderstanding of
the area. AGAIN, you need to do physics formula by formula for a few years, just
looking at the conceptual arguments is not enough. Remember the pope! 

For example, in your non-technical paper, you say that there are too many
models etc. Yes, but they are just toy models, and not realistic models. As I said
“string theory” is more of a research program, where often theorists are creating
simpler versions of the realistic model they really like to solve and play around
with it. You often misinterpret them as the real models.

> I do not find “String theory is full of flaws” on my copies of CERN seminars,
talks, papers, magazine reports (e.g. above quoted by Peter) or books (e.g. The
elegant Universe)

Every “string theorist” would agree e.g. that
1) no-one has written down a Lagrangian for M-theory
2) compactification has to be done by hand
But they believe that the flaws/holes can be fixed.

And, for that matter, I had lunch with Brian Greene (Elegant Universe) in Erice
five years ago and I proofread the German version of his book for him. He readily
admitted that there are several open issues but that they could be fixed… And so
did Michael Green and Mike Duff.

This just shows that only referring to popular scientific books is not good
enough.

> If you state that no string theorist would claim to have the right theory is that
you have not read string literature.

Yes, I still say that no string theorist says that they have the right theory. But
they claim that they can make the string idea into a workable theory for
unification.

>>> But even your words sound like “don’t worry if 90% of string garbage is
wrong because you can call string theory to everything you do.” Also canonical
science? Everything will be called string theory?



No, it’s like a photographer. You take hundreds of pictures and take the one that
fits. Same here, theorists are playing around to find the right models. But a
subset (the string theorists) is led by concepts like extended objects and extra
dimensions.

>>>Of course, there is NO unification even if GR in its actual status were
correct. Recent experiments (by real people working in real 4D word and
publishing in real journals not in ArXiv) suggest that gravitation velocity is
bounded by 10^8 c invalidating “archaic” Einstein’s thinking.

Again, misinterpretation. GR will still be a very very good model of gravity and
very helpful in studying large scale behaviour of the universe. Even if there are
some new experiments contradicting GR, they would be very small correction to
GR. And actually everyone believes that GR will break down at small scales.

Tom

11. April 22, 2005

Michio Kaku today on BBC World:

19:30 HARDtalk Extra (r)
Michio Kaku
Gavin Esler talks to Michio Kaku, one of the world’s leading experts in
theoretical physics, about the prospect that the world will end in a ‘Big Freeze’
and the possibility of organizing an ‘exit strategy’ from planet earth.

12. Juan R.
April 22, 2005

To all “blogers”

Do you see some strong failure on my ideas? Of course, I am sure of that will do
errors, but it is difficult for a scientist see his/her own errors. Help?

To “”

“Hmm in page 12 a strange kink to chemistry is done. Alchemy somewhere
around?”

Please define Alchemy.

My appeal to chemistry on page 12 means that if S. Weinberg has no idea of the
implication of his own field of QWD for chemistry, how can he have idea of other
fields of science that he newer studied? The problem with Weinberg is double:

– 1) He needs demonstrate that exists the TOE and we are close to it. Therefore
he needs say that all of chemistry is already known.

– 2) He talk in popular media. I have no problem if Weinberg says barbage on
Phys. Rew or in his own specialized manual on QFT because readers are scientist
and can verify he says. THE PROBLEM is that Weimberg says garbage on



popular media. So many policy makers retire funding to chemistry because
Weinberg says thah all is already known? So many young students are leaving
the field for more glamorous fields like string theory thanks to him?

Of course Weimberg idea of all of chemistry is studied with electrostatic
interactions more QM is a complete garbage. Theoretical chemists say that in
their papers and reviews but no in popular media.

Dear “TOM”

I am perplexed by your “high-quality” reply.

“I doubt anyone will endorse your “paper”.”

First, it is not a paper, it is a nontechnical work. In fact I submited it to pop-phys
category  Don’t worry if it is not endorsed. He is just a popular magazine work.

Tecnical work cannot be contained on a single paper and will be published
elsewhere. Around 20-30 papers * 25 pages per one = —-. I leave you this
difficult computation. Note: can use renormalization tricks.

“it just shows a complete misunderstanding of what is really going on.”

It is easy talk, please (if you desire) demonstrate your words quoting real papers.

You say: “String theory is not yet a scientific theory as such (and as a
consequence full of flaws) but a research program led by ideas like extended
objects like strings instead of particles, or extra dimensions, etc.”

I do not find “String theory is full of flaws” on my copies of CERN seminars,
talks, papers, magazine reports (e.g. above quoted by Peter) or books (e.g. The
elegant Universe)

But even your words sound like “don’t worry if 90% of string garbage is wrong
because you can call string theory to everything you do.” Also canonical science?
Everything will be called string theory?

The idea of extradimensions is wrong because it arises directly from consistency
(taquions, etc.) of basic string equation. Since basic string equation is wrong,
(even is wrong the idea of a classical manifold R4, Calabi-Yau, G2, etc.) the
extradimensions are not here!!

The idea of extended object is good but “like string” is also wrong. In fact, it is
wrong the idea of branes including a theory of pointlike particles on 11D like
Banks suggests.

I think (sincerely) either you have a distorted idea of real status of string theory
or you are doing joke.

If you state that no string theorist would claim to have the right theory is that
you have not read string literature.



As said, the idea of that “string theory” is the way forward to unifying QFT and
gravity may be a joke. A joke during more than 30 years!!

Of course, there is NO unification even if GR in its actual status were correct.
Recent experiments (by real people working in real 4D word and publishing in
real journals not in ArXiv) suggest that gravitation velocity is bounded by 10^8 c
invalidating “archaic” Einstein’s thinking.

I continue working durely in this fascinating topic. Yesterday, I discovered that
one well-known equation used by experimentalists for extragalactic dynamics
(they do NOT use standard GR because don’t work) can be derived like a special
case of the canonical gravitation. Whow!!

I don’t think that I have quantized gravitation satisfactory, but the distance
between real equations I derive, which are used in real experiments, and the
garbage, conjetures, bad mathematics, etc. used by “string theorists” and
without link with nothing (even there is no real link with GR) looks your appeal
to Pope and sex.

I agree with your three last points.

13. April 22, 2005

Kaku waxes poetic because he is following his passion and he lives for the
glimpses of beauty that his researches allow him to behold.

You mean he’s gay, too… ?

14. Alejandro
April 22, 2005

The paragraph below defies my understanding of English. It seems than on one
side it is critiquing people who effortlessly uses others’ work, but on other side it
is welcoming the possibility of effortlessly using other’s work, from Aliens or
even from G-d Himself. Is it?

Funny that the same people that put down the efforts of others without
themselves producing any significant work, are also the people so afraid of any
challenges to their little materialist bubble that all they can do is sneer and scoff
when mention is made of things like aliens, homeopathy, prayer, consciousness,
etc.

15. D R Lunsford
April 22, 2005

How’s the dihydrogen oxide escribio:

Kaku waxes poetic because he is following his passion and he lives for the
glimpses of beauty that his researches allow him to behold.

It’s not “poetic”, it’s self-indulgent crap designed to pump up his own inflated



ego – he’s in denial because he doesn’t get it. Dirac is poetic.

On this blog, instead, the talk is all about putting others down, denigrating ideas
that are daring and challenging, being petty. Little minds that dont seem to be
finding much beauty or inspiration splurting sour grape juice at those who are.

We’re venting, because we’re pissed off to see the thing we love debased by
these charlatans.

You dont like string theory? You think it sucks? Well, lets see your theory that
does better.

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en

You think Steven Greer is a loony? Maybe he is, but have you seen the Disclosure
Project material, testimony by dozens of retired military and intelligence officers,
FAA officials, and military and civilian aviation experts and pilots, all willing to
take an oath before congressional hearings as to their knowledge of the
extraterrestrial presence and our government’s cover-up of their involvement in
it? Have you heard of or read the COMETA report put out in France in 1999 by a
panel of high ranking military and scientists concerning UFOs and the
implications of a possible extraterrestrial presence?

Speaks for itself.

Funny that the same people that put down the efforts of others without
themselves producing any significant work, are also the people so afraid of any
challenges to their little materialist bubble that all they can do is sneer and scoff
when mention is made of things like aliens, homeopathy, prayer, consciousness,
etc.

Palliatives for the frightened mole.

Yes, there is more in heaven and earth than is dreamt of in any of our
philosophies. I suppose the great divide is between those who recognize this and
are actually excited by it, and those who react to this idea with fear.

The alien-mongers and water-talkers are the ones who are afraid.

I for one find the possible confluence of this new “Landscape” thingy, many
worlds quantum interpretations, and the age old recognition of the existence of
other dimensions and other consciousnesses found in many indigenous religions
and philosophies, very exciting.

What’s the moment of inertia of thin disc about its symmetry axis? I thought so.

I’d like to read more here about what others find exciting, not just what they
think sucks and are afraid of because it threatens their world-view.

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en


I’d like to see my science get back its self-respect, and for the sensationalist
carnival barkers to STFU.

-drl

16. Como el Agua
April 22, 2005

Reading the essay by Michio Kaku that is linked to from this latest blog entry, I
was struck by the contrast between his writing and the kind of writing found
here.

Kaku waxes poetic because he is following his passion and he lives for the
glimpses of beauty that his researches allow him to behold.

On this blog, instead, the talk is all about putting others down, denigrating ideas
that are daring and challenging, being petty. Little minds that dont seem to be
finding much beauty or inspiration splurting sour grape juice at those who are.

You dont like string theory? You think it sucks? Well, lets see your theory that
does better.

You think Steven Greer is a loony? Maybe he is, but have you seen the Disclosure
Project material, testimony by dozens of retired military and intelligence officers,
FAA officials, and military and civilian aviation experts and pilots, all willing to
take an oath before congressional hearings as to their knowledge of the
extraterrestrial presence and our government’s cover-up of their involvement in
it? Have you heard of or read the COMETA report put out in France in 1999 by a
panel of high ranking military and scientists concerning UFOs and the
implications of a possible extraterrestrial presence?

Funny that the same people that put down the efforts of others without
themselves producing any significant work, are also the people so afraid of any
challenges to their little materialist bubble that all they can do is sneer and scoff
when mention is made of things like aliens, homeopathy, prayer, consciousness,
etc.

Yes, there is more in heaven and earth than is dreamt of in any of our
philosophies. I suppose the great divide is between those who recognize this and
are actually excited by it, and those who react to this idea with fear.

I for one find the possible confluence of this new “Landscape” thingy, many
worlds quantum interpretations, and the age old recognition of the existence of
other dimensions and other consciousnesses found in many indigenous religions
and philosophies, very exciting.

I’d like to read more here about what others find exciting, not just what they
think sucks and are afraid of because it threatens their world-view.

17. L.E.J. Brouwer
April 21, 2005



I must say I was pleasantly surprised with the delightful topics being presented
at this conference until I stumbled across the photographs displaying the
dreadful physical condition of the contributers.

I have now surmised that they are all meat eating algebraists of the worst
degree, unworthy, of further consideration.

Tow,

L.E.J.

18. Torbjorn Larsson
April 21, 2005

Tom:
Your clarification is clear. However, I think responsiveness is redundant in your
list.

“You think that my examples are useless, because you think that consciousness is
only awareness and self-identity, which indeed can be at least in theory
programmed.”

No. As you, I don’t have a ready definition. The definition I used was how I
understood yours. I think your examples are useless since you ask what
functions, including consciousness, will be observed by replacing with a
functionally identical part.

About consciousness in non-humans: Imagine a biological, mechanical or
whatever species visiting. It would be rude and conflict creating to suggest to
them that we had a monopoly on consciousness.

If they act and describe themselves as conscious, we must accept that.
Regardless of details like that they don’t see colors, dream, hurt or such minor
differences. It is a different consciousness, but it is consciousness.

If any couple of computers that we make start to act like this, they will be
conscious by definition.

19. Chris Oakley
April 21, 2005

Dear Anonymous,

As it happens, for me, writing software for investment banks comes a poor
second as a career choice to doing quantum field theory research, but I had no
choice other than to leave. No-one in authority seemed to like being reminded of
the fact that their subject had roots about as substantial as Birnham Wood. I got
tired of arguing, and they got tired of listening to me. Nothing much has
changed in the subject in twenty years except that the fad that I thought would
lead nowhere (String theory) actually has led nowhere. It seems that it is alright
to be wrong, provided that you are part of a large team that is wrong. I could



ignore it, but I choose not to as, like Peter, I actually care about the subject and
find it offensive that custodians of such a valuable and important part of human
knowledge should discard the principles of scientific investigation so lightly.

20. D R Lunsford
April 21, 2005

Chris O – ROFL!

“The Message from Water” – So does the hydrogen speak 66% of the time, or the
oxygen 89%? And is heavy water more boring?

That reminded me of a New Yorker cartoon. Two toga-clad academics are
standing at the blackboard, on which is written “AIR EARTH FIRE WATER”. One
of them gesticulates at the four words and states excitedly – “What do you MEAN
it’s a good start? That’s all there is!”

-drl

21. April 21, 2005

Chris Oakley-

I notice from your site that you basically work helping rich people get richer and
further skew the distribution of wealth on the planet. Kudos on your fine
humanitarian work.

The majority of the people on the page you take such pains to point to
disparagingly are involved in exploring the frontiers of knowledge and helping
people heal and grow.

Funny that one such as you should so stridently make fun of ones such as them.
Perhaps deep down you realize how shallow your work is, and thus seeing those
folks pushes a few of your buttons?

22. Chris Oakley
April 21, 2005

OK – just so that you know, here’s how you put a link to a web page in the
comments section here:
<a href=”http://bizspirit.com/science/sspeakers.html”>Enter the wonderful
world of pseudo-scientific bullshit</a>

Which appears as

Enter the wonderful world of pseudo-scientific bullshit

which you can of course click on to take you there.

23. April 21, 2005

http://www.canonical.chemicalforums.com/stringcriticism.pdf

http://bizspirit.com/science/sspeakers.html
http://bizspirit.com/science/sspeakers.html
http://www.canonical.chemicalforums.com/stringcriticism.pdf
http://www.canonical.chemicalforums.com/stringcriticism.pdf


Hmm in page 12 a strange kink to chemistry is done. Alchemy somewhere
around?

24. Tom
April 21, 2005

To Pope Juan,

I doubt anyone will endorse your “paper”.

Your statements might sometimes in itself be factually correct, but it just shows a
complete misunderstanding of what is really going on. You are clearly intelligent,
but you remind me of the pope talking about sex. You wont get it until you go
through the motions i.e. spending several years doing physics formula by
formula.

String theory is not yet a scientific theory as such (and as a consequence full of
flaws) but a research program led by ideas like extended objects like strings
instead of particles, or extra dimensions, etc. I am not a “string theorist” myself,
but I would claim that no “string theorist” would claim to have the right theory,
but they all claim that that’s the way forward to unifying QFT and gravity.

The only thing I am a bit uncomfortable with is.
1) Too many permanent posts are being filled by “string theorists”.
2) Too many PhDs in string theory, provoking a drain brain, leaving them
unemployed (too few postdocs), and sometimes depriving bright people from a
satisfactory career in other areas.
3) Too much publicity, which then leads to complete misunderstanding by the
public on the subject.

Tom

25. Juan R.
April 21, 2005

For a point of view contrary to Kaku and why string theory is already outdated
see

http://www.canonical.chemicalforums.com/stringcriticism.pdf

This nontechnical article has been submited to ArXiv. I am waiting for
endorsement.

26. April 21, 2005

Unemployed Parapsychologist,

Blackmore’s book “Consciousness: Introduction” is a textbook discussing the
pro&cons of different views on many different aspects of consciousness, and not
a description of her own views.

But I do like the ideas of memes.

http://www.canonical.chemicalforums.com/stringcriticism.pdf
http://www.canonical.chemicalforums.com/stringcriticism.pdf


Tom

27. April 21, 2005

“… more adventurous minds.”

http://bizspirit.com/science/sspeakers.html

Inspirational note for David Duval. There is falling really hard and then there is…
KAKU

28. Unemployed Parapsychologist
April 21, 2005

Tom,

I think I can save everyone the bother of buying Ms. Blackmore’s book…she
states her position quite eloquently in her latest book on memes:

“The next chapter takes up the ancient questions as to what constitutes the self
and consciousness. After a brief review of some of the current theories on the
matter, Blackmore proposes her own idea: that consciousness or self is a
memeplex: an agglomeration of countless memes which survive best as a group.
If you call this a soul, you are being religious and that is bad. But call it selfplex,
and you are talking science. The selfplex is formed by the coming together of so
many memes which “form a self-organizing, self-protecting structure that
welcomes and protects other memes that are compatible with the group, and
repels memes that are not (p. 231).” We are not just a bunch of neurons, she
reminds us, we are “a pack of memes too (p.235).” ”

And check out the chapter entitled “An orgasm saved my life”. Very scientific
indeed.

http://www.metanexus.net/metanexus_online/show_article.asp?3056

Susan Blackmore ? Stopped lecturing and abandoned parapsychology altogether,
because she could no longer endure the near fanatic and rude behavior of both
believers and non-believers.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parapsychology

…headin down to the memeplex to buy a case of beer and a pack of memes

29. April 20, 2005

“Aperion” showed his ass by blithering:

“I don’t think I’ve ever seen a bigger collection of freaks, hucksters, lamiacs,
charlatans and deviants than the hit-parade of losers on tap at the Consciousness
Conference. Where are are the vitamin and juicer pitchmen and the no-money-
down people when you need them? At least they drive expensive cars and are
much better looking.”

http://bizspirit.com/science/sspeakers.html
http://bizspirit.com/science/sspeakers.html
http://www.metanexus.net/metanexus_online/show_article.asp?3056
http://www.metanexus.net/metanexus_online/show_article.asp?3056
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parapsychology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parapsychology


Another example of a post by someone who no doubt has contributed little or
nothing to humanity heaping invective upon more adventurous minds.

Please do us all a favor and immediately stop taking vitamins and vegetable
juices, so your self loathing will be inflicted upon us for a lesser amount of time.

thanks.

30. Apeiron
April 20, 2005

I don’t think I’ve ever seen a bigger collection of freaks, hucksters, lamiacs,
charlatans and deviants than the hit-parade of losers on tap at the Consciousness
Conference. Where are are the vitamin and juicer pitchmen and the no-money-
down people when you need them? At least they drive expensive cars and are
much better looking.

Is that an intemperate or insensitive comment?

Tough shit.

31. Chris Oakley
April 20, 2005

Most HEP theorists today will happily “bend over and spread their legs” for
whoever pays their bills.

I really doubt that that is true. No-one paying the bills would have agreed to
dozens of their hirelings going off on a crazy tangent for decades.

32. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 20, 2005

Most HEP theorists today will happiliy “bend over and spread their legs” for
whoever pays their bills.

So whoring at the Templeton Foundation comes as no surprise.

33. island
April 20, 2005

People put too much stock in what consciousness is about, since it essentially
just enables a level of comparitive uniqueness when it comes to our contribution
to the entropy of the universe.

Local increases in complexity and order necessarily equate to increases in the
potential for disorder in an expanding universe, and this effect gets compounded
as negative pressure increases to bring about emergent properties that enable
the system to pay back the ever incresing entropic debt.

Our unmatched ability to process information and isolate the release of enough
energy to directly affect the symmetry of our universe defines good physical



reason why the expanding universe would “need” us into existence via the
isolation of its forces, especially if the negative pressure component is
increasing.

I agree with disgusted, string theroy utter bullshit, but I also think that
everybody is so stuck on the either/or mentality of chaos vs. god that they can’t
see the REAL importance of the most predominant freaking physical need in our
universe.

The whole fanatical world is not even wrong…

34. April 20, 2005

To Torbjorn,

I dont claim to actually have a definition for consciousness, as I dont know what
it exactly is or whether it even is (like aether or elan vital).

I only want to clarify that by consciousness I dont mean responsiveness (i.e.
being not unconscious), awareness (i.e. being conscious of something) or self-
identity (i.e. knowing to be an entity). But rather what is left, what some call
first-person experience, qualia, sentience. Someone can still have a conscious
experience without being either responsive (lost all control of body), aware (of
outside events), or self-conscious (some states of meditation)?

You think that my examples are useless, because you think that consciousness is
only awareness and self-identity, which indeed can be at least in theory
programmed.

Of course, computer might behave like us but are they mimicking us functionally
or really experience like us i.e. “is there anyone home?”

All my examples are trivial if you believe that a standard computer can be
conscious by just running the right software. But here I would quote you by
saying “examples are useless since you can’t make them work.” Unless you
implement the computer like a brain maybe?? 

Tom

35. Thomas Larsson
April 20, 2005

I still think that it is instructive to compare string theory to aether theory,
because the parallels are so obvious. All the cool and smart people worked on
these theories for decades, arguably with one successful physical prediction
(electromagnetic waves/gravity), and they definitely led to some mathematical
progress. However, both theories were eventually slain because one necessary
thing was not observed (aether wind/low-energy supersymmetry), and one
impossible thing was indeed observed (photoelectric effect/positive cosmological
constant).



Does this mean that string theory is wrong? Perhaps it is aether theory that is
not even wrong; in a sense, it was resurrected in the form of cosmic microwave
background radiation.

36. big bang
April 20, 2005

completely disgusting.

37. April 19, 2005

Is a theory that cant be proved right automatically (even) wrong?
I mean, if there is not a single experiment which can totally disproof the theory
but nevertheless the theory predicts possible outcomes which might be realized
in nature, is that science?
I have myself an answer for that question, but I wonder, we might have reached
a point where perhaps many possible outcomes are allowed and we just happen
to live in one of them.
That’s not totally rubbish, and even though I dont like the uses of the anthropic
principle and the landscape I wonder myself whether or not a GUT (something
that I dislike too) could even make sense or not and what can we infer about the
universe in either case. I do believe that philosophy is important for science, and
asking deep questions have led us into new roads of understanding. I used to
have discussions with historians, if what they do could be called ‘Science’. If
doing forensic studies and retrodiction is equivalent to predicting things.
Certainly we can sort of disproof theories by an incorrect account of known
results, but can we affirm their theory is ‘correct’ if leads consistently to what
has been seen?
I myself spare my time between deep questions and hardcore science. I do
believe that a real scientist should ‘tink a little’ about foundational issues once in
while….after tenure preferably 

best regards,
N

38. Torbjorn Larsson
April 19, 2005

Tom, to clarify: _all_ your examples are useless.

They amount to ask: “If one changes a part to a functional equivalent, will one
see a functional difference?”

Computer conscioussness can however be given an operational definition, as
stated.

39. Torbjorn Larsson
April 19, 2005

Tom: Conscioussness is (still) badly defined in general, and by you in particular.
Your ‘mental world’ seems like awareness and selfidentity.



These things are observed in higher animals and humans. How do I know
another person is conscious? I know I am, I observe them to behave like that and
they describe themselves to be. One day computers will likely do the same to
each other; they are then equivalently conscious as we are.

The other examples are useless since you can’t make them work. They amount to
asking “If I replace the Sun with an identical sun without you noticing it, will you
notice it?”

40. Tom Weidig
April 19, 2005

To Travis,

I think consciousness is not as conceptually straightforward as you might think.
Awareness and Self-identify seems acceptable to be created by the neuronal
firing, but first-person experience (our mental world) seems very different.

Here are a few questions:

if you could duplicate the brain functionally on a computer, would the computer
be conscious (in the sense of having an “inner life” or first-person experience)?

what if I train all Chinese to simulate the brain functionally like the computer,
would there be a consciousness different to the billions of Chinese spread across
China?

Suppose I step-by-step replace your brain with chips simulating each a neuron,
will you loose your consciousness?

If I clone you physically identical, are there two yourselfs??

Buy the textbook, it’s worth reading. As I said before, I dont know what to think,
but it’s certainly more intriguing than you think it is.

Tom

41. Disgusted
April 19, 2005

I guess the string nuts must already be chomping at the bit:

“it is clear that consciousness is equivalent to the abstract patterns formed by
firing neurons and their dendrite connections in the brain”

to join the ranks of consciousness (whatever that is) “scientists” when their own
funding dries up.

Should be good for another 20 years of worthless speculation and philosophy
while avoiding real-world accountability.

42. Peter Woit



April 19, 2005

Hi Travis,

My comment about Susskind in this posting wasn’t a criticism at all. It sounds
like he was doing the right thing and disavowing any support for “Intelligent
Design”. When I said that by doing this he “ruined his chances at the $1.4
million”, that was meant as a compliment. I think his behavior in pushing the
landscape pseudo-science has been outrageous, but I never thought he was an
Intelligent Designer and never accused him of this (OK, on April Fool’s day, as a
joke, I kind of implied it…..)

You and lots of others keep talking about predictions of Arkani-Hamed and
Dimopoulos derived from the landscape and how they’ll be testable before long.
I’ve read their papers and see nothing there that looks like anything I would call
a “prediction”. I’ll ask you the same question that I keep asking everyone who
says this. Give me a prediction that they derive from the landscape (and a real
prediction, one that if it is wrong, the landscape scenario is wrong), and tell me
whether it is testable at LHC energies. If it isn’t what energy is required? If it is,
how much integrated luminosity will be required to falsify their prediction and
show that the landscape is wrong?

43. Travis Garrett
April 19, 2005

Speaking a staunch atheist, I think the comment on Lenny was a cheap shot.
There is an enormous difference between the landscape (it is certainly possible
that chaotic inflation produces many different stable string vacua – and hopefully
testable before too long along the lines of Savas & Nima…), and all of the
obviously false religious/supernatural non-explanations. Of course Lenny doesn’t
have any connection with ID just because he finds the landscape intriguing – so
do I – and it is disingenuous to imply otherwise.

Hi Tom – I also think that it is clear that consciousness is equivalent to the
abstract patterns formed by firing neurons and their dendrite connections in the
brain. And it works in the classical limit – each neuron adds up all the excitatory
and inhibitory impulses and if the sum crosses a threshold then it fires too and so
forth (and the Penrose stuff is crazy – the Chinese room and Godel arguments
against classical AI are obviously wrong, and the decoherence time is tiny). Of
course, more precise detail would be great (so that, say, you could study the
topology of the connected graph that gives rise to the sensation of red and so
on). In the end, consciousness will be nothing more than a (very interesting)
subset of neuro & computer science.

44. Jo?o Carlos
April 19, 2005

I remember reading a science fiction story many years ago about a society which
had highly advanced technology, but had lost the capacity to understand that
technology scientifically and instead had shrouded the technology in religious
mysticism. Could have been by Asimov, I’m not sure. Anyways, perhaps that’s



where we are headed.
Isaac Asimov’s Foundation.

45. Jo?o Carlos
April 19, 2005

Well… I’m religious, I’m mystic, I’m a credulous person, and I happen to know
G?ddel’s Theorem. Trying to meddle religous beliefs with science is stupid!
Faiht and science are opposites! Anyone who disagrees may email me. I’ve got a
lot of gold bricks to sell…

46. JC
April 19, 2005

Anybody know where some of these pseudo/anti-science attitudes in America
came from (whether government decreed or a general societal mentality)?

Only widespread case of a government and/or societal censure of a science in
recent times that I can think of offhand, would perhaps be during Nazi times in
Germany where various government decrees attempted to ban all “jewish
physics” like relativity, quantum mechanics, etc ….

47. April 19, 2005

I remember reading a science fiction story many years ago about a society which
had highly advanced technology, but had lost the capacity to understand that
technology scientifically and instead had shrouded the technology in religious
mysticism. Could have been by Asimov, I’m not sure. Anyways, perhaps that’s
where we are headed.

48. Steve m
April 19, 2005

This will make you cringe Peter

http://www.web-books.com/GoodPost/Articles/Prologue.htm

Especially the line, “Physicists have discovered the laws that prevents us from
seeing the Kingdom of God”. The stuff on “String Theory and the Resurrection of
the Dead” was especially BS.
While I am not antistring I am disturbed people abuse it in this rediculous way
and a lot of scientists who should know better (eg Kaku and others) are as much
to blame. I imagine this is the sort of stuff the so called “Templeton Foundation”
will actually promote as real scholarship. Real scientists should not be whoring
themselves out to these sorts of agenda-driven foundations. Maybe someone
could submit a Sokal-type joke paper to one of these conferences? I get the very
worrying sense these days that physics and science and the scientific method are
getting trashed and undermined from all sorts of angles; that we are moving into
some sort of “anti-enlightenment”. All this metaphysical religious-motivated
nonsense going on at these conferences simply does not “lie along the line of
what we are able to understand if we devote ourselves to it” (to quote Jacob

http://www.web-books.com/GoodPost/Articles/Prologue.htm
http://www.web-books.com/GoodPost/Articles/Prologue.htm


Bronowski, the great secular humanist). I worry greatly that science might
ultimately not survive in the far (or perhaps not so far)future. I think it was
Jacques D recently who made the analogy of a few threads coming off a sweater
but eventually the whole thing can unravel. I really hope that in a hundred years
from now we are not back in the dark ages burning witches once again.

49. Steve Esser
April 19, 2005

Folks like you Peter and Sean Carroll are convincing me that despite good
intentions, Templeton and similar efforts do more harm than good and serious
scientists should stay away. The line-up for the Science and Consciousness
conference you linked to was particularly nutty (whereas the Consciousness
conferences at Arizona mentioned earlier are mostly high quality with just a few
sprinkles of nuttiness).
On the other hand I also fear that scientific explorations of consciousness
probably suffer from this inability to keep the topic crackpot free and this is
unfortunate.

50. D R Lunsford
April 19, 2005

I’m the one hurling epithets at Kaku, because he’s a goofy charlatan. Don’t
blame the nice guy Peter. I’m not a nice guy and don’t aspire to be one. My edge
has been sharpened on the idiocy of my generation.

-drl

51. Peter Woit
April 19, 2005

Well, at least in this posting I’m not hurling epithets, making any ad hominem
attacks, or using the words “crazy” or “bullshit”. All I did was accurately quote
Kaku’s own words and link to information about the conference he is speaking
at. If you drew the conclusion that the conference was devoted to crazy bullshit,
I’m not going to argue with you.

You’re right, this stuff does push buttons with me. I care very deeply about this
subject and have been working in it for 25 years. I know exactly where these
ideas came from and why they’re getting so much attention, and I’m not happy
with it. Kaku and others are devoting their lives to trashing something very
important to me. They’ve gone a long way towards turning the field of particle
theory from a serious and important science into a depressing pseudo-science,
and in recent years this has gone from bad to worse. If you don’t like this point of
view and think Kaku’s behavior is fine and I shouldn’t be even implicitly
criticizing it, you’re really not going to enjoy this weblog.

52. Todd Sieling
April 19, 2005

I’m not a proponent nor an opponent of M-theory, Kaku etc., but I’m wondering



why there is such a tendency to hurl epithets and ad hominems just because you
disagree with someone. This stuff is obviously pushing some buttons with you,
but is it so off the chart that it reduces you to labels like ‘crazy’ and ‘bullshit’
rather than triggering your curiousity about why ideas you hate are getting so
much attention? I’m sure the latter would produce a much more interesting
discussion than what I’m reading here.

53. Tom Weidig
April 19, 2005

**************** CONSCIOUSNESS SHOULD BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY, BUT MOST
WHO STUDY IT NOT!!*********

Hi,

I have been reading your blog for a while, and finally I think I have something to
say! My background is PhD theoretical particle physics, but I now work in
finance.

Over the last two year, I have been looking at consciousness. I read some books
and attending the Consciousness 2004 conference in Tucson last year.

Here are my impressions.

1. Consciousness is a very intriguing subject, and certainly a conceptual
minefield for the weaker minds.

2. It should not be dismissed as irrelevant or unscientific. After 2 years, I still
dont know what I should think of “consciousness”. By consciousness, I mean
“first person experience”, not just “awareness”. You sit at your computer, and
ask yourself “Am I conscious now? What do I perceive”. Can you build a
computer that will ever have this experience? If not, what is special about
conscioussness? If yes, explain me how the brain manages to create this
experience, the unity of ourselves. Is it really just a big illusion?

3. Consciousness is really part of the neuroscience agenda. In the last decade
due to new brain imaging technology, scientist can now look into the brain. And
it is very fascinating. How can the brain work? How does it generate first person
experiences?

4. Ultimately, it has to have an impact on physics/science itself, because
effectively a bunch of neurons consisting of atoms study the universe and create
theories (like standard model or string theory). The we-physicists you-nature
separation is an extremly well working approximation, but does not really exist.

5. It is very unclear whether QM has any impact on the functioning of the brain,
let alone is responsible for consciouness. But it is valid to ask whether there are
QM effects in the brain. For example, the proteion folding can only be described
QMically. but is it important?

6. The field of consciousness attracts a mix of people: serious scientists,



“ufologists”, and scientists “who have gone overboard”. The last two give the
field a bad name, as serious scientists themselves commit a logical fallacy by
dismissing the whole field based on the theories propagated by a few people
from the last two categories. The conference I went to was really strange. On the
one hand you had very clever people from neuroscience, and on the other hand I
had to listen to people telling me that Einstein was wrong and it’s all a
conspiracy.

7. A comment on Kaku and Penrose/Hameroff. I think Kaku is just doing PR for
himself. I have read his quantum field theory book, a bit sloppy, and noticed that
he semi-copied several parts from other books, like Rajaraman’s book on
solitons. He is a 20/80 person. Only do 80% of the quality but in only 20% of the
time. I dont know what to think of Penrose, as he has such a high reputation. But
I have met Hameroff, and the guy speaks of QM and the brain and a final theory.
And he doesnt really understand QM at all.

Anyone seriously interested in the study of consciousness should read
“CONSCIOUSNESS: An introduction”. A textbook by Susan Blackmore. Very well
written and very scientific, too. If you think I am wrong, then at least have a look
at amazon.

Tom

54. Chris Oakley
April 19, 2005

Nec spec nec metu,

I do not agree. Scientific materialism is good. Mystical bullshit is bad.

Let me take a concrete example.

Your e-mail address would suggest that you are Tibetan. This is relevant because
I spent most of yesterday trying to figure out the Tibetan calendar. It seems that
the days are based on 12 degree segments of the lunar month and begin on the
new moon, like the Hindu tithis, but despite searching the only book in English
on the subject and Googling furiously, no-one seems to want to tell me (a) the
criterion for matching lunar days to solar days and (b) the rule for inserting leap
months. In the case of (a) somebody somewhere says that the lunar station has
to occur between 5 AM on the solar day and the same time the following day, but
he did not say which time zone is used, if any, and in the case of (b) the zodiac
sign at the new moon determines the name of the lunar month, but it is not clear
whether the tropical zodiac is used, like the Chinese or the sidereal one like the
Hindus.

It would seem therefore that instead of one being in a situation where anyone
with the ability to calculate or reference lunar/solar tables being able in principle
to work out the calendar, as happens in the rest of the world, you have to rely on
the Tibetan Medical and Astrological Institute, or whoever, to generate the dates
for the calendar. Why is this good?



55. D R Lunsford
April 19, 2005

In the linked interview, Kaku proves that he is crazy (probably from spending too
much staring out the window at Manhattan traffic..) He makes the fantastic
statement that the Schroedinger equation “looks horrible” because it is not
relativistically invariant! No one who understands a fig about the development of
science and the theory of differential equations could make such a statement.

The problem these loons have is with their aesthetic judgment, mistaking their
own screwy ideas of “beauty” for truth. Instead of staring out the window, Kaku
should amble down to MOMA, or take a course in pottery. (What he says about
music in the interview is also ridiculous. The implicit self-comparison with
Beethvoen and Mozart made me cringe.)

-drl

56. D R Lunsford
April 19, 2005

I’m seriously considering throwing out my Kaku book. I saw a show last night on
Discovery concerning Einstein (horrible) and as usual, the omnipresent Kaku was
there spouting nonsense about both the man and the subject. He’s become a sort
of Carl Sagan-san for physics. (I think Kaku is a clone. I swear he was also
playing left field for the Mariners.)

The fact is that there is a rough consensus emerging among those engaged in
research about how the future will evolve. Because the laws behind the quantum
theory, computers, and molecular biology are now well established, it is possible
for scientists to generally predict the paths of scientific progress in the future.
This is the central reason why the predictions made here, I feel, are more
accurate than those of the past.

What is emerging is the following.

The Three Pillars of Science

Matter. Life. The Mind. [what horseshit]

These three elements form the pillars of modern science. Historians will most
likely record that the crowning achievement of twentieth-century science was
unraveling the basic components underlying these three pillars, culminating in
the splitting of the nucleus of the atom, the decoding of the nucleus of the cell,
and the development of the electronic computer. With our basic understanding of
matter and life largely complete, we are witnessing the close of one of the great
chapters in the history of science. (This does not mean that all the laws of these
three pillars are completely known, only the most fundamental. For example,
although the laws of electronic computers are well known, only some of the basic
laws of artificial intelligence and the brain are known.)



This to me is filled not only with mysticism, but also a sickly egoism and
pessimism. I could not make such statements with a straight face. Has the large
influx of Easterners into hard science since the war also brought along the
underlying mysticism, even fatalism?

-drl

57. Nec spe nec metu
April 19, 2005

There is more in heaven and earth than is dreamt of in your philosophy.

“Official” science shows its arrogance when it either dismisses or “suddenly
discovers” that which has been known to many throughout history. “Many
dimensions” is old news to the vast majority of the world’s cultures and
philosophies. The kind of scientific materialism that your attitude represents is
just a blip in the history of human (and non-human) consciousness. Fortunately,
you and those who think like you will also enjoy your multi-dimensionality when
you overcome your fear and grow up a little.

It is not felicitous for those who have not made a mark at all to snipe at the brave
explorations of greater minds who do not shrink from possibilities that may
require major paradigm shifts.

The greater minds are too busy exploring to gossip, the lesser minds are too
busy gossiping to explore.

58. April 19, 2005

You ruined it Peter.

Lenny had it all planned out. He was gonna pocket the 1.4 mil, and then publicly
repudiate ID as soon as the check cleared. Your little April Fool’s hoax forced his
hand early.

59. Matti Pitkanen
April 19, 2005

To my opinion one should not lump together the desperate state of M-theory and
the fact that leading physicists are finally beginning to realize that physics must
sooner or later become also a theory of consciousness.

Personally I have spent 10 years working with quantum consciousness theory
and the purely physical insights gained in this manner have been decisive for the
mathematical formulation of quantum TGD proper. This vision about
consciousness based on general principles of physics leaves only one conclusion:
the standard view about consciousness as epiphenomenon fully deserves the
attribute not-even-wrong. What else it could be when even the word
“consiousness” has been and still steems to be a taboo for most physicists?

I have done this as unemployed and have not received a single coin of any kind of



research money. Therefore I do like the light-hearted labelling of individuals who
see farther than average colleagues as some kind of businessmen cheating
money from religious organizations.

To avoid misunderstandings, I still emphasize that the open minded attempt to
understand consciousness and intentionality using physics is something totally
different from the desperate attempts to save M-theory by using anthropic
principles. The recent miserable situation in M-theory is a logical consequence of
the reductionistic and materialistic world view taken to its Planck length
extreme, and the only way out is to jump out of the system and widen the scope
of physics itself. My personal dream is to see the day when brightest theoretical
physicists fully devote themselves to the problem of consciousness.

Matti Pitkanen



Taking a Break

April 22, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

This week I’m quite busy so I’m taking a break from landscape-bashing. Instead I’ll
just quote someone else; it’s up to you to guess who.

“Suddenly it’s not too important whether a theory teaches us something new about
the real world – either predicts new unknown phenomena or previously unknown links
between the known phenomena and objects. It’s more important that such an
unpredictive scenario might be true and we should all work hard to show that the
scenario is plausible because we should like this scenario, for some reasons that are
not clear to me.”

“The anthropic strategy is to pick as complicated Calabi-Yau manifolds as possible, to
guarantee that there will be a lot of mess, confusion, and possibilities, and that no
predictions will ever be obtained as long as all the physicists and their computers fit
the observed Universe… This means that you don’t want to start with Calabi-Yaus
whose Betti numbers are of order 3. You want to start, if one follows the 2004 paper,
with something like F_{18}, a toric Fano three-fold. That’s a 3-complex-dimensional
manifold that is analogous to the two-complex-dimensional del Pezzo surfaces, in a
sense. But you don’t want just this simple F_{18}. You take a quadric Z in a projective
space constructed from this F_{18} and its canonical bundle. OK, finally the Euler
character of the four-fold X is 13,248. Great number and one can probably estimate
the probability that such a construction has something to do with the real world.”

“Do we really believe that by studying the orientifold of the weighted projective space
CP^{4}_{}, we will find something that will assure us (and others – and maybe even
Shelly Glashow) that string theory is on the right track? … If we deliberately try to
paint the string-theoretical image of the real world as the most ambiguous and
uncalculable one, I kind of feel that it’s not quite honest.”

“Some people used to blame string theorists that they were only looking for the keys
(to the correct full theory) under the lamppost. It’s unfortunately not the case
anymore: most of the search for the keys is now being done somewhere in the middle
of the ocean (on the surface). Maybe, someone will eventually show that the keys
can’t stay on the surface of the ocean, and we will return to the search for the keys in
less insane contexts.”

Comments

1. Juan R.
April 28, 2005

Of course, I can be wrong. It is obvious that all man is wronmg some time, but I
follow the philosophy of sending copies of my papers to people that is directly



critiqued on my work.

I sent a copy of Is this dynamics? to Weinberg and also to other people, specialist
in different topics that I studied, and nobody find failures on the mathematical
derivations. On specialist on molecular dynamics did a three page reply
manuscript but I think that I show that his criticism was not satisfactory.

Weinberg found no failure.

My philosophy of scientific research is different and i am not proud of making
mistakes.

Your philosophy is very strange for me but i respect it!!

2. Thomas Larsson
April 27, 2005

Juan R.,

If I make the same mistakes as Weinberg, I’m proud of it.

3. Simplex
April 27, 2005

According to the poster of 26April@1:44PM it was pointed out in 1957 by Wigner
and Salecker that in QM there are no perfect clocks.

Ideal classical time evolution is unphysical (just a convenient approximation) and
at a more fundamental level is replaced by correlations between
observationscorrelations between readings on real quantum clocks (which have
finite lives and do not necessarily agree) and other observables.

The poster cited 3 recent papers from Phys. Rev. Letters. I am wondering if
anyone has looked at them? I found the arxiv numbers of the preprints and
posted them also on 26
April in case anyone might wish to have a look.

I looked at the papers and I believe one of the main points is that if one describes
time evolution by real-world clocks then time evolution can not, for theoretical
reasons, be unitary. There is an interesting theoretical bound on how precise,
and at the same time long-lived, a real clock can be.

Here is an exerpt of the earlier post:
“Unitarity is not needed to conserve probabilities. The existence of an ‘ideal
classical’ time in which physics is unitary is simple ‘wrong’ within any QG
framework. As emphasized originally by Salecker and Wigner (Rev.Mod.Phys. 29
(1957) 255) and more recently by Ng(Mod.Phys.Lett. A9 (1994) 335) and
Camelia (Mod.Phys.Lett. A9 (1994) 3415-3422), there exist limits in nature to
how ‘classical’ even the best possible clock can be. When one introduces realistic
clocks, quantum mechanics ceases to be unitary and indeed, a fundamental
mechanism of decoherence of quantum states arises…”



4. Arun
April 27, 2005

Thomas Larsson wrote:

“You cannot give up unitarity without making a drastic modification of quantum
mechanics. I didn’t realize that this was controversial.”

It is not controversial that giving up unitarity will require modification of
quantum mechanics. It is controversial that giving up unitarity means
probabilities will not longer add up to 1. Recall –

“Unitarity encodes the idea that all probabilities must add up to unity. Although
the technical requirement of unitarity might perhaps be relaxed in some way, I
don’t understand how this underlying idea could be wrong. At some point Dirac
had some strange ideas about probabilities taking values between -2 and +2
(according to Dyson), but that evidently didn’t work out either. ”

In the Copenhagen interpretation of QM, measurements do not preserve
unitarity. If all time evolution is indeed unitary, i.e., measurement itself is
described in QM, then QM is able to provide excellent approximations to non-
unitary time evolution. Maybe, just like free quarks are unobservable, unitarity is
not directly observable when gravity plays a role.

5. Juan R.
April 27, 2005

Canonical science shows that unitarity is an approximated concept.

Unitarity –> conservation of probability and conservation of norm for closed
systems.

But the inverse is not true. One can maintain non-unatirity with conservation of
probability and well defined quantum states.

non unitary evolution is responsible for collapse of wave function and also for the
increase of entropy (second law).

Usual mathematical proofs on the adequacy of unitary are simply wrong. E.g.
Chapter three of Weinberg QFT is full of mathematical mistakes. I demonstrated
time ago (manuscript sent to Weinberg) that there at least three mathematical
mistakes in Weinberg derivation of master equation.

6. Thomas Larsson
April 27, 2005

I had pure states in my mind; I haven’t thought about mixed states for a long
time and really don’t want to say anything about them. However, unitarity simply
means that the norm and hence the total probability is preserved, so you cannot
give up unitarity without making a drastic modification of quantum mechanics. I
didn’t realize that this was controversial. That it is difficult to define an invariant



inner product without a background Minkowski metric is another matter.

One way to ensure unitary time evolution is to have a unitary rep of some
symmetry group containing time evolutions as a subgroup, e.g. the Poincare or
diffeomorphism groups. However, the only unitary, proper rep of the
diffeomorphism group is the trivial one, so there seems to be no time evolution at
all in quantum gravity; this is one version of the problem of time. One can avoid
this paradox, at least in 1D, by allowing for projective reps, since the Virasoro
algebra has many non-trivial unitary reps with positive central charge. The only
alternative is apparently to formulate quantum gravity holographically using
some sort of AdS/CFT, but that idea has serious problems since AdS is ruled out
experimentally.

7. D R Lunsford
April 26, 2005

Thomas – I think I would say unitarity amounts to the possibility of setting up an
isolated system and assigning it a wave function.

-drl

8. D R Lunsford
April 26, 2005

Arun said:

I thought unitarity encodes such a rule against probability amplitudes. Any
process where a quantum mechanical pure state evolves to a mixed state would
violate unitarity.

Well that’s the whole point – a system that is fully described remains so.
“Describe” means to give an exhaustive accounting of possibilities of
measurements. Unitarity means new possibilities don’t just appear or disappear
from the blue. Insofar as quantum theory has a variational principle, something
*has* to have this property.

-drl

9. Arun
April 26, 2005

Thomas Larsson wrote :

“Unitarity encodes the idea that all probabilities must add up to unity.”

I thought unitarity encodes such a rule against probability amplitudes. Any
process where a quantum mechanical pure state evolves to a mixed state would
violate unitarity. Unitary time evolution cannot increase entropy, can it?

10. Simplex
April 26, 2005



“…exist limits in nature to how ‘classical’ even the best possible clock can be.
When one introduces realistic clocks, quantum mechanics ceases to be unitary
and indeed, a fundamental mechanism of decoherence of quantum states arises.
A concrete model has been recently put forward in discrete quantum gravity
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 90 (2003) 021301) which also has the appealing consequence of
‘solving’ the BH information paradox. (Phys.Rev.Lett. 93 (2004) 240401)
These ideas, including a consistent discretization of gravity, can be also applied
to loop geometry (Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 101302).”

I looked up the preprints for these articles
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 90 (2003) 021301) preprint is: gr-qc/0206055

(Phys.Rev.Lett. 93 (2004) 240401) is: hep-th/0406260

(Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 101302) is: gr-qc/0409057

11. April 26, 2005

“Unitarity encodes the idea that all probabilities must add up to unity. Although
the technical requirement of unitarity might perhaps be relaxed in some way, I
don’t understand how this underlying idea could be wrong.”

Unitarity is not needed to conserve probabilities. The existence of an ‘ideal
classical’ time in which physics is unitary is simple ‘wrong’ within any QG
framework. As emphasized originally by Salecker and Wigner (Rev.Mod.Phys. 29
(1957) 255) and more recently by Ng(Mod.Phys.Lett. A9 (1994) 335) and
Camelia (Mod.Phys.Lett. A9 (1994) 3415-3422), there exist limits in nature to
how ‘classical’ even the best possible clock can be. When one introduces realistic
clocks, quantum mechanics ceases to be unitary and indeed, a fundamental
mechanism of decoherence of quantum states arises.
A concrete model has been recently put forward in discrete quantum gravity
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 90 (2003) 021301) which also has the appealing consequence of
‘solving’ the BH information paradox. (Phys.Rev.Lett. 93 (2004) 240401)
These ideas, including a consistent discretization of gravity, can be also applied
to loop geometry (Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 101302).

all the best

12. Thomas Larsson
April 26, 2005

String theorists are still looking under the lamp post, in that I have not found
many willing to concede that the universe might not be unitary. Loop quantum
gravity theorists are much more open to non-unitarity.

Unitarity encodes the idea that all probabilities must add up to unity. Although
the technical requirement of unitarity might perhaps be relaxed in some way, I
don’t understand how this underlying idea could be wrong. At some point Dirac
had some strange ideas about probabilities taking values between -2 and +2
(according to Dyson), but that evidently didn’t work out either.



Anyway, the LQG people evidently have a unitary rep of their C* algebra, called
the Ashtekar-Isham-Lewandowski representation, so I don’t think that they really
give up unitarity. Unfortunately, this rep is not of type usually encountered in
quantum theory, and apparently it leads to all kinds of trouble, like the energy
not being bounded from below in the harmonic oscillator.

Being?very skeptical about all kinds of new ideas, I would like quantum gravity
to keep all the key concepts in quantum theory and general relativity, i.e.
unitarity, locality, causality and general covariance. There is of course a no-go
theorem forbidding the combination of locality and diff invariance (“there are no
local observables in quantum gravity”), but this is evaded by allowing for
projective reps of the diffeomorphism group (this was a major motivation for
finding these). With a positive cosmological constant, I don’t really see what the
alternative to locality could be, since there is no S-matrix and no good boundary
on which a boundary theory could live.

For a while during the development of computer science, a ridiculously large
fraction of the incoming students wanted to do the highly hyped field of Artificial
Intelligence, while the number leaving with a thesis in AI was much smaller.
They arrived, realized that AI was to a great extent a scientific failure, and
changed fields at some point during their graduate career.

I spent a couple of years in my youth working for a startup company whose
product was an implementation of the AI language Prolog. Like the rest of the AI
industry, this company went bankrupt after the demise of the Japanese Fifth
Generation project. We had a rather cool motto, though: Artificial intelligence is
better than none.

13. April 25, 2005

“For those physicists forecasting doom and gloom, missteps of artificial
intelligence don’t seem to have hurt the larger discipline of computer science
much. ”

Well, then, what do the Japanese have to say about that (re: The Fifth Generation
Project)…if the parallel is to hold such that an deliberately overly ambitious
grandious program leads to unforseen benefits along the way.

Did the Japs benefit or not?

14. Aaron
April 25, 2005

I think this is because there’s a narrative (I can’t judge how true it is)
that string theorists tell. This is that they start with the hypothesis that
physics is unitary, is consistent with general relativity and quantum
field theory, and they are led inexorably to a ten- or eleven-dimensional
world with string theory.

I hope nobody’s telling that narrative, because it certainly isn’t true. String
theory is simply the best guess out there for something that unifies gravity and



QM. It certainly does not come close to following from just naively attempting to
unify QM and GR; it’s origin is much more convoluted.

I should also mention that the counternarrative by some LQG-types that string
theorists are closeminded about other directions simply isn’t true. I came into
grad school well-versed in these myths and was disabused of them. This is not to
say that everyone knows everything about the flaws in the other approachs, but
the idea that LQG (as the only other major example, really) is rejected simply out
of prejudice is just plain wrong.

15. JC
April 25, 2005

Perhaps Lubos’ terminology of the “haystack” (instead of the “landscape”) is
more telling sign.

16. Peter Shor
April 25, 2005

String theorists are still looking under the lamp post, in that I have not found
many willing to concede that the universe might not be unitary. Loop quantum
gravity theorists are much more open to non-unitarity.

I think this is because there’s a narrative (I can’t judge how true it is) that string
theorists tell. This is that they start with the hypothesis that physics is unitary, is
consistent with general relativity and quantum field theory, and they are led
inexorably to a ten- or eleven-dimensional world with string theory. But if it is
true, then at some point, if they start coming to more and more unbelievable
conclusions, they might want to start questioning their hypotheses.

17. Peter Shor
April 25, 2005

For graduate students, the relevant number is not the number of students going
to grad school determined to do string theory, but the number of students
leaving grad school having done string theory. For a while during the
development of computer science, a ridiculously large fraction of the incoming
students wanted to do the highly hyped field of Artificial Intelligence, while the
number leaving with a thesis in AI was much smaller. They arrived, realized that
AI was to a great extent a scientific failure, and changed fields at some point
during their graduate career. In the defense of AI, let me say that since then it
has reinvented itself, and now has much more modest goals which it is (to a
large extent) truly succeeding in accomplishing.

I leave the parallels with string theory to the readers. For those physicists
forecasting doom and gloom, let me note that the missteps of artificial
intelligence don’t seem to have hurt the larger discipline of computer science
much.

18. April 25, 2005



String theorists and Creationists give the anthropic principle a bad rap, which
gets compounded by its only being a truism that’s necessarily as incomplete as
Dirac’s Large Numbers hypothesis was flawed.

Tack on the entropic interpretation and you’ve got good reason for it if the
universe is ‘closest to Einstein’s hand”

Based on the typical actions of humanity tho… it’s the only thing keeping us
alive!… 

19. D R Lunsford
April 25, 2005

Arun – that was a well-turned phrase 

-drl

20. CW
April 25, 2005

It’s worth remembering that even a physicist as great as Wolfgang Pauli was
moved to despair at certain points in the development of quantum mechanics.
During one such episode he declared that he wished he had become a magician
instead of a physicist.

21. Daniel Doro Ferrante
April 25, 2005

JC: I don’t have any particular stats on the number of grad students entering
ST… however, something that i have been noticing over the years is that more
and more folks are coming into grad school with their minds set into ST; as if
there was nothing else in physics other than ST. That is, apparently these folks
have “bought” the “marketing” without knowing the “merchandise” well enough.

22. JC
April 25, 2005

Anybody have any statistics on the number of graduate students entering string
theory these days?

It would be interesting to compare it to the situation in the mid-late 1990’s
and/or mid-late 1980’s.

23. Thomas Larsson
April 25, 2005

Two more Lubos quotes:

If string theory is gonna require an infinite sequence of refinements and
increases of the complexity (and decreases of expected predictivity) of its vacua
to match reality, then I would definitely love to know this fact as soon as possible,

http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-2/p43.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-2/p43.html


because in such a case I would consider string theory to be a wrong theory of
physics – much like other incorrect theories in the history of science that were
first corrected 100 times before they were abandoned (recall Lorentz’s
explanations of Morley-Michelson experiments) – and people should move on.
Of course I don’t believe that this is correct, but allowing something like that for
a theory *does* mean to construct a scientifically unjustifiable theory.

More frustratingly, using the words of Steve Shenker, AdS/CFT now says that
nearly every QFT may be assigned a “gravitational dual” – i.e. every quantum
theory is, in some loose sense at least, a theory of quantum gravity (in a higher-
dimensional space). We definitely don’t want to be *this* broad because then the
term “quantum gravity” would become pretty vacuous.

Dan Friedan was quiet for decade before he declared that string theory was a
complete scientific failure. Lubos hasn’t published for a year. Let’s see what
happens in nine years.

24. April 25, 2005

science will not be on a firm footing until it rocognizes the primacy of
consciousness. All we experience is the awareness that cognizes shapes and
colors, and the stories we tell ourselves about those shapes and colors. The
stories are always changing, the shapes and colors are always changing. Only
the awareness abides.

25. Arun
April 24, 2005

Science survived Sir Isaac Newton. It will survive the anthropic principle and
superstring theory.

26. island
April 24, 2005

Somebody asked:
Is Lubos starting to doubt? Is he experiencing a conversion moment?

Nah, but he hates the anthropic principle enough to put his foot right into his
own mouth. He thinks he’s got a new and better idea:

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/02/entropic-principle.html

… that he got from here:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502211

So now he’s decided to jump on a bandwagon of denial instead, because the
anthropic coincidences don’t just go away because of this, and an “entropic”
anthropic principle requires that the forces of the universe be constrained to
produce intelligent life as a special and integral contributor to the

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/02/entropic-principle.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/02/entropic-principle.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502211
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502211


thermodynamic process.

The probability that the cosmological evolution will end up as a Universe with a
particular shape of the hidden dimensions (and particular values of the fluxes) is
determined by the (exponentiated) entropy of a corresponding black hole whose
geometry flows via the attractor mechanism to the given shape of the Universe
near the horizon. Note that this contrasts sharply with the “anthropic principle”
– which itself is not a principle, rather a lack of principles. In the anthropic
principle, the corresponding probabilistic weight is determined by the ability of
the Universe to support intelligent life.

Not quite, since Black holes and humans share a comparitively uniqueness when
it comes to the entropy of the universe, since both can isolate the release of
enough energy to make real particles from the negative energy of the vacuum,
which serves to reverse the normally destructive consequences of the second law
of themodynamics on a grand scale, while directly affecting the symmetry of the
universe.

What they’ve actually managed to accomplish is to identify yet another of the
vast and growing number of cosmic coincidences that define the many
ecosystematic balances that are common to the anthropic principle, but in this
context it’s become a “biocentric” principle, where intelligent life is now more
probably required on most every banded sprial galaxy that has a black hole at its
center.

Way to go, Lubos, et. al… you’ve turned it into an epidemic… 

27. Simplex
April 23, 2005

I hadnt seen the most recent Lubos blog.
It’s all there. Sorry for being dense
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/04/kennedys-landscape.html

28. Simplex
April 23, 2005

everybody seems to know or assume that the quote is from Lubos Motl.
I didnt happen to see it on his blog or on the web anywhere.
can anyone give a link to where the quote can be found?

thx

29. April 23, 2005

Is Lubos starting to doubt? Is he experiencing a conversion moment?

30. ALejandro
April 23, 2005

On other hand, excessive landscape-bashing can derive on empiricism-bashing.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/04/kennedys-landscape.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/04/kennedys-landscape.html


31. Robert
April 23, 2005

Lubos must be gratified: (sincere) quotation is the sincerest form of flattery

32. Simplex
April 22, 2005

I guess Cumrun Vafa (basically because I admire him and this quote is admirably
honest)

33. FirstGuess
April 22, 2005

Lubos Motl. These are remarkable thoughts indeed.



LHC Startup Scenarios

April 25, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Everyone in the particle physics community is avidly awaiting the startup of the LHC
accelerator at CERN, scheduled for 2007. A new preprint by Gianotti and Mangano
entitled LHC physics: the first one–two year(s) gives some idea of what to expect.

The design luminosity for the LHC is about 1034cm-2s-1, which is about 100 times the
current luminosity of the Tevatron. Current plans are to first cool down the machine
in spring 2007, followed by commissioning single beams over the next few months,
with first colliding beams in the second half of 2007. During 2007, most effort will be
devoted to commissioning the machine, followed by a shutdown for a few months. A
seven-month long physics run at luminosities of up to 2 x 1033cm-2s-1 will take place
during 2008. This is 20 times the current Tevatron luminosity and the Tevatron seems
to be averaging a total of about 15 pb-1 per week, so one could expect a total
luminosity of up to about 10 fb-1 to be collected during 2008. This is probably much
too optimistic. Experience with the Tevatron when it was turned on at the beginning
of its latest run was that for quite a while it was running at only a tenth of the hoped
for luminosity. So perhaps 1 fb-1 during 2008 is a more realistic expectation.

According to Gianotti and Mangano, 1 fb-1 will be enough to see squarks and gluinos
at masses of up to about 1.5 Tev. Seeing the Higgs is more demanding, especially if its
mass is low. If its mass if above 180 Gev, it should require 5-10 fb-1, if it is just above
the LEP limit (114 Gev) it is likely to require more like 20 fb-1.

Personally I think it’s quite unlikely the LHC will be seeing supersymmetric particles,
so, of the things it is looking for, it will require good luck to get the data required to
see the Higgs during 2008. Even if this does happen, I’d guess that analyzing the data
would take us into 2009. If the LHC has trouble getting anywhere near design
luminosity, things could take longer. Of course everyone hopes that something
completely unexpected will be found. If this is dramatic enough, maybe there will be
some exciting news in 2008.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
April 27, 2005

TL – fun paper!

-drl

2. Thomas Larsson
April 27, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0504221
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0504221


Completely off-topic, but a nice historical paper anyway: physics/0504179. From
the introduction one deduces that Ivan Todorov is not a big fan of string theory.
But we knew that anyway, from some comment in one of Bert Schroer’s assaults
long ago.

3. Juan R.
April 27, 2005

Is there some theoretical posibility for a observed violation of SM in the LHC?

Some time ago I read about the posibility for a four family!!

4. D R Lunsford
April 26, 2005

Neutrino experiment in Minnesota mine..

-drl

5. Peter
April 26, 2005

Hi JC,
As another commenter mentioned, I’ve written about this before in various
places. Basically the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard model
(MSSM) is much more complicated and ugly than the standard model, introduces
nearly 100 new free parameters, generically has problems with flavor-changing
neutral currents and proton decay. The only real argument for it is the coupling
constant unification calculation, and that’s not that convincing. The popular
“hierarchy stabilization” argument never seemed very convincing to me (and has
technical problems besides, see the so-called “mu problem”. Many of the
landscape artists have already happily abandoned the idea of using
supersymmetry to stabilize the hierarchy. Now of course anthropic reasoning
explains all such things.

6. Alejandro
April 26, 2005

“If its mass if above 180 Gev, it should require 5-10 fb-1, if it is just above the
LEP limit (114 Gev) it is likely to require more like 20 fb-1.”

This already means exciting times if the Higgs sector is not minimal. Say there is
a particle at exactly 246 GeV… people would hail it as “the Higgs” and then
when going down successive particles of the sector should appear. Funny.

7. Alan R.
April 26, 2005

Until Peter answers JC’s question, readers might want to look at an earlier
posting of Peter’s entitled, “Attack on the Main Argument for Supersymmetry.”

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000025.html

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0504179
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0504179
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/04/26/science/26neut.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/04/26/science/26neut.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000025.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000025.html


The fact that I can pick out this old citation off the top of my head tells me I’m
probably spending too much time at this site, but I enjoy it!

8. JC
April 25, 2005

Peter,

What are your main objections to supersymmetric extensions to the standard
model?

Ignoring GUTs, my main objection is that SUSY seems to be a symmetry that is
just imposed by decree, with very little to no convincing experimental basis. The
picture of the coupling constants converging to a “possible” single point with
SUSY, isn’t entirely convincing. All the arguments I’ve heard of over the years
used to justify SUSY seem to be various aesthetic and/or theoretical “beauty”
types of arguments, such as the coupling constants “converging” to a single
point.

IF the universe was truly following some theoretical “beauty” type of principle,
then why didn’t the experiments confirm the simple SU(5) GUT model? (This is
one counterexample to the many silly theoretical “beauty” types of arguments).



50 Years of Yang-Mills Theory

April 27, 2005
Categories: Book Reviews

There’s a new book out, entitled 50 Years of Yang-Mills Theory, edited by Gerard ‘t
Hooft. It contains some excellent review articles about topics related to Yang-Mills
theory, together with short introductions by ‘t Hooft. Many but not all of the articles
have already appeared at the arXiv as preprints.

The book begins with an article by DeWitt, unfortunately unfinished at the time of his
death, about the space of gauge fields. ‘t Hooft’s introduction and DeWitt’s historical
comments makes clear that “Fadeev-Popov” ghosts really should also have DeWitt’s
name attached to them. The full Faddeev-Popov paper is included in the book, a good
idea since I don’t think it was ever published. It appeared in Russian as a Kiev
preprint in 1967, was translated into English and appeared as a preprint in 1972.
While looking for information about this paper on the web, I noticed that Fermilab has
put up scanned versions of their preprints, which is useful for the ones from the
seventies and eighties that predate the arXiv.

There’s an excellent review of the “Higgs mechanism” by Englert, where again
Englert’s name deserves equal time with that of Higgs. This paper has appeared as a
preprint. Steven Weinberg contributes an interesting review article about the making
of the standard model and his role in it. There are three articles related to
renormalization of Yang-Mills: a detailed one by the master himself (‘t Hooft), a
mystifying one about Koszul complexes by Raymond Stora, and one about Slavnov-
Taylor identities by Carlo Becchi.

Steve Adler has a long article about the history of what is now known as the “Adler-
Bell-Jackiw” anomaly, and Jackiw has one about various topics related to Yang-Mills
theory that he has contributed to, including anomalies, Chern-Simon terms, and
gravitation. There’s also an article by Frank Wilczek, mainly about asymptotic
freedom, and one by Alexander Bais about magnetic monopoles in Yang-Mills theory.

On the non-perturbative side of things, there is Alexander Polyakov writing about
string theory and confinement (he thinks string theory needs to have its head
examined, see an earlier posting here). Pierre van Baal contributes a very interesting
article on “Non-perturbative Aspects of Gauge Fixing”, Michael Creutz a mainly
historical article about lattice gauge theory. Peter Hasenfratz writes about chiral
symmetry on the lattice. Both he and Creutz note that, while progress has been made,
handling chiral gauge theories on the lattice remains somewhat problematic, so there
is still no really satisfactory non-perturbative version of the electroweak part of the
standard model.

Alvaro de Rujula has an entertaining discussion of events surrounding the “November
Revolution” in 1974. Finally, there’s a review article about supergravity by Peter van
Nieuwenhuizen, and one by Witten reviewing the twistor space formulation of
perturbative Yang-Mills amplitudes. Witten’s article doesn’t seem to have appeared
on the arXiv (although there is a new review article by Cachazo and Svrcek which

http://www.worldscibooks.com/physics/5601.html
http://www.worldscibooks.com/physics/5601.html
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covers this material and much more).

Comments

1. April 28, 2005

noninteracting spin-2 isn’t gravity either

2. April 28, 2005

massive spin-2 isn’t gravity

3. D R Lunsford
April 28, 2005

To me, spin 2 connotes a background.

-drl

4. JC
April 27, 2005

drl,

What’s a good counterexample, where spin 2 is NOT gravity?

5. D R Lunsford
April 27, 2005

Weinberg has the best line for years – “radial and azimuthal physicists” – ROFL!

I was somewhat confused by the SG review. Apparently everyone just assumes
spin 2 “is” gravity.

-drl

6. April 27, 2005

Off-topic, but I thought I should mention it: The BBC’s “The Changing World”
(broadcast here by PRI) is doing an hour tonight on the effects of visa
restrictions on foreign researchers in the U.S.

In the same vein see Sean Carroll’s recent post.

http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2005_04_01_preposterousuniverse_archive.html#111418166734004943
http://preposterousuniverse.blogspot.com/2005_04_01_preposterousuniverse_archive.html#111418166734004943


Road Trip From Hell

April 28, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

According to a new article in New Scientist entitled The Theory of Everything: Are we
nearly there yet? (unfortunately not available for free on-line), “The hunt for the
theory of everything is turning into a road trip from hell – and don’t even ask who’s
reading the map.” The article quotes Susskind and Weinberg as believing in the
existence of a multiverse, even if this means that “all we can hope for from a final
theory is a huge range of possibilities”.

Witten is referred to as a “string grandee”, and quoted as saying about string theory
“More work has always given more possibilities – far more than anyone wanted… I
hope that current discussion of the string landscape isn’t on the right track, but I
have no convincing counter-arguments.” He’s welcome to my counter-arguments if he
wants them: there’s not the slightest evidence for the landscape scenario pseudo-
science, it’s incredibly ugly, not based on any kind of well-defined theory, explains
nothing, and holds out no reasonable hope of ever explaining anything.

The article goes on to discuss the wishful thinking surrounding “M-theory”, quoting
Witten as believing that M-theory may have a unique solution that fits our universe
and explains the constants of the standard model. “Hope springs eternal” he says.
Somebody seems to have given the writer the idea about M-theory that “theorists can
prove that it exists as a mathematical construction, but they can’t actually write down
its equations and there is no clear route towards doing so”, which is only true under a
peculiar interpretation of the words “prove”, “exists”, and “it”. Lisa Randall is quoted
as follows about M-theory: “We probably need fundamentally new principles… it’s not
hopeless, but it’s going to require some deep new insight that we don’t really have.”
She promotes her own work with Mukohyama on an alternate explanation of the
cosmological constant.

The only person quoted in the article as thinking that there may be any problem at all
with the way particle theory has been pursued for the last twenty years is Lee Smolin,
who takes the absolute lack of any experimental evidence for string theory as a sign
that the field may be off on the wrong track. He notes that “If you look back over the
last 200 years, every decade or two there’s a dramatic advance, people always
understand something new that couples theory and experiment… I suspect there is
some right question that we’re not asking.”

Comments

1. Juan R.
May 8, 2005

Stephen,

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18624971.500
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18624971.500
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18624971.500
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18624971.500
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0306108
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0306108


I don’t understand your question very well. I don’t know if you are claiming for
some fractal behavior.

In canonical gravitodynamics, gravitation depends of the scale with a parameter
that is different for macro, astro, or cosmo scales.

I still don’t understand well that parameter but it appears compatible with
certain cosmological requirements like expansion.

Unification will be no achieved by usual high-energy methods. Sure!!

My approach is not based in geometry or topology, just in AAAD.

2. Stephen
May 3, 2005

Peter and Thomas,
Could it be that the critical mistake that is being made in the Unification theories
is the assumption that gravity is not analogous to van der waals forces and is
only representable at *all scales* as geometry/topology?
I am aware that Sakharov’s initial idea was fraught with problems, but is that
sufficient to dismiss the entire class? I have reasons to think that current
research in this direction is naive, cf: http://www.calphysics.org/articles
/zpf_apj.pdf, but again my question remains.

3. Simplex
May 2, 2005

Stephen wrote: How many more epicycles are going to be added to this theory
before it collapses into some kind of Scholastic argument?
Might it be possible that a lot of money and brain power is being wasted on this
theory that doesn’t seem to be able to make any measureable predictions?

Good questions! My personal guess is yes, a lot of time and research talent is
being misdirected. To a large extent because leaders in the field have not been
sufficiently frank and forthcoming. And then the hype—which distorts public and
political support for science.

4. Stephen
May 2, 2005

T. Larsson wrote: “…we could have seen e.g. a light Higgs, proton decay, muon
g-2 deviation, permanent electric dipole moment, WIMPs, and probably many
other things…”;
Would it not be more correct to write “should” instead of “could”. How many
more epicycles are going to be added to this theory before it collapses into some
kind of Scholastic argument?
Might it be possible that a lot of money and brain power is being wasted on this
theory that doesn’t seem to be able to make any measureable predictions?

5. Thomas Larsson

http://www.calphysics.org/articles/zpf_apj.pdf
http://www.calphysics.org/articles/zpf_apj.pdf
http://www.calphysics.org/articles/zpf_apj.pdf
http://www.calphysics.org/articles/zpf_apj.pdf


April 30, 2005

There are many potential signals of supersymmetry, some of which should
already have been triggered. Apart from direct discovery of sparticles, we could
have seen e.g. a light Higgs, proton decay, muon g-2 deviation, permanent
electric dipole moment, WIMPs, and probably many other things that I don’t
know about. An arxiv search for the keywords “tuning supersymmetry” gave 35
hits during the past year, the most recent one being hep-ph/0504246. Let me
quote from the introduction

“Another problem comes from the fact that LEP II did not discover any
superparticles or the Higgs boson. In most supersymmetric theories, this leads
to severe fine-tuning of order a few percent to reproduce the correct scale for
electroweak symmetry breaking. This problem is called the supersymmetric fine-
tuning problem”.

I am no expert on SUSY phenomenology and never claimed to be. But if the
experts say that there is a fine-tuning problem, I see no reason to doubt that.

It was, I believe, the need for SUSY fine-tuning that motivated the introduction of
split supersymmetry. For almost 20 years, Witten used to say that string theory
makes one prediction, supersymmetry (and one postdiction, gravity), but I
haven’t heard him make this claim for a couple of years. One cannot help noting
that string theory apparently stopped predicting SUSY once this claim became
accessible to experimental tests.

6. April 29, 2005

SUSY requires fine tuning? Are you refering to the mu problem or the flavor
changing neutral current problem?

7. Peter Woit
April 29, 2005

Sure, there was a lot of work on unification before 1984, including work on GUTs
going back to Georgi-Glashow in 1974. But this all involved pretty well-defined
QFTs, so people could fairly quickly see if realistic models that predicted
anything were possible. GUT models made predictions about proton decay that
were falsifiable, and the models were falsified in relatively short order. Witten
showed fairly quickly that supergravity Kaluza-Klein couldn’t produce a chiral
spectrum (although now it has been revived as “M-theory” using singular
compactification spaces).While Witten did a lot to promote supersymmetry, it
was only one of many different research programs people were pursuing.

What changed in 1984 is that an overwhelmingly large number of people started
working on string theory, abandoning and killing off many other research
programs. String theory was and is so ill-defined that more than 20 years later
no one can agree on what it is or extract any kind of prediction about it. This new
phenomenon of the field being completely taken over by something this
incoherent is what I had in mind in my remarks about how things changed in
1984.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0504246
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0504246


8. April 29, 2005

Peter,
Unification was big business before 1984. The name was supergravity Kaluza-
Klein. It became really big business when Witten got into it around 1978. That’s
also when he introduced supersymmetry/supergravity in the USA. It was mainly
a European thing till then.

9. Thomas Larsson
April 29, 2005

This pessimism about string theory over the last year or two, seems to be quite
different and more ominous than what happened during the temporary lull string
theory experienced around 1990 (before D-branes, duality, AdS/CFT, etc …).

Another reason why the present situation is much worse than 1990 is that we
know more now. In particular, we know that the cosmological constant is positive
(so AdS is ruled out) and that supersymmetry requires fine-tuning at the percent
level (which in some sense means that the odds that SUSY is realized in nature is
down to the percent level). Since SUSY and a non-positive CC are the main soft-
predictions of string theory, it seems rather problematic that both are ruled out
by experiments. Not surprisingly, it is precisely these two results that have
triggered the recent anthropic excuses.

Hence I disagree somewhat with the premise of this blog. I don’t think that
string theory is not even wrong, but rather that it in fact is wrong.

10. April 29, 2005

hey she’s a fox

11. April 28, 2005

Hi
Peter and other interested folks,
you might want to look at this talk
“Can cosmology test Stringly physicis” by Hiranya Peiris and one of her
collaborators
is Brian Greene
See http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive
/HubbleFellows2005/HubbleFellows2005Overview

12. April 28, 2005

Peter – nevertheless I thought it was interesting to get enough involved to see
what was wrong. It was great fun to read all those papers.

-drl

13. island
April 28, 2005

http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive/HubbleFellows2005/HubbleFellows2005Overview
http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive/HubbleFellows2005/HubbleFellows2005Overview
http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive/HubbleFellows2005/HubbleFellows2005Overview
http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive/HubbleFellows2005/HubbleFellows2005Overview


I assume Peter doesn’t mean that to mean that you can’t challenge my
statement.

… and don’t feel bad, Michael, Dirac apparently didn’ feel that he had need to
consider that you have to condense Einstein’s static vacuum energy over a finite
region of space in order to achieve positive matter density and pressure, or his
hole theory might work a lot better… 

14. Peter Woit
April 28, 2005

I’ve just deleted a bunch of comments from people insulting each other. Please
stop doing this here and save me the time of having to delete these comments.

15. island
April 28, 2005

Lisa Randall… “promotes her own work with Mukohyama on an alternate
explanation of the cosmological constant.”

lol

16. island
April 28, 2005

Einstein didn’ know that particle creation in his finite closed spherical near-flat
positively curved static model, affects expansion.

“We probably need fundamentally new principles… it’s not hopeless, but it’s
going to require some deep new insight that we don’t really have.”
-Lisa Randall

“I suspect there is some right question that we’re not asking.”
-Lee Smolin

“It never hurts to look in the basment”
-Danny Ross Lunsford

“I think it’ll be something that we’ve all missed.”
-John Baez

17. Peter Woit
April 28, 2005

In the late eighties it was clear there were potentially a large number of possible
string vacua, but they all had the problem of unfixed moduli parameters. So, one
could hope that whatever mechanism was found to fix these would eliminate all
but a small number of possibilities. More recent work such as KKLT seems to
show that you can fix the moduli, but the mechanism for doing this just makes
things much worse.

In the late eighties, string theory was very popular, but still pretty new. People



didn’t have a huge amount invested in it, and if the 10^500 stabilized vacua had
shown up then, quite possibly most would have been willing to abandon string
theory altogther. Now you’ve got a whole field filled with people who have
devoted either their whole careers or at least 20 years to working on string
theory. What’s remarkable is how they show no willingness to admit failure in the
face of utterly overwhelming evidence.

18. JC
April 28, 2005

This pessimism about string theory over the last year or two, seems to be quite
different and more ominous than what happened during the temporary lull string
theory experienced around 1990 (before D-branes, duality, AdS/CFT, etc …).
Despite the estimates of 10^100 possible Standard Model-like string vacuum
states, nobody in the early 1990’s was really seriously talking about using the
anthropic principle. This time around it seems to be the “serious” use of the
anthropic principle in string theory, which has been producing more ominous
signs of decline in the field.

19. Peter Woit
April 28, 2005

Hi JC,
I don’t think it’s quite fair to label Einstein’s efforts to extend GR to a unified
theory as “semi-crackpot”. They turned out not to work, but were not an
unreasonable thing to work on, and he didn’t go around claiming any great
success. Until 1984 there were always plenty of people running around doing
various incoherent work for which they made grandiose claims about unifying
everything, explaining the big bang, etc. But serious people pretty much just
ignored them since they weren’t getting anywhere and there were plenty of more
promising things to think about. The lack of any unexpected new experimental
data, together with the lack of any good new theoretical ideas, is what has
changed since 1984. Now the kind of pseudoscience that everyone used to scorn
and ignore is being promoted by many of the most prominent people in the field.

20. JC
April 28, 2005

Peter,

How common were persuits of “theories of everything” in physics, during the
time period after Einstein died and before string theory? It seems like most of
Einstein’s life at Princeton was largely in pursuing various semi-crackpot
“unified field theory” ideas which ended up as failures.



Frist Filibuster

April 28, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

For the last couple days students at Princeton have been protesting the Republican’s
plan to invoke the “nuclear option” and stop Democrats from filibustering a small
number of Bush’s judicial nominees. This protest has taken the form of organizing a
“filibuster” in front of the Frist Campus Center at Princeton, which was underwritten
by Senator Bill Frist (Princeton ’74). Today Edward Witten and his wife, physicist
Chiara Nappi, have joined the protest. I can’t tell what Chiara is reading from, but Ed
is using a bullhorn to regale the crowd with passages from Introduction to
Elementary Particles by David Griffiths.

Many thanks to my correspondent who wrote to me today to tell me about this.

Update: It seems that Josh Marshall of the Talking Points Memo weblog had
something to do with this. Ed and Chiara got awarded a Privatize This! Talking Points
Memo t-shirt, and there are still two more available.

Comments

1. JC
April 30, 2005

On the other side of the coin in an unrelated way, I’ve heard of many stories
about graduate admissions committees in less “scientific” areas, from folks who
have served on them. In some departments like economics, business, finance,
law, etc … many folks have mentioned they actually prefer applicants with a
math/science/engineering background, than a liberal arts or social science
background. This is the case even if the applicants with the math/science
/engineering background have very little to no background knowledge of
economics, business, finance, law, etc …. My best guess is that they must think
that folks with a math/science/engineering background have an easier time
picking up a new field of study relatively quickly. (I don’t believe admissions
committes are doing this because of a lack of “qualified” applicants).

I haven’t heard as much about the coverse case, with somebody with a liberal
arts or social science background applying for graduate school in math/science
/engineering. The closest cases I’ve heard of over the years were folks who
either minored in math, and/or took some more higher level math courses
beyond freshman calculus, linear algebra, and statistics. A few other cases I’ve
heard of were folks who worked in a university or government lab on some
research projects, and were able to get some reference letters and/or even their
name on some papers published in a half-decent peer-reviewed journal.

Other than that, it seems to be more of a longshot in going from liberal
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arts/social science to math/science/engineering, than the other way around.

2. Peter Woit
April 30, 2005

I don’t personally know anything about how Witten was admitted to Princeton,
but I’d guess he took some courses at Brandeis in math and physics, did well in
them and did very well on his GREs. His father was a physicist, so he probably
picked up a lot of math and physics growing up. From looking at a lot of
graduate school admission folders, I can say that the kind of thing one looks for
is

1. some excellent letters of recommendation

2. excellent performance in at least a few higher level courses

3. excellent standardized test scores.

Its quite possible Witten managed to put together these for his application, even
though he majored in a non-scientific subject.

3. anon
April 30, 2005

Yah, I’m sorta curious how that’s possible too. (the previous poster’s question)

4. quantumhobby
April 30, 2005

How could Ed Witten have been accepted into the applied math program at
Princeton without having majored in math or physics as an undergrad? I thought
you needed to have recommendations and a demonstrated potential for research
to get into a top-notch grad program in the sciences. I majored in business as an
undergrad and I always assumed it would be impossible to get into a good
graduate science program, coming from that background. I know Witten is a
brilliant guy, but it seems like that must have been difficult, even for him.

5. Alejandro Rivero
April 30, 2005

should we link this thread to the previous comments of Lubos blog about the left-
windy side of physics?

6. Peter Woit
April 30, 2005

I believe that Witten graduated from Brandeis in 1971 with a major in history
and a minor in linguistics. He published an article in the Nation in 1968 when he
was 17, but I don’t think he ever worked for them. He did work on the 1972
McGovern campaign, then entered graduate school at Princeton in 1973 (he
started in the applied math program, soon switched over to the physics
department).



7. R Gambi
April 30, 2005

Wilczek’s contribution was pretty cool. He read a few excerpts from Einstein and
Minskowski’s original papers on relativity.

8. anon
April 30, 2005

I don’t know if this is true, but I heard Witten orginally graduated from Brandeis
with a degree in Journalism (or a related field?), and only after a brief stint with
the Nation, did he choose to become a physicist. In a way, it’s not terribly
surprising, but still cool. (Is this story true, or just urban legend?)

He should do more of this stuff. Very cool guy.

9. Alan R.
April 29, 2005

Frank Wilczek has apparently joined in, too. His name appears on the list of
speakers.

http://www.princeton.edu/~petehill/filibuster.html

10. April 29, 2005

Does this make them liberals, or merely respectful of Senate traditions?

11. April 29, 2005

Why didn’t he read from GSW? Too embarrassed?

12. William Lynn
April 28, 2005

Why is it not referred to as the “Nucular” option?

13. D R Lunsford
April 28, 2005

AWRIGHT ED!

“Somethin’ happenin’ here – what it is ain’t exactly clear”

-drl

14. Chris Oakley
April 28, 2005

Reminds me of this, which inspired a passage in Brideshead Revisited, although
Witten’s recitals are IMHO of more value than Eliot’s The Waste Land. I have to
say, though, that I probably would have chosen Weinberg, Vol. I in preference,

http://www.princeton.edu/~petehill/filibuster.html
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but this is a quibble.

15. tgl
April 28, 2005

He must be demonstrating the nuclear option.

Wacka, wacka, as Fozzie The Bear would put it.



Lubos Leashed

April 30, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Lubos Motl has taken to signing some of his postings with “leashed”, and Capitalist
Imperialist Pig has speculated that “My dark suspicion is that he might have gotten
caught in a PC violation in the Summers Affair, forcing him to do a T reversal to save
his Lorentz invariant m ass”. Lubos wrote in to tell him “Unfortunately your intuition
is perfectly correct, but I am not sure whether your imagination is big enough to
imagine the scale.”

I have no idea who is responsible for the leashing of Lubos or what the reason for it
is, but I figured this meant his blog would stop featuring the right-wing ideological
political commentary he’s fond of. But today he has a posting about the Frist Center
“filibustering” in which he says “I currently do not enjoy the freedom to tell you what
I think about these things.” Actually he manages to make it pretty clear what he
thinks about these things.

This leashing of Lubos is too bad, especially since I was finding myself more and more
in agreement with his postings (not the ones about politics, but we seem to agree
about the Landscape), and generally think the First amendment gives everyone the
right to make a fool of themselves with crazed political rants if they feel like it.
Lubos’s blog has also played another important role for me. Whenever people won’t
believe me that string theorists can be smart and well-informed, but still crazed
ideologues, all I’ve had to do is point them his way.

Comments

1. Peter Woit
May 9, 2005

Hi JC,

Presumably physics theory groups worry about how whoever they hire will affect
their grant, but this depends on the department’s situation, and I only have
direct experience with math departments.

In my experience in hiring decisions the question of grants hasn’t come up. The
general assumption is that the criteria being used to hire people is similar to the
criteria used by grant agencies, so the kind of person we’re trying to hire is the
kind of person who should do well in trying to get grants. In math departments
like Columbia, few of the grad students are funded by grants, most are funded as
teaching assistants by the university. So grants aren’t that important: they aren’t
needed to fund labs and they aren’t really needed to fund graduate students. The
university and the department do make money off grants, but the amounts are
not large or crucial to the department.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/04/stringy-baby-universes.html
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http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/04/filibustering.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/04/filibustering.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000188.html
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2. JC
May 9, 2005

Peter,

When it comes to a physics department hiring new faculty for assistant professor
jobs, what is the exact criterion for hiring new theorists?

From stories I’ve heard over the years about experimentalists, I got the
impression they’re mainly interested in folks who they think will have a good
shot at maintaining consistent grant funding year after year. On the surface I can
understand perhaps why this is the case for an experimentalist, considering
they’re more or less out of business if their funding grants are not renewed. Kind
of hard to pay for new lab equipment, facilities (ie. telescope time, accelerators,
etc …), postdocs, etc … if one has no money. I remember several experimental
particle guys mentioning they spend time writing a number of grant proposals
every year or so.

I haven’t heard as much about what faculty search committees look for when
they’re hiring a new theorist, other than the obvious criteria of looking for
somebody they think will have a good shot at maintaining consistent grant
funding and not losing it so easily.

Is this also true for math departments when they’re hiring new faculty?

3. Peter Woit
May 9, 2005

Hi JC,

Actually I think some mixture of 3. and 4. is a perfectly rational reason why
people take these jobs. You get to work with the most prominent people in the
business, and if things go well you have a bit of an inside track at a permanent
position at Harvard or Princeton. Even if you’re not going to get tenure there,
you’re in an excellent position for getting a permanent job elsewhere.

4. JC
May 9, 2005

Peter,

Why do some people take junior faculty jobs at places like Harvard, Princeton,
etc … in the first place, when they know very well that their chances at tenure
are slim to none?

Offhand, the few reasons I can think of are ones like:

(1) It was the only job they were offered.

(2) They are “overconfident” of their own abilities and/or they have a huge ego.

(3) They see it as a means to an end, where Harvard/Princeton is just a step up



along the way to a permanent tenured job somewhere else.

(4) They produced a paper or two which got hundreds, if not thousands, of
citations in a very short period of time, and that they’re willing to “roll the dice”
at the tenure game at Harvard, Princeton, etc …

The only case which appears to have a half decent chance at getting tenure at
Harvard, Princeton, etc … would perhaps be (4).

5. JC
May 8, 2005

Peter, Quantoken

The folks I know of who went the community college route all mentioned that
their teaching loads were so heavy that they had very little to no time to do their
own original research. For a few of these folks their mentality towards research
became “why bother?”, when publishing original research papers wasn’t going to
help them much anymore in their careers.

I’ve noticed some tenured professors who became “burned out”, eventually took
on the same “why bother?” mentality towards research. One day they eventually
reach the point where they don’t even bother publishing research papers
anymore, and gradually become “deadwood”.

On the surface I can perhaps understand why some folks gradually fall into the
“why bother?” mindset after they get tenure. During a postdoc, there’s the goal
of getting an assistant professor job. During an assistant professorship, there’s
the goal of getting tenure. Folks who are after these goals usually keep their eye
on the “8-ball”. Once somebody gets tenure, what becomes the “8-ball” besides
higher professor ranks? Teaching the same sorts of courses year after year,
seems to become less and less interesting each successive time, especially
freshman undergraduate courses. Some folks may start to question whether
their research is going to mean anything in the long term, considering a large
number of published journal papers become largely forgotten with the passage
of time. How many folks today still regularly read papers from 100 year old
physics journals, besides science historians? If string theory ever falls out of
favor, I would imagine many string papers over the last 20 years will become
largely forgotten with the passage of time. These days how many people still
regularly read papers on the bootstrap analytic S-Matrix theory stuff? I would
imagine that for every one “superstar” like an Einstein, Dirac, Schrodinger,
Hilbert, etc … there must be easily thousands of researchers who were largely
forgotten with the passage of time.

6. Peter
May 8, 2005

Hi JC,
At places like Harvard and Princeton, most junior faculty don’t get tenure, and
the department gets most of its tenured people by hiring stars away from other
places. I remember talking to someone I knew who had taken a junior job at



Harvard, at the point when it was clear he couldn’t stay there and had started
looking for jobs elsewhere. He told me he wasn’t sure whether it had been a
good idea going to Harvard, because when he was just out of grad school, people
may have thought he might be the next Witten, but after several years out, it was
clear he wasn’t. So he thought he might have done better to go somewhere else
where he would have been likely to get tenure. But things worked out for him,
and he’s now a prominent member of the community tenured at a well-known
place.

So, no matter how he behaves, I don’t think Lubos is a shoo-in to get tenure at
Harvard, but he’s likely to be able to get a good permanent position elsewhere
no matter what. Similarly for Sean Carroll: I was surprised to hear he didn’t get
tenure at Chicago, but I’m sure he’ll have other offers elsewhere.

The people who are in trouble are the ones who don’t get tenure at less well-
known places where one would normally expect tenure to be likely. They then
have a much tougher time finding a permanent position, and may not be able to
get one at a place where it is possible to do much research. Teaching a full load
at a community college is hard work, and if you’re doing that it’s not easy to find
the time and energy to do much original research. You also typically aren’t in a
good environment in terms of colleagues, seminars, students etc. for research.

7. Quantoken
May 8, 2005

JC said:
“a few folks of the latter case I’m aware of did decide to go into teaching
community college for a few years, but they didn’t really publish any research
papers afterwards.”

Why so? Is that 1.They do not want to write papers any more, or 2. they are
unable to write papers any more, or 3. their papers unable to be accepted for
publication? (because their institution affiliation doesn’t seem impressive?)

A hundred years ago, a little 26 year old patent office clerk who also tutored high
school kids half time for a living could publish papers on one of the best academy
journals. Today, instituion affiliation is every thing.

I do NOT think Lubos will be denied tenure at Harvard. As smart as he is, I do
not think he will sit and wait like Sean did till the day to be told that his tenure
is denied, instead he will beat the clock and deny Harvard a tenureship and
find another job first, before he could be turned into a sitting duck.

You have a much better chance if YOU take it to turn down a position at a
prestigious institution to get a better job some where else, instead of you
be turned down. Sean could have done that! There are plenty of good
excuses to leave U of Chicago: It’s too cold a place to live, or U of
Chicago is not good enough to keep me and I want to be in Harvard, I am
not paid good enough, etc. etc. But as he sitted to wait for the UofC deny,
his choices are now limited and he will have a hard time trying to explain
why he would be fired, something his new boss must be curious to find



out.

Fire the boss before the boss could fire you, Lubos :-)!

Quantoken

8. JC
May 7, 2005

Peter,

When somebody is denied tenure at one university, what is the likelihood of them
finding another academic job (with chances at tenure) at another university?

Over the years I’ve noticed some folks who didn’t get tenure at places like
Harvard, Princeton, etc … seemed to have been able to find another academic
job at another university. For folks who didn’t get tenure at a less prestigious
university (ie. state universities, 4-year liberal arts colleges, etc …), few seemed
to have found another “half decent” academic job. Without mentioning any
names, a few folks of the latter case I’m aware of did decide to go into teaching
community college for a few years, but they didn’t really publish any research
papers afterwards.

9. Anonymous
May 7, 2005

One thing is for sure. Should Lubos ever gets denied tenure, there won’t be any
huge outpouring of sympathy for him, unlike Sean Caroll.

10. May 7, 2005

Weather forecasts are done by simulations. Lattice QCD calculations are done by
Monte Carlo simulations. etc.

11. JC
May 6, 2005

I wonder what would happen if academic tenure ceases to exist in America by
congress passing a new law, where only existing tenured professor jobs remain
while no new tenured jobs are produced in the future. On the surface one can
perhaps see this being done by the republican congress, as a way of striking
back at the “liberal left” in academia.

12. Chris Oakley
May 6, 2005

“Shut up, or I’ll set Lubos on you.” – That would have stopped Hoppe’s
persecutors in their tracks.

13. Not a Nobel Laureate
May 6, 2005



Academic freedom in the US is mostly an illusion.

“My Battle with the Thought Police – Hoppe”

http://www.mises.org/story/1792

The irony is that the academic left demands that same type of cultural
conformaty as the religious right when it comes to their own set of beliefs.

A plague on both their houses.

As for global warming, it’s become an quasi-religious meme that cannot be
questioned to far too many people rather than a hypothesis. The fact that it’s
based on simulations should be the first warning flag.

14. May 4, 2005

D R Lunsford May 2, 2005 05:53 PM said:
We should stick to physics here. LM isn’t exactly a fascinating topic.

and again D R Lunsford May 4, 2005 09:46 AM
Interesting penta-quark news

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2005/05/050502203532.htm

but the topic here is LM. the lead post is “Lubos leashed”.
I think there is something to be learned from watching Lubos, as a sensitive
compass needle.

Now (immediately after the leash episode) he points to Albert Einstein Institute
at MPI-Potsdam where the director of string research is Hermann Nicolai.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/05/e10-billiards-and-m-theory.html

LM has some chips because of his visibility. IMO he won’t come out a victim, nor
be easily repressed: too agile.

Suppose one were to ask what is the top center for string research which is
immune to the Landscape disease. If Harvard should be infected, to such an
extent that one cannot criticize what LM calls the “haystack”, where would a
bright person want to go?

15. D R Lunsford
May 4, 2005

Interesting penta-quark news

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2005/05/050502203532.htm

-drl

16. ksh95
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May 4, 2005

“Sean Carroll was…just told that his tenureship was denied at UofC

Wow, that’s horrible news. I wish him the best of luck in his upcoming search.

17. Quantoken
May 4, 2005

Sean Carroll was leashed, too. He just told that his tenureship was denied at
UofC. That shocked many people. And I wish him the best in finding another job.

Peter would you not want to comment on that a bit? Here is a guy who wrote
books and published a lot of papers, and he is still not good enough to earn his
tenureship 12 years after his Ph.D. What’s the odd for some one like Lubos on
the expectation of tenureship? I guess this really gets a lot of none-tenured
people worried.

Does it have to do with politics? Sean is an openly Atheist. Could that has
something to do with it? No body knows how tough it is if you are one refusing to
believe in God in this country.

Quantoken

18. May 3, 2005

Why are you mistaking a superstring department for a physics department?
Lubos realized his mistake and attended a real physics talk for the first time in
his life.

19. May 3, 2005

Lubos, if you are out there reading this, can you tell us what exactly is going on?
I’d hardly expect this sort of thing in a PHYSICS DEPARTMENT

20. May 3, 2005

Peter said:
… Whatever it was, it doesn’t seem to have slowed him down much since he is
still posting political commentary not especially distinguishable from before. He
does seem to have stopped criticizing the Landscape, maybe that’s what all this
is about.

If so it is bad news. there are surprisingly few voices openly defending
traditional scientific standards against attack from within

Blank 10:26AM said:
Isn’t it strange that Lubos is being so secretive and tantalizing as to how he was
“leashed” and by whom? And isn’t it strange that he still posts his usual political
views despite being “leashed”?

I take that as an indication that the pressure came from someone in his own



department.

And why did he remove his “leashed” signature and other cryptic sentences like
“I don’t enjoy the freedom to tell you what I think”?…

the quote about “don’t enjoy the freedom” was at the end of some rather muted
comment on a recent paper by Vafa et al called “Baby Universes in String
Theory”

the next poster sounds convinced by a smoke screen—a false explanation
rumored by “Well-informed sources” in the department

In response to Peter’s
“He does seem to have stopped criticizing the Landscape, maybe that’s what all
this is about.”
Blank 10:33AM said:

Well-informed sources  tell me that it was his climate stuff that finally went
too far. Earlier versions of his latest post on that theme “raised ethical questions
about the funding of climate research” — and what I’ve written is an extremely
sanitized version….that was changed, with LM complaining that he was not
allowed to say those things …. and now he’s not allowed even to say that! I really
doubt that his landscape stuff would result in any problems. People in this line
are used to trashing each other’s papers, no big deal. Though Eva Silverstein did
blow a fuse, that’s very exceptional. But raising questions about where money is
going — well, that’s *really* playing with fire.

I see, the real reason was his mentioning money (in the case of some climate
research). It is normal to trash each other’s papers. Eva did blow a fuse but
that’s very exceptional. Ha ha. Yes, it was really about funding in climate
research.

At least one subsequent poster seems to have bought the screen. The
conversation turned to issues like ivy league liberals, Sean Carroll’s views of
women in science, and the superior analytical acumen of physicists.

I think Lubos was getting out an important message about the Landscape school
of pseudo-physics, that his language in his “Kennedy Landscape” piece was too
effective, and that departmental authority, conceivably in the shape of Cumrun
Vafa or someone equally august, stepped in. I think that we can expect anti-
global-warming blogs as usual from Lubos, but nothing further that equals his
“Kennedy Landscape” piece. I do not think the turn of events is humdrum (some
have suggested it is boring to discuss these Motl matters) but, on the contrary,
appalling.

21. Arun
May 3, 2005

There is nothing particularly “humanistic” or “scientific” in pointing out a logical
fallacy. It also seems orthogonal to “aptitude for interpersonal relationships,
social graces, understanding”.



Perhaps ksh95 should follow his/her own advice and not confuse “superior
analytical acumen, for superior acumen in other more humanistic topics”
(incidentally, physicists’ superior analytical acumen is a bit of myth as well).

22. ksh95
May 3, 2005

“…I shouldn’t speak for Sean Carroll, but what he has said is that the differences
between men and women are not explanatory for the specific observed
phenomena of the gender ratios in science…”

Either way. My point isn’t about Lubos or Sean. My point is, as physicists we
should not mistake our superior analytical acumen, for superior acumen in other
more humanistic topics.

23. Arun
May 2, 2005

I shouldn’t speak for Sean Carroll, but what he has said is that the differences
between men and women are not explanatory for the specific observed
phenomena of the gender ratios in science.

24. D R Lunsford
May 2, 2005

We should stick to physics here. LM isn’t exactly a fascinating topic.

-drl

25. May 2, 2005

ksh95 is very correct. It’s sad, but true.

26. ksh95
May 2, 2005

Didn’t your mom ever tell you…

” As brilliant as you are, you have no common sense”

Translation: An aptitude for Field theory is a very different thing than an
aptitude for interpersonal relationships, social graces, understanding society…
etc.

My mom clearly understands that free speech does not mean you have the right
to challenge orthodox political or scientific views. Go to San Fransisco, scream I
believe marriage is between a man and a women, and then try to open a corner
store. Go to West Virginia, scream there is no god, and then try to find some
fishing buddies.

Lubos was leashed…big surprise there!!!



As an assistant professor, in a physics department, in a flamingly liberal school,
one can not expect to PUBLICLY attack liberal philosophy while simultaneously
PUBLICLY declaring that the ayatollahs new theories are nonsense, and avoid
consequences.

Brilliant, young, theoritician, completly lost when it comes to understanding
people.

And just so you don’t think I’m anti Lubos.

How did Sean Carroll convince himself that 4 billion years of evolution have
resulted in a perfect equivilance between men and women (except for a few
obvious differences).

A brilliant, theoritician, completly lost when it comes to understanding people.

It seems to me. At best social or interpersonal intelligence is completly
uncorrelated to analytical intelligence. At worst social or interpersonal
intelligence is negatively correlated to analytical intelligence.

27. May 2, 2005

I have nothing against LM and wish him well.
I also strongly feel he should be allowed to express his views freely on physics
and politics regardless of whether I agree with them or not.
Jumping between this blog and LMs there has been a lot interesting stuff
debated and argued this past year. Nevertheless, I am getting really tired with
all the conversation and attention that focuses upon him. Last week it was a
debate about his publications for example. And I even am talking about him right
now! But I think this is part of what is going on: the “leashing” has probably
something to do with the fact that he has a very high profile among the online
physics community and has now somehow become (inadvertantly) the voice and
representation of Harvard’s physics department. (If other Harvard physicists had
blogs I guess this would balance things out though.) They probably want him to
tone it down quite a bit.

Having been at an Ivy League school myself for a while I do know that you are
there and are hired for the greater glory and image of the school more than you
are to serve yourself and your own needs and views. LM is also probably
realising that the US is not the land of the free and free speech it claims to be (at
least not any more). I know young faculty can have a very hard time and are
under a lot of pressure so I do wish him well and hope he gets through things ok
if he is having a bad time. In the end though you have to be true to yourself and
what you believe in and be in an environment where you are comfortable doing
that and free to do that.

28. island
May 2, 2005

This is getting fanatically rediculous and ideological bias should be outlawed
from science altogether.



Imagine how left-wing extremists would react to finding out that humans have a
real practical function in nature that results from the growing “higher-level”
physical “need” of our expanding universe.

http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/edit/archives/2004/09/30/2003204990

Imagine how right-wing fundie creationists would react to finding out that their
“higher-power” is actually the second law of thermodynamics.

Science and humanity is doomed if it comes down to right-winged fanaticism vs.
leftist liberalism

29. May 2, 2005

Is the previous anonymous none other than Lubos himself? It certainly seems
like it. If he really is Lubos, the whole “leashing” thing sounds extremely
suspicious to me. If there is anything fishy going on with the funding of climate
research, it’s most likely to be coming from the side of global warming
skepticism, but Lubos is on their side…

It certainly seems out of place for global warming researchers to “leash” a
blogger with little credibility.

30. May 2, 2005

I don’t think it’s no big deal to trash each others ideas. It may be the cultural
norm in physics, but it can still be very hurtful, which is even the more so if the
trasher is wrong.

And I don’t think Silverstein blew a fuse. It seems more like she was defending
herself from unfair attacks.

31. May 2, 2005

“He does seem to have stopped criticizing the Landscape, maybe that’s what all
this is about.”

Well-informed sources  tell me that it was his climate stuff that finally went
too far. Earlier versions of his latest post on that theme “raised ethical questions
about the funding of climate research” — and what I’ve written is an extremely
sanitized version….that was changed, with LM complaining that he was not
allowed to say those things …. and now he’s not allowed even to say that! I really
doubt that his landscape stuff would result in any problems. People in this line
are used to trashing each other’s papers, no big deal. Though Eva Silverstein did
blow a fuse, that’s very exceptional. But raising questions about where money is
going — well, that’s *really* playing with fire.

32. May 2, 2005

Isn’t it strange that Lubos is being so secretive and tantalizing as to how he was
“leashed” and by whom? And isn’t it strange that he still posts his usual political
views despite being “leashed”?

http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/edit/archives/2004/09/30/2003204990
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And why did he remove his “leashed” signature and other cryptic sentences like
“I don’t enjoy the freedom to tell you what I think”? Isn’t this a free country?

33. Apeiron
May 2, 2005

Which is scarier – that someone told him to cool it on his political beliefs or
academic thoughts?

I think it’s possible that someone advised him that his instantaneous trashing of
papers and talks as soon as they came out within the small world of string theory
physics is not how the game should be played.

I think he should behave as he sees fit, with an understanding that there are
consequences to free speech as well – especially in closed communities like
academia.

34. Peter Woit
May 2, 2005

I certainly support Lubos’s right to say whatever he wants, but before protesting
too loudly his “leashing” I’d like to know exactly what happened. Did someone
tell him he should stop expressing right-wing political viewpoints? Or did they
just tell him he was often making a fool of himself? Whatever it was, it doesn’t
seem to have slowed him down much since he is still posting political
commentary not especially distinguishable from before. He does seem to have
stopped criticizing the Landscape, maybe that’s what all this is about.

35. Arun
May 2, 2005

I agree with Anonymous at May 2, 2005 06:53 AM that if Lubos is being leashed,
his would be a case to defend strongly.

36. Anonymous
May 2, 2005

Well, I can’t understand why Motl feels “leashed” (putting aside his
psychological motivations for putting this show). And I think if people really
believed in freedom of speech etc., if indeed he is serious in his being “leashed”,
his would be the case to defend vigorously. And that’s precisely because his
views are so obnoxious (he’s basically the equivalent of a party hack here; old
habits die hard).

So, if he indeed is feeling constrained in any way, I think this would be the
situation to strongly defend his rights (however repugnant his stances).
Especially relevant for Peter to do that – would be nice for Peter (he mentioned it
briefly in this post though) to have a post staunchly supporting Motl’s right to
say whatever he has to say, plainly and unequivocally.

37. JC



May 2, 2005

Offtopic, but about today’s (May 2, 2005) appearance of one new hep-th preprint.
This sure seems odd for the otherwise normally “busy” hep-th board. Has there
been any other days in the past which only had one, or even zero, new hep-th
preprints?

(I don’t believe this is a sign of reckoning).

38. Simplex
May 1, 2005

[i] But who would feel so threatened by a lone ravings of a scientist with no
political clout?[/i]

If Lubos has been subjected to pressure or warnings about the content of his
blog, I would guess it is not because of his reactionary politics but rather
because of this:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000184.html

that is, “leashing” if it has really occurred, was more likely prompted by his
outspoken and effective criticism of string theory Landscape research.

His “Kennedy Landscape” posting of 22 April, which Peter quoted and gave a
link to, would have been the last straw.

Everything else Lubos does on his blog is a “petty misdemeanor” by comparison
and the authorities would be petty themselves, were they to discipline him for it.

39. May 1, 2005

lubos does not seem to be the type of person who can be silenced easily. The
“leashing” probably involves his tenure or something. If that’s the case, I must
say that’s an awful abuse of the tenure system. But who would feel so threatened
by a lone ravings of a scientist with no political clout?

40. Alejandro Rivero
May 1, 2005

I got it! “Politically Correct” (I was trying “Communist Party” in a first guess)

41. Alejandro Rivero
May 1, 2005

I missed something. I thought that PC was standing for “Parity times Charge”.

42. Apeiron
May 1, 2005

Hmmm…..I guess loony political beliefs are those you disagree with?

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000184.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000184.html


Is it loony to megaphone nonsense in the campus courtyard? (cf Witten and Co.).
I guess not if it conforms to the PC orthodoxy.

Pretty weak-minded stuff from smart people, but it’s predictable from those who
never made it off campus.

43. JC
May 1, 2005

Over the years I’ve heard of a few cases of untenured folks either saying all
kinds of loony things, and/or burning all their bridges behind. In these particular
cases, the untenured person in question knew they were never going to get
tenure at their university nor at any other research university for that matter.
With this realization their mindset is basically in a “lame duck” phase where
nothing “academic” matters to them anymore, and they’re already sending out
their resume looking for another job outside of academia. During this “lame
duck” stage these folks took on an attitude of goofing off and being an
annoyance, before they get the eventual boot.

44. Arun
May 1, 2005

In what way has Lubos Motl’s right to speak been curtailed? Has there been any
formal sanctions? Or has been informal, some faculty member or official hinting
at something?

My doubt being that if we interpret graphs of world ocean temperature, or the
scientific value of string theory differently, then do we know that we would
interpret whatever lead to being “leashed” in the same way? Without more facts,
there is no objective way of judging the matter.

-Arun

45. May 1, 2005

Fred,

When was Feynman “chastized on many occasions”?

I’m sorry if Lubos got into trouble. I thought Harvard was “The Crazy Academic’s
Last Stand”, so to speak.

46. Chris Oakley
May 1, 2005

It is possible that Motl has been restrained because of this politics, but far more
likely – in my opinion, at least – is that Harvard took a dim view of his generally
behaving like a mad dog. If so, I will miss him. A least he put his head above the
parapet, for example, in posting here – something that few other string theorists
have been prepared to do, and certainly not to the degree that he did.

47. Fred



May 1, 2005

Fortunately scientists are somewhat immune to the politics of tenure/academic
thought police with regards to someones particular idealogy.

This is not always the case, women had a great deal of difficulty in the past, as
have notable conservatives (Edward Teller and Feynman both were chastised on
many occassions). The same holds for liberals (the Colorado proffessor with the
loony views on the WtC for instance).

However when you make enough of a buzz about yourself (say in lectures or on a
blog) invariably you will end up with a backlash. Being a string theorist or most
any high profile scientist kinda gives an intellectual edge to any conversation
that might be seen as threatening to the average public or academic figure. I
mean it wasn’t long ago that scientists were sorta seen as high
priests/priestesses of Ishtar when the nuclear age was dawning on us.

Still, its shocking that there is this ‘leashing’ taking place. I’ve seen it happen to
other people too to a lesser degree (morally speaking).

48. Tony Smith
May 1, 2005

Peter, you say “… There certainly were plenty of people who had trouble in
academia because of their political beliefs during the fifties. When I said I wasn’t
aware of any cases I meant during the last 25 years or so …”.

Could that mean that a pendulum has swung over a 50-year period so that we
are now entering a new era of politicized academia, in which the role of the
McCarthy bad guys of the 1950s is now being played by the PC bad guys of today
in the 2000s ?

(I admit that “bad guys” is a subjective term, but it is how I view them.)

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

49. Peter
May 1, 2005

Hi Tony,

There certainly were plenty of people who had trouble in academia because of
their political beliefs during the fifties. When I said I wasn’t aware of any cases I
meant during the last 25 years or so that I’ve been around universities.

50. Tony Smith
May 1, 2005

Peter, you say that you have “… never heard of any case in math or physics
where this … political beliefs … was in any way an issue in a tenure decision. …”.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


What about David Bohm’s expulsion from Princeton?
According to the Bohm biography Infinite Potential, by F. David Peat (Addison-
Wesley 1997) at pages 101, 104, and 133:
“… when his [Bohm’s] … Princeton University … teaching … contract came up
for renewal, in June [1951], it was terminated. … Renewal of his contract should
have been a foregone conclusion … Clearly the university’s decison was made on
political and not on academic grounds … Einstein was … interested in having
Bohm work as his assistant at the Institute for Advanced Study … Oppenheimer,
however, overruled Einstein on the grounds that Bohm’s appointment would
embarrass him [Oppenheimer] as director of the institute. … Max Dresden …
read Bohm’s papers. He had assumed that there was an error in its agruments,
but errors proved difficult to detect. … Dresden visited Oppenheimer …
Oppenheimer replied … “We consider it juvenile deviationism …” … no one had
actually read the paper … “We don’t waste our time.” … Oppenheimer proposed
that Dresden present Bohm’s work in a seminar to the Princeton Institute, which
Dresden did. … Reactions … were based less on scientific grounds than on
accusations that Bohm was a fellow traveler, a Trotskyite, and a traitor. … the
overall reaction was that the scientific community should “pay no attention to
Bohm’s work.” … Oppenheimer went so far as to suggest that “if we cannot
disprove Bohm, then we must agree to ignore him.” …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

51. JC
May 1, 2005

Anonymous (Posted at May 1, 2005 12:39 AM),

Sounds like stuff in Erich Fromm’s “Escape From Freedom” book.

52. May 1, 2005

It is a liberal illusion that people (as a whole) liberated from oppression
understand freedom. The experience in most of the world is that freed peoples
turn around and behave like their former oppressors; just as the abused
individual is likely to become an abuser, like the harassed daughter-in-law
becomes a terror of a mother-in-law; the victims of racism are racist; the
persecuted dissenter becomes intolerant of dissent.

It is also both a liberal and a Christian misconception that suffering confers
virtue.

53. May 1, 2005

Conservatives love to feel sorry for themselves.

If he is denied tenure, I’m sure Lubos would find it much more comforting to
nurse the illusion that he was persecuted for his political beliefs, than to face the
fact that he has wasted his life on silly pretend physics.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


54. Daniel
April 30, 2005

(I don’t know Lubos Motl personally, or in any capacity except for his blog)I do
know however, that he comes from a country that has in the past been “leashed”
by communism, economic stagnation and stifling bureaucracy. A country where
free speech and the individual were suppressed by corrupt people who thought
that *they*, and *they* alone, knew what any given person *should* be doing at
any given time. With this background Lubos, I would imagine, understands what
makes *your* country, Dr. Peter Woit (assuming you are an american), a great
country. His “right wing idealism” that you refer to, is an exaltation, a rejoicing
cry, an exhausted relief in the simple fact that there *does* exist a place in the
world where one man can rise above the rest, where reason isn’t inhibited by
political correctness and adherence to the majority belief. Given the stark
contrasts that he has seen perhaps he and others like him who have emerged
from behind the Iron Curtain know better than any of us what America really
stands for and what we as members and visitors of this society should exalt in.
(Forgive me for this slightly sarcastic final comment,…but Lubos stands in the
extreme minority with his political views (in academic circles) and is unafraid to
challenge the norm, and you stand in the face of the majority string theorists and
are also unafraid to challenge the “standard” view. You are quite similar in many
ways!!)

55. Peter Woit
April 30, 2005

Annoying your colleagues with loony political beliefs certainly doesn’t tend to
make them better disposed to your tenure case, but I’ve never heard of any case
in math or physics where this was in any way an issue in a tenure decision.

56. JC
April 30, 2005

Peter,

How common is it for somebody to be denied tenure because of their political
beliefs?

One extreme case of this sort I’ve heard of, though not having to do with tenure
directly, was of some professor who was posting up Nazi white supremecist
propaganda on his www homepage. The department eventually moved his office
to some dark corner in the basement or the boiler room.



Various Mathematical Links

May 5, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I’ve recently run across various interesting mathematically oriented sites, each with
some connection to physics:

Alain Connes now has a web-site. He’s now a professor at Vanderbilt University as
well as at the College de France. I can see him in Robert Altman’s movie “Nashville”.
His site contains quite a few interesting things, including most of his research articles
and some interesting survey articles about his work on non-commutative geometry.
For instance, take a look at his “A View of Mathematics”, which starts off with a
wonderful description of doing mathematical research and some interesting history of
geometry, before surveying his recent work relating non-commutative geometry and
physics.

David Ben-Zvi at Austin is organizing a new lecture series to be made available over
the web called GRASP (for Geometry, Representations and Some Physics), which
sounds promising although it is just getting started.

The MIT math department sponsors something called the Talbot workshops. Last year
the topic was elliptic cohomology, this year geometric Langlands. Notes from the
lectures are available courtesy of Megumi Harada who also maintains a useful
website of geometry conferences, many of which have some sort of physics
component.

Comments

1. May 12, 2005

Speaking of links, the readers of Peter can be marginally interested on the
schedule of the Strings 2005 conference, early this July.

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005
/program.html

2. stephen
May 11, 2005

I learnt a lot of things in this blog of yours Peter. A you can see many links come
from your posts.

I have included a correction to previous post quotation. I might have given the
wrong link. I had to give credit to Alain Connes for the statement, and it did not
show this. I stand corrected here now.

3. Juan R.

http://www.alainconnes.org/
http://www.alainconnes.org/
ftp://ftp.alainconnes.org/maths.pdf
ftp://ftp.alainconnes.org/maths.pdf
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/~benzvi
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/~benzvi
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP.html
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000122.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000122.html
http://www.math.toronto.edu/~megumi/Talbot2005/Talbot.html
http://www.math.toronto.edu/~megumi/Talbot2005/Talbot.html
http://www.math.toronto.edu/~megumi/Talbot2005/Talbot.html
http://www.math.toronto.edu/~megumi/Talbot2005/Talbot.html
http://www.math.toronto.edu/~megumi/
http://www.math.toronto.edu/~megumi/
http://www.math.toronto.edu/symplec/announce.html
http://www.math.toronto.edu/symplec/announce.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/program.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/program.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/program.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/program.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/05/unity-of-mathematics.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/05/unity-of-mathematics.html


May 9, 2005

I think that Connes idea of a “map” between geometrical items and operator
ones is interesting, but I doubt that we can obtain some really fundamental.

I am not sure of that noncommutative geometry solves some of the more difficult
open questions in differential geometry. See, e.g. my criticism to infinitesimals on
page 5 of Official launching

Moreover, It is unlikely that noncommutative geometry alone can be the key for
our understanding of quantum gravitation.

4. D R Lunsford
May 8, 2005

I followed Connes up through ds=1/D then he sort of lost me. But that’s a great
read. Anything with Desargue’s Theorem in it is worth reading.

-drl

5. Juan R.
May 8, 2005

Part of the ability of good mathematicians is to provide new language where our
previous discriptions were lacking

Part of the ability of good scientists is to provide new models of nature where our
previous discriptions were lacking

A mixture of bad math more bad physics is of litte interest for us.

Humm. Bad math more bad physics. where do i read some similar?… perhaps in
some 10D universe in my last travel?

0 + 0 = 2?0 = nothing vibrating.

An additional dimension does not change the result.

6. stephen
May 7, 2005

Most mathematicians adopt a pragmatic attitude and see themselves as the
explorers of this mathematical world” whose existence they don’t have any wish
to question, and whose structure they uncover by a mixture of intuition, not so
foreign from poetical desire”, and of a great deal of rationality requiring
intense periods of concentration.

Each generation builds a mental picture” of their own understanding of this
world and constructs more and more penetrating mental tools to explore
previously hidden aspects of that reality.

Like Lenny Susskind?

http://www.canonical.chemicalforums.com/official%20launching%20letter.pdf
http://www.canonical.chemicalforums.com/official%20launching%20letter.pdf
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/
http://www-math.mit.edu/~jnkf/talbot/


Isn’t this part of the ability of good mathematicians is to provide new language
where our previous discriptions were lacking? New forms/models of math?

7. Florian
May 7, 2005

He.
I’m reading your blog for some time now and enjoy it very much. Personally, I’m
more on the “mathematical side” but with some interest in how ideas from
physics motivate new mathematical questions and insights (like the paper of
Witten on Morse-Theory or the one by Kontsevich on Deformation Quantization)
and I appreciate the mathematical posts very much.

Best regards,
Florian.

8. Levi
May 6, 2005

Just wanted to say that I always appreciate the math links. Thanks.

9. D R Lunsford
May 6, 2005

Thanks. “Integral conformal invariants” sound interesting 

-drl

10. Peter Woit
May 6, 2005

Hi Danny,

Kind of too big a topic, since “geometry” in one form or another covers maybe at
least a third of all mathematics research. For some idea of the range of things
people work on, there’s a conference here at Columbia this week in honor of a
great geometer, my colleague Masatake Kuranishi, who is 80 and retired this
past year. See

http://www.math.columbia.edu/%7Ewoit/kuranishi_schedule.html

One hot topic is the curvature flow technique pioneered by Richard Hamilton,
and used by Perelman to give at least an outline of a proof of the Poincare
conjecture. Besides trying to nail down the details of this, people are applying
this kind of technique to questions in complex geometry.

11. D R Lunsford
May 6, 2005

Could you give an overview of what is going on in geometry these days?

-drl

http://www.math.columbia.edu/%7Ewoit/kuranishi_schedule.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/%7Ewoit/kuranishi_schedule.html


The Stormy Onset of Group Theory in the New
Quantum Mechanics

May 9, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

When I first started studying quantum mechanics I read quite a bit about the
remarkable history of the subject, especially about the brief period from 1925-27
when the subject grew dramatically out of the incoherent ideas of the old quantum
theory to the full quantum mechanical formalism that is still taught today. This was
the work of a small group of physicists: especially Heisenberg, Born and Jordan in
Göttingen, Schrödinger in Zurich, Dirac in Cambridge, and Pauli in Hamburg.
Recently I’ve been reading again about some of this history, but paying attention
especially to the interactions of mathematics and physics during these years. An
excellent very recent article that covers some of this is by Luisa Bonolis, entitled
“From the Rise of the Group Concept to the Stormy Onset of Group Theory in the
New Quantum Mechanics”. (It seems that this link is inaccessible unless you’re at a
university site that has a subscription. The article should also be available at most
physics research libraries as vol 27, numbers 4-5 of the 2004 issue of Rivista del
Nuovo Cimento.)

I’ve written a bit about this history before, especially about the mathematician
Hermann Weyl’s role, but quite a few other mathematicians were closely involved,
including Hilbert, von Neumann, Emmy Noether, and van der Waerden. Much of the
interaction between mathematicians and physicists took place at Göttingen, where
Hilbert was the leading mathematical figure, and Weyl was sometimes a visitor, with
both of them lecturing on quantum mechanics. This period was very much a high
point of the interaction of mathematics and physics, interactions of a sort that were
not seen again until the 1980s. Heisenberg and his collaborators learned about
matrices from Hilbert and the other mathematicians at Göttingen, and Weyl was
responsible for educating physicists about group representation theory and turning it
into an important tool in quantum mechanics.

The Bonolis article has some amusing quotes from physicists who were having trouble
absorbing what the mathematicians were telling them. Heisenberg wrote to Jordan
“Now the learned Göttingen mathematicians talk so much about Hermitian matrices,
but I do not even know what a matrix is,” and to Pauli “Göttingen is divided into two
camps, those who, like Hilbert (or also Weyl, in a letter to Jordan), talk about the
great success which has been scored by the introduction of matrix calculus into
physics; the others, like Franck, who say that one will never be able to understand
matrices.” Pauli was scornful about this new, unphysical, mathematical formalism of
matrices, drawing a testy response from Heisenberg: “When you reproach us that we
are such big donkeys that we have never produced anything new physically, it well
may be true. But then, you are also an equally big jackass because you have not
accomplished it either.”

Immediately after having to get used to matrices, physicists were confronted by Weyl
with high-powered group representation theory, which they found even harder to

http://paperseek.sif.it/index.php?doi=10.1393/ncr/i2004-10006-4
http://paperseek.sif.it/index.php?doi=10.1393/ncr/i2004-10006-4
http://paperseek.sif.it/index.php?doi=10.1393/ncr/i2004-10006-4
http://paperseek.sif.it/index.php?doi=10.1393/ncr/i2004-10006-4
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000085.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000085.html


understand than matrices. Famously, Pauli referred to the group theory that
mathematicians were talking about as the “Gruppenpest”, but the late twenties saw a
very fruitful exchange of ideas between mathematicians and physicists around this
topic. Weyl’s proof of the Peter-Weyl theorem and von Neumann’s work on
representation theory grew out of quantum mechanics, and the Brauer-Weyl theory of
spinor representations was inspired by Dirac’s work on the Dirac equation.

It’s also interesting to note how in the years just preceding this period, much
interaction between math and physics had grown out of general relativity. Noether’s
work on what is now known as the Noether theorem came about because she was
asked questions by Einstein and Hilbert who were trying to sort out conservation laws
in GR. Weyl took up representation theory as a result of his work on the symmetries of
the curvature tensor.

An amusing story I hadn’t heard before that is in the Bonolis article was one told by
Edward Condon about Hilbert. He claims that when Born and Heisenberg went to
Hilbert to get help with matrices, he told them that “the only times that he had ever
had anything to do with matrices was when they came up as a sort of by-product of
the eigenvalues of the boundary-value problem of a differential equation. So if you
look for the differential equation which has these matrices you can probably do more
with that. They had thought it was a goofy idea and that Hilbert did not know what he
was talking about. So he was having a lot of fun pointing out to them that they could
have discovered Schrödinger’s wave mechanics six months earlier if they had paid a
little more attention to him.”

Comments

1. Juan R.
May 18, 2005

No problem Peter,

but by a question of education and consistency, please use always the same
phylosophy for stoping/erasing any no relevant comments.

It is my belief (and of others) that your meaning of “irrelevant” is rather flexible,
specially when you open a topic on a “stringy theme” and people here finalize it
attacking to Lubos Motl. I still wonder that you maintain several of those
comments and personal attacks intact.

Of course, this is your blog and I respect your decision. No problem by my part,
this was only a comment.

2. Chris W.
May 16, 2005

The paper that is the topic of this post has been downloaded and may be found
here:



http://olympus.het.brown.edu/~danieldf/papels/math-ph/bonolis2004.pdf

(..via It’s Equal But It’s Different)

Regarding my previous comment (partly in response to one of Ben’s), see Section
6. ? Einstein vs. mathematicians: Minkowski and the special theory of
relativity (p. 20-27).

3. Peter Woit
May 16, 2005

No, I was up in Boston at another conference, which I’ll write about soon.

Matti and Juan,

Please stop using this weblog as a discussion forum for your own ideas that have
nothing to do with the topics here. I’ll delete any further comments of this kind.

4. Anonymous
May 16, 2005

Sorry, Peter to change the topic.
A question I have is, did you attend the
workshop on string cosmology at Columbia organized
on Friday 13th which Lubos Motl discusses in his blog. Maybe you can report on
it if you did
thanks

5. Juan R.
May 16, 2005

Thanks Matti,

It has been a pleasure read your post. Still i may apologize because i do have
studied TGD, but when I have some time free i will do.

I also work with a two-time formalism, therefore some times i talk about a 4+1D
formalism. Humm, interesting! What is the status of the “geometric time
appearing in field equations of physics” in your formalism?

I think that with apparently breaking of the second law in self asemmbly you
mean integral decreasing of disorder or perhaps or on a diferential rate sense
(negative production of entropy).

I found time ago that spacetime cannot be represented by usual differentiable
manifolds (bye bye Calabi-Yaus), but still I cannot claim for fractal-like behavior,
since i do know if a fractal description would be exact or only an approximation
valid in certain regimes. I simply are not sure.

Really interesting, in my approach the failure of scattering theory is associated
to density of matter. In particle physics with small effective densities, S-matrix
work perfectly. for condensed matter situations, all the formalism breaks down

http://olympus.het.brown.edu/~danieldf/papels/math-ph/bonolis2004.pdf
http://olympus.het.brown.edu/~danieldf/papels/math-ph/bonolis2004.pdf
http://blog.olympus.het.brown.edu/science/
http://blog.olympus.het.brown.edu/science/


and one works with phenomenological issues ad hoc.

The failure of usual relativistic description of bound states is more complex in my
approach

Yes i also found that reductionsim fail, in fact it is a proven fact (usually ignored
by physicists and by all string theorists) that string theory does not verify the
equation for complexity level.

In my approach nature has a hierarchical structure and no one level is in deep
more important that other. Upper levels are not totally reduced to simple lower
levels, in fact there is information that is not contained in lower levels, e.g.
particle. That is the failure of particle physics to explain upper structures for
example biomolecules.

A priori my theory contain MOND approach like a limiting case for the
explaining of anomalous acceleration and the missing matter problem.

6. Matti PItkanen
May 16, 2005

To Juan R.:

Thank you for interesting comments.

The most obvious apparent violations of second law relate to self assembly and
behavior of phase conjugate light.

In my own theoretical framework they are apparent violations so that here we
agree. I feel it necessary to distinguish between two times: the geometric time
appearing in field equations of physics and the experienced time whose basic
unit is quantum jump and which corresponds in average sense to some
increment of geometric time which is however proportional to hbar so that there
is a hierarcy for the geometric average durations of quantum jump (moment of
consciousness) just like there is hierarchy of material systems: elementary
particles, hadrons, nuclei, atoms…

The differences between these times are obvious: consider only reversibility
(irreversibility) of geometric (experienced) time. With respect to the experienced
time second law holds still true but since TGD predicts that both positive and
negative arrows of geometric time (positive and negative sign of conserved
inertial energy, two possible manners to select the fermionic Fock state in second
quantization), processes such as self assembly for which controlling process
proceeds backwards in the geometric time, apparently break the second law.

Concerning the “more quantal” issue. Increase of hbar means essentially fractal
scaling: quantum coherence lengths and times are scaled up. For scattering
cross sections in perturbative regime the effect is perhaps somewhat
surprisingly just the opposite since higher order corrections come in powers of
alpha= g^2/4*pi*hbar, which is reduced. For bound state energies which cannot
be understood perturbatively the situation is different: in the case of hydrogen



effects is simple scaling by 1/hbar^2 proportionality of binding energy. An
interseting hypothesis is that hbar increases when the perturbative series for
S-matrix fails.

Macrostructure indeed affects microstructure and reductionism fails: this is one
of the main implications of TGD. This is already implied by what I call topological
quantization: space-time surface has a many-sheeted structure with sheets
having outer boundary (magnetic flux tubes, “topological light rays”, etc..)
identifiable as quantum coherence regions and forming a length and time scale
hierarchy. Quantum classical correspondence together with the fact that these
regions can have arbitrarily large but finite size suggests a generalization of
quantum theory and dynamical and quantized hbar provides it.

Concerning strange unobserved matter: I am believer in TGD based variants of
string like objects identifiable as magnetic flux tubes. Simplest of them are
cosmic strings, 4-D surfaces X^2xY^2, where X^2 is string orbit in M^4 and
Y^2 holomorphically imbedded 2-manifold of CP_2. A cosmic string traversing
through the nucleus of galaxy in a direction transverse to the galactic plane
(naturally assignable to the galactic jet) creates a Newtonian 1/rho potential,
which explains the constant velocity spectrum of stars: no dark matter elsewhere
would be the minimum option. I do not know how closely this relates to your
explanation. Actually TGD allows to identify galactic black hole as a highly
convoluted cosmic string. Galaxies would be pearls in a cosmic necklace.

I think that the limits of classical physics are encountered when one tries to
understand intentional action and the coherent behavior of the matter in living
organisms.

Matti Pitkanen

7. Juan R.
May 16, 2005

For Matti.

Some time ago I revised some of supposed violations of the second law in
quantum regimes. The famous San Diego conference. Finally i discovered that all
revised claims of violation of the second law were based in obvious
misunderstanding of thermodynanmics and/or errors.

I also “showed” that formation of structures is compatible with a new
generalized version of the second law for mesoscopic regimes.

Therefore, since that i known several of usual methods in laser physics, i doubt
that any group can find real violation of the second law in laser phenomena.

8. Juan R.
May 16, 2005

Thanks,



I am not completely sure now of that the increase of hbar in Delta x*Delta
p=about hbar–>hbar_s would make the system more quantal, just more
uncertainty in coupled observables. I don’t think that can be exclusively
represented like more quantum character in all situations. Remember classical
statistical mechanics, asumed to be classical but with Delta x*Delta p different
from zero.

Therein my emphasis in that perhaps you are working with some like alpa?h,
with alpha a system parameter, instead of with variable h.

Could variation of your h explain cosmological redsift like the effect of travel of
light for different phases of universe? Or am i wrong?

I don’t know the details of TGD and therefore I cannot do any serious comment
still. However, I think that there is no real dark matter in the universe (this is
another argument against ST and supposed dark matter explained from
“cosmostrings”).

My explaining of galaxies and cluster “dark matter” like a discrepancy in
standard gravity appears to be supported by experimental data. In fact, i can
derive the well-known (1/r) behavior without invoking to strange unobserved
matter.

What is your opinion?

“The possibility of several values of hbar would allow interaction between widely
different time and length scales.”

It appears a fractal like behavior. Does macrostructure affects to microstructure
in your TGD? If yes, this may be a violation of typical reductionism of particle
physics.

Living matter is really interesting, still i found no sufficient time for doing
research in that. Now i am working in gravitation and cosmology.

My point is that living matter is characterized by “long-range correlations”, but i
don’t call that a “gigantic quantum structure”, since formulas for understanding
living phenomena are really classical ones, e.g. chemical kinetics.

Of course, perhaps i am wrong, but i don’t know any macro-quantum effect
violating classical laws usually applied, with success, in biology.

Cannot the movement of your hand be modelled with chemical kinetics (muscle)
+ transport theory (electrons, ions, etc.) + EM + classical mechanics (skeleton)?

9. May 16, 2005

In reply to Ben:

I’m a mathematician (though unlike some – most? – people here, I like to think
that math and physics are essentially the same; like two different sides of the
same thing). What you describe/ask (abstract commutation relations vs. concrete



PDSs) happens very often in mathematics. For example, consider finite groups;
every finite group is a subgroup of some symmetric group (that is, all
permutations of a set), and indeed that was the way people thinked of groups in
the 19th century. Only in the 20th century started people think about abstract
groups and their representation. Similarly, in the 19th century, continuous
groups mostly meant groups of transformations of vector spaces; manifolds
meant submanifolds of euclidean spaces (and again, every smooth manifold can
be imbedded in a large euclidean space), etc. So why consider abstract objects
instead “concrete” ones?
First, it is not always true that all abstract objects can be realized as “concrete”
ones (like subobjects of some model object); and, even more significantly, the
abstract viewpoint turned out to be very fruitful. For example, you can make a
difference between intrinsic and extrinsic properties of an object: which are
properties of the abstract object itself and which are consequences of the
particular realization of it.

10. Matti PItkanen
May 16, 2005

To Juan R.:

The increase of hbar in Delta x*Delta p=about hbar–>hbar_s would make the
system more quantal.

One can imagine that a system consisting of ordinary elementary particles can
make a transition to a large hbar phase without an appreciable change in four
momenta of particles but with an increase in quantal size hbar/m defined by the
Compton length. Macroscopic quantum phase is a natural outcome due to the
quantum overlap of particles.

For instance, suppose that hbar_s/hbar= about 2^11 (a preferred value for
hbar_s for certain reasons). Ordinary IR photon with energy of 1.24 eV
corresponds to wavelength of one micrometer whereas “dark photon” would
correspond to a microwave wavelength of 5 millimeters.

There are good arguments (in TGD Universe) for believing that dark matter
particles form analogs of Bose Einstein condensates and emit coherently BE
condensates of dark photons behaving very much like laser beams and decaying
to ordinary photons with wavelength shorter by a factor 2^(-11) in our example
(decoherence).

The possibility of several values of hbar would allow interaction between widely
different time and length scales. This kind of interactions characterize living
matter. Consider only how my intentional action to raise my hand eventually
boils down to *coherently* occurring interactions in molecular and atomic length
and time scales.

Matti Pitkanen

11. Juan R.
May 16, 2005



Matti,

You claim for modifications of the Planck.

What is the interpretation of deltaE = hw in your theory for large systems?

Are you perhaps really claiming for the substitution

h –> alpha?h

in formulas, with alpha a parameter instead of asuming that h is not a real
constant?

12. Matti Pitkanen
May 16, 2005

To Chris:

My purpose is not to propose any ad hoc modifications of quantum theory. The
value of hbar remains free in quantum theory: this is a fact. Second fact is that
TGD leads to a well-educated guess for the spectrum of allowed values of hbar
based on mathematics associated with so called hyper-finite type II_1 factor of
von Neumann algebras (see the chapter at my homepage). This appears naturally
as the Clifford algebra of infinite-dimensional spaces (now the space of
3-surfaces in certain 8-D imbedding space) and are partially characterized by the
requirement that infinite-dimensional unit matrix has unit trace (might be
relevant for the finiteness of the theory). A considerable generalization of the
structure of quantum theory is involved.

As far as energy conservation is involved, I am extreme conservative. TGD was
born from the requirement that inertial energy is strictly defined and conserved:
in general relativity this is of course not the case and has led to numerous
difficulties discussed also in this blog. Non-trivial representations of Diff^4
required by the identification of momenta as Diff^4 generators have central
extension and lead to Diff anomaly. The problem finds an elegant resolution if
Poincare symmetries correspond to those of imbedding space rather than space-
time surface.

To blame that free energy people have never heard of energy conservation and
second law is of course cheap rhetoric. The anomalous effects involved with free
energy effects and cold fusion (to name only few of them) represent the
borderline of our knowledge, and it could be very rewarding for theoretical
physicists to come down from the academic heights, and start to think more
what refinements of the basic concepts are required by these anomalies if they
are indeed real. There are also strange effects apparently breaking second law
associated with phase conjugate laser beams. Self assembly in living systems is
also very interesting in this respect. Of course, the conceptual problems of
general relativity alone should provide enough food for original thought.

Matti Pitkanen

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#vNeumann
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#vNeumann


13. May 16, 2005

To Ben:

Remembering the basics: QM algebra mumbo jumbo describes discrete values of
observables not just a time-continuous evolution of probability waves ( in the
Born interpretation ). The discrete values of an observable are nothing but the
eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian acting as a hermitian operator on a Hilbert space
which is spanned by orthogonal vectors representing solutions of the
Schroedinger equation ( the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian ). If hermitian
operators of different observables cannot be simultanously diagonalized,
measurements on the observable can not be measured accurately the same time.
The Schroedinger-equation connects the Hamiltonian with continous time
evolution and Hilbertspace/Matrix formalism connects the same Hamiltonian
with observable spectra. Each element of the mathematical formalism has a clear
physical interpretation.

To Matti:

If You want to vary physics on demand of some unobserved speculative effect,
why not dispute energy conservation or entropy law ( which makes people
depressive )? The “free-energy” crowd that creates and sells perpetuum-mobiles
would be grateful.

14. Chris Oakley
May 16, 2005

Hi Ben,

I think that the reason for wanting to base QM/QFT on commutation relations is
simply that you have got to start somewhere. But I agree that it is a mistake.
After all, it does not work for quantum fields other than spin zero, and even if
one accepts mathematically meaningless constructs such as the differencing of
divergent integrals, “quantization” of GR always fails. One might also add that
the premise of quantization if nonsensical: we start with a classical theory and
then “quantize” it – are we really saying that the classical theory is the
fundamental thing here rather than just some kind of limit?

15. Matti Pitkanen
May 16, 2005

Thanks for Ben, the engineer, for very thoughtful comments. The canonical
commutation relations for observables are often taken as a more or less sacred
thing although there are of course generalizations. Symplectic geometry phase
space gives a good justification for the general form of commutation relations
apart from the value of hbar in the case of quantum mechanics. Bose (Fermi)
statistics is behind the commutation (anticommutation) relations in quantum
field theory, and in two-dimensional case braiding statistics leads to more
general commutation relations.

What puzzles me is why the value of Planck constant is taken as sacred (and that



also I took it as sacred for so long) so that it disappears from quantum physics
formulas totally by the choice hbar=1,c=1. Dynamical, possibly quantized,
Planck constant able to have large values, would be well-come to anyone
attempting to understand living matter as a macroscopic quantum system since
Compton lengths, etc. would be scaled up. A phase in which protons have atomic
Compton lengths would be very different from ordinary condensed matter and
might allow to understand some claimed anomalies such as cold fusion.

Variations of hbar do not lead to any dramatic effects in scattering of free
particles if the classical cross sections representing hbar=0 limit are non-
vanishing so that only higher order perturbative effects are affected (in fact
reduced, since gauge coupling strengths are proportional to 1/hbar). Situation is
different for processes like photon-photon scattering for which classical cross
section vanishes. Also the spectrum of binding energies for say hydrogen atom
scaling like 1/hbar^2 would be strongly affected.

One could play with the thought that the value of hbar must be such that
classical bound states make sense also quantally. In the case of gravitational
bound states of masses larger than Planck mass this would have rather
interesting consequences. Planck constant would become gigantic and the black
hole formation as a gravitational counterpart of infrared catastrophe for
hydrogen atom would be prevented by the formation of quantum gravitational
bound states. This line of thinking would mean a bottom-up approach to quantum
gravity starting from gravitational wave mechanics (of dark matter perhaps)
instead of not so successful top-down approach provided by M-theory.

For these and many other reasons I see the possible effects related to the
dynamical hbar as worth of studying. More ponderings about this at my blog site.

Matti Pitkanen

16. Ben the Engineer
May 15, 2005

Chris W said: “In quantum field theory and general relativity we seem to have
left this simple starting point (and its closely related predecessors) way behind,
and modern mathematics has been absolutely essential in doing so. Have we lost
something as well? ”

Hi, I’m Ben the (not terribly mathematical) engineer, and thanks to those who
answered my post about Feynman vs. Schwinger. They’re both great of course!

Expanding on this discussion about abstract math in modern physics, please
indulge me in a sweeping and naive question about quantum physics. Also,
please forgive the length of this post, but this is the first (or rather second) time I
have dared participate on a physics list and I wish to unload something that has
been bothering me for a long time. The basic question is:

Why are the commutation relations so sacred?

This may seem like a strange question, but what I mean is, Why is a certain

http://matpitka.blogspot.com/
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/


formal manipulation of symbols taken as sacred dogma by ALL physicists? Yes, I
know it works in QED and QCD to upteen decimal places and all that, but why do
the superstring and other quantum gravity people simply transplant it without
any questions? Every other crazy idea can be entertained, but this is sacred.
Why? At least, that’s the impression I get. Perhaps it is this blind faith in the
commutation relations which is the reason that gravity and the other forces have
not yet been unified. Perhaps they simply don’t work for gravity. Perhaps they
don’t even work for the other forces in the regimes explored by unification
theory.

If I could elaborate a bit, my question might make a bit more sense. As an EE
(electrical engineer), I have no problem with wave equations. In fact, I love them.
So naturally, I take a Schrodinger view of things, which I know is the simplest
quantum approach. Hence, to me, the commutation relations simply express a
straightforward relationship between partial differential operators. I know that
the modern view is that the latter are only a *representation* and that the truth,
following Dirac and others, is to be found in the abstract approach of a mere
algebraic relationship between operators, which have themselves become quite
abstract. (How ironic that Dirac started out as an engineer!)

Well, this clashes with a strong philosophical prejudice of mine, namely, that I
want to be able to *visualize* everything. After all, whatever is happening down
there is happening in space and time, so it must involve regions of space
distorting and evolving in some way, and this means that it can be imagined in
principle. Never mind what the regions are filled with, if anything at all. The
point is that there must be regions in which whatever is happening is happening.
(By ‘regions’ I am thinking primarily of boundaries in spacetime, though I realize
that according to GR the spacetime itself may be distorting and evolving.)

So the bottom line is that I want to be able to visualize what is happening, even if
there are profound ontological issues with *what* is being visualized. The idea of
a probability wave may seem esoteric in some sense, but even engineers can feel
happy with the complex exponentials or Bessel functions or Hermite polynomials
or whatever that one gets when one solves the Schrodinger equation. At least we
can *draw* them.

(Note that even Maxwell’s theory can seem a bit ‘metaphysical’ in that one may
ask *what* is waving. This led to the idea of the ether and its subsequent
repudiation. Yet we all feel comfortable with waves, whether classical or
quantum, because we can at least imagine them, even if they have some ghostly
ontological aspect.)

Things get even more mysterious for me when the commutation relations are
applied to the electromagnetic field. How can something that was invented for
particles be simply transplanted to the electromagnetic field? You may say that
the EM field is ‘made up of’ particles called photons, but there is a difference
with, say, the particle in a potential well for which Schrodinger derived his
equation. The difference is simply that the ‘classical’ entity with which we begin
is, in one case, a particle and, in the other, a wave. How can the same algebraic
gimmick (if I might say so) simply apply in both cases? At least, why don’t



physicists spend more time wondering about this? Every QED and QFT textbook
I have seen simply ‘postulates’ the commutation relations for any pair of
‘conjugate’ variables, according to Lagrangian theory. I don’t deny that this
somehow works in a number of cases, but the fact that it does should be
profoundly puzzling to physicists. After all, not only is there the particle/wave
difference in the classical starting point, but in one case we have a particle in an
*external* potential and in the other case we have a *free* plane wave NOT in a
potential. Yet the physicists just wave their magic wand and justify this magic by
the pretext that it happens to work, as if that were a sufficient excuse! 

Then when it comes to strings or the Planck regime, the questions and puzzles
simply increase by orders of magnitude. I think I’ve said enough and you can see
where I’m going. I’d like to dispense with algebraic abstractions like
commutation relations and get back to good old partial differential equations
describing waves that I can visualize evolving in space. If you argue that the
commutation relations are in fact always equivalent to PDEs, then why not go to
the PDEs directly? And the way I have seen the CRs applied in modern physics
papers, in what seems like a mechanical and robotic fashion, makes me wonder
if all contact with PDEs (and hence visualizability) has simply been lost, and
THIS may be the problem. It may have all degenerated into quantum algebraic
mumbo jumbo. Is this something any of you care about? Thanks

17. Cy Cantrell
May 15, 2005

Hi,

Interesting summary of Bonolis’ article… I’ll try to get a paper
copy.

The story about the conversation between Born, Heisenberg and Hilbert, in
which Hilbert pointed out the connection between matrices and eigenvalue
problems of partial differential equations, and Born/Heisenberg went away
thinking that Hilbert was a very strange old man, is part of the lore of physics. I
first heard it from Kurt Gottfried in a course on quantum mechanics at Harvard.

18. D R Lunsford
May 15, 2005

http://www.roadsideamerica.com/attract/images/mn/MNDARtwinelg.jpg

19. D R Lunsford
May 15, 2005

Hey! Here’s Ed Witten photographed with incontrovertible evidence of strings.

-drl

20. Juan R.
May 15, 2005

http://www.roadsideamerica.com/attract/images/mn/MNDARtwinelg.jpg
http://www.roadsideamerica.com/attract/images/mn/MNDARtwinelg.jpg


I sorry i had a problem with the axial flux-collector and with the catalyzer of
supersimmetry. Now!!

O (closed)

S (open)

8 (cluster of two closed strings)

They look quiet at ambient temperature, but really are vibrating. Moreover, I am
working in new glasses for seeing it in 10D and in full technicolor.

P.D: I forgot say that is just a math laboratory.

21. Juan R.
May 15, 2005

I have already sinthetized superstring and clusters in my laboratory. I post it
below.

[b]O[/b] (closed)

[b]S[/b] (open)

[b]8[/b] (cluster of two closed strings)

22. Quantoken
May 15, 2005

Thomas Larson:

Yeah I saw Lubos meantioning that paper, too. I did not comment because I
thought that’s just a joke that some solid state physicists were trying to ridicule
their counter part colleagues in super string research.

Certainly if super string simply does not exist, no one can make an experimental
device to produce them. But that’s not even the point.

We know, super symmetry, if it exists, must exist at an energy scale very high,
much higher than the energy accessible by today’s accelerators, i.e., above TeV,
which corresponds above 1×10^16 degrees temperature.

On the other hand, the Bose-Einstein condensation of heavy metal atoms, as we
know it, involves energy scale extremely weak, only at super cold temperature,
sub mili degree absolute temperature, can those fermions condense into bosons.
Therefore, any interaction withou the slightest amount of energy could easily
thaw it out of Bose-Einstein condensation. Ther super symmetry interactions,
certainly, is 1×10^20 times higher than that’s required energy level to destroy
the Bose-Einstein condensation. So such an experimental setting could not have
produced anything even if super string theory is all correct.

Quantoken



23. Thomas Larsson
May 15, 2005

Note the standard caveats with if’s and would’s:

“If their idea can be put into practice, it would allow aspects of string theory to
be explored in an experiment for the first time.”

If arch-angles are produced at the LHC, it would allow aspects of Christianity to
be explored in an experiment for the first time.

24. D R Lunsford
May 15, 2005

Hey, back to strings! In the lab!

http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/9/5/7/1

-drl

25. Juan R.
May 14, 2005

Quantoken

It appears obvious that when we improve our understanding of nature, it is
necessary more and more mental power. In some sense you can explain GR, QFT
or ST for public in usual, “cotidiane”, terms, but the real understanding is only
achieved from the mathematical formulation of those ideas and that math is each
time more difficult and abstract.

I could offer you good examples of these topics but since Peter probably would
erase my post, you would see my recent work in epsilon-calculus.
Recently, a mathematical research has done some good comments in my ideas on
calculus and criticism of Connes, on an recent post (on GR) in a well-known
forum. I think that you can find me easily.

It is rather probable that one day nobody can understand new mathematical
formalism. In fact, that fatal epoque has already arrived to pure math, like some
of us probably know.

In general, people has no idea of QM, GR, Strings or others. Since that was a
teacher of young people, and some of my friends continue to be. I can say you
that people has no best understanding of Newton gravity now that 100 years
ago.

26. Quantoken
May 13, 2005

Some one said:

“This means that real physics is increasing abstract and simplying physics for

http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/9/5/7/1
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/9/5/7/1


the man on the onminbus is now impossible.”

I completely disagree. The whole point of science is try to de-mystify nature and
try to simplify and explain nature in ways we human can understand. If science
grows more and more complicated and abstract and is detached from the
comprehension ability of the people, eventually it will grow to the point that no
one in the world understand science any more. Then science is no longer
relevant to the development of human society if no one could understand it. I do
not think that is the trend.

Back in stone age, nobody even knows how much is 1+1. Back in Newton’s time,
no one even realize the existence of gravity. But today even an average person
knows a little bit of weird stuff of 10 dimentional super strings. And any weird
field you publish your paper, there are at least a couple thousand people around
the world who would like to read and can understand your stuff.

Science is becoming more accessible to people, not less accessible!

Imagine what will happen if the opposite is true. Einstein’s GR was once said to
be understood by only 12 people. Now a theory twice complicated and twice as
advanced would probaly be understood by 6 people. Continue on and pretty soon
the comprehensibility is reduced to zero. And the knowledge will be accessible to
not a single living human being any more, zero.

Is that possible? Not at all. As long as science is still part of human culture, it
will always remain accessible to at least a portion of the population, and this
portion could only grow, not shrink. The information age makes it more likely
that a vast majority of population will become very familiar with at least some
partucular areas of science.

Quantoken

27. Juan R.
May 12, 2005

Like an expert in chemical questions, i can sure you that chemistry newer was
reduced to/ explained by physics (either inside or outside of QM, SM, and ST).

I known the usual (very wrong) belief of that all of chemistry is already known
(e.g. popular claims by Weinberg, Witten, etc). But they are so correct like
Newtonian physicists claiming for an understanding of chemical reactions or
19th century physicists claiming for ultimate models of chemical bond based in
classical electrodynamics.

For me it is so arrogant the claim by physicists of that all of chemistry is known
like the claim by string theorist of that ST is the TOE. Somewhat like Peter
considers useful to explain that ST is not a TOE (in fact one cannot predict
anything) I consider good to present the current status of chemistry like an
autonomous science.

28. Selrach



May 12, 2005

Hi Chris W,

Reading your post made me think about my
favourite issue with 21st century Physics.

What is to replace the Hierarchy?

What I mean is that Science upto now has explained the world thus: Geology
then Biology then Chemistry then Physics then Mathematics.

However, with Quantum Mechanics, this clear delineation has broken down with
superposition effects and with String Theory with mirror symmetries (proven as
mathematics!).

So called paradoxes are paradoxes if you try to ‘simplify’ the problem at a higher
Hierarchy level .

This means that real physics is increasing abstract and simplying physics for the
man on the onminbus is now impossible.

An amateur mathematician.

29. robert
May 12, 2005

It’s good to see Schwinger’s rehabilitation in a couple of the posts following on
from the ‘can mathmos do physics and vice versa?’ debate. His papers are
models of clear exposition, whether they address the quantisation of gravity or
the generation of synchrotron radiation, and, where possible, make direct
numerical contact with physical reality. As is evident when reading his ‘Classical
Electrodynamics’ text, he felt that the maths should emerge from the physics,
rather than the other way round. This is particularly evident in his amazing ‘On
Angular Momentum’ paper, which brings us neatly back to the Gruppenpest
question.

Whatever; it is sadly true that those of us raised on Morse and Feshbach find it
rather hard to penetrate the hep-th arxiv these days.

30. Thomas Larsson
May 12, 2005

Re Einstein’s disregard for mathematics. While developing GR, AE did some
absolutely marvellous inventions in mathematical technology, namely the
summation convention and the idea to put contravariant indices upstairs (though
I’m unsure whether this is really due to AE). In my experience, many
mathematicians still seem unconfortable with these inventions, 90 years
afterwards.

31. Steve M
May 12, 2005



Drl,
I recently had a look at old papers of Schwinger’s from Physical Review in the
50s. They are an absolute calculational tour de force. He states what he is going
to do and derive, then does the stunning calculation in complete detail. No
excuses, no handwaving, no waffling, no speculation and no wishful thinking. The
stark contrast with many of the modern arxiv papers kind of hits you.

32. Chris W.
May 12, 2005

Ben said, “By the way, even though Einstein developed respect for mathematics
after laboring over General Relativity, I did read somewhere that later in life he
complained that the mathematicians had so transformed (or veiled) his theory
that he no longer understood it!”

Actually, I’m quite sure that he said this early in his career, in response to
Minkowski’s explicitly geometrical formulation of special relativity.
Notwithstanding his initial misgivings, Minkowski’s formulation set the stage (in
part) for posing the questions that led to general relativity, ie, as Einstein
reconsidered his relativistic theory of space-time measurement in the context of
the equivalence principle and what was understood about gravitation prior to
1915.

========================

This is how new mathematical ideas can be so helpful; they can make it possible
to state clearly and objectively notions and assertions that experience, physical
intuition, ordinary language, and pre-existing mathematics can only motivate and
sketch in an incomplete and sometimes contradictory fashion. Nonetheless the
crude initial formulations are essential when new and fundamental problems are
being confronted. They make it possible to sensibly discuss the problem of what
new mathematics is needed for addressing physical questions, and why. My
feeling about much recent work is that it relies on formal precision and rigor as a
comforting and professionally rewarding refuge—a way of avoiding the crucial,
difficult (and usually somewhat ill-posed) questions while still demonstrating
admirable technical mastery and (perhaps) making contributions of substantial
value to mathematicians and mathematical physicists.

In this context, consider Feynman’s famous remark:

If, in some cataclysm, all of scientific knowledge were to be destroyed,
and only one sentence passed on to the next generation of creatures,
what statement would contain the most information in the fewest
words? I believe it is the atomic hypothesis that

All things are made of atoms—little particles that that move around in
perpetual motion, attracting each other when they are a little distance
apart, but repelling upon being squeezed into one another.

In that one sentence, you will see, there is an enormous amount of
information about the world, if just a little imagination and thinking are



applied.

In quantum field theory and general relativity we seem to have left this simple
starting point (and its closely related predecessors) way behind, and modern
mathematics has been absolutely essential in doing so. Have we lost something
as well? That is, have we obstructed a path to a lucid reconsideration of this
metaphysical starting point? It seems to me [see comments] that the
fundamental issues raised in attempting to develop a theory of quantum gravity
make this question more important* than it has been in a very long time.

—-
* In his recent lecture at Perimeter Institute Leslie Ballentine emphasizes what I
believe to be a closely related point:

Einstein’s “God” talk was purely metaphorical, like “Mother Nature”,
or “Father Time”. His objection to indeterminism was more serious, but
has unfortunately been over-emphasized. [John Stachel has argued that
it has also been badly misunderstood. -CW]
His most powerful criticism of the “Copenhagen” interpretation did not
involve determinism/indeterminism.
Rather, it concerned realism (or ontology).

For some time now it has not been clear what physics at the most fundamental
level is about. What it is about has certainly been clear enough to do much
valuable research, up to a point, but I strongly suspect that in certain areas we
have reached that point, and must now find a deeper, more lucid, and more
unified answer to this basic question.

33. D R Lunsford
May 11, 2005

RE Klein – he at once understood the light cone, in fact he invented the theory of
“light cones” insofar as projective geometry needs a quadric to become a metric
geometry. How wonderful for Klein, in my opinion the Newton of mathematics, to
see his program so gloriously realized.

-drl

34. D R Lunsford
May 11, 2005

Peter – you should check out Schwinger’s book on electrodynamics, based on
lecture notes and mostly reviewed by Schwinger himself. This book is one of my
prized possessions. You really get a clear idea of how Schwinger did physics, and
in this context it’s just amazingly to the point.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0738200565/qid=1115861218
/sr=8-2/ref=pd_csp_2/104-0715732-6355125?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

Sorry for the long url.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democritus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democritus
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000166.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000166.html
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/QT-LECTURES/lecture11_ballentine.pdf
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/QT-LECTURES/lecture11_ballentine.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0738200565/qid=1115861218/sr=8-2/ref=pd_csp_2/104-0715732-6355125?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0738200565/qid=1115861218/sr=8-2/ref=pd_csp_2/104-0715732-6355125?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0738200565/qid=1115861218/sr=8-2/ref=pd_csp_2/104-0715732-6355125?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0738200565/qid=1115861218/sr=8-2/ref=pd_csp_2/104-0715732-6355125?v=glance&s=books&n=507846


-drl

35. Peter
May 11, 2005

Actually I don’t think either Schwinger or Feynman had much use for
mathematicians, although Feynman’s style was more intuitive and pictorial and
Schwinger’s more formal.

I’ve always found Schwinger hard to read, whether or not you know the subject
he is writing about, but Feynman can also be hard if you are just learning the
subject. His lectures on physics for undergraduates famously baffled most of the
students. I’ve heard that when they both presented their work on QED, people
found Schwinger more understandable, since he presented coherent derivations,
whereas Feynman seemed to be engaging in repeated leaps of logic. On the
other hand, I’ve also heard about these early calculations that “Feynman made it
look like anyone could do it, Schwinger that only he could have done it”.

36. Ben
May 11, 2005

Hi. I’m an engineer by profession with an interest in physics, but my
mathematical knowledge is not deep. Speaking of the overuse of math in physics,
I have an impression regarding Schwinger and Feynman, and I am wondering if
it is correct. Schwinger was supposed to be one of the most virtuosic
mathematical physicists of his day, allegedly capable of calculations nobody else
could do or perhaps even understand. Feynman, on the other hand, seems to
have taken a relatively ‘intuitive’ approach to QED, which dispensed with heavy
formalisms in favor of the famous Feynman diagrams. Yet, who had the greater
impact on physics? It seems quite clear to me that it was Feynman. I suspect that
this comparison is almost a cliche among physicists. I did read somewhere that
Feynman once referred disparagingly to ‘fancy schmancy differential geometry’.
By the way, even though Einstein developed respect for mathematics after
laboring over General Relativity, I did read somewhere that later in life he
complained that the mathematicians had so transformed (or veiled) his theory
that he no longer understood it!

37. Peter Woit
May 11, 2005

To expand on the previous comment:

Klein’s point of view on geometry as being about Lie groups and Riemann’s point
of view as it being about metrics and curvature were unified by Cartan, who
really was the first one to come up with the modern view of geometry, in which
the connection on a principal G-bundle plays the central role.

Hilbert was definitely the major figure in mathematics in the early part of the
century, since by this time Klein wasn’t very active (he retired in 1913). Klein
was the one who built up the great school of mathematics at Gottingen, but by
the time quantum mechanics came around, he was dead and Hilbert was the



leading figure there. Hilbert’s influence is due partly to the fact that he worked
in an amazingly wide array of mathematical areas, with geometry only one of
many.

By 1925, Hilbert was getting old (63). It is Weyl who was really at the height of
his powers during those years, and had the most influence on physics during that
period.

38. Walt Pohl
May 11, 2005

Selrach: Klein’s Erlanger programme was done in by changes in mathematical
fashion more than anything else. Riemannian geometry simultaneously
encompassed Klein’s geometries and the classical differential geometry of curves
and surfaces, so it has drawn most of the attention. The Erlanger programme
just became a special case of highly-symmetric Riemannian manifolds.

DRL: Within mathematics itself, Hilbert is a more influential figure than either
Klein or Weyl — probably the most influential figure on mathematics in the
twentieth century.

39. D R Lunsford
May 11, 2005

Selrach,

In my opinion, there are Klein, Weyl, and a lot of second stringers 

-drl

40. D R Lunsford
May 11, 2005

Thomas,

Your comment RE Lie is extremely interesting and exactly to the point.

-drl

41. Thomas Larsson
May 11, 2005

DRL, I don’t think that one should regard Hilbert’s remark as Einstein-bashing,
but rather as an observation that mathematical skills and physical intuition are
very different things. Of the two, the latter is more important. Your math can be
improved if needed, but without an understanding of the physics you don’t know
which math is needed.

42. Selrach
May 11, 2005

Hi drl,



I am not sure that you can compare Klein and Hilbert in that way!

Both were mathematicians who created grand overarching philosophies which
have proved influential but flawed. Klein’s geometry is group theory (Erlanger
program) was shown to be inadequate, when Peano/Weierstrass discovered
continous curves which have no derivatives anywhere!

Hilbert’s program was of course undone famously by K Godel.

My belief is that they are both great flawed mathematicians!

An amateur mathematician

43. Thomas Larsson
May 11, 2005

In my experience, the mathematical knowledge of string theorists is rather
lopsided. Many of them are strong in algebraic geometry (which I am not), but it
is unclear to what extent algebraic geometry is really needed in physics. Real
physics, i.e. GR and SM, can be understood without even knowing about
manifolds and bundles. This is obvious, since these theories were discovered
before fiber bundles became popular in physics around 1980. If we want to
calculate some QCD amplitude, does it really help to know that the gauge
potential is a connection on some SU(3) bundle? Some problems, like the Dirac
monopole and the Aharonov-Bohm effect, can perhaps be understood better in
modern language, but I doubt that neither Dirac, Aharonov nor Bohm knew
about it.

A good illustration of the strange selection of well-known math is given by simple
Lie algebras of vector fields over the complex numbers. The Cartan-Killing
classification in the finite-dimensional case (A_n, B_n, C_n, D_n, E_6, E_7, E_8,
F_4, G_2) is common knowledge, but Cartan’s classifictation of the infinite-
dimensional ones (W_n, S_n, H_n, K_n) is not. Which is strange, because these
algebras were well known to Sophus Lie himself, and they play a much more
prominent role in physics than do the finite-dimensional ones (except A_1 and
A_2).

44. Juan R.
May 11, 2005

Famous Feynmann criticism to math-oriented physicists continue to be true.

Some of my colleagues focus on mathematical research and believe that are
doing physics when only are providing new mathematical views on old physical
problems.

1?) Physics, after math.

Moreover, I believe that in some decades we will find limitations on the use of
math for modelling nature.



When i read the GR manual from Wald, I wonder that only after several chapters
one begins to see some of physics. What do you think?

45. Kay
May 11, 2005

“Einstein … often spoke against abusive use of mathematiccs in physics. Physics,
he would say, is essentially a concrete and intuitive science”. “I don’t believe in
mathematics”, Einstein is reported to have affirmed before 1910.

Einstein re-articulates here an old and somehow paradoxal intellectual
relationship towards the use of language which can be dated back to Platon. It is
very funny to read this citation of Einstein because remember that his enemies in
Germany dispraised his physics as jewish and abstract. They bashed Einstein and
all modern physics with exactly the argument that physics should be concrete
and intuitive. The key-term in these philosophical polemics was the concept of
“Anschauung” ( in orig. german ). “Anschauung” cannot be simply translated into
“view” or “concept” but it includes a sensual and a contemplative aspect of
“watching the true shapes of the ideas” and is not a mere technical reasoning.
Remember also that Einstein was an opponent of Bohr/Heisenberg style of
positivism which led the classical world of “Anschauung” completely behind and
transformed physics into an interface-language for holding a conversation(!) with
nature ( later it was Prigogine/Spengers who insisted in this “dialog with nature”
). This controversy was not less popular in mathematics and the most prominent
proponent of positivism/formalism was no one else than David Hilbert.

The role of language in the mindset of “Anschauung” was that of a service. So it
was mathematics to the physics-community of that time. Language had no
different role than fixing vagueness and making ideas communicable and
testable but it had no function of it’s own. The modern mindest is far away from
the platonic ideal of “Anschauung” but it comes close to that of investigating
language and it’s effects. It’s more Kabbalah than nature mystics.

Regards,
Kay

46. Fabien Besnard
May 11, 2005

“I don’t believe in mathematics”, Einstein is reported to have affirmed before
1910.
– p 3.

True, but he changed his mind later.

47. D R Lunsford
May 11, 2005

Wow, Einstein bashing even from Hilbert. Jealous I suppose. Of course it’s
ridiculous. I read the papers, so I don’t give a fig about Hilbert’s lofty opinion of
himself. Notice that one never finds Klein making such comments, and Hilbert



was no Klein.

-drl

48. Thomas Larsson
May 11, 2005

Some quotes from physics/0504179 :

“Einstein … often spoke against abusive use of mathematiccs in physics. Physics,
he would say, is essentially a concrete and intuitive science”. “I don’t believe in
mathematics”, Einstein is reported to have affirmed before 1910.
– p 3.

“Every boy in the streets of Goettingen understands more about four-
dimensional geometry than Einstein. Yet, … Einstein did the work and not the
mathematicians”
– attributed to Hilbert, p 11.

49. JC
May 10, 2005

Alejandro,

I got the impression the more “hardcore” mathematically inclined string folks
and other theorists seem to be fond of using a lot of “new math”. Papers written
by folks of this sort seem to pop up frequently in various journals like J. Math.
Phys. or Comm. Math. Phys., and other lesser known journals specializing in
“mathematical physics”.

Some of these guys seem to be quite far away and disconnected from
experimental data.

50. Chris W.
May 10, 2005

On the genesis and significance of Noether’s work in connection with general
relativity, see this review by Nina Byer (UCLA, 1999).

From Hermann Weyl’s 1935 memorial to her:

“A stormy time of struggle like this one we spent in G?ttingen in the summer of
1933 draws people closely together; thus I have a vivid recollection of these
months. Emmy Noether – her courage, her frankness, her unconcern about her
own fate, her conciliatory spirit – was in the midst of all the hatred and
meanness, despair and sorrow surrounding us, a moral solace.”

(For more, see this page.)

51. Juan R.
May 10, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0504179
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0504179
http://cwp.library.ucla.edu/articles/noether.asg/noether.html
http://cwp.library.ucla.edu/articles/noether.asg/noether.html
http://cwp.library.ucla.edu/Phase2/Noether,_Amalie_Emmy@861234567.html
http://cwp.library.ucla.edu/Phase2/Noether,_Amalie_Emmy@861234567.html


I agree in that in general new physics implies often new math.

The term new math would be taken on a broad sense, e.g. new applications in
physics of old mathematical stuff. A example is the formulation of GR by Einstein
and based in math done by mathematicians.

For science, the rule is first physics after math. This rule is violated in string M
theory, where there is some advance in pure math but few or no advance in
physics. This indicates, at least to me, that the entire endeavour is completely
wrong. It is not the problem of finding some correction term or some new
magical concept solving all problems, we may simply ignore the approach and
focus in another theory/-ies.

Quantoken,

There are problems now intractable (but that wiil be solve in a future) and other
may be totally intractable to practical effects forever.

One of that intractable forever problems is the formulation of a TOE. It does not
exist.

I don’t think that “intractability” is the source of time arrow, without a concept of
entropy.

Time arrow is based in certain topological effects linked to intimate structure of
spacetime. Entropy plays a fundamental role and it is the source for the well-
known link between thermodynamics and gravitation.

52. May 10, 2005

It’s easy to let mathematical formalism bury physical insight (or to use it to
disguise a lack of physical insight).

53. Chris W.
May 10, 2005

(That’s Dawson and Nielsen. Sorry, Michael.)

54. Chris W.
May 10, 2005

This may stimulate some discussion:

?I have been impressed by numerous instances of mathematical theories that are
really about particular algorithms; these theories are typically formulated in
mathematical terms that are much more cumbersome and less natural than the
equivalent formulation today?s computer scientists would use.? — Donald E.
Knuth

[from D. E. Knuth. Computer science and its relation to mathematics. Amer.
Math. Month., 81(4), April 1974.]



This quote begins the introduction of The Solovay-Kitaev algorithm (Nielson
and Dawson, quant-ph/0505030, 6 May 2005).

55. Robert
May 10, 2005

Quantoken

There is significant contact between number theory, the Reimann hypothesis and
quantum chaos, described in Chapter 11 of Marcus du Sautoy’s ‘Music of the
Primes’. Perhaps it is not so strange that Bombieri’s April 1st 1997
announcement of a proof of the RH described a physically motivated analysis
that drew on insights from supersymmetric fermionic-bosonic systems – a near
absolute zero ensemble of a mixture of anyons and morons.

56. JC
May 10, 2005

A lot of the math used in string theory before the 1984 Schwarz anomaly
cancellation paper, didn’t appear to be much more complicated than the sort of
math one comes across in quantum field theory and general relativity. A lot of the
“new math” seems to have surfaced quite quickly after Witten started to publish
a lot of string papers, especially complex algebraic geometry related stuff like
Calabi-Yau manifolds. (Some of it looks like it was carried straight over from
supergravity compactification type of problems).

57. quantoken
May 10, 2005

Peter said:
“I think most people are resistant to learning a new abstract formalism unless
there is good evidence that it really does something useful. One has a limited
amount of time and energy, and learning a new formalism can be time-
consuming.”

Usefulness is really in the eyes of the beholder. Each individual math field is
certainly considered some what useful at least to some people, otherwise there
would be no one studying them. But out of all of possible math fields, which in
principle could be an infinity, those applicable or useful to physics, which must
be a finity since we are talking about a finited universe, such math applicable to
physics must be a very small portion.

For example number theory is very useful. But it does not seem to be related to
physics. What does it do with physics whether all prime numbers lies on a
straight line in the Liemann Hyperthesis? Nothing. Similarly the P and NP
problem is unrelated to physics, too. Whether there is an efficient way of
cracking the RSA encryption would not tell us howto unify gravity and QM.

In mathematics you can surely imagine a 11 dimentional world, and derive tons
of seemingly interesting mathematics out of it. You could also imagine what if the
world is two dimentional. But it’s really not relevant at all. The world is 3+1 D as

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0505030
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0505030


we know it and there hasn’t been any evidence it could be otherwise.

One math branch that interests me is the problem of tractability. Some math
problems are seeming intractable. Are those truely intractable by nature, or are
they merely due to our shallow knowledge of math in our era? If intractability
can be proven as a natural occurance, then apply it to quantum computing, it
could explain the emergence of the time arrow, without the entropy. In another
word, our world could be constructed using a series of quantum one way hash
functions, so it could only move forward in time but never backwards.

Quantoken

58. Alejandro
May 10, 2005

I dissent. String or not string, most theoretical physicists are fond of using new
mathematics. It is only that their discovery path does not coincide with the one
used by mathematicians; so the new math they use come mainly from other
theoretical physicists.

59. ksh95
May 10, 2005

JC asked Peter:
“…Excluding the string theory crowd, why are some physicists resistant to using
“new mathematics”?..”

Ksh95 will answer:

People are resistant to learning new mathematics for the same reasons they are
resistant to sticking shards of glass in their eyes. Very painfull, lots of screaming,
plenty of cursing…

60. Peter Woit
May 10, 2005

Hi JC,
I think most people are resistant to learning a new abstract formalism unless
there is good evidence that it really does something useful. One has a limited
amount of time and energy, and learning a new formalism can be time-
consuming.

Heisenberg et. al. had some good reasons to be dubious about thinking of p and
q operators in terms of matrices. It wasn’t so clear how useful this was, and in
the end Schrodinger ended up showing that representing these operators as
differential operators was much more useful than thinking of them as matrices.

For more than twenty years, string theorists have been pushing a long list of
proposed abstract formalisms, none of which have gone anywhere in terms of
giving any insight into unification. By now, most everyone is pretty dubious
whenever they hear about another such proposal.



61. Juan R.
May 10, 2005

Peter, since I am new on this blog I read now your previous historic post.

The usual presentation of history by physicists is usually wrong and omit
important detailed well-proved. Perhaps the most radical manipulation was those
of Newton, when recent research has demonstrated that his chemical career was
omited…

There are several example of rewritings of history by physicists. This is not so
strange for understanding. Think during one instant in string theory and the
manipulation of mass media, the neglect of other schools (many laymen still
think that string theory is the only approach to QG), and the rewriting of string
theory history.

This is also true of usual history for group theory. For a more realistic view I
recommend

Foundations of Chemistry 2001, 3, 55?78.

This paper traces the origins of Eugene Wigner?s pioneering application of
group theory to quantum physics to his early work in chemistry and
crystallography. In the early 1920s, crystallography was the only discipline in
which symmetry groups were routinely used. Wigner?s early training in
chemistry, and his work in crystallography with Herman Mark and Karl
Weissenberg at the Kaiser Wilhelm institute for fiber research in Berlin exposed
him to conceptual tools which were absent from the pedagogy available to
physicists for many years to come. This both enabled and pushed him to apply
the group theoretic approach to quantum physics. It took many years for the
approach first introduced by Wigner in the 1920s ? and whose reception by the
physicists was initially problematical ? to assume the pivotal place it now holds
in physical theory and education. This is but one example that attests to the
historic contribution made by the periphery in initiating new types of thought-
perspectives and scientific careers.

More data

When Abraham Pais asked Wigner whether the vastly increased complexity of
the calculations involved in the transition from three to four particles (in the
Schr?dinger equation) marked his first full awareness of the power of group
theory, Wigner replied that his first awareness of the power of group theory in
facilitating calculations arose out of his work on the lattice structure of rhombic
sulfur.

62. May 10, 2005

Doesn’t this article require a subscription?

63. JC
May 10, 2005



Peter,

Excluding the string theory crowd, why are some physicists resistant to using
“new mathematics”?

I can perhaps understand why an experimentalist would be resistant to “new
mathematics”, when most “new math” doesn’t really help them much in their day
to day research work. I’ve noticed quite a number of particle phenomenology
folks and even some string theorists who are particularly resistant to “new
mathematics”, unless the “new math” is “forced” upon them by the “experts” in
the field (ie. like a Gell-Mann or a Witten).

64. May 10, 2005

“What is a matrix?”
-Werner Heisenberg, 1925

“What is the matrix?”
-Keanu Reeves, 1999



Real World Strings

May 16, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Quite a few people have written in to point out to me a recent paper by some
condensed matter physicists about the possibility of trapping a fermionic atomic gas
in a vortex inside a Bose-Einstein condensate. As far as I can tell, about the only thing
this has in common with superstring models of quantum gravity and elementary
particles is that their abstract starts the same way as many superstring abstracts:
“Supersymmetric string theory is widely believed to be the most promising candidate
for a ‘theory of everything'”. This article has gotten wide attention in the press and on
the internet at Slashdot which informs us that this will “(provide) the first
experimental evidence to support superstring theory.” At Slashdot you can also read
comments from large numbers of confused souls who now believe that experimental
confirmation of superstring theory is right around the corner. Obviously this is about
as absurd as believing that the existence of my shoelaces provides excellent
experimental confirmation of the existence of open strings.

Another weird related phenomenon is the wide-spread idea that violin strings
somehow have something to do with superstring theory. For some reason it always
seems to be violin strings rather than, say, electric guitar strings. Maybe string theory
would be more popular if it would make the connection with a more popular music
form. The violinist Jack Liebeck has been going around with physicist Brian Foster,
with Liebeck giving concerts in which he “demonstrates superstring concepts on his
violin.” The performance ends “with a duet for two violins in which lecturer and
soloist join forces to illustrate the production of mini Black Holes” at the LHC. I really
think an electric guitar would be a lot better for this purpose.

These performances are taking place at dozens of locations around the world, are
somehow part of “World Year of Physics 2005”, and supposedly educating people
about science. They invoke the memory of poor Albert Einstein, implying that he has
something to do with superstring theory since he played the violin and searched for a
unified theory. Unfortunately Foster and Liebeck don’t seem to be coming to New
York, although they were at Cornell this past weekend.

Along the same lines, for something truly weird, get a copy of Einstein’s Violin: A
Conductor’s Notes on Music, Physics and Social Change, by Joseph Eger, the music
director of the Symphony for United Nations. This book, besides also invoking poor
Einstein, goes on in an extremely repetitive fashion about how superstring theory
shows that music and fundamental physics are all the same thing. Eger has all sorts
of original insights including for instance:

“Science had its heyday during Sputnik and then gradually faded until the eighties,
when string theory came to the fore.”

“Religious fundamentalists, big business, and politicians, especially of the neo-
conservative variety, have been quick to appropriate quantum mechanics and a
perversion of the new music to sell their fundamentalist religion, anti-Darwin

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0505055
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0505055
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/9/5/7/1
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/9/5/7/1
http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=05/05/14/2055215&tid=14
http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=05/05/14/2055215&tid=14
http://www.jackliebeck.com/superstrings.htm
http://www.jackliebeck.com/superstrings.htm
http://us.penguingroup.com/nf/Book/BookDisplay/0,,0_1585423882,00.html
http://us.penguingroup.com/nf/Book/BookDisplay/0,,0_1585423882,00.html
http://us.penguingroup.com/nf/Book/BookDisplay/0,,0_1585423882,00.html
http://us.penguingroup.com/nf/Book/BookDisplay/0,,0_1585423882,00.html


ideologies, and biological nightmares.”

“On this cosmological scale, and since we are postulating that the universe is music
and that music expresses and explains the universe, then we can take the next logical
step, that music could hold the key to a T. O. E.”

Evidently Witten is guilty of at least not discouraging the author, a sin for which I
hope he is punished by having to read this book:

“One day in the eighties, driving with Ed to New York from Princeton, he responded
to my question about what he was working on by excitedly telling me about string
theory and its ten or more dimensions. Bewildered yet emboldened by this brilliant
scientist, I tentatively spoke of my theory that the universe is made of music. Half
expecting polite derision, he thought for a few seconds and calmly responded
affirmatively.”

Comments

1. alejandro
May 21, 2005

more real strings

http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1019988

2. Juan R.
May 18, 2005

More music

STRING THEORY: LYRICS AND STAGE DIRECTIONS

3. Roy
May 18, 2005

M.S. El Naschie is of course, the editor of Chaos, Solitons and Fractals. The rest
of the gang(not say that they are tainted by association with their boss) are here,
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaleditorialboard.cws_home
/967/editorialboard

In between chuckles, I am extremely disturbed that a reputed publisher would
publish stuff that looks like it’s excerpted from an anti-Sokal parody. Does Reed
Elsevier publish more of these journals?

4. ksh95
May 17, 2005

…was making fun of the idea of theoretical physics thinking it had something to
do with music, in this case a certain sort of popular music performance. If you
can’t make fun of popular music, what can you make fun of?

http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1019988
http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1019988
http://www.garageband.com/song?%7Cpe1%7CS8LTM0LdsaSnaFeyYGo
http://www.garageband.com/song?%7Cpe1%7CS8LTM0LdsaSnaFeyYGo
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaleditorialboard.cws_home/967/editorialboard
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaleditorialboard.cws_home/967/editorialboard
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaleditorialboard.cws_home/967/editorialboard
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaleditorialboard.cws_home/967/editorialboard


…

I thought it was the modern-day cyber incarnation of blackface comedy, but after
a little research it turns out that “50 cent” is a highly successful rap artist…my
fault I guess?

5. Peter Woit
May 17, 2005

Maybe I’ve got it wrong, but it seemed to me that whoever wrote that little bit of
parody wasn’t making fun of anyone disadvantaged or different than them, but
was making fun of the idea of theoretical physics thinking it had something to do
with music, in this case a certain sort of popular music performance. If you can’t
make fun of popular music, what can you make fun of?

6. ksh95
May 17, 2005

But beware of making fun of any of this. Surely Mr. El Nachie is a member of one
disadvantaged group or another, so some commenters here will be offended.

Hmmm, Maybe I’m the only one who doesn’t think that “…they’re different than
me, hahaha…” is funny.

And just for the record. I’m not a disadvantaged minority, gay, deaf, female,
christian, or liberal. It just seems to me that the person who looks at different
cultures and then proceeds to burst into gut-busting laughter…can’t be very
intelligent.

Maybe I’m wrong

7. JC
May 17, 2005

Just looking at El Naschie’s listing of papers on SPIRES, it looks like he
published around 56 papers over the last 4 years. This would be around 14
papers per year, or a paper every 3 or 4 weeks! When was the last time a
bigshot, like an Ed Witten or John Ellis, published this many single-authored
papers in one year?

On the surface it looks like El Naschie is using the journal “Chaos Solitons
Fractals” as if it was his own personal “vanity” journal. In the publishing
business the publishers with the lowest reputation seem to be the “vanity”
publishers, who will publish just about anything for a fee. (These are usually the
publishers of last resort for authors who have been turned down by just about
every other publisher). Have some journal publishers stooped down to the point
of offering “vanity” journals?

8. D R Lunsford
May 17, 2005

http://www.billboard.com/bb/charts/bb200.jsp
http://www.billboard.com/bb/charts/bb200.jsp


M. S. El Naschie = “Les Machines” – could it be those kwazy kwazy Bogdanoffs?

-drl

9. D R Lunsford
May 17, 2005

“Big Twang” – give that guy a gold star! (Still chuckling and the origin of the big
U will never be the same…)

-drl

10. Peter Woit
May 17, 2005

Hi Kanex,

Thanks for the comment, those are extremely impressive papers. One might
wonder how they got published in an Elsevier journal, since such journals are
known for their high prices and correspondingly high editorial standards. The
journal is online (if you are at an institution that sends big bucks to Elsevier) at
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09600779

The fact that the editor is named M.S. El Naschie may have something to do with
why it publishes all those papers.

But beware of making fun of any of this. Surely Mr. El Nachie is a member of one
disadvantaged group or another, so some commenters here will be offended.

11. Kanex
May 17, 2005

Hi Peter. I’ve been reading your blog for a long time and this is my first post 

I’d like to share with you some amusing papers. I think they are even better than
warren siegel’s parodies 

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep
/www?rawcmd=ea+El+Naschie,+M+S

12. ksh95
May 17, 2005

Bump my new CD, homies, shit contains the world-formula, if you know what I’m
saying. But it’s LQG not string stuff, aaiight!?

Yes, I also think it’s funny to parody disadvantaged urban youth. Maybe
tomorrow we can parody gay people.

P.S.

When deaf people speak they sound funny and those Arab turbans look weird…

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09600779
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09600779
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=ea+El+Naschie,+M+S
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=ea+El+Naschie,+M+S
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=ea+El+Naschie,+M+S
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=ea+El+Naschie,+M+S


maybe you could also touch on them.

thanks and keep up the good work

13. Alejandro
May 17, 2005

“The pleasure you get from math/physics is just like the pleasure you get from
music really”

I am sure that string theoretists get much pleasure by doing their maths. But it
doesn’t follow they get much of real physics.

Personally I were never able to play the violin, Now I am learning to use a
theremin.

14. D R Lunsford
May 17, 2005

“On the Analysis of Chopsticks and Attendant Phenomena” – Gang of
Four^h^h^h^hEleven

-drl

15. Steve
May 16, 2005

This would be just a Green-Schwarz superstring analog? Interesting actually, if it
could be done and string methods could prove powerful tools in condensed
matter theory and in ongoing questions in qcd. Confusion among people though
and again in the press, just like people thought black holes had actually been
made at Brookhaven.

There is a definite and well-known connection between music ability and math
ability. The pleasure you get from math/physics is just like the pleasure you get
from music really. Both are a powerful symbolic language. I myself studied
classical guitar in the 80s (and still do)and wanted to do music as as degree but
ended up doing theo. phys/math instead (also my family did’nt consider music a
“real degree” I remember)

The violin analogy has been used in just about every popular book on string
theory: one vibrational mode or note corresponds to an electron, one to a quark
etc. A nice enough idea but one that has never actually been made to work, at
least with the particles we actually know to exist. Eddie Van Halen’s “Eruption”
solo would probably much better describe the production of black holes at the
LHC.

PS I see you are back Peter. I was wondering if you had gone off to join the
cinema line a week early for the first showing of the new Star Wars film:)

16. Anonymous
May 16, 2005



Well, string theory was originally studied to understand strong interactions; what
we now call QCD strings. Perhaps the study of Bose-Einstein vortices as a
noncritical string is a return of string theory to its physical roots. As a
phenomelogical model, the Polyakov action fits in with lattice simulations to a
remarkably good accuracy. In fact, Polyakov came up with his action while trying
to reformulate Yang-Mills theories using Wilson loops. Perhaps the same thing
will hold true for vortices as well.

I think noncritical string theory is worth persuing to understand QCD. The theory
where glueballs are closed strings and mesons are open strings with quark flavor
Chan-Paton factors. The string network picture of gauge theories certainly adds
weight to this idea with the interesting twist that strings can branch.

In fact, string theorists are trying to do the same thing. They are looking at
string theory in AdS_5 as a dual description of QCD.

It certainly is plausible that there might be an S-dual description of
superconductors and superfluids using vortices based upon noncritical string
theory just as some gauge theories admits an S-dual description using
monopoles. In fact, I think this has already been done by some theorists working
on the Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition.

The prediction of 26 or 10 dimensions only comes about, I think, if we restrict
ourselves to the simplest conformal field theories and insist upon constant
dilaton fields, etc..

17. Ben the Engineer
May 16, 2005

The idea that the ‘universe is made of music’ is hardly original. It goes back at
least to Pythagoras. At least Pythagoras had a solid theorem to his credit.

18. 50 cent
May 16, 2005

Bump my new CD, homies, shit contains the world-formula, if you know what I’m
saying. But it’s LQG not string stuff, aaiight!?

19. Maestro
May 16, 2005

Open ‘E’,STRINGTHEORY, of course can be modified to incorperate the
Universal ‘Big-Twang’, or Concerto for T.heoretical O.rchestra E.vents without
any major Eighths?, where the Feynman Path integral is replaced by a Conductor
Maestro Witten??.. “Marshal feedback”..or ‘My’ feedback theory!..I believe the
Proton Decay is replaced with a ‘PHARTON-DECAY’ ideal G.A.S Law?

It made have its roots in an after dinner speech, which , due to digestive
constraints, inflated out of all propotions, causing an ‘Echo’,signal Backreaction
around the auditorium, filtered out into the Cosmos, and legend has it, if one was
to gently place your Ear to the cosmic soundhole, one can recieve the correct



Vacuum Signal, tuned of course to a perfect pitch and chord..G

20. Wolfgang
May 16, 2005

Peter,

I think you should have mentioned the band
“Superstring”. Their debut album is called
“artificial stupidity”.
http://www.quirkyworks.com/superstring/music/

http://www.quirkyworks.com/superstring/music/
http://www.quirkyworks.com/superstring/music/


JDG and Other Conferences

May 17, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

This past weekend I was in Cambridge and attended many of the talks at the JDG
conference held at Harvard. The conference was nominally in honor of Shiing-Shen
Chern, who died late last year, so many speakers made some connection between
their work and Chern’s, especially his work on Chern classes.

Among the purely mathematical talks I attended was a very clear one by Victor
Guillemin on Morse theory and convexity theorems on symplectic manifolds. The
material he covered is quite beautiful, but rather old by now. His reason for covering
it seemed to be that he has a new book on the topic (with Reyer Sjamaar) called
“Convexity Properties of Hamiltonian Group Actions”, soon to appear from the AMS in
the CRM monograph series, but also available on Sjamaar’s website.

Mike Hopkins gave an impressive talk on “Derived Schemes in Stable Homotopy
Theory” which was based on very recent work by his student Jacob Lurie. This work
involves defining a notion of a scheme which makes sense in the context not of the
commutative rings of algebraic geometry, but instead the commutative rings of
spectra in stable homotopy theory. It allows a new construction of the tmf (topological
modular forms) theory of Miller and Hopkins.

Iz Singer reminisced about taking a class in geometry from Chern at Chicago in 1949,
a class which he thought may have been the first one Chern taught in the US. Singer’s
talk was about “Projective Dirac operators” which have an index which is a fraction.
One of the main motivations for Singer’s original work with Atiyah on the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem was to understand the integrality of the A-hat genus on a spin
manifold as coming from the fact that it was an index. On a non-spin manifold the
A-hat genus takes on fractional values, and one can use this to prove the non-
existence of a spin structure. In work with Mathai and Melrose, pseudo-differential
operator techniques are developed that allow one to define a sort of index in these
situations where there is no spin (or even spin-c) structure.

There were several talks by physicists, or related to physics. One was by Kefeng Liu,
half of which was about some new metrics on moduli space, the other half about some
formulae coming out of work on topological strings. For this material, see his talk at
last year’s Yamabe Conference. Vafa gave a talk on “Topological M-theory”, which he
motivated by starting with the holomorphic anomaly in the topological string B-model.
For quite a while it has been known that you can think of these topological string
results as giving a vector in the Hilbert space one gets from quantizing H^3(M),
where M is a Calabi-Yau. Topological M-theory is supposed to be something related to
topological string theory in much the way the full M-theory is related to the full-string
theory, so involves one-dimension higher. Thus it deals with 7-dimensional manifolds
and tries to explain some of the phenomena related to topological strings on 6-d
Calabi-Yaus in these terms. For more about this, there’s a talk by Andrew Neitze on-
line that covers some of the same material.
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Nikita Nekrasov’s talk was about “Z-theory”, which is his own name for the same
ideas about topological M-theory that Vafa was talking about. He drew a version of
the standard picture of the M-theory moduli space, now for Z-theory and with all sorts
of mathematical objects attached to the various cusps. Nekrasov gave a similar talk in
Nagoya late last year, as well as one at Strings 2004.

While a lot of interesting mathematics has come out of topological strings, the idea
that that there is some grandiose unification involving thinking about 7d G2-manifolds
seems to me even less promising than the idea of 11d M-theory itself, which for years
now seems to have gone nowhere. Just as M-theory has led many physicists to
pointless wanderings in 11-dimensions, it now seems to be leading mathematical
physics away from rather rich mathematical areas into the complicated geometry of
seven dimensions. Undoubtedly this will lead to some new mathematics, but it looks
to me like it will be much less interesting than the mathematics emerging from string
theory during earlier periods. The interaction between mathematics and physics
remains dominated by the ideology of string/M-theory, and this is harming both
subjects.

One aspect of the sad state of the interface between math and physics is that virtually
no one from the physics department at Harvard seemed to be attending the JDG
conference lectures. I’d been expecting to see at least Lubos Motl there, but he was
down at Columbia attending a meeting on string cosmology. He reports on the talks
here, here, and here, as usual covering very critically a talk on loop quantum gravity,
quite uncritically one about the landscape and absurdly baroque constructions that
try to make some contact with the standard model. I’m beginning to believe that his
“leashing” did have something to do with his criticizing the landscape ideology too
vigorously, since he seems to have stopped doing that.

For the latest on the landscape, see a recent talk by Lubos’s senior colleague Arkani-
Hamed (whom he better not piss off too much) at the PHENO 05: World Year of
Phenomenology symposium in Wisconsin, entitled The Landscape and the LHC.
Arkani-Hamed’s talk begins with the usual strained historical analogy, this time a long
and bizarre description of the calculation by Aristarchos of the distance to the sun by
the method of parallax. The point of this is highly obscure, but seems to be that since
Aristarchos was wrong to find unreasonable the huge distances to the stars implied
by the lack of visible parallax, we’re wrong to find unreasonable the huge amounts of
fine-tuning required by split supersymmetry.

He goes on much like Susskind for quite a while about the glories of the landscape
idea, with the twist that supposedly split supersymmetry is “sharply predictive”. The
only “sharp” predictions he mentions concern a relation between some coupling
constants which haven’t been observed and likely never will, as well as that there may
be a “long-lived” gluino. Not that he actually has a prediction for the mass or lifetime
of this gluino.

Comments

1. CapitalistImperialistPig
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May 21, 2005

Re: Lubos, I’m sticking with the PC violation story. But it’s probably also true
that he had best not offend his natural and most crucial constituency.

2. D R Lunsford
May 19, 2005

Back to “projective Dirac operators” this must imply giving up on an agreed
upon length scale, so it’s making a definite statement about mass (which is really
an inhomogenous term in the Dirac equation). And there is an implicit statement
about matter currents, or really charges, requiring a coupling that is consistent
with no given scale. And so this is a definite statement about charges.

-drl

3. Juan R.
May 18, 2005

G2 manifolds are not the true geometry of the universe. They continue to be a
standard geometry, even when they are not well-understood still by
mathematicians.

I agree with you, Peter, on that the new folk will not provide any significant
contribution to our physical ideas about nature in despite of so-many speculation
and grandilocuents claims were posted by Schwartz and company.

4. fysix
May 18, 2005

You criticize the talk of Nima Arkani-Hamed at Pheno05 at UW-M . Checking the
original paper (hep-th/0405159, title too long  by N. A.-H. and Savas
Dimopoulos I would rather say that this kind of “orthogonal” thinking should be
welcomed rather than condemned.

5. D R Lunsford
May 17, 2005

OT – I’ve got to post this:

Pale Blue Dot

http://www.hq.nasa.gov/alsj/a11/images11.html

Read starting here:

“In March 2005”

-drl

6. Carl Brannen
May 17, 2005

http://www.hq.nasa.gov/alsj/a11/images11.html
http://www.hq.nasa.gov/alsj/a11/images11.html


I attended the talk by Arkani-Hamed on the landscape. There were quite a lot of
talks having to do with landscapes at the conference.

Based on my observations of the audience, and the questions or lack thereof, I
got the impression that most of the attendees were interested in more traditional
elementary particle theory and experiments. Gia Dvali also gave a plenary talk
on “attractors in Landscape”. To have plenary landscape talks in a
phenomenology meeting was a bit silly.

My own talk was a speculation on the nature of the high energy cosmic ray
“Centauro” events having to do with Clifford algebra and a hidden dimension.

Carl

7. Peter Woit
May 17, 2005

Note that I wasn’t claiming this stuff was related to physics. For one thing I don’t
think Singer et.al’s “projective Dirac” operator is anything local. You need to
look at their paper to see exactly what it is.

8. D R Lunsford
May 17, 2005

“Projective Dirac operators” – wow that implies a lot of questions…

What’s the adjoint? would probably be #1

How does it couple to mass and matter? #2 #3

etc.

-drl



String Theory and Theology at the AAAS

May 18, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Someone wrote to me today to tell me that Harvard’s Nima Arkani-Hamed recently
gave a lecture in Washington with the title “String Theory — Can We Test It?”.
Somehow, I suspect that his lecture didn’t really give an honest answer to the
question, since it would be hard to fill up an hour-long talk by just saying “No”.

Looking into this more carefully, it turns out that the talk was part of a “Dialogue on
Science, Ethics and Religion” sponsored by the AAAS. At first I thought it was unusual
to see a “Science and Religion” program paid for by anyone but the Templeton
Foundation (for more about them, see here and here), but it turns out that they are
the first organization listed in the list of those providing financial support for the
program. I wouldn’t have guessed that the AAAS was in bed with Templeton and
running programs on “Science and Religion”, but this kind of thing doesn’t surprise
me anymore.

Arkani-Hamed’s talk was entitled: Naturalness versus the Superstring Landscape, or,
Why Does The Universe Appear Finely Tuned? (not sure why it was advertised with
the “String Theory — Can We Test It?” title). The organizer and “respondent” was
James B. Miller, an ordained Presbyterian minister with a Ph. D. in Theology from
Marquette University. From the abstract it appears that the talk involved Arkani-
Hamed’s usual claims that split supersymmetry makes “sharp experimental
predictions” for what the LHC will see (he seems to have a rather different notion of
what an experimental prediction is than most scientists, much less what a “sharp” one
is). He also seems to have implied that the superstring landscape scenario predicts
split supersymmetry, something that actually isn’t the case, or at least is only true in
the sense that the landscape predicts nothing at all, and thus is consistent with
anything.

Comments

1. Chris W.
May 19, 2005

To place the religious insinuations in context, see this jeremiad by T. M. Moore,
former Executive Pastor of Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church (Florida).

—
[Thanks to Arun (I think) for tracking this down a few months ago and posting
the link in a comment on Preposterous Universe (Sean Carroll’s blog).]

2. May 18, 2005

Here is an explanation. NAH is a champion of a branch of (meta)physics that can
be summarized as “everything goes”: large extra dimensions, ghosts,
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supersymmetry without supersymmetry,
you name it. Indeed, in the absence of experimental data, such nonsensical,
loophole-filling ideas cannot be disproved.
But every human being needs structure: thus he turns to God for guidance. I am
sure that ksh95 would provide an eloquent description of this supernatural
phenomenon.
Jean-Paul



Game Over

May 18, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Shamit Kachru (described by Lenny Susskind as the “master Rube Goldberg
architect”) and collaborators have a new paper out this evening on flux
compactifications, one that in a rational world should finish off the subject completely.
Recall that Kachru is one of the K’s responsible for the KKLT construction of these
flux compactifications that stabilize all moduli, and for the last couple years debate
has raged over whether this sort of construction gives 10100, 10500 or even 101000

possible string theory vacuum states.

Susskind, Arkani-Hamed, and other anthropic principle aficionados have argued that
the fact that this number is at least 10100 is a great triumph because it means that
there are so many vacua that at least some will have small enough cosmological
constant to be consistent with our existence. But if there are too many, all hope of
getting predictions out of string theory disappears. With 101000 vacua, you can find
not only the cosmological constant you want, but probably any values of anything
particle experimentalists have ever measured or ever will measure, and the theory
becomes completely unpredictive.

Even so, the study of these vacua has become more and more popular over the last
year or two, with many arguing that, no matter how big the number is, at least it’s
finite, so you have improved over the standard model, which has continuously tunable
parameters. This argument was made in the panel discussion at the Perimeter
Institute a month or so ago. Also, a finite number of vacua allows you to study their
statistics, by assigning a weight one to each possible vacuum state and getting a
probability measure by dividing by the total number. You can then engage in wishful
thinking that this probability measure will be peaked about certain values, giving a
sort of prediction.

The new paper gives a construction of flux compactifications of type IIA string theory,
and in this case the authors find an infinite number of possibilities. This should kill off
any hopes of extracting predictions from string theory by counting vacua and doing
statistics. The authors try and put a brave face on what has happened, writing:

“we should emphasize that the divergence of the number of SUSY vacua may not be
particularly disastrous. A mild cut on the acceptable volume of the extra dimensions
will render the number of vacua finite.”

but then they go on to puncture their own argument by noting that:

“one can legitimately worry that the conclusions of any statistical argument will be
dominated by the precise choice of the cut-off criterion, since the regulated
distribution is dominated by vacua with volumes close to the cut-off.”

With this new result, the infinitesimally small remaining hope of getting predictions
out of the string theory landscape framework has now vanished. It will be interesting

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505160
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505160


to see if this slows down at all the ever-increasing number of string theorists working
in this field.

Update: Lubos Motl has some comments about this same paper.

Comments

1. Juan R.
May 22, 2005

I said,

I don’t know the level of new students doing PhD and all of that in string theory.
Do you know Peter?

By “level” i mean “the number of”

2. Juan R.
May 22, 2005

Peter said:

“No intelligent young person is going to go into this field as long as it is
obviously an intellectual disaster area.”

I am not completely sure. Month ago, a joung math student contacted with me
for solicintg more information in my open criticism of string theory.

He was rather misguided in a lot of points. I explained my points, but he
remained skeptic. For example, he said that was not true my claim that string
theory was substituing the around 20 parameters of SM by more than 10000 new
ones. He claimed that Brian Greene’s “Elegant” book said that one single
parameter was sufficient.

I explained to him that string equation parameter was valid for “predictions” on
10D, for real 4D one need compactification and all, a priori, predictive power is
lost.

He remained skecptic. He said that if I was saiyng was true, then Brian Greene
had said that in his book. !!!!!!

Some people doing PhD and after leaving the field has contacted to me and
agree with my valoration of string theory like a waste of time. I abandoned my
string-brane research some time.

I don’t know the level of new students doing PhD and all of that in string theory.
Do you know Peter?

3. Dmitriy
May 22, 2005

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/05/infinite-landscape.html
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Hi Peter,

What makes me especially nervous, it’s the fact that almost everyone looks for
physics _beyond_ the Standard Model. Everyone is eager to find its failure. This
is nonsense to me. I always thought that a scientist wants to understand nature
and I would never expect that he would like to see his model of the world failed.
I’m afraid it’s all about money.

4. Alejandro Rivero
May 21, 2005

Offhand I can’t really think of many promising “new” fields that a post-1984
tenured string theorist could possibly defect to, other than maybe conventional
particle/astroparticle phenomenology or some area in condensed matter theory.

Perhaps we should delete the last twenty years from memory and go back to the
way we were then. What kid of things was people doing before the upsurge of
string revolutions?

I think we were studying the non abelian anomaly in order to use it somewhere
in QCD… was it because the glue? Or something of the chiral limit?

Also for sure there was someone there still thinking about flavour. Well, perhaps
only H Fritzsch in Germany.

There was also detectability of new particles via their interaction with nucleus.
Witten and Goodman on dark matter for instance. As well as some low-energy
theorems for the Higgs boson.

5. Peter
May 21, 2005

I certainly agree that the whole string theory phenomenon is due to HEP being a
victim of its own success. Until someone does an experiment which disagress
with the standard model and gives a clue how to get beyond it, things are going
to be very tough.

But this is no excuse for getting stuck in an endless investigation of one
speculative idea about going beyond the standard model, one that has clearly
failed. It is amazing to see how unwilling people are to abandon an idea they
have a lot of time invested in, no matter how clear it is that the idea can’t work.

6. Dmitriy
May 21, 2005

Hi everyone,

don’t you think that all the problems of string theorists are mostly due to overall
stagnation of HEP as a field. There is nothing really new found in an experiment
(beside maybe the mass of neutrino, which hardly changed anything) and I doubt
that anything can be found at LHC beside maybe Higgs. Without experimental



data people are just doomed to either leave the field until any intersting data is
available or do “math”. It’s clear that we are way too far from energies when
quantum gravity effects can be of any significance. So overall I don’t see why
string theory approach is better or worse than any other quantum gravity theory.

But even this is not a big problem. What really looks bad is a typical career path
that one has to follow to stay in physics. There is no room for mistakes. The
competition for a permanent faculty position is so tough that hardly anyone who
doesn’t have tenure would risk to switch a field just because he thinks that the
field is going in a wrong direction. It takes many years to get a certain level of
compitence to do anything sensible. I’m afraid we just work too much and don’t
have much time to think.

7. Tony Smith
May 20, 2005

In a comment to his string theory blog “Game Over”, Peter says “… string theory
… is obviously an intellectual disaster area.”.

I am reminded of a story mentioned in another of Peter’s blog entries about
Hilbert and Heisenberg. According to Thall’s History of Quantum Mechanics, at
http://mooni.fccj.org/~ethall/quantum/quant.htm :

“… Hilbert suggested to Heisenberg that he find the differential equation that
would correspond to his matrix equations. Had he [Hesenberg] taken Hilbert’s
advice, Heisenberg may have discovered the Schr?dinger equation before
Schr?dinger.
When mathematicians proved Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics and Schr?dinger’s
wave mechanics equivalent, Hilbert exclaimed,

“Physics is obviously far too difficult to be left to the physicists …” …”.

Since the string theorists seem to be becoming an obstruction to the advance of
physics, and since JC said a comment on Peter’s blog:

“… Only … scenario … which could possibly cause a huge landslide exodus from
string theory, is if the government grant agencies (ie. DOE, NSF, etc …) all
decide to stop funding …”,

I have a suggestion. Perhaps the black-budget programs of the USA might be
expanded to include a well-funded space exploration and colonization program in
which a large human colony is sent into space to contact other civilizations on
some of the newly discovered extrasolar planetary systems. Since the colonizers
will be the ones who form the aliens’ first impressions about humans, the
colonizers should be only the best and the brightest so that the aliens will be
dazzled by the brilliance of humanity. Obviously that means that the ship should
carry all the most outstanding superstring theorists, who would be honored to be
chosen. In order to impress the aliens even more, the aliens should be deceived
into thinking that humanity back on earth included some who were even more
brilliant than the best-and-brightest superstring theorists. Therefore, the ship
carrying the superstring colonists should be modestly named something like, for
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example, the B Ark.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

8. JC
May 20, 2005

Peter,

Only other scenario I can think of offhand which could possibly cause a huge
landslide exodus from string theory, is if the government grant agencies (ie.
DOE, NSF, etc …) all decide to stop funding any string theory research.

It would be interesting to see what types of future papers will cite this particular
Kachru et. al. paper hep-th/0505160

Offhand I can’t really think of many promising “new” fields that a post-1984
tenured string theorist could possibly defect to, other than maybe conventional
particle/astroparticle phenomenology or some area in condensed matter theory. I
can’t really see many string folks suddenly defecting to loop quantum gravity,
nor to many of the other camps working on various partisan approaches to
“quantum gravity”.

9. Peter Woit
May 20, 2005

Hi JC,

What’s really amazing to me is how string theorists refuse to give up, no matter
how bad it gets. At this point it’s completely clear that the idea of string theory
based unification is dead, but no one seems to be giving up anyway. The attitude
is “we’re going to keep doing this until someone gives us a new fad to work on”,
but there is no encouragement at all for anyone to try and find something new.
String theorists still will only hire string theorists.

I don’t see anything changing unless Witten comes up with something new.
Increasingly the people who got tenure pre-1984 and know about something
other than string theory are getting old. Those who got tenure post-1984 more
and more often don’t know about anything except string theory, and have no
interest in learning. No intelligent young person is going to go into this field as
long as it is obviously an intellectual disaster area.

10. Thomas Larsson
May 20, 2005

So I somewhat marvel that people aren’t more interested in the old fashioned
stringy models or even the more modern brane world stuff. No one has outputed
a no go theorem on the small/positive cc for those classes of theories, so why
aren’t people still looking for whatever *that* may be.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


I think that no-go theorems more or less exist. If you want to use AdS/CFT, it is
certainly a problem if the CC is positive, since that rules out the AdS part. People
have tried to invent some kind of dS/CFT, but AFAIU the CFT must then live at
temporal negative infinity, which apparently is problematic and usually a
discarded possibility.

Don’t forget that there are other problems, too. Without flux compactifications
you have at least one unbroken SUSY and unstabilized moduli, i.e. new long-
range forces, in disagreement with experiments, right?

11. May 20, 2005

While not defending the Landscape approach to phenomenology, the point is that
string theory contains these flux fields, they may be turned on, and so the
number of possible supersymmetric vacua is much larger than previously
imagined. As far as other approaches are concerned, people use flux vacua to
construct brane worlds that are on a more solid theoretical footing, i.e. with all
moduli stabilized and with an acceptable final cosmological constant. Once
you’ve found the possibility of turning on flux, you can’t pretend that it doesn’t
exist. What this indicates, to me at least, is that finding a useful (testable) string
phenomonology will involve more than finding a proper vacuum, and will most
likely involve cosmological dynamics. Finally, Occam’s razor is fruitfully applied
to starting points (two examples being Einsteins equations or the replacement of
particles with strings) and really doesn’t apply to solutions (all gravitational
solutions in one case or all possible vacua in the other)

12. Fred
May 20, 2005

What I have never understood about the landscape business. Why exactly do
people take flux compactifications so seriously if this is what it outputs, eg an
unpredictive mess?

There are many potential models in String theory, many Brane inspired models
and what not. I take it the former is the only one (to date) that has outputed a
small and positive CC. However typically the tradition in physics is, if its too
messy move on and find something else. Typically (a variant of Occams razor)
that turns out to be the simplest and invariably the correct answer (even if
nothing has been discovered that fits the bill, we usually assume the universe is
governed by simplicity).

There have been many theories that have been discarded in physics b/c of this
premise, even before whatever else replaces *it* has been discovered.

So I somewhat marvel that people aren’t more interested in the old fashioned
stringy models or even the more modern brane world stuff. No one has outputed
a no go theorem on the small/positive cc for those classes of theories, so why
aren’t people still looking for whatever *that* may be.

It seems to me String theory is still alive and well, its just that many of its
practioners have abandoned a perfectly sensible attempt at understanding qg,



with a weaker phenomenological theory that clearly doesn’t cut it.

13. May 19, 2005

I have a theory that Quantoken is a monkey. For proof, look at his typing skillz.

14. Quantoken
May 19, 2005

Correction.

I said: “Most of the monkey patents would look like completely garbage. But it’s
OK. We can eliminate most of them by the anthropic principle.”

On a careful thought, I would replace it with Monkey Principle. That would also
be what I call what string theoretists call anthropic principle. I call it monkey
principle

Quantoken

15. Quantoken
May 19, 2005

Peter said:
“Susskind, Arkani-Hamed, and other anthropic principle aficionados have argued
that the fact that this number is at least 10^100 is a great triumph because it
means that there are so many vacua that at least some will have small enough
cosmological constant to be consistent with our existence.”

Hey I would suggest something much better than 10^100 cavuas, I call it the
monkey theory, a true theory of every thing. And this theory is absolutely
correct and permanently safe from being falsified.

Very simple, you just allow a monkey to hit a keyboard arbitrarily for a little
while, and then repeat again, and try again. The possible number of monkey
patents it may come up with is definitely limited, something between 4^4^4 and
6^6^6, which definitely look better than 10^1000 vacuas.

Most of the monkey patents would look like completely garbage. But it’s OK. We
can eliminate most of them by the anthropic principle. The correct monkey
patents would at least make some sense in English. And certainly, once in a while
it may come up with something that reads like “F=MA” or “E=MC^2”, which
happen to be the correct physics theory.

What’s the odd of a monkey type 6 letters and it happen to be “E-MC^2“? It’s
certainly not zero, and roughly one out of 10^11. That’s certainly a much better
odd than one in 10^100 vacuas being the correct one!!!

Just allow the money keep typing, it eventually give you all monkey patents that
is conceiveable. Any correct and incorrect theories we human can think about in
the past and in the future million years, would all eventually come out of the
monkey typing machine. Theory of every thing, every theory of thing, every



theory of every thing, every every theory of thing, they will all come out with
pretty good odds, not just a TOE.

And it is verifiable experimentally!!! Actually as I have demonstrated I can make
“very sharp predictions” out of this theory. I predicted that “E=MC^2” can
come out of it with an odd of roughly 1 in 10^11. It’s not observed
experimentally yet, but no one will doubt it. It is only that we do not have enough
monkeys, (or in another word we do not have enough string theorietists to study
all of the 10^100 cavuas).

You see, my monkey theory definitely beats string theories already 

Quantoken

16. May 19, 2005

there are more (vacua) in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in your
philosophy.

17. Juan R.
May 19, 2005

JC,

“How fast do you think people will abandon the field?”

I replied to this in another part.

With each new failure of stringy endeavour, string adherents begin a new, more
arrogant, folk tale.

The history that i write is not exact but one could say that with the failure of ST
like a theory of the strong, they claimed that also was a theory of gravity. With
the failure of first versions of “superST”, claimed that was also a theory of rest of
interactions and particles. With the failure, they claimed that M theory was the
theory of everything, from particles or gravity to cosmology, big bang, and other
universes newer observed but “living” in some “part”. M-theory was also the
basis for some eccentric topics like aliens (Kachu), extrasensorial perception,
would reformulate QM eliminating its present weird state (Witten), etc.

I think that they will interpret the failure of M theory like a symptom of that the
theory was conservative in excess. Probably it was a theory of more than
everything and that would explain the current failure 

18. May 19, 2005

String Theory appears to be a toaster. M-theory however, though lacking in real
physics, is nonetheless going somewhere.

19. JC
May 19, 2005



Peter,

If this is indeed “game over” and string/M-theory is not a mysterious space ship
but really a toaster, how fast do you think people will abandon the field?

20. Anonymous
May 19, 2005

But these are vacua where SUSY is unbroken, right? Shouldn’t one expect
infinitely many, since there are moduli spaces of SUSY theories? Isn’t what
matters the number of non-SUSY vacua?

21. D R Lunsford
May 19, 2005

April is the cruelest month, breeding
Didacts out of the dead landscape, mixing
M-ory and D-sire, stirring squareroots with string pain.

22. Not a Nobel Laureate
May 19, 2005

Remarkable how much trouble one can get into by taking the simplest object
beyond a point, a string and applying the constaints of quantization and
relativity.

“This is how String Field ends,
Not with a Bang, but
With a Whimper.”

[Sorry T.S. Elliot]

23. D R Lunsford
May 18, 2005

The CC is zero. It’s an artifact of decoupling of light and gravity.

-drl



US HEP News

May 19, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The US High Energy Physics Advisory Panel (HEPAP) is meeting in Washington
yesterday and today, and some of the presentations are already available on-line.
These include one from the DOE Office of High Energy Physics which notes that,
given budgetary constraints, the only way significant funds will become available for
new projects (including significant work on the proposed ILC linear collider), is by
shutting down operations at the Tevatron or PEP-II. The Tevatron is now scheduled to
operate until 2009 (at which point it can’t compete with the LHC), PEP-II at SLAC
until 2008. The DOE is asking the P5 committee to advise about whether or not it
might be a good idea to shut these facilities down early, and redirect the funds that
are freed up elsewhere.

There are also reports on the status of PEP-II and the Tevatron. PEP-II and other
accelerators at SLAC were shut down after an accident last October, only turned back
on last month. The plan now is to run the machine steadily until July 2006, with only a
one-month break in October. Presumably it’s down today, since if you try and connect
to the SLAC web-site, you get a message saying that power is out at SLAC due to a
tree falling and severing the main power feed to the site.

The Tevatron is doing well this year, recently achieving record luminosity, and its
integrated luminosity so far this year is running ahead of even optimistic projections.
It seems highly unlikely to me that the P5 committee will suggest shutting it down
early.

There’s also a report from the ongoing National Academy of Sciences EPP2010 study
of the future of US particle physics. Presentations from a meeting earlier this week at
Fermilab are now available. These include presentations dealing with what is going
on outside the US, including ones from DESY in Germany and KEK in Japan.

The biggest issue facing US particle physics is what to do about the International
Linear Collider (ILC) project. In the presentation of Michael Witherell (ex-director of
Fermilab), he notes that the world is in a transition from having five major labs
running the largest accelerators to possibly only two: CERN with the LHC, and
wherever the ILC is sited, if it is built. For US experimental high energy physics to
remain a world leader, it is crucial that the ILC be built, and built in the US. Witherell
recalls how the US HEP budget has declined by $100-150 million in real dollars over
the last few years, but then gives a plan for the future that involves this budget
increasing by 4% over inflation every year, something I find hard to believe is going to
happen. The EPP2010 site also contains feedback they have received from various
members of the community in response to questions about plans for the ILC.

In other experimental HEP news, the Experimental High Energy Physics Job Rumor
Mill has been revived, joining the Theoretical Particle Physics Jobs Rumor Mill. Send
them both your inside information!

http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaMayRevisedMay16,2005.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaMayRevisedMay16,2005.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP/May2005/Staffin_HEPAP_May05.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP/May2005/Staffin_HEPAP_May05.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP/May2005/Dorfan_hepap_may05.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP/May2005/Dorfan_hepap_may05.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP/May2005/HEPAP%205-19-2005%20Witherell.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP/May2005/HEPAP%205-19-2005%20Witherell.pdf
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP/May2005/hepap_May05_dawson.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP/May2005/hepap_May05_dawson.pdf
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http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_presentations.html
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http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_Presentation_Wagner.pdf
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_Presentation_Totsuka.pdf
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_Presentation_Totsuka.pdf
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http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_Community.html
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_Community.html
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_Letter_to_Gilman.pdf
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_Letter_to_Gilman.pdf
http://www.freewebs.com/heprumor/
http://www.freewebs.com/heprumor/
http://www.freewebs.com/heprumor/
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Comments

1. loser
May 21, 2005

Speaking of pork, and directed to the first comment, the DeLay-Frist wing of the
GOP is a lot of heat and flash, but is losing political capital rather quickly and
will badly need to do horsetrading just to stay elected next year.

Consider instead who IS speaker of the house, has been the speaker, and who
will probably BE the speaker for the next 3-5 years. And what national
accelerator lab is in his district? Hmmmm….

2. loser
May 21, 2005

Scuttlebutt is that since SLAC’s high energy star is falling, BES will move in over
the next couple years to completely take over SLAC, with LCLS as the star
attraction. So that might accelerate their demise as a HEP lab.

Fermi is clearly pushing hard to be in a strong position when siting for ILC is
decided.

Also, NANL: guess again. The NIH budget is tapering off now also. Pork is where
it’s at.

3. May 21, 2005

Here we are now – entertain us

4. Not a Nobel Laureate
May 19, 2005

“Witherell recalls how the US HEP budget has declined by $100-150 million in
real dollars over the last few years, but then gives a plan for the future that
involves this budget increasing by 4% over inflation every year,”

In your dreams, Mikey, in your dreams.

That money is going to medical research now as the Boomers begin to confront
their mortality.

5. May 19, 2005

Well, for the ILC to be built in the US, it’s clear that for political reasons it would
have to be located in Texas, and in particular within one of DeLay’s
gerrymandered congressional districts, which would conflict with the “linear”
requirement.



Stalking the Riemann Hypothesis

May 22, 2005
Categories: Book Reviews

My friend Dan Rockmore has a new book out, entitled Stalking the Riemann
Hypothesis, which is quite good. Dan had the misfortune of starting work on this book
at the same time as several other people had the idea of a popular book about the
Riemann Hypothesis. For better or worse, his has appeared after the others, which
came out last year. In solidarity with him, I haven’t read the others, so can’t directly
compare his to theirs.

Dan’s book begins with a mixture of history and explanations of the math involved. In
the sections having to do with more recent work, he concentrates on one particular
approach to proving the Riemann hypothesis, an approach that has interesting
relations to physics. This involves an idea that goes back to Hilbert and Polya, that
one should look for a quantum mechanical system whose Hamiltonian has eigenvalues
given by the Riemann zeta-function zeros. Self-adjointness of the Hamiltonian then
corresponds to the Riemann Hypothesis. This conjecture has motivated a lot of the
research that Dan describes in detail, including relations to random matrix theory,
quantization of chaotic dynamical systems, and much else.

Philosophically, I’m very fond of the idea that quantum mechanics is basically
representation theory, and that the way to produce interesting quantum mechanical
systems is by using geometric constructions of representations using cohomological
or K-theoretic methods. While I’m no expert on the Riemann Hypothesis, my favorite
idea about it is that proving it will require a mixture of the Hilbert-Polya search for a
quantum mechanical system, together with the cohomological approach that worked
in the case of function fields. In that case, the Weil conjectures famously were based
on the idea of constructing an appropriate cohomology theory. This was carried
through by Grothendieck and others during the fifties and sixties, with Deligne finally
using this technique to get a proof in the early seventies.

For the number field case, the most developed conjecture that I know of about what
might be the right sort of cohomology theory is due to Christopher Deninger. He has a
very interesting recent review article about this, see also his lecture at the 1998 ICM.

Update: For another nice discussion of zeta-functions and the Riemann Hypothesis,
see John Baez’s latest This Week’s Finds.

Update: There’s a nice article in the Washington Post about Dan and his book.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
May 27, 2005

In light of the Bump paper, this is fun:

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/037542136X/102-4287840-8956148?v=glance
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/037542136X/102-4287840-8956148?v=glance
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http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0007199

-drl

2. D R Lunsford
May 27, 2005

This is excellent:

http://match.stanford.edu/bump/notes.pdf

-drl

3. Peter Woit
May 27, 2005

I’m not sure exactly what Dan meant by “ill-defined” in this case. The Clay
problem is trying to ask for a big breakthrough in what one can rigorously say
about the solutions of Navier-Stokes, but since this is hard to define, they give
four examples of specific theorems whose proof would count.

I have looked recently at the de Branges paper. The first version had some
intriguing mentions of quantum mechanics and listed Weyl’s Group theory and
quantum mechanics book as a reference (although the reference didn’t
correspond to anything in the text). These have been removed, but the rest of the
paper looks much the same, although I don’t have the old version to compare to.

4. May 27, 2005

About De Branges proof….you say you tried to read it. Have you read it recently?
it seems to be dated April 2005.

5. May 27, 2005

Peter, you friend says on that post article that navier-stokes is “ill defined”. What
exactly does he mean by that?

6. May 25, 2005

Since Riemann Zeta is perhaps the most fundamental function of the complex
analysis, it would not be too surprising if conformal invariance would be involved
with the proof of Riemann hypothesis.

It is easy to find support for this intuition. The eigenfunctions of the scaling
operator L0=t/dt with t in R+ come as functions
t-s with eigenvalue given by λ=-s. For integration measure dt one obtains a
counterpart of plane wave basis by assuming the complex conformal weight to
be s= 1/2+iy implied by Riemann hypothesis. This easy to see by taking u=log(t)
so that inner product transforms to an inner product of plane waves exp(iy1u)
and exp(-iy2u). Zeros and also linear combinations of zeros of zeta with integer
coefficients would define conformal weights for a discrete basis of a Hilbert
space. If the real part of the conformal weight differs from 1/2, the functions in

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0007199
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0007199
http://match.stanford.edu/bump/notes.pdf
http://match.stanford.edu/bump/notes.pdf


question diverge exponentially at the limit when u goes to +∞ or -∞. Obviously
Riemann hypothesis is very natural in this context.

My own proposal for the strategy of proving Riemann hypothesis is however
based on the idea that Riemann zeta at line Re[s]=1 defines an inner product for
eigen functions of a modified operator L0 representing non-Hermitian operator
analogous to an annihilation operator and having zeros of zeta as its complex
eigen values. These functions define a generalization of coherent state basis
rather than that of an orthogonal state basis as in the case of Hilbert-Polya
conjecture.

This means that their inner products are non-vanishing and proportional to the
values zeta (z1+z2*) and thus proportional to zeta(1+i(y1-y2)) for the eigen
values at critical line (note that zeta diverges at s=1 but this is actually not a
problem). Riemann hypothesis guarantees the orthogonality of states with
conformal weights s=1/2+iy to a negative norm state having a vanishing
conformal weight s=0. This condition would exclude non-critical complex zeros
and I have proposed a reductio ad absurdum argument for a proof of Riemann
hypothesis in the article Pitkänen (2003), A Strategy for Proving Riemann
Hypothesis, Acta Math. Univ. Comeniae, vol. 72.

The article can be also found at my homepage

The complex conformal weights appearing as linear combinations of imaginary
parts of non-trivial zeros of zeta have a key role in TGD. Since physical states
must have real conformal weights this gives rise to conformal confinement
forcing many particle systems to behave like single quantum coherent units.
There are physical motivations for the proposal that dark matter corresponds to
a conformally confined quantum coherent phase in which ordinary particles have
complex conformal weight.

The gluonic color glass condensate observed in RHIC behaving like liquid rather
than quark gluon plasma and having black hole like properties could be one
instance of this phase associated with a highly tangled color magnetic flux tube
in Hagedorn temperature defining the hadronic analog of black hole with
effective gravitational constant corresponding to hadronic length instead of
Planck length.

Matti Pitk?nen

7. Chris W.
May 24, 2005

I just emailed him about Week 216. He is still working on it, which is why it isn’t
linked yet as the latest edition.

8. Levi
May 24, 2005

Interesting stuff from Baez both in week216 and in week215. He loves to look at
the big picture.

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/hpolya.pdf
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/hpolya.pdf


Hope he keeps writing on this subject.

9. Peter Woit
May 24, 2005

A bit like string theory, no?

Not very much, actually. Each of the many ideas floating around about the
Riemann Hypothesis is being pursued by a small number of people, which is a
quite healthy situation. In particle theory, one speculative idea (string theory) is
being pursued by thousands of physicists, and it remains very difficult to get a
job doing mathematically based particle theory research unless you are willing to
do string theory. And if any speculative idea about the RH had failed as miserably
as string theory unification has, it would have been long ago abandoned by
everyone involved.

10. Levi
May 24, 2005

Two comments:

1/ For mathematically literate readers (e.g. nearly all of the readers of this blog),
the best introduction to the Riemann Hypothesis is the book “Riemann’s Zeta
Function” by H. M. Edwards. Very readable, although you can’t zip through it
like a novel. And it’s a Dover paperback so it’s cheep.

2/ The approach Peter mentions is promising, but a lot of smart people have been
pursuing it for quite a while without success. A bit like string theory, no? Maybe
physicists will have to learn to be as patient as mathematicians.

11. anon
May 24, 2005

My guess would be that the proof of the Riemann Hypothesis would rely on
something vaguely similar to Deligne’s proof of the Weil Conjectures (the last
conjecture,R.H. over finite (?) fields) in that some similar mathematics for
Deligne’s proof would be necc. for the RH. So I’d guess it’d demand a lot of stuff
from Grothendieck. OR, something else…

My wild guesses are about as good as anybody else’s out there…

12. Walt Pohl
May 24, 2005

Why cast aspersions, Tony? De Branges’ paper is there for everyone to see.
Download it, and see for yourself if the proof is valid.

13. May 23, 2005

One of deBranges’ former PhD students (Li) immediately posted a paper on the
arXiv indicating an error in deBranges’ argument.
D. Jerison at MIT read de Branges’ paper carefully after his announcement, and



if I remember correctly gave a seminar talk about it.
The subsequent lack of interest in the paper has to do with the contents of the
paper and de Branges’ failure to address or acknowledge the criticisms, not any
particular prejudice of “Western” mathematicians (Li is Chinese, and Jerison an
American, by the way).

There are certainly people who work publically or privately on the Riemann
hypothesis, such as Sarnak, Connes, Cohen, Deninger, not to mention pretty
much the entire analytic number theory community. The people other than
deBranges who do this, generally manage to remain credible over the years.

Rockmore’s book tries too hard to avoid formulas, in my opinion, and is
interesting (though not necessarily to the general public) mainly for the
academic gossip therein.

14. May 23, 2005

Silly nitpick: While Wiles announced the proof at Cambridge, his official
appointment at the time was at Princeton, not Cambridge as Tony asserted

15. Peter Woit
May 23, 2005

Hi Tony,

The situation of Wiles and deBranges is quite different. First of all, the math
community didn’t work as a team to fix Wiles’ proof. He fixed it himself (with
some help from his ex-student Richard Taylor, after a team of referees went over
the manuscript, and one found the initial error). People would have taken any
purported proof of Fermat by Wiles seriously, the fact that he was proving
Taniyama-Shimura-Weil just made it more interesting. The significance of
Taniyama-Shimura-Weil is that it is part of the “Langlands Conjectures”. These
are not a fad like string theory, many of them have been rigorously proved, and
they give results about number theory that are accessible no other way (e.g. why
Fermat is true). They are a set of very deep structural insights into how number
fields behave, and there are a huge number of concrete, rigrorous results to back
that statement up.

Dan’s book doesn’t have much at all about deBranges, from what I remember it
is one of the others that has quite a bit about him, from a sympathetic point of
view. Have you looked at de Branges’s manuscript? I can’t speak for why others
haven’t made a major effort to understand it, but I tried and I can tell you why I
gave up. I found it completely impossible to follow. The manuscript is not written
in anything like a standard mathematical form, with the structure of the
argument outlined, together with a proof of each step. From the main
manuscript itself, you can’t even tell that there is supposed to be a proof of the
RH in there. His separate document (“Apology….”) has more of an explanation of
what he is doing. Maybe if you spent a lot of time trying to read that first, you
might have a fighting chance of figuring out what argument he is trying to make.

The case of Wiles is very different. His argument was laid out completely clearly



and explicitly, so that anyone who was familiar with the technical tools he used
could easily follow what he was doing. And if you weren’t familiar with the
technical tools, it was explicit what they were, and you could go out and read up
on them elsewhere.

I have some sympathy for the idea that de Branges may actually have a proof, or
enough of a good idea about one that maybe his ideas could be used to produce a
proof. But he hasn’t written up what he has in a way that others can understand,
unless they are willing to do a huge amount of work to decipher what he is trying
to say. There are already various reasons for people to be skeptical about
whether he has a proof, and the combination of this with the fact that his
manuscript is nearly impossible to follow is what explains the situation here, not
any prejudice about Purdue or anything else.

16. Tony Smith
May 23, 2005

When I compare the Riemann Hypothesis efforts of de Branges with the Fermat
efforts of Wiles, a question arises, and I wonder whether it is dealt with in the
book by Rockmore.

According to a PBS interview at http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/proof/wiles.html
Wiles said: “… at the end of the summer of 1986 … this friend told me that Ken
Ribet had proved a link between Taniyama-Shimura and Fermat’s Last Theorem.
… I knew that … to prove Fermat’s Last Theorem all I had to do was to prove the
Taniyama-Shimura conjecture. It meant that my childhood dream was now a
respectable thing to work on. … in late May [1993] … Then I told ….[my wife]…
I’d solved Fermat’s Last Theorem. … I’d missed … an error … completely …”.
The Nova interviewer said: “… Eventually, after a year of work, and after inviting
the Cambridge mathematician Richard Taylor to work with you on the error, you
managed to repair the proof. …”.

In a June 10, 2004, blog post at http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit
/blog/archives/2004_06.html Peter said: “… Louis de Branges is a mathematician
at Purdue who has had a long history of claiming proofs of the Riemann
hypothesis. … de Branges has a checkered history as a mathematician, with
several of his claimed proofs of the Riemann hypothesis and other problems
turning out to be incorrect. On the other hand, he did produce a correct proof of
one well-known problem, the Bieberbach Conjecture. In that case … after he
explained his ideas to a group of Russian mathematicians … it became clear that
de Branges really did have a proof. It looks like this one may also take some
major effort to see what he really has. …”.
In a 20 August 2003 review of Sabbagh’s book on the Riemann Hypothesis at
http://www.maa.org/reviews/sabbaghRH.html
S. W. Graham says: “… The conventional wisdom is that de Branges’ approach
will not work …”.

My question is:

Why was Wiles’s erroneous proof treated sympathetically by the math

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/proof/wiles.html
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community, leading it to work as a team to correct the proof, while de Branges’s
erroneous proof is treated by the math community with hostile skepticism ?

Is it because Wiles was hanging his hat on the fashionable Taniyama-Shimura
conjecture ? If so, then another question is to what extent fashion (and social
construction a la superstring theory) is a driving force in the mathematics
community.

Is it because Wiles was at Cambridge while de Branges is at less-prestigious
Purdue ?

Is it because the mathematics community somewhat resents de Branges because
his Bierberbach work showed, with the help of USSR mathematicians, that
skepticism of the Western mathematics community is fallible ? Since the USSR is
gone now, is there really any somewhat independent (of the West) mathematics
community that might work on approaches that are ignored by the Western
mathematics community ?

In other words, why does the Western mathematics community not undertake a
“… major effort to see what he [de Branges] really has …”. ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

17. May 22, 2005

“..what might be the right sort of cohomology theory”

topos theoretic descent theory

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Running Scared

May 23, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Last Wednesday night, a paper appeared on the arXiv that spelled very bad news for
the whole “Landscape” scenario of how to get physics out of string theory. This paper
produced what appears to be an infinite number of possible vacuum states for string
theory, ruining hopes for getting predictions out of the Landscape by doing a
statistical analysis of vacuum states.

Tonight a new paper by a prominent Landscapeologist (Michael Dine) has appeared.
The abstract gives no hint of trouble, claiming evidence of “distinctive predictions for
the structure of soft breakings”, but the beginning and the end of the paper tell a
different story. The second paragraph of the paper admits that the infinite number of
states destroys this research program, but deals with this by saying that the author
will just ignore the problem for now:

“If this (infinite number of states) is true, many of the ideas discussed in this paper
will have to be reconsidered…. the discussion of this paper will be predicated on the
assumption that the number of relevant states in the landscape is finite and naive
statistical ideas can be applied.”

In the paper’s conclusion, Dine states:

“There are many ways, as we have indicated, in which the ideas described here might
fail. Perhaps the most dramatic is that the landscape may not exist, or alternatively
that there might exist infinite numbers of states, whose existence might require
signficant rethinking of our basic understanding of string theory and what it might
have to do with nature.”

I’m looking forward to Dine and others finally getting around to “rethinking what
string theory might have to do with nature”. It’s about time.

Comments

1. JC
May 30, 2005

Alejandro,

I don’t know what would be a precise definition of “completeness”, with respect
to how our brains think.

One way I’ve thought of it is how marketing and advertising folks are experts at
manipulating people into thinking that they are “incomplete”, and that the
easiest way to feel “complete” is to buy their products.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000195.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000195.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505202
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505202


2. Alejandro
May 30, 2005

Beyond the animal fear mechanism -which, btw, happens to be the title of this
blog entry-, linguists have pointed out that the repression of some grammatically
correct but unnatural phrases could be in the origin of religion. So for instance
“you rain”, “I died”. In western culture, especially the later. This remark is
interesting because it asks for some extra steps of sophistication in logic.
Deictics must have evolved to be able to point to the speaker, and verbal tenses
need be no trivial. Thus, when logic/language evolves to be sophisticated, the
pretension of completeness creates a series of conflicts that are usually solved by
religion. I do not know if this inability to cope with logical conflicts is a hallmark
of modern theorists or just a naive comparison…

Ah, Tony, here there is a taoist quote for our collection (-:

“hence they hold that ‘what is not‘ is no less real than ‘what is‘” [Arist.
Metaphys. A 4 985b4]

3. JC
May 29, 2005

Alejandro,

It’s very well understood that for most people, uncertainty produces more
anxiety in their minds than in scenarios of certainty. If for no other reason,
ideological/fanatical type thinking brings about a sense of certainty to someone’s
mind (albeit, perhaps a false sense of security). More “certainty” seems to give
many people a “peace of mind”, even if only at a psychological level. If nothing
else, it seems to be largely a psychological coping mechanism to flee away from
“danger” in the form of “predators” and/or “barbarians”.

People who are major “control freaks” seem to fall into the pattern of only
feeling “secure” in themselves if they have total certainty and control over the
things in their lives which they have direct control or access over. Control freaks
seem to go ballistic when their sense of self certainty and/or control becomes
more uncertain.

In the case of religion, perhaps the sense of a “god” looking over us and being
the ultimate explanation of almost everything in the world, is what gives
followers and believers a higher “certainty” outlook in life. Explanations of
things happening by random chance and/or “shit happens” at random, doesn’t
quite have the same “warm fuzzies” feeling as explanations like “god’s will”.

I’m not really sure how this would apply to something like string theory, unified
field theories, etc … other than perhaps these “theories” produce a false sense of
“theoretical” certainty in the minds of the people working on them. (Whether
their theories are right in the end, is a completely different question altogether).

4. Alejandro
May 29, 2005



Yes Tony, this blur betwean creator and created is a hallmark of the approach to
religion of a lot of scientists, and probably the only way for them to keep a
religion while being productive in science. And this approach is already heretic
for most established religions. But I believe that the acting scientist climbs a new
step when s/he becomes aware that the scientific study of the description of the
world has wiped away any fear of future or death; in such state religion does not
have any role to fulfil anymore, and it becomes unnecessary.

(Incidentally, and as a less ambitious example, I have always though that a
reason for physicists to be good at Banking and Finance is that they do not have
the same faith in money that economists have. )

Going back to topic, I wonder this view, of Faith as an analgesic against Fear,
could be applied to analize String Theory from the positions claimed by Juan
R.and JC. We should inquire which Fear are theorists trying to exorcise.

5. Tony Smith
May 28, 2005

Alejandro said “… that the continuous application of science and reason drives
one towards Epicureim … while Western pre-chemists declared themselves as
disciples of Leucipo and Democritus (thus Epicurus?), Eastern pre-chemists
declared themselves as disciples of Lao-Tze, and then users of the Taoist
inspiration. …”.

I tend to agree with Prof. Cooper’s course outline for Philosophy 335 on the web
at http://www.princeton.edu/~johncoop/Phil335/Phil335.html where it says: “…
the two main post-Aristotelian or (as they are more usually called) Hellenistic
schools of philosophy, [are] the Epicurean and the Stoic. …”, and I tend to agree
with Stoicism as described at http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Delphi
/8309/philosophical.html where it says: “… What is referred to in Stoic writings
as “Zeus” in one place, may be referred to as “Nature” elsewhere. … there is still
little distinction between creator and created, or between physical and spiritual.
The Stoic worldview is thus closer to that of Daoism, Vedanta or some varieties
of Sufism than to orthodox Christianity or Islam. …”.

It seems to me that the “reading Nature book” approach has worked well in
some instances, such as Einstein’s development of special and general relativity,
and that such an approach need not necessarily lead to Epicurus, but might as
well lead one to Stoicism/Daoism, or also to the Hegelian Dialectical Materialism
of the Nagoya school in Japan that motivated Kobayashi and Maskawa in their
formulation of a 3-generation model that explains, among other things, CP
violation.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

6. Alejandro
May 28, 2005

Well, probably the Spinozian/Eistenian view is heretic for most of the established

http://www.princeton.edu/~johncoop/Phil335/Phil335.html
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religions. G-d aware scientists have usually tried the “reading Nature book”
approach in order to justify their research in the inner works of Nature, but it
has not worked very well. It seems that the continuous application of science and
reason drives one towards Epicureim, in the sense preached by Lucretius.

Which is not bad, because if the goal of religion is to calm soul anguish and
fears, it can be told that acting by Science and Reason also do a good work.

About symbolism, it is interesting that while Western pre-chemists declared
themselves as disciples of Leucipo and Democritus (thus Epicurus?), Eastern pre-
chemists declared themselves as disciples of Lao-Tze, and then users of the
Taoist inspiration.

7. Tony Smith
May 28, 2005

If Alejandro is correct in saying: “… Probably the use of “religious” by JC there
was implied to mean “based on faith, irrational, inaccessible to human
reason”….”,
then JC’s position would be in direct opposition to that of Einstein, to whom
“religious” means “… at least to a certain extent, accessible to human reason.
…”.

Personally, I prefer Einstein’s definition, but it may be that many people prefer
the definition attributed to JC by Alejandro.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

8. Alejandro
May 28, 2005

Probably the use of “religious” by JC there was implied to mean “based on faith,
irrational, inaccessible to human reason”.

9. Tony Smith
May 28, 2005

JC referred to “… the mindset of people working on “unified field theories”,
resembling religion …” in the derogatory context of “… “physics envy” …
“theory” in the social sciences …”.
I think that such derogation of “mindset … resembling religion” in working on
“unified field theories” is unfortunate and misguided.
For instance, it is well known that Einstein, who worked on “unified field
theories”, said: “I believe in Spinoza’s God who reveals Himself in the orderly
harmony of what exists … I have not found a better expression than ‘religious’
for the trust in the rational nature of reality that is, at least to a certain extent,
accessible to human reason. …”. Even though Einstein did not succeed in his
search for a “unified field theory”, he did accomplish some useful things,
including general relativity, along the way.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Some other attempts at constructing “unified field theories”, such as GUTs,
supergravity, and superstring theory may have also failed in that they have not
produced a model with the content of gravity plus the standard model, but they
have at least been useful as no-go theorems, and the people working on such
things (Glashow, Hawking, Witten, et al) vary widely in the extent to which they
openly discuss “religion” in the context of their “mindset” with respect to their
approaches to physics.

Perhaps it might be useful to distinguish between two different types of “mindset
… resembling religion” with respect to physics:
an Einstein-type belief in the existence of a Platonic ideal orderly harmony
and
a cult-like belief in a particular approach that is embraced by a particular
powerful bureaucratic social/political instituion, such as the Roman Catholic
approach to astronomy hundreds of years ago that led to the burning of Giordano
Bruno, and such as the current superstring bureaucracy.

In my opinion, the former (Einstein) view is good constructive motivation, while
the latter view is obstructive to progress in physics.

In order to make clear my personal biases with respect to such things, I should
say that my personal work, a summary of which is available on the web as a 15
Mb (about 300 pages) pdf web book at http://www.valdostamuseum.org
/hamsmith/philophysicsbook/PhiloPhysics.pdf ), is an attempt to unify gravity
with the standard model and to connect that unified model with things
“resembling religion” that have motivated me, including but not limited to the
writings of Ibn Arabi, divination systems of IFA, Shinto, and I Ching, Tarot, and
the Rig Veda.

Although I think that it would be quite fair to criticize my physics model with
respect to objective criteria such as whether or not its calculated results are
consistent with experiment and observation, and even with respect to subjective
criteria such as whether or not its mathematical structure is perceived by a critic
to be elegant or ugly,
I do not think that it would be fair to criticize it (or me) because it is to a large
degree motivated by my perception of such things “resembling religion”.

In other words, I am opposed to derogation of work on “unified field theories”
that is motivated by a “mindset … resembling religion”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

10. JC
May 28, 2005

Most “theory” in the social sciences such as economics, finance, etc … isn’t much
more than the equivalent of “physics envy”. In some ways it is similar to the
mindset of people working on “unified field theories”, resembling religion more
than anything else.
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A hardcore Machiavellian type of person will use all kinds of “theory” to justify
all kinds of things for their own “political” gain, when they know very well that
the “theory” is largely BS for the most part. As far as they’re concerned, the
“theory” provides a good “cover story” to justify their schemes, while “hiding”
their ulterior movtives.

11. D R Lunsford
May 28, 2005

They wrench it out of its designed functional zone for the greater good of profit.

-drl

12. Jim
May 27, 2005

“…although I’m the first to know what management does with code and coders”

Ok I’m curious as to what they do with the code?

13. pfedor
May 27, 2005

I thought financial mathematics was only differential equations.

I have recently stumbled onto a book called “Quantum Finance : Path Integrals
and Hamiltonians for Options and Interest Rates”. Haven’t read it, though.
Maybe it’s some kind of joke.

With best regards,

Aleksander

14. ksh95
May 27, 2005

Juan R. said
Hum!! you sound a bit radical

Hum, maybe I should stick to physics and leave the satire to the experts. I’m
obviously not that talented.

15. Eli Rabett
May 27, 2005

Quantoken might be interested in Benjamin Franklin’s bequest
http://www.mathsci.appstate.edu/~sjg/class/1010/wc/finance/franklin1.html

16. D R Lunsford
May 27, 2005

JC – there are a lot of smart people (math and physics PhDs who didn’t get
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academic jobs by choice or fate) on Wall St. and they aren’t all doing BS work.
The idea behind derivatives is fine, although I’m the first to know what
management does with code and coders.

-drl

17. Juan R.
May 27, 2005

Well ksh95

i disagree a bit with you.

I think that the dead of SSC is not the cause of scandal of string theory in mass
media. For example, LQG also suffer that many of their predictions cannot be
tested (e.g. departures from energy momentum Einstein relationship to high
energies) still i think that they are been rather honest when compared with the
average of string theorists.

I still think that a large part of humanity will feel distrut regarding science due
to scandal of string theory, already known in specialized circles but still unknown
for great public. Public still think that says Brian Greene Elegant universe is true
and string theory is computing all.

And Elegant universe was a best-seller, not a book for two or three fans of
science.

“When that happens the communists will take over and we’ll all be speaking
Chinese.”

Hum!! you sound a bit radical

18. quantoken
May 27, 2005

JC said:
“If somebody can predict with 100% certainty how the future is exactly going to
unfold, they can easily become a zillionaire with zero risk!”

I know a way of getting rich with 100% certainty, and with zero risk. Just
deposite $1 in your bank and never withdraw it for the first 500 years. You won’t
get rich yourself but your offsprings will. At just 5% annual interest rate, you
could easily beat Bill Gates when one of your offsprings withdraw the money 500
years later.

Seriously there are surely many ways one can get rich if that’s all you want. Most
people simply can not do it. Most people can not do simple things like save some
money in the bank and keep their books balanced. Hey not even the president of
this country can do that. What can you say?

Quantoken



19. JC
May 26, 2005

DR Lunsford,

Most financial “prediction” methods aren’t much more than the equivalent of
“snake oil”, or in some cases outright fraud. If somebody can predict with 100%
certainty how the future is exactly going to unfold, they can easily become a
zillionaire with zero risk! A good test as to whether an economic theory and/or
“prediction” is the real deal, is to see whether the author/promoter of it is richer
than Bill Gates or Warren Buffet.

20. D R Lunsford
May 26, 2005

I thought everything was differential equations.

BTW it’s likely that these financial industry predictive techniques will find their
way into camcorder stabilization and so on.

21. JC
May 26, 2005

ksh95 said,

“BTW. I thought financial mathematics was only differential equations.”

You’ll probably get a different answer depending on who you ask.

In the case of Enron, former CEO Jeff Skilling jokingly referred to financial math
as HFVA “Hypothetical Future Valuation Accounting”, which “can add a kazillion
dollars to the bottom line.”

In principle, the “textbook” derivative securities valuation stuff is largely
stochastic differential equations. This should already make things suspicious
considering economics Nobel Laureates Myron Scholes and Robert Merton won
the economics Nobel Prize in 1997 for the Black-Scholes equation stuff. A year
later in 1998, the hedge fund LTCM (Long Term Capital Management) which
Scholes and Merton were involved with, collapsed during the Russian ruble
default. The Federal Reserve Bank of New York ended up strongarming LTCM’s
creditors in “bailing out” LTCM and dismissing the management, in order to
prevent the credit markets from collapsing if LTCM ended up having to liquidate
their portfolio in a “panic selling” manner in order to satisfy margin calls. (The
Federal Reserve Bank seems to be very concerned about the credit markets
collapsing, while not really paying as much attention to the stock markets).

The Black-Scholes stuff was also behind the “portfolio insurance” strategy which
was popular in the 1980’s. Some folks blamed the portfolio insurance stuff for
really accelerating the downward crash of the stock market on Oct 19, 1987.

For the rest of practical everyday finance, a lot of it doesn’t use much calculus



for the most part. In principle things can be done without much more than a
calculator or excel spreadsheet.

A lot finance seems to resemble religion a lot more than science, especially when
it comes to the stock market and other investments.

22. ksh95
May 26, 2005

No one is interested in your facts Tony, they just cloud the waters. I think my
argument is a perfect example US congressional logic.

Scientists usually predict or postdict experiments. Without experiments theorists
are left without guidance and inevitably go off the rails. When theory goes of
track the foundations of innovation are shaken. The pillars of capitalism are at
stake. At this point the communists take over, terrorism runs rampant, and oil
prices sour.

See? It all makes perfect sense.

If we could somehow relate the SSC to gay marriage and social security we may
even secure the Super Duper Superconducting Collider (SDSC).

BTW. I thought financial mathematics was only differential equations.

23. May 26, 2005

Tony Smith wrote: “[…] it is easier for the USA government to see through
bullshit supporting a bad experimental project than it is for them to see through
bullshit supporting a theoretical program […]”

More likely, the cost of supporting a theoretical program is negligible compared
to the cost of building a superconducting supercollider. With a budget deficit in
the billions, cutting a few millions on academic wages (such as they are) +
pencils and paper won’t get you very far. Cutting the largest hardware project
ever, now that’s something else.

24. Tony Smith
May 26, 2005

ksh95 described “… string theory as an object lesson describing what happens
when congress kills large projects (the SSC comes to mind) …”.

The relevant chronology is:
1984 – Weinberg and other influential physicists announced their support for
Schwartz’s Superstring theory;
1987 – Reagan announced plans for SSC and Green, Schwartz, and Witten
published their 2-volume Superstring book;
1993 – SSC killed early in Clinton Administration
1994 – second superstring revolution (based on dualities etc) began
2005 – superstring theory is still dominant, devouring about 90% of theoretical



elementary particle physics funding.

I fail to see how string theory is a consequence of the death of the SSC. It seems
to me that the glory days of string theory, during which it became the dominant
approach to theoretical physics, coincided with the glory days of the SSC rather
than the death of the SSC.
Maybe ksh95 is referring to the fact that the second superstring revolution
occurred shortly after the death of the SSC, but it seems to me that to the extent
there may be a connection there, it may be that the superstring folks decided
that they needed a second revolution to avoid the fate of the SSC, and that they
hyped the dualities as the needed revolution.
Perhaps the fact that the SSC was killed off in 1993 while string theory
continued to prosper financially is an indication that it is easier for the USA
government to see through bullshit supporting a bad experimental project than it
is for them to see through bullshit supporting a theoretical program involving
mathematics that is even more sophisticated than the math used for financial
derivatives etc.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

25. ksh95
May 26, 2005

Juan R. Said:

“…String theory has caused more damage to the public image of science that the
last 100 scandals…”

The public image of science looks something like; a bunch of nerdy guys in thick
glasses and white lab coats running around a lab full of beakers. The
overwhelming majority of the public is blissfully unaware of the very existance of
string theory…The image of science will be just fine.

If we’re smart we’ll use string theory as an object lesson describing what
happens when congress kills large projects (the SSC comes to mind).

I would recommend pg. 429 from the Carl Rove playbook.

The sky is falling. China and India are passing us in science and we will lose our
technological advantage. When that happens the communists will take over and
we’ll all be speaking Chinese. The only way to preserve our way of life is a new
accelerator. It should be the greatest accelerator the world has ever seen
because Americans are the greatest people in the world.

We should end with chants of USA…USA…

26. Juan R.
May 26, 2005

As said
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The only correct ST equation

String theory = Faith

The Faith move mountains, therefore String theory move also mountains. In one
or another form it remained with us in several centuries. Always someone in
some place claimed that the theory is correct and the he/she has solved his
current flaws.

The idea of string theory is correct is so scientific like the idea of that a new
planet near Sun is the cause of anomalous orbit of Mercury. It was a hypothesis
(beatiful?) but only that.

String theory was a hyphotesis, initially beatiful i believe, but with each new
revolution the stuff was more and more uggly, inefective, and unelegant.

String theory has caused more damage to the public image of science that the
last 100 scandals (e.g. Pons cold fusion, quantum telekinesy by Uri Geller, etc.)
joined.

27. D R Lunsford
May 25, 2005

TL – very nice. But, GR is not strictly local (g_mn is in a sense reducible).

28. Chris W.
May 25, 2005

The industry purrs merrily along; see hep-th/0505232. (LS is among the co-
authors.)

29. Stephen Paul King
May 25, 2005

String Theory and its M-theory progeny will continue on to attract the interest of
pure mathematics; just as it should have from discovery of supernumbers.

30. Alejandro
May 25, 2005

For as long as there is money, there will continue to be super string theory and
super string theoretists. Just as astrology has been in exist

Hmm the main use of astrology chit-chat does not involve money: it is about
flirting.

31. Thomas Larsson
May 25, 2005

Tell us what that Something Else *is*, and we’ll gladly listen.

hep-th/0504020. So now you are gladly listening? Didn?t think so.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505232
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32. Kyle
May 25, 2005

Hobbyists?? I bet that isn’t what they tell the people funding them. I bet people
like Kachru might even claim they do this kind of thing for a living. If they don’t,
it’s more a time for a change in personel then ever.

As an aside, while in Alaska recently I talked quite a bit with many different
people who made a living off fishing, and got to see some of how they worked. In
any other circumstance I would consider it a shame to spend so much time on an
analogy. Here, however, it seems quite appropriate, given how the mistake you
are making in the analogy and the topic seem to be in the same vein.

33. Barry O'Genesis
May 25, 2005

If you are a hobby fisher, then you fish to see if there are fish. If you are
professional, you have ways of determining whether there are fish before you
fish, and you don’t sit around a fishing hole that doesn’t produce.

I see that you have never talked to a professional fisherman. The ones I know go
out every night to try to catch fish, no matter what anyone tells them about the
failings of the fisheries industry.

So are these hobby theorists we’re discussing, or professionals?

Since 1998, we are all hobbyists . Jeez, guys, we are living at a time when we
have one of the most sensational observations of all time, the acceleration of the
universe, in front of us, and nobody has a clue as to why it is happening. Do you
really think that “People should be trying Something Else” is an adequate
response? Tell us what that Something Else *is*, and we’ll gladly listen.
Meanwhile I suggest that we all go off and try to write some papers. A paper
showing how string theory constrains possible cosmological models would be
good, even *if* string theory *is* a failure as a unified theory. It’s still preferable
to “Something Else” theory!

34. Thomas Larsson
May 25, 2005

Incidentally, Thomas Larsson, are you a physicist?

At least I once was. I ran out of funding after completing a four-year postdoc a
decade ago. But then again, I didn’t try very hard to hang around, since at that
time I felt that starting a family and having a permanent income was a much
higher priority than staying in academia. You can judge for yourself whether I’m
still a physicist by looking at hep-th and math-ph.

Incidentally, are you a physicist? An anonymous poster doesn’t have much
credibility.

35. May 25, 2005



Following the work of Georgi and Glashow on SU(5), there were lots of works in
the early 80’s on GUTs that became more and more complicated, lost any hope of
being experimentally testable. Serious people like Callan, Coleman, Gross and
Witten, never got into that.

There was also a lot of work at some point on the so-called technical fine tuning
problem. Lots of papers were generated, but no serious person ever worked on
it.

I’m afraid, you are right, I don’t think Kachru, Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and
others that you mention, are of the same calibre as Gross and Witten. I also don’t
think that any of them would think of himself as being in the same calibre.

The only man in the landscape business that I take seriously as a very talented
theoretical physicist is Michael Douglas. His work, at least from the late 80’s on
low dimensional strings and integrable models is great.

I know that I’m voicing strong opinions, but that’s how I feel.

Incidentally, Thomas Larsson, are you a physicist?

36. May 24, 2005

Actually, Q brings an interesting point. Phenomenology existed in particle
physics long before strings. It meant fitting experimental data by simple
theoretically-motivated formulas.
The highest point of particle phenomenology was the discovery of Bjorken
scaling that led to the present formulation of QCD and last year’s Nobel prizes.
The definition of superstring phenomenology is essentially “non-testable
hypotheses, inspired by superstring theory, made by physicists who would not be
able to compute the Veneziano amplitude”.
Jean-Paul

37. JC
May 24, 2005

If this string landscape stuff dies a painful death, what is there left to do in string
theory besides banging one’s head harder and harder on KKLT type stuff or just
plain giving up?

38. Quantoken
May 24, 2005

Aaron said:
“This is completely absurd. There are more jobs in phenomenology than in
strings right now. Plenty of string theorists are moving in that direction (and
towards astrophysics) to better position themselves for the upcoming job
market.”

What is absurd is the invention of the English word phenomenology, and the
creation of a whole profession out of that hype? What exactly is a



phenomenologist?

In all other branch of scientif research, you are either a theoretical researcher,
or an experimental researcher. Either theory or experiment, or both. There is no
third kind. There is no phenomenological biology. No phenomenological
chemistry. No solid state phenomenologist, and no phenomenological
mathematician.

Why should fundamental physics theory research be an exception and create the
weirdness called phenomenology. If you start that route, you could also invent
super string hypertheologist, or super string speculatologist, or landscapologist,
or a bunch of other names. It’s all vacuous!

I think that the very fact that they needed to invent a middle ground called
phenomenology, reflect the truth that they really can not make any
prediction or connect their theory in any way with the reality. Otherwise,
like in all other fields, theoretists do the calculation on their theory and make
verifiable predictions, and experimenters simply do experiments and verify the
prediction, and there is no need for any middle man called phenomenologist.

It remains that even phenomenologists are so far unable to provide any
predictions so far. Time to create yet one another middle ground field between
experiment and phenomenology, to bridge the wide gap between theoretical
fantacy and reality, I guess? 

Quantoken

39. Aaron
May 24, 2005

OTOH if you are a young theoretical HEP researcher the choice now is virtually
to either work on string theory or get out altogether.

This is completely absurd. There are more jobs in phenomenology than in strings
right now. Plenty of string theorists are moving in that direction (and towards
astrophysics) to better position themselves for the upcoming job market. By my
quick count on the rumor mill, there are 5 new string people and 15 or 16 new
phenomenologists or astro-types. As we get closer and closer to the LHC turning
on, most people expect this ration to tilt even more towards phenomenolgy.

I’m really not sure where this skewed view of the field comes from, but it
certainly has little bearing on reality.

40. May 24, 2005

“Any bets on what people will be talking about at the Strings 2006 conference?”

Shoe-laces?

41. Chris W.
May 24, 2005



Not that it means anything, but the chronology of Enron’s rise is rather similar to
that of string theory:

Enron was formed in 1985 by the merger of Houston Natural Gas and
InterNorth, engineered by HNG CEO Kenneth Lay. It was originally
involved in the transmission and distribution of electricity and gas
throughout the United States and the development, construction, and
operation of power plants, pipelines, and other infrastructure
worldwide.

Enron grew wealthy through its pioneering marketing and promotion
of power and communications bandwidth commodities and related risk
management derivatives as tradable securities, including exotic items
such as weather derivatives.

As a result, Enron was named “America’s Most Innovative Company”
by Fortune magazine for five consecutive years, from 1996 to 2000. It
was on Fortune’s “100 Best Companies to Work for in America” list in
2000, and was legendary even among the elite workers of the financial
world for the opulence of its offices.

42. Kyle
May 24, 2005

If you are a hobby fisher, then you fish to see if there are fish. If you are
professional, you have ways of determining whether there are fish before you
fish, and you don’t sit around a fishing hole that doesn’t produce.

So are these hobby theorists we’re discussing, or professionals?

43. Peter Woit
May 24, 2005

Sorry, but the whole attempt to claim that cosmology will solve the problems of
string theory just looks to me like another attempt to evade the undeniable fact
that string theory unification has failed. It’s only “common sense” that cosmology
must be the answer if you start from the idea the string theory must be correct.
The Hartle-Hawking stuff of Tye and others shows not the slightest sign at all of
leading to anything that looks like the standard model.

If a small number of people want to base their research program on an extremely
unpromising speculative idea, that wouldn’t be objectionable, but this is being
used to support a failed enterprise that dominates particle theory and keeps
people from being able to work on other things. When work on a speculative idea
is driven by sound scientific considerations, you’re right that even if the idea
doesn’t work out, it may lead to something that does. When it is being driven by
sociological reasons, it is very unlikely to lead anywhere interesting.

44. Barry O'Genesis
May 24, 2005

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enron#Growth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enron#Growth


“You can put your faith in cosmology or some unknown non-perturbative effects,
but this is purely wishful thinking and there isn’t a shred of evidence for either
hope.”

Sure it’s wishful thinking. That is what always happens when you embark on a
research project and you can’t see how it’s going to pan out: you hope that
something will work, it turns out that it fails in some interesting way, and that
leads you in another direction, etc etc etc. This latest Kachru et al paper just
shows that the uniform distribution cannot be the right one, something that
many people, most loudly Lubos Motl, have suspected for a long time. That just
means that we have to work on some kind of Hartle-Hawking gadget to tell us
how points in the landscape are selected. Henry Tye and co have done some
beautiful work on this, see
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505104
Of course one works on such a thing hoping that it will lead somewhere — what’s
wrong with that? And the idea that cosmology will be relevant to this problem is
not “faith”, it’s just common sense.
You can argue that a lot of people who should know better are working on silly
stuff like [insert recent technical work of several famous people *here*] when
they should be working on cosmology, and I would agree with that. But to say
that there’s no evidence that studying cosmology will get us anywhere is like
saying that nobody should go fishing unless they have evidence that sufficient
numbers of fish exist in the pond. You settle that question by proceeding to fish,
not by waiting for somebody else to furnish “evidence”.
Bottom line: string theory doesn’t work without cosmology, and people are
belatedly realizing that. Not very apocalyptic really.

45. Quantoken
May 24, 2005

For as long as there is money, there will continue to be super string theory and
super string theoretists. Just as astrology has been in exist for thousands of
years and will continue to be for some more thousands of years, although it’s
been long proven none-predictive. There continue to be a market for astrology
and some people continue to believe they can predict something in astrology. It’s
all driven by money and people’s fear of the unknowns.

Do you believe those super string researchers have actually been honest to
themselves, and actually believed they wer doing scientific research, and never
realizes they are researching crackpot theories? I actually don’t think they have
been honest to themselves in rejecting the notion that string theory is none-
predictive.

It’s all about money and survival within the circle.

Quantoken

46. Peter Woit
May 24, 2005

Meanwhile, back in the real world, there are plenty of string theorists who don’t

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505104
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505104


work on the landscape. And in fact don’t believe in any of the statistical stuff.

Sure, but, as landscape advocates will point out, you still have to deal with the
fact the the theory appears to have an infinite number of vacuum states, and is
probably utterly non-predictive. You can put your faith in cosmology or some
unknown non-perturbative effects, but this is purely wishful thinking and there
isn’t a shred of evidence for either hope.

47. Peter Woit
May 24, 2005

Any bets on what people will be talking about at the Strings 2006 conference?

I don’t know about 2006, but I’m betting a lot of talks at Strings 2005 will start
off (OK, after the initial “string theory is the most promising idea for unification”)
like Dine’s, saying something like “We’re going to ignore the problem of an
infinite number of vacuum states, because that makes everything we’re going to
talk about useless”.

On the Enron analogy: That’s great, I’ve been fascinated by the Enron story, read
the recent book and did see the film down at Lincoln Plaza. But I hadn’t made
the connection to string theory. I have been trying to figure out for years how to
sell string theory short. One thing I’ve done is to try and get string theorists to
put their money where their mouth is and enter into a bet with me. For some
reason, none of them have taken me up on it.

I’ve witnessed such phases in theoretical high energy physics before.

I’ve never seen anything quite like this one, with people from the top institutions
in the field embracing outright pseudo-science. And even those leaders of the
field who aren’t engaging in pseudo-science haven’t been willing to step up and
criticize what is going on (the only exception I can think of is David Gross).

48. Thomas Larsson
May 24, 2005

I’ve witnessed such phases in theoretical high energy physics before.

Are you old enough to have witnessed the demise of aether theory? Otherwise,
exactly which phases are you referring to?

One of their main characteristics is that respectable people don’t take part in
them at all. Unfortunately, this time, one really good scientist is taking part in
this, namely M Douglas, however, everyone that I have regard for is totally silent.

So you have no regard for Susskind, Dimopoulous, Arkani-Hamed, or Kachru?

Btw, Witten has not been totally silent. He has repeatedly been saying that he
hopes that current discussion of the string landscape isn’t on the right track, but
has no convincing counter-arguments. Cf e.g. Peter’s post about the recent New
Scientist article from April 28:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/2005_04.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/2005_04.html


Witten is referred to as a “string grandee”, and quoted as saying about string
theory “More work has always given more possibilities – far more than anyone
wanted… I hope that current discussion of the string landscape isn’t on the right
track, but I have no convincing counter-arguments.”

49. May 24, 2005

I’ve witnessed such phases in theoretical high energy physics before. One of
their main characteristics is that respectable people don’t take part in them at
all. Unfortunately, this time, one really good scientist is taking part in this,
namely M Douglas, however, everyone that I have regard for is totally silent.

50. Juan R.
May 24, 2005

The only correct ST equation

String theory = Faith

51. May 24, 2005

“No – that is the territory of the has-beens, crackpots and cranks who post here.
”
What–here? Well I never.

Meanwhile, back in the real world, there are plenty of string theorists who don’t
work on the landscape. And in fact don’t believe in any of the statistical stuff.

52. Chris Oakley
May 24, 2005

Stringlover is neglecting to mention one important thing: if you work for Enron
and don’t like the corporate culture you can always go and work for someone
else, doing the same job in a (hopefully) less annoying environment. OTOH if you
are a young theoretical HEP researcher the choice now is virtually to either work
on string theory or get out altogether. Enron also had the bullshit-defeating
requirement to make money, a requirement that few are going to have difficulties
understanding. But if the “top” HEP theorists are going round saying that the
Landscape is the best thing since sliced bread, few among the general public are
going to be able to prove them wrong. No – that is the territory of the has-beens,
crackpots and cranks who post here.

53. Stringlover
May 24, 2005

Everybody following the progress of string theory
must see the excellent documentary “Enron: The
Smartest Guys in the Room”. The title only gives
a hint that it really tells the story of string
theory, but the parallels between the Enron
phenomenon and string theory are so remarkable that



we can only expect string theory to share Enron’s
fate. It’s on at Lincoln Plaza, which is within
walking distance of Columbia if you like walking.

Anyway, it all starts off with a great accounting
idea called “Mark to Market”, in which you assume
that the great idea that you have will work just
fine, and write down in your accounting books
that you already have the profit you expect to
make. Great! Record profits straight away –
the investors love it.

Step two: Lots of talking directly to the public;
press releases, reviews in magazines saying that
your company (or theory) is fabulously successful.

Step three: Create a macho atmosphere in which
everybody involved in the company (theory)
constantly talks about how smart they are. The
public love it; everybody agrees that these guys
are the most intelligent geniuses ever to walk
the Earth. Suggesting that this might not be
the case is immoral.

Step four: Make the leaders of the whole
project objects of hero worship – they’re the
smartest guys in the room. Einstein had nothing
on them.

Step five: Realise that perhaps some of things
that you had earlier announced were sure
to work out are not working as well as you had
planned. Call another press conference and tell
them that everything is working even better than
you had hoped. Privately realise that you’ve
staked too much on this to back out now.

Step six: Be aggressive and insulting to people
who doubt your claims that your project is
the greatest success in history. There was
an excellent scene where Jeff Skilling gets
asked “How does your company make its profits?”,
and responds with “If you’d done your homework
you’d know how stupid that question is.” To
another guy who asks “Why is it that every
company apart from yours can produce a balance
sheet, but with you we just have to trust you?”,
Jeff calls him an asshole and hangs up.

Step seven: Finally acknowledge that the project



is unsustainable. Declare bankruptcy and go to
jail.

Well, string theory is up as far as step six,
from what I can see. From the string theorists
that I know who’ve moved to Wall Street, I
can say that string theorists seem to fit
in very well in an Enron-style environment,
and have just the right mixture of technical
ability, the inclination to soak up ideology
and follow glorious leaders to the promised
land, and macho insistence that since they’re
so extraordinarily clever, they could never
be wrong, that the future looks quite grim
for them.

54. JC
May 23, 2005

Any bets on what people will be talking about at the Strings 2006 conference?



News From SLAC and Elsewhere

May 26, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Earlier this week Jonathan Dorfan, the director of SLAC, announced a reorganization
of the structure of the laboratory. The new structure involves four divisions, two
scientific and two operational. One of the scientific divisions will bring together
particle physics and astrophysics. It will be led by Persis Drell who also will be a
deputy director of the laboratory, a position previously held by her father, particle
theorist Sidney Drell. The other scientific division will be called “Photon Science”,
which will make use of the SLAC x-ray sources. At the moment SLAC produces
intense x-ray beams at the SSRL, using synchrotron radiation from a ring which is a
descendent of the original SPEAR electron-positron ring that was crucial in the
“November Revolution” of 1974 (and which also provided me with a job one summer).

The main SLAC linac is being turned into a free electron X-ray laser to be called the
Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), which will be operational in 2009. At that time
the plan is for SLAC to be out of the accelerator based high-energy physics business,
with the PEP-II collider also shut down. The last fixed target experiment using the
linac, E158, recently reported the most accurate measurement of the weak mixing
angle at relatively low energies (at LEP it was very accurately measured at the Z
pole). This measurement shows the running of the ratio of coupling constants
predicted by the renormalization group. For more about this experiment, see an
article in the latest Nature magazine.

This week’s Science magazine also has an article about particle physics. It reports on
the HEPAP meeting mentioned here earlier where a plan to evaluate whether to shut
down PEP-II or the Tevatron early was put forward. On a more positive note, the
House Appropriations committee has restored some of the cuts in the FY 2006 DOE
budget proposed by the White House. The House committe added $22 million to the
high energy physics budget, bringing it back to the FY 2005 level (which, accounting
for inflation, would still be a cut, but a smaller one).

An article in New Scientist about the same House bill explains that money is being
taken away from the ITER international project to build a fusion reactor and used to
bring funding for domestic fusion research also back to FY2005 levels. This may have
something to do with the fact that the latest news about ITER is that a deal has been
reached that will site it in France.

Comments

1. Michael
May 30, 2005

Quantoken,
you are just obnoxious. Who talks about He3 from the moon? Deuterium from
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sea water is what the only sustained controlled fusion ever sparked on earth was
using. You seem to think that everone except for yourself is a stupid moron.
Some people tend to think the converse.
Michael

2. Quantoken
May 30, 2005

Michael saked:

“getting deuterium out of sea water does not kill the efficiency. Can you imagine
that the people who work on fusion science, as well as those who grant billions of
$$ funding for it, have checked this first thing?”

Absolutely not! There is a huge gap between Fundamental research and industry
application. Can any of the earlier scientists who were the first one probing the
secret of atoms imagine that their research will one day lead to a deadly weapon
that could easily wipe out whole cities? No. Did the inventor of pesticides like
DDT and 666 realize the scope how his or her invention destroys the
environment? Absolutely not.

How hard or easy it is to extract fusable material from the environment is of
absolutely no concern to those doing fusion research, or those grant research
funds. So NO, they have NOT checked out this “first thing”. I would be surprised
if you could cite even one paper by thermal fusion research scientists talking
about the techniques or cost of mining or extracting He3 from the moon.

Quantoken

3. D R Lunsford
May 29, 2005

uh He3 that is 

4. D R Lunsford
May 29, 2005

http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/space/1283056.html

Lots of H3 on the moon.

-drl

5. Michael
May 29, 2005

Quantoken,

getting deuterium out of sea water does not kill the efficiency. Can you imagine
that the people who work on fusion science, as well as those who grant billions of
$$ funding for it, have checked this first thing? Do you really think that your
rambling objections qualify as a contribution? I am afraid the answer to the last

http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/space/1283056.html
http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/space/1283056.html


question is yes.

Michael

6. Quantoken
May 29, 2005

You still don’t get the most important point I pointed out. The important thing is
it may actually cost MORE energy to extract and refine the fusable elements,
than the amount of energy you can obtain by the fusiom reactor. If that is the
case, then it is a useless technology, regardless of the monetary cost.

The energy cost is due to the percentage scarcity of the fusable isotopics like
deuterium and He 3. You would have to evaporate tons of sea water just to
obtain one gram, or even a few miligram of the scarce isotopics you want. Such
refinery process costs huge amount of energy. And that cost can not be reduced
beyond a theoretical level no matter how sophisticated your technology might
become.

If you disregard of the cost efective factor, sure, we have plenty of alternative
energy source we can think about. There are plenty of Hydrogen on Jupiter for
example. Just ship some Hydrogen from Jupiter to earth and it will can be used
on fuel cells etc. But the energy cost to bring Hydrogen from Jupiter to earth is
more than you can get out of it, so it is infeasible. Likewise, there are plenty of
methane for you ti mine on Uranus. But it is in-practical.

The only feasible, economical, and environmental alternative energy source, is
the heat from the deep of the earth crust. Just dig a hole a few KM deep, you
let water down and high temperature steam comes up, allowing you to turn it
into electricity and other energy form. It’s actually nuclear energy since the
source of heat is the natural decay of elements in the earth crust, like U238 and
U235. That’s a huge amount of energy, causing tectonic plate movements,
volcanoes, earthquakes and tsunamis.

Quantoken

7. Michael
May 29, 2005

What is everyone here talking about? No closer to viability than a long time ago?
That is simply wrong. Just a few years ago there’s been the first self sustained
controlled fusion for several minutes, and it put out a lot more energy than had
to be put in.

I realize that science sceptics gather here. But why ignore well known facts?

Michael

8. M
May 28, 2005



In response to a couple of comments by Q:

“1.Feasibility. We have spent half a century on this without success. It may take
another half century before the technology is finally achieved, and much longer
before it becomes an economically viable energy source. The energy crisis will
hit far before this becomes successful.”

I believe one can make a very convincing argument that the relatively slow
progress in fusion research is directly attributable to the lack of any feeling of
urgency. If a true energy crisis looms, it is almost certain that enormous
resources will be poured into whatever alternatives seem best. That would
probably include fusion, but other viable alternatives would get serious attention
as well. It is not reasonable to assume the same level of funding as today and
then extrapolate more than about five years into the future.

” 2.Usefulness. The fuel used in thermal nuclear fusion, Helium 3, is a scarce
resource on earth.”

Helium 3 may look good in some ways, but deuterium-tritium as a fuel has a
longer history of research and would almost certainly be more practical, if for no
other reason than the scarcity of helium-3.

Of course, none of this means that fusion research will actually be practical as a
large scale power source, but I wouldn’t count it out either. SOMETHING has to
eventually take the place of fossil fuels…

M

9. steve
May 28, 2005

Actually Mike, Quantoken raises a couple of fair points. With all due respect to
the people who have worked on fusion and plasmas physics, we are no nearer a
commercial or viable fusion reactor design –or even something for which you get
more energy out than you put in–and may not even do so in this century. Its a
tough, maybe intractable problem that only nature has solved in the sun and the
stars. The political problems don’t help either. Still, maybe someday it will work
but 200 years is too long to wait.

Sometime this century a massive global energy crisis is going to start to kick in
and no-one seems to want to face up to it. I remember once being at the top of
the World Trade Centre observation deck (in the good old days before it had jet
airliners flying into it) taking in the amazing view and thinking about the colossal
amount of energy New York was using up. Not to mention the endless stream of
cars. And that is just a tiny part of the US and the world. In the future, just
where is all that power going to come from? And demand keeps going up and up.

I still think ITER is worth doing though and the cost is not that great when put in
perspective. Yes, there is Helium 3 on the moon but how do you get it even if you
could use it? We could not get back to the moon either even if we wanted to. We
are not as technically advanced as we might like to think.



10. Dmitriy
May 28, 2005

Quantoken,
even if nuclear fusion will become practicle only in 200 years we have to do
research now to make it possible in future.
Dmitriy

11. Michael
May 28, 2005

Quantoken,
you are underinformed and underexposed. Just keep your stupid ideas to
yourself.
Michael

12. Quantoken
May 27, 2005

There is absolutely no point in wasting money on ITER or other thermal nuclear
fusion research for several reasons:

1.Feasibility. We have spent half a century on this without success. It may take
another half century before the technology is finally achieved, and much longer
before it becomes an economically viable energy source. The energy crisis will
hit far before this becomes successful.

2.Usefulness. The fuel used in thermal nuclear fusion, Helium 3, is a scarce
resource on earth. Scientists have been telling us the total amount of He 3
stored on earth. That’s misleading when you do not talk at the same time what
takes to extract the He 3. For example He 3 contained in one litre of sea water
contain the amount of energy equivalent to one litre gasoline. But to extract the
He 3 contained in one litre sea water probably costs energy equivalent to a few
hundred litre gasoline. Then it is totally worthless as an energy source even if
you do not consider the economical factors.

Or there’s plenty of He 3 on the moon, too. But to go to the moon and bring the
He 3 back would also cost much more than what it is worth.

3.Cost, cost and cost. That includes econimical cost, environmental cost and
resource cost.

Quantoken



Smart People

May 29, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Via Slashdot, an article that seems quite relevant to the current situation of string
theory.

Comments

1. May 31, 2005

Yes, Lubos Motl comes immediately to mind upon reading that article, as does
Christopher Hitchens.

2. stephen
May 30, 2005

Taken from article

“The lesson is this: ?Speed kills?. I was never very good at pool, but this one guy
there was, and whenever we?d play, he?d watch me miss easy shots because I
tried to force them in with authority. I chose speed and power over control,
and I usually lost. So like pool, when it comes to defusing smart people who are
defending bad ideas, you have to find ways to slow things down.

Some mathematicains take years for preparation to solve a problem and the Clay
Institue offers “objective mental measures” for consideration and money?

Would this be like “intelligent design?” and the efforts to “funnel thinking” down
to specific lanes. Mathematical models “assumed” as being right for “the
situation?”

All and all, it seems like good advice.

No “streaming of consciousness” there, but patient deliberation?:)

3. D R Lunsford
May 29, 2005

Well it seems very condensed.

-drl

4. Peter Woit
May 29, 2005

Hi Gentle Skeptic,

http://science.slashdot.org/science/05/05/28/2058251.shtml?tid=146&tid=14
http://science.slashdot.org/science/05/05/28/2058251.shtml?tid=146&tid=14
http://www.scottberkun.com/essays/essay40.htm
http://www.scottberkun.com/essays/essay40.htm


I’ve posted at various points about some of the topics you suggest (see for
instance the third post on the blog near its beginning, and many of the posts
about mathematics that I think may have some relevance to physics).

The questions that are left open by the standard model are few in number and
well-known to everyone in the field. Basically the main ones are:

What is causing electroweak symmetry breaking?

What explains the pattern of groups, representations and coupling constants of
the standard model?

What about quantum gravity?

My own best guess about which direction to investigate is laid out in a paper on
the arXiv and on my website entitled “Quantum Field Theory and Representation
Theory: A Sketch”. I’ve been busy with other things this past academic year, but
am again thinking about these topics this summer, and will try and write more of
a positive nature about them here in the near future.

But I really don’t want to spend much of my time promoting my own ideas.
They’re there if you want to read about them (and I hope to write up something
more detailed this summer), but I’m not going to repeat them endlessly here.
The fundamental problem with particle theory these days is that things are hard
and there are few if any good ideas around. But I feel the main reason for this is
that all of the intellectual resources of the field are tied up in the failed string
theory project. Until this situation changes, it is going to remain unlikely that
things will improve.

5. A_Gentle_Skeptic
May 29, 2005

Peter, your detestation of string theory is almost everywhere in evidence on your
blog. Please forgive me for asking, but have you posted somewhere on your blog
your own analysis of what are the main questions that physicists ought to be
addressing today and what are the promising techniques that they ought to be
employing?

Thanks and best regards…

6. Anonymous
May 29, 2005

Haha! That fits Lubos Motl perfectly



PITP Showcase Conference

May 29, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The Pacific Institute for Theoretical Physics, based at UBC in Vancouver, held a
Showcase Conference a couple weeks ago, which was supposed to “celebrate the
exciting new developments taking place in theoretical physics”. According to the
organizers there are lots of exciting new developments in string theory, since six of
the invited speakers (Myers, Ooguri, Randall, Schwarz, Shenker, Susskind) spoke on
that topic, but no one at all spoke about elementary particle physics. There were also
quite a few talks on condensed matter physics.

The talk of John Schwarz consisted mainly of the standard recounting of the history
and basics of string theory that anyone who has been to conferences like this has
heard a hundred times. This part stopped with Maldacena’s work more than 7 years
ago. On more recent topics, about the anthropic explanation of the cosmological
constant, Schwarz says: “Is there another explanation? I hope so.” He ends by putting
up a long list of questions about string theory, more or less the same list everyone has
had for twenty years now.

Steve Shenker spoke on Emergent Quantum Gravity, with “emergent” the new
buzzword of the field. There was a separate workshop on emergence overlapping with
the Showcase conference, organized by Phil Anderson and others, with Susskind the
only string theorist allowed to speak there. Shenker introduced a new terminology to
justify string theory: it is “An algorithmically complete, consistent description of
quantum gravity”, although he does add the caveat “In certain simple situations (like
flat space)”. By this I guess he is trying to get around the problem of how to claim
that your theory is complete and consistent when you don’t know what it is. The idea
is that at least you have an algorithm for doing computations. Perhaps he means
perturbative string theory, although that is neither consistent nor complete (the
expansion in the number of loops diverges). Perhaps he means a non-perturbative
formulation like a matrix model, which works in 11 flat dimensions, but then he really
should note that he’s not talking about quantum gravity in four dimensions, which is
what most people care about.

There was an interesting panel discussion on The Theory of Everything?, which was
moderated by Steve Shenker. He seemed mainly interested in making the obvious
point that string theorists weren’t actually claiming that their theory explained
anything about, say, biochemistry. The panel was actually balanced between string
theory enthusiasts (Shenker, Schwarz, Randall), and skeptics (‘t Hooft, Unruh, Wald).
Some of Shenker’s introductory remarks are inaudible, but he did repeat his claim
about the “algorithmically complete” nature of string theory. “t Hooft had some quite
interesting comments. He recalled that at a conference back in 1985 he had been the
only one who didn’t think that twenty years later string theory would have solved all
the problems of particle physics, noting that it was now 20 years later, he had been
right, everyone else at the conference wrong. He was making the point that string
theory now is extremely far from solving any problems in particle theory, and one
can’t tell if this situation will change in 20, 200 or 2000 years. He tried to say some

http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/
http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/
http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/archives/CWSS/showcase/index.html
http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/archives/CWSS/showcase/index.html
http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/archives/CWSS/showcase/talks/may13/schwarz.ppt
http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/archives/CWSS/showcase/talks/may13/schwarz.ppt
http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/archives/CWSS/showcase/talks/may13/shenker.pdf
http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/archives/CWSS/showcase/talks/may13/shenker.pdf
http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/archives/CWSS/emergence/
http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/archives/CWSS/emergence/
http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/Showcase/panel1.wmv
http://pitp.physics.ubc.ca/Showcase/panel1.wmv


positive things about string theory, but they were pretty half-hearted. For instance he
noted that dualities were very interesting, but they linked one ill-defined theory to
another ill-defined theory. He also noted that in its present formulation string theory
is only defined on-shell, which he takes as meaning that it doesn’t give a true local
description of what is going on. He has reasons for being suspicious of people who
claim that all one needs is an on-shell theory.

Schwarz attributed the TOE terminology to John Ellis. He said that he feels string
theory is very far from explaining anything about elementary particle physics, that it
was “almost hopeless to find the right vacuum”. He described what landscapeologists
are doing in a skeptical tone, but didn’t actually criticize this. Answering ‘t Hooft, he
claimed that back in 1985 he and Mike Green were actually more pessimistic than
most other people about the prospects for getting quick results out of string theory.

Bill Unruh made the standard criticism that what is wrong with string theory is that
string theorists are motivated by beautiful math, not physics. He doesn’t seem to have
noticed that few string theorists are now doing math, since unfortunately most of
them have taken to heart the criticisms of people like him. The failure of string theory
has unfortunately reinforced the skepticism of many people like Unruh about the use
of math in theoretical physics.

Wald quoted what sounded like a recent description of what string theorists think
they are doing, then revealed that his quotes were from the 19th century, and
referred not to string theory, but to the popular theory of the time that atoms were
vortices in the ether. He deftly made the point that it is quite possible, if not likely,
that string theory is just as wrong an idea as the vortex one.

Lisa Randall made some defensive comments about string theory as a guide for future
research, even if it turns out not to work. These included the bizarre political analogy
that it was wrong to worry about string theory ruining the credibility of physics,
because, after all, the bogus WMD business didn’t seem to have hurt Bush’s
credibility.

There were then some questions and comments from the audience. Susskind was in
the first row, looking very peevish and defensive. He kept repeating that the field of
theoretical physics had “no real choice but to track this down”, meaning to
investigate the infinite landscape, and that this would take the efforts of many
physicists. He explicity worried that funding agencies would not give any grants to
anyone working on the landscape, to which Unruh responded that the shoe was really
on the other foot, with some NSF panelists refusing to fund anyone who wasn’t doing
string theory.

The conference web-site also includes an explanation of string theory which claims
that in recent years string theory has “evolved very rapidly”, that the reason it can’t
be tested is because of the small distance scales involved, and that it may be testable
by observing a “5th force”, all of which is a load of nonsense.

Lubos Motl has an interesting post going over all the possible ideas he can think of
that might lead to the next superstring revolution. Needless to say, they all sound
extremely unpromising to me. Judge for yourself. He also quotes the promotional
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material for Susskind’s book due out late this year. It seems that “the Laws of Physics
as we know them today are determined by the requirement that intelligent life is
possible”.

Comments

1. Urs
June 14, 2005

Hi Kea,

I’d be interested to hear more about the formulation of non-standard analysis in
the context of topos theory.

2. Kea
June 12, 2005

“one need more advanced math, like nonstadard analysis or better (epsilon
calculus)”

Hi Juan
For anyone who is interested: non-standard analysis comes under the umbrella of
topos theory

3. Juan R.
June 12, 2005

I was not asking about total area of BH, i was talking about quantum of area (in
the spirit of LQG).

Some of my questions were “redundant” because i already know the reply. For
example the authors are interpreting incorrectly the “continuum limit”. If really
one takes the limit of area (or volume) –> 0 one obtains a kind of spacetime Zeno
effect and nothing changes in spacetime.

This confussion is usual in quantum gravity, due to false statement of that GR is
works with continuum spacetime. This cannot be studied from usual math, one
need more advanced math, like nonstadard analysis or better (epsilon calculus).
There one discovers that area is newer zero. This is not speculation, is well-
proven, even there are experiments that can prove this. Moreover,
mathematically one can prove trhat in the limit of area (quantum of) zero there is
no Hawking radiation and BH are stationary ones.

In string M-theory, people still believes in differentiable manifolds (like new G2).
I will always say that string M-theory is a waste of time because is being
developed by – people. It is really interesting that each year string theorists
agree with things that i said years ago.

4. the original anonymous
June 11, 2005

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/05/lennys-book.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/05/lennys-book.html


Juan, naturally I cannot speak for the CDT researchers. It is only recently that I
have begun to watch this line of research carefully. I want to keep current some
of your questions about CDT and perhaps respond (even though not
authoritatively)

You ask about CDT model of BH. This goes to some of the most recent work: a
paper by Loll and Dittrich that just appeared, and the PhD thesis of Dittrich
which unfortunately is written in German. So far there is almost nothing written
about the way the BH should be modeled in CDT.

I think this new BH research will be prominent at the October conference
(“Loops 05”) at Potsdam AEI. Dittrich is at AEI and is one of the local organizers,
Loll is one of the invited speakers.

You asked about the area. So far, in what I know of what is published, neither BH
area nor entropy have been calculated in CDT.

So that we do not forget the questions from your earlier post, I will copy some
interesting ones of them:

[[…

…I have also my doubts about the mathematical machinery for taking the
“continuum limit”. Or there is continuum spacetime or one can measure
quantums of area for example in a BH. Is not clear for me, What do authors say?

At macroscopic distances, they “claim” for demonstration that geometry is 4D.
On other paper, they say

“Of course, we will never be able to show by computer simulations alone that the
effective
dimension is exactly equal to four. What we are assuming here is that this
dimension is
indeed an integer, because there are no classical theories describing the
dynamics of geometries
of dimensionality 3.9, say.”

Interesting concept of “derivation”. It resembles to me the “derivation” of 4D GR
from 10D string theory, i.e. when one knows the correct answer first and then
modify/adapt the obtained reply from theory to the real, needed, reply.

Moreover there is available other approaches (i know some very much) that
provide outcomes for experiments and can be tested. Is there something about
this outside of paper. Experimental data perhaps? Author claim that no check if
Newton?s inverse square law can be recovered in an appropriate limit. Others
have already proved this very important point.

A dynamically generated scale dependent
dimension from 2 to 4 is truly exciting news, i agree, but does work it in paper or
in reality?



******************************************

And a joke for finish this large post. How many time will be necesary before
string theorists claim that this is part of string theory? including the claimed
reduction of dimension to short scales

Posted by: Juan R. at June 9, 2005 07:02 AM ]]

5. the original anonymous
June 11, 2005

I have to laugh, Juan, because it is just as you said here:

[[You say,

“But the idea of dimension being around 4 at large scale and declining (more or
less continuously) to around 2 at small scale, how could this idea be
accommodated in string theory?”

A priori cannot be accommodated in today string theory, but like there is no
string theory, just a big collection of conjeture, hypothesis, beliefs, etc. i wonder
if future string theorists will claim that your ideas are really a part of string
theory. String theory is great 

Simply revise the history of field and see like the theory was changing and
adapting to new ideas from outside of string community. For example, one or two
decades ago LQG was nonsense, one could compute “nothing”, was called
prerelativistic physics and garbage by string theorists. One decade ago, some
(e.g. B. Greene) began to claim that perhaps LQG and string theory both were
two sides of same reality. Now several string theorists claim that LQG may be a
part of string theory…]]

and ALREADY a string-believer here at this blog is making ludicrous attempt to
imitate the outside result:

[[ String worldsheet has dimension 2, background space has dimension 4. 4->2 is
a typical string effect. QED ]]

I can assure you he is not the real anonymous, only a second-rate imitation
anonymous

This thread may have expired but I will stay around a while in case there is more
discussion.

6. June 10, 2005

String worldsheet has dimension 2, background space has dimension 4. 4->2 is a
typical string effect. QED

7. Juan R.



June 10, 2005

Dear “”,

“You suggest string theorists like to absorb every interesting idea into their
polymorphic theory as a possibility. Or at least this may have been their custom.”

It is not my suggestion, it has been claimed by many people including own string
theorists.

I can do is quote to string theorist Seiberg who said recently:

“string theorists are arrogant enough that whatever comes up in their research,
they will call it string theory.”

You say,

“But the idea of dimension being around 4 at large scale and declining (more or
less continuously) to around 2 at small scale, how could this idea be
accommodated in string theory?”

A priori cannot be accommodated in today string theory, but like there is no
string theory, just a big collection of conjeture, hypothesis, beliefs, etc. i wonder
if future string theorists will claim that your ideas are really a part of string
theory. String theory is great 

Simply revise the history of field and see like the theory was changing and
adapting to new ideas from outside of string community. For example, one or
two decades ago LQG was nonsense, one could compute “nothing”, was called
prerelativistic physics and garbage by string theorists. One decade ago, some
(e.g. B. Greene) began to claim that perhaps LQG and string theory both were
two sides of same reality. Now several string theorists claim that LQG may be a
part of string theory.

String theorists are very arrogant and don’t love the idea of that anybody is
working in more complex, sophisticated, and good theories than them (the most
sophisticated that i know is non-criticial string theory in Lindblad form, a
formulation totally outside of standard easy string theory. For instance, NCST is
a nonunitary formulation violating Schwartz ineffective desires (an unitary
theory is simply wrong). Curiosly there is not serious formal theory, just a
generalization of usual (Schwartz, Greene, Witten, vafa, etc.) easy string theory
to adapt it to theories known in other branches of physics since decades!!!!

The first versions of NCST (the 90s) used an old (really outdated) theoretical
formalism developed by known chemist Ilya Prigogine. More recent versions are
constructed from standard axiomatic theory developed by mathematical physics
community. There six theories computing from different communities: chemists,
decoherence physicsts, laser community, astrophysicists, etc.

From canonical theory one can derive all those efforts ( decoherence, etc.) from
a single advanced theory. The standard axiomatic theory developed by



mathematical physics community arise like a simple trivial theory after of four
succesive approximations. that is the theory used in NCST, therefore we
know that is simply a toy model and not the more fundamental theory
like people as B. Greene claim.

8. June 9, 2005

Juan_R, thanks for your reply! Your joke is also an interesting question:

“How many time will be necesary before string theorists claim that this is part of
string theory? including the claimed reduction of dimension to short scales”

I also ask myself this, especially the finding about dimension (as measured by a
diffusion process) declining at short scale.

You suggest string theorists like to absorb every interesting idea into their
polymorphic theory as a possibility. Or at least this may have been their custom.

But the idea of dimension being around 4 at large scale and declining (more or
less continuously) to around 2 at small scale, how could this idea be
accommodated in string theory?

You have asked several questions that either I cannot respond to, or would take
us rather far from Peter Woit’s topic of this “PITP Showcase” conference blog.

I will come back to this if I see that it is not considered out of place.

9. Juan R.
June 9, 2005

Interesting posts “anonymous”,

if you want talk about triangulations was innecesary your “hey guy that you think
about”.

If i don’t love dynamical triangulations, you would not are hungry… but seeing
your special interest in the topic…

**************************************

It is really difficult for me to take seriously works, who authors still “believe”
that wavefunction of universe may be a solution of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation

… and continue with Einstein-Hilbert (i wonder like will solve extragalactic
problems from it), the use of piecewise Minkowskian geometries (like in
“metric”-gravity approaches). It will be interesting that authors can say about
“affine” gravity models and computation of astronomical orbits.

In one of papers they compute, wrongly, the wavefunction of the universe (eq
22). Fascinating for one so higghly estimated work (by its authors). The derived
effective Euclidean
action is not correct.



The details of the renormalization mechanism (here open) were already solved in
other methods (using also discrete structure).

What about the inclusion of matter fields? Are we claiming for a consistent
quantum gravity or realistic quantum universes without matter or… only
speculating? Will the method work fine with more realistic models?

The phase diagram is really interesting but does work it in paper or in reality?

What about the “fit” of used simulation method with standard QFT? I wait with
impatience a rigurous study of this.

I have also my doubts about the mathematical machinery for taking the
“continuum limit”. Or there is continuum spacetime or one can measure
quantums of area for example in a BH. Is not clear for me, What do authors say?

At macroscopic distances, they “claim” for demonstration that geometry is 4D.
On other paper, they say

“Of course, we will never be able to show by computer simulations alone that the
effective
dimension is exactly equal to four. What we are assuming here is that this
dimension is
indeed an integer, because there are no classical theories describing the
dynamics of geometries
of dimensionality 3.9, say.”

Interesting concept of “derivation”. It resembles to me the “derivation” of 4D GR
from 10D string theory, i.e. when one knows the correct answer first and then
modify/adapt the obtained reply from theory to the real, needed, reply.

Moreover there is available other approaches (i know some very much) that
provide outcomes for experiments and can be tested. Is there something about
this outside of paper. Experimental data perhaps? Author claim that no check if
Newton?s inverse square law can be recovered in an appropriate limit. Others
have already proved this very important point.

A dynamically generated scale dependent
dimension from 2 to 4 is truly exciting news, i agree, but does work it in paper or
in reality?

******************************************

And a joke for finish this large post. How many time will be necesary before
string theorists claim that this is part of string theory? incliding the claimed
reduction of dimension to short scales

10. Kea
June 8, 2005

Who is the person loading us with CDT info?



11. June 8, 2005

Juan R mentioned Dynamical Triangulations research. Instead of arguing with
his notion of its significance and impact, I will post a short reading list for
anyone who wants to find out what is going on in that field

Basic papers:

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0105267
Dynamically triangulating Lorentzian quantum gravity
41 pages, 14 figures
Nucl.Phys. B610 (2001) 347-382

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505154
Reconstructing the universe
52 pages, 20 figures
Report-no: SPIN-05/14, ITP-UU-05/18

Abstract: “We provide detailed evidence for the claim that nonperturbative
quantum gravity, defined through state sums of causal triangulated geometries,
possesses a large-scale limit in which the dimension of spacetime is four and the
dynamics of the volume of the universe behaves semiclassically. This is a first
step in reconstructing the universe from a dynamical principle at the Planck
scale, and at the same time provides a nontrivial consistency check of the
method of causal dynamical triangulations. A closer look at the quantum
geometry reveals a number of highly nonclassical aspects, including a dynamical
reduction of spacetime to two dimensions on short scales and a fractal structure
of slices of constant time.”

—-

Recent short papers giving new results:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156
Emergence of a 4D world from causal guantum gravity
11 pages, 3 figures; final version to appear in Phys. Rev. Lett
Phys.Rev.Lett. 93 (2004) 131301

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411152
A semiclassical universe from first principles
15 pages, 4 figures
Phys.Lett. B607 (2005) 205-213

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505113
Spectral dimension of the universe
10 pages, 1 figure
SPIN-05/05, ITP-UU-05/07

Lecture notes to introduce graduate students to the field

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0212340

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0105267
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http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505154
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http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411152
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411152
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505113
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505113
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0212340
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0212340


A discrete history of the Lorentzian path integral
R. Loll (U. Utrecht)
38 pages, 16 figures
Lect.Notes Phys. 631 (2003) 137-171

12. Juan R.
June 8, 2005

Yes, there has been a lot of discussion on this topic of dynamical triangulations.

Ambjorn, Loll and collaborators have provided some new material for strings
theory, more correctly that a theory of membranes may be relevant for a
background independent form of string theory.

These triangulations appear to be useful in some models of spacetime foam. I
don?t know if are used in LQG. Possibly dynamical triangulations can be a
computational approach to some basic aspects of quantum gravity. It is possible
that finally it modifies some aspects of particle physics: high-energy behavior,
cut-offs, etc. but I don?t wait for some really profound.

Thanks Tony, nice article

13. Tony Smith
June 8, 2005

Lee Smolin in an opinion article in the June 2005 isssue of Physics Today (pages
56-57) said in part:
“… In the present system, scientist feel lots of pressure to follow established
research programs led by powerful senior scientists. Those who choose to follow
their own programs understand that their career prospects will be harmed. …
Those who invent their own research programs … are often undervalued and
underappreciated …
Several young string theorists have told me they simply have neither the time
nor the freedom to ask their own questions or develop their own ideas. …
young theorists who pursue alternatives to string theory have had great difficulty
finding any academic positions in the US. …”.

Smolin proposes that “… Scientists should be penalized for doing superficial
work that ignores hard problems and rewarded for attacking the longstanding
open conjectures …
A research program should not be allowed to become institutionally dominant
until supported by convincing scientific proof of the usual kind. …
A foundation or agency could create … fellowships, to go specifically to theorists
under 40 who invent their own ideas and programs aimed at solving foundational
problems in physics …”.

Cynically, Smolin’s article could be viewed as an attack on superstring theory
and a plea for more funds for his LQG program, especially since he characterizes
his Perimeter Institute as having a “… specific mandate … to be a home for
independent foundational thinkers …”.



Even though Smolin’s article may be self-promoting, at least some of its points
may have some validity.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

14. Kea
June 7, 2005

“Peter, what do you and other posters think about the
theory of dynamical triangulations…”

There has been a lot of discussion on this over at PF lately.

15. Peter
June 7, 2005

I’m glad people are working on dynamical triangulations, maybe this will give a
viable verion of quantum gravity. But, like LQG, I don’t see any way to connect
this stuff to particle physics, which limits my interest in it, since my main
motivation comes from that direction.

16. June 7, 2005

Peter what do you and other posters think about the
theory of dynamical triangulations pioneered by
Jans Ambjorn and collaborators . From what I understand this is the third
alternative approach
to quantising gravity besides string tehory and LQG.
do you think one can learn particle physics from this approcah?

17. Juan R.
June 7, 2005

Scott ,

Far from any interpretation, I simply cite your previous phrase.

?I would suspect that any chemists who share this view do not trully
understand what the implication of QM is.?

The problem that I remarked is perfectly well known. I see no problem
that you can easily find literature in the topic.The most easy violation of
QM is to observe that full QM is not used in computational programs in
molecular chemistry physics (e.g. Gaussian) only part of QM is used,
whereas other part is ignored, when one reintroduces all of QM in the
equation one observe that the concept of molecule disappear. This is not
so strange since there is no structural aspects in QM, one cannot obtain
the description of structures. There is no ?problem? in atomic physics.

In the reference that I provided you can find some easy (at
undergraduate level) discussion regarding methyl acetylene, allene, and

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


cyclopropene. See reference cited for more information.

Now you add ?Also your point has to do with the concept of chemical
structure in general whereas I was originally questioning why DNA’s
incomplete quantum explanation in particulare deserved special
attention, which is a seperate issue entirely. ?

Far from personal interpretation, I read your past post ?Personally I am
not aware that biochemists were having any trouble understanding DNA
structure so I see no reason why the laws of physics would need to be
changed to accomodate DNA.?

I simply have pointed that we need change them for accommodate DNA
since a pure QM description of DNA does not work. That was my point,
only that.

Torbjorn Larsson

Simply I wanted state the stupid elitism in some members of academia.

Thanks by your mention to Baez?s index, we would agree that many string
theorists are effectively crackpots.

You are right, these results were eventually published, but in some cases was a
question of luck (there are well documented cases), in other occasion the
publication was in an obscure journal and only after several decades that work
recovered like excellent. Other works are rejected for publication during many
decades (e.g. 25 years). All those cases I know are for ?simple? theories in a very
specialized subfield of a part of science (e.g. Yukawa Meson theory), modifying
only a 1% of accepted mainstream in that field (e.g. physics) and practically
nothing in the rest of science (e.g. ecology). Therefore the initial rejection was
from a small part of comunity believeing in mainstream.

I ask, what for a revolutionary theory modifying physics, chemistry, biology, etc.
at the same time?

Previous editor-in-chief of Nature said that today Newton theory would be
rejected for peer-review publication. What about a theory that violates the
policies of compartimentalized journals, uses parts of different theories of
physics, chemistry, etc., or even do not use “writting style” and
“recomendations” (different for chemistry, physics, ecology, medicine, etc.)

Weinberg said that a new theory demonstrating that the concept of field is not
fundamental would be a sensation. Imagine a hypotetical rigorous and advanced
theory that modifies fields, GR, QM, thermodynamics, chemical kinetics,
statistical mechanics, Maxwell EM, etc. Do you really believe that would be
published by any editor of usual journals?

My previous use of words ?true? or ?TOE?, of course, was only prose for
remarking the point.



About consciousness, I can assure to you that QM is not sufficient. I have no
doubt. It is true Gell-Mann discusses an effect connected to specific brain
structure, but he use a reformulation of standard QM that when properly
improved (Gell-Mann/Hartle is non rigorous in several crucial points) offers to us
a new formulation of nature generalizing QM.

18. JC
June 7, 2005

Many fanatics and some crackpots completely refuse to answer questions in
plain english without any obfuscation and/or waffling. They also frequently get
angry whenever hard questions are asked directly to them. Their tactics
frequently involves ad hominem attacks against the questioner themselves,
instead of answering the hard questions directly.

Perhaps there’s some validity to the notion that “the truth hurts” for many
people.

19. D R Lunsford
June 6, 2005

Meep! 173rd post! 40th prime post!

-drl

20. Torbjorn Larsson
June 6, 2005

Still not correct enough:

“distingush” – distinguish

“throw more money in” for experiments, even if new theories have superseeded
the first.

21. Torbjorn Larsson
June 6, 2005

(Redfaced, again.) Umm, I thought I vetted my last commentary enough. Let’s
see:

“learn ST” – well, get to know some more about it, more likely.

“everythere” – everywhere.

“statistics” – probability models.

22. Torbjorn Larsson
June 6, 2005

Seems like most of the arguments I’m involved in borders to the content of blog
and post, so I’m back:



Juan:
Crackpotism – Thanks for the interest! I think it’s hard to measure alone due to
different arenas (someone may be perfectly normal outside his eccentricity) and
the consensus nature. Thomas mentions Baez measurement tool
(http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/crackpot.html) that lets one judge the most
common crackpots outhand. But there remains social factors.

Publication – You mention difficulties, but these results were eventually
published. I’m not sure what you mean by “true “TOE”” – something outright
called “true” or “TOE” will not get published due to the implied crackpotism.

Consciousness – What I argued with Matti was that QM and consciousness
cannot be fundamentally connected, if not TGD replaces todays QM. Gell-Mann
discusses an effect connected to specific brain structure. If you ask me however
if such QM (or ST) is needed to explain consciousness my answer would be ‘no’
from Occam’s razor, in lack of further evidence.

QT:
First, I will offer my apologies for being such an arrogant bastard, whether you
noticed it or not. Web posting seems to be an excellent social arena, and
apparently while I can spot arrogant behavour in others, I need to put my nose in
my own mess to recognise it.

Second, I’m not an “SSTer” or even STer. I’m probably going to try learn some of
it though.

Third, on dimensions I didn’t make myself very clear. Obviously I can
misinterpret a lot, being next to ignorant on string stuff. But one has to
distingush between _spacetime_ dimensions and others. ST concludes that it has
a finite number of dimensions. Apparently they don’t even need to have a
geometry. Out of this, somehow, ST has to build spacetime.

So if you say 4 =! 11 or something similar, you are comparing apples and pears.
You can’t do that. So no contradiction.

Maybe ST has elicited true statements, but if so they were already known.
Mostly it is Not Even Wrong – but so are its contenders for QG. I don’t think you
can call it crackpot – if you do, most will disagree.

However, you raise one very interesting point!!! How long may a theory be alive
without any definitive answer?

Obviously, in math, a very long time. (Fermat’s theorem, for example.) But I think
of math as an internal logic game, very few measurements here. 
Unfortunately, since I’m Baeysian, I think that you must sooner or later measure
in statistics. Obviously, everythere else you must, too.

In lack of better measure, let’s go for the money! So, I would say that 2-3
generations can be left hanging, since you probably want your children or
grandchildren to benefit at least. So I would up your estimate to 3*30 years.
After that it can be declared failed, and there is absolutely no use to throw more

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/crackpot.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/crackpot.html


money in.

23. Scott
June 6, 2005

Also your point has to do with the concept of chemical structure in general
whereas I was originally questioning why DNA’s incomplete quantum explanation
in particulare deserved special attention, which is a seperate issue entirely.

24. Scott
June 6, 2005

juan,
my point wasn’t that the quote showed that they didn’t understand QM it was
that if I am going to doubt qm’s ability to account for DNA I am going to need to
see the evidence for myself untill then i am going to assume that it can account
for it. I was hoping that someone might give me some details of this controversy
as it seems very interesting and very helpfull if true. “the
view that structure is nothing but a metaphor”(and basically a meaningless
statement anyways) is only one way to interpret the equations of QM and so that
is why I suspected that there may not really be a controversy over this and
requested actuall data showing some sort of violation of quantum mechanical
principles. Still waiting for some info on this.

25. Juan R.
June 6, 2005

I said

“To list here the extensive research literature in the topic and the different
models/proposals (by quantum chemists and molecular physicists) for improving
QM would extenuate to me.”

Of course, string theorists know nothing of this and string theory is a simple
(probably unitary) elementary QM.

This is another of dozens of reasons of that ST has failed like a theory of
everything.

The irrelevant attempt, from string theorists, to explain “everything” knowing
almost nothing (e.g. what theories are used in other fields or like fit experimental
data) is the best example of crackpot that i know.

26. Juan R.
June 6, 2005

Scott , the reference you solicited

When chemists disagreed with physicists? idea of that chemical reactions could
be explained with classical mechanics. Physicists smile and claimed that didn?t
understand the topic 



When chemists disagreed with physicists? idea on that chemistry reactions could
not conserve energy. Physicists smile and claimed that didn?t understand the
topic, in fact the law of conservation of energy was rejected by top physics
journal and published by first time in Annalen fur Chemie 

When chemists disagreed with physicists? idea on that chemical bonds could be
explained from classical electromagnetism smile and claimed that didn?t
understand the topic. Please remember those childish models proposed by
physicists (including several Nobel laureates for Physics like Stark). But
chemical model (Lewis) was correct and was based in radical assumptions like
the superposition principle BEFORE QM was developed by physicists 

When chemists disagreed with physicists? idea on that all of chemistry could be
explained with Schr?dinger equation. Physicists smile and claimed that didn?t
understand the topic. Chemists shows that Dirac ideas on relativistic QM and
chemistry was completely wrong. It is interesting that whereas many physicists
(of course with no idea of chemistry) claim that famous Dirac?s quote is correct,
Murray Gell-Mann said that ?of course it was an exaggeration?. I am sure that
Gell-Mann thinking is the outcome of his chemical friends that explain to him
how things are in reality 

The quote that perturb to you is not from a top research journal is from an basic
educative journal.

J. Chem. Educ. 2000, 77, 522?526.

To list here the extensive research literature in the topic and the different
models/proposals (by quantum chemists and molecular physicists) for improving
QM would extenuate to me.

You irrelevant claim, on that any chemists who share this view do not truly
understand what the implication of QM is, would be remember in a future like
today we remember the dozens of false claims of physicists from Newtonian
?poque. I?m sorry to say this.

Seeing your writing, especially your note on ?exact explanations? and
?complexity of DNA? suggests to me that you have no idea of the field that I was
talking. I suspect that your knowledge of QM is very elementary one, perhaps at
mathematical level of last Weinberg QFT manual?

Torbjorn Larsson said

A crackpot is “a person who is regarded as strange, eccentric, or crazy”.

Humm!!! Really interesting, that is the definition of Einstein in his last years,
when he was searching for a unified theory of fields and was considered an
eccentricity (in his own words) caused by his old age.

?But the total risk is small for the really good stuff, so if you have great fears I
would suggest that is because you have some other reason to be.?



Almost 35 of works after awarded by a Nobel Prize were rejected for peer review
publication, and completely ridiculized by specialists. At least 18 of most cited
works of all history of science were initially rejected for peer review publication.

The situation now is still poor due to increase of economic risks in usual journals,
Editors prefer reject a good but problematic paper rather than lose one or two
points in IF and similar measures.

Some editors simply admit that the true ?TOE? cannot be published in usual
journals because editorial and peer-review policies are not good enough.

?I think decoherence and/or consistent histories make consciousness unrelated
to QM.?

Murray Gell-Mann (crackpot?) considers that consciousness and other questions
of mind modeling may be explained from his consistent histories like a kind of
quantum effect amplified by special biomolecular structure of cerebrum cortex.

Perhaps the crackpots are a 90% of those wonderful members of Physics
departments. Perhaps those intelligent guys that rejected his quark theory for
peer-review publication?

27. quantoken
June 6, 2005

TL said:

“I think common logic tells the rest of us that even if SST isn’t successful (Uups,
yet) it doesn’t contradict.”

The only common logic I know says that 4D != 11D. Maybe you SSTers have
invented a different set of math in which 4 == 11. You still have not bridged the
gap between 4 and 11.

But it is recognized that so far SST has NOT been able to make a single
statement that is true about nature, and that can be verified to be true. How
many papers have you guys published in 20 years, yet you have NOT made one
damn true statement about the nature.

It is about time to call SST a crackpot theory. If you think 20 years is not enough,
then I can give you another 20 years, or maybe more. But at the end of day it can
not be allowed indefinitely or forever, there needs to be a finality to this
craziness. Let’s call it what it is worthy: a crackpot theory.

Quantoken

28. Thomas Larsson
June 6, 2005

Larsson (Are there two Larssons?), can you tell us more about your theory of
quantum gravity using projective representations of the diffeomorphism group?



You keep mentioning to online but never spell out the details.

Yes, there are two Larssons. It is a quite common Swedish name, meaning the
son of Lars (or Lawrence). I’m called so because my great-great grandfather’s
name was Lars Nilsson.

The most recent reference is hep-th/0504020; further references to published
work by myself and others can be found therein. A very similar manuscript will
appear as a chapter in a book on quantum gravity, probably scheduled to be
released next spring. It has the same publisher as this book.

29. Scott
June 5, 2005

kea,
provide a link and i will look at it but i am in the middle of finals and am
spending to much time dicking around as is to go find it myself.

anyways back on topic,

I find the fact that Susskind was worried that the landscape might stop being
funded is a very good sign.

30. Torbjorn Larsson
June 5, 2005

Uups again, thet should be “successful yet”.

31. Torbjorn Larsson
June 5, 2005

Uups, sorry Peter, I missed your commentary about the content stringency at
first. Now, I would like to withdraw with a response to QT, string part of which
may be acceptable, otherwise feel free to delete:

QT:
About 3section I think Scott made my point eminently. You could call my
argument a retrap. 

“For as long as there hasn’t been a successful attempt to reduce to 4-D from SST,
the SST remains a contradiction to the known 4-D spacetime, and hence remain
a crackpot.”

I think common logic tells the rest of us that even if SST isn’t successful it
doesn’t contradict.

32. Torbjorn Larsson
June 5, 2005

Anonymous:

“Are there two Larssons?”

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504020
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504020
http://novapublishers.com/catalog/product_info.php?products_id=480
http://novapublishers.com/catalog/product_info.php?products_id=480


Yup. I’m the ignorant one (on theoretical physics).

33. Kea
June 5, 2005

Scott:”there is no reason the structure of DNA should drive specualation over
any other phenomenon that is only roughly described by QM due to its
complexity”

At least read the paper referenced below.

34. Peter
June 5, 2005

I’ve been away much of the last week and haven’t had time to do much with the
weblog. This comment section has unfortunately been taken over by people who
want to carry on discussions that have nothing to do with the original posting.
Please do this elsewhere, from now on I’ll start deleting such postings.

I’ll also try and write something later tonight or tomorrow about the workshop
where I spent most of last week.

35. Scott
June 5, 2005

ok will then can you point to more accurate observations of DNA that contradict
current theory? If not there is no reason the structure of DNA should drive
specualation over any other phenomenon that is only roughly described by QM
due to its complexity.

36. Kea
June 5, 2005

Scott: “..check out about this issue somewhat quickly..”

No one said it was easy.

37. Kea
June 5, 2005

…which is true but no more then any other structure must be explained by the
new physics unless DNA is not adequately accounted for in the old physics…

Let me spell this out: Newtonian mechanics has a perfectly adequate description
for the orbit of Mercury, so long as one doesn’t look too accurately. The situation
here is analogous. Of course we know roughly what DNA is using standard QM.
That doesn’t necessarily mean that our understanding cannot be improved.

38. Scott
June 5, 2005

Quantoken,



read what TL said about trisection again,

“On 3secting angles, of course some angles can be constructed as required, that
is known since the Greeks I think. The problem is to 3sect _all_ of them. (Or any
randomly chosen one, if you prefer.) You know, most of the time we complain that
you don’t know, and don’t want to learn, basic physics. Now it turns out you
don’t even know maths…”

he is saying not that you are wrong about being able to do this but that you lack
the knowledge that this has been known for a long time(though of course from
your wording that is not clear at all) So he was not nor ever did dissagree with
your ability to trisect angles and hence did not fall into your “trap”

Kea,
I am in the middle of studying for finals right now, I don’t have time to go to the
library and find and read 53 pages of this book, if you have some sort link i can
check out about this issue somewhat quickly it would be much appreciated. I do
not think I am misunderstanding you, you said “As a pragmatist I simply
recognise that the structure of DNA appears with tortile tensor categories, and
hence must play a role in the new physics”, which is true but no more then any
other structure mus be explained by the new physics unless DNA is not
adequately accounted for in the old physics for which i have seen no evidence.

39. Kea
June 5, 2005

“I was looking for something more specific I don’t have the time to read through
20 books to find this supposed evidence against QM.”

Scott – you appear to have misunderstood. We’re not saying anything against QM
per se. We’re talking about theories of QG which go beyond QM.

40. Kea
June 5, 2005

Scott

How about

M.C. Shum
Tortile tensor categories
J. Pure Appl. Alg 93 (1994) 57-110

and references therein.

41. Quantoken
June 5, 2005

TL:

You made yourself a very good example to illustrate my point when I
meantioned trisection angles. Go back and read my original word carefully,



especially pay attention to the keyword “SOME” which I highlighted. The point
is most people fall into such a mentality that they automatically close up at a first
sight of something offending to their beliefs, and does not bother to carefully
exam the fact. The fact is I have NOT said not a single thing that contradicts the
conventional wisdom on trisection angles. But you thought I did and tried to
argue with me.

You fall into the trap I set up to prove my point. Isn’t it great!!!

Now, about 4-D spacetime and SST. There is no disagreement that
macroscopically the spacetime is 4D. There are various attempts to reconcile
SST with the 4-D spacetime. None successful or convincing so far.

For as long as there hasn’t been a successful attempt to reduce to 4-D from SST,
the SST remains a contradiction to the known 4-D spacetime, and hence remain
a crackpot. So keep trying and trying harder to show me that you can get
nothing but 4-D out of SST, until you do SST remains a crackpot theory!!!!!

As for microscopic scale, one that approaches the discreteness of spacetime. I
think the dimentions would be zero, not 11. But I am not not going to discuss it
here. The important things is any correct theory must tell us without ambiguity
and without a second guess of possibility that the macroscopic spacetime is
4-D.

Quantoken

42. Scott
June 5, 2005

anon,

I was looking for something more specific I don’t have the time to read through
20 books to find this supposed evidence against QM. Thanks anyways though.

43. Kea
June 5, 2005

“Every so often, Peter W has to drive all the crackpots out of his comment
section, and clearly this thread is ripe for another such cleanup.”

Perhaps you could clarify for us: precisely which posters on this thread are
crackpots? Am I one? If so, then the lack of mathematical sophistication in your
remark hardly makes my knees tremble.

44. anon
June 5, 2005

Scott

You could start with the books on the list

http://au.expasy.org/seqanalref/bioinfbo.html

http://au.expasy.org/seqanalref/bioinfbo.html
http://au.expasy.org/seqanalref/bioinfbo.html


45. Scott
June 5, 2005

Juan,

“Most chemists react with complete incredulity to the
view that structure is nothing but a metaphor, pointing out the
seemingly overwhelming evidence for structure that comes from spectroscopic
and other structural studies. They suggest that if a deep quantum mechanical
analysis reveals molecular structure to be a mathematical artifact, then the fault
must lie with present-day quantum mechanics and not with the deeply
entrenched chemical notion of structure.”

where did this quote come from? I would suspect that any chemists who share
this view do not trully understand what the implication of QM is. Show me an
actual study with evidence that the observations of DNA can’t be explained by
QM(not that an exact explanation doesn’t exist which it won’t due to the
complexity of DNA).

46. June 5, 2005

Larsson (Are there two Larssons?), can you tell us more about your theory of
quantum gravity using projective representations of the diffeomorphism group?
You keep mentioning to online but never spell out the details.

47. D R Lunsford
June 5, 2005

TL – ok thanks.

-drl

48. Torbjorn Larsson
June 5, 2005

Damn, I meant reviewing, not refereeing, of course. Sigh, I haven’t used my
English part of the brain too much lately…

49. Torbjorn Larsson
June 5, 2005

QT:

Taking your own advise, please tell us how SST contradict 4D spacetime? AFAIK
it doesn’t, 4D may emerge and there are proposals how it does.

Nitpick: You can’t say that anything is allowed in QG, you mention some
restrictions.

On 3secting angles, of course some angles can be constructed as required, that
is known since the Greeks I think. The problem is to 3sect _all_ of them. (Or any
randomly chosen one, if you prefer.) You know, most of the time we complain that



you don’t know, and don’t want to learn, basic physics. Now it turns out you
don’t even know maths…

If a guy has spent 27 years to insist on something without much out of it, au
contraire, he _is_ totally nuts!!! I hope you will one day understand why…

You should not confuse nut with crackpot.

I know you don’t understand the latter concept completely. (Please don’t ask me
why!) From the above, it seems you don’t know how to measure nuttyness,
either. But a nut is someone who, however intelligent, is “afflicted with or
exhibiting irrationality and mental unsoundness”. (Hmm, so me answering you
once or twice may not be nuts.  A crackpot is “a person who is regarded as
strange, eccentric, or crazy”. So you may seem crackpot without being nuts, or
you may be nuts without being regarded as crackpot.

Specifically on Matti maybe my claim, in an earlier comment, on the problems
with his consciousness claims will prove correct. Crackpot or nut or neither, I
cannot however judge alone; at least there must be some consensus in regard of
crackpotism, see the definition above.

50. Torbjorn Larsson
June 5, 2005

I am hesitant to join a thread that overwhelm my ability to handle all sub-
subjects, but it is raining outside and you all seem to have fun. (BTW, is there a
theory for the growth of complexity in threads, however complexity is defined?

 My interest stems from merely trying to orient myself shallowly on todays
front edge physics, so I am eminently equiped to make a longwinded fool of
myself here:

Aaron makes a lot of good points. As I understand it, it has been and will be ever
more difficult (expensive and timeconsuming) to make experiments. In lack of
definitive experiments, string theory as well as the contenders currently hang
out there. Obviously string theory has merits, as Aaron and others point out, and
it’s not the only theory out there, so the situation is normal.

Some posters seem to think that good science may be put down or will stay
buried. I don’t agree.

There are some risk that ideas or results will be rejected outhand by mistake or
purpose (to close to researchers own products), I know that from my own
publishing and refereeing as PhD, alas not on theoretical physics. (Of course, I
am biased since the refereeing was a consequence of my own papers being
accepted.:-) Or papers may never be read and supported. This is characteristics
of filters and of social contexts.

But the total risk is small for the really good stuff, so if you have great fears I
would suggest that is because you have some other reason to be.

Chris:



How do you make sense out of “the Laws of Physics are determined by the
requirement that the laws of physics are discoverable”? Is it not possible that
there are laws of physics that will never be discovered (to become Laws of
Physics) or explained? I think Goedel has something to say about that in an even
simpler context.

Matti:
I thought the view that QM should have anything to say about consciousness was
shown to be a dead horse long ago.

There are still no good definition of consciousness, so how do you measure and
experiment?

And when we can do that, there is the matter of QM interpretations, or ‘different
religions’ that I saw someone refer to them as. I think decoherence and/or
consistent histories make consciousness unrelated to QM. If that happens, you
probably cannot do what you propose to do, unless you can make these
interpretations faulty. Honestly, in my consciousness you appear nutty on this. 

51. Quantoken
June 5, 2005

A Rivero:

Surely there ARE crackpots who claim something that has long been proven
wrong, like perpertual motion machine kind of thing. But more often there are
alternative theories that were thought to be crackpots because they do not seem
to be adhere to the main stream, but they actually adhere to all known and
proven physics theories, and they only contradict the unknown and unproven of
physics.

For example super string theory is crackpot, because it clearly contradict some
known and proven physics, e.g. that spacetime is proven to be 4-D. And
anything that does not agree with super string is probably NOT crackpot, as long
as they have no inconsistency to classical and quantum mechanics and other
known physics laws. As in quantum gravity, since it is totally unknwon, anything
is allowe so far.

I hereby boudly claim that I find trisection angles is possible for some angles.
Reading that most must think that such a claim is a crackpot because it’s long
proven trisection of angle is impossible. But it is actually possible for SOME
angles. This is exactly what happens when a paper making some unusual, out of
the main stream claims, is submitted. You would probably throw it away the first
instance upon seeing the offending keyword trisection angle, but if you spend
some time and taking it apart you find the claim actually does not violate any
thing that is known so far.

Matti Pitkanen is an interesting guy. I do not think I can agree with his theory.
But if a guy spend 27 years to insist on something, unless he is totally nuts he
must have thought about something that no one has thought about.



My point is that if any one spend a little bit time study what his stuff is, and
picking out just one claim he made which clearly violates one of the known
physics law, then he can be called a crackpot. But if no one has done such a
study, and no one has picked apart even just one wrong claim of Matti
Pitkanen’s, then he deserved no hat called “crackpot”, regardless how weird his
theory seems to be to the rest of us.

For civilized discussions can we all agree on that? That the word “crackpot”
should not be abused as a four letter word used for personal attacks, but rather
should be used together with facts and evidences. If you claim Joe is a crackpot,
then show one case where Joe makes a claim which contradicts known physics?
If you are unable to cite examples, then you should be refrain from using that
word.

Quantoken

52. Alejandro Rivero
June 5, 2005

Every so often, Peter W has to drive all the crackpots out of his comment section,
and clearly this thread is ripe for another such cleanup. But maybe PW should
ask himself why his blog is so popular with nuts.

You are from outside academia, are you? Physics departments everywhere in the
world constantly receive reports of squares of the circle and trisections of
angles, so to say. With the advent of the internet, they also come via email or
web; check any other forum on physics, from physicsforums to the forums of the
official string-theory website. Bet the MIT librarian could name a complete
collection of free books and preprints from nuts. Sci.phys… newsgroups are in
the same situation. The internet is working as a publishing media, but it fails to
be a research & learning media, and the nuts are always a good excuse for this
failure.

53. Juan R.
June 5, 2005

at June 4, 2005 10:08 AM said

?Interesting article here on history of peer review by F. Tipler, including metion
of Einstein’s 1905 papers,and how we came to the present system we have today.
?Peer Review. Does it ensure quality or enforce orthodoxy???

I have studied a bit the current scientific publication system, and could offer you
dozens of convincing answer. Below two of them:

At least 18 of the articles next identified between the most cited of the
history of science (according to the Science Citation Index) were initially
rejected by editors and referees of scientific journals.

Nature rejected a Nobel class manuscript from Hideki Yukawa. The
Physical Review also rejected similar manuscript in 1937



One of the referees of Physical Review found three ?errors? in Yukawa paper and
recommend the reject. Yukawa won the 1949 Nobel Prize in Physics for his
prediction of the existence of mesons on the basis of theoretical work on nuclear
forces with that same paper.

This does not ensure quality

Thomas Larsson

Locality fails when one works in far from equilibrium situations. This is standard
for anyone with a slight knowledge of that field (of course, outside the trivial
applications of local QFT).

It is unnecessary the appeal to QG then.

Scott said

Personally I am not aware that biochemists were having any trouble
understanding DNA structure so I see no reason why the laws of physics would
need to be changed to accommodate DNA.

This contrast broadly with more recent chemical thinking.

?Most chemists react with complete incredulity to the
view that structure is nothing but a metaphor, pointing out the
seemingly overwhelming evidence for structure that comes from spectroscopic
and other structural studies. They suggest that if a deep quantum mechanical
analysis reveals molecular structure to be a mathematical artifact, then the fault
must lie with present-day quantum mechanics and not with the deeply
entrenched chemical notion of structure.?

I cannot post more data here because Peter would erase but the point is that QM
is not sufficient for explaining mind (one even cannot explain DNA). In some
restricted sense, Penrose is correct.

54. June 5, 2005

Every so often, Peter W has to drive all the crackpots out of his comment section,
and clearly this thread is ripe for another such cleanup. But maybe PW should
ask himself why his blog is so popular with nuts.

In that connection I note that the name of Shamit Kachru regularly gets
mentioned contemptuously here. I don’t see what SK has done to deserve such
abuse. The truth, of course, is that anyone here, including me, would be
delighted to have a publication list one-fifth as impressive as SK’s.

55. Thomas Larsson
June 5, 2005

DRL – local frame rotations generate a different group, isomorphic to gauge
transformations with gauge group SO(3,1). This has nothing to do with
diffeomorphisms, except that the vielbein transforms under both.



A rep is projective if it only holds up to a phase, eg. spinor reps of SO(3), which
are in fact proper reps of SU(2). For infinite-dimensional groups, projective reps
modify already the Lie algebra, e.g. in 1D the diffeo algebra becomes the
Virasoro algebra (which is well known), and in several dimensions we get the
multi-dimensional generalization thereof (which is new).

A key insight from CFT is that there are two qualitatively different types of reps;
classical reps which act on primary fields (scalar densities), and quantum reps
where L_0 is bounded from below. The higher-dimensional generalization of the
classical reps act on things like tensor fields, connections, closed forms, etc. In
fact, any concept in differential geometry can be formulated in terms of reps of
the diffeo group, which is obvious once you think a little bit about it.

Another lesson from CFT is that it is the quantum reps that appear in quantum
physics. The only proper (no Virasoro extension) quantum rep is the trivial one,
which implies lack of locality. So if we want local general-covariant QFT, we have
no choice but to consider projective reps. Considering that ‘t Hooft allows
himself to think about hidden variables to achieve locality, I think that it is a
rather big deal.

56. Matti Pitkanen
June 5, 2005

Kea’s comment:

“I don’t like the term ‘consciousness’ myself, but have a great sympathy for the
direction of your work, as a category theorist. I prefer to talk about the
Comprehension Scheme, following the work of Lawvere and others on the topos
theoretic foundations of mathematics.”

Thank your for an interesting and encouraging comment. My own strong
conviction is that a real unified theory cannot contain logical contradictions in its
basic structure, therefore consciousness. Instead of consciousness one could of
course speak about the necessity of constructing theory of quantum
measurement by making conscious observer part of the physical universe. Here
von Neumann would probably agree.

I do not have any deep understanding about the technicalities of category theory
and know only the basic concepts. It is however obvious to me that a systematic
“structuralist” thinking is necessary if one really wants to construct anything
resembling TOE. In M-theory this aspect seems to be absent. To me category
theory seems to be tailor made to say something about consciousness
(“Comprehension Scheme”). After all, the contents of consciousness remain
hidden somewhat like the “real” structure of objects of category if only
morphisms are known. Amazingly non-trivial things can be said about
consciousness using only minimal starting assumptions consistent with quantum
measurement theory. I have discussed possible applications to TGD in Category
Theory, Quantum TGD, and TGD Inspired Theory of Consciousness and
Equivalence of Loop Diagrams with Tree Diagrams and Cancellation of Infinities
in Quantum TGD.

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#categoryc
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There were comments about locality somewhere in the thread. Space-time
locality is the source of infinities in quantum field theories. If one identifies
physical states of the Universe as modes of classical spinor fields in the world of
classical worlds (briefly CH), situation changes. Physics is local and classical in
CH but non-local at the level of 3-surface since K?hler function as “absolute
minimum of Kahler action” is a non-local functional of the three-surface. As a
consequence, the standard local divergences of path- and functional integral
formalisms do not appear in TGD. This view about physics is almost unavoidable
in “structuralist” mind set and I see the result as a demonstration about the
problem solving power of this approach.

Matti Pitkanen

57. Scott
June 5, 2005

the Laws of Physics as we know them today are determined by the requirement
that things we observe are possible.

If this is what you mean when you say you agree with Suskind’s statement then
yes of course. But this is not what Susskind is implying.

however you say “As a pragmatist I simply recognise that the structure of DNA
appears with tortile tensor categories, and hence must play a role in the new
physics”

Personally I am not aware that biochemists were having any trouble
understanding DNA structure so I see no reason why the laws of physics would
need to be changed to accomodate DNA.

58. Kea
June 4, 2005

Susskind: “the Laws of Physics as we know them today are determined by the
requirement that intelligent life is possible”

The great irony in this quote is that the likes of Penrose, Matti and myself
actually like the quote! Only, right out of context. My interpretation of it is
completely different from anything resembling the Anthropic Principle. As a
pragmatist I simply recognise that the structure of DNA appears with tortile
tensor categories, and hence must play a role in the new physics. This is not to
say that it is possible to say anything meaningful about the highly derived
construct of intelligent life in the foreseeable future. I think that’s stupid.

59. anon
June 4, 2005

I have a 2005-is-not-1905 experience to tell :

Our HOD copes well in the corporate culture of today. Every 6 months all PhD
students have a meeting with the HOD and their supervisors. In one of my



meetings it was carefully explained to me that, even if my work was as good as
Maxwells no one would take the slightest notice if I did not have a PhD – so I had
better put my head down and do what I was told.

60. Kea
June 4, 2005

Matti

I don’t like the term ‘consciousness’ myself, but have a great sympathy for the
direction of your work, as a category theorist. I prefer to talk about the
Comprehension Scheme, following the work of Lawvere and others on the topos
theoretic foundations of mathematics.

All the best…

61. Kea
June 4, 2005

I am constantly amazed by the number of physicists that seem to think an
advance in QG will be made using mathematics with which they are familiar.

62. Kea
June 4, 2005

“Although not wishing to defend the custodians of arXiv in any way, it is hard,
looking at your web pages, to see why your work is deserving of the term
physics. I would see it more as a mathematical tangent that originated in
physics…”

Quote: “What is a matrix?” – Heisenberg

63. D R Lunsford
June 4, 2005

So TL, are projective reps of the diffeo group just local bein rotations?

-drl

64. Thomas Larsson
June 4, 2005

Gerard t’hooft: … What seems to be missing presently, however, is a clear
description of the local nature of its underlying physical laws. …

It is interesting that both ‘t Hooft and Unruh emphasized locality. ‘t Hooft himself
even seems ready to dismiss quantum mechanics to obtain that goal (Planck-
scale determinism). In this connection, it might be worth to recall item 9 in Baez’
crackpot list:
9. 10 points for each claim that quantum mechanics is fundamentally misguided
(without good evidence).
Actually, IMO the caveat applies, since locality is a very good reason for

http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/thooft/oh/03.html
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anything, so ‘t Hooft misses his 10 points.

He makes his point perhaps even clearer in the video from the same site, where
he quotes David Gross saying “There are no local observables in quantum
gravity, so forget it”. Which of course is true, unless you allow for projective
representations of the diffeomorphism group…

65. Arun
June 4, 2005

F. Tipler loses me when he suggests that Intelligent Design is a scientific theory
and indulges in quote-mining Lynn Margulis against Darwinism (problems in the
Darwinism do not open the door for Intelligent design). That suggests to me that
he may be quote-mining all the other problems that various scientists have
stated they have had in having radical new ideas accepted.

Anyway, in my opinion, let a million flowers bloom, and let there be a good
search engine, and let people pick for themselves which ideas they find valuable,
worth pursuing, and so on. Scientific respectability is like brand value, it is
earned and maintained by providing high quality.

66. stephen
June 4, 2005

Thanks for link. It is important to have evidence of what t’ hooft was thinking,
contrary to other peoples thoughts.

Gerard t’hooft:String theory clearly appears to be strikingly coherent. What
seems to be missing presently, however, is a clear description of the local nature
of its underlying physical laws. In all circumstances encountered until now, it has
been imperative that external fields, in- and outgoing strings and D-branes are
required to obey their respective field equations, or lie on their respective mass
shells. Thus, only effects due to external perturbations can be computed when
these external perturbations obey equations of motion. To me, this implies that
we do not understand what the independent degrees of freedom are, and there
seems to be no indication that these can be identified. String theoreticians are
right in not allowing themselves to be disturbed by this drawback. Pg. 79

67. V
June 4, 2005

Concerning ArXiv:
Note that in many countries researchers do not have access to journals, because
they are too expensive. The ArXiv is then the only connection to the scientific
world. (Well, sometimes we sent them the published version of the paper by
e-mail, when asked.) I personally know one researcher who is regularly
publishing in PRL and PRD but his university does not have funds to allow him to
print the papers on the printer. He is thus reading papers only on the computer
for years. This is what I call a real lack of funding.

68. June 4, 2005
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Interesting article here on history of peer review by F. Tipler, including metion of
Einstein’s 1905 papers,and how we came to the present system we have today.
“Peer Review. Does it ensure quality or enforce orthodoxy?”

http://www.iscid.org/boards/ubb-get_topic-f-10-t-000059.html

69. Chris Oakley
June 4, 2005

?Also if you start using terms like “theory of consciousness”, then AFAIC you are
entering Crackpotsville (that favourite resort of disgruntled academics).?

Well, Matti can speak, study, research, etc. all that want do. There are not
prohibited fields. Or perhaps there are? Past Pope recommended to Hawking do
not study about Big bang and origin of universe!!

Gell-Mann is also interested in theories of consciousness. He offers talks and is
collaborating with biologists, etc. Also Nobel laureate Watson (or was Crick?) did
a “theory of consciousness”, based in ?memory delay?.

Are Matti, Gell-Mann, Watson, neurobiologists, biochemists, quantum chemists
working in anesthesia effects, etc. crackpots?

Sorry – I meant to qualify that. The connection with physics is the thing I think is
tenuous.

70. Thomas Larsson
June 4, 2005

In my experience, mathematicians are much more open to ideas from outsiders
than are theoretical physicists. Once one young string theorist independently
made the same key observation that I did, namely that infinite-dimensional
constraint algebras generically have quantum anomalies. Alas, he was only
interested in this observation as a means to discredit LQG. When he realized that
I agreed with him, he became so embarrassed that he declared that canonical
quantization is invalid. Not only is this one of the weirdest claims I have even
seen, but it is also completely irrelevant, since conformal anomalies also
manifest themselves in the path-integral quantization of the Polyakov action.

How open-minded are people if they dismiss their own ideas just because I
happen to agree?

71. Juan R.
June 4, 2005

mortain said

?Only if you are ‘endorsed’ by those already able to post on the arXiv.?

That is not true. From my personal correspondence with a physicist that know
ArXiv very well

http://www.iscid.org/boards/ubb-get_topic-f-10-t-000059.html
http://www.iscid.org/boards/ubb-get_topic-f-10-t-000059.html


?If administrators at ArXiv.org sent you a list of endorsers, most likely they
would have been people who are strong supporters of string theory. It is
probably not advisable to use the names they sent you. As an alternative you can
go to the arxiv.org section where you are interested in posting and find papers by
scientists which show that they do not necessarily support string theory and look
on their abstract to see if they are qualified to endorse papers. If so, you could
try sending to them. Perhaps you would have a better chance.?

and he continues with

?However, even if they endorse you, this does not guarantee that arxiv.org will
allow you to post your paper, since they have a history of disobeying their own
rules and have blocked people who have been legitimately endorsed (my own
personal experience).?

Aaron Bergman said

?I’m just a guy doing fairly mathematical string theory. It’s not a surprise I don’t
know something in phenomenology? But, it’s out of my area so I can’t really
comment much more.?

Reading your comments on ArXiv and Swiss patent clerk. You appear to be ?out
of my area? also here. Brian Josephson has studied the topic a bit (see also his
letter in Nature). You simply are doing ?speculation? favoring your own views.

Probably you know that many administrators of ArXiv are oriented-string
researchers. Perhaps would be more easy obtain endorsement and permanency
on ArXiv for you 

Please, write a short paper claiming that string theory is completely wrong and a
waste of time and attempt again for endorsement and posting :-))

Your comments on that Einstein published his paper in usual journal may be
understood in a pure 1905 perspective. He, today, would be rejected for peer-
review publication, I am practically sure, I know a bit about editorial guidelines
and publication policies.

?If Newton had published his theory today, it would be rejected for peer-review
publication because was too ambitious one.?

From previous editor-in-chief of Nature journal.

D R Lunsford said

?Unaffiliated Individuals – Scientists, engineers or educators in the US and US
citizens may be eligible for support, provided that the individual is not employed
by, or affiliated with, an organization??

Also for outside of US? Have you read about rigidity of Spanish science
administration system? Probably one of most rigid of the world!

In Spain it’s not ?impossible? but more practical to play to Lotto 



Chris Oakley said

?Also if you start using terms like “theory of consciousness”, then AFAIC you are
entering Crackpotsville (that favourite resort of disgruntled academics).?

Well, Matti can speak, study, research, etc. all that want do. There are not
prohibited fields. Or perhaps there are? Past Pope recommended to Hawking do
not study about Big bang and origin of universe!!

Gell-Mann is also interested in theories of consciousness. He offers talks and is
collaborating with biologists, etc. Also Nobel laureate Watson (or was Crick?) did
a “theory of consciousness”, based in ?memory delay?.

Are Matti, Gell-Mann, Watson, neurobiologists, biochemists, quantum chemists
working in anesthesia effects, etc. crackpots?

72. Alejandro Rivero
June 4, 2005

We are mixing two different problems: a) if/how foreigners to academy get a fair
hearing. b) if/how foreigners to strings -or to the next mainstream- get a fair
hearing.

73. June 4, 2005

1. The arxiv is certainly very useful but also overrated. It is a double-edged
sword. This year I needed detailed information on two topics and what I found on
the arxiv in each case was pretty much utterly hopeless. Having consulted text
books and various paper journals, going back a few years, I found the
information I needed in detailed and substantial form. The arxiv is also now
chock full of papers that have serious errors or are just superficial waffling and
hand waving. I only read arxiv papers that were or are subsequently peer
reviewed and published in a real journal. The Wittens and Weinbergs don’t need
peer review–everyone else does. Incidently, how many Landscape papers for
example, would actually make it into Nucl. Phys. B or Phys. Rev. D? I read paper
journals and will continue to do so. I would like to see a totally blind and
unbiased system of peer review whereby there are no names or affiliations and
the reviewers see only the physics content of “a manuscript”.

2. I published 4-5 papers in the late 90s, and in my spare time, that had no
academic affiliation.
(My stuff is more mathematical physics and math though.) Having a Phd
certainly does help however. If your work is good enough or has any substance
and it professionally presented, it at least gets a fair hearing. Editors can tell
right away whether a manuscript has merit and should be considered or is just
crackpot, and whether the author has a formal professional background in the
subject. A lot of trained mathematicians and physicists work at companies and
their own businesses. They still have a right to publish any ideas they still might
have. I’ve seen published physics papers where the affiliation was a financial
institution so maybe the next ‘Albert’ (male or female) is working at a bank
rather than a patent office. My concern with the arxiv and physics publishing in



general is that censorship and political motivations replaces fair and unbiased
peer review.

74. Matti Pitkanen
June 4, 2005

Chris,

your earlier postings have not shown even a slightest indication that you have
understood the idea of scientific argument. You produce just arrogant rhetorics
typical for people who have never thought a single original thought and for some
reason call themselves skeptics. You can perhaps scare some first year student
but cannot cheat professionals.

Since you have obviously not yet learned what is the point of scientific
discussion, I am willing to give some helpful advice. First ask yourself: do I have
really something interesting to say? If the answer is yes, formulate clearly what
your claim is. But do not stop here! You must also carefully develop arguments
that you believe to justify your claim.

It is never too late,

Matti Pitkanen

75. Scott
June 4, 2005

I’m going to have to agree with Aaron, if your paper has any merit if and you are
determined enough you can find a proffesor who will give you a chance whether
this be your old advisor or anyone else. I would suggest looking outside of string
theory for this professor though.

76. Alejandro Rivero
June 4, 2005

The funding problem is not about affiliated vs unaffiliated, it is about mainstream
vs exploratory research. As I said before (upstream in the thread), even having
tenure does not imply funds, at least in the European universities I know. A
professor only has a limited fund for education, and zero euros for research. So
he must ascribe to a research group, and the research group must send a
proposal for funding to different institutions. Individual proposals have not
encouraged (ie, they are unlikely to be accepted by the granting institution). And
of course a group proposal outside mainstream is also unlikely to be accepted, as
it is a huge assignation. Nice catch-22 here.

The way out is that a research group “looks towards other place” when one of
their members do exploratory research. This ability to look to other place
depends of a lot of factors from seniority of the researcher to his willingness to
support the mainstream papers too, and of course of the risk for the prestige of
the group (remember that a failure in prestige can imply loss of funding for all
the group).



Low profile, not risky, research, is usually supported at the level of local
resources even for not affiliated people keeping relationship with the field (as
Aaron describes correctly). It is a bit more problematic to support travel and
meetings of unaffiliated, but it can be arranged occasionally from minor
allowances in the group funding. But at the end there are a group responsible for
the funding, remember, and they have a limit in the risk they can take.

Now, beyond travels, chalk and blackboards, imagine the nighmare in
*experimental* physics. I know of a (actual, I am not referring to Cavendish)
young tenured professor leaving the campus because he foresaw that it was
impossible to get funding for a different experiment; one needs to convince all
the collaboration to resign from the current research line.

77. Chris Oakley
June 4, 2005

Matti,

Although not wishing to defend the custodians of arXiv in any way, it is hard,
looking at your web pages, to see why your work is deserving of the term
“physics”. I would see it more as a “mathematical tangent that originated in
physics”, a classification that also applies to String theory, LQG, Twistor theory
and dozens more ideas that have not, and may never lead to testable predictions.
Also if you start using terms like “theory of consciousness”, then AFAIC you are
entering Crackpotsville (that favourite resort of disgruntled academics).

78. Matti Pitkanen
June 4, 2005

I have now worked almost 27 years with Topological GeometroDynamics. I have
written four massive online books about TGD giving a detailed documentation of
the theory and its applications(about 5000 pages). American Mathematical
Society has in its subject classification table a link to my homepage. Penrose
refers to my work relating to p-adic physics in US edition of his newest book.

Despite this it has been impossible to get material about TGD to arXiv.org during
the last decade. Because TGD challenges the basic materialistic and
reductionistic dogmas and is also a quantum theory of consciousness, I cannot
expect invitations to physics conferences and the idea about getting some
financiation is totally outlandish. I feel disgusting even the thought of forcing
people in difficult position by begging for endorsement to arXiv.org. In practice
this of course means professional death since no one takes seriously a person
who cannot get eprints to arXiv.org.

This situation inspires a small thought experiment. Suppose for a moment that
TGD indeed provides the bottle neck ideas necessary to unify the basic
interactions. The physical interpretation of TGD was more or less established
around 1982, 2 years before the first super string revolution, and collective effort
to develop these ideas could have been launched then. On basis of this one can
make rough estimates about the financial and human resources wasted during
these 20 years as an outcome of my marginalization in physics community in the
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case that I am right. I am certainly not the only victim of censorhip and one of us
might be right. Arrogance costs.

Matti Pitkanen

79. D R Lunsford
June 4, 2005

Aaron – getting funding is a challenge, regardless of publishing, if you’re not
affliliated:

Unaffiliated Individuals – Scientists, engineers or educators in the US and US
citizens may be eligible for support, provided that the individual is not employed
by, or affiliated with, an organization, and:

* the proposed project is sufficiently meritorious and otherwise complies with the
conditions of any applicable proposal-generating document;
* the proposer has demonstrated the capability and has access to any necessary
facilities to carry out the project; and
* the proposer agrees to fiscal arrangements that, in the opinion of the NSF
Division of Grants & Agreements, ensure responsible management of Federal
funds.
Unaffiliated individuals should contact the appropriate program before preparing
a proposal for submission.

But, it’s not impossible.

If you have something worth saying it will worm its way to the surface.

-drl

80. Aaron Bergman
June 4, 2005

Aaron, you mean your PhD “thesis adviser”, right?
Suppose you are a patent clerk (or any other occupation) in 2005, with no
physics PhD, and a BSc or MSc in physics. Do you think your undergraduate
tutor or mentor (or anyone else) would endorse you to allow you to post three
preprints on the arXiv? You could submit your work to journals, but in this
century, how likely are the editors and referees to take your research seriously,
when you have no academic affiliation?

If they were good, yeah. Good meaning more than just ‘good physics’. They also
need to be clear and well-written. If I were to try something like this, here is
what I would do. I would pick a junior faculty member and send a polite e-mail
noting your background, the problem you think you have solved and the
techniques that figure in the solution. Note that you have a clear, publication
quality exposition of the idea with lots of formulae and calculations. Say that
you’re not sure that what you’ve done is right and that you’d appreciate any
advice they could offer. Some people will ignore you, but if you have a short,
clear exposition, I’ll bet someone will look at it. It might even end up being a



graduate student. If they tell you it’s wrong, let it go. If they tell you they don’t
understand it, ask how you can clean up the exposition. If they don’t want to say
anything else, let it go. Be polite and be willing to accept that you might just be
wrong.

Needless to say, this is not how most things of this sort go. The vast majority of
people writing from outside of academia have things that are either completely
incoherent or you can tell that they are completely nutty in about three lines.
And very, very few of them are polite. Remember, capital letters, boldface and
exclamation marks are not your friends.

81. mortain
June 4, 2005

Aaron, you mean your PhD “thesis adviser”, right?
Suppose you are a patent clerk (or any other occupation) in 2005, with no
physics PhD, and a BSc or MSc in physics. Do you think your undergraduate
tutor or mentor (or anyone else) would endorse you to allow you to post three
preprints on the arXiv? You could submit your work to journals, but in this
century, how likely are the editors and referees to take your research seriously,
when you have no academic affiliation?

Quantoken: nice comment. It chimes with my own opinion on string theorist TV
appearances. Walking on the street is a recurring theme in string theorist/theory
documentaries, I believe. I recall Brian Greene sitting in a cafe and wandering
around New York in his ‘Theory of Everything’ (U.K. title) series. That same
series did repeat several sequences of CG imagery ad nauseum, especially those
squiggly blobs on a grid. At least we weren’t treated to a middle-aged man
taking a dip!

Then there was that old BBC ‘Horizon’ documentary which showed Witten
walking around a rocky landscape and gazing at the sky. Beautiful scenery, but
surely not representative of the common working environment for theoretical
physicists, and now perhaps illustrative of the quest of string theorists as they
confront a barren Landscape.

82. Aaron Bergman
June 4, 2005

Do you really believe this? Wow. Do you mind if I ask you a personal question?
How many years of your postgraduate life have you spent working outside
academia?

Yes. I believe this. You know why? Because Einstein got his doctorate while
outside of academia. He submitted his thesis in 1905, while working as a patent
clerk since 1901. Einstein’s papers were submitted to journals during that time,
too and were accepted.

You know what else? There are people outside of academia publishing papers on
the ArXiv (although the name of the person I’m thinking of escapes me right
now.)



If you develop a good relationship with your thesis adviser and you write a good
paper, you’ll get endorsed. That’s probably the easiest way to go. Really, being
out of academia has nothing to do with anything. Not being a kook is the key.

83. Kea
June 3, 2005

Aaron: “This swiss patent clerk would have gotten endorsed by his old adviser
and posted to his heart’s content.”

Do you really believe this? Wow. Do you mind if I ask you a personal question?
How many years of your postgraduate life have you spent working outside
academia?

84. Quantoken
June 3, 2005

Berry said:
“”Even after 20 and more years, my feeling is that we do not understand string
theory but that there is every indication that there is something there to
understand.”

This is the key point, isn’t it? Is 20 years a long time or a short time? I would say
that it is extremely short.”

The first paragraph is a nonsense. Of course if you don’t understand something
then there is something to be figured out and understood. If you understand it all
then there is nothing remaining to be figured out. But that says nothing about
the thing you don’t understand or whether it is relevant at all to the nature.

It is OK with me that some string theoretists feel they need a couple more 20
years to figure things out. But looks to me many of them have changed their
professions to scifi novelists. These days you can not turn on the TV without
seeing fancy stringy terminologies flying around, like landscape, bubbles,
parallel universe etc etc.

What is that grey-haired Japanese guy who always shows up on TV, talking
vividly, with mistery written all over his face? I see him more often than Dubya
these days. The other night I was watching the Science Channel. Half of the
night was filled with a series string theory programs, from “parallel universe” to
“bubble universe” and “unfolding universe” and to “extra dimentions”.

Can you believe it? They can talk the whole hours and show tons of colorful
amazing computer animations, but at the end of day they have NOT talked
about a single thing that actually had anything to do with nature. Not a
single thing in string theory has been proven to be relevant to the nature in any
way shape or form. Whole hours of TV program was filled with scenes of these
famous guy writting something on the blackboard or on a piece of paper, typing
on a computer keyboard, sitting, standing, sleeping, walking on the street,
playing tennis, and swimming. There was a closeup of one of these guys
swimming half naked, taken by an underwater camera.



What does it all has anything to do with science? It’s ourageous they could
propagate to the public in such a misleading way when they really have
absolutely nothing to talk about about their research results after 20 year.

Reminds me of politicians who could talk for half an hour none-stop, and when
you pick it apart you find that actually not a single thing has been said!

Quantoken

85. Scott
June 3, 2005

Peter,
You had me going there for a second. I had to go back to find other posts of
Barry’s in one of your other blogs, in order to figure out if you were joking or if
you were actually complimenting him on a joke.

86. Peter Woit
June 3, 2005

Hi Barry,

Thanks for the parody of what string theorists are thinking these days. It was
very funny.

87. Alejandro Rivero
June 3, 2005

Perhaps there are several “Einteins” in the world, but since they cannot post in
ArXiv

ArXiV (and journal editors, generically) is not the problem, it just reflects the
community (and note I have been myself censured/blocked some times in the
past, sometimes due to content,
sometimes to -editor’s opinion- “spamming”). Do you remember these poor guys
in each macroconference trying to attract people into their poster? People knows
that, beyond the content, the probability of immediate use of any of these posters
is very low, and they do not care.

This guy, rejected the invitation because would pay the travel, etc. from his own
money.

A related problem is that in most countries even tenured teachers do not have
direct allowance for research expenses, and they need to get this money not
from the university they are, but from external sources.

Of course a single travel is a minor issue, and sometimes I have been lodged in
spare rooms of the conference lot, or in family houses. But as years go by, it
becomes a real nuissance. So for the dreams of independent research at tenure.

88. Alejandro Rivero
June 3, 2005



I’m just a guy doing fairly mathematical string theory. It’s not a surprise I don’t
know something in phenomenology

I acknowledge I was abusing a bit of empirical data by generalising from one guy
to the whole community.

Still, it is a pity how divided we have come. Part of the problem is that almost
nobody in hep-th (or math-ph) can remember why such or such topic is worthy of
study.

Myself I was just a guy studying non commutative geometry and then two years
ago some accident launched me to read phenomenologist papers. In the world of
hep-ph, closer to experiment, it becomes more evident that in the route to
success is not enough “calculation + publication + prediction”; you really need
to fit in the mainstream. Following the previous example, another semiempirical
formulae as the last year Minakata-Smirnov, which is neutrino related, have got
in a short time a higher level of awareness -measured as citations from different
authors and countries- that Koide’s, which is for charged leptons.

89. Quantoken
June 3, 2005

Some one said:
“The arXiv is purportedly “a means for specific communities of scientists to
exchange information.” One hundred years after 1905, a Swiss patent clerk
without a PhD in physics would surely have been locked out of the arXiv.

This swiss patent clerk would have gotten endorsed by his old adviser and posted
to his heart’s content.”

I say absolutely NO and there is absolutely not a single piece of evidence for it.
Notice we are now talking about A swiss patent clerk in the year 2005, whose
name is most probably not called Einstein, NOT the 1905 guy called Einstein.

Can you name just ONE recent ARXIV paper which is authored by an actual real
swiss patent clerk with no fame, with no Ph.D. and no academy institution
association? Can any one name even just one such paper?

Not a single one I would say!

There is no scientific evidence to suggest that any swiss patent clerks can
publish on today’s ARXIV, and plenty of evidences to suggest otherwise.

Rememeber Einstein was NOT a famous swiss patent clerk in 1905, he was an
average and no-name patent clerk back then, and needed to tutor high school
students to supplement family income.

Quantoken

90. Aaron Bergman
June 3, 2005



Well, I have already made have of my point  if nobody knows what papers are.

I’m just a guy doing fairly mathematical string theory. It’s not a surprise I don’t
know something in phenomenology. I notice that the PRD paper has 104 cites,
though, which makes it hard for me to believe that nobody knows what it is. But,
it’s out of my area so I can’t really comment much more.

The arXiv is purportedly “a means for specific communities of scientists to
exchange information.” One hundred years after 1905, a Swiss patent clerk
without a PhD in physics would surely have been locked out of the arXiv.

This swiss patent clerk would have gotten endorsed by his old adviser and posted
to his heart’s content.

91. Kostya
June 3, 2005

For anyone who is interested here is a link to t’Hooft’s lectures which he used in
his string theory class.
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/lectures/string.html
It’s a very nice introduction with many detailed computations that are usually
skipped in most textbooks.

92. mortain
June 3, 2005

Peter, hasn’t the length of this thread of comments set a record for comments on
your blog? I don’t recall seeing the number of comments on any of your other
blog posts reaching 100. It seems notable and even remarkable.

Juan R., I too thought that the arXiv’s ‘endorsement system’ is a terrible
development. Why did they have to change their ways after a decade or so
without such a system? They even had more funding directed to them in recent
years! “The growth in number of submissions to arXiv necessitates an automated
endorsement system” – well, why not use the additional funding to create more
personnel positions and not shut out people who take a courageous step into the
domain of academic physics? I think their reasons for the endorsement system
are utter crap. After all, I don’t recall the arXiv being swamped with crank
‘preprints’, and surely such ‘preprints’ only ever constituted a small fraction of
the total content of the arXiv since its inception.

Yet they claim that “we can continue to offer free and open Web access to all.”
Yeah, right. Only if you are ‘endorsed’ by those already able to post on the arXiv.
Maybe it has naturally become a mirror of the off-line world of selectivity on the
‘it’s who you know’ basis in secular physics departments. Or a sad reflection on
the state of the modern physics community.

The arXiv is purportedly “a means for specific communities of scientists to
exchange information.” One hundred years after 1905, a Swiss patent clerk
without a PhD in physics would surely have been locked out of the arXiv.

http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/lectures/string.html
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/lectures/string.html


93. Juan R.
June 3, 2005

Someone said

“Good luck being the next Einstein. If you’re good enough to revolutionize the
field while working outside of it, then you won’t need any of my advice. But, for
those of us who aren’t as smart as Einstein, there are better paths to take.”

Simply stupid and arrogant!!

“And, in the time since Einstein, can you name one physicist who wasn’t at a
research institution that made a revolutionary contribution?”

Perhaps there are several “Einteins” in the world, but since they cannot post in
ArXiv, as emphasized this year

Covert censorship by the physics preprint archive

by Brian Josephson (Nobel laureate for physics) (has you read his February open
letter to community?

nor pay expensive print requirements from their own money for publish in a JCP,
etc.

Curiously I know to one guy from outside of official academy that did a paper on
nanothermodynamics, and was formally invited by a organizer (who read him) of
an international conference on the topic.

This guy, rejected the invitation because would pay the travel, etc. from his own
money. No because he could not write a conference. In fact, that guy gave a
conference (in marine sciences) being an undergraduate student because its
previous institution payed it.

94. Alejandro
June 3, 2005

Sorry the duplicate. Peter has put a “blocking system” that confused me; I was
attending to a student (ah, exams) and at the same time pressing the “Post”
button

95. Alejandro Rivero
June 3, 2005

There are 245 papers under ‘Koide’ on SPIRES. You’re going to have to be a bit
more specific.

Well, I have already made have of my point  if nobody knows what papers are.
But the two more recent show the formula and references, so one can start from
the references, for instance, of hep-ph/0505028

http://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/~bdj10/archivefreedom/main.html
http://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/~bdj10/archivefreedom/main.html
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B609,309
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B609,309


The earlier references online are Phys.Lett.B120:161,1983 and
Phys.Rev.D28:252,1983

96. Alejandro Rivero
June 3, 2005

There are 245 papers under ‘Koide’ on SPIRES. You’re going to have to be a bit
more specific.

Well, I have already made have of my point  if nobody knows what papers are.
But the two more recent show the formula and references, so one can start from
the references, for instance, of hep-ph/0505028

The earlier references online are Phys.Lett.B120:161,1983 and
Phys.Rev.D28:252,1983

97. M
June 3, 2005

I think it is worth echoing some of Aaron’s words:

“So, if you want to have fun speculating occasionally, that’s cool, but in the
meantime you should also publish results that people can point at when they
want to hire you. If you want to put in the time and energy that generating a new
theory of quantum gravity will probably entail, it’s probably a good idea to wait…
The point being is that, before you have tenure, and to a lesser extent even
afterwards, you have to produce. I’m sorry you find this offensive, but it’s just
the way things are.”

Those are hard words, but in my opinion probably on the mark. I am somewhat
of an idealist myself; if it isn’t possible to look beyond the horizon, explore some
ideas outside the mainstream and feel a passion about gaining understanding
and (hopefully) making a real contribution to physics, then physics becomes “a
job” and loses much of its appeal. As a grad student myself, I am sympathetic to
Scott’s and others’ point of view. But, as Aaron indicates, you still have to live in
a results-oriented society…

As in business, if you aren’t producing you are a lot less likely to remain
employed, and if you aren’t succeeding at some level others are likely to ignore
you and your ideas. If a research institution is looking to hire someone or a
funding agency is looking at grant proposals, they will want to feel reassured
that the people they choose will actually produce something. That is human; who
wouldn’t think that way? If you had two acquaintances who wanted to borrow
money from you, would you rather lend to the one who had a track record of
being conscientious and trustworthy or the one whom you knew little or nothing
about in terms of their trustworthiness? Institutions and funding agencies have
plenty of choices; why not go with the “safest” people? Idealism is good for your
(and my) own motivation, but other people would rather take a risk on someone
with a track record.

It’s a harsh world out there for the seeker of knowledge and understanding for

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B120,161
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B120,161
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHRVA,D28,252
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHRVA,D28,252
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B609,309
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B609,309
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B120,161
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHLTA,B120,161
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHRVA,D28,252
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHRVA,D28,252


its own sake…

98. Scott
June 3, 2005

Barry,

Honestly if we aren’t intelegent enough to realize that not all landscapers are
adament about the antropic principle or to think that string theorists in general
agree with peter that the game is over why would you care what we think as that
would obviously make us retarded. Obviously the people doing research in string
theory have different oppinions on it then peter.

20 years not long? its only one less then i’ve been alive. 20 years and still no
testable predictions? Maybe you should look back on 20th century physics and
see how much things progressed(by which I of course mean more and more
predictions being made and verified more experimental results being explained)
every 20 years.

“This is what an ambitious student should be aiming to do”

Isn’t that what you guys have been trying to do for the last 20 years? Why should
all ambitious students tie themselve down to one theory that has gone
nowhere(aka made no verified predictions) in 20 years?

99. Barry O'Genesis
June 3, 2005

I’m very impressed by Aaron’s original contribution to this thread and I would
like to underline some of his points, especially for the benefit of any students or
prospective students who might be reading this.

Aaron said:

“So, hopefully without sounding horribly condescending, I just want to point out
that Peter’s blog does not present a good idea about how things are.”

This is absolutely correct. I do not see any signs of despair among the string
theorists I know, including the landscapers. Maybe they *should* be despairing,
but they aren’t. So people reading this blog should not come away believing that
the “game is over” as a result of Kachru’s latest.

“Flux stabilization seems to have, much to the disappointment of many, led to an
overabundance of vacua. This has led to a number of different proposals on how
to deal with this, including anthropic arguments.”

Actually very few landscapers are really convinced anthropoids. The anthropoids
are just better at writing popular science books. Also note that not all
landscapers are convinced that the landscape is really all that large.

“It is not correct, however, to say that the field is consumed with this. The
number of papers that deal with anthropic arguments do not even approach one



half or one quarter. Most of us are perfectly happy to go on with our own
projects and leave the anthropic stuff to the occasional dinner table argument.”

This is true, but by the way it is not so clear that it is such a good thing. I would
much rather see more people working on the landscape than on chern-simons
theory, for instance….

“Even after 20 and more years, my feeling is that we do not understand string
theory but that there is every indication that there is something there to
understand.”

This is the key point, isn’t it? Is 20 years a long time or a short time? I would say
that it is extremely short.

“Some argue, then, that there should be research alternatives. There are two
answers to that. In terms of quantum gravity, there just aren’t that many games
out there, and there’s not much market for the sort of speculation that could lead
to a new direction — that sort of thing, much like the interpretation of quantum
mechanics, should be left to the tenured.”

Another key point. Remember: *every* crackpot out there regards himself as an
unjustly neglected iconoclast. By the time you get tenure, or indeed long before
that, you should have grown up enough to realize that if you can make some tiny
but real contribution to the mainstream you will be doing a lot better than most
people.

“But, it’s also possible that, as we understand the theory better and better,
maybe some of those vacua fall away, or maybe we find universal predictions of
the theory that apply for all physically realistic vacua. We’ll never know if we
don’t try.”

Exactly. This is what an ambitious student should be aiming to do, not to find a
job as a patent clerk who will totally revolutionize physics by means of a simple
application of the theory of left pseudo-heaps.

100. D R Lunsford
June 3, 2005

Back to the topic sort of,

This is a very good physicky lecture on Clifford algebraicana:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0506011

-drl

101. Aaron Bergman
June 3, 2005

There are 245 papers under ‘Koide’ on SPIRES. You’re going to have to be a bit
more specific.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0506011
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0506011


102. D R Lunsford
June 3, 2005

People will pay attention if you can surprise them with something they already
know.

-drl

103. Alejandro Rivero
June 3, 2005

If you can calculate something people will listen

Not “something” but “almost everything”. Look at Koide’s work. Published in
Phys Rev D and other journals, including a prediction (mass of tau) that was
verified exactly (not within one or two sigmas, but just in the gaussian peak) ten
years after the publication. But the original interpretation, in the context of
preons, needs of a lot more of calculations to jump from “model” to “theory” and,
not being mainstream, nobody is going to waste time on it. Nor to try another
explanation.

You only get attention if you can calculate AND your calculations are reusable in
current work of other people.

104. D R Lunsford
June 3, 2005

Ok thanks mike, if you wouldn’t mind, could you drop an email telling me what
was claimed and what is known?

-drl

105. June 2, 2005

…and don’t forget the free BBQs and afternoon teas.

106. June 2, 2005

>>Aaah! But that’s where you’re wrong. I know of a >>number of smart people
that have been doing PhDs >>for well over 10 years.

>And getting paid?

One can get by on remarkably little as a student. One can always earn a bit of
money tutoring, waitressing or whatever.

107. Aaron Bergman
June 2, 2005

Aaah! But that’s where you’re wrong. I know of a number of smart people that
have been doing PhDs for well over 10 years.



And getting paid?

So long as they keep coming up with good ideas that other academics can get
credit for, they won’t be kicked out.

The “good ideas” being very important there.

108. June 2, 2005

Aaron: “If he had done that graduate school, there’s a good chance they’d have
thrown him out if he didn’t have some good intermediate results.”

Aaah! But that’s where you’re wrong. I know of a number of smart people that
have been doing PhDs for well over 10 years. So long as they keep coming up
with good ideas that other academics can get credit for, they won’t be kicked
out.

109. Scott
June 2, 2005

…like the development of relativity instead or…

110. Scott
June 2, 2005

well, ok I think I understand your position a little better now. Personally I am not
going to worry that much about towing the line after I get a PHD because then I
will be able to if nothing else at least publish on arxiv even without a job.

personally,I think that quantum gravity in the end will end up being not as hard
as we think, just that the basic ideas that leads to it just hasn’t been thought up
and explored yet. Also I think it is because people are trying to solve the problem
all at once like the development instead of by increments like the developments
of quantum mechanics.

111. Aaron Bergman
June 2, 2005

so while you think non-tenured can i guess get away with writing some
speculative papers(this being a strange definition of speculative that doesn’t
include stringtheory papers) you think they shouldn’t do so.

Speculative in this case meaning outside the mainstream. And, generally, yes,
young researchers won’t get very far spending their entire time outside the
mainstream. The reason why is not that this is somehow transgressive, but that
generally you won’t accomplish anything. It’s easy to speculate vaguely, but it’s
very, very, very hard to get concrete results, ie, do calculations. Nobody wants to
hear your ideas on what quantum gravity should be — everybody has them. If
you can calculate something people will listen, but there’s a reason that quantum
gravity has remained unsolved for fifty years: it ain’t easy.

So, if you want to have fun speculating occasionally, that’s cool, but in the



meantime you should also publish results that people can point at when they
want to hire you. If you want to put in the time and energy that generating a new
theory of quantum gravity will probably entail, it’s probably a good idea to wait.
Wiles, once he had tenure, was able to put aside seven years to work out
Taniyama-Shimura. If he had done that graduate school, there’s a good chance
they’d have thrown him out if he didn’t have some good intermediate results.

The point being is that, before you have tenure, and to a lesser extent even
afterwards, you have to produce. I’m sorry you find this offensive, but it’s just
the way things are.

112. Scott
June 2, 2005

oops that last sentence should have ended in a question mark.

113. Scott
June 2, 2005

I didn’t say I would be the next einstein my point was the non tenured often are
the ones with the revolutionary ideas, I simply took the most extreme example of
this that i could think of. Just a reminder of your origninal statement.

“there’s not much market for the sort of speculation that could lead to a new
direction — that sort of thing, much like the interpretation of quantum
mechanics, should be left to the tenured.”

so while you think non-tenured can i guess get away with writing some
speculative papers(this being a strange definition of speculative that doesn’t
include stringtheory papers) you think they shouldn’t do so.

114. Aaron Bergman
June 2, 2005

Good luck being the next Einstein. If you’re good enough to revolutionize the
field while working outside of it, then you won’t need any of my advice. But, for
those of us who aren’t as smart as Einstein, there are better paths to take.

And, in the time since Einstein, can you name one physicist who wasn’t at a
research institution that made a revolutionary contribution?

Just as another random note, many people seem to have missed the part where I
said that one can intersperse the more speculative papers with the mainstream
stuff.

115. Scott
June 2, 2005

Aaron how about my example(though I didn’t state it explicitly and just listed
patent clerk as a job where you could still work on physics ideas at the same
time) of Einstein who did not even work at a school at all let alone have tenure



when he published his 1905 papers.

116. June 2, 2005

er… “not”=”now” in previous posting. I must use the preview button…

117. Alejandro Rivero
June 2, 2005

“When I was younger I had ideas but no skills, not I have skills but ideas are
scarce”. Heard to a tenured teacher time ago. Consider also that the tenure
track is very long, some people getting it when they are near 40 years old.

118. Aaron Bergman
June 2, 2005

I will leave it to the readers of this blog to decide for themselves to what extent
my brief summary is accurate or useful in the context of my comment to this
blog, the point of which is:
If ‘t Hooft had waited for tenure to pursue an approach that his adviser Veltman
“could not believe”, then the acceptance of the electroweak model would have at
best been delayed substantially.

You miss the point. ‘t Hooft was working in a well established direction. He was
working on theories that had been around for years (if in somewhat disrepute for
a period). This is exactly the opposite of what I said someone should wait for
tenure to work on. Your problem seems to be that Veltman didn’t believe that ‘t
Hooft could do it. Fine, but I never said people shouldn’t work on things because
their advisers don’t believe in them (or, more likely in this case, are threatened
by them.) Your example is simply inapposite.

(And his current ideas on quantum mechanics are not Bohmian mechanics.)

119. June 2, 2005

On that 6-sphere paper: While I’m definitely very far from being an expert on the
subject, I heard the author (who is, by the way, a physicist) talking about it a
month ago, and it seemed to be seriously flawed to me then (even without
understanding the details). Of course this means just about nothing, but that was
my impression.

120. mike
June 2, 2005

The 6-sphere paper was at math.DG/0505634, but has since been withdrawn.

121. D R Lunsford
June 2, 2005

Someone mentioned complex structure on 6-sphere – do you have a direct
reference?



-drl

122. D R Lunsford
June 2, 2005

PS – kids probably still say “Thank God I’m done with density matrices!”

-drl

123. D R Lunsford
June 2, 2005

Peter said “I don’t think smart people will go into physics any more…”

Well difficulties didn’t stop you! You have no faith in these youngsters? It’s the
same stuff to figure out after all.

-drl

124. Tony Smith
June 2, 2005

Aaron seems to disagree with my brief summary of ‘t Hooft’s experience with
renormalization of the electroweak model. My summary was primarily based on
the following quotes from The Second Creation, by Crease and Mann (Macmillan
1986):
“… Early in 1971, Veltman had a conversation with ‘t Hooft that he has never
forgotten, the interchange went as follows:
M.V.: I do not care what and how, but what we must have is at least one
renormalizable theory with massive charged vector bosons, and whether that
looks like Nature is of no concern, those are details that will be fixed later by
some model freak …
G.’t H.: I can do that.
M.V.: What do you say?
G.’t H.: I can do that.
“And this he could not believe,” ‘t Hooft said years later …
…
To Steven Weinberg, ‘t Hooft’s proof just seemed like hand-waving. Then he
heard that his friend … Benjamin Lee … was working on it … Besides lending ‘t
Hooft’s work his considerable prestige, Lee spent most of August translating it
into a form other theorists could comprehend. “I was really impressed with that,”
Weinberg recalled …”.

I will leave it to the readers of this blog to decide for themselves to what extent
my brief summary is accurate or useful in the context of my comment to this
blog, the point of which is:
If ‘t Hooft had waited for tenure to pursue an approach that his adviser Veltman
“could not believe”, then the acceptance of the electroweak model would have at
best been delayed substantially.

In other words, I feel that Aaron’s “wait for tenure” prescription is bad for



physics, although it may be a good strategy for achieving Aaron’s stated primary
goal: to get a job.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

125. dan
June 1, 2005

is it true that LQG has a good semiclassical limit, a large volume limit with a
positive cosmological constant with the kodama state?

126. Peter
June 1, 2005

David,

I’m not convinced I’m the one that’s confused about the Stony Brook workshop.
It’s entitled “Geometry of String Vacua”, and the scientific description, in toto,
reads “A deeper understanding of the geometry of string compacitification has
become increasingly important in connecting string theory to the real world, in
the context of early universe cosmology as well as collider physics” (by the way,
the idea that studying these compactifications has anything to do with collider
physics is pretty funny). Among the speakers listed are Denef, Douglas, Kachru,
Kashani-Poor and Silverstein, all of whom work on flux compactifications. More
of the speakers work in this area than work on topological strings. If this is a
workshop mainly devoted to topological strings, why does it need to be
advertised as one devoted to physical string backgrounds?

127. June 1, 2005

Is this the same t’Hooft who had made some, uh, jokes about his former advisor
much in the same way that Veltman would have done so about himself?

128. stephen
June 1, 2005

Drl,

No ‘Quantum Computer’ will ever be able to out perform a ‘scaled up classical
computer.’ by Gerard t’Hooft

Yes. I tried to present this point before.

I think he is asking us to think differently for a reason?

129. D R Lunsford
June 1, 2005

Wow, t’Hooft uses Bohmian mechanics to gainsay quantum computing. Nice!

-drl

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/thooft/oh/22.html
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/thooft/oh/22.html
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/thooft/oh/22.html
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/thooft/oh/22.html


130. stephen
June 1, 2005

Perhaps Quantum Gravity can be Handled by thoroughly reconsidering Quantum
Mechanics itself?Gerard t’ Hooft

131. david
June 1, 2005

“The problem with landscape studies is….there are an ever increasing number of
people studying the Kachru et al Rube Goldberg machines. Stony Brook’s yearly
workshop on mathematical physics will be devoted to this this summer.”

No it won’t. It will be devoted, as in the previous two years, to topological string
theory. The phrase in the conference description that’s confusing you refers to
vafa’s recent work in this direction.

132. Juan R.
June 1, 2005

Aaron said,

No. There just isn’t. Go work on inflation. Go work on electroweak symmetry
breaking. Go work on dark matter. Go work on large extra dimensions. Go work
on baryogenesis. Go work on susy breaking. Nobody, and I mean nobody, is
forcing anyone to go into string theory. I don’t know where you get this idea that
there is only one ‘approved topic’. It’s just not true.

I am not in the game directly, but heard people like Glasgow, Phil, or Peter
claiming the contrary.

I read to Vafa claiming that ST may be present in any important physics
departament. I heard to physicists claiming by brutal presure for following the
last string fad in their laboratories.

I read a string theorist claiming that many string researchers do not believe in
it!!

I read to Witten, B. Greene… Greene claims that ST is the only game in the city.
An undergraduate student contacted with me saiyng exactly that, there is two
options: ST or nothing.

If he is not informed probably will chose an string career.

Several people contacted with me and explained that leaved physics because
either one studied ST or one leaved the field. That was said to me by a PhD on
string theory now working outside of physics.

That and your posts on LQG, indicate that you may live in a different world.
Alice?

133. Aaron Bergman

http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/thooft/oh/04.html
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/kitp25/thooft/oh/04.html
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June 1, 2005

The problem with landscape studies is not just the loony-tunes people in high
places who have abandoned doing science to promote anthropism. There are an
ever increasing number of people studying the Kachru et al Rube Goldberg
machines.

All I can do is point to the papers on hep-th. I just skimmed through the ‘recent’
search and counted a grand total of one paper on the landscape. A search on
‘landscape’ in the title or abstract gives 31 papers in the past year. ‘Flux vacua’
gives 37. Hardly a deluge.

The problem with the idea that young physicists should just keep their head
down, and work on approved topics until they get tenure is that right now, in
fundamental particle theory, there is only one approved topic.

No. There just isn’t. Go work on inflation. Go work on electroweak symmetry
breaking. Go work on dark matter. Go work on large extra dimensions. Go work
on baryogenesis. Go work on susy breaking. Nobody, and I mean nobody, is
forcing anyone to go into string theory. I don’t know where you get this idea that
there is only one ‘approved topic’. It’s just not true.

I think I’ve said this three times now. If you don’t believe me, go to the Rumor
Mill and click on the names of people offered jobs to see what they have worked
on. It’s all there in black and white (and some blue, too).

134. D R Lunsford
June 1, 2005

I think kids should spend a lot of time haunting the journal stacks in the local
library – oh wait the Internet replaced all that – my bad.

-drl

135. Peter
June 1, 2005

My, my, I go away for the day and look what happens here.

This week I’m commuting down to a conference at Rutgers, and today gave a
talk there on loop groups and QFT. After the conference is over I’ll probably
write something here about it.

Some comments on the comments:

I saw the preprint claiming to find a complex structure on the six-sphere. When I
get a chance I’ll check with an expert to see if this seems like it might be real.

Mortain:

I thought about mentioning Lax’s Abel prize, but I don’t know Lax, or really
anything about his work, so skipped it since I didn’t feel I had anything really to

http://www.physics.wm.edu/~calvin/
http://www.physics.wm.edu/~calvin/
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say about that.

I’ve been aware of the “not even wrong” phrase for longer than I can remember,
I didn’t get it from Veltman. As I sometimes point out, I don’t necessarily have
anything against speculative ideas that are “not even wrong”, many good ideas
start out this way. I’m glad you enjoy the non-string theory posts, some of which
are about things that are not even wrong, some about things that are right.
Actually, string theory is slowly moving out of the “not even wrong” category to
the “wrong” category.

I’ll stay away from fights about LQG, and just point out that if the number of
people doing string theory now was the same as the number doing LQG, I
wouldn’t have a problem with string theory. And the idea that LQG hype is on
anything like the scale of string theory hype is pretty laughable.

A few comments about what Aaron had to say (and I’m glad he’s taking the time
to give his point of view here):

While we agree string theory is in the doldrums, I don’t think the nineties was a
“fruitful” period for particle theory. Pick any decade during the past century and
I think you can come up with many more important advances than what
happened in the nineties. The nineties were the doldrums, what is happening
now is much worse.

The problem with landscape studies is not just the loony-tunes people in high
places who have abandoned doing science to promote anthropism. There are an
ever increasing number of people studying the Kachru et al Rube Goldberg
machines. Stony Brook’s yearly workshop on mathematical physics will be
devoted to this this summer. The infinite landscape provides an infinite number
of relatively easy research problems that people can work on, happily thinking
that they’re on the cutting edge of research. While there are lots of easy
problems to work on, none of them have the most remote chance of having
anything to do with physics. Sometimes you don’t need to do calculations like
this to know that the result can’t be interesting.

The problem with the idea that young physicists should just keep their head
down, and work on approved topics until they get tenure is that right now, in
fundamental particle theory, there is only one approved topic. And it’s a topic
that sensible young people quickly see is highly unappealing and won’t ever lead
anywhere. So, the danger is that, rather than spend ten years working on what
they can tell is a bad idea, smart people just aren’t going to go into particle
theory anymore. I’m afraid I already see this happening.

136. Kea
May 31, 2005

“Work hard on some well-defined problems, write good papers, get your PhD’s
and only later, when you get tenure should you think about these big problems”

Some of us suspect that t’Hooft also knows perfectly well that anyone who loves
Physics enough to think for themselves will probably ignore this advice.



137. Kea - anonymous
May 31, 2005

Aaron: “What I’ll say is that’s just how the world is: you need to get a job.”

Hah! Not in my world. What a load of arrogant bullshit you sprout.

138. jeff
May 31, 2005

“If ‘t Hooft had followed Aaron’s prescription, he (‘t Hooft) would have
submissively abandoned his proof and assumed that he was too dumb to even
understand how flawed his work must have been.”

Funny you should mention this. One of the best advice I’ve ever gotten was from
‘tHooft: At a conference some years ago (when I just started as a grad student) a
bunch of us young students were clamouring around the guy to talk to him and
someone asked him about his (then recent) work on holography, quantum
determinism etc. His said that he was more than happy to speak to us about it
but first wanted to know where in our physics careers we were to which the
response was “beginning graduate students”. His reply was that before he tells
us about this stuff he would just like to offer a little advice: work hard on some
well-defined problems, write good papers, get your PhD’s and only later, when
you get tenure should you think about these “big problems”.

139. May 31, 2005

A paper was just posted on math.DG arxiv claiming to construct a complex
structure on the 6-dimensional sphere (it was thought not to exist, but nobody
could prove that…)

140. May 31, 2005

Hi
Peter,
you mention,

“whereas I do see some hope that if one better understands the structure of the
standard model, one may be able to get to quantum gravity from there.”
whereas it maybe possible that the converse is true. i.e., only by trying to study
gravity or
thinking of ways to marry gravity with other forces , can one understand the
structure of standard model in detail. Heck we
still do not know if GR is the correct classical theory of gravity since it hasn’t
been tested as accurately as the other 3 forces in strong \
gravity limit. So I don’t think there is anything wrong if people are not studying
particle phenomenology and instead spending time on trying to unite gravity
with quantum mechanics. Maybe
particle phenomenology has reached a limit.
In fact I would argue that there should be more people working on studying and
understanding GR in detail, classical alternatives to GR, and other approaches to



QG besides string theory and LQG.
In fact there are very few people working on
“gravitation phenomenology” i.e. trying to undderstand various gravitational
based experiments such as data from binary pulsar, gravity probe B, lunar laser
ranging etc.

141. May 31, 2005

The problem with waiting until you get tenure is thas after years as a graduate
school, years as a postdoc and years as a junior faculty making all sorts of
compromises, you gradually and eventually change into becoming “one of them”
without even noticing and assuming you are mainstream enough to get tenure,
meaning you can act mainstream enough, decades of pretending will eventually
get to you before then and you will start to believe…

That is the way the system works. By the time you get tenure, you have been
throroughly brainwashed and completely orthodox. See, it’s usually the younger
generation which forms the leading edge.

142. Aaron Bergman
May 31, 2005

The key event leading to the acceptance of the electroweak component of the
standard model was ‘t Hooft’s proof of renormalizability. At the time, not only
was ‘t Hooft merely a grad student (certainly not tenured), and his tenured
adviser (Veltman) not only did not understand what ‘t Hooft had done, Veltman
did not beleive that his student ‘t Hooft was correct or even capable of solving
such a problem. If ‘t Hooft had followed Aaron’s prescription, he (‘t Hooft) would
have submissively abandoned his proof and assumed that he was too dumb to
even understand how flawed his work must have been.

Hardly. For a history, you can see Weinberg’s recollections.

143. Tony Smith
May 31, 2005

Aaron said: “… Some argue, then, that there should be research alternatives.
There are two answers to that.
In terms of quantum gravity, there just aren’t that many games out there, and
there’s not much market for the sort of speculation that could lead to a new
direction — that sort of thing, much like the interpretation of quantum
mechanics, should be left to the tenured. …
But the second answer to the question is the more important, because it really
belies much of the impression that one might get from this blog. The simple fact
of the matter is that there are alternatives in high energy to working in strings …
phenomenology or cosmology …”.

With respect to Aaron’s second answer, phenomenology and cosmology are not
alternatives in fundamental theoretical physics, and are not in direct competition
with superstring theory. Aaron only lists one competitor of superstring theory,
that is, LQG, and he dismisses it by saying “… it is fraught with difficulties, not

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0401010
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0401010


the least of which are the lack of a classical limit and a bizarre quantization
procedure which, if applied to a theory like the standard model, gets physically
incorrect answers. …”.

That leads to Aaron’s first answer, which is that a fundamental theoretical
physics alternative to superstring theory “… should be left to the tenured …”.

The key event leading to the acceptance of the electroweak component of the
standard model was ‘t Hooft’s proof of renormalizability. At the time, not only
was ‘t Hooft merely a grad student (certainly not tenured), and his tenured
adviser (Veltman) not only did not understand what ‘t Hooft had done, Veltman
did not beleive that his student ‘t Hooft was correct or even capable of solving
such a problem. If ‘t Hooft had followed Aaron’s prescription, he (‘t Hooft) would
have submissively abandoned his proof and assumed that he was too dumb to
even understand how flawed his work must have been.
Fortunately for physics, ‘t Hooft did not follow Aaron’s prescription and
maintained the correctness of his work even in the face of his adviser’s contrary
opinion, and Ben Lee did the hard work necessary to understand ‘t Hooft’s proof
and to recommend it to the physics community.
Aaron could say that the key element was the validation by tenured and
respected Ben Lee, but the proof by untenured student ‘t Hooft was also
necessary, and would not have happened had ‘t Hooft followed Aaron’s
prescription.
When you look at today’s world of fundamental theoretical physics, it seems that
there are no Ben Lee type people who are willing to work hard to understand
anything outside of their own little boxes, and that amost all of their little boxes
are superstring boxes.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

144. Juan R.
May 31, 2005

Aaron Bergman

said ?I don’t believe a scattering amplitude has ever been computed in LQG.?

I am not sure of this because I not revised recent literature on the topic. I think
that now graviton-graviton scattering amplitudes can be computed from LQG.
Still is not that I said in my previous post.

I believe that computation of black hole entropy has ?been done? for black holes
far more realistic than from ST.

Hawking radiation, elimination of ultraviolet divergences in QFT, cosmological
inflation, unobserved supersymmetry, and others are best explained in LQG.
String theory does not explain nothing of that, absence of ultraviolet is still
debatable, and supersymmetry is, at best of my knowledge, a crucial piece of the
theory, still nobody observed it in laboratory.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


?This goes back to Wheeler and possibly before.?

Hum!! I was not speaking about geometrodynamics, I believe.

?Unitarity violations are also an old idea.? Of course!!

?String theory, on the other hand, really is unitary.? This is still debatable, the
best proof by Schwartz is some like his recent ?I believe that string theory is
unitary?.

anonymous

I said

?What if the failure of quantization of GR is on that GR is not correct after all??

Of course I wanted to be provocative. Let me rewritte.

We want quantize GR, are we sure of that GR is correct before our attempts to
quantize it?

Penrose is a relativist. He claim that in some test GR is tested at order of 10^12
(I believe) and claim for an adaptation of QM to GR. I ask: are those test
completely infallible? Is GR the correct approach to gravitation? Note that I am
not talking about possible Planck scale modifications of GR.

Initially, I took as completely true GR and studied its basis. However, a problem
of confrontation of symmetries obligated to me to reconsider my thinking.

Sincerely I am not sure still, but I think that GR is not so correct and verified like
I thought only a year ago!! The surprising is that some specialists in gravitation
think the same. For example in a recent PR-D of last year the author says

?[…]the correct relativistic gravitational theory may be of a kind not generally
considered hitherto??

At what extension GR is correct or incorrect. I think that first we would study
this before claim for quantization.

Quantoken said

?No, no one is a culpable of the stringy failure and no one should be held
responsible for the “failure”. Nature is the nature way it is and it would not have
changed anything because somethign the researchers have tried or have not
tried. If the nature is not 10-D, then it is not 10-D, and you can get a super-
Einstein to research string theory, and he would not get anything different. He
would not be able to force the nature to become 10-D. Only God can do that.?

I was obviously being provocative. The emphasis was in that string theorist are
unable to recognize, still today, that they choose a wrong way that instead of
studyng like nature is, they choose obligate to nature to be like they want to be. I
was referring to scientific methodology



145. Scott
May 31, 2005

man this has strayed far from peter’s blog hope he doesn’t mind.

this is the internet people get snarky(i’m not really even sure what that means)
rude. My point was that people care about having a job more then they care
about following the research paths that inspire them whether it be a new try at
QG or any number of the cases of fine tuning and other problems to be explained
The only advantage to having a job as far as I can see is being able to form close
working relations with the other faculty which is nice don’t get me wrong but I
won’t loose the relationships i will make in grad school completely if I don’t get a
job, I can still think about physics and try to come up with new ideas even if i am
working as a carpentor a schoolteacher a beggar a writer or even a patent clerk.
Maybe I won’t come up with anything successful or maybe I will, who knows.

146. Amused
May 31, 2005

>What I’ll say is that’s just how the world is: you need to get a job.

Yeah, what is the alternative ? To join the club of crackpots and failed physicists
who find their purpose in life in proclaiming failure of what thousands of other,
hard working physicists are doing…finding comfort in mutual shoulder padding
and the belief, all those others must be wrong.

147. Aaron Bergman
May 31, 2005

“your goal after graduate school is to get a job”

I think i understand what happened to particle physics now, thanks.

The temptation to be snarky here is almost irresistible. What I’ll say is that’s just
how the world is: you need to get a job.

So, the question is how do people make their decisions on who to hire. They’re
not going to give you a postdoc much less tenure based on nothing. You have to
be able to show that you can produce real research. Now, you can spend
graduate school trying to find a new theory of quantum gravity, but odds are
you’ll fail. People have been failing at it for fifty years. It’s hard. And, then, you’ll
be stuck with nothing but easy speculation and no job prospects.

What some people do is to work in the wacky stuff while generally doing
mainstream stuff. To pick an example, Max Tegmark writes on the interpretaion
of quantum mechanics, but if you check out his papers, you can see that the vast
majority of his stuff is quite grounded.

What it comes down to is that, in order to succeed, you have to show that you
can produce. And the way to do that is to work on tractable problems. But, I wish
you luck in whatever you end up trying to do. Maybe you’ll succeed. We all hope

http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+tegmark/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+tegmark/0/1/0/all/0/1


someone will, eventually.

148. Scott
May 31, 2005

“your goal after graduate school is to get a job”

I think i understand what happened to particle physics now, thanks.

149. Aaron Bergman
May 31, 2005

It is arrogance of the highest order to conclude that the failure of string theory
to predict means a failure of fundamental physics in general. We do, after all,
have all the successful theories developed before string theory came on the
scene.

Who’s doing that? In fact, the success of the standard model is precisely an
example (if the landscape, god forbid, turns out to be true) of certain generic
predictions that hold for all realistic vacua.

150. Aaron Bergman
May 31, 2005

While I can’t speak for mortain I can tell you that I didn’t first decide that i
wouldn’t go into string theory from this blog, nor does all of my limited
knowledge in strings come from it.

I’m not here to recruit anyone. There are more jobs in other fields. If you find
them interesting, I highly recommend pursuing them.

I don’t like your assumptions that i am incapable of thinking for myself and was
tricked by peter.

I’m not claiming anyone is ‘tricked’. I just recalled my experience about getting
an impression of a field from an internet forum and noted that I certainly got a
misleading impression.

This I also found rather unappealing:

“there’s not much market for the sort of speculation that could lead to a new
direction — that sort of thing, much like the interpretation of quantum
mechanics, should be left to the tenured.”

If there is no “game” in physics(particle or cosmology) that attracts me I plan,
and already have a couple of spare ideas floating around my head that need
development, on making my own “game” or I will fail trying untill someone else
makes a “game” i’m interested in, whether the tenured want me to or not.

like chris said just cause this one model of how you think things might work is
unpredictive doesn’t mean there isn’t another model out there that is, me I’m
going to keep looking for that next model



I wish you luck because you will need it. The simple fact of the matter is that
your goal after graduate school is to get a job, and the way to do that is to write
papers that others read and cite. It might not be the ideal way for the world to
work, but that’s just life. The good news is that, if you can play the game well
enough and get tenure, you can do whatever you want. That, after all, is the
point of tenure. But until then, it’s good to work on the tractable problems and
get a record people can look at when application time comes around.

151. Aaron Bergman
May 31, 2005

Questions such as corrections to scattering amplitudes (via E-p relationships)

I don’t believe a scattering amplitude has ever been computed in LQG

BH entropy (including computation of logarithmic corrections, etc)

LQG has not computed the black hole entropy either. There has not even, to my
knowledge, been an identification of a black hole state in the theory.

Hawking radiation, elimination of ultraviolet divergences in QFT, cosmological
inflation, unobserved supersymmetry, and others are best explained in LQG;

LQG has next to nothing to say about any of these.

CY is just a “standard” differential manifold. The substitution of macro spacetime
by a kind of quantum foam was first introduced in LQG, etc.

This goes back to Wheeler and possibly before.

Even possible violations of unitary were first introduced in LQG and only recently
in certain noncommutative geometries in brane theory.

Unitarity violations are also an old idea. String theory, on the other hand, really
is unitary.

And this is what I mean by LQG hype….

152. Scott
May 31, 2005

Chris,

Thanks for the advice, motivating myself to work on stuff that I’m not really
wanting to do is one of my biggests problems my plan is to apply to whichever
grad schools will give me the most freedom in my research. Speaking of
motivating myself to do things i’m going to go finish my lab write-up.

153. mortain
May 31, 2005

Previous comment was a mortain comment; accidentally omitted pseudonym.



154. May 31, 2005

Yes, anonymous, I am frustrated. I’m glad I’m not the only one. Thank you for
your comment on this (it’s helped).

To Scott: yes, I think you are entering at a good time, too. Hopefully there will be
lots of experimental discoveries soon, leading to new theories and a reshaping of
fundamental particle physics. Maybe the LHC is just what we need to oust string
theory, perhaps analogously to Michelson-Morley’s experiment demolishing the
aether. I got my PhD two years ago, by the way. I wish I’d been reading a blog
like this as an under-graduate!

Hey, Chris, I did just that… and afterwards got nowhere very fast in physics or in
life, sadly.

“What if the failure of quantization of GR is on that GR is not correct after all?”
That is a worrying thought, at least for me, Juan R. I suppose the converse, as far
as conventional approaches to QG go, is Penrose’s kind of view, i.e. that QM
requires modification, and not GR. Either way, I find possibilities like these very
discomforting. One fact I’ve never gotten over is that some special materials
(whilst in Earth’s gravitational field) do not obey GR [see, e.g., Clifford’s article
in ‘300 Years of Gravitation’]… what’s that all about!? Just quantum corrections
to GR, or a problem with GR?

Peter, was it Pauli or Veltman-quoting-Pauli who inspired your blog’s name? If
string theory did die, would you change the name of your blog? I believe that
your blog would be no less interesting or worthy if string theory didn’t exist.
Incidentally, did you notice that Peter Lax won the 2005 Abel Prize this month?
I’m almost certain that you made posts about the other previous Abel Prize
winners (all three of them), and I wondered if you were planning a post about
Lax.

155. Ed Z
May 31, 2005

I’ve been following a lot of the string theory news for years now in the press as
well as in the arXiv (with very limited understanding) and by searching the
internet for articles and blogs. It seems to me that there are a few camps out
there with particularly strong views either in favor of this theory or that theory,
and frequently they take their theories and any challenges to their theories quite
personally, which I suppose is fine, as long as it contributes to the progress of
science.

On the other hand, it seems that the politicization [sp?] that is so prevalent in the
US now with the Conservatives and the Liberals squaring off in every possible
forum is spilling over into high-energy physics theory. Is this how things were in
the early days just before the quantum revolution, or is it somehow different?

To me the picture of an ideal physicist is someone who is deeply interested in
understanding how nature works, and does so objectively, and realizes that
despite the advances that science has made so far, nature always seems to throw



a few curve balls in with every round of pitches, and we have to be prepared for
them, if we hope to hit a home run.

156. Quantoken
May 31, 2005

Some one said:

“But the culpable of failure of stringy endeavor is not Nature, nor Lotto, nor
Peter, nor Glasgow, nor Phil, nor… nor this ignorant called Juan R. The problem
was the arrogance of string theorists.”

No, no one is a culpable of the stringy failure and no one should be held
responsible for the “failure”. Nature is the nature way it is and it would not have
changed anything because somethign the researchers have tried or have not
tried. If the nature is not 10-D, then it is not 10-D, and you can get a super-
Einstein to research string theory, and he would not get anything different. He
would not be able to force the nature to become 10-D. Only God can do that.

Actually I think the word “failure” is not even the correct word to describe the
current status of string theory. Failure is the kind of thing that has an outcome
dependent on what you do. You do or behave in a correct way you succeed, and
you do it a different way you fail. If there is a treasure island out there and you
could not find it. It’s a failure. But if there is no treasure island to start with, then
it’s not a failure but simply reality.

The string theory is the later case. It’s not a failure. It is simply reality. The
reality is the world is 4-D, not 10-D. Plain and simple. And some people can not
accept that reality.

Quantoken

157. Urs
May 31, 2005

At least Aaron every now and then takes the time to drop a note here whose
author is actually familiar with what he is talking about. He should be honored
for that.

158. Chris Oakley
May 31, 2005

Scott,

Observations like the one I made below (at 05:16) are so obvious that no-one
should need to make them. The fact that someone has to is indicative of the
groupthink mentality of string theorists. I think that you are right to want to
follow your own lights, stringy or not, and I applaud you for it, but my advice –
for the sake of your own sanity – is to be prepared to go quietly and gracefully
after your Ph.D. if you fail to find like-minded individuals within the
establishment who are prepared to support you.



159. Scott
May 31, 2005

Wow Aaron way to fuel the fire. While I can’t speak for mortain I can tell you that
I didn’t first decide that i wouldn’t go into string theory from this blog, nor does
all of my limited knowledge in strings come from it. I first decided that it
definately wasn’t for me after my freshmen physics seminar course where
Schwartz’s answers to my questions about predictions and testability were very
disatisfying as were the reasons to pursue string theory that he gave(and all the
ones i’ve read of sence then and before for that matter). I don’t like your
assumptions that i am incapable of thinking for myself and was tricked by peter.
This I also found rather unappealing:

“there’s not much market for the sort of speculation that could lead to a new
direction — that sort of thing, much like the interpretation of quantum
mechanics, should be left to the tenured.”

If there is no “game” in physics(particle or cosmology) that attracts me I plan,
and already have a couple of spare ideas floating around my head that need
development, on making my own “game” or I will fail trying untill someone else
makes a “game” i’m interested in, whether the tenured want me to or not.

like chris said just cause this one model of how you think things might work is
unpredictive doesn’t mean there isn’t another model out there that is, me I’m
going to keep looking for that next model.

160. Juan R.
May 31, 2005

Aaron Bergman, string theory has not been more successful that LQG.

Questions such as corrections to scattering amplitudes (via E-p relationships) BH
entropy (including computation of logarithmic corrections, etc) Hawking
radiation, elimination of ultraviolet divergences in QFT, cosmological inflation,
unobserved supersymmetry, and others are best explained in LQG; CY is just a
“standard” differential manifold. The substitution of macro spacetime by a kind
of quantum foam was first introduced in LQG, etc. Even possible violations of
unitary were first introduced in LQG and only recently in certain
noncommutative geometries in brane theory. The absolute ?success? of LQG over
string M hype is brilliant.

One woud also remember that the number of researchers in string M-theory is of
the order of 10 times that of LQG practitioners. Therefore, the relative ?success?
of LQG is still more impressive.

When Brian Greene claims, in public, that they can ?see? GR in their equations
whereas LQG have many problems for obtaining the correct macroscopic limit,
he is being no sincere, because one may know first GR for introducing by hand
the corresponding modifications on original string description for
?convergence?.



Peter said:
?I do see some hope that if one better understands the structure of the standard
model, one may be able to get to quantum gravity from there.?
I partially agree, but due to inconsistencies between GR and SM, at least one of
both would be drastically modificated.

What if the failure of quantization of GR is on that GR is not correct after
all?

Some question about this interesting possibility?

dan, string theory is not a quantum theory of gravity. Einstein gravity is 4D and
nobody can derive that from 10D action without ad hoc assumptions. Moreover,
string theory does not introduce an adequate quantum description of spacetime
still. Non-commutative M-theory is just in a stopping way.
The description via gravitons is only ?formal? with no macroscopic
correspondence and for the unification with particle physics, in the words of
Daniel Friedan (now a ?renegade?):

?At best, for each macroscopic background spacetime in the manifold of
possibilities, string theory gives large distance scattering amplitudes that form a
caricature of the scattering amplitudes of the standard model of particle
physics.?

Even if one see that the background may be chosen by hand previously.

mortain, after of several of my open criticisms to status of string theory, many
people contacted with me, including previous string theorists. One of them, did a
PhD in string theory and just leave the field (and physics) because insatisfction
ith the way of high energy.

If instead of current dictatorial status in the field young people can research in
other promising areas outside of string theory garbage, then several youngs
promising physicists continue being today physicists and the high energy would
today is full of new fascinating ideas.

You would be not angry if the ?best?, ?marvelous?, ?fascinating? ?theory?
invented was simply a waste of time. You may be angry with Nature and its
?stupid? choosing of a macro 4D without string or D0-branes.

If string theorists were no crackpot theorists and had not killed other interesting
stuff…

If you play to Lotto and you put all your money in a single combination, you can
win or you can lose. String theorists were completely sure of that they couldn?t
lose, but the ?Casino?, Nature, always win 

But the culpable of failure of stringy endeavor is not Nature, nor Lotto, nor Peter,
nor Glasgow, nor Phil, nor… nor this ignorant called Juan R. The problem was the
arrogance of string theorists.



Peter, i think also that LQG is not the last word, still the research model chosed
has been much more interesting. Supposed success of string theory, like the
?derivation? of BH entropy, are also achieved in LQG with 4D.
If S is the ratio success/publicly for strings and L is for loops then L >> S.

After of many years working in silent, LQGs (especially Smolin) are now playing
to publicy of their ideas, this is a deffences attitude against so many papers,
talks, and popular books by “stringys” claiming that string theory is the only
approach to quantum gravity, which is, sure, completely false.

Moreover, still LQG is open and would introduce interesting ideas for particle
physics. Smolin thinks one could see by first time gravity modification to
standard model on next generation of accelerators. Note that in LQG
E^2 = m^2 + p^2 + corrections terms

161. Chris Oakley
May 31, 2005

In regards to the anthropic principle, there is, unfortunately, a rather depressing
prospect. All this nonsense, for all that Peter can throw around words like
‘unscientific’, ‘unpredictive’ and ‘unfalsifiable’, could still just be how the world
is. We might just be stuck with it. There could be countless vacua, and we just
might live in one of them for no particular reason.

If this is true then in terms of theories that make precise statements about the
world in which we live, we are a lot worse off than we were in 1979. What
perhaps many will fail to appreciate is that string theory is not a superset of our
pre-string view based on quantum mechanics, QFT and GR, but an alternative.
The ability to properly reproduce the “old” theories has never been
demonstrated. So if this alternative fails to make testable predictions it is not a
failure of physics in general, it is just the failure of a particular idea. It is
arrogance of the highest order to conclude that the failure of string theory to
predict means a failure of fundamental physics in general. We do, after all, have
all the successful theories developed before string theory came on the scene.

162. Aaron Bergman
May 31, 2005

Oh my. What a thread….

Certainly some people should be working on quantum gravity, especially if they
are doing it in a non-overhyped way, trying to really seriously understand the
technical issues involved. The LQG community appears to be doing this.

LQG is far from underhyped. They’ve had their full page spreads in the Times,
Smolin gets quoted pretty much everywhere, and they’ve tiresomely put
themselves forward as the great rebels against the overbearing and ignorant
hordes of string theorists. Frankly, it’s just as offensive as anything that has ever
come out of a string theorist’s mouth.

But that’s not really what I want to say. Judging from the comments, it looks like



a lot of prospective physicists are reading this blog. I remember from not so way
back when, as an undergraduate, in the days when Usenet mattered, I read
sci.physics.research. What I didn’t know, then, was that it gave me a horribly
skewed view of the field. When I showed up at graduate school, full of all the
questions I thought string theorists had no answers for, I quickly discovered,
sometimes to my embarrassment, that they knew all the questions and had good
reasons for doing what they were doing.

So, hopefully without sounding horribly condescending, I just want to point out
that Peter’s blog does not present a good idea about how things are. Now, I don’t
want to lie: there is a sense of the doldrums in the field right now, especially
after such a fruitful period as the nineties. Flux stabilization seems to have,
much to the disappointment of many, led to an overabundance of vacua. This has
led to a number of different proposals on how to deal with this, including
anthropic arguments. It is not correct, however, to say that the field is consumed
with this. The number of papers that deal with anthropic arguments do not even
approach one half or one quarter. Most of us are perfectly happy to go on with
our own projects and leave the anthropic stuff to the occasional dinner table
argument.

My personal feeling on the subject is that trying to make predictions of the real
world based on strings is like playing darts in a pitch black room without
knowing which wall the dartboard lies on.

Now, Peter undoubtedly would think of that as a horrible indictment of string
theory, but it isn’t. Even after 20 and more years, my feeling is that we do not
understand string theory but that there is every indication that there is
something there to understand. In the process of seeking that understanding, we
have learned much about supersymmetry, nonperturbative gauge, the large-N
limit, conformal field theory, gravity in higher dimensions, new scenarios for
phenomenology and, not least of all, lots of cool mathematics. So, whatever
mythical opportunity cost we may have incurred, I’d hardly say that these were
years ill-spent.

Some argue, then, that there should be research alternatives. There are two
answers to that. In terms of quantum gravity, there just aren’t that many games
out there, and there’s not much market for the sort of speculation that could lead
to a new direction — that sort of thing, much like the interpretation of quantum
mechanics, should be left to the tenured. LQG is the most widely hyped
alternative, but, their own PR aside, it is fraught with difficulties, not the least of
which are the lack of a classical limit and a bizarre quantization procedure
which, if applied to a theory like the standard model, gets physically incorrect
answers. In addition, their claim to compute the black hole entropy relation
appears to be quite ephemeral upon close examination. String theory, for all its
ills, at least gets that correct. The simple fact of the matter is that no alternative
theory of quantum gravity has come close to the success that string theory has
had, however minor you may consider that success to be. If you think of yourself
as a stubborn iconoclast, unwilling to follow the herd, realize that pretty much
everyone who goes into physics is like that. It’s hard enough to get a group of
physicists to decide where to go out to eat, much less browbeat them into a



particular direction of research. There’s a reason so many people work on string
theory, and it isn’t peer pressure.

But the second answer to the question is the more important, because it really
belies much of the impression that one might get from this blog. The simple fact
of the matter is that there are alternatives in high energy to working in strings,
and those alternatives are more lucrative as career paths. As a commenter
pointed out, LHC is turning on in a few years. This is the golden age of
cosmology. Look at hiring patterns: people who do phenomenology or cosmology
are being snapped up by the dozens. Lots of string theorists on the market are
trying to rapidly broaden their horizons so they can compete for these jobs. So,
go work on those things. That’s where the excitement is. There’s no need for
string theory to ‘die’; there are plenty of other things to do with plenty of jobs to
get.

And, why should it die, really? In regards to the anthropic principle, there is,
unfortunately, a rather depressing prospect. All this nonsense, for all that Peter
can throw around words like ‘unscientific’, ‘unpredictive’ and ‘unfalsifiable’,
could still just be how the world is. We might just be stuck with it. There could be
countless vacua, and we just might live in one of them for no particular reason.
All the Poppers in the world can’t change that. But, it’s also possible that, as we
understand the theory better and better, maybe some of those vacua fall away, or
maybe we find universal predictions of the theory that apply for all physically
realistic vacua. We’ll never know if we don’t try.

I’ve argued above that string theory has already had a string of successes even if
the ultimate goal of a full theory of quantum gravity still lies beyond the horizon.
Some people are antsy, to be sure, looking for things to say before the grand
accelerator turns on, but, in my view, there are still many problems out there to
explore. Once upon a time, in the late eighties and early nineties, people thought
string theory was dying, too, but that was just the calm before the storm. Who’s
to say that now is the time to give up, that, from here, all is hopeless?

Because, really, that’s just more hype.

163. A.
May 31, 2005

Peter,

if I understand you correctly, you consider string theory interesting and
worthwhile because of its connections with QFT dualities, but not as interesting
as the hype around it suggests. This is a reasonable point of view which I share,
to some extent. I agree that the potential of string theory to give us a unified
theory of all interaction has been somewhat overhyped. This is not a unique
situation: when people discovered N=8 supergravity, some suggested that it is
the final theory of everything, without much evidence. The amount of hype in
string theory is about normal and much less than in LQG, imho.

There are at least two reasons that so many people work on string theory (and
not, say, on LQG). First, it is very rich and consequently fun. It leads to all kinds



of neat theoretical ramifications which make one forget about the original goal
(unification). The second reason is that it apparently does provide a consistent
theory of quantum gravity, including black holes. No other approach to quantum
gravity can boast this. It is true that the matter fields do not quite come out
right, but this should not be very important. By studying string theory one has a
chance to understand how to describe physics in a space whose metric is
fluctuating. This is the point which Witten likes to emphasize, and it is also very
reasonable. IMHO, these two factors account for the “unreasonable popularity”
of string theory, not the hype.

164. May 30, 2005

First superstring revolution, second superstring revolution…..

my vote:
Categories and Logic revolution!

165. May 30, 2005

“Unless, of course, there is a revolution.”

Yeah! Let’s go!

166. May 30, 2005

Unless, of course, there is a revolution.

The first superstring revolution

The second superstring revolution

???

167. May 30, 2005

“Just die, string theory – please! Die, die, die! I’ve had enough!”

Unfortunately, history runs at a slower pace than a mere human would like!
Many of us share your frustration…but I’m not holding my breath.

168. May 30, 2005

By the way, has anyone sorted out the relation between algebraic holography
(Rehren duality) and the Maldecena duality yet?

169. May 30, 2005

Did someone come up with a generalization of the AdS/cft duality? Any quantum
field theory, not just conformal ones?

170. Peter Woit
May 30, 2005



It’s not really true that I’m not interested in either string theory or LQG. I’m
interested in string theory as a possible way of solving QCD, as a source of
interesting mathematical ideas, and potential techniques that might be useful
elsewhere. I just think the idea of getting a unified theory out of a 10d string or
11d M-theory doesn’t work at all and people should recognize that and do other
things.

I try and follow what is going on in LQG, also because I hope some of their
techniques will be useful. The problem with quantum gravity is that you have no
experimental guidance about what you should be looking for and no way to
check whether your theory agrees with reality. Maybe this will change. But I’d be
a lot more interested in quantum gravity if some way could be found to connect
it to particle physics, where we have a huge amount of data. String theory hoped
to do that, but it doesn’t work.

Certainly some people should be working on quantum gravity, especially if they
are doing it in a non-overhyped way, trying to really seriously understand the
technical issues involved. The LQG community appears to be doing this. But,
personally, I don’t have any ideas about how to start from thinking about
quantum gravity and get to particle physics, whereas I do see some hope that if
one better understands the structure of the standard model, one may be able to
get to quantum gravity from there.

What’s not healthy about the current situation is how much effort is being put
into one research program, especially now that it has failed. People should be
trying a wide range of different ideas, starting from what they know best and
have good ideas about how to extend in new directions.

Sure, I think ultimately we’ll understand the correct relation of quantum theory
and GR, but it’s impossible to know on what time scale. Right now though, the
discouraging indications from both LQG and string theory are that if they
produce a consistent theory of quantum gravity, it will be one that isn’t testable
(Lee Smolin has some claims that contradict this) and doesn’t connect up
usefully with particle physics. At the PITP conference, I think Shenker was
claiming that, by holography, every QFT is also a theory of quantum gravity. If
that’s true, you have a solution of the problem of quantizing gravity which is
really a Pyrrhic victory.

171. May 30, 2005

Peter , you mentioned that you are not interested
in either string theory or Loop quantum gravity. My question is which approach
according to you will lead to the correct quantum theory of gravity?
also do you support research in quantum gravity
(i.e. non-string approaches to QG)?
also do you think that one day we shall find the correct quantum theory of
gravity?

172. Scott
May 30, 2005



mortain,

As another person planning on going into theoretical particle physics, I like to
look at the positive aspects of the situation today. By the time I get a Phd the
LHC will have been up and running for a year or two(still an undergrad right
now) and if there are interesting observations I will be entering the field at very
interesting time, and if there are no interesting observations it is still a good bet
that many will stop working on string theory and there will still be a wealth of
new ideas that should have been thought of by now to tinker with. Personally I
am really glad I am entering the field now instead of say any other time in the
past 20 years.

173. Peter Woit
May 30, 2005

Hi Dan,

Sorry, but the idea of getting the structure of the standard model out of
wormholes sounds like a complete pipe-dream to me.

The problem with perturbative string theory is that the loop expansion is
divergent. So, while (conjecturally) you may be able to get finite answers for the
contributions of n-loop superstring amplitudes to graviton scattering, you can’t
sum the series. String theorists like to say this isn’t a problem, since the same
thing happens in QFT where the perturbation series is only an asymptotic series.
But, at least for non-abelian gauge theory QFTs, you have a well-defined non-
perturbative definition of the theory, which seems to give finite results. Even
conjecturally, the closest thing to this in string theory is something like Matrix
theory, but that only works in some non-physical cases like flat 11d spacetime.

174. dan
May 30, 2005

thanks for replying Peter,

yes i am well aware of lubos anti-lqg crusade, though he does come “out of the
closet” and admits he’s spent “hundreds” of hours studying the subject.

john baez does hold out the hope that particles could be modeled on space-time
wormholes through the fabric of space-time (as opposed to strings), though lqg is
still in its infancy.

i am curious as to what you think of string theory as a quantum theory of
gravity? string theory does allow calculations of s-matrix scattering for gravitons

175. Peter Woit
May 30, 2005

I believe Veltman’s attitude towards string theory is much more negative than ‘t
Hooft’s. See the last few sentences in his book about particle physics, explaining
why he hasn’t mentioned string theory (or supersymmetry):



“They are figments of the theoretical imagination. To quote Pauli: they are not
even wrong. They have no place here.”

176. mortain
May 30, 2005

Just die, string theory – please! Die, die, die! I’ve had enough!

My apologies for such an unscholarly outburst. [Please note my outburst is not
aimed at string theorists.] After reading recent posts by Peter about how
ludicrous string theory already is (and is becoming), particularly about what
should be recognized as the death blow to the ‘landscape’, I just couldn’t contain
myself. I agree with yourself, Peter, and always have. Juan R., I applaud you.

Damn string theory for being around at the time when I had hoped to begin a
career in theoretical particle physics! Bad timing indeed; as if things, especially
the availability of employment, weren’t difficult enough already in theoretical
physics!

I think Unruh’s response to Susskind’s claim regarding string theory funding
extends to every Western nation engaged in physics research… perhaps to every
nation engaged in physics research worldwide, such is the prevalence of string
theory and its hype. Wizened senior theoretical particle physicists: just keep on
sapping that funding for string theory – only you know it makes sense!

By the way, Peter, do you know what ‘t Hooft’s former collaborator/supervisor,
Veltman, thinks of string theory? I vaguely recall a post-lecture question about
string theory being put to Veltman at a conference, but I cannot remember his
answer (though I doubt it was as detailed as ‘t Hooft’s public remarks).

Also, Peter, why should string theory’s motivational ‘qualities’ concerning non-
perturbative QFT be considered a success? String ‘theory’ seems to have
motivated a lot of nonsense since its inception. As you point out, if more people
had been working on non-perturbative QFT in the first place, and not on string
theory, the progress already achieved to date would surely have been made, or
made several times over, without the influence of string theory.

So… please, I beseech ye, just do the decent thing, string theory, and die.
Forthwith, consign thyself to history!

177. Peter Woit
May 30, 2005

Hi Dan,

I wasn’t thinking about LQG when writing about Lubos. He’s very much skeptical
about it. My own opinion is that it’s a promising way of dealing with quantum
gravity. But personally my main interest is not in quantum gravity, but in particle
physics, and unfortunately LQG doesn’t seem to have anything to say about this.

A.,



I’ve followed ‘t Hooft’s public remarks about string theory carefully and
corresponded about it with him. His own words should speak for themselves, but
my interpretation of them is as follows:

1. He doesn’t believe that string theory based unification is anywhere near
explaining anything about the standard model. He explicitly says he was a
skeptic about this in 1985 and now feels he has been proven right. He refers to
the need for a completely new idea in this area.

2. He’s interested in quantum gravity, and interested in what string theory has to
say about that.

3. I think his words about dualities were carefully chosen. They have definitely
led to interesting relations between QFTs and AdS/CFT is important progress
towards finding a string dual of QCD, but precisely because ‘t Hooft has worked
hard on large N, he’s aware of how limited this progress is. ‘t Hooft is also a
careful worker, taking great pains to be very precise about what he is doing. I
suspect the very hazy nature of a lot of the string theory duality stuff, and the
lack of a fundamental understanding of what the theory is and where the
dualities come from, bothers him.

As for the progress in QFT due to string theorists that you mention. Witten has
certainly contributed a huge amount to understanding non-perturbative QFT, but
most of this has had little or nothing to do with string theory. String theory has
motivated some progress in non-perturbative QFT, and this remains the best
reason to keep doing string theory. In this area it’s not a complete failure, like it
is as an idea about unification. But I still think that if one-tenth the amount of
work on string theory had gone into work on non-perturbative QFT itself, there
would have been even more progress in this area.

178. Alejandro
May 30, 2005

CrisW says:
if Susskind’s conjecture was reformulated as “the Laws of Physics are
determined by the requirement that the laws of physics are discoverable,” then I
think it would stand a fighting chance of being fruitful,

Yep, I could buy it. Perhaps even “speakable” or “measurable” instead
“discoverable”, which is very broad.

179. Fyodor
May 30, 2005

“How exactly are Laughlin’s “emergence” ideas very harmful to science in
comparison to string theory, besides being a bit on the loony side?”

Homework exercise: write an essay for the Templeton Foundation explaining how
Intelligent Design *is* after all scientific, once one takes into account the
“emergent” nature of physical laws….[no money for this one I fear, because I bet
that somebody has done it already…] Only in California. I hope.



String theory has its faults, but I have not seen a string theory paper anywhere
near as downright kooky as Chapline’s Laughlin-inspired twaddle about black
holes. True I have heard string theorists say some silly things about GR. But
nothing on that level. The tone of Chapline’s stuff is frankly irrational: you
pansies with your differential geometry — here, let me show you how a real
condensed matter *man* handles a little problem like that!

By the way, I am impressed by Peter’s ability to divine Leonard Susskind’s
emotional state by studying the bumps on LS’ bald pate. Technology updates
phrenology.

180. Juan R.
May 30, 2005

That is, like said in 2003 and repeat to the beginnig of this 2005, string theory is
a waste of time.

The basic equation i said in March 3, 2005

Arrogance + wrong physics + elementary math = fiasco

All supposed experimental indirect verification in acellerators, and cosmology
(beatiful cosmic strings “explaining” dark matter), etc. all of that proven to be
wrong.

The supposed predictive power of string theory and its “only parameter” diluyed
in the fact of that Nature is, at least macroscopically, four dimensional. Nature
may be stupid after all!

From the hypotetical TOE to the real TON “Theory of Nothing”

I said that string theory was not a scientific hypothesis.
Now many of string theorists agree with desesperatly claims as “physicists may
have to rethink what it means for a theory to explain experimental data”. It
sound somewhat as given that string theory does not agree with basic
underpinnings of scientific method, we would change the method for adapting it
to our nonscientific “Credo”

In recent years string leader Jim Gates like to use the term our “kind of a
church”

Many string theorists have arrogantly ignored, furiously attacked (e.g. during
decades claimed that LQG was wrong), or misunderstood other interesting
approaches to quantum gravity.

On recent years Witten searched a link wth twistors, Vafa proposed that perhaps
LQG (in past times a “heresy” for string theorists) could be a part of string
theory, etc.

From the supposed leading of string theory durcing all of 20th century claimed
in past years to the recent increasing number of canceling of lectures on the



topic, halt publication of new undergraduate textbook on the topic; canceling of
post-docs, summer programs, and conferences, etc.

Only five or six years ago, string theorists were claiming in public that the
apparent 4D (“postulated” in standard model) was a consequence of string
theory. What success!!

Recent work is less promising, as admited by Witten this year

“That’s a big problem that has to be explained. As of now, string theorists have
no explanation of why there are three large dimensions as well as time, and the
other dimensions are microscopic.”

Another of claims of string theorist was that string theory was the most
fundamental and sophisticated theory newer imaginated. The math involved in
string theory was imppresive and the concepts completely revolutionary ones.

We agree in that part of geometrical side of string theory is very advanced but in
other parts string theory was always archaic, as stated from many people from
many different fields: general relativity, advanced quantum mechanics, thermal
fields, chaos, etc.

Even without experimental verification one already knew that, for instance,
Schwartz superstring action was not the most fundamental approach to nature.
But, and this is an very important point, string theorists have a general
misunderstanding of that is being done in other fields of science. It is very
arrogant claim that your theory is a TOE and explains ALL to most fundamental
level, when you do not know equations, concepts used in other fields.

It is not so strange that one can obtain current string M-theory only after of
many asumptions and simplications.

181. JC
May 30, 2005

Fyodor,

How exactly are Laughlin’s “emergence” ideas very harmful to science in
comparison to string theory, besides being a bit on the loony side?

If not many people are really taking Laughlin, Anderson, etc … seriously about
their “emergence” ideas as a “unified field theory”, then how harmful are they?
How much more “dangerous” are they compared to the crowds who follow
quantum gravity in general?

182. Fyodor
May 30, 2005

Peter, it is very clear that the “emergence” bullshit being propagated by Laughlin
and co is infinitely more harmful to the cause of science and reason than string
theory could ever be. I suggest that you direct your ire in that direction. It’s



obvious that this whole field is generated by the gargantuan chips that fools like
Laughlin have on their shoulders because anything beyond special relativity is
also beyond their comprehension. He and Anderson are living proof that even
Nobel prizewinners can let their personal resentments overcome their
professional judgement — indeed, in Laughlin’s case, their residuum of common
sense.

183. A.
May 30, 2005

Peter,

you say that ‘t Hooft’s positive remarks about string theory were “half-hearted”. I
wonder how
you determined this. Perhaps this statement is simply a reflection of your anti-
string bias. Why could ‘t Hooft not be genuinely excited about various dualities
between gauge theories, or between gauge theory and string theory,
as in AdS/CFT? After all, he was the first to propose that in the large-N limit
Yang-Mills theory
can be described in terms of strings. AdS/CFT makes this very concrete. (It also
proves that superstrings are permanently part of theoretical physics, since they
describe the strong-coupling limit of a very interesting QFT in 4d). String theory
also enabled us to find or better understand many highly nontrivial dualities
between QFT, by reducing them to geometric “dualities” or to the well-
understood T-duality. Any QFT-lover would do well to study string theory.

I cannot resist noting that in the last 15 years there was a lot of progress in
understanding nonperturbative QFT, and essentially all of it was achieved by
people whom you would call “string theorists”, people like Witten, Seiberg, Vafa,
etc.

184. Chris W.
May 30, 2005

  ..or to put it another way, such solutions look like simulations, based not on
insight, but on sheer mathematical cleverness, with the promise that the results
will ultimately justify the convoluted means. After all, Ptolemy’s account of
celestial motions was of great practical use for centuries, and was overthrown by
observations that were of little practical import but remained inexplicable in his
system. Appearances might have been preserved with further refinement, but
with explanation and not merely calculation as a goal, the effort began to seem
pointless and futile.

185. dan
May 30, 2005

Peter,
In the link you provided to lubos’ website, “the next superstring revolution” he
does cite loop quantum gravity, which he admits he’s spent “hundreds of hours
on” as a possible basis for another superstring revolution. so when you suggest
none of these directions seems promising, do you also believe LQG is a dead-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ptolemaic_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ptolemaic_system


end? that would be surprising to me, as you have posted Lee Smolin’s responses
to string theorists on several occassions

-Dan

186. JC
May 30, 2005

At times one wonders whether something looking more and more like
“spaghetti”, that something doesn’t look quite “right” about it. With more and
more “epicycles” added in, it starts to look more and more like something that
would impress Rube Goldberg.

If one has ever tried to figure out all of Enron’s accounting and obfuscation, it
looks like the equivalent of “Rube Goldberg-ism” in the financial world. At times
one wonders whether string theory, the old aether theory, and the many “unified
field theories” over the years, are the scientific versions of “Rube Goldberg-ism”.
Things look more and more complicated and more “spaghetti”-like.

187. Chris W.
May 29, 2005

See the Conclusion of this interesting new paper from John Stachel and Mihaela
Iftime, posted on Friday.

188. May 29, 2005

Well, your blog is one of the most widely visited physics blogs. You definitely ARE
having an effect.

189. Peter
May 29, 2005

I don’t know exactly what effect I’m having, but the increasing number of
physicists willing to speak out about what is going on, and the increasing amount
of skeptical press may be having some effect.

As far as the landscape goes, I think I’m in a solid majority, with even most string
theorists thinking that it is not science. Recall that even Lubos Motl and I agree
about this, and David Gross has spoken out forcefully and publicly on the topic. It
was interesting to see that Susskind has started worrying that the NSF and DOE
will start refusing to fund landscape studies. I suspect a sizable number of
people on the panels evaluating particle theory grants may soon start (or have
already started) giving low marks to proposals to do landscape research.

190. May 29, 2005

Is it possible that they are being so defensive because people like you are being
so vocal in their dissent?

191. Chris W.
May 29, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0505138
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0505138


Regarding the last paragraph, if Susskind’s conjecture was reformulated as “the
Laws of Physics are determined by the requirement that the laws of physics are
discoverable,” then I think it would stand a fighting chance of being fruitful,
although not by itself. Consider carefully what is implicit in the reformulated
assertion.



Rutgers Workshop

June 5, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I spent most of last week commuting down to Rutgers to participate in a workshop on
“Groups and Algebras in M-theory”, organized by Lisa Carbone. Lisa was a student of
Hyman Bass’s here at Columbia some years back, and in recent years has been
working on Kac-Moody groups and algebras over finite fields.

Much is known about one special class of Kac-Moody algebras, the so-called affine Lie
algebras. These are basically Lie algebras associated to loop groups, with a central
extension. The study of the representation theory of these algebras is closely
connected to quantum field theory in 2d space-time dimensions, and my first talk was
about this topic. For more details about this, from the point of view I was taking, see
the remarkable book by Pressley and Segal called “Loop Groups”, lecture notes from
1985 by Goddard and Olive at the Erice Summer School and Srni Winter school (see
Int. J. Mod. Phys. A1:303, 1986), and Witten’s paper “Quantum Field Theory,
Grassmanians and Algebraic Curves” in Communications in Mathematical Physics,
113 (1988) 529-600.

An elaboration of these ideas in one direction leads to the concept of a “Vertex
Operator Algebra” (first introduced by Richard Borcherds), and the study of these
was pioneered by Jim Lepowsky, who also participated in the workshop, together with
his ex-student and now Rutgers faculty member Yi-Zhi Huang. Several other current
and ex-students of Lepowsky and Huang were also there and gave talks. For more
about vertex operator algebras, see the recent short review by Lepowsky, or the
materials on Huang’s web-site. A VOA is essentially the same thing that Beilinson and
Drinfeld call a chiral algebra, and these have applications in the geometric Langlands
program.

What Lisa is really interested in is the non-affine case, where relatively little is known.
Non-affine Kac-Moody algebras and groups seem to have no known tractable
realizations, and many basic questions about both the algebras and the groups, as
well as their representations, remain open. In recent years several of these algebras
have been conjectured to have something to do with M-theory, most notably E11, and
the study of this connection has been the main focus of the work of Peter West, who
gave a series of talks at the Rutgers workshop. For some more about this, see his
recent papers, especially one on The Symmetry of M-theories. West’s graduate
student P. P. Cook also has a weblog, and recently wrote a posting explaining a bit
about this topic.

Greg Moore was at many of the talks and kept the speakers honest. He gave a fast-
pace talk covering some older work, roughly the same material as in his paper with
Jeff Harvey entitled Algebras, BPS States and Strings. I gave a second talk explaining
a bit about my point of view on the Freed-Hopkins-Teleman theorem and its relation
to representation theory and QFT.

After the talks Thursday afternoon there was a discussion section on what is going on
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with string theory, supersymmetry, and mathematics. No one was willing to defend
work on the “Landscape” and I was surprised to find myself pretty much in agreement
with quite a few people there about the way string theory has been pursued in recent
years. On the whole the mathematicians are kind of bemused by the whole string
theory controversy. The subject has certainly led to some very interesting and
important mathematics, and they are happy to concentrate on that, although
interested to hear about the controversy surrounding string theory in physics.

Comments

1. Matti Pitkanen
June 9, 2005

Thank you for Thomas Larsson for a hint to look Segal’s book. I will do it when I
visit Helsinki.

The Dynkin diagrams of simply laced algebras appear also in the Jones inlusions
of hyper-finite type II1 factors of von Neumann algebras (see also the article V.
Jones (2003), In and around the origin of quantum groups,
arXiv:math.OA/0309199) and there are reasons to believe that minimal
conformal theories with simply laced quantum groups with few exceptions
correspond to Jones indices M:N1 factor. There are good reasons to hope that
conformal field theory structure is in some sense an inherent feature of this kind
of geometry. E10 and E11 seem to represent steps in this direction.

In TGD framework the counterpart for this group is infinite-dimensional group of
generalized canonical symmetries of δ M4+×CP2: the conformal structure is
inherited from δ M4+. An interpretation as a Kac-Moody group obtained by
localizing canonical transformations of S2×CP2 localized with respect to the
radial lightlike coordinate of M4+ is in question.

Matti Pitkanen

2. June 8, 2005

Peter: “If one could find a simple symmetry principle underlying M-theory”

Stone duality for higher descent

3. D R Lunsford
June 8, 2005

AR – I’ve never seen any explanation even of how gauge invariance as a main
principle is supposed to emerge from ST. (Not that I really care  I saw a half-
hearted attempt to pull the QED Lagrangian from such and so string
confuguration but it was a real stretch, so to speak.

-drl

4. Peter Woit



June 8, 2005

Mike,

Glad you like the blog!

Alejandro,

If one could find a simple symmetry principle underlying M-theory, that would be
very interesting, and make the whole idea much more well-defined and
potentially useful. But I’m not really convinced by any of the attempts so far. Up
to you to see what you think from West and other’s papers. As they say, we
report, you decide….

5. Alejandro Rivero
June 8, 2005

Is this post insinuating that “The Symmetry of M-theories” could be the next
superstring revolution if it is explicitly approved and explained by some
superstring boss?

6. Michael Crowley
June 8, 2005

Hi,
I just wanted to say thank you for this blog. I discovered it while Googling on the
Penrose book “Road to Reality”–a book I am enjoying tremendously but am
having an extremely difficult time with. I am a lay person but find this discussion
incredibly fascinating and am desperately trying to learn enough math and
physics to follow these discussions. It’s probably hopeless : – ). But thank you for
this blog.

Sincerely,
Mike Crowley

7. Thomas Larsson
June 8, 2005

Matti, this is a good point. I had forgotten that the vertex operator construction
of Frenkel-Kac and Segal only works for level 1 reps of simply-laced algebras
(ADE). I think that Pressley-Segal has a chapter about vertex operators towards
the end of their book, but they call them blips for some reason.

8. CW
June 7, 2005

In this connection see this new preprint by H. Nicolai:

The purpose of this article is to highlight the fascinating, but only very
incompletely understood relation between Einstein’s theory and its
generalizations on the one hand, and the theory of indefinite, and in
particular hyperbolic, Kac Moody algebras on the other. The

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0506031
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elucidation of this link could lead to yet another revolution in our
understanding of Einstein’s theory and attempts to quantize it.

(..link from It’s equal but it’s different.)

9. Matti Pitkanen
June 7, 2005

It would be interesting to known whether vertex operator construction exists for
non-simply laced algebras, in particular G_2. Goddard and Olive proposed such a
construction for all of them except G_2. I failed to find any definite answer to this
question from web.

Matti Pitkanen

10. Thomas Larsson
June 7, 2005

That’s Richard Borcherds, of course. Sorry.

11. Thomas Larsson
June 7, 2005

Robert Borcherds has done great things on Moonshine and Monsters, but he is
too young to have introduced vertex operators. I think there is a difference
between vertex operator algebras and more general vertex algebras, though.
Maybe he had something to do with the latter.

According to Goddard’s and Olive’s IJMPA review, vertex operators were first
introduced by the first generation of string theorists, refs 71,89,90,91: Fubini
and Veneziano (1970), Nambu (1969), Fubini, Gordon and Veneziano (1969),
Gervais (1970), although very similar things were already done by Skyrme
(1961). Vertex operators were first applied to affine Kac-Moody algebras in refs
95,72,65: for SU(N) by Halpern (1975), and in the general case by Frenkel and
Kac (1980) and Segal (1981).

Incidentally, the multi-dimensional Virasoro algebra, which I claim is the correct
quantum constraint algebra of general-covariant theories, was first constructed
as a vertex operator algebra by Eswara Rao and Moody, Vertex representations
for n-toroidal Lie algebras and a generalization of the Virasoro algebras. Comm.
in Math. Phys., 159 (1994) 239-264. It might be noted that Bob Moody is rather
well known, e.g. as a coinventor of Kac-Moody algebras.

12. Peter Woit
June 6, 2005

I didn’t really intend to make any claims about who was responsible for the idea
of a VOA, just to comment on who was at the workshop. I had thought of
mentioning Borcherd’s work, since several talks referred to it. To avoid
confusion, I’ll rewrite the post slightly, adding a reference to Borcherds.
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13. June 6, 2005

Such silly revisionism. Vertex algebras were invented by Richard Borcherds; its
hardly convincing to claim that it is a different notion when you add a Virasoro
and the word “operator” in between “vertex” and “algebra”…

(Mind you, with a Fields’ medal, he really doesnt need protecting.)



Future of Fermilab

June 9, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Nature this week has an editorial about Fermilab entitled All or Nothing at Fermilab
associated with a news article Fermilab: High-risk physics. The article and editorial
are about the fundamental problem facing Fermilab: in a few years the high energy
frontier will move to the LHC at CERN, with many physicists leaving Fermilab. The
future of the lab remains up in the air, as the only viable plan for a new high-energy
accelerator is the ILC project, and this would require massive new funding which is
still quite uncertain. While SLAC has diversified into X-ray physics, Fermilab remains
committed to operating at the highest energies. Many people worry that if the ILC is
not funded or delayed for many years, Fermilab will be in a difficult position, and a
prime target for budget cuts.

This week the lab is hosting the annual “User’s Meeting”. Presentations about current
and future activities at Fermilab are available on-line.

Comments

1. Tony Smith
June 9, 2005

The Nature Editorial abstract at
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v435/n7043/full/435713a.html
says in part “… If Fermilab builds the ILC, it will regain its position at the
forefront of international science; failure could lead to staff reductions and
intellectual atrophy. … the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [is] due to enter service
in 2008. …”.

If Fermilab succeeds in getting the ILC, then it may be prosperous for many
years.
However, if Fermilab’s ILC efforts fail, Fermilab has only 2005-2008 of lifetime
left before obsolescence.

In the latter event, there is in my opinion a way for Fermilab to go out in glory
instead of dying with a whimper: consider non-consensus interpretations of
existing Fermilab data.

The Fermilab T-quark data show 3 peaks at (roughly):
130-150 GeV (low)
160-190 GeV (middle – containing the usual consensus 173 GeV value)
200-240 GeV (high)

These values of T-quark masses can be seen in terms of a plot of the Higgs mass
vs. the T-quark mass with vacuum stability and triviality boundary lines show, as
done by Froggatt in http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-ph/0307138
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A simple Nambu-Jona-Lainio model gives a 145 GeV T-quark, consistent with the
low value. (See Yamawaki in http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-ph/9603293 )
The corresponding point on the Froggatt diagram is well within the usual region
with respect to triviality and vacuum stability.

An 8-dimensional Kaluza-Klein Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model gives a 172-175 GeV
T-quark, consistent with the middle (and usual consensus) model.
The 8-dim Kaluza-Klein is similar to the model of Batakis in Class. Quantum Grav.
3 (1986) L99-L105, in which the compact 4 dimensions are CP2.
The corresponding point on the Froggatt diagram is on the vacuum stability line,
possibly indicating that it is on the line between a 4-dim vacuum and an 8-dim
vacuum, in which case the T-quark data might be used to study the higher
Kaluza-Klein dimensions.

A Bardeen-Hill-Lindner model, similar to a gauged Nambu-Jona-Lasinio and four-
Fermi model, gives a 218 GeV T-quark, consistent with the high value. (See
Hashimoto, Tanabashi, and Yamawaki in http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-ph/0311165 )
The corresponding point on the Froggatt diagram is the critical point at which
the usual region is intersected by both the triviality boundary and the vacuum
stability boundary.

How I view this stuff, with some pictures, are in a pdf file at
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/YamawakiNJL.pdf which is a pdf
version of my web page at
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/Yamawaki.html

Roughly, it seems to me that further analysis of existing Fermilab data in the
regions of all three peaks might give important insights into the mutual
interactions of the T-quark, the Higgs, and the Vacuum, possibly shedding light
on many important questions such as the origin of mass and possible higher
Kaluza-Klein dimensions, all in terms of experiments that can be (and some of
which have already been) done with realistic technology.

Please note that the above is only one proposal for how further analysis of
existing Fermilab data might produce interesting physics insights that may or
may not be seen at LHC, depending on how LHC selects its data by triggers,
cuts, etc., and how LHC analyzes its data.
However, it is an example of how Fermilab might get some interesting and
important results over the next few years even if the ILC is never built.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Why No “New Einstein”?

June 9, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Lee Smolin has a piece in the latest Physics Today entitled Why no “new Einstein”?.
Unfortunately it’s only available to Physics Today subscribers, although Lee tells me
he will see if he can put it on-line on his web-page. Tony Smith previously mentioned
this in a comment to an earlier posting.

The problem Lee addresses seems to me to be an extremely important one. Pretty
much every knowledgeable particle theorist that I talk to these days, string theorist
and non-string theorist, agrees that current ideas about how to go beyond the
standard model are not working very well. Everyone hopes that some big new idea
will come along and show the way forward, with people often wistfully speaking about
how maybe some bright post-doc out there may be at this very moment working on
the needed new idea. The problem with this is that what is needed is probably
something quite different than any of the current popular research programs, and
finding it may be difficult enough to require someone’s concerted effort over quite a
few years. If this is so, it’s very hard to see how anyone on the standard career path in
the US is going to be able to do this. A young post-doc here generally only has a
couple years in between needing to apply for new jobs, and if he or she were to
devote those years to working hard on a very speculative new idea, this would most
likely be suicidal for their career.

Some will argue that young theorists should just try and work on speculative ideas in
their spare time, spending enough time working on currently fashionable topics such
as string theory to impress people enough to ultimately get a permanent job, at which
point they can work more seriously on their speculative idea. The problem with this is
that getting up to speed and participating in the latest trendy research in string
theory is a very demanding task, one that isn’t likely to leave much time or energy for
other projects. In addition, it’s not at all clear that being willing to work hard on an
obviously failed research program like string theory is consistent with having the
intelligence and drive needed to do something really new. Instead of working on
string theory, a young theorist could try and work on one of the other popular topics
such as cosmology or phenomenology, but these are very different subjects than
fundamental work in quantum field theory. A young theorist would be more likely to
be able to find the necessary time if he or she went to work as a night-time security
guard.

Lee makes several excellent proposals about how to restructure the way hiring is
done to encourage young people who want to try something new. I hope he has some
success in getting the powers-that-be to realize what a serious problem the field is
facing and take some of the actions he suggests.

Two completely unrelated topics:

Lubos Motl has a posting about the Harvard Commencement, where it seems they’re
giving Witten an honorary degree (Columbia already did this in 1996). He also writes
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about a new web-site for the Sidneyfest, the conference in Sidney Coleman’s honor
that was discussed here and on many other weblogs. The new web-site includes
copies of letters to Coleman from people who couldn’t attend the conference. In one
of them Greg Moore recalls and reproduces Coleman’s proof from the late eighties
that string theory is the unique theory of nature.

For something pretty weird, see this from the latest Notices of the AMS. There’s more
about the activities of its author on Robert Helling’s weblog. The new issue of the
Notices also contains an article about the 2006 NSF budget request for mathematics.

Update: Lubos Motl has his own comments on Smolin’s article, together with a link to
some site where someone seems to have posted the article without attribution.

Comments

1. Peter
June 15, 2005

Good idea, I’d been thinking of doing that.

I have been deleting some comments, but am trying to err on the side of letting
people say what the want to say.

2. June 15, 2005

Peter,

Could you put the text of Lee Smolin’s reply letter in your next blog entry? It is
buried
here among the postings of loonies and
it deserves to be more widely known (at
least parts of it) as it helps to understand
his position and motives better. If that is
impossible, can you at least remove the
two postings right after that letter that are
stupid, offensive and simply indecent.

3. June 15, 2005

What’s wrong with anomalies? Sure, it turns first class constraints into second
class constraints, but Dirac showed us how to deal with that.

4. Juan R.
June 15, 2005

Well, I agree with Ruadhan

Now it is a usual popular claim that Witten is the new Einstein or even the new
Newton.
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Sincerely, that is stupid. I?m sorry but Witten is not a 10% of a Feynman,
regarding to physics.

Dan said

1- “there is no current experimental data that clearly goes beyond the SM and
GR.” This is not true. There is experiments and data. SM was designed for
typical accelerator physics experiments, if one continue to test it one probably
fin nothing. Apply the SM to a molecule, for example, and after we will talk about
that.

Has you computed the total orbit of Mercury using full GR (including non radial
components)? Orbit programs use only some GR effects in perihelion and light
deflection but ignore time delays in the computation of orbit. Why?

2- “theories that go beyond SM and GR such as ss/m-theory make predictions
(10D-SUSY) that are not currently testable.” Incorrect again. Alternatives to GR
are doing predictions about the future Gravity Prove B, alternatives to SM also
can be verified in molecular experiments. There are proposals in literature for
verifying the SM several orders of magnitude more exact that usual tests.

3- “there is no experimental evidence to guide theory.” False again, there are
dozens and dozens of current anomalies in data that guide to us to new
theoretical frameworks. For example, certain anomalies in tomahawk data arise
from new forces do not predicted by QED.

In a recent Physical Review D:

“may reflect departures from both Newtonian gravity and GR on galactic and
larger scales. Now alternatives to GR are traditionally required to possess an
Newtonian limit for small velocities and potentials… also raises the possibility
that the correct relativistic gravitational theory may be of a kind not considered
hitherto.”

A “new” einstein will make predictions like the universe is not 10D and SUSY, I
am practically sure.

“same can be said for other approaches, such as LQG-volume and area
operators.” This is false; the existence of a quantum of volume and area can be
proved. In fact, it has been theoretically proven that no existence of quantum
invalidates some well-known experimental data. I mean an indirect verification of
the quantum not one direct test (at least i don’t know any), somewhat like curved
spacetimes in GR are not directly measured but compatible with many data.

5. dan
June 15, 2005

I am not entirely certain how physics can benefit from a “new” einstein since the
original einstein made specific predictions that were soon testable,einstein
attempted to explain discrepiences with experimental results and known physics
of his time, a new einstein would have the following problems



1- there is no current experimental data that clearly goes beyond the SM and GR
and

2- theories that go beyond SM and GR such as ss/m-theory make predictions
(10D-SUSY) that are not currently testable.

3- there is no experimental evidence to guide theory.

if a “new” einstein makes predictions like the universe is 10D and SUSY — there
would be no way to confirm it.

(same can be said for other approaches, such as LQG-volume and area
operators).

so i don’t entirely understand smolin’s point. maybe the “new” einstein is alive
and publishing and his name is witten, but we don’t have the technology to test
witten’s theories.

6. Thomas Larsson
June 14, 2005

Dear Lee,

Let me emphasize that I am not a string theorist – on the contrary, over the last
years I have had strong disagreements with Lubos and others, especially over
the role of diff anomalies. While initially a statistical physicist, the success of
CFT made me interested in Lie algebras, where I discovered how to generalize
the Virasoro algebra beyond 1D and developed its representation theory,
together with mathematicians like Moody, Rao, Berman and Billig. In particular,
the Virasoro algebra in 4D is the anomalous form of the algebra of
4-diffeomorphisms, which is the constraint algebra of GR in covariant
formulations (in non-covariant canonical quantization the constraint algebra is
modified).

So when I speak about diff anomalies, I do it as someone who has developed new
mathematics which has not been absorbed by the physics community. You may
wish to keep that in mind.

As to the issue of anomalies, i.e. the claim that we ignore the established
knowledge that ?INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL CONSTRAINT ALGEBRAS
generically acquire anomalies on the quantum level…? is simply false. It is
contradicted by rigorous existence and uniqueness theorems in LQG.

Whereas I claim that this is true, it is not at all generally accepted. On the
contrary, it is widely asserted that there are no pure gravitational anomalies in
4D, see e.g. Weinberg’s QT of F II, ch 22. Nevertheless, the constraint algebra of
GR contains many subalgebras isomorphic to the infinite conformal symmetry in
2D, generated by vector fields of the form f(z) d/dz, where e.g. z = x^0 + ix^1 or
z = x^2 + ix^3. Upon Fock quantization, these conformal subalgebras will in
general acquire anomalies for the usual reason, making the whole shebang
anomalous.



The reason why these anomalies cannot be seen in conventional field theory is
that the relevant cocycles are functionals of the observer’s trajectory in
spacetime. Unless this trajectory is introduced and quantized in conjunction with
the fields, the relevant anomalies cannot be formulated. This is IMO the crucial
obstruction to the quantization of gravity.

1) The approach to quantization of constrained systems is different in string
theory and LQG. The former approach depends on a gauge fixing that refers to a
fixed background metric. It results in the construction of a Fock space. The latter
is background independent and involves no background metric, no gauge fixing
and results in a state space unitarily inequivalent to a Fock space.

2) There is a body of rigorous results that support each kinds of quantization.
Hence it cannot be a question of which is correct mathematically. Both are
correct, within their contexts. It is a question only of which construction is
appropriate for which theories and which describes nature.

Conventional quantization has turned out to describe nature in other contexts. I
think this is a good reason to believe that it is the correct approach. In particular,
CFT has been successfully applied to 2D condensed matter, where conformal
anomalies have been measured experimentally. This is of course a different
context and not directly relevant, but this fact has shaped my basic instinct that
anomalies are very real things which cannot depend on the quantization method
used.

3) The treatment of constraints in string theory depends on certain technical
features of 1+1 dimensional theories, particularly the fact that there is a gauge
in which L_0 plays the role of a Hamiltonian and therefore should, in that gauge,
be quantized so as to have a positive spectrum. The anomalies are not generic,
as asserted above, rather they depend on the additional condition that L_0
should be a positive operator.

Yes, this is the crucial point. In any physical theory, there should be some
positive operator which can be interpreted as a Hamiltonian; there is a physical
requirement that energy be bounded from below. Of course, in GR there is a
Hamiltonian constraint rather than a genuine Hamiltonian. This is another
reason to introduce the observer’s trajectory; you can define a genuine
Hamiltonian as the operator that translates the fields relative to the observer.

Anyway, in all applications of Lie algebras to physics so far, the reps have been of
lowest-weight type. At least for finite-dimensional Lie algebras, all unitary irreps
are of this type.

There are other reps of Diff(S^1 ) that are non-anomalous but in which L_0 is not
positive.

If you consider the restriction to the algebra of polynomial vector fields,
generated by L_m with m >= -1, then all irreps have a vacuum vector (or are
dual to such a rep).

So a choice is made in the standard quantization of string theory, which his



motivated by the physics. This does not mean it is the right choice for all physical
theories.

OK. I disagree.

4) Conversely the existence and uniqueness theorems which support the LQG
quantization work only in 2+1 dimensions and above for the reason that gauge
fields don?t have local degrees of freedom in 1+1 dimensions. The existence
theorems tell us that there are quantizations in 2+1 and higher of diffeo
invariant gauge theories that have unitary, anomaly free realizations of diffeo
invariance. The uniqueness theorem tells us that the resulting state space we use
in LQG is unique.

Contrary to string theorists, I claim that anomaly freedom is not a necessary
requirement. To illustrate this point, let me again use the bosonic string as an
example and quote from GSW, subsection 2.4: ‘Classical free string theory can be
consistently formulated for any spacetime dimension, but quantization with a
ghost-free spectrum requires D less than or equal to 26. […] In the special case
of D=26 and a=1 the spectrum is entirely tranverse, with many decoupled zero-
norm states.’

Thus, D=26 is special, but D less than 26 is not ruled out by consistency
requirements. It is only in 26D that it is possible to pass to the reduced Hilbert
space by imposing the physical state condition L_m|phys)=0, but when D less
than 26 this is not necessary, because the full, unreduced Hilbert space is
already positive-definite.

Thus, my position is that some diff and gauge anomalies are good, making it
possible to break diff and gauge symmetry on the quantum level, such as the
string in D less than 26 illustrates. This does not mean that all gauge anomalies
are good, of course. On the contrary, I recently gave a simple algebraic argument
why conventional gauge anomalies, due to chiral fermions and proportional to
the third Casimir, indeed are inconsistent. This argument does not apply to
observer-dependent anomalies, which are proportional to the second Casimir.

The idea that diff and gauge anomalies may be consistent is of course very
controversial.

With regard to the non-standard quantization, in which holonomies, but not local
field operators are well defined, it is of course true that when applied to standard
systems this leads to inequivalent results. ?This apparently leads to unphysical
consequences, such as an unbounded spectrum for the harmonic oscillator.? But,
give me a break, do you really think someone is proposing to replace the
standard quantization of the harmonic oscillator with the alternative one? What
is being proposed is that the quantization used in LQG is well suited to the
quantization of diffeo invariant gauge theories.
In case it is not obvious, let me emphasize that harmonic oscillators are not
relevent here, and can play no role in a background independent quantum
theory, precisely because the division of a field into harmonic modes requires a
fixed background metric. Thus, the physics of the problem REQUIRES an
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alternative quantization.

Sorry, but here I flatly disagree. I find it very disturbing that LQG methods yield
the wrong result for the harmonic oscillator.

I am frankly puzzled why someone who claims to know the literature well would
throw up examples like the harmonic oscillator up in this context. I can try to
understand their point of view, but it certainly reads as if they either are
choosing to ignore the basic point, which is that background independent
quantizations cannot use fock space, or they are looking to make debating points
to impress ignorant outsiders.

I agree that a diff invariant quantization of gravity cannot use Fock space, and I
am convinced that such a quantization does not exist. However, a diff covariant
Fock space quantization of gravity may very well exist. By this I mean a
quantization in analogy with the string for D less than 26: the unreduced Hilbert
space is consistent in itself, and diffeomorphisms are promoted to a genuine but
anomalous symmetry acting on the full Hilbert space.

A step in this direction was taken in hep-th/0504020. Sure, there are problems:
the (manifestly covariant) regularization has not quite been removed, no
invariant inner product has been found, and no hard predictions have been
extracted. But there is a Hamiltonian which is bounded from below in the
regularized theories, the analogous construction for the harmonic oscillator has
a spectrum bounded from below (it is not quite right, and I discuss why), and
infinities cancel best (though not quite, so I am doing something wrong) in 4D.
Most importantly, since phase space variables are promoted to operators in the
usual way, this is genuine quantization, which is witnessed by the presence of
anomalies.

Finally, I didn’t express myself very well on the sociological issues. I agree with
you about the problems with string theory, and I did not mean that funding to
LQG should be stopped. However, given what I feel is a major problem (the
harmonic oscillator spectrum), and that LQG already is the second biggest player
in QG, I cannot really think that it is badly underfunded at present levels.

7. June 14, 2005

Indeed, string theorists truely are legends in their own minds.

8. Ruadhan
June 14, 2005

Thomas Larsson said:
>It would be very wrong to dismiss string theorists as misguided fools or corrupt
villains. There might be exceptions, but many of them are among the smartest
physicists on this planet.

I smell moral pressure from string theorists on this issue. It is considered
immoral to say that string theorists aren’t superhuman geniuses. Let me say this:
I have met and talked to many of them, and they seem to me to be no more
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intelligent on average than a typical mathematician or theoretical physicist. Just
as it is OK to exaggerate how bad Hitler or Saddam Hussein were, for example
by saying that they ate babies, it is OK to exaggerate how clever string theorists
are. A person who says that Saddam didn’t eat babies can be attacked for being
a Saddam-sympathizer, and a person who dares to say that all of this “string
theorists are all geniuses” talk is mere propaganda can be attacked for claiming
to be more intelligent than string theorists, which nobody is entitled to do unless
they know more than all the string theorists about heteroskedastic fibrations
over David-Letterman manifolds.

String theorists aren’t the smartest guys on the planet. They’re just enmeshed in
a macho culture where they have to claim to be super-geniuses, and they can
conceal their mediocrity behind a cloak of gibberish which one must become a
string theorist to see through.

9. Ruadhan
June 14, 2005

Lee said:
>Then, because of the possibility that quantum computers could break codes,
there has been a lot of support for the last few years. And a lot of progress has
been made, both experimentally and theoretically on aspects of foundations of
QM.

It seems to me that any progress that has been made has been in the realm of
taking the previously existing understanding of QM and applying it to new
systems. People have talked about qubits and Shor’s algorithm and quantum
registers and have demonstrated quantum teleportation, but these are all
straightforward applications of the previously known and well-understood
formalism of quantum mechanics.
I think that this is no more indicative of progress being made on the foundations
of quantum mechanics than the successful factorization of a large number
constitutes progress on the foundations of arithmetic.

An example of a genuine non-trivial thing that
quantum mechanics says is the following:
Suppose there are N experiments with the
following properties:
1. Each experiment has only two possible results.
2. If we perform the same experiment twice, then
we get the same result.
3. If we know in advance with certainty that a
particular experiment will give a particular
result, then the probabilities of the possible
results for all other experiments are 50%.

Then N is less than or equal to three.

Nobody has ever attempted to address questions like why this should be true.
Instead, it seems that the quantum computation people have agreed amongst



themselves that they like the many-worlds interpretation and have left the
foundations there.

10. June 14, 2005

gold

11. Lee Smolin
June 14, 2005

Dear Peter and colleagues,

I am grateful for the attention given to my essay. I only want to emphasize a few
points here. The main thing is that the essay is carefully written. It does not
advocate more funds to LQG or any other program. It explicitly advocates more
support and positions for young, ambitious theorists pursuing their own research
programs who are unaffiliated with any larger program. Several proposals are
made for how to accomplish this. I would hope that the focus of the discussion
could be on these proposals.

-String theory is criticized in the essay mainly because it is currently
sociologically dominant, and so subject to the problems mentioned. It was
necessary to do so as many readers of physics today will be unfortunately
unaware that there are any problems with string theory, or any viable
alternatives. Anyone with a long enough memory will know that the sociological
issues in high energy theory predate string theory, and have hurt physics in the
past, i.e. in the case of S-Matrix theory.

-I hope I don?t have to say that I am not anti-string theory. My current last paper
on the ArXiv is a technical paper in string theory, and I have 14 more in past
years, plus 8 papers on related topics such as the landscape. I wouldn?t have
written these papers if I didn?t think there was a good chance string theory is
relevant to nature. The fact that someone like me who contributes sometimes,
but not exclusively, to string theory, is not considered ?a string theorist? is part
of the sociological problems my essay criticizes. Similarly, the fact that one can
elicit angry responses, and be called ?anti-string? for carefully and correctly
recounting the actual status of various conjectures is a sign of an unhealthy
sociology. No one calls someone anti-LQG or anti-QCD when they do a similarly
honest summary of what is known and not known in those fields.

-I would claim that the sociological issues mentioned in the essay have hurt
string theory even more than they have hurt the alternative programs, because
they greatly limit the range of ideas worked on, and because people with a lot of
imagination and intellectual independence are either selected out or choose
themselves to work within communities which are more friendly to diversity and
imagination. As a result, key issues such as the question of a background
dependent formulation, or perturbative finiteness, don?t get a lot of attention, in
spite of their centrality for the whole program.

-I was grateful that someone noted the range of subjects at the LQG meetings.
This was not planned, it is a natural outcome of the more open and curious



atmosphere among people who work on the subject. We don?t believe we should
have a meeting without inviting people from alternative and rival programs to
report to us what they are doing, as well as to serve as critics. At the meeting in
Marseille last May we even invited a persistent critic of LQG-Ted Jacobson-an
early contributor who is now very critical of the subject-to give a talk to lay out
his criticisms. I think it would be very good for string theory if the organizers of
their meetings took a similar attitude.

-Someone asked for a blanket term for LQG, CDT, causal sets etc. We use
background independent approaches to quantum gravity. There is a lot of
interchange of ideas, techniques and people among these programs, and many of
us have contributed to more than one. There is a very different intellectual
climate, in which diversity, creativity and independence are strongly encouraged.

-Someone is asking for what is ?LQG proper?? But the fact is that a lot of
different things are now going on roughly under the name of or related to LQG.
After all, this is now a community of > 100 people and there is no orthodoxy and
no one trying to control what people work on. We agree generally on what has
been achieved and what problems remain open, but not much beyond that. There
is a healthy variety of approaches and attitudes towards the open problems. If
there is one thing we all agree on it is that no approach is likely to achieve the
right theory that is not background independent at its foundations. Come to the
meeting and see what is happening.

-While the point of my essay was not to advocate more funding to any particular
direction, if you ask me I will of course say that I think that people working on
background independent approaches to quantum gravity deserve much more
support. Among them are Loll and Freidel, that I am glad someone mentioned,
but there are many others.

-I did not, as Lubos implies, advocate funding a large number of people who do
nothing but think about the foundations of quantum theory. What I do advocate is
much more support for the kind of person who might be inclined to work on
foundational issues. These are deep and independent thinkers who believe that
the road to progress in physics is confronting the hard problems directly. But
there is no need to argue about whether more funding for foundations of
quantum mechanics would be fruitful. The experiment has been done. For
decades there was no support at all, and slow progress. Then, because of the
possibility that quantum computers could break codes, there has been a lot of
support for the last few years. And a lot of progress has been made, both
experimentally and theoretically on aspects of foundations of QM.

-Although this essay was not written to advocate LQG, since it is attacked in
response I should try to clear some things up. Someone asks for an accounting of
the present status of the field. I among others, have given one in hep-
th/0408048, shortly to be updated.

As to the issue of anomalies, i.e. the claim that we ignore the established
knowledge that ?INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL CONSTRAINT ALGEBRAS
generically acquire anomalies on the quantum level…? is simply false. It is



contradicted by rigorous existence and uniqueness theorems in LQG. As a few
people do nevertheless take this seriously let me start from a point we can agree
about and see if we can clear this up for good. I would hope we can all agree
that:

1) The approach to quantization of constrained systems is different in string
theory and LQG. The former approach depends on a gauge fixing that refers to a
fixed background metric. It results in the construction of a Fock space. The latter
is background independent and involves no background metric, no gauge fixing
and results in a state space unitarily inequivalent to a Fock space.

2) There is a body of rigorous results that support each kinds of quantization.
Hence it cannot be a question of which is correct mathematically. Both are
correct, within their contexts. It is a question only of which construction is
appropriate for which theories and which describes nature.

3) The treatment of constraints in string theory depends on certain technical
features of 1+1 dimensional theories, particularly the fact that there is a gauge
in which L_0 plays the role of a Hamiltonian and therefore should, in that gauge,
be quantized so as to have a positive spectrum. The anomalies are not generic,
as asserted above, rather they depend on the additional condition that L_0
should be a positive operator. There are other reps of Diff(S^1 ) that are non-
anomalous but in which L_0 is not positive. So a choice is made in the standard
quantization of string theory, which his motivated by the physics. This does not
mean it is the right choice for all physical theories.

4) Conversely the existence and uniqueness theorems which support the LQG
quantization work only in 2+1 dimensions and above for the reason that gauge
fields don?t have local degrees of freedom in 1+1 dimensions. The existence
theorems tell us that there are quantizations in 2+1 and higher of diffeo
invariant gauge theories that have unitary, anomaly free realizations of diffeo
invariance. The uniqueness theorem tells us that the resulting state space we use
in LQG is unique.

5) Now it is true that Starodubstev and Thiemann have found it an interesting
exercise to apply the LQG techniques to free string theory. Not surprisingly they
get a theory that is unitarily inequivalent to the usual one. This does not mean
that the usual quantization of string theory is wrong, nor does it mean that the
LQG techniques are wrong when applied to other problems, where the existence
and uniqueness theorems together with a large number of results prove their
worth. All we learn is that the two quantizations are inequivalent, which was to
have been expected.

6) With regard to the non-standard quantization, in which holonomies, but not
local field operators are well defined, it is of course true that when applied to
standard systems this leads to inequivalent results. ?This apparently leads to
unphysical consequences, such as an unbounded spectrum for the harmonic
oscillator.? But, give me a break, do you really think someone is proposing to
replace the standard quantization of the harmonic oscillator with the alternative
one? What is being proposed is that the quantization used in LQG is well suited



to the quantization of diffeo invariant gauge theories.

In case it is not obvious, let me emphasize that harmonic oscillators are not
relevent here, and can play no role in a background independent quantum
theory, precisely because the division of a field into harmonic modes requires a
fixed background metric. Thus, the physics of the problem REQUIRES an
alternative quantization.

The detailed motivation is, I think, well argued in the papers, and are supported
by the results as well as the existence and uniqueness theorems. First, is well
known that a complete coordinatization of the gauge invariant configuration
space for a non-Abelian gauge theory requires the holonomies. Second, using
them gives rise to the unitary non-anomolous reps of the spatial
diffeomorphisms.

Nor is anyone proposing using non-seperable Hilbert spaces for the full theory,
the point is that when one mods out by the piecewise smooth spatial diffeos one
is left with a seperable Hilbert space.

I am frankly puzzled why someone who claims to know the literature well would
throw up examples like the harmonic oscillator up in this context. I can try to
understand their point of view, but it certainly reads as if they either are
choosing to ignore the basic point, which is that background independent
quantizations cannot use fock space, or they are looking to make debating points
to impress ignorant outsiders. They must know comments like this are not going
to influence experts, because they are, after all, taken from our own papers,
written precisely because we wanted to clarify the difference between the new
and standard quantizations and the limits of the applicability of each.

With regard to the sociology of the string-loop division, ?Roughly speaking,
string theorists are fundamentally particle theorists with a strong understanding
of quantum theory, whereas loop people are gravitists with a background in GR?,
this is a myth. Rovelli, myself and many other people in LQG were trained as
particle physicists, myself at Harvard in the late 70?s. Most of the physical
motivation for LQG comes directly from ideas about formulating gauge theories
in terms of loops that were studied by Polyakov, Wilson, Migdal, Mandelstam,
Neilsen and others. LQG is squarely an outgrowth of their intellectual tradition.
The only thing we added was to correctly treat the diffeomorphism invariance
exactly in the quantum theory. This led to new results just as the exact treatment
of gauge invariance in lattice gauge theory led to new results. I would claim that
we made progress in LQG precisely because we had a very good grounding in
QFT.

String theory, as it is practiced, makes much more contact with the general
relativity tradition, especially the once discredited tradition of extending general
relativity to add dimensions and degrees of freedom in the search for a unified
field theory. You are much more likely to read a paper which studies solutions to
a generalizationsof the Einstein equations, with hbar=0, by a string theorist than
by someone working on a background independent approach to quantum gravity.



This of course does not mean that string theory is wrong. But I believe it does
mean that by enforcing a narrowly restrictive notion of what constitutes good
work, the community of string theorists has hampered progress in string theory
by excluding from consideration the lessons learned by attempts to do what
string theory must do eventually if it is to be a real theory: which is to find a
background independent formulation of a quantum theory of spacetime.

12. Curious
June 14, 2005

Well said, M. I think that we have reached the
common ground, and the discussion was
useful. A revolution can start with a new Einstein —
or with less imaginative new Plank and Bohr —
or nonimaginative new Rutherford and Michelson. Eihter outcome is fine and
useful
to physics. What is needed is a large
pool of technically savvy receptive people
who can carry it out when it finally starts.
Thanks to string theory we have this pool.
You may not like the theory but it keeps
able people busy and sharpens their skills;
it is superb mental gymnastics and it will
be useful in the end. Some diversification
would not hurt, but in all probability people
will end up exploring not one but several
dead ends. They will also stop understanding
each other completely, just like LQG and string people. Groupthink will not be
breached; there will be more insular groups.
But that’s nor here nor there.

M is also right that the best way to bring the true revolution about is, yes, to
revise
the fundamental assumptions. My own prejudice which I share with Einstein is
that GR is not the correct classical
theory of gravitation (and that is why it is so
difficult to quantize). Experimental verification
of GR is still a work in progress; we can wait.
It will all sort out in the end.

Thank you, M, for your contribution to this discussion, and thank you, Peter, for
bringing
the subject up.

13. mortain
June 14, 2005

In addition to the traits listed below as contributing to Einstein’s success,
wouldn’t it be pertinent to also add that he – like many other pioneers and lone
wolves, such as Newton, Wiles and Perelman – had the time to pursue problems



which interested him? Unlike Newton’s day and Einstein’s day, perhaps the only
way to ensure that one has the time to work on (and eventually solve)
outstanding, significant problems in any subject in our era is to make the time
for oneself. Einstein may have had time to theorize at the patent office. Newton
had free time forced upon him by an outbreak of bubonic plague. As Peter
asserted, it may take seven years to solve a major academic problem – but this
would surely require full-time work upon it. Wiles may be an exception, but then
again he was aware of the problem he wanted to solve from a young age.

Furthermore, I thought Einstein only graduated from the modern equivalent of a
technical college with a diploma, and never went to anything approaching a
graduate school.

14. Quantoken
June 14, 2005

Thomas Larson: “It would be very wrong to dismiss string theorists as misguided
fools or corrupt villains. There might be exceptions, but many of them are among
the smartest physicists on this planet”

BUT the SMARTEST physicists CAN ALSO BE completely misguided fools.
In another thread some one said: “…that it was pity the Creator had not taken
advice”. The reason the Creator did not take advice was the pity fact that smart
people like Edward Witten wasn’t born yet to give the Creator some advices how
the universe should be created and how many dimentions it should have.

Seriously, the nature is the way the nature is and you can not treak the nature to
fit your theoretical model no matter how smart you could be. If the universe is
not 10-D, Edward Witten can not turn it into 10-D no matter how hard he tried.
The pity things is at the end of day it may very well turn out all wrong and
Edward Witten’s would have wasted some of the most intelligent minds on this
planet in vain.

BTW, Einstein was never super smart or super intelligent. He was average in lots
of aspects. But one thing that makes him great is he could think outside the
confinement of the box, and he pick apart common ideas that other people
took for granted, and find that these ideas were really not meant to be taken for
granted, and he happened to be correct!

Quantoken

15. June 14, 2005

… seem quite promising to me, e.g. dynamical triangulations. My comments
referred to LQG proper. The papers I have looked at may be a few years old, but
there has hardly been any changes in the fundaments since then.

Posted by: Thomas Larsson at June 14, 2005 03:16 AM

We obviously need better terminology, Thomas. Who is it that you are referring
to when you say “LQG-people”? What current research to you mean when you



say “more money to LQG”?

However, the suggested cure, which more or less explicitly reads more money to
LQG, is problematic since many people feel that the LQG people are ignoring
well-established facts.

Posted by: Thomas Larsson at June 12, 2005 06:13 AM

Two places–Hermann Nicolai’s department at AEI and Smolin’s Perimeter
Institute–are centers where there are a lot of LQG people. I am not sure there is
anyone at either place doing what you would call “LQG proper”.

Perhaps it would give some substance to your comments, so I could better tell
what you mean, if you would name some persons at AEI or PI who have posted
“LQG proper” work on arxiv in the past year.

Since I hold you in high regard, I am quite curious to know what specific recent
papers, say by AEI or PI people, you would pick to typify “LQG proper”. This
would typify the kind of research for which Smolin’s essay, in your view, “more or
less explicitly” advocates more funding.

16. Thomas Larsson
June 14, 2005

To the anonymous poster (Marcus?):

I have not said that LQG should be deprived of money. However, it is the second
best funded approach to quantum gravity, and it has recently been well
advertised in the press.

I think I have a reasonably good ideas what loop people are up to. There are
several research programs present at Loops 2005, some of which seem quite
promising to me, e.g. dynamical triangulations. My comments referred to LQG
proper. The papers I have looked at may be a few years old, but there has hardly
been any changes in the fundaments since then.

After the Loops meets Strings conference at AEI Potsdam, several string
theorists have examined LQG closely from their viewpoint, Nicolai et al. but also
Helling-Policastro and spr comments by Urs Schreiber. Although there might be
some Schadenfreude in these papers, I believe that the critique voiced therein is
serious and seriously meant, and it should not be dismissed easily. In particular,
the second paper compares conventional and LQG quantization. To quantize in
the usual sense, we start from some phase space and replace the q’s and p’s by
operators and Poisson brackets by commutators. However, the q’s and p’s do not
exist as proper operators in LQG (not both of them anyway), but only in
exponentiated form. This apparently leads to unphysical consequences, such as
an unbounded spectrum for the harmonic oscillator.

It would be very wrong to dismiss string theorists as misguided fools or corrupt
villains. There might be exceptions, but many of them are among the smartest
physicists on this planet (though I may have made some hasty comments
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sounding differently in the heat of debate). I have even found myself in
agreement with Lubos Motl a lot recently (on physics, my opinions about politics
are uninteresting). It is really only when he makes these weird statements about
string theory, like it is immensely successful, predicts the standard model, and is
already proven correct, that I disagree, and he has not made so many claims of
that nature recently.

Roughly speaking, string theorists are fundamentally particle theorists with a
strong understanding of quantum theory, whereas loop people are gravitists with
a background in GR. So when string theorists say that LQG is quantum theory
only in a weak sense, I think one should listen.

The importance of diffeomorphism group in GR is hardly in question, whether
you call it general covariance, diff invariance or background independence. In
fact, the lack of background independence is often used as an argument against
string theory.

Perhaps I am barking up the wrong tree, but at least I have found my own tree to
bark at. In a time when genuinely new ideas are scarce, this is at least
something.

17. June 14, 2005

M said:

[2] the key problem is that we are making flawed assumptions about the form (or
ingredients) of a more fundamental theory, in which case the failure is one of
imagination or insight rather than effort.

M, let’s look more closely at your second cause which you call “[2]” and consider
the possibility that it is especially operative in the US. I will explain but first look
at this example of a paper by someone at Lyon (FR) and two people at
Cambridge (UK)

http://arxiv.org/gr-qc/0506067

For context, glance at the abstracts of the four papers Laurent Freidel has
written this year.

http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+Freidel/0/1/0/all/0/1

I would say that the scientific establishments that support this are able to take
general relativity seriously and pursue, with some of their resources, the idea
that one should FIRST get a quantum spacetime geometry, a background
independent, nonperturbative quantum gravity, and then, when one has quantum
spacetime dynamics on a continuum, which will be a mathematically new
continuum, THEN one can build on that a new field theory and a new standard
model. So the program is to get a RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM PHYSICS but not
special relativistic like earlier quantum field theory, not merely built on
Minkowski space, but the real thing: a GENERAL relativistic quantum physics
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built on a continuum with no prior commitment to some fixed geometry.

For whatever reason that agenda seems to be understood by the establishments
outside US and people like Freidel can work in Canada, Germany, France, UK.

Let us suppose that a scientific establishment which only knows to go directly for
the UNIFIED THEORY therefore SCREWS UP because it is incapable of
supporting work like Freidel’s, because it only knows to try for a more
fundamental theory in the way that STRING TRIED, on manifolds with a prior
fixed metric, or on Minkowski space. We can entertain the idea that this kind of
establishment screws up because of a flawed vision: because it DOES NOT TAKE
SERIOUSLY the 1915 lesson of General Relativity of gravity as geometry.
Because of this limited vision it is unable to support people like Laurent Freidel
doing spin foam + matter, and people like Renate Loll doing CDT computer
simulations of quantum universe. So Loll has to be at Utrecht (at Gerard ‘t
Hooft’s institute) and Freidel has to be in Canada or France, and his co-authors
have to be at Cambridge UK and Loll’s co-authors have to be at Copenhagen and
Potsdam and Krakow Poland.

BECAUSE THEY AND THEIR LIKE CANNOT WORK IN THE USA because the
establishment people cannot imagine to quantize Gen Rel FIRST and get a
quantum spacetime dynamics and THEN on that new continuum to build a
unified theory—-a relativistic quantum physics.

That is how I see your “cause [2]”. there is no mystery about good ideas,
progress towards a more fundamental theory is going WELL at the moment,
there have been surprising developments in the past couple of years. But the US
is somewhat retarded about noticing and lacks the preparation to hop on the
bus. So Smolin essay is pointing out not that he or his postdocs are unhappy
(they can always go back to Europe or find jobs in Canada) He is pointing out to
US academics that the US is falling behind in theoretical physics ( in quantum
gravity and other branches that matter, not string theory)

The reason Smolin would say to diversify the programs in US departments, and
to tune the support system more towards resourceful mentally independent
people is NOT so that the fundamental problems of physics will be solved (that
view is a bit US-centered, if necessary they really can do without us, if the US
stays stuck on string there still are other establishments smart enough about
placing their bets with young people who can eventually make whatever new
physics is needed).

The purpose of doing what Smolin suggests and diversifying programs in US
departments and institutes etc, and tuning the support system more for
individuals IS SO THE US CAN CATCH
UP.

Well that is my take on it, M. At least for tonight.

18. M
June 13, 2005



Anonymous wrote:

Maybe by tinkering with the support system you can get more people who are
intellectually independent, resourceful, inventive, motivated to solve
fundamental problems, and who take seriously (possibly conflicting) well-
established physical principles.

I don’t know whether there is a clear answer to the question of whether an
improved “support system” will lead to an influx of the kinds of new ideas that
are needed. It certainly seems clear (to me at least) that a friendlier intellectual
and funding environment will bring greater diversity, but whether this diversity
actually accomplishes the desired goal of reinvigorating fundamental theoretical
physics with productive new directions is much less clear. After all, the problem
seems less one of “not enough new ideas” as one of “not enough productive new
ideas.”

A key question is what is the origin of the shortage of ideas today. Perhaps it is
because

[1] the key problems are hard, and so the only failure (if it is to be called that) is
insufficient effort;

or maybe it is because

[2] the key problem is that we are making flawed assumptions about the form (or
ingredients) of a more fundamental theory, in which case the failure is one of
imagination or insight rather than effort.

It seems impossible at this point to really know which of these (or maybe some
an entirely different cause) is where the greatest problems lie. It seems clear
that since the standard model solidified, many very smart people have attacked
the problems from a (admittedly limited) number of angles, and thus far none
has resulted in anything that looks like a genuine success. If explanation [1] is
correct, then I would agree with Curious when he says,

Whether a testable physical theory is the result of tinkering of many or a protean
tour de force by a single genius is of little importance.

Chris Oakley seems to concur when he says,

I would therefore advocate the relatively unambitious program of examining
weaknessness in existing theories, or in one’s understanding of existing theories
and seeing if one can patch these up in any way.

Certainly it is hard to argue with the statement that as long as you stick close to
what is known your effort is less likely to be wasted! But whether that will be
enough to break the logjam is an entirely different question…

On the other hand, if explanation [2] is right then maybe it will take an original
thinker to take the first steps. Once that is done, I believe there are enough very
capable and willing physicists to flesh out a new theory, much as was done



during the development of quantum mechanics or the standard model. In this
sense, such an original physicist would resemble an artist of exceptional ability
— an ability to see past what seems self-evident with the necessary insight to
capture the essence of what is needed.

Personally, I think that some of explanation [2] is valid. Given the enormous
effort by many people of very high caliber over a long time, pursuing a number of
different paths, it seems to me that some significant assumptions are being made
that aren’t quite right. I would certainly argue that the theoretical edifice that
has been empirically verified thus far will remain intact at least in the form of
effective theories; one can’t argue with success, and the successes of the
standard model and GR, for example, are pretty evident. But it seems quite
possible that some of the assumptions that went into the construction of these
key theories were not entirely right or fundamental, and it is our mostly
unquestioning assumption of the necessity of those assumptions that could now
be keeping us from making significant new progress toward what will be an
eventual new theory. This is speculation, of course. And even if it is correct it
does not mean it would take another Einstein to take the first key steps.

19. Chris Oakley
June 13, 2005

I think Curious’s comments are quite apropos. One reason why the inventors of
quantum mechanics and relativity disappeared from view in the latter half of the
20th century was that they were looking for another revolution. Unfortunately
for them, quantum mechanics and special relativity turned out to be pretty good,
and not in any obvious need of revolutionising. And – whether the practitioners
admit it or not – overambition has also been the bane of string theory. Try to do
too much and you will end up doing nothing. And if they say, “At least we showed
that XYZ cannot be made into a physical theory”, one should simply point out
that the universe of theories that do not work is potentially infinite, and creating
new rays within it not an especially good use of one’s time.

I would therefore advocate the relatively unambitious program of examining
weaknessness in existing theories, or in one’s understanding of existing theories
and seeing if one can patch these up in any way. It may sound boring, but at least
one is morely likely to have something to show for it.

20. Alejandro Rivero
June 13, 2005

And I think what M says he “doesn’t buy into” boils down to the essay TITLE.
Yep, the title is misleading. One must notice that Smolin has suffered more
pression about the concept of “New Einstein” because a popular magazine
charged him with such title, some years ago. As I told before I had preferred “a
new Sommerfeld” or something so.

21. Curious
June 13, 2005

I risk to repeat myself, but I would like to answer M and also once again turn the



discussion to two inter-related topics: (a) are any
administrative or reorganizational actions
on the part of physics community
like those advocated by Smolin
would lead to the emergence of a new Einstein? and (b) Do we need this new
Einstein?

We all know that none of Smolin’s suggestions will bring a new Einstein to
existence. Useful as his advice may be
in improving the climate in which the research
is done, there is no guarantee that such a
climate would help to bring this peculiar goal about.
Neither it will help to make people more
open to radical ideas, as that would require changing the human nature. Only a
great crisis in physics
(say, nothing but SM from LHC) would do that.
Nobody and nothing stays in a way of creativity of today’s generation of
theorists: no gurus,
no cliques, no government policies, nothing.
It is all in the head. Independent thinkers
will overcome any pressure and any obscurity,
if their theories are correct. The best way
to bring Einstein is perhaps to cut federal
support completely; then only dedicated
people will remain and we will be back to the era of gentlemen scientists (when
there was explosive development of science and true opennes to ideas); but I am
not suggesting
that. The resistance does not matter.
Both quantum mechanics
and SR met tremendous resistance at
first. Did that stop Bohr or Heisenberg or Dirac? No, it did not. Just take my
word, when the
correct theory emerges it will take us all by
storm, no matter what and who gets which grants
and how much, what cliques currently exist,
what opinion Witten has, etc. That happened
before and it will happen again.

M correctly points to the fact that highly talented, original thinkers make great
advances in mathematics, music, etc. That whole new vistas can be opened by
such people. Symphonies and certain mathematical constructions would not
emerge without them, ever. True.

But physics is not mathematics. Nor is it
artistry. Whether a testable physical theory
is the result of tinkering of many or a protean
tour de force by a single genius is of little importance. Quantum mechanics has
been
developed in many small steps. So is QFT.
So is analytical mechanics. Laplace, Hamilton



etc were not Newtons or Einsteins but they
did a great job w/o which there would not be
Maxwells and Einsteins. I am not advocating team
work and doing TOE by a committee of
mediocrities. My point is different. We do not
need a new Einstein. We need 10 Schwingers, 5 Bethes, 6 Heisenbergs, 3 Bohrs,
7 Wigners, 4 Weyls and an occasional Landau. You can change this formula
however you like. That would do, believe me, if these
people will pursue their interests with open minds. Please, do not wait for this
new Einstein to appear and solve all the problems.
In physics, you do not have to be a genius to
do the work of a genius. Forget about the violin and the high moral ground; not
needed for job.
You can do it too, just try.

22. John Rennie
June 13, 2005

Since we’ve mentioned physical intuition, can anyone tell me the physical
interpretation of local gauge symmetry. Such Googling as I’ve done has failed to
find anything beyond a comment (I’m afraid I forget the source) that “it
represents hidden degrees of freedom in the theory”.
Given how central the concept is to field theories I’m a bit surprised how much it
is glossed over. Maybe the next Einstein could start by asking what physical
mechanism is responsible …

23. June 13, 2005

Thomas Larsson offered a nice concise argument here which I will try to respond
to.

[[…For almost five years, I have publicly said that string theorists are barking up
the wrong tree. Why should I now be afraid of saying that the much smaller LQG
community is doing the same thing (a different tree, admittedly, but still wrong)?
Basically I’m using the same argument. Diff anomalies simply must be relevant
to the quantization of gravity, because GR has many constraint subalgebras
isomorphic to infinite conformal symmetry in 2D, any the lesson from string
theory is that these subalgebras generically have anomalies. And no, I certainly
don’t think that people at Loops 2005 neither appreciate diff anomalies nor know
very much about them.

Posted by: Thomas Larsson at June 12, 2005 02:58 PM ]]

“saying that the much smaller LQG community is doing”:

Thomas, I do not think you know what the much smaller LQG is doing. I keep a
casual watch on the literature and would say that those not involved with
cosmology are mostly doing path integral-type stuff. You seem to think that your
discussion of constraint algebra is relevant, but it is not clear why.

“Diff[eomorphism] anomalies simply must be relevant to the quantization of



gravity, because GR has many constraint subalgebras isomorphic to infinite…”

Are you SURE that diffeomorphisms MUST be relevant? One center of interest in
the LQG community is an approach where there is no differentiable manifold
representing spacetime. No differentiable manifold means no diffeomorphisms.
No diffeomorphisms means no anomalies.
In this approach (CDT) the continuum is approximated by piecewise linear
manifolds. The behavior of the continuum is described in the limit as the size of
the triangulation goes to zero, and the continuum in the limit is neither smooth
nor of the same dimensionality at all scales.

It is not obvious why “diffeomorphism anomalies must be relevant to the
quantization of gravity”, especially in path integral approaches, or in approaches
where there are no constraint algebras, or where there are no diffeomorphisms.

Since it is not obvious, perhaps you would like to give a detailed explanation.

Thomas you say Smolin’s essay is “problematical” because following its results
would result in more support for LQG people (doing whatever LQG people do
these days).

You argue that these LQG people should not get more money because they do
not know some things you know about diffeomorphism anomalies.

I get the impression that you do not know who the LQG people are or what they
are working on. I have seen you sometimes citing some older papers of Thomas
Thiemann and Abhay Ashtekar, papers which do not seem at all typical of either
Ashtekar’s current work or the research going on in the LQG community.

Maybe you should actually GO to the Loops 05 conference this October and see
who actually are these people and what actually are their researches towards
which you are making the blanket statement they should not get additional
funding.

Then you might have a different idea of who is barking up what wrong tree. It
might be you 

24. June 13, 2005

to return to the topic of Smolin’s essay, M made a point on 11 June that I don’t
think got enough consideration

[[…

It seems to me that certain aspects of Einstein’s personality are quite important
to his ability to achieve the impact that he did. In my opinion the combination of
several key traits was crucial:

1. Excellent physical intuition.
2. Great respect for established results. This characteristic strongly distinguishes
serious scientists from crackpots.



3. Willingness to pursue an independent direction, but only when it was apparent
to him that the conventional approach was inadequate.
4. Inwardly directed and motivated. He didn’t let others decide for him what he
should be working on or what approach was correct.
5. Tenacity. He didn’t give up on problems he was interested in, neither because
they were hard nor because others didn’t buy into his program.

As for the connection with Smolin’s article…

I think all of the above characteristics (and others) were very important to his
success. I also think it is clear they came from inside him as an individual and
were not the product of an especially nurturing environment or support system.
None of his best work was done while he was at the IAS at Princeton, although at
the IAS his environment offered an environment much closer to what Smolin
advocates than the environment where he did his best work.

So, I guess I don’t really buy into that part of Smolin’s thesis that states “the
system” shoulders much of the blame for “no new Einstein.” If and when
someone like Einstein comes along, he or she will succeed primary due to
internal motivations and traits, not because Smolin’s proposals have been put
into place. Groupthink in physics departments and within funding agencies,
hiring decisions based on having a clean record of “correct” research endeavors,
and funding decisions based on their compatibility with fashionable research
programs and directions are cancerous and harmful to the progress of physics, I
agree. But do they prevent the appearance of a new Einstein? I really doubt it; I
don’t think obstacles in the system can stop someone like that…

Posted by: M at June 11, 2005 10:36 PM]]
*************
My comment on M’s post is
I would say that Smolin’s essay has two distinct messages:

A. Diversify the theoretical research programs represented in departments,
institutes, at conferences (incidentally giving young researchers more choice and
better information about alternative lines of theoretical investigation).
Arguments could be used similar to those applicable in the case of monopoly
power and the suppression of economic competition.

B. Reallocate support more towards the individual researcher (with choice left
open) and less by program. Perhaps this would mean longer-term postdoc
fellowships awarded NOT on the basis of the pre-established program to which
the recipient is indentured, but instead on personal criteria that allow more
scope in the choice and invention of research goals.

And I think what M says he “doesn’t buy into” boils down to the essay TITLE.
And if so, I strongly agree. Part A, diversify programs with more competition
between rival approaches, does not have any obvious connection with Albert
Einstein in 1905.
Einstein is not a symbolic or informative example relevant to that.

Nor is his life a very good argument for Part B, says M, because Einstein



represented a rare combination of intellectual and moral qualities which you
can’t get by tinkering with the system.

Maybe by tinkering with the support system you can get more people who are
intellectually independent, resourceful, inventive, motivated to solve
fundamental problems, and who take seriously (possibly conflicting) well-
established physical principles. Maybe you can get more ordinary-caliber serious
creative people, which would be great! Those people are not necessarily new
Einsteins though. I am all for Part B of Smolin program. But the identification
with Einstein seems corny.

25. Kea
June 12, 2005

Is that you, Marcus?

26. June 12, 2005

Dan, you ask:
[[ …let us suppose string theories’ open problems continue to remain open, and
that LQG is able to show it has a semiclassical limit in agreement with GR.
Would you predict a mass exodus from strings to loops? or is academia such that
strings will remain dominant, and LQG marginal?]]

I take LQG broadly defined as “What LQG-people are doing” and as what will be
the main focus at the Loop 05 conference. The Loop conference will feature CDT
as one of its main attractions. For an idea of where it stands on
“SEMICLASSICAL LIMIT” see this paper

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411152
A semiclassical universe from first principles

For additional detail on this and other developments see this one:

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505154
Reconstructing the universe

Other basic CDT papers:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156
Emergence of a 4D world from causal guantum gravity

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505113
Spectral dimension of the universe

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0506035
Counting a black hole in Lorentzian product triangulations

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0105267
Dynamically triangulating Lorentzian quantum gravity

In this approach spacetime is not modeled by anything with a differential

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411152
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411152
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505154
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505154
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404156
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505113
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505113
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0506035
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0506035
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0105267
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0105267


structure or smooth coordinates. For instance the largescale dimension can be
4D and the dimension decline continuously down to near 2D at very small scale.
This is not what one expects with, for example, a differentiable manifold where
the dimension must be a whole number corresponding to the number of
coordinate functions.

this year we are beginning to see a shift of LQG-people’s interest towards CDT.
Actually it began around May 2004 with the Marseille LQG conference. this is a
movement of interest within the general (broadly interpreted) LQG field. You
speak of
an “exodus” from string but from my point of view this does not seem to matter
as much as the shift of interest and resources inside LQG.

Dan you said:

[[I was thinking of spin network formulation, although one of Lubos’ criticism is
that there is no clear connection between the Hamiltonian formulation and spin
networks. Is there are clear connection between canonical quantization and
causal sets or dynamic triangulation?…]]

You may mean “spin foams” and not spin network since spin networks are basic
to canonical-LQG (the formulation that requires a Hamiltonian constraint). Spin
networks form the basis of the kinematic state space of vintage LQG.

On the other hand spin foams is a path integral approach and fortunately they
are not equivalent. Lubos is quite correct that there is no clear connection!
However this is hardly a criticism.
It just illustrates that the broad field of LQG contains several different
approaches to quantum gravity.

Are their “clear connections” from spin foams to causal sets to dynamical
triangulations? ABSOLUTELY NOT! It is just that similar skills and intuition
apply and similar concerns and problems are important. And the same people
(LQG-people) easily cross over and work on the various differnt approaches.
And the different approaches show up at the same conferences.

Vague connections yes. Formal logical provable connections no.

I should enter a disclaimer. I watch research in this field with considerable
interest, as it is currently progressing rapidly and is exciting. But I am not an
expert and dont do research in it. If I was to go into any kind of LQG (broad
sense) research it would be CDT, without question. Very new so basically can get
in at ground floor.

dan you say:
[[ do you know what the current research in LQG is on the Kodama state, which
according to Lee Smolin
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0209079,
has a good semiclassical limit with a positive cosmological constant. I am aware
Witten has argued the state is unphysical.
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0306083%5D%5D

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0209079
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0209079
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0306083%5D%5D
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0306083%5D%5D


these are old papers, a fair amount has been written about Kodama since then.
probably arxiv search engine can find it. recent papers by Stephon Alexander
and two people at UBC. use arxiv search to track them down.

27. Peter
June 12, 2005

Hi Dan,

I don’t think that many string theorists will abandon string theory for LQG, even
if everyone agrees that LQG has the right classical limit. For one thing, the whole
landscape story shows that many string theorists would rather abandon doing
science than abandon string theory. For another, many string theorists are, like
me, basically particle theorists, and would take the attitude, that if LQG works it
just means there are two ways to do quantum gravity, but since the string theory
way is supposed to explain particle physics, it is better and they will keep doing
it.

28. dan
June 12, 2005

Hello Pete,
short of a no-go theorem, I suppose the work on the semiclassical limit could
continue on for an indefinite time. i agree with you though that the current
commitment to string theory research is out of proportion to string theory’s
tangible physical results.

Based on Smolin’s analysis of academia, let us suppose string theories’ open
problems continue to remain open, and that LQG is able to show it has a
semiclassical limit in agreement with GR.

Would you predict a mass exodus from strings to loops? or is academia such that
strings will remain dominant, and LQG marginal?

Hello At,

I was thinking of spin network formulation, although one of Lubos’ criticism is
that there is no clear connection between the Hamiltonian formulation and spin
networks. Is there are clear connection between canonical quantization and
causal sets or dynamic triangulation?

As for the spin network, do you know what the current research in LQG is on the
Kodama state, which according to Lee Smolin
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0209079,
has a good semiclassical limit with a positive cosmological constant. I am aware
Witten has argued the state is unphysical.
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0306083

i know Smolin was workign on a paper in response to Witten, which John Baez
pointed out, but what has become of this?

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0209079
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0209079
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0306083
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0306083


29. June 12, 2005

Dan, here is the list of non-string QG topics selected for the October
“Loops 05” conference
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/

Background Independent Algebraic QFT
Causal Sets
Dynamical Triangulations
Loop Quantum Gravity
Non-perturbative Path Integrals

It is not always clear how inclusively the term “LQG” is being used. Ten years
ago LQG referred to a CANONICAL QUANTIZATION approach to GR, in which
dynamics was to be implemented through the Hamiltonian constraint. In the mid-
to-late 1990s LQG researchers experienced difficulty with the Hamiltonian and in
particular with the associated constraint algebra. Largely on this account, many
if not most LQG people moved over to path integral approaches including SPIN
FOAMS, CAUSAL SETS, and DYNAMICAL TRIANGULATIONS.

Today, very few LQG are actively pursuing canonical quantization of GR. An
exception is Thomas Thiemann at AEI who has something called the Master
Constraint program.

There is a LQG program developed by Gambini and Pullin which looks somewhat
like canonical LQG, but which has no constraint algebra and no Hamiltonian
constraint. Its Hamiltonian is a discrete time-evolution operator.

Anyway we have a confusing abuse of language here. Almost everybody seems to
use “LQG” as a blanket term for the non-string, mostly path integral, approaches
to QG. There is no other widely recognized blanket term for what LQG people do!

But then some people, it would seem Thomas Larsson is a case of this, proceed
to talk about the “LQG” in a much narrower sense, as if it were the canonical
quantization program of the 1990s that has already been described in several
books—the approach that encountered difficulty realizing Hamiltonian constraint
dynamics.

Now I am wondering which “LQG” you mean, dan? Here is what you said:

[[..How many years are you willing to give “LQG” and its attempt to recover the
classical limit before you deem it a failure? and if it is unable to find such a limit
within a specified time period, would it be fair to say that LQG is as failed a
project as string/m-theory.

Posted by: dan at June 12, 2005 03:08 PM ]]

The non-string QG approach that many people would consider closest to
“recovering the classical limit” would be CDT, I suppose (causal dynam. triang.)
That was invented in 1998 (the year the first two CDT papers were published). It
first produced a 4D spacetime in computer simulations in 2004. Smolin, who

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/


seems to represent “LQG people” for many of us, recently co-authored a CDT
paper. There are indications that CDT will be one of the main points of discussion
at Loops 05. I cannot say for certain that CDT has NOT “recovered the classical
limit”.
Perhaps I could fetch some links to recent CDT papers and you could decide for
yourself.

30. Peter Woit
June 12, 2005

Hi Dan,

First of all, unlike the case of string theory, I haven’t spent much time following
the debates and arguments over LQG, so I don’t want to make any
pronouncements about either its success or its failure. I’ve explained why
elsewhere, basically it’s because I’m fundamentally a particle theorist. String
theory has failed because it is now clear it can’t explain anything about
unification in particle theory. LQG has never tried.

In the current situation, where there are no successful ideas about going beyond
the standard model, everything people work on is not a success, and thus has
experienced some degree of failure. This doesn’t mean people shouldn’t work on
these ideas, maybe the failures can be overcome. But the amount of effort that
has gone into string theory unification has been staggering, and has provided
huge amounts of evidence that the idea can’t ever work. The effort going into
LQG has been much more modest, and, although it hasn’t completely achieved
its goals, it’s not implausible that with more work some new ideas will be found.
I don’t think one can say the same about string theory any more.

If those working on LQG don’t make any progress during the next 5-10 years,
and it really is true that they can’t get out GR in a the classical limit, I suspect
most people working in the field will move on to something else. If instead they
attract thousands of physicists to work on the idea, and have dozens of
conferences each year, some with 500 theorists in attendance, if I’m still around
I’ll be spending a lot of time complaining about their behavior.

31. dan
June 12, 2005

Hi Peter,
I do have a question for you,

I am sympathetic to your claim that String/M theory is currently a “failed”
project.

What I wonder is whether you think LQG is a “failed” project as it has been
unable to reproduce GR.

How many years are you willing to give “LQG” and its attempt to recover the
classical limit befre you deem it a failure? and if it is unable to find such a limit
within a specified time period, would it be fair to say that LQG is as failed a



project as string/m-theory.

32. Thomas Larsson
June 12, 2005

Of course Smolin asks for a redistribution of funds from string theory to LQG.
After bemoaning the string theory dominance, he complains how difficult it is to
find positions for young people in technicolor, preon models, dynamical
triangulations, causal sets, and LQG. How can this be construed otherwise than
as a call for redistribution of funds from string theory to these areas, in
particular LQG?

String theory surely has problems – there is no theory, no predictions and no
experimental support. But this does not imply that large amount of funding
should go to research aiming at disproving QM, GR or the standard model. OK,
LQG does not aim at disproving QM, but claiming that anomalies can be
arbitrarily dialled to zero by a new wonderful quantization method is not far from
it. The existence of anomalies does certainly not depend on the quantization
method; conformal anomalies arise also in the path-integral quantization of the
bosonic string, in the form of Schwarzian derivatives that appear in the
transformation law of the measure. Again, they only cancel in 26D.

In this connection it might be worth mentioning that I was originally trained in
statistical physics, where stringy mathematics (read CFT) plays a fundamental
role. Unless the situation in HEP, the application of CFT to 2D statphys is a
success story, and it has be experimentally verified beyond reasonable doubt. In
particular, the central charge has been measured, at least in computer
simulations, and it has been found to agree with the non-zero CFT prediction.
From this perspective, the idea that conformal anomalies can generically be
avoided is absolute nonsense.

For almost five years, I have publicly said that string theorists are barking up the
wrong tree. Why should I now be afraid of saying that the much smaller LQG
community is doing the same thing (a different tree, admittedly, but still wrong)?
Basically I’m using the same argument. Diff anomalies simply must be relevant
to the quantization of gravity, because GR has many constraint subalgebras
isomorphic to infinite conformal symmetry in 2D, any the lesson from string
theory is that these subalgebras generically have anomalies. And no, I certainly
don’t think that people at Loops 2005 neither appreciate diff anomalies nor know
very much about them.

Implicit in section 5 of Nicolai et al. is a suggestion for a research programme:
quantize GR in a similar way as the Polyakov action is quantized in bosonic string
theory. This is more or less what I have tried to do for 15 years, and at the very
least some of the mathematics – the anomalies and many representations – is
now firmly understood. However, in my view this is strong evidence against
string theory – if previously overlooked mathematics allows GR in 4D to be
quantized, there is really no need for extended objects in 10 or 11D.

33. June 12, 2005



Thomas Larsson faults Smolin’s essay as follows:
[[… the suggested cure, which more or less explicitly reads more money to LQG,
is problematic since many people feel that the LQG people are ignoring well-
established facts.

Posted by: Thomas Larsson at June 12, 2005 06:13 AM]]

that is, in Larsson’s view, Smolin’s article is problematic because it advocates
more money for LQG people
and LQG people ignore a well-established fact about constraint algebras which
Larsson has discussed on several occasions.

1. the main thrust of the article is not advocacy of specific research lines.
however several are mentioned (foundations of QM, technicolor, preons, QG
phenomenology, causal sets, dynam. triangulations, Loop)

Loop (in the narrow canonical sense, or even the broadly inclusive sense) is not
given priority in Smolin’s list. It is hard to see how Larsson can criticize the
essay for special pleading or favoritism.

2. In Larsson’s view it would be problematical for unnamed “LQG people” to get
more research funds. Who are “LQG people”. A good working definition would be
those who are organizing and speaking at the October Loops 05 conference at
the Albert Einstein Institute
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Home.html

This link gives the topics to be covered at the conference.

This other link lists the invited speakers:
More about the programme
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html

Since you are accusing people of being ignorant of well-established facts,
Thomas, which of these invited speakers to Loops 05 do you say are ignorant of
well-established facts? I am just curious. Do you know any of them and have you
talked with them to be sure that they are ignorant as you say?

I think maybe some were never ignorant of what you say and maybe some could
have been ignorant perhaps a couple of years ago and may have learned
something since then. But personally I don’t know. You are making the blanket
claim about the ignorance at present time of a group of people—-so that Smolin’s
essay is problematical if it leads to them being given more research
funding—-and so I guess it is up to you to substantiate it.

34. Quantoken
June 12, 2005

It’s worth noting that my discoveries must be ground shaking for figured out the
strong and weak coupling constant. The exact moment I click the mouse on the
“publish” button it triggered a 5.6 richter scale earthquake. No kidding.

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Home.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Home.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/recenteqsUS/Quakes/ci14151344.htm
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/recenteqsUS/Quakes/ci14151344.htm
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/recenteqsUS/Quakes/ci14151344.htm
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/recenteqsUS/Quakes/ci14151344.htm
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/recenteqsUS/Quakes/ci14151344.htm
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/recenteqsUS/Quakes/ci14151344.htm
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/recenteqsUS/Quakes/ci14151344.htm
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/recenteqsUS/Quakes/ci14151344.htm


35. June 12, 2005

Thomas Larsson, it would help if you and indeed all of us (myself included) would
look more objectively at what the Smolin essay actually says. I have used caps to
emphasize relevant parts. Notice that most of what Smolin is talking about has
little connection with what you are talking about (alleged ignorance of unnamed
Loop people concerning anomalies and “infinite dimensional constraint
algebras”)

[[Alternatives to strings

More worrisome, young theorists who pursue alternatives to string theory have
had great difficulty finding any academic positions in the US. This is true of those
who pursue alternative programs in particle physics, like TECHNICOLOR and
PREON models, and also true of those who pursue alternative approaches to
quantum gravity, such as DYNAMICAL TRIANGULATIONS, CAUSAL SETS, AND
LOOP QUANTUM GRAVITY. These subjects are all pursued much more
vigorously outside the US, because leading researchers in these areas are drawn
to leave US universities by offers of very good opportunities elsewhere.

One approach barely represented in the US is QUANTUM GRAVITY
PHENOMENOLOGY, which studies how to test quantum gravity theories
experimentally by means of high-energy astrophysics experiments such as the
Gamma Ray Large Area Space Telescope and the Pierre Auger Observatory. The
experiments are supported in the US, but most theorists who are developing the
relevant phenomenology are outside the US.

Other examples show the hazards of too much concentration of resources on a
few areas, to the exclusion of others. For decades, the FOUNDATIONS OF
QUANTUM MECHANICS got virtually no support in the US; it was believed to be
a direction without promise. In the last 10 years the fast-moving field of quantum
information has shown that important experimental and theoretical results about
foundations of quantum mechanics were always there for the finding…]]

The approach to quantum gravity which he mentions first, Ambjorn Jurkiewicz
Loll CDT (“dynam. triangulations”), is a path integral approach that has nothing
to do with “infinite dimensional constraint algebras”.

Indeed if he is to be accused of special pleading, much of what Smolin mentions
in the short passage about specific non-string lines of research do not involve
“infinite dimensional constraint algebras”.

However, you say:
[[… the suggested cure, which more or less explicitly reads more money to LQG,
is problematic since many people feel that the LQG people are IGNORING
WELL-ESTABLISHED FACTS.

Most of modern string theory – M-theory, AdS/CFT, flux compactifications,
anthropic principle – is arguably built on loose sand, but some string theory
insights are here to stay. LQG, and even more so the LQG string, violate probably
the most fundamental insight of string theory: that INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL



CONSTRAINT ALGEBRAS generically acquire anomalies on the quantum level…
…
…
Posted by: Thomas Larsson at June 12, 2005 06:13 AM]]

It has been pointed out here at Peter’s blog, by Smolin himself in fact, that much
of the work by LQG-people in the past 10 years has been in the path integral
direction—spin foams and the like. This has not involved “infinite dimensional
constraint algebras” or any constraint algebras at all.

I thought Smolin effectively answered Hermann Nicolai’s
“outsider’s view” article in his letter posted here, by pointing out that Nicolai’s
view of LQG research was overly narrow or else some 10 or 15 years out of date.
Nicolai’s view of Loop-and-related research has changed radically since that
article, judging from the list of topics and speakers for the October “Loops 05”
conference which Nicolai’s institute is hosting.

I think if you take another look at your own post here, of 12 June, you will see
that it is not Smolin who is self-serving and trotting out his own favorite
hobbyhorse.

36. Torbjorn Larsson
June 12, 2005

Curious:

“GR, basically, hindered the progress in physics as much as it fostered it. Its own
creator was not satisfied with this theory and its general validity has not been
shown experimentally to this day.”

I think this is incorrect. I seem to remember that you need GR, not only SR, to
construct and maintain GPS satellite systems. Also, I think all the serious
contenders have been shown wrong already. If I am mistaken I hope someone
more knowledgeable will correct me.

37. Alejandro Rivero
June 12, 2005

A related question in some comments here is “Why a new Einstein”, but it seems
that most bloggers are driven by General Relativity. IE we want a new Einstein to
unify the four forces. So we discuss about LQG (not rare in a thread about
Smolin), fundamental strings, etc.

I a humbler way, let me suggest that a new Einstein taming the strong force
could give already enough advance for some years: to be able to calculate
particle masses and effective coupling constants (and from it, decay widths and
branches) for all the hadronic interactions. I wonder how many of the support for
strings comes still from the hope of being able to solve this particular point,
independently of higher hopes.

38. Juan R.



June 12, 2005

Peter, i repeat my previous question for you if you have time for reply it.

would be more effective if you could post your comments in string theory (e.g. in
Landscape stuff) directly like an attachment to each ArXiv preprint instead of
here? That model did already exist in the CPS preprint (unfortunately closed)
and worked very well, because one could see the preprint and in the same html
page comments/discussion by people.

39. Juan R.
June 12, 2005

I agree with several, practically the whole, of Smolin’s points and proposals.

Four additional comments:

1) I believe that Smolin article is, at some extension, a reclaim for attracting
more people to “nonstandard” quantum gravity research like LQG. There is
around 10 times more people working in strings, branes.

2) The real problem is about money. Past science was less expensive and
moreover great advances were done by people with his/her own money. Today
many parts of science are really expensive and one need funding or a
“Templeton” grant :-). Money implies control of it and control implies directed
research and directed research implies the control by mainstream. Less popular
research programs are in the last part of the list for obtaining funding. That is a
natural outcome of current scientific “democracy”. History shows that in general
questions mainstream knowledge is good, but in radical answers, mainstream is
just wrong (remember revolutions of past begining in Newton).

3) A real Einstein, if any today, would not follow current popular research
programs. Because a real Einstein (or Newton) would choose elegant, powerful
approaches instead of irrelevant theories and ugly programs. A point is sure to
me. Today Einstein would not follow current approaches to quantum gravity.
None of them is really profound, several are ugly, and many of them are simply
wrong.

4) Where is Wally (i.e. Lubos Motl)? I claim that the first “Einstein-like grant”
was given to him for developing his impresive knowledge and physical intuition
in quantum, gravity and other topics. All of we would favouring this plea. It is
simple, if we leave to him study topic freely, he (great genious) choose the wrong
way. The rest of people simply would follow the contrary way and the advance of
science in next decades, would be impresive :-0.

40. Thomas Larsson
June 12, 2005

M wrote some posts ago
It seems to me that certain aspects of Einstein’s personality are quite important
to his ability to achieve the impact that he did. In my opinion the combination of



several key traits was crucial:
…
2. Great respect for established results. This characteristic strongly distinguishes
serious scientists from crackpots.
…

This is the crucial point, isn’t it. It is easy to agree with Smolin’s description of
today’s problems in physics, with string theory’s experimentally unmotivated
dominance. However, the suggested cure, which more or less explicitly reads
more money to LQG, is problematic since many people feel that the LQG people
are ignoring well-established facts.

Most of modern string theory – M-theory, AdS/CFT, flux compactifications,
anthropic principle – is arguably built on loose sand, but some string theory
insights are here to stay. LQG, and even more so the LQG string, violate probably
the most fundamental insight of string theory: that infinite-dimensional
constraint algebras generically acquire anomalies on the quantum level.

It is generally accepted that constraint algebras, like the infinite conformal
symmetry of the bosonic string, must be anomaly free. (My opinions in this
matter differ and are controversial, although IMO well-founded.) However, the
fundamental observation is not really that the conformal anomaly cancels in 26D,
but that it generically (D != 26) does not cancel. It is thus no surprise that string
theorists (and not only them) reacted strongly when the LQG people claimed that
it is possible to quantize the bosonic string without an anomaly for any D. For a
detailed argument, see the critical review of LQG by Nicolai et al., especially
Section 5, Constraint algebra.

Thus, given that many people think that LQG is fundamentally misguided, it is
hard to feel that it is really under-funded at the present level.

Incidentlly, my own work can be regarded as an attempt to treat GR along the
same lines that string theorists treat the Polyakov action. This is evidently much
harder (otherwise someone else would already have succeeded), but I find it
rather striking that at least the relevant anomalies have been found, together
with large classes of representations.

41. Scott
June 12, 2005

um my first sentence of my last post should have ended with “without Einstein”
however curious seems to have made that point in a much clearer way then i did/
would have if i had finished the sentence.

42. M
June 12, 2005

Hi Curious,

I may be mistaken in my impression, but it seems like you are missing the main
point of Smolin’s article, based on what you wrote:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0401172
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0401172
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501114
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501114


“It has been implicit in your discussion as well as in Smolin’s paper that we
desperately need new Einsteins to advance physics. The whole controversy then
centers on how to get these proto-Einsteins out of obscurity, with or without the
violin.”

I didn’t see that implicit assumption in Smolin’s article. I doubt that his objective
was to convince the world that we need a new Einstein to save us from our
theoretical morass and lead us to a bright future (with the rest of the article then
proceeding to explain how we should clear the roadblocks so this can happen).

It seemed to me that Smolin was using Einstein as a symbol for independent and
creative thinkers who could (hopefully) make significant progress on really
vexing problems. He proceeded to outline some systematic, serious impediments
within “the system” and gave suggestions for making changes that would reduce
them and nurture new approaches. He may be right. But it seems to me that
someone like Einstein would find a way to work on the really difficult problems
and get his or her work noticed even with the theoretical climate of today.

As an aside, is it controversial with you that there is a real need today for
significant new ideas in fundamental theoretical physics, or that major advances
are usually initiated by a small number of people? You seemed to imply that a
team effort is a reasonable substitute for exceptional individual talent when you
wrote,

“Except for GR I cannot think of any of Einstein’s theories that would not be
suggested by others 5-10-15 years later. … The task that was carried by a single
person in 1905 could have been carried by several lesser minds w/o much loss
for science.”

Obviously it is impossible to disprove your statement, but there are many
examples of activities where a team or committee of lesser minds is no match for
exceptional thinking by a single individual. For example, think about difficult
mathematical problems that have resisted long efforts by others until a single
person with the requisite insight or creativity came along. Think about especially
great works of visual art, literature or music. Can a team of excellent architects
create a design that is equal or nearly equal to that of a truly exceptional
architect? Would you feel as confortable fighting a battle (military or corporate)
that is being led by a committee of excellent strategists as you would one that is
led by a truly exceptional strategic thinker? (It also seems worth noting that
Einstein played a very key role in the development of quantum mechanics; read
Pais’ biography if you doubt this. It is questionable that things would have turned
out as they did in the 1920s without his help. Among “all those geniuses in the
1920s,” most were working out consequences and difficulties in the new
quantum theory, a much easier task than coming up with a new theory in the first
place.)

43. Scott
June 12, 2005

Curious,



It is hard to understand cause and effect properly, were other people finally
thinking new ideas because einstein broke the grip of the old ideas with his SR
explanation of the photoelectric effect and brownian motion, or would have
poincare finnally make the leap (actually i don’t think he ever did either despite
of or maybe because of einstein) to SR, and then maybe someone like bohr or
heisenberg might have explained the photoelectric effect. The point is the field is
in desperate need of some new people(don’t get hung up on the “einsteins”) to
get the ball moving towards a new physics by making revolutionary steps toward
the reconcilation of QM and GR as well as properly explain things like “dark
matter” and “dark energy” among other things. It is these people who may not
be quite the timesaver that einstein that need to be recognized and encouraged
instead of pushed out of the field by its institutionalism. To do this we need to be
able to recognize these thinkers better by changing arxiv and getting universities
ect to diversify their speculation.

Also I would like to remind you that seeing as GR and QM have not yet been
reconciled yet it would be foolish to assume the GR has somehow held physics
back.

“He worked hard on these problems. And so should you”
yep, I am going to do that as soon as my summer starts. Speaking of which I am
going to go finish up my labwritups so that I can start working on it.

44. Curious
June 12, 2005

It has been implicit in your discussion as well
as in Smolin’s paper that we desperately need new
Einsteins to advance physics. The whole controversy then centers on how to get
these proto-Einsteins out of obscurity, with or without the violin. I beg to differ.
Except
for GR I cannot think of any of Einstein’s theories
that would not be suggested by others 5-10-15 years
later. He was, basically, a terrific time saver, most of the time. It is preposterous
to suggest that w/o Einstein there will be no BE statistics, or photons, or
statistical
fluctuation & Brownian motion theories, or special
relativity – to name just a few topics. Think of all these geniuses in the 1920s;
they did that and more. One thing
I am not certain about is GR. I do not think that
such a theory would be advanced without Einstein,
but it might have been better for physics if it weren’t in the end; after 1930
nobody would even think about
suggesting a nonquantum, purely classical theory of
gravity. GR, basically, hindered the progress in physics as much as it fostered it.
Its own creator was not satisfied with this theory and its general validity has not
been shown experimentally to this day.

I think that we do not need new Einsteins. The task that was carried by a single
person in 1905 could have been carried by several lesser minds w/o much loss



for science. Perhaps, we just need to think a bit like Einstein and look at old
problems with fresh eyes. One can hope that a
new Einstein will come and clear the slate for you.
Or one can look for new ideas w/o counting on that.

Surely, the second coming of A.Einstein would be helpful. However, delegating
the responsibility to find new things to others is not dignified. Who
and what prevents YOU from seeing the obvious? Funding agencies? Peer
opinion? Latest fads? Stop fooling yourself. Getting new ideas has always been
difficult. It is YOU yourself. And I am no better than you.

Einstein did not write papers in the 50s that he
needs a new Newton to help him out of his TOE problems. He worked hard on
these problems. And so should you. Enough of this new Einstein nonsense.

45. Scott
June 11, 2005

M,
Anonymous was the one trying to shut down an avenue of discussion, if he
wanted smolins proposal’s discussed, he should do more then say hey lets talk
about these I think they are good instead of saying hey smolin said this I think
this about it. Granted he did put some thoughts on it such as its good but all he
said was I think these are good suggestion but I would like this suggestion
checked out and think this other suggestion should be done carefully. Not
knowing the answer to his one question and seeing nothing else to talk about I
choose to explain why I thought my comments on changes to the arxiv and other
comments about why were on topic in the fact they further the thinking in the
question Smolin is attempting to answer thus in a way critiqueing for the points
if overlooks if you need to look at it that way to justify the thread drift. So lets
get the story straight anonomyous was trying to limit the direction of thought
about why no new Einstein solely to discussing Smolins points and forcing us all
to think(or at least restict our conversation) along only those lines, allowing no
others. Do you see the parrallel? That parrallel to the main reason cited for their
being no new Einstien was what i found so hilarious, i am sorry if it came off as
insulting but it was really funny too me, i actualy did laugh out loud about
it(granted I was really sleep deprived at the time). As far as I know Peter only
gets worried about the thread going off topic when posters pet theories get
brought up and discussed to much which hasn’t happened in this thread.

That being said I think you are dead on with your description of his personality
and how this would lead to his success even despite our current institutional
problems. But what about the “miniEinsteins” those who are very similar to
einstein and capable of thinking of revolutionary ideas but without as strong a
drive to do so despite the institutional problems we have. Why should, many
others who made creative and revolutionary ideas didn’t have to succeed despite
this. In that sense we should still try out these suggestions and Juan and my
suggestions about changing the arxiv for better communication in order to
facilitate these individuals. Of course all of this is mute if a genuinely “new
einstein” in the sence you are speaking of blasts on to the scene as such an event



would lead to a more revolutionary thinking among others as well as break the
institutional hold. Personally I have odds on the real deal showing up and making
this discussion mute, but just in case…(of course this just type of waiting for an
“Einstein” really brings back my messianic complex comment)

46. M
June 11, 2005

As a follow-up to the anonymous poster:

“Let’s not distract ourselves with details about the personality of Albert Einstein
and his symbolic life experiences. Maybe there is hope of a generational shift
and qualitative improvement in US research institutions.”

It seems to me that certain aspects of Einstein’s personality are quite important
to his ability to achieve the impact that he did. In my opinion the combination of
several key traits was crucial:

1. Excellent physical intuition.
2. Great respect for established results. This characteristic strongly distinguishes
serious scientists from crackpots.
3. Willingness to pursue an independent direction, but only when it was apparent
to him that the conventional approach was inadequate.
4. Inwardly directed and motivated. He didn’t let others decide for him what he
should be working on or what approach was correct.
5. Tenacity. He didn’t give up on problems he was interested in, neither because
they were hard nor because others didn’t buy into his program.

As for the connection with Smolin’s article…

I think all of the above characteristics (and others) were very important to his
success. I also think it is clear they came from inside him as an individual and
were not the product of an especially nurturing environment or support system.
None of his best work was done while he was at the IAS at Princeton, although at
the IAS his environment offered an environment much closer to what Smolin
advocates than the environment where he did his best work.

So, I guess I don’t really buy into that part of Smolin’s thesis that states “the
system” shoulders much of the blame for “no new Einstein.” If and when
someone like Einstein comes along, he or she will succeed primary due to
internal motivations and traits, not because Smolin’s proposals have been put
into place. Groupthink in physics departments and within funding agencies,
hiring decisions based on having a clean record of “correct” research endeavors,
and funding decisions based on their compatibility with fashionable research
programs and directions are cancerous and harmful to the progress of physics, I
agree. But do they prevent the appearance of a new Einstein? I really doubt it; I
don’t think obstacles in the system can stop someone like that…

47. M
June 11, 2005



Scott wrote:

“No one is objecting to his suggestions here this indicates we all agree, and so
we moved onto discussion about other things to incourage revolutionary thinkers
and better ways to recognized them and their ideas in the arxiv.”

I don’t think anyone appointed you as spokesperson for what everyone else
thinks. Peter’s topic was Lee’s article, ‘Why No “New Einstein”?’ It seems quite
inappropriate to try to shut down discussion on that in favor of steering
discussion to less on-topic areas (and in an insulting manner, at that). Recall
Peter’s explicit requests on a number of occasions to maintain discussion on the
particular topic; that the anonomous poster was trying to do this is to be
encouraged rather than disparaged.

48. Scott
June 11, 2005

anonymous,

No one is objecting to his suggestions here this indicates we all agree, and so we
moved onto discussion about other things to incourage revolutionary thinkers
and better ways to recognized them and their ideas in the arxiv. Personally I find
the fact that you are simply wanting to simply discuss Smolins proposals instead
of having us think of more proplems and proposals, is in the context of this topic
extremely hillarious, I’ll leave it to you to figure out why.

49. June 11, 2005

I continue hoping for some discussion of these three substantive proposals of
Smolin

quote from June “Physics Today”

To prevent overinvestment in speculatative directions that may end up as dead
ends, departments should ensure that different points of view about unsolved
problems, and rival research programs, are represented on their faculties.

Research groups should seek out people who pursue rival approaches, and
include them as postdocs, students, and visitors. Conferences in one research
program should be encouraged, by those funding them, to invite speakers from
rival programs. Instructors should encourage students to learn about competing
approaches to unsolved problems, so that the students are equipped to choose
for themselves the most promising directions as their careers advance.

Funding agencies and foundations should take steps to see that at every level
scientists are encouraged to freely explore and develop all viable proposals to
solve deep and difficult problems. Funding should go to individual scientists for
individual thought and not to research programs. A research program should not
be allowed to become institutionally dominant until supported by convincing
scientific proof of the usual kind. Before such proof is demonstrated, alternative
and rival approaches should receive encouragement to ensure that the progress



of science is not stalled by overinvestment in a direction that turns out to be
wrong.

—-end quote—

Does anyone doubt that these three of Smolin’s proposals should be put into
effect? Could some governing body in NSF adopt them as resolutions, or is that
too much to ask? Could someone with an agenda like Smolin’s be appointed to a
position within NSF from which leverage can be applied to the major physics
departments and the relevant agencies and people at various levels. If that is too
much to expect, then why, exactly, is it so?

If the US scientific establishment has reached a point at which such proposals
actually need to be made (instead of being implemented per custom in normal
academic practice) then can anyone here offer any objection to their adoption?

Let’s not distract ourselves with details about the personality of Albert Einstein
and his symbolic life experiences. Maybe there is hope of a generational shift
and qualitative improvement in US research institutions.

50. June 11, 2005

[[ I thought this was about why their was no “new Einstein,” silly me. Adding to
Smolin and Peters comments on why this is…

Posted by: Scott at June 11, 2005 11:14 AM ]]

Of course you are welcome to think that. Please allow me to suppose something
different. I suppose that the headline question of “why no new Einstein” is
essentially just good journalism.

It gets attention, dramatizes the issues, and I suppose energizes people by
involving them in emulation fantasy.

One could also as “why no new Feynman” or “why no new Kepler”.

but allow me to suppose that this is simply a journalistic hook and that the
substance of what he is talking about is as follows:

1. he claims (dont know if true) that creative independent-minded talent that you
would earlier have expected to stay in US is going to places like Europe and
Canada.

this could be, e.g., a talented young European, proven innovator, who comes to
US for postdoc and then instead of moving on to faculty at Columbia or Princeton
(as he or she might have done in years past) goes back to Utrecht or Potsdam.

I dont know what statistics Smolin is talking about. he is saying US theory
establishment is now COMPARATIVELY LESS ATTRACTIVE to bold ingenious
workers and that the lucky ones are LEAVING. Maybe he is wrong. and maybe he
is right. It needs to be checked.



2. He is saying that to make the US more attractive again, to foster and keep
these people, certain re-diversification should be done by

a. department chairs, hiring committees, tenure review
b. research institute directors, conference organizers,
c. NSF committees, foundations that fund conferences, fellowships, etc.

This diversification is more along the lines of having SEVERAL RIVAL programs
or theoretical approaches represented in the department, or the research
institute. One of the best examples of this is the Albert Einstein Institute at
Potsdam which has several quantum gravity approaches being pursued.

3. He may also be saying loosen the institutional grip which vested research
programs have on theory in major departments, at least to the extent they turn
the inventive young person into a brain-slave. But in my private estimation this
should be with some care, if at all, since if applied heedlessly it could damage
the coherence of valuable efforts.

In any case I think it is sentimental nonsense to think that one is going to find
some policy change that will produce people that will be recognizably similar to
those whom we revere as heros and saviours, “new Einsteins”, or Keplers, or
Feynmans or whatever. A practical objective would be to make US research
institutions once more attractive to talented independent minds, if necessary by
breaking the monopoly power of overgrown programs.

51. Juan R.
June 11, 2005

Quantoken now i am understand some of your topics.

You said “The real Einstein did not go to graduate school either.” I think that he
was.

“They can write to some of the most famous physicists at the time and very likely
they will get some respose and discussion.”

You also can. I say this by own experience. I have talked with leader physicists in
several disciplines inclusding several Nobel laureates like Prigogine (for
discussing about thermodynamics), Weinberg (for discussing about QFT), etc.

Almost all of my mails were read and correctly replied, including formulas,
references, etc.

When i began to talk with Prigogine i clearly say to him that i was
undergraduate, but my mansucripts were interesting for him and contacted to a
post-PhD of his group with me and both collaborate in a hot thermodynamical
topic.

I see that if your work is minimally serious, it is read by people with interest and
comments/suggestions received.



On Edward Witten I can say nothing.

52. Juan R.
June 11, 2005

Quantoken,

I have hard often that Einstein was not studied and therefore any can do a
revolution in science without go to the university.

I don’t know if it is your case (i didn’t understand well your post), but I thought
that Einstein was a graduate (physicist) with good experience in scientific
research. Moreover, I think he was did a PhD in a molecular hot topic. Am I
wrong?

53. garrett
June 11, 2005

In talking about the arxiv, I said that it was “(mostly) open.” I think this is pretty
much the best way to go, with an automated, and hence near zero cost, system to
screen out obvious cranks. A system of endorsements, with a very broad base of
endorsers, does a good job of this. However, I think it’s bad when the arxiv
administrators mess with this submission criteria by hand — deleting articles or
restricting endorsed posters, based solely on their opinions. It’s bad because this
sort of judgement should be carried out by the community, as the next step. By
deleting articles or censoring posts, the reviewers are overstepping their bounds
and potentially killing good and maybe even groundbreaking articles based on
their opinions. This has unfortunately happened several times, to Tony Smith and
Brian Josephson and others, and it’s just not the administrator’s place. If they
take great pains to establish a good and fair system, the administrators should
realize that in messing with it by hand they’re doing something wrong — they’re
practicing exactly the kind of heavy handed censorship that an open forum is
supposed to prevent.

54. Scott
June 11, 2005

I thought this was about why their was no “new Einstein,” sill me. Adding to
Smolin and Peters comments on why this is as well as discussing additional
changes besides the general diversification ideas are in no way offtopic.

55. June 11, 2005

this blog discussion is supposed to be about Smolin’s proposals?

Here are 3 of them. they seem totally uncontroversial to me: no brainers. Any
disagreement?
quote Smolin

To prevent overinvestment in speculatative directions that may end up as dead
ends, departments should ensure that different points of view about unsolved



problems, and rival research programs, are represented on their faculties.

Research groups should seek out people who pursue rival approaches, and
include them as postdocs, students, and visitors. Conferences in one research
program should be encouraged, by those funding them, to invite speakers from
rival programs. Instructors should encourage students to learn about competing
approaches to unsolved problems, so that the students are equipped to choose
for themselves the most promising directions as their careers advance.

Funding agencies and foundations should take steps to see that at every level
scientists are encouraged to freely explore and develop all viable proposals to
solve deep and difficult problems. Funding should go to individual scientists for
individual thought and not to research programs. A research program should not
be allowed to become institutionally dominant until supported by convincing
scientific proof of the usual kind. Before such proof is demonstrated, alternative
and rival approaches should receive encouragement to ensure that the progress
of science is not stalled by overinvestment in a direction that turns out to be
wrong.

—-end quote—

Wasn’t “portfolio diversification” in the theory section of a department approved
and fairly common practice a few academic generations back? Isn’t it still far
from rare in major universities outside the US?

56. Quantoken
June 11, 2005

Scott said:
“One reason, there are no new einsteins is that many may quit before even
finishing gradschool.”

Please note: The real Einstein did not go to graduate school either. He finished
colleage as an average and could not find a job for two years. Then only with
some help from some one influential he got the job of a patent clerk.

The big difference is at Einstein’s time science was still the activity of a small
elite group, not a massive modern industry. As an average Joe, Einstein and his
friends can access the academy easily: They can read the most advanced
science journals and can underdstand and discuss the stuff. They can also submit
papers and it is more likely than not that they can get their papers published.
They can write to some of the most famous physicists at the time and very likely
they will get some respose and discussion.

But all that is no longer possible today since science has grown into a huge huge
massive full fleged modern industry. The kind of communication Einstein enjoyed
is no longer possible, despite the availability of the internet.

Just try to think about a new Einstein, who is a college graduate, but who
miraculously get it all figured out, write to Edward Witten, telling him Sir you
are wrong, don’t waste any more of your time studying super string theory, bla



bla bla? What kind of response do you expect?

Now think about the real Einstein living today, and there hasn’t been SR and GR
yet, But QM and SST have been fully developed today. So the establishments
includes the classical Newtonian mechanics, QM, SST, and the Universe was a
static model, and of course the spacetime is absolute. Assumping that’s what we
got today.

Now this guy called Einstein, who nobody knows, comes forward in the year
2005, and tell everybody: It’s all wrong, Newton got it wrong, there is no
absolute spacetime, bla bla. I have a whole set of new theories which describes
the experimental evidences better than the Newton Mechanics. And the universe
could not be static at all. Depend on the critical density, either all stars will fly
away, or one day the sky will collapse on us. Not only that, my new theory
(GR) is also incompatible with QM, so I believe that QM could also be wrong or
at least it is not a complete theory, bla bla bla. Would any one take him seriously?
This guy doesn’t even have a Ph.D., thank God, why would any one even bother
to read his paper?

Think about that, wouldn’t you say that Einstein was lucky to be born in 1879,
not in 1979?

57. Scott
June 11, 2005

One reason, there are no new einsteins is that many may quit before even
finishing gradschool. The amount of stuff needed to learn to catch up on the
physics of today is alot longer then in einsteins day and someone of einseins
character may not like having to spend all of this time learning what their
school’s say to learn instead of following wherever their thoughts bring them. My
roomate quit school earlier this year for among other things. Would he have been
a “new einsein” i don’t know he definately loved thinking about physics and is
smart as hell. I personally almost decided to quit this semester for the same
reasons, and even though I didn’t my constant thinking about things from how to
get america cheap health insurance or getting rid of political parties, to thinking
about fundamental problems in physics the reconciliation of GR and QM or the
missing antimatter in the universe ect almost caused me to fail despite my
decision to the contrary.

Another factor is the impression gotten that from most of the methods used
today is that figuring out the new physics will take crazy mathematics skills and
large research programs(ST and LQG) to work through and that there is no place
for individual creative input that they could make despite not being a genius as
far as mathematics is concerned. The only way for the creative individual to
think otherwise is if they have a severe messianic complex like me. Luckily that
is a common complex for smart people who can think up new ideas however it
often gives them to much overconfidence in their particular ideas which can lead
to crackpotism if the individual is not carefull.

58. Scott



June 11, 2005

Juan I like the idea of an open forum to talk about the paper in question, but a
couple of points. Also a conveniant multiple ranking system to replace the how
much is it cited model.

by which i mean seperate ranking for different categories such as:

scienceness,revolutionary/proggression of standard ideasness,effect on own
workness(this one is measures the same thing that citations does but by person
instead of by person weighted by papers),ect

then you would be able to see the number of people that gave each rating in
each category as well as being able to sperate who(by category such as HEP and
sub categories like string theorists) gave which ratings.

Also I would suggest having a seperate forum for pointing out actuall
mathematical type errors.

59. Juan R.
June 11, 2005

Simply to say an important detail that i forgot!!

My old example of why a minimum review in science is needed, is based in a
joung guy that a year ago claimed to be the new Einstein in certain science
forum.

Some formulas of his “revolutionary” theory appear in the project page. You can
value by yourself, why minimum review is needed. I wonder if Smolin proposal
for detecting new Einsteins can effectively detect real geniouses from
charlatans. I think that is possible but an really expensive task.

Probably from each 100000 hoaxes one find a single new Einstein. I agree with
Smolin and think that humanity would waste time and money in this class of
projects.

Only a last question, who will decide what is Einsteinian-like and what is
hoaxers-like scientific work?

60. Juan R.
June 11, 2005

Below link don’t work (i think that is a bug with preview buttom).

The link is Gonz?lez-?lvarez reply to “Science without denominations”

I think that current misunderstanding about string theory from outsiders would
be eliminated if the system of publication was open with open discussion.
Any nonspecialist could simply read the criticism to string theory and see that
the real status of string theory is not that of “Elegant Universe” by Brian Greene.

http://www.canonicalscience.blogspot.com/2005/06/comment-on-science-without.html
http://www.canonicalscience.blogspot.com/2005/06/comment-on-science-without.html


Students could obtain a good idea of that is being done in each field, if that field
is open to debate and choose future careers.

I openly invite to any to discuss the future model of scientific publication and
submit comments.

61. Juan R.
June 11, 2005

Garrett,

Your suggestion is exactly the posted by Shagaev, peer review may be
substituted by open forum at journals pages. As said, I cannot post the page of
project for reformulation of publication system here because Peter?s blog offers
an error with the link; it is a Russian page and blog cgi says that is not
“adequate” (?).

From Gonz?lez-?lvarez reply to “Science without denominations” you can link to
Shagaev own suggestions in the page of the project for new model of publication.

I think that zero review is bad for science, and my specific proposal adds a
minimum review process. It is compatible with some proposals at last 01
conference in electronic publishing. I added in the project page an example of
why minimum review (split between adequate and inadequate) is necessary. The
final validity of adequate papers will be based in open discussion within
community.

I think that many anti-string theory (like Peter) would love i) an elimination of
censure in some anti-string papers, ii) possibility for open forum of submitted
papers. Now, one can see last papers in string fad in ArXiv and after one become
here to read interesting comments.

Peter, a question for you, would be more effective if you could post your
comments in string theory (e.g. in Landscape stuff) directly like an attachment to
each ArXiv preprint instead of here? That model did already exist in the CPS
preprint (unfortunately closed) and worked very well, because one could see the
preprint and in the same html page comments/discussion by people.

Garrett on your If your stuff is decent, you should be able to find an
endorsement.” I did extensive comments in this. An expertise in ArXiv said to me
that usually ArXiv administrators provide to you a list of endorsers pro string
theory and is best ignore it and search for others endorsers. Moreover, even if
your work is finally endorsed and accepted, administrators (pro string theory)
can erase it without explaining to you why, and violating own ArXiv policies.

62. D R Lunsford
June 10, 2005

JE – is that a whine? Just put it out there.

-drl



63. garrett
June 10, 2005

I like the publishing model of the physics arxiv, as propounded by Paul Ginsparg.
I think, instead of the peer review process, it’s best if researchers post to a
(mostly) open forum, and have their work rated collaboratively by the
community. Right now citations act as this collaborative rating. The arxiv, as
some point out, is not completely open, but I haven’t encountered a problem with
its barriers, as I usually have some affiliation or another with academic
institutions. If your stuff is decent, you should be able to find an endorsement. It
may be the case that I’m academically shooting myself in the foot by not
publishing through traditional journals, but I like to make the future happen by
embracing it.

Quantoken and J.E. — I always like reading good new stuff. But I can’t comment
on it unless it’s out there to be seen.

64. Quantoken
June 10, 2005

Me, too! I am interested in seeing what J.E. has, although I will be quite
skeptical.

garrett, how do you manage to get anything published at all? I don’t think it’s
possible. Not that I have tried. I haven’t, I am holding off publication of my
research until I can figure it all out. But I am on a right track to getting pretty
close to solve some of the most puzzling fundamental physics problems. So close
that I no longer even bother to discuss my ideas on my own BLOG any more.

Quantoken

65. Chris Oakley
June 10, 2005

J.E.-

I would certainly be interested in your paper. Why not post a PDF version on
your web site, or something?

66. garrett
June 10, 2005

I liked Smolin’s article. Probably because, though no Einstein, I do fit Smolin’s
criteria for a young researcher on the fringe — working on hard fundamental
problems, with only a few articles published because I thought they were good.
And I’ve got a lot of good stuff I’m working on. But it’s tough, and lonely, doing
this all on my own. I looked at the web page for PI, thinking it might be a cool
place to go spend some time, but it looks like it too is dominated by string
theorists. I’d love if some other options were to open up, but I suspect Smolin’s
“modest proposal” for change will go over with the establishment about as well
as Jonathon Swift’s.



67. Alejandro Rivero
June 10, 2005

I agree with Aaron and Chris. Journals and ArXiV (that, btw, seems to be more
relaxed this semester) policies are symptoms, not the cause.

As I told in Lubos’s blog, my read of (/into?/) Smolin’s article is a request for
anarchy in modern science, opposed to the Order of “group thinking”. Tony likes
to speak of the “Golden Bars of Consensus”. Consensus is a part of every
assembly, of course, but it must be counterweighted by Initiative.

68. Alejandro Rivero
June 10, 2005

Read “The Dawning of Gauge Theory” by Lochlainn O’Raifeartaigh for a real
happy shot of pure physics in contrast to all this bitching.

I was gonna send him email, but unfortunately he’s dead. What is it about the
Irish and Italians that makes them such great geometers? Catholicism?

Guinnes. I remember O’Raifeartaigh vividly describing us the smell of Dublin
streets in the morning coming some days of the week, depending of the brewery
works, and how the citizens were able to decide from it the best day to go out for
a beer.

69. J.E.
June 10, 2005

Well, I’m no new Einstein for sure, only a theoretical physicist who works and
lives as a translator. But in case it can help explain the current lack of new ideas
in the field, let me say that several years ago I took the challenge of trying to
remove infinities from QFT (specially from QED, which is where they first
appeared), as I felt pretty uncomfortable with them during my student years (not
to speak of renormalization). By realizing that something was missing and by
introducing minor changes into the standard QED approach, I managed to
reproduce all cross section values and to compute the electron MMA at third
order with about the same accuracy as the standard value (and without any need
for renormalization). Once the task was completed and the paper was prepared, I
realized that I had no apetite to fail or succeed to publish it, gain recognition or
anything like that. Why bother to face critics and indulge into endless
discussions instead of turning my efforts into another problem which I felt more
appealing?

70. Juan R.
June 10, 2005

Mike Crowley said

“Or perhaps breakthrough ideas were written about in a paper decades ago but
never noticed.”



There are well documented cases of breakthrough ideas ignored during decades
and finally aknowledged like great. For example, Onsager Nobel Prize.

I think that situation now is poor with a order of 10^2 journals in a specific field.
Nobody can read all. I suspect that really someone good idea is hidden in a non-
top journal. Perhaps some great idea that permits to me solve some of unsolved
problems that i am working now with few success:

71. Peter Woit
June 10, 2005

Perelman had no “departmental elders” to answer to. As far as I know he was
essentially working outside the academic system in Russia, supporting himself on
his savings.

Wiles was tenured at Princeton, and had made his reputation based on earlier
work. Someone I know who saw one of his grant applications from that period
claimed that although Wiles wasn’t explicitly saying so, reading between the
lines you could tell that he was trying to prove Taniyama-Shimura-Weil. He was
one of relatively few people with a strong enough reputation that he could be
pretty sure he could get a grant based mostly just on his reputation, without
having to give away what he was up to.

I’ve always thought the funniest part of the Wiles story was that near the end of
his work on this problem, he scheduled an advanced graduate course, in which
he went over in great detail one of the more obscure technical parts of the proof.
The only one in the audience in on why he was doing this was Nick Katz, so
slowly all the other students drifted away, since the course just seemed pointless
and obscure to them. The funny thing is that this was normal enough for the
Princeton math department that no one noticed anything unusual was going on.

72. mortain
June 10, 2005

Fantastic post, Peter. I’ve always tried to read everything Smolin writes (and also
Rovelli). Once I was fortunate enough to meet Smolin in person, which despite
the extremely high risk of intellectual embarrassment (at the time, I was a grad
student), was like bathing in neural fireworks. Smolin opened up more new
intellectual horizons for me in 15 minutes than innumerable string theory
discussions ever did.

Still, no “new Einstein”? When it comes to gravity, perhaps we should be asking
why there is no ‘new Newton’. If Einstein and Newton are on a par as regards
their understanding of a force as elusive as gravitation, we might be better off
reserving optimism for the 2160’s.

Seven years of intensive hard work seems like a small price to pay for relative
immortality. It’s got to be worth it. But if so, why don’t more people try to solve
the big problems? Anyway, just what did Wiles and Perelman do to satisfy their
departmental elders that they were doing what mathematicians ‘usually’ do
whilst patiently conquering major unsolved problems? Does any one remember?



73. Mike Crowley
June 10, 2005

One thought that sends shivers up my spine that there may indeed be another
Einstein–or several–out there who simply cannot get the attention of the
scientific community. Or perhaps breakthrough ideas were written about in a
paper decades ago but never noticed.

Another thought–and I could be way off base here–is that a breakthrough of
some sort might come from another discipline altogether, from dynamic systems
or complexity (?). The interdisciplinary approach of complexity seems to have
encouraged some new ideas in other fields.

Lastly, perhaps there is a possibility for “lone wolves” who have a limitless
passion for physics (and intensely want answers) but, because they do not
particularly care one way or the other whether they are accepted into the
community of science, and have not been indoctrinated to think in terms of what
is professionally acceptable or too risky, have nothing to lose by considering
unconventional theories. These would most likely have to be individuals who are
not dependent upon the scientific community itself for survival. But then the
problem becomes one of being heard or taken seriously.

One hope I have is that the desire to know the truth about the origin of the
universe, what came before, how the universe operates and why we are here
would be so strong that it would eventually override the superficial
considerations that might be obstructing new and better ideas. Discovering this
and other blogs has been a true revelation because I had no idea until recently
that these controversies existed.

74. Juan R.
June 10, 2005

I did comments in that, see references. See data extracted from papers, science
citation index and own experience of Nobel laureates, whic work was rejected
many times for peer review publication.

Scott, you forget that photoelectric articles was based in some ideas already
thought for others, and a few of luck for the publication.

You forget that GR was rejected by Nobel commite like “speculation without
many importance”.

75. Chris Oakley
June 10, 2005

I agree with Arun. ArXiv and the journals just reflect the attitudes and prejudices
of the clique who decide the worthwhile research topics. With a few notable
exceptions the rule is that if ArXiv do not want your papers then probably no-one
will want to hire you either. This is not cause and effect: it is just two sides of the
same coin.



76. Arun
June 10, 2005

Re: arxiv, and rejection policies – I don’t think an Einstein thought, oh, there is a
journal that will accept my papers, so I’ll think revolutionary thoughts. arxiv
problems are a symptom of a conformist culture, not the cause of such a culture.

77. Scott
June 10, 2005

your forgetting the explanation of the photoelectric effect as well. One of
Einstiens greatest accomplishments and the his 1905 paper he thought was most
revolutionary. Einsteins claim over poincare has mainly to do with the clear new
conceptual breaks in his paper and his production of the Lorentz’s math from the
two postulates that physics is the same in all reference flames and the speed of
light is always c.

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/HistTopics/Special_relativity.html

78. Juan R.
June 10, 2005

Why no new Einstein? I did some comments about this in the past in this blog
(e.g. last PITP Showcase Conference and in other sites.

Recently, Nobel laureate Laureate Brian Josephson critiqued the rejection model
in ArXiv and in his web page claimed that today revolutionary ideas such as
those by Einstein or Yang-Mills would be not considered for community. In the
case of Einstein, he would find difficulties due to his lack of official affiliation.

Several editors, scientists (including several Nobel laureates), official science
organizations, etc. are claiming in the last decade that current organization and
publication system of science is the source of its clear stopping, without great
advances or revolutions.

The problems are:

– Oriented research. Newer in the past the greatest achievement were
obtained from rigid oriented research, specially Nobel laureated works. Nobel
achievements are an elegant mixture of talent more luck.

– Archaic publication systems favoring old ideas. Usual peer review is the
confrontation of your manuscript with established ideas. Referees are the
guardians of standard knowledge. If your work is = establishment + small
addition will be published. If your work breaks establishment at a great
extension then will be rejected.

– A rigid hierarchic (military?) organization, where young promising science
students are used like ?brain extension? by senior tenured scientists for working
in the ?stupid? projects of later. It is really frustrating for a young scientist to
work personally in some interesting (revolutionary) theme, comment with his

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/HistTopics/Special_relativity.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/HistTopics/Special_relativity.html


chief and this say that your work is ?either wrong or uninteresting? (curiously
highly respected specialists in the topic say, ?I like your approach? and similar
after reading manuscripts). Peter did interesting comments relating high-energy
physics in his legendary (physics/0102051).

There is available more information, (including information and open debate
about recent ?Science without denominations? Chemistry and Life 2005, 5, 6?10)
in next sites:

Gonz?lez-?lvarez reply to “Science without denominations”
—-
This site is “anticomunist” and say “Your comment could not be submitted due to
questionable content:” quoting the Russian page of Shagaev and forum in the
project of reformulation of publication system. For reading the content of
Chemistry and Life and comments by editors and scientists, you may enter to
Shagaev page from my web site or to Shagev comments from my above link
—-

Further information is available in other forms. For example, see the conclusion
of the 7-month investigation of the House of Commons Science and Technology
on the validity of current system of scientific publication and the no progress of
science in ?(the center| for canonical science? section (pag. 7) of

Official launching letter

79. icecube
June 10, 2005

>What is it about the Irish and Italians that makes >them such great geometers?
Catholicism?

Fantastic! Looks like I have a new email signature…

80. D R Lunsford
June 9, 2005

This is OT, but he’s dead and this is deserved:

Read “The Dawning of Gauge Theory” by Lochlainn O’Raifeartaigh for a real
happy shot of pure physics in contrast to all this bitching.

I was gonna send him email, but unfortunately he’s dead. What is it about the
Irish and Italians that makes them such great geometers? Catholicism?

-drl

81. D R Lunsford
June 9, 2005

No new Einsteins? What does it matter? No one listens to their elders anyway.

-drl

http://www.canonicalscience.blogspot.com/2005/06/comment-on-science-without.html
http://www.canonicalscience.blogspot.com/2005/06/comment-on-science-without.html
http://www.canonicalscience.com/official%20launching%20letter.pdf
http://www.canonicalscience.com/official%20launching%20letter.pdf


82. Peter Woit
June 9, 2005

Hi Eric,

I was also thinking of Wiles and Perelman who are interesting evidence that it
takes about 7 years to make progress on a big problem. Wiles did it after he had
tenure at Princeton so could do what he wanted, Perelman by saving his money
earned from several years of jobs in the states, and living cheaply in Russia.

Hi Tony,

I wasn’t thinking of Vilenkin, but rather a college friend (not Eric….) who
advocated this as a way of getting intellectual work done.

83. Tony Smith
June 9, 2005

Peter, you said “…A young theorist would be more likely to be able to find the
necessary time if they went to work as a night-time security guard. …”.

Were you thinking of Alexander Vilenkin, about whom a February 1996 Discover
Magazine article by David H. Freedman on the web at
http://www.gradewinner.com/p/articles/mi_m1511/is_n2_v17/ai_17808131
says in part:
“… Vilenkin’s fascination with cosmology dates back to high school in the
Ukraine … few professors at the university could do anything to satisfy Vilenkin’s
curiosity about cosmology; his frustration grew worse when he was rejected by
Soviet graduate schools. … Unable to get work as a physicist,[Vilenkin] took a
job as a night watchman in a zoo and set about doing cosmology on his own.
After being allowed to emigrate in 1976, he came across an advertisement for
the graduate program in physics at the State University of New York at Buffalo.
He had better luck getting accepted in Buffalo than in the Ukraine, and he
whipped through the Ph.D. program in just one year. Eventually he landed a job
at Tufts …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

84. Eric Baum
June 9, 2005

In mathematics Perelman (Poincare) and Wiles (Fermat) managed to devote
many years hunkered down to solve big problems in surprising and deep
programs. I bet there’s hope in physics too.

85. Peter Woit
June 9, 2005

I feel compelled to point out that I don’t endorse in any way the practice of using
someone else’s login to gain access to a subscription-only website. If you do this

http://www.gradewinner.com/p/articles/mi_m1511/is_n2_v17/ai_17808131
http://www.gradewinner.com/p/articles/mi_m1511/is_n2_v17/ai_17808131
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


you are opening both yourself and the person whose login you are using to
potential legal trouble that I want no part of.

86. June 9, 2005

use http://www.bugmenot.com to access http://www.physicstoday.org

http://www.bugmenot.com/
http://www.bugmenot.com/
http://www.physicstoday.org/
http://www.physicstoday.org/


Multiverse, String Theory and Templeton

June 10, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A couple months ago when I was shocked to realize how close to reality my April
Fool’s parody had been, I’d unsuccessfully tried to find out some more information
about the Templeton conference at Stanford that Mark Trodden had mentioned here.
There’s now something about it on the Templeton website. It was part of Templeton’s
Humble Approach Initiative which has as its goal “to bring about the discovery of new
spiritual information.”

The conference was called Multiverse and String Theory: Toward Ultimate
Explanations in Cosmology, and brought together various landscapeologists (including
most of the Stanford theory group). One of the other participants was the Rev. Dr.
Rodney Holder, an Anglican priest who believes that science supports Christian belief,
and that “modern cosmology has reinvigorated the traditional argument for the
existence of God from design”. He has written an article on miracles that won an
award from the Templeton Foundation, and has a new book out entitled God, the
Multiverse and Everything: Modern Cosmology and the Argument From Design,
which argues for Intelligent Design.

Comments

1. Tony Smith
June 15, 2005

Peter, thanks very much for your honest statement that you are opposed to “…
right-wing extremists …” such as Templeton who you view as “… mixing
fundamentalist religion and politics in a dangerous way …”.

Although I cannot prove it by a rigorous poll or such, it is my opinion that most
(probably almost all) of the academic landscape/superstringers have similar
views.

Assuming for the purpose of discussion here that such is the case, it raises the
questions:
Why would academic landscape/superstringers try to jump into bed with
Templeton?
Is their current 90% of the usual theoretical physics funding not enough for
them?

The obvious answers are that 90% is not enough and they want further funds so
badly that they will sell their souls to get it.

Why is 90% not enough?

Probably because the system is designed to produce landscape/superstring PhDs

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000179.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000179.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000176.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000176.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000176.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000176.html
http://www.templeton.org/science_and_religion/humbleapproach.asp
http://www.templeton.org/science_and_religion/humbleapproach.asp
http://www.templeton.org/multiverse4/index.htm
http://www.templeton.org/multiverse4/index.htm
http://www.templeton.org/multiverse4/index.htm
http://www.templeton.org/multiverse4/index.htm
http://scibel.gospelcom.net/content/testimonies.php?id=5
http://scibel.gospelcom.net/content/testimonies.php?id=5
http://scibel.gospelcom.net/content/testimonies.php?id=5
http://scibel.gospelcom.net/content/testimonies.php?id=5
http://btobsearch.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?userid=1f15dKuAx5&sourceid=00395996645644787198&btob=Y&isbn=0754651169&itm=1
http://btobsearch.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?userid=1f15dKuAx5&sourceid=00395996645644787198&btob=Y&isbn=0754651169&itm=1
http://btobsearch.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?userid=1f15dKuAx5&sourceid=00395996645644787198&btob=Y&isbn=0754651169&itm=1
http://btobsearch.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/isbnInquiry.asp?userid=1f15dKuAx5&sourceid=00395996645644787198&btob=Y&isbn=0754651169&itm=1


each year at an exponential rate (if the number of PhDs produced is proportional
to the number of current faculty, and the new PhDs become faculty), and the
usual funding does not have corresponding exponential growth.

Therefore, even 100% of conventional funding would not be enough to satisfy the
exponentially growing landscape/superstring appetite.

The resulting greed explains such superstringer actions as:
selling their souls for Templeton money;
and
Witten’s attempt (through Griffiths) a few years ago to grab Piet Hut’s IAS post.
With respect to the latter, see an 11 October 2000 statement by Richard Muller
at http://muller.lbl.gov/pages/MullerStatement.html saying: “… I am very sad to
see the lawsuit between the Institute for Advanced Study and Piet Hut … the
Institute for Advanced Study … is doing enormous damage to itself by attempting
to terminate him. …”.
and a Science magazine article by Constance Holden, dated 27 October 2000, at
http://www.sns.ias.edu/~piet/lawsuit/science.html that says: “… Hut dismisses
the negative job assessments, saying that there has been no formal evaluation of
his work and that the visiting committee had little regard for his field of
computational physics. He says the problem started with a 1993 dispute with
string theorist Ed Witten over Hut’s desire to buy an expensive supercomputer.
Witten has declined to comment. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – The links about Piet Hut above were roughly contemporary with the events
around the year 2000, and may no longer be live links.

2. Alejandro
June 14, 2005

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep
/www?rawcmd=find++t+consciousness

3. Juan R.
June 14, 2005

Hi “”,
I have not a machine for knowing that people is thinking when say phrases. I
cannot know that Einstein mean when asked

“Had God any choice in the creation of the world?”

A joke? Perhaps a redundant question (Einstein was determinist)? I don?t know.
He also said that time was an illusion, but in the last years of his life, he
appeared to sustain a different view. I simply don?t know. If he was living now I
could ask to him, but I cannot do it.

I wonder is that scientist are discussing about things that science cannot say
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nothing and the hot debate here.

Was Universe created by God:

– Yes. It is possible

– No. It is possible

Science cannot say nothing. Therefore Rodney Holder’s claims are undecible
according to logical calculus. I cannot see serious problems with that (when my
above opinion is explained). Quoted above Holder’s claims are not antiscience,
but some people here is anxious.

What IS antiscience is the mainstream belief of that SM or GR are explained by
experiment. That is a great MISTAKE

After of several replies, manuscripts, sci posts, etc. still nobody has
demonstrated to me that SM and GR are correct.

In SM the supposed proofs of my contenders (e.g. Weinberg) usually don’t pass
of the elementary stuff S-matrix theorems (many are wrong when one study the
details).

In GR, nobody (including of course active workers as Carlip, Ehlers, Will…) has
demonstrated rigorously that GR even fits to solar system data.

4. June 13, 2005

Had I been present at the creation, I would have given some useful hints for the
better ordering of the universe. [1]

Note [1].
Carlyle says, in his “History of Frederick the Great,” book ii. chap. vii. that this
saying of Alphonso about Ptolemy’s astronomy, “that it seemed a crank machine;
that it was pity the Creator had not taken advice,” is still remembered by
mankind,-this and no other of his many sayings.

5. Arun
June 13, 2005

Did you know “Although much of the public controversy over intelligent design
has focused on the application of design to biology, it’s important to remember
that design theory itself reaches well beyond biology, and that some of the
strongest evidence for design comes from such fields as physics, astronomy, and
cosmology.”

Brought to you by the Discovery Institute.

6. Quantoken
June 13, 2005



“Had God any choice in the creation of the world?”

Probably the god had no choice on a lot of things that is needed to create this
world. For example mathematics rules. For a very specific example, the
numerical value of PI, 3.14159265…., you can list all the decimal digits of PI to
infinity and it is a sequence that contains infinite amount of information, more
than what the whoole universe can register and hold. But once you lay down the
definition what PI is, all of its digits are completely fixed, even the god is
powerless to alter even one digit of PI out of the infinite number of digits! You
can not create a universe in which the PI is even slightly different from ours!!!!

On other things, maybe it’s just a matter of the way our thinking works. For
example Newton’s second law. It is actually just a Newton’s second convention.
Because that Newton’s second law/convention actually gives the definition
what is force. Without a definition of what is force, you can not lay out a
relationship how force is related to other quantities. The same equation, F=MA,
can not serve on two purposes simutaneously, one to give a definition what is
force, one to define the relationship between force and mass and acceleration.

So in that sense, force is really just a necessity of human thinking, not a
necessity for how things works in this universe. The god could well create the
universe using just mass, spacetime and movements, with no reference
whatsoever to the notion of force.

Now the question is, the 4-D spacetime, is it by choice or is it a mandatory like
PI is? If it is mandated, then, certainly, only 4-D universe is possible, and the
11-D super string theory is not going any where.

Quantoken

7. June 13, 2005

Juan, I like your posts. But I think Einstein was being cute when he said

“Had God any choice in the creation of the world?”

Different ethnics have different funnies. English humor is not easily explained to
French wit.

It is utterly charming how Einstein put it, but it is not, I think, about God or
choice.

It is about the logical and mathematical form of physical laws. Can they only be
of this form (but maybe with different constants?)

If only Immanuel Kant had been a jew as well as a german he could have been
more provocative and amusing and we might all have benefited.

8. Juan R.
June 13, 2005

In “A man’s ethical behavior should be based effectually on sympathy, education,



and social ties and needs; no religious basis is necessary. Man would indeed be
in a poor way if he had to be restrained by fear of punishment and hope of
reward after death.”
[Albert Einstein, “Religion and Science”, New York Times Magazine, 9 November
1930]

Einstein was talking about usual religion.

Regarding

“Religion without science is blind. Science without religion is lame.”

i simply don’t know if he was talking about religion, in general, or about his own
view of “religion” (phylosophy).

I think that Einstein would not agree with many Templeton questions but, in
some sense, he asked about “antrophic” questions in his famous query

“Had God any choice in the creation of the world?”

Sorry Scott, I cannot post a link to that here. I follow rigorous Peter Woit’s
guidelines in what can be posted and what cannot be.

9. June 13, 2005

I was glad to see Scott’s quote of Einstein:
[[It was, of course, a lie what you read about my religious convictions, a lie which
is being systematically repeated. I do not believe in a personal God and I have
never denied this but have expressed it clearly. If something is in me which can
be called religious then it is the unbounded admiration for the structure of the
world so far as our science can reveal it.]]

I looked for the source and found something about the quote in
http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein

Wiki says it comes from:
Letter to an atheist (1954); Albert Einstein: The Human Side (1981) edited by
Helen Dukas and Banesh Hoffman, Princeton University Press

Must add agreement and approval for the distinction Scott draws between
Einstein’s view and Templeton’s. Judging from the quote of Sir John, that
gentleman wishes people to acknowledge an “intimate”, actively interfering
Creator-person, an idea I find mildly disgusting. The thought of an affectionate
busybody transgressing laws of nature for personal reasons is something of
comedown from the unqualified admiration for physical law expressed in
Einstein’s letter.

10. Scott
June 13, 2005

“It was, of course, a lie what you read about my religious convictions, a lie which
is being systematically repeated. I do not believe in a personal God and I have

http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein
http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein


never denied this but have expressed it clearly. If something is in me which can
be called religious then it is the unbounded admiration for the structure of the
world so far as our science can reveal it.” -Einstein

“From a theological perspective it is indeed tempting to see this remarkable self-
organizing tendency … of the cosmos … as an expression of the intimate nature
of the Creator’s activity and identification with our universe.” -Templeton

Peter has already pointed out the difference of their views but I thought I would
pick another more blunt quote of Einstein’s to really drive it home. Templeton
talks of the universes principles being an expression of the creator’s “activity
and identification” with the universe while Einsein is simply in awe of the nature
of the world and for lack of a better word that awe can be termed religous. These
are in no way the same thing and in no way indicative that Einsein would
approove of templeton’s actions. God was simply Einsteins word for
order/harmony/ect in physical law.

“Religion without science is blind. Science without religion is lame”

knowing what Einstein considered religous, “a feeling of awe at the scheme that
is manifested in the material universe,” this means the second part indicates that
the life of science is sucked out if you have no awe for the principles that define
the universe.

“Phys. Rev. on a generalization of S-matrix theory to chemical dynamics for
example? (Molecules are not in the infinite past and scatter to the infinite future
:-)”

I for one would appreciate a link to that.

11. Juan R.
June 13, 2005

I said,

“It is really interesting that Einstein would not have approved research in
quantum field theory. It is well-known that his valuation of quantum field theory
(QED) was more radical than Dirac own one.”

Peter said,

“The situation of quantum field theory at the present time is very different than it
was more than fifty years ago back during Einstein’s lifetime.

Similarly the threats to the scientific enterprise are different. Whether or not he
would have approved of a lot of the Templeton verbiage…”

I posted extensive quotes of Einstein and his own ideas about physics and
religion. You are open to interpret words of others in your own benefit, but his
phrase “Religion without science is blind. Science without religion is lame.” is
simple and clear for understanding.



It is also clear that Einstein hated relativistic quantum field theory (as said his
words were “hard”) and when results of experiments show ?coincidence? at
eleven (?) figure he remained impassible. Why? Eccentricity of an old man? Of
course, no. Einstein was not an engineer, he was a physicist a pure physicists
searching ?true? and ?elegance?.

He knew that relativistic quantum field theory (then QED) was an ugly subject
(and still is). The words of Peter are not true. The situation of quantum field
theory (e.g. QED) at the present time is the SAME than it was more than fifty
years ago back during Einstein’s lifetime.

There are two types of physicists: ?real? (authentic) physicists and ?engineers?
(most of particle physicists). Unfortunately, a deep understanding of nature
cannot be achieved from relativistic quantum field theory (a theory that does not
work in molecular chemistry as is well-known) Would I post here a recent Phys.
Rev. on a generalization of S-matrix theory to chemical dynamics for example?
(Molecules are not in the infinite past and scatter to the infinite future 

From a guy called Dirac

… When one tried to solve it, one always obtained divergent integrals… Rules for
discarding the infinities [(renormalization) have been developed]. Most physicists
are very satisfied with this situation. They argue that if one has rules for doing
calculations and the results agree with observation, that is all that one requires.
But it is not all that one requires. One requires a single comprehensive theory
applying to all physical phenomena. Not one theory for dealing with non-
relativistic effects and a separate disjoint theory for dealing with certain
relativistic effects. Furthermore, the theory has to be based on sound
mathematics, in which one neglects only quantities that are small. One is not
allowed to neglect infinitely large quantities. The renormalization idea would be
sensible only if it was applied with finite renormalization factors, not infinite
ones. For these reasons I find the present quantum electrodynamics quite
unsatisfactory. One ought not to be complacent about its faults. The agreement
with observation is presumably a coincidence, just like the original calculation of
the hydrogen spectrum with Bohr orbits. Such coincidences are no reason for
turning a blind eye to the faults of a theory. Quantum electrodynamics … was
built up from physical ideas that were not correctly incorporated into the theory
and it has no sound mathematical foundation. One must seek a new relativistic
quantum mechanics and one?s prime concern must be to base it on sound
mathematics.?

When one studies QFT seriously, one knows WHAT is computed and WHAT is
ignored. When one seriously studies quantum field theory onw know WHY
quantum field theory being wrong offers the correct answer to scattering
experiments and wrong answers in other questions.

As said in other posts in this blog, one would not take seriously Weinberg manual

12. Peter



June 12, 2005

Hi Tony,

Here are some clarifications about what I think.

First of all about politics: there are plenty of other blogs on the web with similar
politics to mine, so I’ve tried to stay away from political topics. But, like a lot of
people, I’m very unhappy about what I see happening to this country as its
politics is taken over by right-wing extremists. One of them is John Templeton Jr.,
president of the Templeton foundation and chairman of “Let Freedom Ring”, a
right-wing political organization. These people are mixing fundamentalist
religion and politics in a dangerous way. See for example:
http://www.newsmax.com/archives/articles/2004/6/26/111715.shtml
I don’t think it is a coincidence that they also are trying to inject religion into
science and to promote pseudo-science.

Sure, the main sources of funding of string/M-theory remain universities and
government grants, and this is the biggest problem. But I think it is remarkable
and worth making a fuss about that leaders of the field of particle theory are
getting in bed with foundations run by people whose agenda in life is promoting
extreme right-wing politics and trying to increase the influence of religion over
all of American life, science included.

13. eli
June 12, 2005

Peter,

1. I apologize for placing comments on GR that did not directly pertain to the
discussion that you have in mind.

2. However, it is the cosmological consequences of GR with its insistence on dark
matter, energy and other mysteries that gave fodder to Templeton foundation
and the like cults. These people did not get their agendas from the Bible. They’ve
got it from the popular press that, in turn, reflects the
current state of cosmology. The best way to deal
with the problem is to seek for physical theories
that do not invoke the forces of darkness.

Once more, please, accept my apology for bespotting
your blog.

14. Tony Smith
June 12, 2005

Peter, you say that you are opposed to “… the unholy alliance of a well-financed
right-wing organization and string-theory/multiverse pseudoscience …”.

You choice of words puzzles me. “unholy” indicates a religious judgment. “right-
wing” indicates a political judgment.

http://www.newsmax.com/archives/articles/2004/6/26/111715.shtml
http://www.newsmax.com/archives/articles/2004/6/26/111715.shtml


If “superstring/multiverse pseudoscience” does indeed threaten to bring about
what Feynman called “a degeneration of ideas” that causes “vigourous
philosophy …[to]… disappear”, and I agree with you that such a threat is real
and serious, then it seems to me
that ANY funding of “superstring/multiverse pseudoscience” enhances that
threat,
and it is irrelevant whether the funding comes from “unholy” or “holy” sources
or from “right-wing” or “left-wing” sources.
In fact, I would guess that the most serious problem is not that “unholy” “right-
wing” Templeton money might go to “superstring/multiverse pseudoscience”, but
that 90% of the academic (predominantly left-wing) and government (holy or not,
I don’t know) funding for theoretical physics might continue to go to superstring
theory and that superstring theory might morph entirely into
“superstring/multiverse pseudoscience”, thus leading to Feynman’s
“degeneration of ideas”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

15. Peter Woit
June 12, 2005

The situation of quantum field theory at the present time is very different than it
was more than fifty years ago back during Einstein’s lifetime.

Similarly the threats to the scientific enterprise are different. Whether or not he
would have approved of a lot of the Templeton verbiage, I think he would have
recognized the threat to what he held most dear embodied in the unholy alliance
of a well-financed right-wing organization and string-theory/multiverse
pseudoscience.

16. Juan R.
June 12, 2005

It is really interesting that Einstein would not have approved research in
quantum field theory. It is well-known that his valoration of quantum field theory
(QED) was more radical than Dirac own one.

17. Juan R.
June 12, 2005

“If it is one of the goals of religions to liberate maknind as far as possible from
the bondage of egocentric cravings, desires, and fears, scientific reasoning can
aid religion in another sense. Although it is true that it is the goal of science to
discover (the) rules which permit the association and foretelling of facts, this is
not its only aim. It also seeks to reduce the connections discovered to the
smallest possible number of mutually independent conceptual elements. It is in
this striving after the rational unification of the manifold that it encounters its
greatest successes, even though it is precisely this attempt which causes it to
run the greatest risk of falling a prey to illusion. But whoever has undergone the
intense experience of successful advances made in this domain, is moved by the

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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profound reverence for the rationality made manifest in existence. By way of the
understanding he achieves a far reaching emancipation from the shackles of
personal hopes and desires, and thereby attains that humble attitude of mind
toward the grandeur of reason, incarnate in existence, and which, in its
profoundest depths, is inaccessible to man. This attitude, however, appears to me
to be religious in the highest sense of the word. And so it seems to me that
science not only purifies the religious imulse of the dross of its
anthropomorphism but also contibutes to a religious spiritualisation of our
understanding of life.”

[Albert Einstein, “Science, Philosophy, and Religion, A Symposium”, published by
the Conference on Science, Philosophy and Religion in Their Relation to the
Democratic Way of Life, Inc., New York, 1941]

18. Juan R.
June 12, 2005

The religion of the future will be a cosmic religion…

A. Einstein

19. Juan R.
June 12, 2005

“All religions, arts and sciences are branches of the same tree. All these
aspirations are directed toward ennobling man’s life, lifting it from the sphere of
mere physical existence and leading the individual towards freedom.”

A. Einstein.

20. Juan R.
June 12, 2005

“Religion without science is blind. Science without religion is lame.”

A. Einstein

21. Juan R.
June 12, 2005

Had God any choice in the creation of the world?

A. Einstein

22. Tony Smith
June 12, 2005

Peter, you said “… Look not at what the Templeton people say (which is relatively
innocuous), but at what they do. …”.

OK, and when I do, I see things like providing publicity and support for things
like landscape and failure to fund things like Smolin’s suggested Einstein



fellowships that might actually advance our understanding of physics (and,
therefore, from an Einstein/Spinoza viewpoint, God/religion), so I see your point
and agree with you.

If the superstring/landscape people prevail, then I think that we will indeed be
entering an era of what Feynman called “…a degeneration of ideas, just like the
degeneration that great explorers feel is occurring when tourists begin moving
in …” and “… it gets very dull … the vigorous philosophy … will … disappear …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

23. Peter Woit
June 12, 2005

Please stop posting comments here about whether or not General Relativity is
correct. This has nothing at all to do with the topic of the posting. Please stop
using this weblog as a forum for this kind of discussion and do this elsewhere.
I’m deleting all the comments about this.

24. Peter
June 12, 2005

Hi Tony,

First of all I read that quote differently, not as saying “Creator=Universe”, but as
saying whoever the Creator is, he/she/it “identifies” with the Universe and its
problems, i.e. she/he/it feels our pain or something, is not detached, but remains
involved on a day-to-day basis. But much of this religion/sciences stuff is all so ill-
defined that you can make pretty much what you want out of it.

That’s not what’s objectionable. Look not at what the Templeton people say
(which is relatively innocuous), but at what they do. They explicitly refuse to
support serious science, and instead fund an incredible array of attempts to
inject religion into scientific practice. In theoretical physics, they aren’t ever
going to fund serious research into quantum field theory, mathematics related to
quantum field theory, or any serious work of the sort Einstein would have
approved of. Instead they are heavily funding the one part of the field that most
people consider dangerous pseudo-science and a serious threat to the whole
concept of what it means to do science. I don’t think this is a coincidence.

25. Tony Smith
June 11, 2005

Peter, you said “… Templeton and the intelligent designers believe there is some
sort of intelligent “Creator” out there… who continues to intervene in the
universe and the affairs of humans …”.

Is that consistent with the plain meaning of the Templeton quote about “… the
Creator’s … identification with our universe …” ?

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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If Templeton says Creator = universe, then isn’t that more consistent with
Einstein/Spinoza, or pantheism, than with a human-father-type external
Creator/God who built our universe as our playhouse and might from time to
time punish us if we don’t play nice in our playhouse ?

Further, Templeton’s quote about “remarkable self-organizing tendency” seems
to me to be far more consistent with Einstein’s “rational nature of reality” than
with the landscape view “that there is no mathematical reason for …
fundamental facts about physics”.

Templeton’s actual words still seem to me to be pretty much consistent with the
Einstein view.
Do you think that it is possible that Templeton himself is reasonable but that
some people who purport to follow Templeton, and to try to get money from him,
are not so reasonable ?

For instance, those known as fundamentalist Christians seem to me to insist that
only their religious path is the correct one and that those who fail to follow that
path will suffer in eternal literal hell,
while the web page at http://www.templeton.org/sir_john_templeton/index.asp
indicates that Templeton himself “espouse[s] a non-literal view of heaven and
hell” and “a multi-faith framework of … the diversity of gifts within the major
religions of the world,” … including “Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism,
Hinduism, Islam, Jainism, Judaism, Sikhism, Taoism, Zen and Zoroastrianism.”.

Perhaps your disagreement is not so much with Templeton himself, but with
some who purport to be his followers and try to get his money ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

26. Peter Woit
June 11, 2005

Hi Tony,

I think the two quotes you give represent quite different views. Einstein is
emphasizing the “the rational nature of reality”, that with hard work we can
discover and understand the deep mathematical structures that govern how the
world works. As far as I know he had no interest in “anthropic” explanations, or
any sort of belief that the universe is designed the way it is in order to make
human life possible. He didn’t place human beings and their concerns at the
center of things.

Templeton and the intelligent designers believe there is some sort of intelligent
“Creator” out there who has set up the universe to produce human beings, one
who continues to intervene in the universe and the affairs of humans. I don’t
think Einstein believed anything like this. The intelligent designers, together
with the anthropic landscapeologists, are happy with the idea that the
explanation for many fundamental facts about physics is that there is no deep
mathematical reason for them, they just are the way they are because they make

http://www.templeton.org/sir_john_templeton/index.asp
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our existence possible. I think Einstein would have found this completely
noxious, and most serious theoretical physicists still feel this way.

27. Tony Smith
June 11, 2005

From a Templeton web page at http://www.templeton.org/science_and_religion
/index.asp :
“… From a theological perspective it is indeed tempting to see this remarkable
self-organizing tendency … of the cosmos … as an expression of the intimate
nature of the Creator’s activity and identification with our universe.
– Sir John Marks Templeton …”.

Einstein said:
“I believe in Spinoza’s God who reveals Himself in the orderly harmony of what
exists … I have not found a better expression than ‘religious’ for the trust in the
rational nature of reality that is, at least to a certain extent, accessible to human
reason. …”.

I don’t see much if any difference between the views stated above by Templeton
and Einstein.
Also, I don’t see much if any difference between Templeton’s phrase “self-
organizing tendency” and the usual meaning of the term “evolution”.

So: Why can’t we all just get along ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

28. Nathan
June 11, 2005

The fact that there is even a “debate” on teaching Intelligent Design angers me.

29. Tony Smith
June 11, 2005

There have been some comments mentioning Feynman’s 1965 book The
Character of Physical Law. Here are some relevant excerpts from that book:
“… The age in which we live is the age in which we are discovering the
fundamental laws of nature, and that day will never come again. It is very
exciting … but that excitement will have to go. … in the future either … all the
laws become known … or … experiments get … more and more expensive, so
that you get 99.9 percent of the phenomena … and it gets slower and slower and
more and more uninteresting …
… ultimately, if it turns out that all is known, or it gets very dull, the vigorous
philosophy … will … disappear … There will be a degeneration of ideas, just like
the degeneration that great explorers feel is occurring when tourists begin
moving in …”.

To me, it seems that since GR plus the standard model does describe nature
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pretty well, and each advance in collider energy only produces data that is
substantially consistent with GR plus the standard model, that superstring theory
is a clear example of what Feynman called “a degeneration of ideas”.

In my view, the only realistic way to get out of the degenerative rut of
superstring theory is to try to construct a new model that embraces and extends
GR plus the standard model. The same Feynman book gives his prescription for
constructing such a new model:
“… ‘guess – compute consequences – compare with experiment’ … When you get
it right, it is obvious that it is right … because … more comes out than goes in …
… we need … imagination in a terrible strait-jacket. We have to find a new view
of he world that has to agree with everything that is known, but disagree in its
predictions somewhere … and in that disagreement it must agree with nature. If
you can find any other view of the world which agrees over the entire range
where things have already been observed, but disagrees somewhere else, you
have made a great discovery. …”.

In my opinion, superstring theory fails to meet Feynman’s criteria because it is
not constructed by his ‘guess – compute consequences – compare with
experiment’ method.

I feel Feynman’s method can lead to a more fundamental unification of GR plus
the standard model, and that my work is an example, because I constructed my
model using Feynman’s ‘guess – compute consequences – compare with
experiment’ method, and every time I found a flaw in my construction, I found
that the flaw was correctable and that each correction produced more and better
results, so that as of now my model is in pretty good agreement with all accepted
experimental observations, with one exception: the T-quark mass, which is the
disagreement required by Feynman’s criteria. My view about the T-quark mass is
set out in my comment on Peter’s 9 June 2005 blog entry about the “Future of
Fermilab”, so I will not repeat it here.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

30. Juan R.
June 11, 2005

It was said,

“Feynman hinted at the end of his 1965 BBC lectures, The Character of Physical
Law, that when a radical revision occurs next it may be quite different from what
is wanted by today’s practitioners.”

Humm, it sounds like “string theory is not the Final formulation” since ST is just
modified QFT and its practitioners use just traditional physics like S-matrix,
Hilbert-Fock space, wavefunctions, armonic strings, reductionism, etc.

31. June 10, 2005

Joao: they have to turn out speculations because they work in theoretical
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physics. John Horgan’s claim in “The End of Science” (1997) that science has
ended, just because there is the big bang and standard model, pushes them into
stringy multiverses.

If Horgan is right, even in just the sociology of physics, then the enlightenment
really is over. We then have to dig deep in the history to discover what happens
when the lights go out in science.

Everyone who claimed that the elegant theory of phlogiston was rubbish was
laughed off stage. Dead end science claims it is right because it fiddles its theory
to fit all the facts. You can’t debunk it. You cannot get anyone to listen to a
radical, simpler and more accurate approach.

Feynman hinted at the end of his 1965 BBC lectures, The Character of Physical
Law, that when a radical revision occurs next it may be quite different from what
is wanted by today’s practitioners. He referred to an influx of tourists, the silly
guys on the outside always making silly comments. To him, it would be tragic for
tourists to pollute prestine mountains by looking for easier paths to the top.

32. Jo?o Carlos
June 10, 2005

Those ID people are pathetic: they lack the science to “prove” their creeds, and
lack the faith to believe their creeds without “scientific proof”.
Bad “science” and worse “religon”…

33. June 10, 2005

http://www.google.com/search?q=multiverse&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8

http://www.google.com/search?q=multiverse&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
http://www.google.com/search?q=multiverse&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8


Response From Smolin

June 15, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Lee Smolin wrote an interesting responses to comments in the comment section of my
posting about his Physics Today piece entitled “Why No New Einstein?”. I’m reposting
it here.

“Dear Peter and colleagues,

I am grateful for the attention given to my essay. I only want to emphasize a few
points here. The main thing is that the essay is carefully written. It does not advocate
more funds to LQG or any other program. It explicitly advocates more support and
positions for young, ambitious theorists pursuing their own research programs who
are unaffiliated with any larger program. Several proposals are made for how to
accomplish this. I would hope that the focus of the discussion could be on these
proposals.

-String theory is criticized in the essay mainly because it is currently sociologically
dominant, and so subject to the problems mentioned. It was necessary to do so as
many readers of physics today will be unfortunately unaware that there are any
problems with string theory, or any viable alternatives. Anyone with a long enough
memory will know that the sociological issues in high energy theory predate string
theory, and have hurt physics in the past, i.e. in the case of S-Matrix theory.

-I hope I don?t have to say that I am not anti-string theory. My current last paper on
the ArXiv is a technical paper in string theory, and I have 14 more in past years, plus
8 papers on related topics such as the landscape. I wouldn?t have written these
papers if I didn?t think there was a good chance string theory is relevant to nature.
The fact that someone like me who contributes sometimes, but not exclusively, to
string theory, is not considered ?a string theorist? is part of the sociological problems
my essay criticizes. Similarly, the fact that one can elicit angry responses, and be
called ?anti-string? for carefully and correctly recounting the actual status of various
conjectures is a sign of an unhealthy sociology. No one calls someone anti-LQG or
anti-QCD when they do a similarly honest summary of what is known and not known
in those fields.

-I would claim that the sociological issues mentioned in the essay have hurt string
theory even more than they have hurt the alternative programs, because they greatly
limit the range of ideas worked on, and because people with a lot of imagination and
intellectual independence are either selected out or choose themselves to work within
communities which are more friendly to diversity and imagination. As a result, key
issues such as the question of a background dependent formulation, or perturbative
finiteness, don?t get a lot of attention, in spite of their centrality for the whole
program.

-I was grateful that someone noted the range of subjects at the LQG meetings. This
was not planned, it is a natural outcome of the more open and curious atmosphere

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000204.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000204.html


among people who work on the subject. We don?t believe we should have a meeting
without inviting people from alternative and rival programs to report to us what they
are doing, as well as to serve as critics. At the meeting in Marseille last May we even
invited a persistent critic of LQG-Ted Jacobson-an early contributor who is now very
critical of the subject-to give a talk to lay out his criticisms. I think it would be very
good for string theory if the organizers of their meetings took a similar attitude.

-Someone asked for a blanket term for LQG, CDT, causal sets etc. We use background
independent approaches to quantum gravity. There is a lot of interchange of ideas,
techniques and people among these programs, and many of us have contributed to
more than one. There is a very different intellectual climate, in which diversity,
creativity and independence are strongly encouraged.

-Someone is asking for what is ?LQG proper?? But the fact is that a lot of different
things are now going on roughly under the name of or related to LQG. After all, this is
now a community of > 100 people and there is no orthodoxy and no one trying to
control what people work on. We agree generally on what has been achieved and
what problems remain open, but not much beyond that. There is a healthy variety of
approaches and attitudes towards the open problems. If there is one thing we all
agree on it is that no approach is likely to achieve the right theory that is not
background independent at its foundations. Come to the meeting and see what is
happening.

-While the point of my essay was not to advocate more funding to any particular
direction, if you ask me I will of course say that I think that people working on
background independent approaches to quantum gravity deserve much more support.
Among them are Loll and Freidel, that I am glad someone mentioned, but there are
many others.

-I did not, as Lubos implies, advocate funding a large number of people who do
nothing but think about the foundations of quantum theory. What I do advocate is
much more support for the kind of person who might be inclined to work on
foundational issues. These are deep and independent thinkers who believe that the
road to progress in physics is confronting the hard problems directly. But there is no
need to argue about whether more funding for foundations of quantum mechanics
would be fruitful. The experiment has been done. For decades there was no support at
all, and slow progress. Then, because of the possibility that quantum computers could
break codes, there has been a lot of support for the last few years. And a lot of
progress has been made, both experimentally and theoretically on aspects of
foundations of QM.

-Although this essay was not written to advocate LQG, since it is attacked in response
I should try to clear some things up. Someone asks for an accounting of the present
status of the field. I among others, have given one in hep-th/0408048, shortly to be
updated.

As to the issue of anomalies, i.e. the claim that we ignore the established knowledge
that ?INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL CONSTRAINT ALGEBRAS generically acquire
anomalies on the quantum level…? is simply false. It is contradicted by rigorous
existence and uniqueness theorems in LQG. As a few people do nevertheless take this



seriously let me start from a point we can agree about and see if we can clear this up
for good. I would hope we can all agree that:

1) The approach to quantization of constrained systems is different in string theory
and LQG. The former approach depends on a gauge fixing that refers to a fixed
background metric. It results in the construction of a Fock space. The latter is
background independent and involves no background metric, no gauge fixing and
results in a state space unitarily inequivalent to a Fock space.

2) There is a body of rigorous results that support each kinds of quantization. Hence
it cannot be a question of which is correct mathematically. Both are correct, within
their contexts. It is a question only of which construction is appropriate for which
theories and which describes nature.

3) The treatment of constraints in string theory depends on certain technical features
of 1+1 dimensional theories, particularly the fact that there is a gauge in which L_0
plays the role of a Hamiltonian and therefore should, in that gauge, be quantized so
as to have a positive spectrum. The anomalies are not generic, as asserted above,
rather they depend on the additional condition that L_0 should be a positive operator.
There are other reps of Diff(S^1 ) that are non-anomalous but in which L_0 is not
positive. So a choice is made in the standard quantization of string theory, which his
motivated by the physics. This does not mean it is the right choice for all physical
theories.

4) Conversely the existence and uniqueness theorems which support the LQG
quantization work only in 2+1 dimensions and above for the reason that gauge fields
don?t have local degrees of freedom in 1+1 dimensions. The existence theorems tell
us that there are quantizations in 2+1 and higher of diffeo invariant gauge theories
that have unitary, anomaly free realizations of diffeo invariance. The uniqueness
theorem tells us that the resulting state space we use in LQG is unique.

5) Now it is true that Starodubstev and Thiemann have found it an interesting
exercise to apply the LQG techniques to free string theory. Not surprisingly they get a
theory that is unitarily inequivalent to the usual one. This does not mean that the
usual quantization of string theory is wrong, nor does it mean that the LQG
techniques are wrong when applied to other problems, where the existence and
uniqueness theorems together with a large number of results prove their worth. All
we learn is that the two quantizations are inequivalent, which was to have been
expected.

6) With regard to the non-standard quantization, in which holonomies, but not local
field operators are well defined, it is of course true that when applied to standard
systems this leads to inequivalent results. ?This apparently leads to unphysical
consequences, such as an unbounded spectrum for the harmonic oscillator.? But, give
me a break, do you really think someone is proposing to replace the standard
quantization of the harmonic oscillator with the alternative one? What is being
proposed is that the quantization used in LQG is well suited to the quantization of
diffeo invariant gauge theories.

In case it is not obvious, let me emphasize that harmonic oscillators are not relevent



here, and can play no role in a background independent quantum theory, precisely
because the division of a field into harmonic modes requires a fixed background
metric. Thus, the physics of the problem REQUIRES an alternative quantization.

The detailed motivation is, I think, well argued in the papers, and are supported by
the results as well as the existence and uniqueness theorems. First, is well known
that a complete coordinatization of the gauge invariant configuration space for a non-
Abelian gauge theory requires the holonomies. Second, using them gives rise to the
unitary non-anomolous reps of the spatial diffeomorphisms.

Nor is anyone proposing using non-seperable Hilbert spaces for the full theory, the
point is that when one mods out by the piecewise smooth spatial diffeos one is left
with a seperable Hilbert space.

I am frankly puzzled why someone who claims to know the literature well would
throw up examples like the harmonic oscillator up in this context. I can try to
understand their point of view, but it certainly reads as if they either are choosing to
ignore the basic point, which is that background independent quantizations cannot
use fock space, or they are looking to make debating points to impress ignorant
outsiders. They must know comments like this are not going to influence experts,
because they are, after all, taken from our own papers, written precisely because we
wanted to clarify the difference between the new and standard quantizations and the
limits of the applicability of each.

With regard to the sociology of the string-loop division, ?Roughly speaking, string
theorists are fundamentally particle theorists with a strong understanding of quantum
theory, whereas loop people are gravitists with a background in GR?, this is a myth.
Rovelli, myself and many other people in LQG were trained as particle physicists,
myself at Harvard in the late 70?s. Most of the physical motivation for LQG comes
directly from ideas about formulating gauge theories in terms of loops that were
studied by Polyakov, Wilson, Migdal, Mandelstam, Neilsen and others. LQG is
squarely an outgrowth of their intellectual tradition. The only thing we added was to
correctly treat the diffeomorphism invariance exactly in the quantum theory. This led
to new results just as the exact treatment of gauge invariance in lattice gauge theory
led to new results. I would claim that we made progress in LQG precisely because we
had a very good grounding in QFT.

String theory, as it is practiced, makes much more contact with the general relativity
tradition, especially the once discredited tradition of extending general relativity to
add dimensions and degrees of freedom in the search for a unified field theory. You
are much more likely to read a paper which studies solutions to a generalizationsof
the Einstein equations, with hbar=0, by a string theorist than by someone working on
a background independent approach to quantum gravity.

This of course does not mean that string theory is wrong. But I believe it does mean
that by enforcing a narrowly restrictive notion of what constitutes good work, the
community of string theorists has hampered progress in string theory by excluding
from consideration the lessons learned by attempts to do what string theory must do
eventually if it is to be a real theory: which is to find a background independent
formulation of a quantum theory of spacetime.”



Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
June 21, 2005

Actually, I wasn’t talking about spatial diffeos, but rather the group of 4-diffeos,
which is the full constraint algebra in covariant formulations. The Dirac algebra
is an artefact of the foliation of spacetime which nobody likes, but phase space is
intrinsically a covariant concept. This observation apparently goes back to
Lagrange and has been emphasized e.g. by Witten, Ashtekar and Rovelli. My
suggestion for how one can use cohomological methods to construct the
covariant phase space and use it for quantization can be found on the arxiv.

The reps do not depend on a reference metric or foliation. They do, however,
depend on a privileged curve, which I call the observer’s trajectory. The key idea
is to expand all fields around it before quantization. The trajectory is not a
background structure, however, because must be quantized together with the
fields.

I recently tried to initiate a discussion about this on spr. Since I have already
abused Peter’s hospitality by promoting my own ideas, maybe the discussion
should be moved.

2. Lee Smolin
June 21, 2005

Re the last comment, on recovering ordinary QFT from LQG, let me stress again
that there are explicit known semiclassical states, and ordinary QFT is recovered
at long wavelengths by studying excitations of them. Hence, we know that the
physics of flat, or DeSitter spacetime is in the theory.

The problem is to go beyond these results to
i) show that the ground state, subject to some appropriate boundary or
asymptotic conditions, is such a state, ii) show whether classical spacetime
emerges from a generic physical state and iii) show whether lorentz invariance is
preserved, broken or deformed by Planck scale corrections in the ground state,
and hence predict what should be seen in AUGER, GLAST, ICECUBE and other
upcoming experiments.

In recent papers, Freidel et al show how deformed Poincare invariance arises as
the limit of LQG coupled to matter in 2+1. See also hep-th/0501091 for an
admittedly heuristic argument that this is true also in 3+1.

For these see sections 4.4 and 5 of hep-th/0408048 and the references provided
there.

As to whether it might be easier to obtain certain results in a different
formulation with anomalous reps of the spatial diffeo’s, perhaps, and this could
be worth trying, but only if one does not put in what is to be shown, which would
be the case if those reps are constructed with reference to a background metric.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0202079
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0202079
http://arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/au:+Larsson_T_A/0/1/0/past/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/au:+Larsson_T_A/0/1/0/past/0/1
http://groups.google.se/groups?start=25&hl=sv&lr=&group=sci.physics.research&selm=24a23f36.0506172333.77ed5a6d%40posting.google.com
http://groups.google.se/groups?start=25&hl=sv&lr=&group=sci.physics.research&selm=24a23f36.0506172333.77ed5a6d%40posting.google.com


3. Haelfix
June 19, 2005

“But surely, the new quantization should in some way resemble a Fock type
quantization in the limiting case where there is a classical metric. So some limit
of the new quantization should recover the familiar harmonic oscillator.”

Well isn’t thats the big unanswered question though in LQG, that they can’t seem
to recover minkowski space? In many ways it makes sense if you think about it,
the anomalous reps constrain ones freedom considerably, whereas the generic
formalism they use doesn’t contain that structure, or rather it subsumes it so
completely it washes it out. Finding a mechanism to retrieve that as some sort of
limit strikes me as a *hard* problem in asymptotic behaviour. Everyone who does
QG knows how hard that can be, in one guise or another.

4. June 19, 2005

The results are very preliminary. I don’t think it’s in anyone’s best interest to
make sweeping pronouncements.

good caution. I will try to avoid doing that

5. Aaron Bergman
June 19, 2005

thank you Aaron, your words are partially reassuring. I remember the
parameters which they discuss tuning—-essentially G (or the inverse kappa) and
an asymmetry parameter Delta (or the related alpha) which intuitively tells the
“squatness” of 4-simplex (its foreshortening of timelike edges).

Those are the parameters are inputs to the model. They don’t tune them so much
as describe the phase diagram of their model in the plane of those two
parameters. They find one phase which seems to describe a macroscopic
universe.

This is a different issue than the continuum limit where, as you take the spacing
to zero, you tune various parameters to achieve a phase transition.

Also, I never said that the continuum limit of this theory (if such a thing exists) is
something like only lives on S^3 x S^1. Who knows what will happen. They have
some interesting ideas on the effective dimension as a function of length scales,
but this doesn’t necessarily mean some bizarre spacetime topology. Rather, it
could describe some sort of fuzzy graviton, or something else. Beats me.

It’s not even clear that these models describe anything really. The results are
very preliminary. I don’t think it’s in anyone’s best interest to make sweeping
pronouncements.

6. June 19, 2005

Aaron:You can’t just take the lattice size to zero to get a continuum limit. Things



are generally more complicated than that and involve tuning various couplings
so as to achieve a phase transition in the limit. Ambjorn et al comment on this on
pp. 12-3.

thank you Aaron, your words are partially reassuring. I remember the
parameters which they discuss tuning—-essentially G (or the inverse kappa) and
an asymmetry parameter Delta (or the related alpha) which intuitively tells the
“squatness” of 4-simplex (its foreshortening of timelike edges).

but I am still not fully confident that even with the correct tuning of the
parameters for a “continuum limit” —obtained by computing the path integral
for simplexes of size ‘a’ repeatedly as ‘a’ goes to zero—-I am still not confident
that in the limit there is a continuum with topology of R x S3

Or, as you say, S1 x S3, since they sometimes make it periodic so it fits in the
computer and replace R by the circle S1, in which case what we are talking
about may really be S1xS3.

I appreciate the clarification, but I still have a suspicion that the spacetime of
Renate Loll is not topologically either S1xS3 or RxS3 but may instead be a
mathematical novelty.

(my doubts arose partly because the dimension varies with scale and tends to be
quite a bit less than 4 at close quarters)

7. Aaron Bergman
June 19, 2005

the basic CDT spacetime is the set R x S3, but I am not sure that the topology is
R x S3. In fact I am unsure how to define the topology on it, except as the
cumulative effect of many histories, or in other words as a somewhat uncertain
topology.

The topology of each element in their path integral is always the same, usually
S^1 x S^3.

the CDT continuum is constructed as the limit of PL 4-manifolds as the size of
the simplex goes to zero. Any PL 4-manifold is a topological 4-manifold. In this
case each of the approximating PL 4-manifolds is topologically R x S3.

You can’t just take the lattice size to zero to get a continuum limit. Things are
generally more complicated than that and involve tuning various couplings so as
to achieve a phase transition in the limit. Ambjorn et al comment on this on pp.
12-3.

8. June 19, 2005

Chris W: From Quantum general relativity and the classification of smooth
manifolds (Hendryk Pfeiffer):

…The diffeomorphism invariance of the classical observables then implies in the



language of the triangulations that all physical quantities computed from the
path integral, are independent of which triangulation is chosen. The discrete
formulation on some particular triangulation therefore amounts to a complete
fixing of the gauge freedom under space-time diffeomorphisms…

(I’ll leave it at that. It’s been raining in Vermont for several days. I’ve spent a
good portion of the past 36 hours whitewater kayaking, and could use a good
night’s sleep.)

—
Chris, that was a very interesting paper by Hendryk Pfeiffer. I have a glaring
point of mathematical ignorance that perhaps you might help me with.

the basic CDT spacetime is the set R x S3, but I am not sure that the topology is
R x S3. In fact I am unsure how to define the topology on it, except as the
cumulative effect of many histories, or in other words as a somewhat uncertain
topology.

the CDT continuum is constructed as the limit of PL 4-manifolds as the size of
the simplex goes to zero. Any PL 4-manifold is a topological 4-manifold. In this
case each of the approximating PL 4-manifolds is topologically R x S3.

But I am not sure in what sense, if at all, the limit of such things has to be a
topological 4-manifold. This is Hendryk Pfeiffer’s term—-locally homeomorphic to
R4. In a topological 4-manifold, as Pfeiffer says, the transition (i.e. coordinate
change) functions are C0 continuous but not necessarily differentiable.

So I am not sure that Pfeiffers paper would apply to the CDT spacetime, for
instance.

BTW I notice he posted the first version 21 April 2004. A couple of weeks later
Pfeiffer was at the “Loops 04” conference that Carlo Rovelli organized at
Marseille, and talked about it. On the second day of the conference, Tuesday 4
May, Renate Loll gave a talk on CDT in the morning and Hendryk Pfeiffer spoke
that afternoon. It would have been an appropriate time to ask this kind of
question, I suppose.

There may be some embarrassingly obvious answer to my doubts about this. If
you are aware of one please let me know after you have rested up from kayaking.

9. June 19, 2005

this is not intended to elicit a response from Lee Smolin (if he happens to be still
reading the thread) but simply to acknowledge that I stand corrected by him on
the subject of LQG and spin foams spacetime discrete structure. Accordingly I
remain undecided on how to view the CDT lack of discreteness declared by Loll
et al for instance on page 2 of hep-th/0505113. They say their probing by Monte
Carlo-style simulation has so far not uncovered evidence of “fundamental
discreteness…[or]…a minimal length scale.”

1. I can, on the one hand, set aside notions of reconciliation and consider LQG



and CDT to be incompatible models, each consistent and supporting calculation,
of quantum spacetime dynamics. Presumably, each is able to make testable
predictions (though CDT is at a somewhat earlier stage of its development) and
empirical observation will eventually distinguish between them.

2. On the other hand, I can surmise that Loll et al have not probed sufficiently
and that further computer simulation or analysis might uncover discrete
spacetime structure in their model. For instance, if I understand correctly, no
one yet has constructed an operator in CDT corresponding to an observer
measuring a physical area or volume. If this is eventually done, further along in
CDT development, I cannot see how to rule out the possibility that such an
operator have discrete spectrum. Thus some discrete structure might appear at a
later stage.

sorry for misstating Smolin’s role in PI, back a ways in this thread—he cleared
that up

10. Juan R.
June 19, 2005

Some remarks,

For the history of early “eigenvolumes” and the use of quantums of volume (in
the same sense that quantums of energy) see

Length Scale for the Constant Pressure Ensemble: Application to Small Systems
and Relation to Einstein Fluctuation Theory. J. Phys. Chem. 1996, 100, 422-432.

One can prove that those “quantum of volume” and related to quantum of area of
standard BH. One can also prove that in the limit quantumA –> 0 the BH is
stationary (constant total A).

You have claimed in several articles that departures from standard (string
theory)

E^2 = p^2 + m^2

predicted from LQG could be “directly” verified in the next generation of
acellerators (2007?). Have you considered an “indirect” verification of quantum
of volume at macroscopic scales? I am working in that.

What is the status of Lorentz invariance and frame independence in today LQG?

You claim a consistent classical limit. Can LQG obtain departures from GR at the
extragalactical scale (e.g. TF law for anomalous galaxies)?

11. Juan R.
June 19, 2005

Lee Smolin,

Regarding discrete structure of spacetime, i think that can be proved indirectly



with usual experiment.

In fact, some well proven mathematical theorems show that if area and volume
are really zero one obtains wrong answers for macroscopic questions. It is an
usual error to believe that classical gravitation is based in a pure diferential
manifold. It is a error conected with some wrong asumptions of usual calculus
(non standard analysis and hiperreal numbers solve that partially)

I can prove that if quantum of area –> 0 then there is no Hawking radiation,
there is no dissipative effects at astro or cosmo scale, etc. Therefore there is
quantum sure!

The quantum of area/volume is related to departures from standard (string
theory)

E^2 = p^2 + m^2

Moreover, the existence of quantum of volume is needed in the computation of
partition functions, since that many standard computed PF have dimension of
volume. That is well known. In fact the first “quantums” of volume were named
eigenvolumes by Guggenheim.

I think that you are not replied M query. I am sure that one cannot obtain a pure
consistent classical state from LQG, due to mathematical incongruencies.
Someone derived GR from LQG?

I am not talking about obtain certain spectra that like how. The same situation
arises in usual limits of QM. Somewhat like one need “decoherence” effects (h^2
terms to Schrodinguer like in standard Calderia-Legget equation) we need add
news terms to usual LQG. This also solves the old problem of time in HQG; Wald
recent proposal is unnecesary.

“So the attitude is rather different from other approaches. Some string theorists
admit they do not know what string theory is, but they nevertheless are sure it is
right.”

Great!!! One day Witten admits that nobody know that is really string or M
theory, and another day he claims that it beatiful and elegant!

12. Thomas Larsson
June 19, 2005

Lee: I realize that what I wrote could be construed as a personal attack, and I
apologize for that. My excuse is that I feel a great sense of frustration for not
being noticed (by physicists, mathematicians were always much more open-
minded). I started to work on multi-dimensional generalizations of the Virasoro
algebra back in 1987 and published the first paper in 1989. Although not not
explicitly stated, it was always obvious to me that this algebra must have
applications to quantum gravity, for the same reason that the ordinary Virasoro
algebra is relevant to string theory.



My funding ran out in 1993, which made sense at that time because my program
was stuck. But after the key obstacle was removed by Rao and Moody a few
years later, it was possible to develop a representation theory, which may be
regarded as the quantum analogue of tensor calculus (tensor fields carry
classical reps of the diffeo group). It was totally obvious to me that this must be
to quantum gravity like tensor calculus is to classical gravity, i.e. very important.
The complete lack of interest was extremely frustrating in that situation.

Thus, I behaved nicely throughout the 1990s, and it didn’t do me any good. After
more than a decade, one can start to lose patience. I only started to receive
feedback after I criticized string theory in math-ph/0103013 (from a quite
original viewpoint). This taught me that being nice is something that the physics
community simply does not award. So be it.

Given my present age and family situation, I am not really personally interested
in funding anymore; not unless it comes in the form of a permanent position in
Stockholm without teaching duties anyway. But I would very much like to see an
influx of people thinking along these lines, because I believe it is a promising
idea, but I myself am stuck at this time.

On a different note, I think that your proposals have some serious problems. In
what way would your Einstein fellowships differ from a MacArthur genius grant
except that string theorists are excluded? Who would decide who should get
these grants – you, Ed Witten or maybe Lubos Motl? It seems to me that funding
must ultimately be decided by tenured professors, i.e. the same people who
decide about funding today. Finally, should a paper like hep-th/0412325 be
regarded as string theory or not?

13. Arun
June 19, 2005

” So long as the resulting theory is well defined, I don?t see the force of an
argument from a priori grounds. that experience shows Fock type quantizations
must be right in all cases because they only work when there is a fixed
background metric, while the whole point of the new quantization is that it
provides an answer to the question of how to construct a well defined QFT in the
absence of any background metric.”

But surely, the new quantization should in some way resemble a Fock type
quantization in the limiting case where there is a classical metric. So some limit
of the new quantization should recover the familiar harmonic oscillator.

14. Kea
June 18, 2005

“Also see gr-qc/0311055, gr-qc/0407094, and gr-qc/0407093”

Cool – more category theorists.

15. Chris W.
June 18, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0103013
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0103013
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0412325
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0412325


From Quantum general relativity and the classification of smooth
manifolds (Hendryk Pfeiffer):

This suggests that the path integral of general relativity in d ≤ 5 + 1
admits a discrete formulation on such triangulations. General relativity
in d ≤ 5 + 1 is therefore related to what we call a PL-QFT, i.e. a TQFT
based of piecewise-linear manifolds. In particular, a path integral
quantization of general relativity in d ≤ 5 + 1 is related to the
construction of invariants of piecewise-linear manifolds. From the
classification results, we will see that this is most interesting and in
fact an unsolved problem in topology, precisely if d = 3 + 1. It is the
decision to take the diffeomorphism gauge symmetry seriously which
singles out d = 3+1 this way.

The diffeomorphism invariance of the classical observables then
implies in the language of the triangulations that all physical quantities
computed from the path integral, are independent of which
triangulation is chosen. The discrete formulation on some particular
triangulation therefore amounts to a complete fixing of the gauge
freedom under space-time diffeomorphisms. The relevant
triangulations can furthermore be characterized by abstract
combinatorial data, and the condition of equivalence of triangulations
can be stated as a local criterion, in terms of so-called Pachner moves.
[emphasis added] ?Local? here means that only a few neighbouring
simplices of the triangulation are involved in each step. A comparison
of Pachner moves with the block-spin or coarse graining
renormalization group transformations in Wilson?s language reveals
what renormalization means for theories with dynamical geometry for
which there exists no a priori background geometry with which we
could compare the dynamical scale of the theory.

—

If quantum general relativity in d = 3+1 is indeed a PL-QFT, the
following two statements which sound philosophically
completely contrary,

◦ Nature is fundamentally smooth.
◦ Nature is fundamentally discrete.

are just two different points of view on the same underlying
mathematical structure: equivalence classes of smooth
manifolds up to diffeomorphism.

Also see gr-qc/0311055, gr-qc/0407094, and gr-qc/0407093.

(I’ll leave it at that. It’s been raining in Vermont for several days. I’ve spent a
good portion of the past 36 hours whitewater kayaking, and could use a good
night’s sleep.)

16. Lee Smolin
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June 18, 2005

Thanks again for all the insightful comments. Perhaps I can add something to a
few of the threads of discussion.

-On LQG and discrete structure. First, do we agree that even though electrons
move in space the spectrum of the hydrogen atom being discrete means that
quantum mechanics of the atom has discrete structure? In a very similar sense,
since all the geometric observables including volume, area (and yes length) have
discrete spectra, corresponding to a discrete basis (of diffeo classes of
embeddings of labeled graphs) then the quantum geometry of space has become
discrete. The key point is that the discreteness scale-roughly L_Planck, cannot be
taken to zero, otherwise black hole entropy comes out wrong, and semiclassical
states do not correspond to classical metrics.

-But it is true that if you derive a version of LQG from a strict quantization of GR,
there is a fixed background, which is the bare differential manifold. There is no
background metric but there is a background topology and differential structure,
defining the diffeo classes of embeddings of the spin networks.

-Hence, Markopoulou followed by Freidel and others, proposed dropping the
embedding and basing the theory just on combinatorial spin networks. These
models are then discrete in a stronger sense. There are some advantages to this
(reformulation in terms of a matrix model, cleaner relation to causal sets) but
one can non longer claim the theory is a precise result of a quantization of GR.
Both frameworks, with and without embeddings, continue to be studied.

-The discreteness of length was shown in T. Thiemann, gr-qc/9606092,
J.Math.Phys. 39 (1998) 3372-3392. Angles also have disrete spectra: S. Major,
Class.\ Quant.\ Grav.\ {\bf 16}, 3859 (1999) gr-qc/9905019; gr-qc/0101032.

-On spin foam models and discreteness. There are several different spin foam
models under study. In all of them a history is a discrete labeled combinatorics
structure (for example branched 2-complex.) In some of them the label sets are
continuous because they come from the rep theory of Lorentz or Poincare and
areas are not discrete. But these have not been shown to correspond to evolution
amplitudes for canonical states. Others (Reisenberger, Markopoulou, etc) do give
evolution amplitudes for spin networks and have discrete areas.

– M asks, is there a suitable correspondence principle where known physics can
be recovered? The answer is yes. There are several results that show that
excitations of certain LQG states reproduce, for momenta small in Planck units,
the spectra of conventional QFT?s including gravitons, photons etc on flat space
or de Sitter spacetime. Some are cited in section 4.4 of my review hep-
th/0408048. See also hep-th/0501091. See recent papers by Freidel, Livine and
others that show in full detail how standard Feynman perturbation theory
emerges from a spin foam model for gravity coupled to matter in 2+1 when
G_Newton goes to zero.

As to what people in non-string approaches to quantum gravity are doing, I
agree, why not look at the conferences? Here are some recent ones, some with



talks available.

http://www.cpt.univ-mrs.fr/%7Erovelli/program2.html
http://www.ws2004.ift.uni.wroc.pl/flash.html
(talks at: http://www.ws2004.ift.uni.wroc.pl/html.html)
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/PI-WORK-2/

-Several of the comments ask, why quantize as in LQG? Why not quantize with
another approach (such as one that uses anomalous reps?)

I do not see how there can be an apriori reason to prefer one quantization
scheme over another one. Our job is to construct candidate quantum theories of
gravity, compare their results and learn from them. In LQG there are existence
and uniqueness theorems that prove that the approach exists, and theorems that
guarantee uv finiteness. Thus, the approach leads to a structure that
mathematically exists and within which computations can be done. Many
computations have been done.

We are thus no longer at a stage where it is interesting to ask why do or why not
do questions. There are now a different class of questions which include: Does
the theory make predictions? How do they compare with experiment? What
properties have been shown? What remains to be shown? There are certainly
several key open issues to discuss, and we are not shy to discuss them.

No one is claiming that we know LQG is the right theory of nature. We are
claiming that it is a well developed approach, that gives an apparently consistent
answer to what we think is a necessary question, which is how to construct a
diffeo invariant QFT in the absence of a fixed background metric. This gives a
rich arena with many open problems and many things to do either to understand
it better, make predictions, or as a jumping off point for the invention and study
of new theories.

So the attitude is rather different from other approaches. Some string theorists
admit they do not know what string theory is, but they nevertheless are sure it is
right. In LQG we study well defined theories, which have many good properties,
but most of us feel no need to ?believe in them? pending experimental
confirmation.

So our attitude is if someone like Thomas Larsson has a different approach
that?s great. We know what its like to be starting something new other people
don?t understand or support, and we will support you, so long as you don?t
waste your and our time attacking us on a priori grounds. We suggest you should
try to develop your ideas to at least the point where we can compare the results.

For example, someone asks, ?What’s wrong with anomalies? Sure, it turns first
class constraints into second class constraints, but Dirac showed us how to deal
with that.? Fine, we only insist that this is not the only way. The LQG results and
theorems show that you can find diffeomorphism invariant states through a
different procedure, involving only first class constraints, which is

a. Construct a kinematical Hilbert space, which is a rep of a Poisson algebra that

http://www.cpt.univ-mrs.fr/%7Erovelli/program2.html
http://www.cpt.univ-mrs.fr/%7Erovelli/program2.html
http://www.ws2004.ift.uni.wroc.pl/flash.html
http://www.ws2004.ift.uni.wroc.pl/flash.html
http://www.ws2004.ift.uni.wroc.pl/html.html
http://www.ws2004.ift.uni.wroc.pl/html.html
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/PI-WORK-2/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/PI-WORK-2/


coordinatizes the phase space, which carries a unitary and non-anomalous rep of
the spatial diffeo?s.

b. Use that non-anomalous unitary rep to construct explicitly another Hilbert
space, which is the space of diffeomorphism invariant states.

c. Compute many observables of interest representing diffeo invariant classical
quantities as finite operators on this space, leading to predictions of physical
interest, an ultraviolet finite theory etc.

There are by now so many rigorous results supporting this construction that the
burden of proof is on the other side: given that this procedure works and leads to
a well defined finite physical theory, why not explore its consequences as a
possible quantum theory of gravity?

So when Urs says, ?It seems to me that the reason to drop weak continuity in the
quantization of gravity in 3+1 dimensions is that it makes an otherwise
intractable problem tractable – but possibly at the cost of having oversimplified a
hard problem,? fine, but lets discuss the results. Does this lead to a space of
states with enough physical states and with a well defined dynamics? YES. Are
some states interpretable as semiclassical states? YES. Does that dynamics have
all the properties we require for a quantum theory of gravity? YES to some
questions such as uv finiteness, other questions are still open, such as a proof
that the ground state is semiclassical.

-Aaron says, ?It is, in fact, a radically different approach to quantization that,
when applied to current theories, gives experimentally incorrect answers.?
Thomas Larsson argues that ?I find it very disturbing that LQG methods yield the
wrong result for the harmonic oscillator.? I don?t understand the logic of their
arguments at all. Yes, it is a different quantization, i.e. one based on
representations of the algebra of Wilson loops and electric flux?s rather than
local field operators. Yes, it is unitarily inequivalent to Fock space. That is good,
as Fock space knows about a particular fixed background metric. If a
background independent Hilbert space, which quantizes the whole space of
metrics, were unitarily equivalent to a Fock space based on a single fixed metric,
something would be wrong.

The claim is precisely that this is a new class of QFT?s which is available to
quantize diffeo invariant gauge theories in 2+1 dimensions and above, and which
has novel features and leads to novel results. So long as the resulting theory is
well defined, I don?t see the force of an argument from a priori grounds. that
experience shows Fock type quantizations must be right in all cases because
they only work when there is a fixed background metric, while the whole point of
the new quantization is that it provides an answer to the question of how to
construct a well defined QFT in the absence of any background metric.

-If you still want to have an argument on a priori grounds as to why
representations of non-canonical algebras will be required to have a background
independent quantum theory of gravity, please go back to the papers of Chris
Isham from the late 70?s and 80?s where he made a detailed and convincing



case for this. These papers, together with the work of Polyakov, Wilson, Midgal
etc on formulating quantum gauge theories directly in terms of Wislon loops
were the major motivation for LQG. What we did was construct the non-
canonical algebras Isham called for from Wilson loops. Also, please note that
lattice gauge theory is not based on Fock space.

-Finally, I am not a director of PI, just one of the scientists, so PI is very far from
?Smolin?s institute?. Also, when I am defending LQG I try to discuss the whole
research program, not my own personal work, which departs in some papers
quite a bit from that of many of my friends.

17. June 17, 2005

Chris, another thought in connection with what you said earlier:

It should be mentioned that at least some string theorists seem to have a
particular antipathy to conjectures about a possible discrete substructure for
spacetime, which often play a role in alternative approaches to quantum gravity.

Your reference is a bit vague, but you may have heard TALK about a discrete
structure of spacetime in canonical-LQG.
In fact the model of spacetime used in that approach is a differentiable manifold,
as is the LQG model of 3D space. The basic variables and observables of that
theory are constructed on this smooth manifold (not on a lattice or set of discrete
points, a mistaken impression easy to get.)

As canonical-LQG theory develops, the spectra of the area and volume operators
turn out to be discrete. This means that even though space and spacetime are
represented by smooth continuums, when one comes to actually measure some
physical area or volume the outcomes of measurement must in theory be
confined to a discrete set, which can be calculated in planck units. (The points in
the set are very close together, on the order of a planck unit area or unit volume
apart, but they are nevertheless separate points). I find this puzzling, and can’t
say I quite understand how observation of area and volume can have discrete
spectrum. But that is how it turns out.

Not so with length. In canonical-LQG the operator corresponding to measuring a
length, if I remember correctly, has not as yet been shown to have discrete
spectrum.

Popular accounts of canonical-LQG ordinarily make much of the discrete spectra
of area and volume. So also do non-technical survey articles by LQG pioneers
such as Ashtekar and Rovelli. That is understandable (the discrete spectra of
certain measurement operators are very interesting and have far-reaching
consequences) but how far one wants to go towards interpreting that as
spacetime’s “discrete structure” is a somewhat matter of taste.

Since the late 1990s the interest of QG researchers has shifted noticeably away
from canonical-LQG towards the spin foam approach, whether rightly or wrongly
remains to be seen. In the spin foam approach, AFAIK, there is so far no proof
that area and volume operators have discrete spectrum.



In my non-expert judgment as an observer, if you put together CDT (e.g. Loll et
al) research with Spin Foams (e.g. Freidel et al) you’d get at least 60 percent of
current work on spacetime dynamics. And therein would be no discrete
spacetime, nor even discrete spectra of area and volume!

But some of the remaining percentage of the work would be canonical-LQG with
its discrete spectra albeit constructed on a smooth continuum.

I don’t have statistics on this, only an impression from following the literature,
and I am excluding quantum cosmology research (e.g. Bojowald et al) where the
model has only a finite number of degrees of freedom. This is a quantum analog
of the usual Friedmann equation of classical cosmology—quantum cosmology is
symmetry-reduced so it can deal with a finite number of parameters instead of a
whole spacetime geometry. Several of the operators in loop quantum cosmology
have discrete spectra.

In short, the situation is complicated and it is not at all clear that “QGATS”
(quantum gravity alternatives to string) research is moving in the direction you
suggest, namely “discrete substructure of spacetime”. Nor is it clear what
discrete substructure means, in general.

Probably those you mention as expressing their “particular antipathy” can safely
be ignored since they could well be saying more than they actually know about
non-string QG. It is no use arguing with them, I should guess, about
discreteness, or Lubos Motl’s “aether”, or anything else, for in my experience the
antipaths can always find more reasons for antipathy.

18. June 17, 2005

[ Chris W. at June 17, 2005 12:36 PM]:
It should be mentioned that at least some string theorists seem to have a
particular antipathy to conjectures about a possible discrete substructure for
spacetime, which often play a role in alternative approaches to quantum gravity.

“often play a role” is vague, Chris, and could be misleading. Aaron Bergman just
brought up recent work of Ambjorn and Loll that interested him. This is a
prominent example of QG alternatives to string. There is no discrete structure or
any suggestion of a minimal length. Here is a quote

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505113
Spectral Dimension of the Universe

—quote from page 2—
We have recently begun an analysis of the microscopic properties of these
quantum spacetimes. As in previous work, their geometry can be probed in a
rather direct manner through Monte Carlo simulations and measurements. At
small scales, it exhibits neither fundamental discreteness nor indication
of a minimal length scale.
—end quote—

Chris, I urge you to keep abreast of the research in QG alternatives to string,

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505113
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505113


which is moving rapidly and does not accord with common “hearsay” that one
may get from string experts. I hope you are not relying on hearsay.

The paper which Aaron gave a link to, also recent and by the same authors, is
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505154
Reconstructing the Universe

It would be a good place to get firsthand impressions about this particular non-
string development (called CDT, causal dynamical triangulations)

Chris, you say:
Lubos Motl has suggested that such ideas are tantamount to misguided attempts
to resurrect the classical aether in the context of quantum gravity.

I suspect if we were to go through on a case by case basis we would find that you
have received a number of erroneous impressions from Lubos Motl.

19. Thomas Larsson
June 17, 2005

Anonymous June 17, 2005 10:16 AM:

It is clear that some of us attach more significance to the harmonic oscillator
than you and Smolin do. Fine. But let us at least agree that the Helling-Policastro
result deserves to be widely known, just as the fact that string theory is not
background independent is well known. Then people can make up their own
minds.

20. Chris W.
June 17, 2005

It should be mentioned that at least some string theorists seem to have a
particular antipathy to conjectures about a possible discrete substructure for
spacetime, which often play a role in alternative approaches to quantum gravity.
Lubos Motl has suggested that such ideas are tantamount to misguided attempts
to resurrect the classical aether in the context of quantum gravity.

It would be interesting to read a thoughtful exposition of the philosophical
presuppositions underlying the string theory program (or programs). I haven’t
come across one so far, and given the impatience of many string and particle
theorists with philosophical discussion of any kind I don’t really expect to see
one any time soon.

This intersects in my mind with the issue of how to evaluate and interpret
quantization methods. Here again is a subject for which thoughtful philosophical
discussion could be most illuminating. One might wonder why the formulation of
a quantum theory should depend on “quantizing” a classical prototype at all. A
key notion appears (to me) to be that in our currently accepted understanding of
quantum theories, discreteness is a feature of certain solutions, and does not
really reside in the fundamental assumptions shared by quantum theories in
general. Indeed, quantum field theory is supposed to largely explain the origin of

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505154
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the discrete substructure of matter that was taken as a given* in 19th century
and early 20th century physics.

—
(* ..with notable exceptions, of course.)

21. June 17, 2005

I did not yet get an answer to my question to Urs Schreiber and Robert Helling
about rival lines of QG research alternative to string (which I will call “QGATS”
for lack of a better term).

So I will repeat the question, just to be clear what i am asking.

The people contributing here (including the string experts Urs Schreiber and
Robert Helling) seem to mean several different things by “LQG”, so that
confusion gets into this thread of discussion very easily.

I would like to know what Schreiber and Helling would identify as the currently
active lines of research that are QUANTUM GRAVITY ALTERNATIVES TO
STRING.

Which people would you gentlemen say are leading QGATS researchers?
What papers have been posted recently, say in the past twelve months,
that are significant QGATS papers?

It would be very helpful to know who you think leading people are, especially the
younger crop just getting established.

It would be useful to have some specific arXiv numbers of research
articles posted in the past twelve months that could serve to typify for us
what you think are the main rival directions to string.

[Posted by: at June 16, 2005 01:24 PM]

I am grateful to Aaron Bergman for his brief response, with link to a paper by
Renate Loll and her co-authors Ambjorn and Jurkiewicz.

But it is unfortunate that Urs and Robert have not yet replied (or perhaps they
will choose never to reply to this question.)
I will explain why I think it is unfortunate.

The discussion of the issues raised in Smolin “New Einstein” essay is clouded by
people naively equating
Smolin = LQG = QGATS
So people in this thread dismiss Smolin’s call for more program diversity in US
instutions, including QG rivals to string, as self-serving. They assume it would
simply result in more support for LQG whatever that is (none of our critics seem
to have an accurate idea of Smolin’s research interests, or what should be called
LQG, or what the range is of rival alternative lines of research).

What is even more unfortunately misleading is an oversimplification often



suggested by posts like those of Schreiber and Helling:

QGATS = LQG = Thomas Thiemann’s January 2004 paper.

Whether or not this is intentional, it has seemed to me that as soon as the
possibility is raised that money or attention might be reallocated from string to
some alternative QG lines of research, we immediately begin to hear references
Thiemann’s Loop-String paper. 

22. June 16, 2005

I can’t believe the way people are falling all over themselves over this Smolin
guy. Why not read Thomas Larsson?…
Posted by: D R Lunsford at June 16, 2005 09:49 PM

That is an interesting question, drl. I think the answer in part is that Smolin is a
leader in “Quantum Gravity Alternatives to String” research. Call it “QGATS” if
you like acronyms 
the older term “LQG” is no longer sufficiently inclusive or adequately
descriptive.

“QGATS”, or whatever you want to call it, is now a hot group of research lines.
Postings on arXiv have been increasing sharply over the past 2 or 3 years, while
string-related postings (and citation standings) have stagnated or declined.

Smolin’s institute (PI) is one of the few places in the world where there is a
rough balance between research in string and Quantum Gravity alternatives.

Two other places I can think of are Hermann Nicolai’s branch of Max Planck
Institute (AEI-Potsdam) and it seems now also Gerard ‘t Hooft’s institute at
Utrecht.

Interesting things are happening at all these places. And they are the
exception—only a handful of such institutes worldwide. So Smolin is not only a
leader in an interesting area, “QGATS” :-), but he is also playing in an interesting
league. Accordingly, it is not unusual for someone in touch with current
developments in theoretical physics to take note of Smolin’s point of view.

23. D R Lunsford
June 16, 2005

I can’t believe the way people are falling all over themselves over this Smolin
guy. Why not read Thomas Larsson? He’s an order of magnitude more
interesting. And I’ll bet he’s right.

-drl

24. M
June 16, 2005

From Juan:



You can continue erasing my posts Peter, since that your “arguments” (to say) for
erasing them is not consistent i continue to post here because information is
important. If your argument is simply “i erase because i want do it”, then please
explicit it in “your” blog philosophy. I don’t post my last three or four erased
posts, simply the later of minutes ago (with minor modifications). (This was
followed by a reposting of a comment that Peter had apparently previously
deleted.)

Juan,

Your insistence on violating Peter’s guidelines bothers me a lot, and probably
many others as well. This blog is Peter’s project, something that takes some of
his precious time to build and maintain, and willfully violating his requests and
standards so that you can push your own views, your own idea of what is
important, is simply improper. A blog is not an unmoderated public forum; it is
not your given “right” to say whatever you want just because you personally
think it is important. If you think certain things need to be said, then find
another forum (e.g., sci.physics.* Usenet groups) where you can raise and
discuss those issues. It is important to remember we are all guests here, and
should treat the host (in this case, Peter) with the same respect we would want
to be treated with if we were the host or hostess.

It should be clear that explicitly violating Peter’s guidelines for keeping
comments on topic does not impress others. More likely, it gives you more the
appearance of a crank, and makes it much less likely that others will take you
seriously. It gives the appearance of a guest who acts rudely to the host or
hostess; even worse, the guest apparently complains loudly when the host
protests their rude behavior.

So please, Juan, respect Peter’s repeated requests to keep posts on the topic. For
an umoderated environment, take advantage of the Usenet groups.

25. June 16, 2005

Aaron: Speaking for myself, I find the recent results of Ambjorn et al intriguing,
although I don’t claim to understand them all that well right now.

Since the link you gave in your post is
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505154
Reconstructing the universe

you might also be interested by another recent paper by one of the same authors
http://arxiv.org/gr-qc/0506035
Counting a black hole in Lorentzian product triangulations>

26. Alejandro Rivero
June 16, 2005

Hmm Aaron I can imagine in three minutes three arguments to relate d=2 and
d=4 in the context of quantum gravity.

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505154
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0505154
http://arxiv.org/gr-qc/0506035
http://arxiv.org/gr-qc/0506035


– That the curvature tensor is basically a 2-dimensional object,

– That path integrals have the custom of having fractal dimension two.

– That Polyakov action in NonCommutative geometry comes from the four
dimensional integration of a two dimensional object (NCG integrates via dixmier
trace, you can do strange things).

-that a string has worldsurface d=2

(did I said three arguments? Well, the last one does not score)

27. June 16, 2005

Aaron, I just saw your post about the work by Ambjorn, Jurkiewicz and Loll. I
don’t have time to change my own post, which follows, to accord with yours but I
agree—find the Dynamical Triangulations work intriguing.

It is to be one of the main topics at the Loops 05 conference at AEI in October,
and Renate Loll is on the invited speakers list.

—-what I was going to post before I saw Aaron’s was this—
it seems to me that as a first approximation a good map of the current active
research in QUANTUM GRAVITY ALTERNATIVES TO STRING is given by the
non-string topics posted at the “Loops 05” conference website

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/

Background Independent Algebraic QFT
Causal Sets
Dynamical Triangulations
Loop Quantum Gravity
Non-perturbative Path Integrals

A representative list of researchers would be the list of invited speakers for that
conference, which has been posted although the conference is still several
months away.
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html

I think that the underlying concern shown by several of the posters here is with
MONEY. Does string get to keep it or does it have to share some with its rivals?
Therefore we cannot afford to be vague about who the rivals are. Funding for
young researchers is an especially important topic in this thread and in the
earlier “New Einsteins” thread. Thanks to Smolin for bringing issues of support
allocation for young theory people (grad students, postdocs, young faculty) to the
fore.

Because rival research lines are at issue, we must be clear about what the main
QGAS efforts are. If we include some non-string QG in the physics department of
a US university, what kind of research would it be? Name some papers from the
past twelve months. Name some young researchers featured in the Loops 05 list

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html


of invited speakers.

28. Aaron Bergman
June 16, 2005

Speaking for myself, I find the recent results of Ambjorn et al intriguing,
although I don’t claim to understand them all that well right now.

29. June 16, 2005

The people contributing here (including the string experts Urs Schreiber and
Robert Helling) seem to mean several different things by “LQG”, so that
confusion gets into this thread of discussion very easily.

I would like to know what Schreiber and Helling would identify as the currently
active lines of research that are QUANTUM GRAVITY ALTERNATIVES TO
STRING.

Which people would you gentlemen say are leading QGAS researchers? What
papers have been posted recently, say in the past twelve months, that are
significant QGAS papers?

It would be very helpful to know who you think leading people are, especially the
younger crop just getting established.

It would be useful to have some specific arXiv numbers of research articles
posted in the past twelve months that could serve to typify for us what you think
are the main rival directions to string.

30. Urs Schreiber
June 16, 2005

Hi Ummm,

OK, I am not 100% sure what your point is, now.

Fact is that in many discussions about that anomaly issue people get confused by
the fact that in string theory there is a gravitational theory on parameter space
and one on target space.

In the context of what has become known as the ‘LQG-string’ one is concerned
exclusively with the issue of the quantum gravity theory on parameter space. All
background dependence of string theory is a red herring for this particular
discussion.

Which of course does not mean that there is nothing to discuss concerning the
quantization of the target space gravity theory. But that’s not the issue of the
‘LQG-string’.

Best,
Urs

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505154
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505154


31. Ummm
June 16, 2005

Hi Urs,

I am in agreement that the worldsheet theory is not background dependent. My
point is that when an LQG enthusiast gets a bug up their bum about background
dependence, they’re talking about strings as perturbation theory against a
particular space-time. It’s not necessary to be too technical about this.

32. Peter
June 16, 2005

To Juan and others:

Do not post here attempts to carry on a discussion about alternatives to GR, QM,
etc. This is not a general physics discussion forum. Please do this somewhere
else. I will continue to delete all such posts.

33. Urs Schreiber
June 16, 2005

Hi Ummm,

no, the issue I commented on is the quantization of the worldsheet theory and
how its LQG-like quantization relates to the standard one. This is 2D gravity
coupled to scalar fields and it is irrelevant for its discussion whether you want
interpret these scalar fields as embedding fields into a target space or not.

So, if it helps, you can forget about the idea of fundamental strings for the
moment and just consider the quantization of 2D gravity coupled to scalar fields.
This is well understood. In the standard formalism, which uses weakly
continuous representations of operators, the ADM constraint algebra of this
gravitational system always has an anomaly.

34. Thomas Larsson
June 16, 2005

The Thomas mentioned in Robert’s post is Thiemann, not me. Also, I am pretty
sure that Stone-von Neumann only applies to QM with finitely many degrees of
freedom, so it might not be directly relevant to gravity.

35. June 16, 2005

Ummm, the fixed background that Smolin refers to is the target space-time,
fixing this is part of the definition of the CFT. Surely you realize that this is an
important open problem?

36. Urs Schreiber
June 16, 2005

Concerning the different approach towards anomalies in the LQG-like



quantization of the string and the ordinary quantization, Lee Smolin wrote:

The approach to quantization of constrained systems is different in
string theory and LQG. The former approach depends on a gauge fixing
that refers to a fixed background metric.

I guess this refers to the quantization of the Polyakov action after the conformal
gauge has been fixed. It is worth pointing out that precisely the same constraint
algebra is obtained by taking the Nambu-Goto action or the Polyakov action,
regarding them as (background free) gravity on the worldsheet coupled to scalar
fields on the worldsheet and compute the ADM constraints of these. One finds a
Hamiltonian constraint L + bar L and a diffeomorphisms constraint L – bar L. No
gauge has to be fixed at any time.

(This can easily be checked. The calculation is for instance given in Henneaux’s
old lecture notes on string theory.)

So the quantization of the string is precisely about the quantization of a
background independent gravitational system in two dimensions. And any weakly
continuous quantization of the resulting constraint algebra does feature an
anomaly.

The resason that ‘oscillators’ make an appearance in this background free
quantization is merely due to the special property of the constraint algebra in 2D
to have structure constants instead of structure functions. This makes Fourier
decomposition in parameter space a useful tool.

It seems to me that the reason to drop weak continuity in the quantization of
gravity in 3+1 dimensions is that it makes an otherwise intractable problem
tractable – but possibly at the cost of having oversimplified a hard problem.

37. Robert
June 16, 2005

As Lee goes into some details, I would like to mention our preprint hep-
th/0409182 where we discuss Thomas’ approach to the quantization of the string
(and also the harmonic oscillator).

There, the upshot is, that the GNS-state of Thomas is not (weakly) continious, a
property that is up to discussion but I consider quite suspicious. In the case of
the oscillator it leads to a state that is that of an oscillator coupled to a heat bath
of infinite temperature. This does not look too promising.

Furthermore, (although this argument might not be rigorous) this treatment
suggests to me, that his state is not only independant of diffeomorphisms but
also under any map that maps spacetime points bijectively (pointwise, not
necessarily even continious) and thus produces a theory that only sees space-
time as a set of points and forget completely even about topology.

As I understand, the reason to take such drastic steps are taken is the
misconception that one should start from state that is invariant under



diffeomorphisms. However, there is no physical motivation for this: It is enough
to start with a state that is covariant, i.e. a state in which the action of
diffeomorphisms is defined as operators in the corresponding hilbert space. The
usual Fock quantization provides exactly this and due to the Stone von Neumann
theorem is the only one that does this continiously.

At least in the classical theory, GR is diffeomorphism invariant but any solution
(i.e. metric) sponaneously breaks this invariance to the isometry group of that
space-time (which is generically trivial). So all the classical states are not
invariant but only covariant.

38. Alejandro Rivero
June 15, 2005

I can not see the problem with the harmonic oscillator. Well, first of all, I missed
the preprint number where such problem is discussed. I didn’t know that LQG
was already able to support and quantise another force fields jointly with gravity.
But in anycase, given that an harmonic oscillator force is not included as one of
the forces in the Standard Model, I am happy if it can not be supported under
LQG. I would be even happier if the unique supported forces where
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1).

39. Aaron Bergman
June 15, 2005

The point about LQG is not that it’s wrong — after all, experiment is the ultimate
arbiter of that — but that is not a conservative approach to quantum gravity as is
often claimed. It is, in fact, a radically different approach to quantization that,
when applied to current theories, gives experimentally incorrect answers.

40. M
June 15, 2005

Thomas Larsson gave a detailed response to Lee’s post in the previous thread.
Since it is more likely to elicit a response in this thread than the earlier one, I
think it is worth repeating it in full. I will add my own comment at the end, in
agreement with one of Thomas’ comments.

* – * – * – * – * – * – * – * – *

Dear Lee,

Let me emphasize that I am not a string theorist – on the contrary, over the last
years I have had strong disagreements with Lubos and others, especially over
the role of diff anomalies. While initially a statistical physicist, the success of
CFT made me interested in Lie algebras, where I discovered how to generalize
the Virasoro algebra beyond 1D and developed its representation theory,
together with mathematicians like Moody, Rao, Berman and Billig. In particular,
the Virasoro algebra in 4D is the anomalous form of the algebra of
4-diffeomorphisms, which is the constraint algebra of GR in covariant
formulations (in non-covariant canonical quantization the constraint algebra is



modified).

So when I speak about diff anomalies, I do it as someone who has developed new
mathematics which has not been absorbed by the physics community. You may
wish to keep that in mind.

As to the issue of anomalies, i.e. the claim that we ignore the established
knowledge that ?INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL CONSTRAINT ALGEBRAS
generically acquire anomalies on the quantum level…? is simply false. It is
contradicted by rigorous existence and uniqueness theorems in LQG.

Whereas I claim that this is true, it is not at all generally accepted. On the
contrary, it is widely asserted that there are no pure gravitational anomalies in
4D, see e.g. Weinberg’s QT of F II, ch 22. Nevertheless, the constraint algebra of
GR contains many subalgebras isomorphic to the infinite conformal symmetry in
2D, generated by vector fields of the form f(z) d/dz, where e.g. z = x^0 + ix^1 or
z = x^2 + ix^3. Upon Fock quantization, these conformal subalgebras will in
general acquire anomalies for the usual reason, making the whole shebang
anomalous.

The reason why these anomalies cannot be seen in conventional field theory is
that the relevant cocycles are functionals of the observer’s trajectory in
spacetime. Unless this trajectory is introduced and quantized in conjunction with
the fields, the relevant anomalies cannot be formulated. This is IMO the crucial
obstruction to the quantization of gravity.

1) The approach to quantization of constrained systems is different in string
theory and LQG. The former approach depends on a gauge fixing that refers to a
fixed background metric. It results in the construction of a Fock space. The latter
is background independent and involves no background metric, no gauge fixing
and results in a state space unitarily inequivalent to a Fock space.

2) There is a body of rigorous results that support each kinds of quantization.
Hence it cannot be a question of which is correct mathematically. Both are
correct, within their contexts. It is a question only of which construction is
appropriate for which theories and which describes nature.

Conventional quantization has turned out to describe nature in other contexts. I
think this is a good reason to believe that it is the correct approach. In particular,
CFT has been successfully applied to 2D condensed matter, where conformal
anomalies have been measured experimentally. This is of course a different
context and not directly relevant, but this fact has shaped my basic instinct that
anomalies are very real things which cannot depend on the quantization method
used.

3) The treatment of constraints in string theory depends on certain technical
features of 1+1 dimensional theories, particularly the fact that there is a gauge
in which L_0 plays the role of a Hamiltonian and therefore should, in that gauge,
be quantized so as to have a positive spectrum. The anomalies are not generic,
as asserted above, rather they depend on the additional condition that L_0
should be a positive operator.



Yes, this is the crucial point. In any physical theory, there should be some
positive operator which can be interpreted as a Hamiltonian; there is a physical
requirement that energy be bounded from below. Of course, in GR there is a
Hamiltonian constraint rather than a genuine Hamiltonian. This is another
reason to introduce the observer’s trajectory; you can define a genuine
Hamiltonian as the operator that translates the fields relative to the observer.

Anyway, in all applications of Lie algebras to physics so far, the reps have been of
lowest-weight type. At least for finite-dimensional Lie algebras, all unitary irreps
are of this type.

There are other reps of Diff(S^1 ) that are non-anomalous but in which L_0 is not
positive.

If you consider the restriction to the algebra of polynomial vector fields,
generated by L_m with m >= -1, then all irreps have a vacuum vector (or are
dual to such a rep).

So a choice is made in the standard quantization of string theory, which his
motivated by the physics. This does not mean it is the right choice for all physical
theories.

OK. I disagree.

4) Conversely the existence and uniqueness theorems which support the LQG
quantization work only in 2+1 dimensions and above for the reason that gauge
fields don?t have local degrees of freedom in 1+1 dimensions. The existence
theorems tell us that there are quantizations in 2+1 and higher of diffeo
invariant gauge theories that have unitary, anomaly free realizations of diffeo
invariance. The uniqueness theorem tells us that the resulting state space we use
in LQG is unique.

Contrary to string theorists, I claim that anomaly freedom is not a necessary
requirement. To illustrate this point, let me again use the bosonic string as an
example and quote from GSW, subsection 2.4: ‘Classical free string theory can be
consistently formulated for any spacetime dimension, but quantization with a
ghost-free spectrum requires D less than or equal to 26. […] In the special case
of D=26 and a=1 the spectrum is entirely tranverse, with many decoupled zero-
norm states.’

Thus, D=26 is special, but D less than 26 is not ruled out by consistency
requirements. It is only in 26D that it is possible to pass to the reduced Hilbert
space by imposing the physical state condition L_m|phys)=0, but when D less
than 26 this is not necessary, because the full, unreduced Hilbert space is
already positive-definite.

Thus, my position is that some diff and gauge anomalies are good, making it
possible to break diff and gauge symmetry on the quantum level, such as the
string in D less than 26 illustrates. This does not mean that all gauge anomalies
are good, of course. On the contrary, I recently gave a simple algebraic argument
why conventional gauge anomalies, due to chiral fermions and proportional to

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0501023
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0501023


the third Casimir, indeed are inconsistent. This argument does not apply to
observer-dependent anomalies, which are proportional to the second Casimir.

The idea that diff and gauge anomalies may be consistent is of course very
controversial.

With regard to the non-standard quantization, in which holonomies, but not local
field operators are well defined, it is of course true that when applied to standard
systems this leads to inequivalent results. ?This apparently leads to unphysical
consequences, such as an unbounded spectrum for the harmonic oscillator.? But,
give me a break, do you really think someone is proposing to replace the
standard quantization of the harmonic oscillator with the alternative one? What
is being proposed is that the quantization used in LQG is well suited to the
quantization of diffeo invariant gauge theories.
In case it is not obvious, let me emphasize that harmonic oscillators are not
relevent here, and can play no role in a background independent quantum
theory, precisely because the division of a field into harmonic modes requires a
fixed background metric. Thus, the physics of the problem REQUIRES an
alternative quantization.

Sorry, but here I flatly disagree. I find it very disturbing that LQG methods yield
the wrong result for the harmonic oscillator.

I am frankly puzzled why someone who claims to know the literature well would
throw up examples like the harmonic oscillator up in this context. I can try to
understand their point of view, but it certainly reads as if they either are
choosing to ignore the basic point, which is that background independent
quantizations cannot use fock space, or they are looking to make debating points
to impress ignorant outsiders.

I agree that a diff invariant quantization of gravity cannot use Fock space, and I
am convinced that such a quantization does not exist. However, a diff covariant
Fock space quantization of gravity may very well exist. By this I mean a
quantization in analogy with the string for D less than 26: the unreduced Hilbert
space is consistent in itself, and diffeomorphisms are promoted to a genuine but
anomalous symmetry acting on the full Hilbert space.

A step in this direction was taken in hep-th/0504020. Sure, there are problems:
the (manifestly covariant) regularization has not quite been removed, no
invariant inner product has been found, and no hard predictions have been
extracted. But there is a Hamiltonian which is bounded from below in the
regularized theories, the analogous construction for the harmonic oscillator has
a spectrum bounded from below (it is not quite right, and I discuss why), and
infinities cancel best (though not quite, so I am doing something wrong) in 4D.
Most importantly, since phase space variables are promoted to operators in the
usual way, this is genuine quantization, which is witnessed by the presence of
anomalies.

Finally, I didn’t express myself very well on the sociological issues. I agree with
you about the problems with string theory, and I did not mean that funding to

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504020
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504020
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411028
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411028


LQG should be stopped. However, given what I feel is a major problem (the
harmonic oscillator spectrum), and that LQG already is the second biggest player
in QG, I cannot really think that it is badly underfunded at present levels.

Posted by Thomas Larsson at June 14, 2005 10:44 PM

* – * – * – * – * – * – * – * – *

I am not at all qualified to comment on either Lee’s or Thomas’ statements.
However, like Thomas, it bothers me a lot that LQG apparently cannot reproduce
the known spectrum for the harmonic oscillator in some limit where it should.
Historically it has been a requirement for a new theory to reduce to an
established earlier theory in the limit of the earlier theory’s applicability, as, say
in the well known example that quantum theory gives the classical result in the
limit hbar->0, or GR gives the Newtonian result in the flat space limit. Why
should LQG be exempt from such a consistency check? Given that there aren’t
too many ways to test a theory of quantum gravity, it seems like a failure here
should be taken very seriously. It seems like Lee is a little too dismissive when he
says,

But, give me a break, do you really think someone is proposing to replace the
standard quantization of the harmonic oscillator with the alternative one? What
is being proposed is that the quantization used in LQG is well suited to the
quantization of diffeo invariant gauge theories.

But then again, this is just the perspective of one who has only superficial
knowledge about LQG…

41. June 15, 2005

here is a footnote to Smolin response relating to something in the original
thread:

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/

>

this bears on Smolin’s paragraph 5:

>

42. June 15, 2005

this is quite possibly a trivial sidecomment but I want to mention a consideration
from the standpoint of a “physics watcher” which is that I also benefit from the
range of quantumgravity research options that gradstudents and postdocs have
at AEI-Potsdam and Perimeter/Waterloo.

when a US grad student who has only the choice string or nothing chooses a
research topic this does not tell me anything, I am watching a stock market
where investors have only one choice or very limited choice. so I do not benefit
from watching his or her behavior.

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/


but by contrast I watch the career of, for instance, Bianca Dittrich at the Albert
Einstein Institute with great interest
BECAUSE HERE IS AN INTELLIGENT HIGHLY MOTIVATED PERSON ON THE
GROUND who is free to make choices between, say, Thiemann’s Master
Constraint canonical approach and Loll’s Triangulation approach (which are on
radically different mathematical ground).

I think a lot can be learned by watching intelligent gamblers, or intelligent
investors investing precious capital (young research time).

So to me it is very exciting to watch Dittrich’s career because the system she is
in gives her choice of programs—-Hermann Nicolai directs AEI “Unified Theories
and Quantum Gravity” division in a way that is VERY DIFFERENT FROM VAFA’S
HARVARD. Wow, is it different! Nicolai branch of AEI has string but also LQC
with bojowald, and canonical-LQG with thiemann and also dynamical
triangulations work and a lot of other stuff. If you are there, or at ‘t Hooft”s
Utrecht institute, or at Perimeter in Canada then you really have some
interesting options. So to me it is more informative to watch what the postdocs
do in those places.

And this is not just pure frivolity on my part, I really think you get scientifically
valuable information by giving graduate students exposure to various things and
a choice of radically different rival approaches, because the scientific enterprise
benefits from their special perspective of what attracts them to devote their
careers to. We all benefit from their intuitive hunches of what will pay off.

Let us hope that this does not make Artem Starodubtsev and Etera Livine and all
of them self conscious knowing that bystanders get a clue of what is happening
by seeing what they do.

Quantum gravity is at an intensely exciting stage and a LOT is happening.
Onlookers can be glad for the instututes that are run with several alternate
programs, and also (in my experience as an observer) they tend to be where the
progress is being made.

43. D R Lunsford
June 15, 2005

Yawn.

-drl



Suspicious Dualities

June 15, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

These days some of the strongest criticisms of what is going on in string theory are
coming from Lubos Motl’s weblog. His latest post asks what would have happened if
currently fashionable ideas about string theory had appeared in the sixties before the
standard model. They would have led to claims that many things about particle
physics were inherently unpredictable, or dependent on the details of the earliest
moments of the big bang. But when the standard model appeared in 1973, it made a
wide range of detailed predictions of this type.

He also makes some remarkable statements about string dualities:

“Virtually all conjectured non-supersymmetric dualities (except a few exceptions in
the topological context) are suspicious, and even those that are true may be true only
because we define one of the sides to be dual to the other – while other equally
consistent definitions may exist, too.”

and claims that in the mid-90s Tom Banks described how research on string dualities
was being done as follows:

“If you can’t show that a conjectured duality is wrong in 5 minutes, it must be
correct.”

Funny, I’d always suspected that was what they were doing, but I’d never have dared
to suggest it. And by the way, I’m wondering if Jacques Distler has given up on string
theory. It’s been several months since he’s written anything about strings, and a
month since he’s written anything at all.

Comments

1. Torbjorn Larsson
June 17, 2005

Sure. But Lubos says “Although string theorists are obviously capable to study
any of these things, …”
which I criticize; as hubris if you like.

2. June 17, 2005

I kow that Lubos did not have this in mind, is is awfukky lowbrow

Harsh, but just.

3. Torbjorn Larsson

http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/06/computer-models-and-tossing-coin.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/06/computer-models-and-tossing-coin.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/


June 16, 2005

I don’t believe I did that! awfu*ll*y of course, my fingers slipped.

4. Torbjorn Larsson
June 16, 2005

“We need to define what string theory is *not*…”

I kow that Lubos did not have this in mind, is is awfukky lowbrow :-), but there is
a constraint of sorts right here, in his model of theories:

“… construct a bound state of these electrons called the feminist …”

There is no obvious one-to-one correspondence between different brain
constructions and states (ie male and female) to feminist actions.

So we should really know to stop here. (Apart from that nerve interactions are
through ions, transmitter substances, reinforced/inhibited couplings and
growth/death, so electrons should not describe them.)

5. Peter Woit
June 16, 2005

I’ve been moving to a new apartment today, so have been away from e-mail and
just recently came into the office. I’ve deleted some of the more egregiously off-
topic posts just now, so if you’re wondering what that discussion is about, to
some extent it’s about posts that are no longer there.

M has it right about why I don’t just let anyone post anything they want to. To
put it in more personal terms: I want this weblog and its comment section to be
something that I’d actually like to read. In the past when I’ve let people post
whatever they want, the comment section has degenerated into something I
found not worth reading. When this happens, I assume that many other sensible
people will decide the comment section here is worthless, and stop reading it or
writing in to it. I’m not going to let that happen.

6. Kostya
June 16, 2005

Dear Peter,
Why do you let crackpots to post on your blog?
I guess it’s amusing to read their comments but it gets kind of annoying at the
end of the day.
Lubos, please don’t waste you time answering to their stupid comments.

7. M
June 16, 2005

From Quantoken:

Not only Peter will delete any thing about alternative ideas, he will also delete



arguments against those alternative ideas he deletes just as well. He is against
string theory. But basically he is only interested in arguments either for or
against string theory, and for or against LQG, and nothing else.

I have not noticed Peter selectively deleting comments just because they weren’t
about string theory or LQG. I have seen him repeatedly request that people keep
their comments related to the topic at hand. People who post comments that
push their own particular flavor of a “theory” that supposedly explains all kinds
of wonderful things that standard theory does not are usually not adhering to
Peter’s guidelines, and thankfully he is not overly shy about removing such
comments.

If you want to see how free-for-all physics discussion forums operate, visit any of
the unmoderated Usenet physics groups, like sci.physics.relativity for example. A
relatively small number of people actually try to hold intelligent discussions, but
the great majority of the traffic consists of discussions of nonsensical alternative
“theories,” insults, and off-topic items. In an unmoderated public forum, it just
doesn’t seem to happen that intelligent discussion of carefully thought out
alternative ideas will take place over any length of time. Turkeys flock together,
and the turkeys will be attracted to a forum where “alternative theories” can be
discussed like fruit flies are attracted to a piece of overly ripe fruit (especially if
they think serious scientists might read their stuff).

I really hope Peter continues to hold standards for keeping comments on-topic. It
is really nice to have a few forums where people can discuss serious physics
without the clutter of unsubstantiated (or poorly supported) claims posing as an
alternative theory. It think Peter already errs on the side of keeping comments
that are at best marginal, although some people whose comments were deleted
would probably disagree. Perhaps he will occasionally have a topic where
discussions of far out ideas will be on-topic, and then there would be no need to
suppress even the nonsense.

Finally, I think that anyone who carefully thinks through an alternative idea and
plays by the rules that all serious physicists play by — and that means making
quantitative predictions, having predictions that agree with known empirical
results, and not making unsubstantiated wild claims — can expect a respectful
hearing by at least some people. Peter has said more than once that occasional
references to personal web pages that discuss alternative ideas are fine; he just
doesn’t want to have people filling the comment section with that kind of stuff.
For those who want to stimulate a more vigorous discussion of their ideas, take it
to the unmoderated physics groups on Usenet and it will probably generate some
traffic there.

8. Lubo? Motl
June 16, 2005

Quantoken, your comments are irrelevant because you know nothing about the
subtle questions that are discussed.

It’s just trivially true that the 1/2 BPS sector of type IIB string theory on AdS5 x



S5 is equivalent to Quantum Hall System.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505129

A natural question is whether this can be extended to similar systems used in
condensed matter, and it is a technical question that can’t be ultimately
answered by your passionate guesswork.

9. Lubo? Motl
June 16, 2005

“Fascist and antif*ist” – have not you wondered that this is an oxymoron?

10. Quantoken
June 16, 2005

Lubos meantioned that he had done some research relating “Fractional Quantum
Hall Effect and string theory”

It is absolutely ridiculous for a string theoretist to even waste one second
thinking about the connection between the two subjects. There are as unrelated
as trying to use Euler’s law to try to forecast the weather. They belong to
completely different domains. The FQHE is problem of manybody of quantum
theory in condensed matter physics, and problem that has been well studied and
well understood, and does not need any external explanations. There is no
physical fractional charge whatsoever.

Quantoken

11. June 16, 2005

Fascist and antifeminist

“The crudest approximations will be enough for this calculation because the
physical object under investigation is pretty simple”

12. Lubos Motl
June 16, 2005

Well, I can’t deny that our two blogs have a significant overlap in the readership,
but one may still argue that my blog is being read by many serious people, and
even many of those who read both of these blogs have very different reasons why
they read one as opposed to the other.

My comment comparing the situation of theoretical particle/string physics to
biodiversity climate science was not predominantly about the anthropic principle
although I mentioned some anthropic examples. Let me say more examples what
I had in mind – something related to my recent research that seems increasingly
less attractive:

Fractional Quantum Hall Effect and string theory.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505129
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505129


Non-singlet states in various matrix models.

Calogero models and string theory.

And so forth. One may propose many dualities between string theory and these
conventional theories and constructions and their generalizations. But do we
really believe that these connections are deep? Is there a reason why string
theory should be helpful or illuminate either of these things? It has illuminated
Calabi-Yau manifolds, for example, but it does not mean that the success can be
extended anywhere.

As far as I know, string theory has not given new insights about the FQHE and
my bet is that it won’t give any in the near future.

I personally doubt that string theory is deeply connected with all these (and
other) things, and even the speculative idea that it *is* connected is not
attractive to me in any deep way. String theory should be a theory of everything,
but not everything in this sense. I would find it more rational and satisfactory if
string theory showed that some of these otherwise nice things – like the
Calogero model – can’t have any relation with the most fundamental laws. We
need to define what string theory is *not*, and undoubtedly some of the things
that string theory is not have been proposed as examples what string theory *is*.

Of course, any idea can be embedded in string theory, including feminist social
theory. Take a Calabi-Yau space, heterotic strings, compactify, discover electrons,
construct a bound state of these electrons called the feminist, let it evolve, and
decode the brain hologram. The crudest approximations will be enough for this
calculation because the physical object under investigation is pretty simple, and
what you will get is feminist social theory.

But in this example, the theory is not connected to the characteristic stringy
phenomena. Although string theorists are obviously capable to study any of these
things, I doubt whether we should pretend that it is a part of string theory.

13. June 16, 2005

Lubos’ posts in this blog are legendary ones.

Many of us know to him and his fascist style.

14. June 16, 2005

“what your low-brow blog and its low-brow readers enjoy”

“- (Lubos). You and you readers are stupid.”

Hmm, it appears to be true then that, no matter how
smart you are, how righteous your cause is or how
strong your arguements are, in the end it’ll come
down to namecalling!

15. Arun



June 16, 2005

I postulate a (Peter blog) (Lubos blog) duality and can confirm it in 5 minutes 

16. Juan R.
June 16, 2005

– (Lubos). You and you readers are stupid.

– (Peter). Thanks for the clarifications.

Great!

17. June 16, 2005

From the perspective of time, all discoveries seem trivial. The “duality
revolution” was certainly a big step. However, one can ask what is the true
physical origin of various dualities and why they work so beautifully for
superstrings while not much can be done without supersymmetry. In my opinion,
dualities have no dynamical content. All what they represent are very strong
constraints imposed by supersymmetry, and they hold only in BPS (and almost-
BPS) sectors. Same thing about AdS/CFT: when two structures have the same
symmetry, you will certainly find some matching observables.
In non-supersymmetric theories, BPS-like configurations — instantons play some
minor role
but the important dynamical effects like confinement have a different origin.
If you agree, then here is no point in talking about non-supersymmetric dualities.
We are stuck with very difficult dynamical problems, like in QCD. I am curious
what others think about it…
Jean-Paul

18. Mike Ros
June 15, 2005

I have the impression that a sizeable fraction of Peter’s readers are also Lubos’
readers

I anticipate that it works both ways; I always read both.

19. Torbjorn Larsson
June 15, 2005

It is worse; Lubos included himself. May I suggest Vicodins? 

20. Just another low-brow reader
June 15, 2005

From Lubos:

… or about simple-minded destruction of string theory which is what your low-
brow blog and its low-brow readers enjoy.



As one of Peter’s blog readers, this would make me low-brow. But I also read
Lubos’ blog, so I guess that makes me one of his low-brow readers too. In fact, I
have the impression that a sizeable fraction of Peter’s readers are also Lubos’
readers, so does this mean that Lubos’ blog is therefore infested by low-brow
readers? Such a deep, difficult question almost makes my head hurt.

Lubos can be so endearing sometimes…

21. Peter
June 15, 2005

Hi Lubos,

Thanks for the clarifications. I thought from the context of my post and yours it
was clear that your gedanken experiment referred to the whole anthropic
principle line of thinking.

I don’t want to discourage people from thinking about anything, but I do want to
discourage them from thinking about one particular thing (string/M-theory based
unification in 10/11 dimensions) since, despite twenty years of effort, it has failed
completely and has now led a sizable part of the community off into pseudo-
science. It would be good for physics if people thought more about other things
than this, just about any other things…

22. Lubo? Motl
June 15, 2005

Dear Peter,

what you have not understood is that the rule “if you can’t rule it out in 5
minutes, it’s true” has really worked in all the important cases during the duality
revolution, and in some cases it also worked afterwards.

Non-supersymmetric dualities have never been a part of the basic established
structure of string theory. For example, type 0A is, in some sense, dual to
M-theory on a Scherk-Schwarz circle. Except that such a statement is physically
unverifiable because in order to connect the two limits, one has to go through
spacetime that is completely unstable.

A more modern example is the description of non-SUSY configurations obtained
by adding things such as anti D3-branes to supersymmetric AdS spaces; it’s
questionable whether these configurations may be seen in the dual boundary
CFT.

My gedanken experiment about the 1970s was not about putting the whole
string theory as we know it to the test – or about simple-minded destruction of
string theory which is what your low-brow blog and its low-brow readers enjoy. It
was about checking ideas how to go beyond the current state of affairs.
Unfortunately, you’re extraordinarily capable to distort statements and facts in
such a way that you want to discourage as many people as possible from thinking
about anything.



All the best
Lubos



Bogdanovs Gain a New Supporter

June 18, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

If you didn’t follow this a couple years ago, you can read John Baez’s detailed
description of the Bogdanoff Affair. For more about my dealings with them, see here,,
here, and here. If you want to read their stuff, go to the website of the Mathematical
Center of Riemannian Cosmology which purports to be in Latvia.

In brief, the Bogdanovs are two brothers in France with a TV show who got Ph. D.s
based on work which on the whole was complete nonsense. I’m not surprised that
they managed to get Ph. D.s, and one of them was failed on his first attempt. It’s not
unusual in academia to be faced with having to decide what to do with students who
seem to be enthusiastic and work hard, but don’t perform at an acceptable level.
There are lots of reasons to just pass them with the lowest possible grade (for one
thing, this gets rid of them). One of my colleagues refers to this as the “infinitely
elastic C-minus”.

What was disturbing about the Bogdanov story was that they managed to get papers
published in six refereed journals, some of which were quite respectable. Some of
these papers were essentially identical. After this story became public, the editorial
board of one of the journals (Classical and Quantum Gravity) issued a statement
saying that the paper they published shouldn’t have been accepted, and that they
were taking (undisclosed) steps to change their refereeing process so this wouldn’t
happen again. This seemed to me strong evidence that there is so much nonsense
now in the theoretical physics literature that the refereeing system has broken down.
Many referees are now either unwilling or unable to identify nonsense when they see
it.

I had discussions about this with quite a few physicists at the time, and many of them
took the position that this wasn’t such a big deal. Their attitude was roughly that “So
what if these guys managed to get something nonsensical past some lazy referees?
Everyone in the community can tell that what they wrote is nonsense and just ignores
it. It’s not true that we can no longer tell nonsense from serious work”. I became
somewhat convinced that I was being too harsh on string theorists and others when I
thought that they had completely lost the ability to identify nonsense. Maybe the only
scandal here was the laziness of referees, not the infection of the whole subject by
nonsense to the point where lots of people can’t tell the difference. Well, I just
changed my mind, clearly at least some string theorists can’t.

I feel somewhat constrained in what I can say about the details of this, due to the fact
that someone I’ve been in contact with tells me of being threatened with a lawsuit by
the Bogdanovs for having criticized them publicly. I’m also not about to engage in
discussion of the details of their nonsense, which is what they, like all crackpots,
really want. It’s just a complete waste of time.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/bogdanoff
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http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000036.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000036.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000034.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000034.html
http://www.phys-maths.edu.lv/
http://www.phys-maths.edu.lv/
http://www.phys-maths.edu.lv/
http://www.phys-maths.edu.lv/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/06/bogdanoff-papers.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/06/bogdanoff-papers.html


Comments

1. Peter Woit
June 20, 2005

Funny, that last comment came from an internet address that looks a lot like the
ones of Roland Schwartz and Prof. L. Yang…..

The idea that topological gravity has something to do with the full quantum
gravity is a reasonable conjecture and isn’t due to the Bogdanovs. I’m sure
people will keep working on it.

2. Me
June 20, 2005

From my point of view, one must leave to time and history the care to decide
wether this fields of research was effectively killed by Bogdanovs.

I will rather say, on the contrary, that it was born from Bogdanovs.

3. June 20, 2005

In his criticism of LQG Lubos states, “It assumes the metric tensor is a good
variable at all distances and is the only relevent variable…it even assumes
Einstein equations are more or less exact at the Planckian regime…these
assumptions are challenged in a general enough theory of QG, for example all
models that emerge from string theory…assumptions that have no theoretical or
experimental justification”.

I agreed with these statements actually, but how come he now thinks it is ok
perhaps if the above variable “the metric” has signature fluctuations in the
Planckian regime, a la Bogdanov, and is a viable variable in this regime?

Even if you think TQFT has something deep to say about the initial singularity of
spacetime(and who knows)the Bogdanovs have effectively killed this as a
respectable research direction.

4. June 20, 2005

BTW the first place where Lubos signed “lumo (leashed)” was his blog entry
commenting on
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504221
Dijkgraaf, Gopakumar, Ooguri, and Vafa
Baby Universes in String Theory

that was on April 30 and in the preceding segment of that day’s blog he had said
“Unfortunately, I currently do not enjoy the freedom to tell you what I think
about these things.”

I tend to view Lubos protestations of tolerance for the Boganoff article as an
ironical reproach to somebody who told him to ease up and stop the vitreolic

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504221
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504221


attacks on other stuff. It puts him in position to say, well you told me not to be so
ferocious so you must favor relaxing the intellectual standards applied to
scholarship, so look what happens! I will just (to spite you) go and approve of the
Bogdanoffs on the same basis that I tolerate specious research by [unnamed].

Yeah that is a tortured overinterpretation, and who cares about the adventures of
Lubos melodrama, except he is entertaining sometimes. Anyway I dont take his
apparent acceptance of the Bog paper at face value, it is a travesty just like the
Bogs (or so I tend to suspect)

5. June 20, 2005

It’s interesting that Lubos is pushing “not complete nonsense” as the new
standard for scientific publication, at least for certain types of physics. Of course
for, say climate science, he expects a level of rigor exceeding pure mathematics
literature.

I can’t help but notice a parallel with certain defenders of Bush administration
foreign policy who have adopted “not as bad as Saddam” as the new standard for
acceptable moral behavior.

6. June 20, 2005

on the other hand, Dijkgraaf is an eminently sensible choice).

a propos Dijkgraaf, he is one of the invited speakers on the programme of Loops
05 conference in October
loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html

since Dijkgraaf’s public lecture in July is about black holes and time, I was
reminded of his recent paper

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504221
Baby Universes in String Theory

Abstract: “We argue that the holographic description of four-dimensional BPS
black holes naturally includes multi-center solutions … This provides a concrete
realization, within string theory, of effects that can be interpreted as the creation
of baby universes…”

in that context I cannot imagine what he could mean by his jazzy phrase “the end
of time” except that continuation through a black hole implies a branching of
time which could be said to dispose of the classical single-track unitary-evolution
notion and thus be “the end” of time as we have thought of it up til now. I
certainly agree Dijkgraaf is a great choice (maybe “eminently sensible” could be
supplemented to read “inspired” 

7. Peter Woit
June 20, 2005

I’d noticed that too. It speaks volumes that the organizers of this conference feel

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504221
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504221


that Susskind’s pseudo-scientific nonsense is worthy of being half of the public
face of string theory (on the other hand, Dijkgraaf is an eminently sensible
choice).

I wouldn’t read too much into the lack of a definite program for the conference.
Scheduling such a program is always difficult, with all sorts of last minute
changes.

8. June 20, 2005

this may or may not bear on the general topic of attention-seeking and marginal
science
please erase if insufficiently topical

The schedule posted for Strings 05 is still (as of Monday 20 June) almost blank,
but it now lists a Leonard Susskind public lecture and two other events.

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005
/program.html

Public Talks
Saturday July 16, 2-5p.m.
Robbert Dijkgraaf U. Amsterdam
“Strings, Black Holes, and the End of Space and Time”

Leonard Susskind Stanford U.
“Cosmic Landscape: String Theory and the Illusion of Intelligent Design”

Panel discussion: The Next Superstring Revolution
Tuesday, July 12, 19:00-21:00

the conference goes July 11-16, so is only 3 weeks away. It seems curiously
suspenseful on the part of the Toronto organizers that the posted schedule of
talks is mostly blank (no regular talks shown, only the two public lectures.)
Maybe we can take it as providential sign that Susskind’s title mentions the
illusion of intelligence in connection with string theory (kidding)

9. Mike
June 20, 2005

I apologize if this is somewhat off topic (please delete if it does not belong), but
every day I learn something new here. Matti Pitkanen wrote: “In some other
summary brothers identify Big Bang singularity with a point rather than
singularity analogous to the boundary of future light cone: this mistake of course
appears again and again in popular literature.”

Exactly! Until recently everything I have learned has come from popular
literature and that is how we are told to “visualize” the Big Bang. For someone
who is not a mathematician or physicist, where do we turn for a more accurate
understanding of these issues? Something more advanced than popular books
(Kaku) but not as complex as the text books by Polchinski, Zwiebach, Zee, etc..,

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/program.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/program.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/program.html
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which are presented as introductions but are too complicated for someone
without an advanced understanding of math.

I’m trying to work my way through Penrose’s new book and almost threw in the
towel on the chapters on Manifolds and Symmetry Groups. It’s very frustrating.
In the introduction he nonchalantly advises readers to feel free to skip the math.
1) I don’t want to skip the math and 2) It’s ALL math.

10. Fyodor
June 20, 2005

Between that demonstration of ignorance and Lubos’s new one, I think it is at
least safe to say that on the whole string theorists don’t even know what a TQFT
is.

Yeah, PW, people who don’t really understand things ought to abstain from
commenting on them, don’t you agree? I also find that there are way too many
people who engage in heated denunciations of certain theories and yet have
absolutely nothing to suggest as alternatives. That, too, is rather feeble, is it not?

11. June 20, 2005

“1.These brothers are surely intelligent. They got an IQ of 200.”

That only comes out to 100 each, assuming it’s evenly split. Nothing to brag
about.

12. Fabien Besnard
June 20, 2005

Peter,

>What to do about this is a hard problem.

to this I answer : a national anonymous competition. In France this is the way the
“grandes ?coles” recruit their students and it put them way ahead universities.
The problem is that now it is criticized also (for one thing because this system is
very different from what is done everywhere else in the world).
I am not saying that this system should be considered as perfect : it selects
people with very peculiar qualities. Nevertheless I do believe it is the less unfair,
and I think it should be used along with more traditional academic systems in a
balanced way.

Regards.

13. Matti Pitkanen
June 20, 2005

I would be happy if the discussion about Bogdanov affair could be based on real
arguments rather than uneducated crackpot guesses and unjustified non-sense
claims so familiar also from earlier discussions.



Thanks for Lubos for seeing the trouble for performing a real analysis of one of
papers. I looked the reports about the thesis of G. Bogdanov and found that
Majid gave a positive statement saying that the work was original. Brothers
emphasize that they are mathematicians, not physicists. By looking the abstracts
of their papers, one gets the impression that also their understanding of
Riemannian geometry could be better.

For instance, look just the abstract of THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM AND KMS
CONDITION AT THE PLANCK SCALE

Considering the expected thermal equilibrium characterizing the physics at the
Planck scale, it is here stated, for the first time, that, as a system, the space-time
at the Planck scale must be considered as subject to the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger
(KMS) condition. Consequently, in the interior of the KMS strip, i.e. from the
scale ℬ = 0 to the scale ℬ = ℓplanck, the fourth coordinate g44 must be
considered as complex, the two real poles being ℬ = 0 and ℬ = ℓplanck. This
means that within the limits of the KMS strip, the Lorentzian and the Euclidean
metric are in a “quantum superposition state” (or coupled), this entailing a
“unification” (or coupling) between the topological (Euclidean) and the physical
(Lorentzian) states of space-time.

Brothers seem to have a rather vague view about Riemannian geometry (“the
fourth coordinate g44 must be considered as complex”). Could a real
mathematician really write something like this without feeling a deep pain in his
guts.

In some other summary brothers identify Big Bang singularity with a point rather
than singularity analogous to the boundary of future light cone: this mistake of
course appears again and again in popular literature. Taking into account what
brothers propose, this mistake looks strange since singularity is very much like
the boundary of the future lightcone and by its metric 2-dimensionality is indeed
an excellent candidate for serving as a seat of conformal (and thus also
topological) field theory.

I see nothing crackpottish in idea about possibility of Euclidian and Lorentzian
signatures. If space-time is identified as a 4-surface (or brane) this is an
unavoidable prediction with deep implications. The idea that pre-Planck era
corresponds to TQFT is also interesting. Personally I would rather view it as a
phase during which the analogs of long cosmic strings dominate and string
models become a good approximation.

Matti Pitkanen

14. Peter Woit
June 19, 2005

Hi Deane,

I agree that through grade inflation and passing students who don’t perform
acceptably the value of undergraduate degrees has been seriously debased. To a
lesser degree the same has been true of graduate degrees. What to do about this



is a hard problem.

In the Bogdanov case I still think the root of the problem is the failure of the
refereeing system. If you look at their theses, Grichka’s is not egregiously non-
sensical, and his committee passed him with the lowest grade, which was not
unreasonable. Igor’s was nonsense, and his committee did the right thing the
first time and failed him. My understanding was that he was told that if he could
get his work published in refereed journals, he could come back for a second try.
If the referees had done their job correctly, there would have been no problem.

Another unusual part of this story is that the person who agreed to supervise
their work was Moshe Flato, and he died unexpectedly before their theses were
completed. It’s quite possible that had he lived he would not have allowed Igor to
submit such a thesis. Moshe was a wonderful, generous and extravagant man,
one whom I was quite fond of, having enjoyed meeting and talking to him on half
a dozen occasions or so over the years. I suspect his generosity was what led him
to take on the Bogdanovs, but had he lived his devotion to good science probably
would have kept something like Igor’s thesis from getting approved.

15. Deane
June 19, 2005

Quote:
It’s not unusual in academia to be faced with having to decide what to do with
students who seem to be enthusiastic and work hard, but don’t perform at an
acceptable level. There are lots of reasons to just pass them with the lowest
possible grade (for one thing, this gets rid of them). One of my colleagues refers
to this as the “infinitely elastic C-minus”.

Peter,

It’s about time that we professors recgnize the damage we do to ourselves and
our community by doing this. It’s certainly an expedient action, but it does
tremendous damage to our credibility.

It is an open secret in many places (Wall Street, for example) that a degree in
mathematics— undergraduate, masters, or doctorate—even from a good school,
tells you absolutely nothing about a person’s ability to use mathematics. The
Bogdanov affair is only a particularly public example of something happens quite
often. Is this really how we want it to be?

16. JC
June 19, 2005

Some folks completely refuse to believe they’re wrong, regardless of how many
times they’re hit over the head with a stick?

17. June 19, 2005

quantoken, do you ever tire of being wrong?



18. Quantoken
June 19, 2005

Peter:

It was easy to call the other side logically incoherent or complete idiot or things
like that when they have published something that you can not make sense of.
But consider that:

1.These brothers are surely intelligent. They got an IQ of 200. Admittedly they
have practiced and trained for it (well, you can say that for virtually all student
exams, as well). But Peter or any one try to get an IQ test score of 200. I bet you
can’t. I can’t. No one I know can.

2.They clearly have spent a lot of time, energy working on the stuff. As Lubos
said, all the formulas and equations they cited are correct. And they make
correct references to names of people and all that.

If they have better intelligence than you, and have spent 10 years to come up
with the ideas. And you have spent 10 minutes reading their stuff and could not
understand it. The more plausible case is they may really have some good ideas
that you are simply not capable to appreciate, versus the other possibility that
they are complete idiot with 0 IQ, and that their brain can not think coherently.

Althought scientifically, all those are still nonsense regardless how the logic
works. If you can not explain anything in nature, your theory is still worthless as
far as science is concerned. This has nothing to do with intelligence.

Quantoken

19. Peter Woit
June 19, 2005

Quantoken,

There is a difference between the Bogdanov papers and most of the string/M-
theory literature. A more or less typical paper on hep-th these days starts from a
set of assumptions about string/M-theory, then goes on to make various
arguments and do various calculations based on the assumptions. Most of the
time these arguments and calculations make sense, if you accept the
assumptions. The problem is that the assumptions are incoherent and don’t
really make sense.

As an example, consider the Douglas et. al. statistical counting arguments and
calculations. You can definitely follow the logic of their argument and
calculations, even though the starting point, a mish-mash of ideas about string
theory, branes and the anthropic principle, is completely incoherent and there is
no rational reason to believe that any prediction about physics can ever be
derived from it.

The Bogdanov papers are different. There are huge leaps of logic from one



sentence to the next, clear examples of misunderstandings of basic ideas by the
authors, etc. The problem isn’t their assumptions, but that they can’t construct a
coherent argument and don’t understand the technical tools they are using. This
makes their papers look a lot like Sokal’s hoax paper, except that their papers
aren’t (intentionally) funny.

I don’t think I’d have any problem winning a court case against the Bogdanovs
(for one thing, I think I have strong cause for legal action against them since
they published an intentionally mistranslated version of my words). But getting
involved in something like that would be a huge waste of time. And now the fact
that a Harvard faculty member is going around claiming that their papers make
sense and are of value would make the whole thing much more difficult.

Similarly, I’m not going to waste time pointing out all the problems with the
Bogdanov’s manuscripts. This has been done elsewhere, by John Baez and
others. When people like the Bogdanovs publish papers containing wrong
arguments and leaps of logic, what they most want is for someone more
knowledgeable than them to take their ideas seriously and devote time to
figuring out exactly what is wrong with their arguments and thinking hard about
whether or not their logical gaps can be filled in. They’re lazy, convinced they are
geniuses because of their vague conjectural ideas, and hoping that someone else
will do the hard work necessary to turn their incoherent conjectures into
something that makes sense. In this case I don’t believe it is possible to do this,
and any time spent on showing this would be completely a waste.

20. Fabien Besnard
June 19, 2005

Hello.
I think a clarification is needed here. The brothers have been harshly criticized
for a very precise reason : in their last book they misquoted some people
(including Peter Woit) as if they supported them, or at least as if they thought the
brothers’ work were meaningful. I first pointed this ( here), then a french
journalist talked about it and the brothers suited him, I just can’t imagine for
what motive. I don’t know if the procedure is still on its way.

I agree with Peter that talking about this affair now only serve the brothers’
commercial interests, so I won’t make any further comment.
Best regards.

21. steve
June 19, 2005

As far as I know, complaints from readers about the paper started coming in to
the Editorial board of J. Classical and Quantum Gravity before the whole affair
blew up, which is unusual. If the brothers are going to start sueing people now
for criticising them then any sympathy that I (and other people) might have had
for them is gone because this is a good way to help kill science and open
scientific debate. However, I don’t see how they could realistically expect to sue
someone in this way. I imagine though (or hope) that it is the ‘crackpot’ or ‘fraud’
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label they don’t like and not impersonal criticisms of the work itself. This could
probably be considered defamation of character and grounds for a lawsuit.

Even if there are seeds of really good ideas in their papers (which there might
be) there is such a stigma attached to this whole affair now that no-one is going
to continue with or explore the questions they address using the methods they
suggest, even if that person(s) could develop or improve the whole approach. Do
you think any career-minded person(s) is ever going to write a paper with both
“topological field theory” and “initial singularity” or “KMS states” in the title and
have the brothers’ papers in their reference list? Anyone doing such a thing is
going to be instantly labelled crackpot. Also, I doubt any journal (esp CQG) or
even the arxiv would accept it. Not that I am saying this is right but this is just
the way things are.

22. Quantoken
June 19, 2005

Peter said:
“I feel somewhat constrained in what I can say about the details of this, due to
the fact that someone I’ve been in contact with tells me of being threatened
with a lawsuit by the Bogdanovs for having criticized them publicly. I’m also not
about to engage in discussion of the details of their nonsense, which is what they,
like all crackpots, really want. It’s just a complete waste of time.”

You repeated that several times. Are you really this weak-nerved that you really
take such threat seriously? If they sue then let them sue. I do not see you have
anything to lose just for being actually sued.

Frankly I do not see any ground for a legitimate law suit just because you discuss
and criticize the content of their paper. On the contrary, the fact that you
repeatly call them crackpots, without discussing any of the facts that leads you
to do so, could well be used as a ground for suing you for defamation.

So just for the purpose of avoiding being sued, you should start criticizing and
analysing about their papers in more details, instead of just blanketly accusing
them to be crackpots.

Quantoken

23. Quantoken
June 19, 2005

Peter:

I do not think Lubos become a supporter of the brother just because he made
some comments that looks fair, reasonable and balanced. He made some good
points that the brother’s papers raised some important questions. A paper could
be well worth publishing even if just for asking the important right question
along.

On the other side I do not understand why you have to single out these brothers



for some harsh criticism, at an era that 99% of academic papers can already be
accorded the same evaluation: nonsense and worthless.

The whole super string business is already nonsense since it does not explain a
single thing we observe in nature. Does it make the brothers’ paper more
nonsense than nonsense just because the presentation of their ideas does not
seem very coherent to you? Or if they present the same idea, but in a more
logically coherent and more readable ways, then you would not consider it
nonsense in that case? Why pick on unimportant details if the fundation of
the whole thing of the whole field is already wrong and none-scientific,
regardless of the mathematical details?

The whole thing started when some one thought the brothers pulled a hoax, and
it should end when the brothers point out that it was not a hoax. There is nothing
especially wrong or especially bad in the paper of the brothers comparing with
the quality of the rest of academic papers. The brothers even excelled in
asking important questions and provided novel ideas, something that Lubos
praised rightfully!!!

The important matter in the status of the affair, is the fact that nowadays in the
field of theoretical physics research, it is no longer possible to distinguish
between a serious paper, or a hoax. You could no longer tell if some one is dead
serious or if he is joking around. That is the status of affair today.

Now, my own evaluation of the brother’s work: The whole idea is total nonsense
to start with, regardless of the details. But that would also apply to many of other
academic papers I see. So the brothers do not deserve any harsher criticism than
the rest.

Quantoken

24. June 19, 2005

I personally don’t find the paper terribly valuable, but I insist that its vagueness
and strangeness is comparable to the vagueness and strangeness of other works
about equally difficult and unknown subjects.

such as, for example?

25. Lubo? Motl
June 19, 2005

Well, I don’t need to comment on the description “a new supporter of Bogdanovs’
brother” because Peter Woit is obviously the only person here who thinks that
this description is anything else than a stupid and childish exaggerated game.

The paper is not a complete nonsense. It is a mathematically detailed
clarification of a vague but intriguing idea about a very difficult subject of the
initial singularity of the Universe. It is a paper whose details have been improved
for 7 months or so, to say the least, to satisfy the real physicists much more than
at the beginning. And the local fragments of the paper now mostly reflect the



correct definitions of the mathematical concepts and their basic relations.

If Peter Woit thinks that most sentences of the paper are wrong or that the paper
has no idea, then it only shows that Peter Woit is uncapable to understand any
paper published after 1900.

I personally don’t find the paper terribly valuable, but I insist that its vagueness
and strangeness is comparable to the vagueness and strangeness of other works
about equally difficult and unknown subjects.

26. A Scott Crawford
June 19, 2005

In all fairness, there is a problem evaluating any number of categories of
doctorial level physics research, as advanced work commonly delivers raw data
based on apparatus that lack a standardized metrology or operation.

The most obvious example of this is “quantum computing” work with ion traps.
Because there’s not a high enough degree of consistancy (over 90%) between
apparatus performance in different labs, there’s still not an established
frequency standard for the time being. (I’m over simplifying). Thus only a casual
review of claims or results out of a given lab are possible, strict confirmation and
verification will only be possible a couple of years from now. Should doctorates
be withheld in the meantime? Of course not.

Yet it’s quite obvious that given the number of labs, and the wide spread of
resulting research that’s been published using standard equipment, that
everyone cannot possibly be representing their work accurately (to put it gently).
I think it’s probably safe to assume that a large number of phd’s given for
quantum computing (ion trap) research are gifts, pure and simple. So what? By
the time the dust settles (so to speak), the frauds will have moved on, the public
won’t know or care, and no fuss will be made by the physicists and engineers
that know.

Just because it’s clear there must be some frauds, there’s no practical way to
determine the genius from the cranks as of yet, so there’s little one can do. And
because one genius is worth ten cranks, the best course of action is to hold ones
nose and wait. If its genius it’ll persist.

27. Juan R.
June 19, 2005

Sincerely, I am not sure if it is a Lubos trick.

Often one revise literature that is really wrong but contain one or two ideas
really interesting that one would investigate in deep.

How could i know if Lubos is talking seriously or simply doing a joke?

Instead of title of this blog



Bogdanovs Gain a New Supporter

i would prefer

Does Bogdanovs Gain a New PARTIAL Supporter?

28. Juan R.
June 19, 2005

“Lubos deleted one of my comments about this on his blog, so I won’t bother
writing there, but will comment here. It’s true that I did accuse him of joining
the crackpots, and he has every right to delete things he considers personal
attacks, but given his general style of dealing with people he disagrees with, this
is kind of funny.”

Also is funny your erasing of my past post here!!

29. June 19, 2005

As a post doc, at a leading university, in the 80’s, I was witness to at least one
PhD thesis on string theory that was refereed by well known people and
approved by them, while those who actually knew something about how these
theses produced realized that there was nothing new in them, and that at least
one was plagiarized.

The problem at the time, was that the subject was developing very fast, there
were very few experts with sufficient overview to referee every thesis, and
almost all senior people simply had no clue.

I was also witness to how some leading string theorists with physics background,
were totally taken by younger ones who used the jargon of algebraic geometry so
heavily that no onen could tell if anything they said made sense, but one thought
“It must make sense, because it’s highly unlikely that someone can make all this
up”. Not true.

I realized already at that time that it’s entirely possible that someone can master
the jargon of a highly technical subject and manage to produce papers that get
published in leading journals, while these papers have no content whatsoever.

I would be very happy to give detailed examples with names, but I don’t want
Peter Woit to be hit with legal action.

Another problem that I noticed is that, if any starts to make waves or to question
the authorship and/or content of a paper by a PhD student and/or young
researcher, people around him, and particularly his supervisor may not like that
at all, and the person who questions things ends up being the bad guy. People
just don’t want this kind of headache. They want students to graduate and go
away.

30. June 18, 2005

Speaking of LQG, Lee Smolin posted a new response this morning in the topic,



“Response From Smolin.”

31. quantumhobby
June 18, 2005

Peter wrote:

“It’s not unusual in academia to be faced with having to decide what to do with
students who seem to be enthusiastic and work hard, but don’t perform at an
acceptable level. There are lots of reasons to just pass them with the lowest
possible grade (for one thing, this gets rid of them). One of my colleagues refers
to this as the “infinitely elastic C-minus”.

One of the reasons why I like to read this blog is that Peter does not pull any
punches. I had a few professors in college who gave me ‘C’s that I probably
didn’t deserve. I used to think they were just being generous — now I know the
truth. 

32. Wolfgang
June 18, 2005

> You have written simplicial gravity
> papers yourself
Indeed. I am one among the many who failed
to solve the puzzle (so far).
At this point I hope that somebody will find
the solution and do not care who will find it,
Lubos, Renate or anybody else.
But I would expect that some new experimental
evidence will be needed as guidance.

33. June 18, 2005

Lubos attacked the CDT approach several month ago.
You can follow this link
http://yolanda3.dynalias.org/tsm/tsm02.html#20041218
for (one of) the discussions about it.

Wolfgang Beirl! You have written simplicial gravity papers yourself, if I
remember. I visited your family website quite some time ago, an attractive
picture of life in Bahamas.

Thanks for the link.

I wonder if Lubos will use similar arguments the next time he attacks CDT, or if
he will try different.

34. Wolfgang
June 18, 2005

http://yolanda3.dynalias.org/tsm/tsm02.html#20041218
http://yolanda3.dynalias.org/tsm/tsm02.html#20041218


Just one more remark.
Quantization of 2+1 gravity is possible
without super-strings and Regge-Ponzano
is an example of lattice gravity in 3d.

So, whenever Lubos rides a general attack against
LQG, CDT or other non-string approaches, check
first whether his argument distinguishes between
3d and 4d (the ones I heard from him usually do
not).
If not the argument cannot be valid …

35. Wolfgang
June 18, 2005

Dear “”,

Lubos attacked the CDT approach several month ago.
You can follow this link
http://yolanda3.dynalias.org/tsm/tsm02.html#20041218
for (one of) the discussions about it.

36. June 18, 2005

Hi Aaron,
I remember your mentioning Ambjorn et al CDT as an interesting quantum
gravity rival to string, in the other thread.
I guess in any research line there are some who are generous towards rival
efforts (and permit themselves to be sincerely interested in them) and there are
others who habitually attack or condescend. I value the former a lot.

my simplified model of Lubos is that whenever he talks about quantum gravity
alternatives to string he will tend to attack whatever he sees as the most
dangerous threat to string prestige. (clearly unfair to Lubos and an
oversimplification, he would not be so amusing if he were predictable, but that’s
my model)

So I am expecting Lubos to attack CDT presently, because I see it as the most
threatening from his standpoint. I would not be surprised if he were getting into
position.

BTW one of the CDT leaders is a woman named Renate Loll, as you doubtless
know since you’ve read one or more of her papers. Apparently she and Ambjorn
invented the approach in 1998—their first CDT papers are from then.

37. Aaron Bergman
June 18, 2005

I think it is at least safe to say that on the whole string theorists don’t even know
what a TQFT is.

http://yolanda3.dynalias.org/tsm/tsm02.html#20041218
http://yolanda3.dynalias.org/tsm/tsm02.html#20041218


Nice of you to generalize from two examples.

38. June 18, 2005

Lubos refers to Majid as “One of the co-fathers of quantum groups”. With all due
respect, that’s plain silly, and shows how little he knows about the subject and
how inclined he is to hyperbole.

39. Peter Woit
June 18, 2005

Lubos deleted one of my comments about this on his blog, so I won’t bother
writing there, but will comment here. It’s true that I did accuse him of joining
the crackpots, and he has every right to delete things he considers personal
attacks, but given his general style of dealing with people he disagrees with, this
is kind of funny.

One point I made in my comment is that Lubos’s claim that “this is one of the
punch lines that shows that they’re either pretty smart or someone helped them:
the observables are replaced by homology cycles on the moduli space of
gravitational instantons” is ridiculous. That homology classes on a moduli space
are the observables is nothing but the definition of this kind of TQFT. He’s
impressed that they can repeat the definition????

When this all happend in 2002, another string theorist circulated e-mail to his
colleagues attacking John Baez and demonstrating an impressive lack of
understanding of TQFT (he believed that a TQFT doesn’t depend on the
Lagrangian). Between that demonstration of ignorance and Lubos’s new one, I
think it is at least safe to say that on the whole string theorists don’t even know
what a TQFT is.

40. June 18, 2005

Alejandro: It is a trick, isn’t it?

same thought occurred to me, on first reading Lubos post.
setting up to go thru the motions of applying similar criteria to
some serious work that he wants to discredit
but I would not have voiced my misapprehension
(thinking it too mistrustful on my part) except
that you mentioned it. Yes, it could be a “set up”.

41. Alejandro
June 18, 2005

It is a trick, isn’t it?



Various Math and Physics Links

June 21, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Here’s a collection of interesting things I’ve run across recently:

A website devoted to Hermann Weyl. The author is a religious sort, but of the good
kind.

A movie taken at the 1927 Solvay conference. It is on the website for “The End of the
Certain World”, which is a biography of Max Born. I’ve read the book and some of it is
interesting, but I have little sympathy for one of its themes, that Born felt he didn’t
receive enough recognition for his work (he got his Nobel Prize in 1954, long after
many other Nobel prizes were given for quantum mechanics). Frankly I think any
physicist like Born who had the incredible luck to be at Gottingen in 1925-26 should
have spent the rest of his life thanking his lucky stars and not complaining about his
career.

Harvard mathematical physicist Arthur Jaffe has a website. In particular the site has
some interesting expository papers, including an autobiographical memoir about the
IHES in the early 60s, a survey of constructive quantum field theory, and a work in
progress, an introduction to quantum field theory from a rigorous point of view.

There’s a recent lecture by Eric Zaslow on Physics and Mathematics which he gives
the supremely ugly name of Physmatics.

Some of the lectures from String Phenomenology 2005 in Munich last week are on-
line. Lots of talks about flux vacua and the landscape, nothing that seems to have the
remotest connection to physics. For a report from the conference, see Robert
Helling’s weblog.

The talks from a conference held at Potsdam in April on Geometry and Physics after
100 years of Einstein’s Relativity are available.

The Bonn Arbeitstagung is a summer conference that was started by Friedrich
Hirzebruch in the late fifties, and which often has been the site of announcements of
important developments in mathematics. The 2005 Arbeitstagung ended last week
and notes from the talks are on-line.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
June 28, 2005

Yes, Peter, and in fact the “Dreimaennerarbeit” was really the beginning of QM,
so he’s got a point.

http://www.weylmann.com/
http://www.weylmann.com/
http://www.maxborn.net/index.php?page=filmnews
http://www.maxborn.net/index.php?page=filmnews
http://www.maxborn.net/
http://www.maxborn.net/
http://www.maxborn.net/
http://www.maxborn.net/
http://www.arthurjaffe.com/
http://www.arthurjaffe.com/
http://www.arthurjaffe.com/Assets/pdf/ReflectionsAndTwists.pdf
http://www.arthurjaffe.com/Assets/pdf/ReflectionsAndTwists.pdf
http://www.arthurjaffe.com/Assets/pdf/CQFT.pdf
http://www.arthurjaffe.com/Assets/pdf/CQFT.pdf
http://www.arthurjaffe.com/Assets/pdf/IntroQFT.pdf
http://www.arthurjaffe.com/Assets/pdf/IntroQFT.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/library/senior_scholars/zaslow_physmatics.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/library/senior_scholars/zaslow_physmatics.pdf
http://wwwth.mppmu.mpg.de/members/blumenha/program.html
http://wwwth.mppmu.mpg.de/members/blumenha/program.html
http://atdotde.blogspot.com/
http://atdotde.blogspot.com/
http://atdotde.blogspot.com/
http://atdotde.blogspot.com/
http://www.aei.mpg.de/english/contemporaryIssues/seminarsEvents/hostedConferences/conference/invitedSpeakers/index.html
http://www.aei.mpg.de/english/contemporaryIssues/seminarsEvents/hostedConferences/conference/invitedSpeakers/index.html
http://www.aei.mpg.de/english/contemporaryIssues/seminarsEvents/hostedConferences/conference/index.html
http://www.aei.mpg.de/english/contemporaryIssues/seminarsEvents/hostedConferences/conference/index.html
http://www.aei.mpg.de/english/contemporaryIssues/seminarsEvents/hostedConferences/conference/index.html
http://www.aei.mpg.de/english/contemporaryIssues/seminarsEvents/hostedConferences/conference/index.html
http://www.mpim-bonn.mpg.de/html/services/activities/at2005Program.html
http://www.mpim-bonn.mpg.de/html/services/activities/at2005Program.html


-drl

2. Nathan Lanier
June 23, 2005

Nice collectin, thanks. 

3. Peter Woit
June 23, 2005

Hi Tony,

Those stories are in the book. Born’s complaints weren’t so much about his
problems fleeing the Nazis as that Heisenberg got a Nobel prize early on and he
didn’t until much later. I guess he thought the first prize for QM should have
recognized the Born/Heisenberg/Jordan work, not just Heisenberg. One problem
with this is that Jordan was a Nazi, and the Nobel committee wasn’t enthusiastic
about recognizing him.

4. Tony Smith
June 23, 2005

Peter, you say that you “… have little sympathy for one of its themes, that Born
felt he didn’t receive enough recognition for his work …”.
I have heard (no scholarly references, just gossip) that Born was as you
indicated, somewhat insecure and feeling unappreciated, and that he felt such an
insecure chord of emotion when he arrived (fleeing Hitler) at the Cambridge
train station. One of the buildings most visible from the station was a movie
theater whose marquee showed the movie title “Born to be Hanged”.

Further, he expected that he would stay in Cambridge as a professor there, and
when he realized that Cambridge was only a first stop at which those fleeing
Hitler were sorted out and matched up with available positions, he felt yet
another chord of emotional insecurity and feeling unappreciated.

(Maybe all that is in the book, but I have not read it, and I don’t know.)

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

5. Godspell
June 22, 2005

“You can see that Dirac was rather genial as a youngster…”

Did I miss something or you can tell it from the bright of his eyes?

6. Nat Whilk
June 22, 2005

It would make more sense for the author to have a pair of sites.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


With any luck, it will be trichinella.

7. robert
June 22, 2005

Thanks for that Peter – the Solvay ‘home movie’ made my day.

8. D R Lunsford
June 22, 2005

“Physmatics” – utter idiocy. How can people write such drivel with a straight
face?

The Weyl site is nice, but vastly understates his influence, and somewhat
misrepresents his work on gauge invariance.

The Solvay movie was great! You can see that Dirac was rather genial as a
youngster, while Pauli seems to have always been a five-foot scowl. Ehrenfest
seems almost giddy – no evidence of his impending suicide.

-drl

9. Levi
June 21, 2005

I always appreciate it when you post such links. I bookmarked the Jaffe site. The
Weyl site is certainly a strange combination of things though. It would make
more sense for the author to have a pair of sites.



10,500 vacua!

June 26, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

According to today’s New York Times, “string theory allows for a vast number –
10,500 – of possible ‘worlds’ wth different self-consistent sets of laws and constants.”
If 10,500 is “vast”, I wonder what 10500 is? I also wonder how long it will take for the
news to get through that actually this number is infinite, which is somewhat bigger
than “vast”.

The Times piece is an extract from a recent Scientific American article on variable
constants of nature. It also includes the standard claim that M-theory is “the best
candidate for a theory of everything”, but perhaps an editor is editorializing by
pairing this with the news from an astrologer that Saturn is going from Cancer to Leo
and Mars is in Taurus. At least the astrologer is able to make predictions: “Many born
during this summer of ’05 … will impact the world greatly in years to come.”

Comments

1. Kea
July 4, 2005

“Lubos Motl and I would imagine pretty much everyone who works on string-
m-theory (i.e witten randall susskind) would disagree with you”

Somehow I don’t think so.

2. dan
July 4, 2005

“This simply isn’t possible. Nature is far more sublime than this simplistic and
overly classical view.”

lubos motl and i would imagine pretty much everyone who works on string-
m-theory (i.e witten randall susskind) would disagree with you. obviously if the
world as it exists in itself is NOT 11D SUSY then all the *physics* work on
string-m theory is a waste, but at present we have no way of knowing/testing for
that. of course the same can be said of non-SUSY spin networks/spin foam.

3. Kea
July 3, 2005

“what if the world as it exists is 11-dimensional SUSY and our world is one
example of an actual Calabi-Yau manifold of 10^500 possible examples”

This simply isn’t possible. Nature is far more sublime than this simplistic and
overly classical view.

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/06/26/weekinreview/26read.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/06/26/weekinreview/26read.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000195.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000195.html
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?articleID=0005BFE6-2965-128A-A96583414B7F0000&ref=sciam&chanID=sa006
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?articleID=0005BFE6-2965-128A-A96583414B7F0000&ref=sciam&chanID=sa006


4. dan
July 3, 2005

here’s a what-if question i have for anti-stringy

— what if the world as it exist is 11-dimensional SUSY and our world is one
example of an actual kalabi-yau manifold of 10^500 possible examples, and that
particles are 1-D strings vibrating in 11D as described by the mathematics of
string theory.

wouldn’t this scenario justify continued research into string theory for as long as
there is physics?

of course, i’ve read lubos motl’s objections to LQG on his website, and the same
what-if applies there (what-if space-time is only 4d non-SUSY, and is described
on the planck scales as discrete spin networks would justify continued research
into LQG despite its current difficulties)

5. July 3, 2005

quoted

6. Alejandro Rivero
July 3, 2005

Phys.Lett.B149:351-356,1984 is sometimes quotes as the initial commentary on
axions in string field theory.

7. June 30, 2005

thanks for the correction, you were right. it now looks to me like 5 landscape
talks

Frederik Denef, Rutgers University
Constructions and distributions of string vacua (review talk)

Michael Dine, Santa Cruz Insitute for Particle Physics
Branches of the Landscape

Michael Douglas, I.H.E.S., Rutgers University
Is the number of string vacua finite?

Shamit Kachru, SLAC, Stanford University
A classical type IIA landscape

Fernando Quevedo,University of Cambridge
Exponentially large extra dimensions and soft supersymmetry breaking in type
IIB flux compactifications

Plus add to that Susskind’s which is one of the two public lectures, to get an
overall idea of what sort of showing.



8. Peter Woit
June 29, 2005

Well, presumably Denef will be talking about the landscape since that is what he
has been working on. And Quevedo’s work is also part of the KKLT program, see
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505252

The only other talks related to particle physics unification are Arkani-Hamed’s
and de Roeck’s. de Roeck isn’t even a string theorist and presumably will have
nothing to say about string theory. Unless Arkani Hamed has figured out some
way of using string theory to say what will happen at the LHC, his also won’t be
about string theory.

So, the only talks that actually involve the idea of using string theory for particle
physics unification are the landscape ones. Possible exceptions are Witten,
depending on what he has to say about string theory axions, and Yau, who
presumably is talking about non-Kahler backgrounds, something which would
really make the number of backgrounds infinite…

Looks to me like string theorists have de facto given up on using string theory to
do particle physics unification, with the only people still pursuing this the crazies
lost in the landscape.

9. June 29, 2005

in String 05 programme the title of Arkani-Hamed’s talk has been posted as
about the state of “HEP in year 2010”, so not explicitly about landscape but more
about impact of future experimental results, presumably.

so now I count 36 titles and only 3 are explicitly about landscape.

I think I counted 44 speakers, with 8 titles “TBA” and so 36 titles listed and only
1/12 of them about landscape.

of course there is the hoopla public lecture by Leonard Susskind with a title to
whet the itch of religious curiosity, but that is in the media window of string,
which I think is different from the talks.

10. D R Lunsford
June 29, 2005

Dear F. Uckoff,

What do you find remotely interesting? There isn’t a single idea in the entire lot.
It’s the pounding of hammers on a steel plate.

-drl

11. June 28, 2005

To continue the “content analysis” of Strings 05 lineup, the breakdown could be
that, while a few are in Landscape, many of the others are in Escape

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505252
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505252


in other words, to avoid thinking about basic problems, which are a headache,
think about black holery/cosmology instead, or read Lord of the Rings.

I counted only three titles about Landscape (out of the 35 titles listed so far)

Michael Dine, Santa Cruz Insitute for Particle Physics
Branches of the Landscape

Michael Douglas, I.H.E.S., Rutgers University
Is the number of string vacua finite?

Shamit Kachru, SLAC, Stanford University
A classical type IIA landscape

admittedly there are the 8 remaining TBA talks, some of which could turn into
landscape, like

Nima Arkani-Hamed, Harvard
TBA

12. Peter Woit
June 28, 2005

I don’t know Douglas personally, and I wasn’t accusing him of “making up” stuff
he doesn’t believe in. I have no reason to believe that he is cynically saying one
thing and believing another.

But, you can read about the last time I saw him in person here. I think the fact
that he is pursuing a research program that has no plausible hope of ever
producing a prediction of anything means that he is doing pure pseudo-science,
and the fact that many others are joining him in this is extremely disturbing. And
I don’t think this is a minority opinion in the physics community. I’ve found very
few string theorists willing to defend what Douglas is up to. People like David
Gross and Lubos Motl have made their views about this publicly known, and
many, many others privately feel the same way.

Douglas is not the only one whose utter refusal to acknowledge the failure of the
string theory has led him to work on things that make absolutely no sense. He,
Susskind, and others though, have gone beyond just the standard string
theorist’s wishful thinking and have completely abandoned the usual norms of
what it means to do science.

13. Kyle
June 28, 2005

That’s funny, I read “Well, Douglas has to either come up with a reason for the
number to be finite…” to mean that there has recently been an argument that
the number is actually infinite, and he’ll have to have a better argument to make
his case.

That seems less like a strong acusation and more like common sense to me.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000151.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000151.html


14. Chris Oakley
June 28, 2005

I’m not sure about that, Fyodor. Cosmology is more a topic of conversation for
those participating in the use of banned substances rather than an exact science.

15. Fyodor Uckoff
June 28, 2005

“they are all bullshit nevertheless”

What struck me about the list of titles was how interesting many of them look.
Unlike the dreary drivel that is posted here whenever PW goes on holiday and
the lunatics take over the asylum.

16. D R Lunsford
June 28, 2005

Good point, _____. Those papers are not about string theory, but they are all
bullshit nevertheless. Getting shed of strings will not solve very much.

-drl

17. M
June 28, 2005

Many people who read what you said will read it as: “Oh, of course he will MAKE
UP SOMETHING rather than admit what he did was a failure.” I think this is a
very strong accusation, and if it is not one you want to make, you should be more
careful.

I agree this would be a strong accusation, if that were what Peter is implying. It
is certainly possible interpret his words that way, but such an interpretation
would itself be a form of accusation that Peter is carelessly assuming Douglas
has less-than-noble motives. Implied accusations can work both ways…

Assuming that Douglas will probably prefer a rationalization over admitting his
program is wrong just seems like a recognition of common human nature — if
you have invested a lot of time, energy and professional “capital” into a program,
it can be very hard to admit to yourself that it was a mistake, and usually even
harder to say it to others. It is very human to believe and rationalize what one
wants to believe, and recognizing that is a far cry from implying questionable
ethics. And so far, Douglas hasn’t seemed to openly question the idea of
statistically “analyzing” the landscape, at least that I have heard…

18. June 27, 2005

that other anonymous saidMany people who read what you said will read it as:
“Oh, of course he will MAKE UP SOMETHING rather than admit what he did was
a failure.” I think this is a very strong accusation…
heh heh now we have an argument amongst the nameless, because I think what



other anonymous says sounds silly. Landscape is speculative mush, so IMO there
is no chance for someone to distort findings. no way can one impute
reprehensible scholarly misconduct to anybody.
Mike Douglas seems to me (on admittedly very little clues) to be a totally nice
sincere person and I attribute to him scholarly integrity in spades, but the whole
thing is so iffy that how could he NOT look on the bright side and emphasize
reasons to hope it’s finite.

19. June 27, 2005

“Well, Douglas has to either come up with a reason for the number to be finite,
or admit that the research program he has promoted heavily for the last couple
years is a complete failure. I’m guessing he’ll go for the first alternative.”

May I ask if you know Douglas in person? Or, more to the point, what you think
of his academic integrity? Do you think he honestly explores and says what he
thinks is true, or do you think even when he thinks something doesn’t work, he
spins things in a way that would make string theory good?

Many people who read what you said will read it as: “Oh, of course he will MAKE
UP SOMETHING rather than admit what he did was a failure.” I think this is a
very strong accusation, and if it is not one you want to make, you should be more
careful.

20. Torbjorn Larsson
June 27, 2005

Nitpicks: “good we are halfway there” – is of course correct in orders of
magnitude if they started out at ~ 1 watt (not Watts; see SI measures).

21. June 27, 2005

I did some “content analysis” (simple counting) of the titles of the talks on the
String 05 program. 43 speakers were listed but 8 titles were TBA leaving 35
titles of talks.

Of these 35, a rather large number seemed to be about cosmology, or about
black holes/rings. So I counted those up and they came to 14.

In other words 40 percent of the scheduled talks were about black holes or some
cosmic topic. Many had appealing titles like Strominger “Fun with Black Holes”
and Tye “Wavefunction of the Universe”. In case anyone might be interested,
here are those 14 titles:

Melanie Becker,University of Maryland
M-theory Cosmology

Iosif Bena, UCLA
Geometric Transitions, Black Rings and Black Hole Microstates

Atish Dabholkar,Tata Institute of Fundamental Research



Going Beyond Bekenstein & Hawking Exact and Asymptotic Degeneracies of
Small Black Holes

Henriette Elvang,UC Santa Barbara
Black rings

Gary Horowitz, University of California Santa Barbara
A new endpoint for Hawking evaporation

Renata Kallosh, Stanford
String cosmology and the index of the Dirac operator

Per Kraus, UCLA
Attractors, Anomalies, and Black Hole Entropy

Joseph Polchinski , KITP, UCSB
Update on cosmic strings

Ashoke Sen, Harish-Chandra Research Institute
Extremal black holes in higher derivative gravity

Eva Silverstein, SLAC, Stanford University
The Tachyon at the End of the Universe

Andrew Strominger, Harvard
Fun with Black Holes

Henry Tye, Cornell
Wavefunction of the Universe

Erik Verlinde, ITF, Universiteit van Amsterdam
A Matrix Big Bang

Bernard de Wit, Institue for Theoretical Physics & Spinoza Institute, Utrecht
University
Supersymmetric Black Hole Partition Functions

Here is the full list:
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005
/speakers.html

I suppose the above count could be meaningless, or it may simply confirm what
has already been said as regards shifting emphasis in string research.

22. June 27, 2005

Quantoken wrote: “God is not capable ot doing that, since he created just one
universe”

You know this for a fact? 

23. Quatoken

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/speakers.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/speakers.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/speakers.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/speakers.html


June 27, 2005

Anonymous said “I can only assume that everyone at the New York times is
mathematically illiterate and don’t know what 10^500 actually means”

Most people ARE mathematically illiterate in failing to appreciate how big
10^500 actually is, that include any one who may believe there is a difference
between 10^500 and infinity. 10^500 is a finite number in strict mathematical
sense, but for all practicality purpose that is physically meaningful, 10^500 IS
an infinity, and there is physics difference between the two.

To appreciate how big the number is, let say we just do a simple enumeration
and simply list all the 10^500 vacuas, each entry costs one English letter to list.
How big will the entry book be, will it be larger than the Encyclopedia
Britannica?

The answer is the total quantum information the whole universe can register is
merely 10^120. So even if we turn the whole universe into a huge quantum
memory chip, it is 10^380 times short of just to enumerate the list of possible
vacuas. It would take 10^380 universes just to do that. Even the almighty God is
not capable ot doing that, since he created just one universe.

So string theory ceased to have any remote connection to science once up to
10^500 different vacuas were proposed to be possibly “exist”. Go to the other
10^380 universe to research it. Our universe is simply pitifully too small to
allow the kind of crap like 10^500 vacuas.

Quantoken

24. June 27, 2005

10,500 is a lot of vacua! I can only assume that everyone at the New York times
is mathematically illiterate and don’t know what 10^500 actually means! Would
not surprise me in this day and age.
I remember hearing about a some idiot senator commenting on a ‘star wars’
laser system. He was told they had a system that currently operates at 10^4
Watts or something like that but for actual defence purposes would have to be
10^8 Watts (don’t know the exact numbers), to which he replied, “good we are
halfway there”. Don’t know if this anecdote is true but it probably is.

25. Peter Woit
June 27, 2005

Well, Douglas has to either come up with a reason for the number to be finite, or
admit that the research program he has promoted heavily for the last couple
years is a complete failure. I’m guessing he’ll go for the first alternative.

But from everything I’ve heard, he makes the number of vacua finite by
introducing a cut-off, and one expects things then to depend strongly on the cut-
off. The interesting question will be whether he has a plausible argument for cut-
off independence.



Also note that a couple years ago the big question he and others were pursuing
was “how many vacua?”: if the number was 10^100 that was good, if 10^500
that was bad (no predictions possible). Now he seems to have given up on that
and is worrying about finiteness. I predict that at Strings 2007 he’ll speak about
“Is the number of string vacua countably or uncountably infinite?”

26. June 27, 2005

Douglas is going to give a talk called

Is the number of string vacua finite?

The word I hear is that the answer is going to be, effectively, *yes*.

27. June 27, 2005

I now see there is a list of the titles of the talks here:

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005
/speakers.html

the other link gives the schedule:
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005
/program.html

28. June 26, 2005

The tentative programme schedule for July 11-16 “Strings 05” has now been
posted. However so far it just gives the speakers’ names without titles of talks:

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005
/program.html

29. FineStructure
June 26, 2005

I wonder when people would realize the difference between 10,500 and 10^500.
I wonder which of the prediction would turn out to be correct. I predict none

30. June 26, 2005

Poor english. The word “fanatic” does not necessarily mean crackpot. I would
call anyone who has spent a considerable amount of time on a particular subject
a fanatic.

31. JC
June 26, 2005

I’ve always wondered what makes a particular topic attractive to fanatics,
whether it’s astrology, Marxism, Ayn Rand, string theory, supply-side economics,
evangelical Christianity, extreme Islam, etc … The only common feature I can
think of in these particular topics of interest to fanatics, is that they all seem to
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promise and/or portray a precise worldview “vision” of some sort. It’s as if the
particular topic’s “doctrine” is portrayed as a concise map to a “promised land”
of some sort, whether metaphorically or literally.

In the real world, most things seem to be a lot more uncertain and messy to deal
with. (“Utopia” is rarely ever found in this world). Fanatics in general don’t seem
to be attracted to things which cannot be viewed in a “black and white” manner.
They don’t seem to like subjects which requires one to view things in “shades of
grey”.

Awhile ago I read Eric Hoffer’s book “The True Believer – Thoughts on the
Nature of Mass Movements”, which discusses the mindset of fanatics and the
dynamics of the mass movements they run.



Witten on CNN

June 28, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Via David Goss and Lubos Motl, the news that CNN’s Candy Crowley has a piece
about Witten. Unlike Lee Smolin’s Why No “New Einstein”? piece, CNN more or less
identifies Witten as the new Einstein. Witten is quoted as giving the following rather
defensive statement about string theory: “I just think too many nice things have
happened in string theory for it to be all wrong… Humans do not understand it very
well, but I just don’t believe there is a big cosmic conspiracy that created this
incredible thing that has nothing to do with the real world.” He’s kind of defending
against a straw man, since virtually no one is saying string theory is “all wrong” or
“has nothing to do with the real world”. It quite possibly can provide some sort of
dual description of QCD, and that is what much research in string theory these days is
aiming for. On the other hand, the conjecture that you can make a unified TOE using
string/M-theory in 11 dimensions at this point shows every evidence of being all
wrong.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
July 4, 2005

Having mass means having a rest frame. In such a case the idea of “left” and
“right” neutrinos disappears, and so any Lagrangian built only on (1+y5), which
projects out the heretofore unphysical right-handed neutrinos, is going to be
wrong. So I assume one adds in some terms in (1-y5) which go to zero with the
neutrino mass. But then the mass has suffered from “scope creep”. It’s
complicated.

-drl

2. dan
July 3, 2005

i’ve wondered if neutrinos have mass, does this imply velocity can change if
forces act on it?

“GUTS, both SUSY and non-SUSY, only achieve “unification” by introducing a
whole new very problematic Higgs sector to break the new unification
symmetries they introduce. This has never been very convincing.”

i am aware that GUT’s make predictions like proton decay that have not been
verified. Do you think the strong nuclear force can be unified with the electro-
weak force if you find the higgs sector to be unconvincing?

3. Juan R.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/06/cnn-about-witten.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/06/cnn-about-witten.html
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http://edition.cnn.com/2005/TECH/science/06/27/witten.physics/
http://edition.cnn.com/2005/TECH/science/06/27/witten.physics/


July 2, 2005

The situation with string M-theory is specially simple.

All, exactly all physics, predicted in the past by string theorists was wrong. This
indicate, at least to me, the profound misunderstanding of nature that they have.

Initially, I studied string M-theory, including very recent material like stwing or
non-commutative M(atrix) theory. All was wrong, and often the math involved
simply ridiculous.

Seiberg-Witten paper in non-commutative geometry and string theory is very
simplistic from a mathematical point of view (specially when one already worked
with the non commutative star products in the phase space representation of
quantum mechanics). Thus, I remained perplexed of the low level of string
literature (when compared with popular claims on books and conferences). In
many aspects, string theory is outdated. This is claimed in many published
papers and conferences. For example, in the last conference Quantum future,
Claus Kiefer and Erich Joos said

“this is even true for tentative frameworks such as GUT theories or superstring
theory. Although the latter may seem ‘exotic’ in some of its aspects (containing
D-branes, many spacetime dimensions, etc.), it is very traditional in the sense of
the quantum theoretical formalism employed.”

Very traditional may be read “outdated” regarding, for instance, sophisticated
experiments with fullerenes.

I am astonished that the self-proclamed ultra-advanced NC string theory (a
radical modification of usual string theory in fixed background/cosmologies)
used, in the last decade, advanced math developed in other fields of science by
Prigogine and the Brussels School in the 60s. The delay of the ?ultra advanced?
theory is of most than 30 years for a supposed “profound” theory that, in the
words of Brian Greene, is providing us the most basic understanding of nature!
This is, obviously, false, simply propaganda.

The same situation arises in recent TFD Dp-brane theory. Today, string theorists
are very excited with the new formalism (was unknown for them), but people
that developed TFD in the past (were not string theorists) now are developing
TFD II. Again, string M-theory is outdated.

What is correct in string theory (like a TOE)?

Simply nothing!! It is a waste of time.

Of course, the claim of that string theory quantizes gravity or predicts GR is false
propaganda.

String theorists are well known due to their falsification of true. This is the
reason of this blog.



For example, in his Elegant Universe, Brian Greene explained to many people
that the observed 4D geometry of universe was explained from string
considerations or that the concept of pointlike particles was substituted by the
concept of strings, for example.

Curiously, he forgot to comment to public that string is an approximation and
that the only known formulation of M-theory is a quantum mechanics of pointlike
particles (D0-branes).

Ok, but can string theorists explain why universe look like 4D? According to
Brian Greene popular book, that was explained by Brandenberger y Vafa.

To the question

– If these extra dimensions exist, does string theory offer any explanation of why
there are apparently three space dimensions larger than the rest?

Witten recently replied

– That’s a big problem that has to be explained. As of now, string theorists have
no explanation of why there are three large dimensions as well as time, and the
other dimensions are microscopic.

4. Peter Woit
July 2, 2005

There’s very strong evidence at least for neutrino oscillations, and I don’t think
there’s any known way to explain this withough giving neutrinos mass.

The argument that the neutralino could be a dark matter candidate is the kind of
thing that I had in mind in saying the arguments for supersymmetry are very
weak. For one thing, you have no idea what the mass of a neutralino in these
theories is, choosing it to solve the dark matter problem just looks to me like
wishful thinking.

GUTS, both SUSY and non-SUSY, only achieve “unification” by introducing a
whole new very problematic Higgs sector to break the new unification
symmetries they introduce. This has never been very convincing.

5. dan
July 1, 2005

thanks for answering some of my questions. as for SUSY, it’s been said the
strongest candidate for cold dark matter is a SUSY-photon/higgs boson called the
neuatralino.

the standard model does not yet unify electro-weak with the strong nuclear
force, and most such unification scenarios predict proton decay and magentic
monopoles. it’s my understanding that non-SUSY unification scenarios predict
unobserved short half-lives of protons, so what is left is SUSY-unification
scenarios of the standard model.



by the way, do you think neutrinos have rest mass?

6. D R Lunsford
July 1, 2005

Strange. Fourth order equaitions fill me with horror, although you can see how
the string guys with a world tube have to deal with the sort of things ruled by 4th
order equations in elasticity. So this must be why anyone would even consider it.
Weyl’s theory in 4d died from 4th-orderness. Again, it’s like mangling some
colossal Scrabble Lagrangian so that it churns up something resembling QED.

7. Peter Woit
July 1, 2005

Hi Danny,

R^2 theories do have fourth-order equations of motion in the metric variables,
thus problems with unitarity and causality. Some people (e.g. Hawking) at times
have claimed that maybe these can be dealt with. More positively, these theories
are renormalizable.

All known approaches to quantum gravity have one problem or other.

8. Peter Woit
July 1, 2005

The standard model isn’t a theory of everything, in particular it isn’t a theory of
cosmology. It’s a theory of what particles and fields there are and how they
interact (excluding gravity). As for the specific questions you ask:

matter/antimatter asymmetry: where this came from is a cosmological question.
In conventional cosmological models, you can take advantage of various features
of the standard model (CP violation, electro-weak symmetry breaking) to get
mechanisms that produce this asymmetry. Whether within such cosmological
models these mechanisms are sufficient to produce the observed amount of
asymmetry I believe is still an open question.

particle masses: this is perhaps the main weakness of the standard model. You
have to put these numbers in by hand, whereas you would like the theory to
predict them.

magnetic monopoles: there are no stable, finite energy magnetic monopoles in
the standard model. This agrees perfectly well with the fact that they aren’t
observed.

dark matter: again this is a question of cosmology and astrophysics. There is no
particle in the standard model whose abundance in standard cosmological
models would explain what dark matter is. Maybe there’s a new particle not
known to the standard model, maybe something else is causing this.

dark energy: you can set the vacuum energy to whatever you want in the



standard model, including the observed cosmological value. The vacuum energy
has the same status as particle masses in the standard model, it’s an
undetermined parameter.

SUSY: there’s no good reason to extend the standard model to a supersymmetric
version. The positive arguments about what this buys you are weak, and
supersymmetric models are much more complicated, have a hundred or more
extra undetemined parameters, and a host of other problems.

9. dan
July 1, 2005

Peter, when you speak of the standard model working so well, how does it
explain the matter/antimatter asymetry? does it predict masses? why are there
no magnetic monopoles? what is dark matter? what is dark energy? do you think
the standard model needs to incorporate SUSY?

10. D R Lunsford
July 1, 2005

Peter, what are R^2 theories? Aren’t those fourth order in some context (and so
loaded with unphysical solutions)?

-drl

11. Kyle
June 30, 2005

“This said, String Theory in it’s various forms and sects is a very useful
theoretical tool,”

I’ll ask the question on everyone’s mind:

Useful for what?

12. pseudo string fan
June 30, 2005

Hi Chris,

Is it true that the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) will be used to find the super-
symmetric particles that string theory has proposed?

A little background about me: I am a physics graduate in Hong Kong. String
thoery appears too profound to me. But I am interested in its latest development.

13. Chris Oakley
June 30, 2005

Do String theories contribute? Yes. Isn’t that enough?

No it isn’t, and if I had known 25 years ago that the majority of particle



“physicists” were apt to go on this quasi-religious quest just because Ed Witten
told them to, I would have gone into molecular biology instead.

There is no, repeat, no experimental evidence to support string theory or even to
suggest that it might be a promising idea.

14. A Scott Crawford
June 30, 2005

Juan,

I had to knock on wood to ward off the bad mojo that comes from slandering
Newton! When it came to understanding the universe Newton was wise enough
to defer to “angels” as a viable force when pressed;)

This said, String Theory in it’s various forms and sects is a very useful
theoretical tool, and I think those who’d pooh pooh them for their inability to be
all things to all people are missing the point. There’s an infinite variety of ways
to view collections of data gathered across the spectrum of experimental
apparatus, but there’s very few ways to accurately identify generally observed
trends for future practical refinement and advance of our total body of scientific
understanding. Do String theories contribute? Yes. Isn’t that enough?

15. Chris Oakley
June 29, 2005

Penrose seems to think highly of something called Twistor Theory.

This is a bit like saying “the pope seems to think highly of a religion called
Catholicism”.

16. Peter Woit
June 29, 2005

No, I don’t want to elaborate on this. There have already been long discussions
about this here, see for instance Lee Smolin’s response I posted on June 15,
2005, as well as his exchange here with Larry Yaffe (August 19 and August 22,
2004).

In general my impression is that neither LQG nor string theory has yet given a
completely satisfactory theory of quantum gravity. But the LQG program tends to
work with well-defined concepts so you can at least see exactly what their
problems are, whereas the string theory arguments often involve very ill-defined
concepts and loads of wishful thinking.

17. June 29, 2005

“…although arguably at least one of them (LQG) does a better job of it than
string theory…”

Can you elaborate on the ways you think that this is true?



18. Mike Crowley
June 29, 2005

Hi Pseudo String Fan,

Your question is one I was asking myself two months ago. I’m not a scientist, just
an interested layperson. The thing that helped me grasp some of the issues
involved was reading Roger Penrose’s chapters on String Theory in his book
“Road to Reality.” He deals with some of the difficulties with grand unification,
and while I can’t pretend I understood every word I did digest enough to
recognize that there’s more to the story than we get from a book like Michio
Kaku’s “Parallel Worlds.” For me at least it was a real wake up call.

Penrose seems to think highly of something called Twistor Theory. He also
includes a chapter on Loop Quantum Gravity and other potential avenues of
pursuit.

Mike

19. Peter Woit
June 29, 2005

Hi pseudo string fan,

Despite what you might hear in some places, string theory doesn’t actually now
provide a consistent unification of quantum theory and gravity. The string
perturbation series is divergent and no one knows what non-perturbative theory
it is supposedly asymptotic to.

There are quite a few other attempts to unify quantum theory and gravity, none
of them completely satisfactory, although arguably at least one of them (LQG)
does a better job of it than string theory. Some of them are:

1. Loop quantum gravity

2. R^2 theories

3. “Induced gravity”

4. Various versions of triangulated or lattice gravity

5. Topological quantum gravity

and there are probably others…

20. Peter Woit
June 29, 2005

Hi Robert,

I voted yes on the CNN poll. Modulo the standard caveats about what one means
by a “theory of everything”, I do believe that sooner or later we’ll have a theory



that ties up the remaining loose ends of the standard model. Personally I think
the fact that the standard model works so well means we’re actually rather close
to what Weinberg calls a “final theory”. We might even be there now if so much
of the effort of the last twenty years hadn’t been wasted…

21. pseudo string fan
June 29, 2005

If you don’t do string theory, with what theories can you bring general relativity
and quantum mechanics together?

22. June 29, 2005

I just wish Michio Kaku would calm down a bit.

23. Robert
June 29, 2005

So Peter, did you participate in the poll on the CNN web page?

24. Juan R.
June 29, 2005

String theory is, in the words of its more popular practitioners, the Final Theory:
the Last True.

It was not designed like a dual representation of QCD, like an attempt to
perturbatively quantize gravity alone or like a generator of mathematical ideas,
it was studied, extended, thought in some High Schools, and popularized to
public like the Final theory: the Theory Of Everything.

String theory is wrong; it has failed for explaining everything. It has failed for
quantize gravity (perturbative series is not well defined and nonperturbative
regime is unknown), it cannot explain GR (contrary to popular Witten claims
string theory does not predict gravity, really string theory is adapted to
previously known gravity), etc.

I partially agree with the idea of Witten like a new Einstein. Of course, the
contribution of Witten to physics is irrelevant (Murray Gell-Mann advanced
physics 10 times more than Witten). But I agree in that the emphasis of Witten
on “his” string theory sound like the emphasis of Einstein in his unified field
theory. Einstein didn?t understand other best theories developed in his time and
Witten is doing the same error now.

String, stwing, M-theory, and all that stuff are a waste of time. Since that their
research is based in irrelevant mathematical formalisms and outdated concepts.
String M-theorists (here and thereafter SMt) are so arrogant that with a
superfitial mathematical knowledge of other fields of science, they claim for a
Theory Of Everything. The list of outdated concepts and irrelevant mathematical
formalisms is greater than number of estimated vacua (-:



– Usual quantization of the classical bosonic string violates cosmological
boundaries. (I wait that SMts will recognize this error before 2050 :-).

– The spacetime used (CY, G2, etc.) do not account for the non-differential
character of stochastic processes. It will be funny like string theorists will
attempt to model spacetime-foam noisy contributions to a triple D0-brane
collision. I wait to see his faces then!

– In the usual unitary vectors space of string mathematics the L-product of two
elements is not defined. Only in the L-space the relation I+(rs)I+(tu) =
I+(ru)delta(st) is defined. No similar product relation exists in the H-space
(dimension n) because L-space (dimension nn) is more general. That is, the
supposed TOE cannot explain, for instance, Ernst?s work in NMR (that received
the Nobel prize) 

– The fixed background S-matrix is, undoubtedly, a funny caricature of real-word
processes. There are dozens of well-known papers on the topic and even a new
branch of string theory developed!

– Vector states used in the standard spectral decomposition of strings (branes)
are of course valid only in the limit T –> 0. This was known for decades in other
fields of science like plasma physics (quark-gluon plasma). Only the last 5 years,
after of three decades of totally wrong research and funny claims, SMts fixed
this sound error and developed the very recent Dp-branes theory with the (~)
operators, which only work in the linear regime. Far from eq. one cannot use the
tilde (~) operators due to well-known presence of dynamical bubbles coupling
spacetime events. Of course, all this advanced mathematical stuff was/is ignored
by leading researchers like Witten, Greene, Vafa, Schwartz, etc. Witten, the
great genius, the great theoretician, the new “Einstein”, did NONE contribution
to recent doubled space Dp-branes theory. In fact, his great mind did not know
the problem with the use of standard states because he like other string theorists
study the topics just superficially. He is a great string theorist sure 

– String theorists still claim for the derivation of an unitary theory, whereas
people in other experimentally proved theories are working with LPS theory in
Gelfand triplets. The theorems used are outside of the simple and outdated
string mathematics, and one needs a lot of recent mathematical work in rigged
spaces and involutive Banach algebra of bounded operators. These non C*-
algebras are, of course, ignored by SMTs and their irrelevant TOE. It is
impossible to explain recent models for neutral Kaons and its counterparts in
higher-flavor-generations from the basic mathematical framework of string, M
theory. Concretely the models developed in the last decade by Sudarshan (e.g.
generalizing the LOY model) does not fit to string M-theory because are more
general.

– Non-critical string theory is more advanced that usual critical (Witten-
Schwartz-Vafa-Greene-etc.) one in fixed backgrounds but again irrelevant for a
TOE. The most advanced formulation today in non-critical theory simply use
?Lindblad?like? operators (which is only valid if one take the zero limit of the
correlation functions for the different vacua) to take into account quantum



transitions between different critical string vacua. Moreover, the non-critical
string theory has unsolved problems. One can show (with the aid of
mathematical methods unknown for SMts and still don’t applied to noncritical
formulation) that non-critical string theory formulation is just a shadow to more
consistent and generalized theories.

M-theory is “the best candidate for a theory of everything“, sound like that old
claim of “all universe is understood from Newton mechanics“.

All of us know how accurate was the claim 

25. D R Lunsford
June 29, 2005

String theory is wrong because it utterly fails inside its context. Likewise, Weyl’s
theory is a total failure, notwithstanding Weyl 1929 where phase is made the
cuckold of gauge (see O’Rafairtaigh). Failure in physics means insufficiency to
the expected context. On this level, string theory is an absolute failure.

-drl

26. Peter Woit
June 28, 2005

Not sure what your simple SPIRES search is, but looking at the SPIRES list of
most heavily cited papers in 2004, the top 5 string theory ones are

1. Maldacena on AdS/CFT 446 citations
2. Witten on AdS/CFT 258 citations
3. Seiberg-Witten on non-commutative geometry and string theory 231 citations
4. Gubser, Klebanov and Polyakov on Ads/CFT 225 citations
5. KKLT paper 190 citations

Only 5. has anything directly to do with getting a unified theory out of string
theory. We can argue about what use 3 is, but 1, 2, and 4, are about AdS/CFT, an
explicit relationship between a 4d QFT closely related to QCD and a 5d string
theory dual to it, something which has nothing to so with string theory as a
unified theory.

27. Ohne
June 28, 2005

“It quite possibly can provide some sort of dual description of QCD, and that is
what much research in string theory these days is aiming for.”

By much I guess you mean about four percent, as a simple SPIRES search can
verify?

Ohne



New Top Quark Mass?

June 28, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s an article in the Chronicle of Higher Education about the Quantum Diaries
Webloggers. It points out that since this project is organized by the high energy
physics labs, it “presents a sanitized version of life in high-energy physics”, with one
of the participants quoted as saying “None of us wants to be responsible for saying
anything negative.” Well at least there is one weblog dealing with high-energy physics
where things are not sanitized….

From Gordon Watts, one of the Quantum Diaries webloggers, I learned about the
Tevatron Connection Program, which brings together theorists and people from the
CDF and D0 experiments at the Tevatron. It seems to me that new results on the top
mass were first made public this past weekend at this conference (see here and here).
The latest combined CDF/D0 result is (“pending final CDF/DO review”):

top quark mass = 174.3 +/- 3.4 Gev

compare to the previous result using Run I data of

top quark mass = 178.0 +/- 4.3 Gev

In the standard model, the new top quark mass implies a value for the Higgs mass of
94 +54/-35 Gev. Note that much of this range is excluded by the LEP result that the
Higgs mass must be above 114 Gev. In the minimal supersymmetric standard model
with this top quark mass, getting the Higgs mass above 114 Gev requires making the
superpartner of the top quite heavy, introducing a certain amount of fine-tuning into
the theory. For more about this, see a posting by Jacques Distler.

Comments

1. Matthew
July 5, 2005

Why is the matrix so large in the first place, here as opposed to elsewhere

Because you can’t do local updates. For the gluon action, you’re locally updating
the gauge field. So at any point, you only need to know the nearest neighbours.
Whereas with the quarks, you’ve “done” the path integral, so it cares about every
gluon field, at every point.

Put more simply, you’re not updateing the “quark field at point x” you’re
computing the entire effect of the quark field at once.
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Also, it seems to me if you get good precision in the higher mass calculation, the
scaling would naively appear to be linear in the eigenvalues.

The compute time scals as the inverse. And the physical chiral limit is
determined by Chiral PT, which shows that the extrapolation is not linear.

Which again, computing power seems to have vastly superceded since I first
heard about Lattice QCD (Moore’s law et al). So, obviously it cannot be linear,
what exactly big O() is it?

For a fixed volume compute time scales roughly as the inverse 6th power of the
lattice spacing, times the inverse of the lightest pion mass. 4 powers of the
lattice spacing are just the number of points on the grid. One is critical slowing
of the gluon update algorithm, and the remaing mass*spacing is the slowing of
the quark matrix inversion.

In “real life” it’s even worse than this. But this sums it up pretty well.

2. Fred
July 5, 2005

“So you end up having to compute the determinant of a very large matrix.”

Yea I never quite understood this. Why is the matrix so large in the first place,
here as opposed to elsewhere (where other lqcd calculations seem to be so
reliable). Is it merely b/c of the smallness of the lattice spacing necessary that
leads to such huge matrices? Also, it seems to me if you get good precision in the
higher mass calculation, the scaling would naively appear to be linear in the
eigenvalues. Which again, computing power seems to have vastly superceded
since I first heard about Lattice QCD (Moore’s law et al). So, obviously it cannot
be linear, what exactly big O() is it?

3. Matthew
July 4, 2005

What exactly is the nature of the problem in getting the up/down mass light
enough?

Okay, in lattice QCD you write the fermion action as

S = \bar{\psi} M \psi

where M is some huge (but finite and totally well defined) matrix that depends
on the gauge fields. Now you can’t really do grassman variables on the computer,
so instead you perform the path integral over the fermions exactly, which gives
you

det(M)

So you end up having to compute the determinant of a very large matrix. The



major cost of doing this is computing the inverse of M. The cost of the algorithim
you use to compute the inverse (conjugate gradiant) goes like the inverse of the
smallest eigenvalue. And the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix M is the quark
mass. So as you take the quark mass smaller and smaller, the cost of your
simulation goes through the roof.

If one is calculating the meson and/or baryon spectrum with heavier quarks (ie.
charm, bottom, etc …), is it reasonable to treat them non-relativisticly?

For the bottom quarks the answer is yes. A non-relativistic effective theory is
what we use. For the charm it’s somewhat less clear. The charm is “heavy” but
it’s not quite “heavy enough” to let you trust non-relativistic expansions in the
same way you trust them for the b quark.

It still worries me if the calculation is about mass splittings instead of absolute.

That is entirely due to the fact that the chiral perturbation theory for the
absolute masses still needs doing. The simulations don’t care one way or the
other. The omega mass was computed, see the paper by Davies and Bernard.

Indeed it is already a bit regrettable the need to recourse to chiral extrapolation
there. In some sense, we are not testing QCD anymore but QCD plus the
effective theory we are expected to fit to.

I disagree. Chiral perturbation theory, just like heavy quark effective theory, is a
consquence of QCD. Using fits based on chiral perturbation theory is a test of full
QCD.

Or is the neutral pion one of these problematic low mass objects?

That I don’t know actually. One rarely makes a distinction between the charged
and neutral pions.

The \eta’ is hard though, I know that.

4. Alejandro Rivero
July 2, 2005

You tune the 4 bare quark masses (up and down are degenerate, and you ignore
the top) and the bare lattice spacing to reproduce 5 experimental numbers

Hmm I have taken a look to the paper; the small error in 5 experimental
numbers (plus the four ones “exact” from tuning) are impressive, really more
impressive than quenched approximations. It still worries me if the calculation is
about mass splittings instead of absolute.

The light quark masses are the key problem in the modern simulations.



Indeed it is already a bit regrettable the need to recourse to chiral extrapolation
there. In some sense, we are not testing QCD anymore but QCD plus the
effective theory we are expected to fit to.

Acutally calculating meson masses is easy.

In surprises me that also the width for QCD-stable objects seems to be easy to
calculate. In particular for the pseudoscalar, this means that the chiral anomaly
is handled correctly, does it? Or is the neutral pion one of these problematic low
mass objects?

5. JC
July 1, 2005

Matt,

What exactly is the nature of the problem in getting the up/down mass light
enough?

If one is calculating the meson and/or baryon spectrum with heavier quarks (ie.
charm, bottom, etc …), is it reasonable to treat them non-relativisticly? One
would guess that mesons and/or baryons with light quarks would have to be
treated relativistically.

6. Matthew
July 1, 2005

The results of quenching QCD, I dont know if it is a cause of optimism or the
contrary. It seems a bit of everything goes.

Modern large scale simulations are unquenched. The paper I mentioned is an
unquenched calculation.

Hmm but, besides a fundamental mass, how many free parameters do you need

You tune the 4 bare quark masses (up and down are degenerate, and you ignore
the top) and the bare lattice spacing to reproduce 5 experimental numbers.
That’s it, there are no “free parameters” beyond that. This is not a model.

Are the tuned values published elshewhere?

Yes, you’d have to dig a bit through the references. The papers by the MILC
people (Bernard et. al.) are the relevent ones for light mesons.

could you inform us of which other groups are obtaining sucessful predictions for
the hadronic spectrum?

Well, every group does the meson spectrum to some degree, if only to fix



parameters. Large scale calculations are being done by the CP-PACS group, see
hep-lat/0409124 for example. It’s not clear if they will be able to get to light
enough quark masses though.

The light quark masses are the key problem in the modern simulations. That’s
where the difficulty is, getting the up/down mass light enough. Acutally
calculating meson masses is easy.

7. Alejandro Rivero
July 1, 2005

The results of quenching QCD, I dont know if it is a cause of optimism or the
contrary. It seems a bit of everything goes. After all, also the purely kinematical
cross section of e+ e- —> muons is within a ten percent of the QED prediction,
isnt it?

3 * mass_cascade – mass_nucleon

agrees with experiment at the few percent level. The paper hep-lat/0304004 has
some other things. We’ve computed a few other light hadron quantities since
then, the \Omega mass, for example.

Hmm but, besides a fundamental mass, how many free parameters do you need,
and how sensitive the results are to veriations of these parameters? In 0304004,
all the quark masses are tuned to reproduce the most important mass
predictions (Are the tuned values published elshewhere? ).

And now you are here, I wonder… could you inform us of which other groups are
obtaining sucessful predictions for the hadronic spectrum?

8. Matthew
June 30, 2005

Regarding Lattice QCD,

The CP-PACS group reproducde the light hadron spectrum to within around 10%
using quenched (i.e. not entirely physical) lattice QCD in the mid-nineties.
There’s a plot of this, which is what you probably saw in Wilczek’s talk. For
modern full QCD simulations we’re not quite at the full hadron spectrum, but
some things are done. In order to reduce systematic errors one often computes
mass differences, for example, the combination

3 * mass_cascade – mass_nucleon

agrees with experiment at the few percent level. The paper hep-lat/0304004 has
some other things. We’ve computed a few other light hadron quantities since
then, the \Omega mass, for example.

It’s better in the heavy quark sector. Apart from a couple of lingering problems,
the charm and bottom meson spectrum has been totally computed, and agrees
with experiments. There are also calculations of various decay constants and



form factors, which are a bit harder than masses.

My opinion, I think it is fair to say that the meson spectra has not been
calculated.

You’re wrong, as even a cursory glance at the lattice liturature would show.

Note also we are speaking of unstable particles, so the “pole mass” spectra
includes both mass and decay width

Many particles are stable, for example, you can get very clean pion masses. You
are correct that unstable particles (such as the \rho) are harder, but it can be
done.

Montecarlo errors are high, finite size effects etc

Actually, those errors are fairly well under control for spectrum calculations.
What really bites you is discretization errors, and errors in the chiral
extrapolations.

Of course, when you try to do harder things (glueball masses, K \to (2,3)\pi)
statistics and finite volume are much worse. But for meson masses, it’s pretty
well under control.

9. Peter Woit
June 29, 2005

Hi JC,

I believe the calculation Robert mentions for K a Calabi-Yau gives a simple result:
the low mass particles are massless and supersymmetry is unbroken. For obvious
reasons this result is not heavily promoted.

A problem he doesn’t mention is how to give dynamics to the moduli parameters
for the compactification manifold. Naively the effective action doesn’t depend on
them so you end up with massless scalars, less naively you can believe in fixing
them a la KKLT, then you have the landscape to deal with.

10. JC
June 29, 2005

Robert,

I’m familiar with what the string people do to obtain an effective action of the
sort you have described. What I’m skeptical about concerning this particular
effective action procedure, is that I have never seen anybody producing a
convincing calculation of the quark and lepton masses in this manner which
agrees with the experimental data.

Also what criteria is used to select the K in the 10K spacetime product R^4 x K,
besides just trying out many different K’s (ie. a torus, K3, Calabi-Yau, etc …



which may or may not break some of the SUSY)? With 10^100 or more possible
Calabi-Yau’s (depending on who you ask), what criteria is used to choose one
besides trying out every single one in an exhuastive manner? What would
happen if 10^20 or 10^30 of the possible Calabi-Yau’s all produce similar quark
and lepton mass spectrums to within the experimental error bars? (Though it
would be very impressive if exactly ONE Calabi-Yau actually could produce the
correct quark and lepton mass spectrum, with all other Calabi-Yau’s excluded).

11. Peter Woit
June 29, 2005

For the record, Tony Smith points out to me that his prediction for the neutrino
mass and mixing angles are at:

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/snucalc.html#asno

and he also has predictions for the top quark and other quark masses at his web
site.

I don’t have any objections to people posting here a simple link to their
predictions of this kind, but keep in mind that I don’t want this weblog to be
used as a forum for discussing the details of these arguments.

12. Matti Pitkanen
June 29, 2005

p-Adic thermodynamics for super-Virasoro generator L_0 taking essentially the
role of mass squared operator provides an alternative view about elementary
particle and hadron mass spectra explaining fundamental mass scales number
theoretically. Also CKM matrix can be deduced to a high degree from number
theoretic constraints. Since the possible Higgs contributes only a small shift to
fermion masses, the production cross section for Higgs can be by a factor of
order 1/100 lower than in standard model.

The five chapters in the second part of “TGD and p-Adic Numbers” contain the
detailed calculations.

Matti Pitkanen

13. Alejandro Rivero
June 29, 2005

My opinion, I think it is fair to say that the meson spectra has not been
calculated. Note also we are speaking of unstable particles, so the “pole mass”
spectra includes both mass and decay width. But even mass alone, from QCD
plus lattice, is not really got. Montecarlo errors are high, finite size effects etc.

14. Robert
June 29, 2005

Tony Smith can also compute the mass of a proton. And this at tree level. Which

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/snucalc.html#asno
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/snucalc.html#asno
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/ppadtgd.html#elvafu
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/ppadtgd.html#elvafu


is remarkable for a composite object in a strongly coupled theory. Or
numerology.

Seriously, it is much more convincing to argue that the mass scale of the proton
is given by the QCD scale (where the running coupling is of order unity). This
gives at least the right ballpark. Anything more precise requires really hard
work.

Re particle masses from string theory: This comes from the effective action.
Assume you have a massless scalar field in 10D. It obeys some wave equation
like Box phi = 0. If your 10D space-time is the product of R^4 x K for some
compact six manifold K, you can look for solutions of the Schroedinger type
equation Laplacian psi = k psi on K. For such an eigenvalue k make take the
original phi to be phi = psi(K) x f(R^4) where I indicated the dependance on the
coordinates in parenthesis. Then the above wave equation implies that in R^4, f
obeys the Klein Gordon equation for mass squared m^2 = k.

This works not only for scalar fields and thus once you know the K and the
spectrum of the Laplacian on it, you know the masses of particles in 4D. The
problem to identify the correct K for the real world remains.

15. D R Lunsford
June 29, 2005

Tony Smith can calculate particle masses as ratios of volumes of (homogeneous
symmetric) spaces. (But, I can’t get him to write down an integral I can do.)

He says the top quark is something like 138 GeV.

-drl

16. JC
June 28, 2005

Peter,

I vaguely remember in the 80’s some people making claims of attempting (in
principle) to calculate various “particle” masses using string theory. So far I
haven’t seen any convincing results of anybody being able to do this successfully.
I could never get anybody to explain precisely how to get these “particle”
masses. Hopefully they weren’t referring directly to the Regge trajectories stuff
from the late 60’s/early 70’s, which don’t seem to be very convincing.

17. Peter Woit
June 28, 2005

Hi JC,

I don’t have any references at hand, but I’ve certainly seen papers and talks (e.g.
Wilczek’s at the Sidneyfest) where people have shown the results of impressive
lattice qauge theory calculations of the masses of these states that come out



correct to within the errors expected in the Monte-Carlo calculations. The size of
the errors I vaguely recall as being in the range of at most a few percent.

So the fact that you can compute these hadronic masses from first principles
makes numerology of them pretty pointless. Of course no one knows how to
calculate quark masses from first principles, so there’s lots of room for
speculation there. But please don’t do that here….

18. JC
June 28, 2005

Peter,

(Slightly offtopic).

Have the lattice gauge researchers been able to calculate the spectrum for any
meson and/or baryon families yet, with a precision that makes it possible to
compare with the experimental data? If this is possible to do, I would guess it
would possibly shut-up most of the people who look at the “numerology” particle
masses.

19. Peter Woit
June 28, 2005

The difference between the old 178 number and the new 174 number is not
statistically significant. It’s very hard to measure this mass accurately since you
have to accurately measure the energy contained in a jet. Please spare us further
numerology involving quark or lepton masses, since these have all been at least
approximately known for a while. Now if someone has a plausible prediction of
the Higgs mass or absolute neutrino masses, they should get that on the record
since during the next few years these things may finally get measured.

20. Quantoken
June 28, 2005

Peter:
Any comment on the fact that a certain John Martin predicted the 174GeV figure
correctly one year ago? He made a very good point that the electron mass is a
very important fundamental mass unit. That is in line with my assertion in
QUITAR that electron mass equals to alpha times the fundamental mass unit,
which is about 70MeV.

Quantoken
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Latest on Poincare

June 29, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The status of Perelman’s proof of the Poincare conjecture is still somewhat confusing.
For some background see a previous posting and a later follow-up. Last week the
ICTP in Trieste issued a press release entitled Poincare Conjecture Solved, which
states that Perelman’s proof “has been confirmed by an international group of
mathematicians whose findings were presented to participants at a conference” at the
ICTP. The conference was a summer school, and the press release goes on to claim
that “The 60 participants, more than half from the developing world, reaffirmed the
approving judgement of the mathematicians.”

If you look at the write-ups of the talks, the only relevant thing in print is in the
lecture notes of Carlo Sinestrati where he states “The details of the proof are still
being checked by the experts in the field; however, the main ideas of the papers are
by now widely understood.” So, it’s not clear who exactly is supposedly now willing to
vouch for Perelman’s proof, and the comment that the students at the school
“reaffirmed” that it is a proof is kind of silly, given the difficulties involved.

There’s a month-long summer school going on right now at MSRI in Berkeley,
sponsored by the Clay Mathematics Institute. Many relevant materials are available
at the web-site of the summer school. As far as I know, none of the experts there is yet
quite willing to claim that a complete proof using Perelman’s techniques has been
written down and checked, although they do seem to be getting close to this point.

Comments

1. Juan R.
July 6, 2005

Not Nobel laureate said,

“Aside from the various theoretical dead ends, a more fundamental problem with
string theory is that it operates at an energy scale many orders of magnitude
beyond what is measurable today. Thus it’s non-testable, hence meta-physical.”

This is one of popular miths of string M-theory.
It, like almost all of popular claims on string M-theory, is simply false.

String theory is perfectly testable. The first version of string theory was tested in
the strong force regime and abandoned.

The introduction of 26D was forced because the unobserved tachions predicted
by 4D version of the bosonic theory.

The next version (+ fermions) were also (un-)tested, for example so many times
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was claimed the inminent discover of supersimmetry and the first verification of
supersimmetric string theory by crackpots!

In cosmological issues, string M-theory has been also tested. A complete failure
in the words of Krauss, possibly the poor theory of history of physics according
to Woit (discrepancy with experimental data is around 50 orders of magnitude).

The attemtp to explain inflaction and dark matter from string theory also has
failed. Regarding cosmological brane theory, the recognized specialist Linde
showed that “popular” (i.e. string theory is marvellous, string theory solves the
most difficult open problems, etc. etc.) papers by string theorists were
completely wrong and predicted the contrary to observed “inflationary” data.

Moreover, it is often ignored that before to explain NEW physics, string theory
may explain known physics. In this simple, elementary, step, string M theory
does not explain nothing already known. In fact, even the derivation of GR from
string theory is based in heuristic reasoning and ad hoc hyphotesis.

It can be shown that string M-theory is incompatible with known experimental
data.
The incompatibility with certain statistical mechanics data has forced to some
string theorists to develop the so-called non critical approach that violate basic
principles of usual “critical” string theory.

The incompatibility with thermal phenomena has forced to abandon all of
standard Hilbert-Fock quantization of branes in favor of the new doubled space
approach (so-called tilde operators) and the new thermal states of TFD-Dp-brane
theory.

In the past, the “derivation” (not in the rigorous sense of term) of GR from 10D
superstring action was one of main popular claims of string community.
Curiously, now physicists and astronomers maintain doubts in the validity of GR
at cosmological scales and well-known modifications like MOND, AQUAL, etc.
are being studied and tested. Since that string theory claims just small-scale
modifications for GR, one may see that also here string theory is a failure here.
For example, string theory is incompatible with standard TF law.

From unitary Schwartz string action one cannot explain experimental data which
IS explained by Lindblad semigroups axiomatic theory.
Etc, etc, etc.

All i am saying is standard, it is not speculation. For example, TF law is the basis
for one of standard methods in gauging distance in spiral galaxies, Fourier
thecniques in L-space (string theory and standard (e.g. Weinberg manual) QFT
both work only with H-space) received Nobel Prize for chemistry in 1991, etc.
specialists in quantum mechanics have said in many occasions that string theory
is not fundamental (see me previous post on Witten for a quote extracted from
the conference Quantum Future. It is well-known that true specialists (i.e. people
that has really advanced the field) in quantum theory durely critiqued last Witten
claims on the generalization of quantum mechanics from M-theory. In fath, it is
aknowledged by many recognized specialists in the field that Witten (with no



contribution to the field) misunderstands quantum mechanics.

The last year, a Nobel laureate (Freeman J. Dyson) did a similar criticism to Brian
Greene in his review of book the Fabric of Cosmos. Dyson reacts atonished to
Greene string interpretation of quantum mechanics saying “He rejects [standard
view] without any serious discussion”. Dyson ignores that IS precisely string
theory literature: no serious discussion, only speculation, conjetures, bad math,
superfitial insight, etc.

This is the reason why i claim that string theory is wrong like a TOE. It is
amazing that questions that i said some years ago (then i was ridiculized) begin
to be supported by string theorists now.

In fact, i said in the past that string theory was rather standard (simple) and
people ridiculized. In fact, one guy contacted with Lubos Motl and this “hiring”
to me.

Fortunately, after of his Nobel Prize, David Gross has said a phrase very similar
to i said two years ago: that string theory is not revolutionary.

The guy said to Lubos Motl 

**********************
If all i am saying about failure of string theory to explain known data is standard,
why do string theorists ignore it?

Because are arrogant people and think that understand things when have only a
superfitial knowledge of things.

For example some of them are very excited with TFD generalization of brane
theory. TFD theory was know decades ago. Now we are working in more geernla
stuff TFD II, NESOM-TFD, etc.

Other example, the most recent and radical modification of NC string theory
posted in ArXiv by Nanopoulos uses mathematical tools in projected dynamics
mathematics developed by Brushels School in the 60s but abandoned by the own
School in favor of the recent LPS formalism in Gelfand triplets in the 90s!!!

It is more, not only again string ideas are outdated, even copying the interesting
work done by others (e.g. Prigogine), they copy incorrectly!!

For example, the equation (10) of arXiv:hep-th/9403133 is simply wrong for
anyone with a minimum insight in generalizations of quantum mechanics (e.e.
Solvays conferences, etc.)
Note, i contacted with Nanopoulos for explaining it but he ignored to me, now i
does not explain to him that almost of next sections of that and other papers are
misleading. It is waste of time contact with string theorists.

My criticism to that preprint is correct, in fact it is supported by one of members
of the School, prof. Gonzalo Ordo?ez from Ilya Prigogine institute on Texas that i
contacted for verifying.



2. D R Lunsford
July 5, 2005

Matti said:

Batakis introduces electroweak structure more or less by hand without noticing
that CP_2 spinor connection possesses naturally electroweak gauge group as
holonomy group

I think this latter is Finkelstein and Jauch’s (and Speiser and Schiminovich’s)
quaternion quantum mechanics. This theory also had a rationale for the Higgs
mechanism other than expediency.

-drl

3. Not a Nobel Laureate
July 4, 2005

Aside from the various theoretical dead ends, a more fundamental problem with
string theory is that it operates at an energy scale many orders of magnitude
beyond what is measurable today. Thus it’s non-testable, hence meta-physical.
Having said that, the same can be said about LQG, spin foams and any other
theories whose predictions, if they even make any, lie outside the energies
attainable at the Tevatron and the LHC or perhaps astrophysically observable.

“Pure reason” has never been a productive form of scientific enquiry.

4. Matti Pitkanen
July 3, 2005

Tony Smith mentioned in his posting the paper of Batakis about H=M^4×CP_2
Kaluza-Klein theory. We had a discussion about the paper with Tony for a couple
of months ago.

Batakis introduces electroweak structure more or less by hand without noticing
that CP_2 spinor connection possesses naturally electroweak gauge group as
holonomy group. The problems of KK scenario become obvious when one looks
for the spectrum of Dirac operator in H.

a) The two chiralities of H-spinors allow an identification as quark and lepton
type spinors when one couples leptons/quarks to n=1/n=3 multiple of Kahler
gauge potential of CP_2. The holonomy group U(2)_ew has a natural
identification as electroweak gauge group. Separate conservation of lepton and
baryon numbers is predicted.

b) The problems are that only right-handed covariantly constant neutrino is
massless whereas other states have mass scale defined by CP_2 size. Also the
correlation between color and ew quantum numbers for the spinor modes is
wrong: only right-handed neutrino corresponds to color singlet. Thus Kaluza-
Klein type theory as a limit of something more general is out of question.



Batakis does not notice that CP_2 already unifies color and electroweak
symmetries. If one considers space-time as a 4-surface in H and induces spinor
structure to the space-time surface (bundle induction is mentioned in the 20 first
pages of any text book about bundles and means in recent case projecting of the
gamma matrices of H to space-time surface), one obtains electroweak gauge
field as classical gauge fields inheriting their dynamics from the dynamics of
space-time as 4-surface. Color gauge potentials can be identified as projections
of Killing vectors of color isometries.

From this it is a long way to a generalization of string model predicting correctly
the massless sector of the theory and mass spectrum of elementary particles and
hadrons. A profound generalization of conformal symmetries is needed and
emerges naturally when one formulates quantum theory as a theory of free
classical spinor fields in the “world of classical worlds” consisting of 3-surfaces
in H and endowed with Kähler geometry. The spectrum of Dirac operator and
mass calculations see the five chapters in the second part of p-Adic TGD.

Matti Pitkanen

5. Curious
July 3, 2005

Thank-you, Peter. I think I’ve got it.

6. Peter Woit
July 3, 2005

Hi Curious,

I think I mostly agree with you, but a few comments.

The string theory community IS wasting time. They are sitting around waiting for
someone else to come up with a new idea. Sure, if someone comes up with a
wonderful, compelling new idea with lots of evidence for it, they’ll take it up. But
as you say, they’ve set the bar very high. The present situation allows them to get
jobs, awards, grants, etc, etc, based on worthless work on string theory, but not
for work on other ideas (unless these ideas are quickly successful). I still think
that if people start publicly acknowledging that string theory has failed, this will
pull the plug on this unhealthy situation. If people can’t get a grant proposal to
do string theory funded, but have to try and come up with something else, this
would have a huge positive effect.

The leaders of the string theory community are well aware that if they start
publicly talking about how badly things are going, they’re quickly going to get
into this kind of trouble. I think that’s why many of them will privately agree that
string theory is in bad shape, but say very different things publicly. I hope to
have some role in not letting them get away with this.

I agree with your three ideas of things to do, and am trying to do them. I hope
that reading this weblog will help students think independently. A lot of what I
have to say is aimed at them. I also do try and identify and point to new work



that might be promising. Unfortunately it’s rather discouraging how little of this
there is from my point of view. I personally think that a deeper mathematical
understanding of the standard model is what is needed for progress, but virtually
no one is working on this. The interaction between particle theory and
mathematics has narrowed down in recent years to virtually just topological
string theory and enumerative problems involving Calabi-Yau 3-folds. This work
is interesting, but it is mathematically very narrow.

7. Tony Smith
July 3, 2005

Curious said “… I have had several occasions to discuss your blog with our (U
Chicago) string theorists — and they read it and they agree with it, and then they
ignore it. … The best alternative ideas around are not good enough to recruit
string theorists. That is not the result of their obstinacy. These alternative ideas
are simply not good enough, period. …”.

I disagree, and here is a concrete example of a model that unifies gravity and the
standard model and is (afaik) ignored by the conventional string theory
community.

N. A. Batakis, in Class. Quantum Grav. 3 (1986) L99-L105, wrote a paper entitled
Extra gauge field structure uncovered in the Kaluza-Klein framework. In it
Batakis said:
“… In a standard Kaluza-Klein framework, M4 x CP2 allows the classical unified
description of an SU(3) gauge field with gravity. … the construction of an
additional SU(2) x U(1) gauge field structure is uncovered. The construction
involves a properly modified ‘gravitoweak connection’ and supplies a mechanism
analogous but not redundant to the Kaluza-Klein ansatz … As a result, M4 x CP2
could conceivably accommodate the classical limit of a fully unified theory for the
fundamental interactions and matter fields. …”.

If Curious is correct, then I would think that his U. Chicago string theorists
would see the Batakis paper as a “spark to inflame” them into developing and
completing the work of Batakis.

If, on the other hand, Peter is correct, then those string theorists would feel
threatened by a competing non-string (not even LQG) theory and dismiss it
without careful evaluation, perhaps even attacking anyone who is seriously
interested in it.

I am curious to see what reaction the string theory colleagues of Curious might
have to the Batakis paper.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

8. Curious
July 2, 2005

Peter,

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


I do not want to distract you with endless arguments going to and fro etc
inasmuch as I think we are on the same side of the issue. Thereof I’ll comment
on only one point of
your answer; it is a very important point — to you. The question is how to stop
the wastage of
time on ST; that’s what we both chiefly want.

You say that you deeply care for the field and you cannot just sit back and see
how it disintegrates and how young people become demoralized. I know you do
feel the pain. So do I. But critisizing ST in the way you do it – and you do a jolly
good job of it – it just does not work. You are convincing the wrong people; those
that do not waste time anyway.
I have had several
occasions to discuss your blog with our (U Chicago) string theorists — and they
read it and they agree with it, and then they ignore it. It is too late in the game
for your arguments to work on them.
One cannot turn a tide on a completely negative message. I do not say that YOU
have to be positive about something. But someone better be; otherwise ST is
unstoppable. You are trying to combat a belief system using rational arguments
against it; that is as futile as Sean’s struggle against creationists. Painful as it is
to watch the wastage of effort by first-class minds, the only way to stop it is to be
creative; that’s where we all collectively failed.The best alternative ideas around
are not good enough to recruit string theorists. That is not
the result of their obstinacy. These alternative
ideas are simply not good enough, period.

I do not believe in great men visions either but
even more am I sceptical of
the “fertile soil” model of which you and Smolin equally partake. The community
of German physicists from which Heisenberg emerged was not at all like a
healthy community. It was more like a viper’s nest,
with duelling schools, less then enthusiastic welcome of radical ideas, and a
community riddled by mutual distrust, anti-semitism, and typically German
professorial anti-everything. The community that you have in mind did exist but
it was initially marginal and had
not more than 20-30 people at any time. It is always possible to
create such a mini-community of like-minded people inside a larger hostile
community.
The power of Heisenberg was not that he had roots
in some healthy worldwide community; initially, there was tremendous
opposition to QM. It was the truth of his ideas; it is the truth that won the people
against their worst selves. ST does not strangle new thought; this thought is
simply not there.

We can only do three things to stop ST:
(i) generate this new all-winning idea by ourselves (ii) foster independent
thinking in our students and
(iii) spot this new idea and champion it when it emerges. I cannot think of
anything else that might work towards the goal.



You look at the ST community and see people wasting their time on a dud. I see it
as a barrier this new idea has to jump over;
it is a mighty high barrier and it works as an excellent
obstacle w/o which the race is meaningless and a perfect deterrent to bad ideas.
The ST community is also a potential pool of people that will be able
to develop and complete this new idea when its time finally comes. This
community is not wasting time,
it is waiting for a spark to inflame.

Perhaps, all of the above is not really news to you and you have heard such
arguments many a time. By no means I suggest that you should stop what you
are doing; you would not listen anyway. All that I am asking from you is to think
once in a while: Are the means that I chose helping to bring about the goal that I
chose? If the means are not helpful, another tactics is needed.

I enjoy reading your honest, principled, and intellectually challenging blog but it
mainly
serves to vent the frustration; it does not go to the root of
the problem and it does not suggest a winning strategy. Nobody ever became
healthy by
a realization of one’s sickness, using your analogy. We need a diagnosis, a
treatment plan and medicine — if not a cure. You offer a death sentence to a
terminally ill patient. Is that enough?

9. Tony Smith
July 2, 2005

Curious asked “… Could it be that people rage against the ST because the
dominance of this admittedly failed programme painfully reminds them their own
failure to produce a great new idea? …”.

I don’t think so. I think that the rage is directed at the massive publicity
campaign to present conventional superstring theory as the only possible
program for unification of gravity and the standard model.

For example, the 1 July 2005 issue of Science listed the 25 most important
questions in Science today. About the number 5 question, Can the Laws of
Physics Be Unified?, Charles Seife wrote:
“… Gravity clashes with quantum theory so badly that nobody has come up with
a convincing way to build a single theory that includes all the particles, the
strong and electroweak forces, and gravity all in one big bundle. But physicists
do have some leads. Perhaps the most promising is superstring theory.
Superstring theory has a large following because it provides a way to unify
everything into one large theory with a single symmetry?
SO(32) for one branch of superstring theory, for example
?but it requires a universe with 10 or 11 dimensions, scads of undetected
particles, and a lot of intellectual baggage that might never be verifiable. It may
be that there are dozens of unified theories, only one of which is correct, but
scientists may never have the means to determine which. Or it may be that the
struggle to unify all the forces and particles is a fool?s quest. …”.



It seems to me that Seife and Science are saying that conventional superstring
theory, their “most promising” approach, may or may not produce a unique
unified theory, but if it fails to do so, then “the struggle to unify all the forces and
particles is a fool’s quest”.

In other words, anyone who pursues any approach other than conventional
superstring theory is characterized as a “fool”.

That attitude, which is prevalent not only in the scientific media such as Science,
but also in the popular media and in the culture of conventional superstring
theorists themselves, is where my rage is directed.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Just for the record, the number 1 question listed by Science was What Is the
Universe Made Of?, as to which Charles Seife wrote:
“… Ordinary matter and exotic, unknown particles together make up only about
30% of the stuff in the universe; the rest is this mysterious antigravity force
known as dark energy … at the moment, the nature of dark energy is arguably
the murkiest question in physics?and the one that, when answered, may shed the
most light. …”.
Thankfully, Seife’s article did not present conventional superstring theory as the
“most promising” answer to that question, but I have little doubt that members
of the conventional superstring community will declare that their theory is the
“most promising” approach to an answer.

10. Peter Woit
July 2, 2005

Hi Curious,

I’ve got no idea by what you mean in claiming that Hilbert’s research program
dominates mathematics. Hilbert was a very broad mathematician, and did a wide
variety of things. Some of the areas he worked in that were most identifiable
with him are relatively unpopular now (e.g. the formalist approach to
foundations of mathematics). Mathematicians work on a wide variety of
problems, from a variety of points of view, and they’ve been making real
progress (e.g. the Wiles proof of Fermat, the possible proof of Poincare using
ideas of Hamilton and Perelman). A lot of what they do is unproductive, but the
field is healthy. Theoretical physicists could learn a lot from this, and not just
possibly useful mathematical ideas.

I don’t think I’m criticizing string theory in order to find out what’s wrong with
it. In the end, that’s very simple: it abandons the successful core mathematical
concepts at the foundation of the standard model and adopts an extremely
speculative and not very promising alternative, one that has now conclusively
failed. From the beginning of the fad in 1984, it was clear to me and to many
other people that string theory wasn’t an obviously promising idea. It predicted
nothing and there were clear reasons for this.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


In 1984 it wasn’t unreasonable to work on string theory. The theory was not very
well understood and one could hope that further work on it would show a way
around its problems. In 2005 the situation is very different. It is completely
unreasonable to now believe that these problems can be overcome. Current
attempts to create a unified theory out of string theory are both mind-boggling
ugly and utter failures.

I won’t disagree with you or anyone else who tries to argue that I should devote
more of my time to working on positive alternatives and less to criticizing the
current situation. Maybe this is right. But I find what has happened to the field I
care deeply about extremely disturbing. Each year it has gone from bad to
worse, and is increasingly dominated by pseudo-scientific garbage, heavily
promoted to the public. I don’t find myself able to ignore this.

I’m not a big fan of the “great man” view of science, the idea that progress
depends on one brilliant person. More commonly, scientific progress comes from
a community of people working on promising ideas. When Heisenberg came up
with quantum mechanics he didn’t do this all by himself. He was part of a
healthy community in which many people were trying many different things. The
theoretical physics community is not healthy. It is sick and has been getting
sicker. When you’re sick, the first thing you need to do is acknowledge this, then
figure out what you need to do to get better.

11. Curious
July 2, 2005

Peter,

Thank-you for your thoughtful remarks. I’ve been reading
this blog for some time and I still cannot determine what exactly is your problem
with the ST:
you give so many different reasons and none of these various reasons look
entirely
convincing, hence your need to repeat yourself time and time again, in order to
convince yourself and others. I have a hunch that you have started this blog to
find out precisely that — what is the problem with the ST as a programme, at the
deepest level — something that you intuitively feel — and you write this blog for
yourself — not for the benefit of the others. You suggest various answers to this
one question, but these answers do not fully satisfy you. And so is the case with
your readers, many of whom are string theorists. They read your blog, they
agree, and then keep on doing what they are doing. If the answer were right,
they would stop doing ST and start doing something else.

I do not know what that right answer is. You have to find it out for yourself and,
please, keep on trying; it is important.

One thing I am sure of is that the problem with the ST is not that it is a fad or
that it dominates HEP or that it is unprecedented in physics or mathematics or
that it is unpredictive or plain wrong. The problem is US.

Hilbert’s research program had dominated and still



dominates mathematics to a much greater extent than
string theory dominates high energy physics. It was viewed as a passing fad by
many leading
mathematicians at the turn of the 20th century. It was
enormously sucessful, several excesses aside. Its
success is not and was not self-evident, as it does not logically follow from any
rational argument; it is one man’s vision. By all criteria it was a fad. It could’ve
been a misguided fad as well. Fad or no
fad, tangible results started to stream out immediately
and still do. There was no time lag between the
promise of a wonderland and the result.

The news about the string theory is not that a certain fad dominates a certain
field but how unproductive that fad turned out to be. Perhaps, one’s man
intuition
is not enough for physics. Or maybe we listened to the wrong man.

I believe that it is entirely appropriate for a fad to dominate the field, and it
happended repeatedly, in both physics and mathematics. But most of these
previous fads were productive and that’s why we do not call these fads “fads”
anymore. For lack of better ideas and guiding experimental results,
ST manages to dominate the field without the benefit of being productive.

And yet still, if every string theorist
will read this blog and agree that ST is not even wrong that would not change
the situation one bit, because it is unclear what’s right. The dominance of ST is
not the result of groupthink or worldwide conspirancy as some people believe. It
is the looming, annoying testimony to
OUR failure to come up with better ideas
and decisive experiments. The problem is US not THEM. Never before physicists
were unable to come up with a good idea for such a long time — and that is
certainly not the fault of the ST community.

Could it be that people rage against the ST because the dominance of this
admittedly failed programme painfully reminds them their own failure to
produce a great new idea? My feeling is that at the bottom, that’s the right
answer, and it is very sad and disconcerting.

12. Peter Woit
July 2, 2005

While physics and math, like all human endeavor, have always experienced a
certain number of misguided fads, I think the superstring theory story is without
parallel. In physics the closest analog I can think of is the craze for S-matrix
theory during the 60s, but that only lasted a decade or so.

No one research program has ever dominated mathematics the way string theory
dominates particle theory. The excessively formal style of Bourbaki is more an
issue of bad pedagogy and exposition than bad research. While the members of
Bourbaki were writing the very formal Bourbaki textbooks, they also were doing



a wide range of different wonderful mathematics research. Take a look at the
Bourbaki seminar writeups during the fifties and sixties. There’s all sorts of
exciting new mathematics there, being written up often in an accessible way,
with very little evidence of bad effects of too much formalism.

13. Walt Pohl
July 2, 2005

Curious: Your comments about axiomization are not true. Axiomization is not as
big a deal now as it was in the early twentieth century mainly because it was so
successful: the current foundations are adequate for most purposes.
Foundational matters still arise, though. For example, a long-open problem in
abelian group theory (the Whitehead problem) has turned out to be independent
of the usual axioms of set theory (ZFC).

Foundational techniques are beginning to be used to settle purely mathematical
questions. There are some results in analysis whose only known proof requires
“nonstandard analysis”. Model theory was used to prove the Mordell conjecture
in the function field case.

14. Kea
July 1, 2005

Curious: “…axiomatization of mathematics peaked in
popularity in the first half of the century and
then faded out.”

Actually, this isn’t true. The field simply evolved into something qualitatively new.
Foundations of Mathematics is a big subject today. And as much as String theory
bugs me, I have a terrible feeling that history will look at Strings in a similar
light. A lot of the maths of M-theory has to be important to physics, as Witten
says. The fact that what wins out might not have anything to do with M-theory
from certain points of view doesn’t alter the fact that detailed arguments
connecting the old ideas to the new will inevitably turn up. And all history will
see is another turning tide in the ocean – not the swirl of water washing over into
the tiny lagoon at the end of the beach.

15. Curious
July 1, 2005

Peter then Tony asks an interesting question:
has it ever been an analog of superstring theory in mathematics? Perhaps, they
mean:
was there a school of thought that captured a lot of attention, hype and effort
and produced very or relatively little after many years of persistent study? The
answer is surely, yes,
though we may disagree on details. Say,
axiomatization of mathematics peaked in
popularity in the first half of the century and
then faded out. It is crushingly boring and
not a very good way to come with interesting



math. Another program, N. Bourbaki used to be as influential as Witten, but few
people still care. One can come with more examples.

Observe also that in mathematics the logic
proof stands on its own; there is no emprical
input. By contrast no physical theory is self-
consistent or logically complete. We accept
these theories not because these theories are
rigorous (they may be actually highly dubious)
but because they work. Such a situation is
acceptable for any physical theories because
their difficulties are delegated to a yet
unknown more general theory. However,
such a situation is not acceptable for a TOE;
it should be as consistent as a mathematical
proof. I think that the problem with the string
theory is exactly that: it aspires to be what
no physical theory had ever been: a domain
of pure logic and mathematics, with acceptance criteria peculiar to these fields.
It cannot live to that self-imposed standard.
There could be in this sence no analog of the string
theory in mathematics: the complete analog would
be a mathematical theory that needs a
physical experiment to decide the truth of
the theorem. So far, even computer experiments are not exactly welcome.

16. Peter Woit
June 30, 2005

Hi Tony,

The huge groups and large sums of money necessary to do some kinds of
experiments have certainly had a bureaucratic effect on some areas of
experimental physics, but this doesn’t really explain what has been going on in
particle theory, where large groups aren’t needed.

Particle theory is much, much, much more faddish than mathematics, and
attitudes are very different. To oversimplify, in mathematics someone who
quickly publishes a not really great paper on what seems to be the hottest topic
would generally be thought of as someone shallow, unwilling to take the time to
become a real expert in something and do some serious work. In particle theory,
someone who doesn’t jump on the latest fad is often thought of as an intellectual
lightweight who isn’t smart enough to quickly absorb something new and work
on it.

The roots of this attitude in particle theory come from the days when
experiments were producing unexpected new results. The most ambitious people
would then jump into trying to explain them. The problem now is that there
haven’t been any especially new unexpected experimental results in particle
physics for a long time, so this kind of attitude has become dysfunctional.



Mathematicians have never had experiments to feed them new clues as to what
to think about, so they have a tradition of people spreading out and digging in
for much longer term research projects.

17. Tony Smith
June 30, 2005

Peter, you say “… The way the particle theory community has refused to
acknowledge …[that]… over the last 20 years a huge amount of evidence has
accumulated that, as an idea for unification … Superstring theory … doesn’t
work … is something that has no analog I can think of in mathematics.

What is the relevant difference between the math and physics communities?

First, it seems to me that superstring theory is not the only example in which the
physics community refuses to recognize obvious failure.
For example, huge amounts of money and manpower have been spent over
several decades on magnetic confinement fusion machines. At first, it was worth
exploring (like superstrings in 1984), but now, decades later, even though it is
clear to any reasonable person that magnetic confinement fusion is not going to
be a significant source of energy, the ITER project is getting under way.
For another example, it was clear to any reasonable scientist that the
International Space Station would not produce results that would come close to
justifying its costs, but it was built anyway.

Those projects (superstring theory, ITER, ISS) all have something in common:
they are in fact promoted by growth-seeking bureaucracies.

It seems to me that a distinguishing factor between physics and math is that
the physics community has evolved into a group of bureaucracies that use
committee/consensus to enforce uniformity of thought because they feel that any
independent thought threatens the fundamental bureaucratic goal of growth,
while
the math community is a lot of individuals, with uniformity of thought being
enforced primarily by relatively objective standards of logical proof.

In my opinion, it is no accident that the last big success in theoretical particle
physics was the Standard Model of the 1970s, which roughly coincided in time
with the rise of large collaborative physics institutions like Fermilab and SLAC.
It also may be no accident that the last big experimental particle physics success
was Fermilab’s taking of data about the T-quark, and that the most significant
data was taken over a decade ago, during its first run.

On the other hand, the math community has continued to make substantial
advances, such as Wiles’s proof of Fermat and Perelman’s possible proof of 3-dim
Poincare. Both of those advances were made by individuals, not large
collaborations. It may be that collaborations are necessary to validate their work,
but the initial work was by individual initiative.

Maybe the problem with physics is its current sociological structure, something
that Burton Richter (former SLAC director) tried to point out in his paper at



http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-ex/0001012 in which he said “… In the 500-strong
collaborations of today, we … have a bureaucratic overlay to the science with
committees that decide on … speakers, paper publications, etc. The participating
scientists are imprisoned by golden bars of consensus …”.

Perhaps particle physics might advance more if it loosens the golden bars of
consensus, and allows 1000 flowers to bloom (and perhaps lets committees be
evaluators rather than enforcers of consensus thought).
It seems to me that astrophysics has come closer to following that path, as it has
been successful by taking interesting data such as WMAP and not attempting to
enforce any consensus interpretation of the data (being tolerant of
interpretations of dark energy and dark matter ranging from conventional
cosmological constant dark energy to MOND and many others).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

18. Peter Woit
June 30, 2005

Perelman is kind of a special case since the problem is that he hasn’t actually
written down a proof, just an outline. Turning his outline into a real proof is a lot
of work, especially since he is using some techniques few people are familiar
with. The classification of finite groups proof is very long, but at least supposedly
all the details are there.

I know people have been working on shorter versions of the four-color and finite
group classification theorems, not sure what the status is. For another related
story, there’s the claimed proof by Hales of the Kepler conjecture. This one
involves both issues of computer calculations and such a complex argument that
there have been problems getting it refereed.

19. DMS
June 30, 2005

The classification theorem for finite simple groups is likely to remain impossible
for any one individual to verify. Perelman’s proof should be ‘easier’ since it
requires verification of new mathematical tools.

Also, is there a proof of the Four-Colour theorem that does not need computers??

Seems like proof in the strict traditional sense is not always possible.

What do you think?

20. Peter Woit
June 30, 2005

Quantoken,

First of all, stop submitting large numbers of comments, this is not a forum set

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-ex/0001012
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-ex/0001012
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


up for you to go on and on. I’ve deleted all except the first one.

About your points: there’s never any absolute logical certainty of the validity of a
proof of the complexity of the one Perelman has outlined. But if several people
who really have a lot of experience dealing with the techniques involved put in
the time necessary to go over the proof with a skeptical eye and announce that
they are convinced by it, it’s extremely likely that the proof is valid. But you don’t
have to take their word for it, that’s the whole point of the culture of
mathematics. The mathematics community historically won’t recognize a proof
until it is written down in sufficient detail to allow anyone who wants to to check
it.

How well a proof is checked is a function of how much people care about the
result. There are lots of proofs in the literature that are probably invalid if looked
at carefully, but no one does this because hardly anyone cares about the result.
For things like the Wiles proof of Fermat and this proof, the result is so
important that you can be sure the proofs will be carefully checked. The whole
process is also to some degree self-correcting. If a mistaken argument gets into
the literature, and if it is an important one, other people will sooner or later try
and use it to do other things, and if it is wrong it will give them wrong results
which will ultimately be noticed.

21. Peter Woit
June 30, 2005

Hi Tony,

The smooth 4d Poincare conjecture is still open, no significant progress that I
know of.

I think the way mathematics deals with conjectures like 3d Poincare and the way
physics has dealt with superstring theory are completely different. Over the
years lots of good evidence accumulated for 3d Poincare: all attempts to
construct spaces that violated it failed, it was shown to be equivalent to other
conjectures about topology for which there was significant evidence, and, as
Morgan points out, it fit into a larger web of conjectures for which there was a
lot of evidence.

So, the general assumption has been that the conjecture is true, but that new
mathematical ideas were needed to prove it. It seems that, together with
Hamilton’s work, Perelman has come up with these ideas. But still, until there is
a complete proof written down and experts have gone over it and vetted it
(under normal circumstances this would happen in a formal refereeing process
before publication), mathematicians are not going to be comfortable saying there
is a proof. From experience they know that a plausible sounding outline of a
proof and a proof with the details worked out are two different things. Until you
work out the details you can’t be sure a subtle problem has been missed (e.g. for
instance recall the problem with the initial proof of Fermat by Wiles).

Superstring theory in 1984 was just a somewhat wild conjecture with little
evidence to back it up. At the time you could argue it was an idea worth working



on, but over the last 20 years a huge amount of evidence has accumulated that,
as an idea for unification it doesn’t work. The way the particle theory community
has refused to acknowledge this is something that has no analog I can think of in
mathematics.

22. Quantoken
June 30, 2005

Interesting.

“and the press release goes on to claim that “The 60 participants, more than half
from the developing world, reaffirmed the approving judgement of the
mathematicians.”…”

Peter raised a good point on how these 60 guys supposed to “reaffirm” the
judgements of the mathematicians? By what? Maybe by their faith or confidence
in the authority and credibility represented by the hats these mathematicians
wear? If they have not spent 5 years trying to rigorously check every single step
of the logic in Perelman’s proof, they probably have run it through a spell
checker to make sure it contains no English grammar error. Maybe that’s what
they mean “reaffirm”.

Suppose Perelman is already a well known and well established guy, He is the
No.1 guy in math, and he made this unusual claim that he proved the Poincare
Conjesture just today. And the proof is 1000 pages long and extremely hard to
read and go through? How does the No.2 guy in math supposed to believe in this
No.1 guy? He has two choices:

1.He believes it because he trusts the No.1 guy and because of the authority
power that the No.1 guy is smarter than him and whatever No.1 says must be
true, and he is not going to waste time questioning the No.1 guy.

2.He question it until he can convince himself that the logic really works. So he
need to spend time, tremendous amount of time, maybe several years, 5, 10
years? Rigurously going through every step. After exhaustive search, he could
not find a single logical fraud that could render the original proof invalid. Thus
the No.2 guy claim to the world that he has gone through the No.1 guy’s proof,
and he discovered nothing wrong. Thus the proof is valid.

But certainly there is always the possibility that despite of the honest effort No.2
put in, he might still have missed something. Or even the remote possibility that
No.2 gets a little bit lazy after spend one year going through 2/3 of the paper.
How are we supposed to know that is the case or not. How are we even supposed
to know that No.1 wasn’t being dishonest and he took the first approach since he
was lazy.

So that is the question the next guy in line, No.3, has to ask and answer. Does he
believe in No.1 and No.2? And just like No.1, he has two choices, either he
believes in No.1 and No.2 by faith and confidence, and save himself some time.
Or the No.3 has to do the hard work and going through the whole rigorously
thing himself. Being less smart than No.1 and No.2, it would be even harder and



take him more time if he wishes to go through the whole thing himself. So there
is an even better chance No.3 gets lazy and become dishonest, and just make the
“re-affirmation” claim before he finish reading 1/2 of the paper.

And what about the No. N guy, after all the previous N-1 guys claimed the proof
was valid? Would he choose to nod his head with the rest of the gang. Or would
he want to become the first child who point out the fact that the emperor could
actually be naked, and all previous N-2 guys are all just blindly follow their trust
in the judgement of the “smart guys” before them?

That’s an interesting philosophy question. And one that really worth thinking
about, in the light that 60 physicist all collectively choose the first approach, i.e.,
“re-affirm” purely based on their faith in their math colleagues, instead of
actually spend time proof reading the actual proof. And I bet 99.9% of
mathematicians, 99.999% of the physicists community, and 99.999999% of the
human population, would all very likely put their faith in the top 3 math guys and
“re-affirm”, instead of wasting their own time in trying to figure out the thing
themselves. And I guess Peter, me myself, all readers of this blog, are all
probably belong to this majority group like the 60 physicists.

Now are we really so sure the emperor is not naked?

There are two kinds of believe systems, One, faith based, you believe therefore
you believe. That we call religion. Another, you believe based on evidences and
based on rigorous logic and reasoning, that’s science.

Unfortunately when it comes to extremely difficult math or physics problems,
virtually in-accessible to the majority of people even in the field, evidence based
religions system could be easily replaced by faith based believe system.

What happens a couple hundred years down the road. When the most difficult
math problems become so difficult that no human being can resolve them and we
have to just trust the proof spitted out of the printer from a super computer. Will
we then become a civilization with a religion that worship machines? And
science cease to exist? Will that happen eventually?

Quantoken

23. Tony Smith
June 29, 2005

Peter, you cited in an earlier post Morgan’s paper at http://www.ams.org
/bull/2005-42-01/S0273-0979-04-01045-6/S0273-0979-04-01045-6.pdf
In that paper, Morgan said: “… After Thurston?s work, notwithstanding the fact
that it has no direct bearing on the Poincare Conjecture, a consensus developed
that the Poincare Conjecture (and the Geometrization Conjecture) were true.
Paradoxically, subsuming the Poincare Conjecture into a broader conjecture and
then giving evidence, independent from the Poincare Conjecture, for the broader
conjecture led to a firmer belief in the Poincare Conjecture. …”.
That is a fascinating commentary on the process of acceptance of conjectures
within the mathematics community.

http://www.ams.org/bull/2005-42-01/S0273-0979-04-01045-6/S0273-0979-04-01045-6.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/2005-42-01/S0273-0979-04-01045-6/S0273-0979-04-01045-6.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/2005-42-01/S0273-0979-04-01045-6/S0273-0979-04-01045-6.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/2005-42-01/S0273-0979-04-01045-6/S0273-0979-04-01045-6.pdf


Can you comment on comparing that process of acceptance of the 3-dim
Poincare Conjecture by the math community with the process of acceptance of
superstring theory as the only possible Theory of Everything by the physics
community?

Also, what is the status of the smooth Poincare conjecture in 4 dimensions?
I may be out of touch, but if I recall correctly as of a few years ago it was still
unsolved, and Donaldson and Kronheimer say in their book The Geometry of
Four-Manifolds (Oxford 1990): “… Smale’s h-cobordism theorem: if X and Y are
h-cobordant then they are diffeomorphic … breaks down in four dimensions … “.
Also, Milnor’s paper at http://www.math.sunysb.edu/~jack/PREPRINTS
/poi-04a.pdf (updated June 2004) says “… In particular, if M4 is a homotopy
sphere, then … M4 is homeomorphic to S4 . It should be noted that the piecewise
linear or differentiable theories in dimension 4 are much more difficult. It is not
known whether every smooth homotopy 4-sphere is diffeomorphic to S4 … As
one indication of the complications, Freedman showed, using Donaldson’s work,
that R4 admits uncountably many inequivalent differentiable structures. …”.
Has the smooth Poincare conjecture in 4 dimensions been solved, or has
significant progress been made?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Renaissance Technologies

July 1, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Via Steve Hsu, the news from the Wall Street Journal is that Renaissance
Technologies is about to launch a new hedge fund that could end up managing $100
billion, 10% of the total managed by all hedge funds today.

Renaissance Technologies is run by mathematician Jim Simons, perhaps the most
successful hedge fund manager ever. His current Medallion hedge fund manages $5
billion, and his personal net worth is estimated to be about $2.5 billion. Renaissance
employs many Ph.D. mathematicians and other scientists, but is quite secretive about
their investment strategies. If you ask people who are working there about what they
are doing, you get answers like “I could tell you, but then I’d have to kill you.”

Simons was an undergraduate at MIT, got his Ph.D. from Berkeley in 1961, then was a
junior faculty member at MIT and Harvard. He worked for a while at the Institute for
Defense Analyses in Princeton, but was fired over criticism of the Vietnam War. He
then went to SUNY Stony Brook, where as chair he built up a great math department,
one especially strong in geometry. His work with Chern in the early seventies led to
an extension of Chern-Weil theory involving “Chern-Simons forms”, which have been
of great importance in physics.

During the seventies he started trading currencies and commodities with his own
money, leaving Stony Brook in 1978 to form his own investment fund. Over the years
he has been generous to the mathematics community, supporting MSRI, the IAS, the
Stony Brook and MIT math departments, and many conferences and workshops. I
have no idea what his long term plans are for his current billions or the additional
ones his new hedge fund may generate, but if even a fraction of them end up
financing pure math research, this could have a very dramatic effect.

Comments

1. M
July 14, 2005

Hi Anonymous,

Thanks for your well thought out comment regarding free markets and central
planning. Before commenting on some of your specific points, some clarification
is appropriate. In my initial comment about free markets vs. central planning, in
an effort to try to avoid the kind of misunderstanding that seems to have
occurred, I mentioned early on that

First, I agree that overall, free markets are much preferable to centrally planned
economies, and probably for similar reasons to yours.

http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2005/06/real-smart-guys.html
http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2005/06/real-smart-guys.html


Given that, you will hopefully agree that I will give an emphatic “No” to answer
your question,

So, just to make sure that I got you right: states, i.e. the entities which use theft
and slavery to start and run wars, are inherently good; companies, which offer
goods on a free market for voluntary exchange, are inherently bad. Did I get that
quite right?

I think my agreement with you on various other points in the past should support
my disagreement of your assessment of my overall view. You may have gotten
your impression from examples I gave to support the idea that there are times
when “central planning” can have overall positive results (sometimes
unintentionally!). Generally I try to avoid holding more extreme views since they
are usually the product of ideological thinking rather than well thought-out
arguments, and to cast free markets vs. central planning is “always good” vs.
“always bad” seems somewhat extreme…

Overall, I think there can be a role for regulation or outside intervention in at
least three general conditions:

1. Abusive practices create an unfair advantage for an individual or company.
Examples are laws against bribery or racketeering, some regulation of insider
trading, and regulations against some kinds of monopolistic practices (e.g.,
blatantly predatory pricing).

2. Laws and regulations to prevent indentured servitude or abusive working
conditions.

3. Seeding or nurturing of basic science research, or even new basic
technologies that are speculative or have very start up costs without any positive
return on investment in an agreeable time frame. This is probably the most
controversial area, and I will try to defend it below.

In a truly free market, government would not take action in any of the above
areas. Hopefully we can both agree that government intervention in at least the
first two areas above is justified by significant actual abuses that have occurred
in the past, even if we disagree on how much government action is appropriate.

Now, on to some specific points you made.

This is essentially Marx’ old argument for how free market capitalism would
abolish itself. It has a couple of big holes in it.

I wasn’t thinking about Marx at all when I made the comment, and I don’t think
that his agreement or disagreement with it has anything to do with whether the
argument is correct. Marx probably thought periodic bathing was a good idea
too; I doubt anyone will stop bathing because Marx thought that. 

One boils down to the difficulty of precisely defining “the market in X”.

This isn’t something I had thought about, but I agree with your argument here. I



would probably call much of it “market segmentation” rather than “different
markets,” but I don’t know if this is purely a matter of semantics or not. The kind
of monopolies I am concerned about are the ones relating to basic needs, where
a monopoly has a lock on a very important market and there are no available
alternatives, whether it is a scarce resource, a distribution channel, or a
manufactured product. On the other hand, many markets are probably not prone
to monopoly; for example, trees grow in a lot of places, one company could
probably never own a sizable fraction of all the farm land, and you can always
drive a basic car if you don’t want to pay for a high end sports car.

As new technologies emerge, old ones are abandoned, and even if a monopolist
had managed to establish itself in the context of the old technology, it is very
rarely able to retain its position – or even just to survive – when the technology
changes… Xerox and IBM are two examples which I particularly like…

Here I will both agree and disagree, but in different ways. I disagree because
this only works in many cases if the market is sufficiently free. A new competitor
must be able to establish itself enough to become a serious competitor, and new
technology won’t necessarily allow that if the established monopolist can use
predatory pricing to prevent the new competitor from making a profit, or if the
monopolist closes distribution channels to the hopeful competitor by using its
market power. Probably most importantly, there is nothing to prevent a
monopolist from seeing the need to adapt to the technological change by
adopting the new technology itself and then proceeding to use anticompetitive
practices to put the new competitor out of business before raising prices again.
The reason this works is that adoption of new technology is rarely immediate, so
the monopolist can use its power to buy time while adapting to the change.

The way I see it, your argument about technological change is primarily valid if
(1) the monopolist is incompetent and refuses to adapt to maintain dominance;
or (2) another company with a lot of resources and clout decides to enter the
monopolist’s market. I admit to grossly oversimplifying things by completely
ignoring international trade, and that probably throws into question a lot of what
I am arguing since a monopolist can’t exert much control in a country where it
has little presence. But the international market is even less free than the US
market, so I think it is hard to fully take that into account. And wage disparity
won’t be permanent in the presence of a free market.

If monopolists are effective in using the above anti-competitive practices, it
seems safe to say that there will be less and less interest by investors in funding
a new company that will compete primarily on the basis of new technology. I
think Microsoft is an excellent example — venture capitalists tend to steer clear
of funding companies that will compete with Microsoft, one reason being that
Microsoft has been very good at incorporating new ideas and thus depriving the
new competitor of a market.

Finally, I think the examples you gave of how new technologies can end
monopolies don’t really support your argument too well. They are great
examples of how companies can lose dominance or markets can dramatically
change due to new technology, but they all happened in a relatively free market.



If IBM hadn’t been restrained by the US government in the 1960s to 1980s, I
think there would be a lot more mainframe usage today. (As far as Xerox goes,
their inability to make money from great new technologies they invented outside
their core market is legendary; that says more about their incompetence than
anything else). Finally, a lot of the new technologies and markets are offshoots of
earlier ones, and they probably wouldn’t exist if the earlier ones hadn’t
established themselves. I don’t think you can come up with good supporting
arguments for your position that apply to a truly free market, because as far as I
know there is no history of that kind of free market existing, at least in “modern”
times. It is just “belief” on your part…

No, a government monopolist will squeeze much harder, in the absence of *any*
counterforce.

I was thinking of the Soviet Union when commenting that a government
monopolist will probably not be as inclined to try to extract the maximum
possible price for goods. Basic goods were often cheap; it’s just that their supply
was limited or nonexistent (a different problem). I was not trying to use that as
an argument in favor of central planning…

I think this has gotten long enough. I want to respond to some of your other
points, especially where you tried to argue that among my examples of
government involvement, none actually had an overall positive economic benefit.
(At least that seemed to be what you were claiming.) Some of my examples were
better than others (the farming one is probably questionable), but I think you are
extremely optimistic to think that the aircraft, electronics or communications
industries, for example, would be anything close to what they are now if the
government hadn’t supported their development and acted as a large, reliable
customer while the technologies established themselves and costs declined. But I
admit that is speculation.

Anyway, thanks for taking the time to reply to my past comments. I am definitely
learning from it, and it is getting me to think more about these issues.

2. Alejandro Rivero
July 13, 2005

But seriously, your definition, and the subsequent extinction of “planned
economy” species only proofs, from the point of view of evolution theory, that
planned economies had a disadvantage in the niche of “XXth century countries”.

Darwin’s theory does not have a concept of progress, just extinction.

3. Alejandro
July 13, 2005

I am imagining the sexual intercourse of two countries… well, mitosis seems a
more frequent process.

4. July 13, 2005



A.R. wrote:
Evolution theory is about species and niches, not about individuals. It is a shame
that divulgated evolution theory fails to stress this.

So what prevents me from defining the species of free market economies and
watching it outcompete the species of planned economies, with countries in the
role of individuals?

5. July 13, 2005

M wrote:
as Maynard mentioned a little while back, “friction” could be introduced into the
system to decrease that attractiveness of quick, low profit trades, for example a
tax on certain kinds of transactions

Such friction is already in place: it’s known as the spread, i.e. the difference
between bid and ask prices which ultimately lands in the pockets of brokers and
exchanges as payment for services rendered. No need for a tax. 

6. Alejandro Rivero
July 12, 2005

what does in fact, prevent a country from being considered a biological
organism?

You need species. Evolution theory is about species and niches, not about
individuals. It is a shame that divulgated evolution theory fails to stress this.

7. M
July 12, 2005

Hi Anonymous,

Thank you for your well reasoned reply to my comments about the Ren Tech
stragegy. I really appreciate your informed comments — I am learning from
them, and trying to learn something and test/modify my views is my motivation
for putting some energy into this topic.

At this point it seems like our views are not really in conflict, at least in matters
that are well understood. Just a couple of comments about what you wrote:

What actually seems to happen is that the competing technical systems quickly
start pre-empting and therefore neutralizing each other, as noted above. Even if
this weren’t the case, it’s hard to see how regulation could help.

I think JC mentioned something about this neutralization early on. It certainly
makes sense; one could probably predict this would happen. If this is indeed how
things play out, then there probabably wouldn’t be important, negative long term
consequences, meaning that this kind of trading didn’t offer significant new
efficiencies (i.e., that it was a short term tactical move borne of opportunity).

If, on the other hand, the trading strategy has meaningful negative consequences



then I believe regulators will try to step in and “fix” it. Note that I am not
arguing that they should step in, nor that such an attempt would be successful
(as you noted). On the other hand, I am not an absolutist; I think some kinds of
regulation do more good than harm, so I don’t have an opinion at this point. But
whatever I (or you) may think, if there is enough disruption and it is perceived as
negative, then I am confident that regulators will try to clamp down.

I agree that the kinds of regulation that you mentioned, such as limits on trades,
computer based trading and limits on trading volume would be either ineffective
or counterproductive. However, as Maynard mentioned a little while back,
“friction” could be introduced into the system to decrease that attractiveness of
quick, low profit trades, for example a tax on certain kinds of transactions (at a
minimum this would eliminate the benefit of using multiple brokers). Please note
that I am not advocating taxation of this sort, but mention it only as an example
of the many different tools a creative regulator could use. We’ll see how it all
plays out…

8. July 12, 2005

A.R. wrote:
Please let me apologise

No need to apologise.

A.R. wrote:
pricing mechanisms depend on availability, and that any market system, willing
to have exchange prices, must restrict availability by using ownership. The

same applies, intriguingly, in Estate regulated economies, except that ownership
is not exercised by individuals.

I agree, prices depend on availability; if you don’t want to run into scarcity and
oversupply problems, there’s no way around that. The problem when trying to
dictate prices, rather than letting the market find them on its own, is that you
are trying to perform and enormously complicated optimization task. You don’t
have all the relevant data to do it; if you did have all the data it would overwhelm
you; and if it somehow didn’t overwhelm you, you would just end up finding the
same optimal price point set by the market. So what was the point of all that
work, then?

A.R. wrote:
I fail to see how Spanish America was a *internal* colonisation.

Before they became independent countries, the Spanish, Portuguese (and Dutch,
and French, and British) colonies in the Americas were run as territories of the
respective coloniser, remember? And for a long time, they pretty much plodded
along according to the usual European model of the time, with kings, aristocrats
and priests running the show. The US got rolling only after it threw tea, taxes
and Britons back into the Atlantic and decided to start doing things its own way.
And not a minute too soon, I say!



A.R. wrote:
As for “evolution=confrontation”, I am pretty sure this is not a theory of
evolution as applied by the biologists

Watch countries, economies and social systems evolve, interact with their
environment and compete with each other over historical timescales (centuries,
millennia). How does this process differ from that of biological organisms
evolving, interacting with their environment and competing with each other?
(Now that you got me started, what does in fact, prevent a country from being
considered a biological organism in its own right?)

9. July 12, 2005

M wrote:
I am not aware of any truly free market in any developed, industrialized country

I must unfortunately agree. Such is the state of our world that we must choose
among the lesser among evils. 

M wrote:
a truly free market, i.e. a completely unregulated one, is in a kind of unstable
equilibrium. Left alone, some competitors will emerge as the strongest, and
monopolies form because there is nothing to prevent the most powerful from
becoming powerful enough to completely dominate their market.

This is essentially Marx’ old argument for how free market capitalism would
abolish itself. It has a couple of big holes in it.

One boils down to the difficulty of precisely defining “the market in X”. A silly
example: is there just one market in cars, or do Ferraris and SEATs really trade
on separate markets? Methinks they are really separate, and guess what – the
people who make the world’s best sport and luxury vehicles turn out to be really
bad at competing in the low end mass market, where they get handily beaten not
only by Seat but by a whole bunch of Japanese (and other) manufacturers
(behind the various corporate logos, it’s all FIAT, sometimes spelled out as Failed
Italian Attempt at Transportation… which is just plain wrong, at least if your
name happens to be Schumacher). Markets stratify and specialize, and
competition tends to reward those who concentrate on one segment. Even then,
it’s rarely the case that a single company completely dominates its segment for
long.

The second big hole has to do with the last two words in the previous paragraph:
“for long”. Schumpeter coined the phrase “creative destruction” to describe the
effects of technological development on companies. As new technologies emerge,
old ones are abandoned, and even if a monopolist had managed to establish itself
in the context of the old technology, it is very rarely able to retain its position –
or even just to survive – when the technology changes. When you get a little bit
older you start realising that the average time period involved – the duration of a
dominating position – is really quite short. You start thinking about it, and you
can rattle off one company after the other which totally dominated its market
when you were a child or a teenager, and now it’s gone – along with the market!



Are you old enough to remember mechanical watches from world-renowned
Swiss manufacturers (what were they even called?), mechanical calculators
(Facit), typewriters (Olivetti), Polaroid instant cameras, Xerox copiers, IBM
mainframes?

Xerox and IBM are two examples which I particularly like, because of all their
irony: the Palo Alto Research Center run by Xerox developed the mouse & GUI
computer interface which we all take for granted these days. Apple “borrowed”
it, using it first in a clumsy contraption called “Lisa” (after Job’s daughter, I think
– or was it Wozniak’s?) which bombed in the market, but which was followed by
the (need i say it?) wildly successful Mac line. All the while Xerox kept churning
out paper copiers, eventually waking up in reconstruction as the market for
paper copiers was largely killed by digital documents stored, processed and
viewed on (and occasionally printed from) computers with mouse & GUI
interfaces – their own technology! Meanwhile, IBM – king of corporate
computing – outsourced the task of developing an operating system for its
newfangled personal office computer to a two-bit startup calling itself Microsloth
or something… and in so doing created the largest computer market in history,
only to be pushed out of the hardware business by Dell and other low cost
manufacturers (do you even remember the time when those were called “clone
makers”?), while MS took over the software business (but for how much
longer?). Did you ever notice when IBM recently sold off the last remnants of its
PC business to a Chinese outfit? Probably less so than Apple’s announcement
that they are finally dropping IBM’s processors in favour of Intel’s. What IBM
does these days? Mainly “services”, which to a large extent seems to be about
keeping those old mainframes running at the premises of die-hard corporate
customers.

It’s not easy being a dominatic actor these days… not to mention a monopolist,
which strictly speaking is something else, a company which isn’t allowed to have
competitors (typically by political mandate, as in the common cases of tobacco,
alcohol and telecommunications), rather than one which is just very good at
beating them in the market (which must mean it’s doing something right in the
eyes of the consumers, or they would indeed favour the competition).

Now, I’ll give you this much: it’s conceivable that technologically mature
markets, where little further development is possible, may fall in the hands of a
dominating company, that such a company may abuse its dominating position in
various ways, and that the lack of creative destruction due to the lack of
technological competition will cement this dominating position for a long time. I
agree that such extraordinary circumstances may call for extraordinary
measures, presumably the breaking up of the company in smaller independent
units, as was done in the US with Standard Oil and with Bell. But such cases are
truly few and far between, and even the two big, historical ones which I just
mentioned are often taken as examples of the questionable wisdom of such
imposed breakups. Were they really necessary, or would technology have done
its job soon enough? Were they really not politically motivated, a la Lukoil? Were
ties between baby oils and baby bells really severed, behind the scenes? And
what was the net impact on the national economy? There’s plenty of material for
debate there.



M continued:
Society suffers as these monopolies extract the maximum price their markets will
bear without collapsing. Innovation suffers because as long as the monopolist
has a captive market there is little external economic pressure to improve
efficiency.

I most definitely disagree. The first sentence in the above quote describes a
situation of extreme economic duress for the customers, who will therefore be
extremely motivated to innovate their way out of their dependence on the
monopolist.

M. hoped that:
A government monopolist is probably not going to squeeze the consumer as hard
either.

No, a government monopolist will squeeze much harder, in the absence of *any*
counterforce. When the same people who run the businesses are the ones who
run the schools, the media, the courts and the government, exactly where are
you going to turn? And if there’s nowhere to turn, why would they not squeeze
you as hard as they can? Out of the goodness of their hearts?

M asked:
Was their inefficiency and ineffectiveness at meeting consumer needs due to the
fact that the businesses were monopolies (and hence had little motivation to
improve), or was it primarily attributable just to their central planning?

How can there be competition without a free market? How can there be central
planning with a free market? You can have one or the other, but not both.

M opined:
China seems to maintain a significant amount of central economic planning while
gradually freeing its markets by moving away from government monopolies and
toward privately owned businesses.

No. China maintains a political dictatorship, i.e. one party rule, state control over
the media, censorship, jailing and execution of dissidents, but has been
dismantling state run businesses and letting private ones run pretty much
undisturbed as long as they make money and nothing else (i.e. trouble, as in free
media). It’s not the first time the world sees this kind of mix between steel-fisted
political dictatorship and pretty free market economics; another releatively
recent example which comes to mind is Chile under Pinochet. As far as the
economy is concerned, it’s not more centrally planned than the US.

M then really made my day by reminding us all that:
The aircraft and electronics industries were extensively funded and nurtured to
maturity due to their usefulness for war.

Yes. States with lots of resources – ultimately always derived from taxation,
known as theft when any other entity engages in it – always do that, plow those
resources down into military expenditures of one kind or another. After relieving
their citizenry of the means needed to develop and build the weapons, they draft



– a practice known as slavery when any other entity engages in it – their sons
(and occasionally daughters) and send them out to kill other expendable young
people like themselves using said weapons. I guess that’s why you assumed, a
little while ago, that those who run state monopolies are inherently good and
won’t squeeze as hard as private “monopolists”, correct?

So, just to make sure that I got you right: states, i.e. the entities which use theft
and slavery to start and run wars, are inherently good; companies, which offer
goods on a free market for voluntary exchange, are inherently bad. Did I get that
quite right?

M claimed:
The Internet was originally a military project.

You are persumably thinking of ARPA-net, just one of the many – mostly
academic – networks which grew independently and then fused into the Internet
as we know it today. What made it into a mass phenomenon, hence relevant, was
(1) the WWW, which as we all know was originally dreamed up at CERN (on
European tax money, I’ll hand you that much) and (2) the mass availability of
PCs, for which we can thank Xerox, Apple, IBM, MS, Dell et.al., in various
degrees (see above).

M claimed:
The space industry would probably not exist yet without government funding.

My guess, which is at least as good as yours, is that communication, earth
resource and weather satellites – all most commercially viable – would be
orbiting the earth now even if not one dime of tax money had ever gone into
politically motivated moonwalks and other such nonsense, which historically
absorbed most of the funds thrown into the “space” bin. I agree we would most
probably not have those amazing videos of astronauts playing golf on the moon.
The loss!

M claimed:
The railroad industry was given a significant push due to government grants in
the 19th century.

The thought which never seems to enter the mind of those talking about
“government grants” is that the money in question came from somewhere – and
no, it wan’t from the government, it was from something known as taxes. So,
let’s see; first the government relieves workers and companies of their money,
then (after taking its “own” ample cut) it hands some of that money back in
various ways. That makes the government the giver of all good things? Let’s
imagine the unimaginable, that companies and workers had been allowed to
keep their money to do things like – oh, I don’t know, invest in railways, perhaps?
Do you seriously believe that profitable activities wouldn’t be undertaken without
the “aid” (actually, it should be properly called interference) of the government?

M continued:
Government funding of the intrastate and interstate highway systems involved
huge outlays of funds



Same illogic as for railroads.

M reached new highs with this:
Central planning has been important in maintaining the health of the farming
industry, for example in price supports to prevent boom and bust cycles.

Surely even you are aware that the farming “industry” in both the US and the EU
is an unmitigated scandal, living off subsidies and protected by trade barriers
against third world countries, all amounting to far more money being poured on
fat Western farmers than what goes in “aid” to starving ones in the third world,
the whole revolting state-run business resulting in Western consumers (yes, the
same ones who finance the farm subsidies with their tax money) paying far more
than they would in a free market for products which could be imported cheaply
from people who are literally dying for a chance to sell their crops?

The “health” of the US, EU (and to some extent Japanese) farming industry is
nothing but. Farming is – or rather, should be – a business like all others. If it
can’t be run profitably, it shouldn’t be run at all. Those “healthy” farms which
you are looking at zombies. The sooner they are put to rest for good, the less
further damage they will do.

M continued:
The Federal Reserve Board uses its power over the credit markets to try to keep
things stable

The artificially low interest rates dictated by the Federal Reserve Board (which,
needless to say, should not be allowed to dictate any interest rates at all – there
is no reason why the optimal price for borrowing money shouldn’t be set freely
by the market, no matter what the duration of the loan) have created a whole
series of bubbles, too long to even start rattling it off here. If you really believe
the current situation is stable, I suggest that, as a first step, you peek at a chart
over total US debt.

M then surprised me with:
and many would say that currently its policy of maintaining artifically low
interest rates continues to encourage unnaturally rapid price increases in many
housing markets.

Yes, that’s the most well-advertised of the current Fed-induced bubbles. I
thought you were talking about stability?

M correctly summed up thusly:
All in all, I think one could make a good argument that even the US has
significant elements of central planning

I must unfortunately agree.

M then again lost me with:
and that overall it has been to the good of the economy and society

The US is great because it’s less regulated and central planned, i.e. more free,



than most other countries. The US could be far greater still if it really lived up to
the spirit of what got it started in the first place: that little tax revolt known as
the Boston Tea Party.

10. July 12, 2005

M wrote:
there is something about the use of blind, automated trading, based only on
recent activity without regard to any kind of fundamentals, that bothers me

There, now you put your foot right in the ever-raging debate between
fundamental and technical traders. 

Most technicians would probably tell you that all available information is already
priced into to market, so studying fundamentals is just a laborious and error-
prone way of finding out what you can learn immediately from the price and
volume charts. The fundamentalists would counter this by asking: ah, but what
information can there be in a chart if every trader just looks at market action and
nobody bothers to analyze the fundamentals any longer? My (obvious) answer is
that, sooner or later, such behaviour will result in a bubble, with financial
markets detaching themselves from the realities of the underlying real economy
and taking on a brief but spectacular life all of their own.

But, and here we come full circle, if you study the past behaviour of markets – as
you must, if you want to be a technical trader – you can’t avoid learning about
the existence of bubbles. In fact, you’ll get to know all kinds of interesting
historical examples (tulip mania, South Sea Bubble, DJI ~1929, NDX ~2000…). If
you are hard core enough, you will even find technical bubble signatures like the
log-periodic oscillations of Sornette et.al.; but what you’ll defintely learn is the
necessity of always keeping a watchful eye at least on a few fundamental
indicators like price over earnings growth. Not to trade on from day to day –
that’s futile – but at the very least as rough cuts to keep you out of the worst
trouble, and more generally to give you a sense of overall direction over the
longer term.

Now, I don’t know what RenTech is doing – I guess nobody outside the company
does, or is allowed to tell, at least – but if they are half as successful as claimed, I
find it extremely hard to believe that they are not throwing fundamentals into the
longer term part of their statistical analysis.

M continued:
This, in a sense, is indeed an efficiency improvement, although it is only of
benefit to Ren. Tech’s clients rather than the investment community as a whole.

It’s so tempting to quip “what’s good for RenTech is good for the markets”, but
as long as they don’t pay me to do that, I’ll try to take a broader view.

So, let’s remember who’s at the other side of trades entered by speculators.
Another speculator? That’s one possibility. In that case, each individual trade
may be a zero-sum game between speculators, but the sum of all those trades
provides much of the previously mentioned liquidity and price discovery.



Consider for instance the passage of Dennis through the Mexican Gulf. Last
Friday, nobody could tell for sure whether the oil rigs and
ports in the region would be hit, and if so how badly, and what the consequences
would be for oil production and availability.

Companies which depend on a steady flow of oil were looking at a risk. Now, the
first thing which you want to do when dealing with a risk is quantify it. That
means answering the question: how bad can it get? The activities of speculators
in the oil futures markets provided an educated answer to that question, based
on weather reports and publically available information about the daily volume of
oil produced and off-loaded in the Gulf, the positions and repair status of oil rigs
and ports, the safety measures (like taking personnel off platforms and
suspending port operations) of companies in the region and so on. This
amounted to a pretty sophisticated analysis, performed in real time in a
distributed fashion by a large number of independent agents, all acting in – and
sharply motivated by – their own self-interest. The consensus emerging from this
operation, weighted by degree of conviction (a good measure of analysis effort
spent) and speculative resources (a good measure of analysis resources) could
be looked up as it evolved, tick by tick, by anyone with nternet access. That’s a
pretty good societal service.

But returning to the question of who’s at the other side of the trade: the other
major possibility, if it isn’t a speculator, is that it’s a commercial trying to insure
against a risk, a.k.a. a hedger. That’s the second thing you want to do when
dealing with a risk: after
you’ve quantified it, if you determine that circumstances call for it, you buy
insurance against it. Last Friday, if you were a commercial depending on the
price of oil for your operations, you could have bought insurance against supply
disruptions in the form of oil futures or call options. The counterpart would have
been a speculator, willing to take on the risk in exchange for the prospect of a
profit.

And here we find the answer to your question: if this speculator is successful, it’s
because it has good risk management and analysis. From your point of view as a
commercial seeking insurance, good risk management means that your
counterpart won’t go bust and prove unable to pay you when it’s time to close
the trade; good analysis means that it can take on larger volumes and offer you a
better price than other speculators, who are less confident about the future
direction of oil prices. Remember, when a commercial goes to the futures or
options market to buy insurance, the speculators have to bid for the
commercial’s business.

M correctly observed:
it seems the game now starts to change. Trading activity is now influenced by
the same trading considerations as before, but an additional influence also starts
to become important: the behavior of the automated trading systems themselves

True. It’s often observed by technical traders that once an indicator becomes
widely known and used, its efficiency declines rapidly, as everybody starts pre-
empting its signals. To the extent that trading is a zero-sum game between



speculators, this inevitably kills the profitability of the indicator, since all traders
can’t possibly make money from it at the same time. The same reasoning applies
when you employ statistical analysis to find patterns in past market action. You
may not know the explicit form of the indicator(s) being used by your speculating
counterparts, but if you can deduce how they’ll respond to future moves, that’s
close enough. You’ll still have neutralized their advantage. So off they go to the
drawing board (or, more likely, to the computer) to cook up something new.

And so do you.

I believe biology has plenty of behaviours and physical characteristics evolved in
such a manner, with predators and preys, or even males and females of the same
species successively adapting to each other’s adaptations in previous rounds.

M continued:
Over time, if blind, automated trading systems become the norm (as they would
in an unregulated environment if they are more efficient than older systems),
then I would expect an important shift in the rationality of affected kinds of
speculative activity.

What actually seems to happen is that the competing technical systems quickly
start pre-empting and therefore neutralizing each other, as noted above.

Even if this weren’t the case, it’s hard to see how regulation could help. Are we
going to prohibit thinking up new trading strategies? How would such regulation
be enforced? Prohibit computer-based trading? Bye bye NASDAQ – and just
about every modern exchange in the world (even the last few strongholds of
open outcry run electronic trading networks and will probably be fully screen
based in a a few more years). Impose a limit on the number or speed of trades?
Just sign up with more brokers, trade through more exchanges or make larger
block trades (the latter really bad news for anyone wishing to see smooth, liquid,
continuous market
action). Impose a limit on daily volatility? Done already, after the crash of 1987 –
automated trading systems were conveniently blamed, so automatic circuit
breakers were put in place which would prevent a repeat performance (and
proved pretty useless in 2000 and 2001; all they did was protact the agony
rather than have it all go down in one full swoop).

Ultimately, I just don’t see with what *right* a third party could come in and
impose such regulations on the participants in a free
market. Those who want to trade a market do, those who don’t want to don’t;
those who want to start up a new market with their own rules can do so, too (and
do, like the bunch of ECNs for stock trading which started up in the late 90s; the
flavor of the day seems to be emission rights trading).

11. Alejandro Rivero
July 12, 2005

Dear anonymous,

Please let me apologise by the translation problem in the word “value”, and



blame myself with Machado: “Solo un necio confunde valor con precio”. It seems
to me, and this was my whole point, that pricing mechanisms depend on
availability, and that any market system, willing to have exchange prices, must
restrict availability by using ownership. The same applies, intriguingly, in Estate
regulated economies, except that ownership is not exercised by individuals.

I fail to see how Spanish America was a *internal* colonisation. As for Siberian,
as you say, there is a component lacking: the willingness to go there and to stay
there.

Of course I do not like the old Spanish (et al) system of imposed values. Your
suggestion surprised me, and it shows that I did not got to make myself clear in
the previous posting.

As for “evolution=confrontation”, I am pretty sure this is not a theory of
evolution as applied by the biologists. Discussion could be perhaps a bit off from
the blog entry topic, economy+physics.

12. M
July 12, 2005

Hi Anonymous,

You wrote:

There is a system of resource allocation which is theoretically understood and
empirically known to work very, very well: the free market. There is an
alternative system of resource allocation which is theoretically understood and
empirically known not to work well at all, leading to all sorts of imbalances
(scarcities of needed goods and surpluses of unwanted ones) and typically
collapsing after a few decades: central planning.

First, I agree that overall, free markets are much preferable to centrally planned
economies, and probably for similar reasons to yours. However, I am not aware
of any truly free market in any developed, industrialized country, even though
the U.S. probably comes as close to that “ideal” as any.

I enclosed “ideal” in quotation marks because I think it is hard to argue that a
truly free market is desirable for society as a whole, just as a centrally planned
economy (the other extreme) is not desirable. From what I understand, a truly
free market, i.e. a completely unregulated one, is in a kind of unstable
equilibrium. Left alone, some competitors will emerge as the strongest, and
monopolies form because there is nothing to prevent the most powerful from
becoming powerful enough to completely dominate their market. At the point of
monopoly the market is no longer free; the central planners aren’t in
government, but they are in the company headquarters. Society suffers as these
monopolies extract the maximum price their markets will bear without
collapsing. Innovation suffers because as long as the monopolist has a captive
market there is little external economic pressure to improve efficiency. And so
on. I don’t think any of this is very controversial; it seems to be the way things
have gone in times past when there was little regulation. I also imagine that you



would favor government regulation to keep it from happening, provided it is kept
to the minimum necessary to keep the markets as free as possible.

The centrally planned economy you mentioned most prominently, the Soviet
Union, is interesting because it also had government ownership of production.
Thus, according to my understanding the government was also the monopolist in
all key markets, which may be worse than having the different monopolists that
emerge in a truly free market, but if so it seems more a matter of degree. (A
government monopolist is probably not going to squeeze the consumer as hard
either.) So an interesting question arises: Was their inefficiency and
ineffectiveness at meeting consumer needs due to the fact that the businesses
were monopolies (and hence had little motivation to improve), or was it primarily
attributable just to their central planning?

Also interestingly, China seems to maintain a significant amount of central
economic planning while gradually freeing its markets by moving away from
government monopolies and toward privately owned businesses. Since it
continues to grow at a strong rate and is emerging as increasingly powerful on
the world stage, it seems their example argues more against monopolies than
central planning as the primary economic evil. But since giving up their
monopolies means the government has less direct control, it may be hard to
distinguish between the two.

Even in the United States, government involvement has interfered with the
natural course of free markets, but at least sometimes it has had very positive
economic consequences. For example, consider the aircraft, space, electronics,
railroad and automobile industries in the United States, which have been
extremely important economically; at different times at least the automobile and
electronics industries have been the single largest manufacturing employers in
the US. The aircraft and electronics industries were extensively funded and
nurtured to maturity due to their usefulness for war. The Internet was originally
a military project. The space industry would probably not exist yet without
government funding. The railroad industry was given a significant push due to
government grants in the 19th century. Government funding of the intrastate and
interstate highway systems involved huge outlays of funds and made the
automobile more desirable. Central planning has been important in maintaining
the health of the farming industry, for example in price supports to prevent boom
and bust cycles. The Federal Reserve Board uses its power over the credit
markets to try to keep things stable, and many would say that currently its policy
of maintaining artifically low interest rates continues to encourage unnaturally
rapid price increases in many housing markets. All in all, I think one could make
a good argument that even the US has significant elements of central planning
and that overall it has been to the good of the economy and society.

13. M
July 12, 2005

Hi Anonymous,

Well, am finally getting around to responding to you about your last comment in



the discussion about computer-based trading of the kind Ren Tech seems to use,
and whether it contributes any additional value to society or is just opportunistic.
You seemed to take the view that it contributes new value in terms of improved
efficiency:

Just like technological competition between car manufacturers results in better
cars for their customers, techonological competition between speculators results
in better risk reduction, liquidity and price discovery for theirs (i.e. the
“respectable” market participants).

You may be right, but there is something about the use of blind, automated
trading, based only on recent activity without regard to any kind of
fundamentals, that bothers me. Recall that I agree speculators provide an
important service. I also agree with you that efficiency improvements are
important; they improve productivity. If an automobile manufacturer introduces
significant efficiency improvements, competitors will notice and introduce their
own improvements or probably lose market share. Similarly, if a large investment
management firm produces superior returns due to rapid, automated trading
systems, then its competitors will take notice and either introduce their own
similar efficiencies or suffer competitive loss.

Where I think the efficiency argument starts to break down is as follows. If the
comment by “R” is indicative, i.e.,

RenTech has a large historical database of stock market price movements. The
price movements have a lot of random noise, but also significant signals. The job
is to identify the signals…

then the trading strategy includes analyzing historical indicators together with
current activity and then making trades accordingly. This, in a sense, is indeed
an efficiency improvement, although it is only of benefit to Ren. Tech’s clients
rather than the investment community as a whole. Assuming they maintain
superior returns, others can be expected to employ similar tactics. However, it
seems the game now starts to change. Trading activity is now influenced by the
same trading considerations as before, but an additional influence also starts to
become important: the behavior of the automated trading systems themselves.
Historical data and analyses don’t fully reflect the trading patterns of these
computer systems; trades by them are done for different reasons than the
historical ones. So the trading systems must adapt to this new trading force;
automated trading systems must factor in the activity of competing automated
trading systems. Over time, if blind, automated trading systems become the
norm (as they would in an unregulated environment if they are more efficient
than older systems), then I would expect an important shift in the rationality of
affected kinds of speculative activity. Trading activity may become less
comprehensible to human traders, since blind, automated trading is at least one
step removed from the historical forces that drive speculation (e.g., natural
disasters, changes in political climate, changes in economic indicators).

Left unchecked by regulation, I can imagine several kinds of undesirable
consequences. Having rapid, automated trading as a significant force in



speculative markets could make these markets less stable. People may be
relatively slow, but this slowness can improve stability; significantly reducing this
time by automation reduces feedback. Second, if having an automated trading
system is the price of entry into some speculative markets, smaller investors
except for the very brightest will probably be driven out. It is hard to see how
the resulting concentration of power would be a good thing. Finally, if the nature
of speculative trading changes significantly enough, it seems it will be less
effective in providing its historical value to the economy.

I guess I’m saying that I don’t see more than a superficial parallel between
traditional efficiency improvements (e.g., in car manufacturing) where economic
benefits are fairly clear, and efficiency improvements in speculative trading due
to technical data driven automated trading. If the hazards I mentioned become
reality then I would expect regulators to step in. If none of those hazards became
important then it would probably be because the automated trading systems
weren’t all that effective after all. Either way, I still don’t see how the enconomy
as a whole will benefit from them; it still seems more like opportunism than
additional value to society.

14. July 12, 2005

A.R. wrote:
proving that a system/theory/whatever is incorrect does not prove that an
alternative id./id./id is correct.

No, but pitting alternative systems against each other under varying conditions
and seeing which one does better is a perfectly valid way to find out which one
works best (biologists know the concept well as “evolution”). By now, only
somebody incredibly (read willingly) ignorant of history could claim other than
this kind of competitive stress test has been done many, many times over, always
with the same result: planned economies fail (typically killing millions in the
process), free market economies thrive.

A.R. also wrote:
As for free markets, the problem to me is not freedom, but market. In the sense
of valuation, because I feel that the methods to impose value upon objects are
defective.

This statement shows that your problem is very much freedom. Freedom means
that each individual chooses for him- or herself what constitutes value, and acts
accordingly. There is no such thing as “methods to impose value” in a free
market, only methods to peacefully achieve mutual, voluntary agreement on the
correct *price* of X in terms of Y (and vice versa), leading to the optimal
availability of *both*. If you value X more than Y, you give som Y in exchange for
some X. If you value Y more than X, you give some X in exchange for some Y.
Free market economies don’t impose preferences and values.

Imposing values, i.e. telling others what they should like and dislike, want and
not want, demand and abhor – that’s the business of dictatorships, which
centrally planned economies must inevitably be.



It’s obvious from your statements that your real reason to dislike free market
economies is that they extract the fair price for the things which *you* value –
let’s venture a guess, time to think about physics. It would be much nicer to get
all that time for free, wouldn’t it? Except there is no such thing as a free lunch. If
you don’t pay for it, somebody else has to do so instead.

That’s what imposing values ultimately means: forcing others to pay for what
you, not they, want. No longer voluntary agreements, a.k.a. trade, but brute
force. That’s what you are advocating.

A.R. also wrote:
internal colonisation -go go west- was really a very special prerrogative of the
USA

No dear, it wasn’t. The medieval kingdoms of Spain and Portugal, incidentally
societies much more in line with your preferences of imposed values, had the
same prerogative in Latin America, and see how well that served them. Or if
you’d prefer to talk about the Soviet Union, there was plenty of internal
colonisation going on there too. Of course, those invaluable Siberian oil fields
were not exactly created by voluntary workers, now were they?

15. Alejandro Rivero
July 11, 2005

Note that proving that a system/theory/whatever is incorrect does not prove that
an alternative id./id./id is correct. I believe this has been already argued in this
blog when discussing about Quantum Gravity (or in physicsforums?) and I do not
see apropiate to repeat all of it.

As for free markets, the problem to me is not freedom, but market. In the sense
of valuation, because I feel that the methods to impose value upon objects are
defective. Time ago I dreamt of developing a “Physics of Ownership” by studying
first valueless, scale invariant, markets as if they were fixed points, and then
taking value -either via private or public retention, er, ownership- as a
perturbation, analysing relevant and irrelevant parameters etc.

(PS: internal colonisation -go go west- was really a very special prerrogative of
the USA, and it distorts the whole perspective)

16. July 11, 2005

Bah! To this day, even after the loss of the oil-rich, former Soviet republics in the
south, Russia remains one of the planet’s largest oil producers and exporters.
The Soviet Union of old controlled one sixth of Earth’s surface and was
essentially self-sufficient in natural resources – or would have been, had it not
been utterly unable to manage its natural wealth due to its dysfunctional central
planning system of waste and corruption.

So much for oil.

As for colonisation, it was certainly neither invented by nor a prerogative of free
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market economies. Historically, every kingdom and empire which had the
capacity to engage in that practice did so, right up to the last one of them, the
former Soviet Empire, whose adventures in South East Asia, Africa and Latin
America surely aren’t unknown to you. But needless to say, even that couldn’t
save its fundamentally flawed system.

17. Alejandro Rivero
July 10, 2005

There is a system of resource allocation which is theoretically understood and
empirically known to work very, very well: the free market.

I deny any scientific meaning to “empirically” above. Such empirical source was
not under controlled conditions, and a blank experiment does not exist. Most
free markets economies have enjoyed an external resource inflow from external
(EU) or internal (US) colonisation process, and this inflow could cause the
delusion of efficiency.

Additionally, the availability of oil during the XXth century, sometimes becoming
almost a free energy source, cast doubts about the equilibrium state.

18. July 9, 2005

There is a system of resource allocation which is theoretically understood and
empirically known to work very, very well: the free market.

There is an alternative system of resource allocation which is theoretically
understood and empirically known not to work well at all, leading to all sorts of
imbalances (scarcities of needed goods and surpluses of unwanted ones) and
typically collapsing after a few decades: central planning.

So, you have a plate of good food and a plate of poison. Which mix of the two are
you suggesting is optimal? 50% food and 50% poison? 90% food and 10% poison?

In a free market, the allocation between “planners” (i.e. investors, speculators,
traders and what have you) and producers of other goods is self-regulated by it
just like the allocation between producers of any set of goods. Supply goes where
there is demand to support it, or it will quickly be starved out and move on to
other businesses.

In a planned economy, even just a “partially” planned one like European social
democracies, allocation decisions are made by politicians and bureocrats, i.e.
people who have neither the analytic capabilities nor the information necessary
to make sensible decisions, who are not constrained by the feedback
mechanisms which make free markets self-correcting and whose own self-
interest always calls for one thing only: steal more, spend more.

In one word, poison.

19. Maynard Handley
July 8, 2005



What good does trading provide?

In a certain sense the financial markets are the world’s planning department;
they sift through various proposals for how to invest money and choose those
that appear to be most likely to generate profit. This is very obvious in the case
of venture capitalists, it is somewhat more roundabout in the case of buying
stock at the NYSE and thereby “voting” for or against Apple computer.

Now one can levy at least two different types of criticism against this activity.
* The first is generic “anti-money” sort of criticism, saying things like “the value
of a new product is more (eg perhaps some medicine) or less (a newer bigger
SUV) than just how much money it will make”. There’s probably validity to this
argument, but beyond this overall agreement, people seem unable to make
useful progress on either how to measure this beyond-money value, or how to
construct a society (based on real human beings subject to all the corruption and
evil of real human beings) to put into place these “beyond-money” ideas. So I
find this line of criticism rather sterile.
* A second line of criticism is to accept the necessity of the current system, but
to quibble with details of it. The drugs vs SUVs issue can be tinkered with using
taxes and CAFE standards, for example. Specifically, nnow, the issue is, yes these
people are doing useful work in planning how the world should invest its money
BUT
(a) don’t reach a limit in terms of the value of this planning? Having 1% (to pick
a number) of the world’s brain power spent on the task may be worthwhile, but
perhaps the extra 1% spent taking this to 2% of the world’s brain power is better
spent on making the things we’ve already planned to do work better?
(b) isn’t most of the energy thrown at the problem actually involved in a zero
sum game of attacking other participants in this space, meaning that reducing
the amount of effort (brain power and computational power) thrown at the
problem even by a factor of 10 would lead to precious little difference in the
actual planning outcomes?
I personally think both of these are perfectly valid criticisms, and I think society
would be better off acting on them. For example small amounts of friction thrown
into the system (transaction taxes, higher income taxes etc) would, IMHO, have
pretty much zero influence on the actual outcomes for society, but would reduce
the value of the exercise for many participants, thereby encouraging them to go
off and do something more useful for society.
(Naturally, of course, those in power would disagree with this claim. As always,
use some common sense and ask yourself “cui bono”?)

These ideas are explored at great length in Doug Henwood’s book _Wall Street_,
available for download at
http://www.wallstreetthebook.com/

20. r
July 7, 2005

Since I have known a few experimental physicists who have gone to RenTech, I
thought a few late comments might be in order. But – warning – I have also heard
a few math/physics and Wall Street talks, so I might be confusing some of these
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talks with some of the private RenTech discussions, or with discussions with
others who know the RenTech people.

RenTech has a large historical database of stock market price movements. The
price movements have a lot of random noise, but also significant signals. The job
is to identify the signals. It seems the technical people, who come from a variety
of backgrounds and thus have different perspectives on how one identifies
signals, basically are running an ongoing research project in which they put
proposed signals into the model, and then test these against the historical data.

I know little about the details of what they do. They do mention signing
confidentiality agreements. From either them or others I recall terms like scale
invaiance, Wigner random matrix theory, and Markovian statistics. My
impression was that they just tend to be a little smarter / faster than other
people, rather than being simply contrarian. But a friend’s impression was that
they are simply better at hedging their risks, as opposed to really finding signals.
So draw your own conclusions from this.

21. Alex R
July 5, 2005

M wrote: The contrarian approach can evidently be successful if properly used,
but one needs to be intelligent about it. … For example, I observe that nobody is
building portable compact disc players with vacuum tube circuitry, but I also
predict that if you decide to act contrary to this “majority opinion” and start
building vacuum tube-based CD players that you won’t make billions of dollars
from it. 

While I, too, have problems with “contrarianism” as an investment philosophy
(for example: what happens when *everyone* is trying to be contrarian?), I can’t
resist pointing out that even your off-the-cuff “observation” about vacuum-tube
based CD-players is incorrect. (OK, strictly speaking, I don’t know how many of
these are portable, and I doubt anyone is making billions of dollars in this
market, but the market is there.)

The point here is not so much that one should be contrary for the sake of being
contrary, but that many people make unquestioned assumptions about things
based on conventional wisdom or common knowledge, and that it can pay to
*discover* what those unquestioned assumptions are (often the hardest part!)
and to *question* the conventional wisdom they are based on.

22. July 5, 2005

Yeah, right.

23. Arun
July 4, 2005

There are too many errors in the previous to correct on a blog devoted to Not
Even Wrong physics theories. So I’ll say no more.

http://www.google.com/search?q=%22vacuum+tube%22+cd
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24. July 4, 2005

Arun wrote:

“Profit is the market economy’s measure of the value of the good being
provided” is simply wrong.

No. It depends on how you interpret “good being provided”. Using your implied
interpretation, the statement would be technically correct if it said “added value”
instead of just “value”. If you separate out “the good being provided” as what’s
added by the provider, and the rest of it (e.g. materials required to produce it) as
just being passed along, the “added” is implied and the statement is technically
correct as is.

Not that any of this silly marking of words is of any relevance to the point made.

Arun also wrote:
Secondly, there would be lot of profits being made by some traders if the USA
had fifty currencies instead of one. The economic benefit of having one currency
however outweighs all these profits.

Perhaps. So what? Given any set of currencies, it’s better to have speculators
trading them freely than not having speculators trading them freely. That’s the
point.

Arun the illogically added:
Similarly, it is not at all obvious that speculators are doing something useful

First of all, there is no similarity between the arguments; and secondly, it’s quite
obvious that speculators are indeed doing something useful, as previously
pointed out. And, I may add, they are doing it of their own free will, with their
own money, coercing nobody into trading with them – so what’s your problem,
exactly?

Arun continued:
or whether they are simply living off an inefficiency of the market economy

Elementary knowledge of economics would tell you that it’s exactly the process
of “living off inefficiencies”, a.k.a. arbitrage, that minimizes those inefficiencies.

Wherfeafter Arun surprisingly did admit that:
The market economy is simply an optimizing machine.

The best one there is. And incidentally the only moral one, since it’s the only one
based on participants acting out of free mutual consent for mutual benefit. What
more could you possibly ask for?

25. Tony Smith
July 4, 2005

M said “… speculative activity is … important in other fields like science or art,
notwithstanding the many, inevitable dead ends …”.



Is conventional superstring theory analogous to a dead-end speculative bubble ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

26. Arun
July 4, 2005

“Profit is the market economy’s measure of the value of the good being
provided” is simply wrong. The market economy’s value for a good being
provided is the price of the good. The value of a United Airlines flight is the same
as the value of an equivalent Southwest Airlines flight – that is why the ticket
prices cannot be substantially different. That one company makes a profit while
the other is in bankruptcy is a measure of the different costs incurred by the
respective airlines, and not a difference in the value of the good to the market
economy.

Secondly, there would be lot of profits being made by some traders if the USA
had fifty currencies instead of one. The economic benefit of having one currency
however outweighs all these profits. As a matter of fact, the market economy is
***more efficient*** by having one currency instead of fifty. Similarly, it is not at
all obvious that speculators are doing something useful, or whether they are
simply living off an inefficiency of the market economy similar to that of having
fifty currencies.

The market economy will also yield efficiences and profits in the sale of slaves or
narcotics just as well as in derivatives. The market economy is simply an
optimizing machine. The economic activity, profits, etc., or making hte optimizing
machinery work better are not a justification for what we ought to or ought not
to trade in, or whether some forms of trading have any social value or not.

27. July 4, 2005

The improvement of speculative trading methods (e.g. by automation and more
refined statistical analysis) means by definition that the speculator’s business
becomes more profitable. Profit is the market economy’s measure of the value of
the good being provided. Hence, the improvement of speculative trading
methods increases the speculator’s value to the economy.

See it like this: a bad (i.e. unsuccessful) speculator doesn’t survive as a
speculator for long, and can therefore not keep providing the aforementioned
valuable services (risk reduction, liquidity, price discovery) to others. A
successful speculator can; a more successful speculator can do it more, and
more efficiently.

Just like technological competition between car manufacturers results in better
cars for their customers, techonological competition between speculators results
in better risk reduction, liquidity and price discovery for theirs (i.e. the
“respectable” market participants).

28. M

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


July 4, 2005

Hi Dick and Anonymous,

Actually, I wasn’t thinking about speculators in general, just the kind of rapid,
computer-based trading systems such as what Sean mentioned Renaissance
uses. I fully agree with you that speculators play a valuable role in the economy,
provided it is not excessive (and speculative activity is likewise important in
other fields like science or art, notwithstanding the many, inevitable dead ends).

On the other hand, my understanding is that this kind of computer-based
speculative trading does not provide a service that didn’t already exist — market
makers of various kinds already have established their niches and seem to have
efficiently performed their services to the markets for some time now. Thus, it
seems that automated, proprietary trading systems that offer superior returns to
a single investment company’s customers do not provide a similar benefit to the
economy as a whole, unless of course that company is the sole occupant of its
niche. Without providing new value, the net effect of this strategy on the overall
economy would basically be to redistribute existing wealth rather than create
new wealth. This seems more like opportunism, and I don’t see that as something
to admire…

29. carl
July 4, 2005

As far as physicists being impressed by money, I recall an invited talk by S.
Thorpe at a particle physics seminar on the subject of how he made $93 million.

That would have been about 1984 or 85. I read his book on black jack, so after
this many years I can’t recall if his talk included that subject, or was entirely on
how he was making money based on options pricing.

Carl

30. Andreas
July 3, 2005

Of course, there are societal benefits to expect from speculators if society itself
is perceived as a market. While many intelligent and respectable individuals
indeed see society as a great market place, such a perception is a bizarre
delusion of human reality. Unfortunately, this distorted vision leads global society
into crisis.

31. July 3, 2005

There are several well known answers to the question of market speculation’s
societal value.

1) Speculators assume financial risks in exchange for future returns (hopefully).
Those risks don’t come out of the blue; they come from the balance books of
people who do not want or can not afford them. By taking over those risks,



speculators perform a service.

2) The presence of speculators in the market makes ir more liquid, improving its
ability to accomodate long term investors and commercial operators when they
need to perform market operations in the course of their respectable business.

3) Closely related to point 2: speculators improve the market’s ability to function
as a price discovery mechanism, i.e. a way to determine the current value of an
asset you hold. If you are a commercial company or long term investor, you feel a
lot happier knowing not only that there are many buyers and sellers of the stuff
on your books, but also knowing at what price they are willing to trade right now,
not a week or a month ago.

So yes, unlike string theorists (just to pick a random example) speculators
perform very useful services for the economy and therefore for society as a
whole.

32. Dick Thompson
July 3, 2005

M, you said

… The Code actually does the buying and selling, much faster than a human ever
could. And it doesn’t know, or care, what it is buying or selling; all it knows are
the statistics of past performance.

The question that comes to mind is, where the value to society in that? No value
is being produced except to those who invested in Rennaisance or work there (at
least that I can see), and even there, such a strategy basically seems like a zero
sum game.

The value that arbitrageurs, hedgers and such provide to the generality is
making a market. Providing opportunities for others to buy and sell where they
might not otherwise have had the opportunity. The fact that the code can do this
at blinding speed is all to the good.

33. Arun
July 3, 2005

M, I too wonder. If there is, e.g., social value in trading currencies, currency
futures, hedging against currency rate fluctuations, then the US could do itself
great good by letting each state have its own currency, creating so much more
opportunity to play these games. The Euro was then a step backwards and so on.

34. M
July 3, 2005

Regarding my earlier question about differences in viewpoint between
physicists/mathematicians and the population as a whole in the respect/awe
given to those who have accumulated great wealth:



It seems like most people who gave an opinion don’t see a lot of difference
between those who are highly educated in analytical fields like physics and
mathematics and the general population when it comes to views about great
wealth. There is good food for thought in the responses, at least for me. I
especially liked Andreas’ thoughts about the limited correlation between wisdom
and intellect/education, and how that might limit significant differences from the
general population; it makes sense to me.

I also agree with Walt that having $2.5 billion would eliminate the need to worry
about income, potentially freeing up time to do physics or mathematics. But I
think this potential is kind of an illusion. If you have that much money and you
are like most people, your wealth is going to have a major impact on what you do
with your time. If you are conscientious you will try to manage your money
carefully, which takes time; even if you let others do the managing, you will still
need to pay attention, and it seems like that would interfere with creativity. If
you are more carefree, you will spend a lot of that money freely, and that too will
be a distraction from intense, creative thought. Either way, it seems like great
wealth would be more of a hindrance than a help to doing good physics or math.

However, I do agree that financial independence is desirable for doing good work
for its own sake. Worries about money kill creativity and lead people to direct
their energies to meet practical demands, like career growth or just getting by.
As Peter and others have repeatedly pointed out, the need to follow what is
popular just to survive is not healthy for science.

But… How much money is needed for that independence? Billions? Hardly — it is
hard to see how anyone could productively use more than $100 million or so for
their own needs. That would buy a very nice house, a yacht, maybe a private
island, and leave plenty of money left over to live comfortably. I guess that is part
of the reason I would naively hope that highly educated, analytical people might
have less envy or awe of billionaires than the general population — they could
see that beyond a certain point there is little practical advantage to having more
wealth. Beyond that point, it seems like its main benefit is to keep score, to have
bragging rights to making the most dough. It seems like there is no place for
worrying about being in the really big financial leagues if a person loves science,
the attainment of knowledge and understanding, and who strives to make a
contribution there. (I am omitting philanthropy as a major issue. It is great when
wealthy people spread it around, but I can’t imagine that very many people
become wealthy just so they can be philanthropists.)

Something Sean said about a strategy of Rennaisance Technologies disturbs me
at another level:

… The Code actually does the buying and selling, much faster than a human ever
could. And it doesn’t know, or care, what it is buying or selling; all it knows are
the statistics of past performance.

The question that comes to mind is, where the value to society in that? No value
is being produced except to those who invested in Rennaisance or work there (at
least that I can see), and even there, such a strategy basically seems like a zero



sum game. Because there is no new value, wealth is merely being redistributed
rather than created. Society as a whole does not benefit; only the names of the
winners and losers change. I guess I don’t see what is admirable about playing
games like that, and even if the players are rich I feel differently about them
than those who become wealthy by making society richer as a whole due to their
efforts. (I’m referring to the movers and shakers, not the people who are just
trying to make a living at what they do well.) This is in contrast to those who
build businesses that create new markets, or long term investors who allow
companies to grow and become strong, even if it’s partly at the expense of
weaker companies that will probably wither later anyway. Regardless of whether
they are doing it to earn bragging rights, at least society gains value in the
process. And if they make some serious money in the process, that’s fine with
me.

I wonder if I am in a small minority in these views…

35. Chris Oakley
July 2, 2005

Mathematics should be an extension of common sense rather than a
replacement. This is something that most people wowed by mathematics PhD’s
in finance don’t seem to appreciate.

The LTCM disaster was just maths/physics PhDs doing dumb things, the sort of
dumb things that no-one who didn’t have a cocky belief that he was smarter than
everyone else would do.

And all Joe Jett was doing was arbitraging the internal accounting system. It was
so ridiculously simple that Kidder/Peabody should have been, and probably were
ashamed of themselves for allowing it to happen.

36. Andreas
July 2, 2005

M,

to realize that envy for wealth (i.e., economic power) and wealth worship are
pointless requires a certain level of personal wisdom. Wisdom, however, is
usually uncorrelated with intellect or education, much in the same manner as
technology is uncorrelated with culture. Hence, I expect any highly educated
individual in the analytic fields be as much susceptible to money as anybody else.
For instance, I think of mathematicians like John Nash, De Branges and, surely,
Jim Simons.

37. July 2, 2005

In order to be a success at anything or make huge amounts of money you have to
love what you do; in fact, love it so much that it’s not actually a job. A lot of
physics and math people are like that, myself included. I can relate to the guy
who said he worked in a financial institution and hated it. I tried to get into
financial math at one point since people I knew were doing it and wanting to go



in that direction. I just found it incredibly boring. I am not saying it is boring–
some people will get really into it and that’s fine–but for me personally I could’nt
do that stuff no matter how much I was being paid. I find it really soulless.

I was also under the impression though that the financial world is more wary of
math and physics types due to a number of high-profile disasters in the 90s
involving “rocket scientist” types,
like the LTCM meltdown and the Joseph Jett/Kidder Peabody affair.

38. July 1, 2005

Yeah, unless the $2.5 billion and the people you hire to help manage it end up
running your life and taking up most of your time. Some people can handle that
kind of wealth and remain creative and happy, and some can’t. I’m sure Simons
took plenty of time figuring out where he fell in that spectrum.

39. Walt Pohl
July 1, 2005

M: I think it’s an ordinary human impulse, not something that requires special
explanation. Even if you only care about mathematics or physics, you could do
more of either with 2.5 billion dollars than you could without.

40. July 1, 2005

“Are people who are highly educated in analytical fields like physics and
mathematics similarly susceptible to the wealth envy or wealth worship?”

Of course, some are and some aren’t. When I was younger, at the insistence of
my supposedly intelligent family and friends, I got a job at a financial institution
dealing in the fixed interest derivatives market. I worked with another
mathematically trained individual. I started on $40 000 a year. I estimate that he
was on about $500 000 a year. He made the company lots of money. I hated
every minute of it. I lasted a year and a half – I don’t know how. I left on the dot
of 5 o’clock every day, and the only people I was friendly with were the secretary
and a woman in accounts. I’m guessing that I was the only technical staff
member that was ever expected to actually stay for the one month after I gave
notice, because they had no doubts whatsoever that I wasn’t simply moving to
another investment firm.

Now I’m a little older, and probably no wiser, but I don’t let people boss me
around any more. I know many in Maths and Physics like myself. Then again, the
guy in the office next to me is currently applying for jobs in banks. It takes all
types to make the world….

41. Quantoken
July 1, 2005

Mr. M:

Doing something other than what majority of the gang is doing is ONLY a



necessary condition for success, NOT a sufficient condition. Clearly if you follow
the gang and do identical things the end result could only be failure, not success.

Now you ask why not build vacuum tube based CD players, just because no one
else does? Well if you look around this world there are too many of this kind of
hyperthetical “no body else does” things to enumerate. You could not try all of
them.

Actually vacuum tubes are still being used today as advanced technology. The
largest vacuum tube is 25 miles long and burned underground in Geneva. They
are still building it and it’s called LHC. It’s very different from your TV tube,
certainly, but it is a vacuum tube nevertheless and it works on the same physics
principle with allow particles to travel in the vacuum and electromagnetic fields
are used to accelerate them and bend them. You might ask maybe you can build
an accelerator without the vacuum tube, just like you can build a CD player
without vacuum tube.

Quantoken

42. JC
July 1, 2005

M,

The first “group” in your categorization would perhaps fit into the background of
somebody like an Einstein and/or Paul Erdos. Only other people I can think of
who could possibly fit into a similar type of categorization (albeit in a different
field), would perhaps be people who take a vow of poverty and enter the clergy.

43. M
July 1, 2005

This topic has the potential to generate a lot of interesting comments, so I hope
Peter will relax his standards a bit for being “on topic” and let well thought out
comments remain. It appears that the financial industry is an important
employer of physicists and mathematicians, so this seems like a useful topic.

I have what is more of a sociological question about perceptions of
mathematicians and physicists about wealth and wealth creation, if anyone
knows. The basic question: Are people who are highly educated in analytical
fields like physics and mathematics similarly susceptible to the “wealth envy” or
“wealth worship” that the general population seems to have? For example,
Peter’s mention of Jim Simons as managing a $5 billion fund and having $2.5
billion in personal wealth would undoubtedly evoke awe in a very sizable fraction
of the population, regardless of whether he donated any of it for increasing
human knowledge. Would physicists and mathematicians have that same awe in
similar proportions?

If mathematicians and physicists are similarly awed, a secondary question is,
“Why?”



I can speak with more understanding of physicists, but perhaps the comments
apply equally well to mathematicians. On the one hand, many of us are attracted
to physics for idealistic reasons. We want to make a contribution to human
knowledge, and hopefully make society better as a result. We also like the
challenge of difficult problems and enjoy the excitement of making discoveries or
gaining insight. Perhaps a relatively small subset of this group is driven by a
deep need to understand and make sense of the physical world; this goes beyond
just doing something that is fun and interesting. Certainly the route to becoming
a physicist involves a lot of hard work, and hopefully most realize that in the end
there is little likelihood of becoming fabulously wealthy, and hopefully most
realize that employment in the field is definitely not guaranteed.

There also seems to be another fraction who see physics and mathematics as
very challenging fields that are beyond the ability of most of the population to
become active participants. Thus, by entering these fields they can not only do
something they are good at but they can (perhaps unconsciously) also impress
others by their mental acuity, thus gaining respect (and maybe even some awe)
of others.

I guess I would expect the second “group” to be more likely to have great
respect for a very wealthy person, simply because these people place some
premium on success according to traditional societal standards. But what of the
first group?

44. M
July 1, 2005

From Quantoken:

The secret is do the EXACT OPPOSITE thing of what other people would be
doing. Make sure you are always the minority. That way, you make money?

The contrarian approach can evidently be successful if properly used, but one
needs to be intelligent about it. Just because you’re in the minority doesn’t mean
you’ll make money, just as the early bird doesn’t always get the worm (especially
if the worm starts roaming around after the bird has hunted for its meal). For
example, I observe that nobody is building portable compact disc players with
vacuum tube circuitry, but I also predict that if you decide to act contrary to this
“majority opinion” and start building vacuum tube-based CD players that you
won’t make billions of dollars from it. 

45. Dick Thompson
July 1, 2005

The contrarian strategy is natural for a hedge fund like Renaissance because the
idea of a hedge is to invest in something that will pay off if the main investments
go sour. I saw the word commodities pop up in these comments. Hedging
commodities is a big deal. For example if you are a technology industry with a
need for gold in your processes, then you will want to hedge against price swings
in gold. You will play around with futures, other metals, things that historically
go up when gold goes down and vice versa.



46. JC
July 1, 2005

– Sean,

Sounds like an exercise in “data mining”. The biggest problem is determining
whether a correlation in a data set is just spurious (and meaningless) or if there’s
a genuine causality with particular “events”. Many spurious correlations seem to
come and go in a “fly by night” manner.

– Quantoken,

This is better known as the strategy of being a “contrarian”. Though being a
contrarian isn’t always the easiest strategy either, especially if one is into short
selling overvalued stocks.

47. Sean
July 1, 2005

I visited Renaissance once to give a colloquium. A fun place, full of smart ex-
scientists making boatloads of money. The basic idea is to have a computer
program (“The Code”) look at past performance of various commodities, and use
that info to guess what will happen next. The Code actually does the buying and
selling, much faster than a human ever could. And it doesn’t know, or care, what
it is buying or selling; all it knows are the statistics of past performance.

Of course, going from past performance to future behavior is highly nontrivial.
That’s what they aren’t able to talk about. Some day almost all trading will be
done by dueling algorithms (or is that already true?).

48. Quantoken
July 1, 2005

Oh no, Chris Oakley. “Buy low, sell high” is NOT the secret. It is not followable,
most times the market will force you or allure you to do exactly the opposite
thing, because market can not be forecasted, without future forecast, you really
don’t know what is high and what is low.

OK, here is the real secret. I do not need to kill you. But I bet majority of the
audience here would not be able to follow it, except for a few lucky ones. Ready?

The secret is do the EXACT OPPOSITE thing of what other people would be
doing. Make sure you are always the minority. That way, you make money?

Why? Because no system could support a model where the majority of people,
99%, becomes billionares, and only a minority, 1%, go bankrupt. The only
plausible model that’s sustainable is one where 99% of people lose money
and 1% becomes billionaire.

So if you see 99% of people doing the same thing and the other 1% doing the
opposite, you can bet that 99% is a losing deal and you should join the 1%.



The slogan is be crazy and be different from an average person.

Quantoken

49. Chris Oakley
July 1, 2005

Actually I know the strategy that Simons is following. I am going to share it with
readers of this blog, but if I discover that anyone has leaked it to any outsiders,
then I will personally come round and kill them.

Are you ready?

OK – here it is: Buy low, sell high

50. JC
July 1, 2005

The fund’s MO isn’t that surprising. It’s very well understood that as soon as
“everybody” in the financial world knows about a particular trading strategy, its
effectiveness at producing “above average returns” on investment greatly
diminishes.



Various and Sundry

July 6, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

One of the big experimental HEP conferences, the Lepton-Photon Symposium, has
just ended and many of the talks are on-line. This is the 22nd of these conferences
which happen every two years. New data from the Tevatron about the top quark was
discussed, and a paper with the new top quark mass results has been released.

There’s a new web-site with news about the LHC.

Last month there was an Einstein Symposium in Alexandria, and presentations are on-
line. They’re for the general public so pretty content-free, but it is interesting to see
what Witten’s latest view of string theory is: “I’d like to believe — but of course I
don’t know — that string theory is on the right track…” Michio Kaku begins his
presentation with advertisements for his books, then tells the audience that testing
string theory would require creating a “baby universe”, that “Mind of God = music
resonating through 11 dimensional hyperspace” and that the standard model is
“supremely ugly” (which strikes me as something supremely stupid to say).

If you can’t wait for next week’s Strings 2005 in Toronto, there’s a summer school on
strings going on at Perimeter, and a meeting in Crete that just ended, along with
many more string conferences to come. The one series of talks I won’t be able to
make it to, but would love to hear would be Graeme Segal’s talks in Oporto on 2d
QFT.

The DOE has just announced the award of seven new Outstanding Junior Investigator
grants in high-energy theory and experiment, one of which is going to Lubos Motl.

Comments

1. Matthew
July 13, 2005

OK – so to answer Arun’s original question [is there a purely Quantum Field
Theoretical treatment of the hydrogen atom], the answer is “No”,

Not to be combative, but I pointed you to one, effective field theory methods.
Indeed this is the *sane* QFT treatment, since you have things in the problem
you can treat exactly.

Put another way, it doesn’t make much sense to restrict your “pure” QFT
treatment of the proton to

S = \bar\psi (Dslash – m) \psi

http://lp2005.tsl.uu.se/~lp2005/
http://lp2005.tsl.uu.se/~lp2005/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0507006
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0507006
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000212.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000212.html
http://www.interactions.org/LHC/
http://www.interactions.org/LHC/
http://www.bibalex.org/Einstein2005/index.htm
http://www.bibalex.org/Einstein2005/index.htm
http://www.bibalex.org/Einstein2005/Presentations.htm
http://www.bibalex.org/Einstein2005/Presentations.htm
http://www.strings05.ca/
http://www.strings05.ca/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/cws/PI-SCHOOL-1/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/cws/PI-SCHOOL-1/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/cws/PI-SCHOOL-1/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/cws/PI-SCHOOL-1/
http://hep.physics.uch.gr/mideast3/program.html
http://hep.physics.uch.gr/mideast3/program.html
http://www.fc.up.pt/cfp/omgtp2005/segal.html
http://www.fc.up.pt/cfp/omgtp2005/segal.html
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/OJI2005&ALLAwards.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/OJI2005&ALLAwards.pdf


as your action. You know you’re in the non-relativistic limit, it makes sense to use
that fact to the maximum.

2. Chris Oakley
July 13, 2005

OK – so to answer Arun’s original question [is there a purely Quantum Field
Theoretical treatment of the hydrogen atom], the answer is “No”, you’re better
off with your undergraduate text books.

3. Peter Woit
July 13, 2005

There’s very good evidence that asymptotically free theories like QCD are non-
trivial in the continuum limit. If you ignore fermions, the lattice Monte-Carlo
calculations work quite well. There’s a mass gap and the extrapolation ot zero
lattice spacing and infinite volume look fine. Non-asymptotically free theories
like QED are the ones that appear to have a problem in the contiuum limit, since
they are becoming strongly coupled at the cutoff scale.

4. Chris Oakley
July 13, 2005

The notion that any RQFT becomes free in the limit of lattice spacing going to
zero ties in with other results, Haag’s theorem in particular. People seem to be
prepared to do the most amazing things, such as abandoning special relativity, to
avoid accepting this.

5. Peter Woit
July 13, 2005

You can certainly formulate QED on a lattice, and even do perturbative
calculations (although they’re a lot harder since your regularization is not
Lorentz invariant). The lattice technique that doesn’t work well for QED is that of
Monte-Carlo computer calculations on a finite lattice. These work best in
theories with a mass gap, since finite-size effects will go away for lattices much
bigger than the inverse of this mass.

As far as I know, no one has really understood what happens non-perturbatively
to QED, whether regularized by a lattice or by any other method. By analogy
with phi^4 theory, the fact that it’s not asymptotically free suggests that no
matter how you try and take the continuum limit, you’ll end up with a non-
interacting theory. Whether this or something more interesting happens is not
known as far as I’m aware, but I haven’t followed work in this area, maybe more
is known.

6. Matthew
July 13, 2005

Is this not just saying that lattice techniques simply do not work for QED?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haag's_theorem
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haag's_theorem


No, it’s saying you have to be careful.

7. Chris Oakley
July 13, 2005

… at finite lattice spacing QED confines just like QCD. It has been demonstrated
(numerically at least, I don’t think it’s been proven) that QED has a phase
transition as the spacing goes to zero, which takes it to a non-confining phase.

Is this not just saying that lattice techniques simply do not work for QED?

8. Matthew
July 13, 2005

It may be worth listing out the highest-precision tests of each sector of the
Standard Model and of General Relativity.

QED — electron g-2
Electroweak — LEP precision data
QCD — Running of \alpha_s or evolution of structure functions
GR — Hulse Taylor Binary pulsar timing data

For the electroweak theory, I’m not really sure there’s a single “showstopper”
number. But the LEP data as a whole is impressive confirmation of the standard
model.

For QCD, you can measure \alpha_s in a number of different experiments, and
run each value to a common scale. The fact that they all agree when run to this
scale is strong evidence for QCD.

There’s also the evolution of structure functions in deep inelastic scattering (i.e.
deviations from Bjorken scaling). This is impressive evidence, but I’m not sure if
it relies on any “non-QCD” input.

9. Matthew
July 13, 2005

In regard to the the first two: no doubt, but this is not actually a quantum field
theoretical treatment of bound states. It is more like saying, “If we could do
bound states in QFT, then we would expect the following”.

It’s an effective field theory analysis. It’s more rigorous than just guesswork, it’s
a systematic expansion. These are used all over modern particle physics.

It’s as field theoretical as using a Schwinger-Dyson or Bethe-Salpeter type
approach, just different.

In regard to lattices, is it actually feasible to do lattice gauge theory for QED in
the same way as one does it for QCD (& I am talking about QFT rather than QM)



– ?

Yes, but there are some subtlties peculier to QED. The major one is that at finite
lattice spacing QED confines just like QCD. It has been demonstrated
(numercially at least, I don’t think it’s been proven) that QED has a phase
transition as the spacing goes to zero, which takes it to a non-confining phase.

From a practical standpoint, I’m not sure how hard this makes it to do QED on a
lattice. People do do it though.

IIRC there was some interest in 2+1 dimensional QED in the condensed matter
community.

10. Arun
July 13, 2005

It may be worth listing out the highest-precision tests of each sector of the
Standard Model and of General Relativity.

11. Chris Oakley
July 12, 2005

Hi Matthew,

In regard to the the first two: no doubt, but this is not actually a quantum field
theoretical treatment of bound states. It is more like saying, “If we could do
bound states in QFT, then we would expect the following”.

In regard to lattices, is it actually feasible to do lattice gauge theory for QED in
the same way as one does it for QCD (& I am talking about QFT rather than QM)
– ?

12. Matthew
July 12, 2005

The usual answer is that one uses the Bethe-Salpeter equation to do bound
states in QFT, but one has to ignore the infinities detonating all over the place,
an inconvenience not present in the first-quantised treatment of the one-electron
atom.

You can also use a non-relativistic effective theory (NRQED) properly matched to
relativistic QED. The Lamb shift has been done this way.

Also, no-one has ever satisfactorily answered my question as to how a technique
that only covers scattering processes can be used for bound states anyway.

There are a few techniques. The effective field theory analysis is probably the
clearest. For an example of what you can do with this approach there’s
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0003277.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0003277
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0003277


Then of course there is Lattice Gauge Theory. The last time I enquired –
relatively recently – I was told that no-one has used the technique to calculate
the Hydrogen atom. I am surprised at this as I would have thought it would
provide a useful check, especially as they obviously do not balk at the much
harder problem of q-qbar bound states.

It’s not a terribly useful check since lattice QCD is much more complicated than
lattice QED. You can do the H atom using (numerical) path integrals in Quantum
mechanics though. That’s a fun undergraduate level excercise. However, lattice
field theory is not a precision tool. You could easily do the H atom, and get 5/10%
accurate results. To get a ppm/b determination of the lamb shift would be very
hard.

13. Alejandro Rivero
July 11, 2005

Some of these checks are to ten digit accuracy

Well, as I have remarked in other places, by using quenched QED and some
experimental data an efriend and myself got to fit -or to fake- six or seven of
these same digits in hep-ph/0503104. I guess the real value of QFT is about the
generality of its application, and not about a particular, experiment driven,
quantity.

14. July 11, 2005

James, the problem with QCD is essentially asymptotic freedom; as momenta
grow smaller and distances larger, the coouplings between quarks grow
*stronger*. So you can use the well-developed techniques of perturbation theory
to compute the outcomes of processes where quarks are banged into each other
at very high energy, but the “perturbations” grow too large to handle that way
when you try to compute the behaviour of quarks assembling into stable, bound
states involving small average momentum transfers. (And as if that weren’t bad
enough, existing techniques for handling bound states in QFT are quite
unsatisfactory; I have little doubt that good progress on that front would open up
whole new frontiers for detailed parton model building – now there’s something
*useful* for all those talented mathematica physicists now slaving away at
strings to look at!)

Not being able to use perturbation theory means having to solve a much, much
harder problem; in practice you can only do it numerically, with lattice
techniques, and then you run into all sorts of technical problems, starting from
hardware limitations (a 4-dimensional lattice eats up memory and CPU time very
quickly as you increase its size – double the linear size and you get 2^4=16 more
points – and ideally you want to be able to take the limit of zero lattice
spacing…).

Pentaquarks are such a non-perturbative, and therefore computationally (but
maybe not conceptually, depending on how you want to draw the line between
the two) hard problem. The 10-digit-precision claims which you quote on the



other hand are from realms amenable to perturbation theory.

15. James Graber
July 11, 2005

Peter Woit wrote, in response to my comment, ?It’s just bizarre to talk about
“how unpredictive the standard model” is.? Once again Peter, thank you for your
response. Well Peter, you know this stuff and I don?t, so I?m just going to have to
take our word for it, or spend years studying it. And I have heard and read that
ten digit accuracy claim many times. That?s why the inability to predict or even
agree on the interpretation or even existence of whole classes of particles at this
late date seems so bizarre to me. Once again thank you.
Jim Graber

16. Peter
July 10, 2005

It’s just bizarre to talk about “how unpredictive the standard model” is. It makes
an infinity of predictions, and every single one that experimentalists have been
able to check comes out correctly within experimental errors. Some of these
checks are to ten digit accuracy. It’s probably the most predictive of all scientific
theories known to man. Every particle physics experiment done during the last
30 years has generated reams of data exactly predicted by the standard model.
Pick any experimental high energy physics conference, look at the data reported
and its precise agreement with standard model predictions.

You seem to not understand the difference between not being able to predict
everything (standard model) and not being able to predict anything (string
theory). There are some things the standard model inherently can’t predict, like
fermion mass matrices, others it can predict in principle, but our calculational
methods are not good enough to extract the answer. If the standard model
predicted everything and we knew how to extract every prediction, high energy
physics would just close up shop.

If you want to understand which things the standard model inherently can
predict and which it can’t, that’s not very hard, just learn exactly what the theory
is. If you want to understand which things are easy to calculate and which are
hard, you have to spend some time really understanding what the known
calculational methods are in QFT, and what are their limitations. This takes some
serious work.

But it’s just completely absurd to claim that there’s any similarity between string
theory and the standard model from the point of view of predictivity.

17. James Graber
July 10, 2005

Peter,
Thank you for your response to my comment. I was not trying to imply that
neutrinos were directly related to pentaquarks. My main point is the surprising
(to me, at least) lack of predictivity of the standard model. Not being an expert



on either the standard model or on string theory, I am continually surprised at
how unpredictive both of them are. I will leave criticism of string theory to you
and others. I realize that the standard model is not ?not even wrong? because
with solid evidence of neutrino oscillations, and thus indirect but solid evidence
for neutrino masses, ?everyone? agreed that the standard model needed to be
changed and expanded.

(By the way, I was somewhat astounded at how long acceptance of this change
took, but that?s a different issue. I am also amazed at the apparent preference
for Majorana over Dirac masses. No majorana particles are yet known, so why
should neutrinos be Majorana? Of course, it would be cool if they were, but it
would seem like Dirac is a much more likely bet.)

And also, people think that by accurately measuring the top quark mass, they
can partly predict the Higgs mass. But on the other hand, the pentaquark or the
tetraquark can exist or not and the standard model seems fine either way. This
seems very unpredictive to me. I have wondered about this for some time. My
comment was triggered not just by the recent press release concerning Jlab?s
failure to confirm the pentaquark, but also by hep-ph/0507025 which I just
happened to read. In addition to your response, another anonymous poster also
suggested the reason for this lack of predictivity was the difficulty of solving
QCD. I can accept that, but I still wonder why some predictions are possible and
others are not. It makes the standard model seem much shakier than it is usually
presented as being.
Jim Graber

18. Arun
July 10, 2005

Chris,

Thanks! Do you think we can count this as one of the “mass of unsolved
problems” that physicists have left behind “in a pursuit of an a priori vision of
what a simple world would look like” ?

-Arun

19. Chris Oakley
July 10, 2005

Hi Arun,

The usual answer is that one uses the Bethe-Salpeter equation to do bound
states in QFT, but one has to ignore the infinities detonating all over the place,
an inconvenience not present in the first-quantised treatment of the one-electron
atom. Also, no-one has ever satisfactorily answered my question as to how a
technique that only covers scattering processes can be used for bound states
anyway. Then of course there is Lattice Gauge Theory. The last time I enquired –
relatively recently – I was told that no-one has used the technique to calculate
the Hydrogen atom. I am surprised at this as I would have thought it would
provide a useful check, especially as they obviously do not balk at the much



harder problem of q-qbar bound states.

20. Arun
July 10, 2005

Question born of ignorance: is there a purely Quantum Field Theoretical
treatment of the hydrogen atom?

21. Peter Woit
July 10, 2005

Neutrinos have nothing to do with pentaquarks. For no obvious reason you’re
conflating two of the unsatisfactory aspects of the standard model: the fact that
it doesn’t predict fermion mass matrices, and the fact that one doesn’t know how
to exactly solve QCD. If one could exactly solve QCD in the infrared, this should
tell you whether or not pentaquark states exist and what their properties are.

Actually this will be a good test of the idea of using string theory to solve QCD. If
anyone ever comes up with a workable string theory dual to QCD, it should
predict what happens with pentaquarks.

22. July 10, 2005

Jim Graber wrote:
Why can?t the theoreticians even agree on a prediction?

Because non-perturbative QCD is pretty damn hard to solve? (And no, while I’m
certainly no expert, I very much doubt that neutrinos, whether massive or not,
can be relevant to pentaquarks.)

23. James Graber
July 10, 2005

Perhaps this ?Various and Sundry? thread is a good place to enter this question,
which I have been wanting to ask for some time.

The pentaquark has been searched for for over twenty years. Recently, the
pentaquark seems to have reappeared and then disappeared, but other weird
particles, or particles with weird decay modes are still being seen. The arxiv is
full of conflicting explanations for these particles, mostly based on the standard
model. Of course, the old standard model, 321Z with _Zero neutrino masses has
just been replaced with two competing new standard models, 321M with
_Majorana neutrino masses and 321D with _Dirac neutrino masses. So does any
of these models predict the pentaquark or not? It seems that the standard model
of particle physics (SMOPP or just SM) is almost as non predictive as string
theory (ST) at least as far as pentaquarks are concerned. Or maybe it does
predict the pentaquark (albeit broader than the recent mirage) and is just plain
wrong.

The experimentalists once again seem to be converging on the position that the
pentaquark does not exist at any significant level. Why can?t the theoreticians



even agree on a prediction? Or is the absence of pentaquarks and tetraquarks
some kind of ?superselection rule? to be axiomatically included in the SMOPP?

Jim Graber

24. July 9, 2005

“To the men and women who create the accelerators, the detectors and the
experiments from which the concepts of particle physics spring.”

Ah yes, it’s in “Concepts of Particle Physics” (Volume II, at least), by Kurt
Gottfried & Victor F. Weisskopf. Not so recent though (1986). I remember being
struck by that dedication, many years ago, as quite paternalizing for all its
political correctness. It’s nice to see that I evidently wasn’t the only one.

25. July 9, 2005

Joseph Schwartz in The Creative Moment : How Science made itself alien to
Modern Culture. Please, oh please shoot the following down.

“In the late Victorian period Planck was an unusual physicist. Physics then was
like biology today, with theorists being objects of scorn for their lack of contact
with experimental realities. Other physicists from the period who today are
known for their theoretical work were skilled experimenters. Gustav Kirchoff
(1824-1887) is known now for his theoretical contributions to heat radiation and
the analysis of electrical circuits and not for his experimental work with George
Bunsen on optical spectra. Maxwell, famous today for his partial differential
equations of the electromagnetic field, was professor of experimental physics at
Cambridge. H.A. Lorentz, the first theoretical physicist in Holland, was an active
experimentalist doing work in optical spectra. Max Born, one of the leading
pioneers of quantum theory, was an expert in experimental optics.

And Einstein, known as the foremost theoretician of all time, was experienced in
laboratory techniques and interested in technology. With the Habicht brothers he
patented a precision volt meter in 1914. In the 1920s, in collaboration with
aerodynamicist Rudolf Goldschmidt, he invented a hearing aid. With the Dutch
firm, N. V. Nederlandsche Technische Handelsmaatschappy he held a patent for a
gyrocompass. And with Leo Szilard he patented several refrigerating devices
designed to reduce the noise levels of existing commercial machines.

But today the physics community is deeply divided between the theorists and the
experimenters. {resulting in a two class system, with theorists at the center and
experimentalists circling around them}

Sensitive theoreticians have been careful to soothe ruffled feathers by making it
a point to acknowledge the role played by experimental work. A recent textbook
concentrating on theoretical developments is dedicated to the experimentalists,
“the men and women who create the accelerators, the detectors and the
experiments from which the concepts of particle physics spring”.

Although these words are a much-needed acknowledgement of the fundamental



source of physics in observation, they nevertheless confirm the existence of
inequality. Their unavoidably patronizing connotations are reminiscent of the
dedications made by male professionals of all kinds to their wives and
secretaries…..

The potentially explosive tensions caused by the inequality between
experimental and theoretical physicists are kept within bounds by an
exceptionally strong belief in inherited intelligence. Experimental physicists
accept second-class status because they feel they are not as bright as theorists.
Theorists take their superiority for granted as due recognition of superior
intelligence. Physics meetings are famous for their stilted, tense atmospheres as
each person is afraid of asking a “stupid” question. Even informal contacts can
be dominated by a competitive proving of who understands more of a subject
under discussion.

{As a result of the necessarily industrial size undertaking that experimental
particle physics has become} “theorists have become an elite within an elite with
little or no accountability to an outside audience. There is the occasional
theoretical briefing “to the experimentalists”, but in the main, theoreticians
have, not unnaturally, become ingrown in their approach to physics.

…Theorists today are so divorced from real experience of nature they have no
unconsciously absorbed perceptual knowledge to draw upon. Everything they
know has been learned from books. And the understandings based on this
secondhand knowledge have inevitably been derivative and second-rate.

—

“Once one believes that spin is a consequence of the Dirac equation, it is only a
short step to try to make physics out of the thin air of mathematical
guesswork….

{Previously}

“Dirac, perhaps because of his engineering training, was one of the few
physicists who remained clear about where things came from. In 1962, Thomas
Kuhn…spoke to Dirac about his life and work. Among other things, Kuhn was
interested in how Dirac came to write down his equation for a relativistic
electron with spin.

Dirac said: “I was playing around with equations and I found that Pauli’s
matrices were quite a nice thing to play with. It needed quite an effort to make
the further generalization (from 2×2) to 4×4 matrices, but that work did come
about from playing about with the three dimensional scalar product.”

Kuhn said: “Was it a surprise that what came out were spin terms?”

Dirac said: “No, I don’t think so. Because one had the Pauli matrices in it [to
begin with.” }

…what students of the 1950s were not taught was the understanding of James



Franck, one of the leading experimentalists of the 1920s: “What one doesn’t put
into the equation will not finally be given by the mathematics”. In its place,
students absorbed a theoretical sensibility inspired, not by an attempt to
understand, express, and describe, or in Bohr’s word, communicate real physical
experience, but by spectacular deductions from a few well-chosen equations….

{resumes} “The patterns of thinking that now dominate theoretical physics
approach the classical definition of autistic thinking: thought that is solely
determined by the subject’s wishes and fantasies without reference to the
environment or to realistic considerations of space and time”.

26. Alejandro Rivero
July 9, 2005

About strings 2005, any clue about these axions from Witten? Are they still
related to a possible two-higgs doublet (remember it is also my bet  ?

27. D R Lunsford
July 8, 2005

LM has never had a single idea about physics that amounted to pouring piss
from a boot, and our wonderful, wonderful academic structure rewards him this
way. THAT is why string theory, a vile and idiotic lie, has managed to slough itself
along for 20 years, leaving a shiny trail behind it.

-drl

28. Peter
July 8, 2005

While I like Chris’s interpretation, I suspect that what Kaku had is mind was that
in 1968 what was discovered was not a theory, but a formula for amplitudes.
Only later was it understood that these amplitudes come from a (first-quantized)
string theory. The continuing hope is that the current (inconsistent and unable to
reproduce physics) version of string theory is an approximation to some
wonderful but yet to be discovered M-theory.

29. Chris Oakley
July 8, 2005

Does anyone know what Kaku meant by “String theory has been moving
backwards”

I presume that what he means is that the more they work on it, the more that
they realise that it is not going to be of any use as a physical theory.

30. pseudo string fan
July 8, 2005

Hi,

Does anyone know what Kaku meant by “String theory has been moving



backwards” in his PowerPoint statement

= String theory has been moving backwards, since it was accidentally discovered
in 1968.
?

31. Alejandro Rivero
July 8, 2005

currently accepted

is not different of the typical forms to request funds in some project, where you
are basically asked what are you to discover, and when. I call this part of science,
very botanic-wise, the “classification” side. The (also botanic) counterpart,
“exploration”, is always more problematic. Smolin article on “New Einstein” was
about this, wasn’t it?

32. Peter Woit
July 7, 2005

I’m tempted to delete the previous comment, but am leaving it since I think that,
if accurate, it is interesting to see that the editor of PRL is resorting to an
indefensible argument in dealing with nonsense submitted to him (although the
“…” may hide a more defensible argument). Please discuss this with the author
of this comment on his weblog, not here. I’ll be deleting any further comments
about this.

33. Nigel
July 7, 2005

Editor of Physical Review Letters says

Sent: 02/01/03 17:47
Subject: Your_manuscript LZ8276 Cook
MECHANISM OF GRAVITY
Physical Review Letters does not, in general, publish papers on alternatives to
currently accepted theories ? Yours sincerely, Stanley G. Brown, Editor, Physical
Review Letters

Now, why has this nice genuine guy still not published his personally endorsed
proof of what is a ?currently accepted? prediction for the strength of gravity?
Will he ever do so?

?String theory has the remarkable property of predicting gravity?: false claim by
Edward Witten in the April 1996 issue of Physics Today, repudiated by Roger
Penrose on page 896 of his book Road to Reality, 1994: ?in addition to the
dimensionality issue, the string theory approach is (so far, in almost all respects)
restricted to being merely a perturbation theory?. String theory does not predict
for the strength constant of gravity, G! However, the Physical Review Letters
editor still ?believes in? Edward Witten and Physics Today.



http://einstein157.tripod.com/

34. July 7, 2005

There was a short presentation on E Witten on CNN recently. And no, it’s not the
one that’s really on Jim Simons. Seiberg, Nappi and Kaku were interviewed and
asked what they think of Witten. Witten’s son was also interviewed. I think it was
nice.

35. Alejandro Rivero
July 6, 2005

I can not but agree with DOE about labeling Lubos as one of the Outstanding
Junior Investigators in the USA research network. I can not tell if I am happy
about it. In any case, at least Lubos is worried about the spectrum.

36. Chris Oakley
July 6, 2005

Kaku, slide 45:

The Unfinished Theory

= String theory has a new Picture: strings and membranes.
= String theory lacks a physical principle, like the equivalence principle.
= The full symmetry and mathematics of string theory are also unknown.
= String theory has been moving backwards, since it was accidentally discovered
in 1968.

I am not sure how these observations lead one to the conclusion that String
theory is a good thing to work on. Could someone please explain?

http://einstein157.tripod.com/
http://einstein157.tripod.com/


Strings 2005

July 10, 2005
Categories: Strings 2XXX

Strings 2005, the latest in a series of yearly huge string theory conferences, will be
taking place this week in Toronto. This series began in 1997 in Amsterdam, and in
recent years has attracted 445 participants to Cambridge in 2002, 392 to Kyoto in
2003 and 477 to Paris last year. So far there are about 415 people already signed up,
so it looks like this year’s conference should be similar in size to ones of the last few
years.

I expect that some string theory bloggers wil be reporting from the conference. In
particular Jacques Distler will be there, chairing a session that should include two of
the loonier talks of the conference (Kachru and Douglas on the landscape), and
presumably we’ll be hearing from him. Last year there were several people reading
“Not Even Wrong” on their laptops using the wireless connection in the lecture hall in
Paris, this year I hope anyone there who doesn’t have his or her own weblog will let
us know what is going on by posting comments here.

The conference will end next Saturday with a public lecture by Lenny Susskind. His
talk has the same title as his forthcoming book on the landscape pseudo-science. The
theme of the public lectures is listed as: “If String Theory’s the Answer, What’s the
Question?”

Update: Slides from the conference have already started to appear, including
Ooguri’s survey talk on topological string theory, one of the few subjects in string
theory which seems to still be alive. Ooguri makes a valiant effort to try to answer the
question “If topological string theory is an answer, what is the question?” He does
answer the question “If string theory is an answer, what is the question?”, but the
answer is disappointing: “What is string theory?”

Jacques Distler is blogging from the conference. In his coverage of this morning he
ignores the topological string theory stuff and describes Eva Silverstein’s talk. She
seems to me to be getting into Bogdanov territory with an obscure mechanism that
somehow is supposed to say something about the initial singularity of space-time.
Jacques says he doesn’t really understand this, and I’m in agreement with him there.

And my logs are starting to show some connections from
user37-*.wireless.utoronto.ca. Hi guys! Come on, there are at least nine of you
reading this from the lecture hall, so at least one of you can tell us what is going on.
String theorists seem to prefer Macs, so far the wireless connections are coming from
6 different Macs and 3 different Windows machines.

Comments

1. FineStructure137

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/program.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/program.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000044.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000044.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/Strings05handbill.pdf
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/Strings05handbill.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0316155799/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0316155799/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/05-06/#strings
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/05-06/#strings
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/05-06/strings/ooguri/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/05-06/strings/ooguri/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000590.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000590.html


July 13, 2005

Thank you everyone for your valuable comments. Thanks to Peter for pointing
out that I need to look at QFT and the standard model further and “anonymous”
for taking time to find the links of the CDT papers.

Originally, I had an inclination to look at string theory as I was told that string
theory is the only way to explain nature. When I asked what if its wrong, the
string theorist I talked to explained that the contribution that it had made in
mathematics is already so incredible that even if the whole thing turns out to be
wrong its contribution would not go as a waste.(not a very satisfactory answer).I
dont consider that I have reached the stage where I can declare to myself what is
right and wrong. But I dont want to be a string theory fanatic (for that matter
any theory) and hopefully be able to look at all the things with proper guidance.

2. Mike Crowley
July 13, 2005

Hi FineStructure,

I’m also trying to tackle this material on my own (even if it takes ten years). That
is impressive you were able to do Polchinksi and Zwiebach. I took one look at
Polchinksi and realized there were about six other subjects I had to learn first.

I wish you luck on your studies.
Mike

3. July 13, 2005

You write:”Jacques Distler … describes Eva Silverstein’s talk.
She seems to me to be getting into Bogdanov territory..”

I wonder…have the Bogdanovs ever dared to give a
talk about their ‘scientific work’ with experts as audience?
At a conference?

4. D R Lunsford
July 12, 2005

“All I want to find is the truth” said a youngster. Yes, we were all like that. Sooner
or later you’ve got to develop some ability to think for yourself.

-drl

5. July 12, 2005

dan: will you be blogging loop 05?
friendly question, encouraging of you to ask!
October is too far away to say for sure.
Probably not, but hopefully someone will be.

6. dan



July 12, 2005

thanks for the discussion “at”.

sounds very promising.
will you be blogging loop 05?

7. Urs Schreiber
July 12, 2005

By way of another shameless self promotion let me just mention that two news
correspondents of the String Coffee Table are currently liveblogging at least
some of the Streetfest.

8. Matthew
July 12, 2005

By way of shameless self promotion let me just mention that I intend to liveblog
at least some of lattice 2005 (the Plenary sessions), starting July 24th.

9. July 12, 2005

dan:do you think, given its good semiclassical limit, there will be an exodus from
LQG and spin foams to CDT? (i.e smolin thiemann markopoulou?)

I will tell you what I think. You may look at the same bunch of researchers and
see quite a different picture. In my view, (non-string) Quantum Gravity is a single
research community and divsions within that are fairly fluid. Loll has written
LQG papers, both Smolin and Markopoulou have written CDT papers. The spin
foam sum over histories approach has some resemblance to the CDT path
integral.

the people who do (nonperturbative background independent) Quantum Gravity
are allied by having similar concerns and familiarity with each others’ methods—
you might think of the different methods represented at the Loops 05 conference
as a menu or as a repertory, and anyone who wants to do nonperturbative
quantum gravity can choose from that menu of tactics.

Probably this year Loll’s new results will attract a lot of attention and the others
will see if they can get similar results (with causal sets technique or spin foam)
or if they can adapt CDT to what they do, or they will move over and try CDT
approach proper.

Loll is just beginning to do black holes with CDT, and there are others who seem
further along with that. Loll is also just beginning to include controlled
topological variation in the path integral (so that it sums over topologies instead
of just over the geometries of a fixed topology). People who use other
methodology will want to know about that.

Collectively the (non-string) Quantum Gravity community is in a period of rapid
growth, each year more people and more papers. I presume that will continue. I

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000591.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000591.html


cant predict much about the demographic shifts WITHIN that community
because people change back and forth and may even work several lines.

10. dan
July 11, 2005

hello “at”

i read the links on loll’s CDT, and i see a claim is made it has a good
semiclassical limit (unlike LQG, spin foam, etc)

while i understand LQG is based on asketar’s new variables quantized version of
GR, it’s not clear to me how CDT starts and how it quantizes GR, what sort of
predictions it makes at high energies/planck scale etc it seems clear to me it is
unrelated to LQG.

do you think, given its good semiclassical limit, there will be an exodus from LQG
and spin foams to CDT? (i.e smolin thiemann markapolou?)

can you enlighten me?

11. July 11, 2005

dan: I am curious as to whether anyone thinks the Loop 2005 conference will
show progress and/or results,..

Personally, I think it will show progress and results and can point you to papers
that have appeared since the last conference (which was May 2004) which I
consider significant.

But first notice that the Loops 05 website does not define the conference as
confined to LQG but rather says:
“the annual international meeting on non-perturbative/background
independent quantum gravity takes place from 10-14 October 2005 …”

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
And notice the topics listed on the homepage, where it says:

“The topics of this conference will include:

Background Independent Algebraic QFT
Causal Sets
Dynamical Triangulations
Loop Quantum Gravity
Non-perturbative Path Integrals
String Theory”

As it happens, both Laurent Freidel (a paper of whose Peter mentioned here
earlier this year) and Renate Loll are invited speakers and members of the
organizing committee. Loll is associated with research in CDT (causal dynamical
triangulations) which is a nonperturbative path-integral approach to QG.

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/


If you want a sampling of recent progress and results bearing on the Loops 05
conference, just go to arxiv and look up the papers of Loll and of Freidel which
appeared since May 2004. Then you can form your own estimate of the
significance of the work.

12. dan
July 11, 2005

I am curious as to whether anyone thinks the Loop 2005 conference will show
progress and/or results, esp in comparison to String 2005, both from what has
happened before, and in comparison to one another.

13. Peter Woit
July 11, 2005

QFT is in some sense a very large subject, being used in condensed matter
physics as well as high energy physics, as well as mathematics. So it might be
too broad a topic for a conference.

But there’s also an attitude among particle theorists that QFT is a completely
understood subject, and that the only people who still think about it are those
that are just not smart enough to do string theory, which is the real cutting edge
stuff.

14. mortain
July 11, 2005

I can tell you what will be going on at Strings 2005 without even being there,
Peter: same old, same old.

Why should it be otherwise? The expected, wonderful breakthroughs in string
theory have been failing to materialize since the event began in 1997. When the
time comes, perhaps comparing the content of Strings 2007 and Strings 1997
may demonstrate what actual useful ‘progress’ string theory has made in the
preceding period.

I’ve wondered for some time why there never was a large annual conference on
QFT (named, perhaps, ‘QFT’). Is it because QFT is considered a dormant,
completely understood topic in theoretical HEP? Is a large portion of the
theoretical HEP community implicitly promoting this erroneous opinion?

15. Tony Smith
July 11, 2005

John Baez has written a useful web page entitled How to Learn Mathematics and
Physics at http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/books.html

A nice book ( based on Sidney Coleman’s Harvard lectures and Robert
Brandenberger’s official homework solution sets ) is Quantum Field Theory for
Mathematicians, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999, by Robin
Ticciati. John Baez describes it as “… Quantum field theory – so even

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/books.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/books.html


mathematicians can understand it …”. However, be aware that an Amazon
review says that the book has misprints, so be warned and take care reading it (
of course, any book should be read carefully because of the possibility of
misprints ).

An older book that I like is Quantum Mechanics and the Particles of Nature: an
Outline for Mathematicians, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1986, by
Anthony Sudbery, but it is hard to find ( Amazon says that it is not available now
). As John Baez says, it is “… Not just for mathematicians! …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

16. July 11, 2005

To anyone who shows up at Strings2005 with a laptop: yes, please post
comments. Put “connectivity” to a good use.

17. Alejandro Rivero
July 10, 2005

what should I do before I go too far

My personal experience, I went first far into another branch, non commutative
geometry, and now I have found myself looking at traditional QFT, the standard
model, model building and all that. (Somewhere in the middle I read the Green-
Swartz-Witten, but it did not convince me).

QFT books do not always provide a decent instint in model building, nor on HEP
scattering, but they are always a better startpoint that strings or other
mathematically minded setup. After managing them, you can confidently venture
into more theoretical enterprises. I hope to retake NCG, but by now I have
understood how different is the third generation from the two first ones, or how
naive is to blindly hope a single higgs doublet. Nor to speak of surprising mass
regularities, or the lack of some a priori expected energy scales (eg why the
muon and the tau live at well known hadronic energy scales, the muon so near of
the pion?), or the Nambu “alpha” principle to hierarchise masses… a lot of things
you only learn by playing with the data, and man, I just wished to be more fluent
on standard QFT when juggling these balls.

18. Peter
July 10, 2005

If you’re an undergraduate, after you have a solid background in quantum
mechanics, EM, classical mechanics, general relativity and thermodynamics, you
should start trying to seriously study quantum field theory (using books like
Peskin and Schroeder, Zee, Weinberg, Ramond, others), and the details of the
standard model. Really understanding QFT and the standard model is more than
enough for even the most ambitious of undergraduates. You should also learn
some modern geometry and topology.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


It’s kind of absurd to be studying string theory if you don’t already have a solid
understanding of quantum field theory, and that’s a very non-trivial project which
can take a few years.

19. July 10, 2005

Fine, I said I’d get some links, on the off chance you wanted to check out some
CDT papers
here’s the entire CDT output for the past 12 months, it is only 8 papers
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics
/1/OR+OR+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+Lorentzian+dynamical+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND
/0/1/0/past/0/1

and you can actually narrow it down to those co-authored by R. Loll

http://arxiv.org/find/gr-qc/1/au:+Loll_R/0/1/0/all/0/1

and of those, the most recent summary of results is
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505154

20. July 10, 2005

Fine asks However well if string theory is not the answer what should I do before
I go too far and become not willing to see anything else.

no authoritative answer, but my personal response would be you should check
out the picture of quantum spacetime coming out of CDT (causal dynamical
triangulations, one of the quantum gravity alternatives to string)

there are only a small number of papers to read, most of which appeared in the
past year and a half.

I will get some links. It is a path integral “sum over spacetime geometries”
approach where they have both analytical and computer spacetime simulation
results.
There is evidence that their spacetime agrees with classical GR in the large, and
with prevalent semiclassical “quantum cosmology” near the cosmological
singularity. And also that their spacetime is highly unclassical at small scale.
(may be fractal-like or topologically complicated at very small scales — probably
not describable as a differentiable manifold)

So at least it is different. and immediately accessible.

the “question”, I suggest, is how should quantum spacetime be represented
mathematically? because only once there is a satisfactory spacetime foundation
can particles/fields be reconstructed on that basis.

21. FineStructure137
July 10, 2005

If String Theory’s the Answer, What’s the Question? I am an undergraduate and I
have already put in lot of energy and time trying to understand string theory

http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/OR+OR+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+Lorentzian+dynamical+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+causal+dynamical+ti:+AND+gravity+AND+Lorentzian+quantum/0/1/0/past/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/OR+OR+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+Lorentzian+dynamical+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+causal+dynamical+ti:+AND+gravity+AND+Lorentzian+quantum/0/1/0/past/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/OR+OR+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+Lorentzian+dynamical+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+causal+dynamical+ti:+AND+gravity+AND+Lorentzian+quantum/0/1/0/past/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/OR+OR+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+Lorentzian+dynamical+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+causal+dynamical+ti:+AND+gravity+AND+Lorentzian+quantum/0/1/0/past/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/OR+OR+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+Lorentzian+dynamical+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+causal+dynamical+ti:+AND+gravity+AND+Lorentzian+quantum/0/1/0/past/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/OR+OR+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+Lorentzian+dynamical+abs:+AND+triangulations+AND+causal+dynamical+ti:+AND+gravity+AND+Lorentzian+quantum/0/1/0/past/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/gr-qc/1/au:+Loll_R/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/gr-qc/1/au:+Loll_R/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505154
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505154


from Polchinki book and Zwiebach book to a lesser extent. Also, I check most
conferences in String Theory. Recently,I have been following Peter’s blog (for a
month now)I have been skeptic of string theory for a while. All I want is to find
the truth. I guess ultimately I have to find the answer to this question for myself.
However
well if string theory is not the answer what should I do before I go too far and
become not willing to see anything else.

22. Alejandro Rivero
July 10, 2005

About the Landscape, I was thinking… if instead the anthropic principle, we use
the humbler “Standard Model at Low Energy Limit” principle, how large is the
remaining landscape? Still infinite dimensional? Finite? Null?

23. Chris Oakley
July 10, 2005

If String Theory’s the Answer, What’s the Question?

Suggestion:

“How does a bright, sceptical young scientist turn into a raving, pseudo-religious
moron?”



Bad Craziness

July 13, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I’d been wondering why Lubos Motl seemed rather subdued in recent months, now
one of his recent postings makes some reasons for this clear. Evidently since April
he’s been the victim of someone who has been sending him grotesque anonymous
death threats. Luckily the person responsible for this has now been identified by the
police. In the comment section of the next entry in his blog, Eva Silverstein tells of
also being the victim of similar threats, and again the police had to be called in.

Lubos’s participation in the controversy over the president of Harvard’s remarks
about women in the sciences seems to have earned him both warnings from senior
colleagues (I guess this is what his “leashing” was about), as well as harassment by
some other anonymous figure. There’s no excuse for people trying to hide behind
anonymity to engage in personal attacks. While Lubos is not known to completely
refrain from personal attacks himself, at least he has always put his name to them.

In his latest posting he discusses in detail Silverstein and McGreevy’s claims that one
can understand something about the initial singularity of the big bang in terms of
tachyon condensation in string theory. Like Jacques Distler, he says that he doesn’t
understand these claims, which to me seem to be a lot more coherent, but not of a
significantly different nature than those of the Bogdanovs.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
July 14, 2005

I still hope Witten will come around, start thinking about something else, and
lead the field in a more promising direction.

The talks in the last year have been more of a general review of HEP than
specific stringy work, so perhaps he is already starting thinking about something
else.

I can not see yet the slides of his talk.

2. Peter Woit
July 13, 2005

I don’t think I’m bullying Lubos, and actually have never personally attacked him
in the ways he has attacked me. I even agree with him about a lot of things, for
instance I think we see eye-to-eye about the landscape. At least when he’s
talking about string theory he knows what he is talking about, which is not true
of lots of other people.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/anonymous-remailers.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/anonymous-remailers.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/tachyons-and-big-bang.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/tachyons-and-big-bang.html


I do have the deepest admiration for Witten. He’s extremely talented, works very
hard, is a nice guy, has helped me in the past, and has accomplished truly
amazing things. Some of the high points of my intellectual life have been reading
his papers or listening to his talks. I happen to think that his deep belief in string
theory is a mistake, just as Einstein was mistaken in his ideas about unification.
Unlike Einstein, I still hope Witten will come around, start thinking about
something else, and lead the field in a more promising direction.

3. July 13, 2005

Peter, why don’t you stop beating around the bush and take on Witten, instead of
bullying Bad Boy Motl?

He’s the ring leader of the string circus yet Peter Voit has nothing but the
deepest admiration for him.



Panel Discussion in Toronto

July 13, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Last night there was a panel discussion on “The Next Superstring Revolution” at
Strings 2005 in Toronto. I’m curious about what took place there, so wondering if
anyone who attended can tell us what happened, or at least whether it was recorded
in some form that will later be made public. Come on, I can tell that there’s at least a
dozen of you reading this from the lecture hall, surely one of you can tell us what
happened last night!

Jacques Distler explictly refuses to discuss the panel discussion although he seems to
have attended it. I gather this is because the discussion was rather negative about the
prospects of string theory. Florian Gmeiner, a graduate student, submitted a comment
that “I feel quite depressed after having listened to it”, earning a slap-down from
Jacques that he should “get on with the business of doing physics” and ignore “silly
exercises” like discussions of what is happening to string theory. So I guess his advice
to any graduate students who notice the colossal failure of string theory is to not pay
attention to it, but to push on, writing papers about the subject anyway, even if the
whole project no longer makes any sense and has stopped being a science.

In any case, that’s what Jacques himself is doing.

Update: Makoto Sakurai has a new weblog, is blogging from the conference and tells
a bit about the panel discussion, which does sound like it included some unusual
skepticism.

Update:It looks like Ashoke Sen’s slides from the panel discussion are on-line.

Update:Jacques Distler is still slapping down poor graduate students who have the
temerity to ask whether string theory has any future, since they are considering
devoting their lives to it. He abuses some student who says he wants to make “an
informed decision about risks of studying string theory” by accusing him of being “a
reader of Peter Woit’s blog”. Funny, I was sure that one of the several RSS clients
continually checking my weblog from Austin belonged to Jacques, but I guess not.
This is the first time I can think of that he has actually used my name, even if as an
insult.

He also appears to have become completely delusional: “Lots of interesting things
going on in the field. I don?t get the sense that people feel ‘stuck,’ or are thrashing
about for stuff to do.” Saying things like this to impressionable graduate students is
really educational malpractice.

Update:Lubos Motl has some comments about the issues surrounding this panel
discussion, about this weblog, and advice for students thinking about studying string
theory. As usual, I strongly agree with him about some things, strongly disagree about
others….

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/panel.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/panel.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000593.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000593.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0507090
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0507090
http://makotosakurai.blogspot.com/
http://makotosakurai.blogspot.com/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/05-06/strings/sen
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/05-06/strings/sen
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000593.html#comments
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000593.html#comments
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/next-revolution.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/next-revolution.html


Comments

1. July 17, 2005

Steve mentioned this link to Sakurai’s blog
http://makotosakurai.blogspot.com/2005/07/2nd-day-of-strings-2005.html

and then you added it, in an update, to the main post.

But we never followed up, it seems. Sakurai actually does give some sense of
things:

—quote from Sakurai blog—
OK. Again from the panel discussion. “Why is string theory worth trying
even today?” (It was phrased in a different way.) Some said “it is
mathematically beautiful but phenomenologically poor” and some said
“it is the only known consistent theory of gravity” (how do you prove its
consistency?). My viewpoint is not equal to them. What do you think?
—endquote—

If anyone has any ideas it might be nice to post them at his blog. So far he has
only one very brief reply. It is interesting that he appears to paraphrase the real
question being asked by everybody (not what will be the next revolution but)
“Why is string theory worth trying even today?”

If Sakurai’s paraphrase reflects the sense of the discussion and the responses he
heard people give were generally as weak as he suggests then it is not surprising
that Florian Gmeiner wrote to Distler’s blog complaining of depression.

2. Peter
July 15, 2005

Sen’s slides do seem to have disappeared. There were about half a dozen of
them, and they didn’t say very much, actually.

3. Peter
July 15, 2005

Hi Anonymous Graduate Student,

I didn’t mean to imply that all graduate students are impressionable, I’m well
aware that some aren’t. Only for the impressionable ones would Jacques’s hyping
of the prospects for string theory be educational malpractice.

Actually I’m more and more noticing the last few years that a larger and larger
fraction of graduate students are well aware that there’s a problem in the field,
no matter what people like Jacques are telling them. I hope that by reading what
I have to say, what Jacques has to say, what Lubos has to say, etc., that students
will have enough information to make up their own minds about what is going
on.

http://makotosakurai.blogspot.com/2005/07/2nd-day-of-strings-2005.html
http://makotosakurai.blogspot.com/2005/07/2nd-day-of-strings-2005.html


4. July 15, 2005

Must say that a virtual blackout of reporting on the panel discussion leaves the
field open for people to invent their own scenarios, like for example

MODERATOR’S OPENING REMARKS

Steven Shenker (moderator of “The Next Superstring Revolution”):

“Ladies and gentlemen, I think everyone realizes that if we don’t want to start
looking silly, we have to decide what we’re going to say about all these vacua…”

5. July 15, 2005

Peter you say
Update:It looks like Ashoke Sen’s slides from the panel discussion are on-line.

but I couldnt find anything from the panel discussion there, what i found related
to a talk on extremal BH scheduled for later in the week.

was there something from the panel discussion posted there earlier?

6. Anonymous
July 15, 2005

“Saying things like this to impressionable graduate students is really educational
malpractice.”

Why the assumption that graduate students are impressionable? I’m pretty damn
opinionated and also well-informed, if I do say so myself, as are many other grad
students I know.

— An anonymous grad student

7. Peter Woit
July 14, 2005

Hi Quantum,

Quite a while ago I wrote a short piece about this:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0102051

Physics Today refused to publish it, ultimately American Scientist did.

Don’t believe everything you read about the beauty of string theory….

8. quantum
July 14, 2005

Is there any basic book or article or post that would list the reasons why you
anti-string theory partisans are so sure of yourself? I want to learn. I thought
that string theory is so beautiful it must be right! I’m a layman tho.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0102051
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0102051


I’ve pimped your site over at my blog quantuum.blogspot.com

9. July 13, 2005

dan:
some thoughts
1- paradigm shift from LQG to LOLL’s CDT
2- implementation of LOLL’s CDT into LQG
3- CDT reproduces many results expected of a QG such as black hole entropy

Dan I am a great fan of Loll and the CDT approach she and co-workers have
developed and my comments may be responsible for what you said here, so I
must apologize for somehow giving the wrong impression.

Loll is just beginning to work on Black Hole. She does not have black hole
entropy formula. Look at her recent paper with Dittrich. Other QG people (e.g.
LQG) are farther along on that.
Loll approach is comparatively new and has catching up to do.

it is too extreme, or maybe premature, to speak of a “paradigm shift”. I think
some notion of quantum spacetime is gradually emerging as people work on
these various methods like LQG and CDT. It all contributes to the same
understanding. I am frankly delighted with Loll CDT recent papers and results
but it is too early to say that one approach to nonperturbative QG will “win the
race” and beat the others.

I probably suggested the idea of “implementation of CDT into LQG” and it is my
fault for having such an awkward notion. I do believe that there will be some
kind of assimilation of methods. But I cannot picture how that will work out! I
think some of the other people are going to have to match CDT results or else (as
you mentioned earlier) start using Loll’s methods. I am confused as to how this
will actually happen and I am afraid that I may have communicated my
confusion.

It is pretty clearly too early to try to look ahead to this October.
My bad, for doing this. I cant resist saying however that I think it is an exciting
time in QG largely because of the past year’s results in CDT and the organizers
of the October conference have shown this by how they organized it. Last year it
was a “Loop and Spin Foams” conference and Renate Loll just happened to be
there and gave one paper. this year the outlines seem to have changed
significantly. I will try to post something about this when the full Programme is
posted (they say something this month but it could be longer)

10. dan
July 13, 2005

“No I don’t think that something new and exciting will happen at one of these
conferences.”
Hello Peter,
I am curious as to whether you think (or expect) the same for Loop 2005.



some thoughts
1- paradigm shift from LQG to LOLL’s CDT
2- implementation of LOLL’s CDT into LQG
3- CDT reproduces many results expected of a QG such as black hole entropy

11. Peter Woit
July 13, 2005

Hi Gadfly,

Thanks for that link. The discussion over there was triggered by the cover story
of the latest Discover magazine. I just went out and got a copy and will post
some comments later.

12. Peter Woit
July 13, 2005

To whoever is anonymously posting uninformed attacks on my motivations:

I’ll delete any more nonsense of this kind that you submit, but for your
information let me just explain that, for various reasons including a clever choice
of parents, I’m in excellent financial shape. I don’t need either government
money or anyone else’s mil, and could live comfortably without working at this or
any other job if I felt like it.

This financial freedom means that I can afford to piss off people if necessary, and
I feel it gives me some responsibility to say things that other people think but are
too afraid to say because of fear of repercussions. Witten’s role in this whole
story is a central one, and I say exactly what I think about it.

13. July 13, 2005

Quantoken,

Actually there is a simple explanation why Peter is obsessed with the string
landscape loons on the fringes instead of hammering away at their leader,
Witten, which is that he shares a common goal with those same loons.

Its all in anticipation of the end of public financing for certain science activities
that will be deemed nice intellectual pursuits but of dubious practical relevance.

There has been such a massive wealth redistribution and a shrinking middle
class will no longer be able to provide the funds.

So its all about getting the attention of the rich aging kooks largely ignorant of
science looking for some deep meaning in life before they croak.

Thats why Peter runs a Mockracy to generate as many page hits as possible. Just
like the string landscape fruitcakes, its all about finding a Templeton with a mill
burning a hole in his pocket.

14. gadfly



July 13, 2005

Apparently some economists are concerned about the state of string theory. they
fear that is getting worse than their “dimal science”

http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2005/07
/string_theory_h.html

15. Quantoken
July 13, 2005

Peter:

The point is any one who is more likely to stand up in those panel discussion and
criticize things will most likely NOT attend such conferences. At least not some
one who has some minimum self-respect. You would stand up and criticize
things, I think, but you will NOT go to such conference in the first place.

The CNN news is still relevant. Medical research is certainly a different
dissipline. But the scientific dishonesty discloser is NOT limited to just medical
research, but is rather widespread in virtually all other scitific research areas. If
scientists in a certain theoretical research area is bold enough to go to TV and
announce to audience of the whole world that their theory “explains every thing”
while in fact they have not explained a single thing in nature, do you think they
have been more honest than the medical researchers?

Scientists are as human as any one and given chances they can all likely be
dishonest if it serves some personal benefits, whether they are medical
researchers or researchers in other fields.

Quantoken

16. ksh95
July 13, 2005

Hmmm, no conference participants want to talk about the panel discussion. I
don’t understand this. Perhaps some one could explain to me why string
theorist’s opinions about string theory are deemed top secret.

17. Peter Woit
July 13, 2005

Hi Steve,

Thanks for pointing out that link, I’ll add it to the posting.

18. Aaron
July 13, 2005

I’m not going to put words in Jacques’s mouth. You can, for example, see his
comments about the paper.

http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2005/07/string_theory_h.html
http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2005/07/string_theory_h.html
http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2005/07/string_theory_h.html
http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2005/07/string_theory_h.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000593.html#c002470
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000593.html#c002470


I think I’ll also follow Jacques’s lead, for now at least, in not talking about the
panel. I’m sure you’ll find out somehow, anyways.

19. hack
July 13, 2005

I couldn’t help but think of string theorists when I read this article.

20. Peter Woit
July 13, 2005

Hi Quantoken,

No I don’t think that something new and exciting will happen at one of these
conferences. What amazes me though is how the whole subject gets crazier and
crazier all the time. I admit to being fascinated by seeing supposedly smart
people behave like this and can’t believe that no one ever stands up at one of
these panel discussions and acknowledges how bad things have gotten. I think
this is a truly bizarre and amazing time in the history of science and can’t wait to
see what happens next. Right now it’s kind of like watching lemmings, hard to
believe what one is seeing.

And no, bad medical research is a different story, off this topic.

21. Peter Woit
July 13, 2005

Hi Aaron,

I’m not surprised by the vote. For the last year or two every string theorist that
I’ve talked to about this has had nothing but scathing things to say about the
whole landscape business, many quite unprintable. What I find weird is that
despite this, the landscape has become such a popular thing for people to work
on. Even people who profess to not believe in it feel compelled to work on things
related to it. For instance, which alternative did your colleague Jacques raise his
hand for? We know what his latest paper was about.

Still curious about the panel discussion….

22. Quantoken
July 13, 2005

Peter:

It’s curious to note even you clearly belong to the anti-string camp, every time
there is a string sort of conference going on some where, you showed a great
interest and stick your neck out long to find out and you openly beg for insider
information about “what’s going on” in those conferences.

You have been inconsistent, Peter. Are you so interested in those meetings
because you worried that they may make some some surprise
announcements of some great news that they made some great discovery and

http://www.ftimes.com/main.asp?SectionID=1&SubSectionID=1&ArticleID=28169&TM=78207.57
http://www.ftimes.com/main.asp?SectionID=1&SubSectionID=1&ArticleID=28169&TM=78207.57


explained everything in nature by SST? Do you really believe there will be
something interesting at all?

To me, string theory has clearly failed to demonstrate that it has anything to do
with nature at all. And that is unlikely to change any time soon. So it is un-
interesting, and it is boring. And I would not be interested in any related
string research activities, until they can announce something that seem to be
relevant. So I really don’t know where Peter gets so enthusiatic in the stuff.

Might as well discuss this CNN news, which I think is actually interesting, and
shows why sciece fraud is widespread in today’s research community.

Quantoken

23. Steve
July 13, 2005

Here’s one I’ve found:

http://makotosakurai.blogspot.com/2005/07/2nd-day-of-strings-2005.html

24. Aaron
July 13, 2005

I won’t say much about what else happened, but at the end, there was a vote of
hands on whether the cosmological constant was ‘environmental’ or ‘physical’.
The results: 4:1 or so against.

And you didn’t believe me….

25. dan
July 13, 2005

lubos asked the same question on his blog awhile back.

among the suggestions lubos himself offered……..

LQG!

would you believe it?

http://www.cnn.com/2005/HEALTH/07/13/contradictory.studies.ap/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2005/HEALTH/07/13/contradictory.studies.ap/index.html
http://makotosakurai.blogspot.com/2005/07/2nd-day-of-strings-2005.html
http://makotosakurai.blogspot.com/2005/07/2nd-day-of-strings-2005.html


Is String Theory About to Snap?

July 13, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The August issue of Discover magazine is out, with a cover story entitled “Is String
Theory About to Snap?”. The editors of the magazine describe how they recently
became aware of the controversy over string theory when they organized a
celebration of Einstein in Aspen last summer. They quote Lawrence Krauss as telling
them “String theory may be in a worse position now regarding being testable than it
has been at any time in the past 20 years.” To get a response to this, they asked
Michio Kaku to write something for them. They refer to him as a “cofounder of string
theory”, which I suspect some people might object to. Presumably they meant to
repeat what is in their profile of him, which calls him a “cofounder of string field
theory.”

Kaku’s article is entitled Testing String Theory, and is a thoroughly intellectually
dishonest piece of writing, designed to mislead anyone without expertise in what is at
issue here. He succeeded in misleading whoever wrote the blurb for the article which
goes: “No experiment has ever allowed us to test whether any of the assumptions of
string theory are true. That is about to change.” No it’s not. None of the experiments
Kaku mentions will “allow us to test whether any of the assumptions of string theory
are true”.

As I’ve explained in detail on other occasions, the simple fact of the matter is that
string theory does not make any predictions, unless one adopts a definition of the
word “prediction” different than that conventional among scientists. A scientific
prediction is one that tells you specifically what the results of a given experiment will
be. If the results of the experiment come out differently, the theory is wrong. String
theory can’t do this, since it is not a well-defined theory, but rather a research
program that some people hope will one day lead to a well-defined theory capable of
making predictions.

At places in the article Kaku qualifies his claims of “predictions”, for instance saying
near the beginning of the article that certain experiments “could provide significant
evidence that would support string theory” (note all the qualifiers in this phrase:
“could”, “significant evidence”, “support”) but that “the rub is that all the new
evidence, no matter how compelling, will still provide only indirect proof.” He soon
abandons his qualified language and starts talking about the following topics:

1. Gravitational waves: He says of gravitational waves created in the Big Bang:
“String theory predicts the frequencies of such waves”, and that this prediction will
be tested by LISA. I don’t know specifically what he has in mind here, but I know of
no way to use string theory to make a specific prediction of the spectrum of
gravitational waves that LISA will see. The only things he mentions are inflation and
epkyrotic scenarios, the first of which has nothing to do with string theory, the second
very little.

2. The LHC: Kaku discusses the possibility that superpartners exist, but does note
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that you don’t need string theory to have these. He also discusses possible Tev-scale
particle physics effects of extra dimensions, without mentioning that string theory
makes no predictions at all about what these extra dimensions are like, or even what
their size is. There is absolutely no reason other than wishful thinking to expect extra
dimensions in string theory of a size invisible until now, but visible at LHC energies.

3. Laboratory tests of the inverse-square law: Kaku claims: “according to string
theory, at small scales like a millimeter, gravity might hop across higher dimensions
and perhaps into other, parallel universes”. This is a load of nonsense. String theory
predicts no such thing. It may be consistent with this, purely because it is consistent
with anything. He does go on to say “Perhaps the additional dimensions would show
up only on smaller scales — string theory is still somewhat vague about this
prediction.” “Somewhat vague”??? As far as I know string theory makes no prediction
about this at all, except that most string theorists expect effects to show up below
10-33cm, not 10-1cm.

4. Dark matter searches: according to Kaku “Once particles of dark matter are
identified in the laboratory, their properties can be analyzed and compared with the
predictions of string theory.” Only problem is string theory makes no such
predictions. He’s talking about neutralinos, but in string theory the neutralino mass
could be absolutely anything. After discussing these string theory”predictions” about
dark matter, he goes on to speculate that maybe there is no dark matter anyway, just
“huge clumps of shadow matter in a parallel universe, causing our galaxies to form in
mirror-image locations”, then admits that such an idea is incapable of ever being
experimentally tested.

After going through all this, he saves the real kicker for the end: “Some theorists,
myself among them, believe that the final verdict on string theory will not come from
experiments at all”. So he doesn’t even believe in any of the nonsense he has been
spouting. He admits that “The principal reason predictions of string theory are not
well-defined is that the theory is not finished.” So the earlier talk of “predictions” is
now no longer operative. He goes on to invoke the pipe dream that someday someone
will come up with a finished version of string theory that will predict precisely the
standard model, neglecting to mention that there’s not the slightest evidence that this
is a realistic possibility. On the contrary, all the evidence now points to the conclusion
that, if string theory makes sense at all, it has an infinity of different vacuum states,
and is probably a radically non-predictive theory. Impressive that Kaku could write a
whole article about the prospects of string theory, and somehow neglect to mention
the huge and very relevant controversy surrounding the idea of the landscape. Do you
think he hasn’t heard about it?

Comments

1. Anonymous
July 19, 2005

Alejandro wrote: “Hmm, anonymous, could it be said that a fat graviton is
something as a colored gluon, and then asymptotic freedom strikes? Or is it



another mechanism?”

I don’t think there’s *any* concrete model, really. From the Sundrum papers it
seems one really wants to realize the graviton as an extended object on the scale
of 20 microns, while the photon and other known particles remain pointlike.
Needless to say, this is a strange picture that doesn’t look like any known field or
string theory.

I have wondered about the asymptotic freedom idea you suggest, but I don’t
know how it could be realized.

I think whoever first comes up with a good field theoretic or string theoretic
framework in which a fat graviton seems plausible will have made major
progress.

2. Torbjorn Larsson
July 18, 2005

Alejandro, thank you, I enjoyed the info.

It seems like I have one or two years to read it all thoroughly.  It’s a pity if they
want to sit on their results until they themselves can verify with differing
experiments. Hopefully the other groups work faster…

3. ks
July 18, 2005

@Anonymous

Are you shure that string theory is NOT a kind of ( nevertheless constrained )
meta-language of physics that is able to include/express anything? What is
blurred at least to an outsider of string theory like me is the relationship
between expressivity as a language and it’s own constraints and assumptions. As
an analogy: in software development we distinguish between frameworks and
applications. A framewok by itself is vacuos ( it can be useless or clumsy but it
never maps an application domain in a falsifiable way ). It just defines how
applications can be customized with few effort to run under the constraints of
the framework. The applications ( ‘theories’ ) are performing the real stuff. In
this sense ‘string theory’ may be a kind of doubling of theoretical physics within
physics, creating a framework for particular theories to work with.

4. Alejandro Rivero
July 17, 2005

Torbjorn, the information is identical to a rumour started in Lubos blog one
month ago, if you read it slowly.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/06/deviations-from-newtons-law-seen.html

5. Torbjorn Larsson
July 17, 2005

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/06/deviations-from-newtons-law-seen.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/06/deviations-from-newtons-law-seen.html


I’m sorry about the confusement; I was reading too fast, I guess.

The summary article was from April and with full references, so it didn’t contain
the information you were privileged to have.

Thanks for the info, it looks interesting!

6. Alejandro Rivero
July 17, 2005

Hmm, anonymous, could it be said that a fat graviton is something as a colored
gluon, and then asymptotic freedom strikes? Or is it another mechanism?

7. Anonymous
July 15, 2005

Torbjorn, your repeated posts confuse me, but I’m sure what I said was right, so
let me elaborate:

— Down to 100 microns, the tests show no deviation.
— Below 100 microns, they do begin to see some deviation. So far this is
unpublished, and might go away. If it does not, it poses a serious problem for
string theory. The reason is that string theory can easily explain gravity getting
*stronger* at short distances (due to more dimensions being accessible), but not
getting *weaker*. It doesn’t immediately invalidate the theory, but no one seems
to have any model of how string theory could account for this.
— The fat graviton, to be related to the cosmological constant, implies gravity
will be modified below some scale that cannot be much larger than 20 microns.
In other words, if the tests find no deviation below about 20 microns, the fat
graviton is ruled out. But if the current deviation is confirmed, it’s provides a
compelling reason to think about the fat graviton.

8. Torbjorn Larsson
July 15, 2005

I have a bad day; Anonymous said the reverse, and it fat gravitons aren’t ruled
out.

9. Torbjorn Larsson
July 15, 2005

Oops, sorry; they seem also to have ruled out the fat graviton as Anonymous
said.

10. Torbjorn Larsson
July 15, 2005

“I think it’s worth noting that tests of the inverse-square law stand to actually
*invalidate* string theory,…”

I’m no expert but I don’t think they invalidate ST; it has as usually covered all
bases. According to http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/18/4/6/1 the inverse-

http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/18/4/6/1
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square law is fine to small scales. What they started to rule out is some, but not
all, brane-world scenarios.

11. July 15, 2005

dan mentions
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/12/ny-times-20-years-of-strings.html

which is Lubos blog about the Overbye NYT article. There was a Notevenwrong
blog too about the same article, if I remember right.
It was an interesting article partly because of the anecdotes, and gems of
triumphant rhetoric. I dont happen to have a subscription to the NYT so I used
these alternative links

http://www.iht.com/articles/2004/12/07/news/string.html

http://pmbryant.typepad.com/b_and_b/2004/12/string_theory_d.html

the second has a part of the original Overbye article that the first omits, namely
the exchange between Brian Greene and Steve Shenker at the conclusion, about
“If it’s wrong, don’t you want to know?”

dan also quotes A. Garrett Lisi from earlier this thread, the comparison with
microsoft, posted at July 14, 2005 01:05 PM.
I would like a direct link to that. Has Garrett published that comparison
somewhere else? it is too apt to lose. I don’t like having to hunt for it by scrolling
down though the comments.

A propos overblown rhetoric, there is Overbye’s final paragraph:

String theory’s biggest triumph is still its first one, unifying Einstein’s lordly
gravity, which curves the cosmos, and the quantum pinball game of chance,
which lives inside it.
“Whatever else it is or is not,” Harvey said in Aspen, “string theory is a theory of
quantum gravity that gives sensible answers.”

should be an anthology of grandiose string pronouncements. It would make
entertaining reading now, and more so in a few years, I suspect.

12. July 15, 2005

I’ve always had the impression that string theorists roll their eyes upward at
Kaku’s attempts to exaggerate his role in the development of string theory, but
are loathe to diss him in public in fear of negative publicity for the field.

13. dan
July 15, 2005

Does Lubos Motl work for Microsoft?

http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/12/ny-times-20-years-of-strings.html
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“The article also includes an appropriate portion of a text about loop quantum
gravity – a few percent. The most relevant recent discovery in loop quantum
gravity was done, according to the article, by Vafa, Neitzke, Gukov, and
Dijkgraaf, and Cumrun explains that if loop quantum gravity is correct, it must
be a part of string theory. I am sure that our loop quantum gravity colleagues
will agree wholeheartedly. ;-)”

as a response to

“I see string theory as the microsoft of physics — all marketing, with
technological “development” coming only from the principle of “embrace and
extend” leveraged to succeed via its monopoly. If I use this model to speculate as
to the future, I don’t think string theory will have a spectacular crash, as some
might hope and as it certainly deserves. Rather, some non-string researcher, or
research group, will make some real progress and the string theory mob will
embrace it and claim it as their own. The resulting fun will depend on how
adamantly the successful “confounders of string theory” protest that their stuff
has nothing to do with strings — but my pessimistic view would be that this voice
would be lost amid the torrent of stringy activity and papers tied to their work.
Time will tell.”

14. Anonymous
July 15, 2005

I think it’s worth noting that tests of the inverse-square law stand to actually
*invalidate* string theory, or at least force one to consider very different
scenarios than the conventional ones, in the very near future. Eotwash
apparently sees a weakening of gravity at around 20 microns, where Raman
Sundrum predicted one would see this if a “fat graviton” explains the
cosmological constant. This is exciting stuff, and I hope they are able to confirm
the tentative evidence of a signal.

15. Quantoken
July 15, 2005

Kyle said:

“In fact, I’ll go a step further. There are high school REU students out there who
hold greater claim to having advanced physics than Kaku has in the past twenty
years. If only they were doing work on things that sound suitably star-treky, then
maybe they could join him in such grand publications as Discover.”

Actually I will make the observation that any random walking soul on the streets
would have a perfectly legitimate claim that he/she has advanced physics in
the past year than what Kaku did in the past 20 years.

Because even if the random soul has not worked in physics, he/she has very
likely paid taxes and thus provided support by the public funding to support
physics researches. So that’s a positive contribution. Whereas Mr. Kaku, if he
had achieved nothing, he would have wasted 20 years worth of research funding
and thus contributed negatively to science.



But it’s even worse. By going to TVs and publish popular readings that utterly lie
about and mislead the public about scientific facts and realities, Kaku not only
wasted tax payer money, he also contributed negatively to the progress of real
science.

Quantoken

16. Ben
July 15, 2005

I’m no expert, but it boggles my mind that someone who has published the highly
technical books that Kaku has, by major technical publishers (Springer, Oxford),
could be incompetent, which seems to be the implication here. On the other
hand, that seems to be the implication about all of string theory. I am not saying
you are right or wrong, since as I said I don’t know. But something really weird is
going on.

17. A Scott Crawford
July 15, 2005

How much did the LIGO facility down south cost? $600 million or something?
And now we eagerly await a signal that’ll EITHER be a wrinkle in gravity, OR a
car backfiring on a not so nearby highway! Just as Einstein predicted!

Just to play the devil’s advocate… the LISA system is going to adjust the position
of it’s three SV’s using the coronasphere model. This assumes there is ALWAYS
solar weather, or varying degrees of both proton and photon density interacting
in a particular volume of “euclidian” space (at one AU), &etc. (CQ Magazine has
monthly solar weather charts for the curious)

The first observation is that solar weather is, in practical terms, aether. One
might almost want to look at chromatic aberrations, or (echm) other signal
characteristics (like spherical aberrations or x) to see if an interferometer inside
a spaceship can allow one to determine lots of stuff without looking out the
windows. That’d be pretty cool, as it’d be nice to zoom up past ‘c’.

The second observation is that the LISA SV’s beams aren’t traveling through a
shielded vacuum or a stable magnetic fiield. The SV’s will tell us a lot of things
about Sol. But how one distinguishes between a space jiggle due to cloud of
charged dust from the sun and one due to a cosmic wave of gravity is beyond me.

The last observation is actually a question. Is the scientific principle commonly
referred to as Ockhams Razor, dead, or alive? If the former, what’s replaced it? If
the latter, how well does String Theory (xyz) hold up if the Razor is applied?

18. ks
July 15, 2005

It is at least the mass audience who is willing to spend money into an enterprise
without any practical use ( former generations may have believed in new high
energy wappon systems as a side-product of accelerator research ). It will be



sold as a part of “culture” starting with greek intellectuals speculating about the
arch? and ends up with string theorists doing the same thing collaboratively with
more advanced mathematical tools. Maybe Kaku has understood better than the
mainstream mathematical physicist that whatever theory will be finally accepted
by the community it will end up in physics-actors like him and books about
timetravel, wormholes and parallel universes i.e. pop-culture that justifies the
luxury of HEP research. Therefore Kaku goes well beyond John Horgans claim
that scientists practice ‘ironic science’ but deny this circumstance.

19. Andy Dabydeen
July 15, 2005

I think Kaku is pop-scientist, that is what offends a great deal of his critics.
Regardless of his position, lack thereof, and the liberties he’s taken, what he has
managed to do is communicate to a mass audience — which is not such a bad
thing — even if some say he’s delving into the realm of science fiction.

20. D R Lunsford
July 15, 2005

Kaku’s QFT book is not bad. In fact it’s very conservative, which is what you
really want in a textbook. Of course there is no single tome that will do, since the
theory is broken to begin with.

Peter’s comment perplexes me. As I understood it, string theory emerged from
an attempt to explain nuclear forces and in particular resonances, in the sense of
literally banding together nucleons and using Hooke’s law (!). So how could Kaku
have been an evangelist before there was anything to get really worked up
about?

-drl

21. Kyle
July 14, 2005

Why would that irk you? It doesn’t take much to pass up someone standing still.
Spend a couple of years helping out in a good lab and you’ll have done more to
increase the scope of physics’ predictive power than some others have in
decades of mathematical meanderings.

In fact, I’ll go a step further. There are high school REU students out there who
hold greater claim to having advanced physics than Kaku has in the past twenty
years. If only they were doing work on things that sound suitably star-treky, then
maybe they could join him in such grand publications as Discover.

22. ksh95
July 14, 2005

Hack said
I seriously doubt it! What kind of demented instructor would choose Kaku as a
primary text for a QFT course? Aside from Kaku himself, of course.



Agreed. I think it’s a horrible introductory text. The quality of Kaku’s book,
however, was not the point of my post.

I just get irked by goofy statements like, “…I contributed more than Kaku when I
was an undergrad…”.

23. hack
July 14, 2005

“Respect your elders young grasshopper. One day you may be taught QFT from
Kaku’s books.”

I seriously doubt it! What kind of demented instructor would choose Kaku as a
primary text for a QFT course? Aside from Kaku himself, of course.

24. Peter Woit
July 14, 2005

Hi Garrett,

I think you’re being unfair to Microsoft, their product actually works. But I think
you’re right that what will happen in the future is that anything new and
successful will be dubbed a “version of string theory”. In his Discover article,
Kaku refers to all sorts of different things as “versions of string theory”.

25. garrett
July 14, 2005

I see string theory as the microsoft of physics — all marketing, with
technological “development” coming only from the principle of “embrace and
extend” leveraged to succeed via its monopoly. If I use this model to speculate as
to the future, I don’t think string theory will have a spectacular crash, as some
might hope and as it certainly deserves. Rather, some non-string researcher, or
research group, will make some real progress and the string theory mob will
embrace it and claim it as their own. The resulting fun will depend on how
adamantly the successful “confounders of string theory” protest that their stuff
has nothing to do with strings — but my pessimistic view would be that this voice
would be lost amid the torrent of stringy activity and papers tied to their work.
Time will tell.

26. Anonymous
July 14, 2005

A few years back I was at a conference where Kaku was a guest of honour. I was
looking forward to meeting the guy and managed to pull strings to join him for
dinner. He was not the person I expected. He was one of those annoying
scientistic scientists – one of those who thinks that if it’s been published in a
paper it must be “absolutely and scientifically proved”, even, surprisingly, from
the ‘softer’ sciences like biology. He’d quote stuff on a wide variety of topics as if
he were some kind of oracle with perfect knowledge of The Truth. Anyway, the
next day he gave his talk. It was more of the same with him laying down The Law



as to what was and wasn’t physically possible. He stated some ‘fundamental’
limit on computing: maybe it was a limit on switch size, something like that.
Anyway, there was a bit of noise coming from the back of the auditorium. It got a
bit louder. A bunch of people were conferring. And eventually they said
something. This group had already exceeded his so called ‘fundamental’ limit in
the lab. They had intended to make no announcement about it yet but after the
arrogance of Kaku’s speech they couldn’t contain themselves any longer!

27. ksh95
July 14, 2005

Kyle said
I’m proud to say that by the time I graduated with a B.S., I had contributed more
to physics than Kaku has before or since.

Respect your elders young grasshopper. One day you may be taught QFT from
Kaku’s books.

28. July 14, 2005

I found the statement “cofounder of string field theory” on his web site.

That’s very clever, actually. The layman will not notice the difference between
“string theory” and “string field theory”, so it practically reads “cofounder of
string theory”. But to the expert, Kaku can always say “Hey, I said string FIELD
theory”, which is a relatively obscure subject that very few people know or care
about its history anyway. Very clever!

29. Mike Crowley
July 14, 2005

Peter,

I found this entry very helpful in providing a more realistic context for Kaku’s
book “Parallel Worlds”. The article you described is very similar to the
arguments he sets out in this book.

I reviewed the chapter where he discusses testing String Theory. He devotes a
lot of space to gravity waves but I’m still unclear how they confirm String
Theory; however, he writes “One important goal of LISA is to provide the
smoking gun for the inflationary theory… Some, such as Kip Thorne of Cal Tech,
believe that LISA may be able to tell whether some version of string theory is
correct. As I explain in chapter 7, the inflationary universe theory predicts that
gravity waves emerging from the big bang should be quite violent,
corresponding to the rapid, exponential expansion of the early universe,
accompanied by much smoother gravity waves. LISA should be able to rule out
various rival theories of the big bang and make a crucial test of string theory.”

At the end of the chapter he writes, “My own view is that verification of string
theory might come entirely from pure mathematics, rather than from
experiment. Since string theory is supposed to be a theory of everything, it



should be a theory of everyday energies as well as cosmic ones. Thus, if we can
finally solve the theory completely, we should b able to calculate the properties
of ordinary objects, not just exotic ones found in outer space. For example, if
string theory can calculate the masses of the proton, neutron, and electron from
first principles, this would be an accomplishment of first magnitude.”

He then quotes Einstein and concludes the chapter dramatically: “If true, then
perhaps M-theory will make possible the final journey for all intelligent life in the
universe, the escape from our dying universe trillions upon trillions of years from
now to a new home.” (After learning what I’ve learned here, it’s no longer
possible to read paragraphs like that with a straight face.)

Yesterday morning on a local talk show in Phoenix I heard the anchor praise
Kaku, describing him as “one of the fathers of String Theory” and also “like the
rock star of theoretical physics–he has a huge following and a web page.”

30. Peter Woit
July 14, 2005

Kaku was one of the co-developers of string field theory, see his 1974 papers
with Kikkawa. Of course there was little interest in this at the time, since a year
earlier Gross et. al. had discovered asymptotic freedom and the best people in
the field were all doing gauge theory.

31. July 14, 2005

It’s also a fact that there is (almost) no such thing as a (serious) “string field
theory”, and if there is, then Witten is the founder (probably Warren Siegel
should also be mentioned). I recall that Kaku wrote a paper or two on the subject
in the 80’s (as so many other people), but nothing like a major contribution.

32. Joe Bolte
July 14, 2005

I would encourage you to write something similar to what is here as a letter to
the editor of Discovery. No matter who owns it, or what its standards are, I think
it’s important to point out to readers who may not have a sophisticated
knowledge of what constitutes science that Mr Kaku is being extremely slippery
here.

33. Kyle
July 14, 2005

I’m proud to say that by the time I graduated with a B.S., I had contributed more
to physics than Kaku has before or since.

I believe this is so because though he has done much work (of what quality?) in
mathematics, I have never seen any evidence of Kaku having produced anything
in physics at all.

34. July 14, 2005



Kakuphony!

35. Alejandro Rivero
July 14, 2005

I fail to find the updated version of “Comments On String Theory”, if it is
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0212247

36. July 14, 2005

Peter,

For pete’s sake, Discover Magazine is a rag owned by Disney which is far below
the standards of Scientific American (which itself has been going downhill for the
past two decades). Who cares what they have to say pro or con.

Some of your concerns in your post can be put to rest by Witten himself in his
paper entitled “COMMENTS ON STRING THEORY” which was updated as of
June 2005.

but no you keep chasing after kooks like kaku because you’re runnin a mockracy.

37. M
July 14, 2005

Maybe a fine-tuned version of your post would be an appropriate “letter to the
editor” of Discover, or even a rebuttal to Kaku’s piece? Or do you think Discover
would ignore it, preferring sensation over accuracy along the lines of “We are on
the cusp of discovering great things; isn’t that really exciting?”

38. Quantoken
July 14, 2005

MICHIO KAKU. I wonder what kind of scientist this guy is and what kind mind he
has. These days I can not turn on television without seeing the face of this big
mouthed MICHIO KAKU, especially when I watch science related channels.

Does any one know what kind of research he does? A search in ARXIV turned up
just 6 of his papers. And nothing since 1999. Has he turned himself into a TV
actor or SciFi novelist or sort of thing?

Quantoken

39. July 13, 2005

Kaku, Kaku. What can I say! Where do I begin!

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0212247
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0212247


The Landscape in Toronto

July 14, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Most of the talks at Strings 2005 about the landscape have now taken place, although
there’s at least one more this afternoon by Dine. Frederik Denef gave a survey talk
entitled Constructions and distributions of string vacua. One amusing thing he does is
note that even in toy models with these exponentially large numbers of states,
counting the number of states with vacuum energy less than some bound is
computationally an NP-hard problem. He describes a wide range of constructions that
people have come up with to fix the moduli, concluding that you can “throw enough
ingredients together to get sufficiently complicated potential, and this will fix moduli,
at least at effective field theory level”, but that these constructions are “ugly”. He
then goes on to survey various results about the statistical distributions of these
states, and ends by announcing a workshop in Trieste next spring on “String Vacua
and the Landscape.”

The talk on Is the number of string theory vacua finite? by Michael Douglas makes
Denef’s survey of distributions of vacua kind of pointless. The number of such vacua
is definitely infinite, which ruins ones ability to get a probability distribution by
counting vacua. Douglas hopes that by putting in a cutoff on the diameter and volume
of the compactification space, as well as the size of the vacuum energy, he can make
the number of vacua finite. He explains this conjecture, for which the evidence is not
very compelling.

Even if he gets the finiteness he hopes for after imposing these cutoffs, the problem
then is that the distributions of vacua depend strongly on the cutoff and are peaked at
the cutoff value. This is what happens in examples that Kachru talked about at the
conference. Douglas is reduced to arguing that “it seems a priori plausible that
cosmological selection could depend on the volume of the extra dimensions”, i.e., that
somehow the Big Bang would get rid of the problem that his program is predicting
large compactification spaces when he wants small ones. There seems to be no reason
for this other than wishful thinking. One thing is clear though now: it makes no sense
to spend time computing distributions of these vacua, since this gives a result you
don’t want. In this game though, it’s not like you give up on your research program
when it gives results that don’t look at all like the real world.

Comments

1. Peter Woit
July 19, 2005

Hi jkg,

The Douglas program is based on the idea that we live in a randomly chosen (by
not understood dynamics of the early universe) part of the multiverse, randomly
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chosen among those in which life is possible. If this is true we would expect to be
in vacua corresponding to high probabilities, not low ones (consistent with
anthropic principle). Douglas et al hope (hoped?) to use this idea to make some
predictions. It is these hopes that have collapsed.

Susskind has written a whole book about why this is a great idea, you can read it
later this year. Personally I always thought this was just nuts.

2. Torbjorn Larsson
July 19, 2005

I’m not qualified to say much in this except that the difference between Peter
and Bob (and me) is split by ‘among which String methods can not _yet_
distinguish’.

The ‘not yet’ is wide open to be realised as ‘soon’ to ‘never’. I’m not sure how we
would be certain of any of these extreme cases.

3. jkg
July 19, 2005

Hi,

Sorry for asking naive question, but I do not quite get what could be the
relevance of probability distribution of universes in multiverse (if you can
calculate it, and I understand that you cannot in the landscape scenario.)
Suppose in string theory I you calculate the probability of having our universe to
be 99.9% and in another string theory II this probability is 10^{-10}%. So what?
Should I say that the second theory is wrong and the first is right? Certainly not!
Leibniz said that we live in the best of all possible worlds, which is perhaps right,
but why am I to believe the we live in the most probable one (or most
improbable, or whatever?)

4. Peter
July 19, 2005

Robert,

If you think about it for a minute, you’ll see there’s an obvious problem with your
analogy between QFT and string theory. You can use QFT to make an infinite
number of precise experimental predictions, then go out and check them and
they work. This is called doing science. Sure, QFTs don’t predict absolutely
everything, but they come with a precise understanding of what they predict and
don’t predict. There are lots of QFTs, but one of the simplest ones seems to work
perfectly.

The problems with string theory in general are complex, but the problem with
the landscape is very simple: it’s not science. The one hope for getting
predictions out of it (one for which there was never any evidence, just pure
wishful thinking), Douglas’s statistical program, has now collapsed, although its
practicioners seem to be having trouble clearly admitting this.



The people investigating the infinite number of vacuum states that make up the
landscape can’t tell us how they’re going to ever get any sort of prediction out of
this. What physical quantity are you going to calculate, use to make a prediction
such that it can be checked and if it is wrong, you’ll admit that the idea is
wrong? It’s fine if you can’t do this calculation yet, but it’s not fine if you don’t
have a plausible program for getting there.

What string theorists are doing now is launching into an endless investigation of
an infinitely complicated structure, with no scientific justification for doing this.
The only justification is the idea that string theory must be right, and this is what
string theory leads to. This is no longer science, it’s a cult.

5. Bob McNees
July 19, 2005

“that is, there were a whole bunch (one followed by 100 zeros) of quite different
versions of nature—with all different basic features and constants—among which
String methods could not distinguish!”

This is a bit of a disingenuous comment. I know, it’s hard to believe that anyone
around here would offer a gross oversimplification of the state of things in string
theory, but it seems to have inadvertently happened.

First of all, the notion of “the landscape” has been met with more than a healthy
amount of skepticism in the string community. That’s not to say that it’s entirely
wrong, but it’s certainly not the universally accepted source of communal shame
that Peter makes it out to be. But let’s suppose, for the sake of argument, that all
of the arguments surrounding the landscape go through, or even that Douglas’
speculation about the number of vacua being infinite holds up. Claiming that this
dooms string theory requires that we already have a near-complete technical
mastery of the subject, so that the notion of large (or infinite) families of vacua
becomes an irreparable flaw in the theory.

That’s just not true.

Consider the following analogy: write down every field theory you can think of.
I’ll even spot you four dimensions…go ahead, start writing. How many do you
have? Is it a few? A few dozen? 10^100? 10^500? An infinite number? What
does this have to do with the landscape, you say? Pretend for a moment that
you’re ignorant of every mechanism by which you might effectively reduce the
number of theories you’ve just written down, to those which you feel qualify as
“realistic”. How will we ever describe nature? My lord, with so many theories,
how will we ever make progress? Field theory was supposed to unify quantum
mechanics and special relativity, but all it has done is land us in this embarassing
morass of theories consistent with quantum mechanics and special relativity.
Let’s all go home…field theory is a bust.

Of course, now I’m the one who’s being disingenuous. You know lots of physical
principles that narrow down the number of realistic field theories. We’ve even
singled one out as describing most of what we see. But based on your reasoning,
why should you even start to narrow down the field? Such a large task, even if it



was only made large because you began with an incomplete knowledge of what
principles you should apply, is apparently reason to just give up.

The point is, we have no reason to believe that string theory isn’t full of selection
principles that deal precisely with Peter’s (and many string theorists’) objections
to the landscape. Personally, I’m not sold on the landscape. But I am aware that,
left unaddressed, the idea of lots and lots of vacua for string theory might pose a
problem for predictability. Do I abandon the field? No. In somewhat novel
fashion, I conclude that perhaps I should work on the problem. Quixotic, I know,
but I’ve heard that actually working on a problem usually gets better results than
complaining about the problem.

“But one should always have hope.”

Yes, one should. String theory is hard. We’re working on understanding it. We
run into hard problems all the time, and what to make of the landscape is one of
them. As discussed earlier in the post, progress on such problems is often made
by working on them.

6. July 18, 2005

Torbjorn, at the time I was talking about, they could not distinguish the right
one. I cannot speculate about future String methods and what they will be able
or not able to do about the Landscape. You probably remember it was described
as a needle in a haystack—or Lubos Motl compared Landscapeology to a
drunken man looking for the keys to his house not in the light of a street-lamp
but in the middle of the ocean, on the surface. But one should always have hope.

7. Alejandro Rivero
July 18, 2005

And, every time I look in there, full of inaccurate information.

Hey, our thread on numerology tries to keep a high standard of 99.9% numerical
accuracy and above! Perhaps you mean nonsensical or misleading. But we are
accurate.

8. Torbjorn Larsson
July 18, 2005

Thanks for the physicsforums tip.

Since we laymen already lay about, perhaps you can clarify why “…among which
String methods could not distinguish” is necessarily true.

The KKLT model is but a very special case of a huge class of more general
compactifications. It is made, as I understand it, primarily to have 4 large
dimensions and a small positive cosmological constant. (It also entails other good
benefits.)

Why do we discount other compactifications and methods to constrain vacua just

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=46055
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because this particular case failed?

9. Aaron Bergman
July 18, 2005

did you already try physicsforums.com with your question?
it is more oriented toward layfolk (general reader-type) questions.

And, every time I look in there, full of inaccurate information.

10. July 18, 2005

pseudo

did you already try physicsforums.com with your question?
it is more oriented toward layfolk (general reader-type) questions.

the gist of the “Landscape” business is that around January 2003 there was a
massive setback in the String research program. Some people at Stanford
(Kachru, Kallosh, Linde, Trivedi) came out with a paper showing that String
doesnt predict just one version of physics—this is what had been hoped for: a
theory that would explain why a lot of the basic constants in physics are what
they are.

In fact the KKLT paper showed that String doesnt even narrow it down to just 2
or a dozen or a thousand different versions. KKLT found that the number of
possible String “ground states” or “vacuum states” was more like ten-to-the-
hundred. that is, there were a whole bunch (one followed by 100 zeros) of quite
different versions of nature—with all different basic features and constants
—among which String methods could not distinguish!

This became known as the “Landscape” of string versions of physics, or (to put it
in a more technical language) the Landscape of String Vacua. (Vacua or
vacuums, in this case, just means the possible ground states or basic blank
conditions of nature.)

Later researchers (after january 2003) determined that the number was more
than ten-to-hundred, it was maybe more like ten-to-500, or maybe infinite. This
year infinite seems to be emerging as a favorite estimate.

This development has been interpreted by some as ending String hopes of being
a useful scientific theory (able to predict unique outcomes and explain a lot of
stuff). One possible response to the existence of the Landscape is to say that
String is over and it is time to look for a different theory.

Another possible reaction which some String theorists have shown is to try to
“save” the program by abandoning the expectation that a physical theory should
be testable by making unique predictions. This has lead to talk about “Anthropic
Principle” or as some say, the “Anthropic Lack of Principles”.

We heard a lot of talk about that in 2003 and 2004 but the word has fallen out of



favor. The idea was that the world is just the way it is and we dont have to
explain it, because if it were very different then life wouldnt have evolved and we
wouldnt be here talking about it. You wouldnt have Conscious Life-forms Like Us
(“anthropic” is just a technicalsounding word for “Like Us” in a very broad sense,
here).

Now String theorists seem embarrassed by the word “Anthropic” and they are
using the word “Environmental”. they sometimes say that some basic key
physical constants don’t have to be explained because they just are what
they happened to be.

This is a way of saving String by excusing it from having to predict or explain
basic features of nature. It is an abdication from the traditional scientific quest.
String theory is all right as long as we decide we dont expect a fundamental
theory to predict unique values of the constants of nature. Like, why, on the
macroscopic level that we can see, does spacetime have 4 dimensions? Well one
answer is let’s not try to explain that, it just is. It is environmental which here
is a code-word for “how it happened to turn out”.

Maybe the number 4 dimensions is a bad example and i should be taling about
something more technical like the cosmological constant or the fine structure
constant, but maybe you get what I’m trying to say without that.

11. pseudo string fan
July 18, 2005

Hi guys,

I often meet the following terms in string theory’s discussion:landscape and
anthropic principle

I think landscape in string theory is quite different from that found in a
dictionary. I also can’t find the explanation of anthropic in my dictionary. Could
someone tell me what they mean in string theory? Thank you in advance.

12. Alejandro Rivero
July 16, 2005

What is depressing, is the following slide
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/05-06/strings/sugimoto
/index.html?2;large#slideloc

The author seems to think that his audience is not going to be interested in
anything related to experimental input, and he uses a full slide to justify the
interest on QCD. Pitier if one thinks that string QCD is the main silver bridge for
young graduates to return to reality.

13. Alejandro Rivero
July 16, 2005

Not rare, if you have sometime seen these panels, which are rather formal.

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/audio/05-06/strings/sugimoto/index.html?2;large#slideloc
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Panelists either took the opportunity to keep selling his own product, or try to
come when an enthusiastic, politically correct, speech to please the public. I
think it should be funnier, and more interesting, if some place were left to think
aloud, instead of reading aloud.

14. July 15, 2005

In terms of the physics, the panelists gave their ideas for about an hour. Then
there were some comments and ideas from the audience. There was some
discussion of the anthropic stuff, but it didn’t come close to dominating the two
hours. The moderator ended with the vote and that was it.

Thanks for the report, Aaron.

Impressive lineup:

Raphael Bousso (UC Berkeley)
Shamit Kachru (SLAC & Stanford)
Ashok Sen (Harish-Chandra Research Institute)
Juan Maldacena (IAS, Princeton)

Andrew Strominger (Harvard)
Joseph Polchinski (KITP & UC Santa Barbara)
Steve Shenker (Stanford), moderator.
Eva Silverstein (SLAC & Stanford)
Nathan Seiberg (IAS, Princeton)

The organizers’ announced purpose of the session was “to explore, in an informal
and interactive way, possible directions that may lead to major new progress in
our field.”

Judging from your account not much worth telling about except a show of hands
4:1 in favor of the cosmological constant being “physical” as opposed to
“environomental”.

If you remember anything else that struck you as interesting, later on, hope you
will share it with us. Thanks again for the reportage.

15. Torbjorn Larsson
July 15, 2005

So no ideas worth mentioning and a vote not worth explaining?

16. Aaron
July 15, 2005

In terms of the physics, the panelists gave their ideas for about an hour. Then
there were some comments and ideas from the audience. There was some
discussion of the anthropic stuff, but it didn’t come close to dominating the two
hours. The moderator ended with the vote and that was it.

17. July 15, 2005



Aaron:There’s just not all that much to say about it, physicswise.

In that case, if it’s no big deal, then there’s no reason not to report your
impressions and what you got of the sense of the discussion, is there Aaron? So
please report.

18. Aaron
July 15, 2005

I’d be careful, if I were you, about ascribing beliefs on the anthropic principle
without talking to the actual people. (One of the advantages of a conference like
this is that you actually get to do that. I don’t feel it’s appropriate for me to talk
for other people, however, so I’ll just leave it there.)

I also wouldn’t get too excited over the panel discussion, either. It wasn’t some
great string theory Waterloo or anything. There’s just not all that much to say
about it, physicswise.

19. July 15, 2005

It’s hard to know where string theorists are on the Landscape issue collectively
(if there is a common viewpoint) because of the failure of anyone to report
Tuesday’s panel discussion
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000218.html

In the comments on your blog #218, I remember Aaron did say there was a show
of hands at the end of the session:

“I won’t say much about what else happened, but at the end, there was a vote of
hands on whether the cosmological constant was ‘environmental’ or ‘physical’.
The results: 4:1 or so against.
…
Posted by: Aaron at July 13, 2005 03:53 PM”

He doesnt say against what. presumably “environmental” = resorting to
Anthropic Principle (approx.) and the showing was “4:1 or so” against appealing
to the Anthropic Principle. Hope I am not misconstruing.

Don’t know if Aaron actually counted or if he or someone just eyeballed it and
said 4:1 because it felt right. Not sure if I am interpreting it right when I think of
it as a strawvote that went against Susskind and the (Dine Douglas Denef)
consulters of the entrails. Maybe it doesnt matter how the vote went and what
the issue really was.

But at least it sounds like the folks Tuesday were concerned about
“environmental versus physical” and worried enough that none of them want
public notice of what went on in their discussion.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000218.html
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Letter to New York Review of Books

July 14, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A colleague informs me that the latest New York Review of Books contains a letter
from one of the most well-known mathematicians in the U.S.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
July 20, 2005

Assuming it is him and not someone with the exact same name.

… and living in the same maximum security prison at Florence, Colorado.

2. July 20, 2005

I was thinking Pauly Shore for the role of Lubos.

And Michael Douglas as Michael Douglas, of course.

3. July 18, 2005

I am sure the editor was very nervous opening a letter from this infamous
mathematician. Assuming it is him and not someone with the exact same name.
As for the string movie mentioned below, Antonio Banderas could play the part of
J. Maldacena and Leonardo diCaprio that of L. Motl…maybe :).

4. Torbjorn Larsson
July 18, 2005

No no! _Dead_ people got no reason to live; _short_ people got less reason to
live; long people take up unnecessary space. Long live mediocracy!

5. String, Strang, Strung
July 17, 2005

From: http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56

All Tied Up & Strung Along: Hollywood String Theory Movie!!! Looking For
Extras!!!
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

ALL TIED UP & STRUNG ALONG, a movie about String Theorists and their
expansive theories which extend human ignorance, pomposity, and frailty into
higher dimensions, is set to start filming this fall. Jessica Alba, John Cleese,
Eugene Levie, Jackie Chan, and David Duchovney of X-files fame have all signed

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/18123
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/18123
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on to the $700 million project, which is still cheaper than String Theory itself,
and will likely displace less physicists from the academy.

“As contemporary physics is about money, hype, mythology, and chicks,” Ed
Witten explained from his offices at the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study,
“The next logical step was Hollywood, although I thought Burt Reynolds should
play me instead of Eugene Levy.”

Brian Greene, the famous String Theorist who will be played by David “the truth
is out there” Duchovney, explained the plot: “String theory’s muddled, contorted
theories that lack postulates, laws, and experimentally-verified equations have
Einstein spinning so fast in his grave that it creates a black hole. In order to save
the world, we String Theorists have to stop reformulating String Thoery faster
than the speed of light, and violating the conservation of energy by mining
higher dimensions for matter to publish more BS than the big bang itself could
account for.”

“At first I am reluctant to stop, but when my love interest Jessica Alba is sucked
into the black hole, I search my soul and find Paul Davies there, played by John
Cleese. I ask him what he’s doing in my soul, and he explains that the answer to
that is containined in the mind of God, which only he is privy too, but for a small
fee, some tax and tuition dollars, a couple grants here and there, and an all-
expense-paid book tour, he can let me in on it. But as soon as he points out that
we can make more money in Hollywood than printing more coffee-table books
that recycle Einstein, Bohr, Dirac, Feynman, and Wheeler, adding little else, I am
converted. I agree to turn my back on String Theory’s hoax and save Jessica
Alba.”

But it’s not that easy, as standing in his way is Michio “king of pop-theory” Kaku,
played by Jackie Chan. Kaku beats the crap out of Greene for alomst blowing the
“ironic” pretense his salary, benefits, and all-expense paid trips depend on. “I
have better hair,” Kaku argues as he delivers a flying back-kick, ” I should be
String Theory’s front man!!”

How does it all end? Does physics go bankrupt funding theories that have
expanded our ignorance from four dimensions into ten, or twenty, and thirty
dimensions? Do tax payers revolt? Do young physicists overthrow the hand-
waving, contortionist bullies and revive physics with a classical renaissance
favoring logic, reason, and Truth over meaningless mathematical abstractions?
Does Moving Dimensions Theory (MDT) prevail? We’ll all just have to wait!

From: http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56

6. fooltomery
July 15, 2005

From the Michael Mann version of the movie Manhunter, a memorable (and not
inapposite) exchange:

Will Graham: “I know that I’m not smarter than you.”

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56
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Hannibal Lecter:  “Then how did you catch me?”

Will Graham: “You had disadvantages.”

Hannibal Lecter:  “What disadvantages?”

Will Graham: “You’re insane.”

7. Randy Newman
July 15, 2005

Short people got no reason to live.

8. Dick Thompson
July 15, 2005

One notes that Kascynski himelf, while in high school, was small enough to be
shut in a school locker by bullies. Perhaps his interest in the history of short
people is personal

9. July 15, 2005

At least he doensn’t post comments on your blog.

Or does he? Any IP addresses out of Florence, Colorado?

10. Joe Bolte
July 15, 2005

The Unabomber! What do I win?



Cosmic Variance

July 18, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Sean Carroll, of Preposterous Universe, has joined forces with Mark Trodden (of
Orange Quark), and new bloggers SLAC particle phenomenologist JoAnne Hewett,
USC string/brane theorist Clifford Johnson, and Chicago cosmologist Risa Wechsler.
They’ll be collaborating on a new weblog entitled Cosmic Variance, and I’m looking
forward to following what they do with it.

This may be part of a new trend of consolidation in the physics weblogging industry,
following the lead of the String Coffee Table and the massive, multi-national,
government-subsidized Quantum Diaries site. Will small, independent, artisanal
producers like myself be able to compete with huge combines like Cosmic Variance,
with their professional software and expensive ($6.95/month!) web-hosting services?
Or will we be driven out of business as our profit margins are squeezed to the
vanishing point? Wait a minute, I’m not making a profit at this anyway…

Actually, today I’m in Austin, Texas on personal business. I suppose I should be
looking up Jacques to see if he, Lubos and I can organize an even bigger competing
organization.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
July 22, 2005

If Peter and Lubos combined efforts, it would be called “Not even close”.

-drl

2. Bob McNees
July 19, 2005

“Saying things like this to impressionable graduate students is really educational
malpractice.”

Yes. You should totally start a blog with Jacques.

3. Arun
July 18, 2005

As long as you don’t compromise your independence…

4. Matthew
July 18, 2005

I’ll second the Peter/Jacques/Lubos blog idea. Reading that would take entirely
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too much of my time 

5. Sean
July 18, 2005

Peter, you should definitely team up with Jacques and Lubos. I would certainly
read that blog.

6. Levi
July 18, 2005

You are forgetting the economies of scale in their operation. $6.95/5 = $1.39.
You don’t stand a chance.



Hawking Paper

July 18, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

It has been almost exactly a year since Hawking gave a talk in Dublin claiming to
have found a resolution of the black hole information paradox. Tonight a preprint
giving some details of his argument has appeared.

I’ll leave to the quantum gravity experts the evaluation of exactly how convincing
Hawking’s argument is. It is based on using the Euclidean quantum gravity
framework, which Hawking refers to as “the only sane way to do quantum gravity
non-perturbatively”. I’ve always been fond of the idea that you have to think about
QFTs using a Euclidean signature for the background, so I wouldn’t argue with him
about this point, but I assume others will.

Comments

1. Lubo? Motl
July 23, 2005

My comments about the article are available on my blog.

2. D R Lunsford
July 22, 2005

I say, so what? The Clifford algebra of spacetime is not H(2), because in the non-
relativisitic limit the Dirac theory has to reduce to the Pauli 2-spinor theory. The
H(2) theory would lead to Majorana fermions, and these are not seen. Dirac
spinors are not quaternionic.

-drl

3. Tony Smith
July 20, 2005

Peter Woit discusses “… Euclidean signature and with Minkowski signature,
especially when there are spinors …”, saying
“… Mathematically the simplest way of saying what you have to do is to
formulate the theory in Euclidean space and analytically continue. …”.

Danny Ross Lunsford then commented: “… Yes, but this introduces yet another
complex structure that requires interpretation. …”.

John Baez at http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/symplectic.html made an
observation that may be relevant:
“… Fermions are quaternionic …”.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000057.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000057.html
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Therefore, if you want fermions/spinors in your (1+3)-dim spacetime, you want
quaternionic structure.
Since you want fermions/spinors, look at the relevant Clifford algebras, which for
(1+3)-dim spacetime can have signature either -+++ or +—.
Although their spin groups are isomorphic to each other (and to SL(2,C)), the
entire Clifford algebras are distinct, one being M(4,R), the 4×4 real matrices,
and the other being M(2,Q), the 2×2 quaternionic matrices.

If you follow John Baez and go to the quaternionic M(2,Q), you see that the
vector spacetime is not a real 4-dim Minkowski space as to which you must add a
complex structure to get analytic continuation,
but
is in fact a 1-dim quaternionic space which has its own built-in machinery for
analytic continuation.

Therefore, if you follow John Baez’s observation to its logical conclusion, you get
the benefits of Peter Woit’s analytic continuation without the introduction of
Danny Ross Lunsford’s extraneous ad-hoc complex structure.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

4. D R Lunsford
July 20, 2005

Peter,

Yes, but this introduces yet another complex structure that requires
interpretation. The existing complex structures (e.g. electromagnetic duality,
Dirac algebra and spinors, 2-spinors..) have tight geometric interpretations,
much as the “circular points at infinity”, the solution to R^2=0, characterize
Euclidean space. In fact if there is going to be any interpretation of this analytic
continuation it will amount to mutating the light cone, which characterizes
propagation, with the circular points at infinity, which charactize distance.

-drl

5. Peter Woit
July 19, 2005

I’m certainly not sure what is the exact relation between QFTs in curved spaces
with Euclidean signature and with Minkowski signature, especially when there
are spinors, but something interesting is going on. Even in flat space, free field
QFT, if you try and directly formulate it in Minkowski space you run into trouble
(the propagator is given by an integration contour that goes through poles) and
you have to do something. Mathematically the simplest way of saying what you
have to do is to formulate the theory in Euclidean space and analytically
continue.

6. D R Lunsford
July 19, 2005

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Peter – it doesn’t bother you pretending that the signature of spacetime is
definite?

-drl

7. July 19, 2005

I think that Hawking, as well as Penrose, are upset that Hollywood has
overlooked them in their latest venture.

Has anything Hawking predicted been experimentally verified?

Has anything Penrose predicted been experimentally verified?

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56

Tied Up & Strung Out: Hollywood String Theory Movie!!! Looking For Extras!!!
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

ALL TIED UP & STRUNG ALONG, a movie about String Theorists and their
expansive theories which extend human ignorance, pomposity, and frailty into
higher dimensions, is set to start filming this fall. Jessica Alba, John Cleese,
Eugene Levie, Jackie Chan, and David Duchovney of X-files fame have all signed
on to the $700 million Hollywood project, which is still cheaper than String
Theory itself, and will likely displace less physicists from the academy.

“As contemporary physics is about money, hype, mythology, and chicks,” Ed
Witten explained from his offices at the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study,
“The next logical step was Hollywood, although I thought Burt Reynolds should
play me instead of Eugene Levy.”

Brian Greene, the famous String Theorist who will be played by David “the truth
is out there” Duchovney, explained the plot: “String theory’s muddled, contorted
theories that lack postulates, laws, and experimentally-verified equations have
Einstein spinning so fast in his grave that it creates a black hole. In order to save
the world, we String Theorists have to stop reformulating String Theory faster
than the speed of light. We are called upon to stop violating the conservation of
energy by mining higher dimensions to publish more BS than can accounted for
with the Big Bang alone.”

Greene continues: “At first my character is reluctant to stop theorizing, but when
my love interest Jessica Alba is sucked into the black hole, I search my soul and
find Paul Davies there, played by John Cleese. I ask him what he’s doing in my
soul, and he explains that the answer is containined in the mind of God, which
only he is privy too, but for a small fee, some tax and tuition dollars, a couple
grants here and there, and an all-expense-paid book tour with stops in Zurich
and Honolulu, he can let me in on it. But as soon as he points out that we can
make more money in Hollywood than printing more coffee-table books that
recycle Einstein, Bohr, Dirac, Feynman, and Wheeler, I am converted. I agree to
turn my back on String Theory’s hoax and save Jessica Alba.”

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56
http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56


But it’s not that easy, as standing in Greene’s way is Michio “king of pop-theory-
hipster-irony-the-theory-of-everything-or-anything-made-
you-read-this” Kaku, played by Jackie Chan. Kaku beats the crap out of Greene
for alomst blowing the “ironic” pretense his salary, benefits, and all-expense paid
trips depend on. “I have better hair!” Kaku argues as he delivers a flying back-
kick, “There can be ony ONE! I WILL be String Theory’s front man!!”

But Greene fights back, “Kaku! Kaku! (pronounced Ka-Kaw! Ka-Kaw! like Owen
Wilson did in Bottle Rocket) It is theoretically impossible to build a coffee tables
strong enough to support any more coffee-table physics books!!! And what the
#&#%&$ does M stand for in M theory???”

How does it all end? Does physics go bankrupt funding theories that have
expanded our ignorance from four dimensions into ten, twenty, and thirty
dimensions? Do tax payers revolt? Do young physicists overthrow the hand-
waving, contortionist bullies and revive physics with a classical renaissance
favoring logic, reason, and Truth over meaningless mathematical abstractions?
Does Moving Dimensions Theory (MDT) prevail with its simple postulate? We’ll
all just have to wait!

But in the meantime, how do you think it will play out?

MDT’s postulate: THE FOURTH DIMENSION IS EXPANDING AT A RATE OF C
RELATIVE TO THE THREE SPATIAL DIMENSIONS IN QUANTIZED UNITS OF
THE PLANCK LENGTH, GIVING RISE TO TIME AND ALL QUANTUM
MECHANICAL AND RELATIVISTIC PHENOMENA.

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56
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Two Cheers for String Theory

July 21, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Over at the new Cosmic Variance blog, Sean Carroll has posted a defense of string
theory against what he sees as disdain, resentment and disparaging remarks from
other physicists, a defense he entitles Two Cheers for String Theory. I’ve written a
couple of comments over there, and maybe this will lead to an interesting discussion.
But I’ll be traveling a lot of the time during the next week and a half, so my ability to
participate in such a discussion, here or over there, may sometimes be limited. We’ll
see what happens….

Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
July 29, 2005

Wolfgang,

I am not talking about conventional anomalies proportional to the third Casimir,
which indeed are inconsistent – the anomalous algebra does not possess any
unitary lowest-weight reps. If you introduce the observer’s trajectory and
quantize it together with the fields, there are also new anomalies proportional to
the second Casimir. This is necessary to do canonical quantization in a manifestly
covariant way, see hep-th/0501043.

It should be possible to describe these new anomalies also in the conventional,
non-covariant Hamiltonian formalism, although I have not thought so much
about it. The YM gauge algebra can be cast in the form

[J^a(m_0,m_i),J^b(n_0,n_i)]
= f^abc J^c(m_0+n_0,m_i+n_i)
+ k \delta^ab m_0 \delta(m_0+n_0)\delta(m_i+n_i),

where four-momentum m = (m_0,m_i) has been split into temporal and spatial
components. The extension can be expressed covariantly, but this form is
suitable to make my point. Note that this is a 4D generalization of the affine
algebra, and it is easy to show that it is indeed a Lie algebra.

The spatial subalgebra, generated by J^a(0,m_i), is anomaly free. This means
that you can construct the Hilbert space as usual, and mod out spatial gauges.
However, a rarely observed fact is that the temporal gauges are implemented as
time-dependent canonical transformations. If the extension is non-zero, you will
run into serious trouble with this.

This does not happen for the free Maxwell field, because the adjoint rep of U(1)
is trivial. But it does happen in interacting theories, where the second Casimir k

http://cosmicvariance.com/
http://cosmicvariance.com/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/07/21/two-cheers-for-string-theory/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/07/21/two-cheers-for-string-theory/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501043
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501043


!= 0. I do not understand this in detail, because I have only quantized interacting
theories in a formal sense, but it must be related to renormalization.

Anyway, the second-Casimir extension is simply there, and it always arises when
you build lowest-energy reps of the gauge algebra, see math-ph/9810003.

2. Alejandro Rivero
July 28, 2005

I have been reading this review of string theory, very complete including susy,
D=26, D=10 etc…
J. Scherk An introduction to…
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/RMP/v47/i1/p123_1?

Now I think about, they missed the opportunity to stab the muon as a susy
partner of the pion.

3. WL
July 28, 2005

Hi Thomas,

I did not say nor imply that anomalous local gauge theories would
be consistent, rather that you’d be warmly invited to try to prove this 

In fact, it is standard knowledge that it is not possible; unitarity
will be lost (and renormalizabilty: the anomalous graphs scale not
in the way the non-anomalous ones do, and there is no renormalization
scheme where you could cancel the divergences of both types of graphs
simultaneously).

If nature is any guidance: the spectrum of the standard model is
supposed to be anomaly free, and this had in the past led to the
prediction that given the tau lepton there should be a bottom quark
(and similarly a top quark given the tau neutrino). This prediction
has been experimentally verified later, and one may view this as a
spectacular triumph where theory made a prediction based on
consistency, ahead of experimental data.

Summa summarum, I don’t see why one would insist on abandonding
gauge invariance and giving up consistency for no good reasons.

As for gravity, things may be more subtle and it looks indeed that
background (in-)dependence may have something deep to do with
anomalies. In topological strings there is a beautiful story relating
certain anomalies to an apparent background dependence, and this
could be a prototype for something more general; there are some
recent, extremely interesting papers on that. However, the involved
“holomorphic” anomalies are not crucial for the consistency of the
theory, so there is no parallel to local gauge symmetry; rather, it is
more the other way around, namely the holomorphic anomalies arise

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/9810003
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/9810003
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/RMP/v47/i1/p123_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/RMP/v47/i1/p123_1


_because_ one insists on a consistent geometric interpretation of
the theory.

4. Thomas Larsson
July 27, 2005

Wolfgang,

I thought we agreed that gauge anomalies cannot in general be dismissed on the
grounds of unitarity violation – the subcritical free string. The chiral Schwinger
model in 2D is another example, at least according to Roman Jackiw. As for 4D
gravity, here is what I have and have not done.

I don’t see how to use path integrals, so I prefer a version of canonical
quantization which is more directly connected to representation theory. But any
correct quantization method should do.

Moreover, I don’t know how to prove unitarity, because I don’t know what the
invariant inner product is. But I do know that every non-trivial, unitary rep of the
diffeomorphism algebra must be anomalous (in 1D, c=0 implies h=0), and I know
how construct anomalous reps. So at least I satisfy a necessary condition.

The problem, both for path integrals and unitarity, is this: In order to avoid
infinities, I must first expand all fields in a Taylor series around the trajectory
q(t), and truncate at some finite order p. This gives me a classical, non-linear
realization on finitely many fields of a single variable, which is exactly when the
normal-ordering prescription works. Without this step, normal ordering gives
infinities and diffeomorphisms do not act in a meaningful way.

Thus everything is expressed in terms of Taylor data instead of field data.
Classically, this is nothing, but I don’t see how to make sense of a path integral
over Taylor data. And although one can readily write down inner products, I
haven’t found an invariant one. Another problem is that truncation to order p is a
regularization, which must be removed at the end. Infinities resurface in this
limit, and can only be cancelled with a clever choice of field content.

I don’t claim to have quantized gravity. However, I have quantized (on a linear
space rather than a Hilbert space) a regularized form of gravity, while
maintaining manifest diffeomorphism covariance, constructed the relevant
anomalies, and derived conditions when the regularization can be removed. I
think that that is a rather significant achievement, in particular since there is no
abundance of good new ideas around.

5. Juan R.
July 26, 2005

Thanks Quantoken,

I contacted with Eotvos group and are waiting for reply.

I cannot “rebate” your arguments now, since that i discover this posible



weakness of Newtonian potential today.

However, let me say that like in some well-known LED models (e.g. mm-scale
string extradimensions), perhaps the reduction of dimensionality could be
undetected with usual non-gravitational thecniques being real.

6. WL
July 26, 2005

Thomas,

the issue of background independence in QG is a subtle one and I
prefer not to get drawn into this. But as far as local gauge anomalies
are concerned, I wouldn’t see how an anomalous theory would make
sense from a path integral point of view. And I would expect important
basic properties like unitary getting violated – so in order to be
convincing, why don’t you cook up a proof that anomalous gauge
theories are unitary, that would help your case !

7. Quantoken
July 26, 2005

Juan said:
“Basically the idea is as follow if recent sugestion of experimental verification of
weakenes of Newton force to short scales is correct. This would be a final knock
to String M theory.”

Not to defend the string M theory, but it should be clear that the “recent
experimental verification” of weaker gravity force at shorter distance is very
weak in credibility, and does not say anything either way. Further, it has nothing
to do with reduction of dimentionality, even if the reduction of force is
credible and verifiable. Clearly the distance scale at which the allerged
force reduction happens is well above atomic scale, and we have plenty of
solid evidence that at atomic scale everything is just as 4-D as the
macroscopic scale. Should dimentions start to reduce, which could be
possible, it should start at a much much smaller scale.

Quantoken

8. Juan R.
July 26, 2005

Recent post in cosmic variance

Basically the idea is as follow if recent sugestion of experimental verification of
weakenes of Newton force to short scales is correct. This would be a final knock
to String M theory.

Ignoring possible dependence on relative velocity, one obtains strong effective
gravitational interaction to shorter distances, I take like good the rule 1/r^(2+d)
for d extra dimensions (some recent RS brane model introduces Yukawa like



exponential correction from extra 5th dimension), we can observe that smooth
behavior is obtained formally with

d 0 imply formally elimination of divergencies on (1/r^2) force strengh since
(1/r^2) ?-> (1/r^0) at short scales without appeal to an arbitrary (by hand) add
cut-off.

Are not these exciting news?

9. Thomas Larsson
July 26, 2005

Wolfgang,

Although people know that subcritical strings are fine, they still seem to believe
that gauge anomalies are inconsistent, and that gauge symmetries are
redundancies of the description. Lubos has repeated that phrase for five years.
Moreover, in a discussion a long time ago, Jacques Distler implied that there is a
fundamental difference between conformal gauge symmetries, relevant in string
theory, and conformal global symmetries, relevant to 2D critical phenomena.
Why would he do that if he realized that gauge symmetries can become global
upon quantization?

So one thing I want to do is to eliminate the widespread myth that all gauge
anomalies are inconsistent and must be cancelled.

This issue comes up in the context of diffeomorphism symmetry in QG. It was
always obvious to me that the diffeomorphism group will acquire anomalies in
4D QG, which is pretty obvious since already 2D QG has gauge anomalies. (The
anomaly can be traded between the Weyl and diff sectors, but it can not be
removed.) With this is mind, I generalized the Virasoro algebra to higher
dimensions (in particular 4D), and worked out its Fock representations.
Fortunately, the same problem was simultaneously addressed by mathematicians
Rao and Moody (of Kac-Moody fame), which helped me overcome the crucial
obstacles.

In case you think that there are no pure gravitational anomalies in 4D, it is only
true if you quantize the fields alone. A crucial insight is that one must also
explicitly specify where observation takes place, and quantize the observer’s
trajectory together with the fields. This is mandatory because the relevant
Virasoro-like cocycles are functionals of this trajectory.

One can view the controversy between ST and LQG in the light of this result. The
key lesson of GR is background independence, and the key lesson of QM is that it
is QM, in the Fock sense. However, Lee Smolin has informed me that a rigorous
theorem rules out anomaly-free Fock quantization of background-independent
theories, and I see no reason to doubt that assertion, partly because I have
proven similar (but very non-rigorous) theorems myself. Locally, this leaves three
possibilities:

1. QG is not background independent. A lot of people would dislike this



possibility, because it would violate the spirit of GR, but it is a logical possibility.

2. One should not quantize in the Fock sense, but only in the weaker LQG sense.
A lot of people would certainly dislike this, especially the part of the unbounded
harmonic oscillator spectrum.

3. The diffeomorphism symmetry is anomalous. This neither violates the spirit of
QM nor GR, it is known to happen in 2D, and much of the math is now here.
However, the anti-gauge-anomaly myth prevents this idea from being taken
seriously.

10. WL
July 26, 2005

Thomas,

that strings with c less than 26 are fine and make sense is known since a long
time, there are hundreds of papers (I guessimate) on this issue called non-critical
strings. This includes the well-investigated c=1 model, etc. What is what you
want to convey – that professional physicists wouldn’t know about this ?

As for desinformation, it is one of the unfortunate virtues the internet has
brought to us, namely that laymen can just go ahead and spread nonsense, and
other laymen are sadly influenced by this as they have no way to distinguish crap
from serious science. This is what I meant when I was referring Q’s statements,
in relation to someone expressing appreciation for them.

11. Thomas Larsson
July 26, 2005

Wolfgang,

The most notorious desinformation spreaders are those highly educated people
who claim that a gauge symmetry necessarily is a redundancy of the description,
despite the fact that 2D gravity coupled to D &lt 26 scalar fields is neither
inconsistent nor anomaly free. It has taken me a long time to reeducate Lubos,
but now I think that he finally understands this point.

It is not surprising that quantizing 4D gravity fails if you don’t know about the
relevant diff anomalies.

12. WL
July 26, 2005

“Quantoken,

Thank you for the explanation; much appreciated. That would be a bitter
disappointment if the LHC were not to get up and running.
”

Indeed. Fortunately I see many thousands of highly educated people around here
working hard to make sure it will work. They know what they are doing, in



contrast to those notorious desinformation spreaders who have not the faintest
clue of what they talk about and who would still live in caves if all of mankind
would think like them.

13. Juan R.
July 25, 2005

Mike Crowley said

Please forgive my ignorance, but I was recently watching a lecture for non-
scientists on particle physics that seemed to suggest that the discovery of super-
partners for the elementary particles might be a validation of string theory, and
that this is something potentially achievable at labs like CERN and FERMILAB.
Is this a misunderstanding?

Well, personally i suspect that supersimmetry will be not observed (as already
suceeded in the past).

Supersimetry is not a prediction of String theory. It is a requirement put by hand
for admending tachionic behavior (experimentally unobserved). The observation
of supersimmetry will be not a verification of ST.

Moreover, ST predicts exact supersimmetry and if observed in a future
experiment we will observe only high-energy supersimetry behavior, but still low-
energy non supersimetric one. ST fails to provide a mechanism for the observed
low energy behavior and, therefore, is incorrect.

14. Michael
July 25, 2005

Hi Peter,

“you can’t reliably calculate anything at generic values of the moduli and
couplings”

That’s what I said when I wrote that it’s hard to compute things in the middle of
moduli space absent a more unified definition of string/M-theory. But it’s not so
terribly discomforting as you claim. Certain points in moduli space can be shown
to have low-energy limits which are exoctic things like E_8 gauge theory or
massless “gauge strings”. We have no idea how to right down an effective
Lagrangian in such cases. On the other hand, in the string theory, many things
remain computable in principle. If string theory is worth nothing because it can’t
give better answers to these questions yet, then QFT is even worse off. We would
have never even known that we *should* be able to make sense of things like E_8
gauge theory. Understanding this means realizing that it would be more than
amazing if we had been able to understand all of the moduli space from the out
start.

But we’re getting there…

15. Mike Crowley



July 25, 2005

Quantoken,

Thank you for the explanation; much appreciated. That would be a bitter
disappointment if the LHC were not to get up and running. I remember how
disappointing it was when the Superconducting SuperCollider project was
canned–it would probably be operational by now.

16. Peter
July 25, 2005

Michael,

No, you don’t have a “good non-perturbative formulation” and you can’t reliably
calculate anything at generic values of the moduli and couplings. If you look at
the discussion over at cosmicvariance you’ll see the professional string theorists
admitting this. You’ll also note that they and Sean agree with my intial point that
you found so ignorant. As Sean points out, one way of seeing that non-
perturbative string theory may have amplitudes that look like field theory ones,
not stringy ones, is just to look at the 11d supergravity corner of the conjectured
moduli space for M-theory.

I’m kind of charmed at the idea that I’m bullying the likes of Jacques Distler,
Lubos Motl, or other serious string theorists. But you should know a lot about
bullying,since you seem to think the way to deal with someone who makes
serious arguments that threaten your beliefs is not to answer them but to
personally insult and attack the person making the arguments.

17. SocialRetardTeenager
July 24, 2005

Peter,

The suspenders holding up my pants broke and I had to use a *string* to tie them
back up.

18. Quantoken
July 24, 2005

Microly said: “….a theorist saying that the worst thing that could happen in
particle physics at higher energies would be to discovery “only” the Higgs.”

That’s because the Higgs particle is the only missing piece of the standard model
that has yet to be confirmed by experiments. People wants to go beyond the
standard model so they need some clue by finding something that the standard
model failed to predict. If Higgs and only Higgs is found, then the picture of
standard model is complete but they still can not move beyond it, so that’s the
worst of possible outcomes.

The problem is nobody said anything specific about how these supposed super



partners look like. Certainly that’s true for Higgs particle or Higgs particles as
well. If you can’t tell specific details you can’t really say you have predicted
something. They know absolutely nothing about the allerged new particles they
expect to discover, except for the names. So you bet they have prepared a bunch
of printed labels so anything that jump out of LHC will be automatically assigned
a label and be claimed as something they predicted beforehand.

I predict that the most likely outcome of LHC is it be killed before producing
anything useful, either because
1.it run far over budget, or because
2. they fail to achieve the design specifics, or
3. everything work as expected but still no new discoveries except for maybe a
couple of high energy resonance states of known particles.

Quantoken

19. Mike Crowley
July 24, 2005

One other quick question: I remember reading a quote from a theorist saying
that the worst thing that could happen in particle physics at higher energies
would be to discovery “only” the Higgs. Is this related to the super-partner
search? This comment bewildered me, because I came away from these lectures
thinking that the discovey of the Higgs would be an important triumph.

20. Mike Crowley
July 24, 2005

I really appreciate this discussion that has been going on across several blogs,
and appreciate also entries like this that take into account that laypersons are
interested in this difficult topic as well.

Please forgive my ignorance, but I was recently watching a lecture for non-
scientists on particle physics that seemed to suggest that the discovery of super-
partners for the elementary particles might be a validation of string theory, and
that this is something potentially achievable at labs like CERN and FERMILAB.
Is this a misunderstanding?

Thanks!

21. Juan R.
July 24, 2005

Lubos has written a reply to Sean article in his own blog.

Curiously, he agrees with me on that the article is outdated and shows very
wrong ideas about real status of string theory. As said in several occasions,
research ST is not the same that layman version of ST.

My several years claim of that string theory is a theory without strings and the
name is maintained by marketing purposes are supported by Lubos now.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/strings-as-microsoft.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/strings-as-microsoft.html


22. Quantoken
July 24, 2005

Michael below:

Do you realize that your response below had NOT disputed a single point Peter
raised. If any thing you enhanced Peter’s arguments where ever you can. You
seem to be pretty weak in logical skills and must look quite dumb if been spotted
walking on the street.

I especially like this:

Peter said to Michael:
“You seem very proud of knowing what is in the first chapter of Polchinski, but
do you know anything else about physics.”

I would have removed the unnecessary word “else” above. Michael may have
wasted decades training himself in being able to recite the whole book of
Polchinski in reverse order without a mistake, but he surely had NOT picked up
any idea what is science and what physics is all about. Physics is all about being
able to explain and predict observables. Not a single thing in Polchinski book, or
any other super string theory stuff has proven itself relevant to anything in
nature.

You may continue to wish that there will be more super string revolutions to
come. But over 2 decades of research so far yields absolutely nothing that is
valuable, and can be summed up in one word “failure”. In light of that, any wish
that the situation could change in the near future, can only be described as
wishful wishes.

I think some one must have got to be incredibly stupid to be so willing to plunge
his/her intelligent lifetime into such a hopeless pursuit, like dropping a stone into
water, knowing full well how fruitless this could be. While people pursuing some
other un-explored ideas may probably be gambling for success, SSTers can only
be described as suicidal.

People like Edward Witten must have an IQ far exceeding Einstein. But I view
them as Einstein’s wasted because they are pursuing the wrong path. As I said
already if the nature is not co-operating and is not 10-D, then not even god can
create a 10-D theory to describe a none 10-D universe, unless it’s either a wrong
or an useless theory.

Michael, thousands of much more qualified researchers before you have wasted
a collective one thousand intelligent lifetimes without figuring out something
useful. What makes you think you are any different from them, in terms of luck?
Or you consider this whole enterprise as just a job to earn livelihood? Then there
are much easier ways to do it.

Quantoken

23. July 23, 2005



Some analogy:

String = WMD
String Theory = War in Iraq
String Theorists = NeoCon

24. Torbjorn Larsson
July 23, 2005

Michaels:

“What I dislike is pretenders.”

I understand the general feeling. This time you didn’t drag in bystanders into
that sentiment by falsehood.

Thomas:
“I don’t think that neither you nor Michael grasped the discussion over at Lubos’
blog.”

It is correct that I do not grasp the technical part. What I meant was probably
correct was when Michael accused you of bringing up a seemingly detail as “the
most important lesson of string theory” as trying to seem important.

Now you have explained your inspiration in a much different light. I am sorry if I
hurt your feelings.

Nigel:
“Torbjorn ? please realise it is personal when the rejection is made because I am
not contributing to mainstream string speculation.”

I sincerely does not understand your thinking. If you had contributed ‘to
mainstream’ you had not been rejected, you say so yourself. There is absolutely
nothing personal (about you as a person) in that.

Maybe you mean that you take it personally? As per above reasoning you should
not.

25. Juan R.
July 23, 2005

I add my reply to Sean here

Dear Sean, the problem with current unpleasant status of string theory into the
community was built by own string theory community. Let me first remember to
you some basic points ?the list, of course, is not exhaustive?, which will help to
you to rewrite your ?cheers?.

– String theory did born like a failure to explain strong force and since it has
been always a complete failure. Nothing predicted and all past claims shown to
be false. String theory is a theory without laws or postulates because they are
modified with time. Please, let me remember to you the history of dimensions:



4D -> 5D -> 26D -> 10D -> 11D -> 12D (some people is working in more than a
time dimension) -> 4D (Segal has claimed that we may find a 4D version for
solving compactification problems), etc. The claim of string theory is ?open? is,
of course, a complete nonsense when claim is properly interpreted on both
epistemological and ontological terms.

– It is well known that string theorists have manipulated public opinion about
string theory. In fact, no popular string theory writer has still convincingly
explained to public that string theory failed like a TOE since is being substituted
by still unknown M-theory. The popular dissemination of string theory to non-
experts violates the most basic ethic guidelines.

– The arrogant attitude of many string theorists is also very well known. Please
talk with some critics of them like Peter Woit or Glashow and learn the true
sense of the word ?pressure?.

– String theory is a mathematical goulash and a dishonest copy of formalisms
developed by others. For example, after of decades of very wrong claims about
the supposed TOE, now string theorist recognized that were wrong since usual
quantization of string was not exact. Now they are launching the TFD version of
string theory BUT TFD was previously developed outside of string theory. Again,
non-string theorists were correct and ?smart? string theorists (e.g. Witen
Greene, Vafa, Schwartz, etc.) completely wrong. In fact, none string theorist did
contributions to TFD. Even some string theorist has recently recognized that
string theorists usually copy the work of others and after ?rename? it like string
theory.

– All past claims by string theorists were shown to be false, absolute all! In fact,
the popular idea of that pointilike particles would be substituted by one-
dimensional strings has been superseded by recent M(atrix) formulation by
Banks and others, which is basically a quantum mechanics of pointlike particles
(D0-branes). People again are ignorant of that, since that, like openly admitted
by some theorists, the old name ?string theory? is maintained by marketing
purposes.

– It is also well knonw and denunciated in several occasions that string theorists
have ignored other approaches to quantum gravity. It is very hard for a loop
theorist to hear in a popular talk ?given by a string theorist? that string theory is
the only approach to quantum gravity. The only game into the city!

– It is also well known that young researches were forced to research into string
theory because financial support of other theories was stopped in departments,
funding agencies, and others due to aggressive string marketing activities. Many
young physicists begin a PhD on string theory, discovered that string theory was
a waste of time (real string theory is not the same that popularised version of
string theory), and leaved the field. Some of them feel…

– Let me take a simple example from chemistry. According to ?ignorant? and very
arrogant people like Ed Witten, string theory is a promising TOE and reduces all
of others sciences, e.g. chemistry. A moment, chemists know that is false, the



reduction of chemistry to physics is a myth, as brilliantly explained in
innumerable papers in Foundations of chemistry and others journals.
Interestingly, 30 years ago some chemists were working in advanced formalisms
for explaining behaviour that cannot be studied with usual methods. If you
compare the very advanced theoretical work developed in the 60 and 70s with
corresponding string theory status you found that string theory was wrong like a
TOE even a joke. String theorists, arrogant as they are, ignored all of that and
claimed that all of chemistry was an application of string theory. String theory
was so advanced that no one other theory could provide to us an explanation of
nature more profound, they said. Of course, chemists smiled, like they smile in
the 20th century, when physicists (including Nobel laureates like Stark) attempt
to convince to them that chemical bond was modelled by classical
electrodynamics and that Lewis bond theory was, in simple words, nonsense.
Now in the last part of 90, some string theorist discover that all past claims were
wrong and are developing a new version of string theory called non-critical one.
It is interesting that all past quantum methods and basic stuff is abandoned
whereas work developed in the 60s by chemist Ilya Prigogine (see for example
his Nobel lecture) used for a radical generalization of old string theory. But the
ideas used NOW in string theory were developed in the 60s by other people!
Prigogine and others were correct, string theorists again wrong. Interestingly,
the ideas of the 60s have been updated in the 90s by the Prigogine and co-
workers. Therefore, the current ?radical? generalization of string theory by
string theorists is, again, an outdated theory. This is real status of string theory;
an authentic revolution if one read that masterful piece of marketing called the
Elegant Universe (by Brian Greene) and focused to laymen, but claimed to be
?very conservative? and outdated in the recent conference Quantum future by
expertises that know stuff. Said I again once more? The first step for any serious
theorists is to read previously published literature and then develop a better
theory, but crackpots are specialist in ignoring the scientific method. If string
theorists continue to develop a really outdated theory at one hand and arrogantly
claim that are doing (they believe that in their infinite ignorance) the most
important, the most powerful, the most fundamental theory at the other, then
they would feel comfortable with the mocking of their colleagues. If Brian
Greene, offensively claim in his talks that we may quantize everything, and
Dyson convincingly reply him saying that Greene is providing no solid arguments
in his belief, the problem is not with Dyson, the problem is with Brian Greene,
that would first study serious stuff before doing irrelevant claims surrounded by
a halo of pomposity.

– Etc.

Sincerely, I believe that non-string theories have been very generous with string
theory community. String theorist would please to us our kindly attitude.

Once ?refreshed? your memory, let me now comment some of your points.

The idea of that string theory is the most promising way to reconcile gravity and
quantum mechanics, is one of well-established myths of literature. In an absolute
sense, loop quantum gravity is so ?successful? like the strings but in a relative
sense (successes / total number of researchers), the loop approach has been



around 10 times more satisfactory. Please, let me remember to you again that
string theory has been substituted by M-theory.

It is false that ?string theory? is based in one-dimensional loops. In fact, you
appear to unknown the current joke on Internet that say that ?string theory is
now a theory without strings?. Yes, you obtain a remarkably rich structure, but
just at mathematical level.

It is false that string theory predicts or explains gravity (this is another myth).
?To predict? a massless spin-two particle is not the same that quantum gravity. In
fact, causality is defined on a flat fixed metric with graviton modes arising in the
perturbation, which violate GR basic idea of that full causality is defined in the
full metric. This has been the main criticism of general relativists and loop
theoreticians during decades. Now, string theorists are recognizing that great
mistake (in the past they claimed that one would not take GR ?too seriously?)
and are unsatisfactorily searching for a background independent version of the
old (outdated) string theory.

?In string theory, you just say the word ?strings,? and gravity leaps out at you
whether you like it or not.? This is not true, in fact one use previous ideas from
GR, like to leave ?freedom? to the metric into the string action. Somewhat like
we need know previously that universe looks 4D and then introduce an arbitrary
(that is by hand) compactification 10D -> 4D x 6D.
?At this point it?s a little unclear what the fundamental building blocks of string
theory are? It is clear that string is NOT the fundamental entity into the non-
perturbative regime.

?One often hears that string theory simply makes no predictions, but that?s
clearly false. If you scatter two particles together, string theory unambiguously
predicts that the cross-section should look stringy, not like that of fundamental
point particles.?

Humm, even ignoring that prediction really mean, this is another myth. Let me
simply quote to D. Friedan:
?Even if some particular macroscopic background spacetime is chosen
arbitrarily, by hand or by ?initial conditions,? string theory still fails to be
realistic at large distance. The large distance limit of string theory consists of the
perturbative scattering amplitudes of the low energy string modes, which are
particle-like. But the particle masses are exactly zero, and the low energy
scattering amplitudes are exactly supersymmetric. String theory fails to provide
any mechanism to generate the very small nonzero masses that are observed in
nature, or to remove the exact spacetime supersymmetry, which is not observed
in nature. More broadly, string theory is incapable of generating the variety of
large characteristic spacetime distances seen in the real world. At best, for each
macroscopic background spacetime in the manifold of possibilities, string theory
gives large distance scattering amplitudes that form a caricature of the
scattering amplitudes of the standard model of particle physics.?
The problem, of course, is not the popular statement of the difficulties for testing
Planck-scale physics as you incorrectly argue; the problem is that nobody has
obtained the successful standard model from string theory. A first step of any



new theory is obtain that is already known before predict any new (including
Planck-scale physics). So string theory is not compatible with available
experimental data. ?it?s just that we are as yet unable to test them.? As
explained above, this is wrong.

?Recently there has arisen another sense in which string theory purportedly
makes no predictions, associated with the ?landscape? of possible string vacuum
states.?

?Well, too bad. It would have been great to make such predictions, but the
inability to do so doesn?t render string theory non-scientific.?

No comment!

?? and possesses a mathematical beauty that is so compelling that the theory
simply must be correct.?

The world is as it is, no that we like we want that it was. Mathematical beauty is
a guide newer a justification. Moreover, string theory is rather ugly, at least for
me. About his supposed ?beauty?, sceptics suggest that string theorists try to
colourfully camouflage the well-known theory’s flaws, like “a 50-year-old woman
wearing way too much lipstick?.

?These kinds of arguments just don?t carry that much weight with the non-
converted.?

Yes, I believe that ?converted? is the correct word to use here. String community
looks like a sect or, in the words of one of its most famous members, ?a kind of a
church?. It is not science.

?it?s the most promising way we know to quantize gravity. If there were multiple
very successful ways to quantize gravity, it would be important to distinguish
between them experimentally; but so long as the number of successful models is
less than or equal to one, it makes perfect sense to make every effort to
understand that model.?

This marvellous piece of promotion just emphasize the myth of string theory is
the only game in the city. Please read literature in semi phenomenological
approaches to quantum gravity and recent advances in other theories like LQG
and predictions for the future LHC.

Yes, the comparison between Microsoft and Apple Linux is correct!! Microsoft is
a layman-oriented business, whereas Apple or Linux are more specific but more
serious. Moreover, it is well knonw that windows OS is a copy of graphical Apple
OS and certain kernel properties of Linux/Unix. The success of Windows is in
marketing and layman orientation, somewhat like string theory. It is interesting
remark that when Microsoft presented the revolution of the trash icon, graphical
copy and paste, multitasks, and others features in his first versions of windows,
all of that was already known for decades for Mac users. Remember the famous
Windows blue display. Yes, your comparison is really good!!



?It didn?t have to work out that the entropy of a black hole calculated from
semiclassical gravity ala Hawking would be equal to the entropy of a
corresponding gas of strings and branes, but it is.?

Another myth!! Loop quantum gravity obtains the entropy of Schwarzschild
black holes. In ?string? (really brane) theory, one traditionally has worked with
BPS and idealized models of black holes. Strictly speaking, the ?traditional?
results in string theory do not concern, precisely, black holes, as they are found
in a limit in which the gravitational constant is turned off. But they concern
systems with the same quantum numbers as certain black holes. There is a kind
of analogy instead of an identity with GR black holes.

26. Michael
July 23, 2005

Dear Peter,

“You seem very proud of knowing what is in the first chapter of Polchinski”

It’s chapter 6.4, Peter. Get a copy and try to catch up.

“The point I was making that you seem to have trouble following was just that if
you don’t really know what your theory is, and all you have is a perturbation
series which you hope is asymptotic”

What you say is true: the different perturbative formulations are probably only
asymptotic series. On the other hand they are dual to one another. OK, that’s not
a very concise definition, and it’s hard to do calculations in the “middle” of
moduli space. In the realm of each perturbative formulation a wealth of
information on non-perturbative aspects is available (worldsheet instantons etc.
pp.). Sure, we are quite anxious to tie this all together and find the underlying
fundamental symmetry principle. But until then we have a good non-perturbative
definition that consists of these many parts and aspects. Claiming that, absent
the final concise definition, nothing can be done is simply false.

I personally think that there is a lot to do. Along the way we’ll have to kill off the
landscape and pay more attention to certain mathematical details that didn’t
seem to matter too much up to now. It will be fun and worth every hour of work.

“you don’t know what the value of the coupling ”

Well, we haven’t found the way string theory selects the vacuum we live in. But
we are able to consider various backgrounds, some of which are semi-realistic,
and we know precisely what the coupling is in all of these cases. Furthermore,
remember that there are stringy features common to any and all backgrounds.
It’s still in Chapter 6.4 of Polchinski…

“you can’t reliably compute anything”

Look, Peter, You know it better. In QFT you have to choose a gauge group and fix
a variety of parameters by hand before you can compute things. In string theory,



at the present level of our understanding, the equivalent procedure is to choose
a point or region in moduli space and a background. Once you do that, you can
reliably calculate almost anything you want, at least in principle. The great
advantage of string theory is that it naturally includes quantum gravity and that
there likely is a dynamical mechanism that should eventually tell us what the
background and moduli are (at the present age of the universe  ). QFT has no
hope of doing either. That’s why we take the stringy extension of it so seriously.

“He’s a real poster boy for string theory.”

Thanks for the flowers. I wasn’t even so kind to you as to deserve this kind of
compliment.

“let’s first hear your qualifications”

No, thanks, I don’t need this silly kind of publicity that you use as a substitute for
an academic career.

“Are you the socially retarded teenager you appear to be? Maybe an undergrad?”

No, but I wish I was that young. My social abilities have no bearing on the
present discussion, do they? I have already conceded that it is reasonable on
your part to consider me an a*hole and, if you want, a nerd.

“My qualifications include a 1985 Ph.D. in particle theory from Princeton,
postdocs in physics at Stony Brook and math at Berkeley (MSRI), four years as
an assistant professor at Columbia, and currently I’m a non-tenured full-time
faculty member at Columbia with the title of Lecturer. I regularly teach graduate
courses here, including one in quantum field theory recently.”

Congratulations, that’s a bunch of nice accomplishments. So why do you act like
a chief bully now instead of being proud of yourself?

27. Thomas Larsson
July 23, 2005

Torbj?rn,

I don’t think that neither you nor Michael grasped the discussion over at Lubos’
blog. For five years, I and Lubos have disagreed about the consistency of gauge
anomalies. His argument was always “A gauge symmetry is a redundancy of the
description, you idiot”. With my last post, I think I convinced him that he was
wrong, since a counterexample can be found in the most elementary chapter of
GSW. Boy, that must have hurt 

28. D R Lunsford
July 22, 2005

In other words, Peter is a professor who has accountability instead of tenure. I
like it.

-drl



29. Peter
July 22, 2005

I’ve been traveling, so internet access is intermittent. I’ll probably soon try and
delete some of the more off-topic posts. I’ll leave the ones from Michael, whoever
he is. He’s a real poster boy for string theory.

Michael:

You seem very proud of knowing what is in the first chapter of Polchinski, but do
you know anything else about physics. The point I was making that you seem to
have trouble following was just that if you don’t really know what your theory is,
and all you have is a perturbation series which you hope is asymptotic to the
real, unknown thing, and you don’t know what the value of the coupling is, you
can’t reliably compute anything, and so you shouldn’t be claiming to have
predictions. Did you follow that? Do you have a counterargument?

Before we hear your counterargument, let’s first hear your qualifications. Are
you the socially retarded teenager you appear to be? Maybe an undergrad? My
qualifications include a 1985 Ph.D. in particle theory from Princeton, postdocs in
physics at Stony Brook and math at Berkeley (MSRI), four years as an assistant
professor at Columbia, and currently I’m a non-tenured full-time faculty member
at Columbia with the title of Lecturer. I regularly teach graduate courses here,
including one in quantum field theory recently. OK, what about you?

30. Levi
July 22, 2005

Michael,

If you are such a hotshot string theorist, why aren’t you over there discussing it
with the other big boys and girls?

31. Michael
July 22, 2005

Hi Torbjorn,

I think it’s great if “laymen” take interest in physics and string theory. I
personally welcome everybody to talk and discuss such things no matter what
their level of education or background might be.

What I dislike is pretenders. Why would Peter Woit, who’s academic career
ended in 1989, be in a position to lecture people like Sean Carroll and even
Jacques Distler on string theory? This is disingenuous. If he were to ask or to try
and understand, that would be great. Instead he is putting out bold claims
debating professional physicists. In the process he reveals gaping holes in his
knowledge of the subject’s very basics. For example, the soft behavior of string
scattering amplitudes is covered in any 1st semester grad course on string
theory and is explained in detail in Polchinski’s 1st volume. Yet Peter Woit
essentially bases one of his arguments on the assumption that such behavior



does not exist. His comments on perturbative vs non-perturbative physics are
seriously confused, too. This is something he ought to know, having received a
PhD in theoretical physics in the 80s. You know, there is a huge disparity
between what he knows and is capable of, and what he pretends to be.

Please do not think that I do not welcome reasonable thoughts and arguments by
everyone — even Peter Woit.

32. Torbjorn Larsson
July 22, 2005

Maybe Michael is the same as who attacked Thomas Larsson over at Lubos blog.

That Michael was probably correct; this one is seriously wrong.

Obviously there are non-knowledgeable people who can find interest in the
discussion; I am one of them.

We will discuss ST whether or not practicioners take part. If they don’t the
discussions will be poorly informed.

And to try to supress the discussion is Not Even Wrong; it will lead to resentment
and bad-will.

Nigel:
It was not false when they said that ST is the currently accepted theory, and it
was not personal. It would be best if you can accept that.

Science is not democratic. It needs a democratic society, but nothing in the
process of science itself is using democracy.

33. Nigel Cook
July 22, 2005

The Higgs boson explains inertial mass, which by Einstein’s equivalence
principle is the same as gravitational mass.

34. Nigel Cook
July 22, 2005

“Super string theory is even worse than astrology because it does not make any
prediction at all. It hasn’t even made even an astrology type of ambiguous and
bad predictions. ”

Quantoken, you have hit the nail on the head. The ‘soft stringy’ theorists are
charlatans, always hoping to one day make a ‘prediction’. Other people have to
produce results to earn a living.

35. Quantoken
July 22, 2005

Michael said:



“How can I insult what does not exist? You are not a string theorist, wake up.
Your pathetic obvious mistakes over at cosmicvariance.com are evidence enough.
You don’t know about the uniquely stringy “soft” behavior of string scattering
amplitudes. And you are unable to see that non-perturbative aspects don’t
matter in the IR. Among many other things, this shows how little you know.”

It does NOT matter a bit at all whether Peter has intimate knowledge about
super string theory or not. It works the same way that Peter can confidently
criticize astrology without necessarily knowing any thing about astrology at all.
Any one with the least bit grasp of what astrology is can safely criticize astrology
as superstition, because it does NOT make good predictions. Super string theory
is even worse than astrology because it does not make any prediction at all. It
hasn’t even made even an astrology type of ambiguous and bad predictions.

So, knowing just that little bit of knowledge of the fact that super string theory
has not made a single prediction, is sufficient enough to allow any one to criticize
super string theory. I believe Peter knows at least that much of the facts, so he is
fully qualified to be a criticizer of SST.

My point is one can waste decades of time to pick up tons of intimate math skills
needed to “research” super string theory, but it still does not add you a single
ounce of knowledge about the nature, since so far super string theory has proven
no relevance to the nature and does not go beyond a mere mind exercise so far.

An obvious thing that I want to point out is no one is smart enough to change
natural laws. If the nature is inheritantly not a 10-D world, there is no way
you can correctly describe nature using a 10-D theory, no matter how
smart or how hard you try. It’s a dead end.

Quantoken

36. Nigel
July 22, 2005

‘String theory’ doesn’t exist, what does exist is speculation. Serious people have
better things to do than mudslinging over trivia of no consequence, that predicts
nothing, leads nowhere, and cannot be tested. By Popper’s definition of science
as being merely tested speculations, ‘string theory’ is not science. What part of
this can’t the ‘string theorists’ grasp?

37. Michael
July 22, 2005

“Are you honest and realistic enough to know that you’re a gutless asshole?”

Yes, I guess I’d feel that way if I were you. And I understand that my blunt ways
must be painful for you. Judging by the vulgar expressions you use: very painful,
indeed.

“I wonder why you’re insulting my competence”



How can I insult what does not exist? You are not a string theorist, wake up. Your
pathetic obvious mistakes over at cosmicvariance.com are evidence enough. You
don’t know about the uniquely stringy “soft” behavior of string scattering
amplitudes. And you are unable to see that non-perturbative aspects don’t
matter in the IR. Among many other things, this shows how little you know.

38. Levi
July 22, 2005

Wonderful discussion over there!

39. Peter
July 22, 2005

Hi Michael,

Are you honest and realistic enough to know that you’re a gutless asshole?

Either you’re the 12 year old you appear to be, in which case I wonder why
you’re insulting my competence, or you’re an adult string theorist, in which case
you may (or may not) know more about string theory than me, but are definitely
a really sad case.

Posting this kind of shit from the protection of anonymity is pathetic. Grow up,
whatever age you are.

40. Michael
July 22, 2005

Why do you think the discussion might be interesting? You are not exactly
knowledgeable in the area. I hope you are honestly and realistic enough to know
that.

41. D R Lunsford
July 21, 2005

I guess it’s postmodern cool to offer a defense of abject idiocy.

[ physics, strings ] = ih

-drl

42. Carl Brannen
July 21, 2005

“Two Cheers for String Theory” wasn’t exactly a ringing endorsement. It was
lukewarm at best.

One of the quotes was: “If true, this puts a damper on the hope that string theory
would predict a unique vacuum state, and we could explain (for example) the
ratio of the muon mass to the electron mass from first principles.”



It turns out that if you square the sum of the square roots of the masses of the
electron, muon and tau, you will end up with a mass that is exactly (to exp. error)
1.5x the sum of the masses of those three leptons.

I suggested this as evidence that the standard model was incomplete to an older
physicist. His attitude was, “so what?” From his point of view the masses were
arbitrary and it really didn’t matter if they happened to fall in some sort of
pattern.

Funny that he didn’t feel the same way about the coincidences that the standard
model managed to explain.

Carl



Some Quick Links

July 23, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Several months ago Erick Weinberg had told me that his recollections of the story of
the calculation of the Yang-Mills beta function were different than David Politzer’s.
Erick actually did independently do the beta function calculation (for the case with
scalars). At the time we talked he thought he had gotten the sign right, but the
coefficient wrong, but now he has checked it and says the coefficient is right. He has
posted his thesis on the arXiv, equation 6.68 is the beta-function. From the comments
after this equation, you can see that he was aware that this meant that perturbation
theory would break down in the infrared. Like ‘t Hooft though, who also did this kind
of calculation, he wasn’t aware of the significance of asymptotic freedom in the
ultraviolet for explaining the SLAC deep-inelastic scattering results.

Fabien Besnard has a new blog (in French), which is quite interesting. His latest post
is a report from a Paris conference celebrating the Einstein centenary. He’s shocked
by the comments of string cosmologist Thibault Damour that Popper was wrong,
scientific theories don’t need to be falsifiable.

The New York Times has an article about the actress Danica McKellar and her work in
mathematical physics. She was working with Lincoln Chayes while an undergraduate
at UCLA. Lincoln and his then-wife Jennifer (also a mathematical physicist, now at
Microsoft Research) were graduate students with me at Princeton. I have many happy
memories of them and their impressive leather outfits, and our joint trips down to the
punk-rock club City Gardens in Trenton.

Comments

1. Torbjorn Larsson
July 30, 2005

stevep: That was much clearer and illustrative! I agree that questions of
falsifiability should not immediately throw out ad-hocs. And I fully agree that
there are other criteria to throw stuff out, as you illustrate nicely.

Since we are using illustrations I too will take the opportunity to show how
falsification can work. I was working in a group where we wanted to set up a
model for a particular class of plasma processes to make thin films. This class
has an hysteresis effect.

Earlier models assumed the hysteresis (!), so they could not be falsified. We set
up a model from surface mass balances that showed this effect without assuming
it. That model was widely accepted because of that (and because it fit nicely
without ad hoc parameters). I saw it work, so that is a reason why I feel strongly
that falsification can be a tool in the tool box too.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000120.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000120.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0507214
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0507214
http://math-et-physique.over-blog.com/
http://math-et-physique.over-blog.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/07/19/science/19math.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/07/19/science/19math.html
http://www.danicamckellar.com/
http://www.danicamckellar.com/
http://www.danicamckellar.com/math/percolation.pdf
http://www.danicamckellar.com/math/percolation.pdf


2. stevep
July 29, 2005

Torbjorn: I can be less vague by talking about stuff I work with. Economic models
often start by trying to characterize an individual’s or organization’s optimization
problem. Then they solve for the agent’s optimal policy (say, an investment
decision) as a function of some exogenous parameters (say, a set of prices and
technical features of the input/output relationship).

There are plenty of potential points of empirical falsification in these situations–
we could have the wrong objective function, the wrong exogenous description, or
the agent may not optimize but do something else. All of these turn out, in
general, to be hard to observe and test. Nevertheless, some of these models are
useful and others are not, even when their falsifiability is held constant (say, at a
very low level). When they are useful, they help us understand what is likely to
be going on in a given problem and give us a start on figuring out what advice to
give to someone in such a situation.

Since you prefer to think about throwing theories out, the bad models have some
combination of a) definitions of the agent’s choice set and constraints that are
hard to map intuitively to real-world problems, b) lots of technical detail that
obscures the primary mechanism, c) strong assumptions about functional forms
that are hard to characterize intuitively, d) omitted variables that are of equal or
greater importance to those included (although abstraction is OK if done
consciously and without fooling oneself). There’s probably some other stuff, too,
but those are the main bad things to look for. Usually, you can trade some of
these off against each other, too, i.e. stronger assumptions can cut out
extraneous technical detail. But lots of models get weeded out at review (or
published but ignored) based on these kinds of considerations.

3. Torbjorn Larsson
July 28, 2005

stevep: I must be dense (or vacuumheaded  since the details of your argument
are vague to me. But it is interesting.

Problem are that: You seem to discuss philosophy. I prefer to discuss use. You are
interested in how to make a theory useful. I try to find out what makes it useless,
IMO it is what we discuss and it is much easier to find.

You discuss predictive formal theories that may have trouble being falsified. But
their predictions are tested for falsification by large errors. The objection you
make about small errors should go into the ‘slippery notion’ category.

Your discuss nonpredictive formal theories, which are logical and mathematical
theories and perhaps prototheories. The domains of logic/mathematics are tested
then parts of them are used in theories on the real world. Prototheories should
eventually be falsifiable.

You discuss a floor tiling model that I can’t agree with. It is the tiling model we
are working on, not arithmetic that have been plenty verified earlier. This is



exactly the matter of trust and why falsification is good.

“Sorry to be so long-winded.”

It’s OK as long as the ride is interesting.

4. stevep
July 28, 2005

Torbjorn: Perhaps I can clarify.

You said: “Information theory is a widely tested theory. It is used and verified in
data communications, data compression, and other fields, sometimes directly on
channel capacity and error rates. I can’t find the reference, but IIRC Shannon
did verifications in his first paper. Shannon entropy corresponds closely to
thermodynamic entropy which you may see as another field to falsify it in.”

I agree that the theory is widely used because it is useful–that was my premise.
My point was that these “verifications” are not empirical tests in the Popperian
sense, driven by observation. They are all done by the application of formal logic.
The conclusions of communication theory follow deductively from the
assumptions, with no room for contingent empirical tests. There is no
conceivable set of observations of communications systems that could cast doubt
on the correctness of communication theory. That’s not “slippery,” it’s the nature
of deductive logic. If you think you’ve empirically falsified the theory, it must be
because you inappropriately applied it.

The only “empirical” aspect to Shannon’s theory is that his assumptions about
the abstract transmitters, channels, and the rest map directly and cleanly onto
their real-world counterparts. The correctness of that mapping is intuitively
obvious and no one bothers to “test” it–if we found that the infomation counts
didn’t add up, we’d look for missing bit generators or absorbers, not worry that
the theory is in danger of “falsification.” The intuitive correctness of that
mapping is also why the theory is so useful.

You expressed puzzlement about how logical omniscience (or its lack) relates to
falsifiability. My point about logical omniscience is that a theory can make a
contribution by clearing up logical inconsistencies in our thinking, even if it has
no direct empirical falsifiabiltiy. The proof that there is no greatest prime
number is valuable because we don’t necessarily grasp it intutively before we
see the proof. Yet the theorem is not empirically falsifiable. Contradictions in
logic are not empirical tests, because we can postulate any abstract system we
like without it having any necessary correspondence to the world we live in.

You say: “I think you allude to Peters ‘slippery notion’ of falsifiability. This is a
indeed problem. One could also say that the theory is falsified and that a new
one is needed. If you redefine your categories or their application, I could say
that it is a new theory already.”

No, I was not talking about modifying the theory (although that is an interesting
set of issues). I am saying that if you count the tiles on your floor, discover that



there are 5 rows and 4 columns but that when you count them you end up with
22 tiles, you are not going to modify your theory of arithmetic. Instead, you are
going to postulate that extra tiles pop up when you’re not looking, or some other
modification of the application situation–not the arithmetic theory that appears
to be “falsified.”

You say: “These are criteria out of vacuum. Verification of theories can be done
without them. c) is actually contrafactual; since you want general theories they
tend to be simple instead of consisting of several particular ones. (Due to
Occam’s razor if you wish.) Instead they may be, and usually are, complicated to
use in the particular case.”

My head may bear some resemblance to a vacuum, and these criteria are indeed
not the result of prolonged analysis. But there is a logic to them. I’m interested
in what makes a theory useful.

If a theory is like arithmetic or communication theory or queuing theory–
mathematically derived from a set of premises not subject to test–then it can’t be
useful because it rules out contingent states of the world. Rather, it helps us
because we can use it to figure out the non-obvious consequences of our
premises. If we’re interested in real-world problems, then we need the theory to
be clear about how to map the real world into those premises, and ideally it
should be easy to figure out the conclusions of those premises.

Your point about Occam’s razor is a good one. Simple theories of great generality
may be hard to use in specific situations, even though their parsimony increases
the chances that they are predictive. Their is thus a tradeoff in theory usefulness
between these two considerations. But with theories whose predictivity is not in
question, like arithmetic or communication theory, there is no real gain to
Occam’s razor (unless simplicity makes a theory easier to remember).

Sorry to be so long-winded.

5. Alejandro Rivero
July 28, 2005

I am happy with E. Weinberg uploading his old papers. Some moths ago, in his
duty as PhysRev editor, he rejected one of my papers, and a couple weeks later I
become really disturbed: I discovered that in the rejection he was using an
standard template… instead of suggesting pointers to his old work, which could
be of some value to improve mine!

What world do we live in, if the bureaucratic roles of seniors researchers block
them of guiding the younger ones?

6. Torbjorn Larsson
July 27, 2005

stevep:

I have several problems with your commentary.



“One problem with falsification as a criterion is that it rules out something like
Shannon’s communication theory. Shannon’s theory is the foundation of network
engineering, but an empirical “test” of it is obviously ridiculous–it follows
mathematically from assumptions and definitions about “sources,” “channels,”
“coding,” etc.”

Information theory is a widely tested theory. It is used and verified in data
communications, data compression, and other fields, sometimes directly on
channel capacity and error rates. I can’t find the reference, but IIRC Shannon
did verifications in his first paper. Shannon entropy corresponds closely to
thermodynamic entropy which you may see as another field to falsify it in.

“A big reason why they can be useful is because we are not logically omniscient–
we do not instantly know all the deducible conclusions of the things we believe.”

I fail to see that this means re falsifiability.

“Some of these conclusions may be impossiblity theorems, but they still are not
empirically falsifiable.”

By observing a contradiction to impossibility.

“Communication theory tells us that certain things are impossible, but they are
logically, not contingently, impossible; if you ever saw an event that seemed to
violate the theory, you would have to go back and (assuming no errors in data)
redefine how you applied the categories of the theory to the phenomena.”

I think you allude to Peters ‘slippery notion’ of falsifiability. This is a indeed
problem. One could also say that the theory is falsified and that a new one is
needed. If you redefine your categories or their application, I could say that it is
a new theory already.

“A theory that is not empircally falsifiable must be judged by how much a) the
entities it proposes to reason about are operationally definable, b) it includes the
factors important to distinguishing situations, and c) it is easy to use in situations
we care about.”

These are criteria out of vacuum. Verification of theories can be done without
them. c) is actually contrafactual; since you want general theories they tend to
be simple instead of consisting of several particular ones. (Due to Occam’s razor
if you wish.) Instead they may be, and usually are, complicated to use in the
particular case.

7. stevep
July 27, 2005

One problem with falsification as a criterion is that it rules out something like
Shannon’s communication theory. Shannon’s theory is the foundation of network
engineering, but an empirical “test” of it is obviously ridiculous–it follows
mathematically from assumptions and definitions about “sources,” “channels,”
“coding,” etc. The nature of Shannon’s contribution was to draw out the



surprising conclusions of mundane assumptions and definitions, not to make bold
predicitons about contingent facts. Communication theory establishes the basic
logical constraints on signal transmission under different noise regimes, etc.
(Warning: I am not an electrical engineer or an expert in communication theory–
just an interested bystander.)

Falsifiability is a fine thing when you can get it, but lots of useful intellectual
frameworks need not be falsifiable and can still say useful things about the
world. A big reason why they can be useful is because we are not logically
omniscient–we do not instantly know all the deducible conclusions of the things
we believe. Some of these conclusions may be impossiblity theorems, but they
still are not empirically falsifiable. Communication theory tells us that certain
things are impossible, but they are logically, not contingently, impossible; if you
ever saw an event that seemed to violate the theory, you would have to go back
and (assuming no errors in data) redefine how you applied the categories of the
theory to the phenomena.

A theory that is not empircally falsifiable must be judged by how much a) the
entities it proposes to reason about are operationally definable, b) it includes the
factors important to distinguishing situations, and c) it is easy to use in situations
we care about. There are probably other criteria, too, but I can’t think of them
right now.

I am not qualified to judge whether string theory is on the road to becoming a
good non-falsifiable theory like communication theory (or queuing theory, or
accrual accounting), but the discussions I have read so far make me wonder. It
doesn’t sound like the three criteria listed above are going that well. And
certainly most of the people pursuing it have the ambition to be empircially
falsifiable, so even if it did turn out the way I’ve described, they wouldn’t be too
happy.

8. Torbjorn Larsson
July 26, 2005

Thank you Clark, it was educational.

“Merely to suggest that its problems can’t just be seen as simple falsification.
From my limited knowledge I’d say it has more than enough problems to still be
questionable though. Let’s just not buy into Popper to attack Superstrings.”

However, here I don’t agree. If falsification is useful at all, it should be used.
Some of the anthropic principles that has been used falls for that requirement
IIRC. But here I am quickly going offtopic because I don’t know enough about
the current subject to take it any longer. I think Lubos Motl says similar things
on his blog, though…

9. Clark Goble
July 26, 2005

Torbjorn, I think Kuhn ends up being the most problematic of the philosophers, if
only because of the problems of “paradigm” as having a stable meaning. (He



acknowledges this problem in his later writings, but doesn’t completely fix the
problem) Still, I think the later neoKantians like I think most take Kuhn to be do
recognize the categories that we are presented the world through are in part
socially determined. That means that falsification is partially socially determined.
Kuhn wouldn’t go as far as Feyerabend. But I think all of those people have some
points – although one can debate how much of an impact it makes in practice.
But I think Kuhn’s right in that this is because we have some dominate
paradigms (or frameworks if we are to adopt the more positivist approach that I
think Quine still favors somewhat)

The problem is that Superstring theory is, as I understand it, attempting to be
one of those frameworks. As such, discussions of falsification become rather
difficult. Especially when for the phenomena in question there isn’t a dominant
system it is competing against. instead there are other frameworks with at least
as many problems as Superstring theory. Given that fact, I’m not sure how
falsification even in practice makes much sense.

One might instead just ask for some novel predictions of something unexpected.
Yet thus far they can’t offer this.

Please note I’m not suggesting falsification isn’t useful, although I think the
Popper view of them is hard to buy into. Rather falsification, testability,
predictions and much else all work together. It just isn’t as simple as Popper
presents it unless one of comparing a small theory against a dominant
overarching one. Even there I think it can run into problem. (Experimental error,
some other phenomena at work, etc.) So I think simplicity issues always enter in.

This isn’t to defends superstring. (And I’m not enough of a theorist to be able to)
Merely to suggest that its problems can’t just be seen as simple falsification.
From my limited knowledge I’d say it has more than enough problems to still be
questionable though. Let’s just not buy into Popper to attack Superstrings.

10. $tringer
July 26, 2005

From:

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=200#post200

The Inmates ($tring Theorist$) Are Running The Asylum

$tring theory has done far more damage to physics than just $tring theory itself.

$tring theory’s central postulate is that there is nothing more to be asked, and
that all government funding for all of science should thus go to $tring theory.

$tring theory has fostered a class of fundamentally dishonest, hand-waving,
conjecturing, posing, preening, vogueing pretenders. Corruption allows them to
make more money from lying than seeking the truth, so they have no incentive to
do physics. The fashionista class has bled over into other fields–even the
experimentalists raising millions upon millions to test $tring theory’s hoax–

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=200#post200
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they’re in on the con too.

They’re all in on the joke, and should you speak out against them, they laugh at
you. They call you a crank when you question their ridiculous theories that as
someone pointed out here have no laws, nor postulates, nor any predictions that
can be tested. When you ask them to draw a cube in dimensions 8-10, they jeer,
sneer, and put you on the blacklist so you’ll never be a peer. And everyone lives
in fear of not being a peer, because peer review is how they further the untrue.

$tring Theory is about one thing–money. Book deals, government grants, TV
shows–it’s a big-time tax-funded circus. A theory of nothing–an elite insider’s
club for those smart enough to learn the rules of accepting and living the lie, but
to stupid to ever think on their own. The worst have risen to the top. It’s not the
first time in all of history, and it never lasts long.

I have dated many beautiful, elegant women, but none of them were subsidized
by NSF nor the government nor student loans.

–caltechpostdoc

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=200#post200

11. Torbjorn Larsson
July 25, 2005

Gosh, sorry! Of course I mean Clark, not Michael!

12. Torbjorn Larsson
July 25, 2005

I am not doing research anymore and foundational questions did not matter
much at the time. But I am still curious, so here goes:

‘Undermine’ seems to be a vague term in english, I found both both ‘weaken’ and
‘destroy’. I would agree with the former but not the later. Which did Michael
mean?

Feasible falsifiability seems to be good tool to make us trust theories and debunk
much junk or faithbased reasoning. There are a lot of problems as Peter and
Michael mentions, but it is still doable.

Kuhn, Lakatos, Feyerabend and Quine critisizes falsifiability. From a very short
overview of the later two I get the feeling they are confused philosophers with
critiques that does not mean much if one want to use falsifiability.

Kuhn’s and Lakatos’ criticism are more social and practical, about the problems
of not allowing ad hoc hypotheses. Enforcing falsifiability would diminish social
influence on theories. And since we can’t enforce falsifiability on each and every
statement in non-formal theories ad-hocs would survive as long as they are
needed.

In short, I agree with Peter and can agree with Michael if he means the weaker

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=200#post200
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version of his statement. Applied to string theory it seems that most or all of the
anthropic principles used on several occasions would be immediately out. To the
benefit of the theory and lessening of criticism until the whole theory can be
verified as more than a new part of QFT, or whatever the conclusion was on
Cosmic Variance.

If anyone can explain more on the problems of falsifiability I would certainly
appreciate that.

13. Clark Goble
July 25, 2005

Alas, I didn’t do grad work in superstring theory. (Although I did for a while
consider doing work in spinors and clifford algebra which I guess would have led
me towards loop theory given my inclinations)

As to whether Quine or Kuhn styled critiques apply. I suppose it would depend. I
think both of them would argue that there are competing interpretations that
would undermine falsification. That is one community would say things have
been falsified while the other hasn’t. The problem with string theory is that I
don’t see that they’ve even *gotten* that far yet. But I can see why some would
suggest this as a problem in the future.

14. Peter
July 25, 2005

Clark,

I think the kinds of critique of Popper that I assume you have in mind (Kuhn,
Quine?) aren’t really relevant in this context. While falsifiability can sometimes
be a slippery notion, up until now physicists haven’t had any trouble agreeing
what it means in this particular case and that it is an important criterion for
distinguishing whether a proposed idea about theoretical particle physics is
vacuous or not. The only physicists challenging this now are ones whose pet
theory is failing the test, and all evidence is that this is just because they don’t
want to admit failure.

If you can identify how one of the standard problems with falsifiability is relevant
to this particular case, that would be interesting.

15. Clark Goble
July 25, 2005

Surely critiques of Popper have been around long enough that someone
shouldn’t be surprised that many reject his overly simplistic views of scientific
theory. I don’t see why someone would be shocked on this. This has been widely
discussed for probably 30 – 40 years.

16. quantum
July 23, 2005



check out http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56

17. Carl Brannen
July 23, 2005

Re: [Peter Woit]I’m certainly not sure what is the exact relation between QFTs in
curved spaces with Euclidean signature and with Minkowski signature,
especially when there are spinors, but something interesting is going on. Even in
flat space, free field QFT, if you try and directly formulate it in Minkowski space
you run into trouble (the propagator is given by an integration contour that goes
through poles) and you have to do something. Mathematically the simplest way
of saying what you have to do is to formulate the theory in Euclidean space and
analytically continue.[/Peter Woit]

The short way of describing the interesting thing that is going on is to note that
QFT is equivalent to a quantum statistical mechanics for a space-time where
time is imaginary (i.e. carries the same signature as the space coordinates) and
cyclic. Quantum statistical mechanics is simply classical statistical mechanics for
waves (which are not distinguishable) as opposed to particles.

The problem, of course, is that time is not cyclic. However, if you start with a
space-like metric (such as would be used as the path length $ds$ along the track
of an observer or particle) and promote proper time from being a parameter to a
coordinate, you will have a Euclidean space-[proper]time. If you assume that
proper time is not classically observed as a coordinate because it is small and
cyclic, you will have exactly what you need to establish a quantum statistical
mechanics as the theory underlying quantum field theory.

Now all this has VERY IMPORTANT implications on particle theory. As it is
currently written elementary particles and fields are specifically designed to
avoid any possiblity that a non Lorentz compatible theory will slip through. This
is partly due to the success of this technique, and partly due to the fact that
Lorentz symmetry has not been experimentally disproved. If the gravitation
people begin moving into Euclidean relativity, rather than Einstein’s relativity,
the particle people will have to eventually follow.

I find it very gratifying that Stephen Hawking is moving into Euclidean
gravitation. I find it even more gratifying that the particle physicists gave me a 3
year head start on figuring out what the Dirac equation looks like in a world
where Lorentz symmetry is only an accidental:
http://brannenworks.com/PHENO2005.pdf

Carl

[Apologies for pumping a personal theory on your blog. I believe that you
allowed each of us one such post. It won’t happen again without your permission.
Feel free to edit for length.]

18. Suresh K Maran
July 23, 2005
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I have posted a reply to Lubos Motl critique of loop quantum gravity in my
weblog http://universalwatch.blogspot.com/

19. July 23, 2005

at the end, Fabien Besnard uses an expression I hadn’t heard before which I
think is a reference to this fable of La Fontaine
http://www.lafontaine.net/lesFables/afficheFable.php?id=122

to let the prey go and chase the shadow
l?cher la proie pour l’ombre

or, as in this story, not the shadow but the reflection in a pond: the image or
appearance being taken for the real goal

I wish he would correct his spelling of Karl Popper’s name

http://universalwatch.blogspot.com/
http://universalwatch.blogspot.com/
http://www.lafontaine.net/lesFables/afficheFable.php?id=122
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Seattle Conference

July 26, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

This week I’m in Seattle, among other things attending a Summer Institute in
Algebraic Geometry sponsored by the AMS. This is the latest in a series of large
summer conferences on algebraic geometry that have taken place about every ten
years. The last one was in Santa Cruz in the mid 90s, the one before that at Bowdoin
in the mid 80s. This one is being billed as “the largest algebraic geometry meeting in
the history of the world”, with about 320 mathematicians here this week, and a total
of around 600 planning on showing up for at least part of the three weeks during
which the conference is taking place. The full schedule of talks is on-line, and copies
of speaker’s notes and transparencies should soon be appearing there.

The main topic of the first week is billed as “interactions with physics”, but there’s
actually not a whole lot of that going on here. The organizers originally hoped that
Robbert Dijkgraaf would be lecturing this week, but that didn’t work out. Kentaro
Hori of Toronto is giving a series of three talks on mirror symmetry, and some of his
lecture notes are already on-line. Rahul Pandharipande started off the conference
with the first in what looks like it will be a very interesting series of lectures on
Gromov-Witten invariants. This has now become a huge subfield of algebraic
geometry, with many ramifications, some of which have been inspired by physics, and
there continues to be active interaction between math and physics around this
subject. Many of the talks in the afternoon parallel sessions are also related to this
topic.

An unrelated note: Lee Smolin has a rather philosophical, but interesting, new
preprint out entitled The case for background independence

Comments

1. July 26, 2005

You mentioned the new Smolin article (“what’s wrong with string theory, how to
fix it with background independence, and other thoughts” heh heh)
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0507235

He is probably right and I hope string theorists read and heed this article.

The new article also provides a survey of the various
nonperturbative/backgroundindependent approaches to QG (Loop, CDT, causal
sets…) same ones represented at Loops 05 conference. It has thumbnail
accounts of various approaches and lots of references. So for some purposes it is
a de facto review article (as well as proposing a cure for string theory).

Here, for instance, is the description of CDT, beginning on page 21,

http://www.math.princeton.edu/%7Erahulp/seattle05.html
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http://www.math.columbia.edu/~thaddeus/seattle/hori.pdf
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0507235
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—quote from Smolin’s paper—

5.3 Causal dynamical triangulation models

These are models for quantum gravity, based on a very simple
construction[26]-[32]. A quantum spacetime is represented by a combinatorial
structure, which consists of a large number N of d dimensional simplexes
(triangles for two dimensions, tetrahedra for three etc.) glued together to form a
discrete approximation to a spacetime. Each such discrete spacetime is given an
amplitude, which is gotten from a discrete approximation to the action for
general relativity. Additional conditions are imposed, which guarantee that the
resulting structure is the triangulation of some smooth
manifold (otherwise there is a severe inverse problem.) For simplicity the edge
lengths are taken to be all equal to a fundamental scale, which is considered a
short distance cutoff. One defines the quantum theory of gravity by a discrete
form of the sum over histories path integral, in which one sums over all such
discrete quantum spacetimes, each weighed by its amplitude.
—end quote—

===================

Does anyone have a subscription to “contemporary physics”?

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/tandf/tcph

I understand that the May-June issue will have a commissioned article on CDT. or
some issue soon to appear.

2. Jack
July 26, 2005

I very much doubt that Smolin’s article will convince anyone. He talks about the
Newton/Leibniz [etc] dispute over absolutism/relationalism, decides that
relationalism is obviously right, and then argues that what ails string theory is
that it isn’t relational. He even mentions Mach’s principle and worries that
general relativity doesn’t really make acceleration relative [doh!]. Something
tells me that string theorists [and others] are unlikely to slap their heads and say,
“Goddamnit! Of course! The way to understand a small cosmological constant is
to make everything relational!!” I’m afraid that the response is more likely to be,
“So string theory is absolutist and not relationalist? Who gives the proverbial
rat’s ass?”

3. Aaron Bergman
July 26, 2005

Four equations in forty-six pages. Positively Banksian.

I rather think it’s quite an act of hubris, myself, to say that the “correct quantum
theory of gravity must be” anything. It’ll be what it is, and we’ll have to live with
it. Regardless, I think generally most people think that the end theory will be
background independent, so I really don’t why various loopy types spend so

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/tandf/tcph
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much time arguing for it.

And just on a quick glance, it is certainly not always true (p. 24) that
nonsupersymmetric theories contain a tachyon. The SO(16)xSO(16) heterotic
(discussed briefly in Polchinski, I believe) is an example. As for his discussion for
the meaning of the ‘height’ function in the landscape, it’s not energy; it’s just a
term in the action. The stationary points are the vacua and they’re stable if they
have no massless scalars of tachyons.

4. Juan R.
July 27, 2005

For the string theorist

“Not only, we are told, is string theory a consistent theory of quantum gravity,
but it\uffffs a theory of everything, gives us wonderful new insights into gauge
theories, and possesses a mathematical beauty that is so compelling that the
theory simply must be correct.”

Sean.

It is many times more bold than Smolin claims, but i don’t see your efforts for
critizing bold string theory claims.

Your

“I think generally most people think that the end theory will be background
independent”

>was no true into string theory comunity only 12 years ago. Then string
theorists claimed that one would not take GR “too seriously”. In fact, a theorist
(James Graber) still maintain (three days ago in Cosmic variance) the old posture
that one would ignore background independence and formulate causality in a flat
metric.

He claims that we would ignore experimental data on favor of string theory!

But string theory community has a special facility for forgeting the history of the
field.

Fortunately, history shows how wrong string theorists always were.

A waste of time!

5. ksh95
July 27, 2005

Aaron Bergman said:
“…As for his discussion for the meaning of the ‘height’ function in the landscape,
it’s not energy…”

Which is precisely the point Smolin was trying to make.



The sad thing is that string theorists feel so embattled and animosity between
camps runs so deep that enjoyable, non-technical, profound papers by very smart
people are only given a “quick glance”.

The propaganda and indoctrination (from all camps) is amazing. It seems the
more a camp is criticized, the more ardent in their beliefs they become. Often to
the point that they’re unable to even consider the merits of another camps
arguments.

…If you’re not a fellow string theorist everything you say is a priori wrong…If
you don’t believe in Causal sets I don’t want to hear anything you have to say…

But then again, I shouldn’t be surprised. This same phenomena is present
everywhere else (see modern day american policital discourse).

As I’ve said before, the same rules that govern the schmucks in the street,
govern us in the Ivory towers.

6. July 27, 2005

Wow. I’m sorta surprised that an alg. geometry conference billed as one of the
largest gatherings doesn’t have some of the leading men in that area as part of
their speakers–ie. Drinfeld, Beilinson, Deligne, etc etc.

7. Aaron Bergman
July 27, 2005

The sad thing is that string theorists feel so embattled and animosity between
camps runs so deep that enjoyable, non-technical, profound papers by very smart
people are only given a “quick
glance”.

Yes, that must be it. I feel embattled and angry. The fact is, a quick glance is
more than the vast majority of the papers on the ArXiv get form me. There’s just
too damn many of them, and only some percentage of them are about things I
find interesting. This paper doesn’t particularly interest me because, generally, I
have very little patience for philosophy in physics. As I said, I don’t think it is our
place to say that an unknown theory “must” be anything. I just glanced at it this
time because of this comment thread.

On the other hand, I do happen to believe that a final theory of quantum gravity
will be background independent, so I don’t see where you’re getting that I’m
going after Smolin on this point.

8. Chris W.
July 27, 2005

Has anyone in the string theory community systematically set forth some
requirements or expected features of a background independent formulation of
string theory? Should it be considered understood that M-theory will be the
hoped-for background independent formulation, or is this a matter of



disagreement?

9. Aaron Bergman
July 28, 2005

M-theory is a dream, not really any particular theory. String theory really has
been developed in a form of a bottom-up approach. No one has gone and said,
“this is what we need from the theory; let’s put it in.” Rather, people have just
explored more and more and various things have fallen out of the theory. The
eleventh dimension, for example, came about from investigating the strong
coupling limit of the IIA superstring.

The one real nonperturbative theory we have, AdS/CFT, seems to strongly
depend on the asymptotics of the spacetime. This is somewhat of an in-between
case: the only part of the background that is fixed is what happens at infinity.
What happens in the middle is background independent. This has led a lot of
people to think that perhaps that’s the best we’re going to be able to get.

One principle that a lot of people think will be important for some final theory of
quantum gravity is the holographic principle. One expression of this is that the
theory of quantum gravity will be encoded in some nongravitational theory in
one less dimension. In AdS/CFT, the boundary is the holoraphic screen, but in
more general spacetimes, there will be other possible screens. Bousso has a
proposal for this. Because this still fundamentally requires the idea of a real
spacetime geometry, the principle is only semiclassical, but many people think
that it will be a general feature of whatever form of emergent geometry appears
in the end.

Really, it might be that the whole idea of background independence is a non
sequitor. Geometry will arise only in some limit of the theory, and the
fundamental theory will have some completely different set of degrees of
freedom. As I said, I don’t think we get to tell the theory what to be. We’ll just
have to see (hopefully in our lifetimes) how it turns out.

10. Peter
July 28, 2005

Hi meh,

It’s a rather young conference, with relatively few of the the organizers,
speakers and participants in their fifties or sixties. I’m kind of slumming here,
since I’m not an expert in algebraic geometry, but I do notice that the people
here include quite a few of those my department identified as the best young
people in the field in internal discussions about who to try and hire.

11. Doug
July 28, 2005

Smolin’s characterization of modern theoretical struggles, as really only a
continuation of the old debate on the true nature of space and time, is not
explicitly recognized very often these days, but I think it’s right on. However, if



the reason why string theory cannot meet the challenge of the landscape is that
there is no background-independent formulation of it, then what does that imply
for any background-dependent theory?

Juan Maldacena just posted a comment on Cosmicvariance stating his
enthusiastic support for the study of the landscape. However, Smolin’s argument
that because the static probability distributions live on the “space of possible
backgrounds,” and the dynamics of the theory are to be done on this space, and
thus must employ a fixed background in the study of the landscape, makes this
effort an illogical endeavor, and he calls for “an alternative methodology for
treating [it]”

Nevertheless, his alternative is not a background-independent formulation of
string theory, but a background-independent quantum theory. I think this is very
significant, because, as he points
out, the reason string theory fails is because it is background-dependent, which
is what helps make it untestable and less explanatory, while background-
independent theories are “more constrained” and therefore more “subject to
law.”

Ironically, then, this implies that the strenuous opposition to string theory found
on this and other blogs appears to be a little like someone throwing stones while
living in a glass house, doesn’t it? I mean, if background-dependence is an
indictment of accepted physical theory in general, which Smolin seems to think it
is, then the sociological pathology, identified as the maddening fascination with
string theory that so many physicists are caught up in, with the accompanying
refusal to recognize its futility, turns out not to be due to the philosophical error
of the misguided, pursuing a non-falsifiable theory, but the epistemological error
of all of us, perpetuated now for generations.

This error is the assumption that we “know” what reality is, and that the grand
edifice that has taken centuries to build, and that is built upon the assumption
that space and time are non-dynamical structure, or even partly dynamical
structure, is unassailable, is doing us in, just as surely as the old farmer was
done in by his false assumptions.

As I have pointed out before, Einstein warned us of this very peril.
Epistemologically speaking, assuming forces can exist autonomously, apart from
the underlying motion from which they must proceed by definition, just because
we cannot find such motion, is the fundamental error that has lead to the present
predicament, because force requires a fixed background. Fields must evolve over
time. Taking force out of the picture of gravity separately, by making the
background partly dynamical, just avoids the issue in GR.

The fact is, gravity is a force, and as such must be the property of an underlying
motion, but gravitational force is one that cannot be defined in terms of a
quantum field on a fixed background of three space, for reasons that are clearly
related to dimensions of the motion involved. But, unfortunately, since we think
we know what space and time are, we can only talk in terms of the one-
dimensional motion of objects “through” spacetime. Oh well.



Ironically, recognizing our errors in the understanding of the nature of space and
time opens the door to formulating a truly background-independent theory,
which is what we need, but how are we going to go that far back now?

12. Thomas Larsson
July 28, 2005

It is unlikely that ST possesses a background-independent formulation. Lee
Smolin has informed me that a rigorous theorem rules out anomaly-free Fock
quantization of background-independent theories, and I see no reason to doubt
that. This explains why the conflict between LQG and ST is so fierce. ST gives up
background independence, which to LQGists is the most profound lesson from
GR,
and LQG gives up Fock QM, which string theorists can never accept. Hence the
conflict will persist.

The loophole is that you can combine Fock QM with background independence,
provided that you give up anomaly freedom. Most people think this idea is
absurd, since classically a gauge symmetry is a redundancy of the description.
However, there are examples where quantum anomalies break gauge symmetry,
without violating unitarity. The subcritical free string is the best known example.
This example is of course also very relevant to QG, since the free string is
nothing but 2D gravity coupled to scalar fields.

13. July 28, 2005

the paper is enlightening in general but doesn’t treat CDT adequately.

CDT is more background independent than LQG (independence is not an all-or-
nothing feature of theories, there are degrees)

Smolin schematizes degrees of background independence and discusses striving
for a greater extent of independence as a strategy. but his paper does not
acknowledge that dimension becomes a dynamical variable in CDT rather than
being determined in advance as it is in LQG.

14. Aaron Bergman
July 28, 2005

It is unlikely that ST possesses a background-independent formulation. Lee
Smolin has informed me that a rigorous theorem rules out anomaly-free Fock
quantization of background-independent theories, and I see no reason to doubt
that.

I’m not sure I want to steal someone else’s thunder, but I have heard that one of
the premises of that theorem is seriously flawed.

15. July 28, 2005

Thomas Larsson: It is unlikely that ST possesses a background-independent
formulation. Lee Smolin has informed me that a rigorous theorem rules out



anomaly-free Fock quantization of background-independent theories, and I see
no reason to doubt that.

Aaron: I’m not sure I want to steal someone else’s thunder, but I have heard that
one of the premises of that theorem is seriously flawed.

Aaron, you’ve gotten me curious. Could you please be more specific? What
theorem has the questionable premise? What is the premise and in what way is it
flawed?

16. Aaron Bergman
July 28, 2005

I’ve been under the impression that the theorem requires a sort of quantization
that doesn’t even apply to ordinary gauge theories, but I haven’t looked at it — I
don’t even know the reference — so I’d rather not pontificate too much on it.

17. Juan R.
July 29, 2005

“It is unlikely that ST possesses a background-independent formulation.”

Yes, M-theory is not so simple as a nonperturbative version of ST. It is something
different (there the new name) that is not based in the old string theory
framework. This is the reason that nobody formulate still M-theory.

M-theory is not a dream, it is the last hope for some guys 

But string community is not being sincere. Since there exist not M-theory (matrix
formulation does not work), it looks like a blanck paycheck.

Next the formula of everything

” ” = ” ”

that i discovered today. You can verify by yourself that reduces to M-theory in the
joke regime (i.e. when jokes –> infinite).

Would string theorists not explain to public that after of 30 decades of futile
efforts finally we know that string theory will be not the final theory and
theoreticians need of a new theory that nobody (including Witten) know what is?

18. Juan R.
July 29, 2005

Uppps!

I mean 3 decades!!

Well exactly are already 4 (or 38 years).

19. July 30, 2005



Motl wrote 12 pages on his blog about the new Smolin paper and, I thought,
missed the point. Here in these comments we havent even restated Smolin’s
main message.

He announces this quite explicitly in italicized passages at the beginning and
then at the end (with reference to the previous) so it’s difficult to overlook.

–quote from Smolin introduction–

The reason that we do not have a fundamental formulation of string theory, from
which it might be possible to resolve the challenge posed by the landscape, is
that it has been so far developed as a background dependent theory. This is
despite there being compelling arguments that a fundamental theory must be
background independent. Whether string theory turns out to describe nature or
not, there are NOW few alternatives but to approach the problems of unification
and quantum gravity from a background independent perspective.

This essay is written with the hope that perhaps some who have avoided thinking
about background independent theories might consider doing so NOW.

–end quote–

I have added the emphasis on the word NOW which I think is an essential part of
the message. It is friendly advice. Should not raise the hackles of sensitive string
theorists. It is trying to be constructive and reasoned. And it is urgent. Theorists
have been saying for years that the eventual string theory should be background
independent—but have postponed such reformulation. He encourages them to go
ahead with it—also gives examples of background independent theories
suggesting possibility, and points to his own recent work towards a background
independent formulation of M theory.

Then right at the end he comes back to this theme

–quote Smolin conclusions–

…The former are more constrained, hence harder to construct. More of what is
observed is subject to law, as there is no background to be freely chosen. Hence,
it appears that relational, background independent theories are more testable,
and more explanatory.

This is the reason for my provocative hypothesis. If it is true then the reason that
string theory finds itself in the situation described in the introduction is that no
background dependent theory could successfully solve the five key problems
mentioned there. If this is true, then the only thing to do is to go back and work
on the less studied road of relational theories.

At the same time, I have tried here to explain the key problems still faced by the
relational road…

–end quote–



20. July 31, 2005

Lubos Motl wrote a 12-page blog reacting to Smolin’s “The case for background
independence” that you mention here, and it contains misleading statements like
this:

—quote Motl—
On the other hand, there are no successes whatsoever of the approaches that
Lee wants to call “non-perturbative approaches”. The main problem is that they
don’t care about physics, experiments, and the new principles that are revealed
by them; they prefer philosophical dogmas from the 16th century. It is a waste of
time to discuss these “non-perturbative” speculations in detail. In all cases
(causal set theory, loop quantum gravity, triangulation models), the speculations
are based on the naive picture of space as being composed of infinitely sharp
points – like in the classical theory – which are moreover exactly discrete. All
these approaches make incredibly strong assumptions about the physics at the
Planck scale whose probability to be incorrect safely exceeds 99.9999999999%;
all of them belong to the discredited category of “gravitational aether theories”…
—end quote—

This is at the end of the section “Background Independence of GR” right before
the section “Background independence in string/M theory”.

The nonperturbative QG approaches Smolin focused on and devoted sections of
the paper to were Loop, Causal Sets, and CDT (currently the leading
triangulations method).

Lubos blanket statement about spacetime discreteness in the nonperturbative
approaches is in contrast to what the CDT developers say. They explicitly say
they have found no evidence of spacetime discreteness or a minimal distance
scale. So Motl is attributing to them what they neither postulate nor find as a
result.

To illustrate, this from the introductory section, page 2, of a recent CDT paper
hep-th/0505113

“The alternative we will advance here is based on new results from an analysis of
the properties of quantum universes generated in the nonperturbative and
background-independent CDT (causal dynamical triangulations) approach to
quantum gravity. As shown in [5, 6], they have a number of appealing
macroscopic properties: firstly, their scaling behaviour as function of the
spacetime volume is that of genuine isotropic and homogeneous four-
dimensional worlds. Secondly, after integrating out all dynamical variables but
the scale factor a( ) in the full quantum theory, the correlation function between
scale factors at different (proper) times is described by the simplest
minisuperspace model used in quantum cosmology. We have recently begun an
analysis of the microscopic properties of these quantum spacetimes. As in
previous work, their geometry can be probed in a rather direct manner through
Monte Carlo simulations and measurements. At small scales, it exhibits
neither fundamental discreteness nor indication of a minimal length



scale.”

Also it is misleading to say as Motl does, that “All these approaches make
incredibly strong assumptions about the physics at the Planck scale whose
probability to be incorrect safely exceeds 99.9999999999%”

This evokes the canard that nonperturbative approaches are somehow wedded to
precisely one version of the Einstein Hilbert action and cannot modify the action
by additional terms. In CDT, to take one example, researchers are free to explore
modifications of the microscopic dynamics and do indeed perform (monte carlo)
computational experiments involving different versions of the action.
I fail to see what is “incredibly strong” about their assumptions.

It may also be that Lubos blanket statement (which he applied to all three
approaches discussed by Smolin) is inaccurate as regards Loop gravity, as well
as CDT. It may also be wrong for Causal Sets, but I cannot tell about that
because I don’t know much about that approach. Here I am using CDT to
illustrate the misleading, over-the-top nature of his comments. They sound as if
he does
doesn’t know what he is talking about and is foaming at the mouth.

What is it about Smolin’s central thesis (that it is now time for string/M
researchers to get a background independent formulation together—that it is
urgent given the present situation of string/M) — that disturbed Motl so much
that he had to respond like this?

And why doesn’t he address the main thesis of Smolin’s paper, which is basically
some friendly advice, coupled with the urgency?

21. July 31, 2005

To all interested folks in string theory/LQG.

here is a link to Lee Smoln’s video archived colloquiam at CFA.

http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/colloquia/spring05/smolin.html

http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/colloquia/spring05/smolin.html
http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/colloquia/spring05/smolin.html


Conference Roundup

July 28, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Lots of conferences are going on right around now, here’s some of them, many with
on-line versions of the talks.

Lattice 2005 in Dublin, with blogging from Matthew Nobes.

SUSY 2005 at Durham. See some comments by Clifford Johnson. There was also a
Pre-SUSY 2005 workshop aimed at graduate students.

Also at Durham, a workshop on Geometry, Conformal Field Theory and String Theory,
blogging from Paul Cook.

Introduction to Collider Physics, a summer program aimed at graduate students,
taking place at the Institute in Princeton.

This year’s SLAC summer institute is on Gravity in the Quantum World and the
Cosmos. Sean Carroll is lecturing there and may have more to say about it over at
Cosmic Variance.

There’s a Summer Institute going on in Taipei, and a summer school in Dubna.

The summer meeting in Oporto has taken place. I’d love to hear from anyone who was
there about Graeme Segal’s lectures.

The Simons Workshop in Stony Brook has started, leading off with a talk by Cumrun
Vafa on The Swamp Surrounding the Landscape. He seems to be suggesting that
theorists should be spending their time investigating the “swamp” of possible
effective field theories for which it is unknown whether they can be the low energy
limit of a string theory. Why he thinks its a good idea to try and lead the field into a
“swamp” is very unclear to me, although one could argue it is already there anyway….

Update: A commenter properly takes me to task for ignoring what’s going on down
under. There’s been a Conference in honor of Ross Street’s 60th birthday, together
with one workshop on categorical methods and another one on noncommutative
geometry and index theory, all covered extensively by bloggers over at the String
Coffee Table.

Comments

1. August 1, 2005

Hi Lubos:
So in addition to string prediction making no testable predictions, you now say
you haven’t much of a clue what it says is impossible? Great work.

http://www.maths.tcd.ie/lat05/
http://www.maths.tcd.ie/lat05/
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/
http://susy-2005.dur.ac.uk/susy-timetable.html
http://susy-2005.dur.ac.uk/susy-timetable.html
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/07/19/fortress-of-solitude/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/07/19/fortress-of-solitude/
http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/pre-SUSY05/program.html
http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/pre-SUSY05/program.html
http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/php/lms_timetable.php?job=timetable&meeting_name=GCFTST
http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/php/lms_timetable.php?job=timetable&meeting_name=GCFTST
http://ppcook.blogspot.com/
http://ppcook.blogspot.com/
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/2005files/schedule2005.html
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/2005files/schedule2005.html
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2005/program.htm
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2005/program.htm
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2005/program.htm
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2005/program.htm
http://cosmicvariance.com/
http://cosmicvariance.com/
http://tsi2005.phys.ntu.edu.tw/program.html
http://tsi2005.phys.ntu.edu.tw/program.html
http://theor.jinr.ru/~diastp/summer05/lect.html
http://theor.jinr.ru/~diastp/summer05/lect.html
http://www.fc.up.pt/cfp/omgtp2005/
http://www.fc.up.pt/cfp/omgtp2005/
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks.html
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks.html
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks/Vafa1.pdf
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks/Vafa1.pdf
http://streetfest.maths.mq.edu.au/
http://streetfest.maths.mq.edu.au/
http://streetfest.maths.mq.edu.au/workshop/
http://streetfest.maths.mq.edu.au/workshop/
http://wwwmaths.anu.edu.au/events/ngit05/
http://wwwmaths.anu.edu.au/events/ngit05/
http://wwwmaths.anu.edu.au/events/ngit05/
http://wwwmaths.anu.edu.au/events/ngit05/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/index.shtml
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/index.shtml
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/index.shtml
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/index.shtml


Nigel

2. Lubo? Motl
July 29, 2005

Cumrun’s goal is to define what string theory is – and especially what string
theory is not. For example, pure N=1 supergravity in 4 or 6 dimensions does not
seem to arise in any stringy vacuum we know of. It would be great to find a kind
of proof that various things are impossible according to string theory; we need
these things to fully distinguish the predictions of string theory, even outside our
Universe, from generic effective field theories.

I think Cumrun would agree that we may be currently in swamp, and he may
become the savior who will take us away from it. 

3. Tony Smith
July 28, 2005

In his paper The Swamp Surrounding the Landscape, Cumrun Vafa says “… The
main difficulty in describing nature using string theory comes from the
multiplicity of string vacua. …”.

David Gross said, in Chapter 11 of the book The Rise of the Standard Model –
Particle Physics in the 1960s and 1970s, edited by Hoddeson, Brown, Riordan,
and Dresden (Cambridge 1997):

“… The bootstrap idea was immmensely popular in the early 1960s … it rested
on the solid principles of causality and unitarity … It promised to … provide a
unique value for all observables … This is of course false. We now know that
there are an infinite number of consistent S-matrices that satisfy all the sacred
principles. …”.

Is it fair to modify Gross’s quote as follows:

“… The superstring idea was immmensely popular for the past two decades … it
rested on the solid principles of supersymmetry and gravity from loop gravitons
… It promised to … provide a unique value for all observables … This is of course
false. We now know that there are a huge (possibly infinite) number of consistent
vacua that satisfy all the sacred principles. …”

Is Edward Witten the present-day counterpart of Geoffrey Chew?

Compare this Chew quote (from Capra’s Tao of Physics)

“… Our current struggle with the hadron bootstrap may thus be only a foretaste
of a completely new form of human intellectual endeavor …”

with this Witten quote (from Greene’s The Elegant Universe)

“… Understanding what M-theory really is – the physics it embodies – would
transform our understanding of nature at least as radically as occurred in any of
the major scientific upheavals of the past …”



Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

4. Kea
July 28, 2005

There’s also a southern hemisphere.

5. July 28, 2005

leading off with a talk by Cumrun Vafa on The Swamp Surrounding the
Landscape…
—an evocative title, reminiscent of a passage by WB Yeats:

And certain men, being maddened by those rhymes,
Or else by toasting her a score of times,
Rose from the table and declared it right
To test their fancy by their sight;
But they mistook the brightness of the moon
For the prosaic light of day –
Music had driven their wits astray –
And one was drowned in the great bog of Cloone.

http://www.csun.edu/~hceng029/yeats/yeatspoems/TheTower

6. P P Cook
July 28, 2005

Sean, I suspect the hiring process encourages bloggers to only report “nice”
things about the people who may effect their careers. Of course you will have to
worry about the “untouchable” bloggers who already have a secure career, oh
and the insane 

Peter, thanks for the link.

Best wishes,
Paul

7. Sean
July 28, 2005

Soon it will be impossible to make fun of anyone in a talk, as the chances will be
good that whatever you say will show up on a blog within minutes.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.csun.edu/~hceng029/yeats/yeatspoems/TheTower
http://www.csun.edu/~hceng029/yeats/yeatspoems/TheTower


Change in Software

August 1, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Since I accidentally deleted a post, so had to spend some time fixing things, I decided
to go ahead with a long-planned project to try and change around the software here.
The old Movable Type software is gone, replaced by Word Press. It seems to be
working, but I still need to add in the old links, and fiddle with the configuration a bit.
Let me know if anything seems to be broken.

Comments

1. J.F. Moore
August 1, 2005

Next page link at the bottom is “not found”.

I’m glad the comments are going the ‘right’ way now! It was hard trying to read
them backwards.

2. Ijon Tichy
August 1, 2005

I find the font too small. It’s not very kind to middle-aged eyes.

3. Peter
August 1, 2005

My eyes are also unfortunately getting rather middle-aged. You should be able to
adjust the font size on your browser (I’ve checked and this works, at least on
Mozilla and Internet Explorer). It’s not so easily done from this end. This
particular “theme” is one of the more legible ones.

4. Ijon Tichy
August 1, 2005

I think all you have to do is edit this file:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/wp-content/themes/default
/style.css

specifically, the first section after the comments, i.e.:

/* Begin Typography & Colors */
body {
font-size: 62.5%; /* Resets 1em to 10px */

Change 62.5 to 70.0 (or thereabouts) and it should look much better. And I’m

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/wp-content/themes/default/style.css
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/wp-content/themes/default/style.css
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/wp-content/themes/default/style.css
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/wp-content/themes/default/style.css


pretty sure all text elements (including links) will scale accordingly.

5. Peter
August 1, 2005

OK, I made the change you suggested. I’ll leave it like that for now (unless there
are any complaints that it’s now too big…)

6. Ijon Tichy
August 2, 2005

Thanks.

7. Nigel Cook
August 2, 2005

How about starting a thread for a discussion of how to replace string theory with
more rational, testable physics? At some stage string theory will have to give
way to more productive work.

8. Ivo
August 2, 2005

One thing I find annoying in this theme (Steam IIRC) is that there is no ‘Home’
button, apart from the title in the header image. People tend to miss that one.
You may want to consider adding that somewhere.

9. Daniel Doro Ferrante
August 2, 2005

Congratulations, Peter!

I myself have been dwelling on whether i should move from Movable Type and
replace it with WordPress… but, after some “time investment” in building my
blog the way it is right now, i’d really like to avoid any kind of “transition”. 

Anyway, this “real time preview” is pretty sweet!

Rock on!

10. James Graber
August 2, 2005

The new look is ok, maybe even better than the old one. I hope your links come
up soon; I really miss them because I used them a lot. Let me take the time to
say I really appreciate your blog.
Jim Graber

11. Dick Thompson
August 2, 2005

I really like the new look. It’s very professional. Rock On!



12. Clark Goble
August 2, 2005

I like the new look – especially the graphic. Nice.



New York Times on Toronto Panel Discussion

August 2, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I didn’t have much luck when I tried here to find out exactly what had happened at
the panel discussion in Toronto at Strings 2005 last month. One graduate student
(Florian Greimer) commented on Jacques Distler’s weblog that he felt quite depressed
after listening to it, earning a slap-down from Jacques, who evidently found it so
upsetting that he got up and left halfway through it, and later wrote about why such
discussions were a waste of time.

Today’s New York Times has a report on the panel discussion by Dennis Overbye
entitled “Lacking Hard Data, Theorists Try Democracy”, which makes it clear why
many of the people in attendance were depressed and/or upset. The title of the piece
refers to the previously reported fact that the audience voted overwhelmingly against
the idea that the anthropic principle was what explains the value of the cosmological
constant. What I hadn’t heard before is that the panel itself, representing the
leadership of the field, voted rather differently, splitting evenly (4 to 4, with
abstentions) over the issue. It looks like Susskind’s point of view has gone from being
a minority one among leading string theorists to one that half of them are willing to
publicly sign on to. I can see why the audience was depressed. Overbye reports the
reaction to the audience vote as “‘Wow’, exhaled one of the panel members, amid
other exclamations too colorful to print here.”

The article also includes some truly bizarre and delusional quotes, which it is hard to
believe were not taken out of context. Michael Douglas is reported as saying that
“We’ve done very well for the last 20 years without any experimental input”, which is
just so weird I don’t know what to say about it. Andy Strominger deplored the
increasing pessimism about string theory, trying to rally the faithful with the promise
of glory in the after-life: “Sooner or later we will get there, and when we do we’ll all
be heroes.”

Susskind gave his vision of the immediate future of the field: “there’s nothing to do
but just hope the Bush administration will keep paying us”, and Amanda Peet has
stolen one of my favorite lines, saying that string theory should be trying to get
government funding as a “faith-based initiative”.

Comments

1. Robert
August 2, 2005

So Peter, what are we supposed to do, completely forget about quantum gravity?
Don’t you agree, that physical scenarios where both quantum theory and gravity
matter likely involve Planck scale energies and are thus out of reach for a very
long time?

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=218
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=218
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/panel.html
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/panel.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000593.html#c002467
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000593.html#c002467
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000612.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000612.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/08/02/science/02stri.html?
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/08/02/science/02stri.html?


The loopy people claim they make predictions that are mostly about violating
relativistic dispersion relations for high energy gamma rays. Do you believe
those? I cannot make up my mind if those predictions are just due to a 3+1 split
that breaks Lorentz invariance.

2. LM
August 2, 2005

‘Andy Strominger deplored the increasing pessimism about string theory, trying
to rally the faithful with the promise of glory in the after-life: “Sooner or later we
will get there, and when we do we’ll all be heroes.??’

Ha! Suicide theorists! Sacrifice yourself and there will be 71 Nobel prizes
awaiting you in paradise!

3. woit
August 2, 2005

Hi Robert,

First of all, I don’t think there is any one thing that people should be doing, they
should be trying a lot of different things. The big problem of the last 20 years is
that almost all of the effort in the field has gone into one very speculative idea
about quantum gravity.

As for other things to try, if you want to just think about how to quantize gravity,
you are kind of stuck without having experiment to help you. In that case all you
have to go by is mathematical consistency and elegance, and you need to behave
a lot more like a mathematician. By this I mean you need to be very clear about
exactly what your theory is, what you understand about it, and what you don’t
understand. You can’t get away with just sweeping problems under the rug the
way you can when there are experiments around that tell you whether you’re on
the right track or not. You shouldn’t go around claiming you have a “consistent
theory of quantum gravity” when you don’t, e.g. when all you have is a divergent
series that you hope is asymptotic to some unknown, but consistent theory.

I’ve always personally felt that the real question is not how to quantize gravity,
but how to quantize gravity in some way that tells us how the geometry of space-
time is related to the geometry of the standard model. It would be disappointing
if these two things have nothing to do with each other, and the danger is that
there may be lots of ways of “quantizing gravity”, and with no connection to
experiment you could never choose amongst them. String theory became so
popular partly because it held out hope for being able to put the standard model
and gravity into the same structure. But there’s no reason to believe it’s the only
way of doing that, and people should be trying different things in order to come
up with some new ideas.

4. LM
August 2, 2005

“Theoretical calculations suggest it should be 1060 times larger than what



astronomers have measured. ”

Wow, they’ve gotten the discrepency down to three orders of magnitude? That’s
pretty good.

5. R.R. Tucci
August 2, 2005

YA GOT TROUBLE

Well, ya got trouble, my friend.
Right here, I say trouble right here in Jersey City
Why, sure, I’m a stringy player
Certainly mighty proud to say,
I’m always mighty proud to say it
I consider the hours I spend pulling out all my hair are golden
Help you cultivate horse sense and a cool head and a keen eye

Now, folks, let me show you what I mean
You’ve got one, two, infinitely many stringy vaccua
Vaccua that mark the difference between a gentleman and a bum
With a capital ‘B’ and that rhymes with ‘Stree’ and that stands for ‘String’

And all week long, your Jersey City youth’ll be fritterin’ away
I say, your young men’ll be fritterin’
Fritterin’ away their noontime, suppertime, choretime, too

Ya got trouble, folks, right here in Jersey City
with a capital ‘T’ and that rhymes with ‘Stree’
and that stands for ‘String’

May I have your attention, please? Attention, please
I can deal with this trouble, friends,
with the wave of my hand, this very hand
Please observe me, if you will I’m Professor Harold Hill
and I’m here to organize a quantum computer band

Oh think, my friends, how can any stringy guess
ever hope to compete with a gold Q comp
Rah, rah, rah-da-da-da-da, rah-rah
Remember, my friends, what a handful of Apple players
did to the famous, fabled walls of I B M
Oh, corporation walls come a-tumblin’ down

Oh, a band’ll do it, my friends, oh yes
I said a Q C band, do you hear me?
I say Jersey City’s gotta have a Q C band
and I mean she needs it today
Well, Professor Harold Hill’s on hand
and Jersey City’s gonna have her Q C band
Just as sure as the Lord made little green apples



and that band’s gonna be in uniform

6. Tony Smith
August 2, 2005

Peter, in reply to Robert’s question
“… So Peter, what are we supposed to do … ? “,
you said
“… I don’t think there is any one thing that people should be doing, they should
be trying a lot of different things. … people should be trying different things in
order to come up with some new ideas. …”.

With respect to “different things”, some commonly mentioned such as LQG and
Dynamical Triangulation do have some institutional support, although nowhere
near as much as conventional superstring theory, so they are actually in the
process of being evaluated by the physics community.

Others such as the models of Quantoken, Matti Pitkanen, Jack Sarfatti, and
others, and my model, are (afaik) pretty much individual works with little or no
institutional support, and may be regarded by many as crackpot.

Even if some of the individual works contain crackpot elements, it may be that
other elements of those individual works might contain seminal insights that
might, with further development, grow into a useful unification of gravity and the
standard model.

Therefore, my proposal would be that a chunk of superstring money and
manpower should be diverted from the abyss of the landscape/swamp and used
to do detailed evaluation of all aspects of the individual models. My guess is that
even if none of the individual models were totally free of flaws, there would be
enough germs of truth that the evaluators would come up with at least one, or
maybe more, serious alternative candidates for realistic unification of gravity and
the standard model.

My proposal would require agreement of the powers-that-be in physics that any
grad student or postdoc doing evaluative work should get credit for work done in
evaluating, no matter how many or few (if any) positive results emerge.

Politically, I feel that my proposal is unlikely to be implemented, but I feel that
the alternative is to watch fundamental physics sink into the quicksand of the
landscape/swamp and remain for the forseeable future in a New Dark Age.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

7. simplex
August 2, 2005

the report said the panel split 4 to 4 with abstentions, but the panel was
advertised as consisting of these 8 people (plus the moderator Shenker):

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Raphael Bousso
Shamit Kachru
Ashok Sen
Juan Maldacena
Andrew Strominger
Joseph Polchinski
Eva Silverstein
Nathan Seiberg

maybe they added more people to the panel at the last minute, but if it was just
those 8, plus Shenker, it doesnt quite add up to have 4+4 + abstentions.
My guess is that they foresaw that issue coming to the fore and they handpick
BALANCED the panel on that issue. So automatically they got a 4+4 vote. the
only thing meaningful, or not prior arranged, was the unbalanced way the
audience voted.

8. Peter
August 2, 2005

I think one can pretty accurately guess who voted how:

Pro-Landscape:
Bousso, Polchinski, Kachru, Silverstein (note, all from West Coast)

Anti-Landscape:
Maldacena, Seiberg, Sen, Strominger (not from West Coast)

noncommittal: Shenker

Maybe there were one or two other people there not listed (Douglas and Witten
are quoted in the article), but I’d bet this division is more or less right.

I doubt the panel was chosen specifically to balance landscape/anti-landscape,
but since the topic was the future of the field, I’d guess an attempt was made to
choose younger people
working on the latest, hottest topics (I think just about everyone on the panel is
under 50, or at most, barely over it). For better or worse, the landscape is the
one new idea in the field (the KKLT paper is the only recent one with a large
number of citations), so that’s probably why the landscape side of the argument
was well represented.

9. Aaron Bergman
August 2, 2005

Douglas and Witten were both in the audience. I don’t remember anyone else on
the panel off the top of my head. Somehow, I seem to remember Juan being the
fourth anthropic vote, but I very well could be wrong.

10. Thomas Larsson
August 3, 2005



Robert,

Nobody expects you to care about Peter’s opinion any more than Smolin cares
about what you and Policastro write.

Nevertheless, if you seriously want an advice, mine would be to get rid of some
excess baggage. The dominant ideology dictates that every gauge anomaly is
inconsistent. Of course, we know where this prejudice comes from: the chiral
anomaly in Yang-Mills theories leads to unitarity violation and it is indeed
inconsistent. Alas, to generalize this result to rule out every gauge anomaly is
manifestly wrong; it is clearly stated in GSW that the free subcritical string is
consistent, despite its conformal gauge anomaly. Incidentally, it is funny to see
how Lubos wriggles when I point out this well-known fact. Last time he started
to babble about flux compactifications and Eva Silverstein, as if either had
anything to do with the no-ghost theorem.

Do with this whatever you like. But to believe that every gauge anomaly must
lead to an inconsistent theory is manifestly false, and I don’t see how a
manifestly false prejudice could be a good guiding principle.

11. Ingemar
August 3, 2005

Think the numbers in the NYT article should be 10^500 and 10^60 right?

//Ingemar

12. Thomas Larsson
August 3, 2005

I note that Joe Polchinski voiced one of my favorite theses: That the third string
revolution has already happened and it was anthropic.

13. Nigel Cook
August 3, 2005

“Others such as the models of Quantoken, Matti Pitkanen, Jack Sarfatti, and
others, and my model, are (afaik) pretty much individual works with little or no
institutional support, and may be regarded by many as crackpot.

“Even if some of the individual works contain crackpot elements, it may be that
other elements of those individual works might contain seminal insights that
might, with further development, grow into a useful unification of gravity and the
standard model.

“Therefore, my proposal would be that a chunk of superstring money and
manpower should be diverted from the abyss of the landscape/swamp and used
to do detailed evaluation of all aspects of the individual models.” Tony Smith

Tony, this is not going to happen even over the dead bodies of string theorists.
What will happen when string theory sinks will be a reversion to the situation of

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0508001
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0508001


the late 19th and early 20th century, with personalities like Maxwell and Kelvin
speculating and ignoring criticisms and new evidence. Kelvin never accepted
Maxwell’s displacement current or his theory of light, nor did he accept
Rutherford’s interpretation of radioactivity. I don’t see how radical new ideas can
be treated in any other way than as crackpot nonsense in the commercialised
science of today. There is too much money at stake for democratic let alone
liberal attitudes.

14. Quantoken
August 3, 2005

Peter said:

“As for other things to try, if you want to just think about how to quantize gravity,
you are kind of stuck without having experiment to help you. In that case all you
have to go by is mathematical consistency and elegance, and you need to
behave a lot more like a mathematician”

Peter, you sounds like beginning to sing the praise songs of super string
theoretists. Those are the exact arguments repeated many many times by super
string theoretists:

1.QG is very hard because the technology is not available to do experiments, and
super string theory is the clear winner, being the most hopeful theory. It just will
take much longer time.

2.Super string theory is the only self consistent quantum theory of gravity, and it
is so elegenat, so beautiful, so rich in mathematical structures and it is
impossible that it could turn out to be wrong and irrelevant to nature.

I see no one ever attempted to dispute that two arguments, despite they being
reiterated many times. And I see Peter is clearly nodding his head and hence
ready to join the pro-super-string camp. Looks like the only complaint he still has
is that “give some more money to none-super-string alternative approaches.”

I say No to both accounts. First on the self-consistency and elegance. A theory
has to be logically self consistent to even begin to be considered. If it contradicts
itself logically, then it’s automatically disqualified without having to do any
experiment. So self-consistency is really a minimal necessary condition, and is
far from being sufficient to say whether a theory is right or not. As for the
elegance, it is NOT even a necessary condition. In history many more elegant
theories are replace by counter parts that’s less elegant, but agree with
experiment better. For example Newton Mechanics is certainly more elegant
than Einstein’s SR and GR. Newton needs just one universal clock and one ruler
for measurements. But Einstein needs lots of clocks and rulers in every corner of
the room. Only when all things else considered are equal, then we prefer the
more elegant one due to our natural human nature of appreciation of beautiful
and elegant things.

Now on the experiment end, I say NO, too. There ARE very accessible, and
already done experiments to check against theories. For example we have



measured the cosmological constant, and know its value. So that’s one
experiment evidence that’s out there, and none of the existing theory can explain
why they can not come up with the correct value of CC. They try to get around
that piece of hard experimental evidence by the anthropic principle and
landscape craps of nonsenses, and then turn around to say there is NO
experimental data available to further their theory research. That’s ridiculous!!!

Please try to explain the currently KNOWN, and UNEXPLAINED
experiemental facts, before demanding experimentalists to discover more
unknown and unexplained experimental facts! Please explain CC, explain why
the supposedly ridiculously high vacuum energy density is not observed and
none-exist, and explain other un-explained observational facts. Until you do that,
we are in a situation where experiments far lead the theory, instead of theory
being far more advanced than experiments, as some theoretists claim.

Quantoken

15. Scott
August 3, 2005

It seems the times piece would have been better titled “Lacking Hard
Predictions, Theorists Try Democracy.?? It is interesting that string theories
inability to reproduce the predictions of quantum mechanics let alone make a
precise prediction on what energy supersymetric particles or other stringy
effects appear can be blamed on lack of hard data especialy when hard data such
as the CC exists as Quantoken pointed out.

The Science writer also seemed to be under the impression that in 1984 “it was
shown that a consistent theory of all the forces of nature could be constructed
from strings.” Which is of course not even really true today let alone in 1984.
Also the writer seems to not understand what Smolin means, or at least doesn’t
point out to his readers with little knowledge of the anthropic principle, when he
says “I’m not sure it will be the next revolution, but I am sure it will be the last,”
and the same goes for the faith based initiative comment, which, along with the
defensive comments about not everyone haveing to be a string theorist, lead me
to wonder if there was a lot more negativity then implied at the end of the panel
when it was opened to comments from the audiance.

16. Zelah
August 3, 2005

Reply to Quantoken rant!

I have looked at your attempts at explaining the universe at:

http://www.livejournal.com/users/quantoken/

and frankly, if String Theory is Not Even Wrong well you are Not Even Right!

Let point out some facts. QFT does not explain the CC data or the asymptotic
zero energy of the vacuum either! Nor does Loop Gravity or anything else. String

http://www.livejournal.com/users/quantoken/
http://www.livejournal.com/users/quantoken/


Research ashould definately continue until some better comes along

Any SERIOUS suggestions!

17. simplex
August 3, 2005

hi Scot,
you mention a lot of evidence of pessimism but you include Smolin’s remark
(about reformulating string/M to be background indep would be the last) which
is extremely optimistic and hopeful, so it doesnt belong with the other cases. this
is just a minor correction

you said…writer seems to not understand what Smolin means, or at least doesn’t
point out to his readers with little knowledge of the anthropic principle, when he
says “I’m not sure IT will be the next revolution, but I am sure it will be the
last,?? … a lot more negativity

IT does not mean Anthropery here, it means B-indep. Smolin’s message is that
string has great potential but is stuck now, can’t be predictive and falsifiable,
because they havent grappled with the problem of making it background indep

and that might not be the NEXT because there is no limit to how long they can or
will procrastinate, but Smolin’s opinion is that it will be the FINAL reinvention of
the field because that will be what it takes to bring it to a predictive falsifiable
condition, which is all one can ask of a theory—the rest is testing.

he spells this out in “The Case for Background Independence”
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0507235
where the main point is that background DEpendence is what is wrong with
string and moving in the direction of INdependence makes theories have fewer
assumptions and be more predictive. he says it is the way out of the Landscape.

this is a radical message, but it might be right. if it is right, then it is hopeful
because there IS a clear way to proceed.

so there was nothing gloomy about Smolin epigram comment from audience,
about B-indep not being the next but being the last.

he wasnt talking about Anthropistics. he was talking about weaning the field off
the prior metric.

18. Scott
August 3, 2005

oh my bad, I thought the last comment by smolin was about anthropic and was
disconnected from his previous comment on string theory not being background
independent. Also I didn’t really think it was possible that string theory could be
made background independent, that string theory was fundamentally
background dependent, and so that helped add to my confusion.

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0507235
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0507235


I am going to disagree with you that the idea that a quantum gravity theory must
be background independent, which i think to be highly likely, is in some way
radical as I think the idea has been around since people were first trying to
formulate a theory of quantum gravity.

19. simplex
August 3, 2005

that’s a friendly disagreement, Scott. I grant you could well be entirely right!

20. Tony Smith
August 4, 2005

In his 2 August 2005 New York Times article, Dennis Overby says that “… string
theory …” has achieved “… success in formulating a mathematically consistent
theory that unifies gravity and the rest of nature …”.

If the Standard Model is included in “the rest of nature”, then where is the
concrete example of a string theory model that does in fact unify gravity and the
Standard Model ?

Although my E6 string model at http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith
/E6StringBraneStdModelAR.pdf does unify gravity and the Standard Model, it is
not supersymmetric, and so does not qualify in Dennis Overbye’s mind as a
“string theory” because Dennis Overbye says “… Supersymmetry is predicted by
string theory …”.
As far as I know, there does not now exist an example of such a supersymmetric
“string theory” model that in fact “unifies gravity and the rest of nature”.

Further, Dennis Overbye’s article says “… What physicists most expect to
discover with the Large Hadron Collider is a new phenomenon called
supersymmetry (which would manifest itself as a passel of new particles) …”. In
my opinion, at least a substantial number of physicists don’t believe in
supersymmetry at all, because it has never been observed in searches that have
seen all the particles of the Standard Model other than the Higgs. As to the
Higgs, I thought that the primary motivation for the LHC was to study Higgs
phenomena.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

21. Alejandro Rivero
August 4, 2005

Tony, I’d not put the hand over the fire to swear that a given model is not
supersymmetric. Just check Catto and Lichtenberg works; they are following the
scent of SUSY between quarks and diquarks, Which has sense by two reasons:
one from, cof, strings: that diquarks are allowed to sit in an extreme of the QCD
strings, as quarks do. And other from the standard model spectrum: if you allow
for “quark antiquark” diquarks (aka mesons), then the mu lepton is very near in
mass to a family of diquarks, and the tau lepton is near to other one, so this

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/E6StringBraneStdModelAR.pdf
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/E6StringBraneStdModelAR.pdf
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SUSY extents to leptons.

22. Tony Smith
August 4, 2005

Alejandro indicated that I should not swear that my model is not
supersymmetric, citing possible supersymmetries more subtle than the 1-1
fundamental fermion – fundamental boson supersymmetry that is conventionally
used in superstring theory.
I agree. In my comment, I should have said that my model does not have the
simple 1-1 fundamental fermion – fundamental boson supersymmetry that is
conventionally used in superstring theory. I expect that the simple 1-1
supersymmetry is what Dennis Overbye meant when he mentioned
“supersymmetry” in his NYT article, so i t probably remains true that my model
would not fall into the class of (super)string theories described by Dennis
Overbye in that NYT article, and my point that I know of no Overbye-type
(super)string theory model that does in fact unify gravity and the Standard
Model remains unchanged.
I should also have pointed out that my model does have a correspondence
between fundamental fermions and fundamental bosons. Although it is not a
simple 1-1 correspondence between fundamental fermions and bosons (I have
sometimes referred to it as a subtle supersymmetry), it is well-defined and may
be useful in ultraviolet finiteness calculations.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

23. xpinor
August 4, 2005

Peter,

I’m curious whether you have any comment on the paper:
“Violation of Quantum Gauge Invariance in Georgi-Glashow SU(5)”
by Martin Ambauen, Gunter Scharf
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0409062

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Strings for Dummies

August 6, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Joe Lykken just finished giving a series of talks at the SLAC summer school, now
entitled “String Theory for Physicists”. This was changed from the original title,
“String Theory for Dummies” (still on the poster). Presumably somebody realized that
the title could be taken the wrong way, giving the impression that string theorists
think non-string theorists are stupid.

Lykken’s talks are actually unusual for this kind of exercise in expounding string
theory to non-string theorists. They begin with a long list of the pros and cons of
string theory. I’d disagree with him about some of the “pros” he lists, but it is
remarkable that he gives a detailed discussion of the problems with string theory. I’ve
never seen a string theorist do that before. During the last few months I’ve been
sensing a definite change in the atmosphere surrounding string theory. String
theorists are on the defensive, and many science journalists and members of the
general public are starting to get the idea that there might be something funny going
on. For the first time there was open pessimism and defensiveness expressed at the
panel discussion at Strings 2005 and the recent New York Times article about it had a
somewhat mocking tone.

There’s a posting at cosmicvariance.com by JoAnne Hewett about the panel
discussion and Times article, and many comments, including some from yours truly.
Jacques Distler proves that he thinks anyone who doesn’t agree with him about string
theory is just ignorant (OK, maybe he just thinks that I’m the only one who is
ignorant) with his trademark tactic when he’s on the losing side of an argument: take
something perfectly accurate that your opponent writes, change the wording to
something else that can be interpreted as inaccurate, then use this as evidence to
back up a sneering put-down of your opponent. Jacques seemingly can’t help himself
from doing this. For an all-time classic, check out his contribution to one of the first
postings here, where he attacks me for saying that the standard model is a chiral
gauge theory.

Unfortunately, Jacques isn’t the only string theorist who thinks that this is an
intelligent way to behave. Besides another well-known string theory blogger I could
mention, at one point I had a remarkable experience with an unknown “prominent
string theorist” (I’m pretty sure it wasn’t Jacques) who was asked to referee
something I’d written about string theory. This referee wrote a report saying that I
was just so wrong it wasn’t worth explaining why, but that they would give one
example. Their example was constructed by taking a sentence out of context, then
changing a singular to a plural to allow the sentence to be construed as saying
something inaccurate. Some string theorists seem to be willing to go to any lengths to
preserve their belief that any criticism of the theory is based on ignorance. My
impression is that a lot more criticism is coming their way, and it will be interesting to
see how long they try and keep claiming that their critics are just dummies.

Update: Lubos Motl is back from vacation, with a posting about the Toronto panel
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discussion.

Comments

1. Nigel Cook
August 6, 2005

‘String theorists are on the defensive, and many science journalists and members
of the general public are starting to get the idea that there might be something
funny going on.’

Like a conspiracy of string theorists to put over stuff that would look like science
fiction if it wasn’t so boring? There is little physics coverage because it is
becoming so awful. There is a decline in physics A-level uptake in Britain, and a
large number of university physics and maths departments have shut here.

‘Children lose interest … because a natural interest in the world around them
has been replaced by an unnatural acceptance of the soundness of certain views,
the correctness of particular opinions and the validity of specific claims.’ – David
Lewis, You can teach your child intelligence, Book Club Associates, London,
1982, p. 258.

2. cvj
August 6, 2005

Peter,

Respectfully, I must point out that you’re misrepresenting several things here, in
this post and others. (You are of course entitled to do this because it is your
blog). First: The fact that you have not seen a string theorist point out the
problems with string theory does not mean that it does not take place quite
regularly. Second: As was discussed over at Cosmicvariance on several threads
which I know you’ve read, there are several string theorists all around the world
working on many things other than the landscape and anthropic issues that you
have made central to your argument that string theory is in a crisis. Third: You
fail to point out that there is at least one example of a string theorist blogger
(perhaps not as prominent as the others you mention) who has been extremely
welcoming to you, your comments, and who has taken the time out to address
some of your objections (and clear up some of your misconceptions). I refer to
myself.

Your comments here on your own blog seem to be constructed to perpetuate
your preferred mythology that all string theorists are on the defensive, and that
they are all arrogant and think that all non-string theorists are dummies. I know
that you used the phrase “some string theorists” in some places, but it was
somewhat lost in the overall thrust and tone of your post.

In summary: There is a much wider program of activity in string theory than you
seem to acknowledge, and a much wider range of motivations. There is a much



wider range of temperaments of string theorists than you seem to allow for. Oh,
and the theory is not in a crisis, and there is nothing “funny” going on, assuming
that you mean “peculiar”.

Finally, The New York Times’ attitude to a body of scientific activity cannot be
used as evidence of anything, in view of the fact that even when they are
supportive of something, they often get the content, emphasis, and overall point
woefully wrong. (There are several articles on string theory which fit that
description. It is, however, good that they at least try to cover this activity, I must
add.)

Finally finally, it would be nice to think that the courtesy we’ve shown you over
at Cosmicvariance would result in you making an effort to paint a less narrow
and bitter characterization of the valuable discussions that have taken place
there. There were several people addressing points you’d made besides Jacques,
some of them also active string theoriest with a valid point of view, who quietly
explained things to you, and listened to what you had to say.

Best,

-cvj

3. woit
August 6, 2005

Hi Clifford,

First of all, I was in no way referring to you in my complaints about string theory
bloggers. You’re right that you’ve always been welcoming to me and willing to
engage in very reasonable discussion on all issues. I appreciate that. I also
should say that in many of my discussions at cosmic variance as well as in
hundreds of private discussions over the years I’ve found the great majority of
string theorists to be reasonable people willing to respectfully discuss issues we
disagree about (and we often find we agree about more things than we would
have expected). I take your point that I should acknowledge this more often.

That said, until you came on the scene, the two most prominent string theory
bloggers have been Jacques and Lubos, and the behavior of both of them is
atrocious. I can forgive Lubos a lot, I too was once young and foolish, but
Jacques is a middle-aged man and there is absolutely no excuse for the kind of
bullying behavior he chooses to engage in. I’m not going to put up with it.

While Jacques is one of relatively few string theorists who behaves this way, he’s
not the only one who chooses to react to the problems of the subject by engaging
in intellectually dishonest and bullying behavior. When I first posted an article
criticizing string theory I got a lot of positive responses, a small number of highly
hostile responses personally attacking me, and zero reasonable, intelligent
reactions from professional string theorists. What most surprised me were how
many people complimented me on my courage, saying they agreed with me, but
didn’t dare say so publicly for fear of retribution. There’s a really ugly side to the
way string theory has come to dominate particle theory, and the Jacques Distlers



of the world are a big part of the story.

As for whether the field is in crisis, that’s a matter of perspective, and is
something on which I think we do fundamentally disagree. But I assure you that
my perspective is not purely a personal one, I’ve found that many graduate
students, postdocs and more senior people agree with me about this. A few years
ago I found it wasn’t uncommon for string theorists I talked to to agree about
this. They often felt the lack of new ideas or forward motion was reaching the
point of crisis. More recently I’ve found an even larger number of people
agreeing with me, with very many sharing my point of view that a sizable and
increasing fraction of the string theory program has been taken over by research
which is pseudo-science, not science. Looks to me like a crisis. By definition a
crisis doesn’t last that long, so we’ll see what things look like in few years, and
then may be able to evaluate which one of us was right.

4. Urs Schreiber
August 6, 2005

While I don’t know if it does any good to try to discuss it, I am wondering where
you think your arguments were distorted.

I had the feeling your comments received pretty good replies. Seems like you
tried to argue that all valuable progress attributed to string theory is actually
progress in field theory. It was pointed out that this is an odd point of view, and a
pretty good analogy was given to illustrate this.

5. Peter
August 6, 2005

Hi Urs,

I don’t have any problem with any of the replies I received to my comments
except those from Jacques. I didn’t actually say that “all valuable progress
attributed to string theory is actually progress in field theory”, but certainly
anyone who felt that was what I was saying and wanted to challenge it was more
than welcome. In response to some of the replies, to Aaron and to Clifford I
explained in more detail what I meant to say. In particular I made the completely
accurate and unobjectionable statement that topological string theory at a fixed
genus is a QFT, and that the string theory sum over genera is not a QFT.

Jacques then began attacking me, first putting the words “topological string
theory is just 2D QFT” in my mouth and saying I was “flat-out wrong”. When I
copied for him my earlier comment explicitly saying that it was only at fixed
genus that it was a QFT, he then made an analogy with the QFT perturbation
expansion and in that context again put the “topological string theory is just
QFT” argument in my mouth, using it to proudly announce that I was “not a
serious interlocutor”.

At this point, I was pretty pissed off by Jacques’s endless tactic of trying to find
some way of twisting words that I write so he can find an interpretation of them
in which they say something incorrect, and use this to attack my professional



competence. I’ve had to put up with a large amount of this offensive behavior
from him (and others), and am really sick of it. I pointed out to him that his own
argument was worded incorrectly (he wrote “precisely equivalent” when he
meant “precisely analogous”), but that I wouldn’t accuse him of being ignorant
about QFT based on this.

His rsponse was quite offensive (hint, in case this ever happens to you: if you
have a Ph.D. in particle theory and someone carefully explains to you what a
Feynman diagram is, then asks for a response that they announce will be
“diagnostic”, you’re being insulted), so much so that he himself tried to retract it
as “needlessly inflammatory”.

Undoubtedly that’s more detail than anyone wants, but that’s what my posting
and comments to Clifford are referring to.

6. Aaron Bergman
August 7, 2005

I can’t help but find this:

In particular I made the completely accurate and unobjectionable
statement that topological string theory at a fixed genus is a QFT, and
that the string theory sum over genera is not a QFT.

disingenuous. The discussion at hand was whether there was anything beautiful
in string theory learned in the last 20 years (or something along those lines.) I
responded with AdS/CFT and the topological string. Your response was that
AdS/CFT dealt with field theory dualities and that the topological string at a fixed
genus was just a field theory. The former is, as Clifford pointed out, wrong. The
latter may be technically correct, but if construed that way, completely
nonresponsive to the point. Given the context, it’s fair to infer that you were
attacking the topological string as being just field theory in disguise. Otherwise,
why mention it?

7. Jacques Distler
August 7, 2005

Remarkably thin-skinned, coming from someone who, in a single recent post
referred to me as

a) “completely delusional”
b) engaged in “educational malpractice.”

I, fortunately, am rather thick-skinned. So, please, don’t change your style just
for me. Continue to inveigh away at what an evil, mean-spirited (and completely
delusional) person I am.

I gather you have a loyal following, who just lap that stuff up.

8. Quantoken
August 7, 2005
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I am not interested to make a judgement whether anything Peter said is right or
wrong. Because it doesn’t matter and doesn’t change the fact that SST has so far
unable to explain a single damn thing in nature. And that so far as it is unable to
do that, it is a complete failure, and people like Jacques etc are a complete waste
in their invain efforts to pursuit a goal that is simply wrong.

Lubos is OK. He some times behave a bit silly and a bit arrogant. But he is young
and he does show evidence of intelligence some times, like on the matter of
global warming. As for Jacques, I have lost every little bit of respect for him after
this. Clearly he has zero IQ on matters unrelated to SST, and could not think for
himself.

9. Peter
August 7, 2005

Aaron,
This is beating a dead horse, but let me try one more time:

First of all, you’ve changed what initially led to this exchange, which was
Jacques’s claim that

“string theory has turned out to be a vastly more beautiful and intricate subject
than anyone suspected 20 years ago.”

not

“whether there was anything beautiful in string theory learned in the last 20
years.”

These are two very different statements. By changing what this discussion was
about you’re constructing a straw man argument I never made and don’t agree
with and putting it in my mouth. It’s an annoying debating tactic which Jacques
also loves to use, but at least you don’t then go on to personally insult me.

I have no problem with the second statement, and recent work on the topological
string is a good example of something beautiful coming out of string theory.

The first statement however is simply delusional (the beautiful part, not the
intricate part, the subject sure is complicated). 20 years ago there was a
conjectural idea about how to use string theory to produce a TOE, and many
people made many public claims that this was an extremely beautiful idea. 20
years of work have shown just the opposite. All attempts to get a TOE this way
lead to hideously complicated constructions which don’t even work. As a TOE,
which is the main way string theory has been and continues to be sold, the
situation is the precise opposite of what Jacques said, with the theory vastly
uglier than anyone suspected 20 years ago.

Some beautiful things have come out of string theory, but many of them are
purely 2d QFT. Examples of 2d QFT results that I have in mind are the mid-late
80s work on CFTs, and the early 90s work on mirror symmetry (which involved
topological sigma models with a fixed genus of the world sheet, often genus
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zero). In recent years there have been two related classes of results that truly
are string theoretical and that truly are beautiful. They both come out of the idea
of a having a precise duality between a gauge theory and a string theory. To be
more specific they are:

1. AdS/CFT. Of course I’m well aware that this is a duality between a string
theory and a QFT, not a duality between two QFTs. It was my mistake to try and
make the debating point that often this duality is checked by doing a QFT
(supergravity) calculation on the string theory side. My bad, that muddied the
waters and is pretty much beside the point.

2. Topological string theory: As I’ve repeatedly said, there are certainly very
interesting mathematical results about the full topological string theory
expansion, and this full expansion is not a QFT. Among the most impressive
things I’ve seen of this kind are the Gopakumar-Vafa results, and, correct me if
I’m wrong, but part of the story is that these also come out of the idea of looking
for a string/gauge theory duality, in this case using Chern-Simons as the gauge
theory.

So, when I look at the beautiful mathematics coming out of the last 20 years of
string theory research, two sorts of things seem to me the most striking: some
older results that are purely 2d QFT, and some more recent results that are
based on the idea of looking at precise string theory duals of a gauge theory QFT.
From this perspective, what is interesting about string theory is not the idea that
was initially used to sell it, that it could give the standard model QFT +
supergravity as a low energy limit, but the fact that it can provide an alternate
formulation of QFT.

If you want to challenge any of the above, go right ahead, I’m happy to discuss it
further. If instead you want to ignore this elaboration of my earliest comments
and make complaints about them based upon a misinterpretation of what I was
saying, I don’t really see the point of continuing.

10. Peter
August 7, 2005

Jacques,

Because of your continual insults of me as professionally incompetent, at some
point I stopped worrying about whether my references to you were sufficiently
polite or not. Perhaps this was a mistake, I hear they have a saying down in
Texas about what happens if you start wrestling with pigs.

If you want to continue your tactic of trying to deal with my criticisms of string
theory by making up things I haven’t said and using them to insult me and to try
and convince people that I don’t know what I’m talking about, go right ahead.
But it’s slimy, pathetic, bullying behavior and you should know better. It may help
you maintain your delusions about string theory, but the obnoxious way you and
Lubos behave in the face of criticism makes clear to most people how little of a
legitimate case you have on your side of the argument.



11. Jacques Distler
August 7, 2005

Well, then, you probably don’t care that we were referring to the Gopakumar-
Vafa papers on the duality with M-theory (I,II) — a highly nonperturbative
rewriting of the Topological String free energy (summed over genera) — rather
than to large-N Open/Close Topological String duality.

And, no, in the latter case, the Open String side only reduces to Chern-Simons
theory in the special case of T^*S^3.

Anyway, I had forgotten why I avoid responding to your attacks. Thanks for
reminding me.

12. Peter
August 7, 2005

You know Jacques, I think this is a mania, and you should consider seeking
professional help.

Let’s look at this and see the trademark Distler behavior in action. Recall how it
works: first ignore the points at issue, and pick out one sentence in which some
sort of reference is made to a particular technical idea that he knows something
about. Then go on to interpret that reference in a way that can’t be supported by
the actual text, but that allows him to attack me as not knowing something that
he knows.

In this particular case, the the technical thing at issue is results of Gopakumar-
Vafa, about which I said, in toto:

“part of the story is that these also come out of the idea of looking for a
string/gauge theory duality, in this case using Chern-Simons as the gauge
theory”

I wrote “part of the story” specifically because I was only referring to, well, part
of the story, the part that Jacques properly recognized as large N Open/Closed
Topological string duality, and in particular the special case of the cotangent
bundle of the 3-sphere. Note that I was very careful to not be claiming that this
was a complete description of all of the Gopakumar-Vafa results.

It’s pretty tedious to have to spend time writing comments like this very
carefully, since I know Jacques is going to be spending his time searching them
for something he can use to attack me as an incompetent. The thing that most
amazes me about Jacques is that he just can’t stop himself from doing this kind
of thing. You’d think that once anyone had publicly made a fool of himself so
many times this way they’d learn their lesson.

13. Jacques Distler
August 7, 2005

I can’t resist point out that, in the same recent post in which you called me
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“completely delusional” and “[engaged in] educational malpractice,” you also
complained that, “This is the first time I can think of that he has actually used my
name, even if as an insult.”

So much for my “continual insults” of you and/or your professional competence.

Now, I really feel the need to shower off and stop responding to your … umh ….
well-reasoned critiques.

14. woit
August 7, 2005

Sorry Jacques, you’ve won and caught me in an imprecision. For “used my
name”, I meant “used my name in his blog”.

Your mania for avoiding the point and desperately trying to find something
inaccurate in what I write continues. Get help.

15. Urs Schreiber
August 7, 2005

Even though this has become a flame war, I would like to make a comment that I
hope is recognized as a technical comment, not intended to attack anyone
personally.

It was Peter who wrote above:

As a TOE, which is the main way string theory has been and continues
to be sold, the situation is the precise opposite of what Jacques said,
with the theory vastly uglier than anyone suspected 20 years ago.

‘As a TOE’ = ‘as concerns it’s quasi-realistic solutions found so far’, yes indeed.
Nobody can deny that and as far as I can see nobody around here is denying
that.

The discussion over at cosmicvariance was however about the theory, not about
any of its solutions (or about any way (anthropic or what not) to pick its
solutions). This is a big difference. Newtonian mechanics is beautiful. Specifying
the solution to some billard problem, say, in Newtonian Mechanics is generically
not so.

It seems to me that the argument here became heated because the distinction
has been blurred between statements like

There are many beautiful aspects to be discovered once certain CFTs
are interpreted as describing strings propagating in certain target
spaces.

on the one hand side and

Such interpretation has however so far not led to a nice derivation of
the standard model.



on the other side.

I believe there is no disagreement on the truth of either of these two statements
between Peter and anyone else. The whole point is that Peter feels that the truth
of the second statement totally undermines the usefulness of the first statement,
while many others feels that the truth of the first stament is ample indication
that we can eventually remove the ‘so far’ from the second statement.

16. Chris Oakley
August 7, 2005

I believe there is no disagreement on the truth of either of these two statements
between Peter and anyone else. The whole point is that Peter feels that the truth
of the second statement totally undermines the usefulness of the first statement,
while many others feels that the truth of the first stament is ample indication
that we can eventually remove the ’so far’ from the second statement.

Not proven, I’m afraid. Just because something is “beautiful” (a very subjective
thing anyway) it does not that mean that it is likely to be right. This obsession
with mathematical beauty has led precisely nowhere, and it is high time that you
people stopped pretending that what you do has more than a passing
resemblance to physics.

You can fool all of the people some of the time, etc.

17. Quantoken
August 7, 2005

Jacques:

You clearly do not know anything you talk about. Are you really sure you have
READ the Vafa paper carefully? I think you have NOT! To show how ignorant you
are, please tell me, without go a read that paper again, exactly how many
equations have occured and exactly how many pages that paper contains. You
can’t answer that without cheating, can you?

The point I want to make is the technicality details are totally un-interesting
and unimportant. The important thing is even if you memorize everything Vafa
ever published and down to the detail of page numbers and word counts, you are
still a complete idiot and not knowing what you are talking about. The whole SST
business is completely meaningless except it could be otherwise interesting to a
few paid nerds like your kind. Clearly SST is unable to make any prediction so it
belong to a category worse even than astrology, which at least makes
predictions, right or wrong.

Have you figured out which end of yours emit the kind noxious smell that
contributed greatly to global warming, Jacques? I never thought that’s an
important detail to know but you clearly had a different opinion.

18. Aaron Bergman
August 7, 2005
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“string theory has turned out to be a vastly more beautiful and
intricate subject than anyone suspected 20 years ago.??

not

“whether there was anything beautiful in string theory learned in the
last 20 years.??

I’m sorry, but there is almost no difference in the plain wording of these
statements besides the word ‘vastly’. That you choose to interpret the former one
as somehow implying that the use of string theory towards finding a realistic
vacuum (and things along those lines) has become more beautiful is bizarre. It’s
just not there in the sentence. At the risk of putting words in Jacques’s mouth,
the sentence means precisely what it says, that string theory, as a subject, has
turned out to be more beautiful and intricate, again, as a subject, that anyone
suspected 20 years ago. The proliferation of candidate vacua in the past few
years does little to negate this statement.

From this perspective, what is interesting about string theory is not the
idea that was initially used to sell it, that it could give the standard
model QFT + supergravity as a low energy limit, but the fact that it can
provide an alternate formulation of QFT.

Nobody has said, Peter, that the vast areas of beauty are all part of the idea that
was initially used to sell it (although many of these new understandings hav gone
into the constructions of vacua.) You’re so fixated on this point that you cannot
respond to the actual words that people are writing.

And, you’re still wrong on the topological string. You can carefully word your
statements as much as you like; you’re still using them to support your
conclusion:

So, when I look at the beautiful mathematics coming out of the last 20
years of string theory research, two sorts of things seem to me the
most striking: some older results that are purely 2d QFT, and some
more recent results that are based on the idea of looking at precise
string theory duals of a gauge theory QFT.

Now, when someone points out that your statements don’t actually support this
conclusion, by pointing out that they involve things beyond field theory and
field/string dualities, you appeal to your careful wording. In other words, you
claim to be aware of the fact that your statements, precisely parsed, do not
support your conclusion. Given your claims to greater knowledge, your careful
wordings come across as simply deceptive.

19. JKG
August 7, 2005

Hi,

On his first slide Lykken says „string theory is a consistent theory of quantum



gravity??. Lee Smolin uses to stress that there is no proof that string theory is
renormalizable to all orders, so this statement seems to be not exactly correct,
but I have even more naïve question. Namely could anybody explain, what are
the arguments that string theory is (contains) a theory of gravity, and not merely
just a theory of spin 2 field moving on some backgrounds. Could one derive
equivalence principle from strings? Is it possible to derive Newtonian potential
(with some corrections perhaps) for point mass(es)?

Thanks

JKG

20. Aaron Bergman
August 7, 2005

One can find the consistent backgrounds on which one can do string
perturbation theory. It turns out that these backgrounds are exactly those that
satisfy the Einstein field equations (plus higher order corrections). String
perturbation theory also gives rise to a spin 2 field, ie, perturbative gravity, and
this contains the Newtonian potential.

21. Chris Oakley
August 7, 2005

Aaron,

This was the question:

Could one derive equivalence principle from strings? Is it possible to derive
Newtonian potential (with some corrections perhaps) for point mass(es)?

Your answer seems to be “we hope so” rather than “yes”. For some of us, this is
not good enough.

22. Aaron Bergman
August 7, 2005

In what way does my answer seem to be “we hope so”? The equivalence
principle (for various definitions thereof) fails for strings, but this isn’t a big deal.
As I said, you can compute perturbative gravity and show that any background
has to satisfy the EFEs. What more do you want?

23. woit
August 7, 2005

Hi Urs,

I’m glad to have someone commenting here who seems interested in having a
reasonable discussion. A couple comments of my own:

First of all, it’s not so clear in this case what is “the theory” and what is “the
solutions to the theory”, so the ugliness of the latter is not irrelevant to the



question of the beauty of the former. To discuss the issue of the beauty of “the
theory” that is supposed to be a TOE we have to first agree about what “the
theory” is. If you want to very precisely tell me what “the theory” is, we can try
and have a discussion about its aesthetic properties, positive and negative.

Secondly, about the two statements you give, I’m not completely happy with your
formulation of either one. In the first statement, you need to specify precisely
what CFTs and what target spaces you’re talking about before I’ll sign on. I’ll
happily agree with this statement if we’re talking about the topological string
and target spaces where string theory has led to calculations of the full sum over
genera. But I suspect you have in mind other CFTs and other target spaces. Your
second statement is misleading: not only hasn’t work on string theory led to a
“nice” derivation of the standard model, it hasn’t led to any derivation of the
standard model, nice or not nice.

24. JKG
August 7, 2005

Hi Aaron,

You say

“String perturbation theory also gives rise to a spin 2 field, ie, perturbative
gravity, and this contains the Newtonian potential”

I understand that you compute entirely within string theory the scattering of two
particles mediated by graviton, go to the static limit and get Newtonian
potential. This sounds reasonable. Is it then obvious that from the first principles
it follows that the relevant charge is to be mass (inertial one because you do not
have anything else to start with), or you just put it by hand, somehow? In the
first case you would have more-or-less the equivalence principle.

Thanks

JKG

25. Aaron Bergman
August 7, 2005

The violation of the equivalence principle comes from the fact that string theory
really gives dilaton-gravity.

26. woit
August 7, 2005

Hi Aaron,

First of all, look at what you are doing in defending Jacques’s statement. You
argue:

“the sentence means precisely what it says, that string theory, as a subject, has
turned out to be more beautiful and intricate, again, as a subject, that anyone



suspected 20 years ago.”

I don’t have any problem with your changing “string theory” to “string theory, as
a subject” (it actually doesn’t clarify the tricky point of what “string theory”
refers to), but the “vastly” you decided to drop is a big part of the problem.

In standard use of the English language the two questions of

whether string theory is “vastly more beautiful … than anyone suspected 20
years ago”

and

“whether there was anything beautiful in string theory learned in the last 20
years.??

are quite different and have very different truth values. To make the second one
true you just need to demonstrate one beautiful thing about string theory
learned in the last 20 years, and there are plenty of candidates.

To make the first one true, you have to first understand what people thought
about the beauty of string theory 20 years ago. Note that Jacques didn’t just say
that string theory is more beautiful than the average string theorist thought, he
says that it is “more beautiful than anyone suspected” back then, so you have to
identify the maximal amount of beauty that any string theorist suspected the
theory might have back in 1985.

I have a bit of an advantage over you here in that I was there, spending lots of
time talking to people and going to talks about string theory. Unlike many people
who have problems with string theory, my problem is not that I object to being
guided by mathematical beauty, especially when you don’t have experimental
results to help you. Many people at the time were going on about the beauty of
string theory and I was having trouble seeing this. The quantization of the string
never seemed to me a beautiful business (and still doesn’t). Part of what people
generally seemed to mean about the beauty of the theory was the way anomaly
cancellation conditions picked out 10d and a gauge group like SO(32) or E8xE8,
together with the way conformal invariance picked out approximately Calabi-Yau
spaces among all possible 6d spaces. Some people were quite taken with the
beauty of the geometry of these Calabi-Yau complex threefolds. Algebraic
geometry is a beautiful subject.

So, 20 years ago, at least some practicioners would have claimed that string
theory was a very beautiful subject, with one of their arguments being the
beauty of the Calabi-Yau condition in picking out an attractive class of algebraic
varieties, one of which would soon explain all of particle physics to us. Fast
forwarding 20 years, much of this “beauty” has collapsed, as it has become clear
that to get anything that looks like physics, you can’t just use a Calabi-Yau, but
have to add in all sorts of ugly, complicated and poorly understood structure.

Sure, some beautiful things have been discovered about parts of string theory
having nothing to do with its use as a TOE, but I still think you have to be



delusional to think that these are “vastly” more beautiful than the maximalist
claims of beauty for the theory that were being made back in 1985.

Perhaps like Urs you’re also of the opinion that one can consistently claim that
the ugliness problems of string theory come just from its solutions, not the
theory itself. If so, see my response to him about this.

As for the rest of your comment, you seem to be objecting to my conclusion
describing what, to me, are the most beautiful things coming out of work on
string theory: things coming from 2d QFT and things that come from the
discovery of various string/gauge theory dualities. That was a personal statement
describing my aesthetic reaction to those things I have learned about by
following research in string theory. No I don’t claim to understand everything
going on in string theory, and if you know of something you find significantly
more beautiful than the things I mentioned and want to tell me about them, I’d
be happy to learn something.

27. Aaron Bergman
August 7, 2005

Again, you miss the point. Our understanding of string theory has expanded.
Expanded vastly, even. And, there has been a whole lot of beauty in those new
areas that have been discovered. These are areas and directions that no one
suspected back when string theory first became popular. As best I can tell, you
don’t disagree with any of these facts. Nonetheless, you seem so obsessed with
the vacuum situation that you automatically interpret the statement that the field
is vastly more beautiful as referring to that. Did the people in the early 80s
suspect AdS/CFT? Did they suspect mirror symmetry? Did they suspect dualities?
I could go on. Are these ugly ideas? You’re attacking as ‘delusional’ statements
that nobody has made.

As for the rest of your comment, you seem to be objecting to my
conclusion describing what, to me, are the most beautiful things
coming out of work on string theory

I was objecting to your implication that various areas of beauty I mentioned
were, in fact, just field theory and not string theory. You’re welcome to find
beauty whereever you care to look. What I dislike is when you misrepresent the
facts of a situation (even when carefully worded to be technically correct) in
order to score cheap points.

28. Peter
August 7, 2005

Aaron,

You’re just repeating yourself and showing no signs of even bothering to read
anything I write. You’re continuing to go on about how I’m claiming that certain
subjects are just field theory, long after I’ve repeatedly wasted a lot of my time
acknowledging that some of these subjects are definitely string theory, not QFT
and trying to be precise about which is which. I’ll take your lack of response to



my last question as at least indicating that we’re in agreement that the most
beautiful things to come out of string theory are various ideas about 2d QFT, and
various examples of string/gauge theory duality.

You seem to agree that what I’m saying is technically correct, but you find it a
misrepresentation of the “facts” of the situation. What’s going on is that I have a
very different interpretation of the significance of and lessons learned from a lot
of the undeniable advances achieved in work on string theory over the last 20
years. If you want to argue against it, you’re welcome to do so and we might
both learn something. But you first have to at least read what I write and pay
some attention to it.

29. Aaron Bergman
August 7, 2005

One would naively expect that the effective potential strengthens at
short distances due to the extra dimensions appearing; Do you know a
quantitative estimate for the deviation from Newton and would
experimental evidence that the potential actually weakens (relative to
Newton) be a hint that string theory is wrong?

I don’t know of any way to explain it with what we currently know about string
theory (or field theory, for that matter.) Is it a hint that string theory is wrong? I
don’t feel that we understand string theory well enough to say. That’s one of the
reasons I’m not particularly enthusiastic about the attempts to do string
phenomenology these days.

It would, however, pretty much rule out all the large extra dimension scenarios
that I know of.

Peter,

George Bush never actually said outright that Saddam Hussein and Al Qaeda
were linked, but he damn well implied it. That’s the feeling I get from your
argument here. Your careful wordings seem tactical and designed to give a
wrong impression while remaining technically correct.

I’ve already mentioned what I find most beautiful these days: AdS/CFT and the
topological string. In fact, it’s exactly a subject on the intersection of those two
that is frustrating me right now.

30. Aaron Bergman
August 7, 2005

No. String theory is the only known consistent quantization of a gravitational
theory in more than three dimensions. There are plenty of different theories of
gravitation. We know that the vanilla perturbative string gives supergravity in
ten dimensions. Compactifications of this give gravity in lower dimensions.

The theory is not well-developed enough to be falsifiable (to my knowledge) by
anything less than a probe of the Planck scale.



31. Gordon
August 7, 2005

Aaron,

You may always regulate gravity in the same way string theory is,
when you take the low-energy limit. The GR theory is sensible, and
even models string theory. What do you expect string theory to
be at scales below the Planck scale? You are not going to see all
of the states, but rather some theory that we call gravity (which
is regulated the particular way).

32. Peter
August 7, 2005

Hi Aaron,

If you’re concerned about people who use wording designed to give the wrong
impression, check out hep-th/0508034 by Michael Douglas, which just came out
and which I just started looking at.

“we begin with compactification of the heterotic string on a three-complex
dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold. This was the first construction which led
convincingly to the Standard Model”

And, by the way, referring to string theory as giving a “consistent” quantization
of gravity, somewhat strains the conventional meaning of the word “consistent”.

If I’m behaving like George Bush, some others have to be compared to the Iraqi
information minister.

33. Michael Sanford
August 7, 2005

Dr. Woit and Dr. Distler,

For the most part, I enjoy reading the differing opinions found on this blog. I
have learned some interesting things as well. However, this flame war between
the two of you is unprofessional. It does not put either of you in a good light. It is
obvious that neither of you are going to agree on the subject of String Theory or
about each other personally. So, can you two take the high road and agree to
disagree?

I look forward to more spirited (but polite) discussion here.

34. Gavin
August 8, 2005

Peter,

I’ve been following your comments on several threads, and just want to make
sure I understand. I would welcome any corrections.



QFT makes a ton of predictions about all sorts of low energy experiments once
you pick the particle content, masses and couplings. There are many choices you
can make, but there are some restrictions, the most obvious being that the
theory has to be renormalizable and anomaly free. We actually have a set of
particles and couplings, the standard model, which matches very well with
experiment, and the theory is renormalizable and anomaly free. All very nice.

The only bad news is gravity, which is not renormalizable. Based on our current
understanding of QFT, gravity should be left out. Opps.

String theory looks like QFT at low energies, so if we could find a “standard
vacuum” that gives the right particle content and interactions, then string theory
would be as good as QFT, although needlessly complicated. There is one
advantage, however, which is that string theory predicts gravity where QFT
recoils.

If we lived in ten dimensions, then we could do a lot better. With only a handful
of string theories to chose from, it would be pretty exciting if the low energy
spectrum matched the massless modes of one of the string theories. If the
spectrum was different, then string theory would be out.

Living in four dimensions means there are tons of vacuums, so practically
anything is possible. This makes it hard to see how string theory is any better
than QFT.

Am I on track with this?

Gavin

35. Aaron Bergman
August 8, 2005

Wolfgang, do something about your wrapping, please. There’s a preview right
below the entry box.

By the way, does anybody understand why and how M-theory
compactifies to 4D ? And also why this compactification “stops?? at
small distances? (Roger Penrose raises this question in his book. )

The better question to ask is, why do four dimensions become large, not why do
however many become small. Everything was small at one point if you believe in
the big bang, after all. Is there a definite answer to this question? No. There are
plenty of attempts at answering it (Brandenberger-Vafa being the most famous,
probably), but nothing is close to definite. It’s an open problem. There are lots of
them. I don’t understand the second question.

If I understand Gordon’s comments as being against the idea that you can get
too many funky modifications to gravity in the IR, my response is that string
theory has surprised us in the past and will probably do so again in the future.
Given that there already are weird linkages between the UV and the IR in the
theory, I’m not comfortable making definite pronouncements about anything.



For Peter, I’m not here to defend Douglas (whose philosophy on landscapy things
I generally disagree with). The statement does seem weasely to me. I’ll stand by
‘consistent’, however, unless you can point out anything inconsistent in string
theory. Goedel’s theorem, of course, tells us that anything consistent must be
incomplete and string theory certainly is that.

(joke)

36. Nigel Cook
August 8, 2005

Gavin: string theory doesn’t ‘predict’ gravity. General relativity is testable, string
theory isn’t. Eddington in his 1920 book Space Time and Gravitation counted
200 other speculative theories for gravity. None made testable quantitative
predictions, so none were really science. If they don’t make testable predictions,
they are crackpot. Witten in Physics Today, April 1996, claimed that string theory
‘predicts gravity’ which is extremely misleading, as Penrose points out in The
Road to Reality. This is the real crime of string theory, these distortions of the
facts. They make it heavy going for everyone trying things outside string theory.

37. Arun
August 8, 2005

Something that Peter Woit wrote, about not trusting mathematical beauty to be a
guide to the world, resonated with something I just read by biologist Sean B.
Carroll. The context is how structure arises, and in particular varoius regular
patterns arise, in a biological organism that starts off from a single cell.

For several decades, mathematicians and computer scientists were
drawn to the periodic patterns of body segmentation, zebra stripes and
seashell markings. Heavily influenced by a 1952 paper by the genius
Alan Turing (a founder of computer science who helped crack the
German Enigma code in World War II), “The Chemical Basis of
Morphogenesis”, many theoreticians sought to explain how periodic
patterns could be organized across entire large structures. While the
math and models are beautiful, none of this theory has been borne out
by the discoveries of the last twenty years. The mathematicians never
envisioned that modular genetic switches held the key to pattern
formation, or that the periodic patterns we see are actually the
composite of numerous individual elements.”

(From “Endless Forms Most Beautiful : The new science of Evo Devo”.)

Not precisely on the topic of string theory, but I hope relevant nonetheless.

38. woit
August 8, 2005

Hi Gavin,

“Am I on track with this?”



In a word, yes. However, one important difference between the standard model
and string theory is that in the standard model case we have a non-perturbative
formulation of the theory (although there is an interesting caveat about chiral
gauge couplings), whereas there is no workable non-perturbative formulation of
string theory that includes the standard model as a limit.

39. Aaron Bergman
August 8, 2005

I don’t have Penrose’s book, so I can’t comment.



Bogdanovs on Wikipedia

August 6, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I’ve never really understood how Wikipedia works, especially how it protects itself
from getting filled with nonsense. The entry about the Bogdanovs has evidently
recently been the subject of repeated attempts by the Bogdanovs to modify it, one can
follow the history here. This sort of thing seems to be enough of a problem that steps
are being taken to prevent this kind of abuse.

Comments

1. Nigel Cook
August 6, 2005

Wikipedia stores previous versions of itself so changes can be indentified and
reverted to the original easily if necessary. There is also a discussion facility for
each entry where the rationale for a change can be argued. The battle is won by
those nerds who have nothing else to do but keep changing or reverting entries
to the way they want. So the Bogdanovs will probably win by sneaky tactics.

2. Stan Seibert
August 7, 2005

I also suspect the vast majority of Wikipedia articles are not controversial or
“interesting” enough to attract the sort who would engage in such edit wars.
Articles on slime molds and Happy, Texas aren’t go to be targets for this sort of
abuse. But when it’s bad, it’s really bad.

3. JF Moore
August 15, 2005

Never underestimate the penchant for control among some people.

It’s what keeps many forums moderated.
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http://news.com.com/Wikipedia+to+tighten+editorial+rules/2100-1025_3-5820655.html?tag=nefd.top
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Strings on the Beach

August 6, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The KITP in Santa Barbara, a few steps from the beach, is running a semester long
program on Mathematical Structures in String Theory that started this past week.
Some of the talks are already on-line.

On the other coast, as part of the Simons Workshop at Stony Brook, Witten will be
giving a talk at Smith Point beach on “Gauge theory and the Geometric Langlands
Program”. This sounds like it might be very interesting and mercifully off the main
topic of the workshop, which seems to be swamps not beaches.

No Comments
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Mathematics and Narrative

August 6, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A group called Thales and Friends, based in Greece and sponsored by MSRI, has
organized a recent conference about Mathematics and Narrative that took place last
month on Mykonos. Their web-site has abstracts of the talks and some other
interesting material.

Update: There’s an article about this in the Independent.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
August 6, 2005

Hi Peter,

Re: Mathematics generally: on my web site I say something to the effect that
String theory belongs in the mathematics department (rather than physics).
Obviously this is not the first time anyone has said this, but I am not confident
about saying this: you have suggested on at least one occasion in the past that
the study does not belong here either. Could you elaborate?

2. woit
August 6, 2005

Hi Chris,

There are some parts of string theory, e.g. mirror symmetry, topological strings,
conformal field theory, which could reasonably be characterized as mathematics.
The people working on these subjects might even benefit from being in a math
dept. There are many others though that certainly aren’t mathematics. Some of
these are perfectly good physics (e.g. AdS/CFT), others aren’t even really physics
at all (landscape studies), and there are some where you could argue about
whether they’re physics or not (string phenomenology, string cosmology, etc.),
but they’re certainly not mathematics.

3. David Corfield
August 7, 2005

The meeting is reported in a 2 page article in this week’s edition of the journal
Nature (4 August).
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New Theoretical Physics Institute in Florence

August 8, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A new institute devoted to theoretical particle physics has been organized, the Galileo
Galilei Institute for Theoretical Physics, which will be located in Florence. The
purpose of the institute is to organize advanced workshops, the first of which will take
place next spring. There will also be an inaugural conference next month. The
institute is clearly modeled after the KITP in Santa Barbara, and its web-site design
looks very familiar…

No Comments
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Panel Discussion Video

August 8, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Video of the panel discussion at Toronto is now available, so one can hear some of the
context of the comments that were reported in the recent New York Times article. As
reported, the audience voted 4 or 5 to 1 against the anthropic principle.
Unfortunately the camera was not on the panel during the vote, so one can’t tell from
this video how the panelists voted.

Some other things that weren’t reported: while Andy Strominger commented that he
saw no reason for pessimism, he also said he thought the odds were against any data
relevant to quantum gravity or string theory coming out of the LHC. Steve Shenker
said that he was very much bothered by the fact that it was starting to look as if one
could associate some sort of “quantum gravity” dual to any quantum mechanical
system whatsoever, so any notion of uniqueness was completely gone.

There were several skeptical questions from the audience. Someone with a Russian
accent pointed out that it was becoming increasingly difficult to argue the case for
string theory in the physics community, and asked what argument he should use in its
favor. The panel didn’t seem to want to address this, but Shenker finally said “Only
consistent theory of quantum gravity”. The next question wasn’t really audible, but
had something to do with “it’s been 20 years”. Shenker’s response was something like
“most of us don’t want to think about this, we haven’t done as well as in other 20 year
periods”. Later on someone asked “Can you imagine any experiment in the next 20
years that will falsify string theory”, getting no real response except “You’re not
supposed to be asking that” from Shenker. Another question from the floor was about
why none of the panelists had mentioned M-theory, which didn’t get much of an
answer except from Nathan Berkovits who commented that in particle theory
problems not solved in five years stop being discussed.

In their speculation about the future, many of the panelists invoked the possibility of
having to change quantum mechanics. From the floor Witten speculated that quantum
mechanics was only valid in asymptotic regions of space time, with something
different needed to understand the interior. Also from the floor Susskind speculated
that the splittings into different universes of the many-worlds interpretation of
quantum mechanics were the same as the cosmological bubbling off of different baby
universes. Several panelists responded that they had no idea what he was talking
about.

The emphasis on vague ideas about the foundations and interpretation of quantum
mechanics led Martin Rocek to point out that there was one field of study in physics
that had gone nowhere in the last eighty years: the study of the interpretational
issues in quantum mechanics. Lee Smolin rose to the defense of this field, claiming
that it had led to recent ideas about quantum computers.

Also now available online are videos of the public talks by Dijkgraaf and Susskind.
Susskind tells the audience that there is a “War” or “battle of intellects” going on
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between two groups of physicists, which he describes as being “like a high-school
cafeteria food fight”. The two groups are the “As” (A for anthropic), and the “Es” (E
for elegant). He describes the belief by the Es in mathematical elegance as “faith-
based science”, and says that they are in “psychological denial” about the existence of
the landscape, then goes on to give the standard arguments for the landscape and the
anthropic use of it to “explain” the value of the cosmological constant. He refers to
belief in the existence of a vacuum selection principle as analogous to belief in the
Loch Ness monster. He ended his talk by claiming that the As were winning the war,
with the Es in retreat.

Dijkgraaf’s talk was completely standard string evangelism, and except for a couple
slides mentioning D-branes and black holes, could easily have been given, completely
unchanged, twenty years ago.

Comments

1. Kea
August 8, 2005

“Steve Shenker said that he was very much bothered by the fact that it was
starting to look as if one could associate some sort of “quantum gravity?? dual to
any quantum mechanical system whatsoever…”

Why should he be bothered? It’s wonderful. That’s the whole point. They just
need to give up the idea that String theory is physics and there wouldn’t be any
anthropic problem.

2. Dave Bacon
August 8, 2005

While it is certainly true that David Deutsch began dreaming of quantum
computers as a way to “test the many-world’s interpretation” I’m not sure
whether the connection between interpretations and quantum computers is all
that tight. After this initial major step (Deutsch is the first to seriously consider
the computational advantages of quantum computers over classical computers.
His result with Richard Jozsa in 1992 was the result which set the quantum
algorithm ball rolling.) there really has not been a huge amount of interaction
between those who study interpretation and those who study quantum
computation (with notable exceptions, for example, Chris Fuchs and Robert
Spekkens)

It’s very interesting to hear people comment on modifying quantum theory. From
a computer science prospective this seems very dangerous. The reason is that
many of the modifications of quantum theory which we have been able to dream
up, lead to modified quantum computers with pretty astounding computational
abilities. Now, it could be that our universe does provide such strong
computation, but there are definitely reasons to be very troubled by such a turn.
See for example, Scott Aaronson’s article, quant-ph/0502072: “NP-complete
Problems and Physical Reality” for interesting thoughts on this matter.



3. Wolfgang
August 8, 2005

Just a really naive thought about this issue:
The wavelength of macroscopic bodies is typically much smaller than the Planck
length. One would thus assume that modifications of quantum theory for
macroscopic bodies a la Penrose are possible if not likely.

4. Quantoken
August 8, 2005

Peter said:

“In their speculation about the future, many of the panelists invoked the
possibility of having to change quantum mechanics. From the floor Witten
speculated that quantum mechanics was only valid in asymptotic regions of
space time, with something different needed to understand the interior. ”

I wonder what makes them think so? And if QM is to be changed at certain small
scale, what they are going to change it to? A QM with a different value of hbar,
or no QM at all but return to classical limit at small scale? I really don’t know
what Witten was thinking. QM is all about uncertainty principle. You either HAVE
an uncertainty principle, which is QM, or you DON’T have an uncertainty
principle, which is classical. It’s a yes or no and there is no third possibility, so
there is really nothing to be modified of QM, even at small scales.

It is also true that QM received far more rigorous experimental tests at
microscopic scales than GR does. What needs modification at small scale is GR,
not QM. Graviton, as a naive prediction of quantized gravity force, does NOT
exist and does not need to exist. When people DO realize that graviton can not
exist, then that’s a death sentence for super string theory, since super string
theory would have wrongly predicted the existence of graviton, something that
just does not exist in nature.

Quantoken

5. Robert
August 8, 2005

From what I can tell from listening to the realaudio is that someone asked “Can
you imagine any experiment…, that someone is Jan de Boer and the person with
the Russian accent is Sergei Ketov oder Djordje Minic.

6. Nigel Cook
August 8, 2005

“… Susskind speculated that the splittings into different universes of the many-
worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics were the same as the cosmological
bubbling off of different baby universes. Several panelists responded that they
had no idea what he was talking about.”



What a character Susskind is. Feynman, ‘QED’, says wavy electron orbits occur
due to path integrals interference in the small atomic space, and in a footnote he
says path integrals get rid of the problems with Copenhagen Interpretation. He
could have added that it also gets rid of the many-worlds. Path integrals is
useful, even if Feynman didn’t derive the Schroedinger equation directly from it.
Bohm did that using hidden variables in 1952, using chaotic brownian motion of
electrons, caused by wave interference.

7. Lee Smolin
August 8, 2005

If, as is true, quantum computers were invented by someone seeking a way to
test ideas about the foundations of quantum mechanics, then that is a pretty
tight connection. What I see is that quite a few of the people working in quantum
information theory (QIT) were and still are motivated by issues in
foundations,besides those mentioned these include Anton Zeilinger, Lucien
Hardy and many others. And while there are QIT people with no interest in
foundations and foundations people with no interest in QIT, I observe quite a
healthy interaction among people working in the two fields. But the point I
wanted to make to Martin Rocek is much simpler. When we were students
together people advised us to go into high energy theory rather than foundations
of quantum theory because there would be much more chance for contact with
new experimental discoveries. Looking back on the last 30 years, one would have
to say that there were more opportunities for a theorist to propose new
phenonomena that were confirmed experimentally in foundations than in high
energy theory. And if the field turned out to spawn a whole new technology, then
supporting the few theorists with the courage to think about foundations will
have turned out to have been a good investment.

And I agree that Scott Aaronson’s paper is well worth reading.

8. D R Lunsford
August 8, 2005

Wow, I leave for a week and the Blog is filled with string propaganda. Peter’s
become a shill for blighted stringers 

-drl

9. Fyodor Uckoff
August 8, 2005

Somebody should really call Susskind on his deliberate confounding of the
existence of a landscape [generally accepted, and no big deal — did anyone
criticize Maxwell or Einstein because their theories admit lots of solutions?] and
the anthropic principle. The idea that there exists a probabilistic vacuum
selection principle just seems like the kind of thing quantum mechanics does for
us all the time, and shouldn’t be controversial. The Tye group at Cornell even
have concrete ideas about how it might work, though of course their models are
very basic so far. [See Tye’s presentation at Strings 2005]



10. Peter
August 8, 2005

I think Susskind did address this in his public talk. He referred to the vacuum
selection principle as “the Loch Ness monster”, something that lots of people
claimed to have seen, but no one actually knows anything about. If you know
what the selection principle is, let’s hear about it and see you use it to, like,
select a vacuum. The Tye stuff is very far from being able to do anything like
this, and I see no good reason to believe it ever will.

Susskind would say that people like you are just in denial and engaging in
wishful thinking. For once, I’d agree with him.

11. Dave Bacon
August 8, 2005

Hey Lee! I don’t disagree that there isn’t more talk between the interpretation
crowd (whatever that is!) and quantum information science (whatever that is!),
but when I think of the main results of quantum information science (Peter
Shor’s quantum algorithm for factoring, Lov Grover’s quantum algorithm for
searching, the theory of fault-tolerant quantum computation, quantum
cryptography, and the main results of quantum information theory (Schumacher
quantum data compression, entanglement concentration, etc.)) the results aren’t
“directly” related to foundational questions. On the other hand, most of the
results and the people who invented them are extremely interested in
foundational questions, I think. This is, I think, because a healthy understanding
of foundational questions means leads one to a very good understand of what
quantum theory is and what it is not. For example, in quantum teleportation,
understanding what role a quantum wave function plays seems essential to
making the jump to the protocol of transfering that quantum state using
entanglement and classical communication. So the main results are unconnected
to foundations, but by studying foundations it’s easier to come up with results
that cut to the heart of what quantum theory is! (And I say this with the caveat
that some of my work has been motivated by interpretation questions, but this
lead directly to something which feels very non-interpretational: the
communication cost of simulating quantum correlations.)

Peter, sorry for turning your comments into a quantum computing discussion,
but, you know, I just couldn’t resist 

12. Dave Bacon
August 8, 2005

Oh, and as for my personal views, I’m very sympathetic to the notion that the
foundations of quantum theory have something important to say about the
problems of quantum gravity. Just what it has to say, however, is something else!

13. Tony Smith
August 8, 2005

Peter’s blog entry said “… Witten speculated that quantum mechanics was only



valid in asymptotic regions of space time, with something different needed to
understand the interior …” and that “… Lee Smolin rose to the defense of … the
foundations and interpretation of quantum mechanics … claiming that it had led
to recent ideas about quantum computers. …”.

Perhaps quantum theory does NOT need to be modified, but is actually a good
alternative to conventional superstring theory as a “framework” for a unified
physics theory.

For instance, in http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9512022 , Negative entropy and
information in quantum mechanics, N. J. Cerf and C. Adami said:
“… Quantum information theory … allows for negative conditional entropy even
though this is forbidden classically. This leads us to propose that such quantum
informational processes can be described by diagrams — much like particle
physics reactions — involving particles carrying negative (virtual) information.
By analogy with anti-particles, we refer to them as anti-qubits. … This analysis
suggests the possibility that a qubit (the fundamental quantum of information)
could have an analogously defined anti-qubit (a quantum of negative
information), formally equivalent to a qubit traveling backwards in time … this
leads us to conjecture that these processes can be recast into reactions involving
information quanta … described by diagrams, much like particle physics
reactions. …”.

Taking such an information – particle physics correspondence seriously is one of
the primary motivations I have had in constructing my Clifford-algebra related
physics models. It is a puzzle to me that Clifford-algebra physics models have not
become a well-funded school of physics. AFAIK, the only work on Clifford-algebra
physics models closely related to information theory (as opposed to just
reformulating existing physics models in terms of Clifford/Geometric algebra)
has been done by David Finkelstein and his students (I am one of his former
students, and that is where I learned my Clifford algebra stuff).
Maybe there might be interesting socio-political reasons why Lenny Susskind’s
anthropic superstring stuff is well-funded with a horde of rabidly devoted
followers, while David Finkelstein’s Clifford-algebra stuff is largely ignored (and
in the case of some of those who learned from him, such as me, even
blacklisted).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

14. rof
August 8, 2005

One question: Dan Friedan, a man who is, arguably, responsible for the present-
day understanding of the relationship between string theory and gravity, says
that string theory neither predicts gravity nor spacetime quantum field theory
(see hep-th/0204131, which is cited on your home page, Peter). I understand that
the relationship between string theory and gravity is “a matter of
interpretation”, meaning that the occurrence of something which looks like
Einstein’s equations as the condition for the vanishing of the beta function of
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string theory (prescribing reparametrization scale invariance of the world sheet)
, has yet to be universally accepted as a secure indication of a consistent theory
of quantum gravity (indeed, the successful reproduction of the Hawking entropy
formula would hardly have been considered an additional successful
accomplishment, if the “vanishing of the beta function implies general relativity”
argument had already been fully accepted as a proof that the theory in question
is a coherent theory of quantum gravity). Nevertheless, my question is instead
about the claim that string theory reproduces spacetime quantum field theory as
a consequence, at low energies. Dan Friedan claims that this is unproved. I have
not seen anything which even claims to be a proof of this rather important
statement. A senior string theorist (who shall not be named here, unless he cares
to step forward and name himself) has told me that a proof was to be found in
Green, Shwartz and Witten. I inspected the said tome and instead found a
section which claimed that a proof would be too unwieldy to provide in such a
slender volume, and that the correct procedure was to assume in advance that
there was a QFT which corresponded to the low-energy limit of a string theory,
and that merely matching the S-matrices of each sufficed (obviously, duh), to
establish that one was the low-energy limit of the other. Now, you’ve read
Friedan’s article, and presumably GSW, so what’s your opinion? With all due
respect to everybody involved, I have never heard a coherent articulation of both
the question and the answer from a single individual, apart from Dan Friedan,
who advocates studying his own personal theory instead of string theory.

15. Matti Pitkanen
August 9, 2005

A comment concerning possible modifications of quantum mechanics mentioned
by Witten and therefore belonging to the topics of discussion (as I dare hope).

At algebraic level the modification could reduce to a choice between different
types of von Neumann algebras. Von Neumann algebras allow hyper-finite
factors of type II_1 which differ from factors of type III encountered in Poincare
invariant relativistic quantum field theories and from type I_n and I_infty factors
encountered in non-relativistic quantum theory.

Hyperfinite Type II_1 factors emerge when you provide infinite-dimensional
separable Hilbert space with spinor structure such that unit operator has unit
trace. Von Neumann thought that probability interpretation requires this
property and regarded factors of type III pathological. Unit trace could be
defended also by the finiteness of quantum theory of infinite systems. These
algebras emerge naturally when you have an infinite-dimensional configuration
space with Kaehler metric and spinor structure (the space of 3-D surfaces in
certain 8-D imbedding space, the “world of classical worlds”, in the case of TGD).

The mathematics of inclusions of hyper-finite factors has a close relationship to
that of conformal field theories, quantum groups, braid groups, knot and
3-manifold invariants, etc… The sequences of Jones inclusions of these algebras
have interpretation in terms of sub-system-system inclusions. A model for
topological quantum computation led to the idea about the quantization of hbar
in terms of Beraha numbers so that hbar would become a characterizer of Jones



inclusion and would be dynamical and quantized. Large hbar phase would be of
obvious interest from the point of view of quantum computation.

A generalization of braid diagrams to Feynman diagrams suggests strongly itself
together with a symmetry principle generalizing string model duality. Diagrams
would be classified by the topology of the lowest genus two-surface allowing the
imbedding of diagram and all diagrams with homologically trivial loops at this
genus are equivalent to a minimal diagram characterized by its homology class
for the miminal genus. The absence of homologically non-trivial loops has in TGD
framework straightforward interpretation: there is no path integral over all
possible 4-surfacace since configuration space geometry assigns an almost
unique space-time surface to a given 3-surface identifiable as a generalized Bohr
orbit. Almost uniqueness means the failure of strict classical determinism: this
makes it possible to assign space-time correlates not only to quantum states but
also quantum jump sequences.

I have been working out the consequences of this picture for more than year
year with a particular emphasis on macroscopic and macrotemporal quantum
coherence and understanding of dark matter as large hbar phase. See ‘What’s
New’ links of various books about TGD at http://www.physics.helsinki.fi
/~matpitka/ and my blog site http://matpitka.blogspot.com.

Matti Pitkanen

16. Fyodor Uckoff
August 9, 2005

If you know what the selection principle is, let’s hear about it and see you use it
to, like, select a vacuum. The Tye stuff is very far from being able to do anything
like this, and I see no good reason to believe it ever will.

Well, if you actually bother to read their papers, they do argue that their version
of Hartle-Hawking selects the KKLMMT vacuum. Of course they are open about
the fact that their methods are very primitive, but their results are sure a hell of
a lot more impressive than Susskind’s….which are what, exactly?

Susskind would say that people like you are just in denial and engaging in
wishful thinking. For once, I’d agree with him.

So now you find yourself in eager accord with Lubos Motl and Susskind. If that
isn’t a warning sign, then what is?

17. Thomas Larsson
August 9, 2005

Vacuum selection is only a problem if you accept the premise that string theory
has anything to do with quantum gravity. If the right problem rather is to
quantize gravity coupled to the standard model in 4D, as experiments indicate,
vacuum selection is not an issue anymore. But you have to do it right, of course,
and not ignore anomalies, which we know exist already in 2D gravity.

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/


Besides, I observe that mr FUckoff is either too incompetent to publish even a
single paper on the ArXiv, or too coward to use his real name. Either way, I don’t
understand why anybody should care about his comments.

18. Alejandro Rivero
August 9, 2005

I think we should praise Toronto Committee, they started very slow, but they
have made a very good work on availability of the talks.

As for these “20 years periods”… can anyone inform me what kind of milestom
do they use? I count between 30 and 35 years since last batch of significant
theoretical events.

19. Alejandro Rivero
August 9, 2005

(milestone)

20. Peter
August 9, 2005

Alejandro,

Everyone is using “20 years” to refer to the fact that it was the fall of 1984 –
early 1985 when the huge amount of effort going into the study of string theory
started. The last really big, successful new piece of our understanding of particle
physics was probably the discovery of asymptotic freedom, over 32 years ago.

Fyodor,

In this war I agree with both sides. The As aren’t doing science and the Es are in
denial about what has happened. There’s an obvious point of view under which
they are both right….

Matti (or anyone else),

Please do not post here attempts to start off-topic discussions about things like
your favorite alternatives to quantum mechanics. In this case, if you inside
information about what Witten had in mind, it would be interesting to hear it, but
otherwise please don’t do this.

21. Thomas Larsson
August 9, 2005

From Peter’s post I in fact got the impression that Witten was contemplating
giving up QM, perhaps replacing it by something like ‘t Hooftian Planck-scale
determinism. Instead, he pointed out the rather obvious fact that if your
quantum theory is defined in terms of asymptotic data, things become murky if
your spacetime does not allow for the right kind of asymptotia. He is probabably
worrying about the positive CC, which leads to de Sitter spacetime, which indeed
has precisely this kind of problems. Witten made this point in hep-th/0106109,

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106109
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106109


and I doubt that anything really has changed since then.

22. Luboš Motl
August 9, 2005

On my blog, http://motls.blogspot.com/ , you may find a discussion of the
achievements of the interpretation of quantum mechanics research, and about
uniqueness of quantum gravity and its compatibility with holography.

23. Ben
August 9, 2005

Please pardon my ignorance as a non-physicist reader of this blog, but WRT
Shenker’s comments that one can associate a quantum gravity model with any
quantum field theory, should one take out of this that: (a.) there is no unique
quantum gravity theory, (b.) one just needs to find the right field theory, or (c.)
there is a unique theory of quantum gravity, but it won’t be coming from string
theory? I’m a bit confused…

24. Peter
August 9, 2005

Hi Ben,

You’re not the only one who is confused about this, I think everyone is, thus
Shenker’s worries. See Lubos’s blog posting that he mentioned for some
comments about this, although I don’t think they’ll really answer your question.

The problem right now for the string theory program is that their best argument,
that strings give a quantum gravity theory, suffers from the embarassment that,
if correct, it seems to give an infinite number of quantum gravity theories. I think
the standard hope from 20 years ago that string theory will lead to a unique TOE
has now become essentially untenable (although Lubos does his best to come up
with a scenario to rescue things). People have reacted to this in two ways

1. The anthropic/landscape scenario: there’s an infinite number of possibilities
out there, all we can do is study them all and see which ones can support life,
then try and get some prediction of something out of that.

2. Deciding that any attempt to connect string theory to a TOE is just premature,
arguing that the existence of these string duals to interesting QFTs is one thing
that makes string theory very much worth continuting to invest time in. Maybe
once one learns more about string theory a path to a TOE will become clear.

25. Lee Smolin
August 9, 2005

Regarding quantum gravity and the foundations of quantum mechanics: it can
only be good news if Witten, Lobus and other string theoirsts are finally coming
to terms with the possibility that the problems of extending quantum theory to
cosmology may force us to revise the foundations of quantum theory. This is a

http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/


welcome development, as those in the quantum gravity world have been thinking
about this for decadees and have already published several concrete proposals
for how quantum theory may be modified to include cosmology. These include 1)
‘t Hooft, in his original formulation of the holographic principle and subsequent
work. 2) Penrose’s proposals for non-linear modifications of the Schrodinger
equation motivated by quantum gravity, which by the way leads to real
experiments. 3) Gell-Mann, Hartle, Butterfield ,Isham and other attempts to
formulate a generalized quantum theory for quantum cosmology. 4) The proposal
of relational quantum theory, by Crane, which in some ways anticipated the
holographic principle, developed by Rovelli and others. 5) Quantum causal
historeis, proposed by Markopoulou as an alternative formulation of quantum
cosmology. 6) a hidden variable theory inspired by LQG, published by
Markopoulou and myself, 7) reinterpretations of matarix models, including the
BFSS model, as hidden variables theories, by Adler, Starodubtsev and myself and
8) proposals by Dowker, Sorkin et al related to causal sets.

Perhaps if string theorist get involved in this question they can do better; that
would be very welcome.

So we don’t have to debate how useful foundations research has been, so long as
we agree that the problem of quantum cosmology forces us to revisit the issue. I
would only suggest that anyone wishing to think about this problem woud do
well to study the literature, as in any field of sciience, to learn about the good
ideas already under development and to prevent repeating mistakes already
made.

Lee

ps references as usual in my “Invitation…”

26. Chris W.
August 9, 2005

A reminder: Stephen Adler presented his ideas on an alternative foundation for
quantum mechanics and quantum field theory in a book published about a year
ago. A draft appeared on arXiv.org in 2002.

27. rrtucci
August 9, 2005

In my opinion,

(1)There is a good chance that Quantum Computing/Quantum Information
(QC/QI)
can shed some important insights into Quantum Gravity

(2)QC/QI can be practiced in an interpretation neutral (i.e., shut up and
calculate) way, following the standard rules of QM (i.e., no tinkering with its
foundations). 99% of the QC/QI papers in arxiv are like that. So, it’s misleading
to imply at this point in history a big overlap between (QC/QI) and (Foundations
of QM or Interpretations of QM)

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0521831946/qid=1123604116
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0521831946/qid=1123604116
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206120
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206120


(3)QC/QI can and will be tested in the lab MUCH sooner than String theory.
Furthermore, unlike String Theory, QC/QI promises to yield useful devices.

28. Aaron Bergman
August 9, 2005

I completely agree with #2 and #3. But, especially #2. #1, who knows?

29. Peter
August 9, 2005

rof,

I realized I didn’t respond to your question. I’ll leave that one to the string theory
experts, admitting that I’m not intimately familiar with every argument in Green-
Schwarz-Witten. This isn’t something I’ve ever thought much about, largely
because the claim that at low energies string theory reduces to a QFT seems
quite plausible. The time I’ve spent learning about string theory has been more
devoted to trying to understand the claims about the theory that seem to me
implausible, not the plausible ones.

30. Scott Aaronson
August 9, 2005

Regarding the question of whether quantum foundations has gone anywhere in
the past 80 years: I think one needs to distinguish carefully between “results-
oriented” and “non-results-oriented” research. The “results-oriented” side of
quantum foundations typically involves either experiments or nontrivial theorems
(even if the theorems seem trivial in retrospect — like Bell’s Theorem, the
Kochen-Specker Theorem, or the dense quantum coding theorem). The “non-
results-oriented” side typically involves assertions that a particular stance
toward the double-slit experiment is the correct one, and that if other people fail
to see that, then it must be because they’re too dense. I would characterize the
results-oriented side as having made phenomenal progress (especially from the
interaction with quantum information over the last 15 years), and the non-
results-oriented side as having made zero progress (except when it ‘accidentally’
stimulates a result, similarly to how Mach stimulated Einstein’s work on GR). I
know that sounds like a tautology, but I think it’s a useful tautology for choosing
quantum foundations problems!

31. rof
August 9, 2005

Thanks, Peter. It would be good if a string expert can shed some light on the
question. It seemed almost trivial to me as well that string theory would produce
something like QFT at large distances until I read the article and thought about
it a little harder. To say that it will look like QFT at long distances is really to
extrapolate from short-distance physics to long-distance physics.

On the subject of revising the foundations of quantum mechanics, there are two
senses in which one can read the word “revise”. The writings of Heisenberg and



Von Neumann are still among the clearest expositions of what quantum
mechanics is all about. Somewhere over the last eighty years, a shift occurred in
the attitude of physicists to the role of the observer. It’s now considered common
sense that the observer should be treated as just another part of the system, but
for the founders of quantum mechanics, the observer played a crucial role.

Von Neumann said, in “Mathematical Principles of Quantum Theory” that one
must always split the world into observer and observed, or else one proceeds
vacuously, since the purpose of quantum mechanics is to provide relationships
between the results of measurements, and without an observer, there are no
measurements to relate to one another, and all that is left is empty formalism.

One important development in the foundations of quantum mechanics over the
last eighty years has been the almost universal rejection of Von Neumann’s (and
Heisenberg’s and Bohr’s) understanding of what quantum mechanics is
fundamentally about. It didn’t come about because of a research program,
though, but rather because of the gut feeling that every physicist has that the
observer should play no special role in the theory.

32. rof
August 9, 2005

One other point: The purpose of examining the foundations of any subject isn’t to
produce new results and new technologies, but is rather to develop a clear
understanding of what the subject is and why it is the way that it is.

If the foundations of quantum mechanics are dismissed as unworthy of study
because studies of them haven’t produced any new results lately, then this is like
saying that elementary calculus shouldn’t be studied because it hasn’t produced
any new results. The measure of value is inappropriate.

It might be argued that physicists have done very well over the last eighty years
without knowing much about the foundations of quantum mechanics, so why
start thinking about them now? Lee provides the answer in his post above: when
it comes to cosmology, there can’t be an outside observer, and so the present
formulation of quantum mechanics is incompatible with the idea of taking the
whole universe as a single quantum system.

33. Nigel Cook
August 9, 2005

Lee’s seven promising options include one of causality and two of hidden
variables. It would be nice to have a convergence toward consensus, which is
vital to avoid a disintegration of the research-education infrastructure. Without
consensus, it’s very hard to teach with interest at lower levels, because it looks a
bit like speculative gambling or the disintegration of central ideas. It would be
nice to see some things unified carefully, like path integrals and some hidden
variables. This is not regression to determinism, because you still have
uncertainty, you just have a cause for it like chaos due to wave interference.
‘Caloric’, fluid heat theory, eventually gave way to two separate mechanisms,
kinetic theory and radiation. This was after Prevost in 1792 suggested constant



temperature is a dynamic system, with emission in equilibrium with the
reception of energy. The electromagnetic field energy exchange process is not
treated with causal mechanism in current QFT, perhaps if it was it would turn
out to be the missing hidden variable needed.

34. Kea
August 9, 2005

“From the floor Witten speculated that quantum mechanics was only valid in
asymptotic regions of space time, with something different needed to understand
the interior”

I don’t understand why people find this surprising. Asymptotic regions are, after
all, what we are used to. Of course we want QM to hold in this domain, but we
should also expect it to be extended (or ‘altered’ if you like) in a theory of
quantum gravity. I don’t think Witten meant anything complicated. Maybe
someone could ask him.

35. Dave Bacon
August 9, 2005

Kea: Not surprising. Just (1) hard to do, and (2) not the main path advocated by
the majority of theoretical physicists.

36. Chris W.
August 9, 2005

Nigel,

Lee Smolin referred to quantum causal histories and causal sets. He didn’t use
the loose term “causality”.

37. Not a Nobel Laureate
August 9, 2005

This talk of the “need” to modify QM reminds me of the one-upon-a-time talk of
the “need” to modify QFT to describe the Strong Nuclear force. Before the
discovery of quarks/partons and the development of QCD and asymptotic
freedom.

Will String Theory suffer the same fate as Regge Pole Theory?

It would certainly be interesting if someone could come up an alternative to QM
that would survive the battery of possible experiments.

I’ll admit to being rather “old-school”. I still think that physics is an experimental
science.

38. garrett
August 9, 2005

Hey Peter,



Have you considered starting a group weblog for physics phd’s who don’t like
string theory and are actively pursuing alternatives?
-Garrett

39. Tony Smith
August 10, 2005

Not a Nobel Laureate commented:
“… This talk of the “need?? to modify QM reminds me of the one-upon-a-time talk
of the “need?? to modify QFT to describe the Strong Nuclear force. Before the
discovery of quarks/partons and the development of QCD and asymptotic
freedom.
Will String Theory suffer the same fate as Regge Pole Theory? …”

As I have commented in another thread on Peter’s blog:
“… David Gross said, in Chapter 11 of the book The Rise of the Standard Model –
Particle Physics in the 1960s and 1970s, edited by Hoddeson, Brown, Riordan,
and Dresden (Cambridge 1997): “… The bootstrap idea was immmensely popular
in the early 1960s … it rested on the solid principles of causality and unitarity …
It promised to … provide a unique value for all observables … This is of course
false. We now know that there are an infinite number of consistent S-matrices
that satisfy all the sacred principles. …??. …”.

It seems to me that the 20 years of Witten’s superstrings (1984-now) is similar to
the 20 years of Chew’s Bootstrap (1950s-mid1970s).

Chew’s Bootstrap fad did not end until the Standard Model emerged in the
mid-1970s.

I doubt that Witten’s superstrings fad will end unless or until an alternative
model that is as connected to experiment as the Standard Model is recognized
and accepted. Barring that (unlikely in view of the blogs and comments over the
past few weeks) event, I expect that bureaucratic inertia will be sufficient for
conventional superstring theory to maintain its dominant position for the
forseeable future (at least through Lubos’s retirement). From my point of view,
that amounts to a New Dark Age of physics.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

40. Matti Pitkanen
August 10, 2005

Tony,

I am again and again astonished by the extreme orthodoxy of both string
theorists and also many of those who do not like string theory. To me it looks
utterly inconceivable that a theory created during first five centuries of physics
and containing obvious logical paradoxes (mention only quantum measurement
problem) could be final and that the only challenges would relate to purely
technical problems of M-theory as Lubos argued in complete seriousness in his

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


blog.

What also surprises me is the extremely hostile attitude towards new well-
formulated ideas and theories making precise predictions when the authority
provided by a formal academic position is lacking. It seems that all that we are
allowed to do is to try to interpret casual remarks made by Witten or some other
name. This extremely authoritarian atmosphere really brings in my mind dark
middle age.

Quite concretely, for some time ago Science reported a statistical survey which
suggests that rate of technological discoveries per capita was at maximum at
thirties and has now reached the level of 1600 century. Although information
technology was not included in the study, I tend to believe that the survey
reflects the reality. Perhaps it is not accident that the shut-up-and calculate
philosophy was fully established in physics after thirties. Together with the
reductionistic and materialistic world view and heavy censorship this makes
intellectual breakthroughs impossible at the level of collective.

Matti Pitkanen

41. Fyodor Uckoff
August 10, 2005

Anomalies Larsson said:

“Vacuum selection is only a problem if you anomalies the anomalies that string
theory has anything to do with anomalies. If the right anomalies rather is to
quantize anomalies coupled to the standard anomalies in 4D, as anomalies
indicate, vacuum anomalies is not an anomalies anymore. But you have to
anomalies it right, of course, and not ignore anomalies, which we know
anomalies already in 2D anomalies.”

What is the sound of one pot cracking?

Anyway, back in the real world, most string theorists do think that the landscape
idea should be explored — see the very sensible remarks by Denef and
Maldacena over at cosmic variance.com. That is a long, long way from
endorsement of anthropic ideas. People are looking for a vacuum selection
principle; the search has only just started, precisely in response to this situation.
Prof Tye is outspokenly “misanthropic”, and says so in his papers. No crisis, no
big problem, unless someone can prove that there is something *technically*
wrong with the whole vacuum selection idea.

42. Quantoken
August 10, 2005

“…unless someone can prove that there is something *technically* wrong with
the whole vacuum selection idea”

Sure there is something technically wrong with the vacuum selection business.
The problem is there is a huge gap of magnitude difference between the



expectation value of these vacuas, and the value of cosmological constant. It’s
10^120 order of magnitude difference. 10^500 vacuas is NOT nearly enough to
allow at least one vacua with small enough value to be the correct one. For an
analogy, there are 10^10 global population, but I can safely bet that you can
NOT find even one single human being who is less than 1/4 the height of the
tallest person, despite the huge population.

Let’s say the order of magnitude of the energy density of the 10^500 vacuas
observe a normal distribution, centered some where around Planck Scale, and
the sigma is one order of magnitude. What’s the order of one of them being 120
orders of magnitude smaller than “usual”, i.e., deviate from the norm at 120
sigma? It would be roughly exp(-(120)^2/2) = exp(-7200) = 10^-3127. A value
which is effectively zero when times 10^500.

And maybe some one can prove none of the vacuas can be lower than a certain
threshold, which is well above CC. Then you are done with the vacua and
landscape business for good.

Quantoken

43. Alejandro Rivero
August 10, 2005

“From the floor Witten speculated that quantum mechanics was only valid in
asymptotic regions of space time, with something different needed to understand
the interior??

Er, early string theoretists (pre-1985) used to say that their origins are rooted in
S-matrix theory, which after all was supposed to be the Theory of asymptotic
states.

44. Thomas Larsson
August 10, 2005

Alejandro,

As I pointed out before, Witten expressed similar concerns already in hep-
th/0106109. The keyword “asymptotia” is used frequently both in this paper and
in his comment from the floor.

It is remarkable that people like ‘t Hooft, Smolin and now perhaps Witten
express doubts about QM. It must be a sign of some kind of crisis, mustn’t it? Let
me emphasize that my opinion differ – I do not believe that QM needs any
fundamental revision. No matter how wacky my comments may seem, they are in
fact a logical consequence of taking both Fock QM and background
independence seriously.

45. Nigel Cook
August 10, 2005

Thomas: the doubts are probably due to the untestable wacky ideas that some



formulations of QM lead to, many-worlds etc. Nobody is going to disprove any
part of QM which is experimentally established, but the frontier is at the
interpretative boundary. To view Coulomb’s law with QFT as photon energy
exchange delivering momentum to produce force is not serious physics, but to
have baby universes bubbling off everytime a wavefunction collapses it!

46. Peter
August 10, 2005

Fyodor,

It’s just not true that “the search has only started” for a vacuum selection
principle. For 20 years it has been clear that some principle was needed to
explain which of the many Calabi-Yaus corresponds to the real world, and people
have been looking for it, failing utterly.

47. Peter
August 10, 2005

Garrett,

Unfortunately I think I’m already spending too much time on the weblogging
stuff, but I encourage other people to start other blogs, perhaps even group
ones. It’s not that hard, but does take up time.

48. garrett
August 10, 2005

Peter,
I can sympathize on the lack of time. Right now you are the strongest voice in
the world speaking out against string theory. But, as only one person, you have
to carry this off and do all the work yourself. It’s not surprising that it takes a
huge chunk of your time to constantly be debating the legions of string theorists.
But, you don’t have to carry this flag yourself — there are other theorists out
there who think string theory is a red herring. I’ll bet a few would be happy to
contribute to a group weblog if you were to host it. Plus, right now, blogs are hot
in the media, and group blogs get more attention than lone voices. So, I think
you could host a group blog with minimal effort that has a better chance of
influencing the direction of physics research a bit. On the technical side, it would
just mean mirroring your existing blog and picking out a few researchers to post
top level threads. Oh, and it would need a name.
-Garrett

49. Alejandro Rivero
August 10, 2005

One year ago in physicsforums we threaded a “quantum gravity haiku”, which
can be interesting to mention here again… (on topic now!)

We asked, using classical gravity, for which radius will a test particle to sweep
one unit of Planck Area in one unit of Planck time, when orbiting around a



particle of mass M.

50. cvj
August 10, 2005

Garrett, I’m puzzled and saddened. Why is there a need for a group blog
speaking out against string theory? Is there a group blog out there speaking out
in favour of string theory? No. There are maybe three sites that are dedicated to
regularly discussing results in string theory, and other blogs (such as
cosmicvariance) that has some discussion of strings from time to time, none
devoted to promoting any particular theory – there are certainly no group blogs
of that nature.

You’re promoting the business of doing science by seeing who can shout the
loudest? That’s very sad. Wouldn’t it be better to form a blog to do something
positive where you might often calmly and rationally discuss the alternatives
approaches to string theory, rather than existing purely in opposition to
something? Come on. Let’s not demean ourselves as a community in this way.

-cvj

51. Gordon
August 10, 2005

I agree, Garrett, there is no need for another blog, especially
another site speaking against the string theory, however important
that it is.

52. cvj
August 10, 2005

By all means have another blog. Just have it for positive reasons, not negative
ones. -cvj

53. simplex
August 10, 2005

here is Garrett’s original suggestion posted 9 Aug around 11PM

Hey Peter,
Have you considered starting a group weblog for physics phd’s who don’t like
string theory and are actively pursuing alternatives?
-Garrett

I dont think such a blog, of people doing Quantum Gravity alternative to string,
would necessarily “demean us as a community” as Clifford evidently fears.

I can see why Peter would not want to set up such a blog, it would have to be set
up by one or more people who are ACTIVELY PURSUING ALTERNATIVES on a
professional basis. One or more postdocs or young faculty who are involved with
the main nonstring lines of QG research.



It would be better, if there were going to be one, for it to be set up by someone
like Etera Livine who is a postdoc at Perimeter engaged in
nonperturbative/backgr. indep. QG, also possibly in quantum computing.

Maybe if Livine happened to be friends with Willem Westra or Dario Benedetti
(both at Utrecht) they could set up something like “Nonperturbative Coffee
Table” analogous to String Coffee Table.
This would report on conferences and research gossip. Someone
in Loop cosmology at the postdoc level, maybe Parampreet Singh.

this is just a pipedream. not a real idea. but it would be nice to have
some regular source of news and views from young researchers in QG analogous
to string coffeetable.

criticism of string, which Clifford seems to fear would dominate such a blog,
would I think hardly be an issue. these people tend in my experience to be too
busy with their own interests to bother criticising the string-that-be
establishment. have to run, so must leave this
post in rough shape

54. cvj
August 10, 2005

Simplex, Do read my post again. You seem to have misunderstood it. Perhaps it
was because you were in a hurry. That happens. Let me help you by repeating: I
am advocating blogging postitively about alternative approaches and cautioning
against blogs set up purely to be in opposition to a specific approach, which is
rather different. You use the word “fear”. Yes, I fear pointless and wasteful
negativity taking over from positive and constructive discussion. I do not fear
constructive criticism of string theory. I hope that your positive suggestions are
implemented in some shape or form, since I for one would like to learn more
about alternative approaches, for my own education about what other people are
doing, if nothing else. This is an important quest we’re all on; no good idea -in
any field- should be wasted.

Best,

-cvj

55. Peter
August 10, 2005

About Garrett’s suggestion:

First of all, in any case I can’t do this. For one thing, while I think it’s
appropriate for my department to be hosting my current weblog, it probably
wouldn’t be an appropriate place to host a group weblog like Cosmic Variance.
More importantly, the time and energy to coordinate the activities of several very
different people would be significant. Especially if they’re chosen for not wanting
to follow the most popular path in particle theory, they’re likely to have strong
opinions about how things should be done, and dealing with this would strain my



rather limited political skills.

What I ‘d really like to see is just a lot more good people setting up their own
weblogs, perhaps cooperating to the extent of coordinating with a site that
aggregates content from many different places. Alejandro Rivero’s
physcomments.org is one version of this kind of thing.

As for Clifford’s comment: I didn’t interpret what Garrett had in mind as an
“anti-string theory” site, but rather as a place for people interested in
alternatives to string theory to be able to have a forum to exchange ideas.
There’s a strong feeling of frustration among the people I talk to who aren’t
happy with string theory about the lack of an active intellectual community that
they can participate in. The only one that really seems to exist is the LQG
community, to the extent that Simplex just assumed that this is what an
alternatives to string theory weblog would be about.

Anyone should soon realize if they follow my postings on this site that I’m
fundamentally a particle theorist, not a relativist, and don’t see quantum gravity
as the most fruitful thing to think about. There’s not a shred of experimental
evidence about quantum gravity, and little in the way of prospects for getting any
during my lifetime. If you believe the most extravagant claims discussed at the
Toronto panel, every QFT is dual to a consistent quantum gravity theory, so there
is no lack of those. The real problem is not finding a quantum gravity, but finding
a quantum gravity that simultaneously explains what is going on in the standard
model. String theory became so popular because it promised a solution to this
problem, a promise which has not been fulfilled.

I think Garrett and others share in varying degrees my point of view that what is
needed is a much deeper understanding of the mathematical structure embodied
in the standard model, and a frustration at how difficult it is to sometimes even
get other theorists to acknowledge that this is a reasonable thing to be thinking
about. Over the past twenty years the reaction I keep getting from many string
theorists is that anyone who is still thinking about QFT itself is probably just not
smart enough to be working on string theory.

Simplex, whoever he or she is (and by the way, I’m really tired of having my
professional qualifications challenged by people who cowardly hide behind the
cloak of anonymity) contrasts me to “people who are ACTIVELY PURSUING
ALTERNATIVES on a professional basis” who he or she identifies with “postdocs
or young faculty who are involved with the main nonstring lines of QG research”.
Well, believe it or not, there are people out there, actively pursuing alternatives
on a professional basis, who aren’t involved with the main nonstring lines of QG
research. It’s a difficult path to follow, largely because there is no active
intellectual community to participate in, and much of the physics community, like
Simplex, seems to believe that something that doesn’t fit into string theory or
LQG, like hep-th/0206135, doesn’t count as “real” research.

So I think I understand what Garrett would like to see, and I would too, but the
difficulties are very large. I’ve devoted so much time to making the case that
string theory has failed as a way of understanding the standard model because I



believe that the physics community is not likely to be willing to take an interest
in speculative alternative approaches as long as the perception remains that
“string theory is our best hope for a unified theory”. Why should anyone waste
their time on anything but the best hope?

56. simplex
August 10, 2005

sorry Peter, my mistake
didnt for a moment intend to challenge your prof. qualifications!
I see how my careless assumption that your research is
not on alternatives to string may have seemed insulting

57. Peter
August 10, 2005

My last comment crossed Clifford’s, and his reminded me of some other points I
wanted to make, especially since I think I’m very much in agreement with him. I
don’t think that setting up a purely “anti-string theory” blog is a good idea, and
despite appearances, that’s not what I intend this one to be. As I periodically
remind people, “Not Even Wrong” refers to speculative theories that are not
well-defined enough to be testable, and I’m all in favor of work on such theories.
Such work is the necessary starting point for getting to a theory that is testable.
My objection to string theory is not to its speculative or mathematical nature
(I’m in favor of those), but to the way in which the field has both immunized itself
against any honest evaluation of whether it is getting anywhere or not, and
simultaneously made it difficult for other speculative research programs to get
any attention.

I try to cover here newsworthy things that seem important to me. These include
any news about experimental high energy physics, both any current
experimental results and prospects for possible ones in the relatively near
future. They also include a lot of material about mathematics, concentrating on
those aspects of mathematics that seem likely to me to ultimately have
something to do with particle theory. I’m frustrated that there’s not more of this
kind of thing to write about, unfortunately the area of overlap between
mathematics and particle theory that seems most promising to me has had very
few people working in it in recent years.

Probably about half the material here is about string theory, and much of that is
negative. In my last comment I explained why it seems important to me to try
and make the case to the physics community that string theory is not the “best
hope” around for unification. It’s also true that this is a form of journalism and
the string theory story is one in which a lot of amazing things are happening. A
novelist couldn’t make up things like Lenny Susskind and the “high-school food
fight” he sees himself engaged in. It’s a fascinating story, I can’t wait to see what
will happen next, and years from now I think people will look back on this as a
truly remarkably weird era in the history of physics.

Well, as an example of the kind of positive thing I think people should be paying



attention to, a few days ago I reported that Witten would be speaking today at
Smith Point Beach about “Gauge Theory and the Geometric Langlands Program”.
I should stop this and go listen to his talk, the audio of which has just appeared
on the net. Also, should go and check to see if there’s anything worth reading on
the arXiv, and, yes, finish doing my laundry.

Simplex, just saw your latest comment. Sorry I misinterpreted your earlier one,
my error for being overly sensitive about some things.

58. garrett
August 11, 2005

I’ve been out all day, and in coming back I see the suggestion I made has been
digested, thought about, and in the end properly interpreted, which — just being
a random commenter here — I’m very pleased to see. To elaborate a bit, and
since Peter has a good idea of what I was suggesting but it isn’t super clear, I
want to give the background I had in my head when I proposed it.

I have a group of friends I talk with regularly who are a-religious, and we have a
mailing list for random discussions. Sometimes the discussions that pop up are
pointing out, making fun of, and/or just shaking our communal head at crazy
religious stuff happening in our world. This provides a bond for the group, and
some dark humor value. But the group overall is very upbeat and constructive.
And more often discussions arise about new technological or interesting
scientific developments. It’s a good time. But the community wouldn’t hold
together without its common, and uncommonly held, bond of appreciation for
science and complete lack of tolerance for religion in its worst forms.

This is what I had in mind when envisioning an a-string-istic group weblog.
Peter’s posts exactly capture the dark humor inherent in the dominance of string
theory and it’s inability to explain our world. But there needs to be a constructive
side too. And there are many people, including but not restricted to people doing
LQG, CDT, etc., working on alternatives. The sane ones hold two things as
sacred: quantum field theory and general relativity. These, I think, include many
of the people reading this weblog. And, looking among them, I see a lot of people
holding threads that, optimistically, may be hanging off the same piece of cloth.
Peter’s manifesto suggests everything has to be about connections. Tony Smith
sees Clifford algebra behind the standard model. Matti Pitkanen sees everything
as related to CP2. I’ve seen how fermions can arise naturally as the BRST ghosts
conjugate to gauge degrees of freedom in a certain formulation of GR. And
Gordon, who I’ve known since we were undergrads, has a different angle on QFT.
And all of these people (and I’m sure some reading this whom I’ve left out),
working completely independently, have things that overlap significantly in their
models.

And Peter, perhaps the strongest critic of string theory, does post constructive
things in this weblog, so I thought he would best get the idea of what I’m
suggesting. But, I’m afraid Peter is right and it would be intractable to moderate
a group weblog involving such vigorously independent folk. It would be like
trying to herd cats. The postings would more than likely digress to each person



espousing their work and not looking into the work of the others. The same spark
that drives these people to strike out on their own is the one that keeps them
from playing well with others. So I can see it would probably just be ugly to try
to gather a group of fierce individualists.

We can only hope that someone out there on their own working on crazy ideas
will come up with ideas crazy enough to be true.

59. D R Lunsford
August 11, 2005

Somewhere in the above mass Smolin wrote:

“..yada yada extending quantum mechanics to cosmology yada yada…”

Pray tell, how is one going to prepare the entire Universe for observation? By
who? In what lab?

Talk like this is just meaningless. Word salad.

-drl

60. cvj
August 11, 2005

Don’t abandon the idea entirely. Let it be a bit incoherent, that’s ok. I think it
would be great to have a place where someone (one or a few people) simply
make posts on what is going on in the “alternative approaches” world, describing
for the benefit of everyone what the idea is behind a given peice of work that
someone has published, how it fits into the scheme of things, what it is trying to
do, and whether there are connections with anything else. Nobody has to
moderate it per se – let the cats do what they want in the comments; the posts
will speak for themselves – it would still be of value to the entire community to
have a place where people can know that alternative ideas are being showcased
and discussed. It would relieve some of the frustration that people have because
they percieve that string theory is running a closed shop – there’d be a place you
can “gather” and have your own chatter, on your own terms – and it would be
good for the stirng theorists too, since there’d be less of that random posting of
alternative theories right in the middle of a discussion of something else. No
matter the value of that alternative, it is hardly ever useful to do that – it just
derails any discussion because it would take too long to digest the new
material…but people do it. Now they can place a link to a discussion of it on
another blog. Everybody wins! Garrett – just do it! It would be a valuable service
if you keep high the scientific integrity and the quality of discussion. Start out
doing it yourself and simply invite guests to blog from the blog platform every
now and again. Some of them might then stay on if the fit is right.

-cvj

61. Quantoken
August 11, 2005



I disagree with the notion that Peter is the strongest anti-string critics. Actually I
think it’s exactly the opposite. He seem to be rather strange in his stands. The
strongest argument he ever presented against super string theory research, is
that 20 years passed and it doesn’t seem to be able to predict anything yet. That
argument is rather weak and it hardly even convince himself that SST is wrong,
and is easily refuted by noting that QG itself is a difficult topic and 20 year may
just not be enough to make progress. There is indication that Peter himself
believed as much as most SST researchers that there is possibility one day
STT MIGHT come out all right and all figured out. And Peter nod his head in
agreement and sing the praise song with the mob when SSTers point out that
there’s too much math beauty found in SST that simply could not be wrong.
Clearly Peter believes that the argument of math beauty is so strong that he is
persuaded by it, too. At the end of day Peter is really not anti-string, but merely
complaining the lack of progress, which all but make him a member of the SST
camp.

It is rather strange that Peter paid a tremendous interest in every single act of
the top SST researchers, and every single word they utter, down to very details.
For example he desperately wanted to know how 8 of the SST guys voted in a
behind door settings (which to me sounds like a silly childish religious
ritual.) Another example is he paid extremely close attentions to every thing
Witten ever says or does.

If one truely believes that SST is the wrong approach that leads no where, then
Witten etc are simply wasting their time and they are destined to go no where,
and there is no chance they ever discover anything physically significant, then
who would one pay so much close attention to Witten et al.? To the point that
Peter almost looks like a dissiple of Witten as much as Tom Cruise is a dissiple of
Ron Hubbard. Why?

62. Tony Smith
August 11, 2005

Garrett says:
“… an a-string-istic group weblog … would be intractable to moderate … It would
be like trying to herd cats. The postings would more than likely digress to each
person espousing their work and not looking into the work of the others. The
same spark that drives these people to strike out on their own is the one that
keeps them from playing well with others. So I can see it would probably just be
ugly to try to gather a group of fierce individualists. …”.

cvj says:
“… Nobody has to moderate it per se – let the cats do what they want in the
comments; the posts will speak for themselves – it would still be of value to the
entire community to have a place where people can know that alternative ideas
are being showcased and discussed. It would relieve some of the frustration that
people have because they percieve that string theory is running a closed shop …
and it would be good for the stirng theorists too, since there’d be less of that
random posting of alternative theories right in the middle of a discussion of
something else. … Everybody wins! …”.

http://www.scientology.org/
http://www.scientology.org/


As one of Garrett’s cats, my opinions may be relevant, so here they are:

Garrett is correct that it is likely that the cats would “digress to each person
espousing their own work”. For example, although Matti (another cat) and I
agree in using M4xCP2 as a fundamental spacetime geometry, Matti wants to
vary hbar and I want to fix hbar as a constant. There is no way that Matti and I
can devise a single model that does both at once, so on that point at least Matti
and I could never arrive at a consensus model that makes both of us happy.

cvj says such a blog would “relieve some of the frustration” that I have because I
do in fact “percieve that string theory is running a closed shop”, which closed
shop even extends to me being blacklisted from posting on arXiv.
I disagree, because even if such a blog resulted in the production of a consensus
alternative model that all the bloggers (and the blog moderators) considered to
be realistic, it could not be posted on arXiv if it involved
elements due to blacklisted people (including, but not limited to, Matti and me),
and my frustration level might even be increased.

cvj also says “… it would be good for the stirng theorists too, since there’d be
less of that random posting of alternative theories …”. I do not disagree with cvj
that conventional superstring theorists would be happier if alternative theories
were hidden from their sight in a ghetto blog that they felt free to totally ignore.

In other words, cvj’s remark “Everybody wins!” really means only that
“Conventional Superstring Theorists win!”.

In my opinion, the main real problem is that there is no mechanism in the
physics establishment to evaluate alternative theories, such as, for example, by
giving alternative theorists opportunities to defend their work before an
establishment forum that would actually consider, criticize, and evaluate the
alternative theories.
Given the current political structure of the USA physics community, I feel that it
is unlikely that any such forum will ever be set up.

As I have said before, current conventional superstring theory has much in
common with Chew’s bootstrap theory, which was so socially powerful that even
Gell-Mann was intimidated into apologizing that his quarks were not real, just
mathematical abstractions that might be useful.
Chew’s bootstrap theory remained powerful until the acceptance of the Standard
Model, which emerged from Harvard and Princeton with the help of Kobayashi,
Maskawa, and ‘t Hooft.
Until an alternative to conventional superstring theory is accepted by a similarly
powerful group of institutions and individuals, it is clear to me that inertia will
keep conventional superstring theory in power.
A ghetto blog such as suggested by cvj is highly unlikely to get any alternative
accepted by such institutions and individuals, so I agree with Garrett that it is an
impractical idea given the culture of the current physics community.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


63. Alejandro Rivero
August 11, 2005

drl, your point is additional motivation to rethinking QM in the context of gravity,
is not?

64. Chris W.
August 11, 2005

Tony,

There can be advantages to being in a ghetto, if you have intelligent company,
and time to think about, develop, and discuss your ideas. Maybe this assertion
reflects a prejudice of mine, which is that the problem (quantum
gravity/unification) is suffering from a surfeit of formalism combined with a
shortage of truly significant insights, lucidly expressed. In the end such insights
may also be precisely what highest on Peter’s agenda — a deeper understanding
of QFT and gauge theory. Indeed, how could they not be?

(PS: I wonder if Perimeter Institute would be willing to host such a group blog?)

65. rof
August 11, 2005

DRL said:

Pray tell, how is one going to prepare the entire Universe for
observation? By who? In what lab?

Talk like this is just meaningless. Word salad.

Alejandro said:

drl, your point is additional motivation to rethinking QM in the context
of gravity, is not?

DRL is more accurate here, because the distinction needs to be made between
gravity and cosmology. I can drop a book in a lab and see it fall and so it is
necessary to incorporate gravity if I want to predict the results of experiments.

On the other hand, the quantum formalism, which essentially tells us to
represent the state of the system under investigation as a formal sum of
measurement results (hence a|up> + b|down> etc), is inapplicable to the
universe as a whole, considered as it is in itself, rather than as a set of
measurement results obtained by an observer.

Something must yield – either the notion of considering the universe as a whole
system seen from the point of view of no observer, or quantum mechanics.
Witten, ‘t Hooft, Penrose and so on seem to be suggesting that it is quantum
mechanics that will yield. No doubt they have carefully considered the
alternative and rejected it for good reasons which they consider too obvious to
need mentioning.



66. simplex
August 11, 2005

getting back to the toronto panel video, it occurs to me to ask what happened
after each time Lee Smolin spoke. I will go back and check. If there’s a pattern,
it might be interesting to notice as a way of gauging the receptiveness to ideas
from outside, on the part of string theorists in a group. Maybe there’s something
quite different to learn from the reaction (who can say in advance?).

besides the exchange about quantum computing and foundations (connections
between those two lines of research) there were two main instances I can
remember.

One was when Smolin urged string researchers to put more effort into
background independent reformulation–giving arguments why such a
reformulation was urgent, possible, and could lead to testable predictions. this
came quite early in the open discussion — around 1:09 to 1:12 (I checked–it was
1:08:45 to 1:12:25 by my counter.)

The other occasion I recall was, I think, after Jan de Boer raised the issue of
falsifiability. this was about time 1:44. (I checked–it was 1:43:45) Replying to de
Boer, Smolin spoke about predictions of modified Lorentz invariance coming out
of LQG and possibly other non-string QG. And he mentioned two tests: one
(AUGER) already collecting data and one (GLAST, Smolin didnt name it)
scheduled for orbit in a year or so.

This is all I remember, may have to correct or add some significant detail after
another hearing.

67. Chris W.
August 11, 2005

Another reminder, regarding the search for testable QG consequences:
There is some recent work indicating that violations of Lorentz invariance
associated with quantum gravity may be generically more acute than previously
assumed, unless some sort of fine tuning — or symmetry — suppresses them. A
paper following up on this work examines a well known supersymmetric model
(Wess-Zumino) and finds evidence that supersymmetry can provide the desired
suppression.

See hep-ph/0502106 and its cited preprints.

68. Alejandro Rivero
August 12, 2005

About that group blog… it is in principle possible to rent cheap web space with
php scripting included, for instance my physcomments.org is lodged in aruba.it,
a italian company, just to avoid local institution problems of the sort Woit
insinuated above. Now, is there some interest on having such blog backed by a
strong entity, as Chris seems to be suggesting?

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0502106
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0502106
http://www.arxiv.org/refs/hep-ph/0502106
http://www.arxiv.org/refs/hep-ph/0502106


Geometric Langlands on the Beach

August 11, 2005
Categories: Langlands

I’ve written a bit about the Geometric Langlands Program and its relation to physics
here late last year, confessing to being confused about what it was supposed to have
to do with N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills. Yesterday Witten gave a talk on the beach
at the Simons workshop going on at Stony Brook. I’ve just finished listening to it, and
it clarified things quite a bit for me.

Only having audio and no video is a bit frustrating, since not all the details of the
equations get spoken, so sometimes you have to guess what the equation really is. In
this case it’s a bit charming since you get to listen to the seagulls, waves and kids
playing on the beach in the background. Maybe at some point lecture notes will be
posted, and presumably Witten is writing up a paper on this material that will appear
sooner or later, at which point I’ll try to get a better understanding of the details of
this.

The idea seems to be to use a TQFT given by a twisted version of N=4
supersymmetric Yang-Mills, a slightly different one than the one studied by Vafa and
Witten back in 1994. Then one does dimensional reduction using as 4-manifold a
Riemann surface times the upper-half-plane, and ends up with a sigma model of maps
from the upper-half-plane to the Hitchin moduli space of flat connections on the
Riemann surface. The boundary degrees of freedom are branes, and the S-duality of
the 4-d theory is supposed to give a duality at the level of the sigma model that
corresponds to the fundamental duality one is trying to understand in the geometric
Langlands program. The Hecke eigensheaves studied by mathematicians in this
language are related to “magnetic eigenbranes”. Witten makes use of Wilson and ‘t
Hooft operators studied in this context by Kapustin, and also mentions some related
purely mathematical results of my colleague Michael Thaddeus and his collaborator
Tamas Hausel.

No Comments

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=122
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=122
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks.html
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9408074
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9408074
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9408074
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9408074
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501015
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501015
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0205236
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0205236
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0205236
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Jean Dieudonne

August 11, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Pierre Cartier has written a short biographical article about the remarkable French
mathematician Jean Dieudonné. Cartier estimates that Dieudonné wrote about 80,000
pages of mathematics over the course of his career. He was a driving force behind
Bourbaki, often taking on the bulk of the writing tasks. With Alexandre Grothendieck
he co-wrote EGA, the huge foundational text on algebraic geometry (some people
note that, considering the French meaning of his name, this text could be described
as “God-given”).

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
August 12, 2005

I was told in such a way as to believe it, that one of those “new math” Bourbaki
tomes boasted about the lack of diagrams and heuristics to be found within – as
if to say, knowledge must be gained in some exquisite way in order for it to have
value. This is the heart of the string debacle. Academics have become exquisites.

-drl

2. Alejandro Rivero
August 12, 2005

Yep, Bourbaki in some introduction boasts a bit about this, ie about not using
didactics as a substitute of proofs. It aims, as Streater/Wightman, for precision.

I can not think about any string book similar in style (nor precision) to the ones
of Bourbaki, so perhaps it is a bad comparison.

http://www.ihes.fr/PREPRINTS/2005/M/M-05-28.pdf
http://www.ihes.fr/PREPRINTS/2005/M/M-05-28.pdf


KITP Weblog

August 11, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The KITP program on Mathematical Structures in String Theory has a new weblog
associated with it where Andrew Neitzke has been posting summaries of the talks
given there. The idea of having such weblogs attached to programs like the one at the
KITP seems to be an excellent one, it will be interesting to see how it works out.

Comments

1. Chris W.
August 11, 2005

FYI — I got a warning about an untrusted security certificate when accessing
this site. (The URL’s protocol is https.) I guess it’s because the issuer is KITP,
which is not a recognized certificate authority.

2. Quantoken
August 12, 2005

Chris:

No no no. What you said is not true. I happen to know all the intimate details of
HTTPS and have actually worked on a HTTPS based product that’s being widely
used. So let me explain what it is.

The certificate your web broser received is not trusted because it is a root
certificate (self signed certificate) sent over the wire. Which is WRONG way of
implementation. Because any self signed certificate can pretty much be replaced
by any machine in the middle, allowing easy man-in-the-middle attack and allow
password etc be stolen.

And it is not even a well formatted self-issued certificate!!! The certificate
identity is not spelled correctly. The people who implemented this web site is a
complete idiot. Even a dummy would know to buy a certificate from recognized
RootCA, and do things in proper ways. This is the most bizzar HTTPS web site I
ever see!!!

Quantoken

3. rof
August 12, 2005

It’s probably just because the site is new. A lot of sites use self-issued certificates
during testing phases and only pay up to a third company later. I was at the KITP
at the end of last year and their computer people seemed reasonably competent,

http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/strings05/?id=310
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/strings05/?id=310
https://blog.kitp.ucsb.edu/weblog/strings05/
https://blog.kitp.ucsb.edu/weblog/strings05/


although the wireless signal wasn’t great.

4. Quantoken
August 16, 2005

Wrong again. See my latest comment on Lubos’s blog.

Quantoken

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/topological-blog.html#comments
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/topological-blog.html#comments


John Horgan’s New York Times Op-Ed Piece

August 12, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Today’s New York Times contains an Op-Ed piece by science writer John Horgan
entitled In Defense of Common Sense. In it, Horgan takes an iconoclastic view of this
year’s many celebrations of the 100th anniversary of Einstein’s great work of 1905,
writing “In the midst of all this hoopla, I feel compelled to deplore one aspect of
Einstein’s legacy: the widespread belief that science and common sense are
incompatible.”

Horgan stirred up controversy in 1996 with the publication of his book The End of
Science, where he claimed that most of the big discoveries in science have been
made, forcing scientists to instead engage in what he calls “ironic science”. By this he
means science done in a “speculative post-empirical mode”, something more like
literary criticism, where claims are made that can never be shown to be right or
wrong. While he saw this phenomenon taking place in many different areas of
science, theoretical physics was where he had his strongest argument, pointing to
controversies over the interpretation of quantum mechanics which seem to never be
resolvable by experiment, and especially to string theory, which he describes in a
later book as “science fiction in mathematical form.” Publication of his book made him
rather unpopular in the science community and ultimately led to his leaving his
position as an editor at Scientific American. At the time I thought he somewhat
overstated his case, especially in trying to see the same pattern in a wide range of
different sciences, but he had the insight and courage to put his finger on something
very important that was going on in physics. Since 1973, the field has been a victim of
its own success, suffering greatly from the fact that the Standard Model is just so
good that it has been impossible to find experimental results that disagree with it, as
well as impossible to find any convincing improvement on the model that would
address any of the issues it leaves open. Horgan’s critique of string theory was
forceful and on target, although to me his depiction of Witten seemed unnecessarily
personally unkind.

I have mixed feelings about this latest piece of his, both strongly agreeing and
strongly disagreeing with his defense of “common sense”. This comes down to what
one means by “common sense”. One aspect of common sense is basically the standard
scientific method and the norms traditionally used by scientists to evaluate what is
good science and what isn’t. The sub-headline on Horgan’s piece “Beware of scientific
theories that can’t be tested” involves this aspect. It’s just common sense to be
skeptical of people who are making grandiose and radical claims unless they’ve got
some good evidence for them, and string theory violates this notion of common sense.
But I’m afraid Horgan conflates this kind of common sense with a different kind of
“common sense”, the common sense about how the physical world behaves that is
built into us based on the evolution of our species and our growing up in an
enviroment where we interact with the world on a very specific scale of distances.
This kind of common sense may not help us at all to understand how nature behaves
at the atomic scale, near a black hole, etc., instead quantum mechanics and relativity

http://www.johnhorgan.org/
http://www.johnhorgan.org/
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/08/12/opinion/12horgan.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/08/12/opinion/12horgan.html
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553061747
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553061747
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553061747
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553061747


are required, and these are subjects that don’t fit well with our notions of “common
sense”, in the second of the two meanings. But even if they were initially counter-
intuitive, both quantum mechanics and relativity were based on a wide range of
detailed experimental evidence, something that overcame people’s qualms about
whether they were violating “common sense”. Absent this kind of evidence, string
theory is a very different story….

On a completely different topic, Lubos Motl has a posting about amazon.com
censoring any criticism of a certain crackpot physics book. He’s started a contest,
grand prize $3.00, which people may want to participate in.

Update: Lubos seems to have trouble telling apart John Horgan and John Hagelin….

Comments

1. Nigel Cook
August 12, 2005

‘It’s just common sense to be skeptical of people who are making grandiose and
radical claims unless they’ve got some good evidence for them…’

Eddington, who verified GR in 1919 wrote in his 1920 book Space Time and
Gravitation, p. 152: ‘The great stumbing-block for a philosophy which denies
absolute space is the experimental detection of absolute rotation.’

The best example of Einstein’s problems was the twin’s paradox, which is
resolved by absolute acceleration, requiring general relativity, not special.

It’s the popularisations of relativity, based on out of date stuff, which discredit
common sense. Or else they go with one ‘interpretation’ and quote Bohr
(defending Copenhagen Interpretation wavefunction collapse) saying: ‘Anyone
who is not shocked by quantum theory has not understood it.’

This means that commonsense approaches, like the simple mechanism for
gravity that Feynman discussed in a 1965 BBC lecture (click my name), are not
encouraged, even if they give more testable predictions than string theory, and
are consistent with general relativity!

2. GWB
August 12, 2005

More and more pundits grab upon the oxymoronical phrase “common sense” to
justify their weak arguments. Wisdom is valued precisely because, in the face of
complexity, sense is never common. So when I read Hogan’s Op/Ed this morning,
I was turned off almost immediately by the use of the phrase “common sense”.
Advances in science must be arrived at through the scientific method. This isn’t
common sense, it’s science.

3. Arun
August 12, 2005

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/amazoncom-controlled-by-crackpots.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/amazoncom-controlled-by-crackpots.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/common-sense-and-science.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/common-sense-and-science.html


“But I’m afraid Horgan conflates this kind of common sense with a different kind
of “common sense??, the common sense about how the physical world behaves
that is built into us based on the evolution of our species and our growing up in
an environment where we interact with the world on a very specific scale of
distances.”

I read Horgan differently. He’s saying because scientists found that physics
doesn’t follow “common sense” in the above sense, scientists discard common
sense altogether. That is, Horgan is saying that he recognizes the difference,
while super string theorists, among other scientists, no longer do so.

Namely, he says the following is the common exchange:

Horgan: “Your theory is cannot be tested by experiment and so common sense
leads me to say it is dead-end speculation”

Scientist: “Quantum mechanics and relativity have taught us not to rely on
common-sense”.

4. Nigel Cook
August 12, 2005

String theorist: “Quantum mechanics and relativity have taught us not to rely on
common-sense??.

5. LM
August 12, 2005

Ha! When I looked at Lubos’s crackpot book on Amazon, it was paired with
Weinberg’s ‘Dreams of a Final Theory’.

6. rof
August 12, 2005

“…a more convenient method of being defiant without any insight, viz., the
appeal to common sense. It is indeed a great gift of God, to possess right, or (as
they now call it) plain common sense. But this common sense must be shown
practically, by well-considered and reasonable thoughts and words, not by
appealing to it as an oracle, when no rational justification can be advanced. To
appeal to common sense, when insight and science fail, and no sooner-this is one
of the subtle discoveries of modern times, by means of which the most superficial
ranter can safely enter the lists with the most thorough thinker, and hold his
own. But as long as a particle of insight remains, no one would think of having
recourse to this subterfuge. For what is it but an appeal to the opinion of the
multitude, of whose applause the philosopher is ashamed, while the popular
charlatan glories and confides in it?” – Immanuel Kant, Prolegomena

7. Nigel Cook
August 12, 2005

‘Bohr was notorious for the obscurity of his writing. Yet … Bohr’s obscurity is



attributed, time and again, to a “depth and subtlety” that mere mortals are not
equipped to comprehend. Perhaps disclosure of another editorial oversight will
demonstrate my point. In a widely used compendium of papers on quantum
theory, edited by John Wheeler and Wojciech Zurek, the pages of Bohr’s
reprinted article are out of order. This paper (Bohr’s response to the famous
1935 Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen critique of the standard Copenhagen
interpretation) is widely cited in contemporary literature by physicists and
philosophers of science. Yet I have never heard anybody complain that something
is wrong with Bohr’s text in this volume. The mistake, it seems, is rarely noticed,
even though it occurs in both the hard- and the soft-cover editions.

‘When physicists failed to find meaning in Bohr’s writings, no matter how hard
they tried, they blamed themselves, not Bohr.’

– Mara Beller (Barbara Druss Dibner Professor in History and Philosophy of
Science at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel):
http://www.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de/~bohmmech/BohmHome
/sokalhoax.html

8. Stephen
August 12, 2005

“There is nothing new to be discovered in physics now, All that remains is more
and more precise measurement.”

http://zapatopi.net/kelvin/quotes.html

Note the date. Here we go again!

9. Tony Smith
August 13, 2005

Peter, you said:
“… quantum mechanics and relativity … don’t fit well with our notions … of
“common sense??, the common sense about how the physical world behaves that
is built into us based on … our growing up in an enviroment where we interact
with the world on a very specific scale of distances. …”.

I disagree.
Quantum mechanics is absolutely required to explain such aspects of our
environment on our scale as interference patterns from double slits, not to
mention the radioactivity of glowing watch dials and the change of color (red to
orange to yellow) of heated iron.
Relativity is absolutely required to explain such aspects of our environment on
our scale as the constant speed of light.

The only difference between the concepts of QM and R and concepts recognized
earlier in human history, such as a sphere, is that children were playing with
balls long before humans did double slit and speed of light experiments.

In fact, I believe that QM and R could be taught to children very early if their

http://www.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de/~bohmmech/BohmHome/sokalhoax.html
http://www.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de/~bohmmech/BohmHome/sokalhoax.html
http://www.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de/~bohmmech/BohmHome/sokalhoax.html
http://www.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de/~bohmmech/BohmHome/sokalhoax.html
http://zapatopi.net/kelvin/quotes.html
http://zapatopi.net/kelvin/quotes.html


parents and teachers would show them how to experience the relevant
phenomena.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

10. Nigel
August 13, 2005

Tony: when they observe interference in the double slit experiment, how do you
explain it? Young’s explanation is that two light waves collide at a dark fringe,
cancelling one another. Feynman says that nothing arrives at the dark fringes
because the interference is caused by path interference with wave effects going
through both slits even when just a single photon is used. So Young’s
interpretation is false and path integrals are right. This also disproves
Copenhagen since they would have the wavefunction collapse when someone
sees the light from the interference fringes, when in fact you have to account for
the two slits affecting a single photon. I don’t think Feynman used path integrals
to explain the interference in his 1963 lectures, but he did after 1965.

11. Arun
August 13, 2005

Lubos Motl now has a post on John Horgan’s essay; and it almost perfectly
illustrates my point made a few posts above.

Horgan wrote :

“The strings (or membranes, or whatever) are too small to be discerned by any
buildable instrument, and the parallel universes are too distant. Common sense
thus persuades me that these avenues of speculation will turn out to be dead
ends.”

and as expected, to evade this, Lubos Motl goes into a paean of how well-
accepted physics defies common sense (i.e., the physical intuition that everyday
life gives us). He does not address the common sense idea that the reason we
accept common-sense (of the physical intuition type) defying physics is because
the experimental evidence is overwhelming; all that Horgan is pointing out is
that string theory is deficient in the common sense idea of having experimental
support.

IMO, Lubos Motl has also confused John Hagelin with John Horgan; and in
general does everything he can, casting a wide net to examine all of John
Horgan’s beliefs, to avoid facing John Horgan’s central point in this essay. The
problem as always is that a person can be wrong on many things, but still right
on one thing; the wrongness of all the other things does not provide any
evidence on the one thing. This way of arguing is distasteful and resembles
politicking more than scientific discourse. It resembles using Newton’s theology
to discredit his physics.

12. Simon

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


August 13, 2005

I agree with the points Arun just made. Can’t think of anything to add.

13. Chris W.
August 13, 2005

On Cosmic Variance Sean Carroll summarized some recent remarks of David Z.
Albert which seem relevant here:

After some hesitation, David decided to go, and thought very carefully
about the talk he would give. I can’t do justice to the precision with
which he worded his presentation, but the basic message was
essentially this: “When you are trying to figure out how the world
works, there are two ways to proceed. One is to invent a story about
Nature which serves to say something flattering about yourself. The
other is to listen to the story that Nature itself tells, no matter what it
may turn out to be. What you are doing is the former; science is the
latter.??

Most appeals to common sense sound like self-flattery, or shallow appeals to
conventional opinion. There is a core to common sense which is not self-flattery,
and is also at the core of science: When you suppose some assertion to be true,
ask yourself, “how could I check this, ie, how could I know if this statement was
false?”

John Horgan is starting to sound like Gregg Easterbrook. When he says “I have
also found common sense – ordinary, nonspecialized knowledge and judgment –
to be indispensable for judging scientists’ pronouncements, even, or especially,
in the most esoteric fields” for what exactly does he take common sense to be
indispensable?

14. Alejandro Rivero
August 13, 2005

“Common sense” is a buzzword in philosophy of the language, a science that
usually gets interesting politic scents. It is not to be confused with “lore” or with
“culture” (the “conventional opinion” Chris mentions), and it implies the ability
to travel thought logic inferences. To put an extreme example, to swim across
Euclid book should be considered an ability of common sense.

15. Chris W.
August 13, 2005

From Albert Einstein:

The years of anxious searching in the dark, with their intense longing,
their alternations of confidence and exhaustion and the final
emergence into the light – only those who have experienced it can
understand it.

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/12/stories-about-nature/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/12/stories-about-nature/


This does not describe the experience of the confident, self-assured professional,
or the ordinary man settled in his beliefs and secure in his application of
common sense and generally accepted knowledge to the problems of living.

However, it describes the nature and depth of the problems currently
confronting fundamental physics. Much (most?) of the general public is
unimpressed and even repelled by such intellectual struggle, and prefers the
calm effectiveness of competent professionals acting within their domains of
expertise. Ask any physician, attorney, or business executive why they are often
so anxious to present such a front, although the underlying realities of medical
care, law, and business, not to mention many other fields, are quite different. The
professionalization of science has put scientists in the same predicament.

16. Peter Shor
August 13, 2005

I’d like to defend common sense a little bit. Einstein’s original derivation of the
theory of relativity seems to me to use a lot of common sense (at least it uses
intuitive reasoning of the type that somebody as smart as Einstein might
consider common sense, as well as several decidedly non-intuitive already-
verified facts about physics). And I suspect that people with enough experience
in doing quantum field theory calculations can also make some progress using
intuitive reasoning. If string theory is so far removed from our intuitive
reasoning ability that we can’t make head or tail of it, this may explain the
current impasse in string theory.

17. Luboš Motl
August 13, 2005

Yes, I confused Horgan and Hagelin. That’s painful but hopefully, others will
understand that neither of these two Gentlemen is on the top list of my interests.

Sorry for the error and tell me if there are other errors.

18. Arun
August 14, 2005

Chris W. asked:

“John Horgan is starting to sound like Gregg Easterbrook. When he says “I have
also found common sense – ordinary, nonspecialized knowledge and judgment –
to be indispensable for judging scientists’ pronouncements, even, or especially,
in the most esoteric fields?? for what exactly does he take common sense to be
indispensable?”

It would be nice to be able to ask John Horgan directly this question. The
common sense as applied to the most esoteric fields is – where is the empirical
evidence? – otherwise, those esoteric fields degenerate into theology. “I’m doing
super-duper something which you ignorant rubes can know nothing about” is
acceptable from a scientist only if said scientist can point to experiments that
bear him out.



19. finestructure137
August 14, 2005

Hogan says”
“In the midst of all this hoopla, I feel compelled to deplore one aspect of
Einstein’s legacy: the widespread belief that science and common sense are
incompatible.”

Its preposterous to claim that this was Einstein’s legacy. Horgan uses common
sense to justify his argument while my common sense tells me that common
sense is a term that doesnt have any definite meaning. If common sense is what
is generally and appropriately called intelligence, it is the most important virtue
of a scientist and no rational person can defy that in their study of nature.
Nonetheless, one can acquire higher understanding and profound insight after
persistence. If John Horgan is claiming that to be a bad thing then I must say
that that he cannot really distinguish between science journalism and evolution
of scientific ideas.
P.S I posted the same comment in Lubos’s blog

20. Andre
August 16, 2005

You can read a response by Susskind on Edge.org.

21. Alejandro Rivero
August 16, 2005

A poor response. Susskind substitutes “common” by “intuitive”, or implies this
translation in mouth of Horgan. Can anyone confirm or deny if Horgan does
explicitly this equivalence? Susskind corrects himself two paragraphs below,
after the main argument has been done under this equivalence.

Worse, Suskind seems to tell that concepts as force and acceleration are in the
intuitive range. (he uses the verbe “to grock”). I could buy about acceleration,
but force?

22. Alejandro Rivero
August 16, 2005

On other hand it is a clue about what is happening with science. Instead of
following mathematical and logical deductions, which is possible with common
sense, they need to rewire towards the “uncommon sense” invoked in the title.
No math anymore, finally the promised High Road that Archimedes denied us is
available, just rewire yourself.

23. Alejandro Rivero
August 17, 2005

Oh my, finally I have got to read Horgan beyond the introduction and it is
horrible, it changes his view of “common sense” two or three times along the
article. And the best one he gets is from a notorious non-sensical defender of

http://www.edge.org/documents/archive/edge165.html#susskind
http://www.edge.org/documents/archive/edge165.html#susskind
http://www.edge.org/
http://www.edge.org/


Darwin (poor Darwin gets bad defenders, that is politics).

http://dwardmac.pitzer.edu/Anarchist_Archives/kropotkin/mutaidintro.html
http://dwardmac.pitzer.edu/Anarchist_Archives/kropotkin/mutaidintro.html


Edgy Attacks on Horgan

August 16, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A commenter points out that the Edge web-site has put up John Horgan’s recent New
York Times Op-Ed piece about science and common sense, together with some quite
hostile responses to it. I’ve already explained what I think about Horgan’s piece, and I
agree with some of the points of his critics, but I think their reaction to his quite
accurate point that string theory is untestable is pretty remarkable.

John McCarthy, a computer scientists, writes the following bizarre paragraph:

“When Horgan says that string theory is untestable, he is ignoring even the popular
science writing about string theory. This literature tells us that the current
untestability of string theory is regarded by the string theorists as a blemish they
hope to fix.”

Ignoring the peculiar characterization of the untestability of a theory as a “blemish”
rather than a serious problem, does this make any sense to anyone? McCarthy seems
to be trying to make the argument that one isn’t allowed to point out a problem with a
scientific theory if the scientists involved agree it is a problem and say they wish they
could do something about it.

McCarthy at least has figured out that string theory is currently untestable, unlike
Lenny Susskind, who invokes the heavy artillery of big names to (seem to) claim that
it is:

“Finally I must take exception to Horgan’s claim that “no conceivable experiment can
confirm the theories as most proponents reluctantly acknowledge.” Here I speak from
first hand knowledge. Many, if not all, of the most distinguished theoretical physicists
in the world — Steven Weinberg, Edward Witten, John Schwarz, Joseph Polchinski,
Nathan Seiberg, Juan Maldacena, David Gross, Savas Dimopoulos, Andrei Linde,
Renata Kallosh, among many others, most certainly acknowledge no such thing.
These physicists are full of ideas about how to test modern concepts — from
superstrings in the sky to supersymmetry in the lab.”

First of all, his parenthetical elaboration “” isn’t quite right, Horgan never said
anything about “cosmological eternal inflation”, although he did criticize as
untestable claims for the existence of “parallel universes”. Susskind attacks Horgan’s
claim that string theory is untestable by claiming that he and lots of illustrious
physicists have ideas about how to test “superstrings in the sky to supersymmetry in
the lab”. Note that Horgan never said anything about supersymmetry not being
testable. The “superstrings in the sky” presumably refer to Polchinski’s claims that in
some of the infinite variety of possible string theory scenarios there are cosmic
strings that might be observable. I fail to see how this counts as a “test” of string
theory, since if, as is likely, astronomers don’t see these things, that in no way shows
that string theory is wrong.

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/horgan05/horgan05_index.html
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/horgan05/horgan05_index.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=240
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=240


After this piece of intellectual dishonesty, Susskind ends with the favorite tactic of
string theorists on the losing side of an argument, the ad hominem attack:

“Instead of dyspeptically railing against what he plainly does not understand, Horgan
would do better to take a few courses in algebra, calculus, quantum mechanics, and
string theory.”

Comments

1. Simon
August 16, 2005

I think there is something of a misunderstanding here. Maybe some string
theorists claim that we can make testable predictions based on our current
understanding of string theory, but some certainly acknowledge that at present
we cannot.

Perhaps I can explain why string theorists in the latter class react the way they
do when some critics point out that there are currently no testable predictions.
The reason is that this is a typical criticism of nonsense theories and religious
explanations of phenomena – systems of thought where predictability is not even
acknowledged as a virtue. String theorists are not such people, and
understandably do not want to be associated with them; who wouldn’t love to
find a definite observational consequence of string theory?

One may then decide (as you seem to have done Peter) that this wish is unlikely
to be fulfilled, and theorists might better spend their time thinking about other
approaches to particle physics if not quantum gravity. Maybe that’s right …

2. LM
August 16, 2005

I think Lenny is now practicing what a prominent theorist once described to me
as “Hollywood style physics”.

3. rrtucci
August 16, 2005

Who cares about what is said on the Edge? I consider the Edge hilariously
pompous, elitist trash, because it doesn’t allow readers to post comments. That
is THE WAY of the Internet, and any Internet publication that doesn’t understand
this, is certainly not on the Edge.

4. D R Lunsford
August 16, 2005

Well Susskind is behaving just like a scholastic philosopher. GSW is their Summa
Theologica.

5. Peter



August 16, 2005

Hi Simon,

In my experience most string theorists are well aware that they don’t know how
to make testable predictions, and that this is a big problem. I can understand
this, as well as their getting upset if someone seems to be accusing them of not
even being interested in having a testable theory. You’re right, I happen to
believe that the program they’re pursuing isn’t going to lead to testable
predictions, so think people should give up and do other things, but it’s a matter
of judgement and reasonable people can disagree.

But I have real trouble understanding the behavior of Susskind, Kaku, and some
others, who bald-facedly deny the problem, and/or start twisting the meaning of
what it means to make a scientific prediction to evade the problematic position
they’re in. Fundamentally I guess I think this is just dishonest, and shouldn’t be
tolerated in a scientific community.

6. Tony Smith
August 16, 2005

Peter, you say that you guess you think that “… the behavior of Susskind, Kaku,
and some others … is just dishonest, and shouldn’t be tolerated in a scientific
community. …”.

If you are correct (and I agree with you), then:
Does the fact that,
although they may be criticized internally as Lubos criticizes Lenny,
they are NOT disavowed by the conventional superstring community with
respect to the general public and the politicians who provide funding,
imply that the conventional superstring community is NOT a scientific
community, but is a political club whose purpose is to maintain its status quo of
dominance of theoretical physics jobs and funding.

In turn, does that not imply that scientific methods, such as honest intellectual
criticism of conventional superstring theory, are doomed to be ineffective in
challenging the dominance of conventional superstring theory.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

7. The Original Simon
August 16, 2005

Tony,
good analysis. indicates an important job for the press
(getting internal criticism out to general public and politicians)

8. The Former (now Ex-) Simon
August 17, 2005

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Simon,

I’ll take a guess that you are Simon Ross, welcome.
I hadn’t realized you were posting here at Peter’s blog.
Glad to hear your views.

9. Peter
August 17, 2005

Nope, not Simon Ross, a different Simon….

10. Simon
August 17, 2005

Well it’s nice to be confused with a physicist as smart as Simon Ross!

Peter – I haven’t followed Kaku’s or Susskind’s opinions on the future of string
theory too closely. But I don’t find Susskind’s response to Horgan objectionable.

String theory is not a theory we understand well enough right now to make a
prediction. I believe the physicists he lists are expressing their confidence that
one day that will change and their ideas for how it might happen. The string
theory they refer to is the hypothetical complete theory, rather than our present
glimpse of it. One may not share their confidence in the existence of such a
theory, or in our ability to find it.

As for Horgan, his argument against the testability of string theory is essentially
that one can’t do accelerator experiments at the relevant energy scales. Well this
is really a bad argument. There are many ways even in QFT that observations far
below the characteristic scale of the theory can tell you lots.

A spectacular example of this is the electroweak theory. The existence of strong
interaction bound states allows one to observe beta decay without building an
accelerator. From the kinematics one can deduce the existence of a massless
neutral fermion, and then it’s not such a big leap to the Fermi 4-point theory,
which describes scattering very well at energies less than 300 Gev. At this
energy, the theory violates unitarity, so one can wonder how to alter it so as to
conserve probability. One starts adding particles with charges and couplings
chosen appropriately. To be consistent with the success of the Fermi theory, one
can show that you have to add a massive charged spin 1 particle to mediate the
4-point interaction (W). But then scattering of longitudinally polarized W’s
causes new unitarity violations, which require the introduction of at least 2 more
particles. If one wants to add only 2, then there are just 2 options. One is a
neutral massive spin 1 (Z) and a neutral scalar (Higgs). The other is a neutral
fermion, and a neutral scalar. Picking the first option, one then chooses the
couplings and masses to avoid unitarity violation in WWZ and vvZ scattering, and
amazingly the result is the electroweak theory, with exactly the masses and
couplings found from the spontaneously broken gauge symmetry analysis! The
other option predicts the W mass to be about 50 GeV, which is ruled out again by
experiments well below the electroweak scale.



I left out most of the details, but the argument is spelled out beautifully in a book
called ‘Introduction to Electroweak Unification: Standard Model from Tree
Unitarity ‘ by J. Horejsi. Of course this isn’t how the electroweak theory was
found, but it does show that by thinking hard enough, one can sometimes learn
about high energy physics from observations at lower energies. I imagine this is
what people have in mind when they suggest that we can learn about string
theory by looking at the CMB, or cosmic strings if they are found.

11. Who
August 17, 2005

I will be Who then.

(that is not a question)

12. Who
August 17, 2005

I liked Simon’s statement very much and I thought that he might be a string
theorist I could respect and trust. So I wanted to ask him a question.

for me a kind of test of a QG researcher is the quality of awareness and interest
he or she shows in other alternative-QG lines of investigation.

A while back Aaron Bergman ( in spite of the fact that I often dislike and
disagree with what he says) impressed me positively because he was
volunteering real interest in recent Ambjorn-Loll work in CDT type
nonperturbative QG.

the kind of string theorist one wants to listen to is one who is not contemptuous
and dismissive of other QG, especially (since string is perturbative) the
background independent approaches. so many of them have some stock
response.

So I wanted to ask this Simon (whether or not he is a real Simon and doing
string, which is merely my guess) what QG alternative(s) to string do you find
especially interesting or promising, if any?

13. Simon
August 17, 2005

Who – I’m sorry to disappoint you, but I’m just a lowly graduate student, and
mainly I’m interested in the more mathematical side of string theory. I agree that
one shouldn’t be contemptuous or dismissive of other approaches to quantum
gravity. But in all honesty I know very little about them. Perhaps someone can
clarify for me why background independence is so important?

14. Nigel
August 17, 2005

‘… what QG alternative(s) to string do you find especially interesting or



promising, if any? ‘

What if nature turns out to appear boring or unpromising? What do you do then,
if your expectations of an elegant or beautiful mathematical structure can’t be
fulfilled? If you look back, you see that nature is often unexpected. People didn’t
want evolution because it lacked elegance and beauty of creationism. If you don’t
know the answer in advance, can you afford to have prejudices?

An approach to QG which is the opposite of string theory, just a fluid Higgs
pressure shielding mechanism, offers many testable (tested) predictions and
solutions to other issues. It’s amazing that people are so dismissive of
alternatives to string theory.

Andrew M Wray, publishing editor of Classical and Quantum Gravity, wrote me a
letter dated 14 July 1997 stating: ‘… we do not publish this type of article…’ PRL,
Nature, arXiv, and New Scientist didn’t either, but Electronics World (60,000
circulation) and the cern server did 6 years later. Nobody in physics knows about
it. The problem is, people were then and still are obsessed by superstrings.

Dr Bob Lambourne of the Open University wrote me on 23 April 1997: ‘… the
ultimate “cause” of gravity is an ill-defined concept… Rather the issue should be
“what kind of theory is best suited to describing a certain range of phenomena in
broad conformity with our current knowledge…” At the present time such a
discussion would probably focus on superstrings.’

Strings are therefore the only really rational way to even discuss quantum
gravity. If you don’t want to talk strings, you aren’t serious. The physics
community is sure about this for some reason. I won’t bore you with my
predictive, well tested model.

15. Peter
August 17, 2005

Hi Simon,

I agree that Horgan’s argument, as stated, is too crude, or incomplete. His two
sentences about the lack of testability

“My problem is that no conceivable experiment can confirm the theories, as most
proponents reluctantly acknowledge.”

and

“The strings (or membranes, or whatever) are too small to be discerned by any
buildable instrument”

are both true, but the implication that the second sentence implies the first isn’t
correct. In Horgan’s defense, the true situation here is complex enough that
explaining it correctly to a general audience would take up the entire length of
his Op-Ed piece. In this kind of very short piece, it’s hard to not sweep a lot of
complexity under the table.



Of course, if string theory really were a TOE, it should imply the full range of
phenomena we see at low energies and you should be able to calculate them and
compare these calculations to experiment. Horgan does ignore this point.

The true situation of course is that there is no well-defined theory, so one really
can’t calculate anything, at low energy or high energy. In the approximate
versions of a theory that one has, one can do calculations of what the low energy
excitations of the theory look like, and, basically, the problem is they come out
wrong. I’ll not here go into the long story of attempts to get the standard model
out of string theory constructions, but the bottom line is that no one has gotten
the full standard model in detail yet, no matter how complicated a construction
they use.

Here’s a more detailed version of what I take to be Horgan’s argument, one that
would avoid the incorrect implication in his simpler version:

“After more than twenty years of effort, no one has managed to come up with a
consistent well-defined version of string theory that reproduces what is known
about physics and makes further predictions that can be tested. One of the main
reasons for this is that the conjectured fundamental excitations of the theory are
too small to ever be directly measured, so we can’t directly check the idea of
higher dimensional fundamental excitations by going out and looking for them.
String theorists have hoped that the existence of these higher dimensional
excitations will have characteristic effects at low, observable energies, but so far
this hasn’t worked out at all. The most recent work on the theory implies that
these hopes can never be realized, since the theory, if it makes sense at all,
seems to have an infinite variety of possible low energy behaviors.”

On the other hand, what Susskind writes is clearly designed to give the
impression that a long list of distinguished people are full of ideas for feasible
tests of string theory. This is simply untrue and Susskind knows it. You have to
parse his words very carefully to see that he’s not quite saying this. Again, I
think this is just dishonest.

16. Who
August 17, 2005

Simon, thanks for your response. You say:
Who – I’m sorry to disappoint you, but I’m just a lowly graduate student, and
mainly I’m interested in the more mathematical side of string theory… Perhaps
someone can clarify for me why background independence is so important?

I would be happy if one or more others would discuss background independence.
I will take a whack at it from the standpoint of a physics-watcher. There are
several ways to respond, some of which you may find less persuasive than others.
I won’t try to fit the argument to the listener—I will just lay out several
responses.

1. Gen Rel is background independent. So it is likely that any successful
QUANTUM spacetime dynamics will also have to be.



2. Go read Smolin’s recent paper “The Case for Background Independence” hep-
th/0507235, which argues that it would help string theory resolve the landscape
confusion and become more predictive if an effort were made to formulate it in a
less background dependent way. I won’t summarize his argument unless you ask.
Ignore Motl’s hostile paraphrase. Just read the introduction and conclusion
sections of Smolin.

3. There are degrees of background independence. Gen Rel is B.I. in the sense
that does not need a prior metric. (By contrast, stringy perturbative calculations
require a prior metric to start from.) But Gen Rel is NOT as B.I. as the
Triangulations approach that recently became prominent (Ambjorn-Loll, CDT, for
instance hep-th/0505154) in the nonperturbative quantum gravity community.

Why? Because CDT does not assume that spacetime is a differentiable manifold,
only that it can be APPROXIMATED using a path integral sum involving
(triangulated) differentiable manifolds. This means that the continuum does not
have to have uniform dimensionality at all scales.
It is not required have to have an atlas of coordinate charts. One can calculate in
CDT and there are indications that it reproduces Gen Rel at large scale. But it
DOES NOT ASSUME the manifold structure that Gen Rel assumes. Because it
assumes less prior structure it is more background independent than General
Relativity.

On the other hand, the various Stringy models, seem all to be LESS background
independent than General Relativity. Indeed they seem on the whole to be
PERTURBATIVE. So, well, maybe that does not interest you Simon but it is a
stark contrast and, speaking personally, it gets my attention.

4. As a general rule, theories which assume less prior structure are on that
account more predictive. If a theory is having trouble making unambiguous
falsifiable predictions, one obvous helpful suggestion is to make it more
background independent.

5. There ain’t no absolute spacetime. Newton invented that idea (he called it the
sensorium of God) and it prevailed since it is a technical convenience.

As soon as I post this I will think of something I said wrong or left out. But
regardless of that, you are asking a good question and some sort of response is
needed, so here is one to get started with.

yours truly,
Who

17. Simon
August 18, 2005

Peter – let me divide your (rather complimentary) paraphrase of Horgan’s
argument into two pieces. The first piece ends at “so far this hasn’t worked out
at all”. The second piece is just the next sentence.

Imagine if in piece one, the expression “20 years” was changed to “3 months”.



I’m guessing you would no longer think the criticism was reasonable. It’s really a
judgement as to how long it’s worth working on an approach that hasn’t so far
yielded concrete predictions. Presumably this depends on many other things, e.g.
whether the theory has interesting mathematical spinoffs, whether other
approaches are promising, etc. I don’t want to get into those issues – I honestly
have no idea how to decide what is the right amount of time to work on a theory
like string theory. And I’m pretty sure Horgan has no sensible idea either. I don’t
find 20 years a shockingly long stretch of time.

The second piece concerns the landscape – the apparent plethora of consistent
string backgrounds. You are right that it isn’t too encouraging, and I think if it’s
correct (i.e. if these are indeed consistent string vacua) it could force us to
change our idea of what we hope to get out of string theory. As far as I
understand, this is the content of the ‘east coast — west coast’ debate. I don’t
understand this subject too well, but I don’t see any reason to rush to the most
pessimistic position.

To emphasize just how little is currently understood about the space of string
vacua, note the tension between the statement that standard model-like vacua
seem to be very difficult to find, and the statement that vastly many of them
exist. To me this indicates that it’s premature to ditch string theory because of
the landscape.

By the way – I think I understand why Susskind tells Horgan to go take some
classes. I suspect that people who say that extra dimensions are ‘preposterous’
would also think quantum mechanics and special relativity were preposterous if
they understood them.

18. Who
August 18, 2005

Simon, glad to see you are still around! Have to leave (day at the ocean) in a
moment, no time to read or respond to posts. However you asked about
Background Independence issue earlier and I gave you my response—for
contrast or whatever reason you might also like to glance at very different views
on this at String Coffee, starting with a post by Robert Helling.
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000621.html

Different notions of what background independence means arise there, defenses
are thought of against Smolin’s urging that string theorists work out a B.I.
formulation. Concern is expressed that outsiders will be (naively or mistakenly)
critical of string because of its background dependence, and so on. Interesting, if
rather intricate, set of reactions to Smolin’s hep-th/0507235.

19. Scott
August 18, 2005

Simom,

If you noticed Horgan did imply several times that QM and relativity are
preposterous but that a wealth of experimental data makes that not matter. That

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000621.html
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was his main point that common sence reasoning should not be abandoned
without good experimental reasons. The reason people started studying string
theory was not because of some experimental result like the inability to discover
motion throught the ether, the photoelectric effect, and the spectrum of
blackbody radiation, but because the mathematical construct of string theory
produced an unobserved massless spin 2 particle which previous failed theories
to quantize gravity had also predicted to move particles along the geodesinc(or
however its spelled) determined by the metric which the mathematical construct
of string theory had no mechanicsm to produce. This slim “evidence” that string
theory has something to do with nature has led to many “crazy” predictions of
particles being one dimmensional loops, then the world having a bunch of extra
curled up dimmensions and now that all sorts of branes exist. All of which, while
possible, has no basis in the real world other then the fact that some people
think the way to reconcile relativity and QM is to quantize gravity and string
theory happens to contain a particle similar to the one usualy predicted when
someone tries to do this and fails.

20. Simon
August 18, 2005

Who – thanks for the references. I’ll do some reading!

21. Peter
August 18, 2005

Simon,

You’re right that if people had only been working on string theory for 3 months
no one would be complaining about its present state. Personally I waited about
16 years before starting to publicly complain about what was going on. But,
sorry, 20 years (actually 21 and counting since the “First Superstring
Revolution”) is a shockingly long time for thousands of the smartest people to
work on a speculative idea, given that not only have they not made any progress
on using it to come up with a TOE, but they’re much farther from their goal than
when they started. I don’t think anything remotely like this has ever happened in
the history of physics.

If the landscape is correct it could “force us to change our idea of what we hope
to get out of string theory”? How about calling a spade a spade and changing
that to “force us to admit this idea has failed completely and we have to do
something else”? One of the most annoying things about the way many string
theorists express themselves is that they act as if it is completely inconceivable
that string theory as a TOE is simply a wrong idea that will need to be
completely abandoned.

Susskind’s telling someone who was a senior writer at Scientific American for
many years that he should go take a high school algebra class is just a stupid,
juvenile insult, one that I recognize all too well from personal experience as a
standard kind of thing some string theorists say when challenged about the
problems of string theory.



22. Simon
August 18, 2005

Peter – I don’t think it’s really fair to compare current research to previous
research in physics. It’s not the same problem, and it’s not such a surprise to me
that as experiments at higher energies become more and more expensive,
theoretical progress slows down too. I have a vague recollection that this slow-
down of theory was even predicted by Feynman.

I agree with you that it could turn out that when we fully understand the
landscape (if it exists), we’ll have to give up on string theory as a TOE, but I have
no idea if that’s how things will go. In the meantime, I’m glad some people are
trying to figure out if that’s the situation.

I’m sorry you’ve had unpleasant experiences dealing with some string theorists.
The reason I defended Susskind a little is that I also found Horgan’s article
obnoxious. Not because of anything he said about string theory though. Rather
it’s because he rather deviously uses ‘common sense’ as a rhetorical device when
lost for a logical argument. As you said above, he makes a couple of statements
about string theory which are true if interpreted charitably, but the implied
logical links between them are absent. That works for me as a description of the
whole article. It’s just not good writing.

It’s also arrogant and self-aggrandizing:
“Needless to say, I reject that position, and not only because I’m a science
journalist (who majored in English). I have also found common sense — ordinary,
nonspecialized knowledge and judgment — to be indispensable for judging
scientists’ pronouncements, even, or especially, in the most esoteric fields.”

23. Scott
August 18, 2005

Simon I am not sure what you find arrogant and self-aggrandizing in saying that
ordinary, nonspecialized knowledge and judgement (which is what he defined
common sense as) is indespensible in judging various ideas even in esoteric
fields. He goes on tell which parts of ordinary knowledge and
judgement(common sense) are usefull, namely that things involving how humans
behave are unlikely to be dirrect effects of a single cause and that extroardinary
claims should require extraordinary proof(expirmental results).

24. Dr. Cal
August 21, 2005

Hollywood Physics

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=403#post403

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

ALL TIED UP & STRUNG ALONG, a movie about String Theorists and their
expansive theories which extend human ignorance, pomposity, and frailty into

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=403#post403
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higher dimensions, is set to start filming this fall. Jessica Alba, John Cleese,
Eugene Levie, Jackie Chan, and David Duchovney of X-files fame have all signed
on to the $700 million Hollywood project, which is still cheaper than String
Theory itself, and will likely displace less physicists from the academy.

“As contemporary physics is about money, hype, mythology, and chicks,” Ed
Witten explained from his offices at the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study,
“The next logical step was Hollywood, although I thought Burt Reynolds should
play me instead of Eugene Levy.”

Brian Greene, the famous String Theorist who will be played by David “the truth
is out there” Duchovney, explained the plot: “String theory’s muddled, contorted
theories that lack postulates, laws, and experimentally-verified equations have
Einstein spinning so fast in his grave that it creates a black hole. In order to save
the world, we String Theorists have to stop reformulating String Theory faster
than the speed of light. We are called upon to stop violating the conservation of
energy by mining higher dimensions to publish more BS than can accounted for
with the Big Bang alone, and I win the Nobel prize for showing that M-Theory is
in fact the dark matter it has been searching for.”

Greene continues: “At first my character is reluctant to stop theorizing and start
postulating, but when my love interest Jessica Alba is sucked into the black hole,
I search my soul and find Paul Davies there, played by John Cleese. I ask him
what he’s doing in my soul, and he explains that the answer is contained in the
mind of God, which only he is privy too, but for a small fee, some tax and tuition
dollars, a couple grants here and there, and an all-expense-paid book tour with
stops in Zurich and Honolulu, he can let me in on it. And he shows me God in all
her greater glory, as he points out that we can make more money in Hollywood
than writing coffee-table books that recycle Einstein, Bohr, Dirac, Feynman, and
Wheeler. I am quickly converted, and I agree to turn my back on String Theory’s
hoax and save Jessica Alba.”

But it’s not that easy, as standing in Greene’s way is Michio “king of pop-theory-
hipster-irony-the-theory-of-everything-or-anything-made-
you-read-this” Kaku, played by Jackie Chan. Kaku beats the crap out of Greene
for alomst blowing the “ironic” pretense his salary, benefits, and all-expense paid
trips depend on. “WE MUST HOLD BACK THE YOUNG SCIENTISTS WITH OUR
NON-THEORIES!! WE MUST FILL THE ACADEMY WITH THE POMO DARK
MATTER THAT IS STRING THEORY TO KEEP OUR UNIVERSE FROM FLYING
APART, OUR PYRAMID SCHEMES FROM TOPPLING, AND OUR PERPETUAL-
MOTION NSF MONEY MACHINE FROM STOPPING!!” Kaku argues as he
delivers a flying back-kick, “There can be ony ONE! I WILL be String Theory’s
GODFATHER as referenced on my web page!! I have better hair!”

But Greene fights back as he signs his seventeenth book deal to make the hand-
waving incoherence of String Theory accessible to the South Park generation,
senior citizens, and starving chirldren around the world. “Kaku! Kaku!
(pronounced Ka-Kaw! Ka-Kaw! like Owen Wilson did in Bottle Rocket),” Greene
shouts. “It is theoretically impossible to build a coffee tables strong enough to
support any more coffee-table physics books!!!”



“Time travel is also theoretically impossible, but there’s a helluva lot more
money for us in flushing physics down a wormhole. Nobody knows what the
#&#%&$ M stands for in M theory ya hand-waving, TV-hogging crank!!! Get it??
Ha Ha Ha! We’re laughing at the public! We’re the insider pomo hipsters! Get
with the gangsta-wanksta-pranksta CRANKSTER bling-bling program!!”

How does it all end? Does physics go bankrupt funding theories that have
expanded our ignorance from four dimensions into ten, twenty, and thirty
dimensions? Do tax payers revolt? Do young physicists overthrow the hand-
waving, contortionist bullies and revive physics with a classical renaissance
favoring logic, reason, and Truth over meaningless mathematical abstractions?
Does Moving Dimensions Theory (MDT) prevail with its simple postulate? We’ll
all just have to wait!

But in the meantime, how do you think it will play out?

Will theories with postulates ever be allowed in physics again? Or will the well-
funded, tenured pomo String Theory / M-Theory (Maffia-Theory) Priests send
their armies of desperate, snarky postdocs and starving graduate students forth
to displace and destroy all common sense, logic, reason, and physics in the
academy? It must be so–for the greater good of physics, the individual physicist,
and thus physics, must be sacrificed.

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=403#post403

25. Suresh K Maran
August 23, 2005

If you guys want to talk about quantum gravity please drop by blog (click on my
name). I just started the blog recently and learning to keep it steady. (I deleted
some comments left by some of you accidently-sorry)

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=403#post403
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Electric Dipole Moments

August 16, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Chad Orzel has interesting posts here and here about electric dipole moment
experiments and their implications for particle physics. He claims that these
experiments will ultimately be capable of getting down to three to four orders of
magnitude below the current limits, and since they already put constraints on beyond
the standard model physics, these results could be very significant.

Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
August 17, 2005

There was an article about “The Search for a Permanent Electric Dipole
Moment” in the June 2003 issue of Physics Today. It is available online here, but
you need to be able to log in. The results seem already to be difficult to reconcile
with SUSY.

2. Not a Nobel Laureate
August 21, 2005

Is it an accident or a reflection of the field that the one post by Dr. Woit referring
to actual experiments attempting to probe “beyond the Standard Model”
generated the least comments.

3. Peter
August 21, 2005

I do try and write a significant number of posts about experiments relevant to
particle physics, but you’re right that these generally don’t attract many
comments, unlike the ones about the string theory controversy. However, one
recent post did get even fewer comments, the one about Witten’s talk on
geometric Langlands. And that one was definitely not about something relevant
to experiment….

4. D R Lunsford
August 22, 2005

Well I was going to comment, so now I will!

One can think of the magnetic field as the “small” correction to the electric field
required by Lorentz invariance and necessary for propagation. Likewise, one can
think of the “bottom half” of the Dirac spinor in the std rep (which encodes the
idea of antimatter) as the “small” correction to the Pauli 2-spinor required by
Lorentz invariance and the necessity of propagation of the Dirac field (Klein
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paradox).

The “small” part of the Maxwell field has no direct sources (monopoles) and so
the lowest order manifestation is the dipole. At low energy it is possible to treat
magnetic dipolar phenomena almost independently. Thus, the illusion of two
theories, electrostatics and magnetostatics. What is the analogy in the Dirac
theory? You can think about this for a while. (It should be clear that there is *no*
actual separation of the world into matter and antimatter independently.)

-drl



Snowmass Workshops

August 18, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

This week and next there are workshops at Snowmass on the particle and accelerator
physics aspects of the proposed International Linear Collider (ILC). There’s a new
weekly newsletter and a new website devoted to the ILC project which has twice-daily
updates from the Snowmass workshops. Kind of like blogging, except done by
professionals. Soon every conference or workshop will have their official blogger (two
ongoing mathematical physics ones that link to blogs on their website are at the KITP
and at Oberwolfach. I really should write more about twisted K-theory here
sometime….)

For more about plans for the ILC, and for a presentation about CERN’s plans for the
future, see the talks from the EPP2010 meeting at Cornell earlier this month.

In other particle physics news, the RSVP project at Brookhaven has been terminated.

Update: There’s another collider physics workshop going on in the Colorado
mountains, this one is at Aspen and is concentrating on LHC physics.

Comments

1. Quantoken
August 19, 2005

Peter:
This is an academic scandal related to some in the Math department of
Columbia University. Since you are at Columbia, you must know the persons
involved, and probably know about this incident, too. Would you like to comment
on it? True? False? Your opinion?

http://www.stat.rutgers.edu/~shepp/smm.pdf

Quantoken

2. Urs
August 19, 2005

I really should write more about twisted K-theory here sometime….)

I’d enjoy reasding it.

BTW, I was wondering about the following, but couldn’t find the answer here in
Oberwolfach:

Given a space X, its K-theory is the set of homotopy equivalence classes from X to
the space of Fredholm operators [Map(X,Fred)].
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One gets twisted K-theory from that by allowing these maps to really be sections
of a Fredholm-bundle E associated to a PU(H)-bundle, [Gamma(X,E)].

But noting that a map is just section of a -1 gerbe and a bundle-section is really
the section of a 0-gerbe, it almost seems like there is a pattern emerging here.

What would we obtain if we considered homotopy classes of sections of a
Fredholm-structure associated to a PU(H)-(1-)gerbe (or a PU(H)-n-gerbe)?

(Of course I am aware that it might not be totally obvoious what an associated
gerbe is supposed to be.)

3. Chris Oakley
August 19, 2005

Re: the academic scandal – Ma seems to have failed to acknowledge that a
graduate student has no status and that putting up with shabby or perceived
shabby treatment by one’s supervisor is part of the deal. Of course, when he
threatened them with a lawsuit, they just closed ranks. What did he expect?

4. Peter
August 19, 2005

Quantoken and Chris,

This is completely off-topic and I feel highly constrained in commenting in a
public forum about something that has been the subject of a court case, since the
last thing in the world I would want to do is to stir up renewed litigation over this
issue. So I won’t say anything about Shepp or Ma other than that my personal
opinion, knowing most of the facts of the case, is that they’re the ones in the
wrong here.

I can comment in more detail about Phong, who I know quite well and whose
interactions with his students I’ve seen quite a lot of over the more than fifteen
years I’ve been at Columbia. Phong is one of the best advisors of Ph. D. students
our department has, one could easily make the case that he is the best we have.
He works extremely hard at advising students, and is incredibly generous to
them with his time and his ideas. He has had very many students, quite a few
who have gone on to successful careers. He’s a very straight-forward guy, and
the accusations made against him are highly implausible if you know him and the
student involved.

The department did look into Ma’s accusations carefully, and the people who did
this are also people I know well and who have high ethical standards. Repeated
attempts were made to find some way for Ma to complete a Ph.D. here.

I’m afraid that’s all I can say here about this story. Please don’t post anymore
about it here. It is off-topic, and I find it very frustrating not to be able to say
what I think about the details of this and the people involved.

5. Peter



August 19, 2005

Hi Urs,

Sorry, but I can’t help you with your question, since I haven’t thought much at all
about the abstract point of view that you’re asking about. The cases I’ve found
twisted K-theory and gerbes useful involve specific equivariant projective vector
bundles, not the abstract definition you ask about.

Peter

6. Nigel
August 21, 2005

String theorist Lubos Motl has a new post on the beauty of using maths to fight
cancer: http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/beauty-of-math-vs-cancer.html

It makes a lot more sense to describe useful and potentially beneficial uses of
maths with emotional words, than the usual propaganda of calling useless string
theory elegant/beautiful. String theorists could become cancer theorists and
actually do something useful. Hopefully they will when they finally grasp that
strings are a dead end, wasting time and money! It is terribly tragic that the
finest brainpower in the world has been wasted for over 20 years.

7. Luboš Motl
August 21, 2005

Dear Nigel,

let me admit that the word “beauty” was mostly referring to something else that
you had to miss.

Of course I think that the beauty of string theory is much more striking than any
beauty that can be found in the models you mention; on the other hand, these
models may be more useful for practical applications.

All the best
Luboš

8. Nigel
August 21, 2005

Dear Luboš,

I am glad you are honest and admit that work in other areas are more useful for
practical applications than string theory.

If beauty lies in the eye of the beholder then you are entitled to see strings like
that. But my teachers told me the arts are subjective, since beauty is not really a
testable scientific concept. This is because everyone sees beauty differently. But
science is different, being based on quantitative facts, and no theory is worth
anything until it has after survived experimental tests. This is why extra

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/beauty-of-math-vs-cancer.html
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dimensions/strings cannot be viewed as science. There are other possibilities out
there which are not treated as serious science because of the excessive attention
on strings. Crackpot theories are crowding out some genuine alternatives to
string theory because string theory itself is so hard to distinguish from a
crackpot theory. One positive claim about string theory is that it has brilliant
people working on it: but if you look back to the 19th century, many brilliant
people worked on Kelvin’s theory of vortex atoms, which turned out to be a dead
end. So mistakes happen.

Best wishes,
Nigel

9. Luboš Motl
August 21, 2005

Dear Nigel,

it may be difficult for you to distinguish string theory from a crackpot theory. But
one should notice that it is difficult to distinguish any correct theory from any
wrong theory for anyone who simply does not have a sufficient intellectual
capacity to understand the relevant questions.

So unless you’re Nigel Hitchin, I highly recommend you to think about the
implications of your ignorance. If you will think enough, one of your conclusions
will be that you should be silent – or at least modest – about things that you have
no chance to understand.

Best
Luboš

10. Nigel
August 22, 2005

Dear Luboš,

I’m not saying mathematics is not beautiful, just that it is ugly for you to keep
sounding off emotionally about string theory. Science is fragmenting because
most professors are locked into one particular idea which they defend
emotionally like a girlfriend!

(Is string theory really more ‘beautiful’ than Franziska Michor, who you
interviewed about the maths of cancer?) Applying the term ‘beauty’ to useless
string theory shows a corruption of science.

If string theory is not tangible or even testable. It is like ESP and UFOs or aliens.
To use propaganda like ‘beauty’ is just missing the point: beautiful equations can
be wrong.

Please be aware I studied QM and general relativity and the beauty of those
theories occurs where they have been checked by experimental tests. Einstein’s
views on cosmology were disproved experimentally, and his fault was pushing



general relativity too far, by adding unobservables to make it model his
prejudiced view of a static universe.

Luboš, I do not understand why string leaders become dictators of ‘beautiful’
speculative science, but that ignorance on my part is no reason to be silent. Any
dictator can say his critics are ignorant of the hidden dimensions of his
philosophy. Really, it is the not the critics who are really the ignorant ones. I’ve
done some research and string theorists will not be objective enough to read it
and let it be published and debated properly. It might be just as well, because
they are so emotional about strings they aren’t objective.

Best wishes,
Nigel

11. Nigel
August 22, 2005

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/education/3580742.stm :
‘There are more pupils taking A-level psychology than physics – and if current
trends continue, the declining science subject will be overtaken by sociology.’

I wrote about the fall in A-level physics uptake in Britain in the editorial/opinion
piece for Electronics World, Oct 03. It coincides with the rise of superstring
speculation at the top. Teachers can’t do anything because nobody at the top
listens, they say all critics are ignorant. At that time, the physics department of
my local university, Essex, had just closed because there were too few students.
All the string theorists who wrote letters in said (rudely) that Kaku’s popular
string theory book sold well, so I was ignorant. But that book had no maths or
physics and may have been selling to people who also like crop circles and the
paranormal, and whenever pushed, Kaku tries to use Dirac’s tested equation –
which is so beautiful he says it made him cry when he first saw it – to defend
strings (entirely different). To have a dead end untestable theory at the top of
physics sends out the wrong message to students: the whole subject seems like a
dead end.

12. Lubos Motl
August 22, 2005

Dear Nigel,

string theory is beautiful in a different way than Franziska Michor – although it
may be less different than one would a priori think.  I’ve already written some
texts about the beauty of string theory but let me add a few words.

String theory is beautiful because it makes the union between a diverse family of
mathematical concepts and theorems inevitable. It is beautiful because all the
potential inconsistencies always evolve in the right way so that all problems
eventually disappear; something like that can’t happen in a generic theory that
would use the same or similar fragments to do calculations.

It is beautiful because if one studies an extreme limit, any potential singularity is

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/education/3580742.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/education/3580742.stm


always smeared out and fixed by a new kind of effect, new massless modes –
much like if one follows the ideal curves of an ideal lady.  It is beautiful
because it unifies all good ideas in physics and all good ideas are naturally
melting into each other in its framework. It is beautiful because it has been the
generator of new striking physical paradigms such as holography. It is beautiful
because it is so incredibly unique. Your comparisons with the other “beautiful
but wrong” theories are completely ridiculous. The physicists have never had a
theory as beautiful as string theory, and the only thing that you may show by
disagreeing with it is your ignorance.

One may sometimes be confused what a beauty of physical theories means. But if
one is not confused, then it’s almost true that so beautiful theories just can’t be
wrong. Your attempts to make your opinions about string theory relevant –
although, as you say, your knowledge does not go beyond elementary QM and GR
– are completely ludicrous.

Thanks for your understanding
Lubos

13. Nigel
August 22, 2005

Dear Luboš,

Holography was invented by Dennis Gabor in 1947 and was not generated by ST.
You are being misleading. Similarly, Witten in 1997 claimed ST ‘predicts gravity’,
which is vacuous. ST doesn’t give us testable predictions like GR. Everyone
knows that any real success of ST would be in the news, and it is not happening.

To give a specific example, ST cannot give any information on the strengths of
fundamental forces. I’ve seen defensive, arm-waving talk that gravity must be
weaker than electromagnetism because it is spread over 10 dimensions not 4,
but this vague argument gives no quantitative prediction. The earliest use of
extra dimensions in GR in the 1920s spilled out solutions which seemed to
predict Maxwell’s equations (in tensor form) and give a unified
electromagnetism-gravitational theory, but this turned out to be useless. Any
unification requires an explanation of why the forces are different. The difference
in strengths of weak nuclear and electromagnetism for instance is predictable
from electro-weak theory, which is why that is a tested scientific theory.

ST shows no signs of being on the right lines. It has not a single tested
prediction. Luboš, you are being misleading when you say: ‘It is beautiful
because it unifies all good ideas in physics and all good ideas are naturally
melting into each other in its framework.’

This is the sort of emotional trash you find being used by crackpots to defend
nonsense. ST doesn’t unify anything properly, let alone everything. Quantitative
tests are required to claim unification.

It is therefore fact, not my ignorant ‘ludicrous’ opinion, that ST is untested
speculation. GR with a fluid source (Higgs field) and viewing Hubble’s law as a



spacetime recession (not just recession with distance but as time past, since both
are equivalent in spacetime we observe) predicts gravity quantitatively using
Feynman’s pressure shielding mechanism. You demonstrate a love for ST, but
that just makes it seem more crazy to most students, who see nothing but a love
for mathematics detached from reality.

Best wishes,
Nigel

14. woit
August 22, 2005

NIgel and Lubos,
Stop using this place to carry on this kind of argument that leads nowhere. I’ll
delete any further similar comments here.



WMAP Status

August 22, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The WMAP mission has now been in place and taking data near the L2 Lagrange point
for four years, with two more years still to go. Spectacular results from the analysis of
the first year’s worth of data were reported in Feb. 2003, and the second year’s data
was initially supposed to appear a year later, in Feb. 2004, but they’re now a year and
a half late. For some reporting on this, see this site with cosmology news. Just
recently the WMAP team has put up something new on their mission status page,
where they state:

While the first-year results were based mainly on temperature measurements, the
continued mission operations are now primarily focused on the much weaker
polarized signals – an invaluable “stretch” goal of the extended mission. Analyses of
these weaker signals are more difficult and continue with steady progress. The data
and results will be provided as soon as calibration and systematic error analyses have
been completed, and the data files have been adequately documented for use by
researchers.

Are they seeing the effects of gravitational waves in this polarization data? Anyone
with inside information want to take advantage of the ability to post here
anonymously and tell us what is going on? Or e-mail me, I promise to protect the
confidentiality of my sources, even going to jail with Judith Miller if necessary.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
August 22, 2005

Why are they “keeping secrets”? Cosmologists just can’t be trusted 

I’m assuming that light and gravity are related, and the effects are galaxy-local
and solar-system local, and superimposed.

-drl

2. WMAP boss
August 22, 2005

Let me use the anonymous character of this forum. We’ve looked at the
polarization and gravitational waves data in detail and they perfectly confirm the
string-theoretical scenarios of inflation. In fact, when we read the data carefully,
they say “the opponents of string theory are incredible morons”.

We are a very careful team so we must still double-check all of our procedures
and calculations before we publish the results. 

http://www.geometrygames.org/ESoS/CosmologyNews.html
http://www.geometrygames.org/ESoS/CosmologyNews.html
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/m_mm/ms_status.html
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/m_mm/ms_status.html


3. woit
August 22, 2005

OK, Lubos, thanks for the inside information. I’ll carefully protect your
anonymity….

4. WMAP boss
August 22, 2005

Thanks for giving me an alias and for protecting my anonymity, and happy
wishful thinking!

5. D R Lunsford
August 22, 2005

It’s obviously dipole moments associated with the various planes determined by
life on Earth. It’s the anthropic principle for real!

-drl

6. Fyodor Uckoff
August 22, 2005

Jokes aside, it is simply incredible folly for the WMAP people to carry on like this.
Far from establishing their credibility, they are undermining the credibility of the
2003 data release. Way to go guys. Not.

7. D R Lunsford
August 23, 2005

If there were simply a correlation with the ecliptic one would have reason to
doubt their methods. But correlation with both the ecliptic and galactic planes
makes one believe they are afraid to release the data because the Big Bang
Inflator priesthood would be offended and they would be shown the instruments
of torture.

“E pur sono correlato.”

-drl

8. Quantoken
August 23, 2005

Obviously Peter is more interested in crackpot theories that explain the
microwave radiation background of the milky way galaxy using gravitational
waves, rather than the obvious fact that why some of the WMAP team members
had to leave. There is no way they would allow release of data that could
challenge the orthodox theory, nor would Peter tolerate it either.

It’s the natural local background, stupid!

Quantoken



9. woit
August 23, 2005

I have no idea why some people are posting comments here about members of
the WMAP being forced to leave or being unwilling to release data because it
disagrees with one theory or another. If anyone has specific information about
WMAP scientists being forced out, that would be interesting, but otherwise, stop
repeating nonsense.

As for whether these scientists are willing to release data that doesn’t agree with
a theory, remember that they aren’t theorists, so have nothing invested in any
particular theory. If their data could kill the standard consensus cosmological
model, I think they would be elated, since this would surely win them a Nobel
prize. But before releasing this data, they might want to take the time to check
carefully for other explanations.

I have no idea whether things are taking so long because the WMAP people are
seeing something unexpected and exciting in the data, or whether they aren’t
and it is just a lot of work to carefully analyze the possible systematic errors in
their results before releasing them. If anyone actually knows anything about this,
let’s hear from them. Completely uninformed attacks on the scientific ethics of
the WMAP scientists will be deleted.

10. D R Lunsford
August 23, 2005

Two words: open source.

-drl

11. mikejones
August 27, 2005

The lack of openness about what is going on with the WMAP project is a
problem. To their credit, the WMAP team gave some explanation for the delay.
I’d be even happier if they gave even a rough time table for the next data
release, however. Many other space science projects give weekly or at least
monthly status reports. Take the other big player in cosmology these days, the
SDSS; the SDSS team announce when new data releases will take place and the
previous releases have been on time.

The WMAP satellite has finished taking all four years of observations as of this
August. There is even talk of an extension of the mission for another four years. I
predict that the reason for the delay is two-fold: (i) there is much more data to be
analyzed, and (ii) the amplitude of the polarization signal is ~10% of the
temperature signal. I am a fan of the standard cosmological model. After years of
being labeled a branch of metaphysics (cosmology) it is nice to see that humanity
is getting gaining a substantive understading of the size, shape, and evolution of
the universe. If I had to bet, I’d put my money on the next WMAP release
providing us with a stunning and resounding confirmation of LCDM.



12. Kea
August 27, 2005

“If I had to bet, I’d put my money on the next WMAP release providing us with a
stunning and resounding confirmation of LCDM.”

How much money?

13. woit
August 27, 2005

By the way, just to show that I’m not much of a cosmologist, what does “LCDM”
stand for?

14. Quantum_Ranger
August 28, 2005

Just to throw a spanner in the workings and terminology:
http://www.roe.ac.uk/japwww/pust/cargese03/sld082.htm

http://www.roe.ac.uk/japwww/pust/cargese03/sld082.htm
http://www.roe.ac.uk/japwww/pust/cargese03/sld082.htm


Not Even Wrong: The Book

August 23, 2005
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Not Even Wrong: The Book

There’s a project I’ve been working on for the last couple years that I haven’t wanted
to write about here until it was further along, but now seems to be a good time. I’ve
written a book, also entitled “Not Even Wrong”, and the British publisher Jonathan
Cape is bringing it out in England, publication date March 16th from what I last
heard. It will presumably appear later in the U.S., with the publisher here still to be
arranged. Right now I’m putting some final touches on the manuscript, and hope to
have a final version within the next week or so. You can take a look at the latest
version of the cover art, and someone last night wrote to tell me that Random House
in Canada has a catalog entry for the book.

The book contains material on several related topics, including a history of the
standard model from a mathematically-informed perspective, a description of the
history, current status and prospects of high energy accelerators and particle physics
experiments, some of the history of recent interactions between mathematics and
physics, a history of supersymmetry and string theory and attempts to use them to
get beyond the standard model, comments on the notion of “beauty” in theoretical
physics and on the sociology of how particle physics is pursued and supported,
especially in the U. S.. There’s also a section explaining exactly what the problems
with supersymmetry and string theory are, making the case that these are ideas that
have failed conclusively, together with an explanation of what the whole “landscape”
controversy is about.

The story of how the book came to be is roughly as follows. I started writing it in
2002, and had something pretty well finished by the end of that year. Early in 2003 an
editor from Cambridge University Press heard about what I was writing and stopped
by to see me when he was visiting Columbia. He got interested in the idea of having
Cambridge publish the book, but I think he had no idea of how controversial this topic
was. During 2003 the manuscript went through a couple iterations of refereeing at
Cambridge. The first round of referee reports included a very positive report from a
non-string theory particle theorist, a non-committal report from a mathematician who
works on things related to string theory, and an extremely negative report from a
string theorist.

I’d been quite curious to see how a string theorist referee would respond to the
manuscript, since I was pretty sure all my facts were right, and I assumed that they
would have trouble recommending against publication of something without being
able to show that it said something incorrect. This first string theorist referee was
described to me as a “well-known mainstream string theorist”. He or she dealt with
the problem of not being able to find anything wrong with what I had written by
claiming that arguing against string theory was like arguing against teaching
evolution, and that “I think that you would be very hardpressed to find anybody who
would say anything positive about this manuscript”, using this as an excuse for only
coming up with one example of something incorrect in the manuscript. By now I’m
pretty used to the tactic that was used to do this, but at the time I was pretty shocked

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/bookcover.jpg
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/bookcover.jpg
http://www.randomhouse.ca/catalog/display.pperl?isbn=9780224076050
http://www.randomhouse.ca/catalog/display.pperl?isbn=9780224076050


by it. A sentence I had written was taken out of context and one of the words was
changed from a singular to a plural, allowing the referee to construe the sentence in a
way that allowed him or her to claim I wasn’t aware of some important developments
in physics.

This experience convinced me that at least some string theorists were in far worse
shape than I had imagined, suffering from the delusion that no one who knows what
they are talking about could possibly criticize string theory, and willing to stoop to
pathetic levels of dishonesty to maintain this point of view. I had off and on been
worried that I was being too harsh in some of my criticisms of the behavior of string
theorists, but after seeing this report I stopped worrying about this.

The Cambridge editor seemed to believe that the negative referee report lacked
credibility, and that it even gave some evidence for the problems I was claiming
existed in the string theory community. But for Cambridge to publish a book, a board
of academics who act as advisors have to sign off on any decision. The editor felt that
this round of referee’s reports would not be enough to convince them, so the
manuscript was sent out to two more referees, both theorists who have worked on
string theory. It took quite a while for these reports to come back, and when they did,
one of them was very positive and recommended publication. The second however
was quite negative. This referee found nothing inaccurate to complain about, but said
that while he or she agreed with many of my critical comments about string theory,
basically string theorists were the ones who should be evaluating the theory, and
Cambridge shouldn’t be publishing the opinions of the likes of me. I couldn’t really
disagree with this; string theorists are the ones who should be critically evaluating
what has happened in the field, but the problem is that they’re not doing it.

At this point the editor still felt that he would have trouble getting approval to publish
the book, and offered to try another round of referees, but this seemed to me a waste
of time. String theorist referees were clearly willing to strongly recommend against
publication even when they couldn’t point to anything inaccurate in the book, and the
way the Press works, it was unlikely to publish something over the strong objections
of some very prominent people. I then circulated the manuscript to editors at several
other university presses. Two of them wrote back that while they found the book very
interesting and well-written, a university press just could not publish something so
controversial.

A friend of mine then put me in touch with a prominent New York literary agent. Her
advice was that, if the manuscript was extensively rewritten to remove some of the
more technical discussion, she thought she would be able to easily sell it to a trade
publisher. I had mixed feelings about this idea, since if I removed some of these more
technical chapters, I would be in the position of criticizing string theory, while not
giving the details of what the problems with it were. I had also sent the manuscript to
a few quite prominent mathematicians and physicists to ask them for advice about
what to do with it. This led to some very interesting e-mail exchanges that I learned a
lot from. Finally I heard from Roger Penrose, who offered to put me in contact with
his publisher, Jonathan Cape. The editor at Jonathan Cape decided that they would
like to publish the book, and that they were perfectly happy with it having some
technical parts (which, after all, were quite a bit less technical than much of
Penrose’s recent book, which has been a great success).



So, that’s the story until now of the book. I’m certainly curious what reaction it will
get when it is published, and of course hope that it will stir up a serious debate on the
issues currently surrounding string theory. I also hope the book will provide some
explanations of what has been going on at the interface of particle physics and
mathematics that a wide range of people will be able to get something out of, from
members of the general public with an interest in science and math to professional
researchers in both fields.

Update: Commentary on this here, here, here, and here.

Comments

1. Quantoken
August 23, 2005

Peter:

Do you really want to sell your book? Listen your cover art needs a total re-
design. From an artistic point of view it’s totally un-attractive. The color is
monochrome and boring. There is no balance of the values and shapes, no
harmony, no contrast. It’s simply un-appealing and looks ugly. I must admit that
blue is my most favorite color. But even to me, the pale blue just look so ugly to
me that I wouldn’t even touch it if I see it in a book store.

Now, the physics part. You think those spiral shape resembles what people gets
on a high energy collider? It’s laughable. The Spiral shape, if it spirals inward,
describes a picture where the charged particle loses energy by EM radiation and
hence spiral inward. That’s a classical picture which is proven wrong and be
replaced by QM. And the small curvature radius tells the energy is low, not high.
Get some thing real! Or use something totally different.

Also, do not use the word “failure” on the cover. Negative words on the cover is a
turn off. I would rather use something like “controversy”, “debate”, “paradox”, or
other words that ring a bell. Helps you sell your book.

And hide your name on the hinge side, not on the cover. Make the big title bold
and red, not black.

Quantoken

2. woit
August 23, 2005

Hi Quantoken,
Thanks for the marketing and design advice, but I’m mostly leaving those issues
to the professionals. If you look at the Random House link, you can see the
original subtitle for the book, but I agreed with my editors that a more
descriptive subtitle was needed. It’s true that part of this book is about a not
very inspirational story, which may limit its readership, we’ll see.

http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=1038
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=1038
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/23/not-even-wrong/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/23/not-even-wrong/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/book-that-is-not-even-wrong.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/book-that-is-not-even-wrong.html
http://hoogervorst.dyndns.org/~alfons/wordpress/?p=246
http://hoogervorst.dyndns.org/~alfons/wordpress/?p=246


The graphic is essentially a bubble chamber photograph, the designer didn’t
make up those spiral shapes.

3. Quantoken
August 23, 2005

OK, that surely looks like a bubble chamber photograph, in which particles do
lose energy in decaying spiral orbits. But bubble chamber is an instrument for
low energy study, it has nothing to do with today’s high energy collider, which is
done in vacuum chambers, not bubble chambers. And it surely has even less to
do with string theory, which today still makes no connection whatsoever to
anything in the particle world, low energy pr high energy.

So a bubble chamber really does not match the topic you want to describe.

Better to use a favorite toten or icon the string theorists love to use. I do not
know what it could be. But presumably something that must be drawn in 10-D
space, not a 3-D image  And maybe an image of a alchemist sort of thing, too?

Quantoken

4. sunderpeeche
August 23, 2005

Quantoken is correct in both postings above. I recognized the cover as a bubble
chamber picture and my first thought was “that 1960’s stuff” ~ out of date. You
should be able to get a nice picture of tracks from a collider event. While it is
true that you may not have (much) control over the graphic art, who decided to
use a bubble-chamber picture anyway? (probably a file photo?) Probably
someone not as well-informed as you on modern physics.

It is also true that words like “failure” will be a strong negative. Are you trying to
write a negative or positive viewpoint? Your post above has a much better
subtitle, why not use it? “… a history of the standard model from a
mathematically-informed perspective, a description of the history, …”

Subtitle ~ “A history of the Standard Model of particle physics from a
mathematically-informed perspective with sociological commentary and
prospects for the future” (this may be too long … omit “with sociological
commentary”)

Remember that it is the cover that sells the book, whatever the merits of your
text may be. People won’t open it if the cover doesn’t appeal.

One further point — the preface must be well-written (you don’t have a preview
of the preface, so one cannot comment on your text). For those who pick up the
book, the next step is to read the preface. The preface is the second selling point
of the book. It must be good.

5. Chris Oakley
August 23, 2005



Well done, Peter! I am proud that it was my nation that was able to help you get
this into print. It’s about time.

<aside>Mind you … your experience does show you how the system works. Get
one of the “big guns” to support you (Penrose in this case) and you’ll be fine …
otherwise, forget it. </aside>

The fears about the preface, by the way, are unfounded, if the January 2005 copy
of the manuscript I have is anything to go by, anyway … the book is compelling
reading from beginning to end.

6. The Anti-Quantoken
August 23, 2005

Don’t listen to them, Peter; the cover art is cool, and the negativity is precisely
what you are going for. This is an attack on string theory! You’re done mincing
words; the theory is a failure, a failure so far removed from valid science that it’s
Not Even Wrong, right? I don’t know what planet Quantoken is from, where
seeing a negative word on a book cover makes people cry and wet themselves,
but when I see a book call a popular and well-regarded theory a “failure,” I want
to read that book.

Congratulations on your success. I’ll be buying a copy.

7. Tony Smith
August 23, 2005

Peter, you say, about your book:
“… The first round of referee reports included a very positive report from a non-
string theory particle theorist, a non-committal report from a mathematician who
works on things related to string theory, and an extremely negative report from a
string theorist. …
… the manuscript was sent out to two more referees, both theorists who have
worked on string theory. It took quite a while for these reports to come back, and
when they did, one of them was very positive and recommended publication. The
second however was quite negative. …”.

With respect to that I will quote from an e-mail message that I received some
time ago:
“… retrospective studies have shown that the folks who went on to make truly
big breakthroughs, get Nobel prizes, etc. , usually did NOT get all excellents
when their ideas were first coming in for review at NSF. More typically, they get
a MIX of excellents and poors. Much more can be said… but excluding work
based on a kind of “min norm” aggregation of comments is one of the best ways
to move towards total mediocrity and zero real research productivity. … The
problem of Local heresy and Local conventional wisdom is very serious in every
branch of science and engineering I have tracked. …”.

Tony
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


8. Cameron
August 23, 2005

Peter,

Last month’s issue of Discover spotlighted spring theory. The editors asked
Michio Kaku to respond to criticisms that string theory is not testable. In the
article, Michio describes several upcoming experiments that would provide
indirect evidence in support of string theory, depending on what kind of data is
reported. Have you read it, and if so, what is your opinion? Looking forward to
your book,

Cameron

9. woit
August 23, 2005

Cameron,

I wrote about that article when it first came out, see

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=219

I’ve talked to some people associated with Discover magazine who suggested I
contact the editor there about them publishing some sort of rebuttal to the Kaku
piece, but, to be honest, I just haven’t had the time to follow up on this.

10. Scott
August 23, 2005

I aggree with the anti-quantoken, the cover art looks cool, and most people won’t
really care that it is a bubble chamber and not a vacuum chamber, the point is
that it is experimental data(at least i am guessing thats the point) which is what
science should be based on. Anyways, I can’t wait to buy a copy of your book.

11. Who
August 23, 2005

this is really great news
also i like the cover art and the revised title a lot

12. woit
August 23, 2005

Sunderpeeche,

A significant part of the book is about history, so the bubble chamber photo
seemed appropriate to me. For a while Cape was suggesting a cover with a
geometric sort of figure of the kind that Calabi-Yaus tend to inspire. I argued
against that and for an image coming from a particle physics experiment, partly
because my point of view is that the wealth of experimental evidence and
successful theory concerning particles is likely to be much more important for

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=219
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=219


future progress than untestable ideas about quantum gravity. I pointed them to a
database of these kinds of images, and the designer chose the one they thought
would work best as a book cover.

The book has both negative and positive aspects and I think the current subtitle
reflects that. It’s far from simply a criticism of string theory. But the editors and I
felt that the subtitle should both indicate what the book was about and not be
mealy-mouthed. The current version agressively leads with the controversial part
of what I am saying, but I’m happy to stand behind that.

13. a.spring
August 23, 2005

So, who have you signed for the movie version?

14. rof
August 23, 2005

I agree with Anti-Quantoken. The occurrence of the word “Failure” in the title
will help sales in this case. String theory has become a household name, so news
of its failure will be more striking to bookshop browsers than the idea of yet
another history of physics.

A google search for “Woit” and “Failure” produces a coincidentally relevant
result.

Incidentally, it would be nice if somebody (you’re somebody, Peter) collected the
reactions of string theorists and non-string theorists to the book and presented
them side by side on the web. Not for the sake of rebutting their criticisms, but
just to see if there really is a statistically significant correlation between being a
string theorist and hating the book. Presenting the reactions of non-string
theorists who are competent to address the issue (Penrose is good for a start)
will allow you to refute the argument which will be presented by string theorists,
namely that only string theorists are intelligent enough to make judgments about
these matters.

15. D R Lunsford
August 23, 2005

Well done Peter!

-drl

16. woit
August 23, 2005

rof,

I edited your comment so it has the correct link to the page I think you were
mentioning. Pretty funny. As far as I know, D. Woit is not a relative.

17. Chris

http://www.scs.ryerson.ca/~dwoit/failure.html
http://www.scs.ryerson.ca/~dwoit/failure.html


August 23, 2005

I’m with the Anti-Quantoken. The cover art looks good and the word “failure”
guarantees sales! I’m buying a copy when it comes out.

Do you plan on providing an online version before book publication? Seems the
thing to do nowadays.

18. woit
August 23, 2005

Chris,

Cape is a commercial publisher and trying to make some money at this, so I’m
sure they don’t want me making the book freely available. When it gets closer to
the publication date perhaps I’ll get together a web-page for the book which may
include some material from it, such as the table of contents and preface.

19. Johannes Weickert
August 23, 2005

I’m very pleased to learn you’re working on this book! It’s going to be near the
top of my reading list.

20. anon
August 23, 2005

Lubos:

Mr. President, you know what a good Junior Republican I’ve been, what with
voting for you (if I could), and poo-pooing global warming and women’s brains
and liberal commies… Now, it is I who needs your help. Could I borrow Carl Rove
for a small job? The background of a certain book author needs some
clarification in the media. I don’t mean to take Carl away from the Cindy
Sheehan case. It would just be a part-time loaner.

Bush:

Well, of course, Lubos. You’ve earned it. Maybe, in return, you could give a talk
at my Bible Studies class about the latest Physics theories: String theory,
Intelligent Design, etc.

21. Alejandro Rivero
August 23, 2005

Following the horizontal line between NOT and EVEN, and about 1/8 from the
right margin, there is a decay event of a neutral particle into a pair of charged
ones. The V of the pair points towards the main collision point, so one can
assume the particle has been produced there and travelled by about one half of
the width of the word WRONG. Just for curiosity, can anyone identify it?

(ah, does compulsive means the same that compulsory? I guess not.)



22. Tom Weidig
August 23, 2005

Hi Peter,

I like the title page fine.

But I am not sure putting up a comment by Roger Penrose is appropriate.

In fact, he is a good example of exactly what you seem to be fighting against
namely theorists that go wild and spread theories that are not even wrong.

Roger Penrose has put forward a theory of consciousness that is not even wrong
(to a greater extent than string theory), and especially his “partner-in-crime”
Stuart Hameroff has been pushing their agenda with a lack of any reasonable
sense of scientific enquiry.

On the other hand Roger Penrose’s achievement in standard theoretical physics
are of course outstanding.

Best wishes,
Tom

23. Who
August 23, 2005

(ah, does compulsive means the same that compulsory? I guess not.)

no, it means “Compelling reading”
but it does not sound good to some people to have two consecutive gerunds (“…
ing”).

Penrose made a bad literary choice to get away from “two ings in a row”

He should have bitten the style bullet and said
“Compelling reading”

24. woit
August 23, 2005

Hi Tom,

On the whole, how the book gets promoted is mainly up to the publisher,
although if I really disagreed with what they were doing and told them so, I’m
sure they’d change it. In this case I’m happy to have Penrose’s support and think
it will probably be effective in getting many people’s attention.

A point I continually have to make is that I’m in no way opposed to people
working on or promoting speculative ideas that are “not even wrong”. At this
point in history, particle physics desperately needs new ideas. Any really new
idea is likely to start off in a form where it is so poorly understood that no one
knows exactly what its implications are or whether it will ever lead to solid,



testable, permanent scientific knowledge. Penrose engages in lots of different
sorts of such speculation, and I suspect that most of this ultimately won’t lead to
anything, although in some cases he may end up having really been on to
something (my best bet would be on twistor theory, where some day someone
may figure out that it is a very important piece of the story of how internal and
space-time symmetries get unified).

The problem with any particular “not even wrong” speculation only arises if it
completely takes over a field and drives out other competing attempts to come
up with new speculative ideas. I don’t think any of Penrose’s work shows any
signs of causing this sort of problem.

25. LM
August 23, 2005

Hey Peter, is your publisher going to send Lubos a review copy?

26. woit
August 23, 2005

I was going to make sure they sent the other LM a review copy, but he has just
posted a review of the book on his blog, so I guess I don’t need to. At least I get
two stars….

27. Lubos Motl
August 23, 2005

Congrats, Peter. It’s a great idea to earn some bucks, although not exactly the
most moral one. Based on the discussions on your blog, it is pretty clear that
there are thousands of morons who are dumb enough that they will like the kind
of arguments like “string theory is like intelligent design” and clap their hands.
Well, I’ve encountered many of them already, and assuming that at least 10% of
them can waste 50 bucks for an apparently useless book, you’re gonna be a bit
rich. 

One more thing: you don’t believe that the string theorists are never asking
important, conceptual, and philosophical questions, do you?

28. woit
August 23, 2005

Hi Lubos,

Judging from traffic on my weblog, a large fraction of the people who buy the
book may be string theorists, and while there are a lot of them, I fear that there
aren’t enough to make me rich.

Not sure what your last question is about. Sure I think string theorists are asking
important, conceptual and even philosophical questions, but just don’t think
they’re coming up with good answers or even promising ways of getting good
answers.



29. Wolfgang
August 23, 2005

Peter,

I see your book listed in the category: Social Science and Popular Culture.
I find this pretty funny, but I doubt that you have any influence on that ?

30. Lubos Motl
August 23, 2005

Dear Peter,

if you were relying upon string theorists as your future customers, your chances
to become rich would be poor indeed.  Maybe you should lower your idea
about the readers; they will have IQ lower by a few orders of magnitude than
what you would like to believe. Your readers will be likes of DR Lunsford.  In
other words, complete morons.

As you know, I consider your opinions about the mathematical framework of
string theory and its ability to generate new physical insights and predictions to
be roughly as important as the noise generated by the chimps in zoo. But what I
want to comment on is your proposal that the physicists should study “many
other ideas” such as Chern-Simons theory – to go beyond the framework of the
Standard Model.

You seem to misunderstand the difference between mathematics and physics
completely. Chern-Simons theory is simply not a theory that is designed as a
competitor of string theory to unify the known physics.

Chern-Simons theory is a theory that admits a similar type of (quantum-field-
theoretical) description as some physical theories, but that apparently lacks the
physical strength to have anything to do with the observed particle physics.

Chern-Simons theory is just an effective description of D-branes in topological
string theory. A small subsector of an unrealistic vacuum of string theory. A few
numbers. Discrete math. Nothing.

The main problem of yours is that you have completely lost your knowledge of
physics and especially the idea which mathematical ideas may be relevant for
which physics. When you talk about the “wide range of ideas” that physicists
should be talking when they try to go beyond GR+SM, you obviously don’t know
what you’re talking about.

There exist no general conceptual frameworks to surpass the existing theory
except for string theory, and if someone tries to force people to work on these
non-existent ideas, he is doing the same job as the Intelligent Designers. It just
can’t work. There exist “small” ideas how new phenomena behind the Standard
Model could look like, and this is what phenomenologists work on. But there is
no unifying deep structure except for string theory. It’s not a theorem yet but it
may well become one next year.



You will never be capable to understand why these alternatives to string theory
can’t work – because you’re probably just too old for these things and you have
not learned these important technical things in time. But you should at least try
to understand that there is a crucial gap in your knowledge that makes all your
“big conclusions” totally worthless.

You just can’t judge string theory without knowing anything about its math, its
physical implications, and its uniqueness, and if you try to make big conclusions
anyway, then you’re a crackpot.

Best wishes
Lubos

31. Who
August 23, 2005

oh hello Lubos,
Please tell us again why the loop and dynamical triangulations approaches to
quantum gravity cannot possibly be right. It sounds better and better each time
you explain.

waiting in rapt attention,

Who

32. Lubos Motl
August 23, 2005

Dear “who”,

we have wasted roughly 100 times more time with these stupidities than what I
would find appropriate.

See some standard texts such as

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/very-meaningful-paper-on-loop-quantum.html

or

http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/objections-to-loop-quantum-gravity.html

and the preprints cited therein.

Best
Lubos

33. The Anti-Lubos
August 23, 2005

Does anyone, anywhere like Lubos? Just as a person, I mean. I can’t imagine him
as anything except universally despised, on a personal level.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/very-meaningful-paper-on-loop-quantum.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/01/very-meaningful-paper-on-loop-quantum.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/objections-to-loop-quantum-gravity.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/objections-to-loop-quantum-gravity.html


34. Kea
August 23, 2005

Peter

Could you give us a sneak preview, or is that also in the hands of the publisher?

35. .
August 23, 2005

no.

36. Kea
August 23, 2005

“Does anyone, anywhere like Lubos? Just as a person, I mean.”

I like Lubos. He seems like an honest guy.

37. Lubos Motl
August 23, 2005

Thanks, Kea. You’ll always find a place in my heart. 

38. Lubos Motl
August 23, 2005

And yes, I definitely want my copy (and 10% of the royalties for making
advertisements to you and encouraging the readers of limited intelligence to be
interested in the debate). However, I am not sure whether you’re brave enough
and ready to see your work being deconstructed, Peter. 

39. Quantoken
August 23, 2005

Lubos:

Unlike many of the peers in your camp, like Kaku, who must have made tons of
money selling books and going to TV programming claiming super string theory
explains everything, my judgement is this is a money losing deal for Peter to
spend all these time and effort to write a book that not many would buy. He could
have spent the time doing something else and make more money. But he is doing
a public service by salvaging a few pity souls who could otherwise waste a
lifetime pursuing something unfruitful.

Why don’t you write your own book and make a few quick bucks, too, Lubos? It’s
fashionable every one else in your camp is ready doing it? Mean while, by Peter’s
own admission, through intelligent selection of parents, he probably doesn’t give
a damn about the small amount of royalty from selling a few thousand books. Go
get a better life if you are envy of that, Lubos.

Quantoken



40. Luboš Motl
August 23, 2005

Let me say that the ideal primary reason to write a book should be that the
author has something new and interesting to say. Money may be fun, Quantoken,
but you can’t buy the most important things for them. On the other hand: yes,
when certain conditions are gonna be satisfied, it would become irresistable to
write things for which a book is the only appropriate format.

41. Arun
August 23, 2005

Congratulations! I look forward to reading your book!

42. Gordon
August 23, 2005

Thank you for writing another book on the subject, and I will
read it.

But I am curious. If there is not string theory, what does one
expect to find at energies of 10^30 eV or so…

43. D R Lunsford
August 23, 2005

Lubos, you omitted “physical” questions (of course).

-drl

44. Interpretor
August 23, 2005

Lubos said:

“You will never be capable to understand why these alternatives to string theory
can’t work – because you’re probably just too old for these things and you have
not learned these important technical things in time. But you should at least try
to understand that there is a crucial gap in your knowledge that makes all your
“big conclusions?? totally worthless.

You just can’t judge string theory without knowing anything about its math, its
physical implications, and its uniqueness, and if you try to make big conclusions
anyway, then you’re a crackpot.”

Interpretation:

I have wasted 10 years of my life learning this crap and now you are trying to
spoil the party. I will be left without funding, hype or hope. You are a worthless
old whistle blower.

45. Luboš Motl



August 23, 2005

Dear Interpretor,

Peter Woit himself knows that what you write is complete rubbish. I have
absolutely no reasons to fool myself, and your comments about the career and
hype are irrelevant because I am planning no career whatsoever – especially
because of other reasons to change the environment. My opinions are as pure
and independent as you can get in this partially corrupt world.

I know that it may be annoying for many to hear it so often, but it is really
incredible what kind of trash – both intellectually and morally – is contributing
similar anonymous and sometimes less anonymous comments to Peter Woit’s
blog. I don’t want to idealize Peter himself, but I am sure Peter Woit himself must
feel to vomit when he reads comments like yours all the time. You should be
ashamed.

Best
Luboš

46. Peter
August 23, 2005

Well, I’m able to easily control any nausea generated by the endless Lubos/anti-
Lubos comments, but I do wish there wasn’t so much of this. Lubos brings a lot
of this on himself with his tirades, but you shouldn’t encourage him.

We both have strong beliefs, and aren’t in this for the money (you’d have to be
pretty stupid to go into theoretical physics for the money). For better or worse,
this new internet technology allows us to make the case for our opposing
viewpoints (which aren’t even always opposing, we seem to at least partially
agree about the anthropic/landscape stuff). Up to you to decide who is making
the most sense.

47. Suresh K Maran
August 23, 2005

If you guys want to talk about quantum gravity please drop by blog (click on my
name). I just started the blog recently and learning to keep it steady. (I deleted
some comments left by some of you accidently-sorry)

48. Quantum_Ranger
August 24, 2005

Peter, the cover picture is actually cover art!
This picture has been used on many occations, it’s abstract..it’s convergence by
Jackson Pollock!

http://www.soho-art.com/cgi-bin/shop/shop.pl?fid=1056115418&
cgifunction=form

http://www.soho-art.com/cgi-bin/shop/shop.pl?fid=1056115418&cgifunction=form
http://www.soho-art.com/cgi-bin/shop/shop.pl?fid=1056115418&cgifunction=form
http://www.soho-art.com/cgi-bin/shop/shop.pl?fid=1056115418&cgifunction=form
http://www.soho-art.com/cgi-bin/shop/shop.pl?fid=1056115418&cgifunction=form


I have the same image on the cover of a book entitled:How the Universe Works,
which is an Open university course here in the UK.

I also believe the picture was dubbed “Particle Pollack” by Marcelo
Gleiser?..used in the Stephen Hawkings ‘Universe’ documentry..or it may have
been Franck Close lecture:Cosmic Onion.

It is a definate must to invoke abstract thinking into a very “abstract” Subject.

49. ppcook
August 24, 2005

Dear Peter,

Congratulations on finishing your book. It’s very important that important
scientific debates are carried over to the mainstream public press. There are
many popular science books that engage their readership with the mysterious
implications of string theory, amongst others, but there are few that are willing
to talk about the 30+ year struggle to get it to the shape it’s in now. It’s my
opinion that popular science is very important, future scientists can get a
beginner’s picture of the field they might wish to devote their lives to, and
generally popular science books focus on the exciting and positive aspects of a
story. Consequently all the popular science I have read about string theory gives
the impression that it is all but a fait accompli and while I feel string theory is
the best candidate to date, it’s important to emphasise that it isn’t complete, and
that there is not a consensus amongst the informed (no matter how you define
informed). So long as your opinions do not impinge on facts, which I’m sure from
reading your blog they don’t, then you’re doing a very decent thing in taking the
time to popularise your opinions about string theory. The truth will out
eventually (either way), but besides this it’s important that the state of play is
reported fairly, and I admire your stance of honestly presenting your doubts
about string theory. There must be at least 3 anti-string theory popular science
books now, versus 10+ or so in the implicitly pro-string camp; of course when it
comes to text books the gap is wider ;).

With regard to the pro/anti-Lubos debate, I must say that I also admire Lubos
very much for almost all the same reasons that I congratulate you, i.e. honesty
and a desire to communicate ideas. Keep up the good work.

Best wishes,
Paul

50. ksh95
August 24, 2005

Peter: Congrats

Quantoken: Your comments are absolutely disgusting. Jealosy is the ugliest of all
traits.

Anti Lubos: I like Lubos for the same reasons I like Peter. They believe what they



believe and they stick to their guns.

51. Luboš Motl
August 24, 2005

Concerning the spirals, Brian Greene had a similar picture on the first French
edition of The Elegant Universe.

http://www.amazon.fr/exec/obidos/ASIN/2221090659/402-4337920-0695356

See the other 25 or so covers of The Elegant Universe at:

http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~motl/brian/

52. Wolfgang
August 24, 2005

> [..]
> I must say that I also admire Lubos very much for almost all the
> same reasons that I congratulate you, i.e. honesty and a desire to
> communicate ideas.
Very well put. This is exactly my opinion.

53. woit
August 24, 2005

Hi Paul,

Thanks for your comments. I’m glad to see that at least some people studying
string theory recognize that the popular literature on the subject is rather one-
sided, and that the other side of the argument deserves some exposure.

After this project is done, maybe I’ll start work on the anti-string theory textbook
(AKA, a book about mathematics and QFT…)

54. Alejandro Rivero
August 24, 2005

The spirals (aka trajectories of charged particles) in Green book are to me a bit
more strange, perhaps due to the enhancement. I am not able to were the big
spiral starts and where it ends. Does it says what kind of collider it is?

As for the event in Woit picture, I am whinking about a kaon, could it be?

55. woit
August 24, 2005

The original source for the image is:

http://www.interactions.org/imagebank/search_detail.php?image_no=CE0057

I’ll leave it to you to do the analysis…..

http://www.amazon.fr/exec/obidos/ASIN/2221090659/402-4337920-0695356
http://www.amazon.fr/exec/obidos/ASIN/2221090659/402-4337920-0695356
http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~motl/brian/
http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~motl/brian/
http://www.interactions.org/imagebank/search_detail.php?image_no=CE0057
http://www.interactions.org/imagebank/search_detail.php?image_no=CE0057


56. cvj
August 24, 2005

Dear Peter,

I posted these two next comments on the cosmicvariance.com thread about your
book. They were addressed to you since you had a comment there, but I am not
sure if you are rreading that thread any more, so I will put them here too. I hope
you don’t mind. Come over to CV and give an answer at your leisure, and feel
free to copy it here…or the reverse….put a pingback.

So they follow.

Cheers,

-cvj

57. cvj
August 24, 2005

Dear Peter,

As a result of several discussions on other comment threads on this blog, I was
under the impression that we’d all made some progress in sorting out what were
well-posed disgreements you have with some approaches research in string
theory, what were “gut-feelings?? that you have (over which we can simply agree
to disagree), what were misconceptions based on not being an active researcher
in the field, and -very importantly- what were simply your misattributions of a
minority view to that of the whole field. Recall that I spent a fair amount of time
trying to clear these up. I refer you to the comment thread of the Landscape
post, for example. I thought we arrived at some agreement that your views about
what is actually going on in the field need a bit of re-balancing. If so, will these
refinements be incorporated into the book before it is published? Or will your
pre-cosmicvariance position be published? I do hope that these “finishing
touches?? might involve significant rebalancing some of your emphasis to reflect
the outcome of the enlightening discussions that have taken place here.
Otherwise, it will be a missed opportunity for you to put out a book that is a
useful alternative view, and not just a view based on an exaggerated
chariacature of research in string theory.

I’d like to ask you to please make the effort. It probably won’t delay publication
at all, and even if it did, it will be worthwhile: It will improve your book, and
thereby enhance your reputation. If it comes across as an uninformed rant,
however, you’ll do service to nobody’s cause at all, which would be sad, at the
very least.

Cheers,

-cvj

58. cvj



August 24, 2005

Dear Peter,

I refer particularly to your comment # 67 in that thread, although it is worth
reminding yourself about the discussion that led up to that point. Quoting you
entirely:

Peter Woit on Aug 15th, 2005 at 8:42 pm

Clifford,

Sorry for harassing you into stating the obvious that once one has
shown a theory is unpredictive, it’s wrong (or not even wrong…) and
one has to give up on it, but I think this discussion was worthwhile, it
certainly helped me clarify some things for myself. And it’s helpful to
see that we share fundamental criteria for evaluating science. I’m
afraid that I sometimes share what I take to be Lee’s perception that
for some string theorists, the possibility that the idea of string-based
unification is just wrong seems to be something they won’t even admit
to be a possibility.

No, I’m not going to take you up on your suggestion and devote myself
to working on string theory. There are already many, many smart
people doing this, and they appear to me to be doing a good job of
slowly accumulating evidence that the string theory unification idea
doesn’t work. I don’t think I could significantly speed that process up.
I’ll stick to pointing out what other people have already found, and
trying to develop what seem to me to be more promising ideas.

The main thing this clarified for me is the whole issue of falsifiability.
You and Sean are right that it’s a good idea to think about the analogy
between the gauge theory and string theory frameworks, although I
draw different conclusions from this analogy. I guess I do think that the
difference is one of degree, but that differences of degree are crucial.
Whatever theoretical framework one has, one can generally find some
way of making it fit the facts. If it’s a good theoretical framework it’s
easy, if it’s not you have to engage in all sorts of ugly contortions. Thus,
in evaluating theoretical frameworks, a sense of aesthetics is crucial,
and claims like those that Susskind is making that it doesn’t matter if
things are really ugly are dangerous. I’ve been thinking a lot in recent
years about this kind of “aesthetic?? issue, and the connection to
falsifiability is something I hadn’t thought about before.

So, will the refinements of your views mentioned by you in the above be reflected
in the book? (Not to mention other points I mentioned which you agreed with
elsewhere on the thread?)

Cheers,

-cvj



59. cvj
August 24, 2005

Link to comment thread of the Landscape post, in which many valuable
exchanges were had:

here.

Cheers,

-cvj

60. Scott
August 24, 2005

I find it interesting that although I followed the discussion clifford is talking
about I did not get the impression of peter substantially changing his oppinion at
all, just admitting that not all string theorist are luny and or very worried about
the landscape(something which I have no knowledge of him ever implying) and
admitting that the falsifiability of a theory is obviously a matter of degree.

personally I think String Theory is in more danger of being not even wrong
because there is no actuall theory that meets all of the assumptions/conjectures
that string theory is built on rather than having too many consistant theories.

61. woit
August 24, 2005

I’m copying here my response to Clifford over at cosmicvariance.com. There
should be a better way of carrying on some of these cross-blog discussions….

Hi Clifford,

Yes, the discussion here has had an effect on some of the changes I’m in the
middle of making, specifically the new insight into the falsifiability issue that
discussion here helped me with is one of those changes.

As for the other issues you mention, I should point out that I have a somewhat
different point of view about parts of our discussion. In some cases what to you
may have appeared to be a clearing up of misconceptions on my part to me
seemed to be just my clarifying some things that I hadn’t written carefully
enough, allowing them to be too easily misunderstood or misconstrued. In any
case, the book manuscript is written more carefully and at greater length than
my web comments, so it shouldn’t have so much of this kind of problem.

One thing you’ve properly taken me to task for is sometimes attributing to all
string theorists views held only by a minority, or at least appearing to do so. To
some extent this is hard to avoid. The sheer complexity of the range of different
opinions is hard to do justice to in any piece of expository writing about these
issues, so one has to oversimplify to some degree. I’m well aware that many if
not most string theorists are eminently reasonable people I can agree with about

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/14/the-landscape-for-real-this-time/#comments
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/14/the-landscape-for-real-this-time/#comments


most things, who don’t hold unreasonable or indefensible views. Some of my best
friends are string theorists, and I never have trouble talking about the subject
with them.

On the other hand, there are a significant number of string theory partisans out
there who seem to me to be unwilling to engage in rational discussion of the
issues surrounding string theory, and often engage in the offensive behavior of
assuming anyone skeptical about the theory is just stupid and ignorant. I’ve had
a lot of this to put up with in the last day or so since publicly announcing my
book project. These people are presumably overrepresented in internet forums,
and range from fools hiding behind pseudonyms like F. Uckoff, to Harvard junior
faculty, to respected senior faculty at major research institutions. I’ve just
wasted some of my time trying to respond on Dave Bacon’s blog to Greg
Kupferberg, a mathematician string partisan who holds the unshakeable belief
that my objections to string theory are of the same sort as Intelligent Designers’
objections to the theory of evolution and that my only motivation is unwillingness
to do the hard work necessary to learn string theory. I think Lubos Motl’s
comments here and elsewhere speak for themselves.

So, while I’m willing to believe that the majority of string theorists are
reasonable sorts, that’s not so clear from what goes on on the internet, and some
of my experiences somedays leave me feeling not especially charitable. While
there are certainly some stupid comments left on my weblog by people bashing
string theory, I’d like to think that if any of these were coming from serious
people in respected positions (e.g. Harvard faculty members), I’d be taking them
to task for their behavior and I can’t help noticing that this doesn’t seem to be
something any string theorists are willing to do.

About the landscape: my own view of the issue is extremely simple. Any theorist
working on a theory who ends up deciding the theory leads to something that
ugly and that unpredictive has to just acknowledge failure and do something
different. I understand that there’s a wide range of opinions about this among
string theorists, but don’t think this is a subtle issue. The book was largely
written in 2002 before the landscape controversy got going, so material about it
is kind of added on, and given the way I see this, I haven’t had the interest or
energy to go into too much detail about the various issues that people often get
into when talking about this.

Finally, I don’t want to put you on the spot in public, but will soon contact you
privately with a proposition about the issues you raise. Maybe you can help me
out…

62. Luboš Motl
August 24, 2005

Dear Peter,

if someone if being stupid or ignorant, then it’s important to point out this fact,
especially if the person is arrogant enough that he wants to decide about the
direction of theoretical physics as much as Cumrun Vafa or Edward Witten, to



say the least.

Let me emphasize that you don’t know even the basics of the theory and the idea
that this is a good starting point for a rational discussion about string theory is
simply stupid. You seem to think that because your superficial insults against the
whole field are supported by a gang of incredibly dumb readers, you have the
right to expect that the leading theoretical physicists will discuss with you as
with a peer. But that’s completely crazy.

It’s also important to say that F. Uckoff much like the senior string theorists you
mentioned are very fine and smart people.

Sincerely Yours
Luboš

63. Thomas Larsson
August 24, 2005

It may be worth pointing out the Lubos Motl has proven to be quite ignorant
about basic string theory himself. For the past five years, he has repeated, with
the perseverence of a drunken parrot, that gauge symmetries are redundancies
of the description. If he had understood chapter 2 of GSW he would have
realized that this is not a general truth; the subcritical free string has a ghost-
free spectrum despite its conformal anomaly. That consistency singles out 26D
for the free bosonic string is just the lies-to-children (or lies-to-junior-Harvard-
faculty) version of the no-ghost theorem.

64. cvj
August 25, 2005

Well Scott. Amusingly, Peter seems to disagree with you -see his post below
yours- so it’s probably a good idea in future to let him speak for himself, don’t
you think?

-cvj

65. Nigel
August 25, 2005

Dear Luboš,

You write above ‘if someone if being stupid or ignorant, then it’s important to
point out this fact’ and then you say ‘you don’t know even the basics of the
theory’. Right, see how you like this.

Luboš, you don’t need to eat a whole cow just to decide if the meat is bad. ST is
past its sell by date. People don’t need to sample the entire package to discover
that it is poisoning physics. You just can’t grasp this, although you string
theorists have plenty of hypocrisy.

Notice that all I have to do is ask ‘what does ST predict quantitatively?’ If you



say ‘wait a year and I’ll answer’ you’re wasting my time. Why should anyone
study stuff which has led physics nowhere in over 20 years?

Now I don’t have a postdoc in ST so I’m not ‘intellectual’ enough to comment, or
well qualified enough to be serious, or just perhaps too juvenile in sticking to
simple, testable ideas which work 
Best wishes,

Nigel

66. Alejandro Rivero
August 25, 2005

http://www.cerncourier.com/objects/2004/cernbub10_7-04.jpg is a picture of the
machine where the picture was done. The BEBC was not a old machine as some
post could suggest; it worked during the seventies.

67. Scott
August 25, 2005

clifford,

Actually it is not that surprising that three different people would have three
different perceptions about what transpired, I just figured that while you waited
for peter’s responce, I would point out that you were describing your perception
and not neccessarily peters by stating my own perception (which was much
closer to peters that most of discussion was just clarification of what you both
thought). I find it interesting that you thought I was trying to speak for peter
instead of just pointing this out especially when i started the comment by saying
“I find it interesting…”

68. The Statistical Mechanic
August 25, 2005

” [..] Peter Woit thinks that superstring theory is not a scientific theory in the
usual sense, being incapable of making concrete, testable predictions and he
announced that he is finishing a book with the same title as his blog: Not Even
Wrong. [..]”

69. Who
August 26, 2005

I followed the link given here to The Statistical Mechanic, to see what more
Wolfgang had to say about the book, and found a strong recommendation of
Capitalist imperialist Pig, and this link:
http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2005/08/bad-vibrations.html

to the “Bad Vibrations” blog entry by said Pig.
Gist: Pig tried to have a conversation about Peter’s book and it ended
unsatisfactorily. Pig then reflected on this.

http://www.cerncourier.com/objects/2004/cernbub10_7-04.jpg
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Wolfgang’s recommendation of the Pig blog is as follows:
“One of the better blogs is written by CapitalistImperialistPig. He usually has an
independent, yet sane, point of view and discusses mostly US and world politics,
but sometimes also physics and other stuff.”

70. anonymous idiot
August 26, 2005

Who says: I read the colloquy between Pig and Lubos slightly differently. Pig
teased Lubos – Lubos said “you are stupid, stupid, stupid, and an idiot moron,”
whereupon Pig retreated to his own blog and bitchslapped LM.

71. Nigel
August 26, 2005

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/book-that-is-not-even-wrong.html :

Luboš resorts to the argument that Witten is best to judge if ST is right, as he is
the most qualified in ST. (By the same argument, the best way to find out if a
criminal is guilty is to ask him.) Luboš then repeats Witten’s misleading claim
(disproved by Penrose) that ST is proved by predicting graviton right (see my
home page for quotes).

Quantoken replies to Luboš: ‘Einstein says there is no distinction between
acceleration or gravity attraction. If gravity is exchanged by a boson called
graviton, then the two cases can in principle be distinguished by observing
whether any graviton has actually been absorbed by the object or not, breaking
the equivalence principle.’

I think that gets rid of gravity nonsense coming from the ST lobby!  So now we
know ST is as vacuous as cold fusion. 

72. pablo mora
August 26, 2005

Dear Peter,

I found it very interesting your ‘enigmatic and delphic’ comment on
the’quantumpontiff’ blog about Chern-Simons theory, which provokedan furious
andoutraged answer from LM.
In fact i am interested in CS gauge andgravity theories in higher dimensions. I
would very much like it if you can elaborate on that, either in your blog or a
personal e-mail.Thanks,

Pablo

73. A Theorem, You Say?
August 26, 2005

Lubos,

do you mean anything specific by “it is not a theorem now, but may be so next

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/book-that-is-not-even-wrong.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/book-that-is-not-even-wrong.html


year”? (re: canonicity of ST).

If so, what did you have in mind? Is there some specific conjecture rather than a
warm fuzzy feeling about the majesty of string theory?

74. woit
August 26, 2005

Hi Pablo,

Sorry to be enigmatic, but what I had in mind probably won’t help you. Right
now I’m way behind on everything I’m supposed to be doing, but once the new
semester here gets going, this fall I hope to spend time writing some long
postings about things like the Chern-Simons idea I mentioned. People sometimes
quite legitimately complain that there’s too much negativity on this weblog,
which is probably right, and I should be spending more time writing about
positive ideas that I find interesting.

75. MC
August 26, 2005

Peter,

Your cover art closely resembles that of my copy of “What is the World Made Of:
Atoms, Leptons, Quarks, and Other Tantalizing Particles” by Gerald Feinberg
(1977). Unfortunately, I can’t seem to find a picture of it online to show you.

76. woit
August 26, 2005

Hi MC,

Thanks for letting me know. I think the Columbia library has several copies of
this (Feinberg was on the faculty here), so I can take a look at one of them on
Monday. Maybe it’s just that many bubble chamber photos look alike, maybe
both used the same CERN image. In any case I know where the Cape designer
got the image and it wasn’t from Feinberg’s book. But if they’re too similar I’ll let
Cape know and they can decide if they want to do something about that.

77. woit
August 29, 2005

Took a look at the Feinberg book. The cover may or may not be the same CERN
bubble chamber, but definitely is a different picture.



More on WMAP

August 23, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

In reference to my recent posting about the status of the WMAP experiment, an
anonymous (but as far as I can tell, well-informed) source writes:

Hi Peter,

I am *not* a WMAP person, and would appreciate you not mentioning my name or my
institution, but here is the story in the interests of keeping things sane:

1. WMAP is fine.

2. They are being very, very careful with their analysis.

3. Polarization foregrounds are difficult to model.

4. I doubt WMAP has detected GWs. Someone would have leaked that by now.

5. Note that WMAP does not have the sensitivity to detect the GWs predicted by
inflation, it is hard to see how any simple, reasonable models could produce a GW
signal much larger than that, and so a GW signal would be truly revolutionary if
WMAP saw it.

6. The conspiratorial “Cosmology News” that you have linked to looks pretty slanted
to me. They are talking about the famous missing power in low multipoles, discussed
in the first year data release. Note that COBE also saw this missing power. IMO, I
very much doubt this is due to systematics, as that site alleges, and statements that
the team thinks –at the late date of 2004 — otherwise are almost certainly made up.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
August 24, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0403353

http://www.cerncourier.com/main/article/44/10/4

-drl

2. Who
August 24, 2005

DRL, you might be interested in this
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0508047/
which just came out this month.
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it is by the same people and reviews earlier results,
drawing stronger conclusions

3. Quantoken
August 24, 2005

hmm…VERY VERY INTERESTING!

After reading the above paper. I completely changed my opinion regarding the
mistery surrounding the WMAP data. I originally thought that it’s a known fact
that many local astronomical objects do emit microwaves, so what’s big deal the
data is contaminated by some foreground signal, which shows some
characteristics ligned up with the solar system?

But in reality it is a totally different story. Seeing something you do not expected
see is one thing (which can be explained away by signal contamination), but
seeing something you expected to see COMPLETELY MISSING from the data,
is quite a different story, and it can not be explained away by data
contamination!!!)

Quote:
“To conclude, using the multipole vector decomposition we have shown that the
quadrupole and octopole of the microwave
background sky are correlated with each other at a level that is excluded from
being chance in excess of 99%. This comes about from a preponderance of
peculiar correlations and is statistically independent of their observed lack of
power. This observation is in bold contradiction to the predictions of pre-
existing cosmological model, and argues against an inflationary origin for
these fluctuations. In addition, there is strong evidence (again of greater than
99% confidence) that the microwave background at these multipoles is
correlated with the geometry and direction of motion
of the solar system. The observed signal is most unlikely to be due to residual
contamination of the full-sky microwave background maps by known Galactic
foregrounds.”

Any comment?

Note the authors are NOT the WMAP team members, who would be too timid to
make such bold and politically incorrect statements!

Quantoken

4. D R Lunsford
August 24, 2005

Thanks Who, that is a real paper.

-drl

5. Matti Pitkanen
August 24, 2005



The lack of correlations for angular scales above 60 degrees implies the
smallness of quadrupole and octupole moments: see http://www.cerncourier.com
/main/article/44/10/4.

I have proposed an explanation in terms of many-sheeted space- time. The space-
time sheets along which incoming photons arrive have finite size. For large
angular separations it is probable that they arrive along different space-time
sheets so that there is no correlation.

See the subsection “Fluctuations of the microwave background as a support the
notion of many-sheeted space-time” at http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka
/tgd.html#cosmo .

Matti Pitkanen

6. Artem Khodush
August 28, 2005

Could this be explained by non-uniform distribution of mass in the universe? I.e.
what if all the supposed dark matter is inside some giant black hole lurking
somewhere, could that black hole affect CMB photons in a way to produce such
anomalies?

7. D R Lunsford
August 29, 2005

Could this be explained by non-uniform distribution of mass in the universe? I.e.
what if all the supposed dark matter is inside some giant black hole lurking
somewhere, could that black hole affect CMB photons in a way to produce such
anomalies?

This is the problem with teaching and endorsing fantasies. Students start to
think of fantastic (that is, absurdly unreal) scenarios instead of sticking to sane
physics.

The issue is that the data indicate an unexplained local contribution to the MB,
after which the C in CMB is practically irrelevant, the BB plain wrong, and
inflation an opium smoker’s pipe dream.

-drl

8. D R Lunsford
August 29, 2005

This is off topic but important.

Today we had an authentic physics miracle – once the eye was past New Orleans,
the equally strong west winds pushed the storm surge back out to sea. It’s
tempting to think of this as simple superposition of waves but wave motion is
essentially different in even vs. odd spatial dimensions – in any case the equal
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and opposite winds on the south side of the eye tended to mitigate the storm
surge.

Now the amazing thing is, the storm turned right by just the right amount to be
able to use the storm’s own rotational energy against itself. This is, to all
purposes, a near miracle.

-drl

9. Artem Khodush
August 30, 2005

The issue is that the data indicate an unexplained local contribution to the MB

I dont’ get why it’s assumed local. Just because it’s aligned with ecliptic? Or are
there other reasons in the article which I overlooked?

10. D R Lunsford
August 30, 2005

Because the “horizon”, the ultimate non-local, defines a (projective) metric,
which in turn imposes an order – of magnitude – on influences. There are two
scales – cosmic and local – because of the cross-ratio, which essentially is a
quotient – and is the basic invariant of projective geometry. The claim so far is
that the MB is cosmic only.

-drl

11. D R Lunsford
August 30, 2005

I see I misread your question – I actually answered the question “Why you can’t
assume it’s cosmic”. To answer the actual question – if aligned with the ecliptic
then, since the final radiation field can be expanded in spherical harmonics,
there is a pre-defined relation between all the various multipole terms, because
the symmetry is now planar and not spherical – a favored direction. That is,
space is not isotropic. In fact the most interesting part of this work is that the
octopole and quadrupole are aligned, with each other, regardless of the ecliptic.

-drl

12. Artem Khodush
August 31, 2005

Thank you DRL for the explanation. Looks like I misunderstood the term “local” –
actually it can be anything anywhere that defines a favored direction. And doing
wild guesses is pointless unless I could put that in the equations, solve, and
compare result, which I can’t. Sigh. Thanks again.

13. D R Lunsford
August 31, 2005



Well people are imagining bizarro worlds with complicated topologies instead of
just admitting the simple answer, that not only does light fall – gravity glows.

-drl

14. island
August 31, 2005

So, Einstein was right if the universe is rotating, then it has a center of rotation,
and a center of gravity. If the assumption about the universe being unbounded
can be demonstrated to be false, then the Copernican Cosmological principle
takes a big hit and BB theory gets more realisitic applied to a universe that has
volume when a big bang occurs without a singularity.

I’ll buy all of that even if I did have to say it myself… 

15. D R Lunsford
September 1, 2005

“The Universe is rotating”

With respect to what?

How can you even WRITE such a sentence?

-drl

16. island
September 5, 2005

I know what you’re saying, but it falls out of Quantoken’s quote, maybe as more
of a figure of speach… or wouldn’t this result in quadrupole and octopole
moments?

In addition, there is strong evidence (again of greater than 99%
confidence) that the microwave background at these multipoles is
correlated with the geometry and direction of motion
of the solar system.

The pattern indicates a rotating universe, since this incoherence manifests via
octopole and quadrupole components in a bound universe, so there should be a
center of gravity at the center of the visible universe with the universe rotating
as a black hole might… with respect to what… I have no clue.



Oberwolfach Workshops

August 24, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There have been two quite interesting Oberwolfach workshops this summer with
some relation to my favorite ideas about K-theory and quantum field theory. The most
recent was a workshop on Gerbes, Twisted K-theory and Conformal Field Theory, with
blogging from Urs Schreiber at The String Coffeee Table. Jouko Mickelsson gave a
talk on “Twisted K-theory and the index on G” which from Urs’s description was
mostly about the material in Mickelsson’s paper Families Index Theorem in
Supersymmetric WZW Model and Twisted K-theory. This is closely related to the
Freed-Hopkins-Teleman theorem, and their construction of a twisted K-theory class
using Dirac operators on a circle, parametrized by connections on the circle.

Urs wasn’t sure what to make of this talk or how to connect it to string theory. My
own point of view is that this is very interesting not because of the relation to strings,
but because one can think of it as a possible new way of describing the Hilbert space
for 2d chiral gauge theory. Perhaps this can provide a 2d toy model to test out new
approaches to gauge theories in 3 and 4 dimensions. From this point of view, the QFT
involved is best thought of not as the supersymmetric WZW model, but as a chiral
fermion coupled to a gauge field, with BRST gauge fixing. In some sense what is
going on here is an index-theoretic version of BRST.

Earlier in the summer there was an Oberwolfach workshop on Geometric Topology
and Connections With Quantum Field Theory. One of the main topics there was recent
work on elliptic cohomology, with a survey talk by Graeme Segal and Jacob Lurie
speaking on a new “derived algebraic geometry” approach to the related theory of
“topological modular forms”. Greg Moore’s talk looked interesting, especially his
comments on various QFTs which he thinks of as special cases of AdS/CFT, and
generalizations of the Chern-Simons/CFT correspondence. In a footnote he writes “It
would constitute a major step forward in mathematics if someone could state the
AdS/CFT correspondence in a mathematically precise way.”

The same Oberwolfach workshop also had a talk by Nitu Kitchloo on “The Baum-
Connes Conjecture for Loop Groups”, which really was also about Freed-Hopkins-
Teleman in disguise. I’ve talked a little bit with Paul Baum about this idea that FHT is
Baum-Connes for loop groups, but Kitchloo has tried to do something with it. The
general idea behind Baum-Connes is that one can study the representation theory of a
group in terms of the topological K-theory of a classifying space for the group. In the
case of loop groups, the classifying space is the space of connections on a trivial
bundle over the circle, and the topological K-theory is FHT’s twisted K-theory of the
group. The information about the loop group representation theory is encoded in the
Verlinde algebra. An ongoing project of mine is to try and sort out the relations of this
story to 2d QFT (see comment above about Mickelsson’s work), hoping that if one
gets the right point of view on the 2d case one can use this to define gauge theories in
3 and 4 dimensions in terms of some sort of K-theory, implementing some sort of
Baum-Connes correspondence for higher dimensional gauge groups.
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Comments

1. John Baez
September 6, 2005

How come whenever you talk about something with some mathematical
substance, nobody ever comments on it, while they are happy to argue endlessly
over X being rude to Y in Z’s blog?

Sigh….

I think there’s got to be a much slicker way to formulate and prove the
relationship that the Freed-Hopkins-Teleman result addresses, but so far my best
attempt is the paper I wrote with Alissa Crans, Urs Schreiber and Danny
Stevenson relating the fundamental gerbe on a compact Lie group G to a 2-group
(= categorified group) that one can also build from the central extension of the
loop group of G.

I guess I need to go further and study how the representations of this central
extension are connected to the K-theory of vector bundles on G twisted by the
fundamental gerbe.

2. woit
September 6, 2005

Hi John,

I’ll take a close look at the paper you mention, and see if you can convince me
that I really need to think about Lie 2-algebras and 2-groups. My main interest in
this is still QFT; I think there’s a beautiful QFT story going on here, one which
I’ve only partly worked out, but have yet to see how the 2-group point of view
helps.

You’re right that it’s kind of discouraging that my more substantial posts don’t
get many comments. Partly my fault I think, for just referring to things without
taking the time to write out some explanations of what is going on with this stuff
(the kind of thing you do in TWF). This fall I hope to have more time for this and
to get organized to be able to put formulas in these postings in some simple way.
Maybe that will help.

I can’t really blame people though. The ongoing train wreck that is string theory
and the bizarre behavior it is leading to is pretty fascinating to watch and hard to
resist commenting on.

http://arxiv.org/abs/math.QA/0504123
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.QA/0504123


arXiv Trackbacks

August 24, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

As discussed here, here, here, and here, the arXiv is now putting on each abstract
page a link to trackbacks from weblogs which contain a link to the paper in question.
This is an interesting mechanism for integrating the discussion of various papers on
weblogs with the arXiv site.

I remember more than ten years ago Paul Ginsparg talking about the idea of setting
up a mechanism for having commentary on papers on the arXiv, but this idea seems to
have not gotten off the ground at the time. Part of the idea was that the author of the
paper would be able to delete any posted commentary he or she didn’t like. When
asked about whether this would stop people from being able to use the commentary
section to point out that a paper was wrong, Ginsparg noted that if there was no
commentary on a specific paper, did you really care whether it was because the
author had deleted the comments, or because no one thought the paper was worth
commenting on?

My latest posting from earlier this evening contained a couple links to arXiv papers (I
didn’t know about this trackback business at the time). Jacques Distler explains that
one’s weblog has to be on a list of “serious physicist-bloggers” in order for one’s
trackbacks to appear. So far mine haven’t, so I guess I’m not a “serious physicist-
blogger” by the standards of Jacques (or whoever is managing this thing).

Update: The trackbacks are there now, as pointed out by Sean Carroll. Not sure when
this happened, partly because there seems to be a bug in their system. The abstract
page for the Mickelsson paper I linked to counts only one trackback, when there
really are two (the other, from Urs Schreiber was there yesterday).

Comments

1. Steve Thorsett
August 24, 2005

Jacques Distler explains that one’s weblog has to be on a list of
“serious physicist-bloggers?? in order for one’s trackbacks to appear.
So far mine haven’t, so I guess I’m not a “serious physicist-blogger??
by the standards of Jacques (or whoever is managing this thing).

In my experience, WordPress doesn’t support trackback autodiscovery, so a
casual link to an abstract isn’t enough: I have to deliberately ping the
http://arxiv.org/trackback/… address. I’ve verified this in experiments from my
own page with arxiv. Manual trackbacks register (after a short delay), but simple
links don’t. Of course, we’re using different versions of WordPress.

2. woit
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August 25, 2005

Thanks Steve. But I’m still confused. Notices of trackback pings from me appear
in other weblogs when I post something with links to them, even if I don’t put the
trackback in manually. I just tried putting in the two arXiv link trackbacks
manually, but it looks to me like I’m getting a message that these were “already
pinged”. Anyway, I’ll check after a while to see if the manual trackbacks had any
effect.

3. Suresh
August 25, 2005

the trackback mechanism is semi-reviewed, in that it has to go thru some
processing before the trackbacks are registered. this is probably why you
haven’t seen it yet.

4. Sean
August 25, 2005

Looks like your trackbacks are there now.

5. woit
August 25, 2005

Thanks Sean,

I’d checked earlier this morning, but the fact that their trackback counter
doesn’t seem to be working may have kept me from realizing that mine was
there.

6. Steve Thorsett
August 25, 2005

The page headers at arxiv aren’t being set correctly with a new “modified” date
when the trackback counter changes, so you are pulling the page with your
cache with an old value. Force a refresh (shift-reload in firefox) and the counter
will be correct. This caught me last night.



A First Course in Modular Forms

August 29, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I recently got a copy of a very interesting new textbook entitled A First Course in
Modular Forms by Fred Diamond and Jerry Shurman. Fred was a student of Andrew
Wiles at Princeton, and came here to Columbia as a junior faculty member at the
same time I did. He now teaches at Brandeis.

The title of the book is a bit deceptive, what it is really about is what used to be called
the Taniyama-Shimura-Weil (or some subset of those names) conjecture, but now is
often known as the Modularity Theorem. Most of this theorem was proved by Andrew
Wiles (with help from Richard Taylor), who famously used his result to prove Fermat’s
last theorem. More recently, the proof of the full theorem was completed by Fred,
together with collaborators Christophe Breuil, Brian Conrad and Richard Taylor.
Stating the modularity theorem precisely requires some serious mathematical
technology, an imprecise statement is the “All rational elliptic curves arise from
modular forms”. This fits into the Langlands program of establishing a
correspondence between arithmetic objects (in this case elliptic curves over the
rational numbers), and analytic objects (in this case modular forms). If one can do
this, typically the fact that the analytic objects are pretty well understood allows one
to get a vast amount of very deep information about the more mysterious arithmetic
objects (e.g. being able to count solutions to equations over the rationals or integers).

The book takes an interesting approach to the Modularity Theorem, not trying to
actually prove it. The proof involves highly sophisticated mathematical technology,
and really understanding it is still the province of experts. If one wants to try and
learn this technology, two places to look are the volumes Modular Forms and Fermat’s
Last Theorem and Arithmetic Algebraic Geometry, which are the proceedings of two
different instructional conferences. Instead of trying to give a proof, Diamond and
Shurman’s book explains exactly what the various related versions of the Modularity
Theorem say. This covers a range of beautiful mathematical ideas, much of which
hasn’t before had a particularly readable exposition. Until now, the main reference for
some of this material has been Shimura’s Introduction to Arithmetic Theory of
Automorphic Functions, a famously difficult text.

The book is advertised as “A First Course” and attempts to minimize the prerequisites
necessary to read it, making it conceivable to even use the book with advanced
undergraduates. This is a worthy goal, but may be a bit over-ambitious. I suspect
most people will get more out of the book if they already have had exposure to some
of this mathematics at a slightly more basic level. One place to get this is Neal
Koblitz’s Introduction to Elliptic Curves and Modular Forms. But this really is a
wonderful book, making accessible parts of the really beautiful mathematics which
mathematicians have been making great progress in understanding over the last
decade.
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Comments

1. owen
August 29, 2005

I’m not qualified to comment on the mathematics contained in this book, but I
would like to mention that I had Jerry Shurman for an introductory math class
when I was a freshman. He was a fantastic teacher – possibly the best I had
(along with David Griffiths) during four years at Reed. I consider this to be an
impressive achievement, considering the general caliber of professors at Reed.
He had a knack for conveying information clearly and concisely without being
dull in the least. It’s no surprise that this book succeeds at “making accessible
parts of really beautiful mathematics.”

2. iso42
August 29, 2005

I have a naive question.
If only a handful of people understand and can check a proof a la Wiles, how can
we be sure that there is no hidden problem with it?
Is there a formalized, automated or semi-automated way to do this?
I know that long reviews were done on Wiles’ proof but I wonder if the
mathematics could be formalized enough to check it (to some extent) on a
computer.

3. woit
August 29, 2005

As far as I know, at the level that Wiles is working the arguments are difficult to
completely formalize so that a computer could check them. One thing to keep in
mind though in a case like this is that his argument was gone over with a fine-
toothed comb by some very good people, including some who wish they had
solved this problem themselves, so were highly motivated to find something
wrong with it. Also, many other people are now using his techniques to try and
do other things. If there were a problem with his use of one of them, it’s quite
likely someone would notice this when they tried to use it to do something else.

When not many people care much about a result, it is quite possible for a wrong
argument to get in the literature and be accepted. In this case it seems
extremely unlikely.



Warped Passages

August 30, 2005
Categories: Book Reviews

A couple days ago I got ahold of a copy of Lisa Randall’s new book Warped Passages:
Unraveling the Mysteries of the Universe’s Hidden Dimensions, and finished reading
it last night. It’s a book intended for a popular audience, containing an overview of
modern physics, but concentrating on the idea of extra dimensions beyond the
standard four we know about. The last part of the book attempts to explain at a non-
technical level work by Randall and others that generically goes under the name of
“braneworld scenarios”, and involves various versions of the idea that our four
dimensional space-time is embedded in some higher dimensional space. The specific
ideas she describes in some detail are:

1. Work with Raman Sundrum (hep-th/9810155) on solving the flavor-changing
problems that occur in supersymmetric models by “sequestering” the supersymmetry
breaking sector on another brane, separated from ours.

2. The Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali idea (hep-ph/9803315) of large extra
dimensions, which explains the weakness of gravity as due to the large size of some of
the extra dimensions, with gravity propagating in them, but not the other forces.

3. The Randall-Sundrum warped geometry with two branes (hep-ph/9905221).

4. The Randall-Sundrum warped geometry with an infinite extra dimension, using AdS
geometry (hep-th/9906064).

5. Work with Karsch on “localized gravity” (hep-th/0011156).

I afraid I’ve never found these brane-world scenarios to be at all compelling. They
don’t really seem to me either aesthetically appealing or able to explain in a
convincing way any of the things we don’t understand about the standard model.
They’re not derived from any fundamental theory, so the rules of what branes you’re
allowed to postulate and what properties you can assign to them seem very loose,
allowing all sorts of things. At one point Randall writes:

Other branes might be parallel to ours and might house parallel worlds. But many
other types of braneworld might exist too. Branes could intersect and particles could
be trapped at the intersections. Branes could have different dimensionality. They
could curve. They could move. They could wrap around unseen invisible dimensions.
Let your imagination run wild and draw any picture you like. It is not impossible that
such a geometry exists in the cosmos.

which I guess is meant to be inspiring, but makes me worry there’s not enough
structure to this game to make it useful. One virtue of some of these models is that
they lead to new phenomena at potentially accessible energy scales. If the LHC sees
the kinds of effects predicted by these models, there will be some well-deserved
Nobel prizes for the people involved in this story, but this seems to me highly unlikely.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0060531088
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0060531088
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Randall says in her book that she really does believe in these sorts of extra
dimensions, but most particle theorists I know of (string theorist and non-string
theorist) tend more to the opinion that while these are models worth investigating
(since you may learn something, and it gives experimentalists something more
specific to look for), there’s only the most outside chance that they correspond to
what the LHC will see.

The one problem of the standard model that braneworlds do provide an interesting
answer for is the hierarchy problem, that of why the weak and Planck scales are so
disparate. In these scenarios, the fundamental gravitational scale is not the Planck
scale, but something closer to the weak scale, so (unlike in the standard picture)
gravity is not weak because the Planck scale is so large, but because braneworlds
provide various mechanisms for making the gravitational force much weaker than the
others. The idea that the gravitational scale may be closer to and maybe even directly
related to the weak scale, and that this is somehow related to the electroweak
symmetry breaking mechanism that we still don’t understand, is an appealing one,
but the ways braneworlds accomplish this removes much of the appeal (at least for
me). The choices just seem too arbitrary, and while there is some geometry involved,
it is geometry of a crude sort. The standard model involves fascinating and beautiful
spinor geometry and the geometry of Yang-Mills fields, which is pretty much ignored
in these scenarios, which try and get everything out of simple Riemannian geometry
and general relativity sorts of considerations.

There’s a lot about string theory in the book, with Randall clearly skeptical about
many of the claims made for the theory. I remember a few years ago at a debate over
string theory held at the Museum of Natural History here in New York, she scornfully
responded to the argument that “string theory predicts gravity” with “sure it does,
gravity in ten dimensions.” Here she says I’m an agnostic on this subject – I don’t
know what string theory will ultimately be or whether it will solve the questions of
quantum mechanics and gravity it sets out to address. She’s similarly agnostic about
GUTs: Although unified theories have some appealing features, I’m not really sure
whether studying them will lead to correct insights into nature. The gap in energy
between what we know and what we extrapolate to is huge..

Randall describes being a student in 1984 at Harvard, seeing the field split into two
camps that were at odds with each other: Gross/Witten doing string theory at
Princeton, Georgi/Glashow doing model building at Harvard. About Princeton she
says :

Physicists there were so certain that string theory was the road to the future that the
department no longer contained any particle theorists who didn’t work on string
theory – a mistake that Princeton has yet to correct.

She tells the story of the relation between model builders and string theorists over
the last twenty years as follows;

Early on, the battles between the merits of the two opposing viewpoints – string
theory and model building – were fierce, with each side claiming better footing on the
road to truth. Model builders thought that string theorists were in mathematical
dreamland, whereas string theorists thought that model builders were wasting their



time and ignoring the truth.

Fortunately, things have now changed. ….many of us now think about string theory
and experimentally oriented physics simultaneously. I have continued to follow the
model building approach in my research, but I also incorporate ideas from string
theory…. The communities are no longer so rigidly defined, and there is more
common ground. Both scientifically and socially, there are now strong overlaps
between model builders and string theorists.

The fact that branes are an important part of modern string theory meant that string
theorists took an interest in this kind of model-building, with Randall noting that:

In fact, because our research didn’t directly challenge string theory models, the
string theory community actually accepted and recognized the significance of our
work sooner than the model-building community.

In particular, the fact that the Randall-Sundrum model uses the same AdS geometry
and has interesting relations to AdS/CFT has drawn a lot of interest from string
theorists. Whatever you think of all this as physics, as academic politics it was an
absolute stroke of genius, defusing a bitter conflict. I confess to finding this unholy
alliance between the model-builders and string theorists rather problematic. I’d much
prefer to see the model-builders holding string theorists accountable for the theory’s
inability to actually predict anything or even lead in any well-defined way to a specific
class of models that could be tested. By reaching an accomodation with string
theorists and agreeing on a central role for string theory in particle theory research,
the model-builders have made the string theory juggernaut pretty much impregnable,
leaving anyone interested in alternatives to string theory very much marginalized
within the particle theory community.

In the acknowledgements, she prominently thanks one of her Harvard colleagues:

Lubos Motl, a brilliant physicist and dedicated science communicator (whose specious
ideas about women in science we’ll ignore), read everything, even before it was
readable, and gave extraordinarily useful suggestions and encouragement at every
stage.

Update: Lubos has a new posting about Randall’s book. He ends by referring to some
forthcoming book containing “dumb insults against the physicists”. I guess the
rumors that he’s written something for publication must be true then.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
August 30, 2005

In the absence of any evidence for hidden dimensions, especially those in need of
unraveling, the title, “Warped Passages: Unraveling the Mysteries of the
Universe’s Hidden Dimensions” is somewhat misleading.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/warped-passages-out.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/warped-passages-out.html


I would prefer, “Exploring the possibility that extra dimensions might solve some
problems in physics”.

But, hey, when did honesty sell books?

2. Very
August 30, 2005

>The choices just seem too arbitrary, and while there is some >geometry
involved, it is geometry of a crude sort. The standard model >involves
fascinating and beautiful spinor geometry and the geometry >of Yang-Mills
fields, which is pretty much ignored in these scenarios, >which try and get
everything out of simple Riemannian geometry and >general relativity sorts of
considerations.

Crude??? The “beautiful” spinors you write about are one of the renormalizable
local representations of the Poincare group, which is why they appear, not
because of their underlying “beauty”. Similarly, gauge theories arise because
when you try to describe massless spin-1 bosons using a vector field, we come up
with unphysical gauge degrees of freedom. The only consistent way to make
those massless spin-1 bosons self-interacting is if they happen to arrange
themselves into a Lie algebra. There’s no underlying mathematical beauty here
either.

3. Chris Oakley
August 30, 2005

Very-

Beauty is very much in the eye of the beholder, but I agree to the extent that the
beauty of Yang-Mills evaporates as soon as one tries to quantize. If gauge fixing,
ghosts or renormalization is beautiful then the Incredible Hulk ought to win Miss
America.

4. woit
August 30, 2005

Very,

Some of us happen to think that the fact that gauge fields are connections and
connections are the fundamental objects in modern geometry means that they’re
mathematically beautiful. You’re welcome to the philosophy that this is just a
coincidence, that what’s important is what gives consistent quantization of a
massless spin-1 field, but my philosophy is different. We can’t really have a
rational discussion about what is mathematically beautiful and what isn’t, but I’ll
point out that I just spent a year teaching our graduate course in geometry in the
math department here, so I have some idea what mathematicians consider the
deepest and most beautiful constructions in the subject.

Similar remarks apply to spinors. As to “crude”, Riemannian geometry is 19th
century mathematics, spinor geometry and the geometry of general connections



is 20th century mathematics.

5. woit
August 30, 2005

Chris,

I agree with you that the way gauge invariance is handled in quantum Yang-Mills
theory is not a pretty sight. It gets the Feynman rules right, but opens all sorts of
other questions. I suspect there are better, more beautiful ways of doing it, and
these are very much worth working on.

6. Shantanu
August 30, 2005

Peter, does this book discuss Loop quantum gravity , dynamical
triangulations or anything else besides string theory?

7. woit
August 30, 2005

Shantanu,

Nothing about loop quantum gravity, dynamical triangulations, etc., and very
little about quantum gravity. Randall makes it clear she’s fundamentally a
particle theory model builder, interested in making models of particle physics
that have some hope of being tested at future accelerators or other particle
physics experiments.

I undoubtedly overemphasized how much there is about string theory in the
book, since I was interested in her relation to string theory, and she does write
extensively about this. But most of the book is basically a particle physics book,
aimed at getting to and explaining her work on braneworld scenarios in particle
physics.

8. Who
August 30, 2005

Shantanu that is a great question
does [the Randall] book discuss Loop quantum gravity , dynamical
triangulations …?

I’m inclined to think that at this point any book that pretends to be about
contemporary views of spacetime and does not give an adequate description of
the loop and triangulation pictures is appealing to self-indulgent fantasists rather
than to interested lay readers.

So I am curious too. Maybe Peter will tell us. (Must say I dread the answer.)

9. woit
August 30, 2005



Who,

Already answered that question above. This is not in any way, shape or form a
book about quantum gravity, and actually I think that’s fine. The problem of
quantum gravity is not the only important one out there!

Although after writing this comment I thought better of it. The assumption that
the gravity scale is much lower than the Planck scale does mean one is saying
something about quantum gravity in these braneworld scenarios. But Randall
isn’t much interested in any of the standard conceptual problems about
quantizing gravity, or in the question of what happens at very high energies,
whether the theory is finite, whether there’s a background independent theory,
etc. She’s taking a very pragmatic approach, not asking fundamental questions
about space and time of the sort that normally are part of the subject of quantum
gravity.

10. dan
August 30, 2005

“Lubos Motl, a brilliant physicist and dedicated science communicator (whose
specious ideas about women in science we’ll ignore)”

i’m kinda curious as to what lubos’ ideas about women in science, as we all
clearly know his views on LQG.

11. woit
August 30, 2005

He seems to have gotten himself into trouble with his colleagues over this.
Basically he was strongly supporting Summers in the recent controversy at
Harvard over women in science. Like Summers, he seems to believe that the
reason there are a lot fewer women than men in science is that, on the whole,
they’re dumber.

Oh, and please don’t start up a discussion of this whole controversy here, it’s
been done to death already many places on the internet. So unless someone has
a really informative and original comment on this (or Lubos wants to defend
himself against mischaracterization of his views), I’ll probably delete more
comments about this as off-topic.

12. Gordon
August 30, 2005

You should realize, that none of theories you advertised are quantum consistent.
They explode upon quantization. I still
dont know what to do about this, besides many months of work.

13. Jean-Paul
August 30, 2005

You described the book without any comments on its quality — very diplomatic.



So is it a good book? A possible best-seller?

14. Chris Oakley
August 31, 2005

Well, Gordon, don’t quantize, then.

15. Thomas Larsson
August 31, 2005

Very,

What you say about spinors and connections is technically correct, but why don’t
you think that this is beautiful? Mathematical beauty is usually connected with
symmetry, and groups (and infinitesimally Lie algebras) are the language of
symmetry.

You can regard differential geometry (DG) as the representation theory of the
group of diffeomorphisms. All objects of interest in DG, like tensor fields,
connections, exterior and covariant derivatives, etc., have a natural formulation
in diffeomorphism group language. This is obvious, since DG is about well-
defined objects, and an object is well-defined precisely when it transforms as a
representation under arbitrary coordinate transformations.

You are of course free to think that DG is trivial or ugly. However, you cannot
coherently argue that DG is beautiful and that diffeomorphism group
representations are not, because the former is a special case of the latter.

A major insight of conformal field theory is that in addition to the classical reps
relevant to 1D DG (primary and secondary fields), there are also quantum or
lowest-energy reps, with energy = L_0: Verma modules, Fock modules, minimal
models, etc. These quantum reps are directly applicable to the physics of 2D
phase transitions, and also play an important role in string theory; the special
role of D=26 follows immediately from the Virasoro algebra.

Algebras of diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations admit similar quantum
representations also in higher dimensions. I have tried to educate the physics
community about this remarkable fact for several years, so far in vain. People
unwilling to learn are simply not susceptible to edification.

16. a
August 31, 2005

From a phenomenological point of view the AdS/CFT duality means that the
Randall-Sundrum model is the same thing as “walking technicolor”. So, it is
curious that almost no phenomenologist likes to work on technicolor (because
disfavored by precision electroweak tests), while its dual Randall-Sundrum
version attracted a lot of attention. Luckily LHC will start in a few years,
allowing us to restart doing real physics.

17. woit

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/RQM.pdf
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/RQM.pdf


August 31, 2005

Jean-Paul,

No clue whether it will be a best-seller. Intellectually, I think it’s a better book
than many recent ones of the same genre, because there’s less gee-whiz
evangelizing for very speculative ideas that probably don’t work. In this case the
author only does a bit of this, and mostly only for her own work. Every scientist
should have the right to write something overly optimistic about their own work
for the general public, and I think anyone reading such a thing does so well
aware that people tend to have an exaggerated opinion of how wonderful their
own children are. About ideas like supersymmetry and string theory, Randall is
even-handed, saying the jury is out and explaining what some of the severe
problems with these ideas are.

The book is written so as to be in principle understandable by someone with no
knowledge at all of math or physics, which is a worthy goal, but I’m not sure how
realistic this is. Some simple ideas are explained in great detail, with several
different analogies and related stories. I confess to having skipped most of this,
since it wasn’t aimed at me, and it’s hard to tell how effective these parts of the
book will be. I just finished my own book, and spent a lot of time thinking about
how to explain some sophisticated ideas to as wide a range of people as possible,
without using equations. In my case I decided to mostly avoid analogies and just
give the clearest short explanation I could come up with. People with more
background hopefully will get something out of these explanations, people with
less will find some paragraphs baffling, but hopefully just move on to the next
paragraph.

The danger with writing a long explanation, with lots of analogies is that people
can get lost in these things, and if not chosen very carefully the analogies can do
more harm than good. They can confuse people who focus on the wrong part of
the analogy and miss the point, or convince people they understand a concept
when all they’ve learned is that X is like Y, where they know what Y is, but still
don’t have a clue as to what it is about X that is like Y. Anyway, I can’t really tell
how well Randall succeeds at communicating these ideas to someone who starts
not knowing much at all about this stuff, for that you need to hear from a
different reviewer.

18. rrtucci
August 31, 2005

I don’t like analogies too much either; but, physics/math figures (including
graphs), I consider vital. (e.g. Penrose’s latest book is brimming with figures)
Pedro, how many figures will your book have? Even before you answer, I will ask
my next question: Do you think such a paltry number of figures is enough? If it’s
still possible, I think you should add a few more.

19. woit
August 31, 2005

Hmm, the book has a few figures, but not enough. How did you know?



Actually I’m about to start dealing with the figures next week, will take your
excellent advice to think about smuggling in more.

The figures in Penrose’s book are truly amazing, definitely one of the best parts
of his book. He’s an excellent draftsman, did them himself I hear. Just thinking
about the amount of work that went into them scares me.

20. plato
September 1, 2005

He’s an excellent draftsman, did them himself I hear.

With his tessellations and influence of Escher one understands why I think.

21. basho.
September 1, 2005

Hi,

I have been a reader of your blog for some time (as a graduate student in
particle physics).

Recently, I began writing too.

I won’t be writing for some time due to other commitments.

However, I would like it if you read a few things I had written in the past.

Best,

basho.

22. Arun
September 1, 2005

I just wonder why he feels so threatened by a book by the ignorant catering to an
undemanding audience.

23. D R Lunsford
September 1, 2005

It’s utter horseshit.

Markarian 205. WMAP. Connect the dots.

-drl

24. Shantanu
September 2, 2005

I just browsed through this book at a nearby bookstore and in the
acknowledgements Lee smolin has been thanked.



25. Nigel
September 17, 2005

Just read Warped Passages and think it brilliant. Especially where Lisa writes on
page 295 that ‘even if string theory is correct, we are unlikely to find the many
additional particles it predicts. The energy of current experiments is sixteen
orders of magnitude too low. … because the string length is so tiny and the string
tension is so high, we won’t see any evidence to support string theory at the
energies achievable in accelerators, even if the string description is correct.’

In addition, she admits the fact that not only are these speculations impossible to
test convincingly, they are also extremely vague because there are many
variations of the extra-dimensional theories. She remarks on page 456: ‘We now
know that extra-dimensional setups can come in any number of shapes and sizes.
They could have warped extra dimensions, or they could have extra large
dimensions; they might contain one brane or two branes; they might contain
particles in the bulk and other particles confined to branes. … Which, if any, of
these ideas describes the real world?’



Quantum Gravity Commentary

September 2, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

During the last couple days, some interesting commentary on quantum gravity has
appeared at a couple places on the web. One is at John Baez’s latest edition of his
proto-blog This Week’s Finds in Mathematical Physics. John is mainly writing about
operads, but he begins by saying a bit about why he’s working on pure math rather
than quantum gravity these days:

Work on quantum gravity has seemed stagnant and stuck for the last couple of years,
which is why I’ve been turning more towards pure math.

He mentions the “landscape” and the problems it is causing for string theory,
suggesting a reason Susskind’s “anthropic” nonsense is getting attention:

perhaps it’s because nobody really knows how to get string theory to predict
experimental results! Even after you chose a vacuum, you’d need to see how
supersymmetry gets broken, and this remain quite obscure.

But instead of spending time bashing string theory, John admirably also has a critical
take on his own side of the LQG/string theory controversy, noting that

it has major problems of its own: nobody knows how it can successfully mimic general
relativity at large length scales, as it must to be realistic! Old-fashioned perturbative
quantum gravity failed on this score because it wasn’t renormalizable. Loop quantum
gravity may get around this somehow… but it’s about time to see exactly how.

Jacques Distler also has an interesting posting about quantum gravity, based on his
introductory lecture to the string theory class he is teaching this semester. He
explains what some of the generic problems with quantum gravity are, from an
effective field theory/renormalization group point of view, and how string theory gets
around them. There are also some interesting comments about observables in
quantum gravity and the signficance in this context of non-trivial gauge
transformations at infinity. Unfortunately, unlike John, Jacques doesn’t believe in
being very explicit about the problems his side is having (to be fair, maybe that’s the
topic of another lecture). He does mention background independence and refers to
discussion elsewhere, where students could learn about the lack of a non-perturbative
formulation of the theory. But his claim that string theory “provides a unique, or
nearly unique UV completion” seems to me seriously misleading, and deserving of
elaboration lest the uninitiated get the wrong idea.

Jacques does deal in a somewhat peculiar way with a commenter named Jason who is
happy with the idea of a quantum gravity theory that can’t predict anything at all at
the Planck scale. Instead of making the obvious point that believing in a theory that
can’t predict anything is not what scientists do, Jacques writes

Careful, Jason. A certain self-anointed String Theory gadfly might hear you.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week220.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week220.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/TWF.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/TWF.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html#c002744
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html#c002744


Perhaps Jacques meant to write “self-appointed”, since I’d never thought of myself as
a “gadfly” until Sean Carroll recently referred to me as such. If I were the sort to self-
anoint, I suppose I’d prefer something more serious sounding than “String Theory
gadfly”, maybe “String Theorist’s worst nightmare”…..

Comments

1. garrett
September 3, 2005

This quote is also from John Baez’s TWF post:
“Math is (at least for me) a less nerve-racking pursuit, since the truths we find
can be confirmed simply by discussing them: we don’t need to wait for
experiment. Math is just as grand as physics, or more so. But it’s more wispy and
ethereal, since it’s about pure pattern in general – not the particular magic
patterns that became the world we see. So, the stakes are lower, but the odds
are higher. ”

This seems like such a cop out! I mean, yes the stakes are high and the odds low
when working with the fundamentals, but if the most qualified people don’t work
on this — and it does desperately need to be worked on — who will? And what is
tenure for if not working on risky endeavors? I do agree the math itself is
beautiful, but it’s so much better and more important when it’s the universe’s
math one is trying to figure out.

I guess this just emphasizes the fundamental dilemma with pure math from a
physicists point of view, and the dance theoretical physicists and mathematicians
do around one another. Quite often mathematicians wandering away from
physically motivated math and into their own creations will make something up
that is later found to apply to the physical world, but even more often it doesn’t.
For mathematicians this is not a gamble at all, but for a physicist this is the
biggest gamble there is.

Gadfly — heh, yah, you’re a gadfly the same way the kid who said the emperor
had no clothes was a gadfly.

Hey Peter, I don’t know if I should ask you this via email, or in comments, or
where, but do you know much about the geometry of BRST transformations? I
figured you would and I wanted someone to talk with about it. Email would be
my first choice.

-Garrett

2. Alejandro Rivero
September 3, 2005

First time I head (read) the word “gadfly”. So you bite. Well.

3. Thomas Larsson

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/23/not-even-wrong
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/23/not-even-wrong


September 3, 2005

gadfly: n. a fly that bites horses and cattle
– Oxford paperback dictionary

Swedish: broms. Norvegian and west Swedish dialects: klaegg.

4. Lee Smolin
September 3, 2005

Dear Peter,

Thanks for this. It is good to lay out the strengths and weaknesses of all the
approaches. It is true that the big challenge facing all background independent
approaches is showing that the classical spacetime geometry is recovered in the
low energy limit. But my own view is that John is too pessimistic. There have
been for years results which show that LQG has semiclassical states, and that
predictions, such as for the possible deformation of Lorentz invariance, can be
gained by studying their excitations. (See summary and references in section 4.5
and 5.1 of hep-th/0408048.) So it is wrong to give the impression there are no
results supporting the conjecture that the low energy limit of LQG is GR. And we
should not forget the rigorous results that show that LQG and spin foam models
are finite theories, so the question of the low energy limit is well posed,
something not achieved in earlier theories.

Of course if the theory is right-and we never assume so-we must show more. We
must show that the ground state is semiclassical, by solving the dynamics. This is
a hard problem, analogous to showing that the ground state of water is a solid.
But as this is the focus of attention there are beginning to be significant, non-
trivial results on how classical spacetime can emerge from a background
independent quantum theory. The best so far are not in LQG, they are the
Ambjorn- Jurkiewiczcy-Loll results on CDT, hep-th/0404156. More is coming, I
know of 3 papers in preparation by different authors that contain interesting new
approaches or results on this problem. So stay tuned and (to John) don’t loose
heart.

Having said this, I should also say that my own view is that it is not likely that
LQG, CDT or anything else now on the table will simply be the right thing. I
believe these are all models, necessary steps from which we learn how to do non-
trivial calculations in background independent, diffeomorphism invariant
quantum field theories. As we gain control over them we are beginning to use
the new language and tools gained to address not only quantum gravity but the
other big problems such as unification and quantum cosmology. The right theory
will solve all of these. And I believe it will do so by featuring a genuine
emergence of classical spacetime geometry from something more fundamental.

As for string theory being the unique UV completion, the claimed uniqueness
requires imposing two physically unjustified assumptions, 1) that it makes sense
to an arbitrarily high energy to separate the spacetime geometry into a fixed
background and gravitons of arbitrarily high energy and 2) those graviton states
transform under the ordinary Poincare transformations, no matter how high the



energy. The first appears false in any consistent non-perturbative unification of
gravity and quantum theory including CDT and LQG. The second is much less
compelling since we learned that Poincare invariance may be deformed, as in
deformed or doubly special relativity theories. These allow the relativity of
inertial frames to be consistent with energy and/or momentum cutoffs. At least in
2+1 gravity coupled to matter, we know this is how the theory achieves
consistency. And there are indications (far from proofs) that the same will be true
in 3+1 when we get the low energy limit sorted out.

Of course, the best news is that AUGER and GLAST will in only a few years tell
us the fate of Lorentz invariance. The need to firm up our predictcions before the
experiments report is what keeps us working hard on these problems.

-Lee

5. woit
September 3, 2005

Garrett,

John Baez is a very good mathematical physicist who knows a lot of physics, so
I’ve been kind of sorry to see that recently he hasn’t been directly working on
physics. It’s a loss for the field. But for most mathematicians, I think it’s a good
thing if they learn some physics, but then instead of directly working on it, use
what they have learned to come up with some new mathematics. What physics is
really suffering from these days is a lack of needed new tools, and when
mathematicians pursue good new mathematics, they often end up generating the
kind of tools physicists need, even if that’s not what they were trying to do.

About BRST: I’ve been thinking a lot about this in recent years, but it’s a
complicated subject and here’s not really the place to say much about it. From
the Hamiltonian point of view, BRST is basically Lie algebra cohomology, but in a
somewhat exotic “semi-infinite” context. From the Lagrangian point of view, it’s
related to the whole Mathai-Quillen formalism for constructing Thom forms,
explicit representatives of the Poincare-dual of a slice of the group action. In this
context I suspect there’s more to the relation between the Hamiltonian and
Lagrangian point of view than many people think. If you’re interested in talking
about this stuff, we should do it by e-mail for now, although I should also write
more about this here or in another form. I’m hoping once the semester gets
started, I’ll finally have time for this sort of thing.

Lee,

Thanks for you comment, it’s very interesting and helpful. The contrast between
the evangelism and refusal to acknowledge problems that characterizes many
string theorists, and the much more straightforward and scientific attitude of the
LQG community is really remarkable.

6. Arun
September 3, 2005



Distler wrote:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000612.html#AdviceF1

The principle of Universality — that the same infrared physics allows
for multiple, distinct, ultraviolet completions — is what makes effective
field theory possible. But it also, ultimately, dooms any attempt to study
quantum gravity in a field-theoretic context. Anyone who tells you,
“First, I’m going to quantize pure gravity, and then we can add
whatever matter and gauge interactions we need, later.?? is trying to
sell you a bill of goods. Nothing sensible can come from such an
approach.

Comments?

7. woit
September 3, 2005

Arun.

I’ve always felt that ultimately a successful theory of quantum gravity has to also
explain where the standard model comes from, partly for the reason Jacques
explains, partly for the reason that I don’t see how a quantum gravity theory can
ever be tested unless it also has something to say about particle physics (I’m less
optimistic than Lee about finding tests of quantum gravity using experiments like
AUGER and GLAST).

I don’t think Lee or other LQG people really disagree with this. If you look at his
comment here, he is clear that he sees LQG and related approaches to quantum
gravity not as a final theory, but as worth studying to get a better handle on
background-independent theories, something that might then point the way to
the right theory, one which would tell us about unification. Similarly, the more
sensible among string theorists acknowledge that current ideas about getting
unification out of string theory don’t work, but see further investigation of string
theory and its relation to QFT as the most promising thing to think about that
might lead to new ideas that do work.

Jacques is right to point to a basic problem that LQG must face up to, but he
ignores even more serious basic problems that string theory unification faces.
The fact that the vacuum energy is the order parameter for supersymmetry
breaking is an even less subtle problem that one could say dooms any attempt to
quantize gravity using any supersymmetric theory, including the superstring.

If you believe Jacques that his argument “dooms any attempt to study quantum
gravity in a field-theoretic context”, so you should give up on field theory, you
should also give up on string theory because of the vacuum energy argument
(and a host of others….). But once you’ve given up on field theory and string
theory, you may not have any ideas left to work on, which creates kind of a
problem.

8. Wolfgang

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000612.html#AdviceF1
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000612.html#AdviceF1


September 3, 2005

Lee,

Lubos Motl wrote a long comment to the same two opinion pieces by John Baez
and Jacques Distler on his own blog. Would you dare to comment on Lubos’
remarks against LQG, especially the argument(s) that it cannot get the BH
entropy right ?

Thank you,
Wolfgang

9. Lee Smolin
September 3, 2005

Hi Wolfgang,

Thanks for asking. It is always good to have critics and a few of the points Lubos
mentions are correct. But not most. I ‘ll avoid the temptation to get into a point
by point rebuttal and would just ask those interested to read the section on
frequently asked questions in my review hep-th/0408048, which covers most of
the points. On recent developments, he appears to mischaracterize Rovelli’s new
paper, gr-qc/0508124, which is to my understanding significant progress. There
is a lot in that paper and it also depends on a series of technical developments
that directly address some of the issues Lubos raises, for example about
observables, that Rovelli and his collaborators have carried out over the last few
years. Rovelli et al impose a boundary to define a convenient set of observables,
but this is not, as Lubos seems to think, the same as giving up background
independence.

The situation with regard to black hole entropy, Immirzi, and quasi normal
modes is still evolving and I don’t think Lubos’s characterization is correct. My
own current understanding is contained in a new version we just posted of hep-
th/0409056.

I agree that background independent quantum theories of gravity, including
LQG, must address the problem of unification. We have some new ideas and
results about this that I’m pretty excited about which will be announced at the
Loops 05 conference.

-Lee

10. Arun
September 3, 2005

So, e.g., that 2+1 general relativity has been successfully quantized is a red
herring (done without constraining the matter content of the 2+1 theory);
success in a similar program in 3+1 general relativity without constraining the
matter content of the 3+1 theory would simply yield another toy model with
conceptual and technical insights that might apply to a physical theory? That is,
a “quantum general relativity” may exist, but by the Georgi/Distler argument,



cannot be a theory of physics?

11. Gordon Chalmers
September 3, 2005

Censored again. Ever tried holography, Woit. It is not science fiction, and believe
me it does require string theory. Your book panning string theory has got the
biggest denial of my entire life.

12. woit
September 3, 2005

Gordon,

I deleted some of your comments because they didn’t make a lot of sense or add
anything to the discussion here. Sorry, but doing this seems to be necessary to
keep you and others from filling up this forum with off-topic or non-sensical stuff.
If you don’t like the fact that this space is moderated, and want to be able to say
whatever you want, get your own blog, it’s free and easy to set-up.

Before criticizing the book, you might want to first read it.

Unless you have comments that make sense and are on the topic of the posting,
please don’t submit them, I’ll continue to delete them.

13. ksh95
September 3, 2005

I don’t know much about deformed lorentz symmetries, diffeomorphi-la-shi-
siscms, or ringing black holes (although I do have vague memories about some
BRST ramblings).

Anyway. . . as a condensed matter theorist I do know about discrete topological
objects, spin networks, verticies and edges, etc. I also know that it is impossible
to get long-range-anything unless there are extra terms in the lagrangian/free
energy. Meaning you have to add interactions or some background pressure or
temperature fields. . .something. (I don’t need any theorems to tell me that, I
know it’s true).

Now, I speak condensed mattereeze fluently but I’ve only taken quantum
graviteeze 101. Nevertheless, I will attempt to translate.

You can have spin networks/foams and discrete topological objects all day long,
but until you add interactions (whatever that means) or some other background
stuff you will never have long range order.

14. Moshe Rozali
September 3, 2005

Peter,

Quick factual correction: the vacuum energy is an order parameter for SUSY



breaking only in globally SUSY theories (where this does not matter since it is
not measurable). In supergravity this is no longer the case, as there are some
positive and some negative contributions when SUSY is broken, and vacuum
energy can be anything.

15. Nigel
September 4, 2005

Peter,

If you click on my name you go into a disussion of the fifth dimension as being
the spacetime fabric responsible for gravity:
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/08/fifth-dimension-is-spacetime-fabric.html

This looks like a more sensible approach than the usual ‘consistent theory of
quantum gravity’ that ST is supposed to provide, since this approach unlike usual
ST actually seems to predict things.

Nigel

16. woit
September 4, 2005

Moshe,

The argument I gave was certainly over-simplified, you’re right that it’s only for
global supersymmetry that supersymmetry breaking implies positive energy and
you get a direct connection between the supersymmetry breaking scale and the
vacuum energy.

But if you try and get around this by breaking supersymmetry using
supergravity, it’s true that you no longer have the above argument, and the
vacuum energy is not necessarily positive, but its scale is now typically the
Planck energy, no? So, to get a small enough vacuum energy you have to fine-
tune the theory for no good reason to one part in 10 to the 120th or whatever,
right? Correct me if I’m wrong, I’ve spent a fair amount of time trying to
understand models of supersymmetry breaking, but still find the subject very
complicated with all sorts of possibilities. But from what I have understood of the
subject, as far as I know no one has an idea for a supersymmetry breaking
mechanism that gives a vacuum energy of anywhere near the right scale. As far
as I can tell the reason this is so hard comes from the fact that, depending on
how you break supersymmetry, the scale of the vacuum energy involves the
supersymmetry breaking scale and/or the Planck scale.

Is there some known way to get an appropriately small energy scale when you
spontaneously break supersymmetry in supergravity (i.e. without fine-tuning or
anthropism)?

17. Moshe Rozali
September 4, 2005

http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/08/fifth-dimension-is-spacetime-fabric.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/08/fifth-dimension-is-spacetime-fabric.html


Peter,

The statement you had before, about having a positive CC in theories where
SUSY is spontaneously broken, would have amounted to falsifying SUSY back in
the days when the CC was thought to be exactly zero. Also troubling is the
relation between SUSY breaking scale and the vaccuum energy. In any event,
one has no choice but to think about things in SUGRA, the vacuum energy is not
measurable otherwise (and also, of course, we do have gravity in our universe).

\
Sure, no good way of solving the CC problem dynamically is known, in SUGRA or
otherwise, as I said the vacuum energy could be anything. If I knew how to
answer this I would not post it as a comment on a blog…
\

In the context of SUGRA there is really no direct relation between the SUSY
breaking scale and the vaccum energy. Also, none of the scales is Planckian- the
SUGRA modifications to the vacuum energy are suppressed, not enhanced, by
the Planck mass (so that one gets the right limit in the globally SUSY case).
\
In that context there is the old idea of no-scale models where you get zero CC as
a consequence of some symmetry (till you break the no-scale structure, which
you have to do…). These are typically the models one gets as the low energy limit
of flux compactifications.

best,

Moshe

18. woit
September 4, 2005

Hi Moshe,

I wasn’t trying to imply that the direct relation between vacuum energy and
supersymmetry breaking in the global supersymmetry case falsified the idea of
supersymmetry, that would be just about a mathematical theorem, and too easy.
Of course you have to couple to gravity somehow, which makes the question
much more complicated. But this still seems to me analogous to Jacques’s
renormalization group argument: it’s not a rigorous no-go theorem, but shows
that generically you’ve got a big problem of principle, one you have to find a way
around somehow.

Thanks for your clarifications, but I’m still confused about some things. For any
given supersymmetry breaking mechanism the vacuum energy should be
computable in terms of the various energy scales in the problem, including ones
we know about (Planck scale, weak scale…), as well as hypothetical ones for
things like messenger particles and supersymmetry breaking in various sectors.
Do you know of a good reference that explains how this works out in various
possibly realistic scenarios? The papers I’ve looked at where people try and get
implications for phenomenology out of various supersymmetry breaking



scenarios seem to mostly ignore the vacuum energy problem.

Finally, I’d assumed that KKLT sort of scenarios led to vacuum energies
generically at the Planck scale, just because of the often-heard argument that
the existence of more than 10 to the 120th of these things implied that some
were likely to have small enough vacuum energy. What does set the vacuum
energy scale in these scenarios?

19. Moshe Rozali
September 4, 2005

The CC is of course a “big problem of principle”, and there is always fine tuning
involved. In the context of SUSY it is not immediately obvious the required fine
tuning is allowed, but it is. Given that, I am not sure if SUSY makes the problem
any better or worse.
\
In KKLT, or earlier SUGRA models, the CC comes as a difference of two positive
definite quantities, each of which is of the order of the SUSY breaking scale
(which is typically low in these scenarios). Most of the effort in these directions
is to be really careful that EFT methods are justified, so among other things
there are no Planckian energy densities involved.
\
For reviews you can look at Nilles’ famous one, and there is a physics reports on
no-scale supergravity (both have over 500 citations, so they are easy to find).

20. woit
September 4, 2005

Hi Moshe,

Thanks a lot for the references, that’s very helpful and I’ll take a look at them.

From what you say about KKLT and earlier SUGRA models, they give a vacuum
energy of order the SUSY breaking scale unless you fine-tune, no? That’s what
I’d very naively expect, if you’ve managed to avoid introducing Planck-scale
effects. Granted it’s only in the SUSY/SUGRA context that the whole question of
the vacuum energy is well-posed, but this has always seemed to me evidence
that there’s something fundamentally wrong with the idea of SUGRA based
unification, or, less negatively, it’s missing something very important.

21. John Baez
September 4, 2005

Garrett writes:

>This quote is also from John Baez’s TWF post:

> “Math is (at least for me) a less nerve-racking pursuit, since
> the truths we find can be confirmed simply by discussing them:
> we don’t need to wait for experiment. Math is just as grand as
> physics, or more so. But it’s more wispy and ethereal, since it’s



> about pure pattern in general – not the particular magic
> patterns that became the world we see. So, the stakes
> are lower, but the odds are higher. ??
>
>This seems like such a cop out! I mean, yes the stakes are high
>and the odds low when working with the fundamentals, but if the
>most qualified people don’t work on this — and it does
>desperately need to be worked on — who will?

It’s not clear that quantum gravity (or particle physics) “desperately needs to be
worked on”. There are a lot of problems, like finding a vaccine for AIDS, that
desperately need to be worked on. Quantum gravity and particle physics are
different.

First of all, nobody is dying for lack of a solution to these problems. Secondly,
these problems will only get *easier* as time passes. Right now our technology
lags far behind our knowledge of physics. We are nowhere near making the kinds
of machines our current knowledge of physics would let us build. If we let
technology catch up for a few decades – or centuries – we’ll be in a better
position to do experiments and make astrophysical observations that could give
us some extra clues. Also, our understanding of mathematics will keep getting
better, and it’s quite possible there’s some math we don’t know that’s holding us
back.

Mind you, I’m *not* saying everyone should wait before working on quantum
gravity. I dived in and worked on it for about 10 years, and other people should
too – and other people will regardless of whether I think they should! But,
there’s no need for anyone to work on this stuff who doesn’t want to.

So, I’ve decided that before I get too old I’d like work on some stuff that I’m
*sure* will be good. In my work on quantum gravity I came up with some quite
nice math, but most of this math will only be *really* exciting if the physical
theories I was pondering turn out to be right, or at least a step in the right
direction. Luckily, I also have the option of working on math that I’m *sure* is
exciting, regardless of how things go in physics.

>And what is tenure for if not working on risky endeavors?

Tenure is for working on big projects that you wouldn’t dare start without having
job security. This does not imply you have to pick projects that are unlikely to
succeed.

> I do agree the math itself is beautiful, but it’s so much better
> and more important when it’s the universe’s math one is
> trying to figure out.

Certainly this is what physicists think, but I’m in a math department, and
mathematicians are allowed to hold quite different opinions on this subject.

Mathematicians tend to feel that the most important math is math that would be
important *regardless* of what the laws of physics turn out to be: fundamental



stuff that applies all over the place. Certain patterns are so powerful that calling
them merely “beautiful” drastically understates their importance. We haven’t
found all of them yet – there are a lot staring us in the face that we’re just
beginning to recognize – and tracking them down is incredibly exciting.

So, I don’t feel it’s a copout for someone to work on math instead of physics, as
long as they’re good at it, they like it, and they try to tackle the biggest, most
important problems they can.

In short: it may be less important to work on physics when there’s a high chance
one is barking up the wrong tree and ones work will wind up in the dustbin of
history, than to do math that’s clearly good.

This issue, of course, is part of what Peter’s blog is all about.

But, I understand the disappointed feelings you are expressing, because physics
is a wonderful quest. It’s very hard to give it up, even in times like ours when it’s
hard to tell if real progress is being made.

22. John Gonsowski
September 5, 2005

John, could you perhaps take a longer look at Tony Smith’s math? The patterns
do not get more beautiful. There’s even still some physics.

23. Alejandro Rivero
September 5, 2005

First of all, nobody is dying for lack of a solution to these problems. Secondly,
these problems will only get *easier* as time passes.

Now you mention it, it could be worth to point out that, actually, everyone is
dying because time passes.

24. JC
September 5, 2005

John Baez,

What things could possibly convince you to go back to quantum gravity
research?

At this point the only major thing which could possibly convince me to ever go
back to doing any quantum gravity research, is if somebody ever finds a way of
getting around the anthropic/landscape stuff in string theory without making
things any worse. From a quantum field theory perspective, it would be
impressive if somebody ever found an easy way to get around the Sagnotti
nonrenormalizable 2-loop result for “pure” quantum gravity, without resorting to
any paradigms like strings and/or loops.

25. Yacine
September 5, 2005



There’s no such thing as the anthropic/landscape principle. Since when G is
interpreted as an anthropic argument in Newton’s Law of gravitation ?? Cause
sure you can find an anthropic reasoning for about everything. It’s just like
numerology, if you look for it you’ll find it everywhere.

If you fine tune your theory using so called parameters and you’re still able to
make predictions that’s nothing of a short coming. Sure you won’t get the
ultimate-theory-of-I-don’t-know-what, but you’ll do some physics.

26. Who
September 5, 2005

JC: impressive if somebody ever found an easy way to get around the Sagnotti
nonrenormalizable 2-loop result for “pure?? quantum gravity, without resorting
to any paradigms like strings and/or loops.
If you haven’t already seen it, you might be interested in some work of Martin
Reuter and others. This is a recent paper with references going back.

http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0508202

This is an earlier paper
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0112089
Towards Nonperturbative Renormalizability of Quantum Einstein Gravity
Abstract: “We summarize recent evidence supporting the conjecture that four-
dimensional Quantum Einstein Gravity (QEG) is nonperturbatively
renormalizable along the lines of Weinberg’s asymptotic safety scenario…”

27. Who
September 5, 2005

John Baez: in short: it may be less important to work on physics when there’s a
high chance one is barking up the wrong tree and ones work will wind up in the
dustbin of history, than to do math that’s clearly good.

Historians might consider the image of a dustbin unfortunate because it makes
them out to be Dumpster Divers. And others as well, including physicists, who
learn from the successes and failures of the past. Maybe history is not exactly a
dustbin.

Apparently it was Leon Trotsky who coined the cliché. I found this account in a
NY Times review:

…mutinies in the army, land seizures in the countryside and intrigue and
conspiracy in the cities. The Bolsheviks were the chief beneficiaries of the
disorder, and in November armed Bolshevik detachments in St. Petersburg and
Moscow dealt the tottering provisional Government its death blow. When the
Mensheviks protested, a onetime Menshevik turned Bolshevik, Leon Trotsky,
scornfully consigned his former comrades to ”the dustbin of history.”

http://www.nytimes.com/books/98/01/18/reviews/980118.18issermt.html

http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0508202
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0508202
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0112089
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0112089
http://www.nytimes.com/books/98/01/18/reviews/980118.18issermt.html
http://www.nytimes.com/books/98/01/18/reviews/980118.18issermt.html


Aside from the bad press that history gets in John’s post, I see a lot of truth and
little to object to. It’s great when people are free to work on what they are
enthusiastic about and perceive as going forward. There are good reasons why a
person who sees quantum gravity research as stalled and stagnant for the past
couple of years should work on something else. I think that how one sees it must
be to some extent a personal vision reflecting one’s individual point of view. In
my case, I see the field as having been especially active since the May 2004
Marseille conference which John reported in
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week206.html
and therefore as not at all stagnant.

28. Carl Brannen
September 5, 2005

Alejandro Rivero: Now you mention it, it could be worth to point out that,
actually, everyone is dying because time passes.

It’s my understanding that neither quantum mechanics nor relativity possess a
notion of “now”. I recall reading that Einstein made reference to this in a letter
he wrote within a few months of his death: “For those of us who believe in
physics, this separation between past, present, and future is only an illusion,
although a persistent one.”

Carl

29. John Baez
September 5, 2005

JC asked: What things could possibly convince you to go back to quantum gravity
research?

Well, first of all I’d be unable to completely quit quantum gravity research even if
I wanted to, because I have two grad students working on spin foam models:
Derek Wise and Jeffrey Morton. But this is a good thing, because I don’t want to
completely lose track of this field.

Among other things, we’re working on Freidel, Louapre, Barrett et al’s ideas on
how to describe particles in 3d quantum gravity as “spin networks with loose
ends” – a wonderful realization of Wheeler’s old dream of “matter without
matter”. Spin networks with loose ends are also mathematically related to
D-branes, especially in topological string theory. We want to clarify these ideas
using n-categories, following the strategy outlined in last year’s quantum gravity
seminar at UCR (see my website). Crudely, there’s a 2-category with:

particles as objects
spin networks going between particles as morphisms
spin foams going between spin networks as 2-morphisms

and this fact, when worked out in detail, gives a rather beautiful new picture of
how matter, gravity and spacetime could fit together – at least in 3 spacetime
dimensions! Building a realistic theory along these lines would be a lot harder,

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week206.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week206.html


since many of the details use mathemagical features special to 3d spacetime.

But, to answer your question, what could get me working harder on quantum
gravity is some evidence that we can find a mathematically elegant background-
free quantum theory that can reduce to general relativity in a suitable limit. I see
no reason why such a thing can’t be found if we drop the restriction on
“mathematical elegance” – but I like things that use beautiful math.

This is precisely why I mentioned Carlo Rovelli’s new paper. Getting the two-
point function for gravitons on Minkowski spacetime out of loop quantum gravity
would be a marvelous bridge between the background-free approach and
perturbative quantum gravity. Carlo does it in a rough-and-ready way: can we fill
in the details? I’ll be in Marseille next February talking to him about this.

I just don’t want to burn myself out staying up all night struggling with these
issues when I could be having fun doing cool math. If it works, it works. If it
doesn’t, it doesn’t.

From a quantum field theory perspective, it would be impressive if somebody
ever found an easy way to get around the Sagnotti nonrenormalizable 2-loop
result for “pure?? quantum gravity, without resorting to any paradigms like
strings and/or loops.

Someone has pointed out the papers of Lauscher and Reuter, which are quite
fascinating and fit together suggestively with the work of Ambjorn, Jurkiewicz
and Loll. I urge you to check them out.

30. Who
September 6, 2005

John Baez: Someone has pointed out the papers of Lauscher and Reuter, which
are quite fascinating and fit together suggestively with the work of Ambjorn,
Jurkiewicz and Loll. I urge you to check them out. That someone was I. Here are
the links again:
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0508202
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0112089
Towards Nonperturbative Renormalizability of Quantum Einstein Gravity
Abstract: “We summarize recent evidence supporting the conjecture that four-
dimensional Quantum Einstein Gravity (QEG) is nonperturbatively
renormalizable along the lines of Weinberg’s asymptotic safety scenario…??

Ambjorn Jurkiewicz and Loll point out the connection of CDT results with
Reuter’s QEG in their new survey paper
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0509010
on the first paragraph of page 24, right before the conclusions.
the connection is that both QEG and CDT get a macroscopic 4D space with an
approximately 2D fractal structure at very small scale. It is a striking
convergence since the two approaches appear very different.

31. Wolfgang
September 6, 2005

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0508124
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0508124
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0508202
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0508202
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0112089
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0112089
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0509010
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/0509010


Another reason I find these results interesting is because it also works the other
way around. If you start with 2D gravity you find that the fractal dimension of
your lattice is actually 4. This is an old result of dynamical triangulation/lattice
gravity.
Of course it is also true that in 4D gravity the action is concentrated on the 2D
triangles.
What is perhaps interesting from this for the spin-foam guys is the idea that
collapsing 4-simplices do not necessarily mean everything is wrong.

32. Wolfgang
September 6, 2005

I am sorry to post twice in a row.
But I would just like to add that in Regge Quantum Gravity and other lattice
gravity approaches (in the Euclidean sector) one finds two phases. In one the
4-simplices tend to collapse and in the other they do not (this is usually called
the “well-defined” phase). Changing the coupling parameters gets you from one
phase into the other.
If the phase-transition would be 2nd order, the problem of quantum gravity
would have been solved 15 years ago.
Recently it has become clear that the phase structure of lattice gravity theories
is quite complicated, but the CDT results are definitely encouraging.

33. Who
September 6, 2005

IMO you should not worry about posting twice-in-a row Wolfgang. These are
interesting things and if you have more to say I hope you will not always wait for
others to reply!

34. John Gonsowski
September 6, 2005

Two interesting posts in a row by one person is certainly better than two posts in
a row by two people that say nothing except it is OK to have two interesting
posts in a row by one person.

35. Not a Nobel Laureate
September 6, 2005

>Work on quantum gravity has seemed stagnant and >stuck for the last couple
of years, which is why I’ve >been turning more towards pure math.

Some pedantry.

Physics, unlike math, is an experimental science.

The probability of someone discovering the nature of quantum gravity by “pure
thought” is on the order of someone guessing the “right” vacuum of the string
landscape or all of the molecules in the room where I’m typing this comment
ending up in a cubic centimetre in the corner.



Theoretical particle physics was at it’s most productive when there was a flood of
new experimental data in need of explanation.

When there’s a similar flood of quantum gravity experiments, then we may have
similar progress.

36. Arun
September 7, 2005

I’d put it the other way – we won’t know we’ve had progress until there is a flood
of quantum gravity experiments.

37. Fabien Besnard
September 7, 2005

“When there’s a similar flood of quantum gravity experiments, then we may have
similar progress. ”

Well when Einstein discovered GR he was not driven by experiments. It is only
when the theory was there that experiments could be proposed. Who would have
think of measuring the difference in time flow in the gravity field before ?
I think that quantum gravity phenomenon are likely to be even more remote from
our intuition. Maybe they are plenty of them we already know of but don’t
reckognise as such. Einstein said something like “it’s the theory which tells what
we can observe”.

Furthermore, trying to make quantum theory and GR compatible in some way is
something someone ought to do, if only for “the honour of the human mind”.

38. Wolfgang
September 7, 2005

> Well when Einstein discovered GR he was not driven by
> experiments.
An important input to GR was the equivalence principle, derived from empirical
evidence.

In contrast, one important input to M-theory/string theory is supersymmetry and
unfortunately there is no empirical evidence for it (yet). This may change with
the LHC.

I assume that one or more important idea, based on empirical evidence, is
needed to find a quantum theory of gravitation.
Maybe we have such evidence already and just do not understand how to turn it
into a basic principle, but maybe we have to be more patient until somebody
finds the missing clue.

39. dead kurt
September 7, 2005

Come on, now: Entertain us



This has gone on for too long.

Move on

40. Who
September 7, 2005

Fabien: Furthermore, trying to make quantum theory and GR compatible in some
way is something someone ought to do, if only for “the honour of the human
mind??.

Hello Fabien! I have often enjoyed reading your excellent blog. An extra pleasure
to have the opportunity both to read French and get some comments on
conferences taking place in Paris from the local perspective.

I agree that upholding the honor of the human mind is a good aim. Have the
highest admiration for those rare researchers whose work does this.

Peter has a link to Fabien’s blog at the righthand margin, so I wont paste it in
here

41. woit
September 7, 2005

Will try and come up with further entertaining material, preferably unrelated to
quantum gravity, real soon. The semester has just started here and my first class
(multi-variable calculus) met yesterday. That and other beginning of semester
business has been keeping me pretty busy. Soon we’ll return to your regularly
scheduled programming….

42. island
September 8, 2005

Yacine Says:

There’s no such thing as the anthropic/landscape principle. Since when
G is interpreted as an anthropic argument in Newton’s Law of
gravitation ?? Cause sure you can find an anthropic reasoning for
about everything. It’s just like numerology, if you look for it you’ll find
it everywhere.

I’m NOT advocating string theroy, but I disagree, and this is why:

The common denominator in every case is that life only occurs almost exactly
between whatever relevant spectrum of “coincidental” potential.

For example, and without assuming stuff about inflation and whatnot:

The Big Bang produced numerous principles and laws that have yet to be broken
in spite of a lot of projections and theoretical speculation about the eventual and
final fate of the usable energy of our expanding universe.



The inevitable heat death of the universe is one of the more obvious projections
of an expanding “entropic” universe, but this conclusion doesn’t completely
justify the fact that the extremely small positive value of the cosmological
constant means the big bang actually resulted in a near perfect balance between
runaway expansion and gravitational recollapse, which actually puts the universe
about as far away from the tendency toward heat death as you can possibly get,
and yet still be heading in that direction. The principle of least action says that it
is no coincidence that this near-perfectly symmetrical configuration is also the
most energy-efficient means for dissipating energy, because this means that
tendency toward “heat-death” is most economically restricted to the most-even
distribution of energy possible.

The universe actually expresses a grand scale natural preference toward the
most economical form of energy dissipation, so if the second law of
thermodynamics is telling us that the entropy of our expanding universe
increases with every action, then the anthropic principle is telling us that this
will occur by the most energy efficient means possible, since the flatness of the
universe is one of the many coincidentally ecobalanced requirements of the
principle.

If the second law of thermodynamics points the arrow of time in an expanding
universe, then the anthropic principle determines that time is maximized.

The anthropic principle is relevant!

43. dan
September 8, 2005

Hello John Baez,

Since Loll’s causal dynamic triangulation appears to have a well-behaved semi-
classical limit, with non-trial predictions on the planck scale, shouldn’t that
excite you to doing research in QG?

dan

44. Who
September 8, 2005

dan: Hello John Baez,
Since Loll’s causal dynamic triangulation appears to have a well-behaved semi-
classical limit, with non-trial predictions on the planck scale, shouldn’t that
excite you to doing research in QG?

that is such a fascinating question it’s no fair not to open it up and let others
besides JB answer

my guesses are that (1) mathematicians need to refurbish and revitalize their
imagination by regular treks into pure math

if it is time for that it wouldnt matter what was going on with modeling



spacetime dynamics

(2)I don’t think anyone has yet seen how to apply elegant high algebra and
categories to Loll’s approach.

Loll’s picture of spacetime does not even have a uniform-at-all-scales
DIMENSIONALITY. Indicators of what dimension you are in correspond to
observables. When you are in that place and you want to know what dimension it
is in your surroundings, you take a reading from some selfadjoint operator.

so there is no off-the-shelf differentiable manifold to build structure on.

probably there is a new category of object in the briarpatch

I’m just speculating irresponsibly. I think it might take a while before any
categorist or algebraist “discovers” Loll CDT

a creative mathematician should never have to justify the motions of his
imagination and curiosity

45. Who
September 8, 2005

in http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0508202 it looks like you can get away with using a
differentiable manifold if you allow it to have an infinite sequence of metrics, all
describing the same system but at different scales or energies

quote Reuter et al:But since the quantum spacetime is characterized by the
infinity of equations (1.1) with k = 0 to infinity, it can acquire very nonclassical
and in particular fractal features.

I suppose there is a category of such manifolds equipped with infinite sequences
of metrics.

well whether there is or not, Reuter gets similar results to Loll, like largescale
4D going down to near 2D at small scale. and maybe what Reuter is talking
about is more amenable to elegant treatment.

46. h
September 9, 2005

Some comments, from the perspective of a (more-or-less) mathematician:

“Physics, unlike math, is an experimental science.”

No. Math is experimental, too (and always was). Especially since we have
computers (labs of the mathematicians…).

“so there is no off-the-shelf differentiable manifold to build structure on.”

It would be *very* naive to expect that spacetime is anything remotely
resembling to a manifold (of course it resembles, in large scales; but i’m not

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0508202
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0508202


talking about that), or even that it is off-the-shelf. For starters, it “is”
noncommutative (math speak for quantum :). And i like to think that spacetime is
an emergent phenomenon, whatever it means.

If Loll’s spacetime does not have an uniform dimensionality, i look that as a
promising sign…

47. Who
September 9, 2005

the program for the Loops 05 conference, October 10-14,
has been posted
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/

click on “programme” for a list of the talks

48. Quantoken
September 9, 2005

h said:

“No. Math is experimental, too (and always was). Especially since we have
computers (labs of the mathematicians…).”

Well, computers are made of matters that follow quantum mechanics, so there is
randomness and uncertainty, and there is a possibility the computer makes a
mistake, like say in one out of every 10^17 instructions. It’s an extremely small
possibility, but nethertheless computers are not 100% error-free, due to quantum
mechanics.

We humen are made of quantum mechanical matters, too. And so we could make
mistakes, too. And we make far more mistakes than a computer does. How do
you avoid that? You build redundances. If several computers or several person
come to the same output, it is very unlikely all simutaneously make the same
mistake. But the possibility is still not zero.

Because of quantum mechanics, nothing is completely certain. Therefore, that
renders mathematics an experimental science.

For example, Perelman proved the Poincare Hypothesis. But we do not know for
certainty whether his proof is correct or not. So we invite a couple of experts to
exam his proof. But the process is difficult and takes two years for a complete
proof read of the paper. And there is always a chance that you made at least one
mistake during two years, and draw the wrong conclusion. Several experts draw
the wrong conclusion at the same time is more unlikely, but it is still something
of none-zero possibility. So, proofs like Perelman are quantum mechanical: you
can approach the classical limit of 100% certainty, but you can not reach 100%
certainty.

And without 100% certainty, mathematics is rendered an empirical
experimental science.

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/


I must also point out that the odd of a large group of people make mistakes
simutaneously is actually much higher than you would expect. Just look at the
2004 US election, or look at how people at various levels reacted in this labor
day hurricane of 2005.

Quantoken

49. Doug
September 9, 2005

Perhaps related to Quantum Gravity are two relatively recent articles:

[1] ‘Wave acceleration of electrons in the Van Allen radiation belts by Richard B.
Horne et al [http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v437/n7056
/abs/nature03939.html]

[2] ‘Observational Evidence for Extra Dimensions from Dark Matter’ by Bo Qin,
Ue-Li Pen, Joseph Silk [http://xxxDOTarxivDOTorg/abs/astro-ph/0508572 ]

These articles led to the following question that Quantum Gravity and
Superstring Theory strive to answer.

How would one recognize dark matter or dark energy if or when detected?

Clearly the torus [a folded doughnut] described in [1] by Richard Horne [et al] is
a three dimensional unseen entity of non-optical electromagnetic energy
generated by the Earth’s magnetic core. These radiation belts trap particles that
apparently do not react with optical electromagnetic energy. Some sources state
that the primary populations are protons for the inner belt and electrons for the
outer belt. [http://farside.ph.utexas.edu/teaching/plasma/lectures/node22.html]

Joseph Silk [et al] refer to dark matter ‘betrayed by the gravitational tug’ [2]
which does not seem to rule the possible association with electromagnetic fields,
sequestered protons or electrons.

Could these two papers be related?
Are non-optical electromagnetic fields within the realm of dark energy?
Are ‘naked’ protons and electrons in the realm of dark matter?

50. Matti Pitkanen
September 10, 2005

TGD based interpretation of dark matter relies on dynamical hbar having a
spectrum of values and various hierarchies predicted by TGD, in particullar the
hierarchy of space-time sheets characterized by p-adic length scales.

The first guess was that dark matter represents a new quantum coherent phase
of matter with large value of hbar. Even laser beams could represent Bose-
Einstein condensate of dark photons which through decoherence transform to
ordinary photons. Large hbar would not mean in perturbative context any
change to classical predictions.



During the last year it has however become clear that entire hierarchy of
(relatively/partially) dark matters accompanied by a hierarchy of electroweak
and color physics is predicted. This hierarchy provides interpretation for the
predicted classical long ranged weak and color fields in all length scales as
correlates for corresponding scaled down fractal copies of standard model
physics. Since the particles in question are very light and interact only via
gravitation with ordinary matter, contradictions with experimental facts are
avoided.

One could say that TGD Universe is like Mandelbrot fractal which has suffered
inversion. Zooming is replaced by its inverse and reveals endlessly new worlds
with scaled down particle mass spectra and scaled up Compton lengths.

Light dark matter is predicted to be a grey eminence even in nuclear and
condensed matter physics. In particular, in the physics of living matter scaled
down color interactions and electro-weak interactions with weak length scale of
order atomic length scale or longer would explain among other things large
parity breaking effects in living matter. Needless to say, this picture makes sense
only in many-sheeted space-time.

Various aspects of this developing vision are discussed here (astrophysics), here
(elementary particle level), here (nuclear physics), here (condensed matter), and
here (general vision).

See also my blog page TGD diary at http://matpitka.blogspot.com.

Matti Pitkanen

51. woit
September 10, 2005

Please, no more comments about your favorite ideas about physics, unrelated to
the original posting. Stop doing this here, I’ll delete anything more of this kind.

52. Shantanu
September 10, 2005

Hi
Peter
Probably you know this already but a video of Joe Lykken’s talk
at this year’s SSI is online.

53. John Baez
September 10, 2005

dan writes:

>Since Loll’s causal dynamic triangulation appears to have a
>well-behaved semi-classical limit, with non-trivial predictions
>on the planck scale, shouldn’t that excite you to doing research
>in QG?
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It does excite me; I think it’s one of the most exciting things to come along in
quantum gravity during the last few years! Everyone should read this for a less
technical description of what Ambjorn, Jurkiewicz and Loll have done – or these
for more detail. I talked about this stuff in the issue of This Week’s Finds
covering the 2004 Marseille conference on loops and spin foams, so you can also
read that.

Unfortunately the most important work being done by these authors isn’t the
sort of thing I’m good at. It involves lots of computer calculations. I’ve tried to
get some computer whizzes interested, but so far nothing has come of it. So, I
expect I’ll watch from the sidelines for a while.

There’s one place I can *imagine* helping out. Their theory makes crucial use of
a time coordinate. This should wash out when they take the continuum limit, but
it might not – in which case they would be studying not quantum gravity, but
some other theory in a different “universality class”.

One can investigate this issue numerically. But it would be nice to find a variant
of their model which did not make use of a chosen time coordinate, to simply
sidestep this issue.

That’s the sort of thing I can *imagine* being able to do… but I haven’t actually
been able yet. Since I’m making so much more progress on various kinds of
math, I’ve been doing more of that.

54. dan
September 11, 2005

“There’s one place I can *imagine* helping out. Their theory makes crucial use of
a time coordinate.”

Perhaps you should help them out. To what extent can CDT be applied to LQG or
spinfoam, or to what extent can LQG-spinfoam, including calculations of BH
entropy, be applied to CDT?

55. Chris W.
September 11, 2005

Follow-up on JB’s comment: See this lovely set of slides by Renate Loll, from a
talk apparently given in 2002.

56. Chris W.
September 12, 2005

Slightly off-topic, but very interesting:

The Information Geometry of Space and Time
gr-qc/0508108 (Ariel Caticha, SUNY-Albany)

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0509010
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0509010
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Cosmic Hype

September 9, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The latest issue of Astronomy magazine has two articles hyping the
landscape/multiverse/anthropic principle and cosmic superstrings. Many well-known
theorists are quoted supporting the anthropic principle and the multiverse, including
Joe Polchinski, Nima Arkani-Hamed, Martin Rees, Max Tegmark, Alexander Vilenkin,
Alan Guth and Lenny Susskind. The only negative quotes are from Paul Steinhardt
and David Gross (whose quote is just one word: “virus”, that he used to refer to the
anthropic principle a couple years ago).

Max Tegmark is quoted as saying the kind of thing that motivated John Horgan’s
recent NYT Op-Ed piece: “I fully expect the true nature of reality to be weird and
counterintuitive, which is why I believe these crazy things.” Funny, I thought
scientists were supposed to believe things, crazy or not, because of experimental
evidence for them. At a Templeton Foundation sponsored conference on the
multiverse, supposedly Martin Rees “was confident enough of the multiverse’s
existence to stake his dog’s life.” And Andrei Linde “went further, claiming he would
put his own life on the line.” Horgan might point out that neither Linde nor Rees’s
dog are in much immediate danger since no one has any plausible idea of how one
could ever show that there is no multiverse.

Linde, Vilenkin and Susskind acknowledge that they don’t know how to use the
anthropic principle to predict anything, with Linde noting the problem of an infinite
number of possible vacuum states: “There are many different ways of counting
infinities, and we don’t know which methods are preferable.” Vilenkin is quoted as
saying the problem has to do with the lack of the right “statistical techniques”, which
is kind of misleading, since the problem isn’t one of mathematical technique.
Susskind actually sounds the most sober of the lot, saying it will be a long time before
the anthropic principle can be used to predict anything and “At the moment, it’s
telling us more about what not to do than what to do.” Polchinski on the other hand,
goes for maximum hype value, claiming that “The value we now measure for the
cosmological constant is precisely what Weinberg predicted.” Of course, by
“precisely”, he means “off by one to two orders of magnitude, much more if you allow
not just the cosmological constant to vary.”

The article on cosmic superstrings also contains quite a lot of hype from Polchinski,
who not only is pushing the idea that the “CSL-1” object is a galaxy lensed by a
cosmic string, but that “We’re likely to go from one event to 1,000 events in 10 years”
and “We’re really at the dawn of a new era of science.” For more about this, see the
latest posting on Lubos Motl’s weblog.

Over at Cosmic Variance, Clifford Johnson has a posting about an article in the
Guardian about wacky science stories in the media by Ben Goldacre, who runs the
Bad Science weblog devoted to this topic. Clifford is quite critical of media coverage
of science, but the only examples he gives are ones related to health scares. String
theory inspired wacky science stories like the ones in Astronomy aren’t mentioned,
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neither is the fact that here the problem may not be incompetent science journalists,
but the fondness for hype of some of his prominent colleagues.

In other popular science magazine news, I learned from David Appell’s weblog that
the New York Times is reporting that Discover magazine is being sold by Disney to
Bob Guccione Jr. Guccione says that he intends to add a humor column to Discover
and to create two new print magazines devoted to science. He claims that scientists
are kind of like rock stars: “a bunch of people with strong egos and God complexes.
That sounds like rock ‘n’ roll to me.” I guess he liked Michio Kaku’s recent cover
article.

Comments

1. Dick Thompson
September 9, 2005

The bas science media stories I always look for is the annual one where some lab
or other has “demostrated faster than light communication” and thereby
“overthrown Einstein”. The New York Times, continuing its great tradition (“A
rocket in space won’t work because it has nothing to push against”) is a regular
venue for these stories.

2. woit
September 9, 2005

Actually, in recent years I think the New York Times science coverage has been
much better than what I remember from many years ago. On stories that I know
something about they generally don’t get all that much wrong. These days, at
least in theoretical physics, when there’s nonsense in the Times articles, it’s
often because they’re quoting, accurately, some prominent physicist.

3. cvj
September 9, 2005

Hi, Peter, I have to say that I’m less concerned about hype (alleged or otherwise)
by string theorists about string theory research in the media than I am about
hype concerning health issues. I think that misinformation about the latter is a
more immediate concern with regards innaccurate science stories. I’m not
obliged to mention string theory in everything I talk about, right? There’s more
to this universe than just strings…There’s branes, for example. … 

-cvj

4. Maynard Handley
September 10, 2005

Perhaps journalists wouldn’t write quite such stupid articles on physics if
physicists writing textbooks, pop physics books and blog articles didn’t think it a
point of pride to go on and on about how “wacky” QM is, how “no-one in the
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world understands it”, and similar drivel.
[I’m not attacking Peter here, he’s pretty good about this. On the other hand
Cosmic Variance goes in for this big time.]

5. cvj
September 10, 2005

On the other hand Cosmic Variance goes in for this big time.

What?! Speaking of drivel….

-cvj

6. woit
September 10, 2005

I agree with Maynard that there’s a lot of drivel out there from people who
should know better about how wacky and incomprehensible quantum mechanics
is (actually I take the extreme point of view that QM is simpler, mathematically
deeper and more coherent than classical mechanics). But promoting this kind of
drivel isn’t something I’d ever noticed anyone at Cosmic Variance being
especially guilty of.

Clifford,

Nothing wrong with being concerned about the health-related nonsense in the
media. Personally I think I stopped reading such articles about thirty years ago,
when I realized that most of them weren’t based on any serious science. Maybe
I’ll start paying attention again as I get older and develop more health problems.

But I still think you should take the problem of hype in physics more seriously.
Ideally I think we’d all like the average person to understand what real scientific
evidence is, and to be able to evaluate any news article they read about science
in terms of whether there is real evidence to back up the claims being made. The
danger of physicists promoting highly speculative ideas based on virtually no
evidence that are most likely wrong, and continually announcing that “we’re at
the dawn of a new era of science” is that the credibility of the field can be
destroyed. I don’t see how you can both explain to people that they should reject
ID, astrology, etc. as wishful thinking not backed up by any evidence, while at the
same time promoting the multiverse as the latest serious scientific advance.

7. Not a Nobel Laureate
September 10, 2005

More pedantry.

In their day,
dispersion relations, Mandelstam representation, Regge poles, S-matrix theory,
N/D method, and bootstrap dynamics, were the fashionably dominant theories.

In each case, they were superseded by, what was then, “obscure work”.



Progress was possible because the “obscure work”, for example Yang-Mills
fields, were able to explain some aspect of the flood of experimental HEP data
that the popular theories of the day could not.

The difference with string theory along any current “obscure work” is that there
is a drought of experimental observations that could differentiate between the
various approaches.
That is, any of the current “theories” could actually make experimental
predictions to begin with.

Thus we have the sad, if not pathetic, situation of very clever people confusing
their opinions with physical reality.

8. Not a Nobel Laureate
September 10, 2005

The truly interesting work today is instead being done in condensed matter
physics and optics.

Disclaimer: don’t work in either field.

9. island
September 10, 2005

Linde, Vilenkin and Susskind acknowledge that they don’t know how to
use the anthropic principle to predict anything, with Linde noting the
problem of an infinite number of possible vacuum states: “There are
many different ways of counting infinities, and we don’t know which
methods are preferable.??

phhht… Try, none. In order to use the anthropic principle to predict anything,
you must first give up trying to apply it to anything other than the observed
universe where it belongs. Evobiologists could use it as it stands right now in its
incomplete and tautologous form to make testable predictions about life, if they
weren’t anti-fanatically motivated to *believe* that it represents proof of god’s
existence if we’re here for any other reason than by pure accident. Cosmologists
could use it in its biocentric form to predict that we won’t find life on Mars or
Venus, and that we will find life on the bands of spiral galaxies that are about the
same age as ours… etc…

Peter wrote:

I don’t see how you can both explain to people that they should reject
ID, astrology, etc. as wishful thinking not backed up by any evidence,
while at the same time promoting the multiverse as the latest serious
scientific advance.

‘Dear Holiest man on Earth…

I appeal to your highest mortal authority in order to ask that you please tell your
peeps not to say stuff that hurts the popularity of my crackpot theories… ‘



Thanx in advance…

Luv, Larry
http://genesis1.phys.cwru.edu/~krauss/papalletttxt.htm

10. Peter Shor
September 10, 2005

This is pretty off-topic, so I’ll apologize, but what happened to all the popular
science magazines anyway? There were quite a few more a decade ago, but now,
at least on newsstands, it seems to have dwindled to Scientific American,
Discover (which is being sold!), American Scientist, and a handful a specialized
ones. I don’t think Scientific American is as good as it used to be, either. Is this a
symptom of the decline of the popularity of science in America?

11. Not a Nobel Laureate
September 10, 2005

P. Shor wrote: “This is pretty off-topic, so I’ll apologize, but what happened to all
the popular science magazines anyway? . . .”

I’ve noticed the same.

Scientific American was worth reading every month, now it’s worth avoiding.

New Scientist used to be an excellent British science news publication (it’s
actually where I first read an article by Penrose about his Twistor program) but
is now the National Enquirer / World Weekly News of science reporting.

Science has not only lost popularity in the US, but also respect.

Interesting article here about math and science education in N. America:

http://globeandmail.workopolis.com/servlet/Content/fasttrack/20050906
/COASIA06?section=Education

I’ll also apologize for going off topic.

12. woit
September 11, 2005

Not really off-topic, the question of what if anything is happening to popular
science magazines is interesting, and I’m certainly curious what the significance
of Guccione buying Discover and getting into the science magazine business will
be. Scientific American was one thing that got me interested in science when I
was a kid, and part of that was the fact that it was quite serious and
intellectually demanding, something I fear is less true these days.

One thing that has affected all magazines in one way or another over the last
decade is the internet, and many people are getting information this way that
they used to get from magazines. So it’s not clear a declining number of
magazines means less interest from the public. It’s my impression that there are

http://genesis1.phys.cwru.edu/~krauss/papalletttxt.htm
http://genesis1.phys.cwru.edu/~krauss/papalletttxt.htm
http://globeandmail.workopolis.com/servlet/Content/fasttrack/20050906/COASIA06?section=Education
http://globeandmail.workopolis.com/servlet/Content/fasttrack/20050906/COASIA06?section=Education
http://globeandmail.workopolis.com/servlet/Content/fasttrack/20050906/COASIA06?section=Education
http://globeandmail.workopolis.com/servlet/Content/fasttrack/20050906/COASIA06?section=Education


actually a lot more popular science books being published than there used to be,
and books aren’t affected in the same way as magazines by the internet (just
about nobody wants to read a book online). So maybe there is more popular
interest in science, but magazines are just less important.

13. cvj
September 11, 2005

Peter. I agree with your comment that it is very important. I just happen to think
that misleading health-science stories are a lot more damaging to far more
people. But these things are all connected, of course. But in an article or post
that I’m writing, if I want to mention a few examples of dangerously misleading
science reporting, I am more likely to mention examples such as the
misrepresenting of the results of drug trials than I am the results of string
theory. Call me old-fashioned if you want to, but this will always be the case. This
has nothing to do with me being a stirng theorist, (perhaps trying to hide some
non-existent theorectical physics community conspiracy to delude the public)
and everything to do with me trying to be a responsible citizen of the planet first
and foremost.

Cheers,

-cvj

14. J.F. Moore
September 11, 2005

Spin and Gear were OK for what they were. Guccione the younger’s main
problem seems to be keeping his publications in the black. Frankly, Disney
managing anything is more financially viable, but they have no compunctions
about stong-arming producers, editors, etc to enforce the party line, which is a
moderately conservative, family values, thoroughly corporatist, although secular
viewpoint.

Given the growing storm over ID, and the opportunity to make science “cool” to
a new generation, this change might not be that bad. Incidentally, my favorite
articles in Discover have consistently been the “Vital Signs” pieces, because of
the way they are written and the fact that I always learn something reading them
(I’m not a medico).

I will also point out that while SA has been watered down, they threw down the
gauntlet rather dramatically over the assault on darwinism with the “april fools”
editorial.

New Scientist has become an embarrassment, almost as bad as Wired now.

15. J.F. Moore
September 11, 2005

Sorry, but I have to respond after reading that op-ed piece “Not a Nobel
Laureate” linked. Pedagogy is infinitely debatable – personally I think hers is



terrible – but the author seems either ignorant or willing to ignore the basic facts
involved in her argument about outsourcing. US companies are not outsourcing
due to any shortage of talent or because US science students are lousy. They are
outsourcing primarily programmers and clerical technical workers because they
can be had for much less salary in India and China. This is not only obvious, but
can be thoroughly sourced in business literature. To the extent that there is
scientific outsourcing, a significant number of those scientists, you will find,
were educated in the US.

These comparative tests that rank various countries are a joke. One thing they
don’t account for is the much more eglatarian basis of US education compared to
many other countries, which essentially doom the majority of their population to
trade labor at an early age. So our average sample is pitted against a German
gymnasium (for example). Administrators and politicians keep their mouths shut
about this outrage because they get more money being ranked low than they
would if we were near the top.

The difficulty to get students to go to grad school or take a career in science in
the US exists because the opportunities just aren’t there afterward. Other
professions are a much safer bet. Again, that should be obvious.

16. JC
September 11, 2005

I agree with J.F. Moore on this issue.

The job market has always been dictated by supply and demand. Brainpower,
skills, abilities, etc … have always been a secondary issue when it comes to
hiring decisions and/or the clueless HR drones. As long as the demand for
particular jobs is significantly greater than the supply of those particular jobs,
the PHB’s (ie. “pointy hair bosses” in Dilbert) will always pick and choose
whoever they want to hire. For a long time engineers, scientists, computer
programmers, etc … have been a “dime a dozen” as far as the PHB’s are
concerned. (The only significant exception to this in the recent past was during
the dotcom bubble of the late 1990’s). With major outsourcing overseas,
scientists and engineers have become more like a “nickel a dozen” or even a
“penny a dozen”. Many PHB’s are mainly interested in their own paycheck and
bonuses, and how much their stock is worth.

It’s not entirely encouraging for freshman university students, when they see so
many computer programmers, engineers, scientists, etc … out of work and/or
significantly “under-employed” (ie. an engineer working as a clerk at a Wal-
Mart). Parents may be less likely to dole out the cash for tuition when they see
the poor job opportunities awaiting their kids. Increasing the number of
science/engineering degrees will only compound the problem even further. This
would be like the equivalent of significantly increasing the supply WITHOUT a
corresponding increase in the demand.

Whether there is a significant correlation between the declining numbers and
quality of scientific magazines with the decline of science/engineering jobs, I



don’t really know at this point. Though it sure seems like many kids are going
into areas where the money and jobs are (ie. they’re following the money). At the
present time it seems to be areas like accounting, real estate, oil/energy industry,
etc …

17. Amitabha
September 12, 2005

Hope you had a wonderful birthday, Peter! And hope you continue to debate the
future of theoretical physics for many years to come.

On the off-topic comments above, J.F.Moore is right in pointing out that
outsourcing is based solely on financial reasons. There isn’t enough reason to
believe that science and technology work is being outsourced to India/China
because the workers there are better qualified. In fact many, if not most, of the
top science and engineering students in India (and perhaps also China) end up
on Western shores for graduate education and further research anyway. On the
other hand, some Indian recipients of the outsourcing work do employ top-of-the-
class science and technology graduates.

There is a recent trend among the school boards in India to make school
education more fun and also easier. I guess time will tell if this leads to more
students interested in serious science.

18. D R Lunsford
September 12, 2005

“Astronomy” is to “Sky and Telescope” as “Lubos Motl” is to “Socrates”. It’s been
a miserable fishwrapper since the day it first appeared.

-drl



October AMS Notices

September 9, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The October issue of the Notices of the AMS is now available on-line. It has an
interesting historical article about Henri Poincare, and a short expository article
called WHAT IS… a Pseudoholomorphic Curve by Simon Donaldson. Counting these
pseudo-holomorphic curves is what topological sigma models do, and they have
turned out to have many different kinds of mathematical applications, including the
new field of so-called Gromov-Witten theory, as well as several others.

There’s also an extensive interview with Fields medalist Heisuke Hironaka. I’ve heard
that Hironaka is a celebrity in Japan, with one of my colleagues once telling me that
during a trip to Japan he was surprised to see Hironaka on a billboard selling
something or other.

Comments

1. Not a Nobel Laureate
September 10, 2005

Is there a good exposition about Hironaka’s singularity work for the non-
specialist. It sounds very interesting and I’d like to learn more about it.

2. Walt Pohl
September 11, 2005

There was a good introduction in the Bulletin of the AMS, which is available
online at http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0
/home.html.

3. Chris Oakley
September 11, 2005

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, PETER!

I was just thinking … if the publishers don’t like the title of your book, how about
“Born on September 11” as an alternative?

4. woit
September 11, 2005

Hi Chris,

Thanks for the birthday wishes!

I think I’ll stick with the current book title…..

http://www.ams.org/journals/notices/200509/200509-toc.html
http://www.ams.org/journals/notices/200509/200509-toc.html
http://www.ams.org/journals/notices/200509/comm-mawhin.pdf
http://www.ams.org/journals/notices/200509/comm-mawhin.pdf
http://www.ams.org/journals/notices/200509/what-is.pdf
http://www.ams.org/journals/notices/200509/what-is.pdf
http://www.ams.org/journals/notices/200509/fea-hironaka.pdf
http://www.ams.org/journals/notices/200509/fea-hironaka.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0/home.html
http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0/home.html
http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0/home.html
http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0/home.html


5. Not a Nobel Laureate
September 11, 2005

Walt Pohl wrote:

“There was a good introduction in the Bulletin of the AMS, which is available
online at http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0
/home.html.”

Great.

Thank you.

http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0/home.html
http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0/home.html
http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0/home.html
http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0/home.html


Comedy

September 11, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I realize that this is a low form of entertainment, but reading Lubos Motl’s blog today
has definitely livened up my birthday, which in recent years has been a rather sad
occasion. It’s hard to say what is the funniest thing there since it’s all great stuff,
including:

1. Crazed, heavily ideological attacks (here and here) on climate scientists, who
unlike Lubos, actually know something about the subject. The comment sections
feature mathematician Greg Kuperberg, who has the hilarious idea that it’s possible
to try and have a rational discussion with Lubos on this subject.

2. Kuperberg’s attempts to endear himself to Lubos by attacking the evil Peter Woit,
announcing that even though he doesn’t understand string theory (something he has
shown a perverse interest in demonstrating publicly, besides his comments on Lubos’s
blog, see here and here) he believes it because “string theorists seem credible, seem
talented, and have appointments at top universities.”

3. Lubos’s response to said attempts, comparing Kuperberg to some of his more “out-
there” commenters.

4. Lubos’s claims that neither Lee Smolin nor I know what we’re talking about when
we point out that perturbative finiteness of the superstring is not yet proved beyond
two loops, followed by his claim that QFT perturbation series are Borel-summable,
nonsense that Jacques Distler then writes in to correct.

Some may object that it’s highly unfair to use the fact that some of its practitioners
and supporters are out of their gourds to make fun of string theory, but, hey, it’s my
birthday, so I can do what I want today, right?

Comments

1. icecube
September 11, 2005

happy birthday!

2. J.F. Moore
September 11, 2005

Happy birthday Peter. I’ve enjoyed reading your blog, with the exception of
Motl’s insult-laden comments, and I look forward to buying a copy of your book
when it comes out.

Internet Schadenfreude is OK, but be sure to have some real life fun as well

http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/09/why-politicized-science-is-dangerous.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/09/why-politicized-science-is-dangerous.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/09/quantifying-climate-uncertainty.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/09/quantifying-climate-uncertainty.html
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=1038
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=1038
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/23/not-even-wrong/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/23/not-even-wrong/


today!

3. cvj
September 11, 2005

Happy Birthday Peter!

-cvj

4. Who
September 11, 2005

Happy Birthday, Peter!
Kind of a special one since you have a book coming out shortly.
Thanks for your blog–the intellectual quality and energy.
Enjoy the next year, whichever number it is for you.

5. Luboš Motl
September 11, 2005

Happy birthday! I am very pleased that you like the gift(s) from me. Next year –
assuming that there will be something like 2006 (because you probably believe
that the last one will be The Day After Tomorrow) – I may try to explain you why
the perturbative finiteness of string theory is a proved fact. But be prepared that
Lee may be a bit faster in learning this elementary material.

6. The Statistical Mechanic
September 11, 2005

Peter,

if I am not mistaken, September 11 is also a special day for Lubos (the day of his
thesis defense).
You two should celebrate together – oh I see that you do already …

Happy Birthday,
Wolfgang

7. Luboš Motl
September 11, 2005

Hi Wolfgang,

yes, we already celebrate together.  Sorry, in 1 hour we go for a dinner with
FM and a renowned climate scientist.

9/11/2001 was a day that I will never forget.

Best wishes
Lubos

8. Tom Weidig



September 11, 2005

You forgot to mention that Lubos also censures i.e. deletes relevant posts /
opinions that he doesn’t like.

He should better stick to physics than politics. It is amazing to see how his mind
falls for logical fallacies once politics kicks in. Not to speak of his boundless
naivety regarding policies and its implementability.

I think we should make him a politician for a week and let him leave his
protected academic ivory tower…

9. Moshe Rozali
September 11, 2005

Happy Birthday!

Moshe

10. Kasper Olsen
September 11, 2005

Happy Birthday, Peter!

I’m looking forward to reading your book (even though I’m not sure I’ll agree
with your conclusion, well…, let’s see 

Kasper

11. iccutrr
September 11, 2005

some entries from Lubos’ diary

Sept/10/05: W called me again at 1 in the morning. Wanted me to hear his
newest Biblical evidence for String Theory. Says Carl Rove too busy to work on
Woit case right now. Carl in a frenzy; frantic with spin control for W, Brownie,
FEMA, Condolezza, Chertoff. Et tu, Barbara.

Sept/11/05: Another bad 9/11. Got punched in the mouth, again, after telling
dinner companion, a world renowned climate scientist, what a moron he is. His
IQ must be less than 90. I think he doesn’t like me. How can that be. My
arguments were flawless, as usual.

12. Arun
September 11, 2005

Happy Birthday!

Here’s something to chew on. Over at Panda’s Thumb,
http://www.pandasthumb.org/archives/2005/09/dembski_quote_m.html

http://www.pandasthumb.org/archives/2005/09/dembski_quote_m.html
http://www.pandasthumb.org/archives/2005/09/dembski_quote_m.html


they’re talking about a Richard Dawkins quote:

Richard Dawkins wrote:

“Instead of examining the evidence for and against rival theories, I shall adopt a
more armchair approach. My argument will be that Darwinism is the only known
theory that is in principle capable of explaining certain aspects of life. If I am
right it means that, even if there were no actual evidence in favour of the
Darwinian theory (there is, of course) we should still be justified in preferring it
over all rival theories??.

Apart from the “(there is, of course)”, don’t the defenders of string theory sound
exactly like the above?

13. Dick Thompson
September 11, 2005

Happy Birthday, a little late. Long may you wave and be an irritant to Lubos and
his ilk. Sto Lat!

14. Arun
September 11, 2005

Yes, this is probably the funniest September 11 since 9/11. Maybe things are
looking up, even though we still haven’t caught the ultimate responsible for 9/11.

15. woit
September 11, 2005

Thanks to all for the birthday greetings, one thing I didn’t expect today was to
have so many string theorists wishing me a happy birthday. Thanks!

Spent part of the morning cleaning my apartment, which was unusually exciting,
since it involved trying out my birthday present from my brother, a little
“Roomba” robotic vacuum cleaner. The thing runs around the apartment
vigorously vacuuming, doing its best to get into every possible nook and cranny.
It only gets into trouble with electrical wires and the fringes of oriental rugs,
otherwise does a great job, while providing a certain amount of entertainment.

My brother is in town this weekend, so after playing with the robot, we went out
to brunch at a nearby Provencal sort of bistro (Cafe du Soleil). It was a gorgeous
day here in New York, and late in the afternoon I rode my bike along the river
downtown to meet my brother and mother for dinner. We went out to Bonelick
Park, a barbeque place on Greenwich Ave. Had an excellent meal including some
wonderful baby back ribs.

After dinner, looking downtown one could see the “Tower of Light” lights rising
from the World Trade Center site. These have been turned on specially tonight to
commemorate the date. Rode back uptown along the river, quite a beautiful ride
at night. From my apartment now, looking out the windows to the south, I can
see the World Trade Center lights, although much dimmer up here than from



downtown.

Well, I’ll stop with this sort of thing now, don’t want anyone to get the idea that
this blog is going to start having anything like Clifford’s charming postings at
Cosmic Variance. Enough’s enough.

16. Shantanu
September 12, 2005

Hi
Peter
belated happy birthday. Always wanted to ask you one thing.
Does your colleague Brian Greene read your blog and your
critiques of string theory?

17. Michael Sanford
September 12, 2005

Happy Birthday Dr. Woit.

18. fooltomery
September 12, 2005

Happy Birthday, Peter…may your book become a best-seller.

And don’t mind Luboš…his conviction that no aroma accompanies his defecations
won’t survive his denial of tenure at Hahvud.

19. Robert
September 12, 2005

I’m late but nevertheless: Happy birthday Peter!

20. Eric Baum
September 12, 2005

Peter,

Happy Birthday.
I can’t help remarking on the apparent irony between your first two points.
How are readers to distinguish your respect for climate scientists from
the possibility that it derives from their seeming credible, talented, and with
appointments at top universities?

BTW, since I know you are interested in the sociology of Science, I highly
recommend reading Bjorn Lomborg’s Reply to Scientific American, which
you can find at http://www.greenspirit.com/lomborg
/ScientificAmericanBjornLomborgAnswer.pdf

Eric

21. woit

http://www.greenspirit.com/lomborg/ScientificAmericanBjornLomborgAnswer.pdf
http://www.greenspirit.com/lomborg/ScientificAmericanBjornLomborgAnswer.pdf
http://www.greenspirit.com/lomborg/ScientificAmericanBjornLomborgAnswer.pdf
http://www.greenspirit.com/lomborg/ScientificAmericanBjornLomborgAnswer.pdf


September 12, 2005

Hi Eric,

I actually have no idea who is right in the various climate science debates. What
I found laughable was Lubos’s absurdly ideological discussion of the issue. From
the way he goes on about Bush, communism, etc., etc., it’s clear that rationally
weighing the evidence is the furthest thing from his mind. Perhaps a sizable part
of the climate science community is so politicized that you have to evaluate all
research in the field very skeptically, and in any case one certainly shouldn’t rely
on reputation to decide who is right. But if you want to try and do so, you have to
approach the data and the subject seriously, not just engage in ideological
ranting.

And please folks, don’t start up a discussion of this controversy here….

Shantanu,

As far as I know Brian doesn’t read the blog.

22. Luboš Motl
September 12, 2005

Dear Eric,

that’s really bizarre what you say. Climate science and climatology has always
been – and it still is – attracting the weakest students of physics and related
fields in most universities I know; and for a very good reason. So if Peter Woit
supports the mainstream climate science because it is done by the weak people,
it is absolutely consistent with his approach to physics.

Best
Lubos

23. Eric Baum
September 12, 2005

Actually, Peter, Lomborg’s reply to Sciam does a remarkable job of clarifying
issues all by itself. Lomborg’s book went through a long series of environmental
issues (GW, species diversity extinction, etc etc) and argued in each case that the
popular understanding, the press version, and the pronouncements of many
scientists on the one hand were wildly at odds with the actual results in the
scientific papers on the other, and described the actual state of knowledge,
simply quoting relatively authoritative sources such as UN reports and reviews
by top scientists. Scientific American then asked 4 of these top experts to review
relevant sections of the book.

Lomborg’s reply goes through each of these reviews, answering it line by line.
The interesting punchline comes when he gets to the end of the review,
and it’s the same in each case. The punchline is: “Now I’ve gotten to the end of
the critique, and you can see that scientist X nowhere in his critique



challenged my main conclusion of Y.”
Each of these critiques are tendentious in the extreme, seemingly
throwing up as much dust as possible to cloud the issue, but none of them
even challenges Lomborg’s main scientific conclusions (e.g. the best estimates
are that species diversity is vanishing at a ridiculously tiny rate, not a vast rate).
This is perhaps not surprising, since all Lomborg did in the first place was
to quote the scientific papers of these very scientists, but that’s what emerges.

I find it highly interesting from a social standpoint that these scientists are
happy, perhaps not even fully realizing what they are doing, to make all kinds of
comments in public media of dire political outcomes that seem to contradict their
actual scientific understanding, but I find it extremely
positive that they are nonetheless unwilling to actually make clear false
statements in scientific publications, even sciam, and that they still seem to be
able to treat the science fairly carefully.

Anyway, since they don’t even challenge his conclusions, you can maybe assume
they are mostly valid as far as scientific understanding goes, even without trying
to sort it out in detail, and his conclusions in every case are rather ridiculously
more positive than much of what you may believe.

Eric Baum

24. Scott
September 12, 2005

Peter,

Happy birthday yesterday. I find it funny that he invokes Feynman about junk
science while feynman himself thought string theory was a waste because of it
disconnect from experiment.

Eric,

I remember reading both the scientific american reviews and his online responce
and then the authors of the critiques responces(online somewhere) to his online
responce. I remember seeing tons of logical errors in his responce before
reading the responces which frankly blew him out of the water. Have you read
those responces?

25. Quantoken
September 12, 2005

Peter:

I could not believe you are so narrow minded. I posted a comment which is on
the very topic that you discuss whether Lubos’s objection to GWT is reasonable
or not. And as always, you erase it because of fear that TRUTH be told.

Remind you, this is NOT a crackpot theory that the earth’s oil will be depleted.
You must have thought it’s a numerology number that the gas prices are over $3



a gallon. But it’s not numerology and people are paying if from their wallets. And
it’s just the beginning.

I find it ridiculous that no one is even interested in talking about it. Am I the only
one who still lives on the earth, and ever one else, including Peter, has moved to
extra dimentions, multiverse, or ont of the the other 10^500-1 landscapes? All
the number I cited are official ones and no one even disputed those numbers.

Quantoken

26. woit
September 12, 2005

Quantoken,

The question of how much extractable oil is still out there is completely off the
topic. The only relation to what I wrote is that Lubos undoubtedly has some ill-
informed views on the matter, but he’s got ill-informed views on lots of things
and I don’t want this weblog filled up with an endless discussion of them.

About climate science discussions in general: honestly I know nothing more
about these controversies than what I’ve gathered from reading a few articles in
the newspaper. This has convinced me it’s a complicated subject, full of people
who have a political ax to grind and no real dedication to objectively looking at
the science. I’m also convinced that if one wants to, one can read up on this and
learn enough to figure out who is doing serious science here and who isn’t. But
this is a time-consuming business, and I don’t have the time for it. If people want
to discuss this, I think they should do so in a forum run by someone who actually
knows something about this subject, and there seem to be several of those
around.

27. Kyle
September 12, 2005

Happy Birthday Peter, hope your next year is a fine one.

28. Eric Baum
September 12, 2005

Scott,
don’t know if I’ve read *all* the responses, in fact I just did a quick web search,
and found a response that I hadn’t read by Holdren to Lomborg’s response to his
Sciam critique. I don’t have to get past the paragraph 2 to feel strongly that its
more of the same tendentious obscurantism. Paragraph 1 has no content except
insult. Paragraph 2 is:

“As my review for Scientific American acknowledged, Lomborg�s energy
chapter does contain a number of propositions that are correct (such as the
observation that there is large potential in renewable energy sources and
energy-efficiency improvements).The problem with the chapter–and the rest of
the book as well–is that, as a famously brief review of a long paper submitted to



a professional journal once put it, `What is right in this document is not new, and
what is new is not right.’ ”

Yeah, Lomborg couldn’t have put it better himself. He doesn’t claim anything
new. He just claims to be surveying the literature, contrasting popular and
political statements with the contents of the scientific papers. Sounds to me like
Holdren still doesn’t want to challenge anything of content in what Lomborg is
saying.

Eric

29. LM
September 12, 2005

Lubos Motl says: “Climate science and climatology has always been – and it still
is – attracting the weakest students of physics and related fields in most
universities I know”

A-ha! Now we see the reason for Lubos’s hostility- he sees the climate scientists
as poaching prime recruits for string theory!

30. Scott
September 12, 2005

eric this is peter’s blog so I am not going to get into this with you but you read
the first paragraphs of a 7 page responce, and decided how the rest of the article
was be. Your retarded.

31. Scott
September 12, 2005

oops, i meant, “was going to be”. so i guess i’m retarded too.

32. woit
September 12, 2005

This kind of argumentation about scientific issues that sheds no light whatsoever
on them and degenerates into personal attacks just annoys me. Please discuss
this topic elsewhere, I’ll delete any further comments here about this.

33. island
September 12, 2005

This has convinced me it’s a complicated subject, full of people who
have a political ax to grind and no real dedication to objectively looking
at the science.

As Arun’s ‘food-for-thought’ indicates, this also stereotypically includes most of
the same ideologically pre-inclined that commonly argue both sides of the
creation/evolution debate.

Politics destroys honesty in science.



Happy birthday.

34. Eric Baum
September 12, 2005

Scott,

Not really. If it was going to have content, it wouldn’t have begun with paragraph
of gratuitous insults. In fact, it would be hard to imagine a
presumably respected scientist writing a paragraph of gratuitous insults, much
less beginning a paper with it, if I hadn’t seen it.
And it follows a previous critique (Holdren’s first one) which was basically
the same deal. And it’s not like Lomborg didn’t have content. He said:
A is my message, and X didn’t anywhere object to it. If X wanted to
come back and say yes he did, and if he was a scientist used to communicating to
other busy scientists, he would have placed a topic sentence somewhere near the
beginning that said “A is in fact wrong for the following reasons, as the
remainder of this paper will show”.

The fact that your correspondance is about on the level of Holdren’s should
either make you proud, or serve as further evidence of the intellectual weakness
of the position, which do you think?

Eric

35. woit
September 12, 2005

Eric,

I’ll leave this comment in place since Scott is the one who started the name-
calling. But please, stop. I didn’t want discussion of this topic here because I was
pretty sure that it would quickly deteriorate, but I had no idea of how quickly….

36. Theo
September 13, 2005

Happy birthday Peter from someone who has read your blog quite a lot recently
but been lax in writing any comments so I just wanted to say thanks for the
entertainment and insights.

37. misslemon
September 13, 2005

I wonder how most “string theorists”* or physicists would feel about having the
verdict drawn up on their research by climate scientists, chemists or biologists.
Get my point?
*note separate category

38. CapitalistImperialistPig
September 19, 2005



Happy Birthday Peter – very belated. Even though I don’t know enough string
theory to have a strong opinion, I think it’s very valuable to have critics like
yourself to try to keep them honest.

And Lubos – happy Phd-averssary!



The Equation That Couldn’t Be Solved

September 13, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I just finished reading an interesting new book by astrophysicist Mario Livio. It’s
called The Equation That Couldn’t Be Solved, and the subtitle is “How Mathematical
Genius Discovered the Language of Symmetry”. Livio’s topic is the idea of a symmetry
group, concentrating on its origins in Galois theory.

The first part of the book contains a wonderful detailed history of the discovery of the
formulas for the roots of third and fourth order polynomials, and the much later
proofs that no such formulas existed for general fifth order polynomials. The romantic
stories of the short and tragic lives of Abel and Galois are well-told, in much more
detail than in other popular books that I’ve seen. Galois was the one responsible for
first really understanding the significance of the concept of a group, and using it to
get deep insights into the structure of the solutions of polynomial equations.

The latter part of the book deals with the important role of symmetry in modern
theoretical physics, and this is a topic treated in many other places in more detail.
Livio gives the standard party-line about string theory, but he does do one very
interesting thing. He notices that while string theory implies various sorts of
symmetries, e.g. supersymmetry, it lacks a fundamental symmetry principle itself, and
this leaves open a very important question. Does physics at its most fundamental level
involve a symmetry principle, or are symmetry principles an artifact of our throwing
out complexity and only focussing on simple situations that we can understand?
Perhaps symmetry is not fundamental, but only an artifact of our limited abilities to
understand things. Livio asks several people this question, and gets the following
answers:

Weinberg: symmetry might not be the most fundamental concept in the ultimate
theory, and “I suspect that at the end the only firm principle will be that of
mathematical consistency”. (I don’t think I really understand what Weinberg has in
mind here)

Witten: “there are still missing, or unknown ingredients in string theory” and “some
concepts, such as Riemannian geometry in general relativity, may prove to be more
fundamental than symmetry.”

Atiyah: “We come to describe nature with certain spectacles… Our mathematical
description is accurate, but there may be better ways. The use of exceptional Lie
groups may be an artifact of how we think of it.”

Dyson: “I feel that we are not even at the beginning of understanding why the
universe is the way it is.”

There is one interesting thing that Livio gets wrong. He explains Klein’s Erlangen
program of identifying the notion of symmetry with the notion of a geometry, but then
says that this is precisely what Riemannian geometry is. This isn’t really right, since

http://www-int.stsci.edu/~mlivio/
http://www-int.stsci.edu/~mlivio/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0743258207
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0743258207


the non-Euclidean geometries Klein was using are basically homogeneous spaces of
Lie groups, whereas Riemann’s notion was more general, just insisting that the
geometry be locally Euclidean. To unify these two points of view, you need the later
ideas of Elie Cartan about Cartan geometries and connections. A related distinction is
that Klein was considering finite dimensional symmetry groups, whereas in
Riemannian geometry you don’t have a global symmetry group. You do have infinite
dimensional groups of local symmetries, e.g. the diffeomorphism group, and the
gauge group of frame rotations. By the way, a nice article about the early history of
gauge theory has just appeared on the arXiv.

My main problem with Livio’s book is that he only discusses the groups themselves,
and doesn’t even try to explain what a representation of a group is. For the
applications to quantum mechanical systems and to particle physics, it is this notion
of a representation of a group that is absolutely crucial.

Comments

1. Andreas
September 13, 2005

Interesting review, and maybe Livio avoids to write about specific
representations because he intuitively knows that the truly interesting
symmetries of nature do not admit any non-trivial representation?

2. Quantoken
September 14, 2005

Weinberg said symmetry might not be the most fundamental concept in the
ultimate theory, and “I suspect that at the end the only firm principle will be that
of mathematical consistency??. (Peter said: I don’t think I really understand what
Weinberg has in mind here)

Well, I understand. On first thought you would think that mathematical
consistency is a necessary condition. If the math is inconsistent then the theory
is useless regardless of anything else.

Wenberg probably belong to the group of people who believes that the ultimate
theory can explain everything from pure mathematical principles, like an
exact formular to calculate alpha.

If the ultimate theory is pure math, then, probably, being mathematically self-
consistent is all that is required to be correct in mathematics. That must be what
Wenberg had in mind.

I do not believe the ultimate theory will be pure math. There will be at least one
thing unexplainable in pure math, and that remains physics.

Quantoken

3. D R Lunsford

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0509116
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0509116
http://www.chip-architect.com/news/2004_10_04_The_Electro_Magnetic_coupling_constant.html
http://www.chip-architect.com/news/2004_10_04_The_Electro_Magnetic_coupling_constant.html
http://www.chip-architect.com/news/2004_10_04_The_Electro_Magnetic_coupling_constant.html
http://www.chip-architect.com/news/2004_10_04_The_Electro_Magnetic_coupling_constant.html


September 14, 2005

The paper mentioned misses the point (as usual) about Weyl’s 1918 work –
namely that Weyl does NOT find a suitable action at all, because the equations
for g are 4th order. In fact it is not possible in 4 dimensions to find a suitable
action in this theory. Only first in 6 dimesions does it become possible to find an
action leading to 2nd order equations for the g’s and have the g and A fields
essentially coupled, without arbitrary constants.

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en

See

-drl

4. John Baez
September 15, 2005

Peter Woit writes:

My main problem with Livio’s book is that he only discusses the groups
themselves, and doesn’t even try to explain what a representation of a
group is.

It’s forgivable not to explain what a representation of a group is. It’s
unforgivable not to explain what an action of a group is.

Groups naturally arise as symmetries of sets with extra structure, and in this
situation we say the group acts on the set. The first and most important way
people discovered groups was by finding them acting on sets. We call these
“concrete groups”. This is the sort of group Galois ran into: the group of
symmetries of a field fixing some subfield. I don’t see how Livio could discuss
Galois theory without at least implicitly talking about group actions, or at least
concrete groups.

Only later was the concept of “abstract group” achieved. This is an incredibly
powerful concept. But now, horribly, there are some abstract algebra texts that
discuss group theory without a good discussion of group actions – of which
representations are a special case.

Of course, anyone working on quantum theory needs the concept of group
representation.

5. Richard
September 15, 2005

Yes, and sadly if group actions are discussed at all within the context of abstract
algebra, it’s action on an abstract set with no additional structure. Much
interesting theory arises when you attach a topology to an infinite set and
consider notions such as orbital almost-periodicity and proximal and distal
relations under action by the group. Everyone should know how concepts of

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en


periodicity can be supported within the context of co-compact (syndetic) subsets
of the acting group, even when the spaces involved are not even necessarily
metric spaces.

Concepts of group actions really should be woven more completely into the math
curricula, and much theory is readily accessible even to undergraduates.

6. JM
September 21, 2005

Given your critics, what book does give a good introduction to group theory?
Let’s assume for example the reader to be an engineer with only trivial
knowledge of quantum mechanics.

7. woit
September 21, 2005

Unfortunately I don’t know of a good book that explains group theory and how to
use it in quantum mechanics at an elementary level. Quite possibly such a thing
is out there, but I just haven’t run across it. If anyone has any suggestions, I’d
like to hear about them.

8. D R Lunsford
September 21, 2005

Not to butt in, but I love recommending books 

There are any number of good books but the all-time classic for physicists is
“Theory of Groups and Quantum Mechanics” by Weyl. This reprint suffers from
horrible typesetting but is otherwise a masterpiece.

For a great introduction to the entire worldview of group theory, read
“Elementary Mathematics from an Advanced Standpoint” by Felix Klein, both
volumes (short but very intense).

For a standard textbook, try “Group Theory and Quantum Mechanics” by
Tinkham.

A little formal algebra couldn’t hurt, for which I recommend “Abstract Algebra”
by N. Herstein.

There must be modern texts that are readable but I don’t know of any.

-drl



How Much Mathematics Does A Theoretical
Physicist Need To Know?

September 13, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Mathematician Dave Morrison is giving a colloquium talk tomorrow at the KITP with
the provocative title How Much Mathematics Does A Theoretical Physicist Need To
Know? It should soon be available for viewing on the KITP web-site, and I’m looking
forward to seeing what he has to say.

I’m not at all sure myself how much mathematics a theoretical physicist needs to
know, it certainly depends on what they’re trying to do. But there does seem to me to
be a well-defined list of what mathematics goes into our current most fundamental
physical theories, and anyone who hopes to work on extending these should start by
learning these subjects, which include (besides the classical mathematical physics of
PDE’s, Fourier analysis, complex analysis):

Riemannian geometry
More general geometry of principal and vector bundles: connection, curvature, etc.
Spinor geometry
Lie groups and representation theory
deRham cohomology

I’m sure others have different ideas about this….

Update: Dave Morrison’s talk is now on-line here. He began his talk my noting that it
had been advertised here on “Not Even Wrong”, and he put up a slide of my posting
and people’s comments as an example of people’s lists of what mathematics
theoretical physicists should know. He did say that that his talk wasn’t intended to
provide such a list, but rather various comments about how physicists can fruitfully
interact with mathematicians.

He began by giving several examples of people who had to construct new
mathematics to do physics: Newton, Fourier, Heisenberg, and Gell-Mann. David Gross
correctly objected that SU(3) representation theory was already known before Gell-
Mann started using it, even though at first Gell-Mann wasn’t aware of this. As for
more recent interactions, he mainly mentioned the connection between the index
theorem and anomalies, as well as various math related to the quantum hall effect.
For some reason he decided not to go into the relation of string theory and
mathematics, which has been quite fruitful. He did say that he still believes there is
some unknown more fundamental way of thinking about string theory that will involve
now unknown mathematics. His general advice to physicists was that they should be
willing to acquire mathematical tools as needed, but should be aware that if they ask
a mathematician questions, they are likely to get answers of too great generality. He
ended his talk early, opening the floor to a long discussion.

http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/colloquia/
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/colloquia/
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/colloquia/
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/colloquia/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/colloq/morrison1/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/colloq/morrison1/


Comments

1. Haelfix
September 14, 2005

I would say you have the majority of what is necessary (you probably want some
functional analysis as well). Then again there have been several successful
theorists who’s knowledge in certain of those subjects is sorely lacking (read
nonexistant).

In general people adapt pretty quickly in physics to what they need to know for
the problem at hand. For instance, (a subject close to your heart), I have a few
friends working on the landscape and they are more or less pouring over
extremely sophisticated books on probability and analysis (lots of Bayesian
statistics etc).

So what does a theoretical physicist need above all else? Well, pretty much
he/she needs to be a quick learner.

2. Fabien Besnard
September 14, 2005

I agree that physicists are quick learners. I come from the mathematical side and
I’m often amazed how quick physicists assimilate concepts that took me ages to
understand. The problem is that they often turn these concepts into something I
don’t recognize 
But of course it is most useful to have both insights. By the way, I am very
grateful to the physicists who occasionally write formulae in clean mathematical
notations, it saves me to do the job myself and helps me a lot in understanding
what they say.

3. Wolfgang
September 14, 2005

I see a problem if Bayesian statistics is considered extremely sophisticated 

4. Pindare
September 14, 2005

As you said Peter, depends very much on what we want to do, but I’d like to add
‘dynamical systems’, a glaring omission IMHO. There’s a nice little book “A First
Course in Dynamics” by Hasselblatt & Katok for example.

5. robert
September 14, 2005

Times have moved on from when J.M. Ziman claimed to have ‘contrived to give
the appearance of doing research in theory .. with little more serious analytic
equipment than could be learnt from … Dirac’s Quantum Mechanics’, for more
than twenty years. Is this an altogether good thing?



6. Brett
September 14, 2005

Frankly, this choice of topics rather surprises me. I am a theoretical particle
physicist, but I was trained as both a physicist and a mathematician. Although I
understand all the topics listed, I have almost never found the geometrical ones
useful in my research. (I do agree with Lie groups and algebras are ubiquitous
though.) If one is interested in incorporating gravity into a theory, then there is
surely reason for working with differential geometry. However, there is plenty of
interesting work that can be done with no (or almost no) reference to
gravitational interactions. What I work on is undoubtedly “physics beyond the
standard model,” yet it is done mostly within the context of quantum field theory.
In fact, the only time I have ever had occasion to use any tools of differential
geometry, it was of a much deeper and more complex variety than anything listed
here. (And that line of investigation turned out to be a dead end anyway.)

This brings me to my second point. I wonder what exactly it should mean in this
context to “know” a subject. My experience has certainly not been that physicists
have an easy time mastering sophisticated concepts in mathematics. Most
theoretical physicists possess a set of tools drawn from higher mathematics;
however, their understanding of the underlying structure of what they’re doing is
usually minimal. For example, take Lie theory, which is something every
theoretical physicist really does need to be familiar with. In graduate school, I
took three classes in this subject; however, for the practicalities of physics
research, I could have gotten away with just one, the most elementary class in
Lie algebra structure. That is about the level of understanding that I see in most
physicists.

There is one area of topology that I think theoretical physicists do need to learn,
and that is homotopy theory. This has applications in standard model physics and
is a much more general subject area than DeRham cohomology. The
mathematician in me says that ideally, physicists working on topological issues
should master the full machinery of homology theory as well, but this is just not
going to happen. Homotopy theory is very intuitive though, and it can be used to
analyze just about all the issused that are likely to occur in physical theories
living on manifolds.

7. Hektor Bim
September 14, 2005

This is an interesting idea, because lots of things that condensed matter
theorists might consider important aren’t here. For example, there is no
discussion of numerical techniques, optimization, graph theory, etc.

I’ve used all of that a lot more as a condensed matter theorist than I have
Riemannian geometry.

Does theoretical physicist in this context really mean theoretical particle
physicist – that is, the only theoretical physicists are those working to extend the
standard model?



8. island
September 14, 2005

robert Says:

Times have moved on from when J.M. Ziman claimed to have ‘contrived
to give the appearance of doing research in theory .. with little more
serious analytic equipment than could be learnt from … Dirac’s
Quantum Mechanics’, for more than twenty years. Is this an altogether
good thing?

Only if you believe that anybody’s really going anywhere… or aren’t they still just
trying to rationalize-away the flaw that prevented Dirac from unifying QM and
GR…?

http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2005-06/msg0069755.html

9. Kaveh
September 14, 2005

Why did you omit dynamical systems and topology?

I would encourage knowing (real) analysis (spectral theory in particular and
maybe advanced probability theory) and modern PDE’s but I understand that
they have so much overlap with everything else that you might not need to take a
course to learn them.

10. Brian
September 14, 2005

I assume there is a mantra for theoretical physicists:

Must … learn … more … math!

11. Dick Thompson
September 14, 2005

A little symplectic topology; how to calculate characteristic classes, what is an
almost complex structure and when, and so on. Goes with the homotopy theory.
Any finitely presented group is the fundamental group of some symplectic
manifold; stick that in your landscape and smoke it.

12. woit
September 14, 2005

Just to clarify. I think different kinds of theorists studying different aspects of
theoretical physics need different kinds of mathematics. The list I gave was one
for the specific case of particle theorists interested in how to better understand
the standard model and find some way of improving upon it.

Some people mentioned more topology, especially Brett who mentioned
homotopy theory. I’m very fond of topology myself, and had to resist putting

http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2005-06/msg0069755.html
http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2005-06/msg0069755.html


K-theory on the list. I still think though that deRham cohomology is the basic
thing most theorists should know about. It gives specific integral formulas for
topological invariants, and most of the topological invariants that come about in
standard model related QFTs can be computed in terms of cohomology, not
needing homotopy (especially important is Chern-Weil theory, which computes
topological invariants of bundles in terms of connections and curvature). There
are some places where the fact that a fundamental group is Z2 is important, but
otherwise cohomology covers most of the topology physicists need.

13. John Baez
September 15, 2005

I’m surprised that nobody has mentioned this story yet:

When Weisskopf was asked “how much mathematics does a theoretical physicist
need to know?”, his answer was:

More!

14. Tony Smith
September 15, 2005

What “new mathematics” was “constructed” by Heisenberg in order “to do
physics” ?
Bear in mind that according to http://mooni.fccj.org/~ethall/quantum/quant.htm
“… Hilbert suggested to Heisenberg that he find the differential equation that
would correspond to his matrix equations. Had he taken Hilbert’s advice,
Heisenberg may have discovered the Schrödinger equation before Schrödinger.
…”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

15. Hongbao Zhang
September 15, 2005

On Differential geometry(DG) in particle physics, I think tranditional particle
physicist’s language is not easy to understand. DG can make many topics more
clear. The examples include
Neother theorem’s presentation
angular momentum for spin nonzero particle
which both involve the Lie derivative concepts and Lie group

16. Nigel
September 15, 2005

“… several examples of people who had to construct new mathematics to do
physics: Newton, …”

Peter, Newton uses standard geometry of 300 BC (Euclid, “Elements of
Geometry” stuff) in his Principia, not calculus. There is no evidence he invented

http://mooni.fccj.org/~ethall/quantum/quant.htm
http://mooni.fccj.org/~ethall/quantum/quant.htm
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


calculus for the physics in Principia. Newton also delved into Biblical numerology
and alchemy. Archimedes’ “Method” shows that Archimedes used a type of
calculus to work out the volume of a sphere and cylinder, but merely used that as
scaffolding to help him work out a geometrical proof. Although both Archimedes
and Newton worked on calculus, both were careful to express all results for
physics classically. They didn’t need to provide critics with ammunition to sneer
at by taking a sum of an infinite number of infidesimal slices to get a result. It
was better to use geometry which people understood and respected, not a
newfangled approach.

The same happened with Einstein. Professor Morris Kline describes the situation
after 1911, when Einstein began to search for more sophisticated mathematics
to build gravitation into space-time geometry:

‘Up to this time Einstein had used only the simplest mathematical tools and had
even been suspicious of the need for “higher mathematics”, which he thought
was often introduced to dumbfound the reader. However, to make progress on
his problem he discussed it in Prague with a colleague, the mathematician Georg
Pick, who called his attention to the mathematical theory of Ricci and Levi-Civita.
In Zurich Einstein found a friend, Marcel Grossmann (1878-1936), who helped
him learn the theory; and with this as a basis, he succeeded in formulating the
general theory of relativity.’

(M. Kline, Mathematical Thought from Ancient to Modern Times, Oxford
University Press, 1990, vol. 3, p. 1131.)

17. Matti Pitkanen
September 15, 2005

I would add to the list of interesting mathematics some new items (I confess
immediately that they relate to my personal favorite theories;_)).

No one has mentioned number theory yet. The zeros of Riemann’s Zeta seem to
be closely related to quantum chaotic systems and conformal symmetry and
Riemann hypothesis could relate in a very deep manner. The generalization of
quantum physics to p-adic number fields and fusion of quantum physics in
different number fields to single super structure is highly attractive idea with
which I have worked for a more than decade now. The notion of primeness is
incredibly general and the direct analogy with the notion of elementary particle
might serve as an inspiration for an imaginative theoretician. For instance, the
construction of infinite primes can be interpreted as an iterated second
quantization of super-symmetric arithmetic quantum theory.

There has been no mention of infinite-dimensional geometries, which might be of
interest for string model builders. Loop space Kaehler geometries are essentially
unique from the mere requirement that they exist mathematically as shown by
Freed. Kac Moody symmetries as isometries guarantee the existence of Riemann
connection. Curvature scalar is however infinite which suggests that strings are
quite not enough.

This inspires the idea that physics might be unique from the mere existence of

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#visionc
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#visionc


Kaehler geometry and corresponding spinor structure for infinite-dimensional
configuration space, “the world of classical worlds”. My own bet is that the space
of 3-surfaces in certain uniquely determined 8-D imbedding space is the correct
guess and leads to a physics unique from its mere mathematical existence. This
approach is a diametric opposite for the M-theory approach where imbedding
space can be almost anything and leads to landscape problem.

A third fascinating branch of mathematics not yet mentioned relates to von
Neumann algebras. The so called hyper-finite factors of type II_1 are obtained by
requiring that the infinite-dimensional unit matrix has unit trace. The Clifford
algebra of a separable Hilbert space realizes this algebra. The Clifford algebra of
spinors of an infinite-dimensional “world of classical worlds” can be regarded as
direct integral of these factors. Hyper-finite type II_1 factors have fascinating
connections with conformal field theories, knot and braid theory, 3-manifold
invariants, etc..

In wave mechanics factors I_n, n=1,..,infty, appear. In algebraic quantum field
theory factors of type III_1 appear and possess very counter-intuitive properties.
Could it be that hyper-finite factors of type II_1 provide the solution to the
problems of QFT via the geometrization of the fermionic Fock algebra in terms of
gamma matrix algebra for the world of classical worlds?

Matti Pitkanen

18. Not a Nobel Laureate
September 15, 2005

Another question.

“How much experimental physics does a theoretical physicist need to know?”

19. Eric Baum
September 15, 2005

This brings to mind the tale of the 3 physicists in the hot air balloon who realize
they are lost. They come over a hill and see some campers. They shout down:
“where are weeeeee”.
No answer, while they continue to drift, until finally they are just about out of
sight, comes the reply “in a balloooon”.
One physist says to the others, “they must be mathematicians. It took them
forever to answer, the answer was manifestly true, but it was totally useless.”

20. fooltomery
September 15, 2005

When asked why he became a mathematician, Polya is said to have replied:

“I am too good for philosophy and not good enough for physics.”

21. Thomas Larsson
September 16, 2005



It seems appropriate to mention this well-known quote, which I have seen
attributed to Dirac, Wigner and Einstein, and perhaps others:

“God is a mathematician.”

Of course, this statement has a dual formulation, which I came up with myself:

“Physics is divine mathematics.”

22. Arun
September 16, 2005

“Like the crest of a peacock, like the gem on the head of a snake,
so is mathematics at the head of all knowledge.”

-Vedanga Jyotisa (c. 500 BC, India)

23. Chris Oakley
September 16, 2005

Not really on topic, but did any of the UK readers see the Horizon program about
Stephen Hawking on BBC2 last night? It featured, amongst many others,
Leonard Susskind as Hawking’s bete noir in disagreeing about information loss
in black holes. The producers of the program seemed to be expecting Hawking to
keep churning out brilliant ideas despite (a) being over 60 and (b) having a nasty
wasting disease. This seemed a bit unfair to me.

24. Wolfgang
September 17, 2005

Maybe we just need to learn a different type of trigonometry …

25. robert
September 19, 2005

Advice from a bygone age: J.E. Littlewood responded to a stduent’s request for a
background reading list with a curt
‘Nothing is neccessary – or sufficient’

http://iso42.blogspot.com/2005/09/trigonometry.html
http://iso42.blogspot.com/2005/09/trigonometry.html


Serge Lang 1927-2005

September 15, 2005
Categories: Obituaries

I just heard that mathematician Serge Lang passed away this past Monday. Lang was
a well-known number theorist and algebraist, a member of Bourbaki and recipient of
the 1960 AMS Cole Prize. He was a professor here in the Columbia math department
for fifteen years, leaving in 1972 for Yale, where he spent the rest of his career. Lang
was an amazingly prolific author of mathematics textbooks, and famous for his
outspoken views and “files” on various controversies. In recent years some of these
had become increasingly cranky, especially on the topic of AIDS. He was truly one of
the most remarkable characters of the mathematics research community.

Update: There’s an obituary at the Yale Daily News (thanks to David Goss for
pointing this out).

Update: The New York Times ran an obituary of Lang today.

Comments

1. icecube
September 15, 2005

Oh boo…he was quite a character. His algebra book is, like, the best algebra
book in the world ever (reading one of his differential geometry books at the
moment as well, it’s quite nice).

2. John Baez
September 15, 2005

When I was a postdoc at Yale sometimes I would stay up late working in my
office. Serge Lang was the only person I’d see, regularly working past 2 am,
sometimes rushing off to the copier room to print out copies of his “files” to send
to people.

He was quirky but fascinating – incredibly energetic, too.

When I was his TA for calculus he insisted that derivatives could be taught in 15
minutes: explain the idea, give the definition, show how to compute some
examples… done.

I heard he would take a trans-Atlantic cruise each summer and produce a book
during this time. I’m not sure that’s true, but it would help explain his prolific
writings.

It’s a pity he’s gone.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serge_Lang
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serge_Lang
http://www.yaledailynews.com/article.asp?AID=29843
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http://www.nytimes.com/2005/09/25/national/25lang.html
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3. Daniel Doro Ferrante
September 15, 2005

I thought myself Linear Algebra, Complex Analysis and some Differential
Geometry from Lang’s books.

As an undergrad, S. Lang, M. Spivak and T. Apostol were my “mathematical
icons”!

It’s really sad to know that he’s gone…

4. James Borger
September 15, 2005

This is sad. I’ve been spending a bit of time lately looking at some of his books,
and he was on my mind a lot. I remember one time when I was a grad student, I
was standing next to him at tea while he was explaining to a first-year that
analysis is just “number theory at infinity”. I said Come on, that’s not true. He
immediately turned up the volume, challenging me to stop bullshitting and give
an example. I said OK, p-adic analysis, and then walked away. But I’ve always
wished I had stayed to see what his reaction would have been. We need more
trouble makers like him.

5. Walt Pohl
September 15, 2005

I guess that I’m in a minority here, in that I hated most of his books. I thought
his Real Analysis was okay, but his Algebra is by and large a horrible book (it
does have a few good chapters). I’m told his Differentiable Manifolds book has a
truly outstanding number of mistakes in it.

I’m sorry to hear that he has passed, though.

6. Edgar van Tuyll
September 16, 2005

He told me that when he read about a subject, he would write down everything
he could find out about it. At the end, this could be made into a book. When he
saw that you were impressed by how quick he was, he said that he did not have
the gift of physicists who could watch an experiment and immediately visualise
the equations that explained it. His was an uncompromising mind, and in non-
mathematical conversation, he often asked you to define the words you used, or
to perform a calculation in the field in the middle of a pop science explanation he
was giving at a dinner. I have to thank him for the gift of a lifetime passion for
mathematics he gave me, and I miss him and to know that I shall never stumble
upon a new book by him in a bookshop makes me sad.

7. AJ
September 17, 2005

Lang used to spend every summer at Berkeley. Arguing with him at tea time was



enormous fun. I’m going to miss him.

8. Yevgeny Vilensky
September 17, 2005

I was an undergraduate at Yale. I never had Lang for a prof., but I knew him
through the math club, of which he was an advisor. He was a tireless advocate of
precision and rigor even in every day speaking. While I think that sometimes
went too far, it was good that there was someone pushing things in that direction
in a world in which people were losing rigor in their everyday speech more and
more. I used to argue with him all the time. His defense of Shafarevich when
Shafarevich was repressed by the Soviets and a second time, when the NAS to
its discredit, decided to expel him for his views was highly laudable. I think that
he was a bit unfair to Sam Huntington, and I sometimes disagreed with his views
on pedagogy (he thought that his way to understand a subject is the only correct
way). But surely, he will be missed by everyone who knew him (save for Sam
Huntington, perhaps).

9. Christian Claiborn
September 21, 2005

He was at Berkeley this summer, too, and gave a lecture on analysis to
undergraduates before he left. He was in good spirits and was cheerfully
dismayed by our ignorance. I was honored to meet him.

10. John C. Howe
September 21, 2005

This past year, Professor Lang gave a wonderful presentation to the San Jose
Mathematics Circle at San Jose State University.

He led the circle in an inspiring discussion of the numerical constant Pi. He
opened new avenues of thought on this very old topic. In his leading the Circle,
we could feel the presence of his greatness.

While Professor Lang was one of the world’s great mathematicians, he was also
at ease in working with the youngest students in the Circle. He had a natural
sense of humor that immediately caught the attention of young people.

A student that I mentor, Bowei Liu (who was then a gifted sixth grader), was
influnced by his gentle nature and fine-tuned art of using a version of the
Socratic Method to gain understanding of a deep mathematical topic. Bowei
went on to win the Mu Alpha Theta Achievement Award at the Synopsis Silicon
Valley Science and Technology Championship, across all grade levels 6-12, for
his researched-based project on Pi entitled “Experimental Mathematics: The
Relative Efficience of Estimating Pi.”

Whether it was Bowei, or someone like myself, who struggled to understand his
“Algebra” textbook, we have all benefitted by his remarkable lifetime of
achievement in mathematics. He was a “magister.”



My life has been enriched by having had the opportunity learn both about
mathematics and dissent in a free society from the late Professor Serge Lang.

11. david friedman
September 26, 2005

Serge was my advisor as an undergrad back in the early 1980’s. He was a
tremendous moral, intellectual and musical influence. I’ll never forget that after
we first met over dinner at the Law School, upon hearing that I knew no Baroque
lute music, he walked me over to Cutlers records on Broadway and bought me an
album of Julian Bream and Peter Pears.

Sadly, I was out of touch with him for many years, although I tried to get in touch
with him at the beginning of the Summer. I will really miss him.

One of my favorite of his rejoinders: “that is a true statement that happens not to
be relevant.”

12. Alexander Russell
September 26, 2005

Some ill-informed and ignorant person sated above: “In recent years some of
these had become increasingly cranky, especially on the topic of AIDS.” Lang did
not become cranky: he just asked questions concerning the anomalies amd
contradictions regarding the redundant and unproven ‘HIV/AIDS’ hypothesis.
Richard Horton of The Lancet could never answer any of Lang’s questions
regarding the ‘HIV’ fraud: Horton, as well as Robert Gallo, Luc Montagnier and
David Ho have never proven that ‘HIV’ exists or causes ‘AIDS’. In fact no one
has: all the theories on ‘HIV’ are bassed assumptions and suppositions which
have never been scientifically proven. Lang will be remebered for ‘Challenging’
the current ‘HIV’ myth making mathematical models!

13. M. H. K.
September 30, 2005

I suspect that I am the only person who had Professor Lang wait on the
telephone. Early in the 90s our Departmental secretary left me a message
Professor Lang wanted me to call him. We never met and I was excited that he
knew me to call me! At that time making a long distance call from my office was
a little hassle. I went to the secretary and told her that I wanted make a long
distance call and gave her the number. I thought that she would inform me when
she was making the call. A little after she called me in my office to tell me that
Professor Lang was on the phone in her office. I was stunned that I had him
waiting on the phone. I think he was a little annoyed with me but his attitude
changed right away and he asked me for a reprint of one of my articles.

Later I received an e-mail from one of his students stating that Professor Lang
received the reprint I sent him and wanted me to send him other reprints as
well. Professor Lang, I think, immediately had the student e-mail me again that
he wanted preprints as well as reprints. I will always remember and be
appreciative of his interest in my work.



14. Marvin Jay Greenberg
October 3, 2005

I got my B.A. at Columbia in 1955 and went to Princeton for graduate study in
math. In my first year I studied with Lang’s thesis advisor Artin (among others).
Artin returned to Germany after that year and asked Lang, who was then on the
Columbia faculty, to commute to Princeton to continue teaching algebraic
geometry, which Artin had introduced to a few of us – an extraordinary request
by Artin and an extraordinary acceptance by Lang.

At that time algebraic geometry was not yet fashionable. and after a while, I was
Lang’s only student in that subject, which he continued to teach. Two years later,
I wrote a Ph.D. thesis under his direction, proving a conjecture he had made. He
was a perfect advisor for me, sensing exactly when to be nice and when to yell at
me, inspiring me with his passion for the subject and his uncompromising
intellectual honesty.

I will forever be grateful to him.



Dangling Particles

September 18, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Lisa Randall has an Op-Ed piece in today’s New York Times entitled Dangling
Particles. The title seems to have little to do with the piece, but I suppose it is a play
on words on “dangling participle”, a term for a sort of faulty grammar. Randall’s topic
is the difficulty of communicating scientific topics, and her comments on the problems
caused by scientist’s different use of words and by the complex nature of much
science are true enough and unobjectionable.

But I still find the sight of a string theorist lecturing the public on how to properly
understand science to be a bit jarring. Randall tries to claim that the difference
between the colloquial usage of the word “theory” and the way it is used by scientists
is a source of problems with the public understanding of science. She writes

For physicists, theories entail a definite physical framework embodied in a set of
fundamental assumptions about the world that lead to a specific set of equations and
predictions – ones that are borne out by successful predictions.

Yet she keeps on referring to “string theory”, although the subject is distinctly lacking
in specific equations and predictions (she does note that “theories aren’t necessarily
shown to be correct or complete immediately”, but the problem with string “theory”
is not that we don’t know whether it is correct or complete, but that it isn’t really a
theory, rather a hope that one exists).

Instead of devoting their time to writing for the public about the scientific status of
issues that they’re not really experts in (e.g. global warming), it seems to me that
string theorists would do better to first address the outbreak of pseudo-science now
taking place in their own subject. When the intelligent design people get around to
noticing how much of the highest level of research in one of the traditionally most
prestigious sciences is now being conducted without any concern for falsifiability or
traditional norms of what is science and what isn’t, the fallout is not going to be
pretty.

Update: Sean Carroll has a posting about the Randall Op-Ed piece over at Cosmic
Variance. He quotes approvingly Randall’s claim that Intelligent Designers don’t
make a distinction between the colloquial usage of “theory”, meaning an idea not
necessarily better grounded than a hunch, and the way real scientists use the term.
As for whether string theory deserves to be called a “theory”, here’s a quote from
Gerard ‘t Hooft (from his book In Search of the Ultimate Building Blocks):

Actually, I would not even be prepared to call string theory a “theory?? rather a
“model?? or not even that: just a hunch. After all, a theory should come together with
instructions on how to deal with it to identify the things one wishes to describe, in our
case the elementary particles, and one should, at least in principle, be able to
formulate the rules for calculating the properties of these particles, and how to make
new predictions for them. Imagine that I give you a chair, while explaining that the
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legs are still missing, and that the seat, back and armrest will perhaps be delivered
soon; whatever I did give you, can I still call it a chair?

Update: Lubos Motl has some comments about Randall’s Op-Ed piece and about my
posting. As usual, I come in for a fair amount of abuse, but at least this time I’m in
good company (‘t Hooft’s views are characterized as “just silly”).

Update:John Baez points out that the article is now up at the Edge web-site. Over at
Pharyngula, there’s a posting about Danged physicists. Evidently biologists are not
amused at all about Randall’s comments about evolutionary biology. They seem to
think that string theorists are arrogant and prone to going on about things they don’t
really understand.

Comments

1. Nigel
September 18, 2005

Peter, she does comment on this issue in chapter 4 (‘approaches to theoretical
physics’) of her book ‘Warped Passages’ although you didn’t focus on that in your
review of the book. Lisa there says candidly: ‘The choice could also be phrased
as “Old Einstein vs. Young Einstein”.’ She then launches into a discussion of
string theory, saying that it seems the only way to consistently unify quantum
mechanics and general relativity.

The two issues with string theory, that there is no hope for tests it because the
energies required are 16 orders of magnitude too high, and that there are no end
of differing versions of string theory (different brane models, different
explanations for the different strengths of gravity and the other fundamental
forces). Thus string theory with its 10/11 dimensions and fanciful claims is a bit
like Alice in Wonderland, as Lisa admits (it was her inspiration).

Witten is the man who seems to be responsible for the current mess, and it
would be nice to see him defend his arm-waving propaganda claim that string
theory ‘predicts gravity’.

2. logopetria
September 18, 2005

Of course, there’s another distinct technical use of the word “theory”, namely in
mathematics, where X theory can just mean ‘the general field of study that
addresses X’. For example, graph theory is the study of graphs, not a particular
theorem about graphs. Maybe this is a better way of understanding the name
‘string theory’ – it’s just the whole mathematical field of study of strings, and
what they’d be like if they existed. (Although I’m not suggesting this is how
string theorists think about it themselves).

3. Nigel
September 18, 2005
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This ‘string theory’ issue was the problem 100 years ago with ‘ether theory’.
There was no single ether theory, there were multiple versions, all contradictory
ad hoc models, and not one predicted quantum theory or radioactivity. This was
why ‘it’ was really abandoned. You had to have faith to believe in all the ad hoc
models, because they were impossible to experimentally prove (as per
Michelson-Morley test), just as string theory can’t be proved today. The genius of
relativity was bucking the mainstream of his day, by making testable predictions.

4. Scott
September 18, 2005

And string theory is not about strings that you tie around your finger
that are made up of atoms; strings are the basic fundamental objects
out of which everything is made.

and she was saying something about better communication?

5. dan
September 18, 2005

Would you consider the dectection of SUSY-particles or extra dimensions at LHC
a successful prediction of string theory? what about deviations from GR some
forms of string theory predict?

6. woit
September 18, 2005

No, the things you mention may be consistent with string theory but aren’t
predictions of string theory. String theory doesn’t tell us what the properties of
superpartners will be, how many extra dimensions of observable size there are,
what the deviations from GR are, etc. etc. It makes no real predictions: zero, zip,
nada.

7. jobhunter
September 18, 2005

Given how it is easier today to get a professorship at a major American university
as a string-theorist than as a non-string theorist (witness Sean Carroll’s recent
public praise for string theory just before entering the job market), I do believe
that a genuine legal case could be made that this constitutes discrimination on
the basis of religion.

8. woit
September 18, 2005

Hi Jobhunter,

That’s very funny. String theorists will whine that they don’t get all the jobs,
phenomenologists and cosmologists get some too. The one religious belief that
now makes you truly unemployable in physics departments in the US is
Einstein’s belief in the existence of a deep mathematical and geometrical



structure to physical reality.

9. Arun
September 18, 2005

Motl is now using the Dawkins argument, namely

Richard Dawkins wrote:

“Instead of examining the evidence for and against rival theories, I shall adopt a
more armchair approach. My argument will be that Darwinism is the only known
theory that is in principle capable of explaining certain aspects of life. If I am
right it means that, even if there were no actual evidence in favour of the
Darwinian theory (there is, of course) we should still be justified in preferring it
over all rival theories??.

10. anon
September 18, 2005

A confusing writer criticizing confusing writing? I find myself re-reading Lisa’s
convoluted sentences and saying, heck, she could have expressed the very same
thought with a much simpler, clearer sentence. Also, I find that adjacent
sentences in her article are often curiously disconnected. I’d say she has a
problem with dangling sentences and dangling thoughts. The title of the piece is
emblematic of this problem: it’s left dangling and unexplained.

11. absolutely
September 19, 2005

Perhaps string theory is more of a “system of theory” than a single theory. By
that I mean a generator of theories for specific domains.

12. Thomas Larsson
September 19, 2005

Dan,

Would you consider the non-dectection of SUSY-particles or extra dimensions at
LHC as an indication that string theory is wrong? Remember that for almost 20
years, Ed Witten kept stating that string theory makes one prediction,
supersymmetry (and one postdiction, gravity). For some reason, he seems to
have stopped making these statements now that the LHC draws near…

Personally, I would consider the discovery of sparticles a strong hint that string
theory may be on the right track. However, I would like hard evidence; a sign-
bug in the Schoonship program is not good enough for me.

13. Chris Oakley
September 19, 2005

IMHO the New York Times and Lubos are going to be the main agents for
bringing about the end of Superstrings. The former runs articles on Superstrings



with alarming regularity, but in each case it will be evident to anyone who can be
bothered to read it (i) that there has not been any significant progress since the
previous article and (ii) that after more than 20 years the subject still has not
made contact with reality. Lubos’s contribution to the demise of Superstrings will
just be that if the most vocal advocate of their subject is a petulant, raving brat,
and if they continue to make no more than token efforts to rein him in, then
something has got to be fundamentally wrong.

14. dan
September 19, 2005

re: thomas larrsson,

I personally would think the non-detection would rule out certain forms of string
theory, those with a relatively low SUSY-breaking value, just as the non-detection
of proton decay in SuperKakomoke rules out certain forms of GUT such as SU5.

almost everyone agrees that the non-detection though would not be fatal to all
string theories, just as the absence of proton decay has not ruled out all GUT’s.

personally such non-detection, though I hope will stimulate research in other QG
programs, esp CDT.

15. dan
September 20, 2005

re: The one religious belief that now makes you truly unemployable in physics
departments in the US is Einstein’s belief in the existence of a deep
mathematical and geometrical structure to physical reality.
______________________________________________

Peter,

Witten and Lubos and Randall would describe string M theory as a vindiction of
Einstein’s belief in the existence of a deep mathematical and geometrical
structure to physical reality. the top universities all employ string theoriests,
although personally, i wish they would employ quantum gravity theorists as an
independent category to string theoriests.

16. Tony Smith
September 20, 2005

dan said:
“… Witten and Lubos and Randall would describe string M theory as a vindiction
of Einstein’s belief in the existence of a deep mathematical and geometrical
structure to physical reality. …”.

Would Witten and Lubos and Randall have the gall to “describe string M theory
as a vindication of Einstein’s belief” that a really good physics model should
meet the criterion of being:
“… a theorem which at present can not be based upon anything more than upon



a faith in the simplicity, i.e., intelligibility, of nature: there are no arbitrary
constants … that is to say, nature is so constituted that it is possible logically to
lay down such strongly determined laws that within these laws only rationally
completely determined constants occur (not constants, therefore, whose
numerical value could be changed without destroying the theory). …”.

See Wilczek’s article in the winter 2002 issue of daedalus.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

17. D R Lunsford
September 20, 2005

Chris O, amen!

-drl

18. John Baez
September 20, 2005

Lisa Randall’s article “Dangling Particles” has appeared on The Edge, a chat
forum for the self-proclaimed “digerati”:

Lisa Randall – The Edge

So, there will probably be some discussion of this article there soon.

19. D R Lunsford
September 22, 2005

Bravo! It is correctly pointed out that Randall (and other STers) behave exactly
like the IDers, and their schoolmen forebears, in forcing the argument into a
pattern designed to produce the predetermined conclusion.

Nice find Peter!

-drl

20. John Baez
September 23, 2005

Apparently Brockman doesn’t expect discussion of Lisa Randall’s piece on his
Edge website. He just included her essay there because the New York Times
version left out parts, which somehow contributed to evolutionary biologists
becoming incensed at it. I haven’t compared the versions, so I don’t know what
this is all about.

Here are a few remarks I was going to contribute to that discussion, had it taken
place:

…………………………………………………..
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Lisa Randall mentions how different uses of the word “theory” provide a field day
for advocates of “intelligent design”.

True – but it’s not only here that the definition of “theory” has gotten pulled into
the rhetorical struggle over a scientific issue. The same thing happens with the
phrase “string theory”.

Here’s what James Watson of DNA fame says in an essay introducing the book
“Darwin: The Indelible Stamp”:

Let us not beat around the bush – the common assumption that
evolution through natural selection is a “theory” in the same way as
string theory is wrong. Evolution is a law (with several components)
that is as well substantiated as any other natural law, whether the law
of gravity, the laws of motion or Avogadro’s law. Evolution is a fact,
disputed only by those who choose to ignore the evidence, put their
common sense on hold and believe instead that unchanging knowledge
and wisdom can be reached only by revelation.

Compare what the physicist Gerard ‘t Hooft says in his book “In Search of the
Ultimate Building Blocks”:

Actually, I would not even be prepared to call string theory a “theory” –
rather a model or not even that: just a hunch. After all, a theory should
come together with instructions on how to deal with it to identify the
things one wishes to describe, in our case the elementary particles,
and one should, at least in principle, be able to formulate the rules for
calculating the properties of these particles, and how to make new
predictions for them. Imagine that I give you a chair, while explaining
that the legs are still missing, and that the seat, back and armrest will
perhaps be delivered soon; whatever I did give you, can I still call it a
chair?

The point here is that string theory does not yet make any specific predictions
about what we might see in experiments.

So, “theory” lies on a rhetorical continuum that ranges from “not even a theory”
to “not just a theory” – and even real scientists fight about where a given
“theory” lies on this continuum.



Jaron Lanier’s Review of The Road to Reality

September 18, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A correspondent points out to me that the latest issue of American Scientist has a
wonderful review of Roger Penrose’s new book The Road to Reality by computer
scientist, author, artist, etc. Jaron Lanier, much better than my own effort along these
lines. Despite not being a theoretical physicist, Lanier does a great job of recognizing
and explaining what is great about Penrose’s book. He also is dead-on about string
theory (“mob mentality”, “pompous triumphalism”).

The same issue of American Scientist also has a very good review by Lee Smolin of
Gravity’s Shadow: The Search For Gravitational Waves by Harry Collins. It also
contains a nowhere near as good review by yours truly of Sneaking a Look at God’s
Cards, a book about interpretational issues in quantum mechanics by Giancarlo
Ghirardi.

Comments

1. Nigel
September 19, 2005

Penrose’s book reminds me of Maxwell’s Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism,
being a mixture of ingenious physical ideas and really awful mathematical
methods. Quaternions feature prominently in both Penrose and Maxwell, without
any real justification.

Whenever I see the picture of Penrose’s twistor, I automatically wonder what the
lines are, electric field, magnetic field, or Poynting vector of energy transfer?
The same happens with field lines in electromagnetism. If you have a Poynting
vector going around in a simple circle, you get a dipole magnetic field which
looks similar to Penrose’s twistor, while the electric field lines spread out
radially.

2. andy.s.
September 19, 2005

I didn’t think I had the background to fathom the book. Now I’ll have to take a
look at it. So you guys think a mere math B.S. can digest the thing?

3. woit
September 19, 2005

My own impression of the book was that to fully understand everything Penrose
is doing, you probably need a graduate level background in math and physics.
But large parts of the book are quite accessible, especially if you have some
basic university level mathematics background, so if you’re willing to skip some
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things that seem too difficult, you should find much of the book well worth time
spent with it.

4. John Gonsowski
September 19, 2005

Maxwell was just thinking ahead to the weak force and Penrose is just thinking
ahead to conformal gravity. I attended a presentation by Penrose once, it was
great but as usual I felt like the AFLAC duck wanting to yell out “TONY SMITH”.
Smith upgrades quaternions to octonions and gravity to conformal gravity.

5. Eric Dennis
September 19, 2005

Hi Peter. I’ve been a lurker here for a while and am looking forward to your
book. Good luck! In your review of Ghirardi’s book, you write:

“Most physicists generally believe that quantum mechanics, in its relativistic
version as a theory of quantum fields, is a complete, consistent and highly
successful conceptual framework. They assume that there must be some well-
defined way of describing the entirety of a physical system, experimental
apparatus and human observer, appropriately dealing with the confusing
interpretational issues. As a result, the study of the sorts of questions examined
in this book has often been considered somewhat of a backwater.”

I can understand that belief as contributing to the view of foundational research
as a backwater, but I would suggest something more sociologically profound is
going on. The belief amounts to the non sequitur “we are sure there is an
explanation, but we don’t know exactly what it is, so we look askance at anyone
who tries to explicitly figure it out.” Not exactly a normal, scientific attitude. The
high energy frontier is perhaps not the only unstable orthodoxy in physics.

Given the above quote, I’m curious if you think that the foundational issues are
somehow attenuated in (relativistic) field theory. I’d say they just get harder.
When field theory is introduced into the discussion, it’s usually intended to
downplay the significance of Bell Inequaltiy violation, since it’s not clear how to
formulate Bell’s argument in terms of in/out state scattering. But this is just an
inadequacy of the standard field theory measurement formalism, not a solution
to the problem.

Regards,
Eric

6. Nitin
September 19, 2005

When I saw how big the book is, I thought, and still think, it will take me some
time to read it (also, I am busy with graduate work, so time for leisure is quite
restrained these days). So I bought the book as a present for a good friend.
Hopefully, he’ll tell me a nice story at some point (he has not given any feedback
so far). I did majors in pure maths, applied maths and physics, so I think the



necessary background is there. ; )

From Down Under

7. woit
September 19, 2005

Hi Eric,

I’m really not an expert on interpretational issues, so from one point of view
wasn’t the best person to review that book. But I’m interested in the topic, and
think my prejudices about it are pretty common ones among theoretical
physicists, so part of what I wanted to do was to explain what those prejudices
are.

One thing that this kind of QM and string theory seem to me to have in common
is being largely insulated from experiment, and full of people who have an
ideological ax to grind. What I’ve seen of the QM literature is often as depressing
as the string theory literature. Without the discipline of experiment, theoretical
physics seems to easily degenerate into nonsensical blather. I’d like to believe
that QM will get more interesting as people figure out how to manipulate more
interesting quantum mechanical systems. Maybe this is overly optimistic, we’ll
see.

I have no idea whether the resolution of interpretational problems requires
thinking about quantum field theory. But quantum field theory is far and away
the best fundamental theory we have. It seems to me that, absent any interesting
experimental data to chew on, theorists of all kinds should be spending a lot
more time thinking deeply about QFT. My own approach to this is mathematical,
I suspect there are mathematically much deeper ways of thinking about QFT
than the ones we know about. If and when we figure these out, maybe they’ll
shed some light on the interpretational issues, maybe not.

8. fooltomery
September 20, 2005

Here’s a paragraph from Lanier’s review of Penrose’s book, Peter:

Reading this math section is eerily liberating. It is shocking that so
much can be explained so well. The obvious comparisons are to The
Feynman Lectures on Physics or George Gamow’s One, Two, Three . . .
Infinity, but the achievement here is greater, because the book starts at
such an elementary level and soars to such heights, without any
glitches along the way. It’s a magical escape from the bounds of
gravity.

Perhaps you feel that you’re obligated to say nice things about Lanier’s review
since your own book review was published in the same issue of the magazine and
you might like to publish there again, but, really, if your BS detector doesn’t peg
after reading that paragraph, I’m going to have to reconsider my estimate of the
seriousness of your devotion to debunking. Comparing the Feynman lectures to



Gamow’s little trade book? And then suggesting that Penrose’s book (which I’ve
read, BTW) is superior to both?

If Lanier even understood most of the words in Penrose’s book, I’d be quite
surprised.

9. Nigel
September 20, 2005

Penrose undertakes a difficult task and I was surprised how enlightening his
treatment of electromagnetic theory is in tensor notation, chapter 19. If you look
at Maxwell’s theory in Feynman’s lectures, you find that Feynman avoids tensors
altogether, sticking to vector calculus (divergence and curl, which do what their
labels say). Where Feynman tries to explain GR without tensors, he comes up
with the ingenious physical contraction of space in the radial direction only
around a mass, which indeed is precisely the special feature of the contraction
term that Einstein introduced. However, the Feynman lectures by keeping to
simple mathematics, are limited. Gamow’s ‘One Two Three … Infinity’ falsely
debunks the idea that the Lorentz contraction can be considered a physical
pressure effect of moving against the spacetime fabric. Gamow tries to obfuscate
by claiming different materials would contract differently, when in fact the
compression forces involves are always electrical and the contraction would be
similar. So for all their skills in physics, I don’t see how anybody can learn
sufficient physics from the popular books of Gamow and Feynman. The Penrose
book excels at sticking to mathematics and physical facts, without the self-
opinionated interpretational baggage…

10. fooltomery
September 20, 2005

Nigel, my point was that Lanier sets up a sort of parity between the Feynman
Lectures and Gamow’s book, which is silly (and leads me to suspect that he’s not
spent a lot of time reading either book). Then, lumping these two very unlike
texts together, he asserts that Penrose’s book is superior to both.

As a loose analogy, consider equating the acting skills of Sir Laurence Olivier and
Jon Lovitz, and then going on to say that Russell Crowe is better than both. The
initial equation calls one’s judgment into question, even though it might well be
the case that at least in some respects Russell Crowe is a better actor than both
(although the standard Crowe must beat is much higher in the case of Olivier
than in the case of Lovitz).

With apologies to the Master Thespian, of course…

11. woit
September 20, 2005

Sorry, but I was really legitimately very impressed by Lanier’s review, and wasn’t
saying nice things about it because the folks at American Scientist just paid me a
fee in the high zero figures. His language may be a bit over the top, but
Penrose’s book is something very unusual, so this level of enthusiasm seems to



me not inappropriate. I don’t remember Gamow’s book, I think I probably read it
more than thirty years ago. The comparison to Feynman is appropriate, that’s
one of the few other books of at all similar scale and ambition. Penrose is much
more of a mathematical physicist, so his book is much more mathematical. If
your taste runs more to mathematical than physical arguments, Penrose’s is
definitely a better book than Feynman’s. For purely physical arguments though,
you’re better off with Feynman.

I don’t know Lanier personally, but do know people who do, who had told me he’s
a very impressive character, with knowledge of a wide range of subjects. His
review certainly demonstrated this. He correctly pointed out many of the best
and most striking things about the book, made a wonderful analogy to the book
that made Camille Paglia famous, and did a fantastic job of situating Penrose, his
point of view and what he was trying to accomplish with the book in the context
of contemporary theoretical physics.

Lanier’s comments about string theory certainly did endear him to me, so if you
want to accuse me of being seduced into feeling obligated to say something nice
about the review, it would be those that did it, not the American Scientist
connection. But I can assure you that I thought the review was great and at no
time felt I had to say nice things about it for any other reason.

12. fooltomery
September 20, 2005

Okay, I’ll let you slide on this one. Heck, I wouldn’t have sold out for $0 either.
They would’ve had to pay me at least $&epsilon for some ε>0.

And for the record, I, too, read Gamow’s book decades ago and have little
recollection of its details. But I’m not the one who mentioned it in a published
review, so I’m cutting myself (and you) some slack on that score.

Regards…

13. fooltomery
September 20, 2005

Lost a semicolon after that first epsilon, I see. Dang.

14. John Gonsowski
September 20, 2005

Nigel, where is Feynman limited by not having tensors? He can’t unify GR and
electroweak/color I suppose but tensors can’t do that either. You need something
like SU(5) GUT which from a spacetime point of view could be like adding
Kaluza-Klein-like dimensons.

Some interesting history from Tony Smith’s site:
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/HeisHist.html

15. Dan P

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/HeisHist.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/HeisHist.html


September 20, 2005

How many times does this book mention Godel’s theorem?

16. Carl Brannen
September 20, 2005

I was a grad student at U. Cal. Irvine back when Joe Weber taught there (he was
also teaching at U. Maryland, if I recall). Most of the small amount I know about
gravitation I learned in his class, which he taught out of his book. He died quite
recently.

Carl

17. woit
September 21, 2005

The book has a couple pages about Godel’s theorem.

18. Nigel
September 21, 2005

John: Feynman pulls his simple formula for contraction of space around a mass
out of thin air, like magician pulling a rabbit from a hat. Penrose goes into
mathematical physics a bit deeper. In your link Tony Smith deals with Feynman’s
lectures on gravitation (1995 publication), not the lectures on physics.

19. hongbaozhang
September 22, 2005

Today, I received a copy of Sir Penrose’s The Road to Reality. After a brief
glimpse, I think it is the graduate’s Feynmann’s Lectures on physics!
It tells us with caution what we did know, what we are now doing and in what
directions shall we go?
But here is a question in Page 659: why the commutation(anticommutation)
relations involve the imaginary number i?

20. Maynard Handley
September 24, 2005

Peter,
I found your review extremely frustrating because it didn’t answer the single
most important thing anyone reading a review wants to know: should I devote
some of my precious and very limited time to reading this book. The book,
apparently, covers material we have all seen many times and, as least as far as
your review goes, says absolutely nothing that wasn’t said thirty years ago.
Bohr, EPR, entanglement, Bell, Aspect, it’s all very mysterious, blah blah.

It sounds like the only thing they have to offer is the sort of stupid ad hoc
modifications people were making in the 50’s to non-relativistic QM. I honestly
don’t know why people waste their time with this crap — it’s so clearly not going



to fit into the larger structure. It’s like approaching rotation as something
algebraic, and dicking around with the algebra, rather than viewing it as
something geometric and making modifications that match that geometric view.

So the answer to my question would appear to “don’t waste your time, unless
you’ve never, in your life, met this material before”. Is there a single thing they
say that is not either a waste of time, or that would come as news to an
intelligent 2nd yr grad student?

Is this a fair conclusion, and it was politeness and the conventions of the review
format that prevented you from saying so outright?

21. woit
September 25, 2005

Hi Maynard,

I suppose I should have made this clear in the review, but the Ghirardi book is
aimed at people who don’t know much about interpretational issues in quantum
mechanics. If you’ve thought about this stuff, read about it elsewhere, and have a
graduate-level background in QM, the book isn’t aimed at you. It has a bit more
about Ghirardi et. al.’s own approach than you’ll find in other books, but not that
much. If you have some background and want to know about what they have
done, you should read their papers.

I thought the best thing about the book was the way it wasn’t either too gee-
whiz, or pushing a specific viewpoint. Some introductory books like this act as if
QM is some complete mystery, Ghirardi doesn’t. He also doesn’t push his own
research strongly, acknowledging that it has problems. It’s basically an even-
handed introduction to the subject, aimed at the non-expert.

22. dan
September 28, 2005

speaking of roger penrose, what do his peers think of his suggestion that gravity
is what divides the quantum realm to the classical realm?



2005 Physics Nobel Prize

September 21, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

After my initial success last year, I’ve retired from the business of predicting who will
get Nobel prizes. This year’s physics prize will be announced in less than two weeks,
on Tuesday, October 4. Anyone else want to make a prediction?

Last year there was a Nobel Prize Market, but it doesn’t seem to be in operation this
year.

For the last few years Thomson Scientific has been issuing Nobel prize predictions
based on citation counts. They’re not doing very well in physics, basically because
every year they predict it will be Green, Schwarz and Witten. This year’s prediction is
here. In 2003 they rather petulantly commented:

Most observers believe the Nobel Prize will not be awarded for theoretical work. If,
however, citations reflect real influence and prizes ought to be awarded for influential
work, the Nobel Committee should consider recognizing string theory and M theory,
whose leading figures have been Green and Schwarz, the pioneers, and Witten, who
extended their work. Witten, it should be noted, is the most-cited physicist of last two
decades.

Their idea that the Nobel prize is not awarded for theoretical work is kind of strange,
and wrong. Last year’s award was to theorists. The people at Thomson seem to not be
able to tell the difference between theoretical work that is confirmed by experiment,
and work which isn’t. So far the Nobel committee seems to be able to make that
distinction, and doesn’t just count citations. Presumably this will still hold true for this
year. While I won’t predict who will get the prize, I will predict that Green and
Schwarz won’t get it, and if Witten does, it won’t be for his work on string or
M-theory.

Comments

1. LM
September 21, 2005

To Leonard Susskind, for pioneering work in the field of Quantum Tautology.

2. Wolfgang
September 21, 2005

To Lubos Motl for his contribution to the physics of global warming,
determining the heat capacity of ice.

3. Belizean
September 22, 2005

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=84
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=84
http://nobelprize.org/nobel/nobel-foundation/press/2005/press-prize05.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel/nobel-foundation/press/2005/press-prize05.html
http://www.nobelpreisboerse.de/
http://www.nobelpreisboerse.de/
http://scientific.thomson.com/news/newsletter/2005-08/8289814/
http://scientific.thomson.com/news/newsletter/2005-08/8289814/
http://www.in-cites.com/nobel/2003-nobel-physics.html
http://www.in-cites.com/nobel/2003-nobel-physics.html


David Deutsch, one of the fathers of quantum computation.

4. Haelfix
September 22, 2005

I hate to be biased, but we do have some astrophysicists who are worthy of four
of five nobel prizes by now. If theoretical work in the absense of 11 decimal
precision is ever to be awarded, I would think that field would and should be the
first one to be signaled out.

Yes we do have experimental verification, no its unfortunately nothing like
detector confidence, yes our work is pretty important.

5. a
September 22, 2005

Nobel prize of not-this-year:

M.W. Goodman and E. Witten for
DETECTABILITY OF CERTAIN DARK MATTER CANDIDATES (1985)
and the experimentalist that will possibly do
DETECTION OF CERTAIN DARK MATTER CANDIDATES (200?).

6. Zelah
September 22, 2005

Hi,

I have a courageous prediction for the nobel prize.

I believe that it should go to Vera Rubin of Dark Matter fame, with relevant
coawardees.

The reason is that Sir Martin Rees, and James Peebles won the Crafoord prize in
2005 for Dark Matter! I consider this scandalous! I have nothing against Rees or
Peebles, who have done wonderful work regarding Dark Matter, but ignoring
Vera Rubin is quite astonishing!

I do not have much hope in this regard but who knows?

To be fair to the nobel committee, there are plenty of experimentalist Physicist
who are just as worthy.

An Amateur Mathematician

7. hongbaozhang
September 22, 2005

Time flies fast, this year’s Nobel prize will come!
I guess this year will be given to some quantum optics physicist:)

8. D R Lunsford



September 22, 2005

How about BRST? (Becchi, Rouet, Stora, and Tyutin) That’s real physics at least.
If Witten gets it I’ll go on a ten-day drunk out of despair for my lost civilization.

-drl

9. Tony Smith
September 22, 2005

For physics Nobel, how about Kobayashi and Maskawa ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

10. Quantoken
September 22, 2005

I do not know who will receive it, but if the Nobel is awarded to string theory
related research, it would be the unprecedent because this will be the first time
a Nobel price is awarded to some highly speculative ideas that has no
confirmation whatsoever by experiment. It would be a joke and could make
Nobel a laughing stock and respected scientists would refuse to be recognized
by the Nobel prize, if at the end of day super string theory is proven to be totally
wrong and irrelevant to the nature.

I do not think that will happen.

Remember Nobel prizes are not awarded to mathematics?

Quantoken

11. Nigel
September 22, 2005

Einstein got the prize for the maths of the photoelectric effect, which was
experimentally first noticed by Edison. Edward Witten could get it for
superstrings, on the basis of being the only mathematical approach which ties up
the standard model.

12. hong-bao zhang
September 22, 2005

If Nobel prize give string theorist, how about Hawking and Penrose?
Hawking’s radiation gives the most important hints on string theory.
Penrose’s spinor technique much influences Witten’s work.

13. blank
September 22, 2005

Noticed there weren’t any MacArthurs awarded to physicsts this year.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


14. D R Lunsford
September 22, 2005

Tony – good suggestion, and it’s classic “this works but God knows why”
phenomenology!

-drl

15. ali
September 22, 2005

I agree with Haelfix:

I’ll be betting on Rashid Sunyaev (too bad Zeldovich isn’t still around). They
might also give it to some experimental cosmologists.

Someone deserves credit for showing the universe is flat based on CMB
measurements…

16. Not a Nobel Laureate
September 22, 2005

One hopes that the Nobel Prize in Physics will be awarded for physics.

Offhand;

Goldhaber, Grodzins, and Sunyar: neutrino helicity

Sajeev John et al: photonic bandgaps and photonic localization

David Awschalom et al: spin Hall effect

Unfortunately Chien-Shiung Wu (parity violation) died in 1997.

On the other hand, Susskind et al are highly qualified candidates for the Ubu
Prize in Pata-Physics or at least the IgNobel Prize.

17. biophysics
September 22, 2005

Here are a couple theorists who most might’ve passed over. How about giving
the prize to Edward Lorenz for opening up the study of chaos, which has had
both immense mathematical and physical research associated with it?

Ok that’s one idea. The other one I got by looking at the list of winners of the
Dirac Medal – how about J.J. Hopfield for his pioneering work in theoretical
biophysics?

Yeah, yeah totally biased and all, but the physics of complex systems is definitely
one of the most exciting fields of modern theoretical physics and it would be a
fine idea, in my opinion, to recognize some pioneers in the arena.



18. misslemon
September 23, 2005

Guth? Tyson (J.A.)?

19. Matthew
September 23, 2005

No way will it go to particle physics again this year. If I had to guess, something
to do with the CMB seems a reasonable bet.

20. Mike Bacon
September 23, 2005

I second the nomination of David Deutsch.

21. Jeremy
September 23, 2005

What about Jim Peebles? or Peebles and Sunyaev?

I don’t think there has ever been a prize for theoretical cosmology, which is
scandalous. Well, Bethe won, but that was for stars. It’s too bad Dicke and
Wilkinson aren’t with us any more.

22. Not a Nobel Laureate
September 23, 2005

I “second” the CMB.

Regarding J.J. Hopfield, interesting work, but what is it’s predicitive ability in
what I agree is the very exciting field of biophysics?

23. Chris
September 23, 2005

Fowler got it in 1983 for his work in big bang nucleosynthesis.

c

24. misslemon
September 23, 2005

David Deutsch?!? Really? And seconded?!

25. Eric Dennis
September 23, 2005

Why don’t we wait until a quantum computer is actually built — or at least
something with more than like 5 qubits — before we start getting behind
Deutsch (or better Peter Shor) for a Nobel.



Not at all to diminish the relevant achievements, but 1) there is no new physics
here, it’s all quantum engineering; 2) after the initial breakthrough in error-
correcting codes around 1996, nothing much has happened in this field of
fundamental importance or significant help to experimentalists in building
anything remotely resembling a useful machine; 3) at present, building a
quantum computer seems about as likely as performing an experimental test of
string theory.

While at least in quantum information the theoretical side has not divorced itself
from real physics, the hype surrounding the whole enterprise (and generated just
as much by the experimentalists in this case) is not that different in terms of its
calculated half-truthfulness from that of string theory.

26. Quantoken
September 23, 2005

Dennis:

Who said that enginnering work can not be awarded a Nobel prize? Last year’s
Nobel Chemistry prize was awarded to a Japanese for inventing a measurement
trick that gained wide usage. He didn’t even have a Ph.D. and was just a
technician.

There are quantum computers around. Any quantum system is a quantum
computer in a broad sense. According to Seth Lloyd at http://www.edge.org, the
whole universe is a quantum computer.

Quantoken

27. Scott Aaronson
September 24, 2005

Eric: as someone who works on the theory side of quantum computing, I agree
with you that the Swedes should wait for more experimental successes before
awarding any prizes in this field. That would be in keeping with their past
practices.

But if it’s true that “there is no new physics here, it’s all quantum engineering,”
then it’s strange that at least two Nobel physicists (‘t Hooft and Laughlin) think
building a quantum computer is fundamentally impossible! Maybe the right way
to say it is this: quantum mechanics is 1920’s physics, which becomes 21st-
century physics when taken completely seriously.

28. Pseudo-string-fan
September 24, 2005

I watched a TV program which said Susskind was the first one who proposed
string theory. Therefore, he should be awarded the Nobel prize if string theory
can be proved true. Right?

29. biophysics

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/lloyd2/lloyd2_index.html
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/lloyd2/lloyd2_index.html
http://www.edge.org/
http://www.edge.org/
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/lloyd2/lloyd2_index.html
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/lloyd2/lloyd2_index.html


September 24, 2005

Ok I think I agree that Hopfield getting a Nobel physics prize might be a stretch
(for the same reason that other Dirac medal winners don’t get Nobels, like
Daniel Freedman, for example..while experimentalists righly get Nobels for
inventing devices that have furthered physics, theorists do not to get prize for
their ‘theoretical devices’ until at least some experimental substantiation has
come about to validate the use of those ‘devices’).

But Lorenz I think is eminently qualified for the Nobel – chaos and nonlinear
dynamics have become a huge part of the modern theoretical frontier, and the
existence of deterministic chaotic motion has been borne out by grade school
experiment 

30. Zelah
September 24, 2005

I find the pushing of Mr Lorenz for the nobel as extremely strange!

The truth of the matter is that Chaos was well know to mathematicians! KAM
Theory anyone! It was the physicists who needed to catch up!

Essentially, Chaos Theory if you have studied it is just a subsection of Condensed
Matter Physics in disguise!

The only person who could POSSIBLILY win the nobel prize for Chaos is
Feigenbaum of Feigenbaum constant fame!

An Amateur Mathematician.

31. Luboš Motl
September 25, 2005

I have not written the first comment by “LM” – but actually it is not such a bad
comment. 

32. Aswin
September 25, 2005

Penzias and Wilson got a nobel.. and the WMAP team deserves one too! The
Supernova team ??.. may be later.
These days, Weinberg (and many others) seems to be interested in comparing
Cosmology-of-today to PP of 70s. With support of such powerful voices, I guess
cosmology is in for some good time 

33. Aswin
September 25, 2005

oops..I meant COBE.

34. Nitin
September 25, 2005



What about having a group of researchers getting the Nobel? Maybe the guys
who found out that the expansion of the universe is accelerating (Aswin’s
supernove team), or the WMAP team (again Aswin thinks the same)? Alan Guth
would be a good choice. My guess is this year’s Physics Nobel is going to a
cosmologist/astrophysicist (see how the picture of the universe on the large-scale
has changed in the past 2 decades). It’s hard to say who though, hard. hmm…

35. Thomas Larsson
September 26, 2005

Nitin, the Nobel is traditionally awarded to at most three individuals. That’s
probably why Ward wasn’t recognized with Glashow-Salam-Weinberg for the
electroweak theory.

36. Nitin
September 26, 2005

Ok.. maybe the conditions are different for different Nobels? Because I
remember the Medecins Sans Frontieres getting the Peace Nobel.. maybe I’m
wrong on this point as well.
Toutes mes excuses.
Nitin

37. Thomas Larsson
September 26, 2005

Yes, I was thinking about the sciences (including economy). Peace is different. So
is literature, which AFAIK has never been shared.

38. Sergei Popov
September 26, 2005

Last year on the Nobel prize Market I suggested Michel Mayor for the discovery
of exoplanets. Still, I think, he’s a good candidate.

Prizes are not given for unprooved theories, so nothing for Witten, but I have to
mention Linde & Co. for inflation theory.

39. Eric Dennis
September 26, 2005

Scott,

I didn’t know ‘t Hooft was a skeptic. Do you have a reference? As for Laughlin,
while I have great respect for some of his heterodox views, from what I’ve seen
his polemics against the possibility of quantum computing are pretty flimsy, and
quite poorly articulated besides. I think we would agree that if someone actually
demonstrated the impossibility, or exhibited a currently unknown physical effect
that would somehow in general prevent a quantum computer from being
realized, that would be entirely unexpected and almost certainly itself merit a
Nobel.



Perhaps you could be more concrete though. Could you give an example of
important new physics that has been discovered in connection with quantum
information research? (Again, I don’t think the absence of such is necessarily a
bad thing, I just think it’s relevant for something like a Nobel decision.)

Regards,
Eric

40. Mike Bacon
September 26, 2005

My ‘second’ of Deutsch had to do with his groundbreaking work in quantum
computing. Pariticularly now, with rapid progress being made in “cluster
quantum computing” (i.e. robust and scalable quantum computation using both
stationary qubits (e.g. single photon sources made out of trapped atoms,
molecules, ions, quantum dots, or defect centers in solids) and flying qubits (e.g.
photons)). It’s the case that theorists do not to get the prize for their ‘theoretical
devices’ until at least some experimental substantiation has come about to
validate the use of those ‘devices.’ While quantum computation has been
‘proved’ in theory (and carried out with a limited number quibits), it does now
seem that this fundamentally new form of information technology is about to
blossom. Whether this supports Deutsch’s philisophical views is another matter
— however, the work is turning out to be hugly significant.

41. Not even a physicist
September 26, 2005

I agree that CMB is a good candidate. Will it go to COBE, WMAP or both?

How about neutrino oscillations? Davis and Koshiba were awarded for detection
of cosmic neutrinos, but not for oscillations. Is there a possibility of another prize
for neutrino physics?

Is there any chance for Nambu, either for his work on symmetry breaking, or for
introducing colors?

42. Scott Aaronson
September 28, 2005

Eric,

I completely agree with you about Laughlin’s arguments. A reference for ‘t Hooft
is gr-qc/9903084 (especially pages 12-13). My response to some of the skeptics
(mainly computer scientists) is at quant-ph/0311039.

As for whether quantum information is “new physics”: would you say the
uncertainty principle was new physics? What about Feynman’s sum-over-
histories picture, or the Bell inequality? All of these were “mere” mathematical
consequences of the quantum formalism, yet today they’re almost inseparable
from QM itself.



I would argue that the following results from quantum computing and
information have deepened our understanding of QM in an analogous way:

* Shor’s and Grover’s algorithms
* The optimality of Grover’s and other quantum algorithms (showing why QM
often *doesn’t* yield exponential parallelism)
* Quantum error-correction and fault-tolerance
* Adiabatic computation and QMA-completeness of the Local Hamiltonians
problem
* Teleportation and dense quantum coding
* Holevo’s Theorem, lower bounds for random access codes, and other results in
quantum communication complexity
* Ideas from entanglement theory (like entanglement swapping and purification)

But maybe it’s just a matter of taste — I’d also give Aspect et al. a Nobel for
confirming the Bell inequality violations, but it hasn’t happened yet.

Best,
Scott

43. Eric Dennis
September 28, 2005

Scott,

I don’t claim something is disqualified from being “new physics” just because it’s
ultimately a mathematical consequence of standard QM. Presumably high temp
superconductivity is completely understandable in terms of some many-body
Hamiltonian, and that’s certainly new physics. But high temp superconductivity
— as opposed to Grover’s algorithm or channel bounds or the other things you
list — actually exists. It’s not just some idea we have about something we could
make.

The actual physics in quantum computing, the ion traps or QED cavities, is not
really part of quantum computing reserach itself. It’s condensed matter or
quantum optics or whatever. Things like adiabatic or anyonic computation may at
some far future date straddle this boundary, but that’s only when something
computationally non-trivial is actually built.

Eric

P.S. I definitely don’t regard Bell’s inequality as new physics. It’s really great, but
it has no special connection to any theory of physics (including QM) other than
providing a necessary condition for locality. I won’t bother commenting further
on path integrals etc.

44. Scott Aaronson
September 28, 2005

Eric,



This seems like a semantic debate — e.g. were Bose-Einstein condensates not a
legitimate part of “physics” until someone actually created one?

But I don’t think we disagree that much in practice — we both think the Nobel
committee should continue to award prizes only for theories that have actually
been confirmed, or things that have actually been built. That acts as a useful
brake on unrestrained speculation.

–Scott

45. Eric Dennis
September 29, 2005

I don’t think it’s semantic, and that’s why we seem to disagree about the status
of Bell’s inequaltiy. I am saying that if an experimentalist were to succeed
tomorrow in assembling a bunch of coupled quantum dots or something and
implement fault-tolerant codes and factor 10^100 + 1, that would be miraculous,
but there’s no new physics. Perhaps the superconductivity comparison wasn’t
clear. Each of the little quantum dot widgets in the computer, and the cavities,
and etc. — that’s the physics, and that’s not really part of QC research. Having
built this computer, no basic new aspects of nature would have been discovered.
Something wonderful would have been built, but that’s not the same. Perhaps
you could say some mathematical aspects of the world would have been
discovered, in the same way that some mathematical aspects of the world are
discovered in the course of designing and running a classical silicon-based
computer.

The reason I persist here, is that the physics-ization of QC research strikes me as
similar in certain respects to the physics-ization of string theory. In terms of
physics rather than math or CS, both of these things are constructions, not
discoveries. QC isn’t trying to be a discovery, and it need not be one, but some of
its practitioners find it useful to talk as if it is one. String theory is trying to be a
discovery, and it’s failing badly, but some of its practitioners also find it useful to
talk as if it is one.

Anyway, I suspect we won’t agree. Nice arguing with you.

46. kaushik
September 30, 2005

James Yorke…..pioneer of chaos. Its such a huge field in itself, and is an integral
part of physics now and has application is so many fields.
Yorke, and few other pioneers of the subject deserve a nobel

47. Jack
October 2, 2005

I predict Kosterlitz and Thouless for the KT transition. It really opened up the
area of 2D physics and its originality and applicability make it Nobel Worthy.
Future prizes that will be awarded have to eventually include Michael Berry for
his geometric phase. that would also be high time to recognize Aharonov.



48. "A guy who does not believe in String theory"
October 3, 2005

A prize for cosmology would be nice! Two guesses: either Bennett, Page(?) and
Spergel (???) from WMAP, or Guth, Linde & Steinhardt for inflation (although I
think they will wait for the detection of GW, the B modes of CMB, to award
inflationists).

49. Neil
October 3, 2005

It is time to recognize the theoretical and practical achievements in photon
localization and photonic band gaps (Sajeev John and Eli Yablonovitch). The
visionary discoveries in the field of light localization and photonics will lead to
revolutionary real-world applications, greatly exceeding what was achieved in
the past century using the discoveries in electronics.

50. Muthiah
October 3, 2005

I think Benoit Mandelbrot, deserves a Nobel prize for his work on fractals?
Im not sure.

51. Bumerang
October 4, 2005

When you talk about Chaos theory, you completely forget russian school. Arnold,
Sinai and Chirikov, for example.
Unfortunately, the Chaos theory does not have a strong power for
implementations.

52. James
October 4, 2005

My predictions:
Shuji Nakamura and Yoshinori Tokura for diodes and semiconductors resp.
or
Exo planet searches — Marcy and Butler

Dont expect Guth to win — his intial inflationary proposal was flawed (but he
realised this) and had to be modifed be Linde and Steinhart. Also, beyond the
superfical level, inflation makes predictions, e.g. a flat universe, in terms of
probabilities, which mind you are exponentially close to 1 or 0. It is not a
“confirmed” theory as some of you suggest above, merely an exciting theoretical
idea. I believe the theory is correct from a phemonological prespective, but it is
far from a finished theory, and the mechanisms that drives inflation in the very
early universe is unknown.

In line with the usual criteria Guth and co will not be awarded a nobel.

As many of you said above, string theory will not be awarded a nobel in the near



future. Until the theory can be understood at a level to make firm experimental
predictions, and those predictions tested, string theorists will have to wait.

Cheers

James

53. Jimbo
October 4, 2005

If anybody who has worked on superstring/M-theory gets it, then a terrible &
irrevokable precedent has been set, namely the negation of the 3 centuries-old
covenant with the scientific method for establishing the veracity of physical
theory thru observation.
However, if this radical leap `must’ be made, it should clearly go to Hawking, for
two obvious reasons. One, the universal respect & awe in which his work is held,
and two, the tragedy the world of physics will have to live with, if we wake up
one morning & find that ALS has finally claimed Stephen’s life, without him
getting the Nobel prize he so truly deserves.

54. OJP
October 4, 2005

I think actually hongbaozhang actually guessed correctly (at least the field). See
Sept. 22 entry.

OJP.



Dirac’s Hidden Geometry

September 24, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s an interesting article by Graham Farmelo in last week’s Nature, entitled
Dirac’s Hidden Geometry. Most people think of Dirac as a brilliant algebraist, but he
himself claimed that his motivations and way of thinking were much more
geometrical than algebraic. Farmelo’s article contains an amusing account of how
Roger Penrose tried to get Dirac to explain how projective geometry had influenced
his work in quantum mechanics. Dirac gave a talk about this at Boston University in
1972, but, after giving a presentation about projective geometry, stopped before
explaining the relation to quantum mechanics. Penrose, the moderator, asked Dirac
about the relation to quantum mechanics, and in answer “Dirac gave his trademark
shake of the head, and declined to speak.”

Several historians of science have tried to figure out what Dirac’s geometrical
motivations were. This question is dealt with in Olivier Darrigol’s very interesting
book (which is now available on-line) From c-numbers to q-numbers: The Classical
Analogy in the History of Quantum Theory. The material about Dirac and projective
geometry is in chapter XI. On the same topic, there’s also an article by Peter Galison
published in 2000 in the journal Representations, entitled The Suppressed Drawing:
Paul Dirac’s Hidden Geometry.

Comments

1. icecube
September 24, 2005

Wow..that’s really fascinating…never knew about that before.

2. Fabien Besnard
September 25, 2005

Unfortunately I don’t have access to the first and third link, but nevermind, the
Darrigol’s book seems very interesting, thanks a lot for this.

3. Alejandro Rivero
September 25, 2005

Hmm, at least in one paper Dirac was explicit about the geometric character of
his non-commutative p, q.

4. Nigel
September 25, 2005

‘Most people think of Dirac as a brilliant algebraist, but he himself claimed that
his motivations and way of thinking were much more geometrical than

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v437/n7057/pdf/437323a.pdf
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v437/n7057/pdf/437323a.pdf
http://ark.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4t1nb2gv/
http://ark.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4t1nb2gv/
http://ark.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4t1nb2gv/
http://ark.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4t1nb2gv/
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0734-6018%28200023%290%3A72%3C145%3ATSDPDH%3E2.0.CO%3B2-D
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0734-6018%28200023%290%3A72%3C145%3ATSDPDH%3E2.0.CO%3B2-D
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0734-6018%28200023%290%3A72%3C145%3ATSDPDH%3E2.0.CO%3B2-D
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0734-6018%28200023%290%3A72%3C145%3ATSDPDH%3E2.0.CO%3B2-D


algebraic.’

What strikes me in reading chapter XI of Darrigol is Dirac’s love of relativity.
This must make it strange for many that Dirac followed Einstein into
’embarrassing’ ideas about a 3-D fabric of spacetime:

‘… with the new theory of electrodynamics we are rather forced to have an
aether.’ – P.A.M. Dirac, ‘Is There an Aether?,’ Nature, v.168, 1951, p.906. See
also Dirac’s paper in Proc. Roy. Soc. v.A209, 1951, p.291.

‘Looking back at the development of physics, we see that the ether, soon after its
birth, became the enfant terrible of the family of physical substances. First, the
construction of a simple mechanical picture of the ether proved to be impossible
and was discarded. This caused to a great extent the breakdown of the
mechanical point of view. Second, we have to give up the hope that through the
presence of the ether sea, one co-ordinate system will be distinguished and lead
to the recognition of absolute and not only relative motion. … After such bad
experiences, this is the moment to forget the ether completely and to try never
to mention its name. We shall say our space has the physical property of
transmitting waves and so omit the use of a word we have decided to avoid. The
omission of a word from our vocabulary is of course no remedy; the troubles are
indeed much too profound to be solved in this way. Let us now write down the
facts which have been sufficiently confirmed by experiment without bothering
any more about the ‘e—r’ problem.’ – Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld,
Evolution of Physics, 1938, pp. 184-5

‘The idealised physical reference object, which is implied in current quantum
theory, is a fluid permeating all space like an aether.’ – Sir Arthur Eddington,
MA, DSc, LLD, FRS, Relativity Theory of Protons and Electrons, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1936, p. 180.

‘It has been supposed that empty space has no physical properties but only
geometrical properties. No such empty space without physical properties has
ever been observed, and the assumption that it can exist is without justification.
It is convenient to ignore the physical properties of space when discussing its
geometrical properties, but this ought not to have resulted in the belief in the
possibility of the existence of empty space having only geometrical properties…
It has specific inductive capacity and magnetic permeability.’ – Professor H.A.
Wilson, FRS, Modern Physics, Blackie & Son Ltd, London, 4th ed., 1959, p. 361.

‘To deny the ether is ultimately to assume that empty space has no physical
qualities whatever… Recapitulating, we may say that according to the general
theory of relativity, space is endowed with physical qualities… therefore there
exists an ether. According to the general theory of relativity space without ether
is unthinkable.’ – Albert Einstein, Leyden University, 1920. (Einstein, A.,
Sidelights on Relativity, Dover, New York, 1952, pp. 15, 16, and 23.)

‘But if, meanwhile, someone explains gravity along with all its laws by the action
of some subtle matter, and shows that the motion of planets and comets will not
be disturbed by this matter, I shall be far from objecting.’ – Isaac Newton, Letter



to Leibniz, 1693.

‘The Michelson-Morley experiment has thus failed to detect our motion through
the aether, because the effect looked for – the delay of one of the light waves – is
exactly compensated by an automatic contraction of the matter forming the
apparatus.’ – A.S. Eddington, Space Time and Gravitation, Cambridge, 1921, p.
20.

Weird.

5. andy.s
September 25, 2005

I can’t see those links, but the Geometric Algebra folks have been going on about
that for a while. See:

http://modelingnts.la.asu.edu/html/GAinQM.html

6. D R Lunsford
September 25, 2005

Dirac’s book on GR is one of his miraculous works. It’s only 69 pages long and
reads like one of his papers. I remember it used to sit next to MTW on my shelf –
here was this burlesque routine filled with hot air and dubious leaps of faith, and
there was Dirac.

This is good:

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0301097

The papers about deSitter space are fascinating and should be read by anyone
interested in extra dimensions.

-drl

7. plato
September 27, 2005

Interesting…..

These pictures were not for pedagogical purposes: Dirac kept them hidden. They
were not for popularization—even when speaking to the wider public, Dirac
never used the diagrams to explain anything. Astonishing: across the great
divide of visualization and formalism that has, for generations, split both physics
and mathematics, we read here that Dirac published on one side and worked on
the other.

http://www.representations.org/article.php?article=72.7

http://modelingnts.la.asu.edu/html/GAinQM.html
http://modelingnts.la.asu.edu/html/GAinQM.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0301097
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0301097
http://www.representations.org/article.php?article=72.7
http://www.representations.org/article.php?article=72.7


And I Thought My Office Was Bad…

September 24, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Via For God, for Country and for Your Name Here, it seems that Alan Guth had the
winning entry in a Boston contest for the messiest office. He won an office make-over,
check out the before and after photographs.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
September 24, 2005

It looks like the “before” office was an ingenious attempt to model the early
universe – before galaxies started to form.

2. Steve
September 24, 2005

The very early office probably started out in a low-entropy ordered state with
just a little disorder, eventually undergoing about 64 efoldings in clutter.

3. Chris Oakley
September 24, 2005

There also seems to be an information loss issue, as Janet of Go Simple made him
donate his Physical Review collection to the MIT library. Maybe Hawking’s
original view of Black Holes, as applied to the initial singularity, was correct
after all.

4. Mark Trodden
September 24, 2005

Fantastic! I’ve been in that office many times and it is by far the messiest one
I’ve ever seen. As a postdoc Ionged for this day.

5. Brett
September 24, 2005

Keep in mind, that’s Guth’s NEW office. The old one, as I recall, worse.

6. Kellstrom
September 24, 2005

I give him 4-6 weeks, the office will return to its previous messy state. In other
words, it will return to equilibrium, as is the eventual and inevitable fate of all
perturbed systems.

http://godcountryyale.blogspot.com/2005/09/americas-messiest-office.html
http://godcountryyale.blogspot.com/2005/09/americas-messiest-office.html
http://www.boston.com/realestate/contests/springsweep/
http://www.boston.com/realestate/contests/springsweep/
http://www.boston.com/realestate/galleries/springsweep/before/1.htm
http://www.boston.com/realestate/galleries/springsweep/before/1.htm
http://www.boston.com/realestate/galleries/springsweep/after/1.htm
http://www.boston.com/realestate/galleries/springsweep/after/1.htm


7. fantomas
September 25, 2005

Theoretical physics is so passé. These days, it’s all about Feng Shui.

But wait a second, is Feng Shui even falsifiable ? Cause we all know the answer
for inflation.

8. Quantoken
September 25, 2005

Kellystrom said:

“I give him 4-6 weeks, the office will return to its previous messy state. In other
words, it will return to equilibrium, as is the eventual and inevitable fate of all
perturbed systems. ”

No it’s not equilibrium. How do you go from zero entropy to a huge amount of
entropy in virtually no time? Inflation theory is the answer  You bet inflation
will happen in Guth’s new office, which would quickly grow into a bubble
universe 

His old office is really impressive. My guess is the amount of entropy probably
has broken the Beckenstein Entropy Bound of blackholes.

Quantoken

9. Quantum_Ranger
September 25, 2005

Guth would have noticed that, in his previous office he could tolerate things
being moved to about 15 decimal places, things could be moved around his office
freely, at least fifteen times before he could no longer retrieve any of his things,
and would have to re-calculate where he last remembered where he seen what
he was looking for!

I calculate, in his new office he would have to fine-tune his sloppy filing nature
down to about 1 decimal place, due to the fact that his office space is more
restrictive, and thus moving any object from A to B would be a near improbable
event!

10. Chris Oakley
September 25, 2005

Theoretical physics is so passé. These days, it’s all about Feng Shui.

Are you suggesting that if Alan Guth had a north-facing office behind a mountain,
and no knives in his drawer (or whatever), then his office would not have got so
messy? Or would that just be the condition for people to take inflation theory
more seriously?

11. fantomas



September 25, 2005

Since inflation was about free lunch, I guess everything is possible.



Seed Magazine

September 26, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The science magazine Seed is being relaunched, and the first issue of its new
incarnation is now on the newsstands. Their motto is “Science is Culture”, and
Clifford Johnson over at Cosmic Variance has an enthusiastic appreciation of what
they are doing. The magazine is strikingly attractive, with impressive photography
and graphics. One photo essay pairs photos with important equations.

There’s a piece by Lisa Randall promoting her recent work with Andreas Karch on
what she calls the “relaxation principle”. I guess this is meant to be a sort of vacuum
selection principle, contrasted to the “anthropic principle”. In her Seed article she
describes what she is doing as follows :

The challenge for physicists, and the problem I tackle in my own work, is find all
possible qualitatively different universes — and to search for principles that
determine which of these universes is most likely to exist.

Unfortunately there seem to be an infinite variety of possible such universes, and
examining them all could easily take up the efforts of all particle theorists for the next
few centuries. There’s zero evidence for any sort of vacuum selection principle that
will pick out the standard model from this infinite array of possibilities, so setting out
on this path means probably abandoning any hope for ever explaining much of
anything about particle physics. Karch and Randall try to give an argument for why
there are 3 space dimensions, ending up with an argument for the survival of both 3
and 7 dimensional branes if one starts out with branes of all dimensions. This is a
very, very long way from getting any non-trivial information about particle physics.

This issue of the magazine also has a short piece entitled “A New Force? How blogs
are revolutionizing physics” by Joshua Roebke, an ex-string cosmology graduate
student who now works at Seed. Joshua devotes a sizable part of his piece to telling
about “Not Even Wrong” and some of the effects it has been having. Earlier this
summer I had lunch with him here in New York and was encouraged to see that Seed
has someone on staff with a good theoretical physics background.

Update: Lubos Motl also has a posting about the new Seed magazine. He comments
on the Karch-Randall “relaxation principle”, saying that he “kind of worked on it”, but

frankly, I don’t really believe it – because of the devil hiding in the details that just
don’t seem to work – much like many other proposals that have appeared in recent
years.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
September 26, 2005

http://www.seedmediagroup.com/
http://www.seedmediagroup.com/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/26/now-thats-what-im-talking-about/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/26/now-thats-what-im-talking-about/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0506053
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0506053
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/09/seed-magazine.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/09/seed-magazine.html


What utter nonsense! As if Newton or Kepler or even Aristotle or Belushi had the
complete hubris to enumerate all possible uni…

Wait! I am suddenly filled with the Randallian spirit! I too can enumerate the
possible universes!

ONE.

I tire of these loathsome exercises in narcissism.

-drl

2. dan
September 26, 2005

Hello Peter,
I forget if i’ve asked this before, but apart from SUSY, higher-dimensional
geometries, and string theory, what are plausible ideas for going beyond the
standard model (or explaining the SM) that do not involve string theory, SUSY,
and higher-dimensions? Why is it we never hear about them?

I know I did ask about other QG’s such as LQG and CDT, but are there other
ideas in particle physics that do not involve string theory?

3. Chris Oakley
September 27, 2005

I forget if i’ve asked this before, but apart from SUSY, higher-dimensional
geometries, and string theory, what are plausible ideas for going beyond the
standard model (or explaining the SM) that do not involve string theory, SUSY,
and higher-dimensions? Why is it we never hear about them?

One reason why you have never heard about them is that they have been starved
out. When I was applying for post-docs around 84-85 just about everyone seemed
to be switching to Superstring theory, and if you did not want to join the 10/26-
dimensional circus yourself, you were unlikely to be shortlisted for a job.

4. Matti Pitkanen
September 27, 2005

I forget if i’ve asked this before, but apart from SUSY, higher-dimensional
geometries, and string theory, what are plausible ideas for going beyond the
standard model (or explaining the SM) that do not involve string theory, SUSY,
and higher-dimensions? Why is it we never hear about them?

For plausible ideas for goung beyond the standard model and explaining it see
my homepage at

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/

and my blog site TGD diary at http://matpitka.blogspot.com/.

http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/


Matti Pitkanen

5. Thomas Larsson
September 27, 2005

Dan, given that essentially all experiments are well described by the standard
model coupled to gravity, perhaps the ultimate ToE will turn out to be SM
coupled to GR. If so, the quest for something beyond the SM (except for gravity)
would turn out to be fundamentally misguided.

Sure, this theory has some well-known mathematical problems – QM and GR are
incompatible, the SM is somewhat ugly in the Higgs sector, QED breaks down at
the Landau pole, etc. But these problems are mathematical rather than physical
in nature, and may very well be resolved with a better mathematical
understanding of field theory. At least we know that the mathematics underlying
field theory is related to real physics.

6. Dissident
September 27, 2005

How about the most conservative approach of all, yet another parton layer, i.e.
quark and lepton substructure?

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/05/dark-matter-and-extra-dimensional-
modifications-of-gravity/#comment-4091

7. Thomas Larsson
September 27, 2005

Adding another parton layer is hardly conservative. As in string theory and
supersymmetry, you have to posit the existence of an invisible world for which
there is zero experimental evidence. But unlike string theory, you cannot argue
that field theory infinities are absent, so GR will still be unrenormalizable. So you
sacrifice the connection to reality without gaining anything mathematically.

Technicolor is a variant of this idea. Here it is the Higgs boson which is a bound
state of fermions (unless my memory fails me here), much like Cooper pairs in
superconductivity. The experimental status is similar to that of SUSY and strings:
the simplest and natural models are ruled out by experiment, but by adding new
parameters you can avoid confrontation with experiment forever.

8. D R Lunsford
September 27, 2005

TL, that’s more or less the end of that idea 

I wonder why such simple reasoning is in such short supply? …

-drl

9. dan
September 27, 2005

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/05/dark-matter-and-extra-dimensional-modifications-of-gravity/#comment-4091
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/05/dark-matter-and-extra-dimensional-modifications-of-gravity/#comment-4091
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/05/dark-matter-and-extra-dimensional-modifications-of-gravity/#comment-4091
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/05/dark-matter-and-extra-dimensional-modifications-of-gravity/#comment-4091


re Thomas Larsson Says:

one of the motivations for going beyond SM+GR is that certain astronomical
phenomena appear to be unexplained, and i am referring specifically to dark
matter, dark energy, cosmological constant, hierarchy problem,
matter/antimatter asymmetry, BH information paradox, etc., that string theory
and LQG are attempting to address.

is your position that SM+GR can eventually explain the above phenomena and
will not require new physics? if so why all the effort being poured into string
theory?

10. Chris Oakley
September 27, 2005

One of the things – no, the thing I enjoyed most about Peter’s forthcoming book
(he kindly gave me a copy of the manuscript in January) was an honest survey of
the various schemes, stringy and non-stringy, for going beyond or fixing the
problems in the standard model. All too often the state of each particular art is
explained by one of its enthusiastic exponents, and one gets somewhat of the
Monty Python Pet Shop Owner effect (“No, this parrot’s not dead, he’s resting …
pining for the fjords, etc.”)

11. anon
September 27, 2005

WoW! Off topic but eye popping:
a post by Martin Rocek at Lubos’ website.

12. Dissident
September 27, 2005

> Adding another parton layer is hardly conservative.

Yes it is.

> As in string theory and supersymmetry, you have to posit the
> existence of an invisible world for which there is zero
> experimental evidence.

You miss the little detail that unlike strings, an underlying parton structure
would not need to wait until the Planck scale in order to reveal itself. As for zero
experimental evidence, what do you make of the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon? It’s already been pointed out that it can easily be accomodated by a
composite muon.

> But unlike string theory, you cannot argue that field theory
> infinities are absent, so GR will still be unrenormalizable.

Who said partons are supposed to fix GR? By the same logic, quarks are no good
since they don’t fix GR either.

http://www.haloscan.com/comments/lumidek/112782242164770072/#198138
http://www.haloscan.com/comments/lumidek/112782242164770072/#198138


> So you sacrifice the connection to reality without gaining
> anything mathematically.

Seems to me somebody is confusing mathematics with reality here…

13. Thomas Larsson
September 27, 2005

GR+SM as formulated today is certainly not the end of the story. Astronomical
observations are a minor problem here, compared to the fact that the two
theories are mutually incompatible. However, there are good reasons to expect
that a deeper understanding of the mathematics underlying QFT can lead to a
unification of QM and GR, without adding much on the physics side.

More specifically, I am thinking about gauge symmetries. Recently I had a look at
Rudolf Haag’s book on Local Quantum Physics. A striking claim there is that no
intrinsic quantum formulation of the gauge principle is known, despite its central
importance in the SM. The gauge principle is of course well understood on the
classical level, and that’s what matters in the path-integral formalism. An
exception, where a gauge symmetry is understood on the quantum level, is
conformal symmetry in string theory.

The lack of such a quantum gauge principle is quite obvious from my point of
view. In order to understand how a gauge symmetry acts on the (kinematical)
Hilbert space, we must first understand how it can act at all, and this is precisely
the subject of the representation theory of gauge algebras. The most striking
observation is that all interesting quantum representations have anomalies, and
that one must explictly introduce and quantize a clock’s worldline in order to
formulate these representations. This appears to me as the key missing idea.

I have of course no real idea how the astronomical observations should be
understood, and I think that it may be premature to address that problem
without a theory of quantum gravity. However, i would guess that the CC is
somehow related to anomalies – this is at least the case in 2D and 3D gravity.

14. Thomas Larsson
September 27, 2005

Dissident, quarks are good because they explain many experiments. An extra
layer of partons would be equally good if they fixed some glaring cracks in the
SM. Last time I checked, there were no such cracks.

Besides, I thought muon g-2 was explained by a sign bug in the Schoonship
program.

15. Dissident
September 27, 2005

Really. I guess you should tell these guys then:

http://www.g-2.bnl.gov/

http://www.g-2.bnl.gov/
http://www.g-2.bnl.gov/


16. woit
September 27, 2005

Thomas is right that there was an error in the muon g-2 calculation (I don’t know
if Schoonschip was to blame). Fixing the error reduced the difference between
the theoretical and experimental values. At this point as far as I can tell, given
the uncertainties in the theoretical calculations and in the experimental results,
there is no convincing conflict between theory and experiment.

17. Matthew
September 27, 2005

Just for the record, the g-2 for the muon is indeed out by over a sigma from the
standard model prediction. However, the errors and stability of the hadronic part
of the theory are “questionable”. There’s no reason to expect the hadronic
number to stay where it is. In fact, there’s two different hadronic numbers, and
they disagree with each other. hep-ph/0402206 is a good place to start.

In short, the hadronic part of the muon mm is way too uncertain to go about
claiming a 2 sigma difference is “evidence” of anything.

18. John Baez
September 27, 2005

Thomas Larsson writes:

Dan, given that essentially all experiments are well described by the
standard model coupled to gravity, perhaps the ultimate ToE will turn
out to be SM coupled to GR. If so, the quest for something beyond the
SM (except for gravity) would turn out to be fundamentally misguided.

This ignores the 800-pound gorilla: dark matter! Barring drastic revisions of our
theory of gravity, about 23% of the energy density in the universe is dark matter,
while only 4% is ordinary matter. (The rest is dark energy – these are the WMAP
findings.)

So, while I think it’s crucial to pay close attention to the details of the Standard
Model, I think that someday we’ll find a beautiful theory that includes the
Standard Model particles and a bit more.

Looking for this theory is one of my hobbies….

19. Dissident
September 27, 2005

Dark matter? Nah! 
As I have pointed out elsewhere

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/05/dark-matter-and-extra-dimensional-
modifications-of-gravity/

there are now several interesting alternatives:

http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/05/dark-matter-and-extra-dimensional-modifications-of-gravity/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/05/dark-matter-and-extra-dimensional-modifications-of-gravity/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/05/dark-matter-and-extra-dimensional-modifications-of-gravity/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/05/dark-matter-and-extra-dimensional-modifications-of-gravity/


http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410119

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0506370

20. Dissident
September 27, 2005

Almost forgot: the current g-2 deviation from the standard model prediction is
1.6 sigma.

http://www.npl.uiuc.edu/exp/g-2/g-2Main.html

By all means, pooh pooh it all you want. 

21. woit
September 27, 2005

No matter what I write about, sooner or later people want to start discussing
their favorite alternatives to GR. Please don’t do this here, it’s off-topic, and the
last thing in the world I want to do is to try and moderate a discussion of this
subject.

I’ve had to delete a bunch of such comments, then deal with people complaining
about this and accusing me of censorship. This is not sci.physics and I’m not
going to let it turn into that.

22. Nigel
September 28, 2005

John Baez wrote:

‘This ignores the 800-pound gorilla: dark matter! Barring drastic revisions of our
theory of gravity, about 23% of the energy density in the universe is dark matter,
while only 4% is ordinary matter. (The rest is dark energy – these are the WMAP
findings.)’

All the evidence for dark matter and dark energy is from cosmology models, so
why can’t the basis of cosmology be re-examined? It is entirely possible to
incorporate into general relativity a model for gravity which eliminates the dark
matter problem (which is due to the false assumption that gravity has no cause
within the universe, correcting that just leaves invisible dust contributions), and
the dark energy problem results again from ad hoc force-fitting the theory to the
observations. This is not the way to do physics. The theory should not keep
getting fiddles to make it fit the facts, that is what went wrong with epicycles in
ancient cosmology.

23. Who
September 28, 2005

Vafa article posted today—-relates to earlier post by Peter on this blog.
Here is the article:
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0509212

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410119
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410119
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0506370
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0506370
http://www.npl.uiuc.edu/exp/g-2/g-2Main.html
http://www.npl.uiuc.edu/exp/g-2/g-2Main.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0509212
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0509212


The String Landscape and the Swampland
Cumrun Vafa
9 pages

since this post is not on topic, I’d hardly object were it deleted. Just wanted to let
folks know in case of interest.



Into the Swampland

September 28, 2005
Categories: Swampland

Last month Cumrun Vafa gave a talk at Stony Brook entitled The Swamp Surrounding
the Landscape. Tonight he has a new paper on the arXiv entitled The String
Landscape and the Swampland. Vafa appears to be suggesting that, faced with the
huge landscape of possible string vacua and the attendant inability of string theory to
predict anything about physics, the thing to do is not to abandon string theory, but to
head off into the even larger “swampland” of effective field theories that may or may
not correspond to string theory vacua. He gives various arguments for why certain
effective field theories may not correspond to string theories, but most of these are
just something like “the string theory constructions we have looked at so far can’t
give this kind of effective field theory”. Since one still doesn’t know what string theory
really is, one probably can’t do much better than this. He also assumes that the rank
of the cohomology groups of Calabi-Yau threefolds is bounded, which is a conjecture
that at least some algebraic geometers don’t believe in.

Throughout his article, Vafa assumes that string theory must be true, asking “how” it
will connect to experiment, not “whether” it will. For more than twenty years, string
theorists have led particle physics deep into a swamp. It seems peculiar in the
extreme that Vafa is now suggesting that, instead of hiking back out of the swamp to
dry land, particle theorists should push on deeper into the swampland.

Update: Lubos Motl has a posting about the Vafa paper. It includes the news that
Andy Strominger
believes that the program has two basic flaws: the conjectures are trivially correct in
every theory of quantum gravity independently of string theory; and moreover they
are wrong.

Some of my commenters claim that what Vafa is doing is designed to make string
theory falsifiable. I don’t see this, and Vafa doesn’t make this claim himself. This
seems to me an example of a common phenomenon. People take a string theory paper
that already is going way out on a limb with not very solid arguments, then make a
wild extrapolation that goes far beyond what the author claims and use this to
promote the importance of the paper in a completely unjustifiable fashion.

To falsify string theory along these lines, one would have to show that it can’t lead to
the standard model as an effective low energy theory. Vafa doesn’t claim this is
conceivable, and his arguments can’t possibly do this. Most of the examples he gives
of effective theories that may not be low energy limits of a string theory are gauge
theories of high rank. It’s certainly conceivable that one can argue for something like
a bound on the rank of the effective field theory gauge group if it comes from string
theory, but there’s absolutely no reason to believe that such an argument can rule out
the rank 4 case we care about (SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)). I suppose one can argue that, if
say Vafa can show the rank must be less than 500, and the LHC discovers a new
gauge theory sector with rank 501, string theory would be falsified. But that’s kind of
like saying that string theory is falsifiable, because if dragons emerge from the LHC

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=233
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=233
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks/Vafa1.pdf
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks/Vafa1.pdf
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks/Vafa1.pdf
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks/Vafa1.pdf
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0509212
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0509212
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0509212
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0509212
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/09/swampland.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/09/swampland.html


interaction regions, string theory would be wrong.

Update: Jacques Distler also has a posting about the Vafa paper. He says he’ll wager
that it is “far, far from true” that “‘anything’ is realizable somewhere on the
Landscape”, and that “we will learn much” if we investigate this swamp. He doesn’t
explain why it’s a good idea for the particle theory community to enter this swamp to
investigate it carefully.

Comments

1. A.J.
September 29, 2005

What Vafa is suggesting is utterly reasonable. Even if you are string theory true
believer, you can at least admit that studying models which are at least very
similar to string theory is a good way to learn more about string theory.

2. Anonymous
September 29, 2005

Don’t you think you’re being unreasonable? You press for string theory to be
good science, and argue that it isn’t falsifiable. Someone outlines a program that
could *make* it falsifiable — granted, a difficult program to carry out — and you
complain. Would you be satisfied by anything less than Vafa completely
renouncing string theory?

3. Luboš Motl
September 29, 2005

Dear Peter,

the fact that some people don’t believe that the number of Calabi-Yau topologies
is finite does not mean that the physicists are not allowed to investigate physics
with the opposite assumption that is consistent with all known facts.

If one felt pressure not to investigate a scientific theory (or conjecture) just
because there exists someone who does not like it, we could also stop doing
physics or string theory because some people at Columbia think that physics
beyond the Standard Model is not even wrong.

Such a thing will certainly play no role whatsoever for me. I leave this method of
deciding about science to the numerous crackpots who like to visit your blog
assuming that it is a serious reading.

You should be pleased if people start to study swampland – it is a step towards
the research of f**kland. I explain on my blog why this should really please you.

All the best
Luboš

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html


4. Wolfgang
September 29, 2005

It seems that the main argument of this paper is that the “landscape” of truly
consistent vacua is of zero measure compared to the “swampland” of models
only seemingly consistent as semiclassical effective theories. In this sense (far
away from the Planck scale) M-theory is predictive and I am waiting for ref [8].

5. Arun
September 29, 2005

There is a point to this – it does open a way to falsification of string theory. If one
understands the types of effective field theories string theory cannot produce,
and shows that e.g., our universe is governed by an effective field theory that is
not stringy, then we can move string theory entirely to the math. department.

6. woit
September 29, 2005

I added something to the posting about the falsifiability issue.

A.J.: I don’t understand your argument why this is utterly reasonable. The kind of
models Vafa is talking about are atrociously complicated, far more so than the
ones in the landscape, (thus the “swamp”). Why is it reasonable to spend time
looking at these things? They’re hideously ugly and have nothing to do with the
Standard Model or the real world. The only justification for entering this yucky
swamp is the belief that understanding just how yucky string theory can be is
important, given that we already know that it can be very, very yucky. I don’t
understand why anyone thinks this is a sensible way to spend one’s time.

Anonymous: If string theorists like Vafa want to say that string theory is too
poorly understood to believe in the landscape, so they intend to keep working on
it, that is not unreasonable, and such work sometimes even leads to interesting
things (e.g. work on topological strings). But once they accept that the landscape
exists and string theory is a radically non-predictive framework, if they are
honest scientists, they should admit that the idea should be abandoned.

Lubos: people are welcome to investigate whatever assumptions they want, I was
just pointing out that this particular assumption is not one where the experts on
the subject (algebraic geometers) are agreed about what is likely to be true. And
as to the crackpot level of readers of my blog, have you taken a look a look at
your own comment section recently?

Wolfgang: What’s a specific experimental prediction of M-theory that comes from
Vafa’s work?

7. Wolfgang
September 29, 2005

Peter,



as I understand it, Vafa’s paper outlines a research program on how to make
string theory predictive far away from the Planck scale. It argues that there
should be a large number of field theories which are not consistent with
M-theory and thus should not be observed in nature. The “swamp” of such
models should be very large compared to the “landscape” of consistent vacua.
This should/could provide for testable predictions at some point.
The paper does not yet provide examples of such models;
I expect subsequent papers (e.g. ref[8] ) to be more specific.

8. woit
September 29, 2005

Hi Wolfgang,

I don’t see anything in Vafa’s paper that comes even close to giving a plausible
way of coming up with a legitmate prediction from M-theory. He’s assuming the
existence of the landscape, and once you do this there seems to be no way to
predict anything. The question of how big the swamp is seems irrelevant to
making real predictions. I don’t see why if he had a serious idea about how to
predict something, he wouldn’t put it in his first announcement, keeping it secret
until the later paper.

9. A.J.
September 29, 2005

Hi Peter,

All I was attempting to say — and I hope you’ll forgive the vagueness; I spent
most of yesterday typing — was that I think studying a far wider class of models
is a good idea. I don’t care whether people do it with the intent of learning more
about string theory, or with the intent of showing that the Standard Model
actually lies somewhere in the swamp. The bottom line is that (I’m speaking here
as a mathematician) we don’t really understand that much about any of these
theories. Having a broader selection of examples might teach us a few things.

10. Brett
September 29, 2005

I think it’s a perfectly reasonable idea that there should be vastly more field
theories that cannot exist as string theories than those which actually could arise
as string theory vacua, say. However, given the complexity of either kind of
theory, I would expect that that boundary between the two in parameter space is
probably not going to be anything simple; it will likely have a fractal struture,
and it is my guess that any randomly selected theory, even if it exluded as a
string theory, will nonetheless be “close” to an string theory version.

11. Renormalized
September 29, 2005

I sometimes wonder if Lubos Motl is working on any publishable material or has
any original ideals about physics. His real talent is in making useless arguments



about crackpots and those less intelligent than himself. This includes the whole
world since he thinks of himself as the smartest of all. It is easy to insult others
work and ideas when you have none of your own to be criticized. His pompous
imperturbable egoism is as worthless as his contributions to science.

12. Not a Nobel Laureate
September 29, 2005

You’re all wrong.

The Theory of Intelligent Falling is the Answer.

Evangelical Scientists Refute Gravity With New ‘Intelligent Falling’ Theory

http://www.theonion.com/content/node/39512

August 17, 2005 | Issue 41•33

“Closed-minded gravitists cannot find a way to make Einstein’s general relativity
match up with the subatomic quantum world,” said Dr. Ellen Carson, a leading
Intelligent Falling expert known for her work with the Kansan Youth Ministry.
“They’ve been trying to do it for the better part of a century now, and despite all
their empirical observation and carefully compiled data, they still don’t know
how.”

13. Matti Pitkanen
September 29, 2005

The proposed theoretical activities in infinite-dimensional infinite-volumed
swampland unavoidably create an association to monkey, typewriter, and
Shakespeare’s sonnet. Another association is a story in Mathematical
Intelligence about Baron Monty Carlow and his ingenioius method of measuring
the area of lake by randomly bombing the county and counting the fraction of
bombs hitting the lake.

The pioneers of Monte Carlo method of TOE building
deserve all encouragement in their challenging task,

Matti Pitkanen

14. Arun
September 29, 2005

If our universe is indeed hidden somewhere in the landscape, what is the rational
reason for abandoning string theory? Nature could be both subtle and malicious.

15. Aaron Bergman
September 30, 2005

Some of us continue to hope otherwise, though.

16. woit

http://www.theonion.com/content/node/39512
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/39512


September 30, 2005

Arun,

Before you start believing in something completely absurd like the landscape,
how about first asking for some experimental evidence? I can’t believe people
are abandoning the most elementary aspects of the scientific method. This is
something we are teaching to children in elementary school these days, why
can’t professional physicists understand this?

A less elementary aspect of the scientific method is that you can always try and
make a wrong idea work by making it more and more complicated, desperately
trying to avoid confrontation of the idea with experiment. It should be completely
obvious by now that this is what is happening with string theory.

17. Wolfgang
September 30, 2005

Peter,

Jacques Distler conjectures on his blog that only models with 3 fermion
generations are consistent (in Vafa’s sense) but not 1 or 2.
Would you consider this a valuable post-diction ?
(It would have been really nice as a prediction, but sometimes the calculations
just take a looong time.)

18. rrtucci
September 30, 2005

Peter, just had an idea for “the special-edition cover” for your book: a picture of
Lubos’ head (wearing a harvuhd tie), the head superimposed on the body of a
tiny ant, which is at the focal point of a large magnifying glass, which in turn is
being illuminated by the sun. Maybe also a smarter ant, with Witten’s head,
running away. And an ant with Vafa’s head caught in a swamp.

19. woit
September 30, 2005

Wolfgang,

No, this is not a prediction or post-diction, since you have no idea of what the
masses of the particles are. Remember, experimentally all we know is the
number of light generations (more specifically, the number of generations with a
neutrino less than half the mass of the Z). It’s entirely possible that the number
of generations is really >3. If we had only observed 1 or 2 generations, and
string theory really needed at least 3 generations, we wouldn’t falsify string
theory because more generations could just be at higher mass.

In general, a “prediction” of the number of generations is operationally
meaningless without also knowing at what mass scales they are going to occur.



I’m no expert on these constructions, so I’m not sure which difficulties in
constructing models with one or two generations Jacques is referring to. My
guess is that it is the fact that in the standard way of using Calabi-Yaus, the
number of generations is the Euler characteristic, and it is hard to construct
Calabi-Yaus of Euler characteristic one or two. But I suspect there are many ways
around this, and that an expert in these constructions could come up with one
way or another of getting one or two generations if they really wanted to. Again,
since you don’t know the masses, one or two light generations, the rest heavier
than we can observe, is no problem.

20. Arun
September 30, 2005

Peter,

Why don’t I ask for experimental evidence? Because I know there is none. But if
we’re into dealing with reality, then it is a given that Vafa, Motl, Douglas, etc.,
are not going to abandon string theory any time soon, or resign from the physics
department. Then, all I can ask for is that they pursue the approach that is most
likely to produce an experimental signature for string theory. Is this approach
the right one? I don’t know, but until the string theorists explore it a bit more, we
won’t know.

-Arun

21. woit
September 30, 2005

Arun,

I think by now it’s completely clear that the things that are known about string
theory are insufficient to make any contact with physics and predict anything.
Under these circumstances, it’s not unreasonable to try and come up with some
better understanding of string theory, e.g. to work on trying to figure out what
M-theory is. It is unreasonable to deny that this is the situation and promote the
idea that you can get physics out of the Landscape.

22. Shantanu
September 30, 2005

Peter have you read hep-th/0509157 ? any comments on that?
It has been discussed at http://web.mit.edu/cabi/www/blog/

23. woit
September 30, 2005

Shantanu,

Yes, I saw that. I was thinking of putting together a posting very soon of various
links including that one. I’m not sure what one can sensibly say about it though.
Do you see anything in that paper that looks at all like a promising idea about

http://web.mit.edu/cabi/www/blog/
http://web.mit.edu/cabi/www/blog/


how to connect string theory to real world particle physics? I didn’t.

24. Not a Nobel Laureate
October 1, 2005

Looks like Vafa et al have some serious competators . . .

Two female gorillas have been photographed using sticks to get through the
swampland . . .

http://images.ctv.ca/archives/CTVNews/img2/20050930
/160_ap_gorilla_tool_050930.jpg
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Thinking Big

September 30, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Philip Anderson has a piece in the latest Nature entitled Thinking Big. It’s about the
interpretation of quantum mechanics, and in it he claims that Fritz London was the
first one to really have the right idea about the problem. Commenting on the Bohr-
Einstein debates on the subject, Anderson says “In reading about these debates I
have the sensation of being a small boy who spots not one, but two undressed
emperors.” Instead of the Bohr or Einstein positions, Anderson promotes a point of
view he attributes to London, who wrote a paper about it in 1939 with Edmond Bauer.
He says “Taking London’s point of view, one immediately begins to realize that the
real problem of quantum measurement is not in understanding the simple electron
being measured, but the large and complicated apparatus used to measure it” and
that “The message is that what is needed is an understanding of the macroscopic
world in terms of quantum mechanics.”

I take Anderson’s point to be that the classical physics of a measuring apparatus is an
“emergent phenomenon”, and understanding this is the real problem of interpreting
quantum mechanics. He ends with his favorite slogan: “more is different!”.

Comments

1. Eric Dennis
September 30, 2005

Interesting that your paraphrase of Anderson’s comments is exactly the position
of Einstein and exactly the opposite of Bohr’s position. Specifically, Einstein
demanded that the previously known physics on the large scale emerge
deductively (at some appropriate level of rigor) from the new microscopic theory.
Bohr wanted to retain classical objects (measurement devices) as irreducible
elements of the new theory. As I understand it, this, and not any question of
indeterminism, was at the heart of Einstein’s criticism of Copenhagen QM.

2. Who
September 30, 2005

Not on topic and may fairly be erased: thought NEW readers might like to look at
the Freeman Dyson article on Feynman
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/18350
occasioned by the publication of a collection of Feynman’s letters.
Dyson sketches his own ideas of Feynman’s style of thought, approach to
physics, accomplishments, character.
Free download—not restricted to paying subscribers of the NYRB.

3. woit

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v437/n7059/full/437625a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v437/n7059/full/437625a.html
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/18350
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/18350


September 30, 2005

Just added that Dyson article to a new posting containing a list of assorted
interesting links.

4. Maynard Handley
September 30, 2005

Anderson (like Robert Laughlin) seems to following in Chomsky’s footsteps. For
thirty years he has been peddling emergence (like Chomsky’s deep structure),
yet I still have no concrete idea what he is actually talking about. My
understanding is that what he means is something like saying “a computer can
look at the waveform of speech, but it does not *understand* speech, ie there is
something more to speech than just the waveform” to which one can reply
* the theological position: yes there is some sort of magic fairy dust that
animates speech and macro-physics
* the Dawkins position: there is no fairy dust, the waveform is all there is, you
just lack the appropriate way (so far) to extract info from the waveform

Anderson and followers irritate me because they seem to speak in the theological
mode, but when pushed revert back to the Dawkins mode. If you accept Dawkins,
then WTF is the big deal? Yes, we don’t have all the appropriate tools yet, but no-
one, not even Weinberg or any of the other Anderson demons claims that, so
what it their beef. Yes, they want more money for solid state research, I get that,
but this mystical mumbo-jumbo is not the way to get there.

5. Eric Dennis
September 30, 2005

Maynard — I agree with you about the slipperiness of this “emergence” concept
as used by Anderson and Laughlin. The latter’s popular book does a very poor
job at trying to spell out the ideology and his papers aren’t much better.

It’s a shame because the emergent quantum gravity idea (the geometry of space-
time as a mathematical convenience for describing the physical effects of a
condensed matter ether) is intriguing and fully consistent with your “Dawkins”
position.

6. Arun
September 30, 2005

The “appropriate way” to extract information from the speech waveform is the
emergent property.

7. Chris W.
October 1, 2005

To expand on what Arun said, the problem of interpreting (extracting information
from) a speech waveform is very much like interpreting a data stream coming
over a wire. If one knows nothing about network protocols and encoding
methods one will have a hell of a hard time getting beyond a crude physical and



statistical description of the signal. (Ditto for interpreting signaling in the
nervous system.)

What is emergent, in the sense that biological complexity is emergent, is the
scheme for speech generation and processing that our biological and cultural
evolution has worked out over several million years. At the physical level what is
being produced is still just some aperiodic acoustic signal (often supplemented
by hand gestures and facial expressions). We homo sapiens have a grasp of this
scheme the way a batter has grasped a solution to the problem of connecting his
bat with a baseball coming at him at 80+ mph. Objectifying this grasp of the
problem, and implementing it in a computing device, is inherently difficult;
nobody has or will supply us with the relevant technical specs or theoretical
background.

8. Chris W.
October 1, 2005

Reinforcing the first comment (posted by Eric Dennis) John Stachel asserted 15
years ago in his contribution to Conceptual Problems of Quantum Gravity
(Ashtekar and Stachel, editors) that Einstein’s position on the indeterminism of
quantum theory has been widely misunderstood. He said that Einstein objected
to the fact that the theory offers no explanation for the extent of its statistical
description. If the physical world is not (in effect) a deterministic machine, then
why shouldn’t it be so totally chaotic as to utterly defeat any attempts to
rationally investigate it?

Fortunately for us (and for that matter, all living things) such radical chaos does
not reign, but Einstein felt that we still don’t understand this as well as we can
and should; quantum theory is not the last word on the subject.

(By the way, in the last few months Stachel has produced some interesting
papers on foundational questions in quantum gravity.)

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0817634436
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ICM 2006

September 30, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM) takes place every four years and
is the most important international conference in mathematics. The 2006 ICM will
take place next August in Madrid. One thing that happens at each ICM is the
announcement of the winners of the Fields Medal. This has traditionally been
considered the most prestigious award in mathematics, and the closest analog to a
Nobel prize in math, although the recently instituted Abel prize may now compete for
this honor. The Fields medal is awarded to between two and four people at each ICM,
and recipients must be under the age of 40 on Jan. 1 of the year of the ICM. I have no
inside information about who will win this year, but in gossip with mathematicians
two names that tend to come up are those of Grigori Perelman (for his work on the
Poincare conjecture), and Terence Tao.

The other important thing about the ICM is the list of invited talks. The speakers are
carefully chosen and are supposed to be people who have done the most important
work in mathematics during the past four years. Looking over the list of speakers
gives a good idea of who the most prominent names in the business are, as well as
what are the hottest topics. It’s an especially great honor to be chosen as a plenary
speaker, and the names of these have been recently announced. The invited speakers
in the various sections have also been announced, one section covers mathematical
physics.

Comments

1. Zelah
October 1, 2005

I have been reading your blog regard ICM2006.

Now Grigori Perelman is problematic, as I believe he may be 40 next year! This
has come up before! Infact, this problem is quite serious for mathematics as
frankly, essentially all of the TRUELLY great mathematics in the last decade has
been done by the over forties (e.g. Oded Schramm of Brownian Frontier Fame!)
So much for math being a young man’s game!

Now, you have really got my interest with Terence Tao. Now as an amateur
mathematician I am a sort of a math junkie and have been looking at the work of
various mathematicians over various fields
I investigated Terence Tao because of his work on harmonic analysis!

But I must admit he was not on my list of Field Medallists! I am interested in why
Terence Tao work crops up! Please explain!

Here is my list of Field Medallists.

http://www.icm2006.org/
http://www.icm2006.org/
http://www.mathunion.org/General/Prizes/Fields/index.html
http://www.mathunion.org/General/Prizes/Fields/index.html
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http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=77
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=77
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=77
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/
http://www.icm2006.org/scientificprogram/plenarylectures/
http://www.icm2006.org/scientificprogram/plenarylectures/
http://www.icm2006.org/scientificprogram/sectionlectures/
http://www.icm2006.org/scientificprogram/sectionlectures/
http://www.icm2006.org/paginas/?pagina=Mathematical%20Physics
http://www.icm2006.org/paginas/?pagina=Mathematical%20Physics
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1. Warwick Tucker

Warwick Tucker has given a rigorous proof that the Lorenz attractor exists for
the parameter values provided by Lorenz. This was a long standing challenge to
the dynamical system community, and was included by Smale in his list of
problems for the new millennium.

I must add that He is working within a new computational field called interval
analysis which allows one to solve simultaneous ODE RIGOUROUSLY. Now if you
have tried to solve Nonlinear ODE, you will realise this is one of the holy grails of
Applied Mathematics!

2. Elon Lindenstrauss

Already, in joint work with Katok and Einsiedler, he has used some of the ideas in
this work to prove the celebrated conjecture of Littlewood on simultaneous
diophantine approximation for all pairs of real numbers lying outside a set of
Hausdorff dimension zero

What I love about this work is that it continues the pathbreaking work of in my
opinion, the greatest female mathematician of the 2nd half of the 20th Century,
Maria Ratner and her theorem about unipotent flows.

I believe that the work on unipotent flows will be the next revolution in function
theory. In particular, I believe it will lead to solutions to many problems in
Quantum Field Theory eventually! Watch out!

3. Mark Groves

Someone who has no chance in reality, but his work is something I fully
understand!
Winner Richard Von Mises prize in applied mathematics.

What did he achieve?

Solutions to something called the Water Wave problem. But what is important to
me is that they confirm an intuition about Nonlinear Wave I have always held.

Essentially, for a large class of multidimensional nonlinear systems, the
behaviour moves from linear to solitons to chaotic along various semigroups!

This very simple statement actually provides a small piece of a puzzle about
chaos, which has been mysterious for a long time. Basically how does chaos
create order in nature? Well, it appears that certain nonlinear systems generate
semigroups spontaneously, which does not align itself with the natural
semigroup time! This means that chaotic functions can be thought of as acting
like solitons in a highly nonlinear environment.

Unfortunately, I do not have any women for the Field Medal at this time. Do not
get me wrong, there are many female mathematicians doing great work, but
difficult to discern if it is of Field Medal Caliber.



An Amateur Mathematician

2. Zelah
October 1, 2005

I have had a look at the ICM2006 site, and it appears that there is a new prize
called the Gauss Prize.

Sound interesting.

An Amateur Mathematician

3. John Baez
October 1, 2005

An Amateur Mathematician exclaims:

I investigated Terence Tao because of his work on harmonic analysis!

But I must admit he was not on my list of Field Medallists! I am
interested in why Terence Tao work crops up! Please explain!

He and Ben Green showed there are arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions of
prime numbers.

And, he’s won some prizes already for other things, including his work with Allen
Knutson, in which they proved Horn’s conjecture. This says what the eigenvalues
of a matrix A+B can be, given the eigenvalues of two hermitian matrices A and
B. It’s equivalent to a lot of other nice conjectures.

So, he’s cracked some hard problems that are easy to state.

4. a graduate student
October 2, 2005

Just to keep the gossip going, Dennis Gaitsgory (recently tenured at Harvard)
and Manjul Bhargava are two other names that have popped up during tea at my
department.

5. Pindare
October 2, 2005

The only plenary speaker under 40 (if my google checks are ok) is Terrence Tao,
so that’s in the bag IMHO. Besides he’s really a good bet as John said, with lots
of prizes and big invited lectures already (next are his Chern lectures at
Berkeley.)

In fact, he’s got such a wide array of expertise that there’s already only a few
people left who could possibly introduce all his work (Bourgain, Gowers…) so the
Fields commitee can’t really wait much longer anyway… 

As for Perelman, well if his birthdate is indeed the one given on wikipedia, then

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/news/2004-04-12/primeprogressions/
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/news/2004-04-12/primeprogressions/
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/news/2004-04-12/primeprogressions/
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/news/2004-04-12/primeprogressions/
http://www.claymath.org/fas/research_fellows/Tao/
http://www.claymath.org/fas/research_fellows/Tao/
http://dimacs.rutgers.edu/~clouds/node1.html
http://dimacs.rutgers.edu/~clouds/node1.html


he’s definitely *done* his work before being 40…
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grigori_Perelman

Personally I’d expect Artur Avila to win it one day, barely 26 and already quite
impressive…

6. Zelah
October 2, 2005

Hi Everyone!

Thanks for all of the wonderful tips!

Unfortunately from my point of view, it appears that the bias against applied
mathematics will continue. I am hoping that the Gauss Prize will correct this
obvious problem and they will pick someone really wonderful like Kiyosi Ito of Ito
Calculus fame.

I am also hoping that the Abel prize commitee pick a Woman next time as there
are in my opinion women who are deserving. Karen Uhlenbeck or Maria Ratner
would do fine!

An Amateur Mathematician

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grigori_Perelman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grigori_Perelman


Is N=8 Supergravity Finite?

September 30, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Zvi Bern gave a talk yesterday at the KITP in Santa Barbara entitled The S-Matrix
Reloaded: Twistors, Unitarity, Gauge Theories and Gravity. He surveyed recent
progress on computing perturbative amplitudes in QCD and N=4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills, some of which involves using twistor methods. The most striking thing
though were his last few transparencies (here, here, and here). He notes that all
previous studies of divergences in supergravity rely only on power-counting and
supersymmetry, assuming that if these two principles allow a divergence to occur, it
will. Actually doing the full computation to see if the divergences are there is too hard
and no one has done it. Bern notes that in these arguments the extra structure seen
by the recent twistor methods is not taken into account, and when one does this, so
far all complete calculations show that N=8 supergravity has exactly the same degree
of divergence as N=4 Yang-Mills, even though one would naively expect the
supergravity amplitudes to have worse behavior. He ends by suggesting that “Serious
re-examination of the UV properties of multi-loop N=8 supergravity using modern
tools is needed.”

If N=8 supergravity turns out to be renormalizable, this raises an interesting question
about string theory….

Comments

1. Ben Compson
September 30, 2005

I don’t understand — supergravity has been around for at least 25 years. How
can we only now be asking if N=8 supergravity is renormalizable??? What else
have theorists been up to all these years?

2. woit
September 30, 2005

“What else have theorists been up to all these years?”

Hmm, have you heard about this idea called string theory?

More seriously, divergences in N=8 supergravity don’t occur until at least 5
loops. Ever tried to do a 5-loop calculation in N=8 supergravity?

3. Wolfgang
September 30, 2005

Since 3 loops is good enough for superstrings, 5 loops should be more than
sufficient ?

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/strings05/bern/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/strings05/bern/
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4. logopetria
October 1, 2005

Sorry to inject such a basic question, but this is something I’ve never been able
to find out: in these “N=4”, “N=8” etc theories, what does the ‘N’ denote? Is it a
variable that can take on arbitrary integer values? Is it like a coupling constant,
or what?

5. Urs
October 1, 2005

Is it like a coupling constant, or what?

N is the ‘number of supersymmetries’. Very roughly and schematically, this
means there are N different odd-graded quantities that square to the generator
of (time) translation.

6. logopetria
October 1, 2005

Thanks. I’m not sure I understand much, but at least I know what it is that I’m
not understanding! Does “the number of supersymmetries” dictate how many
superpartners each ordinary particle has? That is, does “N=1” say that the
electron is partnered with the “selectron”, while “N=2” say that there are 2
flavors of selectron? Or am I way off target here?

7. Field-Theorist
October 1, 2005

Even if N=8 happen to be finite, it is not clear that we can embed the standard
model in it. Moreover, in contrast to string theory there is no deep reason why it
should be finite. Historically, until the first superstring revolution it was
considered as an interesting theory, but soon after the superstring revolution
people abandoned it.

8. woit
October 1, 2005

logopetria,

Basically, yes. When you have multiple supersymmetries, particles come in
multiplets more complicated than just fermion-boson pairs.

Field theorist,

If Bern is right, N=8 supergravity may be renormalizable because of a
combination of supersymmetry and twistor geometry, which would be arguably a
deeper reason (symmetry) than the reason for the (conjectured) finiteness of the
superstring.

Yes, it’s hard to get the standard model out of N=8 supergravity, which is one
reason people gave up on it. But this may be a much more fruitful starting point



than string theory, where the problem is not that you can’t get the standard
model, but that you can get anything. And working with a well-defined theory
instead of a vague hope that a theory exists might also be a good idea.

The reason people gave up on N=8 supergravity was not just the problems
getting the standard model, but everyone believed it was non-renormalizable. At
this point, about the only argument you can give for string theory is that it is the
only way to combine gravity and quantum mechanics. If that collapses, I suppose
string theorists will keep on arguing for string theory unification, but they won’t
have any legitimate arguments left.

9. Moshe Rozali
October 1, 2005

This is fascinating, I was under the false impression that Bern and company
proved that theory to be non-normalizable, but apparently that was for 11dim
SUGRA. Zvi has a review in living reviews in physics (which presumably gets
updated regularly) on the subject, and conjectures about N=8 SUGRA being
more finite than it should be apparently already appeared before the twistor
connections.
\
In case N=8 turns out to be finite because of some deep relation to twistor
space, that would be absolutely spectacular. Right now it is not clear though (to
me) what could be this deep structure (maybe a string theory? just kidding…).
\
I am wondering though how can one break SUSY and get more or less realistic
spectrum (I was in high school when these things were all the rage). If one has to
add matter and thus break the symmetry, the magic is likely to be gone.

10. woit
October 1, 2005

Hi Moshe,

I was in grad school at the time, so I did learn a bit about this, but I’ve forgotten
most of it and would have to go look this stuff up. From what I remember, unless
you start adding other things in, two big problems are that

1. you get an SO(8) gauge theory, and SO(8) isn’t big enough to include the
standard model gauge groups.

2. the spectrum is vectorlike, not chiral as needed for the standard model.

As for supersymmetry breaking, that’s always been a huge problem for any
supersymmetric theory.

Even if the theory is renormalizable, you’re right it’s not clear this would survive
whatever one did to try and get around the above problems.

11. John Baez
October 1, 2005



Thanks for pointing out this talk by Zvi Bern – it’s really interesting!

For one thing, it shows that you should never trust a physics “folk theorem” until
you see how people convinced themselves of it, and know what the loopholes are.

For another thing, it’s more evidence that there’s a lot left to understand about
perturbative quantum field theory. Connes and Kreimer have been doing cool
work on this subject for a while, and now comes this twistor business. I wish I
understood more about both!

If you read Predrag Cvitanovic’s autobiographical remarks entitled Search
Without a Plan, you’ll see he’s one of the few people who have added up
thousands of Feynman diagrams in QED… and you’ll see he discovered
something interesting!

While field theorists typically guess that the sum of all nth-order diagrams grows
like

n^n (alpha/pi)^n

with the whopping nn term coming from the combinatorial explosion in the
number of diagrams, he found empirically that there were lots of cancellations,
leaving a result more on the order of

n (alpha/pi)^n

If this were actually true, one could sum all Feynman diagrams in QED and get a
finite answer! – contrary to the usual folk wisdom.

12. Moshe Rozali
October 1, 2005

John,

I am confused, I thought we already know by the existence of non-perturbative
effects (in asymptotically free theories) that perturbation theory cannot
converge, regardless of any diagram counting. Maybe there is something special
about QED, or maybe one cannot really check explicitly any statements about
asymptotic values of n…

13. Robert
October 2, 2005

I think the world expert regarding counter terms for gravity theories is Anton
van de Ven. He worked for several years to show that the two loop divergence for
(N=0) gravity is in fact there but was beaten by Goroff and Sagnotti:

QUANTUM GRAVITY AT TWO LOOPS.
By Marc H. Goroff (Caltech), Augusto Sagnotti (UC, Berkeley & LBL, Berkeley),.
CALT-68-1263, UCB-PTH-85/18, LBL-19512, Apr 1985. 13pp.
Published in Phys.Lett.B160:81,1985

http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+kreimer/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+kreimer/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://www.nbi.dk/~predrag/papers/DFS_pris.ps.gz
http://www.nbi.dk/~predrag/papers/DFS_pris.ps.gz
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http://www.nbi.dk/~predrag/papers/DFS_pris.ps.gz


and

TWO LOOP QUANTUM GRAVITY.
By A.E.M. van de Ven (Hamburg U. & SUNY, Stony Brook),. DESY-91-115, ITP-
SB-91-52, Oct 1991. 51pp.
Published in Nucl.Phys.B378:309-366,1992

The first paper is not covariant whereas van de Ven uses covariant methods
(background field gauge, heat kernels etc). The last twenty years, he has worked
on the N=1 version of this, where the divergence is supposed to appear at three
loop level. As an intermediate result, he (and his student Jan Peter Börnsen) did
a three loop YM calculation.

Anton supevised my master thesis (Diplomarbeit) which was about some minor
property of heat kernels in superspace. I should not forget to mention that he
now lives in Utrecht and has a teaching position at some high school type
institution.

14. John Baez
October 3, 2005

Moshe Rozali writes:

I am confused, I thought we already know by the existence of non-
perturbative effects (in asymptotically free theories) that perturbation
theory cannot converge, regardless of any diagram counting. Maybe
there is something special about QED, or maybe one cannot really
check explicitly any statements about asymptotic values of n…

Yes, it’s confusing – as Cvitanovic himself admits, his observation is “heretical”.
His calculations only apply to QED, not asymptotically free theories. But even
here, an old argument by Dyson suggests that the power series in the coupling
constant can’t really converge: if it did, there should be a sensible version of
electrodynamics for particles of small imaginary charge, which would attract
each other… and Dyson argues that this is implausible.

Maybe someday someone will compute the magnetic moment of the electron in
QED up to a really huge order in the fine structure constant, and we’ll see if
Cvitanovic’s observations hold water.

Or, maybe someday people will discover some math that sheds more light on
these issues.

15. Arun
October 3, 2005

Why can’t the QED perturbation series sum to something that has a branch cut
going from zero to negative infinity?

16. Moshe Rozali
October 4, 2005



Arun,

Such function is not analytic at zero, in other words does not have a convergent
power series expansion in small coupling.



Assorted Links

September 30, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Some assorted things I’ve run across recently that may be of interest:

Talks from the annual meeting of the SLAC Users Organization.

A dialogue between Barry Mazur and Peter Pesic about imagination and mathematics.

An Op-Ed piece in today’s New York Times by my colleague Brian Greene called That
Famous Equation and You.

Some sensible comments by John Baez about string theory.

A survey of the state of string field theory by Leonardo Rastelli.

A “description of some important issues in supersymmetry and string
phenomenology” entitled Twenty-five Questions for String Theorists. The authors
think these questions may have answers that will help connect string theory and
phenomenology, although this seems to me unlikely. Serkan Cabi also has some
comments on this paper.

An article about Feynman by Freeman Dyson in the latest New York Review of Books.

A talk about theoretical physics in the Netherlands.

Update: One more, a report by Paul Cook on an interesting talk by Roman Jackiw.

Comments

1. Arun
September 30, 2005

John Baez wrote (from the URL provided)

The saddest the LHC could find is a complete
confirmation of the Standard Model, Higgs particle and all.  Then we’re
back to pondering these puzzles without benefit of extra clues.

Could the absence of extra clues be a clue? The good thing would be that one
doesn’t have to wait for the LHC to start working on that. 

2. Wolfgang
October 1, 2005

I have to assume that in the current environment any deviation from the
standard model observed at the LHC would be (initially) understood as indication
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of supersymmetry.
A good example was the deviations recently observed for g-2 experiments.

3. Alejandro Rivero
October 1, 2005

After two years in the swamp, my position is that we already have extra clues.
Wasting the “single self-advertisment post” rule that Woit gave time ago, here
come three examples from my own:

hep-ph/0405076 (and related preprints) indicates that a “lamb balance” could be
hinting us the points where massive particles are.
hep-ph/0505220 (and Dr. Koide’s work cited there) hints that quarks and leptons
should be, if not composite, supersymmetric to diquarks and mesons.
hep-ph/0507144 hints that the above is related to the properties of the Z0
particle. Note also that the decay of Z0 has properties usually derived from GUT
theories

If LHC comes with confirmation of standard QFT (eben with non-minimal higgs),
I’d hopw theorist to start looking seriously for missing extra clues. Also, at these
times the LEP colaboration files should already be open in the field for everyone
to explore, should them?

4. John Baez
October 1, 2005

Wolfgang writes:

I have to assume that in the current environment any deviation from
the standard model observed at the LHC would be (initially)
understood as indication of supersymmetry.

Yes, I worry about that too, but I believe (and hope) that the experimentalists are
more careful about these things than the superstringers.

I recently participated in a PhD oral exam of a physics student who is building
detectors for the LHC. He spoke about signatures of nonminimal Higgs bosons.
One of the physicists on the committee noted that there are ways to tell the
difference between various kinds of nonminimal Higgs bosons and the specific
sort which appears in the MSSM (the minimal supersymmetric extension of the
Standard Model). So, while superstringers will initially proclaim any hint of a
nonminimal Higgs as evidence for the MSSM and “therefore” as evidence for
string theory, experimentalists are less likely to jump on this bandwagon without
good evidence.

The student also claimed that among the 105 (!) adjustable parameters in the
MSSM, only a couple affect the behavior of the Higgs. So, it may not be quite as
much of a morass as I’d thought. I’m still a bit concerned, though.

You probably know the old saying:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0405076
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With 7 parameters you can fit an elephant.

I had worried that with a 105 adjustable parameters, even the LHC short-
circuiting and exploding could be explained by the MSSM.

People interested in this issue may enjoy reading about a computer program
called Fittino that’s supposed to do a best fit of 24 MSSM parameters based on
LHC data.

5. Aaron Bergman
October 1, 2005

There are not 105 adjustable parameters in the MSSM. There are ~100 (109 is
the number that comes to mind, but whatever) adjustable parameters in the soft
susy breaking lagrangian. One expects many relations amongst them from
however susy ends up being broken.

6. woit
October 2, 2005

But until someone figures out what the susy breaking mechanism is, John is right
that there are at least around 100 adjustable parameters. The idea that SUSY
exists in the real world and that SUSY is broken by some physics that can be
parametrized by a small number of parameters looks more and more like wishful
thinking. People have been trying to do this for more than 25 years, and there
still is no theoretically convincing model for supersymmetry breaking, or even a
shred of experimental evidence.

7. Aaron Bergman
October 2, 2005

I’m curious about “more and more” there? SUSY itself has some trouble with the
Higgs mass, but SUSY breaking looks just as ugly as it always has. I don’t see
any change there.

Regardless, the weak susy breaking lagrangian is a phenomenological
lagrangian. There are plenty of real problems with susy, but the number of
parameters there isn’t one of them.

8. woit
October 2, 2005

By “more and more” I mean that, besides the increasing amounts of fine-tuning
needed, as people have learned more and more about supersymmetry breaking
it’s become more and more clear what a gory business it is. 25 years ago one
could have thought that this was just because there hadn’t been enough work on
the subject, so people hadn’t had time to discover a simple way to break
supersymmetry that would lead to some predictions. As time goes on, it get more
and more clear such a thing probably doesn’t exist.

9. John Baez

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0412012
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0412012


October 2, 2005

Aaron Bergman writes:

There are not 105 adjustable parameters in the MSSM. There are ~100
(109 is the number that comes to mind, but whatever) adjustable
parameters in the soft susy breaking lagrangian. One expects many
relations amongst them from however susy ends up being broken.

Maybe so (or maybe not). But, I was talking about experimentalists with the the
practical chore of looking for hints of supersymmetry in the LHC data. Unless
someone figures out some relations before data analysis begins (optimistically
around 2008), these folks have about 100 adjustable parameters to fiddle with.
And they’re busy trying to figure out how.

I’m no expert on this stuff. I got the figure of “105” from various including the
“Fittino” program I mentioned – check ’em out! This figure apparently excludes
the roughly two dozen parameters already built into the Standard Model.

10. Alejandro Rivero
October 3, 2005

One of my interests last year has been to try a measure of information content
beyond “free parameters”. Of course I haven’t got any succes. The only
reasearch I am aware of comes from a bayesian statistics, I.J.Good. The point is
that the act of selecting a theory, or a method of symmetry breaking, or a special
set of islands, can also be considered as information you input in, and it should
be counter between the parameters if there are in the town other theories (or
symmetry breaking patterns, or sets of islans) equally sound.

11. Arun
October 3, 2005

Hmmm:
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0412012

It is impossible to determine all 105 possible parameters of L_MSSM
simultaneously. Therefore, assumptions on the structure of L_MSSM
are made. All complex phases are set to 0, no mixing between
generations is assumed and the mixing within the first two generations
is set to 0. Thus the number of free parameters is reduced to 24
(MSSM-24).

24 doesn’t seem so bad.

http://www.google.com/search?q=105+mssm+parameters&sourceid=mozilla-search&start=0&start=0&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-a&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official
http://www.google.com/search?q=105+mssm+parameters&sourceid=mozilla-search&start=0&start=0&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-a&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0412012
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0412012


Mucking About in the Swampland

October 1, 2005
Categories: Swampland

A little while ago I wrote about the recent Vafa paper on The String Landscape and
the Swampland, as well as about postings on the subject by Lubos Motl and Jacques
Distler. Lubos’s contribution to the subject was introducing the new terminology of
“s**tland” and “f**kland”. Jacques’s was to claim that you can’t get anything you want
out of string theory, his main example being the supposed impossibility of getting one
or two-generation models. This didn’t sound right to me, but I’m no expert on the
subject. Well, it turns out Jacques had no idea what he was talking about, which
Volker Braun pointed out to him in a comment.

Given the high quality of the comments by Lubos and Jacques, I was surprised to see
that if you look at the trackback page for the Vafa paper, you’ll note that trackbacks to
their postings are there, but not to mine, which evidently has been censored. Not all
my trackbacks have been censored, but it appears that, as far as papers about the
Landscape and the Swampland are concerned, the arXiv policy is that trackbacks to
postings about the subject that are ignorant or scatological will be allowed, but not
ones critical of the whole idea.

Update: I’ve heard from someone associated with the arXiv that it’s not their
intention to allow trackbacks to my postings to be censored and that part of the
problem has been both difficulties they’ve been having with new software and with
deciding how to handle moderation of trackbacks. A trackback to my posting on the
Vafa paper is now there. Jacques Distler has updated his posting to include an
explanation of Volker Braun’s proposed construction of a one-generation model.

Comments

1. Bryan
October 1, 2005

‘ … arXiv policy is that trackbacks to postings about the subject that are ignorant
or scatological will be allowed, but not ones critical of the whole idea. ‘

Those guys have a right to find a way of having some fun. Be kind to them and
they might love you more.

2. anon
October 1, 2005

Guess who the moderators for string theory at arxiv are:
physics.HT High-Energy — Field Theory and String Theory (Jacques Distler, Paul
Fendley).
I hope arxiv’s policy is to remove unethical moderators

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=265
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=265
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=265
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=265
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/09/swampland.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/09/swampland.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html#c002867
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html#c002867
http://www.arxiv.org/tb-display/hep-th/0509212
http://www.arxiv.org/tb-display/hep-th/0509212
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=248
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=248
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html


3. Wolfgang
October 1, 2005

I guess this was just one (among many) comjectures …

4. Not a Nobel Laureate
October 1, 2005

Two female gorillas have been photographed using sticks to get through swampy
areas . . .

http://images.ctv.ca/archives/CTVNews/img2/20050930
/160_ap_gorilla_tool_050930.jpg

http://www.ctv.ca/servlet/ArticleNews/story/CTVNews/20050930
/gorillas_tools050930/20050930?hub=CTVNewsAt11

Can’t wait for the first “Stick Theory – How to Navigate the Swampland” pre-
prints

5. Not a Nobel Laureate
October 1, 2005

Looks like Vafa has some serious competators . . .

6. D R Lunsford
October 1, 2005

Astounding.

-drl

7. Luboš Motl
October 1, 2005

Dear Peter,

as some readers have pointed out, I am not the first one who wrote about
Scotland and the Falkland Islands.

It would be interesting if you constructed a one-generation or two-generation
model. I don’t claim that no one will be able to do it, but I am pretty sure that
*you* won’t be able to do it. 

Incidentally, Cumrun is saying so incredibly nice things about you. Too bad that
you can’t reply in a similar fashion. And Cumrun deserves it so much!

All the best
Lubos

8. woit
October 1, 2005

http://images.ctv.ca/archives/CTVNews/img2/20050930/160_ap_gorilla_tool_050930.jpg
http://images.ctv.ca/archives/CTVNews/img2/20050930/160_ap_gorilla_tool_050930.jpg
http://images.ctv.ca/archives/CTVNews/img2/20050930/160_ap_gorilla_tool_050930.jpg
http://images.ctv.ca/archives/CTVNews/img2/20050930/160_ap_gorilla_tool_050930.jpg
http://www.ctv.ca/servlet/ArticleNews/story/CTVNews/20050930/gorillas_tools050930/20050930?hub=CTVNewsAt11
http://www.ctv.ca/servlet/ArticleNews/story/CTVNews/20050930/gorillas_tools050930/20050930?hub=CTVNewsAt11
http://www.ctv.ca/servlet/ArticleNews/story/CTVNews/20050930/gorillas_tools050930/20050930?hub=CTVNewsAt11
http://www.ctv.ca/servlet/ArticleNews/story/CTVNews/20050930/gorillas_tools050930/20050930?hub=CTVNewsAt11


Hi Lubos,

Sorry for misinterpreting your island terminology….

I’ve had the highest respect for Cumrun’s intellect since we were both graduate
students, and also for his many achievements since then. It’s precisely because
he is such a talented physicist and mathematical physicist that I find this
swampland business upsetting. Seeing fools doing this kind of thing wouldn’t be
surprising or worth much comment, but seeing the best people in the field do it
is shocking and depressing.

I think physics has suffered immensely during the last few years as people like
Cumrun, the best theorists in the world, have devoted their impressive talents
and energies to trying to somehow make a failed idea work, instead of giving up
on it and trying to come up with something new. I’m not happy to be spending
my time criticizing what Cumrun and others are doing, but very much wish
things were otherwise.

So, I think you’re right I should try and balance my criticisms and say some of
the nice things about people that I think. The above applies not just to Cumrun,
but somewhat to you too Lubos (although renormalized a bit…)

Peter

9. Luboš Motl
October 1, 2005

Dear Peter,

thanks for having said nice things about Cumrun. It was the easier part of the
goal of my comment, of course.

If you think that this kind of research – and probably not just this one – is not
useful, you may imagine that such a criticism will only feel material – as opposed
to hot air – once you offer some new vision that may have a chance to be more
useful.

Sorry to say, but to worship the divine power of the Dirac operator for 24 hours a
day is not yet the right solution.

All the best
Luboš

10. D R Lunsford
October 1, 2005

Lubos, I love the way you tell everyone what they can and can’t do, when we
don’t have one original line from you yet. One of these days you’ll have to stop
living off your boyish charm and have an idea.

-drl



11. Quantum_Ranger
October 2, 2005

After reading the Vafa paper, one can only conclude that the Swampland is
actually more like Quicksand! and the island made out of Quicksand rather than
any stable material.

Any theorist venturing forth had better make sure they have all the equipment
needed to survive?

Clampons for attaching some pretty heavy/lightweight Strings, a self-preserving
life jacket, patented of course, and made from “bubble-wrap” as opposed to B-O-
N.

Oh yes, and no theorist should venture forth unless they have the latest up to the
minute pair of “Anti-Anthropic Gravity boots”, to get out of the quicksand, they
are going to have to do a lot of Anthropic Walking..which is really a transform of
‘Talking’ , as opposed to any physical reality act of actually “walking”.

Talk is cheap, it seems that many stringtheorists are having “closing-down-sale”s
!

12. Thomas Larsson
October 2, 2005

One claim in physics/0102051, namely that string theory has been spectacularly
successful on public relations, does not seem to be true anymore. The anthropic
landscape, the swampland and Lubos Motl can hardly be viewed as very
successful inventions from a PR point of view.

Words matter. When Vafa and Motl use words like swampland, s**tland and
f**kland, they are, consciously or not, sending a message both to budding young
theorists and to future grant committees.

13. woit
October 2, 2005

Hi Thomas,

Yes, I think over the last year or two string theory is finally starting to have
problems on the public relations front.

There are two things that strike me as bizarre about the Vafa paper. One is the
whole idea and that he is encouraging others to work on it. But the second is the
name he chose. If one wanted to promote a piece of one’s own work and get
others to take it seriously, why choose the “swampland” terminology? This whole
subject just gets more and more weird all the time.

14. Haelfix
October 2, 2005

Peter, I don’t see anything wrong perse with what Cumrun is doing. He’s looking



for defacto features of the landscape that are theoretically universal and hence
presumably falsifiable at some point down the road. He is no advocate for
anthropic principles etc

This seems to me to be the *right* direction to take, rather than studying
statistics on what generic feature is more *likely*.

I am also of the mind that you can’t just get anything in the world out of the
landscape, in fact im not even convinced the ‘real world’ is sitting in there either,
at least with the current toy models. No one has shown that, or picked out a
minimal standard model. All generic models tend to have exotics or as yet to be
seen experimental phenomenological points, about the only thing people can do
is push those to arbitrarily high energies in a somewhat adhoc manner.

15. woit
October 2, 2005

Haelfix,

I suppose one can argue that the swampland stuff is better than the anthropic
nonsense, but that’s not saying much. I’m still not seeing any plausible hope of
making string theory falsiiable by the kind of thing Vafa is doing. The kind of
constraints he’s looking at are so far from the standard model that I don’t see
any relevance to the real world. If he has an idea about how to show that string
theory can’t ever reproduce the standard model, I’d of course think that was well
worth pursuing.

The other thing that strikes me about all this is that Vafa and people who think
this is a great idea like Distler are specialists in the more formal aspects of string
theory. They don’t have much experience with the wide range of constructions
that “string phenomenologists” have come up with. My suspicion is that as they
try and come up with conjectured “universal” consequences of string theory,
they’ll just find that these are all violated by some sufficiently clever and complex
string theory construction. This has already happened to Distler. People seem to
have an endless optimism that the current string theory framework has some
rigidity to it, despite ever increasing evidence to the contrary.

16. J.F. Moore
October 2, 2005

It is a standard strategy to use a perjorative on oneself, to take ownership of that
term and devalue it for the opposition.

It does seem strange that they would not be concerned about appearances of
being closed to thoughtful criticism, at the least.

17. Tony Smith
October 2, 2005

Haelfix said “… you can’t just get anything in the world out of the landscape, in
fact im not even convinced the ‘real world’ is sitting in there either, at least with



the current toy models. No one has shown that, or picked out a minimal standard
model. …”.

There does exist a string theory model that has the minimal standard model.
It can be found on the CERN preprint server at CERN-CDS number
EXT-2004-031.

Peter says “… Vafa and people … like Distler are specialists in the more formal
aspects of string theory. They don’t have much experience with the wide range of
constructions that “string phenomenologists?? have come up with. My suspicion
is that as they try and come up with conjectured “universal?? consequences of
string theory, they’ll just find that these are all violated by some sufficiently
clever and complex string theory construction. …”.

The model at CERN-CDS number EXT-2004-031 is probably complicated enough
that it fits Peter’s description of something beyond what sting formalists such as
Vafa are considering.
That model was constructed based on usenet discussions in 2004 on
sci.physics.research and sci.physics.strings, beginning with an spr thread
“photons from strings?” started by John Baez. Participants in the subsequent
discussions included Lubos Motl, Urs Schreiber, Aaron Bergman, and others.
To build the model, I started with a suggestion by Urs Schreiber to consider a
25-brane in 26-dim bosonic string theory as giving the U(1) photon gauge group,
and I proceeded by modifying it by several steps until it gave the standard
model.

As to evaluation of that model by string formalists, Lubos Motl attacked it by
saying “It is not true” that String theory is fundamentally 26-dimensional
because, according to Lubos: “String theory” is a shorthand for “superstring
theory” which is at most 10-dimensional – and its extension “M-theory” is 11-
dimensional. …”.

On the other hand, another contributor to the discussion said “A Matrix theory
such as Tony Smith’s would then be a nice formulation of (bosonic) M-theory (as
Susskind refers to the 27-dimensional theory), from where we work down
dimensionally … to recover fermions. …”.

Why do the Vafa-type string formalists fail to consider in detail the relevant
string phenomenology work?

What would be so bad about a non-super string model being successful?

———-

Unfortunately, while composing the above message, I discovered some disturbing
facts.
Both of the preceding remarks, as well as the bulk of the discussion about the
model that is now at CERN-CDS number EXT-2004-031, occurred in May 2004 on
a sci.physics.strings thread entitled “Re: Speculation: E6 and 26-dim. string
theory”,
and all but 2 messages in that thread seem to have been removed from



sci.physics.strings (there had been at least 6 messages in the thread),
as have
all but 1 message in a related thread “Re: Calculation of Standard Model
parameters” (there had been at least 12 messages in the thread).

I am particularly unhappy with the fact that of the 2 messages remaining in the
thread “Re: Speculation: E6 and 26-dim. string theory”, one (dated 18 July 2004)
is from Lubos Motl (an sps moderator) who says in part: “… This is my favorite
speculation. I want to start with a theory in 26 dimensions that already has a E8
gauge group … A superstring spacetime would be a sort of codimension-16 brane
in the bosonic string theory. …”.
It seems to me that Lubos is trying to use the structure that I described with
respect to my E6 model for his E8 model, but the messages describing my work
have been removed from the relevant sps threads.
Further,
the removals got rid of the sps record of Lubos’s rather embarrassing statement
that 26-dim bosonic string theory is not a part of string theory.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

18. D R Lunsford
October 2, 2005

Tony – there are many mirrors of spr posts I think. Find and demonstrate the
revisionist disappearence here.

-drl

19. Quantum_Ranger
October 3, 2005

There appears to be an increase in the scientific community, of war-
cries..rallying-of-troops, and a general dissagrements spilling out into Academic
Castles such as Stanford-v-Rest of the World?

In a recent documentary about Susskind v Hawking:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/tvradio/programmes/horizon
/hawking_prog_summary.shtml

the programme shed some light on Susskind’s affiliation with a “used car
salesman” :Werner Erhard.

A little skeptic has written page here: http://skepdic.com/est.html

It is quite amazing that the straglehold of the String Community is precariously
teetering upon a total system breakdown, instigated by the proponants
themselves? from the BBC documentary above, Susskind spoke of the first early
days of “self-hypnosis” seminars he and other “later-to-be stringtheorists”,
attended.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/tvradio/programmes/horizon/hawking_prog_summary.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/tvradio/programmes/horizon/hawking_prog_summary.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/tvradio/programmes/horizon/hawking_prog_summary.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/tvradio/programmes/horizon/hawking_prog_summary.shtml
http://skepdic.com/est.html
http://skepdic.com/est.html


To quote from Susskind himself talking about the early days before
stringtheory:They would put people in a room, keep them there for 16 hrs, not
let them go to the bathroom, harrang them harrass, them and as a consequence
of this they would emerge completely different people!

A lot of Academic pressure has built up from Stringtheorists, who are insistant
upon arguing with “Counter-Information” Anthropic reasonings?

A ventriloquist can only throw his voice so far, thats why there are strings
attached to “dummies”, and not to the audience of listners.

At Stanford, there are a lot of “Twangs-n-Bangs” being heard as the strings
finally snap, and the dummies fall by the way-side?

20. Bryan
October 3, 2005

In the current issue of New Scientist, Susskind is quoted (on the issue of the
reality of the Casimir force) as suggesting he wants to outlaw all use of the word
‘real’ by physicists.

21. D R Lunsford
October 3, 2005

There is just no shame any more. Shame is the critical missing ingredient in our
corrupt civilization.

Susskind is a blithering moron, who does physics the EST way. Hey! Don’t knock
if you haven’t tried it!

-drl

22. JE
October 3, 2005

DRL – is that a whine? Just put it out there.

23. Who
October 3, 2005

Peter wrote–
Given the high quality of the comments by Lubos and Jacques, I was surprised to
see that if you look at the trackback page for the Vafa paper, you’ll note that
trackbacks to their postings are there, but not to mine, which evidently has been
censored.

On the question of arXiv trackback censorship favoring one side of a
controversial issue, please have a look at this:

http://www.arxiv.org/tb-display/hep-th/0507235

Concerning Lee Smolin’s “The Case for Background Independence”, the only two

http://www.arxiv.org/tb-display/hep-th/0507235
http://www.arxiv.org/tb-display/hep-th/0507235


trackbacks are to Distler and Motl blogs. It seems to me that there was
discussion elsewhere, to which Smolin may have contributed.

Perhaps more to the point, look at this:
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501114
http://www.arxiv.org/tb-display/hep-th/0501114

There was discussion of the Nicolai et al paper “Loop quantum gravity: an
outside view” here at N.E.W., to which Smolin contributed a letter replying to
Nicolai. A trackback could be valuable and shed additional light. But the only
trackback link at the Nicolai abstract is to Distler’s own blog.

24. D R Lunsford
October 3, 2005

JE, what, me whine? Fulminatio ergo sum!

This retinue of loser-exquisites gets on my last engram – sorry.

-drl

25. Who
October 3, 2005

DRL and JE, about whining and fulmination. do you consider my concern over
possibly biased screening of trackbacks on the arxiv to be exaggerated or
misplaced? Trackbacks are new (at least to me) and I don’t know if they matter
much.

Nicolai’s paper was the first of two topics in Peter’s blog #145, in January.
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=145
There was a letter from Smolin replying to some points in Nicolai’s paper. I don’t
know if Peter would want to put in a trackback to that. My question is this: if he
sent one in would it be erased by the censor?

The only trackback now is to an entry in Distler’s blog which doesnt seem to say
much of anything—it is some 5 lines long and essentially just says “LQG is no
good and I approve of this criticism of it.”
By contrast, Smolin’s letter replies to specific points in the paper and goes into
considerable detail.

26. Wolfgang
October 3, 2005

Dear Dr. Who,

it seems to me that Lee Smolin and friends need to get their own blogs and into
this trackback business.

27. D R Lunsford
October 3, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501114
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501114
http://www.arxiv.org/tb-display/hep-th/0501114
http://www.arxiv.org/tb-display/hep-th/0501114
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http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=145


Who, I don’t think either Peter or Tony would chase chimeras. And remember,
just because I’m paranoid doesn’t mean I’m wrong!

-drl

28. Who
October 3, 2005

Dear Wolfgang,
you write:
it seems to me that Lee Smolin and friends need to get their own blogs and into
this trackback business.

How would that address or remedy, or address the issue of, biased censorship of
the arxiv.org trackbacks?

Or would it?

29. Wolfgang
October 3, 2005

> How would that address or remedy, or address the issue of, biased censorship
of the arxiv.org trackbacks?

If there really is censorship it would become obvious. You need more than 1 or 2
incidents, which could be just mistakes.

30. Who
October 3, 2005

>If there really is censorship it would become obvious. You need more than 1 or
2 incidents, which could be just mistakes.

I see what you mean. thanks for clarifying Wolfgang.

DRL you say:
>I don’t think either Peter or Tony would chase chimeras. And remember, just
because I’m paranoid doesn’t mean I’m wrong!

I dont think they would chase chimeras either. If Peter chases something it is
probably a rat and not a chimera. thanks for your reply, and I will try always to
remember that.

31. Volker Braun
October 4, 2005

I do not agree with what you make out of my comment. When I am not
sugarcoating my questions then this does not mean any disrespect. I know
Jaques Distler since i took his string theory class many years ago, and I know
that you can ask him scientific questions and expect an honest answer.

Now we made serious progress this year to find compactifications with three



generations, and no anti-generations. It is still true that nobody succeeded there
in the previous decades. Moreover, we never published that we might also be
able to find one and two generation models, so it is hardly fair to blame Jaques
for not knowing about them.

If anything, this shows that there is progress string theory every year. Even
though you probably will not agree 

32. woit
October 4, 2005

Hi Volker,

I’m certainly no expert on this kind of question and didn’t realize you were
referring to unpublished work.

Still, I’m in no particular mood to apologize for pointing out the fact that
Jacques’s posting on this subject was misinformed, for several reasons:

1. While he may respond to certain scientific questions honestly, his behavior
towards me in the past has repeatedly been disgraceful and dishonest. He has on
several occasions taken things I have written, changing them around and then
using these fraudulent constructions to attack me as professionally incompetent.
When presented with evidence that this is what he has done, he has not once
apologized for his behavior. While he may be a technically competent physicist,
he’s a complete ideologue when it comes to string theory, to the extent of being
willing to repeatedly engage in nasty and dishonest behavior.

2. I’m not sure why trackbacks to my postings related to string theory are not
appearing at the arXiv. The system is completely untransparent and the person I
tried to contact there hasn’t responded to my e-mail. As far as I can tell though,
it seems likely that Jacques is the one responsible for moderating these
trackbacks. If so, it is rather rich that he is censoring links to my accurate but
critical postings, while allowing them to his own inaccurate posting.

3. I think this story gives strong evidence for part of my own reaction to the Vafa
paper, which was that claims that “one can’t get low energy effective field
theories with property X out of string theory” are likely to just indicate that
either the person saying this isn’t very well informed, or no one has tried all that
hard to do this.

That every year there is new progress towards showing that string theory is
inherently vacuous and one can get anything one wants out of it is something on
which I guess we can agree…

Best wishes,

Peter

33. alex
October 7, 2005



Your trackback seems to have appeared.



Pauli and Not Even Wrong

October 1, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

When I first started thinking about using “Not Even Wrong” as the title of a book, I
did some research to try and find out where the supposed Pauli quote came from. No
one seemed to have any information about this, other than the attribution to Pauli,
and various different stories existed about the context in which he had used the
phrase. I started to worry that these stories, like many of the best ones about Pauli,
might be apocryphal, so I contacted a few physicists who had some connection to
Pauli to ask them about this. Prof. Karl von Meyenn, the editor of Pauli’s
correspondence, wrote back to tell me that the phrase doesn’t occur in his
correspondence. He pointed me to a biographical notice about Pauli written soon
after his death by Rudolf Peierls as the best source for the story of Pauli using the
phrase.

Peierls writes

No account of Pauli and his attitude to people would be complete without mention of
his critical remarks, for which he was known and sometimes feared throughout the
world of physics…

No doubt many of the stories of this kind circulated about him are apocryphal, but the
examples below come from reliable sources or from conversations at which the writer
was present…

Quite recently, a friend showed him the paper of a young physicist which he
suspected was not of great value but on which he wanted Pauli’s views. Pauli
remarked sadly ‘It is not even wrong.’

The Peierls article is in

Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society, Vol. 5 (Feb. 1960), 174-192.

It is on-line via JSTOR.

Just recently, Oliver Burkeman wrote a short piece for The Guardian about the Pauli
phrase and its recent uses. I talked to him on the phone about this and his article
contains some accurate quotes from me, together with a link to this weblog.

Comments

1. Luboš Motl
October 1, 2005

That’s interesting. Exactly a few hours before you, I was writing roughly 30 new
requested Wiki articles about physics, and one of them was

http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0080-4606%28196002%295%3C174%3AWEP1%3E2.0.CO%3B2-L
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0080-4606%28196002%295%3C174%3AWEP1%3E2.0.CO%3B2-L
http://www.guardian.co.uk/g2/story/0,3604,1573072,00.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/g2/story/0,3604,1573072,00.html


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Not_Even_Wrong
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Contributions/Lumidek

where I had to solve the questions about Pauli’s quote, too.

2. The Anti-Lubos
October 2, 2005

Exactly a few?

Spoken like a true string theorist!

3. John Gonsowski
October 2, 2005

Apparently Pauli is still into Jung’s synchronicity.
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Nobel Prize Announced

October 4, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Well, it looks like I was right to not try and guess this year’s Nobel Prize, since it has
been awarded for work in an area of physics I know nothing about. None of the
commenters here managed to guess correctly either. The prize goes to Glauber, Hall
and Hänsch for work in the field of optics.

Roy Glauber is 80 years old now, and taught the first quantum field theory course I
ever took. At the time I was an undergraduate at Harvard and the course was way
over my head. All I remember from it now is that it involved a lot of writing down and
manipulating long formulas involving mode expansions and annihilation and creation
operators. I did end up with some facility in doing this, but didn’t much understand
what it all meant. Buried somewhere in my office should be notes for that course,
perhaps I’ll try and dig them up and take a look at them, since I suspect I can
probably now appreciate much better what Glauber was trying to teach than I could
way back then.

Congratulations to Glauber, Hall and Hänsch!

Update: Hongbao Zhang didn’t guess the prize winner’s names, but he did correctly
guess that it would go to physicists in the field of quantum optics. Congratulations!

Comments

1. MathPhys
October 4, 2005

I thought I knew about the physics Nobel prize before the news is posted on “Not
Even Wrong”, but I was wrong!

Thank you, Peter, for a very informative, and up-to-the-minute blog. I regularly
find information here that I would otherwise almost surely miss.

2. D R Lunsford
October 4, 2005

I remember reading some interesting papers by him regarding some issue in the
Dirac theory, long ago..

-drl

3. hongbaozhang
October 4, 2005

I guess right!:)
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4. Zelah
October 4, 2005

Hi Hongbaozhang,

Please provide evidence for your assertion!

An amateur mathematician

5. Aswin
October 4, 2005

Was Mandel unfortunate to miss out ??

6. Zelah
October 4, 2005

Hi everyone,

Although I am disappointed that Astrophysics and in paticular Dark Matter did
not win, I have been educated about a little known field called Quantum Optics.

Personally, I am now trying to see how QOptics have effected the other fields of
physics!

Congratulations

Glauber Hall and Hansch.

7. Eric Baum
October 4, 2005

Hi Peter,
I took Glauber’s course, with similar comments to you. (Maybe the year before?
Or were we in the same course?) But aside from the annihilation and creation op
calcs that went on for months which I was struggling to follow, what I remember
clearest was Ginsparg’s reaction. He was a year or two older, and may well have
completely understood the stuff (he definitely aced the tests) and rather
pointedly read the newspaper in class every day by way of hinting to the old prof
that he should move on to something more current ;^)

8. woit
October 4, 2005

Hi Eric,

Probably the same course. You were a year ahead of me, but I was taking this
course at a point I was ridiculously unprepared for it. That’s what happens when
you have an undergraduate advisor who will sign anything you put in front of
him.

I also remember Ginsparg and his newspaper. But I was never sure whether or

http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-8/p62.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-8/p62.html


not he did that in all his classes.

9. Eric Baum
October 4, 2005

I was helaciously unprepared for it too. I think I must have been a soph, because
I know Ginsparg was a year ahead of me, and we took Glashow’s group reps
together the next year (which I also was not sufficiently prepared for and
struggled in.) You couldn’t have taken Glauber as a frosh, could you?

10. woit
October 4, 2005

No, I was a sophomore, I think you must have been a junior. It was the academic
year 1976-77.

I just found my old notes together with problem sets, exams, etc. The things
Glauber did in the course that weren’t part of a normal course these days
included some many-body physics, as well as more about the physics of
electromagnetic fields, coherent states, resonances, etc. No path integrals, all
done by canonical quantization of oscillators.

Looking at my problems sets and exams, I’m surprised to see that I didn’t do that
badly, considering how little I knew at the time.

11. D R Lunsford
October 4, 2005

Peter – funny 

I had an odd thought just now – I think equations have literally “lost their value”.
That is, when people write the kind of things you see on the archive, things that
are neither coherent nor interesting, and get away with it, and get promoted
because if it, there has to be a deep reason. I think it started with the
“coordinate-free” mania of some years ago – equations in a sense “lost their
value” and one had (as in chess) both to keep in mind the trail leading from the
symbol to the world, as well as the possible uses of that symbol, which, having
been disconnected from numbers, is at a loss to express itself clearly. This is
really why physics is (supposed to be) different from math, that is, the equations
are supposed to imply a value of some sort – really “an evaluation”, while the
equations in most of these papers are really just short-hand expressions for a
hand-waving argument of arbitrary dubiousness – one doesn’t write equations
and explain them, one explains one’s viewpoint and then draws equations to
embody it. (This also explains why these people are so loud – they’re working!)
The equations have no more connection, the one to the other, than does the
torrent of verbiage that attempts to express the unreal – in real physics, one
tends to be quiet and push on from point to point (see Einstein and Dirac).

That is why I think string theory is dead, and Nobel Prizes keep going to those
people with evaluations in their papers.



12. MathPhys
October 4, 2005

Ginsparg was a postdoc at the time. He was many years older than any of you.
He was a PhD student of Wilson at Cornell.

13. woit
October 4, 2005

Just checked Ginsparg’s web-site. He got his undergraduate degree from
Harvard in 1977, so Eric is right and he was one year ahead of him (Eric
graduated in 78, I was in 79). Ginsparg then went off to graduate school at
Cornell, came back to Harvard as Junior Fellow, later faculty member 1981-90.

14. ksh95
October 4, 2005

Peter Woit Said:
Looking at my problems sets and exams, I’m surprised to see that I didn’t do that
badly, considering how little I knew at the time

That always scared the hell out of me. Classes I was unprepared for, where I
knew I didn’t understand the material on a deep level…but somehow managed to
get an A.

I guess that says something about a physicist’s (at least this one’s) abilty to mass
produce problem solutions, regardless of deep understanding.

15. Luboš Motl
October 4, 2005

“..Nobel Prize, since it has been awarded for work in an area of physics I know
nothing about…”

Wow, cool – it seemed finally like a Nobel prize for string theory. 

16. woit
October 4, 2005

Hi Lubos,

Any predictions about something you might really know about, the IgNobels to
be awarded Thursday evening at Sanders theater?

I’m predicting that string theory will be awarded an IgNobel before it gets a
Nobel.

17. JC
October 4, 2005

Peter,



Who was your undergraduate advisor, who was willing to “sign anything put in
front of him”?

18. woit
October 4, 2005

Hi JC,

My undergraduate advisor was Glashow, and he was the one who happily told me
this was his policy.

19. JC
October 4, 2005

Peter,

I remember when I was an undergrad, my advisor was a bit of a “hard ass”
where he wouldn’t let anybody take courses for credit for which they did not
have the prerequisites. Though I ended up sitting in on some graduate quantum
field theory course (ie. not taking it for credit). I studied some basic field theory
stuff on my own previously, so I wasn’t completely unprepared. Though in the
end I got lost after awhile. (It was a course which covered canonical quantization
of scalar, fermion, and Maxwell fields, along with basic tree level computations.
The next term covered Yang-Mills and renormalization stuff, but I didn’t even
bother sitting in on it after my experience of getting lost half way through the
first term). Then again at the time, the courses I was actually taking for credit
took priority over the field theory course. I suppose if I didn’t go to as many
parties in those days, I could have worked harder at understanding the field
theory stuff. At the time it was easy to let things “slide”, when one wasn’t taking
it officially for credits.

Besides quantum field theory, what other “advanced” courses did you take in
undergrad?

20. woit
October 5, 2005

Actually I arrived at college with “sophomore standing” since I had passed a lot
of advanced placement tests. I ended up staying four years and getting both a
B.A. and an M.A. Beside’s Glauber’s field theory class, some of the other
graduate classes I remember were a course on gauge theory from Weinberg, on
the standard model from Alvaro de Rujula, and on particle physics from Carlo
Rubbia. I also sat in on Coleman’s field theory course one year and courses on
groups and representations from Howard Georgi and on constructive field theory
from Arthur Jaffe. All of these were great experiences and I learned an incredible
amount. The standard model was very new in those days and there was a lot of
excitement around Harvard as new confirmations of the model kept coming in.

21. Chris Oakley
October 5, 2005



Peter,

Your advisors/lecturers seem to be a “who’s who” of particle physics. It is a pity
you missed out on being taught by Feynman and Gell Mann. Or did you?

22. Nigel
October 5, 2005

He certainly has Feynman’s views about ST. 

23. Nigel
October 5, 2005

My information for Feynman being critical of strings is the book Davies & Brown,
‘Superstrings’ 1988. I haven’t read it since 1988 so cannot quote it, but seeing
that Feynman died soon after, I thought it accurately reflected his view that ST is
not even wrong.

However, searching the internet for Feynman and ST brings up claims that Gell-
Man indoctrinated Feynman with it. However, I distinctly remember the
interview of Feynman in ‘Superstrings’ where he point out it is useless.

24. Tony Smith
October 5, 2005

NIgel said: “… My information for Feynman being critical of strings is the book
Davies & Brown, ‘Superstrings’ 1988. I haven’t read it since 1988 so cannot
quote it …”.

Here are some excerpts from Feynman’s statements in that book, at pages
194-195:
“… I do feel strongly that this is nonsense! … I think all this superstring stuff is
crazy and is in the wrong direction. … I don’t like it that they’re not calculating
anything. … why are the masses of the various particles such as quarks what
they are? All these numbers … have no explanations in these string theories –
absolutely none! … “.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

25. Nigel
October 5, 2005

Thank you very much, Tony! I thought so…

26. Hongbao Zhang
October 5, 2005

Thanks Woit for your congratulations.:)
Here are my naive reasons:
On one hand, as is well know, Einstein published his famous papers on photon
and special relativity in 1905. When we treat the quantum optics, we must put it

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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in the framework of special relativity, unlike the eletron, we have a FW
approximation, which is essentially taken seriously in condensed matter physics.
I think this year’s Nobel Prize should give quantum optics in memory of our
great Einstein. Cerntainly, it is the best way!(Einstein’s own Nobel prize seemed
to be late for his contribibutions to the fundamental phsics)
On the other hand, quantum optics deserves this Nobel prize in its own right.
quantum optics not only plays a special role in demonstrating the striking
properties of quantum mechanics, but also initiatiates many new technologies
and possess wind applications.

27. goeppert
October 5, 2005

I think string theory was still in its earliest state of inception, which makes
feynman’s conclusion about ST rather premature . It should be taken with a
grain of salt.

28. woit
October 5, 2005

In the mid-80s when Feynman was criticizing string theory it still seemed
possible that the theory had only a small number of vacuum states, one of which
would give the standard model. Even so, Feynman was skeptical that this would
work, and I think the idea that the Landscape and other evidence of string
theory’s failure over the last twenty years would change his mind and make him
favor the theory is kind of laughable.

29. Tony Smith
October 5, 2005

goeppert said “I think string theory was still in its earliest state of inception,
which makes feynman’s conclusion about ST rather premature . It should be
taken with a grain of salt. “.

The date of Feynman’s interview statement in the Brown and Davies book:
“… I do feel strongly that this is nonsense! … I think all this superstring stuff is
crazy and is in the wrong direction. …”
was probably 1987, which seems to me to be long enough after Schwarz’s talk at
the 1984 APS DPF Santa Fe meeting for Feynman (who was at CalTech with
Schwarz during that time) to have formed a NON-premature conclusion about
superstring theory.

Here are excerpts from the Brown and Davies book that support a 1987 date for
the Feynman interview: “… In 1987 we decided to review the state of superstring
research by making a documentary on the subject of BBC Radio 3. … The
programme … was broadcast in early 1988 … we felt that it would be worthwhile
publishing the interviews in a fuller and more permanent form. …”.

As to whether or not Feynman changed his mind at a later date, bear in mind
that, according to the Brown and Davies book, Feynman “…died in early 1988.”.



Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

30. scott
October 5, 2005

Just to corroborate Feynman’s distaste for string theory. In the book Feynman’s
rainbow, by some dude who postdoced at tech, it was mentioned that string
theory upset him so much that his doctor encouraged him not to discuss it.
According to the to rumor, according to this book, schwartz was kept on(before
the string fad caught on) as faculty because of Gell-Mann’s influence and that he
did this primarily to agravate Feynman. Also it seems his criticism was mostly
about string theory’s disconnect from experiment something which hasn’t
changed at all.

31. Renormalized
October 5, 2005

” I do feel strongly that this is nonsense! … I think all this superstring stuff is
crazy and is in the wrong direction. … I don’t like it that they’re not calculating
anything. … why are the masses of the various particles such as quarks what
they are? All these numbers … have no explanations in these string theories –
absolutely none!”

What a bomb up Motl’s butt! Thats the price you pay for following the crowd.
String physics should be reclassified as Speculative Physical Interpretation
Translation. SPIT

32. JC
October 5, 2005

Besides Feynman, who else was anti-string in those days? I vaguely remember
Glashow being somewhat vocal against string theory in the 1980’s. Don’t know
about today if he’s still anti-string.

33. woit
October 5, 2005

Glashow is as opposed to string theory as ever. He and Feynman are the only
very well-known theorists I can think of who were very vocally anti-string theory
in the mid-eighties. Many others were privately skeptical, but not about to
complain publicly.

34. D R Lunsford
October 5, 2005

Finkelstein was of the opinion that it was “horseshit” in the mid 80s. (He was
right.)

-drl

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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35. Tony Smith
October 5, 2005

Peter, you knew Weinberg through “… a course on gauge theory from Weinberg
…” as a Harvard undergraduate in the 1970s, and you got your Ph.D. under
Curtis Callan in 1984.

By any chance, did you attend the 1984 APS DPF Santa Fe meeting (October-
November 1984) ? Curtis Callan gave a talk on “Anomalies and Fermion Zero
Modes on Axion Strings”, but my question is whether you have any recollection
about how that meeting affected the course of superstring theory.

IIRC, at the meeting there was a lot of uncertainty about whether or not
superstring theory should be accepted or not. Schwarz (with his colleague
Hamidi) was to give a superstring talk, and Weinberg was at the meeting.
Weinberg’s influence then was HUGE, and almost everybody was wondering (1)
would Weinberg attend Schwarz’s talk and (2) if he did, would he like the
superstring theory or would he just read newspapers*.
Schwarz’s talk was in a large room, with front and back doors. Just before the
talk, Weinberg was not seated, but just as the talk began Weinberg appeared,
standing in the back doorway. At the end of the talk, Weinberg announced that
superstring theory would be the approach that he would follow and (almost)
everybody there immediately followed suit.

Around 1987, Weinberg also gave an interview that was published in the Brown
and Davies book, in which Weinberg confirmed his enthusiasm for superstrings,
saying “… string theory … is very beautiful, very promising and it’s had
qualitative successes so far in making a lot fof things come out right when it
wasn’t clear how they could ever come out right – things having to do with
gravity. …”.

Why do you think that Weinberg’s enthusiasm had more influence over the
late-1980s physics community than the skepticism of Feynman and Glashow?

IIRC, in the 1980s there was some rivalry between Weinberg and Glashow with
respect to how much money they might be offered to move from Harvard to
Texas (Weinberg) or Texas A&M (Glashow).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

* – IIRC, Weinberg was famous for reading newspapers during lectures by
others. Could Ginsparg have picked up that habit from Weinberg?

36. Peter
October 5, 2005

Hi Tony,

Don’t know where Ginsparg got his reading habits, but, with a few exceptions,
the Harvard physics faculty consisted of people not exactly known for being

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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considerate towards others.

There was a rumor that Glashow might go to Texas A and M, getting paid as
much as the football coach ($500,000), and more than Weinberg. Supposedly
Glashow’s friends had a t-shirt made up, saying on one side $500,000, on the
other “and worth every penny of it”. Glashow and Weinberg were famous for not
getting along, with Glashow referring to the Higgs mechanism in the Weinberg-
Salam model as “Weinberg’s toilet”.

I didn’t go to the 1984 Santa Fe meeting. That fall I had left Princeton and
started a postdoc at Stony Brook. At that time, the person everyone was looking
to for leadership was Witten not Weinberg. You just can’t overestimate how
influential Witten was at the time. He had for several years been producing a
stream of amazing work, and the appearance of each of his papers was a huge
event. By then he was working full time on string theory and telling everyone
else it was the way to go. I’m sure Weinberg was heavily influenced by Witten in
his decision to work on string theory. The fact that people like Weinberg fell in
line behind Witten certainly added to the momentum behind string theory, but
Witten was the driving force. By then I don’t think too many people cared what
Feynman thought, and Glashow was also no longer that influential. I think most
people just saw Feynman as too old, and Glashow as getting old and not capable
of learning the sophisticated mathematics needed to do string theory.

37. Arun
October 6, 2005

Q – is there a Nobel due for neutrino physics?

38. MathPhys
October 6, 2005

If I remember correctly, Green and Schwartz’ SO(32) anomaly cancellation
superstring paper appeared in August 1984. They wrote it during the summer
meeting at Aspen.

Witten’s first paper on superstrings, which starts with “In a stunning
development”, appeared about 2 weeks later, if not less. So that must have been
September, at the latest.

The 3rd paper on the subject was by Green, Schwartz and West, and that was a
couple of weeks after Witten’s. It was really only after Witten’s paper that
everyone dropped whatever they were doing and jumped on the superstring
bandwagon.

It should be easy to check these dates. All 3 papers appeared in Phys Lett B.

39. John Baez
October 6, 2005

Chris Oakley wrote:



Peter,

Your advisors/lecturers seem to be a “who’s who?? of particle physics.
It is a pity you missed out on being taught by Feynman and Gell Mann.
Or did you?

These guys taught at Caltech, not at Harvard like the guys Peter mentioned.

Tony Smith writes:

Why do you think that Weinberg’s enthusiasm had more influence over
the late-1980s physics community than the skepticism of Feynman and
Glashow?

My guess is that particle physics had to go somewhere, and the people saying
where it shouldn’t go were unable to say where it should go.

Despite all the flaws of string theory, it’s clearly been an incredibly rich research
program, with lots of interesting things for lots of people to do. Feynman and
Glashow presented no comparably rich research program.

Most of the really interesting results of string theory have been mathematical in
nature: it may never win a Nobel prize, but there have already been at least 3
Fields medals based on work related to string theory (Witten, Borcherds and
Kontsevich). So, it’s possible that in the long run string theory will be seen as a
research program that lured a bunch of very smart physicists into mathematics –
not necessarily a bad thing, given the somewhat stagnant state of experimental
particle physics.

40. Chris Oakley
October 6, 2005

John,

The bad thing is not that String theory lured physicists into mathematics; it is
that these people pretended and continue to pretend that what they do is not
only physics, but the most important physics anyone was ever doing. This is just
dishonest.
It is also damaging, as it blocks those who have their own ideas about QFT but
refuse to sign up for quasi-religious mathematical cults.

41. Tony Smith
October 6, 2005

John Baez said “… particle physics had to go somewhere, and the people … were
unable to say where it should go. … string theory will be seen as … not
necessarily a bad thing, given the somewhat stagnant state of experimental
particle physics. …”.

Chris Oakley said “… String theory … people … pretended and continue to
pretend that what they do is not only physics, but the most important physics

http://www.simonsingh.com/Fields_Medallist.html
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anyone was ever doing. This is … damaging, as it blocks those who have their
own ideas about QFT but refuse to sign up for quasi-religious mathematical
cults. …”.

In fact, there were (and are) some possibly fruitful lines of work in physics, both
experimental and theoretical, that were (and are) suppressed by the string-
dominated physics community during the past 20 years. In other words, some of
what John Baez considers to be stagnation, I consider to be caused by
repression.

I will list a few examples, which I think support the position of Chris Oakley.
Although some of them are related to my work, they are just as interesting if you
totally disregard my work, so this list is NOT intended as a complaint about
consideration (or lack thereof) of my work.

1 – Supergravity was abandoned, on the grounds that it was thought not to be
finite at high orders. Ironically, the superstring people have quite recently sought
to revive supergravity. If the superstringers had not suppressed supergravity
work 20 years ago, maybe we would already know the answers to the
supergravity finiteness questions now being raised by superstringers. (See Peter
Woit’s recent blog entry “Is N=8 Supergravity Finite?”.)

2 – With respect to experiment, consider the analysis of experimental data about
the T-quark. The book “The Evidence for the Top Quark”, by Kent W. Staley
(Cambridge 2004) says (here XXX represents the name of someone who afaik has
not participated in Peter Woit’s blog discussions – you can see who XXX is by
reading the book): “… XXX … objected that “[w]ith the Godparents for the top
analysis becoming a part of the closed analysis group the principle of
independent internal review has been abandoned … XXX … thought … a top
signal … was marginal and being railroaded through … XXX also complained that
discrepancies appeared in some distributions … XXX … described “a few hints
that the simplest hypothesis that the top candidate events are just the t tbar
events and SM background may not be entirely correct” …”.
Perhaps non-consensus analysis of T-quark data might shed light not only of the
nature of the T-quark, but also on whether or not the Higgs might be a T – Tbar
composite, or closely related to such a composite.

3 – Work attempting to explore the connections between the math/geometric
structures of bounded symmetric domains and particle theory has been
suppressed, for example by a December 1989 Physics Today Reference Frame
article by David Gross that ridiculed the work of Armand Wyler. I am not saying
that Wyler found a good physics model, but I am saying that he found
coincidences between the fine structure constant and math/geometric structures
that should have been seen as good reason to do further work exploring the
possible utility of such an approach, and that such exploration should be worthy
of funding and support.

4 – SU(5) GUT models were and are totally abandoned, based on statements that
proton decay neutrino observations showed a too-long proton lifetime, even
though reasonable alternative definitions of background might give a proton



lifetime within the range of GUT models. ( See for example hep-ex/0008074. )

Of the above 4 examples (NOT an exclusive list, I regret to say), only 1 seems to
me to be likely to get significant funding in the near future, and that is only
because some superstringers have become hopeful that it might rescue their
foundering attempts to connect with experimental results.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Townes Symposium

October 5, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The Townes Symposium will be taking place in Berkeley starting tomorrow, and if
you’ve got \$500 burning a hole in your pocket, you might want to help subsidize the
Templeton Foundation in its efforts to bring science and religion together. If you want
dinner on Saturday that will be another \$300, although you could buy a whole
“Laureate Table” for \$10,000, and presumably get to dine with one or more of the 18
Nobel Laureates that Templeton has convinced to attend.

Among those in attendance will be string theorists Raphael Bousso, who will promote
the Landscape pseudo-science, David Gross, who won’t be promoting the Landscape
pseudo-science (I hope), Michio Kaku, who will speak on science fiction, and Leonard
Susskind, who will promote the Landscape pseudo-science and his forthcoming book.
One physicist that attendees won’t get to hear from is Sean Carroll.

At some point during the symposium the new fq(x): Foundational Questions in Physics
and Cosmology project will be unveiled. About all I know about this project so far is
that it “is a multi-million dollar, multi-year effort to catalyze research and dialogue at
the boundaries of physics and cosmology that are related to really big questions” and
is based on the idea that “positivistic, deterministic, or materialistic philosophies no
longer have secure places” because of modern physics and chaos theory. It will
answer questions like “Why existence? What makes meaning?”, and its domain name
is registered to Max Tegmark.

Update: The fq(x) website has just appeared. On the whole the project seems more
sensible and free of religious nonsense than I had feared. It is being run by Tegmark,
assisted by astronomer Anthony Aguirre. The advisory board consists of real
physicists (Barrow, Rees, Silverstein, Smolin, Wilczek and Zeh), not religion and
science people. It looks like the Templeton Foundation has provided $5 million in seed
money, to be spent over 4 years, with the idea that after 4 years the project would
have attracted funding from elsewhere. They will announce the first competition for
grants on December 1. Grants will be awarded based on “a competitive process of
expert peer review similar to that employed by national scientific funding agencies,
and will target research unlikely to be otherwise funded by conventional sources.”
They hope to “Expand the purview of scientific inquiry to include scientific disciplines
fundamental to a deep understanding of reality, but which are currently largely
unsupported by conventional grant sources.” I wonder what kind of research they
have in mind to fund that isn’t getting funded by the current sources of funding, that
will be interesting to see.

Comments

1. Bryan
October 5, 2005
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It is good to combine string theory with religion in my opinion. The advantage is
that heretics can be imprisoned if they publically ridicule an accepted religion.

(A few centuries ago, they’d be burned at the stake for doing what you are doing!
Can’t you understand how dangerous you are?)

One thing a free democracy prevents is ridiculing religion, because a purely
belief system can’t be defended rationally. People have a right to believe in
witchcraft or 10 dimensional creation without a shred of evidence.

In the Soviet Union, criticism resulted in being sent to a mental hospital. Too bad
it collapsed. I say, string critics should be locked away so that everyone else can
be brainwashed with claptrap.

What is at stake is the reality of the world and the future of physics. How can you
be so cold and rational, so heartless in dismissing the work of great mainstream
men and women, who did their best and continue to do so, despite difficulty.

Please buck up and start supporting your fellow scientists!

2. ali
October 5, 2005

It’s good to know that in the event that supersymmetry isn’t found at CERN and
the NSF et al. decide to defund string theory, fq(x) will make sure that string
theorists don’t starve (or end up on Wall Street).

3. Nigel
October 5, 2005

“… Michio Kaku, who will speak on science fiction…”

I’m confused. Do you mean he will be talking UFOs or string theory? Please be
more lucid, Peter.

4. Not a Nobel Laureate
October 5, 2005

“I’m confused. Do you mean he will be talking UFOs or string theory?”

As both have the same predictive ability to predict physical phenomena, what
does it matter he if talks about strings, UFOs or both.

5. Chris W.
October 5, 2005

A little zinger from A. Zee:

We could suppose either that the entries in [the neutrino mixing
matrix] V represent a bunch of meaningless numbers possibly varying
from village to village in the multiverse landscape as advocated by
some theorists of great sophistication or that they point to some



deeper structure or symmetry as some theorists with a more
traditional faith in the power of theoretical physics might dare to hope
for. It is natural to imagine that there is a family symmetry [2] linking
the three lepton families.

(See hep-ph/0508278.)

6. Fabien Besnard
October 6, 2005

I’m really worried about famous scientists being involved in an entreprise funded
by Templeton fundation. Don’t they realize that their mere presence will almost
certainly end up being used to give credit to stupidity and obscurantism ?
Something else worries me. The subjects fq(x) deal with have a priori nothing to
do with religion. The funds by Templeton will contribute to the wrong but often
quoted idea that highly conjectural but science-based ideas and religion
converge. I’ll take the example of the big bang, which is not conjectural anymore
but was so in the past. The first opponents of big bang models (Hoyle for
instance) did not like the religious flavour of it. Recently the Pope (the last one)
said that the big bang was compatible with the religion (and in fact gives credit
to it). Well the Pope and Hoyle were both wrong : the big bang has really nothing
to do with a divine creation. If one wants to believe it has something to do with
it, of course one has the right to do it, but there is zero scientific evidence for it.
Moreover, a few century ago one could have been burned on the spot by the
religious autorities just to say that the world was more than a few thousand
years old… I think this example shows well that science and religion should be
kept completely separate, and that scientists who wish to promote a religious
point of view should do it on a strictly private basis without giving their scientific
aura to an entreprise which has really nothing to do with science.
I should add that I’m really disappointed to see Smolin involved in this.

7. Steve
October 6, 2005

You don’t have to try to separate religion from science. They are already
separate as physics is separate from literature.

Now, I don’t think Templeton Foundation is trying to use religious method in
seeking scientific facts. I think the Templeton Foundation is doing the converse;
They are trying to seek religious truth by scientific methods; And this is more a
threat to religious people than to the scientific community because it is as stupid
— I didn’t say it’s wrong, but it’s not smart — as trying to prove that my mom
loves me by quantifiable numbers and experiment. There are things in this world
when seeking truth or facts where scientific method is not the best way; for
example, mathematics.

But of course, when seeking the physical law of nature, there is nothing like the
scientific method. So if you ask me why I believe in God, as a scientific person I
cannot tell you anything; But as a human being, I might be able to convince you.

8. Fabien Besnard

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0508278
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0508278


October 6, 2005

Steve, of course you’re right, but you assume that the Templeton people are
intellectually honest and will tell it if they fail in their attempt. I can predict the
exact opposite. I can predict it on the ground that it has always been this way :
people who already have faith (be it in religion or in a political idea for instance)
will never give up on their faith because of scientific evidence, but on the
contrary will try to bend scientific evidence so as to match their views, even if
they end up with gross distortion of the facts. A political example is the Lyssenko
affair.
You say : “this is more a threat to religious people than to the scientific
community because it is as stupid…”. On this point I don’t agree with you : first
because religious people are long immunized against this sort of threat, they are
even immunized against logical contradiction. Second, it can be a threat to the
scientific community because the scientific people embarking on this sort of
mixing between science and religion will end up being manipulated. This has
already happened in France with something called “Université interdisciplinaire
de Paris” which managed to “trap” some well known scientists.

9. Who
October 6, 2005

Fabien, thanks for warning that the category “interdisciplinary” can be a
codeword or an euphemism for putting theo-spin on cosmology. You say:
Second, it can be a threat to the scientific community because the scientific
people embarking on this sort of mixing between science and religion will end up
being manipulated. This has already happened in France with something called
“Université interdisciplinaire de Paris?? which managed to “trap?? some well
known scientists.

I think I saw in the program of the Townes conference that there was someone
talking on the subject of “interdisciplinary studies”. Those inside the tent must
carefully inspect each new hairy object that appears to discover if it is the Nose
of the Camel.

To me, it seems that FQX is different from this already compromised Townes
Conference and FQX is not necessarily a tool of Templeton, even though
Templeton has given the seed grant. It may be that FQX will “take the money and
run”—-that is, it may operate in an intellectually independent manner, which I
believe is completely ethical.

Something I find interesting is that Smolin, on the advisory board of FQX, is
indirectly associated with a cosmology model in which the classical “big bang”
singularity has been removed and time extends back to a prior contraction
phase—this is the Loop Quantum Cosmology model which Smolin’s work
indirectly supports and which he has discussed in his survey paper “Invitation to
LQG”.

This raises the possibility that the “big bang” has nothing to do with any creation
at all—Divine or otherwise. It was simply not a moment of creation but rather a



continuation of the cosmological model. So the issue of whether it was
“purposive” or accidental does not arise.

This might have disappointed the late pope, if what you say is true:

Recently the Pope (the last one) said that the big bang was compatible with the
religion (and in fact gives credit to it). Well the Pope and Hoyle were both wrong
: the big bang has really nothing to do with a divine creation…

I remain undecided about the validity of FQX as a scientific research/education
project. The presence of people like Smolin on the board gives it potential
legitimacy. The fact of $5 million Templeton seed money potentially compromises
its integrity. Have to wait and see.

10. Fabien Besnard
October 6, 2005

About the UIP (Université interdisciplinaire de Paris), I just learn from a friend of
mine that it is funded by… the Templeton fundation ! The people engaged in this
UIP (apart from those who have been lured into it) are well known for their
irrational beliefs.
Who says : “It may be that FQX will “take the money and run??—-that is, it may
operate in an intellectually independent manner, which I believe is completely
ethical.”
Well this is this particular point about which I’m most worried. I don’t think such
an attitude would be ethical, because basically I don’t think it is possible to “take
the money and run”. If you take the money you owe something, it’s as simple as
that.
“The presence of people like Smolin on the board gives it potential legitimacy.
The fact of $5 million Templeton seed money potentially compromises its
integrity.”
Precisely ! I really wish Smolin would reconsider working on this project.

As a sidenote : any cosmological model, with or without big bang, is unable to
give credit/destroy a cosmogonical belief, for the latter is irrefutable
(unfalsifiable). If the biblical tales were to be taken as scientific statements they
would have been refutated long ago. This is why they are now said to be
metaphorical, and for this reason can’t have anything to do with any scientific
theory whatsover.

11. Nigel
October 6, 2005

Who, on big bang religion, please note Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802), father of
Charles the evolutionist, first defended the big bang seriously in his 1790 book
‘The Botanic Garden’:

‘It may be objected that if the stars had been projected from a Chaos by
explosions, they must have returned again into it from the known laws of
gravitation; this however would not happen, if the whole Chaos, like grains of
gunpowder, was exploded at the same time, and dispersed through infinite space



at once, or in quick succession, in every possible direction.’

Weirdly, Darwin was trying to apply science to Genesis. The big bang has never
been taken seriously by cosmologists, because they have assumed that curved
spacetime makes the universe boundless and such like. So a kind of belief system
in the vague approach to general relativity has blocked considering it as a 10^55
megatons space explosion. Some popular books even claim falsely that things
can’t explode in space, and so on.

In reality, because all gravity effects and light come to us at light speed, the
recession of galaxies is better seen as a recession speed varying with known time
past, than varying with the apparent distance. Individual galaxies may not be
accelerating, but what we see and the gravity effects we receive at light speed
come from both distance and time past.

So the acceleration of universe = variation in recession speeds / variation in time
past = c/t = cH where H is Hubble constant. The implication of this comes when
you know the mass of the universe is m, because then you remember Newton’s
2nd law, F=ma so you get outward force. The 3rd law then tells you there’s equal
inward force (Higgs/graviton field). When I do the simple LeSage-Feynman
gravity shielding calculations, I get gravity within 1.7%.

It is suppressed like Tony Smith’s prediction of the top quark mass by arXiv.org

12. Who
October 6, 2005

Nigel that Enlightenment (1790) Big Bang story is fascinating, so he was writing
a Gunpowder Genesis right around when Mozart was writing the Magic Flute,
great days.

Fabien I like several of your points and will not try to argue against those I
disagree with, but rather wait to see if other people want to argue.

What I disagree with is what you say here: If you take the money you owe
something, it’s as simple as that.. I think that someone who accepts funding for a
scientific project is in fact ethically obligated to be intellectually independent.
It is the scientist who thinks he “owes” to his donors to put some bias or nice
spin on his findings who is the unethical one, in my view.

13. Fabien Besnard
October 6, 2005

“It is the scientist who thinks he “owes?? to his donors to put some bias or nice
spin on his findings who is the unethical one, in my view. ”

He does not necessarily “thinks” he owes something. It may be unconscious.
There’s a french saying “on ne crache pas dans la soupe” (you must not spit in
the soup).

14. Eric Dennis



October 6, 2005

There is an American saying. “One must not dip one’s quill in the company ink.”
But that is an entirely different matter.

I think Fabien’s admonition is correct and prescient. Of course a scientist must
maintain independence. But by accepting a grant from an organization whose
explicit purpose is profoundly anti-scientific, one has already compromised that
independence.

15. Nat Whilk
October 6, 2005

[Steve:] “it is as stupid . . . as trying to prove that my mom loves me”

[Fabien Besnard:] “The people engaged in this UIP (apart from those who have
been lured into it) are well known for their irrational beliefs.”

Just so I get the terminology straight, is Steve’s belief that his mom loves him
irrational?

16. Alain Riazuelo
October 7, 2005

[Fabien B.] Recently the Pope (the last one) said that the big bang was
compatible with the religion (and in fact gives credit to it).

As far as I know the last Pope was not involved in this. After Hoyle invented the
word Big Bang in 1948 or 1950, the Big Bang model became known to Pope Pius
XI who officially declared on 22 november 1951 that the Big Bang model was in
agreement with the biblic Fiat Lux (probably after having realized that the model
had been initiated by Catholic priest Georges Lemaître). Lemaître then
requested an audience with the Pope, who later retracted his first statement on 7
september 1953 at some IAU meeting. I never heard John Paul II having had
such ambiguous statements.

17. Who
October 7, 2005

Alain what you say about Pope Pius XI is interesting. Do you have any sources
that you could give us.

Pope Pius XI who officially declared on 22 november 1951 that the Big Bang
model was in agreement with the biblic Fiat Lux (probably after having realized
that the model had been initiated by Catholic priest Georges Lemaître). Lemaître
then requested an audience with the Pope, who later retracted his first
statement on 7 september 1953 at some IAU meeting

If I understand you, Pius XI went in person to an IAU meeting in 1953 and
retracted his official statement made in 1951.

Or did he perhaps send an emissary to read a retraction statement at the



meeting for him?

It would be fascinating to read the two statements. Are they by chance online at
the peternet site? Some historical documents are online there, if I remember
correctly.

18. Fabien Besnard
October 7, 2005

Alain : in “a brief history of time” Hawking talks about is meeting with JP2 :
“He [the pope] told us that it was all right to study the evolution
of the universe after the big bang, but we should not inquire
into the big bang itself because that was the moment of Creation
and therefore the work of God. I was glad then
that he did not know the subject of the talk
I had just given at the conference – the possibility
that space-time was finite but had no boundary, which means that it had no
beginning, no moment of Creation. I had no desire to share the fate of Galileo,
with whom I feel a strong sense of identity, partly because of the coincidence of
having been born exactly 300 years after his death!”
This implies that JP2 identified the big-bang with the moment of divine creation.

19. Alain Riazuelo
October 7, 2005

> Who

I got this from Jean-Pierre Luminet and also read it in several popular science
books. Luminet is definitely reliable on this issue, I think. I will investigate and
try to find online references. From what Luminet says in his website Pope Pius
XII (and not Pius XI) went in person at the IAU meeting in 1953. See (in French,
sorry) http://www.obspm.fr/savoirs/contrib/debat.fr.shtml .
More later.

20. Who
October 7, 2005

Alain’s link has this:
“…A côté de ces justes critiques, de faux procès sont intentés à la cosmologie.
L’un d’entre eux a injustement gâché la renommée scientifique du plus grand
cosmologiste de ce siècle: Georges Lemaître, inventeur du concept de big bang
avec le russe Alexandre Friedmann. On lui a reproché de vouloir confirmer par la
science le récit de la Genèse. Il n’en était rien: abbé, certes, mais brillant
scientifique, Lemaître tenait à une distinction radicale entre science et religion,
pensant que l’on ne pourra jamais réduire l’Être suprême au rang d’une
hypothèse scientifique – comme le disait à Napoléon le mathématicien français
Pierre Simon de Laplace. Cependant Lemaître joua de malchance : le 22
novembre 1951, le pape Pie XII déclarait devant l’Académie Pontificale : “Il
semble en vérité que la science d’aujourd’hui, remontant d’un trait des millions
de siècles, ait réussi à se faire le témoin de ce Fiat Lux initial. Vers cette époque,
le cosmos est sorti de la main du Créateur”.

http://www.obspm.fr/savoirs/contrib/debat.fr.shtml
http://www.obspm.fr/savoirs/contrib/debat.fr.shtml


Farouche adversaire d’un tel “concordisme”, Lemaître demanda audience au
pape et remit respectueusement les choses en place. Le 7 septembre 1953,
devant l’assemblée générale de l’Union Astronomique Internationale, Pie XII tint
effectivement un discours radicalement opposé : la cosmologie scientifique ne
parlait ni de Fiat lux , ni de création.”

21. Who
October 7, 2005

Someone with better French please help. this is from JeanPierre Luminet and is
posted at the Paris Observatory website. Maybe you think this exchange between
Lemaître and the Pope is unimportant and merely involved a trivial
misunderstanding, but I think it might be indicative of a longstanding problem
and would like to have an approximate English translation.

False indictments (as well as these just criticisms) have been brought against
cosmology. One of these unfairly damaged the scientific reputation of the
greatest cosmologist of the century: Georges Lemaître, inventor of the concept
of the big bang, with the russian Alexander Friedmann.

I have to go, back later to continue

22. Who
October 7, 2005

continuing with the passage from Luminet
‘…He was accused of wanting to confirm the story in Genesis by science. There
was nothing in that: although certainly a priest, Lemaitre was a brilliant scientist
and held to a radical distinction between science and religion, believing that one
could never reduce the supreme Being to the level of a scientific hypothesis—as
the French mathematician Laplace put it to Napoleon.

Meanwhile Lemaître had some bad luck: on 22 November 1951, Pope Pius XII
declared in front of the Pontifical Academy “It seems true that today’s science,
going back over a tract of millions of centuries, has succeeded in witnessing the
initial Fiat Lux. Around that epoque the cosmos emerged from the hand of the
Creator.”

Lemaître, who was a fierce enemy of this kind of “concordism” [my comment: we
might say “Templetonism”], requested a papal audience and respectfully set
things right. On 7 September 1953, before the general assembly of the
International Astronomical Union, Pius XII took the radically opposite line:
scientific cosmology refers neither to Fiat Lux nor to creation.‘



Nature Physics

October 6, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A new physics journal was launched this week, it’s an offshoot of Nature called
Nature Physics and will cover research in pure and applied physics. In an opening
editorial, the editors of the new journal explain what its goals are. Back over at their
mother publication, in their own editorial, the editors of Nature welcome the new
publication, although they can’t help pointing out that “Nowadays, thanks to the
allure of biology’s progress and benefits, physics is just another discipline.”

Comments

1. andy.s
October 6, 2005

Umm… what was it before?

2. TJ
October 6, 2005

I loved the editorial at Nature:

The enduring conjugal relationship between physics and mathematics continues
to stimulate both.

3. dan
October 6, 2005

loop 2005 is almost here. is anyone blogging on this?

4. Urs
October 7, 2005

loop 2005 is almost here. is anyone blogging on this?

I’d bet you’d get to see a TWF or two about it 

5. dan
October 7, 2005

i think it is next week. hopefully peter woit will offer comments/insights. i
wouldn’t mind lubos but he isn’t very objective. do you blog urs?

6. Urs
October 7, 2005

do you blog urs?
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Not from loops05, if that’s what you are after.

The next meeting that I plan to blog-report on is a MathPhys Colloquium here in
Hamburg.

However, my new colleague D. Bahns will be in Potsdam, giving a talk on
‘Pohlmeyer invariants’ (which are classical invariant observables of the Nambu-
Goto and Polyakov string) (even though).

So with a little luck I might be able to report on some second-hand information.
Perhaps.

7. Ken Muldrew
October 7, 2005

Andy.s:

A previous Nobellist in stamp collecting once proclaimed that, “All of science is
either physics or stamp collecting.”

Physics used to be a big thing.

8. Who
October 7, 2005

andy.s congratulations on the plainspoken forthrightness of your remarks here
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005
/panel.html

especially in the interval 1:26–1:29, as well as your panelmember talk starting at
52:00. I say this simply in the interest of giving credit where due.

9. QWERTY
October 7, 2005

WHY OH WHY OH HAVE YOU FAILED TO REVIEW THE NEW NOTICES OF THE
AMS IN A TIMELY FASHION? RSS FEEDS MEAN THAT I NOW
PROCRASTINATE WITH SURPASSING EFFICIENCY, AND I RELY ON CONTENT
PROVIDERS (YES, THIS MEANS YOU WOIT) TO PROVIDE ME WITH THEIR OH
SO DISTRACTING CONTENT POST-HASTE. I FEEL NO SHAME IN MAKING
THESE DEMANDS OF VERY BUSY PEOPLE BECAUSE OF MY NEO-
MODERNIST UPBRINGING. YOU SHOULD ALSO PROVIDE SPECULATIVE
REMARKS ABOUT THE NEW MATHEMATICS THE QUANTUM HALL EFFECT
EXPERIMENT WILL GENERATE AND COMMENT ON THE RECENT WORK OF
DENCKER REGARDING NIRENBERG-TRENES. HURRY.

10. andy.s
October 7, 2005

Wow. This guy thinks I’m a Harvard string theorist.

Of course, on this blog that might not be a compliment.
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11. Who
October 7, 2005

my mistake. hope you had a look at some of the toronto show.
you could do worse than be a harvard string theorist btw.

12. Who
October 7, 2005

dan wrote (October 6th, 2005 at 10:33 pm)
loop 2005 is almost here. is anyone blogging on this?

John Baez said he asked about videotaping and was told that the Loops ’05
people plan on recording the talks and putting them online.

My understanding anyway is that we should eventually be able to download some
or all of the invited talks (e.g. by Rovelli, Smolin, Baez, Loll, Reuter, Ashtekar and
others)

Urs is right that one should expect Baez to report in TWF—most likely when he
gets back from the conference, sometime after 15 October.

the slides for Baez talk, scheduled for Tuesday 11th, are already posted at his
site, with links to related work.

13. dan
October 8, 2005

incidentally,
i am curious as to the purpose of these conferences, since presumably the
material could all be retried from physics journals like arix. will there be any new
material introduced, not reflected in journals

14. Who
October 8, 2005

dan writes:incidentally,
i am curious as to the purpose of these conferences, since presumably the
material could all be retried from physics journals like arix. will there be any new
material introduced, not reflected in journals

I will answer you as best I can. there certainly will be unpublished stuff brought
out in the talks, and IDEAS for future papers. To see this, Just look at the
abstracts of the talks: for example
Laurent Freidel says explicitly that he is going to extend something to 4D which
he has not yet published—-John Baez has a new abstract, not at the conference
website, and he will be talking mostly about stuff he has not published. Rovelli
will be putting stuff together from half a dozen recent papers by him and others,
and projecting from that to future research.
So there will be plenty talked about that is unpublished. but maybe that is not
the point.



I think the point is that if you are a Gradstudent or a Postdoc then it is very
important for you to know personally some of the other 150 people in the field so
you know WITH WHOM TO TEAM UP IN COLLABORATION and also WHERE TO
GO FOR YOUR NEXT POSTDOC and if you are a Faculty then you want to size up
the horseflesh and see who of the postdocs looks good, then maybe you can bring
good ones to your department. Everything is done by teamwork and interaction
and people stimulating each others ideas. So it is terribly important to personally
know all the promising people. when you know someone, then you know more
than what quality papers they HAVE written. when you listen to someone you
also get an impression of what quality papers they WILL write, and you get a
sense if they would be simpatico to co-author with.
The people at Loops ’05 come from several different QG approachs, canonical
LQG, spinfoam, CDT, causal sets, also cosmology/phenomenology like Maartens,
and numerical relativity, also consistent discretizations approach of
Pullin/Gambini. They have to meet in order to trade ideas and postdocs and
coallesce into a “nonperturbative quantum gravity” community. Ultimately they
have to cross lines and converge results. there must be a lot that will happen
besides what you get from reading each other’s papers in isolation.

15. Chris Oakley
October 8, 2005

I agree with Who (World Health Organisation?) in that the function of
conferences is mainly for networking, and what one gains in talking to people
between sessions is actually far more valuable than the talks themselves. I don’t
know whether this is just me, but a general problem with the talks at
conferences (or elsewhere) is that they always seem to assume that you too have
been working on their particular problem for the last six months. After about the
second transparency you therefore tend to not be able to follow the details, and
switch off. When I gave talks on my own work I was well aware of this problem,
and so tried to keep it interesting for the entire audience for the duration. The
success of my methods was demonstrated by the fact that at a talk I gave at
Harwell Laboratory in 1987, only one person fell asleep (although, admittedly, he
was snoring loudly).

16. Nigel
October 8, 2005

‘…the function of conferences is mainly for networking, and what one gains in
talking to people between sessions is actually far more valuable than the talks
themselves…’

Chris, what about the function of publicity which science conferences are
sometimes used for (and not just those of political parties which pevent heckling
using the Prevention of Terrorism Act).

String theorists have cried wolf so many times that physics has lost popular
credibility. Can you imagine the media forever reporting endless speculations in
ST without any hope of being tested? Then look at the decline in A-level physics
students over the last decade (since M-theory hype in 1995), it’s now behind



social sciences, as everyone knows it is a dead end discipline.

17. Chris Oakley
October 8, 2005

Nigel,

… what about the function of publicity which science conferences are sometimes
used for [?]

Having been at CERN relatively recently, you would probably know more about
this than I do [the last international physics conference I attended was at ICTP
nr. Trieste in 1983. I don’t remember journalists being there … my clearest
memory, in fact, is Abdus Salam’s Mercedes being parked on a dais next to the
main building – as director he did not seem to be obliged to use the car park like
everyone else].

18. Nigel
October 8, 2005

Chris,

It’s sad that physics is so dull that journalists don’t report the conferences
anymore, and while ST dominates, there will be no news from the theory end of
physics (unless you want sci fi).

I’ve not worked for Cern, although their preprint server hosts an article on
cosmology/gravity.

On QTF controversy, do you think it might be possible to find an easier way
around the maths, at least for the first coupling correction? I’d like a simple
explanation of magnetic moment factor 1 + 1/(2 x Pi x 137) = 1.00116 Bohr
magnetons. All the renormalisation problems from the abstract maths look bogus
to me, surely there is a more simple solution behind it? The 2 Pi is going to be a
geometric correction and the 137 also has a physical explanation like the
shielding factor of the charge of the electron core by the polarised virtual charge
surrounding it? I can’t exactly see the solution, but surely it doesn’t need a vast
amount of abstract theory? I can’t see why QED is so applauded for trivia like the
10 decimals of the magnetic moment of an electron, when it does not address the
physical mechanism of EM forces. OK, it has survived experimental tests (if you
accept renormalisation), but it is hardly complete.

19. Chris Oakley
October 8, 2005

Hi Nigel,

I agree that the jewels in the crown of QED (the Lamb Shift and anomalous
MM’s) are not much more impressive than Ivan Boesky’s miraculous prescience
in regard to stock prices in 1980’s, but at this stage I don’t have much to add to
what I have already said on my web site. Numerical coincidences are no more



than that unless there is a meaningful theory behind it.

20. dan
October 8, 2005

thanks who.

was there a loops 2004, and is there a loops 2006 scheduled? personally i wish
lubos attended, as he is a very punctual blogger

21. Who
October 9, 2005

dan wrote ( October 8th, 2005 at 11:08 pm)
thanks who.

was there a loops 2004, and is there a loops 2006 scheduled?

Here is the main webpage for last year’s conference:
http://web.lpta.univ-montp2.fr/users/philippe/quantumgravitywebsite/

Last year it was called
Non Perturbative Quantum Gravity:
Loops and Spin Foams

It took place 3-7 May at Marseille. Before that conference it was not clear that
there was going to be a yearly Quantum Gravity conference, so it was not called
“Loops ’04”. The international organizing committee was much the same people
as for Loops ’05. They saw that the 2004 conference was a success, and enough
was happening, so they decided to make it annual.

Last year there were 101 registered participants
http://web.lpta.univ-montp2.fr/users/philippe/quantumgravitywebsite/

This year there are 156 participants.
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Participants.html

The name “Loops ’05” is very much a shorthand expression. On the main
webpage for this year’s conference
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
they say: “Loops ’05…[this year] the annual international meeting on non-
perturbative/background independent quantum gravity takes place from …”

In other words they just started the tradition of having an annual meeting of
researchers in non-perturbative/background independent quantum gravity
and they call it by the shorthand “Loops” although there are several different
approaches, not just LQG but also spinfoams, CDT, QEG, causalsets.

dan, you ask about next year’s conference. I will risk a guess that it has not been
decided yet where to have it, but that there will be one, that it will called Loops
’06, and that it will be in Utrecht. It could just as well be at Penn State, or at
Perimeter Institute. The reason I think Utrecht is that Ashtekar will be there at

http://web.lpta.univ-montp2.fr/users/philippe/quantumgravitywebsite/
http://web.lpta.univ-montp2.fr/users/philippe/quantumgravitywebsite/
http://web.lpta.univ-montp2.fr/users/philippe/quantumgravitywebsite/
http://web.lpta.univ-montp2.fr/users/philippe/quantumgravitywebsite/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Participants.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Participants.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/


least one semester in 2006—it tips the balance in that direction. But the location
is just a wild guess.



Notes for Witten Lecture

October 8, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Witten gave a lecture on the beach at Stony Brook on the topic of gauge theory and
the Langlands program two months ago, and lecture notes are now available. Lubos
Motl has a posting about this, where he promotes the idea that people should stop
referring to the “Langlands Program” and just refer to “Langlands duality”. Somehow
I suspect that mathematicians will keep doing what they have always done, using
“program” to refer to the general, well, program, and “duality” to refer to the more
specific, well, duality, that one would like to prove as part of the program.

An earlier posting of mine contains a lot of relevant links, to which should be added
the notes from David Ben-Zvi’s talk in Seattle this summer.

Comments

1. Aaron
October 8, 2005

It should probably be pointed out that what seems to show up in the physics is
Geoemetric Langlands. The full Langlands program is a lot more than just that.

2. plato
October 8, 2005

I am trying to synopsize this conversation so I understand this issue.

I was actually looking for “culminating mathematical visualizations” that could
take us directly to the geometric design, and work backwards.

Any idea here?

3. QWERTY
October 8, 2005

DID YOU NOT LISTEN TO ME? WHO GIVES A CRAP ABOUT GEOMETRIC
LANGLANDS WHEN WE COULD BE TALKING ABOUT THE “IMAGING OF THE
BRAIN” ARTICLE IN THE NOVEMBER NOTICES OF THE AMS. WITTEN HAS
BETRAYED PHYSICS WITH HIS SUPPORT OF STRING THEORY THEREBY
DIVERTING GLOBAL ATTENTION FROM BETTER THEORIES LIKE LQG. YOU
SHOULD STOP GIVING UNDUE PUBLICITY TO WITTEN HOWEVER
INTELLIGENT AND PRAISEWORTHY HIS MATHEMATICAL WORK HAS BEEN,
FOR TRULY HE IS METHUSELAH INCARNATE. HE IS THE FIGUREHEAD OF
THE STRING THEORY CULT AND MUST NOT BE GIVEN UNDUE PUBLICITY BY
RIGHT-MINDED FOLKS.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=237
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=237
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks/Witten.pdf
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks/Witten.pdf
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/10/langlands-duality.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/10/langlands-duality.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=122
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=122
http://www.math.washington.edu/~agbc/lect/benzviX.pdf
http://www.math.washington.edu/~agbc/lect/benzviX.pdf
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/10/langlands-duality.html
http://eskesthai.blogspot.com/2005/10/langlands-duality.html


NOW DO SOMETHING USEFUL AND BLOG ABOUT THE AMS MATHEMATICAL
SOCIETY NOVEMBER NOTICES PLEASE. I NEED VALIDATION FOR MY
INSECURITY BY HAVING MY NEEDS ATTENDED BY PROMINENT PUBLIC
MATHEMATICIANS. THANX.

4. woit
October 8, 2005

Sorry qwerty, but if you’re looking for someone who knows something about
imaging the brain (or prominent public mathematicians for that matter..), you’re
in the wrong place. And I’d much prefer that commenters attend to my needs
and insecurities than expect me to do that for them.

As for Witten, I don’t think he’s old enough to be Methuselah, and doesn’t really
deserve to be compared to Mephistopheles, which I think is what you had in
mind. His recent work on geometric Langlands mercifully has nothing to do with
string theory unification or the Landscape, and a lot to do with the relation of
quantum field theory and mathematics, which is a hopeful sign.

5. Luboš Motl
October 9, 2005

Dear Peter,

one of the reasons why I don’t see why it’s “program” is that it is not clear what
kind open questions and eventual “big goals” i.e. future in general does it offer.
Can you write something about it?

Let me remind you that N=4 super Yang Mills, for example, is exactly equivalent
to type IIB string theory on AdS5 times a five-manifold, a completely standard
string theory with 10 dimensions, strings, D-branes, and all other objects that
you so fervently dislike. So maybe your idea that something goes away from
strings is confused after all. 

All the best
Luboš

6. A.J.
October 9, 2005

Hi Lubos,

The Langlands Program is (amongst other things) an attempt to understand the
Galois groups of number fields. The Galois group of a field extension, you’ll
recall, is the group of automorphisms of the extension field which fixes the
original field. They’re the central objects of number theory; understand all the
Galois groups and you can answer almost any question in number theory.
Understanding the Galois groups would be _huge_; it would completely change
number theory.

The nice thing about Galois groups is that they fit together into hierarchies,



which mirror the hierarchies of field extensions — and even better, there is, for
every number field, an uber Galois group which governs this entire hierarchy.
This is the absolute Galois group, the Galois group of a number field’s maximal
field extension.

Unfortunately, the absolute Galois group G is a pretty hard object to get your
hands on. So mathematicians usually approach it by trying to understand its
category of finite dimensional representations. This is an easier problem:
representations are nice linear objects, and we can sort them by their rank. So,
we can look at a simpler problem: trying to understand all representations G ->
GL_n

Langlands insight was one can understand the n-dimensional representations of
the Galois group by relating them to certain representations of the group of
adeles of the original number field. By “certain” above, what I really mean is
automorphic; we study the representations which exhibit a kind of modular
behavior. A huge amount of work has gone into understanding these conjectures;
the case of two-dimensional representations was basically the Taniyama-Shimura
conjecture which implied Fermat’s Last Theorem. We don’t have anything
resembling a complete solution for number fields yet though.

So we try to learn more about this Langlands correspondence by translating it
into other fields. We can realize a number field as the field of rational functions
on an arithmetic curve. When we do this, the Galois group gets reinterpreted as
the fundamental group of our curve! So maybe we can learn something by
studying the n-dimensional representations of the fundamental groups of
algebraic curves? But these are the flat connections on principal GL_n-bundles
on our algebraic curve! They’re nice geometric objects. In particular, they make
sense even when our curve is not an arithmetic curve. So we can study the
Langlands phenomena over the complex numbers for instance. We don’t even
need to restrict ourselves to maps from pi_1(curve) to GL_n. We can replace
GL_n by G. At this point, things start to look physics-y. Flat connections on a
Riemann surface are instantons of Yang-Mills theory, the automorphic
representations can be thought of as sections of certain line bundles living on
the space of G-bundles, and the Langlands map starts to look a lot like mirror
symmetry.

All of which is a long winded way of saying, we’re borrowing ideas from physics
to understand questions in algebraic geometry that originally arose in number
theory. For myself, the main fun is that I get to think about relations between
quantum field theory and the theory of moduli spaces.

Hope that was a satisfactory answer.

–A.J.

7. woit
October 9, 2005

Thanks A.J. for the explanation of the Langlands program.



Some other comments: while the Langlands program for number fields is a
central idea in modern number theory and has proved its importance in many
ways (e.g. the proof of Fermat), what geometric Langlands is good for is less
clear. I know of number theorists who are dubious that it has anything useful to
tell them, and other kinds of mathematicians who are also skeptical about it.
Personally I’ve always found it fascinating because of its relationship to QFT. It
involves many of the same mathematical structures that come up in 1+1 d QFT,
including affine Kac-Moody representations, the moduli space of flat connections
on a complex curve, etc. The kind of relationship to 4d QFT that Witten is talking
about is yet a very different kind of relationship to QFT.

What has always fascinated me about the Langlands program in general is that
one of the basic ideas is to look at the cohomology of a moduli space (actually a
Shimura variety in the number field case), which gives you both an automorphic
representation and a representation of the Galois group, establishing a relation
between these. The TQFTs that come out of 2 and 4d gauge theories also are
basically all about the cohomology of a related moduli space. And these TQFTs
are just twisted versions of supersymmetric gauge theories not that different
than the standard model QFT. There’s some still not understood relationship here
between perhaps the deepest ideas in physics and one of the deepest ideas in
mathematics, and neither side of this story is well understood. If we understand
this relationship better, we’re likely to learn something new about QFT, number
theory, or both.

8. A.J.
October 11, 2005

Hi Peter,

I have to admit: I don’t care too much about the number theory side of
Langlands. It’s interesting in so far as its geometry, but the relations to physics
are a lot more interesting. It’s quite tempting to think that quantum field
theories are in fact the cohomology theories of derived stacks.



Assorted Links

October 8, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

An assortment of news and links that may be of interest:

The Tevatron has achieved a record luminosity for a hadron collider: 1.41×1032cm-

2sec-1. This is higher than the best luminosity at the ISR at CERN, and that was a
proton-proton collider. Getting to high luminosity at the Tevatron is a lot harder since
one need to create and store an intense beam of antiprotons.

The proceedings of this year’s Lattice 2005 conference are now online.

Prior to the summer’s big algebraic geometry conference in Seattle, there was a
Graduate Student Warm-Up Workshop at which there were some excellent expository
talks, for which lecture notes are online. A couple of these talks were specifically
relevant to physics (Jim Bryan’s and Ron Donagi’s), but they are all interesting and
worth reading.

The Bulletin of the AMS has a new editor and will soon have a new cover. One article
soon to appear is a short piece by Michael Atiyah on Mathematics: Art and Science
which contains a very interesting explanation of his views on mathematical beauty.
Another is a review article Floer Theory and Low Dimensional Topology by Dusa
McDuff. Floer theory has its origins in Witten’s work on supersymmetry and Morse
theory. McDuff goes over this, and explains recent results on Heegard Floer theory
due to Peter Ozsvath and Zoltan Szabo. Ozsvath is my colleague here in the math
department, and he has recently been joined by Mikhail Khovanov who moved here
from Davis. The relation of Khovanov’s new homology theory for knot invariants and
the Heegard Floer theory is the subject of recent work by several mathematicians,
including a second new Columbia faculty member, Ciprian Manolescu.

There’s a fantastic new set of introductory lectures on quantum field theory by Luis
Alvarez-Gaume and Miguel Vazquez-Mozo. In less than a hundred pages they cover a
wide range of subjects including the basics of quantum field theory, anomalies,
renormalization, external field problems and supersymmetry. Page for page it’s by far
the best introduction to the subject I’ve ever seen. For some other similarly excellent
introductions to the subject, see one by ‘t Hooft and one by Pierre van Baal.

The last two items come from links on Gerard ‘t Hooft’s excellent web-site which
includes a useful page on How to Become a Good Theoretical Physicist. He has just
put up a new page on How to Become a Bad Theoretical Physicist, where he notes
that “It is much easier to become a bad theoretical physicist than a good one.” This
page is still under construction, I fear that he has a large amount of potential material
for it.

Comments

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2005/today05-10-05.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2005/today05-10-05.html
http://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=20
http://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=20
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=226
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=226
http://www.math.washington.edu/~agbc/
http://www.math.washington.edu/~agbc/
http://math.stanford.edu/~vakil/agbc/notes.html
http://math.stanford.edu/~vakil/agbc/notes.html
http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/
http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/
http://www.ams.org/bull/0000-000-00/S0273-0979-05-01097-9/S0273-0979-05-01097-9.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/0000-000-00/S0273-0979-05-01097-9/S0273-0979-05-01097-9.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/0000-000-00/S0273-0979-05-01095-5/S0273-0979-05-01095-5.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/0000-000-00/S0273-0979-05-01095-5/S0273-0979-05-01095-5.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/0000-000-00/S0273-0979-05-01080-3/S0273-0979-05-01080-3.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/0000-000-00/S0273-0979-05-01080-3/S0273-0979-05-01080-3.pdf
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0510040
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0510040
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/lectures/basisqft.pdf
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/lectures/basisqft.pdf
http://www.lorentz.leidenuniv.nl/vanbaal/FTcourse.html
http://www.lorentz.leidenuniv.nl/vanbaal/FTcourse.html
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/theorist.html
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/theorist.html
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/theoristbad.html
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/theoristbad.html


1. Jean-Paul
October 8, 2005

Atiyah’s piece is very nice. It is very interesting that mathematicians’ connection
to art is always made through beauty, harmony etc. Well,
art historians would tell you that these are

2. Tony Smith
October 8, 2005

‘t Hooft says on his web page at http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/theoristbad.html:
“… Young and inexperienced students could surf the web and get seriously
confused by what they find. Therefore … Here is my BLACK LIST. …”.

My personal opinion is that “Young and inexperienced students” should be
exposed to all kinds of stuff – right, wrong, crazy, sane, etc – so that they can
form their own ability to judge stuff. Further, such concern about “Young and
inexperienced students” is what led to the death of Socrates.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Although I have not yet made ‘t Hooft’s BLACK LIST, ‘t Hooft goes on to say:
“… There are many more to add. I’ll be back when I found their names.
G. ‘t Hooft …”.

3. D R Lunsford
October 8, 2005

I’ve done almost everything on t’Hooft’s “good” list. This proves that I am a good
theorist! Why didn’t I know this 20 yrs ago?

The primer on QFT was indeed very good, nice find.

-drl

4. Dissident
October 8, 2005

No D R L, at best it proves that you SHOULD be a good theorist… 

5. plato
October 9, 2005

I like Atiyah’s article as well…..to bad Jean-Paul didn’t finish.

If theory is the role of the architect, then such beautiful proofs are the role of the
craftsman. Of course, as with the great renaissance artists, such roles are
not mutually exclusive. A great cathedral has both structural impressiveness
and delicate detail. A great mathematical theory should similarly be beautiful on
both large and small scales.

http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/theoristbad.html
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/theoristbad.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


As the current story of the interaction between geometry and physics shows, the
feedback from science to mathematics can be extremely profitable, and this is
something I find doubly satisfying. Not only can we mathematicians be useful,
but we can create works of art at the same time, partly inspired by the outside
world.

Mathematics: Art and Science

Impressive, and always lots to learn.

It’s always good to learn some history, as John Baez relates here

6. Nigel
October 9, 2005

‘… There’s a fantastic new set of introductory lectures on quantum field theory
by Luis Alvarez-Gaume and Miguel Vazquez-Mozo…’

Thanks for this link, Peter. I like the explanation on p71: ‘… we find the
electromagnetic coupling grows with energy. This can be explained heuristically
by remembering the effect of the polarisation of the vacuum … these virtual
pairs behave as dipoles that, as in a dielectric medium, tend to screen this
charge, decreasing its value at long distances (ie at lower energies).’

If so, then shouldn’t people be going all the way here, and developing a physical
model of the polarised virtual field that will allow an alternative, more classical-
type, calculation of the usual QED results, to avoid renormalisation? If only there
was more of this heuristic explanation in physics, and less abject speculation
(ST)…

7. MathPhys
October 9, 2005

Personally, I would have liked to see an introduction to non-perturbative aspects
of QFT. I feel that students are sort of cheated by a purely perturbative
approach. I thought that Luis A-G, more than almost anyone else, is qualified to
write such an introduction.

8. ks
October 9, 2005

When mathematicians start to talk about the beauty of their discipline they end
up returning to a 19-th centurys classicistic discourse: cathedrals, Bach fugues,
white marble… sigh. I would wonder how indian or chinese mathematicians
describe their discipline in aesthetic terms which conventional comparisons they
use to describe their most inner feelings. Do japanese mathematicians compare
proofs with cherry blossoms or do they find such comparisons as annoying then
myself?

9. Pseudo-string-fan
October 9, 2005

http://www.ams.org/bull/0000-000-00/S0273-0979-05-01095-5/S0273-0979-05-01095-5.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/0000-000-00/S0273-0979-05-01095-5/S0273-0979-05-01095-5.pdf
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/this.week.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/this.week.html


It is quite amazing to know there is a how-to-be-a-good-theoretical-physicist
recipe on t Hooft’s webpage. Then, can we massively produce the good
theorectical physicists by his magic suggestions?

10. Arun
October 9, 2005

t Hooft provides necessary, but not sufficient conditions.

11. plato
October 9, 2005

I would wonder how indian or chinese mathematicians describe their discipline
in aesthetic terms which conventional comparisons they use to describe their
most inner feelings.

Maybe as a Taoist figure topological expressed Ying and Yang, defined, as a
Calabi Yua?

Tony Smith, might have an answer for you?:)

On my speculation could General Relativity understood these “momentum
occasions” as inclinations of circles and ellipses in martial art forms?:)

Last comment I will make like this Peter, as I know you like to run a tight ship.

12. Jean-Paul
October 9, 2005

I see that ks is exactly on the same track as what I was going to say.
The connection from mathematics to art is usualy made through beauty and
harmony, using the pre-XIXth century concept of art.
Take music: The tonal harmonic system ended (I would say Mahler gave it a final
blow) more or less at the same time as quantum mechanics was born, and it was
replaced by atonal, dodecapohony etc. Are mathematicians ready for such a
radical step? Can anybody tell me whether there was any radical change in
mathematics methodology except for the same old proofs getting longer and
longer?

13. plato
October 10, 2005

Can anybody tell me whether there was any radical change in mathematics
methodology except for the same old proofs getting longer and longer?

Now what does this have to do with the math?

Such a comparison I would think, was from the perspective of the artist himself
and , not the completion of the 10th, although attempts as seen were made to do
this?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustav_Mahler#Symphonies

http://www.tao-chi-muelheim.de/a_LogoPaKuaMuelheim01.gif
http://www.tao-chi-muelheim.de/a_LogoPaKuaMuelheim01.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustav_Mahler#Symphonies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustav_Mahler#Symphonies


Any way, was it meant as, “the shift to new mathematics” and not the death of
tonal qualities in relation to perspective views on “sound ” and views on the
cosmo respectively? We know how this shift happened if held to Wayne Hu.

Would mathematicians concurr?

14. sunderpeeche
October 10, 2005

Did anyone read the Fermilab link? The peak luminosity is 1.41 x 10^30 (not
10^32 as reported in the blog). But still a record.

15. woit
October 10, 2005

Actually the number was right:

141 x 10^30=1.41 x 10^32

16. D R Lunsford
October 10, 2005

On the assorted link front, we see this:

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/astro-ph/0507619

GR explains what NG can’t. No dark matter!

-drl

17. ali
October 10, 2005

D R L:

You might want to look at this response to the paper you mentioned. Apparently,
their metric and assumptions aren’t self-consistent:

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0508377

18. blank
October 10, 2005

The above link was slashdotted today for some reason. I knew it sounded too
good to be true.

19. D R Lunsford
October 10, 2005

ali and blank,

The rebuttal paper is by no means convincing. The posited matter distribution is
not at all unreasonable, nor is it the only possibility. The remarkable thing is,

http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/beginners/sound.html
http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/beginners/sound.html
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/astro-ph/0507619
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/astro-ph/0507619
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0508377
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0508377


someone actually bothered to solve the equations instead of invoking yet another
hand-waving argument. I’m sure we’ll see a “re-rebuttal” soon!

-drl

20. Arun
October 10, 2005

The idea that General Relativity provides only tiny corrections to Newtonian
Gravity as far as galaxies are concerned is not a hand-waving argument, but a
result from a well-developed expansion for an arbitrary source (e.g., see chapter
39 of Misner, Thorne, Wheeler). The expansion obviously doesn’t hold if there is
a singular mass distribution, and perhaps singular mass distributions are
reasonable.

The point is that it was not handwaving exercise to write off GR for galaxies.

21. Nigel
October 10, 2005

The question is what the dark matter is, it could be mostly asteroids, comets,
planets, small dim dwarf stars, or black holes. I’ve not seen any suggestion that
most of the mass of a galaxy is dark matter to justify the rotation. You can’t
justify having 10 or so times as much dark matter as visible star mass in a galaxy
without massaging the model to fit the ‘critical density’ prediction… So the rest
of the dark matter is then assumed to be in the intervening spaces as exotic
particles, a nice ST-type untestable prediction.

22. D R Lunsford
October 11, 2005

Arun et. al, Copperstock and Tieu explicitly state

“The absolute value of z must be used to provide the proper reflection of the
distribution for negative z. While this produces a discontinuity in Nz at z = 0, it
is important to note that this has no physical consequence since Nz enters as a
square in the density and Nz does not play a role in the equations of motion.
Moreover, the metric itself is continuous. This is analogous to the Schwarzschild
constant density sphere problem that leads to a discontinuity in metric derivative
across the matter-vacuum interface in Schwarzschild coordinates. In principle,
other coordinates could be found to render the metric and its first partial
derivatives globally continuous but this would be counter-productive as it would
unnecessarily complicate the mathematics. As in FRW, our co-moving
coordinates simplify the analysis.”

where of course FRW means Friedmann-Roberston-Walker cosmology.

This IMO is conclusive. There must be something wrong with the rebutters’
Killing vector argument.

-drl



23. Nigel
October 11, 2005

D.R. Lunsford, thanks for this analysis 

24. Arun
October 12, 2005

It should be fairly easy to decide.
The z-dependence of N is

N= exp(- k |z| ) , k is some constant

Now what is limit as y-> 0 of Integral( Nz^2 dz, { -y, + y ) )?

If the limit is 0 then Cooperstock has a point. If it is not zero,
then there is a delta function there, and that is the singular disk.

25. DMS
October 12, 2005

To the list of QFT notes, I would also add the tome Fields by Warren Siegel (hep-
th/9912205).

26. Nigel
October 12, 2005

I’ve recently added more stuff to my page in the hope of making t’Hooft’s bad
list! (All publicity is good when you’re suppressed!) 

27. Arun
October 12, 2005

Re: mine of 8:18 AM, upon reflection, that is not a good way of looking for a
density singularity.

28. Arun
October 12, 2005

See this on why Cooperstock et al. are wrong:

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/10/04/most-exciting-discovery/#comment-4996

29. D R Lunsford
October 12, 2005

Arun,

See thread on SPR. Story is not over 

-drl

30. Arun

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/10/04/most-exciting-discovery/#comment-4996
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/10/04/most-exciting-discovery/#comment-4996


October 13, 2005

I see 5 messages on SPR and nothing new. What am I missing?

31. N.R.
October 13, 2005

RE: art and science

Saw this on slashdot:

Art of Particle Physics

http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/cms/?pid=1000198

look at the pdf, as apparently, their is an error in the basic page

http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/cms/?pid=1000198
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/cms/?pid=1000198


Physics Strings Us Along

October 11, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A commenter here wrote in to point out that Margaret Wertheim, a science columnist
for the Los Angeles Times, has a new piece entitled Physics strings us along. She
discusses Lisa Randall’s new book as an example of physics that has become
completely unmoored from empirical evidence and instead “has become in effect a
form of speculative literature” (much like John Horgan’s characterization of this sort
of thing as “science fiction in mathematical form”). Wertheim notes that it is
becoming hard to distinguish theoretical physics from religion and magic, supposedly
less rational practices, claiming that “in recent years science itself has been showing
increasingly magical tendencies”, concerning itself with “entire landscapes of
universes for which there is no empirical evidence whatever. ”

She is writing a book about “the role of imagination in theoretical physics”, and she
seems overly enthusiastic about how “Unchained by the fetters of verification, string
theorists are free to dream, articulating through their equations vast imagined
domains in which almost anything that is mathematically possible is deemed to be
happening ‘somewhere.'”

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
October 11, 2005

I saw the article. I also saw one in a March 2005 Physics Today where they
interview Kaku. Someone seems to have likened him to Jerry Springer.
Unfortunately, though, it seems increasingly unlikely that String Theorists will
ever host a Reality Show.

2. Lubos Motl
October 11, 2005

I was personally not too happy with this article either. But let me mention that a
physicist mentioned in your article  may have had a different opinion.

3. Rob Scott
October 11, 2005

Chris, according to the article there must be many universes where string
theorists do indeed host Reality Shows, after all it is mathematically possible:)
It’s just not this one.

4. Egbert Humplebody
October 11, 2005

http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/commentary/la-oe-wertheim11oct11,0,6154981.story
http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/commentary/la-oe-wertheim11oct11,0,6154981.story
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=250
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=250


It seems there’s another story in the news about how string theory can explain
everything.

5. Quantum_Ranger
October 12, 2005

Rob Scott says “Chris, according to the article there must be many universes
where string theorists do indeed host Reality Shows, after all it is mathematically
possible:) It’s just not this one”.

And thus, there is another Universe stringtheorists keep ignoring? This one!

For if it is so that there are a multidude of Universes, then they have to admit
that there is one Universe wherby the theory of strings does not exist?

A stringtheorist who does NOT admit this fact, by their own scientific arena,
methods of madness, must be ‘string-calculating’, inside this Universe, but the
resulting evidence is elswhere!

How can stringtheorists be so sure that stringtheory EXISTS in this Universe,
and not in another perticular Unverse? by their own evidence of MW’s, the
evidence appears to be that Strings are elswhere, even though the theorists
themselves, appear at first glance, to be residing in the same referenced
Universe as the Human Race?

6. MathPhys
October 12, 2005

I’m not shocked by the rise and rise of M Kaku in the US media, afterall, we have
Jerry Springer. What I find shattering is that a salesman who starts every talk by
plugging his most recent paperback, actually gets invited, along with respectable
people like Vafa and Witten to conferences such as the Alexandria Einstein
symposium.

7. Ranger
October 12, 2005

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=403#post403

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

ALL TIED UP & STRUNG ALONG, a movie about String Theorists and their
expansive theories which extend human ignorance, pomposity, and frailty into
higher dimensions, is set to start filming this fall. Jessica Alba, John Cleese,
Eugene Levie, Jackie Chan, and David Duchovney of X-files fame have all signed
on to the $700 million Hollywood project, which is still cheaper than String
Theory itself, and will likely displace less physicists from the academy.

“As contemporary physics is about money, hype, mythology, and chicks,” Ed
Witten explained from his offices at the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study,
“The next logical step was Hollywood, although I thought Burt Reynolds should

http://www.theonion.com/content/node/41454
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/41454
http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=403#post403
http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=403#post403


play me instead of Eugene Levy.”

Brian Greene, the famous String Theorist who will be played by David “the truth
is out there” Duchovney, explained the plot: “String theory’s muddled, contorted
theories that lack postulates, laws, and experimentally-verified equations have
Einstein spinning so fast in his grave that it creates a black hole. In order to save
the world, we String Theorists have to stop reformulating String Theory faster
than the speed of light. We are called upon to stop violating the conservation of
energy by mining higher dimensions to publish more BS than can accounted for
with the Big Bang alone, and I win the Nobel prize for showing that M-Theory is
in fact the dark matter it has been searching for.”

Greene continues: “At first my character is reluctant to stop theorizing and start
postulating, but when my love interest Jessica Alba is sucked into the black hole,
I search my soul and find Paul Davies there, played by John Cleese. I ask him
what he’s doing in my soul, and he explains that the answer is contained in the
mind of God, which only he is privy too, but for a small fee, some tax and tuition
dollars, a couple grants here and there, and an all-expense-paid book tour with
stops in Zurich and Honolulu, he can let me in on it. And he shows me God in all
her greater glory, as he points out that we can make more money in Hollywood
than writing coffee-table books that recycle Einstein, Bohr, Dirac, Feynman, and
Wheeler. I am quickly converted, and I agree to turn my back on String Theory’s
hoax and save Jessica Alba.”

But it’s not that easy, as standing in Greene’s way is Michio “king of pop-theory-
hipster-irony-the-theory-of-everything-or-anything-made-
you-read-this” Kaku, played by Jackie Chan. Kaku beats the crap out of Greene
for alomst blowing the “ironic” pretense his salary, benefits, and all-expense paid
trips depend on. “WE MUST HOLD BACK THE YOUNG SCIENTISTS WITH OUR
NON-THEORIES!! WE MUST FILL THE ACADEMY WITH THE POMO DARK
MATTER THAT IS STRING THEORY TO KEEP OUR UNIVERSE FROM FLYING
APART, OUR PYRAMID SCHEMES FROM TOPPLING, AND OUR PERPETUAL-
MOTION NSF MONEY MACHINE FROM STOPPING!!” Kaku argues as he
delivers a flying back-kick, “There can be ony ONE! I WILL be String Theory’s
GODFATHER as referenced on my web page!! I have better hair!”

But Greene fights back as he signs his seventeenth book deal to make the hand-
waving incoherence of String Theory accessible to the South Park generation,
senior citizens, and starving chirldren around the world. “Kaku! Kaku!
(pronounced Ka-Kaw! Ka-Kaw! like Owen Wilson did in Bottle Rocket),” Greene
shouts. “It is theoretically impossible to build a coffee tables strong enough to
support any more coffee-table physics books!!!”

“Time travel is also theoretically impossible, but there’s a helluva lot more
money for us in flushing physics down a wormhole. Nobody knows what the
#&#%&$ M stands for in M theory ya hand-waving, TV-hogging crank!!! Get it??
Ha Ha Ha! We’re laughing at the public! We’re the insider pomo hipsters! Get
with the gangsta-wanksta-pranksta CRANKSTER bling-bling program!!”

How does it all end? Does physics go bankrupt funding theories that have



expanded our ignorance from four dimensions into ten, twenty, and thirty
dimensions? Do tax payers revolt? Do young physicists overthrow the hand-
waving, contortionist bullies and revive physics with a classical renaissance
favoring logic, reason, and Truth over meaningless mathematical abstractions?
Does Moving Dimensions Theory (MDT) prevail with its simple postulate? We’ll
all just have to wait!

But in the meantime, how do you think it will play out?

Will theories with postulates ever be allowed in physics again? Or will the well-
funded, tenured pomo String Theory / M-Theory (Maffia-Theory) Priests send
their armies of desperate, snarky postdocs and starving graduate students forth
to displace and destroy all common sense, logic, reason, and physics in the
academy? It must be so–for the greater good of physics, the individual physicist,
and thus physics, must be sacrificed.

MDT’s postulate: THE FOURTH DIMENSION IS EXPANDING AT A RATE OF C
RELATIVE TO THE THREE SPATIAL DIMENSIONS IN QUANTIZED UNITS OF
THE PLANCK LENGTH, GIVING RISE TO TIME AND ALL CLASSICAL,
QUANTUM MECHANICAL, AND RELATIVISTIC PHENOMENA.

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=403#post403

8. Bryan
October 13, 2005

On the topic of Dr Lisa Randall, I think it sad that Scientific American made fun
of her in the Oct issue, pp20-22.

The article is headed ‘The Beauty of Branes’ and has a big picture of her in front
of a blackboard.

Underneath the picture is the caption: ‘Lisa Randall: Warped Thoughts.’

The article concludes by quoting her collaborator Andreas Karch of University of
Washington: ‘I often don’t understand her. When she says things, they don’t
make sense and I first think ‘she is crazy’. But I don’t say anything…’

With friends like these, who needs enemies?

9. Rainey
October 16, 2005

um actually i dont think the article was making fun of her at all. the actual
article, on pages 38-40

concluded with the sentance:

“But I don’t say anything, because she is usually right. Lisa just knows the
answer.”

Just pointing this out because if you read the above post Karch’s comment seems

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=403#post403
http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=403#post403


pretty patronizing. Add the final sentance and he just sounds ignorant.

Usually taking things out of context “warps” their meaning…;)

10. Bryan
October 17, 2005

‘…because she is usually right. Lisa just knows the answer.’

This fear of pointing out potential problems ‘because she is usually right’ and
‘just knows the answer’ in my opinion makes Lisa sound patronising, which is
why I left it out. It has nothing to do with the point being made, that someone
senses a problem, yet does not have the courage to say so.

11. Nigel
October 17, 2005

I hate the idea of personally ridiculing string theorists just because they are
wrong scientifically, but who gave the idea to Laughlin for the following analogy
in the San Francisco Chronicle?

“… skeptics suggest it’s the latest sign of how string theorists, sometimes called
“superstringers,” try to colorfully camouflage the theory’s flaws, like “a 50-year-
old woman wearing way too much lipstick,” jokes Robert B. Laughlin, a Nobel
Prize-winning physicist at Stanford…”

http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03
/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL

http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL
http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL
http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL
http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL


Loops ’05, Again

October 11, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

This week there’s a large conference in Potsdam on non-perturbative/background
independent quantum gravity called Loops ’05. The programme is on-line, and there
is live-blogging from Robert Helling.

Update: String theorist Robert Helling has more coverage of the conference. This
includes the hilarious criticism (quoted approvingly by Jacques Distler) that too many
of the talks were “so vague and speculative that they are not even wrong.” Helling
does notice that the string theorist speaker (Stefan Thiessen) delegated to talk about
what is going on in string theory had nothing to say, and just repeated the failed
dogma from more than 20 years ago. Maybe at Strings 2006 they’ll even let someone
from the LQG camp speak, or at least there will be live-blogging from an LQGer.

Note: This is a reconstruction of my original posting. Unfortunately I accidentally hit
the wrong button when trying to edit a typo in a comment, deleting the posting and
all comments. Thanks to Steve and Aaron for helping me retrieve the content of the
posting, but unfortunately most of the comments were lost. If you have copies of
them, please send them to me or resubmit them yourself.

Update: For something truly bizarre, see Lubos Motl’s comments on Loops ’05,
where he attacks the talks there as “not even wrong”, while in the same posting
respectfully reporting on a talk by Cumrun Vafa at Radcliffe on the Swampland, a talk
at which several people evidently expressed the opinion that it could never lead to an
explanation of anything about physics.

Update: There’s a bit more about Loops ’05 in the latest issue of John Baez’s “This
Week’s Finds”.

Update: The talks from the conference are now on-line.

Comments

1. Who
October 11, 2005

great of Robert.
meets the hunger for news from the conference and
also the need always for a critical outside perspective.
real gift. thanks Robert! Looking forward to more
(e.g. Laurent Freidel on Tuesday, Loll and Reuter on Wednesday, and to Roberts
choices of what talks to hear and his commentary on them)

2. Shantanu
October 11, 2005

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html
http://atdotde.blogspot.com/2005/10/others.html
http://atdotde.blogspot.com/2005/10/others.html
http://atdotde.blogspot.com/2005/10/more-news-on-others.html
http://atdotde.blogspot.com/2005/10/more-news-on-others.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000656.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000656.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/10/loops-2005.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/10/loops-2005.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=265
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=265
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week222.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week222.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html


Peter (in case you didn’t know) next week at Stony Brook there is an interesting
symposium on geometry and universe which predominantly consists of
relativists.
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/GR2005/ were you planning to go for this?
Maybe you can tell the readers about this conference and also let us know what
the traditional GR community thinks of string theory (which will definitely be
discussed at this conference).
Shantanu

3. a
October 11, 2005

“traditional GR community thinks of string theory??

Shantanu, what does the traditional GR community think of string theory?

4. Robert
October 12, 2005

I cannot reconstruct all I commented earlier. My main point was that Theissen
gave a standard “strings for non-experts” talk rather than addressing the loop
people and their prejudices directly. This way, they had seen it all before and he
gave away the possibility of telling them something that is new for them and
maybe even thought provoking.

5. Lee Smolin
October 12, 2005

Hi, if I can put a comment here I didnt figure out how to put on Robert’s blog:

Thanks for the comments. If I’d known you were here I could have answered
some of these questions in person.

Let me emphasize first that the point of my talk was to emphasize important
open issues. We are not afraid of emphasizing open problems but we do hope
that people notice when they are solved. Hence, I would have hoped you noticed
and reported that major progress was described concerning the problem of
showing that classical spacetime honestly emerges from background
independent theories. Rovelli derived the graviton propagator and hence
Newton’s law. Freidel and Livine showed in detail that 2+1 quantum gravity with
matter has a low energy limit which is an effective QFT on a non-commutative
geometry with deformed Poincare invariance. Both results were derived from
spin foam models.

Hence, one can no longer say that there is no understanding of how classical
spacetime and low energy qft emerges from these theories.

There was still more. Perez showed how regularization ambiguities in the
Hamiltonian constraint may be resolved. Markopoulou discussed a new approach
to the low energy liimit based on her new paper with Kribs. Loll announced
major results showing that 3+1 spacetime emerges from causal dynamical

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/GR2005/
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/GR2005/


triangulations and that at short distances the theory scales as a 1+1 dimensional
theory. Livine and Terno showed how to derive the log(area) corrections to black
hole entropy and estimate the rate of Hawking radiation. Starodubtsev reported
on work with Freidel in which quantum gravity is defined by a perturbation
expansion around a topological quantum field theory where the expansion
parameter is G Lambda. This is a very promising direction as there are
indications (no proof yet) that this new pert. theory is renormalizable and the low
energy limit reproduces QFT in DeSitter spcetime……

These, and other results were based on detailed calculations and are solid
results. I would have hoped that your report would have focused on the
presentation of these major result.

In the face of this kinds of impressive progress, I was not embaressed to
emphasize open issues or speculate a bit about future directions. So my talk was
certainly not representative. By the way, I would have thought that as a particle
physicist you would have recognized that what I presented was just a preon
model. It was translated into the language of LQG with the help of recent work
by Bilson-Thompson. This is new stuff and much remains to be done. But you can
also no longer say that there is no proposal for unification of matter and
geometry in LQG.

Still to come are new results on rigorous formulations of the theory and at least
one striking new results on quantum cosmology, of relevence for upcoming
observations.

6. Who
October 12, 2005

a friend of ours was in Berlin and happened to attend Lee Smolin’s public
lecture. Here is Ratzinger’s report:
—quote—
I’m in Berlin right now and found out that Lee Smolin is giving a public lecture,
named “The unfinished revolution: finishing what Einstein started”. So how could
I resist?

He started with the question “what is at stake?”. Answer: all the big questions
(what is time, space, physical law? why is the universe hospitable to life?). After
going through the three revolutions (Aristotle, Newton, Einstein) and their
notions of space, time, etc., he stressed the importance of relationality in
present-day world view, both in qm and gr.

(He said Leibniz was right about relationality, but he had no workable physical
theory, so scientist followed Newton for 200 years. Mach and then Einstein
rediscovered relational thinking.)

So what are the approaches to attack quantum gravity? There are two, according
to Smolin.
1. Einstein’s way (rethinking the concepts of space and time, and especially
reworking qm)



2. everybody else’s way (string theory, loops, etc.)

He admitted that he researches everybody else’s way, but pointed out the need
for radical and rebellious thinking the Einstein way. He also praised Penrose in
that context.

He ended with saying that physicists are standing in the lights and shadows of
Einstein. Lights: Einstein’s theories, that they work with. Shadows: ignoring
what is at stake and not sharing Einstein vision of a complete understanding of
the universe by rejecting qm.

Edit: 1. I think Renata Loll was also sitting in the audience.
2. Smolin was very excited by the coming representation of Winkler and another
guy on Friday.
—endquote—
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?p=785298#post785298

[my comment: the other guy is probably Abhay Ashtekar, whose talk on Friday
will discuss what replaces the hole and bang singularities when the classical
singularities are removed by quantum gravity methods. This would probably
interest Lee Smolin since he has conjectured that the two regimes could be
related—black hole pit expanding to form another spacetime region.]

7. Who
October 12, 2005

or the other guy, whose name Ratzinger didnt remember, could be Viqar Husain
—-Husain is also giving a talk Friday and he and Winkler have a new QG way to
remove the BH singularity.

8. Nigel
October 13, 2005

a: ‘…what does the traditional GR community think of string theory? ‘

I earlier posted that Sir Roger Penrose who is the only person that actually
understands GR physically – or at least the only person who lets on that he does
– thinks Witten is talking out of his hat where Witten says in a leading journal in
April 1996 that ST: ‘has the wonderful property of predicting gravity’ (not an
exact quote, but close enough).

Penrose has this issue that ST is at best just a perturbative calculating procedure
which cannot predict – or lead to – the prediction of the strength of gravity.

Witten’s praise of his own work on M-theory by calling it a wonderful prediction
of gravity reminds me of the controversy when Edward Teller around 1983 hyped
the ‘wonderful’ space-based nuclear explosion pumped x-ray laser as a thing the
size of a suitcase which can shoot down the entire Soviet missile force, ‘if in the
field of view’. (After checking the equations, it turned out that the x-ray laser
would need to be about 1000 metres long, and that as such it would only be able
to shoot one thing at a time, and would be hard to send into space anyway.)

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?p=785298#post785298
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?p=785298#post785298


Sorry if I’ve gone off topic a bit  On my weblog, I’ve got all kids of rubbish I
can’t delete because you have to keep pressing ‘confirm to proceed to deletion’
and ‘are you really sure you want to delete this post, it looks so brilliant? please
click here again before it can be deleted!’ So I just give up trying.

9. Robert
October 13, 2005

Lee,

please reread what I wrote. I said I liked Rovelli’s talk an recommended reading
his paper. I gave some extended coverage of what you were saying but you have
to admit your remarks on ‘quarks’, your remarks on CMB and the Poineer
anomaly were quite bold to say the least. I expect to read some popular texts on
LQG where these topics will be mentioned as ‘understood/solved by the
canonical approach’.

What Markopoulou said sounded to me (but that might be my fault) as an
introductory lecture in block spin transformations and RG group in the 1D Ising
model. The remarks on how evolution is like a channel in quantum information
theory again were not very concrete.

And, as you will find stated in my second post, I had to leave Golm during
Friedel’s lecture to return to teaching duties so I could not report on what
happened after Tuesday 10:40.

As far as the announced results on quantum cosmology go, I have to admit, I am
sceptical. Loop quantum cosmology had one big result in the past, the fact, that
the initial singularity is not there and the inverse area operator was bounded (i.e.
the universe cannot get arbitrarily small). This result was celebrated as a huge
step forward and all the publicity was collected in favour of LQG.

In the meantime however, Thomas Thiemann has shown, that this result was an
artefact of the minisuperspace like approximation and that it the inverse area is
unbounded in the full theory. As always everybody is encouraged to draw their
own conclusions.

10. Pindare
October 14, 2005

Off-topic: there’s a short article on string theory featuring Gabriele Veneziano
(now chair at Collège de France) in today’s edition of Le Monde at
http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-698934@51-699012,0.html

Another one features Brian greene and Stephen Hawking and their popular
science books.

This pops up because this week is the nationwide Sciencefest in France, and
there’s “a large public eagerly interested in theoretical physics” who read (part
of) those books.

http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-698934@51-699012,0.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-698934@51-699012,0.html


Of course this is just a tiny aspect of the Sciencefest, most other things are on
less controversial topics, all the activities are listed at
http://www.fetedelascience.education.gouv.fr/

11. Arun
October 14, 2005

If one goes to amazon.com and looks up David Lindley’s book on Boltzmann (
“Boltzmann’s Atom: The Great Debate That Launched A Revolution In Physics”),
then, at the end of the editorial reviews is an excerpt from the book. We learn of
James Waterston who discovered some of the ideas of the kinetic theory of gases,
but was ignored.

And the following contains probably useful advice for the 21st century as well:

Waterston’s achievement finally came to light in 1891, when the
English physicist Lord Rayleigh, then secretary of the Royal Society,
discovered the lost manuscript in the course of tracking down some old
citations. By that time the kinetic theory amounted to a sophisticated
and well-known body of knowledge, and Rayleigh immediately
perceived the true merit of Waterston’s ideas. He arranged for its
belated publication as the first item in the first issue of the
Philosophical Transactions for 1892, along with a brief commentary on
its tortured history.

Acknowledging that Waterston had submitted his work at a time when
scientists thought very differently than they were accustomed to doing
just a few decades later, Rayleigh admitted nevertheless he was
surprised that the Royal Society’s expert reviewers were so dismissive
of the paper. “The omission to publish it at the time was a misfortune,
which probably retarded the subject by ten or fifteen years,” he wrote.
Rayleigh suggested that Waterston might have done better to mention
that he was working to elaborate ideas previously suggested by Daniel
Bernoulli, whose reputation was unarguable; that might have made a
reviewer hesitate. But Bernoulli’s work had itself been forgotten, and it
is the strength of Waterston’s claim to unjust treatment that he indeed
came up with his reasoning entirely by himself. On that score Rayleigh
had another observation: “Perhaps…a young author who believes
himself capable of great things would usually do well to secure
the favourable recognition of the scientific world by work whose
scope is limited, and whose value is easily judged, before
embarking on greater flights.” The reliable route to scientific fame,
in other words, requires brilliance judiciously combined with
careerism. Just as well, perhaps, that the already bitter Waterston
didn’t live to see this endorsement of his unrewarded endeavors.

12. Dissident
October 15, 2005

Great advice Arun. Surely it would have been much better for everybody

http://www.fetedelascience.education.gouv.fr/
http://www.fetedelascience.education.gouv.fr/


involved if young Albert Einstein had concentrated on establishing a solid track
record in molecular physics till he was 40 or so, to then tackle the big vision task
of unifying mechanics and electromagnetism.

BWAHAHAHAHAHA!

13. Chris Oakley
October 15, 2005

Unfortunately Arun’s advice is all too sound: if you concentrate your mind on
how not to be a threat to the has-beens or never-weres who run the physics
establishment, then they might, after forcing you to jump through a lot of hoops,
offer you a permanent job. If your brain has not completely atrophied by then,
then who knows, you might even have some infinitesimal contribution to make to
the subject.

Relativity and Quantum Mechanics only happened because there were enough
bright 23-25 year olds around in the early part of the last century brave enough
to think for themselves. Although the research establishment then was just as
much a gerontocracy as it is now, it was one of those situations where the old
timers simply could not afford to ignore the youngsters.

14. Dissident
October 15, 2005

Arun’s advice is sound only if the goal is to get a job in academia. Why anyone
would be willing to sacrifice his or her intellect and creativity for such a lowly
reward is beyond me. There are far more rewarding occupations which will let
you exercise both to the fullest *and* which offer the very real possibility of
reaching financial independence well before 40 (especially if you don’t mind
living on a theoretical physicist’s budget). And then it’s off to the races. 

15. Chris Oakley
October 15, 2005

Actually, I did want a job in theoretical physics. I was prepared to put up with the
low salary (less than a schoolteacher, by the way) in exchange for doing what I
love doing. I will never have moral qualms about going in search of £££ in the
City of London as leaving academia was a question of being pushed rather than
jumping.

16. The Statistical Mechanic
October 15, 2005

“[..] Of course, Peter Woit followed up on this line, because it is his argument
that superstring theory is not even wrong. [..]”

17. Arun
October 15, 2005

Dissident,



Albert Einstein did concentrate on molecular physics – that was his Brownian
motion paper. Anyway, considering that Boltzmann committed suicide in 1906, in
part we think because of opposition by Mach and Ostwald to atomic theory in
general and Boltzmann’s work in particular, molecular physics was not the place
to be, either.

Anyway, Einstein’s Nobel citation was “for services to Theoretical Physics, and
especially of the law of the photoelectric effect.” Perhaps another sign of the
conservative nature of the establishment.

-Arun

18. Dissident
October 15, 2005

That’s why I mentioned molecular physics, Arun (if memory serves, it was his
thesis subject). But for how long did he “concentrate” on it?

And yes, that silly Swedish academy used the photoelectric effect to motivate his
Nobel prize, so as to avoid openly endorsing relativity. It wasn’t really
controversial in the world at large by then, but apparently there were some local
“heavyweights” in Uppsala who just didn’t get it.

19. MathPhys
October 15, 2005

I’m disappointed that the coverage of Loops ’05 has stopped after the first
couple of days of talks. I would have liked to know what happened next. Can one
find that anywhere?

20. Lee Smolin
October 16, 2005

Dear Robert,

Thanks, perhaps I misread you. I was perhaps over-reacting to your opening: “I
sneaked into the Loops 05 conference…” I hope this was not how you really felt.
Certainly, all were welcome, no one was checking badges.

But I also don’t understand why, after doing a good job of just reporting, you feel
the need to add comments like, “I expect to read some popular texts on LQG
where these topics will be mentioned as ‘understood/solved by the canonical
approach’?” Perhaps you are used to an atmosphere in which people are not
careful to distinguish conjecture, evidence and proof, but this is not us.

As to the other points, why not read the papers? Kribs and Markopoulou is gr-
qc/0510052. Regarding singularity avoidance in the full QFT, the papers are by
Johannes Brunnemann and Thomas Thiemann, gr-qc/0505032 and 033. Not
surprisingly, the situation is quite a bit more complicated in the full theory than
it is in the models, but their conclusion is not pessimistic. They do find states on
which the inverse volume is not bounded. But they show it is bounded on a large



class of coherent states. The last line of their abstract states, “After outlining
what would be required, we present the results of a calculation for LQG which
could be a first indication that our criteria at least for curvature singularity
avoidance are satisfied in LQG.”

If I may add, the atmosphere in the quantum gravity community is pretty open.
Most of us know and easily acknowledge that what we are doing is high risk.
Most of us are very self-critical and any honest critic will be made to feel very
welcome because you cannot be more critical to us than we are to ourselves.

Looking forward to seeing you next time,

Lee

21. Who
October 18, 2005

John Baez TWF #222 is out.

Scroll 3/4 of the way down the page for his report on a couple of things of
interest from Loops ’05.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week222.html

22. Who
October 20, 2005

Unofficial word about when the VIDEO from Loops ’05 will be made available at
the website:

My understanding, based only on indirect report, is that they plan to have the
videos of the talks up by beginning of next week.

Worth keeping an eye out for it. Thanks to John Baez for originally mentioning
something about this.

23. dan
October 22, 2005

will there be a loop ’06? incidentally, shouldn’t all LQG researchers work on the
semiclassical limit problem, for if it doesn;t reduce to GR, then it is not a viable
theory of QG?

24. Who
October 23, 2005

will there be a loop ‘06? incidentally, shouldn’t all LQG researchers work on the
semiclassical limit problem,…?

Normally it might be better to wait until John Baez responds—since your
question is one he can answer best. But he might not still be reading this thread,
now that it is overlayed by other discussion. So I will take a shot at the question.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week222.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week222.html


I havent heard anything official about a conference next year. It seems to me that
enough is going on in the various allied research lines to make people want to
have one next year. Last year it was at Marseille so it probably would not be
there again so soon. It could be at Penn State (Ashtekar’s institute) or a
Perimeter in Waterloo, or it could be at several places in the UK, or possibly at
Utrecht.

My private guess is that there will be Loops ’06 and it will be at Utrecht.
(Ashtekar seems to be taking his sabbatical there for at least part of 2006—the
place has become a QG center.)

about the semiclassical limit problem, dan—-it does seem to me that there is a lot
of focus on that now in several of the main QG research lines. I think your guess
that they should is approximatley right and that they ARE focusing effort on that.

To get an overview, go to Loops ’05 programme and take a quick look at several
leading people’s ABSTRACTS. Look at the abstracts of Rovelli, and Baez and
Freidel and Loll.

All these people are focusing on this and related issues like including matter.
Rovelli is explicit about this, also Baez, as you can see from the abstracts. Freidel
has just finished showing that the 3D version of his spinfoam model DOES
include matter and have the right largescale behavior. His program is to achieve
success in 3D and then extend the results to 4D. He talked about the prospects
for 4D at the conference. Still other nonperturbative QG approaches are those of
Loll (CDT) and of Reuter (QEG)—where considerable effort is focused on these
same issues.

So on the whole you are right, but there are exceptions. LQC (loop quantum
cosmology) is almost a separate field. It may be possible to test it separately.
There the semiclassical limit has already been shown. So the emphasis has
shifted towards phenomenology—what might be some observable effects of LQC?
Cosmology involves symmetry-reduced degrees of freedom (assuming isotropy
and homogeneity simplifies the picture). One thing that can be explored is the
relation to the full QG theory—-how similar will the predictions of full LQG (say
in Thiemann’s Master Constraint version) turn out to be to the “toy model”
symmetry-reduced LQC?

Another complication is that, as is often pointed out, the field of
(nonperturbative, non-string) QG includes several approaches—it isnt just the
canonical LQG (described, say, in Hermann Nicolai’s “outside view” paper).
Offhand I can’t think of anyone at Loops ’05 whose abstract indicates they were
talking about canonical LQG. The guy from Beijing Normal was discussing
Thiemann’s Master Constraint which is really a new QG approach. If you look
over the programme and happen to see someone who is actually doing LQG
proper, please let me know!
The terminology is really frustrating. Can of worms! People should really not
ever say LQG. They should say “nonperturbative QG” (meaning Rovelli’s
spinfoam, Freidel’s spinfoam, Loll CDT, Reuter QEG, Gambini CD, Thiemann
MC,…) and when all these people get together they call it “Loops”.



25. dan
October 23, 2005

“So on the whole you are right, but there are exceptions. LQC (loop quantum
cosmology) is almost a separate field. It may be possible to test it separately.
There the semiclassical limit has already been shown.”

What is LQG and how is it there’s so little word on its semiclassical limit? So it
reproduces GR with quantum corrections on the planck scale?

26. John Baez
October 24, 2005

dan said:

will there be a Loops ’06?

Probably; the idea of calling it Loops ’05 was to make this an annual thing.
However, we need someone to agree to run Loops ’06 – and I don’t think it’s
gonna be me!

Some obvious possibilities include Penn State, the Perimeter Institute, and
Marseille, but they’ve all run conferences like this quite recently. So, Mexico and
Utrecht are being mentioned.

I’m not sure Renate Loll will want to run something called Loops ’05, since she
considers her own approach – causal dynamical triangulations – quite distinct
from loop quantum gravity, and more successful! Personally I think this year’s
conference should have been called something like QG ’05, since there were
talks on almost every approach to quantum gravity. Or maybe NOT VERY MUCH
STRINGS ’05. 

Anyway, we’ll see what happens.

dan said:

incidentally, shouldn’t all LQG researchers work on the semiclassical limit
problem, for if it doesn’t reduce to GR, then it is not a viable theory of QG?

I think all loop quantum gravity researchers should work on this problem. That’s
why I keep talking about it every time I get a chance! I spoke about it at
Marseille, at the Perimeter Institute, and at Loops ’05. However, it’s hard to get
people to work on a very hard problem, when there are easier problems out
there.

Similarly, I think all string theorists should be working on a background-free
approach to this theory, and on finding a way for it to make specific predictions
about particle physics. But at any given moment there are lots of easier things to
do.

27. Who
October 25, 2005

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/spin_foam_models
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/spin_foam_models
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/dynamics/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/dynamics/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/loops05/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/loops05/


I’m not sure Renate Loll will want to run something called Loops… since she
considers her own approach… quite distinct from loop quantum gravity…
Personally I think this year’s conference should have been called something like
QG ‘05…

QG ’05 would have been a better choice (it seems now)
Names matter (you pointed this out somewhere not long ago) and a little thing
like a name can be a bigger obstacle or source of trouble than one would
expect—-I will spare everybody the Shakespeare quote.

For the first time I understand why they didnt simply announce at the end of
Loops ’05 that Loops ’06 would be held at Utrecht Spinoza Institute. Damn. It is
a shame. But I understand how Loll might object.

To me it looks different. If the Utrecht people would simply have Loops ’06 at
Utrecht and call it Loops, this would prove to the world that CDT IS LOOPS. It
would show everybody that there is a collective research drive towards the goal
of non-perturbative quantum theory of gravity which is not confined or
characterized by one specific approach like canonical loop quantum gravity, or
any particular path integral tactic either. So I see it for Loll as a good
opportunity to establish a broad inclusive definition of the term “Loops”.

28. dan
October 26, 2005

hello john & “who”

re: “However, it’s hard to get people to work on a very hard problem, when there
are easier problems out there.”

from the standpoint of physics, if LQG & friends do not reproduce GR as its
semiclassical limit, then is there any reason to continue researching it? so i’m
not sure if it is wortwhile to work on the easier problems if LQG does not
reproduce GR. Perhaps no-go thereoms that show background-independent QG
does not produce GR might be an easier problem everyone should work on! has
lubos published to this effect?

“who” would you call SST/m-theory “qg”?

incidentally John, you once wrote about de-emphasizing QG in your research, has
loops 05 changed that?



Physics Demographics

October 17, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

To some extent, if one wants to understand some of the recent history of physics, one
should take into account important demographic trends in the subject. For particle
physics in the U.S., in recent years the Particle Data Group has been conducting an
annual Census of U.S. Particle Physics. The American Institute of Physics has a
collection of reports available on-line. The NSF and other various other organizations
periodically issue hysterical reports about there being too few physics students
getting Ph.D.s. For some perspective on this, in 2003 there were a bit more than 1100
physics Ph.D.s awarded in the U.S., and during 2001-2002, about 230 retirements per
year of permanent faculty. Due to large recent increases in graduate student
enrollment, the number of Ph.D.s is expected to increase significantly during the next
few years. There doesn’t seem to be much danger that anytime soon U.S. universities
will see any change in the current situation of having vastly more qualified candidates
for academic jobs than actual permanent jobs available.

In the specific case of particle theory, the Particle Data Group figures show roughly
450-500 tenured faculty, and 400-450 graduate students. So, the entire U.S. tenured
particle theory professoriate could be just about replaced by one 4-5 year cohort of
graduate students. The theoretical particle physics job market will remain extremely
competitive for the forseeable future.

Unfortunately, the main hope for young physicists who want an academic job is that
current tenured faculty are getting old and have to retire or die sooner or later. The
latest data I’ve seen (from a 2000 AIP membership survey) indicated that the average
age of tenured physics faculty had reached nearly 60. If anyone knows of more recent
data I’d be interested to hear about it. I don’t know of any good on-line sources for
historical data, but the December 1995 issue of Physics Today had an interesting
article about demographic trends in physics entitled “What future will we choose for
physics?”. The authors of that article claimed that before 1970 the median age of
physics professors in the U.S. was relatively stable and under 40. In 1970, the number
of physics Ph.D.s awarded hit an all time high of nearly 1600, and faculty hiring
essentially fell off a cliff. According to the Physics Today article, from 1970 on the
median age of tenured faculty increased linearly at the rate of about 8 months/year.

One effect of the aging of the physics community is that Physics Today has been
running an increasing number of obituaries, since it has a long-running policy of
printing a picture and several paragraphs about each of their members for whom
obituaries are submitted. As of this month, facing the prospect of having to devote an
increasing fraction of space to this purpose, they have abandoned this policy,
announcing that from now on they will only publish obituaries in special cases, setting
up a separate web-site for on-line obituaries, since these won’t be appearing in the
magazine itself.

Update: Andre Brown wrote in to point out that the 1995 Physics Today article is
available on-line.

http://pdg.lbl.gov/us-hepfolk/summary/
http://pdg.lbl.gov/us-hepfolk/summary/
http://www.aip.org/statistics/
http://www.aip.org/statistics/
http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-58/iss-10/p10.shtml
http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-58/iss-10/p10.shtml
http://www.physicstoday.org/obits/
http://www.physicstoday.org/obits/
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-4/archive.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-4/archive.html


Comments

1. blank
October 17, 2005

I think the main hope for young theorists hoping to get an academic job, is some
sort of natural disaster at the location of one of the big Strings or SUSY summer
conferences.

2. Andre
October 17, 2005

“What future will we choose for physics?” is available online along with some
other career related articles on the physics today website:

http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-4/archive.html

3. Chris Oakley
October 17, 2005

These statistics are even more shocking than I expected.

I am not saying that I have all the answers to these problems (not in detail,
anyway), but it is useful to examine some of the significant events in our subject.
Off the top of my head … Gell Mann discovered the eightfold way at age 23;
Einstein, photoelectric effect & SR, aged 26; Heisenberg, matrix mechanics,
aged 25; Dirac, the relativistic wave equation, aged 26. De Broglie, wave-particle
duality at 24 (or thereabouts). Schrodinger, an old man at 38 – mind you, he was
only following up on his young student de Broglie’s work. <shameless plug>
Also, my great uncle W J van Stockum, Axially Symmetric solutions of Einstein’s
equations – the work was done before he was 26 – it is still regularly cited
&lt/shameless plug>

4. Chuck
October 17, 2005

And, yet Edward Witten just announced on PBS’s show, Nova, that he did his
best work in his 30’s and 40’s.

5. SteveM
October 17, 2005

“Science advances funeral by funeral.”
Max Planck

6. blank
October 17, 2005

Perhaps next time some billionaire philanthropist wants to help advance physics,
instead of spending $100mil on some fancy new research center, he should offer
$100mil in incentives for 50- and 60-something professors to retire early.

http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-4/archive.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-4/archive.html


Granted, it’s not as sexy as having a building named after you.

7. JC
October 17, 2005

Is there a specific reason why physics funding fell off a cliff around 1970? From
what I read over the years, it seems like the government decided to stop funding
a lot of things in the early 70’s, such as the Apollo missions.

8. woit
October 17, 2005

JC,

From what I remember it was a combination of a bad recession, putting an end
to somewhat of a bubble in research and academic spending. Throughout the 50s
and 60s the economy was expanding, and especially after Sputnik in 57 ever
larger amounts were going into funding research and expanding the size and
number of universities. When the recession hit, and state and federal spending
had to be cut, the universities and research funding were among the hardest hit.
Since universities had just expanded greatly in size and hired a lot of new
tenured people, when all of a sudden they stopped expanding there were
virtually no jobs, since the faculty was so young that very few older professors
were retiring. This effect has continued for much of the period since 1970, only
starting to change recently as many people hired during the 60s are finally
starting to retire.

9. A.J.
October 17, 2005

Gell Mann discovered the eightfold way at age 23; Einstein, photoelectric effect
& SR, aged 26; Heisenberg, matrix mechanics, aged 25; Dirac, the relativistic
wave equation, aged 26. De Broglie, wave-particle duality at 24 (or thereabouts).
Schrodinger, an old man at 38

Yeesh. What’s the point of retelling this myth about young genius? That we
should drive established thinkers out of academia? Or maybe that we should
refuse to hire anyone who’s done great work before the age of 30, on the
grounds that their best years are behind them? 

10. D R Lunsford
October 17, 2005

On a recent visit to ‘s physics department, I saw among the grad students and
postdocs, not a single American face. Mostly Chinese, a smattering of Russians,
Indians, and Pakistanis, a token German or two.

This is the direct result of the Faustian bargains struck among American deans
and registrars, and those who desired wonder weapons. In the US, physics is
done for power or profit, not for knowledge. Physics = weapons.



-drl

11. weichi
October 18, 2005

This is a bit off-topic, but being outside academia, the whole idea of tenure
seems a bit odd. As I understand it, the idea is to give talented people the
freedom to work in unfashionable/unpopular areas. This sounds great, but given
human nature, how realistic is it to expect this to lead to improved results? Are
there a lot of scientific results from, say, the past 50 years that were achieved by
tenured professors, but would likely *not* have been achieved if tenure did not
exist?

Maybe Andrew Wiles & Fermat might be an example, though that’s not really
science.

Perhaps my question boils down to this: I understand the benefit to professors of
tenure. But what is the benefit to universities and to society at large?

12. Doran
October 18, 2005

There is some statistical correlation between ground-breaking work and how
young a scholar is, though that is no reason to ship 40 & 50 year-olds off to the
old folks home just yet. For those of us (myself only 21) still yet to turn 30, the
young genius motif is even more frustrating because we only have those few
years left before our brains turn to mush, though I imagine this isn’t the care.

What is the most important characteristic of the giants in any scientific discipline
is the ability to think differently. To head off the reservation and still keep your
wits about you. Yes it may sound like a worn out platitude but it still makes
sense. Just have to think outside of the ten dimensional box is all.

Being an undergrad in physics & history, I ended up being interested in the
history of scientific theories and the many curiousities that abound in that study.
Does anyone still do research along the lines of John Bell and hidden variable
theories? I would really love to hear a physicist actually discuss this subject
rather then snear at it for being “too much philosophy.”

13. Chris Oakley
October 18, 2005

On the age issue, what I think can be changed is the emphasis. At the moment
the most important thing is that a group of middle-aged and old men (the
tenured professors) should have secure – if relatively poorly-paid – jobs.
Demonstrably, this group is not the one most likely to be of most benefit to the
subject. This is something that falls, in the vast majority of cases, to the under
30s. The emphasis could be changed so that the latter group is allowed more
free rein. This would of course be at the expense of the old timers, but I simply
do not accept that university professors are unemployable elsewhere. The
bottom line is that they can always become schoolteachers (which would be



some kind of poetic justice given how many of their graduate students will have
had to find employment in this profession aged about 24).

Here is the kind of thing I would like to see:

(i) No tenure (at least not in research posts)
(ii) Research jobs/grants awarded on a 5 year rolling basis
(iii) Decisions about allocation of jobs and grant money made democratically,
involving all engaged in research, i.e. from 2nd year graduate student upwards.

This is not ridiculously ageist anyway, as someone who continues to be a good
researcher into their 30s and 40s is likely to continue to be re-elected to their
research post.

The point is simply that, as history has shown, the young person’s scepticism is
the most valuable thing that science has. Instead of treating this as a dangerous
threat (as happens at present), it ought to be harnessed and used in ways that
actually advance the subject.

14. Nigel
October 18, 2005

With all due respect to them, a few words about the influence of Susskind,
t’Hooft, and Hawking. Although Hawking radiation is undoubtedly a major
contribution, Hawking has possibly made a couple of crackpot errors elsewhere.
First, his application of Penrose’s black hole math to the big bang, which seems
to ignore the possibility that gravity might have a mechanism within the
universe. Second, in 1976 he published ‘The Breakdown of Predictability in
Gravitational Collapse.’

This was taken seriously by Dr Leonard Susskind and Dr Gerard t’Hooft who
were in the audience of Hawking’s talk on the subject a few years later in San
Francisco. Susskind is quoted in some BBC documentary saying that the lecture
shocked him into believing that the Hawking ‘breakdown of predictability’
completely threw causality out of physics! Then in July 2004, Hawking
announced he was wrong all the time…

15. Thomas Larsson
October 18, 2005

On young geniuses. Older people are usually better in normal science than
youngsters because of their greater experience, but too much experience is a
disadvantage when new thought patterns are necessary. Of course, people who
did successful radical thinking in their youth can do great conventional science
when they grow older. Just think of Dirac’s wonderful work on constrained
Hamiltonian systems, done at an age close to 60.

Witten is no counterexample. He was 33 when he, for better or worse, pulled the
physics community through the first superstring revolution, and many others
who jumped the string bandwagon were even younger. And most old-timers who
did become string theorists, like Susskind, Veneziano and Gross, had once done



dual resonance models or S-matrix theory, so they didn’t really have to think in
radically new ways. That Witten kept doing original mathematics for many years
afterwards does not change this. He seems to have slowed down in recent years,
though.

What 33-years-old today could, like Witten in 1984, change the direction of
theoretical physics? Lubos Motl? 

16. Chris Oakley
October 18, 2005

Thomas,

We will perhaps never know what today’s generation of youngsters engaged in
particle physics research are capable of. At least, not as regards physics. Since
the majority have been duped into believing that following the Superstring
bandwagon is the only thing likely to be of any benefit to their careers, and since
– on their own admission – this is still all light years away from actually being
physics, we will never know what they might have achieved.

17. Arun
October 18, 2005

First, youthful creativity is most pronounced in mathematics and theoretical
physics. This criterion should not be used in other areas where it is less true, for
instance, great experimentalists have done crucial experiments at more
advanced ages (and physics is primarily an experimental science, the discussion
here shows that people say it a lot, but pay lip service to it, behaving as though
Hawking and Witten and Einstein is all there is to physics).

Second, many of the breakthroughs wouldn’t happen without the plodding work
of actually dealing with messy reality. Who is going to do the actual work of
measuring and building the enormous set of experimental results which are the
bulwarks of theory?

Physics needs a balance of people – mess with that balance and you’ll destroy the
enterprise of physics.

18. Not a Nobel Laureate
October 18, 2005

It’s certainly a truism that Physics is an experimental science. Pure reason will
get you “proofs” like Hegel’s that there can only logically exist seven planets.

However, given the how the number of HEP expertiments has concentrated over
the decades,
the usual suspects are still in charge.

Making bricks for the Pharoah, waist deep in mud and straw, is probably a better
career choice.



19. Dissident
October 18, 2005

Doran, re. hidden variables, there’s always this “old” guy:

http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/

(scroll down to where he brings up “Fundamental aspects of quantum physics”,
check out the publications). His take is that both QM and GR will have to be
modified in order to be reconciled. My own half cent’s worth is that he’s on to
something. Penrose may or may not agree; his view seems to be more along the
lines of QM, but not necessarily GR, being in need of revision.

Arun, ” the actual work of measuring and building the enormous set of
experimental results” is always going to be carried out by the same sort of
people who’ve always done it: technicians, starving grad students and post-docs
barely scraping by.

20. Stephen
October 18, 2005

Is anyone sure the supposed superiority of young physicists isn’t just an example
of regression toward the mean?

21. Not a Nobel Laureate
October 18, 2005

Always a pleasure to read about Physics

http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2005-10/jhu-neh101705.php

as an antidote to the Meta-physics of strings.

22. Nigel
October 18, 2005

QM and GR: the “stupid” physicist may be at an advantage in spending more
time on this stuff, when brighter students are getting stuck into the delights of
renormalised QED and ST.

“Dissident”, are you sure that QM and GR need modification? Could be the maths
is fine but GR can’t be applied to cosmology (universe) because there is a gravity
mechanism within the universe. This keeps GR maths intact, and perhaps makes
the maths more clear physically.

As for QM and QFT, we know the fabric of space is filled with virtual particles.
Normally particles like gas molecules can’t carry transverse waves, only a solid
normally allows transverse waves. But suppose the virtual particles have a spin,
like real ones? Then you get transverse waves. Dr John Baez has some ideas on
this for quantum gravity here http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/loops05/ which
seem to account for the light speed of gravity while preserving a pressure
mechanism?

http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_toward_the_mean
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_toward_the_mean
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2005-10/jhu-neh101705.php
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2005-10/jhu-neh101705.php
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/loops05/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/loops05/


My understanding is that this is reinventing the wheel, since Maxwell’s 1873
Treatise section 822-3:

“The … action of magnetism on polarised light [discovered by Faraday not
Maxwell] leads … to the conclusion that in a medium … is something belonging
to the mathematical class as an angular velocity … This … cannot be that of any
portion of the medium of sensible dimensions rotating as a whole. We must
therefore conceive the rotation to be that of very small portions of the medium,
each rotating on its own axis… The displacements of the medium, during the
propagation of light, will produce a disturbance of the vortices … We shall
therefore assume that the variation of vortices caused by the displacement of the
medium is subject to the same conditions which Helmholtz, in his great memoir
on Vortex-motion, has shewn to regulate the variation of the vortices of a perfect
fluid.”

Am I alone in thinking we are going round in circles here?

23. Quantoken
October 19, 2005

Peter:

You described some observation of facts that we all know already. But what’s
your point? Are you saying it’s a good thing or a bad thing? Are you complaining
about something you don’t like?

Yes it’s going to be hard nowadays if a young man wants to get into an academic
position and study physics. But is that a problem? I don’t think there is any
problem at all. We have a quite adequate number of physics professors teaching
in universities, and actually, if anything, maybe a little bit too many of them, and
if there is any shortage of professors, we can quickly replenish from freshly
minted graduates. So what’s the problem?

If a young man wants to become a physicist and he can’t because the society
doesn’t need any more phycists than what it already has, then that’s not a
problem of the society, it’s a problem of the young man himself. There are too
many important things in the world that needs some young intelligent men to
work on, so there could never be an over-abundance but shortage of the suply of
real talents.

A while ago Mark Troden complained about the fact that not all of his students
can get a faculty position, and he thought that’s bad. I showed to him that if he
educated just 12 students and each all becomes a faculty, and each of them also
each educates another 12 students who all become physicists as they wished, so
on and on. Then the simple math shows that the multiplication took less than 9
generations to exceed the earth’s population. Such exponential growth is
simply not possible.

So I told him a realistic expectation is he should expect at most one, and
probably zero, of his students who could eventually become a faculty, and the
rest evaporate, regardless how many students he put out, and regardless how



hard his students work.

Quantoken

24. Thomas Larsson
October 19, 2005

QT, the physics community grew exponentially for almost century. In the US, the
PhD production rate grew from about 1/year in 1870 to 1,000/year in 1970. It is
unlikely that such a growth rate is sustainable for another century.

25. Dissident
October 19, 2005

QT, the problem is that physics professors are supposed to do two things: teach
and research. As you point out, there is no major problem as far as the teaching
goes. But if it is true that most breakthrough research is done by young people,
the current situation with faculty averaging 60 means that breakthroughs are
heavily disfavoured. This demographics is a a recipe for stagnation. And it does
indeed seem to work pretty well…

26. Somebody
October 19, 2005

There is a saying that groundbreaking work seems to be mostly achieved by
young physicists (say at age X), but on the other hand, if you look at any single,
given physicist, his or her “best work” tends to be done at an age significantly
greater than X.

It’s population bias.

There are vastly more people in their 20s and early 30s working in particle
physics than in their 40s and 50s, so it stands to reason that the former group
produces a large fraction of the best work. On the other hand, they also produce
a lot of not-so-great work, too, but those that do don’t usually stick around into
their 40s and 50s.

27. Dissident
October 19, 2005

Somebody wrote:
if you look at any single, given physicist, his or her “best work?? tends to be done
at an age significantly greater

Maybe true of average physicists. Definitely not true of the true standouts like
Newton, Maxwell, Einstein and the QM crowd.

28. Paul Houle
October 19, 2005

Senior physics think that a tight market for young physicists means they can
skim the cream of talent. The reality might be the opposite: a bright young



person who wants a career in science should choose any field BUT physics.
Young people who stumble into graduate programs of physics today are the most
clueless people about opportunities in science — the “gauntlet” doesn’t select for
the best people, but just for people who can take the most abuse.

29. Dissident
October 19, 2005

Paul, I remember an interesting piece of statistics from a few years back (maybe
it’s from the “What future” article?) showing that the fraction of top
undergraduates in physics who choose to go on to grad school (in physics) has
been declining since the 70s.

Nobody in the real world would be particularly surprised; it’s a well known fact
of business crises that the best people are the first ones to leave. They have the
brains to see what’s going to happen and they have the ability to find other lines
of work. The last ones to leave are the clueless and those without alternatives.

30. Doran
October 19, 2005

Paul, pray tell how these physics undergrads are clueless of other opportunities
in science, when we have been hearing about the horrible job market for
academics in physics and watch our friends in biochemistry, engineering, and
computer science pick up high paying jobs doing industry research for years.
Also, why are departments still encouraging those who actually want to go to
graduate school in physics despite more lucrative options in other fields.

Now physics is hard, and I can attest that the undergraduate curriculum does
resemble a weeding out process, but thats how all the sciences at a top-level
school are like. And who stick it out, those with the skills and the determination
to master the material. Dissident, the first ones to jump ship are often those who
came in thinking physics was easy and got a rude awaking.

I must admit my grades are not stellar, but I cannot help but feel a bit miffed by
this. I believe most physics students who decide to go to graduate school are
fully aware of the limbo that awaits them, but never-the-less are drawn to an
intense and rewarding study of physics. To degrade that desire is only hurting
the field, by dissuading anyone from even considering the subject to begin with.

I must agree with QT, that if one cannot find employment in academia, there are
numerous other avenues that need intelligent technically trained individuals. My
personal point is that maybe it would be better to encourage those
interdisciplinary connections as well as the rigorous physics studies, rather then
accusing the next generation of researchers as being adrift without a clue.

31. Quantoken
October 20, 2005

Doran asked: “why are departments still encouraging those who actually want to
go to graduate school in physics despite more lucrative options in other fields”



Physics departments NEED to recruit and train large amount of graduate
students, regardless whether the academy community needs that many new
Ph.Ds or not. That’s what university departments do and that’s how they get
fundings and survive at all. Can you imagine a Harvard physics department
which no longer admit any graduate student for the next 10 years? Or can you
imagine that Mark Troden trains just one student of his, instead of 12, knowing
that the realistic expectation is at most one of his students can one day become a
faculty? No he can’t. Training students is part of Mark Troden’s job that he gets
paid for. So he will continue to train as many as he can, regardless of how his
students will end up be.

It’s like a fish would lay a couple million eggs at a time, most simply got eaten up
by other fish and the realistic expectation is only one egg out of the millions will
grow up to an egg-laying fish. Would a fish then lay less number of eggs so as not
to be wasteful, or not to feed its enemies? No, a fish will still try to lay as many
eggs as it can. Just like a physics professor will always try to train as many
students as he can.

It’s all Darwinism whether it’s the nature or the human society.

Quantoken

32. Thomas Larsson
October 20, 2005

Chris,

Gell Mann did not discover the eightfold way at age 23. He was rather something
like 33; I think he was born in 1927. Maybe you thought of the Gell-Mann and
Low theorem from 1953.

33. Chris Oakley
October 20, 2005

Hi Thomas,

According to this:

http://www.answers.com/topic/murray-gell-mann

He was born in 1929 and invented the Strangeness quantum number (not the
Eightfold Way as I originally said) at the age of 24.

Well, I did say that the information was off the top of my head.

Somebody called “Somebody” pointed out that the majority of people engaged in
research are in fact quite young, i.e. PhD students and post-docs. This may be
true but they definitely do not have the whip hand. Their relationship with the
relics who actually run their departments is more like Apprentice/Jedi Master,
and my point is simply that this is completely wrong, as the young person is the
one who is far, far more likely to come up with the goods provided that he/she is

http://www.answers.com/topic/murray-gell-mann
http://www.answers.com/topic/murray-gell-mann


given the space to do so.
I have to be honest here – my D Phil (PhD) supervisor (between 1982 and 1984)
was great about letting me do what I thought best. The problems only started to
arise when I wanted to do post-doctoral work. At that point the old timers were
able to demonstrate the consummate ease with which young, dissenting voices
could be silenced.

34. Dissident
October 20, 2005

Sorry Doran, but you’re looking at this from an undergraduate’s perspective. The
old guys contradicting you have been where you are now, and well beyond.

Sure there’s a always a whole bunch of fresh undergrads going into physics,
finding it too hard and “jumping ship”. I don’t think anyone (other than you)
taking part in this discussion ever considered them. They really don’t count. The
people I and the other oldies here are writing about are those who do graduate;
in particular, the top of the class.

I can not underscore enough what Quantoken already told you: physics
departments run on grad students and post-docs. They are extremely cheap
labour who do everything from teaching labs and correcting homework to doing
the actual research which professors put their names on. This system is in
essence the medieval one of apprenticeship. In modern terms, it’s a system of
exploitation, by the old of the young.

As if that weren’t enough, funding also tends to be directly related to the number
of students. If you can demonstrate a large demand for whatever it is that you
teach, you will get more funding; if you can’t fill all seats, you will see cuts and
eventually be forced to fire faculty, maybe even shut down the whole department.

If you understand all this and still want to try for a “career” in academia, you
have admirable guts and may even deserve to be cheered on. But do not delude
yourself about what you’re up against.

35. weichi
October 20, 2005

There seems to be a subtext here that physics is a particularly poor choice for
people who want to go into science. But are job prospects in other fields of
science really that much better?

My guess is that in academia the situation is no better, but there are more
opportunities in industry for other fields – biosciences in particular, perhaps also
for chemistry? Does anyone have any numbers for other fields?

We should also keep in mind that for certain fields of physics, there will never be
job opportunities in industry. My understanding is that industry hires condensed
matter experimentalists to do work that is at least similar to academic research
in condensed matter, but I’m sure that no one gets hired by industry to do
theoretical research that is similar to string theory. So choice of field within



physics also has an effect, perhaps a large one.

36. D R Lunsford
October 20, 2005

About age: I suspect every physicist has (at least) one good idea, and when this
shows up is not a function of age, rather insight (a combination of experience,
technique, and intuition). And, one may have a good idea, but not realize for
years. Certainly intuition is highest when inexperienced, because you don’t know
what you can’t know!

So it’s more like a Heaviside function, theta(X – age) where X is when you have
your idea, and age could be anything between diapers and senility.

-drl

37. Not a Nobel Laureate
October 25, 2005

Anecdotally speaking.

It’s unfortunate that the culture in academic physics is such that any other path
than the academic one leading to a professorhips is seen as failure when the
reality is that that most graduates will go on to do something else – the few
perceptive ones by choice, the rest by default – often with considerable, but
pointless, bitternes.

I’ve met many exceptionally bright people outside of academic physics – sorry to
say, but these days the best and the brightest are no longer in HEP. HEP today
“reads better than it lives”.

38. Eli Rabett
October 25, 2005

A bit late, but a short comment on why the job market in physics dropped dead
in the early 70s:

1. The costs of the Vietnam war, amplified by a recession limited the Federal
budget for research

2. Universities that had been expanding like gangbusters to meet the demands of
the baby boom, found there was a baby bust.

3. New universities established to meet the growth in enrollment (e.g. UMass
Boston as one example) had hired complete departments of relatively young
faculty in the mid-sixties, but then hired no one else for thirty years. This cohort
is now retiring.

From one who was a bit late.



Hiding in the Mirror

October 18, 2005
Categories: Book Reviews

I’ve just finished reading Lawrence Krauss’s new book Hiding in the Mirror: The
Mysterious Allure of Extra Dimensions, from Plato to String Theory and Beyond, and
it’s very, very good. Scientifically, the book covers a lot of the same material as Lisa
Randall’s Warped Passages, but it’s about half as long and has a wider perspective,
with writing that is pithy and entertaining. Krauss’s topic is not just the science of
extra dimensions, but the history of various ways the idea has turned up in art and
literature, and the whole question of why people find it so fascinating.

He begins by telling the story of an episode of the Twilight Zone TV program that had
quite an impact on him when he was very young. It involved a little girl who falls into
another dimension and is saved by intervention of a physicist. Krauss notes that “We
all yearn to discover new realities hidden just out of sight”, but that “Ultimately our
continuing intellectual fascination with extra dimensions may tell us more about our
own human nature than it does about the universe itself.” He writes about a wide
range of different writers and artists who have been fascinated by the idea of extra
dimensions, and some of the historical and cultural context for their work. Much of
this I didn’t know anything about, although his description of the science fiction short
story “And He Built a Crooked House” by Robert Heinlein brought back memories of
my childhood, since I had found that story very striking, but hadn’t thought about it in
a very long time (it involves a house based on a tessaract, a 4d version of a cube).
Another interesting piece of history he unearths is that Marcel Duchamp’s famous
piece The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (also known as the Large
Glass), was heavily influenced by ideas about projecting from four dimensions, and
that Duchamp spent a lot of time trying to learn about this, including reading
Poincare.

Krauss writes that, while fascinated by the idea, he himself remains a skeptic (or at
least agnostic) about the actual existence of physical extra dimensions. He tells the
history of attempts by theorists to use extra dimensions, from 19th century
conjectures that atoms were points where a four-dimensional etherlike field leaked
into three-dimensional space, to Kaluza-Klein models and the heterotic string, ending
up with recent braneworld scenarios. He describes the ideas behind this research
concisely, and also explains exactly what some of the problems with these ideas are.
Along the way he comes up with various obscure and interesting pieces of the history
of physics I’d never heard before, for instance that in 1928 an English experimentalist
named R. T. Cox found evidence of parity violation, but his results were not taken
seriously.

On the topic of string theory and braneworlds, Krauss promises to be not like Fox
News (i.e. actually “Fair and Balanced”), but he has truly scathing things to say:

But in the ever-optimistic string worldview, there are no embarassments… For these
‘true believers’, every new development provides an opportunity to confirm one’s
expectations that these ideas ultimately reflect reality.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0670033952
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0670033952
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0670033952
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0670033952
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=250
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=250


… string theory might instead do for observational cosmology what it has thus far
done for experimental elementary particle physics: namely, nothing.

In short, the as-of-yet hypothetical world of hidden extra dimensions had, for many
who called themselved physicists, ultimately become more compelling than the world
of our experience.

This embarassment is solved in the way other similar confusing aspects of string
theory and M-theory are sometimes dealt with: Namely, it is assumed that when we
fully understand the ultimate theory, everything will become clear.

Over the past five years, hundreds if not thousands, of scientific papers have been
written considering cosmological possibilities that might be associated with
Braneworld scenarios. One cannot do justice to all of them, but the greatest justice I
could probably do to many of them is to not mention them here.

What the notion of large or possibly infinite extra dimensions has done is borrow
some of the facets of string theory while ignoring the bulk of the theory (forgive the
pun), about which, as I have explained, we have only the vaguest notions. It seems to
me to be a very big long shot that an apparently ad hoc choice of what to keep and
what to ignore will capture the essential physics of our universe.

This has resulted in yet another fascinating sociological metamorphosis of the theory,
with warts becoming beauty marks.

… the anthropic principle is something that physicists play around with when they
don’t have any fundamental theory to work with, and they drop it like a hot potato if
they find one.

This finally brings up back to M-theory. Faced with the prospect that the theory may
ultimately predict a virtually uncountable set of possible universes, some string
theorists did a 180-degree about-face. Instead of heralding a unique Theory of
Everything that could produce calculable predictions, they are now resorting to what
even a decade ago they may have called the last refuge of scoundrels. But, when
string theorists take a position, they do it with flair.

…if the landscape turns out to be the main physical implication of the grand edifice of
string theory or M-theory… we might be left with the mere suggestion that anything
goes. What was touted twenty years ago as a Theory of Everything would then instead
have turned quite literally into a Theory of Nothing.

Krauss ends his book with an epilogue describing conversations with Gross, Wilczek
and Witten about string theory. Wilczek is a skeptic, annoyed by the excessive claims
made for the theory. Witten is quoted as saying that string theory “is a remarkably
simple way of getting a rough draft of particle physics unified with gravity. There are,
however, uncomfortably many ways to reach such a rough draft, and it is frustratingly
difficult to get a second draft.” He justifies work on string theory partly through
progress it has led to in the understanding of strongly coupled gauge theories.

Gross is described as convinced “that the theory is simply too beautiful not to be
true”, an attitude that strikes Krauss “as sounding like religion more than science.”



With this, Krauss ends his book by quoting Hermann Weyl:

My work always tried to unite the true and the beautiful, but when I had to choose
one or the other, I usually chose the beautiful.

and concludes:

So it is that mathematicians, poets, writers, and artists almost always choose beauty
over truth. Scientists, alas, do not have this luxury, and can only hope that we do not
have to make this choice.

Here, to some extent I part ways with Krauss. As I’ve explained elsewhere, I don’t
find the 10 dimensional heterotic superstring compactified on a Calabi-Yau to be in
any sense beautiful, and attempts to connect string theory with physics lead to
appallingly ugly constructions, strong evidence that they are on the wrong track.
Absent useful experimental results, the pursuit of compelling new mathematically
beautiful insights into fundamental physics is one of the few promising ways forward.
But to go down this road successfully you have to be honest about what is
mathematically beautiful and what isn’t.

All in all, this is by far the best book that I know of on the topic of recent speculative
work on fundamental particle physics, and I strongly recommend that anyone who
enjoys reading about this should get themselves a copy.

Update: An interview with Krauss about the book just appeared in the Cleveland
Plain Dealer.

Update: It was pointed out to me that the way I compared Krauss’s book to Randall’s
here wasn’t really fair to hers since she was trying to do something different, so for
non-specialist readers, the books have different functions. I submitted this review to
Amazon, and edited it a bit so that it would be more appropriate for people looking for
a comparison of the two books. The main change was the addition of the following
paragraph:

“While they are ultimately concerned with the same speculative ideas about extra
dimensions, Krauss and Randall’s books are in many ways different. Randall is writing
about her own research work, so on the one hand she is a partisan for these ideas, on
the other she gets to tell the inside story of exactly how she came up with them. She
goes to a lot of trouble to dig in and try and explain in as simple terms as possible the
details of the physics that motivates this research, as well as exactly what it is trying
to achieve, how it has evolved in recent years and where it seems to be going. Krauss
also covers these topics, but is (justifiably in my view) more of a skeptic, and sets the
whole story in a wider context of the long history of this kind of speculation. If you’ve
read Randall’s book, you should seriously consider reading Krauss for a different
point of view. If you read Krauss and want a much more extended exposition on some
of these topics, Randall is the place to go.”

Comments

http://www.cleveland.com/books/index.ssf?/books/more/transcript.html
http://www.cleveland.com/books/index.ssf?/books/more/transcript.html


1. MathPhys
October 18, 2005

“I don’t find the 10 dimensional heterotic superstring compactified on a Calabi-
Yau to be in any sense beautiful.”

I’ve read the above statement many times on this blog, but now it strikes me that
I agree with you. The whole structure, looked at from a distance, seems
unnatural and contrived: You start in 10 dimensions with lots of symmetries, then
you have to get rid of 6 dimensions and most of the symmetries.

On the other hand, starting with a type II string that has no internal symmetries
in 10 dimensions, and obtaining these at the expense of the extra dimensions
looks better. At this moment.

2. Lubos Motl
October 18, 2005

Dear Peter,

are you serious that this book covers “very much the same material” as the
Warped Passages? I find such a statement incredible. First of all, Krauss
understands physics of extra dimensions roughly as well as you do, he’s never
worked or thought about them seriously, so it is physically impossible for him to
write anything meaningful about them. Maybe you wanted to say that it tries to
cover very much the same material as Abbott’s Flatland?

Best wishes
Lubos

3. woit
October 18, 2005

Hi Lubos,

Yes, I’m very serious that the book covers the same material as Warped
Passages, but does a better job. I was going to put something in the posting
about how string theorists’ reaction to the book would be to denounce Krauss as
incompetent, even before they read it…

4. blank
October 18, 2005

“… they are now resorting to what even a decade ago they may have called the
last refuge of scoundrels.”

That sums it up pretty well. Particle theory over the past decade has been
marked not by objective progress, but rather receeding standards.

5. Anonymous
October 18, 2005



The piling up of symmetries and dimensions that one has to then discard to
match the real world resembles the cycles upon epicycles needed in the
Ptolemaic theory of the solar system, ’cause circular motion was sacrosanct. Oh,
for a Kepler!

6. Tony Smith
October 18, 2005

Peter, as you and Krauss noted, “… Marcel Duchamp’s famous piece The Bride
Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (also known as the Large Glass), was
heavily influenced by ideas about projecting from four dimensions …”. Here are
some (in my opinion) relevant quotes from Duchamp, as found in the book
Dialogues with Marcel Duchamp, 1966 interview with Pierre Cabanne, Plenum
(Da Capo) (1971, 1987):

“… I never was the scientific type. … What we were interested in at the time was
the fourth dimension. … Povolowski … was a publisher, in the rue Bonaparte. …
He had written some article in a magazine popularizing the fourth dimension, to
explain that there were flat beings who have only two dimensions, etc. … That
was working in my head while I worked, although I almost never put any
calculations into the “Large Glass”. Simply, I thought of the idea of a projection,
of an invisible fourth dimension, something you couldn’t see with your eyes. … I
thought that … the fourth dimension could project an object of three dimensions,
or, to put it another way, any three-dimensional object, which we see
dispassionately, is a projection of something four-dimensional, something we’re
not familiar with. It was a bit of sophism, but still it was possible. “The Bride” in
the “Large Glass” was based on this, as it were the projection of a four-
dimensional object. … Only the “Large Glass” interested me, … I wanted to be
free of any material obligation, so I began a career as a librarian, which was a
sort of excuse for not being obliged to show up socially. … I … went to take
courses at the School of Paleography and Librarianship. … I knew very well that
I would never be able to pass the examination at the school, but I went there as a
matter of form. It was a sort of grip on an intellectual position, against the
manual servitude of the artist. At the same time, I was doing my calculations for
the “Large Glass”. …
The “Large Glass” constitutes a rehabilitation of perspective, which had then
been completely ignored and disparaged. For me, perspective became absolutely
scientific. … It’s a mathematical, scientific perspective. …”.

Could the “… completely ignored and disparaged …” perspective in art
correspond, in today’s world of physics, to the 1970s Standard Model plus
Gravity view of physics based on detailed contact with experimental results ?

Has the superstring community completely ignored and disparaged the building
of physics models based on detailed contact with experimental results ?

Does today’s world of physics need a new Duchamp to rehabilitate the
theoretical physics by building models based on detailed contact with
experimental results from a “… mathematical, scientific perspective …” ?



Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

7. steve
October 18, 2005

My only problem with Krauss was in one of his popular books on physics in
science fiction. He claimed that the giant flying saucers in the movie
Independence Day wouldn’t have been able to levitate over the Earth without
flattening everything beneath. I have no problem with F=MA, but hasn’t he
heard about neutrino drives? All the propulsive efficiency with none of that
annoying matter interaction! (He also didn’t stop to consider that the saucers
could be made of single-molecule-ply superstrong materials with ultra-high
strength to mass, but I wouldn’t expect a particle guy to think about advanced
materials.)

8. D R Lunsford
October 18, 2005

Most talk of extra dimensions is idle speculation, because the spine of physics,
irreducibility, is optional.

-drl

9. Aaron
October 18, 2005

“string theorists”

Be careful with those generalizations, please.

10. woit
October 18, 2005

Hi Aaron,

Point taken, I should have mentioned that I was thinking of the reaction of
certain string theorists, not all of them. I’m certainly curious to see how string
theorists in general will react to Krauss’s book. Will they respond to it with the
seriousness it deserves, or like Lubos, just attack the author as not knowing what
he is talking about? So far the count is 0-1. But the book isn’t even quite in
stores yet….

11. Tung
October 19, 2005

RT Cox, as mentioned here, had done important work on the foundation of
probability theory, which has become the cornerstone of the view that probability
is a kind of generalisation of aristotelian logic.

12. Quantoken
October 19, 2005

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Lubos said: “…so it is physically impossible for him to write anything
meaningful about them”

Absolutely correct! It is physically impossible for ANYONE to say anything
meaningful about extra dimentions. Because extra dimentions are simply
imaginative and none-physical. How could any one say anything physical about
something that’s pure imaginative? There is not the slightest evidence that any
extra dimention exists in nature.

And I object to Peter using the term “science of extra dimentions”. There is no
“science” of extra dimentions. Because extra dimentions are simply not qualified
to be scientific. You can say “research of extra dimentions”, but it’s not science.
Not all research activities are science.

Quantoken

13. Shantanu
October 19, 2005

FWIW, Spires hepnames page indicates that Lawrence Krauss was the thesis
advisor of Raman Sundrum (of Randall/Sundrum)
See http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/hepnames/

14. Richard
October 19, 2005

So, Lubos, it is not possible to say meaningful things about things you are not
professionally working on? Oh. So tell me, which is your latest paper about
global warming?

15. The Anti-Lubos
October 19, 2005

I’ve asked it before, but I’ll ask it again.

Does anyone like him? And if so, how and why?

16. plato
October 19, 2005

I for one, find this a very important blog entry from the perspective of
responsibility, in explaining these extra dimensions.

I sense this in Peter’s blog entry, and of course, the underlying skepticism about
this is still no secret. There have been attempts to define this issue much clearer
and directly, in experimental fashion.

So it is not without some historical implications that early thoughts could have
been exceeded, to relate this issue, and try to make sense of it. It is still a
responsible function that we recognize as necessary.

The artistic implicatons of “cubism” is one I found related to discrete measures,

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/hepnames/
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and to see this developing aspect in relation to science, is no less important as
we engage how such extra dimensions might be seen as a continuity in
topological form?

Would this be incorrect?

17. Wolfgang
October 19, 2005

Anti-Lubos,

> I’ve asked it before, but I’ll ask it again.
> Does anyone like him? And if so, how and why?

Are you saying you do not like his songs ?
http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/sf/frames.html

PS: I like Lubos.

18. plato
October 19, 2005

Dissident:If you perform an experiment in which some of the energy you put in
seems to disappear somewhere, unaccounted for, then yes, you have some
explaining to do. Conservation of energy is not something we’d give up lightly;
rewriting all those textbooks would be exhausting… but large extra dimensions
would certainly not top the list of things to consider.

First of all, “missing energy?? is a normal feature of collider experiments, since
you can’t expect to catch all the stuff that comes out of them. You have two
particle beams banging into each other inside a tunnel of finite width; any decay
products flying off into the tunnel are lost. Around the collision point, you have
detectors which, while huge and most impressive, also have blind angles and –
most importantly – finite size.

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/09/05/dark-matter-and-extra-dimensional-
modifications-of-gravity/#comment-4160

19. Dan
October 19, 2005

Quantoken,

your extra-dementia clearly determines your opinion about extra-dimentions.
How’s your GUITAR?

20. Quantoken
October 19, 2005

Dan:
I am making pretty good progress in GUITAR but I have decided not to talk about
it until I can figure out the whole thing in one piece.

http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/sf/frames.html
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Privately I wish large extra dimentions exist. It will make life much easier.
Surgical incisions will not be needed for a doctor to operate on a patient’s
internal organs, for example. They can be reached through extra dimentions,
without having to cut up the patient’s chest. But there may be other
inconveniences. Prison inmates may escape through extra dimentions without
having to dig a secret tunnel. And compressed air within a tire could leak out
through extra dimentions, even though the surface of the tire is perfectly tight.
Super String Theorists could save their time and energy in their invain effort to
search for extra dimentions, by humbly begging the teaching of magicians, who
are the only people who have figured extra dimentions out already. For there is
no other rational explanation how they managed to cross one metal ring into
another one and then remove them freely, without breaking the rings to do that.
The topology simply does not allow that unless there is extra dimentions 
Of course, that is not science.

Quantoken

21. ksh95
October 19, 2005

Quantoken said:

For there is no other rational explanation how they managed to cross one metal
ring into another one and then remove them freely, without breaking the rings to
do that. The topology simply does not allow that unless there is extra dimentions.

Hmmm, that’s not obvious to me. It’s obvious that you could escape from prison
through extra dimensions, but I’m not sure you could pull rings apart in any
dimension.

I’m sure some one here has some insight into this.

22. D R Lunsford
October 20, 2005

IIRC knots are only possible in 3d (Klein and others).

-drl

23. ks
October 20, 2005

Maybe L. Krauss and Peters books will be the last critical examinations of ST by
ST outsiders before dropout literature enters the market? Until than ST does not
have to harm about an “objective enemy” ( Stalin ). By the way I find Lubos
attitude towards Krauss somehow strange for a person who criticises climate
research as a well informed ousider. If sectarianism or closed society counts so
much one may ask for the amount of scientific papers he published in this area.

24. Thomas Larsson
October 20, 2005



Hmmm, that’s not obvious to me. It’s obvious that you could escape from prison
through extra dimensions, but I’m not sure you could pull rings apart in any
dimension.

Manifolds of dimension m and n embedded in D-dimensional space generically
intersect along an (m+n-D)-dimensional manifold (i.e. codimensions add). They
are knotted if m+n-D = -1. E.g., two curves (m=n=1) are knotted in D=3
dimensions, two 2D surfaces are knotted in D=5 embedding dimensions but
intersect along a 1D curve in D=3, etc.

25. Bryan
October 20, 2005

‘Maybe L. Krauss and Peters books will be the last critical examinations of ST by
ST outsiders…’ KS

I disagree, because when details come out next March there may be a
Congressional inquiry into what went wrong with ST…

26. Kris
October 20, 2005

Brian, what are you expecting in March? Seems you have something specific in
mind…

27. Bryan
October 21, 2005

Kris: was thinking of the publication of a book about ST being “Not Even
Wrong”. Think it might stir up trouble!

28. Juan R.
October 21, 2005

ks Said:

By the way I find Lubos attitude towards Krauss somehow strange for a person
who criticises climate research as a well informed ousider. If sectarianism or
closed society counts so much one may ask for the amount of scientific papers he
published in this area.

Well, perhaps, you forget that many particle physicists, and by extension string
theorists, believe that they can talk about everything since are -they believe-
more intelligent that other guys.

Newer have you heard abut fist class and second class scientists? Unfortunately
some physicists still believe that a chemist is a kind of ‘second-class physicist’.

This would imply -of course, it is a completely nonsense- that a physicist ‘can’
talk about physics, chemistry, biology, environment whereas chemists or
biologists cannot talk about physics.



Some time ago, when i was in the Colegio official de químicos de Galicia, an
‘iluminated’ group of physicists proposed that, in Spain, physicists could gave
courses of both physics AND chemistry in Schools but chemists can only gave
courses on chemistry!

Of course, was a nonsense and the corresponding law newer was approved…

When people like Gross, Witten, Greene, Weinberg, Anderson, or even Gell-Mann
talk about chemistry only say either irrelevant/wrong things or outdated stuff.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

29. Bryan
October 21, 2005

http://www.indiadaily.com/editorial/5061.asp

The article above reports the discovery of extra dimensions. Is this premature,
like cold fusion, or real. It mentions that the extra dimensions are really big so
they will enable us to do the things Quantoken suggests, like operations without
any need to cut skin or tissue at all, and it may account for punctures in tyres
where you can’t immediately see a hole. 

30. Nigel
October 21, 2005

Juan – I think Lubos is not the bad guy really, he has just got mixed up with the
wrong crowd. The only reason he asserts views on every aspect of everything is
that he is qualified to do this, since string theory – his expertise area – is a
‘theory of everything’!

31. Arun
October 22, 2005

Now that I have Roger Penrose’s “Road to Reality” in hand, I see that he has a
plethora of objections to string theory. Are there available any coherent replies
to Penrose’s doubts?

32. Wolfgang
October 22, 2005

Arun,

Lubos Motl stated that the objections of Roger Penrose are “obvious nonsense”,
but from what he wrote it is clear that he never read the relevant parts of the
book.

Some of the doubts have been expressed also by Lee Smolin and Peter (e.g the
question if string theory is indeed finite and consistent) and have provoked some
responses from string theorists.

http://www.indiadaily.com/editorial/5061.asp
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I am not aware that the main argument of Penrose (M4xCY is unstable against
perturbations, in particular in a classical approximation) has ever been seriously
discussed or shown to be incorrect.

I am personally not too impressed by his argument(s), but I cannot say if his
classical approximation is relevant or not.
Also, I am not convinced of his discussion of quantum theory in general.

33. Arun
October 23, 2005

Wolfgang,

Motl’s remarks don’t help me, they don’t count as a coherent reply. Obviously,
there is plenty of room for disagreement with Penrose.

What I’d like is the following type analysis, hopefully that addresses the same
audience that Penrose is addressing; or if not, to Penrose himself, and he can tell
us if he is adequately answered.

1. For some objections, Penrose is making an unwarranted assumption about the
nature of reality, or he has utter misunderstood string theory.

2. For some objections, Penrose is on the mark, and this is an area where string
theorists have to do further research to meet his challenge.

3. For some objections, there is a good physical argument, even if no
mathematical proof, that resolves Penrose’s objection.

34. Steve Myers
October 24, 2005

It’s long been known that adding dimensions drives volume to the surface (it’s
called “The Curse of Dimensions”). So how does that affect a field?
Also remember you can always get a symmetry by adding a dimension — but
there’s no reason it is physically real.

35. bryan2
October 24, 2005

Thomas Larsson Said:
“Manifolds of dimension m and n embedded in D-dimensional space generically
intersect along an (m+n-D)-dimensional manifold (i.e. codimensions add). They
are knotted if m+n-D = -1. E.g., two curves (m=n=1) are knotted in D=3
dimensions, two 2D surfaces are knotted in D=5 embedding dimensions but
intersect along a 1D curve in D=3, etc.”

An easy way to visualize this is the case where m=n=0, and D=1. m and n are
each 2 points separated by a fixed distance. They are knotted when a point from
one is in between the point of the other. When D=2, m and n are no longer
knotted since they have another direction to move in.



36. Juan R.
October 26, 2005

Nigel note i do not said that Lubos or other string theorists were “bad guys”. I
simply said that are a bit confounded.

Yes they believe that are working in the TOE, but this is false.

See my recent post on sci.physics.research.

I wait a hot debate on this

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

37. Juan R.
October 31, 2005

Sorry, i made a typo.

Instead of

“See my recent post on sci.physics.research.”

would read

“See my recent post on sci.physics.strings.”

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



Deligne Conference

October 20, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Yesterday I went down to the Institute in Princeton with my friend Oisin McGuinness
to attend one day of a conference in honor of Pierre Deligne that is going on there
this week. Deligne has spent most of his career at the IHES and at the Institute, and
this conference was in honor of his 61st birthday (I suspect they initially planned it
for last year, but it got pushed back).

Deligne worked with Grothendieck at the IHES during the late sixties, and is perhaps
best known for his proof of the Weil conjectures completed in 1974, an achievement
which won him a Fields medal in 1978. The Weil conjectures motivated much of the
work by Grothendieck and others in algebraic geometry during the fifties and sixties,
and Deligne was able to finish a proof using Grothendieck’s machinery as well as
some different ideas of his own. For more about Grothendieck, visit the Grothendieck
Circle web-site. Grothendieck left the IHES around 1970, and later became a recluse,
increasingly hostile towards his former colleagues, especially Deligne, who he
attacked in his long unpublished manuscript “Recoltes et Semailles.” Several people
told me that at the conference banquet held Tuesday night, after an array of different
speakers rose to praise Deligne, especially for his generosity with his ideas and help
to others, Deligne himself spoke and said that he was only repaying the debt he owed
to Grothendieck, who himself was famous for such generosity.

One of the conference talks I heard was by Gerard Laumon, who described some of
his work with Ngo Bau Chau on the Fundamental Lemma. Various lecture notes on
this subject are available here. Laumon emphasized the role of equivariant
cohomology in the proof, a method pioneered by Goresky, Kottwitz and MacPherson.
Equivariant cohomology techniques are also crucially behind much work on
topological quantum field theory, although of course the context is quite different
there.

Comments

1. Dave Bacon
October 21, 2005

“Several people told me that at the conference banquet held Tuesday night, after
an array of different speakers rose to praise Deligne, especially for his generosity
with his ideas and help to others, Deligne himself spoke and said that he was
only repaying the debt he owed to Grothendieck, who himself was famous for
such generosity.”

Wow. That is very touching.

2. Tom
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October 21, 2005

Thanks for reporting and for the lecture notes. Do you know by any chance if
they made some videos of the talks ?

3. MathPhys
October 21, 2005

Grothendieck was very generous with his ideas (and 1000’s of pages of published
manuscripts) up to his breakdown in the late 60’s and break up with the
mathematical community. Things changed after that point, as he became
increasingly bitter, and started accusing people of stealing his ideas and/or not
giving him credit. Some of the things he said in his latter
(autobiographical)writings were mean and paranoid.

4. Geon Oh
October 21, 2005

Hi there,
I am an undergraduate physics student in New Zealand.
I’m not sure if this is right place to post this but I was wondering if you ‘expert’
physicists could have a look around my weblog and if there are
misunderstandings in the articles that I write, to correct me. I’m only a junior in
University so I have a lot more to learn and I think your comments or criticism of
feedback will help me learn A LOT more. Thanks!
http://precondition.blogspot.com

5. Geon Oh
October 21, 2005

criticism of feeback ==> criticism or feedback
typo sorry : D

6. Prime
October 21, 2005

Actually, the 61st birthday was celebrated as opposed to the 60th because Pierre
likes prime numbers..

7. Wolfgang
October 21, 2005

Geon Oh,

I tried to comment on your blog. but it is restricted to team members.

8. Geon Oh
October 21, 2005

Hi Wolfgang
Thanks for your comment
I corrected the setting so that anyone can make comments.

http://precondition.blogspot.com/
http://precondition.blogspot.com/


I appreciate your interest in my ‘newbie’ weblog.
Thanks!
http://precondition.blogspot.com
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Wilczek on Weyl

October 21, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The latest issue of Nature has an essay on Hermann Weyl by Frank Wilczek. The
essay mainly advertises Weyl’s book Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural Science,
originally published in 1926, but updated for the English translation in 1949. I’m
embarassed to say I’ve never read this, despite my fascination with Weyl, so I guess I
better go out and get ahold of a copy.

Comments

1. plato
October 21, 2005

“The question for the ultimate foundations and the ultimate meaning of
mathematics remains open; we do not know in which direction it will find its final
solution nor even whether a final objective answer can be expected at all.
“Mathematizing” may well be a creative activity of man, like language or
music, of primary originality, whose historical decisions defy complete
objective rationalization.” — Hermann Weyl (Gesammelte Abhandlungen)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermann_Weyl

2. D R Lunsford
October 21, 2005

I would sure like to see that article.

-drl

3. D R Lunsford
October 21, 2005

In honor of Weyl:

What is the analog in distant parallelism, of Weyl’s ansatz in distant measure
(Riemannian geometry)? Has anybody investigated? A first guess is

L(A) g_mn = Am An

where L(A) is the Lie derivative. It looks to me like “distant parallelism” gets
changed to “distant parallelism with respect to an arbitrary quadric” (just a
guess, haven’t investigated yet). It would be very interesting if the covariant
derivative in this looked like dm + i Am.

-drl

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v437/n7062/full/4371095a.html
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4. biophysics
October 23, 2005

Peter, I’ve seen a couple references to Nature on the site – how much of the
journal do you manage to read? As a theorist in biophysics I actually feel like I
have to get through most of Nature and Nature Genetics in addition to the
physics journals (mostly PRL and PRE and, most of all, arxiv; of course I still
indulge my particle hobby and glance at PRD and hep-th)..but I always wondered
how many people (especially in the particle community) read Nature.

5. woit
October 23, 2005

I confess that my reading of Nature has always been kind of like just reading the
cartoons in the New Yorker, i.e. I ignore the research articles (except on very
rare occasions), and just skim the news items and things like book reviews and
essays. Few technical articles in the fields I really know about (math and particle
physics) ever appear in Nature, and when they do, they’ve often been placed
there by people who are more interested in getting their names in the popular
press than in communicating with their fellow physicists or mathematicians (who
generally don’t read Nature). Maybe “Nature Physics” will be different.

Until a few months ago I used to skim copies of Nature when I saw them appear
down in the library. More recently I tend to look at the online version.

6. Anonymous
October 25, 2005

Nature 437, 1095 (20 October 2005) | doi: 10.1038/4371095a
An explorer and surveyor

Frank Wilczek1

1. Frank Wilczek is at the Center for Theoretical Physics, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02142, USA.

Top of page
Abstract

Hermann Weyl made prescient contributions to both mathematics and physics,
but also strove to understand reality as a whole.

Hermann Weyl was, according to Fields medallist Michael Atiyah, “one of the
greatest mathematicians of the first half of the twentieth century”. Every great
mathematician is great in their own way, but Weyl’s way was particularly special.
Unlike most modern scientists who choose one or a few specific areas to explore
and look neither sideways nor back, Weyl surveyed the whole world. He sought
truth and beauty with a discriminating and far-seeing eye.

Weyl’s most unique work is Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural Science. No
one else could have written it, and no other book I know is like it. I have



consulted it many times, and each time I’ve come away enriched. My main
purpose here is to direct readers to that book. But since space remains, let me
add some background information.

Weyl, who died in 1955 at the age of 70, was a student of David Hilbert at the
Georg-August University in Göttingen, Germany, and thus stood in the line of
intellectual descent from Carl Gauss, Bernhard Riemann and Lejeune Dirichlet.
Upon Hilbert’s retirement, Weyl was invited to take up his chair, but conditions
in 1930s Germany and an attractive offer from the new Institute for Advanced
Study conspired to bring him to Princeton, where he stayed. With Albert Einstein
and John von Neumann, Weyl made the trinity of refugee stars that gave the
institute its inimitable scientific lustre.

Einstein and von Neumann had both grown up in the grand German literary and
pan-European cultural tradition that was rocked and then shattered by the two
world wars. But more than the rebellious Einstein or the protean von Neumann,
Weyl embodied that tradition, and his Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural
Science reflects it in focus, style and erudition.

The main body of text was written in German in 1926, as an article for R.
Oldenburg’s Handbuch der Philosophie. In 1949, for the English translation,
Weyl altered many details and added seven appendices, comprising almost a
hundred pages. These centre on relevant scientific events in the intervening
years — his passages on Gödel’s theorem, and on quantum mechanics and
causality are especially brilliant. But the core of the book had its genesis in the
vanished handbook tradition of magisterial reviews in natural philosophy.
Unfortunately we are unable to provide accessible alternative text for this. If you
require assistance to access this image, or to obtain a text description, please
contact npg@nature.com

ARCHIVES OF THE INST. OF ADVANCED STUDY

Hermann Weyl touched on questions that are relevant today.

In the introduction, Weyl declares the roots of his literary style: “I was bound by
the German literary and philosophical tradition in which I grew up.” As an
example of that style, let me quote a passage that I think ranks among the most
beautiful and profound passages in all literature: “The objective world simply is,
it does not happen. Only to the gaze of my consciousness, crawling along the
lifeline of my body, does a section of this world come to life as a fleeting image in
space which continuously changes in time.”

Weyl’s work is also remarkable for its erudition. René Descartes, Gottfried
Leibniz, David Hume and Immanuel Kant enter into the discussion as familiar
friends. From time to time important literary or philosophical passages are
quoted in the original French, German, or even Greek. Weyl’s erudition is not
vain display — he is far above that — but a touching assumption of shared
culture. Of course the reader will feel at home in this milieu, he seems to
assume.

In his biographical memoir of Weyl, Atiyah also talked about Weyl’s work in

mailto:npg@nature.com
mailto:npg@nature.com


mathematics, saying: “The last 50 years have seen a remarkable blossoming of
just those areas that Weyl initiated. In retrospect, one might almost say that Weyl
defined the agenda and provided the proper framework for what followed.”
Weyl’s contributions in physics were more sporadic, but they were significant,
and likewise remarkably prescient. In particular, Weyl proposed, and named, the
concept of ‘gauge invariance’, which came to dominate fundamental physics
during the second half of the twentieth century.

Evidently, Weyl’s intuitions have an excellent track record. By now, parts of the
Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural Science are dated, of course. Those
parts retain interest as intellectual history, because Weyl’s understandings, being
close to the best that was possible in their time, serve as benchmarks. But
beyond that, Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural Science touches great
questions that remain very much alive. Near the end of the book, after a
penetrating critique of the concept of causality, Weyl turns to what he calls the
body–soul problem — what we know today as the problem of consciousness.

“It is an altogether too mechanical conception of causality that views the mutual
effects of body and soul as being so paradoxical that one would rather resort,
like Descartes, to the occasionalistic intervention of God or, like Leibniz, to a
harmony instituted at the beginning of time.

The real riddle, if I am not mistaken, lies in the double position of the ego: it is
not merely an existing individual which carries out real psychic acts, but also
‘vision’, a self-penetrating light (sense-giving consciousness, knowledge, image,
or however you may call it); as an individual capable of positing reality, its vision
open to reason; ‘a force into which an eye has been put’, as Fichte says.”

The fullest enlightenment comes only to those who, like Weyl, discern its
absence, seek it, and recognize it when it arrives.

FURTHER READING

Atiyah, M. in Biographical Memoirs Vol. 82 , 1–13 (Natl Acad., Washington DC,
2002).

Weyl, H. Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural Science (Princeton Univ. Press,
Princeton, 1949).



Talks at KITP

October 21, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There have been several recent interesting talks at the KITP in Santa Barbara as part
of their program this semester on Mathematical Structures in String Theory. Last
week Greg Moore gave a beautiful talk on Mathematical Aspects of Fluxes. It’s a sad
commentary on the state of the field that he felt it necessary to begin his talk by
apologizing that the work he was describing didn’t seem to have anything useful to
say about the Landscape.

This week Graeme Segal spoke about On the Locality of the Statespace of Quantum
Field Theory. He is trying to understand the right way to axiomatize the way in which
the Hilbert space of a QFT depends on the boundary of space-time in a local fashion.
In his talk he worked out things for the case of a free scalar on an arbitrary manifold.
Also this week, Peter Teichner and Stephan Stolz spoke on their work on generalized
cohomology and QFT, motivated by trying to understand the relation of elliptic
cohomology and conformal field theory. Teichner gave the first part of the talk on
Tuesday, Stolz gave the second part on Thursday. For more about their work, see
some earlier comments of mine, their paper What is an elliptic object?, and an earlier
survey talk by Teichner at the KITP.

Comments

1. Dimitri Terryn
October 24, 2005

Hi Peter,

You might be interested in this. I recently translated an interview with Renate
Loll of Utrecht. The article has a fairly critical view of String Theory, along with
comments on her own research and the position of women in science (Lubos is
going to love this  ).

Here is an exerpt. If you want the entire article, give me word.

Superstring Theory

According to superstring theory the most elementary particles in the universe do
not consist of points, but of a kind of vibrating ellastic bands, whose vibrations
manifest themselves as particles, like electrons or photons. Although the theory
initially seemed to be a promising candidate to bridge the gap between relativity
and quantum theory, it seems to be more and more clear that the theory has her
own share of problems. The most serious complication is that according to this
theory our world is part of a ten dimensional universe, without us noticing in our
everyday lives. Possibly is our threedimensional universe floating through higher
dimensions, in the same way as a two dimensional flying carpet is flying throug
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three dimensional space, separated from a shadowworld that may be only a few
tenths of a milimeter away, as Spinoza winner Robert Dijkgraaf recently
decribed.

Altough Renate Loll is careful with her formulation as to not antagonize any of
her colleagues, it is clear that she does not think much of this line of research.
“Initially, superstring theory looked to be very simpel and therefore attractive,
but graduately there emerged more and more complications, making me to find
it quite a far fetched theory now. In addition it is unclear wether the string
approach will lead us somewhere. That’s why I favour my own approach. That at
least has produced some concrete results.??

Gerard ‘t Hooft, just like Renate Loll, isn’t at all convinced by string theorists.
But wether the approach of his colleague from Utrecht is correct, is still a
question according to him. “It is clear that Renate has made progress the last
few years, but she’s not there yet. It’s even the question wether she is on the
right track concerning QG. Although personally I tend to look in the direction of
black holes I think that string theory still has the best hand. We have hit a
number of obstacles, but none the less is that approach still more concrete and
structured than other attemps to reconsile GR and QT. But that doesn’t mean
that Renate couldn’t be right. My philosophy is, let everyone muddle on. She
should continue with what she is doing, because the resolution of this problem
will probably come from an unexpected direction.??

2. MathPhys
October 24, 2005

It’s very interesting to hear that ‘t Hooft says that “string theory still has the
best hand”. Very interesting.

3. woit
October 24, 2005

Hi Dimitri,

Sounds like an interesting article. I see you have a blog, perhaps you should post
the full translation there?

Peter

4. Dimitri Terryn
October 27, 2005

Peter,

I’ve posted the full article on my blog. You can find it on my blog.



Atiyah Talk at Santa Barbara

October 25, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Sir Michael Atiyah is here in the United States this month. Evidently he was at the
Institute in Princeton last week during the Deligne conference, talking to Witten. Last
Friday he gave a public talk at an AMS conference at the University of Nebraska on
The Nature of Space, and will be giving another one tomorrow in Santa Barbara on
the same topic.

Yesterday at the KITP he gave a talk on his own very speculative ideas about physics
entitled Does the Universe Have a Memory?. He began by subtitling his talk “Crazy
thoughts of an old man”, and noting that when he was at the Institute Witten had
listened to him politely and then after a micro-second given him four reasons why his
ideas wouldn’t work. One motivation he gave was that the current situation of string
theory was somehow like Ptolemaic epicycles, with a fundamental idea that would
drastically simplify everything still missing.

The speculative idea he was promoting was that perhaps quantum mechanics should
be changed so that the future depends not just on the present, but on the history of
the system during some short period before the present. So dynamics would be
somewhat non-local in time. He hopes for some connection to the Connes version of
the standard model, but this was all very vague. All in all, I fear that I wish Atiyah
would go back to working on the relation between K-theory and physics….

Update: In a comment Doug provides a link to Atiyah’s public lecture.

Comments

1. Chris W.
October 25, 2005

That Atiyah would even give such a talk strikes me as a significant indicator of
the level of disquiet that exists among leading figures in the string theory
community and their allies in mathematics about the current state of work in the
field, that is, about its presuppositions and goals.

He adopted a clear position on the debate between those who would abandon
continuity in favor of discrete models, and those who see too much power in the
mathematics of continuous structures to accept taking such a step. I think this
dichotomy is suspect; I’ll say more about it later.

2. Arun
October 25, 2005

If the theory of gravity induced by string theory has arbitrarily high degree of
derivatives, then what’s the problem?

http://www.math.unl.edu/~swiegand1/Atiyah-AMSPoster-2005.pdf
http://www.math.unl.edu/~swiegand1/Atiyah-AMSPoster-2005.pdf
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/public/atiyah05/Oct05publecture.pdf
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/public/atiyah05/Oct05publecture.pdf
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/strings05/atiyah/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/strings05/atiyah/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/plecture/atiyah/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/plecture/atiyah/


3. Chris W.
October 25, 2005

[Oops! Sorry, I forgot to escape a < with a character entity…]

More on the above-mentioned dichotomy: Please read this discussion by Cosma
Shalizi, and note the following:

The other reason for using symbolic dynamics is that there are
important cases where one can find generating partitions — mappings
into symbols where there is a one-to-one correspondence between
continuous states and the symbol sequences they generate. In these
cases, studying the symbolic dynamics is completely equivalent to
studying the original dynamics. Remarkably enough, even with a
generating partition, the symbolic dynamics can be stochastic for an
underlying deterministic system. In this way, for instance, one can
show that some kinds of (sufficiently chaotic) deterministic dynamics
are in a sense completely equivalent to sources of independent,
identically-distributed random variables.

To go off on a tangent, there’s something of a movement in cognitive
science which sets up an opposition between computation, conceived
in the usual symbol-manipulation sense, and continuous nonlinear
dynamics. This seems to me quite wrong-headed, if only because the
existence of generating partitions shows how symbol-manipulating
computation can be completely equivalent to a dynamical system.
Computation is intrinsic to dynamics, but that’s another topic.

Also, from Hendryk Pfeiffer (gr-qc/0404088):

It turns out that differential topology distinguishes the space-time
dimension d=3+1 from any other lower or higher dimension and
relates the sought-after path integral quantization of general relativity
in d=3+1 with an open problem in topology, namely to construct non-
trivial invariants of smooth manifolds using their piecewise-linear
structure. In any dimension d<=5+1, the classification results provide
us with triangulations of space-time which are not merely
approximations nor introduce any physical cut-off, but which rather
capture the full information about smooth manifolds up to
diffeomorphism.

..and this from the body of the paper:

If quantum general relativity in d = 3+1 is indeed a PL-QFT, the
following two statements which sound philosophically completely
contrary,

– Nature is fundamentally smooth.
– Nature is fundamentally discrete.

are just two different points of view on the same underlying

http://cscs.umich.edu/~crshalizi/notebooks/symbolic-dynamics.html
http://cscs.umich.edu/~crshalizi/notebooks/symbolic-dynamics.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0404088
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0404088


mathematical structure: equivalence classes of smooth manifolds up to
diffeomorphism.

4. Chris W.
October 25, 2005

I must quote a bit more from Pfeiffer:

The diffeomorphism invariance of the classical observables then
implies in the language of the triangulations that all physical quantities
computed from the path integral, are independent of which
triangulation is chosen. The discrete formulation on some particular
triangulation therefore amounts to a complete fixing of the gauge
freedom under space-time diffeomorphisms. The relevant
triangulations can furthermore be characterized by abstract
combinatorial data, and the condition of equivalence of triangulations
can be stated as a local criterion, in terms of so-called Pachner moves.
‘Local’ here means that only a few neighbouring simplices of the
triangulation are involved in each step. A comparison of Pachner moves
with the block-spin or coarse graining renormalization group
transformations in Wilson’s language reveals what renormalization
means for theories with dynamical geometry for which there exists no
a priori background geometry with which we could compare the
dynamical scale of the theory.

5. Peter
October 25, 2005

Please remember this is NOT a forum for discussion of people’s favorite ideas
about quantum gravity. This is not what the topic of the posting was about.

6. Kea
October 25, 2005

Chris W

Atiyah did not deny this dichotomy between continuous and discrete. On the
contrary, he endorses it (a) by indicating a preference for Connes’ picture and (b)
by saying explicitly that this Hale formalism for past dependent equations
incorporates aspects of both.

I enjoyed the talk! Forget the physics – it’s full of subtle jibes and the sort of
jokes that only very respectable old men can make.

7. Nitin
October 26, 2005

Hi Peter

Sorry to go out of subject here. I am wondering about something. I see a rather
surprising number of physicists and mathematicians having weblogs these days.



Even more surprising to me is that these people get the time to write about
things they have heard, talked or thought about. Now, some of these postings are
rather long (I cannot recall any unreasonably long posting of yours so far. I see a
lot of this on Lubos’ blog). Tell me… hasn’t blogging affected your productivity at
work? Clifford at Cosmic Variance writes frequently, you too… It seems to me
that a lot of interesting things are being said most of the time, but aren’t you
better sometimes being busy at work or spending some time with friends away
from the pc, or doing something different..?

I would like to hear from you on this matter.

Thanks
Nitin, Down Under

8. Nitin
October 26, 2005

By the way.. I like the links you provide to interesting papers, notes, articles.

9. Bryan
October 26, 2005

Hi Nitin: I think the problem is that guys like Peter have wireless connectivity to
the internet all the time from their laptop or brain implant. It never gets turned
off. Fortunately, they are able to do more than one thing at the same time…

10. Ben Compson
October 26, 2005

Let’s face it, if a theoretical physicist does 2 hours of good work in a day, that’s a
good day and the rest is his to do what he wants, like blog.

11. Daniel Doro Ferrante
October 26, 2005

Following up on Ben’s response: for a high energy theoretician, ~4h of good
work in a day is a GREAT day.

But, regardless, the sheer exercise of writing up, commenting, providing links,
etc, etc, etc, is really good; it’s a win-win situation: it’s good for the audience
(because they hopefully learn something new, leave interesting comments, etc)
and it’s good for the writer, beucase he gets a chance to clear his mind, making
sure that his thoughts are cohesive and so on.

So, say you teach, get 3h of good work and then you blog for ~1h, you may just
have hit a pretty well rounded day: You can go home with a much better view of
physics than when you came in.

But, maybe it’s just me… 

12. woit
October 26, 2005



Hi Nitin,

You’re right that the weblog takes up a fair amount of time, and sometimes I do
worry that it is taking away time I could be spending doing something more
worthwhile, especially research. For now I think the time spent on this is worth
it, but at some future point I may very well change my mind.

I don’t tend to write very long postings (I don’t know how Lubos does it….), so
the actual writing isn’t that time consuming. Often I’m writing about things
found by spending time looking around on the web, so in some sense the fact
that I do a lot of that is the big time-waster, and there I’m probably not alone.

I keep intending to try and write some postings that are more explicitly about the
research work I’m doing. Then time spent on those would be in some sense time
spent on research. One thing I need to do first is to try out various methods for
putting equations on WordPress, I may get to this pretty soon.

Peter

13. John McCrone
October 26, 2005

A fun talk but – from a systems science point of view – it makes the familiar
mistake of focusing on a “single-scale” discrete~continuous dichotomy and not
the more fundamental “scalefree” dichotomy of local~global.

Atiyah suggests incorporating the uncertainty of QM by making just a single
Planck-sized step into the past. A scale-free approach to memory would want to
model a powerlaw distribution of “pasts”. In this view the Planck scale defines
not the fundamentally small (and discrete) but instead the fundamentally cogent
(a web of interactions/gone to equilibrium).

Start by asking what is memory in a system. It is the general context within
which a succession of particular states form. It is an ambience – a prevailing
equilibrium in a system of interactions. So it is the “frozen” global view. And in
hierarchical fashion, it exerts a downward constraint on any localised
particulars. But of course, global constraint cannot “see” everything and so the
local events (particle interactions, etc) are left with degrees of freedom. What we
call their inertias.

So the memory of a system is its global coherent state which reflects some
average of its past and – because the coherence is self-stable – also serves to
predict the future for some reasonable distance. A universe that has developed
certain constants, like the speed of light, is likely to continue to roll with those
constants (barring a slow underlying evolution that eventually allows some
further phase change to a new global vacua).

The point is that this globalised system memory is spread over all spatiotemporal
scales. It is “scalefree” because the issue of scale has been thermalised.

So rather like a hologram, a very small “bite” into the past – like Atiyah’s



suggested Planck-scale step – would give some kind of snapshot of the whole, but
it would be very fuzzy. By definition, it would seem to give the most uncertain
view!

By being the closest to the localised freedoms of the system, it would see the
least of the global constraints, the global memory. It would be like trying to
observe the convergence nature of the system, its tendency towards a global
remembered balance, from exactly the most open and divergent viewing
position. To offer another analogy, it would be like trying to gauge the
temperature of a gas by measuring some particular passing molecule.

Prigogine has some arguments along these lines in his modelling of QM in “The
End of Certainty”.

14. Tony Smith
October 26, 2005

In the .mov version of Atiyah’s 24 Oct 2005 KITP talk at
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/download/strings05/atiyah/snd/Atiyah_KITP.mov

Atiyah says (at about 1:12:24) that his class of models is based on “… the past
history of a particle moving as a real particle …”, which seems to me to be the
past world-line of the particle.

An audience member describes to Atiyah (at about 1:05:02) “… a common thread
between the class of models you are suggesting, Connes class of models, and
some unsolved problems in string theory.
So,
one simple way to think about the class of models you are talking about is just to
do a power series expansion of x(t-r) in t and … the higher derivatives of t so
then you have an infinite order differential equation.
Similarly,
quantum field theory on a noncommutative spacetime can be expressed in terms
of a star product which is an exponential of derivatives and therefore is also in
some sense a differential equation with an infinite number of derivatives
and
the best nonperturbative formulation of string theory we have is string field
theory which is expressed in terms of Witten’s star product on strings which is
also expressed in terms of some exponential of derivatives, but which we don’t
understand how to grapple with as well …”.

It seems to me that a natural physical interpretation of that “common thread” is
that strings should be interpreted as world-lines, NOT as individual particles or
precursors of individual particles.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

15. Quantum_Ranger
October 28, 2005

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/download/strings05/atiyah/snd/Atiyah_KITP.mov
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/download/strings05/atiyah/snd/Atiyah_KITP.mov
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Tony Smith says:”Atiyah says (at about 1:12:24) that his class of models is based
on “… the past history of a particle moving as a real particle …??, which seems
to me to be the past world-line of the particle”.

An audience member describes to Atiyah (at about 1:05:02) “… a common thread
between the class of models you are suggesting, Connes class of models, and
some unsolved problems in string theory.

re:”So,
one simple way to think about the class of models you are talking about is just to
do a power series expansion of x(t-r) in t and … the higher derivatives of t so
then you have an infinite order differential equation”.

The problem with this is that for evolving systems, specifically, from Quantum to
Macro and equally, from Present to Future, the systems would have to be
equivilent?

From Atyiah’s talk of a “planck-memory” as representing some “past-initial-
evolving-state”, a little “it” from bigger “bit” if ever I heard one!, but there has to
be a same/equivilent comparable ‘worldline’ from Present-time to Future-
time?..this very notion would condem stringworld lines to the “Non-Renormable-
Un-re-cyclable-Bin” correct me if I am wrong, but Aytiah notion of
Relative/Quantum domains seems to be teetering on insane?..this I take to be the
deliberate interuptions(spoiler in audience?) in the said lecture.

Aytiah’s idea that a planck length is a Maximum Minimum “past-memory”, of a
“present-time”, is no defferent from stating that the Present-time, is but a past
memory of the ‘yet-to-exist’ future!

Just as a memory for any relative observer cannot contain 100% information
(Reality is preserved in the Present-time), any worldline evolving from a planck
domain, will contain very relevant Uncertainties?..you just cannot predict or
construct, any present-time event from its past history!..if the speed of
information recieved in any present-time event frame, exceeds the natural
frequency of entropy, then theoretically, the Future, events that have not yet
occured, could be manipulated directly from the Quantum past?

Slowing down an ordinary Photon would invoke a transformation in its “present-
time”, it would no longer have any Uncertainty association, you could design the
Future with complete absolute accuracy?

The Quantum Mechanical domain would collapse, by the fact H.U.P would be
nullified?
If one combines Atyiah’s two-particle systems of [Past-Planck+Present-Time]
with [Present-Time + Future Events], their equivilence would mean there is
actually NO evolution whatso-ever.

16. Tony Smith
October 28, 2005

Quantum Ranger said, about the “common thread” comment by an audience



member at about 1:05:02 in Atiyah’s KITP talk online at
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/download/strings05/atiyah/snd/Atiyah_KITP.mov

“… ..this I take to be the deliberate interuptions(spoiler in audience?) in the said
lecture. …”.

That comment was made in the question and answer period following the
lecture, so it was not a “deliberate interruption”.

Based on the context (Atiyah’s reply was “I agree with what you say” followed by
extensive further discussion), it did not appear to me that the commenter was
considered by those at the KITP talk to be a “spoiler”.

If you watch the .mov of Atiyah’s talk, you can see who made that comment. The
camera shows him at about 1:07:58. I did not recognize him (but then I don’t
know a lot of KITP people by sight).
Perhaps someone reading this can identify the one who made the comment.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

17. Quantum_Ranger
October 28, 2005

Tony, my appologies, I had watched the lecture, but found the constant
interuptions by the “same” audience member quite annoying, I do so admire
Atyiah, but actually felt a little sorry for him being so obviously “heckled”.

I am going to re-watch the ‘whole’ talk, and hopefully the Q/A I missed would
enlighten me, a question I had been contemplating form Atyiahs idea, is what
happens to the missing “planck-memory”, it seems to be forever evolving
“backwards”, as for sure, even the Planck-memory has to been formated from a
previous “past”?

18. Who
October 28, 2005

much of the interruption came from David Gross

during the QandA someone pointed out that there had really been two lectures
going on, one by sir Michael and one by David, and reasonably enough that
person asked David Gross a question related to HIS part of the lecture

the interruption was almost frantic and I think not malicious so much as
instinctively defensive. If Atiyah ideas had been simply crazy it would not have
been necessary to resist so hard. but the ideas, for good or ill, were somehow
perceived (consciously or not) as plausible enough to be disturbing.

19. Tony Smith
October 28, 2005

Quantum Ranger asked “… what happens to the missing “planck-memory??, it

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/download/strings05/atiyah/snd/Atiyah_KITP.mov
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/download/strings05/atiyah/snd/Atiyah_KITP.mov
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seems to be forever evolving “backwards??, as for sure, even the Planck-memory
has to been formated from a previous “past??? …”.

I agree that is a good question, and it is also something that nagged in the back
of my mind (in the form of why should the memory / past world-line be cut off at
the Planck scale).

If there were no past time cutoff, then the basic entity would be the entire (back
to the big bang?) past history world-line of each particle. Maybe such a model
would be like that of Andrew Gray, who said in http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-
ph/9712037 (in the abstract) “… probabilities are … assigned to entire fine-
grained histories. The formulation is fully relativistic and applicable to multi-
particle systems. It shall be shown that this new formulation makes the same
experimental predictions as quantum field theory …”.

The same Andrew Gray proposed a “Quantum Time Machine” in version 1 of
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9804008v1, but he withdrew that proposal on 8
Aug 2004, the same day that he posted version 2 of http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-
ph/9712037. Therefore, it seems to me that although Andrew Gray felt his
“Quantum Time Machine” was flawed, he still feels that his formulation of
quantum theory in terms of “entire fine-grained histories”, which sounds to me a
lot like Atiyah’s model without the Planck-scale cutoff, is valid.

I wonder whether Atiyah knows of Gray’s model, and, if so, how he (Atiyah)
thinks it compares with his (Atiyah’s) model.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

20. Doug
October 30, 2005

For those who have been as frustrated as I have in trying to find Atiyah’s Nature
of Space talk, here’s a link that actually works:

The Nature of Space

21. Doug
October 30, 2005

I have an innocuous question to ask: where would theoretical physicists
generally tend to place Aityah, and his contributions, in their list of world-class
mathematicians important to theoretical physics? And, BTW, what is the correct
pronunciation of his name?

22. Kea
October 30, 2005

“where would theoretical physicists generally tend to place Aityah, and his
contributions, in their list of world-class mathematicians important to theoretical
physics?”

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9712037
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9712037
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9712037
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9712037
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9804008v1
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9804008v1
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9712037
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9712037
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9712037
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/9712037
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Very high.

23. woit
October 30, 2005

Hi Doug,

I agree with Kea. I’d put Atiyah among the top three mathematicians of the last
half of the 20th century (with Serre and Grothendieck), and more important for
theoretical physics than any great mathematician since Hermann Weyl. His work
on instantons and anomalies during the late seventies and early eighties was
wonderful, and his conjectures made in 1987 about the existence of various
TQFTs were influential in Witten’s amazing work in this area. Atiyah became less
active in research mathematics after around 1990 when he became president of
the Royal Society and master of Trinity College.

The pronunciation is Ah-Tee-Yaah.

24. woit
October 30, 2005

Oh, and thanks for the link to Atiyah’s lecture!

25. Tony Smith
October 31, 2005

Peter, I agree with you that Atiyah is “… among the top three mathematicians of
the last half of the 20th century (with Serre and Grothendieck), and more
important for theoretical physics than any great mathematician since Hermann
Weyl. …”.

How does that square with the treatment of Atiyah by David Gross and Edward
Witten?

As to David Gross, “who” said in a comment here: “… much of the interruption
came from David Gross … the interruption was almost frantic and I think not
malicious so much as instinctively defensive. If Atiyah ideas had been simply
crazy it would not have been necessary to resist so hard. but the ideas, for good
or ill, were somehow perceived (consciously or not) as plausible enough to be
disturbing. …”.

As to Edward Witten you (and Atiyah) said: “… Witten had listened to him
politely and then after a micro-second given him four reasons why his ideas
wouldn’t work. …”.

If I am correct in my opinion that any evaluation given after only a micro-second
is NOT a considered evaluation (nobody, not even Witten is that smart), then it
seems to me that
1 – Gross and Witten are very insecure about the superstring theory in which
they have invested their lifework
and



2 – Gross and Witten are incapable of fair evaluation of any alternative ideas.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

26. woit
October 31, 2005

Hi Tony,

My take on Gross and Witten’s reaction to Atiyah was rather different. Atiyah has
taken pains to not be especially critical of string theory (I’ve corresponded with
him about this, and, much as I would love to count him as a string theory critic,
he makes clear that’s not at all how he sees himself), so I don’t think they were
worrying about defending string theory from Atiyah. Gross did interrupt and
make extensive comments at Atiyah’s talk, but I took this as evidence that he
was taking Atiyah seriously and trying to engage with him on his idea, even
though it was pretty off-the-wall. I suspect Atiyah was exaggerating about the
“microsecond”, and in any case Witten probably had plenty of time to think about
Atiyah’s proposal while Atiyah was explaining it to him, enough time to come up
with several pretty obvious problems.

Both Atiyah and Witten are extremely quick on their feet. I remember one time
at MSRI talking to Raoul Bott, who had just walked away from Atiyah and
Witten, shaking his head. He told me he found listening to the two of them
“scary” since they were so much quicker than he was. Bott is a great
mathematician also, but one who has to think everything through slowly and
carefully to understand it, quite different than Atiyah or Witten.

27. Jack Sarfatti
October 31, 2005

What about Wheeler-Feynman & Aharonov 2-State QM in which present is a self-
consistent global double loop 1/2(Advanced + Retarded)?

28. Quantum_Ranger
October 31, 2005

Thanks to Doug, I have just sat through the whole talk:The Nature Of Space.

My initial annoyance of the talk with D Gross was based on the lack of acoustics,
not being able to hear what Gross was asking produced my unfounded
accusation of “spoiler”, this self-evaluation is made from after the above linked
talk.

What becomes clear from the Atyiah talk, is that there are numerous area’s of
interpretations in nailing down what constitutes ‘Memory’?..for instance a
mathematician who calculates a simple formula, is performing a repetative
function based on “memory”, its an act of reproducing a “Time” and
“information” event. In its simple way it is an act of “time-travel”, via a thought
function contained in the bio-mass of braincells.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Relativity, in its conception gives presedence to the Observer in Time, we are the
only forms that can perform “time-travels” mentally?..this is what a memory is.

Now interestingly Atyiah is stating that a planck-memory, is a decomposition of a
real-time event,(a past-moment) located at some instant in the present. Matter
has a specific evolutional path, it tends to move from one location to the next in
constant fashion. If one take’s the electron and follows its trajectory, one finds
that there is no continuation of its path, it can transfer itself from one location to
another, without trancending the intervening space, from A to B, it can appear at
B from the Future, without trancending the Present.

Feynman I believe made the “electron” statement:It is never located in the
present-time, it always jumps from Past/Future or Future/Past?

The QM roots of H.U.P, contends that an Atyiah “planck-memory” must, at some
moment along its timline evolution, make a transition from the Present-Time, to a
Past-Time, it makes a ‘Jump’ into the Past?..the “moment” this occurs, it loses its
memory of where it jumped from, it is re-configured, without any memory at all!

The Virtual Quantity ascociated with any energy of Quantum status, means that
any finite Planck-Memory (any componant with all its paramiters), after it
reaches the transitional ‘gap’, it has no choice but to reconfigure, as if it is
appearing from the Future, and it has a new set of Quantum Numbers!!

Calibrating a decomposed planck-memory from a ‘present’ Spacetime, with that
of a ‘future’ Space,(there has to be particles contained within present-time
space, that are scaled from the future) means that at in a finite limit, energy and
its memory of its evolution, exchange with that of particles emminating from the
Future, there would therefore be Particles comparable to that of Planck Scale,
appearing with a lot more Energy, future re-tarded Quantums?

Where is Planck-Memory stored?..is it within the present or future, ordinary
memory by a conscious observer is stored within the mind, somewhere in the
Observers present-time, scaled down and stored, never to be recalled as 100%, it
always has some missing information, else it would reproduce reality events
100%, is this information lost to the Future or Present?..it has to go into the
construction of the future, the future always needs more information than the
Present, just as the Present always needs more informaiton than the Past!

29. Juan R.
October 31, 2005

Almost all said by Atiyah is pure nonsense in the best string tradition.

A basic discussion of why most of Atiyah’s remarks are completely outdated and
some of them completely wrong is available at

http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=806910&postcount=10

Jack Sarfatti said

http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=806910&postcount=10
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=806910&postcount=10


What about Wheeler-Feynman & Aharonov 2-State QM in which present is a self-
consistent global double loop 1/2(Advanced + Retarded)?

We are still waiting the promised Wheeler’s conference 

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

30. Quantum_Ranger
October 31, 2005

juan r, the context of Atyiah’s “planck-memory” is surely an inquisitive inquiry
into cause and effect, does a past memory effect present events?..can the
present,’whole’, be created out of a finite memoric value, a minimum (planck)
value?

At some moment the Present-time becomes the Past, and at the same instant the
Future also becomes the Present?

If there is a “planck-memory”, a Quantum value of energy at miniscule scales,
then there is also a comprable Macro value at the intesection moments of
Present to Future. The scale difference increase’s at Present/Future boundaries,
this is because the Future needs more energy/information, due to fact of
increase in size, by volume?

If the future surely contains the same amount of energy(in discrete bundles of
planck memory bits) as the Present, and consequently the Past energy, then
symmetry could not be broken in a previous era?

At least 50% of ‘present-time’, is distributed into a past and future tense virtual
domains. If planck scale “memory” is continueous in its attachment to a present
spacetime location,then there is no cut-off point. If it is discrete at finite
volume’s, then it is “seperate” and isolated from the present-time, therefore it no
longer has a memory of its origin, it could take,choice? of a “memory” of infinite
proportional value.

Virtual particles have virtual histories?.. accountable in terms of no memory of a
previous existence, which I believe Feynman asscerted to certain particles
mentioned by Jack Sarfatti above.

Again Atyiah seems to be poking little ‘peek-holes’ into certain “canned” models
and interpretations.

Some canned models, contain worm-holes.

I think there is a whole new can of Wormholes being inderectly
opened/presented by Atyiah, some of the nagging ‘worms’ are going to be hard
to swallow, especially for certain string models.

If you do not want to shoot yourself in the foot, then controlled experimental
particle physics is the sure way to avoid using “elephant-guns” to exterminate



“M”, Theoretical mice!

I rate Atyiah as joint “number-2” in the context of greatness in contributing to
scientific knowledge. There is no number one, this is yet to be filled, and he
share’s this position with a vast number of other greats, I have a personal
distrust of league tables, as the importance of stature can be over-rated by
association and personal tastes.

31. Tony Smith
October 31, 2005

Peter, as you say, “… Both Atiyah and Witten are extremely quick on their feet. …
Raoul Bott, who had just walked away from Atiyah and Witten, shaking his head
… told me he found listening to the two of them “scary?? since they were so
much quicker than he was. Bott is a great mathematician also, but one who has
to think everything through slowly and carefully
to understand it, quite different than Atiyah or Witten. …”.

It is interesting that your characterization might be that Atiyah is a Hare and
Bott is a Tortoise, yet working together they produced wonderful results. In an
interview at http://www.ams.org/notices/200104/fea-bott.pdf Bott described his
work with Atiyah, saying: “… In most of my papers with Atiyah he would write
the final drafts and his tendency was to make them more abstract. …”.
Bott went on to say: “… I like the old way of presenting things with an example
that gives away the secret of the proof rather than dazzling the audience. … on
the whole I like the problems to be concrete. I’m a bit of an engineer. For
instance, in topology early on the questions were very concrete – we wanted to
find a number! …”.
Bott’s “we wanted to find a number” remark sounds to me a Feynman-like
attitude toward physics.

As to physics and physicists, Bott made an observation about the Princeton IAS
under Oppenheimer: “… Oppenheimer had taken over, and he was very dominant
in the physics community. He had a seminar that every physicist went to. We
mathematicians always thought they ran off like sheep, for we would pick and
choose our seminars! …”.

Maybe superstring theory under Witten and Gross is a the contemporary
manifestation of physicists’ sheep-like behaviour.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

32. woit
October 31, 2005

Hi Tony,

Your characterization of Atiyah and Bott as the Hare and the Tortoise is apt, as is
the Bott quote. Together they did some truly wonderful things.

http://www.ams.org/notices/200104/fea-bott.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200104/fea-bott.pdf
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


It’s always been true that physics is much more faddish than math, with particle
theorists generally desperate to somehow contribute something to whatever the
latest, hottest thing is, mathematicians more interested in digging deeply into
one particular thing that they can become one of the few experts in and make
their own. In the past, when experimentalists were regularly providing theorists
new and surprising results that pointed out the right direction to go, a somewhat
faddish concentration on figuring out the significance of these new results made
sense as a way to make progress. The problem is that particle theory still has
that sociology in place, but the experimental impetus that made it work is gone.

33. Doug
October 31, 2005

Regardless of the merits of Atiyah’s ideas on how to approach the QM challenge,
the merits of his assessment of the current situation in theoretical physics are
priceless, in my opinion. As an icon in the coummunity (gathered from the
respect expressed here), his emphasis of the role of simplicity and elegance in
nature’s secrets is crucial. From this perspective, he indicts string theory with
one devastating observation:

“If a final theory emerges soon from string theory, we will discover a universe
built on fantastically intricate mathematics.”

His point is made in the “conudrum” of imaginary numbers that he describes.
The conundrum is perplexing because, if, fundamentally, the origins of
mathematics are found in nature, then the “fantastically intricate mathematics??
of string theory reflects something ugly and unsatisfying in nature, which would
be so surprising, given humanity’s historical experience with her.

On the other hand, if mathematics is just a mundane tool for studying the
physical structure of the world, and is no more than an invention of the human
mind, how is it that its “biggest, single, invention,” imaginary numbers, show up
in observed physical phenomena?!

He says that while his position is more moderate than Kronecker’s, he still
believes that the origins of math are to be found in nature’s fundamentals, which
then man develops and elaborates upon. Clearly, he’s implying that we have
strayed too far from the origins of mathematics; that the vastness of string
theory’s mathematical complexity has now taken on a life of its own, which
abandons the vital reciprocal relation of math and physics.

It reminds me of Hestenes’ observation that

There is a tendency among physicists to take mathematics for granted, to regard
the development of mathematics as the business of mathematicians. However,
history shows that most mathematics of use in physics has origins in successful
attacks on physical problems. The advance of physics has gone hand in hand
with the development of a mathematical language to express and exploit the
theory…The task of improving the language of physics…is one of the
fundamental tasks of theoretical physics.



Coming from such eminent mathematicians, these are sage words indeed. Is
Atiyah on a mission?

34. John McCrone
October 31, 2005

“From this perspective, he indicts string theory with one devastating
observation: “If a final theory emerges soon from string theory, we will discover
a universe built on fantastically intricate mathematics.??

String theory seems pretty natural if you have an organic metaphysics in mind –
where something emerges as the constraint of a vaguer everythingness, rather
than a creatio ex nihilio ontology.

So at the fundamental level, there is a chaos of potential with no mathematical
structure. Then structure self-organises as resonances that lock into place. As
this SO reduces dimensionality, the structure becomes more robust. Far out, you
have only sporadic flashes of order – like the Monster lie group. Then as you get
down to just 10 or 11 dimensions, the structures become increasingly robust.

Everything finally locks up pretty solid at three dimensions (with their emergent
“fourth dimension” of a flow of time).

This is why we should expect a swamp as the fundamental ground for physical
theory – it describes the vagueness, the potential, that would be a realm of
“everythingness”.

The issue is then to understand whether the reduction of this raw potential to
crisp (mathematically resonant and self-organising) structure has just one
outcome, or a variety of possible outcomes. We could be the only possible kind of
universe.

These points may seem off-thread but the metaphysics is important once you
start asking whether maths is mechanically constructed or Platonically given.
There is a third road which may be unfamiliar but was in fact widely prefered
even in the time of Plato and Democritus.

35. Tony Smith
November 1, 2005

Peter, you said “… All in all, I fear that I wish Atiyah would go back to working on
the relation between K-theory and physics …”. Here are some related quotes and
comments:

Bott, in his interview at http://www.ams.org/notices/200104/fea-bott.pdf , said “…
the start of my long and wonderful collaboration with Michael Atiyah. We first of
all gave a new proof of the periodicity theorem which fitted into the K-theory
framework … Then Grothendieck, in the purely algebraic context, gave a … proof
…[of]… the index theorem … using his K-theory in the formal, algebraic way. …
Before, we had taken complex analysis or algebraic geometry as a given, so that
the differential operator was hidden … here, suddenly the topological twisting of

http://www.ams.org/notices/200104/fea-bott.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200104/fea-bott.pdf


the differential operator came into the equation. Of course, Atiyah and Singer
immediately realized that this twisting is measured with the homotopy groups of
the classical groups, by the so-called symbol. Eventually the whole development
of index theory fitted the periodicity theorem into the subject as an integral part.
Atiyah very rightly chose Singer to collaborate on this project. …”.

In their book Spin Geometry (Princeton 1989 at page 277), Lawson and
Michelsohn said: “… In 1982, E. Witten found a different approach … through
consideration of symplectic geometry and supersymmetry. … he outlined a proof
of the index theorem for the Atiyah-Singer operator … however … none of these
methods [including Witten’s] applies to prove the index theorem for families or
the Cl_k – index Theorem (in their strong forms). These theorems in general
involve torsion elements in K-theory which are not detectable by cohomological
means. …”.

In his book Introduction to Superstrings and M-theory (Second Edition, Springer
1999, 1988 at page 338), Michio Kaku said: “… new developments in
supersymmetry have now made it possible to prove the Atiyah-Singer index
theorem from a simple Lagrangian. Traditionally, the proof of the Atiyah-Singer
theorem has been inaccessible to most physicists because of the intricacies of
the mathematical formulation. …”.

Reading those excerpts in sequence leads me to think that a reason that
superstring physicists are so attached to supersymmetry is that it is only through
Witten’s supersymmetric approach that they can understand the Atiyah-Singer
index theorem.

However, by restricting themselves to the Witten supersymmetric construction,
the supersymmetry physics people are cutting themselves off from possibly very
fruitful avenues of constructing new and possibly realistic physics models.

For instance, Lawson and Michelsohn, at page 270 of their book cited above,
said [I have omitted some tildes etc from notation due to ASCII limitations]:
“… Given a real operator … in the basic case, no information is lost under
complexification. This is not true, however, if one passes to the index theorem for
families. The index of a family of real operators takes its value in the group
KO(A), and .. for example … KO(Sn) = Z2 for n = 1 (mod 8) but K(Sn) = {0} in
these dimensions.
For this reason Atiyah and Singer established a separate index theorem for
families of real operators. It is a more subtle and profound result … the
appropriate theory is not KO-theory … It is the more general KR-theory …”.

If Kaku’s assessment of physicists’ inability to understand a KR-theoretical index
theorem is correct, then I share Peter’s sense of loss if Atiyah is not now
“working on the relation between K-theory and physics”.
However,
I respect Atiyah’s right to follow his own intuition and to pursue his physics
model based on Hale’s book Functional Differential Equations. It may even turn
out that there is some connection between the two areas, and that Atiyah is
smart enough to sense such a connection.



Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

36. Tony Smith
November 1, 2005

My immediately previous post seems to suffer from an inadvertent smiley.

The smiley should be the number 8 and the equation should read

KO(Sn) = Z2 for n = 1 ( mod 8 ) but K(Sn) = {0} in these dimensions.

As I indicated in the immediately previous post, the equation also suffers from
suppression of such things as tildes etc due to ASCII limitations.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

37. Juan R.
November 1, 2005

quantum ranger, As already said Atiyah’s talk is outdated.

Curiously the current tendency in the topic -Atiyah is of course NOT an expert- is
the contrary of Atiyah’s proposal.

Retarded diferential equations have proved to be computationally intractable
during more than 40 years (moreover do NOT solve the famous problem of the
arrow of time). Today, there is emphasis on the abandonment of this way by
either Marklovian equations in a generalized space functional -e.g. 90s Prigogine
proposal in a RHS- or the use of sophisticated memory kernel techniques
eliminating the convolution (the ‘memory’) from the evolutor, transforming the
retarded equation into a local time equations that can be computationally solved.

Literature in this topic is very extensive and complex.

Atiyah’s talk is both outdated and wrong in several fundamental aspects. See
above link for a dissection.

That universe has a memory is already very well-known, for example the
standard Zubarev equation with an infinitesimal memory -Abel kernel-. Equations
with memory are standard in many condensed matter disciplines. This is not
new.

The discussion of Atiyah on causality structure of the universe is completely
wrong and very outdated. It is unnecesary the appeal to Planck scale physics
-see Prigogine theory for example, or CSM approach, or etc, etc, etc.-.

You would read The End of certainty by Prigogine

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0684837056
/103-6383925-0546230?v=glance

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0684837056/103-6383925-0546230?v=glance
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0684837056/103-6383925-0546230?v=glance
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0684837056/103-6383925-0546230?v=glance
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0684837056/103-6383925-0546230?v=glance


for some recent views on the topic. Atiyah proposal would be good in the 50s and
60s. In fact, the first basic equation -generalizing mechanics- proposed by
Prigogine was a retarded equation with a memory term and a complex
diagranmatic technique acounting for all that cannot be explained via mechanics
(see above book) or field theory. All of that is well-known in speciliazed
literature. But further work did Prigogine and other abandoned that way. We are
in the 2005!

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

38. Adrian Heathcote
November 2, 2005

I’ve read through the discussion above I can’t resist expressing a point of
disagreement.

I found Atiyah remarkably charming and urbane—but I was kind of expecting
that—but I thought the continual interruptions from Gross rude to the point of
obnoxiousness. Atiyah couldn’t get two sentences out without being pulled up
and forced to engage in a dialogue. This is not how one should behave in a talk,
whether threatened, not threatened, malicious, not malicious. There is just no
excuse for this boorishness. And it was very easy to sense Atiyah’s frustration.

Sorry, but I thought this was pretty much a disgrace. I can’t believe that the
person chairing the talk didn’t exert some control over his audience.

39. Doug
November 2, 2005

I felt the same way, but the person causing the disruption is the head of the
Institute, so the chair of the talk wasn’t about to try to exert any control. Which,
of course, makes it all the more boorish.

40. Adrian Heathcote
November 2, 2005

Thanks Doug, that info does go some way to explaining it! I now see what others
have been saying regarding his sensing Atiyah’s talk as a threat. Any suggestion
of even the possibility of a new idea, or the need for one, seems to have been
taken as a five alarm fire—to be extinguished immediately.

Poor Atiyah had the hose directed at him the entire time!

41. Adrian Heathcote
November 2, 2005

I have a more substantial thought on Atiyah’s talk which I think is on his side.

Modern explanations of EPR-like entanglement suggest that the composite
system is in a pure state, whereas the component systems are in mixed states.



The mixed states of the components do not uniquely determine the composite
pure state—so some information resides in the state of the pair of particles
(there from their anti-correlation origins) which does not reside in the
component states. This is the so-called quantum holism, and it gives rise to the
entanglement because of the non-commutativity of the operators that apply to
the individual systems.

But then there is at least room for saying that the pure state contains
information about the past of the system, which must be factored in when
looking at the correlations at the time of measurement. I know it’s sketchy but it
does suggest that Atiyah’s idea may have some kind of role to play.

Pardon the pun, but if string theory could go some way to explaining
entanglement it would have done something interesting. But it doesn’t even
appear to be in the right ball-park. Or am I wrong here?



String Theory and Intelligent Design

October 26, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The latest Cosmic Log column on msnbc.com concerns Lawrence Krauss’s new book
Hiding in the Mirror and the author asked Krauss a question I’m expecting that
physicists will be hearing more and more often as time goes on: “Why is string theory
science but intelligent design isn’t?”

Krauss gives a response that isn’t completely convincing. He says that “the difference
is that Ed Witten and the other good string theorists will, if an experiment comes
along that demonstrates that supersymmetry isn’t discovered in a definitive way, be
the first to say the theory is wrong.” This isn’t really true. Since the scale of
supersymmetry breaking is unknown, one can’t hope to experimentally definitively
show supersymmetry is not there. And the question at issue is string theory, not
supersymmetry. Will string theorists abandon the theory when supersymmetry is not
found at the LHC? We’ll see in a few years, but I already see them hedging their bets
and many undoubtedly will not see the lack of supersymmetry at LHC energies as
proving string theory wrong.

The behavior of string theorists that Krauss identifies as most like religion is the
argument that “the theory is so beautiful it must be true.” I actually don’t hear many
string theorists making this argument these days. If the theory actually were beautiful
in the sense of providing some impressive new understanding of physics in terms of
some simple, compelling mathematical or physical idea, that actually would be a good
reason for believing in it, although not a completely conclusive one. All attempts so
far to connect the theory to real physics lead to hideously complicated and ugly
constructions. Some string theorists such as Susskind, argue that one should believe
in string theory anyway, and it is this argument which seems to me to be more like
religion than science. It’s my impression that Susskind and others are believing
something for sociological and psychological reasons, something for which they have
no rational, scientific argument. This behavior is not distinguishable from that of
many of the intelligent designers, and if it becomes more widespread it ultimately
threatens to do real damage to the public perception of science in general and
theoretical physics in particular.

Krauss gets closer to the real difference between string theorists and intelligent
designers when he says that string theorists “are trying to come up with predictions
that actually do something”. More sensible string theorists are well aware that what
they are doing isn’t going to be part of science until they figure out a way to use it to
make real predictions that can be tested. In general, given a new speculative idea, it
will not be obvious how to figure out all of its implications and see whether it can lead
to real predictions. It can take years of work for this to become clear, and this sort of
work is definitely science. On the other hand, if after a lot of work, there still is no
indication that an idea can produce predictions, the continued pursuit of it at some
point stops becoming science and starts becoming something more like religion.
Susskind and other anthropic landscapeologists have already gone past this point:
they have no plausible idea about how to ever get real predictions out of their

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/3217961/#051025a
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/3217961/#051025a
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=281
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=281


framework. String theorists who argue that the theory is still too poorly understood,
that more work is needed to understand whether there is some way around the
radical non-predictivity implied by the landscape, are nominally still doing science.
But at some point, as years pass without any progress in this direction, and evidence
mounts that hopes for ways to get predictions aren’t working out, this activity stops
being science and it too starts being a non-scientific activity pursued for sociological
and psychological reasons. We’re close to that point, if not already past it.

Update: There’s a defense of string theory against the charge that it’s like intelligent
design over at Kasper Olsen’s blog. I don’t find it very convincing, since it doesn’t
address at all the question of how string theory is ever going to do what a real science
is supposed to do: make falsifiable predictions. Much of Olsen’s list actually strikes
me as a recitation of a catechism of supposed reasons why string theory is so
wonderful, rather than a serious scientific argument. Some of these are also highly
dubious (e.g. “the Standard Model can be reproduced in a very simple way”), they’re
things that one has to be a true believer to say, since they really don’t accord with
reality.

One commenter (Gavin), gave a very good reason for distinguishing string theory
from intelligent design: “the former is trying to explain something that is already
explained, while string theory is trying to solve a mystery” and he correctly notes that
while string theory’s scientific credentials may be weak, the problem is that there
aren’t really good alternatives (LQGers may argue with this…). John Baez’s comment
about the relationship of math and physics was also quite nice.

Comments

1. BD
October 26, 2005

“A non-scientific activity pursued for sociological and psychological reasons”
seems an overly broad characterization, if it encompasses both religion and — as
most people would characterize non-empirical string theory — abstract
mathematics. Do you really want to be arguing that non-physics mathematics
(which string theory may prove to be) is equivalent to religion? Even totally
absent “predictions that actually do something,” string theory as mathematics
would still be a very different type of activity from religion, and would deserve a
very different treatment in our schools (were a high school ever to attempt to
teach totally abstract math).

2. Arun
October 26, 2005

“Why is string theory science but intelligent design isn’t???

Even if string theory is not physics, it is mathematics. Depending on your point
of view, mathematics is the handmaiden or the queen of sciences.

3. Subhash

http://kasperolsen.blogspot.com/
http://kasperolsen.blogspot.com/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=286#comment-5603
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=286#comment-5603
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=286#comment-5594
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=286#comment-5594


October 26, 2005

Now that it has been mentioned, one cannot deny that if “beauty” is the
justification to do string theory then the same can be invoked for Intelligent
Design (ID) also. The supporters of ID claim that it is more elegant than
evolution, stressing that it is the messiness of probabilites that they are trying to
banish.

If some people are doing string theory because of its mathematics, then perhaps
it should be done in the Math Departments. There is no question that
falsifiability should remain the primary criterion of any physical theory.

4. jack
October 26, 2005

Well, it could be worse. At least the ID people propose an alternative to
evolution, however crazy. They don’t just tell us, year in, year out, that evolution
is not science, that evolutionists are pursuing the theory for purely sociological
reasons, etc etc etc, without ever proposing anything that even looks like an
alternative.

5. Quantoken
October 26, 2005

Arun said:

“Even if string theory is not physics, it is mathematics. Depending on your point
of view, mathematics is the handmaiden or the queen of sciences.”

I am sorry. Mathematics is not science. Mathematics is just a language, a
language that is suitable to be used to describe science. But it is not itself a
science. Mathematics do not make predictions and do not experiment with
nature. So mathematics is NOT science. You can easily figure out how to
calculate the surface area of a sphere in a hypothetical 26 dimentional space,
using pure math, but such math constructs have nothing to do with nature,
which is certainly not 26 dimentions.

Quantoken

6. dan
October 26, 2005

playing devil’s advocate, SST/m-T does predict SUSY & 11-D which *could* be
falsible.

also, one contact SST does make is reproducing the BH entropy

7. an interested observer
October 26, 2005

I agree and disagree with Quantoken. Yes, mathematics is not a science. No,
mathematics is not just a language to describe science.



Modern mathematics, the way I look at it, is a creative endeavor in which we
study abstract well-defined objects that we find intriguing, in a certain language
(set theory, category theory, …) that’s internal to mathematics. In particular, a
priori, there’s no connection of mathematics with any language that describes
how the world works. That mathematics itself happens to be the best language to
“do” science in, is co-incidental and a consequence of the fact that (historically)
SOME PARTS (calculus, say) of mathematics were invented to solve problems
external to mathematics, and SOME PARTS (representation theory, say) of
modern mathematics, besides being of great interest within mathematics, simply
HAPPEN to describe the real world spectacularly well. — it’s a gross
generalisation to say that all of mathematics is just a language to describe the
real world. And yes, mathematics is not a science since, as defined above, it
serves its own ends and does not attempt to describe how the “real world” works
.

One may conclude from the above that, as BD does with Peter’s post, that I
believe mathematics is “equivalent” to religion. This seriously depends on the
definition of equivalence. If two subjects become equivalent simply because they
both arise from psychological motivations, then yes — mathematics and religion
are equivalent. In this case, however, I think your definition of equivalence needs
rethinking. After all, physics and biology (or even economics) arise from similar
motivations — they both try to describe a certain aspect of the real world. Does
this make them “equivalent”? I think not.

8. Subhash
October 26, 2005

I disagree with the notion that math is not science. Mathematics relates to
properties of objects in a formal system (that may or may not correspond with a
physical system) together with rules of association amongst those objects. Since
such formal systems are a product of our mind, mathematical truths are of
fundamental importance and they may be viewed as extensions of logic.
Obviously claims in a formal system are falsifiable excepting in cases where the
system of axioms is not rich enough for one to prove or disprove an assertion.

9. Doran
October 27, 2005

Jack, I am really hoping your being sarcastic, for you have attributed to stringers
what ID proponents have been doing since 1987 when Pandas and People was
first published. Please go check out Pandas Thumb or Pharyngula if you need a
refresher course on the sadness that is the Intelligent Design movement.

I believe Peter has made this analogy before, and I cannot help but wince. String
theory has numerous problems, especially with regards to experimental testing.
Intelligent Design is a socio-religious movement that wishes to repackage old
school creationist trash in a form that will squeeze by the establishment clause. I
doubt stringers have hired their own international PR firm, and are attempting to
teach Gauge theory to fourteen year olds.



If there was any “religious quality” about string theorists it reminds me more of
New Agers, whose theories while holistic, are absolutely worthless. I find
Planck’s original derivation of his radiation law beautiful due to its ingenuity, but
its wonderful agreement with experimental evidence is just as aesthetically
pleasing as the mathematics he used.

ID is far more dangerous and near term, for its proponents have sold their souls
and intellectual integrity to promote a defunct faith and the bastardization of the
scientific method.

10. Arun
October 27, 2005

What I wrote was intended in the following spirit:

“Mathematics is the Queen of Science, and Arithmetic the Queen of
Mathematics. – C. F. Gauss”

“The Handmaiden of the Sciences. Eric Temple Bell (1883-1960), [Book by that
title.] ”

“Mathematics serves as a handmaiden for the explanation of the quantitative
situations in other subjects, such as economics, physics, navigation, finance,
biology and even the arts.” – H. F. Fehr

Intelligent Design and “is mathematics science?” make for sterile arguments.

11. Clark
October 27, 2005

The problem with the claim mathematics is what distinguishes religion from
science is that it runs into trouble when you consider numerology or
pythagoreanism. There’s been a lot of mathematical mysticism from the early
days of Pythagoras on up to even the present. Go down to that goofy isle in
Barnes and Noble that sells “metaphysical” books and you’re bound to find at
least one book that is complete silly gibberish but very mathematically.

The relationship between math and religion is quite old. Remember that Plato
saw geometry as one of the best illustrations of his rather odd notion of an
immortal soul and remembering. Since we weren’t creating the geometric proof
we have to be “perceiving” them in some sense or remembering them.

Complete balderdash, of course, but hugely significant. This rebirth of
mathematics as religion can even be found in fairly prominent scientists. Read
some of the discussions of Newton as a hermeticist to see this.

Anyway, I don’t have much to say vis a vis ID or string theory. I reject ID and
have my doubts about strings, as interesting as they are. But I didn’t go far
enough down that line of physics to be able to say much of worth to the science.

12. Quantoken



October 27, 2005

Subhash:

Has it been falsified, or not falsified, in mathematics, the statement that two
parallel lines shall never cross? You’ve got to know neither case is right or
wrong.

There is no empirical truth in mathematics. All math are logical derivations from
a few fundamental rules which we probably took for granted, but which do not
need to be taken for granted as truth, like the parallel line hypothesis. As such,
all you could ever say is certain statement is either consistent, or inconsistent,
with the set of hypothesises that your math is based on. There is no absolute
truth.

Another example, you may take it for granted that 1+1 surely equals 2. But there
is a hidden presumption here that you discuss the problem within the arithmatics
rules built on the set of natural numbers. You could well establish an arithmatics
system which is self consistent, for example one where the only numbers exist
are 1 and 0. In that case, 1 + 1 gives 0, and 2 doesn’t exist.

You might think an arithmatic system with only 0 and 1 and no other number
may sound silly. But remember, for a long time, our math of geometry only dealt
with 3 dimentional space, not anything more than 3-D, and certainly not infinite
dimentionality. And it is still difficult for our limited mind to comprehend higher
dimentionality than 3. What is true in a 3D world may not be true in other
dimentionality.

So, there is no absolutely truth in math. All you can ever show is some statement
are consistent or inconsistent with other statements.

Quantoken

13. woit
October 27, 2005

Thanks for all the interesting comments.

I’ve said this many times before, but I should be more precise about what
aspects of string theory I’m criticizing as unscientific. What I have in mind is
specifically the idea that one can unify the standard model and gravity using a
10/11-d string/M-theory. Things like AdS/CFT, where strings are used to
construct a dual to a strongly coupled gauge theory, are certainly physics. Things
like topological strings and their relations to Gromov-Witten invariants and much
else are definitely mathematics. But the 10d superstring compactified on a
Calabi-Yau is a very complicated mathematical structure, one that doesn’t seem
to have any special deep significance. Studying aspects of this complicated
structure can lead to a lot of interesting mathematical work, but the full
structure itself is not mathematically compelling, a good reason to believe it isn’t
going to be a successful TOE.



As for the mathematics/religion comparison, well they’re quite different pursuits,
although I’m sure one can find some relations between them. The
mathematics/physics relationship is a very deep question, and I don’t think we
know enough about either subject to yet know precisely what the relation is. My
own inclinations are kind of hyper-Platonist, thinking that ultimately we will see
that the deepest mathematical structures and the deepest physical structures
are very closely related.

14. Amitabha
October 27, 2005

Through a strange coincidence I received the following quote from Aldous
Huxley in the mail yesterday:
Where beauty is worshipped for beauty’s sake as a goddess, independent of and
superior to morality and philosophy, the most horrible putrefaction is apt to set
in. The lives of the aesthetes are the far from edifying commentary on the
religion of beauty.

15. John Baez
October 27, 2005

Peter writes:

The mathematics/physics relationship is a very deep question, and I don’t think
we know enough about either subject to yet know precisely what the relation is.
My own inclinations are kind of hyper-Platonist, thinking that ultimately we will
see that the deepest mathematical structures and the deepest physical
structures are very closely related.

It’s interesting how your post about Lawrence Krauss’ book provoked this almost
totally irrelevant discussion about whether mathematics is a science, etcetera. I
think there’s a lot of what the economists would call “pent-up demand” for better
understanding the relationship between mathematics and science – it bursts out
at inappropriate moments, like just now.

The problem of course is that in the standard modern picture, science is
empirical, based on induction, and tends to favor a materialistic ontology, while
mathematics is non-empirical, based on deduction, and tends to favor a
Platonist/Pythagorean ontology… yet somehow they need each other!

So, mathematics is not only the queen and handmaiden of the sciences – it’s the
secret mistress as well, a source of romantic fascination but also some
embarrassment.

The hard-nosed physicist is supposed to treat mathematics as a mere
“language”, but finds himself becoming fascinated by its “beauty”. He finds that
the pursuit of beauty can lead to practical results that a merely pragmatic
approach would never obtain – the “unreasonable effectiveness” of mathematics.

This is already puzzling enough, but the full story is even trickier: beauty – or at



least our possibly mistaken notion of beauty – can seduce us and lead us astray!
Is string theory beautiful and correct, beautiful and false, or actually ugly but
pretending to be beautiful, like Cinderella’s elder sister, struggling to fit the
glass slipper on her oversized foot?

It’s all so confusing. 

16. A.J.
October 27, 2005

A shorter answer: String theorists are sincerely interested in extending known
and tested science. Intelligent design “theorists” are interested in undermining
the public’s faith in known and tested science.

17. Thomas Larsson
October 27, 2005

Natural supersymmetry has already been ruled out by experiment, AFAIU. If no
sparticles are found at the LHC, slightly unnatural SUSY will be ruled out as
well, leaving very unnatural (split or supersplit) SUSY as the only possibility.

SUSY has long been invoked as a solution to the hierarchy problem, i.e. why the
weak scale 100 GeV is so small in units of the Planck mass. Although SUSY
reduces this problem, recent experiments (in particular limits on the Higgs mass
and permanent dipole moments) rule out the possibility that SUSY will solve it
completely. This is usually expressed by the phrase “SUSY requires fine-tuning at
the percent level”.

Let me add that this does not make me happy because I dislike SUSY. Rather, it’s
the other way around: I dislike SUSY because it seems very much to disagree
with experiments.

18. dan
October 27, 2005

“A shorter answer: String theorists are sincerely interested in extending known
and tested science”

tell that to one of lubos motl’s critics!

19. D R Lunsford
October 27, 2005

Well it seems to me that yes ST is religion, but its 11th century religion, not
Baptist fundies.

-drl

20. david g
October 27, 2005

If we were to take an Hegellian approach and consider the theory of evolution,



the thesis, and the intelligent design theory, the antithesis, then perhaps we need
to seek a synthesis of the two. If we turn to physics, we find that the atom,
indeed, any atom, is almost a perfect vacuum, closer to perfect than outer space.
All objects in our physical universe are made up from molecules, which are in
turn consist of atoms. As atoms are vacuums, then molecules would be vacuums,
then so too is the substance of our universe. So our physical universe is almost a
perfect vacuum, an absence of matter. There is next to nothing there. Of course,
I am not suggesting that the physical universe is an illusion, but rather that our
perception of it is illusionary. The universe is one big Disneyland! And it is simply
the coarseness of our senses, that makes us believe that the physical universe is
substantial.
Our eyes respond to visible light, which is electro-magnetic radiation with
wavelengths very much larger than the diameter of an atom and at the same
time the frequency of these radiations is very much lower than the frequency of
electron orbits forming the shell of the atom. This means that visible light will
bounce off an atom rather than pass through it. Sound and touch involve much
much larger wavelengths than visible light, so they too would tend to find a
physical object impenetrable. On the otherhand, cosmic rays have a wavelength
much smaller than the diameter of an atom, and scientists going down into deep
mines have found that cosmic rays can penetrate thousands of metres into the
Earth.
It is one’s minds which interprets his senses and passes it on to him, the inner
self. The conscious, intelligent part of us. Oh dear! It would seem I’m making a
case for intelligent design. Oops!

21. JKG
October 27, 2005

“Why is string theory science but intelligent design isn’t??? its not really the
question, the question is “Why is standard model (hot Big Bang cosmology, etc)
science but intelligent design isn’t???

All these questions refer to metaphysical foundations of sciences and are actually
the core of the so called demarcation problem (of Popper). There is no good
answer to that. One can presumably DEFINE science so that the standard model
is science and intelligent design is not, though it is not trivial at all (for example
by using Popperian conjectures and refutations program). One can also
presumably DEFINE science so that the string theory is science and intelligent
design is still not. One can also try to device a demarcation line between
sciences and religion, for example by assuming that there is no transcendental
knowledge, see what is left and call it science. One can also take the Spinozian
pantheistic stand, and assume that the physical universe is just god (I am
simplifying things here, of course), and then intelligent design is nonsense,
logically.

Of course, intelligent design is just fiddling with judeo-christian-muslim image of
god: an old man who treats the physical universe as his playground. If you accept
this I can hardly see how you could do science at all since causality does not
work any more (or at least there are uncontrollable exceptions).



But whatever you do, this is a metaphysical exercise, and not a scientific one (ie.
one cannot define science from within the science itself.) So the question “Why is
string theory science but intelligent design isn’t??? is basically not even wrong

22. AG
October 27, 2005

It is notoriously difficult to draw the Popperian demarcation line, but surely there
is a fundamental difference between string theory and intelligent design. When
embarking on a scientific research program, it is not always possible to tell from
the start what falsifiable predictions or practical applications might emerge, and
theoretical scientists have to go on well-formulated hunches and search for ways
to corroborate their hypotheses; nonetheless, their efforts can still be called
science. Intelligent design, however, is not science– not because it cannot be
falsified, but because it cannot, even in principle, be corroborated either. How
can an ID proponent move forward with his “research program??? All he can do
is attempt to expose places where evolution supposedly fails as an explanation…
but this is not how science works. A scientist who spends his time trying to
reveal gaps in loop quantum gravity is not doing string theory by default.
Science doesn’t work in the negative—you have to try to corroborate claims of
your own hypothesis, not simply attack the claims of others. And clearly ID has
no means of corroborating their “hypothesis?? in a self-contained, positive
manner. Of course, it may prove to be impossible to test string theory’s
hypotheses directly, but actually this is where mathematics can step in and
render string theory legit science. The power of mathematics is that it can reveal
equivalences among physical statements that are in no way evident in science
alone – and that’s because ‘science alone’ consists of physical interpretations we
impose upon mathematical structures. These interpretations are limited by
imagination and physical intuitions, but mathematics is not. AdS-CFT is a prime
example, and if string theory’s structure can be shown to be equivalent to
something we can better understand physically, and therefore test, its
proponents’ efforts will not have been in vain. Surely there are many
mathematically equivalent physical theories all expressing the same basic truths
about nature, so it can’t hurt to pursue multiple lines and hope some clever
scientists (or mathematicians) unveil their hidden relationships. On that note,
I’m really curious to know if there have been any interesting developments in the
search for a dS/CFT?

23. Arun
October 27, 2005

Prof. Motl’s review of the book on amazon.com says that superstring predicts
fermions.

To me that is stretching the meaning of prediction to an extreme, but your
mileage may vary.

24. Gavin
October 27, 2005



One important distinction between intelligent design and string theory is that the
former is trying to explain something that is already explained, while string
theory is trying to solve a mystery. Intelligent design is useless because evolution
is the right explanation for the origin of species. However, we don’t have a
theory of quantum gravity. String theory may be wrong, or even untestable, but I
think that we should have a lot of freedom to speculate when we are trying to
solve an open problem.

The biggest threat to string theory isn’t experiment, it is somebody coming up
with a straight forward way to quantize gravity without all of the extra
dimensions, branes, etc. of string theory. The draw of string theory isn’t its
strong scientific credentials, it is the weakness of any competition.

Gavin

25. Juan R.
October 27, 2005

A couple of replies

Woit
I think that you are almost right in your personal valuation. Almost all of string
theorists have spent much time on string theory research. But this is not the true
problem; the problem has been the premature publicly in mass media. String
theory was presented as ‘fundamental’, as ‘the last theory’. This has generated a
lot of hype around it. For example, it is usually thought by arrogant people that
any guy working in string theory is a genius and any outsider is a ‘mo – – n’, etc.
It is usually thought that any other theory is derived from string theory as a
special case, etc. Of course, nothing of this is true.

I am rather sure that string theory community can be splinted into three parts:

– Workers. E.g. graduate students doing PhD because they did not find other
area of research due to pressure of string physicists on research programs.

– Leaders. People who is a fanatic of the theory. For example Kaku, who has no
problem in claiming, “Absence of aliens in the universe is a sign of that string
theory may be correct??. The basis for such one bizarre idea is that they used
string theory for travelling, via a hidden dimension, to other universe!

– Rest.

I think that only ‘leaders’ will continue to work in the theory even if they is
experimentally proved to be incorrect. In fact, there is a very good basis for this
thinking: the own history of the field. String theory was always refuted by
experiment, and each new experiment or internal contradiction did that string
theorists developed a new version or reparameterised previous one –curiously
are always called ‘string theory’-. There is a joke circulating in the Internet
saying that if string theory is shown to be experimentally false like a theory of
everything, the ‘leaders’ will explain that is due that string theory is really a
theory of more than everything.



For anyone who do not know the history of the field, the joke is based in that
when string theory failed in the nuclear regime and was substituted by QCD,
string theorists as Schwartz claimed that the problem was that string theory was
more that a theory of strong force and included also gravity and then began a
new -more general- formulation. Curiously, that more general theory has not still
explained the strong force like QCD has done during decades…

Regarding beautiful arguments, I simply want to say that beauty always was a
subjective feature. I personally find all string theory research an ugly subject,
with lot of irrelevant math and wrong physical stuff.

At least, some string theorists openly state that his belief on string theory is only
that. James Gates recognizes “the analogy to a religion has been noted by a
number of people. In a sense that’s right; it is kind of a church to which I belong.
We have our own popes and House of Cardinals.??

Arun

It is not true that string theory was mathematics.

People working in string theory is doing mathematical research because some
parts of string theory need of mathematics still do not developed. That is VERY
different from claiming that string theory ‘is’ mathematics:

Mathematics is Calabi-Yau manifolds and G2s, topology, K-theory, etc.

Chemists and mathematicians working in molecular structure have developed
some useful techniques on graph theory, but chemistry is not math not graph
theory a branch of chemistry.

John Baez

I respect you opinion but I follow Newtonian philosophy. Math is an idealized
construct for the description of the physical word. Feynman explaining between
geometrical lines and light ‘lines’ was brilliant.

Your claim about that “mathematics is non-empirical?? is being debated by own
mathematicians. Have you heard about experimental mathematics?

Will be math sufficient? Any reply will be speculative. However, I begin to believe
that for a ‘real’ understanding of world, math alone will be not sufficient. In my
opinion, there is not a kind of marriage between math and physical world in the
end. Math is a beautiful kind of simple intermediate language that contains many
features of that we call physical world…

Probably the great failure of string theory is directly related that its main
practitioners are people with mathematical-oriented minds… and therefore
unable to really understand physical word. One only need the many paper on the
subject.

We need is not another Witten in physics, we need a new Feynman 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-gates.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-gates.html


Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

26. Mr Jones
October 27, 2005

John wrote
“It’s interesting how your post about Lawrence Krauss’ book provoked this
almost totally irrelevant discussion about whether mathematics is a science,
etcetera. I think there’s a lot of what the economists would call “pent-up
demand?? for better understanding the relationship between mathematics and
science – it bursts out at inappropriate moments, like just now.
”
I guees this partly has to do with a somewhat naive application of Popper’s
falsification method. Remember Popper wanted to distinguish between science
and pseudo-science. Now we obvioulsy don’t want maths to be on the wrong side
of the line, but a naive application of Popper runs precisely that risk. Has anyone
checked what the great philosopher himself wrote about this? He was a clear
thinker!

27. Joao Leao
October 27, 2005

Commenting on John Baez comment:

Funny on how a science/religion argument closes in on the math/physics
question, indeed! A recent paper by Hut, Alford and Tegmark dives fully into this
puddle curiously without touching string theory! The target happens to be
Penrose himself a thorough critic of String Theory along Peter’s lines, seems to
me. What strikes me is the tone of the discussion which is entirely set in
religious terms advocating a plurality of “mind sets” rather than any self-critical
departure. How postmodern!

Something for your one of your “This Week’s” entries, John? I would be curious
to know your opinion on this gem…

-Joao

28. Ygorff
October 27, 2005

Peter, you say “topological strings and their relations to Gromov-Witten
invariants and much else are definitely mathematics”, “dual to a strongly coupled
gauge theory, are certainly physics” which is fine. Then you claim “But the 10d
superstring compactified on a Calabi-Yau is a very complicated mathematical
structure, one that doesn’t seem to have any special deep significance”.

This seems a contradiction to me, since all is the same.

GW invariants of topological strings are most interesting on CY, they do describe

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0510188
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0510188


4d strongly coupled gauge theory and in reverse most of the well studied 4d
strongly coupled gauge theories are dual to (GW on) CY. Topological string on CY
is nothing but a low energy sector of superstring on the same CY. So how can the
same subject be relevant mathematics and physics and without significance at
the same time.

29. woit
October 27, 2005

Hi Ygorff,

There’s no question that you can get some interesting mathematics or physics to
study by looking at certain limits or subsectors of superstring theory. The
examples I gave are what seem to me the most interesting ones for mathematics
and physics. But just because something has a very interesting low-energy limit
doesn’t mean it is necessarily especially interesting itself. By now there’s a huge
variety of different things that people have looked into motivated by superstring
theory. They’re not “all the same”, even if they have the same motivation. People
need to carefully see which things have led to good mathematics and physics,
pursue those, and abandon those parts of superstring theory that haven’t led to
good math or physics.

If you want to promote the idea of working on superstring theory because it has
a topological subsector that gives interesting invariants of certain complex three-
folds, or because it might give a useful string dual to QCD, that’s fine. But that’s
not what people promoting this research are doing; they keep pushing the failed
idea that the full 10d superstring theory will give a unified TOE. It is this idea
that not only doesn’t work, but leads to ugliness like the landscape, not to
anything particularly mathematically deep.

30. Blue Fog
October 27, 2005

an interested observer said

…..That mathematics itself happens to be the best language to “do?? science in,
is co-incidental and a consequence of the fact that (historically) SOME PARTS
(calculus, say) of mathematics were invented to solve problems external to
mathematics, and SOME PARTS (representation theory, say) of modern
mathematics, besides being of great interest within mathematics, simply
HAPPEN to describe the real world spectacularly well. — it’s a gross
generalisation to say that all of mathematics is just a language to describe the
real world. And yes, mathematics is not a science since, as defined above, it
serves its own ends and does not attempt to describe how the “real world??
works ….

The above statement is an absolutely ridiculous idea. Math CANNOT be
invented, it can only be discovered. New math was always a result of a need for
explanation of observable fenomena in reality.
Calculus was NOT “invented” by Newton, he actually disovered that Euclidian
geometry was not adequate to describe his physical observations. That process



continue to happen now too, whenever physics is not able to describe an
observable phenomena with available mathematical tools, we are going to see
attempts to find new, adequate tools.

To think the opposite one would have to admit that there is no difference
between math and fiction writhing. The only reason that math is the best
language for science is that math indeed describes the real world because
mathematical descriptions of reality are representing real physical qualities of
matter.

Try to use your “invention” process and create a new math to describe any
already settled physical theory, lets say, Carnot cycle, and tell me what you come
up with. If you say that math is “invention”, you should not have any difficulties
to do so.

31. ygorff
October 27, 2005

Peter, the point was, that if you compactify 10d string theory on 6d CY, you get a
strongly coupled 4d gauge theory (very similar to QCD) and the internal part of
the superstring in addition gives you the non-perturbative action, which you
could hardly get from field theory.

A field theorist, who indeed would be strong enough to get the action from
scratch, would necessarily reconstruct 6 extra dimensions in the form of a CY,
whether she likes 10d strings or not. Even if she refuses to take these
dimensions as physical, she would find that dynamical questions in the gauge
theory have a mathematical structure that describes certain dynamics of strings
on the internal 6d dimensions.

Whether or not you take the internal space and these strings on it as physical,
this structure of 4d x 6d CY emerging from gauge theory is rather simple and
efficient and this seems at odds with attributes like “complicated” and “without
deep significance”, at least for me.

As for coupling to gravity, the very same argument also gives you the coupling of
gravity to this field theory, by considering contributions from GW at higher
genus. So the internal part of the 10d superstring is worth of a lot of interesting
physics and mathematics.

Not too many string theorists would seriously claim that string theory as it is
today is already the TOE of THIS universe, but most of them would agree on that
unifying gauge theory and gravity is one of the main motiviations to study
strings. The above example shows that the (pretty sketchy) ansatz of 10d
superstrings on CY does already a surprisingly good job, a better job then any
other known ansatz. A lot of work and ideas will be necessary to apply strings to
this universe, but there is no reason whatever to worry about anything else but
the reach of human brain power. So far things work surprisingly well and I don’t
see why you say the idea is “failed” or “doesn’t work”.

32. Arun



October 27, 2005

I think it is a reasonably well-defined question mathematically to ask what a
quantum theory of extended objects would look like, and a reasonably well-
defined mathematical answer is it would look like string theory. Hence string
theory is at least mathematics.

Does such a theory have any physical relevance is the question, and the answer
is, yes, it does, except perhaps not as much as the most rabid hypemeisters of
theory proclaim.

33. woit
October 27, 2005

Ygorff,

Sure, you can try and study various strongly coupled supersymmetric 4-d gauge
theories by constructing string duals using 10d superstrings compactified on a
CY. But this is a complicated business and in general these are complicated
constructions of unclear mathematical signficance. The physical significance is
that you’d like to solve QCD this way. This hasn’t yet happened. Maybe this will
ultimately be the path to finding a string dual of QCD, maybe some very different
idea using neither 10d superstrings nor CYs will be required.

Sorry, but to describe the current situation of attempts to unify the standard
model and gravity using superstrings as “so far things work surprisingly well” is
just absurd. We’re at 21 years of work by thousands of smart people and
counting, without a single prediction of any kind, and the best guess as to where
this all leads is the landscape framework which is horrifically ugly and can’t
predict anything. By any reasonable accounting, this is an idea that has failed
and doesn’t work.

34. woit
October 27, 2005

Arun,

String theory is of course mathematics in the sense that it is a collection of
mathematical formulas.

As for its physical relevance, it’s not just “rabid hypemeisters” who are claiming
you can unify gravity and the standard model this way. If most string theorists
have actually given up on this idea, I think they should say so.

35. Zimmermann
October 27, 2005

God said to Abraham: Kill me a son
Abe said man: you must be puttin’ me on

Has theological debate progressed any more than has science?



36. Clark Goble
October 27, 2005

Excuse the typos on my earlier comment. (It was late at night) Anyway, a few
more comments on this very interesting discussion.

John Baez The problem of course is that in the standard modern picture,
science is empirical, based on induction, and tends to favor a materialistic
ontology, while mathematics is non-empirical, based on deduction, and tends to
favor a Platonist/Pythagorean ontology… yet somehow they need each other!

Is mathematical platonism still dominant? I know that the quasi-realism of folks
like Putnam has intrigued a lot of people. But I thought that the logicists and the
constructivists were now dominant. Of course that might be more among the
philosophically well read. So I couldn’t even guess in the typical math
department let alone physics department.

Woit My own inclinations are kind of hyper-Platonist, thinking that ultimately we
will see that the deepest mathematical structures and the deepest physical
structures are very closely related.

Doesn’t that verge upon being more of a religious belief? (Not that there is
anything wrong with that – so long as it isn’t taught as science the way ID tries
to portray itself) I just bring it up since it seems, as John Baez seems to suggest,
that at this level where we’re so far removed from empiricism many things more
religious or aesthetic seem to dominate. I think that’s true of ID and perhaps is
an influence in some thinking about string theory.

“Blue Fog” The above statement is an absolutely ridiculous idea. Math CANNOT
be invented, it can only be discovered.

That’s true only in some formulations of mathematics. Other formulations say it
is all invented/constructed. To say that math can’t be invented is akin to saying a
nuclear reactor can’t be invented, only discovered. Unless one is clear about how
to distinguish invention from discovery in an unambiguous fashion, I’m not sure
this approach is useful.

37. woit
October 27, 2005

Hi Clark,

I don’t think that my views on math or physics have much to do with religion,
although they do have something to do with aesthetics. That deep mathematics
and deep ideas about physics are sometimes closely related is an empirical fact
about the history of physics and math. My belief that there is more along these
lines is just a working hypothesis about where to look for promising ideas. It is
based both on extrapolating from past history and some very specific conjectures
about the relation of math and physics that look compelling to me, although
much work needs to be done to see if they really make sense.



38. Arun
October 27, 2005

Peter,

Certainly string theory is more than just a collection of mathematical formulas. It
has led to one if not two Fields medals.

-Arun

39. Scott Aaronson
October 27, 2005

Hi Peter,

Thought I’d contribute a “manual trackback entry” (since my blog software
doesn’t support trackbacks):

http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/2005/10/insert-string-pun-here.html

[…] In short, if the ID’ers are armed squatters in the apartment building of
science, openly scorning the materialistic concept of rent, then the string
theorists are model tenants who often drop by the landlord’s office to say good
afternoon, and by the way, that check from 20 years ago should clear any day. (In
their defense, the other tenants’ checks haven’t cleared either.) To me, this
raises an interesting question: does science need a notion of “resource-bounded
falsifiability,” which is to Popper’s original notion as complexity is to
computability?

40. woit
October 27, 2005

Hi Scott,

Thanks. I just saw your blog posting and was about to link to it from here but you
beat me to it. I love your analogy of science as apartment building and scientific
predictions as rent.

Interesting to hear that Frederik Denef has been consulting with you on
Landscape/computational complexity issues.

41. Quantoken
October 27, 2005

Blue fog said:

“Try to use your “invention?? process and create a new math to describe any
already settled physical theory, lets say, Carnot cycle, and tell me what you come
up with. If you say that math is “invention??, you should not have any difficulties
to do so. ”

Hey you make invention sound so easy and trivial. Let me ask you have you

http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/2005/10/insert-string-pun-here.html
http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/2005/10/insert-string-pun-here.html


ever patented anything at all during your lifetime? I bet you have not applied
patent for even one damn little silly invention, all your intelligence
notwithstanding.

Mathematics is a language, invented and developed over thousands of years by
the whole of human intelligence. It is a great invention so please do NOT
trivialize it by challenge any individual to come up with an invention that is in
par. We saw great civilizations in human history that built great palaces and
cultivated plantations, but failed to develope modern science because they have
not invented the necessary language to describe science.

Peter wonders how mathematics and physics are so close in describing nature.
Maybe you should also wonder why English and French, two completely different
language, happen to describe exactly the same thing in the reality world? The
languages, whether it is English or mathematics, are invented to describe the
world we observe. So they have got to be closedly related to nature.

Besides, mathematicians who study fields that more or less has some association
with the reality world have a better chance of getting support and being able to
forward the study, versus stuff that sounds totally silly and totally detached from
reality. I predict that all the mathematics tools that folks developed in super
string theory research will pretty soon be completely forgotten, once it’s been
shown it has no resemblance to the reality world.

Quantoken

42. AJ
October 27, 2005

ARUN: Yeah, but none of those Fields Medals have been related to the way string
theory uses Calabi-Yau manifolds. CY manifolds are nice spaces, but they don’t
seem to be of fundamental significance in mathematics. It doesn’t bother me that
the Standard Model makes use of an object as random as SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1), but
string theory purports to be fundamental. It’s aesthetically disappointing it
seems to require an arbitrary choice of Calabi-Yau manifold.

43. Dan
October 27, 2005

ygorff’s point is very strong, and I might add, some people are strong enough to
get the internal dimensions and their geometry from purely field theoretical
considerations. Namely, Seiberg and Witten have shown that in their exact
solution of d=4, N=2 SQCD a rather mysterious curve appeared, the period
matrix of which described the effective couplings of the gauge theory. Soon it
was realized that this curve is precisely the internal manifold on which you need
to compactify string theory if you want to realize this SQCD theory on branes.

I’m kind of surprised Peter doesn’t understand this point. So far I thought he was
a hard boiled skeptic of the relevance of string theory to nature, but
distinguished from pure crackpots by his realization that string theory does lead
to highly non-trivial and useful results for a lot of semi- or non-realistic models —



such as N=2 SQCD. Now it seems that Peter has given up his last piece of
wisdom. I will not go as far as Lubos who labels him an “empty head”, but…

44. Chris W.
October 27, 2005

The comments on this post haven’t said all that much about Intelligent Design,
despite its mention in the post’s title. I thought I would add this modest
contribution (with thanks to William Saletan of Slate, and Monty Python).

45. woit
October 27, 2005

Dan,

I think I’ve written that string theory is useful for studying supersymmetric
gauge theories and and is a promising approach to understanding QCD several
times already in this posting and somewhere between 10^2 and 10^3 times on
this weblog.

There’s some sort of weird and very specific disease that afflicts string theorists
who read the words I write. Anything critical I write about string theory they
interpret as meaning that I am not aware of the achievements of string theory
methods in dealing with 4d supersymmetric gauge theories. This is really
tedious. They also especially like to do this from behind the cover of anonymity.

Your notion that I used to understand this, but don’t anymore, at least has the
charm of novelty.

46. plato
October 27, 2005

John Baez:The problem of course is that in the standard modern picture,
science is empirical, based on induction, and tends to favor a materialistic
ontology, while mathematics is non-empirical, based on deduction, and tends to
favor a Platonist/Pythagorean ontology… yet somehow they need each other!

This is a very interesting comment to me. No, not because of my name :), but
because it really defines the process, doesn’t it?

Putting ID aside, isn’t this what would make string theory suitable?

If such inductive and deductive processes are indeed followed, as in any other
model that you chose to use, furthers insight and development are indicative of
advancement, in physics and mathematics?

I think this has already been pointed out, that modest gains may have some value
in string theory as a model.

47. Dan
October 27, 2005

http://www.slate.com/id/2128755
http://www.slate.com/id/2128755
http://www.slate.com/id/2128755
http://www.slate.com/id/2128755
http://www.slate.com/
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Hi Peter,

I’m afraid you don’t get off the hook so easily. You said:

“Sure, you can try and study various strongly coupled supersymmetric 4-d gauge
theories by constructing string duals using 10d superstrings compactified on a
CY. But this is a complicated business and in general these are complicated
constructions of unclear mathematical signficance. The physical significance is
that you’d like to solve QCD this way.”

This is plain wrong in the case of N>=2 SUSY. In particular, the meaning of the
Calabi-Yau is *physically* clear from the *field theory* perspective. Your lip
service that you understand the significance of string theory to gauge theories is
contradicted by your own statements. It’s not a matter how many times you
claim you understood…

48. Arkadas Ozakin
October 27, 2005

John Baez said:

The problem of course is that in the standard modern picture, science
is empirical, based on induction, and tends to favor a materialistic
ontology, while mathematics is non-empirical, based on deduction, and
tends to favor a Platonist/Pythagorean ontology

I am not sure if you agree with this “modern picture”, but here is a quote from
the book Complex Manifolds and Deformation of Complex Structures by Kunihiko
Kodaira that I find interesting in relation to the “induction/deduction” issue:

The process of the development [of the theory of deformation of
compact complex manifolds] was the most interesting experience in my
whole mathematical life. It was similar to an experimental science
developed by the interaction between experiments (examination of
examples) and theory.

I have the feeling that this was not an isolated incidence in the history of
mathematics, but that inductive/experimental approaches in mathematics are
alive and well. I also remember reading strongly worded statements by V. I.
Arnold on this issue (which I can try to dig up).

49. plato
October 27, 2005

I have the feeling that this was not an isolated incidence in the history of
mathematics, but that inductive/experimental approaches in mathematics are
alive and well.

I would say so. If you have situations in physics such as particle reductionism
and you are reaching limits, why would you not say, okay, let’s try something
different and quite profound in our general concept makeup. Let’s shake the

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Kodaira.html
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foundation up?

Did string theory succeed? Did they point to a time where we knew good
scietntists were working in conjunction with views on the cosmo?? It further
refined our views on how we view the early cosmo? Guth’s was the first three
minutes, refinement, meant something else here.

50. woit
October 27, 2005

Dan, sorry but you’re engaging in the really obnoxious behavior I’ve experienced
time and time again from string theorists. The sentences you quote are not “plain
wrong”; they are perfectly accurate. You’re putting your own construction on
them which has nothing to do with what I was saying, then using this to attack
me as not knowing what I’m talking about, using your anonymity in a cowardly
fashion. If you don’t think something I wrote is correct, how about writing in to
ask me to elaborate? Then if I don’t know what I’m talking about, my elaboration
should make this very clear and you can joyfully point this out. Or you might find
out I just meant something different than what you thought.

I can’t be sure, but I assume you’re objecting to my final sentence, which had
nothing at all to do with the “physical significance” of the Calabi-Yau in the
constructions you’re thinking of. I was referring to the potential significance to a
real physical problem: that of getting non-perturbative information about 4-d
gauge theories relevant to the standard model. I realize this is kind of strange
behavior you may have trouble understanding, but when I use the term
“physical”, I’m just about always referring to the physics of the real world. By
“physical significance” I meant “significance for physics”, real world physics. In
the real world the main reason you want to better understand non-perturbative
gauge theory is QCD (a secondary reason is that you might believe in something
like technicolor and want to use non-perturbative gauge theory behavior to
break electroweak symmetry).

That’s the elaborated version of the last sentence you quoted. If you think that
it’s “plain wrong” and evidence I don’t know what I’m talking about, let’s hear
why. If your problem was with one of the other sentences, we can go over those
too….

51. dan
October 27, 2005

playing devil’s advocate here, if there was a house fire, one of two hypothesis as
to the origin of explusion may be possible

1- it is of human origin (accident, or intentional)
2- it is the result of natural processes (i.e faulty wiring)

how would we tell apart 1 from 2? could such methods apply to biological
organisms?

52. Renormalized



October 27, 2005

Dan said:

“A shorter answer: String theorists are sincerely interested in extending known
and tested science??

String theorists are sincerely interested in extending known and tested science,
into unknown and untested science.

“playing devil’s advocate here if there was a house fire, one of two hypothesis
…..”

Huh? Should have put this where most biological material coming from a back
hole belongs.

53. Steve Myers
October 28, 2005

Math deals with all possible worlds; physics tries to select the one we live in.
Math is Jules Verne; physics is Tolstoi. Intelligent design is situation comedy;
string theory is Gertrude Stein turning Joyce”s “Finnegan’s Wake” (without
consulting Gell-Man) into an opera (music by John Cage).
Math is not only a language in the way French, English, etc., are languages since
I can analyze the structure of languages with mathematics. As Russell (and
Frege before him) showed, math is neither mental nor physical — it deals with
an objective world (in the sense that the axis of the earth is real but neither
mental or physical). Math ideas can start out as generalizations of the particular
(Gauss’ technique) or figues and systems created from basic abstract concepts
(invariance, symmetry, etc.). The math I do has direct physical applications
(temperature profiles of elastic extruder dies; power requirements of a splicer;
gear ratios,etc.) but it all has a basis in fundamental concepts.

54. Juan R.
October 28, 2005

Next i will write a list with all correct physics has been already obtained from
string, brane, and M theory.

– [ ]

– End.

P.S1: Witen Fields medal was not awarded for work in string theory.

The 1990 Medal was for Vladimir DRINFELD, Vaughan F.R. JONES, Shigefumi
MORI (University of Kyoto), and Edward WITTEN. None of awards was for work
in string theory.

Regarding Witten the award was for “Completed an amazing proof of the classic
Morse inequalities and gave a proof of positivity of energy in Einstein’s theory of
Gravitation.”



None of them directly based in string theory. In fact a posteriori one can search
some link between string theory and part of Field Medals Witten’s work, but the
claim that Witten received the Medal for string theory is just an abuse of
language, somewhat as “string theory predicts gravity“. Both Newtonian gravity
and general relativity were discovered before string theory!

P.S2: The myth says that Ed Witten is the new Newton. This is rather difficult to
believe. Newton was a real mathematician with an insight beyond rest
mathematicians of his epoque. Witten is more a particle physicist with a very
good command of math.

String theory community over-popularizes Witten’s contributions claiming that
Witten is doing ‘real’ math and stating that string theory ‘is’ math. This distorted
view is neglected by own mathematicians. The correct place of Witten in math is
brilliantly explained as [*]:

Although mostly not in the form of completed proofs, Witten’s ideas have
triggered major mathematical developments by the force of their vision and their
conceptual clarity, his main discoveries soon becoming theorems. His Fields
Medal at the 1990 International Congress of Mathematicians acknowledged the
growing impact of his work on contemporary mathematics.

Reading above, I understand Witten’s work as a kind of ‘pre-mathematics’.
Newton did not “pre-mathematics”, Newton did mathematics. From the
mathematical side, string theory is a kind of ‘pre-mathematics’.

[*] ICM-90 Kyoto, Japan, Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 37 (9) (1990), 1209-1216.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

55. Dr. Ranger McCoy
October 28, 2005

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=788#post788

Tied Up & Strung Out: Hollywood String Theory Movie!!! Looking For Extras!!!

ALL TIED UP & STRUNG ALONG, a movie about String Theorists and their
expansive theories which extend human ignorance, pomposity, and frailty into
higher dimensions, is set to start filming this fall. Jessica Alba, John Cleese,
Eugene Levie, Jackie Chan, and David Duchovney of X-files fame have all signed
on to the $700 million Hollywood project, which is still cheaper than String
Theory itself, and will likely displace less physicists from the academy.

“As contemporary physics is about money, hype, mythology, and chicks,” Ed
Witten explained from his offices at the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study,
“The next logical step was Hollywood, although I thought Burt Reynolds should

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=788#post788
http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=788#post788


play me instead of Eugene Levy.”

Brian Greene, the famous String Theorist who will be played by David “the truth
is out there” Duchovney, explained the plot: “String theory’s muddled, contorted
theories that lack postulates, laws, and experimentally-verified equations have
Einstein spinning so fast in his grave that it creates a black hole. In order to save
the world, we String Theorists have to stop reformulating String Theory faster
than the speed of light. We are called upon to stop violating the conservation of
energy by mining higher dimensions to publish more BS than can accounted for
with the Big Bang alone, and I win the Nobel prize for showing that M-Theory is
in fact the dark matter it has been searching for.”

Greene continues: “At first my character is reluctant to stop theorizing and start
postulating, but when my love interest Jessica Alba is sucked into the black hole,
I search my soul and find Paul Davies there, played by John Cleese. I ask him
what he’s doing in my soul, and he explains that the answer is contained in the
mind of God, which only he is privy too, but for a small fee, some tax and tuition
dollars, a couple grants here and there, and an all-expense-paid book tour with
stops in Zurich and Honolulu, he can let me in on it. And he shows me God in all
her greater glory, as he points out that we can make more money in Hollywood
than writing coffee-table books that recycle Einstein, Bohr, Dirac, Feynman, and
Wheeler. I am quickly converted, and I agree to turn my back on String Theory’s
hoax and save Jessica Alba.”

But it’s not that easy, as standing in Greene’s way is Michio “king of pop-theory-
hipster-irony-the-theory-of-everything-or-anything-made-
you-read-this” Kaku, played by Jackie Chan. Kaku beats the crap out of Greene
for alomst blowing the “ironic” pretense his salary, benefits, and all-expense paid
trips depend on. “WE MUST HOLD BACK THE YOUNG SCIENTISTS WITH OUR
NON-THEORIES!! WE MUST FILL THE ACADEMY WITH THE POMO DARK
MATTER THAT IS STRING THEORY TO KEEP OUR UNIVERSE FROM FLYING
APART, OUR PYRAMID SCHEMES FROM TOPPLING, AND OUR PERPETUAL-
MOTION NSF MONEY MACHINE FROM STOPPING!!” Kaku argues as he
delivers a flying back-kick, “There can be ony ONE! I WILL be String Theory’s
GODFATHER as referenced on my web page!! I have better hair!”

But Greene fights back as he signs his seventeenth book deal to make the hand-
waving incoherence of String Theory accessible to the South Park generation,
senior citizens, and starving chirldren around the world. “Kaku! Kaku!
(pronounced Ka-Kaw! Ka-Kaw! like Owen Wilson did in Bottle Rocket),” Greene
shouts. “It is theoretically impossible to build a coffee tables strong enough to
support any more coffee-table physics books!!!”

“Time travel is also theoretically impossible, but there’s a helluva lot more
money for us in flushing physics down a wormhole. Nobody knows what the
#&#%&$ M stands for in M theory ya hand-waving, TV-hogging crank!!! Get it??
Ha Ha Ha! We’re laughing at the public! We’re the insider pomo hipsters! Get
with the gangsta-wanksta-pranksta CRANKSTER bling-bling program!!”

How does it all end? Does physics go bankrupt funding theories that have



expanded our ignorance from four dimensions into ten, twenty, and thirty
dimensions? Do tax payers revolt? Do young physicists overthrow the hand-
waving, contortionist bullies and revive physics with a classical renaissance
favoring logic, reason, and Truth over meaningless mathematical abstractions?
Does Moving Dimensions Theory (MDT) prevail with its simple postulate? We’ll
all just have to wait!

But in the meantime, how do you think it will play out?

Will theories with postulates ever be allowed in physics again? Or will the well-
funded, tenured pomo String Theory / M-Theory (Maffia-Theory) Priests send
their armies of desperate, snarky postdocs and starving graduate students forth
to displace and destroy all common sense, logic, reason, and physics in the
academy? It must be so–for the greater good of physics, the individual physicist,
and thus physics, must be sacrificed.

MDT’s postulate: THE FOURTH DIMENSION IS EXPANDING AT A RATE OF C
RELATIVE TO THE THREE SPATIAL DIMENSIONS IN QUANTIZED UNITS OF
THE PLANCK LENGTH, GIVING RISE TO TIME AND ALL CLASSICAL,
QUANTUM MECHANICAL, AND RELATIVISTIC PHENOMENA.

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=788#post788

56. Arun
October 28, 2005

Juan R.

That is why I said one if not two Fields medals arose from string theory.
Borcherds’ work, according to the blurbs, used methods from string theory.

57. ks
October 28, 2005

Juan, I heartly disagree that mathematics has to be reduced to euclidean style
theorem proving machinery in order to be labled as maths. But this is an old
discussion that can be rooted back into ancient times of old greeks who didn’t
accept Archimedes as a mathematician due to his heuristic style argumentation.
I do think the distinction between what is mathematics and physics in the work
of Witten is small-minded hairsplitting and philistine. It does not have any
cognitive value at all and is a science-political one.

By the way I do not understand Peters argument against ST that it will be
perpetuated for social and psychological reasons? This is obviously true for the
whole endeavour of finding a “theory of everything” that fits well into a certain
academic-cultural pattern that promises high payouts of symbolic capital and
intellectual influence to those who make any progress. Denying progress and
deevaluating the symbolic capital of researchers will naturally force them into
defense and closing the lines against attacks – whether the research program
gets stuck or not. This is not very special to ST.

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?p=788#post788
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58. AJ
October 28, 2005

That is why I said one if not two Fields medals arose from string theory.
Borcherds’ work, according to the blurbs, used methods from string theory.

Borcherds? I thought you meant Kontsevich. Borcherds work belongs properly to
2d chiral conformal field theory. He’s studying a kind of sigma model, but there’s
no coupling to worldsheet gravity, and hence no sum over Riemann surfaces. Not
very stringy. Kontsevich’s work, on the other hand, does make use of such sums;
he’s actually using the CFT to make string theory computations.

Kontsevich’s work on the other hand, does actually involve integrating sigma
model correlation functions over the space of conformal structures.

59. Juan R.
October 28, 2005

Arun Said:

“Juan R.

That is why I said one if not two Fields medals arose from string theory.
Borcherds’ work, according to the blurbs, used methods from string theory.”

I agree that Borcherds’ work is related to ‘string theory’ in some sense, but your
suggestion that “Fields medal arose from string theory” is another exageration.

In 1998 the Fields Medal was for

W. Timothy GOWERS, Maxim KONTSEVIC, Curtis T. McMULLEN, and
Richard E. BORCHERDS.

BORCHERDS was explicitely awarded for work in Kac-Moody algebras and
automorphic forms.

b = d·h is math

F = m·a is physics

kc, of course, math is an ‘independent’ discipline. My emphasis was on the link
math-reality, which cannot be done without physical sciences playing the role of
‘intermediary’. Paraphrasing Feynman, “Euclidean geometry lives in a
mathematical word” aplication of Euclidean geometry to real word is an
approximation, strictly speaking there is no real object following rules of
Euclidean geometry.

Even if string theory was correct (it is not of course). Nothing in the physical
word could be identified with a string unnless one used certain methaphysical
considerations outside of pure physics.

Juan R.



Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

60. Arun
October 28, 2005

Juan,

I know nothing of the math. involved; I’m merely quoting from things like this,
from a mathematical org. website:

http://www.icm2002.org.cn/general/prize/medal/1998.htm

” In his proof, Borcherds uses many ideas of string theory – a surprisingly fruitful
way a making theoretical physics useful for mathematical theory.”

Borcherds was awarded the medal for proving the “moonshine conjecture” which
has something to do with the monster group.
Is that Kac-Moody & automorphic forms? I have no idea.

Of general interest, here is Faddeev on Witten:

http://www.mathunion.org/General/Prizes/Fields/1990/Witten/page1.html

Witten is cited for several contributions, of which item 3.
“Rigidity Theorems” is from string theory.

3. Rigidity Theorems : Witten [7] produced an infinite sequence of such
equations which arise naturally in the physics of string theories….

61. Arun
October 28, 2005

http://arxiv.org/abs/math/9808136

62. woit
October 28, 2005

Arun,

All the work you’re citing is 2d QFT, not string theory. I think AJ is right to point
out that you’re only really doing string theory when you integrate over the space
of metrics on your surface (and sum over genera). If you’re doing 2d QFT on a
riemann surface with a fixed metric, that’s just QFT, not string theory.

Witten’s rigidity theorems come from looking at a supersymmetric 2d QFT on a
torus. Borcherd’s vertex algebras are basically an algebraic version of conformal
field theory. Again, these are 2d QFTs, and he’s not summing over the 2d metric
or genus. It’s certainly true that a lot of work on 2d QFTs has been motivated by
hopes it will be useful in string theory (especially in the case of conformal field
theory), but the things you’re quoting are purely QFT results.

63. John Gonsowski
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October 28, 2005

There would be some beauty if say it was obvious that all of physics came from
something like Fibonacci numbers. Then you could say perhaps physics was
coming from the most natural math. Fibbonacci numbers come from Clifford
Algebra and CLifford Algebra may be the most natural math for physics, spiritual
geometry, personality models, etc. The crack in the door that lets ugly things like
SUSY in is that no matter what theory is right, there probably is some ugly
symmetry breaking somewhere but SUSY seems too ugly. Symmetry breaking is
supposed to reduce possibilities while SUSY adds a bunch of not needed
possibilities before eventually reducing them.

64. D R Lunsford
October 28, 2005

This beauty issue is a canard. Things like GR and Dirac eqn are beautiful
because they are actual solutions to standing problems, not imagined ones,
moreover, they don’t have the defect of overstaying their welcome when they are
exhausted.

This issue isn’t beauty – it’s metaphysics, philosophy. The entire idea of string
theory was obviously false from the first minute, because it was out of context all
the way back to Democritus, and because it adopted whole cloth a discredited
physical idea, Kaluza-Klein theory, also in disrespect to the tradition that says,
when it’s wrong, it’s wrong.

-drl

65. Kasper Olsen
October 28, 2005

Dear Peter,

Of course I’ll have to object to your objection  But you should consider the fact,
that there is (at least) a 6 hour difference between your continent and mine (so,
now it’s around 3.00 AM). I’ll update my comments as soon as possible…

66. Daniel Elander
October 29, 2005

Regarding platonic mathematics:

The foundation of math is a messy business. Typically one starts by developing a
meta theory describing how to prove theorems. Each proposition is viewed just
as a typographical string of symbols, which can be manipulated according to so-
called rules of inference. You start out with certain strings which you call axioms,
and if you can manipulate them according to the rules of inference, eventually
reaching some more involved proposition (which is just another string of
symbols), you call that new proposition a theorem. The meta theory describes
how all this is done. The problem is of course that the meta theory really needs a
meta meta theory to be rigorous, and so on ad infinitum. Also, all mathematics,



including set theory, has to be formulated with the help of the meta theory, but
the meta theory actually assumes some set theory! Namely, it is talking about the
set of allowed symbols. So it’s really quite messy if you think about it. In the end,
you may even come to the conclusion that mathematics presupposes language, in
some sense. Platonism seems to me like just a suspension of whatever doubts
and concerns you might have about these kinds of issues (“the mathematical
truths are alive and happy in math heaven” ;-)), rather than a real resolution.

67. Gavin
October 29, 2005

Peter,

Thanks for mentioning my earlier comment in your update. The same distinction
I made between intelligent design and string theory can also be make between
string theory as a theory of particle physics and string theory as a theory of
quantum gravity.

String theory as a theory of particle physics is up against very strong
competition from quantum field theory. There is nothing from particle physics
experiments to suggest that quantum field theory is wrong. There was a hope at
that string theory might predict certain features of the particle spectrum and
interactions, but that path has not emerged.

However, string theory as a theory of quantum gravity is quite another story.
There is no established theory of quantum gravity to unseat; the field is wide
open. LQG is in the running, perhaps other ideas offer promise as well, but none
of the theories are the “evolution” of quantum gravity. They are all speculative
and untested.

This brings me to my concern about the “not even wrong” criticism of string
theory, which is that it will apply to any theory of quantum gravity. Short of a
complete miracle (like detectable large extra dimensions), the Planck scale is
going to be out of experimental reach for a very, very long time. Maybe LQG has
better prospects that string theory, but it is probably too young to tell. Even if
there are certain regions of parameter space where quantum gravity theories
offer low energy predictions, there will also be large regions of parameter space
with nothing but QFT at attainable energies. If experiments fails to produce
direct evidence for any of these theories, they will all be able to retreat to high
energies and avoid falsifiability.

So my question, Peter, is should we be thinking about quantum gravity at all?
Since no theory is going to be falsifiable, should we just call the whole thing off?
If looking for a theory of quantum gravity is something that we should be doing,
then certainly string theory is part of the program.

I’m concerned that the attack on string theory as unscientific is going to taint the
entire pursuit of quantum gravity, a pursuit that I think is worth while. String
theory is not a strong competitor for a theory of particle physics, but bad player
in the major leagues can be a great player in the minors. We should make sure
the player is in the right league, not kick him out of the sport. String theorists



certainly have confused this issue as well. Having taken the lead in quantum
gravity, we act like string theory is up 3-0 in the world series of physics.

I hope that we can turn the debate away from the unproductive question about
whether string theory is star or a failure and toward a consensus about where
string theory belongs.

Gavin

68. Arun
October 29, 2005

Peter:

Whatever. I don’t have a stake in this either way. If Faddeev and Atiyah say that
Witten derived something from string theory in their talk felicitating Witten on
his Fields Medal, and AJ and you say its not string theory; or the Mathematical
Congress puts out a press release saying that Borcherds used methods from
string theory (the press release also says that string theory is controversial
among physicists, so they weren’t trying to get on a bandwagon) and here folks
say nay, then I’ll leave it for the historians of science to figure out who is correct.

Perhaps the mathematicians have a different understanding from physicists of
what string theory is, and maybe it is the wideness and imprecision about what
string theory is that is contributing to our collective irritation with it.

69. Arun
October 29, 2005

BTW, while I don’t have a stake in the discussion, I do appreciate it. How else
would I learn the fascinating fact (Borcherds, 1992) that “The monster Lie
algebra is the simplest example of a Lie algebra of physical states of a chiral
string on some orbifold.”

70. woit
October 29, 2005

Hi Arun,

Lots of people claim that 2d conformal quantum field theory results are string
theory results, and this is one of the main reasons mathematicians are so
impressed by string theory. Personally I think this completely muddies important
issues, and that people should be careful to keep straight what is really string
theory and what isn’t. Others undoubtedly disagree.

71. Juan R.
October 29, 2005

Gavin

String theory NEVER was a valid theory of particle physics. Never wad a real
competition! Physical states in string theory are supersimmetric masless states.



There is not such one thing is the standard model of particles.

Of course, all current models of QG are speculative because experimental QG
does not exist still. However, string theory is not comparable to rest of
alternatives. In general, the rest of alternative rely on ‘direct’ modifications of
the already known. String theory is based in an unending introduction of
speculations and unobserved things; with each new failure -since 40 years ago,
experimental disproval, etc, string theorists introduce some new unobserved
thing claimed to be fundamental.

Moreover it is not clear that any quantum gravity theory cannot be falsifiable.
Remember that the scale of the string in string theory is introduced by hand and
choosed to be the Planck scale. Perhaps some QG effect can be detected at usual
but high energies in other formulations or perhaps QG was UNOBSERVED. In
fact, this was the point of Dyson some time ago. He argued that gravitons may be
unobservable and therefore any QG are outside of physics.

Is he right? I still unknow.

People does not attack string theory ‘as unscientific’. In fact, this is the reason
that other approaches to QG are NOT usually atacked. That people attacks is the
arrogance of string theorists and premature -wrong- claims by guys like Kaku,
Greene, Witten, Schwartz, etc.

People attack heavy marketing for public, loop theoreticians attack when string
theorists claim in public that string theory is the ONLY approach to quantum
gravity. Honest physicists attack books as “The Elegant universe” by Greene,
Profesors attack the attempt to giving courses on string theory to students of
physics, etc.

People attack the lack of honesty of many string theorists, who popularize string
theory hidding all of its flaws. In fact, in personal communications and talks
string theorists agree that string theory is not now a theory of strings -in M
theory the D0 brane appears to be fundamental- but public still beoieve thst
string theory claim that universe is done of small vibrating strings.

If you ask to string theorists why the name string theory is maintained in popular
books and magazines they reply “because marketing purposes“.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

72. Nigel
October 29, 2005

‘If you ask to string theorists why the name string theory is maintained in
popular books and magazines they reply “because marketing purposes“.’ – Juan
R.

I sadly agree. Marketing is now deemed to be the problem of adapting a product



to fit the customer.

73. David Corfield
October 29, 2005

Without wanting to be harsh on anyone, some philosophical input may be timely.

AG writes:

It is notoriously difficult to draw the Popperian demarcation line, but surely there
is a fundamental difference between string theory and intelligent design. When
embarking on a scientific research program, it is not always possible to tell from
the start what falsifiable predictions or practical applications might emerge, and
theoretical scientists have to go on well-formulated hunches and search for ways
to corroborate their hypotheses; nonetheless, their efforts can still be called
science. Intelligent design, however, is not science– not because it cannot be
falsified, but because it cannot, even in principle, be corroborated either. How
can an ID proponent move forward with his “research program???

For Popper, corroboration is the survival of an attempt to falsify, so you cannot
have the possibility of one without the other. Popper doesn’t develop a notion of
positive evidence until his later rather ugly theory of verisimilitude. This is what
marked Popper off from the logical empiricists who saw the need for a logic of
confirmation. But AG is using the language of someone you generally teach after
Popper, namely Imre Lakatos. The last sentence I quoted is thoroughly
lakatosian. A program has a heuristic spirit. It isn’t fully worked out. If it
encounters problems, it needs to have the resources to move in progressive
direction. It mustn’t make ad hoc moves by, say, artificial exclusions of events
from falling under a law, or unnatural borrowings from rival programs.

Lakatos is also interesting for adapting and welding ideas from Popper and the
mathematician George Polya (with a sprinkling of Hegel). Polya had developed a
probabilistic (Bayesian, without using the word) logic of confirmation for
mathematics. Lakatos takes on a case suggested by Polya, the V-E+F=2 formula
for polyhedra, and argues that mathematics is ‘quasi-empirical’. He would
disagree with:

Subhash wrote:

Has it been falsified, or not falsified, in mathematics, the statement that two
parallel lines shall never cross? You’ve got to know neither case is right or
wrong.

There is no empirical truth in mathematics. All math are logical derivations from
a few fundamental rules which we probably took for granted, but which do not
need to be taken for granted as truth, like the parallel line hypothesis. As such,
all you could ever say is certain statement is either consistent, or inconsistent,
with the set of hypothesises that your math is based on. There is no absolute
truth.

Lakatos’s idea was that Polya had been right to find a strong parallel between



mathematical and scientific activity, but had erred in thinking that what was
common was probability-based inductive reasoning. Instead, Lakatos suggests
that what’s common is a passage from certain observed facts to an explanatory
framework for them, driven by the proposal of theories and the provision of
counter-examples. The important point is that the language changes through this
process. In the case of the Euler conjecture, the term ‘polyhedron’ is
transformed from an imprecise, intuitive term to a mathematical definition. This
courts the danger that something of the original intuitively understood domain
may fail to be captured. About Subhash’s mention of parallel lines, a Lakatosian
story would tell the history of mathematical conceptions of space. If progressive,
we’re achieving an ever less partial understanding of space. This is clearly
unfinished business. Read the second half of Pierre Cartier’s great article ‘ A
Mad Day’s Work’. Any comments about my own attempt to move beyond Lakatos,
explained in a paper ‘How Mathematicians May Fail to be Fully Rational’ (link
form my webpage), would be welcome.

Peter wrote
My own inclinations are kind of hyper-Platonist, thinking that ultimately we will
see that the deepest mathematical structures and the deepest physical
structures are very closely related.

The closest to a modern philosophical account of this is Roland Omnes’
‘Converging Realities’. Omnes (a physicist) calls it physism.

David

74. Nigel
October 29, 2005

David – I’ve read some of Lakatos’ views which I quote on my webpage, namely
his essay in a 1974 Open University book “Philosophy in the Open”. He is critical
of Popperian critical experiments and of Kuhnian revolutions because both
always “turn out to be myths” caused by historical revisionism. Thus, caloric,
phlogiston, and ether died out as their proponents died, not in a blinding flash of
revelation when people like Priestley did experiments. Still today the FitzGerald
1889 interpretation of the Michelson-Morley experiment is heresy and cannot be
discussed because it is actively defended by a group of crackpot dissenters.

While I respect Lakatos for pointing out that Popper’s and Kuhn’s views are total
nonsense, I fear he is simplistic himself in claiming that revolutions occur when
“progressive research programmes [British spelling – sorry] replace
degenerating ones”. In the case of string theory, which ultimately stems to
Kaluza 1919, the whole speculative endeavour has been sustained by
propaganda and make-believe, and people have done very well out of it. Is this
progressive or degenerative? A-level uptake of physics and maths is falling off in
the UK, but that just leads to demands for more “popularisation of string theory”
to make the subjects more appealing. With no real rival, string theory will run
physical science and maths into the ground, without “degenerating” in the
despondent way Lakatos imagines.



Therefore, string theory need never collapse. When Peter’s book “Not Even
Wrong” appears next March, will ST collapse? No! Basically, Peter is doing the
ST lobby a favour by pointing out to them areas which need to be dressed up
more effectively, or worked on harder. His own ideas like http://www.arxiv.org
/abs/physics/0102051 have not caused much impact yet: he says a good way to
advance the standard model is SO(4) spinors and Clifford algebras, and
analysing path-integrals. When you dig into the complexity of this, it is as
technical as string theory but is in the opposite direction. It is also more realistic,
and therefore further from science fiction of parallel universes and M-theory.

Is string theory going to shut up shop next March when his book “Not Even
Wrong” comes out? I doubt it. Personally, I’m impatient with string theory. Not
because I don’t like 6 dimensional manifolds or vibrating strings, but because
they are not building on what is known. If it turns out there is some evidence for
any of this, OK, it would deserve some allocation of research. But it is just
crackpotism, and then these people dismiss others who are struggling without
any grants in bad conditions as being “crackpots”. They have no shame but too
much egotism.

75. Nigel
October 29, 2005

Whoops, the Woit ref I meant was http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135
‘Quantum Field Theory and Representation Theory: A Sketch’.

76. A.J.
October 29, 2005

Arun: Go read Borcherd’s original paper. http://math.berkeley.edu/~reb/papers
/monster/monster.pdf
He does say string theory in several places: He’s studying a vertex algebra which
describes the chiral states of a sigma model to an orbifold, and he’s using a no-
ghost theorem that was originally proved by string theorists who wanted to think
of the sigma model’s Fock space as the space of single string states for some
string theory.

But Borcherds is not making any essential use of the string theory picture. He
never needs to think of the string as interacting. So saying his result is inspired
by string theory is true in a sociological sense, and it’s also true in a rather weak
technical sense: It’s like saying a result in relativistic quantum mechanics is a
result in quantum field theory.

I’m about done with this topic.

77. ks
October 30, 2005

In the case of string theory, which ultimately stems to Kaluza 1919, the whole
speculative endeavour has been sustained by propaganda and make-believe, and
people have done very well out of it. Is this progressive or degenerative?

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0102051
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0102051
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0102051
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0102051
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135
http://math.berkeley.edu/~reb/papers/monster/monster.pdf
http://math.berkeley.edu/~reb/papers/monster/monster.pdf
http://math.berkeley.edu/~reb/papers/monster/monster.pdf
http://math.berkeley.edu/~reb/papers/monster/monster.pdf


In case of ST it resided a niche i.e. it did not have strong competitors to subdue.
Lubos insistence in ST to be the only attempt of a unified theory reflects this ( of
course he is well aware about LQG but asserting that it is not a competitor is
part of the same rhetoric ). From Poppers analysis we can conclude that ST will
wiped out only in presence of a better approach ( simpler, more concise, fruitfull
and falsifiable ). From Lakatos we can conclude that history will be written and
re-written by the victors who present a rational reconstruction ( rationalisation
of their victory ).

Peter et al describe the crisis of ST, it’s inability to return to the real. But in
absence of a valid theory it might be the only possibility to survive in theoretical
physics – as abstract art. Some find it beautifull.

78. Thomas Larsson
October 30, 2005

Arun, AJ, Peter:

The physically successful application of 2D CFT is in the theory of 2D phase
transitions. This is part of condensed matter physics and has nothing to do with
strings as a theory of quantum gravity. It is true that this discovery was made
mainly by string theorists, who happened to have access to the relevant
mathematical machinery.
However, string theory is not a ToE even in statistical physics – it says everything
worth knowing about 2D phase transition but nothing about the physically more
relevant 3D case. In fact, this was my original motivation for generalizing stringy
mathematics to higher dimensions, which led to my discovery of multi-
dimensional Virasoro algebra and its representation theory.

Gavin:

Whereas string theory is not a successful theory of quantum gravity in 4D, there
is no doubt that the worldsheet theory of the free string correctly describes
gravity coupled to scalar fields in 2D. The most striking thing from this viewpoint
is that gauge components of the metric becomes physical after quantization. This
manifests itself in different ways: the Hilbert space in lightcone quantization
cannot be reduced due to the conformal anomaly, or one must explicitly keep the
trace of the metric (the Liouville mode) as a dynamical field.
Analogously, one may expect that the metric field in 4D has more components
after quantization than the two transverse graviton polarizations, due to
diffeomorphism anomalies. This was another motivation for my generalization of
stringy math beyond two (or rather one complex) dimension.

79. David Corfield
October 30, 2005

Nigel,

Your points are well taken. I think we must remember that Kuhn and Lakatos
were in the business of describing historical cases of one paradigm/programme
(I’m British too) superseding another, events seen as rational with hindsight.



Leaving aside the point that Lakatos’s own rationally-reconstructed ‘histories’
are often very far from historical reality, of the two Lakatos was more interested
in isolating the rational component of the decision, and at one point he hoped
that this could help with decision-making in current science, but by the end of
his career he’d given up on the idea that conditions could be given which would
rationally warrant one switiching programme. Instead, he just insisted that any
scientist should be honest enough to acknowledge where his programme was on
a scale running from degenerate to progressive.

When you say, “While I respect Lakatos for pointing out that Popper’s and Kuhn’s
views are total nonsense, I fear he is simplistic himself in claiming that
revolutions occur when “progressive research programmes [British spelling –
sorry] replace degenerating ones?? “, pointing to string theory as a counter-
example, he could reply in a number of ways. First, that rational change might
need to be judged over lengthier periods of time. Nowhere does he say that
progress must occur in a given period. Further, he could agree with you that ST
is in a (permanent) degenerate phase. For the latter he would want us to judge
how ST is doing according to his 3 criteria of progress: (1) Is it making new
predicitions?; (2) Are these being confirmed, or can it explain already observed
phenomena for which ST was not designed to explain; (3) when it encounters
problems, does it engage in problem shifts leading to theoretical devleopment in
the spirit of the programme.

I guess you’d argue that ST was not progressive according to these criteria. You
might also same the same about other candidates for QG. I don’t recall Lakatos
suggesting what one should do in terms of institutional support in this situation.
Presumably there are approaches which haven’t been given enough support to
reveal their potential. All he suggest is honest score-keeping.

I think there are problems with Lakatos, as I outline in the paper I mentioned.
There I looked at the ideas of Alasdair MacIntyre. He would suggest that given
an acknowledgement of weakness/resourcelessness of their own programme,
some of its members should be encouraged to go and learn the languages of
other programmes, as second first langauages, to see if they have the resources
to understand these weaknesses. Perhaps this is one small piece of advice we
philosophers can pass on.

David

80. Nigel
October 30, 2005

David,

Thank you for this detailed reply. I saw a couple of weeks ago a piece in New
Scientist by Appleyard, where the historical revisionism in science was blamed
for Marxism and Nazism, because Marx used a cranky scientific analysis of
history to defend his ideas, while Mein Kampf utilised crackpot genetic theory. It
seems absurd that science is to blame for Hitler and Stalin via crackpot official
science. I’d better not push my luck here by mentioning the ST propaganda book



“Warped Passages”… perhaps that will be used to justify future warped ideas.

What I’m curious about is what Peter intends doing to sort out physics. He says
SO(4) can link with U(2) to produce the generations of leptons, etc., in the
Standard Model. How far can this approach go toward replacing ST research?

81. woit
October 31, 2005

Gavin,

Thanks for another interesting comment. My own view on quantum gravity
research is that it is worth doing, but needs to be done differently than most of
the rest of physics, precisely because there is now no experimental data,
together with the real possibility that there won’t be any in this or even the next
century.

Without experimental data to keep a field honest, research needs to be
conducted more like in mathematics, with an emphasis on being completely
precise and clear about what you have and what you don’t have. If you have
experimental results, you can afford to string together (that was an unintentional
pun…) a bunch of not very solid arguments and see what you get. If you get
something that agrees with experiment, you’re on the right track, if not you try
something else. I personally don’t see the point of stringing together a lot of
dubious arguments, and at the end claiming you’ve reached the holy grail of a
quantum theory of gravity.

So, I think pure quantum gravity research is legitimate, but it really needs to be
done with a higher standard of precise thinking than is usual. There’s also a very
serious danger that in the end one will discover that one has found an infinite
array of different “quantum gravities”, and, without any experimental way of
telling them apart, the whole thing becomes not that interesting.

To me the “holy grail” of quantum gravity is not finding a consistent quantization
of the classical theory, but finding some sort of useful relation between the
(pseudo)-Riemannian geometrical degrees of freedom of GR and the geometrical
degrees of freedom (gauge fields, spinors) of the standard model. If one could do
that, one might be able to even make predictions about particle physics, in which
case whether or not one had a rigorously consistent way of “quantizing gravity”
wouldn’t be the most important thing.

Put differently, I think the real problem is how to unify GR and the standard
model, not so much how to unify GR and the general principles of quantum
mechanics. Of course the latter may be a good thing to think about to get an idea
about the former.

82. Jack Sarfatti
October 31, 2005

“String theorists are sincerely interested in extending known and tested science.
Intelligent design “theorists?? are interested in undermining the public’s faith in



known and tested science.”

This is false. While you can find SOME fundamentalists who say things like that,
it is not true of people like Tipler & Barrow, or Fred Hoyle (his book “The
Intelligent Universe” (1986). Remember Hoyle predicted a nuclear resonance (I
think in Carbon) using WAP. So WAP is falsifiable. WAP of course is not enough
for ID. I don’t mean to suggest that.

83. Juan R.
October 31, 2005

Woit,

I completely agree with you that in absence of experimental data, research
would be more careful and far from the media popularization until solid results
are achieved. In fact, this was more the program of rest of quantum gravity
researchers -except exceptions-. due to marketing and popular presure loop
theoreticians began to popularize his own views.

It was a true scandal that a string theorist began one talk or a article on a
popular magazine with the typical “string theory is the only approach to
quantum gravity…”

But the question is: is quantum gravity testable?

Nobody know the reply still. A priory one may wait relevant phenomena at
Planck scales, but this is not clear.

It is posible that in some configuration very small effect can cause a big
measurable effect. I sincerely think that particle physicists continue thinking in
the old ‘linear’ manner:

small cause ==> small effect

which is not true.

The best example are PV effects. ALL particle physicists -including important
ones as Weinberg- claimed in the past that parity violating effects were so small
that would be unimportant for all chemistry purposes.

Yes, they are very small, but chemistry is mainly a nonlinear discipline and some
molecular configurations amplify those initial ultraweak effects even at level of
being measured by us. Particle physicists were wrong and electroweak quantum
chemistry has arised as a proper discipline.

Sincerely, i wait some kind of ‘nonlinear’ phenomena doing posible some
quantum gravity effect visible at available high energies. Of course, i have not
proven this still.

About your own insight on the “holy grail?? i think that you are in the wrong way.

1) By definition, quantum gravity is a quantization of classical gravity.



2) The Riemannian geometrization of GR is NOT fundamental (in fact, the Cartan
extension proves that a pure Riemann geometry is not suficient and teleparallel
gravity thought us that the traditional GR spacetime curvature view is a mere
‘mathematical’ artifact)

3) Far from current claims about success of the standard model i would solicit a
bit of caution about the correctness of the model. In fact, recent published
research in EM suggest existence of experimental data cannot be explained via
traditional EM theory. Some recent research in this topic -e.g. Weber
electrodynamics or mixed approaches- suggest that QED is NOT correct.

Recent research by Hoyle/Narlikar theory suggests that standard model is not
completely correct. For instance, one of most fascinating outcomes of
Hoyle/Narlikar theory is that the photon does not really exist, and, however,
Hoyle/Narlikar EM reproduces all experimental effects of traditional QED and
BEYOND. It appears that some extensions also explain recent experimental data
on longitudinal EM forces, Marinov motor, railguns explosions, and some other
experimental data -it is posible that some discrepancies on tokamaks reactors
was also due to failure of usual EM, QED, and QCD theory (there is some
relevant literature on this also published)-.

It has been also published some recent discrepancies of QED in chemistry
[Radiation Physics and Chemistry 71 (2004) 611–617]

However, this may also suggest that the current
perturbative expansion is showing some limitations, or
that the renormalisation approach needs reinvestigation.
Of course, it is also possible that the approach of QED
has some particular flaws or limitations which experiment
might be beginning to illuminate.

4) It is not still clear that GR was the correct approach to gravitation even at the
classical level. Many of GR tests are also passed by rival theories (e.g. FTG). And
as emphasized by David Gross in one of his recent talks,

http://qd.typepad.com/24/2005/01/the_future_of_p.html

“does GR work for strong fields?”

5) The main problem of formulation of a quantum theory of gravity is that GR is
clearly incompatible with QM. Therefore a direct -consistent- unification with the
standard model is NOT possible. In fact, there is a large history in ‘direct
unification attempts’ begining from Kaluza-Klein that you may know better than
my. so far i know all direct atemps were abandoned.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

84. Ranger
October 31, 2005

http://qd.typepad.com/24/2005/01/the_future_of_p.html
http://qd.typepad.com/24/2005/01/the_future_of_p.html


Does string theory have any postulates or laws?

85. Urs Schreiber
October 31, 2005

Does string theory have any postulates or laws?

Perturbative string theory does. The postulate is that the S-matrix is computed
by summing correlation functions obtained from any one 2-dimensional
superconformal field theory of central charge c=15 over genera (in a way that
follows from a 2D gravity point of view).

The study of this postulate has shown that it has precisely all features expected
of the perturbative expansion of a nonperturbatively defined theory. The totality
of the latter is still unknown, though the existence of several hints of properties
of this theory has made people come up with the working title ‘M-theory’ for it.

86. Nigel
October 31, 2005

Urs, just because you have postulates or laws does not mean you have science.
Moses wrote down postulates and laws from God, but that was intelligent design,
not science. Your belief in ST is irrational and pseudoscientific. Who told you 11
dimensional M-theory is the best way forward? Some authority figure I suppose?!

87. Urs Schreiber
October 31, 2005

Your belief in ST

I don’t believe in anything. I just answered Ranger’s question. (Which for some
reason appears below my reply.)

88. Peter
October 31, 2005

Sorry about that, WordPress is too stupid to keep track of Daylight savings time.
My fixing this around noon today messed up the order of comments a bit.

89. Gavin
October 31, 2005

Peter,

I agree that many theorists have a “if you don’t believe me, just do the
experiment” attitude that is not appropriate in a field where experiments are not
on the horizon. Can you point me to some quantum gravity research that does
not suffer from this illness?

I’m also intrigued about the idea of “finding some sort of useful relation between
the (pseudo)-Riemannian geometrical degrees of freedom of GR and the
geometrical degrees of freedom of the standard model.” However, I’m not quite



sure what that means. Can you point me to any work being done in this area?

I am curious about these things because I am looking for a research direction
myself. I earned my Ph.D. in 1999 and spent the next several years as at-home
dad while my wife launched her career as a doctor (a path that seemed more
practical than string-theorist). My son is in school now, so this summer I went to
Strings05 and a couple weeks ago I was at Stanford (my alma mater) learning
about what they are doing there. I learned that in six years away from the field, I
didn’t miss much.

Bad as things are for string theory, it is hard to see much else in the quantum
gravity race that looks better. People wanting experimental results are hoping
for a miracle. People who want rigor can’t prove that Yang-Mills exists. People
who want simplicity have to wave their hands just to find flat space. Quantum
gravity is an exciting problem, but I can’t find a strong horse to put my money
on. If I shouldn’t bet on string theory, then I should probably walk away from the
race.

Gavin

90. Peter
October 31, 2005

Gavin,

The kind of thing I had in mind as quantum gravity pursued with an insistence on
precise formulations is a lot of the things I’ve seen coming out of LQG, some of
which are really rigorous mathematics. For a random example look at some of
the papers of Thomas Thiemann.

I said I think the problem of relating the geometry of GR and the standard model
is the big problem, I didn’t say I have any good ideas about this… One I wrote
about long ago involved trying to understand the electroweak U(2) as a subgroup
of the Euclideanized Lorentz group. Some day I’ll get around to working on this
idea again and trying to come up with a more sensible version of it.

To my mind there is no really strong horse to put one’s money on in the field of
quantum gravity. More interesting things seem to be happening in LQG than in
string theory these days and the subject is being pursued in a much healthier
way than string theory, so if you want to do quantum gravity, LQG seems to be a
more promising direction. There’s also no strong horse for the other huge
problem: electroweak symmetry breaking. There at least, maybe in 2008 they’ll
be new experimental results, but if one wants to think about this during the next
few years, you have to be willing to deal with the situation that there aren’t any
good ideas around.

91. Juan R.
November 1, 2005

Urs Schreiber, perturbative string theory is ill defined and is incompatible with
GR.



The scattering processes do not correspond to anything known of our world,
AND, in complex disciplines like chemistry, the trivial S-matrix theory does not
work. See

PRA 1996, 53(6) 4075-4103

Of course, ST S-matrix is not exactly equal to QFT S-matrix but above reference
continues to hold.

As would i explain that string theory is both wrong and outdated?

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

92. Kea
November 1, 2005

Juan

Once you said that physicists were guilty of grossly underestimating the
sophistication of chemists, and others, in their attempts to advance their
understanding. Are you not being rather hypocritical?

93. Gavin
November 2, 2005

Peter,

The recent papers by Thiemann are too focused to be accessible to me at this
point. However, they do point to a couple recent reviews, “Background
independent quantum gravity: a status report,” by Ashtekar and Lewandowski
and “An invitation to loop quantum gravity” by Smolin. I also found a recent
critical review, “Loop quantum gravity: an outside view” by Nicolai, Peeters, and
Zamaklar. I hope that these in combination will be a fair introduction to the
subject.

Your last post brings us back to the original topic of this thread. We agree that
“there is no really strong horse…in the field of quantum gravity.” Therefore, it
seems very premature to declare any of the contenders “moribund.” None the
less, your informed and well reasoned assessment of the quantum gravity field
has been extremely helpful to me. I wish that all of the discussion of this
challenging topic could be carried out with the civility I found here.

Gavin

94. Juan R.
November 3, 2005

Kea,

Nature is multidisplinar. If you want understand nature you cannot do only
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physiucs. This is the reason of existence of Institutes as Santa Fe of Center like
our.

It is not the paper in Physical Review A i cited in Woit weblog an elegant
example of how ideas from chemistry -Prigogine group- have been applied to a
generalization of QFT?

Remember P.W. Anderson’s words in his famous Science article:

Biology is not applied chemistry.

Chemistry is not applied physics.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

95. Tony Smith
November 3, 2005

Peter, I think that the question “Why is string theory science but intelligent
design isn’t???
is unfairly disparaging to “intelligent design”.

I am NOT an advocate of or apologist for “intelligent design”, but I note that
“intelligent design” seems to be something that certain groups have adopted to
replace “creationism” because they found it hard to defend “creationism”.

In my opinion, the current landscape/anthropic/superstring theory is actually
very similar to the “creationism” that has been abandoned even by the
“intelligent design” people.

I use as a definition of “creationism” the doctrine that the world and everything
was created in 4004 BC with all the fossils, stars, ratios of radioactive elements,
etc being carefully set up by G-d to produce exactly what we observe today.

The “landscape” of possible superstring models
corresponds to
the set of all possible states of the world and everything as of 4004 BC.

The anthropic principle that selects “our world” out of all the possible
“landscapes”
corresponds to
the divine creation by G-d that selected/constructed “our world” instead of any
other of all the possible states of the world and everything as of 4004 BC.
Both are quite vacuous in that they say no more than that our world is as it is
because it is as it is.

The landscape/anthropic/superstring stuff and the divine creation stuff both
exactly describe “our world”, and each is equally useful (i.e., totally useless) in
making predictions (or even interesting postdictions) of particle physics data.



However,
since “intelligent design” implies some use of some intelligence by G-d or
something
and
since no substantial intelligence whatsoever is required for landscape/anthropic
/superstring stuff or “creationism” stuff,
I think that “intelligent design” is far superior to both landscape/anthropic
/superstring stuff and “creationism” stuff.

Even so, for the record lest I be misunderstood, I should reiterate that I am NOT
an advocate of or apologist for “intelligent design”.
In other words,
I am not saying the “intelligent design” is good.
I AM saying that BOTH landscape/anthropic/superstring and “creationism” are
EVEN WORSE.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

96. Ranger
November 4, 2005

Are postulates allowed in modern theoretical physics?

It seems that string theory has no postulates.

Correct me if I’m wrong but it seems that these are the rules of contemporary
theoretical physics:

1) postulates are not allowed
2) experimental evidence is not necessary
3) only theoretical research programs that disallow posulates and experimental
tests are allowed, as said research programs are best suited to greasing the
perpetual-motion NSF money machine.

With no hope of proof one way or the other, and with nothing to prove in the first
place, string theory is firmly ensconced as the anti-theory.

I hope I’m wrong, but this seems to be the case.

Please name a postulate or law of string theory.

Or just give me an equation.

Newton, Einstein, and Faraday all gave us postualtes, laws, and equations, and
their physics received a helluva lot less funding than string theory.

so what’s going on here?

97. D R Lunsford
November 4, 2005

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Hi Ranger,

I have lots of equations for you! Highly non-linear! Fun for years! Gravity,
charge, and light!

-drl



Cosmological Frontiers

October 31, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Last week the Perimeter Institute ran a Workshop on Cosmological Frontiers in
Fundamental Physics and someone wrote in to point out to me that the talks are now
available on-line. Much of the workshop was about mainstream cosmology, especially
the more speculative ideas about inflation and what signals might be found in the
CMB.

The particle physics component was heavily weighted towards Landscapeology (talks
by Denef, Kachru, Kleban), with a workshop-ending talk entitled “50 Years since the
LHC” by Nima Arkani-Hamed. Arkani-Hamed’s talk was supposed to be a prediction
of what things would look like 50 years after the LHC, and he ended it with the
prediction that “the LHC will put the last nail in the coffin of mono-vac theories” and
that “the Landscape will be with us to stay”. Along the way he went over various
possibilities for what the LHC might see and their implications for whether the
cosmological constant and the weak scale are anthropically determined. He said that
he believed the cosmological constant was anthropically determined, and half the
time he thought the weak scale was too, the other half of the time he thought it
wasn’t. He argued for giving up on coming up with new mechanisms for electroweak
symmetry breaking since “working on the (N+2)nd variant on the (N+1)st model of
EWSB is not worth it”, saying that instead people should participate in the LHC
Olympics and work on the “inverse problem” of figuring out from LHC data the 105
parameters of the MSSM or some other model of beyond standard model physics.

Near the beginning of his talk he gave a graph representing (as a function of time)
the average string theorist’s view of the probability that string theory could be used
to calculate standard model parameters. This started out near 1 in 1985, dropping to
a small number in 1995 after the duality revolution showed that strongly coupled
strings didn’t get rid of the wide range of possible backgrounds, and further dropping
to “a number close to the fine tuning of the cosmological constant” in 2000 after the
advent of the Landscape and the non-zero cosmological constant. The same graph
also included a plot for the views of “clueless popularizers and science journalists”,
which had only recently started to head down slightly from 1. He claimed that such
people are ten years behind the times and that it is “not going to be pretty” when they
catch up with the current views of string theorists and realize the theory can’t predict
anything.

While at Perimeter, (according to Lubos Motl) Arkani-Hamed was talking to LQGer
Laurent Freidel about Doubly-Special-Relativity in three dimensions. It’s going to be a
lot of fun to watch what Lubos has to say if and when some of his senior colleagues
start working on LQG, something that seems entirely possible since string theory is
now moribund, whereas LQG is in a much livelier state.

Landscapeology still seems to be making headway at taking over particle theory and
ensuring that it becomes a pseudo-science. If you’ve got $250 and can get to an
access grid facility, next week you can participate by video conferencing in a
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workshop at Ohio State on Strings and the Real World, which will have one day out of
three devoted to the Landscape. I would have thought the title of the workshop would
get into trouble with false advertising laws, since one thing that is clear is that
absolutely none of the talks will be even slightly relevant to the real world.

For a horrific vision of where particle theory is headed, check out the website of the
String Vacuum Project. The idea seems to be to get particle theorists spending their
time developing software to do numerical computations searching amongst the
infinite variety of the Landscape to find something or other. The section of the web-
site on the connection of any of this to real particle phenomenology remains to be
written.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
October 31, 2005

Heat death via mathematicians.

May they expand forever into nothingness!

-drl

2. Arun
October 31, 2005

When the money and public support runs out, unemployed physicists can start
landscaping businesses – “Calabi-Yau lawn service”, and so on. I’m sure there are
some catchy names to be had.

3. Quantoken
November 1, 2005

No no no. How could they do landscaping business. They have too many choices
for customers, 10^500, and they have not built a single landscape yet.

The money will run out much sooner than one expects. There is already a US
Congressional House Resolution about this huge paradigm shift. See also Apollo
Alliance.

What these string theorists can do, is pitch the research on dark energy in
hidden dimentions as a viable research on sustainable alternative energy source
to replace fossil fuel. And there will be huge fund for it. Not that I believe in
these stuff. But people like Kaku have proven themselves to be good
salespersons and good advertisers.

Quantoken

4. hack
November 1, 2005

http://octs.osu.edu/index.php?fuseaction=workshops.viewWorkshop&WorkshopID=12
http://octs.osu.edu/index.php?fuseaction=workshops.viewWorkshop&WorkshopID=12
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This is an uplifting post. I’ve never felt better about leaving physics behind.

5. logopetria
November 1, 2005

“[Arkani-Hamed] said that he believed the cosmological constant was
anthropically determined…”

Can I just check what people like Arkani-Hamed mean by this? To say that some
parameter X is ‘anthropically determined’ means that out of lots of different
worlds (or universes), each having a different value of X, we know that only those
with particular values of X will be habitable – and so obviously that’s what we
observe. Is that right?

So, for example, the Earth’s distance from the Sun is ‘anthropically determined’,
because there are other planets, some are closer to their stars, some further
away, and life will only arise on those that are at roughly the right distance. So
‘anthropic determination’ is a statistical selection effect (selecting from a large,
already existent set of possibilities), rather than anything resembling a
mechanism for fixing a parameter to a value?

6. Nigel
November 1, 2005

“The idea seems to be to get particle theorists spending their time developing
software to do numerical computations…”

Monte Carlo methods and even just numerical integrations of hard to solve
anayltic functions are fun. Also, why not just fit a wave equation to the group
behaviour of particles (molecules in air) and talk sound waves? Far easier than
dealing with the fact that the sound wave has an outward pressure phase
followed by an equal under-pressure phase, giving an outward force and equal-
and-opposite inward reaction which allows music to propagate. Nobody listens to
music, so why should they worry about the physics? Certainly they don’t listen to
explosions where the outward force has an equal and opposite reaction, too,
which in the case of the big bang tells us gravity. Far better to stick to horseshit
computing.

7. Chris Oakley
November 1, 2005

Hi logopetria,

Right.

Anthropically determined = Not determined by our theories.

Landscape = We give up. Tell us, God, how does your universe work?

Spacetime has N dimensions, where N > 4 = Our theory doesn’t work, but we
don’t want to admit it.



(You get the general idea).

8. Dissident
November 1, 2005

Speaking of moribund string theory, I assume everybody’s noticed that Clifford
Johnson over at comsmicvariance has now given undead theory a face:

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/10/30/chewing-things-over/

9. Juan R.
November 1, 2005

In standard particle physics exists something called vacuum. In the opinion of
some of us that ‘vacuum’ is irreal and NEWER experimentally verified. This is
easily proven via a number of recent published advances (e.g. Rev. Mod. Phys.
1995 67(1) 113-155). Then what play the role of the traditional vacuum of QFT?
Hoyle/Narlikar theory explains us that the vacuum is really the ‘thermal-bath’
generated by the rest of the universe. Hoyle/Narlikar theory is a generalization
of Wheeler/Feynman absorber theory.

In Hoyle/Narlikar theory, a single ‘quantum vacua’ means a single environment.
Since there is only a single environment in the observed universe, i see difficult
how one could claim the existence of multiple vacua!

About anthropy insanity, the best criticism i found on this topic was from M. Gell-
Mann. I do not remember exactly the quote -i think that i read in his The quark
and Jaguar book- but was some like

I newer found a version of the anthropic principle that was not trivial or absurd

P.S: Hoyle/Narlikar theory has been already extended -in press- for accounting
some recent work in experimental failures of standard field theory and further
mathematical research

see PRE 1996 53(5) 5373, Phys. Lett A 1990, 146 (1,2) 6, etc.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

10. Kyle
November 1, 2005

Why would this post make you feel better about leaving physics, Hack? It isn’t as
if HEP or theoretical HEP is particularly important to physics anymore.

11. Chris
November 1, 2005

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Arkani-Hamed and many theoreticians
of his generation are primarily technicians. They have mastered a huge array of

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/10/30/chewing-things-over/
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sophisticated formalisms and techniques, and they want to exercise them.

“So, we have a MSSM with 105 free parameters? Great, get us some data, and
we’ll fit them to it. String theory leads us to the Landscape? Don’t worry about it,
and certainly don’t waste time reflecting on what it means; get on with
developing techniques to explore and characterize it. We impressed our elders
and established our careers by getting good at this stuff, so let’s keep doing it
and expand our repertoire.”

That’s what theoretical particle physics is becoming, five years into the 21st
century. The bigger the labyrinth the better; it just gives everybody more to do.

12. Adrian Heathcote
November 1, 2005

This anthropic stuff continues to baffle me and I feel a little bit like Gell-Mann.

Isn’t the point that it is simply an example of our being able to rule out some
theories because they will conflict with a pretty obvious fact about the universe,
namely that we are here to make observations and theorise. It’s a crude
prediction that any true theory must make.

So the AP is just a coarse sieve to winnow out obviously false theories.

Which makes it baffling: how have people been able to invest it with an almost
mystical significance? And why did anyone swallow it in that form?

cheers

13. Syksy Rasanen
November 2, 2005

Peter, what did you think of Burt Ovrut’s talk on building realistic models in
string theory?

14. woit
November 2, 2005

Adrian:

“Which makes it baffling: how have people been able to invest it with an almost
mystical significance? And why did anyone swallow it in that form?”

Good questions. I’d claim it’s because the string theory unification program has
failed, but its proponents refuse to admit this. With a theory on their hands that
can’t predict anything, they’ve turned to anthropism in desperation to avoid
admitting failure.

Syksy:

I didn’t listen to the whole talk. Every so often I try and check out what progress
has been made on this problem of getting the standard model. The kind of thing



Ovrut is talking about has been pursued by many, many people for 20 years. My
understanding of the current state of affairs is that they can, through a rather
complicated construction, get something which at low energies is just the MSSM
and lots of moduli fields. The problems with the moduli fields are well known.
Their methods don’t seem to allow them to calculate a single one of the 125 or so
parameters of the MSSM, or predict anything about supersymmetry breaking.
This all looks to me like what you expect to happen if you pursue a wrong idea:
by complicating things enough you can reproduce some of the gross features of
nature, but no matter what you do you can’t come up with a real prediction, or
even a convincing postdiction.

15. logopetria
November 2, 2005

“[String theorists have] turned to anthropism in desperation to avoid admitting
failure.”

This is something I still don’t understand. As Adrian (implicitly) asks, what is
there to the “anthropic principle” aside from “agreement with particular
observed facts”? How does the fact that the universe is habitable rule out any
theory, except to the extent that the theory has already failed to agree with other
observations (about the coupling constants, particle masses etc)?

OK, so here’s a way it could be different. Given a theory that fails to predict
some quantity, one thing you could do is just put in the exact value of that
parameter by hand, and show that the theory can at least accommodate it. But
instead of that, you could do something different – you could just put in by hand
the fact that these parameters lie within a certain range (i.e. the range required
for life). That’s a weaker constraint, but it might force some predictions out of
the theory. So, for example, your theory might say: “If the speed of light has to
be within a range compatible with life, then the only allowed value turns out to
be exactly c“. Then, it seems, something anthropic-looking would appear to be
doing some predictive work. Is that what’s going on?

16. D R Lunsford
November 2, 2005

Chris – re “technicians” – yes indeed, this was pointed out to me by my advisor –
the machinery is so dense that you can crank out work without even thinking. Of
course the latter is what goes missing, and without that one gets boredom.

These technicians also tend to rely on cults of personality, lacking as they are in
the necessary mental wattage.

-drl

17. dan
November 2, 2005

“possible since string theory is now moribund, whereas LQG is in a much livelier
state.”



so what is the current story on
1- string theory entropy for “ordinary” BH’s
2- LQG on BH (with the discussion of transcedental numbers and ln2 versus ln3)
3- do LQG still predict wavelength-dependent photon velocity deviations of c? —
something that could be “tested”

18. Juan R.
November 3, 2005

Adrian

If you are devoted the best years of your life to a head horse.

If you are popularized your wrong theory in mass media before verifying that
was correct -somewhat as cold fusion scandal- and moreover have used
dishonest actions -as saying not the true, hidding the flaws of the theory, etc.-

If you have claimed in almost every talk, paper, popular book, etc. that people
against string theory was either stupid or ignorant.

Then you have only two ‘exists’.

1) Intelectual suicide

2) Continuous negation of evidence

It is interesting how some string theorists begin to claim that the problem of
prediction is not with string theory. It is with our incorrect understanding of
prediction.

Since string theory does not fit basic requirements of science. String theorists,
who do not choose option 1 of above, are claiming that we may change scientific
method!!!

This is a pure nonsense and reflects desesperation of the field

Ironic question: When Kaku will propose the travel of all humanity to an
alternative ‘elegant’ universe where string theory fits data?

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



Nekrasov, Pure Spinors and the Berkovits
Superstring

November 1, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a new paper out tonight by Nikita Nekrasov entitled Lectures on curved beta-
gamma system, pure spinors, and anomalies. Motivated by questions about the
covariant superstring quantization method being studied in recent years by Berkovits,
Nekrasov considers a sigma model with target space the space of “pure spinors”. For
more about pure spinors I suggest consulting “Spin Geometry” by Lawson and
Michelson, but in general they are a subspace of the full spinor space with
remarkable properties. In R2n, a pure spinor determines a complex structure on R2n,
one that doesn’t change when you multiply the spinor by a complex scalar.
Furthermore, modding out by the action of the complex scalars, the space Q(2n) of
projective pure spinors is a Kahler manifold, isomorphic to O(2n)/U(n). This is a
projective algebraic variety, and geometric quantization of it gives back the space of
spinors. There’s quite a lot of beautiful geometry in this story.

Unfortunately, in the Berkovits story the target space of the sigma model is not Q(2n),
which is smooth and has every nice property one could ask for, but the space of pure
spinors themselves which is a cone over Q(2n), and has a singularity at the origin.
How to handle this singularity is the problem Nekrasov is addressing. This is a rather
technical business, one about which I’m no expert (and I’m not sure there are many
experts out there on this topic other than Berkovits and Nekrasov).

At the end of his paper Nekrasov makes what appear to be some remarkable
comments. He describes two ways to deal with the singularity. The first is to just
remove it and work with a non-compact target space. In his paper he shows that this
removes certain potential anomalies, but he comments that doing this causes “some
unclear issues with the definitions of string measure”. The second way to deal with
the singularity is to blow it up, working with the total space of a complex line bundle
over Q(2n). Nekrasov claims that if you do this the superstring “would cease to be
consistent beyond tree and one-loop level, thereby killing at once the landscape
problem.” The reference is to Susskind’s anthropic landscape paper, although
Nekrasov refers to Susskind as “Sussking”.

I’m assuming this is some sort of perverse joke, since if the superstring is inconsistent
on flat ten-dimensional space, there’s every reason to believe it’s also going to be
inconsistent on curved 10d spaces and what gets killed is not just the landscape, but
the whole idea of unification based on the 10d superstring. Nekrasov goes on to end
with the comment that “This is of course one of the unrealized, so far, hopes to solve
some pressing predictive issues of string theory by capitalizing on its unusual, from
the conventional quantum field theory point of view, perturbation theory”, referring to
a 1987 paper of Greg Moore that I don’t have access to at the moment.

I’m curious to hear what people more expert in this subject think of all this. There are
various relevant blog entries: Robert Helling and Urs Schreiber on Nekrasov’s talk a
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couple weeks ago about this in Hamburg, a recent posting by Jacques Distler, and a
report on a talk by Berkovits at the KITP in August by Andrew Neitzke. For some
relevant papers on the arxiv, see a paper by Berkovits and Nekrasov from earlier this
year as well as quite a few papers by Berkovits and other collaborators written over
the last few years.

Update: A commenter wrote in to point out that the Moore paper is available on-line
as a scan of the preprint at KEK.

After my post appeared, there were later posts on this topic by Jacques Distler and
Lubos Motl. Lubos seems to agree with me that Nekrasov’s comment about an
inconsistency in the quantization of the superstring in flat 10d killing the landscape is
rather bizarre, since such an inconsistency would probably then hold in all
backgrounds.

Funny, but if you look at trackbacks for the Nekrasov paper, they’re there for Distler
and Motl’s blog entries but not mine, even though mine appeared earlier. I guess
whatever the moderation policy is for trackbacks these days, I’m in a separate
category.

Update: After inquiring with the arXiv about what was going on about this trackback,
I just heard that it has been posted. It’s still unclear to me what their moderation
system is.

Comments

1. Anonymous
November 2, 2005

Spires has a link to a KEK scanned version of the 1987 Greg Moore lecture.

2. D R Lunsford
November 2, 2005

That is fascinating.

Here is some interesting work by Trautman, which is fascinating in its own right:

http://www.fuw.edu.pl/~amt/gaspin.ps
http://www.fuw.edu.pl/~amt/gps.ps

They seem to be generalizations of twistors to other spaces. It sounds a little like
line geometry (Pluecker).

-drl

-drl

3. Wolfgang
November 2, 2005
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> Nekrasov claims that if you do this the superstring “would cease to be
consistent beyond tree and one-loop level

I thought it was explicitly shown that two-loop is consistent.
So this would indicate that something is wrong with the PS approach ?

4. Mafra
November 2, 2005

Last month it was explicitly shown that the four point two-loop amplitude
computation in the pure spinor formalism agrees with the RNS result (when all
states are NS).
So, there is no indication that the PS approach is wrong up to 2-loops.

5. Urs Schreiber
November 2, 2005

One needs to deal with the singularity of the pure spinor space. This is a
technically issue of correctly working out the formalism.

One way one might guess to deal with it is to ‘blow it up’.

If you’d blow up the singularity of the pure spinor space, then there’d be
incosistencies above one loop.

So it’s the wrong thing to do.

Unless you argue like Nekrasov mentions one could argue. You could argue that
you redefine your theory to be given by the beta/gamma model on the blown up
space of pure spinors, by definition. This is now a different gadget than the
original theory. Since it is inconsisztent on flat target space, it is apparently more
constrained than the original theory. So maybe (that’s Nekrasov’s idea), maybe
there are only very few target spaces which would make a pure spinor string
with a blown-up space of pure spinors consistent.

6. anonymous
November 2, 2005

it appears that the “moderation policy is that you have to submit your own
trackbacks.

http://www.arxiv.org/help/trackback/

7. woit
November 2, 2005

OK, I just tried submitting a manual trackback and will see what happens. The
documentation does seem to claim that auto-discovery of trackbacks is supposed
to be supported.

8. Matt
November 2, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/help/trackback/
http://www.arxiv.org/help/trackback/


Peter, it’s not a secret that they won’t post your trackback on the arxiv. The arxiv
is for scientific exchange only, to which you have not contributed at least since
1989.

9. woit
November 2, 2005

Hi “Matt” (aka “Michael”) from Brandeis,

Whoever you are, you’re as much of a cowardly asshole as ever. What is it about
string theory that causes its proponents to behave like this?

10. D R Lunsford
November 2, 2005

Peter, that’s a more interesting question than anything about string theory
proper. I have my own theories about it, which I will keep to myself.

-drl

11. Who
November 3, 2005

I see where Steven Weinberg has bet the life of Andrei Linde plus one dog,
apparently on the string theory Landscape.

see the conclusions on page 13 of a paper by Weinberg posted today
hep-th/0511037

“As for me, I have just enough confidence about the multiverse to bet the lives of
both Andrei Linde and Martin Rees’s dog. ”

Do I hear two dogs?

12. D R Lunsford
November 3, 2005

That is really distressing. “Gravitation and Cosmology” is still the best gravity
textbook.

-drl

13. D R Lunsford
November 3, 2005

It reminds me of Hegel’s “proof” that there were no more planets – just before
Ceres was discovered.

-drl

14. D R Lunsford
November 4, 2005



OK I read the entire paper – what a mess. Apparently Weinberg has the now
common attitude, “since I’m the smartest guy in town, and I can’t figure it out,
we have to change the definition of science so that I can”. You’d think a little
embarrassment would creep in.

-drl

15. Chris Oakley
November 4, 2005

Weinberg’s paper is depressing, and ultimately, irresponsible. As one of the most
influential people in particle physics it is his duty to try to make the subject
attractive to bright young mathematicians and physicists currently at school or
university. The promise of nothing better than the application of anthropic
reasoning to research problems certainly would not have drawn me into the
subject, and I rather suspect that the same applies to the majority of young
people today.

Anthropic reasoning is in any case circular. We work out what we believe to be
the physical processes necessary for life and then study the range of values of
physical constants that allow this to work. But all we are doing is finding out
what works for our particular form of life. What if a different set of constants led
to varieties of life vastly different from our own? It is arrogant to assume that the
set of nuclear and chemical reactions that led to us are the only ones possible.
I do not agree with his analogy concerning Kepler’s unfulfilled wish to be able to
predict planetary distances. At least Kepler and Newton had a full dynamical
theory. With the string theory landscape everything is up in the air.

16. Dissident
November 4, 2005

That paper has a truly remarkable cringe factor.

17. Arun
November 4, 2005

Weinberg does say that it would help to know what string theory is (w.r.t. the
work of classifying string vacua). So, we have to accept as a philosophical truth
(as it is unverifiable scientifically) some conclusion from a theory which we
cannot formulate completely?

18. Juan R.
November 4, 2005

Weinberg’s paper is fascinating.

It is an open oportunity for any new ‘Weinberg’.

Solve the problem that Weinberg cannot. This may be the message to the young
generations.



I, at least, am sure that ‘Weinbergs’ born each 50 years.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

19. Wolfgang
November 4, 2005

who,

I mentioned Weinberg’s latest opus on my blog (just click on my name).
I would certainly not bet my dog on this …

20. Chris Oakley
November 4, 2005

I would happily bet my dog, car, house, life, your dog, your car, your life, anyone
else’s life or anything else in a bet where it is never possible to say whether
either party has won.
What I would rather do, though, is to sell an option. Someone can pay me a
million dollars now, and if it is established that a multiverse exists in some given
time frame – twenty years, let’s say (that is, twenty years in this particular
universe for an observer not moving at relativistic speeds relative to this planet),
then I pay ten million dollars back.

21. MathPhys
November 5, 2005

Is it possible that a certain arXiv moderator just doesn’t like you, Peter?
Seriously, I can imagine that certain string theorists would prefer not to divert
too much traffic to this site.

Incidentally, what’s the current job situation like, for string theorists, in the US,
nowadays? In the mid 80’s, only string theorists could get postdoctoral positions,
in the mid 90’s, no string theorists could get positions. What’s it like it in the mid
00’s?



Weinberg Goes Anthropic

November 4, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

As a commenter here noted last night, and other commenters have discussed in the
last posting, Steven Weinberg has just put on the arXiv an article entitled Living in
the Multiverse. In it, he correctly points out that theoretical physics was immensely
successful during the twentieth century as it adopted a fundamental paradigm of
exploiting symmetries and quantum mechanical consistency conditions, using these to
develop extremely powerful and predictive theories. Initial hopes for superstring
theory were that it would lead to further progress along similar lines, but these have
not worked out at all.

Faced with the failure of superstring theory to provide any new predictions based on
a useful new symmetry principle or consistency condition, instead of drawing the
obvious conclusion that it’s just a wrong idea about how to get beyond the standard
model, Weinberg instead proposes to dump the lessons of the success of twentieth
century physics:

Now we may be at a new turning point, a radical change in what we accept as a
legitimate foundation for a physical theory. The current excitement is of course a
consequence of the discovery of a vast number of solutions of string theory, beginning
in 2000 with the work of Bousso and Polchinski.

What Weinberg sees as “excitement” is what some others have characterized as
“depression and desperation”. His “radical change in what we accept as a legitimate
foundation for a physical theory” seems to be to give up on the idea of a fundamental
theory that predicts things and instead adopt the “anthropic reasoning” paradigm of
how to do physics. Weinberg goes through various examples of his own recent work of
this kind, announcing that the probability of seeing a vacuum energy of the observed
value is 15.6% (this seems to me to violate my high school physics teacher’s dictum
about not quoting results to insignificant figures, but I’m not sure how you’d put error
bars on that kind of number anyway). He also quotes approvingly recent anthropic
work of Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Kachru, as well as that of his colleague
Jacques Distler. All he has to say about the underlying string theory motivation for all
this is that “it wouldn’t hurt in this work if we knew what string theory is.”

In his final comments he acknowledges that this new vision of fundamental physics is
not as solidly based as the theory of evolution. Describing the strength of his belief in
it, he says “I have just enough confidence about the multiverse to bet the lives of both
Andrei Linde and Martin Rees’s dog.” One can’t be sure exactly what that means
without knowing how he personally feels about Andrei Linde, or cruelty to innocent
dogs.

Weinberg’s article is based on a talk given at a symposium in September at
Cambridge on the topic “Expectations of a Final Theory”. I haven’t been able to find
out anything else about this symposium, and would be interested to hear any other
information about it that anyone else has. The article will be published in a

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511037
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511037
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511037
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511037


Cambridge University Press volume Universe or Multiverse?, edited by Bernard Carr
(the president of the Society for Psychical Research), about which I’ve posted earlier
here.

I’m curious whether this Cambridge symposium was one of the infinite number of
such things funded by the Templeton Foundation. Next week the Vatican will be
sponsoring a Templeton-funded conference held in the Vatican City on the topic of
Infinity in Science, Philosophy and Theology. It will feature a talk by Juan Maldacena
on “Infinity as Simplification”, and is part of a larger Vatican/Templeton project called
Science, Theology and the Ontological Quest. This project is designed to promote the
vision of scientific research outlined by Pope John Paul II in two encyclical letters,
including the rule that scientific research must be “grounded in the ‘fear of God’
whose transcendent sovereignty and provident love in the governance of the world
reason must recognize.”

Update: Lubos Motl has some comments on the Weinberg article. This is one topic on
which we seem to be in agreement.

Update (much, much later, May 2022): Rereading this posting many years later, I
decided to check on the question of Templeton funding raised here. The Weinberg
article was published in the volume Universe or Multiverse?, and the
Acknowledgements section there has:

First and foremost, I must acknowledge the support of the John Templeton
Foundation, which hosted the Stanford meeting in 2003 and helped to fund
the two Cambridge meetings in 2001 and 2005.

Comments

1. Ranger
November 4, 2005

(edited version)

As a young physicist, I was looking for some career advice.

After teaching all the labs and classes for years in grad school, writing all the
grant proposals, and doing all the research, it would be fun to have a job and get
paid someday.

Should we completely cut off all relations with physics and reality, and instead
fully devote ourselves to ingratiating the tenured dinosaurs who now say we
must abandon the scientific method so as to turn their failures into success?

Should we hide the fact that we have theories with postulates that are based in
logic and reason?

Should we bury all independent thought, and discard our theories which unify
disparate phenomena with simple principles?

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=179
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=179
http://www.stoqnet.org/stoq05/index.html
http://www.stoqnet.org/stoq05/index.html
http://www.stoqnet.org/
http://www.stoqnet.org/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/11/anthropic-weinberg.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/11/anthropic-weinberg.html
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/universe-or-multiverse/38972284ED1AECC0A692CF429DF57D53
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/universe-or-multiverse/38972284ED1AECC0A692CF429DF57D53


What would you do if you wanted a job?

Are there any journals out there taht favor logic, reason, and postulates over
cronyism and nepotistic jargon?

Thanks all!

Having fun working on some lowly patents here. 

2. DMS
November 4, 2005

Note also that
The STOQ Project is aimed at developing the dialogue and the
confrontation between Science and Religion, to face many theoretical,
ethical and cultural challenges posed by current developments in science
to the Christian vision of world, the human person and society.

What possessed the Fields medallist Enrico Bombieri also to talk at such a
forum? I wonder what these scientists think of Giordono Bruno, Galileo and
Copernicus. This is very depressing indeed (not just silly, as in the case of
Weinberg).

3. woit
November 4, 2005

Hi DMS,

One motivation for people to attend these Templeton sponsored things is that
they tend to pay very well. Actually I found the STOQ Project and conference
really silly, but the Weinberg article extremely depressing.

4. R
November 4, 2005

To me, this just seems like (justifiably) eminent thinkers who realize they are
approaching the end of their usefulness in physics and want to think that they
know what the next big thing will be — in order for them to believe they still
have some small part to play.

5. D R Lunsford
November 4, 2005

What’s perhaps most distressting – W wrote this paper using quantum optics
grants. I’ll bet he can’t even point a telescope!

-drl

6. JC
November 4, 2005

Speaking of funding issues, has anybody with Weinberg’s stature ever had their



grants cancelled by the government funding agencies (ie. NSF, DOE, etc …)?

7. Thomas Larsson
November 4, 2005

I have heard Weinberg twice, I think. The first time was during the Nobel lecture
in 1979. Back then, I was a sophomore and basically didn’t get anything. The
second time was when Rubbia and van der Meer won the prize in 1984, and
Weinberg was on the panel during the Nobel lecture. This was the first time I
realized that people were excited about string theory (I had previously tried to
read Schwarz’ 1982 review on my own, without success). In particular, I
remember Weinberg making one prediction: that the 1991 Nobel prize would go
to one of the smart young string theorists. So S.W. has evidently made at least
one manifestly wrong prediction.

Perhaps growing up means that you realize that the heroes of your youth have
become pathetic old men. It is nevertheless tragic.

8. D R Lunsford
November 4, 2005

TL – W was basically completely wrong about gravity as well (although he did it
perfectly in his book).

-drl

9. woit
November 4, 2005

Hi Thomas,

One of my colleagues this morning, after being shown the Weinberg article,
commented that Weinberg must just be senile. Unfortunately I don’t think that’s
what’s going on. Weinberg wants to be part of whatever the hot topic in particle
theory is, and the landscape is the hot topic these days. It’s being driven mainly
by younger people, not by seventy-year-olds, and you can’t put their behavior
down to senility.

10. Ranger
November 4, 2005

Is everyone getting the feeling that String Theory is the Enron of physics?

Wouldn’t it be fun to do a documentary and ask Brian Greene, “Yes–those were
some very pretty animations in your show, and yes, we might well live in ten or
twenty or thirty dimensions, but what exactly do you mean? What are the laws of
string theory? What are the postulates? Besides TV shows and tenure and
millions of tax payer dollars, what are string theory’s hopes and dreams? Finally,
could you please draw the intersection of the seventeenth dimension with the
twenty third dimension? I have no idea how to picture this, but I imagine it must
be very beautiful. Please share. Einstein and Feyman and Farady and Dirac and



Newton and Ohm and Ampere and Gauss shared their wisdom in simple
equations, so could you please do the same? Thanks! And keep on rockin’!!!!”

11. elmer fudd
November 4, 2005

what is pathetic is being unable to even consider a paradigm shift. The history of
science is littered with pathetic scientists of all ages who just could not let go of
old ways of thinking.

The current situation seems to be littered with spectators who would rather
consider distinguished older scientists, and the most creative younger ones,
wrong rather than let go of their little box of intellectual familiarity.

12. elmer fudd
November 4, 2005

Isn’t the classic scenario that older scientists cling to the theories of their own
generation that they helped create? Now you’re saying that older scientists want
to jump on the bandwagon. Which is it?

13. woit
November 4, 2005

Hi Elmer,

Nothing against paradigm shifts myself, I actually think particle theory is in
desperate need of one right now. But if the paradigm shift is to completely trash
the intellectual traditions of physics in order to prop up a failed research
program that some people have a lot invested in, count me out.

In this instance, Weinberg is both jumping on a bandwagon and clinging to a
theory he helped create (the anthropic “prediction” of the CC is generally
attributed to him).

String theory is no longer a cutting edge new idea only embraced by the young.
It has been around since about 1970. Young Turks who first came up with it
(Susskind, Schwarz, etc.) are now old enough to collect Social Security. Those
who came of age at the time of the First Superstring Revolution (1984) are now
deep into middle age and losing their hair (I know a lot about this, this was my
generation). Younger people trying to make a career for themselves in recent
years have to do so in the context of an ossified ideology older than they are.
That they end up doing things to prop it up in order to get ahead is not
particularly surprising.

14. Ranger
November 4, 2005

Whoah elmer.

The only thing people are saying is that science does science and religion does



religion.

You can use a fork to dig a grave and eat your spaghetti with a shovel, but we’re
allowed to laugh.

As a young scientist my greatest fear is that the old guard is pulling up all the
ladders of objectivity, logic, and reason, and surrounding their NSF funded
castles with useful-idiot grad student guards who will shoot you on site if you ask
questions such as, “how many millions of dollars has each new dimension cost
the NSF?”

The first three dimensions came relatively inexpensively.

And the fourth dimension was a bargain too.

But now it seems that each new dimension costs billions.

And can we really use them?

Can I take my date there tonight?

If so, then rock on, as there aren’t any good bands playing tonight.

15. Aaron
November 4, 2005

“Weinberg wants to be part of whatever the hot topic in particle theory is, and
the landscape is the hot topic these days”

Actually, Weinberg’s mostly working on cosmology these days. I really doubt
Weinberg does much of anything because of fashion. As you note, he was making
anthropic arguments before any of the stringy types jumped on the wagon.

16. Kris Krogh
November 4, 2005

Hi D R Lunsford,

“W was basically completely wrong about gravity as well (although he did it
perfectly in his book).”

Could you elaborate? I’m familiar with the book, which I admire very much, but
not the mistakes about gravity.

17. Shantanu
November 4, 2005

Peter , I believe this conference was held at Cambridge university in 2001
and was discussed in Physics world. Smolin also has contributed to this volume
(hep-th/0407213), so has Wilczek (hep-ph/0408167). some other contributions
for this conference on preprint archive are by Aguirre (astro-ph/0506519)



See http://space.mit.edu/home/tegmark/photos/science/anthrofest_010830.jpg
which I believe is a photo of this conference (although I see neither Weinberg
nor Wilczek in the photo)

18. woit
November 4, 2005

Hi Shantanu,

Weinberg’s article says his talk was on Sept. 2 of this year. There have been lots
of “multiverse” conferences over the last few years, often sponsored by
Templeton, at least a couple of them at Stanford.

19. blank
November 4, 2005

I’m not a big historian of science, so could somebody please tell me, are there
any past instances of succesful paradigm shifts, driven not to kill off an old
theory which cannot explain empirical data, but instead to save an existing
theory which cannot explain empirical data? This would seem truly to be a
paradigm shift among paradigm shifts.

20. D R Lunsford
November 4, 2005

KK – he claimed that the geometrical picture that makes gravity sensible, is
unimportant. He then wrote a 500 page book that is thoroughly geometrical!

-drl

21. Kris Krogh
November 4, 2005

Hi DRL,

Point well taken. Meisner, Thorne and Wheeler have said the same. But maybe
Weinberg’s heart was really in the right place. I don’t think it’s unreasonable to
look for alternatives to complicated geometries to explain gravity, particles, etc…
That was the road to this string theory mess!

Here’s an alternative to to general relativity which is quantum-mechanical rather
than geometrical: http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9910325

22. Jean-Paul
November 4, 2005

The whole story is very weird. Within 1 week, I see Weinberg’s article in Physics
Today on Einstein’s mistakes and then his own arXiv paper in which he
essentially disintegrates as a physicists, quotes cardinal Schoenberg and cracks
silly jokes. My suspicion was that he was getting senile, but then I felt
embarassed by such disrespectful thoughts…
So let’s simply forget about the whole incident, drop the curtain and remember

http://space.mit.edu/home/tegmark/photos/science/anthrofest_010830.jpg
http://space.mit.edu/home/tegmark/photos/science/anthrofest_010830.jpg
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9910325
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9910325


Steven Weiberg at his best…

23. Tony Smith
November 4, 2005

Are there sociological pressures in the U. Texas physics department that might
force Weinberg to conform or be ostracized ?
My view is that ostracism by one’s “peers” (read fellow members of the U. Texas
physics department, in the instant case) can be a powerful force inducing
conformity of thought.
Consider, for example, “silent treatment” in military academies.
If Weinberg is stuck in such an environment, it is possible that even someone of
his mental ability (evidenced for example by his excellent 1972 book Gravitation
and Cosmology mentioned by DRL and his more recent 3-volume treatise on
Quantum Theory of Fields) might be so “brainwashed”.
If so, U. Texas should be ashamed of its physics department. Further, if the U.
Texas physics department does have such an environment, it might even tarnish
the highly favorable reputation now enjoyed by that university due to its
currently successful football team.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

24. Aaron
November 4, 2005

“Are there sociological pressures in the U. Texas physics department that might
force Weinberg to conform or be ostracized ?”

That may well be the funniest thing I’ve read in years.

And no, he’s not senile. Just because you disagree with someone — and I’m
against the anthropic principle — it doesn’t make him nuts.

25. D R Lunsford
November 4, 2005

“smoking or not? Multi or uni verse? May I take your coat?”

-drl

26. Moshe Rozali
November 4, 2005

Aaron, That also brought a smile to my face, I’d like to see someone try giving
Weinberg “the silent treatment”… also noteworthy, for earlier and more serious
comments, is the fact that Weinberg’s first paper on the subject is from 1987, so
it is not clear who is jumping on which bandwagon.

The paper itself is really nice, as usual. I liked the clean separation between the
anthropic principle (which is a tautology) and the “principle of mediocracy”

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


which is much more problematic.

27. Tung
November 4, 2005

There’s also an article by Weinberg in the latest issue of Physics Today, titled
“Einstein’s Mistakes”.
http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-58/iss-11/p31.html

28. D R Lunsford
November 4, 2005

I should write out a detailed destruction of these (anhistorical) “arguments”. “It
is a pity that Einstein gave up on Kaluza-Klein..” etc. etc. And what about Pauli?
Dirac? Everyone gave up on KK theory because it was demonstrably content-
free.

-drl

29. Quantum_Ranger
November 5, 2005

Whatever stringtheory is?..it’s not part of this Universe, no matter how wrong we
are in our understanding of our Universe.

It’s apparently quite clear that the only saving grace of the stringtheory era, is
choosing the right ‘get out clause’. Anthropic reasoning is quite obvious the only
way out, as embarassing as it is, its the one and only way out.

Finding ‘multi-universe’ reasons to which they can catogorize a Universe, where
they know they would be absolutely correct in stating that stringtheory would
finally exist somewhere!..although not in this universe..there is a more than
likely probability that it exists elswhere?

Saving grace future headline replacing the previous ST headline of wondering
how they discovered stringtheory?>,.. (you know the one:where a monkey left
some mathematical clue from the future, and it suddenly was discovered in the
20th century, explaining the discovery of ST-MTheory?)..HEADLINE:We had the
correct theory..but it was in the wrong Universe!..oops!.. sorry wrong place and
wrong time!

Even to mathematically show this to be ‘almost’ true..we would all have to pack
our weekend overnight suitcase’s, and visit the correct Universe to see for
ourselves.

Problem?..why go to another Universe just to proof ST!

30. MathPhys
November 5, 2005

“Those who came of age at the time of the First Superstring Revolution (1984)
are now deep into middle age and losing their hair (I know a lot about this, this

http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-58/iss-11/p31.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-58/iss-11/p31.html


was my generation).”

Speak for yourself, Peter!

31. Arun
November 5, 2005

Off-topic for this thread, but suitable for Not Even Wrong?

http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/story/0,3605,1627424,00.html

followed by

http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0507193

32. Quantoken
November 5, 2005

I only have this to say: Weinberg is getting old now and he no longer say
anything intelligent.

I could not bear to read on when reaching the end of the third paragraph, which
he claimed never before was a symmetry principle involved. One who made such
a statement should return whatever prize he was once rewarded for being
intelligent.

I thought it’s taught to every kindergarten kid who has learned any physics at
all, that Each one symmetry principle is ALWAYS associated with one
corresponding conservation law, and vise versa.

By Weinberg’s extraordinary claim, he is suggesting there had been no
conservation law proposed before Einstein. He must have forgot all the physics
he leaerned. For example, what is the corresponding symmetry that caused
Galileo to believe that an object shall continue to move at constant speed, if left
free of inference of any external force? Weinberg should have known better.

Quantoken

33. island
November 5, 2005

I liked the clean separation between the anthropic principle (which is a
tautology) and the “principle of mediocracy?? which is much more problematic.

Has anybody but me ever tried to actually answering the obvious and begged
question of what good physical reason might exist for the implied “specialness”,
rather than to automatically assume that it’s a circular reasoned tautology.

FYI: The principle of mediocrity only applies to banded spriral galaxies that are
on the same evolutionary “plane” as us. SETI is wasting its time looking
elsewhere.

http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/story/0,3605,1627424,00.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/story/0,3605,1627424,00.html
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0507193
http://xxx.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0507193


34. Nigel
November 5, 2005

Feynman, Character of Physical Law, BBC 1965, page 57-8:

“It always bothers me that, according to the laws as we understand them today,
it takes a computing machine an infinite number of logical operations to figure
out what goes on in no matter how tiny a region of space, and no matter how tiny
a region of time. How can all that be going on in that tiny space? Why should it
take an infinite amount of logic to figure out what one tiny piece of space/time is
going to do? So I have often made the hypothesis that ultimately physics will not
require a mathematical statement, that in the end the machinery will be
revealed, and the laws will turn out to be simple, like the chequer board with all
its apparent complexities. But … it is not good to be too prejudiced about these
things.”

Earlier in the book he had reviewed the LeSage ether theory, concluding on p. 39
that it didn’t do anything right as of 1964:

” ‘Well,’ you say, ‘it was a good one, and I got rid of the mathematics for a while.
Maybe I could invent a better one.’ Maybe you can, because nobody knows the
ultimate. But up to today [1964], from the time of Newton, no one has invented
another theoretical description of the mathematical machinery behind this law
which does not either say the same thing over again, or make the mathematics
harder, or predict some wrong phenomena. So there is no model of the theory of
gravitation today, other the mathematical form.”

These lectures were given at Cornell in 1964, filmed and transmitted on BBC2 in
Britain in 1965. It is a pity they are not available on DVD or on the internet.
People like Weinberg could learn from them.

35. Tony Smith
November 5, 2005

1986 – Weinberg said “… In the last two years, theoretical physicists have
become intensely excited over the idea that the ultimate constituents of nature …
are … strings. … [each of]… these theories … has no free parameters in it …
‘solve the string theory’ … mean[s] to find out what these theories predict at
much lower energies than 10^18 GeV …
The aim today is to try to find out whether the theory does in fact predict the
standard model of the weak, electromagnetic, and strong interactions.
If it does then the second question is, what does it predict for those seventeen or
more parameters of the standard model … the mass of the electron, the mass of
the quarks, and so on?
If it does, then that’s it. …”. (from his 1986 Dirac Memorial Lecture)

1992 – Weinberg said “… Physicists will certainly keep trying to explain the
constants of nature without resort to anthropic arguments. My own best guess is
that we are going to find that in fact all of the constants (with one possible
exception … the cosmological constant …) are fixed by symmetry principles of
one sort or other and that the existence of some form of life will turn out not to



require any very impressive fine-tuning of the laws of nature. …” (from his book
Dreams of a Final Theory)

2005 – Weinberg said “… when the effort to extend the Standard Model to
include gravity led to widespread interest in string theory, we expected to score
the success or failure of this theory in the same way as for the Standard Model:
String theory would be a success if its symmetry principles and consistency
conditions led to a successful prediction of the free parameters of the Standard
Model.
Now we may be at a new turning point, a radical change in what we accept as a
legitimate foundation for a physical theory. …
Unless one can find a reason to reject all but a few of the string theory vacua, we
will have to accept that much of what we had hoped to calculate are
environmental parameters, like the distance of the earth from the sun, whose
values we will never be able to deduce from first principles. … Theories based on
anthropic calculation certainly represent a retreat from what we had hoped for:
the calculation of all fundamental parameters from first principles….”. (from his
paper Living in the Multiverse at hep-th/0511037)

Why has Weinberg relaxed his standards for a well-founded physical theory from
“predict … parameters of the standard model” in 1986
to
anthropic principle only for the cosmological constant / vacuum energy in 1992
to
“much of what we had hoped to calculate are environmental parameters” in 2005
?

If Aaron is correct that Weinberg is “not senile” and that he is not responding to
sociological pressures, then:
What accounts for the deterioration in Weinberg’s standards for a well-founded
physical theory ?
Why does Weinberg not even mention the possibility that the “retreat” should be
a retreat from string theory itself rather than a retreat from high standards for a
well-founded physical theory ?

My only remaining guess is that, as Weinberg said in his 1986 Dirac Memorial
Lecture, “Many of us are betting the most valuable thing we have, our time …”
on string theory, and that Weinberg, having invested a lot of time in string
theory, is, like some monetary investment losers, unwilling to cut his losses and
move on.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

36. Juan R.
November 5, 2005

The problem of being smart is when one begins to believe it is true.

Juan R.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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37. Juan R.
November 5, 2005

Kris Krogh,

Weinberg did an atempt to quantize gravity based in previous work by Feynman.
Now we know that gravity is nonrenormalizable as a field theory.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

38. John Gonsowski
November 5, 2005

Tony, yes it may be more that Weinberg has blinders on than a “brainwashing”
but I guess it’s the same thing really. It’s not like the leaders in the field haven’t
come up with good ideas. You’ve mentioned Susskind and Smolin both having
nice 27-dim M-theory related papers. Nobody seems to get excited even over
their own good ideas. You seem more interested in SU(5) GUT than its creators.
You’ve talked with Schreiber and Baez about Feynman lattices and exceptional
algebras but the excitement doesn’t seem to last past the conversation. People
don’t seem to get excited enough about their own good ideas to pursue them far
enough. You would make for a nice refreshing Discover magazine article kind of
for the same reasons the Penrose article was refreshing (even if it was not all
correct).

39. Nigel
November 5, 2005

I read Weinberg’s “Dreams of a Final Theory” when it came out, but can’t
remember a word from it. I think he had his day with “The First Three Minutes”
in 1977. Dreams can easily turn into nightmares with science.

40. MathPhys
November 5, 2005

I heard that S Coleman used to say that the reason why “The First Three
Minutes” sold so well is that people thought it was about sex.

41. Kris Krogh
November 5, 2005

Juan R.,

“Weinberg did an atempt to quantize gravity based in previous work by
Feynman. Now we know that gravity is nonrenormalizable as a field theory.”

Do we know that? I think it’s only been shown for gravity theories exactly
equivalent to general relativiity, as Weinberg’s was. The Yilmaz theory is



renormalizable, for example.

Feynman called renormalization a “dippy process.” And he said he didn’t know
whether renormalizability is a valid test of a theory’s correctness or not.

Ever look and look for something and can’t find it — then it turns up in a place
you didn’t look because you “knew” it wasn’t there?

42. Chris W.
November 5, 2005

There is a subtle but noticeably subversive tone in Weinberg’s article. (Why not
bet his own life on the multiverse?) Think of Shostakovich’s work while Stalin
was still alive. I’d say the man knows exactly what he is doing; he is hedging his
bets, and gently pointing out that the foundation is hardly stable.

(Einstein said, “To punish me for my contempt for authority, fate made me an
authority myself.”)

43. MathPhys
November 5, 2005

My understanding from the comments of people like John Baez and Steve Carlip
is that Yilmaz’ theory is simply wrong.

Einstein’s theory is a cultural phenomenon: A major, far reaching theory and a
pillar of modern physics that was created single handedly by one man (unlike
quantum mechanics), in the absence of any pressing experimental motivation
(unlike both quantum mechanics and special relativity). It is elegant and deep,
and has stood the test of time for almost 90 years now, during which time it
remained a focal point of research.

44. D R Lunsford
November 6, 2005

MP,

Yilmaz may be wrong, but he’s not “simply wrong”. His motivation is legitimate
but he’s trying to solve his problem in the wrong context (analogous to, say, the
contracted electron flying through the ether, of Lorentz).

-drl

45. D R Lunsford
November 6, 2005

Any comments from Glashow about this business?

-drl

46. JP
November 6, 2005



Of course, given the enormous number of consistent CFTs, as well as the large
number of moduli in each, string theory will not have real predictive power until
the dynamics that SELECTS the vacuum is understood.

47. Adrian Heathcote
November 6, 2005

Elmer F. above implicitly appealed to Kuhn and his Structure of Scientific
Revolutions to say that W. is not being irrational (he’s going with the paradigm
shift despite being old) but that others here were (for not going with the
paradigm shift despite being young).

I doubt that Kuhn had anything useful to say about irrational belief in science
and his book is notably free of hard data. What arguments there are are pretty
naive. Truth to say irrationality comes in a lot of shapes and forms and is
probably by its nature hard to classify. Unlike rational belief it is inherently
disordered.

But one form that the irrationality of old scientists *can* take is to want, before
they die, to see that the current situation, whatever it is, is good—that we are on
the right path. After all, they know that they won’t get to see the final answer—
but they want to assure themselves that their life’s work was not wasted. So
whatever is currently going on is *in the right direction*. And they are prone, in
this stage, to retreating to philosophy, as though that might be where the answer
really lies, rather than slaving away at the math to come up with something that
really fits nature.

Einstein was a great figure IMO because he never gave up on the math—he was
always trying to find what he (justifiably) thought was missing. Even when the
orthodoxy was complacent.

Weinberg has done a lot of kicking of philosophers in the past (particularly in the
NYRB) in my view with perfect justification. How ironic that he’s now turned into
one of them! “The problem my friends is that we had the wrong philosophy of
physics: we expected experimental predictions. How naive! How Positivist of us!”

cheers

48. Nigel
November 6, 2005

Adrian,

Kuhn’s “Structure of Scientific Revolutions” book, at least the edition I read (a
red paperpack) has a preliminary page thanking Niels Bohr and the Copenhagen
people for editing or whatever. Kuhn was having to err on the side of a defence
of Bohr’s Copenhagen Interpretation. Hence Kuhn saw the issue as one in which
physicists like Planck, Einstein, and Schroedinger were old fools being irrational,
while Bohr and Heisenberg were right. He then dug up those arm-waving bits of
the history of phlogiston and caloric which fitted in with his prejudices.



You say “Einstein was a great figure IMO because he never gave up on the
math—he was always trying to find what he (justifiably) thought was missing.”

I agree, although as Feynman suggested in the November 1964 lectures on
physical law, if the math is so complex it takes an infinite series of coupling
terms to calculate the magnetism of the something as tiny as just an electron
exactly, perhaps God is not a renormalised mathematician as such. The
automatic assumption that nature is abstract mathematics because there is a
mess of equations is just like the joke of the great biologist JBS Haldane who said
God must be a lover of stars or beetles, because he made so many of them.

Not very anthropic!

49. Adrian Heathcote
November 6, 2005

Hi Nigel

Yes, I read that same red paperback! I agree with your remarks of course—its a
pity so many people took that book as a reliable guide to the sciences.
(Sociologists took it to mean that all scientists were irrational but themselves!)

Weinberg, ironically, was one of its greatest critics.

But on math: surely there is no problem in which the answer is: *less math*.
More elegant, yes, more powerful, yes. Different, yes. But never less.

Less only makes the computations longer!

cheers

50. Elmer Fudd
November 6, 2005

Isn’t it possible that there is a nested approximation within string theory that
will predict the realities of our own universe close enough to build further
machines, even as Newtonian physics exists as a useful approximation/limited
case within relativity/quantum physics?

People seem to want “the final answer” to mean complete description of our own
universe with its physical laws. Now that “the final answer” may turn out to be
talking about something different, many are unable/unwilling to listen since it
does not accord with their expectations.

If the Landscape shows that there are infinite universes, it is up to the sentient
beings (in those universes that support their existence) to come up with versions
of physics that work in their particular universe, as useful appoximations. Two
different things- one speaks of the large picture, the other focuses on one small
picture at a time.

51. island
November 6, 2005



There has never been logical proof the universe is infinite.

Relativity extends to a finite closed universe.

So who listens Einstein, his theory, or anybody else, further than they really want
to…?

stars or beetles, because he made so many of them.

Not very anthropic!

Stars and beetles are entropy-efficient… only, they’re not as efficeint as
humans… “pound-for-pound”.

How practical.

52. Mr Jones
November 6, 2005

Kuhn tried to understand aspects of (as Popper also did) how science works in
practice, instead of prescribing how it ought to be done (as was common among
philosophers of science up to that time roughly). What’s so offensive about that?
He got some of it right but not all, but then who gets everything right anyway?

53. Kris Krogh
November 6, 2005

MathPhys,

It’s come to light in Einstein’s collected papers he did have a pressing
experimental motivation. First there is a previously unknown manuscript,
coauthored with Besso, on his next-to-last gravity theory. There he calculates
Mercury’s precession and gets the wrong value. Then there are two letters on
the final theory, to Lorentz and Planck, explaining he abandoned the previous
one because it didn’t fit Mercury’s orbit. Why hasn’t this been noted by the
general relativity community?

The “elegance” of general relativity, reminds me of string theory hype. If it were
really elegant, would it be necessary to say so? Shouldn’t such a theory include
quantum mechanics? Some say it’s elegant because it’s based entirely on general
principles. Weinberg (bless his heart) says that isn’t true, because Einstein
arbitrarily assumed second-order partial differential equations.

Maybe general relativity stands the test of time because the only tests counted
are the ones passed. Does it pass the test of the velocity curves of the stars in
galaxies? Or the motions of the Pioneer space probes? A failure only means
we’ve discovered “new physics,” like strange dark matter and energy.

I agree Einstein’s theory is a cultural phenomenon — but so are myths.

54. Yraste
November 6, 2005



W- “…we will have to accept that much of what we had hoped to calculate are
environmental parameters, like the distance of the earth from the sun, whose
values we will never be able to deduce from first principles.”

-Did he forget Titus-Bode law which can be explained from first principles.

When the math gets too hard, then you are left with the philosophical option
only.

55. island
November 6, 2005

I guess I crossed that line but I thought it was just a natural extension of
einstein’s theory, rather than one that I’d dreamt-up.

I’m sorry.

56. D R Lunsford
November 7, 2005

KK,

A theory need only include its “referents” in the observable world. If that theory
is inherently macroscopic, then quantum mechanics is both 1) unnecessary and
2) impossile – you can’t arrange the experiment that nails down |psi>. That GR
has no direct quantum statements is neither unexpected, nor troublesome.

GR is compelling because it deals with matter even when Tmn = 0. This is
exactly analogous to light, even before the inverse square law.

-drl

57. Not a Nobel Laureate
November 7, 2005

What Weinberg neglected to mention is that that success of theoretical physics in
the 20th century was due in no small part to rapid advanced in technology
enabling physicists to generate a flood of experimental data

Theories were rapidly tested and those found wanting rejected.

58. Nigel
November 7, 2005

The “flood of experimental data” still exists and remains to be analysed, the mass
ratio of muon to electron and other particles, and the coupling constants of
electroweak to strong nuclear and gravitation.

Theories were not “rapidly tested and those found wanting rejected”.

Take the case of Gell-Mann’s quarks versus Zweig’s aces. Zweig wrote a more
detailed paper and was suppressed by a big American journal while he was in



Europe at CERN, while Gell-Mann in America from experience was shrewd
enough to submit his briefer and less substantiated paper to a small European
journal which printed it. (Let’s not get involved in the issue of Zweig never
getting a Nobel prize, as Gell-Mann officially got it for symmetry work.)

Arthur C. Clarke once said that any sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic. This is the fate of any revolutionary idea, which by
definition (being revolutionary) is in conflict with preconceived ideas like string
theory. It is very easy to weed out reality, to flush the baby away with the bath
water. It is a different matter to take a heretical idea seriously. Everyone can see
it is absurd and obviously wrong. I think this is why the Soviet’s having lost an
enormous amount in WWII still managed to beat America into space with
Sputnik. The mainstream is always too prejudiced in favour of yesterday’s
methods to be really serious about science.

59. Juan R.
November 7, 2005

Kris Krogh,

Yes, Weinberg worked with a GR spin-two field. i wanted say that GR is
nonrenormalizable as a field theory.

Effectively, there is not proof that other approaches to gravity cannot be
renormalizable.

So far as i know Yilmaz theory has been proven to be incompatible with
experimental data, including some Newtonian-like tests.

Feynman called renormalization a “dippy process.?? And he said he didn’t know
whether renormalizability is a valid test of a theory’s correctness or not.

Well, i completely agree with Feynman and also with Dirac and Landau who
expressed similar claims before. Moreover, the trick on renormalization is on
infinite less infinite equal to any thing that i want, because mathematically the
operation is not defined. In some sense renormalization has worked but ONLY in
scattering experiments, where renormalizable terms do not modify the dynamics.
It appears that renormalization does not work in recent test of QED in bound
states in He atom.

It is often claimed by particle physicists that renormalization is rigorous, which
is false since it has been only proven for scatering states with free fields doing
lot of asumptions in the ‘proof’.

Precisely, i am working in a promising line of research where renormalization is
not needed and the theory is defined also for bound states. My work is a further
generalization of Fokker/Dirac/Wheeler/Feynman theory. A first version of a non-
perturbative quantum gravity is already available at our center but we are doing
consistency tests and consulting with external colleagues. Until 2006, we will not
publish first results which would be -if our work is correct- a serious candidate to
string or LQG approaches.



Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

60. Juan R.
November 7, 2005

MathPhys Said,

Einstein’s theory is a cultural phenomenon: A major, far reaching theory and a
pillar of modern physics that was created single handedly by one man (unlike
quantum mechanics), in the absence of any pressing experimental motivation
(unlike both quantum mechanics and special relativity). It is elegant and deep,
and has stood the test of time for almost 90 years now, during which time it
remained a focal point of research.

This is part of the mith around einstien he developed his theories alone. This is
not true. I proved in sci.physics.research General relativity is mainly the work of
four or five guys. Einstien was just one of them.

The only contribution of Einstein to GR was his proposal of substituting the
scalar potential by a 10-component metric.

The geodesic equation of motion was proposed in an early paper of 1909 by
Harry Bateman and the field equations of GR were obtained by Hilbert at least
nine days before Einstein. See

http://canonicalscience.blogspot.com/2005/08/what-is-history-of-relativity-
theory.html

for some aditional comments and historical analysis of recent data including
Einstein-Hilbert correspondence. I am updating the page with a more extensive
and rigorous version.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

61. Juan R.
November 7, 2005

Nigel,

Even submiting his work on quarks, Gell-Mann’s obtained a rejection form one of
referees and practically was rejected for publication but finally he was able to
convince editor for publication.

It is really interesting as string theorists were rejected by stablished colleagues
four decades ago whereas now string theorists are the “stablishment” and reject
any theory -even promising- if do not fit string theory preconceived ideas.

The difference is that in the past the criterion was ‘mainly’ fit of experimental

http://canonicalscience.blogspot.com/2005/08/what-is-history-of-relativity-theory.html
http://canonicalscience.blogspot.com/2005/08/what-is-history-of-relativity-theory.html
http://canonicalscience.blogspot.com/2005/08/what-is-history-of-relativity-theory.html
http://canonicalscience.blogspot.com/2005/08/what-is-history-of-relativity-theory.html


data now it is a supposed mathematical elegance

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

62. Kris Krogh
November 7, 2005

DRL,

“GR is compelling because it deals with matter even when Tmn = 0.”

Does Tmn = 0 refer to the instant of the Big Bang? Has it been proven there was
such an instant, before which nothing existed?

63. MathPhys
November 7, 2005

Juan R,

Thank you for the correction. I actually tend to believe your version of history
rather than the popular one. I’m not surprised at all to learn that there were
priority disputes for both special and general relativity. Einstein was never an
easy man, particularly in his youth, and from what I know of his character, I’m
not so very surprised by what you say.

64. D R Lunsford
November 7, 2005

KK, not here.

-drl

65. Tung
November 7, 2005

Juan R,

It is an interesting account of “actual” history that you are promoting. True,
Einstein’s contribution is not really understood by the public, but for a more
accurate and more objective account of what he did, I think I would recommend
the works by real historians of physics like John Stachel, Arthur Fine, John
Earman, Don Howard etc. Some of them are the first to read Einstein’s then
unpublished manuscripts and letters, and seems to me to be more believable.

66. Tony Smith
November 7, 2005

Actually, IIRC, neither Gell-Mann nor Zweig were the first to invent/discover
quarks.



Around 1960, Liu Yao-Yang invented the Ceng Zi (Quark) model of particle
physics. He was working at the University of Science and Technology of China,
which was then located at Beijing, when he invented the Ceng Zi model. He
wrote a paper and submitted it to a Chinese journal. It was turned down because
the editors thought the paper was not correct. After the quark model had been
independently re-invented a few years later, with most of the credit going to
Murray Gell-Mann, the editors apologized for rejecting the paper. The latest
information I have is that Liu Yao-Yang was working at the University of Science
and Technology of China, which is now at Anhui, in the fields of atomic and
molecular physics, quantum field theory, and quantization of gravity.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

67. Eric Dennis
November 7, 2005

Tony,

That’s interesting. Do you have a reference for your account of Liu Yao-Yang?

68. Chris W.
November 7, 2005

Over on Cosmic Variance, Sean Carroll reminds us to consider what
extraterrestrial intelligences might have to say about the “anthropic” principle.

Seriously, does anyone—other than those motivated by certain religious
doctrines—seriously consider the anthropic principle to be specifically, much less
exclusively, about the relevance of life on Earth to understanding the structure
and evolution of the universe?

69. Kris Krogh
November 8, 2005

Hi Tung,

If you can find a mistake in someone’s work — that’s good. But only to question
their credentials? That’s a page from the book of some string theorists.

70. Tony Smith
November 8, 2005

Eric Dennis asks “… Do you have a reference for your account of Liu Yao-Yang?
…”.
My information is from personal communications with Chinese friends.
If you want authoritative confirmation of those facts, I suggest that someone with
Stony Brook connections contact Frank Yang (who moved from Stony Brook to
China in the recent past), as he has close connections with Anhui and is probably
quite familiar with more details than I know.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/07/the-soul-of-a-space-alien/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/07/the-soul-of-a-space-alien/


Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

71. Quantoken
November 8, 2005

Chris W. said:
“Over on Cosmic Variance, Sean Carroll reminds us to consider what
extraterrestrial intelligences might have to say about the “anthropic??
principle.”

He might as well ask what god would say on the topic, or what the hypothetical
green men on mars would say.

I mean the whole thing is complete fictitious and hypothetical. How could you
use something purely imaginary and hypothetical, instead of something based on
solid evidence, to back up a scientific argument? We have not made contact with
any alien and no one is able to ask an alien how it will answer the question
regarding anthropic principle. So no one really knows how an alien will answer.
Anything you say is then just your own personal opinion, not opinion by aliens.

Quantoken

72. Adrian Heathcote
November 8, 2005

Quantoken says: “So no one really knows how an alien will answer. Anything you
say is then just your own personal opinion, not opinion by aliens.”

I would have thought that the only thing they might insist on is a name change!
(‘Anthopos’—how terracentric!)

But seriously, surely the AP is just a way of eliminating theories that are so wide
of the mark that they predict a universe in which life is impossible. Life exists,
ergo such theories are false. String theorists seem to have taken it over as a way
of putting back in by hand some of the predictive power that the theory itself has
left out.You might just as well talk about a Planetary Principle: any theory which
is so wide of the mark that it says that there are no planets can be ruled out from
the beginning. *Anything* we know about our universe can be used as a filter on
String theory models, or *any* theory.

BTW Tony: really interesting information on Liu Yao-Yang. Someone should write
an article to give him his due.

A.H.

73. Chris Oakley
November 8, 2005

surely the AP is just a way of eliminating theories that are so wide of the mark
that they predict a universe in which life is impossible. Life exists, ergo such

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


theories are false.

I think that this is a good way of putting it. The AP is not worthless, but neither is
it especially valuable. To expect a full dynamical theory just from this principle is
crazy.

74. Quantoken
November 8, 2005

AH:
Too many people meantioned Liu Yao-Yang and his Ceng Zi model that a few
words are worth saying. The so called Ceng Zi model was but vapourware. It was
nothing scientific. The idea was a politically motivated one, inspired by the
philosophy thought of then Chairman Mao, who held the belief that matter can
always be divided no matter how small they become. It’s the same intuitive belief
since ancient times. For example, imagine you cut a stick in half, the remaining
half is shorter, but you can cut it in half again, and you can repeat it infinite
times and there is always a little bit left.

The Ceng Zi model believes, therefore, it must be divisible within the most
fundamental particle known by then, proton and neutron. There were already
experimental evidences that there are intrinsic states of protons and neutrons,
implying that they have structures. But beyong suggesting that baryons are
divisible into Ceng Zi’s, the model says nothing specific about how the Ceng Zi
should look like, how they interact. How many kinds there are, etc. Therefore it’s
nothing beyond just some philosophy ideas.

The problem with Sean Carroll, and other people in the same camp. Is that their
“research” have been long detached from reality, that they probably believe that
solid experimental data is not necessary and can be substituted by pure
imagination in one’s mind, and that such imagination can be used to establish or
support a scientific argument.

I am not trying to argue for or against the AP. But hypothetical questions have no
weight in making any argument. Sean already counted it as a fact that aliens
exist and that in principle we could ask an alien. In reality, we simply do NOT
know it as a fact whether aliens even exist or not. There is no evidence.

Quantoken

75. Who
November 8, 2005

Anslopic

76. Quantoken
November 8, 2005

Chris O. said:
“surely the AP is just a way of eliminating theories that are so wide of the mark
that they predict a universe in which life is impossible. Life exists, ergo such



theories are false.

I think that this is a good way of putting it. The AP is not worthless, but neither is
it especially valuable. To expect a full dynamical theory just from this principle is
crazy.”

It must be point out that the AP is completely useless. That is, zero usefulness.
AP does NOT eliminate any theory. Experimental evidences do. If you believe
that AP helps to eliminate some theories, then you belong to the same camp of
people who believe solid experimental evidences can be substituted by pure
mind hypothesis. The fact of matter is experimental data is ultimately the only
thing that can eliminate or establish a theory. Data is the only judge in the
court of science. Principles, no matter how sounding, can not be used to make
a judgement regarding a theory. You may have a theory which is at odd with the
AP principle but fits the data, but the fact that your theory conflicts the AP only
means that AP is probably wrong, not that your theory is wrong.

As far as experimental data is concerned, the AP is completely useless because it
has no predictive power whatsoever. Anything we already know, by definition
becomes part of the AP and be rationalized by the AP. But anything we do NOT
already know, the AP leaves it wide open and anything could be possible. So the
AP is unable to say a single thing about the unknwns that could be later checked
against the facts. AP is as useless a princple as thereligious idea of rationalize
everything by simply claiming “because God made it so.”

Quantoken

77. island
November 8, 2005

The anthropic principle, when extended to become a biocentric principle is valid
science that makes predictions about what aliens might say. Failure to look for
evidence why the anthropic principle is valid, does not constitute a lack of
evidence.

This is what I wrote in his thread concerning how it applies to his question about
what aliens would say about the principle:

Space aliens would tell you that we humans are an arrogant bunch, and modern
science is wrongly prejudiced against it for that reason, because the principle is
actually biocentric in nature, extending to every banded spiral galaxy that is on
the same evolutionary “plane?? as us, in terms of its implications that fall from
the observation that we inhabit a preferred “place and time?? in the history of
our universe. We’re far from alone in that… is anybody awake?

Methinks that modern science is gonna be sorry that they didn’t try to answer
the begged question of what good physical reason exists for why the implied
“specailness?? might be for-real, rather than to automatically assume that we are
so detatched and insignifcant to the thermodynamic process that the principle is
no more than a circular reasoned tautology, that’s easily explained-away if we
simply make a few leaps of speculative theoretical faith that aren’t even close to



being justified in origins science, which is dominated by empiricism.

Insignificance in not a valid argument either, when the principle is biocentric,
due to the cumulative high-energy physics contributions that intelligent life is
capable of making to the process, which is unmatched in terms of energy-
efficiency, pound-for-pound, so to speak. Fred Hoyle proved that it only requires
a few particles anually from each galaxy to account for expansion. What a
coincidence NOT!

So this indicates that particle creation from negative vacuum energy holds the
universe flat… What an anthropic coincidence! No, wait… my mistake, it’s
actually an anthropic prediction that theories which don’t derive this are
cluelessly screwed up about how the physics actually works!

In other words, space aliens will tell you that “Free-thinkers?? are every bit as
arrogant as creationists for thinking that space aliens could be much more or
less advanced technologically than us… although they might actually trust us to
figure out why that might be for ourselves, assuming that we gave them a clear
indication that we were finally actually getting a clue as to how the principle
actually works… and applies.

78. Nigel
November 8, 2005

“Data is the only judge in the court of science. Principles, no matter how
sounding, can not be used to make a judgement regarding a theory.” –
Quantoken

What about the principles of Copenhagen quantum mechanics, like Bohr’s
beloved Correspondence and Complementarity? Or Einstein’s principles? The
maths of Bohr and Einstein is very elegant and of course consistent numerically
with reality. What people argue is that there are other ways of getting the same
results without using the same principles, at least regarding SR and Copenhagen
principles.

It seems that Bohr and Einstein didn’t notice that there were other ways of
getting the same maths without using the same philosophy. FitzGerald, Lorentz
and Larmor, had the testable formulae of SR. Einstein still didn’t notice this
when he gave his “Ether and Relativity” lecture at Leyden in 1920. His
biographer Pais wrote that he (Pais) first gave Einstein the Poincare’s relativity
papers of 1904 in the early 1950s. Einstein asked Born to acknowledge
Poincare’s work. Pais says he (Pais) was angry with Born for praising Poincare
too highly, since Poincare used 3 postulates and Einstein used only 2. The whole
story makes me nauseous. The love of monk Ockham’s razor is just absurd. You
don’t find biologists or chemists banning biological or chemical mechanisms as
superfluous or unnecessary difficulties. The lack of mechanism for forces allows
string theorists to claim they are copying the guessed principle philosophy of
Bohr and Einstein.

79. Tony Smith
November 8, 2005



Quantoken said “… The so called Ceng Zi model was but vapourware. It was
nothing scientific. The idea was a politically motivated one, inspired by the
philosophy thought of then Chairman Mao …”.

Since I have not personally read the paper that Liu Yao-Yang wrote around 1960,
I cannot deal directly with Quantoken’s assertion that the Ceng Zi model was
“vapourware” and “nothing scientific”. Perhaps some Chinese sources might
respond to that part of Quantoken’s criticism.

However, I can say that it should be quite irrelevant whether or not the Ceng Zi
model was “politically motivated” or “inspired by the philosophy thought of then
Chairman Mao”. Further, given the political climate of China around 1960, it
should not be surprising that ANY paper about ANYTHING might well be
phrased in terms that are connected with “the philosophy thought of then
Chairman Mao”.

Not only is that part of Quantoken’s criticism invalid, it is unfortunately typical of
the attitudes of some Western European / American people about physics
motivated by philosophical schools to which they do not ascribe.
For instance, it is interesting that the Nobel prize have yet to recognize
Kobayashi and Maskawa even though it is experimentally clear that there are
three generations of fermions. Perhaps that might be related to the facts that
their work was closely related to that of the Nagoya group (they both got their
Ph.D.’s at Nagoya) and that the fundamental philosophy of the Nagoya group
was Dialectical Materialism. As Kent Staley says in his book “The Evidence for
the Top Quark” (Cambridge 2004): “… some japanese physicists felt strongly that
Western physicists, especially in the United States, systematically ignored their
work. …”. Staley’s book contains some details about the philosophical
underpinnings of the physics ideas of the Nagoya group around the 1960s. I do
not know much about the flow of ideas between China and Japan during that
time period, but it might be an interesting bit of history.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

80. Adrian Heathcote
November 8, 2005

Quantoken

Just some thoughts to try to clarify the idea of the AP.

The normal situation in science is to have T –>P, a theory making a prediction.
Verifying the prediction increases the confidence that the theory may be true.
The AP takes a range of theories/models and filters out those that are
inconsistent with some known obvious fact (life exists). The AP leaves those
theories/models that are consistent with the facts. It’s perfectly true that a
theory being consistent with some fact is not the same as a theory predicting
that fact—the relation is much weaker. But filtering is not nothing either:
Evolution is essentially a filtering process.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


One could say that prediction is to forensic investigation as the AP is to a police
line-up. (Or worse: to a line-up in which the person knows only what the suspect
*didn’t* look like!)

cheers

81. island
November 8, 2005

The constantly growing number of anthropic coincidences clearly indicates that
the principle predicts that life only occurs fixed *near*-exactly between
diametrically opposing runaway tendencies, like the near-flatness of the
universe, or the balance between the relevant cumulative runaway tendencies
that the earth has toward Milankovitch predicted glaciation… that gets offset by
the innate tendency that humans have for warming the climate… etc, etc,
etceteras… anthropic *Ecobalances*make a statement about uniform energy
dissemination in a flat yet expanding universe.

Evobiologists could also make valid predictions from the AP if they weren’t so
knee-jerk conditioned and pre-prejudiced against any and all use of the principle
because its religious abuse.

…cept for maybe the fringe like the templeton bunch.

http://www.templeton.org/biochem-finetuning/

82. Quantoken
November 8, 2005

Adrian H. said:
“The AP takes a range of theories/models and filters out those that are
inconsistent with some known obvious fact (life exists). The AP leaves those
theories/models that are consistent with the facts.”

Wake up, checking theories against observational facts is all science
research is doing. That’s the day time job of all scientists. You do NOT need a
middleman called AP to do such reality checks. People have been doing it for
thousands of years without AP.

What other great usefulness of AP can you propose, other than your suggestion
that without AP we will not be able to exam theory against known facts, or that
we probably will not know for a fact that life exists if it were not for the AP? How
absord!

On the same token of AP, we may also propose Hydrogen Principle or Oxygen
Principle, Or Snake Oil principle. We know these things, hydrogen, oxygen, or
snake oil, exists, so any correct theory must leads to the existence of these items.
If a theory leads to the conclusion that snake oil does not exist, we know its
wrong because snake oil exist, especially in the field of fundamental physics
research. I would so propose that we rename Anthropic Principle as “Snake Oil
Principle”, which may be more appropriate.

http://www.templeton.org/biochem-finetuning/
http://www.templeton.org/biochem-finetuning/


Quantoken

83. island
November 8, 2005

I didn’t know that intelligent life was necessary to the existence of hydrogen or
oxygen.

Snake oil however…

84. Adrian Heathcote
November 9, 2005

Hey Quantoken

woah, woah, woah!

I am not arguing for the AP by any stretch of the imagination. Essentially I am
arguing on *your* side—but also trying to show what the AP is doing (the very
little that it is doing!) In fact you are repeating my argument and pretending that
it refutes what I said.

Perhaps I can suggest the principle of counting to ten before one hits the submit
comment button.

cheers

85. Juan R.
November 9, 2005

Some authors have said that Weinberg was already anthropic decades ago. I
think that is another exageration.

I do not really know those previous Weinberg works on cosmological constant
and similar, if i am wrong please correct me.

I think that in the past, Weinberg used some kind of statistical methods for
computing some average value for cosmological constant or similar. I think that
his motivation would be obtain some, even approximated, value. Probably
Weinberg’s hope was to obtain the correct value from some future theory.

It appears that now is usually thought that those ‘future theory’ does not exist
and all we can do is ‘obtain’ (so say) those anthropic values. I think that now
Weinberg is anthropic therein Woit’s title for this thread Weinberg Goes
Anthropic

MathPhys, thanks! Works, manuscripts, and those are always subjected to
certain personal interpretation (history is not one of exact sciences) but
correspondence with Besso, Seelig, Hilbert, etc. proves that Einstein copied
work of others and after do not cite them in his papers. For instance, in his
correspondence to Hilbert said not the true and in his posterior 1915 (day 25)
paper on GR, newer cited to Hilbert.



Also the history of string theory is completely distorted and that is the basis of
popularity of people like Brian Greene, or Witten.

Tung, thanks by the advice. In the new extended version more authors are cited.
Stachel coincides with me on that “Einstein’s proposal of the quanta of light was
not revolutionary” and that contributions to SR were pionnerized by Poincaré.

Regarding GR, in his broadly critized article on Science Stachel accused Hilbert
of plagiarism. On a new article -more serious- now he argues that Hilbert had
already obtained the correct GR Lagrangian…

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

86. Adrian Heathcote
November 9, 2005

Juan R.

I read your article on Einstein and found it very interesting. If the dates that you
infer for who knew what when stand up then you’ve made a pretty strong case.
The thing that I hadn’t heard anything about was the relation with Hilbert and
his work. Pretty damning!

It would be good to see a more polished version of this come out somewhere.

cheers



Krauss New York Times Essay

November 8, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Lawrence Krauss has an essay in today’s New York Times about science, religion and
string theory, covering much the same material discussed here in a recent posting.
There are postings about this from Mark Trodden at Cosmic Variance and Lubos Motl
on his blog. In comments at Cosmic Variance, Lubos tries to make the rather bizarre
claim that the status of the theory of evolution is much the same as that of string
theory. I don’t notice any string theorists writing in there to tell him that he is full of
it.

Meanwhile, in the real world, the Kansas Board of Education has voted to change the
definition of science. Krauss has been very involved in this controversy in recent
years, fighting the good fight against Intelligent Design and Creationism. I suspect
he’s all too aware of the danger posed by string theorists like Lubos intent on
muddying the waters about the question of what is solid, testable science, and what
isn’t.

Update: Over at Cosmic Variance, see some of the reaction Krauss is getting to his
criticisms of string theory.

Comments

1. Ranger
November 8, 2005

String theory is no different from religion, except that while religion finds many
practical applications in civilized society, string theory has none.

String theory is based on blind faith.

And not only blind faith, but tenured snarkiness, taxes, and vast student loans.

But nevertheless, the renaissance that takes us beyond postmodernism to truth’s
beauty will yet be.

2. Quantoken
November 8, 2005

Peter:

There are something in parallel between the theory of evolution (TOE) and that
of Super String Theory (SST). Both, in my opinion, are not falsifiable.

But there is a huge difference. TOE is unfalsifiable because it is the result of
pure logic. Just like mathmatics, you know 1+2=3 is absolutely correct, but you

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/11/08/science/08essay.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/11/08/science/08essay.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=286
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=286
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/07/krauss-on-intelligent-design-religion-and-string-theory/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/07/krauss-on-intelligent-design-religion-and-string-theory/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/11/krauss-on-science-and-religion.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/11/krauss-on-science-and-religion.html
http://media3.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/content/article/2005/11/08/kansasschoolboard.html
http://media3.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/content/article/2005/11/08/kansasschoolboard.html
http://media3.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/content/article/2005/11/08/kansasschoolboard.html
http://media3.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/content/article/2005/11/08/kansasschoolboard.html
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/09/from-the-sublime-to-the-ridiculous/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/09/from-the-sublime-to-the-ridiculous/


can’t design an experiment to test to see if 1+2=3 is true or not. Because the
possibility it’s wrong simply do noit exist.

TOE is pure logic. Natural Selection Rule and Survival of the Fittest. They come
from logic and nothing more than logic. How could you refute that. How could
you possibly design an experiment that could potentially defy logic. Fitness of a
spiece is defined as the likelihood how it will survive. So of course a better fitting
spiece has a better chance of surviving and spreading offsprings. It can not be
falsified by any experiment, but it is correct by logic.

On another hand, SST is un-falsifiable because it has no relevance whatsoever
with the reality world. There is no connection whatsoever so there is no way any
experiment can be proposed to prove or disprove it. So SST is at the completely
opposite end, the wrong end, of un-falsifiability.

Quantoken

3. Eugene Stefanovich
November 8, 2005

I think Krauss put his finger on a very important issue. I have a feeling that some
parts of theoretical physics were hijacked by formal mathematicians who place
mathematical “beauty” above sober observable reality. I am not even talking
about strings. For better or for worse, this started 100 years
ago with the invention of spacetime. This idea quickly became a favorite toy of
mathematicians.
Think about many different ways you can play with the spacetime: you can bend
it, twist it, “foam” it,
tear it apart. You can apply numerous branches of
mathematics to it: differential geometry, topology, … What if you add some extra
dimensions? Oh! The joy is endless! There is just one thing you cannot do with
the spacetime. You cannot observe it!

This seems to contradict one important lesson we learned from quantum
mechanics. This lesson says: “never ask questions about something that you do
not (can not) observe.” If you want to get a verifiable answer from your theory,
then specify the experimental conditions and the measuring apparatus. You can
say: I have an electron gun at point A, a two-slit screen at point B, and a
photographic plate at point C. Then the theory would correctly predict what is
the image on the photographic plate. If you don’t want to get into trouble, never
ask which slit the electron passed through. This question has no counterpart in
your experimental design.

Now back to the spacetime. I don’t think there is
experimental apparatus that can measure spacetime curvature or topology, or
whatever.
All these “properties” are hidden, or maybe even non-existent.
I think there should be a very very high threshold for introducing non-observable
concepts in physics. Wouldn’t it be much safer to limit the vocabulary of physics
to things that we can directly observe: like electrons, photons, protons, their



positions, momenta, spins, wave functions, etc.

I see a tendency to move away from this basic stuff to some esoteric high-
dimensional never-observable purely mathematical rather speculative things.
Some may say that the logic of science led us there. I am not sure. I have a
suspicion that pursuit of pure “mathematical beauty” played a part in misleading
us there. Sorry for harsh words directed to mathematicians, but this tendency
worries me a lot.

Eugene.

4. Luboš Motl
November 8, 2005

Although it may sound strange, Quantoken is quite clearly closer to the truth
than Peter Woit. The very evolutionary framework or the string theory
framework are not falsifiable by a single experiment.

They’re much more fundamental approaches to broad classes of questions that
are supported by very general arguments – such as the billion-year-long history
of Earth and life and/or the existence of gravity in the quantum world. In the
case of string theory the arguments are much more mathematical in nature, but
the basic reasons are very similar.

There is a belief system that is primary. It underlies another layer of insights
which are viewed as technical details to be answered in the future. It is true
about evolution much like about string theory.

Any particular experiment designed to falsify either evolution as such or string
theory as such – before the exact vacuum etc. is localized – could only result in
the modification of some subtle technical features of these theories. Only very
unrealistic people claim that there exists a single experiment whose result would
convince everyone in science that the whole Darwinian picture of species is
wrong.

Something similar holds for string theory because we don’t have the complete
picture either: the absence of SUSY at the LHC won’t kill string theory (although
it may convince many to work on other problems) – and some people in fact
claim today that SUSY is not a prediction of string theory.

Let me not go into details but string theory as such is a much more robust
framework than SUSY at 1 TeV which is a mere quantitative technicality.

Peter’s celebration of Krauss’ anti-religious activity sounds like a prayer itself.
Krauss may have obtained the right binary answer to the question whether
creationism is wrong, but as far as his texts in the New York Times and
elsewhere can indicate, his reasons are misguided. The reason why a theory in
science is wrong is definitely not that the theory is too counter-intuitive for a
layman or that it uses too complex maths or that the religious people may like
the theory, and whoever thinks that these are the reasons that decide about the
truth in science is confused about very basic features of the scientific method.



Also, I find Peter’s suggestion that biology of the early life forms is more rigorous
or more scientific or more well-established than theoretical high-energy physics
to be rather absurd. We’re continuing the same physics whose insights have
been tested with the accuracy of 13 decimal places – the only difference is that
we focus on harder questions that are also less accessible to cheap experiments.

At any rate, theoretical physics is more rigorous and reliable than biology –
especially theoretical physics that follows from well tested frameworks. This
includes the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy mentioned at Cosmic Variance and
used as a non-trivial check of self-consistency of the theories of quantum gravity.
Of course that the physicists are much more certain about the magnitude of the
entropy of large black holes than the biologists can ever be sure about the
hierarchy of very early life forms on Earth. If you disagree, Peter, are you just
joking or are you serious?

5. Luboš Motl
November 8, 2005

I think that Eugene’s example is excellent. There are simply people around who
deny not only spacetime curvature – something that has been tested in several
different types of experiments (they deny it because the theory behind it
normally involves differential geometry that they hate) – but even the spacetime
itself. They have problems with special relativity from 1905 whose 100th
anniversary we just celebrated.

Our colleagues like Lawrence Krauss and Peter Woit are qualitatively similar; the
difference is merely quantitative. Maybe they don’t deny the insights made by
Einstein in 1905, but they almost definitely deny all insights in theoretical high
energy physics made after 1975. Because they don’t understand it and they don’t
want to understand it.

Even if a majority of the population on Earth does not care about relativity, there
are still people who care, and there is a subset of people who care about even
more advanced questions, and so forth. What Peter Woit and Lawrence Krauss
are doing is nothing else than a gigantic anti-scientific crusade. They want to
destroy whole branches of science just because they personally find the
questions and the concepts considered as solutions to be too difficult and too
abstract.

6. woit
November 8, 2005

Hi Lubos,

I was comparing string theory to the theory of evolution, not theoretical high
energy physics to the theory of evolution. String theory is not equivalent to
theoretical high energy physics, much as you wish that to be true.

You’re really out of your gourd to compare string theory and the theory of
evolution. Sure, scientific theories are generally frameworks that can’t be easily
falsified by a single experimental result. But the framework of the theory of



evolution does something the string theory framework can’t do: it makes lots of
testable predictions, ones that have been tested and come out as predicted.
Wasting my time by arguing about this is against my personal religious
convictions, as is responding to your foolish belief that people who have a
problem with string theory just don’t understand it.

7. scott
November 8, 2005

quantoken, I will repeat for you here a post I made on the Mark’s thread over at
cosmic variance.

The theory that all organisms evolved is in no way the same postion as string
theory. Microevolution, the prerequisite for the theories of speciation and
common being general among all species, has actually been observed in the lab
as well as selection pressures and other things. Corresponding things in string
theory strings, compactified dimmensions, and susy have not been observed.
Furthermore direct evidence that doesn’t depend on the observation of
microevolution exist.

In the following list of evidences, 30 major predictions of the
hypothesis of common descent are enumerated and discussed. Under
each point is a demonstration of how the prediction fares against
actual biological testing. Each point lists a few examples of
evolutionary confirmations followed by potential falsifications. Since
one fundamental concept generates all of these predictions, most of
them are interrelated. So that the logic will be easy to follow, related
predictions are grouped into five separate subdivisions. Each
subdivision has a paragraph or two introducing the main idea that
unites the various predictions in that section. There are many in-text
references given for each point. As will be seen, universal common
descent makes many specific predictions about what should and what
should not be observed in the biological world, and it has fared very
well against empirically-obtained observations from the past 140+
years of intense scientific investigation.

http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/comdesc/

String theory meanwhile has not been subjected to any tests.

8. Sakura-chan
November 8, 2005

If the LHC and colliders of the future fail to find evidence of the graviton, will
Standard Modelers and Stringers still search for it?

9. andy s.
November 9, 2005

On TOE. Natural Selection and Survival of the Fittest exist obviously enough, but
Darwin’s insight is that these phenomena are the ONLY mechanisms behind the

http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/comdesc/
http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/comdesc/


differentiation of species.

So it is falsifiable. If you proved that, say, species bifurcate because
endoparasites diddle with their germ lines – for their own benefit, not their
hosts, that would disprove Darwin by making Selection irrelevant.

(and don’t laugh at the example; the endoparasites in your body get away with
tons of weird shit we don’t even know about).

10. Eugene Stefanovich
November 9, 2005

Lubos,

it is not correct to say that “spacetime curvature … has been tested in several
different types of experiments.” As far as I know, curvaturemeters have not been
invented yet. What have been measured are observable effects with real physical
systems, like planet Mercury, or light rays passing near the Sun, or binary pulsar
systems. Spacetime curvature is a theoretical tool that our current model of
gravity employs to explain these effects.
There is no theorem stating that GR is the only possible theory that can explain
these effects.
Surely, GR is very beautiful mathematically. Surely, no other successful theory
has been suggested yet. But I think we should better keep an open mind and try
to avoid as much as possible those non-observable theoretical ingredients Krauss
was talking about.

I think it is important to keep an open mind, because, in my opinion, quantum
gravity project was a complete failure so far. In order to make it right, we should
exercise discipline and logic, and try not to be distracted by beautiful, but
physically empty, mathematical ideas.

I don’t hate differential geometry or algebraic topology. To the contrary, I find
them very enjoyable. I am just not sure what is their place in physics.

If (keeping the discipline of logic and an open mind) we rewind 100 years back
and analyze foundations of special relativity, we may find that
4D Minkowski space-time unification does not follow from two Einstein’s
postulates (which are based on solid observations, of course) by straight logic. In
fact, the idea of Minkowski spacetime is an additional postulate.

Moving some 20 years closer to our times we may discover that this idea is in a
deep contradiction with basic quantum mechanics where position is an
observable described by 3 Hermitian operators, and time is a numerical
parameter. This just does not work well with the 4D spacetime unification. That’s
where the seeds of modern quantum gravity controversy were planted. In my
humble opinion.

I am convinced that this controversy will not be solved until we make a
deliberate choice between sober reality-based formalism of quantum mechanics
where each component has a directly measurable counterpart in the real world



and abstract non-observable (but mathematically so sweet!) postulate of the 4D
spacetime unification.

Note that rejecting the 4D spacetime does not require us to reject the principle
of relativity or the Poincare group properties of transformations between inertial
observers. These two ideas have overwhelming support in experiments.

Eugene.

11. wiseguy
November 9, 2005

While I get some people are pissed at string theory, people outside the
community (physicists in neighboring disciplines, like me) have I think a pretty
accurate idea of what string theory is. It’s a set of mathematical ideas, with some
intriguing analogies, that a number of very smart people have worked on for
more than twenty years.

Back in the day, string theory made some big claims. It still makes some big
claims, but it tends to make them in the New York Times these days, and not in
serious journals.

There are competitors to string theory. Even some of the great string theory
gurus have taken up research into those areas.

Today, string theory is in trouble. It has provided no significant input into other
areas of physics in a long time. All of its predictions are either trivial
(fundamental Lorentz invariance, which may yet be hidden) or ambiguous
(different versions say different things.) Sexy things like string cosmology may
be “inspired” by string theory, but in practice are mostly statements in classical
GR with a dose of field theory and a perhaps a nod to Hawking radiation.

Fields in trouble are not new for Science. Science will survive despite the
occasional ideologue.

That’s how we see it. IMO, Krauss should not be saying silly things about
Intelligent Design and science. ID is, intellectually, somewhere up there with
Dick Cheney’s 2001 napkin theory of Iraq.

12. Nigel
November 9, 2005

“There are simply people around who deny not only spacetime curvature –
something that has been tested in several different types of experiments (they
deny it because the theory behind it normally involves differential geometry that
they hate) – but even the spacetime itself. They have problems with special
relativity from 1905 whose 100th anniversary we just celebrated.” – Luboš Motl

Luboš, the spacetime curvature is physically required to keep Pi intact when the
contraction term of GR reduces the radial distance around mass without
affecting transverse distance, circumference. One way to account for this



reduction of radius while circumference isn’t reduced is to say spacetime is
curved by the fourth dimension.

This is equivalent to radial pressure from the spacetime fabric virtual radiation,
causing the contraction in the same way as the FitzGerald-Lorentz contraction in
the direction of motion. I’ve shown how each contraction is related to the other,
on my home page.

If you are going to worship Einstein religiously, relativity is going to forever
remain stuck in either 1905 or 1915. How are you going to prove it is a theory so
special that it can’t be worked on any more? How are you going to defend it by
saying it is so useful that nobody is allowed to use it? Differential geometry
shouldn’t be used to simply cover up ignorance, nor should any other
mathematical tool.

13. Arun
November 9, 2005

Speaking of curvature meters – we measure the curvature of space-time in
exactly the same way as we can measure the curvature of earth – by observing
and measuring the non-parallelism of geodesics.

While there is no theorem that General Relativity is the only theory that can
explain all the things we observe, there is the Parametrized Post Newtonian
formalism, which is a systematic set of corrections to Newtonian gravity with a
number of free parameters. Any theory of gravity sets values for these
parameters; these parameters are obtainable by experiment or observation; and
as I understand it, GR is the only theory left standing.

14. Nigel
November 9, 2005

Arun,

GR is not a scientific theory as Popper views such a thing, it is right because it
ties up two empirical facts, Newtonian gravity (put in as the weak field/slow
speed limit) and mass-energy conservation (the contraction term correction).

This is why GR is not a speculative Popper-type guessed theory. Einstein was not
being arrogant when he said to a student in 1919 that it is right regardless of
Eddington’s experimental result. GR is not fallible provided the two inputs,
Newtonian gravity plus the mathematical compensation for energy conservation,
are correct.

Since the two ‘arbitrary’ inputs are empirical facts at least within the solar
system, GR is logically correct on that basis alone. You don’t need to test a
mathematical prediction based entirely on empirically determined facts. Where
Einstein ran into problems was in fiddling the basic field equation to give
cosmological predictions, such as the cosmological constant fix to give a steady
state universe. In addition there is the issue of whether gravity (thus the
Newtonian G factor) is due to a mechanism like some kind of gauge boson



pressure, which causes the contraction in gravitational fields, which is
determined by the surrounding matter in the universe. Because rotational
motion appears to be absolute with respect to the surrounding stars, ultimately
there is empirical evidence for Mach’s principle over relativism. GR is, as
Einstein recognised in his 1920 Leyden university inaugural lecture “Ether and
relativity”, an absolute motion theory because it describes accelerations – which
are and have always been absolute. Restricted or “special” relativity (SR) is
incomplete. So much applauding is given to SR having only 2 postulates that
people forget Einstein added a third postulate in GR in 1915, and GR is the
universal theory.

As an analogy to GR, consider the heuristic interpretation of QFT, with virtual
particles polarised around particle cores, forming a shielding veil which reduces
the bare core charge by the 137 factor. In turning the maths of GR into a
physical mechanism, you do the same thing, looking for a mechanism which fits
the facts and then using the mechanism to make some testable predictions.

15. Juan R.
November 9, 2005

I completely agree Eugene!

Great physicists like Isaac Newton or R. Feynman understood perfectly the
diference between physics (‘science’) and math. There is a current tendency in
theoretical physics to use the pure mathematical formalism without a clear
underlying physics.

Not only nobody has newer measured spacetime curvature. Even as i said in
sci.physics.relativity and sci.physics.research time ago, in others theories as FTG
or torsion gravity one verifies the same tests that GR with a flat spacetime.

Perhaps the most interesting of last days in this topic was my proof in spr of that
in the nonrelativistic limit of GR, the metric of spacetime goes to (1 -1 -1 -1) and
spacetime looks flat.

Some specialists like Carlip were rather sckeptic and initially did rather bold
statements (as “your metric is wrong”, when is a recomended metric) but finally
Carlip agreed with me own proof that in the nonrelativistic limit one can obtain
zero connections and still there is Newtonian-like gravity: a = -grad(phi).

Obviously curvature, R_ab, R, or \gamma^i_{ab}, etc. of spacetime is zero in
that limit, but gravity is not.

If A is cause of B, then elimination of A may eliminate B…

My emphasis on this is because this is one of keys on why until now GR has been
not unified with other forces and quantized: the geometric view of gravity has
been the great failure of 20th century physics.

String theorists just hereditated this geometric view and the result has been…
40 years…



Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



Baez on the Geometry of the Standard Model

November 8, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

John Baez has a very interesting new paper on the arXiv this evening entitled Calabi-
Yau Manifolds and the Standard Model. In it he points out that the standard model
gauge group (which he carefully defines as SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)/N, where N is a six-
element subgroup that acts trivially on the standard model particles) is the subgroup
of SU(5) that preserves a splitting of C5 into orthogonal 2 and 3 dimensional complex
subspaces. Furthermore, if you think of SU(5) as a subgroup of SO(10), then the
spinor representation of SO(10) on restriction to the standard model group has
exactly the properties of a single generation of the standard model.

Baez would like to think of SO(10) as the frame rotations in the Riemannian geometry
of a 10d manifold X. The SU(5) is then the holonomy subgroup picked out by a choice
of Calabi-Yau complex structure on the manifold. One way to get such an X is as the
product of R4 and a compact 6-manifold M6, picking Calabi-Yau structures on both
manifolds in the product. What is happening here is related to an old idea I wrote a
paper about a very long time ago (see Nuclear Physics B, vol. 303, pgs. 329-342, from
1988). By picking an orthogonal complex structure on R4, one picks out a U(2) in
SO(4) (the Euclideanized Lorentz group), and it is tempting to identify this with the
electroweak U(2). This is one part of what is happening in Baez’s construction. It’s
very hard though to see what to do with this within the standard gauge theory
framework; this is true both for my old idea and for Baez’s newer one. Maybe string
theorists can come up with some way of implementing this idea of thinking of the
standard model gauge group in terms of the Riemannian geometry of the target space
of a string. If so I might even get interested in string theory…..

I don’t immediately see from Baez’s paper why the hypercharge assignments come
out right. I need to sit down and work that out, but it’s getting late this evening.
There are some other issues his paper raises that I’d like to think about, and maybe
I’ll finally get around to doing some work to see whether what I’ve learned about spin
geometry in recent years has any use in this context.

I also noticed today that Baez is advertising for students to come to UC Riverside to
study Quantum Mathematics. I like the term, and for many students who really care
about mathematics and fundamental physics, this would be worth thinking about.

Please, commenters who want to write about their favorite ideas about standard
model geometry, try and stick to any aspects of this directly related to Baez’s paper.

Comments

1. Luboš Motl
November 8, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511086
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511086
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511086
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511086
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/7eff78d617bfc94e/8282f183f0fc3e09?hl=en#8282f183f0fc3e09
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/7eff78d617bfc94e/8282f183f0fc3e09?hl=en#8282f183f0fc3e09


As far as I understand, John:

* rediscovered that the Standard Model group is SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) divided by
a certain Z_6 group

* rediscovered that 16 of spin(10) is a good representation for a single
generation of quarks and leptons – i.e. rediscovered one reason behind grand
unified theories

* rediscovered that manifolds with SU(5) holonomy are called Calabi-Yau five-
folds

* wants to study, for a very incomprehensible reason, manifolds whose holonomy
coincides with the Standard Model gauge group

The last point seems completely crazy because holonomy is exactly the symmetry
– a part of the tangential group – that is broken by the manifold’s shape, while
the gauge group of the Standard Model is a group that must be, on the contrary,
completely unbroken.

Comparing the dimensions 4+6 of the large and hidden dimensions in string
theory with the (doubled – real) dimensions of the fundamental reps of SU(2) and
SU(3) is pure numerology. The four dimensions of the space we know do not
transform under the electroweak SU(2), and the six hidden dimensions do not
transform under SU(3).

2. John Baez
November 8, 2005

Sometimes it takes work to ignore Motl, but it always pays off. If anyone has
anything interesting to say about my paper, I’ll be glad to discuss it here.

3. D R Lunsford
November 9, 2005

I’m going to read it now – this sounds fascinating. It’s great to get results 

-drl

4. Thomas Larsson
November 9, 2005

There is one thing about GUTs that has bothered me for some time. We know
that SU(5) is out because it predicts too fast proton decay, whereas SO(10) does
not. However, it seems to me that two-step breaking, SO(10) -> SU(5) ->
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) is also ruled out because of the SU(5) in the middle. Doesn’t
this mean that any kind of GUT where SU(5) plays an important role, apparently
including John’s, has trouble with proton decay?

Alas, I have heard people talk about non-minimal SU(5), which apparently evades
this problem.



5. Quantoken
November 9, 2005

John:

I am not interested in discussing your paper, but in your description of QM in
UCR, some dangling words really seem sexy:

What exactly is the relationship between number theory and quantum
mechanics? I have no idea. Can you explain? For example, is there anything
particular that the inverse of the fine structure constant necessarily happen to
be very close to the 26th odd prime number?:-)

6. Robert
November 9, 2005

The fact that the hypercharges work out has been checked already many years
ago by people working on SO(10) GUTs.

I like the observation about 10=4+6 although I don’t see an obvious way to turn
it into something that resembles a model.

And note (besides Lubos’ point about the holonomy being the part of the
isometry that is broken which I think is valid) that the CY2 x CY3 is not what we
have in nature: At least the large four dimensions are very likely to have full
SO(3,1) holonomy as there seem to me arbitrary curvatures around. Of course
one could make the approximation (or mumble something about ‘groundstate’ or
whatever) that one should take 4D Minkowski space (or (A)dS if one worries
about the cosmological constant) for the large dimensions but those in turn have
too small a holonomy group.

7. Urs
November 9, 2005

the holonomy being the part of the isometry that is broken which I
think is valid

I you wanted to, you could argue that the standard model has only been tested in
flat space. The proposed model would then presumeably predict deformations of
the standard model group in strong gravitational fields.

I’d like to note that people interested in what they call ‘geometric algebra’ have
played around with similar ideas (I’ll look up concrete papers when I find the
time).

In particular, note that if one wants to adopt the idea that the standard model
particles arise as components of a spinor, one has to address the question what
then happens to the ‘usual’ spinor degrees of these fermions.

The only natural answer to that which I am aware of is “Dirac-Kaehler”
formalism. Assume the particles are not spinors, but “bispinors”, i.e.



inhomogeneous differential form, with the Dirac operator really being the
Dirac/Kaehler/deRham operator d + del. The form bundle is Lamda M = S x bar
S the product of two spinor bundles. One can interpret the left factor as the
observed spinor degrees of freedom, while using the right factor to model
families of fermions. That has been proposed several times.

I could remark that the Dirac operators arising in string theory actually are
Dirac/Kaehler operators (on loop space). The reason this is usually not seen is
chiral splitting of left- and rightmovers in WZW backgrounds.

8. X
November 9, 2005

Can this neat geometrical picture provide any insight into electroweak symmetry
breaking? Or the existence of 3 generations of quarks and leptons?

9. Tony Smith
November 9, 2005

John Baez, in hep-th/0511086, says:
“… a G-manifold where G is the Standard Model gauge group is precisely a
Calabi–Yau manifold of 10 real dimensions whose tangent spaces split into
orthogonal 4- and 6-dimensional subspaces, each preserved by the complex
structure and parallel transport. In particular, the product of Calabi–Yau
manifolds of dimensions 4 and 6 gives such a G-manifold. Moreover, any such
G-manifold is naturally a spin manifold, and Dirac spinors on this manifold
transform in the representation of G corresponding to one generation of
Standard Model fermions and their antiparticles. … For example, we can take M
to be Euclidean R4 and K to be any 6-dimensional Calabi–Yau manifold. …[and
then]… M x K is a G-manifold….”.

Penrose and Rindler, in their book Spinors and Spacetime, v.2 (Cambridge 1986)
say (at pages 307-308):
“… projective twistor space PT … has the structure of a complex projective
3-space CP3 … the points of CM# [compactified complexified Minkowski space]
represent the lines of PT. Such a correspondence, in which the lines of a
projective 3-space are represented as the points of a quadric in a projective
5-space, is known as the Klein representation …
Even more relevant to twistor theory was the observation by Sophus Lie in 1869
… that oriented spheres in (complex) Euclidean 3-space could be represented by
lines in CP3, with (consistently oriented) contact between spheres represented
by meeting lines in CP3. These spheres can be regarded as the intersections of
light cones, of points in (complex) Minkowski space, with a constant time …”.

Is it consistent with John Baez’s physical model picture to use for Calabi–Yau
manifolds of dimensions 4 and 6:

6-dimensional CP3 for a twistor picture of space-time
and
4-dimensional CP2 for the (10-6) dimensional space, related to SU(3) in the sense
that CP2 = SU(3)/S(U(2)xU(1)) ?



Would the Klein correspondence allow you to use a conformal spacetime based
on the 6-dimensional space of signature (2,4) upon which the Conformal Group
SU(2,2) = Spin(2,4) acts ?

Could the CP2 then be related to the standard model groups in a way similar to
that described by Batakis in his paper at Class. Quantum Grav. 3 (1986) L99-
L105 in which the CP2 plays the role of the compact extra-dimensional space of a
Kaluza-Klein model ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Thomas Larsson, in this same blog thread, said: “… We know that SU(5) is
out because it predicts too fast proton decay …”. Although that is clearly the
conventional view as of now, there are alternative definitions of background so
that the experimental results may be interpretable as consistent with proton
lifetimes not so far from SU(5) predictions. See hep-ex/0008074 by Adarkar,
Krishnaswamy, Menon, Sreekantan, Hayashi, Ito, Kawakami, Miyake, and
Uchihori, entitled Experimental evidence for G.U.T. Proton Decay.

10. Kasper Olsen
November 9, 2005

Personally, I don’t find Baez’ paper that interesting,
– that the SM gauge group is not SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1), but rather this group
divided by Z_6 has been observed many years ago, for example by H.B. Nielsen
like 20 years ago (but it is anyhow, a rather trivial observation, since for most
purposes we are just interested in the Lie algebra)
-as Lubos also observed, the inclusion of SU(5) in SO(10) has been known for
ages – sure enough, SO(10) has some nice features, but if he’s looking for beauty
he could as well have chosen E_8 x (something), or whatever else that thas his
SM group as subgroup. Spin(10) is the double cover of SO(10) (which is known
for anybody who have heard about Clifford Algebras) and there is basically
nothing new in noting, that the Dirac representation is single-valued in SU(5);
this is basically just a mathematical ‘accident’
– his comments about representations ‘on’ the exterior algebra Lambda(C^5)
which he observes includes d-quarks, u-quarks etc. is also rather trivial since it is
– as far as I can see – just another ‘accident’ related to how Clifford Algebras,
Spin-groups and Exterior Algebras of C^n are related (or more precisely,
representations of those)
– his comments about relating this to Calabi-Yau manifolds is also rather fictitious
since his observation about the ‘real” SM group preserves the splitting of C^5
into a three- and a two-dimensional subspace is just another ‘accident’ related to
the structure of Clifford Algebras, for which he — out of the blue — chose R^10
= C^5
– and in the same vain – the observation, that if M^4 and K^6 are Calabi-Yau
manifolds, then M^4 x K^6 is a G-manifold (where G is his SM group) follows
trivially as above. I guess he want’s it to be conneted to string theory (by
choosing R^10 = C^5, i.e. the magic number 10 coming out of string theory),
but actually it is not (at least not in any non-trivial way) . Sorry, I have to agree

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


with Lubos, he is just playing with numbers 

Kasper

11. Urs
November 9, 2005

The paper I had in mind is this. Not that I have looked at it closely enough, but it
does build (see the references) on the idea of embedding standard model
particles into spinor reps. These people tend to use a slightly non-standard
language when talking about spinors, but it’s mostly easy to sort it out.

I guess if you took these ideas and tried to embed them into something string-
motivated in 4+6 dimension it would amount to trying to interpret the closed
type II string’s RR states (the p-form fields) collectively as spinor bilinears (what
is called ‘algebraic spinors in papers of the above sort’) with interpreting one
spinor factor as the observed spin degree of freedoms and decomposing the
other in terms of standard model particles of one generation.

I don’t know if that could work out to a sensible model. But it seems to be a
natural way to try to implement the idea of realizing particles species as
components of a spinor representation.

12. Quantum_Ranger
November 9, 2005

6 Quarks , 4 Forces, = 1 Gravity in 10 dimensonal space?

Great paper.

13. Urs
November 9, 2005

Sorry, it’s me once again. Might be that the link I gave above does not work. The
paper it was supposed to lead to is

G Trayling and W. Baylis
A geometric basis for the standard model gauge group
J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 34 (2001) 3309-3324

14. Tony Smith
November 9, 2005

Urs, it may be that the Trayling and Baylis paper you are mentioning can be
found at hep-th/0103137.

Note, for fun, that the arXiv number decodes as number = 137 (the rest of the
code is only year and month).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

http://ej.iop.org/links/q54/yH8jxy7YDDEPRGg4IcJE8g/a11509.pdf
http://ej.iop.org/links/q54/yH8jxy7YDDEPRGg4IcJE8g/a11509.pdf
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


15. John Gonsowski
November 9, 2005

“the inclusion of SU(5) in SO(10) has been known for ages – sure enough, SO(10)
has some nice features, but if he’s looking for beauty he could as well have
chosen E_8 x (something)”

The idea of someone well know bringing up ideas prematurely pushed to the
sidelines and suggesting nice new things to do with them is not so bad. Funny, I
pretty much said the same thing a couple days ago in the Weinberg thread. I
even mentioned SU(5) GUT and Baez but I had Baez mentioned in relation to the
exceptional algebras… so yes why not start at E8, there’s those E6 orbifolded
fermions just waiting to suck up the SO(10) bosons. For details of the algebraic
glue see Tony Smith, that’s his forte.

16. Kasper Olsen
November 9, 2005

John – the fact, that Baez’ observation – that SU(5) is a subgroup of SO(10) – is
quite old, does not in itself logically make it “bad” (or irrelevant, unjustified, or
whatever). The thing is this – virtually all his assumptions are not substantiated
in any way, and this is why he could have decided to consider E_8 or E_8 x E_8 or
U(1)^496, or ….

And I don’t think he is suggesting any nice “new things” with this. Basically, he is
only expressing well-known fact in terms of Clifford Algebras, which might seem
fancy and ‘new’ to some people; talking about Clifford Algebras is roughly just
the same as talking about Dirac matrices, which for obvious reasons are related
to Spin-groups, as for example Spin(n) is a certain subgroup of Cl(n,0) – but I
guess you know all this.. 

Best,

17. Nick Warner
November 9, 2005

While Lubos is sometimes not as diplomatic as one might like, this does not mean
you should ignore his comments – which are essentially correct.

It may be useful to explain the last one in more detail because the Baez article
makes an elementary mistake in the physics underlying compactifications from
higher dimensions. Unbroken gauge groups *do not* come from holonomy, and
generally the exact opposite is true. The point is that if a field transforms under
the holonomy then it is responding to the curvature tensor of the compactifying
manifold and as a result fields that transform under the holonomy group will
have masses that are set by the compactification scale. This means that a
compact manifold, no matter how big it is, will not give rise massless fields that
transform under the holonomy group.

In compactification one finds the low mass/massless fields in the sectors with
trivial (generalized) holonomy, and as Lubos says, the holonomy group is



precisely what is broken at the compactification scale.

18. woit
November 9, 2005

Nick,

Lubos’s first four comments are just offensive and stupid. John was obviously not
claiming to have discovered any of these well-known facts, he was just stating
them. Today seems to be my day for pointing this out repeatedly, but I’ll do this
here again: you can’t imagine how much damage Lubos has done to the cause of
string theory by this kind of behavior. He’s convinced large numbers of people
that string theorists are arrogant, ill-informed fanatics. One reason for this is not
just his behavior, but the fact that other string theorists seem to think it is all
right to behave this way towards non-string theorists, just perhaps “not as
diplomatic as one would like”.

As for the last point, John wasn’t making “an elementary mistake in the physics
underlying compactifications from higher dimensions”, since his only comment
about the relation of the two mathematical propositions he states to physics was
that “it would be nice to find a use for these results”. He was pointing out a
characterization of the standard model group that isn’t hard to see but that I
hadn’t thought about before, as the subgroup of SO(10) preserving certain
geometrical structures.

There are lots of problems with coming up with any sort of dynamics that make
use of this, from the ones I pointed out about the U(2) piece, to the ones you and
Lubos note If you try and do standard dynamics on a compactification. John isn’t
getting very far, but what he is addressing are two of the biggest problems the
standard model leaves unanswered:

1. Why SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)/N?

2. Why the certain specific representations of this group that occur in the
standard model?

What he’s saying is that if you start with 10 dimensional Riemannian geometry
and certain specific geometrical structures, from the distinguished 10-d spinor
rep you get an answer to 1. and 2. This just changes the problem to

Why 10 dimensions, and why these specific geometrical structures?

I’m not at all convinced it’s much of an advance, but it seems to me more worth
thinking about than what currently seems to be the preferred answer to
questions 1. and 2.: “because of some horrifically complicated lowest energy
state of some ill defined infinite dimensional minimization problem we know
hardly anything about”. At least it’s different and has a bit of mathematical
beauty.

19. Kasper Olsen
November 9, 2005



Dear Peter,
I agree with you, that 1. and 2. should be answered in a more ‘fundamental’
theory. But I don’t actually think that Baez answered these questions. He starts
with SO(10), but for no obvious reason, except that of course SO(10) has SU(5)
as subgroup which has the SM group (= G) as subgroup. But of course SO(10)
has many other subgroups which as well could be ‘interesting’ for the same
reasons. The group G has the nice feature observed by Baez, that
representations of Spin(10) restricted to G includes the fermion representations
given by the exterior algebra Lambda(C^5). But this fact seem (at least to me) to
be implicitly included in the old grand unified SU(5) theories. I don’t think this
really answered the question #2 about the representations.

20. woit
November 9, 2005

Hi Kasper,

As I said, he leaves unanswered the question “Why 10 dimensions?” If you
decide that 10 dimensions is fundamental and you want to do Riemannian
geometry in it, you’ve got an SO(10) structure group.

For a mathematician, if you’re doing geometry in an even number of dimensions,
picking an almost complex structure is a very natural thing to do (i.e. you’re
identifying the tangent spaces with complex vector spaces). Doing this reduces
the structure group to U(5). The Calabi-Yau structure that further reduces to
SU(5) is a bit less of an obvious thing to do.

If your’re working with SO(10) (or, better, its double cover, Spin(10)), the spin
representation is a very special one, and you can build all other reps out of it (i.e.
you can build all tensors out of spinors, not vice versa). The fact that this spinor
rep gives you a generation of standard model particles is well-known. In general,
for SO(2n), once you pick a complex structure and reduce to U(n), the spinor rep
becomes the complex exterior algebra rep, up to a certain projective factor, one
which is trivial if you just look at SU(n). So that’s why John can explicitly
construct his spinor rep as an exterior algebra.

21. Kasper Olsen
November 9, 2005

Dear Peter – It’s of course correct what you are saying. If you just start by
assuming D=10, then the structure group is SO(10), and since D is even, it
reduces naturally to U(D/2)=U(5). And then – out of the blue – comes the
assumption that the manifold should be a Calabi-Yau which is unique in the sense
of having a SU(5) holonomy (while in string theory, as you know, a SU(n)
holonomy comes from the requirement of the existence of a covariantly constant
spinor). But here, the assumption is not justified – you could as well have chosen
the manifold to be Kahler with first Chern class c_1 different from zero, and
therefore not CY. But again, only with SU(5) holonomy here can the spinor
representation be identified (up to isomorphisms) with the exterior algebra
Lambda(C^5), which (roughly) is identified with a generation of fermions. How



did that “explain” the #1 on your list — that our Standard Model gauge group
should be exactly SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)/Z_6? (Which has some nice geometrical
features observed by Baez and many others) And how did the coincidence, that
the fermions ‘fit into’ the exterior algebra here “explain” that our Standard
Model fermions should transform as they do? (I.e. answer your question #2,
except from the trivial observation, that the representation of Spin(10)
decomposes as determined by the exterior algebra mentioned above). If I’m
missing something here, please explain 

Best, Kasper

22. somebody
November 9, 2005

I’m simply amazed at all LM’s ignorant stuff about holonomy groups and
“symmetries”. Holonomy groups are not symmetries and have absolutely nothing
to do with isometries….jeez….

The only problem I see with JB’s stuff is this: is there a manifold with holonomy
that is not just *contained* in G, but actually *isomorphic* to it? I think the
answer is no, so the actual holonomy group would be a subgroup of the standard
group. And that is much less interesting. Still a stimulating paper though.

23. woit
November 9, 2005

Hi Kasper,

To me the not very well-motivated stuff is the extra structure needed to get from
U(5) to the standard model group. This is the Calabi-Yau structure on the 10-
manifold and the splitting of the tangent space into 2 and 3 d complex spaces.
That the standard model particles fit precisely into an SO(10) spinor rep has
always been perhaps the most appealing feature of SO(10) grand unification.
This is just representation theory. Given any irreducible rep of G, you can ask
how it decomposes into H irreducibles for H a subgroup of G. Here G=SO(10), H
the standard model group. It’s quite striking that the simplest SO(10)
irreducible, the spinor, decomposes as precisely the sum of irreducibles that
makes up a standard model generation.

24. john baez
November 9, 2005

Peter has tried his best to clarify certain issues, but I can’t resist adding my two
cents, since it’s my paper…. 

Thomas Larsson said:

However, it seems to me that two-step breaking, SO(10) -> SU(5) ->
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) is also ruled out because of the SU(5) in the middle.
Doesn’t this mean that any kind of GUT where SU(5) plays an
important role, apparently including John’s, has trouble with proton



decay?

You raise an important question here, and I think we should talk about it. But for
now, I just want to make something clear:

My paper does not propose a grand unified theory, or any sort of physical theory.
It simply points out some facts relating the Standard Model and Calabi-Yau
manifolds.

There’s a reason I’m doing this. So far most approaches to deriving the Standard
Model from a more “beautiful” or “unified” theory seem rather artificial. One
reason is that the math of the Standard Model looks, to our eyes, ugly and
arbitrary. To address this problem, I think some of us should play around the
math of the Standard Model… until maybe we see that it’s not so ugly and
arbitrary after all!

In other words, some of us should try to connect the Standard Model to ideas
that seem natural and inevitable. (Other people should explore other ideas,
including the “landscape” scenario which has the Standard Model as a
completely undistinguished inhabitant of a vast panoply of theories.)

Connecting the details of the Standard Model to truly beautiful mathematics is a
tough challenge. Georgi and Glashow’s SU(5) and SO(10) grand unified theories
make a promising start. So does Alain Connes’ ideas on the Higgs boson. So does
Victor Kac’s work on the exceptional Lie superalgebra E(3,8). So does work on
the heterotic Standard Model and the recent attempt to get the
minimal supersymmetric Standard Model from the heterotic string. Various
people who post here have also done their bit, with greater or lesser success.

I think all these efforts are praiseworthy, even if it turns out that none of them
are “the right theory”.

Indeed, some of this work, like Victor Kac’s work and my own little paper, does
not even propose a theory of physics! It still might come in handy.

We need to explore. We need to play around. We need to stop being so grandiose
that we think we’re gonna write a paper that proposes The Theory of Everything
and gets it right the first time.

Robert wrote:

the CY2 x CY3 is not what we have in nature: : At least the large four
dimensions are very likely to have full SO(3,1) holonomy as there seem
to me arbitrary curvatures around.

Right: had I been proposing a theory, I would not have proposed one in which the
visible 4 dimensions of spacetime are modelled by a Calabi-Yau manifold.

The connection on the Calabi-Yau 2-fold (=CY2) in my paper is clearly related to
the electroweak force, not gravity.

http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/hep-th/9603053
http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/hep-th/9603053
http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/math-ph/0302016
http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/math-ph/0302016
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502155
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502155
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0511035
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0511035


Kaspar Olsen writes:

[…] the Baez article makes an elementary mistake in the physics
underlying compactifications from higher dimensions. Unbroken gauge
groups *do not* come from holonomy, and generally the exact opposite
is true.

Since I wasn’t proposing a physical theory, I was not in the position to make this
elementary mistake. You may have thought I was proposing something like a
Kaluza-Klein theory, or perhaps planning to use my CY2 x CY3 as a string theory
background. I wasn’t. I was doing exactly what I said I was doing in the first
sentence of the paper. I wrote:

The purpose of this note is to point out a curious relation
between the mathematics of the Standard Model and the geometry of
Calabi–Yau manifolds.

No more, no less.

25. D R Lunsford
November 9, 2005

Does this have anything to say about parity in Minkowski space? (i.e. a direct
statement about weak interaction)

-drl

26. john baez
November 9, 2005

Whoops! I just said that Kaspar Olsen wrote:

“… the Baez article makes an elementary mistake…”

It was Nick Warner who wrote this.

27. Who
November 9, 2005

in case anyone’s interested, this posted today:
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0511096
A Polynomial Quantum Algorithm for Approximating the Jones
Polynomial

Dorit Aharonov, Vaughan Jones, Zeph Landau
26 pages

“The Jones polynmial, discovered in 1984, is an important knot invariant in
topology, which is intimately connected to Topological Quantum Field Theory
(TQFT). The works of Freedman, Kitaev, Larsen and Wang provide an efficient
simulation of TQFT by a quantum computer, and vice versa. These results
implicitly imply the existence of an efficient quantum algorithm … Unfortunately,

http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0511096
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0511096


this important algorithm was never explicitly formulated. Moreover, the results
of Freedman et. al are heavily based on deep knowledge of TQFT, which makes
the algorithm essentially inaccessible for computer scientists.
We provide an explicit and simple polynomial algorithm to approximate the Jones
polynomial …Our algorithm does not use TQFT at all. By the results of Freedman
et. al, our algorithm solves a BQP complete problem.
The algorithm we provide exhibits a structure which we hope is generalizable to
other quantum algorithmic problems…”

28. john baez
November 9, 2005

Quantoken writes:

What exactly is the relationship between number theory and quantum
mechanics? I have no idea. Can you explain?

There are lots of relationships. I think it would be quite a digression to explain
them here, but I’ve begun explaining some in various issues of This Week’s
Finds, especially week199, week216, week217 and week218.

I’m just getting started – in part because I’m just getting started on learning
number theory. The really interesting ideas on the border of quantum mechanics
and number theory, like the Langlands program, the relation between zeta
zeroes and quantum chaos, and Connes’ work on the Riemann hypothesis, are
pretty darn deep.

Every week I spend a few hours studying this stuff in the UCR coffee shop with
James Dolan. Right now we’re trying to understand the Taniyama-Shimura
hypothesis. As a start, we’re trying to see why automorphic forms that are
eigenvectors of Hecke operators give Dirichlet series with Euler product
expansions. It’s great fun!!!

29. Kasper Olsen
November 9, 2005

Peter – it’s correct what you are saying. But I’ll have to ask again: 1) how did the
coincidence between the standard model group H and the SU(5) holonomy
explain that the interesting group is actually H? – it seems this is what you
claimed had been answered.(Except from the obvious thing that you get a
splitting of T(M) as C^2 x C^3?)
2) And how did the representation of H in G=SO(10) actually explain why the
standard model fermions are in certain representations? Apart from the fact,
that SO(10) potentially could be a good grand unified theory group since the
standard model fermions fit into representation of SO(10), which has been
known for decades…

Actually I think John himself answered above: he is just observing some ‘nice’
mathematical ‘coincidences’ between the standard model group H and the
Calabi-Yau geometry. And this is of course completely legitimate.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week199.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week199.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week216.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week216.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week217.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week217.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week218.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week218.html


You can always find thousands of reasons for ‘why’ our SM gauge group should
be exactly H, when you actually know what it is. You can also find millions of
reasons for why our spacetime seem to have 3+1 dimensions. 4 is an interesting
number – there are for example the exotic R^4’s – on which you have an
uncountable number of differentiable structures. And actually, we should look at
not R^4, but rather R^{3,1}. But, that’s also interesting; the Clifford Algebra
Cl(3,1) is isomorphic to H(2), and the Spin group Spin(3,1) is even more
beautiful….

John – no reason to worry; I don’t mind you confused me with Nick

Best, Kasper

30. woit
November 9, 2005

Hi Kasper,

I should leave this to John, especially since I’m having trouble explaining this,
but here’s a last stab at this:

Given 10d, John is not explaining “why H”, he’s showing that “why H” is
equivalent to “why certain specific geometrical structures. He has just
reformulated the problem, not solved it.

The important point about SO(10) representations is that you get precisely the
standard model multiplet, no more no less, from choosing a single SO(10)
irreducible, the most basic one, the spinor. That choice is very simple and
compelling, whereas the standard model multiplet looks complicated. This idea
isn’t John’s.

31. john baez
November 10, 2005

I could spend all night commenting on comments that criticize me for not
achieving grandiose goals that I never claimed to achieve, but I won’t.

I’ll just say this: particle physicists are a touchy bunch! Give ’em a 4-page paper
with two propositions and a corollary – I save the word “theorem” for things that
are hard to prove – and they’ll complain you didn’t explain why the universe
must be the way it is.

Reminds me of the guy on sci.physics who’s been viciously attacking me for… not
being the next Einstein! Hard to argue with that. But there’s some kind of “I’ve
gotta save the world today or it ain’t worth getting out of bed” attitude going on
here, and I don’ t like it.

Anyway, back to physics:

Everyone always says how the Georgi-Glashow SU(5) theory predicts too high a



rate of proton decay, and that kills it. This is one reason my paper is not about
the SU(5) theory: it uses some math from the SU(5) theory, but it’s really just
about G-manifolds where G is the Standard Model gauge group.

However: I am ashamed to admit, but I must admit here, that I’ve never carefully
gone through the calculation that predicts the rate of proton decay in the SU(5)
theory. This is bad, because it’s dangerous to take the conventional wisdom on
faith: the conventional wisdom tends to leave out the assumptions behind the
results. For example: compare how many people know the conclusions of the
Coleman-Mandula theorem to how many people remember its assumptions!

So, I should strap myself to a chair and work through this calculation. I should
also see exactly how supersymmetry helps. I should see how flipped SU(5)
changes things. And, I should see how things are different for SO(10). I know
what people say about this stuff. But, I should check it for myself.

Unfortunately, I always seem to have something more fun to do.

In case anyone here is even worse at this stuff than me, I recommend the
Wikipedia articles on the Georgi-Glashow SU(5) GUT and other grand unified
theories including SO(10), the Pati-Salam model and flipped SU(5). They don’t
compute proton decay, but they’re really not bad for starters!

For more detail while keeping things pretty easy, there’s chapter VII of Zee’s
book Quantum Field Theory in a Nutshell.

For even more detail, I recommend Ross’ Grand Unification and Mohapatra’s
Unification and Supersymmetry: The Frontiers of Quark-Lepton Physics.

These old review articles are also good:

D. V. Nanopoulos, Tales of the GUT age, in Grand Unified Theories and Related
Topics, proceedings of the 4th Kyoto Summer Institute, World Scientific,
Singapore, 1981.

P. Ramond, Grand unification, in Grand Unified Theories and Related Topics,
proceedings of the 4th Kyoto Summer Institute, World Scientific, Singapore,
1981.

But, given how fundamental the topic is, I’m surprised there are not more books
on grand unified theories – books that cover every popular theory in excruciating
detail, computing the proton lifetime and the running of coupling constants in
each one, etcetera.

Maybe I’m overlooking some?

32. John Gonsowski
November 10, 2005

“virtually all his assumptions are not substantiated in any way, and this is why he
could have decided to consider E_8 or E_8 x E_8 or U(1)^496, or …And I don’t

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgi-Glashow_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgi-Glashow_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_unification_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_unification_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_unification_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_unification_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SO%2810%29_%28physics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SO%2810%29_%28physics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pati-Salam_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pati-Salam_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flipped_SU%285%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flipped_SU%285%29


think he is suggesting any nice “new things?? with this. Basically, he is only
expressing well-known fact in terms of Clifford Algebras”

Yes I know a Clifford Algebra bivector when I see one so that’s not the new I was
thinking of. It’s kind of as you’ve been discussing, just looking at spacetime
geometry and standard model bosons and having this be a potential area for
“new”. Also as you’ve been discussing, if you want spacetime geometry, SO(10) is
kind of on the short list of known places to look and Baez is not suggesting it’s
the only place to look. Smith by the way has Clifford Algebra reasons for starting
with a single E8.

33. john baez
November 10, 2005

Kasper Olson writes:

[…] the inclusion of SU(5) in SO(10) has been known for ages – sure
enough, SO(10) has some nice features, but if he’s looking for beauty
he could as well have chosen E_8 x (something), or whatever else that
[has the] SM group as subgroup.

Of course for my “G-manifold” idea one wants a nice small orthogonal group O(n)
containing the given group G, to get some reasonably simple description of
Riemannian n-manifolds whose holonomy group lies in G. When G is the
Standard Model gauge group, O(10) is the smallest one that will work. So, I
consider 10-dimensional G-manifolds. And, as you know, I prove a couple of
things about them: 1) they’re 10d Calabi-Yau manifolds whose tangent spaces
split invariantly into 4d and 6d parts, and 2) spinors on them form one
generation of the Standard Model fermions.

But speaking of E8….

My most recent spell of thinking about this stuff was last summer, when I was
stuck in the Beijing Friendship Hotel. My wife was attending an international
congress on the history of science. Whenever I got sick of talks on that subject –
held in small, miserably hot and stuffy rooms – I went back to my nicely air-
conditioned hotel room, took a shower, turned on the BBC news, and worked on
finding patterns relating the Standard Model to the octonions and exceptional
Lie groups. It was especially fun because I hadn’t brought any notes with me, so
I had to rework everything from scratch. Endless hours of amusement!

I found some neat stuff which I will develop further when I have more time, and
eventually write up. The quickest bit to describe was this thing about
G-manifolds, so that’s what I wrote up first. Exceptional groups will make their
appearance later.

34. Quantoken
November 10, 2005

John:



I’d be interested in knowing what you come up with, after you strip yourself to a
chair and calculate the proton decay lifetime.

Mean while, I am making this observation from what I know. All particle
decaying phenomena has a decay life time spanning a great range of order of
magnitude, from as short as femto second to as long as billions of years.
However the longest decay lifetime observed do not exceed a norminal value
times the age of the universe scale. We have not seen anything that decays at a
time scale like say a thousand times the age of the universe, or a million times,
or 10^10 times. A few billion years seems to be an upper limit.

Any one know a counter example that the decay lifetime is actually observed to
be significantly higher than a norminal multiply of the age of the universe?
Please let it be known if such counter example exist. If not, then there is a reason
why it can go from femto second to billions of years, a dynamic span of more
than 40 orders of manitude. But it doesn’t go beyond that. I have a perfect
reasonable explanation why that is the case. But I shall refrain from discussing it
here.

Quantoken

35. Passby
November 10, 2005

Quite interesting topic and discussions, although I don’t understand what your
guys talked about!

36. a
November 10, 2005

Just to quickly answer the question above: there are no 10-dimensional CY
manifolds with the standard group as holonomy group. Once you reduce as far as
that, you have to go right down to SU2 x SU3. There is an obvious 12-
dimensional non-CY manifold with a holonomy group very much like the standard
group [namely SU5/G] but I’m not sure what the exact holonomy group is after
you factor out the center of SU5. I guess it’s ok.

37. Quantum_Ranger
November 10, 2005

Did not Ed Witten:http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0211269

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0304079

get pretty close to moving the ‘proton-decay’ goalposts?

One major problem of a precise proton-decay rate, is that you first have to have a
precise “vacuum”.

I do recall that Witten tried his best a number of years ago, and I recall that I
could only conclude that the/our PROTON must have its decay mode from

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0211269
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0211269
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0304079
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0304079


another Universe, this is to say that the appearence of the standard model
‘proton’, must have decayed into that fundemental state “prior” to it appearing
at the finite Vacuum in the early Universe.

This other “Universe” may for all intensive purpose be contained at Blackhole
singularity ‘terminal’ junction, as the primordial/first particle in certain
cosmological bounce models, aka Turok?

38. Haelfix
November 10, 2005

As far as model building in this scenario, I really don’t think it would buy you
much. You can’t deform the CY2 or CY3 at all obviously since you would break
the all fundamental gauge group.

Perhaps it might be useful *somehow* to analyze various subtelties of gauge
theory using CY machinery, but that seems to me to be somewhat backward. We
tend to know more about gauge theory than we do about CYs, and obviously
those two specific calabi Yaus picked out aren’t terribly illuminating on the
general case.

Maybe im missing something.

39. Tony Smith
November 10, 2005

“a” says “… there are no 10-dimensional CY manifolds with the standard group
as holonomy group. Once you reduce as far as that, you have to go right down to
SU2 x SU3. …”.

Arthur L. Besse (pseudonym for a group) says as author of the book Einstein
Manifolds (Springer 1987) at page 284: “… Hol(g) = U(m) for the canonical
Kahler metric on the complex projective space CPm. …”.

Green, Schwarz, and Witten, in v. 2 of Superstring Theory (Cambridge 1987) say
at page 440: “… a metric of SU(N) holonomy is the same thing as a Ricci-flat
metric. This … is our first taste of he fact that in finding states of unbroken
supersymmetry we actually are finding vacuum states that obey the equations of
motion of string field theory. …”.

So, if the superstring theory requirement of unbroken supersymmetry were
removed, could John Baez find the 10-dimensional standard model holonomy
model that his paper describes ?

If the unbroken supersymmetry requirement of Ricci flatness were removed,
could holonomy U(3)xU(2) (which includes the standard model) be achieved by
using 6-dimensional twistor-and-conformal-related CP3 along with 4-dimensional
CP2 ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


40. Nick Warner
November 10, 2005

Dear All

This discussion raises an interesting question about when one should pay
attention to numerical coincidences. I get a large number of e-mails claiming to
have solve the mysteries of the universe based upon numerology. For my own
part I have stared for hours at tables of counts of rational curves in Calabi-Yau
manifolds in the hope of relating them to characters of Lie Algebras and thereby
see interesting dualities. I did this with the odd success until a colleague told me
that he just found his complete eight-digit birthday in a particular divisor set ….

So here is the question: When is numerology pointless and when is it valuable?
(There are lots of examples of the latter…. so I am not asking for a catalog.)
When do we say “enough!”? There are some obvious criteria for when it is
useful:
(i) When the number of numerical coincidences is outrageously large
(ii) When there is a conjectured underlying mechanism for which one is trying to
gather evidence
(iii) When the setting suggests many possible mechanisms and the task is to find
the correct one ….
(iv) When your numerology satisfies (i), (ii) or (iii) and does not have an
elementary explanation that is already well understood.
Conversely, numerology is probably pointless if you satisfy none of the conditions
above.

Put more practically, Physicists and Mathematicians have lots of demands on
their time and if you are going to attract their attention you have to get beyond
the “crank-mail filter” which means that your numerical coincidence better have
more than a few matching numbers.

So we come to my earlier post. John’s article (from my perspective and, I think,
Lubos’) fails to meet (i), (ii) and (iv). One might hope that it meets (iii), and the
burden of my original post was to examine this possibility in more detail, and
expalin why it actually fails (iii). That is, based upon standard approaches and
mechanisms of compactification the expressed hope behind the numerology
cannot work. Given this, it is especially important to postulate, even very vaguely
or roughly, some new proposed mechanism by which the numerology could be
given meaning. To hide behind statements like

“Since I wasn’t proposing a physical theory, I was not in the position to make this
elementary mistake.”

simply makes me (and probably most other physicists) move the idea to the pile
of amusing but insubstantial numerical coincidences that arrive in the mail each
week. It is possible that this approach will indeed cause me to throw out the
solution to life, the universe and everything, but the practical fact is that we all
have to make judgements of what will be profitable to pursue and for me John’s
paper does not cross this threshhold.



More constructively, it might be useful to have a discussion on what kinds of
conjectures and what kind of evidence is needed in order to engage the average
theorist more deeply ….. The criteria will have some interesting universal
properties, and probably a number of really quirky individualistic ones …. I
suspect that the ones I have given above are pretty universal (but that might just
be the arrogance of a particle physicist….)

41. Michael
November 10, 2005

Hi Nick,

nice post. I would like to add one ‘negative’ criterion: If the mechanism
suggested by numerology is obviously not operating in nature, it shouldn’t be
taken seriously.

In the present example, quoting Lubos, the “four dimensions of the space we
know do not transform under the electroweak SU(2), and the six hidden
dimensions do not transform under SU(3).” This seems good enough to dismiss
John’s idea as not relevant to physics, doesn’t it?

42. DMS
November 10, 2005

Nick,

What you say is interesting and thoughtful. It is a matter of personal taste what
one works on, of course.

However, there is a LOT of string-inspired “numerology” (think “realistic brane
models”)that is out there, that do not explain ANYTHING about the physics
beyond the standard model(and in my opinion, never will). So for some string
theorists to be going it bullying and insulting anyone coming up with any idea
that is not completely string-inspired is a bit rich.

Peter,

Seems like you had a busy day yesterday  Thanks to the arrogant attitude of
some(I think they believe they are the next Pauli; well, they are, minus the
contribution to physics), I and others I know have changed our attitude from:

“(Ok, some)String theorists are arrogant, but they may have a point.”
to
“(Ok, some)String theorists are arrogant and liars, who thrive on delibrately
distorting other people’s work, likeley because they have nothing useful to say.”

It is amusing to note that Clifford was upset about Krauss’ opinions. Many
physicists I know have a much worse opinion of the field(unfair, in my opinion).

DMS

43. Kasper Olsen



November 10, 2005

Dear John,

I guess we can all agree that the standard model is not the final story – it is
basically just a low-energy effective field theory. So, some of its mathematical
‘coincidences’ might be important and some might not. Therefore, as long as you
do not have a more ‘fundamental’ theory, I doubt you will be able to tell which of
these coincidences are important and which are not.

Best, Kasper

44. X
November 10, 2005

Modern physics seems to be mostly about piling up beautiful symmetries; with
the symmetry breaking required to match the real world as an ugly and arbitrary
and an afterthought – this is my subjective impression. Is there some framework
in which symmetry breaking is more elegant?

45. Chris Oakley
November 10, 2005

Hi X,

I completely agree. I remember asking “Is there anything better than the Higgs
mechanism?” when studying QFT for the first time in 1980/1981 in Cambridge,
UK. The lecturer – Peter Goddard, now running the IAS – answered with a
forceful “No”. He could justifiably give the same answer today. Whilst I can see
the attraction of spending most of one’s time doing classical field theory – it is
easier and more elegant, after all – ultimately quantum field theory is the thing
that actually counts and I have no doubt that more focus here would quickly lead
to constructs greatly superior to the Higgs mechanism.

46. john baez
November 10, 2005

a writes:

Just to quickly answer the question above: there are no 10-dimensional
CY manifolds with the standard group as holonomy group. Once you
reduce as far as that, you have to go right down to SU(2) x SU(3).

Well, that would be a bit sad. Could you point me towards a proof?

47. Who
November 10, 2005

the recorded talks from Loops ’05 conference are now available

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Programme.html


in many cases the notes are also available for download as PDF or ppt.
just click on the speaker’s name

48. Alejandro Rivero
November 10, 2005

John, I am unsure it is related to your paper, but if you are going towards using
GUT SU(5) or SO(10) groups without running up to GUT scale as traditional, it
could be worth to bring into attention my unpublished note on extracting GUT
angles from Z0 decay only. It is at

http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/gut.pdf

(Referee told that it could do a good footnote to a more important paper. I am a
writer of footnotes, you see)

49. andy.s
November 10, 2005

Summing up all the contributions, it looks as it John B’s first comment in the
thread was right on the money.

It took a lot of effort, but it was worth it.

50. woit
November 10, 2005

Nick,

John’s idea isn’t really numerology, more just a geometrical characterization of
the standard model group. The only real numerology is the standard model
multiplet as SO(10) spinor, which isn’t his idea.

From the way you refer to Lubos, I take it you don’t see much wrong with his
behavior. Suit yourself. But do read DMS’s comment. I don’t think you or most
string theorists have a clue how much damage Lubos and Susskind together are
doing to how string theory is now viewed by other physicists.

51. a
November 10, 2005

JB wrote: a writes:

Just to quickly answer the question above: there are no 10-dimensional CY
manifolds with the standard group as holonomy group. Once you reduce as far as
that, you have to go right down to SU(2) x SU(3).

Well, that would be a bit sad. Could you point me towards a proof?

OK let me back off a moment and say that I was talking about the simply
connected case. Back to that in a minute. S[U2 x U3] is a subgroup of U2 x U3,
so we [as you know] are talking about a *Riemannian product* of Kaehler

http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/gut.pdf
http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/gut.pdf


manifolds. But for a product of two manifolds to be Ricci-flat, each one
separately has to be Ricci-flat. Hence the holonomy group has to be contained in
SU2 x SU3. Somehow writing it out like this makes it look trivial, but there is
something highly non-trivial going on here; see Besse’s book.
All this is in the simply connected case. In the more general case you might, by
cleverly taking a Riemannian quotient that affects both factors non-trivially, get a
holonomy group which is a *disconnected* group which sort of interpolates
between SU2 x SU3 and the standard group. That might be interesting but it still
wouldn’t be the standard group itself of course.
Let me conclude by saying that although I have no clue as to how your idea can
be used, at least I opened the paper and looked at it; which is more than I can
say about the dry technical exercises which, particularly over the last couple of
years, have clogged the arxiv. And several of the responses in this thread made
my jaw drop after the manner of one of the skeletons in “Corpse Bride”. I do
hope that people won’t be discouraged from posting papers like yours. God
knows, we don’t exactly have an oversupply of interesting papers these days……

52. Ruadhan
November 10, 2005

I think Nick’s question is answered by the minimum description length criterion.
Essentially, the log probability that a particular conjecture, C, which happens to
explain some data, D, is just a coincidence, is given (more or less) by the amount
of information needed to specify the conjecture (the complexity of the
conjecture) minus the amount of information needed to specify the data. To apply
this in practice you need a way to “encode” conjectures, or rather, you need to
make a list of all conjectures, and then the complexity of a conjecture is the log
of its position in the list. (Be careful, though – you can’t simply choose an
ordering which puts your conjecture at the top; you need to choose a way of
generating the list which doesn’t require much information to specify).

I’ve never seen anybody apply this procedure to the problem of classifying
physical theories, but I think it would be a great idea for somebody who isn’t me
to work on. It’s exactly the kind of procedure that will tell us how surprised we
should be that this apparently simple group mod that one looks like the standard
model. It’s numerology done properly, so to speak.

53. Tony Smith
November 10, 2005

“a’ refers to Besse’s book and says “… In the more general case …[than]… the
simply connected case. you might, by cleverly taking a Riemannian quotient that
affects both factors non-trivially, get a holonomy group which is a *disconnected*
group which sort of interpolates between SU2 x SU3 and the standard group.
…”.

However, Besse says at pages 323-324:
“… 11.21 Theorem. Let M be a compact Kahlerian manifold with vanishing real
first Chern class. Then M admits as a finite holomorphic covering the product of
a complex torus by a simply-connected Kahlerian manifold, again with vanishing

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimum_description_length
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimum_description_length


real first Chern class.
…
Theorem 11.21 allows us to restrict the study of the compact Kahlerian
manifolds with vanishing real first Chern class to the study of simply-connected
ones. …”.

In light of that, it may not be feasible for John to evade “a”‘s statement that “…
there are no 10-dimensional CY manifolds with the standard group as holonomy
group. Once you reduce as far as that, you have to go right down to SU(2) x
SU(3). …”, unless somehow by using noncompact things Besse’s Theorem 11.21
might be evaded.

However, please do NOT take this as being critical of John for having written the
subject paper. It is, as “a” says, a truly “interesting paper” and such things are
indeed all too rare nowadays.
To me, even if John’s paper’s construction does not apply to Ricci-flat Kahler
manifolds, it is doubtless applicable to some non-Ricci-Flat Kahler manifolds,
and
since Ricci-flatness is means (in string theory context) unbroken supersymmetry,
maybe the lesson to be learned from John’s paper is that the standard model, and
probably nature itself, does not like currently fashionable string supersymmetry
(no matter how attached to it some physicists may be).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

54. Quantum_Ranger
November 11, 2005

Supersymmetry?

Surely Riemannian Geometry is the crux of General Relativity?.. Relativity is
Observer dependant? ..Stringtheory needs a continuious string field background
as stated by TS above ‘ricci-flatness’? is exactly what you get when observers are
removed, an observer is nothing more than a curveture imposed by the presence
of an ‘observer’ being that observers are composed of tangable matter?

Baez paper is really a very complex “Hand-Wavy” investigation into discrete
notions of continued or, broken dimensions that energy and fields exist within.

In fact, it is really the bases of how matter and energy are contructed and
manupulated, using the techniques of “seperation” or “extended” continuations
of inquiry?

55. Quantum_Ranger
November 11, 2005

Should have stipulated:Reductionism v Separation
as the standard definition:continuous = Reductionism
“a continued decomposition” from a prefered or real location.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


56. Urs
November 11, 2005

since Ricci-flatness is means (in string theory context) unbroken
supersymmetry,

That’s just the simplest case. When for instance (p-form-)fluxes are turned on
susy no longer comes with plain Ricci-flatness in general.

Heuristically this is because further fields have further energy-density which
back-reacts on the geometry by its gravitational field.

More technically it is because the susy one is talking about here is the existence
of a spinor which is constant with respect to a given covariant derivative. That
covariant derivative receives contributions from essentially all of the background
fields. For instance Kalb-Ramond flux gives rise to a torsion term, etc.

57. MathPhys
November 11, 2005

Agressive behaviour has always been part of the theoretical high energy physics
scene in the US. Motl’s behaviour is silly and childish. He’s so predictible, that
by now he’s boring.

58. Tony Smith
November 11, 2005

Urs says that “Ricci-flatness is means (in string theory context) unbroken
supersymmetry” is “just the simplest case. When for instance (p-form-)fluxes are
turned on susy no longer comes with plain Ricci-flatness in general. Heuristically
this is because further fields have further energy-density which back-reacts on
the geometry by its gravitational field. …”.

Then, could John’s construction be seen as indicating
that “simplest case” Ricci-flat Calabi-Yau superstring theory may be physically
unrealistic
and
that perhaps realistic string theory models should be based on non-Calabi-Yau,
non-Ricci-flat, Kahler manifolds for 6+4=10 dimensional string “background”
(maybe even including my favorite pair , CP3 and CP2) ?

If so, might that mean that the “landscape” based on Calabi-Yau manifolds may
have a flawed basis, and that work like John’s might be a good way to search for
a physically realistic string theory model ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

Tony Smith

59. Urs

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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November 11, 2005

could John’s construction be seen as indicating
that ‘simplest case’ Ricci-flat Calabi-Yau superstring theory may be
physically unrealistic

Isn’t that essentially asking if any spacetime which is not a manifold of
S(U(2)xU(3))-holonomy may be physically unrealistic? Sure it may. But unless
you find some mechanism why spacetime should have S(U(2)xU(3)) holonomy it’s
hard to see a relation between one and the other.

might that mean that the ‘landscape’ based on Calabi-Yau manifolds
may have a flawed basis

The landscape arises precisely due to the freedom of turning on all sorts of
discrete values for these fluxes.

But I am no expert on landscape issues, so that’s all I am going to say on that
point.

There is little point, I think, in trying to see any relations between standard
string phenomenology and an approach that tries to find particles in spinor reps.

In ordinary string phenomenology, the fermions arise from the R-NS and the
NS-R sector of the string. This means that they are really just spacetime spinors.
Now, if you identify the components of that spinor with particles, you are left
with something like scalars, no?

That’s why I said above that – if you wanted to identitfy spacetime spinor
components with spinning particles, you’d need to supply another set of ordinary
spinor degrees of freedom. For instance by using “bispinors” or whatever you’d
call them.

That’s just a very vague observation. It is not new, but has been investigated in
papers like the one I mentioned above. Being totally untrained in
phenomenology, I cannot judge the viability of such ideas. All I can do is make
the general observavtion that such bilinears in spacetime spinors appear in the
string’s spectrum, too. Namely in the RR sector, where they are known as RR
p-form fields.

Make of that what you wish.

60. Juan R.
November 11, 2005

What is your opinion on

the relationship between Cosmology and quantum electrodynamics claimed on
Hoyle F. and Narlikar, J. V. Reviews of modern Physics 1995, 67(1) 113-155?

Juan R.
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61. Nick Warner
November 12, 2005

Peter,

From my comments about Lubos you can only reasonably infer that I consider
him to be “somewhat undiplomatic”. I have no wish to be drawn into a more
personal discussion. The purpose of my posts was try to explain, more
diplomatically, some of the substance underlying Lubos’ post and why his
particular post here, but *not* his mode of expression, probably represents the
views of many people who work on physics from higher dimensions.

I read DMS’s comment. It is hard to determine whether his comments were
directed at me or Lubos (perhaps this ambiguity was your point, Peter). At any
rate, I agree that there is a lot of nonsense under the “string inspired” banner.
Indeed, the worst of it is actually fundamentally inconsistent with string theory.
However, this is beside the point here. Holding me responsible for the excesses
of the “string inspired” is comparable to holding me (a US resident) responsible
for George Bush’s supreme court nominations ….. . While you may be justified in
disliking the messenger and his other messages, one should keep focussed on
the actual content of a particular post within a thread. In this instance the
subtantial content of Lubos’ post is correct, but the way he chose to express it
was not.

62. woit
November 12, 2005

Hi Nick,

Yes, my point was that the way in which you choose to describe and deal with
Lubos’s comments here gives the strong impression that you think his behavior
is acceptable (if “undiplomatic’), and this will influence people and cause them to
draw conclusions you’re not going to be happy with.

I understand that there was a substantive point in what Lubos wrote that may
have been worth discussing. There also were substantive points in his comment
(his claims that John thought he had discovered all sorts of well-known facts),
that were stupid, dishonest and offensive, not just undiplomatic.

63. D R Lunsford
November 12, 2005

two words: Charm School!

-drl

64. Nigel
November 13, 2005



Luboš Motl of Harvard University once wrote something that was sensible: ‘…
quantum mechanics is perhaps the deepest idea we know. It is once again a
deformation of a conceptually simpler picture of classical physics.’ –
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/measuring-depth-of-ideas.html

I can’t understand why he seems to think string theory fits into this. String
theory is not a deformation of conceptually simpler ideas, it is a real mess with
no empirical basis at all. I wish he would grasp that you need to go back and
review the evidence, discard obsolete speculations (ST), before making progress.

I know that Motl’s being paid some grant by Uncle Sam or whoever to pontificate
on crank ST, or he wouldn’t be under such pressure. He complains about Baez
rediscovering things, but this is what happens in real science! Darwin
rediscovered the evolution theory of Anaximander while Copernicus
rediscovered the solar system of Aristarchus. Cranks who deny rediscoveries are
just creationists believing in an earth-centred world. You have to feel sorry for
Motl.

65. Juan R.
November 14, 2005

Nigel,

In some sense i agree with Motl at this point.

String theory ‘born’ (of course after its failure on strong-force) from a very
simple idea: a string vibrating could offer us a two-spin vibration mode
resembling the hypotetical graviton.

Since then string theorists unable to understand gravity (or any other part of
real science) have claimed that string theory was “important”, “fundamental” or
even “elegant”. Since 40 years ago, the topic had been modified, radicalized, and
today ‘string’ theory is a ‘deformation’ of conceptually simpler ideas.

Today, there is not simplicity, there is not elegance, there is not empirical basis,
there is not fundamental point of view, there is not unified theory. Is there
nothing? Well i think that ego remain and this is the reason that string theorists
-specially smart ones -are unable to recognize that they have failed 

In fact, today there is not theory or ‘strings’. Now, the conceptually simple idea
of reducing ‘all’ (of course, this was always an exageration from arrogant people
as Schwartz or Greene) to a simple vibrating string in 4 dimensions is
abandoned.

Now, one finds 11D that reduce to 10D in weak coupling limit, those 10 contain
16 ‘inner’ dimensions in that unelegant mixture of bosonic and fermionic stuff,
all aderezed with zero mass and none connection with real particles. The
breaking into 4×6 is done by hand, it is not well defined, etc.

The initial single parameter transformed into a mixture of more than 10000
parameters in the best of cases. It is true that initially the posibility for reducing

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/measuring-depth-of-ideas.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/measuring-depth-of-ideas.html


the near 20 of standard model to 1 was really good, but if my math is correct
10000 >> 20 and the situation now is worse.

The theory of everything turned into the theory of nothing.

From the posibility for understand ‘all’ of our universe they are passing to the
unability for understand even one of multiple (posibly infinite) predicted
‘universes’.

What is more, from the elegant reduction of dozens and dozens of different
particles to a single item. Now there are p-branes (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9).
All the theory (so say) offering towers and towers and towers of unobserved
effects.

From

NO, the standard model is incorrect. There is not pointlike objects on
Nature. The basic item of nature is a small unidimensional object

Now some of them are claiming

NO, string theory is incorrect. There is not real unidimensional object
on Nature. The basic item of nature is a small pointlike object: the D0-
brane

Etc, Etc.

Well i could agree that was a ‘distorsion’. One very very great 

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

66. Chris W.
November 17, 2005

This is interesting. I’ve just skimmed it:

Non Abelian gauge symmetries induced by the unobservability of extra-
dimensions in a Kaluza-Klein approach (gr-qc/0511100)

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0511100
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0511100
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0511100
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0511100
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0511100
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0511100


Latest Freed-Hopkins-Teleman

November 10, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A wonderful long-promised paper by Dan Freed, Mike Hopkins and Constantin
Teleman entitled Loop Groups and Twisted K-theory II has just appeared. They have
advertised it in the past under various names such as “K-theory, Loop Groups and
Dirac Families”, but their latest way of organizing their work seems to be to relabel
the two-year old Twisted K-theory and Loop Group Representations (which recently
has been updated, improved and expanded with new material) as “Loop Groups and
Twisted K-theory III”. Working backwards it seems, they now advertise a “Loop
Groups and Twisted K-theory I” as still to appear, hopefully in less than two years.

I don’t mean to give them a hard time about this. They are doing wonderful work,
continually refining and improving on their results, and the paper is worth the wait.
At the moment I don’t have time to do them justice by explaining much about their
results or the conjectural relations that I see to quantum field theory, but I wrote a
little bit about this a while back in another context. In the future I’ll try and find time
to write some more entries about this material.

Also related to this is a new paper of Michael Atiyah and Graeme Segal called Twisted
K-theory and cohomology which discusses the relation of twisted K-theory to twisted
and untwisted cohomology.

Teleman has also recently made available on his web-site a preliminary version of
notes from his fascinating talk at the algebraic geometry conference in Seattle this
past summer, entitled Loop Groups, G-bundles on curves. He starts off with some
philosophy he claims comes from lessons learned in working with moduli of bundles:

(i) K-theory is better than cohomology
(ii) Stacks are better than spaces
(iii) Symmetry

The first and third points I’m well aware of, and he has convinced me to spend some
more time learning about stacks by his next point, which I hope may clarify some
issues that confused me when I was writing my notes on Quantum Field Theory and
Representation Theory. According to Teleman, the fundamental K-homology class of a
classifying stack BG gives a notion of “integration over BG” in K-theory that
corresponds precisely to that of taking the G-invariants of a representation. This idea
has been a fundamental motivation for me for quite a while. It seems to me that one
fundamental question about the path integral formulation of the standard model is
“why are we looking at the space of connections and trying to integrate over it?” The
K-theory philosophy gives a potential answer to this: we’re looking at the space of
connections because it is the classifying space of the gauge group, and we’re
integrating over it because we want to be able to pick out the invariant piece of a
gauge group representation. I’ll try and write up more about this later, especially if
learning some more about stacks ends up really clarifying things for me as I hope.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AT/0511232
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AT/0511232
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AT/0312155
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AT/0312155
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=247
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=247
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.KT/0510674
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.KT/0510674
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.KT/0510674
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.KT/0510674
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/%7Eteleman/
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/%7Eteleman/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=226
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=226
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/%7Eteleman/seattle.pdf
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/%7Eteleman/seattle.pdf
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135


On a somewhat different topic, Teleman recently gave a very interesting talk at Santa
Barbara entitled The Structure of 2D Semi-simple Field Theories.

Comments

1. Anonymous
November 11, 2005

we’re looking at the space of connections because it is the classifying space of
the gauge group, and we’re integrating over it because we want to be able to
pick out the invariant piece of a gauge group representation.

Hmm. I, for one, would like to see you elaborate on this. I know you wrote some
of this up in your notes on the arXiv, but it’s nice to see it written up in words. I
would like a summary of the idea in “physics language.” As I understand it you
want to recast the ill-defined path integral formalism as some sort of
sophisticated (and currently not well-understood) representation theory. Is that
the gist of it? It sounds like this might make QFT more rigorous but it doesn’t
seem that it would have calculational advantages. What do you think would be
the physics applications if your program worked?

2. AJ
November 11, 2005

What do you think would be the physics applications if your program worked?

Peter, I’m sure, will provide his own answer, but let me pipe up anyways.
Providing a definition of the path integral in terms of the algebraic topology of a
stack would almost certainly allow us to introduce new computational tools into
quantum field theory. Algebraic topologists have a fascinating collection of Really
Powerful Computational Gadgetry, and I for one, would love to see what they can
do to QFT. It’d be nice, for instance, to compute correlation functions using
simplicial resolutions.

There would probably also be conceptual advantages. Right now, the status of
the path integral is a bit murky. We write down some classical action, and then
we define the path integral measure in a rather ad hoc fashion, choosing some
regularization. But our computations are supposed to be independent of our
choice of regularization. It would be nice to interpret this by saying that each
regularization is a different way of representing a fundamental class.

Or, less trivially, it would be nice to explain anomalies as obstructions to the
existence of a fundamental class, just like we think of the Stieffel-Whitney class
as an obstruction to the existence of an orientation. This would provide a very
clean explanation for the fact that they tend to be measured by characteristic
classes.

3. Anonymous
November 11, 2005

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/strings05/teleman/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/strings05/teleman/


AJ, what you say sounds very nice, but it’s unclear to me how one would ever
hope to compute correlation functions using algebraic topology. Probably this is
because of my elementary understanding of algebraic topology. In what sort of
calculation does one really capture the sort of local information we are after in
QFT correlators? I’d like some example of an algebraic topology calculation
where one gets back a continuous function. (I can see that a calculation might
for instance tell one about a DeRham class, but one still has to figure out what is
the functional form of the form, yes?) It seems to me that the question of
computing correlators where perturbation theory does not apply is currently
formulated as a difficult analysis problem (solving some infinite coupled set of
Schwinger-Dyson equations, subject to certain constraints), and I don’t see how
the proposed approach would do any better than reformulating it as a different
difficult analysis problem.

4. woit
November 11, 2005

Hi Anonymous,

Let me start with an analogy. You can write down the Schrodinger equation for
an atom, even a simple one like the hydrogen atom, but then you have a difficult
PDE to try and solve. Without exploiting the rotational symmetry group and what
you know about its representations (i.e. using angular momentum operators and
corresponding decompositions of states), it’s hard to get anywhere, but if you
exploit what you know about representations of SU(2), all sorts of calculations
become possible. Perhaps if we understood better how to reformulate certain
QFTs from the ground up in terms of representation theory, we would get all
sorts of new insights and possible calculational methods. Maybe some of these
would involve the kind of algebraic topology AJ mentions (the Teleman idea I
described directly relates representation theory and algebraic topology: you
study the representation ring by looking at the K-theory of the classifying space).
If you’re an incurable optimist, you might hope these new insights will give you a
new idea about how to solve one of the big problems of particle theory: e.g. how
is electroweak symmetry broken? how do you unify gravity and the standard
model?

This is in some sense just a fancy way of saying something well-known: as
Weinberg in his latest article points out, physics in the 20th century made
progress by finding symmetries and exploiting them. He thinks this idea is
played out and we need to change paradigms and abandon it. I don’t. I think
physicists need to understand that “exploiting symmetry” = representation
theory, and mathematicians know a vast amount about representation theory
that physicists have never absorbed. Before abandoning hope like Weinberg,
people should try and understand this kind of mathematics and see what can be
done with it.

The Freed-Hopkins-Teleman stuff is relevant to 2d QFT, but precisely 2d chiral
gauge theories, which are the 2d analog of the standard model in 4d. My specific
hope is that if you properly sort out the 2d story, you’ll get a new idea about how
to approach things in 4d. From a more physical point of view, my claim would be



that, at a non-perturbative level, chiral gauge theories are still extremely ill-
understood. Sure, we know how to use BRST to get a consistent perturbation
expansion and to cancel anomalies, but we don’t know much about what happens
non-perturbatively. There are all sorts of problems with the BRST formalism
(Gribov ambiguities just for a start), my hope is that the FHT kind of stuff will
allow a reformulation of BRST that makes more sense non-perturbatively, and
might expose some new and interesting structure we can use to do real physics.

Anyway, at the moment, this is all a pipe-dream, but I see quite a few reasons to
believe that it is a promising direction to pursue.

5. Lubos Motl
November 11, 2005

The fact that K-theory is “better” than homology to classify possible cycles (on
which D-branes can be wrapped) has been known to the string theory community
since 1998.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9810188

I placed “better”in quotation marks because there is of course no universal
adjective “better”. Some things may be described by homology, some things may
be described by K-theory, and only more specific statements are meaningful.

Also, the D-brane people have been using stacks, sheaves, and other things for
quite some time.

Nevertheless, I am happy to see that some mathematical insights ignited by
string theory have become so powerful that even Peter Woit was forced to notice
and admit the reality.

6. woit
November 11, 2005

Despite what certain string theorists think, K-theory and sheaves have been
around since the 1950s, stacks since around 1970. It’s just absurd to claim that
they are “mathematical insights ignited by string theory”. Atiyah has been
promoting the idea that K-theory is sometimes more fundamental than
cohomology since the early 1960s.

7. AJ
November 11, 2005

AJ, what you say sounds very nice, but it’s unclear to me how one would ever
hope to compute correlation functions using algebraic topology. […] I’d like some
example of an algebraic topology calculation where one gets back a continuous
function

Short answer: Use a _really_ big space, something that bears the same
resemblance to the space of connections as a sphere does to the smallest
complex computing its cohomology. Let me be clear: I don’t believe the tools

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9810188
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9810188


exist yet to treat spaces this huge. But I think there’s good reason to hope that
they could be developed within the context of homotopical algebra, and I believe
that algebraic topologists have been taking steps in the right direction. The
elliptic cohomology theories, for instance, give us formal power series, instead of
just elements of a finite-dimensional vector space.

Moreover, I do expect that, if we could reinterpret path integrals in this fashion,
a lot of the usual gadgetry from algebraic topology would carry over, giving us
new methods of computing. Maybe we’d run afoul of conservation of trouble, and
computations would still be next to impossible. I don’t know. But it’s amusing to
speculate.

I should probably emphasize that this what I’m talking about here is even more
pie-in-the-sky than Peter’s suggestion, which (if I understand him correctly)
could be crudely characterized as “develop an analogue of geometric
quantization which works for the group of gauge transformations”. I’m focusing
more on the connection between fundamental classes and integration; he’s
looking more at the representation theory side. What he’s suggesting is probably
actually a more promising idea — certainly closer to being not-a-fantasy. My only
complaint is that I don’t know how we’re supposed to think about regularization
and renormalization in that context. There should be some conceptual
explanation for the fact that the choice of regularization doesn’t matter in well-
defined theories.

8. Lubos Motl
November 11, 2005

Dear Peter, I am not talking about K-theory being universally more fundamental
than homology because, as I’ve indicated, this statement is meaningless. I am
talking about a very specific example where homology played (and plays) a role,
which are wrapped D-branes. Apologies to Prof. Atiyah, but some general
statements that a legitimate object is universally more interesting than another
legitimate – and very natural – object have no testable meaning.

String theory is the only known context in which the question “is K-theory more
faithful or fundamental than homology” can have a well-defined meaning.

9. woit
November 11, 2005

Lubos,

“String theory is the only known context in which the question “is K-theory more
faithful or fundamental than homology?? can have a well-defined meaning.”

Your delusional mania that things only make sense in the context of string theory
is getting weirder and weirder, suggesting organic brain damage. If you want to
know why Teleman is saying this, read his papers, he has well-defined technical
reasons for what he says, reasons which have zero to do with string theory.
Similarly, Atiyah back in the early sixties had very good reasons for what he was
saying (hint: there’s this thing called the Atiyah-Singer index theorem….)



10. Anonymous
November 11, 2005

Perhaps by “only known context”, Lubos means “only context known to Lubos”.

11. Anonymous
November 11, 2005

So all this talk about using representation theory to define a path integral seems
to raise the question: what about scalar field theory? If there’s no gauge group,
shouldn’t the representation theory all be trivial? And yet we have no nice
mathematically satisfying definition of the path integral for, say, phi^4 theory. I
must be missing your point.

12. woit
November 11, 2005

I’m not conjecturing that all QFTs can be understood in terms of representation
theory, just the fundamental one that has to do with the real world (i.e. the
standard model or some extension of it). In 4d, you can rigorously define phi^4
theory, but all evidence is that you end up with a trivial theory in the continuum
limit. Which may explain why you don’t see elementary scalars. Actually I think
there are things you can say about scalar field theory using representation
theory, but they’re pretty minimal (just as in QM for any Hamiltonian you can
invoke the Heisenberg algebra, but things get more interesting when there are
other symmetries around).

13. Moshe Rozali
November 11, 2005

Point that confuses me about this, in topological field theories usually the space
of physical states tends to be finite dimensional and the number of observables
quite small compared to that of a generic QFT. In generic QFT there are new
issues to do with renormalization that are crucial in its understanding (e.g. the
difference between asymptotically free and trivial theories will only show up
then). Is the statement that some infinite dimensional version of K-theory useful
for understanding generic field theories, with all their infinities?

14. woit
November 11, 2005

Hi Moshe,

In the kind of 2d QFT that I think Freed-Hopkins-Teleman is relevant to (basically
a chiral fermion coupled to a gauge theory), there’s only a finite dim space of
observables and it’s topological, when you’re looking at the gauge invariant
sector. But the constructions are infinite-dimensional and involve the infinite
dimensional gauge group, and infinite dimensional space of connections. Freed-
Hopkins-Teleman are working in infinite dimensions. But the end result is a finite
dim piece they describe in terms of finite-dimensional K-theory. The only
renormalization sort of trickery involved here is the standard sort that gives the



anomaly, i.e. you only need normal-ordering to get rid of infinities.

I certainly don’t know much about how to do things in 4d, where you do have to
face coupling constant renormalization and infinite dimensional spaces of gauge
invariant observables. I don’t believe that this kind of abstract mathematics will
give insight into renormalization. Rather the opposite: that what physicists have
learned about renormalization will be needed to understand exactly when it even
makes sense to talk about things like representations of gauge groups in 3 or 4d,
and what kinds of constructions of these actually can work.

Again, I don’t think of these ideas as a general tool that will be applicable to
generic QFTs. Rather, I’d hope they will pick out a very specific QFT or set of
QFTs, one’s which are very simple in representational-theoretic terms (just as
certain special QM systems are special in purely involving representation theory,
e.g. the quantization of a co-adjoint orbit in the compact Lie group case.) A.J. is
right to say what I’m trying to understand is how to do geometric quantization in
certain special infinite dim cases. In my pipe-dream this class of special cases
will include the standard model. Anyway, the 2d case is something with a lot of
beautiful mathematical structure, so it’s well worth sorting out for its own sake
and to see what it teaches you.

15. Moshe Rozali
November 11, 2005

Thanks Peter, one of the things that I liked about the topological string on twistor
space story is the (probably well known) fact that the sheaf cohomology of the
appropriate twistor space is infinite dimensional and gives you the fields of N=4
SYM, that is pretty.

16. Urs
November 13, 2005

what I’´’m trying to understand is how to do geometric quantization in
certain special infinite dim cases

BTW, the question recently raised by John Baez on the String Coffee Table seems
to be closely related to the desire to understand a field theoretic analog of
geometric quantization, I think.

There the question was, in a way, if we can understand something defined by a
symplectic 2-form on an infinite-dimensional space in terms of a 2+n form on a
finite dimensional space.

In particular, for 2D QFT it seems that it should be possible to re-express
geometric quantization in terms of bundles over loop space in terms of gerbes
over target space. Maybe, somehow, sort of … 

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000672.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000672.html


Polyakovfest

November 11, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Last weekend Princeton held a Special Symposium in honor of Alexander Polyakov’s
60th birthday. Witten talked about his recent work on Langlands duality. He’ll also be
speaking about this next week at Rutgers and December 1 and 2 up in Boston.

I hear from someone who attended the symposium that Gross gave a talk with title
officially still TBA, but for which he said he’d use the title “Strings and Instantons”,
since that is what all of Polyakov’s titles are. His theme was irresponsibility and he
recalled around 1990 having dissuaded Polyakov from going to Santa Barbara and
spending his time on the beach, getting him to come to Princeton instead. Of course
Gross himself then soon left Princeton for Santa Barbara. Gross also said that, unlike
his usual practice, he would end his talk on time since he didn’t have much to say due
to being busy with the events of the past year.

On a completely unrelated topic, Fermilab recently held a celebration of the tenth
anniversary of the discovery of the top quark, and the talks are on-line. Also on-line at
Fermilab are some on-going lectures by Chris Quigg on The Electroweak Theory and
Higgs Physics.

Comments

1. Quantum_Ranger
November 11, 2005

Any chance that Atiyah will be present at Gross talk?

It sound like Gross is expecting some tricky questioning, thus the reason given
for the lack of available ‘Time’ at the upcoming talk, tells me Gross is aware of
how interuptions of speaker’s can be grossly mis-interpreted.

2. Thomas Larsson
November 12, 2005

Belavin’s talk is probably about hep-th/0510214. Pokrovsky’s article about
Polyakov’s contributions to condensed matter in the same e-print explains why I
consider Polyakov to be one of the greatest physicists alive (Einstein, Dirac and
Feynman are all dead).

Jackiw’s talk is probably about hep-th/0511065. This is what I’m currently
reading.

3. Amazon.com
November 12, 2005

http://wwwphy.princeton.edu/www/jh/news/polyakov_fest.html
http://wwwphy.princeton.edu/www/jh/news/polyakov_fest.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=237
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A book about this blog finally appeared here.

4. Chris Oakley
November 12, 2005

Re: the above, I found a list of treatments for autism:

Nutritional Therapies
Hyperbaric Oxygen Treatment
Fibroblast Growth Factor 2
Live Cell and Stem Cell Therapy
Anti-fungal Treatment
Antibiotic Therapy
Naltrexone (NTX) Treatment
Intensive Educational Therapies
Detoxification for Heavy Metals
Craniosacral Therapy

Would any of these work on String Theorists, I wonder? One could could start
the experiments on Landscapers (the useless ones, that is – not the ones who re-
design your garden).

5. Dr. Ranger McCoy
November 12, 2005

does string theory have any laws or postulates?

6. Alejandro Rivero
November 12, 2005

While Chris Quigg is based on hep-ph/0204104, its companion paper 0404228 is
a must.

7. Juan R.
November 14, 2005

Chris Oakley,

A 10^120 volts electro-shock therapy?

Perhaps one could then observe supersimmetric strings…

I sincerely doubt that works with Landscapers. At least we would search them
between the multiple universes first.

Dr. Ranger McCoy

Of course!!

God is a string theorist. If God is not one then he is not so smart.

String theorists are smartest people of this universe. Landscape corolary: and of

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1582343675/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1582343675/


the rest of infinite others.

String theory explains more than everything

If anyone is against string theory, then kill her/him (academically, of course).

String theory is not defined, therefore you can define string theory as you want

Remember if you are a string theorist, you are smart. Corolary: this also apply if
your contribution to science was zero

Any rival theory, if good, is part of string theory if not, then it is another example
of how smart you are

Publish papers claiming contrary things. For example, in a paper string theory is
unitary in other it is not and in other paper it is a mixture of two last ones. Then
string theory always win. Corolary: you are more smart still

Energy spectra is bounded due to dualities. But ‘smart spectra’ is unbounded.
You can always become more smart still

Rival people is so ‘stupid’ that when they say a thing they are not saying it, then
you can claim that they are saying a different thing they really said. Corolary: if
they claim that you are an ignorant, then that mean that they are saying that you
are smart. Remember (1/R) => R

If string theory is incompatible with Standard model, the problem is with
Standard Model. It is ugly

If string theory is incompatible with experiments, the problem is with the
experiment. It was incorrect, or done to a very low energy. Corollary: by each
time that energy level to observe effects is sited to more higgher level, smart
level is also

If string theory is incompatible with scientific model model, the problem is with
scientific model. It is so ‘old’ and string theory so new and revolutionary…

If string theory is incompatible with string theory, then there is not problem

If string theory is unelegant, then change the definition of elegant

If string theory is nonscientific, then change the definition of scientific

Name ‘theory’ to any thing that you can think or imagine even if you cannot
write anything about it. Example: M-theory. Corollary: in private sure to young
impresionable students that M-theory does not exist by the motive of being more
smart when you write it by the first time

Public is…

If you are wrong, do not worry, wait to next duality



Maintain the name string theory by marketing purposes

This list is time-dependant, author-dependant, and context depdendant

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



Superstrings at Princeton

November 14, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Yesterday, Princeton University, as part of an effort to bring physics to a wide
audience during the centennial of Einstein’s great work of 1905, sponsored a
performance of Superstrings. This event featured a lecture by Oxford physicist Brian
Foster as well as a performance by violinist Jack Liebeck, and it was one in a series of
such events that have taken place around the world.

I’ve always wondered what non-physicists come away thinking after being exposed to
things like this. There’s not much real scientific content, lots of wonderful music that
has no real connection to the physics at issue, and many impressive analogies that
could easily confuse listeners as to what the point of the analogy is. This time, one can
see some of the effect the event had by reading an article about it in the Daily
Princetonian.

The report recounts how the performers explained superstring theory:

“The concept of superstrings can be illustrated with a demonstration of quantum
cookery,” Foster said, as Liebeck helped him into an apron. A mesh colander modeled
the universe with very fine holes corresponding to fluctuations in the space-time
continuum. Foster poured flour through the holes, exemplifying how point-like
particles cannot be contained in the universe, making a “delicious mess” on the floor
of the stage.

Foster proposed circumventing this problem by making the particles long, rather than
point-like, a concept known as particle supersymmetry.

To complete the analogy, Foster introduced uncooked pasta in three different
varieties, one for each generation of matter, which he nicknamed “quantum pasta” or
“superpasta.” Although composed of the same ground-up grain as the flour, these
“particles” avoided the problem of the point-like particles, staying contained within
the colander.

Besides convincing at least some of the audience that supersymmetry is the idea of
using uncooked spaghetti instead of flour, Foster did admit there was no evidence for
any of this: “Superstrings may be purely philosophical and may have no measurable
contributions to our universe”. It might have been more helpful if he’d mentioned that
“purely philosophical” here really means “wrong”.

Some other facts about physics that the reporter learned yesterday are that:

gravity distorts the smoothness of Einstein’s continuum, a problem he attempted to
resolve through quantum mechanics.

There are three “generations” of matter — the quark, lepton and boson.

Superstring theory will resolve the large discrepancies in the masses of these

http://www.jackliebeck.com/superstrings.htm
http://www.jackliebeck.com/superstrings.htm
http://www.dailyprincetonian.com/archives/2005/11/14/news/13792.shtml
http://www.dailyprincetonian.com/archives/2005/11/14/news/13792.shtml
http://www.dailyprincetonian.com/archives/2005/11/14/news/13792.shtml
http://www.dailyprincetonian.com/archives/2005/11/14/news/13792.shtml


elementary particles.

All in all, it seems to me that these performances are not helping the public
understanding of science, but rather signficantly setting it back. I’m sure that those
bloggers who are highly concerned about the public understanding of science in
general, and string theory in particular, will want to address this issue and demand
the immediate cessation of events like this.

Comments

1. MathPhys
November 14, 2005

This remind me of Brian Greene’s last Nova on strings. Educated laymen told me
that (unlike his book) they found it shallow and boring. Simplifying things
beyond a certain point, coupled with absence of real punchline, gives the
impression that string theorists have money and time on their hands, but it
doesn’t help the cause. I think the public wants to see solid results, like “There
was this very big puzzle, now it’s solved”.

2. blank
November 14, 2005

Mission Accomplished!

The less the public actually understands, the better.

I wonder if Big Ed attended the performance?

3. cvj
November 14, 2005

Hi Peter,

I note that the article that you pointed us to ends with the following:

“Superstrings may be purely philosophical and may have no
measurable contributions to our universe,?? Foster said. However,
their existence could be proved if they are large enough to create new,
detectible particles when they collide.

“If supersymmetry exists, the subatomic particles physicists found over
the past 50 years are like various notes that can be played on
superstrings,?? the final slide read, as Foster and Liebeck performed a
duet believed to have been played by Einstein.

About his other analogies, I can’t comment. I don’t fully understand them!

But he does seem to allow for (and clearly point out) the possibililty that the
enterprise may come to naught. Is that not significant? The extracts in your post

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/09/from-the-sublime-to-the-ridiculous/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/09/from-the-sublime-to-the-ridiculous/


don’t mention these lines. I’m puzzled about that. Please help me.

Cheers,

-cvj

4. woit
November 14, 2005

Hi Clifford,

I don’t think it’s difficult to understand what the analogies were trying to explain
(perturbative superstrings better behaved than perturbative quantization of GR
as a QFT in the ultraviolet), or that they were unlikely to actually transmit any
information about this and would instead just confuse people.

In my posting I did quote Foster’s line that “Superstrings may be purely
philosophical and may have no measurable contributions to our universe”, and
commented that this is highly misleading and gives people the wrong idea about
what science is. If superstring theory ends up involving “no measurable
contributions to our universe”, it’s not “purely philosophical”, it’s wrong.

The last line that you quote is something the reporter says that she copied off the
final slide, it would be interesting to hear in her words what she thought it
meant. I actually think it is again quite misleading: as you’re well aware, the
existence of supersymmetry does not imply the existence of superstrings
(although I’ll readily agree it would be some evidence that superstring theory
might be on the right track).

So I take it you have no problem with this kind of performance and think it
should be encouraged?

Peter

This discussion is now taking place in parallel here and at CV, which doesn’t
seem like a great idea. I never know how to handle this. If you want to continue
it, pick one of the two places, your choice, and one of us can put a pointer at the
other place to the continuation of the discussion.

5. cvj
November 14, 2005

Whoops, I see a flaw in the last sentence…. susy does not imply strings, of
course. that is certainly wrong.

Cheers,

-cvj

6. Alejandro Rivero
November 14, 2005



Well, if SUSY gets to imply QCD, then as QCD implies strings…

7. cvj
November 14, 2005

Sorry Peter. I replied to your last question over on cosmic variance, since when I
posted the comment above (correcting my earlier remark), your comment had
not yet appeared here. It seems that we posted here at precisely the same time.

Anyway, my mistake…just was not sure where you were looking!

Cheers,

-cvj

8. woit
November 14, 2005

Hi Clifford,

That’s fine, comments crossing each other in cyberspace seems to be part of the
joys of blogging. If there’s more of this particular discussion, I think it will be
over at Cosmic Variance.

9. Tony Smith
November 14, 2005

As I read the Daily Princetonian article about “… “Superstrings,” a lecture and
concert event with Oxford physics professor Brian Foster, violinist Jack Liebeck
and pianist Charles Own, … was sponsored by the physics department as part of
the World Year of Physics, I am, as a graduate of Princeton (AB 63 mathematics),
ashamed and embarrassed.
A silver lining in the black cloud is that it validates my decision to change majors
from physics to math.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

10. Dr. Ranger McCoy
November 14, 2005

Hello!

I attended Princeton and worked with Professor John Archibald Wheeler.

It was there that moving dimensions theory was born.

But because it has a Postualte, is based in logic and reason, and does not use
cooking utensils, moving dimenisons theory is banned. But you can google it’s
postulate which unifies relativity and quantum mechanics.

11. Dr. Ranger McCoy

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


November 15, 2005

Actually moving dimensions theory isn’t banned–I just haven’t submitted it to any
journals.

Not too long ago one of the faculty of the physics department here was retiring
and throwing out all of his journals, saying it was all “useless rubbish” these
days.

Are there too many physicists just publishing bs to get tenure and government
grants these days?

12. Plato
November 17, 2005

Now I understand your kitchen analogy over at Cosmic Variance. 

13. Plato
November 17, 2005

While you had deleted such comments before, I would hope you will reconsider.

If the analogies stand for anything then it had by nature as Jacque noted, taken
us to a certain point. Now it becomes complicated. Yes for me very much so.

But as you read on, you must consider how Susskind or others like Wolfgang, or
yourself, might have inflicted the evilness of what is “inhernetly right” with
observations of the physics involved.

Do you understand that in context of Krauss’s article, while there is great
divergence from it, we might have inflicted our own makeup in this bashing? I
am trying to make this point clear.

I’ll save this entry

Thanks



Lawrence Krauss at Cosmic Variance

November 14, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s an interesting guest posting from Lawrence Krauss over at Cosmic Variance. I
think I’ll turn off the comment section on this posting here, since if people want to
discuss this, it is probably best done over there.

No Comments

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/14/our-first-guest-blogger-lawrence-krauss/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/14/our-first-guest-blogger-lawrence-krauss/


More Swampiness

November 14, 2005
Categories: Swampland

Jacques Distler has a new posting about the Swampland, based on hearing a talk by
Cumrun Vafa and discussions with him in Eugene, Oregon. Vafa seems to have made
clear to Jacques that what he had in mind was just what he wrote about in his paper,
investigating qualitative issues such as what gauge groups could arise in string
theory. Jacques notes correctly that if string theory is ever to make contact with
experiment, it has to have detailed, quantitative things to say. Vafa didn’t think that
such things were currently addressable, an attitude Jacques found perhaps overly
cautious, although it just sounds to me realistic.

Jacques enlarges Vafa’s swampland question to make it include the obvious crucial
problem for string theory: given some arbitrary choice of the 120 or so parameters of
the MSSM, can you get this out of the string theory framework? He makes much of
the fact that current constructions of flux vacua are parametrized by sets that are not
continuous, but discrete, although of such a huge if not infinite number that it is
unclear whether this is of any practical significance.

Jacques and many others seem to be of the opinion that the thing theorists should
now be doing is studying the details and physical implications of these huge numbers
of flux vacua. Besides the fact that this is a horribly complex and ugly business,
without the slightest indication from physics that it is a promising thing to do, it
seems to me to be something inherently doomed to failure. Without knowing what the
non-perturbative formulation of the theory actually is, the reliability of the
perturbative string approximation one is using is unclear, with wishful thinking the
only reason to believe that the real world will correspond to a region where the
approximation is sufficiently reliable. Furthermore, these flux vacua constructions
have been accurately described by Susskind as “Rube Goldberg mechanisms”, and it
seems to me likely that one can get just about whatever one wants by further
complicating the mechanism. This is the completely conventional way wrong scientific
ideas often fail: the simplest version of the idea doesn’t work, so people keep trying to
fix it by adding more and more ugliness and complexity. Sooner or later the whole
thing collapses or fades into deserved obscurity when people finally give up hope of
getting anything out of it.

To make the whole question of calculating anything in this framework even worse
(something hard to imagine), it seems that there is an inherent theoretical problem
with the computational complexity of the question of figuring out which flux vacua
correspond to specified observable quantities. Frederik Denef mentioned this in some
of his recent talks and Michael Douglas will be giving a talk about this on Wednesday
at the KITP, entitled “Computational Complexity of the Landscape”. I guess perhaps
the new line about all this will be that string theory is the TOE, but it can be
rigorously shown that one can’t ever actually calculate anything with the theory.

Update: The Douglas talk is now on-line. As far as I can tell he has now given up on
the idea of doing statistics of vacua, and is instead concentrating on the problem of

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=265
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=265
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/strings05/douglas/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/strings05/douglas/


whether you can show that, given one of the known flux vacua constructions, some
flux vacua give you what you want, e.g. a cosmological constant of the right
magnitude. Given how poorly string theory on these flux vacua is actually understood,
I don’t see that he can even formulate a calculation that makes any sense. But he
doesn’t actually calculate anything, engaging instead in a long meta-discussion about
computatibility. Kind of a weird performance. Gross seems to have been in the
audience, but not spoken up. I hope he hasn’t given up.

Comments

1. MathPhys
November 15, 2005

If they run into computational complexity issues, then that’s probably the end of
the story. They definitely need a new brilliant idea.

2. Who
November 15, 2005

MathPhys Says:
November 15th, 2005 at 7:46 am
If they run into computational complexity issues, then that’s probably the end of
the story. They definitely need a new brilliant idea.

Here’s a new idea Ma.Ph., I don’t know whether it is brilliant.
It approaches TOE (joining gravity and particle physics) by deriving features of
the Standard Model from beefed-up spin-networks (the LQG states of geometry)
so that a quantum description of the geometry includes a description of matter
(various numbers of different kinds of fermions)

I don’t know any source for this except a set of slides from the recent Loops ’05
conference. If you want to check it out, start reading at around slide #35 in this
bunch of transparencies for Smolin’s talk

[url]http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/PDF_Files/smolin.ppt[/url]

The abstract has links to both the slides and the recorded talk (video).
[url]http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/abstract_smolin.html[/url]

If you want to watch the video allow a quarter of an hour or so for it to
download:
[url]http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/Video/smolin.wmv[/url]

the (so far speculative) model being described here draws on work by Bilson-
Thompson
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503213
A topological model of composite preons
===============
so whether or not the specifically stringy approaches are bogged and need a new

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503213
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503213


idea (as you suggest) that could be true but string IS NOT THE ONLY
PROMISING APPROACH TO JOINING GRAVITY WITH PARTICLE PHYSICS, and
this seems to be a new idea in the Loop approach—-in case you or anyone might
be interested.

3. Chris W.
November 15, 2005

Who,

For a different take on this, still involving spin foams, see hep-th/0403137 and
other papers by the same author.

4. Quantoken
November 15, 2005

“Computational Complexity of the Landscape” is an utter understatement of the
problem, which makes it sound like a technicality issue of computer science. It is
NOT. 10^500 vacuas is a HUGE HUGE HUGE number that few super string
theorists even have enough brain cells to comprehend how big the number
actually is. To put it in procpsective the univerve has roughly 10^80 various
particles and it’s Hawking entropy is roughly 10^120, far shy from the 10^500.
You can construct a quantum computer using the whole energy of a gogoplex of
universes, and still has not even been able start to enumerate even just a small
fraction of the 10^500 vacuas. For all practical purposes and intents, it’s an
intractable math problem. Computer science is not the limit, physics is.

Put the computability issue aside, what makes any one to believe there is
ONE, and ONLY ONE vacua, and no more, out of that total of 10^500,
that happen to match up to the Standard Model? There may be more than
one “correct answser”. There may be a dozen. Actually there could be much
more.

An arbitrary vacua, or any arbitrary theory of any sort, has approximately 1 in
10^12 random chance of matching a particular numerical result to a discrepancy
of no more than one part in 10^12 disprepancy, purely by random chance. If we
consider one part in 10^12 as a reasonable precision requirement before we
consider the experimental result as a matching one, then in average we have one
“correct” vacua out of every 10^12 of them.

In all 10^500, lots of them, about 10^488 of them, will be deemed to be
“correct” in providing the correct parameters to the Standard Model. When a
theory gives 10^488 equally good and “accurate” descriptions of the nature, it is
as good as useless.

Quantoken

5. Scott Aaronson
November 15, 2005

Quantoken: “You can construct a quantum computer using the whole energy of a

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0403137
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0403137
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+Smilga_W/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+Smilga_W/0/1/0/all/0/1


gogoplex of universes, and still has not even been able start to enumerate even
just a small fraction of the 10^500 vacuas. For all practical purposes and intents,
it’s an intractable math problem. Computer science is not the limit, physics is.”

No, that’s not really true. Supposing there were 10^500 vacua, it wouldn’t
follow that you’d have to enumerate all of them to find out whether there exists a
vacuum with desired properties. Maybe there’s a much faster method. Granted,
we believe there’s no general way to speed up combinatorial search by more
than a small amount; even quantum computers are known to yield exponential
speedups only for a few highly-structured problems (such as factoring and
discrete logarithm). Right now, there doesn’t seem to be a good reason to think
that the problem of (say) finding a minimum-energy vacuum given a collection of
scalar fields has the requisite structure. But you need computer science to tell
you that. 

6. Dr. Ranger McCoy
November 16, 2005

Does anyone see the corruption and celine of Wall Street pension plans,
Hollywood, and culture tied directly to the decline of Physics?

Elite groups of snarky insiders have replaced truth and beauty with trash and
bureaucracy, all to benefit themselvs at the expense of the public.

But less people trust Wall Street. Less people are going to see movies. And less
people are believing the string theory hype.

A renaissance is around the corner.



Templeton on ID

November 16, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I’ve criticized the Templeton Foundation in the past for their endless attempts to blur
the line between science and religion, supporting some of the most dubious research
in cosmology and physics. To be fair to them, at least they are not promoting
Intelligent Design, something they make clear in a statement released on Monday.
The statement challenges a front-page Wall Street Journal story that referred to
Templeton as a supporter of ID. Evidently one of the main pieces of evidence that the
Wall Street Journal gave for this was Templeton’s support of IDer Guillermo Gonzalez
as part of their Cosmology and Fine-Tuning Research Program.

So, if you’re interested in seeking funding from Templeton, you’d be aligning yourself
with an organization controlled by right-wingers that wants to bring religion into
science, but they’re not IDers. If you decide to go for it, it looks like Dec. 1 is the day
when fq(x), a Templeton funded program run by highly reputable physicists, will
announce how to apply for money from them. If you just want to extract money from
Templeton for something completely flaky, I’d suggest considering another new
program they are funding, Science and Theology Advanced Research Series (STARS),
devoted to research “on the ways science, in light of philosophical and religious
reflection, points towards the nature, character and meaning of ultimate reality.” It
appears that, if you play your cards right, you can get a free winter break in Cancun,
as well as grants of \$20,000 in walking around money and multiples of \$100,000 to
look into this ultimate reality thing.

Comments

1. Wolfgang
November 16, 2005

Peter,

> So, if you’re interested in seeking funding from Templeton, you’d be aligning
yourself with an organization controlled by right-wingers

would this be (currently) also true of every researcher who seeks government
funding in the US ? The last time I checked the US government was “controlled
by right-wingers”.

2. woit
November 16, 2005

Wolfgang,

Very good point. Even worse, I think the US these days is “controlled by right-
wingers who want to bring religion into science”. At least the Templeton people

http://www.templeton.org/topics_in_the_news/Official_Statement.asp
http://www.templeton.org/topics_in_the_news/Official_Statement.asp
http://www.templeton.org/cftrp/
http://www.templeton.org/cftrp/
http://www.fqxi.org/
http://www.fqxi.org/
http://www.ctns.org/stars/index.html
http://www.ctns.org/stars/index.html
http://www.ctns.org/stars/conferences.html
http://www.ctns.org/stars/conferences.html
http://www.ctns.org/stars/grants.html
http://www.ctns.org/stars/grants.html


don’t go around starting wars.

3. Fabien Besnard
November 16, 2005

They say they don’t promote ID… But just look at that .

Staune is in the board of advisors of the Templeton Foundation .

He is the director of the UIP (université interdisciplinaire de Paris) which
received funding from the Templeton foundation. On their website they promote
a little documentary I’ve seen on the french tv which was clearly anti-darwinian
(apart from being utterly stupid). So they don’t promote ID, they promote anti-
darwinism and let others do the dirty work…

4. Geoff
November 16, 2005

Why the air of ridicule?
It’s a private foundation
They don’t claim to be a source for basic science funding
Issues of “this ultimate reality thing” actually matter to people, even scientists.

5. woit
November 16, 2005

My main concern about Templeton is about having a very well-funded foundation
trying to inject religion and pseudo-science into science, especially into
theoretical physics. The anthropic landscape pseudo-science is already a big
problem for theoretical physics, and the fact that it is being promoted and
funded by Templeton is part of the story.

There’s a nearly infinite amount of idiocy about religion, science, “ultimate
reality” out there and in general I’m not about to waste my time discussing it
here, unless it happens to come into contact with mainstream theoretical physics
research, which is unfortunately what is happening with Templeton recently.

6. Dr. Ranger McCoy
November 16, 2005

Is String Theory intelligent design?

Or unitelligent design?

For the tax payers who fund the indecipherable smorasborg of snarky,
condescending crap, it would appear to the latter.

7. DMS
November 16, 2005

The situation is some areas of physics is beginning to be a lot like the situation in
economics( see Peddling Prosperity by Paul Krugman). The funding (and

http://www.metanexus.net/conference2005/pdf/staune.pdf
http://www.metanexus.net/conference2005/pdf/staune.pdf
http://www.templeton.org/about_the_foundation/advisors.asp
http://www.templeton.org/about_the_foundation/advisors.asp
http://www.uip.edu/fr/
http://www.uip.edu/fr/


media prominence) given to supply-siders (called charlatans and cranks by
Greg Mankiw), who are basically frauds(unlike conservative economists) dwarfs
the money from fed. govt. sources in economics.

Looks like we will see something similar happening in parts of physics that areas
that they want to control/shape public perceptions for religious or ideological
reasons(cosmology and ID). Their share of the overall funding is only going to
get higher thanks to the reckless economic policies currently being pursued.

Obviously, they have been very successful in economics: most think tax cuts,
especially for the rich, are the cure for all economics problems. One shudders to
think what will happen if they have similar success with cosmology and
evolutionary biology. It is sad that there will be physicists, perhaps even some
prominent ones judging by recent events, who will gladly take this Faustian
bargain.

DMS

8. Tony Smith
November 16, 2005

The Templeton statement described by Peter said in part:
“… the Templeton Foundation refuses in its programs to blacklist scholars based
on their ideological positions. … Blacklisting is ethically inappropriate in
academic contexts. The Foundation believes that proper academic adjudication
of important and controversial issues is not by censorship but rather by open
scholarly debate and consideration of positions and arguments on the merits or
lack thereof. Research scholarship does not proceed by processes of censorship
and inhibition of debate. …”.

As one who is blacklisted from posting on the Cornell arXiv, I am happy to see
that there exists an influential institution that opposes blacklisting.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

9. Joao Leao
November 16, 2005

The statement from the Templeton Foundation is perhaps worth reading to the
end in order to understand why such unwarranted
“confusion” could have arisen in the mind of the WSJ reporter:

Indeed, it should clearly be recognized that some perspectives that scholars
associated with the ID movement have brought to scholarly attention involve
matters of very considerable public importance. ID scholars have been
prominent critics of the abuse of evolutionary biology today by prominent
philosophical interpreters arguing for modern science to be considered as if it
provided a clear coherent scientific foundation for philosophical atheism. (Which
it most certainly is not: such grandstanding does science a grave disservice in
the United States). They also have most unfashionably, but importantly, brought

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


to attention the catastrophic abuse of evolutionary biology by Nazi intellectuals
in the 1930’s and 1940’s in support of racist “master race?? eugenics, leading
clearly and directly to the justification of genocide against the Jews.
If this is not an endorsement of ID what exactly is it? Darwinism uncheked leads
to either nazism or “philosophical atheism”!? Ho-oh! Which could be worse, I
wonder? My guess is that the ID guys and the Templetons are here to prevent
such “abuses” to which science is so “prone” and unwilling to denounce… (Give
me a break!)

10. James
November 17, 2005

Re-read their statement carefully. It is not an endorsement of ID. It says that
some of the ID proponents’ critiques of the abuse of evolutionary biology have
merit. It does not say that their proposals to correct the abuses have merit.
This evaluation seems quite accurate: the combination of philosophical
reductionism (never questioned) and evolutionary biology is used as a foundation
for atheism. The place to address this abuse is not evolutionary biology, as we all
agree; but instead is the philosophical assumptions used to interpret it. We never
bother to teach our kids anything about philosophical questions, we just let them
absorb the Zeitgeist. Kids need at least a little introduction to the big questions.
So let’s fill that gaping hole and introduce them to the debates about meaning.
Just not in science class, even though evolutionary biology makes a great
example for discussing a couple of the important concepts.

11. John Gonsowski
November 17, 2005

Templeton does not seem any worse than the Quantum Mind 2003 conference
that Roger Penrose and the University of Arizona co-hosted. There were things
like Hindu cosmology and Jungian Psychology at that conference as well as
physics. It was fun watching Henry Stapp show up and do a little debate with
one of the Hindu cosmologists who quite enjoyed it and her family took pictures
afterwards. The world could use more of that. I don’t think Penrose and the U of
A are particularly right wing. Here’s a nice Henry Stapp quote:

“Pauli`s idea of a regulative principle lying beyond the mind-matter distinction is
intertwined with the Jungian concepts of archetypes and synchronicity.
Synchronicity refers to the occurrence of representations of archetypes in
meaningful coincidences that defy causal explanation … behind the process of
nature that we already know and understand there lies another, which acausally
weaves meaning into the fabric of nature.”

12. Joao Leao
November 17, 2005

To James:

I hate to nitpick but the sentence refers “some perspectives that scholars
associated with the ID movement have brought to scholarly attention” leaving
open whether what they (Templeton) applaud is part of the ID dogma or of the ID



critique of Evolution, which is already telling. In either case putting atheism and
genocide in the same basket (=abuses of Evolution!) seems quite OK for
Templeton . Is this what you teach your kids? It sounds much less like a big
question than an already-made-up answer…

To John:
I am not sure whether Templeton funded the Quantum Mind conference or the
“Toward A Science of Consciousness” conferences in Tucson, but I doubt they
did since they don’t take credit for it in their Web pages. But I don’t think that
these are quite the same thing! Unlike Jung, Pauli, Penrose or Stapp, who may
have dabbled in mystical speculation on the side, Templeton has a lot of money
and an agenda which is not so benevolent or amusing, namely the eradication of
secular humanism.

13. John Gonsowski
November 18, 2005

Actually to me secular humanism seems at best silly and at worst spiritually
draining, kind of like creationism seems at best silly and at worst scientifically
draining. One of Peter’s links mentions CTNS and the “about us” for CTNS
sounds quite fine in a Tucson conference kind of way:

“CTNS is an international non-profit organization dedicated to research,
teaching and public service. The central scientific focus of CTNS is on
developments in physics, cosmology, evolutionary biology, and genetics, with
additional topics in the neurosciences, the environmental sciences, and
mathematics. With regard to the theological task, CTNS engages in both
Christian and multi-religious reflection. The Christian theological agenda focuses
on the various doctrinal loci of systematic theology. The multi-religious agenda
attends primarily to theological issues arising from the engagement between the
sciences and religious traditions such as Islam, Hinduism, Judaism, Buddhism,
Confucianism, Taoism, and indigenous spiritualities. This engagement is best
reflected in the work done in the Science and The Spiritual Quest Program
(SSQ). ”

CTNS seems partnered with the Vatican Observatory which is run by the Jesuits
who are quite liberal overall. The Jesuits also operate telescopes at the
University of Arizona. I not only don’t see a problem, it actually sounds
interesting though as a disclaimer I should mention I’m Catholic.

14. Nigel
November 18, 2005

Tony:

The Templeton statement on ‘blacklisting’ is meaningless. Open debate sounds
very nice, and was promised also by Britain’s Prime Minister who stated we were
going to war to defend liberty.

When people wanted to raise the issue of liberty in Iraq during the last Labour
Party conference, the Government used its power over the police to have an old



member held under the ‘Prevention of Terrorism Act’ to prevent free speech. He
was lucky compared to the guy who was repeatedly shot in the back until dead
‘by accident’.

Templeton will have to turn similarly paranoid when it runs into the real world.
The whole point of ‘blacklisting’ seems to be accusing people of terrorism or
being unethical, without foundation.

They will simply take the moral high ground like religion, Tony, and when you
start asking questions or providing ideas they’ll fabricate some irrelevant excuse
to suppress you, saying you’re a cowboy.

15. Nigel
November 18, 2005

Hitting the delete key is not just a string theorist or religious problem, either, as
Quantoken says:

‘Peter is one of those few scientists “in the circle” who is able to speak out about
something wrong with the state of theoretical physics research nowadays. For
that I admire him. But while he sees problems with the establishment theories. I
am a bit take back that he is NOT willing to look at some alternative approaches
and make some judgement.’

http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/03/dont-become-scientist.html

(Of course, if Peter does look at alternatives, he steps outside of the circle.
Quantoken’s GUITAR is a bit like Eddington’s claim to have predicted the ratio of
proton/electron mass from a quadratic containing 10 and 137, without
explanation. Eddington defended himself saying modern physics is based on
guessed equations!)

16. Joao Leao
November 18, 2005

To John:
Catholic, huh? It figures. The Catholic Church has had a less inimical attitude
towards science than the fundamentalist protetstant hordes, at least since that
pesky Giordano Bruno affair, and such. Yes, and you are right, jesuits have even,
on occasion, made significant scientific contributions, say, as in Boscovitch,
Lemaitre or Pat Heelan. Yet these were pursued as part of genuine scientific
inquiry goals, not as a “theological task” or “a spiritual quest program” as your
CTNS (Catholic TempletoNS?) puts it. Unlike the good brothers, these novel
“spiritual sponsors” are about getting scientists to peddle religion for money.
Considering the latest financial drainage that Catholic Church is currently
attending to, I would estimate the prospects of the CTNS in this crowding field at
worst, as you would put it,… silly!

My disclaimer: I find all religions equally objectionable and uncalled for in what
concerns scientific matters. Now let us get back to the One True Church of
String Theory!

http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/03/dont-become-scientist.html
http://quantoken.blogspot.com/2005/03/dont-become-scientist.html


17. island
November 18, 2005

Eddington defended himself saying modern physics is based on guessed
equations

Dirac did a much better job defending large numbers, and he was thoroughly
convinced that nature provided these numbers in a meaningful manner that
theory should explain.

He had the same kind of belief about higher structuring in nature that Einstein
had.

It’s a good thing that we got so much smarter than them… so fast.

18. Stan
November 19, 2005

Have a look at this statement from the Discovery Institute. Note the following
sentence:

“The Institute does not favor requiring that students learn about the scientific
theory of intelligent design.”

A new tactic, perhaps?

19. island
November 19, 2005

That’s only for high school students, not higher-education.

The DI has never endorsed teaching ID in high school, because they don’t think
that they can win a First Amendment challenge, and they are afraid that losing
would have the effect of legally ruling Intelligent Design a form of religious
creationism, and greatly diminish any possibility of the movement ever achieving
its goals set forth in their “Wedge” strategy.

The ding-bats that *were*on the Dover school board had to revise their original
statement to meet the state educational guidelines to include Darwin’s “alleged”
feelings about the random nature of speciation in order that they had some basis
by which to challenge his theory.

Kansas went to Oz with Dorthy… surely, they’re in violation of the constitution
and every federal educational guideline in existence.

20. Bryan
November 20, 2005

“The Institute does not favor requiring that students learn about the scientific
theory of intelligent design.??

A new tactic, perhaps? -Stan

http://www.discovery.org/scripts/viewDB/index.php?command=view&id=3010
http://www.discovery.org/scripts/viewDB/index.php?command=view&id=3010


Stan, this whole thing is just weird to us in Britain. As a Catholic I see no
contradiction between ID and evolution. ID was taught in religious education
classes and evolution in biology. It must be a thing peculiar to America that there
are rows on this. Brother John, a monk, taught us evolution as integrated in
biology. I think he glossed over the differences between ID and evolution by an
analogy to modern physics where wave theory and particle theory were taught
on alternate days, and the two are not really contradictory, but complementary!
Thus, you use ID when thinking religiously, but evolution when thinking
scientifically. America only has problems because the religious fanatics try to
corrupt biology.

21. Bryan
November 20, 2005

String theory fanatics only get into trouble because they try to brainwash the
whole of physics before they have any empirical evdence they are right. If string
theory was a small backwater of crackpotism, people like Peter would leave it
alone. Religions only become dangerous when they try to destroy scientific
integrity.

22. island
November 20, 2005

Religious fanatics are the only ones that recognize goal oriented design in
nature, while ideologically motivated evobiologists anti-fanatically knee-jerk
react to deny that any such evidence is even possible, citing multiverses and
uncertainty as their chaotic anti-gods of choice.

Ya’ll are gonna love me for this, but I see ID as necessary for it’s anti-political
relevance, since honesty in science has absolutely nothing to do with the debate
whatsoever.

One of the most respected members of the evolutionary biologists community,
Lynn Margullis, called these anti-fanatics “neo-dawinian bullies”… which
illuminates that this is no normal dispute among peers. That was a direct shot at
the exact form of “anti-fanaticism” that runs rampant throughout the field and
comes about as a reactionary response to the constant barrage of BS from
creationists fanatics that would wrongly hold up evidence for design in nature as
evidence for intelligent design.

Lynn said what she said as the honored guest speaker at the last evolutionary
conference.

… or could this be an IDist…?

The problem with neo-Darwinism is that Random changes in DNA alone do not
lead to speciation…

The problem with neo-Darwinism is that Random changes in DNA
alone do not lead to speciation. It was like confessing a murder when I
discovered I was not a neo-Darwinist. I am definitely a Darwinist



though. I think we are missing important information about the origins
of variation. I differ from the neo-Darwinian bullies on this point.
-Lynn Margulis

The only watchmaker in nature is the blind forces of physics, albeit
deployed in a very special way.
-Richard Dawkins

Not just any universe would be one in which Darwinian evolution
would work. For example, if a tiny reduction in the early cosmic
expansion speed would have made everything recollapse within a
fraction of a second while a tiny increase would quickly have yielded a
universe far too dilute for stars to form, then such changes would have
been disastrous to Evolution’s prospects.
-John Leslie

Don’t be so sure any of them on the side of science.

23. CWB
November 25, 2005

Ah, yes random mutations alone do not cause spectiation. I don’t think anyone
claims that – there are such things as natural selection and genetic drift.
I don’t think anyone is saying that there is no design in nature, that would be
stupid, the arguement is that there is no reason to believe the unsupported IDist
position that some vast hyper-intelligent being created life.

24. Alexander Hellemans
November 25, 2005

To CWB:

What do you mean by “design in nature?” Is that not the ID position? There are
even weaker ID forms, derived from Teilhard de Chardin’s idea that evolution is
a fact, but it is directed, and was always directed towards the appearance of
man. This form of ID has recently raised its head in France, with the help of the
Universite Interdisciplinaire de Paris (wich is funded by the Templeton
Foundation).

25. John Gonsowski
November 25, 2005

The idea of Teilhard de Chardin (a Jesuit) has a modern home in the person of
Alexander Wendt.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Wendt

It is also consistent with the transaction models of Andrew Gray, Tony Smith and
Chris King where the probabilities for the transactions are for worldlines
extending far into the future.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Wendt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Wendt


26. island
November 27, 2005

Ah, yes random mutations alone do not cause spectiation. I don’t think anyone
claims that

No, that’s false.

What do you mean by “design in nature?” Is that not the ID position?

Yes… idists hold up evidence for design in nature as evidence for intelligent
design, which it cannot be without direct proof, and that’s all that needs to be
said in order to rebut the point, since design can be perpetually inherent to the
energy of the universe.

http://www.anthropic-principle.ORG

Design in nature usually gets twisted around by neodarwininans to refer to
patterns that fall accidently from what is assumed to be a random process and
they reach to unprovable theoretical speculation in order to support this belief…
so they’re equally religious in this respect, since this is origins science that we’re
talking about… not speculative cutting-edge theory 101. Empiricism rules this
debate, and so crackpot theories about multiverses and whatnot are not valid
arguments against the implications for “specialness” that Brandon Carter, Robert
Dicke and Fred Hoyle found in the constants of nature.

Neodarwinians aren’t scientists… they are ideologically motivated antifanatics.

Further reading:

Schneider, Eric D. and James J. Kay, 1994. “Life as a manifestation of the second
law of thermodynamics.” Mathematical and Computer Modelling 19(6-8): 25-48.
http://www.fes.uwaterloo.ca/u/jjkay/pubs/Life_as/lifeas.pdf

Schneider, E.D, Kay, J.J., 1994 “Complexity and Thermodynamics: Towards a New
Ecology”, Futures 24 (6) pp.626-647, August 1994

Schneider, E.D, Kay, J.J., 1995, “Order from Disorder: The Thermodynamics of
Complexity in Biology”, in Michael P. Murphy, Luke A.J. O’Neill (ed), “What is
Life: The Next Fifty Years. Reflections on the Future of Biology”, Cambridge
University Press, pp. 161-172

Kay. J. 2000. “Ecosystems as Self-organizing Holarchic Open Systems :
Narratives and the Second Law of Thermodynamics” in Sven Erik Jorgensen,
Felix Muller (eds), Handbook of Ecosystems Theories and Management, CRC
Press – Lewis Publishers. pp 135-160

Fraser, R., Kay, J.J., 2002. “Exergy Analysis of Eco-Systems: Establishing a Role
for the Thermal Remote Sensing” in D. Quattrochi and J. Luvall (eds) Thermal
Remote sensing in Land Surface Processes, Taylor & Francis Publishers
(UPDATED 1 August 2001)

http://www.anthropic-principle.org/
http://www.anthropic-principle.org/
http://www.fes.uwaterloo.ca/u/jjkay/pubs/Life_as/lifeas.pdf
http://www.fes.uwaterloo.ca/u/jjkay/pubs/Life_as/lifeas.pdf


Kay, J.J., 1991. “A Non-equilibrium Thermodynamic Framework for Discussing
Ecosystem Integrity”, Environmental Management, Vol 15, No.4, pp.483-495

Kay, J.J., Schneider, E.D., 1992. “Thermodynamics and Measures of Ecosystem
Integrity” in Ecological Indicators, Volume 1, D.H. McKenzie, D.E. Hyatt, V.J. Mc
Donald (eds.), Proceedings of the International Symposium on Ecological
Indicators, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, Elsevier, pp.159-182.

Kay. J., Regier, H., 1999. “An Ecosystem Approach to Erie’s Ecology” in M.
Munawar, T.Edsall, I.F. Munawar, (eds), International Symposium. The State of
Lake Erie (SOLE) – Past, Present and Future. A tribute to Drs. Joe Leach &
Henry Regier, Backhuys Academic Publishers, Netherlands, pp.511-533

Kay, J, Allen, T., Fraser, R., Luvall, J., Ulanowicz, R., 2001. “Can we use energy
based indicators to characterize and measure the status of ecosystems, human,
disturbed and natural?” in in Ulgiati, S., Brown, M.T., Giampietro, M.,
Herendeen, R., Mayumi, K., (eds) Proceedings of the international workshop:
Advances in Energy Studies: exploring supplies, constraints and strategies, Porto
Venere, Italy, 23-27 May, 2000 pp 121-133.

Kay, J., 2002, “On Complexity Theory, Exergy and Industrial Ecology: Some
Implications for Construction Ecology” in Kibert, C., Sendzimir, J. (eds), Guy, B.,
Construction Ecology: Nature as a Basis for Green Buildings, Spon Press,
pp.72-107.

Kay, J.J., 1984 Self-Organization in Living systems, Ph.D. Thesis, Systems Design
Engineering, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, 458p.

The Physics Behind the Large Number Coincidences
Scott Funkhouser; arxiv.org/abs/physics/0502049

Anthropic interpretation of quantum theory (2004)
Brandon Carter; arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0403008

Big Bang riddles and their revelations
Joao Magueijo, Kim Baskerville; arxiv.org/astro-ph/9905393, published in the
millennium issue of Phil.Trans. of the Royal Society

The Anthropic Cosmological Principle John D. Barrow,Frank J. Tipler; Oxford
University Press – ISBN: 0192821474

Eliminating the `flatness problem’ with the use of Type Ia supernova data Arthur
D. Chernin; arxiv.org/astro-ph/0112158

27. CWB
November 27, 2005

By design in nature I mean patterns – not design as in something that was
created by any sort of intelligent being. For instance evolution is a process by
which things can be “designed” – in a sense but design, or the presence of
patterns does not neccesarily mean an intelligent designer.



And Island, where do you get this assertion:

Ah, yes random mutations alone do not cause spectiation. I don’t think
anyone claims that

No, that’s false.

Perhapes you have some obscure little reference but I’ve never heard biologist
advance the position that evolution is only the mutation of genes and nothing
more. To me it seems like your asserting biologists have abandoned natural
selection.

28. CWB
November 27, 2005

No I do not accept the idea of “evolution with direction”, by design I mean
pattern and form.

29. island
November 28, 2005

You mean… no, you refuse to recognize evidence for evolution with direction.

Are you a string theorist?… cause they don’t much care about evidence either.

30. island
November 28, 2005

And Island, where do you get this assertion:

Ah, yes random mutations alone do not cause spectiation. I don’t think anyone
claims that

No, that’s false.

Well, it you’d read what was written you’d know, since it was a credited direct
quote of a statement made by Lynn Margulis when she was the honored guest
speaker at the last evolutionary conference… this past summer.

Not that it’s any big secret, you can also find it in books and about a million
other places:

http://www.biology-online.org/2/14_gene_pool.htm
Mutations are random occurrences which change the genome of an organism.
They greatly increase genetic diversity, where advantageous mutations are
favoured by natural selection and disadvantageous ones are phased out.

31. CWB
November 28, 2005

Mutations are random occurrences which change the genome of an
organism. They greatly increase genetic diversity, where advantageous

http://www.biology-online.org/2/14_gene_pool.htm
http://www.biology-online.org/2/14_gene_pool.htm


mutations are favoured by natural selection and disadvantageous ones
are phased out.

Well that’s basically what I’m saying. There you have natural selection acting on
populations in which genetic mutations have created advantages and
disadvantages. Neo-Darwinian Evolution was just the marriage of genetics with
the old natural selection based theory of evolution. Genetics provided a
framework in which to understand how characteristics can be inherited and how
new features in organisms can arise. This is the first time I’ve ever heard a non-
Creationist claim that evolutionary biologists think that biological diversity is a
result of the purely random process of genetic mutation. That’s a very standard
creationist claim – they totally disregard the more or less deterministic process
of natural selection.

As for evolution with direction, that’s the stance of many biologists who are also
religious but I don’t think that would be something you’d want to include in a
formal scientific theory. I think your claims of ideology on the part of biologists is
unwarrented.

No, I am not a string theorist.

32. island
November 28, 2005

Well that’s basically what I’m saying.

And I made no creationist claims, but, like Lynn, I believe that we are missing
important guiding information about the origins of variation. Lynn’s approach is
symbiosis, which she’s had enough success with to get her the medal of science,
(which is commonly called the U.S. Nobel Prize), for her ‘outstanding
contributions to the understanding of living cells, their structure, and their
evolution, as well as for her extraordinary abilities as a teacher and
communicator of science to the public’.

Her son’s approach, (Dorion Sagan), as well as mine, (independently derived), is
that we are driven to higher orders and enabled by the second law of
thermodynamics, but mine includes an entropic interpretation of the weak
anthropic principle via the life-practical environment in an expanding universe
that has an increasing negative pressure component. In case you don’t know it,
and independent derivation serves as hard supporting evidence.

http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/edit/archives/2004/09/30/2003204990

http://www.intothecool.com/

James Kay was instrumenatal in the above, arrived at in conjuntion with Eric
Schneider before he, (very unfortunately), died at a young age, and Dorion
Sagan stepped-in.

“Many” biologists are also religious”…

http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/edit/archives/2004/09/30/2003204990
http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/edit/archives/2004/09/30/2003204990
http://www.intothecool.com/
http://www.intothecool.com/


No, actually, a very small minority may be, but “for some reason” evobiologist
like to pretend that this is not the case. Why is that?… like I don’t already know.

I cannot tell you how many times that I’ve been called a creationist by
evolutionary biologists at the mere mention of the anthropic principle, and I’m
an atheist, but this clearly defines the preconceived prejudice that runs rampant
throughout the field.

There is no denying this fact to me as I have too much personal experience with
evolutionary biologists to believe that you aren’t in willful denial of these facts,
and Lynn does not call them Neo-Darwinian bullies because she is having a
normal dispute with her peers. Lynn’s statement was clearly a direct shot at
exactly the kind of antifanaticism that I speak of.

It’s not entirely their fault, because creationists constantly provoke them, but
that does not justify the willfully ignorant nihilistic “devil’s advocate” approach
to the manner that they will interpret evidence. Rather, they refuse to recognize
said evidence while citing speculative and unproven cutting-edge theory in order
to *explain-away* any implied significance.

In point of supporting fact, there is a big movement in the field right now to quit
using mechanistic terminology to describe mechanistic function and systems in
nature in order that they can hide from this evidence.

But of course they deny this, since it’s strictly a matter of interpretation, they
can simply rationalize their way to the denial of my interpretation. Denial is very
big with them, as they remove the layers of the onion until they can claim that
there’s nothing there.

These people are not honest scientists, and are led by the mentality of liberal
extremists like H. Allen Orr, so do not be fooled by the fact that they are
technically “in the right”… where the ID debate is concerned, because evidence
for “design in nature” does not and cannot prove that there is an intelligent
agent involved without **direct** proof, so hiding from the evidence is
completely un-necessary and only hurts their position while furthering their lack
of credibility.

I know the game too well… it’s about downplaying the significance while
selectively ignoring any and all evidence that runs contrary to their motivations.

I don’t buy your denial… from experience.

33. John Gonsowski
November 28, 2005

Island, multiverses with transactions looking far into the future is actually an
arguement for your “specialness”. A single particle going one way instead of
another to avoid annihilation is a form of intelligence and looking into the future.
Extend that to a large spacetime scale and one could get your “specialness”.

34. island



November 28, 2005

Keep talking like that and Peter’s gonna send us packin!… 

… but he also doesn’t like us to discuss our pet theories here, so please click on
my name and goto my website and see about half-way down why I think that
multiverses aren’t necessary, because I don’t believe that anybody ever proved
Einstein to be wrong in the first place.

This article and the three that are attatched to it that were made to the spr
group also illustrates the point:

http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2005-06/msg0069755.html

The ball is not in Einstein’s court… in other words, and the significance of the
implications of the anthropic principle increases by orders of magnitude if the
universe if finite and bound.

35. CWB
November 28, 2005

But what do you want here? You want biologists to throw away the theory of
evolution for what exactly, Intelligent Design? Do you want them to include
“guidance by a superior being” as part of biological evolution?
I don’t understand what you’re upset about.

36. CWB
November 28, 2005

I don’t see how Intelligent Design is useful science, actually I don’t see how it’s
science period.

Also, I am not a biologist.

37. island
November 28, 2005

I want them to fight the battle on the right front, which is the ludicrous distance
that you have to go in order to attain scientific plausibility for something like
alien intervention, which is the actual “science” IDists hide behind.

Distance to plausibility kills it as a comparible and viable theory, and there is no
valid reason to fight the battle based on the denial of evidence for goal oriented
design in nature, so it won’t be a matter for interpretation, which, you would
likely lose in court, unless you can prove what the motivations behind it were…
even though that’s not a valid arguement as far science is concerned.

My understanding is that the physics derives that punctuated equilibrium is
analogous to a *near* static flat universe, whereas a big bang convolves
characteristics forward in the same manner and by the exact same mechanism,
so why would I want to be foolish enough to throw the “writing-on-the-wall”
theory of evolution away?

http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2005-06/msg0069755.html
http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2005-06/msg0069755.html


38. island
November 28, 2005

As far as I can tell… The TOE… is the ToE.

39. Tony Smith
November 28, 2005

With respect to discussion of how IDers and Evolutionists etc stand on the issue
of whether speciation can be fully explained by random mutations, what about
epigenetic inheritance, such as described by Gail Vines in an article at
http://www.ifgene.org/vines.htm ?

Could such epigenetic inheritance be embraced by Evolutionists as just another
scientific process that supplements random mutation ?

Could such epigenetic inheritance be embraced by IDers as a way that a
purposeful design could influence evolution ?

Could such epigenetic inheritance be a common ground embraced by both
Evolutionists and IDers, so that they could “just get along” with each other ,
or do they hate each other so much that they don’ t ever want to see any
common ground ?

There is a wikipedia article at http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Epigenetic_inheritance
but please bear in mind that some wiki contributors have axes to grind, and it is
not always useful to take a wiki article on a controversial subject at face value
without looking closely (in great detail) at the history of that article.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

40. CWB
November 28, 2005

I think the fight against ID is based mostly on the fact that it’s creationism in
disguise and that it doesn’t have any hard science behind any of it.
Now, you’re upset that biologists don’t accept goal-oriented design in nature? I
think this is more of a philisophical position than one that has any real
applications to biology.

41. CWB
November 28, 2005

With respect to discussion of how IDers and Evolutionists etc stand on
the issue of whether speciation can be fully explained by random
mutations

Why do people keep leaving out natural selection and genetic drift? Those are
extremely important to evolutionary development, genetic mutation isn’t

http://www.ifgene.org/vines.htm
http://www.ifgene.org/vines.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epigenetic_inheritance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epigenetic_inheritance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epigenetic_inheritance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epigenetic_inheritance
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


everything you know.

42. CWB
November 28, 2005

Could such epigenetic inheritance be a common ground embraced by
both Evolutionists and IDers, so that they could “just get along” with
each other

No, IDers won’t be happy until Evolution is vanquished. Take a look at the
“Wedge Document”, the goal of the ID proposed by the Discovery Institute is to
be used to discredit science and allow supernatural (particularly
Christian/Biblical) explanations to be used in scientific theories. They really don’t
give a damn about advancing human knowledge or solving scientific problems.

43. woit
November 28, 2005

I’m closing this thread, since I’d rather people carry on the Evolution/ID debate
elsewhere. There are many, many much more appropriate places for this. This
was a posting about Templeton, its policies and funding of theoretical physics,
not about evolution vs. ID.



Seed Magazine On-line

November 16, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The recently relaunched science magazine Seed has a new web-site. You can read
their article on physics blogs, and it will be interesting to see what they do in coming
months with the new site.

Comments

1. MathPhys
November 16, 2005

They couldn’t find a less seedy name for a science magazine?

2. Plato
November 17, 2005

I am sure it will blossum into something quite nice 

3. Pindare
November 17, 2005

off-topic (but on-topic for the blog istself): apparently this year members of the
french math society will get a supplement on physics, and 3 articles out of 8 are
on ST:
http://smf.emath.fr/Publications/Gazette/2005/EditionSpeciale/

4. Ben Compson
November 17, 2005

Seed has a reputation for not paying its writers–many of them had to wait many
months to be paid in the first incarnation of Seed. I suspect it has scared some
writers off and wonder if their content will suffer in this second incarnation.

5. D R Lunsford
November 17, 2005

May it fail as hard as it deserves (even OMNI was less credulous).

-drl

6. J. Ellenberg
November 18, 2005

I wrote for them, and I got paid.

7. Nigel

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=264
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=264
http://www.seedmagazine.com/
http://www.seedmagazine.com/
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2005/10/a_new_force.php
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2005/10/a_new_force.php
http://smf.emath.fr/Publications/Gazette/2005/EditionSpeciale/
http://smf.emath.fr/Publications/Gazette/2005/EditionSpeciale/


November 19, 2005

One of the most notorious physics blogs is Peter Woit’s Not Even Wrong—the
first site this summer to discuss the gravity wave experiment. Although Woit has
been critiquing string theory since 2000, he had difficulty finding an audience for
his ideas: Journals rejected him, theorists attacked his credentials as an
untenured mathematician, and a book he was writing on the subject was “too
radical?? for publishers. In 2004, he launched Not Even Wrong and engaged
string theorists with pithy and scientifically rigorous posts. A young Harvard
string theorist named Lubos Motl was one of the first to defend his intellectual
territory on Woit’s and others’ blogs, often peppering his comments with
invective, and eventually starting his own blog “as a balance against Peter
Woit.?? With traffic and links to his site expanding, Not Even Wrong carved out a
unique space for Woit’s criticism that broke through previously impenetrable
walls, and helped his ideas gain credibility. “People have told me that they have
changed their career plans because of my criticisms,?? Woit told us, adding,
“They used to think I was crazy. Now I think they’re warming to me.?? –
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2005/10/a_new_force.php

What made Peter think Lubos Motl and other string theorists are ‘warming’?
Getting overheated would be be more honest!

8. Chris W.
November 21, 2005

Let’s hope Seed doesn’t publish much more crap like this.

http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2005/10/a_new_force.php
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2005/10/a_new_force.php
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2005/11/mark_your_answers_with_a_numbe.php
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2005/11/mark_your_answers_with_a_numbe.php
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2005/11/mark_your_answers_with_a_numbe.php


Jim Simons in the New York Times

November 19, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s an article (unfortunately not available for free) in today’s New York Times
based on an interview with the normally publicity-shy mathematician Jim Simons of
Chern-Simons fame. Simons runs the incredibly successful hedge fund Renaissance
Technologies, and I’ve written something about this earlier. The New York Times
article describe his mathematical career as follows: “A former crypt analyst – a code
breaker, that is – he did important work in mathematics that helped lay the foundation
for string theory.”

Comments

1. Cameron Peters
November 19, 2005

Off topic, but did you see the mention of your blog in the latest issue of Science?

2. woit
November 19, 2005

Hi Cameron,

No, I hadn’t seen it. Thanks for pointing it out. For anyone interested, it’s at the
bottom of:

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/310/5751/1099.5

3. Tony Smith
November 19, 2005

The science web page cited by Peter also mentions John Baez, saying:
“… For nearly 3 years, mathematical physicist John Baez of the University of
California, Riverside, has discoursed on books and papers that catch his interest
…”.

In fact, John has been writing “This Week’s Finds” since 1993. His first entry can
be found at http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week1.html

Could the description of the time period between 19 January 1993 and now as
“nearly 3 years” be indicative of the lack of mental discipline that has crept into
science reporting during the superstring era?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

4. Chris W.

http://select.nytimes.com/2005/11/19/business/19nocera.html
http://select.nytimes.com/2005/11/19/business/19nocera.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=214
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=214
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/310/5751/1099.5
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/310/5751/1099.5
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week1.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week1.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


November 19, 2005

Maybe that was supposed to be “nearly 13 years”, ie, a copy-editing oversight
rather than sloppy reporting and fact-checking.

5. Tony Smith
November 19, 2005

Chris, you say, about the science web page description of John Baez’s This
Week’s Finds that says it has been written by John “… For nearly 3 years …”,
that
“… Maybe that was supposed to be “nearly 13 years??, ie, a copy-editing
oversight rather than sloppy reporting and fact-checking. …”.

Are you suggesting that the reporter/writer wrote “nearly 13 years” and that a
copy-editor changed it to “nearly 3 years” ?
If so, it would appear to me that such copy-editing, which changes correct
writing to incorrect publication, is far worse than a mere “oversight”.
It might even indicate that editors, seeing a 13-year time frame, are so ignorant,
lazy, and stupid that they just cannot believe that something similar to a blog
could have possibly existed in the far distant past beyond 3 years ago, and that
they are so confident of their wrong concept (no blog-type stuff in such distant
past) that they are too arrogant and lazy to even look at John’s web site to which
the article itself refers.
If so, such editors would, in my view, be much like what I regard as typical
superstring theorists.

In the alternative, if the reporter/writer did initially write “nearly 3 years”, then
maybe the editors would be guilty of no more than oversight (due, probably, to a
mixture of laziness and ignorance with a little stupidity thrown in). However, the
reporter/writer would then indeed be guilty of what you describe as “sloppy
reporting and fact-checking”, to say the least.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

6. Nigel
November 20, 2005

The arrogance of untestable string theory makes the whole of physics look like a
time-wasting fantasy, so why should editors waste time checking the details?

7. anon
November 20, 2005

Let’s face it. Science journalism at present is attrocious. Often, 90% of an article
consists of a press release from a university, full of disingenous exaggerations. I
also particularly dislike the cliche story trying to portray a particular scientists
as an amazing individual that young ones should admire and emulate. Well, I’ve
know a lot of Physicists, having a Phd in physics myself, and very few were
worthy of my admiration as human beings. I love physics, but physicists I could

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


happily do without. Paul Farmers they are not.

8. frank flaherty
November 29, 2005

jim simons is a co-author in chern-simons. he also bet the right way on the british
pound when maggie thatcher was PM.



A Particle Theorist’s Perspective on String Theory

November 19, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a new posting over at Cosmic Variance by JoAnne Hewett of SLAC about
string theory, entitled A Particle Physicist’s Perspective. It gives a good idea of what I
believe most non-string-theorist particle physicists think about string theory.

She does express some very controversial views, ones that are widely held in the
physics community, but rarely publicly expressed:

I find the arrogance of some string theorists astounding, even by physicist’s
standards. Some truly believe that all non-stringy theorists are inferior scientists. It’s
all over their letters of recommendation for each other, and I’ve actually had some of
them tell me this to my face.

and she describes string theorists as holding the arrogant belief that

String theory is so important that it must be practised at the expense of all other
theory. There are two manifestations of this: string theorists have been hired into
faculty positions at a disproportionally high level not necessarily commensurate with
ability in all cases, and the younger string theorists are usually not well educated in
particle physics. Some literally have a hard time naming the fundamental particles of
nature. Both of these manifestations are worrying for the long-term future of our
field.

I suspect that some of Hewett’s strong feelings about this come from being at
Stanford, where the theoretical physics group is made up mostly of members of the
looniest wing of the string theory enterprise. The logo of the new web-site of the
Institute for Theoretical Physics there is a representation of the multiverse, and
Stanford is probably the major center for landscapeology in the world (and perhaps in
the multiverse).

My alma mater, Princeton, is rather different in that landscapeology is not popular,
but the particle theory groups both at the university and at the Institute have only
hired string theorists for the last twenty years, displaying the kind of attitude that
Hewett finds disturbing.

While most string theorists demonstrate no more than the usual theoretical
physicist’s helping of arrogance, it has certainly been my experience that some of
them display a degree of arrogance that is pretty astounding. This includes some of
the earliest and most prominent string theory bloggers, where the phenomenon is
pretty much off-scale. When it comes to purely intellectual arrogance and confidence
in one’s own beliefs, I’m no paragon of humility, but I don’t take the attitude that
people who disagree with me are idiots who don’t know what they are talking about,
an attitude I’ve encountered amazingly often from more than one string theorist.

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/18/a-particle-physicists-perspective/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/18/a-particle-physicists-perspective/
http://www.stanford.edu/group/sitp/
http://www.stanford.edu/group/sitp/
http://www.stanford.edu/group/sitp/
http://www.stanford.edu/group/sitp/


Comments

1. Bryan
November 19, 2005

I think it is very sad that people like JoAnne Hewett are queuing up to put kick
string theorists’ because of their arrogance.

There have already been abuses of string theorists leak into the media, like
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/41454

It’s a good thing the media think this is just a storm in a teacup.

2. Plato
November 19, 2005

I’m no paragon of humility, but I don’t take the attitude that people
who disagree with me are idiots

Thanks Peter 

3. JoAnne
November 19, 2005

Bryan,

Hmmm….I’m not quite sure what a `put kick’ is, but am going to assume it is
similar to a punt kick in American football. So, no, if you read my post, you will
see that I am most certainly not lining up to punt kick string theory. I most
emphatically said that I believe the enterprise is worth pursuing. It’s all a matter
of balance.

4. Bryan
November 19, 2005

Hi JoAnne,

Do you just think Lubos Motl should be kicked, then? 

5. D R Lunsford
November 19, 2005

How’s this for irony – the server that hosts the HETG at Harvard, loaded with
stringers, is named “democritus” 

-drl

6. Aaron
November 19, 2005

Princeton has made many offers to non-string theorists.

http://www.theonion.com/content/node/41454
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/41454


7. Bryan
November 19, 2005

D. R. Lunsford, mind your step! Motl will probably investigate you and find
you’re major paper http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en stems
to NASA astronaut training, http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/History
/alsj/DRLunsford.html so you are just a nerd with a chip on your shoulder about
string theory!

8. Eli Rabett
November 19, 2005

Any field such as sting theory starts from a few places. How much of the
arrogance is a reflection of those who founded the field, which was picked up by
their students?

BTW, I think there was a confusion betweeen the American term punt
(something) as in be ready to abandon or leave, and the English term “put the
boot in”, ie kick someone when they are lying on the ground, as in rugby. Both
may be appropriate

9. Nigel
November 19, 2005

Bryan, in replying to Lunsford, should write ‘your major paper’ not ‘you’re’. It’s a
shame that there’s no automatic grammar check/correction on blogs.

Eli, surely you mean ‘string’ not ‘sting’ theory, although in England a ‘sting’ is
slang for a rip-off or overpriced commodity, so it is certainly right to call string
theory a sting theory! 

10. Rafael
November 19, 2005

I saw a talk given by Robert Laughlin which was very interesting. Mostly it was
about emergent properties but he did talk a bit about his criticisms of string
theory. Especially, not being able to make any predictions which can be
measured. I think he was sad (or angry) that theoretical physics has gone off the
rails. I guess that would be a condensed matter theorist’s perspective?

11. Eli Rabett
November 19, 2005

The best laid puns of mice and men, oft go awry. Thank you Nigel.

12. D R Lunsford
November 19, 2005

Wow, they actually credited me on the ALSJ? For revising a transcript? Hey! This
is easy!

-drl

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en
http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/History/alsj/DRLunsford.html
http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/History/alsj/DRLunsford.html
http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/History/alsj/DRLunsford.html
http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/History/alsj/DRLunsford.html


13. dan
November 19, 2005

So what kind of non-stringy particle physics research directions are being
pursued these days? By non-stringy I mean fundamental particle physics that (1)
do not involve string theory, (2) do not invovle SUSY, (3) do not involve higher-
dimensions?

Incidentally, how do particle physics explain the transformation of kind of
fundamental particle, the electron/position, into another, such as photons? Do
they recourse to string theory or are there non-stringy ways of explaining this?

curious
Dan

14. Thomas Larsson
November 20, 2005

Incidentally, how do particle physics explain the transformation of kind of
fundamental particle, the electron/position, into another, such as photons? Do
they recourse to string theory or are there non-stringy ways of explaining this?

Hopefully particle physicists don’t explain the transformation of a single electron
into a photon at all, since it does not happen. The transformation of one electron
+ one positron into two photons is explained by a theory called QED. Believe it
or not, but it does not involve string theory, and it makes some predictions in
reasonable agreement with experiments (to ten decimal places or so).

15. Aaron
November 20, 2005

So what kind of non-stringy particle physics research directions are being
pursued these days? By non-stringy I mean fundamental particle physics that (1)
do not involve string theory, (2) do not invovle SUSY, (3) do not involve higher-
dimensions?

That’s a very odd definition of ‘stringy’. I’m sure the vast legions of
phenomenologists who work on those subjects would be surprised that they’re
doing ‘stringy’ stuff. Some might even object rather vociferously.

Anyways, there’s stuff involving little higgs models, dark matter, baryogenesis,
neutrino masses, some GUT stuff (although most of that is supersymmetric),
lattice stuff and probably plenty more that’s not coming to mind.

BTW — in case it wasn’t clear from context above, I meant that Princeton has
made job offers in the past to high energy theorists who were not string
theorists.

16. D R Lunsford
November 20, 2005



TL,

I think his point was, does anyone work on something you can’t find in a Michio
Kaku book..

And as for his comment about matter/antimatter, I think he meant – is there a
mechanism for this beyond just positing the interaction? And the answer is – not
one that is generally accepted.

-drl

17. andy s.
November 20, 2005

Dan: Loop Quantum Gravity addresses many of the same issues are String
Theory. Google Lee Smolin or the Perimeter Institute.

18. Aaron
November 20, 2005

And as for his comment about matter/antimatter, I think he meant – is there a
mechanism for this beyond just positing the interaction? And the answer is – not
one that is generally accepted.

It’s called gauge invariance.

19. D R Lunsford
November 20, 2005

Yep, that’s the old posit right there Aaron.

-drl

20. Aaron
November 20, 2005

Positing gauge invariance is far from positing an interaction. I invite you to write
down a quantum theory of a massless vector (we do want electromagnetism,
right?) without gauge invariance.

21. D R Lunsford
November 20, 2005

This isn’t the place to discuss it. As it happens a post on SPR will soon address it,
so go there (gauge invariance determines the interaction, and for 4d they are
practically synonymous).

-drl

22. Who
November 20, 2005



Dan asked
“dan Says:
November 19th, 2005 at 9:57 pm
So what kind of non-stringy particle physics research directions are being
pursued these days?”

to expand on an earlier comment
“andy.s says
November 20th, 2005 at 1:50 am
Dan: Loop Quantum Gravity addresses many of the same issues are String
Theory. Google Lee Smolin or the Perimeter Institute.”

you might like to watch this 40 minute video of a recent Smolin talk, and
download the set of slides that goes with it.
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/abstract_smolin.html

in this talk Smolin tries out a certain a particle physics scheme in the context of
Loop QG. the quantum state of the gravitational field is given by a kind of graph
called a “spin network” and families of particles (electrons, quarks, etc. ) are are
built into the gravitational field as kinds of links in the graph. the “preon” model
which he uses is due to Bilson-Thompson and it reproduces some features of the
standard model.

there must be several cases of non-string QG research which strives to unify
particle physics with quantum gravity, by a variety of authors, but I can’t think of
a survey paper specifically about this. andy.s suggestion to use search engines is
a good one. This talk, that smolin gave last month (10 October) is at least
something like what you were asking about, to start you off.

the effort is bound to look preliminary and insubstantial compared with string

23. Dr. Ranger McCoy
November 20, 2005

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56

Tied Up & Strung Out: Hollywood String Theory Movie!!! Looking For Extras!!!
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

ALL TIED UP & STRUNG ALONG, a movie about String Theorists and their
expansive theories which extend human ignorance, pomposity, and frailty into
higher dimensions, is set to start filming this fall. Jessica Alba, John Cleese,
Eugene Levie, Jackie Chan, and David Duchovney of X-files fame have all signed
on to the $700 million Hollywood project, which is still cheaper than String
Theory itself, and will likely displace less physicists from the academy.

“As contemporary physics is about money, hype, mythology, and chicks,” Ed
Witten explained from his offices at the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study,
“The next logical step was Hollywood, although I thought Burt Reynolds should
play me instead of Eugene Levy.”

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/abstract_smolin.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/abstract_smolin.html
http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56
http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56


Brian Greene, the famous String Theorist who will be played by David “the truth
is out there” Duchovney, explained the plot: “String theory’s muddled, contorted
theories that lack postulates, laws, and experimentally-verified equations have
Einstein spinning so fast in his grave that it creates a black hole. In order to save
the world, we String Theorists have to stop reformulating String Theory faster
than the speed of light. We are called upon to stop violating the conservation of
energy by mining higher dimensions to publish more BS than can accounted for
with the Big Bang alone, and I win the Nobel prize for showing that M-Theory is
in fact the dark matter it has been searching for.”

Greene continues: “At first my character is reluctant to stop theorizing and start
postulating, but when my love interest Jessica Alba is sucked into the black hole,
I search my soul and find Paul Davies there, played by John Cleese. I ask him
what he’s doing in my soul, and he explains that the answer is contained in the
mind of God, which only he is privy too, but for a small fee, some tax and tuition
dollars, a couple grants here and there, and an all-expense-paid book tour with
stops in Zurich and Honolulu, he can let me in on it. And he shows me God in all
her greater glory, as he points out that we can make more money in Hollywood
than writing coffee-table books that recycle Einstein, Bohr, Dirac, Feynman, and
Wheeler. I am quickly converted, and I agree to turn my back on String Theory’s
hoax and save Jessica Alba.”

But it’s not that easy, as standing in Greene’s way is Michio “king of pop-theory-
hipster-irony-the-theory-of-everything-or-anything-made-
you-read-this” Kaku, played by Jackie Chan. Kaku beats the crap out of Greene
for alomst blowing the “ironic” pretense his salary, benefits, and all-expense paid
trips depend on. “WE MUST HOLD BACK THE YOUNG SCIENTISTS WITH OUR
NON-THEORIES!! WE MUST FILL THE ACADEMY WITH THE POMO DARK
MATTER THAT IS STRING THEORY TO KEEP OUR UNIVERSE FROM FLYING
APART, OUR PYRAMID SCHEMES FROM TOPPLING, AND OUR PERPETUAL-
MOTION NSF MONEY MACHINE FROM STOPPING!!” Kaku argues as he
delivers a flying back-kick, “There can be ony ONE! I WILL be String Theory’s
GODFATHER as referenced on my web page!! I have better hair!”

But Greene fights back as he signs his seventeenth book deal to make the hand-
waving incoherence of String Theory accessible to the South Park generation,
senior citizens, and starving chirldren around the world. “Kaku! Kaku!
(pronounced Ka-Kaw! Ka-Kaw! like Owen Wilson did in Bottle Rocket),” Greene
shouts. “It is theoretically impossible to build a coffee tables strong enough to
support any more coffee-table physics books!!!”

“Time travel is also theoretically impossible, but there’s a helluva lot more
money for us in flushing physics down a wormhole. Nobody knows what the
#&#%&$ M stands for in M theory ya hand-waving, TV-hogging crank!!! Get it??
Ha Ha Ha! We’re laughing at the public! We’re the insider pomo hipsters! Get
with the gangsta-wanksta-pranksta CRANKSTER bling-bling program!!”

How does it all end? Does physics go bankrupt funding theories that have
expanded our ignorance from four dimensions into ten, twenty, and thirty
dimensions? Do tax payers revolt? Do young physicists overthrow the hand-



waving, contortionist bullies and revive physics with a classical renaissance
favoring logic, reason, and Truth over meaningless mathematical abstractions?
Does Moving Dimensions Theory (MDT) prevail with its simple postulate? We’ll
all just have to wait!

But in the meantime, how do you think it will play out?

Will theories with postulates ever be allowed in physics again? Or will the well-
funded, tenured pomo String Theory / M-Theory (Maffia-Theory) Priests send
their armies of desperate, snarky postdocs and starving graduate students forth
to displace and destroy all common sense, logic, reason, and physics in the
academy? It must be so–for the greater good of physics, the individual physicist,
and thus physics, must be sacrificed.

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56

24. WL
November 20, 2005

As usual, things are turned upside down. The supreme form of arrogance is not
the one of experts, but of fools who claim to know better than the experts.

25. secret milkshake
November 20, 2005

I know lumo a bit. It’s not the Strings – he is like this on any subject. He cannot
help it.

26. Quantum_Ranger
November 20, 2005

Peter, the interesting thing is that the ‘new’ webpages here:
http://www.stanford.edu/group/sitp/
specifically the bottom copyrighted macromedia image at the bottom,
have been extracted from the website of here:
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/seminarseries/index.php

look closer at the bottom starcluster image, there are Aztec and Toltec “gods”
embedded into the image?

!!..the Perimiter webpages had the inca/toltec statues embedded into the
starcluster picture sometime ago, this was tackled here:
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=48248

reply#3

The institutes appear to be having a “bat-ball” exchange, the Cosmic-String
theorists at Stanford are obviously having fun with the symbolic inclusion of
theory of the “Gods”?

I twould be interesting to find out when the ‘new’ stanford webpages became
active, as the smae Aztec/Toltec images from perimiter were present

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56
http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56
http://www.stanford.edu/group/sitp/
http://www.stanford.edu/group/sitp/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/seminarseries/index.php
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/seminarseries/index.php
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=48248
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=48248


Oct04?..they are no longer there today, but the reason for their removal must
have a significance at Stanford webpages?

27. Juan R.
November 20, 2005

Arrogance could be supported if string theorists really were smart people, but
unfortunately only one or two of them are really good. The rest is a group of…

This is the reason that people working in other areas -biophysics, quantum
measurements theory, arrow of time, quantum gravity, complexity and chaos,
etc.- often do jokes (even denigrating) with string theorists.

One of lasts, i know was a joke from F. Dyson (the Nobel winner) who argued
against Brian Greene (that ‘SMART’ string theorist  regarding several
conceptual issues on the quantum measurement problem the last year.

Dyson had studied the problem with some deep, whereas Brian Greene only
speculated (his true speciality) that string theory would revolutionate our
current views…

Dyson words were crystal clear:

He rejects without any serious discussion

This is the best (mean) definition of string theorists activity i know

…Without any serious discussion…

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

28. secret milkshake
November 20, 2005

To Juan: Freeman Dyson was left out of Nobel for QED, actually. What he got was
Templeton.

29. dan
November 20, 2005

Now that someone meontioned “preons”, are strings (D0 branes) are said to be
“fundamental” and make up other fundamental particles, including gravitons,
photons, etc cetera.

according to string theory, do strings make up quarks, or do strings make up
preons, which then make quarks?

incidentally, if the project of spin networks giving rise to preons seems to work,
then LQG would be relevant to particle physics, right?



30. D R Lunsford
November 20, 2005

Juan,

This is the impression I get – that stringers are not very bright.

-drl

31. Adrian Heathcote
November 20, 2005

Dr Ranger McCoy

Someone’s got to say it. Bravo! Author!

I might mention that a famous winner of the Templeton (whom you mention)
once said that the way to understand mathematics was to stare at the page for a
long time until it looked about right.

(Forget about doing those pesky exercises!)

I’m amazed that physics has fallen into this hole. It’s like the malaise in the
humanities has spread like an ink-stain outwards.

A.H.

32. Who
November 20, 2005

dan, I think you draw the right conclusion but put it a bit strongly
“… if the project of spin networks giving rise to preons seems to work, then LQG
would be relevant to particle physics, right?”

In his talk that I gave the link for, Smolin was drawing on this Bilson-Thompson
preon paper
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503213
A topological model of composite preons
you might enjoy this paper and get something from it

you must judge for yourself how far along is Smolin’s project of relating spin
network to these twisted-ribbon preons of B-T.
it strikes me as very tentative but in Smolin’s Loops ’05 talk
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/abstract_smolin.html
he is saying that networks are a hospitable place to find these braided triplets of
preons as links, and putting them in the picture could address several problems
efficiently. Best if you listen to smolin’s talk and look over the slides yourself

I see that both Bilson-Thompson and Renate Loll (CDT) are now at Perimeter.
Also Xiao-Gang Wen. B-T just gave a talk on preons a few days ago and Loll and
Wen were giving a workshop this weekend.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503213
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503213
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/abstract_smolin.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/abstract_smolin.html


the talks and/or slides of some of these are available on line at
http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca:81/mediasite/viewer/

select “Seminar Series” and go to page 14 to find the Bilson-Thompson preon
talk, if you are interested.

to find the Loll and Wen workshop scroll the menu down to
“Emergence of Spacetime Workshop” and click that

anyway it sounds too definite to say non-string QG relevant to particle physics
but there certainly are connections being explored and it is not too hard to keep
track of the various initiatives people are pursuing

glad you are interested

33. dan
November 21, 2005

hi who,
well i would love to see QG within my lifetime, as one of the final frontiers of
science. his talk spoke of fermions, what about interger spin bosons, such as
higgs, photons, and gravitons?

as for string theory, does string theory predict preons? does string theorists
predict an inner structor of quarks much in the same way as preons do?

i am curious in lqg how is GR dynamics to be recorded, by gravitons, or by the
large-scale behavior of spin foams?

34. We Pretty
November 21, 2005

Hi,

scientists are in general more interested in facts than
attitutes of other people. But as a representative of
the public I think that the way string theorists trumpet
their theory as a solution to everything is cheating. I
suppose that if you ask a random person what is quantum
theory, if he or she knows anything about it, he or she
will usually say that it is something that explains the atoms
and inderminancy and stuff. If you currently ask a random
person what is string theory, if he or she knows anything
about it, he or she will usually say that it is some new
theory that explains everything.

To help to change string theorists and especially young
physicists but also the public attitude towards string theory,
you should add section of string theory to the physics FAQ
(though strictly speaking it does not belong there). In the
beginning of the FAQ about physics in general Q: “What is a prediction” ? Q:

http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca:81/mediasite/viewer/
http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca:81/mediasite/viewer/


“What is a nontrivial prediction” (A: “A
prediction that differs from the currently accepted theories
such that if the predicted thing does not happen then the
theory that makes the prediction is false”). In string theory
sections Q: “Does ST make non-trivial predictions ?” A: “No”.
Q: “Does string theory make predictions ?” A: “No” (I suppose).
Or make this information otherwise available.

There are also other issues that would be of interest like
how long string theory has predicted nothing, are there any
other theories and stuff. I know also that there are positive
side in string theory, cool mathematics and such.

Whatever landscapes and multiverses and extra dimensions
sound cool. It sounds also very cool that the universe is 2 or 4
everything between dimensional.

We Pretty

35. Tony Smith
November 21, 2005

The arrogant narrowmindedness of superstring theorists may not be
unprecedented.

According to an Opinion article by Gregory Benford (not only a scifi writer, but
also a professor of physics at UC Irvine) in Physics Today (November 2005 at
pages 48-49):
“… In the late 1940s, George Gamow, Ralph Alpher, and Robert Herman worked
out element formation and the entire scenario that led to the now-famous 3-K
background radiation. Yet the steady-state model held sway, and their work had
faded from view by the mid-1950s. …
Rather than testing the Gamow-Alpher-Herman model, cosmologists spent more
than a decade falsifying steady state’s predictions. No one followed on the
nucleosynthesis path, let alone thought of observations. …
To outsiders, such events might seem a scandal. … We didn’t treat both models
fairly, and lost more than a decade before discovering the truth. … what were the
scandal’s roots? …
Alpher and Herman … said they suspected a cultural bias was at work: “It is
possible, but regrettable, that Gamow’s fun-loving and irrepressible approach to
physics led some scientists not to take seriously his work. …” … Gamov, Alpher,
and Herman committed a minor social sin: They weren’t in the club. …
Are there similar scandals in our own era? …
Despite 30 years of their drum-beating, the string theorists never suspected that
the dark energy could comprise the majority of the energy density of out
universe. …
When a bug of this size hits your conceptual windshield, it makes a big splash.
The dark energy scandal is that the bug was the size of an eagle.
String theory is an idea that functions as … no predictions, yet widespread
acceptance.



Theorists can fall in love with mathematical beauty. Philosophical elegance,
which steady state had, is even more glamorous. Gamow, Alpher, and Herman
had to fight steady state’s shiny splendor, which blinded our field.
What causes such scandals?
… An unspoken timidity lurks in the close-focus grant-approval process – small
steps are rewarded as more reliable than conceptual leaps. Possibilities beyond
our current conceptual horizons get little attention. In academia, we maximize
publicaton numbers rather than originality. This approach also gets us through
the incremental mindset of review committees, which are seldom noted for their
leaps of insight. ….
Do we suffer from anxiety over imagination?
Rigor is reassuring, but it should come at the end of that powerful chain that
starts with intuition and proceeds to experimental checks – not at the beginning.
To set our work in motion, we reason mostly by analogy, not by rigorous
deduction. Imagination is not incremental.
Yet among reviewers, “speculation” is a work mostly deployed as a pejorative.
We should
not allow it to be. …”.

I think that the lesson here is that there should be some sort of reasonable
evaluaton mechanism for nonstandard physics models (not just mine). However,
since I am more familiar with my work than with the work of others, I will state
that I wrote a paper calculating the Dark Energy : Dark Matter : Ordinary Matter
ratios and got results pretty close to the WMAP observations. When I submitted
the paper to the Cornell arXiv in 2004, it was rejected (probably due to me being
personally blacklisted by them). I then posted a similar paper to the CERN EXT
preprint series as CERN CDS preprint EXT-2004-013, where it was accepted and
is still available. However, later in 2004 (October 2004) the CERN Scientific
Information Policy Board (SIPB) closed the CERN CDS EXT preprint series. A
speculative opinion of mine is that EXT was closed due to pressure from the
Cornell arXiv to prevent work blacklisted by them from seeing the light of day.

Just as the steady state model, in Benford’s words, “… could not explain helium
formation …”, (afaik) superstring theorists have yet to explain the Dark Energy :
Dark Matter : Ordinary Matter ratios observed by WMAP.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

36. woit
November 21, 2005

I just accidentally deleted this entry, and had to restore the whole blog database
from a version of early this morning. This happened partly due to my own
carelessness, partly due to the bad user interface of WordPress, and partly due
to the fact that I’ve had to spend a lot of time deleting repeated attempts by
people to post long discussions of their own completely off-topic ideas about
physics.

Please stop doing this, it is getting really, really, annoying, wasting my time, and

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


now causing damage. This is not a forum for you to go on about your favorite
ideas about physics that have nothing to do with the topic of the posting. Do that
elsewhere. From now on, I’ll be taking steps to shut off access to this weblog
from anyone who repeatedly tries to post such material.

37. Matti Pitkanen
November 21, 2005

Dear Peter,

you definitely cannot argue that my comment relating to Tony’s posting was a
long discussion about off topic idea. It was precisely about the immense
arrogance of super string theorists and about its tragic consequences: I am not
talking about myself here but about the development of the theoretical physics
as a whole.

It seems that superstring theorists are not the only ones to be blamed of
extraordinary arrogance and willingness to censorship. This is a disease plaguing
the entire comunity. This blog could be much more than it is by allowing open
discussion of new ideas (in my own case not only new ideas but extensive life
work) rather only allowing boring repetition of the well-known failures of string
theory.

With Best Regards,
Matti Pitkanen

38. woit
November 21, 2005

Matti,

Your comment was not deleted by me intentionally, it was accidentally deleted
when I accidentally deleted the whole posting. The latest backup of the blog
database was made automatically early in the morning after Tony’s comment and
before yours. I had to restore from that backup and your comment was lost.

I was not about to delete your posting, but the problem is when you, Tony and
others start discussing your own ideas, many others then want to join in with
their own pet theories, and the comment section rapidly degenerates into a long
string of comments by people promoting their own ideas (many of which make
no sense). This leaves me with the job of trying to moderate such a forum. I don’t
have the time or energy for it and I resent having to do it, especially when it
causes me to accidentally damage things here (e.g. by irretrievably deleting your
comment). If you have a copy of your comment, you’re welcome to resubmit it.

39. D R Lunsford
November 21, 2005

I’m personally a little sick of your whining about the status of your damn blog.
Your own work in this field is pretty thin, but you’ve carved out a niche for
yourself by calling a spade a spade. If you can’t handle the heat, get out of the



damn kitchen. And if you need some computer help, drop me a line, I’m pretty
damn good at it after 20 odd years without a career in physics, that I worked
very hard to secure from an early age. I don’t “lose things”.

-drl

40. Who
November 21, 2005

The topic is Joanne’s forthright expression of a perception that is shared by
others—–about string hubris.

I think the arrogance or pretention she speaks of is based on a (questionable)
fundamental premise which Joanne herself repeats.
In other words, Joanne’s own assumption is part of the problem.

In her original blog, Joanne pays tribute to a dubious cliché (which is at the root
of string complacency). I don’t object to her conclusion that string is worth
studying. i object to her premise, which people seem to repeate unquestioningly:

“…string theory worth studying? I would answer yes, for two reasons. One has
already been given, namely, that string theory is currently our best idea
about how to quantize gravity.”

Why can’t people say yes string theory is worth developing even though it is
not necessarily the best idea for quantizing gravity that has been proposed?
And why not say yes we should support string research, among other approaches
even though it is not necessarily the most promising avenue being explored?

I think the claim that it is the “best” or most promising is not to be taken for
granted but is, in fact, controversial. There is legitimate difference of expert
opinion. The only string theorist I recall acknowledging this is Andy Strominger. I
hear people like Steve Shenker and David Gross use phrases like “our one best
hope” like an article of faith or a party line—but the Strominger attitude i heard
is that it aint so clear: String is worth studying but it’s not clear that it is the best
and there may be other avenues worth exploring as well.

41. Who
November 22, 2005

I think complaining about Peter losing some comments is off topic.
It is fine for him to occasionally lose stuff, most of what we write is not for the
ages—-and it keeps the threads shorter and easier to read.

for better or worse, in this thread the topic is Joanne Hewett having the guts to
say “arrogant”—-and she is a nice person too. so we better talk about that while
we have the chance and not get off quarreling about minor blog mishaps

42. plato
November 22, 2005



I think complaining about Peter losing some comments is off topic.

I second that. I keep getting my posts deleted repeatly you think I am going to
whine about?:) Non!

I just wonder though about the fervor with which a group view on anti- can
become, could be affected by a lone person who might disagree, with what you
people go on about string/M theory.

Peter you took a stand.

While it is not totally comprehensible to me, I do try to understand the models
that are being adopted? And see them, as models.

Do you think Lee’s comments arise just in cosmic varaince?

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/14/our-first-guest-blogger-lawrence-krauss
/#comment-7514

43. Aaron
November 22, 2005

Why can’t people say yes string theory is worth developing even though it is not
necessarily the best idea for quantizing gravity that has been proposed?

Maybe people have actually looked at what’s out there and actually think that
string theory is the best game in town?

Just a thought.

44. Matti Pitkanen
November 22, 2005

Peter,

I am glad to hear that this was an accident. And I want to emphasize that we
were not going to discuss about details of our theories. Unfortunately I do not
have the copy of posting. The ingenious definition of Who for what is off topic
allows unlimited censorship without complaints. Congratulations!

Matti

45. Nigel
November 22, 2005

‘…others then want to join in with their own pet theories, and the comment
section rapidly degenerates into a long string of comments by people promoting
their own ideas (many of which make no sense). …’

Sorry for causing problems by being arrogant. My arrogance is just copied from
the string theorists who lead physics, which JoAnne Hewitt writes about. If
they’re arrogant, others follow.

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/14/our-first-guest-blogger-lawrence-krauss/#comment-7514
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/14/our-first-guest-blogger-lawrence-krauss/#comment-7514
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/14/our-first-guest-blogger-lawrence-krauss/#comment-7514
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/14/our-first-guest-blogger-lawrence-krauss/#comment-7514


BTW, some people want to have a go at stringing other people’s stuff together, to
sort out what makes sense.

46. Juan R.
November 22, 2005

Well, i will ‘repeat’ my post (since i think that was on-topic and, moreover, i do
not speak on my own theories here)

secret milkshake

YES!! What great mistake!! Thanks by correction. Since Dyson unified the
‘different’ QED of the époque (and even people as Feynman was initially unable
to see that Tomonaga or Schwinger, were just other ‘pictures’), do you know why
do not received the Nobel? Perhaps the lack of PhD?

dan

Since there is not still formulation for M-theory, nobody can reply you now.
However, some brane theorists as Banks claim that D0-branes (which are NOT
strings; a string is a 1-brane) are “fundamental” blocks of nature. It has been
already proven, for example, that supersimmetric gravitons can be derived from
‘excitations’ of D0-branes.

For me, the most ‘beatiful’ result from M(atrix) theory is that fundamental
building blocks are again pointlike particles. Probably the four decades ‘stringy’
excursion around extended object (and the popularization of how ’stupid’
poinlike particle were) will finalize again in that the pointlike behaviour of
particle physics was sufficient, when divergences and some other mistakes are
corrected.

D R Lunsford

I personally think that one can find clever people in any field (scientific or not).
Due to my multidisciplinary interest, I found genial papers on math, particle
physics, quantum gravity, ecology, irreversible thermodynamics,
electromagnetism, chemical dynamics, philosophy, etc.

However, I agree with you that current ‘hidden’ law saying that the most brilliant
guys of the planet are string theorists, is a pure assumption without sound basis.
Simply by reading published literature on string theory and comparing it, one
already detects that. In my opinion, there is not a single Feynman on the current
string theory community and this is the reason that physics has not advanced.

Moreover i think that the comparative of Witten with Einstein (or even with
Newton!!) is, I believe, one of multiple distorted outcomes of the heavy stringy
marketing.

We Pretty

But as a representative of the public I think that the way string



theorists trumpet their theory as a solution to everything is cheating. I
suppose that if you ask a random person what is quantum theory, if he
or she knows anything about it, he or she will usually say that it is
something that explains the atoms and inderminancy and stuff. If you
currently ask a random person what is string theory, if he or she knows
anything about it, he or she will usually say that it is some new theory
that explains everything.

A scientist is one who solves problems via generating scientific knowledge (i.e.
acquiring knowledge via scientific method). String theory would be fantastic and
string theorists become heroes if string theory was a scientific solution to only a
10% of the claimed in media. Unfortunately, it is all pure marketing. String
theory is not a theory of physics, it is not a theory of science, it is an excellent
piece of marketing, just that. I completely agree with Woit here. The only success
of string theory has been on mass media.

Many people think that string theory does not predictions about nature. I
partially agree. However, string theory claims that universe IS 10-D AND
supersymmetric. Our observed universe is 4D and non-supersimmetric, therefore
there is ‘some’ that string theorists are ignoring… just the scientific method!

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

47. Juan R.
November 22, 2005

Who

Could you explain why you think

that string theory is currently our best idea about how to quantize
gravity

?

During my travel on ‘quantum gravity lands’ i have known many people who
believe ‘that’ because other people also believe ‘that’.

I have even heard that the ‘best’ argument for studying string theory is because
Witten believes on it!!!

If you really sustain you are writting here, could you write your real name too?

Is not part of the typical arrogance of string theorists to begin their talks on
string ‘theory’ (so say) claiming that string theory is the ONLY possibility for
quantizing gravity?

Where is the paper, book, talk, etc. where this was supposedly proven? Or is just
another piece of the propaganda?



Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

48. Who
November 22, 2005

Juan R you totally misunderstand me. Please carefully read JoAnne Hewett orig.
blog
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/18/a-particle-physicists-perspective/

Notice where she says

string theory worth studying? I would answer yes, for two reasons. One
has already been given, namely, that string theory is currently our best
idea about how to quantize gravity. We obviously need to explore that
link further, no matter how tenuous.

I am pointing to where she says “best idea” as if it were taken for granted and
not controversial. Well-informed people can differ, but she does not not indicate
this. It is something that even nice intelligent sensible people like JoAnne
PARROT. This item of unquestioned dogma is a large part of the problem.

Suppose JoAnne had said this:

string theory worth studying? I would answer yes, for two reasons.
String theory is one of several promising ideas about how to quantize
gravity. We obviously need to explore that link further, no matter how
tenuous.

then the conclusion (worth further support) would remain the same but the
grounds for what she objects to—the privileged sense of entitlement—would be
removed.

If people could make that simple substitution, I think it would be a real step
towards solving the problem she is talking about.

BTW think we should acknowledge who JoAnne is and what she puts on the line.
correct me if I am mistaken but i think she is a type of nice levelheaded young
scientist that people in the research establishment pick to be on advisory boards
and to organize panels and committees and workshops. She is someone you trust
to be constructive and have a sense of humor and be normal according to the
highest standards. I’ve worked with people in an NASE/NRC study and I respect
them and their careers are partly political and based on people-skills that some
of the rest of us lack. And I have to say that I think JoAnne has something to
RISK

49. Aaron
November 22, 2005

It is something that even nice intelligent sensible people like JoAnne PARROT.

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/18/a-particle-physicists-perspective/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/18/a-particle-physicists-perspective/


Not to speak for JoAnne or anything, but I hope you realize that you’re being
rather insulting here. How do you know that anybody is ‘parrot’ing anything?

And this idea you have that there is this string mafia who seek out to destroy the
careers of those who oppose string theory is just silly. Lots and lots and lots of
people criticize string theory.

50. Bee
November 22, 2005

Folks, today there is probably no particle physicist more tired by stringers than I
am. If I have to listen to one more heterotic twisted whatever type string talk
with compactification on manifolds that I don’t know how to pronounce w/ or w/o
flux or any connection to the real world, I am sure my head is going to implode.

However, I don’t think string theory is such a stupid thing to do. It’s just not
plausible to me what it should have to do with nature and I find it is time that
stringers admit they are mathematicians.

String theory has some beauty on its own, there are for sure many points worth
investigating and the properties of the theory are amazing. Just why that is
physics, I can’t see. Maybe it would help, if any of the guys giving these
headache-causing talks would at least TRY to explain why the physics community
should be interested in that topic.

Also, string theory in the US is definitly completely over-funded, whereas there is
lack of funding in equally or more important fields – that’s for sure.

How come the NSF hasn’t yet noted that?

51. woit
November 22, 2005

Hi Bee,

The problem with your suggestion that “stringers admit that they are
mathematicians” is that, on the whole, the math community doesn’t agree and
doesn’t want them.

52. Aaron
November 22, 2005

We’re inspirational to the mathematicians. They like us. We give them things to
prove.

53. secret milkshake
November 23, 2005

Bee: their attitudes are awful, not the field. The fluff – not the stuff.

54. JC
November 23, 2005



Peter,

Is there any particular reason why the math community doesn’t really want
string theorists?

55. woit
November 23, 2005

JC,
Would you want Leonard Susskind ranting about the anthropic landscape in your
department?

Mathematicians are interested in some parts of string theory, e.g. conformal field
theory, mirror symmetry, topological strings, etc. These are pretty well-defined
ideas that have led to very non-trivial conjectures about interesting
mathematical objects. Some people working on these things are happily working
in math departments. Other parts of string theory, where no one knows precisely
what the object under study even is (e.g. M-theory), or where there’s no new
insight into interesting mathematics (e.g. most of the work on the landscape or
string cosmology) aren’t things mathematicians want much to do with.

56. Juan R.
November 24, 2005

Ok Who! I agree

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



All Sorts of Links

November 22, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Here’s a collection of things I’ve run across recently that may be of interest:

The Tevatron is doing quite well, with sizable increases in luminosity in recent
months. There are some articles telling about this in Fermilab Today, and you can get
up to date information about how things are going here. At the moment they’re doing
better than their “design” projection, which is meant to be quite optimistic.

On December 1 there will be a live 12 hour webcast called Beyond Einstein, which
will feature many different groups and individuals talking about physics.

December 1 will also be the opening of the 23rd Solvay conference in Brussels. These
conferences have a very illustrious history. This year the topic is The Quantum
Structure of Space and Time, and most of the invited participants will be string
theorists. Of the 60 participants there seems to be exactly one physicist from the LQG
camp, Abhay Ashtekar. There will also be an event for the public, with talks by string
theorists Brian Greene and Robbert Dijkgraaf, and a debate featuring five string
theorists and Gerard ‘t Hooft.

Witten has been giving talks about his new work on gauge theory and geometric
Langlands. Notes from a talk at Penn last month are on-line, and video from a talk at
Rutgers last week should soon appear.

A conference was held earlier this month at Queen Mary College in London entitled
From Twistors to Amplitudes, with many interesting talks on using twistor techniques
to study gauge theory amplitudes.

There’s a new site called Mixed States which does a good job of aggregating blog
entries about physics.

There are all sorts of links relevant to research in number theory at the Number
Theory Web.

Robert Wald has an article on teaching general relativity. Until I taught our graduate
differential geometry course I hadn’t realized just how tricky the definition of a
tangent vector can be. Most of the difficulty with teaching GR has to do with the large
amount of sophisticated geometry needed.

This is one of the funnier things I’ve read in a while. It seems that, like all non-string
theorists, internet con artists are really stupid.

Update: Two recent talks by Alain Connes at the KITP in Santa Barbara are now
online. One is entitled Non-Commutative Geometry and Space-Time, the other,
discussing his ideas about the Riemann hypothesis, is called Noncommutative
Motives, Thermodynamics, and the Spectral Realization of Zeros of Zeta.
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Comments

1. Tax Payers Revolt
November 22, 2005

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56

I think the taxpayers aare getting tired of funding String Theory.

Perhaps Hollywood is better suited?

Tied Up & Strung Out: Hollywood String Theory Movie!!! Looking For Extras!!!
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

ALL TIED UP & STRUNG ALONG, a movie about String Theorists and their
expansive theories which extend human ignorance, pomposity, and frailty into
higher dimensions, is set to start filming this fall. Jessica Alba, John Cleese,
Eugene Levie, Jackie Chan, and David Duchovney of X-files fame have all signed
on to the $700 million Hollywood project, which is still cheaper than String
Theory itself, and will likely displace less physicists from the academy.

“As contemporary physics is about money, hype, mythology, and chicks,” Ed
Witten explained from his offices at the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study,
“The next logical step was Hollywood, although I thought Burt Reynolds should
play me instead of Eugene Levy.”

Brian Greene, the famous String Theorist who will be played by David “the truth
is out there” Duchovney, explained the plot: “String theory’s muddled, contorted
theories that lack postulates, laws, and experimentally-verified equations have
Einstein spinning so fast in his grave that it creates a black hole. In order to save
the world, we String Theorists have to stop reformulating String Theory faster
than the speed of light. We are called upon to stop violating the conservation of
energy by mining higher dimensions to publish more BS than can accounted for
with the Big Bang alone, and I win the Nobel prize for showing that M-Theory is
in fact the dark matter it has been searching for.”

Greene continues: “At first my character is reluctant to stop theorizing and start
postulating, but when my love interest Jessica Alba is sucked into the black hole,
I search my soul and find Paul Davies there, played by John Cleese. I ask him
what he’s doing in my soul, and he explains that the answer is contained in the
mind of God, which only he is privy too, but for a small fee, some tax and tuition
dollars, a couple grants here and there, and an all-expense-paid book tour with
stops in Zurich and Honolulu, he can let me in on it. And he shows me God in all
her greater glory, as he points out that we can make more money in Hollywood
than writing coffee-table books that recycle Einstein, Bohr, Dirac, Feynman, and
Wheeler. I am quickly converted, and I agree to turn my back on String Theory’s
hoax and save Jessica Alba.”

But it’s not that easy, as standing in Greene’s way is Michio “king of pop-theory-
hipster-irony-the-theory-of-everything-or-anything-made-

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56
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you-read-this” Kaku, played by Jackie Chan. Kaku beats the crap out of Greene
for alomst blowing the “ironic” pretense his salary, benefits, and all-expense paid
trips depend on. “WE MUST HOLD BACK THE YOUNG SCIENTISTS WITH OUR
NON-THEORIES!! WE MUST FILL THE ACADEMY WITH THE POMO DARK
MATTER THAT IS STRING THEORY TO KEEP OUR UNIVERSE FROM FLYING
APART, OUR PYRAMID SCHEMES FROM TOPPLING, AND OUR PERPETUAL-
MOTION NSF MONEY MACHINE FROM STOPPING!!” Kaku argues as he
delivers a flying back-kick, “There can be ony ONE! I WILL be String Theory’s
GODFATHER as referenced on my web page!! I have better hair!”

But Greene fights back as he signs his seventeenth book deal to make the hand-
waving incoherence of String Theory accessible to the South Park generation,
senior citizens, and starving chirldren around the world. “Kaku! Kaku!
(pronounced Ka-Kaw! Ka-Kaw! like Owen Wilson did in Bottle Rocket),” Greene
shouts. “It is theoretically impossible to build a coffee tables strong enough to
support any more coffee-table physics books!!!”

“Time travel is also theoretically impossible, but there’s a helluva lot more
money for us in flushing physics down a wormhole. Nobody knows what the
#&#%&$ M stands for in M theory ya hand-waving, TV-hogging crank!!! Get it??
Ha Ha Ha! We’re laughing at the public! We’re the insider pomo hipsters! Get
with the gangsta-wanksta-pranksta CRANKSTER bling-bling program!!”

How does it all end? Does physics go bankrupt funding theories that have
expanded our ignorance from four dimensions into ten, twenty, and thirty
dimensions? Do tax payers revolt? Do young physicists overthrow the hand-
waving, contortionist bullies and revive physics with a classical renaissance
favoring logic, reason, and Truth over meaningless mathematical abstractions?
Does Moving Dimensions Theory (MDT) prevail with its simple postulate? We’ll
all just have to wait!

But in the meantime, how do you think it will play out?

Will theories with postulates ever be allowed in physics again? Or will the well-
funded, tenured pomo String Theory / M-Theory (Maffia-Theory) Priests send
their armies of desperate, snarky postdocs and starving graduate students forth
to displace and destroy all common sense, logic, reason, and physics in the
academy? It must be so–for the greater good of physics, the individual physicist,
and thus physics, must be sacrificed.

MDT’s postulate: THE FOURTH DIMENSION IS EXPANDING AT A RATE OF C
RELATIVE TO THE THREE SPATIAL DIMENSIONS IN QUANTIZED UNITS OF
THE PLANCK LENGTH, GIVING RISE TO TIME AND ALL CLASSICAL,
QUANTUM MECHANICAL, AND RELATIVISTIC PHENOMENA.

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56

2. andy.s
November 22, 2005

How many times are you going to post this spoof.?

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56
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It was only funny the first time.

3. AJ
November 22, 2005

It was only funny the first time.

I’m not sure I’d go that far…

4. Jason
November 22, 2005

How many times are they going to publish the string theory spoof?

How many more coffee table books?

How many more films?

How many more conferences?

How many more millions of dollars to further the postmodern hoax that is string
theory?

How many more hoaxters are going to receive tenure for doing absolutely
nothing positive for physics?

How does it feel to be famous, to be revered, and yet,

not one iota
of your thought
matters
because it ain’t true.

what does it profit a man
to gain the world
and lose his soul?

so c’mon!

let us in on it!

5. Jason
November 22, 2005

I think it’s hilarious. Especially with the pictures:

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56

6. David Corfield
November 22, 2005

Peter wrote: “Until I taught our graduate differential geometry course I hadn’t
realized just how tricky the definition of a tangent vector can be.”

http://physicsmathforums.com/showthread.php?t=56
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Much simpler than equivalence classes of paths, derivations, or whatever, is
synthetic differential geometry’s idea of a tangent vector as a map from an
infinitesimal object into the manifold.

Urs Schreiber discusses SDG and gives references here.

7. Elmer Fudd
November 22, 2005

apparently assistant professors at haavard aren’t too bright either.

8. Shantanu
November 22, 2005

Peter , Jim Hartle is another non-string theorist whose name appears in the
participants of teh quantum structure of space-time conference.

9. woit
November 22, 2005

Shantanu,

I didn’t mean to imply that all except Ashtekar were string theorists, just that
Ashtekar is the only LQGer. Besides Hartle, there are also various cosmologists
(Linde, Steinhardt, etc.), and various other non-string theorists (Wilczek), or
even historians (Peter Galison).

10. Shantanu
November 22, 2005

yes you are right. sorry I misundertood your article.
hope the video of the talks are archived

11. Nigel
November 22, 2005

Thanks Peter for the link to Robert Wald’s paper. I like his emphasis on Einstein’s
great discovery in GR, p3:

‘Gravity isn’t a force at all, but rather a change in spacetime structure that
allows inertial observers to accelerate relative to each other.’

Well done Robert Wald! That is accurate, and emphasises the spacetime fabric of
general relativity. General relativity is better tested than string theory. Students
should be allowed to know that there is FAR MORE evidence for a spacetime
fabric than there is for string theory 

12. andy.s
November 22, 2005

Mega-dittoes on Robert Wald. I didn’t realize until reading the paper that a lot of
my hangups in understanding GR are due to my attachment to the Sophmore

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000655.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000655.html


level Linear Algebra concept of a vector.

Maybe I should do some re-reading. Got nothing else to do while my spacetime
fabric is at the cleaners.

13. ks
November 23, 2005

The definition of a tangent vector becomes tricky only in context of modern DG
because algebraic techniques are introduced right from the start. The concept
itself is nothing that one can’t explain a high school student or even an ancient
mathematician of a Pythagorean academia in a pure geometric terms without
coordinates or algabraic clutter. With little additional investment of very basic
topology it goes as follows:

Start with a sphere S ( in arbitrary dimensions > 0 ) . Draw a line L from the
center of S to a point p on S. The hyperplane H orthogonal to L with p in H is the
tangent space of S in p. The points q!=p on H are called tangent vectors.

This concept can now be applied to smooth surfaces. First we need a definition of
smoothness: let F be a surface of dim n and p a point on F. F is smooth in p if p is
a point in an open set of S ( not a boundary point ) and n-dim spheres S1, S2
exist which suffices the requirements that p is the only common point of S1, S2
and F ( no cusps ). F is smooth iff it is smooth in each point ( it is left to the
reader to proof that choosing a certain pair of S1 and S2 is no loss of generality
).

In particular a non-intersecting sphere S(p) exists in each point p on a smooth
surface F. The tangent bundle is the set of tangent spaces of such spheres in the
points p of F.

14. ks
November 23, 2005

One thing is missing in the little discussion above. The n-spheres S1 and S2
should be “parallel” i.e. embeddable in an n+1 dim space. Otherwise the
tangent-spaces in their common point p would be different.

15. Anonymous
November 23, 2005

I took a one-quarter GR class from Bob Wald and didn’t think it was so great. As
he mentions in those notes, it was almost all spent on mathematical background.
If I remember correctly, he only got to the Schwarzschild solution on the last day
of class. Rather than cutting out material, perhaps he could save time if he didn’t
write everything out longhand on the blackboard and spend a great deal of time
formulating every sentence in the most precise way possible. People are capable
of getting all of the details from his book without him spelling it all out on the
blackboard, after all. I felt that his class involved very little physics, so for those
of us with a solid mathematical background it was largely a waste of time.



Do people really get to grad school at Columbia without knowing what a tangent
vector is? This was covered in my first year of undergraduate mathematics (an
analysis course, where we learned about calculus on manifolds and differential
forms). Granted, not everyone has such a class so early, but surely most well-
educated undergrads in mathematics learn some basic things about differential
manifolds?

16. woit
November 23, 2005

Certainly most grad students at Columbia have seen some geometry and know
what a tangent vector is. My comment was from the point of view of teaching
this material in a graduate level math class where you want to be able to
rigorously prove things. The issue here is how to define a tangent vector
intrinsically, not assuming your manifold is embedded in Euclidean space. There
are at least three kinds of different definitions you can use:

1. tangent vector = derivation
which is one the algebraic geometers love because it can be expressed
algebraically.

2. tangent vector = equivalence class of curves

3. tangent vector = something that transforms correctly under change of
coordinates.

Each of these definitions works, and can ultimately be shown to be equivalent.
When preparing this material, I was just surprised to realize that rigorously
showing this is not completely trivial.

17. Anonymous
November 23, 2005

“The issue here is how to define a tangent vector intrinsically, not assuming your
manifold is embedded in Euclidean space. There are at least three kinds of
different definitions you can use”

Sure. We saw each of these definitions, and proved their equivalence, in that
undergrad class I was talking about. And they came up again in at least one
other undergrad class I took. So I would have expected graduate students in
math to be familiar with this already.

18. woit
November 23, 2005

This was covered as one part of the first couple weeks of foundational material in
the class, it wasn’t a big part of the course. Graduate classes often go over some
of the same material as in undergrad classes, just much faster. Some
undergraduate geometry classes don’t really do much intrinsic geometry, so
some of our graduate students probably hadn’t seen some of this before.



19. Walt
November 25, 2005

It’s not that unusual for an undergraduate math major to never have seen
differential geometry, particularly at a smaller school. Most will have heard
about tangent vectors from a differential equations course or just because the
idea is in the air, but it’s not unusual to not see it formally.

I think the place where starting with manifolds embedded in R^n really pays off
is in tensor calculus. Picturing the tangent bundle as the manifold with little
vectors attached to it isn’t that hard, but general tensors are sufficiently abstract
that the extrinsic point-of-view helps ease the pain.

20. Florifulgurator
November 29, 2005

Isn´t one of the most basic things you learn in math phys class that
COORDINATES ARE OF NO PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE?
But then it looks physicists (and many diff geometers too) don´t want to do linear
algebra without coordinates.
A field is a Christoffel symbol. A tensor is a monstrosity with indices.
Wrrrrrrrrrrr. 90% of your IQ wasted! I´ve seen eminent minds fail at the calculus
product rule while doing “tensor” calculus. No wonder without abstract tensor
product.

Them Christoffel symbols and index notation have their place in computations
with concrete coordinates. In general expositions they are more than a
superfluous nuisance. O microsoftified math!

21. woit
November 29, 2005

Funny thing is I’ve known several physicists who have told me what a revelation
it is to realize that you can think about these things in a coordinate-invariant
way. I’ve also known mathematicians who have told me it was a revelation to
realize they could actually make a choice of coordinates and use them to do
calculations.

Seems to me, what one should aim for is understanding what you are trying to
calculate in a coordinate invariant way, but also being able when necessary to
know how to choose appropriate coordinates and work with them.

22. Florifulgurator
December 7, 2005

A veeery subtle reason for avoiding coordinates/bases where possible: TO MAKE
CLEAR WHERE THEY ARE NEEDED. This point is way above almost all
math/phys writ I encountered.
Indeed you sometimes need bases in abstract linear algebra. Example: Compute
the adjoint of
[tex]T\bigotimes\bigwedge T \longmapsto\bigwedge T[/tex],



[tex]t\otimes a \mapsto t\wedge a[/tex]
This might occur in computations with (co)differential.
———————-
One more pearl of my wisdoms thrown into this fine black hole:AVOID
DIRECTIONAL COVARIANT DERIVATIVES where possible. Otherwise, you will
one day get stuck at a Laplacian.Exercise: Formulate the product rule for the
induced cov. derivative on the tensor product of vector bundles without using a
directional derivative. (Hint: Use the flat map permuting the factors).
==============
Sigh. Last century one of the final drops into my bucket was when I caught
myself translating Lichnerowicz & Tachibana stuff (P Petersen, Riem.Geom,
Springer GTM 171, Ch. 7.5) into my own calculus. Shortly after I gave up on
serious math…
——————-
One of my DaDaistic dreams is writing a book titled THE CALCULUS OF
PHYSICS, based on Th. Frankel´s book “The Geometry of Physics”, putting most
of his writ into a large appendix titled “Computational Reference”



Slate on Krauss

November 23, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Slate today has an article entitled Theory of Anything? about Lawrence Krauss’s
recent book and the controversy over string theory. The article begins by describing
Krauss as having “a reputation for shooting down pseudoscience.” and goes on to say:

Yet in his latest book, Hiding in the Mirror, Krauss turns on his own—by taking on
string theory, the leading edge of theoretical physics. Krauss is probably right that
string theory is a threat to science, but his book proves he’s too late to stop it.

The article ends with the following summary:

Hiding in the Mirror does a much better job of explaining string theory than
discrediting it. Krauss knows he’s right, but every time he comes close to the kill he
stops to make nice with his colleagues. Last year, Krauss told a New York Times
reporter that string theory was “a colossal failure.” Now he writes that the Times
quoted him “out of context.” In spite of himself, he has internalized the postmodern
jargon. Goodbye, Department of Physics. Hello, String Studies.

Update: Lubos Motl deals with the Slate article with the all-too-familiar favorite
tactic of many string theorists when faced with criticism of the theory: don’t respond
to the argument being made, but instead attack the intelligence and competence of
the person making the argument. After all, they’re not a string theorist, so how bright
can they be? In this case Lubos informs us that “Boutin’s intelligence resembles that
of dogs”, while repeating his favorite claim that the status of string theory is much
like that of the theory of evolution.

Comments

1. Dr. Ranger McCoy
November 23, 2005

String theory is starting to get on my nerves.

I see hundreds of sheep getting tens of millions of dollars to polay pomo
pattycake games with tax dollars, while physicists, poets, and philosophers, who
rely on logic, reason, truth, and beauty, are exiled.

I am shooting a documentrary entitled “Call the Bluff.”

I am looking to interview any string theorist, pomo artist, pomo Wall Street
analyst, or pomo politician on video so as to get them to explain why think it’s
cool to steal tax and tuition dollars as well as pensions for their arrogant friends.

The same kind of people who’re stealing your pensions on Wall Street are

http://www.slate.com/id/2131014/
http://www.slate.com/id/2131014/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=281
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http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/11/ignorance-of-paul-boutin.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/11/ignorance-of-paul-boutin.html


furthering String Theory.

They are anti-theory.
Anti-truth.
Anti-beauty.

Pro-money for their rizty homes.
Pro-tenure for their friends.
Pro-BS as long as it keeps paying.

It is time for a Renaissance.

Let theories with postulates, truth, and beauty take the forefront of physics.

http://physicsmathforums.com

2. scott
November 23, 2005

in case anyone is interested i found the article’s author’s resume.

http://www.paulboutin.com/PaulBoutin.html

3. Jose
November 23, 2005

Beyond the standard model, is there any theory confirmed with experiment? No,
we should conclude that all those theories aren’t scientific theories?

4. woit
November 23, 2005

Jose,

The problem with string theory is not that its predictions aren’t confirmed, the
problem is that it doesn’t make any predictions.

In the initial stages of working on a very speculative idea, it’s not surprising if
you can’t yet figure out how to get predictions out of it. But after more than
twenty years work, with no progress towards predictions, you start to get
suspicious that they aren’t possible. And much string theory research is now
based on the idea that the theory can’t inherently predict things, which seriously
raises the question of whether it is scientific.

5. Tony Smith
November 23, 2005

It seems to me that this modification of part of Rudyard Kipling’s “The Gods of
the Copybook Headings” gives an optimistic (from my point of view) vision of the
future of SuperString Theory:

As I pass through my incarnations

http://physicsmathforums.com/
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in every age and race,
I make my proper protestations
to the Gods of the String Theory Place.
Peering at reverent Stringers
I watch them flourish and fall.

And the Gods of Experiment Results,
I notice, outlast them all.
We were living in trees when they met us.
They showed us each in turn.
That water would certainly wet us,
as Fire would certainly burn:
They denied that Wishes were Horses;
they denied that a Pig had Wings.

So we worshiped the Gods of String Theory
Who promised these beautiful things.
But, though we had plenty of Strings,
there was nothing our Strings could predict,
And the Gods of Experment said:
‘That means that String Theory is sick.’

Then the Gods of String Theory tumbled,
and their smooth-tounged wizards withdrew,
And the hearts of the meanest were humbled
and began to belive it was true
That All is not Gold that Glitters,
and Two and Two make Four—
And the Gods of Experiment Results
limped up to explain it once more:
As surely as Water will wet us,
as surely as Fire will burn,
The Gods of Experiment Results
with inevitable truth will return!

Tony Smith
http://ww.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

6. DJ
November 23, 2005

Just found that Peter’s name has been listed after P. W. Anderson, Sheldon
Glashow, L. Krauss as “Prominent critics” on string theory
in Wiki’s “string theory” item.

See:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_theory#endnote_critics

7. secret milkshake
November 23, 2005

http://ww.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://ww.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_theory#endnote_critics
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1) There is the dark energy and dark mass we don’t know anything about. It will
be hard to cook up a grand unification scheme until the bulk ingredients are
found.

2) Maleable frameworks with lots of internal adjustable parameters are
unhelpful. It is like Freudist psychoanalysis – you cannot prove them wrong.
Invoking extra 7 unobservable dimensions having whatever-you-want properties
seems like lotsa degrees of wiggle freedom to me.

The particle zoo was there when the gauge theories were developed and one was
able to predict the pattern of interactions and the properties of unknown
particles – even as the numbers were hard to extract.

String theorists keep adjusting their framework to the observable world –
weeding out the alternatives that would not produce it – but apart from their
requirement for SUSY and predictions about black holes, not much is realy
coming out. Their swamp is big and deep and maybe they will never landscape
(or dredge) it into a productive field.

8. MathPhys
November 23, 2005

They should have included G ‘t Hooft amongst string theory’s prominent critics,
for he certainly is (prominent and a critic!).

9. Dr. Ranger McCoy
November 23, 2005

M-theory is in fact the dark matter it has been searching for.

The dark energy can be accounted for by the mysterious drive that compels
young grad students to devote their lives to bs, by studying string theory.

Oh wait–meaningless, indecipherable bs is the best way to get tenure.

10. Aaron
November 24, 2005

‘t Hooft taught a course on string theory. You can find some of his views on the
last page.

Like most people, string theorists included, I think you’ll find that he has more
nuanced views than “string theory bad” or “string theory good”.

11. We Pretty
November 24, 2005

What I as a representative of the public find wrong in string
theory is the status that it has. Here is a comparison of some
features between string theory and other theories
(CDT, LQG, Christianity):

http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/lectures/stringnotes.pdf
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/lectures/stringnotes.pdf


String theory is cool (extra dimensions etc).
Applies also to Causal Dynamical Triangulations (2 and 4
and between dimensions), loop quantum gravity and
Christianity (eternal life, heaven).

String theory does not yet make testable predictions.
Applies also to Causal Dynamical Triangulations, loop quantum
gravity and Christianity.

String theory has been trumpeted as the theory of everything
for a long time but is not yet scientific theory.
Applies also to Christianity.

String theory is known by the public as a theory that tries
to explain everything.
Applies to Christianity

String theory is generally believed by the public to explain everything.
So is Christianity by large proportion of the public

12. Ugo
November 24, 2005

I think the problem String Theory, and to a certain extent Quantum Gravity
Theory have is that they aren’t born out of necessity.
For instance special relativity, general relativity, quantum physics, quantum field
theory even qcd and electroweak theory were all born out of necessity to explain
physical phenomena which couldn’t be explained within the framework of the
accept theories of the time.
They were doing catch-up to experimental results and that is the way work
theoretical physics should proceed.
Not the other way around.
I mean, the lack of any kind of observable phenomena at the planck scale for the
foreseable future (maybe one-two centuries) will make string theory, quantum
gravity and a host of other “speculative” theories completely irrelevant.
Were they even in mesure of giving testable predictions there wouldn’t be any
type of realisable experiment to test those predictions.
Today, high energy theoretical physicsts are just playing with toy theories, they
aren’t doing physics.
Anyway wouldn’t it be great if once the LHC is online, the experiments
demonstrate that the higgs boson doesn’t exist ?
Theretical physicists abandoning string theory and going back to the “drawing
board” to come up with a good physical theory ?
Yep, we need experimental data to advance theoretical physics.

13. Jose
November 24, 2005

In XIX century Boltzmann introduces statistichal mechanics and the hypothesis
of atoms to explain at a deeper level thermodynamics. He was strongly criticized,
for example by Mach, because atoms were abstractions no forced by facts.



Match thought that Boltzmann was not doing physics.

The same can be said about many other theories (quarks, Yang-Mills theories,…).

I think that explorations in theoretical physics shouldn’t be confined by
experiment. Experiments will decide what is the better theory but there is not a
logical path from facts to theories.

With respect to string theory I think is a possibility and we shouln’t discard it.

14. Wolfgang
November 24, 2005

> String theory is generally believed by the public to explain
> everything.
> So is Christianity by large proportion of the public

Would Lubos Motl be the Jerry Falwell of string theory in your analogy?

15. Juan R.
November 24, 2005

And do not forget others string theory’s prominent critics, Feynman was one!

Jose. There is a big difference between string ‘theory’ and Boltzmann kinetic
theory. The idea of atoms was rather ‘popular’ between physicists and chemists,
and the theory was mainly testable even if atoms were not detected. Once atoms
were experimentally found, Boltzmann theory was completely accepted.

The first step of string ‘theory’ would be offer us testable predictions and after,
only after, we could search the strings. However, and this may be you unknow
string theory has failed in all tests done until now.

As explained by Woit in his American Scientist’s article Is string theory even
wrong? string theory is probably the hypothesis/theory with the biggest
discrepancy with experimental data (10[sup]55[/sup]).

This is perhaps the most incorrect experimental prediction ever made
by any physical theory that anyone has taken seriously.

Moreover, string ‘theory’ have appeared -during 3 decades- totally incompatible
with observed data. For example, particle spectrum derived on string theory are
massless supersimmetric states, laboratory data says that states are non-
supersimmetric and with nonzero mass.

Do not forget that even the initial idea of an unidimensional object on 10D has
failed and TODAY people is working with others things (such as D0-branes,
which are pointlike objects) in 11D.

In the past, was claimed that string theory was a theory of physics with
posibility for quantizing gravity, explaining the Standard Model, solving the
measurement problem of QM, the divergences of R-QFT, and the singularities of



GR (e.g. Big Bang). And all of this based in a single parameter!

Reality TODAY is as follow:

– The theory cannot predict anything, even statistically, due to the infinite
Landscape trouble!

– The theory does not quantize gravity. In fact, it is already recognized by string
theorists that string theory failed and then launched M-theory, that is not
formulated still and nobody know what is.

– The theory can only deal with supersimmetric masless states, which are not the
states of the Standard Model. Nothing of the sucesfull Standard model has been
explained and/or derived from first principles.

– The theory does not solve the measurement problem of QM. In fact ideas
proposed by people as Witten has been durely critized by specialists on quantum
measurement as ‘nonsense’.

– String theory does not cure the divergences of R-QFT. In fact, there exist not
single paper, lecture, or book where was proven that string theory is NOT
divergent, just a partial theorem and some conjetures. In fact, some authors
think that string theory is as divergent (therefore unuseful) as covariant
quantum gravity.

– Cosmological models based in string and brane theory have failed. A. Linde and
other cosmologists proven as 5D-brane models was theoretically inconsisten and
violating many experimentla data.

– From the initial single parameter on 10D we obtain a theory with more than
10000 unknown parameters when one compactificates to 4Dx6D!

– Etc.

Once string theory was a marvellous hipothesis but become a pure nonsense.
Today many string theorists (or even some particle physicists as Weinberg)
openly admit that theory is not predictive.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

16. Juan R.
November 24, 2005

The discrepancy between string theory ‘prediction’ and experimental data is
1055.

That is,

100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000



For Boltzmann theory the typical errors are of order of 1% or less. For QED,
there are discrepancies on the eleven figure…

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

17. Christine Dantas
November 24, 2005

Ugo said:

“the lack of any kind of observable phenomena at the planck scale for the
foreseable future (maybe one-two centuries) will make string theory, quantum
gravity and a host of other “speculative” theories completely irrelevant.”

I think that discussions on astrophysical probes to quantum gravity are severely
missing… There is already some relevant and interesting literature on this! I
have listed some papers in my blog page. Tests of quantum gravity are already
happening now, and maybe a lot will be learned with the GLAST experiment
(Gamma Ray Large Area Space Telescope), in a near future. Or — maybe I am
too optimistic.

Christine

18. Who
November 24, 2005

neat blog!
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2005/11/astrophysical-probes-of-
quantum.html

I especially approve the BACKGROUND :))

19. mclaren
November 25, 2005

Been saying this for years and years. Common sense tells us that in order to
qualify as a scientific theory, job one is that it must make objectively falsifiable
predictions. Ufology makes none, so it’s not science. String theory makes none
either. In what meaningful way does ufology differ from string theory?

The big question that comes to mind: how long? How long will the public and the
government (via tax breaks for educational instutitions, including NSF and DOE
grants to private institutions like Stanford) continue to pay the proponents of a
belief system like string theory which persistently fails to produce any
objcetively falsifiable predictions?

20 years? 30 years? 50 years? 100 years? 200 years? 500 years? At what point do
we decide string theory is a fancier more mathematically sophisticated version of
alchemy or phlogiston?

http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2005/11/astrophysical-probes-of-quantum.html
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2005/11/astrophysical-probes-of-quantum.html
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2005/11/astrophysical-probes-of-quantum.html
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2005/11/astrophysical-probes-of-quantum.html


How long do we continue to shovel money and time and energy, most importantly
the intellectual abilities of some of our brightest young scientists, into a scheme
that yields not a single testable prediction?

This proves a painful question to ask, since we all know the gummint spends
precious little money on basic research — and the amount continues to plummet
yearly. Plenty of gummint cash for “faith-based” initiatives nowadays, but none
for basic research. It’s to weep. But string theory just provides more ammo for
those who want us to spend less. When no-neck members of the great unwashed
talk about shutting down the NIS, string theory is the poster boy for that
position.

Let’s ask another question — would you object if the government suddenly
started funding scientology? How about if all the brightest young scientists
started to take lucrative tenure positions at major universities teaching
scientiology? Would you have a problem with that?

If so, why don’t you have a problem with the same situation going on for string
theory? How does string theory differ from scientilogy in any signiifcant way?
Both use impenetrable jargon…both systematically fail to make objectively
falsifiable predictions about observed reality…both have churned away for many
decades without generating any meaningful new areas of knowledge. Nobody
ever built a new kind of power plant or invented a new kind of transistor based
on the alleged “science” in scientology…but then again, nobody built a new kind
of power plant or invented a new kind of transistor based on the alleged
“science” in string theory either. The only thing the string theorists lack is an
e-meter.

What makes this especially significant is the fact that the field effect transistor
was a direct result of some of the earliest work done in quantum emchanics.
Abstruse and arcane they might be, but quantum mechanics and special
relativity both generated a cornucopia of practical real-world technologies from
LEDs to transistors to nuclear power. Which practical new real-world
technologies have arisen from string theory? Can you name one?
Just one?

After 30-plus years of work on string theory, there ought to be at least _one_ new
technology coming out of all this intellectual ferment. When there isn’t, I start to
smell a Unarius saucer cult.

String theory and Intelligent Design are twins separated at birth. Both fail
Occam’s Razor. When I ask ID proponents, “Show me a single disease you can
cure using ID theory that can’t be cured using standard Darwinian molecular
biology,” they fall silent. When I demand of ID proponents, “Which new vaccines
has ID theory allowed us to create that we couldn’t create with the standard
Darwinian model of evolution?” the response is…zero. Nada. Dick. Diddly. Zip.
Zero. Squat. Bupkiss. The ID proponent stands there with his mouth opening and
closing, like a guppy in a fish tank.

So let’s hear it, string theorists — which new device can you build using string



theory that you can’t build using the standard electroweak model? Power plant?
Computer? Sensor? Detector? Anything? Show me one device. Just one. Let us
see it. Put it here on the table.

Put up or shut up. I’m tired of the 50-dollar words and the incoherent equations.
Show me the hard objectively falsifiable evidence or shut up, sit down, and stop
wasting my time.

The real tragedy of the superstring fiasco is that we’re living in an incredibly
anti-intellectual era. Arguably it’s the New Medievalism. Rational skeptical
thinking is getting rolled back on every front, from the denial of global warming
to the denial of Darwin to the redefinition of “torture” into something (anything)
less offensive… Yes, kiddies, we’re rocketing back into the year 1100, and it’s not
pretty. What with the catastrophic drop in the funding of basic research and the
wholesale destruction of skeptical critical thnking and the ever-growing public
disdain for evidence and logic, America’s in serious trouble. 23% of the Americna
public *still* believe Saddam used chemical weaopns on our troops in Iraq.

And the big tragedy is that string theory adds fuel to the fire. String theory (so-
called) gives the irrational 51% of American society (who think God created
human beings in their present form and American forces found WMDs in Iraq
and Saddam parachuted out of one of the 757s just before it hit the twin towers
on 9/11) all the ammunition they need to _further_ remove logic and observed
facts from American society. After all, the ID(iots) can argue, if ID makes no
objectively falsifiable predictions, well, no matter: neither does string theory…
and string theory is accepted at major U.S. universities, isn’t it?

Somtimes I pinch myself and say, “What the hell happened to this country?” 40
years ago we were building particle accelerators and sending men to the moon.
Now, we waste our time arguing about vacuous twaddle like ID and string theory.
What next, angels dancing on the head of a pin? Will we get into a civil war
about tridentine transubstantiation? Has an epidemic of highly infectious brain
parasites over the last 40 years destroyed the population’s frontal lobes? Why is
anyone even spending time arguing about unbelievable tripe like ID or string
theory or whether waterboarding is torture?

I feel like Ripley in the sequel to Alien, when she looked at the corporate officers
and asked, “Did IQs drop sharply while I was away?”

20. Juan R.
November 25, 2005

Christine Dantas,

I agree with you that we are far from claim that quantum gravity is unobservable
at usual scales. Similar errors were done in the past by particle physicists, first
regarding relativistic quantum effects in chemistry (Dirac wrong quote claiming
that relativistic effects would be unobservable in chemistry, today there exists
relativstic quantum chemistry) and recently regarding parity violating effects.

Of course PV effects are very small for a single particle, but due to ‘acumulative’



effects can be observed in certain molecules thanks to modern high-precision
spectroscopy. Weinberg’s explicit claim that QM + electrostatic CB potential was
sufficient for all chemistry purposes turned wrong, today there exists a
electroweak quantum chemistry.

Quantum gravity, a priori, lives on the Planck scale. But has anyone shown that
‘acumulative’ effects in a molecule cannot be detected, for instance?

However, i would add a note on your comment.

Since there is not complete and satisfactory theory of quantum gravity, what is
people ‘proving’ on astrophysical tests?

We would agree that they are only ‘testing’ partial truths, hypothesis, ideas. For
example, if finally ‘spacetime foam-like’ contributions to energy spectra in future
acellerators are detected, then one ‘prediction’ of LQG would be verified, but
that does not automatically mean that full LQG was correct.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

21. Juan R.
November 25, 2005

mclaren,

there is no comparison of string theory with alchemy or phlogiston. Alchemy
(preparative alchemy) was based in experimental work and worked! It was basis
of early medicine (iatrochemistry) of Paracelso, etc, etc.

Regarding phlogiston theory, it also worked, in fact explained many experimental
data: chemical reactions, odor, color, etc.

Just a day plogiston theory was unable to explain combustion. well combustion
was explained, but at expenses of negative masses. Then was subsituted by
Lavosier theory.

Being wrong phlogiston theory could still be used today in a basic course of
chemistry.

Eugenio Portela, 1999, Historia de la Ciencia y de la Técnica, 33-La Química
ilustrada, ediciones Akal S.A. Madrid pag 19.

Somewhat as initial Dirac theory, being wrong (as explained in many quantum
field theory textbooks), is still used in elementary courses on relativistic quantum
mechanics.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL !SCIENCE)



22. CWB
November 25, 2005

How did Alchemy work? Who has ever turned lead into gold?

23. Zelah
November 25, 2005

CWB,Juan R means that Alchemy was success because it LEAD TO CHEMISTRY.
At the moment in time, it is unclear if String Theory will lead to new theories. It
seems to have lead only to improving old ones.

Juan R, if relativistic effects are being noticed in chemistry, then is this not in
some sense an quantum gravitation effect? Especially as you support looking at
Quantum Gravity using Flat connectives and putting the physics in gauge
effects?

An amateur mathematician.

24. Arun
November 25, 2005

CWB,
Turning lead into gold was only one of the objectives of alchemy. A good recent
book is
Distilling knowledge : alchemy, chemistry, and the scientific revolution / Bruce T.
Moran.

The publisher’s blurb is

The traditional grand narrative of the scientific revolution styles it as a
decisive rejection of magic and mysticism in favor of rationality and
empiricism. This engaging study of early modern science insists there
was no such sharp break. Historian Moran traces the gradual evolution
of alchemy to chemistry through a wide array of texts from the 15th
through 18th centuries, including classical alchemical treatises,
handbooks of practical alchemy, early chemistry textbooks and the
writings of Newton and Boyle, both of whom considered alchemy a
perfectly legitimate scientific discipline. He finds in alchemical thought
intriguing precursors of modern ideas about the particulate nature of
matter, the biochemical paradigm of life and disease, and Newtonian
gravity. Moreover, he considers alchemy, which boasted a vast amount
of lore on everything from metallurgy to medicine and was practiced
not just by adepts but by doctors, artisans and housewives, to have
been an important catalyst in the development of the scientific
mindset; while alchemical theories may have been wrong, alchemical
practice schooled society at large in everyday habits of observation and
experimentation. Conveying a wealth of historical detail in an
accessible, jargon-free style, Moran provides a fascinating corrective to
simplistic notions of the origins of modern science.



25. Juan R.
November 25, 2005

Sorry to say this CWB, but your two questions are irrelevant. I clearly
emphasized “preparative alchemy”. And YES! in the 20th century physicists were
able to convert lead atoms into gold atoms via a nuclear reaction.

Zelah,

About if quantum gravity is observable or not a current energies, Penrose
believes that mind may be based in some quantum gravity effect amplified by
chaotic processes in human neocortex structure. I personally doubt, but nobody
can afirm that still.

Yes relativistic effects are noticed in chemistry but are NOT gravitatory ones! For
instance, chemical difference between AgH and AuH, the famous lanthanide
contraction, optical properties for 5d band –> Fermi level in metallic gold, etc.

My emphasis on this topic was simply for illustrating that in the past physicists
(even smart ones as Dirac, Weinberg, etc) said this is unobservable this sin
unimportant for chemistry and now we can measure effects in the laboratory.

Can anybody claim that quantum gravity effects will be unobserved in physics,
chemistry, or biology laboratories? Can someone really assure us that quantum
gravity effects are observable only with a particle accellerator of Jupiter size?

Since this is going out-topic i will nothing more about this. Simply remark that
string theory is not testable in many ways (due to ill-defined formalism, due to
Landscape, due to lacking detailed models, etc.) and in others is clearly
incompatible with experimental data.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

26. Lubos Motl
November 25, 2005

If you’re interested in 15 reasons why Paul Boutin is a complete ignorant, read

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/11/ignorance-of-paul-boutin.html

27. Juan R.
November 25, 2005

After read and re-read Paul Boutin Slate article i can resume it:

MISINFORMED.

Next some details.

String theory, which stretches back to the late 1960s, has become in

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/11/ignorance-of-paul-boutin.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/11/ignorance-of-paul-boutin.html


the last 20 years the field of choice for up-and-coming physics
researchers.

Due to presure! Many young people interested in fundamental science is doing a
PhD in string theory because other doors are closed to them. In fact, several
graduate students confirm this to me personally! Today i think that two great
topics are condensed matter and biophysics. ‘Stringy’ is only followed by 10^3
people or similar.

Many of them hope it will deliver a “Theory of Everything”—the key to
a few elegant equations that explain the workings of the entire
universe, from quarks to galaxies.

In the past this was pure speculation, after turned into marketing point and now
is pure nonsense. It is curious that nobody explain NOW why believe that string
theory is a TOE. You can personally reply me on sci.physics.strings:

String theory is not a TOE. Juan R. (21 oct)

Elegance is a term theorists apply to formulas, like E=mc2, which are
simple and symmetrical yet have great scope and power. The concept
has become so associated with string theory that Nova’s three-hour
2003 series on the topic was titled The Elegant Universe (you can
watch the whole thing online for free here).

Yet a demonstration of string theory’s mathematical elegance was
conspicuously absent from Nova’s special effects and on-location
shoots. No one explained any of the math onscreen. That’s because
compared to E=mc2, string theory equations look like spaghetti. And
unfortunately for the aspirations of its proponents, the ideas are just as
hard to explain in words.

The BIG problem is that there is NOT elegance in string theory, i.e. mathematical
simplicity, basic postulates, and explanation of phenomena. There are not
postulates on string theory, there are a mathematical goulash and ad hoc
procedures, and none experimental prediction or even ‘postdiction’.

Einstein dismissed this probabilistic model of the universe with his
famous quip, “God does not play dice.” But just as Einstein’s own
theories were vindicated by real-world tests, he had to adjust his
worldview when experimental results matched quantum’s crazy
predictions over and over again.

Einstein NEWER accepted experimental results and was guided by pure mental
experiments the rest of his life. For example, some biographers remarked as
Einstein simply ignored the good concordancy of relativistic quantum mechanics
to data.

Step 3: String theory (1969-present). String theory proposes a solution
that reconciles relativity and quantum mechanics.



This is flagrantly wrong. String theory reconciles nothing.

To get there, it requires two radical changes in our view of the
universe. The first is easy: What we’ve presumed are subatomic
particles are actually tiny vibrating strings of energy, each 100 billion
billion times smaller than the protons at the nucleus of an atom.

Even asuming as true that strings are ‘vibrating energy’. The idea of strings is
already very outdated. All popular recent advances -for example computation of
BH entropy- are based in BRANE theory. Modern views point to the abandon of
the string (really superstring) as fundamental. In fact, the only version known of
M-theory is a theory of poinlike particles (D0-branes).

That’s easy to accept. But for the math to work, there also must be
more physical dimensions to reality than the three of space and one of
time that we can perceive. The most popular string models require 10
or 11 dimensions.

But for explaining world we look, we may do 10 –> 4×6 and then all initial
‘elegance’, hyphotetical predictive posibility, etc. is lost.

What we perceive as solid matter is mathematically explainable as the
three-dimensional manifestation of “strings” of elementary particles
vibrating and dancing through multiple dimensions of reality, like
shadows on a wall. In theory, these extra dimensions surround us and
contain myriad parallel universes. Nova’s “The Elegant Universe” used
Matrix-like computer animation to convincingly visualize these hidden
dimensions.

Nothing of this paragraph has been even minimally proven. In fact, it is proven
just the contrary, none of string theory spectra is compatible with Standard
Model. Using computer animation i can prove that universe is 0 D and that earth
is really flat. I can prove anything with a computer package 

Unlike relativity and quantum mechanics, it can’t be tested. That is, no
one has been able to devise a feasible experiment for which string
theory predicts measurable results any different from what the current
wisdom already says would happen.

Typical marketing! String theory has been tested during decades and changed
due to failures. Begin from failure on strong force (before QCD) and finalizing by
most recent claims that dark matter was cosmic strings…

Do not forget that string theory has been succesive changed due to
experimental failure.

For example, the first post-strong-force version was bosonic and due to violation
of experimental LI, string theorists passed from 4D to a new 26D version, then
this is again experimentally incorrect and ad hoc corrected via KK, but then the
new version of string theory predicted tachions, since they are experimentally
unobserbed, the theory was again modified via ad hoc supersimmetry, and the



new theory was again inconsistentet, and etc. String theory newer worked. Now,
since string theory is again considered to be not 100% compatible with GR, it has
been proposed the new M-theory that nobody know that is.

The string theorists blithely create mathematical models positing that
the universe we observe is just one of an infinite number of possible
universes that coexist in dimensions we can’t perceive. And there’s no
way to prove them wrong in our lifetime.

But then ‘the 101’ says that a hypotesis cannot be tested is not a scientific
hypotesis!

That’s not a Theory of Everything, it’s a Theory of Anything, sold with
whizzy PBS special effects.

Last year, Krauss told a New York Times reporter that string theory
was “a colossal failure.” Now he writes that the Times quoted him “out
of context.”

String theory pressure again?

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

28. Christine Dantas
November 25, 2005

Juan R. Says:

Since there is not complete and satisfactory theory of quantum gravity, what is
people ‘proving’ on astrophysical tests?

We would agree that they are only ‘testing’ partial truths, hypothesis, ideas.

Yes, it would be illogical to test something that one does not know what it is.
Some quantum gravity approaches suggest the existence of effects that could be
verified in principle. Therefore some limits are being searched for using
astrophysical signals: gamma ray bursts, ultra high energy cosmic rays, the
microwave background radiation, etc. One of the main effects being investigated
is Lorentz violation. There are already quantitative limits to this. More
information can be found in, e.g., Mattingly´s review. I have posted a partial list
of papers in my blog that I think is a reasonably good entry to the relevant
(astrophysical) literature on this matter. The bottom line is that these are not
really tests of quantum gravity, we are just probing Nature the best we can. This
is better than nothing.

29. John Gonsowski
November 25, 2005

The best way for string theory to pick up a bunch of predictions would of course
be to actually include the Standard Model in the theory. I could see them having

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0502097
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0502097


a good connection to the Standard Model and still having a bunch unneeded
extra stuff but that would be an improvement on no Standard Model. What does
the all-intelligent Lubos have to say on connecting to the Standard Model? He
told me this back in 2001:

“Yes, there are hundreds papers about realistic heterotic string models;this is a
very well known issue. Throughout the 80s and the early 90s, everyone believed
that there was a single realistic stringy way to descibe our world: E8 x E8
heterotic string theory on a Calabi-Yau space where the Standard Model is
embedded into one of those E8s. For instance, you can start with an E6 subgroup
of E8 – a good Grand Unified Theory that automatically gives you correct
representations of fermions etc. if you start from string theory. Today we have
some new implementations of the real world into string theory: Horava-Witten on
Calabi-Yau, M-theory on G2 manifolds, F-theory on Calabi-Yau four-folds, brane
worlds where the Standard Model lives on branes etc. but heterotic strings are
still the most classical example.”

I personally think they should have declared more of a victory with that E6 GUT
and then keep the new ideas (branes, M-theory, F-theory) as related as possible
to that GUT.

Lubos also had this to say about a good E6 GUT related M-theory:
“People are excited about the possibility that the 26-dimensional bosonic string
is connected in one way or another with supersymmetric string theories (see also
papers by Englert et al.). But I repeat that no convincing arguments have been
found – excitement is one thing, evidence is another; at least 95% of string
theorists (especially the leaders) agree with this claim of mine. From this point of
view, those three names you mention consistute none. Physics – and string theory
especially – is not a free arena for your fantasy. It has very tough rules and things
that are not justified do not become part of it. Once again, all such things are
just idiosyncratic speculations. Concerning nonperturbative behavior of the
bosonic string, many more renowned names than those you mentioned – namely
Lenny Susskind and Gary Horowitz – suggested various solutions (a 27-
dimensional Bosonic M-theory in this case) but it is fair to say that their proposal
has not been accepted by the community and there are serious reasons.”

The serious reason is probably the bosonic part of Bosonic M-theory but if you
have the E6 GUT (with fermions) then why is bosonic such a problem? It’s not
like there are actually any supersymmetric particles around that need an
explanation.

30. Bryan
November 26, 2005

The supersymmetric partners in the vacuum are part of the aether of string
theory. You can’t disprove aether very easily…

31. Juan R.
November 26, 2005

Christine Dantas Says,



Yes, it would be illogical to test something that one does not know what
it is. Some quantum gravity approaches suggest the existence of
effects that could be verified in principle. Therefore some limits are
being searched for using astrophysical signals: gamma ray bursts, ultra
high energy cosmic rays, the microwave background radiation, etc.
One of the main effects being investigated is Lorentz violation. There
are already quantitative limits to this. More information can be found
in, e.g., Mattingly´s review. I have posted a partial list of papers in my
blog that I think is a reasonably good entry to the relevant
(astrophysical) literature on this matter. The bottom line is that these
are not really tests of quantum gravity, we are just probing Nature the
best we can. This is better than nothing.

I completely agree that many quantum gravity approaches suggest the existence
of effects that could be verified in principle. Take for example Lorentz violation.

I do not know details of the history of LQG approach, but from reviews i obtained
the idea that violation of Lorentz invariance is an early claim of that approach.
Moreover, it appears that recently they found some links with double spacial and
other ideas. Then if one tests Lorentz violation at 2007 via verification of LQG
formula

E^2 = p^2 + m^2 + f(L_p)

are we verifying LQG?

Well the reply may be NO.

The obtaining of the formula may a lucky ‘coincidence’ (just as Dirac predicted
antiparticles using his hole theory which is wrong according to R-QFT where E is
> 0).

LQG may be still wrong. Remember that after of many decades still nobody has
found the correct classical limit of LQG. Therefore, the theory cannot be correct
even if just the part used for computation of Lorentz violating terms appears
correct.

Situation is similar to Gerber gravity; it predicts the same perihelion anomaly for
Mercury that GR and, however, is an incorrect theory.

Now take string ‘theory’. Of course, there is not theory, just mathematical time-
dependent gulash of ugly formulas with inconsistent ideas. In the past, Lorentz
was claimed to be exact and then people introduced extradimensions and other
stuff. After LQG was durely critized by string theorists because was not purely
Lorentz invariant.

See for example

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorentz_invariance_in_loop_quantum_gravity

Curiously, now string theorists admit that string theory is not the last word and

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorentz_invariance_in_loop_quantum_gravity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorentz_invariance_in_loop_quantum_gravity


are searching a M-theory.

 just M(atrix) theory is NOT Lorentz invariant in general. From Banks

Full Lorentz invariance is not obvious and will arise, if at all, only in the
large N limit. It also follows from this that Matrix Theory is not
background independent.

Therefore one can chose ‘stringy’ formulations where Lorentz invariance is
fundamental and other where it is not, but derived in certain limits.

Scenario A

Imagine that one finds violation of Lorentz invariance in a future experiment,
string theorists will say:

Yes we predict that via M-theory. This is the first quantum gravity
prediction of M-theory verified. LQG, if correct, may be a part of
M-theory

Scenario B

Finally no violation of Lorentz invariance is measured. Then string theorists will
say:

Yes string theory predicts that since decades ago since Lorentz
invariance is one of basic ‘simmetries’ of the theory. During last
decades we critize LQG, now it is experimentally found that LQG is
incorrect, string theory is the only way to quantize gravity

String M-theory, as a whole, is a theory of nothing, but taking some parts of the
formalisms developed during 3 or 4 decades, one can make a theory of anything.

Personally, i believe that Lorentz invariance is approximated and we can test it
(In fact, it appears that recent cosmic ray observations suggest the possibility for
a preferred rest frame. No?).

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

32. Wolfgang
November 26, 2005

> don’t respond to the argument being made, but instead attack the intelligence
and competence of the person making the argument.

Sounds familiar
http://iso42.blogspot.com/2005/11/lubos-motl.html

33. joe
November 26, 2005

http://iso42.blogspot.com/2005/11/lubos-motl.html
http://iso42.blogspot.com/2005/11/lubos-motl.html


Peter,

With which of lubos’s statements do you take issue?

34. secret milkshake
November 27, 2005

Slate should have hired actual physicist to pen the Krauss review. Boutin does
not have the understanding – he parrots what he thinks he got from the book and
he is confused about basics. It is a lot like Rush Limbaugh explaining Bjorn
Lomborg to the popular audience. Add Motl to the mix and you get a troll-fest.

35. Jim Wills
November 27, 2005

As the author of a novel whoes protagonist concludes there will never be a
coherent theory of quantum gravity, I find all of this interesting.

36. dog
November 28, 2005

It is funny when Motl says “Boutin’s intelligence resembles that of dogs”

Did he not recently sign his posts as “Lumo leashed” ?

37. ark
November 28, 2005

Those who criticize string theory for not producing results simply forgot the fact
that it did produce conformal field theories known in condensed matter physics
and fully supported experimentally. It produced Gromov-Witten invariants-
extremely useful in algebraic geometry. It produced mirror symmery traces of
which can be seen experimentally already. It affected theory of exactly integrable
systems used in many practical applications, etc. etc The fact that some people
do not like extra dimensions cannot be considered as fundamental flaw of string
theory since even simplest models of classical mechanics are multidimensional.
The problems with string theory originate from the fact that it is based on the
Regge theory which itself is not well founded. No string theory texbook mentions
this fact. No texbook also mentions about the fact that for each parent Regge
trajectory there is a countable infinity of daughter trajectories which actually
never were observed….Instead for each parent trajectory one sees just a few
daughters…Why this is so….? Or how string theory can reconsile itself with the
Froissart theorem (providing some known bounds on the total crossections) in
the case of a graviton? I would like string theoreticians to think about this…and
the rest who are critics of string theory too…

38. Thomas Larsson
November 29, 2005

Those who criticize string theory for not producing results simply forgot the fact
that it did produce conformal field theories known in condensed matter physics



and fully supported experimentally.

Nobody has denied that CFT is the correct theory of 2D critical phenomena; this
has been verified beyond reasonable doubt, and I have argued on several
occasions that BPZ deserve a Nobel prize for this discovery. However, this does
not mean that string theory is the correct theory of QG in 4D. There is little
doubt that string theory and its cousins are the correct way to describe 2D
things – strings in spacetime (obviously), membranes in space, 2D gravity, 2D
phase transitions. This is valuable, because 2D systems can be readily
manufactured in the laboratory, but it is also a limitation, since systems in 3D
and 4D are physically more interesting.

In fact, my own critique of string theory follows closely the LQG critique voiced
by Nicolai-Peeters-Zamaklar in hep-th/0501114. In section 6.1 they essentially
argue that

1. The free bosonic string is 2D gravity coupled to scalar fields, and as such it is
a useful toy model for 4D gravity coupled to matter.

2. The constraint algebra generically (except for D=26) acquires an anomaly, but
the theory is nevertheless consistent for D less than 26.

3. By analogy, the constraint algebra of quantum gravity in 4D, which in
covariant formulations is the spacetime diffeomorphism algebra, should
generically acquire an anomaly.

4. No such diff anomalies in 4D appear in LQG, which hence is probably wrong.

I have twisted their argument a little, but only very little, in order to make the
punchline:

5. No diff anomalies in 4D appear in string theory neither, which hence is
probably wrong, too.

The idea to treat 4D gravity in analogy with 2D gravity is not new; it was
proposed by Roman Jackiw and collaborators, see e.g. hep-th/9501016, gr-
qc/9511048. What gives myself a competitive advantage is that I know the
generalization of the Virasoro algebra to higher dimensions and its
representations. It seems clear that if anomalies arise in 4D gravity, which they
must in analogy with the 2D case, it is a good idea to know how to construct such
anomalies. Otherwise is like trying to do string theory without knowing about the
central charge.

39. ark
November 29, 2005

The existing string/brane theory is not going to succeed even if the swampland
problem is resolved. This is so because of the Froissart bound (theorem)
mentioned earlier. I completely agree with items 1 and 3. Moreover, I am about
ro submit paper where items 1 and 3 are fully developed …



40. Thomas Larsson
November 29, 2005

Moreover, I am about ro submit paper where items 1 and 3 are fully developed …

You may wish to study the literature, lest you rediscover something which is
already known.

41. ark
November 29, 2005

This is precicely what I’ve said in my 1st message: some things are either
intentionally or unintentionally deleted from the string-theoretic textbooks. New
generations of interested young people begin their study of string theories
without proper historical background believing that foundations are corect and
only the roof needs some repair.

42. andy
November 29, 2005

Professor Woit,
The link to the article does not appear to work anymore.

43. woit
November 29, 2005

Andy,

The Slate site seems to be down. Presumably it will be fixed soon.

44. Anonymous
December 1, 2005

http://www.techcentralstation.com/120105C.html

Leonard Susskind in 1970 ‘got stuck in an elevator with Murray Gell-Mann’ who
ridiculed Susskind’s string theory: ‘Gell-Mann responded with loud, derisive
laughter.’

‘… Some scientists regard string theory as an unjustified and over-hyped
speculation. Peter Woit, who teaches mathematics at Columbia University, has a
blog and upcoming book criticizing string theory as “Not Even Wrong.”
Moreover, contrary to longstanding hopes, string theory has not provided a
concise formula — something like Einstein’s E=mc2 — giving a deep
mathematical explanation for why the cosmos is as it is. Instead, string theory
increasingly has seemed compatible with diverse universes. That’s something
celebrated by Susskind but disturbing to some of his fellow string theorists; and
to critics such as Woit, it’s a sign the theory makes no sense.’

http://www.techcentralstation.com/120105C.html
http://www.techcentralstation.com/120105C.html


Two Conferences

November 26, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Two recent interesting conferences that have some materials available on-line:

Last week the Perimeter Institute held a workshop on Emergence of Spacetime. Some
of the talks are available at the Perimeter streaming video site (scroll to the bottom of
the list for the Emergence of Spacetime workshop). The first day talks which are
available online cover a very wide variety of points of view, including Petr Horava on
string theory, Renate Loll on causal dynamical triangulations and Seth Lloyd on
“Computing the Universe”.

Earlier this month there was a program in Lisbon on Algebraic Geometry and
Topological Strings. The program included mini-courses by Jim Bryan, Marcos
Marino, Albrecht Klemm and Rahul Pandharipande.

Comments

1. Who
November 26, 2005

that link doesnt get to it either
at least this should work to get the program of the workshop, with its schedule of
talks:
http://perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/PI-WORK-5/schedule.php

to download the slides and recording you probably do have to
go thru the steps Peter mentioned, scrolling down the menu and all.

2. Chris W.
November 26, 2005

Xiao-Gang Wen has collected the papers most closely related to the ideas
presented at the PI workshop on this page.

I just finished watching the presentations by Markopoulou and Seth Lloyd. The
latter summarizes his quant-ph/0501135, which was submitted to Science, and
also touches upon the subject matter of quant-ph/0505064.

In case you haven’t read much of or about Lloyd’s work, it can be very briefly
summarized as follows:

He starts by setting the problem (after an introduction by Lee Smolin). Forget
trying to arrive at a quantum theory of gravity by quantizing the classical theory
in some fashion. Instead, make a guess at a quantum theory that (one hopes)
captures essential features of general relativity (as geometrodynamics!), and see

http://perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/PI-WORK-5/
http://perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/PI-WORK-5/
http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca:81/mediasite/viewer/
http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca:81/mediasite/viewer/
http://www.math.ist.utl.pt/~strings/AGTS/
http://www.math.ist.utl.pt/~strings/AGTS/
http://www.math.ist.utl.pt/~strings/AGTS/
http://www.math.ist.utl.pt/~strings/AGTS/
http://www.math.ist.utl.pt/~strings/AGTS/program.html
http://www.math.ist.utl.pt/~strings/AGTS/program.html
http://perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/PI-WORK-5/schedule.php
http://perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/PI-WORK-5/schedule.php
http://dao.mit.edu/~wen/pub/cosmos.html
http://dao.mit.edu/~wen/pub/cosmos.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0501135
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0501135
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0505064
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0505064


how much headway can be made. So what’s the quantum theory? It’s a system
consisting of simple two-way quantum gates — two inputs and two outputs. Feed
an output of one gate into an input of another, constructing a simplicial lattice
and a causal order. As in causal set theory one relies on the fact that the causal
order determines the metric structure of spacetime up to a conformal factor.
Getting this to work with two-way gates constrains the dimensionality of the
spacetime to 4. (Lloyd spent some time on this in his talk.) The structure of
system — the quantum computation — contains more information however, and
this makes it possible to formulate an analog of spacetime’s energy-momentum
content as well as a Regge-calculus-like construction and reproduce Einstein’s
field equation.

Of course there is fine print. In particular he makes the point that the
computational universality of even such a simple system is a problem — his
version of the string theory landscape, as it were. (He mentioned this; I’m not
just throwing it in.) It can simulate too much; we would like to identify a
principle that constrains the simulation to something closely approximating the
Standard Model in a classical spacetime governed by Gμν = 8πTμν.

Markopoulou’s talk complements Lloyd’s in some respects, and she makes the
connection explicitly; she also employs ideas from quantum information theory,
with emphasis on the ramifications of coarse-graining procedures applied to a
quantum computational “pre-geometry”.* Furthermore there are strong
connections between spin networks as employed in LQG and string-nets as
employed by Wen and, more generally, several points of contact with condensed
matter models of fundamental physics, which is what led the organizers to invite
Xiao-Gang Wen and G. E. Volovik to this workshop.

—————————–
*  Remember John Wheeler’s “pregeometry as the calculus of propositions” in
Chapter 44 of Gravitation?

Also compare with the ideas outlined in physics/0505040.

3. Wolfgang
November 27, 2005

Chris W.,

interesting post about an interesting idea. Other people (e.g. Finkelstein) have
made similar proposals and the difficulty is always to get GR in a classical
continuum limit. Lloyd tries to use Regge calculus to do this, but the devil is in
the details as you have noticed. In particular the details of the ‘microscopic
elements’ of the quantum network; There sems to be an infinite number of
possibilities how such an element could look like.
But perhaps we are lucky and the ‘simplest element’ can reproduce our world
(and nothing more).

4. Fabien Besnard
November 28, 2005

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0505040
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0505040


CDT is a very interesting theory also. However there is something that puzzles
me. You are in a 4 d world, but you can show that at short scale it is 2
dimensional. Now you use 4 d building blocks to prove this. But suppose you
were living at the 2 d scale : you would never think of using 4 d building blocks,
you would use 2 d blocks instead. But now I think I remember from a paper of
Loll et al that if you use 2 d blocks you get degenerate geometries, and anyway
you don’t get 4 d at large scale. I think this is problem. You should be allowed to
use 2 d building blocks if the short scale effective dimension is really 2. It’s a bit
like supposing you have an acid solution and finding that the pH is 8. Now it’s an
effective dimension, and maybe this is why I’m mistaken. Does Loll address this
question in the conference ? I watched the loops 2005 one but unfortunately the
sound was too bad in the part where she talked about this dimension issue.

5. Wolfgang
November 28, 2005

Fabien,

the fractal dimension of 2d euclidean dynamical triangulation is 4
or very close to it. It seems to work in both directions.
At this point I would emphasize “it seems”.

6. Who
November 28, 2005

Fabien, to respond without being able to give more than my own interpretation:

I think one has to make a sharp mental distinction between the simplex
dimension (a feature of the regularization) and the quantum observable which is
the observed dimensionality at a given scale.

I think the simplex dimension is a combinatorial formality that helps to
determine the network in which the blocks are assembled and how to shuffle and
permute their interconnections, and the form of the Lagrangian.

the simplex dimension has no direct tie to the resulting spacetime dimension
—–indeed prior to 1998, when they used plain DT, they found that when they
used 2D and 3D simplices the resulting dimensionality was usually wrong. It
would either be unbounded—essentially infinite—or too small. the resulting
dimension was always too big (much too big) or too small.

in 1998 they started doing CDT and by 2003 they had found that in the case of
using 2D and 3D simplexes the resulting expectation value of the largescale
dimensionality was CORRECT. Actually the pathological behavior of too large or
too small dimensionality can occur, but it has vanishing probability.

It took several years to do the computer simulations for the 2D and 3D case, so
only in 2004 they got around to the 4D case.

I think in the CDT approach they do not pretend that the simplexes actually
exist—they are just a combinatorial formalism that provides a framework for the



dynamics and a regularization for the path integral.
When the model is compared to physical scale my understanding is that it is
assumed the size of the simplexes is much smaller than planck length, the idea is
that the size of the simplexes should go ideally to zero.
So I think of these simplexes as an imaginary formality, for performing the
random Monte Carlo moves that implement the spacetime dynamics and for
computing the path integral and expectation values of various things. I try to
detach the idea of the simplex dimension from my expectations about the real
spacetime dimension observed at various scales.

The result is that although I find your questions intriguing I nevertheless
disagree when you say: “You should be allowed to use 2D building blocks if the
short scale effective dimension is really 2.”

You could be right though. I can’t speak with any assurance and what you are
pointing to does seem paradoxical. No time right now to try to shorten or clarify
this post so have to leave it confused. maybe someone else can clarify.

7. steven jones
November 28, 2005

I’m visiting Duke this week, and they have this talk:

String Theory Seminar

2:45pm, 120 Physics Building (DUKE)

Katrin Wendland (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)

“Z_4 orbifold limits of K3 and a family of smooth quartic K3s: A
nonclassical duality”

Smells like bullshit to me… but perhaps someone can explain what the title
means?

8. woit
November 28, 2005

Steven,

Not clear why you think Wendland’s talk is any more “bullshit” than any other.
She works on conformal field theories with target space a complex surface (i.e. 2
complex dimensions, 4 real dimensions). A K3 is such a surface, they come in
families.

I think it’s hard to make the case this is interesting for physicists. It seems to me
to be the kind of thing many physicists have in mind when they say it belongs in
math departments, not physics departments. Wendland does work in a math
department, so physicists can’t complain. There’s a lot of interesting math
involved here: conformal field theory and algebraic geometry. I don’t know any
particular reason to be interested in the specific geometry and models she is



studying, presumably experts in this are could tell you more of the motivation.

9. Chris W.
November 28, 2005

New paper (25 Nov 2005) by Lauscher and Reuter reviewing their recent work
and the similiarity of its conclusions to those of the recent work in CDT:

Asymptotic Safety in Quantum Einstein Gravity: nonperturbative
renormalizability and fractal spacetime structure (hep-th/0511260)

10. Fabien Besnard
November 29, 2005

Wolfang :

>the fractal dimension of 2d euclidean dynamical triangulation is 4

This is very interesting. Can you tell me in which paper do they speak about this
? I could not find it. It is strange that such a consistency result is not more
emphasized.

Who :

>So I think of these simplexes as an imaginary formality

Yes, this is precisely why it is important to prove it. In fact you seem to think
about an even more stringent consistency condition : that the building blocks
topology (and in particular dimension) have no importance whatsoever. I don’t
think that something that strong could be true, but maybe I’m wrong.

11. Wolfgang
November 29, 2005

Fabien,

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/9806241

Already in the abstract they state that:

“the intrinsic Hausdorff dimension of usual 2d Euclidean quantum gravity is four,
and not two. However, certain aspects of quantum space-time remain two-
dimensional, exemplified by the fact that its so-called spectral dimension is equal
to two”

The paper discusses the relationship between 2d Euclidean and Lorentzian
dynamical triangulation and may shed some light on your question.

12. Fabien Besnard
November 29, 2005

Thanks a lot, Wolfgang. It seems a very interesting and important result,

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511260
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511260
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511260
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511260
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511260
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511260
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/9806241
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/9806241


although I still don’t understand why the spectral dimension would remain equal
to two. I’ll have to read and see.

13. Chris W.
November 29, 2005

By the way —

From hep-th/0505113; Ambjorn, Jurkiewicz, Loll; June 2005 (abstract):

We measure the spectral dimension of universes emerging from
nonperturbative quantum gravity, defined through state sums of causal
triangulated geometries. While four-dimensional on large scales, the
quantum universe appears two-dimensional at short distances. We
conclude that quantum gravity may be “self-renormalizing” at the
Planck scale, by virtue of a mechanism of dynamical dimensional
reduction.

Compare with gr-qc/9310026; G. ‘t Hooft; October 1993 (abstract):

The requirement that physical phenomena associated with
gravitational collapse should be duly reconciled with the postulates of
quantum mechanics implies that at a Planckian scale our world is not
3+1 dimensional. Rather, the observable degrees of freedom can best
be described as if they were Boolean variables defined on a two-
dimensional lattice, evolving with time. This observation, deduced from
not much more than unitarity, entropy and counting arguments, implies
severe restrictions on possible models of quantum gravity. Using
cellular automata as an example it is argued that this dimensional
reduction implies more constraints than the freedom we have in
constructing models. This is the main reason why so-far no completely
consistent mathematical models of quantum black holes have been
found.
Essay dedicated to Abdus Salam.

14. Matti Pitkanen
November 29, 2005

I think that I have good reasons to hope that this comment might not be
classified as off topic but still I have unpleasant feeling in my gut(;-).

The effective 2-dimensionality is an interesting phenomenon which appears also
in TGD framework. Apart from vacuum functional which carries information
about 3-surface or equivalently about corresponding 4-surface analogous to Bohr
orbit (exponent of Kahler function in the configuration space of 3-surfaces, the
“world of classical worlds”), the quantum state carries only information about
certain rather special 2-dimensional sub-manifols of 3-surface having
interpretation as partons.

These partonic 2-surfaces represent cross sections of 3-D lightlike causal
horizons of 4-surface meaning that partons are analogs of shock waves. It is not

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505113
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0505113
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9310026
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9310026
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#tgdevo
http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/~matpitka/tgd.html#tgdevo


difficult to guess that a generalization of super-conformal invariance so that it
applies to metrically 2-dimensional but topologically 3-dimensional lightlike
causal horizons is involved. This superconformal invariance is present only for
4-dimensional space-time surfaces so that the theory predicts space-time
dimension correctly from the requirement of generalized super-conformal
invariance alone.

Matti

15. ali
November 30, 2005

Off-topic, but did anyone else see Brian Greene on The Colbert Report last night?

Brian’s heart just didn’t seem in it. He trotted out the usual talking points though
anyway. I really wish that string theorists wouldn’t always immediately think in
terms of strings when addressing unification. Don’t they see a need to introduce
the problem first and then say why strings are nice? From the interview you
didn’t get really any idea of why quantum theory and gravity were so hard to put
together. Brian just said that there’s this great theory out there called
Superstring theory that may be the final theory that describes everything. I
would’ve far preferred Brian giving a physical basis for why unifying gravity and
quantum mechanics is so hard. And not one based on non-singular, stringy
Feynman diagrams, please. (I realize that Colbert’s Q&A sessions can be a bit
daunting, but that’s all the more reason to really figure out what it is you want to
say beforehand.)

Case in point: I attended a talk by Seth Lloyd this week where he described a
very conceptual approach to quantum gravity. His springboard was the GPS
system. Satellites with clocks all tracking one another and mapping out
spacetime. That kind of explanation could capture the imagination of the public
much more than non-singular Feyman diagrams or extra dimensions.

To string theorists, I say, please step back a little bit when addressing the public
before launching into your talking points.

16. Anonymous
November 30, 2005

god, ali, string theorists like that should be strung up…

17. woit
November 30, 2005

Anonymous,

Please stop with the content-free abuse of string theorists, both ones who are my
colleagues and ones who aren’t. It has been justifiably pointed out to me recently
that there’s sometimes a Motlesque tone to many of the comments here, which is
not a good thing. Leave the personal abuse tactic to Lubos and colleagues since
it’s often the only argument they have.



18. Who
November 30, 2005

” Leave the personal abuse tactic to Lubos …”
Amen to that. Self-defeating.

BTW of course like everyone else, I would imagine, I have have the highest
respect for Frank Wilczek, but I was disappointed by parts of his article with
Tegmark and others

http://arxiv.org/astro-ph/0511774

“Dimensionless constants, cosmology and other dark matters”

the reasoning involving the “prior” probability distribution on the vector of 31
dimensionless constants seemed nebulous or fishy.
the assumption of a particular eternal multibubble inflation to give a prior.
Bayesian reasoning can be a very good thing but unexamined foundations here
could be rotten. wonder if anyone else felt worried by this paper

however nothing adhominem—only highest respect for Wilczek and his fellow
authors.

19. anon
November 30, 2005

“Case in point: I attended a talk by Seth Lloyd this week where he described a
very conceptual approach to quantum gravity.”

Seth Lloyd’s “theory of quantum
gravity” has much less predictive value than String Theory, and very little
original content (it consists mainly of the ancient Regge ideas). For all his faults,
Lubos has given a very intelligent assessment of Lloyd’s extremely naive, wishful
thinking ideas about quantum gravity. It’s sad that some of the people (not Woit
or Wolfgang) commenting in this blog seem to think that Lloyd’s ideas are a
respectable alternative to string theory or even a serious foundation for a theory
of quantum gravity. I’m afraid that those highly gullible people are guilty of
judging a book by its cover, in this case judging Lloyd by the fact that he works
at MIT.

Even within quantum computing, Lloyd’s contributions have been minimal. (if
you disagree, please tell me what they are). If somebody asked me who is the
quantum computation counterpart of Michio Kaku, I would say Seth Loyd. Lately,
Seth has decided to make a foray into quantum gravity, and he is way out of his
depth.

20. Andreas
November 30, 2005

What I do not understand about Lloyd’s approach is that at some point he ad hoc
introduces a continuous manifold in which he embeds his QC-graph. What is the

http://arxiv.org/astro-ph/0511774
http://arxiv.org/astro-ph/0511774
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/11/discrete-physics.html#comments
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/11/discrete-physics.html#comments


motivation for this and “where” does the manifold come from? It does not seem
to be a truly “emerging spacetime” concept.

21. Chris W.
December 1, 2005

anon,

It might help others in assessing Lubos Motl’s comments if you could point to
some approaches to quantum gravity — other than string theory of course — that
he has not dismissed as a naive product of wishful thinking and half-baked
speculation, or a reasonably well developed but conclusive failure. “String theory
is the only game in town and everything else is a waste of time, talent, and
research funding” doesn’t cut it.

After watching his antics for more than a year and a half I find it difficult to care
about anything Motl says anymore. If I want a usefully critical perspective on any
idea I happen to find interesting there are plenty of other places I can find it.

22. Wolfgang
December 1, 2005

anon,

the proposal of Seth Lloyd is an interesting idea, just ‘some details’ need to be
worked out; as in the story of Pauli who claimed that he can paint like Tizian
once he has worked out ‘some details’.
By the way there are many other great ideas which just need ‘some details’ be
worked out (LQG, causal sets, etc.)

With superstring theory it is almost the other way around. A lot of details have
been worked out and it all looks very promising.
I am just not convinced it is such a great idea 

But what do I know…

23. Wolfgang
December 1, 2005

By the way, there is a fresh paper related to this discussion:
“Spin networks, quantum automata and link invariants”
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/gr-qc/0511161

24. Chris W.
December 1, 2005

The aforementioned paper is one of several included in the proceedings of QG05
(September ’05). The list of participants is impressive, and many of the abstracts
are very interesting and relevant to this post.

25. Brett
December 1, 2005

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/gr-qc/0511161
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/gr-qc/0511161
http://www.phy.olemiss.edu/GR/qg05/abstracts.html
http://www.phy.olemiss.edu/GR/qg05/abstracts.html


I happened to be in Seth Lloyd’s first ever quantum computing class, and in the
last lecture, he presented some of his first ideas about quantum gravity. To me,
they seemed hopelessly naive, built almost entirely on dimensional analysis
(something that is not necessarily useful in nonperturbative GR, which was what
he wanted to talk about). His ideas have gotten a little more sophisticated since
then, but they are still quite unimpressive.

26. Shantanu
December 1, 2005

Peter (and others) what do you people think about Finkstein’s aproach to
quantum gravity based on plexors ? sometime back I remember reading
on usenet that his work (though heroic) has received very little attention.
I don’t recall it discussed even once here or on cosmicvariance

27. Quantum_Ranger
December 1, 2005

As good as the talk by Lloyd was, PI emergence of spacetime, I was not surprised
that during this talk he admitted he was at the same “car-salesman” seminar as
detailed here:

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=89240

in the early eighties!

This San Francisco seminar series of the early eighties, has really a lot of
explinations for the emergence of String Theory and Anthropic Rationale.

28. Matti Pitkanen
December 2, 2005

Personally I cannot take seriously the discretization of space-time continuum. A
much more elegant manner to introduce
dicreteness at the basic level consistent with basic ideas fo algebraic geometry
emerges if one accepts all number fields, also p-adic number fields and their
extensions as building blocks of physics.
This more or less forces the view that real and various p-adic physics (possibly
representing physical correlates for intention and cognition) are obtained by
analytical continuation from rational physics both at classical spacetime level
and quantum level.

A possible application is the definition of fermionic determinant playing
fundamental role in QFT:s and also in TGD and being plagued by divergences.
The idea is that the restriction to rational eigenvalues of the appropriate Dirac
operator could make the determinant finite. Entire hierarchy of determinants
corresponding to various algebraic extrensions of rationals emerges perhaps
defining a hierarchy of finite Dirac determinants. This hierarchy would not be a
calculational trick in TGD Universe but represent an actual physical hierarchy
having natural identification in many-sheeted space-time of TGD Universe.

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=89240
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=89240


Matti Pitkanen



Sciencegate

December 2, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The editors at Seed magazine have started a new blog about science called
sciencegate, which contains a wide variety of interesting material. One of the recent
postings is called Strung Out on the Couch; it’s by Joshua Roebke and not exactly
complimentary about string theory. Here’s his analogy for the current situation of
string theory:

Think of it this way, a precocious little genius, who everyone has been touting would
do great things in the world, finally grows up. Now imagine he’s 30 years old, living at
home having not accomplished much, and his mom keeps going on about how great
he is and is still going to be. You’d probably just want to tell him to grow up and make
something of all that potential instead of just talking about how he’s going to get off
the couch.

Before Lubos and others start the usual personal attack on any string theory critic as
not knowing anything about the subject, it’s worth pointing out that Roebke spent
several years as a graduate student working on string cosmology before leaving
academia.

Comments

1. ks
December 2, 2005

Sciencegate – sounds like a big scandal these days…

2. A.
December 2, 2005

Boy, who is this Joshua Roebke? Please present list of his publications, otherwise
its difficult to judge from his repetitive and, I may add, boring piece whether he
came to these conclusions himself after working hard many years in ” string
cosmology”, or he is just this blog’s big fan and read a couple of articles in new
york times and such. As far as I checked arxiv.org produced no records of Joshua
Roebke.

I am in no way trying to “personally attack” you, but , in my opinion, unless you
Joshua Roebke have actually wokred in the area on the level to produce
something more or less deserving attention of the community, your comments
have zero value. Who are you to comment on string theory?

What is it with you people? Why everyone thinks starting his own blog is a good
idea? Everyone is confident that his thoughts are the correct ones, “everyone
else is stupid, I am smart”

http://www.scienceg8.com/
http://www.scienceg8.com/
http://scienceg8.com/strung-out-on-the-couch/
http://scienceg8.com/strung-out-on-the-couch/


Dont start a blog, there are more than enough blogs, Peter doing his job quite
well already. Just go home , or better go to your office, sit there from 8am to
8pm, and work on a problem. Maybe you will feel better.

3. Ralph
December 2, 2005

Apparently stringists can produce any number of possible universes from their
theories, except it seems, the one we live in.

I think it is time to formulate this as a scientific hypothesis “the anti-string
hypothesis”:

Our universe is uniquely determined, by the inability of string theory to
approximate it.

4. woit
December 2, 2005

“who is this Joshua Roebke?”

Well, first of all “A.”, who are you? Don’t you think it’s kind of disgraceful
behavior to attack others from behind the cloak of anonymity?

It’s funny how predictable string theory partisans are these days. When Roebke
wrote to tell me about the Seed blog and what he’d written for it, I wrote back to
tell him I’d be happy to mention it here, but I could confidently predict his
professional competence would be immediately attacked by Lubos and various
others of his ilk. If you actually had any arguments to answer the ones Roebke is
making, you’d be making those and not instead attacking his fitness to make
those arguments. But go right ahead and behave like this, by doing so you and
others are doing a great job of convincing ever increasing numbers of people
that you are both intellectually and morally bankrupt.

If he’s in the mood I suppose Roebke can defend himself. I have met him and can
tell you that his understanding of string theory appears to be consistent with
what you would expect given his background, that of a good physics Ph.D.
student who did research for a while in the subject, but ultimately decided to do
something else. Your criterion that no one can criticize string theory unless they
have written papers on the subject is that of a member of a cult convinced that
only the opinions of true believers are of any value. By now lots of smart people
have gone through the experience of spending years of their lives learning about
string theory, finally reaching the point of realizing that the theory hasn’t lived
up to its promise, and that devoting the rest of one’s life to working on it might
not be such a great idea.

5. secret milkshake
December 2, 2005

A reason to post here anonymously: M O T L never forgives



6. AJ
December 2, 2005

A reason to post here anonymously: M O T L never forgives

This is nonsense. Lubos and I have had loud public disagreements in the past;
check out the sci.physics.research archives. I don’t believe he bears me any ill
will.

7. garrett
December 2, 2005

Ralph said:

“Our universe is uniquely determined by the inability of string theory to
approximate it.”

Classic! I loved this quip so much I had to applaud it with this comment. Thanks
Ralph. It’s as if the blind men are feeling everywhere the elephant isn’t.

8. Kool Kevin 8-)
December 2, 2005

Loop Quantum Gravity is teh suck!!1! It is for the losers and the nerds.

Kool kids do teh strings. They might have lots of vacua but they also have lots of
funding money and womens LOLOL. Also they use kool words liek heteroteric so
they are the real daddy. And they have simetries in hodgy-podgy mirrors too!!

9. Christine Dantas
December 2, 2005

Dear A.:

You say:

What is it with you people? Why everyone thinks starting his own blog is a good
idea? Everyone is confident that his thoughts are the correct ones, “everyone
else is stupid, I am smart”
Dont start a blog, there are more than enough blogs, Peter doing his job quite
well already. Just go home , or better go to your office, sit there from 8am to
8pm, and work on a problem. Maybe you will feel better.

Internet is just like that: you will find a broad spectrum of material, from
garbage to excellent. The same is valid for blogs of course. I have started my
own blog even though I know several of them, from garbage to excellent. At the
same time, I never thought that “everyone else is stupid, I am smart”. Maybe a
lot of people think like that, but I am sure many do not.

I am not here to defend one approach to quantum gravity or another (much less
the people involved), nor to say that I have a good blog. I am interested in all of
the ideas towards a quantum theory of gravity as long as they seem sufficiently



sound or look interesting enough to me. That is my blog. Yet, I do work from 8am
to 8pm, or even more, and that involves several responsabilities as well as my
own personal projects. So having a blog is not incompatible with doing hard
work. This is valid for many people, as much as it is not valid for many others.

There is a little more I would like to comment on blogs. We are living in an epoch
were ideas on quantum gravity are being constructed. It is a formidable problem.
I see this as a very exciting period in the history of physics, and the various
discussions I read daily in the (good) blogs are, to my opinion, very illustrative of
our times. So these blogs are useful, and in some sense will serve as unique
testimonies of our struggle towards quantum gravity.

Now, concerning the problem of who should be considered competent to “judge”
a given approach. It seems clear to me that “judgement” is a strong word and an
inappropriate one in science, except from the point of view that nature is always
the final judge, since it is obviously nature what we want to probe, describe and
ultimately explain.

Intelligent and constructive criticism is what is necessary in order to make
progress. But this is hard to find. String theory in particular does not “help”, and
it is a good example in that sense. It requires years and years of very hard work
in order to gain some knowledge of its basics. So, it seems inevitable you must
be an expert to say something technically valuable considering the huge amount
of mathematical material involved.

At the same time it is an obviously tricky or paradoxical situation, specially when
one finds out that apparently there are no predictions of the “theory”. So,
considering this state of affairs, it seems natural that one needs not to be an
expert to have the strong impression that it might be “not even wrong”.

I must say I share this overall impression, although I am not saying I have a final
position on this. I am not competent enough to offer a reasonable or more
technical criticism on this matter, so I stop here to go for my daily hard work.

A final, perhaps also obvious thing: technique or knowledge is nothing without
wisdom, but that is another story.

10. Aaron
December 3, 2005

I am in no way trying to “personally attack” you, but , in my opinion, unless you
Joshua Roebke have actually wokred in the area on the level to produce
something more or less deserving attention of the community, your comments
have zero value. Who are you to comment on string theory?

Is this a parody? I hope so….

The difference between string theory and ID, BTW, is that string theorists dream
of making positive statements. IDers never will.

11. Adrian Heathcote



December 3, 2005

I think the problems with String Theory go way back to the beginnings of
Quantum Mechanics or Quantum Field Theory. There was a misconception as to
what was needed to bring them together with General Relativity.

The fundamental difference between QM and GR is that, in the former,
observables are operators (or at least are the results of operators acting on
states to yield eigenstates). In GR they are pretty much just functions—functions
of many variables, but still just functions, just as in classical physics. Getting a
unification means, at the very least, having a mathematical formalism that
represents the observables in one single way. But then, going backwards, it
would be possible to recast QM in that same formalism, but just neglecting
gravity. We would then have the revised mathematical structure for QM with the
measurement problem—just what so many now want.

But I think this got fudged way back at the beginning. The Copenhagen
interpretation effectively hid the interesting features of QM, and masked the
important mathematical structures: the state space K of pure and non-pure
states, the self-adjoint operators and their awkward formal properties. (Just how
much of what is true of bounded operators really carries over to the unbounded
case?)

These things got buried. And quantum field theory seemed to adopt a purely
heuristic attitude to QM. It took the little bits that it liked—Heisenberg
Uncertainty, transition probabilities, the Planck length—and downplayed the
rest. You could read what particle physisit’s wrote and think for all the world the
universe was still basically Newtonian. And as time has gone on this cavalier
attitude to QM seems only to have gotten worse.

String Theory is just the culmination of a long period of not getting the
fundamental problem and sweeping the real difficulties under the rug. The
renormalisation problem was the real clue that something had gone very wrong
at a basic level. The calculational sucess of QED just allowed the sleepers to stay
asleep.

Now we have a very elaborate mathematical structure that has no contact with
reality. But given the history this was bound to happen. Physists started out
fudging the conceptual issues and caring only about the calculations—the irony
is that we have no more calculations to care about, but we have a whole lot of
bad concepts.

Just my 2 cents.

12. Adrian Heathcote
December 3, 2005

Sorry, that should have said:

”We would then have the revised mathematical structure for QM without the
measurement problem—just what so many now want.”



13. Christine Dantas
December 3, 2005

Anonymous Says:

Is this kind of crackpotism, which does make tested and testable predictions by
the way, would be easy to write off as crazy.

I think there is a perceptible difference between “crackpotism” and “theory
under construction”. Baez index list on the former is a good reference to unmask
potential crackpots; scientific method on the latter is usually enough, and the
result is progress or refutation.

A “grey zone” however is always possible and that is where the danger lies. This
is specially symptomatic when theorizing about nature at regimes where
experimentation is very difficult or observation relatively inaccessible. So you
have a “theory under construction” that cannot be adequately or promptly
investigated under the conventional rules of the scientific method. One may even
end up with a mathematically consistent formulation, but in what sense it is
satisfying? One may think it is “beautiful”. One may think is the only proposal for
a given problem. So this is the grey zone because it is all under the umbrella of
personal taste.

I had the curious experience a few years ago of giving a talk on the basics of
braneworld scenarios to a mixed audience of astrophysicists ranging from
specialists on gravitational waves, CMBR, high energy, extragalactic, galactic
and stellar astrophysics. This is a much harder audience than a general public
audience, because these people are well versed in the scientific method. They
deal with very, very hard problems, and even problems that may need new
physics. Although I did my best and they enjoyed the talk, most of them thought
there was something quite disturbing on the overall idea. I am sure this is
symptomatic of the grey zone.

As I see it, the only obvious way out is to work as hard as possible on the
problem of identifying possible observable effects of a given quantum gravity
proposal as it is being constructed and look for these effects, otherwise one is
hopelessly stuck in the grey zone, sometimes without even being aware of it.

14. Arun
December 3, 2005

In reply to Michael at 7:14 PM, just what constitutes a research program in ID?
There would be scientists receptive to ID if there existed any sch thing. ID is
intellectually sterile. String theory is far from sterile, its problem is that its
productions don’t yet make contact with the real world.

15. Arun
December 3, 2005

Peter, I think you did Joshua Roebke a disservice by not including the lines just
previous to what you quoted.



Don’t get me wrong. I actually love string theory and think it’s light
years ahead of other theories. I follow the papers, and excitedly read
them in earnest. I just think perspective and critique are necessary for
progress.

16. Quantoken
December 3, 2005

Joshua Roebke said:
“I actually love string theory and think it’s light years ahead of other theories.”
Oh sure, how could you not be light years ahead of others, if you started several
decades before other theories were first proposed, and you have several orders
of magnitude more researchers working on the fields, and many times more
public funding invested in supporting you. Surely you are light years ahead of
other approaches.
But it doesn’t make you look good. What matters is are you on the right
direction? You are on the wrong approach. So the further light years you go
forward in your dead end, the further away you are from the ultimate answer!!!
Look at the 10^500 landscapes figure. You may be light years ahead but you
have another 10^500 light years to cross in your front. Mean while the theory
that is on the correct approach doesn’t need to go a light year: It only needs to
reach the moon.

17. ks
December 3, 2005

I think there is a perceptible difference between “crackpotism” and “theory
under construction”.

Unfortunately cargo-kult-science according to Feynman does anything right, is a
true slave of scientific ritual and jargon but is nevertheless not science. This
reminds me somehow to the old catholic problem off finding a true saint or a real
representative of god obtaining all the priviliges of god including the permission
to kill. Both science and religion are hunted by their own double or shadow.

It is interesting that you find the difference “perceptible”. Ususally strong
differences do not follow from something as subjective as perception in
particular the perception of strange social behaviour but from a certain
axiomatic or precise and objective diagnosis. Misusing authority is therefore not
so much an accident in evaluating competing researchers work but has to be
expected. On the other hand the theory of social systems provides a self-
referential answer presupposing a running science business: viable is what gives
rise to connectivity. As an addition of my own I would guess that connectivity is
not only a conservative mechanism of affiliation in modern societies but can be
understood more dynamically like trading commodities on a stock-market.

18. Juan R.
December 3, 2005

A said,



I am in no way trying to “personally attack” you, but , in my opinion,
unless you Joshua Roebke have actually wokred in the area on the level
to produce something more or less deserving attention of the
community, your comments have zero value. Who are you to comment
on string theory?

If this argument is correct then string theorists can only talk about string theory
since they have seriously studied nothing of real word. Please using your
‘argument’ explain to Schwartz he cannot talk about BH-paradox because has
provided none work on the topic, please explain to Witten that he cannot talk of
chemistry since has published not a single paper on the topic, please explain to
Brian Greene that he cannot write on measurement problem of QM since has
published a single paper, please explain to Lubos that cannot write reviews of
books on environment science since he never published a paper on the field,

etc,

etc,

etc,

etc.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

19. Juan R.
December 3, 2005

If it is of interest, i have posted directly some basic comments on the Joshua
Roebke post highlighted by Peter Woit

I basically agree that string theory is a disaster.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

20. woit
December 3, 2005

Please stop with the attempts to turn this into a forum for discussion of religion,
intelligent design, the anthropic principle, your favorite ideas about physics, etc.,
etc., none of which have anything to do with the topic of the posting. I’ve just
deleted about half of the comments on this thread and will keep doing so if I feel
it is necessary to keep this comment section from turning into something
completely depressing and unreadable.

21. Christine Dantas
December 3, 2005

http://scienceg8.com/strung-out-on-the-couch/
http://scienceg8.com/strung-out-on-the-couch/
http://scienceg8.com/strung-out-on-the-couch/
http://scienceg8.com/strung-out-on-the-couch/


ks Says:

It is interesting that you find the difference “perceptible”. Ususally strong
differences do not follow from something as subjective as perception in
particular the perception of strange social behaviour but from a certain
axiomatic or precise and objective diagnosis.

Perhaps “perceptible” was not the right word for what I meant to say. In any
case, if I understand you correctly, I agree that it is unfortunate that researchers
are not usually evaluated according to a well defined, precise criteria, but mostly
from his/her “social resources” (“colleagueship”) — or lack of them. Be a
colleague of an “authority” and you have good career chances, whatever the
value of your research. I have been through this before. Sorry if I misunderstood
you on this matter. Also, I should be more careful with the words I use. In any
case, perhaps this is becoming off-topic, and I fear Dr. Woit will not like it.

22. God
December 3, 2005

‘Think of it this way, a precocious little genius, who everyone has been touting
would do great things in the world, finally grows up. Now imagine he’s 30 years
old, living at home having not accomplished much, and his mom keeps going on
about how great he is and is still going to be. You’d probably just want to tell him
to grow up and make something of all that potential instead of just talking about
how he’s going to get off the couch.’

Peter, explain how someone can make a cheerful comment 

23. A. nonymous
December 3, 2005

I think Joshua’s article takes approximately the right tone towards string theory.
It is not yet certain that srting theory will never be able to make a prediction,
although there are some signs that this might be the case. The real problems for
physics are the position that string theory has taken in the common view of
theoretical physics as the only option available and the fact that young theorists
don’t really have any career options apart from string theory or condensed
matter, while faculty positions are increasingly being occupied by string theorists
at the expense of other legitimate research programs.

There is, of course, a separate problem with the string theorists themselves,
namely that they are arrogant and narcissistic, to the degree that they dismiss
all non-string theorists as idiots and all non-string theory physics as irrelevant.
String theory shows practically all the signs of groupthink, namely:
1. Illusion of invulnerability
2. Unquestioned belief in the inherent morality of the group
3. Collective rationalization of group’s decisions
4. Shared stereotypes of outgroup, particularly opponents
5. Self-censorship; members withhold criticisms
6. Illusion of unanimity (see false consensus effect)
7. Direct pressure on dissenters to conform

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupthink
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupthink


8. Self-appointed “mindguards” protect the group from negative information

Lubos would no doubt be pleased to know that he is a “mindguard”.

On the subject of intelligent design, it might be instructive to see how A’s
comment looks from that point of view:

I am in no way trying to “personally attack” you, but , in my opinion, unless you
have actually wokred [sic] in the area on the level to produce something more or
less deserving attention of the community, your comments have zero value. Who
are you to comment on intelligent design?

24. Pseudo-string-fan
December 3, 2005

Hi,

What is ID that some of you mentioned?

Thanks

Pseudo

25. woit
December 3, 2005

ID=Intelligent Design, but please, don’t take this as an excuse to start discussing
the topic here.

26. D R Lunsford
December 4, 2005

Intelligence Deficit, which by definition is

ID = (100 – IQ)/IQ

A negative ID is a sure sign that IQ

27. Jose
December 4, 2005

String theory predicts the BH entropy formula, string theory predicts a 10-
dimensional space-time, string theory predicts how particles interact at
[tex]10^19[/tex] GeV. STRING THEORY MAKES PREDICTIONS. The difficult
task is going from [tex]10^19[/tex] GeV to the actual energy that can be reached
in experiments.

In any case, if string theory is a wrong physical theory, string theory has given a
great amount of mathematical results, and it is a respectable endeavour of the
human mind.

28. woit



December 4, 2005

Jose,

1. It would take too long to go into the exact status of black hole entropy
calculations in string theory, but there is no solid “prediction” for physical black
holes, at best an argument that you get the semi-classical limit that you expect
for any thing that deserves to be called a quantum version of gravity.

2. String theory doesn’t predict 10d spacetime (have you heard of M-theory?).
And if it did, there’s the problem that we only see four dimensions.

3. String theory doesn’t predict how particles interact at the Planck scale (have
you heard about M-theory?).

STRING THEORY MAKES NO PREDICTIONS. NONE WHATSOEVER, NADA, ZIP.

29. Juan R.
December 4, 2005

Jose Said,

String theory predicts the BH entropy formula, string theory predicts a
10-dimensional space-time, string theory predicts how particles
interact at 10^19 GeV. STRING THEORY MAKES PREDICTIONS. The
difficult task is going from 10^19 GeV to the actual energy that can be
reached in experiments.

String theory does not predict BH formula because i) compactification is done
by hand, ii) string theory ‘BH’ are highly idealized objects are not general
relativity BH, iii) etc.

String theory does not predict a 10D spacetime. The 10D spacetime is
introduced by hand, with a strange ‘compactification’ of the rest 16D. Not forget
that supersimmetry is not correct at low energies. Not forget that all 10D are
equivalent and for comparison with observed 4D universe, 6D may be
differentiated by hand. Not forget that a new dimension is hidden in the
perturbative regime. Not forget that still nobody know if 11D is the correct
dimensionality for M-theory, etc.

The ‘prediction’ (of course there is not prediction because topology and
geometry of background spacetime and others features are choosed by hand) of
interactions at 10^19 GeV are just scattering amplitudes with the wrong large
distance limit. There is not dynamics, there is not adequate classical limits (GR
causality structure is broken when taken classical limit of gravitons), etc.

Etc,

Etc,

In any case, if string theory is a wrong physical theory, string theory
has given a great amount of mathematical results, and it is a



respectable endeavour of the human mind.

Many other theories give mathematical results. Moreover, the real impact of
string theory on math is easily sumarized:

epsilon, when epsilon –> 0.

I, at least, am able to distinguish between math and physics. For example
between NC geometry (math) and M(atrix) theory (physics).

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

30. God
December 4, 2005

Woit, religion makes more predictions than string theory!

Religion predicts a day of judgement! Religion predicts sinners will go to hell.
This is perfectly testable: die and you’ll see… Religion predicts all kinds of things
that you can test if you are desperate enough…

String theory merely predicts 10^500 universes, a landscape of universes, that
there could be any number of branes, and so forth.

I think you’ve got to start saying that string theory is not ‘as bad as religion’, but
rather that religion is a lot more scientific than strings. Be honest!

31. Wolfgang
December 4, 2005

Peter,

> STRING THEORY MAKES NO PREDICTIONS.

a standard argument (I guess E. Witten is the author) is that string theory
predicts supersymmetry [*]. Of course, we do not know at which energy scale we
may see it…
My question to you is this:
Assume that the LHC (or ILC) will provide strong empirical evidence, e.g. for a
MSSM or NMSSM model.
What would be your reaction?

[*] Lubos became quite angry when I stated once that string theory ‘assumes’
supersymmetry in order to be consistent; It is the same IMHO, string theory/M-
theory requires supersymmetry at some energy level to be consistent, at least at
our current understanding.

32. anon
December 4, 2005



Wolfgang,

Where you say ‘string theory predicts supersymmetry’ you are really saying that
Witten and others developed string theory so that it would do this. It is an ad hoc
‘prediction’, like epicycles.

Lubos gets angry all the time, you should know. Being a string theorist, he has a
good excuse, because the news keeps getting worse.

If and when empirical evidence is found for strings, that will be the time for it to
be taken seriously. The whole problem is that it is being taken seriously by the
world now, when there is no evidence.

33. woit
December 4, 2005

Wolfgang,

It doesn’t really make sense to “predict supersymmetry” if you then say it may be
broken at arbitrarily high scale and be indistinguishable from no supersymmetry.
The real question is whether it is broken at LHC energies and can thus do one of
the main things it is supposed to, solve the hierarchy problem. My guess is that
the LHC won’t see supersymmetry and I’ll be surprised if it does, especially if it
sees some random MSSM spectrum. If this does happen, that’s certainly some
encouragement for the ideas that have led people to work on string theory,
although far from solid evidence for string theory.

34. Wolfgang
December 4, 2005

anon,

I am not very interesting in the syntax or semantics of the word ‘predict’.
Also I do not care if Lubos is angry (but he is sometimes entertaining when he
is).
But I would like to hear Peter’s opinion, since he is a strong critic of string
theory (like many here), but seems to really know QFT and particle physics. And
my question is simple and straightforward:
How would you react if the LHC (or ILC) provides strong evidence for
supersymmetry?

I would see this as strong evidence that superstring/M- theory is at least on the
right track.

35. Wolfgang
December 4, 2005

Peter,

ooops, seems that posts have crossed here.
Thank you for the response.



When you say

> If this does happen, that’s certainly some encouragement for the ideas that
have led people to work on string theory

I interpret this as you saying “with strong evidence for supersymmetry I would
eventually change my opinion on superstring theory” ?

36. woit
December 4, 2005

Wolfgang,

Our comments crossed. I’d agree that supersymmetry at the LHC would be some
sort of evidence that superstring/M-theory might be on the right track, although
I wouldn’t go so far as to call it “strong evidence”.

It would also depend a lot on exactly what was seen and what sort of hints this
gave about the mechanism for supersymmetry breaking.

37. Chris W.
December 5, 2005

I am not very interest[ed] in the syntax or semantics of the word
‘predict’.

That’s unfortunate. I think the semantics of this word is badly in need of review
under the current circumstances.

It used to mean something very much like this:

An experimentalist finds a way to reproduce a particular effect, which they
characterize with one or more measurements. That is, they identify those
features of the experimental situation that must be controlled to bring about the
same effect (within certain error margins) in multiple runs of the experiment.

The experimentalist then says to a theoretician: “I can reproduce this effect, but
I can’t explain it. Can you tell me why the effect occurs in this situation, ie, given
the features I have identified, and also calculate the results I have measured
using the features of the experimental setup as inputs to the calculation?”

Now, I would assert that the theoretician’s job is to do this, and do it with a
minimum of auxiliary assumptions, ie, in addition to the theory (the explanation)
being tested. Any auxiliary assumptions that are made should be independently
verifiable by the experimentalist, so they cannot be freely used to fit the
prediction to the result.

It appears to me that string theory in its current form must make extensive use
of auxiliary assumptions that can’t be independently tested in order to make
anything like a definite prediction of any given physical effect. Of course one
could say, “well, I’m sorry if you don’t like it that world is this complicated, but
this appears to follow from the basic principles of the theory. The world can be as



complicated as it likes; we can’t dictate the structure of physical reality for our
methodological and epistemological convenience.”

I would assert that in fact we must “dictate the structure of physical reality for
our methodological and epistemological convenience”. In doing so we may find
that those dictates are repeatedly violated, but nonetheless our theories must be
as restrictive and unambiguous in their predictions as we can make them. If one
thinks the world can be arbitrarily complicated then one might as well abandon
any attempt at testable explanation, and simply accept the prima facie
complexity of the observed world, along with whatever interpretive mythology
one finds most comfortable.

It is not noted often enough that the deep symmetries of the physical world, and
moreover, the decomposability of physical systems into largely independent
parts, have great epistemologic as well as aethestic significance.* In a world like
that of the astrologer, in which physical influences of arbitrary form and
magnitude can be propagated over arbitrary distances at arbitrary speeds, one
can hardly imagine any effective dialogue between experimentalists and
theoreticians, or even among observers trying to reach intersubjective
agreement about what they perceive. We have not been merely discovering what
the physical world is like for the last several centuries; we have also been
gradually discovering how it is possible for us to know the world at all. The
anthropic principle offers an answer to this question that is perhaps suggestive
but ultimately scientifically vacuous. There is yet reason to believe we can do
better.

38. Christine Dantas
December 5, 2005

According to Amelino-Camelia et al. (gr-qc/0501053), “string theory may predict
many new low-energy effects, but it can also be easily tuned to avoid all of
them.”

I have just highlighted their paper today in my blog page (see their very nice
fig.5).

39. Colin Rosenthal
December 5, 2005

That is a somewhat unusual usage of the word “predict”.

40. anon
December 5, 2005

“string theory may predict many new low-energy effects, but it can also be easily
tuned to avoid all of them”

What beautiful flexibility! Those who love string theory will be enchanted. Lubos
will be delighted. Why bother testing string theory when it is so vague any result
is consistent with it?



41. Christine Dantas
December 5, 2005

Amelino-Camelia et al. also write (page 11 of that same paper):

“The low-energy physics of String theory, as presently understood, could be very
rich, with the presence of new fields and the possibility of a variety of new
effects. This may provide the basis for a large phenomenological effort, even
though one should keep in mind that the new effects are not genuine
‘predictions’ of String theory: String theory could make room for these effects
but it could equally well suppress them all. It appears at present not possible
to falsify String theory on the basis of low-energy phenomenology , but it
would nonetheless be very exciting if any of the new effects that String theory
may host was actually found.”

So it is clear enough that the motivation that Amelino-Camelia et al. focuses on is
the search for new low-energy physical effects per se. They clearly state that
string theory does not actually predict them, nor can be falsified by them, it just
can accommodate them if one wishes.

I really look forward to a technical, non-passionate (if possible) opinion of string
theorists and non-string theorists on this matter (specially on Amelino-Camelia et
al.´s paper). If considered off-topic, please apologize and feel free to redirect to
my blog page.

42. Juan R.
December 5, 2005

Wolfgang Said

Lubos became quite angry when I stated once that string theory
‘assumes’ supersymmetry in order to be consistent.

Since string theorists like to claim that string theory does predictions, a brief
historical review of ‘predictions’ would be interesting…

String theory began from his first failure on explaining strong force on a 4D
world (and substituted by QCD), then predicted wrong Lorentz symmetry when
extended and for correcting this wrong prediction 22 additional dimensions
were introduced by hand.

Then, wrong dimensionality was predicted and for correcting this wrong
prediction KK was introduced by hand.

Then, tachionic modes were obtained and this violated again experimental
data, and for correcting this novel wrong prediction supersimmetry was
introduced by hand.

Of course, string theory continued doing wrong predictions and evolutioned
until the modern M-theory nobody know that is!



However, supersimmetry is a fascinating example of how string theory is wrong.

String-superstring theory predicts either

superimmetric non-tachionic world

or

non-superimmetric tachionic world.

Curiously our observed universe (at least at low energies) is

both non-superimmetric and non-tachionic.

Therein the extended criticism in relevant literature that string theory predicts
nothing of this world.

If one follows scientific method (string theorists do not) then one may develop a
first theory for:

– 4D Standard gravity and

– Compatible with non-superimmetric and non-tachionic known Standard Model.

At future HLC-data is supersimmetry found?

No problem, to generalize above theory adding supersimmetry to HIGH energies
(NOT at all energies).

At future ‘cosmic-acellerator’ are hidden dimensions found?

No problem, to generalize above theory adding more dimensions to HIGH
energies (NOT at all energies).

The 40 years failure of string theory is because string theorists want say how
universe may be.

Science is about we can observe, NOT about we want observe and complete
ignorance we really observe.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

43. Alejandro Rivero
December 5, 2005

Juan, we have actually found supersymmetry  Perhaps Lubos is right after all.

44. Juan R.
December 5, 2005

Alejandro Rivero,

http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/hierarchy.pdf
http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/hierarchy.pdf
http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/hierarchy.pdf


Since i said is crystal clear, it appears that after all Lubos is again wrong 

If anyone want help to Lubos in his research, then may try to find a well-defined
mathematical limit where superstring actions turn, at least, non-
supersimmetric, all looks 4D at large distances, and masses are non zero.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

45. dan
December 5, 2005

is m-theory, are strings supposed to make up quarks (and electrons) directly, or
do they make up preons which then make up quarks?

46. dan
December 5, 2005

lubos has claimed m/string theory predicts BH entropy, but LQG does not.
apparently john baez claims LQG does predict BH entropy. what is the status of
BH entropy in LQG (and BI-like CDT) gravity?

47. Juan R.
December 5, 2005

dan,

see Lee Smolin said. Question 4 of page 60 of arXiv:hep-th/0303185 v2 11 Apr
2003.

BH entropy is ‘solved’ on LQG, whereas only partial results and many open
questions remain on the string side.

I do not follow this topic in detail now (i discovered that string theory is a waste
of time) , but some few years ago, string theorists were working with certain
idealized states that they ‘believe’ that could explain GR black holes.

Yes! almost all in string theory are beliefs and conjetures…

See also section 6.3

The results in string theory do not concern, precisely, black holes, as
they are found in a limit in which the gravitational constant is turned
off.

Since LQG arises directly from quantization of GR field equations, the BH
studied are more close to GR (Schwarzschild) BH.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



48. Chris Oakley
December 5, 2005

I would like to draw everyone’s attention to the prefix “pre” in the word
“predict”. It means “before”. In other words, it describes a situation where you
guess it is going to happen before it actually happens. Examples of this are:

1. Maxwell guessed that it would be possible to observe a displacement current
before anyone actually did. It was therefore a “prediction”.

2. On the basis of observed patterns of quantum numbers for baryons, Gell Mann
“predicted” a baryon of strangeness -3 and mass of about 1680 MeV. In 1964, a
particle fitting this description was observed. A fine prediction.

One can, of course, predict things which turn out to be wrong. But there are also
things which never were predictions in the first place. For example:

1. Special relativity does not “predict” four dimensions. Four dimensions are
assumed at the outset.

2. Superstring theory does not “predict” gravity. General relativity – a tested
theory of gravity – is one of the inputs (although it is not clear that one can get it
back).

3. Superstring theory does not “predict” supersymmetry. Supersymmetry is
assumed at the outset.

I am happy to answer any further questions that anyone might have about the
usage of this word.

49. Jose
December 5, 2005

“Superstring theory does not “predict” gravity. General relativity – a tested
theory of gravity – is one of the inputs (although it is not clear that one can get it
back).”

This is not true Chris if we suppose that particles are strings then we are led to
the existence of massless spin 2 particles, that is gravitons, without more
assumptions.

50. A. nonymous
December 5, 2005

Jose is more or less right, but one could also say that there is a selection bias;
mathematical formalisms in which Einstein’s equations appear are going to be
selected and studied more intensely than those which don’t ‘predict gravity’.
Thus, the fact that the currently most intensively studied theory has the field
equations inside it is not particularly surprising.

The question at hand – whether string theory has earned the attention it has
received – is to be decided by asking what predictions it has made which were



not simply the reasons for paying attention to it in the first place. The result
seems to be that string theory has produced dualities, AdS/CFT and so on, which
are interesting, but which don’t actually qualify as experimental predictions.

It seems likely to me that in the distant future, string theory will occupy a
position in relation to gauge theories similar to that presently occupied by group
theory in relation to quantum mechanics. That is, it will be regarded as an
invaluable tool, although it is really a branch of pure mathematics which on its
own makes no statement about nature.

51. Aaron Bergman
December 6, 2005

what is the status of BH entropy in LQG (and BI-like CDT) gravity?

There is some debate on this point. There has been a calculation done that
obtains a number proportional to the area with an unfixed constant of
proportionality. I don’t think there’s a real sense that this calculation was done in
LQG; it’s done in a sort-of hybrid formalism.

From my reading of the calculation, I think that the proportionality to the area is
something assumed by the particular formalism used. In other words, I don’t
think it is true to say that black hole entropy has been derived to be proportional
to the area in LQG. Others disagree.

I discussed this a bit with Lee Smolin here — scroll down a bit.

I discussed this a bit with John Baez here.

I know of no discussion of black hole entropy in CDT.

52. Chris Oakley
December 6, 2005

I do not understand why, when talking about String Theory, I always have to
choose the optimistic version, whereas when talking about most other scientific
theories, I am allowed to tell it like it is.

If we have to select, among the various candidate String theories, the ones that
contain Einstein’s equations, then Einstein’s equations are not a “prediction” of
String theory.

Please explain why it is more complicated than this.

Although I find it hard to believe that ST will ever be a useful tool in doing
anything other than duping funding agencies, I do at least agree about group
theory – indeed, if you can be bothered to look through the archives of this blog,
you will find me advocating teaching the theory of continuous groups to physics
undergraduates. Also, in my own attempts to understand QFT – e.g. here, I try to
give group theory as central a role as I can.

53. Thomas Larsson

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/14/our-first-guest-blogger-lawrence-krauss/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/14/our-first-guest-blogger-lawrence-krauss/
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/9f61497ebe87ade7
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/9f61497ebe87ade7
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/RQM.html
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/RQM.html


December 6, 2005

Wolfgang,

Assume that the LHC (or ILC) will provide strong empirical evidence, e.g. for a
MSSM or NMSSM model.
What would be your reaction?

I think one should formulate the answer symmetrically.

Low-energy SUSY would not prove string theory, and absense of low-energy
SUSY would not disprove it.

Low-energy SUSY would be a strong argument in favor of string theory, and
absense of low-energy SUSY would be a strong argument against it.

Do you agree?

I have an analogous question about LQG, which somebody (Christine perhaps)
may be able to answer. LQG apparently predicts (or may predict) Lorentz
violation. If this is observed in Auger or GLAST (or whatever the relevant
experiments are called), it would be a great triumph for LQG. But is it a real,
falsifiable prediction, in the sense that no Lorentz violation at Auger or GLAST
would disprove LQG?

54. Christine Dantas
December 6, 2005

Thomas Larsson Says:

I have an analogous question about LQG, which somebody (Christine perhaps)
may be able to answer. LQG apparently predicts (or may predict) Lorentz
violation. If this is observed in Auger or GLAST (or whatever the relevant
experiments are called), it would be a great triumph for LQG. But is it a real,
falsifiable prediction, in the sense that no Lorentz violation at Auger or GLAST
would disprove LQG?

According to Lee Smolin, there are two scenarios that specify how lorentz
invariance is treated in LQG, see: “An invitation to Loop Quantum Gravity” (hep-
th/0408048; section 5, “The near term experimental situation”). From a reading
of this material, it is not really clear that LQG offers clean-cut, distinguishable
low-energy physical predictions at the moment, exactly because of these 2
possible scenarios. But that is my understanding.

I think Smolin offers a somewhat optimistic view, which is not something
particularly bad, I even share it. That is acceptable if you are not stuck by it and
are able to contrast it with, e.g., Amelino-Camelia et al.’s (gr-qc/0501053) more
direct words expressing that the main difficulty is:

“the fact that the techniques for obtaining the classical limit of the theory
have not yet been developed. Since our phenomenology will usually be



structured as a search of corrections to the classical effects, this is a very serious
issue. However, several authors [16, 17, 18, 19], guided by the intuition from
working with some candidate quasiclassical states, made analyses that led to the
expectation that Lorentz symmetry should be broken in Loop Quantum Gravity,
and as a result the Maxwell and Dirac equations should include extra terms of
higher derivatives. But clearly these violations from Lorentz symmetry still
cannot be viewed as a “prediction” of Loop Quantum Gravity because of the
heuristic nature of the underlying arguments, and indeed there are some authors
(see, e.g. Ref. [20]) who have presented arguments in favour of exact Lorentz
symmetry for Loop Quantum Gravity.”

Two more papers I find relevant are:

* “Falsifiable predictions from semiclassical quantum gravity” (by Lee Smolin,
hep-th/0501091).

* “On Loop Quantum Gravity Phenomenology and the Issue of Lorentz Invariance
(by Martin Bojowald et al., gr-qc/0411101).

I have a somewhat biased view that LQG is — or will eventually be — a falsifiable
approach/theory, and the current problems of LQG concerning the issue of
predictability are of a very different nature as those already pointed out in the
case of string theory. That is my biased view but I am attempting to broaden my
understanding of this matter of course.

The overall conclusion I have at the moment is that LQG phenomenology is a
very, very incipient one, but a possible one. I have a much more pessimistic
view concerning ST, since, as already stated, “string theory may predict many
new low-energy effects, but it can also be easily tuned to avoid all of them”. I do
not think that is the case for LQG, but I may be in error of course.

55. Juan R.
December 6, 2005

Ed Witten often has said in open forums and media that string theory pre-dicts
gravity.

Of course, this is a nonsense and then Witten openly admits that that really with
that phrase is that he means a post-diction because

the experiment was done before the theory.

Naturally, an ‘uniportant’ detail for stringys!

Source: Interview with John Horgan on the in-famous book The End of science.

Note1: i obtained the Spanish version (pag 97), perhaps the english quote is not
exactly equal.

Note2: perhaps i would remember readers as Jose that only ‘gravity’ contained in
superstring theory is a perturbative spin-2 (masless) graviton over a flat classical



spacetime. String states are masless and, therefore, even a basic description of
e-e gravitational scattering is absent.

Of course, a spin-2 perturbation over a flat background is NOT general relativity.

How many times, will string theory be mistified until it was abandoned as a
complete failure?

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

56. Juan R.
December 6, 2005

Christine Dantas, it appears that LQG already offers expressions for alpha
coefficient and some bounds for beta, but I have not clear still is at what
extension the proporcionality constant (L_p) is fixed on LQG.

Moreover, not forget that still nobody has proven that LQG was the correct
classical limit. Why would we speculate about future AUGER, GLAST, etc.
predictions being unable to explain current data (classical gravity)?

Even if tomorrow LQG offers corrects values for possible Lorentz violations, will
continue to be an incorrect theory if anybody does not prove that when h–> 0,
LQG –> GR or similar.

The same about ‘stringys’, very anxious waiting indications of supersimmetry at
HLC without worry that string theory has not the correct low energy limit?

Is this science?

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

57. Christine Dantas
December 6, 2005

Juan R. Says:

I have not clear still is at what extension the proporcionality constant
(L_p) is fixed on LQG.

I would like to know that too. I have a lot of information yet to process. Could
someone answer that?

Even if tomorrow LQG offers corrects values for possible Lorentz
violations, will continue to be an incorrect theory if anybody does not
prove that when h–> 0, LQG –> GR or similar.

Undoubtedly yes. I have never thought otherwise.



Is this science?

According to Frank Wolfs’ text,

The scientific method is the process by which scientists, collectively
and over time, endeavor to construct an accurate (that is, reliable,
consistent and non-arbitrary) representation of the world.

So the answer would be yes if we believe we are in the process of construction
without forgetting the 3 magic words: reliable, consistent and non-arbitrary.
However, of course this is not all. Let us review some concepts. He continues:

In physics and other science disciplines, the words “hypothesis,”
“model,” “theory” and “law” have different connotations in relation to
the stage of acceptance or knowledge about a group of phenomena.

1. An hypothesis is a limited statement regarding cause and effect in
specific situations; it also refers to our state of knowledge before
experimental work has been performed and perhaps even before
new phenomena have been predicted.

2. The word model is reserved for situations when it is known that the
hypothesis has at least limited validity.

3. A scientific theory or law represents an hypothesis, or a group of
related hypotheses, which has been confirmed through repeated
experimental tests.

So it is my opinion that ST and LQG are both hypotheses for sure (at least in the
sense highlighted above). I am optimistic that LQG can evolve towards item 3,
because item 2 seems within its reach, if not already. I am not sure about string
theory and other approaches, but one obvious thing that none of them can be
seen as theories.

Christine

58. Aaron Bergman
December 6, 2005

If we have to select, among the various candidate String theories, the ones that
contain Einstein’s equations, then Einstein’s equations are not a “prediction” of
String theory.

We don’t have to do so. It’s very hard to write down a string theory that doesn’t
contain gravity. Sometimes it’s even annoying. Much of the excitement about the
twistor string, for example, was tempered when it turned out that it was
computing amplitudes in conformal supergravity rather than ordinary super
Yang-Mills.

59. Juan R.
December 8, 2005

http://teacher.nsrl.rochester.edu/phy_labs/AppendixE/AppendixE.html
http://teacher.nsrl.rochester.edu/phy_labs/AppendixE/AppendixE.html


Aaron Bergman Said;

We don’t have to do so. It’s very hard to write down a string theory that
doesn’t contain gravity. Sometimes it’s even annoying. Much of the
excitement about the twistor string, for example, was tempered when
it turned out that it was computing amplitudes in conformal
supergravity rather than ordinary super Yang-Mills.

Any inexpert reader would be convinced that string theory works except by a
‘small’ detail you forgot.

As explained above on reply to Jose, the “gravity” contained in string
‘theory’ is not the gravity contained on general relativity not Newtonian
gravity

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

60. Juan R.
December 8, 2005

Christine Dantas,

In science a hypotesis is a premise can be falsified via laboratory. The hypothesis,
beyond any distance reachable by present or future telescopes stars are pink
cubes is not scientific since is not testable. It would a metaphysical hypotesis.

Therefore string theory is not a scientific hypotesis since it is not (in rigor)
testable; in fact, some leading string theorists openly call it a kind of church (i
can obtain this cite).

A priori, i think that LQG may be a scientific hypotesis. However, my emphasis
on the classical limit of LQG was not superfitial.

The failure for finding the limit is not due to thecnical difficulties. I mean that the
classical limit obtained is not compatible with correct classical limit and this is
the basis of the general criticism to LQG: it has not the correct classical limit.

Therefore, as one scientist, i consider ‘stupid’ the construction of detailed
models and predictions for that “we will observe at HLC” when TODAY we
cannot explain already know and explained by general relativity, for example
Mercury perihelion or binary pulsar data.

That is, first to develop a candidate to quantum gravity with the correct classical
limit and then only then predict it will be observed at HLC. Do not follow this
basic scientific methodology is, in my opinion, a waste of time.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



61. Christine Dantas
December 8, 2005

Juan R. Says:

A priori, i think that LQG may be a scientific hypotesis. However, my
emphasis on the classical limit of LQG was not superfitial.

Yes, I agree with you. I do not consider it (the classical limit of LQG) a minor
problem, on the contrary. It is a very serious one of course.

Best wishes
Christine



LatexRender

December 3, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

I’ve just added LatexRender support to this weblog, using Steve Mayer’s WordPress
plugin. In principle you should now be able to add formulas in TeX in the comments
by putting the TeX in between and (without the space).

Here’s an example of the output:

\displaystyle{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-x^2}dx=\sqrt{\pi}}

I fear this will undoubtedly require some further debugging, but no time for that right
now.

Update: This is now long out of date. I’ve replaced LatexRender with MathJax
support. The opening and closing delimiters for tex math are now ‘\$’ and for
displayed math are “\$\$”.

Comments

1. woit
December 3, 2005

Let’s see if this works in the comments:

[tex]\displaystyle{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-x^2}dx=\sqrt{\pi}}[/tex]

2. D R Lunsford
December 3, 2005

[tex]
\begin{equation}
R_{\underline{mn}}=\left(\frac{2R}{W}\right)T_{mn}-\left(\frac{1}
{2W}\right)(D_{m}D_{n}+D_{n}D_{m})W\end{equation}

\[
\frac{1}{\surd}\partial_{n}\left(\surd RF^{mn}\right)=\frac{5}{4}\:
D^{m}W\]
[/tex]

Did it work?

-drl

3. Daniel Doro Ferrante
December 3, 2005

http://www.mayer.dial.pipex.com/tex.htm#latexrender
http://www.mayer.dial.pipex.com/tex.htm#latexrender
http://www.sixthform.info/steve/wordpress/
http://www.sixthform.info/steve/wordpress/
http://www.sixthform.info/steve/wordpress/
http://www.sixthform.info/steve/wordpress/


I know the post is in pt_br, but these “TeX” plugins for WP are really cool:
Testing MathML.

4. antonio
December 3, 2005

[tex]e^{e^{e^{e^{e^{e^{e^{e^{x}}}}}}}}[/tex]

5. Aaron
December 3, 2005

Hmmm. Without the spaces, I bet.

[tex]\mathbb{R}Hom_\mathcal{D}(\mathcal{E}_i,\mathcal{E_j}[k]) = 0 \quad
\forall k \mbox{ and } i>j[/tex]

6. Anonymous Dude
December 3, 2005

Copy catting…

[tex]\mathbb{R}Hom_\mathcal{D}(\mathcal{E}_i,\mathcal{E_j}[k]) = 0 \quad
\forall k \mbox{ and } i>j[/tex]

Neat! (assuming it worked)

7. D R Lunsford
December 4, 2005

Just an egregious editorial comment,

Markup languages are clunky and unreliable. This is a much better idea.

-drl

8. D R Lunsford
December 4, 2005

Quick! What’s the derivative of [tex]e^{e^{e^{e^{e^{e^{e^{e^{x}}}}}}}}
[/tex]?

-[tex]\delta\rho\lambda[/tex]

9. Thomas Larsson
December 4, 2005

Maybe formulas must fit into a single line. Let’s see what happens if we break up
the offending input.
[tex]{[}L_\mu(m), L_\nu(n){]} = [/tex]
[tex]n_\mu L_\nu(m+n) – m_\nu L_\mu(m+n) -[/tex]
[tex](c_1 m_\nu n_\mu + c_2 m_\mu n_\nu) m_\rho S^\rho(m+n)[/tex]

http://blog.olympus.het.brown.edu/science/archives/2005/11/21/6/
http://blog.olympus.het.brown.edu/science/archives/2005/11/21/6/


10. anon
December 4, 2005

[tex]E = m c^2 .[/tex]

11. FP
December 4, 2005

[tex] c = \sqrt{a^2 + b^2} [/tex]

12. Aaron
December 4, 2005

I’m getting the feeling this new toy might need a preview button….

13. anon
December 4, 2005

[tex]G = (3/4)H^2 /(\pi \rho e^3 )[/tex]

14. Ugo
December 4, 2005

Its like christmas eve on midnight when the kids are busy playing with the new
toys 

15. ksh95
December 4, 2005

this works or I give up
[tex]\sum_{\bm{G^\prime}}\sum_{w=1}^{2}M_{\bm{k}}^{vw}\left(\bm{G},
\bm{G^\prime\right)h_{\bm{k},n}^{\bm{G^\prime},
(w)}=\frac{\omega_{\bm{k},n}^{2}}{c^2}h_{\bm{k},n}^{\bm{G},(v)}
[/tex]

16. vk
December 4, 2005

[tex] \dot{\rho}(t) = \frac{i}{\hbar}[\rho , H] [/tex]

hope it works .

17. woit
December 4, 2005

Unfortunately I don’t have time to debug what went wrong with people’s failed
attempts to use this, so I just deleted them, to keep my server from continually
having to run failed latex commands. I’ll leave the rest as examples of what can
be done with this.

18. D R Lunsford
December 4, 2005



Don’t know if it’s related, but another post had all the text after a left angle
bracket (less-than sign) deleted…

-drl

19. Carl
December 4, 2005

How about arrays?

[tex]\left(\begin{array}{cc}0&i//-i&0\end{array}\right) \;\;\textrm{sure enough}
[/tex]

Carl

20. Thomas Larsson
December 4, 2005

Eggs on my face. Tonight I used instead of [ ], which was eaten as unrecognized
HTML tags, of course. Apologies to Peter for filling his comment section with
nonsense, but I hope that he will clean up after me. A previewer would be much
appreciated.
[tex]{[}L_\mu(m), L_\nu(n){]} = [/tex]
[tex]n_\mu L_\nu(m+n) – m_\nu L_\mu(m+n) + [/tex]
[tex](c_1 m_\nu n_\mu + c_2 m_\mu n_\nu) m_\rho S^\rho(m+n)[/tex]
[tex]{[}L_\mu(m), S^\nu(n){]} = n_\mu S^\nu(m+n) + \delta^\nu_\mu m_\rho
S^\rho(m+n)[/tex]
[tex]{[}S^\mu(m),S^\nu(n){]} = 0[/tex]
[tex]m_\mu S^\mu(m) \equiv 0[/tex]

21. Daniel Doro Ferrante
December 5, 2005

Some problems happen when you type < or &: Those are “special HTML
entities” and do not get properly parsed by the plugin. In all fairness, i have not
had any trouble with the <, but i have had the exact same trouble with tables
when using &s in order to separate the fields.

Religious wars aside: DRL, MathML is pretty good… and if you use the plugin i
mention on the link i sent [see my previous comment above], you won’t have
much trouble.

22. Alejandro Rivero
December 5, 2005

Speaking of plugins, there is a podcast plugin around. http://aleph.llull.net/post-
to-speech/

You could try to include TeX to Speech features 

23. J.F. Moore
December 5, 2005

http://aleph.llull.net/post-to-speech/
http://aleph.llull.net/post-to-speech/
http://aleph.llull.net/post-to-speech/
http://aleph.llull.net/post-to-speech/


D.R. Lunsford,

Latex is a markup language.

Peter,

This is very neat, haven’t seen it before in a comment section.

24. D R Lunsford
December 5, 2005

JF, not in the context of a browser, any more than Postscript is. “Everyone knows
this”. Congrats on being the third person this morning to say something idiotic!

This thing generates images and puts them in image tags.

-drl

25. woit
December 5, 2005

drl,

Please stop with the abuse of other commenters as idiots, save it for special
occasions.

What is going on here is that the webserver is running latex, using a graphics
manipulation program to turn the result into a gif graphics file, which then gets
included in the page. Advantages: you don’t need any special fonts or plugins for
your browser. Disadvantages: doesn’t scale properly, a search engine can’t get at
the content, probably others.

26. Henrik
December 5, 2005

[tex] \coprod_{2}=\biguplus_{1} [/tex]

27. D R Lunsford
December 5, 2005

Peter, the other two were offsite.

-drl

28. Kasper Olsen
December 5, 2005

Nice, Peter – but I’m sure somebody already “proved” that it works…

Peter and everybody else: any similar software for use at blogger.cóm?

Best, Kasper



29. Who
December 5, 2005

Chris Beasley has posted a new Beasley-Witten paper
in case anyone is interested
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512039
New Instanton Effects in String Theory

I assume some other blogs mentioned it but am having trouble
opening them, so can’t be sure. Is it news that Edward Witten
has coauthored a stringy paper? Don’t recall many such from him
recently.

30. D R Lunsford
December 7, 2005

Another supremely uninteresting paper without a millisecond expended on
physical thought. To witness a genius like Witten produce this effluvia is
analogous to watching some hypothetical Beethoven scribble down advertising
jingles for an orchestra of detuned kazoos.

Not only is there no physics, but the paper’s English style is as deadly
monotonous as VCR clock-setting instructions.

-drl

31. God
December 7, 2005

Lunsford, I notice that Woit comes in for criticism on Wikipedia for being
needlessly kind to Witten: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Woit

32. woit
December 7, 2005

Ugh,
It’s pretty annoying to see the Wikipedia entry containing Witten-bashing and
descriptions of my research I don’t really agree with. Too busy right now, but I’ll
have to see if I can get this changed.

33. logopetria
December 7, 2005

I’ve had a go at making a few (minor) improvements. Here’s a snapshot of the
page as I left it:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Peter_Woit&oldid=30491221

Took out the Witten-bashing, deleted the stuff about your research that was, I
guess, unrepresentative, and replaced it with a couple of sentences from a post
at this site. Hope that’s OK. Can’t claim that I’ve made the page better, but I
hope I’ve made it less bad.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512039
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512039
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Woit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Woit
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Peter_Woit&oldid=30491221
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Peter_Woit&oldid=30491221


34. God
December 7, 2005

Logopetria,

Good, but you deleted the bits saying:

‘He argues that from the path integrals approach to quantum field theory,
Euclidean four dimensional space makes the most sense, and Unitary group U(2)
is a proper subset of Special Orthogonal group SO(4). Using a spin
representation Spin(2n), U(2) gives the quantum numbers of a Standard Model
generation of leptons. For a generation of quarks, the ‘vacuum’ vector
transforms under Unitary group U(1) with charge 4/3, which makes the overall
average U(1) charge of a generation of leptons and quarks zero.’

(that just summarises the ideas arrived at in hep-th/0206135) and

‘Witten, however, has his own share of crackpotism as the inventor of the
mainstream string theory, ‘M-theory’, in 1995: ‘String theory has the remarkable
property of predicting gravity.’ (Witten, April 1996 Physics Today.) Peter Woit
avoids an outright condemnation of Witten.’

then you inserted a link to ‘The Holy Grail of Physics’,
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=3 which is a mud-wrestling
argument between Woit and professor Srednicki!

35. Florifulgurator
December 7, 2005

Badly programmed thing! Last try, no & now. This is first time I TeX this
century… Yay…
[tex]T\bigotimes\bigwedge T \longmapsto\bigwedge T\cr t\otimes a \mapsto
t\wedge a[/tex]

36. Florifulgurator
December 7, 2005

How to get \cr work??? 

37. D R Lunsford
December 7, 2005

The Wikipedia is just more Internet-Googly trash on the level of flag-waving
right-wing war manifesti and porn sites. How surprising that it should contain
questionable material!

A venerated reporter, John Siegenthaler I believe was his name, was falsely
accused on Wikipedia of participating in assassination plots! I would sooner read
the National Inquirer than that pile of horse dung.

It’s remarkable how so-called “freedom of information” has corroded intellectual
rigor so rapidly. Take a look at the stink wafting from Usenet if you’re not
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convinced.

-drl

38. Juan R.
December 16, 2005

A simple proof

[tex]g^{ik} = \eta^{ik} + h^{ik}[/tex]



Roadmap for Fermilab

December 6, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Over at Quantum Diaries, Rob Gardner has an interesting report on a lunchtime
informal brown bag talk given yesterday by Pier Oddone, the director of Fermilab.

He includes some telegraphic comments about prospects for financing future
accelerators (the ILC and upgrades to the LHC):

Scenarios are complex to me! What will CERN and Asia do? Looking at 8B for ILC?
How to share the cost? CERN is in debt till 2010! And, note that LHC will need to be
upgraded, and will cost 1.5B or so. Can CERN chip in 1B + other Europe 1B? Can we
then claim 50% from abroad (ask for 4B)? But what if the ILC RDR comes back at
12B?

Comments

1. anon
December 6, 2005

What we need is Intelligent Design (of colliders). Hmmm…IDC

2. scott
December 7, 2005

off topic question: Peter, what happened to that review of Susskind’s book you
said you were working on over at cosmicvariance? Are you still going to write
that?

3. woit
December 7, 2005

Hi Scott,

Hope to have it done later today. Got behind schedule on a bunch of things partly
due to a day lost to a migraine headache.

4. Chris Oakley
December 7, 2005

Peter,

Do any String theorists have access to your kitchen?

One can’t be too careful …

5. Quantoken
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December 7, 2005

Sure they have access to Peter’s kitchen. Through extra dimentions!!! Kaku, the
guy who always brag about extra dimentions, has no problem access the TV
screen in my family room, no matter what channel I switch to. I guess he has
plenty of extra dimentions to use 



The Cosmic Landscape

December 7, 2005
Categories: Book Reviews

Susskind’s new book, The Cosmic Landscape: String Theory and the Illusion of
Intelligent Design is now out. It’s basically a lengthy version for the general public of
the argument that he has been, with some success, trying to sell to the physics
community for the last few years. In short, the argument is that the compatibility of
string theory with an essentially infinite variety of different physics is not a bad thing
(because it can’t predict anything), but a good thing (because it allows an anthropic
argument for the small size of the cosmological constant).

Susskind devotes quite a lot of space to attacking the argument that the string theory
picture of unification is “elegant”, instead promoting the idea that the properties of
the universe come from some more or less random very complicated “Rube Goldberg”
construction of a vacuum, one whose nature is just constrained by the anthropic
principle. He asks:

But is String Theory beautiful? Does String Theory live up to the standards of
elegance and uniqueness that physicists demand? Are its equations few and simple?
And, most important, are the Laws of Physics implied by String Theory unique?

He answers these questions by first making fun of the supposed mathematical
elegance of the theory:

Elegance requires that the number of defining equations be small. Five is better than
ten, and one is better than five. On this score, one might facetiously say that String
Theory is the ultimate epitome of elegance. With all the years that String Theory has
been studied, no one has ever found even a single defining equation! The number at
present count is zero. We know neither what the fundamental equations of the theory
are nor even if it has any.

He goes on to argue that the laws of physics implied by string theory have turned out
to be highly non-unique:

During the 1990s the number of possibilities grew exponentially. String theorists
watched with horror as a stupendous Landscape opened up with so many valleys that
almost anything can be found somewhere in it.

The theory also exhibited a nasty tendency to produce Rube Goldberg machines. In
searching the Landscape for the Standard Model, the constructions became
unpleasantly complicated. More and more “moving parts” had to be introduced to
account for all the requirements, and by now it seems that no realistic model would
pass muster with the American Society of Engineers — not for elegance in any case.

From this he draws the following bizarre conclusion:

Judged by the ordinary criteria of uniqueness and elegance, String Theory has gone
from being Beauty to being the Beast. And yet the more I think about this unfortunate
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history, the more reason I think there is to believe that String Theory is the answer.

He remarks with surprise that no one has drawn the obvious conclusion that these
arguments just imply that string theory is wrong:

What I have never heard is criticism based on the unfortunate inelegance or the lack
of uniqueness of String Theory. Either of these tendencies might be thrown back at
the string theorists as evidence that their own hopes for the theory are misguided.
Perhaps part of the reason that the enemies haven’t pounced is that string theorists
have kept their Achilles heel under wraps until fairly recently. I suspect that now that
it is becoming public, partly through my own writings and lectures, the kibitzers on
the sidelines will be grinning and loudly announcing, “Ha, ha, we knew it all along.
String Theory is dead.”

adding a footnote to this paragraph in proof:

This remark was written in the spring of 1994, but by the time I completed writing
‘The Cosmic Landscape’ a year later, the vultures had descended in force.

He seems to have forgotten about at least one particular vulture, who back in 2003,
tried to make this point at the question session after one of his colloquium talks.

Susskind’s argument that string theory’s compatibility with just about anything is
actually an advantage is based on the fact that this makes a place for Weinberg’s
1987 anthropic principle argument for the size of the cosmological constant (which
from what I’ve seen gets it wrong by at least one to two orders of magnitude if you
only vary the CC, more if you vary other parameters). He addresses criticism of the
anthropic principle as unscientific by denouncing the field of philosophy of science,
and the criterion of falsifiability in particular:

Frankly, I would have preferred to avoid the kind of philosophical discourse that the
Anthropic Principle excites. But the pontification, by the “Popperazi,” about what is
and what is not science has become so furious in news reports and Internet blogs that
I feel I have to address it.

He then goes on to quote from something he wrote for a debate with Smolin at the
Edge web-site. For the bizarre story of how this debate came about, including the
rejection by the arXiv of a submitted “paper” by Susskind about this, see here. He
begins with:

Throughout my long experience as a scientist I have heard unfalsifiability hurled at so
many important ideas that I am inclined to think that no idea can have great merit
unless it has drawn this criticism. I’ll give some examples:

The examples he gives are:

1. Behaviorist psychologists like B. F. Skinner who argued that statements about
emotions were unscientific. Here I think Susskind is confusing positivism (the
philosophy that science should just deal with directly observable quantities), with
falsifiability, which is different. A theory may be based on quantities that are not
directly observable, and still make falsifiable predictions about experimentally
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observable quantities. In any case, physics is supposed to be a much “harder” science
than that part of psychology dealing with human emotions, and it is pretty strange for
a physicist to be arguing that what he is doing really is science using this as an
example.

2. The theory of quarks. Again, Susskind completely confuses positivistic objections
(that if quarks are not directly observable you shouldn’t talk about them), with
falsifiability. While quark theory was problematic until 1973 since there was no
workable dynamics, it was taken seriously because it made some very impressive,
highly falsifiable predictions. The best known example is the quark theory prediction
of the mass, spin and charge of the Omega-Minus particle. If string theory had made
some predictions like this, few people would be criticizing it.

3. The theory of inflation. Susskind claims that after Guth first came up with this in
1980, it was attacked as unfalsifiable. I don’t recall ever having heard such a
criticism, although it was always clear and remains true to this day that
experimentally distinguishing between the predictions of different mechanisms for
inflation is difficult. From what I remember, there was actually a lot more optimism in
the early 80s about this than now, since people were pretty enthusiastic about GUT
models, and there seemed to be a good chance that one of the scalar fields in a simple
GUT model would do the trick. Susskind writes: “It took 20 years to do the
experiments that confirmed inflation.” As far as I know people were calculating the
effects of inflation on the CMB and starting to design experiments to see them within
a few years after Guth’s work. I don’t see the relevance of the fact that it took a while
to get a sufficiently sensitive experiment working.

4. The theory of evolution. Susskind joins other string theorists like Lubos Motl and
an anonymous Cambridge referee I dealt with in believing that the status of string
theory is much like that of the theory of evolution. He seems to believe that fossil
evidence is irrelevant to testing Darwin, writing:

And it took more 100 years or more for to decisively test Darwin (some would even
say that it has yet to be tested).

I’ll leave it to a professional biologist like P. Z. Myers to argue this point with him, but
it seems to me both nutty and irresponsible, given the ongoing battles over the
teaching of evolution (which Susskind is getting himself involved with in the very
subtitle of this book).

After attacking falsifiability as a criterion for a scientific theory, Susskind does admit
that a theory has to make some predictions, even if they’re not the sort that could
falsify the theory. He acknowledges difficulty in coming up with any predictions:

Is there any way to explain in which of these anthropically acceptable vacuums we
live? Obviously, the Anthropic Principle cannot help us predict which one we live in —
any of these vacuums is acceptable.

This conclusion is frustrating. It leaves the theory open to the criticism that it has no
predictive power, something that scientists are very sensitive about.

He discusses the idea of using statistical arguments, acknowledging that there are
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severe problems with this due to the “measure problem” of not being able to compare
sizes of infinite sets, as well as the problem of not knowing what a priori probability
to assign to any given vacuum state. Finally he does try and come up with some
suggestions of how the theory might be tested, they are:

1. Evidence in the CMB that our universe was formed by bubble nucleation:

If we are very, very lucky, the largest lumps in the CMB might date to a time just
before the usual Inflation got started — in other words, just as the universe was
settling onto the inflationary ledge…

If we are that lucky, then the Inflation did not go on long enough to wipe out evidence
for the curvature of space… If our pocket universe was born in a bubble nucleation
event, the universe must be negatively curved.

At the level of accuracy that the curvature of space has been measured, there is no
indication of such curvature. This idea may fail because standard Inflation probably
has been going on for a long time when the largest visible lumps were formed.

So, this is both very unlikely to be something we can observe, and even if we did it
would only tell us that the universe was born in a nucleation event, still giving us just
about zero information about the supposed landscape and none whatsoever about
string theory.

2. Cosmic superstrings. Here Susskind is referring to claims by Polchinski and others
that amidst the infinity of possible physics due to string theory, one can cook up
special cases where certain kinds of superstrings of astronomical dimensions exist
and have properties precisely such that we wouldn’t have seen them yet, but could
see their effects in gravitational wave experiments like Advanced LIGO. As far as I’ve
ever been able to tell, these are contrived constructions, with no reason at all that the
vacuum state of the real world should be such as to support them. These are highly
non-falsifiable “predictions” of string theory. No string theorist is going to give up on
string theory just because Advanced LIGO doesn’t see these effects.

3. High energy physics. Susskind talks about the LHC and the question of whether the
fine-tuning problem of the Higgs mass will be resolved by supersymmetry or is
anthropic. He acknowledges that, based on Landscape arguments:

My original guess was that supersymmetry was not favored, and I said so in print. But
I have changed my mind — twice — and probably not for the last time.

This isn’t much of a argument for predictivity on this issue, but I guess his point is
that sufficient study of the Landscape might somehow resolve this question, although
all the evidence so far is that this is not possible.

The bottom line here is that Susskind is unable to come up with any remotely
plausible way of ever getting any scientific predictions out of the string theory
landscape framework, and yet he thinks it is a good idea to write a popular book
designed to sell it to the public. He makes clear that he is doing this because he sees
himself at war with that part of the theoretical physics community which still believes
in the idea of continuing to try and do what theoretical physicists have always done:



find a more mathematically beautiful, more compelling, more predictive theory than
the one we have now. In one chapter he surveys the state of the ongoing political
battle for the hearts and minds of his fellow theorists. He crows (with some
justification) that Weinberg agrees with him, saying physicists have to give up the
paradigm of how to do physics they pursued during the last century, that Witten is
facing defeat and getting depressed, that Joe Polchinski says there’s no alternative,
that the entire Stanford theoretical physics group are his allies, that ‘t Hooft won’t
rule out anthropic explanations, that Maldacena believes in the Landscape, that
Michael Douglas is on his side, that cosmologists Linde, Vilenkin, Rees and Tegmark
are in his camp, and that Alan Guth is at least a fence sitter. One of the few active
opponents that he sees left on the scene is David Gross, whose reasons for opposition
he describes as “more ideological than scientific.” He sees Gross as dead meat: “the
field of physics is littered with the corpses of stubborn old men who didn’t know when
to give up.”

In coming weeks, it will be interesting to see how the physics community deals with
the challenge presented by Susskind’s publicity campaign for changing how
theoretical physics is done. So far the initial signs are depressing. Michael Duff’s
review in Physics World just more or less respectfully repeats Susskind’s argument,
not challenging it in any way. In a review of the Duff review, Clifford Johnson answers
the question of whether this sort of thing is still science with “I have not yet made up
my own mind whether it sits well with me or not…” He makes a distinction between
postdiction and prediction that I don’t quite agree with (if Susskind’s framework
accurately postdicted even a few of the known Standard Model parameters, I’d be a
believer). He takes the usual stance favored by most sensible string theorists who
want to keep working on the theory that they don’t understand the theory well
enough yet to know whether they are stuck with the Landscape or not. Finally he
thinks there’s a chance that maybe the structure of the Landscape is such that once
one anthropically fixed the CC and some other constants, the remaining set of vacua
would actually predict something. I don’t see the slightest evidence for this, but it’s
the argument many are now using to justify exploring the Landscape and surrounding
swampland instead of giving up on string theory and trying to find a better idea.

Update: I should have mentioned a recent well thought out review of Susskind’s book
at Tech Central Station by Kenneth Silber. It’s quite sensible and worth reading if
you’re following this story. Another review of the book has just appeared, this one by
George Ellis at Nature. Ellis is much more critical of Susskind than Duff was, realizing
that the crucial issue is that Susskind has no evidence for his claims, and writing in
his final paragraph:

Physicists indulging in this kind of speculation sometimes denigrate philosophers of
science, but they themselves do not yet have rigorous criteria to offer for proof of
physical existence. This is what is needed to make this area solid science, rather than
speculation. Until then, the multiverse situation seems to fit St Paul’s description:
“Faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.” In this
case, it is faith that enormous extrapolations from tested physics are correct; hope
that correct hints as to the way things really are have been identified from all the
possibilities, and that the present marginal evidence to the contrary will go away.

One peculiar thing about Ellis’s review is that he accuses Susskind of ignoring the
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fact that there is no experimental evidence for negative curvature of the sort one
might get if the universe was formed by bubble nucleation. In Susskind’s defense, he
does address this point, saying it is very unlikely we can see this negative curvature
since inflation is likely to have gone on long enough to make it unmeasurably small.

Comments

1. Chris W.
December 7, 2005

One hardly knows what to say. I find myself wondering whether this isn’t some
kind of setup, with Susskind accusing dozens of people—some years from now—
of allowing themselves to get sucked in by what was, in the end, just a ruse.

Also, I sense an ironic twist in many of Weinberg’s comments on this subject that
suggest he isn’t buying. He has merely made a modest investment which he
would be happy to lose. (He hasn’t actually done much work on the Landscape
himself, right?)

Great post, Peter.

2. D R Lunsford
December 7, 2005

(aside) In contrast to this garbage, Cooperstock and Tieu have a followup paper
on galactic rotation curves:

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0512048

-drl

3. D R Lunsford
December 7, 2005

Speaking of Guth, one might well point out that the modern idiocracy rose to
power along with the general acceptance of the intellectually bankrupt idea of
“cosmic inflation”.

We physicists need to take our subject back from these bright boys.

-drl

4. Arun
December 7, 2005

A great essay, but profoundly depressing.

5. MP
December 8, 2005
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Can anyone who knows these things comment on the braneworld scenarios? The
claim is that braneworld predictions are testable in the not so distant future.

6. hack
December 8, 2005

“What I have never heard is criticism based on the unfortunate inelegance or the
lack of uniqueness of String Theory”

If he has never heard this criticism, it’s because his fingers were plugging his
ears while he said “na na na na na…”

7. Kasper Olsen
December 8, 2005

@ MP: how braneworld theories can be tested: read Lisa Randall’s new book,
Warped passages, or look at xxx.lanl.gov…

regards, Kasper

8. Adrian Heathcote
December 8, 2005

Peter

A great article, and for my money you are spot on in your critisisms of Susskind’s
claims about falsifiability. Susskind seems to not have a clue about these things.
And it’s interesting that he didn’t mention the one theory that has repeatedly
faced claims of unfalsifiability, namely Freud’s theory of dreams and repression.
And he doesn’t mention it because it would upset this silly idea that a theory
could be perfectly good yet unfalsifiable.

(Why do referees do such a poor job? they block the good and interesting, and let
through confused stuff like this. The world’s going to hell in a handbasket.)

9. Jose
December 8, 2005

It seems to me that the book of Susskind is the best allegation against string
theory!.

10. Chris Oakley
December 8, 2005

Why do referees do such a poor job? They block the good and interesting, and let
through confused stuff like this.

This may have something to do with the fact that LS has a prestigious job at a
prestigious university.

The same comment I made about Weinberg also applies here: if one is in a
position of influence then one is duty bound to try to encourage people to do



one’s subject rather than to try to scare them off. Telling people that String
theory is nonsense but still the only idea in particle physics worthy of study is not
going to make anyone want to sign up.
Of course, there are alternatives to String theory, but the String-theory-
dominated research establishment does its utmost to make sure that these
particular suckers never get an even break. In the long run, though, if leaders
like Susskind and Weinberg convince taxpayers that theoretical particle physics
is not worth funding, then who are the real suckers?

11. Juan R.
December 8, 2005

Peter Woit said,

Susskind’s new book, The Cosmic Landscape: String Theory and the
Illusion of Intelligent Design is now out. It’s basically a lengthy version
for the general public of the argument that he has been, with some
success, trying to sell to the physics community for the last few years.
In short, the argument is that the compatibility of string theory with an
essentially infinite variety of different physics is not a bad thing
(because it can’t predict anything), but a good thing (because it allows
an anthropic argument for the small size of the cosmological constant).

That is, we can choose between two options:

– Theory A. The theory predicts many things with great precision. By “predict” i
mean that one knows the result of an experiment before it was done. For
instance, one known approximation to theory A is the pair standard model more
general relativity, even if both are incompatible, since both provide excellent
result on the very big and the very small! Of course the true theory A may be
internally compatible. String theorists often misunderstand the word “predict”
and use it instead of “post-dict”. By “post-dict” i mean that one may know first
the experiment and then modify/adapt the theory to the obtained value. Since we
may know first the experimental outcome, of course, the practical utility of this
kind of theories is zero. The theory cannot scientifically explain the cosmological
constant.

– String ‘theory’. Or its M unknown generalization! The ‘theory’ predicts
nothing of this world and is incompatible with physics we observe in laboratory.
Since string ‘theory’ is not useful, people of the real world continue using well-
tested scientific theories. For example, astronomers continue using general
relativity on the prediction/explanation of phenomena. Chemists continue using
quantum mechanics of particles on the computation of reaction constants,
biologists continue using thermodynamics to understand metabolism, etc. Using
antrophic principle, string theorists can ‘explain’ the cosmological constant. The
antrophic principle basically says that cosmological constant has value we
measure because if has other value life would be imposible and we would not
measure it! Of course, this is not a scientific explanation. At the best, it is
phylosophical one, but of no real utility on science.



Therefore, the option opened by string theory reduces to either scientifically
understand/predict/explain a ‘billion’ of things or scientifically
understand/predict/explain nothing and just phylosophically explain ONE single
thing.

Of course, the phylosophical antrophic principle can be used with theory A!

Since my position is well-known i add no more comments!

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

12. DMS
December 8, 2005

Nice, but depressing review.

It is quite pathetic to see some of the arguments used by Susskind, like
comparing string theory to QCD, in terms of falsifiability. Whom does he think he
is fooling with this blatant lie?

I am afraid the post-War (generally very favourable) perception of the public of
physics(and physicists in general), not just string theorists, will be severely
damaged. This will not be without consequences.

It is quite amusing to see the kid glove treatment of Susskind by other string
theorists and contrast it with the reaction to Krauss; he obviously touched a
nerve. The irony is that Susskind’s book(right from the title onwards) is more
damaging to the field than Krauss’. I suppose, intellectual dishonesty is in all
fields, but the extent of it in string theory may be unrivalled.

I was quite surprised to note the many eminent physicists who are behind this
anthropic nonsense, or at least not outright rejecting it. I was under the
impression that it was merely a fringe in the community. No longer, it seems…

DMS

13. a
December 8, 2005

I think you are discussing two different issues.

1) The anthropic issue. Here you seem too negative: experiments still have
something important to say. If LHC will find that the Higgs mass hierarchy
problem is solved in some “natural” way, anthropic interpretations will be mostly
abandoned. If LHC will find nothing, anthropic intrpretations will be a good
alternative to harakiri.

2) The string issue. Here it is easy to guess the impact of LHC results: whatever
LHC will find (nothing? supersymmetry? extra dimensions?) will be used to argue
in favor of string theory, and you are doing a good work to make the situation



more healthy.

14. Dumb Biologist
December 8, 2005

Dear. Dr. Woit,

I’ve been an admiring lurker for quite some time*, but this review prompted me
to contribute. Superbly written, and I am always deeply appreciative of scientists
who can not only think clearly, but also communicate their thoughts with equal
parts clarity and cogency to a lay audience (in physics, at least). I suppose the
depressing starkness with which Susskind’s bereft position is revealed is also
due, in no small part, to his efforts to reach a broad audience as well.

I’ve no doubt Dr. Susskind is my intellectual superior, as are most, if not all of the
String “theorists”, but all the powers of all the greatest physicists joined
together will never conjure experimental verification out of thin air, and for the
assay and its fruits, logic is simply no substitute in the realm of skeptical inquiry.
Now that we’ve seen a preeminent physicist’s attempt to herald a new paradigm
shift, by eschewing testability altogether in the name of “progress”, I fear for the
integrity of the natural sciences in general, and physics in particular. I’d laugh it
off in happier times, but particularly the ID “theorists'” faith-based pollution and
perversion of the public scientific discourse has revealed how truly vulnerable
the edifice of skeptical inquiry, built as it has been, brick-by-torturous-brick since
the Renaissance, can be battered by the rams of fundamentalist faith and
dogmatic philosphizing on nothing. It’s painful to see science assaulted from
without, but positively excruciating to see it eat at itself from within.

Despite the sometimes overly-pejorative nature of the conversation here (which
it seems you’ve recently taken more assertive steps to limit, which I appreciate),
I’m glad people like you are willing to stick their necks out and protest this
corruption of the scientific method. I hope the message gets through someday.

*I chose my handle to preempt any insults hurled my way by Dr. Motl, should he
deign to swat at a biognat such as myself if something I might ever say touches a
nerve.

15. woit
December 8, 2005

a,

All I was doing here was reporting on what Susskind is saying, he’s the one
bringing claiming that string theory both allows and requires anthropic
arguments, and that, perversely, this is a good thing.

16. Chris Oakley
December 8, 2005

I chose my handle to preempt any insults hurled my way by Dr. Motl, should he
deign to swat at a biognat such as myself if something I might ever say touches a



nerve.

No-one is going to take you seriously in this forum until you have been savaged
by Lubos Motl. Look on it as a rite of passage.

17. Brett
December 8, 2005

While I disagree with Susskind’s ideas about anthropic reasoning, I have to say
that I find Smolin’s arguments on the subject equally unconvincing. Smolin’s
(and everyone else’s) main example of how the anthropic principle is used is
Weinberg’s examination of the cosmological constant. Smolin’s seems to mistake
the fundamentally inductive character of this argument. The deductive stage is
unambiguous, that because there are galaxies, the cosmological constant must
be small. But this tells us nothing about why it is small. Part of the purpose of
science is to determine causes for what is observed, and what Weinberg wanted
to argue was that the size of the cosmological constant could provide evidence
that the cause of that smallness was purely anthropic. While I do not consider his
evidence to be all that strong, the problem is a numerical, not philosophical one.

I believe that Susskind is correct that bringing heavy philosophy into things is
simply misleading, and Popper’s ideas, in particular, do not really match with
how many real scientists have always done science. Popper rejected almost
entirely the notion of positive evidence, which is really one of the cornerstones of
the scientific method. Falsifiability is fundamentally a deductive criterion; we can
deduce which theories are false, but not which are true. The earliest modern
philosophers of science, Descartes and Bacon, ridiculed the deductive reasoning
of the scholastics. Scholastic reasoning assumed known (and theological) causes
and tried to work of predictions from that. There was no apparatus for
determining any new causes. But finding new causes was exactly what a scientist
like Newton had to do. This is a fundamentally inductive process, and it is based,
ultimately, on the intuitive Bayesian fact that an observation of a cause’s effects
makes that cause more likely. This kind of framework allows anthropic causes,
and so there is no a priori reason to reject them as unscientific.

18. Dumb Biologist
December 8, 2005

I think if you simply substitute “testability” for “falsifiability”, many these
pernicious philisopical issues simply vanish. Science, simply put, involves putting
ideas to the test experimentally. Perhaps there are scientifically relevant
concepts which cannot be falsified by any means available to mortals, but we
become comfortable (or only ought to, anyway) with such assertions only after
the most vigorous experimental assault. That’s how science keeps itself honest.
Surely scientists utilize everything from induction to deduction to dumb luck in
the process of discovery, but the process becomes rather suspect when the very
meaning of “discovery” is subverted, and at the end of the day one no longer
feels beholden to nature to demonstrate the predictive power of one’s ideas.
Perhaps we invent hypotheses, but we verify the accuracy of those hypotheses
and build theoretical frameworks through observation. THAT is the scientific



method.

If what I have read in the “popular science media” about String “theory”, it is
right to say it’s not a theory at all, but a hypothetical model. There’s nothing
wrong with hypothetical models, but mistaking or conflating such a thing, no
matter how rigorous or ambitions, with the TESTED predictive power of a true
theoretical framework is irresponsible. Look no further than the “controversy”
over Intelligent Design to see why respecting the meaning of words like “theory”
is vitally important.

And yet: Because of its purported beauty and profundity, what started as hope
does seem, at least in the minds of some, to have become a kind of faith among
some physicists. String Theory simply must be true, because of all its wonderful
symmetries, and so forth. Ergo, if it cannot be falsified (or worse, even tested),
the need for anything remotely resembling experimental verification is shown to
be superfluous, quaint, even obstructive. Such is the “progress” we’ve achieved
with deductive reasoning, it would seem. Perhaps the sciences are coming full
circle to mere philosphy once again. It’s especially rich when the very definition
of science, speciously derided as some “Popperian dogma”, is being deliberately
reworked to defend a so-called theory that apparently can’t predict anything (or
rather, predicts everything?). The scientific method isn’t just any philosophy we
can discard when no longer fashionable (like postmodernism). At least, I hope it
isn’t, because we’ve tried promulgating “truth” after bouts of deep thought, and
that program of “discovery” has rather failed to deliver.

19. Dumb Biologist
December 8, 2005

Oh, and apologies for some of my typos and other poor writing. I failed to see the
preview unfolding below the entry field (first time posting on a blog and all…
simple use of the scroll bar would have revealed the Preview), and hence didn’t
proof-read my posts very well. I’ll may just shut up now, but, anyway, thanks
again Dr. Woit for your contributions to a worthy subject of debate.

20. Chris W.
December 8, 2005

From Leonard Susskind, in his email exchange with Lee Smolin published on
Edge.org:

Good scientific methodology is not an abstract set of rules dictated by
philosophers. It is conditioned by, and determined by, the science itself
and the scientists who create the science. What may have constituted
scientific proof for a particle physicist of the 1960’s—namely the
detection of an isolated particle—is inappropriate for a modern quark
physicist who can never hope to remove and isolate a quark. Let’s not
put the cart before the horse. Science is the horse that pulls the cart of
philosophy.

A quote from Popper, via this page:

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/smolin_susskind04/smolin_susskind.html
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/smolin_susskind04/smolin_susskind.html
http://ecospace.newport.ac.uk/philosophy/cssintro.htm
http://ecospace.newport.ac.uk/philosophy/cssintro.htm


“We all take our philosophies whether or not we are aware of this fact,
and our philosophies are not worth very much. But the impact of our
philosophies upon our actions, our lives, is often devastating. This
makes it necessary to try to improve our philosophies by criticism. This
is the only apology for continued existence of philosophy which I am
able to offer.” (from Objective Knowledge)

(I don’t think this transcription is completely accurate, but it’s very close to the
original. I remember the passage well from my own reading of Objective
Knowledge.)

21. Christine Dantas
December 8, 2005

As a somewhat newcomer to the subject of quantum gravity, and an
astrophysicist by formation, I find this all exceedingly interesting.
Congratulations to Dr. Woit for making this very relevant and timely debate
possible.

I would like to take the opportunity, if not considered a diversion, and quote the
following paragraph from Barrow & Tipler – The Anthropic Cosmological
Principle, page 275:

At present there is no theoretical understanding of why just three
dimensions have expanded to a large size if the others are indeed
confined to minute extent. However, the Anthropic arguments we gave
concerning the special properties of three-dimensional space and four-
dimensional space-time show that there would be a Weak Anthropic
explanation for this observation also; but, for all we know, it may also
be a consequence of the unique topological properties that four-
dimensional manifolds have recently been found to possess. The fact
that only they admit more than one distinct differentiable structure
may well turn out to have something to do with the fact that observable
space-time has four dimensions.

Is that view compatible or incompatible with the current anthropic landscape
issue? In any case, how can this really be useful?

Thank you,
Christine

22. Clark Goble
December 8, 2005

Good post, although I’d quibble with your discussion of logical positivism.
Logical positivism, at least none of the figures I’ve read, would say science can
“just deal with directly observable quantities.” Rather logical positivism was
more trying to take the typical science of the day and move it towards
philosophical problems. That is, if it can’t be verified empirically, it is
meaningless. That tendency goes back well into the 19th century. In America we
have figures like C. S. Peirce espousing a theory fairly similar, for instance. All

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0198750242
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0198750242
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0198750242


would admit theoretical entities, although they’d say our justification for
theoretical entities comes from this verification principle.

Once could adopt both a verification principle and a principle of falsification.
Peirce does this, for instance, although many more argued that one could verify
directly through empirical knowledge.

Logical positivism does start diving kinds of science when we get into
psychology, history and related disciplines. But with a few caveats, I think one
could be a logical positivist and not have trouble with most physics.

Where the logical positivists part ways is with people who tend to espouse a
coherency theory of truth. The positivists were very much tied up into a
correspondence theory of truth.

23. Quantum_Ranger
December 8, 2005

The clarity of your post peter, portrays a just confusion with respect to
Susskind’s “state of mind”.

It is by no coincedence that the ‘boom and bust’ mentality of the 80’s, was
perfectly matched with stringtheory’s creation and evolution.

The sober thinking these days, albeit with hindsight, needs the guiding voice and
eye’s such as you attain in your varied writings.

I do not think it is all doom’n’gloom though, but it is apperaing more and more
that there is a lot of “dis-information” contained within the Anthropic Landscape,
by fact of his positional stance, Susskind rule’s supreme, over the scientific
kingdom that is apparently untouchable as well as unaccountable?..if one takes
the vacuum background as literally de-facto?

24. Chris W.
December 8, 2005

Christine,

Regarding the significance of the special features of 4-dimensional manifolds,
see the excerpt from a paper by Hendryk Pfeiffer quoted in this comment on an
earlier post on this blog.

There is much of interest in this post and many of the ensuing comments.

25. Who
December 8, 2005

when Susskind’s views on the String Landscape are discussed, together with
Anthropic, and related, reasoning, I think you miss half the argument if you dont
mention this article by Smolin (which upset Susskind quite a bit when Lee sent
him a copy)

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=206#comment-3795
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=206#comment-3795
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=206
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=206


http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
Scientific alternatives to the anthropic principle
Lee Smolin
Contribution to “Universe or Multiverse”, ed. by Bernard Carr et. al., to be
published by Cambridge University Press.

“It is explained in detail why the Anthropic Principle (AP) cannot yield any
falsifiable predictions, and therefore cannot be a part of science. Cases which
have been claimed as successful predictions from the AP are shown to be not
that. Either they are uncontroversial applications of selection principles in one
universe (as in Dicke’s argument), or the predictions made do not actually
logically depend on any assumption about life or intelligence, but instead depend
only on arguments from observed facts (as in the case of arguments by Hoyle
and Weinberg). …
…
We show however that it is still possible to make falsifiable predictions from
theories of multiverses, if the ensemble predicted has certain properties
specified here. An example of such a falsifiable multiverse theory is cosmological
natural selection. It is reviewed here and it is argued that the theory remains
unfalsified. But it is very vulnerable to falsification by current observations,
which shows that it is a scientific theory.
The consequences for recent discussions of the AP in the context of string theory
are discussed.”

26. Christine
December 9, 2005

Chris W. wrote:

see the excerpt from a paper by Hendryk Pfeiffer

Thank you very much!

Best wishes
Christine

27. JC
December 10, 2005

Chris W.,

In your link “http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress
/?p=206#comment-3795” in a previous post, check out the talk of one of the
authors (Prakash Panangaden) of the paper you linked to gr-qc/0407094. The last
page of the talk is hilarious.

28. island
December 11, 2005

Lenny doesn’t realize it, but he is advocating a natural design theory if he’s using
the landscape to rationalize away the significance of the fact that the appearance

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
http://rl.cs.mcgill.ca/~prakash/dag04.ps
http://rl.cs.mcgill.ca/~prakash/dag04.ps
http://rl.cs.mcgill.ca/~prakash/
http://rl.cs.mcgill.ca/~prakash/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0407094/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0407094/
http://rl.cs.mcgill.ca/~prakash/dag04.ps
http://rl.cs.mcgill.ca/~prakash/dag04.ps


of [intelligent] design is undeniable… because it isn’t just an “appearance” if
multiverses don’t exist to lose the significance in.

He isn’t just correct about that, he’s…

NOT EVEN RIGHT

29. Chris W.
December 11, 2005

The same talk is available as a PDF file.

—————————
It seems that a number of computer scientists studying distributed systems have
formulated theories of what might be called asynchronous causality, and some
have noted the potential value of connecting these ideas with Lorentzian
geometry. In Panangaden’s recent papers with his collaborator Keye Martin this
point of view has been well developed.

Also see Discrete Quantum Causal Dynamics (gr-qc/0109053).

[By the way, asynchronous processor designs have been the subject of a growing
R & D effort in the computer industry for the last several years. (Sun
Microsystems’ effort has been led by Ivan Sutherland.) Synchronous clocking of
highly integrated digital circuits is threatening to become non-viable in the fairly
near future, for performance and power consumption reasons as well as the
sheer difficulty of implementation at very high clock rates.]

(* professor of CS at McGill)

30. island
December 12, 2005

Finally, he thinks there’s a chance that maybe the structure of the Landscape is
such that once one anthropically fixed the CC and some other constants, the
remaining set of vacua would actually predict something. I don’t see the slightest
evidence for this

Universes with other exaples of the commonly speculated forms of life, like;
Silicon based life, Nitrogen and Phosphorus based life. Chlorine or Sulfur based
life, where differently tuned constants produces a different set of eco-balances,
and a different ratio in the cosmic abundance of any of the mentioned elements
to carbon, of 10 to 1 in their favor, rather than the other way round like it is in
our universe… for examples of how far your imagination can run if…

… if ours is an anthropic universe that undergoes an evolutionary-like leap/bang
to a higher order of symmetry and efficiency, in terms of more uniform form of
energy-disseminating capability…

…but that’s not going to happen in the one that exists this go-round, and there
certainly isn’t the slightest bit of evidence that a “pocket” of naturally selected

http://rl.cs.mcgill.ca/~prakash/gr-slides.pdf
http://rl.cs.mcgill.ca/~prakash/gr-slides.pdf
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0109053
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0109053
http://research.sun.com/features/async/
http://research.sun.com/features/async/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_Sutherland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_Sutherland


near-identical bubble-universes in a “would-be” multiverse, would or should be
preferred over an evolving biocentric universe, for which there is pre-existing
observed justification for all the way down to your ancestors, the apes.



David Gross Admits String Theory is in Trouble

December 9, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The latest issue of New Scientist has an article entitled Nobel Laureate Admits String
Theory is in Trouble. It describes remarks by David Gross at the recent Solvay
conference in Brussels, mentioned here earlier.

Gross described the current state of string theory as “We don’t know what we are
talking about”, and also admitted:

“Many of us believed that string theory was a very dramatic break with our previous
notions of quantum theory,” he said. “But now we learn that string theory, well, is not
that much of a break.”

He said the field was in “a period of utter confusion”, and compared the current
situation to that at in 1911, at the time of the first Solvay conference, when no one
had any idea what was causing radioactivity.

“They were missing something absolutely fundamental,” he said. “We are missing
perhaps something as profound as they were back then.”

The same issue of New Scientist also has an editorial on the subject entitled Physics’
greatest endeavour is grinding to a halt, which ends as follows:

For decades, string theorists have been excused from testing their ideas against
experimental results. When astronomers discovered the accelerating expansion of the
universe, which string theory fails to account for, many string theorists took shelter in
a remarkable excuse: that their equations describe all possible universes and should
not be tied to matching data in just one of them.

But when the theory does not match the one data set we have, is it science? There is a
joke circulating on physics blogs: that we can, after all, call our universe unique.
Why? Because it is the only one that string theory cannot describe. Should we laugh
or cry?

There is a growing feeling that string theory has run into the sand. Gross thinks we
are missing something fundamental. We need a leap in understanding, though where
it will come from is not clear. Many of the greatest minds in physics were there at last
week’s conference, and none had an answer.

We are approaching the end of Einstein’s centennial year – a celebration of physics.
While some lesser-known areas of the subject are flourishing, the search for a theory
of everything is in a sorry state. Unless string theory gets a radical shake-up, gifted
but frustrated minds will begin to drift into other areas of science. And if that is what
makes biology the subject of the century, it will be depressing reason indeed.

Update: Lubos Motl has some comments on this. He compares the current
devastation of string theory to the effects of hurricane Katrina and me to an Islamic

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825293.700
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825293.700
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825293.700
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825293.700
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=301
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=301
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825293.200
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825293.200
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825293.200
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825293.200
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/12/utter-confusion.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/12/utter-confusion.html


extremist, while arguing against the terrible danger to physics if all this leads to
study of a “diversity of approaches” other than string theory.

Update: Gross now claims his words were misinterpreted.

Comments

1. blank
December 9, 2005

Ouch!

Now is Lubos going to tell us that Gross has s**t for brains?

2. Who
December 9, 2005

for me the big question is whether David Gross acknowledged the existence of
other interesting approaches to quantum spacetime or quantum gravity that
might reasonably be pursued.

there has been a consistent tendency for string leaders to say things “our one
best hope” and “the only consistent quantum theory of gravity”. Steve Shenker
used that phrase at an embarrassing moment in Strings ’05 when someone in the
audience asked why study string theory and the panel members didn’t have a
ready answer.

It is a kind of monopoly delusion—-of being God’s chosen research program
—-which is maintained by repetition, like a creed. The only time I heard any
string notable break from it was in what Andy S said during the same discussion.
He outright said there were other interesting approaches that you could
reasonably investigate. No sneer or any hint of condescension. Apparently it
takes courage and honesty to say that.

For me the question is if David Gross went that far. If his message was merely
“Oh my we are the only game in town and look how confused we are!!! This must
be an exciting historical moment, like 1911, when relativity and quantum
mechanics were waiting in the wings.”
If his message was merely that, then it lacked integrity.

But if he said “we are confused right now and there are alternatives—we aren’t
sure of being the one right approach”, then I would put that on par with the
Andy S statement at Strings ’05. It is the kind of healthy realism that leadership
has to show before things can start getting better.

3. Who
December 9, 2005

a propos “physics greatest endeavor” grinding to a halt, I seem to remember that
in past years Michael Peskin’s Topcite Review of previous year has been out by

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=318
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=318


around September.

but if you look here
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/topcites/
you see that it promises 4 items of information for 2004 but has delivered only
two, not including Peskin’s review

—-quote—
2004 Edition

(The 2004 edition covers all HEP papers from January 1, 2004 and December 31,
2004. The following articles are available for this edition.)

Review of top cited HEP articles 2004
List of top cited HEP articles in 2004
List of all-time top cited HEP articles (as of 12/31/2004)
List of top cited articles from the E-print archives 2004

—-endquote—

only the two bolded items appear to be actually available

Is Michael Peskin going to write the review this year, in fact, or is he reluctant to
continue performing that ceremonial function?

has the annual Rose Bowl of cite-ranking become so embarrassing to string
theorists that the Stanford librarians have tactfully decided to let the practice
lapse?

4. Doug
December 9, 2005

It would be really interesting to know what Gell Mann, t’Hooft, Atiyah, Weinberg
and the rest had to say. Does someone know of any plans to make the
proceedings available?

5. woit
December 9, 2005

Who,

I doubt it’s the Stanford librarians deciding this, but suspect that, given the
discouraging situation of virtually no new ideas in particle theory to report,
Peskin has been avoiding the task of sitting down to write up the kind of thing
he’s done in past years. Maybe he’ll get to it at some point, maybe he’ll give up
on it for good.

6. Christine Dantas
December 9, 2005

Is it really a consensus in the string theory community that this enormous so-
called landscape of vacua is in fact an unavoidable result from the “theory”? Or

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/topcites/
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/topcites/


there are people that do not really accept this result as a final word and attempt
to find other possibilities (within the “theory”, I mean)?

Now one more thing concerning this apparent dead-end for string theory. This
question is ashamedly basic and possibly a nonsense, but I will ask anyway.

– This landscape thing. Has anyone thought about some “meta”(?)-variational
principle or something analogous so that a unique vacuum could be selected
from such “principle”? I have not the slightest idea if that makes any sense, but I
appreciate any comments on this.

Christine

7. Aaron Bergman
December 9, 2005

Is it really a consensus in the string theory community that this enormous so-
called landscape of vacua is in fact an unavoidable result from the “theory”?

Yes and no. There seem to definitely be an infinite number of vacua — toroidal
compactifications at various radii, for example. The new idea is the production of
vacua that have no massless scalars. These are all AdS vacua. The techniques
involved in the production of these vacua aren’t completely rigorous, but
persuasive.

Because they’re AdS, none of these vacua are realistic. One needs to lift them to
de Sitter vacua with a positive cosmological constant. This step is much more
sketchy.

Even when you accept all that, one has to ask how many vacua are there that
have a reasonable matter content. For any useful definition of reasonable, that’s
a difficult question. It has been joked by various string theorists that people have
extrapolated the existence of a huge number of realistic vacua when string
theory hasn’t yet produced a single one.

One scenario for predicitivity of string theory is that there turns out to be very
few vacua consistent with current observations. If we can pin down the precise
vacuum that we live in, then the theory becomes predictive.

Lots of people have thought about selection mechanisms for vacua, but — in that
we don’t actually understand string theory — it’s all pretty speculative.

8. A. nonymous
December 9, 2005

I think the variational principle involved is that the background should be a
(meta-)stable vacuum. This will ensue that you have a discrete set of candidate
backgrounds. The problem is that, although there are discrete vacua, there are a
very large number of them. You need some principle which selects a good
element from a very large and discrete set, and those kinds of principles are
much harder to come by than principles which let you choose a special element



from a continuous set.

9. Who
December 9, 2005

christine, before people start discussing the “landscape” I want to make one
point of information about the 23rd Solvay CONFERENCE. It was myopically
organized, to a disappointing extent I think. Ostensibly, the conference was
about research areas where the non-string quantum gravity community has been
especially successful recently—and by contrast little of significance has been
happening in string.

When this was realized, it may well have left a residue of embarrassment
—-either in David Gross himself or in some of the others. It would have been a
better conference had it been less parochial. I will illustrate how 23rd Solvay
shot itself in the foot.

To see the program follow links at:

http://tena4.vub.ac.be/23Solvay/qsst/

The subject was the
QUANTUM STRUCTURE OF SPACE AND TIME
broken down into several main foci of discussion
each with a “rapporteur” and a panel. I will list the rapporteur
for each of several main topics:

A. singularities (Gibbons)
B. mathematical structures (Dijkgraaf)
C. emergent spacetime (Seiberg)
D. cosmology (Polchinski)

the page I mentioned has links to lecture notes for three of the four rapporteur
talks—-A. C. and D. Gibbons, Seiberg, Polchinski
I was impressed by how insubstantial these lecture notes were, and how much
they missed by way of active research and recent results in these areas

In each of these three cases, significant advances are being made outside string,
to which the rapporteur does not refer.

A. in the case of singularities the removal of the black hole and cosmological
singularities in the Loop context, by Martin Bojowald and others should have
been highlighted (in any but a narrowly string-centered context) and apparently
was not even mentioned

C. as for emergent spacetime, that has been exactly the point of recent work by
Loll and others—the emergence of a 4D spacetime in Causal Dynamical
Triangulations. In fact it was surprising that Loll was not on hand.

D. as for cosmology, I assume this means Quantum Cosmology since the overall
subject of the conference was the quantum structure of space and time. Abhay

http://tena4.vub.ac.be/23Solvay/qsst/
http://tena4.vub.ac.be/23Solvay/qsst/


Ashtekar, who was at 23rd Solvay, could well have pointed out the rapid growth
in activity in Loop Quantum Cosmology, with connections beginning to be made
with observational astronomy. But quite possibily he would not have done so in
public, since the organization made it awkward. Ashtekar was not included on
the cosmology panel. In fact there was no LQC representation on the cosmology
panel at all! It consisted of Banks, Guth, Kachru, Kallosh, Linde, Steinhardt,
Weinberg! I see that not as a recipe for quantum cosmology discussion, but
instead for speculative talk about eternal inflation, bubbles, multiverses, and the
landscape.

maybe some discouraging noises in the Solvay wake is due to unwise
organization, I’m thinking.

10. Not a Nobel Laureate
December 10, 2005

Radioactivity was an experimental observation that no one knew how to explain
in 1911.

What experimental data requires a string theory explanation?

Physics is still an experimental science.

Deduction by pure reason is the domain of meta-physics or, in the case of strings,
Ubian pata-physics.

11. secret milkshake
December 10, 2005

M-theory => Marshland Monstrosity

12. Aaron Bergman
December 10, 2005

Physics is still an experimental science.

Would that we could do experiments that probe quantum gravity.

13. D R Lunsford
December 10, 2005

Would that we could do experiments that probe quantum gravity.

What would we learn? I don’t think anyone can realistically formulate what you
would measure.

Sometimes I’m amazed at how bright people such as you can defend these
labyrinthine thought constructions. No successful theory of anything was ever so
complicated. On the contrary, the good theories like Dirac and GR are simple and
involve a bare minimum of structure. Isn’t it just intuitively obvious that when
things get so complicated, it’s time to try something else? Even if you choked
some kind of answer, even a wrong one, from such a theory, who would be



happy?

-drl

14. Christine Dantas
December 10, 2005

Thank you all for the instructive comments on my landscape question an to
“Who” for the important comments on the 23rd Solvay conference.

All the best,
Christine

15. FP
December 10, 2005

> we could do experiments that probe quantum gravity

Let’s assume that somebody can show that the Pioneer anomaly is real and
measure it exactly.
How would this help string theorists? (And how would this help LQG?)
As far as I know “the only consistent theory of quantum gravity” cannot estimate
deviations from Newton’s potential.

16. Not a Nobel Laureate
December 10, 2005

NNL: Physics is still an experimental science.

AB: Would that we could do experiments that probe quantum gravity.

NNL: Since we can’t then what’s the point of constructing theories that can’t be
falsified, be they stringy or loopy.

17. Aaron Bergman
December 10, 2005

Since we can’t then what’s the point of constructing theories that can’t be
falsified, be they stringy or loopy.

Because they might be right? I don’t know about loopiness, but we’ve also
learned a lot of things about susy gauge theories and mathematics from the
study of string theory, too.

18. Anonymous
December 10, 2005

Peter,

Lubos Motl is a clown, and a rather pathetic one at that. That much is obvious to
anyone who’s had a glance at his blog. What I don’t understand is why you are so
concerned about his silly tirades and opinions (e.g., the update to this post). If he



has’nt anything substantiative to say, why not just let him rot in this own
dimensions?

Just curious.

-Anon.

19. woit
December 10, 2005

Anonymous,

Sometimes I think Lubos’s antics are just hilarious, and don’t want anyone
needing entertainment to miss them, thus the update to the post. OK, this is not
very high-minded behavior on my part, I admit it.

20. Anonymous
December 10, 2005

I thought I would share this link demonstrating that even if the older members of
the string community are becoming more pessimistic about the current
incarnation of string theory, younger people certainly aren’t. The website:
http://www.interactions.org
Has an article written by a grad student describing the field to a lay person:
“String theory a very exciting prospect for physicists”
http://www.theithacajournal.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20051207
/LIFESTYLE18/512070307/1025

21. D R Lunsford
December 10, 2005

In the day, we usually had (or taught ourselves) a course in theoretical physics
(Sommerfeld, Landau, etc.) which included not only QM and relativity, but things
like hydrodynamics, elasticity, kinetic theory of gases, optics, etc. etc. I doubt
this student has much acquaintence with these things, and therefore he is not in
a position to know what he’s missing with ST.

-drl

22. Aaron Bergman
December 10, 2005

younger people certainly aren’t

Like older people, there’s a wide array of opinions among younger people.

23. Chris Oakley
December 10, 2005

Another interesting point you might have heard about is that string theory
predicts that there are really ten dimensions — the three big spatial ones and
time, which we are used to, and six more tiny dimensions.

http://www.interactions.org/
http://www.interactions.org/
http://www.theithacajournal.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20051207/LIFESTYLE18/512070307/1025
http://www.theithacajournal.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20051207/LIFESTYLE18/512070307/1025
http://www.theithacajournal.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20051207/LIFESTYLE18/512070307/1025
http://www.theithacajournal.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20051207/LIFESTYLE18/512070307/1025


This is a bit like saying, “I’m a qualified brain surgeon: all I need to do is to get
into medical school and study for seven years”

24. Not a Nobel Laureate
December 10, 2005

NNL: Since we can’t then what’s the point of constructing theories that can’t be
falsified, be they stringy or loopy.

AB: Because they might be right?

NNL: The odds of finding the right theory be it string or loopy or something
entirely different in the space of all possible theories is vanishingly small – the
history of pure reason is the history of dead ends.

If some people want to pursue this fine – they should, but it is inappropriate that
it should come to dominate theoretical HEP.

AB: I don’t know about loopiness, but we’ve also learned a lot of things about
susy gauge theories

NNL: Great. Now what’s the experiment evidence for SUSY?

AB: and mathematics from the study of string theory, too.

NNL: That’s also great. And it reinforces why strings belong in the math dept not
the physics dept – until they can predict some physical phenomena.

25. Aaron Bergman
December 10, 2005

The odds of finding the right theory be it string or loopy or something entirely
different in the space of all possible theories is vanishingly small – the history of
pure reason is the history of dead ends.

Like GR?

If some people want to pursue this fine – they should, but it is inappropriate that
it should come to dominate theoretical HEP.

It doesn’t. There are more posts on hep-ph than on hep-th. String theory, for
better or worse, just gets most of the press. In the future, there’s going to be
even more of a trend towards hep-ph jobs. You can see that happening right now.

Great. Now what’s the experiment evidence for SUSY?

SUSY for years was impressive in that it provided a dark matter candidate,
unified the couplings and made things more natural. It’s not looking as pretty as
it once did these days, but we’ll see in a few years.

That’s also great. And it reinforces why strings belong in the math dept not the
physics dept – until they can predict some physical phenomena.



Who cares what department it’s in?

26. Not a Nobel Laureate
December 10, 2005

NNL: The odds of finding the right theory be it string or loopy or something
entirely different in the space of all possible theories is vanishingly small – the
history of pure reason is the history of dead ends.

AB: Like GR?

NNL: Thanks. I was expecting this reply.

1. The validityof inertial and gravitational mass as physical concepts and the
WEP were already established by experiment – although Einstein states that he
was unaware of the Eotvos experiement until later.

The concept of strings is not established experimentally.

2. Even if we allow that you’re right, GR is atypical of the way the progress in
physics is usually made:

Technical advance in instrumentation -> observation of new and unexplained
phenomena -> candidate theories -> new predictions -> experimental tests.

27. dan
December 11, 2005

before we write off string theory shouldn’t we wait for LHC to come online?

I think SUSY ans SUSY-m-theory are important research programs for *physics*
in that they help
1- encourage investments into particle accelerators, including LHC
2- tell experimentalists what sort of particles to look for (Higgs, extra
dimensions, SUSY-particles)

if LHC does find SUSY-particles such as the neutralino, such a finding would
strongly support the string theory research program.

as difficult as the landscape problem presents, m-theory may be worth pursuing
if LHC finds evidence of SUSY particles and/or higher dimensions.

if LHC does not find SUSY-particles or extra dimensions, i would agree with Woit
we should more aggressirvely pursue other research programs, including LQG.

28. Chris W.
December 11, 2005

(Taking off from NNL’s comment —)

Both special relativity (SR) and general relativity (GR) are atypical, inasmuch as
they were motivated in Einstein’s mind by facts about certain relations of



existing theories to well-established experimental observations and to each
other.

In the case of GR the relevant fact was the apparent equivalence of gravitational
and inertial mass, which was relied upon but not explained in the formulation
and application of Newton’s theory of gravitation. The significance of this fact
was amplified for Einstein by Ernst Mach’s acute analysis of the difficulties that
universal gravitation created for any effort to give operational meaning to the
idea of inertial motion.

In the case of SR the relevant fact was the equivalence of the currents induced in
a wire (eg, in the form of a coil) when (1) the wire was held stationary relative to
the laboratory and a magnet was moved near it, and when (2) the magnet was
held stationary and the wire was moved such that the relative velocity of wire
and magnet was the same in the two situations. The measured and calculated
currents (in Maxwell’s electrodynamics) were known to be the same in the two
situations, but the description of the two situations in Maxwell’s theory as it was
understood at the time differed markedly. The significance of this fact was
amplified in Einstein’s mind by the apparent theoretical possibility—given
Newtonian kinematics—of overtaking an electromagnetic wave and rendering its
oscillation stationary in the observer’s frame of reference.

Other physicists of the time could have responded to both of these concerns this
way: “Well, so what? What observation is being contradicted here? I don’t see
any real difficulty, certainly not one that justifies reconsidering the foundations
of our science, or the assumptions behind our current investigations into the
properties of the luminiferous aether.”

The point in the case of SR is that the theoretical issue restated here was as
much or more of a preoccupation for Einstein than any of the specific
observational oddities that were perplexing his contemporaries. They were
concerned with specific discrepancies between theoretical expectations and
observation. He was concerned with what he saw as a deficiency in explanatory
power in situations where no specific discrepancy between calculated
consequences and corresponding observations was at issue. His genius lay in the
fact that he had latched onto genuine problems within the overall theoretical
framework of classical physics that had not been clearly seen before, proceeded
to resolve them, and in so doing showed that observational anomalies already
known could be understood and resolved.

This echoes our current predicament in essential respects. The fact that string
theory in its early formulations did not follow directly from supporting
observations is beside the point. (We should be so lucky…) We do have
fundamental inconsistencies within the overall structure of late 20th century
theoretical physics, and we do have observations and experimentally determined
quantities which play a fundamental role in our theories but which have no
deeper explanation. Our problem, as it was for Einstein, is to understand these
difficulties, see how they can be resolved, and see how the resolution can be
tested, ie, how it manifests itself in the world we now observe or might observe if
we are sufficiently clever.



There is no guarantee that this can be done in a way that doesn’t amount to an
epistemological capitulation, an abandonment of essential methodology of
science—that we find things out by having ideas and trying very hard to see
where they might fail as well as where they succeed. To do this we must have
ideas that are not designed at the outset to be immunized against empirical
failure. Such immunization must itself be regarded as a failure; this point is what
this weblog has become largely about. Einstein had a profound faith that one
could adopt this attitude and yet not be hopelessly stymied in understanding the
world.

29. D R Lunsford
December 11, 2005

Chris W makes excellent points, and just to emphasize, GR was no more (or less)
a product of “pure reason” than was the Dirac equation, and it fit in nicely with
the historical development in its time, no matter how surprising the form*.
Antimatter and horizons are concepts that emerged from the two formalisms –
they were not inputs. In contrast, string theory puts in by hand an assumed form
of matter. To make an analogy, one cannot derive the Dirac equation from the
existence of antimatter, because the Klein-Gordon equation also leads to the
same idea. String theory is always trying to derive what we already know with an
assumed form of matter, which is backward – the traditional way is to model
what we don’t know as competently as possible and see what new ideas emerge,
which inevitably correspond to real facts.

(markus: that is an intriguing idea 

30. Aaron Bergman
December 11, 2005

The program of quantum gravity — not just string theory — is certainly an act of
hubris. That nobody has made it very far in twenty-five years is humbling. The
hope of everyone in string theory, for years, was that it would uniquely predict
our world. At best, in now seems more likely that string theory has a huge
multitude of vacua, and the best hope of obtaining predictions would be to
overconstrain the particular vacuum we live in or discover some way to probe
the universal aspects of the space of vacua.

I don’t know if that’s possible. One can argue aesthetics all night, but string
theory’s still the only idea out there that has derived a black hole entropy. Until
we’ve got some experimental data, we’re stuck with our hubris. It’s either that or
go work on something with the prospect for data — which a lot of people are
doing these days.

31. FP
December 11, 2005

Aaron,

> Until we’ve got some experimental data, we’re stuck with our hubris.



I have asked this question before. How would experimental data help you (or any
other string theorist) ?

E.g. If the Pioneer anomaly is real and we could measure it exactly,
how would this help with superstrings (or LQG) ?
You cannot calculate corrections to the Newton potential and thus you cannot
decide if the Pioneer anomaly confirms or falsifies string theory.

I am just using this as an example, the same would be true for any other
(gravitation) experiment.
What if Gravity probe B data show a small (or large?!) deviation from GR? How
would a superstring theorist react to such news?

32. Arun
December 11, 2005

Chris W., thank you!

FP, if the Pioneer anomaly is real, and cannot be accomodated in Einstein’s GR or
similar geometric idea, then the idea of gravity as the effect of the geometry of
space-time may be overthrown. Who knows what will happen to blackholes and
their entropy? The idea of space-time fluctuations at the Planck scale, etc., may
be discarded and so on. The correct classical theory of gravity is an essential
ingredient to a theory of quantum gravity and thereby to string theory as well.
For instance, whatever the corrected theory of gravity turns out to be, it had
better show up in the string theory derivation of the consistency condition on the
background space-time that looks like Einstein’s equations.

33. Aaron Bergman
December 11, 2005

I have asked this question before. How would experimental data help you (or any
other string theorist) ?

It depends on the type of the experiment. If one could (unlikely) directly probe
high energy quantum gravity, that would be immensely useful.

Low energy things, on the other hand, are much more difficult to exploit. The
cosmological constant, for example, is a bit of low energy experimental data that
has drived people to despair anthropic explanations.

Nonetheless, it’s still better than nothing. And the more stuff we have, the more
likely it is that someone might be able to guess some unifying theory.

34. FP
December 11, 2005

Arun,

> The correct classical theory of gravity is an essential ingredient to a theory of
quantum gravity and thereby to string theory as well



I always understood it the other way around. The quantum theory of strings, or
M-theory if you will, contains necessarily a theory of gravitation and there is no
freedom to begin with different ingredients …

35. theon
December 13, 2005

Did anybody question whether we really have to quantize gravity?
If not, then a lot of the current problems need no answer.

36. Aaron Bergman
December 13, 2005

Did anybody question whether we really have to quantize gravity?

Yes. It’s very hard to write down anything that makes sense that way. Jacques
talked a bit about it here.

37. CapitalistImperialistPig
December 13, 2005

Question especially for Peter and Aaron (or anyone else who knows): I have been
hearing for many years some variation on “we don’t really know what String
Theory (or sometimes M-Theory) is.” Clearly string theorists know how to
compute a lot of things, so what do they mean by that? If it’s not the theory of
these little string like things, why not?

Is some key conceptual or dynamical piece still missing? If so, isn’t it likely that
discovering it might simplify landscape, swamp, etc.?

38. woit
December 14, 2005

CIP,

Basically what is understood is “perturbative string theory”, which is conjectured
to be a series expansion of some underlying “non-perturbative string theory, AKA
M-theory”. Many string theorists certainly hope that when M-theory is finally
understood, it will solve the problems currently plaguing string theory. But some
things are known about M-theory, and what is known gives no evidence at all for
this to be true.

39. Aaron Bergman
December 14, 2005

If it’s not the theory of these little string like things, why not?

Damned if I know.

Really, it’s not at all clear that we understand what the fundamental degrees of
freedom actually are in string theory. We have control over a few things like
AdS/CFT and a perturbation expansion, but beyond that, it’s a lot of patchwork

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html


approximations.

It’d be cool if understanding all this stuff got rid of the multitude of vacua — Tom
Banks has argued that many of the approximations break down for subtle
reasons having to with asymptotics in cosmology — but it’s hard to say that it’s
likely.

You ask if some key conceptual piece is still missing. I think, even after who
knows how many ‘revolutions’, we still understand next to nothing. The
anthropic and string phenomenology types get a lot of the press, but there’s still
a whole bunch of us who would prefer to understand just what string theory is
before trying something as audacious as applying it to the real world.

Of course, that’s hard, so I’m just working on trying to understand what a quiver
gauge theory on a D-brane is….

40. Who
December 14, 2005

Theo asked a good question.

*Did anybody question whether we really have to quantize gravity?*

there is a thread at PF about this question, in case anyone has ideas about why it
could be useful to quantize gravity.

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?p=856677#post856677

41. Wolfgang
December 14, 2005

> Did anybody question whether we really have to quantize gravity?
Yes of course. And the answer is, yes we do have to quantize gravity,
as explained e.g. by Jacques Distler (the part about ): http://golem.ph.utexas.edu
/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?p=856677#post856677
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?p=856677#post856677
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html


Princeton Center for Theoretical Physics

December 9, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Princeton University has just announced the formation of a new Princeton Center for
Theoretical Physics, to be led by Curtis Callan (who was my thesis advisor).

Interestingly, the concept of this new center seems to be to move away from
Princeton’s traditional emphasis on particle theory (and more recently, string theory)
as the central topic of theoretical physics, in favor of a much broader concept,
bringing “together faculty, postdoctoral fellows and students from science
departments across campus to study topics ranging from the Big Bang to quantum
computing to evolution.”

In recent years Callan has been spending much of his time working on biology, and
the idea seems to be for the center to encourage this sort of work by theoretical
physicists in other disciplines. Callan says:

“A motivation for the center is the growing realization that some very exciting
challenges in theoretical science arise when we ask what theoretical physics can do
to help comprehend the new phenomena and enormous amounts of high-quality data
that other disciplines are now producing.”

“In discussions among a group of faculty over the last year, we came to the conclusion
that Princeton is remarkably well-placed to foster such developments: It is a leader in
theoretical physics and it has an unusual number of faculty in other departments —
including chemistry, engineering, molecular biology and genomics — who are trained
in theoretical physics,” he said. “The purpose of the center is to create a framework in
which these people can work together to expand the boundaries of theoretical
science.”

The associate director will be cosmologist Paul Steinhardt, and the other faculty
associated with the center include condensed matter theorists Ravindra Bhatt and
Shivaji Sondhi, string theorist Igor Klebanov, astrophysicist David Spergel,
biophysicist William Bialek, and materials scientist Salvatore Torquato. The center
will open in the fall of 2006 with thematic programs in cosmology and quantum
computation starting in 2007.

Across town at the IAS they’re not branching out into other subjects but sticking to
pure string theory, recently announcing that next year’s Prospects in Theoretical
Physics summer program will be devoted to training graduate students and postdocs
in string theory.

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
December 9, 2005

http://www.princeton.edu/main/news/archive/S13/40/74A38/index.xml
http://www.princeton.edu/main/news/archive/S13/40/74A38/index.xml
http://www.pctp.princeton.edu/pctp/
http://www.pctp.princeton.edu/pctp/
http://www.pctp.princeton.edu/pctp/
http://www.pctp.princeton.edu/pctp/
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/


They’re putting the thing inside Jadwin?

That’s not very nice.

2. anon
December 9, 2005

Will they recruit Lubos to research climate change? 

3. secret milkshake
December 9, 2005

Only if they desired to bring about a precipitous change in research climate
there… (Seriously, I do think that LuMo should start doing something with his
Misanthropic Principle.)

4. Dave Bacon
December 9, 2005

Woot! Quantum computing! This coming from theoretical physics? Woot!

5. andy
December 9, 2005

What if the chemists already have their own theorists?

6. secret milkshake
December 10, 2005

Chemistry theorists: Only theorists that work in physics-related part of chemistry
(in applications like such as material science or NMR spectroscopy) are realy
helpful. Chemistry is run by experimentalists – because they know about
chemicals and theorists do not. Study of any real problem very quickly gets out
hand from the theory standpoint. You can use physicist insights to explain
something after observing it but problems in chemistry and biology (and
generaly in any complex system) are pretty impossible to deal with from first
priciples.

7. anon
December 10, 2005

Maybe Princeton will find an application of SuperString Theory to Chemistry!

8. biophysics
December 10, 2005

secret milkshake – you are definitely correct that complex systems are pretty
impossible to deal with from first principles in the sense that it’s pretty useless
to write down a Hamiltonian and then expect to describe the rich dynamics. But I
think the programme (in biophysics as I understand and practise it at least) is
more toward phenomenological model building to start with and then go back
and see if the models point toward some kind of overarching framework. In



particular (again for me) it will be interesting to see whether good quantitative
models in biophysics will fulfill the promise of research into self-organisation,
etc. A lot of beautiful mathematics from nonlinear dynamics seems not to have
lived up to its hype vis a vis applications to physics but perhaps the search for
new physics in biology will be the place where they shine. In fact I’m guessing
that is what Princeton is betting on (of course as my pseudonym indicates I’m
betting my career on this as well  ).

9. Richard
December 10, 2005

I would definitely welcome more involvement by physicists (and mathematicians)
with biology, especially regarding molecular biology. Having been born with a
flakey immune system, and done a lot of reading about the immune system, I
realize how amazingly complex it is (probably more complex than the brain) and
how difficult it is to model its dynamics with its very large array of cell types with
complex functions, feed forward and feed backwards chemical signaling via a
large number of cytokine types, and genetic variations. Understanding the
immune system is a highly nontrivial problem that needs very bright people. And
a related and worthwhile pursuit would be attempting to understand the relation
and interaction between the immune system and evolution. This is something
I’ve never noticed anyone discussing, but I think it could be fascinating.

10. Chris W.
December 10, 2005

Richard,

From the May 2005 addendum to the biography of Gerald Edelman on
NobelPrize.org:

Dr. Edelman has made significant research contributions in biophysics,
protein chemistry, immunology, cell biology, and neurobiology. His early
studies on the structure and diversity of antibodies led to the Nobel
Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1972. He then began research into
the mechanisms involved in the regulation of primary cellular
processes, particularly the control of cell growth and the development
of multicellular organisms. He has focused on cell-cell interactions in
early embryonic development and in the formation and function of the
nervous system. These studies led to the discovery of cell adhesion
molecules (CAMs), which have been found to guide the fundamental
processes by which an animal achieves its shape and form, and by
which nervous systems are built. One of the most significant insights
provided by this work is that the precursor gene for the neural cell
adhesion molecule gave rise in evolution to the entire molecular
system of adaptive immunity.

Most recently, he and his colleagues have been studying the
fundamental cellular processes of transcription and translation in
eukaryotic cells. They have developed a method to construct synthetic

http://nobelprize.org/medicine/laureates/1972/edelman-bio.html
http://nobelprize.org/medicine/laureates/1972/edelman-bio.html
http://nobelprize.org/medicine/laureates/1972/edelman-bio.html
http://nobelprize.org/medicine/laureates/1972/edelman-bio.html


promoters and have also been able to enhance translation efficiency by
constructing internal ribosomal entry sites of a modular composition.
These findings have rich implications for the fields of genomics and
proteomics.

Dr. Edelman has formulated a detailed theory to explain the
development and organization of higher brain functions in terms of a
process known as neuronal group selection. This theory was presented
in his 1987 volume Neural Darwinism, a widely known work. Dr.
Edelman’s continuing work in theoretical neuroscience includes
designing new kinds of machines, called recognition automata, that are
capable of carrying out tests of the self-consistency of the theory of
neuronal group selection and promise to shed new light on the
fundamental workings of the human brain. A new, biologically based
theory of consciousness extending the theory of neuronal group
selection is presented in his 1989 volume The Remembered Present. A
subsequent book, Bright Air, Brilliant Fire, published in 1992,
continues to explore the implications of neuronal group selection and
neural evolution for a modern understanding of the mind and the brain.
His book published with Giulio Tononi, entitled A Universe of
Consciousness: How Matter Becomes Imagination, presents exciting
new data on the neural correlates of conscious experience. In his latest
book, published this year, entitled Wider than the Sky: The Phenomenal
Gift of Consciousness, Dr. Edelman offers a model of the biology of
consciousness.

11. Juan R.
December 11, 2005

The Princeton NEWS read,

This is an exciting venture for the University that we believe will be
immediately recognized as a site where some of the most important
theoretical work around the world is being done

This sound a bit to “Santa Fe Institute”. We still are waiting for some useful
science from there!

Or maybe sound a bit to “string theory is the last formulation of nature.
Everything will be understood from string theory.”

I am seeing that by “interdisciplinary” methodology Princeton means

joint many people in a single room and wait

As proved by “Santa Fe Institute” and explained next this does not work for
obtaining “new physics”.

biophysics said,

secret milkshake – you are definitely correct that complex systems are



pretty impossible to deal with from first principles in the sense that it’s
pretty useless to write down a Hamiltonian and then expect to describe
the rich dynamics.

This is a myth! There is not Lagrangian or Hamiltonian description! this is one of
billion of scientific reasons that string theory always was a wrong approach to
theory of everything (see “String theory is not a TOE” in sci.physics.strings).

The literature on the topic is huge and i cannot cite here, but see below some
basic works and references cited therein.

I am talking of real science. NOBODY studies electron transfer in biological
systems, for instance, using a Hamiltonian approach. In fact, standard
approaches as Redfield-like or Lindblad-like one are not based in Hamiltonian
approaches.

Lindblad approach is axiomatic and NOT derived from Hamiltonian dynamics. I
have updated a xml page [http://www.canonicalscience.com/en/researchzone
/time.xml] with last tendencies on the topic. Since it is not accesible to old
browsers i add next some relavant literature cited.

Prigogine, Ilya. The End of Certainty: Time, Chaos, and the New Laws of Nature;
The Free Press: New York, 1997.

Wang, G. M; Sevick, E. M; Mittag, E; Searles, D. J; Evans, D. J. Phys. Rev. Lett.
2002, 89(5), 050601/1–050601/4.

González-Álvarez, Juan R. Has thermodynamics been violated in the quantum
domain? In press.

Zwanzig, Robert. Nonequilibrium statistical mechanics; Oxford University Press,
Inc: New York, 2001.

Eu, Byung Chan. Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics, ensemble method;
Kluver Academic Publishers: Dordrecht, 1998. In Fundamental theories of
physics; van der Merwe, Alwyn (Ed.); vol 93.

In Chan monograph is clearly explained that Hamiltonian/Lagrangian equations
are not sufficient and a new equation (Eu equation) explaining experimental data
(that Schrödinger or classical Hamiltonian cannot explain) is postulated as a
complement to “old” physics.

Eu equation (10.14) has the formal structure

drho/dt = (H + B) rho

H is Hamiltonian dynamics.

B is a new dynamics!

This expliting is formally similar to Prigogine one (see eq 7.19 on
http://nobelprize.org/chemistry/laureates/1977/prigogine-lecture.pdf) but

http://nobelprize.org/chemistry/laureates/1977/prigogine-lecture.pdf
http://nobelprize.org/chemistry/laureates/1977/prigogine-lecture.pdf


experimentally more useful and theoretically sound that early Prigogine
approach.

That is NEW exciting physics!

String theory is garbage (Note: some particle-string theorists are attempting to
expand string theory via that new physics. See arXiv:hep-th/9406016) But their
approach is tecnically wrong and lof ot advanced math proves that contains lot of
wrong stuff, even if eq (45) ‘looks’ as Eu approach. Equation 37 was incorrectly
copied!

biophysics said,

perhaps the search for new physics in biology will be the place where
they shine.

Precisely, on my study of biological systems via Keizer modelling (eggs
metabolism, membrane fluctuation currents in Ca^2+ transport in muscle
membranes, etc.) i obtained one of first formulations of nanothermodynamics [*].

New physics, experimentally verifiable and contradicting some last wrong papers
on PRL and PRE!

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

[*] CPS: physchem/0309002 and references cited therein. The work is freely
HTML-accesible via goggle Scholar, but it renders incorrect. A new extended
version is in press.

12. anon
December 11, 2005

This is very bad news. Princeton monopolized and politicized Plasma Physics and
destroyed it, exorcizing all honesty from it. It did the same thing with Theoretical
High Energy Physics, spreading its superstring minions throughout all American
universities. And now, Quantum Computing is in its sights. Yikes! Run for your
lives

13. Dissident
December 11, 2005

Secret Milkshake, I guess LuMo was just scooped on a promising (?) application
of the Misanthropic Principle:

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0512204

14. Richard
December 11, 2005

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0512204
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0512204


Chris,

One of the most significant insights provided by this work is that the
precursor gene for the neural cell adhesion molecule gave rise in
evolution to the entire molecular system of adaptive immunity.

If so, this is very interesting! Thanks!

While walking in the snowy woods with my dog today, I was thinking about
related issues. There does seem to be some tight relationships between the
nervous system and the immune system. The brain (especially the hypothalamus)
is highly responsive to cytokines emitted by immune cells, and we have even
discovered neural receptors on immune cells. One of the most difficult problems
in immunology has been the self/non-self issue; that is, how do immune cells
distinguish between tissue which is myself and that which is not myself. We only
partially understand how the immune system is self-regulated so that it is
aggressive enough to disable invaders but controlled enough so that it doesn’t
begin attacking ourselves or overwhelming us with inflammation. [All of this
breaks down with autoimmune diseases, of course, such as Lupus. And ironically,
some people with immune deficiencies also have autoimmune diseases.] At any
rate, it occurred to me that there could be (at least weakly) analogous issues
with the brain. There must be a problem of self/non-self there, and at the actual
neuronal system level, not just a philosophical issue. Well, my brain started
spinning even further, and began to wonder how fundamental physics could be
approached from a kind of self/non-self viewpoint. Is there any analogy there to
what I’ve been talking about with biological systems? A quiet walk in the woods
with your dog is conducive to free association! Now, back to math.

15. Dave Bacon
December 12, 2005

“And now, Quantum Computing is in its sights. Yikes! Run for your lives ”

Resistance to our factoring machines is futile!



Wilczek Goes Anthropic

December 12, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

A few weeks ago one Nobel prize winner put out an article promoting the idea of
adopting anthropic reasoning as a new paradigm of how to do theoretical physics.
More recently another Nobelist, Frank Wilczek, has to some degree followed suit.
Wilczek is one of four authors on a new paper entitled Dimensionless constants,
cosmology and other dark matters which first appeared on the arXiv November 29th,
then in a slightly revised version on December 8. The other authors are Tegmark,
Aguirre and Rees, with Tegmark’s name appearing first indicating it’s more his work
than that of his co-authors.

I wasn’t sure quite what to make of this paper when it first came out, especially how
much it reflected Wilczek’s own point of view on anthropism. Last Friday I attended
talks by Wilczek and Tegmark at the 6th Northeast String Cosmology Meeting
organized by the Institute for Strings, Cosmology and Astroparticle Physics here at
Columbia.

Wilczek’s talk was entitled “Enlightenment, Knowledge, Ignorance, Temptation”. He
explained that these corresponded to categorizing parameters of physical theories
according to whether life depended on them or not and whether we have a good idea
for what determines them or not. Choosing the two possible answers to these two
questions gives four cases:

Enlightenment: Parameters that life depends on, and we think we have a good idea
about what determines them. Here his example was the proton mass, very small on
the Planck scale, but we think we know why: logarithmic running of coupling
constants.

Knowledge: Parameters that life doesn’t depend on, and we think we have a good idea
about what determines them. One example he gave was strong CP violation, which is
irrelevant to life, but very small, perhaps because of axions.

Ignorance: Parameters that life doesn’t depend on, and we don’t have a good idea
about what determines them. This includes most of the standard model parameters,
as well as just about all parameters in theories that go beyond the standard model.

Temptation: Parameters that life depends on, and we don’t have a good idea about
what determines them. The examples he gave were the electron and up and down
quark masses.

He said that his talk would concentrate on “Temptation”, the temptation being that of
using anthropic argumentation. He noted that David Gross believes this is a
dangerous opiate, causing people to just give up instead of really solving problems.
The one anti-anthropic point he made was to put up a graphic showing agreement of
the lattice QCD spectrum calculations with experiment, saying the lesson was that
sometimes real calculations turned out to be possible even though people had at

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=289
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http://www.arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0511774
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http://www.iscap.columbia.edu/pages_html/page_announcements.html
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times doubted this. So one should try and “limit the damage”, not go wild and use
anthropics inappropriately, trying to save as much beautiful physics as one can even
when anthropic reasoning is forced on us.

The rest of his talk though showed a significant amount of enthusiasm for the new
anthropism. He referred to people like his co-author Rees who have been promoting
the anthropic point of view for years as “unhonored prophets”. Given the paucity of
experimental data relevant to explaining where things like standard model
parameters come from, he said that at least anthropics gives lots of new questions so
one has something to do when one gets up each day which might be fruitful. He
attacked the idea of using “pure thought”, without consulting the physical world,
saying this hasn’t worked, not 20 years ago, not now, not in the future. I presume he
had string theory in mind when he said this, noting out loud that it might annoy some
people in the room.

The main idea about anthropics he was trying to push is that anthropic calculations
were “just conditional probability”, making much of the equation

f(p)=fprior(p)fselec(p)

for the probability of observing some particular value p of parameters, given some
underlying theory in which they are only determined probabilistically by some
probability distribution fprior(p). The second factor fselec(p) is supposed to represent
“selection effects”, and it is here that anthropic calculations supposedly have their
role. In the paper the authors argue that “Including selection effects is no more
optional than the correct use of logic”. The standard way physics has traditionally
been done, one hopes that the underlying theory determines p (i.e. fprior(p) is a delta-
function), making selection effects irrelevant in this context. The authors attack this
point of view, writing:

to elevate this hope into an assumption would, ironically, be to push the anthropic
principle to a hedonistic extreme, suggesting that nature must be devised so as to
make mathematical physicists happy.

At no point in his or Tegmark’s talks, or anywhere in their paper, do they address the
central problem with the anthopic principle, that there’s a huge issue about whether
you can get falsifiable predictions out of it, and thus whether you’re really doing
science. In this context, the nature of the problem is that if fprior(p) is not peaked
somewhere but is flat (or more or less flat), then everything just depends on fselec(p),
but if you calculate it anthropically, all you are doing is seeing what you can conclude
from known laws of physics and the fact that we exist. In the end what will come out
of this kind of calculation is some probability distribution that better be non-zero for
the values of the parameters we observe, otherwise you’ve done the calculation
wrong.

There is a particular sort of physical model one can hope to falsify this way. If one
assumes our universe is a randomly chosen point in a “multiverse” of possibilities,
and looks at an observable that is supposed to have a more or less flat probability
distribution in the ensemble given by the multiverse, then one can argue that we
should be at some region of parameter space containing the bulk of the probability in



the anthropically determined fselec(p), not far out in some tail where the probability
distribution is vanishingly small. There are plenty of examples of this already. The
proton lifetime is absurdly long compared to bounds from anthropic constraints, so
any model of a multiverse that doesn’t have some structure built into it to generically
sufficiently suppress proton decay is ruled out. This includes the string theory
landscape, so one of the many mysteries of the whole anthropic landscape story is
why its proponents don’t take their own arguments seriously and admit that their
model has been falsified already. It also applies to Tegmark’s favorite idea, that of the
existence of a Level IV multiverse of all possible mathematical structures, an idea he
also promotes in the paper with Wilczek.

Wilczek also discussed one particular axion cosmology model in which fprior(p) can be
calculated. In these models one has the relation
$$\xi_c\sim f_a^4\sin ^2\frac{\theta_0}{2}$$
for the axion dark matter density in terms of the Peccei-Quinn symmetry breaking
scale and the misalignment angle of the axion field at the Peccei-Quinn symmetry
breaking phase transition. To make this agree with the observed dark matter density,
if one assumes the misalignment angle is some random angle then the Peccei-Quinn
scale has to be about 1012GeV. If one wants to make the Peccei-Quinn scale the GUT
or Planck scale, one has to find some reason for the misalignment angle to be very
small. The proposal here is that this happens for anthropic reasons, since if the angle
were not small it would cause an amount of dark matter incompatible with our
existence. For these small angles the above formula implies that the probability
distribution for the dark matter density caused by such axions satisfies
$$f_{\text{prior}}(\xi)\sim \frac{1}{\sqrt \xi}$$

The Tegmark et. al. paper contains an elaborate calculation of fselec for the dark
matter density, involving all sorts of “anthropic” considerations which goes on for
eleven pages or so and involves a bafflingly long list of considerations about galaxy,
star and planet formation, as well as many possible dangers that could have disrupted
the evolution of life, such as disruption of the Oort cloud of comets. I’ll freely admit to
not having taken the time to follow this argument. The end result for fselec as a
function of $\sqrt\xi$ is a probability distribution with the measured dark energy
corresponding to something close to the peak.

I’m not sure exactly what conclusions one can or should draw from this calculation.
So many different facts about our specific universe are being folded into this that it’s
not clear to me that there isn’t some circular reasoning going on. This is a general
problem with “anthropic” arguments: if you assume that life couldn’t exist if the
universe was much different than it is, you smuggle all sorts of information about the
way the world is into your “anthropic” calculation, after which it is not too surprising
that it “predicts” the universe has more or less the properties you observe.

What we really care about in these arguments is whether they can be used to extract
any information whatsoever about fprior, the physics we are trying to get at. In this
axion cosmology case we have a prediction for this distribution and the calculation
shows this is consistent with the observed dark energy density, but as far as I can tell,
all sorts of other quite different distributions would work too. So, I’m still confused
about exactly what this calculation has told us about the underlying axion cosmology
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physics that it is supposed to address, other than that it is not obviously completely
inconsistent.

Tegmark’s talk at Columbia was titled “Measuring and Predicting Cosmological
Parameters”. The “measuring part” was a summary of some of the impressive
experimental evidence for the standard cosmological model. The “predicting” part
was pretty much pure promotion of anthropism, including a long section on reasons
why the electroweak symmetry breaking scale is anthropic and some comments
making fun of David Gross (“even he couldn’t predict the distance from the earth to
the sun. Laughter…”). The only actual “predictions” mentioned were the results about
the axion cosmology model mentioned above and described in detail in the Tegmark
et. al paper, as well as the well-known Weinberg anthropic “prediction” for the
cosmological constant.

All in all, I found these two talks and the Tegmark et. al. paper pretty disturbing. They
seem to me to be part of a highly ideological effort to sell the Anthropic Principle as
science. The paper devotes two pages to a detailed list of standard model parameters,
and makes various statements about the probability distribution function on this large
number of parameters, even though it has nothing to say about almost all of them,
and I think there’s a strong argument that the anthropic program inherently will
never have anything useful to say about most of these parameters. Many of Wilczek’s
remarks were more modest, but the paper he has signed his name to is highly
immodest in its claims for anthropism. Together with Weinberg and Susskind’s
anthropic campaigns, it seems to me that more and more theorists are going to join
this bandwagon. Neither Wilczek nor Tegmark are string theorists (and Wilczek is
clearly somewhat skeptical about the whole idea), but there seems to be an unholy
alliance brewing between them and Susskind and his followers. The only prominent
person in the field standing up to this publicly is David Gross, and it is very worrying
to see how little support he is getting.

Update: A preprint by Frank Wilczek corresponding to his talk last week entitled
Enlightenment, Knowledge, Ignorance, Temptation has appeared. It is a contribution
to the same conference as the one Weinberg contributed Living in the Multiverse to, I
gather in honor of Martin Rees. Wilczek’s preprint announces a “new zeitgeist”, that
anthropic arguments are in the ascendancy. One quite strange thing in the preprint is
that he suggests an anthropic explanation for the long proton lifetime in terms of
doing anthropic calculations involving future observers.

He does say there are drawbacks to the new order (a loss of precision and of targets
to calculate), but on the whole he seems to embrace the new anthropic paradigm
rather whole-heartedly, seeing it as a lesson in humility for those who had the hubris
to believe it was possible to understand more about the universe through “pure
thought.”

Update: Two of the authors of the paper discussed here (Aguirre and Tegmark) wrote
in with some comments that are well worth reading (as well as those from Smolin and
others about his own proposal). Aguirre points to an interesting paper of his On
making predictions in a multiverse (see also an earlier paper with Tegmark), which
addresses some of the conceptual issues that were bothering me about this sort of
calculation. It points out many of the problems with this kind of calculation, and I
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don’t really share the author’s optimism that they can be overcome.

Lee Smolin mentioned to me a somewhat related workshop that was held this past
summer at the Perimeter Institute, on the topic of Evolving Laws, especially “do the
laws of nature evolve in time?” Audio of the discussions at the workshop is available

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
December 12, 2005

God, I’m so sick of this crap. And people wonder why I do math these days….

The proton lifetime, by the way, has been often mentioned by people against
anthropic reasoning. It is not alone in Wilczek’s “ignorance” category. The
existence of such parameters is one of the reason that Nima would like to claim
that only superrenormalizable couplings are anthropically selected. It’s also was
some of the motivation for his “friendly landscape” paper.

Remember, BTW, the vote in Toronto. Most people don’t go for this stuff.

2. Anonymous
December 12, 2005

The anthropic arguments remind me of the ones you will encounter from people
into bible codes. Typically, they have found some code, and then the calculate the
probability that a book like the bible would at random produce this code. Of
course, it turns out to be really small, thus “proving” divine intervention. The
point is of course that they have singled out precisely the code they already
found, and in any random string of letters, they might very well not have found
this particular code, but they probably would have found another code, which
they then would have argued was of divine origin.
So the anthropic people have found the code that is life in the universe, and in
particular the kind of life that exists here on Earth. And it seems really unlikely
to them, implying not a divine origin of the universe, but an almost infinite
amount of existing universes. But life, and sometimes really bizarre forms of life,
are known to flourish in the most unlikely conditions here on Earth. Why not in
another kind of universe? All needed is some process of replication, variation,
and some kind of selection, maybe plus minus some conditions on the mutation
rate, et cetera. Have the anthropic people been able to produce anything
towards a proof that no kind of life is possible in some hypothetical universe? If
they did, they’d at least have a methodology.
Finally, why single out life? Why not single out the Iraq war or the act of seeing a
squirrel? Or why not concern oneself with universes in which it is possible to go
out and drink beer?

3. JE
December 12, 2005

http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/cws/evolving_laws/agenda.php
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/activities/scientific/cws/evolving_laws/agenda.php
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It may be worth mentioning that besides a Nobelist, Wilczek is editor in chief of
Elsevier’s Annals of Physics. Let’s just hope that his anthropic leanings do not
permeate the journal’s content.

4. Fabien Besnard
December 12, 2005

Apart from the points Peter mentions against anthropic reasoning I see two
others. The first : anthropic reasoning necessarily begins this way : there is
intelligent life–> there is life –> there is carbon chemistry. After this, one can
make so-called predictions which I think are just very indirect measurements of
some observables which remind me (in the best case) of the very clever way
Einstein measured avogadro number thanks to the fact that the sky is blue. To
call this sort of thing a ‘prediction’ one has to be confident in the chain of
implications I mentioned above, which is very weak indeed since it is based
mainly on our lack of imagination and on our very poor understanding on what is
intelligence. One also has to assume the existence of a multiplicity of
uninhabited universes and use the indifference principle, which is well known to
lead to crazy conclusions on some occasions. For instance, suppose I am struck
with sudden amnesia about who I am. I could argue that I am chinese by using
this principle. However looking around me would soon provide me with clues
that I’m in fact french. I feel that it’s the same with anthropic argument. That is,
you assume the standard model+GR is the end of the story, you vary parameters
as if they were independent, knowing it will give crazy results if they happen not
to be so etc… Perhaps this is the only thing to do when you give up any hope of
finding a more precise theory. Except that ‘giving up’ is not precisely the right
attitude for a scientist, I think.

5. Haelfix
December 12, 2005

Everyone is tired (in cosmology at least) of talking about the anthropic principle.
Everytime it comes up everyone rolls their eyes and mutters something about
philosophy and that its ‘boring’.

When approaching a problem as a working scientist, I see no valid reason to
think of fprior as anything other than a delta function. If I can’t calculate
something, I then assume its either b/c im stupid or b/c I have insufficient
information about the system, such that it might naively appear that fprior is
smeared out into a nontrivial ensemble.

Historically the amounts of time a physics problem did not involve a fprior delta
function and instead was something else is vanishingly small compared to the
times that there is a pure deterministic or selection effect at play.

So it seems to me, from a historical perspective, this is just another example of
people jumping the gun and giving up too early.

And perhaps its really not so surprising is it? We are implicitly making an
intellectual leap of tens of orders of magnitude between observable physics and
intellectual gaming, does it astonish anyone then that there is a understanding



gap, such that you could seperate unknowns away into the prior distributions?

6. FP
December 12, 2005

It would be interesting if anthropic reasoning could predict something we do not
yet know. E.g. the exact Higgs mass.
As long as anthropics only ‘predict’ what we know already, the whole philosophy
is not very convincing.

7. Wolfgang
December 12, 2005

Does anybody want to comment on this paper?
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/physics/0512062

From the abstract: “I make some comments about brane world scenarios and
their potential to strengthen the Fermi Paradox.”

In the text: “My solution to the Fermi paradox is compatible with the
speculations that some UFO’s could be true alien spacecrafts.”

8. Alejandro Rivero
December 12, 2005

The classification Wilczek does is a good idea in order to distinghish
anthropicism from empiricism. To me, antropic reasonment is a trick to
introduce empirical measurements (under the disguise of “life normal
conditions”) inside the theory.

I join Gross’ objections; any ad-hoc theory is an opiate if it is not perceived as ad-
hoc, and it can cause retirement from the fight. Mattews’ pill killing Barrow. I
was not surprised by Weinberg take on anthropicism; his book promotes
Effective Field Theory, which is a lesser narcotic but with similar effects. I am
not sure about Wilczek, even after reading your report.

9. woit
December 12, 2005

Please, Wolfgang and others, no space aliens and UFOs here. The anthropic stuff
is bad enough.

10. weichi
December 12, 2005

Aaron,

Which crap are you sick of? Peter’s crap? The anthropic crap? Wilczek’s crap?

11. Aaron Bergman
December 12, 2005

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/physics/0512062
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Anthropic “just so” stories.

12. Wolfgang
December 12, 2005

Peter,

OK. But I think this type of paper (about the ‘subanthropic principle’) is the
logical next step in the line of anthropic reasoning.
By the way, when will Frank Tipler and the ‘Physics of Immortality’ re-appear?

13. Jason Douglas Brown
December 12, 2005

It’s disappointing that so many otherwise smart people are caving into this
landscape rubbish. For one it will not ever yield one prediction whatsoever. The
only real hope string theory or its new incarnation as the yet to be discovered
M-theory is for it to have enough symmetry to find a unique vacuum. I am very
partial to many of the ideas and discovers surrounding string theory but if I came
across it now I’d think twice before putting in all the effort.

I think the reason for all this landscape crap is that string theorists have yet to
make the next big discovery in superstrings. They say one comes along every ten
years or so. Since AdS CFT not much has happened from a fundamental
standpoint. It seems to me that string theory is foundering because we’re
reached an impass. String/M-theory will not move forward until the next major
piece of the puzzle has been discovered. The next major step is to create a
consistent second quantized covariant version of string/m-theory. String theory
in the 60’s gave way to QCD. Perhaps the current string theory/M-atrix theories
will give way to a local field theory with enough symmetry to give a single unique
true vacuum state. Or perhaps not. It really gives me the willies when some of
the most intelligent men who’ve walked the earth invoke anthropic arguments in
the context of some supposed string landscape.

14. AJ
December 12, 2005

JDB,

Field theories with lots of symmetry tend to have more vacua, not fewer. Very
crudely, more symmetry equals more representations.

15. Michael
December 12, 2005

I don’t understand Wilczek’s categories. He claims to know that life doesn’t
depend on the smallness of CP? How could he possibly know this? Does it get
any more pathetic than this? I am sad to see Wilczek go in this direction.

16. Quantoken
December 12, 2005



Jason, what makes you think that once Super String Theory is able to find a
unique vacuum and make predictions, things will be OK, then? You guys have
worked on the crackpot theory for too long and forget that a science theory not
only needs to make predictions, but more important, make CORRECT
predictions. The day that super string theory makes predictions will also be the
day that the idea is dead. Because there is only one in 10^500 chance your
“unique vacuum” will actually match the reality world. The world is 3+1
dimensions! There has been nothing suggesting anything different from that fact.

It will take a truely wrong time before super string theory will eventually be able
to make a prediction at all. The real tragedy is by then you will realize how
wrong you guys were and what a waste of time and effort it had been, to dwindle
on a crackpot idea for so long, just because it was a paid day time job to research
crackpots.

17. Wolfgang
December 12, 2005

Off topic:
Lubos just posted about Riemann’s hypothesis and
states that “a proof may possibly follow from string theory”.

18. secret milkshake
December 12, 2005

I have greatest respect for Wilczek but I don’t understand where he is going with
this. This material would be acceptable as a speculative afterthought chapter in
a popular book or as a dinner discussion.

There was a discussion on anthropic stuff between Dyson and Gould (the
biologist) many years ago and it went like this:
Dyson: “The numerical coincidences are striking. All the fine balancing in QED,
for example. Universe must had expected our arrival – I have this hope, I feel this
way.”
Gould: “If you look on astrophysics models from the early 20th century, you can
see now that the models were completely wrong. But then (as now) their authors
were saying – ‘what an incredible coincidence, if this aether behaved a bit
different and comets were less populous, we would would not be here, no life
possible, so these parameters must have been pre-arranged!’ So there seems to
be a strange alure to fall back on anthropism whenever we lack a real
understanding.”

19. Kris Krogh
December 12, 2005

milkshake,

I had an Earth Science teacher who gushed about how amazing the world is. If
the oxygen content of the atmosphere were sligthly different, we couldn’t exist.
The world is perfectly tuned to our existence. Somehow it never occurred to him
life existed here before oxygen.



20. Quantoken
December 12, 2005

Some how it never occured to any one that instead of the world being perfectly
tuned for our existence, it is actually the case that instead our existence is
ferfectly tuned for this world, not the other way around, just like the case of
oxygen on earth.

21. Adrian Heathcote
December 12, 2005

Peter

Your point about the circularity of Anthropic reasoning is dead right I think.
People complain about philosophy—but this is *bad* philosophy, bad logic.
Interestingly I don’t know of a single professional philosopher who has backed
this idea.

And as for explaining anthropic reasoning using conditional probability—that is
truly a risky business. There are more abuses of conditional probability out there
than all of us have had hot dinners.

cheers

22. Chris W.
December 12, 2005

Speaking of the conversation between Freeman Dyson and Stephen Jay Gould,
and the gushings of Kris Krogh earth science teacher, NPR’s Speaking of Faith is
starting a two-part series on Albert Einstein this week (tonight on some NPR
stations). Guests include Freeman Dyson and Paul Davies. The latter is described
as an astrobiologist.

As I write this, Dyson is saying that “nature is much more than a set of
equations”—more like the rain forest surrounding a mountain peak than the
pristine sterility of the peak itself. This immediately followed a turn of the
discussion to Einstein’s break with his contemporaries on quantum mechanics.

(For what it’s worth, Dyson is on record as saying that he finds the complexity
and diversity of nature more interesting than any prospect for the unification of
its laws.)

23. Not a Nobel Laureate
December 12, 2005

Anthropic “Principle”?

One thing that is certainly unbounded is human hubris.

24. Chris W.
December 12, 2005

http://speakingoffaith.publicradio.org/
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Even if one suspects that the existence of life could teach us something
important about fundamental physics, it seems to me that the formulation of the
Anthropic Principle as a selection effect is a woefully inadequate way to
approach the problem. Given what we have learned about the basis of heredity
and evolutionary change, why not ask a question like this:

Life depends for its continued existence on the fact that the laws of physics allow
metastable configurations of matter, and also on the possibility of such
configurations repairing and reproducing themselves, albeit with variations
(errors) that produce changes of form and patterns of behavior in successive
generations. To what extent does the allowed existence of such systems,
understood computationally, constrain or dictate the laws of physics?

This problem formulation is reminiscent of questions about fundamental limits of
computation, which have received considerable attention from workers in
quantum computation and others. Of course it is by no means unexplored
territory, and would require the input of some novel ideas to throw any additional
light on our current problems. I don’t know whether this is possible, but the
current approach seems only marginally better than numerology. In fact, the
main motivation for it, aside from the simple logic of selection effects, seems to
be that it allows string theorists, particle physicists, and astrophysicists to
continue applying familiar concepts, techniques, and arguments in this new
context, unsatisfying though the results may be. That’s easier than a deep
reconsideration of fundamental assumptions and the development of
fundamentally new ideas.

25. Christine Dantas
December 12, 2005

Talking about predictions (that is a strong word these days!), I am doing a survey
on what quantum gravity models predict (again, the ugly word) on the GZK
cutoff. I could not find (up to now, but still investigating) not even one single
string theory paper solely dedicated to this problem. On the other hand, I did
find at least 2 LQG papers on it (from the same authors, though):

Alfaro, J., and Palma, G.A., “Loop quantum gravity effects on the high
energy cosmic ray spectrum”, hep-th/0501116.

Alfaro, J., and Palma, G., “Loop quantum gravity and ultra high energy
cosmic rays”, Phys. Rev. D, 67, 083003, (2003). hep-th/0208193.

For those who want to know more about this issue, just go to my blog page. In
there, I list today several references of interest on this matter.

What does the Anthropic Principle say about the GZK cutoff? Does the cutoff
exist because we are here to observe it? Or does the cutoff not exist because we
are here to not observe it? (note: I am being sarcastic here. The AP never
convinced me as a valid scientific approach. It really bores me).

Best wishes
Christine

http://www.cise.ufl.edu/~mpf/physlim/PartII-readings.html
http://www.cise.ufl.edu/~mpf/physlim/PartII-readings.html


26. Jenny Attiyeh
December 12, 2005

Hi all,
As the blog post I’m responding to is now archived, I thought I’d weasel in on
this one… I will be interviewing Lisa Randall shortly on her “Warped Passages”
for my podcast program on authors, academics and intellectuals, and I’m eager
for your input!
In the spirit of open-source research, I’m looking for good questions to ask her
that are appropriate for an intelligent but mainstream (ie. non-scientific)
audience. Please do pitch in, and of course I will credit you (and your blog) when
I ask her your question(s)!
If you’d like to take a look at ThoughtCast, please go to
http://www.thoughtcast.org, and thank you!
— Jenny

27. ksh95
December 12, 2005

Life depends for its continued existence on the fact that the laws of physics allow
metastable configurations of matter
Here’s something else that bothers me about the AP and similar arguments. Who
says that the above is true (stable matter, carbon based life, etc). It seem to me
that simple complexity may be a neccessary and sufficient condition for
life….Can complexity arise in quark-gluon plasma. How about gravitational
based complexity in a universe where big G is much much larger….
If life is more diverse than our carbon based examples appear, Quantokens point
becomes very relevent.…instead of the world being perfectly tuned for our
existence, it is actually the case that instead our existence is ferfectly tuned for
this world…Here, the anthropic principal is even less “predictive” than before.
The point being that all of this is a never-ending discussion, built on likelyhoods,
I-believe-thats, it-could-be-possilbe-thats, and what-ifs.

We would do well to remember that congress only funds nuclear missiles,
semiconductors, space craft, and productivity enhancements.

28. Kea
December 12, 2005

Well, I guess, on the bright side: at least they’re starting to think about logic.

29. Dissident
December 12, 2005

Some of us began suspecting that all’s not well with Wilczek already after
reading his review of “The Road to Reality”. Post-Nobel stress syndrome, maybe?

30. Michael Bacon
December 12, 2005

Peter,

http://www.thoughtcast.org/
http://www.thoughtcast.org/


Your right that Tegmark’s favorite idea – the existence of a Level IV multiverse of
all possible mathematical structures – is subject to the same problems. What do
you think generally about a Level III multiverse like that supposed to be
underlying the physical computations performed by quantum computers?

31. woit
December 12, 2005

Michael,

I’m not really very fond of many worlds interpretations of QM, and not sure
exactly what Tegmark has in mind here. The formulation you give “underlying
the physical computations performed by quantum computers” doesn’t seem to
me to necessarily correspond to anything except QM itself, and I don’t see the
necessity of bringing the multiverse into discussions of QM.

Jenny,

An interesting question for Randall might be to ask her what she thinks about
the whole “Anthropic Principle” controversy, discussed in several blog entries
here recently, including this one. No need to credit me or the blog with this
question.

32. Chris W.
December 12, 2005

[Jenny: The following might prompt some questions for Lisa. It reinforces my
suspicion that higher-dimensional theories lead into a quagmire not unlike the
multiverse and anthropic arguments.]

New paper on arXiv.org:

Extra symmetry in the field equations in 5D with spatial spherical
symmetry (gr-qc/0512067)

[ABSTRACT] We point out that the field equations in 5D, with spatial
spherical symmetry, possess an extra symmetry that leaves them
invariant. This symmetry corresponds to certain simultaneous
interchange of coordinates and metric coefficients. As a consequence a
single solution in 5D can generate very different scenarios in 4D,
ranging from static configurations to cosmological situations. A new
perspective emanates from our work. Namely, that different
astrophysical and cosmological scenarios in 4D might correspond to
the same physics in 5D. We present explicit examples that illustrate
this point of view.

From the text:

All these theories face the same challenge, namely the prediction of
observable effects from the extra dimensions [8]. The success of this
mission depends on the “correct” identification of the physical or

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0512067
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0512067
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0512067
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0512067
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0512067
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0512067


observable space-time metric from the multidimensional one. This is
not a trivial task in higher-dimensional cosmologies, like braneworld
and STM, where the extra dimension is noncompact. In this scenario
all the coordinates are alike, in the sense that the metric tensor is
allowed to depend explicitly on the extra coordinate, usually called fifth
coordinate.
In this regard, the crucial question is: given an arbitrary 5-dimensional
metric, that depends on all five coordinates, how do we decide which
one is the “extra” coordinate? The answer to this question seems to be
far from obvious. Even in the simple case of spherical symmetry, in
ordinary three space, there are various possible options leading to
different scenarios in 4D.

33. Lee Smolin
December 12, 2005

To Christine Dantas: What LQG implies for the GZK cutoff depends on whether
the symmetry of the ground state shows broken Lorentz invariance or deformed
Poincare invariance. The former is what Alfaro and Palma and other authors
assume through their choice of an ansatz for the ground state. But there is
increasing evidence (but no proof so far) for the latter conclusion. There is proof
that Poincare invariance is deformed but not broken in 2+1 dimensional
quantum gravity coupled to matter and there are heuristic arguments such as
hep-th/0501091. If the ground state has deformed Poincare symmetry the
expectation is that GZK threshold does not differ measurably from that of
ordinary Lorentz invariant theories, as shown in several papers, including gr-
qc/0312089, astro-ph/0008107 and gr-qc/0312124.

I agree its strange there are no papers making the obvious point that as string
theory is constructed to be Poincare invariant it predicts that ordinary special
relativity should hold to arbitrarily small distances. This would appear to be the
only testsible predictions string theory is capable of making. The reason is
perhaps that they would prefer to keep open the option of finding a consistent
string vacuum with any symmetry that is observed experimentally.

Thanks,

Lee

34. Michael Bacon
December 12, 2005

Peter,

Thanks for the response. I’ll take not corresponding to “anything except QM
itself” as a compliment.

I guess then that you would not agree with Deutsch and others that the quantum
theory of computation is the clearest and simplest language and mathmatical
formilism for setting out quantum theory itself?



35. Aaron Bergman
December 12, 2005

I agree its strange there are no papers making the obvious point that as string
theory is constructed to be Poincare invariant it predicts that ordinary special
relativity should hold to arbitrarily small distances.

It’s easy to break Lorentz invariance by turning on a background field.

36. woit
December 12, 2005

Michael,

Sorry, but I’ve never spent much time reading about or thinking about the
quantum theory of computation (or is it the theory of quantum computation?), so
I don’t really have any views about it.

My views about quantum mechanics are different than some people’s. I think the
basic formalism itself, embodied in the path integral and in the idea of describing
the world in terms of a Hilbert space, with self-adjoint operators as observables,
is something closely connected to representation theory, and extremely
mathematically deep. Sure, the interpretational issues that arise as one tries to
understand how classical behavior emerges from the quantum formalism are
very tricky, but that’s no reason to search for a replacement for the QM
formalism itself. There may be interesting issues arising from quantum
computing, I’m just not very well informed about them.

37. Michael Bacon
December 12, 2005

Peter,

Thanks again. I agree that there is no reason to search for a replacement for the
QM formalism itself.

38. JC
December 12, 2005

Peter,

(slightly offtopic)

Do you know of any references which try to put path integrals on a more
mathematical rigorous footing, in the field theory context without going to the
euclideanized version of the path integral?

39. Jenny Attiyeh
December 13, 2005

Thanks for the suggested questions — I really appreciate it. Also, I read an
article about how this blog is quite a lightening rod. Hooray!!



-Jenny

40. Aaron Bergman
December 13, 2005

I guess then that you would not agree with Deutsch and others that the quantum
theory of computation is the clearest and simplest language and mathmatical
formilism for setting out quantum theory itself?

The clearest and simplest language for setting out quantum theory is quantum
theory. Quantum computing is just an application of quantum theory.

Do you know of any references which try to put path integrals on a more
mathematical rigorous footing, in the field theory context without going to the
euclideanized version of the path integral?

Ugh. I suppose there’s Glimm and Jaffe, but the impression I get from afar is that
constructive field theory has been a spectacularly unsuccessful endeavor.

For the last, I suppose you could ask Lisa about how she fell off a mountain a few
times, but it looks like that’s actually fairly widely covered. You could ask her
how she feels about top-down vs. bottom-up approaches to physics. You could
ask what she feels might happen when the LHC turns on in a few years.

I actually think the middle one might be the most interesting.

41. Adrian Heathcote
December 13, 2005

JC

There is a talk on this at KITP site by Graeme Segal of Oxford. You can watch the
entire thing (and there are not so many interruptions in this one).

Cheers

42. Chris Oakley
December 13, 2005

Jenny,

I do not think that you should be interviewing String theorists, or apologists for
String theory at all. The public are not completely stupid and the more exposure
the String theorists get the more the public will realise that their hugely
speculative idea has very little chance of connecting with reality. Those who are
content to pursue ideas simply because they find them mathematically
intriguing, and who show little or no interest in finding experimental verification,
should not be held up as examples of application of the scientific method.

Find some genuine scientists. Molecular biology, for example, is an exciting area
now – I am sure that you will find much more interesting material here.



43. Lee Smolin
December 13, 2005

Aaron says, “It’s easy to break Lorentz invariance by turning on a background
field.”

In standard field theories, like Maxwell, it costs energy to break Lorentz or
translation invariance, which is why for these theories the vacuum is the only
Poincare invariant state. Are there explicit examples in string theory where it
doesn’t cost energy to break Poincare invariance of the uncompactified
dimensions? Also, are there consistent string vacua with deformed Poincare
invariance? With Magueijo we began to investigate this and found partial results
in hep-th/0401087.

Lee

44. Fabien Besnard
December 13, 2005

Adrian Heathcote said :

>Interestingly I don’t know of a single professional philosopher who has backed
this idea.

Well there is at least Nick Bostrom who apparently is writing a paper with
Tegmark. Incidentally, Bostrom also support the simulation argument which
according to me is subject to the very same kind of logical problems that
anthropic reasoning.

As to Tegmark and his level IV multiverse, it’s an idea I find more interesting
that level 1 to 3 multiverse for the following reason : you don’t care at all about
what happens in multiverse 1-3, it does not constrain you at all, not more than
what happen in a fiction, whereas you do care about what “happens” in the
mathematical world. Our world would be very different if you changed some
math formula/theorem. This is why I think of mathematical structures as more
real than parallel universes.

45. Christine Dantas
December 13, 2005

Dr. Smolin,

Thank you very much for your comment on the GZK cutoff issue.

Best wishes
Christine

46. Adrian Heathcote
December 13, 2005

FB said

http://www.nickbostrom.com/
http://www.nickbostrom.com/
http://www.simulation-argument.com/
http://www.simulation-argument.com/
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/fabien.besnard/refutation.html
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/fabien.besnard/refutation.html


”Well there is at least Nick Bostrom who apparently is writing a paper with
Tegmark. Incidentally, Bostrom also support the simulation argument which
according to me is subject to the very same kind of logical problems that
anthropic reasoning.”

I can’t read French but I trust you to be right about this one.

Hadn’t heard of Nick Bostrum previously but having looked at some of his stuff I
feel no better about the AP.

BTW a sure sign that someone is talking unmitigated nonsense with the AP is
when they say such things as ”the cosmological constant’s value is *caused* by
the existence of humans.” This is the most foolish abuse of the concept of
causation I know. There should actually be a law against it.

47. JKG
December 13, 2005

Hi,

I just want to understand something about anthropic reasoning. Suppose I find
that the probability of finding value of X close to what we observe is 99%. So
what? Suppose I find that the probability of finding value of X close to what we
observe is 10^{-100}%. Then what?

Is it that beneath this kind of reasoning is the metaphysical assumption that our
universe is probable? If so how to justified this assumption?

48. Aaron Bergman
December 13, 2005

Those who are content to pursue ideas simply because they find them
mathematically intriguing, and who show little or no interest in finding
experimental verification, should not be held up as examples of application of the
scientific method.

And what exactly makes you think that Lisa Randall fits this description?

Are there explicit examples in string theory where it doesn’t cost energy to break
Poincare invariance of the uncompactified dimensions?

I was thinking of the D-branes with a Moyal product which is a limit of a
background with a B-field.

Also, are there consistent string vacua with deformed Poincare invariance?

Not that I know of. Some people have thought about q-deformed de Sitter
symmetries, though.

49. Chris Oakley
December 13, 2005



Those who are content to pursue ideas simply because they find them
mathematically intriguing, and who show little or no interest in finding
experimental verification, should not be held up as examples of application of the
scientific method.

– And what exactly makes you think that Lisa Randall fits this description?

Not as guilty as many, I agree, and not to be bracketed with those who advocate
“anthropic” capitulation. But I would still classify her as an apologist for ST.

50. Aaron Bergman
December 13, 2005

But I would still classify her as an apologist for ST.

How depressing, that we must classify everyone.

51. Fabien Besnard
December 13, 2005

Adrian said :

>I can’t read French but I trust you to be right about this one.

you don’t have to : there is a link to an english version at the top of the page.

52. Arun
December 13, 2005

Yes, Aaron, since we have little hope of saying “correct” and “incorrect” about
people’s work, we are reduced to classifying the people, sort of like what
happens in any humanities department. The level of objectivity that
characterized particle physics is being eroded.

53. Who
December 13, 2005

Arun:…**since we have little hope of saying “correct” and “incorrect” about
people’s work, we are reduced to… level of objectivity … is being eroded.**

maybe there is a ray of hope regarding falsifiability. judging by what Smolin said
earlier, string ideas were constructed to have thorough Poincaré invariance,
naturally, and so in 2008 if GLAST finds some energy dependence of the speed of
gammarays, that will falsify string. I presume that string can then be discarded
as physics for that reason, if for no other.

conversely there are several non-string approaches to quantum gravity which do
naturally and unavoidably predict energy dependence of the speed of photons—I
think Smolin-style LQG does, for one. If GLAST does NOT find energy
dependence in arrival time of gammaray burst photons that would seem to me
like a good reason to discard Smolin-type LQG and any other QG approach with
that feature.



By the way this does not affect CDT as far as I know.

I looked at the Stanford GLAST website recently and it appeared that it was still
on schedule for a launch in 2007. Perhaps someone will wish to correct me, but
that does seem to introduce a little “correct” and “incorrect” into the picture
—which Arun found lacking.

54. island
December 13, 2005

Anthropic “Principle”?
One thing that is certainly unbounded is human hubris.

I think that it’s equally arrogant to think that we can detatch ourselves from
nature to presume that we can remove ourselves from the natural process to
conclude that nature doesn’t specially produce intelligent life for the
thermodynamic contributions that intelligence enables. As soon as you do that,
then you realize how stupid that it is to think that we humans could be alone in
that effort if there’s a real thermodynamic need for it.

Especially when there is writing-on-the-wall evidence that the leap from apes to
humans enabled us to take advantage of energy sources that we would not be
able to tap into otherwise. Etceteras and so on, the list of stuff that humans do in
this effort is about as endless as the growing list of anthropic coincidences.

And then start looking from there… ASK the questions, don’t *automatically*
knee-jerk react with lame representations that are designed to ignore the full
implications of the principle.

Some how it never occured to any one that instead of the world being perfectly
tuned for our existence, it is actually the case that instead our existence is
ferfectly tuned for this world, not the other way around, just like the case of
oxygen on earth.

That means that we’re a part of the local ecobalance, and you’re right, so don’t
assume that we’re any different than squirrils that bury nuts when we warm the
climate, this counterbalances the *cumulative* accelerating runaway tendency
toward glaciation that is predicted by Milankovitch models, which have been
verified spectrographically from ice core samples taken in Greenland.

This balance between cumulative runaway tendencies, the greenhouse effect, vs
the tendency toward glaciation… is yet another anthropic coincidence for which
we are *innately* contributing players… go figure?

Deal with it, you don’t have a choice, so don’t be so arrogant as to presume that
we can fool mother nature, the tug-o-war between “big business” and the “green
movement” self-regulates the process, not the biggest brains in science, who
*would* have us stagnate and die. Deal with it, we’re not detatched from the
process, we’re specaially required ‘fungi’ that design “fairy-rings” per our
inherent predisposition so do so. Nothing more… NOR LESS CONNECTED.



Bostrom introduced the Self Sampling Assumption in an attempted extension of
the Copernican Principle into the time domain, but it has been proven that this is
of no real-world significance to cosmology, because theories of everything that
have constrained prarameters guarantee the emergence of man in a world in
which man is known to exist. And that’s where the ill-considered idea from
skeptics comes from, they then conclude that “just so” isn’t a significant factor,
because that’s a given or we simply aren’t going to be here. I say that it is ill-
considered reasoning because this line of thinking fails to take into account the
fact that “just so” falls between cumulatively runaway tendencies.

The anthropic principle fell from only one of these weirdly balanced
coincidences, the vast number of these life-permitting “ecobalanced” conditions
that have been discovered since that time serve to compound the significance
exponentially by orders of magnitude with each additional coincidence that is
discovered. So it isn’t even close to rational to offer up, multiverse-like “what if”
scenarios about other forms of life and conditions that MIGHT exist elsewhere.

One thing that string theory teaches is that you can lose touch with real physics
in imaginary universes, so be very careful when you project beyond what is
observed to “what-if” things are different elsewhere in the universe scenarios,
because you’re appealing to religion when you do that. Just because we don’t
know something isn’t an excuse to assume whatever you want.

Nick Bostrom’s ideas are interesting and relevant where apparently chaotic,
(subtly determined?), scenarios are applicable, but he fails to take into account
the fact that an anthropic explanation for the fine-tuning of the universal
constants is supposed to be embedded into humans by the universal scale
mechanism that enables or requires human existence. That justifies the selection
effect, in this case, because anthropic bias is supposed to be an innate
characteristic of the universe.

He correctly notes that there can be areas of low entropy, (which are necessary
to life), within the greater whole of our entropic, expanding universe, but he
failed to equate the predominant entropic prejudice of our universe to the
anthropic bias, as supported by conventional Big Bang Theory and The Standard
Model of Particle Physics.

The anthropic principle notes that “Anthropic Bias” is, by definition, the natural
expression for universal scale favoritism toward humans.

The principle becomes a powerful form of support for our best theories if we are
thermodynamically connected to the process and there is no way to set yourself
apart from this because the underlying direction of all action in a big bang
induced expanding universe is ultimately entropic, per conventional Big Bang
Theory as supported by the latest confirmed observational evidence.

Barring quantum fantasies… any occurrence within the system is, therefore, a
result of the tuning of the constants that were set at t=10^-43. This includes
humans in all their glory, and the weak entropic anthropic argument would
support this via the fact that it is observationally proven that the human is



comparitively one of nature’s more preferred methods for efficiently dissipating
energy at a regulated but increasing rate.

Dicke got his coincidence from Dirac’s Large Numbers Hypothesis, but Dirac’s
cosmological model was wrong… gravity falling off with expansion. It is logical to
think that repairing Dirac’s cosmolgy would necessarily complete and clarify the
anthropic principle, while removing the tautologous nature of it. Oh that’s right
we’ve accepted assumptions that take us beyond all that, no wonder Einstein
died believing what he couldn’t prove, rather than to accept that crap.

If you stick to the observed universe like the AP is telling you to do, then you can
only derive that a multiverse is for dreamers, and so are infinities, uncertainty,
absolute cosmic singularities… etc. idealizations. We have to distinguish between
an idealized vacuum and the lowest actual energy state, which is non-zero.

It’s equally arrogant to assume that there isn’t some good reason for the
anthropic principle in one universe as it is to intentionally bury OBVIOUS
significance, (as Lenny pointed out), in many imagined universes.

Quit pretending that you don’t see the writing on the wall.

At least Lenny has the guts to admit that the “appearance” of purpose in nature
is real.

Deal with it.

55. Michael Bacon
December 13, 2005

It’s far too skeptical to say that when you project beyond what is observed you’re
appealing to religion. What we know about the world is far greater than what we
observe. More interesting is the idea that if GLAST finds some energy depedence
of the speed of gammarays, that will falsify string theory. If not, non-string
approaches like Smolin-style LQGs, which can accomodate energy dependence,
are faced with a similar situation. I was wondering what folks thought of that?

56. island
December 13, 2005

It’s far too skeptical to say that when you project beyond what is observed you’re
appealing to religion.

That’s true. I worded it improperly and should have said that the anthropic
principle is telling us that we shouldn’t project beyond what is observed to
assume that idealizations can actually exist… or you’re appealing to religion.

57. Michael Bacon
December 13, 2005

Not sure what you mean by “assume” and “idealizations”. Nevertheless,
regardless of the meanings, there is much beyond what is observed that actually



exists.

58. Chris W.
December 14, 2005

Hey, look at the papers linked by ‘Dissident’ in his comment on Cosmic Variance
(“Where the dark matter is”). Many of you are aware of the recent work of
Lauscher and Reuter (latest in hep-th/0511260). Reuter, et al, are arguing for
observable manifestations of renormalization effects in QG at galactic and larger
scales. Along with the connections of the same work to recent results in CDT, I
find all this very encouraging. It seems to me that Wilczek of all people should be
paying close attention to this stuff instead of wasting his time with the
Multiverse and AP.

59. Chris W.
December 14, 2005

PS (credit where credit is due): I believe Aaron Bergman has been closely
following work in CDT as well as the papers of Lauscher and Reuter. Any
comments, Aaron?

60. Aaron Bergman
December 14, 2005

I haven’t been following very closely — I have my own research, after all. I read
a bit on CDT, and while it’s intriguing, it’s still feels very preliminary and
somewhat ad hoc to me. A lot of people believe that any such UV fixed point is
going to be extremely sensitive to the matter content in the theory, so it’s not
clear what significance a pure GR calculation would have. In that, as best I know,
this is the first time anyone’s every found something that’s not horribly crumpled
up, I’ll be paying attention to where it’s going. It’d be nice to see some black
hole stuff with it.

I haven’t looked at the Reuter stuff myself, but Jacques has, and it seems pretty
persuasive to me.

61. island
December 14, 2005

…there is much beyond what is observed that actually exists

Like what, goblins? or did I stumble through a side door into the church of
infinities?

I’ll leave a tip in the plate when they pass it around, the point that I made was
that the observational evidence indicates that you’d have to fix Dirac’s
Cosmology to see if it repairs his Large Numbers Hypothesis before you can
make that claim, since we are talking about the affect that an entropic anthropic
cosmological principle would have on this model.

A failure to look for evidence is popular where the AP is concerned, but that’s all

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/12/13/where-the-dark-matter-is/#comment-8970
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/12/13/where-the-dark-matter-is/#comment-8970
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511260
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511260
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000648.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000648.html


starting to change now that the string theorists have started abusing it to
support their belief system, like creationists do.

Better lose the lame arguments that are designed to downplay its significance
though, because they won’t fly, they just make you appear as antifanatics who
don’t care what the actual science is.

62. Christine Dantas
December 14, 2005

It is not clear to me whether the framework below can be implemented in string
theory. If this could be so, then will string theory accommodate Lorentz violation
as well? Does it depend on how far string theory reproduces the standard model?

This is taken from Mattingly’s review (gr-qc/0502097):

The most conservative approach for a framework in which to test
Lorentz violation from quantum gravity is that of effective field theory
(EFT). Both the standard model and relativity can be considered EFT’s
and the EFT framework can easily incorporate Lorentz violation via the
introduction of extra tensors. Furthermore, in many systems where the
fundamental degrees of freedom are qualitatively different than the
low energy degrees of freedom, EFT applies and give correct results up
to some high energy scale. Hence following the usual guideline of
starting with known physics, EFT is an obvious place to start looking
for Lorentz violation.

And:

“(…)the first place to look from an EFT perspective is all possible
renormalizable Lorentz violating terms that can be added to the
standard model. In [Ref] Colladay and Kostelecky derived just such a
theory in flat space – the so-called (minimal) Standard Model Extension
(mSME).

[Ref] Colladay, D., and Kosteleck´y, V.A., “Lorentz-violating extension of the
standard model”, Phys. Rev. D, 58, 1160

Thank you,
Christine

63. Brett
December 14, 2005

Christine-

The original motivation for developing the standard model extension came from
string theory! Alan Kostelecky was an expert in string field theory, and he and
Stuart Samuel wrote several papers in which they found minima of the string
potential with odd properties. Perhaps the oddest property was that some of the
minima had spontaneous Lorentz violation. (I think it turns out that none of the



Lorentz-violating minima are actually the global vaucua of the theories, though,
unfortunately).

Moving to effective field theory was motivated in large part by the fact that there
are no realistic string theories. (There are no sufficiently realistic quantum
gravity theories of any type.) But, knowing that string theory or some other high-
scale physics could break Lorentz violation, it was immediately natural to
consider how this could be encoded in an effective field theory. Having an
effective field theory of Lorentz violation allows us to translate empirical
verifications of relativity into bounds on specific coefficients, and these effective
field theory bounds should not be sensitive to the underlying physics that gives
rise to the Lorentz violation.

The effective field theory has now been developed for both quantum field theory
and GR. The GR part is very interesting, because it apparently does not allow for
explicit Lorentz symmetry breaking; any Lorentz violation must be spontaneously
induced. There are a few other conditions on what form the Lorentz violation can
take, but there’s still a lot of very simple questions whose answers are unknown.

64. Who
December 14, 2005

about falsifiability, something interesting came up in QG recently

there is this different but related question which is sometimes asked string
thinkers
What would make you give up string theory?
It was e.g. asked in the Panel Discussion at Toronto Strings ’05 and Steve
Shenker replied “You’re not supposed to be asking that!”
From string theorists I’ve never seen a serious answer.

but Laurent Freidel recently gave a serious answer to that as regards LQG—he
works on the spinfoam approach—in his invited talk at October Loops’05.

spinfoam is a kind of path integral, or sum over histories, treatment of
spacetime. Freidel has introduced matter in the 3D case and shown that an
effective QFT appears as the zero-gravity limit. he gets feynman diagrams and
vertex amplitudes out of the spinfoams in the limit as newton’s G goes to zero.

he was reporting on the first steps of an effort to extend this to 4D.
the requirement of getting the right effective QFT as a flat limit, of getting the
correct feynman diagrams out of the spinfoam, should according to him
determine a unique spinfoam QG model. IF IT DOES NOT he says, then he would
stop researching spinfoam QG.

There is a video of Laurent Freidel talk at Loops ’05. I downloaded it earlier and
just watched it again. I was impressed—there is a kind of “falsifiability” here. It
is not so much empirical (except that feynman diagram vertex amplitudes are
supported empirically) as theoretical consistency. but he is obviously serious
about it. for people who think like that and expect that, it is an exciting time in
spinfoam.



something has worked in the 3D case and they are starting to check it and if it
does not work in 4D that means, for them, that spinfoam goes on the scrap heap.
but if it does work then it passes a kind of test.

see if you can download the Freidel talk from the Loops05 site. I think they may
have taken the videos offline because I can’t download it now.

the relevant preprint is
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0512113
and references therein

65. Christine
December 14, 2005

Dear Brett,

Thank you for your comment.

Best wishes
Christine

66. Who
December 14, 2005

Wilczek posted this today
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0512187
Enlightenment, Knowledge, Ignorance, Temptation
Frank Wilczek
10 pages, 5 figures. Summary talk at “Expectations of a Final Theory”, Trinity
College, Cambridge, September 2005
“I discuss the historical and conceptual roots of reasoning about the parameters
of fundamental physics and cosmology based on selection effects. I argue
concretely that such reasoning can and should be combined with arguments
based on symmetry and dynamics; it supplements them, but does not replace
them.”

67. Chris W.
December 14, 2005

I just read through Wilczek’s preprint. It is beautifully written; whatever one may
think of the ultimate fate of these notions one could hardly ask for a better
introduction. String theory and its current travails plays only a supporting role in
it.

Some thoughts occurred to me after I finished it:

The so-called anthropic coincidences are derivable and interesting only because
so much is governed by dynamical laws. We could hardly argue that a certain
small set of parameters must be close to their measured values for life to exist
unless those parameters were embedded in a theoretical structure that is largely
unique, precisely formulated and testable, and broadly applicable. That is, if the
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structure of the world, and its changes from one moment to the next, were
completely arbitrary then the notion of selection effects would have no meaning;
we couldn’t sensibly reason about them. So the possible need to invoke
cosmological selection effects, unless we approach it in a glib and superficial
way, should force us to think deeply about the nature and basis of physical laws,
as well as their relationship to the possibility of discovering them.*

For these reasons I am deeply suspicious of assertions that are tantamount to
saying that in the multiverse all physical laws are possible. This implies that the
dynamical laws that we have formulated and successfully tested are in fact
purely accidental—just aspects of one “point” in the multiverse—so that the very
basis for analyzing the anthropic coincidences threatens to collapse. Everything
about the observed universe becomes a selection effect, and we are forced to
conclude that the laws, the fundamental constants, and the existence of life are
one big arbitrarily selected package.

(Of course I’m setting aside the fact that defining life, and identifying the
features of the observed universe upon which life really depends, is still a fairly
dicey enterprise.)

———————–
[* Note that, in some sense, all living things must discover something about
physical laws, through evolution as well in the adaptive behavior of individuals,
in order to effectively negotiate their environments and survive long enough to
reproduce.]

68. Chris W.
December 14, 2005

By the way, Sean Carroll’s latest post on Cosmic Variance nicely complements
this discussion.

69. Michael Bacon
December 14, 2005

If spinfoam does work in 4D it adds evidence that it fits the quantum formalism
and that the math surrounding the sum over histories approach is appropriate in
the circumstances. I’m curious how the information representing the physical
objects constituting the spinfoam, whatever its ultimate appearance, commute
with their nearest neighbors. Perhaps quantum computation theory has
something to add in this regard.

70. Arun
December 16, 2005

Which fundamental physical parameters, when changed to within a factor of 2,
would make carbon-based life impossible?

71. Arun
December 16, 2005

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/12/14/is-our-universe-natural/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/12/14/is-our-universe-natural/


Further question – would the “Standard Model” with a single generation of
leptons and quarks instead of three (hence the scare quotes) be as consistent as
the Standard Model? Would such a universe with such physics support life?
While one generation instead of three would change details of the big bang and
nucleosynthesis and so on, presumably a carbon atom doesn’t change all that
much; planets and chemistry might still be possible? If the answer is yes, then
doesn’t that put paid to the anthropic principle? i.e., if the anthropic principle
can’t distinguish between one generation and three, then it isn’t of much use, is
it?

72. Max Tegmark
December 17, 2005

Hi Mark,

I recently discovered your blog entry about our paper, and found it both
interesting and amusing. Next time you spot me at a meeting, please stop by and
say hello during a coffee break, as it would be fun to discuss these issues.

My opinion is that this anthropic debate is so spirited and long-lived because the
two sides are largely talking past each other, addressing different questions. In
this spirit, I think it would help of we both state clearly what points we’re trying
to make. The essence of what you write seems to be “the anthropic principle is
unscientific and I don’t like it” -how would you phrase your core points, and what
precisely do you mean by “the anthropic principle”?
Specifically, how would you classify your critique?
a) The calculations in our paper are uninteresting and a waste of time.
b) Our paper contains incorrect statements.
If it’s (a), then I respect your viewpoint and merely disagree with it.
If it’s (b), then which specific statements to you object to?

This may surprise you, but I don’t like using the phrase “anthropic principle”,
because there are many different definitions of
it floating around, all of which I believe to be either tautological or false. The
question that I’m personally interested is how to confront a mathematical theory
of physics (given by some Lagrangian or whatever) with observation, which I
think you agree involves computing its predictions with selection effects taken
into account.
For example, what does the pre-inflationary axion model predict, and is it ruled
out? A key goal of our paper was to addresses these questions.

Cheers,

73. Who
December 17, 2005

Dear Max,
I thought it was a serious flaw in your paper that it failed to address Smolin’s
cosmological natural selection proposal (CNS) and the accompanying arguments
presented in



Scientific Alternatives to the Anthropic Principle
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213

—exerpt from abstract—
…We show however that it is still possible to make falsifiable predictions from
theories of multiverses, if the ensemble predicted has certain properties
specified here. An example of such a falsifiable multiverse theory is cosmological
natural selection. It is reviewed here and it is argued that the theory remains
unfalsified. But it is very vulnerable to falsification by current observations,
which shows that it is a scientific theory. ,,,
—endquote—

Since the CNS proposal is the simplest and most directly testable multiverse
model, and it has not yet been refuted by observation as far as I know. I think it
is incumbent on you to describe CNS and to say why you think it can be ruled
out. Or explain why it is not testable by current astronomical observations, if you
believe it is not.

It might further the discussion if you did this.

Cheers 

74. woit
December 17, 2005

Hi Max,

Thanks a lot for taking the time to write here, I’d certainly enjoy talking to you in
person about these issues sometime. Here are some comments, I hope they
address the questions you asked.

First, some context. My background is in mathematics and particle physics, not
cosmology, and what motivates me is the idea of trying to find an improvement of
the standard model, using new mathematical ideas. I think Wilczek would
classify me as the sort who is trying to get somewhere by “pure thought”,
something which he doesn’t believe will ever work. I’d claim that, given the lack
of any new helpful experimental input, particle theorists don’t really have any
choice at the moment except to go this admittedly much more difficult route. I’ve
never found string theory a particularly appealing idea for unification (although
it gives interesting insights into strongly coupled gauge theories and has led to
some important new mathematics), and think the way it has completely
dominated mathematically-minded particle theory for the last twenty years has
been a disaster for the subject. By now it should be clear that it is simply a highly
speculative idea that failed, and the field desperately needs to acknowledge this
and move on to trying other things. The whole string theory landscape program,
especially in its “anthropic” version, seems to me to be a retreat from the very
idea of doing science, motivated by a refusal to admit failure. For more about
this, read my recent review here of Susskind’s new book.

Like just about any particle theorist, I’ve spent some time looking at what is
going on in cosmology and hoping it will provide some new insights into how to
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get beyond the standard model. So far it seems to me cosmology has provided
some interesting hints, but unfortunately they’re no more than hints. We’re
agreed that what needs to be done here is to find ways of confronting our
mathematical models with the real world. When dealing with models that involve
a statistical ensemble of universes and observables that are only probabilistically
determined, sure, one has to take into account selection effects.

The scientific part of my critique of your paper was not that I thought any of it
was incorrect. The major part of it, your anthropic calculation of the selection
effect for the dark energy density was more complicated than I have the time or
interest to follow. You end up with a probability distribution for the dark energy,
with the observed value near the peak. What was unclear to me was exactly what
conclusions you are claiming can be drawn from this. Ignoring the axion
cosmology prior, it seems you’re just claiming that there’s an anthropic window
in the dark energy density, and observations show we’re in the middle of it.

But, as a particle physicist, what I really want to know is what is left over when
you remove the selection effect. Exactly what does your calculation says about
the axion cosmology model? Have you provided any new evidence for it other
than that it’s not obviously inconsistent? Can you rule out a flat dark energy
density prior in favor of the axion cosmology one? Your paper didn’t seem to
seriously address these kind of questions, or the more general question of when
you can expect to get genuine, falsifiable predictions out of this kind of
calculation.

That’s the scientific critique, there’s also a more general critique, one I made in
my posting. Especially the early part of your paper seemed to me a heavily
ideological push for the idea of anthropic determination of the standard model
parameters, without anything to really back this up. Given the on-going disaster
in particle theory these days due to the string theory landscape, I think this is
really unhelpful.

Anyway, thanks again for writing in. If you’d like to write something more than a
short comment in response, I’d be more than happy to put it up as a new posting,
so people would be more likely to see it and comment on it if they wish.

Peter

75. Aaron Bergman
December 17, 2005

For my part, I think probabilistic arguments across multiverses are nonsensical.
Otherwise, I don’t see a satisfactory response to the doomsday argument. So,
you can file me under (a).

76. Who
December 17, 2005

Peter to Max: “If you’d like to write something more than a short comment in
response, I’d be more than happy to put it up as a new posting, so people would
be more likely to see it and comment on it if they wish.”



That would be great! Please consider doing this, Max!

77. Max Tegmark
December 18, 2005

Hi Peter,

Thanks for your thoughful response. I’m glad to hear that you didn’t feel any of it
was incorrect.

I agree that it will be interesting of one can make stronger statements about the
axion model – as described in the paper, this will require
improved astrophysics calculations that I hope somebody will make. You
described the early part of the paper as a heavily ideological push for the idea of
anthropic determination of the standard model parameters. The intent was
rather to push for an open mindset on the issue, since we frankly don’t know how
many parameters will ultimately be computable from others.

Regarding the CNS-critigue by “Who”: The pre-inflationary axion model is a
complete physical theory, whereas Smolin’s “Cosmological natural selection” is
not (we lack a mathematical description of how black holes spawn universes; see
also http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407266). Moreover, my guess is that the
hypothesis is ruled out by the low observed fluctuation level (~1/10^5), since
raising it would lead to more black holes.

Finally and most importantly, I’m glad that many of you disagree with my views!
As argued in http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0510188, I think that diversity in the
physics community is more useful than an ideological monoculture, since it
motivates physicists to tackle unsolved problems with a wide variety of
approaches.

78. Who
December 18, 2005

Hi Max,
personally I view your “low observed fluctuation level” not as a fundamental
physical constant but more of an ad hoc result. It could be symptomatic of more
basic parameters established prior to the beginning of expansion. But this is
largely a matter of preference. It is personal opinion on your part (as you say)
and equally on mine!

I would have expected you to mention CNS in your paper and to say why, in your
opinion, it is probably ruled out. This would have given others a convenient
opportunity to argue that it has not yet been ruled out.

There have been quite a few papers in the past year relating to the question of
how black holes might spawn universes. Much of the work (QG modeling black
hole collapse) was by people who reported in the Friday (14 October) session of
Loops ’05. The main topic was LQC, but the same people work on quantum
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models of gravitational collapse and, for what it’s worth, the bounce
mathematics has turned out to look rather similar in both cases.

You say “we lack a mathematical description” and cite a 2004 paper by Leonard
Susskind responding to Smolin, but, as I say, there has been quite a bit of
mathematical description since then. I also do not believe Susskind’s rebuttal
stands unchallenged.

Be that as it may, my point is that the CNS idea has not been disposed of and
should have been discussed. If you think it is not falsifiable, or that it has already
been falsified, then you should at least give your reasons.

In case you would like to look up the past year’s QG papers modeling
gravitational collapse and bounce, I will post some arxiv numbers later. Some of
the relevant authors, if you want to look up their recent work yourself, would be
Abhay Ashtekar, Martin Bojowald, Viqar Husain, Oliver Winkler, Leonardo
Modesto, Parampreet Singh.

To be fair, one should note that Smolin’s CNS proposal is testable without
reference to any specific mathematical description of black hole collapse and
bounce. The CNS conjecture is that some reproductive/evolutionary mechanism
has fine-tuned the constants for black hole production. CNS challenges us to find
even one fundamental constant (hope you will pardon me if I decline to view your
“low observed fluctuation level” as a fundamental constant) which if it were
better tuned would result in substantially greater black hole abundance.
That is something one can use to test—and possibly falsify—CNS, even before
one has a complete mathematical theory of the conjunction of black hole and big
bang events.

Thanks,

79. Lee Smolin
December 18, 2005

Dear Max and Who

Thanks for mentioning the CNS proposal. The issue of the level of delta rho/rho-
the fluctuation level-was discussed in detail and resolved in the first paper
published on the model, Did the universe evolve?, Classical and Quantum Gravity
9 (1992) 173-191, summarized in Life of the Cosmos, ps 309-10.

Given that this was the first theory based on the “landscape*” I would hope that
people would look at the literature before dismissing it.

The point is that in simple one field inflation models the fluctuation level is
proportional to the inflaton self-coupling constant. However the number of
e-foldings in inflation is related to (if I recall right) the inverse of the square root
of the inflaton self-coupling. The result is that the cost of raising the self-coupling
to produce primordial black holes or make more galaxies is that there are fewer
e-foldings in inflation and the resulting universe is exponentially smaller. The



result is that CNS predicts that the self-coupling should be as small as possible
consisent with some steady level of black hole production. i.e. many more black
holes are produced by a slow, but steady rate of black hole production in an
exponentially larger universe than by a burst of primordial black hole production
in an exponentially smaller universe.

This seems to characterize our universe where most black holes are made as
supernova remnants. It also leads to a prediction, which is that inflation is
governed by one parameter and not by a complicated potential with more than
one parameter in which the fluctuation amplitude and number of e-foldings
would be independent. So were there any evidence for an inflaton potential
governed by more than one parameter the theory would be ruled out. I made this
prediction in 1992 and so far it has held up.

I can endorse WHO’s comments: recently we have very good detailed support
from the quantum theory of gravity that black hole and cosmological
sinigularities bounce. There is not yet a detailed description of the parameters
mutate in a bounce, but this is certainly plausible given current views of the
“landscape”.

Max, if these were your main objection to CNS, would you now agree that the
theory is viable?

I would go further, CNS is the only landscape theory proposed so far that makes
falsifiable predictions, Should this not make it the leading
candidate for an explanation of the choices of parameters in the case that the
landscape is real?

Thanks,

Lee

*and indeed the origin of the term, which comes from “fitness landscape”.

80. Anthony Aguirre
December 19, 2005

Hi Lee,

This is a nice argument, but does not terribly ease my misgivings about CNS,
which are approximately 5-fold.

First, the initial field value will also come in to the number of e-foldings, and
(absent a concrete model) that may or may not be correlated with the inflaton
coupling.

Second, other things could lead to ultra-numerous black holes, e.g. a very high
baryon/photon ratio. This physics should be unrelated to inflation, and variable
by tuning the coupling constants. Or, we could introduce tilt into the
perturbation spectrum to create scads of primordial black holes. Or is there a
size requirement?



Third, I’ve never been clear on the ‘number of black holes’: per unit what? If per
unit photon (or dark matter particle), we can easily maximize this by increasing
the baryon (or dark matter) to photon ratio. If per unit volume, this is of course
time-dependent. And in all cases we must worry about infinite universes (note
that a universe starting out finite does not mean that it cannot spawn an infinite
universe either, as in open inflation). These are more-or-less the same semi-
intractible issues eternal inflation has to deal with.

Fourth, CNS still requires, even if we accept the nascent models for creating
baby universes from black holes, some way of passing-down constants with small
variations.

Last, CNS does not answer the question of why the universe supports life, unless
black holes are alive. It merely transforms the question into ‘why does a high
black-hole formation rate correlate with life?’. An alternative that *would*
explain things, I would say, were if advanced civilzations were responsible for
creating the baby universes. But that it pretty science-fictiony and I suspect you
would rather avoid going down that path.

Thus I would be very pleased if CNS could be made to work and create strongly-
peaked probability distribution for the observed parameters. (Note, in regard to
our recent paper that CNS is not, as I see it, an alternative to the scenario we
present, but a special case of the ‘multiverse’ explanation in which p_prior is
strongly peaked around certain parameter values related to black hole
formation. Unless axions are involved in black holes, I’m not sure it would impact
the argument). But it seems to me that there are even more missing pieces, and
about as many very difficult problems of principle to deal with, than in the
eternal inflation scenario.

cheers,

Anthony

81. Anthony Aguirre
December 19, 2005

Hi All,

An interesting discussion, and I agree with Max that it is good for parties with
very different viewpoints to discuss this in a way that is “not talking past each
other”, i.e. making assumptions about what the other parties are actually saying.
Those interested in a more detailed (and, I think, not particularly pro-‘anthropic’)
discussion of what responses one might take to having non-unique constants, by
one or two of the authors of the paper under discussion, might enjoy hep-
th/0409072 or astro-ph/050651.

Anthony

82. Chris W.
December 19, 2005



Anthony,

Was that was supposed to be astro-ph/0506519 (“On making predictions in a
multiverse: conundrums, dangers, and coincidences”)?

83. woit
December 19, 2005

Anthony,

Thanks for your very interesting comments. I’m sure the paper Chris mentions is
the one you had in mind. It looks like it goes into much greater detail in
addressing the kinds of questions that your more recent paper raised in my
mind. I’ll add something to the main posting pointing to it.

84. Aaron Bergman
December 19, 2005

I’ll ask my usual question for people who make arguments along these lines? Is
the human race going to end soon? Or, if you don’t like the Doomsday argument,
then there’s Olum’s argument that we should be in some star spanning
civilization.

I just don’t see how the notion of probability makes any sense in these situations
and, even if it did, what we gain from thinking about it.

85. Lee Smolin
December 19, 2005

Hi Antony,

Thanks for your criticisms. Briefly, CNS works well for the parameters of the
standard model of particle physics, and I don’t think this can be disregarded.
Every variation of those parameters for which definite conclusions could be
reached, the conclusion was that the number of black holes made decreased. The
case is not as strong for some of the cosmological parameters. I don’t take these
as important as we don’t which if any cosmological parameters are determined
by parameters of a theory. But there are some answers to your points, which I’ll
repeat and then address:

“… the initial field value will also come in to the number of e-foldings, and
(absent a concrete model) that may or may not be correlated with the inflaton
coupling….”

Fine, but the mechanism that determines the initial field may be independent of
the inflaton coupling to leading order, if so then this decouples, i.e. for any initial
field value my argument works.

What about “… a very high baryon/photon ratio…?”

If I recall correctly, this affects nucleosynthesis, and many other things, as this is
a cold or tepid big bang. Ill check.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0506519
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“…Or, we could introduce tilt into the perturbation spectrum to create scads of
primordial black holes..”

The question again is what the consequences are for other processes, Ill think
about this.

“…I’ve never been clear on the ‘number of black holes’: per unit what?”

The answer is per unit bounce, which means per unit black hole in the previous
universe.

“Fourth, CNS still requires, even if we accept the nascent models for creating
baby universes from black holes, some way of passing-down constants with small
variations….”

Granted. This remains to be filled in. But still it is possible to deduce falsifiable
predictions. This is not surprising, Darwin could make predictions in spite of
being ignorant of DNA and its replication.

“…Last, CNS does not answer the question of why the universe supports life,
unless black holes are alive. It merely transforms the question into ‘why does a
high black-hole formation rate correlate with life?’…”

There is a clear correlation. You only get a lot of black hole production in
universes with many massive stars. You only get many massive stars when the
initial mass function (IMF) is power law out to many solar masses rather than
exponentially damped. While this is incompletely understood, there is evidence
the high end of the IMF is power-law because there are processes which
efficiently cool giant molecular clouds (GMC’s) and because the GMC’s are well
shielded from star light. Both the cooling and shielding involve carbon and
oxygen. (This is described in some detail in Life of the Cosmos). Hence the
chemical complexity life requires may exist because it is needed for a universe to
efficiently produce stars massive enough to leave black hole remnants.

“…An alternative that *would* explain things, I would say, were if advanced
civilzations were responsible for creating the baby universes. But that it pretty
science-fictiony and I suspect you would rather avoid going down that path….”

I don’t. But Harrison (of Harrison-Zeldovich) has written a paper which goes
down that path, as has Louis Crane.

I hope this helps,

Thanks,

Lee

86. ksh95
December 20, 2005

“…Darwin could make predictions in spite of being ignorant of DNA and its
replication…”



Darwin had evidence that during a “species-bounce” a chicken would not mutate
into a donkey. The important word here is small. Without small changes one is
left with a random mess.

“…CNS does not answer the question of why the universe supports life…”

Why should CNS (or any theory for that matter) answer *that* question. An
equally valid question could be: why does ksh95 like soup?

87. Anthony Aguirre
December 20, 2005

Chris W.:

That is indeed the article; sorry about the typo.

Lee:

This is probably a discussion that we should have over a nice meal sometime,
and hopefully I can make it out to PI soon to do so. I would love to understand
how CNS could work, and would be happy to be convinced. Perhaps my biggest
stumbling block now, as I think about it, is the invocation of inflation. If inflation
is involved, then it is easy for inflation to be future eternal, and if this were
possible for *any* set of constants, then universes involving eternal inflation,
which spawn infinitely many black holes, would immediately dominate the
ensemble, and we are back where we started. If you have a good idea for
allowing inflation while precluding the possibility of eternal inflation, that would
be wonderful (as much as I enjoy thinking about eternal inflation, I would not
mourn it’s passing, I have to say  But, for example, in the case with possible
multiple vacua, I see no way to avoid it from occuring at least for some
parameter values — and I think evolution would find a way to exploit this
mechanism for infinite reproduction!

cheers,

Anthony

88. Moshe
December 21, 2005

Peter, since this discussion is going in your territory, I am curious what is your
opinion of cosmological natural selection as an alternative to anthropic
reasoning. Feel free to ignore this if you haven’t looked at it in sufficient detail.

Happy holidays!

best,

Moshe

89. woit
December 21, 2005



Hi Moshe,

I haven’t looked at CNS in enough detail to have an intelligent comment on it.
The crucial question for anything like this is whether it generates testable
predictions. Here Smolin claims it does, and his discussion here with Aguirre
looked like it could be very illuminating, but I haven’t taken the time to really
understand the arguments on both sides (life is short, and it’s exam period here
these days…)

In general, what I really care about and am willing to invest time in trying to
carefully understand, are new physical ideas that explain something about
particle theory, or new mathematical ideas that might somehow be useful in
better understanding particle theory. This means there are a lot of topics in
cosmology and quantum gravity that I’ve never studied in a really serious way,
CNS is one of them.

90. Lee Smolin
December 21, 2005

Hi,

To Antony on eternal inflation. I understand the arguments that go from inflation
to eternal inflation but I find myself unconvinced of them, especially in the
context in which inflation would arise in a small region to the future of the
bounce of a black hole singularity. I would trust inflation in general much more if
we had solved the cosmological constant problems. The cosmological constant
problem arises not in a fundamental theory but only at the effective field theory
level and, as pointed out by Dreyer in hep-th/0409048 there may be a physical
mechanism such as proposed by he or Volovick which dynamically adjusts the
vacuum non-perturbatively close to zero, in which case there is no inflation. Of
course then I would lose the argument I made, but there is no problem in
principle as the horizon problem is already solved by the fact that the universe
arises from a bounce.

On the other hand, WE KNOW that there are many black holes-perhaps as many
as 10^19 in our Hubble volume. And we have good theoretical evidence that
black hole singularities bounce. So only one element is missing for the CNS
scenario-that the changes in vacuum resulting results in small changes in
standard model parameters.

For the time being we must assume this-although it is possible this assumption
may be tested soon. But once we do we get quite a bit.

My impression, if I can say so, is that many cosmologists undervalue the positive
successes of CNS. It EXPLAINS otherwise mysterious features of our universe
such as the setting of the parameters to make carbon and oxygen abundent-not
because of life but because of their role in cooling GMC’s. It also EXPLAINS the
hierarchy problem and the scale of the weak interactions-because these can also
be understood to be tuned to extremize black hole production. Further, it
EXPLAINS two otherwise improbable features of glaxies: why the IMF for star
formation is power law and why disk galaxies maintain a steady rate of massive



star formation.

Moreover CNS makes a few real predictions: that the upper mass limit of
neutron stars is less than 1.6 solar masses and that inflation is governed by one
parameter. Made in 1992 these predictions could easily have been falsified but
they have stood up.

CNS makes these genuine explanations and predictions without having to invoke
the AP, whereas eternal inflation requires invoking strongly the AP just to be
plausible.

It seems to me CNS has a much longer list of successes than eternal inflation.
which so far as I can tell explains NOTHING about the particle physics standard
model parameters and which makes no fallsifiable predictions.

There are always many theories with attractive features, my understanding of
how science is supposed to work is we are to pick out of the list of otherewise
attractive theories those few that genuinly explain and predict over those that
don’t.

The problems I set out to solve were 1) why the neutron is a bit heavier than the
proton, 2) why their difference is comparable to the electron mass, 3) the value
of the fermi constant, 4) the value of the strange quark mass, 4) the hierarchy
problem. These are real problems which have been around for decades. So far as
I know, CNS is the only explanation proposed so far that is both genuinly
explanatory and genuinly falsifiable in terms of ongoing observations.

If you ask me to discount all this because of a highly speculative theory of the
very early universe that explains nothing and makes no falsifiable predictions,
that may easily dissapear when the cosmological constant problem is solved, I
am afraid I don’t think this is consistent with the methodology of science as I
understand it. I understand reasonable people may differ, and I have the greatest
respect for you, Max and other cosmologists, but I must admit also I am puzzled
by your apparent judgements of what is more and less reliable in present theory.

Also, to Michael Bacon: Methods from quantum computation are being used to
solve the problem you mention, which is how distinct particle states emerge from
a spin foam. See D. W. Kribs, F. Markopoulou, Geometry from quantum particles,
gr-qc/0510052.

Thanks,

Lee

91. Moshe
December 21, 2005

Thanks Peter, and good luck with finalizing the semester.

92. Who
December 21, 2005



in his preceding post Lee Smolin says

The problems I set out to solve were 1) why the neutron is a bit heavier
than the proton, 2) why their difference is comparable to the electron
mass, 3) the value of the fermi constant, 4) the value of the strange
quark mass, 4) the hierarchy problem. These are real problems which
have been around for decades. So far as I know, CNS is the only
explanation proposed so far that is both genuinly explanatory and
genuinely falsifiable in terms of ongoing observations.

[MY COMMENT] this is a key paragraph and I want to connect the dots and see
what I understand and what I dont. Maybe get some help explicating, if possible.
The above connects with page 31 of the paper (Scientific Alternatives to the AP,
hep-th/0407213). Here is an exerpt from Smolin’s paper:

The crucial conditions necessary for forming many black holes as the
result of massive star formation are,

1. There should be at least a few light stable nuclei, up to helium at least,
so that gravitational collapse leads to long lived, stable stars.

2. Carbon and oxygen nuclei should be stable, so that giant molecular
clouds formand cool efficiently, giving rise to the efficient formation of
stars massive enough to give rise to black holes.

3. The number of massive stars is increased by feedback processes by
which massive star formation catalyzes more massive star formation.
This is called “selfpropagated star formation, and there is good evidence
that it makes a significant contribution to the number of massive stars
produced. This requires a separation of time scales between the time
scale required for star formation and the lifetime of the massive stars.
This requires, among other things, that nucleosynthesis should not
proceed too far, so that the universe is dominated by long lived hydrogen
burning stars.

4. Feedback processes involved in star formation also require that
supernovas should eject enough energy and material to catalyze
formation of massive stars, but not so much that there are not many
supernova remnants over the upper mass limit for stable neutron stars.

5. The parameters governing nuclear physics should be tuned, as much
as possible consistent with the forgoing, so that the upper mass limit of
neutron stars is as low as possible.

The study of conditions 1) to 4) leads to the conclusion that the number
of black holes produced in galaxies will be decreased by any of the
following changes in the low energy parameters:

• A reversal of the sign of ∆m = m_neutron − m_proton.

• A small increase in ∆m (compared to m_neutron will destabilize helium



and carbon.

• An increase in m_electron of order m_electron itself, will destabilize
helium and carbon.

• An increase in m_neutrino …, will destabilize helium and carbon.

• A small increase in α will destabilize all nuclei.

• A small decrease in α_strong, the strong coupling constant, will
destabilize all nuclei.

• An increase or decrease in G_Fermi of order unity will decrease the
energy output of supernovas. One sign will lead to a universe dominated
by helium.

[my comment: not sure the Delta and alpha are going to print. Some of the above
seems readily understandable. Some, not. In one case where I failed to
understand, I shortened the quote by elision. Refer to the original. Would be glad
if anyone volunteered to clarify, instead of my having to, even the more self-
evident points here.]

93. Frank Wilczek
December 26, 2005

Hi,

I’d like to encourage readers interested in my views on these subjects to read to
original papers, which are rather more nuanced and substantial than the
summaries presented here. Thanks, and happy holidays.

94. woit
December 26, 2005

I’d like to second Wilczek’s encouragement to all to read the original papers
discussed here. In this posting, as in just about all others, what you are getting
here is not an accurate, objective summary of a talk, article or book, but my own
commentary on one or more specific aspects, written under the assumption that
readers will read the original source for themselves.

In addition, in cases like this particular one, it should be taken into account that
my commentary is very much not objective, but highly colored by certain specific
concerns which the regular readers of this blog should be well aware of.

95. Who
December 26, 2005

Hello Frank Wilczek,
I’m a long-time fan of your writings—like the combination of ideas and style.

Here I am responding directly to the Tegmark et al paper
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0511774

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0511774
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0511774


“Dimensionless constants…”
of which you are co-author.

What disturbs me about this paper is that it does not include a discussion of
Smolin CNS, as described in
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
“Scientific alternatives to the anthropic principle”

Would you please explain why the CNS hypothesis does not merit consideration
when one discusses the explanation or non-explanation of basic dimensionless
constants? Has CNS, in your view, already been falsified by observation?

96. woit
December 26, 2005

Who,

I probably shouldn’t try and answer for Wilczek, who I gather from his comment
is not particularly happy with my summary of parts of his papers and talk, but
there’s an obvious answer to your question. His paper with Tegmark is not a
review of the various attempts to get scientific predictions out of anthropic
arguments. It not only doesn’t mention Smolin’s CNS hypothesis, but it also
doesn’t discuss the far more popular string theory anthropic landscape program
being pursued by many string theorists. The paper is specifically about the dark
matter density, looking at axion cosmology and WIMPs as hypotheses for the
origin of dark matter, as well as relevant anthropic selection effects. Given what
they are trying to do in that paper, I don’t see any particular reason the authors
should be addressing the CNS hypothesis there.

97. Who
December 26, 2005

Peter,

let me be a bit more specific about where I think the omission occurred and then
either you or Wilczek can judge if my objection is valid. In the Tegmark et al
paper, on page 1, in the introduction section1B, quote:

—quote from Tegmark et al—

B. The origin of the dimensionless numbers

So why do we observe these 31 parameters to have the particular values listed in
Table1? Interest in that question has grown with the gradual realization that
some of these parameters appear fine-tuned for life, in the sense that small
relative changes to their values would result in dramatic qualitative changes that
could preclude intelligent life, and hence the very possibility of reflective
observation. As discussed extensively elsewhere [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22], there are four common responses to this realization:

1. Fluke: Any apparent fine-tuning is a fluke and is best ignored.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213


2. Multiverse: These parameters vary across an ensemble of physically
realized and (for all practical purposes) parallel universes, and we find
ourselves in one where life is possible.

3. Design: Our universe is somehow created or simulated with parameters
chosen to allow life.

4. Fecundity: There is no fine-tuning, because intelligent life of some
form will emerge under extremely varied circumstances.

Options 1, 2, and 4 tend to be preferred by physicists, with recent developments
in inflation and high-energy theory giving new popularity to option 2.

Like relativity theory and quantum mechanics, the theory deepening our
understanding of the nature of physical reality. First of all, inflation is generically
eternal [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31], so that even though inflation has ended in the
part of space that we inhabit, it still continues elsewhere and will ultimately
produce…

…More dramatically, a common feature of much string theory related model
building is that there is a “landscape” of solutions, corresponding to spacetime
configurations involving different values of both seemingly continuous
parameters (Table 1) and discrete parameters…

—endquote—

Peter, you say an obvious answer to why CNS was not mentioned is that
“ His [Wilczek’s] paper with Tegmark is not a review of the various
attempts to get scientific predictions out of anthropic arguments.” But I
would reply that CNS is not an attempt to get scientific predictions out of
anthropic arguments. The theory has no anthropic character at all—it doesnt
refer to life or consciousness, or depend logically on their existence.

However the paper does review 4 possible ways of reacting to the “realization
that some…parameters appear fine-tuned for life.”

I believe that until or unless CNS is refuted it should be included among the
possible responses, and that it does not fit neatly into any one of the four listed
by the paper. I suppose that according to the CNS view it can be considered a
fluke that conscious life can arise where evolution has tuned the constants for
abundant black holes. And that in this view there is a single universe capable of
branching where, as in the case of a stellar mass black hole, gravitational
collapse leads to a bounce. So it is perhaps closest to responses 1 and 2—but not
adequately represented by either!

98. Aaron Bergman
December 26, 2005

CNS is subsumed in #2.

Hope this helps!



99. Anthony Aguirre
December 26, 2005

To “who”:

I agree with Aaron Bergman that CNS is subsumed in ‘multiverse’, (and this is
why I did not think it required separate listing either in the present paper or my
earlier one with a similar list) though I also agree with you that, as I noted
before, there is an aspect of ‘fluke; that the conditions for life must coincide with
the conditions for black-hole formation (or else life all lives in rare universes and
we are back to anthropics to explain why we do not observe the most common
type of universe).

Lee:

For me, and I think for many, the argument goes:

1) observations imply inflation.
2) Inflation implies at least the possibility of eternal inflation.

breaking eather link would be extremely interesting. Breaking the first, by
creating a viable alternative to inflation for explaining the CMB fluctuations, etc.,
would obviously be interesting, but has not, in my opinion, been even nearly
done, with all due respect to the cyclic and VSL folks.

Breaking the second link, which you suggest, would also be interesting and I
would be happy to entertain such a possibility — I just do not see how to do it.
You may be right that somehow eternal inflation will ‘go away’ if we understand
vacuum energy, but I’m not sure how this could happen without inflation itself
going away.

There are some, I think, who entusiastically embrace the eternal inflation
picture. But I think many others others, like myself, find it interesting that
observations seem imply it, perhaps despite our wishes.

cheers,

Anthony

100. Dissident
December 27, 2005

Anthony, what about Luminet’s “hall of mirrors”?

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0509171

101. Lee Smolin
December 27, 2005

Dear Anthony,

Thanks, I am aware of this point of view but I haven’t found the literature

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0509171
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0509171


completely convincing. Perhaps you could tell me the paper where the argument
“inflation implies eternal inflation” is most clearly and convincingly presented,
and I’ll study it.

Worry about the realness of the vacuum energy is not the only issue I’ve had with
this argument. Another is how well defined are the frameworks in which
calculations are done. Some are very heuristic, others depend on assumptions
about the interpretation of the wave function of the universe and measures on
infinite numbers of universes that don’t seem to make sense when scruitinized.

Another kind of worry is that extending from inflation to internal inflation
requires believing that the mechanism is reliable at scales presently outside our
horizon that were formerly way below the Planck scale. If there is a universal
planck scale cut off, as in DSR, it could alter the physics presently outside of our
horizon. In fact, there are apparent anomalies in the CMB spectra near present
Hubble scales-both the low power and the axis of evil. If real they support the
idea that Planck scale effects have a non-trivial effect on inflation, which would
change things outside our present horizon.

On the other hand, we know our universe produces large numbers of
astrophsyical black holes, a fact that depends on features of star formation and
galactic dynamics that do not seem otherwise necessary.

Thanks,

Lee

ps to Who, thanks for pressing the argument.

102. Anonymous
December 27, 2005

I tried to get a response over at CV and none so far, so I might as well point it out
here: there’s a new paper from Reza Mansouri, http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-
ph/0512605, which claims that properly accounting for inhomogeneities in the
universe eliminates the need for dark energy or a cosmological constant to
explain the data. It looks reasonable to me and much more convincing than the
Kolb stuff earlier this year. Any thoughts? This is somewhat off-topic, but on the
other hand if this sort of reasoning is shown to be correct I think much of the
reason for supporting anthropic arguments will go away fairly quickly.

103. Anthony Aguirre
December 27, 2005

Hi Lee,

Absolutely agree that many of the arguments for eternal ‘stochastic’ inflation
(driven by quantum fluctuations) are somewhat unrigorous, even at the level of
effective field theory in curved spacetime. I find them reasonably compelling but
consider it possible that there is something fundamentally wrong with them. The
argument for eternal inflation with multiple minima, however, seems extremely

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0512605
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0512605
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strong to me — the spacetime can be described more-or-less exactly, and a very
straightforward computation implies that the (physical) inflating volume
increases when spatial sections are chosen so as to make the background
spacetime homogeneous. One must only accept the Coleman-De Luccia picture
of the decay of the false vaccum for this to be true for at least some multiple-well
potentials.

Now, the questions of how *generic* eternal inflation is, is I think an interesting
one: are there non-fine-tuned inflation models that explain the observations and
are not eternal? I don’t know of any decent study on this question (and may well
undertake one myself). In the context of CNS, however, even the *possibility* of
eternal inflation is very dangerous, however, because unless eternal inflation is
*forbidden* by the ‘meta’ laws that govern which types of inflation are possible
in the landscape of possibilities, it must only be realized once to ‘take over’ the
ensemble by creating an infinite number of black holes out of one. The only
escape from this, it would seem, would be to have other channels to create
infinitely many black holes from one ‘parent’ — but then you would be in the
same extremely thorny boat of comparing infinities that eternal inflation is
already in; further, which type of universe would come out ‘winning’ in this
competition between infinities would seem quite independent of mundania such
as the IMF…

One interesting way that EI might be essentially wrong is if the QFT in curved
spacetime description is essentially wrong, for example for ‘holographic’ reasons
(see the recent Banks paper). In this view, all of the zillions of ‘other universes’
are just refigurings of the same degrees of freedom inside the horizon (this
realizes, in some sense, a version of the ‘hall of mirrors’ mentioned by ‘dissident’
above.) I find this view very hard to understand, but perhaps it is right and would
change the way we think about EI, perhaps in a way less troubling (to me at
least) in regard to CNS.

cheers,

Anthony

104. Chronos
December 28, 2005

Would it be fair to say that the Anthropic Principle rules out the impossible, but
is not predictive beyond that?

105. Shantanu
December 30, 2005

To
Anthony and others,
what do you think about Penrose ‘s objections to inflation?
I have not seen a good counter-argument to them.



Yet More Assorted Links

December 14, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Various and assorted things that may be of interest:

Joshua Roebke at Seed has accumulated opinions about the landscape from various
physicists. No real surprises; Witten wins the award for most non-committal:

I just don’t have anything incisive to say. I hope we will learn more.

There’s a mailing list called philphys devoted to “philosophical and foundational
problems of modern physics.”

The web-site for the ICFA Seminar held in Korea a couple months ago has several
interesting presentations on-line, including one by John Ellis, and several about future
plans at various accelerator laboratories world-wide.

There was a conference recently in Geneva celebrating the 100th anniversary of the
birth of E.C.G. Stueckelberg. Some anecdotes about Stueckelberg are here.

There is a bit of a controversy about another E.C.G., Sudarshan, who some (including
himself) feel should have been part of this year’s Nobel prize in physics. Stories about
this here, here, and here.

Some talks given at the recent conference at OSU on Strings and the Real World are
on-line. See if you can find anything in them about the real world.

According to this article, string theory is now being marketed to the 6-11 year-old age
group, appearing as test questions in the Flashcard Fishing game on the GoGo TV
game system.

Barry Mazur has an article about category theory entitled When is one thing equal to
some other thing?.

Penn State mathematician Adrian Ocneanu has designed a sculpture representing an
interesting four dimensional figure, the Octacube.

Update: Sean Carroll has a new preprint out entitled Is Our Universe Natural?, and
some commentary about it at Cosmic Variance. Unlike certain Nobel prize winners,
Sean recognizes that before throwing in the trash the paradigm of how to do
theoretical physics that has had such success for many centuries, one should at least
have a shred of scientific evidence for one’s proposed alternative. He explains what
the problems are with the one supposedly successful “prediction” of the anthropic
principle, that of Weinberg for the cosmological constant, noting that it makes three
assumptions, and :

The first of these is a guess, the second is likely to be fantastically wrong in the
context of eternal inflation, and the last only makes sense if all of the other
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parameters are held fixed, which is not how we expect the multiverse to work.

Even with these dubious assumptions, the “prediction” one gets is off by more than an
order of magnitude.

Comments

1. Kea
December 14, 2005

Thank you for the very beautiful article by Barry Mazur.

2. D R Lunsford
December 14, 2005

It’s high time Stueckelberg got his due. There is a beautiful article here about
Stueckelberg’s 1934 paper:

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023

Stueckelberg was, like Pauli, a student of Sommerfeld. I’d still recommend
Sommerfeld’s 6-volume course any day, even alongside Landau. (Sommerfeld’s
teacher was Klein. This was a lusty vein of physics and mathematics.)

-drl

3. Aswin
December 15, 2005

More on the Sudarshan issue :

A report in Frontline about the whole issue
Sudarshan’s Letter

4. Tony Smith
December 15, 2005

Peter, you say “… Penn State mathematician Adrian Ocneanu has designed a
sculpture representing an interesting four dimensional figure, the Octacube. …”.

When I went to the link you gave to
http://www.science.psu.edu/alert/Math10-2005.htm
I found material including the following:

“… The subject of the projection is a regular 4-dimensional solid of intermediate
complexity, which Ocneanu calls an “octacube.” It has 24 vertices, 96 edges, and
96 triangular faces, which enclose 24 three-dimensional “rooms.”
…
No good rendering of any 4-dimensional object existed anywhere in the world
before the Octacube, either in solid or virtual form, according to Adrian

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023
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Ocneanu, the Penn State professor of mathematics who designed the sculpture.
…
The sculpture represents a three dimensional map of the surface of a four
dimensional regular solid. Adrian Ocneanu developed and copyrighted the map,
called windowed radial stereographic projection. … Linear edges of the solid
become circles in the projection. …”.

I am appalled by those statements, and I wish that I could attribute them solely
to Penn State PR bureaucrats, because Ocneanu has done interesting
mathemematics, such as work on von Neumann algebra factors.

First:
The “octacube” is nothing new. It has been around in mathematics for decades,
and it already has a well-accepted name (the 24-cell).

Second:
“Good renderings” of the 24-cell have been in existence for a long time. In 1932,
Hilbert and Cohn-Vossen wrote the book Anschauliche Geometrie, which has a
nice rendering of a 24-cell that is figure 172 in the English translation, which is
entitled Geomety and the Imagination (Chelsea 1952). There have been so many
other renderings over the past decades that I will not attempt to list them here.

Third:
Radial stereographic projection of the 24-cell is nothing new either. For a very
nice description with beautiful illustrations, see the web page of Frans Marcelis
at http://home.wanadoo.nl/f.marcelis/24-cell.htm
If you go to the PSU web page cited above, you can see an image whose caption
reads “Dr. Ocneanu, pictured at the inauguration of the Octacube, sharing his
first apparition of the octacube as a wire model.”. If you look at the “apparition”,
you will see that it looks almost identical to the work of Frans Marcelis.

I think it is disgusting that the PSU people are trying to rename the 24-cell and
claim priority on renderings and projections thereof.

The sculpture itself is quite beautiful and is a good visualization tool. It is a
shame to degrade such a nice work of art by associating it with attempts to
rewrite history and rename the 24-cell.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

5. nitin
December 15, 2005

I read about this “controversy” of who between Stueckelberg and Feynman first
came up with the now famous diagrammatic perturbative approach to doing QED
calculations about 2 years ago, when I was in my second year of undergraduate
studies at Melbourne University. Some of the anecdotes related to this matter
that were brought to my attention shocked me, especially Feynman’s comment
after his CERN lecture. If the story is true and Stueckelberg did actually work
things out well before Feynman did, then we wonder why Feynman, who

http://home.wanadoo.nl/f.marcelis/24-cell.htm
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reportedly was aware of Stueckelberg’s works before he was awarded the Nobel
Prize, did not say anything explicitly about it. But maybe more facts need to
surface for a consistent picture to emerge… Funnily, I remember being rather
angered on hearing the story, more so because I respect Feynman a lot, and such
a behaviour of his would be condemnable. Then I forgot about it, until I bought a
copy of Schwinger’s “Selected papers in QED”, and found no paper by
Stueckelberg. Now, if Schwinger knew that Feynman did something morally
wrong, as the remark during the phone call would suggest, then why did he not
say anything about it in this book? Maybe Stueckelberg did not write any paper
about his approach, so would this be reason why Schwinger did not include any
of Stueckelberg’s papers? I wonder if these questions are legitimate…

6. Tony Smith
December 15, 2005

Crease and Mann say in their book The Second Creation (revised edition,
Rutgers 1996) (page 143) that Stueckelberg “… in the army, was almost totally
isolated from physics. Nonetheless, he apparently wrote up a lengthy paper – in
English, for once – that outlined a complete and correct description of the
renormalization procedure for quantum electrodynamics. Sometime in 1942 or
1943, he apparently mailed it to the Physical Review. It was rejected. “They said
it was not a paper, it was a program, an outline, a proposal,” Stueckelberg
remembered. … Stueckelberg was not a bitter man. … We asked if he had the
manuscript, which would help him establish priority. “I never cared much about
that question,” he replied. “I don’t know what happened to the original copy. I
lost it, it completely disappeared. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

7. secret milkshake
December 15, 2005

It is normal that several people have the same key insight but it matters what
they do with it.

I take it that Feynman was just being very nice to Stueckelberg, mentioning him
(for getting on the right path before anybody else). F was always bending
backward to aknowledge people like Jehle, Wheeler and Bethe from whom he got
the helpful ideas – S. was not a source of F inspiration but he deserved the
honorable mention. Also, had Tomonaga not published in wartime Japan, he
would hardly get more credit then Stueckelberg.

8. D R Lunsford
December 15, 2005

Stueckelberg had a German name and tried to get a paper published in the pre-
eminent American physics journal. In 1943. Before D-Day.

Read the paper I linked. Weisskopf states:

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Already in 1934 […] it seemed that a systematic theory be developed in which
these infinities [divergent radiative corrections] are circumvented. At that time
nobody attempted formulate such a theory […].There was one tragic exception
and that was Ernst C.G. Stueckelberg. He wrote several important papers in
1934-38 putting forward a manifestly formulation of field theory. This could have
been a perfect basis for developing of renormalization. Later on, he actually
carried out a complete renormalization procedure in papers with D. Rivier,
independently of the efforts of other authors. Unfortunately, writings and his
talks were rather obscure,and it was difficult to understand them or to make use
of his methods. He came frequently to Zurich in the years 1934-6, when I
working with Pauli, but we could not follow his way of presentation. Had Pauli
and I myself been capable of grasping his might well have calculated the Lamb
shift and the correction the magnetic moment of the electron at the time.

There is little to argue about. There is no doubt at all that Stueckelberg had the
whole program down.

-drl

9. sunderpeeche
December 15, 2005

Many Nobel Prizes are controversial
Anthony Hewish (pulsar) – no prize to Jocelyn Bell
Ken Wilson (RG) – many people (incl Wilson) feel Leo Kadanoff + Michael Fisher
should have shared prize
prize for (integer) Quantum Hall Effect ….
prize for MRI ….
no prize John Bahcall solar neutrino
no prize Lise Meitner etc discovery nuclear fission (because of WW2 + bomb)
The list will not end anytime soon

10. Dissident
December 15, 2005

Could somebody please remind me why we attach such significance to a prize
awarded by a bunch of Swedes, apparently expecting the choice of recipients to
reflect superior competence? Because of all the outstanding contributions to
physics made by the Swedish Cook…?

(I can hear somebody in the backrows shouting “Klein!”. Sorry, no. Klein was a
mathematician – and as the story goes, Alfred Nobel explicitly excluded
mathematics from the list of awardable subjects because he was after the same
lady as Klein, whom he knew would have been a strong contender for the prize.
Hardly an auspicious start.)

11. sunderpeeche
December 15, 2005

Nobody knows how the prizes attracted such prestige, even from the early years.
As for Nobel and mathematicians and ladies, there is much hogwash on the



subject. Don’t believe most (all?) of it. Nobody really knows either.

12. Tony Smith
December 15, 2005

DRL mentions the paper at http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023 which (in
addition to the very interesting part quoted by DRL) also states:
“… Stueckelberg came to the University of Zurich in 1933 … Stueckelberg was
… Privatdozent at the University of Zurich with professor Gregor Wentzel …”.

Crease and Mann, in their book The Second Creation cited above by me, quoted
Stueckelberg as saying, about his 1942 or 1943 submission to the Physical
Review:
“Afterward, I was told that our friend and teacher, Gregor Wentzel – he was the
expert [referee] – he got my paper.”

So, to me it appears that Stueckelberg’s 1942 or 1943 paper was not rejected by
American Physical Review due to wartime hostility against Stueckelberg (who
after all was in the army of neutral Switzerland),
but was in fact torpedoed by his former teacher Wentzel.

I also find it interesting that Stueckelberg’s submission to the Physical Review in
New York could have been floating around in the USA physics community (as a
rejected but possibly interesting program) after its submission in 1942 or 1943,
well in advance of the 1948 Shelter Island conference at which Feynman and
Schwinger both presented their approaches to QED.

According to the paper physics/9903023 cited by DRL
“… The main innovation of the 1934 paper [by Stueckelberg] is the introduction
of a new perturbative scheme yielding manifestly relativistic expressions for the
matrix elements. This is achieved by performing a four-dimensional Fourier
transformation of the wave-function, thus eliminating space and time variables …
Stueckelberg’s procedure is thus the first departure from the “older (Dirac) form
of the perturbation
theory … The approach proposed by Stueckelberg is far more powerful, but was
not adopted by others at the time. …”.
As DRL has indicated, Weisskopf felt that Stueckelberg’s 1934 ideas would
enable calculation of “the Lamb shift and the correction of the magnetic
moment”.
In my opinion, it is almost certain that Stueckelberg’s 1934 key ideas would be
set out in his 1942 or 1943 submission to the Physical Review.

As to the time of Feynman soving the QED problem, in 1941 (according to
Mehra’s Feynman biography The Beat of a Different Drum (Oxford 1994))
Feynman had the inspiration from Dirac’s paper of using the Lagrangian method,
which led to Feynman’s 1942 Ph.D. thesis. As to that thesis, Mehra says “…
Feynman mentioned that “the problem of the form that relativistic quantum
mechanics, and the Dirac equation, take from this point of view, remains
unsolved. …”. So, Feynman’s Shelter Island relativistic QED solution was
developed after his 1942 Ph.D. thesis.

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023


Therefore, it seems to me that Feynman’s solution of the relativistic QED
problem was probably achieved during the time when Stueckelberg’s 1942 or
1943 paper could have been circulating in the USA physics community as a
manuscript rejected by the Physical Review,
and it is probable that Stueckleberg’s rejected manuscript did in fact contain the
key to solving the relativistic QED problem.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

13. robert
December 15, 2005

Like Stuekelberg, Sudarshan can claim to be multiply mis-used, as he was, with
Marshak, pre-empted in the announcement of V-A by Feynman (again) and Gell-
Mann, under slightly questionable circumstances. This too caused considerable
rancour and unpleasantness, which MGM, for once, did his best to minimise.
Marshak’s ‘Conceptual foundations of modern particle physics’ makes very scant
reference to F-G in its discussion of this topic.

14. JE
December 15, 2005

“Alfred Nobel explicitly excluded mathematics from the list of awardable subjects
because he was after the same lady as Klein…”

Fairly speaking, it seems Mittag-Leffler was the contender A. Nobel had in mind
when he decided against a Nobel prize in math. Mittag-Leffler was Swedish,
unlike Klein, who was German.

15. Chris Oakley
December 15, 2005

I am looking at the paper about Stueckelberg linked by Danny(http://arxiv.org
/abs/physics/9903023), and am amazed that I was never aware of it – 4D Fourier
transforms, power series expansion in the coupling constant – all the stuff I was
playing with 20 years ago, and 50 years after Stueckelberg first dreamed it up. I
am also surprised that none of the referees for my papers picked it up either.
Maybe they too were unaware of his work. If it is leading where I think it is
leading, then, yes, you can do manifestly covariant perturbation theory, and you
can get agreement with tree Feynman graphs, but you still get infinities
exploding all over the place from second order upwards. IIRC Stueckelberg’s
solution was to start assigning meaning to meaningless quantities (infinity minus
infinity) – as everyone in the subject but me seems to be happy to do. A better
solution, though, is just to choose equations of motion where the infinities do not
appear in the first place. I am going to find out more, and will update the QFT
part of my web site once I have studied his work properly.

16. Dissident
December 15, 2005

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023


JE, Klein really was a Swede (the common misunderstanding about him being
German is probably due to the German-sounding family name). See e.g.
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Klein_Oskar.html
(just happens to be the first link that comes up on Google).

Yes, I’ve seen the mittag-Leffler version of the Nobel story, too. Admittedly, the
dates make more sense in that version. But who knows…

17. JE
December 15, 2005

Dissident – You’re right, for chronological reasons I thought you were referring
to Felix Klein (who was contemporary with Nobel).

18. Brett
December 15, 2005

The story about Nobel not giving a prize in mathematics because of competition
for some lady’s affections is a many-times debunked urban myth. (Nobel never
married, but he had a regular girlfriend for many years, and she was never
involved with any mathematicians.)

If you actually read the terms of Nobel’s will, the reason there is no mathematics
prize is self-eveident. Math just doesn’t fit into the framework; Nobel wanted to
reward much more applied and immediate research than the committees that
have actually presented the awards. In fact, the committees consistently violate
the rules Nobel set down. (At least one of the prizes–chemistry, I believe–is
specifically supposed to be for discoveries made in the last year, for example.)

19. Dissident
December 15, 2005

Oh, come on Brett! So he had this one girlfriend – and never ever laid eyes on
another woman? And he was smart enough to come up with dynamite and build a
business empire – but not to write terms for the prize excluding mathematics for
socially acceptable reasons?

20. Dissident
December 15, 2005

JE: yes, having now checked the dates, I see Oskar Klein was 2 years old when
Alfred Nobel died, so I think we can safely debunk his having had any role in the
story at least!

21. fh
December 15, 2005

There is a moral here. It is not important who first dreams up the idea, it is
important who first contributes it.
That is, it is important to formulate this ideas in a language that makes them
accessible to non-geniuses (or in Stückelbergs case to the co-geniuses of the

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Klein_Oskar.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Klein_Oskar.html


time like Pauli and Weisskopf). To get the ideas “out there”.

22. Chris W.
December 15, 2005

Since this post mentions a miscellaneous collection of things, I thought I would
throw in something a bit out of left field, from today’s Wall Street Journal:

A Hedge-Fund Titan’s Millions Stir Up Research Into Autism

In their quest for answers, the Simonses aren’t just another family
seeking comfort. Audrey’s father, world-class mathematician James H.
Simons, runs Renaissance Technologies Corp., one of the world’s most
successful hedge funds. With little notice, the family’s charitable
foundation has in the past two years committed $38 million to find the
causes of autism. The money manager says he and his wife will spend
$100 million more in what is rapidly becoming the largest private
investment in the field.

23. Chris Oakley
December 16, 2005

fh,

In the case of Stückelberg, the HEP community seems to have retained the chaff
(his work on renormalization) while throwing out the wheat (his covariant
perturbation theory). There really ought to be more of a clue about the latter in
mainstream QFT literature. I am in the Bodleian (Oxford U) today to chase up
the references, and when I am finished I will hopefully be able to say something
about his work on my web site, at least.

24. Juan R.
December 16, 2005

Well, i do not know personally to Sudarshan but know his interesting work on
Kaon systems and his generalized quantum mechancis presented at Solvay
conference of last 97. My colleague Gonzalo Ordonez at Texas always said that
Sudarshan was a “very good profesor” there, at the Prigogine Institute.

Also i may say that i am :-0 by the history of Feynman and Stückelberg.

For anyone interested in the politics beyond the Nobel Prize can read fascinating
and extensively documented (The author, who had access to the Nobel archives,
spent 20 years researching) book by recognized historian Robert Marc
Friedman: Politics of Excellence: Behind the Nobel Prize in Science.

Available at amazon

An interesting review (from Kauffman) was published
in the top journal [Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2003, 42(11), 1194].

An excerpt:

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0716731037/002-2919601-5680805?v=glance&n=283155
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0716731037/002-2919601-5680805?v=glance&n=283155


the archives show that from their inception the awards have reflected
the changing priorities, arrogance, racism, hostility, sexism,
inconsistencies, politics, ambitions, open and hidden agendas, biases,
rivalries, vanities, pettiness, prejudices, and narrow personal,
scientific, and cultural self-interests of comittee members who evaluate
nominations. He concludes that the process is nowhere nearly as
impartial or objective as generally believed

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

25. sunderpeeche
December 16, 2005

Alfred Nobel invented dynamite, built a successful business empire (and never
married, had a girlfriend etc). It is also a documented fact that his will took
EVERYONE by surprise. It was hastily written and the terms of the prizes were
vague (but it did say “work in the previous year” for physics, chemistry, medicine
not just chemistry). It took 3 years (I think) for the lawyers to sort it out. Also the
academicians usurped the prizes for themselves. So for example Thomas Edison
never won a prize even though his technological contributions to society were
many and profound. In fact it is unusual that Guglielmo Marconi was awarded a
prize for the wireless.

Many NPs have been controversial since the early days.
All the stuff about Kein, Mittag-Leffler etc is urban legend.

26. Chris Oakley
December 16, 2005

Hi Danny,

Thanks again for the tip about Stueckelberg. I managed to get copies of his
papers. The 1934 one seems to be key, but my German was not up to reading it
properly, so I mainly relied on the pre-digested version supplied by Lacki, Ruegg
and Telegdi.
The QFT pages on my web site now take account of his work.

<my personal view>
I am gobsmacked. There he was with a much better way of doing things than
Feynman (Gell Mann apparently even referred to Feynman diagrams as
“Stueckelberg diagrams”) and yet he seems to have spent much of his time
messing around with renormalization.

Did he not realise that minimal substitution is just a guess based on classical
field theory and that there is no physical principle that requires it – ??? Tamper
with the field equations just a little and the need to renormalize goes away.

</my personal view>



27. D R Lunsford
December 16, 2005

Chris, excellent, I’d be happy to translate the whole paper and perhaps you could
fill me in on what I’m missing  Just mail a scanned copy.

-drl

28. D R Lunsford
December 16, 2005

Chris, I’d have to say miminal coupling is the trace of conformality, but we could
discuss it later perhaps.

-drl

29. Chris Oakley
December 16, 2005

Hi Danny,

Thanks for that. A translation would certainly help, although maybe one of Lacki,
Ruegg and Telegdi has already done it.
Remind me of your e-mail address & will send scans (19 small journal pages,
BTW).
BTW: What about follow-ups on this work? Was it just that he never bothered to
to get stuff published?

30. Tony Smith
December 16, 2005

As to later publications by, or about the work of, Stueckelberg:
According to The Second Creation by Crease and Mann:
Stueckelberg “… … struggled to carry out the program rejected by the Physical
Review. By the end of the war, in 1945, he seems to have done it. … he wrote up
bits and pieces of his ideas. Eventually they were presented in a complete form
in a chapter of the thesis of one of his students, Dominique Rivier. … HPA 22, no.
3 (1949):265 …”.
HPA refers to Helvitica Physica Acta. According to an ICTP Trieste web page it
may no longer be published, but have been superseded by Annales Henri
Poincare.

Crease and Mann say: “… by then [1949 when Rivier’s thesis was published]
Schwinger had come out with his program, and Stueckelberg, who had the ideas
first, published afterward …”.
I guess that the idea that publication, and only publication, establishes priority is
the (in my opinion flimsy and unjust) basis for denying Stueckelberg a prominent
place in the history of physics.

If a world-wide physics e-print archive had existed back in the 1930s and 1940s,
maybe it would have allowed Stueckelberg’s priority to have been recognized by



the physics establishment. However, if such an archive had blacklisted
Stueckelberg, then maybe it would not have been helpful to him.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

31. Chris Oakley
December 16, 2005

Hi Tony,

Thanks for that information. What bothers me is not Stueckelberg publishing
after Schwinger so much as Stueckelberg not publishing certain things at all. I
am not sure when Helv Phys Acta became Ann Henri Poincare, but either way I
am sure that I will be able to find the reference you give, which I will check. I am
sure that Stueckelberg would always have been able to publish in this journal,
being the local boy, even if the likes of Ann Phys and Phys Rev were reluctant …

32. JC
December 16, 2005

Chris Oakley,

Did you look up the citation indices for Stueckelberg’s 1934 paper and/or it’s
english translation? It would be interesting to see what other papers cited it
before Schwinger, Feynman, etc …

33. D R Lunsford
December 16, 2005

CO: antimatter33 -@- yahoo -.- com

Thanks in advance.

-drl

34. Chris Oakley
December 17, 2005

Danny … thanks.

JC,

This article http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023 tells the story of Stueckelberg’s
covariant perturbation theory (BTW: Peter, why can’t I seem to get <a> … </a>
to work any more? Am I doing something wrong?)
Although I have not checked in any citation index, it looks as though, citation-
wise, Stueckelberg’s 1934 Ann. Phys. article did not do much better than my
(independent) re-creation of some of the arguments more than fifty years later …
I know for a fact that one can take the arguments much further than he does in
this paper, and I would very surprised if he or someone else had not done so. But
I will have to check. The Lacki/Ruegg/Telegdi paper sounded fairly convincing,

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9903023


though.

35. Juan R.
December 17, 2005

Chris Oakley,

probably you are already addressed this, but let me note that Gell-Mann may be
not a neutral source regarding Feynman contributions, due to heavy rivalry
between both and Gell-Mann public accusations of ‘plagiarism’.

Any case your discussion is very interesting since i unknow this part of history of
physics: Stueckelberg vs Feynman.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

36. Chris Oakley
December 17, 2005

Hi Juan,

I agree about the Feynman/Gell-Mann rivalry.

Bjorken and Drell, vol. 1 talks about “Stückelberg-Feynman positron theory”,
giving references Helv. Phys. Acta 14, 32L, 588 (1941) for Stückelberg and Phys.
Rev. 76 749, 769 (1949) for Feynman. I have not yet studied the Stückelberg
paper, but I am guessing that he does not use the covariant perturbation theory
he worked out in 1934 here.

37. Chris Oakley
December 21, 2005

Following on from the above, and after a day ferretting around various
Cambridge libraries, it seems that Lacki/Ruegg/Telegdi have done a fine job in
assessing the impact of Stueckelberg’s Covariant Perturbation theory. The only
cites of his 1934 paper between 1945 and 2002 are the Weisskopf review article
in Physics Today (1981) and a list of all his publications to date at the start of
Helv. Phys. Acta 38 in 1965 when they were celebrating his 60th birthday.
I do not think that he followed up on it much at all.



Susskind Interview at New Scientist

December 15, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s an interview with Susskind in the latest issue of New Scientist by Amanda
Gefter, entitled Is String Theory in Trouble? Susskind makes many of the same points
as in his recent book The Cosmic Landscape: mixing up positivism and falsifiability,
attacking those who ask for falsifiable predictions as “Popperazi”, and saying that the
best he can come up with as a prediction from his ideas is the very long-shot that the
negative curvature of space due to its origin in bubble nucleation has not been made
vanishingly small by inflation.

There’s a discussion forum about the article on the New Scientist site that people
might want to contribute to.

Update: Ken Silber writes in to point out that William Dembski, one of the most
prominent Intelligent Design ideologues, has now latched on to the string theory
controversy as evidence that mainstream science is no better than ID. Dembski has
both comments on Susskind and comments on David Gross’s admission that string
theory is in trouble.

I’ve been pointing out to string theory partisans for a while that they need to publicly
confront Susskind and his followers over their abandonment of the scientific method,
otherwise they will have no argument against Intelligent Design. Susskind is making
all this much worse with his dismissive comments about the falsifiability of
evolutionary theory, as well as the following from the New Scientist interview:

If, for some unforeseen reason, the landscape turns out to be inconsistent – maybe for
mathematical reasons, or because it disagrees with observation – I am pretty sure
that physicists will go on searching for natural explanations of the world. But I have
to say that if that happens, as things stand now we will be in a very awkward position.
Without any explanation of nature’s fine-tunings we will be hard pressed to answer
the ID critics. One might argue that the hope that a mathematically unique solution
will emerge is as faith-based as ID.

Update: Susskind is fast becoming the darling of the IDers. A new posting on the
web-site “Intelligent Design the Future” run by the Discovery Institute links to a
review by IDer and nuclear physicist David Heddle entitled Susskind’s Sophie’s
Choice.

Heddle concludes:

Susskind has presented the physics community with what is, for some (not this
writer), a Sophie’s Choice: a hidious, complictated, unfalsifiable String-Theory
Landscape, or Intelligent Design.

Susskind rocks.

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/opinion/mg18825305.800
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/opinion/mg18825305.800
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307
http://community.newscientist.com/forum.jspa?forumID=14
http://community.newscientist.com/forum.jspa?forumID=14
http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/583
http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/583
http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/570
http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/570
http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/570
http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/570
http://www.idthefuture.com/2005/12/physicist_reviews_susskinds_th.html
http://www.idthefuture.com/2005/12/physicist_reviews_susskinds_th.html
http://www.helives.blogspot.com/2005_12_01_helives_archive.html#113465921781166371
http://www.helives.blogspot.com/2005_12_01_helives_archive.html#113465921781166371
http://www.helives.blogspot.com/2005_12_01_helives_archive.html#113465921781166371
http://www.helives.blogspot.com/2005_12_01_helives_archive.html#113465921781166371


Comments

1. Dissident
December 15, 2005

So New Scientist has this moderated “discussion forum” with an invitation to
post and highly visible links leading to it both from here and from Cosmic
Variance. As I write this there are 127 views, a handful of negative comments in
the Cosmic Variance thread – and 0 (that’s zero) posted comments in the
“discussion forum”. Shall we guess that they are waiting for a few positive
responses for balance? 

2. Tony Smith
December 16, 2005

In the New Scientist interview, Susskind says: “… Even most of the hard-core
adherents to the uniqueness view admit that it looks bad. …”.

If Susskind is restricting his universe of “adherents” to superstringers, then
indeed the difficulty of superstring theory in predicting anything does make it
look bad for uniqueness emerging from superstring theory.

However, the fact that the basic structure of gravity plus the minimal non-
supersymmetric standard model is so good at explaining experimental results,
even though it is a remarkably restrictive and predictive structure that permits
only SU(3) color, SU(2) weak, and U(1) electomagnetic forces along with gravity,
and permits only 3 generations of leptons and quarks with clearly defined
charges and helicity,
seems to me to be an indicator that nature IS probably aligned with a unique
model,
even though it is becoming increasingly clear that superstring theory will not be
the way to get to it.

Just because there is now no widely accepted unique model that specifies all the
observed force strengths, particle masses, etc, does not mean that such a model
does not exist (it might even turn out to be a lot like my currently-much-ignored
model).

In short, it seems to me that, although Susskind’s remark that things look bad for
the uniqueness view does apply to superstring theory,
it does not apply to other approaches based on gravity plus the standard model.

That, in turn, indicates to me that physics would be advanced if some of the army
of people and flood of funding now being spent on superstrings were to be
applied to such other approaches.
Failure of the physics community to make such changes indicates to me a failure
of imagination, and fear of trying to think creatively and deeply about gravity
plus the standard model, on the part of the people in the now-dominant
superstring community.
Perhaps the leaders of the superstring community actually fear the possibility



that an unconventional approach might be successful, because it would disrupt
the current rigid sociopolitical “pecking order” of the present superstring
establishment.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

3. nitin
December 16, 2005

“We can hope to get an answer from string theory and we can hope to get some
information from cosmology.” Surely Susskind is a bit misled here in his beliefs.
A possible answer would naturally come from (observational) cosmology and
hopefully some information from string theory (which is, so far as the theory
presents itself, rather unlikely)!

4. secret milkshake
December 16, 2005

“Ask not what you can do in Physics – ask what you can do to it.”

5. Christine Dantas
December 16, 2005

If the criteria for publishing in a high-impact journal, e.g., the Physical Review
Letters, is taken at face value, for instance (see the guidelines in their site):

“(…) The paper must satisfy criteria of validity, importance, and broad
interest. The work must be sound, free of detectable error, and
presented in reasonable detail. (…) Papers advancing new theoretical
views on fundamental principles or theories must contain convincing
arguments that the new predictions and interpretations are
distinguishable from existing knowledge, at least in principle, and do
not contradict established experimental results. (…)”

(my boldface) then how anything related to the anthropic reasoning or the
landscape issue can be possibly accepted there? I didin´t search to see. But of
course, it seems clear that it depends on how “convincing” your arguments are.

6. Juan R.
December 16, 2005

String theory always was in trouble. Is cosmological constant explained
via graviton mass?

The problem of string theory is NOT that it ‘predicts’ multiple universes and,
therefore, one may use previous knowledge for fixing undetermined parameters
of the theory (more than 10000 in some models of compactification 10D –>
4Dx6D). The serious problem of string theory is that none of those ‘billions’ of
possible universes coincides with real universe we observe on Nature. For
example, string theory works with supersymmetric massless states, whereas our

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


observed universe is non-supersymmetric and non-massless. Imagine that we
observe supersymmetric at next HLC data. It does not mean that string theory is
correct, because any plausible theory of supersymmetry (if finally observed) may
reduce to the experimentally verified non- supersymmetric theory we name the
Standard Model, somewhat as general relativity reduces to special one when
gravitation vanishes. Simply we may admit string theory is incompatible with all
data we know. In fact, there is a joke circulating by the Internet saying that the
best definition of observable universe is “that string theory cannot explain”.

What was the main motivation for string theory in the past? Simple: that “it
predicts gravity“. Well again this is not correct, the ‘gravity’ contained in string
theory is not Newtonian gravity not relativistic gravity.

Newtonian gravity describes direct interactions between non-massless particles,
but current string theory spectra are massless states and there are not electrons
or protons defined. Precisely, since the graviton is massless, it can be defined in
string theory. However, if finally the graviton has some mass as some theorists
recently argue [see for example Class. Quantum Grav. 20 No 6 (2003) L67-L73 or
recent 2004 talk by Vainshtein here] then string theory could not explain it.

What is more, the relativistic gravity contained in string theory is a 2-spin
graviton over a flat background metric. That is not general relativity, as
explained in textbooks on matter, and the reason that all of us know that 10D
string theory -even if some day was internally consistent and compatible with
experimental data- would be improved by its background-independent 11D
generalization currently called M-theory.

Many other criticism on why string theory is not good enough is addressed in
moderated newsgroup sci.physics.strings in the Oct 21 post “String theory is not
a TOE”

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

7. Dissident
December 16, 2005

Juan: http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512177

The problem isn’t that string theory can’t produce something that looks like our
universe. It’s that it can produce just about anything you want, so it doesn’t
predict anything.

8. Juan R.
December 16, 2005

Christine Dantas,

perhaps this link to recent work published in PRL by string theorists Karch and
Randall, may be interesting.

http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/colloq/vainshtein1/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/colloq/vainshtein1/
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512177
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512177
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825204.400.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825204.400.html


I do not read the letter, but it appears that they are doing ‘convincing’ arguments
 seeing i am finding on the net

They believe the way our universe started and then diluted as it
expanded what they call the relaxation principle favored formation of
three− and seven−dimensional realities. The one we happen to
experience has three dimensions.

The only assumptions were that it started with a generally smooth
configuration, with numerous structures called membranes, or
“branes” that existed in various spatial dimensions from one to nine, all
of them large and none curled up.

Other realities, either three− or seven−dimensional, could be hidden
from our perception in the universe, Karch said.

“There are regions that feel 3D. There are regions that feel 5D. There
are regions that feel 9D. These extra dimensions are infinitely large.
We just happen to be in a place that feels 3D to us,” he said.

“We know there are people in our three−brane existence. In this case
we will assume there are people somewhere
nearby in a seven−brane existence. The people in the three−brane
would have a far more interesting world, with
more complex structures,” Karch said. With gravity diminishing rapidly
with distance, a seven−dimensional
existence would not have planets with stable orbits around their sun,
Karch said.

“I am not precisely sure what a universe with such a short−range
gravity would look like, mostly because it is
always difficult to imagine how life would develop under completely
different circumstances,” he said. “But in
any case, planetary systems as we know them wouldn´t form. The
possibility of stable orbits is what makes the
three−dimensional world more interesting.”

AMEN

I only wait that Kaku can someday built a multidimensional teletransporter and
all those ‘stringy guys’ can travel to other parallel universe full of nine-branes.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

9. Juan R.
December 16, 2005

Dissident,



thanks by the link to the recent preprint. But please note that does not invalidate
i said. Perhaps, i would resume and emphasize i said:

1) String theory cannot predict.

2) There is not model in string theory compatible with the experimentally
verified non-supersymmetric and non-massless Standard model of particle
physics.

3) The ‘gravity’ contained in string theory is not Newtonian gravity and is not
compatible with relativistic (general relativity) gravity.

4) brane, stwing, or M theories does not solve the problems opened by string
theory.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

10. Dissident
December 16, 2005

Juan: Agree about (1). About (2): the MSSM is an extension of the SM compatible
with current experimental data. The LHC may be able to rule it out, but that’s
yet to come. About (3): any quantum theory of gravity will deviate from the
classical theory at some point (or what would be the point of quantizing it?).
Agree about (4).

11. Jean-Paul
December 16, 2005

I think that there is a large social/psychological component of the recent
anthropic endorsements. There are made by senior, very accomplished physicists
who are at the end of their productive lives (or like Polchinski ready for early
retirement at 55) and want to ride away into the sunset with “this is the end, my
friend” — nothing left to do, we solved all important problems, we won’t miss
anything. It is very sad that among younger generation, only Lubos dares to
scream foul play…. while the more distinguished people like Vafa and Witten who
are clearly opposed to this nonsense hide their heads in the sand instead of
energizing their junior colleagues…

12. Ken Silber
December 16, 2005

William Dembski has now latched on to Susskind’s landscape-intelligent design
dichotomy.

http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/583#more-583

But shouldn’t life evolve easily in a “fine tuned” universe?

13. woit

http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/583#more-583
http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/583#more-583


December 16, 2005

Hi Ken,

Thanks for pointing that out. Dembski has definitely latched on to string theory,
also see:

http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/570

14. Who
December 16, 2005

Peter quoted Susskind as follows:
**Without any explanation of nature’s fine-tunings we will be hard pressed to
answer the ID critics. One might argue that the hope that a mathematically
unique solution will emerge is as faith-based as ID.**

this “hope” is a straw-man. the mainstream scientific enterprise exhibits
confidence in the gradual INCREMENTAL explanation of nature—not in the
appearance of a complete “mathematically unique solution” explaining
everything once and for all. Moreover this confidence is not analogous to
religious faith, but has been born out by gradual progress over the course of
several centuries and many generations. It is the fruit of long experience.

At least for physicists, the string venture may have been a mistake, and its
present quandary should not be interpreted as a portent of anything. One cannot
draw wider conclusions from the confused frustration of this one theoretical
initiative—-it does not mean anything as regards intelligent design, or the
determination of several dozen fundamental numbers, or the cause of the big
bang or the fate of science. If string thinking fails to explain the current list of
basic numbers, it simply means that a large bunch of theoreticians were misled,
perhaps self-deluded, for several decades—this is no reason to start imagining a
“sea-change” in the “zeitgeist” (that is portentous over-dramatizing). String is
just a hiccup in the history of science.

Susskind’s phrase “without any explanation of nature’s fine-tunings” is also a
straw man—at least a rhetorical exaggeration. We have explanation for SOME of
nature’s fine tunings, and can reasonably expect to get more. I mean real
physical explanation, not anthropic selection from a postulated ensemble based
on stringy conjecture.

the the Old Guard show is increasingly embarrassing, I’m disappointed with
Wilczek—expected better.

15. David Heddle
December 16, 2005

That’s “Heddle” not “Weddle”.

16. Juan R.
December 16, 2005

http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/570
http://www.uncommondescent.com/index.php/archives/570


Dissident said,

Juan: Agree about (1). About (2): the MSSM is an extension of the SM
compatible with current experimental data. The LHC may be able to
rule it out, but that’s yet to come. About (3): any quantum theory of
gravity will deviate from the classical theory at some point (or what
would be the point of quantizing it?). Agree about (4).

Thanks by your comment. Unfortunately i was not able to express my thinking
correctly and i may correct one thing.

Of course, any quantum theory will deviate from the classical one (in the
contrary case its quantization would be irrelevant) but i was not saying that. i
was saying that the classical limit of superstring theory is not general relativity. I
mean that gravity contained in strings and superstrings is a quantum spin-2
(graviton) in a flat classical background defining causality structure (e.g.
S-matrix). The classical limit looks as a classical gravitational ‘field’ propagating
on a flat background. But general relativity is not that (in general), and this is
the reason that superstring theorists are now anxiously searching a background
free generalization called M-theory. Precisely the perturbation formalism around
a flat spacetime metric structure has been always the criticism of loop
theoreticians to string/superstring theories.

In fact, i think that it is a common misconception the claim that general relativity
is equivalent to a theory for a spin-2 field on a Minkowski background.

[tex]g^{ik} = \eta^{ik} + h^{ik}[/tex]

I think that this error was perpetuated in literature ‘thanks to’ Misner, Thorne,
Wheeler 1977 popular book and by some popular authors as Feynman or
Weinberg.

The equivalence between full general relativity and a [tex]h^{ik}[/tex] field
theory is valid only in the weak regime, in fact, Deser [Gen. Rel. Grav. 1970, 1,
9.] proved the equivalence between the ‘geometric’ and the ‘ tensor field’ view
only to third order in the tensor field recurrence series. But this did that some
authors claimed that the two views are fully equivalent to any order when are
not. In fact, there is crucial differences in the strong gravity regime between
both approaches.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

17. blank
December 16, 2005

I’ve always thought it was only a matter of time until the IDers latched on to
Susskind. In fact I’m surprised it took them so long. He actually had to go so far
as to publish a popular book with “intelligent design” written on the cover to get
their attention.



18. woit
December 16, 2005

David,

Sorry about that. It’s fixed now.

19. woit
December 16, 2005

Juan,

Please stop posting so many comments that don’t have anything to do with the
topic of the posting. In this case, if people want to discuss the interview with
Susskind, that’s great, but the question of the technical problems of string
theory as a theory of gravity is off-topic here.

20. Hans de Vries
December 16, 2005

Of all contradictions I’ve never come upon a greater contradiction as this one:
–
Firstly:

The idea that constants of nature, reproducible in 15 digits, going to 16 digits
(Frequency Comb work) are represented by 500+ hole clonable Calabi Yau
pretzels. (16 digits means an object the size of the earth accurately reproduced
with single atom precision)
–
Secondly:

That these Calabi Yau spaces live at Planck’s length in a wildly bubbling space-
time chaos at Planck’s temperature of 1.417 10^32 degrees…

–
Total chaos meets total perfection….

–
Regards, Hans

21. Eric Dennis
December 16, 2005

It’s important to keep in mind that rejecting anthropic reasoning in the context
of the landscape and string theory does not imply a rejection of anthropic
reasoning as such. Given apparently fine-tuned aspects of nature, anthropicism
is certainly a legitimate sort of explanation if the necessary ensemble emerges
naturally. The problem is just when anthropic reasoning becomes the *pervasive*
explanatory mechanism of a theory, leaving it without any distinguishing
quantitative predictions.

In the context of a healthier theory, I don’t see the problem with e.g. the



anthropic prediction for bounds on the CC, which I think Peter has criticized (but
perhaps I misunderstood his intent). Indeed I think an unwillingness to accept
this kind of limited anthropism is rooted in the same epistemic error of the IDers.
Limited anthropism recognizes that Nature is just the way She is — She isn’t
designed so that our theories will be pretty and convenient and maximally
deductive — just like She isn’t designed so that Jesus could die for our sins. She
just plain isn’t designed.

22. Peter
December 16, 2005

No time for a long answer, but here’s a short one:

A legitimate scientific theory has to make strong enough predictions that you can
rationally decide whether there is good evidence for it by looking at the world.
The string theory anthropic landscape doesn’t do this now and there’s no good
reason to believe it ever can, so it’s not science.

One can come up with legitimate scientific theories in which certain quantities
are only probabilistically determined, e.g. because they are “environmental”,
depending on the history of the universe and one doesn’t accurately know the
initial state. It’s certainly possible the CC is such a quantity, but there are lots of
problems with the Weinberg “prediction” of it, including:

1. It comes out an order of magnitude or so too high.

2. It’s done by taking known values of other similar cosmological parameters,
fixing them and just varying the CC. Looking at the joint distribution for several
variables, the CC is way, way smaller than one expects.

There’s also a conceptual problem that bothers me with this specific piece of
anthropic reasoning. The assumed a priori probability distribution for the CC is
taken to be flat. Such a “theory” of the CC says about it exactly the same thing as
my favorite theory: “Hell, I have no idea what determines the CC, so, a priori any
value is equally likely.” There’s something funny about a “theory” that makes
exactly the same “predictions” as deciding that anything is equally likely since
you have no idea what is going on.

23. michaeld
December 16, 2005

Susskind’s comments strike me as very strange.

“But I have to say that if that happens, as things stand now we will be in a very
awkward position. Without any explanation of nature’s fine-tunings we will be
hard pressed to answer the ID critics.”

It sounds as if he thinks physicists should be opposing ID just for the sake of it.
To me, the reason to oppose ID is that the (scientific) arguments for ID are
completely ridiculous. If that ever changed… if it happened that there were
strong scientfic arguments for ID, then why should physicists be influenced by



this and alter their theories simply for the sake of remaining in opposition to ID?

24. anon
December 17, 2005

Michael,

the reason to oppose something just for the sake of it is to blend into the mob.
Susskind months ago was quoted on the issue of the reality of the casimir force
as saying the problem should be solved simply by banning physicists from using
the word “real”.

It is just fashionable to sneer at laymen and reality by coming up with
speculative 11 dimensional super duper theories which are so value that there
are 10^500 different dynamical interpretations, and which predict nothing, and
are untestable. Different versions of string theory produce different predictions
naturally, so there is no clear prediction to be tested by experiment. That is in
fashion.

String theorists have no grasp of science, and think the reason ID is a scientific
failure is because it is unpopular in science, and the reason string theory is a
success is that it is popular in the media.

String theory is lucid. Everyone knows what it claims: everything is string. They
also know it is popular, so you get the herd instinct … so many people can’t all be
wrong, that sort of thing.

String theorists can’t afford to use scientific criteria or they’d sink.

25. Juan R.
December 17, 2005

Peter Woit,

I am sorry, often i write in a random manner and click the submit bottom too
easily. Please receive my congratulations about your blog. Let me write some few
comments about New Scientist interview Is string theory in trouble?

i)
The first i want say is that recent Landscape trouble has emphasized the
problems of string theory. I have noted in many magazines, media and talks this
2005 the emphasis to claim that string theory is in trouble. It appears that all
was fantastic in previous years but we know that is not true: as said above
String theory always was in trouble and i think that people may know this.
Therefore, i would personally rename New Scientist title to Is today string theory
more in trouble that yesterday or similar one.

ii)
I leave criticism to inflation for other thread.

iii)



About cosmological constant, we already discuss about anthropic reasoning and
Weinberg last preprint (or would say last nonsense?) here. One of arguments of
anthropic symphatizers is that experimental value for the cosmological constant
cannot be explained by usual Standard Model more GR, therefore our best
option -they claim- is Landscape. However, that is not true and this is reason i
cited above some works where the cosmological constant is computed
scientifically from hypotesis of a small mass for the graviton. I repeat again, by
no means the Landscape argument is the only possible way to explain
cosmological constant. In fact, Landscape way is not a scientific explanation, just
metaphysics one.

iv)
About Steven Weinberg recently comment that Landscape is one of the great
changes in fundamental science because changes the nature of science itself. I
think that Weinberg has definitively lost the North. Landscape is just a return to
so-called magic era before modern science born. The only “radical” that i can see
is “to call that science”, when we could call it “proto-science”, “meta-science”,
“no-science” or similar. Weinberg attitude is so stupid (and i am sorry by the
word) as if your cat does not look like a dog and then Weinberg argues that one
may change the traditional definition of dog! If string theory does not fit science
requirements, then call to string theory “no-science” or “meta-science” but never
change the traditional mean of the word “science” for fitting string
requirements.

v)
About last Susskind comment

it seems increasingly likely that the constants of nature are more like
the temperature of the Earth – properties of our local environment that
vary from place to place. Like the temperature, many of the constants
have to be just so if intelligent life is to exist. So we live where life is
possible.

I believe it is an excellent way to illustrate anthropic nonsense.

Simply compare replies to scientific questions how “estimate the temperature
here”, “compute the temperature when”, “draw the temperature profile for”
using equations and the model-data from scientific literature [see
Thermodynamics of Atmospheres and Oceans basic monograph] with fact
anthropic theorists cannot compute anything and their “explanation” looks like

the temperature have to be just so if intelligent life is to exist.

It is more, what if there is not life? Curiously the scientific models presented in
above monograph can be applied (changing parameters of course, for example to
flow radiation received from Sun due to different distance, etc.) to other planets
where is not life. See Chapter 14.

vi)
Let me finalize saying that Susskind comment

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/bookdescription.cws_home/678635/description#description
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/bookdescription.cws_home/678635/description#description


No more than when physicists discovered that the radii of planetary
orbits were not determined by some elegant mathematical equation, or
by Kepler’s idea of nested Platonic solid.

Is not accurate since it appears that radii is determined. I have seen scientific
models on that.

There is a philosophical objection called Popperism that people raise
against the landscape idea. Popperism [after the philosopher Karl
Popper] is the assertion that a scientific hypothesis has to be falsifiable,
otherwise it’s just metaphysics. Other worlds, alternative universes,
things we can’t see because they are beyond horizons, are in principle
unfalsifiable and therefore metaphysical – that’s the objection. But the
belief that the universe beyond our causal horizon is homogeneous is
just as speculative and just as susceptible to the Popperazzi.

Of course! but Susskind perhaps forgets that serious scientists carefully invented
the term observable universe for referring to the part of the universe accessible
to our current telescopes. No serious scientists claim what there exists beyond is
today observable: perhaps pink stars? Nobody knows.

Susskind reply to question “Is it possible to test the landscape idea through
observation?”

So the landscape, at least in principle, is testable.

is, of course, incorrect.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

26. ks
December 18, 2005

Michael says: It sounds as if he thinks physicists should be opposing ID just for
the sake of it.

But it is striking that some of Susskinds arguments are mimicking the structure
of the conventional ID/creationist ones.

From the Susskind interview:

At first, string theorists thought there were about a million solutions [for string
vacua]. Thinking about Weinberg’s argument and about the non-zero
cosmological constant, I used to go around asking my mathematician friends: are
you sure it’s only a million? They all assured me it was the best bet.

But a million is not enough for anthropic explanations – the chances of one of the
universes being suitable for life are still too small.

Religion is not the only way of reasoning that creates “gap gods” these days.



27. Alejandro RIvero
December 18, 2005

http://del.icio.us/url/61f55137a3ed1109f6bef9f59669635d

28. Tony Smith
December 18, 2005

Susskind’s book “The Cosmic Landscape” is reviewed by George Ellis in Nature
(8 December 2005, pages 739-740. The review is titled

“Physics ain’t what it used to be”.

In that review, Ellis says: “… The particular multiverse version proposed by
Susskind, however, has the great virtue of being testable in one respect.
It is supposed to have started out by quantum tunnelling, resulting in a spatially
homogeneous and isotropic universe with negative spatial curvature, and hence
with a total density parameter OMEGA_o less than 1.
The best observationally determined value for this parameter, taking all data into
account,
is OMEGA_o = 1.02 plus or minus 0.02.
Taken at face value, this seems to contradict the proposed theory. … These data
are not discussed in the book – a symptom of some present-day cosmology, where
faith in theory tends to trump evidence.
Presumably the hope is that this observational result will go away …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

29. Chris Oakley
December 19, 2005

[Re: String theory] About Steven Weinberg’s recent comment that the Landscape
is one of the great changes in fundamental science because it changes the nature
of science itself:
I think that Weinberg has definitely lost his bearings. This is just a return to the
so-called magic era before modern science was born.
The only “radical” that I see is calling it science, when we should be calling it
“proto-science”, “meta-science”, “no-science” or similar.
Weinberg’s attitude is so stupid (and I am sorry to use this word) that if your cat
does not look like a dog then Weinberg would argue that one needs to change
the traditional definition of “dog”!
If string theory does not fit the requirements of science, then we should call
string theory “no-science” or “meta-science”. But we should never change the
traditional meaning of the word “science” just to accommodate string theory.

Sorry, Juan R. I don’t normally go around correcting people’s English, but what
you say here is so sensible that I felt compelled to do so in this case.

30. Juan R.
December 19, 2005

http://del.icio.us/url/61f55137a3ed1109f6bef9f59669635d
http://del.icio.us/url/61f55137a3ed1109f6bef9f59669635d
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Absolutely no problem with that!

Anyone is free for correcting all my failures from English to math.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

31. Eric Dennis
December 19, 2005

Peter,

OK, I think we agree on the underlying issue then — the potential legitimacy of
some kind of anthropic argument in the context of some independently
confirmed theoretical framework. Your point about what happens for the specific
case of the CC when you look at the joint distribution given other variables
sounds reasonable (if that’s in fact the case — I’m not familiar with the nitty
gritty here).

But I don’t understand your other objections. It’s a bound obtained by imposing
some galactic nucleation constraint, right? The “prediction” is just that the
bound is satisfied, not that it’s the most informative conceivable bound. About
the flatness of the priors, I guess there’s the question (like there always is when
choosing priors) about what variable (CC or CC^2 or…) is the right one to have a
flat prior distribution on. But aside from that standard Bayesian conundrum, the
point of the argument is that we want to impose as little prior information as
possible. We’re admitting that we have no clue what are all the causal factors in
the “environmental” determination of the CC. But at least we might resolve the
discrepancy of it’s (order of) order of magnitude.

It’s inevitable that some physical processes are gonna be just too complicated to
calculate, with whatever theory we settle on. If the hypothetical historical
dynamics that determined the CC is one such process, que sera.

32. woit
December 19, 2005

Eric,

I have no problem with the idea that maybe the CC is something
“environmental”, depending on the history of the universe, in a way such that
we’ll never be able to calculate it. What I object to is people running around
saying they have a “prediction” of it, based on nothing more than the fact that if
it were 100 times bigger, all else being equal, galaxies wouldn’t form. Even
worse, people go on about this being a “successful prediction”, write popular
books about how great it is, and use it as an excuse to successfully push a
research program which is pure pseudo-science.

33. Eric Dennis
December 20, 2005



I agree with that.

34. Juan R.
December 22, 2005

How much nonsense does one find in the anthropic idea?

Perhaps reply was in a simple example.

Look the Moon, why is it there?

Scientific reply: It is there (effect) because it is the result of the motion guided
by gravity force (cause). We can predict the Moon position at some future instant
t via mechanics.

Antrophic reply: It is there (effect) because we are looking it (“cause”) here. We
canNOT predict the Moon position at some future instant t.

Of course, some questions cannot be today solved from science, but then the
(honest) scientist admits that does not know the reply. The rest is meta-science,
religion, philosophy, etc.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

35. D R Lunsford
December 25, 2005

Check this one out:

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/physics/0510102

Pornography is more legitimate.

-drl

36. Juan R.
December 26, 2005

Here an extract from Lunsford cited preprint

In one of our favorite scenarios, our universe is a school-assigned
science experiment [1, 2] carried out by a high school student in a
meta-universe. Perhaps he or she or it even started an assortment of
universes like ant farms and stashed them away somewhere in the
basement, out of his or her or its parent’s way. Perhaps by now he has
lost interest and forgotten about the universes, leaving some to
expand, others to collapse, in complete futility and silence. But,
perhaps not without leaving a message for the occupants….

The interesting is the affiliation:

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/physics/0510102
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/physics/0510102


– Institute of Theoretical Science (University of Oregon)

– Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

37. anon
December 28, 2005

Are those dope-testing labs, or mental institutes? 



Interview With Alain Connes

December 17, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Someone wrote in to tell me about a very interesting interview with Alain Connes,
conducted at the IPM in Teheran at the time of the Workshop on Non-Commutative
Geometry held there this past September.

As always, Connes has quite a few provocative things to say, including some harsh
criticisms of the way string theory research is conducted (this in spite of the fact that
the Institute hosting him is dominated by string theorists):

The only thing I resent in string theory is that they put in the mind of people that it is
the only theory that can give the answer or they are very close to the answer. That I
resent. For people who have enough background it is fine since they know all the
problems that block the road like the cosmological constant, the supersymmetry
breaking, etc., etc.. But if you take people who are beginners in physics programs and
brainwash them from the very start it is really not fair. Young physicists should be
completely free, but it is very hard with the actual system.

Connes also has many interesting comments about non-commutative geometry and
about his own career, including the fact that he went off in the direction he did
because he was put off by the arrogance of the algebraic geometers at the IHES. He
also has a lot to say about the importance of having a system like the French CNRS
system that allows talented young researchers to develop a long-term research
program without too much pressure to achieve quick results. He is quite scornful
about the US university system, which he sees as emphasizing money and subjecting
young people to huge pressures to work in well-established areas instead of trying to
do something new and ambitious.

The interview also contains quite a few amusing stories. In one of them Connes tells
about a well-known string theorist who walked out of his talk at Chicago because he
wasn’t very interested, but two years later was paying rapt attention to the same talk
when Connes gave it at Oxford. When Connes asked him about this, the physicist told
him that the difference was that in the meantime he had heard that Witten had been
seen reading Connes’s book in the library at Princeton.

On a completely different topic, there’s a nice review article by Edward Frenkel on
the Langlands program and conformal field theory. Witten has new ideas about this
subject and how it is related to S-duality in four-dimensional gauge theory. I hear he
has been working on a paper on the subject since this summer, and that it should
appear imminently.

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman

http://www.ipm.ac.ir/IPM/news/connes-interview.pdf
http://www.ipm.ac.ir/IPM/news/connes-interview.pdf
http://www.ipm.ac.ir/IPM/homepage/homepage.html
http://www.ipm.ac.ir/IPM/homepage/homepage.html
http://www.ipm.ac.ir/ncg2005/
http://www.ipm.ac.ir/ncg2005/
http://www.ipm.ac.ir/ncg2005/
http://www.ipm.ac.ir/ncg2005/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512172
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512172


December 17, 2005

The paper on Langlands is by Kapustin and Witten and should hopefully appear
soon, but I don’t know when.

2. QWERTY
December 17, 2005

YOUR LINKS ARE TEH DED!!1!

I WANT TO READ THE INTERVIEW WITH ALAIN CONNES AND I CANNOT. I
AM DESPARATE TO LEARN ALL ABOUT NON-COMMUTITIVE FROBENIUS
ALGEBRAS AND HOW TO VISUALIZE ASOCIATED COBORDISMS IN 2D QFT,
AND ALSO GENERALLY DRAW ALEPH-ONE INSPIRATIONS FROM HIS WISE
FRENCH WORDS AND REFINED YET SARDONIC DEMEANOR.

PLEASE ADVISE.

3. Adrian Heathcote
December 17, 2005

I’ve been a great admirer of Connes for some years. I think he has great
intellectual honesty and courage—and judging by his KITP talks a good sense of
humour. (And speaking of the KITP talks he took on that audience (trial by
interruption!) and won.)

4. Thomas Larsson
December 18, 2005

What caught my eye in Frenkel’s lecture was the statement on the top of page
27:

“Before we get to that, we want to comment on why is it that we only consider
curves and not higher dimensional varieties. The point is that while function
fields on curves are very similar to number fields, the fields of functions on
higher dimensional varieties have a very different structure. […] At the moment
no one knows how to formulate an analogue of the Langlands correspondence
for the field of functions on an algebraic variety of dimension greater than one,
and finding such a formulation is a very important open problem.”

Since geometric Langlands is evidently closely related to the affine and Virasoro
algebras, perhaps their higher-dimensional analogues have something to do with
a higher-dimensional Langlands. Or perhaps not.

5. Adrian Heathcote
December 18, 2005

QWERTY

Try now.

6. Tony Smith



December 18, 2005

In the IPM interview at http://www.ipm.ac.ir/IPM/news/connes-interview.pdf
Connes said:

“… The true question is whether or not string theory has anything to do with
reality … That key question begins by supersymmetry; whether or not nature is
supersymmetric … If one would already have found 3 or 4 super partners by now,
then I would believe they would find the others but in reality they haven’t found
any and because of that I’m very skeptical. … The supersymmetric standard
model is an horrible thing … with more than a hundred free parameters and an
ugly mechanism to break that “beautiful” unseen supersymmetry! …
I think it’s very important to construct other competing models which are not
necessarily based on supersymmetry. I think it is crucial for the development of
physics that there are people who are courageous enough not to follow the main
dogma, heretics that develop a different model.
…
From my point of view the actual system in the US really discourages people who
are truly original thinkers … The US are successful mostly because they import
very bright scientists from abroad. For instance they have imported all of the
Russian mathematicians at some point.
…
I believe that the most successful systems so far were these big institutes in the
Soviet union, like the Landau institute, the Steklov institute, etc. Money did not
play any role there, the job was just to talk about science.
…
the way the young people … in the US … get their position on the market creates
“feudalities” namely a few fields well implanted in key universities which
reproduce themselves leaving no room for new fields. … Beginners have little
choice but to find an adviser that is sociologically well implanted … so that at a
later stage he or she will be able to write the relevant recommendation letters
and get a position for the student … all these letters look alike in their emphatic
style. The result is that there are very few subjects which are emphasized and
keep producing students and of course this does not create the right conditions
for new fields to emerge. …”.

Since I am a patriotic citizen of the USA, I wish that I could disagree with
Connes, but as one who works on heretical non-supersymmetric physics models
and has been blacklisted by the Cornell arXiv, I cannot.

Tony Smith
http://wwww.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

7. Chris Oakley
December 18, 2005

Tony,

Although I could never possibly agree with Connes’ attitudes towards QFT, I
think that his analysis of the research machine, especially in the U.S., is right on

http://www.ipm.ac.ir/IPM/news/connes-interview.pdf
http://www.ipm.ac.ir/IPM/news/connes-interview.pdf
http://wwww.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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the button.
In view of this, if you are being blackballed by the ArXiv you should should
regard it as flattery of the most sincere kind.

8. Doug
December 18, 2005

I would like to know who the top 10 “heretics” are. It appears that Danny and
Tony are considered “heretics,” but would they make the top 10 list? What is the
difference between “crackpots” and “heretics?” If mainstream string theory is
“not even wrong.” then is it heretical?

9. anon
December 18, 2005

Doug, string theorists are crackpots. Real scientists are always heretics to
religious dogma which has no evidence.

All those who believe in the mainstream because it is fashionable are crackpots.
Dawkins states you have to be open minded in science, but not so much so that
your brains fall out completely

10. Anonymous
December 18, 2005

QWERY IS THE BEST COMMETNAR EVAR LOLLERSKATES

But seriously, I think there is an important issue here regarding the US
university system, and it’s much more important than your typical string theory
complaints, Peter. Or perhaps your usual string theory complaints are just a
specific instance of a broader problem. And that problem is that young people
have to sustain a high rate of publications. As soon as one reaches the point that
they begin publishing, one has little freedom to spend a long time delving into a
hard problem. If one wishes to work on very difficult problems, one needs lots of
publishable intermediate results. Also, one should be sure to publish things
mainstream enough to help one get jobs.

This isn’t a completely terrible situation; academics, even young ones, still have
considerable freedom, and some sort of politics and job pressures are
unavoidable. But I think the culture could change in some beneficial ways.

Of course, it doesn’t help that a lot of the much-touted less mainstream ideas
have blatantly obvious problems, so that nearly everyone outside the mainstream
is crackpot or borderline crackpot.

11. woit
December 18, 2005

Hi Anonymous,

Thanks for your comment. I do think the problem of young scientists being



forced by the job market to stick to research with a quick payoff is a significant
part of the problem with string theory (and have written about this in various
places, including my first public critique of string theory, from about 5 years
ago). Particle physics is suffering more than most subjects from this because it is
a victim of its own success: the standard model is too successful and it is very
hard to see how to get beyond it. Progress in this field will probably require a
major conceptual leap in a new direction, not just small incremental advances,
and the way the US academic system is organized makes it much harder for a
young theorist to try and do this without committing professional suicide.

The physics community needs to acknowledge this problem and start thinking
about ways to deal with it. But one reason I’ve focused on the issue of getting
people to acknowledge the failure of string theory based unification is that as
long as the perception is that string theory is a viable idea making progress
towards its goals, people are unlikely to agree that this kind of action needs to be
taken.

While making it easier for young people to work on more ambitious research
programs would help, that by itself probably won’t do the trick. A French string
theorist friend correctly points out to me that young theorists in France with its
CNRS system, and in some other similar European systems, haven’t done much
better than those in the US in terms of coming up with something new.

It’s very difficult to figure out how to properly structure a reward system to
encourage the kind of difficult, long term speculative work in new directions that
particle physics needs. But I believe before this can be addressed, first the
physics community has to realize how big a problem this is, and that some
dramatic changes in traditional ways of doing business are needed.

12. Steve
December 18, 2005

I do not wish to go into philosophy or ethics, but I think another problem causing
young people to rush into string theory is the desire to “show off” how smart
they are; and reading Alain Connes’ interview was such a comfort;

“I think in mathematics it is extremely important to be persistent. The point is
not being brighter or faster. Forget it! What is important is to never abandon a
problem”

— He is truely a great human being.

13. Anonymous
December 18, 2005

Peter wrote

Particle physics is suffering more than most subjects from this because it is a
victim of its own success: … Progress in this field will probably require a major
conceptual leap in a new direction, not just small incremental advances



Err, yes and no? I’m not quite sure what you mean by “progress in this field,” but
the LHC is almost certainly going to move particle physics forward in a big way.
If it finds supersymmetry then maybe we can start paring down the huge space
of SUSY models to something workable. If it finds new strongly coupled physics
then the whole focus of the field will shift, I think. And with any luck, the whole
industry of extra dimensional models will vanish (except to whatever extent they
prove to be useful as duals). I think a lot of nonsense is going to get swept away
in the next decade.

On the other hand, certain problems like quantum gravity almost certainly do
need a major conceptual leap (as I’m sure most string theorists would agree).
Other problems, like a better nonperturbative understanding of gauge theories,
might actually be amenable to incremental progress, if people were to really
focus on them. There are a lot of tools around, after all. On the other hand, a lot
of them aren’t trendy at the moment, so such work can be risky for young
people.

It’s very difficult to figure out how to properly structure a reward system to
encourage the kind of difficult, long term speculative work in new directions that
particle physics needs.

Agreed. To think out loud a bit: we certainly don’t want to encourage just any
speculative work. At this point I think various “alternative” ideas in quantum
gravity (*cough*Reuter*cough) have far more partisans than they deserve, for
instance. Truly promising new approaches are rare, and while it might be hard to
know if they will be successful, it’s pretty easy to see that many ideas will be
unsuccessful. So I think a few high-paying prestigious postdoc fellowships for
people outside the mainstream could make a huge difference, provided that they
were selected by well-respected and intelligent people who could filter out only
the very best candidates, and that it could somehow be ensured that if these
people’s ideas didn’t pan out that it does not mean the end of their career. It
seems like the Clay Institute’s fellowships in mathematics might be the analogue
of the sort of thing I have in mind. But generally I get the impression that
independence is more highly valued in mathematics than in physics.

14. Tony Smith
December 18, 2005

Peter Woit said “… young theorists in France with its CNRS system, and in some
other similar European systems, haven’t done much better than those in the US
in terms of coming up with something new …”.

Connes said “… the most successful systems so far were these big institutes in
the Soviet Union, like the Landau institute, the Steklov institute, etc. Money did
not play any role there, the job was just to talk about science. …”.

Maybe both of the above statements might be correct. Two points then come to
mind:

1 – Perhaps “big” is an important word, and a critical mass size is necessary for
such institutions to be successful.



That is, maybe the “big institutes in the Soviet Union” were so large that the
(probably small) percentage of useful creative innovators gave a reasonably
large number of useful creative innovators, with the larger number of relatively
unproductive people being tolerated as inevitable overhead,
while
the French CNRS and other similar European systems might be too small to
produce a reasonably large number of useful creative innovators.

2 – Perhaps the French/European systems might be overemphasizing USA-type
“efficiency”, and concentrating too much on the idea of Anonymous that the
process should “filter out only the very best candidates”. If Anonymous’s
“filtering” were to be done by “well-respected and intelligent people” who are
determined to be so by their status in the physics community, then it seems to
me that in the case of the present-day USA physics community, no candidates
outside superstring theory (90%) and LQG (10%) would be chosen.

Since the USSR is gone, there are no contemporary examples to support or
refute 1.

As to 2, it seems to me that the demographics of North American institutes such
as IAS, KITP, Perimeter, etc., are consistent with 2.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

15. secret milkshake
December 18, 2005

Since I had some exposure to the science establishment in Eastern Europe in
late 80s, I can say it was not a model how science should be done. Please note
how many people in USSR went into physics and math – and how little came out
of it.

16. Adrian Heathcote
December 18, 2005

When I first heard of Non-Commutative geometry I enthusiastically told my wife
about it, explaining as much as I understood. She thought for a minute and then
said, ‘No’.

So I had a T-shirt made up for her, in Soviet-style lettering (she’s Russian): ”Just
say ‘Non’ to Non-Commutative Geometry”. When she wears it out she is often
asked what it means!

I have a feeling that Connes would like the joke.

17. Tony Smith
December 18, 2005

secret milkshake said “.. Please note how many people in USSR went into
physics and math – and how little came out of it. …”.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


I do take note of “how many people in USSR went into physics and math”, which
is the point that maybe “big” is important,
but
I disagreee that “little came out of it”.
For just a few examples:
the proof of the Bieberbach conjecture was validated in the USSR;
the geometry of Lie groups (for example the works of Boris Rosenfeld);
translation from Chinese of the work of L. K. Hua on geometry of classical
domains;
works on singularity theory;
works on von Neumann algebras;
invention of supersonic cavitation torpedoes;
early work on nonlinear dynamics (Joe Ford, a founding father of the nonlinear
chaos group at Georgia Tech, used to remark that in the early days some of his
most productive contacts were with people in Novosibirsk) ;
… etc … the list is far too long to continue here.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

18. Anonymous
December 18, 2005

Tony Smith says:

If Anonymous’s “filtering” were to be done by “well-respected and intelligent
people” who are determined to be so by their status in the physics community,
then it seems to me that in the case of the present-day USA physics community,
no candidates outside superstring theory (90%) and LQG (10%) would be chosen.

And the alternative is — what? Funding every person who claims to have an
interesting new idea? Clearly not. Most such people are just no good.

Also, please note that most of the theoretical physics community does not do
string theory or LQG. Even in high-energy physics, string theory is only about
half of the community.

secret milkshake said:

Please note how many people in USSR went into physics and math – and how
little came out of it.

In high-energy physics: Gribov, Polyakov, Shifman, Vainshtein, Zakharov….
Others as well. A large fraction of important work on gauge theories from the
70s and 80s came from the USSR. (Another large fraction came from ‘t Hooft.)

19. Tony Smith
December 19, 2005

About filtering people in theoretical physics, Anonymous said “… Funding every
person who claims to have an interesting new idea? Clearly not. Most such

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


people are just no good. …”.

Aside from being unable to restrain myself from remarking that “most people are
no damn good” was a line by Lex Luthor (Gene Hackman) in the original
Christopher Reeve movie Superman,

I will note that I have heard that with respect to NSF grants the most innovative
and productive grants were NOT for proposals that received “excellent” overall
ratings, but they came from proposals that:

received “fair” overall ratings resulting from a mix of “poor” and “excellent”
reviews.

In other words,
successful innovation usually comes from controversial proposals that are
strongly opposed by many “well-respected and intelligent people”.

Anonymous and I might be able to agree that, in a system composed of reviewers
who were NOT substantially universally biased (for example, toward superstring
theory as the “only game in town”), a proposal that received “poor” from ALL
reviewers should be rejected. (Unfortunately, I believe that the present system in
the USA is in fact so biased. )

I would advocate approval of proposals with a mix of “excellent” and “poor”.

I am not sure from the posted comments (and I have no other basis for knowing
the views of an anonymous commenter such as Anonymous) whether Anonymous
would insist on all “excellent” ratings for approval.

I do agree (as should be evident from my comment) with Anonymous that the
USSR system produced a lot of high-quality results.

Tony Smith
http://ww.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

20. garrett
December 19, 2005

I can provide one data point regarding what it was like to be a young physicist in
the US who wanted to work on fundamental problems:

In 1995, as a physics graduate student at UCSD, I found a soliton solution to the
Maxwell-Dirac equations that no one — especially me — knew what to do with. I
was working in nonlinear science at the time, but my real motivation has always
been to understand and figure out the universe — it’s the best puzzle around. I
showed my work to the department chair, Roger Dashen (a great guy), and he
liked what I’d done enough to take me on as an advisee. (And it didn’t hurt that I
was a straight A student) During this same time, string theory was growing in
popularity and there was a strong push to move in this direction. I took a nascent
string course, as well as read up on my own — but… I just couldn’t buy it. There
were too many wild assumptions, and in the end they bought you nothing. Using

http://ww.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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QED to calculate the results of experiments to twelve decimal places — THAT is
good physics. But I was in the minority. And when Roger tragically died, I had
nowhere to turn for a high energy physics advisor. I finished up my dissertation
in nonlinear science under my previous advisor, and hit the dilemma. I wanted to
work in GR and QFT — they have always interested me the most. But I had
nobody to introduce me to opportunities in either field, and the main community
was going for strings in a big way.

However, I had been lucky enough to have another wild option. My graduate
fellowship had paid me on top of the money I earned as a TA, and I’d invested
that in stocks while the market was booming. So I had a nice little nest egg built
up — enough to last five years or so at my graduate student spending level. And,
thanks to the net, I figured I could work anywhere, on the physics I wanted. So I
wandered a bit, and settled in the most beautiful place I could find — Maui. I’ve
been finding my own way ever since, working on what I want, and publishing
only when I’ve thought I figured out something significantly cool. Well, after five
years, and less than stellar stock market performance, the money ran out. So I’ve
had to find money making projects to work on here and there while dedicating
most of my time to working on physics — traveling down one theoretical path
after another.

It’s been a hard road to walk alone. I spend way too much time wading through
arxiv articles that I can’t know are bunk until I’ve invested time to figure that out
myself. (I wish other people didn’t have publishing pressure — it results in
garbage.) And, in my own work, I’ve had to be very conservative and careful,
since the only person checking my ideas and giving me feedback is me. But I’ve
had the opportunity to work on what I want, and enjoyed it immensely. Now,
much to my own surprise, I found that some of what I’ve been working on
meshes amazingly well with recent work in quantum gravity. It was the type of
thing that seemed too much of a coincidence to ignore, so I wrote it up. This, to
me, may present a good opportunity. Because I miss hanging out with other
physicists — I used to be a very social guy back in grad school, and I miss the
active interchange of ideas. And now, as string theory appears to be collapsing
under the weight of it’s own broken promises, this seems a good time for me to
come back and interact with other people working on alternative approaches to
fundamental questions in physics.

So… young American physicists who want to work on fundamental questions in
physics will do it themselves, because they want to, any way they can.

21. D R Lunsford
December 19, 2005

Gratuitous aside for Doug:

I am neither distressed by my absence from arXiv, nor would I want it any other
way.

-drl

22. Christine



December 19, 2005

Please note how many people in USSR went into physics and math –
and how little came out of it.

See, e.g.,

http://www.hssonline.org/teach_res/essays/graham/graham.html

Best wishes

Christine

23. Pat Szuta
December 19, 2005

I’m curious to learn more about his attitude towards the American system of
producing PhD’s. Are we really only spitting out ‘technicians’?

24. anon
December 19, 2005

‘But if you take people who are beginners in physics programs and brainwash
them from the very start it is really not fair. Young physicists should be
completely free, but it is very hard with the actual system.’ – Alain Connes.

Pauli wrote to Fierz, 12 August 1948: ‘I think the important and extremely
difficult task of our time is to try to build up a fresh idea of reality.’

‘Bigoted technicians’, would be more precise!

25. Tom Weidig
December 19, 2005

I think you are quoting him out of context. He also said a lot of nice things about
string theory in the interview!

26. Dissident
December 19, 2005

Tom, after noting that there is not one shred of evidence that either
supersymmetry or strings have anything to do with physics, he kept saying again
and again that string theorists are great for mathematics. Draw your own
conclusion.

27. Who
December 19, 2005

I miss hanging out with other physicists — I used to be a very social
guy back in grad school, and I miss the active interchange of ideas.
And now, as string theory appears to be collapsing under the weight of
it’s own broken promises, this seems a good time for me to come back

http://www.hssonline.org/teach_res/essays/graham/graham.html
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and interact with other people working on alternative approaches to
fundamental questions in physics.

Garrett, I have to cheer for your determined independence and also deplore the
narrowness of QG option open to US grad students. I hope that the string
monopoly is indeed breaking and that research will open up some, so that you
will be able to re-connect somewhere in an active interchange of ideas.

Tom, after noting that there is not one shred of evidence that either
supersymmetry or strings have anything to do with physics, he kept
saying again and again that string theorists are great for mathematics.
Draw your own conclusion.

LOL

To Peter, very glad to see the “Latest Comments” feature in the righthand
margin. Big help. Much quicker now to see in a glance
if there has been some new discussion on an interesting thread.
Thanks.

28. Attila Smith
December 19, 2005

Esteemed Adrian Heathcote:

“I’ve been a great admirer of Connes for some years. I think he has great
intellectual honesty and courage”

Yes, for a Frenchman to be scornful in Tehran about the U.S. University
System(?) is the height of bravery indeed.

29. Dissident
December 19, 2005

Maybe on that particular occasion he was merely being honest, Attila…

30. sbar
December 20, 2005

The soviet system that produced these great scientific institutes also sent
millions to their death in the Gulag .Let’s not forget them . Let’s not forget the
Mendelian geneticists who perished in the Kolyma because they disagreed with
Lysenko. Let’s not forget that 30 years after Stalin’s death Sakharov was still
under surveillance and in exile in Gorky.
There is nothing to praise in such a system..

31. Dissident
December 21, 2005

sbar, while I certtainly sympathize with Connes on much he says, I tend to agree
with you about the old Soviet way of doing science. When you look at the list of
weel-known Soviet physicists, the vast majority seem to have come of age during



the first decades of the revolution, pre-WWII, before all of Russian society was
reshaped by it. What came out of those great Soviet institutes after 1960 or so?

32. Zelah
December 21, 2005

To Dissident,

You are correct that in terms of economics, the Russian institutes failed
miserably, but post 1960’s Science?

You should do some homework son.

To help you along here are 3 in mathematics:
Perelman, Efim I Zelmanov, Vladimir Gershonovich Drinfeld.

The reason for the sucess of Soviet education is the ironies of ironies. Unlike
Anglo Saxon failed one size fits all education systems, the Soviets let
COMPETITION RIP!!!

That is the main point, students had to compete on a regular basis starting from
5 years old if they were to advance!

An amateur mathematician

33. Dissident
December 21, 2005

Ahem, I did write “Soviet physicists”, not “Soviet mathematicians”.

34. Not a Nobel Laureate
December 21, 2005

“Yes, for a Frenchman to be scornful in Tehran about the U.S. University
System(?) is the height of bravery indeed.”

— Attila Smith

“There is no national science just as there is no national multiplication table;
what is national is no longer science. ”

— Anton Chekhov

35. Dissident
December 22, 2005

Speaking of the devil: http://news.scotsman.com
/international.cfm?id=2434192005

36. Juan R.
December 22, 2005

http://news.scotsman.com/international.cfm?id=2434192005
http://news.scotsman.com/international.cfm?id=2434192005
http://news.scotsman.com/international.cfm?id=2434192005
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Connes said

[…] the most successful systems so far were these big institutes in the
Soviet Union, like the Landau institute, the Steklov institute, etc.
Money did not play any role there, the job was just to talk about
science. […]

Today, my Russian colleagues would not say the same. See for instance the
current policy of the High Certifying Commission (Russia) on foreign electronic
journals here.

In fact, I know that Alexander Shagaev suffered hard personal pressure from
some rival Russian scientists some months ago. Georgiy Vasilievich Lisichkin
editor-in-chief of the Journal of Russian Chemical Society said us in public that
the reviewer of the journal would be anonymous because was known tragic cases
of murder of reviewers by scientific mafias at Russia!

Moreover, i find interesting the attitude of Connes regarding alternative
approaches to NC geometry. In fact, Connes has been traditionally very hard
with non-standard analysis and popularized his definition of infinitesimal via
limits of non-compact operators (which i believe is totally inconsistent).

Is Connes critizing string theory attitude but following a ‘similar’ one regarding
his own geometric approach?

It is a query, not an affirmation…

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)
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Raoul Bott 1923-2005

December 22, 2005
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Obituaries

I was deeply saddened to hear this morning that Raoul Bott died a couple days ago,
on December 20th, in San Diego, of cancer. Bott was one of the greatest
mathematicians of the twentieth century; for some details about his life see the
commemorative web-site set up by the Harvard math department. The article by
Loring Tu gives an excellent outline of Bott’s mathematical career and
accomplishments.

I first encountered Bott when I attended his graduate course on differential geometry
at Harvard. The course was over my head since I was an undergraduate, and the fact
that it met at 9am (or was it even 8:30?) didn’t help at all since I was sometimes not
awake that early. But the course was extremely inspirational, giving a beautiful and
revelatory view of geometry in terms of Lie groups, Lie algebras, connections and
curvature. I hope someday someone who has a complete set of notes from that course
will write them up. I never took Bott’s course on algebraic topology, but learned much
of the subject from the book Differential Forms in Algebraic Topology, which was a
write up of the course notes done with Loring Tu. Bott’s point of view on algebraic
topology is a perfect one for physicists interested in the subject, starting very
concretely with manifolds, deRham cohomology and Poincare duality, and only later
getting to more abstract material. Later on in the 1980s when I spent another year at
Harvard, one of the most rewarding experiences of that year was sitting in on an
advanced course on the index theorem (especially the heat equation proof) that Bott
was teaching.

During my undergraduate years I lived at Dunster House, and my last year there was
livened up by Bott’s presence, when he took up the position of “Master” of Dunster
House, living there with his wife and often interacting with the undergraduates. Bott
was an extremely warm and friendly person, a truly wonderful human being and a
pleasure to be around. He gave the outward appearance sometimes of not being all
that swift, demanding that one explain things to him slowly and in as simple terms as
possible. His greatest mathematical achievements came not from any ability to
quickly master difficult formalisms, but from a talent for seeing deeply into a problem,
getting at its very core and finding new ways of understanding what was going on in
the simplest terms possible. Many of his results have given new insights into
mathematics at the deepest levels that we currently are able to understand.

Some of Bott’s earliest work involved dramatic new applications of Morse theory,
especially his discovery and proof of Bott periodicity, an unexpected fundamental new
fact about topology that lies at the foundation of topological K-theory. Bott was
intimately involved with Clifford algebras and spinors from early on, and his
extremely important paper with Atiyah and Shapiro shows how crucial these are for
understanding K-theory. While the proof of the general index theorem is due to Atiyah
and Singer, Bott periodicity and the central role of the Dirac operator made clear by
the Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro work are critical parts of the story. Bott also worked out with
Atiyah an amazingly powerful fixed point theorem that also fits into the index theory
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story.

Despite being nominally a topologist, Bott had a big influence on representation
theory, with his Borel-Weil-Bott theorem showing how to extend the Borel-Weil
theorem to understand the way in which irreducible representations can occur not
just as holomorphic sections of line bundles, but also in higher cohomology. He
worked out the Dirac operator version of this result, an early check of the index
theorem, and he was among the first to promote the idea that the notion of geometric
quantization is best understood in terms of the index theorem and integration in
equivariant K-theory.

His work with Atiyah on the moduli space of flat connections on a Riemann surface
opened up a whole new field of mathematics, one whose implications are still not fully
understood, especially the connections with quantum field theory. Over the years Bott
took a great interest in physics and in communicating with physicists. He often gave
lectures at physics conferences, and it was at one of these that Witten first learned
about Morse theory, leading directly to his extremely influential work on
supersymmetry and Morse theory. The fact that advanced age and ill-health reduced
Bott’s mathematical activity in recent years has been a huge blow to the whole
subject of the interaction of mathematics and physics.

Most of Bott’s papers have appeared in a four-volume set of his collected works,
together with some commentary on them by him and by other mathematicians.
Reading through these volumes has been a significant part of my mathematical
education and I heartily recommend them to everyone interested in mathematics and
physics. Bott was an exceptionally lucid thinker and thus a very clear expositor. His
death marks a great loss on many levels for both mathematics and physics.

Update: Other blog entries about Bott can be found here, here, and here.

Comments

1. Jeremy Henty
December 22, 2005

Oh, this is sad. 20-plus years ago when I was trying to be a theoretical physicist I
attended some of his seminars. Your description of him fits perfectly with my
memories of a large, genial, barrel-chested man, not obviously fast in movement
or thought but clearly having truly great insight. Amusingly Atiyah attempted to
disrupt things by playing the irritating schoolkid (“Please sir! Please sir!”). They
could have been a nice comedy double act, though it wouldn’t have been worth
the crushing loss to mathematics if they had changed careers.

2. john baez
December 22, 2005

I took a course on differential geometry with Bott when I was a grad student at
MIT. It was great! He was explaining, and trying to simplify, Witten’s work on
supersymmetry and Morse theory.
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He always had a benign twinkle in his eye. I remember him starting one
sentence with the phrase “Before I was such a bigshot…” – and the whole class
cracking up in laughter.

I also remember him saying “So, if thinking doesn’t let us solve the problem,
what should we do? Superthink!” This was sometime around 1985, when
mathematicians were just getting into supersymmetry, so it suited the spirit of
the times.

Like Dirac, Bott started out as an electrical engineer. He said that he worked his
way to algebraic topology through Kirchoff’s laws, which are a nice introduction
to the ideas behind deRham cohomology and Hodge theory. My friend Robert
Kotiuga, who is an electrical engineer at Boston University, talked to Bott about
this and got really fired up about it – he’s written a lot about electromagnetism
and algebraic topology. Just another of the many people influenced by Bott….

3. garrett
December 22, 2005

Thanks for posting this Peter. It’s good to pass along bits of personal history. I
went ahead and ordered his book (sounds like it might help improve my poor
knowledge of algebraic topology) — you should consider becoming an Amazon
Associate so you can get a small percentage from books you link to. Sadly, Bott
won’t get his share either, but it sounds like he lead a good life.

4. Deane
December 22, 2005

Peter,

Beautifully written and well said.

5. D R Lunsford
December 23, 2005

Peter, this was inspiring.

It’s a great loss.

-drl

6. Lee Smolin
December 23, 2005

This is very sad news. If I can add a reminiscence, Raoul Bott showed a great
deal of generosity to me and other physics students who found a warm
environment where he would give freely of his time to talk about physics and
math. After he expressed interest in the singularity theorems in GR, another
student, he and I met regularly to work our way through the key chapters of
Hawking and Ellis’s book. He required that every formula be translated into
index free notation and insisted we gain an intuitive understanding of each term
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in each equation before moving on. I don’t know if he got anything from it but it
was an education to me.

I learned from his example that one could do good science in an atmosphere that
was as intellectually probing as it was warm and light hearted. At the end I felt
sufficiently grateful to him that I arranged to receive my Ph.D. from him in the
graduation ceremony at Dunster House, where he was master.

7. MathPhys
December 23, 2005

I met him only one time, when I attended one of his lectures. He was indeed a
very warm man, very communicative. He talked about Morse theory.

8. Andrew Sutter
December 27, 2005

Very sad news about a warm and generous man. I confess to a pang of jealousy
that I was in Dunster House a couple of years too soon to experience him as
house master. Instead, I met him when I was a clueless freshman taking linear
algebra. I was too young and ignorant to fully appreciate my luck at being
plopped into the one section taught that year by tenured faculty: Shlomo
Sternberg in the first semester, and Raoul Bott in the second.

It was springtime, and my attention wandered. I tried to fake it through much of
the final exam. My blue book came back with one comment written exuberantly
across many of my answers: “SALAD!” Decades later, this is still the phrase I
hear in my head — with its author’s accent and enthusiasm — whenever I’m
editing my most awkward prose.



Atiyah and Witten in Nature

December 22, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

This week’s issue of Nature has short articles by Atiyah and Witten, both addressing
the issue of the current state of string theory.

Atiyah’s piece is an interesting review of Lawrence Krauss’s new book Hiding in the
Mirror entitled Pulling the strings, and it concentrates on what Krauss has to say
about the relation of mathematics and physics. Krauss ends his book quoting the
mathematician Hermann Weyl as choosing beauty over truth, remarking that
physicists don’t have this luxury. Atiyah points out the story of Weyl’s work on gauge
theory, which Weyl published over Einstein’s strong argument that it was physically
wrong. The idea was just so beautiful that Weyl felt there had to be something to it,
an opinion that turned out to be amply justified as the concept of a gauge theory has
turned out to be among the most fundamental ideas in theoretical physics.

Witten’s piece is entitled Unravelling string theory and it tells the story of how he got
interested in string theory and offers a defense of its continued study despite the lack
of progress during the past 21 years in using it to come up with a unified theory. His
defense consists of three points:

1. It appears to be a consistent generalization of QFT, and is worth study on that
grounds alone.

2. It incorporates general relativity and provides a “rough draft” of particle physics.

3. Research on string theory has led to all sorts of spin-offs: insights into confinement,
black-holes, mathematics.

Those are certainly the strongest arguments for working on string theory, but I find it
disappointing that Witten chooses to ignore much of what has been happening in
string theory over the last few years. He addresses only by indirect allusion the whole
issue of the landscape and the strong possibility that the string theory framework for
unification is inherently incapable of predicting anything. Witten would do particle
theory a huge favor by at least acknowledging that if the string theory landscape
really exists, it is not, as many seem to think, a new paradigm for how to pursue
theoretical physics, but instead the end of hopes for this idea about how to achieve
unification.

Comments

1. Dumb Biologist
December 22, 2005

I have a question for you, Dr. Woit, if you don’t mind:
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What’s so great about beauty? It seems one clear distinction between your
assessment of strings, and that of, say, Witten, is the opinion regarding its
purported “beauty”. Obviously Witten and those who share his belief find their
perception of the beauty of strings so compelling they’ve devoted their
professional lives to it. You don’t their aesthetic judgement on the matter.

Either way, I have to wonder if the beauty criterion has produced as many red
herrings as it has fruitful research programs, given that “beauty” is, in the end,
in the eye of the beholder (with many philosophers arguing as only they can
about its significance).

I don’t remember the precise wording, but Feynman asserted essentially that
“beauty” pales next to experimental verification. I tend to agree, only because I
distrust the aesthetic judgements of others, as well as my own, when it comes to
describing what is vs. what I’d like reality to be. I wouldn’t want to deny anyone
the pleasure of deriving human pleasure from the perceived elegance or
gorgeousness of theoretical models any more than I’d want to tell them their joy
in experience art or music is worthless. However, it seems to me, in science,
evidence trumps everything and anything else, precisely because good
experimental data is not generated as a matter of oppinion.

If the theory does it’s job the way a scientific theory should, whether it strikes
some as beautiful and others hideous is completely irrelevant. Isn’t it?

2. Juan R.
December 22, 2005

Some comments on Witten’s defense of its continued study despite the lack of
progress during the past 21 years in using it to come up with a unified theory:

1. Witten says “It appears”. Yes, i agree, only that…

Is Witten ignoring that there are others more interesting, consistent and realistic
ways for generalizing standard QFT: via direct curved spacetime, nonlinear, NC-
QFT, TFD (generalized vectors on doubled space), time-symmetric AAAD
(Hoyle/Narlikar), via Gelfand triplets (Brussels School), etc.

2. String theory does not incorporates general relativity. This is one of more
dishonest claims of string theorists i know. In fact, the supposed background-
independent version is not a string theory and is called M-theory. M-theory is not
formulated and nobody know what is, if it really exists. M is for mistery…

3. The comment that string theory provides a “rough draft” of particle physics
can be easily replied via Woit’s appeal to Pauli

one is reminded of another quote from Pauli. Annoyed by Heisenberg’s
claims that modulo some details he had a wonderful uniffied theory (he
didn’t), Pauli sent his friends a postcard containing a blank rectangle
and the text “This is to
show the world I can paint like Titian. Only technical details are
missing.”

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/strings.pdf
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4. Research on string theory has led to all sorts of spin-offs: insights into
confinement, black-holes, mathematics.

Yes, but like lot of other disciplines with minor publicity in mass media. Or has
only string theory provided advances? For example, i estimate the impact of
string theory on math less than 1%. The real impact of string theory on
disciplines as chemistry, biology, or geology for instance, is 0%.

Bad numbers for the so-named TOE; really bad numbers for the theory that, in
words of Brian Greene, was revolutioning our views…

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

3. woit
December 22, 2005

Dumb Biologist,

One problem with beauty is that it is not precisely defined, so one has to be very
careful about what exactly is being claimed to be beautiful, and what isn’t. In
Witten’s article, note that he isn’t actually claiming that string theory is
beautiful. I’ve written extensively elsewhere about string theory and what about
it is or isn’t beautiful, so won’t here.

By “beauty”, theorists often mean the property of getting a huge amount of
explanatory power out of a very small number of assumptions, or if you like, a
simple equation or equations. Most people agree that the Dirac equation is
“beautiful” for this reason. This is the sort of thing many theorists are hoping to
find again. They haven’t found this in string theory, since no one knows what the
equations are. Experimental evidence is of course ultimately the arbiter of what
is true and what isn’t, and it can also often provide hints to theorists about what
directions to be looking in. Beauty is another source of hints, especially
important when experimental guidance is lacking. Atiyah’s example of gauge
theory is an excellent one of an idea that was so beautiful there had to be
something right about it. But in its initial form, the idea wasn’t quite right, input
from another direction (QM) was needed to get it right.

4. Dumb Biologist
December 22, 2005

OK.

Being myself a mathematical unsophisticate (with none of the virtue of earnest
purity that word might imply), it’s clearly a property of mathematically deep
theoretical frameworks that is lost on me, but for the qualitative features you
describe. Semantics may be as much the issue as any other, I suppose. “Beauty”
here seems more-or-less interchangeable with notions like “elegance”,
“economy”… To the extent that this more specialized use of “beauty” is
understood with broad consensus, then the problem could very well be, as you



say, not one of naive reliance upon beauty as a “hint”, but rather its
misidentification or abandonment.

Again, the beauty, as defined, of the Dirac equation is over my head, and perhaps
I ought to do my best to understand the basics more (buy Penrose’s book?)
before I get too suspicious. Because I know I’m no genius, I’ve never trusted my
own impressions enough to have ever said to myself, in my work, “that’s just so
darn beautiful it’s GOT to be…” I suppose that allows me to always be pleasantly
surprised when I’m right, though perhaps it also means I lack “common sense”. I
guess I’ve always been far more impressed with, say, the accuracy to so-many
decimal places of QED and GR than any other feature those theories posess…
probably because I’m too dumb to understand those other features well enough.
But, because even the brightest among us can be misled, it seems, by personal
biases, it’s always seemed best to toss aesthetics if it looks too much like
intellectual baggage.

If one cannot observe, even in principle, my (perhaps ignorant) suspicion turns
to alarm, and what little trust I have goes out the window. I find it difficult to
resist the urge to dismiss considerations of “every possible universe” that lies
beyond our horizon out of hand, no matter how beautiful the theory that
describes them might be. If the theory tells us nothing specific about our own
universe (or vacuum, or whatever), my dismissive reflex turns to a sense of
betrayal of the scientific method.

5. Dumb Biologist
December 22, 2005

I must say, after re-reading Witten’s essay, in light of the notion of beauty
meaning “getting a huge amount of explanatory power out of a very small
number of assumptions, or if you like, a simple equation or equations”, he
certainly seems to be saying ST is beautiful, in not-so-many words. Witten says
String Theory “leads in a remarkably simple way to a reasonable rough draft of
particle physics unified with gravity”, and that it “has proved to be remarkably
rich, more so than even the enthusiasts tend to realize”, citing the insights it
provides to quark confinement, BH entropy, and so forth. He outright asserts
that its equations are profitable (so to speak), in this physically “beatiful”
fashion, since that they give back more than what is put in. This seems, allegedly,
to be congruent with what is said of the Dirac equation (which looks simple
enough, I suppose, though it’s been a long time since I’ve had to contend with
diffy-q’s and matrices), as it explains electron spin, magnetic moment, charge
quantization, (where earlier work had to incorporate those properties “by
hand”), predicts the existence of positrons, as well as agrees with all the
experimental data of the day.

I can’t help but interpret Witten’s words as an endorsement of String Theory’s
“beauty”, and that this beauty is the very reason why it is to be taken seriously.
Perhaps I’m just reading it all wrong.

Again, its distant relation to empirical inquiry seems not to bother.



6. woit
December 22, 2005

I think Witten is being extremely careful in what he says, trying to find the
absolute best argument he can make for string theory, without going too far and
saying something that can’t be supported. I don’t think he is saying string theory
is too beautiful to not be true, largely because he is saying we don’t yet know
what string theory is. He is marshaling evidence for the idea that there is
something beautiful going on, but we don’t yet know what it is. Until he actually
knows what string theory is, he can’t claim that it is beautiful, and I think he is
being careful not to do this in his article.

You’re quite right to be suspicious of arguments based on universes we can’t
observe, but this has nothing to do with questions about beauty. Susskind
forcefully makes the point that the string theory landscape picture of the
multiverse is a quite ugly one. He doesn’t say you should believe because it is
beautiful, quite the opposite.

7. Chris W.
December 22, 2005

D. B.,

I think the use of the word “beauty” in science is confusing precisely because the
meaning summarized by Peter—“getting a huge amount of explanatory power
out of a very small number of assumptions”—does not play much of a role in
discussions of aesthetics in other fields (with the possible exception of music,
given an appropriate recasting of “explanatory”). When non-scientists see the
word used they naturally tend to think of the uses of it that are familiar to them,
in connection with the visual arts, architecture, music, etc. Those uses tend to
emphasize subjective responses of appreciative non-specialists to works of art.

The best analogy in biology to the deep principles of physics are the deep
structural principles of biology, and of course the principles of evolutionary
biology. (Needless to say many of these principles have important connections to
physics.) These principles place the staggering body of detailed empirical
knowledge in biology in an intellectual framework without which much of that
empirical knowledge would be far less significant, ie, far less worth knowing.

Of course one might be inclined to say the same of various mythologies. The
problem with myths is that, considered objectively and critically, they don’t stand
up to close scrutiny as explanations. Seeking after beauty in physics only
becomes pernicious if it is used to argue for the irrelevance of testability and
empirical verification in science. The existence of this potential should not be
turned around and used to argue that theoretical beauty (in the sense given
above) is itself irrelevant. We not only want but need more than an enormous
catalog of verified but largely disconnected facts.

In short, great theories (and for that matter, great engineering) elicit a kind of
objective relief that a cacophony of disconnected and apparently contradictory
facts (or problems) can be reconciled and understood in a unified, lucid, and



robust way. To a scientist that is beautiful. Mathematical formulation can be be
tremendously helpful, and sometime essential, in achieving this relief, although
without key informal insights into the relevant problems formalization may
simply augment the confusion.

That said, I think we are still in the process of figuring out what beauty in
scientific theories ought to mean. The word is merely a label for a quality we are
struggling to identify and articulate with ever increasing depth and clarity. That
quality is best conveyed by lucid explanations of well-chosen examples, and the
fertile insights they have provided.

8. Dumb Biologist
December 22, 2005

Oy. I must simply give up and say beauty gives me a migraine, especially when I
try to contemplate what it ought to mean. I guess I’ll never be comfortable with
it, and must leave substantive discussion of the matter to those wiser and
smarter than myself.

I guess it’s a small comfort that I’ve got comparisons with objective reality to
compensate for my philistine lack of aesthetic sense or interest. And no, I don’t
mean that sarcastically.

9. pax
December 22, 2005

Justifiying millions of (brilliant) man hours based on beauty alone is definitely
questionable. After all, the very notion of beauty is most likely a result of
evolution. The human mind has been selected to differentiate between ugly and
beautiful as a survival mechanism. Harsh, dry desert terrain – ugly. Waterfall and
greenery – beautiful. To now say that the key to understanding the way the world
is put together lies in concepts like beauty and its younger sibling symmetry is,
at the very least, a circular argument.

10. Chris W.
December 23, 2005

D. B.,

There is another issue here, I think. “Comparisons with objective reality” in
physics have probably been more problematic* in physics than in biology for
much of the last hundred years, if not before. Theories in physics set the very
terms of the discussion to a much greater extent; they tell us what we can expect
to observe, and how to go about observing it, which may require tremendous
effort and technical skill. Many (most?) physicists’ conception of beauty in a
theory is also associated with its consistency, clarity, and comprehensiveness
when used in this role.

Trying to follow the Baconian ideal and observe the world without
preconceptions or prejudices—whatever you see in the microscope or the
telescope,* as it were—is hopeless. You always have to assume something and

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/francis-bacon/
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/francis-bacon/


have some problem in mind; the question is what these presuppositions are, how
one would know if a given assumption or problem formulation was leading one
astray, and what presuppositions are absolutely central to the enterprise. It
obviously helps to have several alternatives in play, which may cut up the alleged
objective reality in different ways. Some of these alternatives may be more or
less “ugly”—unappealing on logical, philosophical, or “aesthetic” as well as
empirical grounds—while still contributing something valuable to critical
discussion of a problem. (Consider the case of MOND.)

(I should point out that philosophers of science have discussed this issue at great
length, starting in the first third of the 20th century.)

(* Actually, I wonder if this is really the case, that is, if biological observation is
really so unguided by theoretical presuppositions.)

11. Anonymous
December 23, 2005

pax: you have to consider that people are not just making that argument from
out of the blue. look at it more as a historical obervatoin: physical theories have
an uncanny tendency to be beautiful/symmetrical.

12. anon
December 23, 2005

Dumb biologist:

The Feynman quote on the benefits of beauty versus those of experiment is:

‘You can recognise truth by its beauty and simplicity. … The inexperienced, and
crackpots, and people like that, make guesses that are simple, but you can
immediately see that they are wrong, so that does not count. … We have to find a
new view of the world that has to agree with everything that is known, but
disagree in its predictions somewhere, otherwise it is not interesting. And in that
disagreement it must agree with nature.’ (Character of Physical Law, 1965,
p171.)

13. sunderpeeche
December 23, 2005

Dumb biologist:
Chris W gave you an excellent reply. (“The best analogy in biology to the deep
principles of physics are the deep structural principles of biology, …”) — this is
right on the money. Think of the DNA double helix (coupled with what I believe is
called the “Standard Dogma” in biology), how much it has explained based on a
few simple ideas. That is beauty. The double helix is an icon of popular culture
now — it is on the cover of Dec issue Scientific American and many other places.

14. Juan R.
December 23, 2005
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i find really interesting the discussion about the supposed beauty of the Dirac
equation addressed above.

Of course, beauty is a subjetive concept and whereas some theoreticians as Kaku
claim that the Dirac equation is specially beatiful, others theoreticians such as
the own Dirac (i already cited his words several times in this blog) or myself
think that the equation is NOT beatiful.

Since string theorists like a wrong concept of ‘beauty’ and are rather unrigorous
in her/his academic discussions, it is not so strange the three decades stringy
failure for finding a consistent theory of nature.

Still more interesting is that nobody here has still expressed that she/he really
understand by “Dirac equation”:

– The original Dirac wavefunction, which is wrong and was ABANDONATED in
modern quantum field theory by a Schrödinger equation for funtionals.

– The modern Dirac operator identity appearing in QED, which is not
fundamental since does not apply to two-electron systems (in fact, still nobody
know what is the full two-electron equation). I would note that also Dirac
rejected the modern QED view in his last publications.

– Dirac-like equation obtained on string-brane theory when [tex]D_{10}[/tex] is
splinted into “compact” and “non-compact” dimensions [tex]D_{6}\psi_{n} =
m_{n} \psi_{n}[/tex].

I see also some incongruencies about the supposed ‘predictions’ of the original
Dirac equation. For example, it is simply untrue that Dirac equation predicted
the correct magnetic moment for electron and the prediction of antiparticles
would be discussed because the concept of antiparticle on the original Dirac-hole
theory is NOT the antiparticle of the modern QED.

For a simple review of the original Dirac equation and its obvious flaws see
pages 13-14 of Weinberg manual.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

15. Dumb Biologist
December 23, 2005

Well, there’s a lot of public discussion these days about the beauty of Darwin’s
insight, as the very simple program of random variation coupled with selective
pressure is all that is needed to explain the complexity and diversity of life. (Of
course modern evolutionary theory incorporates other mechanisms like genetic
drift, takes into account that mutation isn’t always completely random, etc., but
those necessary additions to the theoretical framework in no way diminish the
importance of Darwin’s proposed mechanism of natural selection).

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0521550017/ref=pd_sim_b_2/103-4253624-3798216?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=glance&n=283155
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0521550017/ref=pd_sim_b_2/103-4253624-3798216?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=glance&n=283155


Logically, evolution is a slam dunk, there’s no denying. I can’t think of a single
good argument against the notion that, given a population of replicating,
mutating entities in a dynamic environment, evolution simply MUST happen. Its
inevitability does seem to make experimentation to empirically demonstrate the
point essentially superfluous. What else could possibly happen? I certainly can
appreciate the perception of beauty in a concept so simple, yet so powerful and,
probably, _necessary_.

Then I look at the ID debate, and any confidence I might have had in the
reliability of human perception crumbles. Platonic solids and epicycles have
beguiled the minds of many a brilliant thinker in the past. Who knows what
today’s equivalent might turn out to be. Of course, without some initial bias,
sensible scientific investigation is impossible; and indeed most of those biases
are entirely justified. But by the example humanity has provided time and again,
it seems ultimate reliance upon anything but the well-tested hypothesis will yield
rapidly diminishing marginal returns, and eventually complete detachment from
reality.

16. pax
December 23, 2005

Dear Anonymous: (Out of the blue guy…)

Has it occured to you that you regard the physical theory as beautiful
simply because your thoughts, aesthetic sensibility and yourself are a to some
extent a product of that construct ?

It’s like saying “This candy is sweet because it tastes of sugar…”

17. Shantanu
December 25, 2005

Peter, one interesting thing in Witten’s article is that he makes
no mention of LQG or CDT (when he talks of critics of string
theory) but does mention twistor theory, non-commutative
geometry .

18. woit
December 25, 2005

Shantanu,

Witten says something like “when critics of string theory have good ideas, they
tend to be absorbed as part of string theory”. His failure to mention LQG and
CDT could be interpreted as meaning he doesn’t think they are very good ideas. I
found that sentence of his kind of strange: he seems to be claiming for instance
that black hole entropy and twistor theory have been absorbed as part of string
theory, which is a somewhat peculiar way to phrase the situation of the relation
between these subjects.

19. Samuel Prime



December 26, 2005

The string theory bashing here is amazing. Why is this? Are such feelings
directed towards researchers of string theory (and what they say) or towards the
theory itself? (Or both?) They sound like a hint of jealousy.

Okay, so there is competition going on. What’s the deal about that? Physics has
always had competition in its endeavor to find the truth (or the most successful
theory to date). From what i have read by Witten he has been more careful than
how some seem to portray him. He frequently speaks in tentative terms like “if
string theory is correct”. And why would he bother to mention the problems with
string theory if he’s that biased? He does mention them, but those who want to
bad mouth him and string theory choose not to be fair.

Instead of engaging in negative interpretations of Witten’s not mentioning LQG,
isn’t it best to settle the matter by asking Witten himself via a friendly e-mail
(how he feels about LQG)? On a couple of occasions I have asked him some
questions and Ed politely answered me to clear a speculation of mine. The
reason Witten mentions noncommutative geometry is because he used it in some
of his papers. And perhaps he doesn’t refer to LQG is because he’s either not
convinced of it or does not see the need to use it. Do we do the same for LQG
researchers when they don’t use string theory?

20. D R Lunsford
December 26, 2005

Homo biologicus non sapiens,

Beauty involves economy, in all cases. The Dirac equation
[tex]
\begin{eqnarray*}
(\gamma^{\mu}\partial_{\mu} + im)\phi & = & 0\end{eqnarray*}
[/tex]

is very economical. Another way of saying it is

P psi = M psi

the mass is the eigenvalue of the momentum. This equation is really the
generalization of E = m to moving electrons. It explains not only the otherwise
incomprehensible phenomenon of spin, but also gives a direct statement about
the electron’s magnetic moment. To top it off, this little equation implies the
existence of a new kind of matter, that was hitherto unsuspected. Not bad for 8
symbols.

21. Chris W.
December 26, 2005

Follow-up on “Theories in physics set the very terms of the discussion to a much
greater extent; they tell us what we can expect to observe, and how to go about
observing it” (in my comment on 12/23): See this recently posted preprint:



Observables in effective gravity (hep-th/0512200)
Authors: Steven B. Giddings, Donald Marolf, James B. Hartle

This paper indicates the extent to which the above statement has been realized
in quantum field theory and general relativity, and how its significance is further
magnified in quantum gravity. The theme is pervasive in the vast literature on
these subjects.

22. woit
December 27, 2005

Samuel Prime,

“why would he bother to mention the problems with string theory if he’s that
biased?”

I don’t think Witten actually does mention any of the serious problems with
string theory, other than that we’re not quite sure what the theory actually is. By
now there is strong evidence of problems with string theory as a framework for
unification, and Witten doesn’t address these, instead just making the positive
case for continued research into the theory. He’s within his rights to do so in this
kind of short essay, but a serious examination of the problems with string theory
is not what he is doing.

You’ll not find coming from me personal attacks on leading researchers in string
theory. I think there are serious scientific problems with the theory, which I’ve
repeatedly explained in detail, as well as problems with how research into the
subject has been conducted. Discussing these issues is not a personal attack on
anyone. As for jealousy, I have immense amounts of respect for both Atiyah and
Witten, for their talents, their hard work and their incredible accomplishments.
Sure I wish I could have accomplished a fraction of what they have, but I’m well
aware I’m just not as smart and hard-working as they are.

About string theorists in general, I don’t envy them at all their current situation,
and, on the contrary am quite happy with my professional life, as well as with my
decision many years ago to not go into research in string theory.

23. Samuel Prime
December 27, 2005

Peter, but Witten does mention the serious problems with string theory. For
example in his expository article “Reflections on the fate of spacetime” (which is
available on his homepage) he states the good news with string theory, and then
later asks “what is the bad news?” And he proceeds to discuss them—the first of
which he calls “glaringly unsatisfactory” (see page 26, Ibid). He says clearly the
concepts are unclear and the principles underlying string theory unknown or not
yet understood. Later on in the article (page 28) he says “We are far from cing to
grips fully with this paradigm, and one can scarcely now imagine how it will all
turn out.” These are a lot more than saying we are not sure what the theory is,
but points to problems with it—and certainly leaves the reader (or me, at least)
with the impression that it could all turn out wrong (not that it is “not even
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wrong”—which is actually unclear at this point). (Unless you say that you have a
disproof of string theory!)

By the way, and respectfully, I do not think anyone is in a position to say what
Witten is not doing. He may be doing privately what we don’t know from his
work publically. No one knew Wiles was working on Fermat’s Last Theorem
when he was; many mathematicians like to work on some things and keep them
to themselves.

It’s okay with me that there are serious problems with string theory. They could
reflect that ultimately it is the wrong, but ingenious, approach. Or that there is
still a lot of work ahead; work which might point to a different direction to
something closer to the truth.

Anyway, in the end, string theory could be wrong in describing nature (or could
be right), but whatever the outcome it has left its mark on the history of Physics
it seems to me (having been around a couple decades or more). Let’s remember
that quantum theory didn’t come to us on a silver platter.

24. biophysicist
January 5, 2006

Dumb biologist,

I think if you stop worrying about popular ideas of what beauty is and focus on
the beauty we as scientists find in the remarkable simplicity and necessity of
Darwin’s law of natural selection, then you’ll appreciate the physicist’s view of
beauty as well. It seems to me that the only difference (right now at least, this
could of course change) between beauty in purely biological theory and physical
theory is the presence of symmetry principles in the latter. But the psychological
satisfaction in the Dirac equation and Darwin’s natural selection are what I at
least mean by beauty (both are beautiful in unique ways though, since the former
is conjectured and the latter, as DB points out, just seems inevitable – but
remember it still took a human being to point out what we take for granted as
inevitable, that’s why it is still beautiful!).



Trackback Censorship

December 23, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Over the last month or so I’ve sent repeated requests to the arXiv to have trackbacks
posted for several of my weblog postings. The first of these requests, back in early
November, was answered positively by “mjf”, and the trackback (to a paper by
Nekrasov) soon appeared. Since then I have sent repeated requests to the arXiv that
they list trackbacks to my postings about papers by Weinberg, Baez, Freed-Hopkins-
Teleman, and Tegmark et. al.. I’ve received no response whatsover to these requests,
including to requests that they inform me of what the arXiv policy on trackbacks is
and why my postings don’t seem to qualify.

Of the four postings involved, two of them (about the papers of Baez and Tegmark et.
al.) led to discussions here involving some of the authors of the papers themselves,
and I think seeing this discussion could be valuable to people interested in those two
papers. I can think of no legitimate reason why trackbacks to those postings should
not be allowed. The posting about Freed-Hopkins-Teleman was intended to point
physicists to some very interesting new work in mathematics; I also believe some
people might find that valuable. Finally, the posting about Weinberg’s article was
perhaps more controversial, but I believe it raises legitimate issues that the particle
theory community needs to allow public discussion of, and censorship of this is
inappropriate.

I’ve looked a few times at the list of recent trackbacks to see if I can figure out from
that what the arXiv policy about this is. Today’s list of trackbacks from the period
December 20-23 has 6 listings, one from cs.unm.edu and five from
golem.ph.utexas.edu. As far as I can tell, at least as far as particle theory is
concerned, the arXiv trackback system is being run mainly for the benefit of the
owner of golem.ph.utexas.edu, who sits on the arXiv advisory board, and may or may
not have something to do with the censoring of trackbacks to my postings. Of course I
have no way of actually knowing what is going on here or who is responsible. This
situation seems to me to raise questions which the arXiv advisory board needs to
address, and I am simultaneously contacting them about this.

Update: I still don’t know exactly what is going on at the arXiv, but from what I’ve
heard so far, it is clear that the problem is not a technical or administrative one, so
I’m removing the question mark that used to be there in the title of this posting.

Time now to ignore this for a while and start celebrating the holiday with family and
friends. Happy holidays to all!

Update: Still no word from the arXiv. Commenter Jose notes that trackbacks to
comments at physcomments.org do generally appear on the arXiv. There are
instructions at physcomments.org that say:

If and only if a blog annotation starts with an identification paragraph “A Comment by
…”, and its subject line starts with the preprint it is commenting about, then it is
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submited to the ArXiV for consideration. Note that currently the ArXiV reserves its
right to reject the trackback ping.

Evidently Alejandro, who runs physcomments.org, has been successful in not only
communicating with the arXiv, but getting them to post his trackbacks. He comments
here that “It is only via Distler that it has been finally incorporated, and it is partial,
experimental etc.” From this I take it that the key to getting arXiv trackbacks posted
is, as commenter Chris Oakley suggests, to not have pissed off Jacques Distler,
something I seem to have done long ago with my criticisms of string theory.

I’m more and more convinced that what is going on here is all due to the simple fact
that Distler doesn’t like me. I was surprised and saddened to note that in his recent
posting about Raoul Bott, he links to other postings about Bott by Sean Carroll (who
credits my blog as where he learned of Bott’s death) and Lubos Motl, but not mine. I
also didn’t realize that Distler was a couple years behind me at Dunster House, an
experience that perhaps he has yet to get over.

Update: While I was writing the above, Alejandro submitted a comment noting that,
after initial problems getting his trackbacks accepted “now it seems I am allowed to
send trackbacks. Of course, one never knows when this permission can change
again.”

Comments

1. sunderpeeche
December 23, 2005

“Do not ascribe to conspiracy that which can be explained by incompetence” —
Napoleon Bonaparte

2. woit
December 23, 2005

Sunderpeeche,

Good advice in general. And I should make clear I have absolutely no idea how
these issues are handled at the arXiv. All I know is that repeated polite requests
to arXiv administrators over the past month and a half have been met with no
response of any kind whatsoever. I’m having trouble at this point ascribing this
to incompetence.

3. Chris Oakley
December 23, 2005

(Obviously the notion that you might have p***ed off Jacques Distler can be ruled
out from the start)

4. Dumb Biologist
December 23, 2005

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000709.html
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Seem’s a safe bet whoever’s responsible thinks you’re a crank, and your views on
physics don’t merit inclusion in collegial discourse.

If that’s the case, it’s kind of sad that there’s presently no way to prove them
right or wrong, there probably never will be, and you’ll just have to accept their
opinion on the matter.

If this is the sorry state of affairs, it ought to give anyone pause before excluding
degreed academics from the discussion, as it is itself a symptom of a major
problem in a field that purports to be science, but maybe they don’t see it that
way.

5. andy
December 23, 2005

I’ll point out at this juncture that you seem to censor your blog here. I posted a
comment that I thought was germane and you deleted it. I point this out in as
friendly a way possible. I’m a big fan of what you’re doing here.

6. ksh95
December 23, 2005

Peter,

Please let us know how things turn out. I sincerly hope there is a legitimate
explaination for this.
It is almost unthinkable to me that anyone on the arXiv advisory board would
exibit such juvenile tantrum-like censorship.
I really hope this is not the case.

7. woit
December 23, 2005

Hi Andy,

Some form of censorship is necessary, both here and at the arXiv. I don’t
remember what your comment was that I deleted, but I do delete a lot of
comments that seem to me off-topic. Glad to hear you remain a fan despite it all!
How stringent I am about this depends on lots of random factors, including how
much time I have to look at comments and decide what to do with them, whether
I’m in a good or bad mood, etc. The difference with the arXiv case is that I take
full responsibility for what I’m doing and will respond with an explanation to
anyone who politely asks why I have deleted a comment.

Right now I don’t even know that I am being censored since I’ve been unable to
get anyone at the arXiv to respond and tell me what they are doing with requests
that I submit. For all I know, my requests are sitting in a queue of things to be
dealt with by some overworked arXiv staff member. No way to tell as long as no
one there is willing to contact me and let me know what is going on.

ksh95,



I have heard from one advisory board member who promises to look into what is
going on and get back to me. Of course, with the holidays now starting it may be
a while before relevant people are back at work and willing to deal with this. The
bad timing is my fault.

8. Dumb Biologist
December 23, 2005

Glad you got in touch with someone.

You might hear back it was an anti-spam snafu. That might even be the real
reason.

9. Anonymous
December 23, 2005

I’m amused by the thought that “Dumb Biologist” is Paul Ginsparg in disguise.

10. Dumb Biologist
December 24, 2005

Ouch, poor Paul Ginsparg. No, absolutely not; I am quite what I say I am.

I will say minds of his caliber, and the knowledge they bring to bear on the
increasingly relevant physical and computational problems important to a richer
understanding of life science are precisely what the field can always use more of.
It’s interesting to see he’s teaching a physics course on biological applications
(which I doubt I’d survive). That’s to be applauded.

11. Quantum_Ranger
December 24, 2005

Having a number of posts deleted is no big deal,(having encountered this myself)
you have to maintain a selective balance of the subject being blogged. The
“control” factor for reasons that are “total” and to a specific site namely Peter
Woit’s?..can only be guessed as someone “up there” does not like what you do?

Up there , being those whose, powers that be, far exceed their authority on the
subject?.. they obviously have no knowledge about the subjects in question, or do
they wish to promote any correspondance forthwith.

12. secret milkshake
December 24, 2005

Peter,

Say, you were an editor of a rather important journal like arXiv and you got lots
of trackback request from somebody with extreme view and polemic bend
towards a major fashionable enterprize that monopolized high energy theoretical
physics – how would you react?

Being born in east-Eurepean contry (LUMO!) I know how ideological



establishment works – but these things do not make much difference in the long
run. In few years time, there will be new unexplained data from CERN and most
of what is happening in the theoretical physics in the last few years will be
mercifully forgotten.

“The Nature will come out the way she is – it does not matter how famous you
are, how beatiful the theory is – if it is wrong, it is wrong. It’s all there is to it.”

Either way, I think you are wasting too much time and energy on things that are
much like politics – in few years, somebody else will deploy troups and who
cares? Stick close to people that do the actual experimental work.

13. Juan R.
December 24, 2005

Welcomed to real life… and science,

Perhaps you would contact with

archivefreedom

explaining your case.

A public criticism to ArXiv censure by Nobel winner Brian Josephson was
recently published on Nature journal and is openly available here.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

14. FP
December 24, 2005

Maybe it is a problem that arXiv has a quasi-monopoly as pre-print storage?
Some competition is always healthy, but apparently nobody outside Cornell
wants to do the job.

15. Tony Smith
December 24, 2005

secret milkshake said “… In few years time, there will be new unexplained data
from CERN and most of what is happening in the theoretical physics in the last
few years will be mercifully forgotten.
… I think you are wasting too much time and energy on things that are much like
politics …”.

As to “new unexplained data from CERN” LHC, for all we know any new LHC
data may NOT be “unexplained” by the Standard Model.
Indeed, Fermilab has produced a lot of data over the past decades and ALL of it
can be “explained” in terms of the Standard Model.
So, maybe it is not only possible, but actually likely, that LHC might find a Higgs
around 100 – 150 GeV, with everything else very similar to Fermilab data,
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extended to somewhat higher energies and luminosities.

That being the case, theoretical physics should not sit on its thumbs for the next
few years, but (in my opinion) should look closely at constructing models that
include the Standard Model, without supersymmetry or other exotic extensions.

The way to do that is to actively work NOW on theoretical physics, and one way
(of the many ways that should be pursued) would be to look at the K-theory math
that might lead to a deeper understanding of Quantum Field Theory as
suggested by Peter in his blog at http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit
/wordpress/?p=292 about “Latest Freed-Hopkins-Teleman”. Unfortunately, as
Peter indicates, arXiv seems to have censored Peter’s K-theory ideas.

If arXiv (which grew during its Los Alamos days, beginning in the early 1990s, to
have an effective world-wide monopoly on distribution of contemporary
theoretical physics information among the physicists of the world) censors
possibly useful ideas such as (but not limited to) Peter’s possibly very useful
K-theory ideas, then the loss to physics is IMMEDIATE and SERIOUS, and should
not be minimized as “things that are much like politics”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Peter, thanks for the Happy Holidays wishes. I am also celebrating Holidays
through next week and the calendar New Year, and I join you in wishing
everybody Happy Holidays of whatever kind they prefer.

16. D R Lunsford
December 24, 2005

Merry Christmas everyone!

-drl

17. Not a Nobel Laureate
December 25, 2005

Dr. Woit – thank you for your efforts in running this blog.

Wishing everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy and Productive New Year.

18. andy s.
December 25, 2005

Why not approach the matter scientifically? You have a theory, namely that arxiv
has a bug up its collective ass on the subject of Peter Woit.

Test this hypothesis by having someone other blogger make the same comments
you do and see if they get deep sixed as well.

19. Juan R.
December 25, 2005
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FP Said,

Maybe it is a problem that arXiv has a quasi-monopoly as pre-print
storage?
Some competition is always healthy, but apparently nobody outside
Cornell wants to do the job.

Perhaps you would click on the two links that i provided above. The quasi-
monopoly of ArXiv administrators is explained in the letter recently published in
Nature journal. Whereas that the Nobel laureate and some other people has
launched an free alternative to ArXiv without censure (it is the reader who
decides what is ‘good’ and what is not).

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

20. Juan R.
December 25, 2005

andy s. Said:

Why not approach the matter scientifically? You have a theory, namely
that arxiv has a bug up its collective ass on the subject of Peter Woit.

Test this hypothesis by having someone other blogger make the same
comments you do and see if they get deep sixed as well.

Interesting proposal. Do you believe that Peter Woit is exagerating?

I doubt it, but if your own reply is affirmative, please read first the material
contained on links that i provided before obtaining your conclusions. For
example the Nobel Prize for physics Brian D. Josephson (University of
Cambridge) says in Nature

The exclusion of particular individuals
and particular ideas from arXiv appears
to me to be deliberate.

Curiously some scientists have done experimental studies on ArXiv
administration policies proving the premise. One of most interesting i know is
the submiting of identical preprints to ArXiv from two different e-mails.
Curiously the works submitted from black listed e-mails are automatically erased
from the ArXiv at few minutes, whereas their copies were stored during days
(until manually detected and erased). How can a preprint service reject works on
function of e-mail. Would not works be rejected just in basis to scientific issues?
For example if a preprint is flagrantly wrong (e.g. Lynds preprint) then would be
erased.

Some empirical studies show a correlation coefficient of near 1 for the thesis of
deliberate exclusion.



In this intersting blog i know at least three (if i count now to Woit) authors
suffering ‘censure’ from ArXiv.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

21. D R Lunsford
December 25, 2005

Why not just sue them? Something should be done to rein in those petit-
Napoleons. Suing is the best option.

-drl

22. anon
December 25, 2005

Lunsford, a turkey breeding (or string theory) community can’t afford a diversity
that would make the most popular theory (strings/turkeys) look silly. I suggest
you give up on trying to reform dictators; they just try to suppress all criticism
and shoot the messengers. Instead of telling them what they don’t like to hear
and having them doing the shooting, you need to adopt more sturdy methods and
go on a turkey cull. So I suggest you try building on alternatives to strings until
one succeeds in doing more than string theory, then shoot, stuff and slowly roast
the turkey.

Merry Christmas

23. andy s.
December 25, 2005

Juan R. I have no idea if it’s going on or not, which is why I suggested the
experiment.

Looks like somebody already thought of my idea. Story of my life.

24. woit
December 25, 2005

Danny and others,

I’m not the litigious sort, and this trackback issue is not one of great importance
anyway, so I’m not about to sue anyone.

I don’t think I should need to try to run experiments on their system to try and
figure out what decisions it is making. The arXiv administrators and their
advisory board have every right to decide that the kind of commentary that I’ve
requested they post trackbacks to isn’t part of legitimate professional discussion
and that links to it should not be allowed on the arXiv. All I’m asking is to be
informed about whether that’s the decision they have made and if so to be
assured that they take responsibility for and stand behind such a decision.



If that is their decision, I have a perfectly good venue here for saying what I
think about it, and the rest of the community that is familiar with these matters
can draw their own conclusions about what this means for the current state of
one of the most important institutions in particle theory these days, and by
implication, for the health of the field in general.

25. D R Lunsford
December 25, 2005

Peter,

I basically don’t care what they do – as far as I’m concerned, they have about as
much credibility as tachyons. I’m happy to be dissociated from them and have no
plans to submit future work there.

But the stories are too similar to be discounted – e.g. what happened to Paul
LaViolette happened to me as well (and my paper was already published), just as
he stated – no answers, no explanations. Being unable to answer any questions,
physics or administrative, must be habit-forming.

-drl

26. Adrian Heathcote
December 25, 2005

I think it’s obvious that the reason they provide no explanation of their reasons
for rejection is precisely that they fear being sued. If they don’t explain then they
provide no ammunition for a skilled attorney. I think it’s unlikely that you will
ever get anything out of them other than pro forma comments to the effect that
‘the decision of what to accept is entirely in the hands of the administrators, blah
blah blah’.

Merry Christmas to all

27. ObsessiveMathsFreak
December 25, 2005

When you were young, you assummed that scientists were a magnamous, logical
and rational bunch. You had great faith in their ability to be imparital and to
discern the truth through the application of scientific rigour. You also thought
they had great integrity and were above petty actions as they aspired to the
greater goal that was The Truth.

Then you grow up and hear about things like this and see that scientists are just
as human as everyone else, pettiness included. It’s still very disappointing
though.

28. Jose
December 26, 2005

I’ve visited sciprint.org, a pretenended competence to arxiv.org, and there are



very few papers. I’ve seen those of the mathematical physics section and none of
them can be called a scientific paper, the authors expalin his theories in words,
not with mathematics as should be for a physical theory.

29. Alejandro Rivero
December 26, 2005

Please note that we are not speaking in this thread about ArXiv articles, but
about an ArXiV comment feature. As far as I understand, the comment feature
has been suggested if not since the origins, at least since the web doorway of the
ArXiV. It is only via Distler that it has been finally incorporated, and it is partial,
experimental &c. We do not know how favourable to comments the rest of the
ArXiV management are.

30. woit
December 26, 2005

Adrian,

The peculiar part of this story is the fact that I’ve been unable to get out of the
arXiv even the sort of pro forma rejection that you describe.

ObsessiveMathsFreak,

I never had any great illusions that scientists were above human pettiness. But I
must say that the lengths certain people are willing to go to avoid acknowledging
the failures of string theory continues to surprise me, even now.

31. anon
December 26, 2005

Once they define string theory as being such a beautiful piece of genuine
science, they are actually defending science by censoring out criticism. You have
to see this from their warped perspective!

32. D R Lunsford
December 26, 2005

It all sounds like groupthink (make up your own examples):

1) Having an illusion of invulnerability
2) Rationalizing poor decisions
3) Believing in the group’s morality
4) Sharing stereotypes which guide the decision
5) Exercising direct pressure on others
6) Not expressing your true feelings
7) Maintaining an illusion of unanimity
8) Using mindguards to protect the group from negative information

8) is particularly relevant.

Groupthink seems to be at the bottom of much of our (USA) current dysfunction.



Countless examples could be adduced. The Shuttle Columbia and World Trade
Center disasters come to mind immediately. (Iraq? New Orleans? the list is
endless…)

-drl

33. Dumb Biologist
December 27, 2005

Sorry to see this blog has been excluded, though not surprised.

A totally shameful event in the field of biology has been the revelation of fraud in
the human embryonic stem cell field, which everyone has heard about already.
Amid all the legitimate beating of breasts and rending of garments shall come, I
hope, a grateful recognition of the fact that the fraud was revealed, and
corrective measures could be taken. Nature being the final arbiter, and all, the
truth will aways out. I’m not sure if the fact the outing took place essentially
outside of the conventional system of peer review (which appears to have
completely broken down, and in Science, of all journals) is something to be
happy or unhappy about. Again, I guess it’s nice to know smacking into the “real
world” will eventually correct for the failings of human investigators, if and when
no human mechanism is up to the task.

Unfortunately, at least in some branches of theoretical physics, it seems
investigators have forged ahead so far away from attainable real-world checks
and benchmarks that the system of peer review is all they’ve got, or perhaps will
have, for a very, very long time. How could the tyranny of groupthink not prevail
in such an environment? It’s functionally equivalent to a church. Very sad.

34. Jose
December 27, 2005

A question:

does http://www.physcomments.org/ pertain to arxiv.org?

I ask this question because there appears a link to this blog, so perhaps
censorship is not an appropriate word.

35. Alejandro Rivero
December 27, 2005

Jose,

No, it does not pertain to the ArXiV. I pay from my pocket money both the
domain and the hosting, as it is explained in the About…

The status of PhysComments about trackbacks has been evolving. It started bad,
because of my so-called “spam” to people in the references of each preprint, and
because this system included the possibility of anonymous commenters. I have
agreed to identify the people commenting in the blog (this is the goal of the line

http://www.physcomments.org/
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“A comment by…” and now it seems I am allowed to send trackbacks. Of course,
one never knows when this permission can change again.

36. MathPhys
December 27, 2005

Peter,

While I agree with you that Jacque Distler’s behaviour is petty (he’s normally a
nice man, actually), the current status of string theory is serious business to
certain academics: It makes it very hard to apply for promotions, get grants,
students, etc, things that materially affects people’s lives. I can understand the
bitterness (but not condone it).

37. Peter Wilson
December 27, 2005

Peter,

After privately censoring me three times (before the cock’s call, I might add), you
lambast the powers-that-be for censorship.

Nice work!

38. woit
December 27, 2005

Peter Wilson,

As I wrote in another comment, I’m not opposed to censorship per se, and some
sort of moderation (or censorship if you will….) is necessary in many contexts to
maintain a useful forum for information and discussion. The difference here is
that I take full responsibility for what I am doing, and will respond to any polite
request asking to know why I’ve deleted a certain comment. I don’t remember
yours in particular. I do delete a sizable number of comments submitted here,
virtually all on the grounds that they are off the topic of the posting. If I don’t do
this, experience shows that such off-topic posting overwhelm other discussion.

The arxiv has every right to not include trackbacks to my postings. But I believe
that they should respond in some way to my polite requests asking what is going
on. I have been having a hard time finding out even whether they have decided
not to include my trackbacks. The only evidence I have at the moment that they
have made such a decision is based on private communications from people who
have partial knowledge of what is going on, and insist that I not use their names,
since this is evidently a highly contentious issue there.

39. Matthew
December 27, 2005

“what happened to Paul LaViolette”

Right. What happened to him is that he got ignored, as he deserved to be, after



bugging a ninety-three year old to try to get his paper published.

40. Arun
December 27, 2005

I would understand a arxiv policy that disallowed trackbacks to any forum that
allowed anonymous posting. But whatever the policy is, it should be made
explicit.

41. JC
December 28, 2005

MathPhys, and others,

(slightly offtopic)

I wonder how much of the “defense” for the legitimacy of string theory these
days has to do with maintaining the gravy train of things like funding grants,
promotions, etc … I’m sure it would look pretty bad if all the untenured faculty
hired to do string theory over the last few years, all suddenly had most or all of
their grant funding yanked before tenure decisions are made. Most people don’t
want to have to “save face” for their bad decisions. For the case of a physics
department who hired string folks for assistant professor jobs, I can imagine
things would not look too good for them if their “star” string theorists were
denied tenure.

For an untenured string person from a more down to earth and/or selfish
perspective, I can imagine that maintaining the string gravy train until a “day of
reckoning” or falling into obscurity, as more of a “stalling” tactic until most or all
of the present untenured string folks are awarded tenure. Then afterwards if the
entire string enterprise collapses under it’s own anthropic weight, it wouldn’t
matter anyways since they already got tenure.

42. Eli Rabett
December 28, 2005

ArXiv is partially funded by NSF. A call to NSF, or even an Email to ArXiv asking
whether their policy conforms to their NSF funding requirements might be a lot
more successful. It seems to me that they would be allowed to reject postings
and trackbacks but would have to have a stated policy that was applied
uniformly.

The most interesting thing to me about ArXiv is that it represents a fundamental
change in policy for the US. When I was going to university in the 1960s, several
people who were in a position to know told me that after WWII the question
arose as to how the government should, could or would encourage scientific
publication. Two models were proposed, direct funding of publications sponsored
by organizations such as APS or ACS, or providing page charges as part of
grants. The latter was adopted because it would encourage for profit publishing
organizations as well. ArXiv and PubMed are direct challenges to the previous
policy.



43. Chris W.
December 28, 2005

Eli,

Speaking of the for-profit publishers, how do they feel these days about
arXiv.org? How often (if at all) do preprints get taken offline because a publisher
insists upon it? Given the current contention between the big publishers and the
library community, and the litigiousness of the AAP, I would think that preprint
servers would be as sensitive a topic as ever right now.

(NOTE: I’m not a professional academic, so I’m a bit out of touch with the on-the-
ground realities in this area.)

44. Tony Smith
December 30, 2005

Since censorship and Cornell both seem to be involved in this thread, here is a
quote from the book Cosmos (first edition, Random House, 1980, at page 91) by
Carl Sagan, then “Director of the Laboratory for Planetary Studies and David
Duncan Professor of Astronomy and Space Sciences at Cornell University”:

“… The worst aspect of the Velikovsky affair is not that his hypotheses were
wrong or in contradiction to fimly established facts, but that some who called
themselves scientists attempted to suppress Velikovsky’s work.

Science is generated by and devoted to free inquiry: the idea that any
hypothesis, no matter how strange, deserves to be considered on its merits.

The suppression of uncomfortable ideas may be common in religion and politics,
but it is not the path to knowledge; it has no place in the endeavor of science.

We do not know in advance who will discover fundamental new insights. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

45. Rien
December 31, 2005

Chris W,
Preprints don’t get taken offline, all the relevant publishers allow arxiving. If
they didn’t, nobody would publish in their journals. Some of them actually say
you’re not allowed to update the eprint to reflect the published version but I
don’t think anyone cares about that. At least I don’t.

In fact, preprints can’t be removed once they’re submitted, even if they are
withdrawn the older versions are still available.

46. John Gonsowski
December 31, 2005

http://www.theshiftedlibrarian.com/2002/12/21.html#a3249
http://www.theshiftedlibrarian.com/2002/12/21.html#a3249
http://battellemedia.com/archives/001952.php
http://battellemedia.com/archives/001952.php
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Wonder what former Cornell and current Columbia string theory guru Brian
Greene would think about this thread?

47. FS
December 31, 2005

There is an International Mafia in Science which controls ideas, awards
felowships and prizes,
and ignores or even boycotts people who have different opinions than theirs.



A Few New Links

December 27, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

Eckhard Meinrenken has been teaching a course at Toronto on Lie groups and
Clifford algebras, and he has lecture notes available. This is beautiful mathematics
and brings together several of my favorite mathematical topics: Clifford algebras,
spinors, and representation theory of Lie groups. Some of this material is quite new,
and very possibly has interesting applications in physics.

Dennis Gaitsgory, a new young tenured member of the Harvard math department, has
been teaching a course on Geometric Representation Theory, and also has lecture
notes available. These explain the “D-module” point of view on the subject.

My Columbia math department colleague D. H. Phong and fellow ex-Princeton grad
student Eric D’ Hoker have a new paper on the arXiv called Complex Geometry and
Supergeometry. It is based on Phong’s recent lecture at this year’s Current
Developments in Mathematics conference at Harvard last month. D’ Hoker and Phong
have been able to explicitly write down and show finiteness of superstring amplitudes
at two loops, with the problem still remaining open at higher loops.

The arXiv web-site has a new look today. Gone are Paul Ginsparg’s “skull and cross-
bones” icons like this.

Comments

1. QWERTY
December 28, 2005

I CANT BELIEVE IT, CLIFFORD AGLEBRAS! IN FACT I WAS JUST PERUSING
“”” CLIFFORD MODULES “”” BY “”” ATIYAH BOTT AND SHIPARO “””
YESTERDAY, ITS FUN FOR ALL THE FAMILY!!1! IN MORE FACT, BTW, I
REMEMBER WHEN I WAS YOUNG AND I FIRST LEARNT ABOUT UNIVERSAL
PROPERTY AND FILTRATIONS AND CONJUGATION AUTOMORPHISMS, I
JUMPED UP AND DOWN WITH GLEE. AND THEN I WAS AMAZED ALL OVER
AGAIN ONCE I READ ABOUT GENERALIZING THEM USING DIFFERENT
IDEALS, AND FRACTIONAL CLIFFORD STRUCTURES AND THEIR
REPRESENTATION THEORY. IT WAS SO SUPER-LATIVE THAT IT MADE ME
TINGLE ALL OVER, EXCEPT I DIDNT REALLY BECAUSE THAT WOULD BE
VERY SILLY INDEED. BTW I DIDN’T REALLY JUMP UP AND DOWN WITH GLEE
EITHER. HMMMMM.

PETER WHY ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT STRING THEORY AND
SUPERANYTHING WITHOUT ACCOMPANYING DISPARAGING COMMENTS? A
Z2 GRADING IN SPINORS IS ELEGANT BUT ON SUPERSPACES IT JUST
OFFENS MY SENSIBILITIES. WHY NOT SWITCH TO VENERATING ABHAY

http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/teaching/clifford.html
http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/teaching/clifford.html
http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/teaching/clifford.html
http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/teaching/clifford.html
http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/teaching/clif1.pdf
http://www.math.toronto.edu/mein/teaching/clif1.pdf
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~gaitsgde/267y/index.html
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~gaitsgde/267y/index.html
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~gaitsgde/267y/catO.pdf
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~gaitsgde/267y/catO.pdf
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~gaitsgde/267y/catO.pdf
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~gaitsgde/267y/catO.pdf
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512197
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512197
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512197
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512197
http://www.math.harvard.edu/cdm/index.html
http://www.math.harvard.edu/cdm/index.html
http://www.math.harvard.edu/cdm/index.html
http://www.math.harvard.edu/cdm/index.html
http://www.arxiv.org/
http://www.arxiv.org/
http://www.arxiv.org/icons/front/front.gif
http://www.arxiv.org/icons/front/front.gif


ASHTEKAR – LQG WILL BEATS STRINGS FOREVER!!

2. garrett
December 28, 2005

Here’s a recent paper relating this stuff to physics:

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0511120

It shows how the fields and dynamics of gravity and the standard model can be
represented as a single Clifford bundle connection and its curvature.

3. anon
December 28, 2005

Garrett, well done, it looks far more sensible than string theory.

4. Arun
December 28, 2005

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/misanthrope.html

5. Samuel Prime
December 28, 2005

These Clifford algebra notes look good and are worth having. Thanks for
mentioning it. I had a colleague long ago give seminar lectures on them, which i
really enjoyed. Admittedly, I have used Clifford algebras only sparingly in
relation to K-theory of C*-algebras (through Connes’ work). (Particularly,
C^{p,q} = R^p + R^q.)

6. D R Lunsford
December 29, 2005

It’s very dry, what? (When did lively style go out of fashion, then?) For physics,
this sort of approach is hopeless. He took a lively idea and made it seem dull.
That took skill.

Why (in these papers) is it always about restating the known?

(Arun: extremely funny 

-drl

7. D R Lunsford
December 29, 2005

Siegel has the best line of all time about ST:

“Cosmology is the opposite of string theory: Instead of starting with 10 or 11
dimensions, and compactifying most of them, you start with no dimensions
(except time), and the Big Bang uncompactifies 3 of them.”

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0511120
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0511120
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/misanthrope.html
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/misanthrope.html


..and a candidate for the best footnote ever:

“500 – No, it’s really an exponent, not a footnote. You don’t seriously think there
could realistically be 500 footnotes, do you?”

-drl

8. Levi
December 29, 2005

I printed out all 96 pages of the lecture notes by Meinrenken. Nice stuff. Reading
them carefully could take a while though…

9. Tony Smith
December 30, 2005

Peter, you said “… The arXiv web-site has a new look today. Gone are Paul
Ginsparg’s “skull and cross-bones” icons …”.

Just to be nit-picking historically, the “skull and cross-bones” icons were NOT the
ORIGINAL logo/icons of what is now called the Cornell arXiv. IIRC, the first web
site was at http://MENTOR.LANL.GOV/ and its logo/icon was the image that I
have attempted to preserve for posterity at http://www.valdostamuseum.org
/hamsmith/Mentor.gif (as you can see, it is more related to Ancient Egyptian
Pyramids than to the more recent ocean pirates).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

10. jeffrey collins
January 11, 2006

String theory offers promsie, but we do have as of yet a fundamentally satisfying
way to falisfy it, or prove it true. The LHC will certainly give us some answers,
but sheer philosophy about the string is simply not science. Something is
missing, and we do not know-yet–what we are missing.

http://mentor.lanl.gov/
http://mentor.lanl.gov/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/Mentor.gif
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/Mentor.gif
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/Mentor.gif
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/Mentor.gif
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Jerusalem Winter School

December 29, 2005
Categories: Uncategorized

The 23rd Jerusalem Winter School in Theoretical Physics started yesterday. The topic
is “String Theory: Symmetries and Dynamics”, and it is organized by David Gross and
Eliezer Rabinovici.

Some of the talks are already available on-line, with the quality of the video and audio
very good, although you need the latest version of Apple’s Quicktime player. In his
opening talk, Gross mentioned the recent New Scientist article quoting him as
admitting string theory was in trouble, saying that the article misrepresented what he
said. At the recent Solvay conference he had said something like “In string theory we
don’t know what we are talking about”, and the New Scientist reporter interpreted
that as meaning there was trouble, an interpretation Gross disagreed with. He was
annoyed by the New Scientist editorial about the sorry state of string theory, and says
he has been offered the opportunity to write a rebuttal and may do so. Gross went on
to claim that really string theory is a vital subject and that it is in a wonderful period.
He didn’t mention the Landscape.

Update: Another recent particle theory conference was the Christmas Meeting at
Durham. There’s a report from the conference by blogger Paul Cook. Evidently
Herman Verlinde is taking bets that string theory is the correct unified theory. Those
who want to make some easy money might want to contact him. Then again, it’s
unclear when you would get paid.

Update: The lectures by my Princeton classmate Igor Klebanov on using string theory
to study strongly coupled gauge theories are particularly clear and interesting. Near
the beginning he mentions this blog quoting it as saying “String theory is not good for
anything.” I’d like to emphasize that that is not something I wrote or something that I
think, I assume he is referring to one of my commenters.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
December 29, 2005

I had already suggested that it was just a misinterpretation of a very repeated
slogan about M-theory.

2. Chris Oakley
December 29, 2005

I suppose that this means that the plea, “Never, never, never, never give up!” will
have to be changed to “Never, never, never, never, never, never, never, never,
never, never, never, give up!”

http://www.as.huji.ac.il/schools/phys23/index.shtml
http://www.as.huji.ac.il/schools/phys23/index.shtml
http://www.as.huji.ac.il/schools/phys23/media.shtml
http://www.as.huji.ac.il/schools/phys23/media.shtml
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=308
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=308
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=308
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=308
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825293.200
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg18825293.200
http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/Xmas/05/
http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/Xmas/05/
http://ppcook.blogspot.com/2005/12/uk-annual-theory-meeting.html
http://ppcook.blogspot.com/2005/12/uk-annual-theory-meeting.html
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?p=851386#post851386
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?p=851386#post851386


I am sure that Winston Churchill would have admired their determination, if not
their judgement.

3. garrett
December 29, 2005

And here I thought De Nile was only near Jarusalem, and not actually in it.

4. Danger
December 29, 2005

NSF crackpot fund.

Once you realize how many millions are at stake, it’s easier to understand the
String Theorist’s supreme commitment to inceipherable nonesense.

http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch
/piSearch.do;jsessionid=12140160808182889516AF72BFC8F425?SearchType=piSearch&
page=1&QueryText=string&Search=Search#results

5. Quantoken
December 30, 2005

It doesn’t matter what Gross says about super string theory. SST already has the
endorsement of the greatest mathematician of all times and greatest physicist
since Sir Newton, Einstein notwithstanding, Mr. Edward Witten, it also has the
endorsement of the most famous physicist since the invention of Television, Mr.
Michio Kaku, and the endorsement of a number of other big guys. Who is Gross
to say either way about SST?

At the end of day, only facts speak the truth. The true is still that SST is in
trouble after more than 2 decades, whether Gross agree or disagree with that
notion.

6. MathPhys
December 30, 2005

I think the problem with a web site such as this, is that it attracts more than its
share of crackpots. That’s probably inevitable.

7. Tony Smith
December 30, 2005

Danger said “… Once you realize how many millions are at stake, it’s easier to
understand the String Theorist’s supreme commitment to inceipherable
nonesense. …” and then cited a search link at http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/
for the word “string”. I did a similar search for the word “superstring”, and here
are four large grants on the resulting list:

0098527
Theoretical Physics
PHY CENTRAL & EASTERN EUROPE PROGR, ELEMENTARY PARTICLE

http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/piSearch.do;jsessionid=12140160808182889516AF72BFC8F425?SearchType=piSearch&page=1&QueryText=string&Search=Search#results
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/piSearch.do;jsessionid=12140160808182889516AF72BFC8F425?SearchType=piSearch&page=1&QueryText=string&Search=Search#results
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/piSearch.do;jsessionid=12140160808182889516AF72BFC8F425?SearchType=piSearch&page=1&QueryText=string&Search=Search#results
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/piSearch.do;jsessionid=12140160808182889516AF72BFC8F425?SearchType=piSearch&page=1&QueryText=string&Search=Search#results
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/piSearch.do;jsessionid=12140160808182889516AF72BFC8F425?SearchType=piSearch&page=1&QueryText=string&Search=Search#results
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/piSearch.do;jsessionid=12140160808182889516AF72BFC8F425?SearchType=piSearch&page=1&QueryText=string&Search=Search#results
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/


THEORY
08/15/2001
Smith, John
NY
SUNY at Stony Brook
$1,552,181.00

0354776
Theoretical Physics
PHY
ELEMENTARY PARTICLE THEORY
08/01/2004
Smith, John
NY
SUNY at Stony Brook
$986,000.00

0098395
Problems in Theoretical Physics
PHY
ELEMENTARY PARTICLE THEORY
08/15/2001
Sugar, Robert
CA
University of California-Santa Barbara
$2,068,257.00

0098840
PHYSICS: THEORY OF ELEMENTARY PARTICLES
PHY
ELEMENTARY PARTICLE THEORY
09/01/2001
Murayama, Hitoshi
CA
University of California-Berkeley
$2,242,047.00

Of course, superstrings get funding from agencies other than the NSF, so these
may not be the largest government grants to superstrings, but it seems to me
that they indicate that a slogan for present-day physicists might be (to use a
word from Danger’s comment):

NONSENSE PAYS .

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

8. A.J.
December 30, 2005

Tony Smith — Nice research finding the grant figures, but your interpretation is

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


a bit off. Please note that none of the grant recipients are actually string
theorists. Jack Smith and Hitoshi Murayama are well-known phenomenologists,
and Robert Sugar does lattice gauge theories. They might have tossed string
theory into their grant applications as a buzzword, but I can guarantee that only
a small fraction of that money is supporting string theory research. Most of that
money is being spent on down-to-earth particle physics.

(Frankly, if the NSF were dumping as much money into strings as you guys
imagine, then there would be far more funding for string theory graduate
students. As it is, at all but the wealthiest schools, there’s usually not enough to
go around.)

9. woit
December 30, 2005

A.J. and Tony,

One thing to remember is that many of these grants are group grants: they fund
all or most of the particle theory group at an institution. So, even if only part of
the group is doing string theory, string theory will appear in the proposal. Even if
the P.I. doesn’t do string theory, many of these group grants do include string
theorists.

If you want to figure out how much is actually going to string theory, you need to
get ahold of the detailed budgets and see where the money goes. If you can do
that, you have the added bonus of being able to compute the actual salaries of
most of the people involved…

10. Anonymous
December 30, 2005

Another thing to keep in mind is that these grants generally cover multiple years.
Paying the salaries of a few postdocs over a few years adds up to a reasonable
amount of money, but it’s not as if anyone is making millions each year doing
string theory! String theorists earn approximately the same amount of money as
other physicists, generally speaking, but their research requires comparatively
little money. Most of the money going to physics goes to experiment (as it
should!), where the research itself can require astronomical amounts of funding.
There is always much more money to support experimental graduate students
than theory graduate students (again, this is as it should be!).

Tony, I suggest you think twice about what you label as “nonsense.” As A.J. says,
much of what is being funded from those numbers is not string theory. Hitoshi is
a good example of a particle theorist whose work is mostly guided by
experiment. It might be true that much of what comes out of particle theory
these days isn’t very good, but that’s because it’s hard to work without
experimental guidance. Wait five or ten years for LHC results and then we’ll see
who’s still producing nonsense and who isn’t. (Maybe even some of the hardcore
stringers will switch!)

Peter, thanks for the link to the Jerusalem school. The lectures are nice and



pedagogical, and steer clear of the more dubious parts of recent string theory
research. It’s interesting that Kutasov speculates there might be different
universality classes of string theories and that so far everyone might be focusing
on ones that don’t describe the real world.

11. ksh95
December 30, 2005

MathPhys says:
I think the problem with a web site such as this, is that it attracts more than its
share of crackpots. That’s probably inevitable.

Hmmm, I wonder if that’s true. This anti-string theory site seems to attract a fair
number of well-known reputable scientists. I wonder what the mean education
level is here and at other science blogs.

12. Tony Smith
December 30, 2005

Anonymous suggests that I should “… think twice about what …[ I ]… label as
“nonsense.” As A.J. says, much of what is being funded from those numbers is
not string theory. …”.
That is a point well taken.
Although I do regard much of conventional superstring theory to be nonsense as
physics (and all the grants I listed were for funding for physics, and not
interesting related mathematics etc), l do agree that any part of those funds
going to experiment might be well spent, at least if the experiments are truly fair
searches for unexpected new phenomena, and not narrowly focussed by triggers
and cuts to look only for those phenomena that are expected by conventional
superstring theorists.

I fear that LHC might not turn out to be as useful as it might be if all the cuts
and triggers are set by consensus expectations of currently popular theoretical
models. I certainly hope that Anonymous is correct in stating “… Wait five or ten
years for LHC results and then we’ll see who’s still producing nonsense and who
isn’t. (Maybe even some of the hardcore stringers will switch!) …”.

I also wish that Anonymous were not Anonymous, so that I would know more
about the background of a person whose comments seem reasonable to me.
However, anonymity can be interesting – I have often toyed with the idea of
submitting comments, etc, through a sock puppet so that I could make a
comparison of responses, but I have not yet done so.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

13. Anonymous
December 31, 2005

LHC triggers will find events with high-energy leptons or photons, with large
missing transverse energy (a sign of invisible stable particles, as expected in

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


SUSY, but maybe in other things as well), or events with sufficiently many high-
energy jets. It’s hard to think of new physics that wouldn’t be found by decays to
high-energy Standard Model particles, so this is pretty flexible. Even more
bizarre scenarios with long-lived charge particles have been studied and can
generally be found. It’s hard to think of how to make the triggers accept more
things without overloading the available bandwidth; accepting more low-energy
jets is impossible, for instance, because of QCD background. The limitations on
the hardware and software for triggering are very strict, so it is pretty highly
optimized. Of course, if you have ideas of plausible new physics that wouldn’t be
found by the triggers, you should start bugging people about it!

14. Tony Smith
January 1, 2006

Anonymous said that if I “… have ideas of plausible new physics that wouldn’t be
found by the triggers …”, then I “… should start bugging people about it! …”.

My main concern is that observation of T-quark events may limited by cuts to the
energy region within a few GeV of the 173 GeV peak that was observed at
Fermilab,
whereas
it seems to me (in my unconventional opinion) that Fermilab’s T-quark event data
also shows two other “peaks”, or “regions of interest” within 10% or so of about
130-140 GeV and 225 GeV, and therefore I would like to see cuts set so that
those regions are also studied at least to some degree.

I think that a set of 3 peaks around 130-140, 173, and 225 GeV might indicate
that the Fermilab observed T-quark events are NOT simple decay of an isolated
quark, but are due to an interesting 3-element system involving the Vacuum, the
Higgs, and a T-quark condensate, described by Nambu-Jona-Lasinio and variants
thereof. Some material about those ideas can be found at
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/YamawakiCP2KKNJL.html with more
details being available on other pages of that web site.

I did present this idea at the APS DPF meeting in Tampa in April 2005 in a
session chaired by Joe Lykken, and he seemed to have some interest in it at the
time, but I have heard nothing further, so I assume that it is not being pursued.

Unfortunately, my status of being blacklisted by the Cornell arXiv affects my
reputation in the physics community adversely, and a probable consequence
thereof is that if I were to “start bugging people about it”, it might do more harm
than good.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

15. anon
January 1, 2006

If you don’t bug other people, nothine ever gets done.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/YamawakiCP2KKNJL.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/YamawakiCP2KKNJL.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


“… the innovator has for enemies all those who have done well under the old
conditions, and lukewarm defenders in those who may do well under the new.
This coolness arises partly from fear of the opponents, who have the laws on
their side, and partly from the incredulity of men, who do not readily believe in
new things until they have had a long experience of them. Thus it happens that
whenever those who are hostile have the opportunity to attack they do it like
partisans, whilst the others defend lukewarmly…” – http://www.constitution.org
/mac/prince06.htm

16. Anonymous
January 1, 2006

Tony, the good thing about complaints like yours is that they are issues of
analysis, not of triggering. The data are there, you just have to convince someone
to analyze the right mass windows. And as anon says, the only way to do that is
to bug people in the experiments.

17. Tony Smith
January 1, 2006

Anonynmous is quite correct in saying “… The data are there, you just have to
convince someone to analyze the right mass windows. …”.
Also, Anonymous is probably correct in saying “… as anon says, the only way to
do that is to bug people in the experiments. …”.
However, my capability of bugging people has severe limitations, including the
following:

1 – I have no institutional affiliation through which to “bug” LHC people by
contacting them through institutional channels;
2 – I did speak at APS DPF April 2005, but such talks alone seem to be ineffective
(most people at such big conferences seem to me to spend almost all their time
with like-minded people, lining up support for grants, jobs for their students,
etc);
3 – I can speak my mind on a forum such as this blog or on my web site (and as
you can see I have done so), but blacklisting prevents me putting a series of
papers about the issues on the relevant parts of Cornell arXiv, thus eliminating a
very effective way to “bug” LHC people;
4 – The fact that I am blacklisted not only diminishes my reputation in the
physics community, it also apparently frightens some in the physics community
so much that they seem to be afraid to be associated with me.

As to anon’s advice to me in comment 16 hereinabove:

It is sad enough that there has been very little advance in elementary particle
theory since the 1970s (when the Standard Model was developed),
but it is far sadder still that
back in 1980, in his book Cosmos, Carl Sagan could say “… The suppression of
uncomfortable ideas may be common in religion and politics, but it is not the
path to knowledge; it has no place in the endeavor of science. …”,
while
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now in 2005/2006, Machiavelli is considered to be the teacher who must be
followed in order to succeed in elementary particle physics.

Maybe the leaders of today’s theoretical particle physics establishment should be
asked the McCarthy question:

HAVE YOU NO SHAME ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

18. Shantanu
January 1, 2006

Peter, here is a website of a school on early universe cosmology
involving topics in BOTH string theory and LQG , with back-to-back
lectures in both topics.
http://www.iucaa.ernet.in/~scveu
Hope the slides get archived.

19. Anonymous
January 1, 2006

Tony, I have one more suggestion. Your website is somewhat disorganized, full of
long quotes, and hard to approach. Also, it advocates a number of very
speculative ideas. I, for one, find it hard to isolate the parts of it that I might
think are interesting. I hope you will not be offended if I suggest that in part the
reason you are not listened to is that you are not effective in communicating in
the typical language of physics and physicists.

It is possible for someone to be interested in your ideas about the top quark data
without being interested in the bulk of your website. An experimentalist you
might convince to take a closer look at the data would likely fall into this class.

Thus, if you could write up a clean (preferably TeX’ed, available as PDF) account
*soley of the top quark data*, with general remarks about why one might expect
multiple apparent masses to show up in data (top condensates, etc….), and
indications of what you think are the hints that these in fact *do* show up in the
data, I think you would be far more likely to get a response from someone.
Divorce your idea about re-analyzing the data from particular ideas about new
physics. The RG arguments for a particular heavy top mass are fairly well-known,
but the general attitude is that since we found it somewhere else, those models
must be too simplistic. You really need to argue from the data, at least partly.
Also, reliance on NJL models is not so great; qualitatively they’re very
interesting, but as non-renormalizable field theories one doesn’t tend to trust
exact numbers from them, since one tends to view them as effective theories
modified by other new physics we don’t understand.

If you produced a clean, well-argued document focusing *only* on top quark
physics, I think at least a small number of people would read it. If it’s
*convincing*, one of those people might be able to do something about it.
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One last note: you would be wise to not take the tone that you are certain to be
right. It grates on the people who have done difficult experimental work over the
past decade or more. You should suggest this as interesting, potentially
overlooked physics, not as truth. And it would help if you exhibit some
willingness to admit you might be wrong and the experimentalists so far might
be right. (Even if there are hints of something at other masses, the amount of
data is likely too small to say anything definitive at this point. Don’t mistake
caution on the part of Fermilab experimentalists for conspiracy.)

Best of luck.

20. Tony Smith
January 1, 2006

Anonymous is quite correct that my website “… is somewhat disorganized, full of
long quotes, and hard to approach. Also, it advocates a number of very
speculative ideas. …”.
However, I view my web site as my home, containing all sorts of stuff from oil
and politics to Jesus and Mary Magdalene to math and physics, and a lot more. It
is not intended to be a clear exposition of a single topic (such as LHC cuts for
T-quark candidate events).

Anonymous also said that it might be good for me to “… write up a clean
(preferably TeX’ed, available as PDF) account *soley of the top quark data*, with
general remarks about why one might expect multiple apparent masses to show
up in data (top condensates, etc….), and indications of what you think are the
hints that these in fact *do* show up in the data …”.
That is substantially what I did for my 10-minute talk at APD DPF 2005 in Tampa,
and, as I said, the chair (Joe Lykken) seemed interested at the time, and there is
a pdf version of that talk on my web site at http://www.valdostamuseum.org
/hamsmith/YamawakiNJL.pdf However, it is not in LaTex because I was using the
pdf file projected from my computer onto the screen as the basis for my talk.
Even if I did convert it to a standard-academic-LaTeX look, there is no place that
I can post it where LHC folks can read it (without it being on my web site, which
as you point out they might dislike due to it containing a lot of controversial
stuff) because I am blacklisted by the Cornell arXiv and the CERN EXT preprint
series has been terminated.

Anonymous also said “… reliance on NJL models is not so great … as non-
renormalizable field theories one doesn’t tend to trust exact numbers from them,
since one tends to view them as effective theories modified by other new physics
we don’t understand …”.
That is true of pure NJL (which might decribe one of the 3 peaks from my point
of view), but the variants of NJL which might describe the other 2 peaks may
include renormalizable structures that would in fact be the “new physics” of
which pure NJL is a corresponding effective theory, as has been indicated by the
work of Yamawaki in hep-ph/9603293 and of Hashimoto, Tanabashi, and
Yamawaki in hep-ph/0311165. All this is work in progress, but a lot of work has
been done including some numerical calculations that can be compared with
experiment, and I find it sad that some people who advocate conventional
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superstring theory (which seems to me obviously to be far more incomplete)
might attack Yamawaki-type models because they may not yet be completely
perfected.

Anonymous also said that I “… would be wise to not take the tone that you are
certain to be right. … Don’t mistake caution on the part of Fermilab
experimentalists for conspiracy. …”.
If I have ever said anything to the effect that I am “certain” to be “right” about
ANYTHING, I apologize and retract it. My whole life and everything I do is only a
work in progress, and I NEVER expect to achieve “certainty” in this lifetime.
However, at any given time I do have a certain amount of enthusiasm for the
ideas that I hold in the moment, and it is hard to suppress that enthusiasm, but
over the years I have always been happiest when I found a flaw in a model and
then reworked it, either correcting it and making it better, or finding that the
model was irreparably flawed, and thereupon throwing it out and not worrying
with it any more. I do apologize if that enthusiasm appears to be certainty.

As to “conspiracy” of “Fermilab experimentalists”, I think that “conspiracy” is
not a correct description, but, based on years of personal experience, and also on
the book The Evidence for the Top Quark: Objectivity and Bias in Collaborative
Experimentation, by Kent W. Staley (Cambridge University Press 2004), I feel
that the organizational structure of Fermilab has produced some results that
might, from the outside, reasonably be perceived as conspiratorial, although they
were actually probably produced by dysfunctional aspects of Fermilab
bureaucracy.

I don’t think that Peter’s blog is the place to go into any further detail on such
things, but I would be willing to participate in e-mail discussion of further
details.

Tony Smith
current, but probably not permanent, email address can be found at
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/tsemailaddress.html

21. JC
January 2, 2006

Tony,

(I’m not saying this to be belligerent).

Most folks seem to already have a lot of stuff on their plates, and don’t really
want anymore stuff to deal with. Whether it’s from physical and/or mental
exhaustion, there’s only so much stuff which can be done in a day. In some fields,
such as string theory, just keeping up with the current literature is almost
equivalent to a full time job.

For many folks when they are young and full of enthusisam, it’s easy to want to
read a lot of books and papers, and working out a lot of calculations. When the
same folks get older and into academic (ie. professor) type jobs, there’s a lot
more stuff on their plates such as teaching, bureaucratic, etc … type duties. With
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all kinds of stuff on their plates, there’s only so much time which can be
allocated to reading new papers, that one has to pick and choose and be more
selective. There isn’t enough hours in the day to still work like a grad student or
postdoc, especially if one also has more outside commitments like a family.

Whether somebody’s research is right or wrong in the long term, is largely
irrelevent when it comes to short term funding issues. (Just have to ask some
older professors who worked on analytic S-Matrix theory in the 1960’s). It’s
unfortunate the system works this way, with funding issues governing the
direction of research and the “herding” mentality which comes with it.

22. D R Lunsford
January 2, 2006

I love Tony’s website, it’s full of interesting things. The 3-d diagrams of various
polytopes alone are worth the time spent visiting.

-drl

23. John Gonsowski
January 3, 2006

Some experiments seem to have low signal to noise ratios that make them easy
targets for the “herding”. I would not want to have my bets on physics decided
by “herded” experiments.

Those A-D-E series polytopes (and the associated Triality) are the main reasons I
became certain Tony is right. Not actually being Tony, I’m allowed to say that,
right? I’ll finish making my own page about this some time soon but it’s hard to
put intuition into words so hopefully the pictures talk well.

One visitor to Tony’s site told me he found the linear organization of Tony’s
downloadable e-book easier to use. I think you can get the same effect by using
the outline you get to through Tony’s “Keywords” link.



What Is Your Dangerous Idea?

January 2, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

John Brockman’s Edge web-site has an annual feature where he asks a wide array of
scientists and others how they would answer a hopefully thought-provoking question.
Last year the question was What Do You Believe Is True Even Though You Cannot
Prove It? This year it’s What Is Your Dangerous Idea?

There are responses to this question from 117 different people, a large fraction of
them psychologists or cognitive scientists. Among the responses from physicists,
several deal with the Landscape as a dangerous idea. Susskind takes credit for it,
noting “I have been accused of advocating an extremely dangerous idea”, and that
some of his colleagues believe it will lead to the end of science, leaving no way to
defend physics as a truer path to knowledge than religion. He proudly describes the
anthropic Landscape idea as “spreading like a cancer.”

On the opposite side of the issue, Brian Greene emphasizes the dangers of the
Landscape philosophy:

When faced with seemingly inexplicable observations, researchers may invoke the
framework of the multiverse prematurely — proclaiming some or other phenomenon
to merely reflect conditions in our bubble universe — thereby failing to discover the
deeper understanding that awaits us.

Paul Steinhardt is more emphatic about these dangers:

I think it leads inevitably to a depressing end to science. What is the point of
exploring further the randomly chosen physical properties in our tiny corner of the
multiverse if most of the multiverse is so different. I think it is far too early to be so
desperate. This is a dangerous idea that I am simply unwilling to contemplate.

He also has his own “dangerous idea”, about a cyclic model of the universe explaining
the small size of the cosmological constant. Lawrence Krauss gives his own version of
an explanation of the danger that the Landscape will lead to an end-point for
theoretical physics:

… all so-called fundamental theories that might describe nature would be purely
“phenomenological”, that is, they would be derivable from observational phenomena,
but would not reflect any underlying grand mathematical structure of the universe
that would allow a basic understanding of why the universe is the way it is.

Some other interesting contributions from physicists come from Philip Anderson, who
has some speculative comments about dark matter and dark energy, Lee Smolin, who
discusses the possibility of natural selection having something to do with fundamental
laws, and Carlo Rovelli, who remarks that we have still not completely absorbed the
revolutionary ideas of 20th century physics:

I think that seen from 200 years in the future, the dangerous scientific idea that was
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around at the beginning of the 20th century, and that everybody was afraid to accept,
will simply be that the world is completely different from our simple minded picture of
it. As the physics of the 20th century had already shown.

What makes me smile is that even many of todays “audacious scientific speculations”
about things like extra-dimensions, multi-universes, and the likely, are not only
completely unsupported experimentally, but are even always formulated within world
view that, at a close look, has not yet digested quantum mechanics and relativity!

Comments

1. Adrian Heathcote
January 2, 2006

I think Carlo Rovelli is right on the money. Physics moved ahead too quickly in
the last century, without properly understanding the mathematics of quantum
mechanics. The big advances in understanding QM came after 1960 when QFT
had more or less been finalised. Parables about building on quicksand come to
mind.

Happy New Year

2. Who
January 2, 2006

posted today

[url]http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0601001[/url]
[b]The String Landscape, Black Holes and Gravity as the Weakest Force[/b]
Nima Arkani-Hamed, Lubos Motl, Alberto Nicolis, Cumrun Vafa
20 pages, 5 figures

ionesco’s rhinoceros
et tu Lube?

3. Chris W.
January 2, 2006

The String Landscape, Black Holes and Gravity as the Weakest Force
Nima Arkani-Hamed, Lubos Motl, Alberto Nicolis, Cumrun Vafa
20 pages, 5 figures (hep-th/0601001)

If true, our conjecture shows that gravity and the other gauge forces
can not be treated independently. In particular, any approach to
quantum gravity that begins by treating pure gravity and is able to add
arbitrary low-energy field content with any interactions is clearly
excluded by our conjecture. Of course in string theory all the
interactions are unified in a way that makes treating them separately
impossible. In particular, if we take the standard model gauge
(augmented by SUSY or split SUSY or other particles leading to
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precision gauge coupling unification), we have perturbative gauge
couplings at a very high energy scale, and our conjecture then implies
that there must be new physics at a scale beneath the Planck scale,
given by …. which is close to the familiar heterotic string scale [of
order] 1017 GeV.

4. Chris W.
January 2, 2006

Susskind offers this curious remark:

Another danger that some of my colleagues perceive, is that if we
“senior physicists” allow ourselves to be seduced by the Anthropic
Principle, young physicists will give up looking for the “true” reason for
things, the beautiful mathematical principle. My guess is that if the
young generation of scientists is really that spineless, then science is
doomed anyway. But as we know, the ambition of all young scientists is
to make fools of their elders.

I say curious inasmuch as this remark suggests that Susskind has been
concealing his motivations. Perhaps he anticipates being deemed not crazy, but
rather crazy-like-a-fox, at some point in the not-too-distant future. More
precisely, perhaps he has decided that the best way to promote the intellectual
independence of the post-1990 generation of theoretical physicists in the face of
these deep problems is to convince them that their erstwhile mentors have
become depressed, foolish, demented, or outright raving lunatics.

5. Kasper Olsen
January 3, 2006

Adrian quoted Rovelli as of saying:

Physics moved ahead too quickly in the last century, without properly
understanding the mathematics of quantum mechanics.

This is a really odd statement; you cannot blame physics for moving too fast, but
maybe rather Rovelli for not having understood quantum mechanics; what math
is it which is so complicated? Hilbert spaces? Linear equations? Or matrices?

6. hack
January 3, 2006

“But as we know, the ambition of all young scientists is to make fools of their
elders.”

Susskind is an old scientist, who wishes to be forever young, therefore it is his
ambition to make a fool of himself.

Mission accomplished!

7. D R Lunsford



January 3, 2006

It’s interesting the see Carroll go apoplectic over a supposed attack on the holy
balance of gender, while he calmly entertains the most absurd and twisted
physical ideas.

Here’s my “dangerous idea” (what a load of dung for a topic) – Western man is
committing intellectual suicide by allowing the entire estate to be tended by such
hysterical stewards.

-drl

8. D R Lunsford
January 3, 2006

Bravo KO!

-drl

9. Charles Daney
January 3, 2006

Greene, Steinhardt, and Krauss all make reasonable arguments against
Susskind’s Landscape idea, or similar ideas associated with any concept of a
“multiverse”, eternal inflation, etc. The arguments are generally of the form: It’s
a cop-out to accept that the important physical constants are simply random
variables. It would discourage continuing efforts to find fundamental principles
that explain the values of these constants. And it’s not a testable or refutable
idea anyhow.

But then I’m reminded of another theory which posited that fundamental aspects
of reality are random variables — quantum theory. That has turned out OK, even
though Einstein didn’t like it.

And further, I don’t see how the idea that there are basic principles determining
the fundamental constants (as Einstein and many others have supposed) is
refutable either. The idea that there really is a scientifically sound “theory of
everything” may be testable if/when we have a candidate to test — but not
before.

And what if we did happen to find a satisfactory theory that fully determined all
the fundamental constants, as Einstein expected? Then we would have to face a
rather striking conclusion — that the fundamental principle(s) together with
pure mathematics require that all the physical constants have specific values
which just happen to allow our kind of life to exist. Wouldn’t that itself be a
conclusion which demands an explanation?

Just asking.

10. Chris Oakley
January 3, 2006



Another danger that some of my colleagues perceive, is that if we
“senior physicists” allow ourselves to be seduced by the Anthropic
Principle, young physicists will give up looking for the “true” reason for
things, the beautiful mathematical principle. My guess is that if the
young generation of scientists is really that spineless, then science is
doomed anyway. But as we know, the ambition of all young scientists is
to make fools of their elders.

I wonder what exactly Susskind expects young researchers to make of this?
Currently, the academic system rewards obedience and punishes independent
thought, unless the thinker in question is already well established (Susskind or
Weinberg, for example). Young researchers who are prepared to snub their noses
to the fashionable trains of thought do not tend to last more than a year or two,
unless they have obtained a permanent job by some fluke. Even then, they will be
ostracised. Although elderly gentlemen like Susskind may say that they relish the
prospect of being proved wrong by some 24-year-old, they are in fact
conveniently forgetting that the hierarchical structure they sit on will silence
most dissenting voices long before they get a chance to be heard.

11. Adrian Heathcote
January 3, 2006

Kaspar said

”what math is it which is so complicated? Hilbert spaces? Linear equations? Or
matrices?”

Unbounded self-adjoint operators with their domain restrictions (see Reed and
Simon vol 1); State spaces of operator algebras (see Alfsen and Schultz, 2
volumes); Hyperfinite Factors; Gleason-Kochen-Specker proofs; C^* Algebras
and Information theory; etc.

Time to update beyond your Dirac or von Neumann texts from the 1930s. A lot
has happened. (The Copenhagen interpretation really did chloroform the physics
community! I think that is what Rovelli is complaining about.)

12. Tony Smith
January 3, 2006

Chris Oakley et al quoted Susskind as saying that “… if the young generation of
scientists is really that spineless …[as to]… give up looking for the “true” reason
for things, the beautiful mathematical principle … then science is doomed
anyway … “.

Since Susskind himself is, by advocating his Landscape, “… … giv[ing] up looking
for the “true” reason for things, the beautiful mathematical principle … “,
it seems to me that he himself is advocating that “science” be “doomed”, and
that his comment seems to be an attempt to shift the blame for any resulting
Dark Age from himself to the “spineless … young generation”.

As one who has a model that does allow calculation of the fundamental



constants, which model is therefore testable, I find the questions of Charles
Daney:

“… what if we did happen to find a satisfactory theory that fully determined all
the fundamental constants, as Einstein expected? Then we would have to face a
rather striking conclusion – that the fundamental principle(s) together with pure
mathematics require that all the physical constants have specific values which
just happen to allow our kind of life to exist. Wouldn’t that itself be a conclusion
which demands an explanation? …”

to be interesting.

Tony Smith
htttp://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

13. Kasper Olsen
January 3, 2006

Unbounded Ignorance…
Ups! This is of course something which I should have known about, sorry. But I’m
sure Adrian will help me. For starters: what is an unbounded operator? One
without boundaries? (It’s hard for me to imagine what this could mean). How can
such an OP have domain restrictions when it is unbounded? What is a state
space of OP algebras? (I’ve never heard about an operator being in some specific
“state”). And C^* algebras? What does the C stand for – and more interestingly
the * – is it ultimatively related to cosmology? And Information Theory? Does that
apply both to modern quantum mechaincs and the media? Seems like I’ve go a
lot to learn…

14. Adrian Heathcote
January 3, 2006

Hi Kaspar

Yes, it looks like it’s going to be a long winter over those books. Enjoy! 

A.H.

15. Jody
January 3, 2006

Kasper said

“what is an unbounded operator? One without boundaries? (It’s hard for me to
imagine what this could mean). How can such an OP have domain restrictions
when it is unbounded? What is a state space of OP algebras? (I’ve never heard
about an operator being in some specific “state”). And C^* algebras? What does
the C stand for – and more interestingly the * ”

An unbounded linear operator on a normed vector space (e.g. Hilbert or Banach
space) is a _not necessarily continuous_ linear operator that is _not necessarily_



defined on the whole space! Bounded (= continuous) linear operators are then
(confusingly) a special case of unbounded linear operators! Domain restrictions
are a big thorn in the analysis of unbounded operators, which is why some
mathematicians feel physicists are a bit dodgy in their calculations. See the nice
paper:

F. Gieres, Mathematical surprises and Dirac’s formalism in quantum mechanics
(quant-ph/9907069)

for a discussion of the sutleties of unbounded ops in QM.

For a more basic general discussion see the Wikipedia article:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unbounded_operator

As for C*-algebras, see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C%2A-algebra

The * stands for the involution or “adjoint” operation on a C*-algebra (which
plays the role of a generalized “conjugate transpose” from matrix theory).
Physicists tend to use a “dagger” symbol for adjoints, while mathematicians use
a “star” symbol. There is also the C*-identity: ||T*T|| = ||T||^2. Thus, a C*-
algebra is a normed algebra, which is complete with respect to the induced norm
topology, with an involution operation * that happens to satisfy the C*-identity.

A “state” on a C*-algebra A is a positive linear functional f : A -> C from A to the
complex numbers C. (Thus, the “state space” of A is a subset of the dual space A*
of all bounded linear functionals, but that is another use of *…) When A = B(H) is
the C*-algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H, every unit (=
state) vector v gives a “state” for B(H) by the “expectation” formula:

f(T) = (T(v), v)

for T in B(H), where (v , w) denotes the inner product. By the Gelfand-Naimark-
Segal (GNS) construction, every state on an abstract C*-algebra A can be
(essentially) viewed in this way.

Hope this helps,
Jody

16. Kasper Olsen
January 3, 2006

Sorry guys – but it was obviously a joke from begining to end  Of course I know
these things very well indeed.

The point here is, that for many applications of quantum mechanics (for example
if you are doing atomic physics) you don’t need to know what an unbounded self-
adjoint operator is. Or what a C^* algebra is. Or what Information Theory is.

So, it was not unbounded ignorance from *my* side…

17. Lee Smolin
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January 3, 2006

HI everyone.

Carlo Rovelli did not say or imply that “Physics moved ahead too quickly in the
last century, without properly understanding the mathematics of quantum
mechanics.” Kasper, this comment was made by Adrian. Please read what he
actually said, http://www.edge.org/q2006/q06_9.html#rovelli. Rovelli’s point was
entirely different.

What Rovelli is complaining about is clear from his last sentence. It has nothing
to do with the math, it is the extent to which string theory has become a study of
cataloguing solutions to classical or at best semiclassical equations, ignoring
both the background independence of general relativity and the challenges of
understanding what a spacetime is within quantum mechanics. His point, with
which I sadly have to agree, is that those who think of themselves as doing
fundamental physics but have avoided wrestling with the implications of
combining the principles of GR and QM have not appreciated the radical
conceptual and technical innovations imposed on us just by those principles.

Best wishes to everyone for the new year, Lee

ps To avoid the inevitable misunderstanding, I do NOT imply here that the
Einstein equations are fundamental, only that the principles of GR are.

18. Aaron Bergman
January 3, 2006

And, yet, Rovelli was still condescending and wrong.

19. rof
January 3, 2006

We must understand that Carlo has his own interpretation of quantum
mechanics, the so-called relational interpretation, and his statement that others
have not understood quantum mechanics simply means that others don’t share
his interpretation.

(Incidentally, his interpretation is that which we should say that a thing is in one
state “relative to” something else, rather than saying that a thing is in a
particular state. He doesn’t answer the question: Can a cat be dead relative to
one person and alive relative to somebody else? If the answer is yes, his
interpretation is just many worlds, and if the answer is no then there’s nothing
relational about it – the cat is absolutely alive or dead. Consequently, his
interpretation is incoherent.)

The remarks about background independence are more widely known, and have
more justification, although the appeals to Leibniz’s theory of space should not
be made, since Leibnizian space was disproved by Kant in the 1780’s.

Aaron, would you care to say which of Rovelli’s statements you consider to be

http://www.edge.org/q2006/q06_9.html#rovelli
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wrong and whether it is just your opinion or whether it’s an established fact?

20. Anonymous
January 3, 2006

Rovelli said:

What makes me smile is that even many of todays “audacious scientific
speculations” about things like extra-dimensions, multi-universes, and the likely,
are not only completely unsupported experimentally, but are even always
formulated within world view that, at a close look, has not yet digested quantum
mechanics and relativity!

rof asks:

Aaron, would you care to say which of Rovelli’s statements you consider to be
wrong and whether it is just your opinion or whether it’s an established fact?

I don’t presume to speak for Aaron, but the quote above seems wrong to me, and
it’s Rovelli who needs to justify the opinion. A perusal of the literature on extra
dimensions, for instance, will reveal plenty of both relativity and quantum
mechanics. It is, as Aaron said, condenscending of Rovelli to claim that other
physicists do not understand these things. They are the bread and butter of all of
high-energy physics.

21. Aaron Bergman
January 3, 2006

Aaron, would you care to say which of Rovelli’s statements you consider to be
wrong and whether it is just your opinion or whether it’s an established fact?

The idea that people don’t understand background independence, the lessons of
general relativity, yadda, yadda, yadda. People are quite capable of
understanding the metaphysics and still rejecting Rovelli’s favorite theory.

22. Dumb Biologist
January 3, 2006

Has anyone of the “bigwigs” (a scientist of stature on the order of a Weinberg,
say) proposed the dangerous idea that if quantum gravity theorists can’t figure
out how to formulate a falsifiable theory, they should either make the ethical leap
to mathematics*, where their imagination need not be fettered by external
referents, or abandon quantum gravity models altogether for fields that contain
problems which are testable, at least in principle?

(*This is not to denigrate mathematics, being perhaps the only worthy
“philosophy”, to which the greatest human minds contribute, just to
acknowledge there’s a difference, and that difference can be important.)

23. Lee Smolin
January 3, 2006



Aaron and Anonymous,

Let’s lower the temperature and discuss the substance of what we disagree
about. You say, “People are quite capable of understanding the metaphysics and
still rejecting Rovelli’s favorite theory.” But, as Carlo makes clear, his favorite
theories are general relativity and quantum mechanics. He claims that the
principles of these are ignored by approaches to unification that study only
semiclasical effects in fixed classical spacetime backgrounds.

You make it clear that you disagree, i.e. you reject the view that a quantum
theory of gravity should be background independent. This is a substantial
disagreement. So lets discuss why we disagree.

Certainly, no insult is intended. But it is hard to avoid the impression that some
people who reject the case for background independence have not thought
carefully through the issues in the interpretation of general relativity that lead us
to adopt it. Perhaps this is not true of Aaron, but it is true of many who confuse
the methodlogy used to interpret very symmetric solutions to GR with the very
different issue of describing observables for the generic solution.

The issue is not about knowing how to write the Einstein’s equations down or
find simple solutions. It is about the interpretation of observables on the space of
solutions. Untill one has struggled through the issues raised by the hole
argument, or the problem of specifying diffeomorphism invariant observables,
you cannot have absorbed the full meaning of general relativity. My impression is
that once people have absorbed this it changes their taste as to what kinds of
solutions to the problem of quantum gravity they are willing to entertain.
Specifically it seems impossible to have understood these things and still to
believe in the possible viability of any background dependent approach to
quantum gravity.

Of course the equations of general relativity are used in Kaluza-Klein inspired
higher dimensional unifications. But, because of these subtle interpretational
issues, this is not the same thing as taking the princiiples of the theory seriously.

A related issue is that all the higher dimensional unifications require that some
degrees of freedom be frozen. Otherwise, as Penrose argues in his recent book,
there are instabilities that lead quickly to collapse to singularities. These are to
some extent avoided by the flux compactifications but, as we know, the cost is
the need to appeal to anthropic arguments.

But the point is that from a background independent point of view, any result
that requires the specification of a specific solution rather than a generic
prediction of the theory seems unreliable exactly because the symmetric
solutions are in many ways non-generic.

Even Einstein saw this was a potential trap, when he commented, ““It is
anomalous to replace the four dimensional continuum by a five dimensional one
and then subsequently to tie up artificially one of those five dimensions in order
to account for the fact that it does not manifest itself”



Thanks,

Lee

24. woit
January 3, 2006

Dumb biologist,

There seems to be a misconception that if what string theorists are doing isn’t
falsifiable and thus not physics, it must be mathematics. Not so. Some sorts of
work in string theory involves non-trivial new mathematics that is of interest to
mathematicians, and there already are some people doing this successfully
working in mathematics departments. But most of the non-falsifiable stuff going
on in string theory does not involve any new mathematics, and mathematicians
want even less to do with this kind of thing than physicists.

25. Dumb Biologist
January 3, 2006

Ah, I see.

Well, that’s kind of depressing…

26. Moshe
January 3, 2006

Lee, back to that story. I believe you are talking about string perturbation theory
when you claim we expand around a classical solution, which are very
symmetric, and all the rest. I would call it lack of *manifest* BI., but never mind
that.
\
Since it is already 2006 we don’t have to have that conversation. We have, since
1997, a background independent formulation of quantum gravity in spaces with
negative cosmological constant. Yes, it is not quite as BI as you would like it to
be, but as I mentioned before there are good reasons, independent of string
theory, to believe that is the best one can do. Indeed, one of them is precisely the
struggle to define diffeoemorphism invariant observables, which at least so far
require one to have appropriate asymptotia.
\
Finally, not too get too deeply into that, but lowering the temperature seems like
a good idea if one is to have a useful conversation, derogatory or misleading
statements about each other’s research are not helpful in that.

27. woit
January 3, 2006

Since I kind of started all this by posting the material from Rovelli, let me say a
bit about why it struck a little bit of a chord with me and I included it. I suspect
that my own ideas about this are quite different than Rovelli’s, but perhaps there
is some overlap.



As everyone in the field is aware, combining QM and special relativity
inescapably leads us to quantum field theory. My version of Rovelli’s comment
that our picture of the world is too simple-minded and that we haven’t fully
absorbed the implications of QM and special relativity would be not that
physicists don’t understand the standard formalisms of these two subjects, but
that the full implications of QFT have yet to be fathomed or absorbed. Starting in
the late 1970s, people have found some very deep new mathematics by thinking
about QFT, and I suspect there’s a lot more of this to be uncovered, with major
implications both for mathematics and physics. 200 years from now, people may
very well see the late 20th century as a period when we were just starting to get
a clue about what QM+SR=QFT really was, with a large part of the field
ignoring the very challenging issues posed by trying to get to the bottom of this,
instead spending its time on ideas about multiverses and extra dimensions that
turned out to be shallow and besides the point.

28. Aaron Bergman
January 3, 2006

You make it clear that you disagree, i.e. you reject the view that a quantum
theory of gravity should be background independent.

I have made absolutely no such claim whatsoever. We’ve covered this ground ad
nauseum on Cosmic Variance, so I’m not going to repeat myself here.

After all of that discussion, that you still don’t understand my position is
inexplicable to me.

29. Lee Smolin
January 3, 2006

Dear Moshe,

Thanks. Two small points. You say, “there are good reasons, independent of
string theory, to believe that is the best one can do.” No, we know that one can
do much better and get results from genuinely background independent
methods. This is shown by recent results in causal dynamical triangulations and
LQG in both 2+1 and 3+1 dimensions. Indeed, the recent results are based on
methods which deal successfully with the problems of diffeo invariant
observables (read Rovelli’s papers leading up to the recent results on the
graviton propagator-as that was their purpose.)

As for AdS/CFT, let me insist again that except for special cases where BPS
symmetry is used, the evidence supports a weak form of the conjecture-which is
the one in WItten’s 97 paper. This conjecture gives a map between CFT’s on the
boundary and classical or semiclassial field threories on fixed backgrounds that
are asymptotically AdS. Most of the very impressive results in this subject
support this weaker form of the conjecture. This is far from sufficient to support
the much bolder conjecture of Maldacena that there is an equivalence between a
string theory in the bulk and the boundary CFT. Given that there is not even a
complete formulation of free string propagation on AdS5 X S5 one cannot claim
that there is strong evidence for Maldacena’s form of the conjecture-except

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/14/the-landscape-for-real-this-time/
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again in very special cases where BPS symmetry allows constructions to be done
that may not otherwise exist.

Given this, I see little support for the even stronger form of the conjecture that
posits that results of the boundary CFT are equivalent to a fully background
independent (except for asymptotic boundary conditions) quantum gravity theory
in the bulk. There are many papers that assume that the conjecture is true and
deduce consequences, but the only evidence I know of that supports a strong as
opposed to a weak form of the AdS/CFT conjecture makes strong use of BPS
symmetry, which means it may not be reliable outside of a tiny sector of the
Hilbert space.

So I do not agree that “We have, since 1997, a background independent
formulation of quantum gravity in spaces with negative cosmological constant.” I
cannot object if you personally believe this strong form of the conjecture, but I
do object if you write as if it is an established fact.

thanks, and happy new year, Lee

30. Lee Smolin
January 3, 2006

Aaron, I’m sorry, but I looked on CV and you say there that: “… to say that any
quantum theory of gravity must be background independent smacks of
hubris….Nature is going to work how it’s going to work.” And, “If a
nonperturbative formulation of string theory exists, we should find it. If it’s
background independent, that’s great. … But, if the nonperturbative formulation
isn’t background independent, then so be it.”

If these are representative then you appear to ” reject the view that a quantum
theory of gravity SHOULD be background independent”. which is what I said.

Thanks, Lee

31. Aaron Bergman
January 3, 2006

Again, Lee, look at the paper of Berenstein, Maldacena and Nastase and the 795
papers the cite it.

32. Aaron Bergman
January 3, 2006

I reject there the idea that a quantum theory of gravity needs to be background
independent. But, as the whole rest of that thread points out, string theory looks
background independent. Nobody’s rejecting the “case for background
independence”. You continually set up this straw man, and it’s tiresome.

33. Moshe
January 3, 2006



Lee, Aaron reminds me there was a reason for my deja vu… Let me just say I
strongly disagree with your characterization of AdS/CFT as applying just to the
BPS sector, or only in the supergravity limit, this is just wrong. I also think a
conjecture that faced thousands of attempts for refutation over 8 years is as
established as we will ever acheive in this business, just my opinion. If you prefer
we can refer to anything that was not rigorously proven as a conjecture…
\
Peter, interesting interpretation of Rovelli’s remarks, I am afraid though that he
refers to general and not special relativity… I have to say that this struck a chord
with me as well, the thing I find most useful about string theory is that it is a
quantum mechanical model which naturally incorporates general relativity at
large distances. So maybe we don’t fully incorporate the deep ideals of QM and
GR, but at least we incorporate the theories themselves, that is a good start.

34. Lee Smolin
January 3, 2006

The pp waves studied by BMN are an extremal limit of the theory. While these
are very impressive results they are special cases that rely on special structures
and so do not prove the general conjecture.

And Aaron, please clairfy: you reject the idea that a quantum theory of gravity
NEEDS to be background independent. But you say nobody rejects the case for
background independence. Isn’t this a contradiction? My reading of the “case” is
that it consists of arguments that REQUIRE background independence.

I am sorry if this is tiresome, but you claim that “string theory looks background
independent.” What is meant by background indepedence is a formulation of the
theory that makes no reference to any classical background geometry. Even
granting the strong Maldacena conjecture, it would not do this because there is
a fixed Minkowksi geometry on whcih the SYM theory is defined.

Were there in fact a backgound independent formulation of string theory it would
have a Hilbert space and observable algebra whose specificaion made no
reference to any classical metric. There simply is no such formulation of string
theory. All the matrix models considered to be part of string thoery, including
BMN and BFSS have a fixed metric in their Hamiltonian. There were a few
attmepts to make a truly background independent formulation of string theory,
but not enough is known about them to claim success.

Lee

35. Aaron Bergman
January 3, 2006

Lee, you said “As for AdS/CFT, let me insist again that except for special cases
where BPS symmetry is used, the evidence supports a weak form of the
conjecture”. Now, when presented with such evidence, you say “they are special
cases that rely on special structures and so do not prove the general conjecture”.
This strikes me as goalpost shifting.



In general, I reject metaphysics. You can make all such arguments you want, but
nature is the ultimate arbiter. I don’t think we can ever ultimately learn anything
about nature except through experiment.

As for the rest, pretty much everything I want to say has already been said in the
CV thread, but “Even granting the strong Maldacena conjecture, it would not do
this because there is a fixed Minkowksi geometry on whcih the SYM theory is
defined.” is really a very strange statement. You’re complaining about
background independence for a nongravitational theory?

36. Anonymous
January 3, 2006

You know, there is always the possibility that quantum gravity really does depend
on asymptotics. Background independence will be nice, but we just don’t know
for sure if it is a necessary feature of quantum gravity. I think Banks has argued
that it cannot be a feature of quantum gravity, for instance.

Lee, is the following true from your perspective? Every known attempt to start
from background independence and construct a theory of quantum gravity relies
on the assumption of a UV fixed point for gravity. It’s true of all the examples I
know, but I know of no convincing reason for that underlying assumption.

So if we have to choose a starting point, either a UV fixed point and background
independence, or a lack of a UV fixed point and a lack of manifest background
independence, I would go with the latter. But string theory, though lacking
manifest background independence, certainy appears to have at least some
degree of background independence. It would certainly be nice to clarify the
exact status of background independence in string theory, but the lack of
manifest background independence is no reason to scrap string theory in favor of
other approaches starting from much shakier foundations.

37. Adrian Heathcote
January 3, 2006

Hi Peter

Since Kasper pulled my leg by asking me ”which new mathematics” for QM, can
I ask you to ‘fess up and say what new maths for QFT you have in mind?

(I’ve long been curious what happened to the Glimm and Jaffe program. At a
certain point I just no longer heard of it. Did it face some insurmountable
problem or did people just drift on to other things? For a while there it looked
like it was the bomb.)

happy new year to you

38. Peter
January 3, 2006

Adrian,



Some of my speculations about the kind of mathematics behind quantum gauge
theory is in the paper about QFT and representation theory I wrote a few years
ago that is on the arXiv.

I haven’t heard much in recent years about the kind of rigorous constructive QFT
that Glimm and Jaffe were working on. Not sure whether there just are very few
people working on it, or really insuperable problems. My own guess is that trying
to rigorously construct very general classes of QFTs is too hard, you need more
structure to make the theory tractable. If one really could better understand the
relation between QFT and representation theory I was writing about, for certain
specific QFTs one might be able to do much more in terms of understanding the
theory rigorously.

39. Lee Smolin
January 3, 2006

Hi Anonymous,

Thanks, your statment about background independence and UV fixed points is
interesting but does not agree with my understanding of the results. Ambjorn
and Loll, who have good results which show the emergence of geometry from a
background independent theory, SHOW in detail that fixed points exist, they
don’t assume it. As for the LQG results, the theory is shown to be uv finite, in
both the hamiltonian and path integral formulations. So there is no uv scale
invariance at all.

As to the role of asymptotics: in GR, which is a background independent theory,
the phase space splits into disconnected sectors, depending on the asymptotics. I
see now reason the same should not be true in
the quantum theory. The evidence, for example, from 2+1, is that it is.

To Moshe, I don’t dispute there is an AdS/CFT relation, I am just trying to find
out precisely which possible version is true. Don’t you agaree this is a good thing
to do, given that there are different possible conjectures? I am following a basic
rule of logic which is that if two conjectures explain some evidence, only the
weaker of them can be considered to have support from that evidence. Especially
in a subject that has been well explored, where, as you say, there have been
thousands of papers over 8 years, isn’t it reasonable to believe the weakest
conjecture that I need to explain the evidence in all those papers?

I can easily imagine results that would support a stronger conjecture, given the
subject is well studied, their absence is also at least indicative.

But perhaps we should agree to disagree till there are fresh results,

Thanks, Lee

40. Moshe
January 3, 2006

Lee, I am curious about your statement about the phase space of GR having



disconnected pieces, do you regard that as evidence for weaker form of BI such
that asymptotics are kept fixed?
\
As for AdS/CFT, all I am saying there is lots of evidence for much stronger form
of the relation than the form you presented (only BPS objects in the supergravity
limit).
\
I also think that the mode of operation of physicists tend to be taking whatever
seems to work as a hint and try to apply it to further interesting problems (for
example in the present case gravity in deSitter space), we don’t tend to stick
around and sharpen and prove conjectures, maybe that is regrettable but this is
the way things are.

41. Tony Smith
January 3, 2006

I pretty much agree with Aaron about the tiresomeness of objections to
superstring theory based on lack of background independence.

If you go back to the days of N=8 supergravity, IIRC the gravity sector got the
Einstein-Hilbert action from a MacDowell-Mansouri process applied to the anti-
deSitter group Sp(2) = Spin(2,3), and IIRC people back then were not attacking
supergravity based on lack of background independence.
IIRC, the attacks back then were based on fears that UV finiteness would not be
maintained at high orders.
Was the idea back then that somehow “enough” background independence for
GR would probably “emerge” through the MacDowell-Mansouri process (a la
Deser-type formulations)?
Since such supergravity might be a low-energy limit of some superstring
formulations, could it be that a similar “emergence” of “enough” background
independence for GR might occur?

Doesn’t that mean that, unless and until such an “emergence” is conclusively
ruled out (which I do not think has been done or is likely to be done in the near
future), it is silly to attack superstring theory on the basis of lack of background
independence?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – If my recollections above (designated by IIRC) are seriously flawed, then, as
Gilda Radner used to say, “Nevermind”.

42. D R Lunsford
January 3, 2006

Lee Smolin said:

The issue is not about knowing how to write the Einstein’s equations down or
find simple solutions. It is about the interpretation of observables on the space of
solutions.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


This is absolutely not the issue! and it is flat wrong for you to annouce it as such.
I think you people are not very bright – you completely miss the point about GR,
which is how you end up abusing it so much.

The issue is the measurement problem without assuming an apparatus = a
background. This does honor to both GR and QM. You will instantly understand if
you think for 10 minutes that the entire ethos of the measurement problem is
antithetical to the idea of background independence. Any attempt to go farther
than this is doomed. You must either change one, or the other. Your crowd
ignores the actual physical import of GR because it is easier to hide one’s canoe
in the metaphyical tributaries of the of “interpretation”.

“Wave function of the universe” – case closed!

The only people who take both GR and QM seriously are Finkelstein, Dirac,
Einstein, Pauli, and Schroedinger. The very people who get ingored now.

-drl

43. Chris W.
January 4, 2006

(..and the actual physical import of GR is…)

Are you saying that assuming a background is equivalent to assuming that
measurement apparatuses are physical realizable, which is obviously an essential
precondition for doing physics, hence the demand for background independence
is self-defeating and pointless?

44. Chris W.
January 4, 2006

[correction: physically realizable]

45. Anonymous
January 4, 2006

Lee,

OK, it sounds like we are in agreement that asymptotics are potentially
important.

You say “Ambjorn and Loll, who have good results which show the emergence of
geometry from a background independent theory, SHOW in detail that fixed
points exist, they don’t assume it. As for the LQG results, the theory is shown to
be uv finite, in both the hamiltonian and path integral formulations. So there is
no uv scale invariance at all.”

I’m puzzled by the Ambjorn/Loll result, but I have to admit to only having
skimmed the relevant papers. It doesn’t seem the lattice theory is known to have
a good continuum limit, which is what I would think you mean by “SHOW” that
fixed points exist. Are you saying they have definitively established such a limit?



In which papers?

As for LQG: you’re saying the theory is UV finite but there is no UV fixed point?
How does this mesh with the nonrenormalizability of GR? What’s the extra
structure that fixes the infinitely many independent constants one naively
expects in quantum GR?

One last question: in all of these non-string theoretic approaches, quantum
gravity is proposed to be just a quantum field theory in the usual sense, yes? If so
the claims conflict with my field-theoretic intuition, but if you can answer or give
references for answers for my questions above it should help me understand
exactly what you’re claiming. Maybe others have the same confusion? (I, for one,
thought LQG was predicated on assuming a UV fixed point of some sort.)

Thanks!

46. Lee Smolin
January 4, 2006

Hi Moshe,

Yes, GR satisfies a weak form of BI (background independence) in which several
things are kept fixed including dimensions, topology and asymptotics. So hence
does any direct quantization of GR. We might posit a deeper theory that
dispenced with these background structures, which takes us beyond the strict
quantization of GR. Several people in the BI quantum gravity world have
advocated doing so, for example, Markopoulou and Freidel both advocated forms
of spin foam models in which there is no fixed embedding space for the spin
foams.

I agree also its regrettable that at least some people don’t dig in and sharpen
and prove conjectures. We can certainly do something about this, for example
make sure that people who do so, like Berkovits, are honored and rewarded.

Hi Anonymous, for Abjorn and Loll, you can see clearly the demonstration of a
fixed point in their 1+1 dimensional case, hep-th/9805108. Another way to see it
is in the paper of Ansari and Markopoulou, hep-th/0505165. There are results
also in 3+1 but those are numerical, whereas in 1+1 they are analytic and clean.
As for LQG I tried to explain in an intuitive way for quantum field theorists the
basics in my review hep-th/0408048. It evades perturbative non-renormalizability
because there simply are no excitations with wavelength below the planck scale.

But there was an intuitive idea which indeed was motivational for LQG at the
very beginning, which is that one expected from the ideas of asymptotic safety
that a uv fixed point would require a scaling dimension of 2. This suggested that
when you probe to Planck scales you should see a distribution of 1+1
dimensional excitations on a background where the metric vanished. Crane and I
studied this heuristically in 84-85. This suggested initially looking at states made
by finitely distributed WIlson loops, which was adopted then to the Ashtekar
connection. But the actual results indicated there is just a uv cutoff rather than a
scaling with reduced dimension.



However it is interesting to note that both Amborn and Loll and recent works on
asymptotic safety see evidence for a reduction in scaling dimension to 2.

Thanks,

Lee

47. rof
January 4, 2006

DRL,

Can you elaborate a bit about GR and measurement? It is a project of mine to
take GR as it is presented at the moment (namely, as an ontological theory –
“There exists a manifold, with this and that tensor and these geometrical
properties”) and reword it so that it makes mention only of experimental results
and their relationships from the points of view of observers. Have you attempted
something similar?

48. Moshe
January 4, 2006

Lee, just to clarify my opinion, I think that proving conjectures is not a
particualrly effiecient search startegy. Sure, once the correct language and
issues are identified this should be done. I am glad for example that the people
who developed the standard model did not stop to prove their points. Many of
the ingredients going into that theory, such as confinement and the existence of
chiral gauge theory, remain on shaky mathematical ground to this day. But, of
course this is just a matter of judgement, though this view I think is wide-spread
among theoretical physicists of all stripes.
\
And about background independence, I am a fan of the weak form, which fixes
the asymptotics, at least for now. I take it as another encouraging sign that
Einstein’s classical gravity obeys precisely this form.

49. Fabien Besnard
January 4, 2006

I would like to go back to what Rovelli said in the first place. I have heard him
say something similar, and he also talks about it in his book : it’s the need to be
conservative to open the way for a scientific revolution. What Rovelli says, and
he’s surely right about it, is that finding a quantum theory of gravity is not just a
very difficult technical problem but a conceptual one that will involving a
complete reinterpretation of our old ideas about the world. Perhaps even the
words “quantum theory of gravity” are inappropriate for what will come out. But
that does not mean that new concepts need to be introduced by hand before
solving this problem : Rovelli also argues in his book that it had never worked
that way. The only thing we can do is taking seriously the theories we have,
without any wild guess about additional structures, and follow the thread until
something appears that need to be understood in a new way. This is exactly what
Einstein did with special relativity : he took Mawxell theory and galilean



relativity seriously, and follow the thread until the Lorentz transformations
followed. What’s interesting is that these were already around, but no one
understood them, no one took them really seriously. Einstein did because they
followed logically from two well established facts : the invariance of c and the
relativity of inertial motion. Thus he was compelled to take them seriously, and it
led him to a new conceptual framework. Before that, wild theories about how the
way aether interacted with matter had been made, but of course they couldn’t
get anywhere. Now suppose string theory is the right direction to follow to
quantize gravity. To what conceptual revolution does it hint to ? This is not only a
rhetorical question, I am frankly curious about that. As far as I can see,
Maldacena conjecture if it turns out to be true seems to me the only candidate
for a change in concepts, but I don’t know enough to be sure about that. On the
other hand, the disappearance of time in LQG does really sound like a conceptual
revolution to me. But what makes the difference between a new concept and
what is just a clever idea ? Can several very clever ideas lead to a new concept ?
I don’t know for sure, but perhaps one could say that a clever idea is an answer
to a specific question (how many dimensions does spacetime has ? what is the
shape of the universe ? what do particles look like at very small scales ?), even
one that has never been put forward, whereas a new concept does not answer
any question but tells you what questions you are allowed to ask.

50. Juan R.
January 6, 2006

Rovelli exactly says:

We still haven’t digested that the world is quantum mechanical, and
the immense conceptual revolution needed to make sense of this basic
factual discovery about nature.

That is not true and perhaps it is the basis of the typical “we do not understand
quantum mechanics”. Maybe people who claim to be doing fundamental physics
would revise their knowledge of basic stuff.

As brilliantly highlighted by Bohr -a century ago- there is two visions of the
world. At the one hand, the quantum vision, mainly applicable to atomic scale. At
the other, the classical vision, mainly applicable to macroscopic scale. Both are
complementary between them and none view can be reduced to the other.

Precisely, that is the reason that Schrödinger equation is totally inefficient when
dealing with macroscopic phenomena, and that the old quantum measurement
problem is not solved still. This is reason that Gell-Mann/Hartle ‘histories
formalism’ [1] has not predictive power. It is the reason of great failure of the
decoherence approach to solve measurement problem (far from P. W. Anderson
unjustified claims [2]), this is reason that multiple-worlds Weinberg
‘interpretation’ sounds (see for example Penrose’s criticism on why multiple-
worlds is wrong in both philosophical and technical details in one of his last
books [3]) to joke for people doing serious stuff (i.e. people who is doing top-
research in quantum measurement), etc.
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All realistic models of quantum measurement published in specialized literature
are based in generalizations of the quantum: axiomatic generalizations of QM
(e.g. Martingale models based in Lindblad semigroups that permit us derive
Born rules), nonlinear equations violating superposition principle at large scales
(e.g. ‘Caldeira-Leggett’ ones), LPS systems outside of Hilbert space (Austin-
Brussels School Rigged-QM), etc.

Simple equations of the kind Rovelly loves (H phi = 0 or ADM or similar ones)
are rough approximations valid just in certain specific situations.

Probably, the general misunderstanding about quantum mechanics is the
explanation for the four decades futile effort about geometrodynamics, LQG, and
so. I agree that superstring theory does rather poor our approach to quantum
gravity, but LQG is not better. One can agree that both are complementary
approaches. LQG does mistakes A, B, and C, whereas superstrings incorrectly
deals with D, E, and F points.

Unfortunately, Rovelly (as many others LQG theorists) does not understand time
and this is the reason of his last decade unfounded claims on a pure relational
structure for the universe.

Of course, the superstring perturbative series around a fixed classical spacetime
background is wrong and really trivial (one can use elementary R-QFT
techniques); I agree with the LQG philosophy here. However, sorry to say this
Lee Smolin, the principles of GR are not fundamental.

Lee Smolin said:

Yes, GR satisfies a weak form of BI (background independence) in
which several things are kept fixed including dimensions, topology and
asymptotics. So hence does any direct quantization of GR. We might
posit a deeper theory that dispenced with these background structures,
which takes us beyond the strict quantization of GR.

I do not agree. We might posit a deeper theory explaining available (present and
future) experimental data. Only that!

There are no single experimental data suggesting us that topology of spacetime
may change at Planck scales even if anyone in quantum gravity community think
so. Therefore, you (as Rovelli) are expressing how you want universe was…

—

[1] M. Gell-Mann and J. B. Hartle, Quantum Mechanics in the Light of Quantum
Cosmology, in Complexity, Entropy, and the Physics of Information, W. Zurek, ed.,
Addison-Wesley, Reading (1990), p. 425; also in Proceedings of the 3rd
International Symposium on Quantum Mechanics in the Light of New
Technology, S. Kobayashi, H. Ezawa, Y. Murayama, and S. Nomura, eds., Physical
Society of Japan (1990); Phys. Rev. D 47, 3345 (1993).

[2] http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0112095
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[3] The Large, the Small and the Human Mind

.

Juan R.
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Nekrasov on String Perturbation Theory

January 3, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Nikita Nekrasov is giving a very interesting series of talks at the Jerusalem Winter
School on the topic of “Introduction to modern covariant superstring theory.” The first
of his talks was yesterday and is now on-line. In it he outlined the two main
formalisms for superstring theory and discussed their advantages and drawbacks,
while also giving a beautiful discussion of the quantization of the superparticle, and
the use of twistor and pure-spinor methods in 10d super-Yang-Mills.

One of these two formalisms, the NSR formalism, uses supersymmetry on the world-
sheet, with target space a usual (bosonic) space (i.e. 10d space-time). The advantage
of this is that amplitudes are computed using a linear theory, supergravity on the
worldsheet. One disadvantage of this is that spacetime supersymmetry is not
manifest, only recovered after GSO projection. A very serious technical problem is
that, while one ultimately wants to construct amplitudes by summing over spin
structures and integrating over the moduli space, the formalism gives one for each
spin structure an amplitude on the super-moduli space, not the moduli space (and
these super-moduli spaces are different for different spin structures). In recent years
D’Hoker and Phong have been able to deal with this problem for genus 2 (and they
have some results for genus 3), but for higher genus how to consistently get
amplitudes on moduli space remains an open problem. Note that the problem with
these multi-loop amplitudes is not only that you aren’t sure they are finite, but you
aren’t sure that they are even well-defined. Presumably this is purely a technical
problem, not evidence of an inherent inconsistency problem with such amplitudes,
but one can’t be sure of this until someone finds a way of resolving the problem.

The other formalism, the so-called Green-Schwarz formalism, uses a bosonic
worldsheet, but takes the target space to be a supermanifold. This has the advantage
of making space-time supersymmetry manifest, and avoiding the problem of
integrating over super-moduli space, but it carries its own disadvantages. The world-
sheet theory is now a highly non-linear, constrained theory, with both first-class and
second-class constraints, constraints that Nekrasov describes as “hard to separate in
a covariant way”. No one knows how to quantize this theory preserving super-
Poincare invariance, so one typically uses a non-covariant gauge-fixing like light-cone
gauge, something that runs into trouble at genus 2 or higher.

In recent years, Berkovits has been developing an improved version of the Green-
Schwarz formalism, sometimes called the Berkovits formalism, and this is the main
topic of Nekrasov’s lectures. Presumably Nekrasov will be discussing in his next two
lectures how this works and some of the interesting problems with it, problems that
he wrote a paper about a couple months ago, one which was discussed here. In his
talk, Nekrasov seemed rather nervous that he would get into trouble because people
might think he was raising the possibility of superstring perturbation theory being
inconsistent. At one point he said that his “policy statement” was that he hoped that
things could be made to work at any genus. He also seemed concerned in his talk
yesterday about how his remarks might be reported today, saying:
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There are really conc… well… I don’t want to call them conceptual problems because
these days everything is recorded. If I say something is a conceptual problem,
tomorrow there will be a blog on that, or a paper. So, there are some technical
difficulties….

Comments

1. MathPhys
January 3, 2006

I think that this website has helped educate more people about the most recent
developments in string theory (while keeping a sober view of its problems and
shortcomings) more than any other resource on the internet, excluding
Ginsparg’s archives.

I think that this website is doing string theory as a discipline a great service. I
doubt more than a fraction of the readers of this website read J Distler’s blog (for
example).

2. woit
January 3, 2006

Thanks MathPhys,

I’ve certainly noticed that a sizable fraction of the traffic here comes from
machines at academic sites with “string” part of the machine name, and have
also heard from several string theorists that, while they disagree with my point
of view, they do find a lot of interesting material here.

Recently there have been roughly 5000 people a day looking at this weblog, a
number that really astounds me.

3. Luboš Motl
January 3, 2006

Dear Peter and MathPhys,

try to guess what error you have done that allows an intelligent reader, after
going through all occurences of “MathPhys” on this blog, determine that you are
the very same person. 

All the best
Luboš

4. MathPhys
January 3, 2006

Dear Lubos,

Would you be willing to put your money where your mouth is and bet anything



above US$1,000 that Peter Woit and I are the same person?

If not, would you be willing to apologize in public for insinuating that Peter Woit
lacks the integrity that puts a stunt such as you proposed below him?

I am willing to accept any method of verification by independent observers. I do
not accept any bets below $1,000 because that makes them not worth my time.

Thank you.

5. Luboš Motl
January 3, 2006

Dear Peter or MathPhys,

no, I don’t intend to make a bet with you because I don’t believe that you would
pay me the money.

All the best
Luboš

6. Peter
January 3, 2006

Lubos,

You really are mad as a hatter, I can’t begin to guess what you have in mind here,
do tell. I do know who MathPhys is, and no he’s not me. From his previous
comment he has less of a sense of humor about your antics than I do.

7. MathPhys
January 3, 2006

Peter, Please! I can use the money!

Lubos, It shouldn’t be too difficult to find someone that both of us accept who
can administer the bet. I know at least one person right here that both of us
trust. Or you can nominate anyone from your side that I know.

8. Arun
January 3, 2006

Looking forward to hearing about the technic-conceptu-al problems.

9. WorldRen
January 3, 2006

Luboš Motl
I visited your blog before using the link woit provided. But I don’t think I would
visit your blog again.

10. Peter



January 3, 2006

Enough about Lubos, please! Unless he has an entertaining explanation of why
he is sure I am MathPhys, I don’t want to hear any more about it. Further
comments should be about higher order calculations in superstring perturbation
theory.

11. Luboš Motl
January 4, 2006

Dear “WorldRen”,

indeed, I would appreciate if you’ll never come closer than 5 miles from my blog
because I have roughly 10 times more of such WorldRens visiting the blog than
what would be appropriate and their market value is heavily negative. Thanks!

 Incidentally, it is not hard to see that this is the first time that “WorldRen”
appears in the physics blogosphere. What do you think is the conclusion?

Peter,

your comments about the stringy perturbative expansions are pathetic. I have
explained you why it works in such a transparent way that a better than average
high school student must have already understood the proof of the finiteness.

Nikita is trying to get people’s attention and attract the people into the
worldsheet because it is his world. Of course he will never say that there are
conceptual problems with string perturbation theory because he knows that such
a statement is unjustifiable, and if he said such a thing, everyone would be
asking him what he means (and he would have nothing to answer) because – as
we correctly observe – everything is recorded these days.

Best
Luboš

12. David
January 4, 2006

Peter, it creates a strange impression when on the one hand you bemoan the
current dominance of string theory in particle physics (or at least the formal
theory end of it) and on the other hand use your blog to publicise the work of
string theorists. I can understand it when the purpose is to point out and discuss
major problems with the program (landscape etc), but that doesn’t seem to be
the case here. The admiring tone of your discussion of Nekraskov’s “very
interesting series of talks” is hardly offset by the mention of the “conc-technical
difficulties” bit at the end. Are you a closet string theory fan? (Perhaps analogous
to a homophobe whose homophobia is really a reaction to doubts about his own
sexuality…)

In a previous post/comment you said that you thought LQG is advancing much
more than string theory at present and that research efforts should be shifted
from strings to LQG. Why is it then that you write admiring posts on string



theory work but have never done the same for LQG work? (I know you mentioned
the talks at Loops 05 but that isn’t the same.) Another area where interesting
developments have occured in recent years, and which would have been natural
for you to mention given you background in it, is lattice gauge theory. E.g. one of
the developments in this area made the AIP’s `Top stories of 2005′
(www.aip.org/pnu/2005/split/731-1.html); other developments include index
theory on the lattice and have led to major progress on the very topic of your
PhD work (see, e.g., hep-lat/0108009, hep-th/0407052). Is the reason why you
don’t mention work in these areas that the people doing it are not high-powered
or illustrious enough for your liking?

13. Alejandro Rivero
January 4, 2006

Well I can think of three justifications for Lubos first comment here:
1) A naive “social engineering” attemp to discover (for free) the identity of
MathPhys

2) A misread of an early intervention of MathPhys, where he appears as first
commenter of a post titled “Hiding in the Mirror”. Lubos could had missed a
previous apparition of this commenter some days before and thought that this
one was the first one, then being a subtle play of Peter.

3) I really thought a third reason, but I have forgotten it while I was writting this
note.

14. hobgoblin
January 4, 2006

The issue is about finiteness, and the arguments on one side seem to consist of
statements like ‘There’s no evidence that it isn’t finite and no reason to suppose
that something magical will step in at higher orders and ruin everything,’ while
the argument on the other side is ‘There’s no proof that we have finiteness at all
genera and the assumption that we do have it without further evidence is wishful
thinking.’

A lot of the debate in theoretical physics seems to be like this lately. There’s an
awful lot of politicization and taking sides going on, and that isn’t healthy for
science. In fact, most of the side-taking seems to relate specifically to string
theory (either ‘string theory is the best achievement of the human race since
speech’ versus ‘string theory is a massive waste of resources that are better
spent elsewhere’, or ‘the landscape is stupid’ versus ‘the landscape is the best
achievement of the human race since string theory’).

As for Lubos, he has been diagnosed as a narcissist.

15. WorldRen
January 4, 2006

Peter,
In your posts, you try to publicize the most recent development in string theory
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and modestly criticize it at the same time. Well, the key problem with string
theory is, of course, that there is no experimental evidence to prove it or
disprove it yet. So string theory is special. I suggest everyone should be careful
when making posts and comments in case not to mislead people. Maybe we need
some humility in string theory.

Dear Luboš Motl,
You seems to be confident. But if one becomes too confident, he/she may ignore
others’ existence and may somewhat reluctantly trusts anything.

16. Ben Compson
January 4, 2006

Lubos, presumably you are going to apply for a faculty position at some point,
then hope to be awarded tenure. Have you thought of the consequences of
having written so many nasty comments and ad hominem attacks on this career
path?

Or do you think yourself so smart that that all your online activities will be
overlooked?

17. secret milkshake
January 4, 2006

hobgoblin: I have a problem with what you wrote:
1) such a diagnose requires some experienced psychiatrist
2) who needs to be at least as smart as the patient.
3) and who does carefull examination of the case history + interviews + tests
with the patient.

The results are not likely to be posted on a blog. To the point 1) and 2): I am not
sure you can find somebody qualified, Dr. Lecter has been travelling.
You better re-phrase your statement to something like this: “Lubos has been
widely conjectured to be a piece of work”.

Also, check out the most recent Motl, Vafa paper on arXiv; they are trying to
drasticaly narrow the permisible lansdscape by introducing a new condition (by
hand). If you ask me, the new hand-drawn line between the landscape and
swampland on Fig.1 looks a lot like map of Czech Rep…

18. woit
January 4, 2006

Hi David,

You’re probably right that I take too great an interest in following exactly what
string theorists are up to. One justification I can give is that if I’m going to
criticize them I should at least understand what they are doing, but sure, that’s
not sufficient.

I should try and make more clear what this blog is and what it isn’t. It’s my own



take on what I for one reason or another take an interest in, it’s not in any way
an attempt to make uniform judgements about what is or isn’t worth pursuing in
theoretical physics. The fact that I don’t take enough of an interest in something
to write much about it doesn’t mean it’s not interesting, it just means that for
one personal reason or another it’s not something I’ve spent much time thinking
about, virtually always simply due to a lack of time. There are many, many, many
topics I wish I had more time to look into and think about.

About LQG: I have written some about it, but one of the main reasons I haven’t
written more is that it is an active, healthy subject that already has some really
excellent expositors (such as Smolin and Rovelli). I encourage people to read
what they have to say, and if quantum gravity is your main interest, you should
be paying close attention to what is going on in LQG. But quantum gravity is not
my main interest, particle physics is, so I’m mostly spending my time thinking
about other things than LQG. While I think what the LQGers are doing is great
and should be encouraged, I also want to draw attention to ideas closer to my
own interests that are getting virtually none.

About lattice gauge theory: Again, this is an important, healthy subject, with a lot
of good work going on. But it’s not something I actively think much about these
days. Some of my current interests grew out of first thinking a lot about spinor
geometry in an attempt to find better ways to put spinors on the lattice. This is a
problem I keep hoping to find time to come back to. If I ever do, I’ll probably be
writing more about lattice theories here.

As for my interest in string theory. First of all, while I do bemoan endlessly its
current dominance, the formal theory end of it is actually the part that I think is
worth paying some attention to. What seems to me really a complete waste of
time are some of the phenomenological ends of the subject. Unlike “string
phenomenology”, the more formal, mathematical ends may very well lead
somewhere, at least in terms of producing spin-offs of good new mathematics or
new ideas about quantum field theory. The Nekrasov talks are a good example. If
you look at his second talk, which I just watched, it’s all about an interesting 2d
qft, one with target space one of great geometrical significance, the space of
pure spinors (=space of orthogonal complex structures). This is a nice QFT story,
involving some spinor geometry that deserves to be much better known. Ignoring
the string perturbation theory context, on its own it’s a nice piece of work on
quantum field theory. Some of the other topics Nekrasov discussed in his first
lecture involve again some beautiful ideas that are independent of string theory,
especially the use of twistor methods to study Yang-Mills.

One of my reasons for taking an interest in the multi-loop issue is purely
idiosyncratic: I have friends and colleagues who have worked on this, and have
enjoyed discussing their work with them and follwing this story over the years.
Finally, I think it is also an excellent example of what’s wrong with how string
theory is often being pursued. Instead of honestly evaluating what is known and
what isn’t, and trying to push forward and learn more (as Nekrasov, D’Hoker,
and Phong are doing), string theory partisans loudly make untrue claims and
personally attack anyone who disagrees with them. Lubos is just the most
extreme case, others like Distler aren’t much better.



19. anon
January 4, 2006

Lubos is symptomatic of the bigotry of many theoretical physicists.

In a way you could say it is refreshing honest to see a person behaving so
outrageously instead of quietly suppressing opposition.

Lubos loudly proclaims without a fig leaf of evidence that string theory must be
right, and that alternatives are a waste of time.

This in my opinion is more honest than the usual “conspiracy of silence” which
theoretical physicists use. Without people like Lubos, there wouldn’t be much
evidence of the misery caused!

20. Michael
January 4, 2006

“[…] if I’m going to criticize them I should at least understand what they are
doing […]”

Peter, do you believe you do understand what string theorists are doing? May I
quote you as saying that you believe you understand recent developments in
string theory?

Thanks,
Michael

21. secret milkshake
January 4, 2006

since the Bogdanov affair, it is clear that that some PhD comitees and article
editors do not have much clue about string theory. (At least at one minor French
university and several less-known journals, they were accepting/publishing 100%
balooney stringy thesis + several articles. This was done on the face value of the
summary of this bogus work – because the comitees/referees were unable to
understand the gibberish.)

22. woit
January 4, 2006

Michael,
I have no idea who you are, but from your behavior I’m quite sure that I
understand a lot more about recent developments in string theory than you do.
And yes, you can quote me on that.

23. shantanu
January 4, 2006

Peter , what about neutrino physics. It is one field in particle physics in which
there have been lots of exciting developments in the past 7 years both in
experiments (neutrino mass discovered, solar neutrino problem solved,



direct evidence for tau neutrino, etc.) IS it something which can impact rest of
particle physics and what do you think?

24. MathPhys
January 4, 2006

Michael,

If Peter Woit had no clue what he’s talking about and/or what’s going on in string
theory, people like you (and most notably Motl) wouldn’t even bother to log onto
his web site, let alone take the trouble to write comments on it.

I just don’t see what your problem is with someone who says that the
formal/technical aspects of string theory are great, but that the theory has made
no contact with physics.

It seems like a very reasonable point of view (also made by people like ‘tHooft,
and in different ways by Witten) and one that any of us may wish to disagree
with but can also live with.

Logging onto this site simply to write insulting comments anonymously is
something that doesn’t become a scientist.

25. woit
January 4, 2006

Shantanu,

There certainly has been a lot of progress in neutrino physics in recent years,
and it looks like there will be more in years to come (MiniBoone and Numi-Minos
should soon be reporting results). It’s one piece of particle physics where the
limitations on the energy to which we can accelerate particles is not very
relevant.

But the problem is that we still have no idea where the entries in fermion mass
matrices come from, neither the ones we already knew about, nor the new ones
we’re learning about in the neutrino sector. So what is being discovered about
neutrinos is just adding a new puzzle to solve, pretty similar to one we’ve already
failed at solving for quite a while now. Maybe there will be some hint hidden in
the structure of these new numbers that gives an important clue…

26. dan
January 4, 2006

Peter,
Does theory predict neutrinos travel at a constant speed (presumably less than c
due to mass) at all times, or can they vary, and can gravity slow down (or
accelerate) their speed?

i wonder if dark matter is nothing else but slow moving neutrinos?

does string theory have anything to say about neutrinos?



27. woit
January 4, 2006

Dan,

I don’t want to get into a discussion of this here, it’s off topic. But very quickly:
yes, neutrinos travel at variable speed less than c, string theory says nothing
about neutrinos, and dark matter doesn’t seem to be just neutrinos (their mass is
too small).

28. hobgoblin
January 5, 2006

Dr. Milkshake,

You’re right about needing a qualified psychiatrist to make a diagnosis, but you
don’t need a psychiatrist to see that something is abnormal. Psychiatrists have
crazy people brought to them by non-psychiatrists – they don’t have to prowl
around the population looking for candidate crazies who others just aren’t
qualified to spot.

I’ll have a look at the landscape paper today. Best of luck to everybody for 2006
from the goblin.

29. David
January 5, 2006

Hi Peter,
Thanks very much for your detailed, balanced reply to my somewhat knee-jerk
comment. I understand your points. The problem I have with the original post,
while sympathising with the reasons you gave in your comment, is that it adds to
the impression that string theory is where the action is and that if someone
wants to make an impact in particle physics then that is what they should be
working on. I know this wasn’t really your intention, but still, it’s an impression
that someone reading it could easily get.

More generally, when attempting to counter the “sociological” problem of string
dominance I think it is crucial to emphasise and discuss breakthroughs and
interesting developments taking place in other areas. I do understand though
that there is only so much that you as an individual can do in finite time. And for
what it’s worth I think you have generally been doing an excellent job of pointing
a critical spotlight on string theory. There was a real need for someone to step in
and counter the string hype, and you have been performing this role admirably
imho. It’s too bad there aren’t other people to help you out with this. (Sure there
are other string critics but as far as I can tell no one else has been prepared to
immerse themselves in the details in the way that you have done.)

Best wishes,
David

30. Arun



January 5, 2006

I had technical difficulties in getting to Nekrasov Lecture 2, and I wouldn’t
understand most of it anyway. Was there anything that throws new light on the
superstring perturbation expansion?
Thanks in advance!

31. woit
January 5, 2006

Arun,

Nekrasov’s second and third lectures were rather technical, mainly about the
sigma model discussed in his recent paper. Unfortunately the video cut off at the
end of his third lecture while he was about to answer questions from the
audience. He describes his approach as a more geometrical version of that of
Berkovits, I don’t think he has actually used it to do multi-loop calculations
himself. He did say that Berkovits claimed to be able to use his formalism to
reproduce some of the 2-loop results of D’Hoker-Phong and even come up with
some new ones. But nothing in his talk that I noticed dealt explicitly with the
issue of what happens at higher order than 2-loops.

32. mathjunkie
January 7, 2006

Peter appeared as MathPhys to attack the stringy guys?



Outrageous Fortune

January 4, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s an article in this week’s Nature by Geoff Brumfiel entitled Outrageous
Fortune about the anthropic Landscape debate. The particle physicists quoted are
ones whose views are well-known: Susskind, Weinberg, Polchinski, Arkani-Hamed and
Maldacena all line up in favor of the anthropic Landscape (with a caveat from
Maldacena: “I really hope we have a better idea in the future”). Lisa Randall thinks
accepting it is premature, that a better understanding of string theory will get rid of
the Landscape, saying “You really need to explore alternatives before taking such
radical leaps of faith.” All in all, Brumfiel finds “… in the overlapping circles of
cosmology and string theory, the concept of a landscape of universes is becoming the
dominant view.”

The only physicist quoted who recognizes that the Landscape is pseudo-science is
David Gross. “It’s impossible to disprove” he says, and notes that because we can’t
falsify the idea it’s not science. He sees the origin of this nonsense in string theorist’s
inability to predict anything despite huge efforts over more than 20 years: “‘People in
string theory are very frustrated, as am I, by our inability to be more predictive after
all these years,’ he says. But that’s no excuse for using such ‘bizarre science’, he
warns. ‘It is a dangerous business.'”

I continue to find it shocking that the many journalists who have been writing stories
like this don’t seem to be able to locate any leading particle theorist other than Gross
willing to publicly say that this is just not science.

For more about this controversy, take a look at the talks by Nima Arkani-Hamed given
today at the Jerusalem Winter School on the topic of “The Landscape and the LHC”.
The first of these was nearly an hour and a half of general anthropic landscape
philosophy without any real content. It was repeatedly interrupted by challenges from
a couple people in the audience, I think David Gross and Nati Seiberg. Unfortunately
one couldn’t really hear the questions they were asking, just Arkani-Hamed’s
responses. I only had time today to look at the beginning part of the second talk,
which was about the idea of split supersymmetry.

Update: One of the more unusual aspects of this story is that, while much of the
particle theory establishment is giving in to irrationality, Lubos Motl is here the voice
of reason. I completely agree with his recent comments on this article. For some
discussion of the relation of this to the Intelligent Design debate, see remarks by
David Heddle and by Jonathan Witt of the Discovery Institute.

Comments

1. JoseIRS
January 5, 2006
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I don’t understand how string theorists don’t realize that the idea of the
landscape go against of the former philosophy of his theory: “standard model
contains multitude of adjustable parameters, etc…”. With the landscape we don’t
need string theory: we live in a multiverse and in each pocket universe the
parameters of the standard model take different values, so we don’t need to
explain that particular values of our universe.

It’s a shame for people that, like me, had some hopes in string theory, to see how
it is transformed in a ridiculous sci-fi story by Susskind and company.

2. MathPhys
January 5, 2006

I think David Gross is a hero.

3. anon
January 5, 2006

“I continue to find it shocking that the many journalists who have been writing
stories like this don’t seem to be able to locate any leading particle theorist other
than Gross willing to publicly say that this is just not science.”

This is called the “tactiturn problem”:

“An old Cambridge story, concerning a person who found himself sitting next to
the taciturn Prof. X (X being variously named as Dirac, Stokes ..) at dinner.

“Person sitting next to X: “someone has bet me I won’t get more than 2 words
out of you tonight”

“Prof. X: “You lose!”

– Josephson, see http://electrogravity.blogspot.com/

4. Dumb Biologist
January 5, 2006

I just don’t get it.

During the course of a conversation at Cosmic Variance, I’ve learned of
something like four or five testable hypotheses for extending the SM, some even
involving extra dimensions with or without strings/branes, most very difficult to
distinguish from one another, and it seems like in a decade or so there will be
plenty of new stuff about our own universe to argue about. Stuff we’ve actually
seen, because we can. Once we’ve seen what we will see, we’ll build a bigger
machine to pin down some of the observed “BSM” physics. It’ll take time, but it
looks like particle theorists have their hands very full already just preparing to
interpret the LHC’s discoveries.

I just don’t understand why, in a universe so full of unsolved, yet conceivably
tractable problems, a scientist would not recoil from a path that leads inevitably
to the unobservable. I don’t understand the arguments for exploring the

http://electrogravity.blogspot.com/
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landscape because “it might be right” when one cannot ever assay causally
isolated regions of the putative multiverse. What’s even more bizarre is the
apparent notion that String Theory can incorporate all the plausible hypothetical
models of TeV physics that have been constructed in anticipation of actually
doing that TeV physics. Little Higgs? Well that’s just this version of String Theory
with d branes on orbifolds. Low energy SUSY? String Theory predicts it. High
energy SUSY? Same thing! (why not? there’s a landscape, after all…) UED? My
guess is since it’s got a KK tower and extra dimensions, naturally it’s just a facet
of string theory…

It’s everything, it’s everywhere, it’s bigger than we can ever know. Whatever you
think it is, it’s strings. It can’t be killed!

Must be fun doing calculating God…

5. David Heddle
January 5, 2006

Very strange (maybe not) that we reach virtually the same conclusion coming
from seemingly orthogonal directions.

6. island
January 5, 2006

Speaking of the “g” word… lol

7. secret milkshake
January 5, 2006

yeah, He lives… somewhere – He has created a dacha in Landscape for Himself.
(Santa probably sometimes goes and visits Him there, too.)

8. Adrian Heathcote
January 5, 2006

”I continue to find it shocking that the many journalists who have been writing
stories like this don’t seem to be able to locate any leading particle theorist other
than Gross willing to publicly say that this is just not science.”

Journalists the world over are boosterists for the current big thing—whatever it
is. They swim in the same pond as publishers who are looking for the next big
pop science book. At present it looks like Susskind has been the one canny
enough to create the very wind that he is volplaning in. Tomorrow it will be
someone else—with an outsized ego and zero intellectual responsibility.

”The modern world is rubbish”—Blur

9. Elmer Fudd
January 5, 2006

JoseIRS wrote:
“With the landscape we don’t need string theory: we live in a multiverse and in
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each pocket universe the parameters of the standard model take different values,
so we don’t need to explain that particular values of our universe.”

I understand that some find this disappointing or irritating, but what is the
objection to the possibility that this happens to be exactly the way things are?

10. Adrian Heathcote
January 5, 2006

EF says ”what is the objection to the possibility that this happens to be exactly
the way things are?”

What is it that ”makes” the values of the parameters take on different values?

11. woit
January 6, 2006

Elmer,

The objection to this possibility is not that it is inherently impossible or
inconceivable, but that there is no scientific evidence for this at all. No one has a
consistent theory that makes some predictions that can be checked and also
predicts this kind of multiverse. What is going on here is that string theory has
failed as an idea about unification, and instead of acknowledging this, its
proponents are giving up on the standard idea of how to do physics. They are
turning theoretical physics into a pseudo-science whose only purpose is to come
up with untestable explanations for why string theory should be believed, despite
the lack of any evidence for it, and the impossibility of ever getting any evidence
for it.

12. Anonymous
January 6, 2006

I suggest you check out Nima’s talk “Possible and Impossible In Effective Field
Theory (2).” He gives field-theoretic arguments (to appear in a paper soon, I
gather) that certain effective field theories used in phenomenological models are
sick. They have a secret inconsistency with Lorentz invariance + causality +
unitarity, which is only visible when you turn on a nontrivial background (so in
that sense, it is a nonperturbative problem). This together with the recent paper
by Nima, Lubos, Alberto Nicolis and Cumrun Vafa seem to be very interesting
directions. They’re ruling out huge classes of effective field theories all at once,
based on very solid general arguments. We can hope that continued study along
these lines might reveal hidden inconsistencies in string vacua as well, but even
if it’s limited to effective field theory this is powerful stuff. I have a feeling that a
fairly large class of extra-dimensional models are ruled out on similar grounds.

13. Chris W.
January 6, 2006

I understand that some find this disappointing or irritating, but what is
the objection to the possibility that this happens to be exactly the way



things are?

Haven’t we had enough of this particular line of bullshit? The reason that so
many people have come to accept the strangeness of quantum mechanics,
notwithstanding its challenges to our intuitions and pre-existing philosophical
prejudices, is that it is supported by a vast array of empirical evidence, and it has
been extremely difficult to find empirically viable alternatives that are any more
palatable. Do you remember what “empirical evidence” means? It means
confirmation by actual observations that could easily have contradicted the
theory, but once made, were found to be consistent with it.

If you want the Multiverse to deserve to be taken seriously as a scientific
hypothesis then you have to do a hell of a lot better than saying, “well, after all,
that could be the way things are”. You might object by pointing out that we were
led in the first place to inflation, and then eternal inflation and the multiverse, by
attempting to apply quantum field theory and general relativity to the whole
universe. (I’m acknowledging the argument that a form of the multiverse
predates the string theory ‘landscape’, although the landscape can be [and
should be??] interpreted as an even bigger and messier multiverse.)

Well, to the extent that this has led fundamental physics into its current
quandary, we ought to be questioning the theoretical (and philosophical!)
assumptions that got us here, rather than just saying, “that could just be the way
things are” in the total absence of genuine empirical evidence that they are that
way. We could have settled for such a pseudo-solution to any number of problems
in the last 350+ years. It’s as much of a copout now as it ever was. It’s like
saying, “well, the ether could exist, and the properties of matter and
electromagnetism could just happen to conspire to make its presence
undetectable by any means we have been able to imagine. In fact, thanks to H. A.
Lorentz and others, we have models for this. So let’s keep right on creating
mechanical models of the ether itself and try to understand it better.”

—————————
— Peter: The above is little more than a polemical elaboration on your comment,
but I felt the need to post it anyway. I too have felt for quite a while that the
“things could actually be that way” argument is about as worthless as assertions
that astrological influences could be real.

14. Adrian Heathcote
January 6, 2006

”What is it that ‘’makes’’ the values of the parameters take on different values?”

Maybe that was putiing my point too rhetorically. So to be clearer: I doubt that
there is *any possible explanation* of how, or why, the free parameters assume
the values that they are meant to assume. They can’t be taken as eigenvalues of
some operator—which would be the QM path—for there would be no explanation
of how the operator came to act; and it would not constitute an explanation to
say that they can’t be taken as the solutions to some equation—the classical way:
this would not tell you how any particular universe has the properties that it



does. So the landscape idea is an explanation-free idea posing as an explanation.

15. island
January 6, 2006

Peter: The above is little more than a polemical elaboration on your comment,
but I felt the need to post it anyway. I too have felt for quite a while that the
“things could actually be that way” argument is about as worthless as assertions
that astrological influences could be real.

I really am ashamed to say that neo-darwinists do the same thing on a regular
basis. They think that speculative theories are fair game in origins science just
because they’re popularized.

‘maybe conditions are different somewhere else’

Prove it, or shut up.

16. Juan R.
January 6, 2006

Heroes save people (scientists) from difficulties/Monsters (string/M-theory)
without thinking twice.

Heroes do not belong to the dark side…

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

17. Urs
January 6, 2006

If we forget for a moment string theory, the landscape speculation, our disdain
for string theory or the disdain for the way some of it is being performed, then
what remains is the following trivial fact.

Fact: We have no clue if the final theory, whatever it is, will fix the parameters of
the standardmodel uniquely.

Claiming that we do know that the parameters should be unique solutions of
some equation is just as much astrology as claiming the opposite.

The problem with the landscape discussion is not that it is a priori pointless to
think about a theory in which the parameters of the standard model are not
uniquely specified.

18. Who
January 6, 2006

I think I agree with Urs here:



**The problem with the landscape discussion is not that it is a priori pointless to
think about a theory in which the parameters of the standard model are not
uniquely specified.**

The validity of Urs position was demonstrated by Smolin in “Scientific
Alternatives to the Anthropic Principle” which exhibits an EXAMPLE of a
falsifiable theory in which SOME of the parameters are locally optimal for black
hole formation.

Urs seems to be saying “it is not a priori pointless to think about” theories in
which some of the parameters are variable.

In fact one can be more definite than Urs was, and say it can be entirely
POINTFUL to think about such theories—because the set of such theories that
are predictive and falsifiable is non-empty.

Smolin CNS is a kind of “existence proof” example showing that one can have a
theory in which perhaps some of the parameters are uniquely determined but
where others are variable and assume values near local maxima for black hole
formation. Then if some astronomer or experimentalist ever happened to observe
that one of the variable parameters of this theory is NOT near-optimal for black
hole abundance, this would be evidence against the theory.

To elaborate on what Urs said: I think maybe what IS the problem with
landscape discussion (Urs says what it is not) is that when one does science one
has a MORAL OBLIGATION TO USE TESTABLE THEORIES because the
scientific community depends for its unity on the possibility of resolving
differences of opinion by empirical methods.

(rather than by rhetoric or showbiz or war or burning-at-the-stake, or all the
other ways people have of arriving at consensus)

19. Tony Smith
January 6, 2006

Anonymous says that Nima gives “… field-theoretic arguments (to appear in a
paper soon …) that certain effective field theories used in phenomenological
models are sick. They have a secret inconsistency with Lorentz invariance +
causality + unitarity, which is only visible when you turn on a nontrivial
background … I have a feeling that a fairly large class of extra-dimensional
models are ruled out on similar grounds. …”.

How “sick” do the “ruled out” effective field theory models appear to be?
Can they me “cured” by modifying them in some reasonable way, just as some
unifications of gravity plus standard model were “cured” of “inconsistency” with
Coleman-Mandula by using Lie superalgebras instead of ordinary Lie algebras ?

Even if “a fairly large class” of models were to be conclusively “ruled out”,
wouldn’t that still leave the landscape subject to the same type of objections that
are being made now, because the landscape after removal of such a “ruled out”
part might still be a very large landscape,



unless
the “ruling out” process were able to “rule out” all but one unique physically
realistic model ?
Is that the goal of Nima et al in that line of work?

What about, instead of starting with a landscape full of models that may or may
not, as Urs says, “fix the parameters of the standard model uniquely”,
approach the situation by spending some time and effort studying models that do
“”fix the parameters of the standard model uniquely”, no matter how
unconventional they might appear at first glance. At least one such model (mine)
can be formulated in terms of (non-supersymmetric) string theory.
Since it is not supersymmetric, would it not be included in the landscape in
which Nima et al are searching?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

20. woit
January 6, 2006

Urs,

I’m not claiming at all that one has to believe that a final theory will fix the
standard model parameters. Maybe it will, maybe it won’t, maybe it will fix some
and not others. The problem with the anthropic landscape is that it not only
predicts absolutely nothing whatsoever, it does not even come with a remotely
plausible idea about how it will ever be able to predict anything. The best people
like Susskind can do is say that if we devote thousands of physicist-years to
investigating the landscape, maybe we’ll find some way to make a prediction,
even though there is zero evidence so far of any such thing. As far as I can tell,
the justification for doing this is pure wishful thinking and desire to avoid
admitting failure. This isn’t science.

The issue of whether or not certain parameters are environmental is a red
herring. Right now, we don’t know and our job as scientists is to figure out what
determines them. If we’re successful at that, then we’ll know whether they are
uniquely calculable or not. The real issue here is one of scientific ethics: we’re
faced with the shocking phenomenon of leading figures in the field abandoning
honest science. What do you do about this? Just say that maybe they’re right, and
this has to be done? People like my commenter David Heddle and the Templeton
foundation, who would love to mix religion and science together, think what is
going on is great. I think it’s appalling.

21. David Heddle
January 6, 2006

Peter,

This is the second time (once on a previous post) you mischaracterize my view.
You claim I think it is “great.” I do not. In terms of the landscape similarities to
ID, I think it is amusing, not great. I don’t spell that out in my posts, but I don’t
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think you have Fellini to figure it out.

If I promoted ID as science, then I might find it great. But I take no pleasure, as
a physicist, that some of the brightest in HEP are telling us, in effect, that
physics as we know and love it is, ultimately, a fool’s errand.

22. woit
January 6, 2006

Anonymous,

I did look at Arkani-Hamed’s talk you mention, as well as his recent paper. It’s
the same idea as Vafa’s “Let’s investigate the Swampland”, and I have the same
objections. If one manages to show that some sorts of exotic brane-world
scenarios can’t be embedded in our current understanding of string theory, so
what? There’s zero evidence for either them or string theory, and our
understanding of string theory is so primitive one can argue that when we
understand it better it will accomodate even these exotic scenarios.

Amidst the swampland hype, you’re missing the main point. This has nothing to
do with the problem of the landscape. The infinite number of known vacuum
states of the landscape are still there and those mucking about in the swampland
have nothing to say about them. You are attributing to this work some interesting
possiblities that even its promoters don’t claim.

23. woit
January 6, 2006

David,

Sorry for mischaracterizing your views. Sounds like we’re more in agreement
than I thought, although “amusing” is not quite my reaction to Susskind.

24. island
January 6, 2006

David Heddle said:
If I promoted ID as science, then I might find it great…

Ah, but you do, (make an unfounded leap of fath to) promote the anthropic
principle as scientific evidence for the existence of god, so you must, (like me,
but for different reasons), be happy to see that Lenny has admitted that these
special implications do exist if there is no multiverse?

25. David Heddle
January 6, 2006

island,

This is a great blog and I don’t want to be a troll so I’ll clarify my position just
once. In the sense that Susskind is motivated by the problem of fine-tuning I am
pleased because he has provided a service. I have spent so much time arguing



that there is fine-tuning that I admit Susskind has been helpful in demonstrating
that it is real and requires an explanation. You have no idea how many of the
Panda’s Thumb folks have argued with me that only religious wingnuts claim
there is fine tuning, and that the cosmological constant is off by 120 OoM only
because the calculations are naïve (or because of the units one uses). I am now
sensing, thanks in part to Susskind, fewer objections along those lines. For that
you can’t fault Susskind—after all there really is a fine tuning problem.

But two points are obvious:

1) If Susskind is correct, then fine-tuning is an illusion
2) If Susskind is correct, it’s a dark day for physics

Still, if there were a way to test the landscape, I’d be all for it.

Similarly, if black-hole natural selection is correct, then once again fine tuning is
an illusion–but hey, let’s do the science and see how it plays out.

I am always for doing the science. If it ever explains the fine-tuning, then I’ll stop
talking about cosmological ID. Strangely, the best way to preserve the fine-
tuning and to preserve cosmological ID would be a fundamental theory that
explains the constants. That is where I hope progress in HEP is forthcoming. If
no progress is ever made, I fear we’ll reach a point where undetectable
multiverses are accepted as self-evident. That would be very bad.

This period we are in now–where cosmology is so metaphysical and really smart
folks are ready to redefine science–well that’s not good news for anyone.

26. island
January 6, 2006

I just want to say that I do not think that David is a troll, and I actually have a
fair amount of respect for the man as a mostly honest with themselves), scientist,
regardless of our departure.

You have no idea how many of the Panda’s Thumb folks have argued with me
that only religious wingnuts claim there is fine tuning,

Yes, I do, because I’ve done the same, myself, and I’ve made your point to this
group on numerous occassions, without pulling any punches as to how I feel
about their willfully ignorant, Devil’s-advocate approach.

I make this point so emphatically because it is so relevant to this whole mess
that it isn’t even funny!

This attitude goes well beyond neodarwinians… and it is killing science!

27. Leon Hart
January 6, 2006

It seems to me that (finally) scientists, string theorists in this case, are reaching
the limits imposed by Godel’s theorem (the Godel Wall). One can get arbitrarily



close to the wall, but it takes an infinite amount of time to actually touch it. The
closer you get, the larger the number of Lanscapes you see. I find this debate
extremely interesting indeed.

28. Hail Multiverse full of Grace
January 6, 2006

Main entry: faith
Pronunciation: ‘fAth
Function: noun
(1) : firm belief in something for which there is no proof

29. Tony Smith
January 6, 2006

With respect to a “final theory” (perhaps maybe it should be called “next model”
because there might be further and even better ones), Peter said:
“… Maybe it will, maybe it won’t … fix the standard model parameters …
… our job as scientists is to figure out what determines them …”.

How should scientists figure that out?

As to any parameters that might be unfixed by a “next model”, maybe the
anthropic/landscape approach is the only way to go.

As to parameters that might possibly be fixed, what methods might be used to fix
their values? Here are some possibilities that come to my mind (not necessarily
in order of how useful they might or might not be):

1 – Renormalization techniques – For example, Alvarez-Gaume, Polchinski, and
Wise (Nuclear Physics B221 (1983) 495-523) said “… Weak interaction
breakdown occurs for top-quark masses between 100 and 195 GeV … The
renormalization group equation … tends to attract the top quark towards a fixed
point of about 125 GeV …”.

2 – Volumes and measures related to symmetry groups – For example, Wyler’s
calculation ( see his IAS papers at http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith
/WylerIAS.pdf ) of the fine structure constant.

3 – Combinatorial methods – For example, in their book Combinatorial Physics
(World Scientific 1995), Bastin and Kilmister offer an extension of Eddington-
type calculations.

4 – Chaotic structures of quantum fields – For example, the work of Christian
Beck in hep-th/0207081and other publications.

5 – P-adic structures – For example, the work of Matti Pitkanen.

6 – Algebraic structure of quantum field theory – For example, the work of
Connes and Krein in hep-th/0201157.

7 – Phenomenological structures in string theory – For example, the work of Lust
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in hep-th/0401156 (since this is a part of string theory and is well-funded, there
are many other examples of this).

8 – Clifford algebra structures – For example, the works of Traying and Baylis in
hep-th/0103137 and of Chisolm and Farwell in J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 20 (1987)
6561-6580.

I am not saying that the above list is exhaustive, nor that all the examples are the
best that might have been chosen, and I am not saying that any or all of the
listed methods may or may not be useful (in fact, I use more than one of the
listed methods in my model, which does fix the parameters of the standard
model).

I am saying that it would be a good idea if some funding and support were
available for work on all such methods (not just the “popular” or “superstringy”
ones) and that none of them should be banned, or people who work on them
blacklisted, just because some influential people don’t like them.
If any of them produce calculations, then comparison with experiment can
determine how useful they are.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

30. Chris W.
January 6, 2006

Kind of off-topic, and kind of not: Sharon Begley of the WSJ has this to say about
recent experiments in nano- and mesoscale quantum mechanics:

But I confess that interests me less than what producing cat states and
entangled particles says about the world. In an essay at the Web site
Edge.org, astrophysicist Piet Hut of the Institute for Advanced Study
muses that quantum advances are making conventional understanding
about what exists and what is real start “to melt away.” With “avant-
garde insights” such as entanglement, he writes, the next scientific
revolution “could be a dissolution of the strict distinction between
reality and fiction.”

To which Dr. [Dietrich] Liebfried* adds, “I’m with Niels Bohr [a founder
of quantum physics]. If you’re not outraged by the implications of
quantum physics, you don’t understand it.”

(* of NIST)

31. Urs
January 7, 2006

I feel like listing more trivial facts.

Fact: If you don’t fully understand your theory yet, it is speculative to talk about
its space of solutions.
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Fact: Interesting speculations tend to play an important role in the development
of physics (like conjectures do in mathematics).

Fact: Debate over speculations tends to be fruitless unless concrete substantial
questions can be addressed with non-philosophic means.

Once we agree on these fact we can move on with the really interesting
questions. (That was my optimistic statement for today.)

32. Who
January 7, 2006

David Heddle 6 January 1:18P
**Similarly, if black-hole natural selection is correct,…–but hey, let’s do the
science and see how it plays out.**

the science IS being done whenever the mass of a neutron star is measured.

the theory is empirically testable and it is being tested—-although more could be
done by way of working out detail and deriving other predictions (other means of
testing the theory).

Urs 7 January 8:57A

**Fact: If you don’t fully understand your theory yet, it is speculative to talk
about its space of solutions.**

I don’t think this is right. A famous counterexample is Darwin’s theory of
evolution by natural selection. In the mid-1800s, genes were not known—the
mechanism of heredity which allowed for small variations in offspring was not
understood—but one could still test the theory.

If a theory makes a prediction, then one can test the theory, and “address
substantial questions” by empirical (non-philosophic) means even though the
theory is not completely understood.

**…
Fact: Debate over speculations tends to be fruitless unless concrete substantial
questions can be addressed with non-philosophic means.**

I believe what you say here is true and it implies that discussion of black hole
natural selection is NOT speculative, since the theory can already be addressed
by empirical (nonphilosophic) means.

As reminder, a core prediction of black hole natural selection is that you cannot
point to any parameter of the standard model which, if it were changed slightly,
would lead to a greater abundance of black holes.

33. Juan R.
January 7, 2006

I wonder why there is debate about nonsense (i.e. Landscape).



It remember me ancient discussions about the sex of angels…

Perhaps people would take again a course on scientific methodology:

A scientific hypothesis is one can be scientifically tested.

The ‘Landscape’ is not pseudo-science as Gross admits. It is pure philosophy or
best religion (since God appears in the debate of some ‘stringers’).

The problem of particle physics and string theorists is that do not understand the
world we can see. But is is their problem…

I am a bit tired of all this nonsense; that Landscape here, that Landscape there;
that the cosmological constant only can be undertood via antropic reasoning
[arXiv:hep-th/0511037], etc.

Stop nonsense, I am a scientist!

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

34. Who
January 7, 2006

there’s a danger that I’m being misunderstood and need to clarify. If you
disagree with these please correct me:

BH natural selection has nothing to do with the “Landscape” of string vacua.

BH natural selection has nothing to do with “God” or “cosmological ID”

BH natural selection is not a “Multiverse” theory in the usual sense.

Essentially this is meant to respond to what Peter said:

woit 6 January 12:12P
**The issue of whether or not certain parameters are environmental is a red
herring. Right now, we don’t know and our job as scientists is to figure out what
determines them. If we’re successful at that, then we’ll know whether they are
uniquely calculable or not.**

BH natural selection does not assume the cosmology/standard model parameters
are apriori environomental. If I understand correctly, it is an appeal to the usual
principle of MEDIOCRITY.

We live in a part of the universe that is not atypical

There is a single connected universe—-all part of the same uniform process.
Some parameters are allowed to vary slightly during a BH bounce. These will



evolve to favor BH formation. A TYPICAL region of the universe will have values
of those constants which are at or near local maxima. The prediction is, since
we live in a typical region, we will not be able to find any parameter which
could be varied slightly so as to make BHs more abundant.

Because this theory is simple, explanatory, and testable, I am arguing that it
should be examined FIRST before imagining multiple (causally disjoint)
universes, or anthropic selection effects, or the Landscape of 10^500 string
vacua, or intentional manipulation by a conscious “Fine Tuner”.

Given that this theory may explain simply some of the parameters in question,
for Occam Razor reasons, the research priortiy should be to determine WHICH
of the parameters affect BH abundance and then TEST whether their values local
optima. This offers a chance to invalidate the theory, whereupon more complex
and far-fetched theories could be considered. Basically I am saying that the
“Landscape” discussion is out of order until this simple matter has been cleared
up.

35. Juan R.
January 9, 2006

Who,

BH natural selection has nothing to do with the “Landscape” of string
vacua.

I would not say “nothing to do”. Thecnically both are different, but both are
related in a conceptual way. In some sense both deal with a multiverse.

BH natural selection has nothing to do with “God” or “cosmological ID”

It may depend of author. I do not remember Smolin specific arguments but i
believe that you are right.

BH natural selection is not a “Multiverse” theory in the usual sense.

What do you mean by ‘usual sense’? Multiverse means “more than one universe”
and if i remember correctly, Smolin dealed with multiple universes, each child
being more optimized than previous one for the generation of BH. If i remember
correctly, Smolin even explicitely used the term multiverse in his writtings…

We live in a part of the universe that is not atypical

What is the definition of “atypical”? If by atypical i mean far from mean values
then i (personally) live in a very atypical region of universe:

– typical temp, 3 K. Vigo temp today, 288 K.

– typical dens, 10^(-25) kg m^(-3). Earth dens. 5,52 kg m^(-3)

There is a single connected universe—-all part of the same uniform
process.



Nobody know anything of that. That is pure speculation (as string landscape)

Some parameters are allowed to vary slightly during a BH bounce.
These will evolve to favor BH formation. A TYPICAL region of the
universe will have values of those constants which are at or near local
maxima.

Idem

The prediction is, since we live in a typical region, we will not be able
to find any parameter which could be varied slightly so as to make BHs
more abundant.

That is not a prediction, no scientifc one at least!

Because this theory is simple, explanatory, and testable, I am arguing
that it should be examined FIRST before imagining multiple (causally
disjoint) universes, or anthropic selection effects, or the Landscape of
10^500 string vacua, or intentional manipulation by a conscious “Fine
Tuner”.

I do not call simple a theory with a landscape number of unobserved universes
in a great cosmological evolutionary family. ‘That’ has explained nothing of this
world. I think that it would be ignored like the rest of nonsense you cite next.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

36. Who
January 9, 2006

Juan thanks for your response. Smolin’s hypothesis saves the idea of the universe
as a single connected deterministic process evolving everywhere by the same
laws.

This is not the usual idea of Multiverse. The usual idea involves many
DISCONNECTED causally disjoint items.

The usual Multiverse is not encompassed in a a single uniform evolution.

So there is a clear difference, even if you or Smolin wishes to call his picture a
“multiverse”.

I think it was simply a bad choice of word on Smolin’s part, to call his picture a
“multiverse”, because it is distinct from the usual in so many basic ways.

I do not know whether BH natural selection is correct or not—-I do not even
know if the “Bigbang” event was actually a bounce, with a prior contraction (as
some approaches to QG suggest). But the prior contraction should be regarded



as JUST AS OBSERVABLE as the first instants of expansion because it is
connected to us by a lawful progression.

In the same sense that we can infer things about the first three minutes
(of expansion) using independently testable theory, we could also in
principle infer things about the final stages of contraction prior to the
bounce again using independently testable QG theory.

All observation (at least in cosmology) requires assuming some theoretical
model, which must be independently tested, in order to interpret and only in this
sense can one say that one can observe the early stages of our expansion—it is
an extrapolation of causality.

Granted that we do not yet have an independently testable model of a BH
bounce! and so I can only say that the prior stage is IN PRINCIPLE observable.
At the present time we cannot infer back because we have no model of what
occurs during the bounce.

I disagree with you here:

W: The prediction is, since we live in a typical region, we will not be able to find
any parameter which could be varied slightly so as to make BHs more abundant.

JR: That is not a prediction, no scientifc one at least!

It is clearly a prediction which is able to falsify the hypothesis of BH natural
selection. If one can find a parameter of the standard model which could be
varied in such a way as to make BHs more abundant it would shoot down BH
natural selection. The hypothesis is highly exposed to falsification and it amazes
me that it has survived for over 10 years without serious challenge.

Thanks again for your critique,

Who

37. David Heddle
January 9, 2006

Who wrote:

If one can find a parameter of the standard model which could be
varied in such a way as to make BHs more abundant it would shoot
down BH natural selection.

Why? Why could you not counter that our present universe is merely good at
producing black holes? Maybe there haven’t been many generations. Why does it
have to be optimal? No, I don’t think your falsification test is legitimate.

38. Who
January 9, 2006

good objection Heddle,



what I said needs qualification with some vague words like “substantial” and
there is a judgment-call involved

if a parameter were found to be within ONE PERCENT of local optimum then I
personally would not discard the BH natural selection hypothesis.

but if it were discovered that a gradual change in some parameter by as much as
TEN PERCENT

39. Who
January 9, 2006

sorry, I struck the wrong key while typing the above, so it got entered
prematurely. Here’s what I was trying to say: If it turned out that you could vary
some parameter gradually and get a steady monotone improvement in BH
abundance until the parameter was changed by some ten percent or more, then I
would consider BH natural selection refuted and forget about it.

So less than ONE percent from a local maximum seems to me IMHO to be all
right, and more than TEN percent from a local maximum would seem in my
opinion to be fatal.

In between seems to me to be a grey area and I would listen to expert opinion
arguing pro and con. It is a judgment call and I wouldn’t try to make up my own
mind about it.

It has to do with the primitive (partly intuitive) idea of MEDIOCRITY. I picture a
typical region as having gone through enough iterations to get to within one
percent of local maximum—-if this process has been going on at all.

if parameters are not within one percent, then my feeling would be that there is
something wrong and maybe this process has NOT been occurring. But I would
still listen to experts if they disagreed about it—maybe they know something I
haven’t thought of. And if it is a worse than ten percent fit, then forget it.

thanks for your critical response Heddle. I hope you see the falsification test as
legitimate (as qualified) now, or can give me some more definite reasons why you
think it isn’t.

40. David Heddle
January 9, 2006

Well I can see a couple objections.

One is that falsification of BHNS should ultimately be related to an experiment,
not to consistency with the standard model.

Second, I don’t think one can tweak the parameters of the standard model and
reliably calculate the resulting density of black holes.

41. Who
January 9, 2006



**…falsification of BHNS should ultimately be related to an experiment, not to
consistency with the standard model.**

to experiment, that is, OR astronomical observation.
For that, see
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
and also references therein going back to 1994

**… I don’t think one can tweak the parameters of the standard model and
reliably calculate the resulting density of black holes.**

Must take up that with Lee Smolin. See the discussion of neutron star mass in
the same paper
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213

The paper gives several examples where a few percent change in some standard
model parameter is argued to reduce BH abundance

42. David Heddle
January 9, 2006

Who,

Thanks for the references. Perhaps my assertion was incorrect. I’ll read the
papers

43. Leon Hart
January 10, 2006

… so the Theory of Everything will be a Web Page where anybody – the Inteligent
Designers – will be able to build Toy Universes by guessing the 31 or so
parameters (I bet the final number will be 42) that according to Tegmark and
coworkers define the Laws of Physics. The rest of science will continue feeding
technological innovation as usual to feed. Perhaps research in Extra Dimensions
will even lead to spaceships capable of populating the Landscape of all the
anthropically valid Universes constructed by the Inteligent Designers.

44. Juan R.
January 10, 2006

I am sorry to say this but Lee Smolin paper [http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213],
even ignoring several thecnical mistakes and acepting (as true) several unproved
premises, is NOT a scientific paper.

In no way, the S premise our universe is optimized for production of BH is
scientific one. In fact, i ask,can even Smolin rigorously prove the existence of
BH?

Question: is S from Smolin?

—

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213


Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

45. Who
January 10, 2006

Juan, S is not a premise, but a statement which Smolin challenges us to show is
false—-by empirical means.

S is defined on page 29 of the paper

section 6.3 (page 33) is
“How a single heavy pulsar would refute S ”

section 6.4 (page 34) is
“How observations of the CMB could refute S ”

section 6.5 (page 35) is
“How early star formation could refute S ”

Smolin challenges us to make astronomical observations and find a neutron star
above a certain mass, which will falsify the hypothesis he has offered us.

Some people believe that science is done this way, can you explain why you think
this is not the case?

——————————

Peter, I want to emphasize the aspect of falsifiability to support and elaborate
your quote from David Gross. You wrote:

The only physicist quoted who recognizes that the Landscape is
pseudo-science is David Gross. “It’s impossible to disprove” he says,
and notes that because we can’t falsify the idea it’s not science.

I believe you and others have pointed out that it is unethical for anyone calling
himself or herself a scientist to traffic in unfalsifiable suppositions (as do the
Landscapers) because the community of scientists depends in an essential way
on the ability to resolve differences by empirical test. Scientists a moral
obligation to propose only testable theories. David Gross is saying that the
Landscapers are not behaving as morally responsible members of the
community.

This theory S may very well be wrong—that is a secondary issue. I think it is
being offered, in some measure, to SHOW WHAT A SCIENTIFIC THEORY
WOULD LOOK LIKE as an implicit criticism of Landscapery. This supports David
Gross’ objection by illustration. It shows that one can have a theory with some
explanatory power as regards the values of fundamental dimensionless
constants, which nevertheless is not in any sense anthropic and which is highly
(one might say almost indecently) exposed to refutation.



thanks,
Who

46. Juan R.
January 11, 2006

Who,

Thanks by your opportunity to explain better my point.

In my opinion Smolin Natural selection view is a camouflaged version of
anthropic arguments.

About the nomenclature for S, simply to state that, in logic, a premise is “One of
the propositions in a deductive argument.”

For people who has not read cited Smolin preprint, S is defined as follow

If p is changed from the present value in any direction in P the first
significant changes in F(p) encountered must be to decrease F(p).

where P is the ‘phase’ space of dimensionless parameters of the standard models
of physics and cosmology, and the ‘phase’ point characterizing our universe is
denoted by p. F(p) is a fitness function which is equal to the average number of
descendents of a universe with parameters p.

Yes, it is true that Smolin propose certain observations for the refutation of S and
this would be an advance over the untestable anthropic reasoning of stringers,
but i continue to say that S is not a scientific premise. In fact, i think that Smolin
misunderstand the measuring of certain observables with the scientific testing of
his premise S.

Take, as illustration, the next hypotetical J premise

Child universes are optimized for 10^(5) value of Lambda(x)

where Lambda(x) is the value of the cosmological constant for our universe.

Then, following with this hypotetical example of a ‘theory’ of “natural
cosmological evolution” we could imagine that each universe generates baby
universes via a process similar to Linde chaotic inflation.

Now well, could the J premise be refuted?

Reply is negative.

If we measure the actual value for Lambda in OUR universe (order of 10^(-52))
and it is not the value J ‘predicted’, we am not refuting J. Imagine now a
hypotetical premise J2 claiming a value of 10^(-52). Any measuring of Lambda
for OUR universe does not verifies or refutes J2.

To your question



Some people believe that science is done this way, can you explain why
you think this is not the case?

I may say that i practice a very strict definition of science and, as many people, I
consider that cosmology is not a pure scientific discipline since is based more in
observation that in experiment.

I agree with George F.R. Ellis when says that the core of cosmological questions
form more a metaphysical discipline that physical one.

Moreover, even if Smolin Cosmological Selection was a scientific theory, I would
still wait that Smolin presents us an astrophysical BH.

Each x time all of us heard of a confirmation of a BH, but all previous candidates
failed in more detailed test…

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

47. Peter H
January 12, 2006

In view of the possibility of alien life somewhere out there, isn’t the use of the
term anthropic a bit anthropomorphic? Why not generalize it to “panthropic”?

48. Jack Lothian
January 12, 2006

I read this month’s Discovery & followed this story here. Very interesting BLOG.
I have been hearing about BLOG’s for a while but this is the first BLOG I have
visited. Really interesting – more interesting than the last 10 years of Scientific
American.

It has been 25 years since I left physics (my field was statistical mechanics – very
far from this debate) so I am a bit rusty but I would like to comment.

First – Who:

You say, “S is not a premise, but a statement which Smolin challenges us to show
is false—-by empirical means” and then you say “Some people believe that
science is done this way, can you explain why you think this is not the case?”

Proving a negative is a high bar to jump – much more difficult than proving a
positive. This has the appearance of being a reasonable request but in reality it
puts the onus on the refuter to disprove any claim made by the author rather
than having author show that the theory suits our reality. These so-called
empirical tests seem very fuzzy to me. Most of the tests build on measurements,
assumptions and theories that can be challenged – thus ultimately they are false
tests.



Secondly in economics they distinguish between “empirical facts” and “stylized
facts”. Empirical facts are facts that can be verified in repeatable and controlled
experiments while stylized facts are observed consistencies that are observed in
non-repeatable and non-controlled systems. Often stylized facts are observed in a
limited number of data sets. I believe what you are calling empirical facts are
actually stylized facts.

Thirdly as a general comment on the issue. I am avid reader of sci-fi & in the last
few years I observed a phenomena that troubles me. More & more sci-fi writers
are claiming their fictional ideas are supported by current physics theories. To
support these scientifically outlandish ideas they usually point to articles or talks
from well-known string or landscape theorists. When the line between sci-fi &
science blurs I worry about where science is going.

Lastly, for over 30 years I have been an avid reader of Scientific American and
my impression is that starting in the 80s, outside of genetics, fundamental
breakthroughs and discoveries have really slowed down in many sciences,
especially in physics. Where there use to be 1 or 2 really interesting and thought
provoking articles each months, recently 1 or 2 a year is the average. I
personally don’t think the decline is due to a decline in the quality of the writers
– rather it is a reflection of a decline in the quality of the science being produced.

A layman’s thoughs.

49. woit
January 12, 2006

Hi Jack,

Glad you like the blog. I certainly share your perception that fundamental
breakthroughs in physics have slowed down (although there are some subfields
like astrophysics and cosmology, which have been very active). In particle
physics, the problem is that the field has been a victim of its own success. The
standard model, developed by 1973-74, is just too good, and addressing some of
its remaining problems requires energies that are technologically very hard to
reach. As a result, things have gotten strange in particle theory…

50. Thomas Larsson
January 13, 2006

Jack,

It has been 25 years since I left physics (my field was statistical mechanics – very
far from this debate)

If you had stayed on for another five years, the gap would have been much
smaller. In 1984, conformal field theory, which counts as stringy math, was
applied to 2D phase transitions, certainly a subfield of statphys. Unlike the
situation in string theory, this application of CFT has been experimentally
confirmed beyond reasonable doubt. But that something is relevant to 2D
statphys does not mean that it is relevant to 4D gravity, or even 3D statphys.



51. Who
January 13, 2006

Hi Jack,
I will explain why showing S to be false is not as complicated as you might think.

for starters, in his paper Smolin explains why simply observing a neutron star
above a certain mass would falsify S.
Just take a look at the paper
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0407213
around page 33

he has worked out one way of falsifying the theory, saving us the trouble.

but more generally, look at what S actually says and you will see that it is rather
straightforward to falsify it by empirical observation

——here’s part of your comment—-
You say, “S is not a premise, but a statement which Smolin challenges us to show
is false—-by empirical means” ….

Proving a negative is a high bar to jump – much more difficult than proving a
positive….
——–endquote———

I will explain that in THIS case proving the negative of S is NOT a high bar to
jump! It is more like proving a positive.

Here is what S says:

If p is changed from the present value in any direction in P the first
significant changes in F(p) encountered must be to decrease F(p).

P is the parameter space—-if there are 31 dimensionless constants going into the
standard models of particle physics and cosmology then P is just a 31
dimensional space—-a point p in P is a list of 31 numbers.

F(p) measures the abundance of black holes. To falsify the statement all you need
to do is FIND ONE DIRECTION IN WHICH TO CHANGE p SUCH THAT F(p)
INCREASES.

The statement says that changing p (from the measured value) in ANY direction
will cause the abundance of BH to DECREASE.

To refute that you just need to find ONE direction in which a change will make it
INCREASE. Just find one uphill direction
and you’ve done it! The theory is toast!

The changes involved have to be significant in the sense of exceeding noise or
measurement uncertainties, that is discussed somewhat in the paper, but this is
the broad outlines.

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0407213
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0407213


52. Juan R.
January 14, 2006

Who,

F(p) measures the abundance of black holes. To falsify the statement
all you need to do is FIND ONE DIRECTION IN WHICH TO CHANGE p
SUCH THAT F(p) INCREASES.

It appears that you are misunderstanding direction in usual 3D with any
direction in Smolin P space which is very, very different.

Directions, gradients, etc. in P space cannot be measured, therein Smolin
premise is so not scientific as antrophic string.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

53. Who
January 14, 2006

I thought someone might be amused by the suggestion that Smolin’s parameter
space is R^31. The dimensionality is taken from the yearend 2005 paper
Dimensionless constants, cosmology and other dark matters by Tegmark,
Aguirre, Rees, and Wilczek.
http://arxiv.org/astro-ph/0511774
There was some discussion of that paper here at Peter’s blog including posts by
Smolin, Aguirre, and Tegmark.
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=310

Smolin doesn’t say how many independent fundamental constants there are in
the combined standard models of particle physics and cosmology—naively
speaking the number of knobs on the universe-machine. But Tegmark et al give a
list of 31 dimensionless numbers.

Anyway, suppose P is that space of dimensionless parameters, and suppose p is
the list of parameters which we measure. Then the statement of the theory that
you have to falsify—-the hypothesis—is this:

you can’t find a small change in p that makes F(p) increase

(as in all such situations, there is the usual need for reasonableness and good-
faith because measurement and calculation involve uncertainty, you would have
to show that F(p) increases *significantly* as some parameter is varied)

The most puzzling objection to Smolin’s proposal which I have seen so far is the
one offered by Anthony Aguirre in posts #101 and #105 of the thread referred to
above. They are easy to find because the thread has 107 comments.

Here is Aguirre’s main point from #105:

http://arxiv.org/astro-ph/0511774
http://arxiv.org/astro-ph/0511774
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=310
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=310


…Now, the questions of how *generic* eternal inflation is, is I think an
interesting one: are there non-fine-tuned inflation models that explain
the observations and are not eternal? I don’t know of any decent study
on this question (and may well undertake one myself). In the context of
CNS, however, even the *possibility* of eternal inflation is very
dangerous, however, because unless eternal inflation is *forbidden* by
the ‘meta’ laws that govern which types of inflation are possible in the
landscape of possibilities, it must only be realized once to ‘take over’
the ensemble by creating an infinite number of black holes out of one.
The only escape from this, it would seem, would be to have other
channels to create infinitely many black holes from one ‘parent’ — but
then you would be in the same extremely thorny boat of comparing
infinities…

Surprisingly, since this comes from Aguirre, I do not see that the objection is
relevant. Aguirre argues that SOME black hole might accidentally have an
infinite number of offspring, but he does not contend that this is TYPICAL. On
the other hand, Smolin’s hypothesis concerns a local maximum, assuming
mediocrity. It is not affected by rare instances of “eternal inflation”, should they
occur. So Smolin’s fitness function F(p), the number of black holes in a single
generation, is typically finite. The hypothesis is that it evolves towards a local
maximum and (rare instances of eternal inflation notwithstanding) will typically
BE at a local maximum. But this can be CHECKED. So the challenge stands: can
you show a change in some parameter which would result in our
spacetime having more black holes?

54. Jack Lothian
January 14, 2006

Who

Thanks for your comments. I downloaded the paper. I will read it but I suspect it
will take me a week or two to get through it.

55. Who
January 14, 2006

Hi Jack,
I am glad you have downloaded the paper and intend to have a look at it. I may
be able to save you time by giving some specific page references.

Only a part of the paper is about Smolin’s black hole natural selection idea and
the opportunities to test it. We can narrow the focus some.

To recap, the paper I referred you to is:
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
[b]Scientific alternatives to the anthropic principle[/b]
(Contribution to “Universe or Multiverse”, ed. by Bernard Carr et. al., to be
published by Cambridge University Press)

The section on cosmological natural selection begins on page 28

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213


with the section “5.2 Natural Selection”

Section “6 Predictions of Natural Selection” begins on page 30
and runs through page 36.

So I believe that everything relevant is contained in pages 28 thru 36. I look
forward to any comments you have, particularly about the testability.

The testability issue speaks to the main point made by David Gross in the
remarks which Peter quoted at the beginning of this thread.

The only physicist quoted who recognizes that the Landscape is
pseudo-science is David Gross. “It’s impossible to disprove” he says,
and notes that because we can’t falsify the idea it’s not science. He
sees the origin of this nonsense in string theorist’s inability to predict
anything despite huge efforts over more than 20 years: “‘People in
string theory are very frustrated, as am I, by our inability to be more
predictive after all these years,’ he says. But that’s no excuse for using
such ‘bizarre science’, he warns. ‘It is a dangerous business.’”

“It’s impossible to disprove” he says, and notes that because we can’t
falsify the idea it’s not science.”

Smolin has offered an hypothesis with some potential for explaining the values of
key constants which, however, IS subject to disproof. So it IS science by David
Gross standards. This testable hypothesis ought to be mentioned along with the
prospect (which Weinberg and Wilczek appear willing to contemplate) of GIVING
UP amid string landscape’s welter of possible vacua. The hypothesis may indeed
be incorrect and it may be possible to falsify it—perhaps that should be first on
our list of things to do.

56. Juan R.
January 15, 2006

Each time the discussion becomes more interesting,

Who said,

F(p) measures the abundance of black holes. To falsify the statement
all you need to do is FIND ONE DIRECTION IN WHICH TO CHANGE p
SUCH THAT F(p) INCREASES.

and now adds

Anyway, suppose P is that space of dimensionless parameters, and suppose p is
the list of parameters which we measure. Then the statement of the theory that
you have to falsify—-the hypothesis—is this:

you can’t find a small change in p that makes F(p) increase

Therefore, I admit now that you are informed that P is not 3D space. Then the
you may aware that experimental methodology would be:



1) Measure the number of BH in our universe (or region). So far i know still
nobody measured one and, however, Smolin curiously talk how if we found BHs
each day.

2) Take p_1 = G for our universe. Then [i]vary[/i] the value of G in our laboratory
and the point p in ‘phase’ space changes to p’.

3) Now measure again the number of BH in this new universe

4) Repeat 1)-3) for rest of parameters from p_2 to p_31

5) If our universe is optimized for the production of BH then the S premise is
correct.

May I continue with this nonsense?

—

Anthropic nonsense: universe is optimized for human life.

New ‘BHolic’ nonsense: universe is optimized for BHs.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

57. Who
January 15, 2006

Hello Juan, you say

Anthropic nonsense: universe is optimized for human life.

New ‘BHolic’ nonsense: universe is optimized for BHs.

I am not sure you have correctly stated the Anthropic position (defeatists like
Susskind may not actually claim “optimized for”, they may merely be asserting
“compatible with”) human life.

The point made by Peter, in quoting David Gross at the beginning of this thread,
is that whatever they are claiming is not science because it is not falsifiable.
There is no way to demonstrate that the universe is NOT compatible with human
life.

By contrast the BH natural selection conjecture IS FALSIFIABLE. This is the
significant difference, and the main point I am stressing here.
I am waiting for you to read and comment on pages 28-36 of the paper because
several ways to falsify it are discussed there.

The proposed tests of BH natural selection depend on some established physics



that has been independently confirmed by experiment, such as Gen Rel, QED,
QCD. I trust that you will grant that it is legitimate to use older well-established
branches of physics in designing ways to test new theories.

58. Who
January 15, 2006

5) If our universe is optimized for the production of BH then the S
premise is correct.

the aim in not to prove that the theory is correct, by testing for optimality in
every direction

the aim is to show that the theory is INCORRECT, by finding just ONE direction
in which one can vary the parameters so as to increase BH abundance.

Scientific theories are never proven to be correct because they can never be
tested in infinitely many cases. In 1919 when Eddington tested Gen Rel, he did
not prove that Gen Rel is correct. He made an unsuccessful effort to show that it
was incorrect. If he had observed the Pleiades to be in a substantially different
position this would have falsified Gen Rel.
But apparently he didn’t and Gen Rel survived that test. And continues to
survive. That is what scientific theories do: they CONTINUE TO SURVIVE.

And that is what Smolin’s BH natural selection theory is doing today. It continues
to survive astronomical testing. The theory predicts that you cannot have a two
solar mass neutron star—because if you could, then the topquark mass could be
revised so as to make neutron stars more apt to collapse (this is discussed in the
paper). But astronomers are constantly finding neutron stars and measuring
their masses. Some day they may find one which can be reliably shown to have a
mass of 2 solar or more. That would invalidate the BH natural selection theory.

This is only one of what I suspect are a great many possible ways to test, and
potentially falsify, the theory.

Just as people have thought of several different ways to test Gen Rel itself, so
they can invent a variety of ways to test this theory, and i hope they do 

Your steps 1) through 5) are essentially an argument that optimality can never be
proven and that BHNS can never be shown to be correct. Right! you can’t show
that. This is not the issue. The point is that there are ways to show that BHNS is
incorrect.

59. Who
January 19, 2006

Urs,
I want to make sure I understand the sense of what you said in this thread
earlier
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=321#comment-7237

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=321#comment-7237
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=321#comment-7237


“The problem with the landscape discussion is not that it is a priori pointless to
think about a theory in which the parameters of the standard model are not
uniquely specified.”

I think this means that there IS a problem with the landscape discussion. But the
problem is NOT that it involves considering a theory in which the standard
model parameters are undetermined.

As I interpret (please correct me if I misunderstand) this rather complicated
sentence it suggests that it is OK and quite scientific for a theory not to
determine the fundamental constants.

Maybe this is is drifting towards a kind of “apologia” for string theory that says
“hey string theory is OK and quite scientific, don’t criticize it because it fails to
determine the fundamental constants! Lots of other OK theories do not do that!”

In the Susskind NYT Book Review thread,
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=329#comment-7668
you blurred the distinction between testable scientific theories and string
thinking by arguing that having an infinite space of solutions is GENERIC, so
what is especially deficient about string?

Urs 18 Jan 3:28P
“I tried to point out how a theory generically has infinitely many solutions. So it’s
not clear to me why it should be a problem if some theory has only finitely many.”

I think the message is: why should string be considered unscientific if theories
generically have an infinite space of solutions?

It helps to keep examples of alternatives in mind. General Relativity is an
example of a theory with instant falsifiability. If it had happened to predict the
wrong light-bending angle, checked in 1919, then it is simply wrong. If it
predicted the wrong clock speeding with altitude, constantly checked by the
GPS, then it is simply wrong.

As you pointed out, Gen Rel has an INFINITE SPACE OF SOLUTIONS—I believe
these are associated with different possible initial conditions and the key point is
SO WHAT? because that does not affect the instant falsifiability. The theory can
still make predictions that refute it if they are not observed.

Maybe we are dealing with a sort of apologetics here and some of this could be
smoke or red herring. What matters is the testability/falsifiability and not the
“infinite solution space” or the “undetermined parameters”

A theory can have infinite solution space and undetermined parameters and still
commit to decisive predictions. If string is non-committal and accomodating to
any future experimental result then that is probably the problem. And it doesnt
help, or is at best only a distraction, to point out that other scientific theories
have undetermined parameters and infinite solution spaces.

Basically this amplifies the David Gross quote in the original post.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=329#comment-7668
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=329#comment-7668


60. Urs
January 19, 2006

General Relativity is an example of a theory with instant falsifiability.

Only once you have detectors that are sensitive enough to see the required
effects.

61. Who
January 19, 2006

**Only once you have detectors that are sensitive enough to see the required
effects.**

I am not sure how to interpret this, Urs. I think that when Gen Rel was published
in 1915 there WERE already detectors able to see the effects.

Or, if there were none already sitting on the shelf, one could see a clear way to
build them. One could say in good faith that it was reasonably practical to test—
it was in actual practice VULNERABLE to empirical disproof.

I see a moral obligation for theoreticians to make their theories be vulnerable.
Because the unity of the scientific community depends on the ability of members
to settle their differences of opinion by empirical means.

If a theoretical construct is not vulnerable, it does not seem like proper science
to me. This depends on people being reasonable and discussing in good faith. If
one can see how to build an instrument within reasonable time and cost, then as
long as one can see the way to do it then it does not have to be already available
when one makes the theory. One wants to see that the theoreticians are at least
sincerely TRYING to make their theory vulnerable to practical tests.

At this point it would help to compare string with some other QG approaches
—because it involves a judgement call of what is reasonable to expect. Currently
my testcase example is Laurent Freidel paper hep-th/0512113. It looks to me
that if the result is extended to 4D then it is falsifiable with instruments that are
planned or underconstruction. Please say if you disagree, since i would value
your point of view on that very much.

the reason for considering alternatives is because one has to judge what is
reasonable to expect (pure logic outside the context of alternatives does not
seem to make for a successful discussion)

best wishes

62. Urs
January 19, 2006

I think that when Gen Rel was published in 1915 there WERE already
detectors able to see the effects.

Sure. But in 1815 there were not.



Today, entire high energy physics is suffering from the lack of good detectors.
Theory is far ahead of experiment, unfortunately.

63. anonymous
January 19, 2006

“Theory is far ahead of experiment, unfortunately.”

Indeed! I thought it was the other way round, with theory being unable to catch
up with experiments. Perhaps I’ve missed a paper on arXiv.org that predicted the
masses of quarks, coupling constants, and other Standard Model parameters.
How careless of me.



Yet More Links

January 6, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

An assortment of interesting things I’ve run across recently:

There’s something called Multiversal Journeys that seems to organize lecture series
on theoretical physics, with a special interest in the multiverse (at least to the extent
of using it as an inspiration for the organization’s name).

UC Davis particle physicist John Terning has a weblog. Also a new graduate-level text
book on supersymmetric field theories, entitled Modern Supersymmetry: Dynamics
and Duality, soon to be published by Oxford.

Ever since 2001, the physicists in Paris have been running a Seminaire Poincare,
modeled after the mathematicians famous Seminaire Bourbaki. The latest Seminaire
Poincare was on the topic of Quantum Decoherence, and texts from the older
meetings are available.

Harvard philosopher Hilary Putnam has an updated version of his 1965 article “A
Philosopher Looks at Quantum Mechanics” in the latest issue of the British Journal for
the Philosophy of Science. It is entitled A Philosopher Looks at Quantum Mechanics
(Again). Part of my misspent youth involved taking several philosophy courses as an
undergraduate at Harvard, including ones from Quine and Putnam.

In November, Joe Lykken gave a particle physics seminar at Princeton entitled Is
particle physics ready for the LHC? His talk explains some of the challenges particle
physics will face at the LHC. The next-to-last slide is a none too subtle dig at the lack
of any particle phenomenology going on at my alma mater. It is entitled “is Princeton
ready for the LHC?”, and lists the titles of the particle theory seminars going on at
Princeton during the period before his talk.

The International Committe for Future Accelerators (ICFA) has a new web-site.

The Tevatron has recently achieved new luminosity records, both for peak luminosity
and integrated luminosity over a week. You can follow the status of the Tevatron here.

A beautiful new paper by Greg Landweber and Megumi Harada has just appeared. It
is entitled A comparison of abelian and non-abelian symplectic quotients and uses
equivariant K-theory methods to get the relation between the K-theories of the
symplectic quotients M//G and M//T, here T is the maximal torus of a compact Lie
group G.

Update: One more. Slate today is advertising Meaning of Life TV, where various
people, including some physicists, do things like promote the idea that the anthropic
principle shows religion has a lot to do with science. This site has been around for a
while, but just now has affiliated with Slate. Looking at it I thought “funny, this is the
only thing like this trying to inject religion into science that doesn’t seem to be a
Templeton Foundation project.” Then I saw the About Us link.

http://www.multiversaljourneys.com/
http://www.multiversaljourneys.com/
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/weblog/
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/weblog/
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/modernsusy/index.html
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/modernsusy/index.html
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/modernsusy/index.html
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/modernsusy/index.html
http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/poincare/poincareanglais.html
http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/poincare/poincareanglais.html
http://www.bourbaki.ens.fr/
http://www.bourbaki.ens.fr/
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Comments

1. Alan Reifman
January 6, 2006

Also to consider for one’s reading list, there’s a new book on the standard model.
It’s entitled “The Theory of Almost Everything,” written by Robert Oerter, a
professor at George Mason University. Further information on the book can be
accessed by clicking on Oerter’s webpage:

http://physics.gmu.edu/~roerter/

(Info on the book is underneath where he lists his course pages.)

2. QWERTY
January 6, 2006

THAT IS A RATHER NICE PAPER AT THE END. I FIND GIT VERY DIFFICULT
BECAUSE THE SURJECTIVITY ARGUMENTS ARE A LITTLE BIT SUBTLE.

APOLOGIES FOR GOING VERY SLIGHTLY OFFTOPIC, I AM PRONE TO DO THIS
OCCASIONALLY AND HOPE YOU WILL NOT THINK LESS OF ME FOR IT.

I HEREBY DECLATE THAT I, QWERTY, SUPPORT ISRAEL GELFAND FOR THE
ABEL PRIZE 2006. I WAS APPALED AND DISGUSTED WHEN PETER LAX WON
IT LAST YEAR. I THINK GELFAND DESERVES IT BECAUSE HE IS VERY
CLEVER.

PS I HAVE NAMED MY PET HAMPSTER GELFAND IN HIS HONOR.

PPS I THINK YOU SHOULD TALK MORE ABOUT MATHEMATICS AND LESS
ABOUT PHYSICS

3. MathPhys
January 6, 2006

Peter,
Why do you consider your time attending Putnam’s and Quine’s classes
misspent? I have my own ideas about that, but I wish to hear yours.

4. woit
January 6, 2006

I took a class from Quine on mathematical logic, which mostly was him reading
from ancient lecture notes (the notes were on cards from what I remember). I
don’t remember as much about Putnam’s class, I think I was just auditing it.

When I started college I was quite seriously interested in philosophy, especially
philosophy of science and mathematics. While, outside of his class, I greatly
enjoyed reading some of Quine (and to a lesser extent Putnam), and found his
view of how physics fits into philosophy quite congenial, in the end it seemed a

http://physics.gmu.edu/~roerter/
http://physics.gmu.edu/~roerter/


lot more interesting to deeply study math and physics themselves than to study
“philosophy of” math or physics. The deepest questions about these subjects
seem to me not the ones that are addressed by philosophers, but ones that our
lack of sufficient knowledge of these subjects still leaves us unable to answer.

For example, the current debates over whether the multiverse is science,
falsifiability, etc. aren’t truly deep problems in these subjects. They are coming
up because people are refusing to honestly go after the real problems.
Philosophers may be useful in getting people to think clearly and honestly, and
they may contribute to these issues now. But they can’t help much in creating
the kind of new math and new physics needed to make progress on fundamental
problems.

5. secret milkshake
January 7, 2006

Feynman: “Physicists are explorers, philosophers are tourists.”

6. Sakura-chan
January 7, 2006

““A Philosopher Looks at Quantum Mechanics” in the latest issue of the British
Journal for the Philosophy of Science. It is entitled A Philosopher Looks at
Quantum Mechanics (Again).”

Hmmmm, I think there’s like five people in the world who have subscribed to The
British Journal for the Philosophy of Science Online, and I’m sure not one of
them. =D Is it worth my $$$?

7. mgimo
January 7, 2006

While agreeing essentially with Woit, I’d say that mathematical logic provides an
interesting blend of philosophical and mathematical questions which can be
studied from a mathematical point of view. As tools of mathematical logic
develop, one hopes that they enable to answer philosophical questions by
meaningful mathematical theorems. For example, now there are meangful
(mathematical) tools to tackle the question why “why we study what we study”…

8. logopetria
January 7, 2006

“Philosophers may be useful in getting people to think clearly and honestly, and
they may contribute to these issues now. But they can’t help much in creating
the kind of new math and new physics needed to make progress on fundamental
problems.”

In most periods of science, this is probably true. When we have lots of data, and
multiple theories competing to explain it, with new theories and variations being
spun off and explored all the time, there’s probably little that a philosopher can
add to the party. But high-energy physics generally isn’t in a period like that at



the moment. Not least in quantum gravity, new experimental data is relatively
sparse, and progress is mostly in pure theory.

That (arguably) means that new developments will come from two sources: new
mathematical techniques and ideas, and new ways of thinking about and
understanding our old theories. There’s a decent chance, then, that some of the
useful new ideas that will help move the field forward might come out of
philosophy of physics, rather than physics alone.

Of course, philosophers can only be helpful in these areas when they have
relevant knowledge of the subject in question. Fortunately, there are quite a few
researchers in philosophy departments who have a very solid background in
physics as well. A good cross-section of this work is given in the book “Physics
Meets Philosophy at the Planck Scale” edited by Craig Callender and Nick
Huggett (many articles from which can be found online: click on “logopetria”
above).

9. woit
January 7, 2006

Sakura-chan,

I mentioned the Putnam article because I think it is historically interesting:
Putnam is one of the more well-known philosophers in the US and his 1965
article was often-cited as influential. Like the old one, the new article is very
clearly written, and it also has some interesting asides about Einstein’s views
and those of an unidentified “world-famous physicist” (I’m guessing Feynman,
may be wrong). But I don’t think the article is especially good or original in
terms of getting at the real problems of the interpretation of quantum mechanics
(e.g. decoherence is not even mentioned).

10. Juan R.
January 7, 2006

secret milkshake said,

Feynman: “Physicists are explorers, philosophers are tourists.”

From what perspective?

Well, Feynman was a physicist, one great but only was that. Feynman
philosophical insight was very superfitial. For instance his “Character of physical
law” and similar works are often cited in philosophical courses as an example of
superfitial approach to serious epistemological and ontological stuff.

Therefore,

Physicists are explorers, philosophers are tourists in the physical land

AND

Philosophers are explorers, physicists are tourists in the philosophical land



“A Philosopher Looks at Quantum Mechanics” again  has no real interest for
science. In fact, one can easily see many ideas about scientific hot topics
launched by philosophers are completely wrong. For instance, one can read all
nonsense published by philosophers about quantum measurement, irreversibility,
absence of time in last decades.

I agree with Gell-Mann that philosophers would do just philosophy and leave
physics (and probably epistemology) for physicists…

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

11. Chris Oakley
January 7, 2006

From the Slate web site:

John Polkinghorne: “The laws of nature were just exactly finely tuned to allow
[life] to happen. It couldn’t happen in just any old world. That’s a very striking
fact about the world …”

Statistical inferences based on a sample of one.
Wear a “D” cap and stand in the corner.

12. Attila Smith
January 8, 2006

Dear Qwerty,
Thanks for your capital post.
Although some party-spoilers might find your opinions controversial,
at least they are not smug and boringly PC , like ***’s or ****’s or above all *****’
s.
Greetings to Gelfand (your hamster, needless to say).
Abelian greetings,
Attila.

13. fooltomery
January 8, 2006

The Templeton Foundation never stops trying to buy a stairway to heaven…

14. Adrian H.
January 8, 2006

Well, I can’t resist a moderate defence of philosophers.

It is true that some philosophers of science have done little more than add noise
to the debates, but some others have also contributed very usefully. It was
philosophers who were the primary sceptics about the Copenhagen



interpretation through the 40s and 50s. It was philosophers who were the main
enthusiasts for the quantum logic approach of Birkoff and von N. and it was they
who were the primary sceptics when it looked like it wouldn’t work. And now
that physicists are rushing as one (the herd instinct seems quite well developed!)
to think of decoherence as the solution to the measurement problem it is
philosophers who are trying to point out to them that it just won’t work.

Physicists are often condescending about philosophers but when they attempt to
to do philosophy themselves (because they think they can do it with their eyes
closed, with no training at all) it is often embarassingly sophomoric. Witness
Susskind, Weinberg, etc.

When philosophy of science is done well it is done by people who know the
maths, know the physics, and look at the theorems as external scrutineers. They
are trying to answer the question ”Yes, but what does it all mean?” in a more
sceptical and frank way than physicits often manage unaided. Philosophy is (as
some politician once said) there to keep the bastards honest. And in quantum
mechanics it has been remarkably effective, particularly over the last thirty
years.

I wouldn’t expect much from Quine or Putnam. Putnam I think has never kept up
with the literature. He listens to his friends, puts together his ideas from
conversations with the *people who matter*. His ideas veer all over the map
because he thinks quickly but no longer particularly well. Quine had the same
arrogant attitude—but gave the impression of having even less contact with the
outside world.

I should add that I think Peter W. is an exception here: his philosophical instincts
seem judicious and right, to this writer anyway. Maybe those few courses he
audited had a salutary effect. 

Philosophers, it is true, have largely ignored string theory. But that also is to
their credit. I think they can tell vapourware when they see it.

15. j
January 9, 2006

As a student looking to grad school, the contentious/complementary relationship
between modern science and philosophy is both fascinating and troublesome. To
pursue a more humanisitic approach to physical science or a more rigorous bend
in philosophy? I’m pleased to see the topic arising here (if only tangentially) and
that Prof. Woit faced similar considerations as an undergrad.

Out of curiousity, can anyone cite examples of philosophers [of science/math]
that appear to “get it”? Is anyone familiar with the work being done by Hans
Halvorson at Princeton?

16. Adrian H.
January 9, 2006

Yes, I’m familiar with Halvorsen’s stuff. And he’s good. Very good. So also is Jeff



Bub at Maryland. N.P. Landsman is a very philosophically astute mathematical
physicist in Holland. Michael Dickson of Sth Carolina is good. Guido
Bacciagaluppi of Paris is good (they seem to have quite a few good people in
Paris—go figure?) John Earman of Pittsburgh is also good—and interested in
quantum field theory.

But I don’t agree that there is a ”contentious/complementary relationship
between modern science and philosophy”—mostly the relationship (at least from
the philosophers’ side) is good. Philosophers who b*tch about science are an
ignored minority, mostly social constructivists of one kind or another.

17. j
January 9, 2006

Adrian, I appreciate the list of names.
I didn’t mean to imply a signficant rift between the two disciplines or any
fundamental tension, but rather my recurring experience with the cliche of the
specious philosopher and the myopic physicist. (The opinion(s) of Feynman and
Gell-Mann cited above being superficial, if not outdated examples.)

18. Juan R.
January 9, 2006

Echeverría and Rábade Romeo in general theory of knowledge, Kleene in
metamathematics.

Personally, i am very influenced by Prigogine (not by thecnical details of his
theory); Scerri in philosophy of chemistry…

Etc.

I do not know Jeff Bub work but i do not agree with him in
[http://carnap.umd.edu/philphysics/bub_research.html]. In fact, he appears to
have a serious misunderstanding of basic issues of both quantum and classical
mechanics.

I do not agree with some Landsman’s work, specially his ‘wavefuntions of
universe’ in quantum gravity. He has not adressed the problems of WdW and
ADM quantum gravity in detail.

I think history of philosophy is the history of continuous loosing of fields of
aplication in favor of rival: science. In some sense, current philosophy is the
study of those fields cannot be still studied in a scientific manner.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

19. Adrian Heathcote
January 9, 2006



Hi j—just a little more information. Halvorson at Princeton seems to have the aim
of reviving a Bohrian philosophy of QM, partly tied to the idea that QM is ”really”
about information. A number of people are riding this horse at present, including
Jeff Bub. Personally I’m pretty unconvinced, and I think many people share that
scepticism. But Halvorson seems to be exerting a strong influence at present.

From a different direction N.P. Landsman also seems to be looking to resuscitate
Bohr. I think his 100 page essay Between Classical and Quantum is one of the
best surveys around at present. Look for it on arXiv for 2005 as quant-
ph/0506082.

There are many other good philosophers around that I didn’t mention: Craig
Callender at UCSD, van Fraasen at Princeton, harvey Brown at Oxford, David
Albert at Columbia(!) and many more.

On Feynman: apparantly he had a run-in with the neo-Wittgensteinians at Cornell
in the 50s and couldn’t stand philosophers ever after.

20. Juan R.
January 10, 2006

I do not think that N.P. Landsman seems to be looking to resuscitate Bohr in his
recent quant-ph/0506082.

In fact, i think that he is ignoring the main premise of Bohr the classical is not
reducible to the quantum.

Moreover his analysis of the situation is not rigorous (there are several sound
technical errors in the h-limit, N-limit, decoherence, and histories sections) and
he just forget the most realistic and fascinating option in his ‘review’; the third
way: that both quantum and classical are two sides of a more complex nature.

Precisely this third way is taken by Martingale models, Penrose, Prigogine
theory, etc.

I myself have done some recent advance in the topic. In brief, i will publish a
derivation of Martingale models and Born rules from first principles. Prigogine
theory for example appears like a special case of a more general model. No other
model (e.g. the popular decoherence) has done similar things.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

21. Levi
January 10, 2006

Since the title of this post is “Yet More Links”, I hope this isn’t considered off
topic. There is an interesting new paper out today by Connes and Marcolli
entitled “A walk in the noncommutative garden”. It’s a long survey paper



consisting mostly of an exploration of examples. Some of the examples are from
physics, including string theory. The final section sketches the function field
approach to the Riemann Hypothesis that Peter is fond of. The link is

http://arXiv.org/abs/math/0601054

22. Adrian H.
January 12, 2006

Juan

”I do not think that N.P. Landsman seems to be looking to resuscitate Bohr in his
recent quant-ph/0506082.

In fact, i think that he is ignoring the main premise of Bohr the classical is not
reducible to the quantum.”

In his use of Raggio’s therem on p. 20–1, he is certainly defending Bohr’s
response to Einstein, and is using the idea that the classical is fundamentally
different from the quantum realm (it has a commutative C^* algebra rather than
a noncommutative one). However this is all much more explicit in his other 2005
article on arXiv (quant-ph/0507220) and there the resuscitation of Bohr is the
central aim of the paper rather than a side issue. Again Raggio’s theorem is the
primary technical result.

23. Tung
January 17, 2006

Hi peter, it seems that the message i post just now cannot be seen after i click
the submit button

http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0601054
http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0601054


Follow-Ups

January 8, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Follow-Ups to two recent postings:

Michael Duff has written a letter to New Scientist complaining about their recent
editorial Physics’ greatest endeavour is grinding to a halt. Duff begins by claiming:

History has shown that rapid confirmation by experiment is a poor guide to the
eventual value of a physical theory

but backs this up in a rather bizarre way. You might think he would list some physical
theories whose experimental confirmation took awhile, instead he lists various
theoretical ideas that have been around for a long time, still haven’t been
experimentally confirmed, although lots of people are still working on them. Evidently
for Duff the value of a physical theory is how many people are working on it (he also
points out that about 500 people go to Strings 200X), not whether there is any
experimental evidence for it. The examples he gives range from cases where there is
zero experimental evidence, and probably never will be any (extra dimensions,
supersymmetry) to ones that it is very plausible we will soon see evidence of (Higgs
boson, gravitational waves) to ones that arguably we already have some evidence for
(cosmological constant).

He notes that gravitational waves were predicted in 1916 and have yet to be
confirmed, that string theory is more ambitious than GR so it should take longer to
confirm, and that one should only really start counting in 1995, when M-theory came
along. So I guess his prediction is that by 2074, we still won’t yet be anywhere near
confirming string theory. Like many string theorists, he make highly tendentious
claims about the relation of the standard model to experiment, writing:

decades required to knock the standard model into a shape that could be confirmed
by experiment

I assume he’s not talking about the QCD part of the standard model, which was born
in 1973, already making verifiable predictions, and within ten years had accumulated
a huge amount of evidence in its favor. The electroweak theory was first written down
by Weinberg and Salam in 1967, and by ten years later the evidence for it was
overwhelming. I suppose you could try and argue that the history of attempts to put
together the standard model go back to Glashow in 1960 or Yang-Mills in 1954. Even
using 1954, it was 19 years later that the full standard model was in place with a lot
of experimental evidence already there and more pouring in. And that period would
quite likely have been shorter if most of the theory community hadn’t given up on
QFT and been working on the bootstrap, dual models or string theory during that
time. In the case of string theory, taking Veneziano in 1968 as a starting point, nearly
4 decades later there is not a glimmer of a piece of experimental evidence for string
theory. Comparing the history of the standard model to the history of string theory is
just absurd.

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg18925330.100.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg18925330.100.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=308
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=308


On another recent topic, the New York Times finally today carried an obituary for
Raoul Bott.

Comments

1. Wolfgang
January 8, 2006

Peter,

the example of gravitational waves is not so bad in my opinion.
If experiments are difficult for classical gravitation it is no surprise that
quantum gravity is even more difficult.

But I would make a different point: We may already have some evidence for new
physics, e.g. the Pioneer anomaly or perhaps in a few years deviations from
Newton’s potential at small distances.
The problem is that string theory currently makes no concrete statements about
such effects.

2. JK
January 8, 2006

The slow down in orbital period of binary pulsars constitutes good evidence for
gravitational waves (Taylor et al. 1978). I would put gravitational waves in the
same category as the cosmological constant, “arguably we already have some
evidence”.

3. woit
January 8, 2006

Wolfgang,

Yes, the problem is that after almost 40 years, string theory predicts nothing.
This is very different than the case of GR, where precise predictions about
gravitational waves were there from the beginning (and, as JK points out, we
already have indirect evidence).

Sure, true quantum gravitational effects may always be beyond the reach of
observation, but string theory is supposed to include all other interactions too.
The fact that it can’t actually predict a single thing about those after almost 40
years is what conclusively shows it is on the wrong track.

4. dan
January 8, 2006

“Yes, the problem is that after almost 40 years, string theory predicts nothing. ”

String theory does predict SUSY, which may turn up at LHC ca 2010

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=314
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=314
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/08/national/08bott.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/08/national/08bott.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/08/national/08bott.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/08/national/08bott.html


5. A.J.
January 8, 2006

String theory does predict SUSY, which may turn up at LHC ca 2010

It’s probably more accurate to say that string theory _assumes_ or perhaps
_requires_ supersymmetry. It’s a necessary part of the theory rather than a
consequence of it.

Now with that said, the discovery of supersymmetry among the elementary
particles would constitute indirect evidence that our universe can be described
by a string theory. Coupling a supersymmetric gauge theory to gravity more or
less requires us to consider supergravity, and supergravity theories basically all
arise as low energy limits of string theories.

The reasoning above isn’t iron-clad, so take it with a grain of salt. For one thing,
it might well be that susy appears in particle physics, but only as an approximate
symmetry, indicating further substructure. (Something like this actually happens
in nuclear physics.)

6. Peter
January 8, 2006

Dan,

The problem is that supersymmetry is broken and string theory doesn’t tell you
how or even at what energy scale. If it’s broken at very high scale (which
landscapeologists seem to prefer), it’s indistinguishable from a non-
supersymmetric theory at any energy scale we can ever hope to access, and you
certainly won’t see anything at the LHC. I don’t see many string theorists these
days willing to stand behind the idea that string theory implies supersymmetry at
the LHC scale.

7. Anonymous
January 9, 2006

A.J. says:

It’s probably more accurate to say that string theory _assumes_ or perhaps
_requires_ supersymmetry.

To what extent is this clear? The type 0 theories, for instance, have worldsheet
SUSY but not spacetime SUSY. True, they have a tachyon, but in at least some
cases it’s pretty clear that the tachyon condenses and doesn’t really cause
problems. Example: whatever the dual of pure Yang-Mills theory is 

Of course, these things probably can’t describe a realistic universe with gravity
and all of the other fields we know about, but I’m not sure there’s an airtight
case that realistic string theory backgrounds require SUSY….

8. Fabien Besnard



January 9, 2006

Peter, I think you would not complain against string theorists if they were a small
community and made more humble claims about what their theory has achieved
so far and about how promising it is. Duff is right when he says that “rapid
experimental confirmation” is not a good guide : what is a good guide is the own
prejudice of gifted researchers about the way nature works. Well it’s a good
guide only 1 percent of the time so what we need is a diversity of ideas. The
academic institution should encourage such a diversity as long as no theory has
won the competition… and as long as no theory destroys the rules of the
competition, that is scientific method.
I develop a little bit more here .

9. Chris Oakley
January 9, 2006

Mike Duff is just digging his own (and his fellow Superstringers’) grave by
making these comments. To adapt the kamikaze motto: The requirement to
understand the physical world is as heavy as a mountain, but individual theories
as light as a feather.

If you had invested in a company that failed to make a profit after 40 years of
trading, would you put up with being told by one of the directors that all of this
is your fault for not being patient enough? I think not.

10. Fabien Besnard
January 9, 2006

“If you had invested in a company that failed to make a profit after 40 years of
trading, would you put up with being told by one of the directors that all of this
is your fault for not being patient enough? I think not. ”

Do you really think science should be “managed” like a company ?

11. anon
January 9, 2006

Physics already is managed like a company. It is big business: compare the costs
of particle accelerators to other business costs.

Outsiders passionate about science are written off automatically as amateurs.
The professionals are those who make money out of it.

12. Chris Oakley
January 9, 2006

Do you really think science should be “managed” like a company?

They need our money to operate, so why should they not be accountable?

There is in any case nothing wrong with operating like a company. In my
experience research in companies is better managed than academic research.

http://math-et-physique.over-blog.com/article-1539897.html
http://math-et-physique.over-blog.com/article-1539897.html


More emphasis on results, less on personalities, and much more willingness to
give up on things that are leading nowhere.

13. Quantafyzyx
January 9, 2006

Wanting definite experimental predictions from a theory is so twenty-first
century! Knowledge itself has a quantum behavior, like electrons and photons.
Without 24th century mathematics, it is hard to explain but a rough analogy can
be provided. Please remember, these are analogies only.

A definite theory with predictions that can be compared to experiment is roughly
analogous to a quantum system with close-to-classical behavior (see
Schrodinger’s cat). Low Energy Physics is classical – there is a definite theory
and definite experiments. However for physics of 1000 TeV and above, theory is
in a quantum state. This analogy is rough, too, but the theory of physics is (in
your language) a wavefunction over the space of string theory landscapes.
Without knowledge that you all don’t have right now, the best LHC can do for
you is collapse the theory wavefunction onto one of two branches of the
landscape – roughly those with low-energy SUSY and those without. Even a
rough estimate of amplitudes is currently beyond you.

Now, knowledge of physics itself being quantum is extremely inconvenient and
virtually intractable. Therefore the effort is to make it as “classical” as possible
(the so-called incoherent regime where theories do not interfere with each
other). Rough analogy again- there are two ways of collapsing the theory
wavefunction – the first is by suitable experiment, and the second is by suitable
theoretician. The cost of education, salary and retirement benefits for a
theoretician is four-to-five magnitudes cheaper than any conceivable experiment,
and therefore, we must produce more theoreticians. All this is dealt with in the
Theory of Incoherence, though the upper bound on reduction of the landscape
per theoretician is still undetermined upto a multiplicative constant. One of the
important open questions, this is.

On the practical side, The Harvard Breeding Program of 2316 has been
instituted to optimize production of theoreticians.

Clearly, more string theorists the more rapidly we approach the Incoherence
regime, and Peter, your blog has been identified as a key blocker to production of
such.

Please consider this a polite request from the 24th century to cease and desist.

14. Chris W.
January 9, 2006

Actually, business itself is considerably messier and hard to manage than
investor newspeak* would lead one to believe, especially when technology is
involved. The analogy is forced only because nobody would invest in high energy
physics as a pure business proposition. If one tried to turn it into a business one
would end up selling snake oil to dupes.

http://www.pacifict.com/Story/
http://www.pacifict.com/Story/


(* intentional reference to 1984)

15. dan
January 9, 2006

I recall Lubos expecting to see SUSY @ LHC. I agree with you that if no SUSY is
found, it would not falsify string theory as it now understood, but if SUSY is
found, then the question is not where it breaks (obviously at TEV scale) but how.
it would provide strong experimental support to string theory i think.

” I don’t see many string theorists these days willing to stand behind the idea
that string theory implies supersymmetry at the LHC scale.”

16. Fabien Besnard
January 9, 2006

“I recall Lubos expecting to see SUSY @ LHC. I agree with you that if no SUSY is
found, it would not falsify string theory as it now understood, but if SUSY is
found, then the question is not where it breaks (obviously at TEV scale) but how.
it would provide strong experimental support to string theory i think.”

So it’s a game where you can’t lose. Cool !

If you can’t kill a theory isn’t it a strong indication that this theory is not alive ?

17. Chris Oakley
January 9, 2006

Hi Quantafyzyx,

You are probably right, but for the majority of the contributors to this blog,
bringing ourselves round to your point of view would just cause too much
distress.

Is there any chance of you developing and marketing brain implants that would
enable us to to see the beauty of the Landscape without painful electric shock
treatment?

18. Chris W.
January 9, 2006

The dialogue with experiment, Multiverse/Landscape edition:

“The answer is yes. What was the question?”

(This is an exaggeration, but not as much as one would hope.)

19. AJ
January 9, 2006

Hi Anonymous,



As you say, it’s not entirely clear that string theory really requires
supersymmetry for its formulation. But I think this supports my claim, that
strings don’t really predict SUSY, except in so far as one includes SUSY from the
start.

Out of curiosity, is there really any evidence that pure YM theory has a gravity
dual?

20. Urs
January 9, 2006

But I think this supports my claim, that strings don’t really predict
SUSY, except in so far as one includes SUSY from the start.

But if you don’t include SUSY from the start, you get something which seems to
be incompatible with observation, namely the bosonic string. One is tempted to
say that the bosonic string is ruled out by experimental data, namely by the
observed existence of fermions.

So from the available string models only those with SUSY are not immediately
excluded by observation. In this sense (high energy) SUSY is a prediction.

Of course it might still be that the endpoint of closed string tachyon
condensation is nothing but the superstring. I suppose nobody can yet decide
this one way or another.

If true, we’d have an even more robust implication of supersymmetry from the
assumption of strings.

But certainly, as noted by others, worldsheet SUSY and hence SUSY of 10D flat
space does not imply much about the SUSY we might hope to actually observe…

21. anon
January 9, 2006

SUSY is required for a hypothetical unification at an energy beyond that which
can ever be measured. The 1-1 boson:fermion superpartners are no more
scientific a prediction than predicting aliens, because no specific energy is
predicted, there is no detailed dynamics, no numbers to be tested.

If you don’t want precise calculations and numerical predictions that are testable
scientifically, you find that religion can be interpreted as making many “testable
predictions” about the afterlife, heaven, the day of judgement, etc.

As Lunsford would say, it’s not science, it’s horseshit even before you start
looking at the landscape of 10^500 universes in ST.

22. Marty Tysanner
January 9, 2006

So from the available string models only those with SUSY are not immediately
excluded by observation. In this sense (high energy) SUSY is a prediction.



I don’t think I will easily understand this reasoning, unless the word “prediction”
is redefined in just the right way. If I understand your comment correctly, you
have a set of possibilities (the space of all string models) that can be grouped
into two subsets: one depending on something that gives you the bosonic string,
and another that includes SUSY. So far, there is no prediction. Then you add
experimental input (i.e., that the first subset is incompatible with observation),
and claim that what now remains is a prediction. A naive counting indicates that
the ratio of outputs to inputs is less than or equal to one.

That doesn’t look like a prediction to me.

23. woit
January 9, 2006

Marty,

Urs is just giving you an argument that unification inherently requires the
superstring, not the bosonic string, which is a not unreasonable argument. There
are lots of reasons to rule out the bosonic string. The problem is that even if you
just look at the superstring, in the simplest version it has unbroken space-time
supersymmetry. So it predicts exact supersymmetry, which is a very bad
prediction, since we don’t see that in nature. You can break this supersymmetry
in various ways, but the problem is that the theory doesn’t tell you what the
energy scale of the supersymmetry is. Urs is being slippery when he says “(high
energy) SUSY is a prediction”, because “high energy” can be any thing: 1 Tev, an
intermediate scale, the GUT scale, the Planck scale. For all I know maybe it can
even be way above the Planck scale.

So what is bogus is saying that “SUSY is a prediction” when you know (from
experiment) that it is broken, but string theory has nothing at all to say about
how it is broken, not even at which scale.

24. A.J.
January 9, 2006

Hi Urs,

But if you don’t include SUSY from the start, you get something which seems to
be incompatible with observation, namely the bosonic string.

Right. Experimental results rule out the non-supersymmetric string theory.
That’s not quite the same thing as saying that supersymmetric string theory
predicts supersymmetry.

25. dan
January 10, 2006

Peter,
Do you think though that with enough researchers and enough intelligence and
studies thrown at the problem, that string theory could come with a mechanism
of how it is broken, and at what scale? or do you think that the problem is



insurmountable, even for string theorists?

So what is bogus is saying that “SUSY is a prediction” when you know (from
experiment) that it is broken, but string theory has nothing at all to say about
how it is broken, not even at which scale.

26. Tony Smith
January 10, 2006

Urs said “… if you don’t include SUSY from the start, you get something which
seems to be incompatible with observation, namely the bosonic string. One is
tempted to say that the bosonic string is ruled out by experimental data, namely
by the observed existence of fermions. …”.

However, Englert, Houart, and Taormina said, in hep-th/0106235:
“… supersymmetric and nonsupersymmetric ten-dimensional fermionic closed
string theories stem from the compactified closed bosonic string theory. …
Space-time fermions … arise from bosonic degrees of freedom …
Compactification must generate an internal group SOint(s) admitting spinor
representations … the spinor representations of SOint(s) describe fermionic
states … the highest available space-time dimension accommodating fermions is
… s + 2 = 10 … the truncation … to SOint(8) + ghosts transfers modular
invariance from the 26-dimensional bosonic string to ten-dimensional fermionic
strings …
a manageable non-perturbative approach to the bosonic string is mandatory. An
attempt towards formulating such an approach in a classical limit has been
recently proposed … G.T. Horowitz and L. Susskind, Bosonic M Theory , hep-
th/0012037 … and the present analysis suggests that such efforts should be
further pursued. …”.

In hep-th/0012037, Horowitz and Susskind said:
“… We … try to interpret bosonic string theory as a compactification of a 27
dimensional theory. We will refer to this theory as bosonic M theory. …”.

In hep-th/0104050, Lee Smolin said:
“… “A new matrix model is described, based on the exceptional Jordan algebra,
J3(O). … There are 27 matrix degrees of freedom, which under Spin(8) transform
as the vector, spinor and conjugate spinor, plus three singlets, which represent
the two longitudinal coordinates plus an eleventh coordinate. Supersymmetry
appears to be related to triality of the representations of Spin(8).”.

In hep-th/0110106, Yuhi Ohwashi said:
“… … Smolin’s matrix model [is] based on the groups of type F4. … the actual
world requires complex fermions without doubt. … In accordance with this
complexification, the groups of type F4 are upgraded to the groups of type E6. …
we consider a new matrix model based on the simply connected compact
exceptional Lie group E6 …”.

The result, which has much in common with my E6 model described on the
CERN preprint server at http://cdsweb.cern.ch/ as EXT-2004-031, is that bosonic
string theory CAN be interpreted in a way that is consistent with experimental

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/


observations.
As Smolin suggests, Spin(8) triality produces fermion-boson relationships that
are a subtle form of supersymmetry in which the familiar fermions of the
standard model are the subtle-supersymmetric partners of the familiar bosons.

In short, the bosonic string is NOT “ruled out by experimental data”, because
fermions emerge naturally in bosonic string theory.
Maybe that is what Urs had in mind by saying “… it might still be that the
endpoint of closed string tachyon condensation is nothing but the superstring …”
and that Urs supposes “… nobody can yet decide this one way or another …”. I
think that the above line of work can decide this in favor of realistic fermion
emergence from bosonic string theory.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

27. Thomas Larsson
January 10, 2006

I recall Lubos expecting to see SUSY @ LHC.

According to himself, Lubos has bet several thousand dollars on the experimental
discovery of SUSY by 2006. Unfortunately, I am not among the ones who
accepted his bet, but I wonder whether the deadline was January 1 or December
31…

Actually, the deadline might be quite appropriate. When the Tevatron has
collected 2 fb^-1 of data, which should happen this summer, it might be able to
rule out a light Higgs, and thus indirectly SUSY, at the 95% CL.

But this prediction is of course not watertight. We could be dealing with split (or
supersplit) SUSY, which has been intelligently designed to avoid confrontation
with experiments forever.

28. Urs
January 10, 2006

Tony,

thanks for listing all these references. I know people are trying to see if the
closed bosonic string is related to the superstring. One idea has always been
that, since it contains a tachyon and is hence instable, it will reduce to the 10D
superstring when closed tachyon condensation is over.

I am no expert at all on the state of the art of studying this. The impression I got
from hearsay is that it is not really understood yet. But very likely much more is
understood than I am aware of.

As a gut feeling, I would expect the bosonic string to be related to the fermionic
one.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


29. Urs
January 10, 2006

Some elements on how a theory gives rise to predictions:

Say we have an assumption A about the world. Say we can show that A implies
either B or C.

A => (B v C)

Say we find from measurements that in our world B is violated

not B

Then we combine our assumption above the world with our knowledge of the
world and deduce

(A /\ not B ) => C .

Hence we conclude:

“Given available data, our assumption predicts C”.

An example:

Let A be the assumption that the universe on large scales is described well by an
FRW model in Einstein GR. As you know, this implies

(C v D v E)

where C is a universe of positive, D one of vanishing and E one of negative
curvature.

Now you make measurements. These rule out two of these possibilities.

not C and not E .

(This example might be a little outdated. Modify as you deem appropriate
according to current experimental data.)

Hence combining our assumption (FRW universe) with the experimental data
allows us to make the prediction

( A /\ not C /\ not E ) => D .

And that is in fact a prediction, as everybody knows. The successful standard
model of cosmology follows from

– assuming a theory (FRW model of GR)

– excluding solutions which do not match observation at all

– predicting that the only remaining solution is the one observed in nature, which



then again implies predictions for further observations (like CMB fluctuations,
etc).

Critics of the fact that string theory seems to admit more than one solution
should note in this example how one observation about the world reduces the
number of candidate solutions which in turn allows to predict outcomes of more
observations.

Similarly, one might hope that if there are only a few (or even just a single) string
vacuum matching basic properties of the standard model (like gauge group,
number of generations, etc), then this would imply predictions on outcomes of
other observations, like for instance the existence and configuration of
compactified dimensions at high enough energies.

Since string theory is incompletely understood one might feel that this is unlikely
to happen, but it is not by itself a procudure alien to science at all.

Finally, to apply the above to the prediction of high energy supersymmetry that
we talked about, we have the following:

The assumption A is that strings with the CFT dynamics considered currently in
string theory do exist.

This assumption implies B or C

A => B or C,

where B is the bosonic string and C is the superstring.

Say B were ruled out by observation (we have discussed caveats to that).

Since

(A and not B) => C

we get the prediction C of worldsheet supersymmetry. Finally, since

C => D

where D is (generically broken) target space SUSY, we get the prediction of
(broken) target space SUSY from the assumption that strings exist at all and that
fermions are being observed.

30. Tony Smith
January 10, 2006

Urs said: “… As a gut feeling, I would expect the bosonic string to be related to
the fermionic one. …”.

I agree, and I think that a possibility that is often overlooked when people say
things like “SUSY has never been observed” is that, while the superpartners of
naive 1-1 fermion-boson supersymmetry have indeed never been observed,



it may be that supersymmetry is more subtle, and related to Spin(8) triality (as
Lee Smolin suggests in hep-th/0104050) in such a way that the “ordinary”
fermions of the standard model are in fact (subtle) supersymmetric partners of
the standard model gauge bosons.

If that is the case, bosonic strings might be “fundamental parents” of a fully
realistic model with fermions, and SUSY might be of the subtle-triality type
rather than a naive 1-1 correspondence,
and
one might expect that the LHC would see Higgs, more details about the T-quark,
etc, but no “new” superpartner particles,
and
that failure by LHC to observe any “new” superpartner particles would not rule
out string theory models such as those described by Smolin and others and cited
in my previous comment 27. on this blog entry.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

31. woit
January 10, 2006

Urs,

You’re still completely evading the main point: Saying that you have a
“prediction of (broken) target space SUSY” is completely vacuous unless you can
say something about how SUSY is broken. This isn’t even in any sense a
prediction of SUSY since SUSY with breaking scale pushed off to infinity = no-
SUSY.

Dan,

I think the supersymmetry breaking problem is the fundamental problem for
supersymmetry, both just in QFT, and in string theory. The fact that no one has
come up with a way to break supersymmetry which agrees with experiment and
doesn’t just about completely ruin the ability of the theory to predict anything
indicates to me that there is a serious problem with the whole idea as it stands.
My own guess is that there is something to supersymmetry, but it will require
some major new idea and a serious revamping of how we think about
supersymmetry to come up with something that actually works.

32. Juan R.
January 10, 2006

Michael Duff said,

History has shown that rapid confirmation by experiment is a poor
guide to the eventual value of a physical theory.

This may be a joke!

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Consider the following theoretical ideas that have yet to be empirically
confirmed: gravitational waves (1916); the cosmological constant
(1917); extra dimensions (1926); the Higgs boson (1964);
supersymmetry (1971).
All were dismissed in their time by impatient naysayers as theories
going nowhere.

Were those ‘naysayers’ wrong? There is theoretical evidence that gravitational
waves are not real (this is focused to the problem of localization of energy in
GR). There are experimental discrepancies (order 2%) in last binary pulse tests
suggesting longitudinal components cannot be explained via GR-waves and this
has open the doors to reevaluation of energy problem of GR again.

There exist serious theoretical evidence that cosmological constant is not one. In
some recent works, even the cosmological constant is a geometrical effect with
no vacuum interpretation.

There are studies against existence of addittional dimensions, etc.

Precisely, the existence of alternative points of view and theories is the
REASON for experimental checks selecting the correct theory or view. There are
huge collections of beatiful scientific ideas that experiments ruled out from
science. String theorists know a lot of that. String theory NEWER worked. For
example, Robert B. Laughlin, 1998 Nobel Prize-winning physicist says

People have been changing string theory in wild ways because it has
never worked.

Do you remember string theory fiasco on strong force? They was substituted by
QCD.

In SCIENCE, any interesting idea is not true before experimentally verified. But
string theorists have introduced the non-scientific idea of a ‘beatiful’ idea is true
even if there is no more basic experimental evidence for it. They believe are
Good…

String/M-theory is much more ambitious and far-reaching than any of
the above ideas. It is a bold attempt to fuse gravity with quantum
mechanics and explain all physical phenomena.

Yes! and FAILED. String M-theory does not unify QM and gravity (in fact is even
unable to obtain GR equations without appeal to fixed backgrounds) and, of
course, being a reduccionist approach string M-theory is UNABLE to explain
emergent phenomena. As said P.W. Anderson “More is different”.

I already explained that string theory is not a TOE in sci.physics.string. In fact, it
is not even a 1% of a realistic TOE.

The debate is not between those who believe that string/M-theory
should be judged by its agreement with experiment and those who do
not. The debate is between those who demand instant gratification and

http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL
http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL


those who recognise that a theory of everything does not happen
overnight.

No! The debate is between those (scientists) who study the world as it is and
those (stringers) who want that universe was as they want. Stringers want that
universe was 10-11D, supersimmetric, quantum, reduccionist, and formed by
dozens and dozens of unobserved ‘particles’: 0-branes, 1-branes(strings),
2-branes, … 5-branes, … (and some even claim that may be background
dependent and that GR may be ignored!)

They claim all of above (and more) even if SCIENTIFIC disciplines experimental
data, and theories claim and prove the contrary.

For example, there is well studied cases in complexity theory and published in
specialized journals that prove that reduccionism does not work in complex
systems as biological societies due to nonlinear features. It has been proven in
very recent articles published in the journal Foundations of chemistry that
chemistry has been not reduced to microphysics and that discipline is emergent
one, with own concepts and theories cannot be reduced to ontological objects of
lower class, e.g. atomic physics.

People who has worked in complexity problems (e.g. Anderson, Laughling, Gell-
Mann in Santa Fe institute) has expressed the point that string theory is NOT a
theory of everything even if was correct.

Stringers simply ignore data and proofs and continue to call to a ‘theory’ of
microscopic strings a theory of everything…

That is not a scientific attitude and remember to me classical physicists
searching for a TOE whereas ignored the new QM.

Many pioneers of the incredibly successful standard model of particle
physics, including Nobel laureates Murray Gell-Mann, Abdus Salam,
Steven Weinberg and David Gross, turned their attention to
superstring theory and continued to pursue its ramifications
notwithstanding its lack of empirical support.

And by each one of those scientist we can cite another smart scientist (including
lot of Nobel laureates) rejecting string theory.

Do you remember Feynman evaluations of string theory? Yes he used the word
nonsense.

Moreover the scientists supporting string theory did some mistakes in the past.
Take the example of Gell-Mann or Weinberg. Weinberg has done several wonrg
stuff on gravitation, and unification. He openly claimed that QM and Coulomb
forces is “all one requires for chemistry” and he failed. Today, we have
electroweak quantum chemistry. If the ‘father’ of eletroweak theory was unable
to understand all details theory he did. How can we are sure of his evaluation of
string theory.



Take Gell-Mann case, ignore the errors he did in the past and focus in his
evaluation of string theory. I have an early work where he clearly explain why
heterotic superstring is the only serious candidate to unified theory of
elementary particles and others string versions being incorrect. In one of his last
works, he now carefully talk about the action of M-theory since now he know
that all string theories are related via dualities.

If Gell-Mann failed then to understand string theory how do you know that now
he is understanding M-theory?

They no doubt recalled the decades required to knock the standard
model into a shape that could be confirmed by experiment – for
example the 25-year time lag between the prediction and discovery of
non-Abelian gauge bosons upon which the standard model is based.

How many alternative theories were rejected in those 25 years? Yes a huge
number…

M-theory solves, among other things, the 1974 puzzle posed by
Hawking concerning the microscopic origin of black-hole entropy.

No! There is a mathematical conjeture in brane theory, not a verified scientific
explanation.

Nor is M-theory incompatible with an accelerating universe as your
article implied.

Of course, since M-theory is a misnomer because M-theory is not formulated!

Nobody know it but stringers use the term ‘theory’ how if really exited a theory.
In fact, nobody has proven even that the theory exist. We use the term “M-theory
conjeture” for refering to those conjetures extracted from non perturbative
studies of string theory suggesting existence of a full theory for different values
of parameter g.

Some candidates to M-theory as Matrix model violate previous asumptions of
string theory. For example, Banks formulation is based in pointlike particles,
when during decades all stringers attempted to convice us as stupid the concept
of pointlike partiles of the standard model was. Anyone in the street has heard
about small unidimensional object (the famous string) but practically nobody
heard of 0-branes.

This is hardly deserving of your description as a theory in “a sorry
state”. The annual international string theory conference continues to
attract an increasing number of participants, now about 500.

Perhaps do you misunderstand between state of theory and state of the
community? The community is rather well, the theory is in a sorry state with lot
of no-go theorems and zero advance in fundamental issues in the last two
decades.



—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

33. Urs
January 10, 2006

Peter,

I don’t think I am trying to evade any point. I am trying to state the obvious
elementary facts in a hope to increase the productivity of the discussion.

If your point is that the prediction of SUSY by strings is vacuous for almost all
conceivable practical purposes then I fully agree.

I just went through this little exercise in order to show that susy is not really put
in by hand in string theory, but follows from assumption A (when stated with all
due qualifications).

This is true, albeit not very useful. That happens…

34. Urs
January 10, 2006

One more thing: When talking about ‘breaking of SUSY in string theory’ one is
mostly thinking of spontaneous breaking in the effective 4D theory obtained by
compactifying 10D on M^4 x CY6.

But, as far as I know, there is no known mechanism that would favor
compactification on CY. I’d expect the generic string vacuum ‘breaks’ susy by not
being of the form M^4 x CY6.

What remains true, however, is that flat 10D space will look supersymmetric. So
in as far as on small enough scales (i.e. above the compactification scale)
spacetime looks locally flat, perturbative string theory would seem to predicts it
to look supersymmetric. If it still applied there, that is…

But I am obviously not anywhere near being an expert on this.

35. Urs
January 10, 2006

Tony,

this sounds all very interesting. I wish I would better understand the ideas on
algebraic patterns that you have (and be able to safely distinguish them from
your more voodoo-like ideas, if you know what I mean).

36. Tony Smith
January 10, 2006



Urs, about your comment 36. on this blog, here is an effort to describe in voodoo-
free terms some aspects of my view of SUSY:

Start with Smolin’s hep-th/0104050 statement: “… Supersymmetry appears to be
related to triality of the representations of Spin(8). …”.

Spin(8) has three 8-dim representations:
two mirror-image half-spinor representations; and
one vector representation.

Half-spinor representations naturally correspond to fermions, so it is natural for
one 8-dim half-spinor rep to correspond to fermion particles and for its mirror
image 8-dim half-spinor rep to correspond to fermion antiparticles.

Vector representations naturally correspond to vectors.

Triality shows that each half-spinor representation is isomorphic to the vector
representation.

So, for Spin(8), triality gives a 1-1 correspondence between half-spinor fermion
particles and vectors.

Since gauge bosons come from bivectors, or antisymmetric pairs of vectors, and
since there are 8/\8 = 8×7/2 = 28 bivector gauge bosons for Spin(8),
the triality SUSY for Spin(8) is NOT a 1-1 fermion-boson correspondence, but is
rather a correspondence between 8 fermion particles and 28 gauge bosons,
which is a 2 to 7 ratio, NOT a simple 1 to 1 ratio.

Since I like voodoo, and Spin(8) is natural for voodoo, if I were to advocate my
voodoo stuff here I would say in detail how those fermions and gauge bosons
look realistic and how the dimensionality of factors in the Lagrangian density in
8-dim spacetime works out to be nice, and how a quaternionic calibration breaks
the 8-dim spacetime into 4-dim spacetime plus 4-dim internal symmetry space,
etc.
However,
I promised here to stay away from voodoo, so I will do so as follows:

Many people in string theory like to use gauge groups with Lie algebras such as
Spin(10), E6, Spin(16), E8, and products thereof, so please note that each and
every one of those Lie algebras contain a nice Spin(8) subalgebra with triality,
and (calculation details vary with whichever algebra is your favorite) roughly you
can find a subtle-supersymmetric correspondence in each case such that the
fermions are related to gauge bosons by using the triality of the embedded
Spin(8), which means that:

The natural SUSY of such string theory models is NOT naive 1-1 requiring
unobserved stuff like selectrons and gluinos.

The natural SUSY of such string theory models is not only more subtle, but, very
importantly, THE WELL-KNOWN STANDARD MODEL FERMIONS CAN ACT AS
THE SUBTLE-SUPERSYMMETRIC PARTNERS OF THE GAUGE BOSONS,



so that
A FAILURE OF THE LHC TO FIND SELECTRONS, GLUINOS, ETC WOULD BE
IRRELEVANT WITH RESPECT TO (actually, supportive of) THE VALIDITY OF
SUCH STRING THEORY MODELS.

This may be the “new idea and … serious revamping of how we think about
supersymmetry” that Peter mentioned in his comment 32.

I thank you for the opportunity to say this here, because I used to wish that some
group somewhere would let me participate in a seminar or workshop etc about
such stuff, but I guess my status (being blacklisted by the Cornell arXiv) made
me an outlaw-persona-non-grata to be shunned by all decent physicists, and I
guess as of now I just have to live with that.

Although I do like the voodoo = Clifford algebra / generalized hyperfinite II1 von
Neumann factor / Wyler geometry / strings-as-world-lines model that I use (and I
do hope that someday others might come to like the voodoo stuff),

I also hope that it is clear from the above that some parts of it might be very
useful in non-voodoo string theory models, and that I am quite happy to discuss
such parts in non-voodoo contexts.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

37. Alejandro RIvero
January 11, 2006

Just a note: any revamping of supersymmetry should contemplate the hierarchy
problem, just as usual susy does; cancellation of fermionic and bosonic loops and
all that.

Of course the simplicity of the 3-familiy standard model is amazing, 12 spin 1/2
particles (and another 12 antiparticles thus) and 12 spin 1 particles seem to be
claiming for some special symmetry or a cancellation mechanism, or perhaps
even a Galoisian justification. But here comes just the same thing we are
critiquising in this thread: to build an structure needing these particles is not the
same
that to predict the existence of these particles; exactly as to build a metatheory
needing susy is not the same that to predict susy.

38. Urs
January 11, 2006

Tony,

thanks for the response.

It is certainly true that triality of SO(8) has a lot to do with supersymmetry.

The fact that the superstring has to live in 10 dimensions (to cancel the Weyl

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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anomaly) is closely related to this. Precisely in 10 dimensions does a string (a 2D
worldsheet) have precisely 8 transverse directions and its fermionic and bosonic
transverse oscillations a chance to be related, thnaks to SO(8) triality.

This is particularly manifest in the procedure which relates the Green-Schwarz
formulation of the superstring (the one which is bosonic on the worldsheet and
manifestly susy in target space) with the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz formulation
(which is manifestly susy on the worldsheet but not manifestly so in target
space).

In order to show that these two formulations are in fact equivalent one rewrites
the worldsheet spinors of RNS as worldsheet bosons (“bosonizing” them) and
checks that the result is the GS string. This procedure only works due to triality
and hence only in 2+8 dimensions.

Similarly the 11 dimensions of “M-theory” arise as 3-dimensions of the
worldvolume of a supermembrane plus 8 transverse ones.

So in this sense there is a relation between triality and supersymmetry which is
well-established.

But it seems that you are arguing for a different relation.

I am not sure yet if I follow the details, though. Let me see: are you arguing that
any system with a spin(8) symmetry has bose/fermi symmetry?

Certainly this is not true without further qualifications. The point of triality above
is rather along the lines that in 8 dimensions Weyl spinors have the same number
of components as vectors. But the spin(8)-representation still acts inside the
spinor space or the vector space seperately.

Maybe I am missing the obvious. Could you maybe sketch the form of one of
these Lagrangians that you seem to have in mind which contains 2x fermions and
7x bosons such that it is invariant under a symmetry operation which mixes
these 7x-bosons and the 2x-fermions?

39. Urs
January 11, 2006

voodoo = Clifford algebra / generalized hyperfinite II1 von Neumann
factor / Wyler geometry / strings-as-world-lines model

I should clarify what I meant by “voodoo” in a previous message. I don’t consider
Clifford algebra and von Neumann algebra theory as voodoo at all.

I assume what you have to say on your website concerning algebras etc. is
correct and often interesting. What looks like voodoo to me are some of your
more liberal free associations of structures with physics. It might be that there is
deep truth hidden there, but then it is not easy to see.

Hoping that you don’t mind me being honest, I have to say that much of what you



present (and certainly the style in which you present it) looks like an extremely
sophisticated version of numerology.

Maybe it’s not. But I bet the reason why you are encountering problems with the
arXiv is due to that.

40. Urs
January 11, 2006

strings-as-world-lines model

If you had said “worldsheets as planar Feynman-diagrams” I would agree that
there is something very deep about it.

41. Santo D'Agostino
January 11, 2006

Hi Urs,

You said about predictions:

“… Hence combining our assumption (FRW universe) with the experimental data
allows us to make the prediction

( A /\ not C /\ not E ) => D .

And that is in fact a prediction, as everybody knows. The successful standard
model of cosmology follows from

– assuming a theory (FRW model of GR)

– excluding solutions which do not match observation at all

– predicting that the only remaining solution is the one observed in nature, which
then again implies predictions for further observations (like CMB fluctuations,
etc). …”

This is, to me, an unusual use of the word “prediction.” Sticking with the context
of GR, consider the prediction of the perihilion shift of the orbit of Mercury, or
the prediction of the bending of distant starlight by the sun. In these two cases,
one can derive formulas from GR, then one substitutes experimental values for
independently-measured constants (such as the gravitational constant), and the
formulas then produce definite, numerical values for the desired quantities.
These definite numerical values can then be compared to the corresponding
observed values. To my mind, this is what is meant by prediction.

Contrast these predictions with the curvature of spacetime in the FRW models,
as you discuss. The curvature of spacetime cannot be calculated by GR, and so
does not qualify as a prediction of the theory. True, any experimentally measured
value of the curvature is consistent with GR, but that does not make any
particular measured value a prediction of the theory.



Using such a traditional interpretation of the word “prediction,” are there any
predictions of string theory?

Best wishes,
Santo

42. Urs
January 11, 2006

Santo D’Agostino,

the example you describe is indeed a special case of what I
sketched in

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=323#comment-7364

(There seems to be something wrong with hyperlinks here, at least in the
comment preview.)

In your example “A” is the assumption that Einstein GR describes gravity.

Your statement that “one can derive formulas from GR” is the implication

A => (B1 or B2 or B3 or …)

where the Bi for all i in some set I are all the solutions of these equations.

Your statement “then one substitutes experimental values” is precisely the
important point which I tried to emphasize in my post. It eliminates classes of
the Bi, those that do not fit these experimental values, so that we have

for all j in a subjet J of I : not Bj .

Given sufficient experimental input (large enough set J) we obtain a small
enough set

K = I without J

of candidate solutions and
then your statement is true that “the formulas then produce definite, numerical
values”.

In my notation this was the logical deduction

(A and not Bj for all J in J)
=>
Bk_1 or Bk_2 or … for k_i in K

Please read again carefully through what I wrote to see this.

So the point is this: We make an assumption about the world. This usually is
compatible with more than one state of the world. Hence we look at only those

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=323#comment-7364
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consequences of that assumption which do not contradict known facts about the
world. Then we check what our assumption implies on the remaining set of
solutions.

It’s a very simple fact. I stated it because in the heat of string-theory-bashing
some simple facts tend to be forgotten. 

String theory is based on an assumption A which says that perturbative
scattering amplitudes are given by evaluating certain 2D CFTs over Riemann-
surface diagrams.

You can work out consequences of this assumption and go through the above
procedure sketched above.

So in particular, you can take experimental input (like the gauge group of the
standard model or the number of generations) and use this to exclude certain a
priori possible consequences of assumption “A”, i.e. certain “string vacua”

Unfortunately, the set K of remaining candidate solutions is thus far still too
large to say almost anything definite about it.

Another problem is that assumption “A” itself may not be sufficiently well
understood yet.

So, that’s how it goes in science. Assumptions are made, checked, reworked, etc.
The problem with string theory that Peter is fond of pointing out is not that
assumption “A” is by itself an assumption without any chance of being useful. If
we perfectly understood the consequences of “A” (say at the level at which we
understand the consequences of the assumption that GR describes gravity) we’d
be all much happier.

It makes sense to complain about the progress that has been achieved in
understanding “A” and to urge people to look at other viable assumptions “A1”,
“A2”,…

43. Santo D'Agostino
January 11, 2006

Hi Urs,

Although the traditionally standard use of the word “prediction” may indeed
logically be a special case of the process you describe (and also call by the name
“prediction”), the two processes are sufficiently different in character that they
ought to be labelled by different names to prevent confusion.

To clarify the difference in character between the two concepts, consider this
passage from your previous message:

“In your example “A” is the assumption that Einstein GR describes gravity.

Your statement that “one can derive formulas from GR” is the implication



A => (B1 or B2 or B3 or …)

where the Bi for all i in some set I are all the solutions of these equations.

Your statement “then one substitutes experimental values” is precisely the
important point which I tried to emphasize in my post. It eliminates classes of
the Bi, those that do not fit these experimental values, so that we have

for all j in a subjet J of I : not Bj .”

Suppose that the Bi are possible values for the perihelion shift of Mercury. Then
by substituting experimental values INDEPENDENT of the perhilion shift, one
eliminates possible values of Bi and obtains a single value, called the predicted
value of the perihelion shift, which then one can compare to the observed value.

Contrast this with the situation of curvature. That is, suppose that the Bi
represent possible values of the curvature of spacetime. If one had a formula for
the curvature of spacetime, and substituted experimental values into the formula
that were INDEPENDENT of the curvature, then once again one could say that
the theory predicts the curvature. However, using observed values of the
curvature itself to select values of Bi, which are also values of the curvature, is a
process that you refer to as prediction, but which I would not call as such.

With your usage of the word “prediction,” it seems that one could say that GR
predicts the curvature of spacetime no matter what its observed value is. This
represents a departure from the traditional use of the term, and it would be
better to coin a new term for the process you describe.

Best wishes,
Santo

44. Urs
January 11, 2006

With your usage of the word “prediction,” it seems that one could say
that GR predicts the curvature of spacetime no matter what its
observed value is.

No. Please read what I wrote. In the example of cosmology the observed
curvature of space on large scales is experimental input. Only given that input
can we select out of all available FRW models the one which we then use to
make further predictions.

The whole point is that the assumption GR+FRW model does not predict the
curvature of space. There is a “landscape of solutions” to GR+FRW which
contains precisely three solutions. We pick the one not excluded by experiment
and use it to predict further observations.

45. Santo D'Agostino
January 11, 2006



Hi Urs,

I’m relieved to read that you agree that experimental input cannot be considered
a prediction of a theory. But your usage of the word prediction in an earlier post
is still unjustified if we stick to the traditional meaning of “prediction.”

Quoting you:

“Let A be the assumption that the universe on large scales is described well by
an FRW model in Einstein GR. As you know, this implies

(C v D v E)

where C is a universe of positive, D one of vanishing and E one of negative
curvature.

Now you make measurements. These rule out two of these possibilities.

not C and not E .

(This example might be a little outdated. Modify as you deem appropriate
according to current experimental data.)

Hence combining our assumption (FRW universe) with the experimental data
allows us to make the prediction

( A /\ not C /\ not E ) => D .

And that is in fact a prediction, as everybody knows.”

I am not arguing with the validity of the methodology you describe. I am only
saying that D should not be referred to as a prediction of the theory, since D is
observational input, as you seemed to agree with in your immediately previous
post. In other words, I am disputing your sentence, “And that is in fact a
prediction, as everybody knows.”

A prediction of a theory is a definite thing, and is not contingent on experimental
or observational data. What if in the future, more acceptable measurements rule
out D and E, but not C. Would you then say that the theory now predicts C?

Santo

46. Urs
January 11, 2006

Ah, now I see what you mean. That was sloppily formulated. The point is, once
you have fixed D this implies other things

D => D1 and D2 and …

(like details of nucleosynthesis, CMP spectra, etc.) and this are the predictions.



47. Santo D'Agostino
January 11, 2006

Hi Urs,

Agreed.

All the best wishes,
Santo

48. John Gonsowski
January 11, 2006

Urs, Tony’s model uses E6 much like the E6 GUT one gets from the E8xE8
heterotic string. I think for both Tony and the heterotic string the two half-
spinors of D4 relate to E6 orbifolding. The difference may be in the use of the D4
vector part of the Triality. If you think of D5 in between D4 and E6 or the SO(10)
GUT in between the SU(5) GUT and the E6 GUT. That SO(10) as John Baez
mentions in his recent paper is a nice way to see a 10-dim spacetime. That 10 is
a D5 vector and is a nice way to see why Tony uses the 8-dim vector of the D4
Triality as spacetime. The two extra dimensions Tony has for an SO(10)
spacetime makes the spacetime complex. D5/D4xU(1) has 16-dims or the 10-dim
has 2-dim added to the 4 big dimensions to get a 6-dim CP3 twistor. So Tony has
spacetime as a substructure of the String. That Gross comment about space and
time needing to go away (as the superstructure of the string) seems related to
this. Gross asks what then replaces spacetime. For Tony it’s the Clifford algebra.
Kind of makes sense to think of Lie Algebras as a substructure of Clifford
algebras. It kind of bothers me that so many people seem to have trouble with
the general idea of Tony’s model, it’s not that complicated. If you were looking at
something like Tony’s Lagrangian after dimensional reduction I could see where
a discussion is needed, there are tons of places I just take Tony’s word for it, he
seems rather good at math. As for Tony giving credit to ancient civilizations for
finding Clifford Algebra and Lie Algebra patterns, lots of the patterns like
D-series root vectors are rather simple and it is not so hard to imagine ancient
people noticing them. I personally believe like Tony that some ancient people
were quite good at noticing patterns that aren’t all that easy to see.

49. Tony Smith
January 11, 2006

Urs asked (in comment 39.) “… are you arguing that any system with a spin(8)
symmetry has bose/fermi symmetry? … Could you maybe sketch the form of one
of these Lagrangians that you seem to have in mind which contains 2x fermions
and 7x bosons … ? ..”.

No, I am not arguing that ANY system with a spin(8) symmetry has bose/fermi
symmetry, but I am arguing that some interesting systems do have what I call
subtle supersymmetry due to the spin(8) triality.

The 7/2 boson/fermion ratio stuff is peculiar to my voodoo stuff, so I don’t want
to say much about it here, but ( since yesterday (10 Jan 06) was National Voodoo



day in Benin – see the BBC article at http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/africa
/4599392.stm ) I will mention that the key is that in a Lagrangian density over
8-dim spacetime, the dimension of fermion/spinor PSI is 7/2 (as opposed to
dimension 3/2 over 4-dim spacetime), and 8 fermion particles x 7/2 dimension =
28 = 28 gauge bosons x 1 dimension.

For a non-voodoo point of view, I will quote from Lee Smolin’s hep-th/0104050:
“… the local structure of a 9+1 dimensional spacetime may be expressed in
terms of J(O,2), which is the Jordan algebra of 2×2 hermitian matrices of
octonions
z1 O0
J(O,2) =
O0 z2
… Similarly, the relevant Spin(9,1) spinors may be parameterized as 2
component octonionic spinors, which we may write as,
O2
PSI =
O1
… The main idea of supersymmetry, in the context of a theory of spacetime, is
that there should be some fundamental unification of the spacetime geometry
with the fermionic degrees of freedom which live in the spinor representations of
the local invariance group.
…to unify the coordinates of the tangent space of a 9 + 1 dimensional spacetime
with its spinor degrees of freedom, in a way that naturally includes an eleventh
spatial coordinate z3 … incorporate all of them in the algebra of 3×3 hermitian
matrices of octonions, which is called the exceptional Jordan algebra. This is
given by
z1 O0 O2*
J = O0* z2 O1
O2 O1* z0
… sixteen of the dimensions of bosonic string theory are transmuted from
bosonic to fermionic by a dynamical mechanism that involves the decay of the
tachyonic degree of freedom … the exceptional Jordan algebra is exactly the
unique mathematical structure we seek. … The automorphism group of J is
known to be F4. This group has several Spin(8) subgroups, one of which acts on
the components of J in the following way: the za are scalars,
O0,O1,O2 are, respectively, the 8 dimensional vector, spinor and conjugate
spinors. …
One way to … make an action … is to construct a cubic action … which we will
call the exceptional cubic matrix model … Spin(8) acts differently on each of the
three slots of the cubic product. … The three particular Spin(8) subalgebras that
act on each slot are related to each other by triality …
It is interesting to conjecture that the supersymmetries … can be understood as
arising from the components of F4 that live in the 8 dimensional spinor and
conjugate spinor representations S and Sc. These act bosonically on the degrees
of freedom in J however it is possible that after the compactifications that turn
the …[ O1 and O2 ]… into fermions they may imply a fermionic symmetry of the
reduced action …”.

I hope that the quote is extensive enough to give Lee Smolin’s basic idea, and
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not too extensive as to be burdensomely long in a blog comment.

As you can see from language like “conjecture”, full calculations were not done
at the time of hep-th/0104050, and, as far as I know, they have yet to be done.

I am sort of puzzled (and disappointed) that both Lee Smolin and Lenny
Susskind, authors of papers about such stuff (hep-th/0104050 and hep-
th/0012037) seem to spend most of their energy nowadays on other matters,
even though they both doubtless have grad students / postdocs /etc who could be
assigned some of the calculation work that remains to be done.

Lee’s Jordan algebra approach lends itself to LQG / spin foams with the
exceptional Jordan algebra at the spin foam nodes,
while
Lenny’s matrix model lends itself to string theory models with Lie algebras that
are related to that exceptional Jordan algebra,
and
it would be nice (in my opinion) to work on both approaches, and maybe it would
result in showing that the two approaches are equivalent (sort of like Heisenberg
and Schroedinger quantum models were shown to be equivalent). Maybe they
might even also be equivalent to my voodoo model.
Therefore,
I am somewhat saddened that Lee seems to mostly run around talking about
relatively general topics such as background independence and Lenny seems to
be running around Lost in his Landscape. Such topics are easy to use as PR hype
for the public and funding agencies, but in my opinion they are nowhere near as
useful as the hard work of doing some detailed calculations about triality and
subtle supersymmetry.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Urs, I am quite OK with your honest expression of opinion (in comment 40.)
that “… much of what …[ I ]… present (and certainly the style in which …[ I ]…
present it) looks like an extremely sophisticated version of numerology. …”.

As to style, if you are referring to my web site, it is not intended to look like a
standard-format physics paper, and it is true that it contains a lot of associations
(IFA divination = Clifford algebra, etc) that some people might find unusual.
However,
my pure-physics papers that were put on the XXX archives before Cornell
blacklisted me might look a bit less unconventional. For example: hep-
th/9302030 deals with Jordan algebras and force strengths and hep-ph/9501252
is a model overview. Although those older papers contain some ideas that I have
changed/corrected as of nowadays, they were written in conventional LaTeX
format, and I tried to make them look conventional in style. If you find them to
also look strange, then I can only apologize for my limited expository ability.
As to some of the associations that I make seeming strange or unusual, that is
one of the topics that I discuss in therapy with my psychiatrist. So far, his
diagnosis seems to be that the unusual associations are not problematic,
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although depression is a problem for which I am undergoing therapy.

50. Urs
January 11, 2006

I will mention that the key is that in a Lagrangian density over 8-dim
spacetime, the dimension of fermion/spinor PSI is 7/2 (as opposed to
dimension 3/2 over 4-dim spacetime), and 8 fermion particles x 7/2
dimension = 28 = 28 gauge bosons x 1 dimension.

If this is really more than numerology it might be interesting. It’s hard to say, for
me.

sixteen of the dimensions of bosonic string theory are transmuted from
bosonic to fermionic by a dynamical mechanism that involves the decay
of the tachyonic degree of freedom

That’s what one would hope. What concrete evidence do we have?

I am somewhat saddened that Lee seems to mostly run around talking
about relatively general topics such as background independence and
Lenny seems to be running around Lost in his Landscape. Such topics
are easy to use as PR hype for the public and funding agencies, but in
my opinion they are nowhere near as useful as the hard work of doing
some detailed calculations

Well said. We definitely agree on that.

It’s not that there is nobody out there looking hard for new grand (algebraic)
structures. P. West and H. Nicolai come to mind with their attempts to integrate
everything into E10 and E11. Judging from the abstracts of Nicolai’s papers
there seems to be slow but steady progress and mounting evidence that indeed
all of 11D supergravity is (a small subset) of the geodesic motion on something
like exp(E10/K(E10)).
(http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000353.html)

But things like that are certainly, and unfortunately, in the minority at the
moment.

P.S.
If you make John Gonsowski write a comprehensive and coherent pdf exposition
of your ideas, I promise to take a detailed look at it. More importantly, others
might, too.

51. ksh95
January 11, 2006

If you make John Gonsowski write a comprehensive and coherent pdf
exposition of your ideas…

I second that, especially the part about coherent.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000353.html
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As to some of the associations that I make seeming strange or unusual,
that is one of the topics that I discuss in therapy with my psychiatrist.
So far, his diagnosis seems to be that the unusual associations are not
problematic, although depression is a problem for which I am
undergoing therapy.

Whoa, slow down there Tony…Way to much information. You were on a roll, why
didn’t you quit while you were ahead? You wrote one paragraph to many.

52. woit
January 11, 2006

This discussion of Tony Smith’s ideas is way off topic, and this kind of thing gives
lots of people the idea that this is a forum for discussion of their own work. I
then have to spend increasing amounts of my time deleting people’s comments in
order to keep this comment section from turning into sci.physics. Please
continue this discussion with Tony privately or in some other forum.

53. Tony Smith
January 11, 2006

Urs, “… sixteen of the dimensions of bosonic string theory are transmuted from
bosonic to fermionic by a dynamical mechanism that involves the decay of the
tachyonic degree of freedom …” is a direct quote from Lee Smolin’s paper at
hep-th/0104050, so he would be the one for you to ask: “… What concrete
evidence do we have? …”. It could probably be answered with some of the hard
calculations that in older times would be assigned by someone like Lee to his
grad students / postdocs / etc.

Maybe (and this is just speculation from one who has been out of academia for a
long time) grad students / postdocs / etc nowadays don’t see doing such assigned
hard work as “the” way to advance, but instead just write a lot of relatively
shallow “me-too” papers, or even follow the example of Lubos and advance by
acting as mindless advocates (a la talking head political spin-masters on Fox
News etc) of whatever the powers-that-be say.

As to writing a “comprehensive and coherent pdf exposition of …[ my ]… ideas”,
I wouldn’t demand that of anyone, much less a friend like John Gonsowski. The
closest thing to such a single pdf file might be the one on my web site at
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/TQ3mHFII1vNFadd97.pdf which is
about 550 KB, and about 65 pages, in size. It has my ideas up to around 2003,
but it is not in LaTeX, and it does not cover my more recent calculations of
neutrino masses and mixing angles and of the Dark Energy : Dark Matter :
Ordinary Matter ratios observed by WMAP.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/TQ3mHFII1vNFadd97.pdf
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/TQ3mHFII1vNFadd97.pdf
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Photos of Mathematicians

January 8, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

For many years C. J. Mozzochi has been taking photographs of mathematicians,
primarily at mathematics conferences and lectures in Princeton or in the New York
City area. With help from Mark Goresky, he now has a web-site where you can view
and download many of his photographs. The site will be periodically updated with
additional photographs.

Comments

1. C. J. Mozzochi
January 9, 2006

Thanks Peter!

2. Dissident
January 9, 2006

I’m surely missing something really obvious, but… what’s the point? Ogling
supermodels I might understand, but mathematicians?

3. woit
January 9, 2006

Dissident,

As I’ve said before, the interests of this blog are pretty idiosyncratic. Lots of
places to go on the internet if you want to ogle supermodels. Those that want to
ogle mathematicians need a much more specialized site like this to point them in
the right direction….

4. Rob Scott
January 9, 2006

Sigh, if there were only supermodel mathmaticians!

5. MathPhys
January 9, 2006

There are.

6. John Gonsowski
January 9, 2006

Just got my February Discover magazine and it has a mathematician photo. Is
Columbia’s math department interested in having a 2nd TV/movie star?

http://www.mozzochi.org/
http://www.mozzochi.org/


7. woit
January 9, 2006

Hi John,

No, I think one of those is enough. I still haven’t seen the magazine yet, will
write something about it soon.

8. Chris Oakley
January 9, 2006

Maybe Mozzochi should have three sets of photos: mathematicians in casual
attire, mathematicians in their national costume and mathematicians in
swimwear, like the Miss World pageant. The latter would not necessarily be a
pretty sight, but one could always just make one’s excuses and leave at that
point.

9. Robin
January 10, 2006

Andrej Bauer also maintains a collection of photos of mathematicians; mainly
people working in category theory and/or logic.

http://andrej.com/mathematicians/
http://andrej.com/mathematicians/


Discover Interview

January 9, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The February issue of Discover Magazine contains an interview of me by writer Susan
Kruglinski. I haven’t seen the magazine itself, and it’s not yet on the newsstands here,
but a friend who subscribes was kind enough to send me a copy of the article. There’s
a picture of me sitting underneath the blackboard outside my office taken by a
photographer. The day he came I had a migraine headache, so was looking rather
grim, not my usual cheery self.

Comments

1. mathjunkie
January 10, 2006

So, what was the interview about?

2. MathPhys
January 10, 2006

What do you think it’s about?!

3. woit
January 10, 2006

String theory and the blog, mainly. The title is “The Dean of Debunkers”….

4. MathPhys
January 10, 2006

Great title, Peter. Could you please make it accessible here?

5. Dumb Biologist
January 10, 2006

Perhaps the mantle can be shared with James Randi?

6. woit
January 10, 2006

Sorry MathPhys, but I think Discover wouldn’t want me putting up their
copyrighted content on my web-site.

7. John Gonsowski
January 10, 2006

Peter, your photo seems pensive as well as stern and it kind of goes with the

http://www.discover.com/
http://www.discover.com/


folded arms and title. Discover seems to like slightly surreal photos of people.
For the interview, you must not have had a migraine or too many off topic
comments that day cause it was great. Respectful and understanding of why the
field went in the direction it did, but very clear that more people need to be
thinking in more directions. I feel like I’m giving an opinion on a movie while not
wanting to give away too much.

8. Quantoken
January 10, 2006

Peter:

It is NOT true that just because it’s Doscover copyrighted material you can not
re-produce it here on your blog. You have a right to fair use of copy-righted
materials, persuant to the law, Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107

As a matter of fact, you and your colleagues are already routinely exercise your
title 17 section 107 rights, by photo copying published articles without having to
contact the publisher.

The law says: “Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair
use of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or
phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for purposes such
as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple
copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement
of copyright.”

Clearly if you quote the article here for purpose of education and discussion, and
not for making money, you qualify for the fair use clause.

Quantoken

9. Quantoken
January 10, 2006

Peter:
All you need to do for such fair use, is attach such a declaration note, in its exact
format as below:
In accordance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, this material is
distributed without profit to those who have expressed a prior interest in
receiving the included information for research and educational
purposes.
As a matter of fact, if you search on the web that exact sentence, you find many
occurances.

10. woit
January 10, 2006

Quantoken,

I’m not completely convinced by your legal argument, and in any case I’d rather

http://www4.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode17/usc_sec_17_00000107----000-.html
http://www4.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode17/usc_sec_17_00000107----000-.html
http://www4.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode17/usc_sec_17_00000107----000-.html


just not get involved in this. There’s nothing much in the interview that isn’t
already said many times elsewhere on this blog. The Discover people, the writer,
the photographer are all trying to make a living by putting together pieces like
this, hoping someone will pay some money for them. I’d rather encourage people
to support them by at least buying a copy of the magazine every so often. It
would be a shame if magazines like this all go out of business because their
market dries up as everyone expects everything to be freely available on the
internet.

11. Thaed
January 10, 2006

I loved the Discover article, but I’m a lawyer, not a math guy, so I was curious
what the equation is on the blackboard above your head?

Michael Crichton is also fond of the expression “Not even wrong.” I first read
that phrase in an interview with him in some magazine.

12. Peter
January 10, 2006

Thaed,

The photographer asked me to write something on the blackboard, that was the
best I could come up with at short notice. The top line is just the path integral for
a quantum field theory like the standard model. The bottom line is the
integration map in equivariant K-theory. What I’ve been working on is
understanding the relation between this physics and this math, can’t say that
I’ve figured it out yet, but there’s something there….

13. MathPhys
January 11, 2006

Some of us have seen a photograph of a very well known physicist standing
facing a blackboard, arm extended with a piece of chalk in hand, chalk touching
blackboard, blackboard is covered with equations. Looks very impressive. A
great physicist in action. Too bad the handwriting on the blackboard is that of a
longterm collaborator.

14. Chris Oakley
January 11, 2006

What – so were the Feynman Lectures a put-up job then? I know that Leighton
and Sands helped write the books, but this is a revelation. So were the students
looking at a hologram of the great man navigating around Leighton’s equations
while the real Feynman was playing bongos or testing out cheesy chat-up lines in
hostess bars … ?

15. woit
January 11, 2006



Chris,

I asked MathPhys privately what he was referring to (no, despite what Lubos
thinks, I’m not MathPhys). It wasn’t Feynman, but a more obscure picture of a
more obscure physicist, one I wasn’t aware of. I’ll respect his desire to keep his
comment nearly a private joke, but thought I’d mention that it wasn’t about
Feynman (which would have been my guess too).

16. MathPhys
January 11, 2006

Definitely not Feynman. Besides, Feynman never had long term collaborators, let
alone any scientific collaborators in any sense (I don’t think of those who wrote
his books on the basis of his lectures as collaborators). Only those who
personally knew the man that I have in mind will recognize him from my
comment, so I’ll leave it as a private joke.

17. Thomas Love
January 12, 2006

We on the West Coast get the magazine late so I just read the article last night. I
agree that string theory is not even wrong, but I said that about the standard
model years ago (unpublished) so I don’t understand your love affair with it. I
was at the AMS summer meeting in Salt Lake City in 1987 when Witten gave a
week long series of talks on string theory. I laughed out loud, it was so absurd.
Another phrase I like: It’s crazy, but is it crazy enough? In a letter to the editor of
Physics Today I wrote: Nature comes with no strings attached.

18. anon
January 12, 2006

Nature has no strings attached! How does that translate into Latin? It should be
adopted as the motto of objectivity. 

19. Thomas Love
January 18, 2006

In describing string theory to a friend, with thousands of little strings wiggling
around, I realized “This is a bucket of worms.”



Current Science

January 10, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Mathematician David Goss wrote to tell me about the latest issue of the journal
Current Science, which contains quite a few articles on Einstein’s legacy, including an
interesting one on Einstein and the search for unification by physicist David Gross.
Perhaps I’m being a bit churlish, but surely I’m not the only person who is at least a
bit happy that 2005 is over and done with, so that attention can begin to be paid to
some other topic than that of Einstein. He was a true giant, but I bet he’d be pretty
tired of the hoopla by now.

Gross discusses Einstein’s goal of finding simple universal laws from which all physics
can be deduced, and tells about how this inspired him at the age of thirteen to decide
to become a theoretical physicist. He tells about Einstein’s failed attempts to find
particle-like solutions to the non-linear equations of GR, unified in various ways with
electromagnetism, and notes that in the early 80s, with Malcolm Perry, he found
magnetic monopole solutions that were a bit like what Einstein was looking for.

Getting to topics of current interest, Gross talks about “The discovery of
supersymmetry, which we all hope and some expect in a few years from now at the
Large Hadron Collider…” I don’t think I’m the only one hoping not for this, but for
something more interesting. I’d also be curious whether Gross puts himself among
those who “expect” to see this at the LHC. There’s the usual string theory
propaganda, including the incorrect claim that string theory provides “a consistent
and finite quantum theory of gravity” (no, the sum of the perturbation series is not
finite, and Gross is one who often says we don’t know what the theory even is). Gross
also as usual stresses that he thinks we need to give up on space and time, but
doesn’t know what will replace them. He concludes that Einstein was wrong to refuse
to accept quantum mechanics and to ignore nuclear and particle physics, but that he
was right to try and unify gravity with the other forces, saying “this we know today is
the central issue in fundamental physics”, something I don’t really agree with (I’d go
for understanding electroweak symmetry breaking).

This issue of the journal also contains interesting articles by Michael Atiyah on
Einstein and Geometry, and by Abhay Ashtekar on The winding road to quantum
gravity. There’s also a completely uncritical piece of string theory propaganda by
Ashoke Sen entitled String theory and Einstein’s dream that could easily have been
written ten years ago.

For more uncritical promotional material on string theory, here are two things from
UC Davis. They have something there called the “High Energy Frontier Theory
Initiative (HEFTI)”, and on their website you can read a report written by an external
committee for the Dean at Davis promoting the idea of hiring more string/brane
theorists of the phenomenological sort. The report is a few years old, but shows
exactly what the consensus thinking of just about the entire high energy theory
community has been for the past few years about what is the hot area to hire in. They
promote the idea that particle theory is doing extremely well, so much so that

http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/contents.htm
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/contents.htm
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/contents.htm
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/contents.htm
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/2035.pdf
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/2035.pdf
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/2041.pdf
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/2041.pdf
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/2064.pdf
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/2064.pdf
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/2064.pdf
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/2064.pdf
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/2045.pdf
http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/dec252005/2045.pdf
http://higgs.ucdavis.edu/gunion/particle_report.pdf
http://higgs.ucdavis.edu/gunion/particle_report.pdf


The last period of comparable experimental and theoretical ferment occurred in the
early 1970s, swiftly culminating in the development of the Standard Model of particle
physics.

and that the “pace of new developments is accelerating” in both theory and
experiment.

Also from UC Davis is a new paper entitled Space and time from translation symmetry
by Albert Schwarz. It starts off by claiming “In some sense string theory today is in
very good shape”, but seems to be empty of content.

Finally, there’s a new paper out tonight reviewing the status of the string theory
Landscape. It looks like landscapeologists are now ready to abandon even the idea
that the number of phenomenologically viable vacua is finite, and the last part of the
paper contains some impressive contortions about why this isn’t necessarily a bad
thing. They also seem to have given up on Douglas’s idea of making predictions by
counting vacua. They’re still counting the vacua, but now the reason given is not to
make predictions, but to see if there are enough to be sure that one of them will
reproduce the standard model.

Comments

1. MathPhys
January 10, 2006

I hope that when putting the world together, God had more imagination than to
attach a superparticle to every particle, then push it to very high energies.

2. anon
January 10, 2006

“… He concludes that Einstein was wrong to refuse to accept quantum
mechanics and to ignore nuclear and particle physics,…”

I don’t this well represents the concerns Einstein was expressing. It is possible to
accept the mathematics of quantum mechanics and particle physics as being a
useful working approximation without religiously proclaiming that it is infallible.

Einstein’s reservations were not directed towards the validated empirical
equations of QM, but towards Bohr’s brainwashing philosophies which sweep
inconsistencies between classical and quantum theories under the carpet.

It is not good science to invent philosophies that make questioning look heretical
or silly (complementarity and correspondence principles), although it had to be
done back in 1927 to overcome the charge that QM was incompatible with
classical physics.

3. Juan R.
January 10, 2006

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0601035
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0601035
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0601053
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0601053


A bit of history,

Einstein was not the father of the idea of unification. This one of multiple miths.
In fact, as historically proven, Hilbert already was working in an unified field
theory before Einstein. In fact, Einstein contacted with Hilbert before the
formulation of GR expressing his interest in Hilbert axiomatic unified field
theory.

Einstein rejected QM as pure nonsense and wait that some alternative equations
(e.g. somewhat in the spirit of Bohmian mechanics) could REPLACE Schrodinger
one. Einstein become a member of continuum guys, whereas Heisemberg, for
example, was member of quantum school.

Einstein rejected the math of QM (as most of classical physicists who found
repugant the new mathematical tools). Einstein durely critized Dirac formalism
as a kind of ‘nonsense’ when was presented to him.

Einstein completely ignored nuclear physics advances since he waited that
nuclear forces would be a kind of combination of EM + gravity. Somewhat as he
waited that QM would be explained via some ‘modification’ of classical
mechanics. He was not alone, some physicists (e.g. Stark) waited that a chemical
bond could be explained via classical EM forces, for example.

In fact, when physicists said Einstein that via relativistic-QFT, they had obtained
the highest precision in experimental predictions never seen, Einstein said “Bah
that is not impressive for me”.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

4. anon
January 10, 2006

Juan,

OK, so Einstein had his own share of crackpotism…

5. Ugo
January 10, 2006

@ anon :

Einstein’s crackpotism is excusable since he developped a correct theory of
gravitation.
It was not a small endeavour, and even if he didn’t accept QM and Bohr’s
interpretation of quantum mechanics so what ?
It doesn’t diminish at all all the great discoveries he did : in statiscal mechanics,
brownian motion, special and general relativity etc….



6. Chris W.
January 10, 2006

Einstein rejected QM as pure nonsense …

This is, to put it mildly, a gross overstatement. Also, to characterize Einstein’s
views on quantum mechanics in the 1930s and later as crackpotism strikes me as
ludicrously ahistorical and revisionist. (I suspect Anon was just throwing Juan R
a bone.) Were his views in several respects wrong, or at least questionable and
self-defeating? Undoubtedly, although they stimulated a level of critical
examination of quantum mechanics that might not have occurred otherwise.

Before criticizing Einstein for his deeply held positions in the mid-20th century
the current generation of physicists should consider how their own views might
appear with the benefit of hindsight several decades from now.

From Richard Feynman:

We have a habit in writing articles published in scientific journals to
make the work as finished as possible, to cover up all the tracks, to not
worry about the blind alleys or describe how you had the wrong idea
first, and so on. So there isn’t any place to publish, in a dignified
manner, what you actually did in order to get to do the work.
Nobel Lecture, 1966.

I think that I can safely say that nobody understands quantum
mechanics.
The Character of Physical Law (Cambridge, USA, 1967)

What I am going to tell you about is what we teach our physics
students in the third or fourth year of graduate school… It is my task to
convince you not to turn away because you don’t understand it. You see
my physics students don’t understand it… That is because I don’t
understand it. Nobody does.
QED, The Strange Theory of Light and Matter, (London, 1990) 9.

Where did we get that [Schrödinger’s equation] from? It’s not possible
to derive it from anything you know. It came out of the mind of
Schrödinger.
The Feynman Lectures on Physics

(..via this site)

7. QWERTY
January 10, 2006

THE FEBRUARY NOTICES OF THE AMS ARE FULL OF DOO-DOO TOO.

THERE IS NO MATHEMATICAL CONTENT WHATSOEVER. THE INTERVIEW
WITH LAX IS ODIOUS AND VILE. REMARKS LIKE “INCIDENTALLY, I HAVE A
VERY GOOD MEMORY” ARE SELF-SERVING AND CRASS.

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Quotations/Feynman.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Quotations/Feynman.html


8. Who
January 10, 2006

Dear QWERTY
to save me having to walk over to the math library, since i don’t have a
subscription (not an AMS member), could you say very briefly what the articles
are about that you are objecting to?

Based on impressions gathered in the 1970s I have a very high regard for Peter
Lax. It would be amusing and surprising to find him guilty of making doo-doo
with no mathematical content whatsoever, though less astonishing if he were
merely odious crass and vile, since that is a familiar part of all our human
makeup.

Anyway please be a little more specific for the edification of all us AMS non-
members. Unless you are totally out to lunch, what are you talking about?

9. woit
January 10, 2006

Qwerty and Who,

Peter Lax and the Feb. AMS notices is off-topic, discuss this elsewhere. The AMS
site does require you to set up a web-account to access it, but I believe much of
the content (like the Notices) can be accessed even if you are not an AMS
member.

10. Who
January 10, 2006

I stand corrected, Peter. I should never have inquired of QWERTY what in the
world he was talking about (so pungently and with such feeling.)

11. Haelfix
January 10, 2006

Actually Einstein liked Dirac’s formalism, particularly when it was boosted into
field theory. What he hated was vanilla quantum mechanics with no special
relativity and the collapse principal, he felt that limit was very poorly defined.

People often say he was off on a island, yet very often great physicists would go
to see him to talk about interpretational issues in QM (this years after
Copenhagen was well entrenched) and he could still with the power of his mind
alone convince them otherwise (see Bohm for instance).

Note, he was one of the first people to be supportive of the path integral
approach, this near the end of his life when everyone was praising Schwingers
methods

12. StrungOut
January 10, 2006



A bird once whispered in my ear that the Gross-Perry monopole solution was first
found by Sorkin.

13. MathPhys
January 10, 2006

That’s a bird with a good memory. 1982? 1983?

14. Fabien Besnard
January 11, 2006

“Einstein had his own share of crackpotism… ”

Geniuses and crackpots share an enormous amout of self-confidence that allow
them to keep on following their ideas when everyone else tell them it’s a dead
end. In fact I see two main differences : the first is that geniuses try to overcome
the difficulties, where the crackpots generally just ignore them.

The second can be seen in what Feynman said :

“We have a habit in writing articles published in scientific journals to make the
work as finished as possible, to cover up all the tracks, to not worry about the
blind alleys or describe how you had the wrong idea first, and so on. So there
isn’t any place to publish, in a dignified manner, what you actually did in order to
get to do the work.”

Crackpots can’t go through this cleaning process. Their ideas tend to remain
muddy.

So what I would like to convey is this : someone is not a crackpot because he has
this idea that sounds crazy, like Einstein’s ideas about QM or nuclear
interactions, but because of his behaviour in case he is opposed to a
counterargument or an empirical difficulty. Did Einstein push his own ideas
against empirical evidence ? You can’t accuse him of crackpotism just because he
felt the urge to follow his inner track, his “good passions”.

15. anon
January 11, 2006

“We have a habit in writing articles published in scientific journals… to cover up
all the tracks, to not worry about the blind alleys or describe how you had the
wrong idea first, and so on. …” – Feynman

“Crackpots can’t go through this cleaning process. Their ideas tend to remain
muddy….” – Fabien

So covering up errors en route to success is called “cleaning up”!

16. Juan R.
January 11, 2006

Anon, Ugo, Chris W, Haelfix, and Fabien Besnard,



Einstein rejected both quantum and probabilistic nature of QM and becomed a
member of the deterministic continuum school togheter Schrodinger. Born,
Heisemberg and others belonging to the nondeterministic discontinuum (matric
formulation) school. Einstein named QM nonsense, consider the Dirac formal
formulation of QM, ugly and irrelevant for the future of theoretical physics, and
ignored experimental success of R-QFT, atomic, and nuclear physics.

There is a lof of hype around Einstein figure somewhat comparable to current
hype about string theory. Historical facts are very different from current
believings…

A bit more of history,

Einstein never had a good word for the relativity version of quantum
mechanics knows as quantum field theory. It successes did not impress
him.[41].

[Abraham Pais. Subtle is the Lord. Oxford University Press, New York, 1982.]

The quanta really are a hopeless mess.

[Albert Einstein, On doing Quantum Theory calculations with Pauli p58]

Einstein thinks he has a continuous field theory that avoids ‘spooky
action at a distance’, but the calculation difficulties are very great. He
is quite convinced that some day a theory that does not depend on
probabilities will be found.

[Albert Einstein to Max Born, p158 Mar 1947]

Einstein did not obtain special relativity or general relativity by their own means
as more recent historical studies prove. In a recent 2005 meeting at the
American Physical Society, Renn was quoted saying

I had personally come to the conclusion that Einstein plagiarized
Hilbert.

[Winterberg, F. On The Hilbert-Einstein Priority Dispute]

Renn is the director of the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science.

In a recent work in the American Mathematical Society

His books on Maxwell theory contain the germs of special relativity and
led him to analyze, correct, and name the Lorentz transformations.
Poincaré published in 1905 a note (followed by an extended memoir)
on the dynamics of the electron, containing the whole mathematics of
special relativity. Historians of science still passionately discuss the
priority between Einstein and Poincaré, and if one follows some recent
publications, one might conclude that Hercule Poireau might be the
only one able to uncover the whole story. Curiously, the mathematician
Poincaré reached relativistic kinematics via Maxwell’s electromagnetic



theory,
while the physicist Einstein used an axiomatic
method. But it is unquestionable that Poincaré anticipated
the so-called Minkowski space-time.

[Mawhin, Jean. Henri Poincaré. A Life in the
Service of Science. NOTICES OF THE AMS (Oct 2005) p1039]

But some very recent historical discoverings suggest/prove that Einstein copied
worked of others. From the Wiki

Many believe that Einstein and his wife were both aware that the
famous Frenchman Henri Poincare had already published Relativity, a
few months before Einstein.

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein]

One of lattest i know is the historian of science Stephen G. Brush who in his
recent 2001 Physics Today review of “Einstein, Picasso: Space, Time, and the
Beauty That Causes Havoc” recognized that Einstein was not sincere in his
priority issues

Einstein read Poincaré’s Science and Hypothesis (French edition 1902,
German translation 1904) and discussed it with his friends in Bern. He
might also have read Poincaré’s 1898 article on the measurement of
time, in which the synchronization of clocks was discussed–a topic of
professional interest to Einstein as a patent examiner.

All of this is of direct relevance to the understanding of the history the current
status of string theory and social issues of stringy community, since there is a
great paralellism between Einstein and string theorists. In fact,

1) String M theorists ignore experimental predictions or discrepancies of many
orders of magnitude, just as Einstein ignored success of R-QFT.

2) String M theorists ignore any advances in disconected fields just as Einstein
ignored nuclear physics by a ‘beatiful’ idea: search of unification via classical
EM+GR

3) It has been denunciated in several sites including this blog that string
theorists copy the work of others and after rename it as new. I am not wrong M.
Pittaken has said here in ocassions that some of mathematical ideas usually
attributed to M theorists were formulated earilier by mathematicians, even if
mathematical relevant papers are not cited and names ignored.

And if i remember correctly, Peter Woit has often shown here that mathematical
insights usually claimed to be discovered in the string theory field were already
known or belonging to the mathematical side.

—



Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

17. Juan R.
January 11, 2006

I have an interesting question for you. Woit said,

He [Gross] concludes that Einstein was wrong to refuse to accept
quantum mechanics and to ignore nuclear and particle physics, but
that he was right to try and unify gravity with the other forces […]

In [Albert Einstein to Max Born, p158 Mar 1947] one read

Einstein thinks he has a continuous field theory that avoids ’spooky
action at a distance’, but the calculation difficulties are very great. He
is quite convinced that some day a theory that does not depend on
probabilities will be found.

As it is well-known Nobel laureate Sheldon Glashow has compared many times
the real failure of string theory to the failure of Einstein unified field theory. Now
subsitute in my above Born quote the keywords “Einstein”, “continuous field
theory”, etc. such as

Gross (or Witten or Kaku…) thinks he ‘has’ a unified string M-theory
theory that avoids ’the ugly standard model more GR’, but the
calculation difficulties are very great. He is quite convinced that some
day a unified theory will be found.

Yes, Einstein was rigth in his attempt to unify forces (a topic that Einstein
learned from Hilbert axiomatic attempt to unified theory of gravitation and EM
as proved in correspondence Einstein to Hilbert of 15 November 1915) but only
on that Einstein was right. In the rest, Einstein was VERY wrong.

Seeing the impressive difference between Einstein UFT and current way of the
Standard model or string M-theory, is not the parallelism between above quotes
Born original and modified a clear signal that probably a new ‘Gross’ would say
by the 2050 some like next statement?

‘New Gross’ concludes that string theorists were wrong to refuse to
accept string theory was wrong and to ignore other alternatives to
quantize gravity and explain the Standard Model, but that they were
right to try and develop a unified theory of all known phenomena […]

What is your personal opinion?

–

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



18. anon
January 11, 2006

Juan,

Your point is very relevant. People wants to find a unified theory if it exists. How
much longer should they try to achieve that goal by flogging a dead (actually
stillborn) horse, “string theory”.

I agree with the views of many here, namely that it would be more dignified for
science to stop flogging string theory in the hope of making it produce numbers,
and to focus on other approaches.

19. Fabien Besnard
January 11, 2006

Juan R, if Einstein really plagiarized Poincaré and Hilbert, why haven’t they
protested (as far as I know) ?

20. woit
January 11, 2006

Please, enough of the off-topic material about Einstein, e.g. “Was Einstein a
Plaigiarist?”. I don’t know about anyone else, but 2005 has left me thoroughly
sick of endless Einstein discussions and I wish that a moratorium on some of this
stuff could be instituted for 2006. If anyone has anything new and interesting to
say on the topic at issue here, the relation between Einstein’s work on
unification and current ideas about unification like string theory, that would be
great.. But given the immense of amount of attention this topic has had over the
last year, I find it hard to believe people can come up with something new to say.

21. V H Satheesh Kumar
January 11, 2006

Hi

In fact, it is my first visit to ur site, n seems tht u have got pissed off with all new
advances in Physics like Strings,Branes, Supersymmetry, Cyclic universe and
kinda stuff. Then wht do u think is relevant to study? Why dnt u suggest
something?

22. dan
January 11, 2006

Since Universities employ string theorists, and string theorists cite string
papers, Witten Greene and others have a high H-index.I personally agree with
Peter Woit and string theory critics that alternatives, such as LQG, should be
pursued vigoriously, and that Universities should hire more LQG-theorists. Were
this to happen, I would imagine the H-index of LQG-theorists would rise.

23. woit



January 11, 2006

Kumar,

If you look at my web-site or on the arXiv you’ll find a paper by me explaining
ideas that I think are a promising way forward. But I have never wanted this to
be a site just promoting my own personal research. I do try and mention
interesting new ideas when I learn about them, but unfortunately I think the
current situation is that there are few good new ideas around. The people
pursuing strings etc. are not stupidly doing so despite there being obviously
much better things to work on. Under the circumstances, my view is that people
need to be encouraged to come up with new ideas, and one thing that is stopping
this is the overwhelming hype being used to promote failed ideas and keep
people working on them.

24. anon
January 11, 2006

“…unfortunately I think the current situation is that there are few good new
ideas around. The people pursuing strings etc. are not stupidly doing so despite
there being obviously much better things to work on….”

Loop quantum gravity is the best known alternative, although the physical
picture (spin foam vacuum) is less tangible to most people than strings (albeit
extra dimensional ones!).

I think you have to accept that to get funding you have to explain physically what
loop quantum gravity says, but nobody does that.

25. Shantanu
January 11, 2006

Peter what do you think of Narlikar’s article in the same issue(especially the last
para?) Do you agree that research in non-standard cosmology should also be
supported/encouraged even today?
Probably you already know this, but the rivalry/bitterness between steady state
theorists and supports of the Big bang model (especially before 1965) was
somewhat(actually much worse) than between string theorists and people
pursuing other approaches to QG.

26. ark
January 11, 2006

I wonder if somebody was thinking about the fact that mathematics exist for at
least 2500 years and is still thriving while physics exist for about 350 years or so
and is in swampland already. Is there in physics literature some kind of
equivalent of Bourbaki-type style monographs detached from particular
individuals? Or physicists-all of them- only like to glorify themself, to listen only
to themself, to promote only their own works -just like in any other religious
sects. In my opinion, instead of thinking about who did what, when and how, may
be one should think about what, after all, will survive, say, 2500 years ( e.g. like a



Pithagorean theorem) in physics.
David Hilbert asked A.Einstein to become one of the editors of the Annals of
Mathematics and Einstein had accepted his invitation. Everybody can find in the
library volumes of Annals which have Einstein as one of the main editors. I
suppose, this fact should put to the rest the dispute about relations between
Einstein and Hilbert. As for the path integrals, they vere discovered by L.
Bachelier in “Theorie de la speculation”, Ann.Sci.Ecole Norm.Sup.17 (1900)
pages 21-86. Incidentally, H.Poincare was one of the members of the PhD
committee when Bachelier was defending his dissertation, later published in
Ann.Sci. Ecole…Hence, one can go on and on about who did what and when…
E.g. the paper by Cameron and Martin on path integrals have been published in
Annals of Mathematics in 1944 (just take a look at the math.sci net!). Given that
Mark Kac was at Cornell at the same time as Feynman, introduction of path
integrals into physics later on looks quite natural….. And so on and so forth…

27. woit
January 11, 2006

Shantanu,

I’m fundamentally a particle physicist, of a mathematical sort, not at all a
cosmologist. So I don’t have any definite opinions about what cosmologists
should be doing, or about what value there is in “non-standard” cosmology.

28. Walt Pohl
January 11, 2006

ark: Physics is in fine shape. It’s particle physics that has run into difficulty. And
there are thousands of works where physicists describes the works of other
physicists (what do you think is in all of those textbooks?).

29. Shantanu
January 12, 2006

Peter, today cosmology is very much intertwined with particle physics
and vice-versa. for example (though all of this has been dicussed here):
1) the most probable candidate for cold dark matter is the supersymetric
neutralino and/or axion. (lots of experiments currently searching for WIMPs
and/or axions would thus solve two problems in particle physics AND
cosmology). Also notice the plethora of papers on how one’s favorite
model beyond SM leads to a dark matter candidate. I have seen lots of
talks that one of the motivations behind building the linear collider is to
investigate the properies of dark matter.

2) the first evidence for number of “active ” neutrino flavors came from theory
of big bang nucleosynthesis and observed Helium-4 abundance.

3) Evidence for non-zero neutrino mass implies that amount of density
contributed by neutrinos is as much as the visible stars.

4) Concept of cosmic inflation , which is determined by potential energy of



a scalar field governed by particle physics.

I bet that every participating particle physicist must have worked or thought
about (1) and (4) above

By non-standard models, I meant models of cosmology based on alternate
theories of gravity (such as B-D theory and others), or alternate theories of
gravity which explain dark matter (such as MOND)., or things like steady-state
theory of cosmology which rely on slightly different points of view.
do you think studying these could lead to insights in particle physics ?

or are you sufficiently confident in current standard Big-Bang picture
of universe consisting of ~ 23 % dark matter (for which there is no laboratory
evidence but lots of candidates from particle physics) ~70 % dark energy
(for which we have no clue), the concept of inflation (for which we have no idea
about the energy density of scalr field which caused it) and 5 % baryons(again
which we have no idea on how they came about) ?

30. woit
January 12, 2006

Shantanu,

Sure, I’m aware of the ideas relating cosmology and particle physics that you
describe. But having an informed opinion about the kinds of alternatives to GR or
to the standard cosmological model that you mention would require knowing
much more than I do about exactly what the astrophysical evidence says. I’m just
not expert enough in cosmology to know precisely how strong the evidence is for
various aspects of the standard picture, or exactly what this evidence rules out
and what could still be consistent with it.

From everything I’ve seen the standard cosmological model looks very solid and
there isn’t any unambiguous evidence that I’m aware of for alternatives. But
what I’ve read are generally expository articles for non-experts, and I’m well
aware from my experience with string theory that such things can sometimes
gloss over problems, and it requires a more serious level of expertise to
understand exactly what is really known. Since I don’t have this level of
expertise, my opinions aren’t worth much on this topic.

31. dan
January 12, 2006

Peter,
as a particle physicist, i am curious as to whether you think dark matter could
plausibly be anything other than SUSY-particles such as the axion or neutralino?
an alternative to LHC are detectors which hope to detect dark matter passing
through earth.

32. Alejandro Rivero
January 12, 2006



Re #23, #24, #27: It seems that the problem is not about having new ideas, but
about the energy scale where we expect such ideas to be. It is very interesting
that the most suggested alternative to strings is LQG, no GUTs. I believe this
comes because of the “effective theory” view of particle phenomenology, so that
people aspiring to Unification disregards anything near the standard model.

33. Jackson Riszemoi
January 12, 2006

LOL, Juan R., you call a wikipedia article “a historical discoverings suggest/prove
that Einstein copied worked of others.”?

34. woit
January 12, 2006

Dan,

Dark matter could be all sorts of things, we know virtually nothing about it.

Looking for dark matter other ways is not an alternative to the LHC. What the
LHC is going to be important for is understanding electro-weak symmetry
breaking.

Others:

I’ve just deleted a bunch of comments of people going on about their favorite
non-standard idea about cosmology. This is off-topic: I’m no expert on this, and
the people writing these comments don’t seem to be either. I don’t see the point
of having an uninformed discussion on this topic here. Again, this is not
sci.physics.

35. nitin
January 12, 2006

Hi Pete
I have just started a blog (which is going to be a hell of a challenge for me). I am
a student in Physics from Mauritius. Maybe, if you are so inclined, you could add
a link to my blog (http://pioneerthis.blogspot.com/) on yours. That would be kind.
Thanks
Best,
Nitin

36. Dissident
January 12, 2006

For an informed discussion, you could do worse than visiting the astro-ph section
at Cosmocoffee:

http://cosmocoffee.info/viewforum.php?f=2

37. woit
January 12, 2006

http://pioneerthis.blogspot.com/
http://pioneerthis.blogspot.com/
http://cosmocoffee.info/viewforum.php?f=2
http://cosmocoffee.info/viewforum.php?f=2


Hi Nitin,

I’ve added a link. Good luck with the blog!

38. robert
January 12, 2006

However off topic pre/re discoveries might be

“EW Montroll, Communs. Pure Appl. Math. 5, 415 (1952).”

merits a quick look.

39. ark
January 12, 2006

Robert, I believe, most of Elliot Montroll’s papers merit more than a quick look.
They are classic examples of how papers should be written. But, again, are you
aware of some kind of detached from particular individual Bourbaki-style
monograph in physics? As you probably know, in books by Bourbaki there is
always some historical short discussion regarding to how this or that particular
idea dicussed in the main text had evolved. Sometimes this is done in the form of
exercises. I bet that such an idea will newer cross physics community mind since
they love themselves too much to share freely ideas with others. Most typically,
they cannot agree on anything between each other even without such a free
sharing of ideas. The discussions above my comment are good examples. Is this a
sociology of theoretical physics or it comes along with the individual who
chooses theoretical physics as a profession ? The great Sh.Chern at the begining
of his collaborative work with Ellie Cartan (which happened to be at the very
height of the physics sucsesses in quantum mechanics, etc) had asked his mentor
if it is worthy to do something in physics to which he got a reply : “stay away
from this”. So Chern stayed away… letting swampland to be developed by others.
Any comments?!

40. anon
January 13, 2006

“… they cannot agree on anything between each other even without such a free
sharing of ideas.”

Mathematics is less controversial because the distinction between fact and
speculation is clearer. In physics there are always different interpretations of the
facts, or a scatter in the data, which leads to controversy before new ideas
become accepted. Generally in mathematics, once a theorem is proved, that’s
it…

41. ark
January 13, 2006

Dear Anon, this fact is well known to me as it is known to you. This is what
always you can hear from physicists (I am one of those too!!). Fact of the matter



is that if you look a bit closer at things, theoretical physics as much a discipline
as it contains a meanigful mathematics. Hence, the controversy lies, apparently,
in use of this or that mathematics to achieve the same physical goal. But, as you
know, you can go from Chicago to Washington DC via Seattle or you can go
straight. As far as the final destination is concerned, both ways will lead there.
Hence, the intitial task of finding the only ONE right path cannot be achiewed.
Yes, mathematicians prove theorems and that is it…But then, they pay attention
to what had been proven by others. To come to the point, I would like to rase the
following question. Suppose, that in physics somebody published an important
result in some journal, say X, will this imply that those who submit their papers
to journal Y should be aware and comply with the result published in X ? Or
should they ignore result published in X and try to push their own agenda in
journal Y ? Mathematicians will comply if the result is proven rigorously while
physicists will ignore. Othervice, why it is so important to publish things in PRL
or Nature ?! etc. If you do not publish your work in the “right” journal it will be
ignored by those who manage to publish their works in such journal. Hence,
what is the use for the rest of journals which are “wrong” from the beginning ?!
Controversy in physics is synonimous with the trend NOT to be precice, NOT to
pay attention to work of others (does not matter how rigorous it is), to push ones
own agenda without any regard to even one’s own prior work which can be
easily forgotten, abandoned, etc. Who among respectable mathematicians had
published 650 or more papers during their lives? Does all these 650 papers
contain rigorous proofs ?! Is it possible for the very same person to ignore its
own proven results in mathematics ?

42. anon
January 13, 2006

Dear Ark, in physics many accepted ideas and laws at any one time are always
controversial, so the mainstream is decided to a far greater extent by the whims
of the leaders and by fashions, than by hard proof. Popper even says that a hard
proof (such as the physical proof for the law of buoyancy given by Archimedes) is
not useful, because mainstream physics should be fallible. This is the source of
the bickering in physics. In mathematics, people can be nicer to one another.
Physicists are fallible, mathematicians aren’t.

43. ark
January 13, 2006

Dear Annon, if you’ve read my previous comments, you’ve noticed that I have
indentified physics(theoretical physics in particular) with various religious sects.
I’ve provided some facts (other than reference to Popper) justifying my claim.
However, I should say that mathematicians are also NOT saints whatsoever! We
are talking only about the degree to which one can convert science into religion.
Mathematics has proven record that the system of values was chosen correctly
from the outset. Physics also have proven record of fighting between Newton
and Hook, between Newton and Leibnitz, etc… So, physics had deep roots in
religion and Newton in some circles known more for his religious writings than
for his scientific…Clearly, if you feel that you are religious person, then follow
the pre selected leaders thus going to a pre selected sect. But, please, do not



make claims that this has something to do with science. I am talking not to you
personally but to those who know to what extent the existing system of values is
working for their benefits. Surely, unless some REAL emergency appears at the
horizon, things will flow as usual non stop.

44. anon
January 13, 2006

Dear Ark, the only things I can reply to are those I’ve some experience of. In
mathematics, alternative theories are welcome if they are useful. In physics,
alternatives are fought with rigor. One insidious method of suppressing
alternatives is to say that the authors must be ignorant of the details and beauty
of the mainstream model, while another is to dismiss the alternative as
“speculative” (when in fact it is the maintream model that is overly speculative
or even untestable, resulting in the newer model which is not so speculative and
is more testable). Outsiders would imagine that such hypocrisy is easily exposed,
but it isn’t, because the media seeks authority on scientific matters, which means
only listening to the mainstream. So the farce just goes on.

45. ark
January 13, 2006

Anon, I would be cautious talking about farce. One cannot undo the human
nature…One cannot fight against what is intrinsic. However, just like with
different countries, they are like people-all different and all the same. If there is
something proven to be good in one country why not to borrow the idea and not
to bring it to another country…Have you seen this ever happen? For the same
reason, physics will stay away from mathematics even though all the ingredients
of how to make things to work better are actually known.

46. anon
January 14, 2006

Dear Ark, yes in the end useful bits and pieces will have to be put together. The
mainstream will first resent any interference from “outsiders” who try to change
their foundations, then eventually the mainstream will make a big deal out of
how “kind and generous and open-minded” they are to eventually allow
publication or discussion of a radical suggestion. The farce is the double
standards; they publish worthless speculation, but are scared numb (or become
“angry”) about “radical” ideas which are less speculative than the string theory
ideas they already have!

47. Juan R.
January 14, 2006

Jackson Riszemoi

Rather irrelevant question. Reply is, of course, NOT!

Fabien Besnard



Correct, as far as YOU know…

Any other comment in my sugestion that string theorists are playing the
role of Einstein, i.e. searching in the wrong way?

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

48. xpinor
January 14, 2006

For more uncritical promotional material on string theory, here are two things
from UC Davis. They have something there called the “High Energy Frontier
Theory Initiative (HEFTI)”, and on their website you can read a report written by
an external committee for the Dean at Davis…

Now, isn’t it rather interesting that Gunion puts this report on his website…

49. xpinor
January 14, 2006

A while ago someone here suggested a potential analogy between the string
theory establiashment and Enron. I have been seeing it this way for quite a
while. I wonder whether string theorists might be found legally (and financially)
liable for fraudulently soliciting funding if they were to be proven to have known
(or not honestly believed) that string theory cannot describe nature. If so, how
could this be brought effectively to the attention of prosecutors at the office of
the Attorney General or the respective office in other counties ?

50. ark
January 14, 2006

xpinor, can you, please, provide an exact web link to HEFTI. I was able to find on
GOOGLE 34 entries none of which match what you’ve said. I assume, you are not
referring to L.Randall public lecture…

51. woit
January 14, 2006

ark,

I think HEFTI at Davis is more a plan than a reality, see

http://higgs.ucdavis.edu/gunion/theorygroup.html

xpinor,

While I’ve seen a certain amount of dishonesty and unethical behavior by certain
string theorists in regards to how they have responded to criticisms I’ve been

http://higgs.ucdavis.edu/gunion/theorygroup.html
http://higgs.ucdavis.edu/gunion/theorygroup.html


making of the theory, I think the great majority of them honestly believe in what
they are doing, or at least honestly can’t think of anything better to do. I don’t
think there’s any case for intentional fraud to me made here.

52. xpinor
January 14, 2006

ark,

The report I was refereing to is at:
http://higgs.ucdavis.edu/gunion/particle_report.pdf

53. xpinor
January 14, 2006

ark and Peter,

Lisa Randall made that remark about the analogy to the
administration not losing credibility by making up evidence. A smoking gun?
Sufficient evidence to justify an investigation, maybe?

54. Aaron Bergman
January 15, 2006

Yes. That’s precisely it.

In fact, we need a congressional committee.

No. This is international. We should get the UN involved.

Oy vey.

55. Charles Moeller
January 15, 2006

On first principles, the continuous may contain (a subset which are) the discrete
(quantized values) but never the reverse. A strictly quantized regimen can’t be
modified enough by expansion or subdivision or by any other means to become
continuous. Relativity is couched in the Calculus, which is a continuous
mathematics, suitable for continuous space and time. QM is, by definition and by
practice, a strictly quantized system. So QM will never encompass Relativity,
whereas Relativity could encompass QM.

56. ark
January 15, 2006

Thank you very much xpinor for a useful link. As to what encomass what, this is
very much of the same quality as wether Sun is rotating around mother Earth or
Earth is rotating around Sun. Thanks God, hopefully, nobody is going to be
burned alive for taking the sides in this futile dilemma.
Physics is NOT about what comes from what but about how new is connected
with old. Correctness of General relativity can be proven in many ways as much

http://higgs.ucdavis.edu/gunion/particle_report.pdf
http://higgs.ucdavis.edu/gunion/particle_report.pdf


as correctness of quantum mechanics. When I say “correctness” I mean 2 things:
the predictive power and agreement with earlier, older theories.These older
theories work well within some known(agreed upon)domain.There were many
serious papers in the past in general relativity which questioned existence of
gravitational waves and yet if one looks at GOOGLE one finds that gravitational
waves are going to be discovered the next day…Keep in mind, that the whole
business of quantum gravity (and, hence, string/brane theory) is about how to
quantize gravity correctly. But for this, gravitational waves should be solidly
discovered ! But they are not ! This is a typical case (characteristic for string
theoreticians as well as of others in physics) of sincerely believing in things
which may or may not happen ever. If this is not a religion, then what this is ?!
Surely, for the progress to exist, one should believe in something strongly. But
this is a personal business (e.g. read Einstein) and cannot be a subject of
debates. In mathematics also there are conjectures which need proofs.
Nevertheless, general public is NOT involved in debates about
correctness/validity of mathematical conjectures ! Why then this happens in
physics where, some people spread around false ideas that new string theory
requires new not yet developed mathematics. My own experience tells me just
opposite: whenever there is a serious use of established mathematics in string
theory,there are at least some results of some value. In the opposite case we all
know what happens…



The First Evidence For String Theory? Not.

January 12, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Over the last couple years there has been a large amount of hype about cosmic
strings, including press releases from Santa Barbara, and a story in New Scientist
about The First Evidence for String Theory?.

The Santa Barbara press release from June 2004 concerned a paper by Polchinski and
others about potentially observable fundamental strings of cosmic size. It stated that
“LIGO… could provide support for string theory within two years.” There are five
months left for this prediction to work out.

The New Scientist story was about an astronomical object optimistically given the
name “CSL-1” (for Capodimonte-Sternberg-Lens candidate), that supposedly might be
a galaxy lensed by a cosmic string, causing it to appear doubled. Of course the much
less exotic and much more likely possibility was always that it was just two similar
looking neighboring galaxies. Recently the Hubble space telescope was used to take a
closer look at CSL-1, and as reported here and here the Hubble image clearly shows
that it’s not a cosmic string, just two nearby galaxies.

Comments

1. anon
January 12, 2006

Peter, can’t you stop reporting string theory hoaxes?

O.K. Pauli made a point of exposing the empty claims of Heisenberg’s grand
unified theory and many others, but we all know string theory doesn’t hold water
now!

Just because the string theory band is still playing loudly, doesn’t mean anything.
(The band on the Titanic continued playing until the end.)

2. Dumb Biologist
January 12, 2006

It’s interesting that the initial hype was over the image being evidence for either
cosmic strings OR string theory. Given the Borg-like ability of string reasearch to
lay claim to virtually any and all phenomena hinting at new high-energy physics
(as low-energy manifestations of some-or-other version of string theory, I guess),
I’m surprised CSL-1 wasn’t touted as potential evidence of both at once. Then
again, maybe it was…

3. woit
January 12, 2006

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000037.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000037.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000037.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/blog/archives/000037.html
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2004-06/uocs-ndt061004.php
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2004-06/uocs-ndt061004.php
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=123
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=123
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/csl-1-is-not-cosmic-string.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/csl-1-is-not-cosmic-string.html
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/01/12/hubble-weighs-in-csl-1-not-a-cosmic-string
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/01/12/hubble-weighs-in-csl-1-not-a-cosmic-string


Dumb Biologist,

The hype was for both. It will be interesting to see how much this effect this
negative result will have on the hype going on in this particular area.

4. Quantoken
January 12, 2006

Peter:

Predictably this negative result will have virtually zero effect on the enthusiasm
of cosmic string theorists. The hype will continue on, so will the search.

One has got to understand the universe is pretty big and there are more
number of galaxies than the number of sand grains on a beach. You can find
anything you are looking for out of this huge collection of samples. Look a little
bit harder and I am sure you will find many more of such similar galaxies in close
proximity so it’s predictable there will be many more CSL-x type of cosmic
strings “discovered” and be hyped by string theorists.

This time in this particular case HST is JUST slightly sensitive enough to be able
to make a small distinction between the two close by galaxies. Interesting
question to ask is what if it doesn’t, or what if the CSL-2 or CSL-3 is slightly
beyond HST’s the ability to resolve. How long will the hype continue on. Or are
they going to claim “String Theory Confirmed by HST”?

Quantoken

5. Adrian H.
January 12, 2006

anon said ”Peter, can’t you stop reporting string theory hoaxes?”

I don’t think there is any danger of Peter acceeding to this request, but I’d like to
vote for him continuing as he is. It is very useful to have an honest broker in a
field where there is so much…well, I guess we’ve all agreed to call it ‘hype’.

6. matt
January 12, 2006

What’s the difference between a “cosmic” string and a “regular” string?

7. woit
January 12, 2006

Matt,

Cosmic strings are strings of macroscopic size, perhaps even big enough that
you can see them or their effects in a telescope. It turns out that in some kinds of
gauge theories with Higgs fields, there are topologically stable string-like
configurations of the classical fields (basically solitons). You don’t get these in
the standard model, but you do get them in some GUT theories. If they were



produced in the big bang, they might still be around since they can’t decay for
topological reasons. But most kinds have been ruled out since if they existed they
would have had effects on cosmology that disagree with observations.

The standard fundamental strings are quite different. They are fundamental
dynamical variables, not classical configurations of a Higgs field, and their size is
generally assume to be the Planck scale (or, if you believe in some extra
dimensional models, they could be as big as the TeV scale, but this is still
extremely small). In recent years, Polchinski and others have found variants of
string theory where the fundamental strings can get to macroscopic sizes, and
there has been a lot of hype promoting these models as ones where strings
would be experimentally visible. There’s no experimental evidence whatsoever
that such models have anything to do with the real world.

8. Luboš Motl
January 12, 2006

Dear Peter,
half of what you write is a complete nonsense.

The fact that strings – if they carry enough energy – can be macroscopic has
been appreciated for several decades, certainly since the mid 1980s and
probably since the early string theory in the late 1960s. It’s just you and your
naive readers who has infinite problems to realize that the shape and size of a
string is a dynamical observable.

There’s a lot of experimental evidence that these models have something to do
with the real world because there is a lot of evidence for the Standard Model and
gravity which is implied by these models.

But your comments are addressed to likes of Quantoken – who obviously thinks
that all string theorists are really “cosmic string theorists”  – so the fact that
the quality of your comments is 3 orders of magnitude beneath the quality that
would be acceptable in science does not really matter.

Best
Luboš

9. woit
January 12, 2006

Lubos,

What I wrote is obviously not an exhaustive treatment of the subject, but it is
perfectly correct. Your delusion that string theory implies the Standard Model is
just wishful thinking.

In the years before 1984, there was quite a lot of discussion of string-like
solutions in gauge theories and whether they might be produced in the early
universe, discussions which I was well aware of since I was working on
topological aspects of gauge theories. No one was talking about fundamental



strings in this context, actually virtually no one except Green and Schwarz was
talking about fundamental strings at all.

In 1985, Witten wrote a paper about the possibility of fundamental strings
produced in the early universe reaching cosmic sizes as the universe expands,
but he identified three problems with the idea. I’m no expert on this, but my
understanding is that it is those three problems that Polchinski et. al. claim to be
able to overcome.

Again, there’s not a shred of evidence for the particular scenario Polchinski et.
al. work with, as far as I can tell it was developed purely in order to overcome
the problems Witten identified and allow cosmic size strings to be produced and
survive.

10. Dumb Biologist
January 12, 2006

Oh well. Though I can’t quite get my head around the idea of a fundamental
constituent of matter blown up to cosmic scales, I have absorbed as much as my
pea brain can from sundry popularizations about cosmic strings, and found the
idea of some hyper-dense filament of primordial matter/energy floating around
out there to be pretty wild and fun. Too bad this ain’t it.

11. Urs
January 13, 2006

There are some statements which are hard to prove, but easy to disprove. Others
are hard to disprove but easy to prove.

A statement of the form

“For all x in S we have A(X)”.

Is usually harder to prove than to disprove. Proving it requires knowledge about
all x of S. Disproving it requires knowledge only about one x.

A statement of the form

“For at least one x in S we have A(X)”.

Is usually harder to disprove than to prove. Disproving it requires knowledge
over all x of S. Proving it requires knowledge only about one x.

I gather this is well known to philosophers of science.

The situation with string theory is currently that it makes statements of the
second kind.

Up to some well-known caveats, the claim of perturbative string theory is
something like

“There exists at least one x in the set of real numbers such that at an energy



scale of x eV we see stringy effects.”

As Peter is fond of pointing out, this is hard to disprove. You can check for higher
and higher x (and we cannot check really high). But finding nothing at these x
does not disprove this statement. Simply because it is a statement of the form
“there is at least one x…”.

Proving the statement (if true) would in a sense be much easier. Observe at least
one stringy effect and you are done.

Driven by the desire to make contact with experiment, people like Polchinski
began scanning the theory for possibities of such stringy effects that might be
observed.

They argue that one such possible effect could be cosmic fundamental strings.

It should be noted that nobody is claiming that string theory demands that we
observe cosmic strings.

Just like GR does not demand that we observe a Goedel universe, or Einstein’s
instable static solution.

But if you want to prove an existence statement of the form “there is at least one
x in S” what you usually do is scan the space of all elements of S for those that
might be candidates which make the statement true.

So people investigating stable cosmic fundamental strings could be said to be
studying the claim:

“There is at least one x in the set of stringy effects such that x can be observed
with contemporary technology.”

Disproving this is hard. Proving it (if true) would be easier. It suffices to find one
example.

So people are checking plausible candidates for x. They argue one good
candidate is “x = cosmic fundamental string”.

I guess one could have a scientific argument about if this is a “good” candidate
or not. But the simple fact is that, indeed, if we did observe a cosmic string
which could be identified as a “fundamental string” the above statement would
be proven.

I don’t think this is likely. But I do think it is scientific.

Of course, one can state many existence theorems which are highly unlikely but
nevertheless very hard to disprove.

“There exists at least one extraterrestial life form with a genome the same as
terrestrial groundhogs”, I claim.

You don’t believe that? Prove me wrong!



So if you feel the same about the statement that there is at least one observable
stringy effect, there is nothing much one can do about it except that you should
feel free to study some other theory.

But whoever does see a chance that a certain existence statement is true should,
in order to prove it, try to find an example that solves it. That’s what people
interested in cosmic fundamental strings are doing.

You may feel that it is hopeless and that money should be spent elsewhere. Fine.
But it is not non-scientific.

12. woit
January 13, 2006

I haven’t said that thinking about cosmic strings is non-scientific (that applies to
something else Polchinski promotes, the anthropic landscape). What I object to is
the way this work has been over-hyped. Working on something extremely
speculative, something for which you don’t have any evidence and that is very
unlikely to really exist is fine, but I don’t think you should be issuing misleading
press releases about it.

13. D R Lunsford
January 13, 2006

I don’t know why but this strikes me as being very funny! I couldn’t help but
think of the Star Trek movie where Kirk dies saving the Universe from a
superstring.

-drl

14. anon
January 13, 2006

That’s sad. I always thought superstrings were at least nice fiction, but horrible
murderers!

15. Urs
January 13, 2006

I haven’t said that thinking about cosmic strings is non-scientific (that
applies to something else Polchinski promotes, the anthropic
landscape).

While it is hard to say what “anthropic landscape” really refers to, I could make a
similar discussion as the above on cosmic string solutions but with respect to the
space of all global solutions. It’s not a priori and by itself non-scientific to study
the space of solutions of a theory.

But I agree that there tends to be too much hype about things too little
understood.

16. Juan R.



January 13, 2006

cosmic string = superstring?

Sure? 

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

17. Dissident
January 13, 2006

DRL wrote: “I couldn’t help but think of the Star Trek movie where Kirk dies
saving the Universe from a superstring.”

Oh my God! The Nexus ín ST:Generations (1994)!

http://www.startrek.com/startrek/view/series/MOV/007/synopsis/87.html

It wasn’t a superstring, it was quite clearly a brane intersection. So THAT is
where Randall got the braneworld idea!

I hereby nominate writers Brannon Braga and Ronald D. Moore for the Nobel
Prize in physics.

18. dan
January 13, 2006

Urs, “Driven by the desire to make contact with experiment, people like
Polchinski began scanning the theory for possibities of such stringy effects that
might be observed.”

Wouldn’t one of the most impressive way for string theory to do this, would be as
Lubos Motl says, to show you can derive most, if not all, of the particles of the
standard model from string tension?

BTW: Lubos states it is possible to derive the standard model from first
principles of string theory, Peter says it is not. Who is right on this specific issue?

19. Urs
January 13, 2006

Wouldn’t one of the most impressive way for string theory to do this,
would be […] to show you can derive most, if not all, of the particles of
the standard model from string tension?

It would certainly be impressive. It would also be impressive to have a theory
which would allow to derive most, if not all, distances of the planets from our
sun. We do, however, have no particular reason to assume that such theories

http://www.startrek.com/startrek/view/series/MOV/007/synopsis/87.html
http://www.startrek.com/startrek/view/series/MOV/007/synopsis/87.html


exist.

We may hope such theories exist. Kepler hoped a theory exists which explains
the distances from the planets to the sun as given by spheres inside perfect
polyhedra.

Some people hope that the parameters of the standard model are unique
solutions to a theory beyond the standard model. It might be so, or it might not
be so. Who knows.

What I am already impressed, by, however, is that string theory is a theory which
in principle allows to address this question. String theory may well be wrong.
But it is the only theory we have ever known which has solutions that determine
these parameters.

On this blog I shouldn’t say something like this without giving an example from
outside of string theory which illustrates this by analogy:

Analogously, it is impressive how GR is a theory which, while it does not fix the
curvature of spacetime, it has solutions which determine it. If we perfectly
understand the space of all solutions of FRW-models in GR we can check if it
contains any solution which matches the observed structure of the cosmos at
large scales. The theory does not predict it, but it puts a structure on the space
of all possibilities.

20. Zelah
January 13, 2006

Hi Urs,

Does String theory predict the Standard Model from first principles?

The stringy attempts I have seen are adhoc!

An amateur mathematician

21. Urs
January 13, 2006

Does String theory predict the Standard Model from first principles?

No.

22. Urs
January 13, 2006

That was the short answer. There is a longer one which mentions how there is an
issue of perturbative versus nonperturbative, how things are too little
understood to fully answer this question, and so on. But I have to run now.

23. woit
January 13, 2006



What I am already impressed, by, however, is that string theory is a
theory which in principle allows to address this question. String theory
may well be wrong. But it is the only theory we have ever known which
has solutions that determine these parameters.

The problem with this is that the evidence is that there are an infinite number of
solutions, enough to give you almost any values of the standard model
parameters. If this is really the case, the theory has zero predictive value, can’t
be falsified, and continuing to pursue it doesn’t make any sense. Some string
theorists believe the theory is still not well-enough understood and maybe there
is some way around this to get a predictive theory. I think they’re engaged in
wishful thinking, but at least they haven’t given up on science. What I really
don’t understand are those who accept the idea that all these solutions are out
there, can’t come up with any evidence that there is enough structure on the
space of these solutions to allow predictions, and yet keep working on this.

24. Urs
January 13, 2006

ST is great because it places structure on what possibilities exist, you
are just cutting out alternatives and introducing prejudice into science.

That prejudice is called a hypothesis. The structure it implies is called a
prediction, implied by the hypothesis.

There is every reason to be unsatisfied with the progress string theory has made
on the phenomenological side and with some of its sociological aspects. What I
find somewhat deplorable is, however, that on this blog the party line has
established that “string theory is not science”. That’s unfruitful anti-hype (co-
hype, for the mathematicians) and not suited to bring anyone closer to the truth
than the equally unfruitful string hype is.

25. Urs
January 13, 2006

The problem with this is that the evidence is that there are an infinite
number of solutions,

This is, by the way, the generic situation for any theory. The irony of history is
that the “landscape affair” was ignited by an argument that there are only
finitely many solutions to string theory (under some conditions).

enough to give you almost any values of the standard model
parameters.

This might be the expectation of some people, concerning an unknown space
known as the “landscape”. But if you check with those people who actually
construct solutions which come close to the standard model, the picture is rather
the opposite.

26. woit



January 13, 2006

Urs,

I don’t think there’s a party-line here, except that this blog does reflect my
views. I’ve never said “string theory is not science”, but have time and time
again made a quite precise point about the particular thing that I see some
string theorists doing that is not science: See my review of Susskind’s book for
the details of this.

By the way, I’m starting to get annoyed by what I have been hearing and seeing
in how some quite prominent string theorists are dealing with the existence of
this blog and the arguments I have been making. Instead of dealing with my
arguments, people have been attributing to me stupid or mean blanket
statements about string theory or string theorists that I have never made. I try to
be quite clear and precise in what I write here, and I wish that anyone who
wants to discuss any of this would make an attempt to deal with what I actually
write, not something else.

27. Urs
January 13, 2006

deal with what I actually write

Sure. I think I was engaged in discussion with other commenter’s here and
certainly had them in mind.

I get the impression that your personal view, while often expressed in a
provocative form (“string theory is not even wrong” is the intended provocative
title of this blog, no?) is pretty much that people should stick to doing solid
research. Nobody could disagree with that.

But it is also true that the comment sections here display a lot the point of view
that “string theory is simply plain nonsense”, which I would like to see rectified a
little.

And I do think it is good to criticize things which ought to be critized. It is, not
the least, helpful for those being criticized.

28. woit
January 13, 2006

Urs,

The problem isn’t that there are an infinite number of solutions, the problem is
that there is no evidence that the structure of the set of solutions has any useful
predictivity. If there were an infinite number of solutions, all with different CCs,
but all with a specific neutrino mass matrix, you would have a highly predictive
theory.

Sure, it is hard to construct particular examples that do exactly what you want.



The main reason for this is that simple examples that you can analyze all don’t
look like the standard model. To get something that looks more and more like the
standard model, you have to make your construction more and more
complicated. This is an obvious clue that you’re on the wrong track.

Correct me if I’m wrong, but of the 20 odd parameters of the SM, and its choice
of gauge groups and fermion representations, I know of no plausible proposal of
a particular piece of structure on the landscape that will allow you to predict a
single one of them. The closest thing to an attempted prediction I have seen was
the attempt a year or two ago by Douglas and others to predict whether the
supersymmetry breaking scale was low or not, and that effort seems to have
quickly collapsed in failure.

29. woit
January 13, 2006

Urs,

There certainly is a sizable amount of nonsense in the comment section here,
including uninformed blanket denunciations of string theory.

I already delete some of this sort of thing, in the future may start deleting more,
to keep the noise level down to a more tolerable level.

30. ksh95
January 13, 2006

urs said:

It would also be impressive to have a theory which would allow to
derive most, if not all, distances of the planets from our sun.

Yes, it would be impressive. Let me propose such a theory…F=ma… As input we
need the position and momenta of the particles comprising the gas cloud
surrounding our proto-sun.
-or-
In principal we could use the SM+GR, using the conditions shortly after the big
bang, and derive the radii exactly.
The point, of course, being that the planetary radii are not anthropically-
determined random parameters and are entirely derivable from other quantities.

31. JE
January 13, 2006

Urs said:

“But it is also true that the comment sections here display a lot the point of view
that “string theory is simply plain nonsense”, which I would like to see rectified a
little.”

As a noiseless reader of this blog, I’d say what Peter and others mostly do here is



criticizing the hype and unjustified funding and support that string theory is
receiving from the Establishment compared to its physical achievements. It’s this
absurdly large imbalance that is often denounced as plain nonsense in this blog,
not the whole string theory program.

32. BC
January 14, 2006

String theory has always been a joke.

33. anon
January 14, 2006

No, let’s be clear. String theory provides one possible frame for quantum gravity
since it would allow a spin-2 gauge boson (graviton) if that theory could ever be
found (like the empty frame which Heisenberg called his grand unified theory),
and it provides a landscape of 10^500 vacua, one of which might be real.

Whatever you do, don’t laugh. It is not supposed to be a joke.

34. Juan R.
January 14, 2006

dan said,

Lubos states it is possible to derive the standard model from first
principles of string theory, Peter says it is not. Who is right on this
specific issue?

It is easy. Cite a single paper, manual, talk, etc. where the Standard Model is
derived from string theory.

Of course, Lubos Motl is not correct. The whole string M-theory framework is
very outated and wrong in many technical details.

P.S: “Derived” here means that all mathematical and conceptual structure of the
SM is a special case of the axiomatic and conceptual structure of ST. Of course
derivation does not mean to know previously the answer and use it as input in
the ‘derivation’, not obtain models simlar but not equal to SM, for example
models with certain simetries resembling SM but based in massless states, etc.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

35. D R Lunsford
January 14, 2006

Even if string theory worked as advertised, the resulting world-picture would be
so repulsive that no one would get interested in science. That it fails so



thoroughly is evidence that the world is not repulsive, and people will remain
curious about it.

-drl

36. dan
January 14, 2006

Lubos is on record stating ” claim such nonsenses such as that LQG only has the
same problems like string theory”

His position as well as Witten Greene Weinberg, is that the alternatives such as
LQG suffer from such serious problems that the only research program worth
pursuing is string theory. the argument seems persuasive — given a speculative
theory, if the alternatives suffer from even more serious problems, work on the
one with the least (in this case string theory).

While i cannot answer Lubos’ criticisms of LQG, i cannot help but wonder, if the
greatest physcists like Witten worked on LQG’s oustanding issues for the past 30
years, and abandoned string theory in the early 80’s, where would LQG be
today?

37. Nigel
January 14, 2006

Some kind of loop quantum gravity is going to be the right theory, since it is a
spin foam vacuum. People at present are obsessed with the particles that string
theory deals with, to the exclusion of the force mediating vacuum. Once
prejudices are overcome, proper funding of LQG should produce results.

38. Lee Smolin
January 14, 2006

Dear Dan,

Actually LQG and related research programs (such as CDT or programs based on
quantum information ideas) are progressing rapidly, see for example the talks at
the recent Loops 05 conference: http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/

Lobus’s criticisms have been aswered in detail several places, you might look for
example at the FAQ section of my review hep-th/0408048 (although this review
needs updating in view of some developments since then.)

While we would of course be happy with anyone’s contribution to the subject, the
fact is that there is a community consisting of about 150 mostly young physicists
and mathematicians working in the general area of LQG and other background
independent approaches and the results show that many of them are of equal
quality scientifically to the best young people in other fields. The only concern I
have for the future of quantum gravity is that these people be rewarded for their
contributions with positions that will let them continue to contribute; for the
present people in these fields have much harder careers than equally

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/


accomplished or talented string theorists. This does mean that those who have
gone into the field have significantly more courage and intellectual
independence, which I believe is one reason so much has been accomplished by
relatively few people.

Thanks also to Nigel for those supporting comments. Of course more support will
lead to more results, but I would stress that I don’t care nearly as much that LQG
gets more support as that young people are rewarded for taking the risk to
develop new ideas and proposals. To go from a situation where a young person’s
career was tied to string theory to one in which it was tied to LQG would not be
good enough. Instead, what is needed overall is that support for young scientists
is not tied to their loyalty to particular research programs set out by we older
people decades ago, but rather is on the basis only of the quality of their own
ideas and work as well as their intellectual independence. If young people were
in a situation where they knew they were to be supported based on their ability
to invent and develop new ideas, and were discounted for working on older
ideas, then they would themselves choose the most promising ideas and
directions. I suspect that science has slowed down these last three decades
partly as a result of a reduced level of intellectual and creative independence
avaialble to young people.

Thanks,

Lee

39. matt
January 14, 2006

Thanks for that description, WOIT

40. dan
January 14, 2006

Hi Lee,
Thanks for the response. I do think your suggestion is admirable in principle, but
i wonder to what extent it could be realized in practice. For example, Igor and
Grichka Bogdanov would be an example of two intellectual creative young people
who developed and invented new ideas, but whether they created some kind of
Sokal hoax remains disputed. If a young researcher publishes string theory, the
value of the article can be appreciated by other sting theorists. If a young
researcher publishes an article suggesting a new program, it may be difficult to
find qualified individuals to make a proper evaluation.

I am curious: how close is LQG on its semiclassical description, dynamics and
contact with standard model particle physics?

41. Who
January 14, 2006

Lee,
you say



Actually LQG and related research programs (such as CDT or
programs based on quantum information ideas) are progressing
rapidly, see for example the talks at the recent Loops 05 conference:
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/

…there is a community consisting of about 150 mostly young physicists
and mathematicians working in the general area of LQG and other
background independent approaches and the results show …

I note that this research community does not have much visibility on the Web: for
instance there is no QG blog and I don’t know of any central bulletin-board for
QG news information and comment.

You mention the archived Loops ’05 talks as a good indication of current
progress. That would be an excellent resource except the recorded talks are now
off-line. They were up for a month or so around late-November-early-December
but are now inaccessible. One can still download slides in some cases.

I would particularly like to be able to refer people to the video of the talk by
Laurent Freidel, which I found quite impressive. But there are no slides and the
recording (like the others from Loops ’05) is no longer available. I have my own
copy, but nowhere to post it for others.

You mention the intellectual independence of the best young QG researchers. It
is a strong point. None of them, that I can think of, are merely working on some
senior person’s program. They tend each to have a definite individual research
direction.

I don’t see why universities are not scrambling to hire these people in junior
faculty positions. It looks like where the future action is, but apparently deans
and department chairmen haven’t realized this.

It sounds good, in principle, to say that the academic rewards and support
should go to those who make independent progress and not be attached to this
or that program. However it would probably help to create prospects for the
present crop of postdocs if non-string QG approaches were validated in visible
ways.

QG could probably use a web-magazine of some kind. Not limited to scholarly
papers but open to comment, news items, usual blog-stuff.
And I mean non-string QG.

There isn’t a good collective name for it—-simply saying LQG can lead to
confusion (people cite Nicolai et al thinking that is a critique of current LQG
work)—-and I see that you resort to circumlocutions such as LQG and related
research programs (such as CDT or programs based on quantum
information ideas)

or as you say elsewhere LQG and other background independent
approaches

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/


and when you even just say LQG you mean, I believe, to include spinfoams
—which many people don’t seem to realize under that heading. The Nicolai et al
paper purported to review LQG but did not discuss spinfoam—or any path
integral approach—as i recall.

So there is a bothersome communication problem. To improve prospects for
young researchers you need to publically validate the field and point out the
rapid progress being made. but you do not even have a NAME for the field!

Much of the progress is in Path Integral approaches but if you say LQG then
stringy-people will make a lot of noise about strict canonical LQG (as defined 5
or 10 years ago and reviewed by Nicolai et al) and this will tend to drown out
whatever you say about LQG.

You need a name for this allied group of QG approaches which is short and
immediately recognizable and which people cannot intentionally or
unintentionally confuse with circa 1995 canonical LQG.

Something like QG*

where the asterisk indicates non-string, background independent, non-
perturbative, and that spinfoam and other path-integral approaches are included

and you need a blog with a name like QG*, which reports all the progress being
made and emphasizes all that is happening in the field, what different postdocs
are doing and where they are going, what the most active centers are. (which
turns out to be mostly outside the US, so less visible to people in US habituated
to think of Harvard and Princeton etc. as where the important physics research
happens)
and I think maybe you need to drum into people the message that
if a physics department is not strong in QG* then it is apt to lose standing the
next time round.

But agreeing with your point that QG* is not one specific program but a hodge-
podge of independent directions which various independentminded individuals
have gone in, off the beaten path, just (this is a delicate point) the successful
ones who have made a real contribution and real progress by doing that.
Because your main point is that support should not be tied to some senior
person’s research agenda.

No time to edit this and make organized and brief. Hope helpful anyway.

42. Aaron Bergman
January 15, 2006

Lee Smolin said:

LQG and related research programs (such as CDT

What does causal dynamical triangulations have to do with loop quantum
gravity? They seem completely disparate approaches to me.



For Marcus, what you don’t seem to realize is that many people have looked at
these approaches and they don’t think they’re fruitful. Lee has his FAQ, but
people disagree with him.

43. Who
January 15, 2006

Hi Aaron,
**…seem to realize is that many people have looked at these approaches and
they don’t think they’re fruitful. Lee has his FAQ, but people disagree with
him…**

I can see for myself that certain of the QG* approaches are fruitful. I don’t need
your authorities. Nor, actually, do I need Lee Smolin’s FAQ to tell me about
recent results—several of those I have in mind came after his paper with the FAQ
was written.

44. Aaron Bergman
January 15, 2006

I’m not attempting to argue by authority. I’m trying to explain to you that the
issue isn’t one of publicity or prejudice or whatever. It’s a disagreement on the
merits.

45. Chris Oakley
January 15, 2006

what is needed overall is that support for young scientists is not tied to
their loyalty to particular research programs set out by we older
people decades ago, but rather is on the basis only of the quality of
their own ideas and work as well as their intellectual independence. If
young people were in a situation where they knew they were to be
supported based on their ability to invent and develop new ideas, and
were discounted for working on older ideas, then they would
themselves choose the most promising ideas and directions. I suspect
that science has slowed down these last three decades partly as a
result of a reduced level of intellectual and creative independence
avaialble to young people.

Yes, but how are we going to get there? The relics who run the research
establishment are not going to willingly give up power and young researchers
are generally streetwise enough to know that however small their chance of
getting tenure, it is going to be even less if they follow the Sinatra doctrine.

46. Lee Smolin
January 15, 2006

Dear Dan,

It is no problem to assess even very independent and creative young physicists,
and distinguish those with promising ideas and results from those of non-



professionals like the Bugdanovs. Their work is not in a vacuum, it is based on
and uses established physics and mathematics and is aimed at solving long
standing problems. The work can be judged both on the quality of the work and
presentation and the promise of solving outstanding problems. A good test is
surprise, is the idea new and potentially signficant? Is it an idea I wish I’d had,
that I would like to work on? Has the person pulled off more than once an
original idea that had an impact on the field? These are the kinds of tests we use
when assessing the promise of young people in quantum gravity and foundations
of quantum theory and we seem to have done well with them.

To Chris, There is no problem getting there. What I described is an ethic which is
followed in some fields of physics and mathematics. It was the governing
philosophy in what used to be called “the relativity community” which was why
there were so many important results from relatively few people from the 1960s
on. I would claim that those communities that don’t adhear to it are anomalous
and suffer from slow progress because of much duplication of effort and “me too”
science and not enough risk taken by people trying to solve the hard open issues.

To Who, Thanks for the suggestion of QG*. We generally speak of just quantum
gravity. Of course LQG includes spin foam models. There was a LQG email news
and debate distribution list run for a few years by Fotini Markopoulou, this could
certainly be now web based. Thaniks for the suggestion, Ill pass it on.

To Aaron,

At the level of statements of results, the basic claims of LQG and CDT are
generally accepted. I assume you agree with this as no critic has shown a
technical error in an important result-such as those listed in my review. There is
of course disagreement on their significance.

Let us put the question this way: it is a non-trivial question whether there could
be any examples of background independent QFT’s. In fact there are some
examples. There are of course the TQFT’s but there are others including 2+1
gravity with matter, which we now know a lot about and there are a number of
rigorous results about 3+1 including the existence and uniqueness theorems, the
finiteness results about spin foam models and the CDT results. So you may
disagree that nature should be background independent. But you cannot
disagree that there is good evidence that such theories exist.

As to what CDT and LQG have to do with each other, they are both background
independent approaches. CDT can be seen as very simple spin foam models. A
number of people have worked on both.

Thanks, Lee

47. Moshe
January 15, 2006

Lee,

I believe the non-trivial question for LQG and similar approaches is whether they



are indeed quantum theories of gravity, in other words do they contain semi-
classical states and propagating gravitons in 4dim. I think lots of people will
become interested in any quantum model that can be shown to contain gravity as
we know it, whether it is BI or not. Since there is some progress on this recently,
maybe one can be cautiously optimistic.

48. Aaron Bergman
January 15, 2006

I’m entirely too tired to go through the usual rigmarole yet again, so I’ll just
stand by my statement that people disagree on the merits.

49. Who
January 15, 2006

I will suggest a citation as footnote to something in Lee’s post:

it is a non-trivial question whether there could be any examples of
background independent QFT’s. In fact there are some examples.
There are of course the TQFT’s but there are others including 2+1
gravity with matter, which we now know a lot about and there are a
number of rigorous results …

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512113
Effective 3d Quantum Gravity and Non-Commutative Quantum Field
Theory
Laurent Freidel, Etera R. Livine
9 pages, Proceeding of the conference “Quantum Theory and Symmetries 4”
2005 (Varna, Bulgaria)

“We show that the effective dynamics of matter fields coupled to 3d quantum
gravity is described after integration over the gravitational degrees of freedom
by a braided non-commutative quantum field theory symmetric under a kappa-
deformation of the Poincaré group.”

This paper summarizes work described elsewhere in more detail. Here are some
related papers including one that Freidel recently co-authored with Shahn Majid
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0502016
http://arxiv.org/gr-qc/0506067
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0601004

50. Christine
January 15, 2006

Who Says:

I note that this research community does not have much visibility on
the Web: for instance there is no QG blog and I don’t know of any
central bulletin-board for QG news information and comment.

Yes, you are right about that. The fact that I couldn´t find a blog with discussions

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512113
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512113
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0502016
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0502016
http://arxiv.org/gr-qc/0506067
http://arxiv.org/gr-qc/0506067
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0601004
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0601004


directly related to what you call QG* was the reason that I myself started one
(which includes other matters as well), even though I am quite aware that it will
probably take some time (viz. several years) until my blog reaches the level of
quality and usefulness that you mention (and that I very much would like to!).
BTW, you have been a very nice contributor to my blog and that is what really
enriches a blog, useful comments, specially in its initial stages!

I don’t see why universities are not scrambling to hire these people in
junior faculty positions.

Life is not like that, unfortunately I know it well.

Best wishes
Christine

51. Kasper Olsen
January 15, 2006

Aaron: I think that LQG and CDT are related in the following way; they are both
attempts at a “background independent” approach to quantum gravity; and
furthermore, they don’t appear to pose any restrictions on the type of matter
that couples to gravity…

Gravity is important – but there is, to be honest, more that Matters 

52. Aaron Bergman
January 15, 2006

You know, if I never hear the term ‘background independent’ ever again, my life
would be just that bit happier.

As for the types of matter allowable, it’s not at all obvious to me that the
existence of a UV fixed point would be insensitive to the types of matter
allowable. I’m more amenable to the idea than Jacques is, but it’s far from an
apparent point.

53. Chris W.
January 16, 2006

[You’ll want to skip this, Aaron.]

The original form of the requirement of background independence was
introduced by Leibniz. Closely related ideas and arguments were developed by
Mach, and these have arguably been the most influential.

On the face of it, Newton won this argument with Leibniz; the success of
Newton’s mechanics and theory of gravitation appeared to show that misgivings
about the soundness of his assumption of absolute space and time were
misguided. Mach’s criticisms made clear to Einstein that they were not. What
Mach pointed out was that the operational significance of the notion of an
inertial trajectory, and by extension an inertial frame of reference, were deeply

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html


unclear in the presence of universal gravitation and in light of the
unobservability of absolute position in space. There is an operational resolution
to this difficulty, but it is inherently dynamical. Julian Barbour has argued
persuasively that this is in fact the essence of what Mach was getting at.

All this has been taken as irrelevant to particle physics, where the operational
validity of an effectively (if not literally) inertial laboratory frame is taken for
granted. The problem cannot be easily evaded however; one cannot dismiss the
issue by simply saying, well, some of us may like the idea of background
independence but it may not be the way nature is. The precedent of Newtonian
gravity + mechanics suggests that this is misstating the issue. To say that there
is a fixed background spacetime implies that one has found a way to observe it,
and has done so. However, we have not done so, and the existence of such a
spacetime is fundamentally inconsistent with general relativity.

In particle physics, before we concerned ourselves with quantum gravity, we
could say “well, maybe there is a fixed background spacetime, or maybe there is
merely an effective background; what difference does it make?” In quantum
gravity we must understand the dynamical origin of that effective background. If
we simply assume it as an absolute—eg, because we only know how to formulate
quantum mechanics in the presence of a fixed background with certain
symmetries—then we assume its absolute role in the classical limit, and its
observability in that limit. But all our experience suggests that this is not
possible, and this impossibility is built into the deep structure of general
relativity.

If string/M-theory or particle physics in general could squarely confront this
issue—say, by showing that a background is used as a formal device in certain
formulations, but is irrelevant to the theory’s physical interpretation or
observational consequences—then I think you could be spared further heated
discussion of “background independence”.

On the role of matter in all this, I’ll simply point out that matter is what we can
observe, and that all our operational conclusions about spacetime as a physical
entity are based on this. So in some sense matter and spacetime are bound to
each other. One is tempted to say that one is derived from the other, or a
manifestation of the other. String and M-theory incorporate matter, or provide
the substrate for effective field theories to arise, but they treat gravity in this
context as just another effective field theory in a background spacetime—do they
not? This is what needs to be clarified. The massively proliferating complications
of the last 10 (or so) years certainly don’t help matters.

54. Thomas Larsson
January 16, 2006

At the level of statements of results, the basic claims of LQG and CDT are
generally accepted. I assume you agree with this as no critic has shown a
technical error in an important result-such as those listed in my review. There is
of course disagreement on their significance.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0195132025/102-6763512-0528109
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0195132025/102-6763512-0528109
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0195132025/102-6763512-0528109
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0195132025/102-6763512-0528109


Let us put the question this way: it is a non-trivial question whether there could
be any examples of background independent QFT’s.

The technical objection is that polymer representations of the diffeomorphism
group are not of lowest-weight type, unless all other representations of
symmetry groups in quantum physics. Hence, although there is no doubt that
LQG models exist and are background independent, they apparently fail to be
genuinely quantum in this respect. It is easy to argue that no locally non-trivial
strictly background independent QFT exists at all. Mathematically, the 1D
version of this argument is that the only unitary irrep of the centerless Virasoro
algebra is the trivial one.

The solution to the problem of QG lies elsewhere: one must introduce an explicit
representation for the observer’s trajectory in spacetime. This leads to the
resolution of three classes of conceptual problems:

1. It resolves various problems of time.
2. It resolves problems with the Copenhagen interpretation, by moving the
observer to the quantum side of the Heisenberg cut.
3. It makes it possible to formulate diff anomalies in 4D, which we know must
exist in analogy with 2D gravity, because the multi-dimensional Virasoro cocycles
are functionals of the observer’s trajectory.

For details, see e.g. this post or this forthcoming book. In order not to litter
Peter’s blog with off-topic material, objections may be posted here.

55. Aaron Bergman
January 16, 2006

If string/M-theory or particle physics in general could squarely confront this
issue—say, by showing that a background is used as a formal device in certain
formulations, but is irrelevant to the theory’s physical interpretation or
observational consequences—then I think you could be spared further heated
discussion of “background independence”.

Please read this thread. You can start with my post #70 if you want to skip to the
relevant stuff.

The quick summary is that string theory looks exactly as if the background is
only an artifact of th formulation. A more interesting question is the dependence
on asymptotics and that is dealt with extensively in the above comment thread.

56. Urs
January 16, 2006

urs said:

It would also be impressive to have a theory which would allow to
derive most, if not all, distances of the planets from our sun.

Yes, it would be impressive. Let me propose such a theory…F=ma… As input we

http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=876474&postcount=20
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=876474&postcount=20
http://www.novapublishers.com/catalog/product_info.php?products_id=3848
http://www.novapublishers.com/catalog/product_info.php?products_id=3848
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=102147&page=2
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=102147&page=2
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/14/the-landscape-for-real-this-time/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/14/the-landscape-for-real-this-time/


need […]

[… ] the conditions shortly after the big bang

Exactly, that’s my point. You cannot derive it from first principles, but you can
derive it given specified initial conditions.

Hence it is not, as Kepler once hoped, a unique solution, but one out of an
infinite “landscape” of solutions. In the end, the question “why” the earth has the
distance from the sun that it has is certainly not independent from the a
posteriori fact that carbon-based systems observe it being there. (That’s
supposed to be an uncontroversial tautology.)

This does not imply that the same state of affairs applies to the parameters of the
standard model. But it may help illustrate that it is nothing exotic for a theory to
yield unique solutions only after some initial conditions have been specified. It is
in fact the generic case.

We may hope for more, but it does not mean to abandon science to expect less.

57. Thomas Larsson
January 16, 2006

unless all other representations
unlike all other representations

58. dan
January 16, 2006

so given relevant initial inputs, is string theory able to derive other features of
the standard model?

“This does not imply that the same state of affairs applies to the parameters of
the standard model. But it may help illustrate that it is nothing exotic for a
theory to yield unique solutions only after some initial conditions have been
specified. It is in fact the generic case.”

59. Urs
January 16, 2006

so given relevant initial inputs, is string theory able to derive other
features of the standard model?

As you may know, fixing a compactification for strings (heterotic, say), specifies
completely a corresponding low energy field theory which is observed as the
‘standard model’ of the world described by this solution.

So for instance the known compactifications which come close to the standard
model all make a prediction for the number and nature of the Higgs fields in
these theories.

But most models so far also predict a bunch of massless scalars (moduli). The



most recent model by Braun et al, which produces otherwise exactly the
structure of the standard model, as far as I understand, has reduced these to a
mere 13. But that’s still 13 too many to be phenomenologically viable.

Which, incidentally, means that these solutions have been falsified.

60. Who
January 16, 2006

Christine said

The fact that I couldn´t find a blog with discussions directly related to
what you call QG* was the reason that I myself started one (which
includes other matters as well),…

I should have mentioned your new “Background Independence” blog as
potentially just the sort of news and discussion-board for quantum gravity that I
had in mind! BTW the blog is visually very nice.

An erratum: I accidentally transposed digits when I meant to write
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0502106
and wrote 0502016 instead—back on 15 Jan 2:32P
============

BTW Christine, another thing, 2005 was a significant year for “QG*” in which a
lot of progress was made. You could ask for nominations, at your blog, for the
most important paper. Then, if only I showed up at the blog and proposed a
candidate, my nominee would automatically win 

61. Who
January 16, 2006

Lee (14 Jan 4:41P)

Dear Dan,

Actually LQG and related research programs (such as CDT or
programs based on quantum information ideas) are progressing
rapidly,

Dan (14 Jan 7:13P)

I am curious: how close is LQG on its semiclassical description,
dynamics and contact with standard model particle physics?

Moshe (15 Jan 10:30A)

Lee,

I believe the non-trivial question for LQG and similar approaches is
whether they are indeed quantum theories of gravity, in other words do
they contain semi-classical states and propagating gravitons in 4dim. I

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0502106
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0502106


think lots of people will become interested in any quantum model that
can be shown to contain gravity as we know it, whether it is BI or not.
Since there is some progress on this recently, maybe one can be
cautiously optimistic.

Lee (15 Jan 6:49A)

Of course LQG includes spin foam models.

================================

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/abstract_rovelli.html
Carlo Rovelli
GENERAL RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM PHYSICS: Background independent
scattering amplitudes, boundary formalism, local particles and partial
observables
Abstract: (i) I present some preliminary results on background independent
calculations of particle scattering amplitudes. In particular, I discuss the
derivation of the graviton propagator, from loop quantum gravity and the
spinfoam formalism. (ii) I illustrate the boundary formulation of quantum field
theory, its role in a background independent context, and how “particles”
emerge in this language. (iii) More in general, I discuss how systematic physical
predictions can be extracted from a general relativistic quantum field theory: I
illustrate the notion of “partial observable”, and discuss the issue of the physical
significance of the spectrum of these observables, which controls the
interpretation of the area and volume discreteness.”

=============
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512113
Effective 3d Quantum Gravity and Non-Commutative Quantum Field
Theory
Laurent Freidel, Etera R. Livine

“We show that the effective dynamics of matter fields coupled to 3d quantum
gravity is described after integration over the gravitational degrees of freedom
by a braided non-commutative quantum field theory symmetric under a kappa-
deformation of the Poincaré group.”

“We will use these results to write down the Feynman graph amplitudes
of a massive scalar field evolving in the 3d quantum geometry and we will
show how they reduce to the standard Feynman graph amplitudes of the
standard quantum field theory in a no-gravity limit G -> 0. On one hand,
that solves the problem of the semi-classical limit of 3d quantum gravity,
and on the other hand, this formulation allows us to compute explicitly
the quantum gravity corrections to the standard quantum field theory
scattering amplitudes and show that the corresponding geometry is
effectively non commutative… “

“… In the full quantum gravity regime, l_P and m_P are fixed and finite. The
(semi-)classical limit is defined as

http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/abstract_rovelli.html
http://loops05.aei.mpg.de/index_files/abstract_rovelli.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512113
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512113


62. Who
January 16, 2006

Sorry, the preceding got cut off. Here is the rest

“…The (semi-)classical limit is defined as h-bar -> 0
l_P is taken to 0 while m_P remains fixed: we do not expect to recover standard
classical flat space-time physics but a modified theory with a universal mass
scale m_P as postulated in deformed special relativity.

The no-gravity limit G -> 0 takes l_P to zero and m_P to infinity but

63. Who
January 16, 2006

What I am trying to do is give additional substance to some things others have
said in this discussion. What Moshe said regarding “some progress recently” on
gravitons connects to Rovelli’s talk at Loops ’05. What Lee said about the 3D
case connects to the Freidel Livine paper. And quotes from that paper serve as
response to Dan’s question about LQG and the semiclassical limit. Freidel’s
system shows the correct behavior both as G goes to zero (“zero gravity” limit)
and also as h-bar goes to zero (semiclassical limit). Recent QG work is tending to
include matter and use the spinfoam formalism (as illustrated by these
examples.)

64. woit
January 16, 2006

Who,

Please, this posting had nothing at all to do with LQG. This has become way off-
topic, and I don’t think you should keep posting comments about this here.

65. Who
January 16, 2006

Hi Peter,
two issues: I was having technical problems. sorry about the multiple posts. the
message in the preview kept getting truncated and not going up

second issue: I think the Freidel Livine paper one of the most important LQG
papers of 2005. If we are going to discuss progress in LQG at all, we need to be
able to talk about the Rovelli paper (which is uses spinfoam formalism) and the
Freidel-Livine paper (also spinfoam).

See last paragraph of page 1 of F-L:
“We use the spin foam quantization of 3d quantum gravity provided by the
Ponzano-Regge model…”

See Smolin’s post 15 Jan 6:49A:
“Of course LQG includes spin foam models.”



If you are going to allow a discussion of last year’s progress in LQG then you
have to allow people to talk about both the Rovelli paper and the F-L paper. Both
the Rovelli and the Freidel papers were presented as invited talks at Loops ’05 in
October. Both are core representatives of current work in LQG.

66. John Gonsowski
January 16, 2006

Who, I think Peter is saying his original blog post was not about LQG. If Peter
had started an LQG thread your comments would probably be no problem. It can
get started by somebody else I know.

John… practicing for my own blog… just kidding

67. woit
January 16, 2006

Who,

John is right. This was not a posting about LQG, and while I think the idea of an
LQG weblog is great, this is not it. I don’t have either the competence or desire
to run such a thing. Also, I’m afraid that no matter what the originial topic, you
tend to turn the discussion to LQG or cosmological natural selection topics. If
you want an in-depth discussion of these topics, you should set up a weblog
devoted to them.

The other problem with this is that it gives lots of other people the idea that this
comment section is a forum for them to discuss their favorite ideas, even if
they’re not the topic I’m posting about and have only come up tangentially in the
discussion. I then end up having to spend a lot of my time deleting people’s
comments to stop this, annoying them and wasting my time.

68. D R Lunsford
January 16, 2006

Peter – the problem is, there isn’t a neutral zone to talk about ideas – in a
strange way you’ve created a neutral zone of sorts, whether you like it or not –
this is a credit to you because you are letting physics as it were “speak for
itself”, and we all admire you for that.

So it’s not polite to run on about things here, but we/they/all of us only do it
because you have set up fairness as your first principle.

-drl

69. Who
January 17, 2006

Thanks for the reactions. DRL mentions courtesy. I apologize for (unintended)
impoliteness and will try to be more considerate. My main concern is that the
discussion of QG is often clouded by “Nicolai’s mistake”—he coauthored a paper



purporting to give an outsider’s view of LQG and didn’t discuss the spinfoam
(path-integral) formulation. Peter then posted a letter from Lee responding to
Nicolai in which Lee’s main point was that for the past (on the order of) ten
years the spinfoam approach has predominated in LQG research. Hope I don’t
overstate here. Most of the quantum gravity researchers I watch use spinfoam
formalism, currently including Carlo Rovelli (who has been closely associated in
the past with the canonical version of LQG).

In this thread LQG began being discussed by others and I joined the discussion
wanting to respond, supplement and clarify what was said. Dan asked about the
current status of LQG and it makes an enormous difference whether or not one
includes spinfoam research. Including it also makes the close relationship
between LQG and CDT obvious, an issue raised by Aaron and by Kasper Olsen.

Thanks for your patience, Peter. You do a great job creating a neutral forum
space as DRL says.

70. anon
January 19, 2006

String theorist Dr Lubos Motl, who knows about propaganda, has now usefully
given the following enlightening viewpoint:

“An important part of all totalitarian systems is an efficient propaganda machine.
… to protect the ‘official opinion’ as the only opinion that one is effectively
allowed to have.” – STRING THEORIST Dr Lubos Motl, http://motls.blogspot.com
/2006/01/power-of-propaganda.html

71. Who
January 19, 2006

Hello anon, hi DRL,
string theorist Hermann Nicolai (who seems the opposite of totalitarian and
propagandistic—-an honorable member of the majority so to speak)
has come out with a new paper giving an overview of the main non-string QG
approaches that this time INCLUDES spinfoam research

hep-th/0601129

this could actually improve the quality of the discussion.

It used to be that string theorists who wanted to defend against a perceived
threat would lump all rivals to string under the heading “LQG” and then discuss
only the orthodox canonical LQG essentially of the 1990s

but for the past 5 years or so (maybe more), people who see themselves as part
of the LQG community have largely been doing spinfoam (as they tell us, and one
can see it by sampling arxiv). There has been a gradual shift towards path
integral approaches (like spinfoam and CDT)

so in the past a would-be defensive string theorist was often not connecting with

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/power-of-propaganda.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/power-of-propaganda.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/power-of-propaganda.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/power-of-propaganda.html


reality. And people would quote Hermann Nicolai’s earlier paper of just one year
ago
hep-th/0501114 LQG an outside view
which unfortunately did NOT discuss spinfoam or much of the activity which the
LQG community was pursuing.

Now maybe defensive string theorists will direct their attack more on the actual
rivals instead of at a mannequin of their imagining. Something good is likely to
result, says I.

72. anonymous
January 19, 2006

Who,

Thanks for that link:

‘… it is thus perhaps best to view spin foam models as models in their own right,
and, in fact, as a novel way of defining a (regularised) path integral in quantum
gravity. Even without a clear-cut link to the canonical spin network quantisation
programme, it is conceivable that spin foam models can be constructed which
possess a proper semi-classical limit in which the relation to classical
gravitational physics becomes clear. For this reason, it has even been suggested
that spin foam models may provide a possible ‘way out’ if the difficulties with the
conventional Hamiltonian approach should really prove insurmountable.’ – hep-
th/0601129



Hedge Fund Finances RHIC

January 13, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Federal funding for high energy physics in the US has been declining significantly in
recent years. The recently completed FY 2006 budget has a 2.7% cut for high energy
physics in the DOE budget, which provides the bulk of US funding for high energy
physics research. The NSF also provides some support, but its budget for the
mathematical and physical sciences is up only 1.5%, significantly below inflation (I
don’t know what the number is for high energy physics at the NSF by itself).

Over at Cosmic Variance, Joanne Hewett has commented on how depressing and
discouraging the budget situation is, describing discussions amongst those charged to
plan for the future as “downright scary at times.” One of the worst immediate effects
of the 2006 budget had been that the Brookhaven heavy ion collider RHIC would only
have been funded for 12 weeks of operation instead of the planned 20 due to higher
electric power costs.

Today Brookhaven made a remarkable announcement about this. A group led by ex-
mathematician Jim Simons, head of the hedge fund Renaissance Technologies (for
more about him and his hedge fund, see here and here) has come up with a
contribution of the $13 million needed to run RHIC for the full 20 weeks. The group
contributing this money includes other partners at Renaissance, which is based on
Long Island, not very far from Brookhaven.

I’m sure the significance of this new source of funding for high energy physics will be
debated in the community in coming days. My initial reaction is that while it’s
wonderful that the worst immediate effect of the budget cuts for 2006 has been
avoided due to the generosity of Simons and others, this doesn’t materially change
the long-term problems.

There’s more about this at Entropy Bound, the blog of Peter Steinberg, who works on
an experiment at RHIC.

Update: More comments about this are from Joanne Hewett at Cosmic Variance and
Chad Orzel at Uncertain Principles.

Update: More about Simons from New York Newsday.

Comments

1. Quantoken
January 13, 2006

Peter:

Small corrections. Quote: “In the light of budget constraints, DOE had planned
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to fund 12 weeks of RHIC operations in FY06, but unexpected increases in
electric power costs had made this limited level of operation impossible.
Now, with the $13-million contribution to the Stony Brook Foundation and the
planned Work for Others agreement between the Stony Brook Foundation and
BSA, the Laboratory will be able to operate RHIC for a full 20 weeks”

The reading of the statement is that without this donation, even the originally
planned 12 weeks of operation would have been impossible. Of course, you can
not always rely on such generous donations to be available each time.

I am glad that people have begun to realize the restraint that rapidly raising
cost of electricity imposes on high energy accelerators. Expect something even
worse in the coming years.

If you look at it, a 1% or 2% drop in the funding is something un-pleasant, but is
still a completely manageable small percentage. But when the electricity cost
double or tripple in just a few years, that is a total disaster and completely un-
manageable, unless the funding is also drastically increase in similar fashion,
which is just not possible at this moment. That’s the reality.

I am taken back by the Brookhaven director’s statement that the raise of
electricity cost was “unexpected”. As head of such a big organization he should
have known better and should have expected things like this. I don’t want to see
that a few years down the road CERN also issue a similar statement about LHC,
say that they never factored in the possible large increase of electricity cost.

Quantoken

2. MathPhys
January 13, 2006

So it’s the ones who go to Wall St who end up bailing out those who stay in
science.

3. Tony Smith
January 14, 2006

Quantoken said “… I am taken back by the Brookhaven director’s statement that
the raise of electricity cost was “unexpected”. As head of such a big organization
he should have known better and should have expected things like this. …”.

It seems to me likely to me that the Brookhaven director’s statement may be no
more a statement of true fact than the statement of Captain Renault in
Casablanca ( from http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0034583/quotes ):

“… Captain Renault:
I’m shocked, shocked to find that gambling is going on in here!
[a croupier hands Renault a pile of money]
Croupier: Your winnings, sir.
Captain Renault: [sotto voce] Oh, thank you very much. …”.

http://cosmicvariance.blogspot.com/2006/01/lhc-will-be-stillborn.html#links
http://cosmicvariance.blogspot.com/2006/01/lhc-will-be-stillborn.html#links
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0034583/quotes
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0034583/quotes


Such statements seem to me to be socio-political game-playing tactical moves,
and to support the assertions in a letter (responding to Lee Smolin’s article “Why
No New Einstein?”) published in the January 2006 issue of Physics Today by
Foster Morrison:

“… Today’s scientists are jet-setting, grant-swinging, favor-trading hustlers
looking for civil servants who will provide them with a pipeline to the US
Treasury. Not only do they get peer pressure to behave this way, they also get
arm-twisting from the academic bureaucracy that wants to get its 50% to pay for
its bloated overhead. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

4. woit
January 14, 2006

Tony and Quantoken,

You are being extremely unfair to those people who have the thankless task of
trying to get new high-energy physics facilities built and working in an
environment where the inherent technological difficulties are immense, and
budgets are both being cut and often not even known until well into the fiscal
year. These laboratories have large fixed costs, so faced with sizable budget cuts
they have a limited number of choices on how to deal with them, all ugly. The
main ones involve shutting down accelerators to save on power costs and firing
good people who have been working there, doing a good job for years.

Experimental high energy physics in the US is facing some very difficult times,
for very real reasons, not because the people involved are incompetent or “jet-
setting, grant-swinging, favor-trading hustlers”.

Theoretical high energy physics is a rather different story…..

5. Eli Rabett
January 14, 2006

It is not clear to me that it would either be allowed or accepted if the labs
hedged on electricity. If they bet wrong (say the cost went down) the papers and
the politicians would have their guts for garters.

However, DOE does generate electricity from a lot of dams in the southeast and
the northwest. Most of this is sold at fixed cost to hold down the cost of
electricity to customers. It might be possible for DOE to guarantee delivery of
electricity to its own facilities under similar terms. This would, of course, be
political, because that power would not be available for other uses.

There are interesting possibilities here, since the money goes into the DOE
budget on one side (from purchases of electricity by others) and into the DOE
budget on the other (from purchases of electricity by the labs)

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


6. Tony Smith
January 15, 2006

Peter said “… Experimental high energy physics in the US is facing some very
difficult times, for very real reasons, not because the people involved are
incompetent or “jet-setting, grant-swinging, favor-trading hustlers”.
Theoretical high energy physics is a rather different story …”.

Although I would like to make it clear that I am in favor of high-energy
experimental physics (even though my favorite future-project, the muon collider,
has been assigned a low priority by the physics community),
I am not of the opinion that the negative aspects of the theoretical physics
community do not also infect the experimental community.

It seems to me that each large collaboration in the experimental physics
community acts to protect its interests in much the same way the superstring
theorists act to protect their interests, whether or not those interests are aligned
or opposed to the advance of physics itself.

The characterization of “jet-setting, grant-swinging, favor-trading hustlers” as
not being limited to theoretical high energy physicists was not my language, but
was (as I made explicit in my comment) a quote from a letter published by the
AIP in Physics Today.

For another example of similar opinion, see the essay by Ad Lagendijk in Nature
438 (24 November 2005) 429, in which Lagendijk (a physics professor and group
leader in the Netherlands) said in part:
“… my daily experience as a professional physicist …[ is that ]… When I
participate in a scientific conference I see a gathering of aggressive men (and
yes, I mean men) fighting for their scientific claims … Successful scientists
incessantly travel around the world performing their routines like circus clowns
– forcefully backing up assertions over what are their contributions to the latest
scientific priorities. …
A modest Japanese presenter does not stand a chance against a loud, American
critic speaking in his, and modern science’s, mother tongue. …”.

Further, in the 5 January 2006 issue of Nature, a correspondence from Maria
Uriarte (of the Department of Ecology of Peter’s Columbia University) et al said
in part:
“… The story told in Ad Lagendijk’s Essay … is very familiar to many of us who
have chosen to make a living in science. … this value system and associated
behaviours have other, far-reaching consequences,.
First, they can compromise the integrity of the scientific enterprise …
Second, they may reduce the diversity of the workforce by attracting, rewarding
and therefore retaining those who thrive in particular kinds of competitive
environments – who are not necessarily those of greatest scientific ability,
insight, or creativity.
Third, they may limit the range … of scientific pursuits …”.

Tony Smith



http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

7. woit
January 15, 2006

Tony,

All sciences have plenty of bad behavior and people protecting their interests.
But in the case of the big experimental high energy physics projects there is
generally something worth protecting. I don’t think the situation there is
optimal: if one started from scratch and tried to figure out the best possible way
of allocating the money being spent, one could probably do better than what we
have. But it’s nothing like what is going on over on the theoretical side.

From what I’ve seen, the technical problems of a muon collider are fearsome, but
people are working on them. One problem that may doom the whole idea is that,
at the kinds of luminosities one need, a muon collider beam emits such an
intense neutrino beam (from the decaying muons) that it poses a significant
radiation hazard, one that you can’t shield against. If you built a muon collider
deep underground at Fermilab, you’d have a neutrino beam of dangerous
intensity coming out of the earth some radius away, possibly in Chicago.

8. Tony Smith
January 16, 2006

Peter said “… the case of the big experimental high energy physics projects … is
… nothing like what is going on over on the theoretical side …”.

The two biggest differences that I see are:

1 – Superstring theorists have effectively a 90% monopoly position in theoretical
high energy physics, while the big experimental high energy physics laboratories
have been careful to avoid such monopolies. For example, even though as of now
Fermilab has a monopoly on collider experiments at its energy level, there are
two independent detectors (CDF and D0) that can produce independent data sets
in order to verify results. On the other hand, the superstring theorists can (and
do) present their stuff as the only game in town, thus stifling other approaches;
and

2 – Experimental laboratories are by definition closely connected with
experimental data, whereas the superstring theorists have grown so distant from
contact with experimental results that Susskind is quoted in the 5 January 2006
issue of Nature (pages 10-12) as saying that although he finds it “deeply, deeply
troubling” that there is no way to test the landscape principle, he goes on to say
“It would be very foolish to throw away the right answer on the basis that it
doesn’t conform to some criteria for what is or isn’t science”.
At least one superstring theorist seems unwilling to follow Susskind in
unsupported belief that the landscape is the “right answer”. In the same Nature
article, David Gross says “People in string theory are very frustrated, as am I, by
our inability to be more predictive after all these years … But that’s no excuse
for using such “bizarre science”.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


However, even though Gross has sense enough to see that Emperor Susskind has
no clothes, he seems to be unable to admit that lack of predictivity means that
superstring theory should no longer be regarded as the only game in town for
high energy theoretical physics.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Peter also said “… If you built a muon collider deep underground at
Fermilab, you’d have a neutrino beam of dangerous intensity coming out of the
earth some radius away, possibly in Chicago. …”.
As to that,
the pdf file titled “Muon Collider & Neutrino Factory Studies – R B Palmer MSU
1/27/05” on the web at http://bt.pa.msu.edu/Phy964_muon/aaMSU-coloquium-
v2.pdf says in part:
“… Conclusion: Muon Collider
– Interesting for physics & Smaller than Linear Collider
– Difficult technically
– Neutrino Radiation limits Maximum Energy
…
Radiation proportional to E^3 / length^2 proportional to E^3 / depth
Use: 1/10 Federal limit = 10 mR/year
Negligible problem at 1.5 TeV
E = 3 TeV ok at 300 m depth
E > 3 TeV Requires:
– Beam wobbles, and/or
– Special Locations (eg an island), and/or
– Better Cooling (Optical Stochastic?) …”.

Maybe a Pacific Island (Johnston Island?) or Central Asian location might be
acceptable for a high-energy muon collider.

I am under the impression that Fermilab has decided to try for the NLC, but that
the Japanese are saying things like “you can’t see the Pacific Ocean from the
Illinois prairie”. Even so,
while cut-throat competition for such things as NLC siting might be life-or-death
for a single entity like Fermilab, such a death would not be the end of progress in
experimental physics (note that despite the death of the SSC, the LHC and its
successors can do the physics that might have been done at the SSC).
In contrast,
if landscape superstring theory were to maintain a monopoly position in
theoretical high energy physics, that might indeed mean the end of theoretical
physics as a scientific enterprise.
Therefore,
it seems to me that Peter has a valid point that the consequences of “men-
behaving-badly” behaviour are far worse in today’s theoretical high energy
physics community than in the experimental world.

9. Quantoken
January 16, 2006

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://bt.pa.msu.edu/Phy964_muon/aaMSU-coloquium-v2.pdf
http://bt.pa.msu.edu/Phy964_muon/aaMSU-coloquium-v2.pdf
http://bt.pa.msu.edu/Phy964_muon/aaMSU-coloquium-v2.pdf
http://bt.pa.msu.edu/Phy964_muon/aaMSU-coloquium-v2.pdf


Peter said:

“One problem that may doom the whole idea is that, at the kinds of luminosities
one need, a muon collider beam emits such an intense neutrino beam (from the
decaying muons) that it poses a significant radiation hazard, one that you can’t
shield against.”

That I don’t understand! We know that neutrino is one of the least interactive
particles. One claim that you could have neutrinos passing through thousands of
light years thick of lead metal, and hardly a significant portion is absorbed.
Neutrino beam is certainly virtually impossible to shield, but since it does not
interact much with matters it does not cause any harm either. It can penetrate
your body without any interaction, thus causes no health problem.

As a matter a fact, billions of solar neutrinos routinely penetrate through every
square centimeter of your skin every second silently but we don’t worry about it.
So why the neutrino beam of the proposed device would be harzadous?

Quantoken

10. woit
January 16, 2006

Quantoken,

Yes, this is a surprising problem, because neutrinos interact so weakly. But to get
a lepton collider to function usefully at these energies you need huge
luminosities, and every muon in the beam is going to decay, giving you neutrinos
(and electrons, but those you can shield). The number of neutrinos is just so
huge that the interaction rate becomes a problem.

11. Tony Smith
January 16, 2006

As Peter said in reply to Quantoken, “… The number of neutrinos is just so huge
that the interaction rate becomes a problem. …”.

The paper physics/9908017 by Bruce King of Brookhaven gives some relevant
equations. Here are some excerpts from King’s description of the situation (the
full article contains discussion of more details):
“… The potential radiation hazard comes from the showers of ionizing particles
produced in interactions of neutrinos in the soil and other objects bathed by the
disk. The tiny interaction cross-section for neutrinos is greatly compensated by
the huge number of high energy neutrinos produced at muon colliders. … Most
of the ionization energy dose deposited in a person will come from interactions in
the soil and other objects in the person’s vicinity rather than from the more
direct process of neutrinos interacting inside a person. At TeV energy scales,
much less than one percent of the energy flux from the daughters of such
interactions will be absorbed in the relatively small amount of matter contained
in a person, with the rest passing beyond the person. … the radiation levels
rapidly become a serious design constraint for colliders at the TeV scale and



above.
…
Perhaps the most direct way of decreasing the radiation levels is to greatly
decrease the muon current. This can be done either by sacrificing luminosity …
or, more attractively, by increasing the luminosity per given current through
better muon cooling or other technological advances.
Further, one might consider placing the accelerator deep underground so the
radiation disk won’t reach the surface for some distance.
…
Further speculative options that have been discussed include
(i) tilting the ring to take best advantage of the local
topography,
(ii) placing the collider ring on a hill so the radiation disk passes harmlessly
above the surroundings and, even more speculatively,
(iii) spreading out and diluting the neutrino radiation disk by continuously
sweeping the muon beam orbit in a vertical plane using dipole corrector
magnets.

Even when the preceding strategies have been used, the strong rise in neutrino
energy probably dictates that muon colliders at CoM energies of beyond a few
TeV will probably have to be constructed at isolated sites where the public would
not be exposed to the neutrino radiation disk at all.
This would definitely be required for the 10 TeV and 100 TeV parameter sets …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

12. Quantoken
January 17, 2006

Tony:
I carefully read the paper you pointed to, and still do not see why the neutrino
could be a radiation hazard. Assume every derivation of the author is correct,
look at equation (13). The numerical factor is 2.9×10^-24. The important
variable is Nu, the number of muons per second. I do not see it yielding any
number close to one.
Probably, the author wrongly considered Nu, the count of muons per second, as
in the same order of magnitude as the Avogadro constant. If he so considered
then he was completely wrong. Should Nu equal to the Avogadro constant,
6.022×10^23, that means a beam current of 6.022×10^23 * 1.61×10^-19 =
1.0×10^5 Amperes. Ten thousand amperes. No modern accelerator could
even have a beam current any where close to even one ampere.
The beam current is confined by the limit of the amount of input energy. Let’s
say the machines consumes the same amount of power as the LHC, 200 mega
watts (which is half a city’s electricity, so not a small number!!!), and 10% of the
energy consumed by the machine turn into beam energy. That’s 20 mega watts,
or 1.243×10^26 eV energy per second. And let say the muon is accelerated to 1
TeV (1×10^12 ev). That leads to 1.243×10^14 muons per second. And that
should be the number fo Nu in equation (13).
So the total dosage would be 2.9×10^-24 * 1.243×10^14, i.e., 10^-10, in terms

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9908017
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9908017


of order of magnitude. That’s a totally negligible radiation dosage. And that
conclusion is certainly in line with the notion that neutrinos penetrate everything
virtually harmlessly.

Quantoken

13. mike dinsdale
January 17, 2006

Quantoken, N_u isn’t defined as the number of muons per second, it’s the total
number whose decay will give the dose on the LHS of (13). The dosage limits
you’re comparing to are in Sv/year, so you need N_u to be the number of muons
per year, i.e. to scale up your estimate by about 3*10^7. This gives roughly a
mSv which is much more consistent with what he’s saying in the paper.

Mike

14. Quantoken
January 17, 2006

Mike:

Thanks for that explaination. But still we do not know what a reasonable value
N_u is. My estimate is way much too optimistic and too high, bounded only by
the available electricity power. I assume that 10% of the total power consumed
by the machine could turn into beam energy. That’s probably too optimistic to be
true. Also realistically I do not know how efficient a muon factory could be (how
many muons they can manufacture per second). Generating muons and anti-
muons is certainly much harder than just ripping electrons from regular matters
by ionization. The author also assumed each kilogram mass contains 1000 moles
of atoms, which is too high. For typical atomic weights, like carbon, you would be
talking about 80 moles or less per kilogram. That’s another factor of 10. So the
realistic radiation hazard of the neutrino of such a muon collider is probably 3 or
4 orders of magnitude below the natural background radiation level.

The author never really talked about what he thought the N_u out to be. Without
that number the whole paper is meaningless since he has not produced a specific
result. The point I want to make is you guys are now trying to lobby the public
support for a future accelerator like the muon collider. And you do not even have
a clear technocal picture how the machine looks like and how many muons it
produces, and you start to talk about the environmental hazard and how it hurt
the public health. That’s NOT an intelligent thing to do to lobby public support
for your research enterprise. The smart thing to do would be get the thing onto
the agenda of budget talks first and worry about radiation hazard later when it
really come to the design and engineering phase.

Quantoken

15. woit
January 17, 2006



Quantoken,

The people thinking about muon collider designs do, believe it or not, actually
have a good idea of the physics involved. Stop posting comments here criticizing
them unless you actually take the time to really understand what they are doing.

They’re not making a big deal of the radiation problem, it’s something I brought
up because I thought it was surprising that there is one. Maybe one can find a
way around it, but it definitely is something that needs to be thought about
before you can come up with even the outline of a viable design for such a
machine.

16. Tony Smith
January 17, 2006

Peter said to Quantoken “… The people thinking about muon collider designs do,
believe it or not, actually have a good idea of the physics involved. …
the radiation problem … it was surprising that there is one. Maybe one can find a
way around it, but it definitely is something that needs to be thought about…”.

Here are two more references for anyone who wants to see more about muon
colliders:

The paper (with over 100 authors) at physics/9901022. It is also known as
BNL-65623, Fermilab-PUB-98/179, and LBNL-41935. Its title is “Status of Muon
Collider Research and Development and Future Plans”.
If you read it, and look at the list of authors and institutions involved (and yes,
Bruce King of physics/9908017 is one of the authors), I think that it will be clear
that people working on muon colliders are NOT, to use Quantoken’s language,
“… guys ..[who]… do not even have a clear technocal picture how the machine
looks like and how many muons it produces …”.

My second reference is to a very clear presentation with graphics that was given
by Gail G. Hanson (one of Quantoken’s “guys”, and an author of
physics/9901022) at an ICFA Seminar on “Future Perspectives in High Energy
Physics”, CERN, 8-11 October 2002. A pdf file of it can be found at
http://dsu.web.cern.ch/dsu/of/icfapres/hanson.pdf .

Since the muon collider has not yet received huge funding for construction and
operation, the people working on it are (in my opinion) primarily motivated
because they love the physics involved and the potential for new and interesting
observations.

They themselves have raised the issue of radiation in the area, which is not
obvious at first glance because the problem is not so much direct neutrino
irradiation of a person as it is the person being irradiated by secondary radiation
from the person’s environment
(as Bruce King said, “… Most of the ionization energy dose deposited in a person
will come from interactions in the soil and other objects in the person’s vicinity
rather than from the more direct process of neutrinos interacting inside a
person. …”).

http://dsu.web.cern.ch/dsu/of/icfapres/hanson.pdf
http://dsu.web.cern.ch/dsu/of/icfapres/hanson.pdf


Further, they themselves pointed out that, even though a powerful muon collider
would be small enough to fit on-site at either Fermilab or Brookhaven,
consideration of the health of the people of Chicago or New York City indicates
that a muon collider probably should be put in a more remote location.

That these people not only are working on muon colliders mostly for love of
physics,
but are also honest and socially conscious enough to recommend that it be sited
away from the established facilities at Fermilab and Brookhaven
(in spite of the fact that a lot of the over 100 authors of physics/9901022 have
close ties to those institutions)
makes me feel that, even in this day and age, there are still some good people in
the world of physics.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

17. J.F. Moore
January 20, 2006

Returning to the original topic, I just wanted to make the small point that some
fields, particularly medicine, rely partly on donor funding to good success (and
importantly, without jeapordizing other funds). I don’t think it is unreasonable to
develop similar mechanisms in the physics community to reach out to the
philanthropists for at least some funding. This news from RHIC sets a precedent.
It is not looking likely that US government funding in physics will be increasing
or even keeping pace with inflation anytime soon.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Susskind NYT Book Review

January 14, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a review of Susskind’s book The Cosmic Landscape in this Sunday’s New York
Times book review section. The reviewer does a reasonably good job of laying out
what the Landscape controversy is about, characterizing Susskind’s attitude as
“braggadocio” with “an air of smugness”, and noting that “He allows remarkably little
doubt about string theory considering that it has, as yet, not a whit of observational
support.”

This week’s Village Voice has a profile of Susskind.

Update: More about this over at Uncertain Principles.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
January 14, 2006

“As you know, there’s something of a war against science going on,”
Susskind says.

He didn’t say which side he’s on.

2. Lubos Motl
January 14, 2006

I also like the review.

3. D R Lunsford
January 14, 2006

What did it say, other than more mindless parroting of hyperbolic claims,
followed by a “discussion of the issues” admixed with (anti)hero-worship? It’s
Oprah-level dilettantisme. Can’t the Times find anyone with sense of history to
put things in context?

-drl

4. Thomas
January 14, 2006

Love the phrase from the review:

“yields a gargantuan number of models: about 10^500, give or take a few
trillion.”

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/15/books/review/15powell.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/15/books/review/15powell.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307
http://www.villagevoice.com/arts/0602,dayal,71616,12.html
http://www.villagevoice.com/arts/0602,dayal,71616,12.html
http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2006/01/physicist_in_landscape_1.php
http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2006/01/physicist_in_landscape_1.php


5. arnold
January 15, 2006

I still have to read the book, but the impression is that the review is very fair and
well-written.

I fear people who believe to have the truth…without any evidence.

What strikes me the most is that clearly the idea of Landscape is on the same
level as the idea of Intelligent Design: there is no evidence for none of the two:
you can believe them or not.
But some people like to say that the former is scientific and the other is not.

6. Thomas Larsson
January 15, 2006

The next-to-previous comment was not by me.

7. mathjunkie
January 15, 2006

Have read the review.

Is it true that ID=anthropic principle, and string theory is an alternative to ID?

8. D R Lunsford
January 15, 2006

I wonder if Einstein would wear a Susskind t-shirt?

He would probably wear a Susskind t-shirt if on it, Susskind were wearing an
Einstein t-shirt…

-drl

9. Juan R.
January 15, 2006

New piece of nonsense.

.

Question: When stringers will take the next logical step; the multi-multiverse?

Multi-multiverse: Existence unit formed by existence regions called
multiverses. In ONE multiverse, string theory is correct in others multiverses
string theory is just wrong. Since number of multiverses is greater that number
of universes in a single multiverse, the number of universes where string theory
is incorrect is far greater that other case.

Therefore, the interest of string theory for understanding more deeply the
‘nature of reality’ is proportional to epsilon when epsilon tends to universe.



Sorry! 

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

10. island
January 15, 2006

arnold Says:

I still have to read the book, but the impression is that the review is
very fair and well-written.

I fear people who believe to have the truth…without any evidence.

What strikes me the most is that clearly the idea of Landscape is on the
same level as the idea of Intelligent Design: there is no evidence for
none of the two: you can believe them or not.
But some people like to say that the former is scientific and the other is
not.

This all changes if by some miracle the landscape provides string theory with the
means to the ToE, right?

I mean that we wouldn’t need direct evidence nor falsifiability if this were proven
to be the case.

Right?

11. john baez
January 16, 2006

mathjunkie writes:

Is it true that ID=anthropic principle, and string theory is an
alternative to ID?

No, it’s not true that intelligent design is the same as the anthropic principle!

Intelligent design is the idea that our universe was designed by some intelligent
being. The anthropic principle is the idea that some aspects of our universe can
be understood starting from the fact that intelligent life exists here.

(In fact there are many versions of intelligent design and the anthropic principle,
but let’s not get into that here – follow the links if you want more details.)

It’s possible for intelligent design and the anthropic principle to
both be true, both be false, or one be true and the other be false.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_design
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_design
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropic_principle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropic_principle


For example, God could have intelligently designed our universe by running a
machine that builds all possible universes – this would be intelligent because
then God could avoid bothering with the details. Then our universe would be one
of these with intelligent life – and it’s possible we could understand some aspect
of our universe starting from this fact.

String theory is not an alternative to intelligent design. In fact, all 8
combinations of intelligent design, the anthropic principle and string theory
being true or false are possible.

However, the astute reader will note that this discussion resembles medieval
theology more than physics.

12. mathjunkie
January 17, 2006

Thank you John for answering my question.

It seems I know next to nothing about the differences among intelligent design,
anthropic principle and string theory.

I think you are the researcher who favours LGQ more than the string theory,
right?

13. Santo D'Agostino
January 17, 2006

Dear mathjunkie,

The nature of the intelligent design (ID) idea can be understood by analyzing the
structure of their argument, without being distracted by all the details. It is:

1. There are problems with the theory of evolution.

2. Therefore God exists.

ID is therefore seen NOT as a scientific theory, but rather as an argument for the
existence of God, in the same spirit as the arguments for the existence of God
proposed by certain medieval philosophers and theologians. ID is just as
fallacious; one can prove a mathematical theorem, but proofs of the existence of
God are not possible.

Every scientific theory has problems; it is not the way of science to throw up our
hands in the face of problems and say, “OK. I give up. God must be the only
explanation.” The scientific approach is to analyze as clearly as possible what the
problems are, and then to either revise the theory or construct a new one that is
better.

Responding to island and arnold, it is interesting to compare and contrast the
spirit of thought of the IDers with some of the popularizers of string theory. As
argued by many people, both on this site and elsewhere, there is a clear
difference between ID and string theory. The former clearly has no chance to



ever be science, whereas although the latter is not yet a scientific theory, its
proponents are striving to construct what one day might become a scientific
theory. That is, a theory that makes specific predictions that can be confronted
with observational or experimental data.

All the best,
Santo D’Agostino

14. Steve Myers
January 17, 2006

On anthropic principle: since any model has to be general to be useful there will
be a large — possibly infinite — number of particular solutions. So can you work
backwards from particulars to get a model? Not without some leap or guess or
postulating a rule outside the set of particulars. You begin with the fact that
Lotte has blue eyes and end with ” there is at least one such and such, such that
it possess some property.” See Russell’s “Inquiry into Meaning and Truth.” Every
math student has to learn that before he can understand what constitutes a
proof. Look, you can always find some function (in fact, there are an infinite
number) to fit any data. That’s why the curve you choose is based on data
predicted. Of course, you run into the same problem again but that’s why science
is ongoing, not a finished project. But isn’t all that obvious?

15. Urs
January 17, 2006

are striving to construct what one day might become a scientific
theory. That is, a theory that makes specific predictions that can be
confronted with observational or experimental data.

I still don’t think this is the right way to put it. I’d say “people are striving to
construct a phenomenologically successful theory”. There is nothing unscientific
about string theory. It’s “just” phenomenologically unsuccessful. This may be
reason enough to abandon it. But let’s keep the facts straight.

Consider a cosmologist who finds himself living in a universe which on large
scales is not homogenoeus but highly chaotic. By pure thought, he has come up
with the theory of general relativity. Now he is trying to see if this theory is
phenomenologically viable as a cosmological theory on large scales.

So he searches for solutions of his theory and tries to match them with the
observed data.

First he tries FRW cosmologies. Most fail miserably. One, the mixmaster scenario
comes closer in capturing the chaos he observes, but is still way too symmetric.

So he constructs cosmological models which are inhomogenous, depending on
one, two, three, then a dozen parameters. All of them being exact solutions of
GR, all of them coming a little bit closer to the cosmos he actually observes, but
none being quite right.



His fellow bloggers challange him. They say “What an unscientific theory you
have. Surely you must believe in alchemy and poltergeists if you also believe in
your theory.”

But his theory is GR. He just happens to live in a cosmos which is not described
by a simple (highly symmetric, low-parameter) solution of GR, but of a highly
complex one.

So for him, GR as a cosmological theory is highly unsuccesful,
phenomenologically. But it is not unscientific. He could make predictions (say of
CMB spectra, of nucleosynthesis, etc.) if only he knew which solution to GR
describes his cosmos. But he doesn’t know.

16. michaeld
January 17, 2006

Santo D’Agostino, exactly. It seems that many religious people seem to believe
that the sum value of science and religion is a fixed constant, and so every failure
of science is a success for religion and vice versa.

17. island
January 17, 2006

mathjunkie says:
Is it true that ID=anthropic principle…

Some interpretations of the anthropic principle indicate that we are not here by
accident, and IDists erroneously latch onto this as evidence for god’s existence.

The Privileged Planet… by Guillermo Gonzalez and Jay Richards, is once such
derivation of this sort.

While it is not correct to conclude that just because we’re not here by accident
there must be an intelligent agent involved, this is exactly what IDists do, and
unfortunately… skeptics are conditioned to buy straight into this hype, and so
their automatic response is to try to find ways to lose the implied “specialness”…
rather than to look for some good physical reason for why it might be true.

string theory is an alternative to ID?

Stringy theories that use multiverse rationale can lose any implied anthropic
specialness in an infinite number of possible universes, since one of them had to
be like ours, but there is no “illusion” of intelligent design without an unfounded
leap of faith, regardless of what Leonard Susskind would have us believe.

It’s not a matter of either/or, as Lenny claims… either we accept the multiverse
scenario, or… “without any explanation of nature’s fine-tunings we will be hard
pressed to answer the ID critics.” since “the appearance of intelligent design is
undeniable”.

There is no implication for intelligent design, because there is no inferrence of

http://www.privilegedplanet.com/
http://www.privilegedplanet.com/


intelligent design from evidence for purpose in nature, without direct proof.
Evidence for goal oriented design or structuring in nature does not constitute
evidence for intelligent design if there is no landscape.

Lenny also doesn’t appear to know what theories are valid and which are not
when it comes to origins science, because “multiverse rationale” isn’t a valid
argument against fine-tuning unless and until a multiverse is proven to exist, or
if multiverse “reasoning” proves to be necessary to the one true theory of
everything. I think… that very last part is correct… but nobody answered my
question.

18. island
January 17, 2006

FYI: Santo D’Agostino and michaeld are not correct as the anthropic princple
applies to this debate. ID doesn’t not require the faliure of science to abuse the
anthropic principle as evidence for intelligent design.

19. Santo D'Agostino
January 17, 2006

Hi Urs,

Thanks for your comments. Your analogy has given me a very helpful perspective
on string theory.

My inclination is to adopt fairly strict criteria for what we call a scientific theory.
For instance, it should at least be internally consistent and it should make quite
definite numerical predictions that can be tested by observations or experiments.
Ideally it will predict new phenomena, but that is not strictly necessary.

It seems that based on some such strict criteria, string theory is not yet a
scientific theory, although I admit that my criteria may be too strict, based on
your nice analogy.

Another analogy: suppose we have a candidate theory of the hydrogen atom, let’s
call it theory A. In theory A there are a million different ground states for the
hydrogen atom, no way to choose among them, and there is no way to predict
any of the excited states. So nothing can be calculated about the hydrogen atom,
no transition rates, no frequencies of emitted or absorbed radiation, etc. I would
not call theory A a scientific theory, but I would admit that the effort of trying to
shape it into a theory may qualify as a scientific activity.

Contrast this with another theory of the hydrogen atom, let’s call it theory B. In
theory B we have millions of ground states too, and no way to choose among
them, but this time no matter which ground state is chosen, the theory predicts
the relative energies of the corresonding excited states. In theory B at least you
can predict the frequencies of emitted or absorbed radiation, and so I would be
willing to call theory B a scientific theory. (The frequencies are always the same,
no matter which ground state is chosen, so we still have no way of knowing what
the actual ground state is in theory B.)



My impression is that string theory is more like theory A, and so I would hesitate
to call it a scientific theory yet. If I am wrong, I would value any further
clarifying comments that you might like to make. For instance, are there any
specific numerical predictions that string theory makes that can be confronted
with observations or experiments?

Santo

20. Santo D'Agostino
January 17, 2006

Hi island,

I’m not sure why you say

“FYI: Santo D’Agostino and michaeld are not correct as the anthropic princple
applies to this debate. ID doesn’t not require the faliure of science to abuse the
anthropic principle as evidence for intelligent design.”

since I said nothing about the anthropic principle.

I agree with your criticism of Susskind’s reasoning; as I already mentioned, it is
unscientific to argue for the existence of God based on one’s inability to cook up
a satisfactory scientific theory.

As for your question,

“This all changes if by some miracle the landscape provides string theory with
the means to the ToE, right?

I mean that we wouldn’t need direct evidence nor falsifiability if this were proven
to be the case.

Right?”

How would you know if such a proposed ToE were a good theory? You would
have to compare its predictions to observed and experimental data; in other
words, you would need evidence and falsifiability.

All the best,
Santo

21. Urs
January 17, 2006

Santo D’Agostino

it is a pleasure to be able to have a reasonable discussion.

I would suggest to slightly modify the analogy which you proposed.

The hydrogen atom itself is a solution of a theory. Quantum mechanics itself does



not predict anything about atoms. You need to feed in the correct initial data
first.

Once you specify that your electron sees precisely the Coulomb potential, for
some value of the one parameter describing it, you can derive atomic spectra
using QM+choice of potential. You have to choose the form of the potential (~ a
1/r) as well as pick one value of the parameter a.

You fix this by fitting it to a small subset of experimental data. Then you use the
fact that given that input, QM predicts the rest of the spectrum.

So, if people had discoverd the formalism of QM before having figured out that
the H-atom consists of an electron orbiting a nucleus, they could not have used it
to predict anything about the spectrum of that atom.

22. Juan R.
January 17, 2006

I said,

Therefore, the interest of string theory for understanding more deeply
the ‘nature of reality’ is proportional to epsilon when epsilon tends to
universe.

It would say

Therefore, the interest of string theory for understanding more deeply the
‘nature of reality’ is proportional to epsilon when epsilon tends to zero.

–

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

23. island
January 17, 2006

The nature of the intelligent design (ID) idea can be understood by
analyzing the structure of their argument, without being distracted by
all the details. It is:

1. There are problems with the theory of evolution.

2. Therefore God exists.

No, that’s not the nature of cosmological ID, which is what Lenny’s book is
about.

How would you know if such a proposed ToE were a good theory? You
would have to compare its predictions to observed and experimental
data; in other words, you would need evidence and falsifiability



I was asking about falsifiability of the “Landscape”, not testable predictions of a
ToE.

24. Santo D'Agostino
January 17, 2006

Hi Urs,

Thanks for explaining to me how my hydrogen atom examples are like your
cosmology example for the purposes of this discussion.

I suppose that if the formalism of QM had been discovered before it could
predict anything specific, I would also say that it were not yet a scientific theory,
but a formalism striving to become one. But as you said earlier, this does not
mean it is not worth working on.

All the best,
Santo

25. Santo D'Agostino
January 17, 2006

Hi island,

I misunderstood you. I assumed you were talking about ID, not cosmological ID. I
don’t know exactly what the latter means, since I have not read Susskind’s book.

All the best,
Santo

26. Adrian H.
January 17, 2006

Urs and Santo

I think the thing that is missing between you is the concept of explanation, as
against prediction. Urs, you have pressed the idea that ‘string theory is science’
very succesfully, using the idea that it *could* make predictions. You stress the
idea that prediction is often a matter of finding correct solutions given some
initial conditions. As in GR, put in the values for mass-energy distribution, get
out a model of space-time structure.

But I think this analogy misses something important about scientific theories
that is not equivalent to prediction: scientific theories are explanatory.

Take a bad theory that is maximally predictive in your terms: one that is of the
form A & -A for any A. A contradiction in other words. From that contradiction
one can predict anything and everything, since any claim logically follows. But
even though it will be predictively a TOE, it is obviously not a scientic theory, or
if you wish to stretch the term that far, it is a scientific theory, it’s just a very bad
one. A makes an infinite number of false predictions along with the true ones.



Finding a solution to the equations of GR is predictive of the structure of space
time (if we found we live in the Goedel Universe, that would be an interesting
fact!) but it does not explain why the mass energy distribution is the way it is, or
why the speed of light has just that value, etc. Finding solutions to equations is
not all, or even the main part of, the scientific enterprise.

I think the worry that is being expressed about string theory and the landscape
is that—and this is the thing that pulls it closer to ID than is really comfortable—
the theory is incredibly low in even potential explanatory power. “Why are things
this way, rather than some other.” If the answer is that we can get our universe
out (I’m being optimistic) as a solution to some set of equations, by putting in by
hand a whole lot of free parameters then it is of diminished interest. Not no
interest at all, just diminished.

And on the subject of explanation vs prediction, note that ID is a perfectly
predictive “theory”: it predicts the life forms we see around us. We just have to
put in by hand a whole lot of free parameters that describe God’s intentions!

But ID is obviously low in explanatory power. And String theory may be closer to
ID than it is to GR. That’s the worry.

27. Adrian H.
January 17, 2006

I should add that I’m not saying that everything can be explained, just that
explanatory power is something that we seek to maximize in scientific
explanations.

And perhaps we should really say that ID is retrodictive, rather than predictive.
Likewise the Anthropic Principle looks like a case of retrodiction: People exist
therefore this universe must be one where people can exist!

28. Fabien Besnard
January 18, 2006

Urs, you seem relieved. But I don’t think many people on this blog think string
theory per se is not a scientific theory. In particular I’ve never seen Peter make
such a claim. If I understood right Peter’s mind, what he says is : 1) anthropic
attemps to go out of the landscape are unscientific 2) more and more string
theorists argue that unfalsifiability is not such a bad thing after all, and this is a
sign that string theory has failed to achieve its primitive goals and that some
people are getting nervous about this 3) it’s time to try something else.
With all this I fully agree.
Peter, please correct me if I’m misinterpreting your mind.

29. Urs
January 18, 2006

Adrian,

thanks for the comment.



It is hard to give a precise meaning to the term “explanation”. Some people feel
quantum mechanics explains the spectra of atoms, while others are so
dissatisfied with the interpretational issues of QM that they would only
acknowledge that it successfully describes these observations, with a “real
explanation” still to be found.

But besides personal feelings it does not make much of a difference which
standpoint one takes.

So I would not want to engage in a discussion whether some theory “explains”
enough to be worth of our considerations. A good theory is one that yields a high
number of (maybe approximately) correct descriptions from a low number of
assumptions.

Consider the following scenario.

Assume perturbative string theory is indeed a good description of physics
beyond the standard model. Assume there are heterotic strings which are weakly
coupled and spacetime is really compactified on some Calabi-Yau.

Say the currently available modles by Braun, Ovrut and others can be further
refined such that one day they find a choice of Calabi-Yau, a choice of gauge
bundle over that CY and a choice of “Wilson lines” (these are the sorts of
parameters one has to choose) such that the low energy effective theory
obtained by strings on such a compactification produces the standard model on
the nose, without any extra moduli. Let me call the string vacuum thus defined
SV1. Our first candidate solution of string theory which matches observed low-
energy physics.

If this happened, one would want to study the postulate that the world is indeed
described by SV1 in weakly coupled heterotic string theory.

This would yield quite a number of predictions. For one, it would predict that at
energy scales which resolve the size of the compact CY accelerators would see
signatures of these extra dimensions, and the precise topology of these extra
dimensions would be predicted.

Note that this prediction might turn out to be wrong. You may even feel that it
has no chance of turning out to be right. But it is a prediction.

If it should turn out to be correct, we’d have a nice theory of physics beyond the
standard model. If not, we’d need to work harder. That’s how science works.

Indeed, there are serious reasons to expect that this scenario has little chance of
being true. One might suspect that a weakly coupled perturbative description of
high energy physics is likely to miss essential physics. That a non-perturbative
description will be necessary, one that does not need to expand about a fixed
background.

This may be true, and people are working on it. If anyone has a good idea, it will
be worth considering. If it helps to reassure people distgusted by the state of



affairs in string theory, I might point out that I know a couple of string theorists
who took a very close look at the recent results claimed in CDT. I wish I would
not have to emphasize this.

Anyway, I would like to point out that even if we had a nonperturbative definition
of a theory beyond the standard model, we’d still face the problem of identifying
the correct solution of this theory which describes our world!

There is no reason to expect that, once spin foam models, CDT, AdS/CFT-like
dualities or any other nonperturbative approach is well enough understood that
one can talk about its space of solutions, it will turn out to provide a unique one.
I expect the opposite to be true. There will be infinitely many solutions.

So even with a working nonperturbative theory beyond the standard model we’d
face the the issue that predictions cannot be made before some parameters in its
solution space are fixed. Fixed somehow.

30. D R Lunsford
January 18, 2006

Peter – you handled that very well over on the blog “Uncertain Principles”. (Is
there a rule that blogs have to carry cute names?) The problem is, correct
arguments seem to have lost their value. I was looking at the postings to a right-
winger’s blog the other day – e.g. one guy offers a detailed, fact by fact,
unemotional indictment of the Bush admin, and it just didn’t make any difference
to the dittoheads in the audience – they simply refused to allow themselves to be
tied to facts.

Somehow the art of actually paying attention to an argument has gone missing

-drl.

31. Thomas Larsson
January 18, 2006

Say the currently available modles by Braun, Ovrut and others can be further
refined such that one day they find a choice of Calabi-Yau, a choice of gauge
bundle over that CY and a choice of “Wilson lines” (these are the sorts of
parameters one has to choose) such that the low energy effective theory
obtained by strings on such a compactification produces the standard model on
the nose, without any extra moduli.

This could happen, of course, but I think everyone around here agrees that the
odds are so small that they can safely be ignored. If so many bright people
haven’t gotten any quantitative predictions out of string theory in 20 years, why
should things change now? Haven’t people turned to the Landscape precisely
because they have given up hope that any useful prediction will ever come out of
string theory?

Moreover, one must not forget that all natural predictions from string theory, like
SUSY, extra-dimensions, 496 gauge bosons, new long-range forces, etc., are in



apparent disagreement with experiments. A particularly impressive class of
experiments seems to be the search for permanent electric dipole moment,
which has been blogged about here, here, here, and here. It may seem strange to
use experimental results to argue about theoretical physics, but I strongly feel
that the by far simplest explanation for this apparent disagreement with
observation is that it is due to a factual disagreement with observation.

Besides, didn’t we agree that the correct theory of QG in 4D must allow for diff
anomalies, as I understand section 6.1 of Nicolai et al.? If string theory does not
allow for such anomalies, how could it possibly be right? Even if you dislike my
treatment of anomalies, you cannot reasonably deny that the absense of 4D diff
anomalies is fatal?

32. woit
January 18, 2006

Fabien,

Yes, I’d basically agree with your summary.

Fabien and Urs,

I’m careful not to say things like “string theory is not science”. Some things
string theorists are doing are science, but some are not. Very specifically what I
claim is not science is when string theorists like Susskind say they accept that
string theory leads to 10^500 vacua, but then are unable to come up with a
remotely plausible idea of how they are going to use the theory to make
falsifiable predictions in this case. The only kind of “predictions” he talks about
are the anthropic ones that are not falsifiable and aren’t really scientific.

Lots of string theorists now seem to be saying that, while they reject the
anthropic arguments, even if string theory does have 10^500 vacua, that is no
reason to give up on it. My point of view is that anybody who wants to claim this
has to come up with a plausible scenario for how this is ever going to lead to
predictions. From everything I’ve seen, no one can do this, so it appears to me
they are just defending the indefensible and not doing science.

The problem with Urs’s SV1 scenario is that it is exactly what people have been
looking for for more than 20 years and not finding. Braun, Ovrut et. al. aren’t
able to fix the moduli problem without doing something like KKLT which leads to
the 10^500 possibilities, and likely complete loss of predictivity. Sure if this
problem magically goes away, you’ll have something predictive and be doing
science, but right now this looks like pure wishful thinking to me, and wishful
thinking that deadly problems will just disappear is not how science is supposed
to be done.

33. Urs
January 18, 2006

Peter,

http://www.steelypips.org/principles/2005_08_14_principlearchive.php#112405003648622179
http://www.steelypips.org/principles/2005_08_14_principlearchive.php#112405003648622179
http://www.steelypips.org/principles/2005_08_14_principlearchive.php#112405033747233518
http://www.steelypips.org/principles/2005_08_14_principlearchive.php#112405033747233518
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=242
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=242
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/12/electric-dipole-moments.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/12/electric-dipole-moments.html


I tried to point out how a theory generically has infinitely many solutions. So it’s
not clear to me why it should be a problem if some theory has only finitely many.
And this holds for strings only after some conditions have been imposed. The
space of all possible string vacua (not restricting to flux CY compactifications) is
still infinite, as far as I am aware.

I also tried to point out how, generically, from the space of all solutions one has
to pick one by matching it to a subset of experimental data. Only then are
predictions possible. I tried to give several well-understood examples for this.

Some people are trying to go beyond what can usually be done. They don’t want
to just find the right solution, but also understand “why” it is the one we observe.
As with all “why” questions in science, trying to answer them tends to lead into
non-scientific territory.

34. woit
January 18, 2006

Urs,

I’m repeating myself, but again, here’s the main issue: if you can’t predict
anything you aren’t doing science. If it is true that all these flux vacua really are
legitimate string theory solutions, and one can get almost any value of the
standard model parameters out of this, how are you going to predict anything?
I’m still claiming that there is no plausible scenario in which this line of research
leads to a testable scientific prediction. If you know of one, let’s hear it. Saying
that we’ll be able to fix the Calabi-Yau, then make predictions isn’t plausible.
There’s no reason to believe you will be able to fix the Calabi-Yau, to show that
one works the (possibly infinite set of) others don’t. And “predictions” of Planck-
scale stringy effects are dubious for both practical (you can’t ever do such
experiments) and theoretical (perturbation theory isn’t good enough) reasons.

I actually think it is only the people asking “why” questions who are still doing
science, since it is not inconceivable that if you could answer the question of
“why” a certain vacuum state, then you could make predictions. The people I
have a problem with are those like Susskind, who claim that even if you never
understand “why” a certain vacuum, you can still do science in this particular
context.

35. Urs
January 18, 2006

I’m repeating myself

True. And I would have to, too, if I tried to reply. So I’ll leave it at that.

36. Who
January 18, 2006

Urs 18 January 4:13 AM
“There is no reason to expect that, once spin foam models…is well enough



understood that one can talk about its space of solutions, it will turn out to
provide a unique one. I expect the opposite to be true. There will be infinitely
many solutions.”

Having a space of solutions which is controlled by a few fundamental constants
like G and h-bar is qualitatively different from having a huge out of control space
of solutions, so we ought to make the difference clear.

Urs, I disagree with what you say as applied to the particular case of the
spinfoam model of http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0512113
In that paper Freidel and Livine work out a model of 3D spacetime and matter
which has QFT as the zero-gravity limit (as G -> 0) and General Relativity with
some quantum corrections as the (semi)classical limit (as h-bar -> 0).

In that paper I do not see other constants which can vary to give a large space of
solutions. However they still have to extend their results to 4D spacetime and
matter.

Still I think there IS reason to expect that when and if the Freidel Livine result is
extended to 4D it WILL turn out to provide a small space of solutions controlled
by a small set of parameters—like a few fundamental constants.

Perhaps I am just more of an optimist than you, Urs 

37. Tony Smith
January 18, 2006

Urs said “… Say the … modles … can be … refined such that … the low energy
effective theory … produces the standard model on the nose, without any extra
moduli. Let me call the string vacuum thus defined SV1. …”.

Peter said “… The problem with Urs’s SV1 scenario is that it is exactly what
people have been looking for for more than 20 years and not finding. Braun,
Ovrut et. al. aren’t able to fix the moduli problem without doing something like
KKLT which leads to the 10^500 possibilities, and likely complete loss of
predictivity. …”.

Urs then said “… from the space of all solutions one has to pick one by matching
it to a subset of experimental data. Only then are predictions possible …”.

It seems to me that Urs’s reply does not deal with what I see as Peter’s main
assertion:
Even with many very smart people working for over 20 years, nobody has yet
produced a concrete conventional superstring model that
1 – has no obvious fundamental flaws (moduli problem etc)
and
2 – agrees quantitatively with a significant subset of the Standard Model
parameters (say, for example, ANY ONE of the following: the fine structure
constant; or the weak boson mass scale; or some fermion masses; or the relative
strength of the color force; etc).

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0512113
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0512113


Only such a concrete conventional superstring model could qualify for Urs’s SV1.
IF it were to be found, THEN Urs could say that it matched “a subset of
experimental data” and therefore use it to make “predictions” a la SV1.

However, since there 20 years of work by many very smart people has failed to
find such an SV1, it seems reaonable to me to conclude:
that it is unlikely that further work along the same lines (conventional
superstring theory) will ever find such an SV1,
and
that other approaches should be tried.

As to what kind of “other approaches”, consider the remark of Pierre Ramond in
hep-th/0112261 “… Nature relishes unique mathematical structures. …”.
Maybe it might be reasonable to work on the possibility that the “why” question:
whether the observed set of Standard Model parameters might be unique
could be answered by “because that set is determined by a unique exceptional
mathematical structure”.

Although I disagree with some other positions taken by Ramond, I do agree that
exceptional structures might be a basis for construction of unique and testable
physics models. Two examples of approaches using exceptional structures are
(as I have mentioned in other comments):

hep-th/0104050 in which Lee Smolin said: “A new matrix model is described,
based on the exceptional Jordan algebra, J3(O). … There are 27 matrix degrees
of freedom, which under Spin(8) transform as the vector, spinor and conjugate
spinor, plus three singlets, which represent the two longitudinal coordinates plus
an eleventh coordinate. Supersymmetry appears to be related to triality of the
representations of Spin(8).”.
and
hep-th/0012037 in which Horowitz and Susskind also deal with 27-dim structure
that may be related to the exceptional Jordan algebra J3(O), saying: “We … try to
interpret bosonic string theory as a compactification of a 27 dimensional theory.
We will refer to this theory as bosonic M theory.”.

Personally, I am disappointed that now, 5 years after those papers, Smolin and
Susskind seem to be working in other directions.

I am particularly disappointed that Susskind describes his current direction in
his 2005 book The Cosmic Landscape as:
“… String Theory will almost certainly have Rube Goldberg complexity and
redundancy …
I don’t know an equation to describe it, only a slogan: “A Landscape of
possibilities populated by a megaverse of actualities.” …
… [nothing] … in this book diminish[es] the likelihood that an intelligent agent
created the universe for some purpose. …”.

Another possible “other approach” might be the emergent vacuum picture
advocated by Laughlin and Chapline (popularly described in Laughlin’s book A
Different Universe (Reinventing Physics from the Bottom Down)). Here is



Susskind’s criticism of Laughlin’s approach:
“… Superfluid helium is an example of a material with special “emergent”
properties … In a lot of ways, superfluids are similar to the Higgs fluid that fills
space and gives particles their properties. Roughly speaking Laughlin’s view can
be summarized by saying that we live in such a space-filling material. He might
even say … space IS such an emergent material! Moreover, he believes that
gravity is an emergent phenomenon. …
There are two serious reasons to doubt that the laws of nature are similar to the
laws of emergent materials. …
The first … Laughlin himself …[argues]… that black holes (in his theory) cannot
have properties, such as Hawking radiation, that practically everyone else
believes them to have …
[second]… insensitivity to the microscopic starting point is the thing that
condensed-matter physicists like best about emergent systems. But the
probability that … there should be one … endpoint … with the incredibly fine-
tuned properties of our anthropic world is negligible. …”.

It is sad to me that Susskind’s first criticism of Laughlin assumes that
“practically everyone” believes that black holes have Hawking radiation, when,
in fact, even Hawking himself has repudiated ( see his Dublin 2004 abstract at
http://www.dcu.ie/~nolanb/gr17_plenary.htm#hawking ) information loss by
Hawking radiation.

It is also sad that Susskind’s second criticism of Laughlin assumes that the
process of emergence CANNOT produce an “endpoint” with precisely the
properties that our experiments observe.
Perhaps a spin foam with J3(O) nodes might produce our observed universe,
similar to the emergence of superfluid helium from helium atoms.
Unless and until the physics community encourages research work along such
lines, how will we know the answer?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

38. dan
January 19, 2006

Dear Urs

“I tried to point out how a theory generically has infinitely many solutions. So it’s
not clear to me why it should be a problem if some theory has only finitely many.”

Is it possible to work backwards, from the standard model, and particles like
neutrinos, electrons, quarks, and show how they are solutions to string theory?
knowing what we know about electrons, is it possible to show their properties
such as charge, spin, mass, etc cetera, be explained in reference to a string
theory as one solution among infinitely many?

to use your other examples, while Newton’s laws of motion and General
Relativity do not predict what distance the sun’s planets should be, they include
solutions such as acceleration and force, within the framework of newton/Gr. Can

http://www.dcu.ie/~nolanb/gr17_plenary.htm#hawking
http://www.dcu.ie/~nolanb/gr17_plenary.htm#hawking
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the same be done with string theory?

39. Urs
January 19, 2006

IF it were to be found, THEN Urs could say that it matched “a subset of
experimental data” and therefore use it to make “predictions” a la SV1.

Yes, and that’s what I said. If such a solution were found, it could be used to
make predictions. As in: If you have identified which FRW solution matches large
scale cosmology, then you can use it to make further predictions.

40. Urs
January 19, 2006

Having a space of solutions which is controlled by a few fundamental
constants like G and h-bar is qualitatively different from having a huge
out of control space of solutions, so we ought to make the difference
clear.

The space of solutions that we are talking about is essentially the space of
solutions to the effective field theory equations of string theory, which look like
GR+YM+ higher order corrections+this and that. This space is large in precisely
the same sense as the space of solutions to the equations of pure GR is large.
There are many possible configurations of the system. (Infinitely many, usually.)

This has nothing to do with the freedom in choosing dimensionful constants like
G or hbar. And it is the generic behaviour of non-perturbative theories, too.
There is no reason to exepect that they allow precisely one single configuration.

41. woit
January 19, 2006

The space of solutions that we are talking about is essentially the space
of solutions to the effective field theory equations of string theory,
which look like GR+YM+ higher order corrections+this and that. This
space is large in precisely the same sense as the space of solutions to
the equations of pure GR is large.

The size of the space of solutions is thoroughly irrelevant. What is relevant is
their structure: can you use some experimental data to fix the solution, then use
it to make falsifiable predictions for the rest of the data or for future data? In GR
you have no trouble doing this, in the string theory landscape you can’t. The first
is a science, the second isn’t.

42. Urs
January 19, 2006

The size of the space of solutions is thoroughly irrelevant.

Yup. Because it’s generically very large, in any case.



What is relevant is their structure: can you use some experimental data
to fix the solution, then use it to make falsifiable predictions for the
rest of the data or for future data?

Exactly. That’s what I am saying all along.

In GR you have no trouble doing this

Yes, GR is much easier to handle.

in the string theory landscape you can’t

I don’t know of a theorem that one cannot. But certainly it hasn’t been
accomplished yet.

The first is a science, the second isn’t.

Are you saying string theory is a science but studying its space of solutions is
not?

I think what you really mean is that the particular way this space of solutions is
currently “investigated” by Susskind and others is not science.

43. woit
January 19, 2006

Are you saying string theory is a science but studying its space of
solutions is not?

“String theory” is lots of different things, some scientific, some not. Studying the
“solutions to string theory” is scientific until the point at which you show that
there are so many, capable of describing almost everything, that you can’t come
up with a plausible way you’ll ever get predictions. If you keep working on this
after that point, you’re not doing science, you’re just hiding your head in the
sand and refusing to admit your theory has failed.

The anthropic nonsense Susskind has come up with to try and evade the
implications of not being able to predict anything is one form of non-science. But
I also don’t think spending your time working out the details of these solutions is
science if your only argument for doing this is wishful thinking: “maybe some
miracle will happen and this stuff will allow predictions, even though I can’t now
plausibly see how this could happen”.

44. Alejandro RIvero
January 19, 2006

It seems as if the “string theory” were now an alternative no to GUT, but to
Quantum Mechanics.

45. Urs
January 19, 2006



even though I can’t now plausibly see how this could happen

The progress from a large number of moduli to a mere 13 was obtained by
understanding the space of possibilities in more detail. Constructing these
compactifications requires quite some insight into the geometry and topology of
the CY appearing there. There are still simplifying assumptions in these
constructions (for instance that the CY is elliptically fibred) which are made only
because otherwise current technology would not allow to compute the properties
of these beasts (and hence compute the predictions these solutions make).

So it’s a matter of understanding the space of solutions, which is quite
complicated. Currently, claims that there is a phenomenologically viable solution
in that space are just as plausible or implausible as claims that there cannot be
any.

46. Ethan
January 19, 2006

I have a problem with Urs’s analogy to GR, and I think it touches on
my difficulties with seeing the landscape as an interesting step to understanding
the physics of the universe.

No one ever evaluated GR by comparing cosmological models. What
actually happened was that people either constructed satisfactory
cosmological models using GR, or using their favorite competing
theory of gravity. If an alternative theory was ever discarded on the
basis of cosmological observations, I’m not aware of it. GR is
validated by relatively local tests, including solar system tests, and that
lends credibility to our attempts to do cosmology with it, not vice
versa. Our hypothetical cosmologist in a chaotic universe would believe
in GR for the same reasons we do, it just wouldn’t be a very useful
cosmological tool for him/her/it. Understanding the universe in this
case would be a lot like trying to understand the weather.

Supposing that some version of string theory is correct, and that
our current understanding of the landscape is correct, i.e. that it
gives us a finite, but absurdly large number of possible low
energy limits. In this case it seems to me that we learn something
interesting about our universe only by ignoring the landscape and
exploring less ambitious phenomenological models. I can understand
pursuing string theory because one hopes to narrow the range of
possible low energy states to a usefully small number of choices.
What I can’t understand is embracing the landscape in its current
form as a useful kind of physical theory.

47. Chris W.
January 19, 2006

Peter,

On the topic of wishful thinking, I think it’s worth quoting your reminiscence
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about an encounter you had with Philip Anderson when you were at Princeton:

Phil Anderson has always been somewhat of an intellectual hero for
me. He’s really the person who discovered the Higgs mechanism,
among many other things. Despite a reputation for being a
curmudgeon, at one point he was quite kind to me. At some sort of
social event at Princeton to mark students passing their generals, he
came up to me and told me that he had graded my solid state physics
exam. He complimented me on one problem in particular, one I had got
wrong. I had realized something was wrong with my solution of that
problem, noting on my exam that the result I was getting couldn’t be
right and explaining why. He told me that this had impressed him,
that one should always know what the result of a calculation
should look like before attempting it. [emphasis added]

This was something that I recall being emphasized very strongly in my
undergraduate education (as a physics major). It would be interesting to discuss
where and when this guideline should be applied.

I’m sure some people would argue that it is based on an unjustified faith in
physical (or mathematical) intuition, in domains where such intuition can’t be
relied upon. I would argue that if one’s intuition is unreliable, then one should
improve it by testing it and carefully studying those instances where it fails, ie,
by identifying and elucidating the hidden assumptions that led one astray. In
other words, instead of looking for a better oracle, learn to think critically—learn
to make effective use of trial and error at every level you can.

(Einstein once expressed his exasperation with a certain theoretician by saying
that “the man can calculate, but he can’t think”.)

48. Urs
January 19, 2006

I think the analogy to GR applied to cosmological scales is quite good. There, too,
we pick a classical solution to some equations of motion, which, once fixed,
predicts properties of quantum fluctuations about this solution, e.g. CMB
spectra.

The reason that we can test GR locally and perturbative ST not is a matter of
energy scales, not of principle.

49. woit
January 19, 2006

The reason that we can test GR locally and perturbative ST not is a
matter of energy scales, not of principle.

No, the reason we can test GR is that we have a consistent model of GR low
energy behavior that
1. isn’t completely incompatible with observations
2. once you choose a few parameters it is unique and makes real predictions.



In the case of perturbative string theory, if you don’t turn on fluxes and play the
other sorts of tricks KKLT does, you have unstabilized moduli and your theory is
incompatible with observations. That’s why you can’t use the work of the people
Urs is quoting to predict things, not the problem of the energy scales. If you do
something like KKLT, again you can’t predict anything, now because it can lead
to just about any low energy physics (and, again, I’m dubious that the theory is
under sufficient control at high energies to do reliable calculations).

This problem with the moduli has been around since the beginning, and all
attempts I’ve seen to get around it have had huge problems of one sort or
another. One can believe that with more work along the same lines someone will
make it go away, but everything I’ve seen in following this more than 20 year
history and looking at what people are doing now leads me to strongly believe
that this is just wishful thinking.

50. Urs
January 19, 2006

Peter,

the problem you mention is the problem of finding a phenomenologically viable
background. The reason why we don’t check perturbative ST “locally” (simply by
producing strings in the accelerator) is one of energy scales.

51. Tony Smith
January 19, 2006

With respect to finding a conventional superstring model that has no obvious
fundamental flaws (moduli etc) AND agrees quantitatively with a significant
subset of the Standard Model parameters:

Peter said “… This problem with the moduli has been around since the
beginning, and all attempts I’ve seen to get around it have had huge problems of
one sort or another. … everything I’ve seen in following this more than 20 year
history and looking at what people are doing now leads me to strongly believe
that this is just wishful thinking. …”.

Urs said “… Currently, claims that there is a phenomenologically viable solution
in … the space of solutions … are just as plausible or implausible as claims that
there cannot be any. …”.

So,
Peter sees the failure of many very smart people working over 20 years to find a
“phenomenologically viable” conventional superstring model as an indication
that it might be a bad bet to expect success from similar people doing similar
work over the next few decades,
and
even Urs agrees that there is no more reason to expect success than to expect
failure from continued work on conventional superstring theory.

Given that,



it seems to me absurd to continue to devote 90% of theoretical physics funding
and jobs to conventional superstring theory,
and
it seems sensible to divert half of those funds and jobs to alternative approaches,
such as exceptional math structures, emergent spacetime, J3(O) spin foam, etc,
and
it seems to me that such a diversion is exactly what NSF, DOE, and university
administrators should undertake NOW.

While I expect that conventional superstring theorists would cry in pain and
outrage at losing money and jobs (just look at how rabidly they defend their turf
nowadays),
why should they be treated any differently from USA manufacturing and IT
workers who lost jobs that were outsourced to China and India ?

If conventional superstring theorists are really “the smartest guys in the room”,
then they should have no trouble retraining and adapting to a new environment.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

52. Christine
January 19, 2006

Regarding the reviewer´s comment on Susskind’s book, as well as the set of very
interesting comments on this post, I´d like to mention that I have recently found
this talk from Dr. Andrew Chamblin (dated Feb. 24, 2004). A further (brief)
search on the net (arxiv, etc) did not allow me to find a transparancy of his talk
or a related paper (if you know about it, please let me know). His assertion (see
full abstract from the link above) seems fragile to me because it is as if one is
blindly relying on the “reality” of the cosmic acceleration in order to use it as a
valid guideline for the correctness of the approach (I would like to wait a lot
more to rely on this, see, e.g., astro-ph/0601377 and astro-ph/0511628, as well
as the delay on 2nd year WMAP data release; there are several rumors on this).
If it turns out that the cosmic acceleration is not confirmed then it seems that
string theory can be simply “adjusted” to fit that (negative) observation as well. I
think this is just a practical example on some points that are being discussed
here.

53. Dumb Biologist
January 19, 2006

If I understand things remotely correctly, testing hypothetical GUT-scale physics
has typically involved staring (with photomultipliers, of course) at vast quantities
of ultra-pure water for years, waiting for the signature flash of light that will
reveal proton decay. Presently, no protons have been observed to decay. One
could conceivably build a much bigger tank, so maybe there’s still some hope for
testing some of the GUTs, but the outlook seem less optimistic than it once did,
so I’m told.

Testing Planck-scale physics, being the energy realm virtually all agree is where
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gravity must be just as important as Standard Model forces, is apparently going
to be a lot more difficult.

We’re told one might not need galaxy-sized machines to probe physics relevant
to the quantum gravity realm if, and only if, some best-case scenerios of various
speculative q.g. approches pan out (e.g., compactified dimensions are a lot
bigger than the Planck length, and hence a humanly-constructible accelerator
can achieve the energies required to see the new physics such not-so-small extra
dimensions give rise to).

It seems what’s being said is that experimental contact with quantum gravity
might only be possible if we are lucky enough to be living in a universe where
things not only aren’t what they seem to be, they aren’t what they seem to be in
a terribly fortuitous way, something perhaps to the tune of tens-of-orders-of-
magnitude in terms of a particle’s energy.

Otherwise, maybe quantum-gravitational effects only manifest at Planckian
energies.

Watching from the seat in the bleachers provided by popularizers of physics, I’ve
come to wonder if Unification is something mere mortals can reasonably aspire
to any time in the next millennium or so. Is there presently a rational reason to
presume otherwise? When does it become clear this is or is not physicists’
predicament?

54. Chris W.
January 19, 2006

D. B.,

There is a counterargument that should be mentioned. When modern physics
began, atomism lay firmly in the realm of metaphysical speculation, inherited
from certain thinkers of antiquity. It gradually became grist for the theoretical
mill of early physics and chemistry, and only after two centuries or more
assumed an unassailable role in science. This happened because atomism proved
to be an extraordinarily fruitful basis for framing a great variety of questions
about matter, many of which led to the formulation of precise and testable
hypotheses. The point is that atomism began to show its value long before we
had incontrovertible empirical evidence that the atomic structure of matter was
a fact. (You will note strong echoes of this in some central ideas of modern
biology.)

I strongly suspect that something like this will happen with many of the
problems that currently fall under the headings of quantum gravity, the
unification of fields and forces, cosmology, and the foundations of quantum
theory (and quantum field theory). To many people string theory feels like—or, at
least, used to feel like—such an idea. I rather think it is more like a muddled hint
that such an idea exists, but is not the idea itself. Nevertheless, I think such an
idea is needed; we can’t even clearly identify the relevant observations and paths
of experimental as well as theoretical investigation without it. With it, we may
see the relevance and importance of questions that the presuppositions of the



Standard Model and it close relatives (GUTs) never prompted us to ask. In a
number of ways I think this has already begun to happen.

55. Tony Smith
January 19, 2006

Dumb Biologist (actually, maybe a biologist, but certainly not dumb) said:
“… Presently, no protons have been observed to decay. …”.

That is clearly the consensus view, but it may or may not be correct.
Adarkar, Krishnaswamy, Menon, Sreekantan, Hayashi, Ito, Kawakami, Miyake,
and Uchihori, authors of a paper hep-ex/0008074 entitled
Experimental evidence for G.U.T. Proton Decay
say:
“… in Kolar … an experiment to detect proton decay has been carried out since
the end of 1980. Analysis of data yielded … the life time of the proton is about 1
x 10^31 years …
A number of other experiments have also looked … The present consensus
among these other experiments seems to be that they have not found any
evidence for proton decay yet, and that the lower limit on the lifetime of proton
is of the order of 10^33 years. …
The apparent contradiction between these conclusions does not mean a complete
disagreement between the observations. … In our opinion, there are many points
of agreement between the observations in other experiments and ours …
Since the total number of events to be analyzed and discussed is rather small, we
have not fixed any special criterion to select the candidates for nucleon decay at
the very beginning and we have tried to understand each event as it is. …”.

It seems to me that the validity of the consensus view of proton decay rests upon
choices made in analysis of the experimental data, which consists of only a small
number of candidate events. If the analysis choices made by Adarkar et al were
to turn out to be correct, then some types of SU(5) GUT models might not in fact
be ruled out by experiment.

As an illustration of how different analysis choices affect results, here is an
excerpt from the Adarkar et al paper:
“… The IMB group has reported … that they have found 4 candidate events for
e+ pi0 during the observation of about 4 kty. Out of these,
two events have been rejected because of their association with muon decay
signals.
The other two events, according to their analysis also have some difficulty to be
considered as due to proton decay phenomenon.
One of them has a concentrated Cerenkov light cone which may come from a
slow
proton and
the other event has an extra light cone due to a lower energy particle.
However, if these features are ascribed to fluctuations in cascade showers, these
two events may remain as candidates for proton decay. Assuming such an
interpretation, their observed rate of candidate event becomes close to our
results. …”.



It is my opinion that the experimental validity of proton decay by SU(5) GUT
should remain an open question until all reasonable alternative analysis choices
are taken into account.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

56. D R Lunsford
January 19, 2006

DB – to risk echoing Tony, the proton may yet decay but the cool theory with
proton decay, the SU(5) gauge theory, is ruled out because not enough of them
decay in a given interval. It’s wrong by something like a factor of 100. I think
everyone was surprised by this failure, since the SU(5) theory has a lot of nice
features. That it failed, in a sense cast doubt on the structure of the standard
model itself, to be sure mostly unspoken. It’s just a nagging “physicist’s feeling”
that if SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) were really correct, and you assumed that the strong
and electro-weak forces are just parts of a whole, then SU(5) should work.

(It may yet work, if say the theory of the electro-weak interaction changes
fundamentally, something that is certainly possible, given current neutrino
research.)

-drl

57. woit
January 19, 2006

About SU(5):

I haven’t looked carefully at the argument that the analysis of the proton decay
experiment is wrong that Tony mentions, but I’m very skeptical for purely
sociological reasons. Georgi and Glashow have a potential Nobel prize riding on
this, so I find it hard to believe that they or their collaborators would be ignoring
or downplaying evidence that they might be right.

I was never such a big enthusiast for GUTs like SU(5), because they have nothing
to say about the big problem, where electroweak symmetry breaking comes
from, and they require an even more elaborate Higgs sector. You “unify” things
into SU(5), but then you have to break the unified symmetry back down to
SU(3)xSU(2)XU(1) by putting in an adhoc Higgs sector. Not aesthetically
convincing….

I think D.B. has it exactly right that the problem with quantum gravity is that it
looks all too possible that there’s no way to measure its effects. My own point of
view is that an interesting solution to quantum gravity has to also tell us
something about particle physics. That would be real unification and allow
testing of the idea, whatever it was. The fact that string theory might potentially
do this is why people got so interested in it. Too bad it doesn’t work…..

Urs,
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Unless you know what the background is, even if you have arbitrarily high
energies available, string theory can’t predict what will be seen. The problem is
that the theory is unpredictive, not that we don’t have the energy to check its
predictions.

58. Dumb Biologist
January 20, 2006

Didn’t know there was any controversy about proton decay results. Perhaps a
larger detector could resolve it. At any rate, from what I’ve read, an instrument
of that nature also makes a great neutrino observatory, so cosmologists and
particle physicists still win, GUTs or no. It’s a worthwhile project, and I’d heartily
endorse it…

I guess I’d like to say, witnessing the plight of q.g. theorists is hardly a source of
schadenfreude, or any other satisfaction, for me. Whether they fail or succeed,
I’m at least intelligent enough to recognize their brilliance, and admire them for
it. I do admit I get more than a little disturbed when some of them appear to be
promoting the idea that experments can wait 1000 years if that’s what it takes.
It, uh, bums me out, but after my blood pressure returns to normal, I’m inspired
to write my congressman and ask him to give these people a pile of money to
build yet a bigger machine more than anything.

As for atomism: I thought the idea started to become much more than spurious
physics, or a philosphical curiosity, when things like the ideal gas law, and other
concepts dependent on statistical mechanics, started doing a very good job of
describing what we see…not to mention some earlier insights from the
development of stoichiometric rules in Dalton’s day, and so forth. Probably there
were earlier evidential hints of atomism I’m ignorant of or forgetting, but if we
go back in time much further, we’re entering a period where what we know as
the scientific method was still in its nascent stages, and it seems hardly fair to
judge those thinkers by our standards for empiricism. At any rate, many decades,
maybe even well over a century before Einstein’s paper on Brownian motion, it
seems like there were very good, experimentally verified reasons to think matter
was composed of “elemental” particles.

Perhaps I’m wrong, but sometimes I look at q.g., and it reminds me a bit of the
plight of scientists exploring the origins of life. I mean, really, the entire field is
predicated on the notion that there’s a naturalistic, and relatively unexotic
(compared to, say, aliens seeding the early Earth, or even panspermia)
explanation that will rise from the primordial soup, so to speak. Given the
alternatives, it’s certainly the most attractive bias, and some preliminary results
with autocatalyzing ribozymes certainly lend credence to some models of pre-
biotic processes. Too bad RNA is so fragile. Whatever came before it (and it’s
generally thought something self-replicating probably must have), we’ve nothing
but conjecture. At best we can say what, in principle, might have been possible.
Beyond that, convincing verification of abiogenesis hypotheses, or, more
ambitiously, a bona fide theory about how life arises, seem virtually unattainable.
The evidence was lost billions of years ago, and we’ve only got our own planet to
study, with a paltry n=1 informing all of our data about “life”. Lots of good,



ideas; no definitive way to test them. Fortunately, there’s lots of other things to
work on.

Anyway, please forgive the wet-and-squishy bio-hijack.

59. Aaron Bergman
January 20, 2006

“Didn’t know there was any controversy about proton decay results.”

There’s no controversy. The damn thing just hasn’t decayed yet. This pretty much
rules out ordinary SU(5), and, IIRC, susy SU(5) is hanging by a thread at best.
SO(10) GUTs aren’t ruled out yet, as I understand it, and has some attractive
features in relation to neutrino masses.

60. Juan R.
January 21, 2006

Thomas Larsson said,

This could happen, of course, but I think everyone around here agrees
that the odds are so small that they can safely be ignored. If so many
bright people haven’t gotten any quantitative predictions out of string
theory in 20 years, why should things change now? Haven’t people
turned to the Landscape precisely because they have given up hope
that any useful prediction will ever come out of string theory?

Moreover, one must not forget that all natural predictions from string
theory, like SUSY, extra-dimensions, 496 gauge bosons, new long-range
forces, etc., are in apparent disagreement with experiments. A
particularly impressive class of experiments seems to be the search for
permanent electric dipole moment, which has been blogged about
here, here, here, and here. It may seem strange to use experimental
results to argue about theoretical physics, but I strongly feel that the
by far simplest explanation for this apparent disagreement with
observation is that it is due to a factual disagreement with observation.

Fantastic resume!

People -specially young one- does not know the history of the field. Since the
very beggining of string theory in the strong force (last 1960s) until TODAY,
string theory has been a complete failure.

It is often claimed that string theory cannot be tested. This is just untrue. All
direct and indirect experimental verifications of string theory (including cosmic
strings or mm-range esxtradimensions) in last near 40 years have obligated to
string theorists to rewrite the theory in many ways. This has been denunciated
by a number of physicists such as Nobel Prize Laugling.

And what is the final outcome?



A theory with hundred of hundred of hundred of unspecified parameters
(instead of the few experimentally measured parameters of the SM), that cannot
explain anything (it is not predictive) and in clear contradiction with other
well-versed fields of science and with experimental data.

For example:

1) usual world is non-masless, still string theory only can rigorously deal with
non-masless states.

2) The only gravity contained in typical superstring is a gravition over a flat
classical spacetime. This is not GR, because GR is not a gravition over a flat
spacetime with causal structure defined on the background. Precisely this is the
main criticism of LQG and the search for one future M-theory…

3) Far from conjetures and half-trues the SM cannot be derived from string
theory.

4) String theory requires lot of unobserved things (SUSY) but explain none of
oberved things. If SUSY is observed at HLC last years, this is not a predicition of
string theory not indicates that string theory is correct.

It is not a prediction because one may introduce the previously known SUSY on
the old-stringy framework by pure consistency of the theory, not because was
predicted from. Moreover, In nature SUSY, if observed at high energies, is not
observed at usual energies.

String theory claims SUSY to all energies and therefore is in clear contradicition
with experiment. No string theorists has proved how at high energies universe is
SUSY but at low energies it looks non-SUSY and we observed SM of particle
physics.

Conclusion: We obtain a theory that is not defined, is not scientific (not
predicitive), contradicts our current scientific knowledge, ignores theorems
proved on other fields of science (thermal science, complexity, decoherence and
quantum measurement, etc.) deals with 10^500 ‘universes’ but none of the
hypotetical universes looks like our universe, is mathematically very deficient
(math is very outdated in several ways: HSs, Calaby Yaus and G2), and
aestetically very ugly (take for example the ‘compactification’ of the bosonic 26D
into the superstring hibrid), etc.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



LQG for Skeptics

January 20, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

An interesting paper appeared on the arXiv yesterday, by Hermann Nicolai and
Kasper Peeters, entitled Loop and spin foam quantum gravity: a brief guide for
beginners. It includes some of the same material as an earlier paper Loop quantum
gravity: an outside view that they wrote with Marija Zamaklar.

Nicolai and Peters (as well as Zamaklar) are string theorists, and given the extremely
heated controversy of the last few years between the LQG and string theory
communities over who has the most promising approach to quantum gravity, one
wonders how even-handed their discussion is likely to be. They identify various
technical problems with the different approaches to finding a non-perturbative theory
of quantum gravity that are often referred to as “LQG”. I’m not an all an expert in this
subject, so I have no idea whether they have got these right, and whether the
problems they identify are as serious as they seem to claim. Their main point, which
they make repeatedly, is that

.. the need to fix infinitely many couplings in the perturbative approach, and the
appearance of infinitely many ambiguities in non-perturbative approaches are really
just different sides of the same coin. In other words, non-perturbative approaches,
even if they do not `see’ any UV divergences, cannot be relieved of the duty to explain
in detail how the above divergences `disappear’, be it through cancellations or some
other mechanism.

What they are claiming seems to be that LQG still has not dealt with the problems
raised by the non-renormalizability of quantum GR. They don’t explicitly make the
claim that string theory has dealt with these problems, but the structure of their
argument is such as to imply that this is the case, or that at least string theory is a
more promising way of doing so. Their one explicit reference to string theory doesn’t
really inspire confidence in me that they are being even-handed:

The abundance of `consistent’ Hamiltonians and spin foam models … is sometimes
compared to the vacuum degeneracy problem of string theory, but the latter concerns
different solutions of the same theory, as there is no dispute as to what (perturbative)
string theory is. However, the concomitant lack of predictivity is obviously a problem
for both approaches.

While they are being very hard on LQG for difficulties coming from not being able to
show that certain specific constructions have certain specific properties, they are
happy to state as incontrovertible fact something about string theory which is not
exactly mathematically rigorous (the formulation of string theory requires picking a
background, causing problems with the idea that all backgrounds come from the
“same” theory, and let’s not even get into the problems at more than two loops).

The article is listed as a contribution to “An assessment of current paradigms in
theoretical physics”, and I’m curious what that is. Does it contain an equally tough-
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minded evaluation of the problems of string theory?

It should be emphasized again that I’m no expert on this. I’m curious to hear from
experts what they think of this article. Well-informed comments about this are
welcome, anti-string or anti-LQG rants will be deleted.

Update:

There’s a new expository article about spin-foams by Perez out this evening.

Comments

1. Robert
January 20, 2006

Just to repeat it in plain English: When Peter says that string theory is not
predictive he refers to the fact that there is likely a very large number of possible
low energy effective theories (say in terms of particles and couplings). This is in
contrast to LQG which according to the experts can be coupled to _any_ particle
content (and possibly even anomalous) with any set of couplings. But this is not
the problem that Nicolai and Peters address.

2. Urs
January 20, 2006

Robert,

indeed. The remarkable thing is that the landscape problem is a problem other
theories currently don’t see, not because they somehow solve it, but because
they are not understood well enough to even formulate this problem.

For some reason the existence of many solutions to string theory is sometimes
referred to a disadvantage over nonperturbative approaches. But, as I tried to
say elsewhere on this blog, there is no indication that these non-perturbative
approaches, once they work and are understood, will turn out to have a smaller
number of configurations. Why should they? We don’t expect that of any theory.

3. Arun
January 20, 2006

In LQG, presumably many different Hamiltonians/spin foam models supposedly
lead to the same low energy gravity – isn’t this something we know about from
the Wilsonian renormalization ideas? – while in string theory the same high
energy theory has 10^500 low energy worlds.

4. woit
January 20, 2006

Robert,

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0601095
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0601095


I wasn’t the one writing here about the lack of predictivity of string theory, that
was a quote from Nicolai and Peeters. But while LQG lacks predictivity about
particle physics (which is why I’ve never tried to become expert in it), the claim
has always been that it can be consistently coupled to the standard model,
producing a unified theory of gravity and particle physics. Such a theory would
be predictive about quantum gravitational effects, although it is unclear that one
has any hope of ever measuring these. Nicolai and Peters are suggesting that
this claim is not true, that LQG inherently contains ambiguities even in the
purely gravitational sector. About that it would be interesting to hear from
experts who don’t have a pro-string axe to grind.

Urs,

For the 10^500’th time, the problem with the landscape is not the number of
configurations, it’s that in such a scenario you can’t predict anything at all. If
that’s really the way the world is, and any unified theory will ultimately run into
this problem, thinking about unified theories is completely pointless and the part
of theoretical physics that studies these should just be shut down. Some of us
would like to see some actual evidence for this before agreeing to it.

5. Urs
January 20, 2006

Arun,

you are confusing theories and their solutions.

the same low energy gravity

That is: the same low energy gravity theory.

10^500 low energy worlds.

These are solutions to such a theory.

6. Tony Smith
January 20, 2006

Peter said “… Nicolai and Peters [ the authors of hep-th/0601129 ] … are string
theorists … it would be interesting to hear from experts who don’t have a pro-
string axe to grind. …”.

hep-th/0601129 states that it is a “Contributed article to “An assessment of
current paradigms in theoretical physics”.”.

What is “An assessment of current paradigms in theoretical physics” ?

Is it a conference or some sort of program that might eventually lead to
redistribution of funding and jobs for theoretical physics ?

Are there other “Contributed article”s that might present other points of view,
including those of “experts who don’t have a pro-string axe to grind” ?



Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

7. JKowalskiGlikman
January 20, 2006

Hi,

I am not a LQG theorist either, but I am quite close to these guys, attending their
meetings etc. So while I could not really comment on detailed technical
questions, I am rather well aware of the general situation.

The first paper of Nicolai, Peeters, and Zamaklar was widely considered by
experts to be rather unfair; this one I think is much better in this respect. What
they present is an outside view, with obvious problems spelled out. As such it is
much more important for LQG community than to others: it shows what should
be urgently addressed/explained.

The most important one is of course that in both LQG and spin foam the “right’’
model is not known. I do not think this is a matter of ambiguities. It is not that
there are many consistent models to choose between, we are just not able to
perform the most basic consistency checks (like closure of the constraints
algebra in LQG) on any of them (if I understand correctly.)

But I do not see what this may possibly have to do with non-renormalizibility of
perturbative QG, which is what N&P claim.

For me the major problem with LQG is if the quantization of area and volume is
the real thing, or just an artifact of the formalism. This is the main real result of
LQG, and it is used explicitly, for example, in cosmological and black hole
applications.

I would generally agree with N&P that LQG, (by which I mean the loop canonical
quantization of gravity, with its particular Hilbert space, etc) has much more
open problems than the solved ones and real solid predictions.

I think however that something extremely interesting happened last year with
Freidel and Starodubtsev paper “Quantum gravity in terms of topological
observables,” arXiv:hep-th/0501191 (built on some earlier ideas of Lee Smolin.)
What they managed to show was that in 4d gravity has the structure of TFT +
perturbations, with the TFT part very similar to 3d gravity and the coupling
constant dimensionless and very small. Since gravity in 3d is reasonably well
understood their formalism raise the hope that gravity can be perturbatively
quantized, with manifestly diff invariant perturbative expansion. (of course
gravitons would be extremely hard to get in this formalism, but who – apart from
string theorists – cares about gravitons!)

8. Arun
January 20, 2006

Urs,

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Yes, I was confusing two different things. Nevertheless, the nonuniqueness of the
LQG Hamiltonians that are consistent with the low energy theory is to be
expected on general grounds, and should not impact the ability to predict (if
any!!!) in the experimentally accessible regime – it is just a lot of irrelevant
operators in the effective low energy theory.

-Arun

9. fh
January 20, 2006

JKG, I’m similarily studying in the (very) close proximity of LQG, and I concurr
with most of what you say. However at Loops05 Perez presented first work
towards a deeper study of the ambiguities, I think he said there was a relation to
non-renormalizability.

Furthermore and even more excitingly Freidel has just gotten a further result,
the non gravity limit of 2+1 gravity (not with G -> 0 but with gravitational
degrees of freedom integrated out) is a non commutative field theory.

Also closure of the constraint algebra has been achieved (as a mathematically
rigorous result) in a nonstandard way through Thiemann’s Master constraint
program.

Giesel one of Thiemann’s students reported on a consistency check on the Area
operator regularization, also.

So the list of problems there reads to me rather like “what people are currently
working on and have been worried about for a while”. THese problems are all
being systematically attacked.

10. Who
January 20, 2006

this will sound like nit-picking
overall it’s a GREAT paper, very glad to see a broad spectrum of active non-string
lines of QG research being discussed including CDT and Reuter’s QEG, and of
course spinfoams (omitted from Nicolai’s paper of a year ago) BUT

look at this omission: Nicolai Peeters give three citations to work of Laurent
Freidel—-their references [47], [71] and [73]—so they came within an inch of
mentioning this other one by Freidel:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502106
Ponzano-Regge model revisited III: Feynman diagrams and Effective field
theory
Laurent Freidel, Etera R. Livine

“We study the no gravity limit G_{N}-> 0 of the Ponzano-Regge amplitudes
with massive particles and show that we recover in this limit Feynman graph
amplitudes (with Hadamard propagator) expressed as an abelian spin foam

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502106
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502106


model. We show how the G_{N} expansion of the Ponzano-Regge amplitudes can
be resummed. This leads to the conclusion that the dynamics of quantum
particles coupled to quantum 3d gravity can be expressed in terms of an
effective new non commutative field theory which respects the principles of
doubly special relativity. We discuss the construction of Lorentzian spin foam
models including Feynman propagators”

BTW the fact that they found the model must use DSR connects with the work of
Jerzy Kowalski-Glikman, who just posted here.

11. Urs
January 20, 2006

Arun,

see http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html for a reply to
your argument.

12. JKowalskiGlikman
January 20, 2006

Who says:

“so they came within an inch of mentioning this other one by Freidel” [and
Livine].

This is an exciting paper, since it shows that the semiclassical limit of 3d
quantum gravity is DSR, and not Special Relativity. This makes me even more
excited about Freidel and Starodubtsev story, because it seems that the proof
that DSR is a limit of quantum gravity seems to be within reach.

In my comment above I forgot to say that it seems to me that nobody has even
slightest clue as to how to get semiclassical limit from “canonical” LQG (this was
long stressed by Lee). So another consistency check of possible hamiltonians,
provided by that they have to lead to consistent classical limit seems to be not
available either.

13. Who
January 20, 2006

Hi Jerzy,
like your work on DSR.
Maybe someone should email Nicolai and suggest he add a reference to
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502106
before his article goes to publication.

the trouble is when you do a review paper there will ALWAYS be someone who
claims something important has been omitted, but
perhaps in this case the work is important enough to warrant
a message.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html
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Freidel just co-authored a paper with Shahn Majid. I don’t understand the
significance of that paper—-way too technical for me. Can you please give a clue
as to its bearing on QG issues?

14. fh
January 20, 2006

Urs, the existence of a non Gaussian UV fixed point might or might not hold, but
what is not clear to me is why the infinite constants of the perturbative
expansion should neccesarily reappear in the nonperturbative framework.
We don’t know if the perturbatively treated effective field theory of the Einstein
Hilbert Lagrangian plus higher order terms is a valid perturbative expansion of
the nonperturbative theory, this is not certain by far. Particularly no field theory
in the LQG Kinematical Hilbert space has infinities, Wilson renormalisation logic
suggests that it will look like a renormalizable theory at low energies, but we
don’t have a good implementation of Wilson renormalization in the context of
LQG yet. The old tools do NOT carry over flawlessly.

Particularly if you consider the strong gravity regime the causal structure of the
theory changes this is not captured in the graviton expansion around a fixed
background AFAIK.
In a similar vein we also don’t know if for nonperturbative reasons (e.g. the
statespace of the full theory, see the recent work by Perez) the
couplings/ambiguities are fixed. The ambiguities appear in a rather nicely
ordered way in the regularisation of the Hamiltonian constraint, it’s not
unreasonable to assume that for many choices you get a trivial phasespace.

15. Wolfgang
January 20, 2006

> Particularly if you consider the strong gravity regime the causal structure of
the theory changes this is not captured in the graviton expansion around a fixed
background AFAIK.

Many are not aware that there is an exact solution of quantum gravity
in the strong-coupling limit. Maybe this ref. helps to clear up some of the issues
discussed here:
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v26/i10/p2645_1

16. JKowalskiGlikman
January 20, 2006

Who said

“Freidel just co-authored a paper with Shahn Majid. I don’t understand the
significance of that paper—-way too technical for me. Can you please give a clue
as to its bearing on QG issues? ”

I do not know if Peter Woit would not mind us going slightly away from the main
theme, so just couple of sentences.

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v26/i10/p2645_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v26/i10/p2645_1


I did not have time to study this paper yet. As far as I understand it just refines
the rather vague mathematics of the Freidel&Livine. On the other hand I suspect
that given knowledge and insight of both Laurent and Shahn there might be
something really exciting there.

17. Tony Smith
January 20, 2006

Nicolai and Peeters, in hep-th/0601129, seem to me to be doing a hatchet job on
alternatives to conventional superstring theory.

After dismissing conventional LQG and Regge and dynamical triangulation
approaches on the grounds of Hamiltonian difficulties, they proceed to discuss “a
fixed spin foam”.
Since (as Nicolai and Peeters admit) “a fixed spin foam … differs considerably
from both the Regge and dynamical triangulation approaches”,
they do not attack it on the basis of Hamiltonian difficulties.
However,
they do attack “a fixed spin foam” by saying that it is afflicted by
“… the true problem of quantum gravity, which lies in the ambiguities associated
with an infinite number of non-renormalizable UV divergences …”
and
that “a fixed spin foam … cannot be relieved of the duty to explain IN DETAIL
how the above divergences ‘disappear’, be it through cancellations or some other
mechanism …”.

However, as Peter discussed in his blog entry “Is N=8 Supergravity Finite?” at
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=268 ,
“… If Bern is right, N=8 supergravity may be renormalizable because of a
combination of supersymmetry and twistor geometry …
Yes, it’s hard to get the standard model out of N=8 supergravity, which is one
reason people gave up on it. But this may be a much more fruitful starting point
than string theory … working with a well-defined theory instead of a vague hope
that a theory exists might also be a good idea. …”.

Even if N=8 Supergravity itself might be flawed with respect to getting the
Standard Model,
it might be that some other structure with similar symmetries related to UV-
finiteness could be used for nodes of a spin foam that could give the Standard
Model.
It might even be that such a spin foam should be constructed in a dimension
higher than 4, producing the Standard Model through a Kaluza-Klein process.

I wonder whether Nicolai and Peeters would admit that such a possibility is a
reasonable alternative to both conventional superstring theory and the
approaches that they dissed in hep-th/0601129, and therefore should be given
funding and jobs,
or
would they point to their emphatic “duty to explain IN DETAIL how the above
divergences ‘disappear’, be it through cancellations or some other mechanism”

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=268
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and
thus put anyone proposing to work on such a possibility in the Catch-22 position
of having to do the cancellation calculations in order to get funds and jobs to
work on the cancellation calculations.

As to the severity of their “IN DETAIL” requirement, consider Peter Woit’s
remark about N=8 Supergravity:
“… divergences in N=8 supergravity don’t occur until at least 5 loops. Ever tried
to do a 5-loop calculation in N=8 supergravity? …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

18. Lee Smolin
January 20, 2006

Hi Peter, Thanks for mentioning this. After a quick look I can say that there are
some statements they make that I agree with (such as about the difficiulties of
relating the spin foam to the Hamiltonian constraint theory) and others with
which I disagree, such as their statements about uv finiteness.

In particular, the point you quote, “the need to fix infinitely many couplings in
the perturbative approach….” seems to disagree with old, well understood
results. (Not to mention they don’t seem to make a detailed argument for their
claim.) In fact, there is a well understood and detailed explanation for how the
theory is cutoff. I won’t repeat the argument here (see hep-th/0408048) but the
key points are that, as a result of the finitess of area and volume, one can show
that the Planck length cannot suffer an infinite normalization if the theory is to
reproduce the finiteness of black hole entropy,and the appearence of gravitons in
perturbations around weave states. Thus, the theory is uv cutoff and the
divergences do not have to cancel as they were never there in the first place. The
key issue is then how is this finite cutoff length compatible with the symmetry of
the ground state, which leads to the expectation that the symmetry is DSR.

But honest criticism based on detailed study is always welcome and I will read
the paper carefully before seeing if I have any more substantial reponse to make.

In case anyone is interested, I am teaching a course on LQG, and video’s of
lectures will be available as they are given at
http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca:81/mediasite/viewer/FrontEnd
/Front.aspx?&shouldResize=False

Thanks,

Lee

19. Lubos Motl
January 20, 2006

This is such an absurd comment, Peter. For example, your ideas about “experts”.
Nicolai himself is a much bigger expert in loop quantum gravity than anyone

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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whom you call an “expert”. Their previous paper is, for example, by far the most
cited loop quantum gravity paper of 2005.

20. D R Lunsford
January 21, 2006

Lubos I see is still arguing by counting footnotes.

“find author einstein”

“read author einstein”

-drl

21. Aaron Bergman
January 21, 2006

The fact that you’ve cutoff the theory doesn’t obviate the need to understand the
infinite series of couplings compatible with diffeomorphism invariance (and
background independence for that matter). Even if you tune them all to zero at
some scale, they’ll show up when you flow. Nicolai and Peeters’s claim, it seems
to me, is that it is exactly this amibguity that is at least a part of the infinite
ambiguity in the choice of a LQG Hamiltonian.

Myself, I still am rather skeptical about the LQG-like quantization procedure
given how far it is from how we quantize, well, everything else, but that’s a
different story.

22. Haelfix
January 21, 2006

Its also troubling, b/c the second you play with your matter content all those
infinite couplings that you’ve cut off, would affect whether or not you can even
*find* the correct and fundamental master interacting field theory.

Its just another statement about the RG flow, I just dont see how you can escape
from the statement that LQG needs to find a nontrivial fixed point at some stage
to make sense.

23. Lee Smolin
January 21, 2006

On reading NP I am grateful for the hard work that they put in, but I end up
feeling that they still miss the point, because they have prejudices about what a
quantum theory of gravity should do coming from old expectations. They appear
to evaluate LQG and spin foam models as if they were proposed as a unique
theory which was a proposals for a final theory of everything. This is in my view
a misunderstanding. One should understand these as a large set of models for
studying background and diffeo invariant QFT’s. These are based on quantization
of a set of classical field theories which are constrained topological field theories.
There are three key claims: 1) these theories exist, rigorously. i.e. there are uv



finite diffeo invariant QFT’s based on quantization of constrained TQFT’s. 2)
there is a common mathematical and conceptual language and some
calculational tools which are useful to study such models and 3) there are some
common generic consequences of these models, which are relevant for physics.

Nothing NP say questions these key claims. Unfortunately, they do not mention
key papers which support these key claims, such as the uniqueness theorems
(gr-qc/0504147, math-ph/0407006) which show the necessity of the quantization
LQG uses. And while they mention the non-seperability of the kinematical Hilbert
space they fail to mention the seperability of the diffeomorphism invariant
Hilbert space, (grqc/ 0403047). It is unfortunate that they omit reference to such
key results which resolve issues they mention.

A second misunderstanding concerns uv divergences. NP do not discuss the
results on black hole entropy, so they miss the point that the finiteness of the
black hole entropy fixes the ratio of the bare and low energy planck length to be
a finite number of order one. Calculations on a class of semiclassical states they
do not discuss-the weave states-lead to the same conclusion (A. Ashtekar, C.
Rovelli, L. Smolin, Weaving a classical metric with quantum threads,” Phys. Rev.
Lett. 69 (1992) 237.). So there can be no infinite refinement of spin foams and no
infinite renormalization. These theories are uv finite, period. This is one of the
generic features I mentioned.

Thus, their main claim, that the fact that there are many LQG or spin foam
models is the same as the problem of uv divergent is just manifestly untrue. The
freedom to specify spin foam amplitudes does not map onto the freedom to
specify parameters of a perturbatively non-renormalizable theory. For one thing,
few if any spin foam models are likely to have a low energy limit which is
Poincare invariant, a property shared by all perturbative QFT’s, renormalizable
or not, defined in Minkowski spacetime. In fact, we know from recent results that
in 2+1 none do-the low energy limit of 2+1 gravity coupled to arbitrary matter is
DSR. So their argument is false.

They do get a number of things right. The following are open issues, much
discussed in the literature: 1) whether there is any regularization of the
Hamiltonian constraint that leads to exchange moves, 2) whether thus there are
any links between the spin foam amplitudes and Hamiltonian evolution, 3)
whether the sum over spin foam diagrams is convergent or, more likely, Borel
resummmable (although they miss that this has been proven for 2+1 models,
hep-th/0211026). I don’t agree with all the details of their discussion of these
issues, but these certainly are open issues.

NP seem to argue as if one has to prove a QFT rigorously exists in order to do
physics with it, by which standard we would believe no prediction from the
standard model. They mention that there are no rigorous constructed,
semiclassical states, which are exact solutions to the dynamics, but this is the
case in most QFT’s. This does not prevent us from writing down and deriving
predictions from heuristic semiclassical states (hep-th/ 0501091), or from
constructing reduced models to describe black holes or cosmologies and likewise
deriving predictions (astro-ph/0411124), Nor does it prevent Rovelli et al from



computing the graviton propagator and getting the right answer, showing there
are gravitons and Newtonian gravity in the theory (gr-qc/0502036).

But, someone may ask, if LQG is the right general direction, shouldn’t there be a
unique theory that is claimed to be the theory of nature? Certainly, but should
the program be dismissed because no claim has yet been made that this theory
has been found? To narrow in on the right theory there are further
considerations, all under study:

-Not every spin foam model is ir finite.
-Not every spin foam model is likely to have a good low energy limit.
-The right theory should have the standard model of particle physics in it.

In addition it must be stressed that there can in physics be generic consequences
of classes of theories, leading to experimental predictions. Here are some
historical examples: light bending, weak vector bosons, confinement, principle of
inertia, existence of black holes. All of these observable features of nature are
predicted by large classes of theories, which can be as a whole confirmed or
falsified, even in the absence of knowing which precise theory describes nature,
and prior to proving the mathematical consistency of the theory. LQG predicts a
number of such generic features: discreteness of quantum geometry, horizon
entropy, removal of all spacelike singularities, and I believe will soon predict
more including DSR, emergence of matter degrees of freedom.

One reason for this is of course that most of the parameters in such classes of
such theories are irrelevant in the RG sense, and do not influence large scale
predictions. Since we know the theory is uv finite this does not affect existence.
The lack of a uv unique theory does not prevent us from testing predictions of
QFT in detail, and it is likely to be the same for quantum gravity. The old idea
that consistency would lead to a unique uv theory that would give unique low
energy predictions was seductive, but given the landscape, it is an idea that is
unsupported by the actual results.

Having said all this, I hope that NP will put their hard won expertise to work,
and perhaps get their hands dirty and do some research in the area.

Sorry to go on so long,

Thanks, Lee

ps to Haelfix, sure, why not work on RG flow in LQG?

24. Lubos Motl
January 21, 2006

Dear Lunsford,

the database does not claim to cover the early 20th century physics.
Nevertheless, you will still see that Einstein has 33 papers in it – which may in
fact be close to the total – and they have over 1150 citations which is more than
some of us.



I am certainly using different criteria but sorry to say, having at least some well-
known papers is a necessary condition for someone to be expected to have
something relevant to say about science.

All criteria I can imagine imply that Nicolai and Peeters are LQG experts.

Best wishes
Lubos

25. Lubos Motl
January 21, 2006

Dear Lee,

how are you? Sorry to say but I don’t quite understand how Haelfix can work on
something that violates the laws of physics. If you would have said “write an
upbeat paper that combines the buzzwords from LQG and RG”, then it would be
a realistic task. And the paper would make no sense much like when one
combines LQG and quantum computing or noiseless information theory or any
two decoupled pieces of jargon. There are already many papers of this type
around.

In physics, it is impossible to make progress just by combining two random
buzzwords.

Haelfix has, on the contrary, explained why he already knows that certain things
cannot work and why. LQG is not a local field theory and by its very construction
and the discrete philosophy, it does not have a UV fixed point (because distances
below 0.1 L Planck do not exist). Consequently, the extreme UV physics is not
determined (in a theory with a UV fixed point, it could be determined by
conformal symmetry). The physics starts at the Planck scale, if ever, and because
there is no other organizing principle than the existence of fundamental metric
tensor (a wrong assumption for quantum gravity, by the way), it is clear that all
higher-derivative and other terms must be considered. That’s not surprising
because they are of the same order at the Planck scale.

Because there are no “more fundamental” degrees of freedom and no other
organizing principle, the continuous coefficients of all these couplings can be
anything, rendering LQG infinitely unpredictive – exactly as unpredictive as the
perturbative nonrenormalizable GR written as effective field theory.

Maybe you meant that LQG should try to obtain a long-distance limit. Hundreds
of people have tried, have not they? I find it manifest today that no one will every
find one because it does not exist. Gravity is not lattice QCD, and the failure to
choose the correct UV starting point not only destroys the “correctness” of
physics. It destroys the very existence of low-energy physics. In string theory, we
have a toy model of this possible problem because in the UV, one must choose
the right (or even fine-tune by discrete choices) the vacuum energy for large
space to exist in the first place.

In LQG, you also have the cosmological constant problem but you also have



infinitely many similar problems associated with ever higher-derivative tems that
are expected to crumple the space altogether, unless you fine-tune infinitely
many terms in the Hamiltonian constraint. The task you are trying to give to
Haelfix is not well-defined and even if the definition were completed, it would be
guaranteed to fail.

“One reason for this is of course that most of the parameters in such classes of
such theories are irrelevant in the RG sense, and do not influence large scale
predictions. Since we know the theory is uv finite this does not affect existence.
The lack of a uv unique theory does not…”

If you read these lines of yours rationally, they’re equivalent to saying that we
know the classical limit of general relativity (given by the Einstein-Hilbert term).
But the whole point of *quantum* gravity is that we can also say something
about higher energies and/or precision experiments at low energies that get loop
corrections from quantum phenomena. You can’t do it. Moreover, it is not true
that you can even derive the leading term of classical general relativity.

What you’re saying, Lee, is completely equivalent to saying that
nonrenormalizable field theories exist as quantum theories, and it’s just
manifestly wrong. Whether or not the numbers “look” finite is completely
irrelevant. If we choose a cutoff of any sort we like in quantum field theory, we
will also get finite numbers. Finiteness is not the problem. The problem is the
presence of infinitely many undetermined parameters.

Another approach that can never lead to realistic science is the permanent
promotion of complete rubbish papers, being satisfied by the fact that they were
written. Rovelli’s “graviton propagator” is an example. He incorrectly assumes
that physics is dominated by nearly flat space, and then he “derives” that physics
is dominated by nearly flat space. The reasoning is completely circular and has
nothing to do with LQG whatsoever. Even if there were some truth in LQG, one
could never start to make progress in revealing it before the papers are read
rationally and critically and before patently false papers start to be neglected.

All the best
Lubos

26. Zorq
January 21, 2006

I love the circularity of Lee’s argument that LQG must be a finite theory because,
otherwise it gets the BH entropy wrong.

But, even accepting the statement that the low-energy G_N and the lattice G_N
are related by a finite multiplicative factor does not demonstrate what he thinks
it demonstrates. He has imposed a cutoff at the Planck length. G_N is itself of
order l_P^2. So an ordinary quadratically-divergent correction to G_N just looks
like a finite multiplicative renormalization. Only if he attempted to take the cutoff
to zero (which he doesn’t) would he be able to distinguish the two.

Besides, there’s also the infinite number of other diffeomorphism-invariant,



background-independent couplings to deal with. Saying that almost all values of
those couplings will not lead to sensible low-energy physics (one of his
arguments) is not the same as saying they are IR-irrelevant couplings, so that
low-energy physics is independent of what values you choose (another one of his
arguments).

27. Quantoken
January 21, 2006

Lee and Lubos:

I clearly see your discussions forming a Loop of Quantum Loops since they are
not going any where. Each of you accuse the other camp for failure of making
predictions. Let’s set the score fair and sqaure: Both have failed to make any
meaningful prediction so far. So let’s start a fair and equal debate that neither
one is better than the other so far in predictability.

Lee claims that LQG has made an experimentally verifiable prediction by
predicting dispersion of light speed (light speed is not exactly constant, but has a
small variation at high energies, depending on the energy level). I disagree.
Predictions need to be definite, quantitative and precise. Tiny dispersions may be
observed and maybe not, one of the other. it’s a 50/50 chance if you happen to
pick the right choices out of the two. Unless you have predicted the exactly
amount of dispersion, quantitatively, and show that experimental result matches
your numerical calculation precisely, it really can’t be counted as a credible
verifiable prediction just because there happen to be a small dispersion.
Especially consider that the space of the universe is not exactly vacuum, but
contains some imtermediate material at extreme low concentration, so
dispersion of some sort due to condensed matter physics MAY some how occur.

The super string theory camp is equally guity of making such ambiguious
“predictions” that amounts to nothing more than chasing a shadow. One case
being the CSL-1 business. Lubos made more than a few enthusiastic hypes
cosmic string about that two fuzzy little dots in a telescope image, until it’s
shown by Hubble they are nothing more than two little tiny galaxies far away.
Had hubble be slightly less in instrumental precision, they would now all be
celebrating with champane that super string theory has made a prediction that is
verified by observation. Be a little bit more specific, precise and exact when you
make predictions, OK?

There is a fundamental philosophy difference between Lee and Lubos that Lee
believes the universe is inheritantly discrete, but Lubos believes it is inheritantly
continuous, beyond the discrete phenomenas that we observe in QM. Maybe we
can have more discussions between the discrete picture and the continuous one.
That would be a more interesting discussion.

Quantoken

28. Lubos Motl
January 21, 2006



I liked Zorq’s points.

The Immirzi parameter can indeed be considered as a multiplicative
renormalization of Newton’s constant between the Planck scale and low
energies. By construction, it is finite as long as G_{Newton} stops running at
very long distances – which is so if classical GR is reproduced. The finiteness is
no consistency check. The finiteness was put in by construction. The precise
value is unknown and there are contradictory results for the values which is why
Lee will never tell us a trustworthy value of the Immirzi parameter.

However, there are still constants at low energies – starting from Newton’s
constant – that do depend on the exact higher-derivative terms (or their
equivalents, in whatever language we use). If something is IR-irrelevant, it does
not mean that the numerical values in the IR won’t be affected by these
irrelevant terms. They will be affected because the IR-relevant and marginal
parameters will run as a function of the irrelevant couplings.

More generally, the obsession with finiteness obscures the fact that the finiteness
of some intermediate results is not really difficult to achieve. Any regularization
or any scheme of cutoffs will do. The problem is to make a theory whose
predictions are independent of the cutoff – which is a part of renormalization
governed by the rules of renormalization group (which is NOT the same thing as
regularization).

If the predictions depend on the cutoff, then we have just parameterized our
ignorance about the singular physics in terms of the details of the cutoff.

In renormalizable QFTs, we obtain physics independent of the cutoff because we
can organize the terms into a small number of IR-relevant and IR-marginal
operators and argue that the irrelevant ones are suppressed by a higher energy
scale. In perturbative string theory, we may obtain the same or better control
because the fundamental theory is really living on the worldsheet and it must be
conformal which is a strong constraint (and somewhat analogous to the
constraint of renormalizability of QFTs mentioned previously).

In AdS/CFT, there are other constraints of the possible form of the physical laws,
and all of us would like to know the most general type of constraint that can give
us any consistent background of string theory – something that generalizes the
conformal symmetry above (and that probably does not allow us to write the full
theory in terms of any local quantum field theory or any worldsheet or
boundary). But in LQG, we know for sure that these organizing principles are
missing.

29. Lee Smolin
January 21, 2006

To Zorq, I apologise that the one argument I gave is far from the whole story. I
agree that to define a theory you have first to define a regulated theory and then
study the limit as the regulator is removed and show that the expressions for
observables that result have the symmetries and gauge invariances of the
classical theory. The physical parameters are parameters of the resulting theory.



But this was exactly what was done in the hamiltonian construction of LQG, the
observables such as area and volume are constructed through a limit of
regulated operators and then the limit is taken. The result is finite,
diffeomorphism invariant observables. The parameters of the finite, diffeo inv.
theory include the bare Newton’s and cosmological constant-not as coefficients
in the dynamics but as coefficients in the algebra of observables. The diffeo
invariance is proved restored in the limit. And don’t be confused, the bare planck
scale was not the regulator, there was another regulator, that has already been
taken to zero. Please study the details of the construction.

So what you ask for has been done-the logic is not circular and the theory is
finite. I was addressing the proposal to still take a limit of the parameters
vanishing, even after the limit of the regulator to zero is taken. This would be
non-standard, and it leads to results in disagreement with the semiclassical
theory.

To quantoken: obviously it would be better to have precise predictions than
generic ones. But generic ones can still distinguish between classes of theories.
If GLAST sees an energy dependent, polarization independent speed of light,
thus confirming that the symmetry of the vacuum is DSR, this obviouosly kills
theories that predicted either broken or naive Poincare invariance and supports
the plausibility of theories that predict-even generically DSR.

I can’t agree with your equivalanece of LQG and string theory just because of the
vast imbalence in how much work has been put into each. For each point about
string theory there are dozens of papers, so the ins and outs of each issue have
been often thoroughly explored. Key facts about LQG still rest, in many cases on
one or a few papers. There are many obvious things to do that have not been
tried for lack of people. So there is a lot still do to, for example to turn generic
predictions into precise predictions.

And I don’t “believe” nature is discrete, we showed this is a generic property of a
large class of diffeo invariant QFT’s.

I’ll reply to the rest later,

Lee

30. anonymous
January 21, 2006

Lumos has a long list of publications about speculation on unobservables. So I
guess he’s well qualified to make vacuous assertions. What I’d like to see
debated is the fact that the spin foam vacuum is modelling physical processes
KNOWN to exist, as even the string theorists authors of http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-
th/0601129 admit, p14:

‘… it is thus perhaps best to view spin foam models … as a novel way of defining
a (regularised) path integral in quantum gravity. Even without a clear-cut link to
the canonical spin network quantisation programme, it is conceivable that spin
foam models can be constructed which possess a proper semi-classical limit in

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0601129
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0601129
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0601129
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0601129


which the relation to classical gravitational physics becomes clear. For this
reason, it has even been suggested that spin foam models may provide a possible
‘way out’ if the difficulties with the conventional Hamiltonian approach should
really prove insurmountable.’

Strangely, the ‘critics’ are ignoring the consensus on where LQG is a useful
approach, and just trying to ridicule it. In a recent post on his blog, for example,
Motl states that special relativity should come from LQG. Surely Motl knows that
GR deals better with the situation than SR, which is a restricted theory that is
not even able to deal with the spacetime fabric (SR implicitly assumes NO
spacetime fabric curvature, to avoid acceleration!).

When asked, Motl responds by saying Dirac’s equation in QFT is a unification of
SR and QM. What Motl doesn’t grasp is that the ‘SR’ EQUATIONS are the same
in GR as in SR, but the background is totally different:

‘The special theory of relativity … does not extend to non-uniform motion … The
laws of physics must be of such a nature that they apply to systems of reference
in any kind of motion. Along this road we arrive at an extension of the postulate
of relativity… The general laws of nature are to be expressed by equations which
hold good for all systems of co-ordinates, that is, are co-variant with respect to
any substitutions whatever (generally co-variant). …’ – Albert Einstein, ‘The
Foundation of the General Theory of Relativity’, Annalen der Physik, v49, 1916.

What a pity Motl can’t understand the distinction and its implications.

31. Zorq
January 21, 2006

Lee,

You seem to make a strange (and nonstandard) distinction between a “finite
theory” and an “RG fixed-point” theory. What is the distinction?

N=4 SYM is a finite QFT. It is also a fixed-point of the Renormalization Group.
Moreover, it is a fixed point for any value of the gauge coupling.

You claim that LQG, with all (the infinite number of) couplings except for the
cosmological constant and Newton’s constant set equal to zero is a finite theory
(an RG fixed point). Do you want to claim that this is true for ANY values of
Newton’s constant and the cosmological constant, or just for some special values
(as claimed by Reuter et al)?

32. Lubos Motl
January 21, 2006

Dear Lee,

what you write about the regulators is internally inconsistent. If the limit
depends on the regulator in a diff invariant theory and when the regulator
contains as many parameters as a generic effective field theory or more, which is



easy to see in LQG, then you cannot guarantee that the 4D results will be
diffeomorphism invariant simply because you can see that the 4D nondiff
invariant results will be generated.

A subtlety may be that you don’t quite distinguish the 3D diffeomophisms from
the 4D diffeomorphisms. The latter include the Hamiltonian constraint. In the
Hamiltonian treatment, the failure to obtain diffeomorphism-invariant physics
will be manifested as the failure of the constraint algebra to close on the
kinematical Hilbert space. This failure of the LQG algebra, including the
Hamiltonian constraint, to close in LQG was discussed in the previous paper by
Nicolai et al.

(This statement has its known counterpart in string theory: in the light-cone
gauge, the critical dimension arises from the correct commutators of the Lorentz
group.)

When you say that you obtain diff invariant results, you surely mean the 3D
diffeomorphisms only, but that’s just not enough for gravity. The difficulties to
extend some 3D results to the full 4D spacetime is of course related to the
general problems with dynamics in LQG and its failure to reproduce any
symmetry between space and time, especially not the Lorentz symmetry.

Finally. this statement is really cute:

“And I don’t “believe” nature is discrete, we showed this is a generic property of
a large class of diffeo invariant QFT’s.”

What you have shown is that a class of discrete theories (that have no continuous
limit or any other relation with physics) has the property that its elements are
discrete theories. It is a completely vacuous and circular statement, and it in no
way suggest that these theories are interesting as theories that physicists should
study.

Best
Lubos

33. Lubos Motl
January 21, 2006

Dear Zorq,

surely no one wants to claim that gravity with a nonzero Newton’s constant is a
conformal field theory. It has a scale because Newton’s constant is dimensionful.
The same thing applies to the cosmological constant.

Your equivalence between finiteness and UV conformal symmetry is only valid for
QFTs in continuous spaces. LQG is not a QFT in this sense. It can be in some
sense finite as any other discrete, regulated, or latticized theory. But of course,
its continuum limit must behave as an effective field theory for which having a
UV fixed point is equivalent to finiteness.



Strictly speaking, we know that LQG can’t have a UV fixed point exactly because
the spectrum of its areas and eigenvalues of other dimensionful observables is
discrete, and therefore it is not scale-invariant. This pretty much kills the hopes
of a UV fixed point that are plausible in other, more general candidate theories of
quantum gravity.

Because of these reasons, the discrete character of spacetime in LQG is on the
same level as with any other generic regulator that someone may invent. The
Hamiltonian formalism can guarantee that the regulator is invariant under 3D
diffeomorphisms, but it has been shown that it is not invariant under 4D
diffeomorphisms. In the Hamiltonian treatment, this fact is manifested as a non-
closure of the constraint algebra if it acts on the original full kinematical Hilbert
space (see the Nicolai et al. paper 1 year ago).

All the best
Lubos

34. Zorq
January 21, 2006

“Your equivalence between finiteness and UV conformal symmetry is only valid
for QFTs in continuous spaces.”

I didn’t say anything about (UV) conformal invariance.

A finite theory gives cutoff-independent answers. An RG fixed-point is one where
the coupling constants don’t vary as you vary the cutoff. With the normal
meaning of these terms, these are the same concept.

As you say, LQG is abnormal in many ways. But if these terms mean the same
thing to Lee that they usually mean, then they are still synonymous in LQG. If
they mean something different to him, I’d like to know what that is.

35. Lubos Motl
January 21, 2006

Dear Zorq, while I agree with nearly everything you write, your usage of the
word “cutoff” confuses me. Cutoff independence is something different from
conformality. The Standard Model – or a GUT theory to be better – is cutoff-
independent but it is not a conformal field theory. It has a conformal UV fixed
point (at least in the case of asymptotically free Yang-Mills) but still, one should
recognize the dependence on the cutoff from the dependence on the chosen RG
scale.

36. arnold
January 21, 2006

As a non-expert could anybody clarify to me this doubts?

1.If I understand well, LQG is the quantization program applied to GR (so I don’t
even know why it has a different name). Right?



(this seems to me the most natural thing to do in order to quantize gravity)

2. why a theory with infinite number of constant cannot be the correct theory?

thanks

37. Who
January 21, 2006

In reference to
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502106
Ponzano-Regge model revisited III: Feynman diagrams and Effective field
theory
Jerzy K-G says (20 jan 1:57P)
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=330#comment-7742

——-quote from Jerzy in this thread——

“so they came within an inch of mentioning this other one by Freidel” [and
Livine].

This is an exciting paper, since it shows that the semiclassical limit of 3d
quantum gravity is DSR, and not Special Relativity. This makes me even more
excited about Freidel and Starodubtsev story, because it seems that the proof
that DSR is a limit of quantum gravity seems to be within reach.
————end quote——————–
This illustrates Smolin’s point about classes of theories making TESTABLE
generic PREDICTIONS

It’s an important point and to recognize and emphasize it would help clarify this
discussion

As Smolin uses the term, LQG is a CLASS of theories including spin foam models.
There is current uncertainty about whether this class generically requires DSR.
If it does, then it would tend to refute LQG if the GLAST satellite does not see
DSR, when put in orbit next year or so.

It seems to me that to some extent LQG critics waste their time unless they not
address LQG as a class of theories (including spin foam models) because when
blanket statements are made one often has the impression that the critics lack a
clear idea of what they are talking about. They should also be talking about
upcoming possibilities for tests—that is how to dispose of a scientific theory, not
by quibbling.

Anyway, LQG is a class of theories where in recent years a major focus of
research has been spin foam models, I would guess that has been the main focus.
One goal the researchers have is to NARROW DOWN the class and extract
further generic predictions so that one can TEST. Here is what Smolin says along
these lines:
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=330#comment-7757

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502106
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502106
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=330#comment-7742
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=330#comment-7742
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=330#comment-7757
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=330#comment-7757


—-Smolin 21 jan 9:51A—
But, someone may ask, if LQG is the right general direction, shouldn’t there be a
unique theory that is claimed to be the theory of nature? Certainly, but should
the program be dismissed because no claim has yet been made that this
theory has been found? To narrow in on the right theory there are further
considerations, all under study:

-Not every spin foam model is ir finite.
-Not every spin foam model is likely to have a good low energy limit.
-The right theory should have the standard model of particle physics in it.

In addition it must be stressed that there can in physics be generic
consequences of classes of theories, leading to experimental predictions.
Here are some historical examples: light bending, weak vector bosons,
confinement, principle of inertia, existence of black holes. All of these
observable features of nature are predicted by large classes of theories,
which can be as a whole confirmed or falsified, even in the absence of
knowing which precise theory describes nature, and prior to proving the
mathematical consistency of the theory. LQG predicts a number of such generic
features: discreteness of quantum geometry, horizon entropy, removal of all
spacelike singularities, and I believe will soon predict more including DSR,
emergence of matter degrees of freedom.
—-end quote—

In sum, I think LQG critics’ effort would be better spent asking what progress
the LQG community is making in narrowing down and making the class of
theories testable. It is a waste of time for a critic to pick one representative
theory which he imagines to be representative and to quibble over it, and to try
to give the impression that “it” (whatever he thinks it is) will never work.

Incidentally I don’t think Nicolai and Peeters make this mistake. They are making
a constructive effort to shed light on the LQG field of research.

38. woit
January 21, 2006

arnold,

1. In general, one doesn’t expect what it means to “quantize” a classical theory
to be unambiguous. LQG chooses different variables to work with and tries to
find a non-perturbative quantum theory whose classical limit is GR. The whole
discussion here comes about because this is not the standard quantization one
uses in perturbing around flat space, using the metric components as dynamical
variables. Because this is a new set-up, there is still a lot that is not well-
understood.

2. Unless the infinite number of constants have special properties, one would
expect their existence to ruin the predictivity of the theory, since no matter how
many constants you fixed by experimental measurements, you still wouldn’t be
able to predict the results of new experiments, since they would still depend on
unknown constants.



39. arnold
January 21, 2006

Thanks Peter,

1. I agree with you that there might be ambiguities. It would be interesting to
hear something about that from LQG people.

2. I am not sure I agree on that for several reasons:
2.1
how can we know that the correct theory has to be also predictive? Maybe
nature knows the value of the parameters, but maybe we humans will never
know them all…
2.2 are we sure that a theory with infinite # of paramters is not
predicting anything?
For example by making assumptions on these parameters one could
be able to predict something (and then check if the assumptions are correct by
experiments…).
2.3 In some sense the Standard Model has the same problem…but one assumes
that all the higher order operators are negligible(or zero)…and then checks the
assumption in the lab (and for now the assumption is confirmed)

40. Zorq
January 21, 2006

I never used the word “conformality.” You did.

All I did was repeat the following standard argument. Consider some physical
observable, f. When you compute it in the cutoff theory, it depends both explicitly
on the cutoff and on the bare couplings, g_i, of the cutoff theory.

f= f(a,g_i)

The RG tells you how to change the g_i when you vary the cutoff, in order to
assure that f does not change.

0 = a df/da = a \partial f/\partial a + \sum_i b_i \partial f/\partial g_i

where

b_i(g) = a \partial g_i/\partial a

are the beta-functions of the theory.

Finiteness is

\partial f/\partial a = 0

An RG fixed-point is b_i(g_*)=0 for all i. These are the same.

Only in a global (non-gravitational) field theory are they related to dilatation
(conformal) invariance.



41. Lubos Motl
January 21, 2006

Dear Arnold,
you ask:

“1.If I understand well, LQG is the quantization program applied to GR (so I
don’t even know why it has a different name). Right?”

It is because pure GR in spacetime with dimensions above 3 cannot be
quantized. GR is a non-renormalizable effective field theory. A different word is
needed for GR and for this direct attempt to quantize it simply because classical
GR is serious physics while the attempts called LQG are not serious physics and
all serious theoretical physicists understand why it cannot work.

“(this seems to me the most natural thing to do in order to quantize gravity)”

It may seem natural to the laymen but it is impossible in science once the
“details” are actually investigated.

“2. why a theory with infinite number of constant cannot be the correct theory?”

It cannot be a correct theory because it cannot be a theory at all. A theory means
a finite system of ideas and assumptions that can in principle be determined,
written down and used to make predictions, at least approximate ones. A
spiritual system with infinitely many important unknowns does not satisfy this
definition of a theory. A spiritual system with infinitely many continuous
unknowns is just a way to parameterize (complete) ignorance, not a way to gain
knowledge.

Best
Lubos

42. Lubos Motl
January 21, 2006

Dear Zorq,

sorry for my being slow but I am afraid that you have not yet explained what you
mean by an RG flow that is unrelated to a dilatation – regardless whether the
theory has gravity ir not – and consequently, how can a fixed point fail to be
scale-invariant.

Best
Lubos

43. Tony Smith
January 21, 2006

Peter said, about LQG / Spin Foam / etc models:
“… Unless the infinite number of constants have special properties, one would
expect their existence to ruin the predictivity of the theory …”.



Isn’t and example of such “special properties” the “combination of
supersymmetry and twistor geometry” mentioned by Peter in his blog entry at
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=268 about Zvi Bern’s work
on finiteness of N=8 Supergravity ?

It seems to me that it would be useful to direct substantial funds and jobs to
work on models using exceptional structures related to the exceptional
structures of N=8 Supergravity in the hope that:
1 – such models might be finite;
2 – at least one such model might include gravity plus the standard model; and
3 – due to the exceptional nature of the building blocks of such models, such a
realistic model might be seen to be unique.

An example of a specific proposal for one such model would be a J3(O)
exceptional Jordan algebra high-dimensional spin foam. It is just one example so
that readers can see that this proposal is neither vacuous nor limited to
supergravity models. Of course, I would advocate pursuing many types of models
that use such exceptional structures in various ways.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – As I stated earler, I remain (to use Peter’s words) “… curious what … “An
assessment of current paradigms in theoretical physics” … is …”.
Does anyone reading this blog know? Would they care to share their knowledge
here?

44. JKowalskiGlikman
January 21, 2006

Just to clarify one thing.

Lee Smolin said:

“If GLAST sees an energy dependent, polarization independent speed of light,
thus confirming that the symmetry of the vacuum is DSR, this obviously kills
theories that predicted either broken or naive Poincare invariance and supports
the plausibility of theories that predict-even generically DSR.”

Well, there is a long lasting discussion in the DSR community as to whether DSR
predicts energy dependent speed of light. I personally do not think so.

Basically the reason being that there are two effects which should be taken into
account when calculating the speed: the modified dispersion relation and the
modified phase space structure. In the DSR models based on non-commutative
space-time both these effects cancel neatly, so that the speed of massless
particles is exactly 1, though the expression for velocities as functions of
energies for massive particles differ from the standard one. (more details can be
found in hep-th/0405273.)

I must stress however that some experts like Lee, Joao Magueijo, and I think also

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=268
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Giovanni Amelino-Camelia do not agree with this.

45. Aaron Bergman
January 21, 2006

Before deciding whether to wade into the rest of this discussion, I just wanted to
address this:

In general, one doesn’t expect what it means to “quantize” a classical theory to
be unambiguous. LQG chooses different variables to work with and tries to find a
non-perturbative quantum theory whose classical limit is GR. The whole
discussion here comes about because this is not the standard quantization one
uses in perturbing around flat space, using the metric components as dynamical
variables. Because this is a new set-up, there is still a lot that is not well-
understood.

The situation is much “worse” than this in my opinion. LQG used a quantization
techinque which is fundamentally different than the approach we use to quantize
all the field theories we understand. If we apply the LQG-type quantization to
theories like QCD, we get an experimentally wrong answer. Now, Lee will say
that because he wants thing to be “background independent”, the only choice is
to use this new quantization technique and that experiment is the only way to
resolve the question. The latter part is certainly correct, but that doesn’t change
the fact that LQG is not the same as quantization-as-we-know-it.

46. Thomas Larsson
January 22, 2006

The latter part is certainly correct, but that doesn’t change the fact that LQG is
not the same as quantization-as-we-know-it.

You don’t need to be a string theorist to be worried about this. As I see it, one
must cope with two key lessons:

1. The key lesson from GR may be manifest background independence, which I
interpret as a action of the full space-time diffeomorphism group on the
dynamical objects alone.

2. The key lesson from QM is that, well, it is QM in the conventional sense. In
particular, the Hilbert space carries a representation of the one-parameter time
evolution group, and this representation must be of lowest-weight type, cf. the
harmonic oscillator.

How these lessons should be combined is left as an exercise for the reader.

47. Anonymous
January 22, 2006

Lee, how do you expect the matter degrees of freedom to emerge?



48. D R Lunsford
January 22, 2006

TL – See, you really can get everything on the back of an envelope!

-drl

49. D R Lunsford
January 22, 2006

BTW, it’s easier to use the front of the envelope, especially with a fountain pen.

-drl

50. Lee Smolin
January 22, 2006

Zorq, the distinction between a finite theory and a uv fixed point is the following:
a lattice QFT or condensed matter physics model with a fixed lattice spacing is a
finite theory. You can still apply the RG to study the infrared behavior. The point
in LQG is that AFTER carrying out the regularization procedure and defining the
diffeo invariant states and operators from the limit of the regulator removed,
there remains a theory with a fixed, but spatially diffeo invariant cutoff. So it is
like a lattice theory in being intrinsically finite, except that all the states are
spatially diffeo invariant. So the physical theory has a fixed cutoff. One place this
is explained in detail is Rovelli’s book, pages 280-282, another is my review hep-
th/0408048. To see how this is done rigorously see Thiemann’s gr-qc/0110034 or
Ashtekar-Lewandowski GR-QC 0404018.

Lubos, the finiteness is achieved kinematically, once the procedure just
described is done the theory is uv finite WHATEVER the dynanmics, again just as
in a lattice QFT with fixed lattice spaceing. But, to continue with my example of
2+1, which you misunderstood, is that the symmetry of the groundstate is not
put in, it is determined dynamically. In 2+1 it turns out to be kappa-Poincare.
This cannot agree with perturbation theory carried out as an expansion around
Minkowski spacetime, which order by order assumes ordinary Poincare
invariance.

I agree there is an issue in the Hamiltonian theory with full spacetime diffeo
invariance, which is one of several reasons I always discuss dynamics in the spin
foam picture.

Thomas and Aaron, this has been discussed before. For QFT the harmonic
oscillator kind of quantization leads to Fock space. The inner product of Fock
space depends on the background metric, hence this quantization will never
arise in a background independent formalism. So we do not avoid it because we
are stupid, it is simply not an option. The question is then to find an inner
product for states which are functionals of a connection mod spatial diffeos. The
only known way to do this is to first construct a kinematical Hilbert spaced that
carries an exact non-anomalous rep of the spatial diffeos and then use that
unitary rep to mod out by the diffeos . The uniqueness theorems tell us the result



is unique. If you don’t like this please at least acknowledge the argument just
described and either accept it or propose an alternative background independent
quantization and do the work to show it is consistent.

Anonomous: See my talk at the loops 05 conference, details are in a paper under
preparation.

51. Thomas Larsson
January 22, 2006

either accept it or propose an alternative background independent quantization
and do the work to show it is consistent.

Such a proposal was discussed in the end of this thread, in particular in this
post. For details, see e.g. this forthcoming book The manuscript is not available
online for copyright reasons, but similar material can be found in hep-
th/0411028, hep-th/0501043, and hep-th/0504020.

Today I was rereading gr-qc/9903045, since the more philosophical papers by
Rovelli belong to my favorite literature. The key message I got out of it is that
one should believe both in QM in GR, or rather in the key ideas of both theories.
To me, the key property of QM is encoded in lowest-energy representations.
Consequentially, anomaly freedom must be given up, but we knew that from 2D
gravity anyway.

52. boreds
January 22, 2006

Hi Lee

Lubos has posted a lengthy critique of your comments on his site. There’s a lot of
blogging there, but I’d be interested in your response to this point (which I think
is the key thing in NP):

You: The freedom to specify spin foam amplitudes does not map onto the
freedom to specify parameters of a perturbatively non-renormalizable theory.

Lubos: Of course it does. Take all spin foam Feynman rules that lead to long-
range physics resembling smooth space and assume that the space is not empty.
This may be a codimension infinity set but its dimension will still be infinity. The
parameters of higher-derivative terms at low energies will be functions of the
parameters defining the spin foam Feynman rules. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between them.

53. Zorq
January 22, 2006

“Zorq, the distinction between a finite theory and a uv fixed point is the
following: a lattice QFT or condensed matter physics model with a fixed lattice
spacing is a finite theory.”
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No wonder you have trouble making yourself understood, when you use standard
terms in nonstandard ways.

A lattice QFT or condensed matter physics model with a fixed lattice spacing is a
cutoff theory. All physical quantities are finite (that’s what having a cutoff
means), but explicitly cutoff-dependent.

A finite theory is one where physical quantites have no explicit cutoff-
dependence. This is much more restrictive than saying that the theory has a
cutoff.

At least, that’s what everyone else in the world means by “a finite QFT.”

“The point in LQG is that AFTER carrying out the regularization procedure and
defining the diffeo invariant states and operators from the limit of the regulator
removed, there remains a theory with a fixed, but spatially diffeo invariant
cutoff.”

And I am asking, precisely, about what happens when you vary this latter cutoff.
How do you need to change the couplings in the LQG Hamiltonian in order to
maintain invariance of physical quantities? That’s the RG, applied to LQG.

Go back and read my previous comments, now that (I hope) we have the
definitions straight.

54. fh
January 22, 2006

“And I am asking, precisely, about what happens when you vary this latter
cutoff.”

You do realize that this “cutoff” does not arise from the regulator, that is, it is not
put in by hand. Physics shouldn’t be invariant under it’s variation anymore then
under the variation of, say, the speed of light.

55. Brett
January 22, 2006

The problem I have observed with the LQG terminology is that it seems to take
the point of view that many theorists had in the relatively early days of QED
renormalization. That viewpoint was that all the infinities of the theory were
somehow “real,” meaning for example, that the bare electron charge was really
infinite and the bare mass was, in some real sense, zero. The regularization
procedures were simply mathematical necessities that allowed us to
parameterize all the fundamentally infinite quantities.

Nowadays, thanks in large measure to the work of Wilson on the RG and the
lattice regularization of gauge theories, we tend to have a different view. While it
is possible that the infinite constants that arise in renormalization are really
infinite, we tend to think of them as simply large but finite (or in some cases, not
even large). We expect that new physics at some high scale will change the



structure of the theory. This new physics might or might not be a renormalizable
QFT, but we still expect that the low-energy effective theory will be
renormalizable (although one must be careful about applying this RG rule of
thumb too generally).

In the first viewpoint, a theory with a fundamental physical cutoff is “finite,”
because, if we know that cutoff, all the amplitudes of the theory are finite
numbers. If the operators are defined appropriately, no renormalization is
required. However, the modern viewpoint recognizes that whether the cutoff
used corresponds to somthing physical at the Planck scale or is merely a
mathematical device is pretty much irrelevant. In either case, one can look at the
low-energy effective theory, using essentially the same kinds of tools.

One can always deal with the problem of having a nonrenormalizable theory by
setting a finite cutoff and describing the theory at that cutoff scale. There are
then unambiguous predictions for all processes. This is a valid deductive
procedure; however, it is no help in the inductive process of working backward
from observation to get the fundamental theory, simple because there are an
infinite number of parameters in the original high-energy theory.

56. Chris Oakley
January 22, 2006

While it is possible that the infinite constants that arise in
renormalization are really infinite, we tend to think of them as simply
large but finite (or in some cases, not even large).

There is no such thing as an “infinite constant”. \infinity + exp(-x^2/2) is just as
infinite as \infinity.

57. Luboš Motl
January 22, 2006

Lee wrote:

“Lubos, the finiteness is achieved kinematically, once the procedure just
described is done the theory is uv finite WHATEVER the dynanmics, again just as
in a lattice QFT with fixed lattice spaceing.”

Dear Lee, the comparison with the lattice QCD is very apt because the finiteness
of lattice QCD is obviously completely fake. You can put any bad-behaved theory
on a lattice and assume that this makes everything finite. The problems of the
original theory, if there are some problems, immediately re-appear if one tries to
take the continuum limit as a dependence on all the details of the lattice theory –
i.e. the cutoff-dependence – which is a manifestation of the same problem in a
regulated description.

Putting a UV-sick theory on a lattice does not solve the problems; it is just either
a translation of the problems to different variables, or – if you want to claim that
the problems are gone – it is hiding one’s head into the sand because one does
not want to *see* the problems. But the same problems are still there. You can’t



simply solve such basic physics problems in such cheap ways – like saying that
you make a cutoff.

…

I am confused how Prof. Kowalski-Glikman and Prof. Smolin and others may
disagree about the basic question whether DSR predicts an energy-dependent
speed of light. Is it just a terminological disagreement or a physical one? My
understanding is that DSR violates the constancy of speed of light and it
simultaneously violates locality in a brutal way, by any distance, because locality
requires a linear representation of the energy-momentum vector transforming
under the Lorentz group.

(DSR is deformed special relativity whose symmetry group is the contraction of
the q-deformation of the (anti) de Sitter group, which introduces nonlinearities to
the [J,P] commutators.)

But do you agree that GLAST should detect something that will look like energy-
dependent speed of light? DSR is all about the speed of light. It’s almost like
string theorists disagreeing whether there are any strings in string theory. 

58. Tony Smith
January 22, 2006

Anonymous asked “… how do you expect the matter degrees of freedom to
emerge? …”.

With respect to exceptional spin foams based on structures like those of N=8
supergravity, here is a quote from Peter G. O. Freund’s book “Introduction to
Supersymmetry” (Cambridge 1986, at pages 117-119) about N=8 supergravity
structure:
“… Einstein … repeatedly emphasized the conceptual imbalance between the
two sides of his gravitational equations. On the left-hand side sits the Einstein
tensor … a genuinely geometrical construct, whereas on the right-hand side we
find the energy-momentum tensor totally unspecified by the theory. …
The situation in N=8 supergravity … is radically different. … All basic forces
AND all basic forms of matter now appear in the SAME supermultiplet. …
Einstein’s ‘complaint’ is answered. … No previous physical theory haas exhibited
anything like this degree of self-containedness and completeness. …”.

Maybe this is one of Lee Smolin’s “reasons” that he “… always discuss[es]
dynamics in the spin foam picture …”,
and
maybe it is also a reason that Lee Smolin said in hep-th/0104050 “…
Supersymmetry appears to be related to triality of the representations of Spin(8)
…”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

59. Aaron Bergman

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


January 22, 2006

The inner product of Fock space depends on the background metric, hence this
quantization will never arise in a background independent formalism. So we do
not avoid it because we are stupid, it is simply not an option.

What I don’t understand is that I can write down the GR + Standard model
Lagrangian, and it looks completely diff-invariant and (other than the need for a
spin structure) background independent to me. What you seem to be telling me
is that, when I want to quantize this thing, I should picture that R over on the left
as completely different from all the other things and quantize it in a completely
different manner than everything else. First of all, it’s not clear to me that we
can do this because everything interacts with gravity. But, I also don’t see why
shouldn’t apply your ‘background independent quantization’ to the whole
shebang and, thus, never see the beta-function in QCD, for example.

I don’t see why you focus on Fock space, either. Fock space is a way to quantize
freeish theories that have a particle interpretation, but there are plenty of other
types of QFTs — certain CFTs, for example.

60. D R Lunsford
January 22, 2006

TS – I solved the energy problem without SS. It’s not necessary. The sources are
derivatives of the gauge field along the (not assumed small) extra dimensions.

-drl

61. Luboš Motl
January 22, 2006

Dear Brett,

I completely agree with your observation that our LQG friends often happen to
speak about the infinities in QFT in the obsolete, pre-RG, pre-1970s way. If they
applied their ideals to all disciplines of physics, they would also reject the
Standard Model, because it has “infinities”, but accept Fermi’s four-fermion
interaction because they don’t recognize renormalizable and non-renormalizable
theories as long as they have infinities and they are proud about it. 

Of course, we have known for quite some time that this understanding is flawed,
despite the fact that this ignorance did not prevent people from calculating QED
loops before the 1970s. Infinities that are regulated or parameterized with a
cutoff are just a technicality, and one must do a lot of other work afterwards to
figure out whether these infinities are lethal, and if they are not, what are the
physical predictions. We can make physical predictions for renormalizable
theories where the low-energy physics is independent of the details of the short-
distance physics.

My understanding is that the LQG friends just feel to throw up when they see a
divergent integral and it stops them – much like others who feel anxious when



they’re told that space and time can mix. Many things in physics however can’t
be done with such a phobia. There is a lot of thinking required after we see the
first infinity.

More generally, I feel that our LQG friends prefer form over content. Formalism
over formalism-invariant physical insights and predictions. Technicalities over
profound principles. Lee has unfortunately said it too many times for me to think
that I just misunderstood something. He likes the idea that all LQG people are
using the same formalism(s), the same methods etc. I think it is a bad sign that
says something about the intellectual breadth of the community, and this
observation of limited technical resources has nothing to do with the physical
coherence of the actual theory or theories.

Formalism, much like the Greek alphabet, is not yet physics even though some
people may find it difficult enough to believe that it must be. Carlo Rovelli has
informed us that he has not yet digested quantum mechanics – well, yes,
quantum gravity and renormalization group are slightly more complicated than
quantum mechanics and maybe one should first digest quantum mechanics
before he or she starts to solve more difficult matters. Of course that my feeling
is that people tend to over-emphasize formalism if they learn it and they feel that
it is about the maximum they can learn.

In real physics, people work with many formalisms (often subconciously) whose
equivalence they often understand well, and they parameterize UV divergences
using many methods – dim reg, brute cutoffs, Pauli-Villars, lattice – whose
equivalence for the actual physical predictions should be comprehensible for a
physicist, and this equivalence is based on the logic of RG. Making an “infinity”
finite by one of the methods is not yet a solution of a problem. It’s just a
translation of the same problems to different variables.

In LQG, one randomly picks one of these regulators – something like a lattice –
and promotes is to a principle. That’s of course not very deep and it does not
solve any problems. Lee has even explicitly said that he solves all UV problems
independently of dynamics. If he does so, then we can be sure that his solution is
independent of physics  because the nature of UV problems much like 99% of
other things in physics DOES depend on dynamics. If an argument does not
depend on it at all, then it’s surely wrong.

I feel that the focus of LQG is not on the things that can actually be extracted
from a theory but on the limitations what we are actually allowed to think,
believe, or use, instead of physical predictions. We are not allowed to use
integrals involving UV divergences because they’re bad. We are not allowed to
do perturbative expansions or other expansions because they’re bad. Instead, we
should like spin networks that have never been connected with anything
remotely similar to observable physics because they are a nice formalism that a
community uses.

We are not allowed to consider theories where geometry is just an approximate
concept arising from a deeper or broader structure because any additions to GR
are bad; GR is essentially a holy scripture and the real goal is to show that we



don’t have to modify it at all because of “unimportant” novelties such as
quantum mechanics. All these things that we are “banned” from doing may be
bad for our LQG friends, but they are absolutely necessary for doing theoretical
physics at a decent level. Sorry, Lee, if I am the first one who says it to you.

All the best
Luboš

62. Zorq
January 22, 2006

“You do realize that this “cutoff” does not arise from the regulator … Physics
shouldn’t be invariant under it’s variation …”

To return to the *point*, there are an infinite number of arbitrary coupling
constants in the LG Hamiltonian. These are not fixed by diffeomphism invariance
or background independence.

Without a principle to fix them, LQG would be utterly unpredictive. I offered and
RG fixed point as one mechanism for fixing them.

You don’t like that? Fine. What principle *does* fix them?

63. Luboš Motl
January 22, 2006

A few examples of the focus of LQG on the form instead of the content:

Preference over the way to regulate infinities – lattice instead of dim. reg. or
Pauli-Villars or other regulators.

Preference over the way how calculations are done – dislike for perturbative
methods.

Preferences over Hamiltonian vs. Lagrangian descriptions – it is very important
for the LQG people which one should one choose.

Needless to say, neither of these questions is an important question in physics
these days. They’re mere superficial technicalities. College kids may talk which
regularization they prefer but when they grow up, they will eventually
understand why it does not matter. The same holds for Lagrangians and
Hamiltonians – in any working theory with both of these approaches, they’re
simply equivalent. Of course, LQG is probably inconsistent so it can’t even be
shown that the two approaches are equivalent, but that’s another reason to
abandon such a theory, not a reason to start medieval debates which formalism is
“better”.

Another example of the preference of form over content are the statements
about “background independence”. Physics of string theory is manifestly
background-independent and the third chapters of all major textbooks explain
why. A modification of the background we start with is equivalent to a



condensation of physical particles in the original background. That’s why we
know that there is just one theory and not many theories that depend on a
background.

But what our LQG friends find very important is how we actually write down the
calculations of the physics predictions. The best observables in quantum gravity
is the S-matrix – no one, not even our LQG colleagues, has invented better ones.
So we evaluate the S-matrix. The S-matrix makes it necessary to choose a
background around which we expand, in order to know what the Hilbert space is
– so that we can calculate the scattering amplitudes. This is just about a
calculational method, a superficial feature of our strategy to approach physical
questions. It does not change anything about the fact that dynamics of string
theory is background-independent – and that there is just one theory.

But Lee seems to prefer the form so he would tell us that we are not allowed to
expand, and just because we expand things in this way, string theory *itself* fails
to be background-independent, which is of course nonsense. I subscribe
wholeheartedly that we would be happier if we had a language for string theory
that “sees” all the backgrounds simultaneously as solutions of some universal
rules. But this dream is not a real necessity. It is just about the mathematical
methods that Nature and the world of mathematics can offer us. It is not really a
physical question. Nevertheless, it seems to be more important for the LQG
friends than physics.

In string theory, we have many contexts in which various descriptions are easier
and “default”. In AdS/CFT, we really find the physical states of the graviton only.
For example, we can go to the light-cone gauge in the pp-wave limit. The
unphysical components of the metric are not there. Still, we know that the
physics is exactly equivalent to physics that we can also write down covariantly,
modulo diff invariance. I am afraid that it is fair to say that any technical step or
detail of this kind would just distract our LQG friends far too much so that they
could not concentrate on physics – which is what is left from the calculations
after we divide by all unphysical details associated with individual formalisms.

Physics is non-trivial and it rules while formalisms are superficial and trivial and
they suck. Sorry, Lee.

64. fh
January 22, 2006

“We expect that new physics at some high scale will change the structure of the
theory.”

That is precisely the case in LQG style QFT, which is why people who try to
attempt to understand LQG in terms of effective field theories like the QFTs that
make up the standard modell and their perturbative expansion, or in terms on
analogies to lattice QFT which are often misleading and nevermore then
analogies, (like Prof Motl) have such a hard time.

LQG introduces a genuinely new class of QFTs (background independent), with
genuinely new structures at high energies and so on. Wether these are physical



or not is an open question but the observation that they are different from
ordinary QFT is, well, obvious. Most of the tools and intuitions from background
QFT do not carry over.
Freidel showed however that QFTs in the ordinary sense CAN arise in a certain
limit from this new class of QFTs. This is of course crucial, if that was not the
case then the objections that these new QFTs can’t have anything to do with
reality since they do not incoporate the old QFTs would be valid and severe
(Freidel said in his presentation at Loops05 that he personally thought of this as
a clear branching point of LQG, had this failed then he would have given up on
LQG), however this is not the case, and it is hence worthwhile and ever more
promising to study this new class of QFTs.

I should note that I am just a beginner in this field, either. But the above is
basically why I choose to study it.

65. Lee Smolin
January 22, 2006

Thanks everyone for the many comments. Ill try to answer as many as I can:

To Boreds: Take the case of 2+1 QG coupled to some matter QFT, with arbitrary
couplings, treated as a spin foam model. This was solved in the recent work of
Freidel and Livine. The answer is the same matter QFT on a non-commutative
geometry which is kappa-Poincare. None of these are in the class of
perturbatively non-renormalizable QFT’s on smooth Minkowski spacetime. So
when you quote Lubos as saying, “Take all spin foam Feynman rules that lead to
long-range physics resembling smooth space…” the answer is that there are no
theories in this category because all such spin foam theories correspond to
QFT’s on kappa-Minkowski spacetime which is not smooth.

So there is no correspondence, because the two classes of theories have different
low energy symmetry algebras.

To Zorq, Im sorry if I “use standard terms in non-standard ways.” Part of the
problem is that the properties of LQG with regard to finiteness are different than
previous examples and its hard to discuss this with people who have not looked
into the actual calculations and proofs. The point is that diffeo invariant QFT’s
are a new type of QFT and have features not shared by either perturbatively
renormalizable QFT’s or lattice QFT’s. Now,you ask, what is the relationship
between the microscopic Planck’s length that serves as the cutoff of the diffeo
invariant theory and the macroscopic Newton’s constant. To answer this you
need to refer to a computable macroscopic quantity. One we have control of is
the black hole entropy. By using this we see that the ratio of the macroscopic
Newton’s constant G_{macro} defined by the black hole entropy formula (Area/4
G_{macro} hbar ) to the bare L_{Pl}^2 that comes into the microscopic theory
is a parameter of order 1, proportional to the Immirzi parameter. This is how we
know there is no infinite renormalization. As I said, there are other calculations
that lead to the same conclusion.

To Brett: because of what I just said, measuring Newton’s constant is, up to a



computable dimensionless constant of order unity, a measurement of the
microscopic planck scale. If you like, from a RG point of view because the only
coefficient of an invariant term that can contribute to microscopic physics-
besides the cosmological constant- is an irrelevant operator, and because you
can compute the black hole entropy in closed form, a measurement of a
macroscopic quantity determines a microscopic cutoff. This is a very different
case from that of marginal couplings that we are used to in perturbatively
renormalizable theories. The point of view in LQG is then not like the early days
of QED, it is nothing but the modern Wilsonian RG point of view applied to a case
where there is no marginal coupling so the low energy limit is dominated by an
irrelevant coupling.

To Lubos, how is it that there can be disagreement about a prediction of DSR is
that there can be different identifications of elements of the kappa-Poincare
algebra with the observed energy and momenta. In 2+1 this ambiguity is fixed
by the coupling to gravity. Jurek has one expectation as to how this will work in
3+1, I and others have another. Mine comes from a semiclassical calculation that
shows directly an energy dependent speed of light (hep-th/0501091).

To Aaron, yes, when the standard model is coupled to gravity, the whole thing
must be quantized using LQG technology. You cannot quantize a theory half by
background independent methods and half by background dependent methods.
This has been developed in detail, for example in Carlo’s and Thomas’s books
and reviews for all the standard model fields. The result is not surprising and the
limit in which gravity is turned off can be check and is reasonable. In the
Hamiltonian picture, if you fix a gravitational spin network (setting to zero the
terms in the Hamiltonian constraint coming from gravity) the result looks like a
lattice theory for the matter on that fixed graph.) Or, in the spin foam picture, if
you set the gravitational constant to zero, the spin foam for the remaining matter
degrees of freedom is nothing but the perturbative expansion of the matter QFT
(see Freidel et al again for this.)

Lubos, I am afraid I can’t understand your comments, they do not reflect any
detailed understanding of how the actual calculations and proofs are done. Let
me just start with the first line of one of your lengthy comments: “Preference
over the way to regulate infinities – lattice instead of dim. reg. or Pauli-Villars or
other regulators.”

For the millionth time, LQG does NOT USE LATTICE methods. It is not a matter
of “preference”, the methods of background dependent theories such as dim reg
or Pauli Villars CANNOT BE USED, because if the whole metric is an operator
there is no background metric, which is needed to define them. Nor can lattice
regularization be used as that also depends on a background metric. We had to
invent NEW METHODS for regularization, suitable for gauge theories whose
dynamics is defined on a manifold with no metric and we did so (This was why it
took some years of careful work to develop LQG). They are roughly like point
splitting regularization but somewhat more complicated because one has to
ensure that in the limit in which the regulator is removed the resulting states,
inner products and operators are spatially diffeo invariant. This is more intricate
and constraining than the regularizations defined by background metrics.



I could continue to correct each comment you make line by line, but as almost
nothing written there corresponds to what is actually done it would take a book.
I would ask you once again to please study the details and understand them.
There are valid criticisms and limitations to LQG which are worth discussing, but
its hard to argue with someone who is unwilling to understand the actual results
and claims.

Zork, What principle does fix the couplings? First, we don’t know that there are
an infinite number of consistent couplings, either at the Hamiltonian level or the
spin foam level. What we know is that there is one ordering of the Hamiltonian
constraint that is consistent with diffeo invariance, which has the standard two
parameters. It is not known how many others there are. But as I said, none of the
regularizations of the Hamiltonian constrains I know lead to the exchange
moves, and so none are acceptable.

While there is some uncertainty, I believe this is because in the Hamiltonian
approach one regulates by point splitting in space and not time. So to get a good
evolution amplitude we regulate with spin foam methods. At the spin foam level
we know of one evolution amplitude that has been proved to have uv finite sums
over labels, we do not know how large the space of amplitudes with that
property is. It would be very worth knowing this, but it just hasn’t been done.

Second, I personally did not reject your proposal of using the RG to find one. A
theory with a cutoff can still have a non-trivial topology of RG flow, the different
universality classes of which define the possible low energy behaviors. After all
this is what happens in the standard theory of 2nd order phase transitions in 3d
condensed matter systems. I have for years strongly encouraged the
development of RG ideas to the problem of selecting the good spin foam theories.
It is more complicated, see papers of Markopoulou on the RG for spin foams to
understand why (gr-qc/0203036, hep-th/0006199) but some progress was made
and I believe much more progress could be made on this.

To fh: sorry to repeat some of your remarks,

Thanks, Lee

66. Aaron Bergman
January 22, 2006

The result is not surprising and the limit in which gravity is turned off can be
check and is reasonable

Now I’m confused. Let’s do the harmonic oscillator coupled to gravity. I thought
we had established that quantizing the harmonic oscillator (or QCD or whatever)
alone by LQG techniques gives an experimentally incorrect answer. Now are you
claiming that, instead, if do the coupling to gravity, quantize the entire system
and then take G->0 instead, we get a different result than if we had never turned
on gravity in the first place, and that that result is the correct one?

67. Zorq
January 22, 2006



“[W]e see that the ratio of the macroscopic Newton’s constant G_{macro}
defined by the black hole entropy formula (Area/4 G_{macro} hbar ) to the bare
L_{Pl}^2 that comes into the microscopic theory is a parameter of order 1,
proportional to the Immirzi parameter. This is how we know there is no infinite
renormalization.”

As I explained above, you learn nothing of the kind. Stop using the words
“infinite” and “infinities” and start using the language of modern
Renormalization theory.

Once you do, you will see that the relation between the low-energy Newton’s
constant and the bare coupling in the LQG Hamiltonian is exactly what one
expect of any theory with a cutoff at L_p. It is not some deep breakthrough, but a
trivial observation.

“Zork, What principle does fix the couplings? First, we don’t know that there are
an infinite number of consistent couplings, either at the Hamiltonian level or the
spin foam level.”

Yes, we do.

There are an infinite number of polynomials in the Riemann curvature and its
covariant derivatives that can be added to the spin-foam action. A similar infinite
set of couplings exists, also, in the LQG Hamiltonian.

Neither diffeomorphism invariance, nor background independence fixes those
couplings.

What does?

68. Aaron Bergman
January 22, 2006

One other thing. You refer to a ‘uniqueness theorem’ a number of times. How
does this reconcile with the well-known fact that there are a number of
inequivalent quantizations of gravity in 2+1 dimensions?

69. Anonymous
January 22, 2006

Lee,

Here’s my attempt to make some progress in this conversation while keeping the
discussion civil. It appears to me that you and some of the others in this debate
are speaking two different languages. And while I can understand that you want
people to look at the details of LQG, I think you would do well to formulate a
response in a language others can understand without looking at these details.
Otherwise, we will naturally tend to be skeptical. I really think that if you want to
be taken seriously you have to be able to answer this question at a rough, hand-
waving level, without appealing to any theorems. Otherwise your claims seem to
run counter to basic intuition.



So let me try to formulate a question in a clear way, and hopefully you can give
at least a heuristic response that does not require knowing the technical details.

In ordinary QFT we know that there are numerous irrelevant operators involving
gravity that one can add to the Lagrangian. Their infinitely many undetermined
coefficients at a given scale account for the nonrenormalizability of gravity.
Furthermore, none of them in any way violate basic principles of background
independence or diffeo invariance.

So, a field theorist wanting to understand your work naturally will ask, are you
saying there is a UV fixed point? If not, what principle relates the various
couplings?

As far as I can tell, your answer to the first question is no, there is a cutoff. So
the next question becomes important: why are there not infinitely many choices
of theory in your cutoff theory?

At this point you seem to appeal to the details, but a good heuristic answer
would be a great help to an outsider wondering if it’s worth looking at those
details. If some deeper principle fixes the whole set of infinitely many coefficients
(or reduces them to a smaller finite-dimensional set), what is that deeper
principle like? It can’t just be background independence, because these terms
don’t inherently violate background independence.

You stress that these theories reduce not to usual QFTs but to some kappa-
deformed theories, but it doesn’t seem that that resolves the problem either.
Such a deformation doesn’t make gravity renormalizable.

Whatever happens in your theory, there must be some way to give us at least a
rough explanation of how it fits with these facts. Just saying “it’s not an ordinary
QFT” is a deeply unsatisfying answer. If it reduces to an ordinary QFT at some
point below the Planck scale (up to whatever kappa-deformation you’re claiming
there is, which must be a small effect to fit with observed data), then somehow it
has to determine the usual coefficients for the Wilsonian RG to take over. And so
there has to be something very special going on, beyond just background
independence. For instance, in string theory the sort of heuristic answer I am
looking for is that the infinitely many fields of arbitrarily high spin constrain the
interactions.

(I’ve been saying things like “there has to be” a lot, but if you can explain why
that is wrong, that would be interesting too.)

Thanks!

70. Anonymous
January 22, 2006

Oops, I seem to be duplicating Zorq’s question in a much more long-winded way.
I guess we were writing at the same time.

71. Who



January 22, 2006

fh
**(Freidel said in his presentation at Loops05 that he personally thought of this
as a clear branching point of LQG, had this failed then he would have given up
on LQG),…**

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=330#comment-7811

I remember that. I have the video (whereas you, I expect, were present).

It was impressive. I have not yet heard people in some other lines of research
say, even in retrospect, an empirical or mathematical result that would make
them abandon their theory and change fields. The way he said this convinced me
he was absolutely serious about it. Then jokingly:

“But the fact that I am here talking to you shows that it worked out…”
or words to that effect.

I believe that Freidel has a new paper (co-authored with Baratin?) in preparation
which looks into the 4D case. Again the question is, if i understand correctly,
does the does the gravity theory specialize to give matter QFT if you let G go to
zero. Do you know anything about this, fh?

72. Lee Smolin
January 22, 2006

Hi everyone, thanks, again Ill do my best to answer clearly.

First to Zorq: You assert: “There are an infinite number of polynomials in the
Riemann curvature and its covariant derivatives that can be added to the spin-
foam action.” No, we don’t know this because the spin foam amplitude is not
expressed in terms of polynomials of the Riemann curvature. It is expressed in
terms of invariants of quantum groups, such as q-15j symbols. I would not be
surprised if there are an infinite number of such possible amplitudes, but I know
of no result that shows so.

Further, as I thought I emphasized, there are conditions to be imposed. One, for
sure, is the uv finiteness (in the sense that sums and integrals converge) of the
sums over labels in a spin foam amplitude. This is quite restrictive. Only a few
solutions are known, (see as usual hep-th/0408048 for exact references to the
finiteness proofs for spin foams). We just do not know how large is the space of
spin foam amplitudes that have this property. So I am making no claim here,
either way. But you asked for restrictive conditions and this is an important one.
OK?

You also say: “A similar infinite set of couplings exists, also, in the LQG
Hamiltonian”-to which similar remarks apply. The LQG quantum Hamiltonian
constraint is not expressed in terms of classical quantities and it has to satisfy
some quite non-trivial consistency conditions coming from the operator
constraint algebra. We do not know how large is the space of solutions to these.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=330#comment-7811
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=330#comment-7811


As I mentioned we know of only a few.

(Also, I thought I was using the language of the Wilsonian RG, and I agree I was
using it to make a trivial point.)

Now, to Anonomous. Thanks for your helpful attitude. You ask, “In ordinary QFT
we know that there are numerous irrelevant operators involving gravity that one
can add to the Lagrangian….so why are there not infinitely many choices of
theory in your cutoff theory?” I hope the above answers you clearly. The point is
that the spin foam action is NOT made by writing classical spacetime diffeo
invariant expressions in the continuum and then subjecting them to a
regularization. Once you are in the spin foam or group field theory language the
amplitudes are expressed in a different framework-that of quantum group
invariants. This is consistent with the idea that there is no continuum below the
Planck scale. And there are conditions imposed. The conditions of finiteness of
sums over labels of spin foam amplitudes is pretty restrictive, so there could
easily be only a finite space of solutions to it. But this has not been shown so I
am not claiming it is true.

Now about 2+1: “You stress that these theories reduce not to usual QFTs but to
some kappa-deformed theories, but it doesn’t seem that that resolves the
problem either. Such a deformation doesn’t make gravity renormalizable.” First,
the point of the argument was to directly show that an argument given by
someone was wrong because, again, none of the DSR theories are in the class of
perturbative QFT’s on Minkowski spacetime. Second, DSR theories can be uv
finite because there are maximum energies in sums over momenta.

You want a heuristic explanation for why a diffeo invariant regularization
procedure results in finite operator products. OK, here is one that was very
helpful to us originally. (again see 0408048). In the absence of a background
metric all operators are distributions and all distributions are densities. So when
defining an operator product in the absence of a background metric you have to
carefully keep track of density weights.

We regulate by point splitting, which means we introduce an auxiliary
background metric q_0 just for the purpose of defining the distance between
points. We have to define the product of two operator valued distributions to be
one operator valued distribution. In general the result has inverse powers of the
distance measured in units of q_0 times determinants of q_0 to soak up the
density weights. If the resulting operator is to be diffeo invariant (under actions
on the quantum fields) it cannot depend on q_0 because q_0 is not acted on by
the operator that generates diffeos. It turns out this means it cannot depend
either on the distance measured in units of q_0 (this is seen by an argument
where q_0 is scaled.) Thus, a diffeo invariant operator extracted from the limit in
which the regulator is removed cannot depend on q_0. Hence because all
divergences are measured in units of q_0 there can be no divergences. This is
borne out by the detailed calculations. But what kind of operator can appear?
Only one that is a natural integral over an operator of density of weight one-as
the density weight can in the limit only come from the operators. Since local field
operators have density weight one, this can come from an n’th root of the



product of n operators, each of density weight one. This is exactly how area and
volume operators are defined.

There is another trick which is to represent the inverse of the determinant of the
operator metric as a commutator of operators that can be defined in the
regulated theory. This allows us to construct further finite operators including
the Hamiltonian constraint.

To Aaron, about the limit G to zero in 2+1 see Freidel and Livine for how it
works in detail. Remember I am talking here about a spin foam calculation, so
the result comes from a path integral and not the Hamiltonian theory. You can
ask, could this have been seen in the Hilbert space and how would the limit G to
zero look there? I don’t know (I hope that is ok as these are new results.) It
seems like a good research problem, perhaps you would like to work on it.

Also, what inequivalent quantizations of 2+1 gravity are you referring to?

73. Wolfgang
January 22, 2006

> what inequivalent quantizations of 2+1 gravity are you referring to?

I guess the ones described e.g. by Carlip ?
While there are different ways to quantize 2+1 (and Ponzano-Regge is among
them) , they do not give the same results.

74. Wolfgang
January 22, 2006

Lee,

let me use this opportunity to ask how the exact solution of Martin Pilati for
strong-coupling gravity fits into your picture ?
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v26/i10/p2645_1

75. Aaron Bergman
January 22, 2006

Also, what inequivalent quantizations of 2+1 gravity are you referring to?

See Carlip, here

You want a heuristic explanation for why a diffeo invariant regularization
procedure results in finite operator products.

That was not the question anonymous (or zorq) was asking. “Finiteness” is not
the issue here. I think you’re conflating renormalization with the removal of
infinities, and they’re not the same thing. I assume we all believe in effective
field theories. I can write down a cutoff EFT for gravity, and there are an infinite
number of free couplings in the Lagrangian. At a given value for the cutoff, does
LQG tell me what the ‘correct’ values for those couplings area?

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v26/i10/p2645_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v26/i10/p2645_1
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9305020
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9305020


76. Luboš Motl
January 22, 2006

Dear Lee,

please accept my apologies in advance but I often find your comments to be a
good reason to wisely smile rather than learn. It does not matter whether you
call the spin network a “lattice” or “non-lattice”. What’s important is that it is a
discrete regulator and it shares the same features with the lattice. More
concretely, it translates the irrelevant couplings to cutoff dependence and
infinitely many undetermined couplings at the cutoff scale – namely the Planck
scale.

You argue that the regular methods are bad, and your (…) methods that you (…)
had to invent are better ones, exactly confirming my last comment about the
focus on form instead of the content. Let me remind you that the standard ways
to quantize general relativity have led to actual physical insights of a Nobel prize
caliber such as black hole thermodynamics, unlike yours (…). Expanding
quantum fields around a classical background is actually what gives a control
over physics of quantum gravity, at least to the leading and subleading orders.
Denying the partial success of this approach and the relative failure of these
discrete approaches seems as far too crazy an attitude for me to discuss about it
in length.

You also give this answer to Zorq:

“Zork, What principle does fix the couplings? First, we don’t know that there are
an infinite number of consistent couplings, either at the Hamiltonian level or the
spin foam level…”

Maybe you don’t know it, but those of us who have studied and who actually
know LQG at the technical level, not just the popular one, DO know that there
are infinitely many couplings that are equally consistent as long as any
continuum limit is possible and as long as you can write at least a single term in
the Hamiltonian, whatever definition of consistency we pick. For example, if you
allow us to introduce “moves”, we can include diff and gauge invariant terms
with multiple (N) moves. (If you don’t allow moves, you will likely end up with an
ultralocal theory where different points are decoupled forever and where the
speed of light is zero.)

These couplings are nothing else than the spin-networkization (this obscure word
is to prevent your vacuous criticism for my using the usual word “latticization” –
and be sure that it is my terminology and not yours that is standard) of the low-
energy effective couplings. The infinite degeneracy of these couplings is an
obvious fact and we can write infinite families of these couplings for you in the
case that you really don’t know them. You will find this answer in all expert
papers about the question whether the number of possible LQG Hamiltonian
couplings is finite.

If you think that you have found the unique Hamiltonian for LQG, everyone will
be happy to read a paper about it.



Your sleight of hand with the “non-smooth” kappa-Minkowski spacetime cannot
circumvent the actual theorems showing that what you say is not possible and
that our effective field theory arguments apply to LQG much like any other
theory of physics. Kappa Minkowski spacetime is moreover smooth – what it
lacks is locality, not smoothness (by which I mean the continuous character and
unboundedness of momenta).

Any physical theory of the type we look at must be approximated by effective
field theories (fine, not necessarily Lorentz invariant, but almost exactly Lorentz
invariant) at low energies. There is no way out and trying to generate obscure
terms containing Greek letters with a “special status” just in order to avoid
conclusions that can be made does not lead anywhere – because you don’t
actually address our questions, you just avoid them by pompous terminology.

Whenever someone says that XY cannot work because 2+3=5, you invent an
explanation why rational thinking and 2+3=5 cannot be used in your context
because your context is surely “better” and “above” these dirty theorems that
mortal human beings actually use. 

The theorems we know have been designed exactly to deal with possible theories
like LQG and LQG is in no way a counterexample of these theorems.

Another method that unfortunately resembles fast commercials from cheap TV
stations is your format of a sentence “this has been fully solved / answered … in
a recent paper by Livine / Rovelli / Dreyer / …”. Whenever one actually looks at
these papers, one either finds incoherent noise, or wild speculations full of
wishful thinking, or a discussion about a simple and different topic that does not
imply anything whatsoever for the question that was discussed. This may be a
good method to fool the badly informed laymen for five minutes but I am afraid it
is not a good starting point for a serious discussion among physicists.

This has been strikingly the case of the statements about the black hole entropy
in LQG. As we know, the initial papers about it were just wrong because they
incorrectly neglected the higher spin punctures that do contribute, as we know
today. This has started a whole industry attempting to show that the prediction
of LQG is actually correct and the Immirzi parameter should be proportional to
log(3) or log(2) or something like that. That would be great, people thought,
because having computed the entropy, LQG could compete with string theory on
this important front.

Newer papers have revealed that the entropy predicted by LQG is proportional
neither to log(3) nor to log(2). Moreover, it has also been shown that the result
from quasinormal modes of a generic black hole is not proportional to log(3) or
log(2) either but instead, to yet another number or a function of the BH
parameters, more precisely. In summary, all conjectures about the correctness of
the LQG BH entropy or even its relations to quasinormal modes – much like the
general conjectures about the quasinormal modes themselves – have been shown
to be obviously false (note that it was not just one side that was wrong, it was
both sides as well as the conjectured link) and everyone who has worked on
these things has known this conclusion at least since 2003. The magnitude of



black hole entropy is completely obscure from the LQG viewpoint (even if you
accept the strange assumption that the black hole interior does not contribute)
and all known calculations lead to contradictions.

Still, I’ve seen a much newer comment of yours claiming that the coefficient of
the LQG BH entropy has been verified or something like that which I frankly find
rather incredible. It is even hard to decide whether you actually believe what
you’re saying because it seems really difficult after 100 papers or so that show
that the statement is false.

Best
Luboš

77. Lee Smolin
January 22, 2006

Hi, I hope the following is useful.

First, with respect to strong coupling limit of quantum gravity in the context of
LQG, see THE G (NEWTON) —> INFINITY LIMIT OF QUANTUM GRAVITY, Viqar
Husain , Class.Quant.Grav.5:575,1988. This was early days, probably the results
Viqar got on the strong coupling limit could be much improved with what we
have learned since.

I am very happy to talk about effective field theories, “I assume we all believe in
effective field theories…” Yes, BUT we must be careful to remember that the
class of effective field theories are labeled by the symmetries and gauge
symmetries of the ground state. There are separate classes of effective field
theories for Poincare invariant, kappa-Poincare invariant and broken Poincare
invariant theories. This is an elementary fact, but it is the key point I have been
trying to make. If you have two theories and one describes perturbations around
a ground state that has symmetry P and the other has a ground state with
symmetry Q and P is not equal to Q then they are not described by the same
class of effective field theories. Becauuse each term in the effective action should
be separately invariant under either P or Q and they are not the same. Is that
clear?

Having said this I don’t understand what we are arguing about. I agree there is
some set of possible amplitudes of spin foam models. I mention that it is likely
that these will be restricted by the condition of finiteness of sums over labels. I
mention that we do not know how large the space of such good spin foam models
is. Some of you would have bet there were no such theories, so I’m surprised if
you are now cavelierly insisting there are infintie numbers of them.

I do not deny it is possible it may be infinite, but I also will not be surprised if the
condition of finiteness is restrictive and there are only a few parameters. But the
bottom line is we don’t know. I also agree that these will map to effective field
theories. I only insist that if Poincare invariance is q-deformed, or the geometry
is non-commutative as is the case in 2+1 this is NOT the same class of effective
field theories that are constructed by perturbation theory around flat Minkowski
spacetime. I agree it would be very interesting to know how the parameters of



the finite spin foam models map to the parameters of the effective field theory
with the appropriate ground state symmetry. I don’t say more because as I’ve
said already, we don’t know the answer for 3+1. It is only very recently we know
the answer for 2+1 with matter. What is not clear about this?

If someone thinks it is known or obvious that the space of spin foam amplitudes
which lead to convergent sums or integrals over labels for any spin foam
diagram is infinite dimensional, please provide details as this would constitute an
important new result. Otherwise, do not presume to know the answer to an open
question. By the way, let me stress sincerely it would be very important to
characterize the space of finite spin foam amplitudes, and I hope someone will
take this on.

As for black hole entropy, the only thing I need for the argument I made is that
the ratio of area and entropy is a finite number. So the technical issue of the
right way to count the states is irrelevant because all proposals lead to finite
ratios.

78. Zorq
January 22, 2006

“If you have two theories and one describes perturbations around a ground state
that has symmetry P and the other has a ground state with symmetry Q and P is
not equal to Q then they are not described by the same class of effective field
theories. Becauuse each term in the effective action should be separately
invariant under either P or Q and they are not the same.”

I’m not at all clear what you mean here. We are talking about pure gravity
theories, right? I thought your mantra was that General Relativity (and, the
infinite generalization thereof, involving higher powers of the curvature and its
covariant derivatives) is background-independent.

So, you claim (or hope) that spin-foam theories will not have an infinite number
of independently adjustable couplings. (Why? There are an infinite number of
quantum-group invariants that you could, in principle, write down. Why stop at
15j-symbols?)

Let’s assume you’re correct.

That means that, when passing to the effective continuum field theory, it picks
out unique (or nearly unique) values for all the infinite number of couplings.

Computing the coefficients of the R^2 and R^4 terms in the supergravity
effective action has been an illuminating activity in String Theory. What are the
R^2 corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert action, predicted by spin-foam theories?

79. Lee Smolin
January 23, 2006

Zorq asks “There are an infinite number of quantum-group invariants that you
could, in principle, write down. Why stop at 15j-symbols?”



Because, to repeat myself, not all of them are likely to have the following
property: that the sum over labels on a fixed spin foam converges. This good
property implies uv finiteness of a spin foam model. Some models have it (gr-
qc/0104057,gr-qc/0508088, gr-qc/0512004) and I hope you agree that it is a
reasonable selection principle. We don’t, to my knowledge, yet have a
classification of which spin foam models have this property.

He asks also: “I thought your mantra was that General Relativity (and, the
infinite generalization thereof, involving higher powers of the curvature and its
covariant derivatives) is background-independent.”

The poiint is that once we are in the quantum theory., there is no metric or
manifold. Hence background independence cannot be implemented by choosing
a diffeo invariant classical action, for there is no manifold or metric that classical
action can be a function of. The classical manifold, metric and curvature
themselves can only emerge in the low energy limit.

So the effective field theory analysis will not be background independent, it will
only describe excitations of a particular ground state. Hence it must take into
acocunt the symmetry of the ground state one is studying excitations of.

Finally, we cannot assume that any term that appears in the effective action of a
poincare invariant graviton theory will appear in the effective action of a kappa-
poincare invariant theory. We just don’t yet know what the combination of diffeo
invariance and kappa-Poincare invariance will allow for possible terms in the
effective action.

As for whether there are R^2 terms in the effective action and what their
coefficients are, this information should I agree be extractable for each
particular spin foam model. For the Barrett-Crane model, this may soon by
possible by extracting it from the calculation of the propagator done by Rovelli et
al. (gr-qc/0508007) in that model. They are working steadily towards this goal.

Thanks, Lee

80. Zorq
January 23, 2006

“Because, to repeat myself, not all of them are likely to have the following
property: that the sum over labels on a fixed spin foam converges. This good
property implies uv finiteness of a spin foam model.”

And I will repeat, for the unwary, that this usage of the phrase “uv finiteness”
has nothing to do with the notion of uv finiteness found in the textbooks.

“So the effective field theory analysis will not be background independent, it will
only describe excitations of a particular ground state.”

Will the effective field theory, at least, be writable as a generally-covariant local
functional of the metric? (In other words, an Einstein-Hilbert action + higher
corrections.)



If so, then all that can happen is that the coefficients of the various terms in the
action can change.

So you’re claiming that the coefficients one extracts for the (generalized)
Einstein-Hilbert action will be different in different backgrounds?

Interesting …

“Finally, we cannot assume that any term that appears in the effective action of a
poincare invariant graviton theory will appear in the effective action of a kappa-
poincare invariant theory. We just don’t yet know what the combination of diffeo
invariance and kappa-Poincare invariance will allow for possible terms in the
effective action.”

What do those words mean? What *other* constraints are there on the
(generalized) Einstein-Hilbert action above and beyond locality and general
coordinate invariance?

81. L.
January 23, 2006

Surely mr. motl is joking when he promotes Nicolai et al. to quantum gravity
experts, with no offense intended to them.
Sure it is fun to do physics but it doesn’t mean that this is not a serious activity
where it takes much more to become an expert in a field than writting an
incomplete review on a field as it was a few years ago, writting a research paper
that adress and solve a problem is for instance an example of what it at least
takes. I hope the next paper of Nicolai will be a resarch paper adressing some of
the issues he cares about and i am sure knowing his capability that it will be
interesting.

I will try to answer peter’s initial request hoping but not feeling totally sure that
it might help the debate at this point.
The latest review of Nicolai et al. is much more satisfactory than the previous
one, which essentially was describing the field as it was circa 1998 ignoring most
of the work that was done since namely on spin foams exactly with the
motivation to adress some of the issues he mentionned their.
He tries in the new review to include some of the more recent material and some
of the problem he point out are problems recognised in the community for some
time and some of them being already adressed in the litterature. I don’t think
that was their intention (Nicolai is a genuine skeptic i think, and we need
skeptiscism in science, its healthy) but sometimes in the presentation it looks
like they are dicovering the issues they talk about and edged on making the
impression that people working on this are not aware of the issues or concerned.
Yes making a deeper relationship between spin foam and LQG is important (see
the recent work by perez on this and on ambiguity in LQG, the recent work of
Thiemann on the master constraint and some older and important work by Livine
and alexandrov who made key progresses in this direction) and Yes adressing the
semi classical limit is a necessary and key step (more remark later on that).
There is however a certain number of imprecisions, omitions and



misunderstanding in their review. I will talk only about the spin foam section.
For instance when they present the riemannian spin foams they confused what is
done in the litterature namely a quantisation of riemmanian quantum gravity
with some hypothetical and to be defined hawking-like wick rotated version of
Lorentzian gravity.
The purpose of spin foam is to construct the physical scalar product, and this
means that we sum over history with exp i S. No direct relation is therefore a
priori expected between Lorentzian and Euclidean theories. That’s why both
Lorentzian and Euclidean model are studied, lots of the techniques are similar
the lorentzian case involving non compact groupsis technically more challenging.
When they discuss the Barrett-Crane weight they confused the 15j symbol
prescription (which describes a topological field theory) with the 10j symbol
prescription which deals with gravity and present this as an ambiguity.
They also make the wrong statement that the spin foam approach is plagued
with the same amount of ambiguity as LQG. This is not correct, the ambiguity in
LQG amounts to ambiguities in the choice of the vertex amplitude (like different
spin regularisation) whereas there is a large consensus on the form of the 10j
symbol (in fact the intertwinners that needs to be chosen are shown to be
unique).
There is an ambiguity in the choice of edges amplitude but this amounts into a
different choice of normalisation of spin network vertices.
If one chooses the canonical normalisation that comes from LQG this edge
amplitude is fixed uniquely. The possibility to have less natural normalisation was
introduced later as an exploration of these models especially in order to have
finite spin foam models when loop correction (bubbles) are included (gr-
qc/0006107). This attracting possibility was later dismissed by showing that if
one insists on preserving spacetime diffeomorphism invariance at the
fundamental level and it was argued that the spurious divergence that arises in
these higher loop amplitudes are signature of residual diffeomorphism (gr-
qc/0212001).
They forgot to mention that the Hilbert space on which LQG and Barret-Crane
model are isomorphic in the riemannian case, they forgot to mention that there
are many different and independent derivations of this weight from the dynamic
of GR.
They present as an other ambiguity the restriction to tetrahedral weight. This
restriction is perfectly consistent with the fact that 4-valent spin network are
enough to construct states with non zero volume and that any LQG dynamics act
within this subspace which should be though as a superselection sector of the
theory.
So this means that the line of thought that starts from a classical action and
construct a quantum gravity weight as singled out one prefered possibility.if one
singled out the canonical normalisation.
This doesn’t mean that this model is definitely the right one and having the
correct semi-classical dynamic is the key issue, but it shows that
by adressing the problem of the dynamic in a covariant way and focusing on the
implementation of space-time diffeo, one proposal stands out from microscopic
derivation and adress in a satisfactory way some of the LQG issues, which is by
itself an important result.
I don’t want to give the wrong impression and claim that everything is settled



down for this model, there are still some study and questionning going on about
this proposal which is not totally free of potential problems which are not really
the ones presenting in NP (except that we are still lacking a strong physical
argument for the canonical choice of edge amplitude ), but clearly the
presentation NP is very far from fair and accurate.

They mention some problems with 2D regge triangulations having to do with
spiky configurations without mentioning and knowing (even if they cite the
relevant paper in a footnote) that this problem is now fully understood in the
more relevant and interesting three d case (these spiky configuration are just an
overcounting due to redundant gauge degrees of freedom, a issue that was
overlooked in the first works ).

Also they completley miss the point about how we reached triangulation
independence and the fact that there is a auxiliary field theory called group field
theory which naturally gives the prescription allowing to compute triangulation
independent spin foam amplitude. This is one of the main line of developpement
of spin foam model it started a while ago now ( hep-th/9907154) and not
mentionning this line of work which explicitely adress and solve one of the issue
they worry about is not a small ommission.
For instance they say `A third proposal is to take a fixed spin foam and sum over
all spin’ and cite ( hep-th/0505016) which exactly show on the contrary how to
consistently sum over spin foam in order to get a finite triangulation independent
positive semi definite physical scalar product and allows for the first time
computation of dynamical amplitudes. This proposal is uniquely fixed by the
microscopical model and if one stick to Barret-Crane with canonical
normalisation this gives
a uniquely defined scalar product (so far for riemmanian gravity).
This is very far away from the picture they draw. The best I can do understand
how they came up with this false understanding, is that they haven’ read the
paper because its pretty clear that what done there is not what they describe.
Concerning the semiclassical issue they don’t mention at all the new line of
developpement which consist of coupling quantum gravity to matter and
integrate out the quantum gravity field in order to read out what is the effective
dynamics of matter in the presence of quantum gravity.
this allowed to solve in a completly unambiguous way this issue in 3D.
They don’t mention all the other work in this directions involving coupling to
matter field which were presented at Loop2005 (work of lee starodubtsev,
baratin …)
I could continue but i think i can stop here for some detail criticism of their
work. If i was referee of this paper i would at least suggest them to go back to
their drawing board before submitting it.

82. boreds
January 23, 2006

Hi Lee and Zorq

“To Boreds: Take the case of 2+1 QG coupled to some matter QFT, with
arbitrary couplings, treated as a spin foam model. This was solved in



the recent work of Freidel and Livine. The answer is the same matter
QFT on a non-commutative geometry which is kappa-Poincare. None of
these are in the class of perturbatively non-renormalizable QFT?s on
smooth Minkowski spacetime. So when you quote Lubos as saying, ?Take
all spin foam Feynman rules that lead to long-range physics resembling
smooth space?? the answer is that there are no theories in this
category because all such spin foam theories correspond to QFT?s on
kappa-Minkowski spacetime which is not smooth.”

I don’t know much about QFTs on kappa-Minkowski spacetime. But I
presume that if you try to perturbatively quantize GR around this
background that it will be non-renormalizable, and that there will be
an infinite set of counter-terms. Is Lubos correct in saying that this
infinite number of parameters corresponds to ambiguities in the
spinfoam amplitudes? (Even if he was wrong on saying Minkowski instead of
kappa-minkowski?)

I think you are saying that it does, *but* that it is not 1-1 because of
restrictions on the spinfoam side. Is it known what restrictions
`finiteness’ in LQG terms places on the low energy couplings?

Zorq, I’m not completely certain what you’re referring to when you
talk about corrections to supergravity, but…

the R^4 corrections etc you’d normally talk about in sugra are not the
same beast as the higher order terms in a wilsonian effective
action. they are really giving you equations of motion for the vevs of
the graviton and other fields, so in qft terms are more like a quantum
effective action.

You’re right, string theory does (also) constrain the infinite number of
parameters
in the wilsonian action—but my (imperfect) understanding of this is
that the calculation is done in SFT, is hard and is not
equivalent to calculating sigma model beta-functions (or whatever).

83. Juan R.
January 23, 2006

Sorry, but i continue being skeptic about LQG capabilities.

The only good thing about LQG i can say is that their believers are often less
arrogant and more honest that stringers and we may admire they after of
decades of hard work. For example, i newer saw a LQG beggining a talk on
quantum gravity with the (in)famous “there is only an approach to quantum
gravity” so characteristic of arrogant stringers talks.

I (as others) consider that string theory is pure nonsense in many ways (and
expressed several points) but I would say (as others also) that LQG is not
consistent. None new paper or talk can convince me, since only way to convince
me that LQG is a good approach would be changing LQG by another NEW



approach.

I am sure there will be quantum gravity research still for a few years…

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

84. L.
January 23, 2006

Concerning renormalisation group issues i am not sure that all the experts that
covered this subject always have in mind that we are talking about quantum
gravity and that some of the major results in this fields needs qualification when
applied to this subject ( the notion of scale, scaling in background independent
theory is way more subtle).
It doesn’t mean that this cannot apply of course and there are beautiful news
results and research going along this line recently, namely in the work of Reuter
et al. and Percacci et al. Niedermaier et al. etc… they have by the way revived
(not proven, there is a difference) the asymptotic scenario which is another way
to go around non renormalisability.
This is not free of difficulty either (being sure that the statements made are
really diffeo invariant being one of the major one).
An other key and special point about renormalisation group in GR is the fact that
G_{N} is at the same time a coupling constant and a wave function
normalisation which can be used to fixed your set of unit. The natural unit we
work with in quantum gravity is planck unit, in this setting the notion of fixed
point is not well defined because the renormalisation group flow vector field (the
beta function) depends on the cut-off. If you try to work in cut-off unit (which is
the usual scheme but much more delicate concerning diff invariance) a very
important subtltety arise that the change of unit is not really invertible, as an
introduction see for instance \hept-th0401071.

By the way an interesting concidence is that having asymptotic safety is realised
then in Planck unit the cut-off parameter have a finite value and the effective
anomalous dimension at the non gaussian fiexed point is two dimensional. These
renormalisation facts resonates strickingly with the picture arising from
background independent approaches, wether its LQG, dynamical triang or spin
foams.
I don’t know if this is just accidental or something deeper is going on, one should
be careful but it is interesting. I just wanted to make sure that our local experts
on the renormalisation are really tune up to apply it to gravity.

Also 2+1 gravity when treated as a perturbation theory around flat space is non
renormalisable but however finite and unambiguously defined. Of course i don’t
want to imply that what happens there apply to the 4D case, but this exemple
should be applied to most of the statement made here in order to make sure that
it doesn’t provide a counterexample
Concerning the very nice work of Carlip and the potential ambiguities in 2+1



(did you know that the world revolved since then?), lets recall that the
ambiguities that are described in the work of Carlip refer to the quantisation of
pure three d gravity on the torus. A case that we can now do in the back of the
envelopp.
This case is far too simple and especially singular (it is a non stable RSurface)to
be generic, in order to chose the right quantisation you have to show that it is
possible to consistently quantised the theory on all types of background while
respecting the symmetry. This means that you have to give the prescription to
glue amplitudes and extend the quantisation to higher genus surfaces and
include topology changes while respecting the diffeomorphism symmetry of the
theory.
The Ponzano-Regge model properly understood does exactly the job and pick one
particular candidate available (Maas operator of weight 1/2 if i remenber
correctly) in the torus as being consistent and anomaly free, I don’t know of any
proof or evidence that an other inequivalent but consistent quantisation scheme
exists.
I don’t have a proof either that that the other possibility are necessarilly
inconsistent an interesting but difficult open problem. The bottom line is that
there is only one full quantisation of three d gravity known today where
everything can be computed: the spin foam quantisation, which is also shown to
reduce to the t’hooft quantisatisation of the theory when the later apply and to
the hamiltonian chern-simons quantisation, when the later apply namely if you
restrict to cylinder.

85. Urs
January 23, 2006

Concerning those kappa-Minkowski spacetimes: The deformed symmetry group
is the global symmetry group of these spacetimes, right? These gadgets are still
manifolds whose tangent spaces carry a Minkowski metric, right?

86. Zorq
January 23, 2006

Bords:

No, I *am* asking about the Wilsonian effective action. You are right that, at
1-loop, this differs from the 1PI generating functional. The latter includes loops
of light particles, whereas the former includes only loops of heavy particles (the
stringy modes we are integrating out).

So, to extract the Wilsonian effective action, one needs to subtract off the
contribution of loops of light particles (cut off, as necessary, at the String scale).

At tree-level, the Wilsonian and 1PI effective actions coincide. And, even there,
one has nontrivial R^2 and R^4 corrections, due to the exchange of massive
string states.

Note that the Wilsonian effective action determines, not just the vacuum, but
also the *dynamics* of the light fields.



Lee claims (apparently) that, even in pure-gravity, the higher-order corrections
to GR, encoded in the Wilsonian effective action, are different in different LQG
vacua. (But not, for some reason, the values of G_N and the cosmological
constant? Why don’t those differ from vacuum to vacuum, as well?)

“You’re right, string theory does (also) constrain the infinite number of
parameters in the wilsonian action …. ”

OK, let me address that, so that, at least we can have two paradigms for how the
infinite number of a-priori independent couplings get fixed (the first is a UV fixed
point).

As just discussed, the low-energy theory has an infinite number of coupling
constants (as any effective theory must). They do *not* approach a fixed point as
we go to the UV. Instead, at the String scale, the effective field theory breaks
down, and is replaced by the full String Theory.

For present purposes, the best way to describe that theory is to use Zwiebach’s
covariant closed string field theory. That is also a theory with an infinite number
of coupling constants. But they are not independently adjustable. In fact, they
are fixed by a new principle. The BV Master Equation recursively determines all
of the couplings.

Now, before Lee starts complaining, Zwiebach’s covariant closed string field
theory is not manifestly background-independent. One needs to choose a
nilpotent derivation, “Q”, of the *-algebra, and a choice of Q singles out a
background. Moreover, we only know how to solve the BV Master Equation in
perturbation theory, so that, too, cannot be done in a background-independent
fashion.

But, since Lee says that the effective action extracted from spin-foam theories
isn’t background-independent, either, I would say, “people in glass houses …”

87. Lee Smolin
January 23, 2006

To Boreds,

You ” presume that if you try to perturbatively quantize GR around this
background (kappa-Minkowski that it will be non-renormalizable, and that there
will be an infinite set of counter-terms.” -To my knowledge its not known if this is
true or not, perhaps someone else knows. Otherwise it would make a good
research project. The reason it may be false is that some DSR theories
incorporate maximum energies and momenta.

To Zorq, “Will the effective field theory, at least, be writable as a generally-
covariant local functional of the metric?” Again, not known, but a good research
project. One conjecture is it will be writable as a function of an energy
dependent metric as in our work on rainbow gravity with Magueijo.

btw by uv finiteness we mean you sum over the labels on intermediate states



and, rather then diverging as is the case in perturbaive QFT when the labels are
momenta and the sums are unbounded, the sums are convergent. The fact that
this doesn’t coincide with textbook meanings in perturbative background
dependent QFT is obvious, but again, our point is you have to learn a new kind of
QFT.

If i can make a remark, the questions being raised are good ones, what is
confusing is the adversarial tone. The discovery by Freidel and Livine that in 2+1
quantum gravity with matter there is an effective field theory on kappa-
Minkowski is very recent. We don’t know that this is the case in 3+1, although
we know how to try to show it and it is in progress. We don’t know whether there
will be any version of effective field theory besides this one, which describes the
excitations of a ground state with deformed poincare invariance. Since the
fundamental theory is not formulated in spacetime and spacetime geometry is
emergent, it is not obvious or known whether there will be a diffeo invariant
effective field theory of the kind which is assumed to exist in formal treatments
of the path integral. Why isn’t it good-and exciting-when research indicates a
new way of thinking about things that might succeed in a case where the older
approaches have been unproductive?

To Juan, Thanks, indeed many of us see these as models which allow certain
ideas and hypotheses to be precisely explored. We are open minded and if you
have a new approach that is good and not bad. But at the same time, rather than
rejecting a whole research program you might try to take the attitude of learning
from its successes. You can even contribute to it while keeping an open mind as
to its ultimate success. This is after all science.

Thanks,

Lee

88. Luboš Motl
January 23, 2006

No, I am not joking that I consider Nicolai et al. experts, and probably leading
experts, in LQG and all aspects that have and have not been achieved by LQG.
And if you ask me whether they understand it better than some older colleagues
of them in the field, my answer is Probably yes.

89. boreds
January 23, 2006

Zorq—yes, it is clear what you mean now.

I just wanted to check you weren’t equating the 1PI corrections with the
wilsonian action.

90. boreds
January 23, 2006

sorry Lee didn’t intend for that to sound adversarial. I would be interested if



someone can discuss (as you suggest) effective field theories on kappa-
minkowski; I don’t have much intuition about what the differences would be.

91. Who
January 23, 2006

L, congratulations on your results of the past year and best wishes for what is in
progress.

I did not expect to see you posting here at Peter’s. Thanks for these helpful
comments!

Be well.
Who

92. Aaron Bergman
January 23, 2006

Concerning the very nice work of Carlip and the potential ambiguities in 2+1
(did you know that the world revolved since then?)

You’ll have to take that up with Carlip, then — I’m certainly not an expert on the
subject. From p. 42 of this from ’04:

More than an “existence theorem,” though, the (2+1)-dimensional
models also provide a “nonuniqueness theorem”: many approaches to
the quantum theory are possible, and they are not all equivalent.

93. Zorq
January 23, 2006

Lee said:

“The fact that this doesn’t coincide with textbook meanings in perturbative
background dependent QFT…”

Aside from my last comment to Boreds, *nothing* I have said in any of my
comments in this thread have relied on perturbation theory. The Wilsonian
Renormalization Group is a nonperturbative concept.

“‘Will the effective field theory, at least, be writable as a generally-covariant local
functional of the metric?’ Again, not known, but a good research project.”

I’m surprised at this response. If the answer were “no,” then it’s clear that one
ought to dismiss the whole approach for having violated general coordinate
invariance (whatever protestations to the contrary).

“The discovery by Freidel and Livine that in 2+1 quantum gravity with matter
there is an effective field theory on kappa-Minkowski is very recent. We don’t
know that this is the case in 3+1, although we know how to try to show it and it
is in progress.”

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0409039
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0409039


Integrating out gravity, to obtain an “effective theory” of just matter makes sense
(barely) in 2+1 dimensions. In 3+1 dimensions, where gravity has local massless
degrees of freedom, attempting to integrate out gravity (or any other massless
degrees of freedom) is daft. The result will be a nonlocal mess.

Why would you expect anything nearly as “simple” as kappa-Minkowsi?

94. Wolfgang
January 23, 2006

Lee and L.,

it is encouraging that quantization of gravitation in 3D seems possible,
but as far as I know there are enough open questions (e.g. on the question if
length is quantized) and it is not clear if different approaches give the same
result (but the earth keeps revolving).

We also know some results in 4D for the strong-coupling limit and it would be
nice to compare e.g. LQG with earlier results to see if different approaches give
the same result.

95. Who
January 23, 2006

Wolfgang

Lee and L.,

it is encouraging that quantization of gravitation in 3D seems
possible,…

We also know some results in 4D …

Since you speculate about future results, the next development in 4D that I am
expecting is reference [17] in hep-th/0512113
where they say

—quote Freidel-Livine—
We have shown how to write the 3d Feynman evaluations as expectation values
of certain observables of a topological (abelian) theory. This (abelian) theory was
then identified as a particular limit of the quantum gravity theory. This result
suggests that the Feynman evaluations of 4d QFT could be reformulated as
expectation values of a 4d topological model. This is supported by the
fact that 4d gravity becomes topological in the G → 0 limit [16]. This
would be interpreted as the zeroth order of the spinfoam model for 4d
quantum gravity [17]. …
—endquote—

Reference [17] is listed as “in preparation”. It seems to me that a lot depends on
how that work goes. I am hopeful.

96. Urs



January 23, 2006

Aaron,

as far as I recall from last time we discussed this on Jacques’ blog, those LQG
uniqueness theorems pertain to the kinematical Hilbert space only.

97. Wolfgang
January 23, 2006

Who,

I am looking forward to this paper. Just one more time I would like to make
myself clear: I agree with Lubos that different formalisms should give the same
results for the same physics; 3D gravity and strong-coupling gravity are cases
where this can be checked (by the way I would be interested to also see how
string theory compares!).
So far different formalisms seem to give different results and some basic
questions are un-answered.

98. Chris W.
January 24, 2006

This is a follow-up to Peter’s update; see the last section of gr-qc/0601095: 1.3.1
The UV problem in the background independent context (p. 19-21).

99. Thomas Larsson
January 24, 2006

Lee Smolin said:
The inner product of Fock space depends on the background metric, hence this
quantization will never arise in a background independent formalism.

This is a serious objection, of course. The absense of an invariant inner product
was listed as one of the four most important open problems in the conclusion of
hep-th/0504020. It now seems that this problem is solved as a by-product of
eliminating the overcounting of states in the classical harmonic oscillator,
reported in hep-th/0411028. However, this is work in progress and success is not
guaranteed.

Note however a that diffeomorphism-invariant inner product can sometimes be
defined without reference to a metric; for half-densities and, if the number of
spacetime dimensions n is even, for n/2-forms. But this is not very relevant, of
course.

100. Arun
January 24, 2006

Does kappa-Poincare instead of Poincare imply something for the Coleman-
Mandula theorem?

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0601095
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0601095


A String Theorist Goes Into a Bar…

January 22, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Theorist Richard Szabo has had part of an evening he spent last week at the bar in a
Bloomsbury hotel memorialized in today’s Observer Magazine.

Comments

1. island
January 22, 2006

Mind you. It was me who left with the barmaid.

She was still trying to grasp… something…

2. amused
January 22, 2006

It’s not any more amusing than YOU trying to lecture string theorists… 

3. woit
January 22, 2006

Well, at least if I was in this situation I think I would have the good sense to be
chatting with the barmaid, not the string theorist….

4. secret milkshake
January 22, 2006

there was a memorable moment with Feynman at a student party. Everybody was
merry and drinking, having good time but some guy trying to impress his
girfriend started explaining his “insight” to F in her presence. This went on and
on for quite some time, and it was painfuly obvious that the guy did not have a
clue what he was talking about. Trying to be delicate, F. waited until the guy
finished and tried to change the subject. But the guy persisted: “So what do you
think about this theory, professor?” “Well, if I were you, I would not think this
way.”

5. Lubos Motl
January 22, 2006

That’s almost as entertaining as Brittany Shields sitting next to me in the
airplane, looking at my notes about extended worldsheet supersymmetry, and
starting to read The Elegant Universe by Brian Greene. 

6. woit
January 22, 2006

http://www.ma.hw.ac.uk/maths/People/Frontpages/richard.html
http://www.ma.hw.ac.uk/maths/People/Frontpages/richard.html
http://observer.guardian.co.uk/magazine/story/0,,1691364,00.html
http://observer.guardian.co.uk/magazine/story/0,,1691364,00.html


Lubos, your facts are as contorted on this topic as on all others. Brittany Shields?
I assume you mean either Brittany Spears or my Princeton fellow student Brooke
Shields (OK, she was an undergrad, barely overlapped with me, and I only saw
her in the distance once or twice, but still….)

7. CW
January 23, 2006

It’s Britney Spears, not that anyone reading this blog would care (right?).

8. secret milkshake
January 23, 2006

the Lumo’s entertaining conversation went like this:

“Uhm. Do you know I actually translated this book into Czech and it got
published and all, and everybody likes me there now?”
“Whatever”

9. Chris Oakley
January 23, 2006

I don’t think that Britney Spears has done much on Superstring theory. All I
could find on the internet were her notes on Semiconductors.
Personally, though, I think that any enlightenment on “ultimate” theories is more
likely to come from rappers than mainstream pop idols (MC Hawking, for
example). They tend to have more of a philosophical bent.

10. anon
January 23, 2006

Britnany Spears

11. Wolfgang
January 23, 2006

Read all about the famous soccer player
Brittany Shields.

12. Wolfgang
January 23, 2006

Ooops: basketball not soccer …

13. Chris Oakley
January 23, 2006

Funnily enough, Croton-on-Hudson is where my great-great-uncle Eugene
Boissevain lived with Edna St. Vincent Millay, the American poetess. Small
world. She also wrote songs, though I doubt that Britney Spears would have
been envious of her level of success.

http://britneyspears.ac/lasers.htm
http://britneyspears.ac/lasers.htm
http://www.mchawking.com/
http://www.mchawking.com/
http://www.google.com/jobs/britney.html
http://www.google.com/jobs/britney.html
http://www.poughkeepsiejournal.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20060117/SPORTS07/601170327/1002/SPORTS
http://www.poughkeepsiejournal.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20060117/SPORTS07/601170327/1002/SPORTS


14. John Gonsowski
January 23, 2006

Maybe Lubos was sitting between the two of them and there was some spooky
action at a distance quantum entanglement thing going on?

15. D R Lunsford
January 23, 2006

Yes, Lubos has his facts wrong as usual. Here is what really happened:

http://www.airtoons.com/toons.php?toon=48

-drl

16. Thomas Larsson
January 24, 2006

Wolfgang, Brittany Shields is is soccer player.

http://www.airtoons.com/toons.php?toon=48
http://www.airtoons.com/toons.php?toon=48
http://www.cabrini.edu/default.aspx?pageid=45
http://www.cabrini.edu/default.aspx?pageid=45


Krauss and Susskind versus Horgan

January 22, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Lawrence Krauss and Leonard Susskind have a letter to the editor in this week’s New
York Times Sunday Book Review, complaining about John Horgan’s NYT Book Review
essay Einstein Has Left the Building of a couple weeks back. For some discussion of
an earlier Susskind-Horgan exchange about another NYT piece of Horgan’s, see here
and here.

Krauss and Susskind write that “Horgan evidently sees the two of us as being on
opposite sides of an imagined controversy”, but that “the fact is that there is little of
substance that we disagree about.” They accuse Horgan of thinking “that reconciling
quantum mechanics with Einstein’s theory of gravity is a frivolous pursuit”, whereas
“both of us feel that reconciling the conflict between gravity and quantum mechanics
is one of the deepest problems in modern physics.” They comment about extra
dimensions:

As for Horgan’s bête noire of physics — higher dimensions, or what he refers to as
“hyperspace theories” — he writes: “But pursuers of this ‘theory of everything’ have
wandered into fantasy realms of higher dimensions with little or no empirical
connection to our reality.” That both of the present writers recognize that additional
degrees of freedom of one sort or another are needed to characterize the physics of
elementary particles may come as a surprise to Horgan. What the two of us may
disagree about is what may be the likely physical and mathematical basis of this fact.
But we both recognize that the mathematical spaces that we already deal with in
describing the quantum theory of matter are in a certain sense more mathematically
exotic than simple possible extra physical dimensions.

It seems to me that Krauss and Susskind are creating a straw man to attack here, not
really dealing with Horgan’s actual criticisms, the full text of which was:

Especially as represented by best sellers like “A Brief History of Time,” by Stephen
Hawking, and “The Elegant Universe,” by Brian Greene, physics has also become
increasingly esoteric, if not downright escapist. Many of physics’ best and brightest
are obsessed with fulfilling a task that occupied Einstein’s latter years: finding a
“unified theory” that fuses quantum physics and general relativity, which are as
incompatible, conceptually and mathematically, as plaid and polka dots. But pursuers
of this “theory of everything” have wandered into fantasy realms of higher dimensions
with little or no empirical connection to our reality. In his new book “Hiding in the
Mirror: The Mysterious Allure of Extra Dimensions, from Plato to String Theory and
Beyond,” the physicist Lawrence Krauss frets that his colleagues’ belief in hyperspace
theories in spite of the lack of evidence will encourage the insidious notion that
science “is merely another kind of religion.”

I don’t see Horgan here criticizing the attempt to quantize gravity as “frivolous”. His
criticism of physicists as having “wandered into fantasy realms of higher dimensions
with little or no empirical connection to our reality”, is a justifiable one that deserves

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/22/books/22mail.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/22/books/22mail.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/01/books/review/01horgan.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/01/books/review/01horgan.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=241
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=241
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=240
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=240


to be seriously addressed. Krauss and Susskind’s comment that Horgan would be
surprised that both of them think that new degrees of freedom will be needed to
characterize elementary particle physics doesn’t seem to have any basis in fact.
Horgan isn’t making broad claims that physicists shouldn’t look for new degrees of
freedom, he is very specifically referring to the use of extra space-time dimensions.

Krauss and Susskind at least implicitly take Horgan to task for referrring to such
extra dimensions as “hyperspace”. He may well have picked this up from Michio Kaku
who wrote a book with this title. By the way, tonight Kaku will be appearing on the Art
Bell “Coast to Coast” radio program, a program which is mostly concerned with UFOs
and the like. If Krauss and Susskind want an example of the kind of theoretical
physics research that Horgan is bothered by, they could check out this radio program.

Comments

1. Chris W.
January 22, 2006

Many of physics’ best and brightest are obsessed with fulfilling a task
that occupied Einstein’s latter years: finding a ‘unified theory’ that
fuses quantum physics and general relativity, which are as
incompatible, conceptually and mathematically, as plaid and polka
dots.

I do see in this a thinly veiled exasperation on Horgan’s part with the belief—as
expressed in research priorities—that such a unification is possible and worth
pursuing. It seems to me that he has made fairly clear in his earlier writings that
pursuit of this goal (and others, such as the nature and origin of consciousness)
is likely to lead into a swamp of, as he calls it, ironic science.

In a way he’s right. We may become mired in just such a swamp. That risk has
always existed when confronting difficult theoretical problems. Successfully
facing the risk is what has distinguished great scientists from the much larger
number of talented and competent practitioners who shy away from it, are
defeated by it, or fall victim to it and lose their bearings.

2. Lubos Motl
January 22, 2006

Congratulations for having upgraded from Krauss’s silly opinions about extra
dimensions to Horgan’s idiotic opinions about the whole modern science. What’s
the next step? Defending Dembski against those who argue that more than a
“click” by an intelligent creator is needed to create and explain the world? 

3. anon
January 22, 2006

I find the letter by Sootkind and Krauss totally SLEAZY and DISHONEST. My
opinion of Sootkind’s tactics in debating and politics was already very low, but
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my opinion of Krauss is now lower.

“That both of the present writers recognize that additional degrees of freedom of
one sort or another are needed to characterize the physics of elementary
particles may come as a surprise to Horgan.”

Really! Horgan would be surprised by that? Ever since Newton, physicists have
used “additional degrees of freedom of one sort or another”. Any person of
normal intelligence will have no problem realizing that by “hyperspace”, Horgan
meant extra space-time dimensions. Only a genius String Theorist could misread
that.

4. mathjunkie
January 23, 2006

Krauss and Susskind write that “Horgan evidently sees the two of us as being on
opposite sides of an imagined controversy”, but that “the fact is that there is
little of substance that we disagree about.”

Does it mean that Krauss wanted to reverse his claim that String theory is a
colossal failure?

5. secret milkshake
January 23, 2006

maybe somebody has gotten to him.

6. brst
January 23, 2006

I am amazed at the straw-man arguments Krauss(it was expected of Susskind)
has used to attack Horgan. This is pathetic. The credibility of physicists, not just
string theorists, is sinking like a stone. I think Krauss should retract his book
since “there is little of substance that they disagree about” .

Who is going to be next? Et tu, Peter?

7. Juan R.
January 23, 2006

I do not read anything wrote by Horgan after i read his End of Science book.

Reading that Peter Woit has wrote above, it appears that Horgan is just
maintaining the RELEVANT and PURELY SCIENTIFIC point that he exposed in
his book years ago about the (non)verificability of the exoteric ideas of string
theory (such as tiny extradimensions).

In his interview to Witten, Horgan claimed that both extradimensions and Planck
scale strings were really non-verifiable and therefore outside of science
(physics).

Witten’s esxhasperation to lack of empirical evidence is well-reflected in the



interview.

I would not use the word ‘idiotic’ other used in this blog, but i find particularly
relevant Witten’s belief (exposed in the book) that aliens already discovered GR,
supersimmetry, QFT, and string theory but not necesarily in that order 

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

8. Dumb Biologist
January 23, 2006

It is odd that one would bother to write an entire book about what “little of
substance” there is to disagree about. I wonder what these extra degrees of
freedom, if not extra spatial dimensions (compactified or otherwise) are
supposed to be.

My understanding of Krauss’ thesis was that there’s some psychologically-
bequiling quality posessed by “extra dimensions” that draws great minds into la-
la land.

At any rate, is not testability the most pressing issue? Extra dimensions may be
100% real, but if it takes god-like technology to probe them, it seems throwing
the bulk of theorists’ efforts into theorizing about them is putting the cart before
the horse, and apparently discounting the possibility that the vast gulf of energy
scales between what we can currently test and the Planckian realm may hold
some big surprises.

For folks whose research must be mathematically consistent, it’s surprising to
see this level of rhetorical incongruity.

9. woit
January 23, 2006

mathjunkie,

Krauss has said that his “colossal failure” quote was taken out of context.

D.B.,

Not sure exactly what “extra degrees of freedom” Krauss and Susskind are
talking about. One possibility is supersymmetry which is sometimes thought of as
involving “extra (fermionic) dimensions”, another is gauge theory itself, which in
some sense involves extra “internal” dimensions.

10. Dumb Biologist
January 23, 2006

OK. Thanks!



11. Chris Oakley
January 23, 2006

It could also be that the “degrees of freedom” refer to the amount of
Superstrings in the theory. Krauss is saying that unless this parameter is zero
then the theory will be a “colossal failure”; Susskind is saying otherwise. The so-
called “disagreement” – massively exaggerated by Horton – is only over this one
unimportant parameter.

12. ksh95
January 23, 2006

How’s this for off topic.

Peter, what ever happened with the trackback issue?

13. Quantoken
January 23, 2006

Juan:

Interesting to know that Witten has the belief that aliens have figured it all out:
“aliens already discovered GR, supersimmetry, QFT, and string theory” How did
Witten know. Did he belong to religious sect that happen to believe so? Or how
could he be so certain that aliens study super string theory at all? Maybe the
aliens never ever started the super string theory, but worked on something else
instead? How could Witten know it is super string theory that the aliens studied,
not something else?

I propose to Witten that we utilize some of those giant radio telescope dishes,
and send out a telegraph to the space asking about questions in super string
theory. Some where in the universe there must be advanced alien civilizations
capable of intercepting our messages and they may be kind enough to response
with some easy answers.

Or maybe we get no response at all, in which case the anthropic principle
answer would be that these aliens, who are so advanced they figured everything
out, figured out that those earthlines must be too stupid and too primitive that
they are still wasting their time on super string research after two decades, and
which we aliens know a long time ago is a deadend.

14. woit
January 23, 2006

Quantoken and Juan,

Stop with the nonsense about Witten and aliens. This is just a reference to
Witten’s speculating about the possibility of various ideas about theoretical
physics being discovered in a different order.

ksh95,



Still don’t know what’s going on about this. Actually I couldn’t access trackbacks
at all there for the few days, so I thought something was up. But it appears to
have been a problem caused by some cookies my browser was using, deleting
them returned things to normal.

A member of the arxiv advisory board tells me someone from the arXiv has
promised to contact me this week and tell me what is going on. Will let you know
what I hear.

15. Lubos Motl
January 23, 2006

Horgan’s book definitely tried to picture Edward Witten as a person who is
confused by ideas about aliens.

If there are two possible explanations – Edward Witten being confused or John
Horgan (with all people who endorse him) being a complete idiot, which
explanation do you think is more likely?

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/when-krauss-and-susskind-are-right.html

16. D R Lunsford
January 23, 2006

I wonder if the aliens have confused ideas about Witten? They seem to think the
smart people live in trailer parks.

-drl

17. plato
January 23, 2006

General use of hyperspace as a term for such domains dates back at
least to the 1940s; it is found in Asimov’s epochal Foundation novels
and probably predates those.

Does anyone know “for sure” where this term came from?

18. Joe Zhou
January 23, 2006

Slightly off topic. In an interesting paper (hep-th/0601162) Delia Schwartz-Perlov
and Alexander Vilenkin conclude that the volume distribution for the
cosmological constant is nonflat near the observed value, which seems to
invalidate previous calculations based on the anthropic principle.

19. ks
January 24, 2006

Idiots vs fanatics. I guess I’m a little in favour for idiots. It’s simply healthier to
be too stupid to not believe in things that don’t exist. The same thing with
sensitivity and paranormal awareness. It’s better to be a little too dumb to feel
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spooky phenomena.

20. mathjunkie
January 24, 2006

Woit said:
Krauss has said that his “colossal failure” quote was taken out of context.

Sorry, Peter, my English is not very good as it is not my mother tongue. So, does
it mean that Krauss was referring to something else that is a “colossal failure”
but not to string theory?

21. Chris Oakley
January 24, 2006

Maybe he decided to order a latte one day at the physics department canteen
instead of a capuccino. Not liking it as much, he then decided that this move was
a “colossal failure”.

22. Simon
January 24, 2006

Actually, in string theory there is not such a big difference between degrees of
freedom and space-time dimensions. Quantizing in Minkowski space for example,
the space-time coordinates appear as fields in the worldsheet theory. In
compactifications to 4 dimensions, what is required for consistency is not really
to add 6 dimensions, but to add a conformal field theory on the worldsheet with
the right central charge. Sometimes these fields can be interpreted as the
coordinates of a compact manifold, and other times not.

Two examples of the latter are general Landau-Ginzburg models, and some
interesting recent discoveries of nongeonetric flux compactifications: hep-
th/0508133. It’s also important that in CFT moduli space, one can moove
smoothly between geometric and nongeometric backgrounds. So in the context
of compactification (as opposed to say intersecting brane models) it really is
better to think in terms of degrees of freedom of a conformal field theory than
extra dimensions.

This equivalence of degrees of freedom and extra compact dimensions is not
unique to string theory. This is the essence of Kaluza–Klein theory – one can
study a K-K expansion of any field theory on R^4\times S^1 for example and find
a field theory just on R^4, in this case with an infinite number of fields.

Anyhow, we know for sure (from unitarity bounds) that there are new degrees of
freedom to be found even at the weak scale – most likely a Higgs boson. The
same sorts of arguments, applied to graviton scattering, require that new
gravitational degrees of freedom appear at (or before) the Planck scale. I guess
Susskind and Krauss are just saying that they disagree about what these might
be – but not about whether they exist, and not about whether they will seem
exotic (as they probably will) if they are ever discovered.



23. Steve Myers
January 24, 2006

Maybe I’m being too general here for a group of theoretical physicists, but on
the question of dimensions: I’ve mentioned before that you can always get a
symmetry by adding dimensions. Also, suppose you are writing an algorithm to
generate (compute) the world, you might use 100 dimensions (degrees of
freedom) but the result, the output should only have 4. In real time targeting of
tanks, for example, with the input signals from a sidelooking radar, you begin
with 12 dimensions and compact them to 7 so you can do the calculations in real
time, but the missile you fire and the tank you hit (?) exist in a world of 4
dimensions. In an even more practical example: the number of degrees of
freedom of a diaper making machine are greater than the number of atoms in
the universe but the product produced holds 3-D excrement. One last thing: the
possible worlds of many dimensions and “the landscape” have the odor of
Anselm’s ontological proof. Is physics entering another Dark Age?

24. D R Lunsford
January 24, 2006

Steve – if you have a specific, physical reason for introducing more dimensions,
and a specific, physical ontology for them, then you are inside the boundary of
science. When you introduce them to make an already wacky idea somewhat
credible, you are close to the edge. When you introduce them in a way that had
been discredited 30 years earlier by one of the great physicists, in order to make
a wacky idea credible, and then you spend the next 25 years beating an
unworkable strawman, you are over the fence into non-science.

-drl

25. Dumb Biologist
January 24, 2006

Help for the ignorant, please:

“Degree of freedom” here seems to encompass just about any quantifiable or
qualifiable property of a particle; what it both can do and be. Is that correct? I
guess I have a primitive understanding of the term, more like “what’s the
particle’s position, momentum, spin” and so forth. Would, say, the ability for a
lepton to be a muon or an electron be considered a “degree of freedom” for a
lepton? I thought a string theorist would answer that question by saying
“because the string can vibrate at a certain frequency, wrap around compactified
dimensions of a certain shape, and is so wrapped at a certain tension, it looks
like a particular kind of lepton”. I.E., the ability to move around in a particular
way gives the string its observed properties, and the extra dimensions provide
the “degrees of freedom” to so move.

26. Simon
January 24, 2006

D.B.



Those are good questions. What is meant by degrees of freedom depends to
some extent on the context, i.e. classical mechanics, field theory or string theory.
Perhaps the following will help:

Classical particle mechanics:
– Here things are as you say – each component of position or momentum is a
degree of freedom, i.e. the number of d.o.f. is how many numbers you have to
give to specify the state of the system.

Nonrelativistic quantum (particle) mechanics:
– Here even a single particle is described by a wavefunction, which requires an
infinitely many numbers to specify. So we often think of the number of d.o.f. as
the number of generators of the Heisenberg algebra (esssentially positions and
momenta). But very few discussions in particle physics take place in this context.

Classical field theory:
– There are classical systems with an infinite number of d.o.f. as defined above,
e.g. the electric field. Formally, one can understand a field as a harmonic
oscillator at each point in space–time. Here we think of a d.o.f. as an component
of a field – see the next section for comments.

Quantum Field Theory:
– Here a degree of freedom refers to a component of a field. But there are many
subtleties. Some of these are as follows:
– Gauge Theories – here some of the d.o.f. (i.e. some of the ways the field can
change) are local symmetries of the action – thus the description of the system in
terms of gauge fields is redundant, and there are fewer d.o.f. than there appear.
– On shell/Off shell – The equations of motion of the theory are extra constraints
on the fields – further reducing the number of independent components. We call
the ones left “on-shell d.o.f”. The full set are called the “off-shell d.o.f”.
– Propagating? – Sometimes (particularly in supersymmetric theories) it’s useful
to have fields whose equations of motion are algebraic, i.e. not differential
equations. So you don’t have to put in initial conditions to solve them. They can
be solved and the solution substituted in to the action to eliminate them if we
want. These are called “non-propagating d.o.f.” A non-supersymmetric example
of this is general relativity in 2 dimensions.

String Theory:
One caveat: In an important sense it isn’t yet known what the fundamental d.o.f.
of string theory really are. If we study perturbation theory about a fixed
background, we get a quantum field theory with an infinite number of fields
(although a finite number with masses less than the Planck scale) –
corresponding as you say, to the different oscillations and winding modes of the
string. But we know that the appearance of an infinite number of d.o.f. is
misleading from the AdS/CFT correspondence. There, string theory in AdS is
seen to be equivalent to a field theory with just a finite number of fields (N=4
SYM). Moreover, prior to the discovery of the AdS/CFT correspondence there
were widely held expectations that something like this would happen – going
under the general name “holography”.



27. Simon
January 24, 2006

One last comment: the reason why an extra dimension (a few extra degrees of
freedom) can be replaced with an infinite number of fields in a K-K expansion, is
that those infinitely many fields also come with infinitely many gauge
redundancies. More details are in hep-th/9410046.

28. Dumb Biologist
January 24, 2006

Wowza! OK, that will take some digestion, but I sincerely appreciate the effort to
answer the question, and I guarantee I will put at least commensurate effort into
understanding it (to the limits of my intellect, of course!).

Thanks!

29. Simon
January 24, 2006

D.B.
No problem. The posts above do assume some technical knowledge, and leave a
lot unsaid, so don’t worry if they’re confusing – you can always ask more more
questions!

30. Tony Jackson
January 24, 2006

I absolutely agree with you about Kaku. Here’s more from Art Bell:

“Kaku also forecast into the far distant future when our universe will be dying
out. At such a time, a Type 3 or 4 civilization (capable of manipulating huge
amounts of energy) might construct a massive machine that could make space
and time unstable. With an atom smasher the size of a solar system, he
hypothesized it might open up a bubble ten light years across, through which our
civilization could escape into another universe.”

This is just a bad Star Trek episode. The man is an embarrassment to honest
physicists. I stopped taking him seriously when he made a fool of himself
campaigning against the launch of the magnificent Cassini probe.

31. J.F. Moore
January 24, 2006

Very well put post. It makes me wince every time I see someone who should
know better make a logically weak argument against Horgan (the worst being ad
hominem). It seems to have happened a lot in the last decade.

32. Dumb Biologist
January 24, 2006

Awright…just blast this post, Dr. Woit, if you feel I’m being an annoying newb



here. I’ll understand completely.

To Simon (or whoever cares to answer): This AdS/CFT thing. I read Maldacena’s
article in SciAm, and while he didn’t mention “conformal field theories”, it was
pretty clear that’s what he was describing. Hence, I know probably about as
much as my brain can handle about “anti-de Sitter space”. Clearly, doing physics
in this kind of space has had some exciting consequences.

Now I know some flat maps of the Earth are called “conformal” because, while
distorted in some ways, they preserve some important features of an actual
globe, and can even be more convenient in some ways (a straight line on a
Mercator projection always has a constant heading, for instance, though it’s
harder to find the shortest distance between two points than it is on a globe).
That seems to be roughly analagous to what’s going in in modeling physics in
one less dimension than usual. Apparently, out of this has come a rigorous
demonstration of the idea that all you need to know about a volume can be
represented on its surface, and this makes doing quantum gravity easier by
turning it into a field theory something like QCD. You can talk about gravity in
terms of stringly lines of gluons, or something like that.

Okaaay…So, not surprisingly, I’m at about my limit even attempting to grasp
most of this, but here goes: What happens to all the compatified dimensions
when all of space looks like a flattened image of negatively-curved hyperbolic
solid?

33. Simon
January 25, 2006

D.B.
Ok, more good questions. Conformal symmetry is a very interesting subject, but
it’s obscuring the important issues here. First, there are (at least) two conformal
field theories in AdS/CFT. One is the theory on the worldsheet of the string in
AdS (with some suitable extra dimensions). The other (eponymous) CFT is the
`dual’ theory in some sense living on the boundary of AdS. The first is a 2d
theory, the second is 4d.

Most importantly: whereas in the 2d theory, conformal symmetry is required for
consistency, it is not so required in the 4d theory. What is meant by this is that
theories without conformal symmetry are also (in a slightly different way) dual to
string theories in AdS. This result which was expected because of a very general
argument of ‘t Hooft in the 70s, has recently been fleshed out in more detail. And
it lends hope to the idea that non-conformal field theories like QCD can be
reformulated as string theories. It is expected that this duality would relate
strongly coupled regions of one theory to weakly coupled regions of the other, so
the eventual goal is to access the low energy bound states of QCD (which at
present cannot be derived analytically because of the strength of the coupling)
through the low energy excitations of string theory.

I haven’t said much about what conformal symmetry actually is – you can think
of it as a generalization of `scale invariance’ – i.e. rescaling all the lengths in the



system by a same amount, although it this isn’t really quite the same thing.
Remembering that shorter lengths are equivalent to higher energies, and vice
versa, you can see that a theory like QCD (or for that matter the rest of the
standard model) where the strength of the coupling depends on the energy,
cannot have conformal symmetry. (In that case it’s interesting that the classical
QCD does in fact possess scale invariance, but it is broken by quantization).

34. Urs
January 25, 2006

you can think of it as a generalization of `scale invariance’ – i.e.
rescaling all the lengths in the system by a same amount, although it
this isn’t really quite the same thing.

It is ‘local’ scale invariance, meaning invariance under rescalings that differ from
point to point. Equivalently. it means that only angles have an invariant meaning,
not lengths.

35. Simon
January 25, 2006

There are a few things here one might want to have separate terms for. There
are local scale transformations that act directly on the metric – these are called
Weyl transformations. Changes of coordinates that happen to result in rescalings
of the metric are conformal transformations. But surprisingly there are more
ways to do this than you might think. You can rescale the coordinates – so called
dilatations. But there are also `special conformal’ transformations, which
roughly, invert the coordinates, translate them, and then invert them again.

The special conformal transformations have some interesting consequences.
They can move any point in space-time out to infinity. As a result, in a conformal
field theory it is not possible to localize interactions in a conformally invariant
way. This is why many people say that it makes no sense to calculate scattering
amplitudes in CFTs, and why people should just calculate correlation functions.

36. D R Lunsford
January 25, 2006

Simon said

As a result, in a conformal field theory it is not possible to localize interactions in
a conformally invariant way. This is why many people say that it makes no sense
to calculate scattering amplitudes in CFTs, and why people should just calculate
correlation functions.

This doesn’t sound right. It’s certainly not right in Weyl conformal geometry. In
fact the latter comes about precisely from thoroughly localizing metricity. Weyl
therefore called it “pure infinitesimal geometry”.

-drl



Discover Interview Online

January 24, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s an extended version of the interview of me by Susan Kruglinski in the
February issue of Discover magazine that is now available, for free, on-line.

Before anybody starts yelling about AdS/CFT or topological strings when they read
the headline “No one has a plausible idea about how string theory can explain
anything”, I’ll just point out that, yes, it’s certainly plausible that some day string
theory will explain something about QCD, and it already has explained some things in
mathematics. The headline is a summary of some things I say in the interview, and in
context it should have been clear I was talking about the use of string theory to
predict anything not already predicted by the standard model.

Update: Harvard string theorist Lubos Motl has posted his commentary on the
Discover article. If you read the comment section there, keep in mind that he is
deleting comments from anyone who disagrees with him. I encourage anyone new to
the current controversy over string theory to read what I have to say, read what
Lubos has to say, and carefully look into the scientific issues involved to make your
own judgement about what is going on here.

Comments

1. anonymous
January 24, 2006

‘In mathematics there is much more of a culture where people spread out and
devote their lives to thinking hard about something that interests them. … when
the problems are very hard and no one knows what to do, I think people need to
be willing to dig in and spend years thinking about something different than
what other people are thinking. And there really isn’t the kind of institutional
support within the physics community for this kind of behavior, whereas there is
in mathematics.’

There is probably too much indoctrination in favour of strings to allow this.
Physicists know it is highly unlikely that they could change the mainstream, so
they prefer to stick with it. The fear of being blacklisted for non-standard ideas is
quite real at the lower levels in physics. Those who rise to the higher levels
usually have more mainstream ideas.

2. Gravity
January 24, 2006

Peter, i enjoyed the interview. i hope it attracts some new readers. i’m a layman,
but like your log anyway. i learned about the landscape through it, and about
interesting links between math and physics. certainly it’s one of the more
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exciting sites on the web.

3. Quantoken
January 24, 2006

Peter says: “I was talking about the use of string theory to predict anything not
already predicted by the standard model.”

Peter I guess you have to further correct your statement. You sounded as if you
think string theory already predicts everything that SM predicts, it just does not
go beyong SM. That’s far from being correct, not only has string theory not
predicted anything beyond SM, it does not predict any thing that SM predict,
either. It simply has not made any prediction whatsoever. Zero, Nada.

It’s important to point that out because we keep hearing string theorists make
claims like “SM can be derived from string theory” or “string theory leads to GR”
or so. Those are flat out lies. You can’t get SM starting from string theory. You
can’t derive the Einstein Equation of GR from string theory. You can’t calculate
any of the coupling constant or anything from string theory. Zero, Nada.

I also made some comment disputing the notion that just because string theory
leads to very rich mathematical structures from a very few assumptions that it
necessarily has to have something to do with the nature. My comments can be
found on Lubos’s blog.

Quantoken

4. Wolfgang
January 24, 2006

Peter,

what Yoga pose did you practice when they took the picture 

5. Lubos Motl
January 24, 2006

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/fall-of-discover-magazine.html

6. Dumb Biologist
January 24, 2006

Not a bad interview for Discover at all, though few new revelations for the
readers of you’re blog, I suspect. I look forward to your book for meatier
exposition.

The photo…it’s not bad, it’s just I don’t get it. As we don’t normally find the math
prof sitting cross-legged beneath the chalkboard, questions about why he might
be in that position naturally arise. Perhaps he’s meditating?

Anyway, I can’t wait to see the Letters section of the subsequent issue! And,
thanks for sharing the link.
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7. Dumb Biologist
January 24, 2006

Good grief! Remind me to never click on one of those trackback things again…I
practically had an anxiety attack it was so laced with invective….

8. anon
January 24, 2006

50 Most Loathsome People in America, 2005 If they only knew about Lubos

9. A. nonymous
January 24, 2006

Peter, have you noticed that Lubos is your greatest ally in your fight to lower
people’s regard for string theory? I would imagine that a lot of people who read
the article will look at your blog, then look at Lubos’s review of your interview,
and draw the obvious conclusion.

10. Dumb Biologist
January 24, 2006

I’m not qualified to draw any conclusion except that level of rancor borders on
frightening. I’m glad I’ve chosen to stay anonymous. Maybe it makes me a
coward, but who needs enemies like that.

11. Christine
January 24, 2006

Even string theorists admit that it is not really a theory. What is
it?

W: The best way to say it is what people have now is really an
approximation to a theory. The kinds of equations that they have now
are the kinds of equations you would get in an approximation scheme
to some underlying theory, but nobody knows what the underlying
theory is.

Merriam-Webster Dictionary on “approximation”:

something that is approximate; especially : a mathematical quantity
that is close in value to but not the same as a desired quantity

or, on “approximate”:

nearly correct or exact (“an approximate solution”)
thesaurus: being such only when compared to something else

These definitions in purely logical terms lead one to conclude that string theory
cannot be an approximation scheme because the underlying theory to be
compared with (viz., quantum gravity) is unknown. So in order to be an
approximation scheme [to something known], string theory should be compared
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with a well established theory (or experimental data) in the regime where it
applies (e.g., it should unambiguously reproduce — or approximate — the
classical limit, SM particles, etc, that is, all fundamental observed phenomena
that it is supposed to encompass or describe). But of course, things cannot stop
there.

So, one is lead to conclude that such an “approximation scheme” should be
somewhat viewed as an euphemism to “prediction” in order that things make
sense. String theory must not only reproduce the physical properties of the
fundamental constituents of nature to a reasonable precision [if is is to be seen
as truthful approximation scheme to well known facts], but also predict new
phenomena or indirect effects related to the Planck scale physics [if it is to be
seen as a truthful quantum gravity theory at some stage]. Only then string theory
can be more clearly evaluated.

12. Sakura-chan
January 24, 2006

Maybe Lubo has bipolar disorder?

13. secret milkshake
January 25, 2006

he does not have emotions, but he has urges.

14. Aaron Bergman
January 25, 2006

have you noticed that Lubos is your greatest ally in your fight to lower people’s
regard for string theory?

It has been noticed.

15. Tony Smith
January 25, 2006

anonymous said;
“… The fear of being blacklisted for non-standard ideas is quite real at the lower
levels in physics. …”.

DB said, about Lubos Motl’s trackback blog link:
“… Good grief! Remind me to never click on one of those trackback things again
… I practically had an anxiety attack it was so laced with invective … that level of
rancor borders on frightening. I’m glad I’ve chosen to stay anonymous. Maybe it
makes me a coward, but who needs enemies like that. …”.

Those two comments (from people whose earlier comments have shown them to
be thoughtful, reasonable, and intelligent) paint a very sad picture of a field that
may be entering a Dark Age.

Are there any heroes of physics who might react to such “invective”,



“blacklist[ing]”, and “rancor”
in a way similar to the way that the Boondocks MLK holiday TV episode showed
King reacting to some negative aspects of today’s world ?
http://www.tv.com/boondocks/return-of-the-king/episode/614610/summary.html
I wish there were.
Even if not, as Huey Freeman said, “It’s fun to dream” that it might happen.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

16. robert
January 25, 2006

Sad to say, the author of Cosmic Variance’s ‘Best physics paper ever’, Isacc
Newton, was quite as nasty as Professor Motl in his interactions with his
contemporaries – even his ‘standing on shoulders of giants’ comment was a
scarcely veiled insult to the diminutive and deformed Hooke. So Lubos is merely
carrying on in a great tradition, albeit one that does not show physics and
physicists in a very positive light.

17. Christine
January 25, 2006

I have a personal theory on Lubos Motl but I will never discuss it.

Science is obviously made by people, and people have a large spectrum of
behaviours.

18. anonymous
January 25, 2006

Christine, see film showing Motl’s hair growing as he attempts smile:
http://www.kolej.mff.cuni.cz/~lmotm275/morf/lhm.gif
May it be best for all that Motl remains angry 

19. Kasper Olsen
January 25, 2006

Maybe we should try to comment on what Peter was actually saying about string
theory – and not so much if we like Lubos or not? 

(I’ll have to read the interview with Peter first, then I’ll post my comments).

Best, Kasper

20. mathjunkie
January 25, 2006

Don’t know if Ed Witten will read this comment page and the message below:

Hi Ed Witten,

http://www.tv.com/boondocks/return-of-the-king/episode/614610/summary.html
http://www.tv.com/boondocks/return-of-the-king/episode/614610/summary.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.kolej.mff.cuni.cz/~lmotm275/morf/lhm.gif
http://www.kolej.mff.cuni.cz/~lmotm275/morf/lhm.gif


Please make a verifiable prediction from string theory to prove that the anti-
stringy people are wrong. Then, Peter’s famous “Not Even Wrong” webpage will
have the heading changed to “I was wrong”.

mathjunkie

HeHe…

21. Urs
January 25, 2006

Please make a verifiable prediction from string theory

That’s easy. Weakly coupled perturbative string theory predicts that there is an
energy scale at which the massive excitation modes of the string are visible.

If true, this is verifiable.

What is not so easy is to falsify this prediction.
That is because the statement is of the form

“there is at least one x (in the set of energy scales) such that …”

Not observing any stringy modes below any fixed energy scale E therefore does
not suffice to falsify this.

Note that even though this prediction is verifiable, it might well be wrong. It
could be that strings exist but are not weakly coupled, so that perturbative string
theory does not apply. It could also be that there are no strings at all.

But if you see any higher string excitation, then you have verified this prediction
of perturbative string theory.

22. anonymous
January 25, 2006

Vague non-quantitative ‘predictions’ are not scientific. Can you predict the exact
energy of the massive excitation modes and therefore prove it is within range of
experimental measurement?

23. Nigel
January 25, 2006

“What is not so easy is to falsify this prediction.” – Urs.

Does this place string theory at the level of astrology?

24. a
January 25, 2006

In my opinion the situation is:



1) Quantum gravity likely gives undetectably small effects in any relatistic
experiment.
2) Despite this, theorists studied quantum gravity hoping that it could lead to a
unique theory of everything, able of predicting something.
3) Strings seem to give a unique theory, but in 11dimensions.
4) In string models the complicated physics that we see at low energies mostly
comes thanks to a complicated enough higher dimensional set-up, rather than
from theory.

I think that 4) is the reason that prevented strings to give so far results relevant
for physics. It is often said that to progress we need “a deeper mathematical
understanding of string theory”, but the real problem seems harder: we do not
know the geography of extra dimensions.

(By the way: I posted a similar comment on Lubos blog, and it was deleted. Even
if it is not possible to constructively discuss about physics, it remains my
favourite trash show).

25. Urs
January 25, 2006

Does this place string theory at the level of astrology?

No. It is common for scientific theories to make predictions that are verifiable
but not falsifiable.

The standard model demands that there is a Higgs field, but does not predict at
which energy it will be found.

Not that there are no problems with string theory. But blanket anti-hype like “is
not scientific”, “does not predict anything” are, in their crudeness, not any
different from the original pro-hype like “will predict particle masses in a couple
of months”.

You don’t have to like string theory. But if you reject it, you might want to do so
for the correct reason, not just because you read the latest tabloid headlines.

26. Urs
January 25, 2006

It is often said that to progress we need “a deeper mathematical
understanding of string theory”, but the real problem seems harder:
we do not know the geography of extra dimensions.

But that’s the point. As long as the non-perturbative formulation of the theory is
not fully understood it remains inconceivable how vacuum selection should be
understood properly.

27. a
January 25, 2006



To Urs:
ok, one can try to study if non perturbative effects reduce the possible number of
vacua from 10^500 to something more reasonable, or maybe even one. But this
looks like hoping in a miracle, while the alernative view looks (at least to me) the
true one: many vacua are possible, no vacuum selection mechanism exists, we
are in one of them for no special reason.

28. Urs
January 25, 2006

a,

right, I agree. I just think that when, while doing research, you run into
something that is getting out of control, you might want to pause and try to
understand what is really going on at the fundamental level in the hope to get
back in control again, instead of starting to wildly speculate and play around
with a network of conjectures.

29. Nigel
January 25, 2006

“It is common for scientific theories to make predictions that are verifiable but
not falsifiable.

“The standard model demands that there is a Higgs field, but does not predict at
which energy it will be found.” – Urs

But the Standard Model is only accepted for predicting many confirmed details
about measurable nuclear interactions!

Kepler worked as an astrologer to live, because his alternative physics wasn’t
popular, and astrology was in his day a highly mathematical enterprise
(epicycles, etc.). String theory and astrology are similar in being unscientific
uses of mathematics.

“You don’t have to like string theory. But if you reject it, you might want to do so
for the correct reason, not just because you read the latest tabloid headlines.” –
Urs

If it can’t be falsified, nobody can disprove it. The real problem with string
speculation is arrogance. With the mainstream embedded in untestable
speculation, the subject is unhealthy. It would be better if there was more effort
given to alternatives.

30. Urs
January 25, 2006

In the discussions here the target always tends to be moving.

If the statement is that

“People should look at alternative approaches.”



I have no problem with that.

If the statement however is

“String Theory is Astrology.”

then that’s nonsense.

String theory may be better than astrology and still not suit your needs. So go
ahead and work on something else.

31. Haelfix
January 25, 2006

Incidentally, to outsiders it seems like there are a lot of venemous attacks going
on in quantum gravity.

Be assured, the statement holds true in a number of fields in physics. If you go to
a lot of astrophysics and phenomonology meetings invariably you end up seeing
the same childish name calling and intellectual chest pounding (at least, on
occassion).

But many of us have learned that thats a good thing in the end, some people just
need that sort of fire and controversy to keep working and motivated to keep an
edge. Its also vital to remain skeptical of everything and anything (that includes
above all, yourself) so controversy really serves its purpose in physics.

People get used to it, and then its all fun and games thereafter.

32. Urs
January 25, 2006

controversy really serves its purpose in physics

Indeed. I think it is a good thing to have a critical discussion of the topics that
are being critically discussed here (which usually is string theory and LQG,
whether or not this is intended). I wish sometimes the dicussion would
consistently be more fruitful, though. Let’s get away from that yellow press
attitude towards research.

33. amused
January 25, 2006

The following comment is seeking refugee status here after having been deleted
on Lubos’ blog (like a’s above). It’s a bit less polite than what I would normally
post, but should be seen as an attempt to communicate to Lubos in his native
language. Since it was in response to his “review” of Peter’s Discover interview,
where he once again derided Peter’s credentials, hopefully it is semi-on topic
here.
……………………..

Lubos, it is disingenius of you to write that someones scientific credentials can



be evaluated just by looking up their publications and citations. All of us working
in physics know that it takes very little to publish a paper in a supposedly
respectable journal these days. It can be easily done by following the general
prescription of “monkey see, monkey do”, and some people have made careers
out of this. Others have made careers out of riding on the coattails of famous
senior colleagues, and it is quite amusing to see how some of these young
“hotshots” go dead researchwise when put in a position of having to develop
their own independent research program after getting a faculty position at an
illustrious institution (not looking at anyone in particular, Lubos).
Citation numbers often have limited relevance as well, especially in “hot”
subareas such as string theory where people are striving to churn out as many
papers as possible and artificially inflating each others citation counts in the
process.

To get a meaningful evaluation, the criteria need to be refined. The only physics
journal that is non-trivial to publish in is Phys.Rev.Lett., so one possibility is to
count the number of single-author publications a person has in there. How would
you fare under this criterion, Lubos? Would you do better than Peter Woit, whose
credentials you are so fond of disparaging?

(That was of course a rhetorical question. For those who can’t be bothered to
look it up, Lubos has 0 papers in PRL, while Peter published a paper there on his
own as a grad student.)

34. Fabien Besnard
January 25, 2006

Urs,

“No. It is common for scientific theories to make predictions that are verifiable
but not falsifiable.”

True. But the converse is wrong, and that’s the problem. Making verifiable but
unfalsifiable predictions does not grant scientificity to a theory. You carefully
omit to say this, but if Mathjunkie had said :
“Hi Ed Witten,

Please make a falsifiable prediction from string theory to prove that the anti-
stringy people are wrong. Then, Peter’s famous “Not Even Wrong” webpage will
have the heading changed to “I was wrong”.”

That would have been a far more interesting challenge.

35. woit
January 25, 2006

Urs,

You neglect to mention that, besides massive excitation modes, perturbative
string theory predicts a host of things that are clearly wrong (exact
supersymmetry, massless fields, etc.) and would falsify the theory if you took



these as serious “predictions”. On alternate days you argue that string theory
really is a predictive science and that its predictions shouldn’t be believed
(because we don’t yet know the full theory).

36. Quantoken
January 25, 2006

Urs:

It’s an insult to astrologists for you to compare string theory to astrology.
Astrology is certainly not science, neither is string theory.

But Astrology is still way much better than string theories. Astrology at least
make observations of the natural world and try to make connection with the
reality world: They observe lunar phases and other astronomic phenomenas.
Actually the ancient science of astronomy was developed on top of astrology.
Today’s astronomers still have to rely on detailed written recordings left by
ancient astrologists to get data on astronomical phenomenas that happen in the
past, like supernovae explosions some thousands of years ago. In that sense,
astrologists had made invaluable contribution to science, by making those
detailed observations, and left detailed recordings of what they saw. That’s
experimental science in its honesty!

What has string theory contributed to science? Nothing. They make no
connection to the reality world whatsoever. They do not make predictions.
Astrology at least try to make some predictions. The net contribution of super
string theory is actually negative, by draining resources away from actually
useful scientific researches in other fields, and by polluting the public’s
perception of what science research is really about.

Lubos is poorly trained in basic physics instinctions and is not qualified to make
judgements of science in general. See this post of his, appraising a stupid
research idea, and my response below.

Quantoken

37. Urs
January 25, 2006

Actually, I was trying to be careful with always inserting the right qualifications.
There is perturbative ST with some non-perturbative effects included by hand,
and it does predict (in the weakly coupled regime) stringy effects. If there should
be no viable phenomenological vacuum for this theory, then it is wrong. But I
don’t know if none such vacuum exists.

We all need to be careful with making these statements. I could turn your
accusation around and note that you oscillate between “predicts nothing” and
“has been falsified”. Somewhere in between there is a truth.

38. Dombono
January 25, 2006

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/clouds-rearrange.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/clouds-rearrange.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/clouds-rearrange.html
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But what if we do a perturbation about a flux compactification?

39. woit
January 25, 2006

A few remarks about Lubos’s posting:

Ever since I’ve started publicly criticizing string theory, I’ve learned a lot about
how academics behave when the facts are against them. The tactics employed
are:

1. The ad hominem attack. Attack your opponent’s credibility and right to say
anything on the subject. This is Lubos’s main tactic today. If you believe him that
I shouldn’t be listened to, there’s not much point in me saying anything to defend
my credibility. I’ll just point out that by now he and I have both written hundreds
of pages about this controversy on our respective weblogs. Read large chunks of
both of them and make up your own mind who is more credible.

In Lubos’s comment section there is a commenter “Hmm” who is also making ad
hominem attacks on me and my credibility. Funny that whoever he/she is, they
do this anonymously so that one has no way of knowing who they are, and
deciding whether you should trust their judgements on this issue. Whatever you
think of Lubos, at least he doesn’t engage in the sleazy behavior of making
anonymous personal attacks.

2. The straw man attack. Misrepresent or even misquote your opponent’s words,
then attack them as stupid and ignorant for saying something inaccurate. Lubos
doesn’t much bother with this one today, but he’s normally quite fond of it, as are
many other string theorists and string theory partisans that I have debated with.

3. Censorship. When you can get away with it, by any tactic available, keep
people who disagree with you from being heard. Lubos is now doing that with his
comment section, anonymous string theorist referees stopped Cambridge
University Press from publishing my book, someone (presumably Jacques Distler)
is using their influence with the arXiv to censor links to my weblog postings
there. The internet makes this tactic less effective as it gives people who are
censored various means to get their views heard anyway.

4. Intimidation. I’ve heard from many, many physicists that they agree with many
of my criticisms of string theory, but are afraid to be publicly associated with
them because of repercussions for their career. The over-the-top personal
attacks from Lubos don’t help his credibility much, but they do frighten quite a
few people into keeping quiet so that they don’t get subjected to this kind of
thing.

The fact that the string theory community as a whole seems to have no problem
with Lubos’s behavior adds greatly to this intimidating effect. It makes many
physicists feel that if they criticized string theory they would both be the target
of vicious personal attacks by Lubos, and, once targeted, behind-the-scenes
retribution by his colleagues in terms of things like evaluation of their grant
proposals, refereeing of their papers, invitations to conferences, and hiring of



their students.

About the only string theorist around that I’ve noticed having anything critical to
say about Lubos’s behavior is Aaron Bergman, who often comments here. The
fact that no one else is willing to do so seems to me a deeply shameful
commentary on the state of this field.

40. Urs
January 25, 2006

But what if we do a perturbation about a flux compactification?

There is no known flux compactification which is phenomenologically viable or
well enough understood to check if it is phenomenologically viable, or is there?

41. woit
January 25, 2006

Dombono,

Urs kind of refers to this. One problem is that if you try and fully stabilize moduli
using a flux compactification, you have to introduce non-perturbative objects like
branes, and it is difficult to be sure that your perturbative expansion is reliable.
It’s also true that even making optimistic assumptions about this, no one has
come up with such a thing that is at all realistic or where you can calculate
things and compare to the standard model.

Urs,

Yes, at times I both say “predicts nothing” and “has been falsified”, but I think
I’m being consistent here. The situation is that string theory is not well-
understood enough to make any reliable predictions. If you choose to believe in
the unreliable predictions of the theory, on the whole they’re wrong.

42. Urs
January 25, 2006

on the whole they’re wrong.

In that so far every concrete vacuum which has been constructred is
phenomenologically wrong. But since there are more vacua than have been
constrcuted…

And so on and so on. We can exchange these arguments for ever, it seems.

43. Tony Smith
January 25, 2006

Peter Woit said “… anonymous string theorist referees stopped Cambridge
University Press from publishing my book …”.

Maybe I have just not been reading the web closely enough, but IIRC that is the



first time that I heard of a book publisher bowing to censorship pressure from
the string theory community.

Given the stature of Cambridge University Press, I am surprised.

Maybe I shouldn’t be surprised, given the “blacklist[ing]” mentioned by
anonymous, the “invective” and “rancor” mentioned by DB, and some of my own
personal experiences,
but
somehow it seems to me that censorship of book publishing takes the plunge of
physics into a Dark Age to a whole new level.
The only ray of light that I see is that Peter was able to find a publisher with
enough courage to publish the book: the English publisher Jonathan Cape –
congratulations to the people at Jonathan Cape.
In fact,
that is yet another similarity between the situation in physics and the Boondocks
MLK episode, in which “… CNN named Martin Luther King one of the 10 most
unpatriotic Americans … His book was banned … King renamed his book “Dream
Deterred” and it was finally released by a small publisher …”.

I agree with Peter’s statement “… The fact that no one else is willing to …[
criticize the situation ]… seems … a deeply shameful commentary on the state of
this field. …”.

I guess that my Huey Freeman – type “dream” that some prominent string
theorist might stand up against the descent of physics into a Dark Age will
remain an unfulfilled dream.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

44. woit
January 25, 2006

About Tony’s comment,

I don’t want to make much of the censorship issue, since as I said I don’t think
censorship attempts are very effective, at least not in this case. As for Lubos
censoring his comment section, all it achieves is to have people post them here,
together with the news that he is censoring them, not exactly adding to his
credibility. As for the arXiv trackback issue, it’s not of great importance, and who
knows, someday the powers that be may even get around to letting me know
what is going on there, and the story may be different than the way it now
appears.

As for the book, it’s being published June 1 by Jonathan Cape in the U.K., here in
the U.S. by Basic Books in the fall. String theorist referees at Cambridge were
within their rights to write reports saying they felt it would be a terrible thing if
Cambridge published the book. I do wish however that they had felt it necessary
to seriously come to grips with the book’s argument, instead of dismissing it out
of hand. It was also not at all unreasonable for Cambridge to be unwilling to

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


publish something over the strong objections of prominent scientist referees.

In the end, the publication of the book ended up being delayed a bit, but it’s now
a significantly better book than the version Cambridge was looking at. I wasn’t
ever that worried about it not finding a publisher at all. There’s a wide enough
variety of publishers out there that sooner or later it would have found a home,
although I’m quite grateful to the people at Cape for the encouragement I have
had from them.

45. D R Lunsford
January 25, 2006

My God, Peter, they rejected your book? That makes me want to smash things.
How did it come to this?

Urs – you’re a smart guy. Get out of that mess and away from those people.

-drl

46. andy
January 25, 2006

Professor Woit,
Your interview in Discover magazine is really great. I enjoyed reading it. Any of
Lubos’ commentary can be sent directly to /dev/null.
-Andy

47. woit
January 25, 2006

drl,

Cambridge not wanting to publish the thing isn’t surprising, prestigious
academic presses don’t often publish stuff that lots of prominent academics in
the field would object to. In the end though, it is being published by some
excellent publishers in Britain and here, who I think will even do a better job
than Cambridge in terms of making sure it gets wide attention. Not a situation
I’m at all upset about.

48. Tony Smith
January 25, 2006

Peter said “… It was also not at all unreasonable for Cambridge to be unwilling
to publish something over the strong objections of prominent scientist referees.
…”.

Even if I were to agree for the sake of argument that it was OK for Cambridge to
be unwilling to publish “over the strong objections of prominent scientist
referees”,
I am still unhappy that the “prominent scientist referees” made such “strong
objections” to the publication of a reasonable criticism of certain aspects of



string theory.

If a theory or model cannot stand up against the publication of reasonable
criticism, then it does not deserve to be considered scientific.

Peter also decribed the “prominent scientist referees” as “anonymous string
theorist referees”, indicating that they chose to hide behind a shield of
anonymity, which seems to me to be a further clear indicator of serious
problems.
(Note that although referees MAY choose to remain anonymous, it is NOT
required of them. In fact, back when I did refereeing for a journal, I disclosed my
identity to those whose papers I refereed and gave specific reasons for
rejections, so that if they so chose they could discuss the matters with me
directly.)

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

49. woit
January 25, 2006

Tony,

In the Cambridge story I’d just like to make clear that I don’t have any real
problem with the people at Cambridge; their behavior was professional and not
unreasonable. As for the string theorist referees, my problem with them was not
the anonymity, that’s standard in this kind of situation. Actually of the two very
positive referees, one I still don’t know who it is, one I do know (since he told me
himself). There was also a mathematician referee who didn’t want to comment
on the controversial parts of the manuscript; he was fine with letting me know
who he was and we later had an interesting conversation about the mathematics
involved.

I do agree with you that there was a problem with the behavior of the string
theorist referees. They didn’t at all respond to the points made in the book, or
find anything inaccurate there, but still chose to recommend strongly against
publication. In an ideal world, a referee faced with a book by an author whose
point of view they don’t like, but who has his facts straight, should not be so
strongly objecting to its publication.

50. Dumb Biologist
January 25, 2006

Since I’ve chosen to be cowardly, I’m going to try to limit my contributions to
questions and very general commentary of a perhaps critical, but scrupulously
non-pejorative nature, out of a sense of fairness. Don’t know if I have the self-
discipline, but fair’s fair, so I should at least make the effort.

51. Not a Nobel Laureate
January 25, 2006

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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In the absence of experimental data, people can and do hold very strong
opinions. But until there’s experimental data, that’s all they will every be –
opinions and beliefs.

Reading this blog about these quasi-theological disputes reminds of my “feet
don’t fail me now” thoughts as I sought to remove myself as far away from HEP
as possible post-PhD. Haven’t looked back. Can’t imagine how people could find
such a sterile field interesting.

52. fh
January 25, 2006

Regarding Lubos, I have had an extensive (email) debate about LQG with him in
the past (as I was choosing what to persue). It seems his style has seriously
deteriorated.

On the Interview I have to say that it is certainly fairer, clearer and calmer then
most of the anti string stuff one usually sees floating around these days. It’s well
done.

53. Hmm
January 25, 2006

Peter–

Since I advised Lubos not to waste his time debating you, I will take my own
advice and interact with you here exactly once. There is nothing in my “attack”
on you that is not objectively true, although admittedly without tact. I said you
couldn’t make it as a research physicist or mathematician–this is true, looking
both at your history of research and your current position. I said you have
achieved your 15 minutes of fame by finding something you can do which doesn’t
require creative talent in physics–this is also true. You aren’t being interviewed
for Discover because of some great new insight or research direction you have
opened up. I said you haven’t contributed anything positive to physics. Again,
looking at your research record, this is simply true (perhaps I could have been
nicer and said “very little positive” to physics). I said that I think you are
pompous–ok this is a personal opinion, but frankly, if I hadn’t made any
contributions to a subject, I wouldn’t attack it in the popular press of all places,
and I would certainly tell my interviewer something like “you should know I
haven’t really done any work in 15 years”, rather than a rather pompus sounding
“I have thought about these problems for 20 years”. It is very hard to take you
seriously, Peter, because as I said on Lubos’s blog, its not like you’re an
iconoclast with your own brilliant ideas that people are ignoring–for heavens
sake, you spent the 80’s working on lattice gauge theory. In your interview you
were perfectly happy to give the impression that you were forced out of the field
because of string theory, whereas it is quite clear you were forced out because
you were working in not very interesting ways on peripheral problems. You
should know that the field has a way of keeping iconclasts and contrarians with
talent around. Many people not working in string theory continued on in
theoretical physics or mathematical physics and made important contributions.



Quite unlike what you and many of your readers think, theorists of all types value
independent thinkers *with real talent* above everything else. By “with talent” I
mean with the ability to generate non-trivial, surprising insights, in whatever
area they work in. It is not nice to say but it is most likely you were forced out
because you didn’t have “it” for creative research at a high level at the time.
There isn’t any evidence in the usual currency of science–papers–to show you
did. Its true that there have been geniuses who didn’t write many papers–Ken
Wilson springs to mind–but (A) the few papers they did write before their
breakthroughs still showed some real spark, and importantly (B) before making
their breakthroughs, they weren’t going around giving interviews to popular
magazines about their thoughts on subjects they didn’t know much about. They
were *busy working hard*, on making their breakthroughs. You are no Ken
Wilson. The other things I mentioned on Lubos’s blog were comments on your
publications and citations. As I said their, this doesn’t represent everything,
there are many cases where great works are ignored for a long while etc. etc.,
but over twenty years, *some* signal should show here. As I said, having 11
papers with a total of 220 citations does not exhibit any signal. Lubos makes the
mistake of comparing this with Witten, but the real point is that this doesn’t even
compare well with the record of a somewhat above average fresh PhD.

I brought these things up simply because from the piece in Discover, or the
Astronomy editorial a while ago, and certainly from your comments on this blog,
one would certainly come away with the impression that you speak with some
authority. It is quite shamelessly self-promotional of you to mislead people in this
way. You are not a serious scientist, Peter–serious scientists write papers and
debate in the literature and make real substansive constructive criticisms and
propose new directions of research. You don’t.

Finally, I am writing this anonymously precisely because otherwise I would spend
far too much time discussing these things with other people insteading of doing
physics, which I will happily return to doing now. People don’t have to know who
I am to evaluate my claims–for instance they can just go to SPIRES
(http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/hep) and check your publication record as I
did. Really, I was only trying to encourage Lubos to not waste his time constantly
debating you, but its clear he can’t be swayed. I myself have wasted enough time
on this already. I leave you (and your readers) with the same thought I left with
Lubos–spend your time doing physics. Physics is all that matters in this business
invariantly, everything else is sociological junk. Don’t spend all your time on
sociology, write papers! Do research! If you hate theories that don’t make
predictions, work on ones that do, write up your ideas, post them on the arxiv.
You will find (and I suspect you have already found) that this is infinitely harder
than ranting every couple of days, even if it strokes your ego to have so many
people chime in and agree with you. But making even small contributions to
physics is ialso nfinitely more important and rewarding.

54. andy
January 25, 2006

The previous post had zero substance. This is probablyconsistent with the
content of his or her “scientific papers.”

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/hep
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/hep


55. Arun
January 25, 2006

Hmm, it doesn’t take genius to identify bullsh*t when one sees it, and it is an
abdication of responsibility to say that because one lacks genius, one should
keep quiet about bullsh*t. Moreover, a contribution may be valuable even if it is
not by a genius, much cited and with brilliant work. In fact, simply raising an
alert on the lack of physical content of certain research programs may be a
valuable contribution, especially in an age when skepticism is met with personal
attacks rather than any reasoned argument.

56. Arun
January 25, 2006

Physics is all that matters in this business invariantly, everything else is
sociological junk.

I think that is exactly what Peter Woit is saying, where is the physics? string
theory is sociological junk. (Actually, he isn’t quite saying that, but Hmm’s
hyperbole deserves such a response.)

57. Tony Smith
January 25, 2006

Hmm, in an anonymous comment critical of Petet Woit,
listed many reasons that Hmm considers Peter Woit to be “not a serious
scientist”
but
failed to address ANY of the following substantive points made by Peter in his
Discover interview about string theory:
1 – “… At this point they really don’t even have a plausible idea about how to
ever make a prediction out of this, or how to use this in order to really explain
anything about the world. …”
2 – “… They are certainly using mathematics, and they are building models and
writing down equations for them, but the models they are working with just
aren’t connected to the real world.  There isn’t even any plausible way you could
imagine that they are going to be able to connect that to the real world and to
use these models to explain some experiment we are seeing. …”
3 – “… The kinds of equations that they have now are the kinds of equations you
would get in an approximation scheme to some underlying theory, but nobody
knows what the underlying theory is. …”
4 – “… There are some who have basically decided that whatever this theory is, it
has infinitely complex possible solutions [known as the string theory landscape]. 
As for the dream that there’s going to be one solution of string theory and it’s
going to be the real world, I think a lot of them have given up on that.  So they’re
trying to pursue this idea that string theory really is an infinitely complex thing. 
I think a lot of other string theorists are well aware that if you go down that road
you really can’t predict anything and you’re in danger of leaving what is normal
science. …”.



So,
it seems to me that most of Hmm’s comment should be dismissed as a mere non-
substantive ad hominem attack.

However,
Hmm did make what might be considered a response to the following statement
made by Peter in the Discover interview about string theory:  
“… it has driven out other sorts of research.  The way in which it has been
pursued has made it virtually impossible to work on other things in the field. …”.

What Hmm said was:
“… You should know that the field has a way of keeping iconclasts and
contrarians with talent around. … By “with talent” I mean with the ability to
generate non-trivial, surprising insights, in whatever area they work in. … If you
hate theories that don’t make predictions, work on ones that do, write up your
ideas, post them on the arxiv. …”.

Although Peter’s blog is not the place to discuss details of my physics model,
I will offer my own experience of being blacklisted by the Cornell arXiv as a
refutation of Hmm’s factual assertions.

Please do not attempt to discuss my physics model on this blog, as I will not
respond to any comment making such an attempt, and I hope that any such
comment will be deleted by Peter.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

58. D R Lunsford
January 25, 2006

DB – I only meant that you should not claim a cowardice that doesn’t exist
(you’re in here with the sharks!) nor downplay being smart, which you obviously
are.

-drl

59. Peter
January 25, 2006

Hmm,

If you want to argue with or discuss anything I have to say in the Discover
interview, I’ll be glad to do so. If you want to discuss my research work, I’ll be
happy to discuss hep-th/0206135 or more recent things I’ve been working on
along the same lines.

On the other hand, if you want to discuss my credentials or my right to criticize
what is going on in current particle theory research, before I’ll even consider
that you’re going to have to begin by telling us who you are and what credentials
you have that justify your behavior. Your argument that you don’t have time to do

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


so doesn’t hold much water. Come on, how much time does typing a few
characters take compared to the time you’ve spent today repeatedly attacking
me at Lubos’s blog and now here?

I think just about anyone who reads Lubos’s blog soon realizes he’s a fanatic,
driven half-mad by his inability to answer honest scientific criticism. Lubos’s
bullying behavior is execrable, but yours is far worse. Unlike him, you’re not just
a bully, you’re also a coward. You should be deeply ashamed of yourself, and
there is something seriously wrong with an academic field that at least tacitly
supports the kind of behavior that the two of you are engaged in.

60. Hmm
January 26, 2006

Ok, I can’t resist making one last comment here. First–I didn’t respond
to the criticisms of string theory in the Discover interview because that
wasn’t the point of my original post to Lubos’s blog–which was really
about trying to convince Lubos not to bother in these pointless debates.
Peter, you recycle the same points over and over again, and the totally
reasonable responses have also been recycled over and over again. I see no
point in continuing this excercise. Suffice it to say that none of your criticisms
are news to anyone working in the field, and there are even more besides the
ones you mention, but the positive indications that this approach to unification
and quantum gravity is on the right track outweigh all these things for the
people who keep working on it–it’s not just that they have invested their lives in
it, as you like to think–people in this field are willing to turn on a dime. Maybe
everyone is wrong, but the way to convince them of this is not to repeat the same
arguments they know anyway over and over, but instead offer any interesting
non-trivial alternatives.

Second–I didn’t resort to name-calling; while you and your readers did. I
simply pointed out the factual aspects of your career as a research
physicist–this is maybe not nice since it is rather undistinguished, but
it is important for people to know this about you when evaluating your
opinions. While you’re not strictly dishonest about it you don’t go out of your way
to paint an accurate picture either–unlike Lubos I should say, who despite much
much more impressive research accomplishments goes out his way to say things
like “right now I am not one of the leaders in string theory” and so on. But why
does your record as a researcher matter? Shouldn’t the fact that your questions
are valid be enough to convince us to listen carefully to what you have to say
about them? Unfortunately I think not–well you can do whatever you want on
your blog, but I feel its very inappropriate for much more public forums. The
reason is precisley because the field is in the midst of confusing (and also very
interesting) times. Now, people who know, from experience, what its like to
invent really new ideas know that the birthing process for these ideas can be
difficult. They know from personal experience about the murkiness before the
light when things fall into place. They have seen important ideas be jeered, be
called unscientific, unfalsifiable, “not even wrong”, many times before. Thats
why in a new confusing era, their opinions count for something, their wisdom is
important. Of course different people with such experiences can have different



takes on whether the current directions for the field are the right or wrong ones.
For instance two of my heros in physics–David Gross and Steven Weinberg–have
divergent opinions on anthropic reasoning and the landscape, and both their
opinions certainly matter to me. But the fact that you have not been involved in
any significant research means, Peter, that you have no particularly interesting
insight to draw on into the direction in which things should break. You just
repeat the same trivially obvious points over and over again, pretending that
they are being ignored because they are “counter-establishment”, when in fact
they’re ignored because they don’t add anything interesting or new to to the
debate. Your readers should know that string theorists are perfectly willing to
listen to outsider criticism. String theory isn’t a cabal trying to stomp out
everything else, and string theorists are not afraid to ask themselves all the same
questions you obsess about. They aren’t sticking their heads in the sand.
As an example, Gerard ‘t Hooft is at all the major conferences, often telling
stringers they’re full of it, and they don’t just nod politely, they listen to him, they
think about what he has to say. Why? They know he is a unique intellect, who has
been right before in amazing ways about things that were totally non-obvious.
On the other hand, without any credentials of this sort, you repeatedly attack
people like e.g. Weinberg and Wilczek for thinking about anthropic reasoning–
does it *ever* occur to you that there is a reason these two Nobel Laureates, who
invented large parts of the standard model and surely know something about
what is science, are working on this? Is it really because they are so dumb as to
not see your objections? Or might it be that, from past experience, they know
that it sometimes pays to push through and explore strange ideas that other
people freak out over? I find your arrogance in condemning these people (never
mind Lenny!) absolutely breathtaking, Peter.

Finally, I am not going to apologize for remaining anonymous. It has
nothing to do with the time it takes to type out my name, it has to do
with the time I would have to waste talking to people about why I
posted, what I think about all this etc. My point here is *only* to point
people to an objective source with which to judge your credentials. As far
as me–I can tell you that I disagree with Lubos about almost everything,
except that like him (and you) I very much dislike the anthropic principle
and the landscape, though unlike you I don’t think the people working on
it are morons who have given up on science–it might just turn out to be
the way things are, though I think it is premature to abandon the hope
that we can predict all couplings. Unlike you I like SUSY, and look forward to its
discovery at the LHC. I am a fan of string theory. I acknowledge it may be on the
wrong track with the Landscape and may be wrong altogether, though it seems
more likely to me that it will figure in some unforseen way in the final story. I
think people should explore alternatives, but there is a reason so many of the
best people continue to be attracted to string theory–even with all the problems,
much more seems to come out than goes in.

This really will be my last interaction with this blog. I apologize for having
offended you, Peter, but I re-iterate that your non-expert readers should know
something about your scientific standing to help them evaluate your opinions in
the future.



61. Boaz
January 26, 2006

A rhetorical question for Hmm:
Is the concept of “scientific standing” really objective?
Why not be honest about it and say that you and some people you know don’t
think Peter’s that great.
But then that begs the question of who you are and whether your own opinion on
this matter should be taken into account.
It really does seem unfair to attack someone’s credibility without putting your
own out there for examination.

62. Thomas Larsson
January 26, 2006

Hmm,

attacking Peter’s scientific credentials completely misses the point. Peter should
be viewed as the tip of an iceberg, probably containing the majority of the
physics community.

Perhaps it had been better if Discovery instead had interviewed Nobel laureates
like Sheldon “string theory has failed in its primary goal” Glashow, Martinus
“string theory is a figment of the theoretical mind” Veltman, Phil “string theory a
futile exercise as physics”Anderson, or Bob “string theory a 50-year-old woman
wearing way too much lipstick” Laughlin. Or perhaps with the founder of the
string theory group at Rutgers, Dan “string theory is a complete scientific
failure” Friedan.

OTOH, all science journalists out there, it is not too late to make new interviews.

63. a
January 26, 2006

I think that everybody agrees with hmm that it would have been better if a
honest criticism had come from inside. Unfortunately experts remain(ed) silent
and outsiders tend to base their judgment on concrete results: on this aspect
strings are very poor, and I doubt that the busy work of hmm will solve the
situation. Doing physics is not only filling papers with equations, but also
discussing which problems it is worth to address.

64. ks
January 26, 2006

I think that everybody agrees with hmm that it would have been better if a
honest criticism had come from inside.

Is it so? Why do we accept a critical public when we deal with politics but not
with science? Why must critisism be constructive? If an idea/ideology does not
work than it does not work. Showing this is an act of enlightenement and a
public service. Demanding that Peter has to be an intellectual giant who

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html
http://www.amazon.ca/exec/obidos/ASIN/981238149X/702-3779607-3347255
http://www.amazon.ca/exec/obidos/ASIN/981238149X/702-3779607-3347255
http://www.edge.org/q2005/q05_10.html#andersonp
http://www.edge.org/q2005/q05_10.html#andersonp
http://www.edge.org/q2005/q05_10.html#andersonp
http://www.edge.org/q2005/q05_10.html#andersonp
http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL
http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL
http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL
http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/03/14/MNGRMBOURE1.DTL
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131


produces new euphorias to the physics community is like forcing from a religious
critic being itself a religious founder ( or from a political commentator being a
politician ). Sometimes it should suffice being simply reasonable and well
informed.

65. secret milkshake
January 26, 2006

I was born to into a communist country. I remember reading this kind of stuff
back then: “Who are these so-called dissidents? They are all flakes and failures.
We already have an honest, healthy and constructive discussion and it must be in
its proper place. We need to have peaceful conditions for further continuation of
our creative work.”

When Motl wrote “we can’t make progress until we get this kind of human
garbage lined up against the wall + shot” (he means his critics) he was yearning
for the more direct approach.

66. JE
January 26, 2006

Hmm said,

“…my heros in physics–David Gross and Steven Weinberg…”

Any researcher in theoretical physics needs to know as much as possible about
Gross and Weinberg’s great contributions to physics, but I don’t think that
he/she needs to worship any “heroes”. It sounds puerile as an attitude towards
research.

67. fh
January 26, 2006

The ad hominem attacks are besides the point of course, but I have heard similar
criticism from people whoes standing as absolutely brilliant physicists can not be
doubted.

For those who obsessively count citations to judge scientific merit, I’m talking
about people whoes number of citations is the same order of magnitude as
Wittens, if scaled to the size of the field they work in.

68. Nigel
January 26, 2006

‘…might it be that, from past experience, they know that it sometimes pays to
push through and explore strange ideas that other people freak out over?’ –
Hmm

The word ‘strange’ is not useful because all new ideas are initially strange by
definition.

The mainstream string theory effort is not coming under criticism because



ignorant outsiders object to new ideas being ‘strange’.

It’s that the new ideas, as Woit says, have reached a critical mass and are a self-
propagating excursion from the business of modelling and predicting measurable
phenomena.

It is interesting that a recipe based entirely on speculation, which produces
untestable predictions, has become mainstream, and defends itself using the
arrogance of dismissing critics as ignorant.

String theory uses extra dimensions to vaguely ‘predict’ unobservable gravitons
and superpartners that will unify other forces at an energy far beyond
experimental confirmation.

Why should tax-payers fund this?

‘… it seems more likely to me that it will figure in some unforseen way in the
final story.’ – Hmm

Sure it will. The guy who comes up with the right theory will have to include a
lengthy analysis of string theory in his paper, just to prove he is not plain
ignorant of string theory, to get it read…

69. Christine
January 26, 2006

“Science is a way of thinking much more than it is a body of knowledge.”
— Carl Sagan

Any reasonable person — serious researcher or layman — will promptly
recognize the value of Peter Woit´s contribution on how to improve our way of
thinking over the (difficult) problem of quantum gravity, even if one does not
agree with his opinions.

Personal attacks can only be interpreted as some kind of psychological reaction
to primitive fear, and only reveals some kind of immaturity for practicing science
or any productive activity.

70. amused
January 26, 2006

The fairytales of Hmm above shouldn’t be left unchallenged.

1) “As an example, Gerard ‘t Hooft is at all the major conferences, often telling
stringers they’re full of it, and they don’t just nod politely…”

Indeed they don’t. I was at an informal talk by `t Hooft once, with Dijkgraaf also
in the audience. `t Hooft was saying something negative about string theory and
Dijkgraaf’s reaction was to get annoyed and walk out. Generally, string theorists
regard `t Hooft, Glashow and co. as dinosaurs who made great contributions in
the past but whose present day opinions on string theory are ill-informed and
don’t matter.



2) “theorists of all types value independent thinkers *with real talent* above
everything else. By “with talent” I mean with the ability to generate non-trivial,
surprising insights, in whatever area they work in.”

Oh sure they do. That’s why the shortlists on the rumour mill pages are full of
young people who are striving to demonstrate their originality and independence
by developing new research directions and publishing their independent work in
our top journal.
In reality, there are few things that the powers-that-be despise more than the
sight of young people trying to do original independent work. Such fools will
quickly discover that their PRL publications count for nothing in competition
with the smart youngsters who realised that success in this field requires one to
ape one’s famous elders and ride their coattails as junior author on their papers.
Lip service is paid to the noble ideal of supporting independent research, but in
practice the powers that be only support their clones, since a clone of them is of
course intrinsically better than a non-clone, irregardless of what the latter might
have done. (And it is indeed amusing to see how some of these clones go dead
researchwise once they get a faculty position and have to start being
independent. Lubos is but one example.)

3) “You aren’t being interviewed for Discover because of some great new insight
or research direction you have opened up…”

Perhaps Peter was being interviewed because he has done more than anyone
else to provoke a critical discussion of the state of affairs in string theory? For
many years the stringers have been promoting the notion that they are just so
incredibly brilliant and are doing so wonderfully well with their reserach
program. No need to put a damper on the exuberant hype of Kaku & co.; it will
all turn out to be true in the end anyway, and in any case it is good that the
public should know how brilliant these people are and how wonderful their work
is. As `a’ mentioned above, ideally people from within the string community itself
should have been the ones to call for a more balanced assessment. But there was
no prospect of that happening, so it had to be someone from the outside, and
Peter Woit was pretty much the only applicant for the job. Given that string
theorist dismiss greats like `t Hooft and Glashow as ill-informed dinosaurs (come
on guys, don’t try to deny it), it’s a bit ridiculous for them to complain about a
lack in Peter Woit’s credentials. If there really is a shortcoming in Peter’s
capacity to criticise string theory it will manifest iself through inaccurate/ill-
informed/unreasonable statements that he makes. People who want to question
Peter’s “right” to criticise string theory are invited to point out the occurances of
such statements in the hundreds of pages he has written already.

71. Thomas Larsson
January 26, 2006

Indeed they don’t. I was at an informal talk by `t Hooft once, with Dijkgraaf also
in the audience.

Dijkgraaf, like the Verlinde twins, are former ‘t Hooft students, right?



72. mhm
January 26, 2006

“And it is indeed amusing to see how some of these clones go dead researchwise
once they get a faculty position and have to start being independent. Lubos is
but one example.”

This is not fair. Lubos made many original contributions to the research of
climate change. And he has done so without any credentials, because they are
only needed when talking about strings.

73. mhm
January 26, 2006

“Motl wrote “we can’t make progress until we get this kind of human garbage
lined up against the wall + shot”

Mr. Milkshake, this comment just shows how intelligent and smart Lubos Motl is.
Only he, Jacques, Hmm and the other super string theorists are able to think
clearly about superstrings, because they are so smart. Their time is very
valuable, because they need to think so much and write their blogs and
comments.

The laymen belong to “the stupid people” as Lubos once told us.
They can only solve easy problems (like how to make an honest
living). They should only do two things:
a) buy the books about superstrings and admire the great thinkers.
b) pay the bill

74. a
January 26, 2006

Dear mhm: in case your full name is Lubos Motl, it was already said that yours is
the best trash show; but don’t you think it is a bit out of context in a serious
discussion?

75. anonymous
January 26, 2006

“… Lubos made many original contributions to the research of climate change.
And he has done so without any credentials…” – mhm

But Motl’s definition of the word ‘hypocrisy’ has a special exclusion clause just
for string theorists! They are allowed to vent views on climatic change without a
single paper or citation in that area! This same principle allows they to
ignorantly ridicule LQG, etc…

76. woit
January 26, 2006

Hmm,



I will take my own advice and interact with you here exactly once.

Why did I know this was a lie the moment I read it?

Let’s see, your claim is that you have to remain anonymous because otherwise
you would have to spend too much valuable time explaining why you are
attacking me and what you think about string theory. Well, much of your
comments are all about these topics, and you seem to be having no problem
finding lots of time to go on about them at ever-increasing length. You evidently
have plenty of time on your hands to make up nonsense I never wrote (e.g. that
Weinberg and Wilczek are morons) so that you can continue to attack me. I think
there are two much more obvious reasons for why you insist on anonymity:

1. You’re a bully and a coward.

2. You’re a string theorist wannabe, with no credentials at all in this field beyond
having read a few popular books on the subject.

There seems to me to be plenty of evidence in your by now many pages of
comments for both of these.

Thanks to many commenters who already did a far better job in writing in here
to explain why my views might be worth listening to than I ever could. It’s
encouraging to see that what I am trying to do here is widely understood and
appreciated.

I’d like to point out that much of what I’m trying to do is to not just go on about
my own views or criticize those of others. No, I don’t call Steven Weinberg or
Frank Wilczek “morons”, instead I as accurately as possible quote what they say,
sometimes make some comments on what I think about it, and provide links to
every place I know of where their own words are available. I believe this often
provides useful information so people who can decide for themselves what they
think. Even quite a few string theorists who are not at all happy with my views
tell me that they find this valuable.

One of the main reasons I went into science was that it is a subject not based on
blind belief in authority figures. If you’re willing to put in the time to understand
what people are saying, you can make up your own mind about what to believe. I
hope this blog helps people do that.

77. fh
January 26, 2006

I like to think that hmm is actually Lubos talking to himself, if for no other reason
than that it amuses me.

78. woit
January 26, 2006

fh,



Unfortunately I’m quite sure they’re different people and it’s a sad fact that
Lubos’s fanatical views and behavior are not unique to him. For one thing
“Hmm” has a native speaker’s command of the English language, unlike Lubos.
My guess is that “Hmm” is the same person as “Michael” who every so often
posts comments here about how incompetent I am. He seems to live in the
Boston area and may have some sort of connection to Brandeis.

79. J.F. Moore
January 26, 2006

Pete Woit’s (or more generally, anyone’s) credentials are only relevant to the
argument to the extent that the reader does not understand the issue at hand
and must take on faith the position of the one making the argument. Anyone who
takes the minimal time to grasp what’s going on, even at a very basic level, must
admit there are some problems with superstrings, at the very least a huge
dichotomy between the advertised power of the theory (esp. 10-20 years ago)
and the actual power, if power is meant the way it is for almost all of science, as
having the ability to make predictions.

80. J.F. Moore
January 26, 2006

Sorry, I didn’t mean to abbreviate your name like that, Peter. I blame my new
bluetooth keyboard.

81. anon
January 26, 2006

Peter,

I think Lubos is being quite successful in his main objective: intimidation. While
it will hardly affect your behaviour, it sends a strong message to others who
might be contemplating taking a public stance on various issues you discuss.

Not quite effective as the “line up ’em up and shoot” technique he learnt in his
native country, but he’s adapating it well.

82. amused
January 26, 2006

Thomas: yes, Dijkgraaf and the Verlinde twins were `t Hooft’s students. Not all of
his students became string theorists though (e.g. van Baal), and conversely, not
all Dutch string theorists were his students (e.g. de Boer).

mhm: That was hilarious  It was supposed to be ironic, right? Or are you really
LM?

83. Tony Smith
January 26, 2006

If Hmm is anonymous, Hmm’s qualifications must be judged based on material in



Hmm’s posts, and I have only read Hmm’s two comments on this blog.
However,
it is possible to evaluate Hmm’s mentality to some degree by considering the
following excerpt from those posts, in which Hmm said to Peter:

“… I disagree with Lubos about almost everything,
except that like him (and you) I very much dislike the anthropic principle and the
landscape
… I like SUSY … I am a fan of string theory. …”.

I wonder if leaders of the conventional superstring community, such as Ed
Witten, will ever realize that their community is ill-served by allowing such
people as Hmm to act as their advocates,
and
whether those leaders will ever speak out loudly against Hmm and others of that
ilk,
or
whether those leaders will continue, by their silence, to endorse them.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

84. D R Lunsford
January 26, 2006

Tony, good point, in some ways ST is like a pernicious political idea , e.g.
Maoism, that attracts every rogue on the planet.

-drl

85. D R Lunsford
January 26, 2006

Anon – he’s like the Czech hockey team – take enough shots and something will
eventually go in!

The way to beat the Czechs was to outskate them. At this point, LM has been
outskated.

-drl

86. Adrian H.
January 26, 2006

As ugly and naked as it is, Hmm’s view represents one important aspect of the
degeneration of modern intellectual life: this incessant placing of everyone and
everything into league tables and rankings. It is a sickness, and it is usually
pressed very hard by those charlatans who have worked up a good ‘reputation’
by doing minor incremental work that advances things infinitesimally. It is
usually combined with sycophancy towards the ‘great and worthy’; and with
maintaining one’s presence by skillful networking. It is the way to have a great

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


career at the modern University.

In this lattice structure of good and bad reputation it comes to seem natural that
some people are entitled to express their opinion while others are not. Secret
Milkshake likened this to the Soviet Union. But it is probably far more insidious
than that, because it is self-imposed. People like Hmm have entirely internalised
this worthless junk.

What Hmm dislikes about you, Peter, is that you are in effect speaking out of
turn—not showing due deferrence to the great and the good. So you can be sure
that he got where he is by toadying his way up the ladder. If we saw his
publication record I’m sure it would look impressive. Until we looked more
closely at just what the acheivement really is. Then it would look shallow and
trite: merely dotting the i’s on the great men’s work.

But it shouldn’t upset you, Peter. This is all part of what you are criticising in
your blog every day. And I for one hope you keep it up.

87. Peter
January 26, 2006

Adrian,

I think you’re quite right about the mentality of “Hmm” and a few others like
him. There’s been a lot of this in recent days due to the Discover article, but
there was a certain amount of it since the beginning, when I first started publicly
criticizing string theory.

At the time I remember thinking that some of this kind of behavior was highly
remniscent of the dominance displays of males in a group of baboons when an
interloper who doesn’t fit into the hierarchy arrives in their midst. Lots of
jumping up and down, flashing of teeth, loud screeching, displays of posteriors
(or at least the string theorist equivalents….).

88. anonymous
January 27, 2006

I should say that this quote of Chomsky nails it on the head:

“In my own professional work I have touched on a variety of different fields. I’ve
done my work in mathematical linguistics, for example, without any professional
credentials in mathematics; in this subject I am completely self-taught, and not
very well taught. But I’ve often been invited by universities to speak on
mathematical linguistics at mathematics seminars and colloquia. No one has
ever asked me whether I have the appropriate credentials to speak on these
subjects; the mathematicians couldn’t care less. What they want to know is what
I have to say. No one has ever objected to my right to speak, asking whether I
have a doctor’s degree in mathematics, or whether I have taken advanced
courses in the subject. That would never have entered their minds. They want to
know whether I am right or wrong, whether the subject is interesting or not,
whether better approaches are possible – the discussion dealt with the subject,



not with my right to discuss it.

But on the other hand, in discussion or debate concerning social issues or
American foreign policy, Vietnam or the Middle East, for example, the issue is
constantly raised, often with considerable venom. I’ve repeatedly been
challenged on the grounds of credentials, or asked, what special training do you
have that entitles you to speak of these matters. The assumption is that people
like me, who are outsiders from a professional standpoint, are not entitled to
speak on such things.

Compare mathematics and the political sciences — it’s quite striking. In
mathematics, in physics, people are concerned with what you say, not with your
certification. But in order to speak about social reality, you must have the proper
credentials, particularly if you depart from the accepted framework of thinking.
Generally speaking, it seems fair to say that the richer the intellectual substance
of a field, the less there is a concern for credentials, and the greater is concern
for content.”

Lubos is clearly not doing his field any flavor.

89. Adrian H.
January 27, 2006

Yes, the my-publication-list-is-longer-than-your-publication-list does have certain
analogies! 

90. Ignorant Layman
January 27, 2006

Dr. Lubos Motl’s polemical invective which resorts to a scatologically laced ad
hominen attack against his straw man of a crackpot who reads this blog, I think
reveals much more about the good professor’s lack of professionalism than any
amount of learned exposition might otherwise afford us wayward ignoramuses. I
think he has hoisted himself on his own petard most ignominiously.

91. D R Lunsford
January 27, 2006

Adrian H, in other words, “Cites matters.”

-drl

92. anon
January 27, 2006

Popular voting systems like citations aren’t even democratic! Citations occur
when people follow the mainstream ideas. So what? The mainstream was wrong
on caloric, phlogiston, etc! It doesn’t matter how many citations there are, only if
the facts are sound. Citation bureaucracy can work against real innovation.

93. Ignorant Layman



January 27, 2006

How about those embarassing expert pronunciamentos such as “Nuclear power
will never work,” etc., etc.

94. Juan R.
January 27, 2006

Peter Woit,

About tactics you are cited above

1. The ad hominem attack. Attack your opponent’s credibility and right
to say anything on the subject. This is Lubos’s main tactic today.

He used this tactic here in his attack on Horgan. I have explained to him how
splitting data from interpretation of data, e.g. via detecting the existence of
quotes  . Lubos Motl in this blog often some of us use blockquotes instead of ”
“. You can detect them because they are rendered in a different color, and
indented by the console. For example this is a comment section on data and this

This is a quote

is data (quote).

Peter Woit, if he can learn, i personally wait that in future he can openly critize
either data used in some discussion or comments on that data but without
resorting to the ad hominem attack.

2. The straw man attack. Misrepresent or even misquote your
opponent’s words, then attack them as stupid and ignorant for saying
something inaccurate.

Easily inverted thecnique! No problem with it unless that you cannot reply to the
attack, but that is already next point.

3. Censorship. When you can get away with it, by any tactic available,
keep people who disagree with you from being heard.

This is very ancient! Already guys as Newton were censured by their colleagues.
A modern example of censure are ArXiv blacklists, or sistematic rejection of hot
topics by some leader journals (e.g. some journals do not acept critical papers on
relativity). Another examples are blocking of funding of rival schools, rejecting of
position for rival scientists, heavy peer-review, etc.

The natural solution to this point is the re-grouping:

– Newton and colleagues re-grouped and published alternatively.

– ArXiv blacklisted scientists launched new preprint servers.

– People critizing some aspects of relativity publish in alternative journals.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=332
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=332


– Searching alternative ways for research funding

– Etc.

4. Intimidation. I’ve heard from many, many physicists that they agree
with many of my criticisms of string theory, but are afraid to be
publicly associated with them because of repercussions for their
career.

Very related to point 3. In fact, may serious studies on revolution on science and
alternative ways suggest that best position for launch an alternative or
revolutionary way on science is from an independent position, e.g. some
emeritus position in some university, chair in a new funded institute, etc. This
way you can simply neglect intimidation, so usual in archaic universitary
schemas.

This is the reason that I can openly publish criticism on string theory. Those
physicists could openly critize that nonsense called string theory if they received
alternative careers to actual ones.

It is just a question of time and politics, not a problem that string theory was
difficult to evaluate. No real problem with this…

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

95. D R Lunsford
January 27, 2006

kshe – right, it isn’t obvious to me how this applies. Like I said -confused-.

-drl

96. Boaz
January 27, 2006

anonymous quotes Chomsky as saying

Generally speaking, it seems fair to say that the richer the intellectual
substance of a field, the less there is a concern for credentials, and the
greater is concern for content.

I think that Chomsky is missing an important piece here. I think that the depth of
the relationship of a field to society as a whole is equally, if not more important
(regarding receptivity to outsiders’ ideas and criticism) than wealth of ideas and
substance. Math is a traditional field that is almost universally recognised to be
valuable. Math departments have the dual role of developing new ideas in
addition to preserving existing knowledge through teaching. And the value is
shown by its inclusion in curriculum from elementary school through college. I



don’t know Chomsky’s ideas about the connections between mathematics and
linguistics in detail, but I would guess that they do not threaten the existing
relationships that mathematicians have with society at large. His views on
politics, on the other hand, do threaten the relationship that that group of
academics has with society. Political scientists and historians to some extent
retain clout by the perception that they advise government and society on some
major policy issues. If the value of that advice is being attacked, so is their place
in society.

So there seem to be two issues: one is whether a given criticism goes to the
heart of a field’s relationship with society, and the second is whether that
relationship is strong enough that it can take the criticism in stride and improve
the health of the relationship. Sensitivity to criticism can mean a fear of it all
falling apart.

I think that Lubos does indeed see the position of string theory in society being
attacked by Peter and he is responding. So I don’t think that it necessarily
implies a poverty of ideas, but rather an insecurity of a precarious position. If
Lubos felt more secure in his own position and in that of string theory, he
wouldn’t worry so much that a little criticism would cause the whole thing to
collapse.

97. Adrian H.
January 27, 2006

”Cites matters.” Very nice.

98. mathjunkie
January 27, 2006

Citation sometimes can’t tell the importance of a research paper. I found that
some researchers intentionally increased their number of citations by quoting
their published papers in their future publications but their peers cited those
published works only very few times.

99. Jimbo
January 28, 2006

Congrats to Peter for an excellent Discover interview. Basically what he’s been
saying for several years to the community, is now getting a vastly wider
audience, and will ultimately trickle down to the intelligent lay person, who has
seen the glitzy NOVA string special, & other stringy hype, & cause that person to
slap themselves on the forehead & say “Hey, the superstringers have definitely
broken lock with the scientific method & have gone off into their own little world
of mathematics, marketing it as reality”.
We cannot really blame Susskind, Witten, Green, Schwarz, Maldecena,
Polchinski, Greene, et al. for this sad state of affairs. It is Dirac, their godfather,
who justified the stringy crusade with his aphorism, “It is more important to have
beauty in one’s equations, than truth”. Gell-Mann, added fuel to the fire with his
“Anything not expressly forbidden is compulsory”.
As Peter points out, this is all fine for mathematicians. However, as many



theorists still stubbornly believe, physics is an empirical science, which for 300
yrs, has set a higher standard of reality than mere aesthetics.
Lastly, without appealing to reality by consensus, I think the blogs should start a
head count in the anti-string camp, perhaps with an arxiv `call-to-arms’ note, &
ram it down PhysicsToday’s throat. Just to drop a few names on record for
starters: Feynman, Glashow, Veltman, well, you get my drift…

100. D R Lunsford
January 28, 2006

Jimbo – you’ve misinterpreted what Dirac meant. He’s undoubtedly spinning like
a new pulsar in his grave, over what has happened.

If only he were alive. I feel like we need one of our elders to return from the
undiscovered country, and start kicking ass.

-drl

101. Thomas Larsson
January 28, 2006

Lastly, without appealing to reality by consensus, I think the blogs should start a
head count in the anti-string camp, perhaps with an arxiv `call-to-arms’ note, &
ram it down PhysicsToday’s throat. Just to drop a few names on record for
starters: Feynman, Glashow, Veltman, well, you get my drift…

OK.

102. Chris Oakley
January 28, 2006

It is Dirac, their godfather, who justified the stringy crusade with his
aphorism, “It is more important to have beauty in one’s equations, than
truth”.

You cannot blame Dirac for a trend that only really got going in the year that he
died. Personally, I think that the “anything goes” mentality can be traced back to
something that Dirac was most definitely not responsible for, namely the
endorsement of mathematical chicanery in physicists’ desperation to “explain”
the Lamb Shift from about 1947.

103. woit
January 28, 2006

Jimbo,

I really don’t agree that the problem is that string theorists have left physics for
mathematics. The mathematically sophisticated parts of string theory are
actually the valuable ones that may someday lead somewhere. What’s really
useless and dangerous are things like the “Landscape”, which are quite
“physical”, involve very little math, but are completely noxious and threatening

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=333#comment-7998
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=333#comment-7998


to turn particle theory into pseudo-science.

Given the lack of new experimental results, the pursuit of new ideas about
physics based on their mathematical beauty actually seems to me as promising a
thing to try as any. It is a great shame that the failure of string theory threatens
to discredit research in this direction.

104. mathjunkie
January 29, 2006

It seems Lubos reacted violently in his webpage.

For balancing the views between stringy people and anti-stringy people, I hope
the Discover magazine could have interviewed Lubos as well.

105. Who
January 29, 2006

*For balancing the views between stringy people and anti-stringy people,*

personally I think science benefits more from calm reasoned debate (by people
able to understand others’ viewpoint) and I think P. does admirably in the calm-
reasoned category

so for balance, on a panel, I would match P. with somebody else—-not someone
violent, emotional, bigoted. Same if I were publishing back-to-back interviews in
a magazine.

I don’t know who it would be—-there’s David Gross (but being a nobelist he’s
awfully heavy)—-Robbert Dijkgraaf is a terrific talker and an attractive
advocate—-no, too much glamor for what I have in mind. It is not about
salesmanship it is about honest reasoning over scientific priorities.

Now I think of it! Imagine matching Peter with Andy Strominger—-back to back
interviews! those are two people who would take pains to understand each other
viewpoint and to address each other concerns.
both would scrupulously refrain from adhominem attack. Bravo.

BTW if it were a THREE way balanced thing, I would put up Laurent Freidel as a
representative of the alternatives to string research.
I would not just pit Andy and Peter. It is really a triangle, as I see it.
Anyway there is a potential for calm reasoned balanced discussion (no
vituperation, no acrimonious Motley) and it might be good for the physicis
community. Hope this not too much off topic.

106. woit
January 29, 2006

mathjunkie,

I also very much hope that Discover will do a profile of Lubos.



107. Tony Smith
January 29, 2006

Who suggests that “… a THREE way balanced …” discussion might be good.

An example of a very good “THREE way” discussion is the book “Triangle of
Thoughts” (English translation AMS 2001) by Alain Connes, Andre Lichnerowicz,
and Marcel Paul Schutzenberger. The flavor of the book might be seen in the
following excerpt from A.C.’s part of the trialogue:
“… String theory was supposed to apply to strong interactions … this theory of
little strings moving in space-time implkes the existence of particles of spin 2
and zero mass like the graviton. … string theory has so far been tested only on a
strictly mathematical level … in physics, we are still far from the mark. … we can
hope that string theory will make it possible to understand the arbitrary
constants appearing in the Standard Model, that is, in particle physics; but so far
the theory offers nothing substantial in this respect.
One of the major problems is that … supersymmetry … must be broken in order
not to contradict the experimental results of the Standard Model …
… A true theory would no doubt have to explain the arbitrary parameters of the
Standard Model …”.

Please read the book to get the full context of those and many other issues
discussed therein.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

108. Who
January 29, 2006

Hi Tony, I have not seen “Triangle of Thoughts” but there is an interesting trialog
about QG available on arxiv, as a sample of this form:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501103

Ted Jacobson, Donald Marolf, Carlo Rovelli

Ted Jacobson has been a critic of Loop Gravity and related QG in recent years,
serves as deviladvocate sometimes at conferences, voicing skepticism, and
specializes in observational tests that constrain QG.

Don Marolf has done string research mainly I think, but collaborates with Loop
people sometimes. So the trialog is people who are on different sides of quite a
lot of issues but can still talk amicably.
=================

I wasn’t thinking of a trialog actually, but of some magazine publishing three
separate interviews back to back.

A. a critic (like Peter or Larry Krauss, actually many people are vocal critics,
some representative)

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501103
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501103


B. a string practitioner—someone who can acknowledge problems but give a
reasonable defense

C. a nonstring researcher who doesnt bother criticizing string!

I have never heard Freidel, for instance, say anything about string. he is too busy
with his own research and seems just not interested in string.

Often times you have string apologists for whom string is a huge issue and they
act like “if you are not for us you are against string (and motherhood :-))” and all
these people who do QG are our ENEMIES and they are our detractors and we
must discredit them etc.

But actually many intelligent creative researchers just are not interested in
string and never seem to talk about it (at least in public) and they just do their
work

(the problem is the artificial restriction of career opportunities for these people
in the US, I think—-highly qualified people are in effect denied access to the job
market if they do something that is perceived as rival to string—but I don’t hear
these people openly complaining, instead I hear Smolin sometimes in a sense
complaining FOR them. )

so I would publish a triangle of interviews partly just to show that the issue is not
just PRO and CON string—there is active QG research by people for whom string
is basically IRRELEVANT. Having the discussion always focus on pro-and-con
string gives a distorted picture because inflates string importance.

well I’m not a magazine editor and no one should hold their breath waiting for a
brace of cool interviews about diversifying particle theory research in the US or
anything like that.

congratulations to Discover for having the one with Peter that they did, which is
some progress at least



Die Physik steckt in der Krise

January 25, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The German weekly Die Zeit has an article this week by Max Rauner about string
theory, the Landscape, and the controversy over whether this is science or not. My
German is rather shaky, but as far as I can tell it’s an intelligent summary of the
controversy, emphasizing Susskind and his new book, and quoting many of the usual
suspects. The same issue also has an interview with philosopher of science Martin
Carrier about the question of whether or not string theory is a science.

Update: Eli Rabett has put up a translation of the article into English on his blog.

Comments

1. SomeBody
January 25, 2006

I love how the article manages to quote the number of universes both as 10500
and as 10 with SUBscript 500…

The philosopher Reiner Hedrich (apparently asked to “bring order” to the
physics debate in Germany?!?) has a cool soundbite. Translating freely from the
article,

»The Multiverse theory is reasonable in its logic”, says Hedric, “but not
reasonable enough to be science.” The research program reminds him of the pre-
Socratics of ancient Greece: it’s “a metaphysical contemplation of nature”.

2. Wolfgang
January 25, 2006

The only thing really new in this article is the comparison of quantum theory and
general relativity to an old married couple sleeping in separate beds …

3. Frisean
January 25, 2006

Martin Carrier says: “Eine strenge Unterscheidung zwischen Wissenschaft und
Metaphysik, wie man sie früher verlangte, macht man heute eigentlich nicht
mehr.”

translates to sth like “A strict seperation between science and metaphysics, as it
was demanded in past, is not made today any more.”

Can this be taken serious? I am a layman, but I doubt all philosophers and
scientists will agree on that.

http://www.zeit.de/2006/05/Kosmologie
http://www.zeit.de/2006/05/Kosmologie
http://www.zeit.de/2006/05/N-Interview_Carrier
http://www.zeit.de/2006/05/N-Interview_Carrier
http://www.zeit.de/2006/05/N-Interview_Carrier
http://www.zeit.de/2006/05/N-Interview_Carrier
http://rabett.blogspot.com/2006/01/lost-this-is-something-of-new.html
http://rabett.blogspot.com/2006/01/lost-this-is-something-of-new.html


The German term Wissenschaft means more than empirical science but I
consider this statement to be very questionable. Maybe I am a little naive, but a
Natural Science should ask for empircal evidence while metaphysics has not and
can be entirely speculative or is this not true any more? Elsewise the boundries
between metyphysics/religion on the one side, and empircal sciences on the
other science become diffuse or even not existent.

4. D R Lunsford
January 25, 2006

Frisean – certainly it’s the most important topic. To me, string theory failed when
it trivialized Democritus by introducing strings to begin with. That string theory
fails as science is no surprise – what has not been much said is how utterly it
fails as metaphysics, by completely failing to provide a sensible ontology. On this
level, it’s “too ugly to contemplate” rather than being right or wrong.

-drl

5. Quantoken
January 25, 2006

Wolfgang said: “The only thing really new in this article is the comparison of
quantum theory and general relativity to an old married couple sleeping in
separate beds … ”

I thought they were never married to start with.

6. D R Lunsford
January 25, 2006

Q – actually GR and QM have much in common.

1) Ultimately both are based on g_mn.
2) Both are stymied by the volume element (reducibility of metric, electroweak
symmetry breaking)
3) Both are forced to endure unacceptable physical ideas (singularities).
4) Both have a hard time dealing with sources, and treat them as an external
thing
5) The Lagrangian seems ad-hoc (conformal weight of R, Higgs mechanism)

There are five obvious ones – I could think of more.

-drl

7. Chris W.
January 25, 2006

DRL,

Aren’t you willing to contemplate alternatives in fundamental physics to a
Democritean ontology as starting point? Obviously the modern conception of the
atomic constitution of matter is quite different than that considered by



Democritus, although the latter is clearly a historical antecedent.

Furthermore, the modern notion of physical fields as being fundamental, which
evolved from Maxwell’s electrodynamics as it was freed from the assumption of
an underlying medium (the ether), is something that transcends Democritean
atomism. Of course atomism and field theory have been largely fused in the
context of quantum field theory. Finally, there is the notion of spacetime itself as
dynamical, which the ancients were hardly in a position to anticipate.

That said, the ontological problem with string theory is arguably that strings are
themselves merely a starting point, leading into a wilderness of higher
dimensional structures and various (partial) formulations of M-theory. The
upshot is an ontological shambles.

Some would say that, in view of things like dualities and effective field theory,
this is both expected and unavoidable; we should just get used to it. Someday I
think this situation will be viewed by as an enormous joke played on us humans.
In a sense, we have played the joke on ourselves; we’re capable of being too
mathematically creative for our own good.

8. Chris W.
January 25, 2006

Physics and cosmology have always been, in part, a “metaphysical contemplation
of nature”. However, that metaphysical contemplation has, at its best, spawned
empirically potent, testable ideas. To me, the profound irony of our current
predicament is that it evolved out of the most proudly empirical and anti-
metaphysical movements in modern physics—the developments of atomic,
nuclear, and particle physics (and arguably, condensed matter physics). (A
further irony: Ernst Mach, the intellectual godfather of this anti-metaphysical
attitude, never accepted atomism as having a proper place in physics, even up to
the time of his death in 1916.)

I believe we do need to reconsider the metaphysics and ontological basis of
physics, and how it supports the subject as a science. The trouble is, that’s hard;
most metaphysics is indeed crap.

9. Peter
January 25, 2006

Please, keep the discussion here to the topic of the article I was posting about.
Several people have complained to me recently that there’s too much rambling
and anti-string ranting, unrelated to the topic at hand. I’ll be deleting a lot more
such comments in the future.

10. Geon
January 26, 2006

“The only criticism of what I’ve been doing over the years that I would actually
agree with is that I should have spent less time thinking about string theory and
complaining about it and learning about it just to criticize it, instead of devoting

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Mach
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Mach
http://blogs.sun.com/roller/page/bmc?entry=the_early_adopters
http://blogs.sun.com/roller/page/bmc?entry=the_early_adopters


time to more positive things that I should be pursuing. ”

In my opinion, arguing over whether string theory is science or not or finding
endless links on articles on this matter does not serve any good for the statement
made by Peter. We all know for sure that philosophy won’t get us anywhere, so
why not “Think your best thoughts, and devise ways to test them “? quote
Feynman.

11. plato
January 26, 2006

Physics is in the crisis: The dream of the world formula burst,
the new theories is hardly more examinable. Does it at all still
concern in the cosmology science?

Free love, LSD, anti-war demo. Leonard Susskind took part in all that
“and still more”, as he stresses……

Google has a translator

It seems there is to be a connection between “earlier thinking” on Susskind’s
part, to what has emerged from him, into what is given of science? I think this is
right, so far from what is above?

From outide the US, historical information would be gathered and formulated
into German thinking conceptual based on language? It sets the tone? Can
German concpetualization really get the feel of the man?

If the attack is to come, must it not be on what has been preceded here in earlier
idealizations with regards to “degrees of freedom” and “dimensional analysis?”

Here I do not want to detour from article, so that is all I will say. How would
charactor assissination support this article?

I hope translator was helpful.

12. Quantoken
January 26, 2006

Peter:

I must point out that you have been hypocritical that at one moment you
complain about censorship on ARXIV and on Lubos’s blog. And the next second
you turn around and threatened even more rigorous censorship on your own
blog. That does not look good on you. To be fair I see nowadays Lubos is actually
much more tolerate on different opinions than you do. What’s the point of having
a discussion if no alternative opinions are allowed?

Quantoken

13. AG
January 26, 2006

http://www.google.com/intl/en_ALL/help/faq_translation.html
http://www.google.com/intl/en_ALL/help/faq_translation.html
http://cosmicvariance.blogspot.com/
http://cosmicvariance.blogspot.com/


quantoken you’re boring, go away.

14. ObsessiveMathsFreak
January 26, 2006

Here’s a full translation of the page, curtesy of google.

15. ObsessiveMathsFreak
January 26, 2006

Sorry for the double post.

The article does mention that other theories were also very speculative in the
past. It mentions the kinetic theory of heat and the atomic theory of matter and
even copernicus gets a look in.

Creationism was brought up in the article, but I think Intelligent Design was not.

The article (translation) mentions:
“It takes every now and then decades, to scientific pagings in the scientific
community recognition is often still longer and, until it accepts the public.
….Sometimes revolutions are also broken off, and one returns to old
conceptions.”

Which I suppose is an accurate decription of how science works. There seem to
be epochs, wherein certain theories are in vogue. Sometimes, these theories are
verified, sometimes they are superseeded. I suppose time, or rather data, will tell
if this is the case for String Theory too.

16. Robert
January 26, 2006

The article is not so much about string theory but about the ‘multiverse’, the idea
that beyond what we see as our universe, there could be regions that are vastly
different from ours since the fundamental constants are different. This might be
realised in string theory but could as well be realised in other theories as well.

If one believes in a “theory of everything”, that is a theory that does not have
numerical parameters (like the electric charge [aka fine structur constant] or the
mass of the electron) this theory should have a way to explain the numerical
constants of the standard model of particle physics. One popular way to do that
is to promote them to fields that happen to have these values.

But this brings with it the possibility that these fields take different values at
different places. And voila: the possibility of the multiverse. In this case one
rather has to explain why these fields vary so little in the region of the universe
that we observe.

17. Frisean
January 26, 2006

My point was about the article.(the linked interview in particular)

http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.zeit.de%2F2006%2F05%2FN-Interview_Carrier&langpair=de%7Cen&hl=en&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&prev=%2Flanguage_tools
http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.zeit.de%2F2006%2F05%2FN-Interview_Carrier&langpair=de%7Cen&hl=en&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&prev=%2Flanguage_tools


And I still feel disturbed about the statement that one does not really distuingish
between metaphysics and science any more. At first look, this is confusing and
dangerous, also regarding the following statement within the interview, that
intelligent design is not disputed to be science, instead merely claiming that its
credibility is bad reagarding its capability to explain phenomana.

If I stick to this notion, everything is science, althogh not everything is “good
science”. What`s the benefit of using the term science then at all?

18. Mark LaFlamme
January 26, 2006

The beauty of string theory for somebody in my profession is the very thing that
gets criticized. I’m a reporter and columnist in Lewiston, Maine, but I’m also a
novelist. Last month, my novel “The Pink Room” was pubished and it’s doing
very well. I owe it all to the uncertainty of of the various theories and the
creative leg room that presents to a person writing a science based work of
fiction. The story is of a leading physicist who attempts to use the science of
string theory to bring his daughter back from the dead. The idea is that the
energy of the human soul seeps into one of the higher dimensions. It’s an idea
that may be no more or less easy to disprove than the existence of those higher
dimensions to begin with.

19. Thomas Larsson
January 26, 2006

If one believes in a “theory of everything”, that is a theory that does not have
numerical parameters (like the electric charge [aka fine structur constant] or the
mass of the electron) this theory should have a way to explain the numerical
constants of the standard model of particle physics.

Or the spin of the electron (in units of the spin of the photon).

Spin, charge, mass, and anomalous dimensions are really quire similar –
eigenvalues of generators of certain symmetry groups. Why shouldn’t they be
explain similarly?

20. D R Lunsford
January 26, 2006

Geon – it’s doing a lot of “good”. Before his evaluation paper and this blog, the
problems of ST were still under the rug where they’d been swept years earlier,
and they would have stayed there. What Peter is doing is an absolute “good”
IMO.

-drl

21. D R Lunsford
January 26, 2006

Frisean – perhaps I was not clear – yes metaphysics and physics must be clearly



distinguished! But, the latter cannot proceed until the former is settled. They off
each other as progress is made.

-drl

22. A.J.
January 26, 2006

Quantoken —

There’s a very good reason for Peter to censor his blog: He doesn’t want it to
degenerate into a forum for crackpots. Deleting advertisements for loony
theories is good practice, just like deleting ads for porn sites. It keeps the signal
to noise ratio high.

Likewise, deleting anti-string raves and content-free personal attacks on people
who don’t participate in these discussions (e.g. Ed Witten) is a good idea.

Deleting well-reasoned, on topic comments from people who disagree with him is
bad practice, of course. But I haven’t seen any evidence that Peter does this.

23. anon
January 26, 2006

Mark LaFlamme,

HILARIOUS post. Satire best way to exorcise Motl.

24. woit
January 26, 2006

I’m deleting a series of comments from someone who hoped that string theory
would help him communicate with his wife after she passed away, and someone
making fun of this. This is not funny, but sad. Please no more of this kind of thing
here.

25. Mark LaFlamme
January 26, 2006

I hope no one feels I was a part of the earlier discussion involving the man who
hoped to contact his dead wife. The novel “The Pink Room” is completely
genuine and doesn’t hold a position one way or the other on the reality of string
theory. I have such a tenuous grasp on the science, I could be swayed one way or
the other by a well placed argument. I’m enjoying the exchanges in here so far.
Read about Mr. Woit’s views last night in Discover. An amazing piece, really. And
Discover typically seems to love string theory. It’s a credit to them that they
allowed such a dissenting voice.

26. D R Lunsford
January 26, 2006

Chris W – I did answer your question but it got deleted. I wasn’t ignoring it.



Perhaps you should post the (very intersting) question on SPR.

Or here’s an idea – Peter could create sci.not.even.wrong and we could discuss it
there. Or on alt.lubos.shutup.shutup.shutup.

-drl

27. D R Lunsford
January 26, 2006

Mark LF,

It’s a credit to Peter that his clear voice is being heard even by sensationalists.

-drl

28. xpinor
January 28, 2006

Isn’t the 10500 a remarkable tracer for the competence of science writers? Is it
really unreasonable to expect somebody who writes about physics and string
theory, in particular, to be able to recognize the origin of this number and
recover the original meaning? What kind of judgment of the subject matter can
be expected from anybody who isn’t?

29. woit
January 29, 2006

xpinor,

In general I don’t think you can blame the 10500 business on science writers.
The problem is that lots of the software that magazines and newspapers use
doesn’t properly deal with sub/superscripts, thus the problem. Even this blog
sometimes has this problem, someone is complaining in another post that their
superscript appeared fine in a preview, but then got mangled when the comment
appeared.

30. Dr. Andre Bresges
January 29, 2006

Dear colleagues,

I’ve got the printed Issue of the german ZEIT on my tabletop (this happens since
I am a german physicist). I want to assure you that the 10500 typo is NOT in the
printed issue, just in the online version.
Dr. Max Rauner studied physics in Boulder, Colorado and usually knows well
what he talks about.
DIE ZEIT is a recommended weekly journal for “science, politics, culture and
business”. Its authors are usually domain experts, urged and assisted by the
editors to use “plain language”. Customers / target Group are decision makers in
the fields aforementioned. Editors are e.g. the former german chancellor Helmut
Schmidt and the former german minister of culture Michael Naumann.



Congratulations, Peter.
Prof. Reiner Hedrich takes part in biochemistry and physics workgroups on a
regulary base. His project is designed to “sort” the arguments in cosmology
discussion, not to “bring order” to the discussion as SomeBody translates it
(sounds different?).
Apparently the German Science Foundation considers the whole controversy
“f****d up beyound any recognition” (never found that term so fitting than with
cosmology:-) and asked someone to explain the state of the art in plain words
before adressing politicians where to throw the research money into.
If you have any further questions concerning the translation or cultural
background, feel free to ask. My email adress is found on my website.

André



Northeastern University Researchers Find Signs of
Extra Dimensions

January 26, 2006
Categories: This Week's Hype

If you believe the headline of a press release issued today by Northeastern University,
its researchers have found evidence of extra dimensions. The actual text of the press
release tells a different story, that they haven’t found evidence of extra dimensions.
One can’t blame the headline writer too much though, because the text itself is full of
enough hype and nonsense about string theory and extra dimensions to confuse most
people.

According to the press release text:

Researchers at Northeastern University and the University of California, Irvine say
that scientists might soon have evidence for extra dimensions and other exotic
predictions of string theory.

… IceCube, now under construction, could provide the first evidence for string theory
and other theories that attempt to build upon our current understanding of the
universe…

“To find clues to support string theory and other bold, new theories, we need to study
how matter interacts at extreme energies,” said Anchordoqui…

In recent decades, new theories have developed – such as string theory, extra
dimensions and supersymmetry – to bridge the gap between the two most successful
theories of the 20th century, general relativity and quantum mechanics…

Anchordoqui and his colleagues say that extragalactic sources can serve as the
ultimate cosmic accelerator, and that neutrinos from these sources smacking into
protons can release energies in the realm where the first clues to string theory could
be revealed….

“String theory and other possibilities can distort the relative numbers of ‘down’ and
‘up’ neutrinos,” said Jonathan Feng.

The half a dozen references to string theory in the short press release might lead the
gullible to think that we’re about to be provided with evidence for the “exotic
predictions of string theory”, but that has little relationship to the reality here, one
aspect of which of course is that there are no “predictions of string theory” about any
of this.

The occasion of the press release is the appearance in Physical Review Letters of a
paper by Anchordoqui, Feng and Goldberg entitled Particle Physics on Ice:
Constraints on Neutrino Interactions Far Above the Weak Scale. The authors discuss
the possibility of using the difference between up and down observed rates for
collisions of ultra-high energy cosmic ray neutrinos to get information about neutrino
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cross-sections at around 6 Tev center of mass energy, far above the energy scale for
which we now have data about these cross-sections. They conclude that the data from
the AMANDA array operating at the South Pole since 2000 already provide some
constraints, and that IceCube, the next generation array now being installed there,
could at 90% confidence level rule out a 40% enhancement of the neutrino cross-
section over the Standard Model values.

What’s interesting here is not that extra dimensions have been found, but rather the
opposite. AMANDA results show no evidence of the kind of enhanced cross-sections
you might expect from some extra-dimensional scenarios, and it seems possible that
IceCube will rule out such extra dimensions at energies accessible by the LHC even
before the LHC comes on line. For a similar but earlier argument of this kind, see a
discussion by Jacques Distler a year and a half ago concerning an earlier paper by
these same authors that argues that the Pierre Auger Observatory, another cosmic
ray observatory now taking data, may also be able to rule out extra dimensions
observable at LHC energies before the LHC is turned on.

There’s also some mention of this over at Lubos Motl’s blog, with half the posting
devoted to scatological attacks on this blog and its readers. I really think he’s losing
it. Note that following current arXiv policy, a trackback linking to Lubos’s posting has
appeared at the arXiv listing for the Anchordoqui et. al. paper, but no such trackback
will be allowed to appear to the posting you are now reading.

Update: One of the problems with the endless number of absurdly overhyped press
releases about string theory is that they get widely distributed.

Update: The Slashdot article does contain a useful extended comment from someone
working for AMANDA/IceCube.

Update: The headline on the press release has been changed by the people at
Northeastern. It now reads “NU researchers say South Pole detector could yield signs
of extra dimensions “.

Comments

1. SomeGuy
January 26, 2006

“There’s also some mention of this over at Lubos Motl’s blog, with half the
posting devoted to scatological attacks on this blog and its readers. I really think
he’s losing it.”

Look at his replies to Quantoken…

2. woit
January 26, 2006

I did. Scary to see Quantoken making a lot more sense than Lubos.

3. Christine
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January 26, 2006

I must say sometimes reading this blog is so amusing.

One the serious side, concerning these experiments and the search for extra-
dimensions, see this interview dated April 2004 with Dr. Feng (sorry if that has
been posted before).

Christine

4. woit
January 26, 2006

Thanks Christine, that interview does provide some interesting context for this.

5. A. nonymous
January 26, 2006

There’s something that I don’t like about when headlines which say “X has been
found” are followed by stories which say “X has not been found”. It strikes me as
dishonest, in a very precise and obvious sense. Perhaps it was always this way
and it’s just being brought to my attention more nowadays, but I have the
impression that this kind of thing occurs more frequently now than it ever has in
the past.

6. Lubos Motl
January 26, 2006

Dear Peter,

Quantoken makes much more sense to you than I do because your understanding
of physics is much closer to Quantoken than to mine.

Best
Lubos

7. blank
January 26, 2006

It’s like they hired Ari Fleischer to start writing physics press releases.

8. Quantoken
January 26, 2006

Lubos:
Clearly you can’t make sense of your “prediction” except by deleting my last
comment on your blog. In that comment I pointed that your so called string
prediction:

Predictions from TeV-scale excited strings:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0204112
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are merely groundless wild guesses. You first have to fix the string scale at
certain arbitrary value, exactly 1TeV, before you can calculate something. But
then no one from your camp is willing to tell us un-ambiguously exactly how
much is the string scale, 1 TeV, or more, or less? As such you could always wait
until you get the data and then tweak your parameters to make it fit, and thus
always claim victory regardless of the outcome.

As a matter of fact, you are already hyping a victory of super string theory with
champaignes, before the experiment even begins 

That is NOT a prediction. A scientific has got to be falsifiable. You tell me some
specific numbers and put them on the table, with no strings attached, and
then if the experiment does not come up with the number you predicted, you
admit you were wrong. And you claim victory if your number is proven correct.
You are unable to make even one such definite prediction, so you are not science.

Of course, it will be impossible for super string theorists to make a none-
ambiguous prediction with no string attached.

Quantoken

9. A. nonymous
January 26, 2006

It’s true – Lubos didn’t have a good answer for Quantoken, so he deleted the
comment. Surely even Lubos must be ashamed of this kind of sore-loser
behavior. Is the shame of losing even a single point in an argument just too much
to bear? Must he resort to censorship to prevent it?

10. X
January 26, 2006

Just an opinion – discussion of someone’s personality on a blog that is mostly
about ideas is not good. Surely we can discuss – if it is interesting – Motl’s ideas
on climate, physics, string theory etc., without discussiong Motl? Or for that
matter, anyone else? I think it best that personal opinions about people remain
just that – personal and private. Physicists – even when they blog – are not public
figures in the nature of politicians and glitterati. The latter depend on getting
people talking about them, but not so with physicists. I find comments like “Motl
is such-and-such” or for that matter, our host “Peter Woit is such-and-such”
rather distressing; I hope I’m not alone in this.

11. Quantoken
January 26, 2006

Peter:

You commented that IceCube could produce some results before LHC is turned
on. That’s incorrect. The experiment hasn’t even been built yet by the time LHC
is expected to be turned on. So far they have only installed 8 detection strings,
out of a total of 80. The completion will be at least a few years away. Even when



it’s all set up, they expect to run the thing for 15 years to collect just a few
events.

See how the string theorists are already celebrating that extra dimentions have
been verified, when in fact the experimental instrument has not even been built!
Let’s wait until it’s all up and running, and an unfortunate matching penguin
dropped his egg and tripped on the wires, triggering a false event record, I bet
they will not hesitate to open up quite some champaigne bottles. Just look at how
they hyped on the so called CSL-1 anormalcy.

Now as I point out on Lubos’s blog, the author’s estimation of event count, (4
down event and 20 up event), based on 15 years of instrument running, is way
too optimistic and completely off the mark. In calculating the event count the
author assumed 6×10^38 target nucleons, for example. Even a 3 year child can
calculate that one cubic kilometer of ice contains only 9×10^37 nucleons, not
6×10^38.

Why researchers lack such basic skills to even estimate how many atoms are in
one cubic kilometer of ice?

Also, when some one do an experiment like that and you know he has a full
agenda to obtain a certain outcome that he prefer to see. How would you think
about the credibility of such experiment result, before it even started? He is
already going every where and give interviews claiming how extra dimention is
confirmed! He probably have the experiment report written already, munus
filling in the date and time, before the machine is turned on. How could you trust
that he will not manipulate the actual data some how to fit his expected outcome,
like Eddington did?

Quantoken

12. Undergrad.
January 26, 2006

I’m only an undergraduate student (in Europe), so I’ll accept the fact that most
people on this blog know far more physics than I do.

That said, I stumbled on to this blog some months back, because I wanted the
other side of opinions on String Theory.

One thing I wish to say is about Lubos Motl. I am literally shocked after reading
his posts that this man is a professor in a major university.
Lubos, you act like a five year old. Your obviously a very intelligent man, but you
do yourself a disservice with your highly reactionary writings across the net.

If there is one thing you’ve shown me it’s that adults who revel in “playground
politics” make their way into the highest levels of acedemia.

Finally, if you respond to this, at least come up with an insult that supersedes the
“U r gay” classification.



Great blog Peter and thanks for directing me to modest theoretical physics and
away from exotica.

13. blank
January 26, 2006

Given that string theory gives something like 10^500 predictions for any given
experiement, Lubos figures the odds are pretty good that one of those
predictions will be verified. Predicting which of the 10^500 predictions will be
verified is an uninteresting task left for lesser minds.

14. A. nonymous
January 26, 2006

Undergrad: It takes a lot less to be a professor in an American university than in
a European university. In Europe, you have to hold a specific chair, and that often
means waiting for another professor to retire. In America, “professor” is little
more than a lob title, more or less equivalent to “researcher” or “lecturer”. That
said, a job as a professor at Harvard was considered quite prestigious before
they gave one to Lubos.

15. Peter
January 26, 2006

Quantoken,

You’re quite right that it will take longer than I thought for IceCube to be
completed, not till 2009-10. However, between now and then I believe AMANDA
will still be running, and taking data together with increasingly large parts of
IceCube as it is completed in stages. I haven’t really looked into whether and
when these South Pole experiments will be able to put the kinds of bounds on
neutrino cross-sections needed to rule out various extra dimension scenarios at
various scales. Maybe someone reading this blog knows the answer to this.

On the other hand, your constant belief that the people designing these
experiments don’t know what they are doing is kind of out of control. The idea
that they’re making elementary mistakes and intent on fabricating data or not
carefully analyzing it is just ridiculous.

16. Dumb Biologist
January 26, 2006

Haven’t there been a few rare recorded cosmic rays that were so wildly
energetic they were dubbed “Oh My God” particles? Did anyone notice those
creating micro-black holes? I imagine if they did, we would have heard about it…
though maybe no one was looking for that properly at the time, so it passed
undetected. If not, wouldn’t they put a pretty high-level constraint on micro-BH
production? Like millions of times more energetic than what we can produce in
the LHC kind of constraint?

17. Dumb Biologist



January 26, 2006

Oh, that was kind of in response to Christine’s link…

18. Quantoken
January 26, 2006

Peter:

I believe you should be able to calculate the number of atoms in one cubic
kilometer of ice. Any one can do that calculation. But they got the number wrong
by 7 times. Would you not call that an elementary mistake if one can’t even count
atoms?

It’s unbelieveable, but many researchers are incredibly stupid. Example like this.
A researcher tried to figure out how much cloud is covering the earth, but
looking at the dim reflection on the dark side of the moon. Some one with
average intelligence would know it’s much easier just to look at the earth
directly from satellites.

And these few days some researchers claimed on the Nature magazine that they
discovered an earth like planet 25, 000 light years away, but detecting brief
brightening of certain stars due to gravity lensing. And Mark Troden et al
appraised it. Some one know a little bit of GR should at least be able to estimate
the focal length of the allerged gravity lense, and find out that it could not
possibly focus the light on the earth 25,000 light years away, but the focal point
where you can see the brightening effect should be much closer. See my
comment here, which was by the way censored by certain cosmologists. Some
people really just don’t know the stuff they are supposed to know in their
profession.

To a researcher nowadays, I guess publishing paper and being able to survive in
academy, is way much more important than maintaining some decent scientific
honesty. Outright fabrication of data may be rare and exceptional, but dirty
tricks in data manipulation are widespready. When you have collected a rare
data sample which you are not sure whether it is just background noise or
legitimate, and you have not collected much data in 15 years, and the data seems
to be a “good” one adhering to your expected result, I bet most people will be
VERY inclined to simply count it in, instead of discarding it, especially when is no
one watching over your shoulder.

The bottom line is scientists are as human as every one and they do pee on the
streets, when no one is watching. The important thing is one should always
maintain a healthy skepticism against everything and cross-exam things in order
to find the scientific truth.

19. Peter
January 26, 2006

Good question, Dumb Biologist.
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Don’t know if this is what you were referring to, but since 1972, there have been
some very high energy cosmic ray events reported with anomalous
characteristics, called “Centauro events”. There was some speculation these
were black holes, I haven’t heard anything about these recently, and am also
curious what is now known about them.

20. Peter
January 26, 2006

Quantoken,

Sometimes you write sensible things, other times, like this, you behave like a
complete crackpot. I’m so baffled I can’t quite bring myself to delete your latest
nonsense. But no more, please!

21. Dumb Biologist
January 26, 2006

Well, being very unoriginal, I just googled it, and got this:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oh-My-God_particle

According to a link from this wiki, the original OMG was a proton with the mass
of a bacterium.

There might be more on this stuff of greater technical interest to you via the Hi-
Res Fly’s Eye, that might answer your questions. They link some talks that I
probably can’t understand:

http://www.cosmic-ray.org/

22. anon
January 26, 2006

undergrad,

“Great blog Peter and thanks for directing me to modest theoretical physics and
away from exotica.”

Sorry to hear that you are letting this blog affect the direction of your career. It
is a sad reminder that this small nuisance that I believe most of us think little of
(at least I do aside from the occasional comic relief that it provides) actually has
sway over people who don’t see it for what it is: a gathering place for individuals
who have discovered that it is far easier to obtain a sense of intelligence by
attacking the accomplishments of others than to learn a subject thoroughly and
make a serious contribution themselves.

The constant attacks on string theory that take place here are based on a very
superficial knowledge of the subject and display an amazing level of ignorance. I
do not mean to denigrate the intelligence of those who make such attacks, as
there is a difference between ignorance and stupidity. Rather, it appears to me
that the attackers simply have not taken the time to learn the subject. That is
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certainly not a crime as I, for instance, have not taken the time to adequately
learn LQG despite the fact that it is a subject that one might argue is quite
relevant to my career, more so perhaps than string theory is to many of the
posters here. On the other hand, I don’t spend my time publically attacking LQG
based on the superficial knowledge that I do have. I recognize that I lack
credibility on the subject and leave the debate of LQG’s problems and merits to
those whose interest is sufficient that they took the time to thoroughly
understand it.

Finally, I should mention that you might take a look at the recent posts of Lubos
and Hmm in order to put this blog into context. Both of these individuals are a
bit abrasive to say the least (I see that you have noticed this about Lubos already

 ) but the main points that they convey are actually quite accurate.

23. A. nonymous
January 26, 2006

Peter, DB – this is just a rumor, and I’m not saying where it came from, but
certain people believe that the impossibly high-energy cosmic ray events seen at
AGASA weren’t actually as high-energy as it was originally thought, and the
energies looked artifically high due to miscalibration of instruments. That leaves
only one event at the Fly’s Eye detector, and one event alone isn’t enough to
justify all the excitement. Certain people were asked not to say these things too
loudly at a time when it might have jeopardized funding for the Pierre Auger
observatory.

Time will tell. If certain people are right, then there will be no more cosmic rays
observed with energies beyond 10^20 eV.

24. Peter
January 26, 2006

D.B.,

The kind of events seen by Hi-Res are the ones that Auger is designed to study,
gathering a lot more events in order to understand what the flux of these things
is at the highest energies. There’s a controversy here, since above a certain
energy, such cosmic rays from extra-galactic sources should lose energy by
collison with CMB photons. If they’re really there, something interesting in going
on, one proposal is that Lorentz invariance gets modified, with a modified
dispersion relation at these energies. Within the next few years, data from Auger
is supposed to resolve this.

I still don’t know though what happened to the Centauros…

25. D R Lunsford
January 26, 2006

DB – yes there are cosmic rays that are so energetic that nothing known can
account for them. They aren’t little black holes, just ordinary matter moving very,
very fast.



Now if you look at galaxies, there is all kinds of evidence of extraordinarily
energetic processes, fitting into characteristic patterns (rings, jets, ..). Most
likely whatever is ripping these galaxies to shreds is also making these ultra-
energetic cosmic rays. One doesn’t need to impute some new pathological state
of matter – just explain why these galaxies are so disturbed, and with such a
consistent morphology. Science used to be like this – look, measure, speculate,
theorize, calculate, confirm.

(The standard answer is “supermassive black holes”. Basically, anything that
can’t be immediately understood is thrown over into the catchall of black hole
dynamics. It’s instant gratification for academics.)

-drl

26. Michael
January 26, 2006

Peter, you and Quantoken behave like an aging married couple. First, you
publicly defend him. Then, in the privacy of your own blog you chastise him.

I think you two are made for each other, so be nice. Emphasize things you have
in common rather than disagreements. For example, you could try and figure out
if the off-diagonal SU(2) is compatible with the GUITAR. Good luck!

27. Peter
January 26, 2006

Hi anon/Hmm,

Funny how yesterday there was one anonymous coward Lubos supporter from
the Boston area writing in, but promising not to come back, now there’s a new
anonymous coward Lubos supporter from the Boston area appearing here with
the same personal attacks, made in much the same style. What’s your excuse for
remaining anonymous? Are you also a very busy man like “Hmm”, too busy to
explain why you are attacking me?

Whoever you are, your behavior is even more pathetic than that of Lubos.

28. Dumb Biologist
January 26, 2006

OK. Well, if the OMGs were really spurious readings, then that’s a bummer. Let’s
just say they’re not (which no one is claiming on-the-record, it seems), and that
cosmic rays (probably protons) can whip around at these absurd energies. Where
they come from is certainly interesting, but what I wonder is why people talk
about detecting the decay of micro-BH’s (and hence evidence of large extra
dimensions) in the atmosphere rather frequently, or even in the LHC if we’re
lucky, when it would appear the most energetic cosmic rays detected rule out
such observations.

It would seem, based on the above, the only way they can exist is if relativity



needs modification in a rather radical way at high energies, and perhaps they
don’t believe it yet.

29. Michael
January 26, 2006

Not that it matters the least bit, given that anonymous is anonymous, but I’m not
“Hmm”.

30. Peter
January 26, 2006

Well “Michael”, who knows if you’re “Hmm” or “anon”. But, like them I know
you’re in the Boston area. Maybe Boston is just full of lots of cowardly Lubos
supporters who are very busy.

Actually, looking at the IP addresses, it looks to me like “anon” is a Harvard
undergraduate, possibly living in Lowell house. Having done my time there, this
conjecture seems all too consistent with the pompous tone of the comment.

31. Michael
January 26, 2006

Well, Peter, *I* know who I am.  What does my IP-address look like?

32. Peter
January 26, 2006

Michael,

You’re a lot cruder and stupider than the conjectural Lowell House undergrad.
What’s your excuse for remaining anonymous? As far as I can tell, you’re at
home somewhere in the Boston area using a DSL connection.

What’s going on up there around Boston? Is it something in the water?

33. A. nonymous
January 26, 2006

what I wonder is why people talk about detecting the decay of micro-
BH’s (and hence evidence of large extra dimensions) in the atmosphere
rather frequently, or even in the LHC if we’re lucky, when it would
appear the most energetic cosmic rays detected rule out such
observations.

There have only been about 20 or so putative events observed so far beyond the
cutoff, which is about 5×10^19 eV. You might need to observe millions of
incoming highly-energetic cosmic rays before you’d see a black hole being
created. Of course, nobody knows how many events you’d need or what energy
they’d need to be at; it depends on factors like the size of the extra dimensions.
Larger extra dimensions should make black hole formation easier, and so on. You
might need energies hundreds of times what has been seen so far, and, unless



there’s a source of ultra-high energy cosmic rays right beside us, scattering by
the CMB should leach energy from the rays so that by the time they reach us,
they’re below 10^20 eV.

Incidentally, Peter, didn’t Lubos accuse you of sock-puppetry not so long ago? I
wonder if people are more inclined to suspect others of crimes when they
commit those same crimes them themselves.

34. Peter
January 26, 2006

A. nonymous,

Thanks for the information about ultra high energy cosmic ray events.

Certainly Michael=Lubos is not impossible. I never did figure out what was up
with Lubos and his strange idea that I was “MathPhys”, quite possibly you’re
right that he thought that because of what he is up to.

35. Michael
January 26, 2006

Thanks, Peter. Yes, I am at home in Boston using my DSL connection.  I
laughed out loud when I saw that you actually answered my question, as if I
didn’t know… On a second thought, I think it makes you look like a nice guy.
Kind of guileless, I guess.

What’s my excuse? I don’t need an excuse. This whole blog thing of yours isn’t
really serious in my mind. I don’t want to give my good name for this little bit of
pastime bickering.

Don’t be too bitter about it, please. It’s not even my intention to offend you too
much — well, I sure enjoy bantering you a bit. You must have known that you
can’t run this kind of blog without facing some headwind, right? So please save
the “all Boston is tainted” comments, will you?

36. Michael
January 26, 2006

No sir, I’m not Lubos either. 

Good lord, had I known I’d cause such a severe case of paranoia, I might have
surfed elsewhere…

37. Peter
January 27, 2006

Michael,

No, I didn’t think you were Lubos. His style is quite distinctive and anonymity
isn’t his thing. And no, I’m not the bitter sort, not in general, and certainly not at
the moment, when life is quite good for many reasons. I didn’t say anything



about “all Boston is tainted”, you string theory partisans have this mania for
putting quotes around words I’ve never written.

Actually I’m quite fond of Boston. I greatly enjoyed the years I spent living in
Cambridge, as a student and later in life. I have old friends there and my brother
and his family live just outside Boston, so I visit regularly. Still the fact that a
metropolitan area of only 2-3 million people contains more than one person as
delusional as Lubos about string theory seems quite remarkable. There must be
some sort of explanation….

38. Michael
January 27, 2006

Peter, it’s not a coincidence, of course. Boston has the largest per capita density
of high class academics in the world. This is particularly true for string theory.

Good night now.

39. anonymous
January 27, 2006

Peter,

These string theorists REALLY despise criticism, surprising for so-called
scientists. You should have seen this “Michael” type anonymous behaviour
coming a mile away. When you initially started the blog, I recall that the
physicists that were critical were not anonymous (e.g., the fool Mark Srednicki of
UCSB made of himself, Distler’s moronic rantings,
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=3#comments, Motl of
course, and others)

Once, however, having tried arguing and then realizing that they can’t deal with
the arguments, the coming of ad hominem and anonymous attacks were as
obvious as the coming of men in white coats to escort Lubos to a mental clinic.

I think these type of attacks are a sign of success. You’re quite a gadfly!

40. a
January 27, 2006

This time the controversy between Quantoken and Motl is about physics, so it
can be clarified without insults. They miss that IceCube can also see events
orginated below the instrumented region, such that its (energy dependent)
effective volume can be bigger than 1 km^3.

As a general comment, I think we should pay more attention to people planning,
building and operating experiments, rather than to people writing papers and
funny press releases.

41. woit
January 27, 2006

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=3#comments
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=3#comments


Boston has the largest per capita density of high class academics in the
world. This is particularly true for string theory.

Somehow “high class” isn’t really the term that comes to mind to describe Lubos
and his anonymous fans….

42. Thomas Larsson
January 27, 2006

Boston has the largest per capita density of high class academics in the world.
This is particularly true for string theory.

Population of Princeton, NJ: 14,203
Population of Boston, MA: 589,141
Population of Cambridge, MA: 101,355

So there are more than 41 times as many prominent string theorists in Boston
than in Princeton?

43. Quantoken
January 27, 2006

a:
Wrong. First, the instruments detect visible photons. However clean the polar
icea may be, lights do not penetrate much more than a hundred of so distance.
Second the goal of the instruments is to correlate several detectors to identify
the direction the muon is going, therefore inference the direction of the original
neutrino. It can determine the direction only when the event is happening within
the ice of the IceCube.

44. Quantoken
January 27, 2006

Peter says:

“Somehow “high class” isn’t really the term that comes to mind to describe
Lubos and his anonymous fans…. ”

I would say high is the perfect word describing the status of super string
theorists like Lubos et al. They are too high in the thin air they can’t make their
feet touching the solid ground of reality. Of course you know what the word
“high” is often associated with when it comes to certain substance.

I prefer to stand on solid ground. Let some one else high.

Quantoken

45. a
January 27, 2006

Quantoken: muons (not photons) can travel for kilometers in ice. And by
detecting a part of their path one can reconstruct its direction.

http://www.epodunk.com/cgi-bin/popInfo.php?locIndex=18361
http://www.epodunk.com/cgi-bin/popInfo.php?locIndex=18361
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boston,_Massachusetts#Demographics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boston,_Massachusetts#Demographics
http://cambridgema.areaconnect.com/statistics.htm
http://cambridgema.areaconnect.com/statistics.htm


46. Nick
January 27, 2006

Quantoken’s CosmicVariance Blog spells out his problem with the number of
nucleons estimated in the ICE-CUBE paper. It seems the blog asserts that the
water molecule has 3 nucleons, instead of eighteen which is the correct number.
(You have to count all the protons and neutrons, not just the nuclei.) This
accounts (almost) for Quantoken’s problem that the estimate given in the paper
is 7 times too big.

47. J.F. Moore
January 27, 2006

I had to check it for myself since I couldn’t believe someone could make such a
mistake while boldly chastizing others as apparently being below the toddler
level in thinking. But you’re right, Nick, it’s there. “The water molecule contains
three nucleons….” Wow. Just incredible.

48. woit
January 28, 2006

Please, no more discussion of Quantoken’s mistakes about physics, this is far too
large a topic and could easily overwhelm this poor blog.

49. sunderpeeche
January 28, 2006

And now for something completely different (as they say on Monty Python) …
trackbacks. It seems that indeed the arxiv does not post trackbacks to this blog.
But never mind. It seems that this blog has attracted sufficient prominence to
garner interviews for Peter etc. I am reminded (perhaps for no good reason) of
the blurb for Monty Python and the Holy Grail = “makes Ben Hur look like an
epic”. Why worry about trackbacks? Make it a subtitle “Not Even Wrong” ~ “Not
even trackbacked by the ArXiv” (trackedback?). Trumpet it to the world with
pride! It puts the ball in their court.

50. woit
January 29, 2006

sunderpeeche,

I kind of agree with you. But what is really weird about this story is that I can’t
even get anyone at the arXiv to admit to me that they have decided not to allow
trackbacks here.

51. Tony Smith
January 29, 2006

Peter said “… I can’t even get anyone at the arXiv to admit to me that they have
decided not to allow trackbacks here …”.



My memory is quite fallible, but I seem to recall from an earlier blog entry or
comment that someone promised Peter that a representative of the Cornell arXiv
would contact him about the trackback situation during this past week. Did that
not happen? If it did not happen, was a reason given for the failure to contact
and explain?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

52. sunderpeeche
January 29, 2006

As I recall, there was a blog entry about trackbacks (or lack thereof), maybe 1
month ago.
a) Peter said he had made (numerous) polite requests to have trackbacks from
the arXiv, to no avail.
b) Peter also said someone at Cornell promised someone at arXiv would look into
the matter and respond. Evidently there has been no reply.

And so today ” … I can’t even get anyone at the arXiv to admit to me that they
have decided not to allow trackbacks here.”

Let’s be careful about this.
“Not even trackbacked by the arXiv” is a statement of fact.
It even (potentially) embarrasses the arXiv.
Not the same as “Blacklisted by the arXiv” (choose some other milder word).

What attitude to project here? My 2 cents worth is “I (Woit) have a blog which
has attracted considerable attention. It is respected. If the arXiv chooses not to
include trackbacks to this blog, it’s their loss not mine. My blog can stand on its
own merits.”

But it’s not my decision to make. Just an opinion.

53. woit
January 29, 2006

Tony and Sunderpeeche,

The person from the arXiv who was supposed to contact me last week didn’t. I’ll
follow up this week, although this issue is not at the top of my To Do list. Sure,
my attitude is pretty much the one Sunderpeeche recommends, but I also would
like to see the arXiv management and advisory board take some responsibility
for what they are doing. My suspicion is that I’m not hearing from them because
at least some of the relevant people are not comfortable backing what I’m
assuming is Distler’s decision that the arXiv should not allow trackbacks to a
blog that is too critical of string theory.

54. Dumb Biologist
January 31, 2006

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


There’s a New Scientist blurb on the subject:

http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn8654

55. woit
January 31, 2006

D.B.,

Just looked at the New Scientist article. I especially like the quote from John
Schwarz, who demonstrates the new version of the scientific method now
popular among string theorists:

“If something non-standard is established, string theory has a long list of exotica
that would provide candidates to explain it”

So, if this experiment does detect an elevated neutrino cross-section at high
energies, I guess this will prove string theory…..

56. Dumb Biologist
January 31, 2006

I wonder how long the “long list” is. I also wonder how long the list has to be
before the meaning of the word “prediction” is strained beyond meaning.

57. D R Lunsford
February 1, 2006

DB – In physics “prediction” doesn’t just mean that a new type of material event
is seen. It really can mean two other things:

1) A workable phenomenological hypothesis is given a sound theoretical basis
within a new framework.

2) A hitherto unsuspected phenomenon is unearthed.

3) 1 and 2 are not independent

For example the Dirac theory satisfies all of this (spin, antimatter, statistics).
There was a theory of spin which was taken directly from lab phenomenology,
but antimatter had never been seen. In fact Dirac thought at first he’d explained
the polarity of electron and proton. Antimatter was experimentally discovered
some time later.

-drl

http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn8654
http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn8654


3-400 Pages?

January 27, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

I’d been wondering what’s up with Witten and his ongoing work on geometric
Langlands. He has been giving talks about this since last summer, and in the past has
always quickly produced a paper (often a quite long one) once he has some new result
like this that he’s publicly talking about. It had surprised me that it was taking him
unusually long to get this written up, but now comes news from Anton Kapustin (via
Lubos) that Witten is working on a document 3-400 pages long. This length would
certainly explain why it is taking longer than usual, and surely the end result will be
something quite interesting. The Kapustin rumor also claims that whatever this
300-400 page thing is that Witten is working on, it’s not a paper. Mysterious… The
obvious guess is that it will actually be a book.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
January 27, 2006

Maybe it’s the Lagrangian for string theory.

-drl

2. secret milkshake
January 27, 2006

Maybe a series of related papers, back to back. It would be helpful if it was; new
ideas are needed.

3. A.J.
January 27, 2006

Wow. That’s getting into Grothendieck territory. I wonder if it’s something about
topological field theories: Cordes, Moore, & Ramgoolam’s quote-unquote
“lecture notes” are nearly 250 pages and are still sometimes painfully terse. And
my advisor’s new lecture notes on Geometric Langlands are about 150 pages.

4. ObsessiveMathsFreak
January 27, 2006

Not quite related to Sting Theory, but on the matter of scientific papers; Some
papers are just far too long. A great many writers seem to be caught up in how
they are doing something rather than what they are doing. Appendices are fine,
but I for one would rather that papers’ main bodies be more succint than they
currently are.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=237
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=237
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/s-duality-and-exceptional-groups.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/s-duality-and-exceptional-groups.html


A 300 page paper is clearly going overboard. I’d imagine 90% of the potential
audience will be daunted and over 50% of those who begin will turn away after a
few brief forays.

Appendices for dull, but important, stuff, like large data sheets, mathematical
derivations, etc, etc. But flashy diagrams go in the main text, naturally. And for
heavens sake put comments on your mathematical equations!! A series of
mathematical equations just thrown down is like a sequence of uncommented
computer source code. i.e. impossible to work with. Tell us what, how and most
importantly why you’re doing something.

5. D R Lunsford
January 27, 2006

Peter, RE this comment

The idea seems to be to use a TQFT given by a twisted version of N=4
supersymmetric Yang-Mills… Then one does dimensional reduction using as
4-manifold a Riemann surface times the upper-half-plane, and ends up with a
sigma model of maps from the upper-half-plane to the Hitchin moduli space of
flat connections on the Riemann surface. The boundary degrees of freedom are
branes, and the S-duality of the 4-d theory is supposed to give a duality at the
level of the sigma model that corresponds to the fundamental duality one is
trying to understand in the geometric Langlands program.

This sounds very impressive but I have no idea what it has to do with physics. By
sigma model do you mean Kaehler metric? Or something like the Higgs
mechanism? -confused-

-drl

-drl

6. ksh95
January 27, 2006

“By sigma model do you mean …..”

I presume Peter means the same sigma model that’s in every field-theory/critical-
phenomena book ever written.

7. woit
January 27, 2006

drl,

The sigma model is just a 2d qft involving fields that are maps from the upper
half plane (that’s your space-time, if you like) to a complicated space, the moduli
space of solutions to a 2-d (different 2d!) gauge theory coupled to a Higgs field.

This subject looks quite interesting, but also quite complicated. I’d kind of



decided not to spend more time on it until Witten’s paper came out, figuring it
was a waste of time to try and figure out the details of this based on fragmentary
notes of his talks, when a complete paper would soon be available.

8. MathPhys
January 27, 2006

He’s probably wrting a Lecture Notes in Physics, or Asterisque type monograph.

9. Xerxes
January 27, 2006

Just wanted to chime in with an opposite opinion from ObsessiveMathsFreak. I
love long papers. People spend so much effort in papers trying to make
themselves look very clever at the expense of clarity. If it takes you 100 pages to
say clearly what you could have said succinctly in 25 pages, am I going to charge
you for the extra bandwidth those 75 pages took to download? No, I’m going to
shake your hand for explaining things clearly.

Besides, if I already know the material and just want to cut to the chase, I can
always skip over to what I want to see using the table of contents. Can a reader
who doesn’t know the material already fill in the blanks from a shorter paper?
Nope, he’s out of luck.

10. blank
January 27, 2006

Actually, he’s working on a new book for the popular audience:
“Warped Personalities: Susskind, Motl, and the Illusion of Intelligence”

11. xpinor
January 28, 2006

[tex] $3^{400}$ [/tex] Pages?

12. mitchell porter
January 28, 2006

3400 pages?

So he went overboard on the case-by-case analysis of vacua…

13. mitchell porter
January 28, 2006

That’s odd, the preview showed the 400 as a superscript, as I had intended.

14. secret milkshake
January 28, 2006

I wonder if there is a technique that could help a bunch of thinking people to
avoid commenting on the stuff published by Motl. It is like the ankle itch – it gets



worse by frequent scratching it. Unless causing more inflammation is the
purpose of this blog, I would suggest more self-discipline

15. woit
January 29, 2006

I fear that I just find Lubos too entertaining and his behavior too perfect an
example of what is wrong with the way string theory is pursued for me to
suggest that people ignore him.

16. Tommaso Dorigo
January 29, 2006

Hello,
just a note to say thanks for linking my site… I am doing the same!
Cheers
T.

17. Kielbasa
January 29, 2006

Without Lubos, where would Peter find enough materiel for his blogg?

18. woit
January 29, 2006

Kielbasa,

This month, all I need is the NYT book review. See my latest posting.

19. sunderpeeche
January 29, 2006

“materiel” (as opposed to “material”) is the werewithal an army needs to
prosecute a war …. non-native English (which I assume is the case here ~
“kielbasa”) is wonderful.



Macrame

January 29, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

This month, the New York Times book review has been the place to follow the latest
debates about what is going on in particle theory. This started with an essay by John
Horgan on January 1, which drew letters to the editor from Lisa Randall on January
15, and Lawrence Krauss and Leonard Susskind on January 22 (this last letter was
discussed here).

The January 15 issue also had a not very positive review of Susskind’s recent book
(discussed here). In today’s (January 29) issue, Burton Richter has a letter
commenting on and contrasting the recent work of Randall and Susskind. He’s
positive on Randall, since he sees her as trying to come up with testable predictions,
but about Susskind he has the following to say:

Susskind and the Landscape school have given up. To them the reductionist voyage
that has taken physics so far has come to an end. Since that is what they believe, I
can’t understand why they don’t take up something else — macramé, for example.

Richter is an emeritus Stanford professor, ex-director of SLAC, and won a Nobel prize
in 1976 for his role in the “November Revolution”: the discovery at SPEAR in
November 1974 of the “Psi” particle, a bound state of a charmed and anti-charmed
quark (also found by a group at Brookhaven led by Sam Ting, who called it the “J”
particle). Since he is emeritus, presumably Richter doesn’t attend Stanford physics
department faculty meetings anymore, which is too bad, since I for one would love to
see Susskind, Richter and Robert “string theory is like a 50-year old woman trying to
camouflage her flaws by wearing way too much lipstick” Laughlin debating
department hiring policy.

On the same page as Richter’s letter, there’s an ad for a book called “Reality Check”,
by David L. Weiner. I don’t know anything about the book but the advertising blurb
goes like this:

It turns out that the ape-like mechanisms that remain in our brains not only can
create mental turmoil if we don’t meet their primitive expectations, but their
penchant for pecking order and status can create far-out realities we think are
absolutely true. These may cause us to inflict unwarranted harm on others, limit our
own potential, or both.

Seems to me this book might explain some of the reaction to the recent interview in
Discover magazine.

Comments

1. CarlB
January 29, 2006

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/01/books/review/01horgan.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/01/books/review/01horgan.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/01/books/review/01horgan.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/01/books/review/01horgan.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/15/books/review/15mail.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/15/books/review/15mail.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/22/books/22mail.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/22/books/22mail.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=332
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=332
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/15/books/review/15powell.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/15/books/review/15powell.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=329
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=329
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/29/books/review/29mail.html?pagewanted=2
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/29/books/review/29mail.html?pagewanted=2
http://www-group.slac.stanford.edu/do/people/richter.html
http://www-group.slac.stanford.edu/do/people/richter.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=333#comment-7982
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=333#comment-7982


About those Centauros…

There was little mention of them last year. The most interesting parts of them are
the apparent tendency to have extreme transverse momentum and to spread in
lines. These two things are exactly what one would get if one had a superluminal
cosmic ray. That is, unlike a regular cosmic ray, the debris would not stay with
the lead particle but would spread out as the speeds differed.

There is another aspect of cosmic rays that can be explained by superluminal
lead particles, and that is the mystery of why AGASA keeps finding excessive
energies for UHECRs as compared to the other experiments.

It turns out that AGASA measures energy by creating electrical pulses whose
height is proportional to the deposited energy. Then the pulse is allowed to decay
through an RC time constant. The result is a pulse length proportional to the log
of the energy, and so they measure the pulse length. A superluminal cosmic ray
will naturally produce longer shower pulses by retriggering (i.e. the lead particle
gets there first, and the earlier produced showers show up later). This will spoof
the AGASA electronics to measure excessively high energy. There is another
cosmic ray experiment (Russian, if I recall correctly) that uses similar RC decay
electronics, but has circuitry that prevents retriggering.

I think the best theoretical explanation for the Centauros, in the context of
current physics, is that they are outliers in the statistics of pion production. But
that doesn’t explain the tendency for them to have extreme transverse
momentum. Oh, and they tend to react more strongly than protons, which some
say is caused by them being heavier nuclei.

There is a recent theoretical paper saying that UHECRs are superluminal, but
they didn’t note the Centauro evidence for this. I should send them a letter.

Carl

2. Wolfgang
January 29, 2006

> the New York Times book review has been the place to follow the latest
debates about what is going on in particle theory

Clearly, the best place to follow the latest debates is “The Official String Blog”,
you can find the link on my blog.

3. anonymous
January 30, 2006

The last sentence of Richard’s review spoils it all:

“As a scientist and an experimental physicist, I am rooting for Randall.”

This gives a rather strange impression to the public: both are equally valid and
reasonable approaches and its just my preference to “root” for the later one.



It lacks any firm punch whatsoever. Sort of what american fundamentalists
would have everyone believe in biology: there is evolution and there is intelligent
design, and we’re rooting for evolution.

This way of putting it almost validates the intelligent design side.

4. anonymous
January 30, 2006

Oops, I meant Richter.

5. fh
January 30, 2006

The punchline is before, “Macrame”. I think he leaves no doubt whatsoever that
Landscape is giving up.

6. anonymous
January 30, 2006

Though I love the sentence:

“Susskind also is a believer in extra dimensions.”

7. Who
January 30, 2006

agree with anonymous about Richter’s phrase
“a believer in extra dimensions.” factual but a nice ring to it.

Two months till April, when Peter’s book comes out.
Lucky timing, with the spotlight these days often on
displays of string inanity, untestability.

8. woit
January 30, 2006

Who,

I see that the book is listed on some sites as coming out in April, but I was told
publication date in the UK is June 1. It should be ready to go by April, but I
believe that things have been slowed down a couple months to keep the time lag
between the UK and US publication shorter.



New String Theory Blog

January 29, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Thanks to Wolfgang Beirl for the news that there’s an exciting new string theory blog,
called The Official String Blog.

Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
January 29, 2006

Comments by Peter Wrought, Lubos Bottle, and Jacques Distiller.

2. secret milkshake
January 29, 2006

I am sorry, this is not very subtle but malicious it is. This one is on level of adding
a mustache to the picture of princess Di, or writing about Dildo Baggins in
“Bored of Rings”

A good parody takes on a serious tone + unperturbed jargon. Only after few
paragraphs it should slowly dawn on uninitiated observer that something isn’t
quite right. Of course, the best part of a good parody is the confused reaction of
people who got taken by it.

Here is example of a good parody (from a completely different field):

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7687402682106917664

3. clandestine malt
January 30, 2006

jeeez it’s just for fun dude… string theorists are really on the defensive these
days… (assuming you are a string theorist, that is–I don’t know who else would
have that virulent a reaction to a little joking web page)

4. secret milkshake
January 30, 2006

Maybe somebody who does not like borderline-moronic spoofs? (C’mon – you
could do better than this, doode).

5. clandestine malt
January 30, 2006

okay–duly noted that all humor too sillly for the milkshake is malicious.

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/atchoo.html
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/atchoo.html
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7687402682106917664
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7687402682106917664


I wonder what Lubos thinks

6. Thomas Larsson
January 30, 2006

Milkshake, note that Gates, Rocek, Grisaru and Siegel are close to being string
theorists themselves. They are at least closely involved in SUSY.

7. secret milkshake
January 30, 2006

Lllame is the word you were sarching for, Clarice. Lame and vitriolic.

A reaction cannot become virulent but bad taste can. There is Webster to help
you.

8. secret milkshake
January 30, 2006

T Larsson: you are right – yours is way better

9. anon
January 30, 2006

Are u sure it’s a spoof? Check out the FAQ’s:

Q. Is string theory related?
A. Related to what?
Q. Related to the real world?
A. What was your question again?

10. fh
January 30, 2006

Siegels Parodies vary in quality, his anthropic principle one is great for example,
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/misanthrope.html

—

This hidden argument we call the Misanthropic Principle. It goes something like
this:

1. I can’t solve this problem.
2. Therefore, you can’t solve this problem.
3. Hence, this problem can’t be solved.
4. So, it’s got to be just dumb luck.

11. D R Lunsford
January 30, 2006

The Main Sequence of Researchers:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0108200
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0108200
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/misanthrope.html
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/misanthrope.html


http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/graph.gif

“Experiments are a waste of spacetime, since nothing new will be seen till the
Godzillatron is built” – Gall, “Ideas and Opinions are Like A**holes, Everybody
Has One”

-drl

12. Adrian H.
January 30, 2006

For anyone who grew up with Mad magazines this qualifies as parody, and good
parody at that.

But no one seems to have asked the important question, the question that Hmm
would undoubtedly want to know the answer to: are Gates et al *allowed* to run
a blog? Have they published enough? And what are their citations like?

I just hope they’re not nobodies who have not received permission to speak.

Concerned from Tunbridge-Wells

13. Luboš Motl
January 30, 2006

Dear Peter,

your comments about the “landscape problem” have really no relevance for the
calculation of the Yukawa couplings in the heterotic model of Ovrut et al.

The topic of your blog is to transform everything to the “landscape problem” –
much like a student who has learned the birth of date of William Shakespeare
and wants to transform every exam question about history and literature to the
number 1564.

But one can’t discuss any concrete physics questions in this way. Sorry.

Best
Bottle

14. woit
January 30, 2006

This is off-topic for the posting about a parody blog, but then again, maybe not,
because Lubos and his blog increasingly seem to be a parody.

The scientific point at issue is about a very recent paper claiming to calculate
Yukawa couplings in a specific heterotic string background. When Lubos wrote a
post hyping this result, I wrote in a comment pointing that that the authors were
ignoring the main problems with doing this: how do deal with the moduli and
supersymmetry breaking. These problems are what lead to the landscape, since
the only known way of fixing the moduli leads to exponentially large numbers of

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/graph.gif
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/graph.gif


possibilities.

There was an exchange of comments, with Lubos displaying the usual string
theory partisan mixture of insult, ad hominem attack and straw man argument.
Faced with having this pointed out to him, he moved on to the next tactic:
censorship. Here’s the comment that he evidently had no answer for, so dealt
with by deleting it:

“Lubos,

Your tactic is always the same: ignore the point I’m making (one that you know
well is quite serious), then make up things I never said in order to use those to
criticize me as ignorant. This behavior is stupid, dishonest, and highly
scientifically unethical. You should be ashamed of yourself.

Let’s look at how your dishonesty works explicitly:

1.
In this case, you are ignoring the problem posed by the moduli, and you are well
aware that it is a deadly one. The paper in question notes
explicitly that fermion masses will depend on the moduli.

2.
You claim to show that I’m wrong and don’t know what I’m talking about by
writing:

“Nope. We are not choosing fluxes “in order to stabilize the moduli”.”

I never wrote that “We are choosing fluxes in order to stabilize the moduli”, I just
said that the numbers like 10^500 that one hears for the size of the Landscape
come from the number of choices of the fluxes, and these correspond to ways to
stabilize the moduli. Do you know of a way of stabilizing all the moduli that
doesn’t involve this? If so, lets hear it. If not, acknowledge that you were
dishonest to bring this up.

As for supersymmetry breaking, your claim that:

“marginal operators can’t be classically affected by supersymmetry breaking”

is irrelevant. We’re not doing classical physics here.

If you have any honest points to make, I’ll respond to them, but I’m not going to
waste any more time dealing with your dishonesty, interspersed with stupid,
nasty, personal attacks. When you were a young graduate student, this kind of
behavior was a bit amusing. At your age and stage of your career, it’s just
pathetic.”

15. Alejandro RIvero
January 30, 2006

Theorema: ‘Skeftomai ara uparxo’, Lemma: nomizo oti skeftomai…



[meso tou Not Even Wronk]

16. Juan R.
January 30, 2006

Poll:

What is the more interesting comment to the conference on the future of string
theory for you?

I am doubing between this

Bottle says:
9:20 AM
String theory is just as well proven as evolution. In fact, DNA is an open twistor
superstring.

and this

Bottle says:
9:32 AM
Hey, can we stay on topic? Which is, “Global warming is caused by the
cosmological constant.”

The deepd inside of bottle in global warming and related issues is fascinating but
the open ‘twistor’ comment is really great!!!

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

17. Christine
January 30, 2006

Concerning the parody blog in question: funny and frivolous. (Now I am waiting
for “The Official Loop Quantum Gravity Blog”…)

There is one thing that I would like to have. Peter Woit writes down his top 5
criticisms to string theory. Lubos Motl objectively and concisely addresses these
5 topics. After that, Peter and then Lubos may offer one final statement on their
points of view. No personal attacks allowed.

I would like to have this framework fixed at the sidebar of my blog page. No, it is
not supposed to be a joke. I really would like that.

Thank you,
Christine

18. Dumb Biologist
January 30, 2006



The blog is kind of funny, but, as mentioned above, it’s also blindingly obvious
that this a joke. The best examples of parody dance gingerly about the “fine line
between stupid and clever”, and never stray too far into either territory.

The Bogdanovs might help them concoct something more subtly ironic. It would
be amusing to see who could be fooled.

19. John Gonsowski
January 30, 2006

Actually the interesting part technically is where Peter and Lubos agree
(landscape is bad, things like AdS/CFT are not the real world, Witten is brilliant).
Their disagreement is not so much where string theory is now but where it will
be later and what needs to be done now to make things as good as possible later.
Even if Peter was wrong about some particular string theory detail, who cares,
smart people correct each other all the time, it’s the way science is supposed to
work. Even if string theory is extremely close to finding the right answers they
could spend hundreds of years not finding it cause of the way they get fixated on
particular ideas. The parody has some truth about the way people can cluster
around an idea not yet worthy of such clustering.

20. MathPhys
January 30, 2006

I heard that, more than 20 years ago, Warren Siegel used to say “If Ed became
crazy, would anybody notice?”.

21. Dumb Biologist
January 30, 2006

Awright, after a bit more reading, some of this is damn funny.

22. a
January 30, 2006

What Siegel presented as parodies are real difficulties of strings and high energy
physics. E.g. the “lobotomy” parody, which is older than the landscape, contains
the main criticism to string theory:

“In 11 dimensions, you can predict things uniquely; in 10 dimensions, you can
predict up to a factor 5 of uncertainty; but by the time you get to 4 dimensions
you can predict any value you want for a result.”

One can find similar examples of masked criticisms in old published papers. The
big merit of Peter is saying in public what many physicists think, but prefer to
discuss only privately.

23. blank
January 30, 2006

Thank goodness nobody had ever told me that a “good” parody has to be so



subtle that is doesn’t even make me laugh.

Actually Siegel’s parodies seem to be the very opposite of a “good” parody: they
seem an obvious trivial farce at first, but the more you think about them, the
more they seem to accurately capture certain realities of string theory culture.

24. Dumb Biologist
January 30, 2006

Yeah, I must admit, after giving it more than a cursory look, there’s a good
amount of wry cleverness beyond the blatant silliness, so I should withdraw my
earlier comment.

The recommendation letter thing was laugh-out-loud funny…and not at all
isolated to physics.

25. D R Lunsford
January 30, 2006

DB – the parody is also of the magisterial tone that runs through many papers –
this makes it doubly funny for someone used to reading papers.

-drl

26. Levi
January 30, 2006

No way is this a parody.

The advice in the appendix on The Art of Giving Seminars in “How I Spent My
Summer Vacation” is pure gold. Or consider this, from the Dictionary of Common
Phrases in “The Nonabelian Names of God”:

“We’ll have to save further questions for the end of the talk.” —– “You’ve found
the crucial flaw in the theory, so give everyone a chance to run away before it
hits the fan.”

27. Quantoken
January 30, 2006

That was a funny web site. Thanks for the laugh. I always thought Jacques’s last
name as “Distiller” until I read it more carefully  But you got Lubos’s last name
wrong! It’s not “Bottle”, but Mottle, or, Multi-Bottle. M like the M in
Multiverse, or M-theory. For string therists, it’s not Universe, but rather
Multiverse, so of course Lubos’s correct last name should be Mottle, not Bottle.

28. Dumb Biologist
January 30, 2006

He is the best student we have had in as long as I have been here…He is not
quite good enough for us to hire here, but he is certainly better than anybody
you have there…He hasn’t written any landmark papers yet, but then, neither



have you.

Indeed, gold…and about as accurate a reflection of the subtext of such letters as
has ever been offered. It’s as if my advisor’s mind were an open book to be read.

29. Dumb Biologist
January 30, 2006

Randomly, I’m reminded of the more overt (albeit probably benign) contempt
expressed in another recommendation letter…

Dear Einstein,
This student is good, but he does not clearly grasp the difference between
mathematics and physics. On the other hand, you, dear Master, have long lost
this distinction.

30. Omni
January 30, 2006

GUFFAW!! That site was a riot!!

I find it vaguely disturbing, though, to find highly educated people categorizing
themselves as ANTI something; if you have what you believe to be a valid theory
that’s backed up by proof, why not call yourself an adherent of that theory,
rather than being anti someone else’s theory… and if you DON’T have your own
theory, why not go quietly about your research until you DO have one, rather
than making an issue of being anti?

I idolize theoretical physicists, but I have to say; this is childish and unworthy of
you. The truth is out there; please stop nay-saying and finger-pointing and FIND
it.

31. Dumb Biologist
January 30, 2006

I rather doubt everyone around here is being contrarian just for the sake of it. I
personally think the ANTI-science forces running amuck out there have rather
elevated the stakes in the age-old debate over what is science and what isn’t.
I’ve said here before, it’s bad enough when science is attacked from without, but
it’s excruciating when it’s corrupted from within. One needn’t have a “better”
alternative to an idea that is unscientific to have something positive to say. It
might be enough to reassert the essential need for a scientific theory to be, at
least in principle, experimentally testable. It’s also essential that a scientific
theory be falsifiable, so that, if and when it is falsified, one can even know when
to abandon a faulty approach and do the very thing you suggest, which is find a
better idea.

If a theory fails both qualifications, it’s hard not to feel concerned. I’m not sure
about all of Superstring theory, but it seems almost certain this Landscape
business (and probably all anthropic arguments) are about as anti-scientific as it



gets. Even if it’s 100% true, we’ll never know anyway, so why, as a scientist,
would anyone bother with it? And if someone is promoting such ideas, in the
capacity of a scientist, to an interested and admiring public, is it inappropriate
for others to decry the harm being done?

32. John Gonsowski
January 31, 2006

There are people here with their own theories. Unfortuneately string theory acts
like a monopoly does in the business world and makes it quite difficult for new
ideas to take hold (even new string theory ideas). The string theory powers that
be even seem to be actively keeping some of the ideas here out of the arXiv
archive.

33. D R Lunsford
January 31, 2006

John – even Penrose is ignored. He gives the simplest conceivable argument
showing that inflation, to take an example, not only doesn’t fix what it’s supposed
to fix, it actually makes it worse*. The alternative for it is to resort to anthropism.
Since no one seems to be willing to abandon inflation, we can only assume that
anthropism has already taken a seat.

Penrose’s argument can be understood by an undergraduate. So why doesn’t it
have a prominent place?

-drl

* http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/

Look for Penrose lecture “Fantasy”

34. science
January 31, 2006

String theory has ‘queered the pitch’ for physics ideas. Few people have the time
or inclination to study the details of the maths of stringy M-theory. String theory
hype says they can ‘predict’ gravity, the Standard Model, and unify everything.

This is equivalent to saying: ‘all alternatives are unnecessary’ or, more clearly,
‘all ”alternatives” are crackpot junk that is not science.’

Notice that the first line of defence ignorant people have against criticism of
mainstream is to claim there is no alternative. When you point out that you are
critical BECAUSE alternatives are being suppressed, they then sneer at the
alternatives because they haven’t had the level of funding of mainstream string
theory for 2 months, let alone 20 years…

35. Juan R.
January 31, 2006

Lunsford,

http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/
http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/


And what about the Nobel Gell-Mann and his five brains?

He carefully claims that string theory even if finally correct will be not a TOE,
and emphasizes that antrophic principles are either nonsense or trivial and still
there is people stating in talks that string theory may explain everything or that
anthropism is a revolution in science.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

36. Ignorant Layman
January 31, 2006

I wonder what all you critics think of Johnathan Swift’s fey Island of Laputa in
Gulliver? Was it an unserious error in parody or a classic skewering?

37. science
January 31, 2006

Swift’s parody on crackpot mainstream scientists went wrong. He portrayed the
truth of what scientists of the Royal Society were up to, but it was so crazy
people thought it was mad or exaggerated.

Attempts to chemically revert sewage into food, to store energy in cucumbers,
and to train blind people to paint pictures, were really made. This is innocent
compared to the claims made for strings.

38. Ignorant Layman
January 31, 2006

Faw! It all sounds like Alchemy to me.

39. Christine
January 31, 2006

Is it possible that the general public is starting to think that String Theory is
silly?

Silly String Theory For Dummies.

Silly String Theory In Computer Science.

Silly String Theory In Artwork.

Silly String Theory, a Cabaret Performance.

[I do not mean that I think String Theory as a whole is silly, this is just meant a
joke considering this parody thread].

http://www.sleepless.com/sirius/
http://www.sleepless.com/sirius/
http://kissmyfaerie.org/stuff/guides/php/strings.html
http://kissmyfaerie.org/stuff/guides/php/strings.html
http://www.phidelity.com/ph2/album104/sillystringTheory
http://www.phidelity.com/ph2/album104/sillystringTheory
http://www.theatermania.com/content/show.cfm/show/103354/
http://www.theatermania.com/content/show.cfm/show/103354/


BTW, I would like to know whether there are any papers with a lucid evaluation
on the merits and demerits of string theory, published in a peer review journal?

40. matt d
January 31, 2006

String theorists remind me a lot of the Intelligent Design crowd.

That was a funny site, thanks Peter.

41. John Gonsowski
January 31, 2006

Danny, at least Penrose (and Peter) can get themselves into Discover Magazine
so maybe there’s some hope. Surprised Penrose didn’t mention Paola Zizzi in
relation to the ORish alternatives.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/cosm.html

42. woit
January 31, 2006

Christine,

I don’t know of anything quite like what you are looking for, perhaps the closest
is Lee Smolin’s hep-th/0303185. Not sure if it was ever published or peer
reviewed, if so the comments from string theorists would have been interesting
to see.

43. D R Lunsford
February 1, 2006

John,

Penrose’s lecture was fascinating. His bizarre visualization of phase space was
sort of unnerving (like all fractals). Although you couldn’t call him a dynamic
speaker, his argument was so clear that it held my attention. Well worth
attending.

-drl

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/cosm.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/cosm.html


The Future of High Energy Accelerators

January 31, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

One of Fermilab’s recent colloquia was by James Rozensweig of UCLA on the topic of
Reinventing the Accelerator for the High-Energy Frontier. Video and Powerpoint
slides of the talk are now available.

Current accelerator technologies are up against very fundamental physical limits. In
the case of circular proton colliders like the LHC, the fundamental limiting factor is
the strength of the magnets and the size of the ring. The LHC uses a 27km ring and
8.36 Tesla superconducting magnets, and the energy scales linearly with the magnet
strength and ring size. So one could get beams an order of magnitude more energetic
than those in the LHC by using a 270km ring, but the cost of such a thing is likely to
be prohibitive. One could also try and design higher field magnets, but the current
record for this kind of magnet is only about 16 Tesla.

For circular electron colliders, the limiting factor is the energy loss to synchrotron
radiation and these energy losses scale as the fourth power of the energy. LEP was
probably the highest energy collider of this kind anyone is ever likely to build, since it
already was using an amount of power a sizable fraction of that of the city of Geneva.
One could try and use muons, which are much heavier so synchrotron radiation is not
a problem, but they decay quickly so there are lots of problems with storing them in a
collider.

These considerations mean that there is only one viable route to much higher
energies, a linear collider, and this is the path that the ILC project is pursuing. What
limits the energy in a linear collider like the ILC is the combination of the energy
gradient one can achieve and the length of the machine. The superconducting RF
cavities being studied for use in the ILC are inherently limited to gradients of less
than 40-50 MV/m, with something like 35 MV/m a likely realistic number. With this
gradient, to get up to a TeV in energy would require a length of about 33 km, about at
the outer limits of what is possibly affordable. Realistically, to get to higher energies
than this, one needs to find some way to get much higher energy gradients.

Rozensweig’s talk covers this material, but goes on to discuss various exotic new
technologies that in principle can provide these much higher gradients. He describes
progress on a long list of these, the most advanced of which is the CLIC project at
CERN which uses the wake-field from a drive beam (a second accelerator). Much
more exotic are various proposals involving lasers and plasma waves, some of which
have been used to achieve gradients of 40 GV/m over short distances in the
laboratory.

So, now all one has to do is to achieve a stable, high luminosity beam and make this
work over kilometers not centimeters…. Not going to happen any time soon, but the
distant future of high energy physics may depend on this kind of technology.

Update: I should also have mentioned here an article on this topic in the current

http://www-ppd.fnal.gov/EPPOffice-w/colloq/colloq.html
http://www-ppd.fnal.gov/EPPOffice-w/colloq/colloq.html
http://www-ppd.fnal.gov/EPPOffice-w/colloq/Abstracts/rosenzweig_1_04_06.htm
http://www-ppd.fnal.gov/EPPOffice-w/colloq/Abstracts/rosenzweig_1_04_06.htm
http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/060104Rosenzweig/index.htm
http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/060104Rosenzweig/index.htm
http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/060104Rosenzweig/index.htm
http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/Colloquium/060104Rosenzweig/index.htm


(February) Scientific American entitled Plasma Accelerators.

Comments

1. Tony Smith
February 1, 2006

Peter says “… One could try and use muons, which are much heavier so
synchrotron radiation is not a problem, but they decay quickly so there are lots
of problems with storing them in a collider.These considerations mean that there
is only one viable route to much higher energies, a linear collider, and this is the
path that the ILC project is pursuing. …”.

As an advocate of muon colliders ( see my comments on Peter’s blog entry at
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=328 ) I have some biases
here, but it seems to me that Fermilab is putting all its eggs in the ILC basket at
least in part because of possible radiation hazard to Chicago of a muon collider
at the Fermilab site.

Unfortunately for Fermilab, there are a lot of uncertainties about building the
ILC in the first place, and about its site if it is ever built.

For example, a Charles Seife article in Science 308 (1 April 2005) 38-40 (and no,
it does not seem to be an April Fool joke, although some physicists probably wish
it were):
“… Fermilab’s Tevatron, due to shut down around 2010, could be the last large
particle accelerator in the United States. …
… Fermilab’s Butler says, “a large number of U.S. physicists at the Tevatron are
already planning to work at the LHC; they have exit strategies.”
But Butler isn’t happy about the new venue. “This field is being outsourced,” he
says.
The one big hope for U.S. accelerator physics is the ILC. “We’re going to go for
the linear collider,” says Orbach. …
For Butler and other physicists, the projected completion date for the ILC in the
middle of the next decade is another huge obstacle. … a timetable that puts the
ILC at the end of the next decade or beyond would leave an entire generation of
physics students without access to an accelerator in the United States. …
But the leader of the majority party in the U.S. House of Representatives isn’t
ready to make a firm commitment. “If [the ILC] fits within certain parameters,
we’d like to keep it in the U.S.,” Hastert says. The biggest of those parameters is
the cost, estimated by DOE at $12 billion, of which the host country would
presumably pick up half. …”.

Even if the ILC is built, if it is part of an international collaboration involving
countries like Japan and China (which hold ots of dollars due to the inability of
the USA to compete in trade of manufactured goods), then it may be that the
money people in Japan and China will insist on an Asian site. As a Physics Today
article at http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-9/p22.html about Snowmass
2001 said:

http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?articleID=0004E2EA-0B15-13CC-8B1583414B7F0101&ref=sciam&chanID=sa006
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?articleID=0004E2EA-0B15-13CC-8B1583414B7F0101&ref=sciam&chanID=sa006
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=328
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=328
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-9/p22.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-9/p22.html


“… But one cannot see the Pacific Ocean from the Illinois prairie. This
geographic truth was pointed out rather bluntly at Snowmass by KEK director
Hirotaka Sugawara. He reminded his audience that the joint work on the copper
linac design in the US and Japan was undertaken with the understanding that
the machine would be sited somewhere on the Pacific Rim … Sotoru Yamashita of
Tokyo University was more specific: Europe already has the LHC … it was now
Japan’s turn to build an energy-frontier machine. …”.

In short, the future of high energy experimental physics in the USA looks to me
to be highly uncertain at best, which is doubly sad because the USA theoretical
high-energy physics community seems to be insistent on following a program
that is Not Even Wrong.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

2. a
February 1, 2006

The main problem of a TeV-scale muon collider is it would emit neutirnos, giving
unacceptable radiation hazards, see e.g. hep-ex/0005006.

3. woit
February 1, 2006

Tony,

I think it’s true that high energy physicists are putting all their eggs in one
basket, the ILC. The problem is that, for reasons outlined in the posting, there
isn’t really any alternative. Things like a muon collider or exotic acceleration
technologies are a long ways away from the point where one could come up with
a viable design and try and get someone to fund it. The ILC is really the only
possibility for at least the next ten years or so, and probably longer.

4. anon
February 1, 2006

“Much more exotic are various proposals involving lasers and plasma waves,
some of which have been used to achieve gradients of 40 GV/m over short
distances in the laboratory.”

It seems to me that accelerator physics is frozen in time; it hasn’t changed much
for the last 25 years. Aren’t these “exotic” proposals at least that old? Am I being
fair in accusing HEP of a shameful, inexcusable failure to innovate in accelerator
physics? Isn’t this failure a mayor cause for the failure of HEP theorist to
produce predictive theories?

5. sunderpeeche
February 1, 2006

I was going to write a reply to Quantoken about electric v magnetic fields, but

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


the post got deleted. Oh well … probably for the best I think. I was also going to
say essentially the same thing as Woit in previous post …. the scale of machines
for TeV energies is such that there can really be only one in the world. The ILC is
about the only scheme which is buildable with today’s technology (muon
colliders are far future). Even then it will take many years. Exotic acceleration
technologies are probably the only hope in the long term, but the key word is
“long”.

6. Tony Smith
February 1, 2006

Peter said “… The ILC is really the only possibility for at least the next ten years
or so, and probably longer. …”.

If so, then:

1 – What odds do USA high-energy physicists give that it might get built ?

2 – If it were to be built, what odds do they give that it would get built in the USA
?

3 – If it were to be built outside the USA, what do they think would be the
consequences for USA high-energy experimental physics ?

If they aren’t willing to give reasonable odds for the sake of discussion, does that
mean that the pattern of wishful thinking that has corrupted the superstring
community has entered the experimental community ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

7. sunderpeeche
February 1, 2006

I read anon’s post just after submitting the previous.
If I may reply to anon ….. yes, acceleration techniques haven’t changed much in
25 years (though superconducting rf was an innovation). The exotic ideas (use of
plasmas) have indeed been around for that long, if not more. Shameful failure to
innovate? The plasma wakefields etc are difficult ideas, not easy to make
practical, even after all these years. But there has not been a lack of trying.

8. Quantoken
February 1, 2006

Tony:

Good question. But I guess no one is willing to discuss the odds that things they
wish for will be built. It’s painfully clear, if one is honest to himself in admitting,
the odds are pretty low at this moment.

Frankly I think it is now a good time to mossball things up for a few decades, and
let the public money be spend on something more useful in short terms, like
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alternative energy research. Later, when you guys figure out a better way of
doing experiments, then we can fund you again.

Quantoken

9. AR
February 1, 2006

There has been tons of discussion about the challenges of building the ILC. See
for example Turner’s talk below.

http://www.linearcollider.org/cms/?pid=1000069.

The odds of the ILC depend very much on what happens in the next few years: it
is likely that if the LHC does not find anything but a Higgs, then the ILC will not
be built. If there are lots of surprises, then the chances are a lot better.

Site selection is usually put off as much as possible, so nobody knows the odds
that will be built in the US.

If it isn’t built in the US, then US experimentalists will rack up a lot of frequent
flyer miles. But they’ll cope.

10. woit
February 1, 2006

Tony and Quantoken,

I don’t think anyone has a good estimate what the odds are that the ILC will be
funded and built in the US. It certainly is true that if it is not built in the US, that
will be very bad news for US high energy physics, and specifically for Fermilab if
it is not built there.

My guess is that the decision whether to build the ILC won’t be made until
2009-2010, at which point initial results should be coming in from the LHC. A lot
depends on what the LHC finds. If it finds something interesting that would
require the ILC to fully understand, that will help a lot. If it finds nothing at all
and it then looks as if there is nothing new for the ILC to study up to its highest
energy of 1 Tev, that will be a big problem. No one knows which of these is more
likely, that’s the biggest question in HEP right now.

On top of this, everything depends on the US budget situation several years
down the road. I don’t think anyone can predict that either, except that the US
will still be struggling with what to do about budget deficits. Bush’s
announcement last night that he wants to double the budget for fundamental
physics research may or may not lead to anything and may or may not go to HEP.
We should know soon when his administration submits their FY2007 request. But
the bottom line is that the budget situation is unclear for later this year, much
less for 2009-2010.

And, no, even if the idea made any sense, you can’t “mossball” an entire
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scientific field. Much of the budget pays scientists and technicians. If you throw
all of them out of their jobs and have them move into other careers, they’re not
going to be coming back.

11. David
February 1, 2006

anon:

You’ve got to be kidding me by implicating accelerator physics as the major
cause for HEP theorists not producing predictive theories. “Oh so sorry Mr./Miss
String Theorist, we can’t provide the gazillions of TeV you need to verify your
theory, so it’s our fault your theories don’t predict anything.”

And as for innovation, do you have any idea of how incredibly hard it is, for
example, to build an experiment to test plasma wakefield acceleration, using an
electron beam with the right properties? Sure these ideas existed on paper for a
long time, but the technology needed is incredible.

The real problem is money. We could build a linear TeV collider now if we want,
but we would need a LOT of real estate and a LOT of power and a LOT of money.
This is obviously why accelerator physicists are investigating high-gradient
alternatives, but these alternatives are technologically challenging. Even
building a “warm” linear collider at X-band (11.424 GHz) to achieve higher-
gradients as compared to the SLC at S-band (2.856 GHz) is quite challenging.
The high fields alone lead to RF breakdown and pulsed heating that prevent high
gradients from being achieved. These phenomena opened up a lot of study
involving material science and surface physics. There are just so many
impediments to technologically achieve high gradients that it requires years of
experiments, analyses and simulations. But more importantly, it requires a lot of
money which is hard to obtain. The accelerator field is making a lot of progress,
but this progress is not really seen by an outside observer because they usually
only see the big machines that finally get built.

12. J.F. Moore
February 1, 2006

Agreeing with sunderpeeche, there has been a lot of progress in acclerator
research over the last two decades. Part of the apparent slowdown compared to
the blinding progress of the preceding four or five decades is that all the low-
hanging fruit is gone. The new developments are harder to realize, just like in
any field of technology.

Regarding the ‘eggs in one basket’ criticism, I don’t think there is much choice
politically. If they don’t get the ILC, they can push for something more exotic
perhaps, but they need to get everyone on board now, with no apparent
alternative and present a unified front to have any hope of landing the ILC.

As for the odds, you make the best proposal you can as a team and move on with
it. The numbers I’ve seen don’t seem unreasonable (e.g. not terribly out of scale
with currently funded large science projects), the biggest problem is to make all



of the politicians agree. THere’s not much point in doing statistics and hand-
wringing when you have no real alternative in any case, is there?

13. Tony Smith
February 1, 2006

Peter said “… Bush’s announcement last night that he wants to double the
budget for fundamental physics research may or may not lead to anything and
may or may not go to HEP. We should know soon when his administration
submits their FY2007 request. …”.

Deb Riechmann wrote an AP article dated 1 Feb 2006 and carried on a Forbes
web page at http://www.forbes.com/entrepreneurs/feeds/ap/2006/02/01
/ap2492673.html that said in part:
“… In addition to the money for the tax credit, Bush wants to double over 10
years the investment in agencies that support basic research in the physical
sciences and engineering, a $50 billion commitment.
The research money – $910 million in fiscal 2007 – would fund research
programs at the National Science Foundation, pay for 500 new researchers at
the Commerce Department’s National Institute of Standards and Technology and
2,600 new researchers at facilities operated or assisted by the Energy
Department. …”.

If the ILC costs $12 billion ( a DOE estimate according to a Charles Seife article
in Science 308 (1 April 2005) 38-40 ), then
it might fit comfortably within a $50 billion increase over the next ten years
and
if the USA is the major funding government, then the USA should be able to
dictate the site location, and it is possible that Fermilab might get the ILC and
give high-energy experimental physicists a home in the USA.

Of course, that presupposes that the Bush budget idea would be supported by
the next administration. Since Bush cannot run again, Fermilab will have to hope
that the new president will not do to the ILC what Clinton did to the SSC (i.e.,
campaign promises to support it, followed by pulling the rug from under it).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

14. J.F. Moore
February 1, 2006

The implication that the SSC was viable in 1993 is not too credible. Many
members of both parties in congress had the long knives out for that project for
years before they finally succeeding in shutting it down – it was the prior Bush
administration that kept it alive by lobbying so hard.

As for whether the SOTU numbers for DOE, NIST and NSF will ever materialize,
I would suggest looking at past promises and comparing them to realities to
develop one’s own prediction.
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15. Quantoken
February 1, 2006

Peter:

It’s wishful thinking that if LHC finds something interesting then ILC may be
founded. Just look at Hubble Telescope, it’s finding something interesting every
day but yet it’s let to retire early. The bottom line is you need to look at
priorities. And high energy particle physics research is clearly NOT the priority
right now.

Don’t you guys listen to the Bush address carefully? The predorminant theme is
“energy”, “alternative energy research”, “Get rid of America’s oil addiction”.
That certainly has something to do with department of energy. But high energy
physics is now just a step son of department of energy. Bush emphasised
nanotechnology (material science), super computing, and alternative energy
research.

Predictably, money will be shifted away from un-important fields, to areas that
are now considered priority. The priority is alternative energy research, not dark
energy research. The important things is replacing black gold, not researching
black holes. For high energy physics research, the party will soon be over.

Quantoken

16. Tony Smith
February 1, 2006

J. F. Moore said “… As for whether the SOTU numbers for DOE, NIST and NSF
will ever materialize, I would suggest looking at past promises and comparing
them to realities …”.

For two examples:
during the 2000 campaign, Bush promised tax cuts for big business, and he
delivered; and
during the 2003 SOTU, Bush promised to remove a threat of Iraq under Saddam
Hussein, and he did indeed remove Saddam Hussein as ruler of Iraq.

Therefore, it seems to me that if Bush feels strongly about a big idea, he will
move to support it. That leaves the question as to whether or not Bush feels
strongly about high-energy physics as a big idea.
Quantoken says “… high energy physics is now just a step son of department of
energy. Bush emphasised nanotechnology (material science), super computing,
and alternative energy research. …”.
However,
as J. F. Moore said, “… it was the prior Bush administration that kept … the SSC
… alive by lobbying so hard …”, and it seems to me that with respect to high-
energy physics it might be like-father-like-son.

Even though I agree with some things said by J. F. Moore, his statement about
my comment:



“The implication that the SSC was viable in 1993 is not too credible”
is inaccurate and easily refuted as follows:

I did NOT state, and did NOT imply, that “the SSC was viable in 1993”.

In fact, I said “… what Clinton did to the SSC ..[was]… campaign promises to
support it, followed by pulling the rug from under it …”.

Clinton was elected in 1992, and when he took office in 1993 he pulled the rug
from under the SSC and it was terminated. According to an article by David
Ritson in Nature 366 (16 December 1993) 607-610:
“… even with Bush’s personal support, the SSC had a narrow escape in 1992.
… in the summer [of 1993] … Clinton publicly supported the SSC. But how far
this support extended in private is questionable .
… The [USA] house [of representatives] instructed its representatives in the
conference committee to terminate the SSC. This action ended the SSC early in
October [1993] …”.

There are lessons that the ILC supporters should learn from the SSC.

First, unless regional rivalries about sites within the USA (such as Illinois v.
Texas) are fully reconciled, Clintoneque backstabbing can be fatal.

Second, the ILC management must avoid undisciplined cost controls and
arrogant behaviour, both of which were severe problems with the SSC.

All things considered, it seems to me that maybe Bush might feel strongly
enough about high-energy physics to support the ILC, but since Bush cannot run
in 2008, it will be necessary for his successor also to support it.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Just so that nobody will have grounds to accuse me of being a pro-Bush
propagandist, I will state for the record that in 1992, 1996, 2000, and 2002 I
voted for Perot, Perot, Libertarian, and Libertarian for USA President.

17. J.F. Moore
February 1, 2006

My point was simply that congress was ready to kill SSC for years. Whatever
motives you want to ascribe to Clinton notwithstanding, the vultures were
circling well before he was elected, which is supported by your pull quote from
Nature. If a line item desperately needs vigorous presidential support to save it,
it doesn’t require “backstabbing” to end it, it requires folding your arms and
doing nothing.

More importantly, I think you are fooling yourself if you think the Bush
administration has any commitment to physics, or even science at any level.
Most of the things in these speeches are pure fluff. How about evaluating the
hundreds of promises all presidents have made in SOTU addresses, including the
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promise of _every_ president since Nixon, some of them multiple times, to reduce
our dependence on foreign oil, when over the same period the fraction has gone
from under 30% to about 60%?

By the way, a quick calculation shows that this bold doubling initiative, even if it
happens, will result in a 7% annual increase. Between payroll, insurance, and
facilities charges, most places have a hard time keeping status quo with only a
5% increase. I am being kind and not counting overhead, which always rises
faster.

18. ObsessiveMathsFreak
February 2, 2006

I had a feeling that particle accellerators were in for a redesign. I knew that
circular accellerators did not scale very well, but to the fourth power! Gad-zooks!

I wonder has anyone tried some genetic algorithms to “evolve” a better energy
gradient process, rather like an evolved antenna.

19. sunderpeeche
February 2, 2006

It is a consequence of basic (classical) electrodynamics that the radiated power
goes like P ~ E^2B^2 where E= energy and B = magnetic field. Solve the
Lorentz eqn for ultrarelativistic motion in a circle of radius R and you get B ~
E/R, so P ~ E^4/R^2. Nobody has found a way around this. So to reduce the
power output one needs big rings (large R). The circumference of LEP was 27
km. FWIW LEP dissipated 18 MW at its top energy of sqrt(s) = 209 GeV. Also
FWIW the SSC (20 TeV protons) would also have dissipated synchrotron
radiation (I think several kW), the heat load of which would go into the
superconducting magnets … another problem for the machine/magnet design.

20. Tony Smith
February 2, 2006

An AP article said “… Bush wants to double over 10 years the investment in
agencies that support basic research in the physical sciences and engineering, a
$50 billion commitment. …”.

J. F. Moore said “… a quick calculation shows that this bold doubling initiative,
even if it happens, will result in a 7% annual increase.
Between payroll, insurance, and facilities charges, most places have a hard time
keeping status quo with only a 5% increase.
I am being kind and not counting overhead, which always rises faster. …”.

Although I am not sure exactly how the AP article’s “bold doubling” deals with
inflation etc,
if I use for the sake of argument J. F. Moore’s method, it seems to me that, based
on a present $50 billion budget “in agencies that support basic research in the
physical sciences and engineering”:
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$50 b x (1.07)^10 = $98 b, giving roughly a “new” $48 b over the initial $50 b,
or doubling as described by J. F. Moore;
and
$50 b x (1.05)^10 = $81 b for J. F. Moore’s “status quo”,
so
that the “bold doubling” from $50 b to $50 b plus $ 50 b = $100 b would give
$19 b over and above a 5% “status quo” amount,
and
$19 b is still more than the $12 b cost of the ILC,
so
even under J. F. Moore’s own reasoning, “basic research in physical sciences and
engineering” could:
maintain its “status quo”;
build the ILC with USA money at a USA site; and
spend $7 b on new and different stuff.

I should also mention that if ILC were sited at Fermilab, funds that now go to the
Tevatron (within the present $50 b) could be assigned to the ILC, thus reducing
the ILC’s demand for new money.

Of course, J. F. Moore could move the goal posts by pleading about ” overhead,
which always rises faster”.
However,
maybe faster-rising-overhead is a symptom of poor cost control management,
which is one of the factors that killed the SSC,
and
maybe refusal to restrain overhead is a symptom of management arrogance,
which is another of the factors that killed the SSC.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – If one is asking a President for support for ILC, and a President makes
public statements about a budget that could support ILC, it seems to me to be
impolitic to say things like “… you are fooling yourself if you think the Bush
administration has any commitment to physics, or even science at any level …”,
particularly in view of the strong support for the SSC by the first Bush
administration. Why bite the hand from which you are asking to be fed?

21. woit
February 2, 2006

Tony and J.F. Moore,

I’d suggest postponing further detailed speculation about exactly what the Bush
administration is going to do for a few days, until they release their 2007 budget
figures. In any case, discussing what this means for 10 years from now is
pointless: Bush will be long gone, things will be very different, and the history of
promises like this is that they are forgotten after a few years. But soon we’ll
know something solid that means something, whether and how Bush’s rhetoric
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will be reflected in next year’s budget request.

22. J.F. Moore
February 2, 2006

Very good points, Peter. I totally agree about trying to predict the politics of this
a decade out.

I will simply clarify at this stage that in general, budget increases are not pre-
normalized to inflation, let alone expected rising costs. I agree that even so there
is room for ILC. We will have to see what happens.

23. Steve Myers
February 3, 2006

As I recall it wasn’t only politicians who were anti-SSC. Phil Anderson had a long
letter in NY Times attacking it. And it’s very hard to justify spending billions on
research that is so removed from people’s everyday lives. There’s the problem.

24. sunderpeeche
February 3, 2006

Phil Anderson persistently attacked the SSC. (What is hypocritical is that after
the SSC was cancelled solid-state physicists expected some of the $8B to go to
their field. It didn’t. It’s not as if there was an $8B pot and “how shall we spend
this on physics”?) It is also true that the initial cost estimate was approx 1.5B,
this increased to about 4.5B when the Central Design Group (which leased space
at LBL) developed their design. When SSC took over from CDG (and relocated to
Texas) the revised cost estimate was 8B, with a possibility of 11B. This was
simply too much for anyone and the thing was cancelled. Also the SSC was
advertised (at least initially) to “regain the lead in HEP for the USA”, and for the
USA to have the “world’s highest energy accelerator”. It was hard to get other
countries to contribute so that the USA could wave the flag.

25. Jack Sarfatti
February 11, 2006

It’s called due process. The paper was endorsed by a several people
independently. I have a PhD in theoretical physics from the University of
California and unlike some of you who are being outsourced I will not have to be
driving cabs or working at Burger King. 

26. Alejandro RIvero
February 12, 2006

Well, J. Sarfatt did some publications on physics during the years 1963-1973, and
I guess he had a theoretical phycsics PhD 



Various Somewhat Related Links

February 1, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

David Goss wrote to tell me that Physics Web has an article about physics weblogs.
The theorists quoted are Sean Carroll, Paul Cook and Dave Bacon.

There’s an article by Michael Green in the latest Nature Physics reporting on the
recent 23rd Solvay conference (mentioned here and here). Green notes that “Much of
the discussion focused on string theory” but that “the structure of string theory is still
so badly understood that it does not yet deserve to be described as a ‘theory’ at all —
it is more a ‘work in progress’.” He describes the discussion at Solvay about anthropic
explanations of the CC as “lively”, but that Polchinski et. al. have yet to carry the day:
“there is a strong body of opinion that holds that it may be premature to decide which
parameters are environmental within string theory, as the structure of the theory is
still poorly understood and will surely hold further surprises.”

The same issue of Nature has an essay by Lawrence Krauss entitled Anthropic Fever
where he starts by explaining the standard Landscape story that fundamental physics
is really an “environmental science”, but then goes on to write:

But I have been wondering whether things might actually be much worse. It could be
that many different combinations of laws could allow life to form, and that it is a pure
accident, not favoured by any particular probabilistic explanation, that the constants
of nature result in the combinations we experience in our Universe. Or, it could be
that the mathematical formalism is so complex that the ground states of the theory
might not be mathematically determinable, even in principle.

Whether or not nature is ultimately ‘undecidable’ in this strong sense, these ideas
point to a possible future for particle physics that is very different from the past.
Fundamental physics might not be restricted by any underlying grand mathematical
structure that would ‘explain’ why the Universe is the way it is. It’s a possibility that I
hope will be wrong, but it’s a possibility nonetheless.

This kind of worry seems to me completely misplaced. There’s not a shred of evidence
for it, and the only reason people have been engaging in this kind of speculation is
that string theory led them down this sorry path. Finding a trackless swampland at
the end of the path doesn’t mean that physics is destined to spend the rest of eternity
mucking about in a swamp, it is far more likely that a wrong turn was taken quite a
ways back.

Last night a write-up by Nati Seiberg of his rapporteur talk at Solvay appeared at the
arXiv, entitled Emergent Spacetime. It does a very good job of laying out the reasons
that people often say that string theory suggests that our standard concept of “space”
needs to be revised, that perhaps space is an “emergent” concept. Personally I don’t
think the different reasons that Seiberg lays out add up to a very convincing case. For
one thing, string theorists have been trying to come up with a new “stringy” version
of space for twenty years now, without much success at all. They are still far from
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anything like a consistent proposal of what this new idea about space will be, and the
various evidence given by Seiberg is rather incoherent, leading to different kinds of
generalizations of space, not pointing to any one of them in particular.

The past two days there was a conference at Harvard on Black holes, topological
strings, and invariants of holomorphic submanifolds, which also included some
lectures in memory of Raoul Bott by Sir Michael Atiyah, S. T. Yau, and Dan Freed.
Lubos has reports on two talks there, one by Robbert Dijkgraaf about a hoped for
“Universal Wave Function”, a Hartle-Hawking kind of wave-function that would give
the amplitude for the universe to be in various parts of the Landscape. The second
was by Frederik Denef who spoke on “D-brane ground states, multicentered black
holes, DT/GW correspondence, and the OSV conjecture .” Lubos reports on a
conversation with Frederik about his two forthcoming papers with Michael Douglas
on computational complexity and the Landscape. It seems that what Denef-Douglas
show is that, even if everything one would like to calculate is in principle calculable,
the problem of identifying a specific string theory background realizing anthropically
small values of the CC is NP-hard. This means that in practice you’ll never be able to
do what landscapeologists would like to do: use the observed values of the CC and
maybe some other standard model parameters to identify a tolerably small number of
backgrounds, then use the properties of these backgrounds to make predictions. I
believe it is this possibility that Krauss is alluding to in his quote above about how the
“ground states of the theory might not be mathematically determinable, even in
principle.”

Update: The last paragraph has been modified to better reflect reality. In its initial
version I had assumed from Lubos’s blog entry that these computational complexity
issues had been what Frederik’s talk was about.

Update: Polyakov also has a new preprint based on remarks at the Solvay conference,
entitled Beyond Space-time. It’s a mixed bag, mostly about various ideas related to
AdS/CFT, as well as the cosmological constant. He begins with critical but not
completely dismissive comments about anthropic arguments:

Another danger is to get distracted by non-dynamical anthropic arguments, which
recently acquired some popularity. I find the anthropic principle irrelevant. It is
unlikely to uncover fundamental ideas and equations governing the universe. But, in
spite of these misanthropic remarks, I believe that in special cases anthropic
arguments may be appropriate.

At the end of the paper, he characterizes the various topics he has discussed as
follows:

As it is clear from the list of the references below, these ideas (except for the
gauge/strings correspondence) did not attract any attention. Perhaps they don’t
deserve it. My best hope, however, is that some of them may serve as small building
blocks of the future theory, the vague contours of which we can
discern at the horizon.

Comments
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1. Kea
February 1, 2006

I read Seiberg’s article in disgust: statements like “general covariance is a gauge
symmetry” as if that were a complete argument for anything. He also claims to
have some radical things to say, but I didn’t spot them. What were they?

2. woit
February 1, 2006

Kea,

I found Seiberg’s argument that “some gauge theories have duals without gauge
symmetry, so gauge symmetry is not fundamental. Since general covariance is a
gauge symmetry it is not fundamental also” very unconvincing. But in any case,
if you are going to abandon space, you don’t even know what you mean by
“general covariance” anymore, so you are abandoning that too.

Not sure which he thought were the radical claims. Perhaps his two points at the
end:

1. Maybe every quantum mechanical system is dual to some string theory, so you
shouldn’t ask “what is string theory”, but ask “Which string theories have
macroscopic dimensions” (where, presumably, the answer is “all sorts of them”…
l)

2. If you can’t think about what it means to be smaller than the Planck length,
you have to give up the idea of reductionism as involving more and more
fundamental laws that operate at smaller and smaller distances.

3. Frederik Denef
February 1, 2006

Hi Peter,

Small correction: my talk was not about the computational complexity or any
other feature of the landscape, but titled “D-brane ground states, multicentered
black holes, DT/GW correspondence, and the OSV
conjecture [or: why OSV is probably right]”. After all, it was a conference about
black holes, topological strings and invariants of holomorphic submanifolds, and
indeed, I do have a life outside the landscape 

As far as the computational complexity paper is concerned, stay tuned, it will
appear soon…

4. woit
February 1, 2006

Hi Frederik,

Sorry about that, will correct. I was relying on Lubos’s blog, didn’t realize he was
reporting on a conversation with you, not your talk.



5. Chris W.
February 1, 2006

From Peter:

But in any case, if you are going to abandon space, you don’t even
know what you mean by “general covariance” anymore, so you are
abandoning that too.

I wouldn’t be so quick to assume this. See Joe Henson’s new review The causal
set approach to quantum gravity (gr-qc/0601121). Also see John Stachel’s
recent paper, Structure, Individuality and Quantum Gravity (gr-qc/0507078).

It is quite an admission for Michael Green to assert that “the structure of string
theory is still so badly understood that it does not yet deserve to be described as
a ‘theory’ at all — it is more a ‘work in progress’”, given that he and John
Schwarz have been working on string theory for over 30 years.

6. D R Lunsford
February 1, 2006

Kea – agreed. I just stop reading when such a statement is made completely out
of context.

-drl

7. Arun
February 2, 2006

I predict that none of the spacetime destroying features of string theory that are
described in Seiberg’s talk will be met with the derision that LQG’s doubly
special relativity, etc., receive.

8. Dumb Biologist
February 3, 2006

Speaking of LQG…someone is proposing what I guess is a concrete test of
quantum gravity within that framework:

http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/10/2/2/1

I don’t know how reliable this news is, or if I’m misinterpreting, but it seems to
suggest that some LQG folks are proposing looking for a humanly-observable
feature of BH formation that could possibly falsify their theory…meaning it’s
bona fide physics, at least potentially.

9. Christine
February 3, 2006

There are also some initial (negative) results for chaotic quantum foam models
using quasar halos.

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0601121
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0601121
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0601121
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0601121
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0601121
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0601121
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0507078
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0507078
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/10/2/2/1
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/10/2/2/1
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2006/02/quasar-halo-may-rule-out-most-chaotic.html
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2006/02/quasar-halo-may-rule-out-most-chaotic.html


10. anon
February 3, 2006

DB, if that article is right, all they have to do is observe a brief dimming during
the final flash of a dying star. Since there are 10^12 stars in our galaxy, with an
average lifetime of 10,000 million years, about 100 must die each year in the
Milky Way alone. Automatic CCD observation programs (of the kind used by
Perlmutter to observe the spectrum of very distant supernovae) could be adapted
to observe these flashes. This is very interesting.

It’s excellent news that at last LQG is being taken seriously by some people.
(Sorry Peter if this is off topic…)

11. Brett
February 3, 2006

The number of visible massive star collapses in our galaxy is less than one per
hundred years, not one hundred per year.

12. Dumb Biologist
February 3, 2006

Thanks for the link and some of your exposition on your blog, Christine. Perhaps
it’s best to continue discussion over there so as to not get too far off topic.

13. island
February 4, 2006

Lawrence Krauss said:
But I have been wondering whether things might actually be much
worse. It could be that many different combinations of laws could allow
life to form, and that it is a pure accident, not favoured by any
particular probabilistic explanation, that the constants of nature result
in the combinations we experience in our Universe. Or, it could be that
the mathematical formalism is so complex that the ground states of the
theory might not be mathematically determinable, even in principle.

Whether or not nature is ultimately ‘undecidable’ in this strong sense,
these ideas point to a possible future for particle physics that is very
different from the past. Fundamental physics might not be restricted
by any underlying grand mathematical structure that would ‘explain’
why the Universe is the way it is. It’s a possibility that I hope will be
wrong, but it’s a possibility nonetheless.

Peter Woit replied:
This kind of worry seems to me completely misplaced. There’s not a shred of
evidence for it, and the only reason people have been engaging in this kind of
speculation is that string theory led them down this sorry path. Finding a
trackless swampland at the end of the path doesn’t mean that physics is destined
to spend the rest of eternity mucking about in a swamp, it is far more likely that
a wrong turn was taken quite a ways back.



His statement is also false, because we do have a good idea that ‘many different
combinations of laws’ WILL NOT ‘allow life to form’… so ‘the value of the
constants’ ARE ‘favoured by any particular probabilistic explanation.

So there is no evidence for anything that was quoted, and fundamental physics is
therefore, more-likely to be restricted by an ‘underlying grand mathematical
structure that would ‘explain’ why the Universe is the way it is.

And don’t even tell me that my points aren’t relevant.

14. woit
February 4, 2006

Please take discussion about conditions under which life forms to some other
more appropriate forum. Virtually all the discussion along these lines that people
keep posting here has little to do with the topics I’m posting about, and is just
adding to the noise level.

15. dan
February 5, 2006

” (Sorry Peter if this is off topic…)”

Dear Peter or Lubos or Urs,

Given we have some prediction for LQG of a dying star, what would string
theories’ prediction be? Would it be similar to what LQG predicts or would it be
different, and if different, how different? (see below)

We have LQG’s prediction. Does string theory predict a naked singularity as
classical GR does, or does it predict something different? Even if string theory
has problems with SUSY and landscape, could it offer a prediction regarding
singularities as LQG has done?

Speaking of LQG…someone is proposing what I guess is a concrete test of
quantum gravity within that framework:
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/10/2/2/1

“However, in the final stages of a star’s collapse, the curvature of space-time
becomes so large that classical general relativity theory no longer holds and
quantum-gravity effects should take over. By applying the techniques of loop
quantum gravity — a leading candidate for a quantum theory of gravity — Joshi
and co-workers calculated that a dying star does not form a naked singularity
but has all its mass thrown away in a flash instead. This burst has a
characteristic signature: the star dims briefly before it rapidly radiates away to
produce extreme energy gamma rays, cosmic rays and neutrinos. If this
fingerprint were observed by astronomers, it might provide the first true
observational test for quantum gravity.”

16. woit
February 5, 2006

http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/10/2/2/1
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/10/2/2/1


dan,

For the 1000th time: string theory predicts nothing at all about this, or about
anything else.

As for the idea that LQG makes real predictions in this context, I think this is
very unlikely.

17. dan
February 5, 2006

The paper in question required a subscription, which I do not have.

http://scitation.aip.org/getabs/servlet/GetabsServlet?prog=normal&
id=PRLTAO000096000003031302000001&idtype=cvips&gifs=Yes

Perhaps prediction is too stringent, but perhaps “qualitive expectations
consistent with known string theory” is a more specific term in the scenario
described in the paper, would it differ or be similar to what LQG predicts, or
would it match what GR predicts (a naked singularity)

Lubos actually responded to this post on his weblog

“string theory predicts extra dimensions in the form of Kaluza-Klein modes of
known particles; excited strings at very large energies; specific patterns of black
hole evaporation; Lorentz-invariant physics; topology changing transitions near
the Planck scale; forces different from gravity, and possibly particles associated
with supersymmetry and grand unification.”

— not that i’m trying to start a flamewar or anything.

18. Christine
February 7, 2006

There is a new paper by Craig J. Hogan posted in the arXiv: Nuclear Astrophysics
of Worlds in the String Landscape. The readers of astro-ph are mainly
astrophysicists. I would say that a good fraction of them do not have any idea on
the current debate on this landscape issue! I did not read the paper so I do not
know whether the author includes a balanced comment on the fact that the
landscape issue is quite an open problem. (Or, to some, a kind of dead end for
string theory).

19. Who
February 7, 2006

Christine just posted a pretty good reading list for Quantum Gravity.

Since the topic is “Various Somewhat Related Links”, and she didn’t mention it, I
will

http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2006/02/basic-curriculum-for-quantum-
gravity.html

http://scitation.aip.org/getabs/servlet/GetabsServlet?prog=normal&id=PRLTAO000096000003031302000001&idtype=cvips&gifs=Yes
http://scitation.aip.org/getabs/servlet/GetabsServlet?prog=normal&id=PRLTAO000096000003031302000001&idtype=cvips&gifs=Yes
http://scitation.aip.org/getabs/servlet/GetabsServlet?prog=normal&id=PRLTAO000096000003031302000001&idtype=cvips&gifs=Yes
http://scitation.aip.org/getabs/servlet/GetabsServlet?prog=normal&id=PRLTAO000096000003031302000001&idtype=cvips&gifs=Yes
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602104
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http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602104
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http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2006/02/basic-curriculum-for-quantum-gravity.html
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20. Who
February 7, 2006

Re the two forthcoming papers by Denef and Douglas mentioned in Peter’s log
entry, this evening Douglas posted
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602072
Computational complexity of the landscape I
Frederik Denef (KU Leuven), Michael R. Douglas (Rutgers and IHES)
53 pp, 2 figures
“We study the computational complexity of the physical problem of finding vacua
of string theory which agree with data, such as the cosmological constant, and
show that such problems are typically NP hard. In particular, we prove that in
the Bousso-Polchinski model, the problem is NP complete. We discuss the issues
this raises and the possibility that, even if we were to find compelling evidence
that some vacuum of string theory describes our universe, we might never be
able to find that vacuum explicitly. …”

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602072
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602072


European Strategy for Particle Physics

February 3, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The CERN Council Strategy Group is putting together a document proposing a
European stategy for particle physics, in a process to be completed this July. As part
of this process, earlier this week the group held an Open Symposium at Orsay, and
the presentations are now available on-line.

I’ve often written here about possible future plans for particle physics in the US, but
these presentations give an excellent overview of what is going on in Europe, where
the situation is quite a bit better than here. Several of the presentations discuss
possible upgrades to the LHC: the SLHC (increased luminosity), the DLHC (doubled
beam energy using more powerful magnets), and the LHeC (colliding electrons or
positrons with protons, like HERA at DESY, but with 1.4 TeV center of mass energy).
Pretty much all the presentations are worth taking a look at, several of them involve
an impressive amount of work in putting together a lot of information into a very
professional PowerPoint format.

The one presentation about particle theory is by Nigel Glover and compares the
performance of European and American theorists by looking at citation counts.
There’s a lot of interesting data, much of it showing American dominance, but keep in
mind that there is a strong “Witten effect” in the data, since he is by far the most
influential theorist around, especially in terms of number of citations.

Back here in the U.S., on Monday the Bush administration is releasing its FY2007
budget proposals. An outline of the DOE budget lists an 8% increase in HEP spending
to $775.1 million, as well as full funding for RHIC. The NSF should also see a sizable
increase as part of the so-called American Competitiveness Initiative. The folks over
at Cosmic Variance are experiencing some cognitive dissonance.

Comments

1. sunderpeeche
February 3, 2006

That’s very good news that RHIC will be fully funded in FY2007 (if all goes well
thru Congress). BNL has also considered plans for eRHIC (collide electrons
against protons/ions). One hopes that such ideas get funded.

2. Ponderer of Things
February 4, 2006

Playing devil’s advocate (to some degree) – why should US be competitive in
high energy physics? What possible practical return of investment can be
expected from putting money in RHIC, Fermilab, LHC, ILC etc? To taxpayers
scientists are thiefs who take their hard-earned money. How do you explain to

http://council-strategygroup.web.cern.ch/council-strategygroup/
http://council-strategygroup.web.cern.ch/council-strategygroup/
http://events.lal.in2p3.fr/conferences/Symposium06/
http://events.lal.in2p3.fr/conferences/Symposium06/
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=a056782
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=a056782
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=0&sessionId=3&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=a056782
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=0&sessionId=3&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=a056782
http://www.doe.gov/news/3148.htm
http://www.doe.gov/news/3148.htm
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http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/02/02/its-for-real/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/02/02/its-for-real/


taxpayers why it’s important to continue investing into giant colliders where we
seem to be reaching area of diminishing returns? Wouldn’t that money be better
spent for condensed matter/materials physics research, including
nanotechnology, optics, spintronics etc? Never mind chemistry, biology and
medicine – areas which produced plenty of bang for the buck already and will be
expected to deliver in the near future.

So – cure cancer and Alzheimers, or find out if string theory is a theory or just a
theory about what a theory could be – which would you choose?

8% increase is quite generous, considering there’s no big high-energy project in
US past 2009…

3. woit
February 4, 2006

Ponderer,

First thing to keep in mind is that US HEP funding is under $1 billion per year,
which is less than .01% of US GDP. At this scale, HEP funding is not crowding
out funding for anything else worthwhile. The amount of money already being
spent on cancer research is at least an order of magnitude higher. You’re not
going to cure cancer and Alzeimers with the marginal increase in funding for
that kind of research you would get by reallocating HEP funding to those uses.

Besides the small amount of HEP money going to string theory research (which
I’ll agree should be redirected elsewhere), most of it is going to experimental
projects, none of which actually have anything to do with testing string theory.
They do have to do with understanding some very fundamental things like where
mass comes from, and you can justify funding research on this in several
legitimate ways:

1. Technological spin-offs: for instance, improvements in accelerator technology
could have all sorts of applications. If you look at the talk about new accelerating
technologies that I recently posted about, you’ll see a comment that one beam
instability being studied could at least conceivably provide a new route to fusion.
A long shot, but for the relatively small sums being spent here, a small chance of
a huge payoff is worth the money spent.

2. Applications of whatever we learn: once we understand electroweak symmetry
breaking and where mass comes from, chances are it won’t have any particularly
useful application. But we don’t know, there is a chance of something truly
dramatic coming out of this. If we discover a new stable particle (something
supersymmetry advocates think exists), there are a lot of things you can imagine
doing with it.

3. Impractical things are important too: personally I don’t think all human
activity should be devoted to trying to make us live longer and more comfortably.
Like art, literature and many other human activities, scientific research designed
to better understand the world is of value in and of itself. Much of this kind of
thing doesn’t need to be publicly financed (arguments about public arts financing



rage on and on), but unless we find a lot more hedge fund managers like Jim
Simons who want to spend a lot more of their wealth on this, the only possible
viable financing for HEP is public financing.

4. anon
February 4, 2006

1. Hot fusion would create a lot of radiation, the reactor would be irradiated with
neutrons continuously. It’s not just a 50 year old pipe dream, it’s a dirty pipe
dream. Any magnetic compression of a plasma is like squeezing an orange, the
juice squirts out. You can just about get it to work with a massive amount of
energy, meaning technical instabilities could cause it to blow up. It is just so
expensive, dangerous and impractical when we have the sun pouring out fusion
energy, I can’t believe anyone seriously is an enthusiast of fusion power stations
anymore. Even Quantoken realises solar cell technology is the way to get fusion
power – from the sun.

2. Understanding where mass comes from is vital, but surely that is a case for
more money for new ideas and theory that models reality? Without a proper set
of alternative theories (not just stringy fantasy), nobody will know what
experiments to do, or how to interpret results. If there is no money put into
alternatives to stringy stuff, it will look as if any result must be (or can only be)
evidence for one of the 10^500 possibilities covered by stringy stuff.

3. ‘… impractical things are important too’. You’d make a devilish string theory
proponent. I think the excitement has gone from high energy physics, the last
really big event was 1983. It’s like trying to promote going to the moon. It’s a
thing of the past, out of fashion.

5. John Gonsowski
February 4, 2006

HEP is very related to the ultimate human quest for the meaning of life. There’s
a reason Pauli and Jung sought out each other. Yes a pure conservative would
like no government reaching into his pocket and a pure liberal would like us all
to live munk-like and give lots of money to help the poor especially in third world
countries. There needs to be a balance of course (for one thing both extremes
would collapse the economy and there’d be no money for the pocket or the third
world) and I think HEP deserves to be highly favored in the balance given its
relation to the meaning of life.

Peter and people like John Baez are certainly right that we need to go back and
look at things that seem to have gotten skipped over as things got more and
more complex and unrelated to the real world. It’s kind of embarassing not to
have a well understood idea of where mass comes from. Peter’s comment that a
GUT needs to have this built-in rather than being ad hoc sounds good. My first
comment related to mass (given my many hours spent at Tony Smith’s website)
would be “What is a leptoquark supposed to do anyways?”.

http://home.comcast.net/~jcgonsowski/polytopes.html

http://home.comcast.net/~jcgonsowski/polytopes.html
http://home.comcast.net/~jcgonsowski/polytopes.html


6. woit
February 4, 2006

anon,

1. Anyone who wants to discuss fusion should do this somewhere more
appropriate.

2. If your current theoretical ideas aren’t any good, that’s when you most need
experimental results.

3. If you think particle theory is out of fashion, so not worth thinking about,
you’re spending your time reading the wrong blog.

John,

Please, discuss Tony Smith’s ideas about leptoquarks with him, or with other
people somewhere else. That’s far off topic, and this is not sci.physics, it’s not a
forum for people to try and start discussions of their favorite alternative ideas
about particle physics. Allowing that quickly leads to a high level of noise
drowning out any sensible discussion.

7. SomeBody
February 4, 2006

Peter, you say “under $1 billion” and make it sound like nothing to quibble about.
That’s an easy trap to fall into; a billion bucks is an abstraction which nobody has
a real feel for. So let’s try to develop one by comparing with median US
household income. Asking Google, we find e.g.

http://www.epi.org/content.cfm/webfeatures_econindicators_income20050831

where we learn that the number in 2004 was $44,389 (and falling). Total taxation
is roughly 30%, so we do

1E9/(0.3*44,389) = 75093

to find the number of households equivalent to 1 billion of tax dollars. Mind you,
a household will generally mean a couple of adult workers + their offspring, so
we are really talking the equivalent of O(1E5) people here going to work every
day and then giving their every last tax dollar to HEP, leaving nothing for school,
social security and so on.

The ILC is expected to cost $12 billion or so. In other words, that project alone
will require the equivalent of one million workers – from stock brokers to
cleaning ladies – giving their every last tax dollar to HEP, leaving nothing for
school, social security and so on.

Money well spent? Maybe, maybe not. But the real question is: do you really
think those who earned it would choose to spend it this way, if they were given a
choice?

http://www.epi.org/content.cfm/webfeatures_econindicators_income20050831
http://www.epi.org/content.cfm/webfeatures_econindicators_income20050831


8. J.F. Moore
February 4, 2006

Ponderer – The following question of yours in particular is fallacious: “So – cure
cancer and Alzheimers, or find out if string theory is a theory or just a theory
about what a theory could be – which would you choose?”

It’s not a genuine choice. Cancer research has been funded with large amounts
of money for many years. This has resulted in great advances in understanding
and treating cancer, but certainly no blanket ‘cure’. In fact, it is likely that the
total cancer mortality rate has dropped more from people not smoking than from
all treatment combined.

It is not at all clear that even the extreme of ending all HEP work and diverting
the money to cancer would have a significant effect on the existing effort, as it
may already be well into the realm of dimenishing returns. Maintaining a
healthy, diverse academia by supporting the field and attracting researchers
from around the world is probably more important.

9. anon
February 4, 2006

Sorry Peter for my style. A definite prediction should be made before
experiments, and this requires some revolutionary theory first, that can make the
sort of predictions that can be tested.

10. J.F. Moore
February 4, 2006

SomeBody – that’s a fairly unreasonable way to look at it, since the burden is
spread across the whole country, and since the top rate is fixed those with higher
income pay disproportionately more. It then depends on what you choose to be a
representative household, but I think the total bill for ILC would be under $50
for most of us.

For another perspective, it would also be fair to compare this to other tangible
things like the space shuttles, an aircraft carrier group, hurricane Katrina, etc.
Yes, a billion dollars is a staggering amount of money, but it must be kept in
perspective. The US is paying $350 billion a year annually in interest on our debt
alone.

11. woit
February 4, 2006

Somebody,

I have several problems with your computations, including the fact that you use
a price-tag for the ILC probably so high that there is zero chance it will be
funded if that is what the US will have to pay for it, and you assign its total cost
to one year, even though it will probably take a decade to build the thing.
Another problem is that you use median household income when the bulk of tax



receipts are coming from people significantly above the median (because they
have more money), and there are other sources of tax receipts (eg. taxes on
corporations).

If you assign the marginal cost of any particular thing the government does to
struggling families who have just barely enough money to get by, but enough to
be paying taxes, that’s a good debating trick for the libertarian point of view
against government spending, but it makes no more sense than the favorite
leftist debating trick to compare whatever one wants to fund to the profits of the
Mobil corporation and announce that there’s plenty there and they’ll hardly miss
it. The relevant fact here is that $1 billion is a lot of money, but the total federal
budget is over $2,000 billion, so we’re talking about less than .05% of the
budget.

I confess I have a really low tolerance level for this sort of discussion of politics
and economics, especially in this kind of more specialized internet forum. There
are 10,000 blogs out there where one can argue generic issues of government
spending, please don’t do it here. I don’t want to participate in that kind of
political discussion and I don’t want people who enjoy spending their time on
that sort of thing to be doing it here.

If you have a point specific to the HEP budget, please feel free to discuss it here,
but if it’s a generic point about government spending, please take it elsewhere.

12. SomeBody
February 4, 2006

Woit: the DOE’s $12 billion price estimate for the ILC was posted here a couple
of days ago:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=339#comment-8266

Sure, it’s not $12 in one year; that’s not what I said. What I do say is that those
12 billions represent the total tax take from 1+ million people over one year. As I
said, it’s a way to get a feel for the reality behind those abstract numbers.

Sure it’s a very small part of the total US budget. The same can be and is said for
just about any single item in it. That’s how the thing keeps exploding. Nobody
feels their “tiny” little part is a problem. It’s somebody’s else’s problem and
somebody else’s money. Result: death by a thousand cuts.

Do I have something specific to say about the HEP budget? Yes: the vast majority
of people contributing to it, from the cleaning lady to the stock broker, will never
benefit from it in any way, and wouldn’t feel any loss were it to go to zero. And I
personally find the thought of the cleaning lady supporting people with tax-
financed salaries several times higher than hers, to do something which they
love and which is generally perceived as fairly high status, but which will never
be of any use to her, profoundly disturbing.

As for taxes on corporations, please remember that they are ultimately paid by
their clients, i.e. individuals.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=339#comment-8266
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=339#comment-8266


13. Quantoken
February 4, 2006

Peter:

Don’t read too much into the 8% budget increase, taking away roughly 4-5%
annual inflation it’s only 4%. Not to meantion the value of US dollar is set for a
major collapse soon. The extra money is barely enough to pay for the electricity
bill for RHIC. At 100 megawatts power consumption and if left running year
around, that’s 0.8766 billion kilowatt*hour. At 12 cents cost per kilowatt*hour
the electricity bill alone runs into $100 million.

We all know that further development of accelerators of ever higher energy level
is quickly running into prohibitive physical limits. If you increase the energy
10 times, the accelerator ring will increase diameter another 10 times, the
technical complexity and cost of the machine goes up 10 times, and the
electricity consumption goes up a 10 times as well. There is really NO physical
room for such growth as accelerators are already consuming electricity of whole
cities, and occupying sites of whole city big, and takes monetary contributions of
many countries just to built and run. Do you think you can get the next
generation accelerator built on 8% budget increase? Not a chance even if you
get a quadrippling of budget.

And if the new physics is not at TeV scale, but at a scale a few orders of
magnitude yet higher (which is much more likely than not), or even close to
Planck scale, then you are wasting all the money without discovering any new
physics. If that happens that is the end of high energy physics research.

Quantoken

14. sunderpeeche
February 4, 2006

I’ll refrain from any political comments (even w/o the post from Woit). Mainly I
am motivated to write because of Ponderer ~ redirect HEP funding to condensed
matter physics, spintronics etc.
(“Wouldn’t that money be better spent for condensed matter/materials physics
research, including nanotechnology, optics, spintronics etc?”)

Does it occur to anyone that the electron was discovered by JJ Thomson who was
trying to understand the nature of cathode rays? Who among the general
population in 1897 cared about corpuscles flying around in evacuated glass
tubes? Was the electron really relevant to anyone’s lives? Have you ever seen an
electron? Does it matter to you?

Mankind has moved forward because of the persistent desire to know the
unknown.

15. SomeBody
February 4, 2006



But sunderpeeche, all that was done with tabletop experiments, so that was also
the scale to be expected of any (then) hypothetical applications coming out of
that activity (which, besides, cost very little even by the standards of those days).

Earlier in this thread, Woit says that “If we discover a new stable particle […]
there are a lot of things you can imagine doing with it”. Really? If it takes an
LHC to produce, what will be the scale of its (hypothetical) applications?

16. sunderpeeche
February 4, 2006

Ugh.

I guess this blog is for other people. I have to move on with my own life, a
bumbling random walk though it may be. I am a fool.

17. Chris Oakley
February 4, 2006

I think that there is definitely a problem here. Being able to bring WW2 to an
abrupt end boosted the stock of physicists enormously; Oppenheimer, Fermi and
Feynman became like rock stars overnight. The public did not seem to have a
problem with paying for the expensive toys they then wanted. As long as the
brightest and best were driving the process taxpayers were able to some extent
to share the excitement for the whole “ultimate question” project. The problem is
that it is old hat now. Nothing really dramatic has come out of it. Bigger
accelerators and more kinds of “fundamental” particle just counts as more of the
same as far as Joe Public is concerned. If the project had led to wholly new
things – wormholes, time travel, extra dimensions, etc. – the kind of thing that
Superstring theorists like to fantasize about – then I am sure that particle
physicists would not have to fight for their share of the science budget.

18. Marty Tysanner
February 4, 2006

Peter wrote,

First thing to keep in mind is that US HEP funding is under $1 billion per year,
which is less than .01% of US GDP. At this scale, HEP funding is not crowding
out funding for anything else worthwhile.

Later Somebody wrote,

the vast majority of people contributing to it [HEP], from the cleaning lady to the
stock broker, will never benefit from it in any way, and wouldn’t feel any loss
were it to go to zero.

It is really unfortunate that Somebody’s point of view holds as much sway as it
does among people with a “practical” world view. It both assumes a narrow
notion of “benefit” (often measured in monetary terms or direct impact on safety
or lifestyle) and ignores the ennobling aspects of pursuits of knowledge or



beauty for their own sake. It also ignores the fact that a large fraction of
discretionary spending by individuals goes toward entertainment in its many
forms (travel, camping, tobacco and alcohol, nice cars, sports, music, movies,
and so on). That is, people as a whole choose to spend their money on things that
often have no long term practical value to themselves, but they nonetheless feel
it adds to the quality of their life.

Governments at all levels respond to this by allocating large amounts of tax
money to subsidize and promote these activities, for example through regulatory
agencies, purchase and subsidies of facilities, and law enforcement specific to
those activities. Without this public investment much of this simply would not
happen or would be available only to the wealthier segment of society. After all,
governments became involved in the first place due to a perceived need.

One can look at HEP research spending in this light. It has little direct benefit to
the general public, but it serves the many people who are curious about the
inner workings of the world around them by giving them something to learn and
be curious about. By uncovering new and surprising things in their wider
evironment, discoveries make life more interesting to those people, and
stimulate their imagination. And yes, even cleaning ladies and stockbrokers can
have an imagination and be curious about the world around them, and thus can
indirectly benefit from HEP research. Furthermore, many of us think that
stimulating the imagination and sense of wonder in others is more ennobling
than, say, indirectly promoting or subsidizing alcohol consumption.

Beyond the ennobling and “entertainment” aspects of HEP research, there are
practical benefits to society (even cleaning service people and stockbrokers) as
well, but again they are indirect. Peter mentioned technological spin-offs, but I
think there is an even more important form of spin-off, one that relates to the
future well-being of society as a whole. New discoveries stimulate the interest
and curiosity of many intelligent students and can have a significant effect on
later career choice. Probably everyone reading this blog has at least heard of a
smart young person who was excited by scientific discovery and the prospect of
exploring the unknown, and their imagination and desire were sufficiently stoked
to encourage them to pursue a scientific or engineering career. Encouraging
people to enter science and engineering is very important to the future
competitiveness of a country, and thus to the standard of living of future cleaning
people and stockbrokers, since people in science and engineering tend to earn
more and thus disproportionately increase economic activity through purchases,
investment and taxes. Further, if there are not enough people advancing
technology and creating high technology products, that work will be done in
other countries. It is not hard to see that a country that falls significantly behind
scientifically and technologically will not offer its citizens as high a standard of
living (and government tax receipts will drop too, leading to more debt burden).

Thus, HEP research, like basic scientific research in general, has an important
role to play that goes well beyond direct practical benefit to the “vast majority of
people contributing to it.” Here, as is often the case, benefits cannot be
measured in strictly practical terms, or the practical benefits that do result from
it come long after the payment has been made.



19. secret milkshake
February 4, 2006

Chris, I disagree about 2 things: 1) Oppenheimer indeed was like a rock star and
there was the whole sensational mystery of the bomb that grabbed the
imagination of the public. It was exciting, great adventure to become a physicist.
There was GI bill that greatly boosted uni admissions and physics benefited
greatly. Atomic energy was a bright future, not the nightmare. And most of the
funding for big accelerators came from DOE, with hope that happy physicists will
again find something that is good for bombing the enemy.
2) Feynman was known to all the top guys from Los Alamos because of his
success as a leader of the electromechanical machine computational group (that
solved the questions about the implosion design) – but relatively speaking he was
just teenager-looking bright man with a fresh degree from Wheeler who has not
published anything. After war when he joined Bethe at Cornell, he was pretty
depressed and occupied with writing the lectures and he was not producing any
research for maybe 2 years. Once he put together his the path integral version of
QED, his ideas were rather slow to catch on.

20. John Gonsowski
February 4, 2006

Peter, yea I was trying a little too hard to make my first comment with my new
home page actually relate to my new home page.

21. Not a Nobel Laureate
February 4, 2006

Robert Rathbun Wilson, a Wyoming cowboy who built the world’s highest-energy
particle accelerator laboratory with the eye of an artist, the shrewdness of a
banker and the conscience of a human rights activist

…

Wilson was not only a pioneering scientist, but a powerful spokesman for
science. He reached a height of eloquence in his testimony before the
Congressional Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in 1969. He was asked by
Rhode Island Senator John Pastore about the value of high-energy physics
research in the support of national defense.

“It has nothing to do directly with defending our country, except to make it worth
defending,” Wilson said.

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/ferminews/ferminews00-01-28/p1.html

There’s no School like Old School.

22. SomeBody
February 5, 2006

Marty Tysanner, two points:

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/ferminews/ferminews00-01-28/p1.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/ferminews/ferminews00-01-28/p1.html


1) I have no problem whatsoever with people choosing to spend their hard-
earned money however they please. They earned it; it’s theirs to do what they
want with. If the cleaning lady and stock broker really feel like you say about
HEP, nothing’s keeping them from donating money to it. (At this point there is
usually some smart Alec who retorts “But we will never get 12 billion for HEP by
voluntary donations!”, apparently not realizing the implied condemnation of
using tax revenue for HEP; remember how democracy is supposed to be by the
people, for the people?)

2) There have never been so many things to spend on in science and technology
which have both the potential to excite and enthuse those footing the bill, the
general public, AND to produce real benefits for them. You need only pick up a
few popular science mags to read all about them. How many articles about HEP
do you see in those mags? In any given month, chances are that it’s not even
one. So this part of the argument is a red herring. Questioning the legitimacy of
spending huge sums on HEP is not synonymous with questioning spending on
science and technology at large.

23. Haelfix
February 5, 2006

I very much doubt there is anyone who can seriously point a finger at American
research in high energy physics. As a fraction of population we so dominate the
field its not even worth arguing about. Frankly its to the point where questions
like this are more or less nonsensical. Everyone who is serious in science goes to
conferences in the US, interacts with physicists working in American universities
and so forth. At this stage, race/nationality/gender/whatever is a nonissue
anymore, its more or less a global search, and ra ra ra patriotrism doesn’t make
much sense any more (eg is this particular scientist working at Berkley or at the
university of Tokyo).

As far as I see it, we won that closed minded national race years ago, and had
the foresight and intellectual integrity to make it a nonissue. Everything is now
‘open source’, and silly bickering about who is better than the other at this stage
is ridiculous.

If you go to CERN, and other leading areas of particle physics, I very much doubt
you’ll find people who even think like that. That community isn’t just European,
its quite distinctly global in character.

24. Quantoken
February 5, 2006

Any one interested can check out the latest status of RHIC on this link. Curiously
they just had some sort of BTA power supply problem, at 1:00 am Feb 5th,
2006. Any one knows what exactly does that mean? Is BTA the main power?

The RHIC accelerates completely ionized gold nuclear. I am wondering how they
cheated on the energy. For example when you accelerate the nuclear to 1TeV, let
say, since the nuclear is composed of many protons and neutrons, and when
collision happens it’s just invidual protons and neutrons hitting each other. So

https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?format=pdf&post-type=post&order-date=asc&order-menu=asc&statuses%5B%5D=publish&dates%5Bafter%5D=&dates%5Bbefore%5D=&show_site_title=1&show_site_tagline=1&show_site_url=1&show_filters=1&show_date_printed=1&show_credit=1&show_title=1&show_date=1&show_categories=1&show_featured_image=1&show_content=1&show_comments=1&post_page_break=on&columns=1&font_size=normal&image_size=medium&links=include&rendering_wait=200&print-my-blog=1
https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?format=pdf&post-type=post&order-date=asc&order-menu=asc&statuses%5B%5D=publish&dates%5Bafter%5D=&dates%5Bbefore%5D=&show_site_title=1&show_site_tagline=1&show_site_url=1&show_filters=1&show_date_printed=1&show_credit=1&show_title=1&show_date=1&show_categories=1&show_featured_image=1&show_content=1&show_comments=1&post_page_break=on&columns=1&font_size=normal&image_size=medium&links=include&rendering_wait=200&print-my-blog=1
http://www.rhichome.bnl.gov/RHIC/EXP-RHIC/CATV/MainMessage.html
http://www.rhichome.bnl.gov/RHIC/EXP-RHIC/CATV/MainMessage.html
http://www.rhichome.bnl.gov/RHIC/EXP-RHIC/CATV/MainMessage.html
http://www.rhichome.bnl.gov/RHIC/EXP-RHIC/CATV/MainMessage.html


the effective energy of collision is actually much lower that the beam energy,
since the energy of individual protons and neutrons is much lower than the
collective energy of the whole nuclear. Any explanation?

Quantoken

25. nuclearPancakes
February 5, 2006

To answer Quantoken’s question:

The meaningful parameter for energy in heavy ion collisions is \sqrt{s_{NN}}
not \sqrt{s}. All results from the RHIC projects are reported as such, no
“cheating” neccesary…

-nuclearPancakes

26. J.F. Moore
February 5, 2006

Q: BtA is the Booster-to-AGS transfer line. AGS is the older Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron which is now incorporated in the RHIC complex. In short, it is a
very small part of the system, but like most accelerators every small part has to
work to do an experiment.

27. Ponderer of Things
February 5, 2006

just to point out – if it was up to me, I would half the military R&D budget and
put the gained money into fundamental and applied sciences, including HEP.
But from the point of view of taxpayer I don’t see a very compelling argument to
continue supporting huge accelerators like ILC. I agree that there has been some
“trickle-down” benefits, like synchrotron sources, but overall I am hard-pressed
to point to some direct practical benefits of high energy physics from the past
30-40 years or so. I can see the type of arguments other areas of experimental
physics will be making to improve their own funding situation, but not so much
for HEP. Cancellation of SuperCollider project was the beginning of the trend,
and if I had to guess, ILC is doomed as well – and the rest of the world will
probably not support it if US bails out.

28. woit
February 5, 2006

Somebody:

You didn’t quote the full text of the estimate for the ILC cost, it mentioned that
the assumption was that only half would come from the host country. As far as I
know, the ILC design effort still is not at the point of coming up with a final
number for the total cost. One of the main goals of the design effort is to figure
out how to do this as cheaply as possible. The people involved are well aware of
the SSC fiasco. My guess is that $12 billion is an upper bound. The final cost



estimate may be significantly below that, and if it is much above that the project
will not be taken seriously. Half of that ($6 billion) I think is a good estimate of
the upper limits of what the federal government might consider funding. If
spread over ten years, that is $600 million/year, a large fraction of the current
spending of over $800 million/year. So the ILC cost can’t be accomodated within
the current budget unless one shuts down almost all HEP labs and research for
the duration. However, it could be accomodated within a not inconceivably large
budget increase (there was this guy on TV recently going on about doubling the
budget for physics research…)

As for arguments about how the average person wouldn’t want their tax dollars
used for this kind of thing, how about letting them speak for themselves? This is
a democracy, which (if it were functional, but that’s way off-topic…) works by
letting people choose representatives who reflect their views to make this kind of
choice for them. The HEP budget is debated by Congress each year, any ILC
proposal will be exhaustively examined and debated, including all these issues of
whether there will be any practical benefits, how people feel about spending
these sums on what may be pure knowledge, and whether the money would be
better spent on other forms of scientific research. Opinions held by people on
these issues are all over the map, and don’t divide nicely according to the
standard partisan divisions.

29. SomeBody
February 5, 2006

Woit:

What difference does it make if half the taxpayers contributing to the thing are
not in the US? We are still talking the equivalent of 1+ million people working
for a year to finance it (actually more the less of the funding is from the US,
since median income is lower in almost all other countries).

I agree completely with you that those footing the bill should be allowed to speak
for themselves. We all know how that is done: by letting them spend their own
money as they see fit (e.g. by donating it to a church, a charity, cancer research,
the NSF or whatever they see fit) instead of handing it over to politicians.

You are an intelligent man, so you know perfectly well that the electorate’s
opinions about the value of HEP will never be properly represented by Congress
or other elected body. It’s just too small an issue to even be brought up in a
campaign, other than possibly in special-interest constituencies which may hope
to get a site (which, as usual, means that there are special interests lobbying
FOR spending on this or that project, while nobody has a comparable interest in
lobbying against it).

Letting elected politicians make the decisions in such a matter is therefore not
an example of representative democracy; it’s an example of chance & special
interests at work.

30. woit
February 5, 2006



Somebody,

Sorry, from your rhetoric I think we fundamentally disagree about the proper
role of government and how representative democracy should work Further
discussion though would just lead to the kind of pointless back and forth about
this that I think is a complete waste of time and that I don’t want on this site.

So, I’ll invoke my undemocratic, totalitarian powers here and announce I’m
deleting any further discussion along these lines.

31. plank
February 6, 2006

“Feynman was known to all the top guys from Los Alamos because of his success
as a leader of the electromechanical machine computational group (that solved
the questions about the implosion design)”

I don’t think this is correct. To my knowledge Feyman’s group did solve a
problem related to the implosion design but it turned out the problem was
“unphysical” and thus the solution irrelevant.

Am I wrong?

32. anon
February 7, 2006

plank, Feynman says in one of his books that he was transferred to the IBM
punched card sorters, becauses the guy in charge of that department was fired
by Oppenheimer for wasting time. http://www.lanl.gov/history/atomicbomb
/computers.shtml says: ‘Feynman worked out a technique to run several
calculations in parallel on the punched-card machines that reduced the time
required.’

33. Tommaso Dorigo
February 7, 2006

Dear Woit,

I am spending some percentage of my time working at an improvement of the
Level 1 trigger for the CMS experiment. My problem is that
1. I don’t believe SLHC has any reason to exist, and
2. I don’t believe it will, either.

Your job as theorists is to keep us motivated. I don’t feel much so. Please help
me: convince me that
1. LHC will find some hints that there is anything more than SM+higgs out there
(ok, it will see the Higgs, so what ?)
2) LHC findings will prove that one needs to run at a x10 luminosity for a few
more years, with the same projectiles and CM energy.
Would you ?

http://www.lanl.gov/history/atomicbomb/computers.shtml
http://www.lanl.gov/history/atomicbomb/computers.shtml
http://www.lanl.gov/history/atomicbomb/computers.shtml
http://www.lanl.gov/history/atomicbomb/computers.shtml


Cheers
T.

34. Chris Oakley
February 7, 2006

Hi Tommaso,

I apologise for the unsolicited reply, but personally I do not think that LHC or any
other experiment will see the Higgs, because they probably do not exist – I say
this on the basis that scientific explanations invoked out of desperation tend not
to be the correct ones.
Keeping you motivated is not part of my responsibility as my presence was not
required in the theoretical physics community 20-odd years ago, but, look on the
bright side: what you are doing may have an application outside of physics. Who
knows – you may even end up with an industrial process named after you.

35. sunderpeeche
February 7, 2006

Motivated?
Many accelerators which have become famous did so for reasons totally
unconnected with the motivation for building them. The Bevatron at Berkeley
was built to produce the antiproton (which did garner a Nobel Prize), but it
really became famous for Alvarez’s work with the 72″ bubble chamber (discovery
of several resonances). SPEAR at SLAC was built as an e+e- collider (the linac
could only do fixed target expts) but nobody realized SPEAR would produce the
psi (charmomium) and the tau lepton. The AGS at BNL was built to demonstrate
strong-focussing (and push proton synchrotrons to higher energy). But nobody
guessed it would produce 3 NP-winning expts (i) muon neutrino was not same as
electron neutrino, (ii) CP violation (iii) J particle (J/psi with SPEAR).

Machines that were built to find the top quark (PEP, PETRA, TRISTAN) did not
find it (though PETRA demonstrated gluons via 3-jet events).

Nobody knows for sure what LHC will find.

36. woit
February 7, 2006

Hi Tommaso,

Probably the best advice is to not pay much attention to theorists, but, given
that, here’s the opinion of one theorist:

1. Supersymmetry, in the commonly studied form, is quite unlikely to exist. I
doubt that there is such a thing as a superpartner for each particle with opposite
statistics. I’ve always worried that LHC experimentalists will focus too much of
their effort on this possibility, especially in designing the triggers. I’m curious to
hear how much specific models like supersymmetry influence the trigger design.



2. I’m also rather dubious about any of the well-known extra dimensional models.
They’re not mathematically elegant, don’t convincingly solve any problems of the
standard model, and even if they are the way the world works, there’s no good
reason for their effects to be visible at the LHC, but not the Tevatron (i.e., no
reason for the relevant energy scale to be in that range).

1. and 2. are pretty negative, but there is a strong positive case that something
new and exciting will show up at the LHC which isn’t visible at the Tevatron.
You’ll finally be getting to the energy scale where direct study of electroweak
symmetry breaking begins to be possible. The fact of the matter is that there is
no good theory of electroweak symmetry breaking, so in a sense this is the best
possible situation for an experimentalist: you know you’ll be in an unexplored
energy regime where something new and important has to happen, but the
theorists don’t really have a good idea about it. For thirty years, experimentalists
have been behind the theorists because the standard model at energies below
the electroweak breaking scale is just too ridiculously good. Going from the
Tevatron to the LHC, there is a serious chance that this situation will completely
reverse itself.

More cautiously, there is a danger that at LHC energies all that will be visible
will be a scalar standard model Higgs, with the interesting dynamics of
electroweak symmetry breaking only visible at higher energies. That’s the
possible downside, and it’s real, but I actually think the chances of seeing
something unexpected are less than the chances of this.

My own best guess is that electroweak symmetry breaking is due to something
theorists don’t understand at all yet, maybe physics coming from a gauge
anomaly, or even a new kind of mixing of space-time and internal degrees of
freedom different than ones studied so far. If so, LHC experimentalists may be in
for a very exciting and very confusing time.

As for follow-ons to the LHC, it seems like you’ll have to wait until the LHC has
run for a few years before being able to make a sensible decision. I don’t know at
all what the relative costs are, but if an energy doubling is possible, that seems
more likely to turn up something new. The LHC energy may be just around all
sorts of interesting thresholds, and getting above them might be much more
important than more luminosity.

37. Quantoken
February 7, 2006

Peter:

Doubling beam energy would require either doubling the strength of the
magnetic fields of the powerful superconductive magnets from 8.33 Tesla to
16.66 Tesla, or dig a new tunnel of double the diameter of the current LHC, and
therefore also double the number of the magnet used along the circumference.
The first is technically un-achieveable currently and the second one is also
prohibitive in cost.

On the other hand, increasing luminosity involves just trying to squeeze the



cross-section of the beam to smaller size at point of collision. But it’s easily said
than done. It takes years of patient fine tuning of numerious instrument parts to
just get it right to achieve the luminosity at design level.

Quantoken

38. Tommaso Dorigo
February 8, 2006

Thanks for your answers here to the various contributors… A few points:
1) I am quite happy to agree with most if not all of what you (woit) say about the
new physics the LHC will probably be able to explore.
2) the SLHC needs to be funded and a strong physics case be made well
beforehand, which means possibly now or in the next couple of years – thus
dramatically without any real knowledge of whether the LHC will work at all.
3) going to more energy is unfeasible – I agree – but going to 10^35 is most
probably just a matter of time and patience, no huge upgrades being necessary.
That a x10 lumi does not buy as much as a x2 energy I totally concur.

Cheers,
T.



Down the Rabbit Hole

February 5, 2006
Categories: Film Reviews

About a year and a half ago I wrote here about going to see the movie What the Bleep
Do We Know?, a rather spectacularly stupid and lunatic film which extensively
misuses quantum mechanics. This weekend, a sequel called What the BLEEP – Down
the Rabbit Hole opened here in New York, and I figured I owed it to my readers to
check out the this new movie.

There were two good things about it. First of all it was advertised as being 2 hours
and 34 minutes long, but ended about 15 minutes earlier than I expected (I kept
checking my watch…). Secondly, I don’t have to write a lot about it and can just refer
you to the posting about the first film since a large part of it is exactly the same.

The whole plot involving Marlee Matlin appears to be exactly the same footage. It was
pretty painful to have to watch this again, although I am kind of fond of the wedding
party/orgy scene. The “scientists” involved were essentially the same group of
crackpots as in the first film. It looked like the interviews in this version were mostly
outtakes from the first version, with some additions. Among the physicists, about the
only non-crackpot was Columbia philosopher of science David Albert. He was said to
have objected to the editing of the first version, which made it appear that he agreed
with the nutty ideas about quantum mechanics of the filmmakers. In this version, he
is saying perfectly sensible technical things about quantum mechanics, but they’re
embedded in the middle of the nuttiness about QM promoted by the filmmakers (the
usual: entanglement=we are all connected, superposition=anything you want to be
true is true).

The new material includes interviews with a crackpot parapsychologist (Dean Radin,
from the “Institute of Noetic Sciences”), and a crackpot journalist (Lynne McTaggart).
It also includes some new animations featuring a cartoon character (Captain
Quantum or some such). The first of these starts off with a not-bad depiction of the
two-slit experiment before getting silly. The second is tacked on near the end and
brings in a new exciting idea that wasn’t in the first film: Extra Dimensions! Captain
Quantum liberates some poor fellow cartoon character who is trapped in 2d due to
her fearfulness, bringing her to enlightenment by showing her that there is a third
dimension. There’s mercifully little about string theory, mostly John Hagelin going on
about how the superstring field is the field of consciousness.

If you feel the need to know more about this for some odd reason, there’s a web-site,
and a bunch of reviews of the film: a credulous one from Seattle, and more sensible
ones from Portland (“feels like a lame, double-dipping cash-grab”), and Arizona
(“They should market What the Bleep!?: Down the Rabbit Hole like a breakfast cereal
– ’50 percent more nuts.'”).

Update: Since the Sunday New York Times Book Review now every week has
something about string theory, I guess I better mention today’s edition, maybe just by
quoting from one review, by Dick Teresi about The Fated Sky: Astrology in History, a
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history of astrology by Benson Bobrick.

Shortly into my marriage (about six hours) my wife purchased a white-noise generator
to counteract my night terrors… Recently, it has begun dispensing orders: “Kill, kill
your publisher.”

The mathematician Michael Sutherland diagnosed my condition. “It’s called
apophenia,” he said. In statistics, apophenia is a “Type 1 error,” a false alarm, the
experience of seeing patterns in meaningless data. I must have caught it from the
theorists I interview.

In the early 20th century, experimenters demonstrated that randomness rules… Yet
today superstring theorists insist they will reconcile the lumpy, acausal quantum
world with the smooth determinism of relativity…

So when the playful and innovative historian Benson Bobrick writes in “The Fated
Sky” that 30-40 percent of the American public believes in astrology, I am shocked.
Why so few, given the raging apophenia among our scientific elite? Astrology, the
belief that human lives are ruled by the stars and planets, is no nuttier than current
cosmological models, which feature an “anthropic principle,” giving our puny, three-
pound brains a central role in the universe…

Traditional astrologers, like string theorists and cosmologists today, were often
wonderful mathematicians…

Modern man can choose from a veritable smorgasbord of Type 1 errors: string theory,
neo-Darwinism, cosmology, economics, God. Astrology is as good as any, and Bobrick
demonstrates that it has a rich, colorful past to draw upon. As for me, I answer to a
higher authority. Now, if you’ll excuse me, I must go kill, kill my publisher.

Teresi’s take on modern physics is much sillier than John Horgan’s. Maybe the next
few weeks letters columns will have letters pointing this out.

Comments

1. J.F. Moore
February 5, 2006

Oh great. When the first one came out I had to deal with the bubbling of various
acquaintences who thought it was compelling stuff. Generally I was labeled as
‘closed minded’ for dismissing the quackery too quickly. I couldn’t claim a single
‘conversion’ to critical thinking or skepticism on any of the topics. My depressing
conclusion was that this kind of thing really speaks to something in a large part
of the populace, probably the same people who listen to Noory’s show on AM –
the one Kaku makes guest appearances on.

2. Sean
February 5, 2006

It’s not really a sequel, just an expanded version of the original. For what it’s



worth.

3. D R Lunsford
February 6, 2006

Astrology and alchemy are actually early forms of psychology, hence not subject
to comparison with what we know as hard science.

Also, there are bodies of knowledge not arranged around causality.

-drl

4. Scott Aaronson
February 6, 2006

Just thought I’d contribute a trackback to my What the Bleep!? post. Excerpt:

I suppose I’ll eventually have to don a fake mustache, clothespin my nose, and go
endure this movie, since people often bring it up when I tell them what I do for a
living:

ME: …so, at least in the black-box model that we can analyze, my result implies
that the quantum speedup for breaking cryptographic hash functions is only a
polynomial one, as opposed to the exponential speedup of Shor’s factoring
algorithm.

PERSON AT COCKTAIL PARTY: How interesting! It’s just like they were saying in
the movie: reality is merely a construct of our minds.

5. Don Smith
February 6, 2006

When I heard about the first movie, I thouht it was a film of the imagination.
Then I heard it advertised on Art Bell’s raido show and then I learned that this
was suppose to be a work of fact. It came close to another very bad movie:
“UFOs Destination Earth”.

6. Lucifer
February 6, 2006

It must have indeed been torture to watch that movie again! I could barely get
through it myself, only by fast forwarding through certain parts including the
wedding party/orgy scene, was I able to subject myself to such excruciating
mental distress. Which makes me wonder how such a terrible movie has become
so popular? I know Dr Fred Alan Wolf was touring Australian universities down
here late last year, charging $150 for a 3 hour seminar called “The Spiritual
Universe”, and I’m sure that’s just a small part of a much larger world tour to
promote his books and the movie.

It gives me such peace of mind to know, that Dr Quantum as he is also known, is
seen as such an authority in this field.

http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/2006/02/cringeometer.html
http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/2006/02/cringeometer.html


7. Juan R.
February 6, 2006

D R Lunsford Said,

Astrology and alchemy are actually early forms of psychology, hence
not subject to comparison with what we know as hard science.

Hum! CHEM 308 may disagree 

There were several “alchemies” and your generic comparison with psychology
completely wrong. There are a lot of misconceptions about alchemy by outsiders
of chemical science.

Preparative (not philosophical) alchemy was “so hard” as current science. In
fact, several early alchemical processes, methods, and instrumental are still used
in any current chemistry laboratory (see CHEM 308 in http://www.humboldt.edu
/~catalog/courses/chem_crs.html).

E.g. any modern chemist has used in some time one of the discovered alchemical
processes: Maria’s bath.

Fractional Distillation

See also What Working Engineers Knew!

It is also used in the kitchens of all the world…

au bain Marie

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

8. Kent Bye
February 6, 2006

I understand the message of the original What the Bleep, but I disagree with the
strategy and tactics of the filmmakers.

From a scientific and journalistic perspective, the filmmakers only interviewed
people who agreed with their perspectives. I would have liked to have seen more
dissenting viewpoints incorporated within the film — especially in this latest
expanded version of the film.

The argument that they’re trying to make is that is that Biology & Psychology are
trapped within a Philosophy of Science of Reductionism and that moving towards
a “Quantum Ontology” would help incorporate the subjective aspects of our
consciousness within healing modalities.

http://www.humboldt.edu/~catalog/courses/chem_crs.html
http://www.humboldt.edu/~catalog/courses/chem_crs.html
http://www.humboldt.edu/~catalog/courses/chem_crs.html
http://www.humboldt.edu/~catalog/courses/chem_crs.html
http://www.chemheritage.org/EducationalServices/pharm/antibiot/activity/distil.htm
http://www.chemheritage.org/EducationalServices/pharm/antibiot/activity/distil.htm
http://www.kuhf.org/cdprojects/steam/track6.html
http://www.kuhf.org/cdprojects/steam/track6.html
http://www.parenthood.com/recipe_display.html?ID=15589&printable=yes
http://www.parenthood.com/recipe_display.html?ID=15589&printable=yes


* Mainstream Medicine = Objective = Reductionistic = Classical
Netownian Physics
* Complementary & Alternative Medicine = Subjective =
Interconnected & Holistic = Quantum Ontology

In other words, our beliefs, perspectives and worldviews are the first filter of our
experiences and can actually have biological correlations. So instead of taking
pharmaceutical drugs to feel better, there are less invasive methods of
Complementary and Alternative Medicine that could relieve symptoms and cure
the underlying disease. People are turning to these methods because they seem
to work even though mainstream science hasn’t validated them yet.

There was a recent front-page New York Times article called “When Trust in
Doctors Erodes, Other Treatments Fill the Void” that helps explain why What The
Bleep has struck such a nerve:

Haggles with insurance providers, conflicting findings from medical
studies and news reports of drug makers’ covering up product side
effects all feed their disaffection, to the point where many people begin
to question not only the health care system but also the science behind
it.

Americans are spending around $27 billion per year on CAM therapies because
of an “increasing distrust of mainstream medicine and the psychological appeal
of nontraditional approaches as with the therapeutic properties of herbs or other
supplements.”

The NIH set up the National Center for Complementary & Alternative Medicine
to help research and vet some of these Mind-Body treatments, and so there has
been some science-based research done in this area.

What the Bleep is obviously not trying to build any bridges with mainstream
science, but is trying to reach the audience that is already actively engaged in
these types of Mind-Body practices like meditation and yoga. It’s entertainment,
and not science or even good journalism. But it is good enough entertainment for
those who are sympathetic to the larger critique of the quick-fix mentality of
modern medicine.

The film started out in one theater, and was able to build up enough word of
mouth to spread to other theaters, and it was eventually picked up by a
distributor to get a wider release. I’ve written about the grassroots marketing
implications of the film from a independent film perspective that cites a NYT
article on the viral spread of the film.

I’ve also actually interviewed a number of people from this community for my
collaborative documentary on the state of American journalism.

In my case, I was trying to draw parallels between:

* Mainstream Medicine = Objective = Mainstream Journalism
* Complementary & Alternative Medicine = Subjective = Blogging

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/02/03/health/03patient.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/02/03/health/03patient.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/02/03/health/03patient.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/02/03/health/03patient.html
http://nccam.nih.gov/
http://nccam.nih.gov/
http://www.echochamberproject.com/node/751
http://www.echochamberproject.com/node/751
http://www.echochamberproject.com/node/751
http://www.echochamberproject.com/node/751
http://www.echochamberproject.com/node/277
http://www.echochamberproject.com/node/277
http://www.echochamberproject.com/collaborativefilmmaking
http://www.echochamberproject.com/collaborativefilmmaking


There are obviously a lot of problems with how journalism covers science issues
that can be traced to a reductionistic “He Said / She Said” mindset that takes
whatever the political institutions have to say about issues as gospel — even if
there is a critical mass of dissent from the academic community.

I found some interesting insights into this problem from the interviews, and I’d
love to hear more feedback on it.

I’m going to release the audio soon, and would to have some of your critical
perspectives to help peer review some of the material that I’ve conducted. That
way I don’t end up including information in my final film that hasn’t been fully
vetted. Thanks

9. Eric Dennis
February 6, 2006

Kent,

That’s really great, and I feel your energy, man. But the problem is that your pet
ideas on psychology and pharmacology have no connection whatsoever to
quantum mechanics. That you seem to know this and it doesn’t give you pause
betrays a basic intellectual dishonesty which is not going to be particurarly
effective when who you’re trying to snow is a group of professional scientists. I
mean aren’t there any tarot card blogs or bulk granola sales sites that may be a
little more on your wavelength?

10. woit
February 6, 2006

Please, stop it with the personal hostility.

And alternative medicine should be discussed elsewhere. I personally have no
problem with the idea that the mind-body interaction is trickier than modern
medicine sometimes thinks, but have never seen any evidence that this has
anything to do with quantum mechanics. This is a blog about physics, not about
biology or medicine.

11. Kent Bye
February 6, 2006

The problem with What the Bleep is that the filmmakers try to make it seem like
Quantum Physics has already bridged these gaps.

I realize that the gaps haven’t been bridged yet, but I believe that they may be
on a converging path that could be bridged within the scientific community
within the next 5, 10, 20 years.

But I believe that there are underlying grains of truth within What the Bleep that
are undermined by the heavyhanded tactics of the filmmakers. You check out
NIH’s NCCAM for scientifically-validated research in this field.

http://nccam.nih.gov/
http://nccam.nih.gov/


But I’m more interested in the parallels between the split between Mainstream
Medicine and Complementary & Alternative Medicine and Mainstream
Journalism and New Media (i.e. blogs, podcasts, videoblogs)

Mainstream medicine views CAM treatments as too subjective and invalid just as
mainstream journalists view blogs as too subjective and invalid.

There are grains of truth in both approaches, and I’m particularly interested in
how to bridge these into a more inclusive journalistic paradigm — specifically
through collaborative media.

And it is in that spirit that I want to add more scientific peer review principles to
the process of journalism and filmmaking.

12. Dumb Biologist
February 6, 2006

I’m reminded of a statement I read someplace, to the effect that the
philosophical vacuum left by the retreat of organized religion can be as bad or
worse than what came before it. At least before there was a measure of cohesion
and discipline. The New Agey flapdoodle that springs up in every crack left in the
old, decaying edifices of the major Western religions often aggressively
misappropriates a laundry list of the more “out-there” philosophical ramblings of
various scientific luminaries on the nature of existence and epistemology. The
result is a superstitious Frankenstein’s monster of the most horrifically
ecumenical sort, where Christ occupies the captain’s chair next to
extraterrestrial aliens telepathically linked with Gaia and the few New Age
cognoscenti who are gifted enough to “grok” the significance of modern
revelation.

Oh, and of course, anyone who holds sentiments of the above sort is terribly
uncritical, unskeptical, and close-minded, a slave to a dogmatic materialist
religion that stifles true understanding, or so we’ll be told. I tend to think, in the
face of it all, that no matter how much knowledge we acquire, and no matter how
successful the methods of skeptical inquiry in producing concrete results, we will
never be free of superstitious nonsense. It’s an in-built trait, and the price of
admission to sentience, in all probability. Perhaps it’s more amazing that some
percentage of the population appears to be more free of it than others.

13. Kent Bye
February 6, 2006

“And alternative medicine should be discussed elsewhere.”
I apologize for the previous post, I had already hit the submit button.

“never seen any evidence that this has anything to do with quantum mechanics.”
I agree that there hasn’t been anything convincing published making a direct
connection. From the interviews I’ve done, my observation is that this
community uses metaphors from quantum mechanics to intuitively understand
certain healing concepts.



I also believe that What the Bleep dishonestly blurs this line, and as a result
undermines aspects of alternative medicine.

14. matt d
February 6, 2006

We sure do have a lot of “functional” nutjobs in America anymore. I mean, not
only are wackos like Teresi able to vomit up their baseless and pointless views
without any formal counter-arguments, but they’re able to get jobs that allow
them to do it.

I’m sure it pays well too.

You’re doing a great job keeping the herd in line, Woit.

15. Not a Nobel Laureate
February 6, 2006

As a profitable and low risk business venture, there are few areas of endeavour
that can beat out Religion of either the Established or New Age Nutjob variety.

16. secret milkshake
February 6, 2006

people making crazy claims about their remedies/beliefs usualy do not not irk me
much – you can try to prove or disprove such claims if you care enough about the
particular subject. But things need to be spelled out. What really gets me are the
charlatans that are throwing fog; obfuscation is such a common and profitable
form of dishonesty.

17. Chris W.
February 6, 2006

Kent Bye: From the interviews I’ve done, my observation is that this community
uses metaphors from quantum mechanics to intuitively understand certain
healing concepts.

Few abuses of scientific ideas are as widespread as the abuse of them as a
source of “metaphors,” without any serious effort to critically examine their
applicability to the domain in question. Some aspects of Newtonian mechanics
used to get this treatment, but they’re now considered old hat.

18. Boaz
February 7, 2006

Regarding “abusing” science for metaphor…
I used to really fight against this. My sister would ask me about my research
(accelerator physics theory) and I would say a few words and she’d quickly find
that the words could be used metaphorically to say something she thought was
interesting about something entirely different. For example, instabilities are
sometimes described as a “resonance” and perhaps just the linking of these two



words could seem (or be!) insightful. My response used to be to immediately
shut this down by saying “no! resonance has a very precise technical meaning
and has nothing to do with human relationships or sociology”. But I’ve become
more tolerant and now I don’t really see a reason to stop this thinking as long as
nothing false is said about the technical subject. I know that this can be insidious
in a public debate when the authority of science is borrowed to support
something false or some bad logic as is done in “What the bleep”. But the
scientist’s job is only to correct false statements about the world, not to prevent
concepts from being used metaphorically. Do you really know enough about
these “alternative healing practices” to know that quantum mechanics doesn’t
provide some useful metaphors?

19. Adrian H.
February 7, 2006

Well here is some good news. Many of my students saw ‘What the Bleep’ when it
came out, and mentioned it in class, but all of them seemed to realise it was
crackpot nonsense. No one defended it; no one thought it was anything other
than a bunch of people tossing about loose ideas.

The person who puzzles me is this John Hagelin guy. Did he really go to
Harvard?? I saw a videod talk by him once and swear it was the sort of stuff that
a freshman would have laughed at. Ridiculous statistics, ignorant basic physics.
It wasn’t even a good con. Surely he could pull the wool over our eyes in a more
respectful way?

20. robert
February 7, 2006

Theoretical physicists are not wholly innocent when it comes to invading alien
subject areas (for example economics, sociology, epidemiology) convinced that
they have something immediately useful to add. Sometimes this is fruitful
(Simons’ money making machine), sometimes it is not (LTCM, catastrophe theory
applied to prison riots). Sensible interdisciplinary dialogue is essential,
especially in troubled times like these when all rational thought seems to be, at
best, undervalued and, more likely, under concerted attack. Too often, however,
things descend to the level of ‘Science Wars’ and what the bleep; one wonders,
as Tom Tom Club put it, ‘What are Wordsworth?’

21. Kent Bye
February 7, 2006

Constantino Tsallis talks about the importance of metaphor to the advancement
of science in an Physica A article called “Some Thoughts on Theoretical Physics”

“The greatest thing by far is to be a master of metaphor. It is the one
thing that cannot be learned from others; it is also a sign of genius,
since a good metaphor implies an eye for resemblance.” wrote Aristotle
in his Ars Poetica [322 AC]. And many — perhaps virtually all —
scientists, conscious or unconsciously, take as granted that without
metaphors, no scientific progress would exist. One may go even

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6TVG-4CT4F47-3&_coverDate=12%2F15%2F2004&_alid=363137594&_rdoc=1&_fmt=&_orig=search&_qd=1&_cdi=5534&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000050221&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=10&md5=2d22f64b7ed2d4f403e505c5d0661029
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6TVG-4CT4F47-3&_coverDate=12%2F15%2F2004&_alid=363137594&_rdoc=1&_fmt=&_orig=search&_qd=1&_cdi=5534&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000050221&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=10&md5=2d22f64b7ed2d4f403e505c5d0661029


further: without metaphors that have some form of beauty, no efficient
progress in science would exist, no new ideas would emerge!

After reading this article, I do believe that there is a lot of value of turning to
quantum physics for metaphors that can add layers of complexity and
predictability to other knowledge domains.

Yet at the same time, I think that it is important to disclose the degree of
connection to the original domain as well as to make clear that you’re using
mathematical models in a metaphoric way of understanding how systems might
operate. By this standard, “What the Bleep” fails on both accounts and too often
blurs the line between the fringe frontier research and mainstream scientific
enquiry.

22. Juan R.
February 7, 2006

Constantino Tsallis talks about the importance of metaphor to the
advancement of science in an Physica A article called “Some Thoughts
on Theoretical Physics”

It would be good if one day he talk about

the importance of science to the advancement of metaphors

Then, maybe he would discover like metaphoric is his proposed entropy and the
little science around those lot of papers and talks published by the Brazilian
group.

I are reading lot of appeals to quantum mechanics and supposed links with other
stuff. I wonder if they know they are really talking…

In my talks with many people i see that word quantum is used as a sinonym of
fantastic, unusual, etc. instead of in his original sense of quantum. Quantum
mechanics is a “mechanics of the quantum”.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

23. anon
February 7, 2006

Adrian H. said:
“The person who puzzles me is this John Hagelin guy. Did he really go to
Harvard?? I saw a videod talk by him once and swear it was the sort of stuff that
a freshman would have laughed at. Ridiculous statistics, ignorant basic physics.”

I am much less surprised by Hagelin’s behaviour than you are. I don’t find him
that different from the not so uncommon academics that drum up funding



support by generating university press releases and grant proposals that
exaggerate/lie about the importance of their work. Or the not so uncommon
academics that deliberately omit to mention important references from their
papers. Personally, I think Hagelin got taught this behaviour you find so
objectionable by a broken academic research system. The question is, how to fix
it.

24. Tony Jackson
February 7, 2006

“….and a crackpot journalist (Lynne McTaggart).”

Alas, I know her only too well. It doesn’t surprise me that she shows up in this
movie. She’s not just a crank, but a dangerous crank who has an astonishing,
and frankly scary influence on a lot of otherwise intelligent people over here in
the UK. Here is some useful background information on her.

25. Tony Jackson
February 7, 2006

Oops… broken link:

“….and a crackpot journalist (Lynne McTaggart).”

Alas, I know her only too well. It doesn’t surprise me that she shows up in this
movie. She’s not just a crank, but a dangerous crank who has an astonishing,
and frankly scary influence on a lot of otherwise intelligent people over here in
the UK. Here is some useful background information on her. .

26. Johan Richter
February 7, 2006

Using metaphors to get ideas should be acceptable. After all, the use of
differential calculus in areas far removed from what Newton wrote about can be
seen as a form of metaphor.

The problem begins when you start thinking that the meatphor proves something
in itself as opposed to using it to generate ideas that are tested in the ordinary
way.

27. Michael
February 7, 2006

I’m not a physicist. I have not seen the film. I do not wish to. I do care very much
about this subject, however. I’m sure it is of no surprise to anyone that the film
was suggested to me by a post-modern poet. I must remind everyone that such
anti-philosophies often arise in the absence of a logical foothold within a society.
Paying attention to meaningless information is the fastest way to lose your grip
on reality (and a population losing its grip on reality is the quickest way for
someone to gain corrupt control of power). Getting a [descriptive] grip on reality
is the goal of science at large and the only way to maximize our ability obtain



resources and to control our surroundings. Humans cannot surive in the absence
of progressive external manipulation. We would be an easy meal without our
reasoning faculties. It is hence, undeniably in our best interest to understand an
undisputed framework of concrete reality, if only from a survival stance. Survival
of our species matter to everyone, so everyone should care about these matters.
Those who do not are either lying or of no concern to those who do. Objective
science is the only solution to life on this planet. Everything else is a baby
blanket.

That being said, the beauty of science is that it not only demands, but patiently
awaits proof. This is important and cannot be ignored. No one is up in arms
about string theory because we all assume it will see its day in court. Looney
‘Field of Consciousness’ are, however, cause for concern. Proper description of
reality demands proof. I am not demoting mathematicians. They are quite adept
at proving the reality of the number models they have generated. In the temple
of science, the mathematicians’ product, symmetrically sucinct theory, is the
shrine. It is the most elegant representation of a given phenomenon. It is, alas,
but a representation. Nature, as experiment continues to insist, is not elegant. It
is a thick mesh of bruised patterns. The bruises are obvious from the data.
Mathematics shows the patterns. Ultimately, mathematics can be no more
accurate in modeling reality than the claim that a basketball is a sphere. This
does not, in any way, detract from invaluable potential modeling offeres to
human kind. It is, in fact, our only strength as a species. We abstract solutions
and conquer situations. For questions concerning issues beyond contemporary
technolgical capabilities, math must suggest direction. Possibilities, not realities.
By its own definition, math is not a complete description-it is self referencing
(remember Godel?). But it is the next best thing, it is consistant. This is a quality
crackpot “Reality is Whatever the mind wants it to be” theories could stand to be
evaluated (and obliterated from existence) by. Remember when the heliocentric
universe went out the window? It didn’t stand up to the data. If string theory
goes the same way, it would not surprise or sadden me…it would mean data had
been generated on the subject, period. Wouldn’t it be fun to turn the
theoreticians loose on even two shards of data? For now (until somebody builds
better probes), poor guys like Hoit will go on serving up maps to blind physicists
on where to dig for that buried treasure.

28. Chris W.
February 7, 2006

“poor guys like Hoit”? Who is Hoit?

29. Chris W.
February 7, 2006

(PS: “thick mesh of bruised patterns” is a beautifully evocative phrase.)

30. xpinor
February 8, 2006

Peter Woit said:I personally have no problem with the idea that the mind-body



interaction is trickier than modern medicine sometimes thinks, but have never
seen any evidence that this has anything to do with quantum mechanics.
You may want to check out the dissipative quantum model of the brain:
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0002014

31. Subhash
February 8, 2006

I have neither seen the Bleep nor its sequel, and I am perfectly willing to accept
that its treatment of quantum mechanics is unsatisfactory. But I did see the much
touted Elegant Universe on the PBS, and its treatment of quantum mechanics
was also extremely unsatisfactory.

Given that there are diverse interpretations of qm, ranging from positivist to
hidden variable, to many-worlds held by serious scholars, not to mention the
invoking of consciousness by qm theorists like Wigner and Stapp and
neurophilosophers like Pribram, perhaps all one should hope for is a narrative
that leaves the viewer with more questions than what he started with before the
movie.

If the Bleeps do that successfully, then they might not be all that bad.

32. Alejandro RIvero
February 9, 2006

I also disagree with Lunsford statement “Astrology and alchemy are actually
early forms of psychology, hence not subject to comparison with what we know
as hard science.” but I think it is useful to consider how a science becomes to be
used in psychology (or even self-healing books) because theoretical physics is
always in the risk of providing concepts for this psychological focus. We have all
seen Energy, Chaos, and even Symmetry, to be used with this goal. Nor to speak
of Relativity and Quantum. And even semiconductors (“crystal healing”). But it is
even worse in other sciences. Botany, for an instance, as part of the pharmacy
sciences. I think the only defense is to get everyone involved on science. And to
be honest: if we know that Mercury theroretically transmutes to Gold with
exotermic production of Energy, just tell it, but explain it.

33. Alejandro RIvero
February 9, 2006

hmm, actually Lunsford statement could be almost correct if telling “Astrology
and alchemy are nowadays rudimentary forms of…”
I say “almost” because I know of some living non-psychology oriented
alchemists. In fact you can see that Alchemy books are not a best-seller in the
“self-healing” sections of libraries, when compared to astrology. This is because
of the experimental bias.

34. Juan R.
February 9, 2006

Xpinor said,

http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0002014
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0002014


Peter Woit said:I personally have no problem with the idea that the mind-body
interaction is trickier than modern medicine sometimes thinks, but have never
seen any evidence that this has anything to do with quantum mechanics.
You may want to check out the dissipative quantum model of the brain:
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0002014

Peter Woit continues being right: there is not evidence!

The preprint you cited is not a scientific model. “That” is a rather speculative
work, with “few” rigorous correlation with real-world data. The development of
the model is not rigorous. There are lots of ” “. In fact, even the treatment of
pure dissipation regimes is non-rigorous and full of half-proofs, asumptions, and
several “ifs”.

It is also interesting the use of term “quantum” when some of limits worked are
precisely classical limits. In the past there was a lot of speculation about
quantum behavior of the brain, precisely lot of scientific rigorous working
models and experimental data suggests that main brain regime is classical one.
For example fluctuation currents in ion tansport on two state biological chanels
involved in certain basic brain “metabolism” is in perfect correlation with
computer simulation of classical models, etc.

From Max Tegmark [quant-ph/9907009]

Based on a calculation of neural decoherence rates, we argue that that the
degrees of freedom of the human brain that relate to cognitive processes should
be thought of as a classical
rather than quantum system, i.e., that there is nothing fundamentally wrong with
the current classical approach to neural
network simulations.

Tegmark also critizes some quantum models of brain elaborated employing
string theory methods.

Many people appears to misunderstand long-range correlations doing the brain
work as a whole and the so-called non-markovian dynamics (introducing memory
effects) with quantum nonlocality or any other exotic quantum effect.

Subhash,

I would prefer “Given that there are diverse philosophical interpretations of
qm“.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

35. Tony Smith
February 9, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0002014
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0002014


Peter Woit said that he has “… never seen any evidence that … the mind-body
interaction … has anything to do with quantum mechanics …”.

spinor mentioned “… the dissipative quantum model of the brain: http://arxiv.org
/abs/quant-ph/0002014 …”.

Juan R said “… The preprint …[ quant-ph/0002014 ]… is not a scientific model.
“That” is a rather speculative work, with “few” rigorous correlation with real-
world data. … From Max Tegmark [quant-ph/9907009] “Based on a calculation of
neural decoherence rates, we argue that that the degrees of freedom of the
human brain that relate to cognitive processes should be thought of as a
classical rather than quantum system” …”.

There have been several quantum models of consciousness in the literature,
including work by Hameroff and Penrose (coherent states of microtubule
tubulins) and Nanopoulos et al (based on string theory).

None of those models (AFAIK) has been either fully confirmed by exerimental
evidence or fully refuted by experimental evidence,
but
at least the Hameroff-Penrose model was motivated by Hameroff’s experimental
observation that tubulin activity ceased when people were unconscious (under
anesthesia) and resumed when they regained consciousness (Hameroff is an
anesthesiologist).

As to experimental testability of such models, experiments are difficult, but one
necessary aspect of such models (coherent tubulin states) can at least
approached, as Tegmark did in his work cited by Juan R.
However,
Tegmark’s assessment of decoherence has been challenged by, for example:

Hagan, Hameroff, and Tuszynski, in Physical Review E, Volume 65, 061901,
published 10 June 2002, where they say: “… recalculation after correcting for
differences between the model on which Tegmark bases his calculations and the
orch. OR model (superposition separation, charge vs dipole, dielectric constant)
lengthens the decoherence time to 10^(-5) – 10^(-4) s …”
and
Mershin, Nanopoulos, and Skoulakis, in quant-ph/0007088, where they say: “…
the particular geometrical arrangement (packing) of the tubulin protofilaments
obeys an error-correcting mathematical code known as the K2(13, 2^6, 5) code
… We conjecture that the K-code apparent in the packing of the tubulin dimers
and protofilaments is partially responsible for keeping coherence among the
tubulin dimers. …”.

In short,
the question of whether or not consciousness is a quantum phenomenon is still
an open one,
and (in my opinion) theoretical model-building and experimental testing of such
model components is a good thing that might lead to useful insights.

As an example of such a possibly very useful insight that should be further

http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0002014
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0002014
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0002014
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0002014


investigated, see Hameroff’s paper in Biosystems, Volume 77, Issues 1-3 ,
November 2004, Pages 119-136. Its title is
“A new theory of the origin of cancer: quantum coherent entanglement,
centrioles, mitosis, and differentiation”
and its abstract (on the web at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
/j.biosystems.2004.04.006 ) says in part:
“… It is proposed here that normal mirror-like mitosis is organized by quantum
coherence and quantum entanglement among microtubule-based centrioles and
mitotic spindles … Impairment of [such] quantum coherence and/or
entanglement … can result in abnormal distribution of chromosomes, abnormal
differentiation and uncontrolled growth … New approaches to cancer therapy
and stem cell production are suggested …”.

To make my position on such matters clear, I am NOT defending statements like
the one presented by Peter with respect to What the BLEEP – Down the Rabbit
Hole:
“superposition = anything you want to be true is true”.
Actually, the “anything you want to be true is true” part sounds to me a lot like
Susskind’s Landscape.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

36. J.F. Moore
February 9, 2006

The Hameroff-Penrose theory may have been interesting 15 years ago after it
was introduced, but it hasn’t stood up to scrutiny and is at this point hopelessly
riddled with unexplained problems, not the least of which is how coherence can
be maintained on such scales (time, space, temperature). I put it in the category
of “strains credulity, theory almost certainly wrong, but maybe something
interesting in there somewhere”, right next to cold fusion.

37. John Gonsowski
February 10, 2006

Hameroff is actually in the movie. The movie seems like something Sarfatti
would have been good at (in an entertainment sense). Sarfatti is into
consciousness models also. I’d hardly say the models are hopelessly riddled,
things like single electron transistors and brain wave frequencies seem related
to the models.

38. Juan R.
February 10, 2006

Therefore, i may conclude that my previous

Peter Woit continues being right: there is not evidence [that the idea
that the mind-body interaction has anything to do with quantum
mechanics]!

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2004.04.006
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2004.04.006
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2004.04.006
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2004.04.006
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


(you are not cited in above reply Tony Smith) may be still true.

I do not ignore the possibility for some adittional now unknown
quantum effect in brain, in fact, the electronic structure of molecules
into brain is just modelled via quantum mechanics and, hidrogen
bonding and others are just quantum effects.

I clearly disagree is that the whole brain may be considered a quantum
body or that consciousness was quantum in essence. This kind of
speculation began after of incorrect understanding of quantum
measurement processes just after QM was formulated.

I agree with J. F. Moore in that some ideas about microtubules and
abnormal coherent states are considered near crakcpotism in
biophysics.

I do not know the details of last Hameroff paper you cite and therefore
cannot be precise but reading the abstract

The elegant yet poorly understood ballet-like movements and
geometric organization occurring in mitosis have suggested guidance
by some type of organizing field, however neither electromagnetic nor
chemical gradient fields have been demonstrated or shown to be
sufficient.

it appears that my previous comment on that many people appears to
misunderstand long-range correlations doing the brain to work as a whole with
quantum nonlocality or any other exotic quantum effect gains support.

Apparently from the abstract (of course, i can be completely wrong), the
philosophy of Hameroff in the article is “it is nonlocal and cannot be explained by
a local classical field then is a quantum exotic effect”.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

39. Juan R.
February 10, 2006

the structure of above post is wrong.

The quoted part would be just

“Peter Woit continues being right: there is not evidence [that the idea that the
mind-body interaction has anything to do with quantum mechanics]!”

—

Juan R.



Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

40. The Easter Bunny
February 11, 2006

“Whatthebleep? is entertainment. Lighten up!”
-Stuart Hameroff M.D.

ps. ” Anton Zeilinger’s experimental demonstration of quantum wave behavior…”
http://www.quantum.univie.ac.at/zeilinger/

‘Quantum Teleportation and the Nature of Reality’
http://www.btgjapan.org/catalysts/anton.html

‘Talking physics with the Dalai Lama’
“Zeilinger had invited the Dalai Lama to his laboratory following a meeting at
Dharamsala in Northern India last October at which he and four other physicists
had, over the course of five days, discussed physics and cosmology with the
Buddhist leader.”
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/2/8/13/1

41. xpinor
February 11, 2006

There is an overview over various approaches by Atmanspacher at:
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/qt-consciousness/

http://www.quantum.univie.ac.at/zeilinger/
http://www.quantum.univie.ac.at/zeilinger/
http://www.btgjapan.org/catalysts/anton.html
http://www.btgjapan.org/catalysts/anton.html
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/2/8/13/1
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/2/8/13/1
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/qt-consciousness/
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/qt-consciousness/


SLAC Physicists Develop Test For String Theory*

February 8, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The SLAC web-site today has a feature article entitled SLAC Physicists Develop Test
For String Theory*. The “*” refers to a footnote to the title saying “Under Certain
Conditions”. This is about the 10500th news story making this kind of announcement
that has appeared over the past twenty years (like this recent one), and the title is
just as incorrect and misleading as all the others.

The story starts with

String theory solves many of the questions wracking the minds of physicists, but until
recently it had one major flaw — it could not be tested. SLAC scientists have found a
way to test this revolutionary theory, which posits that there are 10 or 11 dimensions
in our universe.

and is about a paper by JoAnne Hewett, Ben Lillie and Thomas Rizzo entitled Black
holes in many dimensions at the LHC: testing critical string theory. This paper is
perfectly reasonable, discussing a proposal for getting information about the number
of extra dimensions, assuming Tev-scale gravity (a huge assumption most people think
unlikely) and thus production of black holes at the LHC. If the number of extra
dimensions is bigger than 6, then 10d superstring theory is ruled out (one can make
similar comments about 11d M-theory, whatever that is).

Like all news articles of this kind, this one is misleading in the extreme, since “SLAC
Physicists Develop Test For String Theory” is likely to make the unwary think that
string theory is now testable. In addition, it’s flat out wrong, since the writer made
the critical decision to replace “critical string theory” by “string theory”. Granting the
unlikely assumption that the LHC sees extra dimensions and measures their number.
if this turns out to be more than 6 or 7, string theorists will likely just point out that it
is only “critical” string theory which lives in 10 dimensions. In recent years there has
been much talk about string theories outside the critical dimension. For some
discussion of this, see the comment thread of a recent Cosmic Variance posting,
where string theorists Eva Silverstein and Clifford Johnson maintain that they see
reasons to believe in the existence of string theories in dimensions other than 10. For
some flavor of the discussion, here’s what Clifford has to say:

…the “person on the street” all too often hears (or implicitly gathers from posts like
this) the phrase “string theory requires D=10/11″, and it is simply not true and in
some years we may well have to be spending a lot of time undoing yet another
uncautious claim when/if after doing phenomenology better we find that we don’t
need to start in higher D and then “compactify”. We’ll have to go around telling
everyone (on the tv shows and radio shows and magazines) “oh…that thing we said
about extra dimensions? We were just kidding”…. Just like we’re doing now with the
whole “unique vacuum” and “theory of everything” phrases…

Clifford seems fond of the idea of sub-critical strings, perhaps even strings in four

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/feature_stringtheory.html
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/feature_stringtheory.html
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/feature_stringtheory.html
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/feature_stringtheory.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=335
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=335
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503178
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503178
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503178
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503178
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/02/04/why-10-or-11/#comments
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/02/04/why-10-or-11/#comments


dimensions (another enthusiast of this idea is Warren Siegel), while Stanford string
theorist Silverstein advocates the study of super-critical strings, exactly the ones that
would get around the “test” promoted today by her colleagues at SLAC.

Update: SLAC has replaced this article on their website with a new, much more
accurate version, entitled “SLAC Physicists Develop Framework-Dependant Test For
Critical String Theory”. The original version got wide distribution, even appearing on
Slashdot.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
February 8, 2006

Heh, thanks to you, Peter, they can’t get away with this kind of thing now!

-drl

2. Lubos Motl
February 8, 2006

The experiments are exactly designed to distinguish between the different
scenarios how many dimensions there are and how large they can be, and so on.
We won’t get the full information from the very beginning, but we will of course
learn something.

As a conservative who believes a big desert after SUSY followed by a GUT scale
near the Planck scale, I of course guess that no one will see mini black holes etc.,
but many of these scenarios are perfectly plausible and we will see how the
experiments decide.

Of course that only anti-scientific activists think that string theory is
permanently untestable. String theory is, using an extremely modest language,
the framework that parameterizes the space of reasonable possibilities for new
physics potentially connected with quantum gravity, and although we can’t say
with certainty which of these scenarios are correct, we can definitely eliminate
many other scenarios that would be possible if we did not know the things
arising from string theory.

And on the contrary, we know scenarios that we would never invent if string
theory did not guide us.

Well, I completely understand that you are scared of the experiments more than
the radical Muslims are scared of pictures of Mohammed – because you have
spent years if not decades by spreading crap about the end of physics. Well,
maybe you will survive, Peter.

3. blank
February 8, 2006

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/research.shtml
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/research.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/06/02/09/0027200.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/06/02/09/0027200.shtml


Peter, why must you be so fact-obsessed?

Good thing there was a good apparatchuk on hand to put things in proper
context.

4. The Anti-Lubos
February 8, 2006

We won’t get the full information from the very beginning, but we will of course
learn something.

This was Peter’s entire point. The headline makes it sound like we will get the
full information from the very beginning. Surely, a smart boy like you can
understand this.

many of these scenarios are perfectly plausible and we will see how the
experiments decide.

Again, no one said that they’re not; the contention was merely that this does not
constitute “a test for string theory.”

Well, I completely understand that you are scared of the experiments more than
the radical Muslims are scared of pictures of Mohammed – because you have
spent years if not decades by spreading crap about the end of physics. Well,
maybe you will survive, Peter.

Mmmm, delicious, nutritious ad hominem argumentation! Allow me to
participate: Lubos is a jerk.

5. woit
February 8, 2006

“radical Muslims are scared of pictures of Mohammed”

“Maybe I will survive”?

Is that some kind of bizarre threat? Lubos, you really are getting mad as a hatter
and need to seek professional help.

6. JoAnne
February 8, 2006

Anybody who has ever spoken to reporters understands that what generally
comes out in print basically does not resemble, in any way, your conversation
with the reporter. Tom Rizzo and I spent about an hour with the reporter,
explaining all the and’s, if’s, and but’s of our analysis. None of which were
included in the first draft of the story. We tried hard to clarify the description of
our work in the story, and ended up with the simple asterisk “under certain
conditions.” And, to be fair, we were told that this story was intended for the
general audience at SLAC, including admins, technicians, cafeteria workers, etc,
and thus all of the details simply could not be explained. As for the headline that
is blazened on the SLAC home page – I saw it for the first time when someone



drew my attention to it. I knew it was going to cause headaches….

7. Chris Oakley
February 8, 2006

Lubos,

I am happy to listen to reasoned scientific argument from you. Even your
polemics are sometimes amusing. But threatening me with the US Marine Corps
or Peter with some unspecified hit man is just pathetic.

I cannot believe that you can be a researcher of any great calibre. Anyone with
talent will be used to receiving and, for that matter, dishing out strong criticisms
of ideas without taking it personally. This is all part of the process of doing
research. If you cannot handle criticism you should not be doing research.

8. woit
February 8, 2006

Joanne,

I figured that’s what had happened. Unfortunately there’s an irresistible urge
present among journalists who don’t know much about this field to turn
everything into this “scientists figure out how to test string theory” story. If only
they all read my blog….

9. Chris W.
February 8, 2006

I think one can safely regard LM’s behavior as an example of an occasional and
fading Central European penchant for abusive pedagogy: “I’ll beat the truth [as
defined by me] into you even if it kills us both, you worthless insect!”

(Peter: I don’t think this is any worse than “mad as a hatter”.)

10. secret milkshake
February 8, 2006

to the question of a “fading Central-European pedagogy penchant”:

You won’t find too many people like this in Prague; we export them

11. Boaz
February 8, 2006

Not to say that Lubos statement wasn’t abusive, but I wouldn’t say it was a
threat. He was suggesting that Peter is so afraid of experimental results that may
support string theory, that they may kill him, but he might survive. As usual he
takes a very extreme interpretation. PW says that headlines about
interpretations of experiments are overhyped, LM responds by saying that PW
must be deathly afraid of said experiments. One does wonder to what extent it is
really posturing and trying to win a propaganda battle, and to what extent he



really holds these views. I suppose Chris W.’s interpretation as an abusive form
of pedagogy may be right.

12. woit
February 8, 2006

Boaz,

Thanks for the interpretation of the Lubos rant. I was honestly having trouble
figuring out what is was that might kill me, and what the radical Muslims had to
do with it (not that I spent much time trying to puzzle this out, I admit). Now I
see, it’s those experimental results on black holes at the LHC that Lubos doesn’t
believe we’ll get. Makes perfect sense now.

13. Quantoken
February 9, 2006

Peter:

Oh you are so nice! But please do NOT believe a word Joanne said above. Come
on, Joanne, don’t insult people’s intelligence by blamning it all on journalists. If
it’s just one occasional super string theory hype news story, you can have an
excuse on journalists not doing their homework. But when there are “10^500” of
such types news stories (in Peter’s word) out there, all those are jouranlists
fault and nothing of you string theorists doing? Come on! What about
Kakuism we see daily? What about your own words quoted in quotation marks
in the news story? Are they not misleading the people? Are they not your own
words?

Journalists LOVE controversial stories. Had you bee a little bit more honest, you
could have meantioned to the Journalists that there is a different opinion about
string theory, for example from a guy called Peter Woit. The journalist would
then love to track Peter down and write up a much more balanced news story.

And NO, you do NOT need to go to any technical details in order to decribe to
the public the honest truth of the current situation in the field of super string
theory. It can be said in plain English: it’s a failure so far and there is little hope
any meaningful progress can be made in the next few decades. It’s a matter of
honesty whether any string theorist is willing to tell that evident truth in plain
English.

All the string theory hype stories are the makes of the string theorists
themselves. Journalists simply report what you guys told them and you can’t
blamn journalist for telling an untrue story if you don’t tell them the true story in
the first place!

Quantoken

14. Juan R.
February 9, 2006



I find really interesting that now string theorists as Eva Silverstein and Clifford
Johnson maintain in public they see reasons to believe in the existence of string
theories in dimensions other than 10 specially the case 4D.

In my Oct 21 post “String theory is not a TOE” in moderated newsgroup
sci.physics.strings i did a joke about the infinite malleaibilty of string theory and
how even with a “blanck check” -i.e. you can fix anything in the “theory” (even
there are versions of string theory without strings!)- they were not advancing
science. In page 2 of my April non-technical work, i cited the history of
dimensions on string “theory”:

4D,… 26D, 10D, 11D, 12D?,…4D again,…

It looks like researching in circles 

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

15. A.J.
February 9, 2006

Quantoken–

Joanne is an experimental particle physicist. Get a clue.

16. woit
February 9, 2006

A.J.,

No, Joanne isn’t an experimentalist, she a theorist, but of a phenomenological
sort, definitely not a string theorist.

Over the last twenty years it has been interesting to watch the relationship
between phenomenologists and string theorists, the two dominant groups within
the particle theory community. It began with a certain amount of active hostility
(think Glashow, who has stuck to his guns), but with the advent of extra
dimensional models, there was a definite rapprochement and cessation of
hostilities. The phenomenologists could study models with extra dimensions
visible at the TeV scale, and thus at least in principle their work might have
something to say about string theory (e.g. Joanne’s work), and the string
theorists could announce that string theory had potentially testable experimental
applications.

My personal opinion is that, in this relationship, the phenomenologists have
quite often found themselves used as tools in string theory hype. To some extent
this story is just one more of a long line of similar examples.

17. JoAnne



February 9, 2006

First, as Peter says above I am indeed a phenomenologist – the type of theorist
who connects formal theory to experiment. I tend to get irritated when people
call me a string theorist. Particle theorists are not all string theorists.

Second, this news story is now all over the web. The research in this paper is
honest and credible and now it is being blown out of proportion and
misrepresented all over the web. Nothing could make me more upset.

I am not having a good day.

18. A.J.
February 9, 2006

Whoops. Looks like I need a clue, too. I’m sorry for misidentifying your
profession, JoAnne.

Of course, my mistake does not excuse Quantoken’s misdirected personal attack.
It would be unacceptable in person, and it’s unacceptable on the internet.

19. Tony Smith
February 9, 2006

As JoAnne says, “this news story is now all over the web”, including slashdot,
where you can see:

a link to Peter’s blog (this entry);

that JoAnne was at Iowa State in the 1980s;

that Ben Lillie says that he has “… replaced the arxive version with the published
version: http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503178 …” so that anyone can read the
serious physics without the PR hype; and

that Ben Lillie also says “… The main point is that there are many “ifs”, “ands”,
and “buts” in the paper that did not make it into the news release. … It certainly
can not rule out string theory. We think it’s an important and interesting piece of
work, but it isn’t a definitive “test” of string theory, as the headline suggests. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – JoAnne also said “… I am not having a good day. …”.
The situation reminds me of Dilbert cartoons, with JoAnne/Ben/Tom as Dilbert
the Engineer and the SLAC PR creatures as Marketing-Sales-Weasels.
Don’t let Marketing-Sales-Weasel idiocy get you down. Most people in the real
world understand that Dilbert is not the bad guy.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503178
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503178
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


A Survey of Elliptic Cohomology

February 8, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a beautiful survey paper about elliptic cohomology that Jacob Lurie, an AIM
5-year fellow in the math department at Harvard, has recently put on his home page.
This paper has been discussed a bit already by David Corfield and by Urs Schrieber.

I don’t have time right now to try and write up something comprehensible about those
parts of the elliptic cohomology story that I kind of understand, and in any case I want
to spend more time reading Lurie’s paper. It brings into the elliptic cohomology story
several of my favorite pieces of mathematics (Atiyah-Segal completion, Freed-
Hopkins-Teleman), in a way that I don’t yet understand. But in any case there’s a lot
of very beautiful and very new mathematics in this paper, mathematics that has
tantalizing relations to quantum field theory.

Comments

1. Kea
February 8, 2006

“…mathematics that has tantalizing relations to quantum field theory.”

Curious comment: do you refer to section 5.2 or something else? Amazing set of
ideas this guy has, I’ll agree. I’ve had the Adams book, for example, on my shelf
for years and years, but I don’t imagine I shall ever be able to refer to it casually.

2. Kea
February 8, 2006

The only issue I have after browsing Lurie’s papers is that he seems to have
solely a homotopy theorist’s take on higher categories, rather than a more open
point of view which one would expect from someone discussing issues with such
a broad scope. Admittedly, I am biased.

3. woit
February 8, 2006

Kea,

You’re right that this is a homotopy theorist’s take on the subject, heavily
influenced by the work of Mike Hopkins. But, for a homotopy theorist, Lurie is
taking a quite broad point of view.

The relations to QFT include not just the Freed-Hopkins-Teleman stuff that I’m
fascinated by, but other things as well. The whole subject was heavily influenced
by Witten’s writing down of a 2d QFT that gives the elliptic genus, and more

http://www.math.harvard.edu/~lurie/papers/survey.pdf
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recently Stolz and Teichner and others have been investigating the relation of 2d
conformal field theory to elliptic cohomology. There’s more about this if you
follow the link to Urs’s posting.

4. Michael
February 9, 2006

seems like there is an href missing from the HTML on Urs link. thanks.

5. A.J.
February 9, 2006

Hi Peter,

You mentioned a while back (in a post about Freed-Hopkins-Teleman that you
hadn’t quite been sold on stacks. I think that the Atiyah-Segal theorem might be
one good reason to like them.

In algebraic geometry, the classifying stack of G is the quotient stack pt/G. The
nicest way to define this is to start with the action groupoid of G on a point; this
is just the category with one object and one morphism for every element of G. If
you take its nerve, you obtain the simplicial scheme with G^n in the n-th degree.
Taking the geometric realization of this simplicial object gives you Milnor’s
construction of BG. But this isn’t really the best thing to do; you’re throwing
away information. What you should do instead is think of the functor of points of
this simplicial scheme as a Category Fibered in Groupoids. This CFiG isn’t a
stack however; it’s just a pre-stack, doesn’t satisfy effective descent. It assigns to
a test scheme S, the groupoid Hom(S,pt), with morphisms given by the obvious
G-action. To get a nice CFiG, we need to stackify, to study instead objects which
are locally maps to the point, but might differ globally by the action of G. This
“differing globally by the action of G” really means that we have a G-valued
function on every non-empty intersection of local patches. This is exactly the
data of a principal G-bundle.

So what’s my point? Well, it’s that stacks are good magic. The natural definition
of the quotient stack pt/G tells you precisely that maps into pt/G classify
principal G-bundles. This magic happens because you made certain to keep track
of how G acts on th e point. Which results in a nice thing: K(pt/G) is the
Grothendieck group of the vector bundles on pt/G. But these are the same thing
as G-equivariant vector bundles on the pt, i.e. G-modules. So the K-theory of the
stacky pt/G is, in fact, canonically isomorphic to Rep(G). If I understand things
right, the Atiyah-Segal theorem is basically an identification of the information
you lose by passing to the geometric realization.

6. Urs Schreiber
February 9, 2006

The entry on elliptic cohomology that Peter is referring to is this one:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000737.html

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000737.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000737.html


Stay tuned for more on Stolz&Teichner in a couple of weeks when I report from
this winter school:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000712.html

7. Urs Schreiber
February 9, 2006

Hi AJ,

I understand what you are saying, except for this last sentence

So the K-theory of the stacky pt/G is, in fact, canonically isomorphic to
Rep(G).

I guess you mean that this K-theory is isomorphic to the Grothendieck group
completion of the decategorification of Rep(G), no?

BTW, if anyone is wondering what AJ is talking about: a chatty discussion of
those quotient stacks is given here.

A review of how to think of these quotients as groupoids is given here and here.

8. A.J.
February 9, 2006

Hi Urs,

Yes, by Rep(G) I mean the representation ring, not the whole category. (I was
using the same notation that Lurie used in his survey.)

Nice expositions, by the way. Now if I could just find a chatty discussion of
Quillen’s model categories…

9. Urs Schreiber
February 9, 2006

Now if I could just find a chatty discussion of Quillen’s model
categories…

If you find out anything at all, let me know. Thanks.

10. D R Lunsford
February 9, 2006

I wish I could get excited about this. Someone should explain this stuff in a way
that is palatable to intuitive thinkers. This sort of exposition is almost unreadable
to me.

-drl

11. Kea
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February 9, 2006

drl

Unfortunately, whereas us poor physicists are just trying to understand, say,
M-theory, this Lurie guy is on a fast rocket to trying to prove the Riemann
Hypothesis (why else would he be working on higher toposes?) … it ain’t going to
be easy for us sods to keep up.

12. kielbasa
February 9, 2006

“I wish I could get excited about this. Someone should explain this stuff in a way
that is palatable to intuitive thinkers.”

As opposed to “non-intuitive thinkers.”

13. woit
February 9, 2006

A.J.,

Thanks a lot for your comment. That’s more or less exactly why I’ve gotten
interested in stacks again recently (that K(pt/G)=R(G), rather than the
completion). Chris Woodward had given me a more concrete explanation of this
(that on the geometric realization you get K-theory classes that don’t quite come
from representations, and thus need the completion), but your explanation is
very helpful. Thanks again!!

14. D R Lunsford
February 9, 2006

kielbasa,

Yes non-intuitive thinkers. It should be obvious who they are 

-drl



Lots More Landscape

February 8, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Various things from the past couple days related to Susskind, the Landscape, and his
book The Cosmic Landscape:

The paper Computational Complexity of the Landscape I by Frederik Denef and
Michael Douglas is out. They show that even in simplified models of string theory
vacua the problem of finding a model with CC in the anthropically determined range
is NP-hard. This strongly indicates that in practice you can’t ever do what
landscapeologists have optimistically hoped might be possible: pick out those vacua
with anthropically acceptable values of the CC, and somehow use them to make
predictions. Denef and Douglas end by bringing up a peculiar possibility: what if
direct evidence for string theory is found (they’re kind of vague on how this going to
happen…), but the problem of actually identifying our vacuum state remains
intractable?

This raises the possibility that we might someday convince ourselves that string
theory contains candidate vacua which could describe our universe, but that we will
never be able to explicitly characterize them.

Lubos has a posting about this, including an exchange of comments with Frederik. On
the whole I tend to see eye to eye with Lubos about the Landscape, although not here,
where he’s frantically trying to dismiss the Denef-Douglas results, which look pretty
solid to me.

The Philadelphia Enquirer has an editorial entitled A scientific leap, but without the
faith, by Amanda Gefter, who did the recent interview with Susskind in New Scientist.
Gefter tries to argue that string theory, unlike intelligent design, is science despite
not being falsifiable. I don’t have the time or energy here to do justice to her
argument or the problems I have with it (for one thing, she thinks string theory is
breathtakingly beautiful). Science and Theology News has an article about the Gefter
editorial called Intelligent design versus string theory which kind of misses the point,
claiming that string theory can be falsified.

This month’s American Scientist has a review of Susskind’s book by cosmologist John
Peacock entitled A Universe Tuned for Life . The review is pretty much uncritical, and
mainly happy that Susskind is anti-religion:

These obligatory small criticisms should in no way detract from Susskind’s
tremendous achievement. This book is a fine piece of popular science writing, but it is
particularly significant for the timeliness of its message. Susskind emphasizes that
the whole structure of the universe requires an active Creator no more than does the
human eye or the temperature of the Earth. At a time when more and more people
seem happy with a creation that took place 6,009 years ago, this lesson needs
repeating.
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Peacock actually feels that Susskind doesn’t go far enough in trashing the 20th
century idea that there is some simple, compelling physical theory that explains the
way the world works:

But if life on Earth is a random accident in a universe where only chance yielded laws
of physics suitable for life, why stop there? Perhaps string theory itself is nothing
special and only part of a wider spectrum of possible prescriptions for reality. If the
search for a unique and inevitable explanation of Nature has proved illusory at every
step, is it really plausible that suddenly string theory can make everything right at the
last? Reading Susskind’s book should make you doubt that possibility, in which case
we may have reached the end of the search for underlying simplicity that has driven
physics since the beginning.

Finally, last night’s new papers on the arXiv included the surprising inclusion of one
on Emergent Gravity by Jack Sarfatti. Famously, supposedly Sarfatti had been banned
from publishing on the arXiv, but now I guess the arXiv has changed it standards. I
still haven’t heard from them about why they’re banning trackbacks to this site, but
perhaps there’s an explanation as to why they have finally found a paper by Sarfatti
acceptable. It includes exactly two references, one to a 1976 paper about defects in
condensed matter physics, the second to, you guessed it, Susskind’s The Cosmic
Landscape.

Update: Chris W. correctly points out that I mistakenly had Gefter referring to string
theory as “strikingly beautiful”, when it was general relativity she was referring to in
this context.

Update: As a commenter pointed out, there’s a long, uninformed discussion of string
theory and intelligent design over at The Panda’s Thumb. Many of the people
commenting over there seem to believe that string theory is testable, and even invoke
the latest SLAC story. Please don’t bring that particular discussion over here now. If
you’re in the mood, contribute over there. Unfortunately I don’t have the time or
energy at the moment…

Comments

1. Chris W.
February 9, 2006

Gefter was referring to general relativity when she used the phrase
“breathtakingly beautiful”. Regarding string theory, she says:

…, string theory is lacking in testable predictions, but more important, it is
lacking some underlying principle to give it deep explanatory power. Still,
scientists pursue it because they see paths of unification, shards of beauty,
glimmers of ultimate reality.

2. Michael
February 9, 2006
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Sarfatti

interesting bit on wikipedia about Dr. Sarfatti. he seems like a cool guy.

3. Christine
February 9, 2006

There is also this paper by Craig J. Hogan I have commented here recently.

4. Alejandro
February 9, 2006

There is a nice discussion on the “ID vs String Theory” debate going on at The
Panda’s Thumb.

5. JP
February 9, 2006

When was Sarfatti banned from ArXiv.org? What was the reason?

6. Alejandro RIvero
February 9, 2006

The “convince ourselves” parragraph is strinkingl similar to arguments about
continuum hipothesis.

7. woit
February 9, 2006

I don’t know the whole history of Sarfatti’s interactions with the arXiv, and I’d
rather not have a thread here about the conflicts he and others have had with
them in the past. The interesting question of the moment is why they seem to
have changed their policy, exactly when he starts writing about the landscape
and referring to Susskind.

Privately I have heard through another party that Sarfatti sent out many
requests for endorsements, and that he himself doesn’t know how many of them
led to endorsements, or why the arXiv has changed its policy towards him. I’ve
certainly noticed in recent months some rather, let us to be polite say “non-
mainstream” articles being posted, even in hep-th, of a sort that I believe in the
past were not allowed. What they had in common was that they somehow
claimed to be about string theory. This has raised the question in my mind of
whether the landscape pseudo-science gaining ground in the mainstream
particle theory community is starting to infect the arXiv in general, leading to a
breakdown in long-held understandings of what is legitimate theoretical physics
worthy of inclusion in the arXiv, and what isn’t.

If anyone actually knows what is going on at the arXiv on this issue, I’d be
interested in hearing about it.

8. Amanda
February 9, 2006
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I’ve certainly noticed in recent months some rather, let us to be polite say “non-
mainstream” articles being posted, even in hep-th, of a sort that I believe in the
past were not allowed.

Really? Can you give some examples? Of topics, if you prefer not to be too
specific.

9. woit
February 9, 2006

I didn’t keep specific track of these as I saw them, but here’s one example:

hep-th/0601104

This seems to me very much the sort of thing that traditionally would not be
allowed on hep-th, with the fact that “string theory” is mentioned the only reason
it got on there.

10. Hal
February 9, 2006

I know that anthropic and multiverse theories are not well thought of around
here, for understandable reasons. Nevertheless there are philosophical
arguments that can provide guidance through even the thicket of an infinite
multiverse. The basic principle is this: that the universe should be as complex as
necessary to create intelligent life, but no more so. Justifying and defending this
principle obviously takes more room than is available here in the margin  so I
will just point to the works of Max Tegmark and Jurgen Schmidhuber.

11. John Gonsowski
February 9, 2006

One can have a David Deutsch-like multiverse without a Susskind-like anthropic
landscape and that’s a good thing.

12. Luboš Motl
February 10, 2006

I am happy that you consider the newest paper about the anthropic principle and
the meta-statistical analysis of the vacua solid, Peter. Why is it good news that
Peter Woit goes anthropic? It’s because we have finally some kind of diversity in
the blogosphere, and I don’t have to worry that Michael’s and Frederik’s
attitudes to the vacuum selection issues are underrepresented. 

13. Alejandro Rivero
February 10, 2006

Well, my own papers had got a good historical record of “unappropiateness” in
the ArXiV, and recently I have found they are passing more smoothly. So either
my writting is going better, or the arxiv has revamped some criteria after the
appointment of new supervisors last year.



14. Chris W.
February 10, 2006

From Peter:

I’ve certainly noticed in recent months some rather, let us to be polite
say “non-mainstream” articles being posted, even in hep-th, of a sort
that I believe in the past were not allowed. What they had in common
was that they somehow claimed to be about string theory. This has
raised the question in my mind of whether the landscape pseudo-
science gaining ground in the mainstream particle theory community is
starting to infect the arXiv in general, leading to a breakdown in long-
held understandings of what is legitimate theoretical physics worthy of
inclusion in the arXiv, and what isn’t.

How about these: Papers by the author of A Solution to the Fermi Paradox:
The Solar System, part of a Galactic Hypercivilization?:

Besides these simple solutions there are many more exotic proposals.
For example, a rather drastic expansionist solution is given by the
theoretical physicist Cumrun Vafa, at Harvard University, who thinks
that the fact that we do not see aliens around could be the first proof of
the existence of brane worlds: all advanced aliens would have
emigrated to better parallel universes [7].

15. woit
February 10, 2006

Chris W.

That is one of the best arguments for brane worlds I know of. Note that this
author’s papers in recent years have been on in the unmoderated “physics”
sections rather than one of the moderated sections like hep-th. What I’m
interested in is whether their moderation policy has changed or is changing.

16. woit
February 10, 2006

Correction: the “physics” section is also moderated, although presumably in a
somewhat different way than the other sections.

17. Alejandro RIvero
February 12, 2006

Well I am happy that at least it has been changing or changed during the last
year, because it let me to arxive some things I can need to check in the future
-lot of susy and/or topcondensation going on-, and it is important to have them
handy and public even if not in “publishable” form. I hope it will remain at the
current moderation level and no go back to the old ages.

PS: Alejandro, could you please to use at least the initial of your surname, to

http://www.arxiv.org/find/physics/1/au:+Gato_Rivera_B/0/1/0/all/0/1
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avoid confusion?
PS2: It seems that a Sarfatti has answered to this thread in a different one.

18. Christine
February 21, 2006

P.C.W. Davies submitted this paper recently to astro-ph:

The problem of what exists. The abstract is:

Popular multiverse models such as the one based on the string theory
landscape require an underlying set of unexplained laws containing
many specific features and highly restrictive prerequisites. I explore
the consequences of relaxing some of these prerequisites with a view
to discovering whether any of them might be justified anthropically.
Examples considered include integer space dimensionality, the
immutable, Platonic nature of the laws of physics and the no-go
theorem for strong emergence. The problem of why some physical laws
exist, but others which are seemingly possible do not, takes on a new
complexion following this analysis, although it remains an unsolved
problem in the absence of an additional criterion.

19. woit
February 21, 2006

Christine,

Thanks a lot for pointing out the Davies multiverse paper, I hadn’t noticed it.!

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602420
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602420


Swampiness on Long Island

February 9, 2006
Categories: Swampland

At first I thought this must be an April Fool’s day joke, but I just checked the calendar,
and it’s not April 1 yet. For the last few years Stony Brook has been running a
workshop on math and physics during the summer, funded by Jim Simons of
Renaissance Technologies. The topic for this summer has just been announced, it’s
“The String Landscape and the Swampland”. A poster for the workshop is now on-
line, featuring a large picture of a swamp. You really couldn’t make this kind of thing
up.

Comments

1. Sakura-chan
February 9, 2006

Susskind can be the Swamp Thing.

2. Michael
February 9, 2006

Peter, the swampland program aims at boiling down the landscape as much as
possible — hopefully killing it eventually. It is a residual part of physics and
reason in the whole landscape business and has recently lead to interesting
progress (the “gravity is weak paper” by Vafa, Motl et. al.). Why would you mock
such a thing? Oh, right! I forgot about your ignorance and agenda — for just one
second…

3. D R Lunsford
February 10, 2006

SWAMP THING
YOU MAKE MY HEART SING
YOU MAKE EVERYTHING – GROOVY!
SWAMP THING!

-drl

4. sunderpeeche
February 10, 2006

From the poster (2nd para)

“These workshops focus on the intersection between physics and mathematics,
particularly in the context of string theory. One of the themes of the fourth
workshop will be the String Landscape and the Swampland — what are the

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork4/main.html
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork4/main.html


general constraints on low energy physics that follow from string theory?”

So it’s a picture of a swamp. Why not? At least there is an officially stated
attempt to obtain general constraints on low energy physics. The workshop may
not succeed (no falsifiable predictions after 20 years after all….) but it’s a
reasonable poster and a reasonable agenda.

5. Chris Oakley
February 10, 2006

Michael,

I cannot speak for Peter, but I can certainly tell you why I think that a conference
on the Stringy Swampland chaired by Cumrun “the aliens have left us for a more
happening universe” Vafa is a worthy subject of derision.

This is supposed to be PHYSICS. Remember physics? Experiments that did not
work at school … lots of mathematics. Names like Maxwell, Rayleigh, Rutherford
and Thomson (after which the forms at my school were named – I was in
Rayleigh, but I digress). It is an EXPERIMENTAL science. In the case of the
Stringy Swampland possible experimental tests are so far away that one can
hardly imagine them. It is a more a case of “I had a dream. It never became a
reality, but I refuse to give up on it.”

I did not go into particle physics for the chicks and the fast cars. Sorry, I should
rephrase that: IF there had been chicks and fast cars on offer in going into
particle physics, THEN it would not have been the reason for my choosing it. I
went into it because I wanted answers.

As an undergraduate, once I got over my initial difficulties with quantum
mechanics, I came to appreciate what an outstanding framework it is. Atomic
physics can just as easily be called “the application of quantum mechanics to
single atoms” and solid state physics can just be called “the application of
quantum mechanics to regular arrays of atoms”. Nuclear physics suffers from
the problem that we do not know the equations of motion, but to the extent that
we can apply quantum mechanics to it, we do.

At the end of my undergraduate course a number of important questions were
left unanswered. I was expecting graduate courses on quantum field theory to
answer them. I also expected the QFT I learned to have ordinary quantum
mechanics contained within it. It does not. QFT as currently practised only
applies to scattering processes and so does not have anything to say about bound
states. Those who laud the Lamb Shift calculation as one of the triumphs of
modern science should remember this fact. You can get the phenomenally
accurate theoretical value only if you step around a few truly nasty
inconsistencies and use a different framework, supposedly more elementary, to
provide the basis in which you operate.
Of course, I did not like any of this, so as soon as I was reasonably able to do so,
I set about trying to find something better.

As this work progressed, I realised that nobody much wanted me to succeed.



Whereas I could understand this coming from those whose claim to have already
solved the problems I disputed, I could not understand it coming from the
particle physics mainstream.

My approach to problem solving is really quite simple: identify the biggest
problem and just go and solve it in the most direct way possible. Listen to others,
but ultimately trust only your own judgement.

This philosophy, I felt, worked in re-doing the bathroom in my mother’s house in
1992. It also worked in building systems for derivatives trading at UBS and
Nomura, but for theoretical physics, it was a disaster. Even now, if I were to ask
to give a talk on my work on theoretical physics, I would just be fobbed off with
excuses.

Yet my philosophy is no different from that of the huge numbers of scientists and
technicians trying to do their best at whatever they do throughout the world.
These are the people who were not child prodigies, and about whom articles do
not regularly appear in the New York Times. But it is through the efforts of these
unsung heroes that the boundaries of knowledge are slowly pushed back, or the
quality of life slowly improves. They know that most people will not be interested
in their views on extra dimensions or aliens, but, through trial and a lot of error,
they become good at one specific thing, something that would be totally boring
to anyone other than themselves.

String theorists will probably regard these people as inferior, but as far as I am
concerned, it is the String theorists who need to learn.

As far as I can see, theoretical particle physicists behave more like excitable
teenagers than scientists. “Right” and “wrong” is irrelevant – “cool” and
“uncool” is far more important. In 1982 it was “cool” to do Supersymmetry. So
everyone had to do Supersymmetry. Everyone was watching each other, and
regulating what they say, either in talks or papers, not on the basis of whether it
was true of not, but on the basis of whether it corresponded to the consensual
view. I refused to play this game after the first few months. If something was
true, I said it was true. If it was false, I said it was false. Result? Soon nobody
wanted to hear what I had to say at all. And then, of course, there is the guru
factor. Not such a big deal in 1982, but now … if Ed Witten said that the universe
was sneezed out of a being called the Great White Arkleseizure it would only be
a matter of days before papers started to appear on the flow equations of the
sneezing and the reasons why the Arkleseizure had to be white (the latter
probably coming from some string theorist in the deep south).

The reason why fundamental physics is where it is today, is simply because that
is where it wants to be. There is no contact with experiment because they are
not interested in experiments. They follow where the group mentality leads
them, and if that is into a swamp, then so be it.

“Gadarene swine” was the phrase I heard to describe this phenomenon. Not my
words, but those of a highly-respected theoretical particle physicist, but now
running the UK’s fusion project.



6. Chris Oakley
February 10, 2006

Anticipating objections from Lattice gauge theorists: I know that Lattice gauge
theories are in reasonable shape for hadronic bound states, but this obviously
does not include the Hydrogen atom.

7. Dombono
February 10, 2006

I don’t know where or how you learned quantum field theory but I guess you
took a really bad course on it taught by a perturbative S-matrix guy :). Of course
quantum field theory covers bound states and of course computations involving
hydrogen atoms are much much simpler and easier and more accurate than
computations involving hadrons, both because QED is weakly coupled and also
because the hydrogen atom only involves two valence particles. People don’t
work on lattice QED (as much) because they don’t need to but there’s nothing
stopping anyone from working on it.

If Witten were to write a paper on the Great White Arkleseizure, he will
immediately lose all credibility within a day and will be dismissed as a formerly
great physicist-turned-crackpot. Physicists take him seriously because his work
has been consistently profound and CORRECT.

8. woit
February 10, 2006

I realize that this posting was kind of a rant of my own, so encourages ranting,
but I’d rather keep that kind of thing to a minimum. Please, stop with the rants,
or with responses to them. Except for Lubos of course, whose ranting is kind of
entertaining….

I’ve written about this swampland stuff elsewhere several times, but I guess I
should again explain exactly what the problems with it are, since some people
seem to not know what it’s about, thinking it is about “boiling down the
landscape” or trying to understand whether the standard model can be the low
energy limit of a string theory, something obviously of interest.

Vafa et. al.’s swampland program isn’t about getting rid of the landscape at all, it
accepts that all the possible string vacua coming from KKLT and other similar
constructions all exist. The “swampland” consists of effective field theories that
no one has yet come up with a proposed way of getting as low energy limits of
string theory. It explicitly does not include the standard model, for which there
are many proposed constructions as string vacua (whether any of them actually
do give exactly the standard model, and if so, whether there are so many that the
theory is unpredictive, is an open question). This whole subject explicitly is not
about understanding the real world, it is about understanding aspects of low
energy limits of string theories that have nothing to do with the real world.

The most recent “swampland” work that has gotten a lot of attention argues that
in effective field theories coming from string theory gauge forces cannot be



much weaker than gravitational forces. Whether or not you believe this, it’s
completely irrelevant to the real world, where gravitational forces are much,
much weaker than gauge forces.

Besides the fact that this subject explicitly has nothing to do with the real world,
there’s another problem. Historically there have been lots of claims that “you
can’t get X from string theory”, just about all of which have turned out to be true
once someone seriously tried to get X from string theory. For one example of this
phenomenon, take a look at

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html

which is a posting by Jacques Distler about Vafa’s original swampland note. In
the posting Jacques gives as an example the supposed fact that you can’t get an
effective field theory with only one or two generations of fermions out of string
theory. More or less immediately, Volker Braun wrote in to tell him how to do it.

Besides the above scientific problems, there are other reasons I find the whole
thing completely bizarre. One uses the metaphor of a swamp to indicate
somewhere extremely unpleasant that you are in danger of getting lost in, stuck
in the mud, and unable to ever get out of (e.g. “Iraq is a swamp for the US
military, just like Vietnam”). Why would anyone want to describe their proposed
research program as going into a swamp, and make up posters with swamp
pictures? This really amazes me no end…..

9. sunderpeeche
February 10, 2006

Swamps are often associated with disease (tropical swamps and malaria). But
swamps are also rich ecological systems. They teem with life. Many tropical
swamps have large deposits of crude oil under them. Things like peat bogs (not a
swamp?) eventually become coal deposits, after millions of years. These things
have to start off somehow, and perhaps don’t look pretty at the beginning (if
ever). I guess the word swamp doesn’t bother me. But it’s just a personal
opinion.

10. J.F. Moore
February 10, 2006

Perhaps there is an element of psychology at play: taking ownership of a
perceived weakness to preempt its use in a derisive way. A common example of
this is the outrageous dress used in gay rights marches, or people who poke fun
at themselves to offset a deeper narcissism. Just a guess.

Anyway, it’s not even a very nice graphic that they use.

11. Who
February 10, 2006

There may be an unconscious or unintended reference to [i] ignis fatuus[/i]
(fools’ fire associated with marshes)

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000651.html
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another name for this is Will-‘o-the-Wisp
http://www.worldwidewords.org/weirdwords/ww-wil1.htm

“Both will-o’-the-wisp and ignis fatuus are used figuratively for some false idea or
influence that leads people astray.”

Folks lost in swamp may in some cases have pursued will-‘o-the-wisp.

12. D R Lunsford
February 10, 2006

Moore – that was profound. You’re onto something there.

-drl

13. J.F. Moore
February 10, 2006

Thanks, I’m glad you think so. That is probably the closest I will come to saying
something profound here.

http://www.worldwidewords.org/weirdwords/ww-wil1.htm
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Hawking Goes Anthropic

February 10, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Stephen Hawking and Thomas Hertog have a new paper out, called Populating the
Landscape: A Top Down Approach. It contains his version of the anthropic landscape
idea, based on his “no-boundary” idea of quantum cosmology (sometimes also
referred to as the “Hartle-Hawking wavefunction”), and he refers to it as “top-down
cosmology”.

Here’s part of the summary:

In a top down approach one computes amplitudes for alternative histories of the
universe with final boundary conditions only. The boundary conditions act as late time
constraints on the alternatives and select the subclass of histories that contribute to
the amplitude of interest. This enables one to test the proposal, by searching among
the conditional probabilities for predictions of future observations with probabilities
near one. In top down cosmology the histories of the universe thus depend on the
precise question asked, i.e. on the set of constraints that one imposes…

The top down approach we have described leads to a profoundly different view of
cosmology, and the relation between cause and effect. Top down cosmology is a
framework in which one essentially traces the histories backwards, from a spacelike
surface at the present time. The no boundary histories of the universe thus depend on
what is being observed, contrary to the usual idea that the universe has a unique,
observer independent history. In some sense no boundary initial conditions represent
a sum over all possible initial states. This is in sharp contrast with the bottom-up
approach, where one assumes there is a single history with a well defined starting
point and evolution.

and

We have also discussed the anthropic principle. This can be implemented in top down
cosmology, through the specification of final boundary conditions that select histories
where life emerges. Anthropic reasoning within the top down approach is reasonably
well-defined, and useful to the extent that it provides a qualitative understanding for
the origin of certain late time conditions that one finds are needed in top down
cosmology.

I haven’t completely understood this yet, especially the author’s claims that they can
use these ideas to say something about the shape of primordial fluctuation spectra,
but the whole thing doesn’t sound obviously any more promising than other
approaches to the anthropic landscape. Here, as usual, I agree with Lubos’s
comments on this. But despite this, he seems to have removed me from his blogroll.
My feelings are hurt.

Comments
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1. Kea
February 10, 2006

This is great! I must go and read it. On the face of what is quoted here, it sounds
much more like a topos sort of landscape than a Stringy one. 8)

2. andy.s
February 10, 2006

Re: Lubos Delinking.

Maybe it’s because you’ve been agreeing with him so much lately. It’s probably
getting on his nerves.

3. mathjunkie
February 10, 2006

andy.s has the point.

4. Dave Bacon
February 10, 2006

Hasn’t Hawking always used the anthropic principle? I can remember reading
his Brief History back in high school and getting very upset with it for using said
argument. And I’m pretty certain that during at least one talk I attended while
and undergrad at Caltech (93-97) he gave a talk which basically was in support
of the anthropic principle.

5. A. nonymous
February 10, 2006

I would guess that Lubos does not consider this blog to be ‘led by science’.

Regarding Hawking’s paper….

It would appear that all the anthropic stuff amount to no more than fitting data
to observed values. There are three (large) spatial dimensions; use that as a
constraint on the present state of the universe and say the word “anthropic”
while doing so.

When he makes contact with string theory, he suggests using the geometry of
the internal space as part of the boundary conditions which describe the current
state of the universe. Then he suggests that only a few metastable landscape
vacua will emerge from his procedure. But the problem is that we aren’t able to
determine what the present geometry of the internal space is (by any
conceivable experiment, as Peter likes to point out). If we were able to determine
that, we would know which part of the landscape we were in already. I may be
missing Hawking’s point here, though.

He says that the largest contribution to the history of the universe comes from
configurations in which the universe popped into existence by quantum means –
is this a result which has been proved in Euclidean quantum gravity, or not



proved at all, or proved more generally? It sounds a little suspicious when
somebody says that the present state of the universe is independent of an initial
state because the universe with the prescribed initial state will undergo quantum
disappearance and be quantumly replaced by a new one.

Any predictions which will come from his proposal would seem to need to
incorporate more constraints than merely the constraints that come from
observed values, anthropic or not. It sounds superficially like his “no boundary”
proposal provides the additional information that could lead to predictions, but
then for any application of it, he puts his favorite instanton at the beginning of
the universe and draws conclusions from that. How do we know that there isn’t
an uncountable number of possible instantons that can match up expanding
Lorentzian space with no boundary?

6. Kea
February 10, 2006

A.

Yes. The anthropic discussion isn’t too alarming here, because the authors point
out that such reasoning is simply one kind of constraint.

“Top down cosmology is also more general than anthropic reasoning, because
there is a wider range of selection effects that can be quantitatively taken into
account.”

7. Haelfix
February 10, 2006

Hawking has always been a strong anthropic principle advocate, long before he
even was interested in String theory. He used to talk about the unsolvability of
the fine tuning problems in Inflation theory during astrophysics conferences. I
always thought his point of view was needlessly dark and depressing and
premature to the extreme.

Anyway, im not a big fan of the no boundary proposal either (a rare topic in QG I
know a little about). Wave functions of the universe and things like that are so
plagued by conceptual difficulties (like even trying to define what hilbert space
you are talking about), that they are rarely taken to be more than gimmicks by
people in the field. Its an old story really, and goes back to the eternal problems
of defining time in quantum gravity (eg the WDW eqn), and when to take
euclidean path integrals seriously (in the HH approach, the integral is not
bounded from below) . Not to mention its kinda problematic to leave so many
gravitational degrees of freedom un quantisized.

But in the ill understood field of qg cosmology, I guess crude treatments like this
are as good as you’re likely to get at this stage of the game, at least until we get
a better microscopic treatment from somewhere else (eg perhaps string theory).

8. John Gonsowski
February 10, 2006



OK if the present is determining a history does that mean the past’s present lives
through a history via the future? I may need to rephrase this my head hurts.

9. R.R. Tucci
February 11, 2006

I think I finally understand what string theorists mean by the Anthropic
Principle. What Hawking et al are doing is a pretty standard Bayesian
calculation. I’m not sure that this Bayesian technique will be fruitful in the case
of String Theory. I don’t even know if it makes sense philosophically and logically
to apply this technique to String Theory, but the technique itself is firm and solid,
and well known outside of String Theory. This technique can be used within the
realm of classical probability to select those classical histories that are more
promising, or it can used within quantum theory to select quantum histories.
The “final boundary conditions” correspond to the final nodes of a Bayesian
Network, and what they are trying to do is to update the probabilities of the non-
final nodes of the network based on their observation of the final nodes. As often
happens in Physics, these people are reinventing the wheel. It would help if they
were less proud and used the language and techniques that have already been
developed by statisticians to do this, instead of pretending that there are no
precedents. (For those of you who are not familiar with Bayesian Networks,
there are a zillion reviews on the web. A Google search for “Bayesian Networks”
yields about half a million hits.)

10. Steve
February 11, 2006

I strongly agree with the above comments about rediscovering the Bayesian
approach.

Another place to look for background information is the comment that I added to
Lubos’ posting, where I summarised what I think are the relevant parts of the
Bayesian approach.

11. Kea
February 11, 2006

See also a paper by Marlow

12. George
February 11, 2006

Lubos removes views he does not like. He is a right winger alright and it comes
through in his science as well. It is becoming more and more common for the
right to supress debate and ideas they disagree with. It is so revealing in light of
the history of right wing repressive societies… now unfortunately we are living in
one too. I will listen in on you, but trust me, I am only after the bad guys, and I
define the who and what is bad and… so don’t worry…

13. Wolfgang
February 12, 2006

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/02/hartle-hawking-susskind-unification.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/02/hartle-hawking-susskind-unification.html
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Peter,

the link is back, but you need to scroll down a bit 

14. Eli Rabett
February 12, 2006

Technically Motl is not an apparatchik, but a member of the nomenklatura

15. mathjunkie
February 13, 2006

Yes, the link of Peter’s weblog appears on Lubos weblog again. They become
friends again.

16. Chris Oakley
February 13, 2006

mathjunkie,

It could just be that the former StB operative that Lubos hired to rub Peter out
has been detained by US immigration. Or he went to the wrong place. Check the
newspapers to see if a maths professor called New York at Woit University in
Columbia has recently been wasted.

17. ObsessiveMathsFreak
February 13, 2006

Slightly offtopic, but I am pleasantly surprised that such a well known and also
“venerable” physicist such as Hawking would publish first on arXiv.org instead
on a journal. It’s surprising how much times have changed.

18. Steve Myers
February 13, 2006

After quick run through of paper — yes, Bayesian. But don’t see much in it. A
personal note: back, about 20 years ago, when I wasted my time thinking about
cosmology, I wrote Hawking asking about an idea I had that involved infinite neg.
E at big bang, plus other dumb stuff. He replied that yes, there at that singularity
was the problem & that’s what he was working on. It was a pleasant note & he
thanked me for the book I’d sent.

19. mathjunkie
February 14, 2006

Chris,

I’ll check the newspapers!

20. Aaron Bergman
February 14, 2006



I strongly agree with the above comments about rediscovering the Bayesian
approach.

Nobody I know who thinks about this sort of thing is unaware of Bayesian
statistics.



Susskind Letter to NYT Book Review

February 11, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

This is about the sixth week in a row that the Sunday New York Times Book Review
has had something about string theory or the Landscape controversy. It has become
the main place in the popular press to follow this. Tomorrow’s issue contains a letter
from Susskind responding to the recent review of his book by Corey Powell.

Susskind has two complaints about the review:

1. That he was not engaging in “braggadocio” by writing “as much as I would very
much like to balance things by explaining the opposing side, I simply can’t find that
other side” since “The comment merely reflects a fact that all parties, on both sides of
the controversy, agree upon: as things stand now, there is no explanation of the fine
tunings of nature other than the one discussed in my book.”

This isn’t really accurate. For fine tunings other than the CC, there are other widely
accepted explanations (e.g. supersymmetry). For the CC, many people don’t believe
that the anthropic string theory landscape is really an explanation, at least not a
scientific one.

2. He justifiably complains that Powell accuses him of believing that we are about to
discover a “final answer” to the problems of fundamental physics. He is quite right
that he doesn’t actually make any such claim, and that his point of view and Powell’s
don’t differ here.

Update: The Moonie-owned right-wing newspaper The Washington Times has a
review of Susskind’s book. It describes the argument of the book and ends:
To religious believers, the idea that the universe is designed by a Creator to allow the
existence of human life is fundamental. To Mr. Susskind and those who think like him,
that idea is so unacceptable that they are willing to abandon the idea that nature
follows one set of laws, the principle upon which modern science was founded.

The reviewer at least has noticed that Susskind is giving up on modern science,
although he attributes this to Susskind’s unwillingness to face up to evidence for
intelligent design, instead of unwillingness to face up to the failure of his pet theory.

Comments

1. Who
February 11, 2006

“… I simply can’t find that other side” since “The comment merely reflects a fact
that all parties, on both sides of the controversy, agree upon: as things stand
now, there is no explanation of the fine tunings of nature other than the one
discussed in my book.”

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/02/12/books/review/12mail.html?_r=1&pagewanted=all&oref=slogin
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This looks like a remarkable case of forgetfulness (or glossing over the facts). In
2004 Susskind registered the existence of a testable explanation (CNS) by
posting attempted rebuttals on the arxiv. One of these was subsequently deleted.
He entered into an inconclusive exchange over CNS, which included one or more
letters published at Not Even Wrong, if I remember correctly, after Smolin
posted hep-th/0407213. Susskind was sufficiently exercised about CNS within
the past two years that he ought to be cognizant of it, and acknowledge that he
knows of a proposed “explanation of the fine tunings of nature” which is
empirically testable.

The CNS explanation may be wrong, but it makes testable predictions and has
not yet been shown to be so. This is normal for scientific theories, which stand
until falsified since final confirmation is impossible.

It is obvious that “all parties, on both sides of the controversy” do NOT agree
that no explanation has been proposed and thus that there is no “other side” to
be mentioned. Susskind suppresses the fact that he has engaged in heated
debate with one of the parties on the other side.

2. Who
February 12, 2006

BTW the topic of the thread is not Susskind in general so much as the two points
he made in his letter to the NYT. We can ignore his complaint #2 which Peter
says is justified—it was probably included only for completeness. His complaint
#1, however, can be challenged.

**”… I simply can’t find that other side” since “The comment merely reflects a
fact that all parties, on both sides of the controversy, agree upon: as
things stand now, there is no explanation of the fine tunings of nature
other than the one discussed in my book.”**

This assertion was challenged by Peter.

It can also be refuted by reference to an article by Susskind himself posted on
the arxiv

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407266
Cosmic Natural Selection
Leonard Susskind

This article by Susskind deals with a proposed (and so-far not eliminated)
“explanation of the fine tunings of nature” other than the one discussed in
Susskind’s book. The fact that he wrote the article shows that he is aware of the
existence of this alternative explanation. So when he says that he “can’t find” an
alternative explanation, or that one does not exist, he is not being forthcoming,
and is spreading a misconception.

3. arnold
February 12, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407266
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407266


was my comment censored? why?

I am very disappointed…..

4. woit
February 12, 2006

arnold,

I was away from this for over a day, when I came back there were a large
number of comments, many of them irrelevant to the topic, so I deleted quite a
few, but then realized that I shouldn’t have deleted so many. Unfortunately, once
deleted, I have way of retrieving them.

In particular, someone pointed out that it is not true that “all parties” agree that
the Landscape is the only explanation of fine-tuning, that “God said so” is an
explanation that has many adherents. This is true, and it’s true that this kind of
explanation is just as scientific as Susskind’s.

5. arnold
February 12, 2006

Hi Peter,
thanks for clarifying.

I was worried that you were adopting the same policy as Lubos: just ban
whoever thinks differently!

In particular I completely agree with you: I wanted to point out again that these
two explanations are at the same level. No proof, you have to believe them.

6. D R Lunsford
February 12, 2006

arnold – Peter only deletes comments that need to be deleted. As the author of
many deleted comments, I can attest to Peter’s editorial skill.

-drl

7. woit
February 12, 2006

Can’t decide, should I delete that last one or not… These editorial decisions are
sometimes difficult.

8. Chris Oakley
February 13, 2006

Those who complain about deleted comments should remember that this is
Peter’s party and he can invite who he likes.

Personally, I am just grateful that there is anyone at a respectable university



prepared to give higher priority to truthfulness than acceptance by the academic
community. A lot more of this needs to happen.

9. ObsessiveMathsFreak
February 13, 2006

To religious believers, the idea that the universe is designed by a
Creator to allow the existence of human life is fundamental. To Mr.
Susskind and those who think like him, that idea is so unacceptable
that they are willing to abandon the idea that nature follows one set of
laws, the principle upon which modern science was founded.

OK, now I’m lost. This is like an Agatha Christie novel. Can anyone me exactly
who believes what now? Is this going to turn out that science was in fact
murdered by every other passenger on the train!?

10. anon
February 13, 2006

OMF:

Nearly everyone is out to destroy science for their own ends, so Susskind isn’t
alone. Newton had to overcome all kinds of bigotry.

Newton is the founder of laws of nature. He discovered an inverse square law
proof (for circular orbits only) in 1666, but only published his book in 1687. The
major delay was doing extra work and finding a framework to avoid three kinds
of objectors:

(1) Religious objections (hence religious style laws of ‘nature’/God)
(2) Petty colleagues who would ridicule any errors/omissions
(3) ‘Little smatterers’ (Newton’s term) against innovation (=> Latin)

It would have been delayed longer if Halley had not funded the printing from his
own pocket when he did.

11. Who
February 13, 2006

the case for resorting to anthropics always seems to have a step where the
speaker throws up hands and says “we have no alternative, it’s forced on us!” (as
in the Sussking NYT letter where he pretends he could find no alternative
explanation of fine tuning)

This step in argument involves suppressing or conveniently forgetting about
CNS. I hope this will be come progressively more awkward. One thing that may
help is a new article to appear in ELSEVIER HANDBOOK IN PHILOSOPHY OF
PHYSICS, by G. F.R. Ellis of the University of Cape Town. This was posted on
arxiv today.

see pages 41 and 46 of



http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602280
Issues in the Philosophy of Cosmology
George F. R. Ellis
To appear in the Handbook in Philosophy of Physics, Ed J Butterfield and J
Earman (Elsevier, 2006)

quote from page 41
***Option 5: Cosmological Natural Selection. If a process of re-expansion after
collapse to a black hole were properly established, it opens the way to the
concept not merely of evolution of the Universe in the sense that its structure
and contents develop in time, but in the sense that the Darwinian selection of
expanding universe regions could take place, as proposed by Smolin [205]. The
idea is that there could be collapse to black holes followed by re-expansion, but
with an alteration of the constants of physics through each transition, so that
each time there is an expansion phase, the action of physics is a bit different. The
crucial point then is that some values of the constants will lead to production of
more black holes, while some will result in less. This allows for evolutionary
selection favouring the expanding universe regions that produce more black
holes (because of the favourable values of physical constants operative in those
regions), for they will have more “daughter” expanding universe regions. Thus
one can envisage natural selection favouring those physical constants that
produce the maximum number of black holes. The problem here is twofold. First,
the supposed ‘bounce’ mechanism has never been fully explicated. Second, it is
not clear — assuming this proposed process can be explicated in detail – that the
physics which maximizes black hole production is necessarily also the physics
that favours the existence of life. If this argument could be made water-
tight, this would become probably the most powerful of the multiverse
proposals. ***

quote from page 46
***9.2.8 Physical or biological paradigms—Adaptive Evolution?

Given that the multiverse idea must in the end be justified philosophically rather
than by scientific testing, is there a philosophically preferable version of the
idea? One can suggest there is: greater explanatory power is potentially
available by introducing the major constructive principle of biology into
cosmology, namely adaptive evolution, which is the most powerful process known
that can produce ordered structure where none pre-existed. This is realized in
principle in Lee Smolin’s idea (Sec.9.1.6) of Darwinian adaptation when collapse
to black holes is followed by re-expansion, but with an alteration of the constants
of physics each time, so as to allow for evolutionary selection towards those
regions that produce the maximum number of black holes. The idea needs
development, but is very intriguing:

Thesis H4: The underlying physics paradigm of cosmology could be extended to
include biological insights. The dominant paradigm in cosmology is that of
theoretical physics. It may be that it will attain deeper explanatory power by
embracing biological insights, and specifically that of Darwinian evolution. The
Smolin proposal for evolution of populations of expanding universe domains
[205] is an example of this kind of thinking.

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602280
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602280


The result is different in important ways from standard cosmological theory
precisely because it embodies in one theory three of the major ideas of this
century, namely (i) Darwinian evolution of populations through competitive
selection, (ii) the evolution of the universe in the sense of major changes in its
structure associated with its expansion, and (iii) quantum theory, underlying the
only partly explicated mechanism supposed to cause reexpansion out of collapse
into a black hole. There is a great contrast with the theoretical physics paradigm
of dynamics governed simply by variational principles shaped by symmetry
considerations. It seems worth pursuing as a very different route to the
understanding of the creation of structure. 37 **

Footnote 37 is cf Susskind’s book, Chapter 13. I have not seen it. Perhaps
someone could say what is in Susskind Chapter 13 that Ellis might be
referencing?

In any case it is only a small gain but having something in an Elsevier handbook
will, I guess, make it a tiny bit more difficult for advocates of anthropics to gloss
over the existence of this alternative.

12. woit
February 13, 2006

Who,

Thanks for the reference to the Ellis article. I hadn’t seen it since I don’t
normally look at astro-ph. But please, that’s the third comment here about
Susskind not properly considering CNS. Enough is enough

CNS is just one of several alternatives to the anthropic explanation of the CC
that people have proposed, but that don’t have very wide acceptance. Maybe it’s
right, maybe not, but it’s a sociological fact in the physics community that this is
not an idea that has a lot of adherents. Susskind is correct in claiming that there
are no other ideas about the CC that have wide support among theorists. The
problem is that, while his own anthropic ideas do now have fairly wide support,
there is an even larger group of theorists that would argue that what he is
proposing isn’t actually a testable scientific proposal. Until he comes up with
some kind of test of the idea, the “anthropic explanation” of the CC is something
that I think most physicists don’t consider an actual explanation.

13. Aaron Bergman
February 13, 2006

CNS is just as bad as any other stuff. It’s just a different choice of a measure. You
still have to include some sort of anthropic prior if you feel that computing
statistical probabilities is a useful or interesting thing to do.

14. Who
February 14, 2006

Peter, I’d be interested in hearing discussion of ANY falsifiable hypothesis that
addresses the values of fundamental dimensionless constants.



Susskind calls this “explains fine tuning”—-which puts a kind of anthropic slant
on it right at the start.

I’m not talking about the (narcissistic) question of why the parameters of the
standard model are suitable to our kind of life. I mean set the issue of life aside
and propose a falsifiable hypothesis that has something to do with why the
constants are what they are.

I think you may agree that one cannot effectively counter Susskind’s “change the
rules to save my baby” initiative just by disapproving of it. Or reporting that the
majority of physicists disapprove. One has to make the alternatives visible, and
discuss them. You mentioned there are several alternative explanations. Does
each make some falsifiable assertion?

Aaron: I believe you are mistaken when you say CNS is “just an different choice
of measure”. The basic testable assertion CNS makes is that you Aaron cannot
show us a continuous deformation of the parameters—a path in parameter space
starting at the observed values—with a monotone increase in BH abundance
along that path. If you CAN find a small continuous change in the parameters
which steadily increases BH abundance then congratulations, show it to us and I
will say you have refuted CNS. It’s that simple.

To talk Bayesian priors and conditional probability is to unnecessarily force the
CNS conjecture into a Bayesian framework, at considerable risk of obfuscation. I
have been familiar with Bayesian methods for several decades—a good
(statistician, decision theorist, etc.) friend of ours has been a Bayesian at least
since the 1960s. The current buzz among physicists does not enthuse me. I think
I understand some of the appeal to string theorists in their present plight, and
why Bayesian methods look especially good. But I think it is unnecessary
complication to put everything into that framework. The initial choice of prior
and calculating conditional probabilities are often a bit dubious.

Your comment about “just a different measure” was so brief, Aaron, that I could
not be sure whether you were referring to the current Bayes buzz or something
else. If it was something else, please clarify.

15. Aaron Bergman
February 14, 2006

The basic testable assertion CNS makes is that you Aaron cannot show us a
continuous deformation of the parameters—a path in parameter space starting at
the observed values—with a monotone increase in BH abundance along that path

No, it doesn’t. CNS is just a mechanism saying that there are more universes
with black holes than universes without black holes. In other words, the measure
is highly peaked around those universes that tend to produce lots of black holes.
If you believe in that sort of statistics, then the best you can say is that it is likely
that we live near the peak of this distribution. This is exactly the same as people
putting other measures on the space of possible vacua/theories. It just so
happens that this measure has a peak (assumedly.) One would think that eternal
inflation, for example, might produce a similar phenomenon. More so, if you do



want to do that sort of statistics, you have to look at the conditional probability
based on the fact that we exist. Now, as I understand Smolin’s argument, this
probably isn’t a big effect for his assumed distribution, but the principles
involved are precisely the same.

16. Who
February 14, 2006

The basic testable assertion CNS makes is that you Aaron cannot show us a
continuous deformation of the parameters—a path in parameter space starting at
the observed values—with a monotone increase in BH abundance along that path

here I am paraphrasing what Smolin gave as the basic testable assertion of CNS
in his most recent paper about it. Please see the italicized statement at the
bottom of page 29 of his paper
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0407213
Scientific Alternatives to the Antropic Principle.
this is the bulleted statement of the CNS hypothesis in section labeled “5.2
Natural Selection”

If you will pardon me for saying so, Aaron, you seem confused about what is the
basic testable assertion of CNS. I would urge you to carefully read section 5.2 of
that paper. Don’t rely on what you may have HEARD people say that CNS
asserts—read a firsthand source.

I must be brief, not wanting to overemphasize CNS. Perhaps we could discuss
this at Physicsforums where we would not be abusing Peter’s hospitality if we
spoke at length.
——————————-

Peter, I stress that ANY directly falsifiable hypothesis bearing on why the
dimensionless parameters of the standard model and cosmology are what they
are is of interest.
What I want is something like “Statement S” in section 5.2 of Smolin’s paper in
that it is brief and clearly falsifiable, but it doesn’t have to be CNS. It would be
great to have several alternative testable explanations.

Even though I am good friends with a reputable Bayesian probabilist, I must say
that the current Bayes buzz in physics strikes me as a sign of sickness.
Smokescreen and distraction while they get anthropics and the Landscape in
through the back door. Just my opinion.

17. Aaron Bergman
February 14, 2006

If you will pardon me for saying so, Aaron, you seem confused about what is the
basic testable assertion of CNS

No, I’m really not. Smolin is precisely saying that the distribution (ie, measure)
on the ‘multiverse’ is strongly peaked. That’s all. Look on page 29. It is no more
or less testable than any other peaked measure on the space of vacua (or non-

http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0407213
http://arxiv.org/hep-th/0407213


peaked — frankly, I find the whole idea of any measure at all being testable
rather distasteful.)

18. Who
February 14, 2006

thanks for your reply Aaron. I will not say more about our difference of opinion in
this thread, out of consideration for Peter.

19. Aaron Bergman
February 14, 2006

It might be worthwhile to elaborate how CNS does not obviate anthropic
considerations. Imagine a situation, for the sake of arguments, where the
number of black holes — or whatever universe creation mechanism you prefer —
does not lead to universes particular suited for life. This does not preclude the
existence of life, however; even in a fitness landscape such as Smolin imagines,
there is percolation away from the peaks. Eventually, there will exist universes in
which life is possible. So, in this situation how would one ‘predict’ the probability
distribution of various parameters? You would condition your distribution on the
existence of life. This is exactly what the anthropic types do. That Smolin has
chosen a mechanism to get a highly peaked prior distribution isn’t particularly
relevant towards this point in principle, although the particular distribution
Smolin argues for may render the anthropic correction minor.

20. woit
February 14, 2006

Aaron,

Please, Who is right, enough about CNS unless there really is something new to
be said on the subject. This has been discussed at great length already in other
postings as well as in this one.

21. Aaron Bergman
February 14, 2006

Actually, given that “Who” posts this stuff on CNS every single time anyone
mentions the anthropic principle, I don’t think anyone has said this in his
presence. I finally got annoyed enough to post it.

But I’ll stop now.

22. Who
February 14, 2006

on an off topic thing: an essay by Halvorson on Algebraic QFT was just posted
http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0602036
Algebraic Quantum Field Theory
Hans Halvorson, Michael Mueger
202 pages; to appear in Handbook of the Philosophy of Physics (North Holland)

http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0602036
http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0602036


“Algebraic quantum field theory provides a general, mathematically precise
description of the structure of quantum field theories, and then draws out
consequences of this structure by means of various mathematical tools — the
theory of operator algebras, category theory, etc.. Given the rigor and generality
of AQFT, it is a particularly apt tool for studying the foundations of QFT. This
paper is a survey of AQFT, with an orientation towards foundational topics. In
addition to covering the basics of the theory, we discuss issues related to
nonlocality, the particle concept, the field concept, and inequivalent
representations. We also provide a detailed account of the analysis of
superselection rules by S. Doplicher, R. Haag, and J. E. Roberts (DHR); and we
give an alternative proof of Doplicher and Roberts’ reconstruction of fields and
gauge group from the category of physical representations of the observable
algebra. The latter is based on unpublished ideas due to Roberts and the
abstract duality theorem for symmetric tensor *-categories, a self-contained
proof of which is given in the appendix.”

I expect Peter would in any case find and report this at his convenience, but it
seems like happy news so I take the liberty of noting it.
Halvorson’s essay is a contribution to the same Butterfield and Earman
Handbook that Ellis essay is in!

23. urs
February 15, 2006

Given the rigor and generality of AQFT

No doubt about its rigor, but on the generality side something seems to be
missing in AQFT. There is as yet not a single physically interesting QFT which
would be describeable by AQFT.

While it is to be expected that sometime in the future QFT will be cast in a
mathematical form of the sort envisioned in AQFT, it seems that something
crucial is missing.

(For instance the locality condition in AQFT seems to be too strict, precluding
field commutators as they appear in gauge theory.)

In our math seminars we have AQFT people sitting together with those working
on the FRS description of 2D QFT. This is also rigorous, but it does describe
physically interesting interacting theories. But amusingly, nobody knows how
these two approaches are related.

and we give an alternative proof of Doplicher and Roberts’
reconstruction

In case anyone is interested, I had mentioned Michael Müger’s talk on his new
proof of Doplicher-Roberts here.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000747.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000747.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000711.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000711.html


New Frontiers in Scientific Communication

February 14, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The last couple days have seen a new phenomenon, which may or may not be some
sort of sign of the times. Two different papers appearing on the arXiv contain
references to blog postings:

1. In last night’s Cosmological Constant Seesaw in Quantum Cosmology by Michael
McGuigan, the first two references are to blog postings by Lubos Motl and Sean
Carroll.

2. A revised version of a paper by Alicki et. al. appeared over the weekend. The
comment section of the arXiv posting notes that the paper has been revised and
expanded in response to comments about it made here and here at Dave Bacon’s blog
The Quantum Pontiff (where he has a posting about this entitled Arxiv Links to Pontiff,
Science at an End?).

Not clear to me what this means. Will it mean the end of science? Will SPIRES add
blog entries that are referenced in papers to its database? Will they start counting
blog references as well as standard citations, allowing you to search for not just
“Topcite” papers, but “Topblog” ones too? Will authors of new papers start regularly
getting testy e-mails from blog authors complaining that they haven’t referenced their
blog postings?

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
February 14, 2006

In last night’s Cosmological Constant Seesaw in Quantum Cosmology by Michael
McGuigan, the first two references are to blog postings by Lubos Motl and Sean
Carroll.

Of course, the idea of a seesaw for the cosmological constant goes back well
beyond Lubos’s post and that comment thread. I’m not sure exactly what the
origin is, but I’m sure someone’s informed the author in e-mail by now.

2. ObsessiveMathsFreak
February 14, 2006

Web references of any kind are a bad idea in any paper, simply because of the
volitile nature of the web. How can libraries possibly index and record web
references for future study? No web page is going to be around forever, and I’d
rather not rely on the WaybackMachine while I’m reading papers.

A web reference is dodgy at best. Think of those poor future generations.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602112
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602112
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/12/cosmological-constant-seesaw.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/12/cosmological-constant-seesaw.html
http://www.cosmicvariance.com/2005/12/05/duff-on-susskind
http://www.cosmicvariance.com/2005/12/05/duff-on-susskind
http://www.cosmicvariance.com/2005/12/05/duff-on-susskind
http://www.cosmicvariance.com/2005/12/05/duff-on-susskind
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0506201
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0506201
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=959
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=959
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=1028
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=1028
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=1189
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=1189
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=1189
http://dabacon.org/pontiff/?p=1189


3. sunderpeeche
February 14, 2006

The first thought that sprang to mind was essentially the same as that pointed
out by ObsessiveMathFreak. There is (perhaps) some degree of permanence to
the arXiv, and papers are now regularly published with citations to arXiv papers
as well as refereed journal papers. But a citation to a blog posting? What if a
post is deleted, either deliberately or accidentally? Both type of events have
happened on this blog. Journals strongly dislike references to papers “to be
published”. The paper in question may be rejected (or not submitted, or revised
to say something entirely different, etc.).

4. Jean-Paul
February 14, 2006

What’s the big deal? Published papers always contained references to “private
communications”. Instead of a link, the authors should simply refer to the name
of the commenter, so if you want to get credit, use your real name when posting
critical comments.

5. Alejandro RIvero
February 14, 2006

Hmm yep probably they are closer to private communications (even if public)
that to academic papers. Historians of Science can track private communications
when perusing private archives, and here there are the additional possibility of
caches and waybacks machines (archive.org). It is a sort of “private
communication, scratched at Exotic Cafe pub” footnote.Now, if one is interested
not in credit but in the argument, one can always email to the author and to the
quoted author, as it happens in the case of private comm footnotes.

I met with a similar problem when I found a citation to a wiki page done in Phys.
Rev. D 73, 013009 (2006), and just the same week it appeared I was planning to
erase such page!!. Of course it was my fault, because I first quoted it myself in
an Arxiv preprint. Worse, what if the whole domain is discontinued when my two
years lease expires?

6. Mark Trodden
February 14, 2006

An author who sees an idea discussed on a blog should do some research to find
out the history of the idea and trace it back to a paper if possible. As Aaron
points out, this is certainly possible in this case.

7. Dumb Biologist
February 14, 2006

I’m with Aaron, and I’d say further it’s just a damn lazy practice, in my opinion. I
don’t cite “private conversations” or anything not already subjected to peer
review (which I acknowledge to be flawed, but still…). I detest that sort of thing
the same way I detest “data not shown”. If a private conversation is so critical it

http://scitation.aip.org/getabs/servlet/GetabsServlet?prog=normal&id=PRVDAQ000073000001013009000001&idtype=cvips&gifs=yes
http://scitation.aip.org/getabs/servlet/GetabsServlet?prog=normal&id=PRVDAQ000073000001013009000001&idtype=cvips&gifs=yes
http://scitation.aip.org/getabs/servlet/GetabsServlet?prog=normal&id=PRVDAQ000073000001013009000001&idtype=cvips&gifs=yes
http://scitation.aip.org/getabs/servlet/GetabsServlet?prog=normal&id=PRVDAQ000073000001013009000001&idtype=cvips&gifs=yes


deserves mention, then subject the contents of that thought process to peer
review itself, in the form of a rapid communication (or equivalent) so that it can
itself be cited by other investigators.

8. sunderpeeche
February 14, 2006

Re: Jean-Paul. For private communications, the permission of the source of the
communication is required. There has been personal contact between the author
and source (possibly via email, not face-to-face). One cannot, for example, simply
cite a hearsay conversation that one has overheard. With a blog entry one can
cite any post without contacting the author of that post. There is no implicit
assurance of quality control.

9. Sean
February 14, 2006

The idea had certainly been talked about long before those blog entries. Still, it’s
possible that something said on a blog could start you thinking about some idea.
Might be more appropriate for the acknowledgments than for the references.

10. Quantoken
February 14, 2006

A communication is a communication of ideas and information regardless of what
form it takes: Is it by means of print on dead trees, or by exchange of electrons.

And credibility of a piece does NOT attribute to the physical communication
channel, but rather attribute to its source: the person from which the piece was
originated. When you catch an idea from a person, whether from a paper you
read, or from a private conversation in the hallway, you pay the same amount of
attention and the idea is equally credible if you think the person is credible.

The only trouble is private conversations and blog posts are not consistently and
systematically archieved for easy retrival. But so troubled are many academic
publications. They are archived fine, but retrival is not easy: You need to spend a
considerable amount of time making a trip to the school or city library search for
it, and then spend money to make photocopies. And then after a while the
photocopies got lost. If you are in an institution they do provide “free” instant
online access to all the publications. But it’s not actually free at all: you
institution pays a pretty hefty sum of money for the priviledge. And for outsider,
you have to pay $30 each time just for a one week online access to one article of
no more than 4 pages.

That’s exactly why ARXIV is becoming so popular because it serves both proper
archiving and free and easy retrival. But blogs are becoming even more popular
because it provides more freedom with less censorship. I am sure proper web
tools are being developed so web postings are properly archived for easy retrival
when they are being referenced. The only short coming is that academies do not
get proper credit for their web postings when it comes time for tenureship
consideration. But that can change, too. I am just not sure whether that will



actually help or hurt Lubos.

Quantoken

11. ksh95
February 14, 2006

Dumb Biologist says:
…it’s just a damn lazy practice, in my opinion. I don’t cite “private
conversations” or anything not already subjected to peer review…

In physics, private communications are a critical part of research. Many an hour
is spent at the tail end of a talk or in a collegue’s office discussing fine points of a
certain idea.

When some one provides a critical insight to some problem it’s only fair to
somehow acknowledge that person. It’s also rude to demand that the insight-
providing person spend their valuable time writting a rapic communication.

Now, the appropriate place for an acknowledgement is an exercise left to the
reader.

12. sunderpeeche
February 14, 2006

“That’s exactly why ARXIV is becoming so popular because it serves both proper
archiving and free and easy retrival.” Indeed yes.

“But blogs are becoming even more popular because it provides more freedom
with less censorship.” This gets into the murky area of what constitutes quality
control and censorship. I submit a paper to a peer-review journal, and it is
rejected. Am I being censored? I can (a) rebut the referee arguments (b) submit
to another journal (c) post it online (arxiv, blog) or even (d) start my own blog (if
other managers delete my posts). I am no longer censored. Is my work of any
scientific value? Who can say?

Do not be upset then if string theorists post zillions of papers many (all?) of
which may lack scientific value.

13. Dumb Biologist
February 14, 2006

Well, benchmonkey biology is certainly a lot different than theoretical physics,
I’m sure, but it’s not like we don’t talk. Sort of along the lines of what Sean said
above, I might choose to acknowledge a person whose guidance I felt merited
special mention. I might just make the person an author if the contribution was
big enough. In either case, everything important about that communication
would be contained within the body of the manuscript, where it is readily
accessible to the referees and the readers, and attains a level of acceptable
review and permance for future citation. I would not refer to that content in a
citation to, as those above have pointed out, a personal exchange in a highly



volatile medium (unrecorded sound waves, blogosphere, I don’t care). Nor would
I, again, as Aaron points out, let the contents of a conversation stand alone
without first making some critical citation of the referencible origins of those
thoughts, which, again, can be perused by the reader and referees. It’s certainly
rude to add, as a citiation, something essentially along the lines of “Joe Blow,
PhD sez X, Y, and Z in an email” when J.B. might have cribbed the idea (even
inadvertantly) from someone else who took the trouble to submit it to a journal.

14. anon
February 14, 2006

“someone else who took the trouble to submit it to a journal.”

That person may have cribbed it from an outsider who was suppressed by the
journal

15. Hal
February 14, 2006

Everyone who publishes on the web should be familiar with Tim Berners-Lee’s
(the “father of the web”) article, “Cool URIs Don’t Change”, http://www.w3.org
/Provider/Style/URI .

Berners-Lee argues forcefully that authors and publishers should leave URIs
alone, because the public may be referring to them. Rearranging your web site is
not like rearranging your furniture. It’s more like changing the road layout in a
city. People are dependent on those old addresses still working. There are
serious negative externalities to changing URLs. It’s as bad in its own way as
dumping pollutants in a river – easy and convenient for you, but harmful to the
general public.

As for domain names, with costs of ten bucks per year, everyone who publishes
should be able to afford one. Let’s suppose Peter Woit moves to another
institution than Columbia. Suddenly http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit
/wordpress/ won’t even be wrong, it’ll be dead. This could be avoided if he spent
the cost of two Starbucks lattes on http://www.notevenwrong.com and redirected
it to his academic URL. Then when he moves, he could change the redirection
and everything will still work, all the old links will still be OK.

People think of blogs as just personal hobbies, for their own entertainment. But
blogs like this benefit from public feedback and public interest. In exchange for
those benefits, blog authors and other web publishers should understand and
accept the obligation to become good citizens of the web. A major part of that is
insuring that their links will still work in the future.

16. woit
February 14, 2006

I’ve thought a bit about the question of how to keep the content of this blog
readily available for as long as possible in the future, including whether I should
move to a commercial hosting service and/or get my own domain name (I do own

http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/URI
http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/URI
http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/URI
http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/URI
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/
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http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/
http://www.notevenwrong.com/
http://www.notevenwrong.com/


and operate a private webserver and domain name for use by my mother, who is
an artist). One problem with a private domain name is that it would soon
disappear if I get run over by a bus or am otherwise no longer around. On the
other hand, Columbia has been around for about 250 years, should definitely
outlast me, and has as part of its mission the preservation and transmission of
knowledge. Not clear how long http://www.math.columbia.edu will continue to
point somewhere useful, but as long as it does, if I haven’t been run over by the
bus I believe that I should be able to get someone to configure
http://www.math.columbia.edu so that ~woit/wordpress points to wherever the
blog material is. If I’m not around, and people think this material is worth
preserving, this address is as likely as any to be one that is up and could be
configured to point to the right place.

But in general it is certainly a good idea to keep in mind that blog content may
be ephemeral. Things of lasting importance should be written up and archived in
a form more likely to survive.

17. anon
February 14, 2006

‘As for domain names, with costs of ten bucks per year, everyone who publishes
should be able to afford one.’

Then it gets deleted when the person dies. Some ideas have to stick around
longer than 75 years for anybody to pay attention. Aristarchus’ solar system of
250 BC was ignored until 1500 AD. What if the internet had been around in 250
BC and Aristarchus bought a domain name instead of writing on parchment?

18. Quantoken
February 14, 2006

Hal:

Funny you meantioned that Peter should put his stuff on
http://www.notevenwrong.com. It says “this domain is for sale” and I guess it
probably cost Peter more than two Starbucks lattes to buy it

There is URL re-direct and I just don’t know how it works. Preferably it should
be the responsibility of the author of a paper to always maintain a valid URL link
or an archived copy of all the references he/she made. If your paper references
something, the readers of your paper expect to be about to find the material that
you referenced to, and verify by themselves that you have not mis-represented
the original material. What’s the point of referencing something that no one else
can see? (e.g., references like this kind: “For details please look for an un-
published and none-exist paper by such and such.”) References are much more
than mere acknowledgement of credits of other people’s work.

Doing so is actually much easier than you thought! Technology already exist and
in wide use for things like that. For example various file swapping networks that
account for more than 90% of all internet traffic today. How do people get what
they want from the web, without even knowing a URL where it is available? Easy,

http://www.math.columbia.edu/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/
http://www.notevenwrong.com/
http://www.notevenwrong.com/


everying is referenced by a MD5 checksum. You just tell the computer the MD5
checksum of the thing you are looking for, and the internet takes care of the rest.

Same thing can be done with online publishing of academic papers. You
reference a paper and attach a hidden MD5 checksum of that paper, and make
sure a copy of that paper is already available online. And people can instantly
gain access and obtain a copy of the exact paper, without you even need to
provide a URL. I envision a tool to do all these automatically so adding a paper
reference for the author or access a reference for the reader is as easy as one
mouse click. That would be real nice. The only problem would be copyright. But
then if all authors are willing to copyleft their papers so more users can access
them (who doesn’t want that), then that’s not a problem.

Quantoken

19. woit
February 14, 2006

Quantoken,

Your capability of spreading misinformation and nonsense on a wide variety of
topics is truly impressive, please stop. And please, other people, don’t encourage
him.

20. Dumb Biologist
February 14, 2006

I agree unjust suppression and other forms of blacklisting can be a problem, but
“anything goes” sounds a lot worse to me. Peer review can fail in a number of
troubling ways, no question (the whole fictional-cloned-human-ESC catastrophe
being exhibit A, in my mind), but the alternatives are probably too chaotic to be
workable. Better to make minor corrective adjustments than abandon a largely
working system, IMHO.

21. Quantoken
February 14, 2006

Peter:

Please enlighten me (and others) exactly which part of what I said is mis-
information and nonsense. I am all ears to enjoy. Otherwise you are making un-
founded and un-supported accusations. Especially it now looks like whatever you
can’t agree with or whatever you simply don’t know about, you automatically call
it nonsense. I happen to be an industry expert on online content delivery, mind
you.

Quantoken

22. woit
February 14, 2006



Quantoken,

I’m extremely busy these days, and the last thing I in the world I have time to do
is to discuss with you why your proposals are unrealistic, especially since these
are about a topic different than the one I was posting about. I have had a lot of
complaints from readers of this blog that allowing comments by you and several
other people that shed no light at all on the topics under discussion causes
people who do have something relevant to say not to want to participate here. I’ll
delete any further comments from you or from anyone else about distributing
web content. Take them elsewhere.

23. lurker
February 14, 2006

don’t censor quantoken! his posts are the funniest on the web. I love it when he
puts stuff in bold.

24. D R Lunsford
February 14, 2006

I wrote a paper showing that CC was zero, and why.

No one is interested in results.

-drl

25. amanda
February 15, 2006

“An author who sees an idea discussed on a blog should do some research to find
out the history of the idea and trace it back to a paper if possible. As Aaron
points out, this is certainly possible in this case. ”

Really? How? I tried both hep-th and spires and only got this paper!

26. Juan R.
February 15, 2006

No, it will not mean the end of science.

In general, Blog entries that are referenced in papers will be not added to
scientific databases. I see difficult “they start counting blog references as well as
standard citations”

The blogger phenomenom is very related to usual referencial structure of
communities as physics or even mathematics. There is not blooger similar
phenomenon in chemistry, for example.

It is more, whereas the fragility and open nature of ArXiV and similar
repositories are very adequate for physics science, it is very inadequate for the
requirements of chemical science, for example.



This is reason that ACS has not launched a chemical ArXiV still. And it is the
reason that project for a chemical “ArXiV” (the CPS) was abandoned some years
ago.

Howerver, we will see changes in current publication policies in most of
disciplines in next few years.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

allowing you to search for not just “Topcite” papers, but “Topblog” ones too? Will
authors of new papers start regularly getting testy e-mails from blog authors
complaining that they haven’t referenced their blog postings?

27. ksh95
February 15, 2006

Really? How? I tried both hep-th and spires and only got this paper!

Wow, is this what we’ve come to??? You do realize that your local university
library has 10^500 distinct ways to perform literature searches.

28. anon
February 15, 2006

“The comment section of the arXiv posting notes that the paper has been revised
and expanded in responsed to comments about…”

You need to delete the “d” from the end of the new word “responsed” in this
post, Peter, it looks careless.

But don’t worry, a technical journal I write for published an opinion piece spread
over several pages, each headed “Personnel View”. When people wrote in to say
it should be “Personal View”, the editor replied that word check didn’t find a
fault, so that was to blame…

29. Carl Brannen
February 15, 2006

As an example of a website whose author died unexpectedly, but which remains
as a source on the web, there is the expert on Clifford Algebra, Pertti Lounesto.
His website is still maintained some 4 years later:

http://users.tkk.fi/~ppuska/mirror/Lounesto/

30. Eli Rabett
February 16, 2006

I have thought about the issue a bit. It seems to me that the answer is to require

http://users.tkk.fi/~ppuska/mirror/Lounesto/
http://users.tkk.fi/~ppuska/mirror/Lounesto/


authors to submit images of the pages they reference as suplemental materials.
For paper journals this could be done on CD (or uploaded to a CD archive) which
would be available to interested users although perhaps not on line (e.g. you
would have to contact the journal and they would send you the files by Email)

31. Bill Tozier
February 16, 2006

I recently started a “transmissible questionnaire” that asked folks to look
themselves up on Google Book Search.

One of the things I note is Cosma Shalizi‘s references in books. Several of which
are references to his blog, or to his ur-blog, the Bactra Review, or to his
Notebooks. Including footnotes, and other references.

In books.

32. Thomas Larsson
February 16, 2006

(e.g. you would have to contact the journal and they would send you the files by
Email)

What if the publisher has gone out of business?

33. anon
February 17, 2006

Bertrand Russell once had a nightmare about the future, where he saw librarians
burning old books (including his own) to make shelf space for new ones.
Civilisation may collapse, so it is pointless to go to too much trouble if it all ends
up destroyed.

34. Alejandro Rivero
February 17, 2006

The ArXiV is mirrored in all the continents, about a dozen copies. Same of the
printed copies of main journals. On the pessimistic side, the extant content of the
Alexandrian Library can be compressed into one CD. Of course this is a
motivation for “reason-in-march”, any physicst should be able to rebuilt the
whole theory up to QFT from scratch 

As for webpages, well a suggestion is to quote the date when the page was
consulted. Sort of telling the date of a letter when quoting a letter.

35. anon
February 18, 2006

‘I wrote a paper showing that CC was zero, and why. No one is interested in
results.’ – drl

Have you seen Penrose’s new cosmological theory? See http://news.bbc.co.uk

http://williamtozier.com/slurry/2006/02/07/hmm-doesnt-ring-a-bell-so-what-have-you-been-in
http://williamtozier.com/slurry/2006/02/07/hmm-doesnt-ring-a-bell-so-what-have-you-been-in
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/1/hi/programmes/hardtalk/4631138.stm

He argues for an endless sequence of big bangs, but without gravitational
collapse. As far as I can make out, if he is right, as soon as the last proton decays
the universe will lose all measure of time, and hence spacetime will end, so the
universe will become a new singularity leading to a fresh big bang. He says it
does have testable predictions, and he didn’t mention CC.

36. Chris Oakley
February 18, 2006

Re: Roger Penrose – The interview reminds me of the following, (from Douglas
Adams):

“There is a theory which states that if ever anyone discovers exactly what the
Universe is for and why it is here, it will instantly disappear and be replaced by
something even more bizarre and inexplicable.”

[and on the following page]

“There is another theory which states that this has already happened.”

Penrose seems to be saying that this happens in a continuous cycle.

I suppose that Susskind, Hawking, Weinberg, et al would regard him as a stick-
in-the-mud traditionalist as he also proposes ways in which his idea can be
tested.

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/hardtalk/4631138.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/hardtalk/4631138.stm


Fields Medal for Terence Tao?

February 15, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Lubos Motl has a posting announcing that Terence Tao will be one of the 2006 Fields
Medalists. The announcement of the Fields medals is officially made at the time of the
International Congress of Mathematicians, which this year will be in Madrid in
August. A few months before the Congress generally there are solid rumors
circulating in the math community about who the winners will be. If Lubos is right
(and while I don’t know his source, this agrees with earlier speculation), the
blogosphere will be responsible for a much earlier spread of rumors about this than
usual.

Update: Lubos’s posting just disappeared. So, maybe this rumor is not right, or
maybe it is, but whoever he got it from didn’t want it spread so publicly. His posting
has been replaced with the comment “I removed information about a certain medal
that was far too preliminary.”

Comments

1. Quantoken
February 15, 2006

Not surprising. I guess Yau would definitely be the first one to know who wins, if
he is not one of those who decides. And Lubos would learn that quickly due to
proximity to Yau’s office.

His Fields winning proof can be found here. I can only understand the first few
pages. What interests me is conjecture 2.2, which is awesomely simple and is a
much more general statement that can automatically lead to what he is trying to
prove. He did not attempt to prove that conjecture. Has any one attempted at
that conjecture?

It’s simply stated as that as long as an infinite sequence of integers {ai} satisfy
sum(1/ai) = infinity, then it follows that within {ai} you can always find infinite
collections of progressive sequences of any arbitrary length, i.e., sequences
where all elements bi can be found within {ai}, and bi = p + q*i, 0

2. anon
February 15, 2006

I followed Quantoken’s link above to the Field’s medal paper on arxiv.org, and it
is 56 pages of beautifully written text and maths. I like the historical
introduction, and the way that the various components are described in detail
first, instead of referring the reader somewhere else. It’s the kind of helpful
paper that encourages people who find pure maths a real headache (like me).

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/02/terence-tao-fields-medal.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/02/terence-tao-fields-medal.html
http://www.math.ucla.edu/%7Etao/
http://www.math.ucla.edu/%7Etao/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=267
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=267
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/math/pdf/0404/0404188.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/math/pdf/0404/0404188.pdf


Congratulations to Terence Tao, whether he has won or not! To me what is even
more interesting than his childhood story is where he discusses his way of
working in an understandable way. See

http://www.college.ucla.edu/news/05/terencetaomath.html –

How does Tao describe his success?

“I don’t have any magical ability,” he said. “I look at a problem, and it looks
something like one I’ve already done; I think maybe the idea that worked before
will work here. When nothing’s working out; then I think of a small trick that
makes it a little better, but still is not quite right. I play with the problem, and
after a while, I figure out what’s going on.

“Most mathematicians faced with a problem, will try to solve the problem
directly. Even if they get it, they might not understand exactly what they did.
Before I work out any details, I work on the strategy. Once I have a strategy, a
very complicated problem can split up into a lot of mini-problems. I’ve never
really been satisfied with just solving the problem; I want to see what happens if
I make some changes.

“If I experiment enough, I get a deeper understanding,” said Tao, whose work is
supported by the David and Lucille Packard Foundation. “After a while, when
something similar comes along, I get an idea of what works and what doesn’t
work.

“It’s not about being smart or even fast,” Tao added. “It’s like climbing a cliff; if
you’re very strong and quick and have a lot of rope, it helps, but you need to
devise a good route to get up there. Doing calculations quickly and knowing a lot
of facts are like a rock climber with strength, quickness and good tools; you still
need a plan – that’s the hard part – and you have to see the bigger picture.”

His views about mathematics have changed over the years.

“When I was a kid, I had a romanticized notion of mathematics — that hard
problems were solved in Eureka moments of inspiration,” he said. “With me, it’s
always, ‘let’s try this that gets me part of the way. Or, that doesn’t work, so now
let’s try this. Oh, there’s a little shortcut here.’

“You work on it long enough and you happen to make progress towards a hard
problem by a back door at some point. At the end, it’s usually, ‘oh, I’ve solved the
problem.'”

Tao concentrates on one math problem at a time, but keeps a couple of dozen
others in the back of his mind, “hoping one day I’ll figure out a way to solve
them. If there’s a problem that looks like I should be able to solve it but I can’t,
that gnaws at me.”

3. mathjunkie
February 16, 2006

http://www.college.ucla.edu/news/05/terencetaomath.html
http://www.college.ucla.edu/news/05/terencetaomath.html


Glad to know that Tao, a Chinese mathematician (correct me if I am wrong), has
got a very good chance to win the Fields medal. He will be the second Chinese
winning the Fields medal after Yau if he will make it. Tao is modest about his
math ability in his speaking. But why are his works important? Somtimes, I don’t
know why mathematicians like to solve mathematical problems that seem to
have little relevance/applications to our daily life.

4. MathPhys
February 16, 2006

Tao is Australian, probably of Chinese descent, but Australian. I doubt if he finds
all this talk about his future Fields medal entertaining.

5. David MacIver
February 16, 2006

mathjunkie, I’d suggest that relevance or applications to our lives isn’t really a
good metric to use for mathematical problems. Or indeed most problems in
academia. I mean, suppose tomorrow some bright spark has an ‘ah ha!’ moment
and formulates a complete and consistent theory of everything. Will this help me
build a better mousetrap?

Sure, in twenty, thirty year’s time the theory might lead to the invention of the
quantum frambotzulator, revolutionising the frambotz industry and profoundly
changing all our lives. But is that really why we want a theory of everything?
Wouldn’t it be just as interesting without the frambotzulator?

Of course it would. We don’t want a theory of everything because of the
technology it might lead to, we want a theory of everything because it’s cool and
interesting.

You can justify physics by applications to engineering, and mathematics by
applications to physics, other practical subjects, etc. but frankly doing so is
missing the point. Tao’s work will probably never see a useful application, but
this doesn’t make it any less cool and important.

There’s a great quote which is attributed to Feynmann: “Physics is like sex. Sure
it has a useful purpose, but that’s not why we do it.” The same is true of
mathematics.

6. ObsessiveMathsFreak
February 16, 2006

It’s simply stated as that as long as an infinite sequence of integers
{ai} satisfy sum(1/ai) = infinity, then it follows that within {ai} you can
always find infinite collections of progressive sequences of any
arbitrary length, i.e., sequences where all elements bi can be found
within {ai}, and bi = p + q*i, 0

I know of at least one sequence that satisfies this relationship, namely the
integers. The harmonic sequence of 1/1 + 1/2 + 1/3….. has no upper bound. And



of course in the integers, you can find an infiite amount of progressive sequences
if you play with the p’s and q’s.

7. sunderpeeche
February 16, 2006

Lubos had a post reporting a rumor. Later the post was deleted. The post here is
a reference to a (now deleted) post of a rumor.

“So, maybe this rumor is not right, or maybe it is, …”
Ugh. The post here should be deleted in its entirety.

If there are “reliable sources” (~ earlier speculations), then cite the credible
sources.

8. Dick Thompson
February 16, 2006

sunderpeeche, I don’t agree, for this reason. The comments on the post have
occasioneed some very interesting mathematical discussions. This is quite
diffferent from just retailing rumors that “Enquiring Minds Want to Know”. 

9. woit
February 16, 2006

I wasn’t sure whether to leave this post up or not, but don’t see a good reason
not to. It’s true that Terry Tao might not be amused by all this, but if so, I fear
that’s the price of fame. If and when he does get a Fields medal, he’ll have to
learn to contend with the massive media attention and the women throwing
themselves at him. The Fields medal committee may not be happy if this is a
genuine leak, but then it’s their own fault for having members who blab to
Lubos.

In general I feel that rumor-mongering (when done with scrupulous accuracy), is
a fine thing to do on a blog like this. Unfortunately I normally feel constrained
not to repeat interesting rumors here, because it almost always would be too
obvious to many people who my source was, and said source would not be
pleased (and would stop repeating juicy rumors to me). This case is kind of
different, Lubos did make a public announcement….

10. Zelah
February 16, 2006

Hi,

Slightly off topic.

The proceedings for ICM 1998 is availiable on the website for download. But, I
have never been able to find the proceedings for ICM 2002!

I was wondering if anyone knows if the proceedings for ICM 2006 will be
availiable for download direct from the site!



An amateur mathematician.

11. Ark
February 16, 2006

In reference to David MacIver’s comment that “Tao’s work will probably never
see a useful application, but this doesn’t make it any less cool and important.” I
would like to say that this prediction is entirely incorrect. Indeed, please look at
Notices of AMS (February 2001) pages 175-186 where you will find a paper by
Tao and Knutson for which they both got a mathematics prize already. But, in
addition what they are saying this this paper is immediately useful in theory of
quantum computation, e.g. see Ann. Phys. 315 (2005) 80-122, and soon will find
its rightful place in string theory…

12. anon
February 16, 2006

Ark said:
“, and will find its rightful place in string theory”

Ark, you should write for John Stewart, or The Onion

13. Ark
February 16, 2006

Annon, can you be a bit more specific: who are these people and why do you
think that I have to write to them…? especially in connection with string theory?

14. John Gonsowski
February 16, 2006

TV Comedian Jon Stewart and spoof website The Onion though I’ve never seen
Stewart’s show and only saw The Onion during a web design course. Apparently
anon is not a string theory fan though even in that context one has to keep in
mind that parts of string theory could stay around and be useful even if string
theory is ultimately changed to look a lot like say LQG.

15. ano nymous
February 16, 2006

I sort of had the impression that Tao’s work has a lot of ingenuity, but doesn’t
have depth at a level comparable that ingenuity (not counting his work with
Knutson).

I tend to think similar things about Mozart’s music, too, so the comparison
doesn’t bother me :). Calling him the Beethoven of math would, though.

(I am willing to be corrected, as I am no authority here.)

16. ark
February 16, 2006



John,
thank you for clarifications…I am not fan of the existing string theory
formulations as well…Nevertheless, I happen to know how Tao’s results can be
used in string theory. Normally, good mathematics always find its place in
physics.. In fact, I can also see some bioinformatics-type applications of Tao’s
results as well in near future…Just read the references I’ve provided…!

17. David R. MacIver
February 17, 2006

I knew I should have qualified that statement. 

Ark, I didn’t mean Tao’s work in general. While I wasn’t aware of any specific
applications, given what I know about what he does it would seem very unlikely
that none of it was applicable (after all, he does harmonic analysis and this is a
very useful subject in general). I was referring specifically to the result about
arithmetic progressions in the primes, and similar stuff he’s done.

18. zerocold
February 17, 2006

Ok, the best thing in the world to discriminate the question is to ask Professor
Tao. It was what I do with my gmail account my mail was

Dear professor Tao,

Today the blog Not even wrong ( http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit
/wordpress/?p=350 ) has rumored that you won the Fields Medal 2006,

I don’t know if you can reply me sincerly but is this notice true?

Thanks for you attention

—
Dr. Piero Giacomelli

His answer arrived this morning:

It’s certainly news to me. I actually have no clue who is going to win
the Fields this year.

Terence

—
Terence Tao, Department of Mathematics, UCLA
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao
Email: teorth@gmail.com / tao@math.ucla.edu

I belive this closes the question.

zerocold

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=350
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=350
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=350
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=350
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao
mailto:teorth@gmail.com
mailto:teorth@gmail.com
mailto:tao@math.ucla.edu
mailto:tao@math.ucla.edu


19. Troublemaker
February 17, 2006

zerocold: I belive this closes the question.

Not really. He could be, you know, lying.

20. Anonymous
February 17, 2006

Well, let’s not forget that sometimes the committee awarding the fields medal
makes some “political” choices as well; Deligne did his award-winning work in
the early seventies, but didn’t recieve the fields medal until 1978. The 1974
fields medal went to Bombieri, who would have been over 40 in 1978.

I don’t know how old Terence Tao is, but Ben Green is probably not even 30, so
he might last another ICM or two…

21. Anonymous
February 17, 2006

In the last post, substitute “Bombieri” by “Mumford”.

22. Adrian H.
February 17, 2006

Terence Tao grew up in my home town of Adelaide, Australia. He was a famous
child prodigy, but is equally famous for being rather shy and retiring. I’m sure
there are many in Australia who wish that he had stayed in the country to
enhance the country’s mathematics. But he left and we are all rather proud of
him. (BTW the level of maths education seems to be slightly higher in Adelaide
than in Sydney or Melbourne, and perhaps that contributed to his success in
some small way.)

23. zerocold
February 17, 2006

Yes he could lying but I cannot see the eventual reason

24. Zelah
February 17, 2006

“I sort of had the impression that Tao’s work has a lot of ingenuity, but doesn’t
have depth at a level comparable that ingenuity (not counting his work with
Knutson”.

An amazing thing for someone who is anonymous to post!
The only mathematician of the twenty century who work was truly abstract and
yet got results was Grothendieck! Everyone else, had to ‘localize’ as it were!

An amateur mathematician



25. Helger Lipmaa
February 18, 2006

Some of his work has found applications in theoretical computer science. The
paper “Gowers Uniformity, Influence of Variables, and PCPs” (Samorodnitsky,
Trevisan, http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/~salex/papers/gowers.pdf) at least partially
builds up on two papers of Green and Tao. The question of course is whether
thereotical computer science itself is an application. 

26. Luca
February 19, 2006

Somebody asked about the ICM 2002 proceedings. All the papers are available
on the arxiv. One way to find them is to search for “ICM” in the “Journal-ref”
entry, or follow the link
http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/search/jr:icm-beijing

At least ten ICM 2006 papers (including Tao’s) have also been posted on the
arxiv by the authors.

27. Zelah
February 21, 2006

Wow!

This is an amazing resource!

An amateur mathematician

28. Zelah
February 25, 2006

I have had now a good look now at what Mr Terence Tao has acheived, and he is
the surest bet for the Field Medal I have come across!

An amateur mathematician

http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/~salex/papers/gowers.pdf
http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/~salex/papers/gowers.pdf
http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/search/jr:icm-beijing
http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/search/jr:icm-beijing


Yau Survey of Geometric Analysis

February 17, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a remarkable new paper out from Shing-Tung Yau, entitled Perspectives on
Geometric Analysis. Yau is probably the dominant figure in the field of Geometric
Analysis in recent years, and in this paper he gives his personal perspective on the
field, including many comments on its recent history, where it is now, and where he
thinks it is going.

The paper begins with a dedication to Chern, and some personal history of Yau’s
interactions with him. It includes an outline of the distant and recent history of
geometric analysis, mainly by giving names of the mathematicians involved. There are
755 references in the reference section, listing pretty much all the papers that Yau
sees as important for one reason or another. This has to be some kind of record for
number of references in a paper, especially a paper whose main text is only about 50
pages long.

Yau covers an immense amount of ground, commenting on a very wide variety of
topics. This is a paper aimed at those who already know quite a bit about the subject,
or who are beginning to learn it and would appreciate recommendations of what they
should be reading. It includes very little in the way of expository material aimed at
the beginner. There is a long section on “Ricci flow” techniques, which are the topic
of a lot of current research and that Yau considers to be “the most spectacular
development in the last thirty years.” He also has quite a bit to say about “Calabi-Yau”
manifolds and their use in physics, commenting that they provide “a good testing
ground for analysis, geometry, physics, algebraic geometry, automorphic forms and
number theory.”

Another expository paper also appeared on the arXiv last night, but one of a very
different nature. It’s by Ravi Vakil, a young algebraic geometer at Stanford, and it is
aimed at explaining how Gromov-Witten theory has been used in recent years to study
the moduli space of curves. It includes a lot of expository material about the moduli
space of curves, and is designed to be understandable by the non-expert.

Comments

1. Quantoken
February 17, 2006

Wow, I did not know that Yau was actually a fan of Chiung Yau‘s romantic
novels. The poetry he quoted on page 3 was from one of the most popular
romantic novels written by Chiung Yau, which was also made into movie.
Curiously it was supposed to be a “she” in the middle of water but Yau made it a
“he”. Clearly he is dedicating this poetry to his teacher, Chern. Very touching. I
would also say that this paper is very readable.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0602363
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0602363
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0602363
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0602363
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0602347
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0602347
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiung_Yao
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiung_Yao
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiung_Yao


Quantoken

2. Joe Zhou
February 18, 2006

Quantoken is a truly confused person. He’s spreading misinformation again.
Every sentence above is misinformed.

The poem Yau quoted is ~3000 years old, appearing in the Book of Poem edited
by Confucius under the chapter of Winds of Tang.

The person being sought in this poem is referred to with a gender-neutral third-
person pronoun, impossible to translate into English without destroying the
poem.

It’s Chiung Yao, not Chiung Yau; no relation here — it’s a pen name. In fact the
Yao in Chiung Yao is not even a last name. I’ll lose quite a bit of esteem for Yau if
he quotes from Chiung Yao (eck!)in his paper.

3. D R Lunsford
February 18, 2006

That is really a wonderful paper! If not for the missing equations of any kind, I
might be reading Pauli’s encyclopedia article on relativity. However this is
exactly what is most needed, a verbal outpouring of mathematical ideas like
Klein used to make.

Readers who may not be familiar should consult “Vorlesung uber die
Entwicklung der Mathematik im 19’ten Jahrhundert” for a similar example of
mathematical perspective-taking on this advanced level.

-drl

4. MathPhys
February 18, 2006

“Vorlesung uber die Entwicklung der Mathematik im 19′ten Jahrhundert”

is available in English as

Development of Mathematics in the Nineteenth Century, and published as
volume 9 of Robert Hermann’s Lie Groups Series.

It’s a great book.

5. mathjunkie
February 18, 2006

Joe Zhou,

Hi, just curious about what the Book of Poem edited by Confucius under the
chapter of Winds of Tang is in Chinese. (Hope that Peter’s weblog can properly



display Chinese characters) Thanks.

6. Quantoken
February 18, 2006

Joe:
Get real!
There are different ways of translating Chinese names into English. For example
Yau himself, it could have been called “Qiu” or “Chiu” using standard mandarin
pronunciation. But he prefered his native Cantonese “Yaou”, or “Yau”. I
deliberately used the translation “Chiung Yau” for a little bit humor. Too bad you
have no sense of humor. It’s true it’s a 3000 year old poetry, but if it were not for
that romantic novel making it widely known, few Chinese even know it, lest
along quote it.

7. Alice
February 18, 2006

actually, Miss Chiung Yau ever wrote a lyric by adapting that poem from the
Book of Poem.. You might feel interested in it. LINK to speical blog (in hinese)–>
http://william.cswiz.org/blog/archives/2005-04-10/poem-and-song-part1/

8. Quantoken
February 18, 2006

蒹葭蒼蒼，⽩露為霜。

所謂伊⼈，在⽔⼀⽅。

遡洄從之，道阻且⻑；

遡游從之，宛在⽔中央。

蒹葭凄凄，⽩露未晞。

所謂伊⼈，在⽔之湄。

遡洄從之，道阻且躋；

遡游從之，宛在⽔中坻。

蒹葭采采，⽩露未已。

所謂伊⼈，在⽔之涘。

遡洄從之，道阻且右；

遡游從之，宛在⽔中沚。

Yau destroyed the beauty of this ancient Chinese poetry. He should at least give
it a taste of ancient-ness, using Shakespear’s language style.

9. mathjunkie
February 19, 2006

Quantoken,

Thanks for posting the whole poem. I didn’t know that you even knew the

http://william.cswiz.org/blog/archives/2005-04-10/poem-and-song-part1/
http://william.cswiz.org/blog/archives/2005-04-10/poem-and-song-part1/


Chinese language. The Chinese poem is very difficult for me. I can’t understand
it though I am Chinese.

10. Lubos Motl
February 19, 2006

It is actually a Czech poem from 3500 B.C. originally. Let me tell you the original
poem in the simplified combined Czech Chinese:

游蒹葭伊蒼，⽩露為蒹霜。Cestující v tramvaji

⽔所謂伊⼈，在⽔⼀⽅伊。mají úsměv na líci,

遡洄遡從之，道阻⽅且⻑；když známou znělku zahrají

遡游之從之，宛在⽔中央。v Hellichově ulici.

蒹葭凄洄凄，⽩之露未晞。Jemná ruka umělcova

所謂伊游⼈，之在⽔之湄。v duši kreslí ideál

遡洄躋從之，道阻⼈且躋；krásnější než všechna slova,

遡游洄從之，宛在⽔中坻。a tak je nechám opodál.

蒹葭采阻采，⽩露⽔未已。Kde bys hledal v zemi české

所謂中伊⼈，在中⽔之涘。krásku ve snu zjevenou?

遡洄從阻之，道游阻且右；Na matfyzu dívky hezké

遡游從阻之，宛在⽔中沚。nedostaly zelenou.

11. robert
February 19, 2006

In less enlightened times it was a commonplace to categorise the Chinese as
inscrutable. Is Quantoken having a laugh? Is mathjunkie being facetious? Does
???????; ?? or whatever appear differently on other people’s screens? (??>;’?) Is
the quantity in brackets a reasonable representation of Charlie Chan? This
sequence of posts started out among the more sensible and informative;
somehow it was subverted along the way.

12. Luboš Motl
February 19, 2006

Dear Robert, you seem to be the only person here who can’t read Chinese. Go to
your Control Panel / Regional Settings / Languages, and click Install files for East
Asian languages. If you don’t have Windows, then uninstall your other OS and
buy a CD with XP. Otherwise your future is not too bright because the future
belongs to China.

13. Quantoken
February 19, 2006

Ho ho ho, Lubos:-) You thought no one else here but you knows Czech language?
You actually plagiarized your romantic poetry from this Czech web site

http://www.kolej.mff.cuni.cz/~lmotm275/poem/ujezd.htm
http://www.kolej.mff.cuni.cz/~lmotm275/poem/ujezd.htm


Quantoken

14. Qui-Quien Hu
February 19, 2006

and anyway the first line of that Czech poem contains the word
“tramvaji” which means streetcar.
So how can it be from 3500 BC?

15. worldspace
February 19, 2006

It’s a romantic poem from between 500 BC and 1100 BC in ancient China.

16. worldspace
February 19, 2006

Yau wrote a wonderful paper! It’s very useful for those who have begun their
career in Geometric Analysis.

17. Luboš Motl
February 19, 2006

Dear Quantoken, as an internet searcher, you’re a superstar. 

Qui-Quien Hu: the electric streetcars were operating in Bohemia long before the
Slavs came to the territory. See the history at

http://www.skoda.cz/holding/produkty?catid=11110

2000 years later, Marco Polo actually made his journeys to Asia in order to sell
some of these streetcars.

18. Adrian H.
February 20, 2006

Back to the Yau paper.

On the first page Yau says that he set Chinese students the problem of a `Jordan
curve bounding two surfaces…’ He then says that this resulted in an ugly fight at
the 60th Anniversary meeting of the Chinese mathematical Society and Professor
Wang was forced to resign!

Can anyone throw some light on this extraordinary fracas? What is it about
Jordan curves that would cause a professor to resign? What on earth were they
fighting about?

(Ah! Academia — such a bucolic environment for seeking the Truth!)

19. Juan R.
February 20, 2006

http://www.skoda.cz/holding/produkty?catid=11110
http://www.skoda.cz/holding/produkty?catid=11110


Otherwise your future is not too bright because the future belongs to China.

I thought that future belongs to anyone in China or not.

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

20. worldspace
February 20, 2006

Let’s focus on “Geometric Analysis”. It’s really a long one and there are a lot of
useful materials. Has anyone read the whole article of Yau’s??

21. Passby
February 23, 2006

quite funny…



A Variety of Links

February 23, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The new Center for the Topology and Quantization of Moduli Spaces (CTQM) at
Aarhus University wins my award for the most specialized pure mathematics institute.
It will be hosting an opening symposium in a couple weeks featuring several talks that
look interesting. If one is going to choose a specialized subject, this is an excellent
one. Over the last couple decades the study of the moduli space of curves and of the
moduli space of flat connections on a bundle over a surface has led to the discovery of
many previously unsuspected relations between different parts of mathematics and
between mathematics and physics. The fact that this subject is so fruitful remains
somewhat of a mystery, and there is undoubtedly much more to be learned.

The National Academy of Sciences EPP 2010 committee should soon be producing a
report with a 15 year plan for the future of high energy physics in the U.S. At the last
meeting of the group last month Fermilab director Pier Oddone gave a presentation,
focusing on opportunities in neutrino physics, strategy concerning the ILC, and the
future of Fermilab.

Last week there was a conference on Particle Physics at the Verge of Discovery at
Aspen. Lot of interesting talks on experimental particle physics. For an overview, see
the summary talk by Paul Grannis.

The Templeton funded Foundational Questions Institute (FQXi) has announced that it
will be publishing its inaugural request for proposals on Monday. This organization is
led by Max Tegmark, who will be here at Columbia that day giving a physics
department colloquium on From Derision Cosmology to Precision Cosmology.
Unfortunately I have to be away that day and will miss the talk although I would have
liked to attend it.

Steve Hsu, a physicist with a serious interest in economics, writes:

You might think science is a weighing machine, with experiments determining which
theories survive and which ones perish. Healthy sciences certainly are weighing
machines, and the imminence of weighing forces honesty in the voting. However, in
particle physics the timescale over which voting is superseded by weighing has
become decades — the length of a person’s entire scientific career. We will very likely
(barring something amazing at the LHC, like the discovery of mini-black holes) have
the first generation of string theorists retiring soon with absolutely no experimental
tests of their *lifetime* of work. Nevertheless, some have been lavishly rewarded by
the academic market for their contributions.

Scott Aaronson describes his field of computational complexity theory as “quantitative
theology”, and goes on to note:

Incidentally, it’s ironic that some people derisively refer to string theory as
“recreational mathematical theology.” String theory has to earn the status of
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mathematical theology — right now it’s merely physics! A good place for string
theorists to start their theological training is this recent paper by Denef and Douglas.

Lee Smolin is giving a course on background independent quantum theories of gravity
at the Perimeter Institute, with the lectures available online.

David Corfield has an interesting posting on research programs in mathematics. It
includes links to various things from Ronald Brown including a new paper on
Ehresmann’s work on groupoids, and his web-page on “Higher Dimensional Group
Theory”. Among other things worth reading at Brown’s site is his account of the
origins of Grothendieck’s “Pursuing Stacks”.

Corfield also points to an excellent list of problems in homotopy theory from Mark
Hovey. Hovey starts off with the comment

The biggest problem, in my opinion, is to come up with a specific vision of where
homotopy theory should go, analogous to the Weil conjectures in algebraic geometry
or the Ravenel conjectures in our field in the late 70s. You can’t win the Fields Medal
without a Fields Medal-winning problem; Deligne would not be DELIGNE without the
Weil conjectures and Mike Hopkins would not be MIKE HOPKINS without the
Ravenel conjectures.

I first met Mike Hopkins at a conference in Guanajuato around 1990, and he made a
big impression on me. One thing that most impressed me (besides his joking comment
that he went into topology because it was a field full of hard-drinking and living guys
who got into gun-fights (this last part was a reference to Dennis Sullivan)), was the
mathematical ambition he demonstrated. He said that he had up till then made his
reputation proving other people’s conjectures, but now wanted to start making his
own. Mike definitely followed through on this, since a sizable number of Hovey’s
problems are inspired by him. His talk on elliptic cohomology in Guanajuato was a
revelation, and he has over the years continued to work in that area, coming up with
dramatic new ways of thinking about the subject.

Update: There is an extensive discussion of the Smolin lectures at Christine Dantas’s
website.

Comments

1. Kea
February 23, 2006

Oh, Peter, thank you for the link to Brown’s account of Pursuing Stacks. I have
never before come across this part of the story.

2. A.J.
February 23, 2006

Hmm… I’m not sure that Hovey needs to worry that outsiders don’t care about
algebraic topology. It seems pretty clear right now that a lot of future work in
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algebraic geometry is going to use techniques from algebraic topology.
Especially in the theory of moduli spaces. Just look at the way Madsen, Weiss (&
Tillman) proved Mumford’s conjecture. Or at Teleman & Woodward’s proof of the
Newstead-Ramanan conjectures. Or have a look at Lurie’s thesis: He (and Toen
& Vezzosi) are constructing an algebraic geometry where intersection theory
always works; to do this, one must mix algebraic topology into the foundations of
algebraic geometry.

Anyways, I don’t think the problem is that no one’s interested. The problem is
that modern algebraic topology (model categories, spectra, etc,..) is difficult to
learn. I personally found scheme theory
easier. The field is still waiting for a Hartshorne to come along and make
everything accessible. (Peter May’s book is a nice start, but it’s doesn’t go nearly
far enough.)

3. woit
February 24, 2006

A.J.,

I think there is a real problem with the perception of homotopy theory (I just
spent part of dinner arguing with a colleague about this), and Hovey
undoubtedly has encountered it in is career. Mike Hopkins has done a great deal
to broaden the scope of homotopy theory and to bring it back into contact with
some of the deepest parts of the rest of mathematics. But many mathematicians
are not really aware of this work, and one of the main reasons is the one you
point out. It’s very difficult stuff to learn. A good expository text on the subject
could do wonders.

4. Christine Dantas
February 24, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

I have set a space in my blog to discuss Smolin´s lectures in detail, “The Hand of
a Master Series”. Parts 1 and 2 of the lectures are already being discussed.

http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2006/02/hand-of-master-parts-1-and-2.html

As I have put it, “Feel free to send your questions, answers, comments, doubts,
criticisms, ideas, disscussions and feelings on these lectures“. Students and
experts are all invited to
contribute.

Thank you very much,
Christine

5. Adrian H.
February 24, 2006

”…field full of hard-drinking and living guys who got into gun-fights (this last
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part was a reference to Dennis Sullivan)),…”

I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again, there are an awful lot of interesting tid-
bits that are being alluded to but where the details are being witheld from us.
Will someone fill in this gaping gap?

6. Christine Dantas
February 24, 2006

Mark Hovey writes in his page:

(…) to work on problems that arise externally to algebraic topology but
for which the methods of algebraic topology may be helpful.

Concurrency theory. See the GETCO workshops. E.g.,

Recently, ideas and notions from mainstream “geometric” topology and
algebraic topology have entered the scene in Concurrency Theory and
Distributed Systems Theory (some of them based on older ideas). They
have been applied in particular to problems dealing with coordination
of multi-processor and distributed systems. Among those are
techniques borrowed from algebraic and geometric topology:
Simplicial techniques have led to new theoretical bounds for
coordination problems. Higher dimensional automata have been
modeled as cubical complexes with a partial order reflecting the time
flows, and their homotopy properties allow to reason about a system’s
global behaviour.

7. woit
February 24, 2006

Adrian,

For the “hard-drinking and hard-living” details you’ll have to ask someone else,
but the reference to Sullivan is to the fact that he was shot in the shoulder by
gunmen trying to steal his car in Brazil (he had pulled over to the side of the
road to take a nap). OK, I don’t think he was armed, so “gun-fight” is a bit of an
exaggeration….

Christine,

Thanks for mentioning the material about the Smolin lectures on your web-site,
I’ll put in a link on the main page.

8. Ronnie Brown
February 24, 2006

I see a great motivation for homotopy is that it is related to classification. So I
have been led to be interested in the abstract structures underlying homotopy, in
order to understand and calculate.

Also the aesthetic motive leads me to look for arguments which are easy and
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clear, because they follow a structure, and in order to make sure that I
understand them. Not being as clever as many in the field, I need props and
guidance, to explain to me, and I hope others also, why something is true, and
also where it is going.

I can’t resist advertising here the new revised edition of my old topology book, to
be available as `Topology and groupoids’, in print and e-version, in a few weeks –
see my web site. This is the first step towards a full exposition of `Nonabelian
algebraic topology’, a bigger job than expected!

It is amazing that even just double groupoids seem very complicated! They
reflect I presume transitions of transitions. This should be useful in ………??

9. Christine Dantas
February 24, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

I appreciate it, thank you!

Best wishes,
Christine

10. Jeff
February 24, 2006

Sir, I’m just an average guy with an infant-like understanding of all of these
theories. I found your blog by searching wikipedia for String Theory after
hearing someone mention it offhand. Wikipedia had a link to your blog as a critic
of string theory. I read your article in American Scientist and I think I understand
your criticism. Long story short, almost everything on your website is over my
head, but I was wondering if you could provide me with some resources… book
names or articles that might help me to begin to understand what you and your
colleagues are discussing.
I am a scholar by no means and will understand if this is below you or a waste of
your time. Thank you for any help.

11. woit
February 24, 2006

Jeff,

I’ve written a book, coming out this fall, which is intended to be something like
what you are looking for. There are lots of books out there, many of which are
pretty good, you just have to realize that most of the discussion of string theory
is way over-hyped. About the best book about particle physics that I know and
that I recommend to people is “The Second Creation” by Crease and Mann.
There was a discussion over at Cosmic Variance about popular books, see

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/24/greatest-popular-science-book
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The two books by Abraham Pais that Clifford Johnson recommends are quite
good also.

12. Kea
February 24, 2006

“It is amazing that even just double groupoids seem very complicated! They
reflect I presume transitions of transitions. This should be useful in ………??”

Some form of relational quantum mechanics! You said it!

13. Adrian H.
February 24, 2006

Thanks Peter

The story sounds a bit similar to that of Gareth Evens, the Oxford philosopher of
Language. He was shot in Brazil by a street kid, and then, tragically, died of the
wound. Evans was quite young at the time.

Pity —Brazil has a good tradition of serious science and maths, I guess, most
notably, Nachbin.

14. Jeff
February 25, 2006

Thank you for your recommendation, I will have to see if I can find it at the
library. I will look for your book when it comes out. Maybe after I read this book,
I will stop by here and see if I can better understand what everyone is talking
about. Thanks again.



Letter to ArXiv Advisory Board

February 23, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

After more than three months of effort to try and get an answer about this, I’ve finally
heard officially from the arXiv that trackbacks to my weblog are currently not being
allowed by the moderators. I’m sending the following message protesting this to
members of the arXiv advisory board.

To the arXiv advisory board:

I was informed two days ago by Jean Poland of the Cornell library that the arXiv
moderators will not allow posting of any of the trackbacks to entries in my weblog
that I requested more than three months ago. I would like to protest this decision and
ask that it be overturned by the arXiv advisory board.

For background on the history of my weblog, my dealings with the arXiv moderators
and the arXiv in general over this issue, you can consult the following web-page:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/arxiv-trackbacks.html

This is a complicated story, and involves a question not of the greatest importance, so
you may quite reasonably not want to take the time to get involved in this, but I urge
you to consider the two following issues:

1. It has taken me three months of effort to get a simple yes or no answer to the
question of whether placement of these links on the arXiv will be allowed. This has
wasted a great deal of my time, as well as that of those people who have been kind
enough to try and help me get an answer. This is not a professional way of doing
business and I urge you to ensure that it not continue to be the way that the arXiv
operates.

2. The rejection of all trackback requests by me, requests that refer to postings of
very different natures about both mathematics and physics make it clear that the
moderators’ policy is to not allow any trackbacks to my weblog. I have not been given
any reasons for this policy, and can only guess what these reasons are. Given the
history outlined in the web-page mentioned above, it seems clear to me that this
censorship is primarily driven by the moderators’ desire to paint as intellectually
illegitimate and suppress commentary that is critical of string/M-theory research. This
kind of suppression of dissent, accomplished using arguments that I have not been
allowed to see or answer, is scientifically unethical and deserves to be condemned.
The arXiv is an exceptionally important resource for the physics and mathematics
community, and it is important that it operate according to high standards of scientific
ethics.

Best wishes,

Peter Woit
Department of Mathematics
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Columbia University
212-854-2642

Update: Sean Carroll’s posting about this has finally shaken loose some indication of
what argument was used to disallow links to my blog at the arXiv. For details, see the
comment section of his posting.

Update: Lubos Motl has really outdone himself with his latest lunatic ranting about
this blog. Note that, besides the blogs run by arXiv moderator Jacques Distler, Lubos’s
is one of only a couple particle theory related blogs that the arXiv moderators allow
trackbacks to. That trackbacks to this blog are censored, but allowed to Lubos’s (and
almost no others not belonging to an arXiv moderator) should be more evidence than
anyone needs that there is a serious problem with the arXiv moderation system, and it
is due to the string fanaticism of the moderators.

Comments

1. DSM
February 23, 2006

First: I think the behaviour of the arXiv has been entirely unprofessional
throughout this entire process, and I hope that things get quickly resolved in
your favour. However, despite the bad blood between you and Lubos, which
given what each of you has said about the other by this point is entirely
understandable, I think that the following description is unfair:

This last one [the Reference Frame] is a stew of right-wing, racist and sexist
commentary, together with completely fanatical ranting against anyone skeptical
about string theory.

It is unquestionably right-wing, but unless we’re to judge trackbacks by the
politics of the authors, this is no more relevant than saying that his blog
background is blue. I also don’t believe his commentary is either racist or sexist,
both of which — the former especially — are serious accusations to throw around
(I suppose if we define sexism as believing that there are no differences between
men and women relevant to their observed behaviours, he’s certainly sexist.)
One could with equal (in)justice describe you as an antireligious bigot through
aggressive and determined misreading.

He certainly does rant quasi-fanatically against those sceptical of string theory,
and I think his over-the-top approach turns a lot of people off, even those who
may substantively agree with him on most issues. This may actually be relevant:
certainly your tone is usually far more civil than anything Lubos says, so clearly
the arXiv can’t argue that it’s anything but the content of your posts that bothers
them.

I’d stick to the high ground here, which but for such comments I believe is
unquestionably yours, and avoid needless detours.
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2. woit
February 23, 2006

DSM,

You’re right, especially about the racism and sexism part, which has nothing to
do with what is at issue here. I’ve edited that page to remove those references.

You’re also right that the fact that Lubos’s politics are right-wing is not relevant,
however the sort of mindless fanaticism evident in his politics seems to me all of
a piece with the mindless fanaticism about string theory. That his political
fanaticism is right rather than left wing isn’t relevant, that he’s a fanatic is.

3. Michael
February 24, 2006

Peter, I’m not sure if you’re looking for an answer or just trying to pick a fight. If
you want an answer, I can help you out: We don’t need anyone commenting on
string theory papers who hasn’t done any research in the area, has been
academically dead since the 80s, and invents things such as the off-diagonal
SU(2). It simply isn’t useful to anyone. Of course, you’re free to comment
anyway, but it shouldn’t come as a surprise that the links to your comments
won’t be posted on the arxiv. Look, if you want trackbacks, cut a deal with
Quantoken.

If you’re just picking a fight, well, you have noticed it already: this is going to be
one slow and agonizing fight. Certainly for you. Either way, there’s no point to
your complaining. None. At all.

4. D R Lunsford
February 24, 2006

Michael, you are such an ass.

Peter, good luck.

-drl

5. robert
February 24, 2006

Not so much ass as asshole; Michael’s bitching is so predictable and
unproductive, and quite like the reported behavior of ArXiv. There are serious
issues at stake here, that have nothing to do with the sniping and sneering that
now seems characteristic of forums in which stringy stuff is discussed.

6. a
February 24, 2006

It seems that arXiv needs to improve the management of trackbacks. If
somebody tried some censorship, at this stage he/she will have realized that it
was a stupid idea.



People like Michael are doing another similar error: this blog gained a wide
audience because Peter has a good point, not thanks to Peter’s academical
history. Attacking his career will not solve the problem that Peter had the
courage to point out.

7. Chris Oakley
February 24, 2006

With the attention that this web log gets it seems to me that the ArXiv should be
grateful for links from here to there rather than anyone worrying about links
going the other way. They should at least take account of the fact that the
attacks here are against the ideas and not the people. Not directly, anyway. The
same cannot be said of certain physics-politics-ecology-eugenics web logs.

BTW, while we are on the subject of ArXiv – here is a note for Nigel Cook, who I
know reads this and whose e-mail does not seem to work:
I have never sent a paper to ArXiv, and so I have no idea whether I am on their
blacklist. I have not been attached to a university since 1987. This would be a
problem if I did want to submit something. Also problematic is the fact that I
think it very, very unlikely that universe (multiverse?) consists of tiny vibrating
strings in 10 or 11 dimensions. Not to mention the fact that all the QFT work I
have done is in 4 dimensions (3 space, 1 time). Or the fact that I can calculate
cross sections which agree with experiment.

8. nigel
February 24, 2006

http://arxiv.org/help/endorsement –

‘We don’t expect you to read the paper in detail, or verify that the work is
correct, but you should check that the paper is appropriate for the subject area.
You should not endorse the author … if the work is entirely disconnected with
current [string theory] work in the area.’

They don’t want any really strong evidence of dissent. This filtering means that
the arxiv reflects pro-mainstream bias. It sends out a powerful warning message
that if you want to be a scientist, don’t heckle the mainstream or your work will
be deleted.

In 2002 I failed to get a single brief paper about a crazy-looking yet predictive
model on to arxiv via my university affiliation (there was no other endorsement
needed at that time). In emailed correspondence they told me to go get my own
internet site if I wasn’t contributing to mainstream [stringy] ideas.

9. Christine Dantas
February 24, 2006

Trackbacks open a gate to disputed ideas. The final censorship is always on the
hands of the blog´s owner of course. Moderating trackbacks sounds funny. It
seems more logic for the arxiv to create their own blog and remove trackbacks
from the site.
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Good luck.

Christine

10. axolotl
February 24, 2006

Well, the whole trackback thing has been a bit of a flop. If they allowed
trackbacks from here, then this blog and LM’s would dominate! And the
administrators probably think that LM is doing enough damage already!

11. Alejandro RIvero
February 24, 2006

What is a pity is that this politic of silence is creating a class of
“Kremlinnologists” similar to the cold war politic analysts, trying to guess the
ArXiv intentions.

I only payed a small visit to the USA the last century, to New York and Austin. My
overall impresion was that payed staff (in generic shops, buses &c.) was not
motivated to innovate but to follow orders, very impressive for a country where
compulsory military service does not exist.

Recently we have noticed an increasing of acceptation in preprint submissions;
lets hope that the same will happen with trackbacks. After all, there are a lot less
invasive (they are even listed in a separate window, not in the main abstract
presentation)

12. MRA
February 24, 2006

Peter,
Could you post Jean Poland’s entire message?

13. woit
February 24, 2006

MRA,

I specifically asked Poland whether it was all right to post her e-mail to me, and
she asked me not to, so I’ll respect her wishes. To summarize her e-mail, it
included apologies for how long it had taken to get a response to me, a
description of the trackback system as experimental and with policies still under
development, and the phrase I quoted about the decision of the moderators.

14. Sean
February 24, 2006

I’m sorry to hear this, Peter. There’s obviously no good reason to prevent you
from leaving trackbacks, no matter what your opinions about string theory may
be. It’s disappointing.



15. Dumb Biologist
February 24, 2006

My understanding is the existence of the arXiv system is predicated to some
degree on the notion that this method of communicating physics research and
other related discourse has supplanted, and is in any rate superior to, the
conventional methods of peer review and print media, which presently exist only
to siphon grant money away from science to publishers.

That may be true, and there is no question that, in other fields, even paragons
like Science have been deeply wounded by the creakiness of the conventional
peer review system. Meanwhile, there’s no consensus that it should be
completely abandoned, as some standards of authority are highly desireable, if
they can be had practically. To that end, greater openness and scrutiny of the
review process itself has been suggested, and it appears some journals are
moving in that direction.

Even without any alteration, and with the complete anonymity most referees
currently enjoy, they are obliged under the standards of peer review to cogently
communicate their reasons for acceptance or rejection of scientific
communication. To do otherwise would indeed be completely unethical, and
would never stand. I do not think that anyone, in the wake of several recent
scandals involving scientific misconduct, is suggesting the system become more
closed and inscrutible.

So, from the perspective of an outsider to physics (but an insider to publishing
and reviewing scientific communications), it does seem disturbing that the de
facto referees of what is apparently the most relevant and prevalent means of
communication of physics discourse feel no need whatsoever to explain their
actions. I don’t want to rush to judgement, as they may have very legitimate
practical reasons. They may be swamped with a bombardment of crackpottery,
and to explictly reject even the most outlandish communication as such might
open a legal can of worms, on top of being a full-time burden.

It does not appear to my non-expert self, however, that Dr. Woit is a crank. At
worst, he’s no more of a crank than a fair number of his colleagues, it seems.
One need only read the bitter disputes recorded on weblogs between some
Stringy and Loopy investigators to see the contempt some professional physicists
openly display for one another, and it does not appear that those communications
are being supressed by trackback blacklisting. What are the standards being
applied here? How is the appearance of impropriety (albeit even to the ignorant)
to be avoided? It’s not at all clear to me, in this instance, why some justification
should not be provided. I’m a taxpayer. Just as the increasingly obvious problems
with the standard system of peer review of publically funded science concern me
deeply, so also, if the arXiv is a publically-funded resource, does its standards
concern me. I think such public curiosity is reason enough to simply provide an
explanation.

16. Chris Oakley
February 24, 2006



Dumb (?) Biologist,

I don’t know the answers to all your questions, but I feel I should point out that
ArXiv is not a replacement for print journals, it’s a replacement for the preprint
system. With the latter one would send copies of one’s paper to 200+ institutions
worldwide at the same time as one submitted it to a journal. It meant that people
did not have to wait months to see what you were up to. SLAC keep scans of
every preprint they received, a large number of which never ended up in any
journal. A side effect of this system was that after the initial mailing one would
get a swathe of preprint requests from universities not on the mailing list (I seem
to remember getting many from Eastern Europe and Russia).

17. Dumb Biologist
February 24, 2006

OK. My line of questioning was based, to considerable degree, on information
provided here:

http://people.ccmr.cornell.edu/~ginsparg/blurb/

Especially:

“It is ordinarily claimed that journals play two intellectual roles: a) to
communicate research information, and b) to validate this information for the
purpose of job and grant allocation.

As I’ve explained, the role of journals as communicators of information has long
since been supplanted in certain fields of physics, so let’s consider their other
role. Having queried a number of colleagues concerning the criteria they use in
evaluating job applicants and grant proposals, it turns out that the otherwise
unqualified number of published papers is too coarse a criterion and plays
essentially no role. Researchers are typically familiar with the research in their
own field, and must in any event independently evaluate it together with letters
of recommendation from trusted sources. Recent activity levels of candidates
were mentioned as a criterion, but that too is independent of publication per se:
“hot preprints” on a CV can be as important as any publication.

So many of us have long been aware that certain physics journals currently play
NO role whatsoever for physicists. Their primary role seems to be to provide a
revenue stream to publishers, a revenue stream invisibly siphoned from
overhead on research contracts through library systems.”

(I hope I’m not violating any fair use standards by quoting the above from this
source: http://people.ccmr.cornell.edu/~ginsparg/blurb/pg96unesco.html)

The explicit suggestion is that resources like the arXiv are not just expeditious
and inexpensive vehicles for distributing preprints, but that they have rendered
at least some physics journals obsolete. Of course my reading may overstate the
arXiv’s importance, but it does appear that it has indeed assumed a preeminent
and independent role as a means of communicating original physics and
mathematics literature. Again, I may be reading too much into this, and I don’t

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/
http://people.ccmr.cornell.edu/~ginsparg/blurb/
http://people.ccmr.cornell.edu/~ginsparg/blurb/
http://people.ccmr.cornell.edu/~ginsparg/blurb/pg96unesco.html
http://people.ccmr.cornell.edu/~ginsparg/blurb/pg96unesco.html


want to be mistaken in my understanding.

18. woit
February 24, 2006

Sean (and others),

Thanks for your supportive comments.

DB,

There are lots of interesting issues about the role of the arXiv as it increasingly
replaces the historical role of peer-reviewed journal. But one overriding fact is
that it has become extremely important for the math and physics communities,
and the people managing it have an increasingly important responsibility.

The arXiv does need to protect itself against crackpots, and I can see justification
for a certain amount of lack of transparency at times because of this. I gather
that they haven’t yet figured out a permanent policy for dealing with trackbacks,
but I don’t see that an elaborate peer-review process makes a lot of sense here.
They just need a moderation mechanism to thwart crackpots, and the problem
here seems to be that their moderator(s) is convinced that anyone critical of
string theory is a crackpot. The kind of string fanaticism exemplified by people
like Motl, Distler and Kuperberg is a minority behavior even among string
theorists. My experience has been that most string theorists and I can have a
perfectly reasonable discussion of these issues, even though we may strongly
disagree about some of them. But those in the string theory community who are
fanatics shouldn’t be in the position of making moderation decisions at a crucial
institution like the arXiv.

19. Dumb Biologist
February 24, 2006

I wish I understood it all better, so that I had more to add now than my hopes for
a fair hearing of your grievances. Best of luck!

20. MathPhys
February 25, 2006

Michael,

Why do you (and Motl) connect and write to this blog? Just to tell Peter Woit how
much you despise him? It is clear that he hit a very raw nerve.

I find your behaviour disgraceful. Are you people really scientists?

21. Quantoken
February 25, 2006

Peter:

What’s the point writting a letter to ARXIV? They already said they are not



interested in your opinion. Predictable it will take another 3 months before you
see any response and the only response you will get is that they ignore you.

And it is ridiculous for you to defend ARXIV for having to protect themselves
against crackpots. They welcome the biggest crackpot of all, the super string
theory. I know that till this day you are not willing to consider super string theory
as a crackpot, and you still want to consider it as a science. The point is any
theory that fails to make a useful prediction is considered crackpot. It doesn’t
matter that string theorists are honestly making the effort to try to come up with
a prediction. That is simply not good enough to differentiate their theory from
crackpot. All crackpot theorists DO honestly hope for a useful prediction.

Until string theorists can show that they can make meaningful predictions, and
that their prediction can be verified by experiments, I think it is fair and square
that super string theory be classified as a crackpot theory. ARXIV therefore is a
major crackpot depository.

You might as well instead write to New York Times, or any of the public media.

Quantoken

22. Haelfix
February 25, 2006

There is absolutely no good reason Arxiv should ban blogs that are run by faculty
at major research institutions. I might disagree with comments here on
occassion, but there have been several very enlightening discussions here in the
past.

I do however see how it can get a little annoying responding to the same
trackback subjects (eg how bad the landscape is for physics) over and over
again. It gets a little tiring at times when its the same criticism at every new
paper. I think pretty much the entire physics community, as well as even the
general public is now aware of these objections, it has been the point of many
coffee table talks and its thoroughly known.

I am otoh perfectly open to reading healthy and hopefully new objections, and
indeed they do show up on occassion.

23. Juan R.
February 25, 2006

There is a broad dilated experience of ArXiv administrators to eliminate any
dissident from being heard by the rest of comunity.

It is possible that Quantoken have full reason in that

“What’s the point writting a letter to ARXIV? They already said they are not
interested in your opinion. Predictable it will take another 3 months before you
see any response and the only response you will get is that they ignore you.”



In fact, ArXiv administrators are ignoring to blacklisted scientists since many
years. They even do not response to blacklisted Nobel laureates, even when they
write a formal letter to Nature journal. Here an excerpt:

“The cases documented by myself and others show that there is more to the
story.”

“The exclusion of particular individuals and particular ideas from arXiv appears
to me to be deliberate.”

“For example, having stated that a very distinguished physicist’s strong support
of a submission carried no weight because this physicist “was not intimately
familiar with the work in question”, the moderators simply ignored subsequent
support from an endorser with publications on the same subject.

“The moderators’ attitude to any challenge to conventional thinking is likely to
result in the loss to science of important innovative ideas.”

Has Robertson letter changed ArXiv “moderation” process?

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

24. Chris Oakley
February 25, 2006

One possible solution to the “standards” problem in the ArXiv would be to have
an area containing papers submitted but not endorsed by the advisory board,
preferably with comments explaining why. If anyone finds any of this
“crackpottery” offensive, then they could just avoid visiting this part of the site.

25. Juan R.
February 25, 2006

Peter Woit

I recomend you the preparation of an open letter was signed by respected
scientists for a better (at least open to external check) administration of the
ArXiv.

This is the only way i can see you can obtain some success. Best desires!

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

26. Benjamin

http://www.nature.com/cgi-taf/DynaPage.taf?file=/nature/journal/v433/n7028/full/433800a_fs.html&content_filetype=pdf
http://www.nature.com/cgi-taf/DynaPage.taf?file=/nature/journal/v433/n7028/full/433800a_fs.html&content_filetype=pdf


February 25, 2006

Peter,

I’m neither a physicist nor a mathematician, so I doubt my comments will be
worth much to you, but please let me say this. Of course, you deserve the
trackbacks from arXiv, but I object to you calling Lubos Motl’s blog a ‘stew’ of
‘fanatical’ politics. I am a political moderate who can be liberal on some issues
and conservative on others. I have no axe to grind. Motl’s conservative political
views are based on his experience of Communism, and they are not without a
great deal of merit. Furthermore, he expresses himself colorfully, which may go
over the top sometimes, but is entertaining and thought-provoking. There’s
nothing ‘fanatical’ about his views. I think this bit of excess on your part in your
otherwise cogent background article that you linked to here does your own
worthwhile cause a disservice. However, it is only a slight misstep. As for the
validity of superstrings, I too have my doubts, but my opinion is worthless, so I
can only say: ‘Let time reveal the truth!’

27. woit
February 25, 2006

Benjamin,

I don’t want to get into a discussion of Lubos Motl’s politics, but there is a
reason I needed to bring up the issue of his fanaticism and how it is expressed on
his weblog. The arXiv will not inform me of the reason it is censoring links to my
weblog, so all I can do is try and guess what the reason might be and see if it fits
with the evidence given by looking at the other weblogs they do allow links to.
Although I would challenge this, I can see how someone might accuse me of at
times being insufficiently polite to certain people, or holding fanatically one-
sided views. The fact that links to Lubos’s site are allowed indicates that this
can’t possibly be the reason.

While my own political views aren’t those of Lubos, my father and his family
were Eastern European refugees from Soviet communism and I grew up
understanding well their point of view and respecting it. None of them ever
behaved in the slightest like Lubos; they were civilized people and capable of
treating views they disagreed with with respect. Lubos is a fanatic and an
extremist, both in his political and scientific views: you always know exactly what
he is going to say about any issue, he goes on and on about how anyone who
disagrees with him about politics or string theory is an incompetent fool, and
does whatever he can to suppress any such disagreement.

One could argue that fanaticism of this kind is harmless, but the problem is that
the moderators of the arXiv, while lacking Lubos’s political fanaticism share his
scientific fanaticism. This form of fanaticism has done a huge amount of damage
by now to theoretical physics, and promises to do much more in coming years
unless people take a stand against it.

28. Benni
February 25, 2006



Dear Peter,
I think you are banned, because you do not scientific work. You only criticise
stringtheorie in a rather “public” manner.
When you have real arguments against stringtheorie(for example if it fails to
reproduce an observed physical effect, nonlocal quantum effects could be such
cases) then write it in mathematical form to a paper and publish it.
I think you had to wait for an answer because there were discussions on the
moderator board.
And they might have decided, that someone, who only wants the general public
to inform with short comments that stringhtheorie is not as goog as it is, has
nothing to do with a scientific discussion, but only with a person producing
himself.
It seems that the Arxiv wants to be a board for scientists, and not for discussions
addressed for the general public.
Everyone in stringhteory knows about the landscape, and there is no need, to tell
a scientist on this problems. So Arxiv blacklisted you.
Even if I have nothing to do with the moderator board, I think if you write a
number of serious papers (maybe 10-20) with your own Ideas, publish them in
journals and post them to the arxiv, and make your blog more of scientifically
interest (stop stupid mentioning of the same problems everybody knows, post
original ideas, come up with new! criticisms on strings which no one thought
before), your situation would be much better.
At this time for now, you can only be seen as a man who doesn’t produce own
ideas, but only himself for the general public with repeated criticism of a theory
which is in a crisis (what everyonein stringtheorie knows).
It might be that what you do is very good for students and newbies, who want to
start their carrier in theoretical physics. And I think you know, you do it exactly
for them.
But for science it is nothing, perpetually mentioning that a speculative theory
that has 10^500 solutions instead of one. And Arxiv is for science, not for
students or newbies.

29. Patrick
February 25, 2006

I’ve been lurking here for a while but never posted before. This is slightly off
topic, but I’m in the same boat with Dumb Biologist in that, in my own field
(biophysics), we don’t have anything comparable to ArXiv. I’m a bit curious about
the role it seems to be assuming in the physics community. My question is: to
those of you who have been involved in hiring/promotion decisions, do papers on
ArXiv carry any weight or are they completely discounted as not “real” until they
appear in a peer reviewed journal?

Just wondering.

PLW

30. woit
February 25, 2006



Benni,

Well, I actually have published 9 papers, one in a conference proceedings, the
other 8 in Phys. Rev. Lett., Nucl. Phys. B. and Phys. Lett. B. Actually it would be
10-20 if you count hep-th/0206135. I haven’t submitted that to a journal, since at
this point I don’t much see the point of journals. If the arXiv moderators want to
set a standard of 10-20 peer-reviewed publications by a blogger before allowing
links to their blog, they should say so. I don’t think a few more peer-reviewed
publications on my part would make any difference.

Your characterization of my blog is quite inaccurate. There are postings on a
wide variety of topics of scientific interest and many physicists and
mathematicians, including quite a few string theorists clearly find them worth
reading. The evidence for this comes both from what people have told me and
from the large number of daily connections to the blog, very many of them from
leading research institutions.

Yes, I do cover in detail the continuing controversy over the landscape, I think it
is an important story. The moderators may agree with you that my emphasis on it
is unwarranted, and that would justify their not allowing a trackback to my
posting about Weinberg’s article. It doesn’t justify their decision to censor any
and all links to my blog, including the ones about John Baez’s paper and about
the Freed-Hopkins-Teleman theorem.

31. woit
February 25, 2006

Benni,

One other thing. You write:

“When you have real arguments against stringtheorie(for example if it fails to
reproduce an observed physical effect, nonlocal quantum effects could be such
cases) then write it in mathematical form to a paper and publish it.”

This misses the whole point about the problem with string theory: it’s not a
theory that is “wrong” in a conventional scientific way. It’s “not even wrong”, i.e.
you can’t derive an inconsistency or an incorrect physical prediction from it
since it isn’t really a theory. What you are asking for is impossible, but in this
case it very much is legitimate science to give arguments that string theory (as a
theory of unification…) can’t ever possibly predict anything. Much of the
criticism of string theory here consists of a detailed argument explaining why
various claims that “string theory predicts X” are incorrect. I suppose I could
write such things up in more detail, providing equations, and even get them
published in some peer-reviewed journals. I don’t think there would be much
point to that, and I don’t think it would change the views of the arXiv
moderators.

32. A. nonymous
February 25, 2006



Patrick,

There’s a section of the arXiv for biophysics. You’ll see papers there by leading
researchers in the field, so most likely they read the other papers that appear
there too. That means that if you put a paper there in the right section, a
reasonable fraction of your peers will see it and it will affect their opinion of your
competence, either in a good or a bad way depending on how good your paper is.
Also, they might follow up on it if it strikes them as interesting. So it’s effectively
published.

It’s still a kind of a grey area, though, because it’s not the done thing in biology
to cite preprints in journal-published papers, so unless you publish in a journal as
well, you won’t get any citations. Whether you can disown a paper that you’ve
put on the arXiv later if you change your mind is a different question. You can
withdraw papers, but the attitude of the arXiv administration is that if you
thought in advance that there was a possibility that you would later withdraw a
paper, then you shouldn’t have posted it in the first place.

33. Pudding
February 25, 2006

“This misses the whole point about the problem with string theory: it’s not a
theory that is “wrong” in a conventional scientific way. It’s “not even wrong”, i.e.
you can’t derive an inconsistency or an incorrect physical prediction from it
since it isn’t really a theory.”

Which is why string theory, not Petr Woit should be banned from the arxiv.

34. woit
February 25, 2006

Patrick,

What I’ve seen of hiring decisions in recent years has been in math, not in
physics, where things are kind of different. For mathematicians, the peer-review
process is supposed to determine not only whether a result is of sufficient
interest, but whether the author has a valid proof. Mathematicians take this very
seriously, and so the peer-review process is of greater importance to them than
to physicists. The system is under stress though, as it has become harder and
harder to find good people willing to put in the amount of time necessary to
carefully check a proof. You hear a lot of complaints among mathematicians that
the peer-reviewed literature is much less reliable now than it used to be.

To get hired or promoted, in most cases peer-reviewed publications in leading
journals count heavily. This is not always the case: virtually any department in
the country would be happy to hire Grigori Perelman based on his arXiv
submissions which just give an outline of a proof of the Poincare conjecture and
which he shows no signs of wanting to submit to a journal for peer-review.

In physics, it is becoming increasingly hard to understand why the journals
survive. No one I know of reads the journals, everybody just looks at the arXiv.



The peer-review process has seriously broken down, for evidence of this consider
the case of the Bogdanov brothers. They were able to get several papers
consisting of complete nonsense published in a variety of peer-reviewed physics
journals, including two rather well-respected ones. I’d also be interested to hear
from people involved these days in physics hiring/promotion decisions about how
the whole journal issue is viewed.

35. Benni
February 25, 2006

Peter woit wrote
This misses the whole point about the problem with string theory: it’s not a
theory that is “wrong” in a conventional scientific way. It’s “not even wrong”, i.e.
you can’t derive an inconsistency or an incorrect physical prediction from it

No.
For example, string theory is formulated as a local field theory. But quantum
mechanics is essentially nonlocal.

In ordinary field theory, it is physically possible to restrict the behaviour to
locality, since in particle physics one does not work with experiments dealing
with entanglement.

Entanglement is a macroscopic quantum effect. Even there exists the quantum
eraser experiment (here’s an example)
http://grad.physics.sunysb.edu/~amarch/
which deals with entanglement at various time ans space points. It seems that
that quantum mechanics is a nonlocal system over space time.

String theory wants to deal with macroscopic objects like black holes and
universes.
I have seen many entangled quantum systems.

But never an entangled string!

It is simply false, when stringtheorists say, all they have to do is to get the
standard model.

I remember, that I have asked this John Schwarz personally in Munich after a
lecture two monts ago.
Schwarz looked at the ground, weaved with his arms, uttering some words, and
then he rotated to the table that the audience could not see his face.
He said: In stringtheory we assume everything local.

I would be glad, when someone points me to a paper how he wants to implement
nonlocal behaviour in a theory which assumes that all necessary about a particle
is a very small quantised string.

To implement correlations, he must, I think, set up a kind of hidden variable
theory, or make the string as big as the universe.

http://grad.physics.sunysb.edu/~amarch/
http://grad.physics.sunysb.edu/~amarch/


If I’m not wrong, of course.

36. woit
February 25, 2006

Benni,

You are very confused about these issues. And this is now completely off-topic, no
more along these lines please.

37. Benni
February 25, 2006

OK, what I mean is simply:

Is it not possible, to give a proof that string theory fails to reproduce
entanglement?

38. J.F. Moore
February 25, 2006

“No one I know of reads the journals, everybody just looks at the arXiv.”

This is interesting, because I would say exactly the opposite. I’ve worked in solid-
state physics, materials science, and chemistry groups (all experimental) and not
once has the arXiv come up. I’ve heard of it, but I have never personally looked
up a paper there for my own research. I’ve only followed links from places like
this blog just for curiosity. For research, a few times people trade preprints, but
it isn’t all that common. When an exciting new paper comes out in a journal, then
we discuss it. It seems to be a very different culture.

I plan to do some informal polling, concentrating on the physicists. I suspect a lot
of them will have no idea about the arXiv or will simply not care. My own feeling
is that, frustrations with peer review aside, I don’t want to waste my time
reading junk. Not that I’m saying the arXiv is full of junk; perhaps ‘small lab’
experimenters just generate more junk than mathematicians and HEP types so
it’s more of an issue. Maybe it’s just a different local minimum to solving the
problem of communication in our areas of study. I don’t know.

39. woit
February 25, 2006

Benni,

No, this is not possible. If there there are completely consistent versions of
string theory (which is plausible, but remains to be shown), at low energies they
should just reproduce the same behavior as in the standard quantum mechanics,
including entanglement.

One reason people are so interested in string theory is that it seems that at low
energies it gives you standard quantum theories that we know and love and are
well tested, but at high energies is supposed to give you something different.



40. woit
February 25, 2006

J.F. Moore,

It’s interesting to hear how different things are outside of particle physics. The
HEP theory preprint and arXiv literature has always had a lot of junk, with the
attitude being that part of becoming a serious researcher is learning to quickly
tell junk from non-junk. It has also often been very faddish, with people trying to
jump on the latest and hottest idea. If you ignored preprints and waited for
publications, you’d be out of the game.

41. J.F. Moore
February 25, 2006

I see. There is certainly fashion in my area, but I think the timescales are much
longer. Actually, it can be maddening how long it takes an ‘obvious’ idea to
become accepted by the mainstream.

I should add to what I said above that theorists of my acquaintance in
SS/condensed matter/chemical physics seemed to use preprints and the arXiv a
fair bit. What you say makes me want to ask them about the junk factor in their
fields.

42. Patrick
February 25, 2006

From briefly looking around the biophysics and statistical physics areas of ArXiv,
there seems to be a pretty strong theory/experiment split when it comes to
posting papers. I’m mostly an experimentalist and I’d never heard of ArXiv until I
learned about it through physics websites like this one. In the biophysics section
there are papers by some pretty big names in the theory and simulations area,
but little to nothing by experimentalists. This might simply reflect the fact that
the biophysics theorists are likely to have interacted with other theoretical
physicists in graduate school and thus be aware of ArXiv in the first place.

43. Benni
February 25, 2006

Of course it is possible to attac string theory.

You mention in your own essay, that “a simple argument gives rise to a high
cosmological constant”. Roger Penrose attacked stringtheory recently in his new
book with singularity theorems, and string theorists theirselves put their theory
into crisis with mentioning it has 10^500 solutions.

Also, there seem to be indeed problems with nonlocality. Even in ordinary QFT. A
workaround seems to be the well known Schroedinger picture, as H.D.Zeh from
Heidelberg writes: http://www.rzuser.uni-heidelberg.de/~as3/nonlocality.html

But there are other Problems:

http://www.rzuser.uni-heidelberg.de/~as3/nonlocality.html
http://www.rzuser.uni-heidelberg.de/~as3/nonlocality.html


In this (german) manuscript Prof. Dragon at Hannover (he works on relativity
and supergravity, some of his colleagues in his department work on string
theory)
http://www.itp.uni-hannover.de/~dragon/stonehenge/qm.pdf
writes at page: 100:
“since string theories contain relation 9.34, they are, in opinion of the author,
physically untenable”
And on the following lines, and the page before he gives fair grounds for his
opinion. And states: “This serious problem is ignored by string-theorists”…..
So, of course it is possible to attack this theory in a scientific way.

But I see no papers in which you are involved, Peter, that raise any questions.
That might be the reason why arxiv has blacklisted you.

44. Alejandro RIvero
February 25, 2006

I note some catch-22 situation here in some commenters. The owner of this blog
does not seem that string theory is a topic worthy to work in, but in order to
critiquise it he is asked to give a record of publications on string theory.

45. Benni
February 25, 2006

No. What is wanted are scientific publications which criticise string theory.
Penrose was able to for example.
String theorists themselves found, that their theory has 10^500 solutions.

What Peter does is: He waits till string theorists find problematic things and then
he gives short comments. The sucess of this blog is based on papers of others.
Everyone could do that -waiting till others struggle and then laugh at them.

Peter hasn’t found that it is an NP hard problem to find the correct solution.
Peter hasn’t found that String theory has 10^500 solutions.
Peter hasn’t found that assumed the additonal dimensions were classical, they
would collaps (as Penrose writes).
He even has not found the problem which Prof. Dragon raised (which is indeed
the most simple imaginable).

All this are scientific things, a real scientist, which criticises stringheorie could
have written on his own. A mathematician, he should know that there exists no
theory, which is not worth to spend time. It es even physically valuable to show
problems of a theory, which put it into question.

But either Peter does not want to produce scientific work or he is not able to.
So there’s no wonder, that arxiv which wants to be for science exchange
blacklists him.

46. Geon Oh
February 25, 2006

http://www.itp.uni-hannover.de/~dragon/stonehenge/qm.pdf
http://www.itp.uni-hannover.de/~dragon/stonehenge/qm.pdf


Benni is making a very fair comment which I’ve been trying to say since long
ago. I’m not a string theorist nor non-string theorist (just an undergraduate
student at the moment) but I must admit, I’m kind of sick of hearing that ‘Peter
Woit is brave enough to point out string theory is not even wrong!’ It’s not about
being brave, it’s an ignorance to decide ‘not’ to study string theory and yet
trying to raise a voice about it. My mentor always told me ‘Save your best
thoughts, and devise ways to test them’, I can’t believe how Peter Woit, his
history tells me he is a very qualified physicist, yet he is wasing time on posting
articles like these and finding links so that ‘general public’ can read them. Please
stop all the nonsense about Witten being the axis of evil who influence people to
take up string theory, at least he doesn’t waste time arguing ‘why am I
blacklisted on Arxiv!!’, he’s smart enough to realise he should rather spend time
‘try things out’ rather than ‘sit and cry’.

47. Geon Oh
February 25, 2006

Sorry if I sound upset… I just feel strongly about this.. 

48. Peter
February 25, 2006

Geon,

If you think I’ve ever claimed that “Witten is the axis of all evil” you haven’t read
or understood much of what I’ve written here. I’d suggest learning a lot more
about this subject before criticizing anyone else for their views about it.

Benni,

I don’t know who you are, perhaps also an undergraduate, but you don’t
understand what you are talking about.

There seems to be something about string theory that encourages people who
have learned a little bit about it, but don’t actually understand anything, to
spend their time attacking people who actually do know what they are talking
about.

Both of you, please stop posting here until you actually understand what you are
writing about. If people who actually understand string theory want to argue
with my views about it, I’m glad to do so, but it’s absurd to be spending my time
answering attacks from undergraduates who don’t know understand what is
going on here.

49. Richard
February 25, 2006

Alejandro has an excellent point:

I note some catch-22 situation here in some commenters. The owner of
this blog does not seem that string theory is a topic worthy to work in,



but in order to critiquise it he is asked to give a record of publications
on string theory.

There are certain musical forms (i.e., atonal or 12 tone classical, rap, or fill in
your own _____) which I feel perfectly qualified to criticize even though I’m
neither a musician or a musicologist. I do know enough about music that I feel
perfectly qualified to assert that something smells bad and doesn’t advance
musical culture at all. Can you imagine being attacked by a musician and told
that your opinion is invalid because you yourself aren’t a practitioner? I’m seeing
a lot of this sort of blind us-versus-them elitism in some of these posts. I’m not a
physicist, and frankly don’t have a strong opinion about string theory, but Peter’s
criticism of string theory seems remarkably restrained compared to the rantings,
attacks, and wild assertions by Motl and others.

Peter hasn’t found that String theory has 10^500 solutions.

This is a criticism of Peter? Are we supposed to jump for joy because there are
10^500 solutions? And solutions to what? Vacuum states? Some of these
comments are so inarticulate that I smell real crackpots, in this case, pro string
theory crackpots, and why isn’t Motl wading in here and wielding his usual
machete to these people?

Happily going back to doing math tonight where the tone of politics and
discussion is a bit more civilized …

50. Mar
February 25, 2006

Hi Benni. It is called “string theory”  . And no, there is no apparent reason why
it shouldn’t be self-consistent.

Geon Oh: I think you’re completely off the mark here. As far as I undestand,
Peter (like many, many scientists including, but not exclusivelly, Lubos) is quite a
fan of Witten.

Both:

You completely miss the point, which was about trackbacks from the ArXiV.
These should be allowed no matter if the blogger in question is a critic or not of
string theory, tokamak approaches to fusion or anything else. While it’s
understandable that the ArXiV should have some sort of “crackpot filter”, I think
it’s plain nonsense that, for example, a trackaback to a paper by John Baez is
banned while the author himself comments in this very blog.

51. Rien
February 26, 2006

Regarding the arxiv again, I’m a particle theorist and of course I submit all my
papers to journals as well. I am a little suspicious of papers more than a year old
that have not been properly published, even though the arxiv has been there
during my whole career.



I’m becoming somewhat disillusioned by the peer review process though, but
this comes more from being a referee. Several times now, I have strongly
recommended against publishing papers, only to find that those papers have
been published anyway in another journal (and once even in the same journal). It
seems impossible to argue against publishing slight papers with a small or
negligible amount of new stuff. There are simply too many papers being put out,
in my view. Of course you can always say that you never know what is going to
be the next thing, but sometimes it’s pretty clear that a paper will not lead to
anything, when it’s just the umpteent small variation of something.

On the other hand I’ve also had a referee finding an error in one of my own
papers, so it is not altogether bad…

52. Thomas Larsson
February 26, 2006

Benni and others,

While string theory makes no hard, falsifiable predictions, it makes many soft
predictions: supersymmetry, extra dimensions, 496 gauge bosons, proton decay,
new long-range forces, a non-positive CC, etc. The most striking thing about
these soft predictions is that every single one is in apparent disagreement with
experiment.

The situation with string theory is similar to that of Ptolemy’s epicycle theory. An
ellipse, or any closed curve for that matter, can presumably be expressed as
circles around circles around circles ad infinitum, just as any periodic function
can be expanded in a Fourier series. So epicycle theory is not even wrong, but
the fact that its soft predictions are in apparent disagreement with experiments
is nevertheless a problem for it.

If you are not impressed by Peter’s qualifications, why don’t you have a look at
what the founder of the string theory group at Rutgers has to say about his
former field, see subsection 1.6 of hep-th/0204131.

53. Swatters
February 26, 2006

Benni seems more like a graduate student than an undergrad.

I think I can sum up Benni’s opinion: If you aren’t an approved of and published
scientist then the opinion generated by your primitive little mind is pointless. You
are free, free to think whatever the “real scientist” tell you to think. Just shut up
and sign the check.

54. Marty Tysanner
February 26, 2006

I get the impression that people like Benni and Geon Oh are confused about the
real issue at hand. They justify the actions of certain moderators of the ArXiv to
censor blog trackbacks to Not Even Wrong because Peter is criticizing string
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theory without actively producing papers (especally string theory papers) of his
own. Geon Oh goes even farther, and states that Peter is ignorant of string
theory because he is not producing string papers. Evidently he is either unaware
of or disbelieves Peter’s repeated comments that he has spent a great deal of
time studying string theory; he also ignores Peter’s repeated reluctance to
engage in discussions about technical topics that he does not feel fully qualified
to discuss.

My own observations of Peter over the past several years (since he started
posting on sci.physics.research, before the days of the “Not Even Wrong” blog)
have been different. It was clear that he talked about a sensitive subject, judging
from the lively discussions that ensued and the strong emotions he encountered
from some string theorists (especially Lubos “Superstring/M-theory is the
language in which God wrote the world” Motl…). However, I have noticed that
Peter has always been clear about the reasons behind his statements so that
anyone was free to challenge him on that basis. So if he were making an
incorrect claim about string theory others were free to point out his error.
Sometimes this happened — occasionally an expert would catch him making a
misstatement. But interestingly, I noticed that rather than becoming defensive or
making a personal attack on the person who disagreed with him, he would
publicly acknowedge his mistake if he was wrong; if he didn’t believe he was
wrong, he would give a more technical explanation of his position, and then the
discussion would continue. He also seemed to soften the way he presented his
views over time; as he discused the views of reasonable string theorists who
argued with him, he was more careful about saying what specific parts of string
theory he disagreed with (especially the landscape), while openly acknowledging
that there were other aspects of string theory that were worth studying and that
deserved to be called science. For some time now, he has openly stated that
reasonable people may disagree with his views about the merits about string
theory.

At the same time, I have observed that the people with whom he publicly
discusses his views usually fall into one of two categories. The largest group acts
reasonable; they either try to engage in a discussion of the technical merits of
what Peter says, or they may mention that, “Well, you’ve got to work on
something unless you want to just give up, and right now string theory is the
best there is even if it isn’t perfect.” The other group doesn’t usually bother to
argue from logic; these people seem satisfied with personal attacks on Peter,
trying to cast him as a marginal character with no scientific standing who is
trying to hurt the One True Fundamental Theory for personal reasons or because
he is just ignorant. People like “Michael” (a.k.a. “Hmm,” I assume) and other
more well known characters come to mind… Rather than actually addressing the
technical points Peter makes, these people employ ridicule, distortion of
viewpoints or past accomplishments, strawman arguments, and the like.

It is very “interesting” to see certain relatively well known physicists and
physicist wannabes resorting to emotional tactics rather than reason when it
comes to defending their views. And now, using the curtain of anonymity, certain
physicists are now even resorting to censorship tactics to make it harder for
physicists and graduate students to see dissenting viewpoints when looking at a



paper on the ArXiv. These moderators and people who use emotional methods to
attack Peter seem willing to risk unintended consequences — that reasonable
graduate students who could become the next generation of string theorists, as
well as the public that is helping fund such research, might conclude that these
string theorists don’t believe that string theory is strong enough to stand up on
its own merits against reasoned, dissenting views, and consequently the tactics
of mud-slinging politicians must be employed to maintain string theory’s favored
position. Even worse, engaging in censorship for personal reasons and shrill
personal attacks with little technical merit are offensive to both the scientific
method and the spirit of free inquiry. Any resulting backlash against people who
engage in those tactics is bound to cause damage to string theory by its
association with them, even though the number of such people is relatively small.
This is yet another example where intelligence and wisdom can be orthogonal…

For someone like me who is very interested in fundamental physics, the
discussions Peter has had with others (especially physicists) about string theory
have been valuable, far more so than some of the uninformed “string theory is
bad” comments by others that seem to frequently clutter the comment sections
in his blog. Understanding the weaknesses of a theoretical program is crucial for
graduate students (e.g., me) to make an informed choice about what research
direction to choose. One usually has many opportunities to hear about a theory’s
positive aspects by those who are actively working on it, but those same people
usually don’t spend much time talking about the negatives; presumably if they
thought it had a lot of negative aspects they wouldn’t be working on it
themselves.

So the real issue here that I think people like Benni and Geon Oh should consider
is not whether or not they can understand why ArXiv moderators might not like
trackbacks to Peter’s blog. The real issue, it seems to me, is that trackbacks (and
beyond that, the ability to submit papers to the ArXiv) should not be prevented
on the basis of personal feelings by moderators. Whatever criteria are chosen for
allowing or disallowing trackbacks (or paper submission) should be published
and uniformly enforced. Otherwise, the system is open to abuse, as outward
appearance would suggest has actually happened in this case.

55. Pudding
February 26, 2006

“The real issue, it seems to me, is that trackbacks (and beyond that, the ability to
submit papers to the ArXiv) should not be prevented on the basis of personal
feelings by moderators.”

Has Petr been prevented from submit papers to the ArXiv?

An outrage!

56. Marty Tysanner
February 26, 2006

Has Petr been prevented from submit papers to the ArXiv?



Not that I know of. I was thinking of a couple of other people who have
apparently been blacklisted for no obvious reason. It would be appropriate for
what constitutes grounds for being blacklisted and the procedures/requirements
for having priveleges restored were made public and enforced uniformly, just as
it would be for trackbacks. Why shouldn’t this procedural information be
documented and transparent?

57. Tony Smith
February 26, 2006

Richard said:
“… There are certain musical forms (i.e., atonal or 12 tone classical, rap, or fill in
your own _____) which I feel perfectly qualified to criticize even though I’m
neither a musician or a musicologist. … Can you imagine being attacked by a
musician and told that your opinion is invalid because you yourself aren’t a
practitioner? …”.

Yes, I can.
IIRC, in the heyday of atonal 12 tone stuff, establishment music critics would
deride audience dislike of atonal 12 tone stuff, saying that the members of such
an audience were too ignorant and uneducated to understand the inherent
beauty of atonal 12 tone stuff.
The reaction (over a time scale of decades) to such arrogance has been a return
to use of harmonious structures.

If physics and superstring theory were to follow the historical pattern of music
and atonal 12 tone stuff,
then
there may be a few more decades of arrogant superstring excess, followed by a
return to experimentally connected physics,
but making use (in ways not permitted by current rigid superstring doctrine) of
some of the math techniques of superstring theory

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

58. Benni
February 26, 2006

At first: Larsson writes:
>While string theory makes no hard, falsifiable predictions, it makes >many soft
predictions: every single one is in apparent >disagreement with experiment. end
quote

I know. Indeed it seems that string theorists themselves criticise their own field.
It can only be described as criticism, to write a paper that it is an NP hard
problem to indentify the correct solution. Want else should it be to write
publications which bring their own subject in a crisis. That such publications are
written shows the contrary of what peter thinks. It shows that string theorists
are actually aware of the problematic taste of their theory and criticising
themselves. How else would you interpret the words of Gross recently?
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What sometimes is annoying, is the media hype they create and the
advertisement with which string theorists hire students.

But Arxiv has nothing to do with media hype. And even, when one protests
against media hype. Peter does a well job. For students and graduates who want
to start a carrier in theoretical physics. But not for science only for people.

The Problem in the Arxiv, I think is not, that he got blacklisted in a scientific
preprint archive. The problem is that Arxiv has no clear moderating rules. Peter
got no correct answer why he is blacklisted. The moderator board has no clear
“rules” stated ccording to which it works (e.g it should be possible to make a
“democratic” process where 30 moderators vote or such). Also, the
“endorsement” system is problematic. Because the rules are not clear and very
subjective to the endorsers. It could be, that the next Einstein won’t be
endorsed, because his paper is so original and so complex that no endorser
would have time to read through these many formulas which have nothing to do
with present day theory.

At second Peter writes:
>I don’t know who you are, perhaps also an undergraduate, but >you don’t
understand what you are talking about. end quote:

I think I understand these comments of Prof.H.D.Zeh in Heidelberg very well,
which discuss this aspect of nonlocality and String theory:
http://www.rzuser.uni-heidelberg.de/~as3/nonlocality.html
Quantum theory is kinematically nonlocal, while relativistic quantum field theory
requires dynamical locality. How can these two aspects be compatible?
The most general local structure seems to be described by quantum field theory.
It may be characterized by the following program:
(1) Find an underlying set of “classical” fields. This endeavor is the major
objective of unified field theory such as string theory or “M theory”, where often
only rudimentary quantum aspects are taken into account.
(2) Define quantum states as wave functionals of these fields (that is, as
superpositions of different “classical” field states).
(3) Assume that the Hamiltonian operator H (acting on wave functionals) is
defined as an integral over a Hamiltonian density, written in terms of these fields
at each space point.

And I don’t see your point how string theory alone should reproduce
entanglement, until we have not done step 2 and 3. I could go more into detail,
even with calculations, but this gets off topic now and I stop.

59. Benni
February 26, 2006

an additional note to the Arxiv:
On the page introducing the endorsement system, arxiv writes
http://arxiv.org/help/endorsement
arXiv.org is distinct from the web as a whole, because arXiv contains exclusively
scientific content. Although arXiv is open to submissions from the scientific
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communities, our team has worked behind the scenes for a long time to ensure
the quality of our content.

And this is the problem.
What is “behind the scenens”?
On this page, Arxiv states that its content is controlled by a conspirative group of
scientists who can do what they alone think.
Explicite rules and democratic moderating process is absolutely necessary here.

60. robert
February 26, 2006

Peter

I’m pleased to see that your ‘Letter to ArXiv Advisory Board’ has prompted such
a useful debate of the role of this body. As one whose professional work has been
in areas somewhat removed from the frontiers of knowledge, I find myself in
sympathy with others outside the hep-th community who find the aggressive and
partisan behaviour of stringers slightly bemusing, and quite at odds with more
widely held views on what science is about.

61. Michael
February 26, 2006

MathPhys,

I don’t despise Peter Woit. I’m just being blunt about who I think he his and what
I think he’s doing. I consider it possible that Peter is a likable guy personally, but
it truly doesn’t matter.

I am earning my money as a scientist (mathematical physics), in case you’re
question was sincere.

62. Thomas Larsson
February 26, 2006

Benni wrote:
At first: Larsson writes: >While string theory makes no hard, falsifiable
predictions, it makes >many soft predictions: every single one is in apparent
>disagreement with experiment. end quote
I know. Indeed it seems that string theorists themselves criticise their own field.

While you perhaps know this, and all senior string theorists undoubtedly do so, it
is hardly common knowledge. Neither among the general public, nor among the
high school and college kids who will become the next generation of scientists,
and not even among professional scientists in other fields. Thus, there is
certainly a need for public education here, of the kind that Peter is pursuing.

Because we don’t want to keep taxpayers ignorant about the fact that all natural
predictions of string theory disagree with experiments, do we?



63. woit
February 26, 2006

Marty,

Thanks for your thoughtful long comment and for your kind words about what
I’ve been doing. What you describe is certainly what I hope I am doing, so I’m
glad to see that in your perception I generally live up to what I aspire to.

64. Benni
February 26, 2006

Thomas Larsson Says:
>While you perhaps know this, and all senior string theorists >undoubtedly do
so, it is hardly common knowledge. Neither among >the general public, nor
among the high school and college kids >who will become the next generation of
scientists, and not even >among professional scientists in other fields. Thus,
there is >certainly a need for public education here, of the kind that Peter >is
pursuing.
1) yes. And this “public education” might be the reason why Arxiv has Banned
Peter. Arxiv might not want to have anything to do with public education.

2) Is it so worse in the US?
In Germany, I’m also a little bit in sorrow. Here, folks have looked at the string
hype quite sceptical for 20 years. Now even before LHC is working, there seem
to grow out “centers for mathematical physics” everywhere. in Hamburg,
Munich, Heidelberg, Jena… Chairs which have been sceptical for years
(Heidelberg) now working on it. It might be, that well trained postdocs from the
US return. Or it might be that averything else in the Standardmodel is worked
out, so they jump on this train because own work in quantum gravity might be a
hight risk.
But they do this exactly at the point where the theory is a bit declining.

65. Benjamin
February 26, 2006

The situation with string theory is similar to that of Ptolemy’s epicycle theory. An
ellipse, or any closed curve for that matter, can presumably be expressed as
circles around circles around circles ad infinitum, just as any periodic function
can be expanded in a Fourier series. So epicycle theory is not even wrong, but
the fact that its soft predictions are in apparent disagreement with experiments
is nevertheless a problem for it.

Please forgive this vanity comment, but as a mere humble engineer interested in
physics, I once had this thought too, both the epicycles and the Fourier part, just
the way you say it. Since this is fascinating, and something I can grasp, and I
don’t know who you are, could either you or a qualified physicist please confirm
that this is a valid objection, at least as a first or zeroth order concept for the
non-physicist (with perhaps a wee bit of poetic license thrown in)? Thanks.

66. Tony Smith



February 26, 2006

Benni has made some comments here, with some of which I disagree and some
of which I agree, but I think that in two areas his points are useful:

1 – with respect to arXiv:
“… arxiv writes …[at]… http://arxiv.org/help/endorsement … “Although arXiv is
open to submissions from the scientific communities, our team has worked
behind the scenes for a long time to ensure the quality of our content.”
And this is the problem.
What is “behind the scenens”?
On this page, Arxiv states that its content is controlled by a conspirative group of
scientists who can do what they alone think.
Explicite rules and democratic moderating process is absolutely necessary here.
…
The Problem in the Arxiv, I think is not, that he got blacklisted in a scientific
preprint archive. The problem is that Arxiv has no clear moderating rules. Peter
got no correct answer why he is blacklisted. The moderator board has no clear
“rules” stated ccording to which it works (e.g it should be possible to make a
“democratic” process where 30 moderators vote or such). Also, the
“endorsement” system is problematic. Because the rules are not clear and very
subjective to the endorsers. It could be, that the next Einstein won’t be
endorsed, because his paper is so original and so complex that no endorser
would have time to read through these many formulas which have nothing to do
with present day theory. …”.

2 – with respect to string theory and quantum theory:
“… Schwarz … said: In stringtheory we assume everything local. …
To implement correlations, he must, I think, set up a kind of hidden variable
theory, or make the string as big as the universe. …”.

Benni’s “string as big as the universe” might be interpretable as a world-line,
and tachyons might be useful in a theory of correlations, so maybe string theory
(with unconventional physical interpretations) could be useful in constructing a
realistic quantum theory. However,
to the extent that arXiv suppresses posting of material about string theory
interpretations that differ from the doctrinaire structure of conventional
superstring theory, then possibly useful advances may be impeded.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

67. woit
February 26, 2006

Benjamin,

Yes, the epicycle analogy about the problems of string theory is one that has
been made by many people (including some doing string theory).

As a general matter of philosophy of science, the thing is that, unless the
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structure of a theory is very rigid, it is hard to show that it is wrong, since often
a theory can be made consistent with observations by making it more
complicated. So the way theories often fail is not that they make wrong
predictions, but that they become more and more complex in order to try and
stay consistent with observations, until at some point people can’t stand the
ugliness of the theory any more and stop working on it. This seems to me the
way the string theory unification program is headed. To avoid this, some people
are trying to claim that ugliness is a virtue…

68. Benni
February 26, 2006

Tony Smith says
>Benni’s “string as big as the universe” might be interpretable as a >world-line,
and tachyons might be useful in a theory of >correlations, so maybe string
theory (with unconventional >physical interpretations) could be useful in
constructing a realistic >quantum theory.

At first, my knowledge in Stringhteory is not too high.
But to my small knowledge non-local Stringhteories in which strings are indeed
stretched between different points of spacetime are a nonlocal quantum field
theory, which violates causality (As today theorists compute everything some
even work on causality violating models).

When I read such entries:
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/12/causality-in-sft-ted-erler.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406199
I see, that string theorists do their best, to get a local field theory.
They (Gross here) write:
>Causality is a basic requirement of any acceptable physical >theory; causes
should always precede their effects, and if the >theory is Lorentz invariant,
>spacelike separated events should >be uncorrelated.
Although they know, that sometimes in quantum mechanics events at spacelike
separated points are correlated. That is, (as it seems to me) they construct their
theory often against physical experiment.

Ordinary QFT was invented before Bells inequalities. So there was no need to
think on correlations at distant ponts and normal QFT obeys locality. Quantum
field theory has other problems too. QED for example is nonlinear. Feynman
graphs can contain loops.
These problems are solved as such:
One defines a wave functional of the field operators.
In this review, for example decoherence is calculated with QFT (p17):
http://arxiv.org/pdf/quant-ph/9803052
The procedure with this functional picture can be used, to get correlations
without violating causality.
But one must “insert” the correct “local” QFT. Here’s another example of that:
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9306161
As Prof. H.D.Zeh writes, he thinks that normal QFTs, string and M theory
included, are local and therefore only “semiclassical”: http://www.rzuser.uni-
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heidelberg.de/~as3/nonlocality.html
Quantum theory is kinematically nonlocal, while relativistic quantum field theory
requires dynamical locality. How can these two aspects (well based on
experimental results) be simultaneously meaningful and compatible? How can
dynamical locality even be defined in terms of kinematically nonlocal concepts?
It may be characterized by the following program:
1) Find an underlying set of “classical” fields (including a metric) on a manifold.
This endeavor is the major objective of unified field theory (such as string theory
or “M theory”, where often only rudimentary quantum aspects are taken into
account).

(2) Define quantum states as wave functionals of these fields (that is, as
superpositions of different “classical” field states).

(3) Assume that the Hamiltonian operator H (acting on wave functionals) is
defined as an integral over a Hamiltonian density, written in terms of these fields
at each space point.

If I wrote something wrong, Peter or somebody else may correct me or delete my
post.
But I do not know, what happens if one does step 1,2,3 with stringtheory.

1) Assuming the suesskind multiverse is correct.. What has one insert in such a
“wave functional?” All the multiverses of Suesskind?
2) Assuming one day, String theory gives one correct solution, wouldn’t this
make everything much more complex? In the low energy level, one could work,
when it is prooved that stringtheory gives the local standardmodel. But what
would happen in the High Energy region?

My question to John Schwarz at Munich was simple:
“How is the quantum mechanical concept of nonlocality brought into
stringhteory”.
Answer: “Hmmmm, Hmmmm, Hmmmm (for 4 minutes), when we do
perturbation series, we assume everything local. The correlations in Quantum
Mechanics have not to do with causality violation. Entangled systems are very
difficult in local stringheory…..”
Question: “Could you provide me a reference on methods how one even tries to
research on spacelike separated multiparticle correlations”
Answer: Hmm, Hmmm….. and then something about ADS/CFT duality I could not
relate anymore to my question.

@Tony Smith:
I don’t think that one can use this theory as a realistic interpretation of quantum
mechanics. Neither non local stringtheory or all other approaches.

69. Aaron Bergman
February 26, 2006

Benni — you’re pretty much asking for a nonperturbative definition of string
theory. There exist field theories for the open string, for example, that satisfy all
your criteria. Life is harder with closed strings although there are attempts along
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those lines. So, the short answer is that when it’s been possible to define things
nonperturbatively, string theory has all the same nonlocalities as ordinary
quantum mechanics. The only difference is that the “fields” are now string fields
defined on the space of string embeddings rather than points.

70. Scott Aaronson
February 26, 2006

Peter,

Just wanted to add to the chorus of support for you. I don’t see how one could
define “reasonable criticisms of string theory” in a way that includes Penrose’s
and Smolin’s (and even some of the IAS particle theory postdocs’, when I talked
to them alone), but that excludes yours. Some people might say that, regardless
of content, weblogs are just not an appropriate forum for scientific disputes. But
in that case, why have trackbacks in the first place?

Best,
Scott

71. Benni
February 26, 2006

Maybe one should make a petition (online or per letter) to ask Arxiv, if it could
create better “moderating rules” than these:

… arxiv writes at http://arxiv.org/help/endorsement … “Although arXiv is open to
submissions from the scientific communities, our team has worked behind the
scenes for a long time to ensure the quality of our content.”

What is “behind the scenens”?
It is not because of Peter, but because of the Arxiv as scientific institution. The
worst scientific journals have peer review system where one gets at least a
comment why he is not allowed to publish.

Also the endorsement system… It could be, that the next Einstein won’t be
endorsed, because his paper is so original and so complex that no endorser
would have time to read through these many formulas which have nothing to do
with present day theory.

Has anyone an Idea of a better “standard ensuring” system?

This could also be subject to a petition.

72. woit
February 27, 2006

Scott,

Thanks for your comment. So that explains why my blog gets so many
connections from the IAS.
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Others,

I’ve just deleted a bunch of comments about Piet Hut, Witten, Brian Josephson,
etc. The institute controversy over Piet Hut has nothing whatsoever to do with
the issue at hand here, which is the decision by the arXiv moderators to suppress
links to this weblog. I’m not arguing that the arXiv should not suppress things for
which a legitimate case can be made that they are crackpot science. From what I
have seen of Josephson’s work, I think such a legitimate case can be made. The
question is whether this blog is crackpot science, a point of view I obviously
strongly object to. Please take discusssions of Piet Hut and Josephson elsewhere,
and stick to the topic at hand.

73. Andrew
February 27, 2006

Dear Peter,

If you are not having any success with dealing directly with the ArXiV, I would
have thought the logical step would be to take your complaint to the body
funding them, which surely has ethics rules…. Their policies must be answerable
to someone.

74. MathPhys
February 28, 2006

Michael,

My question was sincere. Your attitude towards Woit and his blog goes straight
against the scientific ideal of objectivity and tolerance of free speech.

Woit has something negative to say on a (so far) purely speculative theory. He
says it has (so far) failed to make contact with physics, and for that reason he
believes it’s on the wrong track. Is that a problem?

Why should a scientist have a problem with that? Why should anyone connect to
his blog to leave the sort of messages that you and Motl come here to write?

Your attitude gives non physicists who read this a very negative impression of
how physicists interact and deal with each other.

Theoretical high energy physics, particularly in the US, has always been nasty
and cut throat. But what you are into here goes beyond professional competition.
You are intolerant of opinions that are different from yours. And over what?

75. MathPhys
February 28, 2006

I also wish to make clear that I am *not* anti strings. In fact, I *want* to see
string theory flourish and thrive, as it brings together everything that I have ever
learnt and connects it to everything else.

So what I want to see you, Michael and Motl, do, and what I find most



disappointing that you are not doing, is to respond to Woit’s critiques in a calm
and meaningful way. Tell us, very calmly, why he is wrong. Or tell us that (at this
moment) you cannot tell us. There is nothing wrong with a scientist saying “I
don’t know. Things are unclear. I have gut feelings, but I still don’t understand.”
We all say that almost all the time.

But cheap verbal attacks, personal remarks about Woit’s career and his
publication list, are best left to high schoolers.

76. Juan R.
February 28, 2006

I see no problem with that ArXiv-administrators, journals-referees, etc. are
selecting scientific material each day, if and only if:

a) Are invoked explicit rules for “what is in” and “what is out”
b) There is posibility for publishing the rejected material in another site (maybe
considered “second-class” but at least available).

Peter Woit is highlighting the problem (a). He want know why Not Even Wrong is
now out from ArXiv trackbacking.

In a related topic, I would note that history of science is full of theories were
initially considered crackpot (by some referee of even by entire communities) but
broadly accepted at the end.

It has been well documented at least 27 cases of future Nobel Laureates
encountered resistance on part of scientific community towards their discoveries
and instances in which 36 future Nobel Laureates encountered resistance on
part of scientific journal editors or referees to manuscripts that dealt with
discoveries that on later date would assure them the Nobel Prize.

A beatiful example of last is rejection letter to Hideki Yukawa meson theory
considered by referee of the physical review journal to be wrong in a number of
important points: forces too small by a factor of 10-20, wrong spin dependence,
etc. But work was not wrong and some years after Yukawa received the Nobel
Prize for physics by *that* work.

Hermann Staudinger (Nobel Prize for Chemistry, 1953):

“It is no secret that for a long time many colleagues rejected your views which
some of them even regarded as abderitic.”

Howard M. Temin (Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine, 1975):

“Since 1963-64, I had been proposing that the replication of RNA tumour viruses
involved a DNA intermediate. This hypothesis, known as the DNA provirus
hypothesis apparently contradicted the so-called ‘central dogma’ of molecular
biology and met with a generally hostile reception…that the discovery took so
many years might indicate the resistance to this hypothesis.”



Today the dogma in physics is string theory. Anyone contrary to the
dogma receives hostility. In this blog, we can see examples of insane
hostility Peter Woit receives from Michaels, Motl, etc.

Among the more notorious instances of resistance to scientific discovery
previous to existence of Nobels, we can cite the Mayer’s difficulties to publish a
first version of the first law of thermodynamics. Not forget that even Newton was
considered crackpot by the mainstream of the epoque. Do you remember
D’alembert evaluation of Newtonian work?

Therefore, a bit of caution with using the word “crackpot” and more clear rules
for ArXiv.

—
Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

77. Florifulgurator
February 28, 2006

As an ex-academic, my favorite blogs to keep updated to the state of math phys is
Baez´ and this. Any other suggestion?

78. woit
February 28, 2006

Juan (and others),

Please stop it with the generic anti-scientific establishment rants. I don’t think
they add anything to this discussion. Sure, there are lots of examples in history
of good scientific ideas being discounted and suppressed, but going on about
those doesn’t have much to do with the case at hand.

I’ll leave Juan’s last rant up for a personal reason. The chemist Hermann
Staudinger was my great-uncle.

79. Count Iblis
February 28, 2006

Trackbacks referring to blogs that discuss the contents of papers (in a serious
way) should not be censored. That’s totally unjustifiable.

Perhaps someone here with a blog that is not censored by arXiv is willing to help
to circumvent the ban by posting trackbacks on their blog on behalf of Peter with
a link to this blog?

80. George
March 1, 2006

“Trackbacks referring to blogs that discuss the contents of papers (in a serious



way) should not be censored.”

What is “serious”? Who decides what’s a serious discussion?

“That’s totally unjustifiable.”

Why does the arXiv allow trackbacks at all? What purpose are they supposed to
serve?

81. secret milkshake
March 1, 2006

We are using the Staudinger reaction in medicinal chemistry quite often around
here…

With sophistry one could make phenomena fit (Freudist psychoanalysis or
Marxist-Leninist did).

Ugliness = the ad hoc constructs invoked, heaped on to make known things fit
(after they did not, and without a non-circular justification for it). Wiggle room =
bad.

Math complexity: a practical complication but not a sign of ugliness – if all
follows from limited, fragile set of postulates + some nontrivial observables are
produced.

“It’s not a science, it’s just a literature” (landscapist literature at that)

82. Tony Smith
March 4, 2006

In comments on a Sean Carroll Cosmic Variance blog entry “Crackpots,
contrarians, and the free market of ideas”,   
Ethan Tecumseh Vishniac said:
“… As a long time reader of Peter’s blog, a journal editor, and a (former) member
of the ArXiv advisory board … I enjoy lurking on …[Peter’s]… blog …
I have a few comments. …
The ArXiv instituted a standard that they would allow trackbacks only to blogs
run by active researchers.
That excludes Peter … I can’t remember anyone else’s name coming up.
I’m not going to hazard a guess as to the role that existence of Peter’s blog
played in settling on this standard. …
When the topic …[of]… characterizing you [Peter] as not an “active
researcher”came up I did a quick search under your name and didn’t find much
in the published literature. … I checked the World of Science database. …
For reasons that are not clear to me, this standard was not communicated to
Peter for some months. I don’t think most of the board was aware that this was
the case.
I didn’t realize it until Peter commented in one of his postings that he had never
heard back from the board. …
I’m a little surprised to hear that the policy behind the decision was not



communicated clearly to …[Peter]. Actually … very surprised. …”.

From those comments, it seems likely to me that :

1 – The arXiv advisory board instituted a “trackbacks only … by active
researchers” “standard” based on deliberations about only one blog, Peter’s.
That seems to me to be a rationalization for a personal blackballing of Peter.

2 – The arXiv board determined Peter to NOT be an “active researcher” based on
not “find[ing] much” under Peter’s name “in the published literature” by
checking “the World of Science database”.
I went to a World of Science web page at http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/
which says “Eric Weisstein’s World of Science – A Wolfram Web Resource – the
best resource for math and science on the internet”
and I searched the “Entire Archive” with these results:
for “Woit” – “Your search did not match any documents.”
for “Motl” – “Your search did not match any documents.”
for “Vishniac” – “Your search did not match any documents.”
for “Vafa” – “Your search did not match any documents.”
for “Ginsparg” – “Your search did not match any documents.”
Lest you think that I just don’t know how to search, I will say that a similar
search for “Witten” yielded a two-page list of documents.

3 – If “most of the board was …[not]… aware that … this standard was not
communicated to Peter for some months”,
then the board’s oversight of arXiv administration is an example of poor
management by the board and capricious (at best – actually, possibly even
malicious) execution of policies by arXiv administration.

4 – The fact that Ethan, “a long time reader of Peter’s blog”, did NOT post any
comment about this matter on Peter’s blog, but quickly posted comments on
Sean Carroll’s blog, shows that Ethan (perhaps in order to maintain status
among those he considers to be his peers) feels that Sean Carroll is respectable
(and maybe even an “active researcher”), whereas Peter Woit is not (and
therefore it is respectable only to “lurk…” on Peter’s blog, but not to post
comments thereon).

The whole situation seems to me to be more like making membership decisions
in old-time private clubs (back in the days when the IAS had to be created as a
home for Einstein because some institutions were concerned about him being
Jewish)
than advancement of science by open publication, commentary, discussion, and
debate.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

83. woit
March 4, 2006

Tony,

http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/
http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


I agree with you that the “active researcher” standard was just chosen as that
which gave the best argument the moderator could come up with for censoring
me. In other areas the arXiv moderation policy is, like that of journals and just
about everything else in science, about the scientific content, not the credentials
of the person involved. The moderators in this case decided they couldn’t argue
against the scientific content of my blog, but could try and argue against my
professional qualifications. Since I first started raising these issues publicly,
string theory fanatics have shown that they have no answers to the scientific
arguments I am making, so their only tactic is to insist that I don’t have the right
qualifications to be heard on this issue. This kind of ad hominem response long
ago convinced me that the field was even more intellectually bankrupt than I
initially thought.

I have a different interpretation of Ethan’s decision not to comment here, but to
do so at Cosmic Variance. I take him at his word that he reads what I have to say
here and presumably often finds it worthwhile and probably even “respectable”.
What I wrote here about what the arXiv’s reason seemed to me to be for its
decision was intended to try and force their hand and get them to tell me what
this reason was. As long as this remained only on my blog, it in some sense was
just between me and the arXiv. Sean’s posting made clear that others were
finding my interpretation of what was going on at the arXiv plausible, and made
some sort of response and explanation seem necessary.

84. Aaron Bergman
March 4, 2006

“World of science” was probably a typo for “web of science”, a citation search
engine online.

85. Tony Smith
March 4, 2006

Aaron Bergman said: “World of science” was probably a typo for “web of
science”, a citation search engine online.”.

OK, assuming that Aaron knows what is in Ethan’s mind better than Ethan’s
typing hands (no insult intended, as I make a lot of typos in my writings), I went
to a “web of science” web page at http://scientific.thomson.com/free/ which is
free and described as “an expert gateway to the most highly influential scientists
and scholars worldwide”, and repeated the searches described in my comment
above, with the following results:
for “Woit” – “No matches found.”
for “Motl” – “No matches found.”
for “Vishniac” – “No matches found.”
for “Vafa” – “Highly cited researcher”
for “Ginsparg” – “No matches found.”
for “Witten” – “Highly cited researcher”

Since Motl, whose blog IS allowed arXiv trackbacks,
and Vishniac, who is “a (former) member of the ArXiv advisory board”

http://scientific.thomson.com/free/
http://scientific.thomson.com/free/


and Ginsparg, who founded the arXiv,
all have the same “No matches found” null result on the “web of science” search,
I find it ridiculous (it would be funny if it were not a symptom of the antiscientific
tendencies of the Cornell arXiv) for Ethan to use the “web of science” “gateway
to the most highly influential scientists and scholars worldwide” as a criterion for
declaring Peter Woit to be “not an “active researcher”” and therefore to be
banned from arXiv trackbacks.

Of course, I am only taking Aaron’s word in my use of “web of science”, and it is
possible that some arXiv apologist will now comment that it should not have
been either Ethan’s “World of science” or Aaron’s “web of science”, but some
other list, and if we go through enough lists then MAYBE one of them might list
Woit below Motl, Vishniac, and Ginsparg.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

86. Aaron Bergman
March 4, 2006

I’m not sure what the point of this is, but the web of science is not a free service
and is available here. All the people you list above return listings.

87. Tony Smith
March 4, 2006

Aaron Bergman said “… the web of science is not a free service and is available
here …[ http://scientific.thomson.com/products/wos/ ]… . All the people you list
above return listings. …”.

“web of science” DOES have a FREE component of its service, which is as I said
above at http://scientific.thomson.com/free/ , and the results I stated above ARE
ACCURATE FOR THE FREE COMPONENT of “web of science”.

“web of science” does also have not-free components, but I do not have access to
them, so I did my search on the free component. If Aaron has access to the not-
free components and wants to report results of searches on them, he is free to do
so. As I said above, “if we go through enough lists then MAYBE one of them
might list Woit below Motl, Vishniac, and Ginsparg”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

88. Christine Dantas
March 4, 2006

Following Tony Smith’s investigation, I wondered whether only
endorsers could send trackbacks. My search in the arXiv resulted in the
following (including myself in the list):

Peter Woit: Not currently an endorser.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://scientific.thomson.com/products/wos/
http://scientific.thomson.com/products/wos/
http://scientific.thomson.com/products/wos/
http://scientific.thomson.com/products/wos/
http://scientific.thomson.com/free/
http://scientific.thomson.com/free/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Lubos Motl: Can endorse for hep-th.
Ethan T. Vishniac: Not currently an endorser.
Cumrun Vafa: Can endorse for hep-th.
Paul Ginsparg: Not currently an endorser.
Edward Witten: Can endorse for hep-ph and hep-th
Christine Dantas: Can endorse for astro-ph

According to the rules of the arXiv:

Endorsers must have authored a certain number of papers within the
endorsement domain of an archive or subject class. The number of
papers depends on the particular subject area, but has been set so that
any active scientist who’s been working in her field for a few years
should be able to endorse IF her work has been submitted to arXiv and
IF she is registered as an author of her papers.

Dr. Vishniac is of course very well known and has numerous papers, but
apparently he has not registred most of his arXiv entries,
so I suppose that is the reason why he is not being considered as
an endorser.

Since Dr. Woit has submitted only 2 papers to the arXiv (as far
as my search is correct), they have judged him as not an endorser.
I guess that was an important measure that they have considered. According to
such a criteria, he would not be allowed to send trackbacks.

Ok, that’s a measure, but a very “blind” one for sure.

One test for my hypothesis would be to see whether Paul Ginsparg can send
trackbacks.

I would like to send trackbacks myself and test this as well, but according to
blogger (where my blog is hosted), I cannot do this… Well, perhaps there is a
way that I must figure out, because since Lubos Motl could do it with the same
blogger, then there must be a way.

In any case, that is disappointing. The rules are not clear.

Christine

89. Aaron Bergman
March 4, 2006

Tony,

I’m trying to tell you what Ethan was in all probability referring to and to help
clear up a misunderstanding. If you want to keep playing Perry Mason, please do
it without me.

90. Power Ranger
March 4, 2006



On the one hand, you claim that the Trackback system at the arXivs is being run
for the benefit of a cabal of string partisans: “Note that, besides the blogs run by
arXiv moderator Jacques Distler, Lubos’s is one of only a couple particle theory
related blogs that the arXiv moderators allow trackbacks to. That trackbacks to
this blog are censored, but allowed to Lubos’s (and almost no others not
belonging to an arXiv moderator)…”

On the other hand, you claim that the “active researcher” standard was devised
specifically to exclude YOU: “I agree with you that the ‘active researcher’
standard was just chosen as that which gave the best argument the moderator
could come up with for censoring me.”

Which is it?

On the one hand, you complain that the “active researcher standard” (the same
criterion, I suppose, that’s used by journal editors to select referees) is
irrelevant: scientific content is the only thing that should count.

On the other hand, you would probably object even MORE strongly if the arXiv
moderators were to moderate your individual trackbacks for their scientific
merit.

Seems to me that there’s nothing they could do, short of accepting your
tracbacks, that would satisfy you.

And if they accept your trackbacks, whose should they reject and on what
grounds?

91. Benni
March 5, 2006

I think Peter could go around easily. He could
publish
publish
and publish

Sometimes he says that there are mathematically interesting items in string
theory, and also few physical ones.
It seems that he knows most in string theory, so he could do some work there.
Maybe he could also find an upper bound for the cosmological constant or such…

But it can be understood, that Arxiv wants to be only in the scholarly discussion
process. And for this, it is fairly enough when people like douglas write
“maybe this is a nightmare [in stringhteory research]”

This has nothing to do with a “bankrupt” field, I think. But more with the strange
“authoritative” behaviour of scientists. In germany, if a student wants to go in an
elevator, and also a professor wants in, the professor often would say “Can I go
here” and would ran into the elevator and closing the doors, that the student has
to wait on the floor. There exists a Joke saying: “You nothing, you idiot, you
amoeba, you …. student”. You have simply almost no right to say anything until



you have a long publication list.
Ethan writes to cosmic variance, because he is interested in the opinion of
colleagues. He writes “Must I say that I don’t consider you as crank” or “I think
your blog personally informative”. But he doesn’t consider peter as a colleague.
And maybe questions the scientific value of the blog, since a researcher would
not find interesting papers which he has to cite in own papers.

This blog has a social value. It makes people clear about the status of
stringtheory. But for to be scientific, Peter should publish something. This would
also make his critics to be taken more seriously

92. nigel
March 5, 2006

Power Ranger,

“Active research” is not just determined by publication rate. We all know the
committee-authored papers, where 100 authors all co-author with one another,
so that they get 100 citations each just for writing 1 paper each. A nice long list
for the CV, but it is group-think.

Group-think is personality-dominated. But science is determined by important
results that have been objectively compared to nature, of which none have come
from ST yet.

“…you would probably object even MORE strongly if the arXiv moderators were
to moderate your individual trackbacks for their scientific merit.”

I don’t see why Peter could or would want to object to decisions based on
scientific merit, since science is the aim of ‘not even wrong’. All the critics who
see science as a matter of political correctness, seem personally insulted by
Pauli’s category for string theory type-hype, ‘not even wrong’, plus objective
questions about the failure of string theory to do anything objective for science.

They should remember that in the end science is not a politically correct tea
party with results determined by some kind of secret consensus or conspiracy,
but it is determined by agreement with nature. It is very short-sighted to shoot
the messenger.

93. Benni
March 5, 2006

ethan writes:
> I also think the idea behind the policy could use some public >feedback, but
I’m going to leave that to others. I’ve said my >piece. Comments from other
people, including anyone reading this >thread, would be far more effective.

Which could be merely understood to his colleagues as a note to protest against
the decision of the board. This might also be a reason why he posted at cosmic
varianc, where smolin and sean are active.



94. Power Ranger
March 5, 2006

“‘Active research’ is not just determined by publication rate.”

No, but it’s not determined by saying, “I scribble in a notebook from 10 until 3
every day.” either. One (unpublished and uncited) paper in over 15 years does
not constitute an active research career.

95. woit
March 5, 2006

Power Ranger,

First of all, I’m really tired of having people challenge my scientific credentials
from behind the cloak of anonymity. It seems to be a favorite tactic of string
theory fanatics and strikes me as cowardly. At least one thing you can say for
Lubos is that he doesn’t do this.

If you want to argue about whether I’m doing research or not, you have to show
that you have some understanding of what I have written. Based on what I’ve
seen of comments written under the same pseudonym here and elsewhere, it
seems to me highly unlikely that you have any understanding of either what I’ve
written, or of most of the scientific issues that are discussed on this blog.

I don’t see the incompatibility between claiming that the arXiv trackback system
is being run mainly for the benefit of Jacques Distler and other string theory
fanatics, and that the “active researcher standard” was chosen to give Distler his
best argument for censoring me. Both are true.

This “active researcher standard” seems to be ill-defined, since no one can tell
me exactly what it means. If it ever does get made more specific, I suspect it will
be carefully crafted to exclude me. In other areas, the arXiv doesn’t use this
standard. From what I recall, its official standard is supposed to be that it
accepts postings that are “refereeable”, i.e. that an editor of a journal would
send out for peer review and not immediately reject out of hand as crackpotism.
I’d be perfectly happy if the moderator wanted to accept some of my trackbacks,
rejecting others as crackpotism. It would be quite interesting to see which he put
in which category.

It would be a lot of trouble to moderate trackbacks on a case by case basis, so I
can understand that the arXiv would want to deal with the question of whether
to accept trackbacks from a site as a whole. The natural mechanism for doing
this is their endorsement mechanism. If one or more arXiv endorsers endorse a
site, trackbacks from there would be allowed. They actually seem to have tried
this out in my case: at least one prominent scientist was contacted and told them
that trackbacks to my site should be allowed. They didn’t like that result and
realized that I would have no problem coming up with endorsers, so adopted this
new, never before used, ill-defined “active researcher” standard.

96. Benni

http://arxiv.org/cits/hep-th/0206135
http://arxiv.org/cits/hep-th/0206135


March 5, 2006

peter wrote: at least one prominent scientist was contacted and told them that
trackbacks to my site should be allowed. end quote

Is this speculation, or do you know this for sure?

97. woit
March 5, 2006

This is not speculation, but first-hand information. The scientist involved does
not want to be publicly identified or get further involved in this controversy.

In any case, I think any regular reader of this blog, or reader of the supportive
comments posted here and elsewhere, would not have much trouble coming up
with a list of arXiv endorsers who would support the inclusion of trackbacks to
this blog in the arXiv. Doubtless the moderators involved are well aware of this,
thus avoiding using the endorsement mechanism here.

98. Benni
March 5, 2006

anyway it would be good for you, to publish a bulk of reviewed papers.
I wish you many scientific results.

99. Power Ranger
March 5, 2006

In the case of trackbacks, you say that it doesn’t matter who sent the trackback.
Only “the scientific content, not the credentials of the person involved” matter.

In the case of blog comments, you have a different standard, apparently. OK …

The research track record is relevant to lots of decisions (hiring, funding). It’s
also used by journal editors to choose referees. If blog posts about papers on the
arXivs play a similar role to that played by refereeing in traditional journals, it’s
pretty reasonable to apply a similar standard to decide whose trackbacks can
appear alongside a paper on the arXivs.

100. woit
March 5, 2006

Power Ranger,

Your latest comments here have no apparent scientific content, if they did and
they made sense I’d happily take them seriously, no matter what your credentials
or even if you desired to remain anonymous (by the way, you’re the only person
I’ve noticed so far who takes the trouble to anonymize connections to the web-
server here, impressive).

There’s nothing inherently wrong with the idea of using research track record to
make the decision at issue here, and I’ve already submitted my argument to the



arXiv advisory board that my research track record justifies accepting
trackbacks to this site. I am however pointing out that it is not clearly an
approriate one in this case, and is quite different than that used in other cases by
the arXiv, and the reason for the change in criterion seems pretty clear. By the
arXiv’s normal criterion trackbacks to here would have to be accepted, thus the
desire to find a different, more ambiguous one that could justify rejection.

By the way, I don’t think the analogy to refereeing makes much sense. A referee
is given some serious power, that to accept or reject a paper. A link to
commentary about a paper which the arXiv in no way endorses is something
pretty different. In any case, referees are often chosen by journal editors based
on their expertise, not their research track record. It is quite common for very
junior people with little track record to be asked to referee papers in their
specialty, this happened to me more than once when I was just starting out in
this business.

101. nigel
March 6, 2006

There is a trackback essay by Jacques Distler at http://golem.ph.utexas.edu
/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html

102. Dumb Biologist
March 6, 2006

These days in the bio-sphere one (me, for example) is often asked to referee
papers because one has just had a paper published in the journal for which one
is being asked to referee. Long ago my response was to be surprised and
flattered, until I realised the journals was so overtaxed by the weight of
submissions they were trolling for anyone with a pulse and two brain cells to rub
together.

Anyhow, there seems to be no easy way to draw direct analogies between the
print world and the arXiv. To my untrained eye, though, as I’ve attempted to
learn more about the issue, it seems like trackbacks might be, in some remote
way, at least, part of an evolving form of peer review. Hopefully the concept of
“peer” is also evolving.

103. Justin
March 6, 2006

Interestingly, the arXiv allows a trackback to Lubos’ latest appauling
assasination of the “LQG & standard model” paper by Smolin et al.

On the whole I tend to agree with Lubos’ opinion of the intellectual merits of
LQG… but still, it seems ridiculous that such a rude and humiliating rant would
be allowed, while all trackbacks to any of Peter’s comments (even helpful and
polite ones) are a priori disallowed.

104. Lead by Science
March 6, 2006

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html


DB,

it seems like trackbacks might be, in some remote way, at least, part of
an evolving form of peer review. Hopefully the concept of “peer” is also
evolving.

In the way Jacque had presented it, it is.

Peter,

Peter don’t worry about the trackbacks, you have linking capability and it still
works.

Imagine, if you were in China and the Government did not want you to see, other
then, the way it had wanted you to see?

Freedommmm……… is nice, is it not?

105. One R
March 6, 2006

Justin,

we are not talking about merits of personality, but of science.

106. Justin
March 6, 2006

One R,

It is questionable to what degree such rants are helpful to science.
On the other hand, thoughtful and knowledgable critiques can be helpful. Good
science and personality are not disconnected.

107. Dumb Biologist
March 6, 2006

LbS,

Yeah, well, let’s just say I’m not terribly impressed with the direction the
evolution has taken so far. That said, if the arXiv (and other things like it) are in
an especially dynamic phase of development, perhaps things can and will evolve
still further, and the “selective pressure” applied will weed out the suboptimal
approaches. I have some hope the issue, being debated in public as it is, will
serve the greater good in the end. Lots of things in science are self-correcting,
because the whole is always greater (and often better) than any of the parts.



Exceptional MathReviews

February 28, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Mathematical Reviews is a publication of the American Mathematics Society that
provides capsule reviews of essentially every mathematics research paper that is
published. It has been in operation since 1940, and in recent years the entire
database has been on-line, with the name MathSciNet. Some of the reviews are rather
entertaining in one way or another, and the availability of this database has led to a
new form of diversion among mathematicians: searching on promising words (e.g.
“plagiarism”) to see what turns up. My colleague Kimball Martin has put together a
new web-page entitled Exceptional MathReviews with links to the best reviews he has
heard about.

One of the most famous such reviews turns out to be apocryphal. In the days before
the searchable database, I had heard it claimed that one Math Review contained the
following devastating evaluation: “This paper fills a much-needed gap in the
literature.” It turns out that this isn’t actually true. For the real story and more about
Math Reviews, see an article from the 1997 Notices of the AMS.

Comments

1. Florifulgurator
February 28, 2006

Could be nice, alas I have no subscription account available 

2. Pindare
March 1, 2006

Thanks for the potentially interesting link, too bad I have no subscription. (They
use to let people see the Featured Reviews for free, but alas it has been
discontinued, to the despair of I guess many students and not-in-academia
researchers & amateurs…)

3. Bill Lee
March 1, 2006

A sampler….
Granville on Biaca
==========
Matches for: MR=MR1418826
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summary)
Notes Number Theory Discrete Math.16 2 (1996), no. 1,17 20–23.
11D41 (11A05)18
Review in linked PDF19 Add citation to clipboard20 Document Delivery
Service21 Journal Original Article
References: 0 Reference Citations: 0 Review Citations: 223
Herein the author states “her genuine concern” about Wiles’s purported proof of
Fermat’s last theorem \ref[A. Wiles, Ann. of Math. (2) 141 (1995), no. 3, 443–551;
MR1333035 (96d:11071)24] which, after all, appeared in an “in-house
publication in the Annals of Mathematics at Princeton”. Baica’s concerns seem to
stem from a worry that results concerning elliptic curves “may not be equivalent
to the result in the Euclidean geometry”. She backs up her concerns by noting
that “there is a need to provide Galois’ connection from category theory”. Of
course, she has no such worries about the validity of her own, Euclidean-
algorithm-inspired, proof of Fermat’s last theorem.

\{See also the preceding two reviews [MR1417460 (97i:11023)25; MR1418825
(97i:11024)26].\}

==============
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Hsu, Kuang Yau14
On decomposition of certain formal groups.
Tamkang J. Math.15 6 (1975), 69–78.
14L0516
Review in linked PDF17 Add citation to clipboard18 Document Delivery
Service19 Journal Original Article
References: 0 Reference Citations: 0 Review Citations: 0
It is hard to imagine in a single paper such an accumulation of garbled English,
unfinished sentences, undefined notions and notations, and mathematical
nonsense. The author has apparently read a large number of books and papers
on the subject, if one looks at his bibliography; but it is doubtful that he has
understood any of them. He speaks blithely of elements of a formal group and
claims to prove (!) that two formal groups having the same Lie algebra are
isomorphic. One also hears of root systems of a commutative formal group, and
of the union of its Borel subgroups, which belongs to the Lie algebra, etc. What
is amazing to the reviewer is that such a thing was ever printed.

Reviewed by J. Dieudonne

==========
MR1786212 (2001f:11085)
D\c abrowski, Andrzej14(PL-SZCZ)15; Wieczorek, Ma\l gorzata16(PL-SZCZ)17
Families of elliptic curves with trivial Mordell-Weil group. (English. English
summary)
Bull. Austral. Math. Soc.18 62 (2000), no. 2,19 303–306.
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This paper contains barely a single correct statement. The first proposition is
that an elliptic curve $y^2 = x^3 + A x + B$, with $A,B \in Z$, $A \geq 0$,
cannot contain a rational torsion point of order 5 or 7. The proof is erroneous,
and indeed the curve $y^2 = x^3 +2160 x + 170\,640$ contains the point
$(-24,324)$ of order $5$, and the curve $y^2 = x^3 +206\,037 x + 80\,423
\,334$ contains the point $(219, -11\,664)$ of order $7$. (The one-parameter
families of curves possessing $5$- and $7$-torsion are misquoted from tables of
Kubert, but the mathematical error lies elsewhere.) The second result (which is
actually true) is given a proof containing the line “leads to the equation $x^3+ A
x + B = 0$ with no real solution (when $A \geq |B| > 0$, of course)”, where the
assertion is false, of course. The final example concerns the curve $y^2= x^3 +
5 x+1$ where “one easily checks that $E(Q)_{\rm tors}=Z/3Z \ (=\{(0,1),(0,-1),
\infty\})$”. But adding $(0,1)$ to $(0,1)$ results in $(\frac{25}{4}, -\frac{133}
{8})$, so the point $(0,1)$ is of infinite order!

Reviewed27 by Andrew Bremner28

4. MathPhys
March 2, 2006

I never knew that MR allows reviewers to be critical.



Understanding the Landscape

February 28, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Michael Douglas has written up his talk at the recent Solvay conference, with the title
Understanding the Landscape. For previous postings about this conference, see here,
here, and here.

Douglas’s article is mainly a series of excuses for why string theory can’t predict
anything. He begins with an historical analogy, comparing the present state of string
theory to that of quantum mechanics in the period 1913-1926, and the Bohr model of
the hydrogen atom to N=4 supersymmetric YM and AdS/CFT. This kind of analogy has
some rather obvious problems: it took 13 years to get from the Bohr model to the
complete theory of QM, whereas the idea of string unification has been around for
about 30 years, with not the slightest sign of success. More importantly, the Bohr
model of the hydrogen atom gave a fairly accurate prediction of the spectrum of the
hydrogen atom, so it was clear that there was something very right about it. On the
other hand, N=4 supersymmetry YM doesn’t predict anything that corresponds to the
real world. In a footnote, Douglas writes:

A similar analogy was made by David Gross in talks given around 2000. However, to
judge from his talk here, he now has serious reservations about it.

but I’m not sure what reservations of Gross this refers to.

Douglas’s second analogy is a “chemical” analogy, basically pointing to the fact that
deriving bulk properties of solids from the underlying many-particle Schrodinger
equation is difficult if not impossible. Again, this isn’t a very good analogy. The
problem isn’t that you have a simple theory whose ground state is hard to identify
because of the numbers of degrees of freedom, like in condensed matter physics. The
problem instead is that the ground state of the superstring doesn’t look like the real
world. Douglas describes the current situation as:

Perhaps all this is a nightmare from which we will awake, the history of Kekule’s
dream being repeated as farce.

He goes on to give the standard argument for the landscape, referring to it by the
novel name of the Weinberg-Banks-Abbott-Brown-Teitelboim-Bousso-Polchinski et. al.
solution to the cosmological constant problem, but notes that:

On further developing these analogies, one realizes that we do not know even the
most basic organizing principles of the stringy landscape.

and proceeds to discuss a little bit two topics that he hopes might be related to this
problem, but I don’t see any evidence for this. One topic is an abstract proposal for a
metric on the “space of all CFTs”, the other is the classification of D-branes on a
Calabi-Yau in terms of a derived category.

He goes on to discuss his recent work with Denef on computational complexity, which
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indicates that even if our universe corresponds to some local minimum in the
landscape, there is no hope of ever identifying which one it is and actually computing
anything about the real world. In his concluding section, he admits that there is no
evidence of any simple structure in the landscape, and argues that maybe this is just
the way the world is:

Still, our role as physicists is not to hope that one or the other picture turns out to be
more correct, but to find the evidence from experiment and theory which will show us
which if any of our present ideas are correct.

The problem with his invocation of the role of experimental evidence is that he has
just finished making an excellent case that there is no hope at all of ever getting any
such evidence for string theory. He seems to have completely abandoned without
comment his project of the last few years of counting vacua in hopes of making
statistical predictions, and is left with not a single idea about how one can ever hope
to get a prediction of any kind out of this framework. In this kind of circumstance,
standard scientific practice is to acknowledge that this is a failed project and go on to
something else. Douglas not only refuses to acknowledge the failure of string theory,
he doesn’t anywhere even mention the possibililty that the underlying idea might be
wrong.

Yesterday’s hep-th preprints included another landscape one, Probabilities in the
Landscape by Alexander Vilenkin. Vilenkin shows no more evidence of having a viable
way of ever making a physical prediction than does Douglas, but like Douglas invokes
experimental confirmation at the end of his paper, then closes with one prediction
that is sure to be accurate:

It seems safe to predict that we will hear more on this subject in the future.

For some more entertaining reading, take a look at A Comment on Emergent Gravity
by Waldyr A. Rodrigues Jr. Rodrigues says that he gave as an exercise to his students
to find the errors in Jack Sarfatti’s recent arXiv posting Emergent Gravity. Sarfatti
had been blocked for many years from posting on the arXiv, but the arXiv moderators
recently relented, perhaps because this paper includes a section at the end about the
landscape. Susskind’s recent book is one of only two references in the paper.
Sarfatti’s paper has gone through six drafts, three of which are on the arXiv, and the
latest of which incorporates some of the objections from Rodrigues. Rodrigues
however concludes his paper thus:

Sarfatti’s paper we regret to say, is unfortunately a potpourri of nonsense
Mathematics. The fact that he found endorsers which permitted him to put his article
in the arXiv is a preoccupying fact. Indeed, the incident shows that endorsers did not
pay attention to what they read, or worse, that there are a lot of people with almost
null mathematical knowledge publishing Physics papers replete of nonsense
Mathematics…

A careful reading of shows that his hypotheses are completely ad hoc assumptions,
since in our view no arguments from Physics or Mathematics are given for them.
Summing up, we must say that Sarfatti’s claim to have deduced Einstein’s equations
as an emergent phenomena is a typical example of self delusion and wishful thinking.
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Sarfatti will be giving the closing talk at the 22nd Pacific Coast Gravity Meeting, to be
held this coming weekend at the KITP in Santa Barbara.

Comments

1. Kea
February 28, 2006

This sounds unduly harsh. Not that I’m disagreeing with the basic
conclusion. To quote the Douglas paper:

Are there fruitful analogies between these long-ago problems
and our own? What is the key issue we should discuss in 2005? What are our
hydrogen atom(s)?

If we have them, they are clearly the maximally supersymmetric
theories …

What can one say. Interesting that he goes into Cheeger’s work. I
recently had the good fortune to meet Cheeger. Of course, the
physicists present all wanted to know about the sort of thing that
Douglas discusses, although not the Stringy version. Cheeger said
he hadn’t really thought about it, but he did mention a 1980’s
paper of his:

J. Cheeger, W. Mueller, R. Schrader Commun. Math. Phys. 92, 3
(1984) 405-454

which I haven’t had a chance to look at, unfortunately. Maybe in
another life.

2. ObsessiveMathsFreak
February 28, 2006

Sarfatti’s paper needs another revision. It’s not displaying correctly on my
computer!

To be genuinely honest, if Sarfatti’s paper got through with a lot of mathematical
errors, it doesn’t surprise me. There are not a few academic papers which bandy
about mathematical terms in a very terse and sparse fashion, referring to this or
that paper or terminology to justify what they put down. To someone who is not
very familiar with the field, i.e. 99.9% of undergraduates, a paper filled with
nonsense is indistinguishable from one filled with correct but sparely
documented terms.

For example, from the Sarfatti paper:

The superfluid velocity field in Galilean relativity is the 3D Cartan
closed inexact 1-form
v = (h/m)d(theta)

http://www.physics.ucsb.edu/~relativity/22nd-PCGM.html
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Is this right? Is it wrong? I know nothing about any of this. I personally do not
know what the following terms really mean: “superfluid”, “Cartan closed inexact
1-form”.

This statement could of course be correct, but as someone new to the field, I’m
basically taking most of this on faith. I don’t think I’m alone here. Papers do this.
A Lot. Not just physics papers either.

I actually think this obfuscated and/or terse presentation style is a serious
problem in scientific academica. Authors are not making the effort to make their
discoveries accessable to a wider audience. Their papers can only be understood
by a handful of other people. This doesn’t help science. It just creates a huge
barrier of entry into any paticular field. And of course, it also means it is easier
for papers containing errors to slip through.

I follow Feynman’s philosophy on this: If something cannot be taught to in first
year undergraduate course, then it is not fully understood yet. Sorry about the
rant, but I’ve had to put up with a lot of rubbish papers and books lately.

3. Peter
February 28, 2006

Kea,

Cheeger’s a very good geometer. I first met him when I was a postdoc at Stony
Brook, where he was for many years. He’s now here in New York, at NYU. The
theorem that Douglas refers to corresponds to the intuitive idea that if you have
a manifold of a fixed size, to make it more topologically complex you need to
make it more curved. If you bound the curvature, you bound the number of
topological types.

But I really don’t see at all why he is bringing that up. While you want to bound
the curvature to make sure the low energy supergravity approximation is valid, if
you’re doing string theory, why should you insist on such a curvature bound? And
I really don’t see at all what this has to do with his proposed metric on the space
of CFTs.

OMF,

Unfortunately it really isn’t possible to write every paper in a way that any
undergraduate can understand it. Mathematics is a language, and like any
language takes a significant amount of effort to absorb. You really need to
immerse yourself in this stuff, think about it a lot and take the time to become
comfortable with it. This can take quite a while and is not easy, but once you do
this, you really can quickly tell the difference between someone speaking
gibberish, and someone who has something interesting to say.

4. Kea
February 28, 2006

Peter



Yes, it does look suspiciously like Douglas was rambling on about a dream for a
metric that he hadn’t thought about too much. He refers to the 1970 Cheeger
paper. At the conference I was attending, Cheeger spoke about things like this
paper with Tian.

5. Benni
February 28, 2006

the paper of douglas seems indeed very much as expression of a big crisis on the
subject. It looks similar to the crisis when it was discovered that general
relativity is not renormalisable.
Or even more, since this was one the reason, why one thought strings might help
out.

6. Troublemaker
February 28, 2006

To someone who is not very familiar with the field, i.e. 99.9% of undergraduates,
a paper filled with nonsense is indistinguishable from one filled with correct but
sparely documented terms.

Such papers are not designed for laypersons or for undergraduates. They are
designed for people who are indeed very familiar with the field.

Is this right? Is it wrong? I know nothing about any of this. I personally do not
know what the following terms really mean: “superfluid”, “Cartan closed inexact
1-form”.

So what? If it’s beyond you personally, then it’s trash?

Authors are not making the effort to make their discoveries accessable to a wider
audience. Their papers can only be understood by a handful of other people. This
doesn’t help science. It just creates a huge barrier of entry into any paticular
field.

The arxiv and the refereed journals are not an introduction to anything; they are
(in principle) a place for the high-level, cutting-edge work going on in these
fields. They are not supposed to be a tutorial, so it should not surprise you that
they do not make a good tutorial.

If something cannot be taught to in first year undergraduate course, then it is
not fully understood yet.

Even if this is true, it does not pertain to the situation at hand. These papers
discuss areas of active and often controversial research. RESEARCH. If it were
fully understood, it wouldn’t be a subject of research anymore; it would be
standard textbook fare.

7. Chris W.
February 28, 2006
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This idea has probably been considered and dismissed before, but I’ll throw it
out anyway. Couldn’t the arXiv support a declaration of intended audience for
submissions, which could be used as a qualifier in database searches? One could
then search specifically for reviews, pedagogical articles, research reports, etc.
Any comments or elaborations on this notion would be of interest.

Perhaps there are already some “aftermarket” compilations of preprint links that
include such categorizations.

(Sorry if this is too far off-topic.)

8. Jack Sarfatti
February 28, 2006

Closed inexact Cartan forms are an elegant way of describing superfluids and
emergent phenomena in general.

fyi

We live in interesting times!  Waldyr explained to me that he was pressured by
some people that his students might suffer, otherwise he would not have written
anything had I not mentioned him in the comments. I was, of course, trying to be
honest that it was his critique that gave me the idea of 8 Goldstone phases with 6
corresponding to the extra degrees of freedom of Calabi-Yau, the connection to
torsion and Shipov’s 10D manifold. I was very clear in my acknowledgment that
Waldyr did not “endorse” the content of the paper. The “math” in the paper is not
important. It’s the ideas – mainly both positive and negative vacuum energy at
different scales as most of the stuff of the universe w

9. Jack Sarfatti
February 28, 2006

On Feb 28, 2006, at 7:00 PM, Jack Sarfatti wrote:

bcc

We live in interesting times!  Waldyr explained to me that he was pressured by
some people that his students might suffer, otherwise he would not have written
anything had I not mentioned him in the comments. I was, of course, trying to be
honest that it was his critique that gave me the idea of 8 Goldstone phases with 6
corresponding to the extra degrees of freedom of Calabi-Yau, the connection to
torsion and Shipov’s 10D manifold. I was very clear in my acknowledgment that
Waldyr did not “endorse” the content of the paper. The “math” in the paper is not
important. It’s the ideas – mainly both positive and negative vacuum energy at
different scales as most of the stuff of the universe w less than – 1/3. The math
can be fixed where needed. What if I turn out to be right in the long run about
LHC and DM detectors being null like the Michelson-Morley experiment?

On Feb 28, 2006, at 3:37 PM, Tony Smith wrote:

Jack, Peter Woit’s blog has a new entry at



http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=355#comments
that mentions your arXiv posting and Waldyr’s critical paper,
and Peter closes his blog comment with the following statement:
“… Sarfatti will be giving the closing talk at the 22nd Pacific Coast Gravity
Meeting, to be held this coming weekend at the KITP in Santa Barbara. …”.

Due to the wide readership of Peter’s blog, and the severe criticism by Waldyr
quoted by Peter, your KITP talk may get a lot of attention, and
it may be a very good opportunity for you to present your physical ideas.

Here are a couple of lawyer-type bits of advice for your 10 minute talk + 2
minute questioning, scheduled for 17:06 – 17:18 on Saturday afternoon:

You are the LAST speaker, so if you run over it doesn’t hurt anybody else’s
schedule and there would be no problem if your question period were extended.
….

As to the format of your 10 minute talk, my suggestion is to begin with a short
statement saying that your arXiv paper did contain some technical math
problems, some of which were mentioned in a critical paper by Waldyr
Rodrigues, but that your main ideas are physical, and you only have time here to
give a rough outline of the basic physics ideas, which are, as you said in your
recent e-mails:

1 – general relativistic spacetime emerges from Goldstone phases of LOCAL
vacuum coherent order parameter in similar way that the superfluid velocity
field emerges from Goldstone phase of local helium ground state coherence
order parameter.

Good!

2 – point defect at center of Sun could explain the Pioneer anomaly as a hollow
dark matter (exotic vacuum) mini-halo centered on the Sun …

Good!

3 – LHC & local DM detectors will not “click” on DM particles ever to explain
OmegaDM = 0.23

Good!

Will do. Those are some of the key ideas. Another is taking equivalence principle
to the max, i.e. all universal space-time symmetry generators must be locally
gauged to induce geometrodynamic fields. If, in addition, there is hidden
spontaneous broken symmetry in the vacuum for some of these space-time
symmetries the “Meissner” mass gap would explain why curvature dominates
over torsion for example at least in most situations.

After stating the 3 main points, then go into more detail, particularly about 1,
showing the two forms of vacuum nonlocal coherence forming curved spacetime
and incoherent well-known Casimir type effects and
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their relationship to /\

Good suggestion but I could not do that in 10 minutes.

At end, plug the possibility that if the Dark Energy can be controlled with
Josephson Junction arrays, it would be a vast energy source, a prize even greater
than nuclear energy tamed by the Manhattan Project.

That would be way out of their comfort zone. Remember most of these guys who
are not senior people are running scared about funding and are afraid to stick
their necks out. Most of the hall talk at UCLA DM 2006 was people scared about
funding. Even Max Tegmark joked about it in his talk.

Don’t mention UFOs in your main talk.

Of course not! 

If asked, say that control of Dark Energy could enable us to build things that do
most of the things that UFOs are described as doing, and leave it at that.

If any of the above suggestions don’t feel right to you, then don’t use them. They
are only suggestions, and the most important thing is that you should feel
comfortable, and use your Cornell theatrical training to deal with …. et al as you
would a heckler in a theater. For 10 minutes, the stage belongs to YOU, if you
take it.

On the other hand, maybe the hall will be empty? 

10. amanda
February 28, 2006

I think that maybe Peter is being a bit hard on string theorists. 
For example, Keith Dienes’ latest paper hints that there may be a lower bound on
positive cosmological constants on the landscape, and that this lower bound may
be way too large. If evidence like this keeps coming in, I think people really will
begin to give up, and not make “excuses”.

11. woit
February 28, 2006

Amanda,

Maybe you’re right. But I’m having a hard time figuring out what would possibly
cause Douglas to give up on string theory. And he’s not telling.

12. Jack Sarfatti
March 1, 2006

Regarding Waldyr’s comments below, he told me that he was threatened that his
students might have trouble getting funding if he did not respond negatively.
Note that none of Waldyr’s remarks are relevant to the the actual new physical
ideas and are not even relevant to the actual final version of the paper. The math



problems that may be still there are really quite minor and any real ones can be
fixed. The bulk of Waldyr’s 21 pages of difficult reading does not at apply to my
new conjectures at all, but refers to standard background material I mentioned
in a cursory way in the first version. See also further remarks below Waldyr’s.

“Sarfatti’s paper we regret to say, is unfortunately a potpourri of nonsense
Mathematics. The fact that he found endorsers which permitted him to put his
article in the arXiv is a preoccupying fact. Indeed, the incident shows that
endorsers did not pay attention to what they read, or worse, that there are a lot
of people with almost null mathematical knowledge publishing Physics papers
replete of nonsense Mathematics…

A careful reading of [Sarfatti’s paper] shows that his hypotheses are completely
ad hoc assumptions, since in our view no arguments from Physics or
Mathematics are given for them. Summing up, we must say that Sarfatti’s claim
to have deduced Einstein’s equations as an emergent phenomena is a typical
example of self delusion and wishful thinking.”

Perhaps, however, Waldyr missed the beautiful simple analogy that the curved
tetrad fields are like the emergent superfluid velocity field and that the world
hologram with quantized area bits is essentially the Bohm-Aharonov effect for
closed non-exact Cartan forms in the presence of topological defects in the
emergent coherent order parameter. This is a wonderful idea that must first be
grasped heuristically and the math will follow.

The historical Bohm-Aharonov effect is for quantized loop integrals of closed
inexact 1-forms around line topological defects. What we need for
geometrodynamics is the quantized closed surface integrals of closed inexact
2-forms around point defects. Waldyr’s saying this is adhoc shows he missed the
simple intutive idea. It’s not adhoc, it’s compelling and almost obvious to my
mind at least.

On Feb 28, 2006, at 11:02 AM, Jack Sarfatti wrote:

Note that I received from several sources who do not wish to be named about
Waldyr’s general Wolfgang Pauli “attack dog” style of reviewing papers
comments such as:

“But since he knows so much mathematics, he often rushes into criticism,
without reading a paper carefully enough. So he thinks that the author has
committed an error, whilst this was not the (our case).”

Of course I had some minor (formal at least) ambiguities in the formal
expressions in 1st version of
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0602022 that Waldyr usefully corrected, but I was also
accused of misconceptions I did not make – again from my, perhaps, poor
exposition and noting that Waldyr is not a native English speaker. 

http://www.physics.ucsb.edu/~relativity/22nd-PCGM.html

I am giving a 10 minute talk at above meeting it is at
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http://qedcorp.com/APS/PCGM2006.pdf

or

http://qedcorp.com/APS/PCGM2006.ppt

On Feb 28, 2006, at 9:34 AM, Jack Sarfatti wrote:

On Feb 28, 2006, at 1:20 AM, Paul Zielinski wrote:

If Waldyr’s criticisms are technically correct and your mathematical errors are
reparable, then a detailed response to Waldyr’s published commentary can only
improve the strength of your arguments.

The version up there now corrects some very minor formal flaws in the
presentation of STANDARD physics that was simply background material that
Waldyr wanted more rigorous. Also he accused me of things that were not so, but
that may be because I was not clear enough. For example, I certainly knew that
there are 4 distinct tetrad first rank Diff(4) tensor 1-forms e^a and 6 zero torsion
spin connection 1-forms S^a^b, i.e.

e^a = e^audx^u

S^a^b = S^a^budx^u

The great bulk of Waldyr’s 21 pages has little relevance to the latest version
posted now

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0602022

The vexing “Yilmaz” issue of locality vs nonlocality of pure gravity energy that
Waldyr’s general remarks on energy-momentum conservation in GR in his 21
pages pertains to are not at all relevant to my new conjectures, i.e.

I. tetrad field emerges from the several Goldstone phases of LOCAL vacuum
coherent order parameter in similar way that the superfluid velocity field
emerges from the single Goldstone phase of the local helium ground state
coherence order parameter.

That’s the key idea. I now seem to recall that Hagen Kleinert has 4 phases
associated with the tetrads, but not specifically in connection with vacuum
coherence? I will have to look at his book – it’s a vague memory.

i.e. the PHYSICAL IDEA is that smooth c-number tetrad field is a vacuum
coherence effect – not a random ZPF effect.

II. LHC & local DM detectors will not “click” with “the Right Stuff” ever to
explain OmegaDM ~ 0.23. Looking for real DM particles whizzing through space
is like looking for Earth’s motion through the old mechanical aether (distinct
from CMB Doppler shifts relative to FRW Hubble flow of course).

III. Bekenstein-Hawking and ‘t-Hooft-Susskind ideas point to a 2D quantized
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period DeRham integral from point defects in the vacuum coherence i.e. area
quantization and volume without volume from a closed non-exact “area density”
2-form emergent from the Goldstone phases.

Bohm-Aharonov effect is “area without area” i.e. S1 non-trivial first homotopy –
quantized loop integrals of closed nonexact 1-forms around line defects

World Hologram is “volume without volume” i.e. S2 non-trivial second homotopy
– quantized closed surface integrals of closed non-exact 2-forms around point
defects, e.g. one at center of Sun in Pioneer anomaly? This would be a hollow
dark matter (exotic vacuum) mini-halo of the Sun.

Also, you may not have expressed yourself as clearly as you might have in
presenting some of your points. Some disambiguation in response to criticisms
appearing in Waldyr’s paper might be a good thing.

Sure. These are all new ideas not found in literature.

I agree with Tony that Waldyr’s charges of “ad hocness” are questionable. You
evidently have a clear intuitive understanding of the basic physical model you
are proposing. However, while I entirely agree that mathematical rigor is
secondary to the physics, it does appear that several of Waldyr’s points are not
merely a matter of “rigor mortis”, but are concerned with the proper definitions
of important mathematical terms.

Yes, I think the current version is essentially OK in that regard. I basically
eliminated all reference to what Waldyr found objectionable in the background
stuff that is not essential to my thesi.

As for Waldyr’s intemperate language, perhaps it would have been better if you
hadn’t cited him at all in later versions of your paper?

I thought I was being polite and honest and I made it clear that it should not be
construed that Waldyr agreed with my new ideas. In fact Waldyr’s contribution is
forcing me to confront the need for 8 Goldstone phases instead of only 2 and
then I associated the extra 6 with Calabi-Yau and massive torsion fields, i.e. both
locally gauge Lorentz group and then hide its symmetry in the vacuum – i.e. non-
Abelian Meissner effect for the torsion fields whose mass gap prevents us from
seeing it easily.

IV. Extended local equivalence principle, i.e. locally gauge ALL universal space-
time symmetries of the physical action to induce geometrodynamic fields beyond
the original 1915 curvature field.

Note that at the square root tetrad level the curvature and torsion gauge
potentials are SPIN 1 just like in Yang-Mills theory. When you go to
geometrodynamic level

ds^2 = e^a(Minkowski)abe^b

Then you get a COMPOSITE spin 2 from entangled pairs of “subspace” SPIN 1



tetrad level fields.

Jack Sarfatti wrote:

…

My key physical idea is dark matter is same as dark energy with difference only
in scale and the sign of the energy density and w less than -1/3 and from a
distance it mimics w = 0 CDM.

It is obvious to me that the curved tetrad & Bekenstein-Hawking quantized area
is like the superfluid circulation and that t Hooft-Susskind world hologram
“volume without volume” is like Bohm-Aharonov “magnetic field without
magnetic field” even if I did not get the formal math completely right on first try
working alone outside of academia – Einstein needed Grossman to get his
tensors right and he took ten years. I only took a few weeks so far and have not
found my Grossman I guess? 

Remember what Feynman said about “rigor mortis”. Are Feynman integrals
rigorous? Is M theory? I hear some new math is coming from M theory however.
I think Waldyr is making a general point about lack of mathematical rigor in
many physics papers. Waldyr is actually a Professor of Mathematics I think and
there is a cultural difference. To me the math is secondary to the heuristic ideas.

13. Jack Sarfatti
March 1, 2006

On Mar 1, 2006, at 12:01 AM, Jack Sarfatti wrote:

Instead of some of the alleged “Dirty Dozen” threatening Waldyr that his
students might not get funding because it appears that he “endorsed” my paper
when I explicitly wrote that he did not do so, why don’t these brave professors
allegedly in search of the truth publish their own specific objections to the actual
final version of the paper for all to see and for the historical record? What
equation numbers in the actual version now up there are objectionable? Why do
they choose to hide behind Waldyr? Remember what will be recorded IF in fact
what I say about the LHC and the DM detectors comes to pass – that they
forever remain silent except for false alarms. What I predict is easily falsified by
an “ugly fact.”

Ode on the remains of a Dark Matter Detector! 

Ozymandius
by: Percy Bysshe Shelley

I met a traveler from an antique land
Who said: “Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert… Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read



Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them and the heart that fed;
And on the pedestal these words appear:
My name is Ozymandius, King of Kings,
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.

On Feb 28, 2006, at 10:54 PM, Tony Smith wrote:

Jack, did you get a copy of the message from Waldyr dated Tue, 28 Feb 2006 to
Zielinski with copy to me in which Waldyr said in part:

On Feb 28, 2006, at 11:23 PM, Jack Sarfatti wrote:

No I did not. How the “Dirty Dozen” could construe from what I wrote that
Waldyr endorsed my paper is beyond me. I was very clear to say specifically that
he did not endorse it at all. Well no more Mr. Nice Guy eh? I bent over backwards
to credit Waldyr’s effort. That’s what one gets by being “collegial” I suppose? 

The “math” is the least important part of my paper. I was not writing a “math
paper.” Math is not physics. So far no one has said anything at all about the
PHYSICAL IDEAS in the paper. Waldyr has not. No one has. None of Waldyr’s
math points are relevant to the these physical ideas that I can see.

Here is what is in my paper about Waldyr

“Acknowledgment

I would like to thank Professor Waldyr Rodrigues, Jr of UNICAMP, Brazil for
pointing out mathematical deficiencies in the first version of this paper that is
really a progress report. The reader should not infer that Professor Rodrigues
endorses all of the ideas of this paper or that he thinks the mathematics is up to
his rigorous standards. I remind the reader that important new physics has been
created with bad mathematics that is usually patched up later. A case in point is
the history of the Feynman diagrams and the path integrals, which are still non-
rigorous from the point of view of the top mathematicians.”

What’s wrong with these “dozen” Paragons of Omniscience? Can’t these
Victorian Station Masters read plain English? Look at this sentence:

“The reader should not infer that Professor Rodrigues endorses all of the ideas of
this paper or that he thinks the mathematics is up to his rigorous standards.”

Shame on that “Dirty Dozen.”

Waldyr allegedly wrote:

“… It is true that I [Waldyr] said to him [Jack] sometime ago that I did not intend
to post or publish the notes for the time being. I changed my mind (after almost



two weeks) due to a comment that he inserted in the sixth draft of his paper and
which to an eventual reader seems to suggest that I made corrections to that
version of his paper, something which is not the case.

And indeed, yesterday before deciding to post my notes I received dozen of mails
from all around the world asking: how could you endorse that paper?

Well, after that it remained no other alternative as the one I followed
which was to post my notes in the arXiv.
…

Concerning arXiv, endorsers and blacklists I have to say the following.

I think that the arXiv must eventually accept any possible paper it
receives subject to the rules:

(a) Every article should receive a signed review, which is to be posted
together with the article.[1]

(b) Any author could post a reply to the signed review. The reviewer can
write a treplic, and so on.

(c) A blacklist must exist: dishonest people who are plagiarists or invent, e.g.,
false affiliations must be punished, i.e., they must not be allowed to post any
paper. The penalty eventually may not hold for ever, but for a time long enough
for them to have time to reflect.

(d) the blacklist must be public. The reason for someone to be in the
blacklist must be given. …”.

—————————————————————

Tony

PS – It might be interesting to know who were the authors of
the “dozen of mails from all around the world”

I can guess who some of them are.

and exactly what they said, particularly in light of your statement that Waldyr
told you “that he was threatened that his students might have trouble getting
funding if he did not respond negatively.”

14. ObsessiveMathsFreak
March 1, 2006

Such papers are not designed for laypersons or for undergraduates.
They are designed for people who are indeed very familiar with the
field.

And this is a problem. Even if someone is interested in learning more about a
subject, a terse presentation will be confusing and offputting. Are references to



pertinent papers or textbooks too much to ask?

So what? If it’s beyond you personally, then it’s trash?

No, but it creates a barrier to me if I want to learn more about the field. There
were’t even any explanations as to what these terms were. The author has
assummed that only persons skilled in the field will read the paper, and it
becomes a self fulfilling assumption.

The arxiv and the refereed journals are not an introduction to anything;
they are (in principle) a place for the high-level, cutting-edge work
going on in these fields. They are not supposed to be a tutorial, so it
should not surprise you that they do not make a good tutorial.

I don’t expect a tutorial, but I am disappointed by how inaccessable a lot of
scientific papers are. I mislike the Ivory Tower effect that this type of writing
gives off, however unintentional it may be. I am an applied mathematics
undergraduate with a reasonably detailed knowladge of physics and
mathematical physics, but I am frequently thrown off by authors who write for a
closed shop.

There was a post in this blog a while back about public engagement in science,
and how people were dumbing things down with string theory violin shows and
cookery classes. Really, well, trite and condescending presentations of science
which I think the public sees through.

My point here is that if scientists cannot even hope to enage and interest
scientists in different fields, what hope is there of eliciting general public
interest and engagement in our research? If papers are being published with
mistakes, perhaps this is another symptom of the same underlying issue.

15. Steve Myers
March 1, 2006

On “difficulty” of technical papers: they’re meant for experts in the field and so
use the short hand of jargon. Of course, math is not a special language —
everything in math can be expressed in English, but once you’re used to the
short hand you can read the math directly without translation (for example, since
I seldom use vector calculus, I still have to translate del into partials). It is true
that the jargon is often used as a way to exclude outsides but without an
appendix of definitions, etc., there’s no way around it. Does Sarfatti need to
explain cartan forms?

16. nigel
March 1, 2006

‘…how people were dumbing things down with string theory violin shows and
cookery classes. Really, well, trite and condescending presentations of science
which I think the public sees through.’ – OMF

What matters is that most students see through it. It acts like a filter:



emphasising the weirder parts of a non-tested speculative mainstream “theory”
only few mathematical competent students into physics. In Britain, where string
theory was loudly emphasised in best-selling books by Stephen Hawking, a 4%
per year drop in A-level physics followed, which continues today.

The normal reaction of the teaching establishment to this is just to demand more
propaganda, or better quality stuff, to attract students into physics. You don’t
need the landscape controversy to see where physics is going wrong.

String theory is a tiny component of physics, but because it so hard to test and
yet so over-publicised, it casts a dark cloud over physics. If string theory looks
right, it is only because it is the conquest of free thought by censorship of
alternatives.

Compare general books written about the search for a unified theory in physics
when it was a popular subject in Britain (before the 1985 ST revolution), to those
today when it is unpopular.

Before 1985, the future of physics was open, there were many exciting
possibilities. Today, there is widespread prejudice in favour of one speculative
model, with no objective predictions let alone evidence. It is defended by
obfuscation, which is unethical.

17. ObsessiveMathsFreak
March 1, 2006

I feel there is a difference between a terse presentation and a readable one, even
if the topic is highly advanced. A simple note at the begining of any document
telling th ereader that familiarity with concepts X,Y and Z is assummed would in
itself do a lot for ease of access. Then at least the reader knows where to look if
they are lost.

In humanities, if one makes reference to an opinion or analysis, they make a big
deal about citing properly. Obviously I’m not suggesting that absolutely
everything must have an explanatory reference. But yes, it would be helpful if
when mentioning cartan forms, the author could provide a succinct reference
explaining what they are. That is, if one wants to make the paper more
accessable.

18. Alejandro RIvero
March 1, 2006

About evidence, well, what I collected in the last three years is evidence that
physicists are not intererested on evidence (a recent example I have already told:
I was the first one -after six months- telling the ODG that their file
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2005/mcdata/mass_width_2004.csv has a wrong value for the
muon lifetime and others; the file is still (1/March/06) there but at least you can
now get the corrected file by privately emailing to the pdg people; the point here
is not a couple erratas, but that nobody noticed them, thus nobody had plotted
the thing). At least not interested if it is not evidence for their theory; evidence is
not anymore an starting point for research except if it is against SM beyond four

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2005/mcdata/mass_width_2004.csv
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2005/mcdata/mass_width_2004.csv


sigma… there is a rare feeling of completeness, of impossibility to get anything
new from the already measured data.

I find an interesting counterexample -or just a different way to do things- on the
approach of Connes-Lott, that took pains to start with the standard model
Lagrangian, and I remember Alain kept asking every practicioner about the
differences between pole masses, running masses etc to be sure about how all
the experimental thing could fit inside the model.

Also hep-ph people have different approach that hep-th, the -ph people keep
launching models (either for the love of play or as tickets for Helsinki, you
choose), but they do an effort to check against some main parameters.

19. Theorist
March 1, 2006

In the last week there were some papers where string theory makes strong
predictions about the real world (check on the hep-th and you will find them). So
things are moving, little by little string theory will overcome the landscape
obstacle.

20. woit
March 1, 2006

Theorist,

I’ve looked at the recent hep-th papers and haven’t seen anything like what you
describe. It would be major news if there were recent strong predictions from
string theory. What papers did you have in mind?

21. ksh95
March 1, 2006

ObsessiveMathsFreak, I really feel your pain. I clearly remember thinking the
same things when I was an undergraduate.

But not to worry, there is light at the end of the tunnel. A Ph.D means that the
government, or some other funding agency, has spent hundreds of thousands of
dallors teaching you the precise definitions of those obscure terms. By the time
you’re done you will be able to read the vast majority of the literature like you
read the newspaper.

Also, after completing a Ph.D you will understand that most of the things you
found obscure as an undergraduate are actually trivial and writing (reading)
those things would be a waste of your (the readers) time. Just think about it. To
understand the term superfluid one should have taken a course on quantum
fluids, which require courses on critical phenomena and field theory, which
require courses on Statistical Mechanics, Classical Field theory, Mathematical
Methods, and Quantum Mechanics, which require courses on classical
mechanics and thermodynamics, which require classes on calculus and algebra…
Or, put another way, go get Dr. in front of your name.



But, the main thing you’ll come to understand is that everyone thinks about
things differently. This means that while an intuitive wishy-washy explaination
may make perfect sense to you, it may not make sense to others (especially if the
others read the paper 100 years from now). For this reason it’s necessary to have
a set of well defined ideas, procedures, and their associated vocabulary. This way
when Jack Sarfatti says

The superfluid velocity field in Galilean relativity is the 3D Cartan
closed inexact 1-form
v = (h/m)d(theta)

we know precisely what he means; there is no ambiguity. Without this people like
Rodrigues would never be able to “po-po” all over the paper.

22. ksh95
March 1, 2006

ObsessiveMathsFreak, I just thought of a better way to think about things.
Imagine your in freshman calculus and your instructor decides to teach classes
so elementary school children can understand (college freshman is to elementary
school as Ph.D is to college freshman).
This instructor starts of by saying a derivative is the time rate of change of a
function. A function is a mapping from one variable X to another variable Y, a
variable is an abstract representation of some number, a number is an
inumeration device, a mapping is…

Every freshman who already understands high school algebra just went to sleep.

23. Troublemaker
March 1, 2006

ksh95 has already responded very well to ObsessiveMathsFreak, so I will not
embellish too much. The point is that yes, it is too much to ask for preprints and
journal articles to cater in any way to the novice. They are not intended and
should not be intended for newcomers to the field. They should not provide
introductory material known to every expert, and they should not serve as a
guide to purchasing introductory textbooks. If you are “disappointed by how
inaccessible a lot of scientific papers are,” then get a PhD, because that’s who
the papers are intended for. They’re not meant to be toilet reading for the
layperson, and the suggestion that they ought to be is ludicrous.

24. D R Lunsford
March 1, 2006

Douglas’s “analogies” present an accurate demonstration of the analytical skill of
the author.

1) In the period 1913-1930 one saw a continual improvement – by huge leaps – in
the performance and sophistication of laboratories. It was hard to say which was
advancing faster, experimental technique or theory.



2) The Bohr-Sommerfeld theory was well-founded mathematically and made
definite predictions. Also, it provided a proving ground for applying relativity to
quantum problems.

Peter did away with the chemical analogy, but this point is so vacuous that it’s
not even worth discrediting. For a theory with no vacuum, string theory makes a
lot of empty claims.

On a happy note, it’s good to see Sarfatti’s name in the news 

-drl

25. A.J.
March 1, 2006

An alternative for OMF: Instead of getting a PhD, read older papers. Many
modern papers are inaccessible because they are part of a continuing
conversation about some topic of mathematics. You can’t pick them up and read
them any more than you can expect two guys who’ve been talking for hours in a
bar about some mutual passion to stop and explain themselves to you. But you
can go back, and look at how a field got started. Usually, if you have trouble
reading a bunch of different papers in a field, you’ll find that they all reference
some earlier foundational paper, where the basic vocabulary is introduced and
explained.

To take two examples from one of my favorite subfields of mathematical physics:
1) Atiyah & Bott’s paper “The Yang-Mills Equations on Riemann Surfaces” is
more or less required reading if you intend to think about the relations between
Yang-Mills theory and the moduli space of principal G-bundles. And you can find
in there references to earlier works in the subject, reaching back to Narasimhan
& Seshadri, and Mumford. 2) When Witten was writing in the late 70s and early
1980s, he couldn’t assume that his colleagues knew very much of the basic
vocabulary of differential geometry. So he spent quite a lot of time giving simple
explanations of mathematical ideas.

Most mathematical papers do tell you where to look for an introduction to their
language. If they don’t tell you where to find a concept, you can always just try
searching for it on wikipedia. There are some quite talented people (e.g.
Borcherds) who’ve spent time writing expositions there.

Finally: Mathematical jargon was invented to make our lives easier, not to
exclude laymen. If we’d didn’t use it, we’d talk like treants: It would take days
just to get through the first sentence.

26. h
March 1, 2006

ksh95 wrote:

“By the time you’re done [with your phd] you will be able to read the vast
majority of the literature like you read the newspaper.”



I’m pretty sure that this is simply not true. Certainly not for the average phd
student. Most certainly not in mathematics.

“Also, after completing a Ph.D you will understand that most of the things you
found obscure as an undergraduate are actually trivial”

While I agree on this…

“and writing (reading) those things would be a waste of your (the readers) time.”

…I’m not that sure about this one.
Also, while completing your phd, (hopefully) you will understand that there is at
least 10 times as much new obscure stuff you wouldn’t even dream about as an
undergrad.

Basically I must agree with OMF on that papers should be more accessible in
general (of course, I don’t think that they should be at undergraduate level,
that’s impossible), and written with much more care.
Just compare an average preprint/textbook/conference speech with one by
(insert names like Witten, Atiyah, Milnor, etc here). Difference in readability is
like heaven and earth.

(sorry if this is very offtopic.)

27. ksh95
March 1, 2006

Hello h,
I have no problem reading most of the physics literature. Is the situation
different in math?

Anyway, I strongly agree that papers should be written with more care, but that
issue is an orthogonal issue to the conversation.

Back to the topic at hand. I was always taught that papers should be aimed
towards the post-doc level. Any lower you bore people and any higher you
confuse people. After all, the whole point is to advance the field. Advancement is
optimal when we streamline communication between those doing the
“advancing”. Of course communication to novices and laypersons effects
replacement rates and funding, but these are secondary effects.

28. Thomas Larsson
March 1, 2006

Perhaps Theorist is referring to hep-th/0602286, where Dienes claims that a
small CC naturally leads to the standard model gauge group.

29. ObsessiveMathsFreak
March 2, 2006

Imagine your in freshman calculus and your instructor decides to teach
classes so elementary school children can understand (college

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602286
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602286


freshman is to elementary school as Ph.D is to college freshman).
This instructor starts of by saying a derivative is the time rate of
change of a function. A function is a mapping from one variable X to
another variable Y, a variable is an abstract representation of some
number, a number is an inumeration device, a mapping is…

Ironically, this is actually how first year calculus classes are in fact taught. At
least to mathematics students.

There’s probably a difference here between physics and mathematics papers, the
latter of which I’m more familiar with. Though I understand that a lot of
theoretical physics papers are quite mathematical.

My basic point was that many papers are in fact quite obfuscated by terminology
and terseness. Obviously you cannot expect everyone to be able to read your
paper, but at the same time it’s a little unreasonable to expect everyone who
reads it to be an expert in the field with a photographic recall of terms and
definitions. A paper should, in as far as it is feasable to do so, be as modular and
self contained as possible.

30. J.F. Moore
March 2, 2006

I think what people are trying to tell you, OMF, is that it just isn’t possible. What
you get in papers IS the lingua franca that has been established for a given field.
Human knowledge in science at least has become far vaster than one person can
ever hope to grasp.

A brief tip that works in my field might also apply to maths – read important
dissertations (or parts thereof) in your subject. You can get many via UMI if your
library has access. I did this a lot in my early years to get a leg up and be able to
comprehend papers. Also, you also MUST talk to people about specific papers,
preferably ones that you’re both interested in. When starting out it’s common to
have a lot of misconceptions that can hamper understanding, and talking to
someone else can often cut through these things quickly.

31. woit
March 2, 2006

Thomas,

I’m aware of the Dienes paper. He’s looking at the statistical properties of 10^5
models, ones that are unstable beyond tree-level, so they are not even minima of
the landscape. In addition, saying anything about the properties of 10^500
models based on looking at 10^5 very special ones of them doesn’t make any
sense.

On top of this, what he finds is a preference for lots of low-rank factors in the
gauge group, which favors things like the standard model group over GUT
groups, but he gets lots of these factors. To the extent there’s any kind of
“prediction” (which there isn’t…), it would be for something like 8 copies of U(1)



and SU(2), not one of each.

Claiming that any of this is a “strong prediction about the real world” is just
absurd.

32. Theorist
March 2, 2006

I was refering to some papers which appeared last Friday. They might be harder
to read and understand but they contain very solid results, not assumptions and
guesses…. Solid mathematics and solid physics are used in at least one of them
and the pheno predictions based on string theory are testable at LHC.

33. woit
March 2, 2006

Theorist,

If you’ll be so good as to tell us which papers you are referring to we can discuss
this further. I took a quick glance at last Friday’s papers, and none of them seem
to contain anything like a solid prediction of string theory testable at the LHC
(and if they did, this would be big news). I’m not going to waste any more time
trying to guess what it is you are talking about.

34. Juan R.
March 2, 2006

Obviously, Douglas talk is wrong in several historical, epistemological, and
technical details. Some points were cited here therefore i will not repeat them.

Douglas’s chemical analogy is rather outdated if one interprets it in a traditional
reductionist way, especially when he uses the word “deriving”… Their perception
is a beautiful example of why string theory is in the very wrong way. The lot of
funding for obtaining a TOE from string theory is just lost money…

As stated by Jean-Marie Lehn (Nobel Prize for macromolecular chemistry), one
cannot derive chemical phenomena in bulk from a knowledge of constituents;
Lehn clearly states there is not reduction of a hierarchical level to the other, just
integration between the different levels [1].

Douglas cites condensed matter physicists; well, P.W. Anderson [Nobel prize for
condensed matter physics] said that condensed matter physics, for example, is
NOT applied particle physics [2]. A full understanding of atoms (atomic physics)
is not sufficient understand solids, and doing progresses in the field. It is more,
Anderson cites examples of mainstream atomic knowledge leading to wrong
conclusions in condensed matter.

Anderson’s “More is different” has become a common “mantra” in condensed
matter physics but is often ignored by particle physicists, stringers, and other
reduccionists. It is natural to read Anderson’s criticism to believe on string
theory as The Final Theory (the main “mantra” of stringers). Anderson



considered string theory “a futile exercise as physics” the last year.

Even the “reduccionist” Murray Gell-Mann (who is often cited by stringers as
supporting the “beauty” of string theory) said that string theory -even if finally
correct will be NOT a theory of everything [2].

The analogy with chemistry is rather surprising. Douglas says: “On further
developing these analogies, one realizes that we do not know even the most
basic organizing principles of the stringy landscape. For the landscape of
chemistry, these are the existence of atoms, the maximal atomic number, and the
facts that each atom (independent of its type) takes up a roughly equal volume in
three-dimensional space and that binding interactions are local.”

What is really the link of above with string theory except as prose for more
funding on string theory during another ineffective 40 years?

Chemistry is a science; string theory is not. Moreover, knowing Douglas CV, I
seriously doubt that Douglas knows that and atom is, maybe the union of an
attractor and its basin Michael? 

About Landscape, very little can be said those days. Landscape just reflects the
desperation in the field. People took wrong ways in the past and now are in a
dead end. There is not possibility for computing the CC from the Landscape, and
even if they was done (via a new “revolution”), the prize would be too high for
science.

I personally would prefer computing billions of things from standard science and
leave the CC as a mystery before computing the CC via Antrophic/Landscaping
arguments and then to predict nothing of the rest of the world.

Douglas states in his conclusions that

“We believe string theory has a set of solutions, some of which might describe
our world.”

That is all science behind stringers work. “We believe… might…”.

1) These kinds of arguments are being repeated since 40 years ago. We are a bit
saturated and is time for the research in other directions.

2) String theory does not work, it newer worked, point. M-theory is not even
formulated (if they nonperturbative regime really exists).

3) Mass media, public, undergraduate students, funding agencies are misguided
about real success of string theory (i.e none).

In short, we obtain a “theory” (string theory) is not theory (M-theory is even
undefined), the “theory” explains/predicts nothing can be explained using
GR+SM, offers wrong experimental bounds for many phenomena (e.g. wrong
causalitty structure for GR, wrong basic symmetries for the SM at low energies,
wrong non-zero T bosonic behavior, etc) and, for obtaining certain bounds on the



CC, it needs completely break that satisfactory item we call science.

References:

[1] See Lehn introductory chapter to “Chemistry for the 21st century” (Ehud
Keinan; Israel Schechter; Eds.) Wiley-VCH, 2001.

[2] Anderson, P.W. Science 1972, 177, 393-396

[3] Gell-Mann, Murray. The Quark and the Jaguar: Adventures in the Simple and
Complex. W. H. Freeman; 1995.
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Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

35. D R Lunsford
March 2, 2006

Understanding the landscape that created the landscape…

http://www.opinionjournal.com/extra/?id=85000550

-drl

36. Chris W.
March 2, 2006

This paper should be widely read, and I expect it will be:

Lorentz Invariance Violation and its Role in Quantum Gravity
Phenomenology, by John Collins, Alejandro Perez and Daniel Sudarsky [hep-
th/0603002]

The authors also make some important general observations about Lorentz
invariance violation (LIV), or rather the apparent lack thereof, and the
foundations of quantum field theory.

Thanks to Christine Dantas for posting about this. See the excerpts in the
comments on her post.

[I know this is off-topic, but the Landscape is so depressing I felt compelled to
change the subject (again).]

37. Chris Oakley
March 3, 2006

There is another paper (http://arxiv.org/abs/hep0603010) today about Lorentz
invariance violation. It was not so long ago that anyone who said SR was wrong
was considered a crackpot. But then again, it was not so long ago that one would
have been considered a crackpot for suggesting that we live in one of the few
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universes out of 10^500 that support life.

38. Thomas Larsson
March 3, 2006

Douglas has at least created a great new metaphor – a nightmare.

39. D R Lunsford
March 3, 2006

This talk about Lorentz violation is silly in this context. In the regime where we
abandon Galilean invariance, the reason is not symmetry breaking, but
“decontraction”, which is very different. So if Lorentz symmetry doesn’t hold up,
the reason will not be another shell game of symmetry breaking, rather,
recognition of another regime for matter and spacetime considered jointly.

-drl

40. D R Lunsford
March 8, 2006

I notice no one here is sharp enough to even offer an argument with what I
stated, that is, you don’t even understand the problem. The problem with the
world is, it’s filled with mediocrities.

-drl

41. Chris Oakley
March 8, 2006

Hi Danny,

I may well not be sharp enough to offer an argument: I did not really understand
what you were saying. Can I repeat my suggestion that you collect your best
thoughts on physics and put them on a web site, like I did?

42. D R Lunsford
March 10, 2006

Chris, you were not in mind, and if anyone could understand it, you could – it
goes like this…

One can violate a given symmetry by making more symmetry in a larger context,
and then assigning the several old symmetries to their own rooms in the new
one. If we make a door between rooms, one room from two, we “decontract” the
original symmetries. See here:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106273

The key point is that, contractions are associated with dimensional parameters
assigned to groups (Lorentz->Galilei = speed of light; Poincare->Lorentz =
Planck length, etc.) while decontractions are associated with assigning a group

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106273
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106273


to a dimensional parameter, not a one-to-one process and so inherently
observational. Superficially this is like symmetry breaking – the difference is that
instead of adding fields (Higgs mechanism) we “push back” the idea of vacuum
itself by introducing a new fundamental symmetry, incorporating the originals by
allowing a contraction to recover them. The decontraction looks like the original
in some regimes (again like symmetry breaking) because the enlarged vacuum is
“stiff” in the dimensional parameter (speed of light is very large; Planck length is
tiny etc.)

This is really why string theory is so lame – instead of pushing back the vacuum
to incorporate matter as we know it from experiments, it makes matter even
more obstreperous by removing its locality.

-drl

-drl



All Sorts of Stuff

March 3, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Harvard mathematician Barry Mazur has many new things up on his web-site. These
include an expository article on motives (this via David Corfield), and a foreword to a
forthcoming popular book called Fearless Symmetry : Exposing the Hidden Patterns
of Numbers. This book looks to be the first popular book to deal with the modern use
of group representations in number theory, explaining what reciprocity laws are and a
bit about the Langlands program.

The concept of a motive and that of using representations of Galois groups
constructed using things like motives are two of the most important ideas in modern
number theory. Some of the latest developments in this field concern extensions of the
Langlands program involving p-adic modular forms. Mazur and Buzzard are teaching
courses on this topic, and Mazur has put some lecture notes up on his course web-
site. These courses are part of a special semester on Eigenvarieties at Harvard.

Mazur also has a revised version of his expository piece on category theory, a short
piece about Serge Lang, and some very non-basic notes for a “Basic Notions” seminar.

Nature has a short article entitled Physicists told to confront those big questions
about the Foundational Questions Institute call for proposals. There’s a very positive
quote about this from Lee Smolin, who is on the advisory board, but also a much more
skeptical one from Paul Steinhardt: “Metaphysics is running rampant through string
theory and cosmology,” he says. “I would like to see things go a little bit in the other
direction.”

Kimball Martin’s web-site of Exceptional MathReviews includes one by Robert Oeckl
about a paper of the Bogdanovs. For more about them see here, here, here, and here.
Remarkably, they seem to have some support from at least one string theorist.

Via Bitch Ph.D., perhaps the strangest math-related web-site I’ve ever seen.

The High Energy Physics Advisory Panel (HEPAP) is meeting today and tomorrow in
Washington. Presentations there will include one from Bush’s science advisor, John
Marburger, and should be available on-line soon.

This weekend, the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute (MSRI) will be
dedicating its new building, named after Shiing-Shen Chern. As part of the festivities,
Roger Penrose will be giving talks, including a public lecture Sunday on Fashion,
Faith and Fantasy in modern theoretical physics.

The second LHC Olympics were recently held at CERN and the talks are available on-
line. This is a rather unusual exercise designed to get string theorists and other not-
so-hardcore phenomenologists involved in analyzing simulated LHC data. There seem
to me to be two big problems with this. First of all, there are no backgrounds in this
simulated data, and understanding these backgrounds is going to be the main
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problem with the LHC data for quite a while. It will be the experimenters who will
have to do this, and they may need help from theorists, but help of a very different
nature than what this exercise is aiming at. Secondly, once backgrounds are
understood and potential signals are extracted, I doubt that the LHC experimenters
will be releasing the kind of data simulated here for use by theorists. I suspect they’ll
be doing the kind of analysis going on at the LHC Olympics themselves and releasing
the results as papers under their own names. For more about this, see postings by
Lubos here and here. The first of these drew the following comment from a European
phenomenologist:

Phenomenology has been always been strong in Europe, hundreds of ppl work in this
field since decades, and most consider this contest as child’s play. Guess why no
European team took part in this activity, right within a truly European institution
which has scores of local phenomenologists? It is a bit like if a few phenomenologists
decide to learn string theory and organize a contest in Princeton about who can build
the best string model….

While this exercise is unrealistic, it may at least clarify various issues about how
testable certain specific scenarios really will be at the LHC.

The latest Seed Magazine has some interesting articles. One about mathematical
proof discusses problems with proofs in mathematics that may be too complicated to
be properly refereed, especially the recent work by Thomas Hales on the Kepler
conjecture. It ends with a depressingly silly comment by Keith Devlin:

I see a parallel between the uncertainty of these proofs and developments in physics
like string theory, where we’re developing mathematical theories of matter that may
forever remain elusive to experimental verification.

This is the same kind of foolishness as the comment that “physicists may have to
rethink what it means for a theory to explain experimental data” because of string
theory (see here).

Another Seed article that has gotten a lot of attention because of it’s topic is one
called Getting Physical about physicists and sex. See commentary here, here and
here. This last link is to Jennifer Ouellette’s new blog Cocktail Party Physics, which is
of independent interest.

Comments

1. Dumb Biologist
March 3, 2006

I’m confused. I see nothing especially bitchy about sarongs.

Also, that physicists get it on is hardly news. Shrödinger was famous for carting
both is wife and mistress along with him long ago, and Feynman, having
developed considerable expertise on the subject, published advice on how to pick
up girls in one of his books. Carl Sagan wrote about sex and drugs, specifically
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how the latter impacted the former. I hear some lovers of boyish, brainy men
openly lust after Brian Greene, so a few also seem to have a bit of that rock star
mojo. My wife certainly expressed her admiration after seeing the jacket of my
copy of “Elegant Universe”. C’mon Seed, tell us something we don’t know…like,
maybe, Hey, what are we biologists, chopped liver?

2. Dumb Biologist
March 3, 2006

Oh, I forgot Kinsey. Never mind.

3. ObsessiveMathsFreak
March 3, 2006

A great amount of mathematical proofs are often presented in a terse and
reticent fashion, and the resulting proofs, though they may be correct, can only
be understood by those who have already reached a deeper understanding of the
topic.

The problem here is that people are misinterpreting the meaning of the word
“prove”, in mathematics. To prove means to demonstrate, through argument or
evidence, the validity of a statement or proposition. What that means, is that you
have to convince another human being that what you say is true.

If your proof is too convoluted, too terse, or too complicated and no one is able to
understand it, then you haven’t proved anything. You’ve just scribbled some
symbols on paper and said they were true. If you simply brow beat people into
submission, through complicated proofs or your intellectual reputation, then they
have only accepted that your proof is true. They haven’t accepted the proof itself,
And in this case, you haven’t proved anything at all except human fallability.

To prove something, another human being has to be able to read, understand
and follow every single step of your argument, from propositions and
assumptions all the way to your conclusions. And if no one can do that, your
proof is not a proof. It’s just ink on paper, and science is getting nowhere.

Doubt is the worst of all problems to be faced with in mathematics. If you doubt
something, even one thing, in your equations, the whole structure begins to
teeter and topple in your mind, and every result you produce becomes tainted
with reasonable doubt. In other words, you’ve stopped being a mathematician,
and even a scientist, and you’ve just become a philosopher.

Certainty is the key. Without it, without assurred falsifiability, mathematics isn’t
a real science anymore. It becomes, like psychoanalysis, a subjective endevour,
where people accept what they want to accept, and there are no absolute truths
anymore. This can happen to any branch of science, including physics, if
falsifiability is abandoned.

4. Dumb Biologist
March 3, 2006



I wasn’t aware that the gold standard for mathematical proof was falsifiability.
Rather, I thought it was logical consistency based upon accepted axioms.

5. Eric Dennis
March 3, 2006

“Metaphysics is running rampant through string theory and cosmology”

There’s an unfortunate equivocation on the term “metaphysics” that tends to pop
up. Sometimes it’s supposed to suggest a Rube Goldberg mechanism of
questionable verifiability, like the 19th century ether models, and other times it
refers (loosely) to philosophical or foundational questions about the meaning of
important theoretical concepts, e.g. “measurement”, or the precise definition of
theories. String theory involves much of the former, but not much of the latter.

I take it Steinhardt is against the former, and Smolin is for the latter.

6. Aaron Bergman
March 3, 2006

Sometimes [metaphysics is] supposed to suggest a Rube Goldberg mechanism of
questionable verifiability

Anyone who uses it that way is wrong. I’m fairly sure Steinhardt is against the
proper definition. It’s all too easy to spend your time thinking about “big
questions” and writing lots of papers with few formulae in them. It’s almost
always a better idea to go out and calculate something.

7. Eric Dennis
March 3, 2006

Going out (or shutting up) and calculating can be a smart move if you’ve got a
solid theory that’s been pumping out a lot of impressive results. But when the
flood becomes a trickle and twenty years later the trickle has dried up, maybe
it’s time to start questioning the shut-up-and-calculate mantra. You don’t even
have to write lots of papers with no formulas. Just write one. And if you can’t
muster enough interest to spend an afternoon in your basement, don’t pretend
that wishing and praying and calculating will keep the termites away.

8. Aaron Bergman
March 3, 2006

One quickly learns that anyone can have lots of “deep thoughts”. Nobody cares.
Until you have deep thoughts about which you can calculate something, people
generally and rightfully aren’t going to be interested.

9. Chris W.
March 3, 2006

And then there are shallow (or incoherent) thoughts made to look deep by
cloaking them in sophisticated calculations, and formalism in general. Einstein



once said about an irksome minor colleague that “the man can calculate but he
can’t think.” Excessive emphasis on calculations tends to encourage such people,
while discouraging people who can really think—ie, those who are trying to
arrive at important insights into what ought to be calculated, and why (and in
many cases, how).

In a reminiscence about Einstein during the centennial year (1979), Chern once
remarked that their conversations and his own study of Einstein’s work had led
him to conclude that the singular difficulty of research in physics—and perhaps
in any empirical science of real depth—is arriving at the right formulations of
questions and problems. (Mathematicians, he said, generally start by selecting
from among several clearly stated problems, hopefully demonstrating some good
taste in their choices.)

10. Aaron Bergman
March 3, 2006

The point of physics is to calculate stuff. If you can’t do that, then you’re doing
philosophy. Figuring out what to calculate is sure one of the most difficult
problems out there, but you’ve already conceded in that formulation the
necessity of the calculation.

11. Anonymous
March 4, 2006

Chern once remarked that their conversations and his own study of Einstein’s
work had led him to conclude that the singular difficulty of research in physics—
and perhaps in any empirical science of real depth—is arriving at the right
formulations of questions and problems. (Mathematicians, he said, generally
start by selecting from among several clearly stated problems, hopefully
demonstrating some good taste in their choices.)

Umm. Grothendieck, anyone? Finding the right formulations of things in
mathematics is crucial and drives a lot of important research.

12. Thomas Larsson
March 4, 2006

The shut-up-an-calculate approach works great, unless something is missing in
the usual calculation schemes. E.g., if Feynman had followed that philosophy as a
young man, he would have found that electron g-2 was infinite and given up.
Instead, he invented path integrals and coinvented renormalization, which
certainly were creative acts rather than rote calculation. Of course, once the new
calculational scheme was in place, you could go back to turning the crank.

OTOH, it is unlikely that deep thoughts about the meanings of diffeomorphism
invariance or quantum measurements will lead to progress by themselves. Some
hard modification of the formalism itself also needed, and that can be found even
if the interpretation is only approximately right.

13. A Phenomenology Grad Student



March 4, 2006

Peter,

Your criticisms of the LHC olympics arise frequently, and they are facile. It is
easy for an outsider to criticize, but the “hardcore phenomenologist” critics who
have seen the details of what goes on at these meetings seem to have been
convinced. (For instance, I understand that Tao Han was initially skeptical, but
was very pleased with the recent meeting at CERN.) So let me offer some
responses:

This is a rather unusual exercise designed to get string theorists and other not-
so-hardcore phenomenologists involved in analyzing simulated LHC data.

Well, partly, yes. But look at who put the most effort into these things: two string
theorists, Verlinde and Rastelli, at Princeton (who showed impressive awareness
of collider physics issues), a large group of Harvard phenomenology grad
students with varying degrees of experience in thinking about collider physics, a
couple of Cornell phenomenology grad students with a fair amount of experience
thinking about collider physics, and Matt Strassler, who manages to be both a
string theorist and a collider phenomenologist. So, your characterization is only
halfway accurate. The goal is partly to educate the string theory and model-
building communities, but not everyone involved was as ignorant as you imply.

There seem to me to be two big problems with this. First of all, there are no
backgrounds in this simulated data, and understanding these backgrounds is
going to be the main problem with the LHC data for quite a while. It will be the
experimenters who will have to do this, and they may need help from theorists,
but help of a very different nature than what this exercise is aiming at.

Yes and no. Early in the LHC run it will be very important to calibrate the
machine, to “rediscover” the Standard Model, and so on. But important
discoveries tend to be made in channels where detailed knowledge of
background is not needed. Resonances will be pronounced. Events with certain
configurations of leptons and missing energy are very non-SM like and one can
read off kinematic features. And so on. It’s really an incredibly difficult
computational challenge to produce a similar exercise with backgrounds (though
hopefully this will occur to some extent with the next LHC Olympics), but it’s not
as if issues of background were totally ignored. Most of us tried to focus on
features of the signal that would not be obscured by background.

You are of course correct that there are other issues if we need to rely on
background-heavy parts of the data to extract information. This is a very difficult
field and it demands focused effort on better loop calculations, better Monte
Carlo, better PDFs, and all sorts of other things. No one denies this.

However, one thing that you find when staring at simulated signal samples is
that sometimes it can be very difficult to interpret features in them. Lots of
“hardcore” phenomenology involves taking models and discussing how to make
measurements in them. The real problem of the LHC is to take measurements
and make models, and it can be complicated. Kinematic features can arise in



multiple ways. Certain apparent features of the data can lead you in the wrong
direction. And so on. This exercise is not the trivial one that those who haven’t
attempted it make it out to be.

Secondly, once backgrounds are understood and potential signals are extracted,
I doubt that the LHC experimenters will be releasing the kind of data simulated
here for use by theorists.

Almost certainly true, I think. People tend to make this objection as if it defeats
the purpose of the exercise. But it doesn’t, at all. Partly there is the aspect of this
that we are educating ourselves, as theorists, about what information the
experimentalists will tell us and how to interpret it. But another important
aspect, as I noted above, is that these sample analyses can be surprisingly
challenging. And so far we’ve basically known we’re looking at SUSY scenarios.
See Matt Strassler’s talk for an example of how the data can lead you astray.
These exercises are not trivial. Sometimes good theoretical intuition is useful in
figuring out what signatures one should try to isolate, given other signatures one
sees. This is not obviously something that experimentalists would be as good at,
though certainly some experimentalits could do this. If we see something other
than vanilla MSSM, though, it becomes a much more pressing issue.

But the most important thing, at least from my perspective, is that we can hope
for genuinely useful new ideas to come out of this. There’s a somewhat limited
toolkit of kinematic distributions to analyze, plots to make, and so on. The
exercise shows these tools are very useful in some cases and in others they’re
probably not optimal. Getting a bunch of reasonably intelligent theorists to stare
at data and run up against various surprises and challenges will, hopefully, lead
some of those theorists to start creating new tools, suggesting unorthodox
approaches to data, examining signals no one has bothered to think about so far,
and writing papers on such things. And I think it’s clear that there’s a pretty
rapid change taking place: collider phenomenology is being pursued by more
people, it’s becoming more respected, it’s reshaping the theory job market.
These workshops are a small but not negligible part of all of this.

Of course my defense of the LHC olympics sort of assumes a certain bias. If the
world at the TeV scale really is just SM + Higgs, or if it is just the MSSM in a
particularly nice well-studied part of the parameter space, none of this is
necessary and the experimentalists probably have what they need. But if you
think there might be interesting surprises, there is a strong need for original
thinking about how to approach the data, how to discriminate different models
that have similar signatures, and so on.

Anyway, I’ve rambled on for too long.

14. D R Lunsford
March 4, 2006

Speaking of data that isn’t here yet – whatever happened to the second release
of WMAP data?

“Bitch PhD” – right. Wow. A banner with a smart ass little kid giving me the



finger. OK then. Have a nice day!

-drl

15. EUPH
March 4, 2006

Dear Ph Grad Student,

your post can be perceived as: “unless understanding LHC data is just running
MSSM codes, intelligent theorists should do the job”. This sort of attitude partly
explains why LHC olympics at CERN was attended almost only by US theorists.

16. Aaron Bergman
March 4, 2006

Instead, he invented path integrals and coinvented renormalization, which
certainly were creative acts rather than rote calculation.

Who’s arguing for “shut up and calculate” or “rote calculation”? It would be nice
if people actually read what I said.

17. A Phenomenology Grad Student
March 4, 2006

your post can be perceived as: “unless understanding LHC data is just running
MSSM codes, intelligent theorists should do the job”.

I have as much respect for good experimentalists as anyone, but if the data
contain puzzling surprises (as we all hope will be the case, I think), it’s good to
have feedback between theory and experiment. I’m not claiming theorists will do
everything, I’m claiming it’s good to have theorists suggesting new
interpretations, other signals to study, ways to cut out background, etc. Just look
at the more complicated experimental situations we already have, e.g. issues of
meson spectroscopy in B physics or charm physics. There is a lot of useful
feedback between experimentalists and experimentally-aware phenomenologists
in those fields. This isn’t like discovering the W or Z where you know exactly
what to look for.

In any case, what is clearly useless is bickering on the Internet, so I’ll shut up
now.

18. QWERTY
March 4, 2006

I LIKE BARRY MAZUR’S STYLE OF EXPOSING – IT IS POETIC AND ERUDYTE
AND SCHOLARLY AND FUNNY. IT REMINDS ME OF HERMANN WEYL, WHO
SAID FUNNY THINGS ABOUT “THE YOKE OF A FOREIGN LANGUAGE WHICH
WAS NOT SUNG AT MY CRADLE”. MAZUR IS TRUELY A GENTLEMEN OF THE
FOUR MOST DISTINCTIONS.

19. woit



March 4, 2006

EUPH,

I think you’re being kind of unfair to Ph Grad Student, accusing him of an
arrogance that isn’t really there.

Ph. Grad Student,

Thanks a lot for your long and thoughtful comment, it’s the kind of response I
hope to get here to issues like this that I bring up. I didn’t comment extensively
on the LHC Olympics mainly because I’m not a phenomenologist (although long
ago spent time working on HEP experiments) so not expert on these issues. One
reason I did write something brief here was that I saw from Lubos’s blog that
others seemed to share some of my reaction to this. It certainly wasn’t my
intention to imply that anyone involved was “ignorant”. However, my initial
reaction when looking through the web-pages about this was kind of negative for
a couple reasons, but mainly that the emphasis on looking for MSSM signatures
seemed to me misplaced. Part of this is that I think it is very unlikely that this is
what the LHC will find, but more generally this particular problem is one that I
suspect has been already beaten to death. Phenomenologists and Tevatron
experimentalists have been working on this intensively for more than 20 years
and by now I assume the experimentalists have a high degree of expertise built
up on this problem. Going from the Tevatron to the LHC should introduce some
new issues, but those don’t seem at all to be the ones considered here.

The fact that things are going badly for string theory and that the LHC start-up
is coming soon appears to be causing the attention of many particle theorists to
move from string theory to phenomenology. Some of this is a good thing, but I
hope some of the unfortunate characteristics of string theory research
(trendiness, arrogance, unrealistic and wishful thinking) don’t just move into this
area. The whole idea of calling this sort of educational exercise for theorists an
“Olympics” and surrounding it with hoopla kind of puts my teeth on edge, and I
gather others share this reaction.

I’m sure that the people involved learned a lot, and maybe it will lead some of
them to ultimately be in a position to make real contributions to LHC physics,
that would be great. But I also hope the whole field won’t move into this. It may
be much more important to have some good theorists continuing to come up with
new speculative ideas for things to look for at the LHC, rather than immersing
themselves in the minutia of looking for MSSM signatures. I’m sure Witten could
do well at this kind of exercise, but I think it would be a waste of his most
impressive talents, which lie elsewhere. The same may be true for many of the
best string theorists.

20. A Phenomenology Grad Student
March 4, 2006

Peter wrote:

However, my initial reaction when looking through the web-pages about this was



kind of negative for a couple reasons, but mainly that the emphasis on looking
for MSSM signatures seemed to me misplaced. Part of this is that I think it is
very unlikely that this is what the LHC will find, but more generally this
particular problem is one that I suspect has been already beaten to death.

Unfortunately this is largely a technical limitation. Tools for generating Monte
Carlo data for the MSSM are very well-developed (though they still lack certain
desirable features). Tools for generating MC for other models are in a much
more primitive state. They are improving, and I think they will play a role in the
next round of these workshops.

However, even in the MSSM a lot of the effort has focused on certain limited
regions of parameter space. The Michigan black box in the LHC olympics
exhibited an unusual spectrum, where the main signal was events with 4 b jets
and missing Et and the LSP was Higgsino. This isn’t the sort of thing one finds
many studies of!

It may be much more important to have some good theorists continuing to come
up with new speculative ideas for things to look for at the LHC, rather than
immersing themselves in the minutia of looking for MSSM signatures.

Well, as I mentioned it won’t be just MSSM. Personally I find a lot of the
increasingly baroque models that are being built somewhat distasteful, but in
any case it’s clear that many people are going to keep trying to guess the right
model in advance. The things that I think require more effort are model-
independent approaches for the possibility that we see something different from
any model that has been built, and studies of degeneracies (i.e. how very
different models can produce very similar experimental signatures) and how to
design observables that break them. These things have been discussed at these
workshops as well.

21. Juan R.
March 4, 2006

A note, metaphysics literally means “beyond physics”. The meaning today it
would be better expressed as metascience.

Paul Steinhardt quote “Metaphysics is running rampant through string theory
and cosmology” is focusing in the lack of verification of some ideas developed
(and asumed to be true) in string theory and cosmology (e.g. inflation).

In rigor, cosmology is not one of natural sciences becasue do not fit all
requirements of the corresponding scientific method.

—
Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

22. EUPH
March 4, 2006



Peter, I was not accusing Ph Grad Student of arrogance. I was pointing out that
some aspects of the activity (included in his/her description) can and have been
perceived as arrogance.

23. Chris Oakley
March 5, 2006

Posted by John Baez on sci.physics. A foreshadowing of things to come at the
LHC –

SUPERMODEL SUES SUPERPARTNER FOR SUPERSUPPORT

March 4, 2006

Beverly Hills, CA – In entertainment circles today, everyone was talking
about supermodel Betty Boson, who has filed a palimony lawsuit
against her superpartner, movie mogul Freddy Fermino.

“At first I thought we were a perfect match,” said Boson, “but he kept
gaining weight and eventually he was never there for me. It was like he
didn’t even exist. I can’t go on like this.” Fermino was unavailable for
comment.

24. worm
March 5, 2006

Is there a page where i can see the table of contents of Fearless Symmetry :
Exposing the Hidden Patterns of Numbers ?

25. csrster
March 6, 2006

I know of one high-flying cosmologist who allegedly ensures dometsic tranquility
by insisting not only on conference travel expenses for himself and his mistress,
but also for his wife and _her_ lover.

26. Michael
March 6, 2006

Peter, your ideas have been scooped. Smolin et. al. present their new model of
particle physics, and it is obvious to any educated physicist that it is equivalent
to your off-diagonal SU(2) model. Don’t say I didn’t push you to publish your
ideas, or that I didn’t offer my help. What are you going to do now? Don’t give
up. You can still play the GUITAR and become a pop-star. 

27. repulsed by Michael
March 6, 2006

Michael, it’s easy for a nasty, little man like you, a coward who remains
anonymous, to mock Peter. What original physics ideas have you ever produced?
I bet NONE is the answer. I bet you are a pompous snob with little talent for
research. One of those academic politicians/parasites who achieves tenure by



never rocking the boat, by studiously brown nosing your peers. I bet your entire
ouvre consists of trying to make minor punctuation improvements to Witten’s
papers.

28. Michael
March 6, 2006

Dear repulsed by me,

if I am a coward for remaining anonymous, I trust you will immediately catch up
with your little gaffe and post your full identity in a verifiable way.

I’m not here to compete, bragg or be admired, so your guess work concerning
my academic contributions is irrelevant. Much less am I here to be nice. Peter
needs some serious headwind, because his criticism of string theory is
disingenuous. It reminds me a lot of Fahrentheit 9/11, mix a few facts with a lot
of lies and make a big PR buzz from it. If his opinions were part of a scientific
discourse, he’d probably be in touch with me via less public channels of
communication, and the discussion would be evolving with time. What he does
instead is to mislead laymen in order to create an audience for himself and
satisfy his vanity. His arguments do not meaningfully evolve with time, because
he simply attacks anything associated with string theory in a Pavlovian way,
often using inconsistent or circular reasoning.

You’re line about the politicians/parasites is really cute. How many tenured
physics faculty can you count at the big Boston area universities, whose
contributions aren’t genuinely important? Oh wait, can you count at all?

29. ObsessiveMathsFreak
March 7, 2006

His arguments do not meaningfully evolve with time…

Well that’s OK then, because by the sounds of things, the rebuttals don’t seem to
be in significant flux either!

30. Michael
March 7, 2006

How could they? Rebuttals to repetitive stupidity are exepcted to be repetitive.
Go figure.

31. anon
March 7, 2006

People offer constructive criticism here. Michael would fit in better over at
Motl’s blog.

32. D R Lunsford
March 7, 2006

I’m the only person here who despises these synthetic creatures so viscerally



that I deserve to have my comments deleted. Don’t blame the owner of this joint.

I am repelled down to my last atom by these clowns, and what they’ve done to
science. I wish to God someone with balls and authority, like Dirac, were alive.

-drl

33. Chris Oakley
March 8, 2006

I don’t see these people so much as hateful as irrelevant. Maybe they are
relevant in the short term, but their impact on physics is likely to continue to be
nothing at all, unless you count proving that something that looked like a blind
alley as really being a blind alley as adding to the store of human knowledge.

[NB: Here I expand on a message I sent to Danny yesterday:]

Peter put his finger on it a while back in comparing the research practices of
mathematicians to those of theoretical physicists.

I think that the problem is that we are still living in the shadow of Feynman.
Here was a disorganised, impetuous maverick who could solve problems that no-
one else could. He would jump in there, solve the problem and then move on to
something else, leaving others to clean up behind him. The reason why he could
do this, you will note, was not because he was a disorganised, impetuous
maverick, but because he was brilliant. Anyone else conducting investigations in
this way including (nay, especially) me would end up with a mess, and nothing
more.

The problem is that Feynman was the ultimate trendsetter for theoretical
particle physics research. The smartest people in the subject still try to be like
Feynman, looking for the next crazy leap and never being much concerned with
rigour, or building the big picture. It reminds me of the sad people working the
one-arm bandits in casinos: having won the jackpot once, they think they can do
it again and again, not realising that their average returns are less than zero.

The mathematicians, on the other hand, do not have the gambler mentality, and
are content to work quietly away at a problem for years with hardly anyone
paying attention to them until they publish. The result of this is slow, but steady
progress. The result of the particle physicists’ enterprises, on the other hand, is
just a series of big, bold ideas that did not work.

Which philosophy do you think is more workable?

34. D R Lunsford
March 9, 2006

Hi Chris, I didn’t receive any mail.

I’d say the problem is generational mediocrity resulting from a strong tendency
toward pernicious societal narcissism combined with overwhelming negative



anima projections, resulting in a abandonment of personal intellectual rigor in
favor of a phony self-actualization, and a loss of discrimination, the “good taste”
and “common sense” that was provided by the lost, projected anima. It’s not just
science that is suffering. Every institution from baseball to Catholicism seems to
be in crisis.

So I think it has more to do with “me generationism” than it does with a
particular scientist.

Try email again, thanks,

-drl

35. Daryl McCullough
March 9, 2006

Barry Mazur’s article “When is one thing equal to another thing?” is in memory
of Saunders MacLane. I didn’t realize he was dead.

According to the Mathematics Genealogy Project, Saunders MacLane is a direct
descendent of Gauss (Gauss was MacLane’s advisor’s advisor’s advisor’s, etc.
advisor).

36. D R Lunsford
March 10, 2006

Daryl,

I still have Birkhoff and MacLane in the Chelsea/AMS edition, a wonderful book!

-drl

http://www.math.harvard.edu/~mazur/preprints/when_is_one.pdf
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~mazur/preprints/when_is_one.pdf
http://www.genealogy.ams.org/html/id.phtml?id=834
http://www.genealogy.ams.org/html/id.phtml?id=834


Yet More On ArXiv Trackbacks

March 6, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Several blogs today have discussions of the arXiv trackback issue, mostly spawned by
Sean Carroll’s posting on the topic.

Jacques Distler has a posting where he explains that the arXiv has instituted an ill-
defined “active researcher” criterion for allowing trackbacks to blogs and that:
Peter Woit’s publication record doesn’t put him anywhere close to “active researcher
status”
I’ve written an extensive comment over there about why I happen to think I am an
active researcher and the evident absurdity of the idea the Jacques Distler is capable
of making a rational evaluation of this question.

More discussion of this is at Chad Orzel’s Uncertain Principles, and Georg von
Hippel’s Life on the Lattice.

Update: Yet more on trackbackgate from Lieven le Bruyn , Evan Goer and Capitalist
Imperialist Pig. The first has the useful suggestion of using Technorati to
automatically generate complete sets of links to discussions of arXiv papers on blogs.
The second reminds me why it’s a bad idea to hit the “submit” button when you’re
extremely pissed off.

Update: In discussion over at Jacques’s blog about what an “active researcher” is, the
dicey issue has arisen that Jacques actually doesn’t seem to be one himself. One
commenter has suggested that this whole issue could easily be resolved by just
picking a definition of the term, noting that

Few will object to defining a minimallly active researcher as one who has posted an
average of 2 papers per year to arXiv over the last 3 years.

Jacques comes no where near qualifying as “minimally active”, since he has only
posted 3 papers to the arXiv during the last 3 years.

Personally I don’t think the 2 paper/year criterion is very good. It doesn’t account for
length of papers, or that they may be the product of a collaboration, so the author in
question is only responsible for a fraction of the paper. A more accurate measure
would be based on counting pages of papers and dividing by number of authors.
Under this measure, over the last four years Jacques’s research productivity looks like
this:

2002: 9.3 pages
2003: 3 pages
2004: 0 pages
2005: 23.7 pages

for an average of 9 pages/year (this count is being a bit charitable, since 15 of the
2005 pages are from a “landscape” paper that may not even be science).

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=353
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=353
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/03/03/crackpots-contrarians-and-the-free-market-of-ideas/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/03/03/crackpots-contrarians-and-the-free-market-of-ideas/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html
http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2006/03/physics_catfight.php
http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2006/03/physics_catfight.php
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/2006/02/arxiv-trackback-controversy.html
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/2006/02/arxiv-trackback-controversy.html
http://www.neverendingbooks.org/index.php/arxiv-trackback-wars/
http://www.neverendingbooks.org/index.php/arxiv-trackback-wars/
http://www.goer.org/Journal/2006/Mar/index.html#000406
http://www.goer.org/Journal/2006/Mar/index.html#000406
http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2006/03/isnt-it-ironic_07.html
http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2006/03/isnt-it-ironic_07.html
http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2006/03/isnt-it-ironic_07.html
http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2006/03/isnt-it-ironic_07.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html#c003391
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html#c003391


Jacques has made it clear that a certain author for whom this number is 14
pages/year is not “anywhere close to ‘active researcher’ status”, so I guess he is even
farther away from qualifying as an “active researcher”.

Always seems surprising the way people living in glass houses like to throw stones…

Update: This particular food-fight has even been written up for the on-line
component of Discover Magazine.

Update: A couple more people weigh in on this, Jim Hu and Alejandro Satz.

Update: I haven’t heard anything at all from anyone associated with the arXiv, but a
couple trackbacks to one of my recent postings have appeared, so there seems to
have been some sort of change of policy there.

Comments

1. ksh95
March 6, 2006

Lee Smolin over at cosmic variance very elequontly said:
If academic freedom means anything, it must mean that the university must do
nothing to impede free discussion by professionally competent experts on
scientific controversies. Given that Peter Woit is a Physics Ph.D. and a faculty
member at a major university, who has published papers and has a book in press
on the topic, he is without doubt part of the academic community to which the
principles of academic freedom apply.

End of discussion

2. Dumb Biologist
March 6, 2006

Dr. Woit,

Just a suggestion:

My initial suspicion that it was useless to argue about the “active researcher”
criterion, idiotic or no, was I doubted the argument would make any difference.
Hopefully I was wrong, and it looks as if maybe I was. Some folks even
diametrically opposed to your position on ST clearly don’t think much of the
policy, and some have even gone so far as to insinuate it’s likely a load of b.s.
contrived as a pretense to do exactly what you claim: Suppress your point of
view on less-than-ethical grounds.

I’d be having a Catagory 5 conniption were I in your shoes.

I’d also hope somebody threw a bucket of cold water on me before I fired off too
many expressions of indignation, righteous or no, in that frame of mind. It’s
something I’ve found out the hard way.

http://www.discover.com/web-exclusives/bad-boys-in-blogosphere/
http://www.discover.com/web-exclusives/bad-boys-in-blogosphere/
http://dimer.tamu.edu/simplog/archive.php?blogid=3&pid=3362
http://dimer.tamu.edu/simplog/archive.php?blogid=3&pid=3362
http://realityconditions.blogspot.com/2006/03/trackbackgate.html
http://realityconditions.blogspot.com/2006/03/trackbackgate.html


Anyway, best wishes as always, and I’m really sorry for what is obviously a
terribly frustrating experience. I hope things all work out for the best in the end.

D.B.

3. woit
March 6, 2006

D.B.

Thanks for the wise words. So far I only regret one thing I’ve fired off today,
perhaps by tomorrow I’ll have realized that more were a mistake. Will keep your
advice in mind the rest of the evening….

4. ark
March 6, 2006

I belive that Peter’s credentials are more than adequate. For instance, he had
recently made a presentation on work by Freed, Hopkins and Teleman, math
AT/0206257, which later was elaborated by Atiyah and Segal in
math.KT/0510674. I am sure, that majority of physicists either unaware or simply
do not have skills to appreciate this important recent work. Peter’s presentation
is aimed exactly at this type of audience. I found his explanations very
illuminating. The problem is certainly not with his credentials but rather in a
shallow level of many discussions tolerated at his blog.

5. X
March 6, 2006

ark, so you mean the blog has to be well-moderated AND the blogger should be
an active researcher with decent credentials. That is known as moving the goal
post. Anyway, Lubos Motl’s blog has no less shallow level of discussion, and it is
permitted to trackback.

6. ark
March 6, 2006

I agree, but the issue still remains. I do not have a solution, just an observation.
Most likely, there is no solution. The fact that somebody is better or worce is a
fact of all our life experiences. But, to move forward with whatever democracy,
perhaps, is not the best solution since Brownian motion may or may not lead
away from the starting point (all depends on dimensionality of space in which it
is taking place  )

7. Hogg
March 6, 2006

I’m with Smolin!

8. Ark
March 6, 2006



Since the last remark surely supports my earlier statement, that is back to
square one, I was thinking that may be there is at least partial solution after all.
For example, everybody can suggest a paper at arxiv which is worthy of
discussion provided that the person who makes such a suggestion also states
very clearly why he or she thinks the paper is worth discussing. This should
include some references to earlier paper(s) which given one improves/disproves.
This earlier one(s) should have already some noticeable citation/downloads count
thus indicating that it is of general interest to many people. Hence, it makes
sence to talk about its most recent development. It would be interesting to see
(for everybody) if some agreement can be reached on usefulness of any such
submitted paper. Personally, I would be very surprised that such an agreement
can be reached. And for this reason I was saying earlier that democracy in
science is two edged sword. With all disadvantages of the pyramidal scientific
system it would be totally pathetic to equate voices of all teaching institutions
(recall departmental meetings at your own scool  !)

9. D R Lunsford
March 7, 2006

ark – it’s obvious to everyone that Peter has not only brains, but balls.

-drl

10. jb
March 7, 2006

Question: How many sites have trackbacks blocked?

11. Thomas Larsson
March 7, 2006

Trackbackgate 

12. JE
March 7, 2006

It’s kind of funny to see how desperately arxiv moderators are trying to throw
rationale behind their plain censorship of Woit’s blog. They have even come up
with an ad-hoc active research policy to support their case. What an awful shame
to be perfectly aware of the fact that Peter wouldn’t be allowed to trackback
even if he started to publish papers on a weekly basis!

13. Luboš Motl
March 7, 2006

Dear Ark,

the level of the discussion is primarily determined by those who debate. I am at
least trying to inhibit the kind of “discussion” in the direction of Danny Ross
Lunsford, Quantoken, Nigel Cook, and so many others. Peter, on the contrary,
likes to build on this kind of “discussion” because what these crackpots are



saying is very convenient for his agenda. He likes to be viewed as the hero who
fights against the evil science and the evil scientists. At the same time, of course,
he is trying to pretend that he is not one of them.

Best
Lubos

14. anon
March 7, 2006

I can’t believe Motl’s name-calling ad homini attack by stereotyping
commentators with different ideas as ‘crackpots’ is allowed here.

15. woit
March 7, 2006

jb,

I have no idea how many such sites there are. Over at Jacques’s blog I asked him
for a list, got no answer. Given that it took 3 months of effort to find out that
there was a list and that I was on it, and another month to find out why, I suspect
that getting this kind of information out of the arXiv might not be easy.

anon,

On the whole I prefer to leave Lubos’s comments alone here and not delete
them, although I would delete such comments from other people. Seeing what
the string theory community considers acceptable behavior by one of its leading
“active researchers” and bloggers has a certain educational value.

16. Dumb Biologist
March 7, 2006

I found the comment by Dr. Polchinski a bit confusing. I think you were right,
Peter, to apologize to him for using less-than-collegial language (I’m also doing
my best to be polite and appreciative these days, though I’m sure I’ll fail on
occasion), but I didn’t find the basic message to be, in any substantive way,
different from what could be found in the Nature column you linked to (the
statement “For something more sensible about the anthropic principle, see a
recent column from Nature.” was omitted.) Example:

“Why is our Universe so exquisitely tuned to host life? Using the anthropic
principle to explain the world might be a tempting alternative to invoking God,
but it’s not science, says Philip Ball.*”

(To be fair, Ball seems to be mostly summarizing the ideas of Smolin rather than
endorsing them, but the overall message still appears to take a dim view of the
Landscape, per the header I quoted above.)

Meanwhile, I’ve seen other bloggers express their own rather unanalytic
reactions to the landscape ranging in tone from chilly agnosticism to sneering



derision. I’m sure Dr. Polchinski singled out your statement to make an effective
rhetorical point, but I’m not sure if it was entirely just to do so.

*Not an “active researcher” but a PhD in physics and an Oxford grad, for what
it’s worth.

17. woit
March 7, 2006

D.B.,

Polchinski was within his rights to pick out the worst of my anti-landscape
postings and complain about it. It’s not one I’m proud of or want to defend,
although its main point that this stuff is not science is a valid one, widespread in
the physics community at this moment (my allies on this include many string
theorists, including Lubos).

It’s interesting that Polchinski chose to write in about this in the context of the
arXiv trackback issue. Distler would certainly claim that “trackbackgate” has
nothing to do with my opinions about this issue, but I think Polchinski’s comment
shows clearly that this is what this is really all about.

18. ObsessiveMathsFreak
March 7, 2006

This is what happens when the rules are not clear and unambiguous. What’s an
“active researcher”? Can you define it? Can you give a metric that will, for
anyone alive, tell you unambiguously whether they are an “active reseacher” or
not.

If you can’t do this, if you make rules and definitions subjective things, then you
are asking for trouble.

19. dan
March 7, 2006

hi pete,
i know you are a particle physicist, i am curious as to what your thoughts are
with a recent paper by smolin and markapolou that LQG is relevant to particle
physics in this recent paper:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0603022

we know your skepticism about string theory’s ability to say anything about
particle physics.

what are your thoughts about “qg and the sm” deriving the sm from lqg.
do you think it is as promisng, less promising, or more promising than string
theory? of course, yours truly, lubos has his negative comments, but he is a
string theorist, not a particle physicist.

20. Kea

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0603022
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0603022


March 7, 2006

Dan

The Sundance+PI paper talks about String type diagrams – hence it is just as
much String theory as LQG – despite the authors’, and others, points of view.

21. woit
March 7, 2006

dan,

Sorry, I just haven’t had the time to look carefully at this work. Kea’s comment
about it is quite interesting. But I know little about it, so don’t want to host a
thread here on this topic.

22. Benni
March 7, 2006

woit wrote:
but I think Polchinski’s comment shows clearly that this is what this is really all
about.

No. Polchynski maybe quotet that comment which was most enerving to him. If
someone would criticise LQG it wouldn’t hurt him that much personally.
Polchynski wrote that the trackback system should be shut down. This is not,
what distler wants, when you read his reply (old news, he is wasting time with
that controversy etc.).

For Distler it maybe the case to let you out of Arxiv. But this is due to the fact
that one might imagine it is annoying when a string theorist writes “may be this
is a nightmare in which the theory is today”, recognizes that research struggles
and then someone with only about 10 papers who published nothing in the field,
writes how ugly the work of the stringtheorist is.
I would not want such person, to build a social success to be known in the field
upon my failure.
This may be the reason why somepeople won’t led your posts associated with a
scientific archive.
They want not write papers and then see automatically generated links to their
public demolition from someone who has almost nothing written. This is very
good to understand.

23. Justin
March 7, 2006

I think that the arXiv should keep trackbacks, but just honestly admit that they
will not allow trackbacks to Peter’s website. I think that there is a legitimate
argument that Peter’s criticisms are not made in good faith, but rather seek to
undermine the honest efforts of a whole comunity of scientists. Perhaps Peter
thinks that string theory is not worthwhile, but that opinion in itself does not
contribute to the scientific discussion, it does not show a way forward. In the



meantime theorists will continue to make progress on the problems they can
solve.

That being said, I do think Peter’s blog is interesting, and it is worthwhile
discussing string theory’s successes and failures on the broadest terms.
However, I can appreciate that the arXiv would not want to provide links to
comments which only serve to criticize the research of hard-working people
trying to solve difficult problems.

24. Benni
March 7, 2006

Justin, you made the point completely.
This might be the reason, why arxiv moderators wanted only blogs by an active
researcher.
That means, they would allow even peter, if he would work hard to try out and
got some results. Even if he would find an upper bound for the cosmological
constant in string theory, they would accept this.
Polchinski said, that he often cites a paper which is critical on the landscape. I
believe that.

The problem is not about the critics but the problem is that one, who never
worked out a serious problem on this theory or has only around 20 papers in
other fields published makes the failure of others into his triumph without having
at least critical results archived.

For someone working hard, and is struggling this is not of any acceptable level.
Even when it is true that the media hype string theorists created is indeed
dangerous for theoretical physics. One can criticise that, but this even has
nothing to do in arxiv.org

25. woit
March 7, 2006

Justin and Benni,

I don’t know who you are, but you show no signs at all of understanding what the
scientific issues are here. You appear to be students who don’t know what this is
all about, but somehow feel comfortable criticizing me (very repetitively in
Benni’s case). I’ll delete any further comments from you two unless you have
something substantive to say.

26. J.F. Moore
March 7, 2006

The criticisms of Woit I keep reading here, particularly Benni’s, rub me the
wrong way. Perhaps it’s a byproduct of seeing CVs filled with mediocre papers
churned out by hardworking but not terribly brilliant scientists which they use to
propel their careers, or going through mass evaluations solely based on counting
impact-factored pubs and invited talks. I don’t know. Regardless, someone with
Peter’s credentials who has taken it upon themselves to ask important questions



about a field which is consuming significant public funds, questions like ‘is this
actually going anywhere?’ , ‘is there a fundamental flaw in what is being done?’
etc (I paraphrase), is doing a very important service to the scientific community
and the public trust on which it relies. EVERY field of science should have these
kind of questions being asked ALL the time, and in most fields these answers
come trivially. (Note that justification based on reduction to technology is not
what I am talking about, but the fundamental epistemology that _must_ underpin
science.)

His forthcoming book is an important part of this, and I hope it gets at least a
fair fraction of the same readership as Kaku’s latest crowd-pleaser, but there is
also a community of practicing scientists out there that could benefit from at
least having the trackback there, to be followed or not. I don’t see the point in
requiring someone critical of a field to do new work in and publish it in that field,
thereby lending further creedence to arguments which just _might_ need to be
dismissed out of hand, if everyone involved were being honest about what is
going on.

27. D R Lunsford
March 7, 2006

What would Fritz Rohrlich say about all this? David Finkelstein? John Wheeler?
These people are alive and around, but are as silent as lambs. Even Sarfatti.

Why isn’t Roger Penrose making decisions about trackbacks, rather than Distler?

What a crowd. I’m ashamed to be a part of this, however indirectly.

(Did you know that “Distler” means “chinless” in Halb-Plattdeutsch? And “Motl”
means “bumbler”?)

-drl

28. anon
March 8, 2006

‘Why isn’t Roger Penrose making decisions about trackbacks, rather than
Distler?’

I don’t think Penrose would been keen to encourage string theorists who rant
and rave about all conceivable alternative programs being crackpot:
http://arxiv.org/tb-display/hep-th/0603022

29. Christine Dantas
March 8, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

Allow me to give a brief announcement and a comment. My blog has now the
trackback feature by HaloScan, so now I theoretically can send trackbacks to the
arxiv (at least, according to Jacques Distler, I could). I have just sent a trackback

http://arxiv.org/tb-display/hep-th/0603022
http://arxiv.org/tb-display/hep-th/0603022


to the paper Quantum gravity and the standard model, by Bilson-Thompson,
Markopoulou and Smolin [http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0603022]. I believe that it
will take some time to appear my trackback link at the arxiv site, though.

I have offered some suggestions concerning the arxiv trackback policy, my
comments can be found among the various others at Jacques Distler´s blog, so I
will not repeat them here. According to my understanding of what would be a
reasonable criteria for accepting trackbacks, you would qualify. The status of
“active researcher” cannot be established by the number of papers alone, in my
view.

I must confess, in any case, that I have mixed opinions on the truthful
importance of trackbacks. Conventionally, if a researcher wants to criticize a
given paper, he would normally write a comment to that paper. Or communicate
with the author(s), if that is humanly possible. But now, with the internet, things
have changed of course and perhaps trackbacks will start having their weight of
importance on the self-regulatory nature of the scientific research (or, at least,
the way it is supposed to work).

I wish you all the best of luck and hope you gain your rights to the arxiv
trackback system.

Christine

30. woit
March 8, 2006

Christine,

Thanks, I’ll post some more comments about the “active researcher” issue in a
moment. It’s kind of a ridiculous issue, since every blogger involved in this
discussion is obviously an active researcher, and some of these blogs (like yours)
are quite good. This whole thing would not be especially controversial if it were
not for Distler’s desperate attempts to find some kind of reason for not allowing
trackbacks to my blog.

Several physicists object to the inclusion of trackbacks to their papers on various
reasonable grounds. It seems to me that this can and should easily be addressed
by allowing authors to choose not to allow trackbacks to their papers. This
question goes way back to more than 10 years ago when I remember Ginsparg
discussing a plan to allow linked commentary to arXiv papers. His plan then was
to allow authors to delete commentary they didn’t approve of. When asked “what
about authors who delete comments explaining why their work is wrong?”, he
said something like “if no comments are there, the work is either wrong or not
interesting, not clear that you should care which”.

31. woit
March 8, 2006

Updated the text of this posting to include some analysis of the curious
phenomenon of stone-throwing glass-house-dwellers.



32. Christine Dantas
March 8, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

I have just checked, and my trackback to hep-th/0603022 can be seen now
together with Lubos Motl´s trackback.

Regarding your considerations based on number of pages and collaborators
(authors), well, I do not exactly agree that this could be a much improved
measure of “active researcher”, compared to other purely quantitative ones. See
that Einstein´s paper on E=mc^2 was a very short one. Also, what page format
are you considering? Sometimes papers are submitted in 2-column format. On
the other hand, I agree that the number of authors is an interesting
consideration to be made.

The issue of evaluating a researcher´s credentials or “status” is an old one. How
do we evaluate things like quality, impact, relevance? People today just want to
measure your work by blind numbers. But it is quite obvious that quantity does
not necessarily imples in quality and the other way around is true as well.

I have gone through this several times before in my career and it is depressing.
The system engulfs us. I never got interested in numbers, but in quality. But
people are not interested in this philosophy or, if they are, cannot properly
measure it. I am happy that I still can do my research despite the fact that I am
not really in the best of worlds for such an activity.

Christine

33. woit
March 8, 2006

Christine,

There’s obviously no good numerical criterion to evaluate whether someone is
performing worthwhile research, the one in my posting was chosen purely to
make a point. One could make all sorts of different points using different metrics.
For the record, I certainly think Jacques qualifies as an active researcher, by any
sensible definition of the term. The problem is with his insistence on the concept
of some other, non-dictionary definition of “active researcher”. He clearly was
choosing this so as to exclude me, didn’t seem to think much about whether it
might exclude him too.

34. Christine Dantas
March 8, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

Ok, I understand your point. Thanks for elaborating. Sometimes I excced myself
when this issue on “how to properly evaluate one´s research work” comes up.
I´ll stop here, thanks.



Best wishes,
Christine

35. Christine Dantas
March 8, 2006

Sorry for the typo [“exceed”]. I´m calming down now. 

Christine

36. anon
March 8, 2006

“There’s obviously no good numerical criterion to evaluate whether someone is
performing worthwhile research”

There is a numerical formula to qualify as an endorser at the arXivs. Since, on
Distler’s blog, you advocated the endorsment system on the arXivs, why use the
same formula:

“The number of papers depends on the particular subject area, but has been set
so that any active scientist who’s been working in her field for a few years should
be able to endorse…”

37. woit
March 8, 2006

anon,

I wasn’t really advocating an “endorser” system, just noting that that is the one
the arXiv already uses, and there was no good argument for why they weren’t
using it in this case (other than the fact that links to my blog would presumably
be allowed under the “endorser” system).

As I wrote over there, I also don’t have any problem with an “active researcher”
criterion, just with such a criterion that excludes active researchers.

38. anon
March 8, 2006

That is the criterion they seem to be using to qualify as an endorser. Maybe it is
(or should be) the same criterion to qualify to send trackbacks.

39. woit
March 8, 2006

Actually, does anyone know what the current criterion for number and timing of
postings to hep-th is to qualify as an endorser?

The discussion of the endorser mechanism assumed that the role of endorsers
would be to endorse blogs just as they now endorse arXiv postings.

http://arxiv.org/help/endorsement.html
http://arxiv.org/help/endorsement.html


40. anon
March 8, 2006

All I’m saying is that they use the same phrase “active researcher” to describe
both. Maybe they mean the same criterion in both cases.

41. woit
March 8, 2006

Distler was pretty explicit in refusing to give a precise definition of “active
researcher”. I would think that if he had the arXiv endorser criterion in mind
(whatever it is, exactly) he would have mentioned it.

42. anon
March 8, 2006

They don’t say precisely what that formula is either.

But, if that’s what it is, would that be an acceptable benchmark?

43. woit
March 8, 2006

Hard to say, not knowing what the formula is. But this is all besides the point.
One just wants to distinguish blogs that have some interesting content from
blogs run by crackpots or people who know nothing. It’s pretty obvious to me
which ones have interesting content, and I think most trained physicists would
agree on this. If all of the people running blogs with interesting content were
arXiv endorsers, then that would be fine. I’d suspect there are a significant
number of interesting blogs run by non-endorsers, so that would be a problem.

44. Arun
March 8, 2006

The real problem to be solved is to be able to locate all blogs that discuss a
particular arxiv pre-print. This should be possible without track-back, if there is a
standard way to label references to the pre-print that do not overlap with
anything else that the search engines might index.

If arxiv is trying to screen for high quality, that is not possible when so many
physicists host blogs, on which anyone can post comments.

45. anon
March 8, 2006

“If all of the people running blogs with interesting content were arXiv endorsers,
then that would be fine.”

“Interesting content” does not equal “should be linked-to from the arXivs”.

That seems to be the whole nub of the dispute.



46. woit
March 8, 2006

I have a reasonably high standard for “interesting content”, thus do think it is
pretty much equivalent to “should be linked-to from the arXiv”. I think the
problem is more that different people will differ about what is “interesting
content”.

To me “interesting content” is something I’d find worth taking the time to read if
I was interested in a certain arXiv paper. I don’t see the downside here to
resolving the question of what different people find interesting by being as
inclusive as possible. The main danger with being overly inclusive is that you’ll
end up with too long a list of trackbacks to each paper, making it hard to find
those you personally are interested in. This doesn’t seem anywhere near to being
a problem these days, given the small number of blogs linking to arXiv papers. If
it becomes a problem in the future, it could be addressed then, at which point
one would have a much better idea of what criteria might work to get rid of less
interesting trackbacks.

The other problem is the one of authors objecting to all or certain trackbacks to
their work. In particular, an author might reasonably object to links to a source
containing comments they consider offensive or incorrect about their work. I
think it would be a good idea for them to have the ability to have such links
removed, or to not allow any trackbacks if they so chose.

47. anon
March 8, 2006

So if all string theorists decided they didn’t want trackback links from Peter Woit
appearing next to their abstracts (and were allowed to remove them), how would
that differ from the current situation?

“I have a reasonably high standard for “interesting content”, thus do think it is
pretty much equivalent to ‘should be linked-to from the arXiv’.”

Apparently, many arXiv authors disagree.

48. woit
March 8, 2006

One way it would differ from the current situation is that links to discussions
here of non-string theory papers (yes, this does happen…) would be there. It’s
also true that quite a few string theorists read this blog and tell me that they find
what I have to say worth listening to, even though (or especially because) it
challenges what they are doing. I’d be quite happy if the situation were that
some trackbacks were there to string theory papers where the author either
didn’t care, or better yet, was interested in engaging in discussion of the paper
on this blog, but not there to ones where the authors were offended by them. I’m
really not trying to piss people off, rather trying to engage in serious scientific
discussion.



Yes, certain arXiv authors do disagree about whether what I’m writing here is
interesting content of a reasonably high standard, and that’s what this is all
about. I’m happy to debate this with anyone, but not amused if they refuse to
debate this and instead engage in ad hominem attacks on me, as “not an active
researcher” or some such.

49. Dick Thompson
March 8, 2006

Why am I reminded of “We have always been at war with Eastasia”?

50. jb
March 8, 2006

The answer to me seems clear: get rid of trackbacks. Any filtering system will
eventually come to trouble, and you can always just use your favorite search
engine if you’re interested in discussion of some paper.

51. Dick Thompson
March 8, 2006

Reading Distler’s discussion of the policy, I was struck by this:

One’s first thought is: why not use the same endorsement mechanism used for
paper submission? Unfortunately, the experience of the moderation system is
that endorsement is not a terribly high barrier to entry. Some endorsers are
rather loose in endorsing people to submit papers and one can only imagine that
they would be even looser in endorsing people to submit trackbacks. In the case
of papers, the second-stage filter of moderation is clearly necessary. But we had
already decided that there would be no such second stage in the case of
trackbacks.

In other words we have the mandarin attitude that can’t trust the “underlings” to
stay with the program. Now, rather than 1984 I am reminded of the Bush White
House. Small difference, perhaps.

52. anon
March 8, 2006

Oh? So now the arXiv moderation system (for papers) is high-handed censorship,
too?

They should just accept every paper and have a “debate”?

There must be thousands of endorsers (clicking around, it seems that anyone
with any sort of a publication record is an endorser). I can imagine that, with
that number, getting endorsed ought to be a trivial matter.

53. woit
March 8, 2006

anon,



I’m not going to try and defend what Dick is saying, since I don’t know what his
point of view is and quite possibly I wouldn’t agree with it (I’m a lot more elitist
and willing to see suppression of crackpottery than many of my commenters),
but I tried to engage Distler in a discussion of this point:

“Some endorsers are rather loose in endorsing people to submit papers and one
can only imagine that they would be even looser in endorsing people to submit
trackbacks.”

which I think is the one that Dick is characterizing as “can’t trust the
“underlings” to stay with the program.”

Distler claimed that endorsers have endorsed papers by people like the
Bogdanovs to back this up. I characterized this as a bad endorser and asked
whether they couldn’t just deal with bad endorsers for trackbacks the way they
dealt with bad endorsers for papers. All I got in response to this was an insult, at
which point I realized that trying to have a serious discussion with him was a
waste of time, certainly not worth it on this particular question which is a side
issue.

But the whole thing did show that there is an attitude at the arXiv that even
endorsers can’t be trusted. I freely admit that, having no access to data about
how this system has worked for accepting papers, I can’t tell whether lax
endorsers are a serious, insoluble problem, or whether the problem is that they
represent legitimate points of view that happen to be different than Distler’s.

54. anon
March 8, 2006

“I can’t tell whether lax endorsers are a serious, insoluble problem, or whether
the problem is that they represent legitimate points of view that happen to be
different than Distler’s.”

Presumably they’re not a serious problem because, as Distler says, the papers
are also vetted by the arXiv moderators.

55. woit
March 8, 2006

“Presumably they’re not a serious problem because, as Distler says, the papers
are also vetted by the arXiv moderators.”

The current endorsement system seems to work tolerably well, and from what
Distler says, involves a moderator sometimes trumping an endorser. What I
couldn’t get an answer from him about was why not just use the same trumping
mechanism when necessary, in this case trumping an endorser who endorses a
crackpot blog? This sort of extra level of moderation has nothing at all to do with
the fact that it would be too hard to moderate indvidual blog entries. This would
be an extra level of moderation on the question of which blogs to accept.

56. Michael



March 8, 2006

Peter, comparing your own academic accomplishments with Jacques’ and
reaching a conclusion in favor of yourself raises your crackpot index to an all-
time high.

57. woit
March 8, 2006

No Michael, I’m just pointing out that, by the criterion suggested on Jacques
blog, he and I have the same lowly status of not being “active researchers”. I
suspect you do too. Join the party…

58. robert
March 8, 2006

I recall that, when the internet first started to have an impact, it was hoped that
it might liberate the scientific community from the ‘publish or be damned’
mindset and the tyranny of the anonymous and vindictive referee. This
expectation does not seem to have been fulfilled; self-interest and internecine
nastiness still prevail.

59. Michael
March 8, 2006

Peter, your misunderstanding is that activity is measured in number of pages or
papers per year. Important new ideas per year is more like it. Jacques has
already mentioned that the criterion for “active researcher” is somewhat ill-
defined. He also explained to you that it’s only part of a multi-stage filtering
system, which as a whole works far better than its individual components do.
This is a point you keep ignoring. Of course, you do it on purpose to advance
your agenda. You may not be the greatest researcher, but I don’t think you are
stupid. I can see behind your mask and others do, too. Only Quantoken and Iman
Zumbal take you at face value…

60. Eli Rabett
March 8, 2006

How about linking forward? Blogs that want to link to Arkiv should explicity
include the report number so it will be picked up by Google, and anyone wanting
to see what the comments are could simply search on the report number.

61. woit
March 8, 2006

Michael,

I’m well aware that Jacques’s criterion for “active researcher” is “somewhat ill-
defined”, and part of a “multi-stage filtering system”. One of the stages seems to
be “is this person causing serious problems for string theory?”.



Your Quantoken obsession was always a bit weird, but Iman Zumbal?????

62. Michael
March 8, 2006

“Iman Zumbal” is a pseudonym a crackpot better known as “Danny Ross
Lunsford” recently used on Lubos’ blog. Since you probably didn’t know that, I
can fully understand you found my mentioning that name strange. 

63. Power Ranger
March 8, 2006

Peter didn’t count papers/year. He counted (pages/paper)/(authors/paper)/year.

I’ve never heard of that measure, till Peter invented it. It would make every
single high-energy experimentalist have (nearly) zero level of activity.

Was there any point to the exercise, except to show that he could find SOME
measure (no matter how ridiculous), by which he is “more active” than Distler?

64. woit
March 8, 2006

Michael,

Glad to have the “Iman Zumbal” business cleared up, I was worried for a
moment that you had completely lost it. I do read Lubos’s blog, it’s one of the
funniest things on the net (did you know that most Harvard professors are anti-
Semites? I learned that today). And sometimes he has interesting news about
things like who will get the Fields medal. But I guess I don’t read it as carefully
as you. Danny is pretty wacky, but can’t hold a candle to Lubos in that
department. Unfortunately for you, I delete much of Danny’s best stuff.

65. J.F. Moore
March 8, 2006

Michael: “I can see behind your mask and others do, too.”

You don’t speak for me, or necessarily anyone else here. I don’t believe Peter
Woit is engaging in sophistry at all, as you imply. What I don’t take at face value,
because it has been made impossible to do so, is the criterion for allowing arXiv
trackbacks. I do comprehend it, on the level that I understand that any
bureaucrat who makes the mistake of precisely defining such a criterion (or even
who specifically is charged with any judgement calls) loses their arbitrary
powers related to that criterion.

66. Michael
March 8, 2006

Peter, if you need anything else, I’ll be at your service.  Why do you think I’m
about to lose it? I know I’m inconvenient for you (and you and your friends here
would surely find better and stronger words for it), but did I give you any



indication that I’m an unstable individual?

I, too, find Lubos blog highly entertaining. Lubos is an incredibly sharp thinker
and his judgement, especially when it comes to unfamiliar or vague ideas is
almost unmatched. His political posts simply reflect that he is a man with
principles, and he’s got the guts to speak up. Whether you enjoy his mocking of
Smolin articles and other humoristic posts is strictly up to you. Your comparing
him with Prof. Zumbal is a stupid cheap-shot.

67. woit
March 8, 2006

Power Ranger,

“Was there any point to the exercise, except to show that he could find SOME
measure (no matter how ridiculous), by which he is “more active” than Distler?”

No, there really wasn’t any point to the exercise except that.

But if you want to stick to papers/year over the last three years, as suggested on
Jacques’s blog, he’s well below the minimally acceptable standard of 2/year for
an “active researcher” and flirting with going under half that, 1/year over the
last few years. And some of these papers are, well, a bit thin. I don’t think he’s
going to measure up to typical standards for “active researcher” constructed by
counting publications. Which might explain why he steadfastly refuses to
explicitly construct such a standard.

68. Michael
March 8, 2006

Dear J.F. Moore,
I didn’t try to speak for you. I said “others do, too”, which is more than likely
accurate. Today’s dedication of this song goes to you:

http://www.carlysimon.com/music/Lyrics/You're_So_Vain.html

69. Power Ranger
March 8, 2006

Is there any reason to think the standard is stricter than the “active scientist”
standard used to determine who is an endorser on the arXivs (as suggested by
“anon”)?

I followed his suggestion of clicking around. Pretty much anyone with a pulse
(scientifically speaking) who posts papers at the arXivs qualifies as an endorser.

70. woit
March 8, 2006

Power Ranger,

We don’t know if Jacques’s “active scientist” standard is stricter than that of

http://www.carlysimon.com/music/Lyrics/You're_So_Vain.html
http://www.carlysimon.com/music/Lyrics/You're_So_Vain.html


being an arXiv endorser since he refuses to tell us what it is. The only thing
definite he’s told us about it is that Peter Woit doesn’t come close.

71. Michael
March 8, 2006

“The only thing definite he’s told us about it is that Peter Woit doesn’t come
close. ”

That’s what scientists do: when in doubt, stick to the facts…

72. Power Ranger
March 8, 2006

But we have a good bit of data: Christine Dantas, Lubos Motl, Matthew Nobes,
Urs Schreiber, … all qualify. You, apparently don’t.

Somewhere between their levels of productivity and yours must lie the dividing
line (presumably, closer to theirs than to yours, if you’re “not even close”).

73. woit
March 8, 2006

Power Ranger,

Yes we have a good bit of data that, whatever the mysterious “active researcher”
standard is, Peter Woit doesn’t qualify but most other people do. And I’m sure
that will remain the case no matter what for the forseeable future. At some point
later this year I’ll probably be posting some of my more recent research on the
arXiv. It will then be very interesting to see how Jacques constructs an “active
researcher” standard that allows him, with his barely 1 paper/year to qualify, but
not me. I’m sure he’ll find a way, but it may be really tough if he actually has to
tell us what it is.

74. woit
March 8, 2006

Eli,

This already works. If you google on standard arXiv numbering of a paper you’ll
get relevant blog entries. Problem is you get lots of other stuff to and have to sift
through it. Lieven le Bruyn suggests using Technorati, which tracks blogs, but I
haven’t tried it.

75. J.F. Moore
March 9, 2006

“I didn’t try to speak for you.” – Michael

You said that only two specific people, not including me, take Peter at face value.
I do and probably some others who read this blog as well. Too bad if that was so
confusing for you to grasp.



76. anonymous
March 9, 2006

Micheal: “That’s what scientists do: when in doubt, stick to the facts…”

Agreed, but unfortunately that is not what Jacques is doing. He is fixing his
conclusion first, and then making rules to justify that. That is what ID folks,
creationists, fanatics and string theorists do.

77. SteveM
March 9, 2006

Under this totally vague criterion Higgs and Gell Mann don’t qualify as “active
researchers” either. I can only assume in the unlikely event they start blogs up
they too won’t get trackbacks. A lot of qualified people get bogged down in
administration and teaching and may not publish for a long while but they should
still have a voice and the right to participate.

Physics, and all science, is crucially based on debate and criticism. If you are
confident in your work and publications–whether you work in string theory or
anything else–then criticism, or trackbacks to criticism of your papers (even very
severe criticism) should not bother you. As a professional scientist you should be
able and willing to provide a counter argument at a technical level, without
personal attack/abuse. Physicists have a long history of tearing each others work
apart, both formally in the journals and informally at blackboards and the like–
this is why physics has been so spectaculary successful. Blogs are now a new
medium for this debate and a very useful one.

Incidently, when exactly did physics turn into this dick measuring contest about
who’s publication list is the longest or who has the biggest citation size?
Recently, I keep repeatedly reading these obnoxious put downs of Peter Woit’s
publications and credentials by anonymous characters like “Michael” and
“Benni” and the like. So out of curiosity I looked up Woit’s papers at slac. Now I
am not a “Woitian cheerleader” by any means but the first thing I notice is a
paper in Physical Review Letters written by only himself while a graduate
student. It has a top citation. Then some papers as a single author in Nucl. Phys.
B. and Phys Letts B. The TRUE test of a physicist’s mettle is whether they can
get papers published as a SINGLE author in elite level paper journals like this,
the old-fashioned way, and get through the brutal (yes brutal!) peer review. So
before they belittle other’s past work some of these younger upstarts should try
this–they might find the rejection letters very sobering. Truth is most postdocs
and assistant professor now would sink like a lead whale without a lot of co-
authors. On your resume one paper in PRL written on your own is worth a
hundred latexed submissions dumped in the arxiv, with your name alongside
another 5 authors at the top, one of whom is your department head.

The impression I get is that P Woit had the potential for a very good research
career but was about 10 years too late by the time he got his Phd and simply
missed the Standard Model glory years of the 70s and so never found the right
niche that would have suited him. In the mid 80s a lot of guys found themselves



in the same position and due to a bad job scene, started companies, went into
computing or finance or took teaching posts since string theory had taken hold
by then and was not to their taste or way of doing things (and of course it was
string theorists who were now being hired and funded.). So please, Michael and
the rest can you cut it with the snide remarks and insults? It is really wearing
thin. If you think Peter talks crap about string theory then lets hear some
concrete professional technical arguments from you as to why. Obviously in the
trackback issue we want to block out crackpots, but we have someone here with
a strong background, is qualified, has peer-revwed papers, works in a major
university, has a book accepted for publication, and has the right to express his
opinion. Please grant him trackbacks or else scrap this whole trackback thing.
The idea that he is being censored is becoming troubling to me and a lot of other
people too.

78. Pookie
March 9, 2006

No one disputes that Peter was doing good physics, as a graduate student, 20+
years ago.

Should the arXivs accept trackbacks from anyone who, at some point in their
lives, were active physicists (all those guys who “started companies, went into
computing or finance or took teaching posts”)?

Maybe having once obtained a PhD in physics should be enough?

79. Thomas Larsson
March 9, 2006

SteveM: We all know what DistlerCo think is the big problem: Trackbacks attract
flies.

80. JE
March 9, 2006

Woit said,

“For the record, I certainly think Jacques qualifies as an active researcher, by
any sensible definition of the term.”

The other way round not being true, which given the lack of experimental
evidence for Distler’s work, makes Peter much less pretentious or rancorous
than him.

Michael said,

“Peter, comparing your own academic accomplishments with Jacques’ and
reaching a conclusion in favor of yourself raises your crackpot index to an all-
time high”.

Well, combining the bitter reaction to any criticism of string theory from some of

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000371.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000371.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000371.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000371.html


its main proponents (now including censorship) with the lack of experimental
evidence supporting it for the time being, I think Peter Woit presently scores far
far behind.

Woit said,

“I’m sure he’ll find a way, but it may be really tough if he actually has to tell us
what it is”.

Once you meet the quantity criterion, there are still plenty of subjective
“relevance or quality standards” enabling someone to block your trackbacks if
that’s the purpose. Very sad indeed.

81. ObsessiveMathsFreak
March 9, 2006

Should the arXivs accept trackbacks from anyone who, at some point in
their lives, were active physicists (all those guys who “started
companies, went into computing or finance or took teaching posts”)?

Perhaps they should. Elsewise, what is the point of the trackbacks?

The point of trackbacks is to let the author of a paper, and the readers, know
about discussions and references to their papers online. If someone who was
running a company had a blog, and referred to your paper in it, showing its
application to industry, wouldn’t you want to know about it?

To the trackbacks make the system more open to ideas, or do they simply cross
link within a closed circle. If the latter, there’s really no point implementing the
system.

82. Christine Dantas
March 9, 2006

Dear Peter Woit:

A suggestion.

You have several research papers published in high standard journals, but they
are mostly dated back from the beginning of the arXiv (which was about 1992 I
guess). If you can make them available electronically, I believe you could post
them on the arXiv, perhaps with complementary notes contextualizing them or
comparing them with the present status of research. There are examples of
papers published before 1992 or so that were submitted to the arXiv. Select
those papers of yours which you believe are of interest and post them there.

Also, I believe you have enough material to publish review and expository papers
or comments to given papers that would be of high interest. Work on them and
post them on the arXiv.

Perhaps that would give you the “numbers” that the “system” requires. Not that
I think you should need to do that to prove anything.



I really think that a discussion on the credentials of a professor in a major
university, with a very solid background, is completely anti-ethic and repulsive.
But it is an excellent example of people that constantly needs to derogate others
in other to find pleasure or reinforce their own idea of how great they must be
compared to others.

I will stop here.

Christine

83. sunderpeeche
March 9, 2006

When Peter previously wrote on this topic (to say ~ “no trackbacks so far and he
hadn’t heard from arXiv for 3 months”) I suggested (approx) “don’t worry about
the trackbacks, so what, this blog get enough attention and respect to stand on
its own merits”.

But Peter did not follow the suggestion and I am willing to admit his actions have
paid off much better. I thought of writing a comment **2 days ago** but decided
to wait. I am amazed, not to mention ROTFL.

You can’t pay for comedy like this. The arXiv has gone out of its way to make a
fool of itself.

What is my attitude about the trackbacks? None. My main concern is that I don’t
burst out laughing in the middle of the office and get sacked for reading this on
company time.

I checked Peter’s publication record on SPIRES a long time ago and I noticed
that most of the papers are from the 1980s. I would not call him an “active
researcher”, but as several people have pointed out, the criterion is both
ambiguous and irrelevant.

Well done, Peter, though I have no idea exactly what I am complimenting you for.

84. Nat Whilk
March 9, 2006

Power Ranger wrote: “Peter didn’t count papers/year. He counted (pages/paper)
/(authors/paper)/year. I’ve never heard of that measure, till Peter invented it.”

This, of course, reduces down to pages per author per year. On tenure and
advancement issues, something like that measure is used by my institution to
measure quantity of one’s output (with this measure being augmented by an
assessment of quality of output). I suspect many other institutions do so, too,
counting a co-authored paper less than a single-authored one, and counting a
short paper less than a long one.

85. Pookie
March 9, 2006



Under those conditions, I suppose you would fill every paper you write with a
long review of well-known mathematics, confining your own work to a few pages
interspersed here and there.

With modern wordprocessing techniques, you could turn every 6-page paper into
a 60-page paper with little trouble at all.

86. Nat Whilk
March 9, 2006

Pookie:

If you can get away with packing 54 pages of fluff into a 60 page paper, you’re
submitting your papers to different journals than I am.

87. Pookie
March 9, 2006

Submitting to journals?

Oh. Right. Forgot about that step …

88. Alejandro RIvero
March 9, 2006

The technorati thing was discussed and discarded in Distler blog time ago, if I
recall correctly. Now, a good techorati trick could be to look for the url
arxiv.org/abs . This is, including abs and not including www so we cover mirror
references.

Alternatively click here
http://www.technorati.com/mini/index.html?s=arxiv.org/abs

I suppose we could include this technorati window inside an iframe, llets see:

89. Alejandro RIvero
March 9, 2006

hmm the iframe does not appear in the visualization, the html is filtered during
posting. if someone wants to test in his website the command is
<iframe height=500 src=”http://www.technorati.com
/mini/index.html?s=arxiv.org/abs”> </iframe>

90. woit
March 9, 2006

SteveM and Sunderpeeche,

This whole experience of having to engage in a detailed public defense of my
credentials as a researcher, including responding to a large number of nasty
attacks on this subject from people who have no credentials of their own, has
been a rather trying experience. But the process has left me (and I gather most

http://www.technorati.com/mini/index.html?s=arxiv.org/abs
http://www.technorati.com/mini/index.html?s=arxiv.org/abs


people who have been following it) with a lot of evidence that this is all about
suppressing my criticisms of string theory, and I think the behavior of some of
the people involved has been deeply disgraceful and unprofessional. It also has
often been pretty damn funny.

Christine,

Thanks a lot for your comments. One possible good effect of this whole thing
might be that it has provided some encouragement for me to get things written
up. If Distler can ever be convinced to provide a definite standard for how many
papers it takes to me an “active researcher”, that would be helpful. I strongly
suspect he won’t though, purely because any standard he sets that would pose
any challenge for me to meet would be one he is incapable of meeting himself.

All of this has caused me to think for the first time in quite a few years about my
older papers from the 80s. Although people have done this, I’m not sure it’s a
great idea to try and post them now on the arXiv. There is at least one
unpublished manuscript from that period which I was never happy with so didn’t
pursue publication. If I have time I might work more on that and post it. The
things I was doing back then are still actively being pursued by others. For
instance the latest posting at Georg von Hippel’s blog is about simulations of
theta-dependence in SU(N) lattice gauge theory. The first calculations of this
were done for N=2 by me, with collaborators including Nati Seiberg back in
1983.

I haven’t spent much time keeping up with the details of work in this field, and
it’s far from my current interests, so I haven’t written about it here. Maybe at
some point I will do this. My original work was based on what I still think is a
quite beautiful idea about dealing with topology of lattice gauge fields, maybe at
least I’ll try and find the time to write a blog entry here some time explaining it
in simple terms.

91. amused
March 9, 2006

“On your resume one paper in PRL written on your own is worth a hundred
latexed submissions dumped in the arxiv, with your name alongside another 5
authors at the top, one of whom is your department head.”

This is not actually true, unfortunately. It is more like the other way around: for
career advancement in theoretical HEP, papers written with influential senior
coauthors trump single-author PRL publications any day (unless the latter
contains a truly spectacular result, which is rarely the case). The reason is
simple: to survive long-term in this business you need the support of influential
senior people, and generally you only get this if they have something personal at
stake in whether you succeed or not. Young people working independently will
quickly discover that their single-author PRL publications are effectively
worthless on the job market.

To make this comment semi-on topic, let me just add that I think the club
mentality alluded to above is also what is ultimately behind the banning of



trackbacks from this blog.

92. Benni
March 9, 2006

Woit wrote: One possible good effect of this whole thing might be >that it has
provided some encouragement for me to get things >written up.

This is the only correct conclusion existing. It should be no problem for you, even
if it is a scientific critisism on stringhteory. Simply publish some serious work.

93. woit
March 9, 2006

Benni,

The work I’m talking about writing up has nothing at all to do with string theory.
As I’ve tried to explain to you over and over and over again, the problems with
string theory are not the sort of thing it is appropriate to write a standard
scientific paper about. You can do this to show that a wrong theory is wrong, you
can’t do it when the theory is “not even wrong”.

94. Dick Thompson
March 9, 2006

Peter my standpoint is that there is a wide difference between someone like
Sarfatti, who got in, and Tony Smith, who didn’t. Sarfatti’s contribution was
evaluated as mathematical gibberish, while Smith’s although way off the main
road, and maybe presented with “attitude”, seem to be mathematically sound – I
haven’t seen anybody say otherwise.

Bottom line, the circle the wagons attitude is overdone, if only by a little bit.

95. Christine Dantas
March 9, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

I am glad to know that my suggestion will be somewhat useful.

I very much look forward to your upcoming book.

I also look forward to your continual criticisms of string theory and hope that any
rebuttals of them from the ST community will come in educated, technical
language.

Christine

96. woit
March 9, 2006

Dick,



I agree with you about the Tony Smith/Sarfatti question.

One problem with the increasing prevalence of pseudo-scientific stuff being done
by smart, respectable people is that it makes it harder and harder to maintain
some reasonable standards of what is legitimate science and what is
crackpottery. When this happens, standards start to devolve from focusing on
content, to focusing on the credentials of the people involved.

97. Benni
March 9, 2006

woit wrote: The work I’m talking about writing up has nothing at all to do with
string theory. As I’ve tried to explain to you over and over and over again, the
theory is “not even wrong”.

Well, you said that your current interests lie now elsewere and not in the topics
you published in the past.
So I thought, as your interests lie in criticising stringhteory, you should come
with something like
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0309170 which is obviously a critisism.

Even the endorsement system of Arxiv is based on the idea of an “old boys club”.
The thinking was “researchers only endorse researchers”.
To belong to a club of researchers, I think, despite what the rules and opinions of
other people are about, what a researcher is, or who they exactly want in that
club, it would be best to research on something. Regardless what it is. When you
find your old papers interesting you should obviously go there.

98. Benni
March 9, 2006

Here is even more scientific criticism:
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0402101
From the abstract:
Assuming this “landscape” exists, anthropic explanations of some quantities are
almost inevitable. I explain that this landscape is likely to lead to a prediction of
low energy supersymmetry. But we argue that many features of low energy
physics are not anthropic and, as currently understood, the landscape picture
will get them wrong.

Why don’t you come up with papers like this?

99. Alejandro RIvero
March 9, 2006

Woit Comment 9112 wrote:

All of this has caused me to think for the first time in quite a few years about my
older papers from the 80s.

This is a good news. We have got a continuous loss of people going industry,

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0309170
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0309170
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0402101
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0402101
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=357#comment-9102
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=357#comment-9102


computers, math, (er… and astro-ph); generically leaving particle physics
towards elsewhere. Now tell me that Stephen Wolfram is coming back to study
weak decays and I will consider the week complete 

100. woit
March 9, 2006

Benni,

The reason I don’t come up with papers like the one you quote is that it is just
wrong, it’s exactly the kind of paper I’ve been critiquing here on this blog. In this
particular case, what is wrong with it is right there in the abstract:

“I explain that this landscape is likely to lead to a prediction of low energy
supersymmetry.”

At the time this paper was written, it was fairly clear that this kind of argument
was highly dubious, that the landscape did not allow this kind of prediction. I’ve
written about the technical issues surrounding this extensively on the weblog.
I’m just not going to start adding papers to the arXiv devoted to criticizing bad
arguments in “not even wrong” papers. For the 101st time, I think a blog entry
about this is much, much more appropriate than writing a scientific paper and
filling the literature with something purely devoted to pointing out an obviously
bad argument. Since I don’t think the arXiv should be filled with posted papers of
this kind, I’m not about to write one. Both you and Polchinski are promoting as
examples of what I should be doing papers containing incorrect claims for one
method or other of extracting physical predictions from the landscape. I don’t
believe this can be done, for reasons many people complain that I’ve repeated
endlessly here, but that you don’t seem to understand.

101. Chris Oakley
March 9, 2006

Now tell me that Stephen Wolfram is coming back to study weak
decays and I will consider the week complete.

Nothing so sane, I’m afraid.

102. Matti Pitkanen
March 10, 2006

I think that the trackback issue is much less serious than the censorship against
posting to arXiv which in practice means a professional death.

For a decade it become impossible for me to post anything to Physics Archives.
Mathematical Subject Classification Tables of American Mathematical Society
has alink to my homepage about Topological Geometrodynamics in the section
devoted to Mathematics of Quantum Theory. Recently I was invited in to Marguis
Who’s Who in Science and Engineering. One might think that on this basis I
should not be regarded as a non-crackpot by any person possessing IQ above 100
but the wise men in the board seem to think differently.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1579550088/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1579550088/
http://www.ams.org/mathweb/mi-mathbyclass.html
http://www.ams.org/mathweb/mi-mathbyclass.html


Certainly I am not the only one. There is large number of active researchers
publishing in refereed journals who suffer arXiv.org censorship

Matti Pitkanen

103. MathPhys
March 10, 2006

I found Lee Smolin’s comment (on Cosmic Variance) on this matter to be most
eloquent.

Distler and co are discrediting themsleves and their discipline by this little stunt.

104. Chris Oakley
March 10, 2006

Hi MathPhys,

I could not find it. Did you mean Christine Dantas’s blog?

LS seems not to be especially bothered by the latest attack from Lupine Lubie.

105. Christine Dantas
March 10, 2006

I believe MathPhys refers to this comment (#26) over at Cosmic Variance:

If academic freedom means anything, it must mean that the university
must do nothing to impede free discussion by professionally competent
experts on scientific controversies. Given that Peter Woit is a Physics
Ph.D. and a faculty member at a major university, who has published
papers and has a book in press on the topic, he is without doubt part of
the academic community to which the principles of academic freedom
apply.
…Lee Smolin

In my blog, Lee Smolin has commented over a discussion involving his recent
paper, to whcih there is now a trackback link from my blog together with Lubos
Motl´s.

Best wishes,
Christine

106. MathPhys
March 10, 2006

Thanks, Christine. That’s the comment I had in mind.

I like it because I believe that it gets to the heart of the matter. There is an
element of suppression of free speech going on at arXiv.

107. D R Lunsford

http://archivefreedom.org/
http://archivefreedom.org/
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March 10, 2006

OK, I have a question.

In this paper:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106273

Do I qualify as an “active researcher”, insofar as I induced both a footnote and a
reference in the work of *demonstrably* active researchers?

Thanks in advance,

-drl

108. Jack Sarfatti
March 11, 2006

Setting the record straight.

Almost all of Waldyr’s comments had nothing at all to do with my paper even in
the first version. Currently the 11-th version I think corrects and/or clarifies
those minor nitpicks Waldyr made for which I am grateful. Most of Waldyr’s 21
pages had to do with energy conservation in GR, which has nothing directly to do
with the new ideas in my paper. Waldyr wrote his review in a panic that funding
would be withdrawn from his students if it was perceived that he supported my
ideas. Of course I made it clear in the acknowledgement that Waldyr did in fact
NOT support my claims.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106273
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106273


WMAP Data Release Imminent?

March 9, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Following up on the spectacular first year of data reported by the WMAP experiment
in February 2003, results of analysis of the next year’s data were initially planned to
be released a year later. The release of this data has been repeatedly delayed; for
speculation about why, see here and here.

Over the last two years there have been a large number of scheduled colloquia by
WMAP scientists that have been cancelled at the last moment. One relatively recent
one was an astronomy colloquium at Caltech by Gary Hinshaw with the title “New
Results from WMAP” that was initially scheduled for January 4, but was cancelled and
now is scheduled for March 22.

From March 23-25 the new Center for Cosmology at UC Irvine will be hosting a
workshop on Fundamental Physics With Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation.
On the 23rd four WMAP team members are scheduled to speak with titles: “WMAP 0,
WMAP I, WMAP II, and WMAP III.”

Over at CosmoCoffee (where I first noticed this), Alessandro Mechiorri is spreading
the rumor that data will be released next week, on March 14. There’s also discussion
of this at the Bad Astronomy and Universe Today Forum. So, looks to me like it’s
maybe next week, and if not, almost certainly the week after.

Update: More news about the state of WMAP from Urbano Franca here.

Update: Looks like it definitely will be very soon now, possibly some time this week.
The WMAP Mission Status page says:

Second Data Release

While the first-year results were based mainly on temperature measurements, the
continued mission operations are now primarily focused on the much weaker
polarized signals – an invaluable “stretch” goal of the extended mission. Analyses of
these weaker signals are more difficult. The calibration and systematic error analyses
have been completed, and the data files have been documented for use by
researchers. For an overview see RESULTS.

This last link is to a New Three Year Results page which right now just says:

Stay tuned for the release of the most recent results from the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP). Very soon now….

Update: It’s official, the release will be on Thursday. Here’s the announcement:

Dear colleagues:

We are pleased to announce that the next release of WMAP data, along with papers
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describing the results, are expected to be available on LAMBDA this coming
Thursday, March 16 at 12 noon EST.

http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/

There will be no televised press activity associated with this release, so in an effort to
reach as wide as possible an audience, please forward this announcement to
colleagues of yours whom you think may be interested.

Thank you very much – we look forward to seeing your analyses of the data!

Sincerely,
Gary Hinshaw
NASA/GSFC
for the Legacy Archive for Microwave Background Data Analysis (LAMBDA)

Comments

1. Alejandro RIvero
March 9, 2006

WMAP is the “big mover” in the SPIRES table of citations. astro-ph/0302209 is
now in the 7th place, jumping from a 37th last year.

2. Dumb Biologist
March 9, 2006

I was, as soon as I heard of it, intrigued by the notion that the universe might be
finite, non-Euclidean at the largest scales, and that its topology would make it
“multiply connected”. I guess, beyond the quadrupole and octupole anomalies
(which I’ve read might suggest interesting topology, but, pessimistically, could
likely rather suggest some kind of directional bias in the measurements, as they
align with the ecliptic), the evidence points to flat and infinite. Which is kind of
depressing (if I understand things at all correctly), as it might mean we really
have no idea what else is out there beyond our horizon, and never will. Seems
reasonable to me the delay is due to attempts to get a firm grip on the source of
the anomalies, and determine whether or not it’s a foreground issue.

3. woit
March 9, 2006

Alejandro,

Thanks a lot for generating that list and for the link to it. Do you have any idea
about how to generate a list of most heavily cited papers not of all time, but just
for 2005? I wrote to the people at SLAC asking if they will be doing this, but
haven’t heard back.

4. Alejandro RIvero
March 9, 2006

http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/71fe376f4d45660d?hl=en
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/71fe376f4d45660d?hl=en


Peter, sorry I have tried (I had tried yesterday) but I can not see how to calculate
the 2005 most cited from only the. Neither the email interface to SPIRES nor the
web one give a hint about how to access the citation count fields. I think that the
yearly calculation needs some special script running on the database.

The Spires people is usually hepful, er, helpful. It is only they take its time to
answer. But I got finally a good feedback when doing my genealogy projects, and
they even implemented the genealogy posibility to hepnames (it has problems
with name duplicates, so again it seems is not so easy to interface hepnames
from the web).

5. Alejandro RIvero
March 9, 2006

“from only the available indexes”

6. Christine Dantas
March 9, 2006

(…)data will be released next week, on March 14.

Nice date. Einstein´s birthday (and also mine [grin]).

Thanks for bringing these rumors to our attention.

Christine

7. Alejandro RIvero
March 9, 2006

Now I think about, it could be possible to use the difference between current and
12/2004 citation counts to get an estimate of the “only2005”; the problem should
be about new papers in the list, that should get a default “999” or so, or to
approximate from citebase plots. Hmm, to much time needed.

8. andy
March 9, 2006

Dumb Biologist and Everybody,
Could the results from the WMAP change our ideas about whether or not the
universe is finite? I am just ignorant on what questions it is aiming to answer.
-Andy

9. amanda
March 9, 2006

“the evidence points to flat and infinite”

The evidence can point to flat, but obviously it cannot point to infinite, though a
lot of people who ought to know better will try to tell you otherwise. There are
some people who have a theoretical bias in favor of infinite spatial sections, but
[a] these arguments are very dubious indeed and [b] there is no possible way



that the observations can ever give us any reason to believe in infinite sections.
In fact, many of us regard infinite spatial sections as a version of the
landscape……

10. Dumb Biologist
March 9, 2006

Andy: Being a dumb biolgist, I kind of have to trust the astrophysicists on this
one a bit, and others with the head for maths to cast the actively critical eye that
I lack. I’m not sure if I have many ideas to change, just an active and enthusiastic
interest in what I can only characterize as “awesome” ideas like the universe
having a doughnut topology, or some other such mind-bending sort of concept.

Amanda: Can you elaborate? Because part of the reason I find such infinities a
little discouraging is precisely because it smells like Landscapology. In fact, I
recall reading a Scientific American article some time ago on the subject of an
infinite universe that kind of disconcerted me. The bacis gist was even if the laws
of physics are the same throughout this infinite section, as you put it, there are
other Earths out there, with other copies of myself. Perhaps many. I guess there
just have to be if the chance of such a configuration is non-zero. And maybe on
some of those other Earths I’m a leading String Theorist. The whole time I was
reading this I was thinking “Oh, come on.” That’s the annoying thing about
infinity. Anything that can does happen. How can you deal with that
scientifically?

Now that I think about it, Andy, I guess I have to admit I do have some biases…
and yeah, I probably would have to change my mind about some things. Oh well.

11. andy
March 9, 2006

Dumb Biologist and Others,
The reason I was directing the question to you was that you mentioned evidence
about “flat and infinite.” I was thinking that you don’t have to be a researcher in
the area to know what “the party line” is about what the WMAP data is
addressing and maybe you had read something where they explained that this is
what they were addressing with the WMAP data. From Amanda’s post it seems
that the idea of an infinite universe isn’t even on the table. After I posted my
question I thought about it and I thought that they would have to be questioning
the big bang if they thought the universe was not finite. I didn’t think they were
doing that. So maybe Amanda will tell us some more or maybe somebody else
will.
-Andy

12. Aaron Bergman
March 9, 2006

One can never tell that the universe is infinite because we can only see a finite
fraction of it. It’s always possible that nontrivial topology is just beyond the
horizong.



13. Dumb Biologist
March 9, 2006

Andy:

Well, what can I say? I keep reading over and over that the WMAP data is
reported to fit pretty darn well with a model of the univers that is “flat and
infinite”. Now, sometimes folks say the Universe (by “Universe” I mean, of
course, what is within our horizon) is infinite in the sense that it will continue to
expand forever. Sometimes they seem to be saying “The Universe” (meaning that
which is not necessarily within our horizon) really is infinte. Always was, always
will be. So, certainly all that we see now once occupied a space no bigger than
an atom, but that’s obviously not all there was in this version of the idea. The
visible region of space expanded (and continues to do so), but maybe the same
was going on beyond our horizon, as far beyond as you like. Or maybe something
else is going on. I keep thinking “well how can we know that?”, and, per Aaron
Bergman’s statement above, I don’t understand how anyone could assert
anything other than “We can’t. Not really.”

14. Antonio
March 9, 2006

Hi all,

I’m a mathematician and my knowledge of physics and it’s terminology is feeble,
so I have to questions:

1) When you are saying infinite or finite in this discussion, you mean non-
compact or compact spacetime respectively?

2) It makes any physical sense to spacetime being a manifold *with* border? If
the answer is yes, the border is (+++) or (++-) and why so?

Thanks in advance

15. Dumb Biologist
March 9, 2006

Well, don’t take my word for it, but my understanding is the WMAP data (among
other things) implies an “open” universe, which is, I guess, by definition, non-
compact, i.e. unbounded.

16. Aaron Bergman
March 9, 2006

It’s a bit trickier than that, unfortunately. Spacetime is always noncompact
because time seems to be infinite in the future. So, what one ought to mean is
that space is compact or not. The problem with that, however, is that there
usually isn’t a distinguished foliation of spacetime by spacelike hypersurfaces.
Worse, you can sometimes foliate the same spacetime by compact and by
noncompact spacelike hypersurfaces.



Nonetheless, you can still ask things like does any closed spacelike surface (w/o
boundary) exist. You can also look at the spatial curvature. If it’s positive
everywhere, then you better have a compact manifold if I remember my math
correctly. If you could, for example, shoot yourself in the back, that has
consequences when you look at the sky and people look for those effects.

Or something like that.

17. D R Lunsford
March 10, 2006

Can we trust this data to be free of neoconservative spin, so to speak? And why
the f=ck has it taken so long? One hopes there was an apparent anomaly that
could not be ignored, and has now been assigned an unknown physical cause
because the anomaly is real and can’t be ignored (correlation with the ecliptic
plane for example).

-drl

18. amanda
March 10, 2006

What I’m going to say is my understanding after speaking to a real expert — ie,
modulo possible misunderstandings on my part:

Aaron Bergman said:

“It’s a bit trickier than that, unfortunately. Spacetime is always noncompact
because time seems to be infinite in the future.”

You’re assuming that it will always accelerate. We don’t have any reason to
believe that it will….but anyway, to be really strict about it, a spacetime with a
bang and a crunch is non-compact even though its total age is finite [open
intervals and all that….]

“So, what one ought to mean is that space is compact or not. The problem with
that, however, is that there usually isn’t a distinguished foliation of spacetime by
spacelike hypersurfaces. ”

Actually, usually there is: the spacelike sections in which one sees isotropy. The
main exception is deSitter, which contains nothing but vacuum energy anyway so
it looks isotropic to lots of different observers!

“Worse, you can sometimes foliate the same spacetime by compact and by
noncompact spacelike hypersurfaces.”

I think I would say “various parts of the same spacetime”, eg you can’t foliate
*all* of deS with non-compact spacelike hypersurfaces [I think!]. Remember that
*all* of dS has the topology of a line times a sphere….

“Nonetheless, you can still ask things like does any closed spacelike surface (w/o
boundary) exist. You can also look at the spatial curvature. If it’s positive



everywhere, then you better have a compact manifold if I remember my math
correctly. ”

Assuming they are complete, yes.

“If you could, for example, shoot yourself in the back, that has consequences
when you look at the sky and people look for those effects.”

People look for such things, but they have not seen them [yet?]. But absence of
evidence is not evidence of absence…

“Or something like that. ”

Agreed. 

19. csrster
March 10, 2006

So the most likely result is that space is _locally_ infinite?

20. Dumb Biologist
March 10, 2006

Please forgive my ignorance…

Now I know a manifold is something that might look Euclidean up close, but
globally could be more complex. A foliation is…? Looks like it’s something with a
bit more variety globally, yet locally describes the manifold. Is this at all correct?
If you don’t mind helping me a little with pictures, if I were to take a spherical
manifold and foliate it in some allowed way (I assume not any sort of foliation is
allowed), what would those foliations look like, and what would/could they tell
me about the sphere?

21. woit
March 10, 2006

D.B.,

We’re getting off topic here, but in this context a foliation just means that you
can globally choose hypersurfaces of constant time that can be interpreted as
“space”.

More generally a foliation of a manifold is something like a choice of families of
submanifolds that fit together to fill up the manifold. One simple example is a
fibration, i.e a foliation where all the “leaves” (in this case called “fibers”) of the
foliation are isomorphic, and locally the manifold looks (fiber X nbhd. of point).
A famous example is the Hopf fibration of the 3-sphere, a foliation by circles. The
general story of what foliations of spheres can look like is quite intricate.

22. Aaron Bergman



March 10, 2006

You’re assuming that it will always accelerate.

No. Just that there’s no big crunch. (Although, as you say, there are compactness
issues associated to singularities that I was ignoring.)

Actually, usually there is: the spacelike sections in which one sees isotropy.

I was speaking generically; most spacetimes are not isotropic.

“Worse, you can sometimes foliate the same spacetime by compact and by
noncompact spacelike hypersurfaces.”

I think I would say “various parts of the same spacetime”, eg you can’t foliate
*all* of deS with non-compact spacelike hypersurfaces [I think!]. Remember that
*all* of dS has the topology of a line times a sphere….

You can, however, take a quotient of dS so that you’ve covered the whole thing,
IIRC.

People look for such things, but they have not seen them [yet?]. But absence of
evidence is not evidence of absence…

As I said above, there’s always the possibility that these things are lurking just
behind the horizon. All we can do is observe what we’ve got and talk about that.

23. Dumb Biologist
March 10, 2006

OK, sorry to get off topic, and thanks for the brief lesson!

24. Dumb Biologist
March 10, 2006

drl: I can’t imagine any other reason for the delay that makes sense, given what
is known so far. It appears they’ve already seen enough to know there’s either
some kind of foreground contamination they can’t get rid of without great
difficulty, or there’s new physics of some sort. It seems quite reasonable to
expect they’re working hard to make whatever data they release be of the
highest quality so they have the highest confidence possible it’s either one or the
other.

25. D R Lunsford
March 10, 2006

Db, let’s hope.

Something I’m working on predicts an EM field whenever there is a gravitational
field (that is, EM is part of the geometry). If there is a definite correlation with
ecliptic, I get a way to determine the effective coupling and so a completely new
way to determine the CMB temperature.



How are the raw data handled? Are they available to all “active researchers”
who wish to study them?

-drl

26. woit
March 10, 2006

Danny,

Data from WMAP is made available at

http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/

How “raw” it is, you’ll have to decide for yourself.

27. Urbano
March 10, 2006

Peter, I have also commented about that here.

28. Dick Thompson
March 10, 2006

For those of us who can read it Padmanabhan’s new paper “Dark Energy,
Mystery of the Millenium” http://www.arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603114, is relevant
to the finite/infinite question. He takes our limited access seriously: every class
of observer has a horizon, and every 2-surface in spacetime can be the horizon
for some class of observer, so what can we deduce from that? And he deduces
quite a bit!

29. Urbano
March 10, 2006

Thanks for the update, Peter :-)!

30. Dumb Biologist
March 10, 2006

From D.T.’s cite:

“…it is obvious that the cosmological constant is telling us something regarding
quantum gravity, indicated by the combination Gh-bar. An acid test for any
quantum gravity model will be its ability to explain this value; needless to say, all
the currently available models— strings, loops etc.—flunk this test.”

That’s gotta be irritating to somebody…

31. Michael
March 10, 2006

Peter, you mentioned that you would like to publish some of your latest research,

http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://ofteninerror.blogspot.com/2006/03/wmap.html
http://ofteninerror.blogspot.com/2006/03/wmap.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603114
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603114


probably later this year. Would you mind telling us what you have been working
on? Any amount of detail you’re comfortable with would do.

32. woit
March 10, 2006

Michael,

This is completely off topic, and given all your other comments here, I doubt you
actually have any real interest in the answer.

I’ve mentioned this several times, but the main thing I’ve been working on is the
relation between 2d quantum Yang-Mills theory coupled to chiral fermions and
representation theory. The Freed-Hopkins-Teleman theorem is a part of this
story, and one of the main conceptual problems I’ve been struggling with is that
this seems to require a different way of thinking about BRST than is usual. If I
get the BRST issues completely sorted out, I’ll first write that part of this up
separately.

At some point in the next few months I’ll try and write some longer blog postings
at least explaining some of the mathematics background, stay tuned. But I’m not
going to discuss this anymore here in a comment section of a posting on WMAP.
If you have a serious interest in it and want to discuss it, feel free to contact me
via e-mail.

33. Kris Krogh
March 10, 2006

WMAP isn’t the only NASA physics experiment where the release of data has
been delayed mysteriously. Gravity Probe B was launched in April 2004 and
finished collecting data last August. NASA’s post-launch schedule called for
announcing the results next month. That’s been pushed back a full year.

The $700 million experiment is an extremely sensitive gyroscope in a drag-free
polar orbit, whose orientation is compared to a guide star by an on-board
telescope. It’s designed to measure two effects predicted by general relativity:
One is a geodetic precession of the gyro axis in the plane of the probe’s orbit.
The second is the Lense-Thirring effect — a dragging of inertial frames caused by
Earth’s rotation, causing the axis to precess in its rotational plane.

The precise outcome won’t be known until the probe’s data is combined with
measurements of the guide star’s motion, from a separate group. Those have
been embargoed — so it can’t be said the gyro analysis was influenced to give a
particular result. Still, the guide star’s approximate motion is known from
previous measurements by the HIPPARCOS satellite. And if the Lense-Thirring
effect is absent (which I’m predicting) that would be apparent already.

It’s interesting that while NASA is forced to drastically cut science programs to
fund the Bush Mars initiative, they’ve chosen to extend this one. According to
the Gravity Probe B web site, not all the additional time will be needed for data
analysis. That should be finished by summer’s end. Until the following spring



they’ll be having the results vetted by various experts. (And maybe garnering
support for an unexpected result.)

This additional one-year delay comes on top of many years of others in the
probe’s launching. And those of us who’ve staked our futures on the
experiment’s outcome are left hanging that much longer.

34. D R Lunsford
March 10, 2006

Peter, don’t lower yourself to respond to Pseudonymous Milquetoast.

-drl

35. wolfgang
March 11, 2006

Kris,

> NASA’s post-launch schedule called for announcing the results no later than
next month. That’s been pushed back a full year.

As far as I remember, it was always clear that no results would be announced
after just one month. Gravity probe B is a unique experiment which will probably
not be repeated any time soon. Thus it is very important to get data analysis (by
different independent teams) right, which simply takes some time.

There is already a lot of evidence for the Thirring-Lense effect and I would not
expect a negative result. But it will be very interesting to see the details of their
report.

36. Brett
March 11, 2006

The strongest evidence for gravitomagnetism comes from binary pulsar
measurements, and this is quite compelling. The Lens-Thirring prcession is really
nothing more than the most elementary consequence of gravitomagnetism. It is
possible that there might be a discrepancy between the observed precession rate
and the one predicted by General Relativity; that would be tremendously
interesting, although I still think it’s unlikely. However, it would be amazingly
improbable that no dragging of frames at all was observed by Gravity Probe B.

The odds of seeing no Lens-Thirring precession at all, is based on evidence from
other areas, practically nil. I do not believe this because I have some vested
interest in accepted theories being proven true; indeed, precisely the opposite is
true. I believe the GR gravitomagnetic predictions will be borne out simply
because the evidence is so good in other sectors.

37. woit
March 12, 2006

Please stop with attempts to turn this comment section into a discussion forum



for one’s favorite alternative ideas about cosmology.

38. amanda
March 12, 2006

For some information about what will *not* be in the WMAP data, and some
interesting advice to Leonard Susskind about grant proposals, see

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603266

39. woit
March 12, 2006

Thanks amanda, I hadn’t seen that. Will soon write a posting about this and other
news of the multiverse.

40. Aswin
March 13, 2006

“Three year WMAP probe observations” Talk by E.Komotsu
– I guess it cant get more explicit. The talk is on Apr 11.
Look here.
Got this from cosmocoffee.

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603266
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603266
http://cosmology.tamu.edu/program.html
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News of the Multiverse

March 13, 2006
Categories: Multiverse Mania

When I was reading Susskind’s book The Cosmic Landscape, I was paying close
attention to the main problem with the whole multiverse/anthropic string landscape
idea: is there any sort of experimental prediction that emerges from this that would
justify calling it science? One thing that kind of mystified me was Susskind’s claim, in
the Introduction and Chapter 12, that the “cosmic horizon” beyond which other parts
of the multiverse live is like a black hole horizon and in principle information about
what is beyond the horizon is accessible in the analog of Hawking radiation. This
seemed to be a rather vague idea, which Susskind goes on to drop, never mentioning
it in the chapter he devoted to possible experimental tests of the landscape. Since I’d
never heard of anyone claiming this anywhere else, and Susskind didn’t seem himself
to take it very seriously, I just ignored it.

Cosmologist G. F. R. Ellis, in a new preprint entitled On horizons and the cosmic
landscape has decided to take it seriously, and show that it is wrong. Ellis’s paper is
rather peculiar; I’ve never before seen an arXiv paper that argues against not another
scientific paper, but some vague statements in a popular book. I haven’t tried to
follow Ellis’s argument, partly because it seems rather vague itself, with not a single
equation in it. Perhaps this is unavoidable, given the vagueness of Susskind’s
argument that he is challenging. Anyway, at the present time, the situation seems to
be that neither Susskind nor anyone else has come up with a calculation that would
show how to detect information about other parts of the multiverse hidden in some
sort of Hawking radiation from a cosmic horizon, and now we have an argument from
Ellis that this is in principle impossible.

Some people have been giving me grief about writing blog entries with no equations,
but here no one seems to have any.

If you want to hear more from Susskind about the multiverse, he’s giving the
colloquium next week at MIT with title The Landscape and the Megaverse, and the
abstract of this talk is:

A new paradigm for the origin of the laws of physics may (or may not) be emerging
out of observational cosmology and theorists efforts to understand string theory. The
ordinary 15 billion light-year universe is being replaced by a vastly bigger
“megaverse” consisting of a huge number of what Guth calls “pocket universes.” If
this is true then many of the Laws of Physics that we normally think of as “written in
stone” will be local environmenal facts. I will explain the evidence for this
controversial view, its implications, and the various views of leading physicists and
cosmologists.

Susskind is also giving a talk here in New York on April 10 at the New York Academy
of Sciences. The description of the talk tells us that

Several decades ago, Susskind introduced the revolutionary concept of string theory

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603266
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603266
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603266
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603266
http://web.mit.edu/physics/newsandevents/physics_colloquia_sched_spring_06.html
http://web.mit.edu/physics/newsandevents/physics_colloquia_sched_spring_06.html
http://www.nyas.org/events/eventDetail.asp?eventID=5588&date=4/10/2006%206:00:00%20PM
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to the world of physical science. In doing so, he inspired a generation of physicists
who believed that the theory would uniquely predict the properties of our universe.
Now Susskind argues that the very idea of such an “elegant theory” no longer suits
our understanding of the universe….

… Susskind believes that string theory, rather than reaching a dead end, has led to a
vastly expanded concept of the universe, which he calls “the lanscape,” where the
anthropic principle makes perfect sense.

Attending the talk would cost $20, so I think I’ll skip this one.

The last issue of the NYAS publication Update Magazine has an article by Lee Smolin
on all of this entitled A Crisis in Fundamental Physics. Later this year Smolin will
have a new book out, entitled “The Trouble With Physics”.

There is something I would very much like to attend, but will be out of town so will
have to miss. The American Museum of Natural History each year organizes a debate
in honor of Isaac Asimov. This year the topic will be Universe: One or Many?, and the
blurb goes:

Join a panel of cosmologists to argue and debate the possibility that our Universe is
just one of many universes that comprise the “multiverse.” This notion invokes
dimensions beyond our everyday experience and draws from the leading edge of our
conception of the cosmos. The presence or absence of data in support of these ideas
forms a central theme for the evening.

I’m not sure who is going to argue for the presence of data in support of these ideas
since I’ve never heard of any. The panelists are Michio Kaku and Andrei Linde,
presumably pro-megaverse, Lawrence Krauss, who I’m guessing is on the anti-side,
and Lisa Randall and Virginia Trimble, about whose views on the subject I know
nothing.

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
March 13, 2006

Ugh. Kaku again.

2. Tung
March 13, 2006

In that article, Smolin is saying that the pragmatic style (the American style) of
doing physics is posing great harm to the current progress of physics.
In Einstein’s words, our generation is one that filled with mere artisans rather
than real seekers of the truth.

3. Chris Oakley
March 13, 2006

http://www.nyas.org/publications/UpdateUnbound.asp?UpdateID=41
http://www.nyas.org/publications/UpdateUnbound.asp?UpdateID=41
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It seems that the anthropic evangelists would rather destroy the subject
altogether than forego the opportunity to preach their foolish philosophy.
Let us be clear on this: the public may not understand Calabi-Yau manifolds or
heterotic strings, but they certainly understand the basics of scientific reasoning,
and are perfectly capable of identifying situations where certain people choose
to abandon such principles. If Susskind et al manage to convince people that
fundamental physics has now ground to a halt, how can this be good for funding?
A lot of string theorists seem to want to silence Peter, but it seems to me that the
anthropists are the ones who are desperately in need of censorship.

4. anon
March 13, 2006

Peter, the relationship between black hole information loss, assuming the
universe is a black hole, and Hawking/Susskind/t’Hooft was discussed in a here
on this blog last July, although the link from Google doesn’t work.

My recollection is that Hawking first showed in say c1976 that information gets
lost in black holes. He gave a lecture in San Francisco a couple of years later,
that Susskind and ‘t Hooft attended. They bought Hawking’s idea and applied it
to the universe, on the assumption the universe is a black hole. Recently, say
c2004, Hawking found an error in his original argument.

It is sweet that Susskind is under attack now from G. F. R. Ellis, who is co-author
of Hawking’s major treatise, “The Large Scale Structure of Spacetime”.

5. Anon.
March 13, 2006

Peter, I find it strange that you are harshly critical of string theorists but allow
others to make sweeping and ridiculous claims without comment. I found
Smolin’s article to be highly disingenuous. For instance, he says “Theories of
quantum gravity include twistor theory, causal set models, dynamical
triangulation models, and loop quantum gravity. One reason string theory is
popular is that there is some evidence that it points to a quantum theory of
gravity.”

On the other hand I think it is clear to most theorists that, despite its (many)
problems, string theory is a quantum theory of gravity. Smolin’s “there is some
evidence” is vastly understating the case. However, it is not at all clear that loop
quantum gravity is a theory in the technical sense in which physicists use the
word “theory.” Naively quantizing gravity, one runs into the problem of
nonrenormalizability, i.e. of infinitely many undetermined couplings, so we say
that this is not a theory. It is not at all clear that LQG avoids this problem, and in
fact it appears quite likely that it does not. Even Lee admits that he does not
know whether there are infinitely many undetermined couplings or not!

Here is a thread from your blog in which this is spelled out pretty explicitly.

So, given that it is not clear that LQG is a theory at all, whereas string theory is
at least that, I find Lee’s article troubling. If LQG eventually proves to contain

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=330
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=330


some new principle that restricts possible interactions and creates a sensible
theory, that would be exciting, and the community would not ignore it. But until
then it is justifiably ignored by most of the community. Appealing to non-experts
and claiming to be part of a grand philosophical tradition are moves that I find
distatesful.

(I find the landscape equally distasteful, but clearly that receives plenty of
attention already. I just fail to see why you appear to encourage one sort of non-
scientific hype while frowning on others.)

6. woit
March 13, 2006

Anon,
The LQG/string theory war is off-topic here, it has nothing to do with this
posting. I mentioned Lee Smolin’s article in passing because it is mainly about
the multiverse and was published in a NYAS publication, thus relevant to the
topic at hand.

I strongly disagree with your characterization that string theory is a theory, LQG
not, and don’t see anything wrong with what you quote from Smolin. There are
serious questions still up in the air about both of them. In the case of string
theory, no, it is not a consistent quantum theory of gravity in 4d, since all we
have is a divergent perturbation expansion.

The current situation is that no one has anything that I would call a really
satisfactory theory of quantum gravity, one that is completely consistent and well
understood, and either makes testable predictions or explains in a convincing
way how the standard model is related to quantum gravity. As long as this is the
case, my point of view is that people should be trying as many different kinds of
ideas as possible. The problem with string theory is not that some people are
doing it, but with the way it is being fanatically pursued, despite its by now
obvious failures, driving out people who try and work on other ideas. If you think
ideas about quantum gravity should be “justifiably ignored” because they have
problems, you need to ignore everything.

Personally I see some of the ideas the LQG people are investigating to be much
more promising than the ones used in string theory, others will differ. Until either
side comes up with a completely consistent theory that makes testable
predictions that are then checked, reasonable people can differ about this.

Please, take the polemical string theory/LQG arguments somewhere else. They
don’t belong in the comment section to this posting.

7. Christine Dantas
March 13, 2006

I do not know about Trimble’s views on this issue, but I have
found an interesting passage that she quotes:

We understand the concern of cosmologists that unbridled speculation



should not take over the field, that it is better to persist with the
standard model, warts and all, than for opinions to become splintered,
with the decline of professional standards which would then almost
inevitably ensue.

Our response to this point of view, with which we have some sympathy,
is that undesirable fragmentation has been permitted already, through
the invasion of cosmology by Particle physicists. If the invasion had the
precision and the certainty of earlier invasions of astrophysics by
atomic theory and nuclear physics, the consequences would obviously
be positive. However, one can have reservations about the advantages
of becoming caught up in speculations from a different field, especially
when those speculations are announced with an air of authority that
will probably turn out to have been taken too seriously.

[Attributed Sir Fred Hoyle, Geoffrey R. Burbidge, and Jayant Narlikar, according
to Trimble´s article “Can’t You Keep Einstein’s Equations out of my
Observatory?”, BeamLine 29, No. 1, p 21-25 (1999).]

Interesting enough, as she points out, these researchers are well-known for their
relatively non-mainstream contributions to cosmology.

But I must restate: I do not know her present opinions on the multiverse issue.

8. Another Anon
March 13, 2006

I agree with the other Anon that Smolin’s article is a bit distasteful and self-
serving. He seems to be seizing on the multiverse/landscape situation as an
opportunity to knock string theory off the throne and replace it with LQG and
related approaches, exchanging one brand of hype for another. Not much in this
for peasants like me working on such mundane topics as ordinary gauge theory
(boring things like trying to construct nonperturbative chiral gauge theories, so
as to have a chance of determining whether that tedious hypothesis about
sponaneous gauge symmetry breaking in electroweak theory is true or not.)
Doesn’t sound like there would be any more crumbs for us if King Witten were to
be replaced by King Smolin.

9. woit
March 13, 2006

Another Anon,

Undoubtedly Smolin would like to see less resources and attention flowing to
string theory and more to LQG. Given the current huge imbalance on this issue
in favor of string theory, this is not at all unreasonable. I don’t see the slightest
danger any time soon of a “King Smolin” controlling the bulk of resources in the
field and suppressing alternative points of view.

I think I share your point of view that the problems I care most about are being
addressed neither by string theory nor LQG. But, again, this really is not the

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/pubs/beamline/pdf/99i.pdf
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place for more battles about string theory vs. LQG.

10. Aaron Bergman
March 13, 2006

This is pretty off-topic and Peter’s welcome to delete it if he wants, but….

You know, I’m trying to be polite to Lee over on another blog, but my god. That
article is so unbelievably tendentious, self-aggrandizing and condescending that
it passes into the realm of dishonesty. You want to know why you get such a bad
reaction from other physicists, Lee? It’s not because string theorists hate LQG.
It’s because of supercilious articles like that.

11. woit
March 13, 2006

Aaron,

You’re right that this is both off-topic, uncivil, as well as stupid to boot, and I
should delete it. Instead I’ll leave it up as yet another indication of the kind of
ugly behavior that string theorists insist on engaging in these days.

Look, Lee is someone who has always been completely civil to everyone, in his
comments on blogs and in everything he writes and does elsewhere. He has
maintained this civility in the face of absolutely appalling behavior towards him
by Lubos Motl (behavior that no one in the string community sees fit to publicly
denounce or take any action against), as well as a less than civil tone from you,
Jacques and others. For you to be complaining about Lee’s behavior as “so
unbelievably tendentious, self-aggrandizing and condescending that it passes
into the realm of dishonesty” and “supercilious”, given the tone and content of
the way string theory has been promoted and the behavior of your string theory
colleagues, both close ones and not so close ones, is completely ridiculous.

Just knock it off with the personal attacks, I’m sick to death both of being the
target of this kind of shit from people like Lubos, Jacques (and many others), and
of seeing you throwing it at people like Lee, and anyone who dares to point out
the problems with string theory. If you think something someone writes is
inaccurate or you have a scientific criticism to make, go ahead and make it in a
civil fashion. If you can’t do that, shut up. In any case, stop polluting this field
with this kind of nastiness.

12. Aaron Bergman
March 13, 2006

Lee’s “civility” has begun to feel to me to be tremendously superficial and
political. He keeps a tone of civility while being substantively dishonest. It’s
getting to be offensive. At least Lubos doesn’t hide his disrespect for others
behind a false guise of comity.

You accuse me of “throwing [personal attacks] at … anyone who dares point out
the problems with string theory.” Please give me an example. I’m quite



googleable. If you can’t, don’t foist on me the actions of others. Perhaps you’ve
forgotten the various times when I’ve agreed with various criticisms of string
theory?

As for the scientific criticism of Lee’s tired points, that’s been done a zillion
times both here and on Cosmic Variance. That Lee seems to not have listened to
any of it at all is part of the problem.

And WTF am I supposed to do about Lubos? I lost the code to the orbital mind-
control satellites a few years ago, and I think it would be clear by now that Lubos
isn’t going to listen to anyone. I’m open to suggestions.

13. Who
March 13, 2006

Aaron, I was surprised by your latest comment, in reference to Smolin’s NYAS
article A Crisis in Fundamental Physics. I re-read the article and could find
nothing that I could imagine calling “unbelievably tendentious, self-aggrandizing
and condescending” or “supercilious ” or smacking of “dishonesty”.

The article has very little to say about LQG and the imbalance in theory research
funding. It really is about what it says in the title: a crisis in fundamental physics.

I urge anyone who can to take an objective unemotional look at the article. It is
clearly targeted at a passage by Steven Weinberg which Smolin quotes.
Weinberg depicts a major foundations crisis situation–a “turning point” in the
“history of science” (not merely the history of physics, he would have it, but
science as a whole)—and suggests that humanity may have to relax the
standards by which science is done and the criteria of what is science. In
particular, Weinberg refers to the current tendency to “legitimate anthropic
reasoning as a new basis for physical theory”.

The main things Smolin does in the article are simple to state: he describes
Weinberg’s position, and he opposes it. He describes the circumstances which
have brought matters to a head. He takes Weinberg’s statement as a
confirmation that there is a (philosophical) crisis in physics—a crisis having to do
with foundations—and he gives an historical account of how he thinks this crisis
came about.

Then he states his main thesis in this key paragraph

“I believe we should not modify the basic methodological principles…
Science works because it is based on methods that allow well-trained
people of good faith, who initially disagree, to come to consensus about
what can be rationally deduced from publicly available evidence. One of
the most fundamental principles of science has been that we only
consider as possibly true those theories that are vulnerable to being
shown false by doable experiments.”

Smolin says we should NOT change the basic methodological principles.
Theorists, in his view, should continue the practice of proposing theories that are



“vulnerable to being shown false by doable experiments.” This is what allows the
scientific community to function, by making differences empirically resolvable.

I think that to sustain this precept is not self-serving on Smolin’s or anyone’s
part. I rather think it is a service to physics and the scientific community in
general.

It seems to me that you can disagree with Weinberg and Smolin about the
magnitude of the unresolved foundation issues and the seriousness of the
present situation in physics. You can argue that there is no crisis, and there is no
major “turning point”. Or, you can concede the gravity of the situation and come
down on Weinberg’s side, against Smolin.

But I don’t think you gain respect by simply bad-mouthing Smolin’s article
—calling it “supercilious” and “condescending” etc.

Nor do I suspect that you speak for very many string researchers when you say
such things.

14. Anon.
March 13, 2006

Who says:

The main things Smolin does in the article are simple to state: he describes
Weinberg’s position, and he opposes it.

You seem to have read a different article than Aaron and I did! There was a bit
about that, yes — a few short paragraphs in the middle. But I see this as sort of a
diversion from the main thrust of Lee’s article, which is stressing the need for
thinking about “conceptual puzzles” and “foundational issues.” I don’t mean to
be off-topic and polemical, I’m just trying to respond to what I see as the central
focus of Lee’s article: namely, his assertion that most physicists don’t care about
conceptual or foundational issues, whereas he does. This is what I see as
condescending, and I think it’s what Aaron was referring to as well. The
implication that no one else is willing to think deeply is made pretty bluntly, and
it is offensive. Lee explicitly links his own work — and that of his collaborators —
with that of “Einstein, Bohr, Mach, Boltzmann, Poincare, Schrodinger,
Heisenberg.” Is this not self-aggrandizing?

Peter, if this is off-topic, feel free to delete, but I think I’m clearly replying to the
text of one of your links…. Just because (some) string theorists often make
overhyped and arrogant statements, it doesn’t excuse similar statements from
those opposed to string theory.

15. woit
March 13, 2006

I’m not going to tolerate a stupid off-topic flame war here, so will delete any
more comments on this thread (after exercising my prerogative as blog owner to
have the last word). If someone has an intelligible scientific point to make, make



it, but I won’t tolerate either personal attacks or repetitive and tendentious LQG
vs. string theory arguments.

You’re perhaps right Aaron that I have unjustly accused you, however
“tendentious”, “supercilious”, and “condescending” are words that seem to me to
apply to some of your postings, most recent example the ones over at the blog
belonging to Christine Dantas. But you’re right that you don’t ever behave like
Lubos, and most of the time avoid behaving like Jacques.

I reread Lee’s article, and found it perfectly reasonable (although I disagree with
him at some points: I’m much less optimistic than him that work on the
foundations of QM will get him what he wants, and less convinced that LQG now
leads to solid, testable predictions). The main point he is making is both very
true, exceedingly important, and rarely said in public by a theorist: if one
believes that string theory leads to a landscape such that there is no plausible
way of testing it, it is one’s duty as a scientist to abandon work on it, not to start
promoting some new paradigm of how to do untestable science.

I see not the slightest evidence the Lee is being dishonest at any point, whereas
the vast promotional string theory literature at this point just reeks of
dishonesty. As you might guess I also happen to feel that I’ve been personally
treated in an exceptionally dishonest and unethical way recently due to my
opposition to string theory.

What can you do about Lubos or others who behave badly? Come on, when he
posts something offensive, write in a comment saying so. If you and all the other
string theorists reading these blogs did this regularly, he might actually change
his behavior, or at least you would make it clear that the string theory
community doesn’t support him. Instead, his idiotic nastiness goes unchallenged,
with string theorists doing things like writing comments supporting what he has
to say, except perhaps noting that he is a bit “undiplomatic”. And he’s not the
only string theorist whose behavior people should challenge, just the craziest.

16. Aaron Bergman
March 13, 2006

Feel free to delete this one, too, Peter. If it does get you can leave that “Who” is
welcome to e-mail me or tell me of another forum in which I can respond.

In addition to Lee repeating various incorrect claims about string theory and
‘background independence’ (something pretty much guaranteed to make me
irate), this paragraph was particularly bad:

Meanwhile, many of those who continue to reject Einstein’s legacy and
work with background-dependent theories are particle physicists who
are carrying on the pragmatic, “shut-up-and calculate” legacy in which
they were trained. If they hesitate to embrace the lesson of general
relativity that space and time are dynamical, it may be because this is a
shift that requires some amount of critical reflection in a more
philosophical mode.



I don’t appreciate being told that I’m “reject[ing] Einstein’s legacy”, and hesitant
to “embrace the lesson of general relativity” because this “requires some amount
of critical reflection”. This isn’t an attack on string theory; it’s an attack on the
people who research string theory.

Rereading the essay, it’s true that the majority of it probably does not justify my
reaction (as I said, repeating the same incorrect claims about background
independence got me angry), but that paragraph is particularly offensive. The
self-serving aspect of this essay is how Lee continually sets himself as the
defender of Einstein, background independence and deep physics as if no one in
string theory ever thinks of such things. Plenty of such discussion occurs,
although it usually doesn’t end up in papers. One person who does publish
papers with discussions along those lines is Tom Banks.

I think it’s interesting that, Lubos excepted, most of the critiques about LQG by
string theorists have to do with how the theory could match up with the real
world, ie, anomalies, the semi-classical limit and, somewhat more loosely, black
hole entropy. On the other hand, the critiques of string theory seem to be more
philosophical, complaining that it’s not background independent or that it has
too many vacua to be predictive.

The latter critique is certainly legitimate (although still somewhat permature in
my opinion contra both the anthropists and the anti-anthropists). But it is still a
metaphysical complaint.

So, I think that Lee’s dichotomy between the deep thinkers doing “background
independent” quantum gravity and the “shut up and calculate” stringers leaves a
lot to be desired.

17. Eric Dennis
March 13, 2006

By the same token, Smolin is “linking” the shut-up-calculate crowd’s work with
that of Feynman, Dyson, Gell-Mann, and Oppenheimer. His point is not to play
“my guys are smarter than your guys”. It’s to note an interesting ideological
division among physicists and ponder its relevance to the future progress of the
field.

18. woit
March 13, 2006

Other comments came in while I was writing the last one, so I’ll leave them.

No, Aaron, complaining that string theory can’t predict anything and thus is not
legitimate science is not “metaphysical”, it’s scientific method 101. What is
“metaphysical” are the arguments used to justify continuing work on the
landscape and string theory unification.

But I really don’t want any more of this nonsense here. Just stop it. At this point
I’ll delete anything at all about this that anyone tries to put here.



19. ObsessiveMathsFreak
March 13, 2006

Ellis’s paper is rather peculiar; I’ve never before seen an arXiv paper
that argues against not another scientific paper, but some vague
statements in a popular book.

Interesting. This sounds like the kind of paper you would find in the humanities,
where views on books are regularly discussed. Might this be the start of a new
trend in physics publishing? The phrase “natural philosophy” comes to mind.

20. Dumb Biologist
March 13, 2006

I really don’t understand Dr. Smolin’s assertion that the “shut up and calculate”
approach has somehow led science to the Lanscape. I rather thought the
oringinal sentiment was to avoid wooly philosophizing about an approach that,
while defying human comprehension, nevertheless made perfectly accurate and
testable predictions. As Landscapology apparently addresses problems that are
neither calcuable (i.e. NP-hard and intractable) nor testable, I’m not sure how
“shut up and calculate” is even relevent. It’s not at all clear to me how more
wooly philosophizing is supposed to help when experimental verification of its
fruits are no closer than what can be attained with any other approach. I’d say if
the experiment isn’t doable (which apppears to be true of any current approach
to unification physics or quantum gravity), “shut up and do something else”
might be good advice.

I’m not even a physicist, and I simply can’t wait for some humongous collider to
come along and give scientists something else to argue about besides philosophy.
Like data.

21. Chris W.
March 13, 2006

This one is meant for deletion, and is inoffensive and helpful (I hope):

Typo alert: …which he calls “the lanscape,”…

22. Chris W.
March 13, 2006

One more typo: …local environmenal facts…

(Sorry for not including it the previous comment.)

23. Another Anon
March 13, 2006

Thanks for your reply above, Peter. The stuff I wrote about “King Smolin” was of
course exaggerated for theatrical effect. But as someone who doesn’t have
anything at stake in the outcome of any strings vs LQG fight I still found parts of



the article a bit objectionable. In particular toward the end where Smolin writes:

“So, while the new foundational approaches are still pursued by a minority of
theorists, the promise is quite substantial. We have in front of us two competing
styles of research. One, which 30 years ago was the way to succeed, now finds
itself in a crisis because it makes no experimental predictions, while another is
developing healthily, and is producing experimentally testable hypotheses.”

At the risk of being paranoid, this sounds a lot like “The previous bandwagon has
ended in a ditch, so now it’s time to build a new bandwagon”. (I’m no expert on
the current state of LQG etc, but that last bit smacks of propaganda hype a la
string theory.) I would have preferred a conclusion more along the lines of “Since
the previous bandwagon ended in a ditch, perhaps bandwagons themselves are
not such a great idea”. Instead of trying to predetermine which philosophy or
research program will turn out to be the best, how about encouraging people to
follow their own ideas, and rewarding them purely according to the progress
they make without preferential weighting for any particular research program.
For many years the rewards for making progress in string theory have been way
out of proportion with other areas. My worry after reading this article is that, if
Smolin had his way, that would simply be changed to preferential weighting for
progress on the “new foundational approaches” he advocates.

24. woit
March 13, 2006

Chris W.,

The typos are in the original, so I’ll leave them. This whole subject is
characterized by incredible sloppiness, why not sloppy spelling too?

Dumb Biologist,

My interpretation is that Smolin is arguing “shut up and do something else”, the
something else being thinking about foundational issues, ones that are neglected
in string theory. The hope would be that if you do this you’ll get some insight into
a different, more promising direction than string theory, at which point you can
shut up and calculate again. I have a somewhat similar view, but replacing
studying foundational issues in QM, by looking for a deeper mathematical
interpretation, and I prefer to start with the standard model rather than gravity.

Another Anon,

I think Smolin would agree with you that this is all about “encouraging people to
follow their own ideas, and rewarding them purely according to the progress
they make without preferential weighting for any particular research program”
and your opposition to bandwagons. The problem with the way research is
currently structured is that it is very hard to get attention for any formal
research if it’s not string theory. He’s just making the argument that this is not
good and pointing to one kind of research that he sees as having suffered
because of the way string theory has driven everything else out. If miraculously
he manages to get people to listen, becomes power-mad and constructs a new



bandwagon designed to drive other ideas out of business, that would be a bad
thing. I just don’t see the slightest danger of that happening in the forseeable
future.

25. Zelah
March 13, 2006

Reading this Blog has discouraged me about how High energy physics is
conducted.I mean, crying foul at a webarticle? By String Theorists?

It seems to me that Lee is just politely speaking his mind. A totally legitimate
thing to do! Most probably there is some sort of hidden insult that Lee is giving
out to his fellow high energy physicist theorist?! Cannot take the heat Stringers?
I say if you want to dish it out like say Lubos, then you have to take it on the
chin!

My final thoughts. As an amateur, it seems to me that there is a whole lot of data
waiting to be explained! Like Dark Matter / Energy.Surely, it is a serious
indictment of String theory if it has NOTHING TO SAY on these matters? Worst
in my book is to ask higher standards of ones competitors!

26. Who
March 13, 2006

The typos are in the original, so I’ll leave them. This whole subject is
characterized by incredible sloppiness, why not sloppy spelling too?

IIRC Susskind once posted something on arxiv about “Sting Theory”,
You had a thread relating to it here, I believe. It was funny (not only the Freudian
spelling, the whole thing).

A propos. Baez just gave a talk at Rovelli’s CPT—he posted a link in yesterday’s
TWF #227—and at the end of the talk Rovelli asked him “doesn’t this mean that
the physics of the last 25 years is junk?”

and Baez agreed. this is from someone who was there and just posted it on PF.
Baez talk and Smolin’s essay are parallel in some respects, both illuminate
embarrassing problems in fundamental physics

27. Another Anon
March 13, 2006

Thanks Peter, although it seems your reading of the article is quite different from
mine. I guess we’ll just have to agree to disagree.

28. vb
March 13, 2006

You’ve got an excellent blog, which I regularly read (via Google Reader, so I skip
the replies most of the time, but anyway) and share similar sceptical views, but
similarity between the Darwin theory of natural selection and the landscape idea



is appealing. In your own opinion, what web site or blog would be the most
antagonist to your blog? Thanks, vb.

29. Lee Smolin
March 13, 2006

Dear Aaron and others,

I apologize if you found what I said to be “condescending” and “offensive”. My
point is not to insult anyone and it is certainly not to support one trendy fashion
against another. I meant what I wrote in the Physics Today article, which is that
intellectually independent individuals with something original and important to
contribute always deserve priority, even over people pursuing my own research
program. This is what I do in practice, as I think those who know me will attest
to.

The point of this article was not to make a polemic for LQG, which is mentioned
just once (and then just in a list of theories) but to offer a new hypothesis as to
why physics is in a crisis. To the people I inadvertently offended, I would ask you
to look beyond labels to the facts I describe. It is just true that there is a small
community of people whose scientific work is centered on “foundational issues.”
By this I mean those questions usually labeled such, for example the
measurement problem in quantum mechanics, the problems of time or what is
observable in quantum cosmology, or the relational/absolute debate about the
nature of spacetime.

I don’t think there is anything arrogant about pointing out that there are
different communities, or that these communities have different styles and
evaluate research according to different values. The foundations community, in
my experience, values intellectual independence and depth of thought more than
many people in more mainstream fields. This is partly because one needs
acquaintance with the philosophical tradition to make a contribution here, and
also because there being almost no professional opportunities in research
universities for such people, they tend to be intellectually independent people
who value their independence more than they do the usual sorts of professional
success.

Nor is it “self-aggrandizing” to mention that this foundational tradition owes a
great deal to and feels itself to be connected to Einstein, Bohr and other
foundational thinkers of the first half of the 20th Century. Again this is just a fact.
You are much more likely to find someone who has actually read the original
writings of Einstein, Bohr, Boltzmann etc among the foundations community than
you are among more mainstream communities.

There is nothing wrong with a theoretical physicist not having an interest in
foundational problems. Most don’t, it’s a choice about where you think the
answers to the questions you want to solve are going to come from. I choose to
go to meetings in foundations of quantum mechanics, because I think they are
relevant. I’ve seen very few people at these meetings who also contribute to
string theory-I only recall Brian Greene and Gerard ‘t Hooft. So it’s just a



statement of fact to say that most string theorists don’t think the foundational
issues are relevant for their field. Another piece of evidence for this is that there
are few if any papers by someone considered a leading string theorist proposing
a new solution to one of the foundational problems I listed above. But many of
the leaders of the non-string approaches to quantum gravity have written such
papers, such as Crane, Dowker, Finkelstein, Hartle, Isham, Markopoulou,
Penrose, Rovelli, Sorkin.

The point of my essay is to propose that it is an intellectual mistake to separate
the problem of quantum gravity from the foundational issues. This implies that
more attention and scope needs to be given to those who understand and care
about the foundational issues and have ideas of how they relate to the problem of
quantum gravity. This could be right or wrong. If you don’t agree with it, that’s
fine, but please don’t be insulted just because your style of research is labeled
“non-foundational,” when in fact you have not focused on the problems that are
called “foundational”.

As for rejecting Einstein’s legacy, this is again just a fact. If you study the work of
historians such as Stachel and Barbour, who are intimately familiar with
Einstein’s work and its historical context, you learn that background
independence is the core of what they consider Einstein’s legacy to be. I don’t
understand why this bothers anyone. If you have thought about the issue and
decided to reject background independence then you are in disagreement with
Einstein. But this should hardly bother most contemporary theorists as very few
of us agree with Einstein’s views on quantum theory, which puts almost all of us
outside of his legacy.

Is it arrogant to say that shifting one’s view on these issues requires a certain
amount of critical reflective thinking? Perhaps, but all I can say is that this is
what it took for me to make the switch, having been trained originally as a
quantum field theorist and having done all my early work on perturbative
quantum gravity. It took sustained interactions with Barbour and Stachel, as well
as close study of their and Einsein’s work, over several years, to come to their
point of view.

Finally, thanks to WHO, who made several points better than I could have.

Thanks,

Lee

30. woit
March 13, 2006

I gave Lee the last word here since there was a significant amount of criticism
here and he deserved the right to respond to it. But, please restrict comments to
the topic of the posting (the multiverse, remember?). There’s a lot of interesting
things to debate about foundational issues, but I’d rather people not do it here
and now. For one thing, such a debate is exceedingly hard to properly moderate,
and I’m way too busy for that right now.



31. woit
March 13, 2006

vb,

Depends what you mean by antagonist. There’s Lubos Motl, who goes nuts when
my views are mentioned, except that he and I kind of agree on the landscape. I
don’t know of any blog that actively promotes the landscape point of view
regularly from the point of view of someone doing research in that field.

32. vb
March 13, 2006

Thanks for the answers. Yes, youve guessed right in your second part,
“antagonist” in this sense, as you’ve said, who: “…actively promotes the
landscape point of view regularly from the point of view of someone doing
research in that field.” — not aware of any site, which, btw, tells a bit of story:
perhaps it’s easier to be sceptical; “poking around” controversial hypothesis
[landscape] publicly by an established scientist [e.g. Susskind] can make him
vulnerable to “not even wrong” kind of opinions (on the other hand, for a non-
well-known scientist, it may be an opportunity). Science has no other way but to
advance though; and someone has to make first steps, even if they fall…

33. woit
March 13, 2006

vb,

One interesting aspect of the landscape idea is that it is significantly less popular
among younger researchers without much of a reputation, which is also the same
population that is most likely to start a blog. My interpretation is that this is
because adopting the landscape point of view is a kind of giving up which is
much more likely to appeal to older people who have spent more than 20 years
struggling to get a prediction out of string theory. Younger people who haven’t
been at this as long are more likely to believe that giving up is not necessary,
that some nice vacuum state of the right kind can still be found.

I do wish Susskind would start a blog though, that would be interesting.

34. Jimbo
March 13, 2006

I think everyone should read Smolin’s paper, ref’d by Peter. It is an outstanding
delineation of the crisis impending in theoretical physics. The reason that Ellis’
comment is devoid of math is that all the calculations supporting his claim that
Lenny is wrong about horizon distinctions, are done in the paper he ref’s by
Davis & Lineweaver.
Sounds to me like Susskind was trying to slip the public a `mickey’, vis a vis,
particle v. event horizons, in order to bump sales.

35. Who



March 14, 2006

The reason that Ellis’ comment is devoid of math is that all the calculations
supporting his claim that Lenny is wrong about horizon distinctions, are done in
the paper he ref’s by Davis & Lineweaver.

That was my impression too: Ellis didn’t need to include equations since he is
dealing with established concepts familiar to cosmologists, and he gives ample
references.

BTW the paper he cited by Davis and Lineweaver is one of several by those
authors about cosmological horizons.

To amplify Jimbo’s remark, contrary to Susskind’s claim, what cosmologists call
the particle horizon is not analogous to a black hole event horizon, except in a
verbal or poetic sense. Moreover the cosmic microwave background is not
coming to us from the particle horizon (but from the surface of last scattering),
and it is not produced in a way analogous to Hawking radiation. Even if one were
to grant for the argument’s sake that information about matter eaten by a black
hole is encoded in the Hawking radiation, this would not imply that information
about other universes (“pocket universes” and the like) is present in the CMB.
The exerpts from Susskind’s book which Ellis includes in his article are
extraordinary—I recommend reading the Ellis article (all 3 pages of it) just for
the quotes.

36. csrster
March 14, 2006

Ellis has obviously misunderstood Susskind’s argument, as no-one with a primary
school education could have made such an absurd blunder as the one Ellis
attributes to Susskind.

37. Eli Rabett
March 14, 2006

It may be time to reconsider )after a few centuries of success( the proposition
that the universe can be understood at all levels by humans. Perhaps there is
some level at which this cannot be done, and attempts to do so only lead to
madness and ill tempered posts.

38. woit
March 14, 2006

Eli,

I don’t know about “at all levels”, but at the level string theory is trying to
understand, there’s no evidence yet that this can’t be done. String theorists at
the moment are trying to promote the idea that since string theory leads to a
complicated mess that can’t be understood, the world must be a complicated
mess that can’t be understood. That string theory is just a wrong idea is a much
simpler explanation.



39. Who
March 14, 2006

[csrster: Ellis has obviously misunderstood Susskind’s argument, as no-one with
a primary school education could have made such an absurd blunder as the one
Ellis attributes to Susskind.]

Your guess is understandable (because what Susskind claim is so absurd) but
unfortunately you would seem to be mistaken. Ellis quotes passages from
Susskind’s book which are explicit, and gives a link to longer exerpts providing
context.

The case is quite clear. Please do not rely on my imperfect paraphrase, but read
the quotes from Susskind in Ellis original paper. It is only 3 pages and no trouble
to read.

[url]http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603266[/url]
[b]On horizons and the cosmic landscape[/b]

Abstract: “Susskind claims in his recent book The Cosmic Landscape that
evidence for the existence and nature of ‘pocket universes’ in a multiverse would
be available via detailed study of the Cosmic Blackbody Background Radiation. I
point out that apart from any other queries one might have about the chain of
argument involved, this claim is invalid because it rests on a confusion between
the nature of a particle horizon and an event horizon in cosmology.”

Ellis gives this link to exerpts from Susskind’s book containing the questionable
claim:
[url]http://www.twbookmark.com/books/28/0316155799
/chapter_excerpt22014.html[/url]

Some quotes from Susskind are:
“…The very same arguments that won the Black Hole War can be adapted to
cosmological horizons. The existence and details of all the other pocket universes
are contained in the subtle features of the cosmic radiation that constantly
bathes all parts of our observable universe…”

40. Christine Dantas
March 14, 2006

Very interesting paper by Ellis, with excellent references.

He writes,

In reality, the limit is even stronger: no significant cosmological
information reaches us at the present time from beyond the visual
horizon – defined by the world-lines of the furthest matter from which
we receive electromagnetic radiation today.

As far as I understand, however, another horizon could be set by a primordial
gravitational radiation background. The observational aspects of this possibility,



in classical and string theory contexts respectively, can be found in astro-
ph/0504290 and hep-th/9907185. Another interesting paper is by Craig J. Hogan:
astro-ph/9809364. However, I do not know how far these studies could be
extended to the multiverse issue in the sense that information coded in the
primordial gravitational radiation background (observed from WMAP or LISA)
could be used to infer on the existence of these “other universes”.

41. Anon1
March 15, 2006

Hi,
For pple who r confused about ‘particle’ and ‘event’ horizons..(actually, u can add
the hubble radius to this list..these 3 are often mixed up) look at this paper..
Ofcourse, this is much before black hole radiation etc.. but this is one of the first
to spell out the differences clearly. Hope it helps..

42. Eli Rabett
March 17, 2006

Peter,

True there is no evidence that we cannot understand the universe at the level of
string theory, but equally well there is no guarantee that it can. Moreover it is
not even clear that the methods that have been used to characterize nature up to
this point can continue to work ad infinitum.

I offer this thought in the same spirit as the anthropic principle was created. The
level of string theory is so far from human experience that the universe may not
be explicable to or by us at that level.

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-bib_query?bibcode=1956MNRAS.116..662R&db_key=AST&data_type=HTML&format=
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-bib_query?bibcode=1956MNRAS.116..662R&db_key=AST&data_type=HTML&format=


Two Years Later

March 13, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

This week is the second anniversary of this weblog, so perhaps a good moment for
some reflections on what has been happening over the past two years.

In many ways, the weblog has been successful far beyond my wildest dreams. My
original expectation was that there would be a handful of people with similar interests
who would regularly read it, and it would be quite a success if I ended up with a
couple hundred readers. I don’t have completely accurate recent statistics, but
recently each day at least several thousand people are checking up to see what is
going on here. This is quite gratifying, and makes the significant amount of effort and
time I’ve been putting into this seem worthwhile. It has been interesting to note from
looking at some other blogger’s publication records that starting an active weblog
seems to correspond to starting to write many fewer papers. My one regret is that the
time spent on this has definitely taken away from time that could be devoted to
finishing and writing up various research projects. In the future I hope to find a better
balance on this issue.

One of the main topics covered on this blog, and by far the most controversial, is the
ongoing story about string theory and its dominance of theoretical high energy
physics. The public perception of string theory seems to me to have changed
significantly recently, as more and more science journalists have started to realize
that things are not going well. Many of them have moved from a stance of uncritical
acceptance of the claims of string theorists to a more skeptical and balanced view of
the subject. The kind of overhyped popular string theory article that was a staple for
20 years is increasingly unlikely to be written by professional science journalists.
Such things now occur most often in places like university press releases, authored by
people with no experience in the subject.

I’d like to think I had something to do with this, but there are much larger forces at
work. The field of string theory has suffered a remarkable intellectual collapse, one
that is not just a matter of opinion, but can be quantified in various ways. For many
years Michael Peskin has written up a discussion of the yearly list of top cited HEP
articles. I wrote up postings discussing the 2003 and 2004 lists. By 2004 there were
only two post-1999 string theory papers among the list of 50 most heavily cited (the
early 2002 Berenstein et. al. PP waves paper, and the early 2003 KKLT paper), and
Peskin seems to have stopped writing up a discussion of the list, possibly because
there was virtually nothing new to discuss. SPIRES has not yet produced a 2005 list
and I don’t know if they ever intend to, but from some data gathered at
physicsforums.com it would appear that the only two string theory papers likely to
have accumulated the 150 or so citations needed to make the top 50 in 2005 are
exactly the same two as in 2004. The subject has come to nearly a dead stop, and that
rather than the complaints of its critics is behind the sense of crisis felt by many of its
practitioners.

The panel discussion at Strings 2005 in Toronto was rather remarkable. For the first
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time, members of the audience started to raise real questions about what was going
on in the subject and the panel members had difficulty in putting a positive face on
the situation. It will be interesting to see if a similar discussion occurs at Strings 2006
this summer in Beijing.

The two post 2000 papers that are widely cited reflect the two main topics that string
theorists are still working on. One is AdS/CFT, which many, many people work on
since it is the best thing to have come out of the string theory project. There doesn’t
however seem to be much significant progress in this area. The second paper, by
KKLT, is the one that really launched the whole landscape business. The fact that it is
the most recent hot area of activity in string theory is something that even most
string theorists find very disturbing. Over the last couple years, the original
implausible hopes that something could be gotten out of the Landscape have been
pretty convincingly crushed. Leading figures in the field have abandoned the
Landscape and moved out into the swampland of theories that have nothing to do
with the real world and may or may not be low energy limits of a string theory. It
remains very unclear what the point of this is.

The most active string theory blogs are becoming ever more bizarre, with
increasingly strange behavior of all sorts from Lubos Motl, and Jacques Distler
following the lead of others into the swampland while firmly sticking to the idea that
my criticisms of string theory are some sort of illegitimate crackpotism. While most
string theorists are well aware of what bad shape the field is in and casting about for
something new to do, the true believers are exhibiting something more and more
approaching religious fanaticism.

Unfortunately, leading figures in particle theory show no signs of being willing to
publicly address the increasingly disturbing state of the subject. Part of my problem
with the arXiv is the feeling of many that I do not have the stature in the community
necessary to justify being allowed to make the kind of critical comments I have been
making publicly. I’m willing to agree with this point, but it remains unfortunately true
that those whose responsibility it is are doing little to address the situation. The
whole field of particle theory is becoming increasingly damaged by these problems,
and only one aspect of this is the problem of public perceptions, which is going to get
a lot worse before it gets better.

I have no idea where this story is going next. The general attitude seems to be to
hunker down for the next few years, try and wait out the crisis and hope that LHC
results will save everything. This doesn’t seem to me to be the right way to address
the serious problems that are all too obvious right now.

Update: Some anonymous person really has too much time on their hands. But I’m
honored.

Update: One or more people definitely have too much time on their hands. Besides
the Not Even Wrong parody mentioned above, there’s another one, and also Cosmic
Variance and Lubos Motley’s Stringy Climate Theories. This last one informs us that

Recent fake blogs have brought shame to the Internet:

(1) http://motls.blogspot.com pokes fun at Dr Lubos Motl, by posting a mixture of
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insane climate drivel, interspersed with attacks on theoretical physicists. I can reveal
it is fake.

Comments

1. Garrett
March 14, 2006

String theorists will work on something. (And no, not burger flipping, as much as
you might wish…) It is a gradual revolution. People will work on things that
aren’t strings, but keep referring to strings, or say their work is “string
inspired.” Eventually, someone will find something cool, maybe tenuously
connected to past string work, and everyone will jump on that. Then, after
awhile, people will see that the connections to strings are superfluous. And that
multi-decade endeavor will be relegated to the dustbin of history. Such is the way
of crowd dynamics, even really frickin’ smart crowds.

2. Garrett
March 14, 2006

Oh, and yes, nice job Peter — congrats on your anniversary and much deserved
blog success. I think you’re playing a bigger role than you’re willing to admit.

3. a
March 14, 2006

String theory predicts nothing, and LHC might find nothing.
In a few years we might have to reconsider anthropic models more seriously.

4. Ijon Tichy
March 14, 2006

The public perception of string theory seems to me to have changed
significantly recently, as more and more science journalists have
started to realize that things are not going well. Many of them have
moved from a stance of uncritical acceptance of the claims of string
theorists to a more skeptical and balanced view of the subject.

One would think they would strive for a skeptical and balanced view of all areas
of science, not just string theory. Unfortunately, much of science journalism is of
the mindless cheerleader variety, uncritical and unquestioning, leaving the
largely disinterested public with a rather distorted view of the enterprise.
Science needs its critics, especially in highly speculative fields like high-energy
physics and cosmology. So you can understand why I believe that this blog is
carrying out an important role. Keep up the good work, Peter Woit.

5. Chris Oakley
March 14, 2006

I sometimes wonder whether some HEP researchers really understand what



research is all about. An interesting but speculative idea did not work. So what?
Move on and try something else. Brand loyalty makes no kind of sense in this
game: there are just models that are good at describing nature and models that
are not. Nature and Occam’s razor are the arbiters. Distler (the “flaming spear in
the stringy god’s left hand”) and Motl (the “hammer in the stringy god’s right”)
seem to think that criticism of ST is a personal attack on themselves. That is not
how it works. We are all Sherlock Holmeses, rooting around the dustbins of
reality for clues as to how the universe works. Some hypotheses fit the facts well,
some do not. Some hypotheses can be stretched and squeezed in an unattractive
way to fit the facts, but why bother? Why not just try something simpler?

6. Thomas Larsson
March 14, 2006

Happy anniversary, Peter.

7. anon
March 14, 2006

‘… Lubos Motl, and Jacques Distler following the lead of others into the
swampland while firmly sticking to the idea that my criticisms of string theory
are some sort of illegitimate crackpotism.’

What someone should do is expose some of belief systems of these ‘defenders of
the faith’.

None of them are as holy as you Peter. I know Lubos is a deviant of mainstream
views on climate change, so he’s a ‘crackpot’ in that sense. Then you just apply
his own brand of guilt by association, and hint that if he has eccentric views on
climate, he’s ST work is probably guilty by association with a cranky brain.

Since Jacques is moderator of trackbacks and allows them from Motl’s blog
which is as full of crackpot climatic postings as it is ST, Jacques is guilty by
association too. I won’t mention Kaku’s interests in UFOs, but sincerely someone
should make the public aware of their guilt by association to loony ideas. BTW,
does anyone know any deviancy of Susskind (apart from physics)?

8. Juan R.
March 14, 2006

Congrats for your contribution to light in this nigthmare called string “theory”.

—
Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

9. a
March 14, 2006

Have you seen the lunatic stuff distler posts on his blog?



By comparison, motl seems positively sane.

10. robert
March 14, 2006

Your blog has made vey interesting reading over the past two years. And to think
I stumbled upon it, having been thoroughly impressed when watching ‘The
Elegant Universe’. Keep ‘keeping it real’.

Best wishes

11. Joao Leao
March 14, 2006

Being a long time lurker to your blog I take this oportunity to thank you and
congratulate you on what you have accomplished here. Besides the obvious fact
that it takes guts to point out a “naked emperor” in any court, I think the success
of “Not Even Wrong” owes much to your level-headedness and your gift for clear
writing. Though I cannot claim that I always agree with you, I am probably more
radical than you in what I consider conceptual and critical failures in today’s
fundamental (super)physics. You are surely right in pointing out that the
recognition of the general malaise is spreading through the ranks! This is also
underscored by the increasing “prickliness” of the “defenders of the faith”.
(Arrogance and insecurity often go hand in hand! ) These are hard times for
physics and, as much as it may hurt you, your time is well spent in providing and
“driving” this critical vehicle. And it should be noted that you try your damnest
to keep it constructive.

Hang in there!

12. Who
March 14, 2006

the empirical science ethic (only theories vulnerable to test by a do-able
experiment) is almost 400 years old
your blog is 2 years old
and upholds that ethic
bravo Peter

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novum_Organum

Novum Organum (1620)

13. Zelah
March 14, 2006

Happy anniversary Peter.

14. Urbano
March 14, 2006

Congrats. And keep it going :-)!
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15. Dumb Biologist
March 14, 2006

Happy 2nd!

16. Dick Thompson
March 14, 2006

Happy anniversary from a daily peruser. You have performed and are performing
a valuable service.

The string theory community is better than the likes of Motl, Distler, and the
anthropic landscape crew, and we can hope it will come to its senses shortly.
There is hope there, for example in Lisa Randall’s models and the higher
category approaches promoterd by Urs Scheiber and John Baez, among others.

17. Kea
March 14, 2006

Happy anniversary to you and the WMAP release!

18. Ron Avitzur
March 14, 2006

Happy anniversary!

Thank you for providing a forum for so many educational discussions, and for a
fascinating glimpse “behind the curtains” into the human side of the process of
science.

Keep up the great work! (And good luck striking a balance between all the time
this takes, and continuing your own research.)

19. Dumb Biologist
March 14, 2006

They say you’ve finally arrived (where I can’t say) if you’ve been lampooned. One
of course would hope for a good lampooning…

20. tommaso dorigo
March 14, 2006

Peter, congratulations for this endeavour. Two things.

One, you know very well that this blog is not just a blog. It is in places like this
that science makes progress sometimes. Public arenas are scarce, hampered by
good manners, and people will not speak up too easily with the first thing that
springs to their mind. It is in a successful blog such as yours, ran by a respected
scientist such as you are, and frequented by lots of silent listeners as well as by a
few vocal individuals, that the scientific debate becomes hot, useful, and
constructive (well, not always, but signal to noise seems good). So thanks! for
running it, and if you think about ramping down the blogging for that other



paper you wish to write… Well, write it here. You’ll get more attention and
constructive criticism in the making.

Two, as an experimentalist in HEP I feel I have been left driving blind. I have
spent the last ten years of my life constructing tools to find the Higgs boson, and
I do not even know for sure if I would prefer if it was there or not after all. Many
colleagues are so into Susy they think it is just a matter of time until they bump
in spectacular cascade signatures. I wish I was convinced by it myself, but no,
cannot see the real appeal. String theory looks so far out to me I never even
ventured into trying to understand it. In a word, I need guidance, or I will lose
interest. Will the good old days when the world was either S-T or V-A, and we
physicists only had to go figure it out, ever come back ?
I hope by reading your blog I will keep some inspiration…

21. woit
March 14, 2006

Tommaso,

Thanks for the encouragement! I do hope in the future to try and write some
things here that will be ultimately part of a paper I’m writing (although I fear
this may drive away much of my audience….)

It’s a tough time to be an experimentalist, but, it could be worse, you could be a
high-energy theorist, which has really been a frustrating business for quite a
while now. Good luck in your hunt for the Higgs!

22. Kris Krogh
March 14, 2006

Peter,

Thanks for your courageous stand these two years, that the job of physicists is
not to tell us about the imaginary but the physical.

23. Hooman
March 14, 2006

Congradulations Peter on your second year of this SUPERB blog. Every branch of
scientific endevour needs sharp and rational, criticism. But I believe this blog is
much more than a simple ‘anti-string’ voice. It is a wealth of interersting
information and a source of inspiration for all people who are interested in
“modern Natural Philosophy”.
Pauli would be have been very pleased with your efforts….;-)

24. Justin
March 14, 2006

Congradulations for your contribution to the continuing decline of high energy
particle theory.



25. Michael
March 14, 2006

Peter, if you find running this blog “gratifying”, what word would you use to
describe a successful academic career?

26. Santo D'Agostino
March 14, 2006

Peter,

Congratulations on producing a valuable scholarly contribution.

All the best wishes,
Santo

ps: Michael, you are acting like an ass. Smarten up, will you?

27. JuanPablo
March 14, 2006

happy… err… blogversary (?) (did you see http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez
/where_we_stand/where_we_stand.pdf? seems to be a nice present for today)

28. D R Lunsford
March 14, 2006

Well done, and best wishes!

-drl

29. Who
March 14, 2006

speaking of presents, Bert Schroer posted an article today that discusses among
other things Peter’s book “The Failure of String Theory”—-and has a fair amount
of complimentary things to say.

I gather Schroer is a respected elder statesman algebraic QFT guy, friend of Ray
Streaters since 1960 according to Streater, Schroer’s papers go back to 1961. he
is worried about the state of physics and he has ideas of what needs to be done—
and he compares and contrasts his views with those in Peter’s book. So it is kind
of a nice thing to have happen on your blogbirthday.

Schroer’s paper that he posted today is
http://arxiv.org/physics/0603112
String Theory and the Crisis in Particle Physics

It has a funny fourline poem in German that originated in Prague sometime
before 1940 at a time when a maestro named Motl used to conduct Wagner
operas.
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” … after a performance of Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde…. an art critic wrote
instead of the usual critical review in next days newspaper the following
limerick….:

Gehe nicht zu Motl’s Tristan
schau Dir nicht dieses Trottels Mist an,
schaff dir lieber ’nen viertel Most an
und trink dir mit diesem Mittel Trost an ”

it is a tradition in our family that people should get poems for birthdays and is
this really so off-topic as all that?

30. D R Lunsford
March 14, 2006

It may be flattery, Peter, but it’s lame and misses the real point. No one reads the
masters. I lived in the journal stacks – haunted them. I saw the evolution of
physics almost first hand – the only trouble was, the authors were dead or
scattered, so direct questions were impossible.

No one reads journals now. They hang around the archive like a pack of goth
girls at a record store. Like string theory, the archive is a failure not only in fact,
but in concept, because it is too easily subverted by priggish martinets.

“Not even wrong” is, above all, an homage to Pauli, the great unread and
misunderstood hero of physics. When I saw that title, I rejoiced, because I knew
that anyone who really loved Pauli also really loves physics, and would defend it
against subversion whatever the cost.

Here’s to Pauli, and here’s to Peter.

-drl

31. Aaron Bergman
March 15, 2006

Re:Schroer —

My god. It’s like deja vu all over again.

32. D R Lunsford
March 15, 2006

ROFL

-drl

33. Bourgeois Nerd
March 15, 2006

Happy Blogoversary from a daily reader! Some of what you write is
waaaaaaaaaaaay over my head (I’m just a useless English major with a fetish for



cosmology and particle physics, after all), but it’s always interesting and often
wryly funny. I don’t always agree with your views, but you’ve really articulated
what had been a vague dissatisfaction with string theory; I never really “got” the
“beauty” of it and just didn’t like it. I’m glad others share this view and back it
up with some actual evidence and knowledge instead of my non-empirical
feelings. Plus, I’m also happy that there’s someone out there being a gadfly and
sticking it to THE MAN. He always needs that. Keep up the good work!

34. robert
March 15, 2006

Peter

Please free to delete this, but I cannot restrain myself from commenting once
more that ‘Michael’ continues to reveal himself to be a complete shit. Lubos and
Distler may take things a little too far from time to time, but at least they make it
clear who they are and, especially in the case of LM, produce blogs that contain
a great deal of interesting material when they are not going OTT.

35. anonymous
March 15, 2006

Robert, Santo & others,

Please, I would really urge you to just ignore Michael. He’s a troll, out on baiting,
and any attention to him is what feeds him.

Ignoring Michael is easy enough, but now its getting irritating to read such
replies are yours.

36. Haelfix
March 15, 2006

Wasn’t Shroer the Professor who was harping about DDF/Pohlmeyer string
quantization a few years ago? I glanced through his paper and he still seems to
have issues with stringy localization.

Afaik that question is still debated, particularly in the context of string field
theory. Is anyone aware of whether its settled now or not?

37. Chris Oakley
March 15, 2006

A non-literal translation of the poem, that I hope at least captures the spirit:

Don’t go to Tristan of Motl’s,
Don’t appear at this zombie excrescence,
It’s better just to get some bottles:
And have a much more pleasant acquiescence

38. Paradigm
March 15, 2006



Michael: this year there is a summer school about “Strings and Branes: The
present paradigm for gauge interactions and cosmology”. Do you think it is a
honest title? Don’t you agree that this blog can help students?

39. David Cobden
March 15, 2006

I want to add my voice to the chorus. This is my favorite blog. I am a condensed
matter physicist, presently at the March meeting in Baltimore along with about
half the other physicists in America. I see many problems with the way physics is
going nowadays, and one of them is the situation in particle theory, which has
become detatched from reality. My particle theory colleagues would not agree
with this (I hope they don’t take offence and vote against my tenure), but
everyone I know in condensed matter would. The particle theory situation is
particularly irksome because it gets such a disproportionate share of the
limelight, and because many of us who are passionate about physics see this
degradation of the traditional scientific method happening at the very core of our
discipline. The situation is not going to get better unless we talk about it! Your
blog is the healthiest, most coolly moderated discussion physics forum I know of,
given the limitations of bloggery. Though there are other good blogs, they seem
to skirt around these deepest problems. We need something like Not Even Wrong
in condensed matter. I hope you keep it going!

40. Robert
March 15, 2006

Happy B’day!

Come one, Peter, say something on physics/0603112 don’t be shy! Lubos already
had his go.

41. woit
March 15, 2006

Thanks to all for the blog-bday greetings!

Robert,

I’m in the middle of writing something about this. Lubos is just too fast, I can’t
beat him on speed.

42. Who
March 15, 2006

Lubos comment on the poem is not perceptive.
he knocks the rhyming—-suggesting it is dumb technically.
it is not. Lubos reflex contempt misleads him in this case.

the rhyming is an example of a rather technically challenging
German light verse form called the schuettelreim
which has to rhyme on actual Spoonerisms



(permutations of the syllables which result in other words of different meaning)

there are German websites devoted to schuettelreim—-to “switch rhyming”, or
spooner-rhyming

Motl should show respect for the poem’s technical competence (and wit). Dont
knock it til you try it.

the verse would be more perfect if one phrase—-viertel Most—were changed to
drittel Most
the better to permute into Mittel Trost

The viertel (a quarter-liter wineglass) being more common than a drittel (a third
of a liter glass or mug) would have occasioned the artistic compromise.

43. Bert Schroer
March 17, 2006

To Who says
You are perfectly correct, now I remember that it must have been a “drittel”. It is
one of the best schuettelreims in German I know. Most of them only have two
lines like:
Es klapperten die Klapperschlagen
bis ihre Klappern schlapper klangen
or
Es sprach der Herr von Finkenstein
die Harzer Kaeschen stinken fein
or (if you don’t mind one with a boy scout flavor):
Sie zogen aus mit bunten Wimpeln
und kehrten heim mit wunden Pimpeln.
But please don’t think that the beauty and perfection of the 4-liner was the main
reason for writing my article.
I will be back on the radar screen with some (hopefully) enlightening remarks on
the role of differential geometry and topology in quantum field theory (Schroer
versus Woit, but no polemics) only on coming tuesday.

44. Who
March 17, 2006

I will be back on the radar screen

It’s a pleasure. I look forward to seeing you.

45. John A
March 21, 2006

I read both this weblog and Lumo’s. Sometime I agree with one of you and not
the other, sometimes both, sometimes neither.

Like String Theory, the consensus on climate science is rather less than the hype
put upon it by some of its more famous protagonists.



I do not care for theories which have no testable results or which cannot be
replicated. So for Lumo to support String Theory (majoritarian) and climate
skepticism (minoritarian) and this blog to do the reverse, is satisfyingly ironic.

Can I make a suggestion? Try to dial down the rhetoric on Lubos and focus on
the substance of the argument.

Having setup quite a few blogs myself, I can say that I get more scientific content
through them (or even despite them) than from peer-reviewed journals. They’re
not a nirvana, but they have definitely changed the way academic discourse is
conducted.

I look forward to another couple of years of interesting commentary. I am sure
the truth will out.

46. woit
March 21, 2006

Thanks John.

One correction. This blog takes no position at all on climate change and I delete
comments from people who try and start debates here on issues like that. I’m a
firm believer that my blog should stick to topics that I have some expertise in.

Focussing on the substance of an argument with Lubos is really not possible, I’ve
sometimes attempted it and never gotten anywhere. He is however highly
entertaining, and the fact that a Harvard faculty member string theorist is so
loony is a truly remarkable one to observe, so I don’t at all intend to ignore him.



Baez and Schroer

March 15, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

John Baez’s latest This Week’s Finds is out. As in other recent issues, he starts with
some of the most fantastic astronomical pictures around. He also links to his recent
non-technical talk Fundamental Physics: Where We Stand Today, which also has
fantastic pictures. In the talk he describes how, since the 80s, “many physicists feel
stuck”, and “continue to make predictions but they are usually wrong or not yet
testable. This has led to a feeling of malaise. Why are they failing?” He partially
answers this question with

But when their theories made incorrect or untestable predictions, many theorists
failed to rethink their position. It is difficult to publicly retract bold claims. Instead,
they focus more and more attention on the mathematical elegance of their theories…
some becoming mathematicians in disguise. (There are worse fates).

Someone who was at the talk reports that afterwards Carlo Rovelli asked Baez
“whether what he had just presented didn’t imply that the theoretical physics of the
last 25 years was ‘junk'”, and that Baez “replied after some hesitation ‘You said it'”.

A physicist who has been concerned for quite a while about the sociological changes
in how particle theory is done and the ever more critical situation that the field finds
itself in is theorist Bert Schroer. His specialty is in the area of algebraic approaches to
QFT, especially conformally invariant ones. More than a decade ago he was writing
review articles on QFT well-worth reading that included warnings about what has
been going on. For some examples, see his Reminiscences about Many Pitfalls and
Some Successes of QFT Within the Last Three Decades and Motivations and Physical
Aims of Algebraic QFT.

Schroer has just posted three new articles on the arXiv. One of these is entitled String
theory and the crisis in particle physics and is well worth reading if you have any
interest in the ongoing controversy over string theory. Schroer has many interesting
points to make on the subject, and one of his main concerns is that a great deal of
knowledge developed about QFT during the last century may be effectively lost as the
training of young theorists focuses on string theory. This article has already drawn
Lubos Motl’s trademark rant accusing anyone skeptical about string theory of being
an incompetent crackpot.

The second of his new articles is called Physicists in times of war and begins with
comments on the Iraq war and Schroer’s profound disappointment at the refusal of
Witten and others to join him in a public campaign against the war before it began.
The second part of the article tells the story of Pascual Jordan, one of the founders of
quantum mechanics who joined the Nazi party. Schroer’s politics are diametrically
opposite to those of Jordan, but he is highly sympathetic to Jordan’s scientific point of
view, from the earliest years of quantum mechanics, that it is necessary to think about
quantum systems in a way which doesn’t depend on starting with a classical
Lagrangian and “quantizing”.
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The last of Schroer’s new articles should appear on hep-th tonight and is entitled
Positivity and Integrability. It tells some of the history of the QFT group at the Free
University in Berlin and has a lot of interesting things to say about reflection
positivity and the Euclidean approach to quantum field theory.

Update: I haven’t heard anything at all back from the arXiv about the trackback
issue, but just noticed that trackbacks to the two recent Schroer articles mentioned
here have appeared. The ways of the arXiv are highly mysterious….

Update: Baez has a clarification here of his response to Rovelli.

Comments

1. Robert
March 15, 2006

Peter forgot to mention that in the first paper Schroer advocates an approach
that dumps all geometric parts from our treatment of quantum physics as it is
inherently classical. Not quite in line with Peter’s favourite alternative direction.

2. woit
March 15, 2006

Robert,

Schroer definitely favors an algebraic, non-geometric approach to QFT, while I’m
starting from a very geometric direction. However, one of the basic lessons of
mathematics is that to understand a mathematical structure at the deepest level
you often need to simultaneously use algebraic and geometric insights, and
understand how they are related. I still think the geometric starting point is most
promising, but over the years I’ve become more and more aware of how
important it is to also think about these questions from a more abstract,
algebraic point of view (have you heard me go on about K-theory and
representation theory?).

3. DMS
March 15, 2006

Well, Bert is wrong in lumping all American physicists on the Iraq war; see for
instance

http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/7/1/14/1

Nobel laureates oppose war against Iraq

29 January 2003

Forty-one American Nobel laureates have signed a declaration opposing war
with Iraq. The declaration was organised by Walter Kohn, a theoretical physicist
at the University of California at Santa Barbara, and former adviser to the
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Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency at the Pentagon. The signatories
include 19 winners of the physics prize.

The declaration reads:

“The undersigned oppose a preventive war against Iraq without broad
international support. Military operations against Iraq may indeed lead to a
relatively swift victory in the short term. But war is characterized by surprise,
human loss and unintended consequences. Even with a victory, we believe that
the medical, economic, environmental, moral, spiritual, political and legal
consequences of an American preventive attack on Iraq would undermine, not
protect, US security and standing in the world.”

The signatories include Norman Ramsey, who worked on the Manhattan Project,
and Charles Townes, a former research director of the Institute for Defense
Analyses at the Pentagon. Townes was also chairman of a federal panel that
studied nuclear warheads.

Kohn expects more laureates to sign this week but the current list of signatures
is:

Physics

Philip W Anderson, Hans A Bethe, Nicolaas Bloembergen, Owen Chamberlain,
Leon N Cooper, James W Cronin, Val L Fitch, Sheldon L Glashow, Leon M
Lederman, Arno A Penzias, Martin L Perl, William D Phillips, Norman F Ramsey,
Robert Schrieffer, Jack Steinberger, Joseph H Taylor Jr., Charles H Townes ,
Daniel C Tsui, Robert W Wilson

4. A.J.
March 15, 2006

Two comments:

1) I was the last person to edit the wikipedia paragraph that Schroer quotes as
“string-theoretical adulation in its purest form”, and I completely disagree with
his characterization of the writing. The paragraph is hardly the praise he makes
it out to be. Frankly, I saw dwelling at length on the variety of things the “M”
might stand for as a way of correcting a common misconception on wikipedia,
namely that anyone has much of a clue what M-theory actually might be.

2)

5. A.J.
March 15, 2006

2) … Schroer’s been banging on now for some time about the conceptual
superiority of the algebraic approach to QFT. I think it’s about time that he
included in one of his polemicals an explanation of how renormalization theory
fits into the AQFT conceptual framework. The techniques of effective field theory
are essential to anyone who actually does computations or makes connections to



experiment, and it’s difficult, to say the least, to take seriously a proposed
framework which seems basically to ignore and/or dismiss these tools.

6. Peter Shor
March 15, 2006

What I found astonishing is the idea that young string theorist are not learning a
lot of quantum field theory. How can you possibly hope to generalize QFT when
you don’t completely understand it?

7. Igor J.
March 15, 2006

RE: DMS – Nobel laureates oppose war against Iraq

As I read the declaration, it does not seem to me as a categoric oposition against
the Iraqi war, but rather they point out that this war is not in US interest… Eg.
see the excerpts:
“…oppose a preventive war against Iraq without broad international support. ”
“…Even with a victory, we believe that …”
Which I would read as: “If the world is with us and we have a quick and
politically correct victory, we have no problem with the war….”.

I believe that Schroer was looking for some strict refusal of the war (or any war
in general), this would be clearly not enough for him…
[[If you read the article it is clear that he basically does not understand how any
physicist could support any war at all etc…]]
Igor J.

8. woit
March 15, 2006

Peter,

I think Schroer’s point is that quantum field theory remains a poorly understood
subject, about which we still have a lot to learn; no one completely understands
it. Certain parts of it are well-understood, are in standard textbooks, etc. Most
string theorists know those, and also know quite a bit about the more advanced
parts of the subject that are relevant to string theory. But there is a lot about
quantum field theory that isn’t relevant to string theory, and it is knowledge
about those parts of the subject that I think Schroer fears may get lost.

9. Who
March 15, 2006

Update: I haven’t heard anything at all back from the arXiv about the trackback
issue, but just noticed that trackbacks to the two recent Schroer articles
mentioned here have appeared…

one trackback being to NEW



!

10. Chris Oakley
March 15, 2006

I could be that Schroer’s attitude toward String theory and string theorists was
not helped by Lubos’s reviews of two AQFT books on Amazon, here and here,
especially as these are the same (negative) review pasted in two places. Having
said that I think that Lubie is right to point out that a lot of people seem to have
worked on Axiomatic/Constructive/Algebraic QFT for a long time and yet still
cannot calculate cross sections or decay rates.

11. Chris W.
March 15, 2006

Wouldn’t it be fair to say that at some point the effort to understand quantum
field theory becomes inseparable from the effort to formulate a quantum theory
of gravity, or at the very least, how quantum field theory should be understood in
the presence of gravity? It seems to me that this has always been implicit in the
understanding that gravitation is not just another physical field, notwithstanding
the many formal connections that can be made between the mathematical
structure of general relativity and gauge theories. More precisely, it is—to use
Julian Barbour’s term—the frame within which all physical processes happen.

The study of quantum field theory in curved spacetime seems to reinforce this
conclusion. Note that in physics/0603112 Schroer discusses (on page 27) a
recent paper of Stefan Hollands and Robert Wald, Quantum Field Theory Is
Not Merely Quantum Mechanics Applied to Low Energy Effective Degrees
of Freedom.

12. Arun
March 15, 2006

Since Schroer skewers Motl at a rather personal level, I think Motl’s ire is
understandable.

13. Who
March 15, 2006

Since Schroer skewers Motl at a rather personal level, I think Motl’s ire is
understandable.

LOL

Spooner-rhymes are hard to forget

Gehe nicht zu Motl’s Tristan
schau Dir nicht dieses Trottels Mist an,
schaff dir lieber ’nen viertel Most an
und trink dir mit diesem Mittel Trost an
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several people have tried to translate but they did not provide
a simple literal translation—just to give the meaning of the words. I will try:

don’t go to Motl’s Tristan
do not consider this idiot’s manure
rather get yourself a glass of apple wine
and drink comfort by this means.

Trottel = imbecile
Mist = manure
Most = hard cider, new wine
Trost = comfort, consolation
anschauen = contemplate, consider

14. Haelfix
March 15, 2006

AQFT is something people need to work on, but at this point its really of
mathematical interest moreso than physical interest. This could and probably
will change eventually but I just don’t see many young physicists staking their
tenure trying to reproduce cross sections that people have known for 30 years.
As such its really the domain of tenured proffessors as its a very difficult problem
with absolutely no guarentee of quick results.

If something really new and exciting came out of the field, people will jump on
the bandwagon, but until that time its similar to working on the measurement
problem, read probably career suicide

15. Thomas Larsson
March 16, 2006

What struck me in Schroer’s article was his comment on AdS/CFT on p 14.
Apparently he claims that it cannot be correct because the number of degrees of
freedom on the two sides do not match. Does anyone know more about this?

Of course I strongly disagree with Schroer’s statement (on p 26) that loop groups
do not admit higher-dimensional counterparts. Both the Kassel algebra (multi-
dimensional affine) and the Larsson-Rao-Moody algebra (multi-dimensional
Virasoro) have been around for many years, and their beautiful representation
theory is now being converted to physics (hep-th/0504020). There are of course
errors and omissions at this stage (the worst errors are being weeded out,
however), but progress has been surprisingly rapid. The most important
conceptual conclusion is that the observer must be integrated seemlessly with
the formalism, something which in a sense was anticipated by Rovelli’s relational
QM.

Schroer’s ignorance about this development shows that I must increase my
M-arketing efforts.

16. Chris Oakley
March 16, 2006
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Who,

I’m not arguing with your translation, but in being literal you have foregone the
sublime rhyme of “Motl” (as mispronounced by anglo-saxons) and “bottle”.

Haelfix,

You are not quite right there. There are active AQFT groups in Hamburg, Zurich
and Basel and probably at other European universities as well. Working on this is
not quite professional suicide. Suicidal tendencies are more likely as a result of
trying to keep up with their research output, which, like Superstrings, gets more
detached from reality year on year. I am not sure that they are really interested
in calculating cross sections anyway – if you want proof, have a look at the
correspondence I had with a referee (who presumably belonged to the AQFT
camp) on my web site from 1986/1987.

17. ObsessiveMathsFreak
March 16, 2006

Another humanities style paper in arXiv. How many of these are there?

18. Sam
March 16, 2006

Woohoo! AdS/CFT is wrong? The one development in string theory that Peter had
to grudgingly admit was worthwhile. Now that Schroer has demolished AdS/CFT,
we can truly say that string theory is a failure!

19. woit
March 16, 2006

Thomas and Sam,

Schroer doesn’t say “AdS/CFT is wrong”. My reading is that he is just pointing
out the obvious fact that it isn’t a precise relationship between two standard
QFTs, but a relationship between a standard QFT (4d N=4 supersymmetric YM),
and a 5d theory which is not a standard QFT (although you get a QFT,
supergravity, in the low energy limit).

I don’t think any of the positive things I’ve had to say about AdS/CFT are said
grudgingly. But I do think it’s important to remember that what is going on with
AdS/CFT is still poorly understood. Lacking a non-perturbative definition of one
side of the correspondence, one can’t even precisely say what the conjecture is.
There’s something very interesting going on here, and a lot is known, but a lot
isn’t.

20. Aaron Bergman
March 16, 2006

Schroer is probably referring to Rehren’s work relating an AQFT on AdS space to
an AQFT on Minkowski space in one fewer dimension and Arnsdorf and Smolin’s



follow-up hep-th/0106073. There were discussions of it on spr at the time. My
recollection of the upshot is that the AQFT’s produced by Rehren’s procedure
have aren’t physically useful (bizarro thermodynamics, for example.) It’s not
particularly clear what this relation has to do with Maldacena’s duality between
a QFT in four dimensions and quantum gravity in five dimensions (well, ten
dimensions really).

21. urs
March 16, 2006

Maybe the applications of AQFT most relevant to interesting applications in
physics concern AQFT of 2-dimensional conformal field theory.

For instance Antony Wassermann’s discussion (math.OA/9806031) of
representations of loop groups and the fusion of these reps (hence relevant to
WZW models) is based on methods borrowed from AQFT.

Furthermore, representations of AQFT operator algebras are known to be one
source of modular tensor categories from which 3D TFTS and 2D CFTs are
constructed (http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000747.html).

22. Benjamin
March 16, 2006

“but he [Schroer] is highly sympathetic to Jordan’s scientific point of view, from
the earliest years of quantum mechanics, that it is necessary to think about
quantum systems in a way which doesn’t depend on starting with a classical
Lagrangian and “quantizing”.

As a mere engineer interested in physics, please indulge a naive comment. I was
delighted to read this, since I have also been puzzled by what seems to me like
‘blind adherence to formal recipes’ in quantum theory, such as simply assuming
commutation relations among operators instead of deriving them from
observation.

So in superstrings, as I understand it, they assume an open or closed string,
instead of a traditional point particle, associate position and momentum
operators with this so-called ‘string’ (I mean, is it really like a little piece of
spaghetti?), and then simply assume commutation relations ‘by analogy’ with
point particles. But since the idea of a string is so different from a point particle,
why blindly follow the same formal procedure and assume (hope?) that it works?
Obviously, I’m missing a great deal, probably almost everything. But it does seem
somewhat like a case of robotic imitation of a formal procedure that somehow
worked in a different context.

In a similar vein, one could criticize formal procedures in ‘orthodox’ quantum
theory, as the quoted authors do, even if the agreement with experiment is good.
I like to be able to picture what is going on, just as Maxwell’s ‘abstract’
equations correspond to Faraday’s ‘lines of force’. Just because a formal recipe
produces valid predictions of data doesn’t impress me so much per se. One could
consider it jerry-rigged to do so. One could say that the formal procedures are
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‘parroting’ reality, without really shedding light. I guess this line of thought is
either too stupid or too philosophical for real physicists…

23. Bert Schroer
March 16, 2006

Some remarks about the various comments on my 3 papers of yesterday and
today are in order.
Having lived in Brazil for the last 4 years, my flux of information is very
incomplete. Concerning the Iraq war, my main source of information comes from
sites of international newspapers, but I am detached from the sociology of US
physics departments. It seems that I had the bad look to encourage Ed Witten in
an email to start an anti-war campaign and I interpreted his negative answer in a
too sweeping way. Actually I am sharing an office with Walter Baltensperger who
is a good friend of Walter Kohn, but unfortunately he never told me about Kohn’s
anti-war activities. Baltensperger is basically apolitical and he is presently trying
to get a documentary about “the Power of the Sun” (with Walter Kohn the main
presenter) adapted to Portuguese to be afterwards distributed to schools in
Brazil.
Concerning my string theory…essay I think that one should use a polemic style
in physics only in situations of utmost emergency. Polemics, if it is good,
sometimes has the power of opening frozen minds and leads to a scientific light
bulb moment, but it is of course totally useless with people who allowed
fundamentalism to take over. A perfect example of scientific polemics at its best
is Res Josts’s article in Helvetica Physica Acta 36, (1963) 77. This was written at
the hight of the S-matrix bootstrap fashion and I think it did something to clear
the air. The situation is much harder now, and if my efford is in vain it is probably
not only because it lacks the elegance and coherence of Jost.
By the way the limerick which I remembered from my student times (maybe
because it is as far as limerinks go the most perfect I ever run across, I think it is
a delightful jewish flavor) was not meant personally against Lubos Motl. I just
looked at his site and got the impression that he also did not misunderstand my
intentions (although scientifically we are in different boats). Looking at his photo
it remined me of how my former FU (younger) colleague Hagen Kleinert looked
like when I met him the first time in Boulder (Colerado) where he was
enthusiastically preaching the virtues of infinite component fields. When we are
young we all go through a Sturm and Drang period. I also experienced this in
connection with physics&differential geometry and this has a lot to do with my
present more critical view and the differences in opinion with Peter Woit on this
matter. Since this is quite interesting and needs some more time, I would like to
come back to this (I have an appointment right now) soon.
That there is nothing as a gauge principle is the conclusion of algebraic field
theorist for a long time. I became aware of this in connection with different ways
present certain 2-dim. models. Recently I run into an interesting observation
from Wigner’s representation point of view (see the recent paper with Jens Mund
and Jakob Yngvason).
No I did not say that the Maldecena conjecture is wrong, I only pointed out that
there is a mathematical theorem which says that if you want a supersymmetric
gauge theory on the conformal side (that’s what most people want) than the AdS
side cannot be a QFT for which you can write down a Lagrangian (algebraic QFT



envisages a vast territory beyond the Lagrangian setting with which many string
theorists unfortunately identify QFT). The best mathematically controllable
illustration can be given in terms of so called generalized free fields which have
to many degrees of freedom for a lagrangian formulation (I think a good
reference is a paper of Duetsch and Rehren which should be easy to find). I am
not saying anything which is not (at least implicitly) already in the literature but
which may have been lost in thausands of publications on the subject. My
statement was somewhat provocative since I proposed to use the Maldacena
statement as a vehicle to get some intrinsic understanding of what string theory
is. I think without an intrinsic understanding of string theory you cannot hope to
prove the conjecture.

24. Peter Shor
March 16, 2006

Peter (Woit) says:

“But there is a lot about quantum field theory that isn’t relevant to string theory,
and it is knowledge about those parts of the subject that I think Schroer fears
may get lost.”

This still boggles my mind. In my experience of mathematics, it has become quite
clear that anything mathematical has a chance of being useful for anything else.
So I don’t how see can string theorists say that any part of quantum field theory
is irrelevant to string theory, especially when the paths that they currently think
are relevant to string theory appear to be leading into a vast swampland. Is this
arrogance or just a fad mentality?

25. woit
March 16, 2006

Peter,

Some parts of QFT really are quite important to string theory, others don’t seem
to have much to do with it. While there is plenty of arrogance and fad mentality
among string theorists, they certainly have tried all sorts of things to get string
theory to work, including using many ideas from QFT. But I don’t think that there
is some idea about QFT out there which will fix the problems of string theory.
What’s remarkable about string theorists and their descent into the swampland
is not so much that they’re not willing to try new ideas from QFT to fix string
theory, but that they’re unwilling to abandon the idea that the answer to the
problem is a string theory.

26. Arun
March 16, 2006

Is the superstring an extended object or not?
Bert Schroer writes:

It was already mentioned before that whereas it is true that the
extension of the classical Nambu-Goto string (whose canonically



quantized version is the “mother” of the string-theoretic reformulation
of Veneziano’s dual model) is really a relativistic spacetime string, this
is not the case for its canonically quantized counterparts.

The only intrinsic notion of a quantum relativistic localization is that
obtained by translating this object into other positions and checking
whether its commutator with the original object is nonvanishing once
the second would be string shape enters the causal influence region of
the first. This test was made (even by string theorists) and the result
was negative [7][8]; the commutator is just that of two pointlike objects
localized at the center of mass points of the imagined strings.

27. Aaron Bergman
March 16, 2006

Quantum field theory means different things to different people, for what it’s
worth. At the risk of generalizing too much, it’s a widespread opinion that the
axiomatic approach to quantum field theory hasn’t been particularly fruitful.
Most don’t look at it as ignoring “part of quantum field theory” so much as
ignoring an approach that is not viewed as useful.

Dr. Schroer obviously disagrees.

28. Juan R.
March 17, 2006

Benjamin said,

“So in superstrings, as I understand it, they assume an open or closed string,
instead of a traditional point particle […]”

There exists many misconception around string “theory” hype. I carefully
recommend to anyone does not believe even a 10% is said in popular treatises
about string “theory”.

The objects called strings play a fundamental role in an asymptotic regime of the
branescan. However, once outside the asymptotic regime, one finds a sea of new
objects called p-branes, with p taking values from 0 to 9. The 2-branes are
usually identified with the traditional superstrings.

There is a joke claiming that now string theory is not about strings!

The history of the subject is full of historical twists. One of more interesting I
know is that after of decades “explaining” us how “stupid” the pointlike particles
of the standard model were and why a concept of extended objects (the strings)
was “cool”, we have finalized that string theory is not fundamental and we need
some thing new called “M-theory” by now.

The (M)atrix version of M-theory (only known at my best current knowledge) is
based in D0-branes as fundamental entities. The D0-branes are pointlike
particles… The strings are considered derived objects in the new approach.



Therefore, in some sense, stringers are returning to the “old” (but effective)
quantum field theory of pointlike particles but they do not say in that way of
course 

—

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

29. Thomas Love
March 17, 2006

Schroer listed some legitimate complaints against string theory. Since no one
knows what the M stands for (Mystery, Membrane, Mistake), in the future, let’s
refer to M-Theory by its initials. M-T as in empty.

30. Dumb Biologist
March 17, 2006

Holy cow! I completely missed the note about the trackbacks! Mysterious indeed.
It strikes me as a bit of an anticlimactic resolution to what looks to have been a
rather painful and/or irritating episode for all involved, this sudden and silent
reversal.

I sincerely hope the end result is not just a reasonable acknowledgement of your
bona fides, Dr. Woit, but refinement of arXiv policies that allows everyone,
including the moderators, to avoid future headaches.



George Mackey 1916-2006

March 16, 2006
Categories: Obituaries

It was sad to see an announcement today on the Harvard math department web-site
of the death earlier this week of emeritus Harvard professor George Mackey.

Mackey’s mathematical work is dear to my heart, since its central concern is the
relationship between quantum mechanics and representation theory. He began his
career in functional analysis, getting his Ph.D. in 1942 under Marshall Stone. Back in
1930 Stone and von Neumann had proved a crucial theorem about quantum
mechanics, a theorem which essentially says that once you choose Planck’s constant,
up to unitary equivalence there is only one possible representation of the Heisenberg
commutation relations. This uniqueness theorem is what allows one to just define
quantum theory in terms of the operator commutation relations, and not worry about
which explicit construction of the representation of these operators on a Hilbert
space one uses. The theorem is only true for a finite number of degrees of freedom,
and thus doesn’t apply to quantum field theory, one reason why quantum field theory
is a much more subtle business than quantum mechanics. Stone and von Neumann
put their work in the context of representation theory of the Heisenberg group
(actually due to Weyl) and this was of great interest to mathematicians since it was
one of the first results about the representation theory of non-compact Lie groups.
For an excellent history and introduction to this subject, see the paper A Selective
History of the Stone von-Neumann Theorem by Jonathan Rosenberg.

Mackey seems to have been the person who gave this theorem its name, in his
important paper of 1949 “A Theorem of Stone and von Neumann” which generalized
it. Over the next few years Mackey extended this much further in a series of papers
on induced representations (representations of a group G “induced” from
representations of a subgroup H). The foundation of this work is now known as the
Mackey Imprimitivity Theorem, and it provides a powerful tool for studying
representations of a large class of non-compact groups, including especially semi-
direct products.

Mackey was a wonderful expositor, and over the years I’ve learned a great deal from
some of his expository books and papers. His 1963 monograph Mathematical
Foundations of Quantum Mechanics is very readable. In 1966-67 he gave a course at
Oxford on representation theory and its applications, the notes of which were
published in 1978 as Unitary Group Representations in Physics, Probability and
Number Theory. This is a fantastic book, covering a wide range of topics relating
quantum mechanics, representation theory and even number theory. A later collection
of expository material, from 1992, was published by the AMS as The Scope and
History of Commutative and Non-Commutative Harmonic Analysis. It contains what is
perhaps the best of his expository work, an historical survey first published in the
AMS Bulletin in 1980 entitled “Harmonic Analysis as the Exploitation of Symmetry”.

While I never took a course from Mackey, I did get to talk to him on several occasions.
I especially remember a conversation in which he described his technique for
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speaking French during the time he spent in France. He decided to speak his own
rationalized version of the language, eliminating extraneous and confusing structure
like genders of nouns. Not clear what the French thought of this. He was an original,
and I’m sad to hear he’s no longer with us.

Update: Stephanie Singer has put up copies of letters from Mackey on her web-site.
A memorial service for Mackey will be held in Cambridge on April 29.

Comments

1. Who
March 16, 2006

He came to Berkeley one semester in late sixties (anyway around 1970) and I
took his course on Group Representations. The large hall was always packed. A
lot went by too fast for me. Left a vivid impression though. He had so much
verve.
Would like to hear others’ recollections.

2. Stephanie Frank Singer
March 17, 2006

George Mackey’s daughter, Ann, was my roommate in college and remains one of
my closest friends. When I was a sophomore in college, interested in both
mathematics and physics, I sent him a short note asking him what his field was,
and requesting advice. He responded with two long handwritten letters that I am
reading with interested after rediscovering them in my files this morning. I can’t
imagine that I understood much of it at the time. Here’s a sample, from near the
end of the first letter:

This description of what my field is and how I got into it is rather
longer than I expected it to be and I apologize if I have tried your
patience. On the other hand it is probably a bit unintelligible without
some further explanations. What are topological groups, Hilbert spaces
and group representations and why do I find them so interesting?
Actually when properly understood they are rather central topics and I
think it will help me give you a picture of what pure mathematics is all
aobut and how it relates to physics if I give a brief historical sketch
including definitions of some related concepts….

What is astounding is that nearly twenty-five years later these forgotten letters
hidden in a drawer describe exactly the mathematics that is most important to
me. It never would have occurred to me to think that George Mackey sent me on
that path, since I got there (like Alice through the looking glass) by heading in
what seemed to me the opposite direction.

Also astounding is the generosity of a man who would handwrite twenty or more
pages in response to a student he had never met.

http://www.symmetrysinger.com/
http://www.symmetrysinger.com/


Another memory: George supposedly spent eight hours each day on his research,
in addition to his teaching and other obligations. He told me once that his
method was to work for forty-five minutes of each hour and then spend fifteen
minutes of each hour reading a nonmathematical book or taking some other kind
of break. Knowing this has always helped me to pace myself.

Thank you, George.

Alice Mackey, George’s wife and Ann’s mother, supported him and put up with
his foibles. The French, at least, had the option of sending him home! Alice gave
him the space and time to do his work and letter-writing. In the last several
years, Alice supported and loved George through a difficult period of declining
health. Thank you, Alice.

There will be memorial service for George at Harvard on April 29, 2006, in the
afternoon.

3. woit
March 17, 2006

Stephanie,

Thanks a lot for your memories of Mackey.

I’m guessing we both arrived at an interest similar to Mackey’s in QM and
representation theory via symplectic geometry and its relation to quantization. I
recommend Stephanie’s books “Symmetry in Mechanics” and “Linearity,
Symmetry and Prediction in the Hydrogen Atom”, to anyone who wants an
introduction to these subjects.

4. MathPhys
March 19, 2006

I highly recommend Stephanie Singer’s book “Symmetry in Mechanics” to all
students who wish to read about symplectic geometry and related topics for the
very first time. People should write more such books.

5. Santo D'Agostino
March 20, 2006

I heartily agree with both Peter and MathPhys: Both of Stephanie Singer’s books
are very good, very clear introductions. I wish they were available when I was
learning these subjects for the first time, but at least I can recommend them now
to any interested beginners who cross my path.

Warm congratulations to Ms. Singer, and I do hope you keep writing!

6. harsha
March 20, 2006

to stefanie :
as someone who is precisely trying to find what mackey describes, i was



wondering if maybe you could type or scan these letters onto your website. (i
realise they are pretty long and a lot of it might just be defining lie groups,
hilbert spaces, etc. so, maybe atleast some excepts which talk about
motivations). it would prove to be very useful, specially for younglings like me
who dont know too much.

7. MathPhys
March 20, 2006

Stephanie,

There is an incredible amount of material on integrability that remains to be
explained to students. Why not write sequels to “Symmetry in mechanics”?

8. Stephanie Frank Singer
March 20, 2006

Well, wow, folks, thanks for the feedback. I’m feeling the love! Don’t hesitate to
repeat your opinions at Amazon.com.

I will post George Mackey’s letters as soon as I get ten quiet minutes. I’m
incredibly busy in 2006, starting two businesses (real estate development and
election data consulting) and working to get Chuck Pennacchio elected to the US
Senate. Also, I’m working with activists around the state of Pennsylvania to fight
the installation of unauditable, unaccountable voting machines. I’m starting to
wonder how many Americans really believe that democracy is worth fighting for.
I’m talking about fighting laziness, established power brokers and bureaucracy
here on the home front.

So I haven’t even found time to post the errata that Tudor Ratiu so kindly sent
me for Linearity, Symmetry, and Prediction in the Hydrogen Atom, much less to
write a new book. But do send me ideas of what you’d like to read. The next book
I’ve thought of is the story of the real Kepler problem, that is, the problem Kepler
devoted most of his energy to (according to Koestler’s The Watershed): why are
the planets where they are? I heard a talk by Jerry Marsden a few years ago
announcing that there was a geometrical explanation: once Jupiter’s orbit is
given, then the positions of the other planets can be predicted geometrically.
That’s the book I’m daydreaming about these days. But it will have to wait.

9. woit
April 17, 2006

A link to Mackey’s letters at Stephanie’s web-site was added.
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Three-year WMAP Data Now Out

March 16, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Data from the second and third year of the WMAP satellite experiment has just been
released a few minutes ago. There a press release and other general information
page. The scientific paper explaining what this new data tells us about cosmology is
Three-Year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) Observations:
Implications for Cosmology. This is a good time to admit that I’m no cosmologist, and
thus not the person to get information from about the significance of these results.
However, I expect some of the earliest informed discussion of them should take place
on various blogs, and I’ll be linking to those as I see them.

Update: Comments from Sean Carroll and Steinn Sigurosson. Discussion at
CosmoCoffee and Bad Astronomy and Universe Today Forum. Also a posting from
Lubos. I’m no expert here, but Lubos’s comments seem to me to be nonsense (I find it
hard to believe that in the three-year data set they’re resolving structure 100 times
smaller than in the first year, and I think he’s just completely wrong to say that this
data rules out ekpyrotic or cyclic models).

Update: Christine Dantas also has more about this.

Update: Amazingly, Lubos still is maintaining that the 3 year results have 100 times
better angular resolution than the 1 year results. This kind of fanatical inability to
ever admit that one was wrong about something goes a long way towards explaining
the current state of string theory.

Comments

1. Dumb Biologist
March 16, 2006

I think the 100x estimate is actually correct. However, according to a new article
in the NYT here:

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/03/16/science/16cnd-cosmic.html

But Paul Steinhardt of Princeton, who has lately championed an alternative to
inflation, in which the universe begins and ends cyclically in a collision between
a pair of island universes, know in string theory as branes, pointed out that the
new data are also compatible with his theory. Calling the results “extremely
important,” he noted that they were in agreement with the simplest models of
these theories.

‘It rules out need for anything exotic,” he said.

I haven’t the remotely foggiest idea about any of it, I only pass this along…
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2. woit
March 16, 2006

D.B.,

Do you have any reference for the 100x claim? It may be right, I’m just having a
hard time believing that tripling your data size allows you to increase your
resolution 100-fold. But maybe they did something much more clever with the
later data.

I notice that Lubos edited somewhat his statements about cyclic models being
ruled out, and added a statement that Peter Woit knows nothing about
cosmology. More recently he seems to have deleted the attack on me, maybe he’s
about to do more editing on the cyclic models claims. He’s hilarious.

3. woit
March 16, 2006

D.B.,

Thanks for pointing out the NY Times article, I hadn’t seen it. I think the “100x”
number is referring to being able to detect much smaller signals in order to get
the polarization data (not smaller patches of sky). Lubos seems to have
completely misunderstood what this has to say about cyclic models. Cyclic
models predict no visible B-mode polarization. If WMAP had seen this kind of
polarized signal, it would have ruled them out, but it didn’t.

4. Dumb Biologist
March 16, 2006

I don’t think this is the first place I saw the “100x better” thing, but…

http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/060316_wmap_results.html

This new signal is roughly 100 times weaker than the signal we analyzed three
years ago and about a billion times less than the radiant warmth we feel from the
Sun,” said Lyman Page, a WMAP team member from Princeton University.

Now, I don’t know if getting 100x better signal is really the equivalent of saying
you’re looking at structures 100x smaller, but there’s a 100x improvement in
something.

I’m sorry I can’t do better. I’ve been kind of sneaking in glimpses of reading
between time points and basically behaving like an ADHD-addled channel surfer
when I should be paying more attention to what I’m doing. I find stuff like this
almost unspeakably cool, so I get a little worked up…

5. Dumb Biologist
March 16, 2006

D’OH! Simulpost!

http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/060316_wmap_results.html
http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/060316_wmap_results.html


6. Alejandro RIvero
March 16, 2006

Perhaps some topologist will give us someday a hint about why the universe is
flat for the current bigbangy solution. Meanwhile, I do not understand the fuzz
about WMAP in theoretical blogs. Except that some of you had got a hidden idea
to explain flatland.

Did I already suggested to read astro-ph/0601168?

7. Christine Dantas
March 16, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

Perhaps he is referring to section 4.1.3 (paper on Implications for Cosmology),
where the WMAP data is combined with small scale CMB experiments, which
probe smaller angular scales than the WMAP.

As expected, the paper on polarization measurements is quite involved. I am
always concerned with the fact that you have to use a model of the foreground
emission to subtract from the data. It is not a trivial thing at all to separate the
intrinsic polarization signal from the foreground emission. So I would say that we
must interpret these results with great care. In any case, I am just starting to
effectively read these papers, it will take time to digest the details.

I will try to call some of my colleagues at INPE who are specialized in CMBR (we
have a ballon experiment here in Brazil) to add their comments to my blog page,
where you can find also a brief post on the new WMAP data.

Christine

8. woit
March 16, 2006

Christine,

Thanks, I’ve added a link to your posting and look forward to hearing anymore
you learn about this.

Hard to tell what’s going on with Lubos. He keeps changing his posting, now
he’s got some WMAP pictures up there which he claims show that 3-year WMAP
can resolve solid angles 100th the size of 1-year WMAP and 1000th the size of
COBE. But as far as I can tell, the resolution of both 1-year and 3-year WMAP is
the same: 13 arcminutes, 33 times smaller than COBE. No idea where he’s
getting his numbers from, they don’t seem to make sense.

9. Dumb Biologist
March 16, 2006

I just can’t get over the idea that physicists can say something rather concrete
about, and hence test models of, what what was going on about a trillionth of a

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0601168
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0601168


second after the visible universe started expanding. That’s so impressive it’s
absurd. Sorry for the fanboy slobberfest, but all hail physics! I know there are
some crises in subsets of the field, but if results like these don’t reveal something
vital, vibrant, and important overall, I don’t know what does.

10. Luboš Motl
March 16, 2006

Dear Peter,

it would be a great idea for you to stop spreading the noise and nonsense that
you keep on spreading.

Open one of the 74 news articles here

http://news.google.com/news?hl=en&ned=us&q=wmap+patches&ie=UTF-
8&scoring=d

and read the paragraph that contains the word “patches”. After you read this
paragraph, and maybe the whole article, correct the order of magnitude error
that the journalist introduced, if you’re capable to do so, then reread my blog
article to be sure what I mean, and check the pictures that I linked to see why I
say what I say.

The maximal designed angular resolution of WMAP is fixed but more data and a
much better statistical treatment has allowed to create these much finer maps
and everyone who has looked at the 2048-pixel-wide pictures (or who read some
of the basic articles released today) knows that.

I have always had the comment that the “modern” models of ekpyrotic/cyclic
Universes try to be indistinguishable from inflation. This is the uninteresting
part. The more interesting part is that they predict blue gravity waves that must
eventually come into the game. At any rate, no one except for the authors knows
exactly how to derive the magnitude and frequency-dependence of the tensor
perturbations from the ekpyrotic scenarios, so I think it is fair to write what I
wrote.

Best wishes
Lubos

11. Christine Dantas
March 16, 2006

I will try to understand this.

For the moment, all I can say, from the Mission Explanatory Supplement paper,
is that the WMAP experiment can reach a 13 arcminute FWHM resolution for the
temperature anisotropy of the CMBR. Also, that “the skymap data products
derived from the WMAP observations have 45 times the sensitivity and 33 time
the angular resolution of the COBE DMR mission”.

http://news.google.com/news?hl=en&ned=us&q=wmap+patches&ie=UTF-8&scoring=d
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Christine

12. woit
March 16, 2006

D.B.,

The WMAP results are truly amazing, and this is a really healthy subfield of
physics. But the results about inflation are a bit overhyped. This is giving us very
little information about how inflation may have worked, although of course it’s
remarkable you can say anything at all. The next generation satellite, Planck,
should have the sensitivity to see the effects of gravitational waves if they’re
there, which would be something a lot more substantial.

13. Christine Dantas
March 16, 2006

Sorry, in the previous post, where I wrote “experiment can reach a”, replace this
by “experiment has a”.

Thanks
Christine

14. woit
March 16, 2006

Lubos,
I don’t understand what you’re trying to accomplish by pointing me to a popular
news story with obviously incorrect numbers in it (100 billion light years??). If
you can point to somewhere in the WMAP scientific papers where they explain
about the 100 fold increase in resolution, please do so. It still seems to me that
the “100” at issue here is an increase in sensitivity. They’re able to extract much
smaller temperature differences from the noise, but this doesn’t at all mean that
they have 100 times higher angular resolution.

And your comments about ekpyrotic scenarios make no sense: “blue gravity
waves”? no one but the authors knows what the theory predicts? Sorry, but I’ll
take Steinhardt’s claims about this over yours.

15. Dumb Biologist
March 16, 2006

Oh, I know. I guess to me it’s just a bit mind-blowing that quite possibly now
there’s a rather compelling “smoking gun” indicating, that, for real, inflation
happened. I understand (I think) that the whole “inflaton field” thing is
something of a gigantic black box, and that lots of folks find this deeply
disatisfying. Some of the articles I’ve read seem to allude to this reality, though I
agree the limited scope of our knowledge about inflation (even with this news)
gets short shrift.

16. woit



March 16, 2006

First year data:
http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/map/dr1/map_images/pub_images/ILC_Maps
/ILC_b.jpg

Three year data:
http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/map/current/map_images
/ilc_gal_moll_2048.png

Note the hundred-fold increase in resolution.

17. Chris W.
March 16, 2006

Lubos, thanks for reminding us yet again that you’re the smartest guy in the
room. We just can’t seem to get it through our thick little heads.

18. D R Lunsford
March 17, 2006

This is my last comment for this blog, I’m done with all of this. You can read me
in forthcoming papers if you’re interested. Otherwise, my last comment is this:

Penrose completely destroyed the idea of inflation using nothing but entropy, yet
we are supposed to believe, after years of looking and a long wait, that the
octupole anomaly magically cleared itself up (and not a word was said about the
ecliptic anomaly, so there was nothing to clear up). In fact, the work of Huterer,
Copi, and Starkman was not even mentioned. Instead, we got a dissertation on
applied inflation theory.

So, who should I believe? An authentic genius, or a star chamber of people with,
shall we say, vested interests?

Science is dead. Nice job y’all.

-drl

19. lmot
March 17, 2006

There is absolutely no evidence of global warming in this new data.

Also, that plot everyone is showing has several wiggles, and everyone knows
wiggles are a property of strings.
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2006 Templeton Prize

March 16, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The 2006 Templeton Prize of $1.4 million was awarded yesterday to cosmologist John
Barrow. Barrow is the author of about 400 scientific articles and nearly 20 popular
books. In recent years, one of his interests has been the possibility of time-variation of
fundamental constants. At a press conference in New York yesterday, he said that new
data on quasars expected within two months may provide evidence of such variation.

Science and Spirit has an article by Barrow written for the occasion and called The
Unexpected Universe. It also has a report on the press conference that goes on at
length about the string theory anthropic landscape and credits Barrow (and Tipler)
with writing a “highly influential book for the interface between science and religion”
back in 1986 entitled The Anthropic Cosmological Principle. The report includes the
following gibberish:

String theorists also assume that other universes, which collectively compose a
“multiverse,” exist in other dimensions outside of our observational parameters. Our
own very limited experience suggests that finely tuned universes might be more likely
to exist than more randomly constructed universes, at least over the long term. If this
is true, then fine-tuning may be a guide that cosmologists can use to one day locate
and observe an alternate universe.

Barrow himself however doesn’t seem to have much to say about the string theory
landscape.

Maybe if Leonard Susskind hadn’t said unfriendly things about having no use for
religion in his recent book, he could have been $1.4 million richer instead of Barrow.
The New York Times headlines its story about this Math Professor Wins a Coveted
Religion Award. A mathematician friend of mine is kind of outraged at this and wants
to write to the Times to complain about the description of Barrow as a “math
professor”.

Comments

1. john e gray
March 17, 2006

Barrow is a math professor at Cambridge. By UK standards he is a
mathematician where they treat theorists who work in GR no differently than
other types of applied mathematics. Stochastic geometry, which has orgins in
GR, is one of many types of math applications that are explodiing in various
domains that have come from the exploration of GR. By the way, his
“undergraduate degree ” is in math. He is I would bet that he has more papers
listed in MathNet than your friend has or will have in 30 years. By what criteria
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is someone a mathematican these days, working in a subfield that has less than a
hundred people who publish papers in that field?

2. Robert
March 17, 2006

Not only GR is math at Cambridge, UK but even string theory: DAMTP, the
Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, is the department
not only of Barrow but also of relativist Stephen Hawking, and Michael Green,
Paul Townsent, Garry Gibbons, Fernando Quevedo, Nick Dorey, David Tong
amongst other. All these people write papers about string theory but in
Cambridge’s view are members of the maths department.

3. csrster
March 17, 2006

In Cambridge even a semi-maths-literate ex-astrophysicist like me
can count as a mathematician  I tell people that Stephen Hawking works in my
old department.

4. anon
March 17, 2006

A previous recipient of this prize is Paul Davies. It is quite an event, held in a
cathedral. In his acceptance speech, Davies said:

‘A world freely created by God, and ordered in a particular, felicitous way at the
origin of a linear time, constitutes a powerful set of beliefs, and was taken up by
both Christianity and Islam. An essential element of this belief system is that the
universe does not have to be as it is: it could have been otherwise. Einstein once
said that the thing that most interested him is whether God had any choice in His
creation. According to the Judeo-Islamic-Christian tradition, the answer is a
resounding yes.’

– http://www.firstthings.com/ftissues/ft9508/davies.html

5. Chris Grant
March 17, 2006

As a followup on John E. Gray’s point, the ‘ “math professor” ‘ Barrow has 100
items indexed on MathSciNet.

6. woit
March 17, 2006

Personally I’m all in favor of blurring the boundaries of math and physics so that
in many cases there’s no useful distinction, but here I’m with my friend that the
NYT headline is misleading, given local American usage about what is math and
what is physics. Barrow clearly falls on the physics/astrophysics side of the
physics/math divide. MathSciNet is very inclusive and has lots of papers by
physicists (a good thing), but the relevant point is that 3/4 of Barrow’s papers

http://www.firstthings.com/ftissues/ft9508/davies.html
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are not in MathSciNet.

In any case, my suspicion is that the headline writer used “Math” rather than
“Physics” because, with 3 characters less, the headline fit better. Most readers of
the newspaper can’t tell the difference anyway, not that there’s anything wrong
with that.

7. damtp_dweller
March 17, 2006

To Robert and those discussing Barrow’s position at Cambridge:

John Barrow is Professor of Mathematical Sciences here in Cambridge. Although
he (and Gibbons, Hawking, Quevedo, Perry, Green, and others) works in the
Centre for Mathematical Sciences, they are technically members of DAMTP, the
Department of Applied Maths and Theoretical Physics. We inhabit the CMS with
our colleagues from DPMMS (pure mathematics and statistics). However, given
the fact that papers from both departments are usually given the affiliation
“DAMTP/DPMMS, Centre for Mathematical Sciences,” it’s perhaps
understandable that there’s confusion.

I do agree that Barrow is a physicist rather than a mathematician (and I think
that’s how he would describe himself), especially given the content of the
majority of his papers.

8. secret milkshake
March 17, 2006

gibberish or not, at least they are not giving this money away to Bogdanov
brothers or some God-damned televangelist.

(ID is wooly thinking but I do not have problem with it when it is presented
honestly – and it could make for engaging literature, in Dyson case)

9. MathPhys
March 18, 2006

Barrow (and Hawking) are in DAMPT: that’s in dept of ‘applied mathematics’
(that’s the fluid mechanics and nonlinear PDE people) and ‘theoretical physics’
(that’s the GR, string theory, and theoretical high energy physics) people.

None of these people would call themselves ‘mathematicians’. Michael Green
would never call himself a mathematician. Same goes to Quevedo, Townsend,
and all the others. The most mathematical work at DAMPT is probably done in
Fokas’ group (I think he’s at DAMPT).

It is true that their students dp parts I, IIA, IIB and III of the ‘maths tripos’, but
‘maths’ here has historical origins peculiar to the Cambridge system. In Oxford,
they would all be physicists. In Edinburgh, they could be either in maths or in
physics.



No, Barrow is *not* a mathematician in the sense that Andrew Wiles, for
example, is a mathematician.

10. damtp_dweller
March 18, 2006

It’s DAMTP, not DAMPT (although it is, for some bizarre reason I’ve never quite
understood, pronounced “dampt”).

11. Not a Nobel Laureate
March 18, 2006

“What mighty contests rise from trivial things”

— “Canto I; The Rape of the Lock”, Alexander Pope

12. MathPhys
March 18, 2006

damtp_dweller,

You’re right. My mistake. I was writing phonetically. By the way, what became of
the old building on Silver St? It was charming.

13. damtp_dweller
March 18, 2006

The old location at Silver Street is now used by (I think) the graduate union and
various university admin departments. I think Darwin college may also have
taken some of it. I guess it did have a certain character but the new location is
much, much better suited to the size of the department.

14. MathPhys
March 19, 2006

I haven’t been in the new location, but from the pictures that I see, the
architecture horrifies me. Can you open the windows for ventilation? or are the
offices air sealed? How far walking is it from Churchill College? How far from St
John’s?

15. damtp_dweller
March 19, 2006

The place grows on you after a bit. I was a bit concerned by the style of the
buildings at first too, particularly the outside. However, it’s actually a really nice
place in which to work (apart from the food, which is typically Cambridge:
hugely over-priced, bland, and sometimes inedible). The windows open in all of
the offices that I’ve seen, although the automatic blinds are a bit unnerving on
first sight. Oh, and parts of the place are very confusing. I still manage to get
completely disoriented by the circular staircases in Pavillion B 

It’s less than two minutes walk from Churchill (you simply go north and walk



across Madingley Road. St. John’s is a bit farther but still less than ten minutes
on foot.

16. Alex
March 19, 2006

The award seems a little overgenerous and somewhat dubious in its purpose. If
the aim is to try to reconcile religion and physics, I can’t say that I’ve found
Barrow’s arguments particularly relevant to such a project.

“The Constants of Nature”2002 is quite a thought-provoking book, which
examines the fine tuning of physical constants to create laws of physics which
are conducive to the evolution of life.

In particular, Barrow is interested in the fine structure constant, the ratio
between the energy needed to bring two electrons from infinity to a distance of s
\against their electrostatic repulsion, and (ii) the energy of a single photon of
wavelength 2 \pi s \.

This is one of the few dimensionless constants in nature and Barrow seems to
believe there is evidence that it has changed over time.
His evidence comes from the Oklo ‘natural reactor’ in West Africa and the study
of Quasars using multiplet sampling.

The implications of his views are that the universe in its current phase (not just
at inception) is particularly fine tuned for life. He also examines the views of
Linde on “eternal inflation” and Lee Smolin’s arguments about black hole
universes being naturally selected.

As to his suggestions about the changing fine structure constant: there is
counter evidence which suggests that it’s NOT changing, and furthermore, he
provides no theoretical explanation about why it would change, or the atom
become slightly larger since 14 billion years ago.

However, even though he is something of a court physicist to Number 10 and the
Vatican, I can’t say I noticed any strong religious arguments in this book.
I suppose a potential one is that some “intelligent designer” was responsible for
the “initial conditions” of inflation, although he isn’t crazy enough to suggest
this.

To me, the anthropic principle argument is tautological and leads to not very
interesting theoretical musings. In a similar vein Eddington and Dirac spent a lot
of time in semi-mystical investigations of large number theory.

17. Alejandro Rivero
March 19, 2006

Eddington was a bit more semi-mystical than Dirac. The later was betting more
on evolving constants than on a special coincidence. By the way it is interesting
to nocice that a lot of crackpot ideas on gravity and masses around in the net are
just variants in disguise of Dirac’s large number idea.



About this kind of research, let me to remember that we took a whole year in
physicsforums clasifying the numerical coincidencies around. Some famous ones
are even published. For instance, Lubos happened to rediscover m(electron) /
m(proton), which probably is the shortest article ever published in the Physical
Review, decades ago.

18. island
March 19, 2006

At least Barrow is looking for real first principles.

The structure of our universe is the most natural configuration for the big bang
to produce, per the least action principle… because… [ infinities, multiverses,
and “cosmological selection effects” don’t go here, jack ].

Please.

19. MathPhys
March 19, 2006

Thanks, damtp_dweller.

By the way, what do you do for research? What are people up to in Cambridge
nowadays? The place is a bit too quiet as compared to a few years back. (Don’t
worry about hijacking a thread. It’s all for the good.)

20. Incompetent
March 20, 2006

“It’s DAMTP, not DAMPT (although it is, for some bizarre reason I’ve never quite
understood, pronounced “dampt”).”

Blame it on the peculiarities of what English speakers consider ‘pronounceable’.
For obvious reasons, ‘mtp’ at the end of a word is deemed unpronounceable, so
the ‘p’ is ignored, giving ‘damt’. But the combination ‘mt’ is also unusual, so this
is resolved by inserting a ‘p’ in the middle. In a similar way, many English
speakers will say and even write ‘hampster’, even though the word is actually
‘hamster’ (borrowed from German, hence the un-English ‘mst’).

I tend to say ‘damt’, but then again I have enough experience of German that
‘mt’ doesn’t feel unnatural.

21. Alejandro Rivero
March 21, 2006

I think that phonemes are defined via the possibility of differentiating words,
thus this combination is not only unpronounceable, it plainly does not exist. Just
as a colored hadron.



2005 Topcites

March 20, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The SLAC SPIRES yearly list of most frequently cited papers in 2005 is now available.
I commented recently on what this was likely to show, quantifying the intellectual
collapse of string theory since 1999.

There are exactly three post-1999 particle theory papers among the top 50 in the list.
Two of these are about flux compactifications and have moved up significantly since
last year reflecting the increasing popularity of landscape studies. At number 18 (up
from 29) is the KKLT paper from early 2003, and at number 34 (up from 54) is an
earlier paper from 2001 by Giddings, Kachru and Polchinski. The only non-landscape
post-1999 paper to crack the top 50 is the 2002 Berenstein, Maldacena and Nastase
paper on PP waves (which is part of the AdS/CFT story). It just barely makes it at
number 49 (down from 32 last year).

The highest ranked post-2003 paper is the Arkani-Hamed and Dimopoulos 2004 paper
on split supersymmetry. It’s at number 106, with a total of 103 citations.

There’s also a new 2005 All-time topcited list. Maldacena’s AdS/CFT paper from 1997
remains very near the top, with 3881 citations. There is nothing post-1999 on this list,
which includes the top 186 papers. If recent trends continue indefinitely, it seems
entirely possible that no post-1999 particle theory paper will ever make this all-time
top-cited list, allowing historians of science to conclusively pinpoint the death of
particle theory as having coincided fairly precisely with the end of the 20th century.
This is optimistically assuming people lose interest in the landscape. It is also possible
that landscape studies will come to dominate the field, with landscape papers then
climbing up into the all-time topcited list. This doesn’t really change the conclusion
about the death of particle theory.

Comments

1. Who
March 20, 2006

This doesn’t really change the conclusion about the death of particle theory.

LOL

(agree of course)

A bunch of us made predictions about the topcites 2005 list.
Here are the forecast poll results:
http://www.physicsforums.com/poll.php?do=showresults&pollid=580

I see that your (notevenwrong’s) guess proved correct. Congratulations.

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/topcites/2005/annual.shtml
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/topcites/2005/annual.shtml
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=360
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=360
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/topcites/2005/alltime.shtml
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/topcites/2005/alltime.shtml
http://www.physicsforums.com/poll.php?do=showresults&pollid=580
http://www.physicsforums.com/poll.php?do=showresults&pollid=580


2. ObsessiveMathsFreak
March 20, 2006

It is also possible that landscape studies will come to dominate the
field, with landscape papers then climbing up into the all-time topcited
list.

Philosophy. The last refuge of the hypothecator.

3. Jimbo
March 20, 2006

No critique is as devastating as a quantitative one ! Kudo’s to Peter for calling it
as it is. One wonders, how many hundreds of string papers are still pending
review at Nucl.Phys.B, PhysRev D, etc ? How many grad students will join the
`String Army’ this year ?
Like the `war’ in Iraq: Massive inertia*snail’s pace = business as usual.

4. JustAnotherInfidel
March 20, 2006

Perhaps one could find another six year period where very few papers made the
topcite list (say, 1987-1993 where the top cited papers are pretty far down the
list, not to mention few and far between). Looking selectively at the data really
doesn’t prove much.

5. woit
March 20, 2006

JustAnotherInfidel,

I strongly disagree that I’m looking selectively at the data. I think that if you ask
virtually any particle theorist who has been in this business for many years what
they think about how many new ideas have come along over the last six years
compared to other periods in their lifetime, they will tell you that the number of
such ideas in the past six years has been unusually low. I’m putting forward the
most honest and objective way I know of quantifying this. If you have a better
one, let’s hear it.

6. arnold
March 20, 2006

Maybe there have been good ideas, but if you’re not a big name….nobody pays
attention.

The big names decide what is good physics and what is not.

Maybe we are close to the end of physics.
In science in principle you should not worry what the big names think, but what
the experimental measurements say.

7. JustAnotherInfidel



March 21, 2006

Dr. Woit–

I feel that one must take other things into account when making claims like “the
death of particle physics is nigh”–the set of string theorists who understand, say,
twistor strings is a very small subset of all string theorists, so naturally there will
be fewer citations of that work. Papers like RS1 or AdS/CFT represent huge
steps in understanding (or misunderstanding, if you like) of physics that don’t
just happen everyday. Some of the papers listed on this list (just the theory
papers apply) represent really revolutionary ideas (inflation,
Beckenstein/Hawking radiation, asymptotic freedom…).

One should look at the theoretical papers (not things like WMAP data) which
represent ground-breaking ideas (judged by the number of citations), and look at
the years in which they were published. If you can show that the current six year
lapse in theory is longer than any other before, then I will accept your claim that
particle physics is in a dark ages.

8. MathPhys
March 21, 2006

I recall the years from the mid 70’s to 1983 (so that’s more than 6 years) when
basically nothing was going on in theoretical HEP (except for Witten’s papers on
Chern Simons theory, non abelian bosonization, global anomalies, etc, which
were too mathematical to be called high energy physics proper). The standard
model was fully established and people started playing mundane games with
Kaluza Klein, SUSY, etc.

The situation changed completely in 1984–1985 which were revolutionary years:
superstring theory, conformal field theory, quantum groups, knot invariants, and
RSOS models in stat mech, and probably more. Probably the most revolutionary
years since quantum mechanics and/or quantum electrodynamics, in terms of the
number and quality of new ideas floating around.

So yes, I’m hopeful that something will come along.

9. Alejandro RIvero
March 21, 2006

As I see, these people at SPIRES are he(l)pful. And jointly with arxiv and KEK, it
is a resource to be proud of.

10. woit
March 21, 2006

Because of some of the comments here, I took a closer look at some of the
topcites data, even making a histogram of the time distribution of the all-time
topcited papers.

The results for 1975-86 agree with my memory of the period. There were lots of



new ideas that people were working on: supergravity, lattice gauge theory,
instantons, GUTs, 2d models, etc. (Chern-Simons-Witten was later), although
some level of frustration at how difficult it was to either solve QCD or get beyond
the standard model. The topcites data show a consistent average of 5-6
papers/year for this period, with a peak of 9 in 1985 corresponding to the advent
of strings.

The period from 87-93 does contain many fewer papers, just seven, an average of
one/year. This is significantly more than the post 99 zero/year, but more to the
point, research during this period was largely driven by new developments in a
way that is very different than recent history. If you look at the earliest SPIRES
yearly top-cites compilation, covering 92-94, and ask how many of the top-cited
papers were from the six years just before this (1987-93), you get 13 out of 40,
even though most of these papers are on things like CFT results that were very
popular then, but haven’t made the all-time list since people have lost interest in
them. This number of 13 out of 40 is very different than the similar number for
2005: 3 out of 50 (or 2 out of the top 40). While people in 1993 felt things were
in a lull, the situation was very different back then, there were plenty of quite
recent results that large numbers of people were working on.

Also, while 1987-93 was a fallow period for string theory, it was the period when
the whole field of topological quantum field theory got going, and Witten did his
Fields medal winning work on Chern-Simons. There’s nothing remotely similar to
this in the last few years.

Citation counts don’t reliably identify important new ideas, they reflect what the
community is working on. Famously, Weinberg’s electroweak paper received no
citations for several years, but now is the most cited theory paper of all time.
Maybe there is some important idea out there in the recent literature, but its
significance is not understood, so hardly anyone else is working on it. Witten’s
twistor string paper has received relatively few citations, but that seems to be
not because people don’t understand it, but because it has not led to as much as
originally hoped, so few people continue to work on it.

11. JustAnotherInfidel
March 21, 2006

Dr. Woit–

Thank you for your detailed analysis. Absent any other indicators, your analysis
does seem to indicate that ideas are fewer and further between. It does seem to
quantify the dark ages of particle physics you alluded to in the original post.
Perhaps we have been “sidetracked”, so to speak, on ideas like RS1 and
AdS/CFT, or that the field is more dispersed than at other points in the past.

12. David B.
March 21, 2006

Dear Peter:

It takes many years before a paper can gather 1000+ citations (this is the magic



number that makes it to the top-cited papers of all time, 990 is no big step down
from this). This never happens immediately. Claiming that because no such thing
has happened in the last 6 years that theoretical particle physics is dead is a
wrong conclusion and does not take into account historical data on the subject.

To make such a statement you have to wait (at the very least) about 15 years and
then look back. You also have to wait and see what happens after the LHC is
taking data to declare that theoretical particle physics is dead, because if
anything unexpected is found, I can guarantee that it will be a very interesting
time for theoretical physics.

To judge a field by how many papers from the previous year have gathered 100+
citations is probably more correlated with having fashionable
theories/mechanisms. On the other hand, if a subfield is more technical and it
requires a lot of hard work to get results, then you would be extremely happy if a
paper got 50+ citations in that year. One should always judge by quality, not just
quantity.

The fact that experimental physics is dominating the list is actually very healthy:
there is very interesting new data (neutrino masses, cosmological precision
experiments) and there is a strong effort to fit these observations with our
understanding of the standard model and physics beyond the standard model
(like inflation).

13. A. Torok
March 21, 2006

David B.: I strongly agree with your statements.

14. woit
March 22, 2006

David B. and A. Torok,

Obviously I was making a provocative statement about the “death of particle
theory”. We don’t know yet how it will turn out, maybe the LHC will change
everything. However it’s not going to be telling us much for at least another
three years or so, at which point the period of zero progress that I am identifying
will have stretched out to about a decade.

As for your comments about the all-time list, you’re just refusing to look at the
data. If someone comes up with a new idea that is recognized as important in
this field, it tends to get a lot of attention quickly. There are a lot of smart people
out there everyday looking at new papers on hep-th, ready to jump on anything
new they see. Historically, it is not at all unusual for important papers to
accumulate nearly 1000 citations within 2-3 years (the most heavily cited papers
generally get 3-500 citations/year). I picked one recent year at random (2002),
and looked at the SLAC all-time list which that year included the top 104 papers.
Eight of these were from within the previous 5 years. It doesn’t take 15 years for
most important papers to show up on the all-time list. Please look at this data,
and don’t just assume you know what it says. And no, the reason for this data is



not that the list is being overwhelmed by a huge number of important new
experimental results. Besides WMAP, which dominates the list, this has not been
a period of unusually many or important HEP experimental discoveries, although
HEP experiment is in better shaper than HEP theory.

As far as I can tell you’re both students and lack historical perspective on this
issue. If you ask anyone who has been working in this field for twenty years or
more, paying close attention to new developments as they arose, I think you’ll
find that virtually all will tell you that the dearth of recognizable new ideas
during the last six years compared to earlier periods has been dramatic. If you
don’t want to believe me or other people who have this experience, look for
yourself at the SLAC data.

I think it is extremely unhelpful for people to try and deny the facts of the matter
here. Particle theory is in a bad way, and the community needs to figure out why
this is true and whether something can be done about it. Denying that this is true
won’t make the problem go away.

15. David B.
March 22, 2006

Dear Peter:

I am not a student and I have been in the field for more than 10 years, so I have
some historical perspective. Furthermore, I am not in “denial”. I was just
pointing out that it is too early to make concluding statements like that. You have
an undeniable right to have a negative opinion of the current state of theoretical
particle physics and nobody is trying to rob you of that fact.

Looking at the papers on the topcited list that have between 1000+ and 1200
citations you will quickly realize that the grand majority of them have been
around for more than ten years, so my estimate is broadly correct.

To make a point: the paper of Faddeev and Popov that introduced
ghosts and gauge fixing in 1967 took until after the year 2000 to get to the top.
Are you telling me that their work is unimportant because it didn’t make it to the
top in three years (as it obviously should have)?

It is not true that you generically get to that number within three years. That is
truly exceptional, even today.

You also failed to mention that many of the topcited papers that accumulated
500+ citations per year for three years in a row around 1997 were very closely
related to each other, and not completely independent ideas either. The year
2002 is not random.

Why don’t you make the experiment with the year 1995? Not a single theory
paper from the previous five years is in the topcited list.

The theoretical high energy community is waiting for new data. The extreme
precision of current data places enormous constraints on new ideas. The big



breakthroughs you are probably referring to (circa 1997) are related to new
paradigms to avoid these constraints based on ideas of extra dimensions, etc.

New ideas that people are waiting to “pounce on” require two ingredients:
avoiding current phenomenology constraints in a clever way and most
importantly: a simple calculation attached to it. Without the second fact you can
not hope that there will be 500+ citations within a year, no matter how important
your idea is.

16. woit
March 22, 2006

David,

My apologies for mistaking you for a student, I was going by the e-mail address
you gave and very quick results of a google search.

As for the points you make:

1. Sure, at all times most top-cited papers are older ones, but that’s irrelevant.
What I’m trying to get at is the number of recent ideas recognized by the field as
significant. Often these will appear on this list within a few years of when they
come out.

2. As I noted earlier, historically there are examples of papers whose importance
was not recognized for quite a few years. Weinberg’s “A theory of leptons paper”
was a dramatic example of this. The Faddev-Popov paper of 1967 was another.
When it came out, very few people cared about non-abelian gauge theories (they
were too busy working on the predecessor of string theory…). It was only after ‘t
Hooft showed renormalizability in 1971 and asymptotic freedom was discovered
in 1973 that gauge theories became popular. If you’re going to compare citation
counts of papers from the sixties and ones from nearly forty years later , you
need to take into account two factors. The number of papers being written was
many fewer forty years ago, and, unless you are looking at a different data
source than me, the SLAC all-time lists from years ago are much smaller and
nowhere near as deep as the current ones. The latest all-time list (2005) that has
zero papers from the last six years on it is 186 deep. The lists from 1995 and
2000 that you refer to have only 47 and 87 entries respectively.

3. The year 2002 was randomly chosen as a recent year that would pick up the
pre-2000 period before the point at which I claim brain-death set in. Sure,
among the 8 papers on that list, there are correlations. I wasn’t making much of
that absolute number, just that it is very different than zero. I’ll also point out
that I wasn’t comparing numbers, just responding to your incorrect argument
that recent papers don’t appear on the all-time list.

4. Let’s discuss 1995. As others have remarked, 1987-93 was considered by most
people the previous low point of new ideas in particle theory, so 1995 should be
the worst previous year in terms of numbers of new ideas showing up on these
lists. The 1995 all-time list doesn’t include any recent papers, but it is only 47
long. If you can get ahold of a list of the top 186 papers, which is what you need



to directly compare to 2005, I’m willing to bet it will have a significant number of
recent papers in it. The 1995 list of top papers recently cited (in this case 93-95,
there is no data for just 1995) includes in the top 40 eight from the period
1990-95. Compare this to 2005, where the top 40 includes just the two recent
landscape ones. Also note that 1995 was the year of the second superstring
revolution, and the year after Seiberg-Witten. Anyone looking at these numbers
at the end of 1995 would also be well aware that there were quite a few papers
from late 1994 and 1995 that were accumulating citations at a very fast rate. The
1995 situation was just radically different than that of today. If you know of any
papers too recent to make the 2005 top 40, but that are accumulating citations
very quickly like Seiberg-Witten, let me know.

5. The new ideas that dominate the late 1990s list are not just extra dimensions.
Many of them have to do with AdS/CFT and other aspects of string theory, which
have nothing to do with the precision of current data.

6. Making the top 40, or the top 186 all-time list doesn’t require 500+ citations
in a year. To make the top 40 just requires about 150 citations/year, to make the
top 186 all-time list over five years would require 200 citations/year. Historically,
in all previous periods, there have been many papers getting cited at these rates
(although as you go far back in time, you have to rescale for the significantly
smaller number of papers being produced). My point is that the only recent
papers from the last 6 years in this league are landscape papers: the KKLT paper
(223 citations last year), and the Giddings et al paper (169 citations).

7. People don’t just pounce on phenomenology papers, they also pounce on
string theory papers. I don’t think of KKLT as a phenomenology paper. If
someone had a decent new idea about string theory, even if it had zero
phenomenological implications, it would get pounced on.

Finally, what is the point of trying to make these tendentious arguments that you
are using? Do you really believe that the last six years has been a healthy period
for particle theory? If you believe that, let’s hear some examples of important
ideas from the last six years, of a number even remotely comparable to previous
six year periods. If you agree that this has not been a healthy period, why try to
come up with quantitative arguments for the idea that it’s not so bad?

17. David B.
March 22, 2006

Dear Peter:

The last few years have been a healthy period in high energy theory. They are
definitely not as intense as during the 1990’s, and I don’t feel like there is
nothing to do or work on, quite the contrary. My “counting” is just as
tendencious as yours. I picked 1995 exactly because that was another period
where particle physics had been declared dead a few years back (I had been told
that there was no future in high energy particle physics before entering graduate
school).

There have been very interesting recent results (they might not make it to the



topcite 1000+), but here are a few of extremely high quality results of the
previous five years (apart from the ones you have already mentioned) that
indicate that theoretical high energy physics is doing just fine:

Minahan and Zarembo hep-th/0212208 provided new tools to address the
AdS/CFT. They showed that one loop computations in the AdS/CFT gave rise to
integrable spin chain models. The presence of an integrable structure in the
calculation of anomalous dimensions in N=4 SYM was unexpected.
The follow-up work is very technical, but it is extremely exciting and of very high
quality.

Dijkagraaf and Vafa in a series of papers in 2002 made a conjecture relating
matrix models and non-perturbative effects in supersymmetric gauge theories.
Although they were inspired by string theory, these results hold regardless of
this motivation and permit one to calculate many results exaclty, as was proved
later. You might complain that they relate to supersymmetric theories, but then,
it is very hard to come by with exact calculations in any context.

Arkani-Hamed, Cohen and Georgi hep-th/0104005 introduce the ideas of
deconstruction and show how we might be fooling ourselves into thinking we live
in higher dimensions if the high energy theory has the right set of discrete
symmetries.

Witten gave a huge push to the computation of helicity amplitudes in QCD in
hep-th/0312171. Many of the techiques devised since then on these ideas are
extremely efficient at computing gluon scattering. This is the dominant source
for uncertainties in the LHC.

I can keep on going. Most of the interesting works of these previous five years
involve computations that require a lot of work. I don’t see any reason to believe
that because calculations are harder that progress has stopped. It just moves
slower and that is reflected in the number of citations per year that a paper
receives.

The above are a few of my favorite papers of the past five years, and you might
appreciate that none of them are directly related to the landscape. Even though I
try to keep up to date in high energy physics, there is not enough time in the day
to read everything that comes out, so I can not give you an in-detail presentation
of what is going on everywhere, but for me, personally, it feels like a healthy
environment to be working on right now.

18. woit
March 22, 2006

David,

I think you’ve identified the best work in particle theory during the past few
years, but I also think that it is very clear that these are results that are of much
less significance than ones in any similar list that people would have generated
in the past when asked to produce a list of the most important work during the
past 5-6 years.



To have a serious discussion of the significance of those papers, one would have
to go into a long discussion of what exactly is in them, what one could in
principle hope they might lead to, what exactly they have led to, etc. They are all
papers that have received a great deal of attention, and are certainly not things
that have been ignored or not understood. The relatively modest number of times
they were cited by other papers during 2005 reflects the fact that other theorists
find these results of limited interest and have not been able to get very much out
of them. The only one that has more than 100 citations is Minahan-Zarembo,
because many people are trying to find a useful integrable structure in N=4
SYM, partly because of the relevance to AdS/CFT. It will be interesting if that
goes anywhere, but progress seems limited, and this is still a very long way from
leading to something that you can do any physics with.

The Dijkgraaf-Vafa results give very limited information about certain
supersymmetric models, again, a long way from being useful for physics. My
impression is that many people have looked at this, but few people are still
working in this area.

The twistor string again is an idea that seems not to have led to as much as
people had originally hoped. Again, many people have looked at this (probably
most serious particle theorists), but very few people are still working on it.

Those are general impressions from listening to talks, scanning hep-th papers,
reading conference talks off the web, etc., but they are borne out by the quite
small number of citations those papers have been getting compared to the
leading papers from previous periods. Take a look at the total number of
citations of these papers so far:

Witten, twistor string: 206 citations in 2.25 years, 92 citations/year

Dijkgraaf-Vafa: 322 citations in 3.6 years, 89 citations/year

Minahan-Zarembo: 283 citations in 3.25 years, 87 citations/year

Arkani-Hamed, et. al: 300 citations in 5 years, 60 citations/year

I think it is extremely unlikely that any of these papers will ever reach 1000
citations or the all-time topcited list. The only one of these where there still
seems to be sizable interest is Minahan-Zarembo, and whether people keep
citing it depends on whether the search for integrability in N=4 SYM goes
anywhere. Maybe interest in this topic will grow significantly, or continue at the
present rate for the next seven years necessary to get to 1000 citations, but I
find that hard to believ.

All in all, I’m sorry, but I think the evidence that you’ve given that this is a
healthy period just doesn’t stand up to scrutiny. It’s always true that there is
“something to work on”; one can always calculate something, the question is how
interesting the result of the calculation is. The SPIRES data I’ve quoted
conclusively show that the theory community sees these results as much less
interesting than the results achieved in any other similar period in our lifetimes.



New Top Quark Mass

March 20, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Via Tommaso Dorigo of the CDF collaboration, the news that the Tevatron
Electroweak Working Group has released a new analysis of combined CDF and D0
data with the most accurate result so far for the top quark mass: 172.5 +/- 2.3 Gev.
Last summer this value was at 174.3 +/- 3.4 Gev (see a posting here), an improvement
over the earlier value derived just using Run I data of 178.0 +/- 4.3 Gev.

The paper describing these results is available now here, and will soon be on the
arXiv as hep-ex/0603039. This new result represents a determination of the top quark
mass to 1.3% accuracy, and the paper claims that further Run II data should
ultimately allow an accuracy of better than 1%.

For a talk about the significance of the top quark mass, see here.

Comments

1. Tony Smith
March 20, 2006

Peter said “… the Tevatron Electroweak Working Group has released a new
analysis of combined CDF and D0 data with the most accurate result so far for
the top quark mass: 172.5 +/- 2.3 Gev …”.

I think that it should be noted that the “172.5 +/- 2.3 Gev” value applies only to
one of three peaks in Fermilab t-quark data.

For example, the original 26 April 1994 paper FERMILAB-PUB-94/097-E
contained a 26-event histogram for W+(3 or more)jets, without b-tags, that is
Figure 65, and which (with an x for each event in each 10-GeV T-mass bin)looks
like:
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In addition to the broad central peak around 170 GeV or so,
there is a small high peak around 220 to 230 GeV,
and a tall narrow low peak around 140 to 150 GeV.

In that paper, Fermilab dismissed the tall narrow low peak, saying “… We assume
the mass combinations in the 140 to 150 GeV/c^2 bin represent a statistical
fluctuation since their width is narrower than expected for a top signal. …”.

Nevertheless, the low and high peaks persist in later data for which they are not
excluded by cuts etc, and in my opinion all three peaks should be taken into
account in analyzing the T-quark data.

If it is assumed that the T-quark is a simple quark just like all the others, and if
one if forced to pick only one of the three peaks and reject the rest, then perhaps
the Fermilab consensus view that “the” T-quark mass is “172.5 +/- 2.3 Gev”
might be justified (but the other two peaks would still be unexplained, as they do
not appear to be accounted for by conventional background).
However, I do NOT think that the simple T-quark assumption is accurate.

Kent W. Staley, in his book “The Evidence for the Top Quark” (Cambridge 2004),
mentions on pages 295-296:

“… hints that the simplest hypothesis that the top candidate events are just the
ttbar events and SM background may not be entirely correct such hints ‘should
be monitored carefully, as they may be offering us glimpses of new physics’ …
Even when experimenters find that they have acieved experimenters’ success,
they look more closely to see the interesting flaw in their achievements – the
discrepancy that will mean, not failure … but the possibility of some new success
…”.



Staley’s book contains detailed references and context that I will omit here.

Possible clues about the three peaks might come from such sources as:

hep-ph/030713, by Froggatt, that studies the interrelationships of the T-quark,
the Higgs, and the Vacuum; and

hep-ph/0311165 and hep-ph/9603293, by Yamawaki et al, that describe T-quark
condensate models, including:
Nambu-Jona-Lasinio models with mt about 145 GeV
Kaluza-Klein (8-dimensional) model with m_t about 173 GeV
Bardeen-Hill-Lindner models with mt about 218 GeV.

Please see the papers themselves for details.

In deference to Peter’s wish to exclude discussion of non-standard physics
models, I will stop here.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

2. Bourgeois Nerd
March 20, 2006

So is this just a refinement of the Standard Model or something interesting? I’m
afraid I’m too much of a layman to tell.

3. woit
March 20, 2006

Bourgeois Nerd,

In some sense, this is just a more precise determination of one of the standard
model parameters. But it’s a very important one: the Higgs couples to fermions
according to their mass, so it is by far most strongly coupled to the top quark.
So, if you want to detect the Higgs, either directly or indirectly, knowing the top
quark mass as accurately as possible is important.

4. Thomas Larsson
March 20, 2006

How does the new top mass change limits on the Higgs mass and other things?

5. andy s.
March 20, 2006

Taking these three values together makes the TQM in the range
[ 173.7 – 174.8 ] (or 174.25 +/- 0.55).
That’s the lowest of the three maxima and the highest of the three minima.

Although I suppose it doesn’t really work that way.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


6. Dumb Biologist
March 20, 2006

In Dr. Tait’s presentation, he suggests the mass of the top can tell physicists
something about electroweak symmetry breaking. I know a tiny bit about the
Higgs mechanism giving mass to the W’s and Z, and obviously if the top couples
most strongly to the Higgs, there’s some kind of circumstantial relationship. But
beyond the mere fact that the vector bosons and the top all are mighty heavy,
weigh about the same, and hence have similar couplings to the Higgs, what
deeper principles are being revealed?

7. Alejandro Rivero
March 21, 2006

Ah, I also had a prediction for the top quark, but it was exactly at 175 Gev (188
u), hmm. (well, it could be a prediction for top+charm meson).

Seriously, what matters is not 175 or 173, even Tony’s 145 peak. What matters is
why it is at the electroweak symmetry breaking scale.

8. Luboš Motl
March 21, 2006

Dear Bourgeois Nerd,

the top quark mass is important because it is important for the existence of
supersymmetry and the minimal supersymmetric standard model.

Thomas Larsson: yes, the Higgs mass in the minimal supersymmetric standard
model depends sensitively on the top and stop masses.

More generally, the exact top quark mass is important because it affects string
theory phenomenology. Click the PDF file that Peter Woit linked in the last
sentence of this article – with the word significance – and go to the middle of the
PDF file.

Of course, without supersymmetry, the top quark mass is not too significant, and
the Higgs mass is independent of the top quark mass.

See my blog for more details about this issue.

Best wishes
Lubos

9. stan
March 21, 2006

This blog post is indeed remarkable. Lubos writes:

“Its mass used to be thought to be 178 GeV. It was lowered to 175 GeV and now
to 172 GeV, with error margin around 2 GeV. [..]

http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/uno.gif
http://dftuz.unizar.es/~rivero/research/uno.gif


At roughly the same time, Faraggi included some loop corrections which made
the agreement worse because the physical mass he obtained [using string
theory] was 192 – 200 GeV. [..]

this story is an example that string theory can predict properties of particle
physics and it can even give us the right predictions.”

It is encouraging that superstring-theorists tried (try?) to predict particle
properties. But the Faraggi result was obviously *falsified* by the experiment.

10. Luboš Motl
March 21, 2006

Dear stan,

you forgot to quote my sentence about the crackpots who form the core of the
readership of Peter Woit’s blog. It was inconvenient for you, was not it? The tree
level calculation from 1991 was confirmed by experiments, the loop-corrected
calculation from 1995 was falsified by experiments. At any rate, you should
better be careful in saying that the loop-corrected prediction was falsified
because the owner of this blog does not like those who disagree with his thesis
that string theory etc. is “not even wrong”.

Best
Lubos

11. Alejandro Rivero
March 21, 2006

So, string calculations do not need loop corrections?

12. The Anti-Lubos
March 21, 2006

Luboš Motl: you forgot to quote my sentence about the crackpots who form the
core of the readership of Peter Woit’s blog.

Well, you’re here all the time. Sounds like a case of the crackpot calling the
crackkettle black.

13. Lubos Motl
March 21, 2006

Alejandro Rivero, your dumb questions convinced me that I must simply put you
in the very same group as Nigel Cook, Tony Smith, Danny Ross Lunsford,
Quantoken, and many others. Sorry but it will probably be hard for you to
reverse this policy.

The full calculations of course include loops. But the tree level calculations don’t.
Saying that tree level calculations are worthless, which is what you are
essentially doing, is incredibly stupid. Most of the key calculations in physics,
including those in the discovery of the electroweak theory, were tree level



calculations.

The full calculation needs us to clarify many more extra details, and it is
completely conceivable that the 1995 loop calculation is simply further away
from the correct answer than the 1991 tree level estimate. Experimentally, it is
clearly the case.

Best
Lubos

14. woit
March 21, 2006

I definitely recommend Lubos’s blog entry

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/03/peter-woit-recommends-supersymmetry.html

It really has everything:

1. delusional thinking about string theory: “string models predict the exact
masses of all particles”.

2. bizarro ideas about the scientific method: see his discussion of the Faraggi
“prediction” of the quark mass.

3. lunatic rants about string theory skeptics, e.g. yours truly.

As for his comments about the top mass being not significant if there is no
supersymmetry, this is just misinformation.

In the standard model itself, precision electroweak measurements depend both
on the top quark mass and on the Higgs mass. Knowing the top quark mass,
these measurements give significant constraints on the Higgs mass. See page 6
of the Tait talk I quoted. I don’t know of a source for updated numbers on these
constraints using the latest top mass.

In the MSSM, at tree level the Higgs mass has to be less than the Z mass, which
is wrong. Loop effects allow a higher Higgs mass, and the one-loop calculation
strongly depends on the top mass. One can push up the Higgs mass, but doing
this requires increasing degrees of fine-tuning. People are already uncomfortable
with the degree of fine-tuning required to get the Higgs mass above the LEP
experimental lower bound of 114 Gev. See page 12 of the Tait talk.

15. The Anti-Lubos
March 21, 2006

Lubos Motl: Saying that tree level calculations are worthless, which is what you
are essentially doing, is incredibly stupid.

Saying that he said this or even implied it when he did not is incredibly stupid.

16. Lubos Motl

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/03/peter-woit-recommends-supersymmetry.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/03/peter-woit-recommends-supersymmetry.html


March 21, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

1. the statement that a particular background in string theory predicts the
masses of all massive particles ia a mathematical fact, and only people who are
un-educated in theoretical physics misunderstand why

2. a prediction means a calculation of a certain observable that will be observed
in the future, which is what Faraggi (and many other people) did. His calculation
could have been imperfect but it was definitely a prediction, and once again, only
complete ignorants like you and your crackpot fans are unable (or unwilling?) to
understand this fact

3. the lousy intellectual quality of your society of cranks is being proved by
virtually every posting you have ever made, and almost every comment that your
crackpots fans ever added to your postings

4. the Higgs mass itself can’t be affected or deduced theoretically from the top
quark mass if you have no supersymmetry simply because there are quadratic
divergences correcting the Higgs mass that are not cancelled automatically
unless one has SUSY, but can be freely cancelled by (nonSUSY) counterterms.
The value of the top quark mass influences various high precision measurements
but does not, in any way, decide about the existence of the theory if the theory is
non-supersymmetric; any value is equally OK theoretically

5. you exactly explained why top and stop are important for MSSM – because
their large one-loop corrections make the predicted Higgs mass plausible. This
fact is the main reason why studying the top with a better accuracy is a
scientifically justifiable enterprise. The large one-loop top corrections are in no
sense “fine-tuning” because the top Yukawa coupling is not a small number. On
the contrary, it is experimentally proved to be around 1/sqrt(2), so your whining
about “fine-tuning” in the one-loop corrections is just another, 9325th evidence
of your complete ignorance about particle physics.

I recommend you to avoid commenting on things that you have no idea about,
such as particle physics, string theory, cosmology, and many other fields.

Best
Lubos

17. Alejandro Rivero
March 21, 2006

It could be worthwhile to quote also here the paper Lubos brought into focus:
http://ccdb4fs.kek.jp/cgi-bin/img_index?9110375
I am not sure if it is the first estimate running down to the 175 range; I have
seen some this range quoted in other ocassions, but also in higgs estimates, so
memory is fuzzy here. Perhaps Tony can remember better, as top is in his focus.

18. woit

http://ccdb4fs.kek.jp/cgi-bin/img_index?9110375
http://ccdb4fs.kek.jp/cgi-bin/img_index?9110375


March 21, 2006

Lubos,

You’re missing the main point in the non-supersymmetric case. High-precision
electroweak measurements depend on the Higgs mass, so they indirectly are
measuring it. This measurement is highly sensitive to the value of the top mass.
For latest results, including the latest top mass, see

http://lepewwg.web.cern.ch/LEPEWWG/plots/winter2006/

For the fine-tuning I’m talking about in the supersymmetric case, see the
discussion at

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000336.html

and maybe you can write in to the author to inform him how ignorant he is on
this issue.

19. Alejandro Rivero
March 21, 2006

It is perhaps remarkable that Tait’s slides still carry a plot from a 1993 article:
the one in page 14 comes from page 9 of http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9311269 .
Incidentally it can be noticed that it is still adjusting to a top quarks mass of 150
GeV (is it the second discontinous line counting from the bottom left corner?).
Those interested on predictions should note also figure 5 in page 29 of this
preprint.

On a different matter, I was thinking about aplying to the graduate program of
Harvard. Do you know any professor there able to write a recommendation
letter?

20. anon
March 21, 2006

Lubos is such a crackpot. According to Lubos, (Lubos Theorem 1)measuring the
mass of the top quark is a scientifically important endeavor iff supersymmetry is
true.
(Lubos Theorem 2) For any theory X, If you cite a reference that talks about X,
then you believe everything X says is true. (contrapositive of Thm2: If you do not
believe everything that X says is true, then you do not cite a reference about X)

21. Lead by Science
March 21, 2006

Maybe Peter and Lubos should remain confronational with each other, for
“information” that was just supplied by that “energy” expenditure. 

22. Thomas Larsson
March 21, 2006

http://lepewwg.web.cern.ch/LEPEWWG/plots/winter2006/
http://lepewwg.web.cern.ch/LEPEWWG/plots/winter2006/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000336.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000336.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9311269
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9311269


A story dedicated to Yellow Michael.

An anthropic string theorist, a non-anthropic string theorist, and a physicist were
discussing the experimental status of string theory.

Anthropic string theorist:
– String theory is in complete disagreement with experiments, but that is OK
because God created the universe to be compatible with human life.

Non-anthropic string theorist:
– String theory is in complete disagreement with experiments, but that is OK
because Witten has won the Fields medal.

Physicist:
– String theory is in complete disagreement with experiments.

23. tommaso dorigo
March 22, 2006

Hi all,

wow there is a lot to learn by reading these comments… People who trust recent
advances in theoretical physics and people who eat sausage should not ask what
there is inside. (One might rightly add people who blindly believe in
experimental errors – but that’s another story).

Just a remark: I accept non-experimentalists being speculative about background
fluctuations in principle – the charm meson started off as one at the very
beginning, and so did other important discoveries in particle physics as well as
other disciplines. But claiming that there are three peaks in the top quark mass
distributions CDF and D0 isolate, based on a plot of a very background-rich
sample isolated with a tenth of the statistics available today, is plain nuts.

Ah, and the top mass did not “use to be 178, then 175, then 172 GeV”. CDF
measured it at 174 GeV in 1994 (!) in the “evidence” paper, one year before we
decided to go observational. Later, more precise determinations have brought
the value around a bit, but world averages have stayed in the 171-178 GeV
range, and always within 1-1.5 sigma from 174.

24. Tony Smith
March 22, 2006

Tommaso Dorigo said, about my comment: “… claiming that there are three
peaks in the top quark mass distributions CDF and D0 isolate, based on a plot of
a very background-rich sample isolated with a tenth of the statistics available
today, is plain nuts. …”.

I agree. However, that is NOT what I said. I did specifically mention only one plot
(1994 CDF untagged semileptonic), but I also went on to say: “… the low and
high peaks persist in later data …”.
I did not give specific references to the later data for space and exposition



reasons, but, since the question has been raised, here are some of them (note –
of the three peaks (low, central, and high), the central peak is the one around
173 GeV):

the 1997 D0 untagged semileptonic histogram at hep-ex/9703008 showing all
three peaks;

the tagged CDF semileptonic events in hep-ex/9801014 showing the low peak;

the tagged D0 semileptonic events in hep-ex/9801025 showing all three peaks;

the CDF dileptonic events in hep-ex/9802017 showing the low and central peaks;

individual D0 dileptonic events described in the thesis of Erich Varnes at
http://wwwd0.fnal.gov/publications_talks/thesis/thesis.html including the
following events:

Run 84676 Event 12814 (2-jet analysis gives low peak)
Run 58796 Event 417 (low peak)
Run 90422 Event 26920 (low peak)
Run 88295 Event 30317 (low peak)
Run 84395 Event 15530 (3-jet analysis gives high peak);

individual D0 dileptonic events described in hep-ex/9808029 using the matrix-
element weighting algorithm that “… is an extension of the weight proposed in
[R.H. Dalitz and G.R. Goldstein, Phys. Rev. D45, 1531 (1992)] …”, including:

e mu #1 (low peak)
e e #1 (low peak)
mu mu (showing low and high peaks)

which events were also described using the neutrino weighting algorithm, with
these results:

e mu #1 (low peak)
e e #1 (low peak)
mu mu (high peak)

I hope that the above makes it clear that a reasonable analysis of later data
shows that all three peaks do continue to show up.
Of course, you can argue about interpretations, and indeed (as Fermilab has
done) argue that since the low and high peaks involve fewer events, they should
be thrown out.
However, it seems to me that the 3-peak point of view is also reasonably
arguable, and that work on theory and future data analysis should include work
on all three possible peaks instead of designing cuts etc that exclude the high
and low peaks from data analysis.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

http://wwwd0.fnal.gov/publications_talks/thesis/thesis.html
http://wwwd0.fnal.gov/publications_talks/thesis/thesis.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


PS – Please note that the above is only an outline indicating some of the later
data, and that extended discussion of relevant subtleties (see my web site) is
beyond the scope of blog comment discussion. I would like to think that the
above is extensive enough to refute the blog characterizations of me as “just
plain nuts” (by Tommaso Dorigo) and “moronic crackpot” (by Lubos Motl).

25. Juan R.
March 22, 2006

Lubos Motl Said,

1. the statement that a particular background in string theory predicts the
masses of all massive particles ia a mathematical fact, and only people who are
un-educated in theoretical physics misunderstand why

2. a prediction means a calculation of a certain observable that will be observed
in the future, which is what Faraggi (and many other people) did. His calculation
could have been imperfect but it was definitely a prediction, and once again, only
complete ignorants like you and your crackpot fans are unable (or unwilling?) to
understand this fact

3. the lousy intellectual quality of your society of cranks is being proved by
virtually every posting you have ever made, and almost every comment that your
crackpots fans ever added to your postings

[…]

Excuseme my complete ignorance and my obvious lack of brilliance (i am not a
Fields medallist and never will become one) Dr. Motl, but i am unable to
understand above 3 points (really i am unable to understand the rest of points
also, but this is not a journal :-).

3. How can one measure the crank level of any posting here? I am just curious!
Please do not cite Baez ranks or similar, since none of them has been
experimentally proven! From a historical point of view, i also find interesting all
past genius of physics (including Isaac Newton) was named crancks by their then
colleagues. Is not this a lesson for all of us?

Moreover, whereas i disagree with some comments posted in this blog, i agree
with many others and, by now, the net balance is clearly positive.

2. I think that none manual on epistemology or experimental methods (i know)
agree with you.

A prediction does not mean a calculation of a certain observable that will be
observed in the future, as you are saying. A clear example is computation of size
of hidden dimensions on string theory. One can calculate that “observable” and
obtain any result from zero to infinite.

Yes, the mainstream claims that hidden dimensions “are” of Planck scale but
arguments are easily rebated from chaos (microstructure from sub-Planck scale



spacetime modifies correlations and the physics over the Planck [There is a good
QM example worked in Nature by Zurek and methods can be adapted to a
generalized string theory formulation in Liouville space similar to that of
Nanopoulos and coworkers]).

Not forget also that in certain cosmological-string models the hidden dimensions
are infinite in size (FAPP).

Therefore, any measure of the size of any hidden dimension (if any) and
agreement with string theory (any value from zero to infinite) is not a prediction.

1. You claim it is a mathematical fact that a particular background in string
theory predicts the masses of all massive particles.

Perhaps i am un-educated (in your own words) but, sincerely, I fail to see that
from both a physical and a mathematical point.

See the point from set theory. If you are claiming that string theory is a
collection of different sub-theories/models each one with diferent “parameters”
(background), then if a particular background in string theory “predicts” -this is
not a correct word by point 1- the masses of all massive particles, then many
other backgrounds do not and offer us wrong results. That is also a mathematical
fact you forgot cite above.

It is also interesting to note that if X string models are compatible (the word
“predict” is as said incorrect) with values of masses, and Y are NOT compatible.
The ratio X/Y is either very close to or equals to zero. Therefore, from a
Landscape point of view, string theory is not compatible with masses.

But if you are claiming that only one of those backgrounds correspond to the
“real” (physical) string theory (with the rest of a pure mathematical interest),
then your above phrase cannot be correct. Instead of a particular background in
string theory… you would say just “string theory” (meaning with its only physical
background, THE background, that nobody knows) …

—
Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

26. Alejandro Rivero
March 22, 2006

Lead, yes it is true that interesting information appears even if with the pityful
waste of confrontational energy. All this issue of SuGra Electroweak Breaking,
from the plot in Tait’s slides, is worthwhile to be contemplated. I was unaware of
the trick of generating a phase transition by just running down the constants in
such a way that the uncolored mass (the higgs) hits the change of sign.

Of course a collateral benefit of this confrontational show is that all the
participant can hope get more visibility for their own papers. I expect the

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=366#comment-9451
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=366#comment-9451
http://www.citebase.org/cgi-bin/search?type=metadata&author=rivero%2C+a&title=&publication=&yearfrom=&yearuntil=&order=Descending&rank=Date+%28Update%29&submit=Search
http://www.citebase.org/cgi-bin/search?type=metadata&author=rivero%2C+a&title=&publication=&yearfrom=&yearuntil=&order=Descending&rank=Date+%28Update%29&submit=Search


silencious espectators will consider it and jump to the arena some day.

27. Steve Myers
March 22, 2006

A note on crackpots & data: Just last night I discussed this iossue with my two
sons (one a computer scientist who refused fellowship & got MS in less than a
year; the other, a construction supervisor who got his degree & went into
industry) & both agreed with me that the test for crackpots was whether or not
their stuff worked. I now work in data acquisition & analysis (so I understand
Tony Smith’s concerns) and any theory I have must fit the facts & predict future
behavior of equipment. My computer scientist son said he thought this throwing
of “crackpot” at people & attacking their intelligence is a result of the scarcity of
positions available & the fight for funding (one reason he left academia). I think
it’s very sad. Was Einstein right: is being a plumber the best option (or
electrician or carpenter)? And finally, Lubos, of course Woit is right about Higgs
mass by way of the top and precision electroweak measurements.

28. Alejandro Rivero
March 23, 2006

An update about the prediction of top mass Lubos was proud of. It was bases in
the techique of infrared quasi-fixed points for the top quark yukawa coupling, a
technique that was resuscited in the eraly nineties and at that time involved
SuGra and string based models. But it comes from ten years before; most people
quotes a paper of C.T Hill of 1981, Phys Rev D 24 p 691, which in turn attributes
the idea to Pendleton and Ross in some paper written down at the end of 1980
and published as B. Pendleton and G.G. Ross, Phys Lett 98B p 291 (1981). The
paper of Hill does not claim string or susy inspirations, and I can not tell of P&R
now because it is an offline paper. But here goes one half of the string-susy-
fundamentation of top mass.

The another half is the trick for Radiative “infrared” Electroweak Breaking used
in Sugra. It is that because the Higgs is uncolored but the top is not, the RG
equations can be adjusted in such a way that as one run them down from M_GUT
to low energy, at some instant a critical point “a la Curie” is crossed and the
Higgs field gets the negative mass square it needs to break electroweak
symmetry. I can not tell if this idea is original of SUSY theories; Tait seems to
imply it, and I can not find it argued in other kind of papers. In fact it is a very
elegant idea.



Letter From Schroer

March 21, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Bert Schroer has sent me a very long and interesting comment for posting here. I’ve
put it into a separate web-page. It includes both a lot of history and many different
ideas. Unfortunately I don’t have the time right now to write much about it in
response, but just will make one point about the part that he explicitly addresses to
me.

Schroer claims that geometric methods in QFT have so far only been useful in dealing
with free fields in a fixed background gauge field or metric. This is largely, but not
completely true. Most of our reasons for believing the standard model are based on
perturbative quantization of gauge fields, and for this it’s true that geometrical
methods are not strictly necessary. But for QCD, we need a non-perturbative
quantization of the gauge fields, and here lattice QCD is the best we’ve got. It is
based upon discretizing a geometrically formulated path integral, preserving as much
of the gauge field geometry as possible. My own guess is that there is still a lot to be
learned about non-perturbative quantization of gauge fields, based upon the
geometrical formulation of the problem given by the path integral approach and I
have been working on speculative ideas of how to do this (some of which even involve
gerbes and algebraic geometry…). This is still work in progress, maybe I’ll someday
find it really can’t work, but for now I’m quite optimistic.

There’s also a new survey paper on QFT from Fredenhagen, Rehren and Seiler. The
authors discuss the current state of understanding of QFT, with some points of
overlap with Schroer. Like Schroer, they also discuss string theory in detail, and are
critical of the inability of the string theory research program to come up with precise
statements about what the theory is supposed to be. They are however, much less
forceful in their criticisms than Schroer.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
March 21, 2006

Uff!

And at the end the finger points to Weinberg. Indeed he left the field jumping
into the astrophysics wagon. And sure it seems to favour the “effective”
approach to QFT, but this is a blame on QFT in general, not on AQFT only. Hmm.

2. Dick Thompson
March 21, 2006

Schroer’s letter is fascinating stuff. Aside from the geometric issue (or maybe
you regard it as part of the same story) is his criticism of functional integral

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/schroer.html
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methods. Frankly I think the rush to use path integrals here there and
everywhere has been a downer for particle physics. If algebraic methods can do
the calculations and be rigorous too, that would seem an advantage.

3. Lubos Motl
March 21, 2006

These attempts to return physics to the 1930s or even further to the past are
completely pathetic. Path integrals have rightfully become the dominant way to
describe physics of quantum fields and their strength turned out to be even more
obvious in theories with non-Abelian gauge symmetries (Yang-Mills symmetries
much like conformal symmetries on the worldsheet etc. – we can’t really live
without these things today). It would be extremely awkward to do physics
without the FP-ghosts and path integral in this case which is very important
today.

In the same way, it is impossible to undo the insights of the Renormalization
Group from the 1970s – considered by many wise people to be the most
important insights in physics in the second half of the 20th century. Quantum
field theory is an important stuff. Some of them may be UV complete but even if
they are UV complete, they should be used as effective field theories describing
physics at some energy scale. Eventually we know that all QFTs break down at
the Planck scale or earlier.

Complaining about QFTs being used as effective QFTs with respect to an energy
scale, and complaining about the use of path integrals in physics of 2006 is a soft
type of crackpotism that only differs from crackpotism that rejects the theory of
relativity by a factor of 3 (counted by the number of years of developments in
physics that the crackpots decide to ignore).

The whole concept of AQFT has become an unproductive line of reasoning
because the basic philosophy of AQFT contradicts many things that have been
demonstrably successful in the last 40 years: cutoff dependence and effectivity
(non-exactness, in a sense) of QFTs, path integrals methods including ghosts.
These methods had nothing to say about physics above 2 (or 3?) spacetime
dimensions and the success of similar reasoning in 2D should be thought of as
the maximum that can ever be extracted from this type of reasoning.

4. Brett
March 21, 2006

I think that Schroer has a number of interesting things to say about the problems
with path integrals, and to a large extent, I agree with him. I too learned from
Roman Jackiw to be very careful when dealing with functional integrals.
However, I think that functional integrals can be fabulously useful tools. Their
weakness is that they can easily fool us into thinking that we are working with
mathematical well-defined and unambiguous objects, when in fact, we are not.

People have, of course, tried to fix functional integration’s problems. This would
mean placing it on a firm mathematica footing, most probably in algebraic
geometry. Then the usual “functional derivatives” would be reinterpreted as



functors, whose representations could be studied, and so on. The problem with
this idea is that it’s proven to be impossible thus far (although people I know are
still working on it). A rigorous formulation of path integrals would automatically
entail a rigorous formulation of renormalization–already a tremendously difficult
task. And the very fact that these problems are so difficult is a significant reason
that many people, such as myself, choose not to work on them.

I am somewhat mystified by Schroer’s idea of what “algebraic” QFT is. With
“axiomatic” QFT, it’s reasonably clear what that means. And note that in
axiomatic QFT, one cannot calculate any cross-sections. Schroer says one can do
this in algebraic QFT, by means of ordinary Feynman diagram perturbation
theory. However, such perturbation theory cannot be used in an “axiomatic”
approach, because the resulting power series are asymptotic, and no rigorous
estimates of their rates of divergence exist. In other words, this is an
uncontrolled approximation, something that cannot be sensibly used in an
“axiomatic” framework.

So my question is: What exactly does Schroer’s “algebraic” QFT encompass?
Where does it end? Many (maybe most) papers in QFT do not explicity make
reference to any path integrals but merely use the perturbation series as a
starting point. What disqualifies these papers as “algebraic” QFT?

I said above why I think few people work on axiomatic QFT–because the really
interesting problems are prohibitively difficult. The tractable questions are just
much less interesting. Blaming one stupid commenter who made a bad
impression on Weinberg just seems bizarre, and I think Schroer does the physics
community a disservice with this (essentially ad hominem) accusation.

5. Kea
March 21, 2006

Schroer: “Isn’t it ironic that string theorists accuse the AQFT of the use of
gratuitous mathematics when they themselves are using structures like gerbes
and algebraic geometry?”

Oh no! Doesn’t he even realise that rigorous non-Abelian localisation leads that
way?

6. Kea
March 21, 2006

Just noticed gr-qc/0603079 by Brunetti and Fredenhagen.

7. Eugene Stefanovich
March 21, 2006

I strongly agree with the following Schroer’s statement:

“…Lorentz covariance, quantum theory and the cluster property do not lead to
QFT. .. These so-called “direct particle interaction” models fulfill the cluster-
decomposition property yet they do not have a

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603079
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representation in terms of a second quantization setting…With other words this
claim by Weinberg … is incorrect”

There are few examples which do not fit within usual local QFT:

1. “direct interaction” theories mentioned by Schroer (see papers by W. N.
Polyzou)
2. non-local QFT: M. I. Shirokov, “On relativistic nonlocal quantum field theory”,
Int. J. Theor. Phys. 41 (2002), 1027
3. A beautiful series of papers by H. Kita in 1966-1973. The last paper in this
series is “A realistic model of convergent quantum mechanics of interacting
particles” Prog. Theor. Phys. 49 (1973), 1704 where you can pick up the other
references if interested.

8. Thomas Larsson
March 21, 2006

Dear Prof. Schroer:

In any case considerable progress to find analoga of those structures which one
has in chiral theories (energy-momentum virasoro structure, current algebras)
are well on their way in recent articles of Todorov et al.

In recent years the only papers of Todorov that I have read are his biographies of
Einstein and Hilbert, and Heisenberg.

The mathematical problem of generalizing the Virasoro algebra to higher
dimensions was settled a decade ago. The diffeomorphism algebra in N
dimensions has two non-trivial cocycles by the module dual to closed (N-1)-
forms, found by Rao and Moody (Comm. Math. Phys. 159 (1994) 239–264) and
myself (J. Phys. A 25 (1992) 1177–1184), respectively. It may be worth pointing
out that Bob Moody is somewhat famous, e.g. for the codiscovery of Kac-Moody
algebras. Note that when N=1, a closed 0-form is a constant function, so the
Virasoro extension is central when N=1, but not otherwise. In fact, all extensions
of the diffeomorphism algebra were classified by Askar Dzhumadildaev (Z. Phys.
C 72 (1996) 509–517); I spent a considerable time to understand his paper,
which resulted in the review math-ph/0002016.

It is of course widely recognized that the standard axioms in LQP, in particular,
the strong emphasis on the Poincare algebra, cannot hold in quantum gravity.
The Poincare group has two properties in flat space:
1. it is the group of isometries.
2. it is the spacetime group which acts on the physical fields alone.
It is unclear to me if the isometry property plays any useful role in QG; it seems
more appropriate for QFT in curved space, which is another problem. The
second property in QG is subsumed by the spacetime diffeomorphism group. This
is nothing but background independence, which is widely regarded to be the key
conceptual lesson from GR.

A digression on LQG. I agree with the LQG people that manifest background
independence (the formalism should not depend on any reference background

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0002016
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structure, be it a flat metric or a preferred foliation) is necessary in QG, but I
don’t think that the LQG implements this deep idea correctly. In particular, LQG
methods apparently fail when applied to the harmonic oscillator (hep-
th/0409182), which in my opinion is a show-stopper. There are theorems which
show that background indendence is incompatible with Fock quantization (in 1D,
the only Virasoro rep with c=0 is the trivial one), but a no-go theorem only shows
which axioms must be relaxed (here: anomaly freedom).

The generalization of the Virasoro algebra to 4D is thus the branch of
mathematics which deals with background independence, quantum mechanically.
The key insight from its representation theory, initiated in the Rao-Moody paper
above and understood geometrically in math-ph/9810003, is that all fields must
be expanded in a Taylor series around an operator-valued curve prior to
quantization. This operator-valued curve, which can be identified as the
observer’s trajectory in spacetime, plays a crucial role; e.g., it enters into the
relevant extensions. Without it, it is impossible to deal with gauge or
diffeomorphism symmetry on a genuinely quantum level.

The paper I mentioned in my previous comment was a first attempt to
reformulate QFT to incorporate this insight. That paper contains (at least) one
error and one omission already for the harmonic oscillator: there is an
overcounting, and no inner product was defined. These problems have now been
solved.

Best regards,
Thomas Larsson

9. D R Lunsford
March 21, 2006

I want to say, sorry for overstaying my welcome, since I bowed out, but in light of
the fudged WMAP data, to see Schroer and Larsson and others really talk
physics – it does my heart some sorely needed good!

Thanks again, Peter.

-drl

10. anon
March 22, 2006

Lubos concludes his latest post: “If you don’t care about the details of the
Yukawa coupling, the content of the text above can be replaced by GoogleFights.
;-)”

which links to a Google comparison between his hits and those of Peter, naturally
fixed…

Curiously, when Edward Witten and Lubos Motl are the contenders, Lubos still
wins the fight!
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Watch out Edward, you’re not the king of string anymore!

11. Thomas Larsson
March 22, 2006

Not Even Wrong wipes out the Reference Frame.

12. Bert Schroer
March 22, 2006

I just now typed a 4 page letter answering most of the questions, but as a result
of a wrong klick on my laptop I lost almost two hours of work; I am too frustrated
to continue, maybe I will get to the sceen on the weekend again.
cheers
Bert Schroer

13. Thomas Love
March 22, 2006

Schroer ends his response with

“Isn’t it ironic that string theorists accuse the AQFT of the use of gratitious
mathematics when they themselves are
using structures like gerbes and algebraic geometry? I cannot think of more
useless mathematical structures for
quantum theory (which deals with operators and states) than those. Hypocricy?
Hubris? Double standards?”

Like it or not, physics is based on advanced mathematics. While I believe that
string theory is based on faulty physics, one cannot fault the mathematics.
Robert Hermann called it “experimental mathematics”, learn some new
mathematics and see if you can apply it to physics. Who knows what will work
until we try it? I beleve the problem with AQFT is paradigm paralysis, keep
trying the same thing. The impossibility of combining the Poincare group with
internal symmetries should have led to a rejection of the Poincare group in favor
of the de Sitter group or something bigger. I use U(3,2).

14. woit
April 6, 2006

Now that I’m back, I’ve turned back on comments here in case anyone wants to
continue this discussion.

http://www.googlefight.com/index.php?lang=en_GB&word1=Not+Even+Wrong&word2=Reference+Frame
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Hiatus

March 22, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

I’m leaving tomorrow night on a trip that will take me away from internet access for a
week or more. During this time I won’t be posting anything, or able to manage the
comment section, so I’ll be shutting off comments late tomorrow afternoon, turning
them back on when I’m back on April 4th.

The trip will take me to the middle of the Sahara, in Niger, where I hope to see the
total solar eclipse next Wednesday. I’d like to be able to claim that this is some sort of
scientific expedition, involving perhaps testing GR by measuring the deflection of
starlight during the eclipse. But that’s not the case; this is really just an excuse to go
to an exotic location for a much-needed vacation. I thought for a moment about
renting a satellite phone with a modem, and blogging from the desert, but decided
that would seriously impinge on the important vacation aspect of this trip.

Another reason for the hiatus is that I haven’t been able to come up with an inspired
idea for an April 1 posting, and this gives me an excuse for giving up on trying to do
that again this year. If I get any good pictures, maybe I’ll finally get around to putting
something more visually appealing here.

Comments

1. Luboš Motl
March 22, 2006

Enjoy the trip. Otherwise, there is no problem that you will turn the comments
off. I will create a special article under which the discussion that would
otherwise occur at Not Even Wrong can continue. Thanks. You’re welcome, Peter.

2. lmot
March 22, 2006

I’ve got a better idea Lubos. How about you and Peter have a contest to see who
can go longest without posting?

3. woit
March 22, 2006

Hi Lubos,
Thanks. I guess… Why do I suspect you’ll delete all the comments I would have
kept, and keep all the ones I would have deleted? Oh, well, have fun!

4. Arun
March 22, 2006



Enjoy your vacation!

5. weichi
March 22, 2006

Enjoy the trip! I was in India for the total eclipse in 1995; it was a stunning
experience. I hope the weather is perfect for you!

6. Dumb Biologist
March 22, 2006

Wear sunscreen!

7. MathPhys
March 23, 2006

How will you get to Niger, Peter? Any respectable airlines (allowed to land in EU)
flies there?

8. Bert Schroer
March 23, 2006

Dear Peter,
after my frustrating experience of loosing more than 2 hours of work yesterday
evening (in answering various questions/comments using directly the reply
system of your weblog), I prefer to wait up to your return for a continuation.
Today I have a replacement hep-th/0507038 on the server which addresses a
quite interesting point about localization-entropy. I hope that I finally managed to
make a clearer presentation of this in my view important point (which by the way
also shows the structural power of algebraic methods).
Have I nice trip and above all nice weather
Bert

9. Alejandro Satz
March 23, 2006

I have an idea! Many blogs have taken up the idea of “Opposite Day”, in which
you are supposed to defend, with the best possible arguments and no parody, a
view completely opposed to yours. (An example is here.) So why not have, after
Peter comes back from his holiday, an Opposite Day in which Peter defends
string theory and Lubos attacks it? That would be interesting to read!

Good luck in your trip!

10. anon
March 23, 2006

‘…perhaps testing GR by measuring the deflection of starlight during the
eclipse…’

Eddington in 1919 didn’t avert the contraction of the telescopes due to cooling,
and this distorted his data: ‘During a total solar eclipse, day becomes night for a
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few precious minutes. The temperature drops, birds stop singing, and bees
return to their hives for a premature rest.’

Hope you can capture some of the atmosphere of this event, perhaps not the
sounds of birds and bees, but at least the effects of the lighting on the desert
landscape?

11. Alejandro Rivero
March 23, 2006

Have a nice travel. I guess you could find some internet shops around; if you
check how full of inmmigrants are the ones in Europa, you can guess there is a
way to get the connection at the other side in Africa and SouthAmerica.

12. woit
March 23, 2006

MathPhys,
Getting to Niger via charter flight from Paris to Agadez. Will have to spend a day
or two in Paris on either end of the trip. Life is rough.

Bert,
Sorry you’re having trouble with the comment system here. If you’re writing a
long comment, best probably to write it in some other software and cut and
paste.

13. Dick Thompson
March 23, 2006

Peter: Envy – envy – ennnnnnnvy!

Have a great time!

14. Doug
March 23, 2006

Peter,

Please don’t think that you need to add visual appeal here. No pictures can
match the intellectual appeal of your blog. I am so glad that you stick to the topic
of physics and haven’t turned “Not Even Wrong” into a travelogue. I get so tired
of having to sort through cultural posts in hopes of finding a nugget of science.
That’s why I always come to your blog first. It’s a winner.

15. svelte
March 23, 2006

Peter, I’m just curious, why Niger ? There are quite a few other countries in West
Africa that are slightly richer and slightly safer than Niger.

16. Arun
March 23, 2006
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Maybe the change in scenery will give some inspiration w.r.t. to the landscape 

17. woit
March 23, 2006

Doug,
Don’t worry, no intention of turning this into a travelogue, I kind of agree with
you. This posting and maybe one after I get back will be the full extent of it.

Svelte,
Several reasons for Niger
1. Maximum length of eclipse is in the desert near the Niger-Libya border
2. Best chance of not getting clouded out is in the desert. Clouds are unlikely,
although there are sandstorms.
3. I like deserts in general, also quite looking forward to getting the chance to
see some of Niger.

The eclipse track across the Sahara goes through Niger, Chad and Libya. I doubt
many people are going to Chad, partly because of the safety issues. I was
considering going to Libya, and many people will be there, but the Libyan
government has been causing difficulties with visas.

18. Alejandro Rivero
March 23, 2006

It will be hard to get from Niger airport to the Libyan border, will it be?

19. woit
March 23, 2006

Not going all the way to the Libyan border, but still, quite a few hundred miles
from Agadez. Will mostly be camping and travelling by 4 wheel-drive, perhaps
some camels will even be involved….

20. MathPhys
March 23, 2006

Peter,

From what your description, your trip sounds like the real “getting away from it
all”.

Have a safe trip.

21. MathPhys
March 23, 2006

PS The Libyan/Niger border region is populated by the Tawareque tribes. Must
be very interesting.



Back

April 4, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Had an amazing trip, which involved several days of travel through hundreds of miles
of spectacular sand dunes in four-wheel drive vehicles operated by impressive Tuareg
drivers (no camels). This put me and the group I was traveling with somewhere in
between Dirkou and Bilma, about at the center of the shadow seen in this picture:

At some point I may post some links to other pictures. In a day or so after I deal with
a couple hundred e-mails we’ll return to your regularly scheduled programming.

Update: Fred Bruenjes was at the same eclipse camp in Niger, and has a report on
the eclipse here. He also tells about traveling to the site, taking a more leisurely route
than the one taken by the group I was with.

Comments

1. Dr A Lurker
April 4, 2006

Welcome back!

2. MathPhys
April 5, 2006

Welcome back, Peter. In what way were the Tuareg drivers impressive? Just
curious.

3. Dr B Lurker
April 5, 2006

welcome back.

4. hongbao zhang
April 5, 2006

Welcome back.:)

http://www.moonglow.net/eclipse/2006mar29/index.shtml
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5. secret milkshake
April 5, 2006

any of them drivers wearing blue mani-folds?

6. Tommaso Dorigo
April 5, 2006

Hi Peter,

I am green with envy. As an amateur astronomer who has never experienced a
total eclipse in his life, I ache a lot by knowing I could have been there myself…
And wasn’t.

I hope you can post a few picture.
Welcome back!
T.

7. Ben
April 5, 2006

My friend snapped a sweet picture in the country of Georgia of the eclipse…

8. Alejandro Rivero
April 5, 2006

¿Already back from Africa? This modern world spins really fast.

9. Mindfists
April 5, 2006

Sounds like fun…
Welcome back.

10. A. Torok
April 5, 2006

welcome back!

“It is not even wrong.” – Wolfgang Pauli

11. andy s.
April 5, 2006

Wow. What a picture.

You can appreciate why ancient people were scared to death of eclipses.

Did you remember to sacrifice a few virgins to appease the sky gods?

12. D R Lunsford
April 5, 2006

http://benandalice.com/2006/03/solar-eclipse-in-georgia.html
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Did you see shadow bands? Strangest phenomenon I’ve ever seen…

-drl

13. Dumb Biologist
April 5, 2006

Way cool, those prominences and sunspots…envy!

14. Thomas Love
April 5, 2006

Glad to have you back, I missed reading your postings. While you were gone, I
had an insight: M-Theory really stands for Motl-Theory which is why he defends
M-T.

15. Dick Thompson
April 5, 2006

A very welcome back Peter. I too missed your postings. What do you think of ‘t
Hooft’s latest on his attempt to ovrthrow quantum weirdness?

16. Who
April 5, 2006

Sounds like a stunning and memorable vacation. I can only echo what the others
have said: very glad to have you back.

17. Arun
April 6, 2006

Which ancient people were scared of solar eclipses?

18. MathPhys
April 6, 2006

According to Tin Tin, the Maya were.

19. Who
April 6, 2006

Tin Tin dixit
the authority in all matters

20. Shantanu
April 6, 2006

Peter , welcome back. Have you seen this
What kind of impact this will have on high energy physics in the future?

http://www.neutrinooscillation.org/foster.pdf
http://www.neutrinooscillation.org/foster.pdf


The Templeton Foundation: A Skeptic’s Take

April 6, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Science writer John Horgan has just written a piece about the Templeton Foundation
that is causing a bit of a ruckus. It first appeared in The Chronicle of Higher
Education, and is also posted a the Edge web-site, where perhaps some further
discussion of it will appear.

Horgan participated in a program held at Cambridge as a Templeton-Cambridge
Journalism Fellow in Science and Religion, an all-expenses paid gig that came with an
additional $15,000 that made it hard to turn down. He had very mixed feelings about
the experience, and explains these in detail.

The financial scale on which Templeton operates is unparalleled in this area. As in
Horgan’s case, the people they invite to participate in their programs are often
offered a lot more money than usual for this kind of thing. The foundation has an
endowment of $1.1 billion, and is funding more than 300 projects at the rate of $60
million/year, a rate they intend to double. By comparison, the total NSF budget for
supporting theoretical physics is also about $60 million/year. The sheer number and
diversity of organizations using Templeton money to promote bringing science and
religion together is staggering. I keep finding new ones at various places around the
web, and also have yet to run into any organization trying to bring religion into
science that isn’t getting Templeton funding.

One new Templeton-funded project is called Foundational Questions in Physics and
Cosmology, and has a very illustrious advisory board of physicists. It has just finished
accepting proposals for a first round of grants to total $2 million, and has received a
172 proposals, totalling $23 million, from top institutions including Caltech, Harvard,
MIT, Princeton and The Institute for Advanced Studies, Stanford, UC Berkeley,
Oxford, and Cambridge. Sean Carroll (who turned down Templeton money since he
disagrees with what they are trying to promote) has a posting about this, including a
guest blog entry and discussion with Anthony Aguirre, who is one of the physicists
running the project.

The ethical questions involved in the question of whether to accept money from a
source one is not completely happy with are not at all straight-forward. One can
sensibly argue that there is nothing wrong with taking money from someone whose
goals one disagrees with, as long as they let you do what you want with it, and one
isn’t forced to further such goals. On the other hand, publicly associating oneself with
an institution to some extent lends ones credibility and prestige to the institution and
inherently furthers their goals. It’s also true that money talks, and a large amount of
money talks loudly. Many scientists in recent years have probably ended up doing one
thing or another that they wouldn’t otherwise have bothered to get involved in
because Templeton money made it rather attractive.

There seem to me to be several different things about Templeton to be wary of. One is
that the foundation’s leader, Sir John Templeton, is in the process of turning over
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control of the organization to his son, John Jr., who has a much more politically right-
wing, evangelical Christian, point of view than his father. Even if one has no problems
with what the foundation has done in the past (e.g., it has not supported creationism),
this doesn’t mean it won’t change what it does in the future.

I personally happen to think that bringing religion into physics is inherently a bad
idea. Whatever one’s view of religion is, it is inherently a quite different thing than
science, and at a time when standards of what is science and what isn’t are under
attack, a blurring of the distinction between science and religion may be very
dangerous. Much of what Templeton supports seems to me rather silly, but not much
of a threat to anything important. For example they are funding a project in Vienna
that will bring together physicists, philosophers and theologians to study the
foundations of quantum physics. I don’t believe the theologians will be much help
here, but they’re not likely to cause much harm. On the other hand, the large amount
of Templeton funding promoting symposia devoted mostly to pseudo-science like this
one on the Multiverse and String Theory is much more worrying.

Comments

1. JC
April 6, 2006

Any idea as to whether Mr. John Templeton Jr. is actually a true hardcore
religious type, or whether the religion thing is just a convenient political “cover”
for him? If it’s the latter, he may very well be harmless for the most part.

For many of the “neo-cons”, I get the impression a lot of them use religion
largely as a convenient political “cover” for pandering to the religious right
voters.

2. Bill
April 6, 2006

Who are the most prominent religious scientists/mathematicians? Do
Witten/Dijgraaf/Ashtekar/Atiyah/Maldacena/Hawking/Serre/Wiles/Tao/Mazur/etc
believe in any form of god? How many are atheist? The gossip would be
interesting…

3. dan
April 6, 2006

i agree with bill — i wonder if studying high-level physics (i.e particle physics,
quantum gravity, etc.) begets a belief in some sort of deity (ala deism perhaps?)

4. Lurker
April 7, 2006

Off topic, but, Peter, why don’t you have a prominent link to where your new
book can be bought?

http://www.templeton.org/science_and_religion/pdfs/Project_Summary.pdf
http://www.templeton.org/science_and_religion/pdfs/Project_Summary.pdf
http://www.templeton.org/multiverse4/index.htm
http://www.templeton.org/multiverse4/index.htm


5. Fabien Besnard
April 7, 2006

It has been pointed out before by several people
here including me that Templeton do support ID, if not openly.

6. csrster
April 7, 2006

The Horgan article is worth reading for the Weinberg quote alone 

7. anon
April 7, 2006

Peter,

The Templeton Foundation does do some good work. They publish Professor
Russell Stannard’s book, “Science and the Renewal of Belief”,
http://www.templetonpress.org/book.asp?book_id=74

“Originally published in Great Britain and now updated and available for the first
time in a U.S. edition, this book is a critically acclaimed work by a renowned
theologian-scientist.

“Russell Stannard is known for cutting through highly technical data and
presenting it clearly and simply. In Science and the Renewal of Belief he sheds
light on ways in which science and religion influence each other and can help
each other. Science and logic cannot establish belief, he says, but belief can be
con-firmed and renewed with the changed perspective of modern science.

“The many reviews of the UK edition of his book cite his lucid presentation of
relativity and quantum theory, and the way he uses relativity to explore time and
eternity, and indeterminacy to comment on free will. He is also praised for
offering fresh insight into original sin, the trials experienced by Galileo, the
problem of pain, the possibility of miracles, the evidence for the resurrection, the
credibility of incarnation, and the power of steadfast prayer. By introducing
simple analogies, Stannard clears up misunderstandings that have muddied the
connections between science and religion, and suggests contributions that the
pursuit of physical science can make to theology.”

Stannard was professor of physics at the Open University a decade ago (he is
now emeritus). He was too busy then with his research into the connections of
physics and miracles to reply to my letter as a student asking about quantum
gravity, but he kindly passed it to a colleague who wrote to me that I need to
study string theory (I believe the suggestion was to see if it can be reconciled
with prayer). Unfortunately, I failed. (Others claim to have succeeded.)

8. Chris Oakley
April 7, 2006

Superstring theory has proved that most theoretical high-energy physicists,

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=297
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=297
http://www.templetonpress.org/book.asp?book_id=74
http://www.templetonpress.org/book.asp?book_id=74


given a free choice, will work on speculative, quasi-religious nonsense.

Since the Templeton Foundation sponsors those who investigate the connection
between science and religion, it would appear that Superstring theory and the
Templeton Foundation are a marriage made in heaven.

So here is a proposal for a research project: calculate the extent of the 6 or 7
compact dimensions in heaven.

9. Ben
April 7, 2006

Speaking as a religious person with an interest in (though sadly a lack of deep
understanding of) physics, it’s always been a bit mystifying for me to understand
why the Templeton foundation is so in love with string theory and the multiverse.
On a purely aesthetic level, I find the idea that God created a final theory which
dictates the physical parameters of our universe much more appealing than the
idea of multiple universes spewed out at random. At any rate, I’ll certainly agree
with Peter and Chris that high energy physics is metaphysical enough these days
without adding Templeton’s money to the problem.

10. anon
April 7, 2006

Dear Chris,

String theory is at a much higher level than you imagine. One Harvard M-theory
expert (an assistant professor) said:

“String theory is the language in which God wrote the universe.”

If you disagree with this statement, disprove it! (And keep your discussion
mathematical with physical content.) 

11. Tony Smith
April 7, 2006

Anon said (quoting Lubos):
“… “String theory is the language in which God wrote the universe.”
and then said:
“… If you disagree with this statement, disprove it! (And keep your discussion
mathematical with physical content.) …”.

Since the statement itself is not “mathematical”
and
since it has no “physical content” of calculations of observable quantities (as
Feynman said, “The whole purpose of physics is to find a number, with decimal
points, etc! Otherwise you haven’t done anything.”),
it is a very good example of the unfortunate level of what passes for thought in
today’s physics establishment.



Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Chris said “that Superstring theory and the Templeton Foundation are a
marriage made in heaven”. Although they are remarkably compatible (with
Lenny’s Loony Landscape putting huge areas of physics forever beyond human
comprehension, and thus creating a huge space for a G-d of the Gaps), I see the
“marriage” as being made in Hell by Satan in order to put Humanity into a Dark
Age.

It is amazing to me that a program (fqxi) to grant $2 million for “…
unconventional … physics … research that, because of its speculative, non-
mainstream, or high-risk nature, would otherwise go unperformed due to lack of
available monies …”
attracted
“… 172 proposals, totalling $23 million, from top institutions including Caltech,
Harvard, MIT, Princeton and The Institute for Advanced Studies, Stanford, UC
Berkeley, Oxford, and Cambridge …”.
It seems as though the Dark Age is already here, and that Satan is giving thanks
to Templeton for helping him win this round in his fight with G-d.

12. ObsessiveMathsFreak
April 7, 2006

Bringing religion into physics is like bringing alchemy into chemistry. Imagine if
a modern chemist took a foundation’s money and began giving talks and writing
papers about the four humors and transmutation of elements in the context of
modern chemistry. Would you take money from the same foundation that
continued to fund this?

13. Dumb Biologist
April 7, 2006

Well, their study of the post-CABG impact of anonymous prayer on recovery was
a bust by any measure, so maybe they’ll be hoisted by their own petard.

14. anon
April 7, 2006

Prayers failed to contribute to the recovery of heart surgery patients in the
Templeton study because the universe is 96% dark energy and dark matter.

What do you think happens when the universe is 96% dark stuff? Prayers can get
attenuated by the factor exp(-x/y) where x is the amount of shielding dark
energy/matter, and y is the relaxation length or ‘mean free path’ of a prayer
through the dark stuff (y being the amount which is enough to attenuate prayers
by the factor e).

So actually, the ‘negative’ result of the prayer study is actually best perceived
more evidence for the current cosmological model. Sorry Peter, for going off
topic a little bit. 

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


15. Alejandro Rivero
April 7, 2006

ObsessiveMathsFreak, that is not accurate. Alchemy has never left chemistry.
The basic principle in Alchemy is not around humours (that is medicin) but
ying/yang, call it Mercuric/Sulphurous, Acid/Base, Reduction/Oxidation…

16. Alejandro Rivero
April 7, 2006

Yes, a funny quote: “I am all in favor of a dialogue between science and religion,
but not a constructive dialogue.”

Religion is not mostly harmless. On one hand, the belief in an extranatural
explanation does not seem compatible with the search of explanation. Religious
people can do good observational science, reading Nature as the book of God,
but weak theory. If this is bad at individual levels, it is worse when it is amplifyed
at politic (which has intervering agendas of its own) and institutional levels. In
Spain a good example of such problematic was the rebuilding of Ramon y Cajal’s
“Junta de Ampliacion de Estudios” as a post-war “Centro Superior de
Investigaciones Cientificas” under the control of Opus Dei.

Also, it is not only about guiding and censoring; we have lost important
individual people defecting from science to religion. From the past, think about
Pascal, hammer of Aristotle, getting that mistical experience and abandoning all
the scientific research. Or Isaac Barrow, dead on oppium after leaving math for a
mix of religion and academic politics. Perhaps today Money or Politics are more
powerful sources of defection, but all of them have mutual synergy, as Hogan’s
comment shows.

17. Michael
April 7, 2006

Science and Religion has been mixing for along time. That is not what worries
me. What worries me is irresponisble scientists and /or quasi-scientists writing
about questionable science to prove the existance of a god or to prove ID (I am
not implying any person or group in this statement). Most scientists and
informed public can tell the difference between pseudo-science and real science.
However, the general public is relatively uninformed and would rather be spoon
fed. This is where pseudo-science does its real damage. I think that this is where
the Templeton Foundation can do a significant amount of damage.

18. Dick Thompson
April 7, 2006

This may be a new problem for physics, at least in recent times, but it is an old,
old one for intellectuals generally, hence the ancient saying “He who would sup
with the devil must use a long spoon.”

Argumant along the line of “X has done some good work” are also a familiar part
of the problem. When I was a kid (during WWII), there was general derision of a



saying that had been common a decade earlier; “Mussolini made the trains run
on time.”

And so is the “The father is moderate but the son is radical”. “If the Tsar only
knew what his cossacks were doing in this pogrom, surely he would stop it.”

As my quotations suggest, I think that history wil not look kindly of the physicists
who have sold their birthright for a fat endowment.

19. steve
April 7, 2006

Alejandro’s comment about religion and theory is way off the beam. Kepler’s
theorizing was entirely fired by his belief that he was understanding the mind of
God (he had a neo-Platonist view of the role of math in the universe). Newton
was a pretty religious guy (and also seems to have been interested in alchemy).
Galileo seems to have been pretty devout, but more in a modern “non-
overlapping magisteria” way, a la Gould, than the straightforward linkage of
Kepler and Newton. All of these were mathematical modelers and theorists, in
fact the very first in physics.

It should also be pointed out that one strand in the history of science (Houkyas)
argues that it was precisely the theological beliefs of the English scientists–
specifically their “voluntaristic” doctrine that God could have designed things
any way he wanted–that led to empiricism in the first place. Cartesians and other
Continentals, in this view, tended to think that God should be constrained by
logical principles intelligible to mankind, and so tried to deduce more and
experiment less. I don’t know the current scholarly state of play on this idea, but
it was still being taught to undergraduates at Princeton in twenty-five years ago.

20. Thomas Love
April 7, 2006

Theory and Theology have the same root: Theos=God. But why?

21. The Anti-Lubos
April 7, 2006

Thomas Love said: Theory and Theology have the same root: Theos=God.

Actually, they don’t. Theory comes from a Greek root meaning “a viewing” or “a
contemplation.”

22. Alejandro Rivero
April 8, 2006

It is amusing to label as NeoPlatonist to the man that put perfect circles off, I
wonder from where has this idea come, surely some historian looking at his
gravure with the platonic solids (having just five planets, the radiouses of these
solids were a logic place to research for a parameter-free theory; it is unrelated
to Plato). It is true that the question of God was very live topic in the Baroque



age, but note that neither Kepler not Galileo nor Newton can be qualified as
orthodox theologicians; surely the inquisicion had found solid points to attack
Kepler and Newton had they being at the reach of Catholicism. Note also the
extensive printing and reprinting of Lucretius and other propaganda of
Epicureism, where gods, even if acepted, were unrelated to the deep workings of
Nature. To say that a scientist is trying to understand God if only valid in a sense:
he is trying to understand His inexistence.

23. Benjamin
April 8, 2006

Peter, this may seem trivial, but I wish you had a date near the top of the page
one gets to when one clicks on the comments, just as one has on the main blog
page. I sometimes like to save a good posting, including the comments, and
when I click on it I like to see the date right away at the top.

As for science and religion, I believe in certain ‘metaphysical’ principles, but I
agree that they should not be brought into science. Feynman is right when he
says it is about predicting numbers. However, one should distinguish between
harmless ‘metaphysical’ feelings like Einstein’s belief that ‘God does not play
dice’, which can be considered ‘motivational’ (even if it made Einstein more or
less waste his later years), and a subversive theological agenda. For the latter,
read Christianity. I am not here to bash Christianity, but there is a noticeable
tendency for them to think of their religion as the best or truest, as do the
Muslims. The Muslims, at least, are pretty outspoken, but Christians tend to be
more subtle, and any sneaky attempt to inject any particular dogma
masquerading as science is especially noxious.

24. Benjamin
April 8, 2006

Here’s a better thought: Mathematics itself can take on some of the pernicious
attributes of religious speculation. That’s what people here seem to see in string
theory. Wasn’t Einstein at his greatest in his youth when he was thinking
empirically and ‘operationally’? Then, when he learned Riemannian geometry
and developed a greater appreciation (perhaps awe) for mathematics, he seems
to have developed a belief that simply tinkering with the math would produce the
truth. Isn’t that what the anti-symmetric tensor business was about, which
Weinberg said amounted to nothing? (I’m no expert.) Anyhow, mathematics can
be pretty seductive! It can acquire some ‘metaphysical’ or ‘theological’
characteristics. So maybe religion isn’t the only danger to physics.

25. island
April 8, 2006

Religion is necessary to science as long as science rejects out of hand
interpretations of evidence by scientists which indicate that there is purpose in
nature, due to their own personal pre-conceived prejudiced and misconceptions
about what’s actually known.

Proof:



God does not play dice’, which can be considered ‘motivational’ (even if it made
Einstein more or less waste his later years)

Apparently this person has no idea that Einstein’s opinion falls from the most
natural extension of GR with a cosmological constant as it applies to the
observed universe… not from some quasi-religious “feelings” about it.

So hidden variables is a categorically determined matter and you have the
quantum gravity and the ToE in your back pocket, right?…

Maybe you can provide some logical proof for infinity while you’re at it, so that
we can finally know for sure that Einstein was wasting his life believing that
“such a complete resignation in this fundamental question is for me a difficult
thing. I should not make up my mind to it until every effort to make headway
toward a satisfactory view had proved to be in vain”.

Taking money from Templeton is necessary and justified as long as creationists
are the only ones that carry the torch of purpose in nature.

Don’t count Einstein out yet… as nothing has been “uncertainly settled” yet.

26. anon
April 8, 2006

‘Einstein … rejected the theory not because he … was too conservative to adapt
himself to new and unconventional modes of thought, but on the contrary,
because the new theory was in his view too conservative to cope with the newly
discovered empirical data.’

– Max Jammer, ‘Einstein and Quantum Physics,’ in ‘Albert Einstein: Historical
and Cultural Perspectives’, edited by Gerald Holton and Yedhuda Elkana, 1979.

27. island
April 8, 2006

Thanks, I’ll bear that in mind the next time that I think about how Einstein felt
about quantum weirdness…

I was indirectly quoting from his 1917 paper, when he attempted to defend his
theory against arguments for setting boundary conditions at infinity, because it
severely weakens the predictive capabilities of GR by requiring that it be
augmented by other principles or a bunch of arbitrary information in order to
yield determinate results.

For this same reason, in, “Gravitation”, Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler said that
GR “demands closure of the geometry in space as a boundary condition on the
initial-value equations if they are to yield a well-determined and unique
4-geometry”.

There is no uncertainty in this model, period.

28. woit



April 8, 2006

Please, this is a posting about the Templeton Foundation and the funding issues
it raises. Try and avoid the seemingly irresistible urge to go on about your
favorite ideas about cosmology or GR, that’s completely off-topic here.

29. island
April 8, 2006

Sorry, I agree, but I also felt compelled to defend that my example was correct in
context, in order to illustrate why I believe that there are circumstances where it
is… “ethical […] to accept money from a source one is not completely happy with
are not at all straight-forward’.

Maybe I could have done it without the example:

Taking money from Templeton is necessary and justified as long as creationists
are the only ones that carry the torch of purpose in nature.

… when science requires that respectable scientists, like John Barrow, cross the
line in order to do real science that would otherwise gain little or no support
from the mainstream, so in this context, at least, it *can* be very necessary to
science even if you don’t like the false-idol that forces the issue back to the
surface until it is unequivocally decided.

That sounds a lot crazier without the good reason for it tho!… 

30. knotted string
April 11, 2006

If Templeton were backing heretics who couldn’t get funding anywhere, instead
of giving million dollar awards to already known and powerful people like Paul
Davies, John Barrow, etc., then I’d have sympathy.

They’re not interested in helping obscure back-room patent clerk types. They are
out to do something political by bribing big names.

31. Chris Oakley
April 11, 2006

I must admit that I don’t think that I would be so proud as to turn down
Templeton’s money if it was offered. But one of the many reasons why it would
not be on offer is this: they have an agenda. Unlike the Bambergers (who
founded the the IAS in Princeton) this is not a disinterested attempt to further
scholarship. It is an attempt to bring people around to their way of thinking.
With more than a billion dollars in the pot they can afford to be patient, but the
plan is clearly to “buy” as many eminent scientists and other thinkers as they can
in hopes that these people will repeat their message. Although it may be done in
the nicest possible way, it still leaves a bad taste in the mouth.

32. Tony Smith



April 11, 2006

knotted string said “… Templeton …[is not]… backing heretics who couldn’t get
funding anywhere … They’re not interested in helping obscure back-room patent
clerk types. They are out to do something political by bribing big names. …”.

Chris Oakley said “… I must admit that I don’t think that I would be so proud as
to turn down Templeton’s money if it was offered. …”.

I agree with both statements. I am also not so proud as to turn down Templeton’s
help. In fact, back in November 2005 I sent an e-mail to hubbard at fqxi.org
saying in part:

“… I saw … at … a Templeton statement at http://www.templeton.org
/topics_in_the_news/Official_Statement.asp … the following: ‘… the Templeton
Foundation refuses in its programs to blacklist scholars based on their
ideological positions. … Blacklisting is ethically inappropriate in academic
contexts. … Research scholarship does not proceed by processes of censorship
and inhibition of debate. …’.
I am, and have been since around 2002, blacklisted from posting on the Cornell
arXiv … I individually do not now need grants or money, and this message is NOT
a request for money. However, I do need relief from the oppression of
blacklisting, such as opportunities to present my ideas to physicists for
discussion and criticism, and also some place where my work could be securely
archived for the future. … If you think that it would be useful for me to meet with
you or any other representative of Templeton to discuss such matters, I would be
happy to do so at a mutually convenient time and place. …”.

I have (as of now, several months later) not received any reply whatsoever.

Since I was not even asking for money (just for an invitation to talk about my
ideas),
it seems to me that Templeton is indeed not interested in helping heretics, but is
in fact interested in furthering a political agenda by buying influential people in
influential organizations , as evidenced by the fact that their $2 million grant
program attracted (according to Peter) “… 172 proposals, totalling $23 million,
from top institutions including Caltech, Harvard, MIT, Princeton and The
Institute for Advanced Studies, Stanford, UC Berkeley, Oxford, and Cambridge
…”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Peter, I want to make it clear that I do NOT want this comment to lead to
discussion about my physics model or about me being blacklisted. I only mention
my situation because (since I am an obscure heretic) it seems that Templeton’s
totally ignoring my request for help is a concrete example that shows their high-
minded statements such as “… Blacklisting is ethically inappropriate in academic
contexts. …” to be merely bullshit window dressing to cover their real agenda,
which is (as knotted string said) to “… do something political by bribing big
names …”.

http://www.templeton.org/topics_in_the_news/Official_Statement.asp
http://www.templeton.org/topics_in_the_news/Official_Statement.asp
http://www.templeton.org/topics_in_the_news/Official_Statement.asp
http://www.templeton.org/topics_in_the_news/Official_Statement.asp
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


33. Alejandro Rivero
April 12, 2006

how do you say in USA: “put your money where you mouth is”? Tony attemps
clarifyes that words and actions do not agree.

I have been thinking on the questions raised in this thread, and I think we should
at least agree on an statement:

“that gods, as sentient entities, are allowed to exist and live freely as far as they
understand that Their freedom is restricted by the freedom of other sentient
beings, and Their rights restricted to the rights of other sentient beings,
particularly by those of the human genre”.

Is this enough to qualify for Templeton money?

34. Anthony Aguirre
April 14, 2006

Tony Smith,

I am sorry that you did not receive a helpful reply from Kirsten Hubbard, our
scientific program manager. This may have been, in large part, because FQXi is
NOT the Templeton foundation, nor is she a spokesperson for Templeton. FQXi is
an independent and independently-run organization with seed funding from the
Templeton Foundation (and hopefully soon other donors).

In terms of who is funded by FQXi, note that the quoted web announcement
referred to applications received, not applications funded. But in any event FQXi
will seek to fund the best foundational, unconventional research in physics and
cosmology that it can, whether it is by a patent-office clerk or a Harvard
professor. The former is, of course, the exception more than the rule, albeit an
important one.

best,

Anthony A.

(FQXi Associate Director)

35. knotted string
April 15, 2006

If Tony Smith is too exceptional for your taste, then try funding the Harvard
assistant professor who said ‘String theory is the language in which God wrote
the universe’. But beware he might spend his time blogging about climatic
change being a fraud! 

36. John Harding
April 23, 2006

I predict that life will continue to reproduce itself at least for the near future



because of the anthropic principle. But what do I know? I’m nobody.



Eurostrings 2006

April 8, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

This past week there has been a conference going on in Cambridge called Eurostrings
2006. It’s a bit like the annual “Strings XXXX” conferences, although about half the
size and organized just by European institutions that are part of the European
Superstring Theory Network, which since last year has been funded by a grant from
the EU. Part of the conference consists of a celebration of Michael Green’s 60th
birthday.

Most of the talks are already available online. There’s not much new being reported,
but the talks include a nice review talk on topological strings by Robbert Dijkgraaf.
There’s another talk on recent work on topological strings by Erik Verlinde, and a
week earlier there was a conference in Munich devoted to the subject.

Nathan Berkovits talked about work in progress with Nikita Nekrasov on multi-loop
amplitudes using his pure spinor formalism. This subject still seems remarkably
confused, with Berkovits explaining that they have found a problem they still don’t
know how to resolve: their regularization causes amplitudes with genus larger than 6
to vanish, violating unitarity. For commentary on yet another new suggested
formalism for defining superstring amplitudes due to Warren Siegel and Kiyoung Lee,
see this posting by Lubos Motl.

As part of the Green birthday celebration, John Schwarz gave a talk on String Theory
Books. He reminisced about the writing of the two-volume book with Green and
Witten (his outline refers to a “removed chapter”, and “broken vow”, what are
those?). Evidently the book was written in 9 months back in 1986, a truly heroic effort
given its size. Last Monday, Schwarz finally finished up a new textbook on string
theory, written with Katrin and Melanie Becker and entitled “String Theory and
M-theory: A Modern Introduction”. They started writing back in February 2005,
planning a 350 page book to be completed by the end of September, but ended up just
last week completing a 729 page book. From the table of contents it looks like GSW
abbreviated and updated, containg more modern material on branes, dualities, black
hole entropy, flux compactifications and gauge/string dualities. It seems rather
peculiar that flux compactifications and the landscape get a whole chapter, whereas
AdS/CFT is dealt with in one section of one chapter. All in all, comparing the new
book to the old one, twenty years later the subject has become a lot more
complicated, a lot uglier, and the prospects for using it to predict anything about the
standard model have vanished.

The Schwarz talk also has a link to a video of a Berlitz commercial featuring a
German radio operator misunderstanding someone radioing in a distress call that
they were sinking (the German hears this as “thinking”). I can’t at all figure out what
this has to do with Schwarz’s talk. Is string theory making a distress call as it is
sinking, but no one understands this?

Victor Rivelles attended, and has blog entries here, here and here. He reports on a
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talk by my fellow Princeton student Costas Bachas about using string theory
techniques to solve capillarity and wetting problems, then comments that “If LHC
provides no proof to string theory string theorists will not lose their job, they can just
change to applied string theory!”

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
April 8, 2006

Applied string theory? What does that mean? The only thing I can think of that
fits this description is working for a postal/parcel delivery service. Someone
should do a study to see if the postal workers who have “gone postal” in the past
(wasting many fellow human beings, and most often themselves in the process)
were in actual fact just frustrated Superstring theorists who were unable to cope
with the absence of any extra dimensions.

If only I had know that these guys were staying right opposite the Cambridge
University Library, where I often go to work. I could have sauntered along to the
college bar afterwards to try to talk them out of making this career move,
possibly saving many innocent lives in the process.

2. Algernon Llewellyn-Twittleton
April 8, 2006

The talks were all videoed and may (?) appear online.

The `removed chapter’ was apparently one on light-cone gauge string field
theory that never made it in to GSW. The broken vow was `never again!’ – the
new book with Beckerx2 breaking this.

Despite your perhaps overly fond hopes Peter, John Schwarz’s talk did not
anticipate the demise of string theory. The commercial you found puzzling was
used to illustrate a point about ensuring the text of his new book was not like
German gewritten.

vive les cordes

3. woit
April 8, 2006

Thanks Algernon!

I did think it was probably too much to hope for that Schwarz was implying that
string theory was sinking. For one thing, he probably wouldn’t have spent the
last year writing a book on the subject…

4. Luboš Motl
April 8, 2006



The commercial “What are you sinking about?” was mentioned by John Schwarz
as an example of sometimes difficult verbal communication between native
English speakers and non-native English speakers. Such trivial difficulties can
sometimes influence even teams that write books, despite the high intelligence
of all the authors.

But it’s still a courtesy from the German speakers to speak English. John
Schwarz has a German enough sounding name so that he could also learn
German.  In fact, Becker sisters’ grandfather was kind of Czech and his name
was Jan (=John) Schwarz.

5. Chris Oakley
April 8, 2006

I don’t see any Llewellyn-Twittletons on the list of participants, and yet Algernon
here seems pretty well informed about this conference. Could it be that he is
posting under a pseudonym? If so, why? Is contributing to this blog a CLM* for
String Theorists? But I notice that he stops short of saying “Long Live Strings” in
English, even though I am sure that he must be aware that this the usual
language of this forum.
—-
CLM = Career-limiting Move. Another example of an academic CLM is calling
your PhD supervisor an “idiot” or “imbecile” before he/she has written your
references.

6. Tony Smith
April 8, 2006

Peter said: “… John Schwarz … reminisced about the writing of the two-volume
book with Green and Witten … Evidently the book was written in 9 months back
in 1986, a truly heroic effort given its size.
Last Monday, Schwarz finally finished up a new textbook on string theory,
written with Katrin and Melanie Becker and entitled “String Theory and
M-theory: A Modern Introduction”. … a 729 page book. From the table of
contents it looks like GSW abbreviated and updated … All in all, comparing the
new book to the old one, twenty years later the subject has become a lot more
complicated, a lot uglier …”.

The haste with which 1986 GSW was written is evident.
For example:
Volume 1 contains Appendix 5.A “Properties of SO(2n) Groups” that discusses
interesting things like SO(8) triality and the spinor representations of SO(2n),
while
Volume 2 (at page 388) says “… It is perhaps surprising* that one can define a
second set of gamma matrices …”
with the * indicating a footnote saying
“To the reader who has read the construction of the spinor representation of
SO(2n) in Appendix 5.A, this may not seem so surprising.”.

When I first read GSW, I found it to be very unevenly written,



with very clear beautiful sections on triality, SO(2n) spinors, the Elements of E8
(Appendix 6.A), etc,
and
with some less-mathematical sections seeming to me to be muddy and obtuse.

At a conference, I had the opportunity to ask Ed Witten why GSW was so
unevenly written, and even with some sections apparently written by someone
who was unaware of preceding sections.
He said that they (G,S,W) had divided the book into chapters and then each of
the three authors had written their assigned chapters independently.

Guess who wrote the clear beautiful math stuff in GSW ? (Hint – his initials are
EW).

Therefore, I am nor surprised when Peter says that Schwarz’s rewrite/update
(without EW as coauthor) seems “a lot more complicated … a lot uglier”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

7. woit
April 9, 2006

Tony,

Witten has an incredible command of a lot of mathematics, and he is a wonderful
expoeitor, so I’m sure his co-authors had trouble competing with that. But the
additional levels of complexity and ugliness I was referring to are inherent to the
subject, not due to the authors. All I’ve seen anyway is just the table of contents,
and I was referring not to the exposition but to the properties of the topics
chosen.

8. Robert
April 10, 2006

JHS’s also explained that the G, S and W individually drafted the chapters (and it
is indeed quite obvious who wrote what) and only later send them around (using
the by then still novel computer network joining Princeton, QMW and Caltech)
for the others to edit. He also mentioned that they each worked like 100
hours/week to finish those books but W still managed to work out cubic string
field theory simultaneously.

The “what are you thinking about” spot making fun of us Germans struggling
with the English language became a running gag for the rest of the conference,
not only Paul Townsent refered to it mentioning Michael Gutperle’s
pronounciation of “Janus”.

So, remains one question: How many Germans does it take to change a light
bulb?

Vee ask heer se kwestions!

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


9. woit
April 10, 2006

Robert,

“Townsent”? Can’t see why anyone is making fun of you Germans with your
accents….

10. Alejandro Rivero
April 10, 2006

There is some distintion between “sound” and “phoneme”. Basically if you
understant it , it is still the same phoneme, just different accent or sound. On the
other hand, I believe that an insult against scottish is “Yours is not an accent, it
is just a different language that happens to have the same written form”.

11. Robert
April 10, 2006

Ahhhhh. Gotcha! At least I manage to call him Paul, not like the secretary at
Strings ’99 who even produced a name tag with “Pete”.

12. Bert Schroer
April 10, 2006

Here is another one
question: Prof. Wigner do you spell your name with vee?
Wigner: 9W

13. Jenny Attiyeh
April 11, 2006

Hi Peter et al –
Just wanted to let you know that my ThoughtCast interview with Lisa Randall is
finally finished, and online in podcast form at http://www.thoughtcast.org. Thank
you all for your input on potential questions for the interview. Feel free to leave a
comment on the ThoughtCast website. And please remember that the intended
audience for this interview is curious and intelligent, but mainsteam — far less
informed than you guys. I think you might nonetheless enjoy listening to her
thoughts on string theory.
Thanks again!
Jenny

14. knotted string
April 12, 2006

“… Very soon now these [string theory] theories will be tested. …” – Jenny
(introducing Lisa Randall).

“Is there any room in your theories for life on any extra dimensions or parallel
universes?” – Jenny

http://www.thoughtcast.org/
http://www.thoughtcast.org/


Lisa Randall, laughing: “There absolutely is room … in particular if there are
other branes … we really don’t know what’s there …”



Polchinski on the Landscape

April 9, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

At the recent Solvay conference there was extensive discussion of the Landscape, and
I’ve already discussed here Michael Douglas’s write-up of his talk on the subject,
entitled Understanding the Landscape. Now Joe Polchinksi’s rapporteur talk on the
subject has appeared; it’s entitled The Cosmological Constant and the String
Landscape. Polchinski is essentially making the same argument as Susskind makes in
his recent book, and his argument has pretty much the same problems that
Susskind’s has, which I discussed in detail in an earlier posting. However, his article
is written for physicists, not for the general public, so he is making a much more
technical version of the argument. It’s probably the best version of the case for the
string theory anthropic landscape available, so worth reading carefully.

Polchinski begins by explaining why the cosmological constant problem is difficult. He
divides possible solutions to it into ones where the CC is fixed, and ones where it is
adjustable. The problem with the idea that the CC is fixed and calculable is essentially
that all the contributions to the vacuum energy that we know about give values of the
CC that are far too large. These include things like fermion loops and the Higgs
potential in the standard model, supersymmetry breaking in supersymmetric
extensions of the SM, and Planck scale effects in theories of quantum gravity. He goes
on to explain why it is difficult to try and modify the theory of gravity so that it won’t
couple to these sources of vacuum energy.

There is a wide range of ideas about how to select a small CC in theories where the
CC is adjustable, and Polchinski describes several of them and what problems they
have. Some of these ideas naturally explain a small CC in an empty universe, but not
in our matter-filled universe. Finally he ends up with the anthropic explanation: the
CC is small because if it wasn’t we wouldn’t be here. He does note that:

Of course, the anthropic principle is in some sense a tautology: we must live where
we can live.

this carries a footnote comparing the anthropic principle to Darwin’s theory of natural
selection:

Natural selection is a tautology in much the same sense: survivors survive. But in
combination with a mechanism of populating a spectrum of universes or genotypes,
these ‘tautologies’ acquire great power.

Susskind makes the same sort of claim that the anthropic landscape is much like the
theory of evolution, and I think this is extremely dangerous and unwise. There is a
mountain of scientific evidence for the theory of evolution and none for the anthropic
landscape. It is very important that this distinction be made, and trying to blur the
difference between these two very different situations is not something a scientist
should be doing at a time when science in general and the theory of evolution in
particular is under attack by the forces of the religious right. When I was in Niger one
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of my travel-mates was a creationist who was generally annoyed at what he saw as
the arrogant way scientists dismiss his view of the world. We discussed cosmology,
and I tried to tell him a bit about inflation and what aspects of the universe it was
supposed to explain. In response he asked me why he shouldn’t just go with his
preferred explanation: it was all the doing of the “Big Kahuna”, as he called the deity.
I tried to explain about the scientific method: your theory is supposed to make
distinctive predictions that you can go out and check by making observations. I think I
had some success in getting this idea across, but I don’t see any way I could have
defended to him something like the anthropic landscape. It’s not legitimate science
since it makes no real predictions that you can use to see if the idea is right or not.
What’s at issue here is the credibility of science itself, and physicists who care about
this credibility should not be claiming that an idea like the anthropic landscape has
the same status as heavily tested and verified theories like that of evolution.

Polchinski goes on to repeat the analogy with evolution a bit later, and I actually don’t
understand at all what point he is making here, when he argues that maybe only the
anthropic principle determines the CC:

Thus we should seriously consider the possibility that there is no other selection
mechanism significantly constraining the cosmological constant. Equally we should
not stop searching for such a further principle, but I think one must admit that the
strongest reason for expecting to find it is not a scientific argument but a
psychological one (footnote): we wish fundamental theory to be as we have long
assumed it would be.

and the footnote is:

Again, the Darwinian analogy is notable.

Personally I’m agnostic about whether the CC is computable from first principles or
not. As a scientist, one’s job is to come up with theories and extract predictions from
them to see if they are right. If you have a theory that says the CC is not computable,
that’s fine, but then you have to just forget about the CC and find something that your
theory does predict so you can test it. You can’t go around claiming that the fact that
your theory is compatible with any value of the CC is somehow some sort of scientific
success and evidence for the theory. The problem with a theory where all values of
the CC are a priori equally likely is that it’s vacuous (as far as the CC is concerned).
Its implications are exactly the same as throwing up your hands and saying “I have
absolutely no idea what determines the CC, it could be anything”.

The fact that we are here and observe galaxies does put constraints on the CC, and
Polchinski would like to make much of this. He’d like to claim that the anthropic
landscape predicts that the CC is a random variable, and then, given the fact we see
galaxies, it would have an expectation value about an order of magnitude higher than
its observed value. He defends the theory against this mismatch by quoting Galileo’s
defense that his theory might be inaccurate but was a lot better than Aristotle’s, then
writes:

This order of magnitude may simply be a 1.5 sigma fluctuation, or it may reflect our
current ignorance of the measure of the space of vacua



One problem with all this that Polchinski doesn’t mention at this point is that the
anthropic constraint is not on the CC but on a combination of the CC and Q, the
normalization of the primordial temperature fluctuations. Assuming both are random
variables, the observed CC is way off what one expects. One can deal with this by just
assuming that the CC is a random variable, but Q isn’t for some reason. This gets into
the fundamental problem with the string theory anthropic landscape: it doesn’t just
not predict the CC, it doesn’t predict anything at all. As far as one can tell, it’s
consistent with just about anything. It doesn’t make any predictions, so it’s really not
a legitimate scientific theory at all. One can try and claim that it really is a scientific
theory, and that it does predict something: we are at some randomly chosen
(according to a not yet understood measure) point in the landscape compatible with
our existence. The problem with this (as Polchinski notes) is that there is a long list of
properties of the world that appear to be rather special and statistically highly
disfavored by any likely measure: the theta-angle is very small, proton lifetime is very
long, number of generations is small, etc., etc. If one actually took the string theory
anthropic landscape seriously as a theory, one would have to abandon it in face of
these falsifying observations.

The crucial question for whether the anthropic landscape is science or not is whether
it makes any testable predictions. Polchinski doesn’t at all address the question of
whether further study of the landscape will lead to any prediction of anything,
presumably because like everyone else he has no plausible idea for how this could
come about. He does claim that Weinberg’s 1987 arguement makes 5 successful
predictions or postdictions:

The anthropic argument is not without predictive power. We can identify a list of post-
or pre-dictions, circa 1987:

1. The cosmological constant is not large.

2. The cosmological constant is not zero.

3. The cosmological constant is similar in order of magnitude to the matter density.

4. As the theory of quantum gravity is better understood, it will provide a
microphysics in which the cosmological constant is not fixed but environmental; if this
takes discrete values these must be extremely dense in Planck units.

5. Other constants of nature may show evidence of anthropic constraints.

Calling these successful predictions seems to me a huge stretch. 1. follows from a
tautology, 2. and 3. are the same “predictions” I get by saying I have no idea what is
going on here (including having no good reason to believe the CC is zero). 4. isn’t an
experimental prediction at all, and 5. is so vague as to be completely meaningless.

Polchinski ends up his defense of the landscape by quoting Dirac:

One must be prepared to follow up the consequences of theory, and feel that one just
has to accept the consequences no matter where they lead.

The problem with this is that Dirac undoubtedly didn’t have in mind the idea that if



your theory has no experimental consequences, you should accept the idea that you
can’t ever predict anything. Obviously, you should give up on your theory at that
point, and this is what Polchinski and others show no signs of being willing to even
consider. Back in 1998, in lectures at the SLAC Summer Institute, he wrote:

On Lance Dixon’s tentative outline for my lectures, one of the items was ‘Alternatives
to String Theory.’ My first reaction was that this was silly, there are no alternatives…

and his attitude doesn’t seem to have changed since. He and others never discuss the
possibility that string theory is simply a wrong idea, a possibility for which the
landscape provides overwhelming evidence. This seems to be something he is
unwilling to seriously consider.

There’s one peculiar reference in his paper. When he refers to the problem that the
landscape can’t even predict the one thing people originally hoped it would be able
to, the scale of supersymmetry breaking, he writes:

An obvious question is whether we can understand the supersymmetry-breaking scale
(see and references therein). Is low energy supersymmetry, or some alternative ,
favored?

is a reference to split supersymmetry, and is a reference to a paper by Fox et. al
called Supersplit Supersymmetry. The strange thing about the apparently serious
reference to is that the paper in question is actually an April Fool’s joke (check the
date on it…). The authors were making fun of how supersymmetric phenomenology is
being pursued, and specifically of the idea of split supersymmetry. In “supersplit
supersymmetry”, all superpartners are pushed up to unobservability at the Planck
scale, solving all the problems caused by the lack of observation of effects of
supersymmetry. For any conceivable purpose, the supersplit supersymmetry model is
precisely the standard model. The joke is that particle physicists have become so
enamored of supersymmetry that they would happily study a supersymmetric model
inherently indistinguishable from the much, much simpler standard model. Part of
being unwilling to consider the idea that superstring theory might be wrong is being
unwilling to consider the idea that supersymmetry might be wrong, and thus, instead
of referring to the standard model, one adopts the supersplit supersymmetry model.

The funny thing about this April Fool’s joke paper is that, according to SPIRES,
Polchinski’s is the sixth paper to cite it. Looking through these six papers, only one of
them seems to be aware of the joke, with a footnote to the reference pointing out that
the paper appeared on April Fool’s day and that the model was equivalent to the
standard model. Some of the particle theory community now seems to think that the
idea of a vastly more complicated model that is inherently indistinguishable from the
standard model but is in some sense “supersymmetric” is a model worth taking
seriously and making reference to. Yet another weird thing about this paper is that
there is one trackback to it, and this trackback was generated by a comment from
LambchopofGod on a Cosmic Variance posting. Presumably it’s a bug, not a feature,
that any commenter on an approved blog can generate trackbacks at the arXiv, but
seeing the way the arXiv handles trackbacks, who knows. In any case we’ll see at
some point if trackbacks to the Polchinski paper and the Fox et. al. paper get
generated from this posting. Hopefully at least a trackback to the Fox et. al. paper
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will appear, since many readers of that paper don’t seem to realize that

IT’S NOT SCIENCE, IT’S AN APRIL FOOL’S JOKE, PEOPLE!

Comments

1. JC
April 9, 2006

Besides Witten defecting from string theory, what else could possibly make
Susskind, Polchinski, and others give up string theory? It seems like all this
anthropic silliness over the last few years isn’t enough.

2. woit
April 9, 2006

JC,

I’m sure Susskind and Polchinski will give up on string theory if and when
someone comes up with a much better idea and the physics bandwagon changes
direction to follow it. The weird thing is that it seems that deciding that the
theory can’t predict anything doesn’t seem to be enough to make them give up
on it. If you had told me a few years ago that this would happen, I would have
refused to believe it. I’m still having trouble…

3. JC
April 9, 2006

I’ve always wondered what would be going through the mind of a retired theorist
who had spent his/her entire working life on a theory which turned out to be
either wrong and/or vacuous in the end.

I get the impression that for some folks, the anthropic stuff is almost like a last
ditch attempt to salvage their life’s work into something meaningful and/or at
least to slow down the decline to oblivion and/or meaninglessness.

I would guess that knowing that one’s entire life’s work was a huge boondoggle,
isn’t exactly something to be proud about in retirement.

4. Chris Oakley
April 9, 2006

“A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing opponents and making
them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die, and a new
generation grows up that is familiar with it.”

— Max Planck, A Scientific Autobiography and Other Papers, 1949

This may also be true about adherents of a non-predictive methodology admitting
that they were backing the wrong horse.



5. JC
April 9, 2006

Allegedly Lorentz was a true believer in the ether to the very day he died. (I
don’t have a reference handly offhand).

I wouldn’t be surprised to see that other physicists of Lorentz’s generation (ie.
mid-late 19th century) were all true believers in the ether, all the way to their
graves.

6. Tony Smith
April 9, 2006

Peter says “… Susskind makes the same sort of claim that the anthropic
landscape is much like the theory of evolution …”.

I would hope that everyone (even Joe and Lenny) could agree that the “theory of
evolution” includes at least the following structures:
1 – a fairly detailed fossil record showing an understandable progession of
organisms from early blue-green algae to oxygen production … etc … to dolphins
in the sea and humans on land; and
2 – a crude understanding of genetics at the molecular level and that mutations
can cause genetic change.

Maybe people can argue about the punctuations in puntuated equlibrium
speciation, etc, but there IS a progressive fossil record and there IS a molecular
mechanism for genetic change.

My question to Joe and Lenny would be:
Can you show me where the “anthropic landscape” contains ANY comparable
structures ?

Where is a string-theory-model of a progressive fossil record,
i.e, a series of states leading from the Big Bang to our present Earth arranged in
an understandable progression like the series of fossils in our fossil record ?

Where are the string-theory-model laws (NOT vague hand-waving) that govern
how string-theory states can mutate from one to another a la molecular genetics
with mutation ?

Unless and until Joe and Lenny can put up such examples, they should shut up
about the Landscape being “much like the theory of evolution”.
Of course, as long as their audience (present-day superstringers = 90% of USA
theoretical particle physicists) is sufficiently sheep-like to buy their stuff, they
are not likely to “shut up”. Rather, they are more likely to shout louder and
attempt to drown out any voices of reason.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – I am particularly disappointed in Joe. Years ago he did calculations that

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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could be compared with experiment, and if he had stuck to his guns, he could
have claimed predictions against then-conventional wisdom, which predictions
were later validated. For example, in Nuclear Physics B221 (1983) 495-523,
entitled “Minimal Low-Energy Supergravity”, Joe Polchinski (with Alvarez-Gaume
and Wise) said:
“… Weak-interaction breakdown occurs for top-quark masses between 100 and
195 GeV. If we take A to have its value in the Polonyi model … the top-quark
mass lies in the smaller range 140-195 GeV. … The renormalization group
equation … tends to attract the top quark mas towards a fixed point of about 125
GeV. …”.

However, Joe et al lost their nerve and caved when in 1984 CERN claimed to find
the T-quark around 45 GeV.
Instead of saying that the CERN 45-GeV “discovery” was wrong (as indeed it
was, with CERN embarrassingly “undiscovering” it over the next several years),
they seem to have followed the sheepish herd of consensus exemplified by this
quote from Mohapatra’s book Unification and Supersymmetry:
“… An ingenious … method has been proposed by Alvarez-Gaume, Polchinski,
and Wise … It is interesting that m_t lies in the range [between] 100 GeV
…[and]… 190 GeV.
The recent discovery of the t-quark in the mass range of 40 to 60 GeV therefore
rules out the simple-minded analysis …”.

If Joe et al had stuck to their guns from 1983 to 1994, Fermilab data would have
vindicated their predictions, and they could have claimed a great success for
theory vindication by experiment.

7. Daniel Doro Ferrante
April 9, 2006

Folks that think they know and understand Evolution Theory would really do
good in reading Ernst Mayr: Ernst Mayr (EDGE) and Ernst Mayr (Amazon).

At least according to what i’ve read and heard, there’s a huge gap between what
is being called “evolution theory” and what contemporary neo-Darwinism
actually is (the tantalizing evidence goes from fossils to virus and bacteria drug
resistence, i.e., from ancient to modern times).

[]’s!

8. Arun
April 9, 2006

Most probably it is because of my shortcomings, but I do not see how any of the
proposals of Polchinki’s talk solve the problem posed at the beginning – namely,
the gravitation of the Lamb’s shift energy.

9. woit
April 9, 2006

Arun,
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The idea of anthropic landscape solution to the CC problem is that for some
particular points on the landscape all the large contributions to the CC like the
ones from electron loops just about exactly cancel, leaving a CC close enough to
zero for galaxies (and us) to be able to develop.

10. LambchopofGod
April 9, 2006

As you know, I was of course aware that Fox et al is a joke. Furthermore, at the
time of the posting I believed, and I still do believe, that Sean thought it was a
joke too, and that his reference to it was an extension of the joke. But I have no
experimental evidence for this belief of mine……

11. Sean Carroll
April 10, 2006

I think that more people got the April Fool’s joke than Peter is giving them credit
for.

12. boreds
April 10, 2006

Yep, citing the paper hardly indicates that he doesn’t get the joke.

13. Arun
April 10, 2006

Peter,
So there a near-continuum of landscape states, all with our standard model as
the low-energy limit, but differing in contribution to the CC by stringy fields, so
that in one of them, the CC comes out right? Or is it more that landscape vacua
with the wrong CCs also have the wrong low energy physics?

I’d feel a lot less unhappy if it were the latter.

Thanks!
-Arun

14. Arun
April 10, 2006

We can think of Fig. 2 to good approximation as representing the shift
of the electron zero point energy in the environment of the atom or the
nucleus. Thus we must understand why the zero point energy
gravitates in these environments and not in vacuum, again given that
our vacuum is a rather complicated state in terms of the underlying
fields. Further, if one thinks one has an answer to this, there is another
challenge: why does this cancellation occur in our particular vacuum
state, and not, say, in the more symmetric SU(2) × U(1) invariant state
of the weak interaction? It cannot vanish in both because the electron
mass is zero in the symmetric state and not in ours, and the subleading



terms in the vacuum energy (1.1) — which are still much larger than
the observed V — depend on this mass.

So, either the landscape vacuum does the appropriate CC cancellation at one
scale, and we still have the puzzle of which scale, or the landscape vacuum
manages the magic of CC cancellation at all scales?

15. woit
April 10, 2006

Sean and boreds,

Looking at the six papers that referenced Fox et. al., my guess was that some
knew it was a joke, but it is pretty clear that some didn’t. I still find Polchinski’s
reference to it strange. Undoubtedly he knew about the joke, and maybe his
reference to it was some sort of self-deprecating humor. But when there’s a huge
question about the predictivity of your research program, and you’re writing an
article defending it, ignoring the predictivity problem and putting in a reference
to a joke paper where the lack of predictivity is the joke, seems to me
exceedingly weird.

16. woit
April 10, 2006

Arun,

It’s the former. There’s no known reason why having the right small value of the
CC would imply getting anything else right about low energy physics.

In the landscape, the CC is the same at all scales. There is one section of
Polchinski’s article where he discusses the possibility of a version of gravity that
doesn’t couple to the CC at all scales, but this has lots of problems that he
explains.

17. Arun
April 10, 2006

Peter:
In the landscape, the CC is the same at all scales.

How is that magic accomplished?

18. woit
April 10, 2006

Arun,

All I mean is it behaves like a standard CC in Einstein’s equations. This is just a
constant. Probes of any wavelength see the same CC. This is standard gravity.
Polchinski is discussing the idea of modifying gravity.

19. Who



April 10, 2006

Going back to your 23 August 2005 post
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=245
which is closed so I cannot add a comment,

the book is available for order from amazon.uk for $21

or more precisely 12 pound ster. (hardcover)

http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/026-6340214-9602016

the availability date they give there is 16 march 2006

ordinary US amazon gives a date of 25 april 2006 and has one review, but lists
no price

so it seems that amazon.uk is already shipping

20. woit
April 10, 2006

About the book,

The information on Amazon isn’t correct. Last I heard, publication date in
England is June 1. A few weeks ago I went over the final proofs, so they should
start being able to print books soon, but I haven’t seen any yet. Publication in the
US should be sometime in September. I’m just starting dealing with the
production people here for that version. It will probably have a different preface.

21. anon
April 10, 2006

“It will probably have a different preface.” Oh, I see. The British version is
different to the American one; it has a topless girly on page 3.

22. Lubos Motl
April 10, 2006

Peter, you are kind of crazy if you think that Polchinski does not realize that
supersplit SUSY is a joke.

23. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 10, 2006

To put this anthropomorphic principle in perspective imagine the reaction in the
condensed matter community if someone invoked the same principle to “explain”
high Tc superconductivity.

Nothing more pathetic than a group of relatively smart people believing their
own bullsh*t.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=245
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=245
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/026-6340214-9602016
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/026-6340214-9602016


Henry Kissinger sum it up best after his retirement to academia.

“Why are academic battles so fierce?”

“Because the stakes are so low.”

So it is with strings and their proponents.

24. Hech Baan
April 10, 2006

Dear Not a Nobel Laureate,

Anyone should understand that anthropic principle isn’t part of the string/M-
theory. It’s a temporary way of making sense of some results. When we know
more we’ll be able to make predictions without relying on the anthropic
principle.

Rest assure that if something is obvious to almost everyone then it’s obvious to
the scientists too.

25. Scott Aaronson
April 10, 2006

Peter, there’s another difference between natural selection and the anthropic
principle, one that to my mind is even more basic than testability. This is that
natural selection is an “algorithmic workhorse” — a mechanism for amplifying
low-probability events to higher probability. Start it up, and it takes you the rest
of the way. It’s a tautology with oomph, something any mathematician should
recognize. Whereas the anthropic principle is an oomphless tautology.

26. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 11, 2006

Hech Baan wrote

“Anyone should understand that anthropic principle isn’t part of the string/M-
theory.”

No, but a number of string/M-theory proponents invoke it to avoid question the
merit of having so many in the field pursue this line of research.

“It’s a temporary way of making sense of some results.”

It’s a way of avoiding physical reality.

“When we know more we’ll be able to make predictions without relying on the
anthropic principle.”

That doesn’t sound very promising given that you can’t make any testable
predictions by relying on the anthropic principle.



“Rest assure that if something is obvious to almost everyone then it’s obvious to
the scientists too.”

Not in my experience.

27. Who
April 11, 2006

Obviously what gives natural selection oomph is reproduction.
Polchinski’s “survivors survive” misrepresents the tautology, which is more like
“the prolific proliferate”—-reproductively successful (genotypes) succeed in
reproducing.

Polchinski:
Of course, the anthropic principle is in some sense a tautology: we must live
where we can live.

Natural selection is a tautology in much the same sense: survivors survive. But in
combination with a mechanism of populating a spectrum of universes or
genotypes, these ‘tautologies’ acquire great power.

My comment:

One can imagine a centralized “mechanism of populating” a range of possible
genotypes which operates randomly—where individuals do not reproduce
individually but are produced by a central machine. Each is the expression of a
random sequence: almost no individuals are viable—most come out of the
machine dead or as unorganized mess.

If I understand Scott Aaronson’s remark, such a scheme has no oomph. It does
not amplify low-probability instances of organization.
If his point is valid, then Landscape philosophers won’t get anywhere until they
think of a way for nice universes to reproduce and thereby proliferate.

28. Hech Baan
April 11, 2006

Dear Not a Nobel Laureate,

Let’s face it string/M-theory isn’t perfect, but it’s the best theory we have today.
It’s a pity that the theory is so complex that not everyone can appreciate the
beauty and predictive power of it.

Sooner or later we will make a testable prediction without relying on the
anthropic or any other questionable principle. At the same time we shouldn’t
overestimate the anthropic principle’s role.

My advice to you is: be patient. There are much simpler things we don’t know
answers yet (e.g. twin prime conjecture). Understanding physical reality is the
most complex problem. Nobody expects quick or short answers. If the anthropic
principle will get us there then so be it.



29. knotted string
April 11, 2006

Dear Hech,

Your belief that eventually a testable prediction will arise seems to have
absolutely no scientific validity. It is just a belief, like the beliefs of religion.

The world has been patient for 20 odd years with various forms of string theory,
and you advise us to be patient?

30. anonymous
April 11, 2006

Excellent post, “Who”. Nicely expresses the fundamental difference between the
two.

31. Arun
April 11, 2006

I’m still scratching my head as to how the landscape produces a cosmological
constant that is the same at all scales, when the physics accessible to us is not
doing so. How does the landscape vacuum arrange for the appropriate
cancellations at all scales?

32. woit
April 11, 2006

“Peter, you are kind of crazy if you think that Polchinski does not realize that
supersplit SUSY is a joke.”

Lubos,

You don’t even bother reading what I write. You seem to have missed my
comment about Polchinski:

“Undoubtedly he knew about the joke”

33. Thomas Larsson
April 11, 2006

Both Polchinski’s paper and the supersplit paper (v1) were uploaded on March
31. If Polchinski’s paper was also intended as an April’s fool joke, he surely
fooled me.

34. island
April 11, 2006

Hech Baan Says:

Let’s face it string/M-theory isn’t perfect, but it’s the best theory we have today.



Didya hear the one about the string-tailed cat in a room full of rocking chairs?

… or the one about the stringy-haired hippie who wondered into barber camp?

~

This strongest implication of the anthropic connection to the forces of our
universe is through evolutionary theory since the anthropic constraint on the
forces indicates that there is very possibly a mechanism that enables the
universe to (((convolve))) it’s characteristics inherently forward to higher orders
of entropic efficiency, just like we humans did when we evolved from apes to
harness fire… and beyond.

This obvious extension can’t be ignored because the TOE becomes the ToE when
the anthropic principle explains “why” the forces cannot be unified.

Which has absolutely nothing to do with string theory, but you’d have to a real
air-head to think that there is no connection between evolutionary theory and the
anthropic principle.

35. Tony Smith
April 11, 2006

Who said “… Landscape philosophers won’t get anywhere until they think of a
way for nice universes to reproduce and thereby proliferate …”.

Polchinski, in hep-th/0603249, said “… while it is difficult to select for a single
vacuum of small cosmological constant, it is extremely easy to identify
mechanisms that will populate all possible vacua –
either sequentially in time, as branches of the wavefunction of the universe, or as
different patches in an enormous spatial volume.
… if the many vacua are metastable: inflation and tunneling, two robust physical
processes, will inevitably populate them all …
But this is all that is needed! … Thus we meet the anthropic principle….”.

In other words, Polchinski and the anthropic / landscape people are happy with
reproduction and proliferation by “dumb” processes like inflation and tunneling
that don’t act to select “nice universes” – Who described such processes as “… a
centralized ‘mechanism of populating’ a range of possible genotypes which
operates randomly – where individuals do not reproduce individually but are
produced by a central machine. Each is the expression of a random sequence:
almost no individuals are viable – most come out of the machine dead or as
unorganized mess …”.
while
people like Who (and me) think that the processes of reproduction and
proliferation should act to select “nice universes”,
in the sense that evolution by genetic mutation and environmental requirements
acts to select “fit” organisms.

In other words, my view is that nature is built upon processes that, in Who’s
words, “… amplify low-probability instances of organization …”,



and
any landscape, anthropic principle, or whatever that just sort of randomly
produces stuff will never produce any physics other than, in Who’s words, an
“unorganized mess”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – As to how to build a process that will “… amplify low-probability instances
of organization …”, maybe it might be productive to generalize the quantum
computer / spin network viewpoint of Paola Zizzi expressed in gr-qc/0304032.
It also might be nice to look closely at exceptional algebraic structures, because,
since they are “special” mathematically, they might be good at
selecting/amplifying “special” physics structures.
In my view, it would be nice if such work received funding on the order of the
current level of superstring funding. After all, as knotted string said to Hech
Baan: “… Your belief that eventually a testable prediction will arise [from
conventional string theory] seems to have absolutely no scientific validity. It is
just a belief, like the beliefs of religion. The world has been patient for 20 odd
years with various forms of string theory, and you advise us to [continue to] be
patient? …”.

36. Hech Baan
April 11, 2006

Dear knotted string and Tony Smith,

I wouldn’t call it a belief. I would call it an educated guess. It has the same
scientific validity as our confidence that one day we will prove the Riemann
Hypothesis. The world was patient for almost 150 years with various approaches
to prove the Riemann Hypothesis. And in that case I ask you to be patient too.

Alternatively, join the group of scientists addressing the current problems to
appreciate the beauty and complexity of the nature (be it distribution of primes
or Quantum Gravity).

37. woit
April 11, 2006

Hech Baan,

No, belief in string theory does not have ths same scientific validity as belief in
the Riemann Hypothesis. There is overwhelming numerical evidence that the
Riemann Hypothesis is true, zero experimental evidence for string theory. In the
case of function fields (which are closely analogous to number fields), the
Riemann hypothesis has been proven, which is one of several reasons to believe
that a proof for the standard Riemann Hypothesis will be found. I’ve heard this
analogy repeated elsewhere, but sorry, it really is complete nonsense.

And please, everyone, if you have something to say about the Polchinski paper,
please do so, if you want to rant in an empty way about the anthropic principle in

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


general, do this elsewhere.

38. LambchopofGod
April 11, 2006

I think Polchinski’s paper raises a lot of interesting issues. I wonder if anyone
can comment on what he means by “post-selection” of the cosmological constant
[the last paragraph before his conclusion]?
Meanwhile, see the final sentence of
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0604242
for an interesting new suggestion as to how the CC problem might ultimately be
solved……

39. Tony Smith
April 11, 2006

Hech Baan said: “… Dear knotted string and Tony Smith … I ask you to be
patient … Alternatively, join the group of scientists addressing the current
problems to appreciate the beauty and complexity of the nature …”
and went on to say, further:
“… CC paradox: ‘Landscape is huge. The probability that I live in a universe with
a small CC is almost zero. In spite of this, I live in one of them. Now how is that?’
A possible solution – Antropic principle …
… If you find a better solution … then you can apply it to the CC paradox. Good
luck. …”.

To Hech Baan. Please don’t assume that only conventional string theorists can
deal with the CC paradox. For example (and here I am NOT mentioning my work
to get into a discussion of its merits because Peter does not want his blog to get
into such things, but am only mentioning it as one concrete example of an
alternative to conventional string/M theory ),
based on a generalization of Irving Segal’s conformal structures related to
gravity, I can and have calculated the present value of the ratio
Dark Energy : Dark Matter : Ordinary Matter
with the result 0.73 : 0.23 : 0.04
which is pretty close to the WMAP results.
Calculations are on the web as a pdf file at CERN CDS preprint EXT-2004-013
but they are not on the Cornell arXiv because I am blacklisted there.
They can also be found, with more details, in html format at
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/cosconsensus.html#wmap

Maybe my work is right, maybe it is wrong, or maybe it at least contains some
seeds from which a useful theory that can be used to calculate (not relying on
anthropic stuff) the CC / Dark Energy : Dark Matter : Ordinary Matter ratios that
we see experimentally.

I am NOT saying, as Hech Baan is saying about conventional string/M theory,
that my work is “the best theory we have today”.

I am only saying that it seems to give a more concrete result than conventional
string/M theory, and is therefore a possible counterexample to Hech Baan’s

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0604242
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0604242
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/cosconsensus.html#wmap
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/cosconsensus.html#wmap


assertion that conventional string/M theory is “the best theory we have today”.

There may be many other models that may turn out to be more useful than either
my model or conventional string/M theory (for example, some forms of loop
quantum gravity, spin foams, etc).

My point is NOT to try to sell my model.
My point is that ALL possible approaches should be funded and explored,
and
that it is quite likely (given 20+ years of work by hundreds of very smart well-
funded people on conventional string/M theory, resulting in failure to produce
concrete results that can be compared with experiments)
that being “patient” and “join[ing] the group of [conventional string/M theory]
scientists …” in such things as the anthropic landscape may well only lead
theoretical physics into a Dark Age.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

40. woit
April 11, 2006

Lambchop,

That paper doesn’t offer any way to solve the CC problem. Right now the
anthropic “prediction” of the CC is too high by at least one order of magnitude,
more if you let Q vary. The argument of this paper seems to be that if you
observe planets in certain dwarf galaxies, then you could claim that the CC is too
high by as much as three orders of magnitude, even keeping Q fixed.

This doesn’t offer any positive prediction about the CC, it just holds out hope for
one more piece of evidence against the anthropic explanation of the CC. There
already is lots of evidence against the anthropic landscape, even if this particular
new piece of evidence turns out to be possible, I don’t think it will have much
effect.

41. LambchopofGod
April 12, 2006

Errr….actually I was mainly referring you to the *last sentence*, where the
author suggests that the CC problem will ultimately be solved when we receive
an instructional broadcast from a more advanced civilization….. 

42. woit
April 12, 2006

Lamchop,

Oops, seems that I sometimes don’t read things carefully, and don’t get the
joke….

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


43. a philosophy student
April 12, 2006

the anthropic principle is in some sense a tautology:
we must live where we can live.

Natural selection is a tautology in much the same sense:
survivors survive.

Since terms are important in this context, this note:
These two terms or principles stand for different things:

When saying: ‘we live where we must live’ (AP), then on equal terms, concerning
evolution, would be: ‘we survive where we must survive’. Let’s call it, for ease,
the ‘natural principle’ (NP).

Going a bit further, we could modify NP, while keeping it on equal footage qua
scope of meaning to AP, to: ‘survivors survive because they càn survive’.

If we take this as a pricinple after the example of AP, then now we should try find
the reason behind what the principle states, or we are stuck with our tautology.

But the difference between the two is of course that for NP the reason has been
found, namely natural selection (NS), while for AP it hasn’t, despite the two
being put on equal footage here (in the quote), mixing the principle NP with it’s
reason NS, while for AP there’s only the principle.

44. a philosophy student
April 12, 2006

I mean ‘can’ where I say ‘must’, twice, in:

“When saying: ‘we live where we must live’ (AP), then on equal terms,
concerning evolution, would be: ‘we survive where we must survive’. Let’s call it,
for ease, the ‘natural principle’ (NP).”

45. boreds
April 12, 2006

Peter

I guess lubos is referring to what you say in the posting above:

“the apparently serious reference to [70]”

rather than what you said in the comments, which is clearer.

In any case, I don’t think it’s that weird that Polchinski made a joke about the
paper.

I don’t know about the other five citations, but it would be hard to imagine they
didn’t realise it was an April fools if they’d read the paper.



46. Who
April 12, 2006

philos. student,
you might be interested in Scott Aaronson’s comment in this thread
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=372#comment-9623

I think it has something to do with what you are discussing. Perhaps you saw it
and simply didn’t think it germane to your points. But I think it does have some
bearing. I expanded on Scott’s a couple of comments later. See if you can make
anything of the earlier discussion and if it fits with what you are saying.

47. Shantanu
April 12, 2006

Peter have you seen astro-ph/0604242 ? It talks about an observational
test of antrophic origin of cosmological constant. your thoughts on it?

48. woit
April 12, 2006

Shantanu,

I just wrote about that in a comment above, responding to Lambchopofgod, who
was actually pointing to the kind of absurd end of the paper. But now, my
comment is relevant, as an answer to your question.

49. Shantanu
April 12, 2006

Thanks Peter,. Sorry I missed your comment above. anyhow I am not sure how
serious about the last sentence.

50. Aaron Bergman
April 12, 2006

To the point on the analogy between the anthropic principle and natural
selection, it might be an oomphless tautology, but it doesn’t need the same
oomph as natural selection. As long as there’s one universe with life in it, we
could be in that universe.

51. woit
April 12, 2006

Aaron,

It’s also true that we could all be a figment in the imagination of the Flying
Spaghetti Monster. I wish someone out there who doesn’t think this stuff is
indefensible pseudo-science would, instead of defending it by invoking
tautologies, give a plausible scenario of how it will lead to the kind of testable
predictions that up until now everyone agreed were required before you called
something science.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=372#comment-9623
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=372#comment-9623


52. a philosophy student
April 12, 2006

Who,

My point is that Polchinski, besides like Peter says at other places in his paper, in
this quote mixes the resp. situations of evolution and anthropics by his chosing of
terms.

AP is a tautology, and as such, states facts. What Peter would like physicists to do
is to search for a reason for these facts, a mechanism that explains the state AP
refers to.

Now NS is such a mechanism, but of course for a different state of facts, namely
for what I above, for easy of the discussion, have called NP.

AP does not have such a mechanism, and it is wrong to put both AP and NP on
equal footing, as Polchinski does in the above quote, making it appear they are.

He should have written, instead of ‘natural selection’, something like ’survivors
survive because they càn survive’ (NP). This is a statement of facts, which can
be, liguistically, and more important: logically, a tautology, but the term ‘natural
selection’ cannot be a tautology for it is an empirical mechanism, nót a statement
of facts which can be a logical tautology. But of course doing so would point out
AP has no explanatory mechanism.

The correct use of these terms in this is important in (@ least) two respects:

1) in the context of string theory: as Peter points out:

… trying to blur the difference between these two very different
situations is not something a scientist should be doing …

…… physicists who care about this credibility (of science) should not
be claiming that an idea like the anthropic landscape has the same
status as heavily tested and verified theories like that of evolution.

2) these days Darwin is under attack from ‘unscientific’ corners. It is in this
respect that it is very important to be clear in one’s choice of words. You cannot
describe natural selection by ‘survivors survive’. NS is much much more than
that. By bringing NS (wrongfully) down to the level of a statement of facts it can
be eassily misunderstood and attacked, eg by calling it a tautology.

On Scott’s post:

… natural selection is an “algorithmic workhorse” — a mechanism for
amplifying low-probability events to higher probability. Start it up, and
it takes you the rest of the way

This makes it appear as if NS is an always-sure way to an always-sure outcome.
NS is an algorithm, granted, but one that relies heavily, not to say totally, on
external input, ie the environment. This is a highly coincidential matter. Take eg



the extinction of the dinos. Whether it was by an asteroid or not, fact is had they
lived on, mammals would still be small mouse-like creatures hiding in small holes
in the ground.

So, NS also has ‘an sich’ nothing to do with the probability of events. It will not
change the low or high-probability of an event. It’s all coincidence. It is a fact
that human life is a very low-probability event in the universe, but that it excists
here is not,
qua probability, due to NS, but to the occurence of the low-probability fact that
after earth was formed, it gave rise to the necessary ‘materials’ for evolving life.
This ‘material’ is then worked upon by the evolutionary mechanism NS, but the
latter has nothing to do with the probability of the correct circumstances for
evolving life being present.

Note: of course it’s not only the circumstances on earth that are relevant, or low-
probable, but also the distance earth-sun, the presence of a big object like jupiter
swallowing comets and asteroids, the distance sun-center of the galaxy, aso.

A note on Jupiter: the point of Jupiter swallowing collision-course-objects means
that life on earth has got the necessary time to evolve, as the dinos will be happy
to point out.

Another note: this whole discussion depends on how you weigh the term ‘low-
probability’. 1/zillion may be considered low probable, but in an infinite set this
still gives rise to an infinite amount. According to this reasoning, if our universe,
and/or the multiverse, and/or whatever is infinite, then there are an infinite of
worlds with intelligent human-like things on it – even discussing the same things
we do now.

Even by this account it’s not due to NS that there is a sure outcome of whatever
you want, but it is due to the infinity of the ‘initial state’ it works upon.

So NS doesn’t in fact necessarily has ‘oomph’ – @ least not when not considering
the ‘basic block’, ie the gene, or, in Smolin’s case, the black hole – and even in
this case, again, it’s not due to NS but to the
nature of the material it works upon.

Phew.

Sorry Peter if this is way to off, I only meant to make a humble first post here.

53. Christine Dantas
April 12, 2006

The Lithic Principle. The Liquid Principle. The Canid Principle (of course, man´s
best friend must have some importance on all this). In summary, a multitude of
principles to chose from in order to study the multiverse. I am sure among them
there must be a Multiverse Principle (the Universe is the way it is so to allow for
the existence of a multitude of others).

Now, seriously, I am deeply intrigued that I exist and see the Universe around

http://amos.indiana.edu/library/scripts/lithic.html
http://amos.indiana.edu/library/scripts/lithic.html


me. I really would like to know why things are like that. The Anthropic Principle
is fruitless to that end, in my opinion, by its own definition.

Christine

54. Aaron Bergman
April 12, 2006

Peter, we really don’t have to go through this yet one more time.

Cosmological natural selection doesn’t have the “oomph” that the real thing
does, either, because nothing ever dies.

55. Who
April 12, 2006

*because nothing ever dies*

entire universes die

Aaron you brought up CNS. Scott did not mention it, nor did I. Is this because
you have some new ideas about it, like “nothing ever dies”, and want to discuss
them?

56. Aaron Bergman
April 12, 2006

One can read between the lines in your comments.

The point is that one does not need a way to populate the landscape, a way for
“nice universes” to reproduce or anything. Once you have a mechanism that
produces a single universe which can support life, the anthropic principle holds.

There are a zillion different ways one can put some sort of measure on the space
of vacua, if you feel like engaging in some sort of principle of mediocrity, but
that’s not the anthropic principle.

57. Who
April 13, 2006

You already said that Aaron, and Peter rebutted it. You said
*… As long as there’s one universe with life in it, we could be in that universe.*

Peter replied*…give a plausible scenario of how it will lead to the kind of testable
predictions…required before you {call] something science*
—————–

Scott’s original point was:
*…natural selection is an “algorithmic workhorse” — a mechanism for amplifying
low-probability events to higher probability. Start it up, and it takes you the rest
of the way…*



It is a powerful means of generating complex organization. (Perhaps the most
effective mechanism we know of for doing this.)
Mere happenstance is not. Therefore, I think Scott’s point was, Polchinski made
a poor analogy.

Do you think Polchinski made a correct analogy? So far your comment does not
support this, but has been to repeat that a natural mechanism for self-tuning or
amplifying low-probability events is NOT NEEDED, which is not quite on the
mark. If you would like, please think up a reason why Polchinski’s comparison of
biological Natural Selection to string thinkers’ Landscape speculation should not
be considered far-fetched.

58. Aaron Bergman
April 13, 2006

Peter’s statement, true or not, is not a rebuttal.

I don’t really care all that much about how good the analogy between the
anthropic principle and natural selection is; it’s obviously not a precise analogy.
I’m just trying to clarify a few issues along the way.

59. ksh95
April 13, 2006

Peter Said:

…”give a plausible scenario of how it will lead to the kind of testable
predictions that up until now everyone agreed were required before
you called something science…”

Didn’t Smolin do precisely this? All one needs is for the “Universe-Creating-
Mechinism” to be dependent on a few measurable parameters.

60. Aaron Bergman
April 13, 2006

It depends on what you mean by predictive. There are a variety of way to
populate a landscape of vacua; common examples are some sort of quantum
mechanical superposition, tunneling, Smolin’s idea, etc. These will give different
distributions of the population of vacua. The fundamental leap, however, is
whether this population translates into a probability measure. If you make that
leap, a sort of principle of mediocrity, you can make probabilistic predictions.
Otherwise, one is simply left with the binary question of whether a particular
vacuum gets populated or not.

61. Chris W.
April 13, 2006

The most galling thing to me about drawing the analogy with natural selection is
that the variation upon which selection operates in biology is an inescapable
empirical fact, whether or not you understand the underlying mechanism (and



Darwin didn’t). This observed variation was Darwin’s logical starting point. He
knew that it was the raw material with which animal and plant breeders worked,
and realized that the essential logic of selective breeding applied even when the
relevant contingencies—selective conditions—were not consciously arranged but
arose accidentally, or as a result of the internal dynamics of an ecosystem.

In contrast, the multiverse is a purely theoretical construct. It is taken seriously
mainly because it seems to follow from the joint application of quantum field
theory and general relativity in cosmology. However, even this line of argument
seems to have degenerated, insofar as the putative existence of the multiverse is
now being taken to imply that observed laws in our “pocket” of the multiverse
are “frozen accidents”, perhaps anthropically selected. This strikes me as self-
defeating to the point of silliness, inasmuch as it was the ramifications of those
laws that led us to assert the existence of the multiverse in first place.

(Lately I’ve been wondering why these points aren’t made more often. The self-
undermining implications of the multiverse idea have occasionally been pointed
out by other commenters on this blog.)



Memorials

April 9, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The May issue of the Notices of the AMS has memorial articles about two great
mathematicians who passed away recently. The first is about Serge Lang and includes
contributions from many people, including my Columbia colleague Dorian Goldfeld.
When Lang died last September, I wrote a short posting here, but didn’t want to go
into much detail. He was a remarkable man, with many facets, but also famously
difficult. The Notices article does him justice and is well worth reading.

In the same issue, Loring Tu has the first part of a long article about Raoul Bott, who
died last December. It’s a wonderful article concentrating on Bott’s mathematical
career and describing in detail the setting of some of his most important work.

Today I also ran across the sad story of the death of John Brodie. Brodie was a
theorist who got his Ph.D. from Princeton and worked on gauge theory and string
theory. Evidently he suffered from bipolar disorder, which was a contributing factor in
his death. I never met him, but had seen some of his papers. Perhaps some of the
readers here knew him personally.

Comments

1. Derek
April 9, 2006

Whut? No mention of Carleson winning the Abel?

AMS Notices is really going down the tubes recently – in content, timeliness,
character and sadly even readership (just look at the idiocy spouted on the
letters page for examples).

Are there any better magazines in the same genre out there?

2. woit
April 9, 2006

Derek,

The Notices is definitely the best thing of its kind I know about. They’re not
especially timely (now there is news on the AMS web-site, including the Carleson
news), but the articles are of high quality, and this takes time. I kind of agree
about a lot of the letters….

3. Jimbo
April 11, 2006
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I never knew nor met JOHN BRODIE, but I read Peter’s post about his death.
I would urge everybody to clik on the Rutland Herald link to the story
surrounding BRODIE’s life & death. It is a superbly written article about an
extraordinary human being of the highest order, the stuff of which a movie could
easily be made. Stephon Alexander, who knew BRODIE is quoted in the article.
Someone needs to make sure a slightly compactified version of the Herald’s obit
is sent to Physics Today.

4. Lurker
April 11, 2006

Peter et al, I don’t mean to spam, but what’s the difference between “Not Even
Wrong : The Failure of String Theory & the Continuing Challenge to Unify the
Laws of Physics” and “Not Even Wrong: The Failure of String Theory and the
Search for Unity in Physical Law“? I discovered this blog only recently, so I’m
sorry if this is a FAQ.

Lurker

5. woit
April 11, 2006

Lurker,

The first is the UK edition, supposed to be released about June 1 by Jonathan
Cape. I’m surprised it is on the US Amazon site, since Cape just sell in the UK
and British Commonwealth. The second is the US edition, put out by Basic
Books, should be released sometime in September. The two books will be mostly
the same, except the US edition will probably have a somewhat different preface
(and different cover, and perhaps slightly different subtitle).

6. Pindare
April 12, 2006

Thanks for the links, really interesting.

Off-topic: a paper by John Conway and Simon Kochen on their “free will
theorem” is out today http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0604079

7. Tony Smith
April 12, 2006

Jimbo said “… the Rutland Herald link to the story surrounding BRODIE’s life &
death … is … the stuff of which a movie could easily be made …”.

The Rutland Herald article said “… Brodie … took the supermarket job to escape
the complexities of physics, he told friends, only to find his mind spinning with
questions about bagging efficiency. ….”.

The article reminds me of scenes in the movie “A Beautiful Mind” such as, for
two examples:

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0224076051/103-2967544-9800613?v=glance&n=283155
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those in which John Nash visualizes math ideas and in which such things as
flocks of pigeons inspire such ideas; and
those in which John Nash fled from police-type people.

The most recent four papers of Brodie that I saw on arXiv are:

hep-th/0301138 (with Damien Easson of Syracuse as co-author), entitled “Brane
inflation and reheating”, in which he “… construct[s] an inflationary brane world
scenario from Type IIA string theory …” and goes on to say “… Using
observational (COBE) data, we placed constraints on the parameters of the
model … we can get more dark matter th[a]n visible matter. However, this dark
matter will not be dark because it couples to the Standard Model gauge fields
which we have taken to live on the D4-branes. To solve this problem we could put
the Standard Model gauge fields on the D6’-branes, but this would modify our
cosmological analysis. We leave the details of this model of dark matter for
future work. …”.

hep-th/0208191, entitled “Vortices under S-duality” dealing with QCD
confinement;

hep-th/0107178 (with O. Bergman and Y. Okawa), entitled “The Stringy Quantum
Hall Fluid”, in which they say that the “… brane picture naturally explains
various aspects of the quantum Hall fluid, such as the quantization of the filling
fraction, and the charge and statistics of the quasiparticle and quasihole
excitations …”; and

hep-th/0101115, entitled “On Mediating Supersymmetry Breaking in D-Brane
Models”, in which he “… present[s] a method for having first and second order
phase transitions in brane constructions which might be relevant for modeling
the Standard Model Higgs field …”.

Note that these papers all deal with things (COBE inflation bounds, Dark Matter,
QCD confinement, Quantum Hall effect, and the Standard Model Higgs field) that
are subject to experimental / observational tests,
so
it seems to me that John Brodie’s approach to physics was the type of approach
that is needed to advance understanding of physics.

Since it has been over 3 years since he put a paper on the arXiv, I wonder
whether he left any unpublished notes. If he did, I hope that someone will write
them up and put them on the arXiv for posterity.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – The Rutland Herald article said “… people started talking … Why didn’t the
homeowner who heard the doorbell let it go rather than calling police? Why
didn’t the patrolman deal with the situation differently? …”.
I hope that nobody is blaming the homeowner or the policeman.
If I had a knock on my door at 11 PM and did not recognize the person, I would
probably call the police, and, if I were a policeman answering such a call, I would

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


probably also tell that person “… maybe it would be a good idea to go door to
door at 11:00 in the morning instead of 23:00 at night …”.

8. Chris W.
April 12, 2006

Pindare,

Thanks for pointing to that paper. Not only is its content of deep interest, but its
style is wonderfully engaging and lucid—head and shoulders above the typical
arXiv posting. Given its authorship, I guess that shouldn’t be surprising.

9. Tony Smith
April 13, 2006

Pindare and Chris W. both commented here about the Conway and Kochen paper
at quant-ph/0604079 in which Conway and Kochen say (at page 9):
“… quantum mechanics and general relativity have been mutually inconsistent
for most of their joint lifetime, an inconsistency that heterotic string theory
resolved … by changing the dimension of space-time! …”.

Most of the Conway and Kochen paper deals with their Free Will Theorem: If an
experimenter has Free Will, then so must the particles in the rest of the universe
outside the experimenter.

My question is:
Does the Free Will Theorem have anything to do with heterotic string theory’s
extra (beyond 4) dimensions of space-time,
such as some high-dimensional connection between expermimenter and the rest
of the universe that correllates the experimenter’s Free Will with the Free will of
the particles in the rest of the universe,
or
was the reference to heterotic string theory a gratuitous irrelevant remark ?

Since Conway and Kochen say that Bohm and GRW are OK if they allow particles
outside the experimenter to also have Free Will, and since Free Will of such
particles is something with which I am happy (it has long been an accepted part
of many cultures, such as Taoism, etc), it seems to me that such forms of Bohm
and GRW are all that you need, and that heterotic string theory is not necessary.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – My descriptions of what Conway and Kochen say are based on the following
excerpts from their paper:
“… The Free Will Theorem …
If the choice of directions in which to perform spin 1 experiments is not a
function of the information accessible to the experimenters, then the responses
of the particles are equally not functions of the information accessible to them.

… According to Bohm, the evolution of a system is completely determined by

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


certain real numbers (his “hidden variables”), whose initial values are not all
known to us. … What we do know about these initial values may be roughly
summed up by saying that they lie in a set … St at time t … as t increases, St
steadily shrinks … because the particles have made free choices. …

Bohm’s theory so exorcised … is consistent with our assertion that particles have
free will. … The exorcised form of Bohm’s theory … prov[es] … the consistency of
quantum mechanics … with … the Free Will property of particles. …

our assertion that ‘the particles make a free decision’ is merely a shorthand form
of the more precise statement that ‘the Universe makes this free decision in the
neighborhood of the particles.’ …

… Ghirardi, Rimini and Weber have proposed a theory [GRW] that attempts
to explain the reduction of the state in quantum mechanics by an underlying
mechanism of stochastic ‘hits.’ … in order to make the GRW theory
relativistically invariant … the hits … need … some freedom (to be precise …
they must be at least semi-free) …

… fundamental particles are continually making their own decisions. No theory
can predict exactly what these particles will do in the future for the very good
reason that they may not yet have decided what this will be! Most of their
decisions, of course, will not greatly affect things – we can describe them as
mere ineffectual flutterings, which on a large scale almost cancel each other out,
and so can be ignored. … The authors strongly believe, however, that

there is a way our brains prevent some of this cancellation, so allowing us to
integrate what remains and producing our own free will. …”.

10. woit
April 13, 2006

Tony et. al.,

This is getting way, way, way off topic….

11. Belizean
April 14, 2006

Back on Topic:

I never met Serge Lang, but he taught me calculus when I read his texts back in
junior high.

Thank you, Serge. RIP.

12. Stephanie Frank Singer
April 15, 2006

Serge Lang and I coexisted at the Math Department at Yale for four years. One
winter night I was hanging out at LOM (Leet Oliver Memorial Hall, a.k.a., the
Land Of Math) with Carlos Tomei, whose postdoc office was adjacent to Lang’s



office. We could hear the typewriter banging away next door. Bang-b-bang bang
bang, with an occasional shloook (carriage return). All of a sudden the typewriter
is silent, and we hear Lang speaking into the phone, in his outrageous French
accent (think Steve Martin in the Pink Panther): “It is cold in here!” Crash
(receiver hits cradle)!

A beat.

Then, clank, clank, clank, on goes the heat.

This story is funnier to people who have lived in Yale housing and battled with
the folks at physical plant.

13. Stephanie Frank Singer
April 15, 2006

On the subject of memorials:

Anyone interested in reading two letters George
Mackey wrote to a young mathematician will find them linked to my low-tech
website.

14. woit
April 17, 2006

Thanks Stephanie,

I’ll add a link to the letters to the Mackey posting, and reopen the comment
section there in case anyone wants to discuss.

http://www.math.harvard.edu/history/mackey/index.html
http://www.math.harvard.edu/history/mackey/index.html
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Schroer Notes and Other Links

April 13, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Bert Schroer has sent me some notes comparing the Lagrangian path integral and
algebraic approaches to quantum field theory, which others may also find interesting.
I have a very different perspective than he does, but have gone through the
experience of at one time believing that basically all there is to QFT is to choose an
action functional and then apply straightforward techniques to evaluate the path
integrals you get. Non-perturbatively, this works beautifully for Yang-Mills theory, but
runs into serious problems in many other cases, and it becomes clear that the path
integral method, for all its virtues, does hide some very real problems.

Update: Some more notes from Schroer on AQFT.

Some other unrelated links:

There’s an extremely well-known story about the young Gauss, and it turns out that,
as almost always with such stories, the truth of what actually happened is rather
elusive. American Scientist has a wonderful article about this by Brian Hayes entitled
Gauss’s Day of Reckoning.

The AMS has announced a Leonard Eisenbud Prize for Mathematics and Physics. It
will be awarded every three years for a work published in the preceding six years that
brings the two fields closer together. The first award will be made in January 2008.
The prize was established by David Eisenbud (currently director of MSRI) and his
wife in honor of Eisenbud’s father, who was a mathematical physicist.

While I was away the Museum of Natural History here in New York sponsored a
debate on the Multiverse, entitled “Universe: One or Many?”. For some reports on the
debate, see here, here and here. The last of these is from local blogger “mighty
dasmoo”, who really, really, doesn’t like Michio Kaku.

The EPP 2010 Panel will release its final report to the public at a press conference in
Washington on April 26.

Update: New Scientist also has some quotes from the “Universe: One or Many?”
debate:

Kaku, of the City University of New York, spoke at one point of the possibility of
tunnelling into other universes through space-time foam, harnessing the power of
negative energy. “Genesis happens all the time,” he said. “Continuous genesis in an
ocean of Nirvana, and the ocean is an 11-dimensional hyperspace.”

As Kaku spoke, Krauss, of Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio,
looked as if he was about to have an aneurysm. He turned to Kaku. “If there are an
infinite number of universes,” he declared, “I can’t imagine one in which I agree with
what you just said.”
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Update: Another report on the debate is here.

Comments

1. Thomas Love
April 13, 2006

What, the Gauss story isn’t true? I suppose next you’ll tell me that George
Washington didn’t cut down the cherry tree!

The third blogger’s take on Kaku agrees with mine. I’ve read a few of his books
and won’t read another.

2. JC
April 13, 2006

Bert,

Interesting read.

What other quantum systems differ greatly between operator and functional
integral treatments, besides the spinning top?

3. Lubos Motl
April 13, 2006

I’ve read Prof. Schroer’s text against the path integrals and it makes no sense to
me. It is probably not even wrong.

4. MathPhys
April 13, 2006

Kaku is phenomenal. I’m always surprised by how he gets invited to speak at
events next to respectable people.

5. Bert Schroer
April 13, 2006

Answer to JC:
The functional integral representation in its strict measure-theoretic setting is
limited to standard quantum mechanical Hamiltonians (kinetic energy + V(q)).
The formal Duistermaat-Heckmann aspect (which leads to the “Schulman
paradox”) certainly shows up for any movement of a particle on a group
manifold. The model must be integrable.
By the way, I am not against the functional integral approach, I only indicate its
limitations. In fact even in QFT where the approach becomes “artistic” there is
nothing wrong with using it. My only plea is that one should not forget that it is
artistic in order not to loose an enigmatic piece of future progress.

6. ObsessiveMathsFreak
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April 13, 2006

From what I’ve read about Gauss, I think it’s entirely possible that he was given
either a dozen or so numbers, or a sequence of that length, and he simply added
them up in his head. No formulae required.

The part about his summation “trick” may have simply been tacked on later, or
rather, the story was tacked onto the trick to pique the interest of otherwise
disinterested students!

Certainly, there are people alive today who could mentally add up quite large
lists or sequences of numbers, quickly and accurately, with no roughwork. It’s
well within the bounds of possibility that Gauss was such a person.

Tales often grow in the telling, but it’s important to stick to the facts as well.

7. jb
April 13, 2006

I don’t find the Gauss story dubious at all. I found the trick for calculating
1+…+10 when I was six or seven (of course, I failed to rediscover it when I was
asked 1+…+100 several years later), and if some fellow mathematician told me
he got 1+…+100 when he was eight, I wouldn’t be surprised. Even more so, I
have no reason to doubt the Gauss story — he did many much more impressive
things and was also a whiz with arithmetic. And of course it’s ridiculous to think
that if it really happened, there would be primary documents proving it.

8. Joe Zhou
April 14, 2006

I’ve no doubt that Gauss just simply saw the summation trick when he looked at
the problem. I consider myself rather dumb, always being one of the slowest in
class to do an integral or to come up with proofs. But even I was visited by
occasional flashes of insight in childhood. An uncle told me when I was 11 or so
about how Zu Chongzhi from the 5th centry found the volume of the sphere by
subtracting a cone from the cynlinder. That night, I applied Zu’s principle to
found the volume for any figure of rotation, and used that generalization to find
the center of mass for the half circle, without any inkling of calculus or
trignometry. And I am not even smart, almost failing the entrance exams for
middle school that same year. Such flashes must be fairly common to intelligent
people working on challenging problems.

9. nayagam
April 14, 2006

Brian Hayes has written some wonderful articles in American Scientist .The
article on Gauss is of course good, but I liked his article The Spectrum of
Riemannium more.

10. robert
April 14, 2006
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A feat of infant prodigeousness that rivals that of Gauss’ summation of a finite
number of terms of an arithmetic series is Dyson’s summation of an infinite
number of terms of a geometric series, which he did to alleviate the boredom
when put down in is crib for a nap

http://plus.maths.org/issue26/features/dyson/index.html

And we have this tale from an unimpeachable source.

11. Chris Oakley
April 14, 2006

A feat of infant prodigeousness that rivals that of Gauss’ summation of a finite
number of terms of an arithmetic series is Dyson’s summation of an infinite
number of terms of a geometric series, which he did to alleviate the boredom
when put down in is crib for a nap

Yes, but the Nobel prize was awarded for taking an infinite series, most of whose
terms are infinite, and getting a finite result. Maybe Dyson is just as glad not to
be one of them.

12. Karthik
April 14, 2006

I once listened to Michio Kaku’s interview on the BBC. It was like a big fantasy
novel.

Science is increasingly becoming like religion where the scientists (priests)
interpret the Universe and God and the rest of the world just go by it.

13. Chris Oakley
April 14, 2006

Well, Karthik, for an antidote I suggest that you get a copy of Peter’s book. It’s
not out in the U.S. until September, but even so thus far 24 out of 27 people
approve of my positive review. Oh, and Peter, my Swiss bank account is
#0103242345 (UBS Zurich).

14. Michael
April 14, 2006

Peter, could it be that it is you, rather than the path integral approach to QFT,
that is hiding some very real problems? The problems people have with path
integrals seems to be inversely proportional to their scientific accomplishments.

15. ObsessiveMathsFreak
April 14, 2006

Science is increasingly becoming like religion where the scientists
(priests) interpret the Universe and God and the rest of the world just
go by it.

http://plus.maths.org/issue26/features/dyson/index.html
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It might seem that way when one looks at theoretical physics, but it is not the
case for the majority of science. Applied fields of science, physics, chemistry,
biology, etc, etc have made huge leaps in the last decade.

Look at how much the world has changed in even the last ten years. Mobile
communications are commonplace, the internet is widely accessable, medicinal
drugs continue to improve, we are gaining a better understanding of our
histories through archeology and new research, we have mapped the globe down
to the metre levels.

Science is having an impact on people’s everyday lives, ironically at the same
time that people feel science is becoming more and more distant from everyday
life.

16. JC
April 14, 2006

Bert,

Are there any easy non-Euler-Lagrange ways to treat theories with Wigner spins
above 2, besides the free particle cases not coupled to anything (ie. Fierz-Pauli
equations)?

17. Chris Oakley
April 14, 2006

JC,

As far as I remember, higher spin inconsistencies arise because physical
massless higher spin fields derive from gauge potentials in much the same way
that F_{\mu\nu} derives from A_\mu for spin 1. The free field actions are
invariant under gauge transformations in these potentials, something which
either must be preserved when one introduces interactions, or generalised (e.g.
Yang-Mills). This turns out to be impossible for s > 2 because one cannot write
down a interaction that is gauge invariant for all the fields in the coupling (one is
presumably not allowed to use the gauge-invariant field strengths here). If one is
not using the action principle one would still require gauge-invariant couplings,
so I do not see that one would be better off.

18. Alejandro Rivero
April 14, 2006

Feynman integral is just a dirac delta’ to guarantee the extremality (say, the
minimum) of the Lagrangian, but h-regulated. The point that quantum mechanics
is the consequence of forbidding the h->0 limit in differential operations was
guessed first by Pauli in 1923 ( http://documents.cern.ch//archive/electronic
/other/pauli_vol3//sommerfeld_0463-2.pdf ) upon contemplation of landé j(j-1)
formulae and this in turn inspires Matrix Mechanics.

19. Tony Smith
April 15, 2006
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JC asked about high-spin particles, and Chris Oakley replied, mentioning that
techniques like gauge invariance don’t work for spin greater than 2.

Weinberg, in Volume I of his work The Quantum Theory of Fields (Cambridge
1995) at pages 243, 244, and 253 describes the high-spin situation in a bit more
detail:
“… It should be mentioned that from time to time various difficulties have been
reported in the field theory of particles with spin greater than or equal to 3/2.
Generally, these are encountered in the study of the propagation of a higher spin
field in the presence of c-number external field. Depending on the details of the
theory, the difficulties encountered include non-causality, inconsistency,
unphysical mass states, and violations of unitarity. …
… there are good reasons to believe that the problems with higher spin
disappear if the interaction with external fields is sufficiently complicated. For
one thing, there is no doubt
about the existence of higher-spin particles, including various stable nuclei and
hadronic resonances. If there is any problem with higher spin, it can only be for
‘point’ particles, that is, those whose interactions with external fields are
particularly simple. …
… both higher-dimensional ‘Kaluza-Klein” theories and string theories provide
examples of a charged massive particles of spin two interacting with a
electromagnetic background field. …
… in order to construct a theory of massless particles of helicity +/- 2 …
gravitons … that incorporates long-range interactions,it is necessary for it to
have something like general covariance. As in the case of electromagnetic gauge
invariance, this is achieved by coupling the field to a conserved ‘current’ theta ^
mu nu , now with two spacetime indices, satisfying d_mu theta ^ mu nu = 0. The
only such conserved tensor is the energy-momentum tensor,
aside from possible total derivative terms that do not affect the long-range
behavior of the force produced.
The fields of massless particles of spin j greater than or equal to 3 would have to
couple to conserved tensors with three or more spacetime indices, but aside
from total derivatives there are none, so high-spin massless particles cannot
produce long-range forces. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

20. knotted string
April 15, 2006

I love the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab bubble photo of ‘universes sprouting
off’ at http://www.world-science.net/exclusives/060330_multiversefrm.htm

My baby niece can blow lots of bubbles like that. So I wonder if Scientific
American will do a feature about her model of the multiverse? 

21. Bert Schroer
April 15, 2006

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.world-science.net/exclusives/060330_multiversefrm.htm
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Here is a summary answer to some questions concerning higer spin.
The important aspect of higher spin particles is neither the Lagrange setting not
the equation of motion (E-L or not), but rather the formula which expresses
pointlike covariant fields in terms of Wigner creation/annihilation operators (in
momentum space!) and u-v interwiners (interwining the canonical unique m,s
Wigner representation with the infinitely many covariant spinorial
representations). Looking at such a formula one knows exactly in what physical
Fock space this fields lives. Any such field can be used to define a polynomial
interaction within the setting of causal perturbation theory (and if you have done
this with one spinorial choice you can transform that interaction into any other
choice of linear (in Wigner operators) field “coordinatization”). Fields of this type
which in addition arise from field equations (i.e. the generic solution of the field
equation obeys that formula with the intertwiners ) are known for any spin e.g.
the Bargmann-Wigner equations for (m,s) representations for m>0. The short
distance behavior of the two-point function for such pointlike field becomes more
singular with increasing spin. This can be overcome by not insisting in pointlike
fields but allowing spacelike semiinfinite string-localization (not string theory!).
In that case the intertwiner functions are more complicated and although only
one physical Wigner spin enters, there are infinitely many spinorial
representations (namely all which belong to the same physical spin) which enter
(all this is contained in a paper which will appear soon in CMP, see also (math-
ph/0511042). In terms of localized fields this amounts to a field which depends
simultaneously on x and on a spacelike direction e (a point in de Sitter space of
one dimension lower). In that case the field A(x,e) fulfills the causal localization
of a string starting at x and going in e-direction to spacelike infinity. It fluctuates
in both x and e and the e-fluctuation is the reason why the fluctuation in x can be
milder than in the pointlike presentation of Wigner (m,s) particles. In fact the
short distance behavior in x for this string-localized description does nit increase
with spin! This makes it very interesting to look for a perturbation theory of
string-like higher spin fields (work in progress). All these ideas are outside of
Lagrangian quantization but inside the setting of modular localization.
Even more fascinating is the modular localization approach for zero mass. I am
very time pressed, but I will come back to this point (meanwhile you can have a
look at the above reference where all these cases are treated in detail.)

22. a philosophy student
April 15, 2006

Science is increasingly becoming like religion where the scientists
(priests) interpret the Universe and God and the rest of the world just
go by it.

Applied fields of science, physics, chemistry, biology, etc, etc have
made huge leaps in the last decade.
…
Science is having an impact on people’s everyday lives, ironically at the
same time that people feel science is becoming more and more distant
from everyday life.

There’s a relative huge gap between science and applied science – technology.



People see technology gradually evolving and by this are not amazed at new
applications appearing, and excisting ones getting better, more sophisticated.
Inherently technology is close to everyday life.

‘Real’ science, through time by its very nature probing deeper and deeper into
the fabric of reality, has got involved with issues far away from everyday life.
Nanotechnology, genetic manipulation an such still have an imaginable
connection with future everyday life, but allready generate an awe feeling.
Things as neuroscience and consciousness research, and multiverse theories
even more. By claiming some deeper and fundamental knowledge, especially
when bearing on excistence and human life, scientists, one can imagine, could
evoke religious-like feelings, for this is what religion is all about.

23. Bert Schroer
April 16, 2006

In previous notes I explained the difference between (interpretive) autonomous
and metaphoric arguments in an example taken from QFT. Perhaps another
example of more immediate interest is the way how chiral QFT serves to solve
some problems in higher dimensional massive QFT and how it enters as a basic
structure in the construction recipes of strings which brings me back to the main
theme of this Weblog.
In 4-dimensional QFT it is the holographic projection which recycles the original
ambient spacetime indexing of quantum matter into a new indexing which
associated to the causal horizon of the latter (the algebraic substrat is preserved
but its spacetime indexing is radically changed). In the latter the original bulk
matter appears as a transversely extended chiral matter (and in general the
inversion will not be unique without additional information). The ambient
quantum matter fluctuates (vacuum polarization) at the causal horizon of the
ambient localization (half the lightfront in case of a wedge, the lower mantle of a
double cone in case of a double cone localization) wheras the holograpic
projection fluctuates only in lightray direction at the boundary of the lightray
extension. If one’s main interest is to study extensive quantities (energy, entropy)
of the localized bulk (caused by vacuum polarizations at the boundary of the
bulk) it is easier to calculate after the holographic projection instead of doing
this directly with the bulk matter. What remains of the original bulk fluctuation is
the vacuum polarization at the end of a lightlike interval. Some results can be
found in hep-th/0511291. The role of chiral theories in the recipe for string
construction is completely different. It is not appearing in form of a holographic
projection but it is there from the beginning in form of a source space of a QFT
whose “field-value space” (target space) is the arena of the quantum matter,
except that it lacks the most important property of direct target quantum
fluctuation. The only fluctation is that of chiral source theory (factorially)
repeated 24 or 10 times (note that in the QFT holography the chiral theory is
part of the spacetime-indexed original ambient matter). In this way deep and
very interesting mathematics of modular forms is processed into metaphorical
physics. It is more or less evident that a mathematical formalism whose physical
interpretation is metaphorical instead of autonomous may activate a messianic
expectation. It is therefore not surprising that in a recent article of a
mathematician (hep-th/0601035) one finds the following remakable statement:



“The rising number of string theorists is a good indicator of confidence that
string theory (or, at least, the existence of supersymmetry) will be confirmed in
accelerator experiments and in astronomical observations and that this can
happen pretty soon”. It is also not surprising that the foot-soldiers of such a
metaphoric science become fundamentalistic. The academic version of cutting
off the head of an infidel seems to renounce the hospitality to anybody whose
critical remarks put some of the metaphors into question
(http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/03/ideology-sociology-and-psychology-of.html).
This also shows plainly why John Horgan’s terminology of calling the post string
era of metaphoric physics “ironic science” does not fit this new reality. The foot
soldiers of this new particle physics fundamentalism cannot be accused of any
ironic attitude whatsoever.

Recently I sometimes asked myself whether Witten had any idea what strange
monoculture his string theoretic creation would develop into. The only final
logical step for a seemingly irrevocably metaphorical theory is that of Susskind
and Polchinski and it would be interesting to know what holds Witten (and Gross)
back from taking that ultimate anthropic step.

24. JC
April 16, 2006

Bert,

In principle, can the algebraic qft (aqft) framework derive an exact non-
perturbative S-matrix solution for theories represented by, say:

– real scalar fields with a phi^4 quartic interaction in d=1+1 spacetime
dimensions?
– a Thirring model with a four-Fermi interaction in d=1+1 spacetime
dimensions?

(It would be impressive if this can be done easily in practice for other theories
like phi^4 theory and Yang-Mills in d=3+1, or any number of spacetime
dimensions).

At this point I don’t know whether I should be impressed that aqft can derive
exact S-matrix solutions for some special cases in d=1+1, corresponding to
elastic scattering with no particle production.

In your paper hep-th/0003243, you show that theories in greater than 2
dimensions have a trivial S-matrix if tempered polarization-free generators (PFG)
are used, and that theories in d=1+1 have no particle production if tempered
PFG’s are used. For a theory representing real scalar fields with a phi^4 quartic
interaction in d=3+1, what special properties would the PFG’s have to possess
such that the S-Matrix is nontrivial and agrees with the ordinary perturbative qft
results?

25. Aaron Bergman
April 16, 2006

http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/03/ideology-sociology-and-psychology-of.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/03/ideology-sociology-and-psychology-of.html


If one produced a genuine anything for phi^4 in 3+1D without a cutoff, that
would be worrisome. As I remember it, that theory has a Landau pole.

26. Bert Schroer
April 17, 2006

The simplicity of the family of theories which correspond to tempered vacuum-
polarization-free generators of wedge-localized algebras is their algebraic
Zamolodchikov-Faddeev algebra structure. The S-matrix appears simply as
coefficients in that algebra. The double cone localized operators have already the
full infinite vacuum polarization clouds (visible in the explicitly computed
formfactors). The correlation functions are already extremely rich and
complicated. Yes you should be impressed; no other approach has been able to
achieve this. The massive Thirring model (Sine-Gordon) is among these models.
But in general this approach does not start with Lagrangian names. It does not
know what the name phi to the fourth power means because it is conceptually
totally different and that name has no intrinsic meaning. Perturbation theory
indicates that the latter has particle production and is not factorizing.
Outside factorizing theories wedge generators have a much more difficult
structure and the aim would be to come to a perturbative understanding. This
perturbation theory is expected to show the true frontier between sensible (alias
renormalizable) and nonsensic theories. One expects that any theory which was
renormalizable in the standard perturbation theory of pointlike Lagrangian field
will also remain sensible in the new setting.

27. Brett
April 17, 2006

This discussion has raised an intriguing question in my mind. Normally, in QFT,
there is an extremely unattractive division of how the fundamental parameters
that describe the theory are introduced. Most free parameters are introduced in
the Lagrangian, but that alone does not determine the physics, except in trivial
cases. In sufficiently “nice” theories (e.g. anomaly-free gauge theories), the
regulators that can be used are severely restricted, and those available all give
equivalent results. (In contradistinction, in an anomalous gauge theory, there are
generally no good regulators to use.) In this case, the regulator can be (almost)
banished from the physics, and this is just perturbative renormalizability.

In phi^4 theory, much the same thing holds perturbatively, but nonperturbatively
there’s a problem. It would be very interesting in AQFT gave a nonperturbative
definition of this theory, with a cutoff, that did not separate the interaction and
the regulator the way we ordinarily do. As a test of whether this kind of thing
may be possible, I suggest looking for theories in 1+1 dimensions that look like
the chiral Schwinger model, because that model is exactly soluble, but there is a
regulator dependence in the final spectrum. If the regulator parameter could be
encoded in the same way as the coupling in this theory, it would be quite
interesting.

28. Bert Schroer
April 17, 2006



From a perturbative approach for wedge generators one does not expect
anything new in case the models were renormalizable in the standard sense. But
it could be that some of the models which one presently discards as
nonrenormalizable may actually lead to perturbative expressions with a finite
number of physical parameters. In any case these are presently pure
speculations since such a “on-shell” perturbation theory has not been formulated
and hence the approach based on modular localization remains limited to
factorizing models.
I would like to return to the issue of functional integration since there seems to
be a widespread misconception. Of course there are many quantum mechanical
models for which the path integral representation has a mathematical meaning
in terms of rigorous measure theory. However this does not mean that one can
perform explicit analytic calculations. Take the hydrogen atom. Even though the
functional representation makes sense it is not known how the important
property of integrability (which makes the problem operator-solvable) is encoded
in the integral. Since one knows the result from standard quantum mechanics
one can of course add recipes to the functional integral which will lead to the
known result; but this can hardly be called mathematical physics and is just a
game of personal entertainment.
The fact is that besides interaction-free systems and camouflaged free systems
(as the Schwinger model) there is no known case where you can base exact
analytic calculations on functional integrals. Nevertheless the functional integral
is useful for quasiclassical approximations and for perturbation theory and (as a
result of its superficial geometric classical appearance) has a strong intuitive
appeal.
In a previous remark I said that the functional integral in QFT is a bit deceiving
because when you want to compute explicitly renormalized correlation functions
the formal elegance of that functional expression on a piece of paper is of not of
much use; you have to make your hands dirty and add a lot of additional wisdom
and tricks which the elegant formula did at most “morally” (I used the word
artistic) contain but not factually. The algebraic approach is more honest and
more equilibrated. You list the properties you want (taking account of the
singular nature of pointlike fields) and what you get at the end fulfills precisely
your initial requirements. In the functional approach to QFT this is not quite so
(as I previously explained).

29. JC
April 17, 2006

Bert,

(Silly question).

Is there a well defined “limit” in the aqft approach which reproduces the
functional integral for a system like the Thirring model (for example)?

30. Bert Schroer
April 18, 2006

JC,



Not that I know. For the Euler-Lagrange equation of the Thirring model
(massless or massive) the nonlinear term can be defined in terms of a Schwinger
point-split limiting procedure. But a Lagrangian action is not really part of the
quantum world (it is conceptually somewhere between classical and quantum)
and it is unclear what such point-split formulation (related to operator product
expansion) means in such a measure-theoretical classical setting.

31. Robert
April 18, 2006

I have only glanced over Schroer’s notes briefly, but there seems to be a point
that in the algebraic setting (causal perturbation theory to be precise) one can
do the perturbation at the algebraic level and only as a second step consider the
representation theory in terms of states (i.e. linear, positive, normed functionals
on the algebra of observables). Does Schroer claim this is not possible in the
path integral setting? I always thought, the state (important especially in a
curved background where you don’t have a prefered Minkowsky vacuum) is
encoded in the path integral in the boundary conditions of the fields you
integrate over. But as always, I may be wrong.

32. JC
April 18, 2006

Bert,

In the aqft framework, how exactly is the S-matrix a “purely” quantum object (as
opposed to being between classical and quantum)? Do you mean that the aqft
derived S-Matrix is the unique solution of a well defined inverse-scattering
problem?

Are there any rigorous proofs which show that for a particular set of asymptotic
scattering data (ie. incoming and outgoing particle states, crossing symmetries,
number of spacetime dimensions, etc …), there exists a unique S-matrix in the
aqft framework?

33. Bert Schroer
April 18, 2006

Robert,
functional integral representations require for mathematical reasons a Euclidean
setting, but generic QFT in CST is totally outside a Osterwalder-Schrader
setting. If it would not be outside then the state information would indeed be
expected to reside in the boundary condition because this is the only freedom at
one’s disposal.

34. Bert Schroer
April 19, 2006

JC,
it is only for factorizing models that the bootstrap construction of the S-matrix
can be separated from QFT (which then can be constructed in a second step via



the wedge generators). In the general case the S-matrix and the generators have
to be constructed together in an iterative manner (as a scenario this was
explained in m]one of my papers) but there are yet no concrete results. The
reason why the S-matrix plays such an important role in nonperturbative
construction is that in addition to its well-known role in scattering theory it
determined the modular localization structure of wedge algebras (this is
relatively new).
The inverse scattering problem for a given S-matrix with all the crossing and
unitarity requirements has indeed a unique associated QFT if one assumes that
formfactors fulfil the crossing property (this is true for factorizing models but it
has not been derived in the generality one needs it from the principles of QFT).

35. Alejandro Rivero
May 5, 2006

For AQFT, I was very afraid that after the retiring of Haag it was going to be a
dead field; Araki was active but very busy into politics of the IAMP sociery, and
note that also Doplicher did a small jump to noncommutative spacetimes via his
energy bkackholing relationship, so if he did not left the field, at least he put it in
the backburner place. In Gottingen, Borchers did some continuity but very
restricted to 1+1 field theory.

When student, one day I sneaked into Luruper Chausse theoretical library and sit
in a small working table. There scattered on the table there were the
manuscripts of all the papers Haag had received for editorial task in Comm Math
Phys and similar journals; some assistent was surely ordering them for final
archival.

In later years I have remembered this as a signal of exhaustion of the field too, to
my own regret. I think a resuscitation will not be possible without (until?)
reaching a depper understanding of the C* geometric work: non commutative
manifolds, tangent groupoids, Hoft thingies, etc…

36. Bert Schroer
May 5, 2006

Alejandro Rivero,
The scientific situation is not quite as bleak.
There are new and very exciting ideas in the offing. If everything goes well we
can hope for a second cataclysm (the first one was of course renormalized
perturbation theory). As was the case already with renormalization theory, it will
strengthen, deepen and significantly extend the old principles. The name “field”
in QFT will more refer to its historical origin than to the new conceptual content.
The high mathematical and conceptual barriers you are mentioning are not
necessarily an impediment. They maintain high standards and prevent that
sociological effect which results if too many physicists are undergoing a bose-
condensation along the lines of a monoculture. I am by no means elitist and anti-
democratic but if too many researchers work on one problem this tends to create
confusion and regress instead of progress just as you see if you follow the blogs
on string theory in this weblog. Mathematics is of course very important but is



should never be allowed to run amok; the tuning between particle physics and
mathematics is a very fine one and certainly I would be the last to plead for a
return to a mathematical stone age in physics. Physical concepts should be
always in the helm and the best situation is if they tell you what kind of
mathematics is best for them.
Naturally if you work under such conditions there are very strong restrictions,
not only from experiments but also (and this is particularly serious for
theoreticians) with past concepts and principles. It is very far away from the
“everything goes” maxime of string theory. This kind of conceptually-geared
work needs more time and is certainly in a strong tension with the high impact
index attributed to the fashionable subjects.
The question of whether there will be a future of particle physics which is worthy
of its past depends presently very much on whether young intelligent,
courageous and innovative young theoreticians in particle physics will find
enough time to test their innovative ideas on past achievements or whether they
will be “abgewickelt” (to borrow a German word which was very popular when
the “Wessies” took over the academic institutions of the GDR) before they can
accomplish this task and replaced by string theorists with a higher production
efficiency.



The Jasons

April 15, 2006
Categories: Book Reviews, Uncategorized

One of the less well-known parts of the history of particle physics is the involvement
of many prominent theorists in research (often classified) conducted for the U.S.
military through an organization known as “Jason”. My advisor at Princeton (Curt
Callan) would disappear for a couple months each year to La Jolla and I remember
hearing about Jason from various people back then. Unlike at Harvard, quite a few of
the faculty at Princeton from those days were involved with Jason at one time or
another (besides Callan these included Sam Treiman, Freeman Dyson, Roger Dashen,
Val Fitch and Will Happer), and this showed itself in various ways, including an
unusual degree of interest among Princeton physics professors in the question of how
sound propagates in the ocean.

There’s a new book out about the group, written by Ann Finkheimer and entitled The
Jasons: The Secret History of Science’s Postwar Elite. It’s based on many interviews
with Jasons, and tells the story of the group very much from their point of view.

Jason was founded in 1959, with funding from ARPA (now DARPA, Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency), and was nominally associated with IDA (Institute for
Defense Analyses). It followed on various other attempts to set up theorists as
consultants to the defense department, attempts whose organizers included Wheeler
and Wigner. Charles Townes was largely responsible for starting Jason, but its first
chairman was Murph Goldberger, and it was his wife who gave the group its name
(based on Jason and the Argonauts, in search of the golden fleece). Murray Gell-Mann
was a member of the initial steering committee.

Members of Jason gather each year for a summer session of working on various
projects, some involving classified military research, some not. About half the reports
they generate are unclassified. For a selection of these, and to get some idea of the
sort of thing they work on, see here. In recent years the group has branched out to
study many topics involving biology, and to include many non-physicists
(mathematician Fields medalist Michael Freedman is rumored to have been a
member).

In 2002 DARPA stopped funding Jason, in a fight over an attempt by DARPA to impose
some new members on the group that they didn’t want. This led to the group getting
a new funding source: DDR&E, the umbrella for all defense research.

Over the years Jason has worked on many different topics, including anti-submarine
warfare (thus the interest in how sound travels in the ocean), ballistic missile defense,
adaptive optics and many, many others. It was most controversial during the Vietnam
war, when as many as nine Jasons (including Sam Treiman and Steven Weinberg)
resigned for a variety of reasons, from moral objections to the war to feelings that
they were not doing anything effective.

The Finkbeiner book doesn’t really do justice to the difficult moral issues involved in
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Jason’s activities during the Vietnam War years. One early Jason report on Tactical
Nuclear Weapons in Southeast Asia, by four authors including Freeman Dyson and
Steven Weinberg, reached the rather obvious conclusion that the use of nuclear
weapons in guerilla warfare wasn’t a very good idea. It’s not clear who if anyone at
the Pentagon thought otherwise. For extensive background about this, see here.

Much of Jason’s activity during the Vietnam War involved attempts to set up an
electronic barrier to stop the North Vietnamese from infiltrating troops and supplies
to the South. This was partly motivated by the fact that it had become clear to the
military that bombing the North wasn’t working, something that Jason knew, but was
not revealed to the American people until the release of the Pentagon papers by
Daniel Ellsberg. As part of the electronic barrier effort, Murray Gell-Mann spent time
in the jungle in Panama testing out various pieces of equipment. For a very different
perspective on the question of Jason and Vietnam from that of the Finkheimer book,
see the 1972 article The Story of Jason from the web-site of Charlie Schwartz at
Berkeley.

Many of Jason’s most successful reports over the years have played the role of
shooting down a bad idea (like nuclear weapons as a counter-insurgency tool). For a
recent example, see the Hafnium bomb, which is the subject of a forthcoming book
entitled Imaginary Weapons : A Journey Through the Pentagon’s Scientific
Underworld. It’s unclear what Jason’s current activities in classified military research
consist of, but presumably counter-terrorism and how to fight insurgents in Iraq are
two important topics. Despite the clear analogies with Vietnam, the war in Iraq has so
far been a much less contentious issue in the U.S. One hopes that those physicists
involved in helping the government pursue it will do better this time than the
previous time around.

Update: There’s a review of the book by John Horgan in this week’s New York Times
Book Review.

Update: For a right-wing ideologue review of the book, see the New York Sun, where
the reviewer seems to believe the only problem with the Vietnam war was the
“contemptible” people opposing it, “the ideologues on the left, who were busily
dismantling the nation’s colleges and universities at that time.”

Comments

1. Tony Smith
April 15, 2006

With respect to DARPA’s 2002 decision to stop funding Jason, a 13 May 2002
Mercury News article by Jim Puzzanghera at http://lists.jammed.com/ISN/2002
/05/0090.html said in part:
“… The dispute, according to members of Jason, stems from an attempt by the
director of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, known as DARPA, to
force the traditionally self-selecting group to accept three members. Among the
three are two executives from Silicon Valley, one from an Internet-related
company and another from a computer firm, said one member of the group, who,
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like other Jason members, declined to name the individuals. The third person is
an engineer from the Washington, D.C., area. The Jasons … said the three did not
meet the group’s rigid standards, which include having significant research
accomplishments, being a tenured professor at a research university and being
willing to commit to a lengthy annual summer research session. When the group
refused to accept the three earlier this year, DARPA revoked its $1.5 million
annual funding, Jason members said. …
DARPA Director Tony Tether declined to comment on the dispute. Agency media
officer Jan Walker … said the reason DARPA ended its financial support for the
group was because Jason failed to adapt to the times. … Walker said … ‘After the
Cold War ended, a lot of the technology development moved toward information
technology, and the Jasons chose not to lose their physics orientation to focus on
DARPA’s current needs.’ …
Steven Koonin … chair of … Jason[‘s] … steering committee … said … ‘We still
write reports
that have equations in them. I don’t think there’s any other group that does that
…’ …”.

If Koonin’s 2002 statement about equations is true, then I guess a Dark Age had,
by 2002, already come to the USA.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

2. knotted string
April 15, 2006

That report where they analyse the use of fallout radiation to form a 200-mile
barrier to stop Vietcong attacks is a bit horrifying.

Hans Bethe was advocating clean nuclear weapons in March 1958,
http://worf.eh.doe.gov/data/ihp1b/7374_.pdf page 9:

“The use of clean weapons in strategic situations may be indicated in order to
protect the local population.”

They detonated a 95% clean 5 megaton “Navajo” at Bikini Atoll on 11 July 1956
and then 9 megaton “Poplar” – after Bethe’s positive report – on 12 July 1958.
Low fallout data for “Navajo” shot: http://worf.eh.doe.gov/data/ihp1c/0881_a.pdf

There’s a conflict between the scientific humanitarian approach and the military
tactics of using napalm and agent orange in Vietnam. In Iraq they used depleted
uranium shells. Is anybody interested in reducing the potential impact of
weapons on civilians anymore?

3. secret milkshake
April 15, 2006

1. Clean thermonuclear weapon research was politicaly motivated. It was used
as justification for founding the second lab (Livermore) that was competing with
Los Alamos at the time. Livermore was sold on the premise of innovative designs
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and the clean hydrogen bomb was supposed to be one of them. In reality any
megaton explosion produces a horrible falout.

It soon became obvious that it is difficult to miniaturise the clean thermonuclear
bomb enough to fit on top of balistic or cruise missile. Clean bombs have the
natural uranium (or low-enriched) uranium jacket replaced with lead. The rule of
thumb is that they have about 50% yield and at least 150% weight of the similar
design with the uranium jacket. The use of “clean” nukes in civil engineering
(digging ports, re-vigorating exhausted natural gas fields) did not arrive and
army did not like clean nukes anyway – for deterrent purpose, the produced
falout is “added bonus’

2. The Weinberg-Dyson report against using nukes in Vietnam basicaly said “we
would not achieve much by nuking the trail, the collateral damage (need to
evacuate all civilians from the huge contaminated area) would be excessive and
if someone gave a small nuke to Viet-Cong, our troops would be much more
vulnerable to nuking than VC were to our nuking because we have large military
bases and they do not.”
It is not clear if Russians or Chinese would have given a nuke to Viet-Cong, in
retrospect, so this last part of argument seems iffy.

4. knotted string
April 16, 2006

Thanks for clarifying the weight increase/ yield reduction issue with Bethe’s
project.

Why didn’t Weinberg’s electronic barrier work?

5. Tony Smith
April 16, 2006

As to Jason’s “electronic barrier to stop the North Vietnamese from infiltrating
troops and supplies to the South” and knotted string’s question “Why didn’t
Weinberg’s electronic barrier work?”,
I can give an anecdotal explanation based on what I saw when I was at Ga Tech
(superannuated grad student) during the Atlanta Olympics. The Olympic Village
was in the center of Ga Tech. It was totally surrounded by a fence with electronic
sensors with only a few well-guarded points of entry. The security force was USA
Army Rangers, who were without exception very efficient, effective, courteous,
and polite.
A friend of mine and I were walking near the fence (outside) and one of us
inadvertently touched the fence. Within seconds there were overhead helicopters
and armed ground troops. They saw that we had not realized that the fence (it
looked like ordinary chain link) was an electronic sensor system, so they told us
it was a sensor fence and please don’t touch it again. We said OK, thanked them
for their courtesy, and apologized for the inconvenience. They said, think nothing
of it, we expected people might inadvertently touch it from time to time, and we
have no problem dealing with that. What is driving us crazy is the squirrels.
IIRC, the Vietnam Barrier was never a single united fence (too much “border”),



but electronic sensors were placed (often by air drop) on the “boundary”. When a
sensor went off, air strikes could be sent into the area. They killed a lot of tigers.
(the Vietnam sensors sensed animals (including people) by such techniques as
“smelling” urine, and mammal urine is mammal urine)

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

6. knotted string
April 16, 2006

Thanks, Tony. That gives me more respect for what Murray Gell-Mann was
working in the Panama jungle.

7. Lurker
April 16, 2006

I’ve gone back and read old posts here to get my bearings. I find myself in
Peter’s camp as a string theory skeptic, but in Lubos’s camp politically.

Knotted string, you said “In Iraq they used depleted uranium shells. Is anybody
interested in reducing the potential impact of weapons on civilians anymore?”

No fighting force in history has gone to greater lengths to avoid civilian
casualties than the coalition. They could have bombed Fallujah to rubble risking
nary one soldier; for humanitarian reasons they went door to door.

Depleted uranium is cheap, hardly radioactive at all, makes great penetrators,
and is deployed by armed forces all over the world, friend and foe alike. 18
countries manufacture DU penetrators. Tungsten, on the other hand, is
impossible to cast and hard to machine, nonpyrophoric, and imported from
China. Depleted uranium is an innocuous substance if you don’t breath it or get
shot with it. Do you have a better idea than DU? Send it to Rumsfeld.

The late Serge Lang was mentioned. The File is a great read. I corresponded
with him about it in the late eighties, and hoped to meet him during a visit he
made to Britain where I was at the time, but the scheduling didn’t work out.

Best regards,

Lurker

8. knotted string
April 17, 2006

Thanks Lurker,

I know that DU is little more dangerous than lead bullets, and in that case there
are other worries than long-term lead poisoning.

My cousin, in a British tank regiment, was concerned before his duty in Iraq that
he was going to spend each day sitting beside radioactive DU shells. However, as

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/038790607X/qid=1145247764/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/103-2967544-9800613?s=books&v=glance&n=283155
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/038790607X/qid=1145247764/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/103-2967544-9800613?s=books&v=glance&n=283155


you say it is ‘hardly radioactive at all’. The U-238 half life is about the age of the
earth. Decays get spread out over a long time so the decays per second –
Becquerels – is the number of active atoms divided by the mean life (bigger than
half life by a factor of 1/ln2 = 1.44).

I’d be concerned about breathing dusty air after a DU attack, of having a particle
lodge in lung tissue and cause lung cancer. Is this risk trivial? Perhaps they
should simply have a policy of cleaning up and burying DU hotspots under the
topsoil after a war.

Serge Lang’s File: McCarthyism from intellectuals at Harvard mentioned, on the
Amazon book reviews page, sounds familiar…

9. Carl Brannen
April 17, 2006

If DU is such clean material, then how come the gov. is busily cooking up
schemes to get rid of it safely?

http://web.ead.anl.gov/uranium/uses/repository/index.cfm
http://web.ead.anl.gov/uranium/faq/mgmt/faq25.cfm

Depleted Uranium is not classified as “low level radioactive waste” even though
it is easily sufficiently radioactive to be classified that way. For this reason, US
laws have to list it separately. For example:

“The Secretary, at the request of the generator, shall accept for disposal low-
level radioactive waste, including depleted uranium if it were ultimately
determined to be low-level radioactive waste,”
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode42/usc_sec_42_00002297
—h011-.html

Pure DU would have radioactivity of 330 nCi/g (12 kBq/g):
http://www.physics.isu.edu/radinf/du.htm

But that figure is misleading because the decay products of U238 are also
radioactive. Contrary to common sense, the maximum radioactivity emitted by a
pile of recently purified DU peaks several thousand years after purification, not
immediately afterwards. The peak radioactivity level is called the “secular
equilibrium” level.

This level of radioactivity is actually quite high. For example:

“DOE Mixed Transuranic Waste (MTRU) is waste that has a hazardous
component and radioactive elements heavier than Uranium. The radioactivity in
the MTRU must be greater than 100 nCi/g and co-mingled with RCRA hazardous
constituents.”
http://www.epa.gov/radiation/mixed-waste/mw_pg3.htm

In disposing of this stuff by using it in the military, we are doing something that
we will definitely be called to repudiate and possibly pay for.

http://web.ead.anl.gov/uranium/uses/repository/index.cfm
http://web.ead.anl.gov/uranium/uses/repository/index.cfm
http://web.ead.anl.gov/uranium/faq/mgmt/faq25.cfm
http://web.ead.anl.gov/uranium/faq/mgmt/faq25.cfm
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode42/usc_sec_42_00002297---h011-.html
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode42/usc_sec_42_00002297---h011-.html
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode42/usc_sec_42_00002297---h011-.html
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode42/usc_sec_42_00002297---h011-.html
http://www.physics.isu.edu/radinf/du.htm
http://www.physics.isu.edu/radinf/du.htm
http://www.epa.gov/radiation/mixed-waste/mw_pg3.htm
http://www.epa.gov/radiation/mixed-waste/mw_pg3.htm


Carl

10. comentator
April 17, 2006

Correction to Lurker; Fallujah is a city more o less three quarters the size of New
York and even if they want, they could not bomb it to rubble, that could have
been impractical and expensive. And they went door to door not for
humanitarian reason but because there was no other way to go through a city
that size.

11. secret milkshake
April 18, 2006

Well, they used white phosphorus there… (And that stuff is way nastier than
napalm). Calling it “shake and bake”.

12. Ali Yegulalp
April 18, 2006

Peter – I didn’t realize you were one of Callan’s students. What years were you at
Princeton? I was there 1990-1995, also working with Curt. I spent a couple of
summers in San Diego so I could keep meeting with Curt while he was busy
being a Jason. I have to say it was kind of strange pedaling my rusty graudate
student bicycle up to the big secuity barrier and telling the security guard over
the intercom that Curt Callan was expecting me.

13. Steve Myers
April 18, 2006

Back to DARPA & JASON: beyond the tech stuff on electronic fences, etc. —
doesn’t anyone see anything wrong with these sciencetist – pentagon ties? How
much of it amounts to being a dupe or selling your soul for grant money & being
intimate with power?

14. Steve Myers
April 18, 2006

I just realized I coined a new word with the typo “sciencetist”

15. sunderpeeche
April 18, 2006

“…anything wrong with these sciencetist – pentagon ties?” … “selling your soul
for grant money & being intimate with power?” I keep seeing statements like
this. But if scientists like Oppenheimer had not served on the AEC, who would
(help to) formulate nuclear policy after WW2? etc etc Yes, one gets intimate with
power. That is a necessary consequence if one is to have a meaningful influence
on policy. To be intimate with power for its own sake? I have no doubt that it
happens. Probably much more so by non-scientists. And they are better qualified
to advise on science/technology/military issues?



16. woit
April 18, 2006

Ali,

I was a grad student at Princeton quite a bit before your time: 79-84. Never got a
free trip to San Diego. Actually, I heard from various people that later on, Curt
was even more involved with Jason than he had been at the time I was a student.

17. Belizean
April 18, 2006

The standard joke about JASON is that it stood for July August September
October November, because the task of writing up your summer research would
invariably extend into the fall semester.

I was not a member, but I briefly worked for a defense contractor with whom
they were cooperating. I remember spending a long time working through the
torturous math in a JASON report by Roger Dashen concerning submarine wake
generation, if I’m remembering correctly. I had to go down to La Jolla to present
my own work. Got there, attended a Dashen talk. But, after hearing him, I was
greatly relieved that my own presentation was cancelled by some scheduling
problem.

18. Tony Smith
April 18, 2006

Steve Myers Says: “… Back to DARPA & JASON … doesn’t anyone see anything
wrong with these sciencetist – pentagon ties? How much of it amounts to being a
dupe or selling your soul for grant money & being intimate with power? …”.

An AIP web page at http://libserv.aip.org:81/ipac20
/ipac.jsp?uri=full=3100001~!5052~!0&profile=newcustom-icos describes a
1987 oral history interview with Matthew Sands (an author of the Feynman
Lectures) which description says in part:
“… Reasons for joining JASON; work on anti-submarine warfare, surface ship
speed; … getting good data, counter-insurgency, Barrier Study (Robert
McNamara), 1966; reasons for leaving JASON, 1969; its influential members;
secrecy; relation of JASON work to academic physics work. …”.

Does anybody here know what Sands’s friend Feynman thought of Jason ?
Is it yet another issue on which Feynman and Gell-Mann had very sharp
differences ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

19. The Easter Bunny
April 21, 2006

Another viewpoint,

http://libserv.aip.org:81/ipac20/ipac.jsp?uri=full=3100001~!5052~!0&profile=newcustom-icos
http://libserv.aip.org:81/ipac20/ipac.jsp?uri=full=3100001~!5052~!0&profile=newcustom-icos
http://libserv.aip.org:81/ipac20/ipac.jsp?uri=full=3100001~!5052~!0&profile=newcustom-icos
http://libserv.aip.org:81/ipac20/ipac.jsp?uri=full=3100001~!5052~!0&profile=newcustom-icos
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


”Thirteen of the nation’s most prominent physicists have written a letter to
President Bush, calling U.S. plans to reportedly use nuclear weapons against
Iran “gravely irresponsible” and warning that such action would have
“disastrous consequences for the security of the United States and the world.”’
…includes Edward Witten, professor of physics, Institute for Advanced Study and
Fields Medalist.
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/519690/

20. Pyracantha
April 23, 2006

Have there ever been any women Jasons?

21. Peter Woit
April 23, 2006

Pyracantha,

I think that initially, back in the sixties, there were no women Jasons. More
recently there have been some, one who is described in the book is Claire Max,
now an astronomer at Santa Cruz.

http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/519690/
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/519690/


Susskind Turns Down Templeton Prize

April 18, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

OK, maybe they haven’t offered it to him yet, but over at the Edge web-site, in a
comment about John Horgan’s recent piece about the Templeton Foundation,
Susskind writes:

I don’t understand the idea that a convergence between science and religion is taking
place. I don’t believe in any such convergence. Throwing huge amounts of money at
scientists who claim to see such a convergence can only lead to a dangerous blurring
of boundaries.

I hereby pledge to refuse any prize for advancing the so called convergence between
science and religion.

I missed Susskind’s recent public talk here in New York, about his book which the
New York Academy of Sciences describes as “revolutionizing the field of physics”.
There is a podcast recorded just before his talk. He makes his usual points including
claiming that the situation of the string theory anthropic landscape is similar to that
of Darwin and the theory of evolution. He also claims that anyone who thinks it
doesn’t have experimental implications is wrong, pointing to Weinberg’s “prediction”
of the cosmological constant.

Comments

1. anon
April 18, 2006

Daddy, when I grow up, I want to be like you, the ultimate superhero: a physicist
who collects payola from both from the Templeton and the Jason programs at the
same time.

2. Chris Oakley
April 18, 2006

Following Susskind’s noble example, I hereby relinquish any claim to the
Olympic Gold Medal in Toboganning for 2005, any claim to the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry for 1902, for the Turner Prize in 1986, the Best Dressed IBM
Employee for 2000 (mind you, I don’t think I had much of a claim on that one
anyway, and not just because I never worked for IBM), the Tour de France for
1980 and Miss Trinidad for 1972. All I ask in return is that Lubos Motl should
give up any aspirations towards the Nobel Prize for Climate Change, if ever one
is instituted.

3. lmot
April 18, 2006

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/horgan06/horgan06_index.html#rc
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/horgan06/horgan06_index.html#rc
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=370
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=370
http://www.nyas.org/about/newsDetails.asp?newsID=221
http://www.nyas.org/about/newsDetails.asp?newsID=221
http://www.nyas.org/snc/podcasts.asp
http://www.nyas.org/snc/podcasts.asp


I’ve always admired the Jasletons for advancing the convergence between
religion and anti-submarine warfare.

4. Kea
April 18, 2006

Chris, I’m curious: why the date qualifications?

5. Chris Oakley
April 18, 2006

Chris, I’m curious: why the date qualifications?

I knew that someone was going to read more into this comment than was
intended. I suppose that that is the problem of this being a “scientific” forum
(although Lubie might disagree about the fact).

6. Jimbo
April 18, 2006

Listening to Lenny’s talk, he sez that Weinberg predicted the CC within an order
of magnitude, via anthropic reasoning. Is that indeed the case ? Also, does
anyone know if there exists a published derivation of the following relation (and
by whom ?)

Log (Mcc/Mn) = – 1/(alpha)^1/2 , where Mn = nucleon mass

Thanx,
Jimbo

7. woit
April 18, 2006

Jimbo,

For extensive comments about Weinberg’s “prediction” (which is the same
“prediction” you get when you say you have no idea what causes the
cosmological constant), see my recent posting about Polchinski’s paper.

Never seen the relation you give (and it’s off-topic…)

8. Alejandro Rivero
April 18, 2006

Jimbo, as Mcc was thought to be 0, there are not a lot of logarithmic
“predictions” yet. There is a good bunch of such kind (log and then fine structure
constant) using M_planck against M_nucleon, at least as early as the 1960 and
probably even more. It is offtopic here, but you can get a whole 11 pages thread
at http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=46055

9. Alejandro Rivero
April 18, 2006

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=46055
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=46055


which is the same “prediction” you get when you say you have no idea …

But of course! Note that the anthropic principle is to ask for the existence of
someone able to say “I have no idea”.

10. CapitalistImperialistPig
April 18, 2006

Unlike you high-principled types, I intend to campaign vigorously for the
Templeton Prize, based on my string theoretic proof of the existence of God, or,
as I like to call him, The Great Landscaper.

11. Sakura-chan
April 19, 2006

The Susskind talking on that podcast is not the normal Susskind we know and
love. I was stricken by his skepticism.

12. Hech Baan
April 19, 2006

1. I’m 100% behind Susskind’s message. There is no boundary between science
and theology. And religion shouldn’t play any role in science. You are either a
scientist or a theologist.

2. At the same time I don’t think his book is revolutionising the field of physics.

3. When people make comments on the Anthropic principle my assumption is
that they understand the topic they are talking about. To test my theory I ask the
following question.

What would be your reaction if string/M-theory predicts only universes without
live forms?

13. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 19, 2006

I developed a quantum mechanical “proof” of the existence the Holy Trinity
years ago thereby inferring the existence of God.

1. The Holy Trinity can be understood as a superposition of QM eigenstates.

|Holy Trinity>

= alpha|Father>
+ beta|Son>
+ omega|Holy Ghost>

The Unitarians have previously shown that the inner product of the |Holy
Trinity> state
with itself gives



alpha^2 + beta^2 + omega^2 = 1

where the eigenstates satisfy the usual orthonormality requirements.

2. The values of alpha, beta and omega in the above normalization may be
empirically determined by checking the religious – historical records for the
number of appearances of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost, respectively.

We will probably have to await further developments in understanding the
Celestial Firmament of Holy String Theory a.k.a. Harp Theory or H-Theory to
account for these values of alpha, beta and omega. However, leading quantum
theological and quantum rabbinical researchers currently believe that the key
lies in enumerating the
10^500 possible names of God.

3. When acted up by the Holy Roller Hamiltonian,
H_hro, a.k.a. the God Playing Dice with the Universe Operator, O_gpdu, the QM
holy superposition state collapses / is projected into one of the
|Father>, |Son> or |Holy Ghost> eigenstates.
Ie.,

H_hro |Holy Trinity> = alpha|Father>

H_hro |Holy Trinity> = beta|Son>

H_hro |Holy Trinity> = omega|Holy Ghost>

QED

4. An outstanding quantum theological question is whether the H_rho is in fact
Hermitian as has been postulated and are the eigenvalues thus positive definate,
ie., without original negativity a.k.a. original sin, or not.

5. Many of the Faithful eagerly await the coming of the Second Quantization.

Now can I have my Templeton Prize . . . please.

14. Jimbo
April 19, 2006

Dear Not a Nobel Laureate,

Cracked me up…I would love to see Alan Alda do his best `Feynman’, deliver that
lecture w/a straight face & try not to split a gut laughing. I don’t think it can be
done ! Thanx for making my day.

Jim

15. Thomas Larsson
April 19, 2006

What would be your reaction if string/M-theory predicts only universes without



live forms?

I would be most surprised if string/M-theory made any falsifiable prediction
whatsoever, e.g. that sparticles will (not may) be detected at the LHC.

I would also be most surprised if Lubos Motl did not find yet another excuse to
extend the deadline of his infamous experimental-discovery-of-susy-by-2006 bet,
when sparticles have not been detected by the end of 2008. After all, the
ultimate goal of string theory is to find ever more elaborate excuses why every
string theory prediction disagrees with experiment.

16. Hech Baan
April 19, 2006

Dear Thomas Larsson,

Everyone knows that string/M-theory makes many predictions. The challenge is
that we don’t have enough data points to check them. So what do we do? Throw
away the theory and try another one. We’ve decided to continue working on the
theory to get more results. We assume that our theory is much more clever than
we are therefore we will take its predictions very seriously regardless of our
expectations and/or non-experts’ opinion.

Now back to my question. You haven’t answered it. I agree you will be surprised.
But what would you do next? What would be your logical conclusion? Will it be?
A. String/M-theory is not even wrong so let’s ignore anything it says.
B. String/M-theory therefore I don’t exist.
C. String/M-theory says I don’t exist, but I do therefore the theory is wrong.
D. Something else.

Hint: The question is linked to the Weinberg’s prediction.

17. Chris Oakley
April 19, 2006

Hech Baan,

I would choose “A” and just hope that you were not the one marking the paper.

Not a Nobel Laureate,

I remember as a child being told that the Three were One and the One were
Three and that that was a Mystery, but I could never see anything particularly
mysterious about it. In fact, I would say that your explanation ties up the loose
ends rather nicely, and would be happy to support your entry for the Templeton
Prize if you want me to. As for my credentials, you will find my CV on my web
site; to that I need only add that I was an altar boy at the local Catholic church
from about 1967-1974 and a Governor of the local Catholic school (John F
Kennedy – named after a famous Catholic philanderer) for about a year around
1986.



18. Arun
April 19, 2006

What energy scale does M/String Theory predict for supersymmetry to be
effective?

19. Thomas Larsson
April 19, 2006

Everyone knows that string/M-theory makes many predictions.

This is of course a plain lie. Unless, of course, you take the predictions of
supersymmetry, extra dimensions, and 496 gauge bosons seriously, in which case
string theory has been disproven by experiments.

Let me quote Sheldon Glashow:

“It’s called superstring theory and it is, so far as I can see, totally divorced from
experiment or observation. If not totally divorced, pretty well divorced. They will
deny that, these string theorists. They will say, “We predicted the existence of
gravity.” Well, I knew a lot about gravity before there were any string theorists,
so I don’t take that as a prediction.”

But it is of course up to anyone to decide for him- or herself who is most
credible: a Nobel laureate like Glashow or a liar like Hech Baan.

20. woit
April 19, 2006

Arun and Hech Baan,

M/String theory makes no prediction about the energy scale of supersymmetry
breaking whatsover. It makes no predictions about anything, and anyone who
starts going on about its predictions should be able to at least tell us what one of
them is.

21. Wolfgang
April 19, 2006

Peter,

so what about Lubos’ prediction that Lorentz invariance will hold at (arbitrarily)
high energies ?

22. woit
April 19, 2006

Wolfgang,

Lubos has a highly idiosyncratic idea of what the English word “prediction”
means. As for the one you mention, recall that most string theorists like to go on
about how really understanding string theory will require a new way of thinking

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html


about what space is (and time too, probably). Dumping Minkowski space at short
distances would also dump Lorentz invariance, it would seem to me.

Lorentz invariance at short distances is not exactly a distinctive prediction of
string theory, and saying one’s theory “predicts” some general principle shared
by virtually all other theories is kind of silly. For instance, I could claim that
“string theory predicts unitarity”. Lorentz invariance at short distances is much
more a distinctive feature of local QFT than of string theory, so it’s not exactly a
distinguishing prediction of string theory.

23. Chris Oakley
April 19, 2006

A footnote to the Lorentz invariance question: just because you can’t deal with a
scientific fact it doesn’t mean that it is not true. Our understanding of QFT is
based on an idea we inherited from quantum mechanics, which in turn was
inherited from classical mechanics. This idea is that physics consists primarily of
deriving the equations of motion of a given system. The configuration of a system
in a constant-time hyperplane (the t=0 state) then is a boundary condition to
which the equations of motion are applied. In a relativistic system, the equations
of motion need to be covariant, but in addition one must be sure that any choice
of spacelike hyperplane would work for providing the “t=0” configuration.

The notion of introducing an interaction into a quantum-mechanical system by an
equation like

H = H_0 + V

seems so sweetly reasonable to most that they ignore the fact that H is the time
component of a four-vector – a very non-relativistic construct. But something has
to give when you try to make the theory relativistic, and sure enough, as Rudolf
Haag showed in 1955, the only way in which this equation is applicable in this
case is if V=0, in other words, when there are no interactions at all. This problem
leads some to propose that Lorentz invariance is not correct, flying in the face of
some of the most copious experimental evidence ever produced (bubble chamber
data).

24. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 19, 2006

Chris Oakley wrote:

” . . . In fact, I would say that your explanation ties up the loose ends rather
nicely, and would be happy to support your entry for the Templeton Prize if you
want me to. . . ”

You’ve just demonstrated why I’ve always been reluctant to put this “theory” into
print – even in the Journal of Irreproducible Results. Someone might actually
take it seriously, but then again, there are people who take string “theory”
seriously so I guess it should come as no surprise.



When string theory can predict the spectrum of empirically observed particles
and forces, as per the SM, then it will be worth paying attention to. Until then,
it’s just an interesting (at least to some) mathematical toy.

25. Joao Leao
April 19, 2006

Peter

As you well point out String Theorists have adopted the “novel” notion that, if
they keep “predicting” what we already know, they may may somehow be
exempted from having to predict something genuinely new and thus taking a risk
on their exalted labors! It is one short step away from argueing that a universe
fine-tuned enough to produce String Theorists must be highly contrained to
exhibit the “physics” they portend to know!…

Now I, for one, understand why Susskind “predicts” he is a good candidate for
the Templeton prize and rightly anticipates that will mean his enthronement as
the Pope of the Megaverse (and Weiberg is his Prophet?). This would put one last
kabosh on his claims to be doing science rather than some new religion of
“constant landscaping”.

26. ksh95
April 19, 2006

Chris Oakley said:

the only way in which this equation is applicable in this case is if V=0,
in other words, when there are no interactions at all

But nature almost always rearranges itself in such a way as to make V very
small. Isn’t this what Bogoliubov is all about?

Moreover, any residual interactions can show up as mass.

Change what you call a particle and change what you want to call that particle’s
mass and SR is preserved.

27. Bert Schroer
April 19, 2006

Chris Oakley,
as much as I usually agree with your points of view, I think what you said about
relativistic QM and Haag is not correct as it stands. Relativistic QM by its very
nature of lacking the vacuum polarization (which characterizes QFT) is a
perfectly well-defined relativistic multiparticle theory, i.e. it fulfills all properties
which you are able to formulate using the concept of Wigner particles (and not
that of fields). It is called the theory of “direct particle interactions”. The original
idea is due to Fritz Coester (a good friend of Haag) and I have reviewed it in hep-
th/0405105 (published in AOP).



28. biophysicist
April 19, 2006

Actually not a Nobel laureate you missed out on the fact that you can get the
amplitudes exactly in your formulation. Since beta = alpha = omega (“I am the
Alpha and the Omega”, remember?), unitarity forces the amplitudes to all be 1/3.

Cheers!

29. biophysicist
April 19, 2006

err 1/sqrt(3). Whatever.

30. Lord
April 19, 2006

I don’t understand the idea that a convergence between science and religion is
taking place. I don’t believe in any such convergence.

Religion informed by science would be a marked improvement over the current
situation, and ethical considerations are certainly a valuable contribution to
science.

31. Eugene Stefanovich
April 19, 2006

Bert Schroer wrote:

“…Relativistic QM by its very nature of lacking the vacuum polarization (which
characterizes QFT) is a perfectly well-defined relativistic multiparticle theory, i.e.
it fulfills all properties which you are able to formulate using the concept of
Wigner particles (and not that of fields). It is called the theory of “direct particle
interactions”…”

Exactly. Furthermore, using a unitary transformation (nucl-th/0102037) one can
eliminate vacuum polarization terms from QFT and cast it into the form of
“direct interaction” theory without losing its predictive power , i.e., the S-matrix
remains the same. In this formulation, the Haag’s theorem does not apply
anymore. See physics/0504062.

32. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 19, 2006

biophysicist wrote

“Actually Not a Nobel laureate you missed out on the fact that you can get the
amplitudes exactly in your formulation. Since beta = alpha = omega (”I am the
Alpha and the Omega”, remember?),”

Hint. Why do you think I choose the names of the variables I did 



It’s a matter of some considerable debate amongst quantum theologists as to
whether “Alpha and Omega” should be interpreted as alpha + omega. Also, the
fact that Beta is not mentioned – is this a Divine Hint of a hidden variable theory
or an extra dimension in the Celestial Firmament?

“unitarity forces the amplitudes to all be 1/3.”

That would be 1/sqrt(3) as you corrected later, but the above quantum
theological question stills awaits a definative ruling by the quantum theologists
and quantum talmudists.

33. Bert Schroer
April 19, 2006

Eugene Stefanovich,
really very interesting. When I wrote my review I was not aware that this
conceptionally correct phenomenological setting was known outside of nuclear
physics. I do not know much about its practical usefulness, but its philosophical
implication is quite interesting. Among other things it shows that Weinberg’s
statement that a relativistic theory which obeys the cluster factorization property
must be a QFT is not correct. It is the (up to now) only successful physically
consistent (macrocausal) nonlocal relativistic quantum theory I know. All other
attempts especially those based on noncommutative modifications of QFT have
not (yet?) been shown to be physically consistent (wrecking micro-causality
usually also destroys macro-causality).

34. Lubos Motl
April 19, 2006

Peter: Of course that the Lorentz symmetry at the string scale is a prediction of
string theory, much like unitarity, and it is not shared by any “competing” theory.
For example, loop quantum gravity is neither Lorentz-symmetric nor unitary. This
is why its proponents offer you long essays explaining that we don’t really need
unitarity, and they also offer you bizarre DSR (defective special relativity)
predictions about the Lorentz symmetry violations etc. These predictions show
how greatly predictive the theory is – this glory will last until the day when it’s
shown that this prediction is, of course, silly.

It is fair to say that string theory does predict that these effects are absent and
unitarity is exact – and string theory is also the only theory of quantum gravity
that makes this prediction. Concerning the word “prediction”, Peter, I would also
like to tell you and your crackpot fans (plus Wolfgang who is an extra higher
category) that I not only know what it is in English, but I can also write it in the
normal language: předpověď. 

35. Eugene Stefanovich
April 19, 2006

To Bert Schroer:

Weinberg’s statement is definitely not correct. In addition to the works of



Coester and Polyzou mentioned in your review, there are other counterexamples
worth mentioning:

1. non-local QFT: M. I. Shirokov, “On relativistic nonlocal quantum field theory”,
Int. J. Theor. Phys. 41 (2002), 1027

2. A beautiful series of papers by H. Kita in 1966-1973. The last paper in this
series is “A realistic model of convergent quantum mechanics of interacting
particles” Prog. Theor. Phys. 49 (1973), 1704 where you can pick up the other
references if interested.

36. Hech Baan
April 19, 2006

Chris Oakley,

Wrong answer and I’m glad you are not contributing to science any more.

Thomas Larsson,

Any mathematically consistent theory makes many predictions. Sheldon Glashow
is just saying that we don’t have enough data points to verify the predictions.
This is exactly the point I made.

Peter Woit,

String/M-theory predicts that we all consist of strings, including people who
don’t appreciate the theory.

37. Simon
April 19, 2006

Hech Baan: That last statement brings to mind a bumper sticker I saw once…
“Jesus loves you, even if you don’t want him to”

At the moment string theory can only believed on faith… it is beautiful, has a lot
of desired properties, but is not scientifically confirmed.

I found the bumper sticker offensive… I’m trying not to take your comment the
same way!

38. Hech Baan
April 19, 2006

Simon,

I’m not saying that string/M-theory is confirmed. The theory could be correct or
wrong. However, it’s more than believe on faith and it does make predictions.
But unfortunately we are not in a position to verify them yet.

The last statement is in line with what Nils Bohr said about his horseshoe on the
wall: “Of course, I don´t believe in it! But I have been told it would help even if



you don´t believe in it!”

There is no intention to offend anyone.

39. woit
April 19, 2006

Hech Baan,

I notice that you love to keep repeating that string theory makes predictions, but
you can’t actually come up with one. Either give us a legitimate scientific
prediction that comes from string theory, or stop attacking others and repeating
nonsense.

40. Hech Baan
April 19, 2006

Peter Woit,

The following are some legitimate scientific predictions: graviton,
supersymmetry, extra dimensions, changes in the topology of spacetime.

41. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 20, 2006

Lubos Motl Says:

April 19th, 2006 at 6:33 pm

“Concerning the word “prediction”, Peter, I would also like to tell you and your
crackpot fans (plus Wolfgang who is an extra higher category) that I not only
know what it is in English, but I can also write it in the normal language:
předpověď.”

From your postings, it strikes me that in an earlier time you probably would have
been an equally vicious proponent of “Scientific Communism”.

It’s no accident. Both theories have equal merit in their claims of being scientific
and “Scientific Communism” at least made predictions about the development of
society which turned out to be wrong over time.

Previous fads such as hadronic string theory, Regge poles, S matrix and
bootstrap models were blown away by experiment which in turn lead to better
theories and predictions. String theory is apparently in no such danger, thus it’s
proponents can continue to hold strong opinions and mis-represent them as
facts.

Unless 1) the LHC discovers something new; and 2) more economical means of
particle acceleration are developed, the field will sink into obscurity or form the
basis of a new religion.

42. Not a Nobel Laureate



April 20, 2006

On the other hand, every other field of physics that I can think of apprears to be
enjoying remarkable experimental and theoretical progress.

43. Chris Oakley
April 20, 2006

Hech Baan’s predictions of String Theory

Graviton: never observed
Supersymmetry: wrong
Extra dimensions: no evidence
Changes in the topology of spacetime: no reason to believe this

44. where?
April 20, 2006

about Baan’s string predictions: how heavy are supersymmetric particles? How
large are extra dimensions?

As far as I know, string ‘predictions’ have an uncertainty of about 16 orders of
magnitude. A planet is about 16 orders of magnitude bigger than an atom. How
can you do atomic physics if you cannot distinuigh an atom from a planet?

45. knotted string
April 20, 2006

I love string theory. It has enough branes behind it to cover all possibilities, so
it’s a safe bet. It’s can’t be disproved!

46. Thomas Larsson
April 20, 2006

Let me quote from subsection 1.6 of hep-th/0204131:

“The long-standing crisis of string theory is its complete failure to explain or
predict any large distance physics. String theory cannot say anything definite
about large distance physics. String theory is incapable of determining the
dimension, geometry, particle spectrum and coupling constants of macroscopic
spacetime. String theory cannot give any definite explanations of existing
knowledge of the real world and cannot make any definite predictions. The
reliability of string theory cannot be evaluated, much less established. String
theory has no credibility as a candidate theory of physics.”

It might be worth pointing out that Dan Friedan was one of the leading string
theorists during the 1980s, founder of the string theory group at Rutgers and
winner of the MacArthur “genius” grant. But then again, why would anyone care
about his opinion, when the great authority Hech Baan proclaims that string
theory makes many predictions? After all, Baan has succeeded (probably) in
getting into grad school, and has published exactly zero papers in hep-th. (I

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131


found a W.A. Baan with ten e-prints in astro-ph, but that is probably another
person).

Let me emphasize that it is nothing wrong if a speculative science makes no
predictions in early stages. However, with 20,000+ man-years invested in string
theory, it is hardly in an early stage, and the antropic nonsense shows that
nobody seriously thinks that it is possible to change this situation. What I do
loathe, however, is the ridiculous lie that string theory is predictive. This is a
gross misrepresentation, verging on scientific fraud.

Incidentally, I met Friedan in a summer school on Iceland in 1990 (Friedan’s wife
is Icelandic, although she did her Ph.D. in Lars Brink’s group in Göteborg). I
travelled with a mathematician friend, who was very enthusiastic about
Friedan’s recent work, with Steve Shenker, on CFT on a Riemann surface.
Friedan himself was quite subdued, however. He refered to his work as “very
abstract”, and it was clear that he didn’t mean it in a positive sense. Soon after
that Friedan disappeared from the literature for ten years, and we all know how
that ended.

47. woit
April 20, 2006

Hech Baan,

None of those are legitimate scientific predictions that can be used to test string
theory (even in principle).

Gravitons are what you generically expect in any quantized version of gravity,
even if you could observe them, this wouldn’t be any evidence for string theory.

Unbroken supersymmetry is experimentally ruled out, broken supersymmetry
depends on an energy scale, and string theory tells you nothing about this, so it
makes no predictions about supersymmetry at all.

String theory may or may not require 10 (or is it 11?) dimensions, depending on
how you feel about non-critical strings. But it tells you virtually nothing about
any of these dimensions, their sizes, shapes, etc. Their is no experimentally
testable (even in principle) prediction about extra dimensions from string theory.

String theory does not tell you what the topology of space time is, much less how
it will change.

Please stop repeating things you clearly don’t understand, you’re just adding to
the noise level here.

48. Christine Dantas
April 20, 2006

Peter Woit wrote:

[String theory] makes no predictions about anything, and anyone who starts



going on about its predictions should be able to at least tell us what one of them
is.

I think I have quoted this here before, perhaps it would be frutifull to quote it
again (gr-qc/0501053):

String theory schemes in any dimensions always predict new fields
which couple in different ways to the various matter sectors. As a
result a large variety of effects are allowed by string theory, including
effects leading to violation of Lorentz invariance, violation of the UFF
and violation of the Universality of the Gravitational Redshift (UGR) is
encountered. From the viewpoint of the phenomenologist a
disappointing aspect of string theory is that it appears that it cannot be
falsified on the basis of these effects. String theory may predict many
new low-energy effects, but it can also be easily tuned to avoid all of
them.

49. Christine Dantas
April 20, 2006

I did it again. I should be more careful to avoid typos. Sorry for the “frutifull” (–>
fruitful).

50. Zelah
April 20, 2006

Let’s get real guys. Everybody here agrees that QFT is the best theory of high
energy physics we have!

And frankly nobody has any idea of how to unify QM and Gravity such that low
energy physics could test the results.

Now regarding your question Hech Baan, I would reply D. The reason is that
String Theory is clearly valid in some sense as a QFT!

Unfortunately, your linking Weinberg prediction of cc scale to your question
depends apon your assumptions regarding how science works! Put it this way,
there are many papers which predict various values for the CC!

An amateur mathematician.

51. Who
April 20, 2006

Christine, I often find your comments helpful but in this case I can not make
sense of your quote from
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0501053
the paper by Giovanni Amelino-Camelia et al.
The quote is not self-consistent. If a theory “can easily be tuned” to avoid making
a prediction then it simply does NOT make the prediction.

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0501053
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0501053


The point of restricting scientific theories to ones which make testable
predictions is that the theory must bet its life on a future observation or
measurement so that it can be falsified and discarded.

the question one asks of a theorist is what future observation, what specific
result of a specific measurement, would make you give up your theory
and change fields?. If a string theorist can not answer that question then string
theory does not make any predictions in the empirical science sense.

It is not like the “predictions” that people make at New Years which are more
vague and informal, really just guesses. A scientific prediction STAKES THE
THEORY.

As an astrophysicist, I am sure that you know this! So how do you interpret the
passage you quoted from Amelino-Camelia? To me it is self-contradictory. What
am I missing?

I suppose the quote could be taken as confirming what Peter said. Did you mean
it as corroboration? I really am confused about what you are driving at, please be
a little more explicit!
=================================

Zelah said “And frankly nobody has any idea of how to unify QM and Gravity such
that low energy physics could test the results.”

That is not correct Zelah. Many papers. Here is a recent one you can check out
by Shahn Majid (noncommutative geometry, Cambridge)
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604130
Algebraic approach to quantum gravity II: noncommutative spacetime
S. Majid
26 pages, 2 figures; book chapter to appear in D. Oriti, ed., Cambridge Univ.
Press

“We provide a self-contained introduction to the quantum group approach to
noncommutative geometry as the next-to-classical effective geometry that might
be expected from any successful quantum gravity theory…”

Majid has something to say which is FALSIFIABLE, and it would seem rather
interesting, about putting QM and spacetime geometry together.

People should stop applying the sloppy model of string theory indiscriminately to
other QG fields, which ARE turning out to be predictive.

—quote Majid second paragraph page 2—
This is also the first noncommutative spacetime model with a genuine physical
prediction[1],… The NASA GLAST satellite to be launched in 2007 may among
other things be able to test this prediction through a statistical analysis of
gamma-ray bursts even in the worst case that we might expect for the parameter
…
—endquote—

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604130
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604130


Majid’s idea is quite conceivably wrong, in which case measurements by the
NASA satellite will refute the idea. Either way, win or lose, it’s progress. (keep
your fingers crossed that GLAST goes up as planned)

Please not to suggest that non-string QG theories fail to be testable at accessible
energy (in this case it is Gammaray Burst energy)

52. Erik
April 20, 2006

I love string theory. It has enough branes behind it to cover all possibilities, so
it’s a safe bet. It’s can’t be disproved!
LOL! That convinced me, I’m joining the string theory pack! I can’t loose!

53. Hech Baan
April 20, 2006

Peter Woit,

Graviton:
String/M-theory with gravitons incorporates the full structure of Einstein’s
theory. At the atomic level, it departs from Einstein’s, which doesn’t work
quantum mechanically. The nature of the departure is unique to the string/M-
theory. So, the prediction isn’t just the existence of the gravitons but their unique
properties.

Supersymmetry:
String/M-theory’s prediction is that there should be supersymmetry.
Supersymmetry predicts that for every elementary particle there is a
superpartner particle. It makes detailed predictions about how superpartners
will behave.

Extra dimensions:
String/M-theory predicts that there are extra dimensions with unique features. It
doesn’t tell you everything about extra dimensions’ sizes, shapes, etc. as
Einstein’s theory doesn’t about spacetime’s. E.g. the topology of empty
spacetime in Einstein’s theory can be R^4, RxTor^3, R^2xTor^2, etc..?

Changes in the topology of spacetime:
Once again Einstein’s theory doesn’t tell what the topology of spacetime is
either, but it tells you that whatever topology is it won’t change. String/M-theory
predicts that it will change in distinctive ways.

I’m going to ignore your last comment. It’s offensive.

54. woit
April 20, 2006

String theory does not depart from GR “at the atomic level”.
It does not predict unique, distinctive properties for gravitons.
It does not make detailed predictions about how superpartners will behave: it



can’t even predict their mass.
It does not predict “unique features” of extra dimensions, it is consistent with an
infinite variety of different sorts of extra dimensions.
It does not tell you how topology will change.

Please stop repeating hype you have heard elsewhere. If you know of specific,
scientific predictions from string theory that can in principle be checked, tell us
what they are, don’t just claim that they exist. Let me be specific: If you were
given an accelerator capable of accelerating particles to Planck-scale energies,
what would be the experimental signature that would show that string theory
was true, such that if you didn’t see it, you would know string theory was wrong?

55. Christine Dantas
April 20, 2006

Dear Who,

Amelino-Camelia et al. are indeed not being scientifically rigorous
in their use of the verb ‘predict’ (at least in that passage), since
they use it interchangeably with the term ‘allow for’.

Thus, having acknowledged the fact that they are using the word
“prediction” in the more ordinary, vague sense, the interpretation
of that quote is as straightforward as it could be.

They are just mentioning that string theory can accommodate a plethora of new
phenomena, and at the same time, that accommodation is not a scientific
prediction (and I hope it will never be). Accommodation often presuposes that
things can be adjusted, or brought to an adaptable state. One thing is to claim or
conclude by whatever means that new phenomena could be expected. Another
thing is to supply the quantitatively precise conditions at which these
phenomena are supposed to be measured or observed.

In conclusion, what I really interpret from that passage on
Amelino-Camelia et al.’s paper is a simple background message that
string theory cannot be a theory after all (at least, not yet).
Perhaps they could have said it differently, so as to avoid
the understandable feeling that what they are saying is not self-consistent.

My present attitude towards string theory is that it is just an
approach to quantum gravity (or to unification), but not a theory (yet). There are
several worrisome things like the landscape (and all the anthropic issue) and the
lack of predictability in string theory that makes me uncomfortable. So I often
agree with what Peter Woit continuously write here. An of course I completely
acknowledge that other approaches have their own serious problems as well. But
that is another story.

Best regards,
Christine

56. Hech Baan



April 20, 2006

In the accelerator I will be colliding very high-energy particles. Occasionally a
high-energy graviton will be produced that will move off into extra dimensions
and disappears. It will look like a jet of high-energy particles and there would be
nothing balancing the energy and momentum of that very high-energy jet.

57. woit
April 20, 2006

Accelerators produce all sorts of things that show up as missing energy, this has
nothing to do with string theory. I think you’re repeating the standard example of
what would be evidence for a brane-world scenario. But string theory doesn’t
predict a brane-world scenario. In the most popular “string theory
phenomenology” models, we don’t live on a brane in higher dimensions,
observable by energy escaping the brane. Instead the extra dimensions are
planck scale. The signatures for this are different than the brane-world
signatures and depend completely on the size and shape of the extra dimensions.

58. no
April 21, 2006

Baan, phenomenologists tried to compute collider signals of gravitons escaping
in extra dimensions using the (non-renormalizable) Einstein gravity, because
strings (and other quantum gravity models) failed to give concrete results.

Observing extra dimensions would be evidence for extra dimensions, not for
strings.

59. Juan R.
April 21, 2006

Hech Baan wrote,

“What would be your reaction if string/M-theory predicts only universes without
live forms?”

A more interesting questions is

“What would be string theorists reaction if string/M-theory predicts only
universes without live forms?”

It is clear that many string theorists would claim that live forms are stupid 

You claim that string M-theory does many predictions but after you lack to cite
even a single!

You said

“String/M-theory predicts that we all consist of strings, including people who
don’t appreciate the theory.”



This reflect a complete misunderstanding of the concept of prediction. The string
is not a prediction of string theory, it is one of axioms of the “theory”. Moreover,
even if i forget this point, your claim is wrong, because it is now know that string
is not fundamental. That is reason of joke “string theory is now a theory without
strings”.

Another imprecision yours is that you lack to state that M-theory is not
formulated (even Witten claims that nobody know M-theory is). It is difficult that
an inexistent theory can do predictions. Another point is that the most *close* to
M-theory has been formulated (M)atrix theory is not a theory of strings, it is a
theory of pointlike objects: D0-branes.

The lesson is that initial string theory was so wrong that today nobody (including
string theorists) believes on perturbative metric, nobody believes on 10D
spacetimes, nobody believes on 2D extended objects as fundamental. The three
were claimed to be correct a few years beyond…

Some comments on the rest.

String/M-theory with gravitons does not incorporates the full structure of
Einstein’s theory. The causal structure of string is wrong when compared with
GR, and this is reason for a non-perturbative generalization of string theory. That
generalization breaks basic axioms of string theory and this is reason nobody has
formulated M-theory still.

Supersymmetry is not a String/M-theory’s prediction. Supersimmetry is a need of
the theory because internal difficulties. The problem you are ignoring is that
String/M-theory needs supersymmetry at all levels as cure of internal
inconsistencies and cannot offer a description of the world was non-
supersimmetric. THat is we observe.

We may offer a non-supersimmetric model (the SM) and if in a future
supersimmetry is found in laboratory then develop a more general theory with
supersimmetry at high energies. String/M-theory introduces supersimmetry at
all energies and none mechanism for which we can recover a non-
supersimmetric description at low energies. That is reason that in 40 years none
string theorist has been able to derive the SM.

In science, any new theory unable to explain known data is inefficient and if
cannot derive previous theories at use then it is metaphysics.

Moreover, it is simply false that String/M-theory makes detailed predictions
about how superpartners will behave.

String/M-theory does not predicts that there are extra dimensions with unique
features. The history of number of dimensions in theoretical physics is a
fascinating example:

4D, 5D, 26D, 10D, 11D, 12D? 4D?

In fact, there is people claimining a return to 4D string models.



It is interesting see you absolute claim on “prediction” of dimensions from string
theory. What is a dimension in string theory?

Witten recognizes “On the other hand, we don’t understand the theory too
completely, and because of this fuzziness of spacetime, the very concept of
spacetime and spacetime dimensions isn’t precisely defined.”

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

60. Chris W.
April 21, 2006

Hech Bann: String/M-theory predicts that we all consist of strings, including
people who don’t appreciate the theory.

This reminds me of something. In my late teens I read B. F. Skinner’s Beyond
Freedom and Dignity. In contemplating the all-encompassing scope of Skinnerian
behaviorism, it occurred to me that the theory could be used to explain (and
dismiss) the behavior of its critics.

I was secretly infatuated with this idea for about a year and a half, and then
began to recover my senses. A few years later I began to study Karl Popper’s
writings and to consider his epistemological critique of Freudian psychology, and
thereby began to truly understand the potentially pathological nature of
“universal” explanations.

Of course, Hech Baan was just joking.

61. Who
April 21, 2006

Christine,
I agree with you on those issues.
(At first I did not understand the thrust of your quote.)
Thanks for clarifying.

Who

62. Paul Valletta
April 21, 2006

Surely Susskind can redeem himself once and for all? If he can get a Hydrogen
and Oxygen molecule to bond in any dimension other than 3? If for instance he
can theoretically proove that it is possible to combine these two elements, and
thus produce water in the, say 5th dimension, then he can bring to an end the
“Many Worlds”, Parallel Universe’s, and Anthropic issues to a concluding close?

And as a side line, he could start a factory that sells this 5th dimensional water
and retire with a “nice little earner” !

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0872206270
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0872206270
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0872206270
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0872206270
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0872206270
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0872206270


The first step to the proof of “life” in other Universe’s or Extra Dimensions, is to
experimentally or Theoretically?.. Proove that “H2O” can be created in “other”
dimensions.

Anthropically Susskind can argue that Water, and all our Elements of our
periodic table have “leaked” from other dimensions into our, but somehow that
does not seem to wash with me!

Lenny, fetch me a glass of water from any dimension other than 3-D, and I would
gladly raise it as a toast to your good health and wealth!

63. Paul Valletta
April 21, 2006

Actually, I do not see Lenny opening a factory, it would be more to his stature
that he opens a Baptising Water Spa?..I can see Peter Woit being first in line to
this Anthropic Cleansing?

64. knotted string
May 2, 2006

On the subject of combining the worship of religion and law-givers in physics,
see http://zapatopi.net/lordkelvin.html

http://zapatopi.net/lordkelvin.html
http://zapatopi.net/lordkelvin.html


Science Fantastic

April 20, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Michio Kaku has joined the Talk Radio Network, where he will have a new radio show
called “Science Fantastic” that will appear on 90 radio stations around the country.
Topics that will be covered include “black holes, higher dimensions, string theory,
wormholes, search for extra-terrestial life, dark matter and dark energy, the future of
space travel, genetic engineering, the aging process, the future of medicine, the
human body shop, artificial intelligence, the future of computers and robots, as well
as topics from science fiction.”

The blurb at Talk Radio Network describes Kaku as “one of the world’s leading
experts in theoretical physics, and according to New York Magazine, one of the ‘100
Smartest People in New York.'” It goes on:

Dr. Kaku is the co-founder of string field theory, one of the main branches of string
theory, the leading candidate for the unified field theory. Many in the scientific field
call this “The new Copernican revolution.”

Kaku’s appearance on Talk Radio Network is rather remarkable, given that many of
the other talk show hosts there are extremist purveyors of right-wing sewage like
Michael Savage and Laura Ingraham. In the past, Kaku has been known for his left-
wing politics, hosting a radio show entitled Explorations on New York lefty radio
station WBAI, rebroadcast on other Pacifica stations such as KPFA in Berkeley.

Comments

1. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 20, 2006

I’ve always found it interesting that academic physicists tend to be doctrinaire
leftists, while engineers tend to be far more conservative in their socio-political
views.

Is it because the main source of funding for academic physicists is the State?

2. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 20, 2006

“Science Fantastic” seems somewhat tangential to the topic of string theory and
it’s problems.

3. Lurker
April 20, 2006

Michael Savage is nuts, but right half the time. I’ve never heard Laura Ingraham

http://www.talkradionetwork.com/
http://www.talkradionetwork.com/
http://www.talkradionetwork.com/pg/jsp/general/host.jsp?chartID=3&position=9
http://www.talkradionetwork.com/pg/jsp/general/host.jsp?chartID=3&position=9
http://www.mkaku.org/explorations/
http://www.mkaku.org/explorations/


say anything I disagree with but I seldom listen to her. I’m not apologizing for
off-topic because you brought it up. 

BTW FIRST!!!1li!!

4. Lurker
April 20, 2006

third, whatever

5. woit
April 20, 2006

I know extremely few “doctrinaire leftist” academic physicists, and I don’t think
they’re any more numerous than doctrinaire rightists in physics departments.
Most academics I know are more liberal than the general US population, but
with politics about average for a Western European country. On the whole, they
tend to not be “doctrinaire”, but think for themselves. There was a long tedious
discussion about why this is over at Cosmic Variance, with one explanation being
that academics are just smarter than the average American. But this is off-topic.
this posting is about a new radio show, one of the main topics of which will be
“the new Copernican revolution”….

6. woit
April 20, 2006

Please, I just don’t want to know it if my readers are Michael Savage and Laura
Ingraham fans, it will make me too depressed. No more about them, please, I’ve
had a long day…

7. Hech Baan
April 20, 2006

String/M-theory isn’t “the new Copernican revolution”. It’s not even a revolution.
It’s just our next logical step to understand the nature.

8. fishfry
April 20, 2006

As Lurker says, Savage is nuts but right half the time. He can be really hateful at
times … other times he’s surprisingly ahead of the curve.

Peter, if you don’t want to know your friends’ politics … don’t ask.

9. Troublemaker
April 20, 2006

Peter, if you don’t want to know your friends’ politics … don’t ask.

He didn’t.

10. Jimbo



April 21, 2006

I know nothing of these right-wing nuts. I do know, that Michio Kaku, like Carl
Sagan, has charisma to burn, and that in this country he is an intellectual
beacon, in a sea of idiot worship. Lets hope he gets the word out, & fans the
flames of curiosity about Nature’s frontiers.

11. Chris Oakley
April 21, 2006

By the by, I am guessing that the title “Science Fantastic” derives from “Light
Fantastic”. The latter name was applied to a TV series about physics recently
here in the UK, but it is based on a misunderstanding. The original was a poem
(L’Allegro) by John Milton, apparently written in 1632, which contains the lines

Haste thee, Nymph, and bring with thee
Jest, and youthful Jollity,
Quips and cranks and wanton wiles,
Nods and becks and wreathed smiles
Such as hang on Hebe’s cheek,
And love to live in dimple sleek;
Sport that wrinkled Care derides,
And Laughter holding both his sides.
Come, and trip it, as you go,
On the light fantastick toe;
And in thy right hand lead with thee
The mountain-nymph, sweet Liberty;
And, if I give thee honour due,
Mirth, admit me of thy crew,
To live with her, and live with thee,
In unreproved pleasures free

“Tripping” the “light fantastick toe” here means “dancing”, “light” being used in
the sense of “not heavy” and “fantastick” being used in the sense of “fanciful”.

So the “light” has nothing to do with electromagnetic radiation.

12. Simon
April 21, 2006

The title of Kaku’s show, ‘science fantastic’ is in reference to the Terry Pratchett
book of ‘the light fantasic’.
Kaku chose this because it is the sequal to ‘the color of magic’.
This makes sense because Kaku is looking for a fantastic new science that will be
a sequal to the color of magic (QCD). 

13. Chris Oakley
April 21, 2006

OK – so Kaku is exonerated on one count. However he is guilty on the count of
liking Terry Pratchett (or Douglas Adams for the undiscerning as I like to think of



him).

14. knotted string
April 21, 2006

Because Kaku is the world’s leading physicist, expert on string theory and also
on biological stuff, I’m uneasy with the use of string theory in horror stories:
http://www.marklaflamme.com/

“The world’s leading physicist, in a delirium of genius, attempts to use the
science that has consumed his life to bring his 8-year-old daughter back from the
dead. … With toys to entice, gravity to tug at unseen dimensions, and string
theory to unravel the world’s most ancient secret, a grieving father awaits the
return of his child from a place eternally unreachable. The little girl that comes
to him is a child no father could want.”

15. MathPhys
April 21, 2006

The rise and rise of Michio Kaku never ceases to amaze me. I hope he does a
good job on the radio talk show circuit. We need all the scientists that we can get
on such circuits. I understand the public’s fascination by black holes, extra
dimensions, etc.

Popularizing science is a good thing. I thought Brian Greene did a very good job
with his book on strings. I was always very pleased to see people reading it on
commuter trains, etc. I also know of one teenager who read it and was very
inspired by it.

I hope Kaku will be equally positively influential.

16. knotted string
April 21, 2006

MathPhys, I agree! I hope he interviews Lubos Motl. Also, Jacques Distler would
be interesting. I hope Kaku interviews him:

‘These are exciting times to be a theorist. It is fair to say that we really don’t yet
know what string theory is about, but we are learning.’ – Jacques,
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/

17. sunderpeeche
April 21, 2006

Good for Kaku. One doesn’t have to agree with all that he says (for example he
opposed the Cassini mission because it carried plutonium and needed a flyby of
Earth for a gravity assist), but if he can get kids interested in science, then that’s
good. Not all of them will necessarily become string theorists, and perhaps one
of them will really discover the Next Great Breakthrough.

18. andy

http://www.marklaflamme.com/
http://www.marklaflamme.com/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/


April 21, 2006

‘Science Fantastic’ sounds like it will cover the very same information that is
covered on the ‘Art Bell Show’ (along with space aliens and bigfoot. )

19. Who
April 21, 2006

sunderpeeche
** but if he can get kids interested in science, then that’s good.**
my experience of young people whose imaginations have been infected by Kaku
is that he does not get them interested in science,
he gets them interested in pseudoscience.

Kaku brand Gee Whiz may enrich the fantasy life of some but contribute to a
public misconception of what science is and ultimately, I suspect, undermines
legitimate scientists’ credibility. I do not believe that it adds to the ranks of
young people who are actually motivated and able to do hard science.

One can ask in whose interest is it to degrade the integrity of the enterprise and
promote public misunderstanding of what it’s about.
I believe a rightwing talk radio slot is consistent with what Kaku does.

20. Mark LaFlamme
April 21, 2006

Knotted String, you have nothing to worry about. No one will confuse my main
character with Mr. Kaku. In fact, when I do interviews, I quickly admit that I’m
nothing near an expert in quantum mechanics. I’m merely one of those laymen
who are fascinated by the science. I advise those who ask me about it to read
Kaku or Brian Greene. Presently, I’m reading Kaku’s “Einstein’s Cosmos,” which
serves as a great biographical piece but also a smooth introduction into quantum
theory for those without scientific backgrounds.
If it’s any consolation, this work of fiction has generated interest about string
theory among groups who might never have given the science a second look.

21. adam
April 21, 2006

Whoa, wait a minute. Bill Nye is a populizer of science. Michio Kaku is a
populizer of science fiction. Every time I hear him talk, my head spins with all of
his promises of how string theory is going to solve world hunger.

22. lmot
April 21, 2006

I think that any young person with the intellectual gifts to contribute to physics,
would likely be smart enough to see through Kaku’s act, and would conclude that
if this charlatan is the public face of theoretical physics, then maybe there is
something wrong with the discipline.



23. Billy
April 21, 2006

Looks like they’ve finally found experimental evidence to support string theory:
here

“Cosmologists claim to have found evidence that yet another fundamental
constant of nature, called mu, may have changed over the last 12 billion years. If
confirmed, the result could force some physicists to radically rethink their
theories. It would also provide support for string theory, which predicts extra
spatial dimensions.”

Has the successful PR of string theory had the consequence that you can
get some free press attention by claiming that your experiment provides
the missing proof of string theory? Will we hear
“Experimental support found for string theory!” more or less times than
we heard that Iraq supported Al Qaeda and was building nuclear
weapons?

24. Nick
April 21, 2006

Savage is not even wrong

25. steve
April 21, 2006

I first encountered Kaku when he was acting as an anti-nuclear-power nut (OK,
activist). His shocking dishonesty about the risks of nuclear power and glib self-
promotion pretty much made me figure that anything he wrote on physics could
not be trusted by a layman like myself. I had him binned with Sternglass and that
crowd. The Cassini farce simply confirmed this opinion. Is there some legitimate
achievement of his that explains his stature?

26. CapitalistImperialistPig
April 21, 2006

Nick – Nope. Savage is wrong.

Michio Kaku certainly seems to have a lot of enemies! I liked his popular book on
strings, though it wasn’t nearly as informative as Brian Greene’s books. I found
his QFT book amusing to browse but impossible to learn much from. I’ve got his
string books too, but there again I found the presentation hard to follow.

27. MathPhys
April 22, 2006

Kaku’s first physics book (first edition appeared in the mid 80’s) was strange. He
talks about things that I believe that (in the mid 80’s) he didn’t understand. I
believe I’m right because when I met him and talked to him at that time, and it
was clear to me that he’s unfamiliar with the technical details.

http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn9033-another-fundamental-constant-accused-of-changing.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn9033-another-fundamental-constant-accused-of-changing.html


His more recent physics book on strings is even stranger. It’s written as if he
downloaded lots and lots of papers from the archive, then sat there summarizing
them. There are hardly any explanations of any depth in these books.

On the other hand, I commend him for the effort. He surely covers a lot of
ground, and the books can serve as a very starting point for learning these
things. At least he tells you what’s in these papers.

I wouldn’t have bought these books, if it weren’t for the fact (implied in the
acknowledgements) that Luis Alvarez-Gaume (someone I respect and trust) proof
read them for mistakes.

I’m sure he’s a very smart guy, but I don’t think he has the time or the interest to
put his nose to the grind and really learn the technical details of the topics he
discusses in these books.

28. Billy
April 22, 2006

Michio Kaku is a fun guy. He’s responsible for a significant chunk of the
“technobabble” on Star Trek and he was a significant pre-Elegant Universe
factor in the string theory PR campaign. His futurology science has been
entertaining in recent years but is, like most science fiction, overly focussed on
traditional ideas of technology rather than the biotechnology (and direct brain-
computer interfaces) which will dominate 21st century technology.

29. pl@nk
April 22, 2006

“my experience of young people whose imaginations have been infected by Kaku
is that he does not get them interested in science,
he gets them interested in pseudoscience.”

Totally agree.
I’ve seen Kaku talk about many thing but never Science in general or Physics in
particular.

30. Peter Woit
April 27, 2006

Please stop it with the personal attacks on Kaku, I’ve just deleted one. If you
want to criticize his activities, or what he has to say, that’s fine, but there’s no
need to go on like Lubos Motl.



Witten Geometric Langlands Talk and Paper

April 22, 2006
Categories: Langlands

I spent yesterday afternoon down in Princeton, and attended a talk by Witten at the
Institute on his work relating gauge theory and the geometric Langlands program. He
says that his paper with Kapustin is done, it’s about 220 pages long, and will appear
on the arXiv in Monday’s listings. So Sunday night, this link to hep-th/0604151 should
start working. He’s also working on a book on the subject, where he would be the sole
author.

At the start of talk, Witten noticed that many of the Institute’s mathematicians were
there, and warned them that they had come to the wrong talk, since it was one aimed
at physicists. Pierre Deligne got up and left, but others, including Sarnak and
Langlands himself, did stay for the whole thing, although I’m not sure how much they
got out of it.

Witten began by giving an outline of the talk, emphasizing six main ideas that were
crucial to what he wanted to explain. He also listed as number zero the idea of
geometric Langlands itself, saying he would talk about it at the end if he had time (he
didn’t). The six main ideas were:

1. From a certain twisting of N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills one can construct a
family of 4d TQFTs parametrized by a sphere. The twisting is the same sort that
occurs in his original TQFT for Donaldson theory, in that case coming from N=2
supersymmetric Yang-Mills. The TQFTs he considers have an S-duality, part of a
larger SL(2,Z) symmetry.

2. Compactifying the theory on a Riemann surface leads to topological sigma models,
based on maps from the Riemann surface into the Hitchin moduli space MH of stable
Higgs bundles. The four dimensional S-duality corresponds here to a mirror symmetry
of these topological sigma models.

3. Wilson and ‘t Hooft operators of the 4-d gauge theory act on the branes of the
topological sigma models. Branes mapped in some sense to a multiple of themselves
by these operators are called electric or magnetic “eigenbranes” respectively.

4. Electric eigenbranes correspond to representations of the fundamental group, this
is one side of the geometric Langlands correspondence.

5. The ‘t Hooft operators of the gauge theory correspond to the Hecke operators of
the geometric Langlands theory although these are now defined on the space of Higgs
bundles, not G-bundles.

6. Using a certaing co-isotropic brane on MH, magnetic eigenbranes give D-modules
on the moduli space of bundles. The electric-magnetic duality coming from S-duality
in the gauge theory relates electric and magnetic eigenbranes, giving the geometric
Langlands duality between representations of the fundamental group of the Riemann

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604151
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604151


surface in the Langlands dual group, and “Hecke eigensheaves” on the moduli space
of G-bundles.

By the time he got to the 6th of these ideas, he was running out of time and things got
very sketchy.

Witten made clear that this work doesn’t directly give dramatic new physics or
mathematics, but rather just explains some tantalizing relations between gauge
theory and Langlands duality, ones that were first noticed in work of Goddard, Nuyts
and Olive in 1976, and pointed out to him by Atiyah way back then. The geometric
Langlands program is famous among mathematicians for its difficulty (I still have
trouble getting my brain around the concept of a Hecke eigensheaf..), and for its
tantalizing nature, bringing together a range of different mathematical ideas (many
involving conformal field theory, although these seem to be different than what Witten
is doing). The new relations between this subject and supersymmetric gauge theory
and TQFTs that Witten has unearthed may very well lead to some very interesting
new mathematical developments in the future. Undoubtedly it will take people a while
to make their way through the new 220 page paper and absorb all that he and
Kapustin have worked out since last summer.

Comments

1. Kea
April 22, 2006

Wow.

2. MathPhys
April 22, 2006

Wow, wow.

3. ooh, a bandwagon
April 22, 2006

Wow, wow, wow.

4. ooh, a bandwagon
April 22, 2006

Seriously though: is there any way to give a rough intuitive feel for what a Hecke
eigensheaf is? My vague memory of a talk I heard once is that it’s a way to
define, given a particular curve on a given space, a sheaf on the moduli space of
curves on the space? Is there a handwaving explanation of what it is and why we
want it?

5. Kea
April 22, 2006

I have no idea, but I found this several-100-page definition by Beilinson and



Drinfeld:

http://www.math.uchicago.edu/~arinkin/langlands/hitchin/

If we have to read these sorts of things as ‘background’ to the 200+ pages…well,
I don’t know how old you guys are…

6. Kea
April 22, 2006

The first line of section 1.1.1 reads: let Y be a smooth equidimensional algebraic
stack over C.

7. Tony Smith
April 22, 2006

About the Witten/Kapustin paper at http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604151,
Peter said:
“… The six main ideas were:
1. From a certain twisting of N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills one can construct
a family of 4d TQFTs parametrized by a sphere. …”.

Does that mean that the physics of the paper is no good if conventional 1-1
fermion-boson supersymmetry is no good?

Does that mean that the paper is likely to be interesting math but vacuous as to
physics?

Could that explain “… Witten noticed that many of the Institute’s mathematicians
were there, and warned them that they had come to the wrong talk, since it was
one aimed at physicists. Pierre Deligne got up and left …” ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – A quote from Burton Richter about such supersymmetry:
“… I would say that supersymmetry is a pure “social construct” with no
supporting evidence despite many years of eort. It is okay to continue looking for
supersymmetry as long as it doesn’t seriously interfere with real work (top,
Higgs, neutrinos, etc.). …”.

8. Kea
April 22, 2006

Does that mean that the physics of the paper is no good if conventional 1-1
fermion-boson supersymmetry is no good?

Tony

Witten clearly knows perfectly well that 4d TFTs make much better physics than
SUSY.

http://www.math.uchicago.edu/~arinkin/langlands/hitchin/
http://www.math.uchicago.edu/~arinkin/langlands/hitchin/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604151
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604151
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


9. Aaron Bergman
April 23, 2006

There is little truly “new” physics in the paper. What it does is show how a fair
chunk of the structures that show up in Geometric Langlands appear in
compactifications of this particular twisted N=4 SYM theory. He also works out
the details of the twistings, the D-branes, the Wilson and ‘t Hooft operators, the
various moduli spaces, etc. What one hopes when one finds new connections
between mathematics and physics is that each can inform the other. This is
certainly not like SW theory where Witten revolutionized the study of the
invariants of 4-manifolds, but hopefully this is a good beginning. Maybe we’ll
even learn a bit about gauge theory from all of this.

Some mathematicians got up and left, in all probability, because Witten was
giving the talk for a physics audience. The language and backgrounds needed
are often very different.

For Hecke operators, physics-wise they’re very easy. In this theory, you’ve
compactified the 4D theory on a Riemann surface cross the upper half plane.
There is some boundary condition (ie, D-brane) on the boundary of the upper half
plane. One can put an ‘t Hooft loop in the 4D theory located at a point on the
Riemann surface and parallel to the boundary of the upper half plane. From far
away, this looks like a different boundary condition, giving an operation on
D-branes. The data of a point on the Riemann surface and a representation of the
Langlands dual of the gauge group (which is associated to the ‘t Hooft loop just
as a representation of the gauge group is associated to a Wilson loop) give a
Hecke operators. This Hecke operators acts on the derived category just like the
‘t Hooft loop acts on D-branes which are objects in the derived category.

On the math side, I can’t quite decipher my notes, but I do have something like
this. I don’t vouch for any of it. Given a vector bundle (all associated to a given
G-principal bundle, maybe?) on a Riemann surface, we can pick a point and a
subspace of the fiber at that point. We can then look at the space of sections that
are restricted to live in that subspace at the chosen space. This is the space of
sections of a new vector bundle (read ‘coherent sheaf’, perhaps). It turns out
that the space of inequivalent operators has to do with pairs of vector bundles
that are isomorphic on the complement of a point (making these, in a sense, local
operators). With a little work, this gets related to a loop grassmanian and
eventually a double coset space which turns out to be exactly the coweight
lattice mod the Weyl group, ie, a representation of the Langlands dual group.

That probably doesn’t help, does it.

10. anon (previously "ooh, a bandwagon")
April 23, 2006

Aaron, thanks for the physics definition of the Hecke operator; at least that
formulation is easy to grasp. Unfortunately I don’t quite see how to relate it to
the math talk I once heard, or how to make sense of your math paragraph, but I
suppose that’s because of things like your “with a little work”…. 



11. ?
April 23, 2006

Are you sure you attended the talk for physicists?

Speaking seriously, why physicists not directly interested in mathematics of
things like very-SUSY gauge theories should try to read that paper?

12. Tony Smith
April 23, 2006

If the “family of 4d TQFTs parametrized by a sphere”
is constructed from “N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills”
then
how do those “4d TFTs make much better physics than SUSY” ?
(Which Kea says is something that “Witten clearly knows perfectly well”. )

Aren’t those 4d TFTs plagued by the SUSY in the N=4 supersymmetric Yang-
Mills from which they are constructed ?
If not, then where did the SUSY go ?

Are Witten/Kapustin saying that their 4d TFTs break the SUSY,
and are they presenting this work as a physical mechanism of SUSY symmetry
breaking ?

If the SUSY is physically wrong, and is not broken by their 4d TFTs, then
wouldn’t their model be unrealistic as a physics model ?

Of course, as in index theory, Donaldson theory, etc, SUSY can be very useful in
mathematics, so again it seems to me that the paper is likely to be very
interesting math, but vacuous as physics.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

13. Peter Woit
April 23, 2006

Tony,

The theories being studied here are not the sort of physical supersymmetric
theories that some people believe are physically realistic. They are TQFTs
derived from supersymmetric gauge theories, much like the TQFT used in
Donaldson theory. Witten is not claiming they are relevant to the real world, just
that they lead to interesting mathematics.

14. Bert Schroer
April 23, 2006

Peter,
the danger of such a talk to a physicists audience by a famous personality with a
rich pre-Atiyah physics past is of course that all the problems of placing

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


sophisticated mathematics on top of conceptually underdeveloped physical ideas
will agrevate the present crisis. The interesting sociological aspect is that top
mathematicians seemed to have lost some of their unqualified admiration with
which they looked at the physicist’s magic.

15. Tony Smith
April 23, 2006

Peter said “… Witten is not claiming …[the TQFTs in hep-th/0604051]… are
relevant to the real world, just that they lead to interesting mathematics. …”. I
certainly agree with the claim of “interesting mathematics”.

However, as to “the real world”, look at the reaction of a very smart conventional
superstring theorist, Aaron Bergman. He said:
“… There is little truly “new” physics in the paper. …
He [Witten] also works out the details of the twistings, the D-branes, the Wilson
and ‘t Hooft operators, the various moduli spaces, etc. …
For Hecke operators, physics-wise they’re very easy. … This Hecke operators
acts on the derived category just like the ‘t Hooft loop acts on D-branes which
are objects in the derived category. …
What one hopes when one finds new connections between mathematics and
physics is that each can inform the other. …
Some mathematicians got up and left, in all probability, because Witten was
giving the talk for a physics audience. The language and backgrounds needed
are often very different. …”.

It seems to me that Aaron Bergman, a physicist, is saying that hep-th/0604051
DOES contain what he considers to be physics (in fact, not even “new” physics,
and so therefore stuff already well known to be physics),
and that he hopes that the math of hep-th/0604051 will be seen to be connected
to physics (and therefore to the physical real world).

As Bert said, there is “… danger …[in]… such a talk to a physicists audience …”,
particularly if it is so physics-oriented that Witten felt called upon to have “…
warned … mathematicians … that they had come to the wrong talk …”.

Again, please let me repeat that hep-th/0604051 (from what discussion I have
seen about it) does seem to me to be likely to be very interesting mathematically,
as was the use of SUSY in index theory, Donaldson theory, etc.

Why did the authors submit it to the physics archive hep-th instead of the math
archive (and why did the Cornell arXiv moderators allow it to be placed in hep-
th) ?
They could have submitted it to the math archive (since it is likely to be very
good math) with a cross-listing to hep-th (since it uses some techniques and
structures that are discussed in papers on hep-th).
However,
they submitted it to the physics archive hep-th which seems to me to indicate
that the authors DO think of the paper as being physics, which implies
describing physical reality – or has conventional superstring theory so distorted



the definition of “physics” that description of physical reality is no longer part of
it ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

16. Bert Schroer
April 23, 2006

Tony
thanks for your pertinent question. I do not see any scientific answer, again it
seems to be sociological.

17. Bert Schroer
April 23, 2006

The moderation of hep-th/ which should be geared to particle theory is indeed
highly biased.
Distler rejected a single cross listing in hep-th of my paper about the protagonist
of QFT Pascual Jordan (I think it is important to know one’s own history and my
article contains some little known facts which have profoundly influenced my
present research on advanced QFT). It is clear that he did not approve of the
political introduction (the only reason why I sent it to physics/, and not to hep-
th). His note of cross rejection reads:
Dr. Schroer,
Your paper does not appear to deal even indirectly with theoretical high
energy physics, and therefore seems inappropriate for cross-listing in hep-th.
We appreciate your cooperation.
arXiv moderation
(this was his answer to my letter: Dear arXiv-moderation,
I kindly ask you to rescind your decision against cross-listing my paper
physics/0603095 in hep-th. My reason is that about 80% of the essay deals with
the protagonist of QFT Pascual Jordan (including some new fact which I found
through the study of his old Zeitschrift fuer Physik papers) and having only one
cross listing cannot be interpreted as any abuse of the cross-listing system.
with friendly regards
Bert Schroer)
I of course could have answered him that this is an updated small part of an
extensive paper on Jordan which was not cross listed but rather posted some
time ago on hep-th without any problem, but I got tired of this nonsense.

18. Aaron Bergman
April 23, 2006

Speaking seriously, why physicists not directly interested in mathematics of
things like very-SUSY gauge theories should try to read that paper?

You probably shouldn’t if you don’t like this sort of thing.

I should say, BTW, that much of the point of this paper is that many things in the
geometric Langlands program that seem like hopelessly abstruse math from the

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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physics prespective (of course mathematicians feel otherwise) turn out to be
natural objects in the physics, in fact, objects that we’ve known and loved for
years.

19. anonymous
April 23, 2006

Tony writes:

“However, they submitted it to the physics archive hep-th which seems to me to
indicate that the authors DO think of the paper as being physics, which implies
describing physical reality”

I wouldn’t say that. Theories with N > 1 SUSY or topological field theories have
been considered “physics” for some time, and rightly so — they have much in
common with things that describe physical reality, but they are easier to solve.
That they are unrealistic does not mean they are not physics.

Think of it this way: the study of Newton’s laws in the context of frictionless
ramps and pulleys, which every student learns, is considered “physics”, even
though it’s really just a dramatic oversimplification of reality. If you can’t
understand the dramatically simplified, solvable examples, good luck trying to
understand the mechanics of real-world systems! TQFTs and N=2 SUSY QFTs
and such things have an analogous relationship to the Standard Model.

20. urs
April 23, 2006

Think of it this way: […]

Yup, that’s why there is a “th” at the end of “hep-th”, not a “ph”.

21. woit
April 23, 2006

Bert,

I don’t think what Witten is doing here will aggravate the present crisis, which I
see as driven mainly by ideological attachment to the failed idea of string-based
unification. There are problems with the way physicists approach the use of
mathematics in their work, but I don’t think these are the main reason for the
current sad state of particle theory.

Actually the fact that this new work of Witten has little to do with string theory,
but instead relates 4d gauge theory and interesting mathematics, seems to me
rather encouraging. Perhaps it will cause people to move on from failed string
theory projects to something more promising. It will be very interesting to see
what effect this work has. The mathematics involved is rather difficult, and the
QFT techniques are pretty intricate, so I’m not so sure how many people will be
willing or able to follow Witten into research in this area. But then, nothing much
else is going on.



Tony,

The use of QFT to do new things in math is very much on the boundary of the
two subjects, and I don’t see anything to be gained by saying it is “not physics”,
or “not math”. It’s both, potentially leading to both new insights about math and
about QFT, and there’s no reason for it not to be on hep-th. The problem with
hep-th these days is not that it is too mathematical, it is that it’s full of worthless
work about completely obscure and pointless results supposedly related to string
theory. Some of this is mathematically sophisticated, most of it isn’t.

22. Levi
April 23, 2006

My reaction to Peter’s post was similar to that in the first five comments on this
thread. Does anybody want to make an estimate of how many people in the world
will have both the expertise and the sustained interest to carefully read this
paper when it appears? Is there anyone reading this comment who is planning to
undertake the task?

I’m not making this comment to denigrate Witten’s work on this subject. I’m
genuinely curious about the number of people who are expert enough in both
math and physics to work in this area.

23. anonymous
April 23, 2006

Levi wrote:

Does anybody want to make an estimate of how many people in the world will
have both the expertise and the sustained interest to carefully read this paper
when it appears? Is there anyone reading this comment who is planning to
undertake the task?

I think a lot of people will read it, though maybe not so many will read it
carefully and in detail. Aaron’s comments make it pretty clear that the physics is
nothing exceptionally weird; it should be comprehensible to many, many people.
The technical details of current work in geometric Langlands seem much less
approachable, at least from the perspective of a physicist, but Witten is coming
at this from a physics perspective so I’m sure he will explain some of this in
understandable language. Furthermore, he’s an exceptionally clear expositor
and his papers tend to be surprisingly readable even when they’re rather
technical.

24. Levi
April 23, 2006

Here’s a link to a paper dicussing the relationship between Langlands and CFT,
written for physicists, evidently.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512172

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512172
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512172


25. ?
April 23, 2006

dear anonymous,

the analogy with friction forgets the fact that (so far) only one strongly coupled
gauge interaction is relevant for physics: QCD. From a fundamental point of
view, QCD is a successfully closed issue, despite the fact that doing computations
around 1 GeV is hard. Since the s and c quark masses are around 1 GeV, it seems
unlikely that QCD has some hidden mathematical simplicity: more likely brute-
force lattice will continue to be the only way of getting physically relevant
results.

26. Aaron Bergman
April 23, 2006

Actually the fact that this new work of Witten has little to do with string theory,
but instead relates 4d gauge theory and interesting mathematics, seems to me
rather encouraging.

The topological string is very important here, particularly with the identification
of the compactified theory as an A- or B-model and the boundary condition
technology that goes with that.

I don’t know how many people will end up reading the thing, but I can tell you
that it includes me for what it’s worth. We had a semester long seminar on
geometric Langlands and physics here at UT which definitely helps. That and
having David Ben-Zvi around to answer questions on the math side.

27. woit
April 23, 2006

Aaron,

Does the “topological string” really come into this? As far as I can tell (not
having yet read the 220 page paper…), what is involved are TQFTs based on a
fixed Riemann surface or Riemann surface with boundary. This is 2d QFT, not
string theory if you’re not summing over genera.

28. Aaron Bergman
April 23, 2006

This is a semantic argument probably not worth having, but in their full glory,
the Hecke operators act on derived categories and the like which correspond to
the possible branes in the theory. Call that whatever you want; that’s the physics.

29. woit
April 23, 2006

Personally, I’d call 2d QFT on a fixed 2d background “2d QFT”, not string theory,
even when there’s a boundary. But, that’s just me.



30. anonymous
April 23, 2006

“Personally, I’d call 2d QFT on a fixed 2d background “2d QFT”, not string
theory, even when there’s a boundary. But, that’s just me.

LOL! And then he goes on to say its a matter of semantics! What a ridiculous
comment by Bergman. But, that’s just me.

31. Fine
April 23, 2006

It is evident that most people have no clue whatsoever about the Langlands
Program.Also, it is absurd that people are arguing whether the paper should be
in hep-th. Has anyone beside Aaron have anything concrete to say? I look
forward to see the analysis of the 220 page paper (not just what Witten said in
the Simon’s workshop)

32. CapitalistImperialistPig
April 23, 2006

Levi – thanks for the link, but you ask Does anybody want to make an estimate of
how many people in the world will have both the expertise and the sustained
interest to carefully read this paper when it appears?

Let me offer up the answer of Mathew 22:14 Many are called, but few are chosen

Saint John Chrysotom opined: “Among thousands of people there are not a
hundred who will arrive at their salvation, and I am not even certain of that
number, so much perversity is there among the young and so much negligence
among the old.”

The theological evidence makes it pretty clear that only Aaron and 99 others are
likely to be among the saved.

………….(the old and negligent)

33. Levi
April 23, 2006

most recent anonymous,

From the introduction to the paper that I linked to above:

“In recent lectures E. Witten outlined a possible scenario of how the two
dualities – the Langlands duality and the S-duality – could be related to each
other. It is based on a dimensional reduction of a four-dimensional gauge theory
to two dimensions and the analysis of what this reduction does to “D-branes”. In
particular, Witten argued that the t’Hooft operators of the four dimensional
gauge theory recently introduced by A. Kapustin become, after the dimensional
reduction, a Hecke “eigensheaf”, an object of interest in the geometric
Langlands correspondence.”



So it really *is* a semantic argument.

34. Bert Schroer
April 23, 2006

Peter,
your view that the present crisis of particle physics is solely caused by a mental
perversion called string theory does not hold water. It is simply not true that
particle physics was healthy up to the day when sinister string theory appeared
on the scene. Neither can one expect that the crisis in particle physics would
evaporate suddenly if only the protagonists would see (and admit) that they are
heading into the blue yonder where there will be no physical landing place.
Such paradigmatic changes in the delicate relation between the weight physical
concepts in relation to sophisticated mathematical formalism do not happen out
of a sudden, they rather announce their coming a long time before. The profound
misunderstandings in the role of Euclideanization and that of the artistic role of
the path integral (at one time in the not so distant path more than 90% of papers
on gravity in the QFT setting were written in the euclidean Riemannian setting)
were such warning signs.
Particle physics in particular in its local quantum physical setting has its own
powerful autonomous conceptual structure and to make it jump over a ready
made mathematical stick (or a more floppy string) like a dog does not have much
of the chance. The first mathematician who saw that was of course von Neumann
and his present day’s followers are asking local quantum physics what kind of
mathematical concepts it leads to. Differential geometry you can impose on
functional integrals but not on the principles underlying QFT.
The point which Tony Smith made is absolutely crucial and your struggle against
the aberrations of string theory will be futile if you do not recognize the root of
problems and keep looking only at the symptoms.

35. CapitalistImperialistPig
April 23, 2006

Bert and Peter – Conceptual roadblocks are not exactly new in physics or any
other science. In physics, these are usually surmounted with the help of new
experiments. The crisis in particle physics, such as it is, is due to the fact that we
have neither new data nor important unexplained experimental facts. I suspect
that new breakthoughs may have to wait for new data – or at least for a theory
that makes an accessible prediction.

36. woit
April 23, 2006

CIP (and Bert),

Sure, the fundamental problem is that physics is used to making progress by
getting new clues from experiment and it hasn’t gotten any in a long time. But,
even with a lack of new experimental clues, theorists still can learn new things
and slowly make progress, although it’s a lot harder. To do this, I think they need
to try many different things, since it is very unclear what is the right direction to



go in. The kind of new algebraic thinking about the fundamentals of QFT that
Bert advocates is one direction that should be pursued, I also think there are
geometrical ideas motivated by path integrals that also deserve attention. The
problem with the dominance of string ideology has been the way it has driven
out the kind of other very different ideas that should be tried, of very different
kinds.

37. Kea
April 23, 2006

The link works! Right. References first, hmmm: Gualtieri, Runkel et al on CFT,
Hausel, plus all the obvious ones…dammit, I might have to try and read this…but
I’m not expecting to get far in a hurry. 

38. Kea
April 23, 2006

Peter previously mentioned the helpful article:

Mikhail Kapranov, Analogies between the Langlands correspondence and
topological quantum field theory, in Functional Analysis on the Eve of the 21st
Century, Vol. 1, Birkhauser, Boston, pp. 119-151.

39. Who
April 23, 2006

several comments here have discussed the general issue of crisis in physics, so I
hope it will not be off topic to provide a link followup to Peter’s post of 25
January “Die Physik steckt in der Krise”
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=334

To some extent that post and comments thereto concerned Reiner Hedrich, who
was funded by the German Science Foundation to study the situation in
theoretical physics and was interviewed for the article in Die Zeit.

Hedrich posted this article on arXiv today
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0604171
String Theory – From Physics to Metaphysics

In the earlier chain of comments Andre Bresges gave a bit of background on
Hedrich and the author, Max Rauner, of the article in Die Zeit
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=334#comment-8199
and Eli Rabett provided this translation
http://rabett.blogspot.com/2006/01/lost-this-is-something-of-new.html

since the earlier coverage of Hedrich and his study of (at least confusion and
misdirection, if not) crisis in theoretical physics was interesting, I thought some
might wish to have a look at Hedrich’s 30-page paper.

40. Arun
April 23, 2006

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=334
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=334
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0604171
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0604171
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=334#comment-8199
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=334#comment-8199
http://rabett.blogspot.com/2006/01/lost-this-is-something-of-new.html
http://rabett.blogspot.com/2006/01/lost-this-is-something-of-new.html


The line “Although multiverse scenarios and anthropic selection are not only
motivated by string theory, but lead also to a possible explanation for the fine
tuning of the universe, they are concepts which transcend the framework defined
by the epistemological and methodological rules which conventionally form the
basis of physics as an empirical science. ” is so exceedingly polite 

41. Kea
April 23, 2006

Witten on page 5: A second major gap [in this paper] is that we do not shed light
on the utility of two-dimensional CFT for the geometric Langlands’ program.
Sigh.

42. woit
April 23, 2006

Kea,

That’s the strange thing about Witten’s recent work: it seems to involve quite
different uses of 2d QFT to get Langlands duality than the 2d CFT ideas that
have motivated the mathematicians doing geometric Langlands (and that are
discussed for instance in the Frenkel review article). Well, this means there is
still a lot about this story which is not understood, which means there is still a lot
to do…

43. woit
April 23, 2006

Who,

Thanks for pointing that out. A quick read of it leaves me with the impression
that he’s avoiding just drawing the simplest conclusion from all the material
about the problems of string theory that he has gathered: it’s a wrong idea about
unification and should be abandoned.

44. Kea
April 23, 2006

But they reference Runkel et al, and they seem to use Riemann (2D) surfaces like
a skein theorist would, and take a look at Kapustin’s [41] for motivation, and and
and…

Why don’t they even comment on the utility of category theory here? Is it
because it’s all obvious to them?

45. Kea
April 23, 2006

Frankly, I’d rather be talking about geometric Langlands here…

Thank you. Perhaps you could summarise some of your views of this paper so far.



46. Aaron Bergman
April 24, 2006

I’m waiting for the book :).

Seriously, it’s too long to completely absorb. Much of it is showing that things
that intuitively ought to work really do so, like the particular twisting of N=4
SYM, the action of S-duality, and the details of the sigma model you get when
compactifying. (On that point, it’s much more readable to me than Vafa’s work
on the subject, but, then, I almost always find Vafa incomprehensible.) I like the
sections on the action of the ‘t Hooft and Wilson operators. After various skims, it
looks like the new math, if anywhere, is hiding in the book. I’m not sure what it
leaves to say about the physics of this particular model, though. It’s an
impressive exegesis.

What the paper does, I think, is bring Langlands to physicists. What I’m not sure
it does is bring the physics to the mathematics. But that’s not a criticism; it’s
probably too much to ask Witten to revolutionize every mathematical subject he
thinks about, and we haven’t even seen the book yet. As usual with when physics
meets mathematics, it amazes me how many of the things that snow up in the
physics had already been anticipated by the mathematicians. I guess they’re
smart, too.

The good news (for me at least), is that it doesn’t kill the project I’ve been
thinking about with a few other people on the subject. You’d like it; it has
categories in it.

47. Kea
April 24, 2006

 Cheers

48. Not a Nobel Laureate
April 24, 2006

The discussion of the Witten paper reminds me of the bon mot about Schwinger.

“Other people publish to show how to do it. Julian Schwinger publishes to show
that only he can do it.”

Of course, the similarity is superficial. Schwinger’s physics papers contained
testable predictions – the Lamb shift, the gyromagnetic ratio, etc.

49. Aaron Bergman
April 24, 2006

The discussion of the Witten paper reminds me of the bon mot about Schwinger.

“Other people publish to show how to do it. Julian Schwinger publishes to show
that only he can do it.”

That’s remarkably inapposite. Witten is one of the best expositors in the field.



50. amanda
April 24, 2006

“That’s remarkably inapposite. Witten is one of the best expositors in the field.”

That’s rather like saying that Jesus Christ was one of the most important
characters in the New Testament. EW completely revolutionized the way papers
are written. Which makes his current tedious divagations all the more painful.
We are all waiting for him to show us the way forward, and this is what we get? I
mean, does anyone really believe that this is going anywhere? A sad contrast to
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106109, let alone the 1998 papers…..

51. dan
April 24, 2006

Has Witten made any reviews or comments or written any papers on background
independent quantum gravity, esp LQG, spin foam, or CDT approaches? Has he
shown any interest in these approaches?

52. woit
April 24, 2006

Dan,

No, and those topics have nothing to do with this posting.

53. bigbigbig
April 24, 2006

dear experts and crackpots,

about the 2d QFT or string theory argument, yeah, I think it’s only fair to call it
string theory once you couple the topological sigma model to 2d gravity.

54. Tony Smith
April 24, 2006

Here are four questions that came to mind after initially looking at the Kapustin-
Witten paper. I apologize in advance for their simple-mindedness.

Kapustin and Witten say:
“… N = 2 super Yang-Mills theory can be twisted to make a quantum field theory
realization of Donaldson theory …
Similarly, N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory can be twisted in three ways to make a
topological field theory. Two of the twisted theories … are closely analogous to
Donaldson theory … The third twist … turns out to be the twist relevant to the
geometric Langlands program, and we will call it the GL twist. …
A hyper-Kahler manifold has … a family of complex structures parameterized by
CP1, obtained by taking linear combinations of I, J, and K …[with]… quaternion
relations … “.

Donaldson, in Bull. AMS 33 (January 1996) 45-70, said:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106109
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106109


“… in the latter part of 1994 … the work of Witten and Seiberg … used … N = 2
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory … The essential ingredient … is … a duality
between electricity and magnetism proposed in 1977 by Olive and Montonen.
…”.

Question 1:
Is it fair to say that Seiberg-Witten Donaldson theory is based on complex (N=2
SYM) electricity-magnetism duality, and Kapustin-Witten Langlands theory is
based on extending that duality to the quaternionic (N=4 SYM) case ?

Kapustin and Witten also say:
“… N = 4 super Yang-Mills is most easily constructed by dimensional reduction
from ten dimensions. Ten dimensions is the maximum possible dimension for
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory … the metric of ten-dimensional Minkowski
space R1,9 or Euclidean space R10 … have symmetry groups SO(1, 9) or SO(10)
… To reduce to four dimensions, we simply take all fields to be independent of
the coordinates x4, . . . , x9. The components AI , I = 0, . . . , 3 describe the four-
dimensional gauge field … while the components AI , I at least 4, become four-
dimensional scalar fields … the symmetry is really Spin(1, 9) reduced to Spin(1,
3) x Spin(6) (or Spin(10) reduced to Spin(4) x Spin(6)). The group Spin(6) is
isomorphic to SU(4) and is known as the “R symmetry group” of the theory. We
will call it SU(4)R. …”.

Questions 2 and 3:
Isn’t that SU(4)R the conformal group used by Jackiw and Rebbi in Phys. Rev. D
14 (1976) 517 entitled “Conformal properties of a Yang-Mills pseudoparticle” ?

Might it not be useful to extend the quaternionic approach of Kapustin and
Witten to octonionic structures based on the approach of Grossman, Kephart,
and Stasheff in Commun. Math. Phys. 96 (1984) 431-437, where they said: “… In
the present paper we will study the properties of the last fundamental Hopf map
(i.e. the Hopf fibration of hte 15-sphere …) in relation to solutions of pure eight
dimensional Euclidean Yang-Mills field equations with gauge group Spin(8). …
The solution is invariant under the action of Spin(9) … which is a subgroup of the
Euclidean conformal group O(9,1) in eight dimensions. … Let us proceed in
analogy with Jackiw-Rebbi …” ?

Question 4:
As to octonions, in math.RA/0105155 John Baez said: “… the canonical octonionic
line bundle over OP1 generates Bott periodicity …”.
What might be the role of Bott periodicity in an octonionic generalization of the
Kapustin and Witten paper ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

55. Aaron Bergman
April 24, 2006

Is it fair to say that Seiberg-Witten Donaldson theory is based on complex (N=2
SYM) electricity-magnetism duality, and Kapustin-Witten Langlands theory is

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


based on extending that duality to the quaternionic (N=4 SYM) case ?

Not really. The duality is most present in N=4 SYM. Seiberg-Witten theory is, in
a sense, the residue of that duality in the N=2 case. When you do a topological
twist of N=2 SYM, you get a theory that computes Donaldson invariants.
Applying the Seiberg-Witten results on N=2 SYM to this twisted theory gives rise
to Seiberg-Witten invariants of 4-manifolds. There are a number of different
twists of N=4 SYM. The ones related to Donaldson invariants were investigated
by Vafa and Witten. This is a different twist. Nonetheless, all of this is related to
the S-duality of N=4 SYM.

I don’t know what sense SU(4) is a conformal symmetry. The conformal
symmetry in N=4 SYM in 3+1 D is PSU(2,2) ~= SO(4,2). The full symmetry
supergroup is PSU(2,2|4). The SU(4) is the R symmetry, not the conformal
symmetry.

I’m not sure the relevance of quaternions, much less octonions, to this whole
thing. You can’t add more supersymmetry to N=4 SYM, regardless, as that would
entail particles with spin greater than one, and it wouldn’t be a gauge theory any
more.

56. urs
April 24, 2006

all of this is related to the S-duality of N=4 SYM.

Which again is thought to come from the modular transformations of a torus on
which you have compactified some 6D theory to 4-dimensions.

Do you know if the Langlands thing has a nice interpretation in these six
dimensions?

57. Aaron Bergman
April 24, 2006

That’s certainly a question that has occurred to many people. I can’t remember if
the relevant twist can be thought of as coming from six dimensions, however.

58. Who
April 24, 2006

In response to Dan’s question Has Witten made any reviews or comments or
written any papers on background independent quantum gravity…?
there is negative comment on the (Kodama) QG ground state employed by Lee
Smolin and others. see this article:
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0306083
A Note On The Chern-Simons And Kodama Wavefunctions
Edward Witten
Exerpt from abstract: “Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions formally admits an
exact Chern-Simons wavefunction. … It is known to be unphysical … Similar
properties can be expected for the analogous Kodama wavefunction of gravity.”

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9408074
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9408074
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0306083
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0306083


Exerpt pages 1 and 2:
“…This is what we call the Chern-Simons state. It is far from being
normalizable,..
The Chern-Simons wavefunction of Yang-Mills theory has an even more
surprising gravitational analog, commonly called the Kodama state [2].
Some authors have proposed the Kodama wavefunction as a starting
point for understanding the real universe; for a review and references,
see [3]. Our discussion here will make it clear how the Kodama state should be
interpreted. For example, in the Fock space that one can build (see [3]) in
expanding around the Kodama state, gravitons of one helicity will have
positive energy and those of the opposite helicity will have negative
energy.

—references—
…
[2] H. Kodama, “Holomorphic Wave Function Of The Universe,” Phys. Rev. D42
(1990) 2548.
[3] L. Smolin, “Quantum Gravity With A Positive Cosmological Constant,” hep-
th/0209079.
…
——————–
Lee Smolin just finished given a course to University of Waterloo students called
Introduction to Quantum Gravity using the cited article as his main text. The
course has 25 lectures, video is available online, and it goes thorough much of
hep-th/0209079 section by section.

For a modern view of the LQG ground state
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0604044
Graviton propagator in loop quantum gravity
Rovelli et al.
this cites Smolin on the Kodama ground state as reference [38] on page 17.
It is still not clear how generally Witten’s apprehensions concerning the LQG
ground state apply, if they do. For example see page 2 of the Rovelli et al paper:
“…The physical correctness of these theories has been questioned … two “bad”
terms: an exponential with opposite sign,… and a dominant term … We show
here that only the “good” term contributes to the propagator. The others are
suppressed by the rapidly oscillating phase in the vacuum state that peaks the
state on its correct extrinsic geometry. Thus, the physical state selects the
“forward” propagating [33] component of the transition amplitude. This
phenomenon was anticipated in [34]…”

====================
so I would amplify what Peter said, in reply to Dan.
YES Witten has published comment on LQG (in particular the notion that
proposed LQG ground state might have forwards and backwards propagating
gravitons—something addressed recently in a different context by Rovelli),
however as Peter rightly points out this is NOT GERMANE TO THE POSTING.

59. urs
April 24, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0604044
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0604044


I can’t remember if the relevant twist can be thought of as coming
from six dimensions, however.

At least in 6D there are candidate strings which one could hope would have a
topological twist.

60. urs
April 24, 2006

Aaron,

if you ever feel like saying more about that autofunctor on the category of branes
and how it comes from line operators in a fashion considered in FRS formalism
(as remarked by Witten/Kapustin on p. 100), please don’t hesitate. 

(I will be awfully busy the next days. After that I might try to have a look at this.)

61. Aaron Bergman
April 24, 2006

Dunno much about FRS. Sorry. Guess you’ll have to wait for the book.

62. Tony Smith
April 24, 2006

Aaron Bergman said that he doesn’t “… know what sense SU(4) is a conformal
symmetry. The conformal symmetry in N=4 SYM in 3+1 D is PSU(2,2) ~=
SO(4,2). … The SU(4) is the R symmetry, not the conformal symmetry. …”.

SU(4) is the Euclidean version of conformal symmetry, since SU(4) = Spin(6) =
Euclidean version of the conformal group.
If you use nonEuclidean signature, the relevant conformal group is SU(2,2) =
Spin(2,4).

As to their use of the Euclidean SU(4) = Spin(6) version of the conformal group,
Kapustin and Witten say:
“… The twisted theory is a formal construction in the sense that twisting violates
unitarity and only works in Euclidean signature. … To construct a twisted theory
in Lorentz signature, we would have needed a suitable homomorphism Spin(1, 3)
into Spin(6). Because of the compactness of Spin(6), a non-trivial homomorphism
does not exist. If one replaces Spin(6) by Spin(1, 5) to work around this, the
couplings to fermions will no longer be hermitian and the energy is no longer
bounded from below. …
however …
we split off the time direction and take M = R x W, where R parametrizes the
time, W is a three-manifold, and
the metric on M is a product. Then time is not involved in the twisting, and the
twisted theory makes sense with Lorentz or Euclidean signature and is unitary
and physically sensible. …”.

In other words, Kapustin and Witten transfer the signature complications from

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000747.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000747.html


the conformal group to the manifold by continuing to use the Euclidean
conformal group SU(4) = Spin(6) but changing the manifold from something like
S4 (where time is on an equal footing) to something like S1 x S3 (where time is
S1 and space is S3).

Aaron Bergman also says that he is “… I’m not sure the relevance of quaternions,
much less octonions …”.

Perhaps octonionic structure might be relevant to Loop Operators. Kapustin and
Witten say:
“… What is really unusual about the four-dimensional TQFT’s … compared to
other theories with a superficially similar origin, is that they admit operators that
are associated to oriented one-manifolds …
In gauge theory, the most elementary loop operator is the Wilson loop operator.
,,,
In our problem, the dual of a Wilson operator is an ’t Hooft operator … “.

Since the imaginary octonions generate the 7-sphere S7, and since S7, although
not a Lie algebra, is a Malcev algebra (having no Jacobi identity, but instead a
Moufang identity) with naturally occurring Moufang loops, the ideas in the paper
by Loginov at hep-th/0109206 might be useful. Loginov says:
“… the linear representations of analytic Moufang loops … are closely associated
with the (anti-)self-dual Yang-Mills equations in R8. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

63. Aaron Bergman
April 24, 2006

The Euclidean version of the conformal group is SO(5,1). su(4) ~= su(6) is the
compact form of the complexification of so(5,1). I’ll leave the rest for someone
else.

64. Michael
April 24, 2006

Peter,
you do know that SUSY gauge theories are intimately related, in many cases
exactly equivalent, to certain string theory backgrounds, don’t you? SUSY gauge
theories “know” automatically about extra dimensions and many other things. If
you can draw a reasonably clear line between SUSY gauge theories and string
theory, do that and publish it. If not, you better stop claiming that the “new work
of Witten has little to do with string theory”.

65. woit
April 24, 2006

Michael,

Sure, the same theory Witten is twisting to get his TQFT (N=4 supersymmetric
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YM), is related to string theory on AdS space. But that plays zero role in the
Kapustin/Witten paper. This may be the only paper in recent years involving N=4
supersymmetric YM that doesn’t reference Maldacena’s AdS/CFT paper.

Feel free to point out where in Witten’s new work string theory plays an
important role. Otherwise, stop making a fool of yourself.

66. John Gonsowski
April 24, 2006

“The Euclidean version of the conformal group is SO(5,1). su(4) ~= su(6) is the
compact form of the complexification of so(5,1).”

My guess is that Tony is talking the Lie Algebra for the group and you are talking
just the group and since Kapustin and Witten seem to be talking Lie Algebra, I’ll
vote for Tony’s rendition even if you would have preferred Tony to be more
precise. (I am of course biased and have plenty of trouble getting the general
idea without worrying about things like signatures and the group vs. the
algebra).

67. Michael
April 24, 2006

Peter,

string theory provides a geometric picture that is *equivalent* to the quantum
dynamics of the SUSY gauge theory. Whether you talk about one or the other is a
question of terminology.

Since you asked, let me give you two examples, which you missed because you
either didn’t read or didn’t understand the paper. The first shows the importance
of string theory to the present work, the second the importance of the present
work to string theory.

(1) The massless open-string states of the canonical co-isotopic brane furnish the
brane’s endomorphism algebra. In perturbation theory, open strings form a sheaf
of noncommutative algebras. These statements are at the heart of understanding
the mathematical significance of eigenbranes. Rest assured that these facts
would have remained obscure were it not for the authors’ extensive experience
with “physical” string theories.

(2) The Blau-Thomson construction of Wilson operators of TQFTs and their
magnetic duals plays an important role in recent string theory research.
References are given at the beginning of Section 6. The present work deepens
our understanding of the construction.

68. Aaron Bergman
April 24, 2006

I’ll vote for Tony’s rendition



You’re welcome to think whatever you want.

69. woit
April 24, 2006

Michael,

I don’t doubt that the author’s experience with string theory taught them many
things that were useful in this work, and I also don’t doubt that lots of facts
about these kinds of TQFT are useful to to string theorists. But, neither of these
makes string theory an important part of this work. By your logic, string theory
is an important part of virtually anything anyone does these days in pure QFT,
since it is likely they learned some facts about QFT by thinking about string
theory, and it is likely that most anything about QFT will have some application
to string theory somehow somewhere.

If you want to feel better about the failure of string theory by going on about
how gauge theory and 2d TQFT is really string theory, no one’s going to stop you,
but it is kind of silly.

70. anonymous
April 24, 2006

By your logic, string theory is an important part of virtually anything anyone
does these days in pure QFT

Peter sees the light! 

71. Tony Smith
April 24, 2006

It seems necessary for me to clarify terminology and notation.

Lorentz group = Spin(1,3) of Minkowski space

anti de Sitter group = Spin(2,3) = Sp(2) used in supergravity

Conformal group = Spin(2,4) = SU(2,2)
It is the group Spin(p+1,q+1) of which the Lorentz group Spin(p,q) = Spin(1,3)
of Minkowski space is a subgroup.

I used the term Euclidean Conformal group in the sense that the 6-dim space
over which the Spin group acts has Euclidean signature (0,6), so that in my
terminology Euclidean Conformal group = Spin(6) = SU(4).

I think that in Aaron’s terminology Euclidean Conformal group is taken to mean
Spin(1,5) in the sense that it is the group Spin(p+1,q+1) of which the group
Spin(p,q) = Spin(0,4) of Euclidean 4-space is a subgroup.

I hope that this clarifies the terminology I was using. Even if you prefer Aaron’s
terminology, and I think that it is fair for you to do so, the meaning of my
comments should now be clear.



Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

72. Kea
April 25, 2006

Peter sees the light!

I must say, I agree with anonymous. Come on, Peter! Why not start calling
yourself a String theorist? It’s just a name. Then we could stop having these silly
arguments.

73. Chris Oakley
April 25, 2006

I feel that I ought to now apply for a grant from the Templeton Foundation. Using
what title, I wonder? Let me see: “0-dimensional, non-supersymmetric string
theory in 3+1 dimensions”.

No, too boring. They’ll fall asleep as soon as they open the envelope. How about
“Searching for God using 0-dimensional, non-supersymmetric strings in 3+1
dimensions?”

Better, but I still don’t think that they’ll go for it. I know! “Searching for
remnants of the Primordial Sneezing by studying 0-dimensional, non-
supersymmetric string theory in 3+1 dimensions”. That might do it! Of course,
I’ll mention God if I have to.

74. urs
April 25, 2006

Why not start calling yourself a String theorist?

I predict that in the future everybody will be a string theorist for 15 minutes.

More seriously, it seems to be true that string theory is like a large dictionary of
field theories. Many subtle things about field theories find their explanation
when regarding their embedding into string theory. In the case under discussion
here, it is not only AdS/CFT. There is an embedding of 4D SYM into a 6D theory
which is believed to explain the S-duality of the SYM. That 6D theory is some
theory of strings on 5-branes. (I guess that’s in the end the more relevant
embedding for the Langlands program. But what do I know.)

Fields and strings are tightly interwoven. Many feel that this suggests that
strings play a role in nature. This is often refered to as the “qualitative”
agreement of string theory with observation. And it’s true.

Quantitative agreement is a different issue, as readers of this blog might have
heard somebody say before.

While it is only fair to admit the phenomenological problems of the idea of string
unification, it is also only reasonable to acknowledge the usefulness of strings for
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understanding issues in field theory.

75. Zelah
April 25, 2006

Here is my piece regarding what Witten et al has wrought!

Whatever you think of Mr Witten’s acheivements in regards to phyiscial
predictions, as a leader of physics he is our Grothendieck.

Like Grothendieck, he did not actually reach the promised land, but
revolutionised the way EVERYONE THOUGHT ABOUT MATH/PHYSICS.

Grothendieck showed mathematicians how to be CREATIVE yet rigourous!
Witten is now showing physicists how to UNDERSTAND the world, without
experimental data!

I think that Mr woit has constantly underestimated this problem of lack of
expermental data for the high energy community since the 1980’s. Mr Witten’s
brilliance was to create a physics program enlightened enough that some the
worlds best minds like Maldecena and Brian Greene became physicists and not
say molecular biologists!

Reading Mr Witten latest efforts are truely awe inspiring! Even thought I
understand maybe 1% of what was going on, The way Witten illuminates areas of
Mathematics I was always fascinated by in with such ease is magical to observe.

Finally, it is obvious to me that String Theory is changing everyone way of
thinking regarding QFT! The reason for this is SUSY, which is natural from a
Stringy point of view, but completely unmotivated from a QFT point of view!
SUSY/Strings is allowing theorists to examine models which are intractable
without these insights! Seiberg_Witten is unthinkable without these insights!

This is the point. How does one think about SUSY concepts starting from QFT? If
you Mr Woit can generate INTERESTING theoretical physics models from pure
QFT, please feel free to publish.

An amateur mathematician.

76. Thomas Larsson
April 25, 2006

This is the point. How does one think about SUSY concepts starting from QFT?

As something which for all practical purposes has already been disproven by
experiments. We just wait for the LHC to be the last nail in the coffin 

77. Chris Oakley
April 25, 2006

The position of supersymmetry as a physical phenomenon is summarised by the
plight of the Black Knight here.

http://www.mwscomp.com/movies/grail/grail-04.htm
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78. Michael
April 25, 2006

Peter,
Not much remains of your original statement. You admit that tools from string
theory were important. You also admit that the results can be important in the
further development of string theory. You know, and didn’t debate, that there is
an exact formal equivalence between the field theories at hand and certain string
backgrounds.

Clearly, then, the “new work of Witten has little to do with string theory”, right?
Look, you are being pathetic once again.

“[…] string theory is an important part of virtually anything anyone does these
days in pure QFT, since it is likely they learned some facts about QFT by thinking
about string theory, and it is likely that most anything about QFT will have some
application to string theory somehow somewhere”

You said that like a real prodigy. Of course, that is most likely exactly the point.
Let me be clear about this. Absent SUSY, it is not clear what we can learn by
realizing the field theory as a string background. The problem is the limit which
we must eventually take to decouple the stringy modes and isolate the gauge
dynamics. SUSY is the only thing that guarantees no phase transitions can occur
in taking this limit. There are three ways out: either we learn that SUSY exists in
nature, or we learn how to master the difficulty I mentioned, or both. Giving up?
Only Peter Woit could suggest that…

79. woit
April 25, 2006

Michael,

Lots of tools developed by people doing string theory will get used in other non-
string theory contexts. This doesn’t turn non-string theory into string theory.
Lots of tools developed by people doing non-string theory will get used in string
theory. This doesn’t turn non-string theory into string theory.

The fact that N=4 SYM has a string dual is of course interesting, but this doesn’t
explain the relation to geometric Langlands that Witten is investigating. If you
know otherwise, write a paper about it and it will make your career.

80. Kea
April 25, 2006

Peter

It doesn’t matter what you say! If it’s interesting and has anything at all to do
with graded algebras, well of course it must be String theory. You wouldn’t have
to be a real String theorist. You could be a “String theorist”.

81. Anon



April 25, 2006

Yes Peter, don’t you understand! If the paper has any Greek letters (translation
for Michael to understand: “squiggly symbols”) it has to be string theory. See,
just like the argument Michael pointed out earlier, this makes your entire blog
useless. Way to go Michael!

82. Benni
April 26, 2006

sometimes ago woit wrote commenting Douglas talk at solvay where he wrote
about the nichtmare of stringhteory:

“under this circumstances, it is standard scientific practice, to acknoledge that
[string theory] is a failed project and go on something else”

It will be interesting if Witten will continue to publish String papers or if he
leaves the field.

83. Chris Oakley
April 26, 2006

It will be interesting if Witten will continue to publish String papers or
if he leaves the field.

It looks as though EW has not been working on String theory in the proper sense
in the last year or so anyway.

BTW, If the Superstring locomotive hits the buffers I do not think that EW can be
blamed. He just does what interests him, and however much he would like to be
called a physicist the fact is (in my book, at least) that he is a mathematician.
Physics may provide the raw material, but what seems to trip his trigger is
playing around with the ideas in a highly abstract way. I do not sense, and never
have sensed an urgency in bringing any of this hyper-theoretical stuff to market.

No, the problem is the personality cult that has been built up around him,
something he seems to be uncomfortable with himself, but has occurred because
of the absence of any real individualism, originality or creative ability amongst
the majority of theoretical high-energy physicists practising today.
I think that the psychology is just this: if someone is demonstrably better at
something that oneself, then putting them on a pedestal is a way of dealing with
one’s inferiority.

84. Moeen
April 27, 2006

For anyone interested, it seems Edward Witten will be speaking about this topic
again at the Conference in Honor of the 60th Birthday of John Morgan. An
abstract for the talk is available here.

85. woit
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April 27, 2006

Thanks Moeen,

I should have mentioned that Witten will be speaking about this to
mathematicians here next Thursday at the John Morgan conference. There will
also be quite a few other interesting talks here as part of that conference, and I’ll
try and write something about them here after the conference is over.

86. Bert Schroer
May 2, 2006

Chris,
if you want to evaluate a person’s contribution to particle physics you must
consider also older contributions. What you say about EW certainly does not take
into account his pre-Atiyah contributions.
When physics meets mathematics on a profound level, success is not always
guarantied. A story with a very happy end developped when Born had only the
diagonal part of the p-q relation and looked for a mathematically talented young
collaborator to understand the rest. He first asked Pauli who arrogantly rejected
the offer with the warning that Born’s mathematical inclination could spoil the
immediate intuitive grasp of Heisenberg on the new mechanics (in other words:
don’t meddle with Heisenberg). He then asked Jordan who hardly went to any
physics course (because the tended to be in the early morning hours) but who
was helping Courant with some chapters of the famous Courant-Hilbert
mathematical physics book. This story had a very happy end indeed; not only did
Jordan compute the off-diagonal part, but he also contributed the first avatar (yet
still somewhat confused) glimpse into QFT and in the subsequent 3-man paper
the three (Born, Jordan and Heisenberg) harmonized perfectly together. In this
case you did not have to wait for history to tell.

87. Chris Oakley
May 2, 2006

Bert,

Was it Dirac who said that that was a time when second-rate people could do
first-rate work? None of the people you mention were second rate, but the same
would not apply today. Nowadays, there are no obvious easy wins (not that I can
see, anyway) and part of the problem is that some first-rate people have done
second-rate work and been rewarded with Nobel prizes.
Anyway … as regards Ed Witten … I have the highest respect for him and
although I am no expert I am reliably informed that his early work was
outstanding. The problem is with his fan club. Physics research, like most
frontier areas, needs a small number of independent thinkers, not these
hundreds or thousands of sheep.

88. Bert Schroer
May 3, 2006

Chris



you said it. Instead of the great traditional schools which cultivated not only
disputes between them but also encouraged criticism within, you now have these
globalized monocultures with a guru at the helm. It is not that people are less
intelligent but rather that the Zeitgeist of globalized capitalism prevents them
from reaching their true potential. A particularly impressive illustrative example
is Lubos Motl whos crap he writes about anything non stringy serves a useful
sociological purpose. String theorists love him, because reading that stuff spares
them the toil to seriously look at other things. It works both ways, because in this
way he becomes promoted and being close to the hegemon the danger that he
will ever be confronted with his past crap is virtually zero; it is a win-win
situation in which only physics looses.

89. Tony Smith
May 3, 2006

Bert Schroer said “… Instead of the great traditional schools which cultivated
not only disputes between them but also encouraged criticism within, you now
have these globalized monocultures with a guru at the helm. …”.

That is clearly (to me) true. A question is Why are things different now?

Take, for example, Sommerfeld, a student of Lindemann, who was a student of
Felix Kelin.
Lindemann’s students in addition to Sommerfeld included Hilbert and
Minkowski.
Sommerfeld’s students included Bethe, Heisenberg, Pauli, and Stueckelberg.

(List from http://genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/html/id.phtml?id=31357 and
Silvan Schweber’s book “QED and the Men Who Made It” (Princeton Un. Press
1994) which says at page 667: “… Stueckelberg … obtained his Ph.D. with
Sommerfeld in 1927 …”. )

Can you imagine a more independent group of brilliant minds ?

Although all of them go back to Felix Klein, and I am sure that they all respected
Klein and his work, at no stage in the family tree Klein – Lindemann –
Sommerfeld – Bethe, Pauli etc did ANYONE set themselves up as a “guru” to a
herd of sheep.
Even though there was NO “guru”, space does not permit listing the
accomplishments of those people.

It is interesting to compare the math/genealogy of the current conventional
superstring guru, Ed Witten:
Ed Witten studied under David Gross (another student of Gross was Frank
Wilczek);
David Gross studied under Geoffrey Chew (Gross was Chew’s only PhD student);
Geoffrey Chew studied under Enrico Fermi.

Look at their records. Fermi was brilliant.
Chew, with his S-matrix bootstrap program, became a guru shepherd with many
sheep, only to see the program fail, being eclipsed by quarks and the Standard
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Model.
Gross and Wilczek published the details of asymptotic freedom more or less
simultaneously with Politzer, but all of them had been anticipated by ‘t Hooft who
had already announced at a meeting (but did not publish in detail) the key idea.
Witten (like Gross and Wilczek) has done some very interesting work,
particularly math-oriented, but (like Chew) has become a guru with a herd of
sheep, being the guru of superstring theory which (according to Distler et al
hepph0604255) “… is constructed to produce an S-matrix with precisely these
properties. … analyticity … unitarity … Lorentz invariance …”, which is very
reminiscent of the Chew bootstrap.

The difference between those groups that stands out to me is that
Klein – Lindemann – Sommerfeld – Bethe, Pauli etc were anchored in European
culture,
while
Fermi – Chew – Gross – Witten were, since Fermi came to the USA, anchored in
the USA.

You might extend the Klein – Lindemann – Sommerfeld – Bethe line to the USA
with Bethe, and then you might claim Feynman (not a PhD student of Bethe, but
certainly heavily influenced by contact with him at Cornell) for that line.
However, I don’t think that anyone would see Feynman as typical of USA
physicists.

If you try to extend the Fermi – Chew – Gross – Witten line, you see that the most
prominent protege of Witten is Harvard Professor Lubos Motl.

Is there really a cultural difference (European v. USA) that accounts for the guru-
sheep phenomenon in today’s high-energy theoretical physics ?

If not, then why the difference between the
Klein – Lindemann – Sommerfeld – Bethe, Pauli etc line
and the
Fermi – Chew – Gross – Witten line ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

90. Bert Schroer
May 3, 2006

Tony,
as a small footnote one should add the role of Kurt Symanzik in preparing the
soil of asymptotic freedom discussion. He started the renaissance of perturbative
short distance investigations in terms of parametric differential equations
featuring coupling-dependent functions beta and gamma (Kallen-Symanzik
equation). That signs in those functions are hugely important he illustrated in the
pedagogical but unphysical model of a quadrilinear scalar selfcoupling with
changed sign of the coupling term and it was immediately clear to Sid Coleman
that all the physical sign of all standard couplings did not permit Symanzik’s
searched “holy grail” of short-distance weakening of interactions. Sid, who (in
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the best tradition of Pauli) was a brilliant art critic before his health failed, had a
deep admiration for Symanzik and he popularized his program in the US. Parisi
in Rome got attracted to it and after ‘t Hooft’s thesis on renormalization of Yang-
Mills couplings, Symanzik prodded ‘t Hooft to look also into that sign question.
At a conference in Marseille ‘t Hooft finally told Symanzik that the model
seemingly provided his looked for exception, but he did not announce this
publically (probably because he wanted to cross check the nontrivial
calculation).
It is interesting that Symanzik in later years on several occasions pointed out
that since the asymptotic freedom calculation is done in the wrong phase (i.e. not
with a parametric differential equation in terms of a physical mass parameter in
the confined phase), the asymptotic freedom statement has the status of a
consistency check and not of a structural theorem. In this repect the situation in
certain two dimensional models (e.g. Gross-Neveu) is better.
With all appologies to Peter for having somewhat strolled away from his given
theme.

91. Bert Schroer
May 3, 2006

Sorry for misspelling Callen’s name

92. Tony Smith
May 3, 2006

Two additional details:

1 – Curt Callan (of the Callan-Symanzik equations) was Peter’s advisor at
Princeton; and

2 – Since Symanzik studied under Heisenberg at Goettingen, he might be
considered part of the line
Klein – Lindemann – Sommerfeld – Bethe, Pauli, Heisenberg, etc

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

93. Aaron Bergman
May 3, 2006

I know I shouldn’t respond to such silliness, but can you tell me any sense that
Lubos is “the most prominent protege of Witten”? They’ve never even been at
the same university. Witten also has had a number of students who, oustide this
bizarre little internet bubble we all inhabit from time to time, are much more
prominent than Lubos.

94. Tony Smith
May 4, 2006

Aaron Bergman says “… Witten … has had a number of students who … are
much more prominent than Lubos. …”.
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According to http://genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/html/id.phtml?id=31293
Witten has two PhD descendants:

1 – Dror Bar-Natan ( web page at http://www.math.toronto.edu/~drorbn
/LOP.html ) who has written many nice papers on knots, links, tangles,
cobordism, etc., as well as some very interesting papers on Torah codes and
equidistant letter sequences in War and Peace. I like his work very much, but to
me it seems that his most important work is math and not physics.

2 – Scott Axelrod, who was at one time an Assistant Professor in the math
department of MIT (resigned around 1998).Searching the arXiv in math and
physics, I did not find any papers by him since 1995. More recently, he seems to
be at IBM doing interesting work on speech recognition, natural language
generation, etc. He has in the past done interesting physics and math work, but
his current work, while also very interesting, does not seem to me to be physics.

As to the prominence of Lubos Motl, he is an Assistant Professor of Physics at
Harvard University, and may be the best-known advocate of conventional
superstring theory. Not only is his blog well-known, and allowed to do trackbacks
with arXiv, but he is a founder and moderator of sci.physics.strings.
As to why I consider him to be a protege of Witten, Motl’s web page at
http://schwinger.harvard.edu/~motl/sf/arxiv-nytimes.html quotes a 2001 NY
Times article as saying:
“… In 1996, when Mr. Motl was a 22-year- old undergraduate … at Charles
University in Prague … Dr. Witten, perhaps the premier figure in string theory,
astonished Mr. Motl by writing to congratulate him on his 1996 posting. Mr. Motl
still refers to Dr. Witten, only half-jocularly, as “the flying god knowing
everything.” …”.
It seems likely to me that Witten has supported Lubos Motl througout his career
– moving to the USA – getting a PhD at Rutgers and now a Harvard
Professorship.

Of course, there is a certain amount of subjectivity in choosing “the most
prominent protege” of anyone.
I have stated my reasons for choosing Lubos Motl as the most promient protege
of Ed Witten in the context of physics.
If I have any facts wrong, I am willing to stand corrected and reconsider.

Aaron is, of course, free to disagree and state his choice and give his reasons
therefore.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

95. Bert Schroer
May 4, 2006

Tony.
Kurt Symanzik as well as Harry Lehmann and Wolfhart Zimmermann started
their joint innovative work at Heisenberg’s institute, but scientifically they were
kind of revolutionary “young Turks” in fierce opposition to H. who at that time
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was working at another of those ill-fated TOEs (Weltformel) in the veil of a
nonlinear spinor theory. Hence to count them into the same genealogy is only
true in a superficial geographical sense. There was also a strong subconcious
rejection (generation gap) of the older generation because they were blamed for
the mess of the Third Reich. The few post-war physics innovators in Germany
were youngsters who were forced from school directly into Hitler’s army and
spend a short time as POWs (Lehmann was a POW in North Afrika, Kurt
Symanzik in Marseille and H.-J. Borchers in northern Germany); they were
usually a bit older when they returned and started their studies and they were
certainly very highly motivated. Rudolf Haag, whom I consider most original,
was scientifically 100% selfmade. He went as a schoolboy to the UK to visit his
older sister exactly on the eve of the war. During the war he was interned in a
Canadian POW camp and that is where he started to become interested in
physics. Although none of these people can be easily placed into a genealogy,
they started a “school” in the sense of creating a common coherent stock of
knowledge and scientific culture. Detlev Buchholz, Klaus Fredenhagen and
several others (including myself) have been formed in that school and the very
strong and original group of mathematical physicists at the University of Rome
(all in the math. department, Sergio Doplicher, John Roberts, Danielle Guido and
Roberto Longo) are either directly or indirectly also related to it.
But since the “market value” of such usually more long-range scientific
investments in the new globalized physics scene (which determines economical
survival) is not very high, you may very well wittness already the end of this
genealogical line.

96. Alejandro Rivero
May 4, 2006

If you take this thread into genealogy, please let me remember that I moved my
page to the wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genealogy_of_Theoretical_Physicists
The condition to add branches in the main page is to keep at a reasonable
distance of a prized (Nobel, Fields, etc) physicist, but other branches can be built
in the talk page, as a provision for the future(?).

97. Peter
May 4, 2006

Tony,

The students of Witten you mention are just his students who were
mathematicians. He has had quite a few physics Ph.D. students. One of the first
was my fellow student at Princeton Jon Bagger, who is now at Johns Hopkins,
and I think could be characterized as more of a phenomenologist.

I don’t think it’s at all fair to pin the blame for Lubos Motl on Witten.
Undoubtedly Witten encouraged him when he was starting out, as he
encouraged many people, but Lubos was not one of his students and never
worked with him. I doubt that he approves of the kind of ranting that Lubos has
made his trademark in recent years.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genealogy_of_Theoretical_Physicists
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98. Aaron Bergman
May 4, 2006

Tony, that page is for mathematical “descendents” of Witten. His physicist
students include Eva Silverstein, Shamit Kachru and Cumrun Vafa (IIRC). Lubos
is also far from “the best-known advocate of conventional superstring theory.”
That would probably be Brian Greene and (god help us) Michio Kaku. So, what
you’re basing your statement on is a single e-mail. That’s quite a stretch.

99. JC
May 4, 2006

Bert,

(slightly offtopic)

Besides Heisenberg, Jordan, Stark, etc …, what other physicists went through
“denazification” after the war?

100. Bert Schroer
May 4, 2006

JC:
probably most of those (Jordan, Stark,…) who were not interned in Farm Hall (for
some reason von Laue was also at Farm all, although he was not a member of the
uranium club and he was even recollected as anti-Nazi by Einstein). But I am not
sure about the extent of de-nazification. The physicists who where in Russian
occupied East Germany like Manfred von Ardenne, probably did not go through
that process. I have heard that Euler, the collaborator of Heisenberg, who was a
communist, got so fed up with what he saw going on at the University of Leipzig
that he volunteered for the airforce and died (he was shot down) soon after.

101. Tony Smith
May 4, 2006

Aaron and Peter, thanks for giving me more information. In light of it, I would
revise my earlier statement from

“If you try to extend the Fermi – Chew – Gross – Witten line, you see that the
most prominent protege of Witten is Harvard Professor Lubos Motl.”

to

“If you try to extend the Fermi – Chew – Gross – Witten line, you see that the
most prominent proteges of Witten are, as working physicists: Jon Bagger; Eva
Silverstein; Shamit Kachru and Cumrun Vafa.
In the eye of the general public, the best-known advocates of Witten’s
conventional superstring theory are Brian Greene and Michio Kaku, but AFAIK
neither of them come from the Fermi – Chew – Gross – Witten line, so that line
cannot be credited (or blamed) for them.



Thanks very much for the additional information. Now I am a bit less ignorant
than before. (Aaron might say that I still have a long way to go, and he might be
right, but at least I am making some progress.)

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

102. Tony Smith
May 4, 2006

Bert Schroer said “… Kurt Symanzik as well as Harry Lehmann and Wolfhart
Zimmermann started their joint innovative work at Heisenberg’s institute, but
scientifically they were kind of revolutionary “young Turks” in fierce opposition
to [Heisenberg] who at that time was working at another of those ill-fated TOEs
(Weltformel) in the veil of a nonlinear spinor theory. …”.

Would it be fair to extend the Klein – Lindemann – Sommerfeld – Bethe, Pauli,
Heisenberg, etc line
to LSZ through Pauli, who called them the “Feldverein” ?

As to Heisenberg’s TOE (Weltformel), didn’t Pauli disagree and withdraw, leaving
the paper to be published by by Durr, Heisenberg, Mitter, Schlieder, and
Yamazaki in Z. Naturforschg. 14a (1959) 441 ?
Does Durr continue to work on it ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

103. Bert Schroer
May 4, 2006

Tony
(with Peter’s permission), yes Pauli felt scientifically very close to the Feldverein.
He certainly recommended Lehmann highly as a successor to Wilhelm Lenz.
Pauli also felt a strong emotional attachment to the University of Hamburg
where, at the recommendation of Sommerfeld (Lenz also came fro the
Sommerfeld school) he got his first position as an assistant to Lenz (at the time
when he had his epiphany about the exclusion principle while strolling along
Rothenbaumchaussee). In Hamburg he also gave his last colloquium (about the
neutrino). That’s when I saw the great man the first and last time. He also made
his peace with Jordan but only after pouring all his sarcasm on him for having
cultivated that naive Nazi sympathy (“Jordan is in the possession of a pocket
spectrometer which allows him to distinguish between a deep red (communism)
and an intense brown (the Nazi color)”) giving him the advice to care about his
pension instead of meddling in politics.
Sorry, let’s return again to the present where most of the interesting stories
happen in the US.

104. Alejandro Rivero
May 5, 2006

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


I can understand Laue was included in Farm Hall if only for affinity.
Anecdotically, note he is buried next to Otto Hahn (If I remember well, they are
right to Planck family burial, while Hilbert is left about thirty or forty steps).

About Pauli, his Zurich lineage has produced Osterwalder and some other
interesting researchers (eg some things from Albeverio or even from Frolich).

I think lineages are interesting because one has always a tendence to follow the
research track of his advisor, so if the advisor is well centered on productive
physics his descendents are more likely to be (instead of random wandering
around mathphys “interesting” problems). This explains, in part, the clustering
of Nobel prizes along lineages.



The Hype Goes On

April 23, 2006
Categories: This Week's Hype

Yet another example of the seemingly infinite supply of bogus “evidence for string
theory” is a recent Slashdot posting about a claim to have measured a change in time
of the proton/electron mass ratio. It is based on a New Scientist article that states:

If confirmed, the result could force some physicists to radically rethink their theories.
It would also provide support for string theory, which predicts extra spatial
dimensions.

The original PRL paper about this is here and it is free of anything about string
theory. The string theory nonsense appears to come from the following press release,
which says:

Standard physics does not have an explanation as to why Mp/me has this value, nor
can it provide an explanation as to why it would vary. However, superstring and
M-theories do provide qualitative explanations for the Mp/me value and also predict
possible variations of the fundamental constants.

It’s unclear where the author got this particular piece of incorrect string theory hype.
Not from Lubos evidently, who says that according to string theory the
proton/electron mass ratio is constant, unless it isn’t.

Update: This particular piece of nonsensical string theory hype even makes it to USA
Today:

Such changes to fundamental constants would lend support to modern-day versions of
string theory, which has varying constants built into its basic equations. String theory
holds that on the very smallest distance scales possible, strings or loops of energy
vibrating at different frequencies are the components of sub-atomic particles. String
theory has also been a hot topic in physics for decades among theorists looking for a
better explanation than “that’s just the way it is” of why fundamental constants have
their fundamental values. So far, string theory has more critics than results, it should
be noted.

Update: The hype even makes it into Nature which is normally better at avoiding this
kind of nonsense:

But various versions of string theory suggest that extra dimensions occupied by a
particle might affect properties such as its mass. Subtle changes in these dimensions
could make physical constants vary slightly, explains Barrow. However, “there’s
absolutely no observational evidence to support this vast array of ideas,” cautions
Fabian. The paucity of hard evidence for string theory may be partly responsible for
the upsurge in interest in variable constants, Barrow adds; results like Ubachs’ could
eventually provide a good way to assess the ideas. “I’m sure we’ll see some theory
papers about this,” he says. “I might write one myself.”

http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=06/04/21/1532256
http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=06/04/21/1532256
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn9033-another-fundamental-constant-accused-of-changing.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn9033-another-fundamental-constant-accused-of-changing.html
http://www.nat.vu.nl/~wimu/Natconst.pdf
http://www.nat.vu.nl/~wimu/Natconst.pdf
http://www.nat.vu.nl/~wimu/NatCont-Eng.html
http://www.nat.vu.nl/~wimu/NatCont-Eng.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/04/evolving-proton-electron-mass-ratio.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/04/evolving-proton-electron-mass-ratio.html
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/columnist/vergano/2006-04-23-mu-change_x.htm
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/columnist/vergano/2006-04-23-mu-change_x.htm
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/columnist/vergano/2006-04-23-mu-change_x.htm
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/columnist/vergano/2006-04-23-mu-change_x.htm
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v440/n7088/full/4401094a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v440/n7088/full/4401094a.html


Comments

1. knotted string
April 23, 2006

I subscribe to New Scientist. It’s useful and sometimes you see outraged letters
about the articles it prints, in later issues.

You quote the passage that has been in every new scientist article about stringy
stuff for 20 years:

‘If confirmed, the result could force some physicists to radically rethink their
theories. It would also provide support for string theory, which predicts extra
spatial dimensions.’

Journalists have a list of 7 things to remember in a story (who, where, when…)
the most essential being WHY?

Don’t go trying to attack them for just doing their job, which is to report
orthodoxy like strings. In order to do that, it has to invent some reason that
seems plausible. Is that OK?

2. Lubos Motl
April 23, 2006

These journalists often seem to confuse “new physics” and “string theory”. An
evolving constant of the Standard Model would surely be new physics. At low
energies, it could probably be described by some new light rolling scalar fields
as long as the effects are local.

Such a light rolling scalar field would not be incompatible with string theory.
Various vacua of string theory give us lots of different scalars – sometimes
scalars that are hard to get rid of. But being new physics that does not contradict
string theory is something very different from being evidence for string theory.

Peter humiliates my uncertainty about the question whether the SM parameters
must be constant. I think that they are but I don’t have a proof. Do you have a
proof in either way? This question can clearly be answered only once we hav the
full theory that includes these questions.

I believe that they are constant because of two reasons: qualitative and
quantitative ones. A qualitative reason is Occam’s razor. A quantitative reason is
that if there were some freedom for the parameters to vary, the expected change
per 12 billion years would be larger than the tiny percentage that they measure.
Explaining such a slow evolution would be a new hierarchy-like problem.

But of course such new problems may exist. We have seen quite a few of them.

3. Jimbo
April 23, 2006



The reality of NS is, that altho they have GREAT artwork, and sexy hyped cover
stories, they have consistently tended to exaggerate the veracity (if any) of
scientific research at the frontiers.
I could quote various examples, but the one that stands out in my mind is from 5
yrs ago, when NS did a story about a prof. from U.Conn who was working on a
laser-based technique to create closed time-like curves in the laboratory, which
would enable transport of subatomic particles forward/backward in time.
Not only has the research delivered nothing, but its basis was refuted by
theorists from the Tufts Cosmology Institute 3 yrs later. To read the article, tho,
one came away with visions of the the Morlocks eating the Eloi….NS is great eye
candy, but that’s as far as it goes.

4. CapitalistImperialistPig
April 23, 2006

Luboš – Is that really you? What you say is not only perceptive but balanced and
polite. I particularly like your point about a new hierarchy problem – but it would
be nice if some theory (string or otherwise) could sweep up all the hierarchy
problems at once.

5. MathPhys
April 23, 2006

Lubos,

For a man who refuses to acknowledge its exitence on his own blog, you are
surely a keen read of, and participant in discussions on this one.

6. The Great Landscaper
April 24, 2006

Notice that if the cosmological constant is small thanks to a fine tuning done
once and for all (as happens e.g. in the landscape anthropic scenario) then this
experimental result is wrong, because a variation of m_proton/m_electron would
lead to a large unobserved variation in the cosmological constant.

Confirming this experimental result would kill the landscape anthropic
interpretation. I do not know how Popper would classify something that can be
disproved but cannot be proved.

7. Chris Oakley
April 24, 2006

Like CIP, it worries me to see a balanced, reasonable post here from Luboš. Is he
going soft? The business I worked in for the majority of my working life
(investment banking) works on the principle of Survival of the Fittest. Unfit (read
non-profitable) genes are ruthlessly eliminated. Academia OTOH seems to work
on the principle of eliminating the most interesting genes, leaving a slurry of
talentless, inoffensive morons to keep the whole thing going. Does Luboš fear
that if he does not keep his head down then he too might be eliminated, I
wonder?



8. knotted string
April 24, 2006

Lubos has added two new ‘political stickers’ to his blog:

http://www.northamericanpatriot.com/provictory/

and

http://www.physics.harvard.edu/~motl/no-libs.html

“Say No to Political Correctness”

9. Chris W.
April 24, 2006

I do not know how Popper would classify something that can be disproved but
cannot be proved.

   ..as a scientific theory that makes universal assertions, ie, almost any theory of
substantial scientific interest. Popper made this abundantly clear in his writings.

His position was echoed many years ago by Robert Geroch, when he remarked
that he couldn’t imagine what a “proof” of a physical theory would look like.
Furthermore, he said this in a book aimed at a general audience, General
Relativity from A to B.

10. Aaron Sheldon
April 24, 2006

Um…Is our knowledge of red-shift nearly anywhere as reliable as our knowledge
of labratory H2 absorbtion lines? Isn’t it a bit like comparing apples to oranges?

I mean, we measure red-shift by assuming the relationship between spectral
lines remains constant. But then we introduce an observation that says the
relationship between spectral lines is not constant, then how are we to calibrate
red-shift?

Something has to give, and I think it will require refining our understanding of
red-shifts.

11. Lubos Motl
April 24, 2006

Dear Great Landscaper,

although what you write may sound controversial, I tend to agree with you that
according to everything we know, a measurably evolving proton/electron mass
ratio would imply a much more dramatic evolution of the vacuum energy
(imagine that the masses of the light particles to the fourth power contribute)
unless there exists some more robust cancellation mechanism that keeps vacuum
energy tiny. Your point is pretty good, by the way.

http://www.northamericanpatriot.com/provictory/
http://www.northamericanpatriot.com/provictory/
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/~motl/no-libs.html
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/~motl/no-libs.html
http://physics.uchicago.edu/t_rel.html
http://physics.uchicago.edu/t_rel.html
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0226288641
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0226288641
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0226288641
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0226288641
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0226288641
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0226288641


Such an evolving ratio could indeed contradict the current landscape paradigm
in which all moduli are stabilized throughout most of the cosmological evolution.
It would also contradict my preconceptions about constants being constant,
however, without claiming that it’s too important.  I still hope that both the
anthropic principle as well as the conjectured evolving constants will be
superseded by future research.

Chris Oakley: when I read most of your texts, among which the review of the
NER book is the softest one, my peace usually disappears. 

Best
Lubos

12. George Japaridze
April 24, 2006

Well, I can’t help rememebering the paper published in Naturwissenschaften
(1931, I think) by Hans Bethe and colleauges. Hope that people will find the
story amusing. In that paper it is stated that at absolute zero electron is not
completely frozen, but still moves on Bohr’s orbit, i.e. according to Eddington,
has 1/alpha degrees of freedom, alpha being the fine structure constant. Since
there are protons also, the article said, we need to add the same amount of
degrees of freedom, according to Dirac’s Hole Theory. In all, we have now
2/alpha degrees of freedom. Now, in order to reach absolute zero, we have to
take away from our neutral system -(2/alpha – 1) degrees of freedom. Authors
say, and I remember that very well – “We have subtracted 1 to not to account for
a rotational degree of freedom” – real perl.
Therefore, authors state, the temperature for the absolute zero is -(2/alpha -1)
(Unit-Centigrade). Plugging in -273, authors obtained for a fine structure
constant the value alpha = 1/137 which as the stated, “is in the remarkable
agreement with the data”.

Naturwissenschaften did not get the hoax and actually published the article;
Zommerfeld, Bethe’s supervisor, was furious. For a little while.

Sometimes I wonder, are these discussions of time-space-orientation-number of
dimensions dependence of fundamental constants (have no idea why electron’s
or proton’s mass or fine structure constant are fundamental, better than any
other mass or coupling) jokes like Bethe’s, or people really believe in what they
say? I mean, either we have experimental confirmation, or experimental
discrepancy, or some other, fashion independent way to confirm or reject the
statements made, or we don’t call ourselves physicists any more.

Knowing virtually nothing about Strings and M-Theory (believe that I’m in
majority here), and no personal offense to anyone, what I hear about “Landscape
Theory of Everything etc” makes me think that the whole idea what physics is
and what it’s suppose to be is being redesigned.

Pretty sad. Well, at least Bethe & Company honestly admitted that their paper
was joke and nothing else – they did not claim that the way of thinking/building
up Physics must be changed. It was assumed as a common sense back then…



13. MathPhys
April 24, 2006

I remember the time (almost 10 years ago) when I looked up one of Mike Duff’s
review papers on dualities, dualities of dualities, branes inside branes, etc, etc.

It was the first time I looked up a stringy paper in almost as many years, and I
wanted to catch up a bit. I distinctly remember seriously wondering if that’s
science fiction.

I thought the best words to describe what I was reading were the lyrics of a song
that went like:

A circle in a spiral.
Like a wheel within a wheel.
Never ending or beginning.
On an ever spinning reel.

I actually now admire the baroque creativity and imagination of the author and
his colleagues, but I also cannot say it’s physics.

To me, these are very elaborate mathematical structures, which can be very
pretty to look at. But (and I know I’m preaching to the converted) physics must,
must make contact with some experiment.

Strings has moved too far from experiments.

14. WebGuy
April 25, 2006

Hey, for someone who has mastered physics, do me a favor:
Fix the frames alignment at the bottome of this layout… Sheesh.. 

15. Alejandro Rivero
April 25, 2006

bethe beck riezler. Yes, it should not have passed referral, even plain reading,
because 273 is an arbitrary point and both celsius and absolute are arbitrary
scales (the zero absolute is not arbitrary; to say that the frozen point of water is
273 is the arbitrary thing). I would suspect that the editor was in the joke or
authorised it.

By the way, we have recently found the equation for the fine structure constant
and it is 1/135.28. Sorry for all the guys betting for 1/137.00x

But wait, everyone knows that the inverse of fine structure constant is got using
the
unix command host http://www.cobleskill.edu.

16. Alejandro Rivero
April 25, 2006

http://www.google.com/search?hs=FVJ&hl=en&lr=&client=firefox&rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-US%3Aunofficial&q=bethe+beck+riezler&btnG=Search
http://www.google.com/search?hs=FVJ&hl=en&lr=&client=firefox&rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-US%3Aunofficial&q=bethe+beck+riezler&btnG=Search
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=46055&page=15#214
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=46055&page=15#214
http://www.cobleskill.edu/
http://www.cobleskill.edu/


(That last host command is supposed to be executed in the terminal, not to click
on it. Info on closest hosts will be appreciated, just for curiosity)

Now, I found that the paper of Bethe et al has been photo-scanned into a
biography of Guido Back but in spanish, so english googlers could miss it. It is at
http://www.ciencia-hoy.retina.ar/hoy02/guido4.jpg
in page
http://www.ciencia-hoy.retina.ar/hoy02/guido2.htm

17. Chris W.
April 25, 2006

MathPhys,

Never mind the lack of contact with experiment. Strictly from a theoretical point
of view a lot of this stuff is obtuse and ugly. However, it’s a great playground for
technical virtuosity and pedantic elaboration, for those who are happy to base a
career on nothing but that.

18. J.F. Moore
April 25, 2006

Peter – sorry to be off topic, and if I missed the news, but could you clarify about
when your book will be available? Today is the date that Amazon.com lists
publisher availability in the US, but it doesn’t appear to be so, alas…

19. woit
April 25, 2006

Last I heard publication date was June 1 in the UK, September in the U.S. If I get
better information about this, I’ll post it here.

20. Lurker
April 25, 2006

Hi J.F. Moore,

Not Even Wrong : The Failure of String Theory & the Continuing Challenge to
Unify the Laws of Physics (Hardcover)

Notice the date:

Hardcover: 256 pages
Publisher: Jonathan Cape (April 25, 2006)
Language: English
ISBN: 0224076051

Today.

And availability: Usually ships within 1 to 3 weeks.

Best regards,

http://www.ciencia-hoy.retina.ar/hoy02/guido4.jpg
http://www.ciencia-hoy.retina.ar/hoy02/guido4.jpg
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Lurker

21. woit
April 25, 2006

I think Amazon has the wrong information, and today is not the publication date.
For one thing, I haven’t seen any books yet myself….

22. Anon
April 25, 2006

Peter,

As publicity and giving an idea about the book, perhaps you could post small
excerpts from the book over the next several weeks. That will give others an idea
of the level of technical stuff plus content.

23. J.F. Moore
April 25, 2006

September! That’s a long wait. Thanks for the information though.

Lurker – If you read my comment all the way through to my second sentence, you
would have noticed that I already had that (apparently wrong) information.
Thanks for the effort, though.

24. Eli Rabett
April 25, 2006

Minor point, but the Celcius scale is now defined by absolute zero and the triple
point of water, which, at least for a chemist, is not so arbitrary.

25. Toothpaste
April 25, 2006

so like what does “compulsive reading Roger Penrose” mean?

26. amanda
April 26, 2006

Maybe this is only partially relevant to the topic  but it seems that arxiv
trackbacks from The Reference Frame are no longer supported, see
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604151

27. Lubos Motl
April 26, 2006

Dear Amanda,

I’ve never had any automatic trackbacks – it’s not supported by blogspot.com. I
am only submitting trackbacks manually when I say something that could be
useful for the readers of the articles.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604151
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604151


Best
LM

28. woit
April 26, 2006

I figured Lubos wasn’t submitting a trackback in that case since the only
substantive thing in his posting was a link to the discussion of the Witten paper
over here, and I appear to still be banned from trackbacks to hep-th.

I actually have no idea what is going on with arXiv trackbacks these days, and
based on previous experience, it’s not clear that it’s worth my time to inquire
with them about it. A trackback to a posting about a paper (Schroer’s) that was
in the “physics”, not “hep-th” category did appear, but no trackbacks to postings
about papers on hep-th have appeared. Maybe moderators for other sections of
the arXiv are not banning links to what I write, just Jacques Distler, who is still
intent on enforcing a “no criticism of string theory policy”, but who knows what
is going on there…

29. Lubos Motl
April 26, 2006

Sorry, Peter, but the main substantive thing in my short article were links to my
two previous articles about the Langlands duality. The second most important
thing in the short article are comments of Xi Yin about the relative depth of the
arithmetic and the geometric Langlands program, and attempts to embed the
arithmetic program into a new version of string theory.

A link to a semi-relevant mostly crackpot discussion here was just a complement,
and it would be a good idea for you not to overestimate your importance by two
orders of magnitude.

30. woit
April 26, 2006

OK, Lubos, I’ll continue to look forward to your highly insightful and well-
informed discussion of the Langlands program.

31. Lubos Motl
April 26, 2006

Let me emphasize one more the critical difference in our understanding of the
trackbacks.

I view the trackbacks as a potentially useful service for the readers of the
arXiv.org articles who may find a fast summary of some relevant issues, including
those that are not discussed in the articles. It may be particularly useful months
or years after the articles are submitted and when the readers have already
forgotten a large portion of these issues. Consequently, I am only submitting the
trackbacks if I feel that there is something relevant in my texts that the readers
may actively want to see.



On the other hand, you try to submit trackbacks whenever you write something
nasty (i.e. all the time) that is safely irrelevant and uninteresting not only for the
actual readers of the arXiv.org articles – but also for all other people with IQ
above 90 for that matter. In other words, your goal of submitting the trackbacks
is to confuse the readers and spread your and your crackpot fans’ moronic
propaganda and silliness.

And that makes a difference. 

32. amanda
April 26, 2006

Dear Lubos,
I was only joking  . I’m sure Jacques D would never dream of stopping your
trackbacks.

33. Lubos Motl
April 27, 2006

Of course that he would. He tries to treat everyone in the same way, especially
everyone who is not Jacques Distler himself :-), especially if this everyone
sometimes irrirates Jacques as some of my postings surely do. 

34. Plato
April 27, 2006

Lubos Motl:These journalists often seem to confuse “new physics” and “string
theory”. An evolving constant of the Standard Model would surely be new
physics. At low energies, it could probably be described by some new light
rolling scalar fields as long as the effects are local.

I think Peter here has always stated that any derivation of string theory must
arise from the current standard model, and your saying, that string theory does
in fact extend from the standard model theoretically?

So any new physics would in essence arise from the standard model so too then
it could be called string theory?

So considering IceCube, how would string theory apply?

35. knotted string
April 27, 2006

‘confuse the readers and spread your and your crackpot fans’ moronic
propaganda and silliness’

Lubos,

(1) Peter and his readers are countering stringy propaganda.

(2) have you given up climate crackpottery yet?

http://www-zeuthen.desy.de/nuastro/rundd/akustik.html
http://www-zeuthen.desy.de/nuastro/rundd/akustik.html


(3) Can you predict if and when when Jacques Distler will cease to be ‘subtly
hostile’ to questions about string theory from his own students, let alone Peter;
see http://utphysguide.livejournal.com/3047.html

36. woit
April 27, 2006

Amanda,

Don’t know what happened, maybe Lubos decided to manually submit a
trackback, maybe Jacques decided that Lubos was so insightful that he decided
to add the trackback himself. Anyway, at this point there’s exactly one trackback
to the new Kapustin/Witten paper, pointing to the commentary by Lubos. There’s
none to the commentary here since Jacques evidently continues the ban on
trackbacks to my blog from hep-th.

I realize this is petty, and one shouldn’t take anonymous student evaluations very
seriously since they’re often off-the-wall, but the one linked to in the previous
comment is pretty hilarious, it’s from a student in Jacques’s string theory class:

“Jacques Distler is quite possibly the worst physics professor I have ever had. He
has the uncanny ability to make even the simplest concepts utterly
incomprehensible. He is a true intellectual snob, and he treats most questions
with open hostility. Unless you have a PhD in math and already know string
theory, you will not learn anything from Distler. String theory is hard, but not as
hard as Distler wants it to be.”

37. Chris Oakley
April 28, 2006

This anonymous student should show more respect. I am sure that there are
those who pay handsomely for the privilege of learning from the Flaming Spear
in the String God’s left hand.

38. Benni
April 28, 2006

When one reads the discussion there:
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000348.html
I think one cannot state distler as snob or attacking or unfriendly whatsoever.

I think that he tried really to discuss with Peter and ended his discussion with
the words:

Your anti-string theory screeds have engendered a strong reaction in some
quarters.
Personally, I find them simply boring. They are an uninspired rehashing of the
same set of complaints voiced a decade and a half earlier http://arxiv.org
/abs/physics/9403001, minus the wit and vigour of the original.

http://utphysguide.livejournal.com/3047.html
http://utphysguide.livejournal.com/3047.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000348.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000348.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001


I sat down this evening and reread this entire comment thread. I have come to
the conclusion that our discussion has degenerated quite far enough. If you want
to discuss the physics issues involved, please feel free to respond, and I will be
happy to lend whatever further insight I can. If, however, your interest is simply
to post anti-String Theory diatribes, I would ask that you post them on your blog,
rather than here.

I think, seeing the above discussion, one can say, that distler is far away from
beiing unfriendly or aggressive.

and this was the beginning of “not even wrong”!

39. Nigel
April 28, 2006

Benni, I notice Jacques didn’t delete your comments from his blog! I wonder
why? 

Jacques was charming when he deleted my constructive and helpful suggestion
on his blog and then gave a non-sensical reason over on Cosmic Variance!

See http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/03/03/crackpots-contrarians-and-the-free-
market-of-ideas/#comment-15117

It is just as well I’m used to censorship and so I don’t take a mere comment
deletion as a personal insult

40. Benni
April 28, 2006

Nigel wrote
>Benni, I notice Jacques didn’t delete your comments from his blog!

no! Jacques did not delete me. Instead, he put me into his killfile. No one with
the username “Benni” can post comments on his blog anymore!

41. Bert Schroer
April 29, 2006

Benny,
I only know Distler in his role as a hep-th moderator, but my little experience
casts serious doubts on his objectivity.
Several years ago I posted a paper about the protagogist of QFT QFT Pascual
Jordan on hep-th (hep-th/0303241). He is (politically) a very controversial figure,
but I found some really breathtaking connections of some of his (at that time
unaccomplished) ideas to ongoing conceptual developments in QFT.
About a month ago I extracted a shorter version, updated it with new scientific
remarks of interest to QFTs and posted it in physics (physics/0603095) since the
context was a bit more political (which only led to a change of title and
introduction). For this reason I found it more appropriated to post it in the
physics and society part with the idea of making a cross listing (it was the only

http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/03/03/crackpots-contrarians-and-the-free-market-of-ideas/#comment-15117
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crossing, so there was no abuse of the cross listing system involved). Well, the
moderator took it off with the argument that its content is not related to particle
physics. This of course creates a grave inconsistency in the moderating system
with the past decision where the content had its main listing in hep-th (and now
it cannot even be cross listed).
I would like to point out that the moderators of an international archive cannot
act as the prolonged arm of its government and reject cross listing paper
because it addresses a problem which has political ramifications. It would be
unimaginable to have an international server located in Europe which rejects
cross listing papers from US contributers because in addition to the relevant
content for particle physics there is something which the moderator does not
like.
Benny, in this context it does not interest me whether Distler (as he is often
painted in this weblog by others) is a foot soldier of string theory or not. At issue
is that freedom and democracy which his government preaches everyday to
others. His role is not that of a hegemonic nanny but that of an objective servant
of a world community.
I should add that I also completely agree with Tony (see the Langlands…
discussion) that the Witten-Kapustin paper is mathematical physics and should
have appeared as a cross listing in hep-th. The reason why this is not done is
sociological not scientific (e.g. the moderator may argue that most of the
potential readers are customers of hep-th and at this late stage they may even
get confused about the authors having changes their motivations).

42. Benni
April 29, 2006

physics/0603095 is not a borderline case. One can clearly state, that it has
nothing to do with hep-th.

In my opinion, the moderation rules of the section “physics and society” should
be more strict.
There maybe relevant and interesting studies, which investigate eg. social
networks with physical methods.
But Arxiv should not be the place where one can express his political opinions or
rantings. Only papers acceptable in scientific journals of an exact science should
arrive at arxiv org. physics/0603095 is in my opinion not of a scientific value that
is high enough.

43. Bert Schroer
April 29, 2006

Benny,
what about my first paper which was even posted on hep-th and not just cross
listed? Was the monitor too lenient?

44. Benni
April 29, 2006

the first paper is in hep-th. Although I think it is more appropriate for



physics.hist-ph where is the correct place for many similar papers. See
http://xxx.lanl.gov/list/physics.hist-ph/recent
I think your paper is at the wrong place.

BTW, I think the section physics.pop-ph should be either moderated or shut
down!

45. Who
April 29, 2006

that the Witten-Kapustin paper is mathematical physics and should
have appeared as a cross listing in hep-th. The reason why this is not
done is sociological not scientific (e.g. the moderator may argue that
most of the potential readers are customers of hep-th and at this late
stage they may even get confused about the authors having changes
their motivations).

sounds interesting. perhaps you could spell that out more detail for those of us
like myself benefitting from explicitness.

It sounds as if you are saying that the W-K paper, for example, is really math-ph,
it is not high-energy particle theory. But the habitual readers of hep-th have
become so accustomed to reading mathematics and believing it is particle
physics that it would CONFUSE them if you abruptly tried to sort things out and
apply the categories as defined. They might wonder “What’s wrong, isn’t Witten
doing particle physics any more? Has he switched fields?” The hypothetical
moderator doesn’t want to confuse the customers, so he has a reason to classify
papers incorrectly.

I suppose that is what you mean. It’s a droll reflection on the situation that has
developed.

46. Aaron Bergman
April 29, 2006

Bert, you’re aware that Jacques is Canadian, right?

Speaking only for myself, the first paper has some physics content. The second
has absolutely none. I can’t discern any insconsistency here. The interests of a
“world community” would hardly be served by allowing extended political
argument on hep-th.

47. Chris Oakley
April 29, 2006

Bert,

Being typeset with TEX and having references at the end does not make
something a scientific paper. physics/0603095 is more the sort of thing I would
expect to see in the New York Times with a title like, “The folly of invading Iraq:
a physicist’s view”

http://xxx.lanl.gov/list/physics.hist-ph/recent
http://xxx.lanl.gov/list/physics.hist-ph/recent


48. Bert Schroer
April 29, 2006

To Who says,
yes you got it correctly, but there is something to be added. Another reason why
hep-th is used for math-ph. communications is that this site is the best for
reaching the majority of mathematicians. Most of them believe that hep-th is the
direct source where they can get the fresh and mathematically raw data for new
conjectures in their most original metaphorical unspoiled form, and in order to
make it a genuine market place they also sometimes post their more refined
versions there. In fact most of them believe that we particle physicists live in our
best of all times. They don’t realize that they are erecting their golden castles on
our physical ruins.
My remark about reaching one’s readers by maintaining certain traditions was
not really a criticism. And to be honest, given the sociological situation as it is, I
am not totally surprized that my sociological/historical article was not even
permitted a cross listing (it was never intended to be posted in hep-th).
I was just thinking that the same argument of having one’s readers at a certain
site which is conceded to most contributers would also apply to me.
No Chris, the article is not suited for the NYT. I think it is of interest to my
particle physics colleagues to know that the the protagonist of our area was a
rightwing belligerent character (just like Motl). He believed in the Heraklitean
tradition that a war once in a while is necessarry to keep up progress. What
really did him in was that by the time the Nazis came to power he genuinly
thought that the “new order” of the “new state” was the sociological counterpart
of the quantum revolution he initiated together with Born and Heisenberg and all
by his own (and against the rest of the world) he created QFT in its modern form
(bypassing configuration space from the beginning).
I think it is interesting to know the main reason why after Einstein and
Heisenberg one of the greatest physicists of the 20 century lost the chance to be
proposed for a Nobel prize and became the “unsung hero of QFT”. I wrote this
article in the Einstein year and of course I was thinking that Jordan lost the
Nobel prize because he was living (politically speaking) in the wrong time: if he
could be time shifted to the presence he may not only have gotten the Nobel
prize but may have joined the neocons and played an impotant role in justifying
the present war. A great man but a rightwing nut, life is complicated.
Chris why do you think I should be prevented to indicate the existence of this
article to my colleagues who never look into physics/?

49. JC
April 29, 2006

Bert,

(slightly offtopic)

During the Nazi era, were there any strong reasons as to why Heisenberg stayed
in Germany? Was he ever threatened with expulsion to Dachau by the SS, for
using relativity theory (classified as “jewish physics” by the Nazis)?



50. Thomas Larsson
April 29, 2006

JC, your question is answered in Todorov’s Heisenberg biography,
physics/0503235

51. Who
April 29, 2006

thanks Thomas, history and the life experience of major figures in a field are
surely part of understanding it. I was happy to find the short biography of H. you
pointed to readily available on the arxiv, and read it with interest.

Apropos nothing in particular, another biographical document available on arxiv,
one I like very much, is a memoir by the late Asher Peres “I am the cat who
walks by himself”
http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0404085

memoirs and history such as this give the arxiv an extra dimension, and make it
all the more remarkable as a web institution

52. Chris Oakley
April 30, 2006

Bert,

I am sorry, but I think that physics and politics should be kept separate. Although
I personally would not object to a cross-listing of your article in hep-th I can at
the same time understand why it was not included. I should add that Peter (who
obviously, like yourself, has strongly-held political beliefs) does an excellent job
of keeping this kind of thing out of this forum. To see what happens when one is
unable to exercise this manner of self-control one need only take a look at
Lubos’s blog. However brilliant (?) his scientific insights, to many he is going to
just be that nutty, right-wing Harvard physics professor.

53. Bert Schroer
April 30, 2006

To Who says
Most of my knowledge about Heisenberg’s role in Nazi-Germany came from the
Farm Hall report (the result of wiretapping on the interned members of the
German Uranium club) and from a biography by Klaas Landsman. I think these
sources were also used by Todorov. Somewhere it is mentioned that Heisenberg
was in trouble when an SS-journal accused him of being a “white Jew”. but on
the other hand he became the boss of the German war related Uranium research
group and was probably consideres by the allies a greater threat than Jordan.
Besides a personal encounter of Jordan as a student my interest in his biography
was greatly stimulated by an article of Engelbert Schuecking “Jordan, Pauli,
Politics, Brecht, and a variable gravitational constant” which appeared in the
October 1999 issue of Physics Today. Different from Heisenberg’s relation to the
Nazi’s (he was never a party member) Jordan joined the party quite early

http://xxx.sissa.it/abs/physics/0503235
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(already in 1933) but despite his open Nazi sympathies (apart from anti-
semitism) the Nazi’s did not trust him sufficiently to consign him with any
important war-related scientific task; in fact these sympathies were never
reciprocated. After the war he took a pro-US position in the issue about nuclear
weapons against a campaign supported by Born, Heisenberg and another 16
members of the German scientific establishment.
Coming back to the main issue, there seems to be a misunderstanding; I never
intended to post my article in hep-th and I completely agree that it does not
belong there, but I thought I could let the hep-th readers (most of my particle
physics papers were posted there) know by crossing listing (there is
unfortunately no other way) that there is such an article.
I still do not understand why there is a censorship against cross-listing (the
policy is against an abuse in form of mutiple cross listings, but making one
crossing is certainly within the policy). Why isn’t there more transparency on
this point?
Stories like that of Asher Perez are fascinating to people like me who are
approximately from the same generation and therefore are deeply stamped by
the tragedies of the 20 century (without Who says remark I would have never
come across these interesting biographical notes). Assuming for the benefit of
the argument that Asher’s scientific articles would have been posted in hep-th,
why would he be prevented to indicate the existence of a historical article
concerning his own life by a cross listing to hep-th? Does the monitor worry
about the hep-th consumer getting too much distracted?
A short side remark may put this point into sharper focus. One of the most
interesting episode of my life was the way in which the historical figure of Olga
Benario one day entered the 10 year lasting collaboration on particle physics
with Jorge Andre Swieca from Brazil (and linked our otherwise disparate life
lines in a completely unexpected way). It would be obvious why I am deeply
disappointed with a recent Brazilian film “Olga” where this pivotal figure whose
biography reflects the tragedy of the 20 century is used as a vehicle for telling a
love story. As a particle physicist you want to make such reminiscences available
at a place where you scientifically contributed for a significant part of your
professional life and not at a place which your colleagues rarely visit. I thought
that among other things this is the purpose of cross listing. As a lack of
transparency in the application of this policies by the hep-th monitor I still do not
know whether I would be permitted to do this.
Chris, did you really read my article to the end (Jordan&war)? Or were you to
much offended by my introduction (“rant”) and had to stop?

54. island
April 30, 2006

I am sorry, but I think that physics and politics should be kept
separate.

I think that’s the most sane statement that’s come out of science in about 20
years.

INSANITY
…we all know that in all matters of mere opinion that [every] man is insane–just



as insane as we are…we know exactly where to put our finger upon his insanity:
it is where his opinion differs from ours….All Democrats are insane, but not one
of them knows it. None but the Republicans. All the Republicans are insane, but
only the Democrats can perceive it. The rule is perfect: in all matters of opinion
our adversaries are insane.
-sam clemens

55. Bert Schroer
April 30, 2006

Chris,
since our remarks were posted at the same time, let me come back to them. If
you feel offended by my US policy criticism I can understand this and perhaps I
overdid it. It is the kind of reaction of disappointed love which is especially
strong with people you feel very close to (the most intense arguments are often
within the same family). Of course I did not forget the pivotal US contribution to
the liberation of Europe from the Nazis and facism.
I was a research associate at the University of Illinois (60-62), went for one year
to Priceton (where I collaborated with Korkut Bardakci) and for the rest of the
decade got an assitant professorship (later associate) at the University of
Pittsburgh. This was the happiest time in my life and my memories of life in the
US are 100% positive (one reason I stayed away in more recent times is that I do
not want to spoil them). As somebody who run away from East Germany I once
got into a weird situation when, during my two years as a research associate
working with Haag I went with him to a summer school in Boulder/ Col. When
one day there I bought a Time Magazine I found an article about two
mathematicians (Bill Martin and Bernon Mitchell) who did some secret work for
the NSA and fled via Havanna to the Soviet Union. I remembered Martin’s name
from having taken over his rented apartment and bought his used piano. But the
photos at those times were very unclear and I thought there was a mix-up on my
part. When I returned to Champaign-Urbana the CIA people were already
waiting for me; they found the cheque with which I payed the piano in a
Wahington safe. They suspected me to be involved and what really stunned me
was that they knew incredible details of my life including the part in East
Germany. It took me some days of thinking to resolve my surprize. When I went
through West-Berlin by plane to West-Germany I had to go through a camp
(Fallingbostel near Hamburg, a former internment or concentration camp). This
lasted some weeks and during this time there were frequent interrogations by
German authorities. These transcripts of those were passed to the CIA. After one
month of meeting with the two agents in a bar in Champaign-Urbana (naturally
them paying the beer) I finally succeeded to convince them that this was a weird
coincidence. Decades later when I told this story to Ludwig Faddeev at a
conference dinner he laughed at me and told me that both had applied for a job
at the Steklov Institute in St. Petersburg; by that time they apparently had
Russian wifes. It seems that communism succeded to converttwo gays (at least
temporarily) into hetero-sexuals. While I was living in Champaign-Urbana I
moved outside the campus and rented the souterrain of a house of a very
conservative fundamentalist family. They observed every step of my life. They
were worried about girl students visiting me but what got them really upset was
my participation in the unitarian church where I sometimes went because they



had interesting speakers (it was more like a social club and many of the speakers
were from the civil rights movement). When they reprimanded me as a refugee
from eat East Germany for being sympathetic to communists I left and moved
again on campus.
All these episodes added some spice to my life but they never dented my
admiration of the US.
During the last years in high school in stalinist East Germany my school mate
was Hellmut Karasek who became later a well-known journalist and literary
critic. Our admiration for the American way of life was without limits. He left
East Germany a couple of month after me. Contrary to my experience he had
problems to enter the US after his studies in Tuebingen. (I think because he was
a paying member of the FDJ during the last year of school). When the ripples of
the Ms Carthy era finally vanished he went to tne US anf lived for a couple of
month together with Billy Wilder in LA. With the material he collected he wrote a
fabulous book, a kind of Billy Wilder biography. One of the most interesting
interviews of Woody Allan (which appeared in Germany) were done by him.
It is true that my enthusiasm suffered some serious setbacks in more recent
times, but this may yet turn out to be transitory.
The criticism of string theorists does not penetrate much, but your remarks
Chris, really entered my skin. To be compared to somebody like Motl who uses
photos of bombers with nuclear weapons and who can hardly await the “nuking”
of Iran (it makes me vomint looking at this) really hurts. He certainly represents
all the disagreeable sides of Pascual Jordan without having yet shown the
innovative talent. One of the points of my essay was of course that in principle
those two apparent extremes may come together.

56. Chris Oakley
April 30, 2006

Bert,

I finished your article just now. I still think that your article belongs in the NYT,
but maybe with a title like “Physics and pre-emptive wars: the case of Pascual
Jordan”.

Off-topic, and we may be in comment-deletion territory but, what do you know
about Kallen’s work circa 1950, specifically “Formal integration of the equations
of quantum theory in the Heisenberg representation”, Arkiv för Fysik, bd. 2,
#37, p.37 (1950)? I realise that you would have only been 17 at the time, but if
you have any recollections I would be very interested to hear them. The work is
referred to in his 1972 text book on QED.

Island,

The situation can be summed up as follows:
Opinions are like ***-holes. Everyone has one.

57. Arun
April 30, 2006

There is a letter in the NYTimes today, signed by Leonard Susskind, Freeman



Dyson, David Gross and Walter Kohn, and 15 other members of the National
Academy of Sciences – expressing concern about Guantanamo.

“Although this is not a scientific issue in the usual sense, we feel that to ignore it
would be to abdicate our responsibility to the truth”.

58. Arun
April 30, 2006

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/04/30/opinion/l30gitmo.html
(I don’t know if it is reachable without subscription.)

The signatures are:

Leonard Susskind
Professor of Physics, Stanford University
Palo Alto, Calif., April 19, 2006

Michael Aizenman
Professor of Mathematical Physics, Princeton University

James Bjorken
Emeritus Professor of Theoretical Physics, Stanford University

Stanley Deser
Professor of Physics, Brandeis University

Freeman Dyson
Professor of Physics, Institute for Advanced Study

Mary K. Galliard
Professor of Physics, University of California at Berkeley

David Gross
Professor of Physics, University of California
Winner of the 2004 Nobel Prize in Physics

Leo Kadanoff
Professor of Physics and Mathematics, University of Chicago

Walter Kohn
Professor of Chemistry, University of California at Santa Barbara
Winner of the 1998 Nobel Prize in Chemistry

Elliot Lieb
Professor of Mathematics and Physics, Princeton University

Joel Lebowitz
Professor of Mathematics and Physics, Rutgers University

Douglas Osheroff
Professor of Physics and Applied Physics, Stanford University

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/04/30/opinion/l30gitmo.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/04/30/opinion/l30gitmo.html


Winner of the 1996 Nobel Prize in Physics

Joseph Polchinski
Professor of Physics, University of California at Santa Barbara

Edwin Salpeter
Emeritus Professor of the Physical Sciences, Cornell University

John H. Schwarz
Professor of Theoretical Physics, California Institute of Technology

Frank Wilczek
Professor of Physics, M.I.T.
Winner of the 2004 Nobel Prize in Physics

Edward Witten
Professor of Mathematical Physics, Institute for Advanced Study

Richard Zare
Professor in Natural Sciences, Stanford University

Bruno Zumino
Emeritus Professor of Particle Theory, University of California at Berkeley

59. JC
April 30, 2006

Bert,

(also slightly offtopic)

How much was physics (and science in general) affected by Marxist type
ideologies during the East German communist era?

I remember stories from German colleagues during the mid 1990’s mentioning
that a number of academics at the Unter den Linden campus in Berlin (and other
universities in the former East Germany), were dismissed shortly after German
reunification. Many of the dismissed academics were allegedly people who
specialized in things like Marxist economics, communist “political science”, etc
…

60. Bert Schroer
April 30, 2006

Chris,
o.k. I am more than happy to get away from the present political glitch (unlike
the past one it has not yet solidified) back to particle physics. I also want to make
my peace with Distler, but a bit more transparency in applying those cross listing
rules would be very helpful. If it is the admixture of ongoing politics (he probably
does not mean the solidified past politics which has became part of immutable
history) this should be stated and then one knows in advance and can adjust
formulations appropriately.



Of course I did not read Kallen’s article at the time when it appeared, but I do
remember his handbook article where he based the perturbation theory directly
on the Heisenberg fields. This method had been later called the Yang-Feldman
approach and for interactions in terms of polynomial pointlike free fields the
result is the same although to go from the time-ordered to the retarded functions
is a bit cumbersome. The Kallen approach is less popular because you have to
cope with two different c-number two-point contractions. In the late 80s and 90
this approach was sucessfully revived (for certain problems) by Othmar
Steinmann. In the recent noncommutative settings the Yang-Feldman approach
seems to be the conceptually safest (you want to check that the asymptotic part
called “incoming” really has the algebraic commutation structure of a free field
which is highly questionable since the validity of cluster factorization and macro-
causality is in doubt, people only looked at the unitartity problem but forget the
macrocausality properties without which the theory does not allow a particle
physics interpretation) I have reviewed this situation in AOP 319 (2005) 92. I
think you find further useful literature in there and as far as I know nothing
really new has appeared afterwards.
I noticed through a recent email exchange with Wally Greenberg that some
authors really thought that noncommutative theories continued to be local. He
tried to straighten them out on this. But if they did not read my article (where
this was an important point), they probably will not look at his either. Maybe he
succeeded because, he went to Finnland and had the chance to talk to them
directly.
I am wondering what Peter thinks; instead of banging away at string theory we
are using his weblog for other purposes.

61. Chris Oakley
April 30, 2006

Hi Bert,

Thanks for the clarification. I cannot understand why it is called the “Yang-
Feldman” approach when all they do in their 1950 Phys. Rev. paper is to say (end
of sect. 1A) “general rules can be formulated for writing down the various terms
to any order in e but, for practical compuatations, they are usually more
complicated than Feynman’s rules”. But where are these rules? Kallen actually
derives them! I don’t know if you’ve seen my work on the subject (linked to from
my name above), but I was just using free fields as terms in an expansion rather
than representing asymptotic states, much in the spirit of Kallen’s earlier 1950
paper (Ark Fys, band 2, no. 19, p.187). It is indeed more cumbersome but has the
advantage that (i) one can read off matrix elements directly and (ii) it can also be
used for non-local field equations, and specifically ones that do not lead to
nonsensical infinities.

So one could thereby develop a comprehensive QFT without infinities and
without having to consider Superstringy abstractions.

(NB: The last sentence was added just to try to forestall deletion of this comment
on the grounds of being off-topic).



62. Bert Schroer
April 30, 2006

As to the anti Guantanamo campaign: better late than never.
Let us be united on this matter. The present discrepancies on matters of particle
physics are quite insignificant compared to taking care of our civilization which
plays an essential role in modern science.
When I criticise ideas then even in those cases where I mention names (because
they are inexorably related to some ideas) I never put the character and sincerity
of persons into question and I think Leonard Susskind and David Gross know
this. What they may not sense as much as I, Peter Woit and many others is that
their influence down to the carries of present day students (in particular on their
impact ratings, stipends etc) is so strong that in case the gigantic jump into the
conceptual blue yonder (using Feynman’s style of pointing to the speculative
nature of frontiers) fails (only few jumps succeeded in the past, there is always a
risk), we may end in a long period of a particle physics void (also the new exiting
astrophysical problems require a profound understanding of particle physics).
The reason may simply be that too much time was spent in the blue yonder so
that the solid ground from which this journey started will be forgotten and after
several generations can only be reconstituted by doing “particle physics
archeology”. The survival of the fittest in the sense of a hegemony material
control is not a mechanism which should be applied to particle physics especially
if a hegemon can change the rules of attributing weight to the ongoing research.
To JC:
life in eastern Germany at the height of Stalinism (starting from 1951 to the time
of Chruschov) in high school was very tense because most us (including Karasek
and me) came from the lower middle class (my father was a fiddler who
stabelized his life by taking on a fixed job in the administration of the Solvay
caustic soda production) and the tension between home and school (with two
type teachers, the old ones to whom you could be somewhat confidential and the
new who we generally did not trust). We had a Russian teacher from Kazachstan
named Olga Benkenstein and we played terrible pranks to her just out of
frustration and sensing that she was weak, not because we disliked her. If
Karasek and I ever would have found the chance for a later appology, we would
have done this; youngsters can be very cruel (already in those days). Concerning
the treatment of the “Ossies” by the “Wessies” at the universities (example the
Humboldt university) it was like other situations of sudden changes with part of
society becoming powerless: this is a time of settling scores, personal
denunciations people loosing their jobs etc. (not so different from what happened
during the military dictatorship in Brazil during the 60s).
Chris,
I think you are right, the main contribution of Yang-Feldman beyond Kallen is to
bring the equation of motion into the Yang-Feldman integral form (where the
zero order in fields appear explicitly), but I do not have a reliable recollection. If
I remember more (or find the handbook article in the cbpf Rio de Janeiro library
which is probably the best in Brazil, I will let you know. The proper formulation
of causal perturbation theory does not lead to infinities because the
distributional character of fields is taken into account. The problem is that in so
called nonrenormalizable theories the known setting does not tell you to



intrinsically separate out a finite parametric submanifold (finite number of
coupling parameters). This refers only to the standard way of doing
perturbations, and not to future other implementations. Brunetti and
Fredenhagen recently gave convoncing arguments that by using their new local
covariance formulation they can recover background independence (and perhaps
develop an background independent concept of a graviton). Mund and I test
presently our concept of massless higher helicity string localized fields which as
a result of their simultaneous fluctuation both in Minkowski and de Sitter space
(the space of spacelike string directions) have much milder fluctuations in
Minkowski space. The new conceptual problem is to implement interactions for
string-localized fields. Only if these results turn out to be negative you can say
with more confidence that there unlike gauge theory there exists no finite
parametric submanifold for helicity=2. Then it would make sense to say that QFT
cannot incorporate perturbative gravity. String theorists tend to premature
apodictive statements because they confuse their carricature of QFT with its
autonomous content.

63. island
April 30, 2006

[…] the National Academy of Sciences – expressing concern about
Guantanamo

I think that it’s the implied endorcement that’s insanely dangerous.

64. Bert Schroer
April 30, 2006

retarded answer to a question of JC:
high school physics was not at all influenced by Stalinism. Biology was a
different story. Scharlatans like Lyssenkow and Mitschurin had to be given a
central role in biology classes. This was often done by teachers against their own
better knowledge. I remember a funny phrase of my biology teacher whose
halfhearted attitude in teaching such things ended in bloopers like this: “what
the wheat was going through within half a year after disseminations on the
fields, Mitschurin did in two weeks in a shelter”. This referred to a process called
“jarowisation” in which the wheat grains where sprincled with icy water to make
them more resistent against the cold so that one can grow wheat also in colder
northern zones.
There was indeed a lot of injustice done against some of my colleagues who were
physics professors at east german universities. For example Arnim Uhlmann who
was a professor in Leipzig was retires against his will and only reveived a
fraction of the retirement pension of a professor in the West. He was a deputy of
the peoples chamber but nobody came up with any complaints of any personal
sufferings from any action by Uhlmann. It is my conviction that everybody has
the right to make his living and his carrier even in a dictatorial situation as long
as he does not make life miserable for others. Compromises are allowed, see
Brecht’s famous play about the life of Galilei.

65. Bert Schroer



May 1, 2006

Chris,
I am only using this weblog since I was unable to find your electronic address;
the content of this remark is not of general interest to the participants of this
weblog.
Kallen did go into some perturbation theoretical details (as you said) whereas
Yang-Feldman did look at details. But even Kallen did not provide the
computational “guns” (even though his first name was “Gunnar”) to do the n-th
order. I think that doing perturbation theory directly in terms of Wightman
functions (this is what Steinmann allegedly did) is equivalent to the Kallen-Yang-
Feldman setting. Actually the proof of equivalence with the time-ordering
approach is technically and conceptually quite involved. In a completely
watertight form it is probably contained in the University of Hamburg project of
a mathematical physics formulation of all aspects of perturbation theory
(Fredenhagen, Brunetti, Duetsch….)
I met Gunnar Kallen only once; he looked very young for his age. As a student I
probably was more afraid of his temper (“Gunner”) than others. He was
extremely bright&fast and had the temper of Pauli (and my adviser Harry
Lehmann, who however was very soft and helpful if it came to students). On
several occasions he got into heated discussions with Julian Schwinger.
For some reasons he reminded me of the main character in Robert Musil’s “The
Confusions of Young Torless”.
He was an amateur pilot and died in a crash when he was flying together with
his wife in a Cessna (she survived). The weather on that day was excellent and
he was an experienced pilot. There was the rumor that got extremely depressed
when his wife was diagnosed with terminal cancer, i.e. he that he comitted
suicide because he lost the will to survive his wife.

66. Chris Oakley
May 1, 2006

Hi Bert,

My e-mail is coakley@cgoakley.demon.co.uk. Yes, I had read the story of Kallen’s
untimely death. Obviously a great loss to theoretical physics.

You probably saw that I got into fairly heated discussions with the referees over
my papers between 1986 and 1987. All probably completely pointless; I suspect
that a lot of the aggravation could have been avoided if either the referees or
myself had been better aware of the work done by Kallen et al in the late
40’s/early 50s. Of course, I would be very interested to hear about any material
that could possibly be relevant.

The basic idea, though, seems to have been all but extinguished in the literature.
The Stueckelberg connection I only found out through this web log, for which,
thank-you Danny Lunsford (and Peter for providing the forum) … the Kallen work
I discovered only through an internet search. He does mention it in his QED text
book, but – I don’t ever recall ever studying this, at least not before last week.

mailto:coakley@cgoakley.demon.co.uk
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67. woit
May 1, 2006

Been away for a long weekend, mostly away from the internet. Now back and
will write about some new things soon. You’re all forgiven for the off-topic
comments since many of them were quite interesting….

68. Who
May 1, 2006

damn! why didn’t I get in there during the break from supervision? I could have
been talking all weekend about Smolin’s idea of cosmo natural selection
determining the fundamental constants so as to maximize black hole abundance.
what a wasted opportunity!

69. woit
May 1, 2006

Who,

Even from a very slow and hard to use dial-up connection, I might have done
what I could to put a stop to those…

70. SomeBody
May 1, 2006

In http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=380#comment-10196
Bert Schroer says

“[…] somebody like Motl who uses photos of bombers with nuclear weapons and
who can hardly await the “nuking” of Iran (it makes me vomint looking at this)”

Pardon me, but where did Motl do any of this? His blog post on the possibility of
a nuclear strike on Iran

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/04/readying-massive-nuclear-strike-on.html

looks nothing like your description of it. Did I miss something?

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=380#comment-10196
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Dan Freed on Twisted K-theory and the Verlinde
Algebra

April 26, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Dan Freed recently gave the Andrejewski Lectures at the Max Planck Institute for
Mathematics in the Sciences in Leipzig, and has put the slides from his first lecture
on-line. These give a beautiful overview of his work with Hopkins and Teleman
relating loop group representations and equivariant K-theory, and explain one aspect
of the relation to topological quantum field theory. His second and third lectures
aren’t available on-line. The second was supposed to cover the way they use Dirac
operators, which is explained in their papers. The third lecture was evidently about
the relation to Chern-Simons, which isn’t in their papers so far, and which I’d be quite
curious to know more about.

This fall, Dan will be giving a graduate course on Loop Groups and Algebraic
Topology, which should be quite interesting.

Comments

1. Dick Thompson
April 26, 2006

I have a question/suggestion. Everything these days seems to involve twisting,
and apparently there are different kinds of twists (e.g. Witten’s new paper has a
different kind of twist from his previous ones). Could we get a general intro to
the twisting concept? Are twists the new representations?

2. Peter Woit
April 26, 2006

Dick,

Sorry, but I don’t immediately see any connection between the two kinds of
twisting. Maybe there is one if you think about it the right way though…

3. M.
April 27, 2006

Amusing to see you have a new pet project. As it happens, the subject at hand
(namely G/G WZW models) was explored and left by string theorists more than
10 years ago. The main statements mathematicians are making have long been
known. See old papers by string theorists for the spectrum of the Dirac/BRST
operator, the relation with the fusion rules, and the relation to Chern-Simons on
S^1, amongst many other things.

4. woit

http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/dafr/Andrejewski%20Lectures.html
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/dafr/Andrejewski%20Lectures.html


April 27, 2006

M.,

It’s not a new pet project, it’s an old pet project, see http://www.arxiv.org
/abs/hep-th/0206135

Besides my own speculations about the significance of Freed-Hopkins-Teleman
for physics (which have nothing to do with string theory), there’s a huge amount
of interesting new ideas in their papers that are not in the string theory
literature.

5. woit
May 9, 2006

Some comments here may have been accidentally deleted. If so, my apologies
and please repost them if you can.

6. Bert Schroer
May 9, 2006

As much as I admire mathematical work of this high quality, as a physicist I have
a different completely autonomous access to the problems connected with the
Verlinde algebra. For me the issue is related to an extension of the Nelson-
Symanzik duality in the new context of chiral QFT (i.e. in the context of a more
involved spin-statistics connection due to the appearance of braid group
statistics). This is a kind of symmetry which is particularily interesting for 2-dim.
QFT at a finite temperature. It is almost trivial if you are allowed to represent
your QFT in terms of Feynman-Kac representation, it is just the symmetry
between space and Euclidean time in a temperature state. A more general and
rigorous setting of N-S duality can be found in a recent paper (C. Gerard and C.
Jaekel, mat-ph/0403048). This is of course related to the issue of
Euclideanization (B.S. hep-th/0603118), one of the most subtle issues in QFT
(unfortunately it has been banalized beyond recognition, for critical remarks in
this direction see K-H. Rehren, hep-th/0411086) which in the standard context is
inexorably linked with the names Osterwalder Schrader (and also Symanzik,
Nelson and Guerra).
But in the chiral context with braid group statistics it takes on a completely new
form and the relevant Euclideanization is that of the modular localization
approach (B.S. hep-th/0504206 (published in AOP) and hep-th/0603118). It uses
the amazing power of the modular theory of operator algebras (adjusted to the
localization concepts of AQFT) and reproduces among other things the Verlinde
relation as a special case of an extended concept of temperature duality (a kind
of self-duality in which the Euclideanization leads to a QFT which is of the same
noncommutative kind as the original one, which the old Nelson-Symanzik duality
within the O-S Euclideanization setting cannot provide) of a full thermal theory
(and not just of the zero-point (partition) function). The conformal symmetry of
the underlying QFT permits to make a complex extension of temperature to the
tau parameter. The two field theories live (in the sense of physical localization)
on circles, the connecting torus is nothing else than the old connecting Bargman-

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135
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Hall-Wightman analyticity region (albeit in a more sophisticated veil) which has
no direct operator interpretation. Since the charge transportation around the
circle mixes the charge superselection sectors (F-R-S, Rev. Math. Phys., Special
Issue, (1992) 113), the Euclideanization involves the statistics character matrix S
defined by Rehren. Although in all concrete model calculations Rehren’s S
turned out to be the same as Verlinde’s S, the derivation by modular
Euclideanization provides the missing structural argument why they are always
the same.
My remarks could be misinterpreted as lamenting about recognition of work I
have been involved with, but this would be much too superficial; what makes me
really sad is that tremendous schism which caused young particle physicists to
have lost their own rich conceptual past and which presently could be of help to
do the fruitfull kind of mathematical physics with physics at the helm of
moderation; but what I see is that physicists take their ideas and orders from
mathematicians, the less agreeable aspect of the otherwise positive legacy of the
Atiyah-Witten era.
I could continue this list. Take the categorical aspect of the old Moore-Seiberg
work and all the subsequent papers in that frame of mind (most recently the
Fuchs-Runkel-Schweigert etc. work). It is a good illustration of the present
Zeitgeist that papers which develop these issues from an entirely physical
spacetime perspective (as e.g. the paper of Rehren and myself on Einstein
Causality and Artin Braids which appeared at the same time and several
subsequent papers in this conceptual line) are hardly noticed outside a small
community which has not suffered from that grand rupture in particle physics.
Or take the recent works on n-categories (see the blogs in the string coffee
table). The oldest and physically best motivated work on such issue (it shows you
how hard the AQFTists worked in order to find a structural entrance to gauge
theories) by John Roberts is not even mentioned!
The situation reminds me of a newspaper report I red a long time ago in the US.
It said that a catchup factory had to close down because the taste of their
product was too natural i.e. too close to real tomatos (not the plastic stuff which
you find often in supermarkets in Europe and the US); most of the costumers
already got to like the type which is mixed with pineapple and a lot of other less
healthy things. Physicists only accept mathematical products if the underlying
concepts have a certain distance from physics!

Reading the recent blogs on Dan Freed’s work, I also learned to appreciate the
subtle (but I still think unintended) humor of Lubos Motl. He is of course right in
pointing out the metaporical link between those combining and splitting
Euclidean waterhoses which Dan Freed and string theory share (I seriously hope
that Freed does not require do interpret them the same way). Lubos Motl plays
the (in modern times often missing) role a jester of the string community, a kind
of supreme Lord of Misrule. If they have any sense of humor they would support
his tenure at Harvard. His role of a jester also works perfectly with repect to the
climate change issue. By carrying rightwing propaganda to its extremes, he
creates a relaxed cabaret atmosphere which has the opposite effect from what it
purpots to do, a perfect Lord of Misrule!

7. Bert Schroer
May 9, 2006



Peter
This morning there was a post of Motl in this series of posts. My last remaks
refer to this post and without is some part of my comments on string theory&
Dan Freeds mathematical work runs into the void. Peter, did you loose your
humor? There was no peronal attack in that one which could have annoyed you.
Maybe we can ask him to re-import it.

8. woit
May 9, 2006

Bert,

I certainly did not delete any comment of Lubos’s here intentionally. If any recent
comments in this thread disappeared, I don’t know how it happened.



Revealing the Hidden Nature of Space and Time

April 26, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The EPP2010 report by the Committee on Elementary Particle Physics in the 21st
Century is out today, and it is entitled Revealing the Hidden Nature of Space and
Time. This committee was convened to recommend priorities for high energy physics
in the U.S. over the next 15 years. Its membership included non-physicists and it was
chaired by economist and ex-president of Princeton Harold Shapiro. The inclusion of
people from outside the field emphasized the need for wide support for funding of
U.S. particle physics if it is to remain healthy. The latest issue of Nature contains an
article about the report entitled US particle physics fights for survival, and an
editorial Making collider endorsement count. A press release about the report is here.

At the press conference announcing the report (which was webcast), Shapiro
emphasized that the non-physicists on the committee had not been fully aware of the
difficult situation US particle physics was in. They were very sobered by the state of
US HEP, which he described as facing a serious danger that it would be half its size in
4-5 years, as current programs ended without a compelling follow-on program. The
most important recommendation of the committee was that construction of the ILC in
the US, probably at Fermilab, be vigorously pursued and that:

The United States should announce its strong intent to become the host country for
the ILC and should undertake the necessary work to provide a viable site and mount a
compelling bid.

Constructing the ILC in the US would require an increase beyond the rate of inflation
in HEP funding, and the committee considered a scenario of budget increases of
2-3%per year that would probably be required, although solid numbers for what the
cost of the ILC would be are still not yet available. Emphasizing the ILC in this way
was described as a “high-risk, high-reward” strategy, and that taking these risks was
necessary for US HEP to retain any leadership role in the field.

More specifically, the committee recommended six action items, ranked by priority:

1. Realize the physics potential of the LHC experimental program.

2. Launch a major program of R and D for the ILC, significantly expanding current
expenditures on this.

3. Announce US intent to become the host country for the ILC.

4. Increase the current share of the HEP budget devoted to studying dark matter, the
CMB and dark energy.

5. Develop a staged program, with international cooperation, of neutrino experiments,
with emphasis on neutrinoless double-beta decay, accelerator based experiments, and
search for possible charge-parity violation. This last might involve large detectors that
could also be used to search for proton decay.
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6. Support (especially if they’re not very expensive) high-precision experiments that
probe beyond the Standard Model physics, such as a future B factory, lepton-flavor
violation and rare-decay studies, searches for electric dipole moments, and precision
measurements of muon g-2.

The committee did a very good job of recognizing the difficult situation of US HEP,
and coming up with a plausible strategy for how to make the best of it. I have my
doubts about whether it’s really a good idea to sell this as “Revealing the Hidden
Nature of Space and Time”, since it’s not especially likely that that is what is going to
happen. There’s no particularly good reason to believe that extra dimensions will
show up at the LHC or ILC energy scales, so over-selling this is dangerous. I do
understand that it’s a lot harder to get people excited about the new physics that this
is likely to really all be about: understanding the nature of electro-weak symmetry
breaking.

This was a study of what to do about experimental HEP, so the problems of theoretical
HEP were not addressed. Unfortunately, besides the usual arguments for
supersymmetry, over-hyped ideas about string theory make an appearance as the
committee calls for “Improved tests of general relativity to search for effects of extra
dimensions or string theory” and “Measuring time variation of physical constants with
spectroscopy of distant objects to search for effects of extra dimensions and string
theory”, without noting that string theory makes no predictions about either of these.
One other thing included in the report is new, improved verbiage about the status of
string theory. In Witten’s biographical sketch, it is described as “one of the leading
candidates for the grand unified theory of elementary particle physics”, which seems
to me to be a downgrade from the phrase “the leading candidate” which until recently
was often used to describe the status of the theory.

Update: More about this from Chad Orzel, Lubos, Clifford Johnson at Cosmic
Variance, Tommaso Dorigo and The New York Times.

Update: Also from Alexey Petrov, who in a comment at Cosmic Variance links to a
very different point of view about prospects for constructing the ILC in the near term:
a recent resignation letter from Bill Foster, who was the Proton Driver project leader
at Fermilab (the Proton Driver would be a high-luminosity, lower energy accelerator,
useful for, among other things, producing a more intense neutrino beam).

Update: More from JoAnne Hewett at Cosmic Variance.

Comments

1. michael
April 26, 2006

It’s difficult to comprehend extending our pocketbooks in favor of such
laboratories while the NCI budget (i.e. applicable, translational research) is
drying up. What is so pressing about understanding the fundamentals of
symmetry breaking when troves of Americans are dying daily from the toxicity
associated with underdeveloped cancer treatments?
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2. Who
April 26, 2006

it is possible that you mean “droves” of Americans and not “troves”.

My dictionary says trove (as in “treasure-trove”) is a thing found, from the old
French word to find.

3. michael
April 26, 2006

Yes…even probable. Perhaps you could just talk Dr. Woit into building a grammar
check into the ‘submit comment’ section?

4. Peter Woit
April 26, 2006

Michael,

There were long discussions of this over at Cosmic Variance. I think the relevant
point is that each year the federal government is spending about 2500 billion, of
which .7 billion is going to particle physics. This .03 percent of the budget isn’t
what is crowding out money for the purpose you mention (or any other purpose),
much less the incremental amount over this that the ILC would cost.

5. anon
April 27, 2006

Peter, could you clarify for us what your problems with electroweak symmetry
breaking are. The jargon probably puts laymen like me off. Perhaps I can explain
what I’ve picked up on the subject.

My understanding is there are four electroweak gauge bosons, the photon and
the massive but uncharged Z, plus two massive charged (W+ and W-).

All four have been detected at CERN in 1983, which validated electroweak
theory.

The problem I think is why of the four only the photon has no rest mass and
infinite range at low energy, while the Z, W+ and W- all have very short ranges
(giving the weak force which controls the decay of neutrons into protons, etc.).

The mainstream mechanism is that a Higgs vacuum field gives mass to the Z, W+
and W- bosons at low energies, in some way. At higher energy, ie at the energy of
electroweak unification, these bosons are no longer attenuated (or whatever) by
the Higgs field, and their range becomes infinite.

The photon is able to go an infinite distance because it has no rest mass. The
Higgs field gives rise to all inertial masses. It hasn’t been detected directly. Is
this a reasonable summary?

6. sunderpeeche



April 27, 2006

The EPP report was dedicated to experimental HEP, and it makes no difference if
there are a few statements about string theory (or any other theory). The
decision to fund the ILC etc will be based on criteria far removed from “will this
validate string theory or not”.

7. Tony Smith
April 27, 2006

Peter said “… The … report by the Committee on Elementary Particle Physics in
the 21st Century … was a study of what to do about experimental HEP … the
problems of theoretical HEP were not addressed …”.
sunderpeeche said “… The EPP report was dedicated to experimental HEP, and it
makes no difference if there are a few statements about string theory (or any
other theory). …”.

anon said “… CERN in 1983 … validated electroweak theory …”.

A generation ago, high energy physics experiment and theory were so closely
linked that you could not really discuss one without the other, leading to results
such as validation of electroweak theory.

The fact that the EPP report is about experiment and “… it makes no difference if
there are a few statements about … theory …”,
is a clear condemnation of the present-day state of conventional theoretical high
energy physics = superstring theory, and of this generation of conventional high
energy physics theorists.

That condemnation is emphasized by the fact that “… The principal charge to the
Committee on Elementary Particle Physics in the 21st Century was to
recommend priorities for the U.S. particle physics program for the next 15 years
…”, which charge was to study ALL of Elementary Particle Physics.
That the EPP report was “dedicated to experimental HEP” is a de facto
statement by the committee that present-day conventional theory = superstring
theory is irrelevant.
(It would be nice to be able to say that irrelevance = mostly harmless, but
unfortunately that is not the case.)

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

8. sunderpeeche
April 27, 2006

Bravo Tony Smith! A condemnation of current theory … I hadn’t really thought of
it that way … but still.

However, the fact is also that (as has been noted in this blog before), expt HEP
simply hasn’t (definitively) found anything beyond SM since the mid-1970’s. The
new machines simply *have* to be search-and-discovery machines, not linked to

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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tests/validations of any theory
— and this is *not* the fault of string theory. (FWIW it’s not the fault of any
theory or expt. Nobody knows the mass scale of the next discovery.) Note that in
1950-60’s there were competing theories, and many expt puzzles. Machines
were built to find new things, not always guided by any theory — but there were
plenty of questions to ponder, no need to “set priorities”.

The committee might officially be for all HEP, but theory (apart from
supercompters?) doesn’t need (much?) capital infrastructure. No need for a
committee.

9. SomeBody
April 27, 2006

A billion here, a billion there, soon you’re starting to talk real money:

The Gross National Debt

10. JoAnne
April 27, 2006

Peter, thanks for providing a good summary of the contents and the purpose of
this report. Alot of people worked very hard to get the non-HEP scientists and
non-scientists on this panel excited about our science. It seemed to have worked
and the positive statements in this report have the potential to do HEP a
tremendous amount of good.

11. Peter Woit
April 27, 2006

Thanks Joanne,

Good luck with the hard work over the next few years that will be needed to
convince people to support US HEP. There are very good reasons for people to be
interested in this kind of science and want to see it supported, the report does a
good job of explaining this.

12. steve
April 27, 2006

From a political point of view, I question putting all the eggs in the international
basket. Americans tend not to support large-scale collaborations of this type
(with the unfortunate exception of the space station), and given current
international opinion I think it could be hard to get foreign countries to agree to
a US site.

It might make more sense to stoke insecurities about falling behind foreign
countries in HEP. Americans respond better to a chance to compete and win.
There’s a big psychological difference between a) inviting collaboration from all
over the world on a mostly-US project and b) fighting to get permission from
foreign countries to host an international project. The latter smacks a bit too
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much of cities bidding for the Olympics, which is also often unpopular. It may
seem stupid, but I think wanting to stay ahead of other countries is a pretty
strong motivator for funding of basic research. Even when we do it by attracting
people from other countries.

13. sunderpeeche
April 27, 2006

The opening sentence of the EPP Executive Summary talks of “US global
leadership in science, technology…” Next para “By recognizing the need for US
leadership in particle physics…” Third para “… US tradition of leadership in the
field is not secure” (tradition? post-WW2 maybe)

Language like this is not going to impress foreign collaborators (for ILC). Why
would Japan/China/Europe/… collaborate to establish (or perpetuate) “US
leadership”? On the other hand, the US Congress is unlikely to fund a project not
sited in the USA. Not so simple. US may have to be prepared to fund entire
“I”LC.

14. Tommaso Dorigo
April 28, 2006

My two pence on the “US leadership” issue:

I think the attitude of us non-americans working in HEP would improve a lot if
the US stopped talking about themselves as the owners of the field.

A committee of americans talking about how to steer US HEP into a leadership
role is fine – nothing to object. But it should not be a public document, as if
seeking agreement from international collaborators. It is slightly annoying since
it gives the -IMO wrong- idea that the US has entered the LHC experiments in
forces to do science there for a long time to come, bringing experience and
money, but with the secret aim of finding the right moment to stab their
collaborators on the back, win support for an american ILC, and march back
home triumphantly.

Why can’t we form a committee who deals with a more important issue: how to
dodge the need to tickle the ego of a few dumb congressmen in order to survive
?
I am sure 90% of US scientists would be happy to live without having to be the
kings of the hill in HEP. Let me rephrase it: without the need to put “leadership”
as a deliverable in all their requests for funding…

15. Tony Smith
April 28, 2006

Tommaso Dorigo, about EPP2010 and ILC, said “… I think the attitude of us non-
americans working in HEP would improve a lot if the US stopped talking about
themselves as the owners of the field. …”.

I completely agree. That was one of the two major factors that killed the SSC



(the other being failure to honestly state and control costs). Back in the SSC days
a German friend of mine said something like:
“… The Americans expect us to put a lot of money into the SSC, but they want
every proton in the SSC to carry a little American flag. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

16. sunderpeeche
April 28, 2006

About the SSC, absolutely yes. (My friend wasn’t German, but no matter.) The
machine was conceived (after the cancellation of ISABELLE) to “bring back the
lead the US”, “highest energy particle accelerator back in the US”. Why would
foreigners support such a project (as they were later asked to do)? If the ILC is
also to “maintain/restore US leadership in HEP” why will others support it?

17. SomeBody
April 28, 2006

Isn’t the best location for the ILC, should it really be built, the most successful,
most international particle physics lab on the planet ever? I.e. CERN? There’s
much to be said for the Swiss hosts, not least their lack of interest in claiming
world leadership based on physical location of this or that machine or building.
And there are some pretty good restaurants in Geneva, too.

18. from EU
April 29, 2006

The ILC collider employs the standard accelerator technique and aims at
reaching an energy of 0.5 TeV around 2020. This would be a poor improvement
over the LEP collider, that reached 0.2 TeV in 2000.

Even if LHC will indicate that 0.5 TeV is enough to access new physics, and even
if US particle physics needs ILC to survive, it would be better to wait until a
linear collider can be built starting a new, more promising, technique (e.g. CERN
is trying to develope CLIC).

19. sunderpeeche
May 1, 2006

The ILC does not employ “standard” accelerator technology, as if were off-the-
shelf stuff. It is very demanding technically. Still a challenge to figure out how to
deal with the heat load, radiation hazards etc. A brief history (which anyone is
free to dispute): after the SLC was the idea for a 1 TeV x 1 TeV linear collider
(TLC = TeV Linear Collider). This proved too ambitious, scaled to 0.5 x 0.5 TeV
(TLC = TeV c-o-m linear collider). This was mooted for a while, evolved to NLC
(Next Linear Collider), whatever might be achievable/fundable ~ 250 x 250 GeV
(these were all pure US projects). Japan developed idea for JLC (you figure it
out). CERN worked on CLIC, others on TESLA (~TeV Superconducting Linear
Acc). The various ideas (maybe not CLIC) merged into ILC, which is 0.5 TeV

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


c-o-m ~ NLC. But still many unsolved technical challenges.

20. from EU
May 1, 2006

dear sunderpeeche,

the German, US and Japanese projects are “standard” in the sense that they all
aim at an acceleration gradient of “only” about 20 MeV/meter, such that an
“ultimate” linear accelerator (about 2 x 30 km long) is needed to reach 500 GeV.

If we hope to someday reach larger energies, we should start trying a shorter
accelerator with a larger gradient. CLIC aims at about 150 MeV/meter: even if
CLIC will not seem faster nor cheaper than ILC, I would consider CLIC as the
most promising option.

21. sunderpeeche
May 1, 2006

Tell that to the designers of the ILC. People have been trying to design a next-
generation linear collider for ~ 20 years now. I expect that if they could do better
than 20 MeV/m they would.

22. sunderpeeche
May 1, 2006

It’s not exclusively a matter of the accelerating gradient. The positron source is
another problem. Typically one smashes an electron beam onto a target, and
positrons come out (along with junk). Usual target choice is copper (dissipates
heat well) or tungsten (v high melting point), but for ILC requirements all known
solutions will melt. Current thinking (as far as I know) is to spray a mercury jet
across the e- beam, collect the spent mercury — it is a liquid — and recycle it
(via heat exchanger or something). Raises safety/health problems with mercury
vapor leakage etc. Not clear the idea will work. Never been done. Don’t know if
prototype exists.



Yuval Ne’eman 1925-2006

April 27, 2006
Categories: Obituaries

Yuval Ne’eman died yesterday, from a brain hemorrhage caused by a recent fall.
Science magazine has a story about this.

Together with Murray Gell-Mann, in 1961 Ne’eman co-discovered the SU(3)
classification of strongly interacting particles. At the time he was both an Israeli
military attache in London, as well as a graduate student of Abdus Salam (who was a
devout Muslim). For some amusing stories of that period, see this web-page of fellow
student Ray Streater.

In later years Ne’eman continued his research in theoretical physics, was president of
Tel Aviv University, played an active role in the Israeli nuclear weapons program, and
was the head of a far-right political party. He was definitely one of the most colorful
characters in particle theory during the second half of the last century.

Update: There’s an obituary from the AP in the New York Times. It’s only comment
about Ne’eman’s work in particle theory is that:

The Technion credited Dr. Ne’eman with discovering the principles of tiny subatomic
particles, called quarks, although another scientist received the Nobel Prize for that
discovery.

Ne’eman and Gell-Mann both realized that mesons and baryons could be classified as
representations of SU(3), and some of the physics of the strong interactions could be
understood this way. Gell-Mann won the Nobel because he later identified the
fundamental representation of SU(3) with new particles, quarks.

Comments

1. Arun
April 27, 2006

“Abdus Salam (who was a devout Muslim)” – since you brought up religion, I
think the following is pertinent:

Abdus Salam belonged to a sect called “Ahmaddiya” which has been deemed
non-Muslim by Abdus Salam’s native country, Pakistan. The following is an
excerpt of a law that went into effect in 1984:

Any person of the Quadiani group or the Lahori group (who call
themselves ‘Ahmadis’ or by any other name), who, directly or indirectly,
poses himself as Muslim, or calls, or refers to, his faith as Islam, or
preaches or propagates his faith, or invites others to accept his faith,
by words, either spoken or written, or by visible representations, or in

http://sciencenow.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/2006/426/1
http://sciencenow.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/2006/426/1
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/SU3.html
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/SU3.html
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/SU3.html
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/SU3.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/04/27/world/27neeman.htm
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/04/27/world/27neeman.htm


any manner whatsoever outrages the religious feelings of Muslims,
shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term
which may extend to three years and shall also be liable to fine.”

2. knotted string
April 27, 2006

Yuval Ne’eman certainly stands out as a an interesting character, because he was
prepared to do what he felt was for the best. I’m glad that the assassination
attempts failed.

It’s fascinating to read in the Science story that he inspired the spy Ne’eman in
Frederick Forsythe’s novel The Odessa File. I know Einstein was once offered the
Presidency of Israel, but he declined it.

The page Science links to, explaining the eightfold way, is nicely illustrated:
http://fafnir.phyast.pitt.edu/particles/conuni6.html

A link from there has a nice history of the Standard Model
http://fafnir.phyast.pitt.edu/particles/smt.html which ends in 1995:

‘After eighteen years of searching at many accelerators, the CDF and D0
experiments at Fermilab discover the top quark at the unexpected mass of 175
GeV. No one understands why the mass is so different from the other five
quarks.’

It’s sad that the subject has become so stagnant since 1995.

3. MathPhys
April 27, 2006

Abdus Salam was not a devout Muslim. In his later years, he put on the devout
Muslim thing, but surely not when he was a young professor at Imperial College,
which is the time when Ne’eman became his student.

4. Subhash
April 27, 2006

I apologize for not sticking to the main subject of this post, but since Abdus
Salam, Ne’eman’s supervisor, has been mentioned in two comments with
different assessments, perhaps this column on him would be of interest:

http://www.sulekha.com/blogs/blogdisplay.aspx?cid=4325

5. D R Lunsford
April 27, 2006

A great physicist. And don’t forget George Zweig.

-drl

6. Tony Smith

http://fafnir.phyast.pitt.edu/particles/conuni6.html
http://fafnir.phyast.pitt.edu/particles/conuni6.html
http://fafnir.phyast.pitt.edu/particles/smt.html
http://fafnir.phyast.pitt.edu/particles/smt.html
http://www.sulekha.com/blogs/blogdisplay.aspx?cid=4325
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April 27, 2006

Yuval Ne’eman (with Yoram Kirsch) wrote a book, The Particle Hunters (Massada
1983, Cambridge 1986 and second Cambridge edition 1996), intended to provide
a text on particle research for non-professionals.
The preface to the second edition says “… we were encouraged by warm
responses of readers from all over the world, who have read the book either in
English or … Spanish, Italian, Japanese, or Hebrew … A poet sent us a poem in
which she recounted dreams she had after finding out what the world is made of
… Their … comments made them partners in creating this revised edition. …”.
Having had the pleasure of meeting with Yuval Ne’eman some years ago, that
passage reinforces my feeling that he was a genuine humanitarian in the deepest
sense.

As to the subject matter of this blog, the book is not silent, saying:
“… The enthusiasm …[for]… superstring theories … cooled off … when the
theory was taken from ten dimensions down to our prosaic four-dimensional
world. It turns out that this can be done in myriads of ways, each yielding a
different GUT, in contrast to the uniqueness of the E(8)xE(8) which had
impressed physicists so much. It means that one can put almost anything into the
six dimensions (out of ten) which have to fold up. Thus, the theory seems to
contain a correct formulation of quantum gravity and to fit the requirements of a
TOE, but is much too flexible and therefore has very little predictive power.
The hope is that an equation for all possible superstring theories can be
formulated, and that it will single out one specific theory, as the TOE selected by
nature to describe our physical world. Several theorists have expressed the hope
that this theory, if found, would be the ultimate and final theory of physics. The
authors of this book hold a different view. We think that Hamlet’s words ‘There
are more things in Heaven and Earth, Horatio, than are dream’t of in our
Philosophy’ (I, v. 167) are closer to the lessons of the past. …”.

As to policies for the future of particle physics, the book concludes by saying:
“… In the beginning of this book we mentioned the atomic theory of Democritus,
who lived in the Greek city of Abdera in the fifth century BC. The citizens of
Abdera awarded Democritus with five hundred talents of gold for his idea, as if
their eyesight could sense the view at a distance of twenty five centuries and see
the atomic theory in its glory. Can we afford to be less far-seeing? …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

7. sunderpeeche
April 28, 2006

Democritus expounded the atomic hypothesis (5th century BC?), but he had no
testable predictions to back it up. Even in the 19th century people like Ernst
Mach disputed the atomic hypothesis. (Ludwig Boltzmann had trouble his whole
life convincing people about the existence of atoms.) Surely, then, Democritus’
idea of atoms was not even wrong?

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


8. knotted string
April 28, 2006

Democritus’ atom was predicted to be impenetrable and unsplittable. Hence it
was wrong in detail. (But so were later efforts, eg Dalton’s atomic explanation of
chemistry was ridiculed for the non-integer mass numbers of elements, because
he didn’t know about isotopes or binding mass-energy effects.) The Greek atomic
concept was grossly oversimplified, which is the exact opposite of the problem
with string theory today…

9. Jack Sarfatti
April 30, 2006

I met Yuval Ne-eman with Max Jammer in 1980 at the Fairmont Hotel at a
Reverend Moon Unity in Science Conference. Henry Stapp was at this
conference. Ne-eman spent at least 10 minutes lecturing me on the importance
of my name “Sarfatti” to Jewish History via Rabbi Rashi de Troyes 1040-1105
AKA “Solomon ha-Sarfatti.” Murray Gell-Mann also had some obscure things to
say about my name in Jewish thought at a Santa Fe Complexity fund-raiser at the
San Francisco Ferry Building. Murray was attracted to the woman I was with
who had no idea who he was and this got Murray even more interested.

10. MathPhys
May 1, 2006

Jack,

When was that encounter with Gell-Mann that you mentioned? What year?

11. Eluard
May 1, 2006

“Democritus’ atom was predicted to be impenetrable and unsplittable. Hence it
was wrong in detail.”

This should be called the Spinal Tap the-amp-goes-to-11 fallacy. Why not just
think that the real atoms are the fundamental particles? What does it matter that
someone jumped the gun and called the wrong things ‘atoms’?

12. Anonymoose
May 1, 2006

I think I’ve heard of Abdus Salam before. It was column about how many
scientists manage to remain strict followers of a particular religion, yet
peacefully reconcile their faith with their work in science. Salam mentioned how
there was no necessary conflict with his Islamic faith and scientific exploration,
but I wonder what it was like for Yuval Ne’eman, given his Zionist background.
This could provide interesting feedback on Muslim-Israeli relations.

13. Jose N. Pecina-Cruz
May 7, 2006



Today, May 8, 2006 I read that Yuval Ne’eman passed away. Last time I contacted
him, we agreed on writing a book on General Lie Invariants (beyond of those
called Casimirs). I had the pleasure of being one of his students. In an attempt to
quantize gravity (Gauge Affine Theory) Ne’eman and I came to the discovery of a
general method to calculate Lie invariants. Because his oustanding work in other
areas this work is barely known. Yuval and I had nice expectations on writing the
best book on Lie Invariants. Rutwig Campoamor from The Universidad
Complutense of Madrid planned to join us on this task. Rutwig and I will pursue
this titanic task to honor the memory of this great physicist and dear friend.



Scientists Speak Out About Guantánamo

May 1, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

I’ve been thinking there’s too much politics on this blog recently, and yet I still think
the political activities of well-known theorists are worth noting here. As commenter
Arun pointed out, this Sunday’s New York Times has a letter to the editor criticizing
the human rights violations at Guantanamo, signed by many prominent particle
theorists, including Susskind (whose name comes first, perhaps he’s the organizer),
Bjorken, Deser, Dyson, Gaillard, Gross, Polchinski, Schwarz, Wilczek, Witten and
Zumino.

Over at the science policy blog Prometheus, Roger Pielke has a posting called A Very
Bad Dream Indeed, in which he strongly criticizes the authors of this letter for writing
such a letter that has nothing to do with science policy. He seems to be worried about
these scientists “transforming their privilege in the scientific domains into authority
in non-scientific domains.” Somehow, I just don’t see the possibility of theoretical
physicists grabbing political power and ramrodding through policies they support as
being something much worth worrying about. My reaction to this particular letter was
not “who do these people think they are to do this?”, but rather “how come everyone
else isn’t doing this?” The situation at Guantanamo is a disgrace to this country and
that the courts allow it to continue is shocking.

More about this at No Se Nada, the blog of Kevin Vranes.

OK, now, no more about politics for a while. I promise….

Comments

1. MathPhys
May 1, 2006

Finally.

2. Dumb Biologist
May 1, 2006

Book! Book!

3. Yuri
May 1, 2006

You right 1000 times!
No needs use this room for politics.
There are many other places for it.

4. woit
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May 1, 2006

DB,
My book? Last Thursday I got one of the first copies off the press of the British
edition in the mail. Quite something to finally see the thing in print as a real
book. Publication date is still one month from now, June 1 in Britain. Working this
week on going through the newly copy-edited American version, that’s still set
for September sometime.

5. absolutely
May 1, 2006

Guantánamo sours my otherwise sweet memory of the few years I spent in the
US and the warm and enlightened folk I met there. That my government
(Australian) should be so complicit and gutless in condoning it really heavies my
heart.

6. Chris Oakley
May 1, 2006

I just don’t get it … sunny climate, high-fashion orange suits, being fed and
watered at the US taxpayers’ expense … no doubt Cuban cigars and rum freely
available as well, especially to Muslims. And of course the most meticulous trial
procedure ever, i.e.

George W Bush: “These are bad people”.

What’s all the fuss about?

7. Dumb Biologist
May 1, 2006

OK, sorry to get so egregiously off topic. Thanks for the update!

8. Lubos Motl
May 1, 2006

Roger Zielke’s name is Roger Pielke, and he definitely knows what he talks
about.

9. woit
May 1, 2006

Thanks Lubos, I fixed his name. He does seem to be your kind of guy.

10. Tommaso Dorigo
May 2, 2006

Hi Peter,

I totally agree with what you said.



I see nothing wrong if anybody who sees something wrong happening, and who
enjoys attention of the media, uses the media to denounce it. It is part of the
game. I don’t particularly like the game, sure. But anybody who cares for civil
rights should think about the horror of american prisons in Guantanamo and
Iraq, and the indecence of Defence Ministers covering it instead than putting an
end to it.

Let’s stop this horror, and let’s not be afraid to use any possible venue and
means to denounce it. The US have been entangled with regimes that tortured
and killed thousands of innocents in the past. Sure, other countries have too. But
if the US wants people in the world to look at it as an example of a free, civil
country, they need to change the way they act abroad.

I love the US, as I love my country, but both have lots to change for the better.

T.

11. ObsessiveMathsFreak
May 2, 2006

Einstein’s letter to Roosevelt comes to mind as an example of the weight
scientists hold with politicians when they stay within their field of competance.
His lobbying for a world government after the second world war, comes to mind
as an example of the lack of weight scientist’s views carry once they stray
outside their field of competance.

12. SomeBody
May 2, 2006

I note that pointing out the hypocritical behaviour and dishonorable political
affiliation of a certain serial US basher posting here is frowned upon by the
management. May I ask why?

13. woit
May 2, 2006

Ad hominem, personal attacks are definitely frowned upon by the management
and will virtually always be deleted (although I often leave up the ones by string
theorists attacking me). Also strongly discouraged are attempts to start up off-
topic political battles here. Your comment qualified for deletion on both counts,
so I deleted it and the responses it immediately started generating.

14. SomeBody
May 2, 2006

I see the delete button is working overtime today. 

I disagree with your characterization of my post, but it’s your blog. Peace.

15. Benjamin
May 2, 2006



I don’t want to promote the politics that Peter Woit doesn’t want here, but I do
want to make a comment that I think would be beneficial to those on the ‘left’. I
am in the center, not in favor of the Iraq war, but not willing to call Bush a Nazi
or anything like that. I agree that Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo were wrong and
hurt America’s image badly. What I can’t understand is how the ‘left’ gets
obsessed with this and ignores all the terrorism, often in the name of Islam, the
bombings, decapitations, human rights abuses, etc. It’s not that America should
never be criticized, but it seems that there is a lack of proportion. Abu Ghraib
and Guantanamo, for all their horror and humiliation, are still much less ‘evil’
than pedestrians being blown to pieces in Israeli pizza parlors. If the left seemed
more balanced, it would have much more credibility, but the same can be said of
the right of course. You really need to think about how you sound to the
mainstream, or you are self-defeating. All this partisan hypocrisy and stupidity
from both sides needs to stop in favor of a fair and balanced view. I’m surprised
that even smart physicists fall for far-left rhetoric. Don’t erase this; it’s really
worth thinking about. No need to discuss further.

16. woit
May 2, 2006

OK Benjamin, I’ll leave your comment as having some relevance to the topic.
However, please, everyone, take any arguments about who is more or less evil
than whom elsewhere.

17. knotted string
May 2, 2006

It’s a shame they do the torture behind closed doors, in a democracy it should be
done openly. I humbly offer the suggestion that torture is done democratically:

The person to be tortured should be web-cast live, and U.S. viewers should be in
control. Electric shocks can be administered automatically after every fixed
number of internet votes. (1) This will really deter terrorists. (2) This will save a
small number of professional torturer’s feeling bad about their work. (3) It will
give everyone an elated sense of justice and moral ethics.

18. Chris Oakley
May 2, 2006

Knotted String,

I think that you have a great idea there, and I have to say, I prefer it to your
ideas about physics.

What I like best is that because we live in a free society, it will be all the sadistic
muthas who will choose to log on to this web site to administer tortures to
terrorists. I am no expert on psychology, but I am sure that people will be much
more sincerely nasty if they are doing it as a recreation rather than a boring old
nine to five job.

19. steve



May 2, 2006

It is disappointing that scientists who would insist on precision in distinguishing
one phenomenon from another in their own fields have no compunctions about
tossing out a word like “Guantanamo” without crucial distinctions being made.
There are big differences in the morality and prudence and remedies for a) the
detention of illegal combatants for the duration of hostilitles, b) the detention of
people incorrectly believed to be illegal combatants, c) the authorized use of
aggressive interrogation tactics against presumed illegal combatants, d) the
unauthorized use of aggressive tactics to gratify individual power-lust, e) the
authorized use of torture for interrogation, f) the unauthorized use of torture for
interrogation, and g) the unauthorized use of torture for personal gratification.

Some of these may be acceptable, some of them call for systemic reform, some of
them call for allowing the existing disciplinary structures to function (e.g. the
Abu Ghraib abuses were uncovered by the military itself; the media found out
months later). The kind of lazy thinking displayed in using “Guantanamo” as
some sort of shorthand for evil is discouraging in a group that prides itself on its
analytical acumen and clarity of thought.

20. Eli Rabett
May 2, 2006

Ben and Lubos only believe in or not and.

One can be against all groups who practice deceit, kill and torture. It is ethically
more important to oppose those closest to you who do this. Even as a practical
matter this is vital so that you may have allies in your struggle.

21. Michael Kellman
May 6, 2006

Like it or not, this is the policy of the elected government of the United States.
Congress has the power to stop it if it judges such to be warranted. It apparently
doesn’t.

Is it really such a good idea for scientists — physicists — qua scientists and
physicists — to set themselves up in opposition to American foreign policy?

Perhaps the message received will be that science does not support America as
represented by its elected government.

And perhaps that a reconsideration is in order as to whether it is such a good
idea for America to support science?

22. Santo D'Agostino
May 7, 2006

To Michael Kellman:

Of course it is a good idea for citizens of a purportedly free democracy to speak



freely, whether or not they support the current government. Numerous American
leaders over the years (the current president, with his “You’re either with us or
against us,” being a prime example) have very effectively confused people into
thinking that criticizing the U.S. government is being anti-American. On the
contrary, it is a DUTY of citizenship to speak out against immoral and criminal
behavior, especially when it is committed by a country’s leaders.

The ideas behind your last sentence are repellent, both for its implication that
scientists should experience repercussions (What did you have in mind? That
they lose their jobs? That they lose their research funding?) for exercising their
rights as American citizens, and for its counter-productive vindictiveness. A
decrease in support for American science harms all Americans, not just the
scientists directly involved.

Santo D’Agostino

23. Bert Schroer
May 7, 2006

I suppot D’Agostino’s statement. As a non US citizen I have no influence on the
US policies through a vote, but as a member of the western civilization I suffer
all the consequences of the tension and hightened danger created by such an
uncivilized action; so my democratic rights have been considerably reduced
(despite all the propaganda about strengthening democracy in this world) by
Guantanamo, Abu Graib and the CIA torture flights using European airspace.
There are numerous past precedents of such actions by the scientific elite of a
country, some of them even successful as the anti-nuclear campaign of the
Goettingen 18 (Born, Heisenberg,….)

24. Michael Kellman
May 7, 2006

D’Agostino and Schroer have every right to call our elected governors
“immoral”, “criminal”, “uncivilized”. Witten et al. have a right to criticize the
government as a group of scientists. (Why anyone should especially care what a
group of scientists thinks about foreign policy is beyond me.)

But the public who elected the government has a right to draw its own
conclusions. I’m not suggesting that anyone should lose their job (as a possibility
the notion that IAS is going to fire Witten for this is pretty preposterous). I’m not
suggesting that anyone should lose a grant.

But the public has a right to draw its own conclusions. Perhaps people will think
that the scientists’ judgement about science is as unproductive as their
judgement about foreign policy.

There is no law of nature that “a decrease in support for American science harms
all Americans”.

Science also no natural right or entitlement to support.



I notice that U.S. high energy physics is looking for support for new experiments.
Many people may conclude that if it’s a choice between backing what the
country is doing in war and backing high energy physics, that they prefer the
latter.

The scientists have every right to set themselves up as sceintists in opposition to
our elected government.

But personally, I don’t think it’s too smart.

25. SomeBody
May 8, 2006

Now I’m really puzzled. Why was my latest post in this thread deleted? Surely it
contained nothing which could be labeled as either ad hominem or off topic (if
anything, it pointed out the topic of the thread). More and more peculiar…

26. Bert Schroer
May 8, 2006

The answer is very simple: it is because my post was deleted. Its democracy in
practice and this time I even agree with it.

27. woit
May 8, 2006

I’ve deleted a lot of comments from this thread, both from people submitting
political rants, as well as those responding to them. If you want to spend your
time doing things like attributing straw-man arguments to people and then
vigorously attacking them as foolish and immoral, or if you enjoy responding to
this kind of thing, do it elsewhere, not here.

28. woit
May 8, 2006

Bert,

Actually it’s more of a benevolent dictatorship in practice…

29. Bert Schroer
May 8, 2006

I meant that the dictatorship is at least administered democratically.



Hype from the Swampland

May 1, 2006
Categories: Swampland

Over the last twenty years there has been an endless stream of hype about “tests of
string theory”, pretty much all of it complete nonsense. For some examples just from
the first few months of this year, see here, here, and here. Most of these examples
seem to have been generated by confused PR people who misunderstood carefully
worded comments by various physicists about the relation of their work to string
theory. The average person just finds it hard to believe that it really could be true that
there is no way to test a theory that has gotten so much attention for so long from so
many prominent people.

Today there’s new nonsensical hype about testing string theory, but this time it’s due
not to a clueless press relations person, but to several physicists, including the one
who decides what gets into the hep-th arXiv and what doesn’t. The hype isn’t buried
in the article somewhere, it’s in the title: Falsifying String Theory Through WW
Scattering. In their abstract, the authors claim to derive a bound on coefficients of
operators in the effective electroweak Lagrangian such that “a measured violation of
the bound would falsify string theory.”

The first striking thing about this paper that purports to show that string theory is
falsifiable is that there’s actually nothing about string theory in it. It’s only four pages
long, and the first three pages consist of an introduction followed by some
calculations in the non-linear sigma model one might want to use as an effective low-
energy theory of pions. This is just a warm-up exercise for the real calculation that
the authors want to make some claims about, which involves the low energy effective
action for a non-linear sigma-model coupled to gauge fields. This is the model that
one expects to describe the low-energy behavior of the Higgs field coupled to
electroweak gauge fields, if one takes the Higgs mass to be very large.

The authors go on to just copy the terms in the relevant Lagrangian down from a
1993 paper by Appelquist and Wu, then stop and promise to actually calculate the
relevant bounds in a forthcoming paper. Unless one wants to try and sit down and do
oneself the calculation the authors haven’t done yet, it’s hard to know what these
bounds will actually say and whether they will really be non-trivial. It’s also unclear to
me exactly how all of this depends on the Higgs mass, which I guess is being assumed
to very high, thus violating the known indirect experimental bounds from precision
electroweak measurements (which assume the standard model). Very hard to tell
about any of this, since it’s dealt with in a paragraph with no equations.

It turns out that the author’s proposal isn’t a proposal to falsify string theory at all,
but a proposal to falsify the idea that physics satisfies Lorentz invariance, analyticity
and unitarity at high energies. This would falsify our standard ideas about QFT, but it
wouldn’t falsify current ideas about string theory. The authors don’t define what they
mean by “string theory”, but presumably they mean some version of perturbative
string theory. This involves a divergent series (even granting the conjecture that one
can make sense of these amplitudes at more than two loops), so it’s unclear how one
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is going to “falsify” that. Standard ideology about non-perturbative string theory (“M-
theory”) is that it will involve some new ideas about space and time, so I don’t see
how one can assume that it won’t violate the analyticity and Lorentz invariance
properties characteristic of QFT in flat space-time. I’m not convinced that the
author’s proposal will falsify anything, but if it does, it will be QFT that is falsified, not
string theory. After all, this paper is a QFT calculation (or, more accurately, a promise
to do a QFT calculation), not a string theory calculation.

The authors note the problems of non-predictivity generated by the Landscape, and in
the first version of the paper write:

Moreover, even if it is found to be difficult to generate the proper model from string
theory, one would sooner accept the notion that it is the theorist’s imaginations which
are insufficient than conclude that string theory has been falsified.

In the second version of the paper, they seem to realize that this attitude of “one” is
kind of unscientific, and they change it to

Moreover, even if it is found to be difficult to generate the proper model from string
theory, some would sooner accept the notion that it is the theorist’s imaginations
which are insufficient than conclude that string theory has been falsified.

This new version leaves it unclear who this unscientific “some” is. In both versions
they note correctly that:

This line of reasoning has resulted in sharp criticism of the theory.

This paper is motivated by the “swampland” program of trying to find effective field
theories that can’t be the low energy limits of a string theory. I’ve written about the
problems with this elsewhere, and blog postings by Distler have amply embodied
what some of them are. In his first posting on the Swampland he gave as an example
of a low energy effective theory that couldn’t come from string theory one with only
one or two generations, only to be told by a commenter how to construct such things
from string theory. He has a more recent blog posting called Avatars of Nonlocality?
about the swampland work of Arkani-Hamed and collaborators that motivated this
new paper. In a comment there, Arkani-Hamed takes him to task:

This post is a great illustration of what I dislike about blogs and more specifically
trackbacks. As I explained to you when you were visiting Harvard last week, your first
point about the RG running is standard effective field theory (with an abbreviated
discussion in our paper because it is fairly common knowledge–read Georgi’s book). I
of course don’t object to your writing a paper to clarify these points to yourself or
others. But this is minor. More importantly, as I also explained to you both in email
and in person, what you write about the DGP model is totally wrong…

Now, in general I don’t care about what is said on blogs, as I believe they largely
fulfill the primate desire to look and see what the other monkeys are doing, and I
think they are a big waste of time. But I do object to having a trackback, linked from
my paper, to a post about it that claims that one of the central claims is wrong, when
a 45 second computation, even done for the reader’s convenience in the paper itself,
refutes the argument.
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This whole subject really is a swamp, if you ask me, and has nothing at all to do with
physics, including nothing to do with the supposed “falsifiability of string theory”. It
will be interesting to see if a referee thinks otherwise.

Update: It has been pointed out to me that I’m being a bit unfair to the authors in
characterizing the calculation in this paper as a “warm-up exercise”, since they claim
that it is a correct first approximation to the actual calculation that they intend to do.

Comments

1. Benni
May 1, 2006

you can congratulate yourself. You have Distler made to write a paper with your
blog.
One might imagine how long he thought about the problem of falsifying string
theory and how desperate some scientists are, when they begin to publish such
nonsense.

2. MathPhys
May 2, 2006

It’s all very sad. I sometimes think that if these guys (many of whom are brilliant)
took a break from string theory and started thinking about something else
(perturbative QCD, collider physics, whatever), they may actually get inspired
and find a way to revive strings.

3. anonymous
May 2, 2006

The analogous constraints, in the simpler case where the Higgs exists and is
light (as data indirectly suggest), had been studied in section 5 of http://arxiv.org
/abs/hep-ph/0604111.

4. justin
May 2, 2006

Dear Peter,

Isn’t this what you would want… papers at least attempting to falsify string
theory, on general grounds?

5. Alejandro Rivero
May 2, 2006

Hmm I supposse this is a falsify argument both for string theory and QFT, but at
least it aim to proof that the scenary where QFT is falsifyed and string theory
remains is unlikely.

6. woit

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604111
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May 2, 2006

Justin,

This isn’t a paper that gives a plausible way to falsify string theory and get rid of
it, it’s a paper trying to claim that string theory is in principle falsifiable.

The whole issue of whether string theory is falsifiable, and thus a part of
conventional science, is an absolutely crucial one that people are now debating.
As far as I can tell, all evidence at the moment is that it is not falsifiable. This
paper makes a dramatic claim, in its title, that string theory actually is falsifiable
by looking at relatively low energy WW scattering amplitudes. My posting
explains why this claim is simply incorrect.

7. Dick Thompson
May 2, 2006

You said:
“It turns out that the author’s proposal isn’t a proposal to falsify string theory at
all, but a proposal to falsify the idea that physics satisfies Lorentz invariance,
analyticity and unitarity at high energies”

In my reading the paper says no such thing. Rather it says that IF there is no
light Higgs, AND the calculated bounds are found to be violated THEN EITHER
SST is false OR one or more of Analycity, Unitarity, and Lorentz Invariance is
false. It is up to the experimenters to determine which is the case. Quoting one
sentence out of context does not invalidate this conclusion.

8. Elliot Stern
May 2, 2006

I’m not a scientiest, but I think the argument that string theory is not science
because it is not falsifiable is a red herring. String theorists don’t claim that they
understand string theory, let alone that it is a full fledged scientific theory. If and
when string theory develops into a full scientific fledged theory, it will no doubt
make many predictions and some will be falsifiable. It seems to me that if you
want to attack string theory, you need to argue that it is a dead end, and that
there is little or no hope that it will ever develop into a full fledged scientific
theory. If you can’t make that argument, you have nothing worthwhile to say.

9. woit
May 2, 2006

Elliot,

I have been making pretty much that argument, here and elsewhere (at most
length in my book).

10. Ira
May 2, 2006



I am honestly not a fan of blogs, but I cant help but just make a short comment
about the paper. The paper just points out that there are bounds on gauge
bosons scattering which, if violated, would mean that the underlying theory
violates one of the assumptions stated in the paper. Namely, unitarity, analyticity
and Lorentz invariance. If one assumes that string theory obeys these
assumptions, then string theory, is falsifiable.
The most intriguing part of the paper is that we can perform a low energy
experiment which probes the complete UV theory. This is what makes this test
truly interesting. It also opens the possibility for other such tests which allow us
in practice to test certain assumptions we make about the what lies beneath the
standard model.

The title could have just as easily been, “Falsifying …….. using W Scattering”,
where in the blank you could put in your favorite “theory of everything” which is
suppose to obey these mathematical assumptions. Note that the blank could not
have been filled with Loop Quantum Gravity, since (see Smolin)it has been
conjectured to violate Lorentz invariance in the UV. So that just leaves string
theory, defined with those above assumptions.

Now whether or not this is the “working def” of string theory should be
discussed. Certainly perturbatively its true and its true non-perturbatively its
true in AdS. So it seems reasonable to assume it true
in Minkowski. But…. I believe its fair to say that If the bound were violated it
would certaintly mean that we would have to rethink string theory.

If I were a betting man, Id bet the bounds wont be violated but, as I said, the
point of the paper was to point out that this kind of bound is
possible at all.

11. Chris W.
May 2, 2006

Elliot,

It is very late in the game to be allowing that “string theorists don’t claim that
they understand string theory, let alone that it is a full fledged scientific theory, ”
given much of the rhetoric that has surrounded the subject.

At this stage it seems quite likely that genuine understanding will require such a
profound shift of perspective and approach that it will amount to a repudiation of
much of string theory as a research program, and will be perceived as such by
most string theorists, even if some important formal features of string theory are
clearly related to elements of the new perspective. (The latter is almost
guaranteed to be true; such is the nature of mathematics.) Vital physical ideas
are missing, and it doesn’t seem likely that they will discovered by continuing to
wallow in a vast morass of formalism.

12. Tony Smith
May 2, 2006

The paper of Distler et al at hepph0604225 says:



“… Analyticity: the cuts lie on the real axis … with no singularities on the
physical sheet off the real axis.
Unitarity: the discontinuity in the forward scattering amplitude across the cuts is
given by the total cross section.
Lorentz invariance: the amplitude can only depend upon the three invariants.
Most importantly, these assumptions must be obeyed for arbitrarily short
distances.
String theory, which is designed to be valid at all distance scales, is constructed
to produce an S-matrix with precisely these properties. …”.

It seems that they are saying that, for example, obersvation of ANY Lorentz
violation, no matter how small, would falsify conventional superstring theory.

Do other conventional superstring theorists agree ?

David Mattingly at UC Davis has written a review “Modern Tests of Lorentz
Covariance” at http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2005-5/ in which he
says:
“… Currently, we have no experimental evidence that Lorentz symmetry is not an
exact symmetry in nature.
The only not fully understood experiments where Lorentz violation might play a
role is in the (possible) absence of the GZK cutoff and the LSND anomaly.
New experiments such as AUGER, a cosmic ray telescope, and MiniBooNE, a
neutrino oscillation experiment specifically designed to test the LSND result,
may resolve the experimental status of both systems and allow us to determine if
Lorentz violation plays a role. …”.

Would all conventional superstring theorists agree to give up their virtual
monopoly on USA high energy theory jobs and grants if Lorentz violation were
observed by means described by Mattingly (for example, if the GZK cutoff is seen
to be absent due to Lorentz violation) ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – By associating conventional superstring theory with such well tested (at
presently accessible energies) principles as analyticity, unitarity, and Lorentz
invariance, Distler et al seem to be trying to make it appear to be a respectable
physical theory.
If it really were respectable, then (after a generation of hard work by many
smart people) it ought to be able to predict something like particle masses, force
strengths, KM matrix parameters, etc, that are more easily tested than tiny
(perhaps Planck-scale) violations of analyticity, unitarity, or Lorentz invariance.
In fact, Lubos Motl has said (reference frame 21 March 2006) “… particular
string models predict the exact masses of all particles …”.
Such a spectrum of “exact masses of all particles” would be much easier to test
expermentally.
Why don’t Motl, Distler, et al write a paper setting out such a spectrum, and
saying that if such a spectrum disagrees with experiment, then they will consider
conventional superstring theory to have been falsified ?

http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2005-5/
http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2005-5/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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PPS – I am not asking them to do anything that I have not already done with my
own physics model, so I think that it is, coming from me, a fair request.

13. Tony Smith
May 2, 2006

The Distler et al paper is at hepph0604255,
not at hepph0604225 which is where my typo in a preceding comment put it.
Since it was a reference number, I am making this correction.
My apologies for all of my many typos, for most of which I just leave uncorrected
hoping that people will understand that my fingers don’t always type what my
mind thinks.
Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

14. Brett
May 3, 2006

With respect to the question of whether Lorentz violation would automatically
falsify string theory, I would like to point out that the modern study of Lorentz
violation began with the discovery that string theories might contain
spontaneous breaking of Lorentz symmetry.

Of course, there are caveats. What was discovered was a Lorentz-violating local
minimum of the potential in bosonic string field theory. This is not superstring
theory, and, at least for the models studied, this does not appear to be the global
minimum. The theories are actually unstable at tree level, and the true vacuum is
only stabilized by quantum corrections. The fact that these quantum corrections
are involved makes the question of whether the lowest-energy state is Lorentz
invariant or not a (difficult) quantitative question, not an obvious qualitative one.
I don’t know of any general feature of the theory that would ensure that the
Lorentz-invariant minimum is the true vacuum; this can only be verified, so far,
by computation.

In fact, there are a number of string theorists interested in possible Lorentz
violations in the context of string theory, so it seems difficult to believe that the
discovery of Lorentz violation would be followed by any repudiation of string
theory.

15. Not a Nobel Laureate
May 3, 2006

Let’s if their forthcoming calculation fares better than the QM version of
Feynman + Wheeler’s “action at a distance” model.

Wheeler JA, Feynman RP. 1945. Rev. Mod. Phys. 17:156

Where’s a guy like Pauli when he’s really needed.

It’s funny, in a pathetic way, reading all the theoretical pontifications about the
Swampland and the nature of space and time on the Planck scale when theorists

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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can’t even explain the structure and mass of the proton.

But then acual theories about the latter are subject to annoying and inconvenient
experimental tests.

re: recent Happex results.

16. Tony Smith
May 3, 2006

Brett says “… In fact, there are a number of string theorists interested in
possible Lorentz violations in the context of string theory …”.

That is a clear contradiction to the statement of Distler et al hepph0604255:
“… Analyticity … Unitarity … Lorentz invariance …
Most importantly, these assumptions must be obeyed for arbitrarily short
distances.
String theory, which is designed to be valid at all distance scales, is constructed
to produce an S-matrix with precisely these properties. …”.

Such a contradiction shows that either:
1 – the attempt of Distler et al to associate conventional superstring theory with
the principles of analyticity, unitarity, and Lorentz violation is incorrect (at best
mistaken, at worst dishonest);
or
2 – the “number of string theorists” cited by Brett do not understand the
fundamental basis of string theory (as described by Distler et al).

I would be interested in seeing some discussion between Brett and Distler et al
about that.

Since I am not a conventional superstring theorist, I really don’t care who wins
that argument.

With respect to unitarity (in particular, the Higgs unitarity bounds mentioned in
the Distler et al paper), there is a lot of indirect Standard Model type evidence
that the Higgs probably exists and is between 115 GeV (the upper limit of
Fermilab’s search) and 200 GeV, so the chance of the LHC finding unitarity
violation due to absence of such a light Higgs is probably very small.
My guess is that Distler et al are of the same opinion, and that the title of their
paper “Falsifying String Theory Through WW Scattering” was a set-up for a
sequel “LHC Confirms String Theory” when the LHC finds that there is no Higgs
unitarity violation.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

17. Tony Smith
May 3, 2006

My apologies for yet another bad typo. I typed “violation” when should have

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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typed “invariance”.
What I should have written above was:

Such a contradiction shows that either:
1 – the attempt of Distler et al to associate conventional superstring theory with
the principles of analyticity, unitarity, and Lorentz invariance is incorrect (at best
mistaken, at worst dishonest);
or
2 – the “number of string theorists” cited by Brett do not understand the
fundamental basis of string theory (as described by Distler et al).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

18. Anonymous
May 3, 2006

A new critic of string theory thinks that string theory is not even wrong! Watch
the press conference:

http://www.careerbuilder.com/monk-e-mail/?mid=8618821

19. Paul Valletta
May 4, 2006

A rebutal ?

http://www.careerbuilder.com/monk-e-mail/Default.aspx?mid=8628834&
cbRecursionCnt=1&cbsid=a57e23071f7540b3bef38b62d7b9b45b-200020032-
R9-1

20. Chris Oakley
May 4, 2006

Another rebuttal of Peter’s arguments from leading theorists:

http://www.careerbuilder.com/monk-e-mail/?mid=8630834

21. Brett
May 4, 2006

Based on what I know, I suspect that string theory is inconsistent with any
explicity violations of Lorentz symmetry in the Lagrangian. However,
spontaneous Lorentz violation is probably more interesting anyway. Off the top of
my head, there are four ways that a general symmetry can be broken: explicitly,
spontaneously, anomalously, and by boundard conditions. That Lorentz symmetry
is anomalous is also possible in certain spacetime configurations, and we know
that that boundary conditions of our universe break boost invariance quite
strongly. For a theory of everything (especially one where the underlying
equations of motion are not known explicitly), it may not be possible to
disentangle violations of Lorentz invariance due to the fact that the universe is
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expanding from violations of other origins.

22. Peter
May 4, 2006

Man, this blog attracts some very, very bizarre things….

I think the Distler et. al. paper is clear enough, and one of the authors (Ira)
emphasizes the point here, about what its technical claim really is. They are
deriving bounds on electroweak scattering amplitudes based on assuming
analyticity, Lorentz invariance and unitarity. It’s highly unlikely these bounds are
violated in the real world, but certainly would be very interesting if they are.

These three properties are properties of Minkowski space perturbative string
theory amplitudes, and that’s what the authors base their “falsifiability of string
theory” claims on. I think this claim is unwise, for two reasons

1. These aren’t distinctive properties of perturbative string theory, they’re also
shared by QFT itself.

2. They just refer to “string theory”, without defining what they mean by it. This
leaves the implication that their results are relevant to the falsifiability of the
general idea of string theory as a unified theory of gravity and particle physics,
something which is not the case. Current hopes for connecting up string theory
with real world particle physics involve branes and other aspects of a conjectural
non-perturbative theory, and since no one knows exactly what this theory is, it is
not at all certain that it has the three properties at issue.

Unitarity is something that one presumably won’t give up, but analyticity is not
so clear.

Brett Altschul wrote in about the Lorentz invariance issue, but didn’t mention
that he has a new paper today on the arXiv about this: http://www.arxiv.org
/abs/hep-th/0605044

There’s also something on the topic from Cohen and Glashow:
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0605036

23. Ira
May 4, 2006

Thanks Peter for clarifying this. Just one last comment. I dont think anyone can
rule out “string theory” given its enormous extent and the many forms it may
take, many of which are not really understood. However, the canonical forms of
the theory (even including non-perturbative objects such as branes) do have all
the properties assumed in the paper. Thus, a violation of the bound would falsify
this class/definition of string theory. As brett states the possbility of a Lorentz
violating background has not been ruled out, though I am not sure if anyone has
found such a solution. I believe it is fair to say that if a violation of the bound
were found, then string theory would have to be reshaped in a highly non-trivial
way.
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24. Thomas Larsson
May 5, 2006

Ira, how about the following way to falsify string theory as a theory of QG in 4D?

In section 6.1 hep-th/0501114, Nicolai, Peeters and Zamaklar point out that the
free string is quantum gravity in 2D, and that the only non-trivial thing about this
model is that the constraint algebra admits anomalies. Assuming that the only
non-trivial thing about 2D gravity generalizes to 4D (why on earth would they
bring it up otherwise?), the constraint algebra of 4D gravity must admit
anomalies. However, there are no diff anomalies in 4D, neither in string theory
nor in LQG. Hence both theories are wrong.

25. Juan R.
May 5, 2006

Ira,

The problem with “string theory” is it does not exist (there is not theory just a
goulash of conjetures, hypotesis, and views). The problem is also that stringers
use “string theory” in many ways including incompatible ones (probably because
marketing purposes).

There are not “canonical forms of the theory” as you say, just historical
development. Let me take the concept of “string theory” in a broad sense.

There are versions of string theories are unitary, and versions are not unitary.
E.g. Nanopoulos non-critical string theory introduces a kind of local nonunitarity
that he claims (is not true) can solve the measurement problem of quantum
mechanics. There are some versions of D0-brane theory are not Lorentz invariant
(it is not known is at what extension effects can be detected at low energies), etc.

After of near 40 years, the main postulate of string theory, that the theory is
compatible with anything and the contrary of anything, continues being true. But
that is not physics.

That I really find unethical of all this are the two main points “always” present in
many stringers discourses:

1) Claims about next verification of string theory are not novel (are 20 years old).
It is unethical to offer to non-expertises that kind of belief when expertises know
what can or cannot be tested in that “theory”.

I can understand that after 40 years of continous failure to test the theory (or to
fix main properties or even to check basic promises: e.g. quantization of gravity
derivation of SM parameters…) stringers are more desesperate that when
Glasgow wrote his critical paper decades ago. But forcing an unnatural survival
of string theory between mass media and non-expertises via preprints as this.

2) During decades, violation of LI were studied in other theories as LQG. Then
the only version of string theory was LI, therefore stringers rudely critized loop

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501114
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theorists. I heard many things including aberrations such as that loop theorists
did not understand Einstein (however M-theory proves just the inverse) and that
LQG was a kind of absurd ether theory violating all our knowledge about nature
(stringers’ claim was more absurd still).

I heard that whereas string theory was a beatiful unification of SM with full
relativity, LQG would be considered as a kind of ugly 19th century approach and,
therefore, abandoned…

It is interesting to see how many string theorists agree on maybe LI is not exact
now. History is fascinating.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

26. Juan R.
May 5, 2006

Sorry by the typo Glashow!

P.S: Ginsparg, P; Glashow S. Desperately Seeking Superstrings. Phys. Today
1986, 86N5, 7-9

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

27. Bert Schroer
May 5, 2006

To Juan R.
One can be much more specific in criticizing string theory.
On the historical side the strongest criticism comes right from its confused start
from the remnants of the S-matrix bootstrap program. It substituted the crossing
property of on-shell quantities of QFT for the S-matrix and formfactors (for a
recent review B. S, Ann. of Phys.319, (2005) 48 ), which is a deep (and
admittedly somewhat mysterious) property up to this date, by what was later
called duality, namely the saturation of crossing by infinite one-particle towers
(the physical reading of the beta and gamme function properties used by
Veneziano). This had no conceptual backing from QFT whatsoever (in QFT
crossing is a delicate interplay between a finite number of one-particle states
and their multi-particle cuts). It so happened that there was an extremely strong
prodding for such a situation from phenomenologists of strong-interaction
dispersion theory (especially from a Swiss phenomenologist named (?). Schmidt
who was criticized by Res Jost). The phenomenologists really got what they
wanted, but a short time later when the first results on high momentum transfer
scattering came in, they got completely disillusioned with the duality idea.
Without this support the idea was theoretical blue yonder in its purest form but
it led to rich mathematical structures; we all know the rest of the story.
Physics would be more healthy if string theorists could be forced to compete on



the same level as alternative ideas, but their hegemonial grip on power led to a
sociological situation (physics/0603112) in which they are in firm economical
control of the market (remember Marx: the existence preceeds consciousness
which Brecht succeeded to put into a more popular form).
On the purely scientific side, particle physics incorporates two type of
arguments: metaphorical ones and autonomous ones. QFT sometimes uses
metaphorical arguments but as one can show in detail at least in the setting of
QFT they can always be backed up by (often conceptually and mathematically
more demanding) autonomous arguments. These words can be given an
extraordinarily precise physical meaning (there is yet no reference, I am
presently working on these ideas).
It turns out that string theory is totally metaphorical. Take for example the claim
that QFT is originating from string theory in the low energy limit. Such scale-
sliding arguments are only worthy if the structural relation between the two
settings does not permit their application. The most important and characteristic
property of QFT is vacuum polarization through localization. This is the reason
why QFT goes significantly beyond quantum mechamics in producing thermal
manifestations of localizations which go significantly beyond the uncertainty
relations of QM (B.S. http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/). But string
theory has no autonomously fluctuating quantum matter on its target space, its
only knows quantum fluctuations which come from the (conformal) two-
dimensional source space! Whereas autonomous vacuum polarization may get
lost in “scale sliding” (see transition from QFT to nonrelativistic QM), it never
can be created, i.e. Lambshift is not created through scale sliding, it has to be
there before!
One can continue this list of autonomous versus metaphorical reality.
I do not know about you, but I often wondered why string theory appears so
extraordinarily eerie and surreal, like a dreamworld. I finally found the answer in
the total metaphorical nature of its arguments.

28. Mentos
May 5, 2006

What is this “scale-sliding” that you refer to (and seem to very much dislike)?
The Renormalization Group?

Does Bert Schroer not believe in the Renormalization Group in QFT?

29. Bert Schroer
May 5, 2006

No, the RG, if it is correctly implemented, is done on the solution (quite a
demanding task!) whereas scale sliding is that rapid kinematical argument
(directly done on the Lagrangian/action) by which e.g. people convince
themselves that nonrelativistic QM emerges from QFT for small energies (which
I called metaphoric).
Since I do not have messianic expectations in particle physics, I would like to
leave “beliefs” to people who like to find them there.

30. Chris Oakley

http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/


May 5, 2006

Bert,

Since no-one has signed up to my particular take on QFT I am in no position to
pontificate here, but despite having been a researcher in QFT for a while I
cannot say that I have understood much of your 09:13 post. I might add that it
may well be possible that one of the reasons why the Feldverein remains a small
and exclusive club is that a lot of the rest of the world does not know what you
(= ihr, (would that English had a 2nd person plural)) are talking about. Of
course, the same criticism can be levelled at Superstringers, but then they seem
to be calling the shots at the moment, whereas you guys are not.

Or, to put it another way, your comment looked interesting, please
expand/explain …

31. Mentos
May 5, 2006

“No, the RG, if it is correctly implemented, is done on the solution (quite a
demanding task!) whereas scale sliding is that rapid kinematical argument
(directly done on the Lagrangian/action)”

What do those words mean?

Wilson’s renormalization group is a transformation on the action (in response to
an infinitesimal change in the cutoff).

Are you saying there is something wrong with Wilson’s renormalization group?

32. Bert Schroer
May 5, 2006

Chris,
what I said this morning among other things is that Veneziano duality in contast
to the crossing property of on-shell objects (S-matrix, formfactors) of QFT is a
new postulate which without the phenomenological support from strong
interaction, which however only had a shelf life of less than two years, would
never have come into being; the mathematical content alone would not have
been strong enough.
Do you not understand the logical content of this statement or are you worried of
how to prove it? In the latter case I cannot help you in this blog (because of
thematic restrictions), but I gave you a referemce which may be at least of some
help.

33. Bert Schroer
May 5, 2006

Mentos
I told you what I meant by scale sliding, whereas you want me to enter the
swampland of the renormalization group which I am perfectly prepared to do,



but not in this blog, since it is not its topic and also since people don’t use this
sort of argument when they say that QFT follows from string theory (the present
knowledge of string theory is not sufficient to do something like this).
Let me again try by analogy try to get my point (about a structural comparison
which has to precede scale-sliding) across. Suppose you would live in a 2+1
dimensional world where the locality principle allows for braid group statistics.
Maintaining the approriate relation between spin and statistics in the process of
energy becoming small compared with the mass, you would never recover
quantum mechanics but always end up with a nonrelativistic QFT (vacuum
polarization would be persistent). On the other hand in d=3+1 where plektons
cannot exist, the Bosons/Fermions allow for a relativistic free field realization in
which the one-field state contains no admixture of vacuum polarization. This
makes the physical relevance of QM possible because now there is at least no
structural obstacle against “scale sliding” or if you want the somewhat more
sophisticated RG arguments (I think by now you know what I mean without
having to enter any additional controvery). Conversely the nonexistence of
autonomous vacuum polarization of quantum matter on target space
(fluctuations only take place in the 2-dim conformal field theory which defines
source=worldsheet space) in string theory makes it structurally impossible to
recover anything like Lambshift. I know that you are willing to sacrifices a lot of
things from the past in getting some messianic string ideas ideas going. But do
you really want to sacrifice also Lambshift?

34. Mentos
May 5, 2006

“I told you what I meant by scale sliding, whereas you want me to enter the
swampland of the renormalization group…”

I didn’t understand what you meant by “scale sliding”, which is why I asked for
clarification.

I take it, from your use of the word “swampland” to describe it, that you don’t
like Wilson’s Renormalization Group very much.

“Conversely the nonexistence of autonomous vacuum polarization of quantum
matter on target space …”

One-loop vacuum polarization computations in string theory look like fancy
generalizations of the corresponding field theory computations (minus the UV
divergences).

I don’t understand your comment about “sacrificing the Lambshift.”

35. Bert Schroer
May 5, 2006

My question to you: does quantum matter on string target space have vacuum
polarization (on target space and not on the 2-dimensional worldsheet!)? I agree
that some perturbative expression have a vague resemblence but this is a
structural question! (and by the way QFT is not about taming ultraviolet infinities



but rather about finding autonomous finite parametric subspaces in an
apparently infinite parametric space of coupling strengths); either there is a
target vacuum polarization (e.g. on the bondaries of localization of quantum
matter on target space) or there is not. This is not a quantitative matter in the
same vein as it is meaningless to take about “being a little bit pregnant”.
As far as my underlying philosophy of QFT goes it is Wilsonian and not TOEian.
But Euclidean field theory is primarily statistical mechanics (following
Osterwalder and Schrader, for a recent review see hep-th/0603118) and its use
should be limited to structural arguments in (real time) QFT (because of the
extremely subtle reflection positivity).
If you are so convinced to know what a cutoff is then please tell me what I have
to do in any of those infinite families of two dimensional factorzing models (the
Sine-Gordon/massive Thirring being the oldest one) in order to introduce a cutoff
into their known formfactors or correlation functions; its not a retorical question,
I honestly do not know how to do that. I of course know what a cutoff is in a
Feynman integral but I am already lost if I should do something like this on a
functional integral and even if I succeed how do I convince myself that I
preserved the all-important reflection positivity which is my only assurance that I
am still within quantum physics? I think if you ever seriously confront these
question you will come to the conclusion that it is mathematically (and
conceptually) easier to formulate and control local QFT than nonlocal (cutoff
etc.) ones in which the nonlocality results from momentum space manipulations.
Particle physics is not about attending holy cows; it is of pivotal importance to
re-investigate old problems if there are new conceptual tools to do this.

36. Mentos
May 5, 2006

“I agree that some perturbative expression have a vague resemblence but this is
a structural question!”

I don’t understand your structural question, nor what you mean by the statement
that the resemblance of the two perturbation expansions is only a “vague” one.
Sure there are important differences, but none of them have anything to do with
low-energy physics like the Lambshift.

“As far as my underlying philosophy of QFT goes it is Wilsonian…”

If your philosophy of QFT is Wilsonian, why do you call the Wilsonian
Renormalization Group “the swampland”?

“If you are so convinced to know what a cutoff is …”

The presence of a cutoff is absolutely central to the Wilsonian approach to field
theory. So your distrust of cutoffs is more than a little puzzling for someone
whose underlying philosophy of QFT is “Wilsonian.”

How do you feel about a lattice cutoff?

37. Chris Oakley
May 5, 2006



Hi Bert,

No, I think I got the first bit.

On the purely scientific side, particle physics incorporates two type of
arguments: metaphorical ones and autonomous ones.

So “autonomous” here just means “not metaphorical”?

The most important and characteristic property of QFT is vacuum
polarization through localization.

What? The most important and characteristic property of QFT is that it is
quantum mechanics wherein particles can be created and destroyed.

This is the reason why QFT goes significantly beyond quantum
mechamics in producing thermal manifestations of localizations which
go significantly beyond the uncertainty relations of QM (B.S.
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/).

This is AQFT jargon that means nothing to me.

But string theory has no autonomously fluctuating quantum matter on
its target space, its only knows quantum fluctuations which come from
the (conformal) two-dimensional source space! Whereas autonomous
vacuum polarization may get lost in “scale sliding” (see transition from
QFT to nonrelativistic QM), it never can be created, i.e. Lambshift is
not created through scale sliding, it has to be there before!
One can continue this list of autonomous versus metaphorical reality.

I expect that there are a whole swathe of papers I need to read before I can
understand this (& I wonder whether any of them actually calculate cross
sections).

38. Bert Schroer
May 5, 2006

A lattice cutoff would perfectly satisfy me but please tell me how you introduce
any cutoff in a model whose rigorous construction principles are not following
the Lagrangian quantization logic. You do not seem to be aware of the explicit
existence of a large class of strictly local 2-dim. QFT which owe their existence
to completely different ideas than those of Lagrangian actions and Wilsonian
RGs. This is a class where not only the old bootstrap idea about the S-matrix
works, but there exists in addition a QFT which is uniquely associated with this
S-matrix (the formfactor part of the formfactor-bootstrap program). The point is
that any introduction of a cutoff in any form would totally wreck this constructive
approach by which they have been manufactured (I don’t think Lagrangian
quantization will ever lead to such explicit constructions even in those case
where the models may be baptized with a Lagrangian name). The cozy
conceptual security in which you seem to live (and of course not only you
personally) has been already seriously undermined apparently without you being

http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/
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aware to live in an undermined world. Of course you may want to execrate this
reality by claiming that these models are irrelevant for TOE fans but it certainly
will not go away but rather will grow stronger. It looks that this is just the first
glimpse of a new way of entering QFT and a new way to look at QFT, and it is far
away from the swampland entries.

39. Arun
May 5, 2006

So “autonomous” here just means “not metaphorical”?

What I have gathered from the conversation so far is that autonomous means
standing on its own, not needing a reference to something else.

40. Bert Schroer
May 5, 2006

Sorry, I give up. Please don’t think that I am arrogant and I want to put you
down. In reality am sad about this situation. The schism in particle physics
generated by more than 30 years of string-induced metaphorical (as opposite to
autonomous) thinking (string theory is only the culmination of something which
already started before) has led to a situation where a genuine dialog is estremely
difficult. I agree with Smolin that the physics discourse is on the verge of
breaking down, but not only between string theory and LQG but also between
advanced QFT and attempts at TOEs.
I don’t think it is my ignorance because I have followed the development of
string theory form its cradle and I have a certain sympathy for the more
conservative aim of LQG (which unfortunetly gets into a false recent competition
with ST which forces it to occupy territories which are outside its conceptual
range). But the fact that I understand what other people are doing is of little help
here if it remains one-sided.
Chris, I am disappointed that you ask that abominable question. Of course I can
calculate cross section and they would be the same as everybody else’s. Pointlike
fields are singular generators of algebras and perturbative interactions are
formulated by polynomial invariant couplings of free fields. Of the infinitely many
forms for (m,s) free fields (see Weinberg) you can use any you want in doing
causal perturbation theory. In case you have a Lagrange-Euler description which
generically is the exception rather than the rule (for low spin fields such free
field representations are known) you can also use the functional integral
approach but why should I put this restriction on myself? Local quantum physics
is an extension and not a narrowing down and if you define QFT through
functional integrals you are narrowing it. Renormalized causal perturbation
theory is the most general framework based on pointlike free fields and it is
totally mathematically rigorous (in the sense of formal power series just as the
formal algebraist like Drinfeld treat Kac-Moody representations or vertex
algebras)but of course not in the sense of convergent sums which are formally
representing the would be operators in Hilbert space.
Let us never come back an loose time on re-hashing such questions over and
over again.



41. Bert Schroer
May 5, 2006

To Arun
Autonomous means that it contains its interpretation i.e. there is no freedom to
add anything from outside, and the terminology metaphorical is used if the
interpretation has to be added from the outside. Observe that metaphorical does
not mean wrong, of course you make sure that you do not add something which
creates an inconsistency (it is similar to Goedels situation in the theory of logic).
In QFT one often uses metaphorical arguments but thanks to vacuum
polarization which distinguishes QFT significantly from any kind of relativistic
QM matephorical arguments in QFT can always be replaced by (generally more
deep and demanding) autonomous ones. I discuss such situations in connection
with thermal manifestations of localization in QFT (for example the entropy
problem) in
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/
although I did not yet use this terminology in those papers. The usual
thermodynamic limit approach in thermal QFT is metaphorical but there exists
an open system formulation based on the so-called “split property” (which makes
essential use of vacuum polarization) which converts the sequence of finite
systems into a sequence of genuine inclusions which are all subsystems of an
open system. In Haag’s book it is referred to as the statistical mechanics of open
quantum systems. Without quantum matter which reacts to the process of
localizing it by producing vacuum fluctuations on the causal horizon you cannot
get to the autonomous formulation of open systems. QM and string theory do not
have that vacuum polarization you need. Wheras this lack of autonomy does no
harm to QM, it makes string theory (because it is supposed to contain
autonomous QFT) look very eerie, more like a surreal painting of Dali than a
realistic theory of quantum matter.

42. Mentos
May 5, 2006

“You do not seem to be aware of the explicit existence of a large class of strictly
local 2-dim. QFT which owe their existence to completely different ideas than
those of Lagrangian actions and Wilsonian RGs.”

Almost all nontrivial 2D CFTs are non-Lagrangian. Most of the known integrable
2D QFTs are constructed as relevant deformations of a 2D CFT, and so are non-
Lagrangian as well.

The same is true in higher dimensions. Nontrivial interacting fixed points
generically have no useful Lagrangian formulation. (Sometimes such theories
can be realized as the IR limits of a weakly-coupled Lagrangian field theory.
Sometimes they can be realized as the limit of a family of Lagrangian field
theories.)

There are even (thanks to string theory constructions) examples of nontrivial
interacting QFTs in 5 and 6 dimensions. These, of course, are also non-
Lagrangian.

http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/
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“QM and string theory do not have that vacuum polarization you need.”

In the case of QM, you are, of course correct. In the case of string theory, you
seem to have gotten a wrong impression somewhere along the line …

43. Bert Schroer
May 5, 2006

No, I think we are living in different conceptual realms. When you say you can
construct you mean that you can make a mental picture but not anything which a
mathematician or a mathematical physicist would call a construction or a proof
of existence. There is not a single construction or existence prove in higher
dimensional QFT with or without the RG, not to mention string theory. In string
theory, unlike QFT one does nor even know any intrinsic characterization one
only has some recipes. If the word construction would still have a mandatory
engaging meaning which it used to have before the new barbarians appeared on
the scene, we would never enter such futile arguments.
And finally: why do you think there are these trillions of vacua which do not
communicate; in a theory with vacuum fluctuations caused by local quantum
matter this would not happen, they would all communicate and not live separate
lives as in a classical theory.
If somebody would have frozen me at a time when particle physics was still
healthy and woken me up in the present, I would feel like in one of Kafka’s short
stories: eerie and surreal.

44. Mentos
May 5, 2006

“There is not a single construction or existence prove in higher dimensional QFT
with or without the RG, not to mention string theory.”

That’s right.

By your criterion, QCD does not exist.

“If somebody would have frozen me at a time when particle physics was still
healthy and woken me up in the present, I would feel like in one of Kafka’s short
stories: eerie and surreal.”

Nonsense.

No one believed that the limited class of field theories, constructible by the
techniques of Constructive Quantum Field Theory, were the only things that
existed back then either.

Essentially all progress back then came from what you call a “different
conceptual realm.” And that continues to be true to this day.

If anything, the set of rigorous results in 2D (the only dimension where
CQFT/AQFT ever had any traction anyway) coming from other approaches is
vastly greater now than it was then.



As to dimensions above 2 (like, for instance, 4 dimensions, where we happen to
live), life goes on, despite the utter lack of progress from Constructive/Algebraic
Quantum Field Theory approaches.

If you want to spend your time working on rigorous approaches to 2D QFTs,
that’s fine. But don’t pretend to be surprised at other people’s lack of fascination
in your progress.

Only in your fevered imagining is that a sign of the sickness of high energy
theoretical physics. The center of attention has always been elsewhere and, for
intellectually-sound reasons, remains elsewhere today.

45. Chris Oakley
May 6, 2006

Let us never come back and lose time on re-hashing such questions
over and over again.

Just this once:
The cross section calculation in 3+1 dimensions you refer to is I assume based
on the Epstein/Glaser causal perturbation theory as outlined in (e.g.) Scharf’s
Finite Quantum Electrodynamics. I bought a copy of the latter a while back and
have a made a mental note of going through the arguments it in detail, but have
not done so yet for the following reason: it just looks like good old renormalizing
Feynman-Dyson perturbation theory in elegant clothes. Cutoffs are a crude way
of “dealing with” theories that give unwanted infinite results, but not the only
one. One may also introduce other kinds of spurious degrees degrees of freedom
and take spurious limits and although I will grant that what is done here is better
than cutoffs or dimensional regularization it still seems to amount to the same
thing.

46. Bert Schroer
May 6, 2006

Yes Chris, everything of a systematic nature which you can do with functional
integrals you can also do within the causal perturbation setting and much more
(the perturbation theory in CST can only be done in cp and the resulting local
covariance principle of Hollands, Wald, Brunetti, Fredenhagen and Verch is
truely something which shows the vibrancy of modern QFT and there are several
other startling results outside of the radar screen of string theory; but
fortunately the relevance of some discovery for physics is not determined by
Gallup polls among string theorists).

47. JC
May 6, 2006

Bert,

Have you thought about writing your own textbook on quantum field theory,
emphasizing the aspects which you feel are being neglected in modern textbooks
treatments (ie. Peskin & Schroder, Zee, etc …)?



48. Chris Oakley
May 6, 2006

Peter’s opponents apparently in a more conciliatory mood:

http://www.careerbuilder.com/monk-e-mail/?mid=8823799

49. Bert Schroer
May 6, 2006

JC,
yes I have, but there are certain problems which I want to see solved before. I
probably would not do this on my own because it is not enough to have new
ideas (including of course new ideas on old open problems), one also needs a
critical counterpart. Presently advanced QFT is too much in an upheaval, maybe
in two years from now some of the dust will have settled. There are very
astonishing structures in QFT which could not have been noticed with the old
conceptual apparatus. The local operator algebras in QFT are all of one kind, i.e.
if you have seen one, you know them all (just like points in geometry) and the
richness of QFT, including its inner symmetries and its (noncompact) spacetime
symmetries, is all contained in the relative position of a finite number of copies
of this “monade” (explicitly: hyperfinite Type III_1 von Neumann algebras, Ed
Witten may pardon me) which are placed in terms of modular algebraic concepts
with geometry being the result and not the input (note the difference to Atiyah-
Witten). The setting resembles that of Vaughn Jones’s inclusion theory but the
monades used here lead to modular inclusions and they lead to spacetime,
whereas the Jones inclusions are limited to only notice a left-right distiction
(braid groups, topological field theory). The concepts and mathematics are clear
and rigorous, what is completely open is the range of physical content.
I do not complain that the small dedicated group of people who are engaged in
this project do not get enough attention, since I am convinced that real progress
will not result from those globalized monocultures: there seems to be a critical
size just as in the theory of traffic collapses. But of course on the other hand I am
afraid that we will be left with near zero new blood at a time when it would be
really important because the ball of local quantum physics seems to be rolling
again. My polemic article was not written for the sake of polemics but mainly to
let those many physicists who have doubts about how particle physics is
administrated by string theorists know that there is another world. We are in a
situation in particle physics which never was confronted before and which
definitely cannot be explained without taking sociological aspects into
consideration.
I think Arun makes a serious mistake if he thinks that this eerie and surreal
appearance of string theory is my personal problem; he would be surprized how
many particle theorists have a similar impression; in fact hep-th/ has in the eyes
of most particle physicists become a site of messianic TOE expectations.
My question to Arun about the structural status of vacuum polarization was
carefully chosen because the very nature of those above mentioned monade
algebras already incorporates the vacuum polarization and thermal properties in
their algebraic structure (these algebras have no pure states at all!). They are
the heart of local quantum physics (much more basic than the use of particular
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field coordinatizations) and it would be interesting and important to know what
string theory puts in their place. What is somewhat depressing is not that Arun
does not know the answer, but that he gave the impression that it is not
worthwhile to know the answer; for him it is only a minority interest of some
isolated individuals who do their little thing and are detached from the great
design of a final TOE. Although I live in a completely different conceptual realm
than Peter or Lee Smolin (whose worries about a falling apart basis of
communication within particle physics I however share) I never have the
impression that they are dismissive about different views or that they have
hegemonic ambitions.

50. Bert Schroer
May 6, 2006

With all appologies to Arun, I mean Mentos.
These pseudonyms add an impersonal flair. I think their original purpose is to
further the course of democracy so that somebody, who wants to discuss with a
bigshot, does not have to be inhibited or afraid of his reactions; but on the other
hand they should not be used denigrate somebody who signs with his name and
takes the responsibility for what he writes. Up to now I did not have the
impression that such an abuse occurred with respect to my contribution.

51. Mentos
May 6, 2006

“What is somewhat depressing is not that [Mentos] does not know the answer,
but that he gave the impression that it is not worthwhile to know the answer…”

I am sorry if I gave that impression. It’s not that I don’t think the answer is
interesting. It’s that I don’t understand the question.

As to the status of CQFT/AQFT as a “minority interest of a few individuals,” you
seem to be arguing that, in some past golden age, that was not the case. The fact
is that it was always a minority interest.

That’s not a criticism of AQFT. It’s simply a statement of reality, and important to
repeat for those too young to remember the “golden age.”

“…they should not be used denigrate somebody who signs with his name and
takes the responsibility for what he writes.”

Which is not my intention either.

52. Bert Schroer
May 6, 2006

Mentor,
“As to the status of CQFT/AQFT as a “minority interest of a few individuals,” you
seem to be arguing that, in some past golden age, that was not the case. The fact
is that it was always a minority interest.”
That is certainly true, but this was a democratic choice and if one made that



choice and had some innovative ideas there was no problem, it was the quality
on the level of the state of art of an area which determined careers. There was
no need for a hegemonial control through citation indicees in which
mathematical physics fares less well so AQFT also could profit from the “golden
age”.

“That’s not a criticism of AQFT. It’s simply a statement of reality, and important
to repeat for those too young to remember the “golden age.””
I meant “golden age” for particle physics not for AQFT, although as I said AQFT
did not fare badly.
Now that we are in tune again, I could try once more to get to that question of
intrinsicness (autonomy) with respect to string theory across. Let’s forget the
vacuum polarization aspect and explore that intrinsicness in a more specific
context of the free 10-dim. superstring (to avoid tachyons) in the covariant gauge
(conformal formalism, BRSTetc.). We probably can rapidly agree that if one
applies the free string field operator once to the vacuum (the “one-field state”)
and descends via BRST cohomology to the physical subspace, one obtains a
highly reducible unitary Poincare representation which describes a mass tower.
Take it from me (we can argue about this separatly, this is where I use modular
localization) that the two point function which is a function of center of mass X
and internal dynamical variables is point-localized in X and hence the physical
projection of that free string field inherits this localization. If that field would
have been string-localized it would have shown up right here in a reduced
spacelike (anti)commutativity where the geometry of the string would be plainly
visible (if one string comes into the timelike causal shadow of the other). It
does’t, and so you could get the impression that the situation is indistinguishable
from a pointlike infinite component free field. But I am almost certain (I have not
done the computation) that the result will have a much better spacelike
commutativity than one can get in infinite component QFT (and in any QFT for
that matter): depending on the excitations of the internal degrees of freedom the
situation will be “supercausal” i.e. the (anti)commutator will continue to vanish
up into the timelike region (inclusing lightlike distances) below a certain timelike
distance which varies with the internal excitation state. This then may be
considered as an intrinsic characterization of a free string versus an infinite
component free field. I is certainly independent on all the words which went into
its manufacturing (conformal QFT, BRST, reparametrization and gauge aspects
etc.). In other words the question is which property distinguishes the string mass
tower from a generic infinite component tower. I do not know the answer, but
would you agree that this at least is a way for aiming at an intrinsic meaning?

53. Mentos
May 6, 2006

No, let’s stick with vacuum polarization.

Maybe what we need is an example of the kind of explanation that would satisfy
you.

Consider Lattice Gauge Theory. What “structural property” of Lattice Gauge
Theory ensures that it has vacuum polarization?



54. Ming
May 6, 2006

Sorry this is off-topic, but I’m wondering what’s happening to Peter Woit’s book
“Not Even Wrong”. I thought it should have been published in April (according to
one listing in amazon), but apparently not. And another listing in amazon says it
won’t be published till 9/30/06. Just want to get a more definite answer from the
author. Thanks.

55. Bert Schroer
May 6, 2006

Mentos,
Unfortunatly nothing, you just do not get those nice monades which structurally
encapsulate and bind together(modular) localization, vacuum polarization,
thermal manifestation of localization in the vacuum etc.
I would not know how to rewrite my papers on localization entropy on the
Goettingen AQFT server in terms of a lattice model.
It seems to me that the lattice is good for nonperturbative approximations but
not for structural problems, in fact it is particularly efficient if you do not yet
understand the conceptual structure of a problem. In the present case one really
knows a lot about the QFT structure, and that analytic insight should not be
vasted by returning to a lattice (I do not know how the lattice works for string
theory).
In principle one should find an answer somewhere, but it is too much buried in
details. Just as in QM, vacuum polarization is not structurally forced upon you. In
QM and lattice theory you always have factorization between the Hilbert space
of a region and its complement (and the cacuum factorizes trivially), whereas in
QFT there is never a factorization between the subspace of localized states and
that of states belonging to the spacelike disjoint region. In fact you can only
create such a tensorproduct factorization if you allow for a “collar” region which
separates a localization region from its causal disjoint; but even if you do this
“splitting” you will not loose the thermal aspects of the vacuum (which are never
there in QM and lattice theory unless you introduce a heatbath by hand).
With other words it would be a terrible mess if you were to describe the Hawking
radiation phenomenon on a lattice. For this reason you have to be satisfied with
my other more pedagogical example; try to look at it, it is not so bad for getting
the structural point of “intrinsicness” across.

56. Who
May 6, 2006

there is a logical point about testing scientific theories that in the long run is
probably more important than some particular paper about a particular theory. it
is illustrated by this post:

“…it says that IF there is no light Higgs, AND the calculated bounds are found to
be violated THEN EITHER SST is false OR one or more of Analyticity, Unitarity,
and Lorentz Invariance is false. It is up to the experimenters to determine which
is the case.”



Something worries me about this. suppose the conclusion were
“(EITHER SST is false OR General Relativity is false)” And suppose the
conclusion were “It is up to the experimenters to determine which is the case.”

This is not a possible way to falsify SST, because logically in order to do that one
would have to prove that General Relativity is TRUE. but that is, in principle,
impossible. One cannot show that a scientific theory is true one can only
continue to test it.

One can not put up to experimenters the job of proving a theory true.

But in order to function as a falsification of SST one would have to do just that.
therefore the logical scheme presented here UNSATISFACTORY as a proposed
falsification. (this is not a Distler issue or a SST issue, it transcends the
immediate circumstances and involves our understanding of how theories can be
tested)

The scheme would only work marginally in a context where all educated people
of good faith accept Gen Rel without question. As an unquestioned premise that
is not felt to need experimental support.

But in our particular case here, “Analyticity, Unitarity, Lorentz Invariance” is very
far from being such an unquestioned premise. I see indications of widespread
skepticism that nature conforms to those three rules. As the poster indicated, we
could NOT take it on faith but would have to hand over the job of verifying it to
experimentalists. They, however, would be logically incapable of verifying these
as features of nature, and could at best falsify them.

The Distler et al paper, it seems, could serve a textbook example of how NOT
show the falsifiability of a theory (because it illustrates this simple, but easily
overlooked logical point.)

57. Mentos
May 6, 2006

Schroer said:

“Unfortunatly nothing, you just do not get those nice monades which structurally
encapsulate and bind together(modular) localization, vacuum polarization,
thermal manifestation of localization in the vacuum etc.”

Well, if lattice gauge theory does not have the requisite “structural properties”
that you require, then I am sure that nothing I can think of will either.

QCD, for you, is a nonexistent quantum field theory.

The problem lies not in string theory, but in all of the “quantum field theories” of
moderm particle physics. Even the best of them is not defined in a fashion that
satisfies your requirements.

Who wrote:



““…it says that IF there is no light Higgs, AND the calculated bounds are found
to be violated THEN EITHER SST is false OR one or more of Analyticity,
Unitarity, and Lorentz Invariance is false.”

I don’t think that is what their paper says.

They argue that IF there is no light Higgs, AND the calculated bounds are found
to be violated THEN one or more of Analyticity, Unitarity, and Lorentz Invariance
is false. Since SST incorporates the properties of Analyticity, Unitarity, and
Lorentz Invariance, then IT, TOO, must be false.

That’s quite different from the logical syllogism you propose. Perhaps it has its
own flaws, but not the ones you claim.

58. Who
May 6, 2006

thanks for the reaction Mentos. I am glad you have a different interpretation,
this gives more of a chance for Distler et al work to exhibit genuine falsifiability.

I have three questions for you.

what does it mean to assert that “Analyticity is false” ?

what does it mean to assert that “Unitarity is false” ?

what does it mean to assert that “Lorentz invariance is false”?

Perhaps as you suggest, your version of the syllogism has its own flaws, such as
the flaw that these statement are meaningless. What is your view?
Personally I cannot imagine attributing a meaning for these statements unless
we venture into the realm of metaphysics and make normative statements
restricting the mathematical content of physical models—i.e. stop judging
theories on the basis of their performance.

Metaphysical statements such as (“mathematical functions used in modeling
should be expandable in power series”) are not, I believe, empirically testable
—-they concern human conventions and not the physical world. How does one
falsify a metaphysical principle,
or a normative injunction about conventions?
And then if you DO falsify it, or at least contradict it, you get something like (“it
is OK for mathematical functions to be expandable in power series but also OK if
they are not, maybe they dont even all have to be differentiable, whatever
works!”) And then how does that falsify SST?

It seems to me that “Analyticity is false” merely enlarges the range of theories
that the maker of the statement is willing to consider and test. SST would still be
required to make predictions and be judged on its merits, whatever be the field
of competitors.

Something fishy about Distler et al claim to show falsifiability, I suspect. Can’t



get a paraphrase of the argument that means anything. If you have one, I’d be
very glad to hear it.

59. Mentos
May 6, 2006

Saying that one of these properties is false is simply to say that the fundamental
theory at very short distances does not possess this property. Perhaps, like LQG,
the fundamental theory is not Lorentz-invariant at short distances. Or, perhaps
one of the other properties does not hold.

Anyway, the dispersion-relation bounds of Distler et al are derived assuming that
these properties hold to arbitrarily short distances in the fundamental underlying
theory (whatever it is). If the bounds are found to fail experimentally, then these
assumptions about the short distance theory must be false.

Perhaps, in that case, the true short distance theory is LQG. In any case (they
say) it isn’t string theory.

60. Bert Schroer
May 7, 2006

To Who says,
I have the same problems with the paper. Analyticity is not a physical principle
and Lorentz invariance may refer to the fact that string theory among other
things permits also a Poincare-invariant solution. As it stands it implies a
somewhat uninteded cabaret interpretation of the word “theory of everything”.
Nevertheless it may indicate a deep desire to bring the discussion back to a more
conceptual level. A characteristic aspect of the mentioned “golden age” is that it
brought the conceptual dialogue to an art form and this has been lost and we
probably must re-learn it.
Presently many works place calculations directly next to sophisticated
mathematics without a mediating conceptual link. I am very suspicious when I
see all that high powered and from a physical viewpoint amok-running
mathematics (differential- and algebraic- geometry, Langlands etc) being
juxtaposed to supersymmetry, e-m symmetry and other unfulfilled physical pleas
to nature over and over again, although the D-J-R paper cannot be accused of
duing that. But a first swallow does not yet make a spring and one has to wait
and see whether this indicates a trend.

61. Adrian Heathcote
May 7, 2006

Bert

I’ve been finding your posts very interesting — and engagingly frank. My own
interest is perhaps a very small subset of yours. I’m interested in the possibility
of solving some of the interpretative/foundational problems with QM (not QFT)
by looking more closely at the algebraic structure — in particular what happens
when you couple systems together either in measurement situations or in EPR-
type ensembles. It seems to me that some subtleties have been glossed over in



traditional presentations: it is for example usually ignored that there are a very
large number of tensor products that may describe a coupled system, and this
range, in a sense, represents a physically determinable aspect of coupled
systems that has not been looked at.

I’ve always thought that this aspect of QM (entanglement etc) must really get its
fullest exposure in QFT and have always been quite dissapointed with what I’ve
found. (Let alone what is in string theory.)

Is this an aspect of AQFT that you can comment upon? Particularly as many
people think that AQFT ‘s local nature precludes it from saying anything about
this from the outset.

62. Arun
May 7, 2006

Bert:

If you’re not writing a textbook right now, could you outline a reading program?
Let the starting point be a grad student who has had a first course in QFT.

Thanks in advance!

63. Bert Schroer
May 7, 2006

Concerning basic advanced structures in QM off hand I would recommend Claas
Landsman’s homepage. I have seen a link in Peter’s homepage. The issue of
entaglement etc. is a bit more demanding in QFT as a result of the ubiquitous
vacuum polarization.
Also the second addition of Haag’s book on QFT has some nice material on the
measurement which is presented in an interesting personal flair. More advanced
topics on ERP and Bell in the context of QFT you find on Steve Summers
homepage.
http://www.math.ufl.edu/~sjs/
Very interesting and highly recommendable are also publications of the
University of Pittsburgh Philosophy department. These people really know what
they are talking about. I had many interesting email exchanges with Rob clifton
and I was deeply saddened when I heard about his early death a couple of year
ago. Hans Halverson, who is now in Princeton is a very worthy successor (he
actually was his student). Apparently because of its rich conceptual structure
AQFT has a very strong attraction to philosophers of science. Without knowing a
little bit on the mathematical side one may feel lost in their articles, but I think
they have also supplied some more pedagogical articles.
Articles of Halverson you can also find on
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/
Arun
Since I have my reservation about recent literatur on QFT, I still would
recommend Haag (not so much as a textbook to learn tools of the trade, more to
get a conceptual overview), also Streater-Wightman and Jost are still good in
what they cover (and there are many important things they do not cover). For

http://www.math.ufl.edu/~sjs/
http://www.math.ufl.edu/~sjs/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/


scattering theory, which is a cornerstone of AQFT, there is also a recent little
book by Araki. For the tools of the trade Itzykson-Zuber is still good. With all
those antidotes I think you can also get sum honey from Peskin-Schroeder since
you can then easily spot the weak part where they allowed the string theoretical
carricature of QFT to take over.

64. Mork
May 7, 2006

>With all those antidotes I think you can also get sum honey from Peskin-
Schroeder since you can then easily spot the weak part where they allowed the
string theoretical carricature of QFT to take over.

That must be the best 1-line book review ever!

Any choice words on other popular QFT texts (Weinberg, Srednicki, …)?

65. Alejandro Rivero
May 7, 2006

Bert, speaking of weakness, what do you think of Doplicher’s quantum area in
the context of AQFT? Does it implies that the net of observable algebras contains
a minimum algebra? Is it in contradiction with some fundamental issue of AQFT?

(and yep, I join in recommending the reading of Haag’s in paralell with P&S. I
“stole” (xeroxcopied) Haag’s draft when in display at Leipzig IAMP meeting, and
then I went straigh for the full book when it appeared at the bookstores).

66. Bert Schroer
May 7, 2006

Alejandro Rivero,
“Bert, speaking of weakness, what do you think of Doplicher’s quantum area in
the context of AQFT? Does it implies that the net of observable algebras contains
a minimum algebra? Is it in contradiction with some fundamental issue of
AQFT?”
If your question is what I think about Sergio Doplicher’s contributions to QFT,
my answer is that I am impressed by them. The deepest work (in collaboration
with John Roberts and in part Rudolf Haag) is the derivation of the structure of
charge sectors, their statistics and the inner symmetry (in 4-dim. always a
compact symmetry group) as well as the construction of the charge-carrying field
algebra from basically the causality and spectrum structure of local observables.
This is like Marc Kac’s “how to hear the shape of a drum” where the ear is the
observable algebra and the shape of the drum is the field algebra i.e. the field
algebra including its particle statistics and its inner symmetry is constructed
from its observable shadow (the observable algebra), a marvelous conceptual
achievment. You cannot do such things in the Lagrangian setting where the
structure of the field algebra is assumed ab inicio.
Sergio (together with Roberts and Fredenhagen) also worked on
“noncommutative QFT” with Quantum Gravity in mind (although what they
actually do is noncommutative QFT in Minkowski spacetime). Despite their



“good physical intentions” they arrive pretty much at those problems which
other people many years afterwards also found with less good physical
motivations (a L-invariance breaking “aether”, only partially solved problems
with unitarity, no complete improvement of short-distance properties etc.)
In my view (AOP 319 (2005) 92) the most serious problems (in addition to
unitarity) which the present generation of physicists are generally overlooking is
the question of whether some sort of macro-causality (no timelike precursors,
spacelike cluster properties) can be maintained. As I explained in my review, an
earlier generation of physicists (in the 50-70ies) who studied the feasibility of
nonlocal QFT really payed attention to this point and ended in failure (wrong in a
sense which Pauli would have deeply appreciated!); this was at a time of honesty
in particle physics when people did not published positive results and surpressed
negative ones even though they came from the same assumptions.
I know that there is presently only one setting which fulfills all the assumptions
(including cluster properties) the “direct particle interaction” of Coester and
Polyzou, but the profound work of these nuclear physicists seem to remain
unnoticed among particle physicists. When I mentioned this in a blog last month
there came a very interesting reaction from Eugene Stefanovich pointing out
that there are other attempts which use a more field theoretic presentation, but I
did not yet find the time to look at them (they may very well also treat that
macrocausality requirement correctly, but since this is a very delicate conceptual
point, I prefer to look at this before I say something).
I have a question to all of you, can anybody provide me with a reference where
the cluster factorization property of the string S-matrix was shown?

67. Mentos
May 7, 2006

“I have a question to all of you, can anybody provide me with a reference where
the cluster factorization property of the string S-matrix was shown?”

We went through the same problem with respect to vacuum polarization.

At the end of the day, you insisted that Lattice Gauge Theory (the only rigorous
(some might say, not yet rigorous enough) definition of an interacting 4D field
theory, that currently exists) does not have the requisite “structural properties”
for vacuum polarization.

Can you point to a rigorous proof of cluster factorization in a 4D interacting field
theory, as a model of a proof that you would consider satisfactory in the string
case?

68. Bert Schroer
May 7, 2006

Of course, the derivation of cluster properties as a structural consequence on the
same conceptual level as TCP, spin&statistics is a consequence of the principles
of local causality and positivity of energy. Have done this for the correlation
functions the Haag-Ruelle scattering theory carries it to the S-matrix. Prooving it
for a concrete model amounts to checking these two properties and this is



extremely simple and in all models which have been constructed in any
mathematical rogorous sense and in those models which only have a Lagrangian
name but are not yet mathematically born it is guarantied by the fact that causal
locality and positive energy-momentum spectrum are formal properties of the
Larangian quantization setting which become rigorous as soon as you are able to
fill this Lagrangian name with a mathematical content. It is of course true in
every order of perturbation theory.
In string theory the conceptual position of the S-Matrix is totally different;
instead of being the crown of an underlying theory it is the result of a yet
mathematically (outside that genus perturbation theory) not secured cooking
recipe which comes from a theoretical blue yonder attempt and therefore there
is really something to prove here. But in my question I would be satisfied with an
answer in lowest nontrivial order in fact I would already be satisfied if one can
see that the 4-particle amplitude (the one which comes from that two tubes
joining and splitting) goes to zero if you remove the center of wave packets to
infinity in spacelike direction (but of course without any additional
approximation of the amplitude). I am not so familiar with the analytical form of
these amplitudes, otherwise I would have done it myself.
The important point is that whereas in QFT you get it for free (from other well-
known properties), in string theory you have to prove something (asymptotic
properties of presumably quite complicated function). I would find it very
strange if this has not been done in G-S-W or Polchinski’s book.
Since I would except perturbation theory, there is no reason to take refuge to a
lattice.

69. Mentos
May 7, 2006

You may find the discussion in Polchinski’s book (for the bosonic string)
satisfactory.

In general, there is an intricate mapping between properties of the
2-dimensional world sheet theory and analytic structure of the spacetime
S-matrix.

(A word of caution, since in your question, you seem to blur the distinction
between S-matrix elements and off-shell Green’s functions: conventional string
perturbation theory does not attempt to produce expressions for the latter. Only
S-matrix elements are defined, but the poles and cuts of the perturbative
S-matrix do satisfy all the usual axioms – something that was not guaranteed in a
quantum theory of gravity.)

70. Bert Schroer
May 8, 2006

Sorry for the several typos in my posting from yesterday, but since I think that
they did not impede the understanding of the content.
Yesterday I left my cottage in Arraial do Cabo (160 km north of Rio de Janeiro,
lovely micro climate caused by a passing cold Patagonian current) and went to
the nearby Cabo Frio to interrupt my temporary self-chosen solitude. I went to a



Chorinho Club. Chorinho is probably the result of the oldest musical encounter
between African and European traditions. It is approximately of the same age as
as ragtime and New Orleans jazz. The melodic lines (guitar, flute or clarinet) are
rich and complex and they are all written down (like ragtime) and hard to
improvise on. Everybody in the older generation knows them. The freedom of
improvisation is mainly on the side of the rythm which is created by a pandeiro
and a cavaquinho. There were many old couples and some “coroas”, widows or
divorcees of African (probably the strongest ethnic component around Rio),
Arabian and European descend. I did not know that Brazil received so many
immigrants from the time when the Otoman empire fell apart. The coroas had
extravagant very light clothes with a lot of gold rings around their arms,
ornamental belts and impressive trappings around their neck. Their vibrant way
of dancing encapsulated memories of past beauty and art de vivre. It reminded
me of Wim Wenders social club.
I always have been attracted by the originality and richness of Brazilian popular
music inasmuch as I liked jazz (when I was at Princeton in the early 60ies I went
down to East Village several times to listen to Art Blakey and many other
jazzists. While in Pittsburgh I once met a Brazilian au pair girl who aquainted me
with the music of Chico Buarque de Hollanda, Gilberto Gil and other Brazilian
composers. So when I finally went down there for the first time in 1968 at the
invitation of Jorge Andre Swieca, I was not totally unprepared about Brazilean
popular culture. The country was in the grip of a military dictatorship but the
popular culture was flourishing. Several compositions of Chico were banned by
the military and Gil and Caetano Veloso had to flee to London. The censureship
was quite severe and many concert and theatre productions were forbidden. This
often had the effect of refining the style (one had to avoid addressing problems
directly) and significantly enhanced the artistic value (with all apologies to the
aficionados of political correctness), an effect which my colleagues from the
former Soviet Union probably also experienced. I perfectly understood why
Feynman during his more than on year stay in Rio de Janeiro was so much taken
in that he did not only become a honorary member in one of Rio’s famous Samba
school, but he was an activel participant of the batucada section (he played the
frigideira a small frying-pan-shaped piece of metal which requires a very high
playing speed).
When I came home I had to listen to some Brazilian form of hiphop because the
young guys park their ghettoblaster cars near my living place. What a difference
to what I had heard before and the high quality popular music which used to be
deeply appreciated by all strata of Brazilean society (remember the maid in
Pittsburgh I mentioned before)! Brazilian hiphop (at least the one I have heard)
is primitive on the musical side and usually pornographic in its lyrics. How can
such a rich popular culture fall into such gaping cultural hole within only two
generations?
But isn’t the history of particle physics physics very similar? Did’t we hit the rock
bottom in past years? Take a central issue as scattering theory. The S-matrix
wasn’t the result of a prescription, but the proud crown resulting from
underlying spacetime properties (the LSZ-Haag-Ruelle scattering theory).
Because of this you did not have to worry about properties which you may have
forgotten to impose. But look at what string theory made of this once proud
object. If you want to know the counterpart of the Brazilian hiphop, well it is



Kakuism, and I am not sure if even a car-dealer would like this kind of hiphop.
Mentos,
I really meant the on-shell S-matrix and not some off-shell extrapolation. It is
precisely for that reason that LSZ and HR had to work on top of the (already at
that time known) cluster properties of correlation functions.

71. Juan R.
May 8, 2006

Bert Schroer,

Of course, that one can be much more specific in criticizing string theory, but in
my personal opinion it is a waste of time, because most of stringers are so
arrogant that do not even heard or read their colleagues. This is the main reason
of failure ot string theory as working theory.

I find amazing the history of the subject, with almost all of past stringers’ claims
recently proven to be false or considered today to be not so obvious.

From a historical point of view I find history of the variation of the number of
dimension or the recent formulation of M(atrix) theory as a theory of pointlike
particles two funny points. Maybe the biggest historical error is, in my opinion,
the generalized belief between string theorists that a perturbative theory with a
spin-two quantum field was a theory of quantum gravity. It was not, therein the
need for the unknown M-theory.

Regarding your S-matrix question i never saw a full proof. In fact, would it
exists?

The cluster decomposition principle is a hint of QFT (has anyone measured
particles infinitely separated?) due to non-existence of full bounded states (only
free fields are well-defined).

String theory borns from particle physics, therefore, it copies most of concepts
and methods. However, string theory cannot ignore gravitatory effects (as QFT
does) and in the large scale, you may include several effects as a cosmological
event horizon or the dynamical expansion of universe. Standard string theory
(e.g. bosonic version cited above) deals with a classical fixed predefined infinite
background. In the generic case there is not factorization and the full string
theory scattering perturbative approach breaks down.

Then what? A Hawking $-matrix like approach? I doubt.

The problem with QFT and string theory is that both admit S-matrix as the
fundamental observable. Original criticism by Dirac or Landau whereas ignored
by mainstream continues holding.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



72. Bert Schroer
May 8, 2006

Juan R.
Objection your honor, the S-matrix is not a fundamental (but extremely) object of
QFT, rather it is the crown/roof of an edifice which is founded on localization and
stability principles. The fact that with more recent insights (coming from
modular localization theory) the S-matrix also reveals some information about
wedge-localization does not really change its role as the honey glaze on top of
the cake.
QFT also cannot deliver an intrinsic distinction between bound and elementary
particle states; it rather implements full nuclear democracy being only
moderated by a hierarchy between fundamental and fused superselected charges
(and the cluster factorization property takes this nuclear democracy fully into
account). A particular model may invite you to think of some particle state as
being a bound version involving other ones, there is nothing wrong with this. But
in many cases you find another description which shows that what you
considered as elementary permits also a composite interpretation and there is
nothing wrong with this either; this is just the consequence of the ubiquitious
vacuum polarization. Only in QM such a distiction has an intrinsic meaning.
Many of the things which appear intrinsic are not, e.g. the gauge theoretical
setting to characterize a theory.
The S-matrix setting is valid precisely as long as the Wigner particle picture is
relevant and of course in CST it is not applicable. For this reason Fredenhagen
and Haag have based their derivation of Hawking radiation for a collapsing star
on registration rates of radiation-counters (they define what this means) and not
on Wigner particles (see also Walds comments in his reviews of this issue).

73. Bert Schroer
May 8, 2006

Sorry in the previous post it should read: extremely useful, and in one of my
earlier posts the incomplete phrase
“but since I think that they did not impede the understanding of the content”
should be completed by: I did not bother to correct them.

74. Juan R.
May 10, 2006

Bert Schroer,

I know experimental success of field theory and also some of attempts to provide
a more solid foundation to the whole issue.

I was saying is that QFT (and standard string theory) assumes that S-matrix is a
fundamental observable. This cannot be true and reason for improvement from
several schools and authors.

The theorems on localization, stability et cetera are not convincing when one
checks mathematical details. This is reason that people as Dirac, Landau,
Wheeler, or Feynman (I am citing only great past guys) knew of those limitations



and took QFT as a first step in the formulation of a complete and consistent
relativistic quantum theory.

They failed in their respective attempts but at least recognized the problem.
Usual QFT textbooks simply ignore the difficulties with QFT, with others -such as
recent Weinberg manual- going beyond and attempting to present us the
discipline in an “axiomatic way” as if QFT were a well-founded subject!

Most of supposed rigor of QFT breaks down when one studies details of the
formalism. For example, it is not difficult prove that a quantum field does not fit
inside a pure Hilbert space structure and one may go beyond usual framework,
for example via a Rigged structure [Phys. Rev. A 1996, 53(6), 4075]. This is
especially true when one try to obtain rigorous descriptions of instable particles,
or of non-equilibrium thermal states between others. Another example is thermal
phenomena. The irrelevant attempts to study thermal phenomena using QFT
showed the lack of a rigorous and full foundation for standard thermal QFT and
finalized in a new approach TFD from the particle physics community and
alternative (more solid still) approaches from the statistical mechanics
community (there are some attempts to improve TFD from ideas developed in
the latter). Maybe I would remember here that already the original TFD is based
in at least 5 new postulates modifying the most basic of QFT: Hilbert space, state
vectors, Hamiltonian, operators, etc.

Another difficulty with the S-matrix approach is that derivation of master
formulae is not mathematical or physically founded. I wrote a paper just on this
topic has been submitted and accepted. The fundamental idea is that if
Hamiltonian unitarity is true, then there is not possibility for a rigorous one-to-
one mapping to experimental data (master formula) and if you map to
experimental data then unitarity is not true. For illustration, I checked
“derivation” of S-matrix in Weinberg manual (1st volume) and showed it contains
at least three mathematical errors and two external assumptions (of course
Weinberg received a draft copy of manuscript ;-). Van Kampen called
“mathematical funambulism” to derivations of that kind! That is true.

When remarking QFT is a free field theory I (as others) did mean that exists not
full satisfactory relativistic theory for bounded states. That is the reason that
only asymptotic states can be rigorously studied with no possibility for studying
intermediate states [Phys. Rev. A 1996, 53(6), 4075].

You can -at least formally- write a Schrodinger-like equations for a single
electron but you cannot write a full equation for a two electron system and
people use partial mixed approaches such as a double Dirac equation with non-
field 16 component spinors and interaction potentials derived from QED but
complemented with ad hoc procedures before implementation in bound states
(continuum dissolution problem, and rest of trouble)…

It is true that QFT lets us to study some properties of bound states via formal
scattering processes |12> —> |1>|2> but that is very different from deriving
properties for the real bound state |12>. Dirac was very clear in the
incompatibility of QFT with QM in his last works.



The vacuum polarization is just a mathematical artifact arising in QFT when one
does *certain assumptions*. Already Feynman explained in his book on statistical
mechanics why the usual methodology in QFT and atomic/nuclear QM was not
rigorous and one would see what happens when one reintroduces the effects of
taking the response of the rest of universe in the model. The picture is then very
different (see his famous article with Wheeler on the so-called Universe response
theory).

One of the interesting point you are missing is that one can obtain same kind of
effects usually ascribed to a “vacuum polarization” in field theory without
vacuum. Advantages of this new approach are a more solid foundation and that
one can also compute another things cannot be computed from a field-theoretic
approach [Rev. Mod. Phys. 1995, 67(1), 113].

And all those without including well-known inconsistencies of CED are not solved
by QED. In fact, modern textbooks carefully avoid the topic.

Wald and others’ thoughts regarding particles in curved spacetimes are not
concluding (and some thoughts are simply wrong). See above reference for
remarks on a theory of particles in curved spacetimes and how it has been
applied to description of cosmological models without initial singularities.

There is more interesting stuff to be discussed here, but sincerely I have no time.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



Quick Links

May 7, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

I’ve been much too busy the past few days, so haven’t had time to write anything new
here. One thing that has been keeping me busy is going over the copy-edited version
of the American edition of my book, which will be published in September by Basic
Books. The British edition, published by Jonathan Cape, should be available June 1,
both in Britain and Canada, and presumably one can order it from the British or
Canadian versions of Amazon. The American version will have a somewhat different
preface, and has been separately copy-edited, so there will be minor changes (beyond
just changing British spellings back to the American ones I first wrote down…). Late
last week I was sent an early copy of the British version of the book itself, and I’m
very happy with how it looks.

Last week I also spent a significant amount of time at my colleague John Morgan’s
60th birthday conference, which was held here in the math department. Morgan is
one of the leading figures in topology, and over the years has worked on a wide range
of different kinds of mathematics, often bringing the subject together with other very
different parts of mathematics. At the moment he’s involved in at least two projects,
one involving Calabi-Yaus with Chuck Doran, another an ambitious attempt with Gang
Tian to work out the details of Perelman’s proof of the Poincare conjecture. He’s also
doing a stellar job as chair of our department.

Morgan has collaborated with and interacted significantly with Witten over the years,
and Witten gave a wonderful talk at the conference on Gauge Theory and the
Geometric Langlands Program. This was really just a taste aimed at mathematicians
of his recent work on geometric Langlands and gauge theory. He explained some of
the history of Montonen-Olive duality, some of the relevance of supersymmetry to
mathematics, and then explained what an ‘t Hooft operator in gauge theory is, and
that it is related to the Hecke operators studied in geometric Langlands.

Here are some quick links to interesting things I’ve run across recently:

John Baez has a new edition of his proto-blog “This Week’s Finds in Mathematical
Physics”. It contains a beautiful exposition of the circle of very different sorts of
mathematics that all gets related via Dynkin diagrams.

Greg Moore and his recently graduated student Dmitriy Belov had a beautiful new
paper on self-dual field theory in 4l+2 dimensions.

Christianity Today has an article entitled Science in Wonderland, which mentions
Susskind and string theory and notes:

This theory has not met with, shall we say, universal approbation, not least because it
can’t be empirically tested. You could even say it’s not science, and some have said
that, but they don’t hiss the way they do when they talk about Intelligent Design.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~petero/MorganConference.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~petero/MorganConference.html
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http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0605074
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0605074
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~petero/morgan60/witten.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~petero/morgan60/witten.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~petero/morgan60/witten.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~petero/morgan60/witten.html
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http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605038
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The AMS has a new web-site devoted to Mathematical Imagery.

In the comment section here, Bert Schroer pointed to some web-sites I wasn’t aware
of that contain all sorts of links to various material related to the algebraic approach
to QFT. These include the home page of Stephen Summers and the Local Quantum
Physics Crossroads” hosted at Gottingen.

Update: If you want to know why the mathematics associated with Dynkin diagrams
can’t be usefully explained or viscerally understood without string theory, as well as
why John Baez is a proto-human, you can consult the blog of a prominent Harvard
faculty member. He also notes that

Peter Woit is another proto-human who eats everyone who dares to look in between
the clouds. Be afraid. Be very afraid.

and explains in great detail why

it is important not only to learn string theory well but also to emphasize that and
explain why people like Peter Woit are intellectual barbarian cannibals. 

Comments

1. Deane
May 7, 2006

Peter,

Did you notice this:

http://www.intlpress.com/AJM/p/2006/10_2/AJM-10-2-165-498-Abstract.pdf

Zhu spent last year at Harvard working through all of this in a weekly seminar
run by Yau.

Regards,
Deane

2. knotted string
May 7, 2006

June 1 is a Thursday, the traditional book publishing day in England. Is Jonathan
Cape making a real marketing effort for NOT EVEN WRONG?

Can you give anti-stringy interviews on TV when the book comes out? Or is it just
going to be a case it going quietly on to bookshelves, largely unnoticed. I
suppose you should have an agent for a book for publicity bearing in mind it isn’t
a textbook.

The girls who do the marketing just post off a few complimentary copies of the
book to magazines, who rarely review them.

http://www.ams.org/mathimagery/
http://www.ams.org/mathimagery/
http://www.math.ufl.edu/~sjs/
http://www.math.ufl.edu/~sjs/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/ade-classification-mckay.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/ade-classification-mckay.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/ade-classification-mckay.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/ade-classification-mckay.html
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Really you should be granted some interest from the media on this. What you’re
doing is defending the right to argue that the mainstream is headed down a blind
alley. Any string theorist who takes offense or makes a show of ‘getting angry’
needs to grow up.

Is there going to be any publishing party in London or New York? Invite your
fellow Princeton student Brooke Shields along, that will help attract the media.
Seriously, I hope you are not going to be a loser with this book. (You face the risk
of getting a bad reputation if it doesn’t sell, which may stop you publishing any
other book.)

The basic facts are free on here on the internet. Hence the book isn’t something
to be guilty about, it’s democracy in action – in the bookstore. The expert case
against extra dimensional speculation must be studied carefully by string
fanatics, it can’t be ignored.

3. Thomas Love
May 7, 2006

I don’t know about the accuracy of that Christianity Today report.
I hiss about String Theory in the same Tones I use for “Intelligent Design”.

4. MathPhys
May 7, 2006

Every time I glance at Greg Moore’s most recent paper, I seem to think that he
works in 41 space and 2 time dimensions.

5. woit
May 7, 2006

Deane,

Thanks for pointing that out, I had heard rumors about it. Do you know if it has
been refereed, and if it is now publicly available.

6. Richard
May 7, 2006

What is the current status of Perelman’s proof of the Poincaré conjecture? Is he
essentially, at this point, leaving it to others to complete his work?

7. woit
May 7, 2006

Richard,

As far as I know, Perelman has moved on to other things and seems to have no
intention of writing down the details of a proof. The Cao-Zhu work Deane
mentions and the Morgan-Tian work underway are two projects I’m aware of to
write out a detailed proof.



At this point, I think most people believe that Perelman’s outline of a proof can
be turned into a real proof, since no serious problems in doing this are known to
have turned up. Once one or more detailed proofs have appeared in print, and
experts have had a chance to examine these carefully, then it should be well-
accepted that the Poincare conjecture has been proved.

And then the Clay Foundation can start trying to figure out who if anyone get the
million bucks. Supposedly Perelman doesn’t really want it….

8. Richard
May 7, 2006

Peter,

I suspected that he may have gotten bored and moved on to other things. Still …
how can he leave his baby to others to raise? How could we have produced
someone with this brilliance who apparently does not apparently understand the
craft (and satisfaction) of bringing theory to complete and completely rigorous
presentation and fruition? None of us will always do the latter with brilliance,
but to not even try is [ fill in the blanks ].

9. Deane
May 7, 2006

Peter,

As far as I know, the full Cao-Zhu paper will only be available when it is
published. I have not seen any preprint. I don’t know anything about how it was
refereed. I was up at Harvard last week and did talk to Yau about it. Yau now
also believes that the Hamilton-Perelman program does yield a complete proof of
Thurston’s conjecture. Yau says that not only does the Cao-Zhu paper fill in all
the details of the program, it also fixes errors that he says are in Perelman’s
work.

Deane

10. csrster
May 8, 2006

http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/

11. SomeBody
May 8, 2006

Richard, it is not unreasonable for somebody truly brilliant to consider it more
interesting to look for big new ideas, point out overall directions and then leave
it to the so-called rank and file to work out the details while they move on. It’s
just efficient distribution of labor. Perhaps if there were more such people and a
little fewer navel gazing nitpickers in physics we wouldn’t be stuck you-know-
where…

http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/


12. anon
May 8, 2006

What Oh! No Lubos review yet at amazon uk of Not Even Wrong? C’est pas
possible. I think Lubos must be getting old. His response times are slowing
down.

13. sunderpeeche
May 8, 2006

If the book is not yet on public sale (~June 1) and you do not have an advance
copy, how do you review the book? Chris Oakley evidently received an advance
copy, and reviewed it, and his review is available for all to read.

FWIW, in French the “ne” is mandatory to indicate negation. “Ce n’est pas
possible”, “Ce n’est rien”, “Je n’ai jamais visite’ Paris” …..

14. Chris Oakley
May 8, 2006

Well actually, Sunderpeeche, my review was based on a January 2005 copy of the
manuscript that Peter gave me when I visited him at Columbia (my visit being
funded by the Illuminati and the Freemasons as part of their campaign to destroy
Superstring theory). He may have completely re-written the book since, but if so,
he never told me.

15. Chris Oakley
May 8, 2006

I should add that when I last saw the Grand Imperial Wizard of the Illuminati and
Senior Master JCB Driver of the Freemasons, they were well pleased with Lubos.
They noted that the number of hits on Peter’s weblog always goes through the
roof when he posts comments here, and that most people would not even be
aware of the issue but for his invective.
Personally, I kind of like him. Having had a lot of experience of mealy-mouthed
academics with zero moral courage I find it quite refreshing to discover someone
so apparently unconstrained by the normal rules of the game. I am sure that they
will eventually take steps to shut him up, but I think that in the meantime, we
should all just enjoy it.

16. Deane
May 8, 2006

…”FWIW, in French the “ne” is mandatory to indicate negation. “Ce n’est pas
possible”, “Ce n’est rien”, “Je n’ai jamais visite’ Paris” …..”

In proper written French, yes. However, in French spoken by the natives, it is
practically impossible to hear the “n'”. Some of us suspect it’s not even
pronounced by the natives and therefore used to detect foreigners in their midst.
The extreme example is “Je ne said pas”, which the natives pronounce as “chez
pas” (at least to my non-French ears). So “C’est pas possible” may look incorrect,



but it sounds correct.

17. Who
May 8, 2006

anon: C’est pas possible.

I believe this is ordinary vernacular. anon sounds like he knows idiomatic
French.
sunderpeeche correction “FWIW, in French the “ne” is mandatory to indicate
negation. “Ce n’est pas possible”, “Ce n’est rien”, “Je n’ai jamais visite’ Paris”
…..” is textbook correct. but I think in French streets or movies they don’t always
talk like that.

Chris, it takes courage to be a mealy-mouthed academic. And screw the Grand
Imperial Wizard of the Illuminati.

18. sunderpeeche
May 8, 2006

If we’re going to get into the business of idiomatic French, I suggest you drop
the French altogether and go stand in the middle of Times Square NYC and
listen to the Queen’s English and submit it in your next essay in English Lit class.
See what happens.

19. me
May 8, 2006

> If the book is not yet on public sale and you do not have an advance copy, how
do you review the book?

In the past Lubos had no problem reviewing books he did not read.

20. sunderpeeche
May 8, 2006

Let’s not be stupid about this. Amazon will exercise some quality control to
maintain the integrity of the reviews on its web page. If a review is written
(without reading the book) and posted on a blog, then that’s something else. But
Amazon needs to turn a profit, hence it needs to be credible, hence it cannot
(overall, anyway) allow nonsense.

21. John A
May 8, 2006

I think you should know Peter, that I don’t agree with Lubos describing you and
John Baez as “proto-human”. I think its beneath contempt to use such language
between two very intelligent people, and I’ve said so on his blog. Lubos goes on
to talk about the “explanatory power of string theory” to explain the linkages
between concepts in physics but nowhere does he establish uniqueness of string
theory as the only way those linkages can be made.



To describe string theory as a “proto-science” is nothing more than a statement
about where string theory is in relation to experimental physics. It might predict
an unambiguous experimental result one day and then you’ll have to change the
name of your blog.

I’d have to say that I wait for that day before I commit mental energy to the
string hypothesis. Experimental falsifiability is a key concept for me.
Mathematical consistency is not enough.

22. JC
May 8, 2006

I wonder what would happen if Harvard decides to award Lubos with a tenured
professor job. 

23. Lord
May 8, 2006

String theory may not be science, but it would still be math, which is a lot more
than one can say for ID.

24. Ryan
May 8, 2006

sunderpeeche… Apparently you have never seen David Hasselhoff – The Very
Best Of.

25. woit
May 8, 2006

Sunderpeeche,

I haven’t looked at many Amazon reviews, but there are some pretty weird
things there. They do seem to have a policy of mostly deleting one-star reviews.
Lubos is well aware of this (he’s been involved in a campaign to get one-start
reviews of a crackpot physics book allowed), so when he wants to attack
something he gives it two stars. Check out his review of Lawrence Krauss’s
recent book that was critical of string theory. I believe it was the first one posted.

String theory doesn’t make any predictions, but I can make one: Lubos will be
among the first reviewers of my book on Amazon, and I’ll get two stars.

John A. and Lord,

No, string theory on the whole is not math and it’s not mathematically
consistent. Some work on string theory has led to important new ideas about
mathematics, but those parts of string theory that try and connect up to the real
world generally haven’t, and much of them is not even mathematically
consistent. The “Landscape” is even less mathematics than it is physics.

26. Chris W.
May 8, 2006

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00005Q8UG/sr=8-1/qid=1147115979/ref=pd_bbs_1/102-3405594-8002548?%5Fencoding=UTF8
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Learned and leisurely hospitality is the only antidote to the stance of deadly
cleverness that is acquired in the professional pursuit of objectively secured
knowledge. I remain certain that the quest for truth cannot thrive outside the
nourishment of mutual trust flowering into a commitment to friendship.

— Ivan Illich

27. anon
May 8, 2006

Lubos seems to have edited the mean personal comments a bit:

“A mathematician who thinks about the ADE classification without string theory
is like a proto-human who knows something about the summer and the winter
but who can’t understand why the seasons change because he does not want to
look in the skies and see the motion of the Sun. In this metaphor, an anti-string-
theory blogger is another proto-human who eats everyone who dares to look in
between the clouds. Be afraid. Be very afraid. :-)” http://motls.blogspot.com
/2006/05/ade-classification-mckay.html

So “Peter Woit” has been edited to “an anti-string-theory blogger”. 

28. woit
May 8, 2006

Glad to see that Lubos doesn’t believe in personal attacks. I wonder what “anti-
string-theory blogger” he has in mind?

29. Michael
May 8, 2006

“I’ve been much too busy the past few days”

Publishing too much these days, I guess!? 

30. woit
May 8, 2006

Question of the day: Are all string theory partisans moronic assholes, or it’s just
the ones who post things on the internet?

At least one of them, Michael the anonymous coward from suburban Boston
never seems to tire of this.

31. Michael
May 8, 2006

Better an asshole than a proto-human… 

I live near Needham, Massachusetts, know lots more about string theory than
stupid people like you, and Lubos Motl is my hero. I think he’s almost as cool as
Spiderman.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_Illich
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_Illich
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/ade-classification-mckay.html
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32. Michael
May 8, 2006

“I live near Needham, Massachusetts”
not quite, but my ISP does. 

“know lots more about string theory than stupid people like you”
That’s for sure.

“and Lubos Motl is my hero. I think he’s almost as cool as Spiderman.”
Spiderman is *way* cooler!

33. Arun
May 8, 2006

If string theory had even one connection to physical reality, it wouldn’t be
necessary for Motl to tear down Woit at every opportunity.

34. sunderpeeche
May 8, 2006

I notice that many of these posts degenerate into idiotic polemics to/from/about
Lubos, whether written in idiomatically correct French or otherwise. It’s just
foolish. (I looked up Motl’s website about twice, decided it was rubbish, and
haven’t been back. Proto-human? I wouldn’t even have known if the matter had
not been repeated on this blog.)

Amazon/David Hasselhoff? No, I hadn’t seen it before. Amazon has to cater to
many tastes, and I expect those who like DH will like those reviews. Lawrence
Krauss book? I saw reviews by Tom Appelquist and PW, in addition to LM. It’s
impossible to tell if LM (or anyone else) actually read the book. I do not doubt
(and I do not care) if LM publishes a bad review of NEW. But to try and publish a
review BEFORE the book goes on sale, and without an advance copy, that would
raise a red flag.

I guess nobody has anything to say about John Morgan. As for myself, I’ve never
heard of him. John Baez/TWF has some nice stuff, and the AMS Mathematical
Imagery is also worth further attention. Such is the life I choose to lead. You’ll
forgive me (or not, as the case may be) if I have no interest in nonsense.

35. David
May 8, 2006

Peter,
Please don’t let the level of discourse on this blog drop. The distinguished faculty
member suggested that I can’t tell an electron from a dog when I tried to
suggest that some biology articles are worth reading even if they might not
support your favorite newspaper report about global warming or your view on
how climate science should be done. Thus, I will spend less time over there. Your
blog offers interesting and useful discussions of topics I’m interested in. Keep up
the good work.



From a proto-proto-human,
David

36. Thomas Love
May 9, 2006

It occured to me as I read the above comments that Motl posts a lot. That would
indicate that he has nothing better to do, which is proof that there is no
substance to string theory. If there were substance to sting theory, he would be
working on it rather than posting absurd comments. Back to work.

37. secret milkshake
May 9, 2006

Lubos likes to spread visceral understandig by disembowling his oponents.

38. You
May 9, 2006

I bet the last five comments were from the same person.

39. woit
May 9, 2006

You,

How much do you want to bet? If it’s enough to make it worthwhile, I’ll put you
in touch with all five of them so you can write them a check. One of them is using
his full, real name and I’ve corresponded with him via e-mail. The others have
valid, different e-mail addresses, and are accessing the blog from very different
locations.

That’s the story of the last few Lubos critics. Lubos supporters like “You” seem
to prefer anonymity like “Michael”, who didn’t leave an e-mail address, but splits
his time between his home in suburban Boston, the HEP group at Brandeis, and
the HEP group at UMass Amherst. Probably anyone who cared could figure out
who he is.

40. Who
May 12, 2006

we didn’t yet get any comment on the paper that Peter pointed to by Freidel
Minic Leigh about 4D Yang Mills
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604184
Towards a solution of pure Yang-Mills theory in 3+1 dimensions
someone mentioned possible relevance to the megadollar Clay Prize
so far on this thread we are getting mostly technical discussion of assholes by
Michael and others whether they are better or worse than proto-protos etc. and
about the Harvard Ranter and so on. this is OK but it might also be interesting if
someone explained the interest of Freidel Minic Leigh if any.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604184
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604184


Simons Donation to Stony Brook

May 9, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Stony Brook announced yesterday that Jim Simons will be making a $25 million dollar
donation to the university, focused in the area of mathematics and physics. This is a
great deal of money for a math or physics department, and it is the largest single cash
donation ever made to any of the SUNY institutions.

Simons was responsible for building up the Stony Brook math department, which he
joined as chair in 1968. About his hopes for what his donation will do, he says:

During the past thirty years mathematics and physics have grown increasingly
intertwined. This is particularly true in the cases of string theory, quantum field
theory and cosmology, which have all depended upon and stimulated advanced work
in geometry and topology. Buttressed by its close relationship with Brookhaven
National Laboratory and building on a fine faculty already in place we believe our gift
can help propel Stony Brook into the very top rank in these central fields.

Comments

1. sunderpeeche
May 9, 2006

I read this in the newspaper yesterday. Good for Simons. I have no millions to
donate. If he has a vision that it will help propel SUNY-SB to the top in string
theory, QFT and cosmology (and links between physics + mathematics), and that
doesn’t suit the tastes of anyone else at this blog, no matter.

Fiat Lux.

2. Who
May 9, 2006

partisan gloating aside, that kind of private support for mathematics and physics
is thrilling.
I saw Simons out here at the dedication of the Chern auditorium and MSRI
expansion, some of which he funded. His brief remarks ahead of the featured
talk by Penrose were modest and genuinely funny.
Never saw a smarter or more gracious donor.

3. was just wondering
May 9, 2006

is this the Simons from Chern + Simons

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Harris_Simons

http://commcgi.cc.stonybrook.edu/artman/publish/article_1088.shtml
http://commcgi.cc.stonybrook.edu/artman/publish/article_1088.shtml
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Harris_Simons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Harris_Simons


4. woit
May 9, 2006

Yes. I should have added an explanatory link to some of the other postings here
about Simons, such as

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=299

And I should also point out that I think it is quite reasonable for Simons to list
string theory as a topic that has brought together mathematics and physics. It
certainly has done that, to good effect.

By the way, I was a postdoc at the Institute for Theoretical Physics at Stony
Brook for three years (back when Yang was the director, and it wasn’t yet named
after him). I enjoyed interacting with the people there and with many of the
people in the math department. My best wishes to them all in figuring out what
to do with the new resources that Simons is providing.

5. Bert Schroer
May 9, 2006

Peter,
I think you mean “physicists” and not physics, unless Lubos has convinced you
that string theory is physics.

6. woit
May 9, 2006

Bert,

I did really have in mind that string theory has brought together mathematicians
and physicists, but I don’t think the way that I expressed this is really inaccurate.
“String theory”, “mathematics” and “physics” are all not very well-defined
terms…

7. sunderpeeche
May 9, 2006

Once again the silliness about Lubos … why not stick to the good that Simons is
doing with his money? We shall see if things spiral downhill from here…..

8. Bert Schroer
May 9, 2006

To Peter,
objection you honor, these days physics and what physicists are doing is not the
same.

9. sunderpeeche
May 9, 2006

Ach du lieber.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=299
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=299


Pardon the non-idiomatic non-French.

10. Bert Schroer
May 9, 2006

The expression “that what physicists are doing” instead of physics is not my
invention. It was used by Hirzebruch when he was talking about the Atiyah-
Witten ideas and I some of my colleagues found this impressingly careful and
farsighted. In fact it has entered my way of looking at things so profoundly that I
will always remember it.

11. Simon
May 9, 2006

I love the fact that Simons used his considerable math skills to make lots of
money to put back into math and phys.
My only worry is that this might encourage governments to rely even more on
private funding for fundamental research

12. sunderpeeche
May 9, 2006

Govt funding for research is mainly a post-WW2 thing. Millikan for example had
to get private funding for Caltech. The various large telescopes (Yerkes, Hale
etc) were all privately funded. The Manhattan Project changed all that.
Physicists (nuclear phycists anyway) were perceived as good for making bombs
(also ICBMs). The sociology may not be as simple as that, but anyway, govt
funding for science is not some long-standing tradition. Funding for fundamental
research has traditionally been difficult.

13. was just wondering
May 10, 2006

maybe it’s time that we define what ‘physics’ means.



Dibner Institute Closes

May 9, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The Dibner Institute and Burndy Library at MIT will soon be closing, with the Burndy
collection moving to the Huntington Library in California near Caltech. The Dibner
Institute is devoted to research in the history of science and technology, and I
mentioned it a couple years ago here. Among the interesting things the Dibner has
on-line are copies of lecture notes on quantum electrodynamics from Freeman Dyson
in 1951 and Fritz Rohrlich in 1953.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
May 9, 2006

The notes by Rohrlich are priceless! What a find!

-drl

2. Bert Schroer
May 9, 2006

Is Fritz Rohrlich still alive? Did he invite Jauch, who probably was in Geneva
during the war, to come over and collaborate with him? Why did both change the
area of interests years after having written that influential textbook? My main
association with the two names is related to the book.

3. Brett
May 9, 2006

I’m sorry to see the Dibner Institute disappear. They brought in interesting
people to talk about the history of science, and I enjoyed occasionally attending
the lectures. However, I am not too surprised that this has happened. Although I
naturally never knew anything about the Institute’s finances, I always had the
impression that they were probably overspending themselves, on publicity and
other things.

4. D R Lunsford
May 9, 2006

Yes, he’s alive, at least as of November when he told me to (paraphrasing) “get
some experimental backup or it’s just speculation!” 

He’s one of a vanishing breed, no doubt.. “Classical Charged Particles” was – is
still – a great read. So was “Theory of Photons and Electrons”, one of the best
QED books ever..

http://dibinst.mit.edu/index.html
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-drl

5. Alejandro Rivero
May 10, 2006

Is the website going down?

6. woit
May 10, 2006

No idea, you’d have to contact them to find out what their plans are.

7. Alejandro Rivero
May 10, 2006

Hmm I tried but the email address for ashrafi@mit.edu fails, so the website is
already obsolete…

The interviews in the website are also of some value, and interesting to read.
Visitors can enjoy a remark from KG Wilson:

The U.S. had a period in the 1960s when it was a buyer’s market for positions in
academe, and so a lot of people had this kind of opportunity. But at the same
time, you look at how people struggled at the time of Kepler, at the kind of
struggles he went through in order to be able to continue for twenty years, and
it’s clear there are many more people who, if they’re willing to engage in the
kind of struggle that Kepler did, can do it and not starve. A lot of people
complain today that the conditions are tight, you have to toe the line and
everything, but the people who are like Kepler are going just as stubborn today
as Kepler was, as far as I can see.

mailto:ashrafi@mit.edu
mailto:ashrafi@mit.edu
http://hrst.mit.edu/hrs/renormalization/Wilson/Wilson3.htm
http://hrst.mit.edu/hrs/renormalization/Wilson/Wilson3.htm


Discovering the Quantum Universe

May 9, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

HEPAP today released a new publication designed to convey to the general public
excitement about prospects for particle physics in the coming years. It’s entitled
Discovering the Quantum Universe, and it has a companion web-site. Both the web-
site and the document itself are beautiful and impressive productions. The web-site
also contains the earlier 2004 HEPAP report Quantum Universe, which was
mentioned in one of the earliest posts of this blog. The newer document is based on
an earlier version from last summer, and one of its main goals is to make the case for
a linear collider. In some sense this is promotional material for the conclusions
recently reached by the EPP2010 panel. Also part of the promotional activity today is
a briefing for members of Congress that will include a talk by my colleague Brian
Greene.

While I hope that this all has the intended effect of getting the public, the Congress
and the Administration excited about particle physics and willing to support it at the
level necessary to fund a new generation of machines and experiments, as you might
guess I have my doubts about the wisdom of some of the material included in this
report. Unlike the EPP2010 report, which oversold string theory a bit, this report
oversells it a lot, with language like:

… preliminary studies have looked at the ability of linear collider experiments to
detect the telltale harmonies of strings. Here linear collider precision is essential,
since the string effects appear as small differences in the extrapolated values of the
superpartner parameters. A combined analysis of simulated LHC and ILC data shows
it may be possible to match the fundamental parameters of the underlying string
vibrations.

The inclusion of this kind of language seems to me to be misleading and irresponsible.
Ten years from now when we have real LHC data, know that the ILC can’t tell us
anything about string theory, and are asking the US government to put up large sums
to finish the ILC, we’ll have to hope that the relevant decision makers didn’t get
convinced by this report that the ILC is a machine designed to get information about
string theory.

Update: More about this at Cocktail Party Physics.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
May 9, 2006

I agree. How about re-wording it like this:

… preliminary studies have looked at the ability of linear collider experiments to

http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1024186
http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1024186
http://interactions.org/quantumuniverse/dqu.pdf
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http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1024158
http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1024158
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detect particle interactions that probably have nothing to do with the telltale
harmonies of strings. Here linear collider precision is essential, in spite of the
fact that string effects somebody probably once guessed may appear as small
differences in the extrapolated values of the superpartner parameters, have
nothing to do with it. A combined analysis of simulated LHC and ILC data shows
it may be possible to advance understanding of the underlying physics even
though there are probably no underlying string vibrations with which we may
match the fundamental parameters.

2. sunderpeeche
May 9, 2006

Most successful particle accelerators + detectors achieved their fame for
reasons having nothing to do with their originally intended mission. The AGS at
BNL produced 3 NP-winning expts, none of which were foreseen — J/psi, CP
violation, 2 neutrino species.
Sam Ting’s expt was proposed to discover vector mesons to test Vector Meson
Dominance, not to discover the charmed quark. While the Bevatron was built to
produce the antiproton (which it did, leading to NP), it really became famous for
the resonances (“Bump hunting”) discovered with the Alvarez bubble chamber.
Gargamelle discovered weak neutral currents, which were not even mentioned in
the proposal (if I recall correctly from The Second Creation.) The proton decay
underground water tanks have turned out to be better suited for neutrino
astronomy.

For that matter Columbus proposed to sail to China, discovered America (Erik
the Viking might disagree), claimed to have landed in India, and after all that
people still call him a hero.

PEP, PETRA, TRISTAN were all built to find the top quark (which IS part of the
SM), and all failed. This did admittedly lead to subsequent funding difficulties. If
indeed LHC/ILC produce new physics beyond SM, the string theory stuff will be
forgotten/ignored. The real hope is that the new machines will find *something*
never mind why they were proposed.

3. Bert Schroer
May 9, 2006

But I guess Peter is afraid that too much hype may create a backlash. In all those
cited cases they were looking with much less hype for something and they found
something else which was at least as interesting. Now they have to find
something which has to go beyond all this messianic hype, a pretty difficult task.

4. sunderpeeche
May 9, 2006

The real backlash problem is that so many machines have been built and have
found no new physics beyond SM. If yet another generation of machines fails to
produce physics beyond SM, then it will get even harder to justify further
machines. At a minimum the next generation machines really MUST find the
Higgs. Although the Higgs is part of SM, it will still be a major finding and will



serve as a boost to obtain funding for future machines. If LHC/ILC do not find
the Higgs, it will get really hard to get more money. (Unfortunately nobody can
guarantee where/how the Higgs will appear, just as with the top quark.) String
theory or any other theoretical motivation (“hype”) is not the critical issue.

5. woit
May 9, 2006

One different aspect of this situation is that the ILC will not really be exploring a
completely new energy range, since the LHC actually will have higher energy. By
the time the ILC construction decision is ready to be made, I suspect the LHC
data will have given strong indications that there is no supersymmetry/higher
dimensions/string theory at energies accessible to the ILC. That’s why using
these ideas to sell the ILC now may be a mistake.

Hopefully the LHC will find some new and unexpected physics that explains
electroweak symmetry breaking and the ILC will have enough energy to study it.
If so, there will be a very good case to be made to build the ILC, but much of this
report will have to be explained away.

6. sunderpeeche
May 9, 2006

Historically, e+e- colliders have not had the energy to go beyond the mass reach
of hadron machines. As powerful as LEP was, the W and Z were first produced in
hadron machines. LEP was designed for precision studies of particles of known
mass. Even SPEAR, when it produced the psi, the J had been produced at the
AGS. If, as one hopes, the LHC produces the Higgs, the ILC will promptly
become a Higgs factory. Its design parameters will be adjusted (if necessary) to
optimize Higgs production. It will simply be unnecessary to explain away the
string theory or any other prior motivation/hype. It is in the nature of scientific
discovery that this is so.

7. woit
May 9, 2006

Sunderpeeche,

I hope you’re right about not needing to explain away the hype. But I personally
wouldn’t want to be the physicist testifying before Congress in 2012 trying to
answer questions from congressmen about why the US should spend billions on
something that’s not even going to help discover those strings and extra
dimensions.

8. sunderpeeche
May 9, 2006

If the LHC produces the Higgs, the physicists will testify “the Higgs has been
found, the ILC will be a unique precision tool to study it, anything else will be a
bonus”. It was not so different for LEP, the W and Z had been found, anything
else would be a bonus (except that LEP was proposed AFTER the W and Z were



found). Unfortunately the design and construction timescales are now so long
that ILC planning must start now, before LHC data is in. If LHC finds nothing,
ILC will have to be sold as a pure search and discovery machine. This is difficult,
and not the fault of ST. PEP, PETRA and TRISTAN were all built to find a particle
which really does exist, but the SM gave no clue as to its mass. Physics can be
and is unkind.

Really, the difficulty is that in the good old days (those wonderful times before
the internet, cell phones and blogs … one hankers for the simple life) each new
generation of machines produced new physics discoveries beyond the theories of
the day. That has not happened for ~30 years. One simply does not know the
mass scale of the new physics. And that is not the fault of ST. No theory —
including QED — has given the mass scale of the next generation of particles.
The expts must find something, then one can say “these particles are part of a
family, search for the next one (like the Omega-)”.

9. Tony Smith
May 9, 2006

On page 13 of the pdf, “Discovering the Quantum Universe” says:
“… According to our present understanding, the Higgs particle itself should have
a mass a trillion times beyond the Terascale. …”.
I thought that the Standard Model would be happy with a Higgs in the 110 to
200 GeV range, and that was such a generally accepted view that Fermilab
thought that it might have seen the Higgs at around 115 GeV. To what “present
understanding” are they referring ?

On page 18 they list the following potential LHC discoveries:
A Higgs particle
Superpartner particles
Evidence for extra dimensions
Missing energy from a weakly interacting heavy particle
Heavy charged particles that appear to be stable
A Z-prime particle, representing a previously unknown force of nature
Superpartner particles matching the predictions of supergravity

If the Standard Model continues to hold up, as it has so far,
so that there are
no superstring-type superpartners,
no superstring-type extra dimensions,
no WIMP,
no heavy charged stable particle,
no Z-prime, and
no supergravity-type superpartners
then
the LHC might see nothing much beyond a 115-200 GeV Higgs,
plus better luminosity of the sort of signals already seen at Fermilab.

Does the USA high energy physics community have a plan for such a contingency
?



If not, is it such a contingency really so remote that there is no need to plan for it
?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

10. Aaron Bergman
May 10, 2006

Does the USA high energy physics community have a plan for such a contingency
?

Yes. We all give up and go home. Not just the USA, pretty much everyone. People
have nightmares about the LHC only seeing a Higgs. Maybe you can justify the
ILC to probe the electroweak symmetry breaking sector, but if everything fits a
single Higgs doublet and nothing else, I’m not sure I see the point.

11. Tony Smith
May 10, 2006

Aaron Bergman said that “… if the LHC only see[s] a Higgs … We all give up and
go home …”.

That sounds sad to me, when such things as the values of the Standard Model
parameters are not explained by conventional models (unless you accept
anthropic landscape models as being both conventional and explanatory).

If it is a contingency that is sufficiently likely to cause nightmares, wouldn’t it be
nice to have a contingency plan other than “give up and go home”? Has much
effort been put in trying to develop such a plan, or is that contingency being
ignored as being incompatible with a united USA lobby for ILC ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdosamuseum.org/hamsmith/

12. Aaron Bergman
May 10, 2006

Has much effort been put in trying to develop such a plan, or is that contingency
being ignored as being incompatible with a united USA lobby for ILC ?

You don’t seem to understand. At that point, there’s pretty much nothing left to
do. You can measure the standard model parameters to a ridiculously high
precision, I suppose, and hope that you can get the theory down well enough to
look for small discrepancies, but that’s not particularly sexy. You’re just going to
have a damned hard time convincing anyone to spend ten or so billion dollars on
an accelerator after the previous one bored us all to tears.

Maybe someone will have some clever idea for accelerating subatomic particles
cheaply, but until then, I’d guess the contingency plan for a lot of people would
be to start contemplating the Black-Scholes equation.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdosamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdosamuseum.org/hamsmith/


13. Thomas Larsson
May 10, 2006

IIRC, you once guaranteed that there must be new physics at the LHC, because
of the Landau pole. So if LHC sees nothing new, except perhaps for a standard
Higgs, there is something seriously flawed about our understanding of QFT?

14. Tony Smith
May 10, 2006

Aaron Bergman said, replying to me about the contingency in which the LHC
only sees a 110 to 200 GeV Higgs, plus events similar to those already seen at
Fermilab:
“… You don’t seem to understand. At that point, there’s pretty much nothing left
to do. …”.

I can see that might be the case for superstring theoretical physics, which would
be invalidated by lack of conventional supersymmetry,
but
is it really futile to search for a non-superstring theory that might explain the
parameters of the Standard Model etc,
in which case further detailed study of Fermilab/LHC type data might be useful
in distinguishing among such types of models, and in examining their
consequences ?

Has high energy theoretical physics become such a monoculture of superstrings
that the community feels that it is preferable to “give up and go home” rather
than work on non-superstring models ?

From another point of view, if LHC sees only non-supersymmetric Higgs plus
similar-to-Fermilab events, thus invalidating superstring theory,
would the USA superstring community (with 90% of USA theoretical hep funding
and jobs) prefer to
take their ball and go home (giving up that funding and jobs to non-hep things)
rather than
see non-superstring theoretical hep have a chance to succeed where they failed ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

15. woit
May 10, 2006

Thomas,

The argument that you have to have “new physics” at the LHC just is that you
have to either see a Higgs or something else new.

16. Disgusted
May 10, 2006

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


It is not only a matter of strings. Selling theoretical speculations in this way, a
few years before LHC, seems either useless or suicidal.

More in general, this and other similar presentations look like a show for a big
bureaucratical enterprise (“we must discover the Higgs / extra dimensions / …”).
In my opinion emphasizing the points made by sunderpeeche (#2) would be not
only more honest, but also more attractive.
But I am only a physicist, not an expert of outreach.

17. Thomas Larsson
May 10, 2006

Peter, I should have addressed my comment to Aaron, who I think issued this
guarantee on some occation. I’m no expert, but I don’t think that the Landau
pole becomes safe if you only add a Higgs.

18. anonymous
May 10, 2006

preliminary studies have looked at the ability of linear collider experiments to
detect the telltale harmonies of strings.

!!! A reference here would be interesting. Or at least amusing.

19. woit
May 10, 2006

Thomas,

There’s a Landau pole problem for non-asymptotically free couplings. It’s there
for the U(1) gauge coupling, but only occurs at exponentially high energies (not
at the TeV scale). All it says is that at short enough distances the effective
coupling will get large and perturbation theory will break down.

The Higgs quartic coupling also has this problem, and it is this coupling that
determines the mass of the physical Higgs particle. If the Higgs particle is low
enough mass, the quartic coupling at the TeV scale is small, and again its
blowing up only is a problem of principle at short distances. If you try and push
the Higgs mass up in the standard model, you are pushing up this quartic
coupling. At some point it gets large and perturbation theory breaks down.

The reason you get a guarantee at the Tev-scale isn’t really the Landau pole
issue: it’s just that either you’ll see a Higgs particle (small enough quartic
coupling), or whatever is causing the Higgs phenomenon is something inherently
non-perturbative and completely new physics.

20. Aaron Bergman
May 10, 2006

Has high energy theoretical physics become such a monoculture of superstrings
that the community feels that it is preferable to “give up and go home” rather

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landau_pole
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landau_pole
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than work on non-superstring models ?

Must you see everything through these silly string wars? This has nothing to do
with that. Theorists can go on speculating about whatever they want. It won’t
matter. If you’ve been reading what I’ve been saying, this is about experiment.

The reason you have to see something is that otherwise WW scattering (I think)
becomes nonunitary. If you believe in unitarity, then something better fix that. A
simple doublet Higgs solves that problem, however, and it’s perfectly consistent
for that to be all there is until the Planck scale.

21. Eugene Stefanovich
May 10, 2006

Aaron Bergman said that “… if the LHC only see[s] a Higgs … We all give up and
go home …”.

I may agree that in these circumstances there will be no compelling reason to
build even bigger accelerators. However, I do not agree that theorists should
give up. There are quite a few fundamental problems that are not addressed by
current theories at all. Some of them were mentioned in Chris Oakley’s posts:

1. What about divergences in QFT? Will we ever get them from “under the rug”
and honestly examine? Or the current consensus is that divergences are
ultimately related to the (currently unknown) Planck-scale physics, and we can
do nothing about them?

2. There seems to be no satisfactory resolution of the bound state problem in
QFT. We learned how to calculate the S-matrix to high precision. So, we can get
the energies of bound states as poles of the S-matrix (e.g., the Lamb shifts).
However, there is no well-defined Hamiltonian in QFT, so the radiative
corrections to the wave functions of bound states cannot be calculated within
QFT.

3. Without well-defined Hamiltonian, I don’t see how one can address the time
evolution of wave functions in QFT.

The experimental support for problems 2. and 3. above does not require
smashing of particles with TeV energies. It would rather need precise time-
resolved observations of dynamics of low-energy systems, such as excited states
of atoms. This may be not as sexy as building multi-billion dollar monsters, but
the insight gained from these low-energy experiments could be just as
fundamental.

22. Shantanu
May 10, 2006

Talking about searching for the unexpected, have a look at the bets amde at
Richard Arnowitt festschrift almost 10 years ago.
http://faculty.physics.tamu.edu/allen/fest/bets.html
Unfortunately , still none of the above have been discovered. Would people here

http://faculty.physics.tamu.edu/allen/fest/bets.html
http://faculty.physics.tamu.edu/allen/fest/bets.html


want to take stabs at the same bet?

23. Aaron Bergman
May 10, 2006

QFT is a much better theory than you think, as has been gone over repetitively
on spr.

24. woit
May 10, 2006

Please, all, spare us the bickering about the status of QFT. This is way off topic.

25. John F. McGowan
May 10, 2006

Is this wise? The only major linear collider ever built, the Stanford Linear
Collider (SLC) , experienced extensive startup problems lasting for many years.
For example, the initial scheduled run in the summer of 1988 yielded not a single
Z boson. This was followed by several years of very disappointing performance,
numerous technical problems, and considerable acrimony. The accelerator and
asociated experiments (Mark II and SLD) were largely eclipsed by LEP. As far as
I know, no one has built a similar machine since. Does the knowledge and
expertise really exist to build an even more ambitious linear collider?

26. sunderpeeche
May 11, 2006

“As far as I know, no one has built a similar machine since.” The SLC is the only
linear collider ever built. For the pedants, it was not a true linear collider
because it used only one linac (for both e+ and e-) and routed them through 2
arcs to a detector (Mk II, later SLD). It experienced all of the teething problems
of an untested technology (“path breaking” … you choose the description). Its
luminosity was far below expectations. It should have produced Z’s before LEP
and it did not. I don’t know about the acrimony.

The ILC will be a true linear collider (2 linacs). I have no doubt it will also
experience teething problems. The proponents admit there are significant R+D
issues to solve. I have heard several people say it is unwise to put all the eggs in
such a basket.

The SSC got cancelled. A muon collider is also untested technology, even more
far future than ILC. Have you any better ideas?

27. better ideas?
May 11, 2006

Futuristic techniques could increase the acceleration gradient by up to 3 orders
of magnitude. This would allow to shorten a linear collider by 3 orders of
magnitude. It would have true practical applications, giving cheap sources of
synchrotron radiation.



Unfortunately this kind of activity does not receive the attention and manpower
that it deserves, proposing theoretical speculations is more rewarding, and with
some propaganda we can maybe get the 5 or 10 Giga$ needed for a ILC.

PS: I am a theorist.

28. sunderpeeche
May 11, 2006

People have been trying futuristic ideas for > 20 years (30 years) ~ plasma
accelerators etc. Still far future.

Read here for info about SLC. Reasonably honest, not too boring.
http://www-sldnt.slac.stanford.edu/sldbb/SLD%2010-01.pdf

29. David
May 11, 2006

I just thought I would add a few comments to this. Before it was called ILC it was
known as NLC (Next Linear Collider) and there has been a tremendous amount
of work that has been done on trying to realize such a big project.
Experimentally there was the NLCTA (Next Linear Collider Test Accelerator) that
ran at SLAC as well as much research into higher frequency klystrons. It was
basically a normal conducting X-band (11.424 GHz) accelerator. Going to higher
frequencies and higher energies is a tremendous effort because of the
impediments of reaching higher gradients due to effects like RF breakdown.
When I was a grad student there I actually worked on the effect of pulsed
heating that occurs on the interior copper surfaces from the eddy currents due
to high magnetic fields. The heating happens so quickly the copper has no time
to expand which causes stress on the surface. This repeated cyclic stress can be
enough to cause microcracking over some period of time. This degrades the Q of
the cavity and also causes thermal runaway (not to mention leading to RF
breakdown). This all means if you are not careful and actually build an
accelerator that can deliver the gradients you want, you might destoy it over not
so long of a time. This leads into material science and surface science. So there
are just an incredible amount of things to look at to realize something like the
ILC. Superconducting accelerators do not have the pulsed heating issue but they
do suffer from wakefields due to the high Q’s of the cavities. Trying to realize an
ILC machine has not been done for the lack of trying, but it will still require
great efforts moving forward.

30. wab
May 11, 2006

Something better? We could return to the idea of the VLHC (>100 TeV @ 10^34
luminosity). The Fermilab design study of a few years ago shows that we do
know how to build such a machine technically. Managerially the jury is out; but
the LHC construction trials are valuable and relevant experience.

31. sunderpeeche
May 12, 2006

http://www-sldnt.slac.stanford.edu/sldbb/SLD%2010-01.pdf
http://www-sldnt.slac.stanford.edu/sldbb/SLD%2010-01.pdf


I mentioned in an earlier post that after SLC there was TLC (1 TeV x 1 TeV), this
was too demanding, it became TLC (1 TeV c-o-m), eventually NLC (achieve
whatever is feasible ~ 250 GeV x 250 GeV), evolved into international project =
ILC. Very demanding technically.

VLHC? The technology + knowhow already exists to build SSC, VLHC and other
conventional storage rings (a super LEP if desired). But the size and cost is very
large. SSC did not survive the politics. (ILC may not either.)

32. Tony Smith
May 12, 2006

The 27 April 2006 issue of Nature said some interesting things about the ILC.

1 – The lead editorial (unsigned) (page 1089) had a favorable subhead, saying
“There is broad backing for a US bid to build the International Linear Collider”.

2 – That same editorial also said “… Germany, Japan, and CERN itself may also
bid to host the project … the insistence of CERN … that decisions about the
siting of the ILC be delayed until an accelerator technology … is ready, strikes
some in the community as unnecessary and self-serving …”.

3 – A News article by Geoff Brumfiel (pages 1094-1095) said “… Russia, Japan,
and China have all expressed interest in hosting it …”.

4 – That same News article also said “… Mike Lubell, head of public affairs for
the American Physical Society in Washington DC, cautions that the collider –
estimated to cost at least $6 billion – still faces an uphill battle …”.

5 – The above-mentioned editorial also said “… political backing for the deal is
likely to come from friends of Fermilab … Fermilab … is looking to its supporters,
such as House Speaker Dennis Hastert (Republican, Illinois) …”.

I see some similarities to the SSC situation.

A – Rivalries about siting (in the ILC case, USA v. CERN, Japan, China, etc…).

B – Rushing to get commitments before technology is demonstrated (maybe this
is related to remarks by G. William Foster in his 19 February 2006 resignation
letter “… it has been impossible to elicit any honest public discussion of a
technically defensible schedule for the ILC from the leadership of HEP. This is
not an academic exercise or an empty political game, since unrealistic schedules
for the ILC are being used to destroy prospects for any feasible mid-scale near
term program in U.S. HEP. … our steamship seems to have a committee of
captains who believe that the ductility of carbon steel rivets at freezing
temperatures is just a political problem …”).

C – The $6 billion dollar figure for ILC (when the DOE estimate is $12 billion)
may be an effort, a la SSC, to lock in the project with an unrealistic low-ball cost
estimate, which is bound to unravel sooner or later.



D – If the Democrats win the House in 2006, then Illinois Republican Dennis
Hastert will not be Speaker of the House. The current Democrat Minority Leader
is Nancy Pelosi of California. Recall that the straw that broke the SSC’s back was
the defeat of Republican Texas-SSC supporter Bush I by Democrat Clinton, who,
although he had paid lip service to the SSC, refused to go to the mat to fight for
it, and was quite OK to let it die.
If Pelosi succeeds Hastert, and follows the Clinton pattern, she will tell all the
ILC lobbyists/physicists how she is strongly in favor of the ILC at Fermilab, but
when it comes time to cast the votes, she won’t crack the Speaker’s disciplinary
whip, and will watch the vote kill the ILC, and say something like “Gee, I tried,
but times are tough and too many people wanted to use that money for what they
see as more pressing things” – (her web page emphasizes Energy, Medicare, Gas
Prices, etc).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

33. sunderpeeche
May 12, 2006

The ILC is far from a done deal. The technology to build it, the siting (will the US
pull out if ILC not in USA?), a timeline and cost estimate — all are unknown. Not
to mention a change of administration and/or party control of Congress. It isn’t
always Democrats who kill Republican-sponsored programs. (BTW do the Reps
really support ILC?) The Apollo project was initiated by Kennedy, killed off by
Nixon.

34. Tony Smith
May 13, 2006

sunderpeeche said “It isn’t always Democrats who kill Republican-sponsored
programs.”

sunderpeeche is correct.
It is just accidental/coincidental that Texas’s Bush I who supported SSC and
Illinois’s Hastert who supports ILC are both Republicans,
and
that they were (or may be) succeeded in power by Democrats Clinton (no big
allegiance to Texas) and Pelosi (no big allegiance to Illinois).

sunderpeeche also asks “BTW do the Reps really support ILC?”.
No, not in general.
It is just an accident of geography that Hastert of Illinois is Republican Speaker
of the House, and as Republican Speaker he has a lot of power to whip all House
Republicans (now a majority) into line.
If a non-Illinois Republican were Speaker, the Republican Majority would
probably not be a coherent block in favor of the ILC.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


PS – If Dirksen had not been an influential Senator years ago, Fermilab might not
be in Illinois. Dirksen’s party was much less relevant than his influence used on
behalf of his constituents in Illinois.

PPS – As to my personal political party bias, in the last 4 USA elections, I voted
Perot, Perot, Libertarian, Libertarian. I don’t have much of any preference
between the Republican and Democrat parties.

35. Tony Smith
May 13, 2006

sunderpeeche said “… after SLC there was TLC (1 TeV x 1 TeV), this was too
demanding, it became TLC (1 TeV c-o-m), eventually NLC (achieve whatever is
feasible ~ 250 GeV x 250 GeV), evolved into international project = ILC …”.

An ILC operating up to sqrt(s) = 500 GeV should be able to “… effectively
perform top quark measurements in an almost background free environment …”
and study the “… The top-Higgs Yukawa coupling …”, as stated in a Fermilab
document at http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news05/TTTPosterSession/TTT-ILC.pdf.

Since it is very likely that LHC will see Higgs at 115 – 200 GeV, it is also very
likely that ILC could be very useful to study the Higgs – T-quark system.

I am puzzled why the USA HEP community fails to emphasize such a very likely
useful symbiotic relation of ILC and LHC,
but instead
emphasizes speculative things like superstring-relatd supersymmetry, which
might well be ruled out by LHC before the ILC is completed.

Why take a Russian Roulette chance of getting ILC killed by LHC seeing only
Higgs at 115 – 200 GeV (plus stuff similar to that already seen at Fermilab),
when
a case can be made that the ILC and LHC are both needed to fully understand
how the T-quark and Higgs work within the Standard Model ?

For example, in “Discovering the Quantum Universe” the only mention I recall of
studying quark interaction with Higgs is on page 14 (page 18 of the pdf) with
respect to the possibility that LHC might find a Z-prime.

Why not play up T-quark interactions with Higgs ?

Not only is it almost certain to be seen at LHC, and therefore real,
but also
there are interesting possibilities that could be publicized.
For one example, look at the T-quark condensate work of Yamawaki et al ( hep-
ph/0508065 and hep-ph/0311165 etc ). In addition to being interesting, it might
be nice for the USA HEP people to put some emphasis on non-USA work such as
that at Nagoya.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news05/TTTPosterSession/TTT-ILC.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news05/TTTPosterSession/TTT-ILC.pdf
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


36. sunderpeeche
May 13, 2006

Indeed it would make sense to emphasize/advertise the Higgs and T-quark
sectors. The T has already been found, ~ ” tentative evidence for a Higgs at 114
GeV was found at CERN, a more comprehensive search can be made at ILC,
including precision studies of its properties” ….. certainly in this regard the extra
dimensions stuff is hype.

37. Alejandro Rivero
May 15, 2006

That sounds sad to me, when such things as the values of the Standard Model
parameters are not explained by conventional models

This happened already from the instant we accepted the view of QFTs as a chain
of effective theories because then we bought also the asumption that any
unnatural mass (in the sense of t’Hooft naturality) shall come via renormalization
group from the GUT scale, and then we will never be able to predict his mass
with experimental certainess because we will not have enough loops to run the
renormalization group downwards with high precision. Of course this is not the
whole history, because even with effective theories we can exploit some formulae
coming from fixed points; but in general it is true one has surrendered to the
string-gut-planck scale.

38. sunderpeeche
May 15, 2006

Let us not get carried away with silliness, just because of the overabundance of
(presumed to be) vacuous theories. What did Max Planck predict when he fitted
the blackbody spectrum in 1900? To Planck the energy partition into finite cells
was a book-keeping device which he could not avoid. It was Einstein who took
the existence of light quanta as particles seriously, in 1905. When Dirac first
published his equation, his paper had no predictions of new phenomena. It gave
a “natural” explanation of spin 1/2 (and a value g=2), but it was already known
(but not explained) that an electron has s=1/2 and g=2. Dirac had no immediate
explanation for the negative energy states. The realization that the union of
relativity and QM requires the existence of antimatter came later (as did the
realization that the Dirac eq must be formulated as a second-quantized field
operator equation).

Pauli did indeed hew to the principles 1 and 2 above, and dismissed just about
any new idea as rubbish. He initially opposed the notion that an electron could
have an intrinsic angular momentum, he later rejected Yang-Mills theories
(because a nonzero bare mass for the gauge bosons destroys renormalizability).
He opposed many other good ideas (including the work of Stuckelberg). Not
really a good role model to follow.

39. anon
May 15, 2006



Wolfgang Pauli’s letter of Dec 4, 1930 to a meeting of beta radiation specialists
in Tubingen:

‘Dear Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen, I have hit upon a desperate remedy
regarding … the continous beta-spectrum … I admit that my way out may seem
rather improbable a priori … Nevertheless, if you don’t play you can’t win …
Therefore, Dear Radioactives, test and judge.’

(Quoted in footnote of page 12, http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0204104 )

40. Alejandro Rivero
May 16, 2006

Note that the events related to Spin happened very fast during the years
1921-1929 or even a narrow interval (1923-25?). From the empirical work of
Lande, on J^2 terms, Pauli was in the belief that angular momentum had an
intrisic bi-valuedness of mathematical origin, and then he rejected the need of
the notion of a new physical angular momentum in the electron; initially he was
looking for the answer in total angular momentum itself. He suggested that it
was possible that angular momentum had a minimum interval to be integrated
upon (so \int j^{-2} dj produces 1/j – 1/(j-1) or even that any derivative of
functions f(j) was forced to be discrete (so d/dj 1/j gives the term 1/j – 1/j-1). This
was in 1923. Then Born-Jordan mechanics showed that quantisation of angular
momentum was in multiples of h/2, while Schroedinger mechanics showed that it
is in multiples of h. Dirac comes to the rescue giving a wave equation (thus
Schroedinger like) that provides the h/2. And from both ways it is clear that the
j(j+1) terms in angular momentum are coming from the indeterminacy principle
but not from the bivaluation; thus Pauli accepts the electron 1/2 as a separate
idea: the bivaluation of the electron (that at the end comes because SO(3) is
covered by SU(2)) separated from the fact that J^2 has eigenvalue j (j+1).

41. sunderpeeche
May 16, 2006

I am much edified. My previous post was however in response to a preceding
utterly foolish comment (now deleted). The fact remains that a new idea
frequently offers no clue as to the consequences it will lead to. And one cannot
demand that it do so.

42. Alejandro Rivero
May 16, 2006

I agree; and in fact we still do not know where the idea of fermions will lead us
to. Look at susy, for instance.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0204104
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0204104


More Links

May 11, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

If you just can’t get enough of pictures of mathematicians, head over to the
Oberwolfach Photo Collection. This is a huge collection, which I recently ran across
when trying to locate something by Graeme Segal. It also includes a photo of a
frequent contributor here.

The AMS has put quite a few whole books on-line. Recently they added the three-
volume set A Century of Mathematics in America here, here, and here. Another
interesting volume is Mathematics into the Twenty-First Century, which includes
some wonderful survey articles, including a very long series on Lie theory by Roger
Howe, and one on Geometry and Quantum Field Theory by Witten.

Terrance Tao has a sort of research blog.

In the category of interesting-looking work that I haven’t yet had time to read
carefully and think about, here are two papers on an approach to studying pure Yang-
Mills theory, by Freidel and Freidel and collaborators.

Update: A correspondent suggests I mention another famous mathematician whose
photo is on the Oberwolfach site.

Comments

1. JC
May 11, 2006

Speaking of Ted Kaczynski, anybody have a clue as to why he left math in the
first place? (Of all the articles and books I’ve read about him over the years, I
haven’t been able to find an explicit reason as to why he left math).

If I had to guess, maybe Ted got bored of math?

2. Deane
May 11, 2006

Great stuff!

3. Michael
May 11, 2006

There’s been some legitimate and constructive criticism of the recent work on
2+1d YM. Some people, whom I consider experts in “ordinary” QCD — including
but not limited to the authors of recent Pomeron research –, have raised some
questions that ought to be answered before relying on those results as a starting

http://owpdb.mfo.de:4579/
http://owpdb.mfo.de:4579/
http://owpdb.mfo.de:4579/detail?photoID=5947
http://owpdb.mfo.de:4579/detail?photoID=5947
http://owpdb.mfo.de:4579/detail?photoID=5939
http://owpdb.mfo.de:4579/detail?photoID=5939
http://www.ams.org/online_bks//hmath1/
http://www.ams.org/online_bks//hmath1/
http://www.ams.org/online_bks//hmath2/
http://www.ams.org/online_bks//hmath2/
http://www.ams.org/online_bks//hmath3/
http://www.ams.org/online_bks//hmath3/
http://www.ams.org/online_bks//hmbrowder/
http://www.ams.org/online_bks//hmbrowder/
http://www.ams.org/online_bks/hmbrowder/hmbrowder-witten.pdf
http://www.ams.org/online_bks/hmbrowder/hmbrowder-witten.pdf
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/whatsnew.html
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/whatsnew.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604185
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604185
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604184
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604184
http://owpdb.mfo.de:4579/detail?photoID=5349
http://owpdb.mfo.de:4579/detail?photoID=5349


point for new research.

4. Lubos Motl
May 11, 2006

JC: according to Wikipedia, he just wanted to live as a hermit – which is not a
bad idea after all.

And he was preparing his anti-technological revolution.

I did not know this guy until 30 minutes ago. Interesting. A few minutes ago, I
just tried to solve the quiz “Gore or Kaczynski”

http://www.crm114.com/algore/quiz.html

and got exactly 50 percent of the answers right, which is exactly what one gets
by guessing. Can you do better?

Although I have some compassion and understanding for Unabomber, it is rather
clear that our colleague Bill Cottrell probably has much more understanding. 

5. jayhog
May 11, 2006

Ted Kaczynski is a hero, a man of honor and courage.

6. jayhog
May 11, 2006

Ted Kaczynski is also a true freedom fighter.

7. Sakura-chan
May 11, 2006

I’m sure you said that with a very straight face jay. 

8. jayhog
May 11, 2006

lubos, some of Ted Kaczynski’s ideas may seem to similar to that of Al Gore’s, but
they are really quiet different. You should read his manifesto at
http://www.thecourier.com/manifest.htm

9. Pindare
May 12, 2006

Tao’s habit of commenting each new paper is nice and I hope it will generalize (I
know a few other interesting examples), instead of just putting a kind of in-your-
face dense list of papers.

The latter may impress grant-related committees, but it’s of little use for the
would-be grad student, and for colleagues as well…

http://www.crm114.com/algore/quiz.html
http://www.crm114.com/algore/quiz.html
http://www.thecourier.com/manifest.htm
http://www.thecourier.com/manifest.htm


10. knotted string
May 12, 2006

‘… according to Wikipedia, he just wanted to live as a hermit – which is not a bad
idea after all.

‘And he was preparing his anti-technological revolution.’ – Lubos Motl

Dear Lubos,

have you any plans to follow in Kaczynski’s footsteps?

11. Lubos Motl
May 12, 2006

Dear knotted string,

I happen to have the opposite opinions about technology than Kaczynski, and if I
am tempted to send someone mail bomb, it’s the people who say that the
technological progress destroys the ecosystem – people like Al Gore. I say Al
Gore instead of Unabomber because Unabomber is already arrested which is OK
with me.

Let me emphasize that I have no short term or long term plans to send mail
bombs. 

Dear jayhod, Kaczynski was almost certainly a more courageous character than
Al Gore, but let me stay away from the fan clubs of both of these Gentlemen if
it’s OK with you.

All the best
Lubos

12. A.J.
May 12, 2006

Just for the record (since Lubos is a bit vague about this), Billy Cottrell was a
vandal, not a murderer. He does not deserve to be compared with the likes of
Kaczynski.

13. Lubos Motl
May 12, 2006

Dear A.J.,

no doubt that there is a difference but you can see that even Kaczynski has his
own admirers here. 

All the best
Lubos



14. sunderpeeche
May 12, 2006

Witten is not in the photo collection. Having a Fields Medal is not enough to get
oneself into the collection, I guess.

15. jayhog
May 12, 2006

Al Gore is not really anti-technology, after all, he’s on the board of Apple
Computers. Al Gore’s a pro-technology green. Ted Kaczynski’s criticism of
technology is not limited to its effect on nature, but also its effects on human, for
example he disliked genetic engineering because it’s potential to change what it
means to be human. Ted Kaczynski’s a neo-luddite.

16. Who
May 12, 2006

has anybody read the paper by Freidel Minic and Leigh that Peter linked to in
the initial post?

17. Eli Rabett
May 14, 2006

Try Thoreau or Kaszinski instead

18. Who
May 14, 2006

Try Thoreau or Kaszinski instead
Sorry to be grouchy, Eli. BTW I liked your translation of the article in Die Zeit.

there’s all kinds of atavism in the world—lots of ways to be luddy-minded—some
trash technology and some sabotage their own or their neighbor’s mental
faculties

I want to know by how far Freidel missed the Clay million.

19. anonymous
May 14, 2006

Why is Freidel the only one you’re mentioning? This is just an attempt to extend
the interesting work of Leigh, Minic, and Yelnikov in the 2+1 dimensional case,
which is in turn an outgrowth of work by Karabali and Nair. But of course
readers of this blog seize on the one person who has worked on “alternative”
approaches to quantum gravity as the person to mention and ignore the
contributions of others. In any case, it is clearly not yet very close to being what
the Clay Institute wants.

20. Who
May 14, 2006



thanks, why is it not yet close? what remains to do (if not too much bother to
summarize briefly)?

Let’s call it the work of Minic Leigh and Freidel, simply changing to reverse
alphabetic order.
The interest from a quantum gravity viewpoint is that there are some papers by
F. and Sean Majid, by Baratin and F., and by F. and Livine that get some results
in 2+1 dimensions certain parts of which are said to be extendable to 3+1: a
problem being presently addressed. there may be some common element in how
they try jacking up the dimension in both cases from 3d to 4. I don’t know that
there is, but the possibility seemed there.

21. woit
May 14, 2006

anonymous,

The reason for mentioning it has nothing to do with Freidel’s work on quantum
gravity and everything to do with the fact that it’s in 3+1, not 2+1 dimensions.
The Karabali + Nair and later work in 2+1 d is quite interesting, but 3+1 d is
very different and personally I was always dubious that you could do anything in
3+1 d with their methods. If Freidel and collaborators actually can, that will be
very exciting. I just haven’t had the time to read their papers carefully enough to
see exactly how far they’ve managed to get. Like Who, I’d be interested to hear
from someone who has carefully read and understood these papers (but not
interested in hearing from people whose reaction is just to dismiss Freidel’s
work because he also works on an alternative to string theory).

22. anonymous
May 14, 2006

Well, we’re more or less in agreement: (3+1)d is indeed very different, and it
would in fact be very exciting if a result is achieved. Here’s my understanding of
the current status.

One defines a set of variables as follows. For a given point “x”, one takes Wilson
lines extending along one of the axes from infinity in to x, and then along a
different axis from x out to infinity. This provides a set of local, gauge-invariant
operators. They have some nice properties related to holomorphy in 2D, and in
3D they satisfy some identity H_{ij}H_{jk}H_{ki}=1 (and can also be formulated
in a somewhat holomorphic way).

Next one shows that there is a nice Hamiltonian approach to studying the theory
in terms of these operators and some associated currents. There are some
subtleties about regularizing in the right way but they seem to have addressed
these.

The next problem is to construct the vacuum wave functional. In (2+1)d there
turned out to be a simple analytic solution in the large N limit. In (3+1)d, it is not
nearly so simple, and they seem to have currently only some wishful thinking. In
the UV they find that a free-field ansatz seems to work (it had better!), and in the



IR something with a mass scale might work. But the detailed form of the solution
is completely mysterious.

Unfortunately, that mass scale is just added by hand (effectively, it’s a cutoff) and
so far there is no connection of UV to IR in which we can see that it really is the
QCD scale and is related to logarithmic running. They hope to find some self-
consistent solution showing there really is a nonzero mass. To do this would
certainly be a major breakthrough, and I hope it can be done, but it hasn’t yet.

If all of this works it’s at best a solution at large N, but that would still be very
exciting. However, the current status reminds me of some old work of Migdal on
solving the loop equations; there are tantalizing hints that there is something
deep there, but no one ever seemed to know quite what to do with it. (In fact,
you might think of this more recent approach as working with a subset of the
loop variables, namely those loops that go through the “point at infinity” and
remain parallel to one of the axes at all times.)

23. Bert Schroer
May 15, 2006

To Peter and anonymous:
with all caution I would like to take the following optimistic view on the Freidel
et al work.
It should be viewed as being connected with Stanley Mandelstam’s old program
(Ann. of Phys. 19 (1962)) of substituting gauge theory by a formulation in terms
of field strength. This old idea has received a significant conceptual
underpinning through our recent work on semiinfinite spacelike string-
localization derived within the new powerful setting (Mund, Schroer, Yngvason in
print in CMP, math-ph/0511042) of modular localization. In that setting the
family of massless finite helicity=s Wigner representations have pointlike field
strength but (in the same Hilbert space, hence no ghosts!) covariant semiinfinite
spacelike localization. As a result the the associated quantum potentials A(x,e)
fluctuate in both the Minkowski space x and the De Sitter e (unit spacelike string
direction) which leads to an improved short distance behavior (scaling dimension
1 independent of s). These objects are not Lagrangian fields but the properly
adjusted (to strings instead of pointlike fields) Epstein-Glaser approach seems to
work. For s=1 the string-independent subalgebra corresponds to the gauge
invariant observables. But for s=2 (Gravitation, dimg(metric potential)=1) this is
virgin territory since there does not seem to exist any gauge setting in terms of
unphysical pointlike potentials. If the calculations continue to live up to our
expectations we should have in due time a “renormalizable” setting for
gravitation (where renormalizable means that from an infinite parametric
universal Bogoliuvov-Shorkov-Epstein-Glaser matrix S(couplings) we are able to
filter out a finite parametric set). This together with the strong arguments bu
Brunetti and Fredenhagen that the perturbation can be arranged in such a way
that (using their quantum local covariance principle) that a perturbative version
of background independence results.
Maybe I project too much into Freidel et al ideas, as with any computational
work whose conceptual basis is yet nebulous I may have taken an overly
optimistic interpretation.



Woudn’t it be ironic if string-localization (not at all related to string theory)
achieves what string theory promised?
Question to Peter: suppose what I described can be in due time converted into
hard facts, what would you thing string theorists will do if they loose their only
supporting argument?

24. Bert Schroer
May 15, 2006

small correction to an important statement in my text
“In that setting the family of massless finite helicity=s Wigner representations
have pointlike field strength but (in the same Hilbert space, hence no ghosts!)
covariant semiinfinite spacelike” localized potentials.

25. woit
May 16, 2006

anonymous,

Thanks for the very informative comments on the Freidel et.al. work!

Bert,

If the scenario you describe pans out, string theorists will announce that it is
part of “string theory”, closely related to what they had in mind all along, and
proclaim victory.

26. Bert Schroer
May 16, 2006

What a coincidence, given their hegemonic all-devouring sociological situation
this is precisely what I also expected!
In this case the word “string-localized” would make it quite easy for them (the
fact that its conceptual meaning is lightyears apart from string theory would be
no obstacle for people who live in a conceptual twilight zone).

27. Aaron Bergman
May 16, 2006

Don’t forget the pony.

28. woit
May 16, 2006

Great idea Aaron, let’s add “and a pony” to all string theory papers coming out
these days. Would be highly appropriate…

29. Aaron Bergman
May 16, 2006

Just the ones that don’t calculate anything.

http://examinedlife.typepad.com/johnbelle/2004/03/if_wishes_were_.html
http://examinedlife.typepad.com/johnbelle/2004/03/if_wishes_were_.html


30. knotted string
May 16, 2006

What % is that?

31. woit
May 16, 2006

Since 0% of string theory papers calculate anything that can be compared to the
real world, I guess he means ones that calculate something, with the hope that
someday it will lead to some calculation that can be compared to the real world.
These papers deserve “and a pony” as much (and often, more) than any others.

32. Aaron Bergman
May 16, 2006

The least you can do when you don’t have any hope of comparing with the real
world is to calculate something. Otherwise you get “wouldn’t it be nice if…”
papers. Wouldn’t it be nice if we all had a pony?

33. woit
May 16, 2006

Just doing random, pointless calculations doesn’t make you a scientist. If you
want to claim that your calculation is part of science, you have to be able to show
that it has some hope of being related to the real world. Right now, just about all
string theory calculations are motivated by “wouldn’t it be nice if” hopes. Some
of them very bizarre, e.g. “wouldn’t it be nice if the world were some random
point in some horrifically complicated space and we could never predict
anything…”

34. Thomas Love
May 16, 2006

I enjoyed browsing through the pix, but they’re not well catalogued. There’s an
entry for Marsden, Jerry and for Marsden, Jerrold E. ; Singer, I. and Singer,
Isadore. Several photos are only labeled by last name. One I am curious about
was “Love”, it isn’t me (of course) and it’s too recent to be AEH Love.

35. Aaron Bergman
May 16, 2006

We all know you dislike string theory, Peter.

36. woit
May 16, 2006

One reason being that string theorists, lacking any real arguments, can’t stop
themselves from descending to ad hominem ones

37. Alejandro Rivero
May 16, 2006



You could perhaps enjoy messages 16, 28 and 29 in this thread:

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=120192&page=2

one can use math a lot simpler than string theoretists and still come to results of
fuzzy and membranous interpretation.

38. Aaron Bergman
May 16, 2006

I glad you kept that in such general terms because I haven’t made any ad
hominem remarks in this comment thread. Nonetheless, as enjoyable as this
exchange has been, I’ll bow out now unless something new happens to come up.

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=120192&page=2
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=120192&page=2


arXiv Weirdness

May 16, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Some rather strange things are going on at the arXiv, especially in the hep-th section:

Besides the usual string theory papers, which just get more and more pointless as
time goes on, some very weird things have started to appear on hep-th. Last night,
there was a new paper entitled Amplitude for existence of spacetime points that
makes no sense to me. It’s by Monica Dance, who seems to have no academic
affiliation, but does have a Hotmail account. Not clear why the hep-th moderator
allows this kind of thing. One explanation would be that earlier this year she put
Symmetry limitations on quantum mechanical observers, and conjectured link with
string theory on hep-th, an equally nonsensical document which presumably was all
right because it had “string theory” in the title. Maybe once you get one paper about
“string theory” on hep-th, you become an “active researcher” and can put whatever
you want there.

Actually, to get to be an “active researcher” according to the arXiv, as long as you’re
studying string theory, you don’t need to even ever have written a paper at all. Recall
that arXiv trackbacks to this blog have been banned on the grounds that I’m not an
“active researcher” (for more about this, go here). But this hep-th paper has a
trackback to this blog entry by Nicola Ambrosetti. Ambrosetti’s blog contains some
fine entries and having trackbacks to it makes good sense, but he appears to be a
student at Neuchatel who has never written a paper, so I would have guessed that
according to arXiv standards he wasn’t yet an “active researcher”. Maybe standards
are different when your blog entries have titles like Barton Zwiebach Rules!.

Over the last few months I’ve written quite a few blog postings that discuss arXiv
papers. In many cases I happen to think that either the posting or the discussion in
the comment section is something that someone interested in the paper might find
worthwhile. In the case of postings about string theory papers (here and here), non-
string theory papers, and non-string theory papers claiming to be string theory
papers, no trackbacks to my blog were allowed. This is what I expected, but for some
mysterious reason, a trackback to this blog entry about a paper critical of string
theory was allowed. So, it seems that the arXiv is allowing trackbacks to my blog
entries only when they are about papers criticizing string theory.

None of this makes any sense to me, so I tried politely writing to the arXiv person at
Cornell that my logs showed had examined my blog entry just before their trackback
system generated a trackback to it, asking about what was going on. No response to
that inquiry, as to all my other inquiries about arXiv trackback policy. To find out what
their policy now is, I guess I’ll just have to wait for the relevant authorities to get
around to posting a blog entry or writing a comment at some blog somewhere, since
that seems to be their preferred manner of dealing with this issue.

Update: I did get an e-mail response from someone at Cornell about my enquiry
about trackbacks. It didn’t address the question of how hep-th trackbacks are now
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being moderated, but did point out that the trackback system is still in an
experimental state, that they have recently had significant personnel changes, and
that sorting out the trackback system hasn’t been one of their highest priorities.

Update: Lubos is even more out there than usual with his comments on this. It seems
that my objections to the Dance paper are an example of sexism.

Comments

1. Todd
May 17, 2006

Doing a quick search I found that Monica Dance’s first paper posted on the arXiv
was listed under quant-ph in 2004 using the name M. C. Dance. It apparently had
something to do with the Holographic Principle. It also appears that she is a
policy analyst for the EECA (Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority) in
New Zealand.

2. Aaron Bergman
May 17, 2006

She was apparently at Auckland physics if this post is accurate.

3. Peter Erwin
May 17, 2006

I think you may be conflating the nebulous (and poorly defined) “active
researcher” status, which is apparently necessary for your blog posts to be
linked (except when it isn’t), with the ability to submit papers, for which all you
need is: a) to have registered with the arXiv before they introduced their
“endorsement” system; or b) to have been endorsed after that time by someone
with the endorsement ability.

So there’s no a priori requirement, however well or poorly defined, to be an
“active researcher” in order to submit papers anywhere in the arXiv.

4. Charlie Dance
May 17, 2006

A simple possibility might be that spacetime points $x$ have an
amplitude of existence $E(x)$ consistent with this. The magnitude of
$E(x)$ might be greater or less than 1 at any point $x$; or the relative
values of $E(x)$ might be what matters. In a classical limit, a function
like $E(x)$ might give the effect of a gravitational metric.

This seems perfectly reasonable to me. Can anybody here explain why $E(x)$
isn’t likely to give the effect of a gravitational metric? Couldn’t the gravitational
metric, m, have an amplitude of existence, $E(m)$? Particles have amplitudes of
existence, and they even have different amplitudes depending on whether you’re
accelerating. Wouldn’t that explain the standard model?

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/amplitude-for-existence-of-spacetime.html
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5. Chris Oakley
May 17, 2006

Charlie,

A couple of wacky ideas turned out to be fruitful, namely special relativity and
quantum mechanics, and many people have concluded from this that if an idea is
wacky enough then it must be correct.

I do not agree with this. The idea that spacetime points may or may not exist
according to some probability amplitude is certainly wacky, but without some
examples of how the idea clarifies that which was unclear before, one has to put
it in the same category as those insights into the nature of the universe which
are gained when under the influence of recreational chemicals.

6. absolutely
May 17, 2006

I think Charlie was attempting humour, or else he’s the actor of same name
genre-hopping.

7. Ali Yegulalp
May 17, 2006

Sometimes the web can be a very small place…

Monica Dance was a physics graduate student at Princeton in the early 90’s
(same time as me). She went back home to New Zealand after about 3 years
without finishing the PhD program, started studying medicine, and then I don’t
know what happened after that. I knew her quite well in Princeton, but I haven’t
heard from her in years.

8. abc
May 17, 2006

Maybe once you get one paper about ‘string theory’ on hep-th, you
become an ‘active researcher’ and can put whatever you want there.

If this is the case the String Illuminati failed.

Judging from the references given by M. Dance it seems that as far as this is
nonsense it is nonsense inspired by alternatives-to-string-theory (TM).

Which may happen…

9. anon
May 17, 2006

“In this model, the closer an object is to a mass or energy source, the more paths
through spacetime might be available to the object in the direction of the
mass/energy, or the higher the amplitude associated with such paths.” – Monica
Dance



What part of this doesn’t make sense to you? Bring two objects together and
anybody can see there is more space between and around them for path
integrals.

It is not as if bringing things closer together will reduce the space for
interactions … (I’m being sarcasm)

(I’ve got my own personal pet theory that is just slightly more radical. Perhaps if
I FIRST write a positive constructive stringy paper on arxiv, they won’t delete a
second later paper on the topic?)

[extensive off-topic material deleted]

10. Steve Myers
May 17, 2006

Quick respone to Monica Dance’s paper: it’s a joke, right? She’s showing the
Arxiv will print anything (almost). As for $E(x)$?! Come on.

11. Sam
May 17, 2006

Oh no! Not another former Princeton Physics graduate student gone bad? Let’s
all pile on about how stupid she is.

12. sunderpeeche
May 17, 2006

I was going to suggest that the Monica Dance paper may be a practical joke.

13. woit
May 17, 2006

Steve + sunderpeeche,

The problem with the idea that this is a joke is that it’s not funny.

Peter Erwin,

I was using “active researcher” in the arXiv sense of the term. They have
announced that it doesn’t mean “active in research”, but is a term that cannot be
defined (attempts to define it foundered when it turned out the hep-th moderator
didn’t qualify as one). In practice it seems to mean “someone the hep-th
moderator approves of”, and that’s how I was using it.

I’m well aware that there’s supposed to be a difference between the
endorsement system for papers and the “active researcher” standard for
trackbacks. The “active researcher” term is a piece of dishonesty created by the
hep-th moderator, who announced that the usual endorsement system could not
be used for trackbacks, since Peter Woit would “game the system” by getting
endorsed. His other justification for this was that unlike papers, blog entries
could not be individually moderated. The Monica Dance papers evidently were



individually moderated and approved.

14. Sam
May 17, 2006

It’s not just hep-th. All the archives are drowning in trash papers. Look at hep-ph
or gr-qc.

Clearly, their moderation system is a failure.

15. woit
May 17, 2006

Sam,

I think you’re right. Part of the problem is that when leading figures in
theoretical physics start writing pseudo-science (e.g. the anthropic string theory
landscape), it becomes impossible to have any rational standard that will allow
them to keep publishing, but keep out other crackpot papers.

16. Sam
May 17, 2006

“Part of the problem is that when leading figures in theoretical physics start
writing pseudo-science …. it becomes impossible to have any rational standard
that will allow them to keep publishing, but keep out other crackpot papers.”

Yes, like the bird flu, string theory has destroyed, not just hep-th, but all
branches of theoretical physics.

17. Lubos Motl
May 17, 2006

Nothing against Monica Dance personally, but I am pretty certain that these
papers are completely nonsensical. Whether or not such papers or the previous
papers by the same authors have “string theory” anywhere in the abstract is
unphysical. (Lee Smolin’s also have “string theory” in them.) What matters is the
content. The content is not string theory. It is an alternative to string theory – the
kind of hypothetical stuff that Peter Woit and Lee Smolin call far.

Stuff that does not exist, and even if it exists, it is impossible to see it from the
current state of knowledge.

The main message is that even in periods when progress is slow, it is very
important to distinguish papers that are based on knowledge of existing
phenomena and theories and that want to explain more about them, and papers
that don’t. Dance’s paper is an example of the latter category, much like
Sundance’s papers (with or without Lee Smolin).

People in theoretical physics must still learn quantum field theory and the non-
phenomenological ones also string theory. If the community allows physics to be
developed in the direction of these alternatives, it could be a real end of it, after
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a few years (one year is one decreasing e-folding once these mechanisms win).

18. sunderpeeche
May 17, 2006

A system like the ArXiv with moderators is prone to self-serving rubbish. Not all
jokes are laugh-out-loud funny. Poor quality jokes (or poorly written jokes) can be
very unfunny. Don’t give the paper more publicity than it deserves.

19. Sam
May 17, 2006

“A system like the ArXiv with moderators is prone to self-serving rubbish.”

Clearly, that’s what’s happened here.

“Don’t give the paper more publicity than it deserves.”

What? No more blog posts about stupid papers on hep-th?

20. woit
May 17, 2006

sunderpeeche,

As physics I don’t think the paper deserves to be publicized, but the fact that the
arXiv moderation system is breaking down needs to be discussed and addressed
by the particle theory community. This kind of breakdown already was becoming
clear with the Bogdanov papers, but no one seemed very interested in
addressing it at that time. It has just gotten much worse since then.

21. sunderpeeche
May 17, 2006

“What? No more blog posts about stupid papers on hep-th?”

Why do you want to waste your time on nonsense? Indeed, why am I writing this?
Time to quit this thread and wait for something more sensible to be displayed on
the blog.

22. Sam
May 17, 2006

“[T]he fact that the arXiv moderation system is breaking down needs to be
discussed and addressed by the particle theory community. This kind of
breakdown already was becoming clear with the Bogdanov papers…”

Bogdanov papers? On the archives? That’s terrible.

No wonder the archives are drowning in crap.

23. woit



May 17, 2006

Sam,

The Bogdanov papers were not posted on the arXiv. As far as I know they didn’t
even submit them to the arXiv. They were published in several peer-reviewed
journals, after gettting positive referee’s reports, and it was that breakdown in
the refereeing system that I was referring to. That was a different case, but one
root cause of the problem is the same.

24. woit
May 17, 2006

OK Lubos, the approval of the Dance papers is the fault of me and Lee Smolin.
That makes perfect sense…

25. anonymous
May 17, 2006

You’re all missing the real point: her name is M.C. Dance! How awesome is that?

Seriously though, the arXiv is a pre-print server. Not everything there has to pass
peer review. As long as the system works well enough to keep it from being
completely overrun with crackpots, I would say it’s not a big concern.

26. Sam
May 17, 2006

“OK Lubos, the approval of the Dance papers is the fault of me and Lee Smolin.
That makes perfect sense…”

Just like the idea that the crap papers all over the archives (not to mention the
refereed physics literature) are the fault of the landscapeologists.

27. Peter Erwin
May 17, 2006

A couple of points:

I’d hesitate to conclude that all of the arXiv is “drowning in crap”; I wouldn’t say
that’s the case for astro-ph, for example. Of course, almost all submissions to
astro-ph come with self-labeled quality indicators: either it’s something
presented at a conference (possibly interesting, but not well vetted), or it’s been
submitted to a journal (potentially OK, but hasn’t been through peer review yet),
or it’s already accepted by a journal (better chance of being OK). I admit to a
certain bemusement when I glance over hep-th listings and see that the majority
have no indication of whether there’s any connection to a journal or peer-review
process.

Re Bogdanov and oddball papers showing up in arXiv: the problem is to figure
out if there’s more at work than just the Recency Illusion and its cousin, the
Frequency Illusion (see here for a discussion in the context of linguistics).

http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/002407.html
http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/002407.html


In other words, is there solid evidence that peer review, in general, is letting
more nonsense through? Were there cases like the Bogdanov papers in the past,
that have been conveniently forgotten?

28. Jimbo
May 17, 2006

I usually side with Peter on most of the topix discussed herein, but me thinks
Prof. Woit is sulking a bit about his `inactive researcher’ status/stigma by the
admins at ArXiv, and lashing out.
True, Ms. Dance may not have her PhD (neither does Freeman Dyson nor former
Livermore NIF chief scientist Michael Cambell, nor many others), but neither
PhD nor academic address implies scientifically viable work.
Hep-th needs novel ideas, apart from the standard schlock of mathematical
masturbations, devoid of physical relevance, which regularly inundate its nightly
postings.

29. woit
May 17, 2006

Jimbo,

Whether or not this author has a Ph.D. or not is thoroughly irrelevant, and not
something that I raised. The problem with these papers is that they’re nonsense,
not the qualifications or lack thereof of the author.

Yes, hep-th needs novel ideas. But it also needs a moderator who can recognize
utter nonsense for what it is.

And no, I don’t think “sulking” is quite the right word to describe how I’m
responding to the behavior of the arXiv hep-th moderators. It’s not like I’m not
saying loudly and publicly what I think about this…

30. Sam
May 17, 2006

“But it also needs a moderator who can recognize utter nonsense for what it is.”

Was he the referee on the Bogdanov papers, too?

That would explain everything.

31. woit
May 17, 2006

Sam,

No, the problem is not one person.

32. Lubos Motl
May 17, 2006



Dear Peter,

of course that it is your fault and fault of Lee Smolin. It’s two of you, among
others, who have been fighting for years to replace string theorists with
crackpots. By “original independent ideas” which is how you call these cranks.
Accepting papers of the same quality as Monica Dance’s paper or the paper
about trinions has always been one of your main political goals.

The staff or arxiv.org accepted these papers to make two of you happier. You
don’t like it either. You will complain until the end of your life but the real
problem is that first of all, you have absolutely nothing to offer, and second of all,
you discourage people from doing serious work.

Best
Lubos

33. Alejandro Rivero
May 17, 2006

I have not objection to bad papers in the arxiv. I have some about *repeated*
papers, and worse if they are bad papers. Most emptypots do not innovate and
thus the “version replacement” utility of the arxiv is handy to control it, instead
of censorship.

34. Shantanu
May 17, 2006

Peter, let’s forget such papers. any comments on hep-ph/0605119
and gr-qc/0602086( which is discussed in http://www.world-science.net
/othernews/060514_bouncefrm.htm)

35. SteveM
May 17, 2006

The arxiv really needs to stop accepting papers that are just empty or vague
waffle, wishful thinking, philosophising and handwaving. That’s fine for coffee
breaks or cocktail parties. Hard concrete and rigorous calculations that actually
calculate or rigorously prove some very specific result or important /interesting
point are becoming harder to find, and are actually difficult to produce–but that
is why physics is hard! Even if you are into the mathematical side of things you
still have to come up with some result or theorem or proof.A lot of people talk a
good theory in english but then never really put anything into concrete
mathematical terms or actually calculate anything; or else they make some
general mathematical statements then go on about what they would like to be
able to do, like to be able to calculate etc., but it never happens. A minimum
criterion for acceptance should be that it contains an interesting result or
concrete calculation.

36. Alejandro Rivero
May 17, 2006

http://www.world-science.net/othernews/060514_bouncefrm.htm
http://www.world-science.net/othernews/060514_bouncefrm.htm
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Coffee break conversations are important. The path integral was developed as a
follow-up of a coffee table conversation at Princeton (I never remember the name
of the pub, it was an exotic island or so). Perhaps the physics/ cathegory should
be better place than hep, but a lot of people tries first hep because moderators
usually forbid cross-announcements (not really cross-posting) from physics to
hep-yyy listings.

The use of diverse bulletins plus personal options in the listings (show/not show
cross-posting, show/notshow replacements, filter, etc) could do better work. Also
note than a lot of arxiv navigation is via SPIRES (or citebase) reference linking.

37. woit
May 17, 2006

Shantanu,

Sorry, but I’m no cosmologist and this isn’t a cosmology blog. Better to look for
such a discussion at another place (e.g. CosmoCoffee).

38. Peter Shor
May 17, 2006

Alejandro Rivero’s comment seems to contain the germ of an idea for eliminating
crank/vague/philosophical/handwaving papers posted to the arxiv. Somehow
direct them to a separate category. (I will hereby preempt the smart aleck who is
going to propose that we name it hep-no, short for nonsense, and put all
landscape papers in it.)

39. Nigel
May 17, 2006

Can anyone define crank/vague/philosophical/handwaving without behaving like
a crank, being vague, being philosophical and doing a lot of handwaving? And
can you define these in such a way that they allow today’s 10/11-d string theory
as not being crank, etc.

Kelvin’s vortex atom is the best good precedent for string theory. It was full of ad
hoc predictions, but couldn’t do anything useful like predict subsequent
discoveries. It might have been retained forever if radioactivity and nuclear
physics hadn’t been discovered.

40. Lubos Motl
May 17, 2006

Dear Nigel,
google for *crackpot errors* and pick the first reference:

http://www.google.com/search?q=crackpot+errors

This could answer your question.

Best wishes

http://www.google.com/search?q=crackpot+errors
http://www.google.com/search?q=crackpot+errors


Lubos

41. Carl
May 17, 2006

They must be getting loose at arXiv because they asked me to resubmit my crank
paper that predicts the neutrino masses to 6 decimal places (LOL):
http://brannenworks.com/MASSES2.pdf

But they want it in “physics” instead of “hep-ph”. I would guess that the reason
for the liberality was that my paper was referenced by this paper:
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0605074

Carl

42. Shantanu
May 17, 2006

Peter, point noted. However the first one hep-ph/0605119 is about collider
particle physics and technicolor and has nothing to do with cosmology.

43. A.Torok
May 17, 2006

I support Lobus(seriously).

44. A Different Peter
May 17, 2006

Distinguishing cranky nonsense from genuine work is difficult for several
reasons. One is that genuine, correct, work can appear to be gibberish if one is
not intimately familiar with the topic involved. Another is that genuine
researchers and Nobel Prize winners are not unknown to issue communications
which appear to be just as incomprehensible and radical as the statements of
certified crackpots. Another is that those who have made conceptual mistakes,
and are now presenting some ridiculous assertion as a result, will defend their
assertion for as long as they can, just as any competent physicist presenting a
counter-intuitive but correct theory would.

A part of the problem is that physicists today do not have the time to devote to
the unrewarding task of examining the claims of everybody who thinks they have
a great idea about physics. Without investing this time and effort, it will be
impossible to distinguish crackpots from undiscovered geniuses. It will not be
possible to simultaneously satisfy those who want to ethnically cleanse the
crackpots and those who want a source of original ideas. If you want to keep out
the crackpots without being prepared to talk to the crackpots and discover
exactly why they’re wrong, then you’re going to have to reject all ideas which
aren’t part of the mainstream.

So the choices are:

http://brannenworks.com/MASSES2.pdf
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1. A slow and tedious process of carefully examining every claim and checking
the validity of every argument. This is peer review.
2. Let the crackpots through the filter and some good ideas might come through
as well. This is what the arxiv has always been, but it was better when fewer
crackpots knew about it.
3. Accept what’s mainstream and reject everything else, Lubos style. If you want
to do this, string theory is the theory for you.

Any other ideas?

45. Tony Smith
May 17, 2006

Carl said “… arXiv … asked ..[him]… to resubmit …[his]… crank paper that
predicts the neutrino masses …”.

Did arXiv ask by sending an e-mail, or how?

Carl may be right that arXiv changed its mind because his “… paper was
referenced by
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0605074 …”, which is a paper by Yoshio Koide of
the University of Shizuoka, “supported in part by the … Ministry of Education,
Science and Culture, Japan …”.

Is this the first case of arXiv’s blacklisting causing it to be embarrassed
when the work that arXiv blacklisted as crank
is found to be useful
(in this case, by non-USA Japanese who are outside the USA physics
establishment and its consensus-enforcement mechanisms) ?

Tony Smith
http://ww.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

46. Richard
May 17, 2006

Peter Shor said — “Alejandro Rivero’s comment seems to contain the germ of an
idea for eliminating crank/vague/philosophical/handwaving papers posted to the
arxiv. Somehow direct them to a separate category.”

I recently received an arXiv math daily title/abstract distribution email with a
reference to a paper entitled A Concise and Direct Proof of “Fermat’s Last
Theorem” (listed as 4 pages long). It was placed into the General Mathematics
category.

47. LDM
May 17, 2006

Is it Ms Dance’s paper and its content, or its acceptance by arXiv, that is the
problem here…or both?

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0605074
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Ultimately,you are known by your work, and if you want to publish scientific
rubbish, then that is the scientific reputation you will develop…

I would suggest http://compbiol.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-
document&doi=10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010057 as an excellent guide to temper
overly enthusiastic journal submissions, with emphasis on point 10.

However, I disagree with Woit’s claim, that the article is nonsensical.

I would rather make the objection that the ideas in this paper are so
underdeveloped and so loose, that it is not appopriate for a scientific paper…and
that this type of communication should continue to be confined to private
correspondence (or even blogs)

48. Chris Oakley
May 18, 2006

I would rather make the objection that the ideas in this paper are so
underdeveloped and so loose, that it is not appopriate for a scientific paper…and
that this type of communication should continue to be confined to private
correspondence (or even blogs)

Right. Here is a wacky idea. The author needs to do more to convince us that it is
worth taking seriously. Even that wacky idea Superstrings can point to the
possibility that they might be able to reproduce GR (although I am still not sure
of the situation there).

49. Nigel
May 18, 2006

Dear Lubos,

Kelvin’s ‘crackpot errors’ in predicting the vortex atom are just the same as
string theory’s. There were NO testable predictions. (Radioactivity and nuclear
structure were totally unexpected, and disproved the vortex atom.) More on
grand mainstream cranks:

Helge Kragh, ‘The Vortex Atom: A Victorian Theory of Everything’, Centaurus 44
(1-2), 32-114.

‘Each atom, pictured as a ring with some set of possible oscillations …

‘Here in principle, Thomson [Lord Kelvin] asserted, was the foundation of what
we might now call a grand unified theory of light and matter. “Helmholtz’s rings
are the only true atoms,” Thomson confidently declared.’ – http://fermat.nap.edu
/books/0309090733/html/266.html

50. phenomenologist
May 18, 2006

Motl: “People in theoretical physics must still learn quantum field theory and the
non-phenomenological ones also string theory”

http://compbiol.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-document&doi=10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010057
http://compbiol.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-document&doi=10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010057
http://compbiol.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-document&doi=10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010057
http://compbiol.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-document&doi=10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010057
http://fermat.nap.edu/books/0309090733/html/266.html
http://fermat.nap.edu/books/0309090733/html/266.html
http://fermat.nap.edu/books/0309090733/html/266.html
http://fermat.nap.edu/books/0309090733/html/266.html


What a claim! Is finally lubos accepting string theory has nothing to do with the
phenomenological world ???
Or is he promoting a new role for physics?
I wonder what does he consider himself…

51. Bert Schroer
May 18, 2006

“of course that it is your fault and fault of Lee Smolin. It’s two of you, among
others, who have been fighting for years to replace string theorists with
crackpots. By “original independent ideas” which is how you call these cranks.”
these are words from the mouth of the Lord of Misuse in the Hegemon´s service.
Like in the case of climate change they create that relaxed atmosphere which
reminds the rest of us that it took a never before seen lowering of standards
emenating from string theory to convert large parts of particle physics into a
metaphorical messianic enterprize in which everything goes as long as it does
not hamper this path. The priority-fight around the antropic trashcan (using the
fight between dogs around trashcans which one sees in the morning here in
Brazil as a metaphor) is an excellent illustration of where the hegemon wants us
to go.

52. B
May 18, 2006

The easiest way would be to allow registered users of the arxiv to review papers,
maybe similar to reviews at amazon.com. Such a review process is not perfect,
and the standard below peer review in journals, but it will give the inexperienced
user a rough quality estimate on the papers posted. It might even provide
valuable feedback to the author. Also, it would be useful to search papers
according to some importance or impact criteria based on that. Say, if you are a
newcomer in some field, it takes some while to figure out which are the relevant
and important contributions.

Discussing papers in blogs and allowing trackbacks already leads into this
direction, but it could be made more easy by directly having reviews on the arxiv.

See also my blog entry Peer Review II. Best,

B.

53. anon
May 18, 2006

When hundreds of papers are published in the arxiv, that contain no more
substance than an air-pillow, what harm can Monica Dance’s paper make? She at
least has the courage to be original, unlike the above mentioned authors who
hide their non-contributions to physics in the cover of mainstream physics and
academic affilations.

54. woit
May 18, 2006

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/03/peer-review-ii.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/03/peer-review-ii.html


anon,

There are lots of not very good papers on the arXiv, but up until now I have not
seen ones that at a glance are obviously nonsense like the Dance one. I’m sure
that there is a long history of such things being submitted to the arXiv, and being
rejected by their moderation system. I’m just wondering why their moderation
system broke down in this case.

It’s certainly bad enough how many not very good papers are posted on the
arXiv, but if the thing becomes dominated by complete nonsense papers, that will
be a lot worse, and a very, very bad sign for theoretical physics.

Originality is good and desperately needed, but the open problems in this field
are very difficult and originality without competence is useless and just pollutes
the field with more noise.

55. D R Lunsford
May 18, 2006

I have submitted a new paper to arxiv, “New Results in Gravitational Chess”. In
this paper, it is shown that when a bishop strikes through a square adjoining the
queen, the path is deflected and it actually starts attacking squares of the other
color! Now here is what is interesting: when it attacks past the opponent’s
queen, the path is deflected the other way. This was a totally unexpected new
result and one must read my earlier papers on gravitational chess with this in
mind. In particular, my earlier treatment of the Cosmological Constant Gambit is
shown to be unsound.

Some will complain that my paper contains no games and not even any
meaningful diagrams. I can only say that publishing costs prohibit me from
introducing such minutiae that would only distract the reader from my main
result in any case.

I hope to extend these results to rooks if my busy gardening and carpentry
schedule permits. However, I feel that my legacy is secure, thanks to arxiv.org.

-drl

56. sunderpeeche
May 19, 2006

Gravitational Chess exists, believe it or not

http://play.chessvariants.org/erf/Gravitat.html

and yes, I will thoroughly approve if this post is deleted

57. D R Lunsford
May 19, 2006

ROFL! It’s so hard to do anything new 

http://play.chessvariants.org/erf/Gravitat.html
http://play.chessvariants.org/erf/Gravitat.html


-drl



Priority for the Landscape

May 17, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The string theory anthropic landscape point of view has now become so widely
accepted and entrenched in the particle theory community that various people are
making their claims about having had the idea first. The standard first paper that
people generally reference is Leonard Susskind’s February 2003 The Anthropic
landscape of string theory, which now has 243 citations. Susskind claims credit at
least for the “Landscape” terminology in his recent book.

Last month Dutch string theorist Bert Schellekens posted a paper on the arXiv
entitled The Landscape “avant la lettre”, in which he claims credit to some extent for
the idea. He is quite enthusiastic about the Landscape as a paradigm shift and a new
way of doing physics:

… I think even today we are only in an intermediate stage of a very slow shift of
opinions regarding the objectives of our field. Although landscape ideas and even the
anthropic principle are now at least discussed, it seems to me that the importance of
the landscape is still severely underrated. I have tried to express my enthusiasm
about the recent progress during seminars, but apparently with little success.

Schellekens claims that:

My own thoughts in this direction started around 1987. The year before I had
published a paper with Wolfgang Lerche and Dieter Lust. Like other authors at the
time, we found large numbers of four-dimensional chiral string theories, but much
more than others we made a point of strongly emphasizing the non-uniqueness of the
result.

He goes on to say that already back then it was clear to him that string theory was
sending the message “if we find one vacuum we are going to find a huge number of
them.” He recalls that when he was working at CERN in the years before 1992 he was
promoting the anthropic string theory landscape idea and encountering a lot of
resistance, often from people who now tell him that they had always been saying this
kind of thing.

In 1998, at the occasion of his inauguration at the University of Nijmegen he gave a
speech on this subject in Dutch. In the arXiv preprint Schellekens reproduces the
Dutch text of his speech, together with an English translation. He notes that he used
the Dutch word “landschap” in the text, although he mostly referred to the landscape
using the Dutch word for a “mountain range”.

Schellekens admits that string theory may not be correct, but he says that string
theory implies the landscape, so for string theory to be correct the landscape must
exist. His only comment indicating that this might be a problem for string theory is
that

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0302219
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0302219
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0302219
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0302219
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0604134
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0604134


…the unexpectedly huge size of the landscape is making it a lot harder to convince
ourselves of that.

He does admit that back in 1998 he expected the size of the landscape to be much
smaller than it now appears to be, smaller than the 1080 vacua that, uniformly
distributed, could cover all possible values of the standard model parameters to the
accuracy that we can measure them. So he expected that one would be able to
somehow check string theory by seeing if one of the vacua agreed with the real world.
Now that the number of vacua seems to be vastly greater than this, eliminating any
reasonable hope of checking string theory this way, for some unfathomable reason his
enthusiasm for the idea is undiminished if not intensified.

If you just can’t get enough of landscape discussion, there are recent blog entries on
the topic by Sabine Hossenfelder and Alejandro Satz.

Update: The last-gasp hope for getting a prediction out of the landscape is that there
is some useful structure in the landscape, so that it doesn’t densely cover all possible
standard model parameters. Washington Taylor and Michael Douglas have been
looking for such a thing amongst vacua, trying to find some correlations between
properties of these vacua. For more about this, see Taylor’s web-page. Lubos has a
blog posting about all this, in which Taylor explains the philosophy:

If we find 5 models with features X and Y of the standard model which all have
feature Z which is not yet observed it is not very definitive. If we look in different
parts of the string theory landscape and find that all 1020 models we know how to
construct with features X and Y of the standard model have feature Z also it begins to
carry some weight as a possible prediction.

So far, as you might expect, since there is no known reason for such correlations, they
haven’t found any. Lubos reports:

Wati’s result in his particular examples was that there was virtually no information in
the correlations: the difference was one bit and the distributions of different
quantities were essentially independent Gaussians.

and goes on to rant:

Surely the physicists have not been working for 30 years to extract 1 bit of
information – whose probability of being correct is moreover 50 percent. Even if there
were any correlation, I would probably find such a correlation physically
uninteresting. We know for sure that some of these correlations would agree with
those observed in the real world, and some of them would not.

What will you do with this probable outcome? Will you overhype the “successful”
patterns as evidence that the landscape reasoning is good, while you will be silent
about the “unsuccessful” ones? I would count this activity as a part of astrology or
catastrophic global warming theory, not physics. It’s frustrating to see that this is
what is apparently being intended.

I wonder whether the people who were producing the very convoluted microscopic
theories of the luminiferous aether in the 19th century really believed that this was

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/05/principle-of-finite-imagination.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/05/principle-of-finite-imagination.html
http://realityconditions.blogspot.com/2006/05/landscape-chat.html
http://realityconditions.blogspot.com/2006/05/landscape-chat.html
http://web.mit.edu/physics/facultyandstaff/faculty/washington_taylor.html
http://web.mit.edu/physics/facultyandstaff/faculty/washington_taylor.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/wati-taylor-correlations-in-landscape.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/wati-taylor-correlations-in-landscape.html


the way to say anything new about physics – or whether most of them did these things
just to do something and keep their jobs. Einstein took over in 1905 and showed not
only that the aether was a ludicrous fantasy – but moreover, the absence of the aether
is one of the basic principles that underlies his relativistic revolution in physics.
Today, all of us – except for those in loop quantum gravity – know that the aether is a
silliness that is not realized physically and that was never well motivated.

My feeling about the random model building and random model guessing is somewhat
analogous to the random construction of the aether from gears and wheels. We’re
missing something and we should not fool ourselves into thinking that we’re not.

Update: The Harvard physics department seems to be having quite a few seminars on
the Landscape, and one participant reports:

A funny aspect of these discussions is that one can’t quite distinguish which of the
considerations are jokes and which of them are meant seriously. At least I can’t
distinguish them.

Comments

1. Lubos Motl
May 17, 2006

It’s our friends’ internal problem to decide who should be credited. I think that
it’s some priests in the Catholic Church who should be credited for having
discovered the idea a long time ago. At any rate, I don’t think that the originator
of the anthropic idea has anything to be proud about, so it is not quite clear to
me why anyone should be bitter about not being the first one who discovered
this “great” idea.

2. lmot
May 17, 2006

One man’s junk is another man’s treasure.

3. JC
May 17, 2006

From a historical perspective, how fast did the aether idea fall out of favor a
century ago? Was it dropped like a rock suddenly by many physicists, or did it
gradually fade away slowly into irrelevance over many years?

4. Chris Oakley
May 17, 2006

In this case, Lubie’s junk is also my junk.

Q: Why did the chicken cross the road?

Anthropic answer: In the other 10^500-1 universes it did not, but we happen to

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/alex-vilenkin-probabilities-in.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/alex-vilenkin-probabilities-in.html


live in the universe where it did, even though we have no idea why.

5. Thomas Love
May 17, 2006

JC asked when ether theory went out of favor. Basically when Einstein introduce
SR. But Einstein himself reintroduced the ether in GR. Read “Einstein and the
Ether” from Aperion Pub.

The ether is still being worked on actively, especially in Russia and China.

6. lmot
May 17, 2006

Actually Chris, that’s not the Anthropic principle, it’s the closely related
Pouletropic principle. It subject of an upcoming paper by Dimopoulos and
Arkani-Hamed that purports to solve the chicken-egg paradox.

7. MathPhys
May 17, 2006

Peter,

One can argue that the first glimpse of the landscape is in Narain continuous
infinity of heterotic string compactifications.

When was Narain’s paper? 1985? 1986? That is definitely before Schellekens
paper.

Narain does not talk about a landscape, but it was very clear (at least to me) that
there were infinitely many string theories in 4 dimensions.

8. Thomas Love
May 17, 2006

I should have left an example:

http://redshift.vif.com/JournalFiles/V13NO2PDF/V13N2DMI.pdf

9. woit
May 17, 2006

Please, no more about current theories of the aether. The landscape is
depressing enough.

10. rof
May 17, 2006

The chicken-egg “paradox” ways always trivial to solve. The egg came first.
Dinosaurs laid eggs.

11. LDM

http://redshift.vif.com/JournalFiles/V13NO2PDF/V13N2DMI.pdf
http://redshift.vif.com/JournalFiles/V13NO2PDF/V13N2DMI.pdf


May 17, 2006

Lubus: I would hope you have enough knowledge of PHYSICS to realize your
statement: “Today, all of us – except for those in loop quantum gravity – know
that the aether is a silliness that is not realized physically and that was never
well motivated” is just nonsense.

If , as in those days, you believed in Maxwell and the wave equation, it was a
VERY well motivated question to ask ‘what is it that is waving’ when light waves
(not photons) propagate.

Einstein realized that in General Relativity, the notion of an aether was perhaps
not so simple and not so easily dismissed.

But, out repect for Woit’s request for no more aether discussion, you will have to
excercise your own initiative to discover what Einstein thought in that regard.

12. priority
May 18, 2006

dear Schellekens, Woit and Susskind,

I realized that string theory is useless when I was a student. My priority is
clearly proofed by the fact that I do not have any stringy publication, not even a
blog.

13. Thomas Larsson
May 18, 2006

The Michelson-Morley experiment was performed in 1887, and Einstein
formulated SR in 1905. However, H A Lorentz kept believing in the aether long
after that.

Even if LHC becomes the Michelson-Morley experiment of supersymmetry, many
people will continue to believe in SUSY and strings for the rest of their lives.
(Note: a real prediction  )

14. The Great Landscaper
May 18, 2006

Lubos: your agreement with Woit denotes deviationism. In order to save you
from becoming the Gorbachev of String Theory, you are transferred from
Harvard. Your next position will be in Kolyma, Siberia.

15. Lubos Motl
May 18, 2006

LDM: “If, as in those days, you believed in Maxwell and the wave equation, it was
a VERY well motivated question to ask ‘what is it that is waving’ when light
waves (not photons) propagate.”

Dear LDM,



my feeling is that I have explained rather clearly something that everyone in the
field knows anyway – that the question “what is waving” was NEVER motivated
and only the people who misunderstand not only relativity but also the
rudimentary philosophy of physics can say otherwise in 2006.

The aether is a gigantic hoax, nonsense, and it has always been one. The only
positive thing about the aether is that some of the people who believed it in the
19th century have also done some extremely serious physics, unlike most of their
followers in the 20th and 21st century.

The reality of Nature is encoded in the set of mathematical equations –
Maxwell’s equations in this case – and they are the full story. Naive mechanistic
ways to imagine “what is waving” should only be created for children in the
kindergarden or other people who have some intellectual limitations that prevent
them from understanding that equations themselves can be and are fundamental
and that fields can live in empty vacuum. Yes, there are gummi bears everywhere
that are waving. The gummi bears must be there because some kids can’t live
without them.

Adult physicists should be able to live without gummi bears. The electric and
magnetic vectors exist directly at each point of vacuum, without any substrate,
and it must be so, otherwise the basic postulates of special relativity would be
compromised.

Dear Landscaper, your landscape is far from being the only reason why I plan
something along your lines.

All the best
Lubos

16. Bert Schroer
May 18, 2006

What about the return of the aether in the veil of a “noncommutative” selection
of a particular spacetime reference frame?

17. urs
May 18, 2006

A simple change of terminology can affect the way we think about one and the
same issue.

The term “space of CFTs (with certain properties)” hardly induces the same
passion as “landscape of vacua (with certain properties)” does, does it?

At some point it would be great if we really knew what the “space of CFTs”
actually is.

For the baby example of rational CFTs we sort of do.

Choosing deliberately unusual terminology we can reformulate a well known



result as follows.

The landscape of rational CFTs is the category of lax functors from quivers into
modular tensor categories.

18. woit
May 18, 2006

Any more of this and I put the word “aether” in the kill-file that will automatically
delete any comment containing this word…

19. woit
May 18, 2006

Urs,
Mystifying with obscure mathematical terminology the fact that string theory has
failed as an idea about unification because it is compatible with anything is not
going to improve the situation.

20. Lubos Motl
May 18, 2006

Dear Bert,

the noncommutative parameter may break the Lorentz symmetry, like aether. It
also breaks the rotational symmetry, unlike aether. Noncommutativity carries no
entropy, unlike aether. It has no nontrivial microscopic structure, unlike aether. A
noncommutative parameter may be viewed as a spontaneous symmetry violation
in a theory that preserves the symmetry – and the original theory already carries
all the excitations, unlike the space without aether.

To summarize: noncommutativity is not aether.

Let me be more general about the unmotivated ideas that can be classified as
sick philosophical preconceptions. Take the sound and light. Sound is made of
waves in the air. Is it natural to expect the same thing from light?

The answer is No. We only conjectured that there was a material that is waving –
whenever there is sound – because we wanted to be able to:

* explain that sound can have different speed and other properties in different
environments and different inertial frames; the extra material whose properties
can change helps

* unify sound with some previous physical theories that rely on the concept of
the air, such as the theory of breathing and the theory of winds 

Neither of these motivations existed in the case of light. Light has the same
properties in each point of vacuum, and as one can figure out by analyzing
Maxwell’s equations, it has also the same properties in all inertial reference
frames.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000794.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000794.html


The second point is not applicable either because there is no other experimental
reason to think that there exists something such as the aether; for example,
there is no aether wind. To summarize, the aether does not explain anything and
it violates the knowledge of physics at the end of 19th century. It was never
motivated. It was always a philosophical dogma – a stupidity.

Something that Einstein realized pretty well which allowed him to overcome the
limitations of other physicists of his time and the limitations of crackpots.

The same thing holds for dozens of other fantasies that billions of people believe
for purely irrational reasons. For example, hidden variables. Much like the case
of the aether, there are absolutely no indications that the correct predictions
need some extra garbage (hidden variables) or that they depend on some
additional assumptions that could depend on the position in space. Quantum
mechanics works the same way in the whole Universe.

In both cases, we have some obviously universal laws – Maxwell’s equations with
the principle of relativity and the probabilistic character of physical predictions –
that seem to hold in the same Universe. This always strongly indicated, to any
rational person, that it was a very bad idea to try to find a more “microscopic
mechanism” for these phenomena. Any new structure that one adds beneath
these systems – Maxwell’s equations or the probabilistic structure of quantum
mechanics – will ruin the universal validity of these laws.

Of course, today we have much more specific ways to prove that hidden variables
can’t exist (unless we want to believe that locality is just a gigantic cosmic hoax
and unexplainable conspiracy) – but the previous paragraph was meant to settle
down the fact that aether or hidden variables were never motivated by scientific
arguments – they were always stupid dogmas of philosophers who wanted to
impose their naive ideas on Nature.

But she can make fun out of all people, not just the simpletons. It is scientists’
task to listen to Her and see how She really looks like.

Best wishes
Lubos

21. Lubos Motl
May 18, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

you have been saying these stupidities about the hypothetical “problems” in
string theory for more than 20 years. You have been predicting that theoretical
physics can be done without string theory for more than 20 years. Is not it time
for you to admit that your predictions – and not only predictions, for that matter
– have been a gigantic failure? How many more years do you need to see that
what you keep on writing is just a pile of idiocies and that string theory is
absolutely essential for any conceptual theoretical physics beyond the framework
of quantum field theory? A century? A millenium?



Best wishes
Lubos

22. woit
May 18, 2006

Lubos,

Quite the opposite of what you say, I find more and more people all the time
agreeing with my point of view about the problems of string theory and its
failure as an idea about unification. My predictions about this failure made many
years ago are in the process of coming true and being widely recognized.

23. urs
May 18, 2006

Mystifying with obscure mathematical terminology the fact that string
theory has failed as an idea about unification because it is compatible
with anything is not going to improve the situation.

In contrast, the mystification is due to the fact that nobody really knows what the
space of all CFTs is like in detail.

That’s different for the rational case, and there what looks like obscure
mathematical terminology to people unfamiliar with it is actually the lingua
franca which makes things transparent.

24. Thomas Love
May 18, 2006

Sorry, but I must use the verboten word one last time. String theory has a very
strong resemblance to the 19th century theory of vortex filaments in the e….

25. Bert Schroer
May 18, 2006

The descending back into chiral QFT (that is what Urs probably means by
conformal QFT) does not give any autonomous support of the metaphorical
interpretation of string theoretical target space. It is however true that the
adaptation of the old Nelson-Symanzik duality to the chiral realm permits to
demonstrate the existence of a temperature duality relation between a chiral
thermal theory and its dual (which is also a thermal chiral theory of the same
kind) of which the Verlinde relations are a special case (thermal duality of the
zero-point function). Whereas in the case of Nelson-Symanzik the rigorous
framework for duality was the Osterwalder-Schrader Euclideanization, the chiral
situation (as a consequence of braid group statistics) requires a new more
noncommutative Euclideanization (done in the setting of Tomita-Takesaki
modular operator theory). In this case one can even show that the temperature
spacetime permits a spacetime interpretation (but not that in terms of a torus as
a living space of a chiral theory, that remains metaphorical).
None of these new deep insights gives any support for the target space



interpretation in string theory (basically because string theory only inherits
those vacuum fluctuations from the lower dimensional source theory and has no
autonomous target vacuum fluctuations). And this, Urs, is precisely the reason
why string theory appears so metaphoric and eerie to your QFT colleagues (and
to me) at the University of Hamburg.

26. fh
May 18, 2006

“string theory is absolutely essential for any conceptual theoretical physics
beyond the framework of quantum field theory”

-LM

Whether or not it will be essential remains to be seen, as for now LQG provides
an example of a (mathematically) well defined construction of alternative QFTs
that in certain simple cases have been shown to be a generalization of flat
spacetime QFT.

Whether or not you believe these extensions to be physically relevant is one
thing, but it’s simply incorrect that String theory is the only known way to go
beyonf QFT. It’s certainly the most advanced and has revealed the richest
structures, but it’s not the only option anymore.

27. Bert Schroer
May 18, 2006

To Lubos,
thanks for this nice semantic attempt.

28. Lubos Motl
May 18, 2006

Dear Peter,

you find more and more people because your blog attracts crackpots and people
with serious intellectual limitations. There are roughly 4 billion people in the
world who have no chance to comprehend anything that goes beyond classical
physics. You’re finding an increasing percentage of these 4 billion limited people
because you are falling deeply in between average peasants in Namibia yourself.
The more you will be falling, the more counterparts you will be meeting.

But that’s not the community I am talking about.

I am reporting about real physics as done now in 2006, with which you have
almost absolutely nothing to do. It is now clear that string theory as a framework
is the only way how to transcend the limitations of GR and quantum field
theories. Informed people know it, ignorants don’t. Of course that the number of
ignorants in the world exceeds the number of informed people, much like in the
case of Darwin’s evolution which – as you should already know by now – is
completely analogous to string theory, but science is not democracy. Evolution



and string theory are “must” despite billions of people who find the theories
troubling.

Physicists who matter don’t waste time with you and people who agree with you.
Only I do because I was born into an even more ordinary anti-academic
environment, compared to which you are relatively informed in theoretical
physics, which is why I have the natural temptation to communicate these things
because I am indeed troubled by the gap between actual science and what
regular people think about it.

My goal was always to make not just myself but also everyone else to be more
able to understand the right thinking that is necessary for science and that
normally distinguishes scientists from laymen. Your goal has always been the
opposite one: to confirm laymen that they’re not missing anything and they
should not learn anything, and even to transform relatively intelligent people
into hopeless laymen who can’t comprehend even things as elementary as the
fact that quantum gravity can’t be done without string theory.

Best
Lubos

29. Dick Thompson
May 18, 2006

****
the 10^80 vacua that, uniformly distributed, could cover all possible values of
the standard model parameters to the accuracy that we can measure them.
****

Is this a recent way of expressing the problem? Can anyone give an online cite
for it? Thanks.

30. woit
May 18, 2006

Lubos,

My blog isn’t at all aimed at laymen, and I suspect a much smaller fraction of its
readership is laymen than yours. The majority of connections to it come from
academic machines with names like *.physics.wellknowninstitution.edu, often
with “string” somewhere in the wild-card. The people who are reading it and
sometimes agreeing, sometimes not, are your colleagues at Harvard, MIT, BU,
Brandeis, etc., etc.

Virtually nobody in the physics community except you and a few other fanatics
thinks that string theory and the theory of evolution are analogous.

Dick,

The number comes from Schellekens article, quoting Douglas, and it’s probably
in one of his landscape papers. It’s a rough estimate, just taking all the



parameters of the standard model and looking at the accuracy to which they are
known.

31. Krotos
May 18, 2006

——-
“you find more and more people because your blog attracts crackpots and people
with serious intellectual limitations. There are roughly 4 billion people in the
world who have no chance to comprehend anything that goes beyond classical
physics. You’re finding an increasing percentage of these 4 billion limited people
because you are falling deeply in between average peasants in Namibia yourself.
The more you will be falling, the more counterparts you will be meeting.”
——-
Is this what passes for scientific discourse in the string theory community?

Glad I stayed in astrophysics.

32. Johan Richter
May 18, 2006

While I can not evaluate your general criticism of string theory,I think you are
absolutetly right to call the “anthropic” idea pseudo-science, Peter.

What percentage of string theorists do estimate share your and Lubos’ view on
that matter? Part of the problem seams to be that some legitimate science is also
called “antropic”. For example Weinbergs “prediction” of the CC seams to be
legitimate science to me (as an uninformed layman), but as an empirical
measurement and not as a theoretical prediction.

33. Lubos Motl
May 18, 2006

It’s ridiculous that you have a higher percentage of academic physics readers.
Last 100 visits (domains) from the last 80 minutes follow.

1
bris.ac.uk May 18 2006 11:34:38 am 1 0:27
2
link.com.eg 11:34:30 am 1 0:00
3
harvard.edu 11:34:27 am 1 0:00
4
wanadoo.nl 11:34:26 am 1 0:00
5
comcast.net 11:34:11 am 1 0:00
6
rcn.com 11:33:20 am 1 0:00
7
sunysb.edu 11:33:02 am 1 0:00
8



ucsb.edu 11:32:47 am 1 0:00
9
uniroma1.it 11:32:26 am 1 0:00
10
pacbell.net 11:32:13 am 1 0:00
11
unine.ch 11:31:26 am 1 0:00
12
dur.ac.uk 11:30:43 am 3 3:20
13
uni-stuttgart.de 11:29:59 am 4 3:36
14
utexas.edu 11:29:59 am 1 0:00
15
chalmers.se 11:29:42 am 1 0:00
16
bu.edu 11:29:00 am 1 0:00
17
karneval.cz 11:27:12 am 4 6:48
18
ox.ac.uk 11:26:45 am 2 0:09
19
71.72.225.# 11:25:50 am 1 0:00
20
attbi.com 11:25:46 am 1 0:00
21
ucla.edu 11:25:42 am 1 0:00
22
sprintbbd.net 11:23:59 am 1 0:00
23
Princeton.EDU 11:23:58 am 1 5:48
24
adelphia.net 11:23:44 am 2 2:05
25
uni-leipzig.de 11:22:26 am 1 0:00
26
aol.com 11:22:11 am 1 0:44
27
ias.edu 11:21:36 am 1 0:00
28
kuleuven.net 11:21:04 am 2 0:00
29
columbia.edu 11:19:02 am 1 0:00
30
218.160.41.# 11:18:03 am 1 0:00
31
harvard.edu 11:17:55 am 1 2:25
32
pacbell.net 11:17:11 am 1 0:00



33
194.210.68.# 11:17:06 am 1 0:00
34
centurytel.net 11:15:47 am 1 0:00
35
luna.net 11:14:56 am 1 0:00
36
81.144.234.# 11:14:21 am 1 0:00
37
ameritech.net 11:12:45 am 1 0:00
38
atcorp.com 11:11:19 am 2 2:25
39
sympatico.ca 11:10:40 am 1 0:00
40
wisc.edu 11:10:01 am 1 0:00
41
unine.ch 11:09:18 am 1 0:00
42
att.net 11:07:58 am 1 0:00
43
mindspring.com 11:07:26 am 3 1:47
44
210.212.50.# 11:07:01 am 1 0:00
45
rogerstelecom.net 11:06:03 am 1 0:00
46
mcgill.ca 11:05:23 am 1 0:00
47
harvard.edu 11:04:55 am 1 0:00
48
rogers.com 11:04:49 am 1 0:00
49
sbs.de 11:04:36 am 1 0:00
50
mcc.ac.uk 11:03:02 am 1 0:00
51
rr.com 11:02:05 am 2 7:01
52
87.251.197.# 11:01:50 am 1 0:00
53
interbusiness.it 11:01:17 am 1 0:00
54
mtaonline.net 11:01:11 am 1 0:00
55
caltech.edu 11:01:04 am 1 0:00
56
hut.fi 11:00:55 am 1 0:00
57



ubc.ca 11:00:40 am 1 0:00
58
24.149.186.# 11:00:08 am 1 0:00
59
Princeton.EDU 10:59:59 am 2 0:03
60
auc.dk 10:58:47 am 1 0:00
61
duke.edu 10:58:29 am 1 0:00
62
203.129.207.# 10:57:47 am 1 0:00
63
speakeasy.net 10:57:26 am 1 0:00
64
rima-tde.net 10:57:07 am 1 0:00
65
comcast.net 10:56:43 am 1 1:16
66
aol.com 10:56:33 am 3 11:22
67
ias.edu 10:54:58 am 1 0:00
68
tu-darmstadt.de 10:52:19 am 1 0:00
69
200.17.60.# 10:50:39 am 1 0:00
70
uam.es 10:50:25 am 1 0:00
71
verizon.net 10:49:51 am 1 0:00
72
smith.edu 10:49:30 am 1 0:00
73
192.153.161.# 10:49:13 am 1 0:00
74
125.178.74.# 10:47:30 am 1 0:00
75
193.11.195.# 10:46:30 am 1 0:00
76
80.232.117.# 10:45:37 am 1 0:00
77
194.225.73.# 10:44:09 am 2 0:35
78
comcast.net 10:44:03 am 1 1:32
79
dial-up.cz 10:43:40 am 1 0:00
80
rr.com 10:42:31 am 2 1:31
81
hu-berlin.de 10:41:36 am 1 0:00



82
cern.ch 10:41:12 am 1 0:00
83
rr.com 10:40:16 am 1 0:00
84
rr.com 10:39:12 am 3 3:32
85
comcast.net 10:38:38 am 1 0:00
86
Princeton.EDU 10:38:16 am 1 0:00
87
wideopenwest.com 10:37:37 am 1 0:00
88
qmw.ac.uk 10:37:17 am 1 0:00
89
206.15.224.# 10:36:15 am 1 0:00
90
CMU.EDU 10:35:45 am 1 0:00
91
pacbell.net 10:35:14 am 1 0:00
92
201.31.158.# 10:34:58 am 1 0:00
93
rr.com 10:34:25 am 1 0:00
94
res.in 10:32:08 am 1 0:27
95
aol.com 10:31:36 am 1 0:00
96
rr.com 10:30:12 am 1 0:00
97
niu.edu 10:24:20 am 2 2:53
98
ucl.ac.uk 10:20:47 am 1 0:00
99
cox.net 10:19:18 am 1 1:37
100
vzavenue.net 10:18:40 am 1 0:00

34. woit
May 18, 2006

Johan,

Based on anecdotal data and public votes at Strings 2005, I’d guess that older,
more established string theorists split 50/50 pro and anti anthropic landscape,
while younger people starting out are 4-5 to 1 against the landscape.

My take on the difference is that older string theorists who have worked on this
for a while realize that there is no way to get a unique answer out of string



theory, have given up on this, and realize that string theory implies the
landscape and they have to accept it. Younger people who have swallowed lots of
propaganda and not had enough time to learn just how bad the situation is, are
still more optimistic about evading the landscape.

35. Sam
May 18, 2006

Schroer says:

“The descending back into chiral QFT (that is what Urs probably means by
conformal QFT)”

No, Urs meant CONFORMAL QFT, specifically, rational conformal QFT.

“And this, Urs, is precisely the reason why string theory appears so metaphoric
and eerie…”

Oooooooooh! Scary!

Oooooooooooh. Make it go away!

36. Lubos Motl
May 18, 2006

Dear Peter,

there exists no background for your unusual statements about the generation
gap. But even if there were any generation gap like this, it’s not terribly
important. There have been many generation gaps in the past – and incidentally
the younger generation was right in many cases, in sharp contradiction with your
silly suggestion that the more old or senile someone is, the more likely is she to
be right.

What’s more important is that Nature is whatever She is. If a careful analysis of
the physical laws implies that certain phenomena have a unique and deep
justification, then we have to accept such a justification. If a careful analysis of
Nature leads to the insight that some things in the Universe are essentially
random, then they’re random, and the opinion of Peter Woit and hundreds of
those readers who can be counted as limited simply can’t change this fact.

The only framework how we can ask these deep questions scientifically is the
framework of string theory and everyone who knows something about insights of
theoretical physics of the last 30 years, instead of just being brainwashed by low-
brow weblogs of science-haters, realizes it very well.

This is the basic point about science that you are apparently uncapable to
realize. You can’t order Nature to look the way you would like. If you don’t like
quantum mechanics or string theory, it’s your problem. If you really hate the idea
that the world according to everything we can say follows these laws, that’s too
bad. Try to move into another Universe.



Best
Lubos

37. urs
May 18, 2006

The descending back into chiral QFT (that is what Urs probably means
by conformal QFT) does not give any autonomous support of the
metaphorical interpretation of string theoretical target space

I mean full 2D CFT.

The landscape is nothing but the space of all 2D CFTs (with certain properties).
This space is not well understood in detail. Except in the rational case. There we
have a powerful theorem that tells us precisely what this space really is.

Concerning metaphorics: Target space is indeed metaphoric, in some sense, in
perturbative string theory.

String Field Theory is an attempt to formulate the theory on target space. Some
day people might find out how to rigorously formulate quantum SFT. Maybe.
Currently all work in SFT is classical. (It’s “first quantized”, but classical at the
“second quantized” level.)

When you demand rigorously constructed theories, string field theory does not
exist for practical purposes.

But this is not what the discussion here is about. The discussion here is about the
idea that correlators in certain CFTs are a “good” approximation to certain
scattering amplitudes. (That’s the premise of perturbative string theory – be that
right or wrong).

38. Bert Schroer
May 18, 2006

These days the extremely special case of 2-dim. conformal QFT (and its two
chiral components) is often called conformal QFT which leads to confusione with
higher dimensional conformal QFT. Whereas it is true that one knows less about
higher dimensional conformal QFT, it is in no way less important/interesting.
The Maldacena conjecture starts with a alleged 4-dim. conformal QFT (to be
more precise beta=0, which is the prerequisite (necessary, but not sufficient) for
CQFT). There are by now convincing arguments that the landscape (the old
fashioned meaning) of higher-dimensional QFT is at least as rich as that for
2.dim. (Todorov, Rehren, Nicolov…) and of course each one of those models has
an interesting AdS counterpart. The correct reading of Maldacenas conjecture is
not that SuSyYM has a AdS encoding, since there is a structural theorem that
this is the property of any CQFT. The sociological anomaly which lead to those
thousands of papers is that he specifically claims that that rather simple
encoding has anything to do with gravity.
Sam, I am not holding you back to feel cozy with string theory but there are
people who know a lot more than you who do not share your feelings.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000747.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000747.html


39. Lubos Motl
May 18, 2006

Dear Bert,

whoever claims to be a theoretical physicist in 2006 and who simultaneously
believes that conformal field theories are not related to gravity in anti de Sitter
space is a crackpot, and thousands of laymen who try to pretend that he’s not a
crackpot can’t change the fact that he is a crackpot.

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep?c=00203,2,231

Could you also find a technical problem with any of the 4000 papers that show
that your idea is an undefendable one? Or do you realize that your “arguments”
are only good for listeners who have no idea about physics?

Best wishes
Lubos

40. Bert Schroer
May 18, 2006

Urs
using your terminology “space”, the space of any QFT is not understood, and
among all such non-understood spaces (I would prefer the word models) the one
of the 2-dim. CQFT setting is relatively well understood.
Let me also say that I appreciate your honest and on the whole correct answer.
But I honestly do not understand to which scattering amplitudes you are
referring to (probably not those which Veneziano tried to understand with his
dual model and which were abandoned by phenomenologists when it
contradicted the data).

41. Juan R.
May 18, 2006

Lubos motl said,

“It is now clear that string theory as a framework is the only way how to
transcend the limitations of GR and quantum field theories.”

That is partially true! In physics, string theory is so boring and ineffective that
even cannot offer results offered from GR and QFT. In fact, string theory is
useless for physical predictions. Moreover, it “predicts” tons of unobserved
properties for Universe and is based in “many” incorrect technical points.

Where string theory goes beyond GR and QFT, in no doubt, is in marketing
purposes, positions in academia, best-sellers for public, TV, interviews, grants…

String theory is also very useful in exoteric fields: multidimensions, aliens, time
travelling, exotic brain behavior, telekinese, multiuniverses, God…

The contributions to marketing and exoteric fields is inversely proportional to

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep?c=00203,2,231
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep?c=00203,2,231


contributions of string theory to real physics.

It is a kind of duality 

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

42. Bert Schroer
May 18, 2006

Dear Lubos,
I am a healthy sinner against the metaphorical messianic way in which you
defend your beliefs.

43. woit
May 18, 2006

Lubos,

Yes, from your data, I do have a higher percentage of academic readers. During
the last 80 minutes, they have come from three different machines in
physics.harvard.edu, so my readers this hour include two of your colleagues.

The whole list is too long to include here, but the past 80 minutes include
connections from (besides the harvard ones, and often there are multiple
machines connecting from some of these domains)

jhuapl.edu
nottingham.ac.uk
dmi.unisa.it
u-psud.fr
het.brown.edu
physics.niu.edu
rz.uni-karlsruhe.de
hw.ac.uk
jyu.fi
hi.is
fy.chalmers.se
csudh.edu
unco.edu
math.uni-hamburg.de
iu-bremen.de
cmu.edu
dur.ac.uk
lsa.umich.edu
uwaterloo.ca
ist.utl.pt
ucsb.edu
physics.sunysb.edu
cpt.univ-mrs.fr



jpl.nasa.gov
kuleuven.ac.be
ulb.ac.be
temple.edu
upc.es
mpim-bonn.mpg.de
utexas.edu
fnal.gov
princeton.edu
ujf-grenoble.fr
ias.edu
if.usp.br (Hi Bert!)
physik.hu-berlin.de
dms.umontreal.ca
saclay.cea.fr
uiuc.edu
vanderbilt.edu
cam.ac.uk
gla.ac.uk
sinte.edu
theophys.kth.se
physics.nyu.edu
virginia.edu
ufl.edu
gravity.psu.edu
washington.edu
usc.es
na.infn.it
anu.edu.au
physics.mcgill.ca
jhu.edu
ecm.ub.es
physik.uni-regensburg.de
math.uu.se
insa-lyon.fr
mathematik.uni-leipzig.de
physik.fu-berlin.de
cta.br
ps.uci.edu
lut.ac.uk
duke.edu
physics.ucla.edu
efd.lth.se
utu.fi
ox.ac.uk
math.psu.edu
ucl.ac.uk
fisica.edu.uy
pa.uky.edu



math.ohio-state.edu
ed.ac.uk
bris.ac.uk

44. MoveOnOr...
May 18, 2006

Urs: “The landscape is nothing but the space of all 2D CFTs (with certain
properties). This space is not well understood in detail. Except in the rational
case. There we have a powerful theorem that tells us precisely what this space
really is.”

That’s exactly off the point – this is how CFT people like you see the world  The
landscape is more than CFT (= perturbative string theory), because it
encompasses also non-perturbative vacua, for which there is no world-sheet
definition at all. For example, F-theory vacua form a very large class of vacua;
those are intrinsically non-perturbative as the coupling constant varies over the
internal space; I wouldn’t know of any world-sheet like formulation! Similar for
M-theory.

On the other hand, vacua based on completely different world-sheet theories
(like heterotic, type II and type I strings), can give identical space-time
theories… so in order to understand the nature of the landscape of string vacua
(should it exist at all non-perturbatively), it is essential to step beyond string
perturbation theory (=CFT ) and especially rational CFT!

45. Lubos Motl
May 18, 2006

No, Peter, you can’t prove anything about the percentage by choosing the
academic connections only. What you’re doing is not science.

Even in absolute terms, I have more visitors in the category in the last 80
minutes than you have.

My list only includes the first unique visitors per day. Here are those added in
the last 60 minutes to the previous list. Also, if you look carefully at the lists, you
will see that I got more harvard.edu visitors (5) in the same period, despite the
fact that my counter only counts the first visitors per day.

1
cybercity.dk May 18 2006 12:29:53 pm 1 0:00
2
NYU.EDU 12:29:30 pm 2 0:30
3
wvu.edu 12:29:03 pm 1 0:00
4
ntl.com 12:28:54 pm 1 0:00
5
atlantech.net 12:28:19 pm 1 0:00
6



cam.ac.uk 12:27:43 pm 1 0:00
7
harvard.edu 12:26:55 pm 1 0:00
8
pacbell.net 12:26:04 pm 1 0:00
9
pol.co.uk 12:24:51 pm 2 0:00
10
194.95.177.# 12:24:39 pm 1 0:00
11
193.49.4.# 12:24:24 pm 1 0:00
12
tamu.edu 12:23:45 pm 1 0:00
13
194.95.177.# 12:23:41 pm 3 2:20
14
194.95.177.# 12:23:20 pm 1 0:00
15
shawcable.net 12:21:29 pm 1 0:00
16
uni-leipzig.de 12:21:24 pm 3 0:59
17
hw.ac.uk 12:18:20 pm 1 0:10
18
elisa-laajakaista.fi 12:18:19 pm 1 0:00
19
86.133.65.# 12:18:08 pm 1 0:00
20
Princeton.EDU 12:18:01 pm 1 0:00
21
149.167.119.# 12:16:52 pm 1 0:00
22
cuni.cz 12:16:24 pm 3 1:56
23
mesanetworks.net 12:16:09 pm 1 0:00
24
194.95.177.# 12:15:42 pm 3 9:59
25
203.110.243.# 12:15:41 pm 1 0:00
26
t-dialin.net 12:15:14 pm 1 0:00
27
comcast.net 12:14:35 pm 2 1:59
28
cox.net 12:11:00 pm 1 4:27
29
155.91.28.# 12:10:28 pm 2 12:55
30
cuni.cz 12:09:39 pm 4 7:57



31
rr.com 12:09:31 pm 1 0:00
32
Stanford.EDU 12:09:30 pm 1 0:00
33
verizon.net 12:09:24 pm 1 0:00
34
globnet.md 12:09:11 pm 1 0:00
35
161.24.47.# 12:08:24 pm 1 0:00
36
139.68.134.# 12:05:18 pm 11 19:55
37
rogers.com 12:05:16 pm 1 0:00
38
cas.cz 12:04:47 pm 1 0:00
39
200.27.72.# 12:04:22 pm 1 0:00
40
bellsouth.net 12:03:27 pm 2 3:40
41
comcast.net 12:03:16 pm 1 0:00
42
193.11.195.# 12:01:48 pm 1 26:22
43
ncsu.edu 12:01:06 pm 1 0:00
44
cern.ch 12:00:50 pm 1 0:00
45
cuni.cz 12:00:30 pm 1 0:00
46
trieste.it 12:00:19 pm 2 15:17
47
interbusiness.it 11:58:42 am 1 0:00
48
umass.edu 11:57:57 am 3 1:38
49
cornell.edu 11:57:17 am 1 4:10
50
cuny.edu 11:57:08 am 1 0:00
51
cornell.edu 11:57:01 am 1 0:00
52
216.48.35.# 11:56:23 am 1 0:00
53
dias.ie 11:55:42 am 1 0:00
54
cinergycom.net 11:55:08 am 1 2:54
55



bellsouth.net 11:53:58 am 3 28:16
56
wanadoo.fr 11:52:43 am 1 0:00
57
145.8.163.# 11:51:32 am 1 0:00
58
comcast.net 11:50:05 am 2 6:55
59
luna.net 11:49:02 am 1 0:20
60
harvard.edu 11:47:57 am 1 0:00
61
phy.hr 11:47:19 am 1 0:00
62
pacbell.net 11:46:49 am 1 0:00
63
12.186.76.# 11:46:44 am 1 0:00
64
comcast.net 11:46:34 am 1 0:00
65
147.62.42.# 11:46:22 am 2 1:21
66
ocn.ne.jp 11:46:12 am 1 0:00
67
uab.edu 11:45:45 am 2 2:03
68
rima-tde.net 11:44:50 am 1 0:00
69
rockefeller.edu 11:44:03 am 1 0:00
70
hu-berlin.de 11:42:35 am 1 0:00
71
ameritech.net 11:42:21 am 1 0:00
72
24.244.153.# 11:41:54 am 1 0:00
73
gc.ca 11:41:24 am 1 0:00
74
216.226.180.# 11:41:23 am 2 0:00
75
58.7.159.# 11:41:22 am 1 27:39
76
rpi.edu 11:40:31 am 1 0:00
77
harvard.edu 11:38:52 am 1 0:00
78
tartu.ee 11:38:47 am 1 0:00
79
196.27.82.# 11:37:33 am 1 0:00



80
optonline.net 11:36:15 am 1 0:00
81
williams.edu 11:36:00 am 1 0:00
82
verizon.net 11:35:50 am 1 0:00
83
bris.ac.uk 11:34:38 am 1 0:27
84
link.com.eg 11:34:30 am 1 5:44
85
harvard.edu 11:34:27 am 1 0:00

46. Bert Schroer
May 18, 2006

The insinuation I intended with my remark about the missing autonomous
vacuum polarization was among other things to blame those string vacua which
do not communicate on this crucial but unfortunately missing property (with
other words this is the limit of the metaphor).

47. Lubos Motl
May 18, 2006

Dear MoveOn,

I agree with you. There are many points in the configuration space of string
theory that can’t be uniquely reached from a perturbative description – from a
2D CFT. In this sense, the perturbative string theories described by CFT are just
5/6 of the boundary of the landscape, while the bulk of the landscape contains
extra points. The fraction 5/6 is meant to convey the fact that M-theory with 11
large dimensions may be viewed as a boundary of the moduli space that has no
description in terms of strings.

From the text above, one can argue that even if you include M-theory and
F-theory vacua, you don’t quite have the full “bulk” of the configuration space of
the theory – all these things are just ways to approach the bulk from a kind of
“boundary”. The bulk contains points where all perturbative expansions are
strongly coupled, the space is non-geometric, Planck/string-sized, and so on.

Best wishes
Lubos

48. Anon-e-mus
May 18, 2006

Great list, Lubos, but my **ck is still twice as long as yours! Get a life, kids.
There are better things to argue about than “whose readers have bigger brains”.

49. urs
May 18, 2006



The landscape is more than CFT (= perturbative string theory),
because it encompasses also non-perturbative vacua, for which there is
no world-sheet definition at all.

True. But that’s even less well understood.

(For sure, I wish I better understood it…)

One of the points I tried to make is that everybody is getting heated about the
“landscape”, while its true nature is pretty elusive.

For instance, correct me if I am wrong, but isn’t it true that the tadpole
cancellation conditions that are routinely checked in order to see if a background
is consistent only guarantee a consistent effective field theory, not necessarily a
consistent full worldsheet CFT with that target?

it is essential to step beyond string perturbation theory (=CFT ) and
especially rational CFT!

No doubt. On the other hand, for doing the next step it is always helpful to have
fully understood the previous one. The joy of toy examples, you know.

To be more precise, given that a full 2D TFT is the same thing as a Frobenius
algebra in Vect, and given that full rational CFT is the same as a Frobenius
algebra internal to a modular tensor category, it is not too daring to extrapolate
and guess that, in the end, general full 2D CFT will be found to be the same as
Frobenius algebras internal to something still a little more sophisticated.

50. urs
May 18, 2006

using your terminology “space”, the space of any QFT is not
understood,

For rational 2D CFT you should assume that space to have discrete topology, if
that’s what you are alluding to. The deformation of any rational 2D CFT is non-
rational, so all points in the “landscape of rational 2D CFTs” are isolated.

And we do understand what the nature of this space is like. Which of course does
not mean we know precisely how to navigate it.

But I honestly do not understand to which scattering amplitudes you
are referring to (probably not those which Veneziano tried to
understand with his dual model and which were abandoned by
phenomenologists when it contradicted the data).

The basic premise of perturbative string theory is that you compute the
scattering amplitude for incoming particles a,b,c and outgoing particles c,d,e by
computing CFT correlators with insertions being some states corresponding to
a,b,c and c,d,e. That’s what I mean.

51. Bert Schroer



May 18, 2006

Urs, but to call something an S-matrix, the least it has to deliver is the validity of
cluster properties. Heisenberg’s 1943 proposal failed exactly on this point, the
multi-particle scattering amplitudes from his S-operator model did not fulfill the
asymptotic multiparticle cluster factorization. Any S-matrix, independent of
whether it comes from QFT, string theory or any other physically interpretable
particle physics theory, must fulfill this property. For the S-matrices coming from
QFT it is easy to see that this property holds.
The other day I was asking for a proof in the setting of string theory and got no
answer. Can you give me an answer?

52. Mentos
May 18, 2006

“The other day I was asking for a proof in the setting of string theory and got no
answer.”

You got an answer. You just didn’t like it.

The tree level N-particle S-matrix has only simple poles, whose residues are
given by products of lower-point tree level S-matrices. At loops, you start getting
cuts, and unstable resonances develop finite widths. And, again, in appropriate
limits, the g-loop S-matrices factorize onto lower-point (and lower-loop)
S-matrices.

All of these reproduce precisely the required analytic properties of the
perturbative N-particle S-matrix. And they follow from axiomatic properties of
2D CFT (+ BRST invariance and the Frenkel-Garland-Zuckerman version of the
No-Ghost Theorem).

If you find those arguments unsatisfactory, you have a simple opportunity to
DISPROVE string theory by finding a counterexample. Compute, say, the 1-loop
bosonic string N-particle S-matrix element for some process and show that it
fails to have the required properties.

Since you seem to know so much about the subject, that should be easy for you
…

And your “insinuation … about the missing autonomous vacuum polarization”
makes as little sense now as it did then.

53. Bert Schroer
May 18, 2006

Mentos,
the one-particle structure (residua of poles) are related to the Stueckelberg
causal rescattering and I appreciate your remark that there are at least some
indications for this kind of timelike macrocausality (no timelike pre-cursors). But
it is not addressing the cluster factorisation. And believe me I do not plan any
sinister attack on string theory, I genuinely want to know.



Concerning the lack of communication between the different string vacua, I
made a suggestion (which, if I would work on string theory I probably could
prove, it should not be too difficult to understand the consequences of the
absence of direct target vacuum polarizations). But I just do not have enough
physical confidence in order to work on problems on which string theorists failed
to do their homework. Do you have an argument why against all physical
intuition one acquired in particle physics this is so?
And let me add, I do not quite share Peter’s belief that the present crisis can be
all blamed on string theory; the latter is rather the most visible sign of a
degeneration process in particle physics and a fundamental critique of the
present situation must include those developments which prepared the fertile
ground for the reception of string theory.

54. Mentos
May 18, 2006

“But it is not addressing the cluster factorisation.”

Aside from the analyticity, crossing, and factorization properties, what property
of the S-matrix are you worried about?

“Concerning the lack of communication between the different string vacua,…”

I’m not sure what you mean by that. One of the things KKLT did was estimate the
tunnelling rate between the metastable de Sitter vacua they found. They
required (among other things) that the lifetime be comparable to or longer than
the age of the universe.

For stable (supersymmetric) string vacua, there is, of course, no tunnelling.

But we don’t have to go to string theory to see that you seem to have some
confusion on this point.

Consider Seiberg-Witten theory: N=2 supersymmetric SU(2) Yang Mills Theory.
This theory has a 1-complex dimensional moduli space of vacua. Is there
“communication between the different vacua” in that theory? And, if not, what
does that have to do with vacuum polarization?

Now turn on a mass for the adjoint chiral multiplet, breaking N=2
supersymmetry down to N=1. Whereas, formerly, there was a continuous infinity
of vacua, now there are just two isolated vacua. Is there “communication
between the two vacua” in that theory? And, if not, what does that have to do
with vacuum polarization?

55. Johan Richter
May 18, 2006

One thing I have been wondering about is how much the average string theorist
knows about the competeing alternatives. How many have themselves
determined that string theory is the most promising approach and how many
have simply trusted others opion?



56. Bert Schroer
May 18, 2006

O.K. Mentos,
I think the clustering of the string S-matrix can be achieved by definition. You
simply use those pictures of those tubes and define disconnected amplitudes.
There is still the problem to show that what you interpret the connected part
really goes to zero when the wave packets of the particles become asymptotically
spacelike separated. This is indeed a analytic property and what you say about
tree diagrams has at least a certain plausibility.
Heisenberg’s S-matrix models where given by a closed operator expression (the
exponential of i times an hermitian operator which was a finite power series in
free fields). In that case the cluster factorization failed (and probably cannot be
obtaines by any such finite series). Lets hope that this will be argued in some
future book on string theory but let us not come back to it in this blog.
Concerning the question of vacuum degeneracy you raised, I have no problem of
understanding this issue in connection with spontaneaous symmetry breaking. In
that case the theory can be decomposed so that the vacuum is unique and all the
irreducible components are identical physical theories, i.e. if you have seen one
you know them all. The case of the Schwinger-Higgs breaking which may lead to
the Theta vacua is similar. In fact whenever you have several translation
invariant states (vacua) you can without loss of generality reduce the situation to
a theory with a unique vacuum. Is that what you mean “moduli”? This seems to
be an expression which comes from a geometrical metaphoric picture of QFT to
which I have no intrinsic access. Is there any way to understand this in QFT
concepts without referring to big names?

57. Mentos
May 18, 2006

“Concerning the question of vacuum degeneracy you raised, I have no problem
of understanding this issue in connection with spontaneaous symmetry
breaking.”

No.

In the Seiberg-Witten example, the different vacua corresponding to different
points in the u-plane are inequivalent. This is not like spontaneous symmetry-
breaking, where all of the vacua lead to equivalent physics.

“Is there any way to understand this in QFT concepts without referring to big
names?”

You could start by reading their paper, where they solve the low-energy dynamics
of this QFT. Or one of the many good reviews on the subject (which, of course,
has many generalizations to other gauge groups and the addition of matter
hypermultiplets in various representations of the gauge group).

58. LDM
May 18, 2006



Lubos:
Most of us are also familiar with the view you have expressed (Feynman was a
proponent, maybe you got it from him, I don’t know) that the mathematics — or
the equations — are the full story. Einstein would probably not have believed this
view.

Feynman also shares your disdain for hidden variables. (cf. Vol 3, Feynman
Lectures, page 1-10 “Suppose we were to assume that inside the electron, there
is some kind of machinary that determines where it is going to end up” etc)

However, you better be pretty sure that Feynman (or whoever it was you read or
heard these ideas from) is actually right before you subscribe such absolute
certaintity to these views, or as a scientitst, you may find that you miss out on
some very interesting possible theories…just because you stopped looking
deeper.

T’ Hooft just 2 weeks ago published a very elegant hidden variable theory :
http://www.arxiv.org/quant-ph/0604008

Perhaps you can explain to T’ Hooft that he is a crackpot…
Anyway Lubos, you will never become a physicist until you start to think for
yourself.

59. Bert Schroer
May 18, 2006

Before I retire for today one last question which originates in Urs’s claims.
On classyifying 2-dim QFT one certainly can have different settings. My favorite
one is the theorem (Guido-Longo-Wiesbrock math-ph/9703129) that the physical
classification of chiral conformal QFT (including the localizable “meat” and not
just the topological “bones” and also not only the rational ones) is
“isomorphic to the isomorphism classes of standard modular inclusions”
(modular in the sense of Tomita-Takesaki modular theory and not in the sense of
modular forms), the latter being a clealy defined mathematical problem.
Your Frobenius algebra classification may achieve the same thing. But I fail to
see any indication of a unifying universal “space”. Are you thinking of an
analogon of a regular representation for compact groups? What brings an expert
of classification of chiral theories to believing in the existence of such a universal
object? Please help me, I am completely lost.

60. woit
May 18, 2006

LDM,
Please discuss Lubos’s views about things like hidden variables that have
nothing to do with the posting with him over at his blog, not here.

61. LDM
May 18, 2006

Woit,

http://www.arxiv.org/quant-ph/0604008
http://www.arxiv.org/quant-ph/0604008


If one cannot have some reasonable freedom to discuss or intelligently pursue
the ideas that are naturally part of a discussion or blog… because it is not
exactly coincident with the original posting…well, it seems like an artificial
restriction…but then again, it is your blog, and you can enforce any policies you
like.

I will therefore honor your request and not be posting further on your site.

62. anon
May 18, 2006

Lubos has a hilarious account of a talk on the landscape by Vilenkin at Harvard.

Lubos:”Vilenkin said that by this single sentence, Nima has essentially scooped
the speaker and presented the rest of the talk as Vilenkin planned it.”

Vilenkin and Nima sound like two naked emperors flattering each other. “Nima,
your new garments look so good on you”. “Yours do too, Vilenkin”

63. dan
May 19, 2006

Peter, I am sympathetic to your concerns, that string theory suffers from
problems, such as extracting predictions, and that too much of particle physics
has been engrossed in this seemingly unpromising approach, but I am curious as
to what research programs particle physicists and theoretical particle physics
are pursuing that go beyond the standard model, but do not involve SUSY or
string theory or higher dimensions, programs that are academic respectable, and
not “crackpots”. by “beyond the standard model” one example is what sort of
unification do you prefer, as SUSY-string theory approach you reject, and other
models, such as SU(5) which predict proton decay and magnetic monopoles,
seemingly is contradicted by experiment and observation. other examples of
going beyond the standard model might be predictions for high-energy physics,
dark matter candidates, etc. do you think the graviton is a part of particle
physics and if so, what are non-string methods of studying it?

64. tsg
May 19, 2006

“string theory is absolutely essential for any conceptual theoretical physics
beyond the framework of quantum field theory”
“quantum gravity can’t be done without string theory.”

Lubos, can you post (or link to) some justification of these assertions — in terms
that a typical physics grad student (not in high energy) could understand? Or is
that impossible?

I don’t have a dog in this fight, but so far in this discussion I haven’t seen any
justification for these claims — just the assertion that they’re obvious.

65. Aether



May 19, 2006

To Thomas Larsson: LHC can kill more than supersymmetry; it can disproof the
theoretical prejudice that the SM must be replaced by a theory that makes the
Higgs mass naturally small. If LHC does so, some people will still study
supersymetry, but no longer as a solution to the hierarchy problem.

Hopefully this will be faster than in the analogous case of the aether: one
century ago there were no blogs ranting that ether dragging is not even wrong.
(Sorry for having used the word aether)

66. MathPhys
May 19, 2006

I believe that W Taylor’s attempts to extract information from the Landscape
goes against the general picture that’s very naturally emerging from string
theory, namely that string theory makes no predictions at all.

67. knotted string
May 19, 2006

tsg,

Since Lubos can’t or won’t give a link to back up his assertion “quantum gravity
can’t be done without string theory,” can I suggest he is referring to:

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0601218

Hope this is useful.  Also, I want to say Peter is not trying to replace you with a
crackpot, Lubos! He is just trying to stop you being one to save you wasting your
life on pseudoscience. The same goes for other string theorists. 

68. anonymous
May 19, 2006

tsg,

Jacques Distler wrote a nice post about the difficulties of quantum gravity a
while back:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html

I’m not sure it meets your criterion “a typical physics grad student (not in high
energy) could understand”; the requirement is that you at least understand the
renormalization group.

The Reuter approach to QG, looking for a UV fixed point, makes sense from this
point of view but is really difficult. I have no idea how LQG fits into this story.

69. Mentos
May 19, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0601218
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0601218
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000639.html


knotted string:

Somehow, I doubt Lubos was referring to a crackpot paper on the physics arxiv.

tsg:

Distler’s post is better, and he has another one where he discusses Reuter et al
(maybe the best hope for a quantum field theoretic approach to QG).

70. urs
May 19, 2006

Bert Schroer wrote (in http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress
/?p=392#comment-10888)

Before I retire for today one last question which originates in Urs’s
claims.

[…]

From the way the question is stated it seems to me that there is some sort of
misunderstanding involved.

The theorem I was referring to says that a full rational 2D CFT is the same thing
as a special symmetric Frobenius algebra object internal to the representation
category of a chiral vertex algebra.

The claim is that this is the complete solution of the problem of solving the
sewing constraints, given any chiral algebra and the spaces of conformal blocks
obtained from these.

So, to say that again, the “space of rational 2D CFTs” is precisely the space of
Morita classes of algebras internal to modular tensor categories. Since every
perturbation of rational theories leads to a
a non-rational theory all the points in this space are isolated.

Therefore, as long as we are not talking about moduli stacks of RCFTs, we can
pretty much think “set” instead of “space” here.

I have a more detailed discussion of the FRS theorem here:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000813.html

71. Lee Smolin
May 19, 2006

Dear Peter,

If i can return this thread to its original subject, the earliest discussion of a crisis
in predictibility from a vast proliferation of string vacua that I am aware of is in
the conclusion of a 1986 paper by Strominger, in which he says, in part

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=392#comment-10888
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=392#comment-10888
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=392#comment-10888
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=392#comment-10888
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000813.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000813.html


“the class of supersymmetric superstring compactifications has been enormously
enlarged…..it does not seem likely that [these] solutions……can be classified in
the foreseeable future. … All predictive power seems to have been lost.”

– A. Strominger, “Superstrings with Torsion,” Nuclear Physics B, 274(2):253-284
(1986).

This is a highly cited paper, which makes it curious that its main conclusion was
ignored.

As far as the concept and the term of a landscape of theories, to my knowledge,
they originated in my papers in the 1990’s on cosmological natural selection, and
my 1997 book, Life of the Cosmos. For example gr-qc/9505022 and Classical and
Quantum Gravity 9 (1992) 173-191. I do not take credit for the anthropic version,
the whole point of my idea was to solve the crisis of too many string vacua that
was apparent already then by inventing a falsifiable scenario that avioded the
anthropic principle (which it was clear then could only lead to a dead end.) I
chose the term “landscape” to allude to the well known biological term “fitness
landscape” in order to make the point that the resolution of the crisis has to
follow the methology used in biology-of being based on a mechanism that makes
our universe a typical member of the ensemble- if it were to be testible
scientifically. I find it bizzare that people have taken the term, and used it both
without proper attribution and without recognition of its connotations-which
were exactly to avoid the use of the anthropic argument.

Thanks,

Lee

72. Thomas Larsson
May 19, 2006

Two comments:

In an early discussion on sps, before that newsgroup effectively died, Wolfgang
Lerche also seemed to claim anthropic credit for the Lerche-Lust-Schellenkens
papers from around 1987.

I read a preprint by Schellenkens in the early 1990s, maybe on Leech or
Nijmeier lattices, whose beginning I still remember (roughly): “It is clear that
string theory contains all of mathematics. The only question is whether it also
contains all of physics.” Positively Motlerian.

73. island
May 19, 2006

Lee Smolin said:
I find it bizzare that people have taken the term, and used it both
without proper attribution and without recognition of its connotations-
which were exactly to avoid the use of the anthropic argument.



Didn’t you know, Lee?… the landscape is now synonymous with the anthropic
principle and has been ever since Lenny’s book came out.

Lumo:
At any rate, I don’t think that the originator of the anthropic idea has anything to
be proud about…

Duh… that would be, Brandon Carter, after a bunch of respectable physicists
independently came to a similar conclusion after running into the same brick
wall that stops science dead in it’s tracks to this day…

OHhhhhhhh… you meant the Stringy Anthropic Landscape Principle… Sorry, I
forgot that you take string theory for granted without justification, like any good
crackpot would.

~

Thankyou, Lee… I thought that I was going to burst…

74. Bert Schroer
May 19, 2006

It seems that these days the priority fights in particle physics are increasing in
intensity the closer they are to trash-cans. Its pathetic!

75. JC
May 19, 2006

It would be interesting to see if there were other episodes in physics history,
where there were heated priority fights over a “trash can”.

76. hack
May 19, 2006

Funny, just before reading the above I was tossing around this image in my head
of Susskind and Schellekens as two bums fighting over a cardboard box.

77. JLM
May 19, 2006

>Funny, just before reading the above I was tossing around this image in my
head of Susskind and Schellekens as two bums fighting over a cardboard box.

Funny, really, that a bunch of people with little or no awareness or appreciation
of his many contributions to physics (Kogut-Susskind fermions, technicolor, the
Fischler-Susskind mechanism, black hole complementarity, the holographic
principle, Matrix Theory, …) should be busying themselves making fun of
Susskind.

Pretty much sums up everything wrong with so-called “physics blogs.”

78. Not a Nobel Laureate



May 19, 2006

Lubos Motl wrote:

“Could you also find a technical problem with any of the 4000 papers that show
that your idea is an undefendable one?”

Science is not a democracy, the laws of nature are not determined by popular
vote.

79. Not a Nobel Laureate
May 19, 2006

These arguments about string theory are no different than the arguments of
warring priest during the Reformation and Counter-Reformation.

With string theory I predict that we’re seeing the birth of a new type of religion,
a meta-mathetical theology.

80. Neubrain
May 19, 2006

Lubos and Peter,

it’s amusing how you both rush headfirst into infantile disputes about web
statistics when about 99.95% of the web fares better than both of your sites
combined. Seriously, how can you call yourselves scientists and willingly engage
in these childish internet shenanigans? Have you no shame or common sense?
Shouldn’t you be spending your time more productively, like on your research?
Do yourselves a favor and unplug your internet connection for like a week and
see how much work you can get done. Who knows, you might even fix string
theory or show that it has an ounce of predictive value.

81. Mentos
May 19, 2006

” ‘Could you also find a technical problem with any of the 4000 papers that show
that your idea is an undefendable one?’
Science is not a democracy, the laws of nature determined by popular vote. ”

No, it’s not.

Nor does it amount to mere he said/she said.

Do you have a single rational argument why Maldacena/Witten/Gubser-Klebanov-
Polyakov and all of the various people who have checked, rechecked, generalized
and extended their calculations are wrong and Bert Schroer is right?

This isn’t about a head count. It’s about the results of detailed calculations (by a
host of very smart people).

Why don’t you sit down with Berenstein, Maldacena and Nastase’s paper (for



instance), and figure out where the flaw is. That might give a little bit more force
to your argument.

82. MoveOnOrStayBehind
May 20, 2006

Mateos:
“Consider Seiberg-Witten theory: N=2 supersymmetric SU(2) Yang Mills Theory.
This theory has a 1-complex dimensional moduli space of vacua. Is there
“communication between the different vacua” in that theory?”
..

“Why don’t you sit down with Berenstein, Maldacena and Nastase’s paper (for
instance), and figure out where the flaw is.”

The kind of people you try to argue against here would not accept SYM as well-
defined theory to start with. They even do not consider QCD as a well-defined or
meaningful theory. It is completely pointless to fight with them about string
theory – they are against everything that has happened after their own PhD
thesis in the 50’s. They use this silly anti-string club here as a platform to
propagate their dislike of what they since ever failed to grasp.

Fortunately, no serious researcher cares about this; the Standard Model has
been developed irrespective of all objections by constructive field theorists, a
(incompletely understood) theory of quantum gravity has been discovered that
has lead to deep and far-reaching insights in black holes, and that has lead to
surprises such as the AdS/CFT Correspondence. While one sort of people waste
their time agonizing why all of this must be wrong, others just sit down and do
the hard work, trying to improve our understanding.

83. Mentos
May 20, 2006

“The kind of people you try to argue against here would not accept SYM as well-
defined theory to start with. They even do not consider QCD as a well-defined or
meaningful theory. It is completely pointless to fight with them about string
theory – they are against everything that has happened after their own PhD
thesis in the 50’s.”

Which lead one to wonder why Peter (who, otherwise, seems desperate to be
taken seriously) is so eager to promote their cause.

84. Thomas Larsson
May 20, 2006

T’ Hooft just 2 weeks ago published a very elegant hidden variable theory :
http://www.arxiv.org/quant-ph/0604008

Perhaps you can explain to T’ Hooft that he is a crackpot…

LDM, ‘t Hooft is undoubtedly aware that his position on Planck-scale

http://www.arxiv.org/quant-ph/0604008
http://www.arxiv.org/quant-ph/0604008


determinism is very controversial, and that anybody talking about hidden
variables without being a Nobel laureate would immediately receive 10
crackpoints for
“9 .10 points for each claim that quantum mechanics is fundamentally misguided
(without good evidence). .

I was first quite bemused about ‘t Hooft’s position, but then I realized that his
motivation was to combine background independence with locality; this is a
serious problem, because there are no local observables in conventional
quantum gravity. This motivation makes a lot of sense to me, but I still think that
‘t Hooft is wrong. This is because there is another way to combine locality with
diffeomorphism symmetry, which involves observer dependence and diff
anomalies.

85. Chris Oakley
May 20, 2006

MoveOnOrStayBehind & Mentos,

You people are missing the point, perhaps deliberately. Neither Peter nor the
majority of the “silly anti-string club” here are saying that Superstring theory
should be abandoned. It is a possible approach. We just think that the effort
expended on this quest is disproportionate to the results obtained and it is high
time that more effort is devoted to alternatives rather than propping up this
failed project. A bit more honesty from the Superstring community would help. If
after more than 20 years of effort you cannot calculate cross sections then either
(i) you should stop calling what you are doing physics or (ii) you should give it
up. I doubt very much if Peter or the rest of us “silly” anti-stringers would have a
problem with 10% of the current Superstring community carrying on on the
basis of option (i), but to have almost all alternative strategies squeezed out of
theoretical physics just because the majority are embarked on this Mission from
some 10/11-dimensional God is not acceptable, and none of us are going to shut
up about it until the balance is redressed in favour of that which looks more like
empirical science.

The whole research process is much more haphazard than you people would like
to believe. Whilst I cannot say that I would necessarily bet my life on Schroer’s
algebraic field theory or Peter’s geometric quantization delivering the goods (any
more than they would bet on my pet projects), I am happy for them to keep
working on these and accept the possibility that one or other of them will be
right and I wrong. I don’t feel threatened by them and I don’t feel that I have to
subscribe to either of their approaches because of peer pressure. This is the way
it should be, but then I am not in a position where I need anyone in the academic
establishment to like me. For those that do need acceptance, the system at the
moment is set up to force them to follow directions they do not necessarily want
to go in just because of the unwholesome domination of one particular line of
enquiry. This is not good for the subject.

86. Not a Nobel Laureate
May 20, 2006

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/crackpot.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/crackpot.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/crackpot.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/crackpot.html


” ‘Could you also find a technical problem with any of the 4000 papers that show
that your idea is an undefendable one?’
Science is not a democracy, the laws of nature determined by popular vote. ”

No, it’s not.

Nor does it amount to mere he said/she said.

“Do you have a single rational argument why Maldacena/Witten/Gubser-
Klebanov-Polyakov and all of the various people who have checked, rechecked,
generalized and extended their calculations are wrong and Bert Schroer is
right?”

Sure. Can you point to a single testable prediction about our physical universe to
come out of “Maldacena/Witten/Gubser-Klebanov-Polyakov” et al. Otherwise it’s
just a lot of mathematical masturbation by some (admittedly clever) people, but
that’s all it is.

That the real problem and issue that physicists has with string meta-theory.

Not whether someone’s calcualtions are “right”.

Once again that level of discussion here brings Kissenger’s bon mot to mind.

“Why are academic debates so fierce, nasty and bitter?”
“Because the stakes are so low.”

87. Not a Nobel Laureate
May 20, 2006

“The kind of people you try to argue against here would not accept SYM as well-
defined theory to start with. They even do not consider QCD as a well-defined or
meaningful theory. It is completely pointless to fight with them about string
theory – they are against everything that has happened after their own PhD
thesis in the 50’s.”

This type of lame argument is know as the “straw man” argument – attributing
statements and views/attributes to the other side that they did not make/have to
begin with and then arguing against them.

The childness of the debate here, comparing the number and ID of IP addresses,
the ad hominem personal attacks, etc. is symptomatic of how this field has
degenerated in the absence of experimental data.

Despite the religious type claims by the string theorist that string meta-theory is
the only possible way, the space all possible models is probably infinite and
without experiments based in physical reality to kill off the incorrect models, the
probability of any one approach is being right approaches 1/infinity.

Many of these approaches may lead to interesting math, but without testable
predicitions, it’s not physics,
despite what any “authority figure” in the field may claim.



88. Bert Schroer
May 20, 2006

Mentos,
there is a deep misunderstanding on your part of the motives behind my critical
remarks. I would be the first to uphold the right of Maldacena to write a
speculative paper on an interesting subject; speculative freedom is an essential
ingredients of theoretical physics.
What worries me is the apparent misunderstanding of thousands of his
colleagues who completely ignore that
(a) there exists a general relation between CFT and AdS (a structural rigorous
mathematical theorem of the kind you seem to be so afraid of, already in
Fronsdal´s early work you find indications), it is a kind of different re-packing a
la Christo of the same physical substance (if this helps to raise your awareness)
(b) there is absolutely no reason whatsoever to think that SUSY with beta=0 (the
prerequisite for conformal invariance) is distinguished by its conformal
invariance from infinitely many yet nameless other 4-dim. CQFTs; the conformal
richness is not limited to low dimensions
These two points require to view Maldacena´s conjecture within a wider context
since all conformal models possess a AdS re-packing and they are all potentially
interesting. What I am saying is not new and can be found in the literature; but
particle physics has been distorted by very unfortunate sociological
developments and either people are not capable any more to see this or are
afraid not to collect enough impact points if they are leaving the path of
lemmings.
The most important ability of a theoretical physicist (totally different from a
mathematician) is that he learns to live with halftruths in an imperfect world but
without ever forgetting that the main aim is to make it more perfect.
Certainly when some mathematical physicist say that QED does not exist, this
should not be interpreted naively. What it means is that our most successful
theoretical Ansatz is not yet conceptually secured. The old Bohr-Sommerfeld QT
was also quite successful, but just imagine what would have happened to physics
if people would have been as complacent as they seem to be nowadays those
which get into these semantic arguments with respect to those colleagues who
point out that we (this includes QFT in its present state) live in a provisorial
situation. In contrast to all other branches of physics which have been
conceptually secured (e.g. by nontrivial examples), QFT and even more so string
theory is still conceptually totally unsecured territory.
It was a blessing that the step from old to modern quantum mechanics took
place within auch a short time; imagine the confusion it would have created und
the many holy cows (like the above one) it would had led to, if several generation
would have stepped on the old ideas and in this way solidified them?

89. Benni
May 20, 2006

Maybe Schellekens thinks of this paper here
http://ccdb4fs.kek.jp/cgi-bin/img/allpdf?198612321
Together with luest, written in 1986.
There, Luest who is now in Munich and Schellekens write

http://ccdb4fs.kek.jp/cgi-bin/img/allpdf?198612321
http://ccdb4fs.kek.jp/cgi-bin/img/allpdf?198612321


“It seems that not much is left from the celebrated uniqueness of String theory”.

The paper is from November 1986.

90. wolfgang
May 20, 2006

> We just think that the effort expended on this quest is disproportionate to the
results obtained and it is high time that more effort is devoted to alternatives
rather than propping up this failed project.

I never understood this argument.
Nobody prevents you, Peter, Lee, etc. to work on alternatives.
The internet even makes it zero cost to publish, promote and discuss such ideas
and theories.
Do you suggest some sort of committee to determine who should work on what
idea?

91. Arun
May 20, 2006

When significant professors allegedly say “string theory is the only game in
town”, then, Wolfgang, what happens to the likelihood of a student to do
something else? You may address this in either frequentist or Bayesian terms 

92. Bert Schroer
May 20, 2006

No Wolfgang, things do not work in your simple-minded and probably honest
way. Peter and other critical minds are too old and lack the stamina which you
need to persue new innovative ideas. Their (and also my) accumulated insight
and critical mind has left them with the necessary distance and enhanced power
seeing through smoke screens and selfdilusions. It is a bit like the trainers in
football, you probably would not suggest that they return as active players.
The people who (through distributions if impact credits) could have an influence
on the present situation are the ones who are administering the present crisis
e.g. in the editorial boards of new HEP journals and this is the best guaranty that
particle physics will continue the same route for the next decades as it has done
in the past two decades. If some novice has the intellectual capabilities and the
courage to make a deep investment outside the prescribed line, he will pretty
soon lose his material support; I have seen several such cases and I know what I
am talking about.

93. Mentos
May 20, 2006

NaNL said:

“Sure. Can you point to a single testable prediction about our physical universe
to come out of “Maldacena/Witten/Gubser-Klebanov-Polyakov” et al.”



One?

OK. How about the prediction (by Kovtun, Son and Starinets) that the ratio of
shear viscosity to entropy density in the quark gluon plasma is 1/4pi (plus
computable corrections). No other model, nor any known material substance has
so low a ratio. But it’s in good agreement with what’s measured at RHIC.

There’s more (lots more) one could say about the importance of AdS/CFT. But
you asked for ONE prediction. So that’s what I’ll give you.

Schroer said:

“These two points require to view Maldacena´s conjecture within a wider context
since all conformal models possess a AdS re-packing and they are all potentially
interesting.”

You’re joking, right? There’s a huge industry finding supergravity duals to other
4D field theories (both conformal and nonconformal).

But, as always, the dual of a 4D ( C )QFT on the boundary is a gravitational
theory in the bulk of AdS. The claim that one gets another (nongravitational) QFT
in the bulk is just wrong.

“Certainly when some mathematical physicist say that QED does not exist, this
should not be interpreted naively. What it means is that our most successful
theoretical Ansatz is not yet conceptually secured.”

Not to anyone who has assimilated the lessons of Ken Wilson, Steve Weinberg
and others.

It means that QED is an effective field theory, valid at low energies, but which
must be replaced by some other, better-behaved effective theory at higher
energies. (As, of course, happens in the real world.)

In another thread, you professed to take a Wilsonian attitude to QFT. But every
off-hand comment of yours indicates that you really don’t believe the central
lessons that Wilson taught us about QFT.

94. Bert Schroer
May 20, 2006

Mentos
I do believe the central lesson of Wilsonism but I do not think that he ever
claimed to prove the existence of a consistent mathematical theory behind those
ideas (existence of QED,…) and computations which come to our mind when we
look intensly at a Euclidean action as a definition of a model. The word Wilsonian
stands for me also for non-metaphoric and non messianic (i.e. far away from a
final theory of everything), a meaning which you do not seem to share).
Concerning the various SUSY models I just counted them summarily as one (if
you have seen one, you know them all). But if, as you seem to alledge, every of
these expected infinitely many different families (which I had in mind) has also a



corresponding gravity AdS (by that rather simple Christo-type of repacking, the
only real nontrivial case which deserves the name holography is holography on
Nullsurfaces) then I find this totally generic terminology “gravity” quite empty
and uninteresting, despite the big names with which you all the time seem to try
to create the feeling of awe.

95. Mentos
May 20, 2006

“then I find this totally generic terminology “gravity” quite empty and
uninteresting,”

No, it’s the heart of the matter.

The most basic statement in the AdS/CFT correspondence is that, to every local
operator in the boundary ( C)QFT, there corresponds a field in the bulk AdS.
Now, one of the hallmarks of QFT is the existence of a local, conserved stress
tensor.

Can you guess what field that corresponds to in the bulk AdS theory?

“I do believe the central lesson of Wilsonism.”

Perhaps I should ask, “What lesson is that?”

96. woit
May 20, 2006

Wolfgang,

Sure, Lee and I can work on what we want to work on, but science is a collective
enterprise, and it is far more difficult to make progress on a problem if you are
the only one working on it.

There already are committees established that decide who should work on what
idea. They’re called hiring committees and I’ve sat on them. One of the main
things hiring committees look at is the subject potential hires are working on: is
it a “hot” subject the department wants to be a piece of? Many hiring committees
are working with explicit guidance as to what ideas the person they will give a
job to should be working on. I could go on about this, but for examples, you
should consult Lee Smolin, who can give you numbers about how many academic
institutions in the US over the last 20 years have been willing to even consider
hiring somebody working on ideas about quantum gravity that are not string
theory. I gather his forthcoming book has a lot more about this.

97. wolfgang
May 20, 2006

Prof. Schroer, Arun, Peter,

I guess we can agree on the following:
i) quite a substantial amount of effort and resources has been spent already on



quantum gravity outside of string theory. It is safe to assume that this will
continue. Just check the gr-qc section on the arXiv.
ii) If somebody wants to write a thesis about LQG, lattice gravity, or whatever
he/she will not have a problem to find an advisor.
iii) There is certainly a difference in funding for string theory vs. other
approaches, which is easily explained by the simple fact that string theory was
and still is the most promising approach so far.

But none of this has anything to do with my point, which is that students,
postdocs, professors etc. are free to explore whatever they want. I am sure each
one of them will try to optimize his/her own risk/reward ratio. If you are a “low-
risk person” use the main road (string theory), if you are a “longshot person” try
causal sets, algebraic qft, LQG, etc.

98. Bert Schroer
May 20, 2006

Mentos,
I am sorry, but if such a simple re-packing (a change of the spacetime encoding
of any algebraic substrate which was given in the conformal spacetime
organization and which is being equipped with a different AdS one) as the one
from an AdS to its asymptotic timelike brane (trivial because it keeps all the
symmetries and modulo some simple amendments also the causal structure
(which a holography onto a Null-horizon definitely does not maintain!!)) creates
inexorably something which you generically call “gravity” then you have ruined
the magic which many people still expect behind Maldacena, and I wash my
hands free of guilt.
Wilsonism to me means that I do not have to know all the world (to the Planck
length and beyond), rather I am able to make a conceptually closed theory in the
present situation of QFT (and, if I am allowed to add this, also a mathematically
controllable one) which is free of cutoffs and elementary length.

99. Bert Schroer
May 20, 2006

To Wolfgang,
on the whole I agree, but let me point out to you in all modesty that somebody
(who collaborated with me) who has done the pioneering work on modular
operator theory on which the ball of QFT got rolling again (and something you
probably will notice in the near future) had no career chance against any second
rate string theorists. Since you seem to be a string theorist, you probably only
see those in the present light and not those in the dark.

100. Mike
May 20, 2006

This long discussion about the landscape further emphasizes a few points,

island Says:

” Lee Smolin said:



‘I find it bizzare that people have taken the term, and used it both without proper
attribution and without recognition of its connotations-which were exactly to
avoid the use of the anthropic argument. ‘

Didn’t you know, Lee?… the landscape is now synonymous with the anthropic
principle and has been ever since Lenny’s book came out.”

Only a few years ago, this was posted:

The Beginning of the End of the Anthropic Principle

“We argue that if string theory as an approach to the fundamental laws of
physics is correct, then there is almost no room for anthropic arguments in
cosmology. The quark and lepton masses and interaction strengths are
determined.”

Gordon L. Kane, Malcolm J. Perry, Anna N. Zytkow
arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0001197

dan Says:

“Peter, I am sympathetic to your concerns, that string theory suffers from
problems, such as extracting predictions, and that too much of particle physics
has been engrossed in this seemingly unpromising approach, but I am curious as
to what research programs particle physicists and theoretical particle physics
are pursuing that go beyond the standard model, but do not involve SUSY or
string theory or higher dimensions,”

I’m asking this question too, and some answers have been given,

Chris Oakley Says:
“Schroer’s algebraic field theory or Peter’s geometric quantization…”

BF theory has been mentioned before too,

And Mentos Says:
“QED is an effective field theory, valid at low energies, but which must be
replaced by some other, better-behaved effective theory at higher energies.”

An attempt to correct QED has also been made by new work with modified
Maxwell equations.

While Pauli was the critic who said “Not even wrong”, he was also a leader in
searching for new physics, and made contributions regardless of age.

101. wolfgang
May 20, 2006

Dear Prof. Schroer,

> Since you seem to be a string theorist



I am not.
Most of my effort was on lattice gravity and I am currently not an ‘active
researcher’ 

102. Lee Smolin
May 20, 2006

Since Peter asked, let me just introduce some objectivity into the discussion
about the consequences of choosing to work on an approach to quantum gravity
apart from string theory. In the US now there is a single research group with
more than one faculty member working on non-string quantum gravity; at Penn
State it has one senior and two junior faculty. Apart from Penn State, and a
single person who left Penn State and got a position largely on the basis of his
work in another field, the last time there was a new faculty position in the US for
someone working on a non-string approach to quantum gravity was 1990. There
are at most 4-5 NSF funded postdocs now in the US that a non-string quantum
gravity person might apply for. The situation is slightly better in Canada, Mexico,
and a few European countries, but the situation is that there is no graduate
student or postdoc-even the stars with widely read and admired single authored
papers-who has an easy or assured career.

The situation would be vastly improved if there were open competition on the
basis of quality, originality and promise for the large number of postdoc and
faculty positions controlled by string theorists. But I am unaware of a single
instance of a string theory group hiring a postdoc or faculty member in any other
approach to quantum gravity, in spite of the fact that this has happened in
reverse several times- because the ethic in non-string quantum gravity is to
choose on the basis of quality and individual promise, whereas the string
theorists seem uninterested in applicants who do not work in the mainstream of
string theory.

As far as someone wanting to do a Ph.D. in non-string quantum gravity, there are
many and indeed the number of applicants is increasing dramatically because of
the visibility of recent important results. But there are very few places in the few
groups around the world where this work is done. We literally turn away good
applicants weekly who apply to our group. As a result, an increasing number of
very promising students are doing PhDs in non-string quantum gravity on their
own without the benefit of an advisor in the field.

The only advantage of this is that the few young people who persevere against
these odds have visibly much more creativity, intellectual independence and
courage than their counterparts in trendy, mainstream fields. So they do better
science, and indeed young people are responsible for the bulk of the new results
and ideas which have driven the fast rate of progress of recent years. So it is
getting increasingly evident that their exclusion from consideration for the best
positions cannot be justified on any objective scientific basis.

And yes, my forthcoming book is not an attack on string theory, it is an
examination of how this kind of situation can develop, which hurts not just many
of the best young researchers but the progress of science itself.



103. wolfgang
May 20, 2006

Lee,

I am certainly not up to date and probably misunderstood your comment about
the ‘only one research group’ in the US.
Without Google’s help I can name at least three groups in the US,
around Raphael Sorkin at Syracuse, Herbert Hamber at Irvine and John Baez at
UC Riverside. I am sure there are more … certainly in Europe.

As for “there is no graduate student or postdoc-even the stars with widely read
and admired single authored papers-who has an easy or assured career.”
This is certainly true for all students and postdocs. I doubt that string theory
guarantees a career …

104. Aaron Bergman
May 20, 2006

“I doubt that string theory guarantees a career …”

Heh.

105. woit
May 20, 2006

Wolfgang and Aaron,

You’re not addressing what Lee wrote. He wasn’t discussing generic students or
postdocs, but the top ones in the field:

“stars with widely read and admired single authored papers”

If you fit this description in string theory you are guaranteed a career. If you fit
this description in non-string quantum gravity Lee is claiming you may have
problems getting a job. Argue with him about what he is saying, not straw man
arguments.

106. Mentos
May 20, 2006

Schroer said:

” [blah blah blah]… creates inexorably something which you generically call
“gravity” then you have ruined the magic which many people still expect behind
Maldacena, and I wash my hands free of guilt.”

I explained why the AdS dual of a (nongravitational) QFT necessarily involves
gravity in the bulk. You can wash your hands, if you wish. Won’t change a thing.

“Wilsonism to me means that … I am able to make a conceptually closed theory
in the present situation of QFT … which is free of cutoffs and elementary length.”



To the contrary, in Wilson’s approach, QFTs always come equiped with a cutoff.
In his framework, there is no “conceptually closed theory … which is free of
cutoffs.” The point is to, nonethless, extract cutoff-independent answers from an
inherently cutoff-dependent formalism.

Your AQFT approach is about as anti-Wilsonian as one can ever be.

107. Lee Smolin
May 20, 2006

Dear Wolfgang, I chose my words carefully. Raphael Sorkin at Syracuse, Herbert
Hamber at Irvine, John Baez at UC Riverside, and a few others (Steve Carlip,
Louis Crane, Ted Jacobson, Jorge Pullin, Bob Wald) are doing important work but
they are single faculty members. As good as they are, by current NSF rules they
are not always able to support a postdoc, as single faculty members are rarely
given postdocs.

It is a bit better in a few European and Latin American countries, as I said,
whose systems are structured so that there are a few good positions where the
competition is in terms of individual accomplishment and promise without regard
to research program or subfield.

Thanks,

Lee

108. wolfgang
May 20, 2006

Lee,

I see your point. But I assume that in the long run funding and interest in
general will depend on results.
The results of Witten, Maldacena etc. made string theory interesting.
If Reuters et al. can demonstrate the existence of a UV fixed point, Loll et al. can
show that CDT reproduces GR etc. this would certainly increase interest and
funding.
Ultimately, experiments are the most interesting results. If the LHC and other
experiments will not provide evidence for super particles the interest in
superstrings and subsequently funding will probably decline.
If GLAST provides evidence for LQG you will probably have an easier life 

Unfortunately, overall the interest in theoretical physics and the willingness to
fund it is declining (at least in the US), since politicians understand that the
1940s and 1950s will not repeat …

109. wolfgang
May 20, 2006

I am sorry: Reuter not Reuters



110. Juan R.
May 21, 2006

Wait a moment Wolfgang, are you claiming that string theory is more promising
or may be funding before other approaches because technical points?

If yes, let me say that string theorists have proved absolutely nothing in last
decades. Nobody have proved finiteness of perturbative string theory (it is
claimed that solves all renormalization issues of QFT on gravity but i never saw a
proof) and still today nobody has proven that string theory coincides with GR in
the large scale low energy regime.

Even asuming backgrounds and large spacetimes by default, even asuming some
compactification of extra dimensions, the result is a perturbative expansion over
a flat metric. GR is NOT that.

About the LHC and other experiments, i can assure you that string theory hype
will remain independently of the experimental results. There is historical
evidence for such one attitude in the string comunity. Exactly 40 years of
successive experimental failures of “predictions” of string theory. One of most
recent were supposed cosmic strings…

Let me remark that problem of super partners is not if they are there (at high
energies) but they are NOT here (at current energies) and string theory fails to
provide a low energy regime without super partners. That is one of reasons
string theory is unable to reproduce the standard model results.

Any new theory of physics may be backward compatible with experimental
results known. Before to claim about it will be seen in next HLC, stringers would
explain data is already known and explained by GR + SM.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

111. MoveOnOrStayBehind
May 21, 2006

To Oakley:
“You people are missing the point, perhaps deliberately.
Neither Peter nor the majority of the silly anti-string club here
are saying that Superstring theory should be abandoned.?

What? I have read innumerable times here that string theory is
“all wrong”, “not even wrong”, must be “given up”, etc.

“… We just think that the effort expended on this quest is
disproportionate to the results obtained and it is high time that
more effort is devoted to alternatives rather than propping up this
failed project.”



I would say that the most important, fascinating results in theoretical
particle physics and mathematical physics in the last decades came
right out of string theory. Holography, AdS/CFT, insights in
non-perturbative gauge theories, quantum black holes.., even Hawking
gave up his bet. Could you name any other field with remotely as
many important results?

And what are your alternatives? This sounds like if there would
be any. How would LQG help solving non-perturbative Yang-Mills
theory? How do you describe with that flat space, anyway? It’s
an evil strategy of certain people to present things as if there
would be alternatives, such that as their own pet theories …
laymen such as you think that alternatives must be better just
because they contradict the mainstream, isn’t it? Try to build
an alternative moon rocket out of wood…that’s as silly.
Keep on trying.

“A bit more honesty from the Superstring community would help”

All the respectable collegues I know say what they think. A few
like Kaku grabbing media attention do not stand for the community.
The dishonesty is on your and your friends side, for presenting
such a distorted picture.

” If after more than 20 years of effort you cannot calculate cross
sections then either (i) you should stop calling what you are doing
physics or (ii) you should give it up.”

Well I think I can compute cross sections. And thanks for a layman’s
tip how I should call my work. What do you think brings you in the
position to make such proposals? Decades worth of hard work on your
own, or just out the arm chair?

“I doubt very much if Peter or the rest of us silly anti-stringers
would have a problem with 10% of the current Superstring community
carrying on on the basis of option (i)”

Well, I do certainly think that investigating the quantum behavior
of black holes and gauge theories is physics, isn’t it?
And do you seriously think that LQG and other “alternative” approaches
you may propose would be more physical? Did it ever occur to you
that we first need to understand the physical concepts how things
work, in simplified settings, rather than trying to make direct
contact with reality? Most of the leading figures in the field do
pursue exactly this, because they know how difficult it is to make
contact with reality. It is simply not so that everybody would work
on “realistic” model building and the landscape – actually, among
the leading people it is a minority. And how should one then call
with your permission other research in mathematical physics, like
the one magnetic monopoles, algebraic QFT, integrable systems, which



also do not have a direct experimental confirmation?

“For those that do need acceptance, the system at the moment is set
up to force them to follow directions they do not necessarily want
to go in”

Right now, the pressure everywhere is to go into particle phenomenology.
Do you know what you are talking about?

112. woit
May 21, 2006

“What? I have read innumerable times here that string theory is
“all wrong”, “not even wrong”, must be “given up”, etc.”

For the innumerable + 1 time: the idea of using strings in 10d (or 11d M-theory,
whatever that is) to unify the standard model and gravity has failed miserably, is
“all wrong”, “not even wrong”, must be “given up”, etc. More than twenty years
of work by much of the theory community thinking about strings has led to
interesting insights about strongly coupled gauge theory, about enumerative
problems in algebraic geometry, and speculative ideas about quantum gravity.
Many of these latter things are worth pursuing, but so far they have given no
insight into beyond standard model particle physics. The claim that research in
string theory is a promising approach to beyond standard model particle physics
is not just made by Michio Kaku, it continues to be made by almost every string
theorist who gives talks to a non-specialist audience on the subject. This raises
serious issues of intellectual honesty.

I don’t doubt that most of the people who make these arguments are making
them honestly in the sense that they believe them. I do question whether they
are being intellectually honest: are they willing to actually confront the
seriousness of the problems string theory faces and draw the conclusions that
follow from them, even if this is painful? I don’t see many string theorists willing
to do this. Instead I see them doing things like anonymously posting here attacks
on me and others in which they willfully ignore points I’ve made a thousand
times that they have no answer for, making up straw man arguments they prefer
to deal with.

113. amused
May 21, 2006

Lee Smolin wrote: “…the ethic in non-string quantum gravity is to choose on the
basis of quality and individual promise, whereas the string theorists seem
uninterested in applicants who do not work in the mainstream of string theory.”

Facinating. Do tell us, Prof. Smolin, what are the concrete criteria you use to
evaluate “quality and indvidual promise”? If a young person working
independently on, say, formal aspects of gauge theories, including a certain
topological gauge theory of relevance for LQG, were to apply to you for a
postdoc, what would it take for you to hire him/her? How many single-author
publications in Phys.Rev.Lett should this person have in order to satisfy your



“quality and individual promise” criteria? (I happen to know that this number has
a lower bound of 3.)

From what I have seen, postdoc applications from young people whose topic is
neither strings nor LQG generate no more interest from LQG groups than they
do from string groups (unless their topic happens to be a pet interest of Smolin,
e.g. the so-called foundational approaches to QM etc.) Smolin’s appeals, here
and elsewhere, for jobs to be awarded on the basis of quality and promise rather
than research topic, strike me as little more than an amusingly disingenious
attempt to help his own people in the current string-dominated environment.

If people really were serious about promoting quality and promise irregardless of
research topic, here is a way to do it: Remove hiring decisions from individual
research groups (who will inevitably favour people working on their own topic),
and individual physics dept.s (which will inevitably favour people working on
fashionable topics, or who have famous thesis advisors etc, which will make the
dept. look good), and let the decisions instead be made by large national
committees whose members represent the whole spectrum of theoretical physics
research. Research groups or individual physics dept.s can then sponsor the
applications of people they would like to hire, but with the actual hiring
decisions made by the national committee after an open competition. (This is
basically the way things work for the EU’s Marie Curie fellowships.) Would you
be willing to hand over your individual hiring powers to a national committee in
the interests of promoting quality/promise over reseach topic, Prof. Smolin?

[Apologies to Peter for continuing this discussion in an off-topic direction.]

114. Chris Oakley
May 21, 2006

MoveOnOrStayBehind,

I am not sure I like getting into arguments with people who refuse to identify
themselves, but my experiences in the in the world of theoretical physics are
described in detail on my web site (link above). I should point out that this
“armchair” you refer to exists only in your imagination; I left physics because I
had to and have been earning my living since then by doing financial modelling
and programming. The job I have now at least gives me more time to think about
other things, and when the dust settles, there is at least one significant piece of
(original, as far as I know) theoretical physics work that I plan to revisit.

I would say that the most important, fascinating results in theoretical
particle physics and mathematical physics in the last decades came
right out of string theory. Holography, AdS/CFT, insights in non-
perturbative gauge theories, quantum black holes.., even Hawking
gave up his bet.

Obviously your definition of the word “physics” is not the same as mine.

As for alternatives to ST, I have my own ideas. They do admittedly put me in a
“minority of one” (as helpfully pointed out by a former HEP colleague), but they



are ideas nonetheless and will be pursued when I have the leisure time to do so.
And no, there is no quantum gravity component. I am not interested in building
models when there is no experimental data.

As regards the Anthropic Landscape, I am sure that you are right in pointing out
that most have not signed up for this. But even one is too many.

Right now, the pressure everywhere is to go into particle
phenomenology. Do you know what you are talking about?

Probably not … my information may well be out of date, but if many are voting
with their feet then this may well be because they acknowledge that Peter has a
point.

115. Aaron Bergman
May 21, 2006

It’s not so much a matter of voting or “acknowledg[ing] that Peter has a point”.
Rather, it’s that the LHC is turning on. Faced with the prospect of having actual
data, people will naturally move from speculative stuff to stuff that’s related to
the incipient data. Really, Peter’s criticisms aren’t particularly new or original
(see, for example, Ginsparg and Glashow), and the anthropic stuff remains a
source of disagreement in the field.

I am always astounded that people are willing to declare something wrong based
on metaphysical constraints. That string theory hasn’t developed into a complete
theory in 25 years or that it may have a zillion or so vacua doesn’t make it
wrong. Useless, at worst, but it’s entirely possible that that’s just how the
universe (multiverse?) is.

And for the people disparaging the study of SUSY gauge theories and various
other things that aren’t the real world, the study of toy models has a long and
useful history when the real problem is (presently) intractable.

116. woit
May 21, 2006

Aaron,

What’s the difference between being “useless” and being wrong? This is what I
cannot understand about what is going on today among string theorists. They
seem willing to accept the possibility that the theory is useless in terms of
predicting anything about physics, but unwilling to draw the obvious conclusion
that if this is the case it is wrong.

117. Who
May 21, 2006

Mr. M.O.O.S. Behind wrote thusly:
“…And what are your alternatives? This sounds like if there would
be any. How would LQG help solving non-perturbative Yang-Mills

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001


theory? How do you describe with that flat space, anyway? It’s
an evil strategy of certain people to present things as if there
would be alternatives,..”
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=392#comment-11000
Mr. Behind sir, in reply to your comment, you seem to use LQG as a convenient
blanket term for alternatives. And I concede there is an identifiable LQG
community (pursuing various related approaches to QG). My point is that at least
one researcher in that community just posted something about the problem you
mentioned “non-perturbative Yang-Mills”. In case you would like a link, here is
one:
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+freidel/0/1/0/all/0/1

In the comment you ask several rhetorical questions which make it seem that
you are not very familiar with what you are talking about.

Your question “How would you describe flat space anyway?” is interesting (if
taken non-rhetorically). If you try that link you can see how Freidel, for one, is
addressing this question. His research is not unique in this respect but you may
wish to do the author-search and check out some abstracts before making
further pronouncements on the subject. That would also pick up the two papers
on 4D Yang-Mills, one co-written with Robert Leigh and Djordje Minic.

I believe you would also find some papers there concerned with deriving flat
space and the Feynmann diagrams of usual QFT from a spinfoam version of QG
that comes under the general LQG heading. Perhaps in a simplified setting from
which further work can generalize.

Mr. Behind, you ask another question that may be rhetorical here:

**And do you seriously think that LQG and other “alternative”
approaches you may propose would be more physical? Did it ever occur to
you that we first need to understand the physical concepts how things work, in
simplified settings, rather than trying to make direct contact with reality?…**

With all due respect, I do seriously think so. Yes, is the answer to your question,
they would and will be more physical. Note that the alternative approaches
try to get at fundamental degrees of freedom of spacetime and matter in a direct
physical fashion, often in simplified settings (as you mentioned) and going light
on extra baggage.
And as one who watches the research scene I would say this strategy seems to
be paying off quite well lately in terms of results.

Now, in answer to your question—-which was actually addressed to Mr Oakley:

**Did it ever occur to you that we first need to understand the physical concepts
how things work,..**

I would answer that Yes actually it has occurred to me.

Oh, M.O.O.S. in regard to your warning to us:
** It’s an evil strategy of certain people to present things as if there

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=392#comment-11000
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=392#comment-11000
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+freidel/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+freidel/0/1/0/all/0/1


would be alternatives,..[to superstring/M theory]…**
that sounds indeed very diabolical of them. I can only express my surprise at
your discovering this.

Civilly yours,

Who

118. Lee Smolin
May 21, 2006

Dear Amused,

In fact I do agree that some of your proposals would be helpful, for example to
instutute in the US fellowships analagous to the Marie Curie or Royal Society
Fellowships. My answers to others of your questions are in my Physics Today
essay from June 2005, page 56. As far as consistency, I do not now, nor have I
ever made postdoc hiring decisions on my own, at PI such decisions are made by
a committee. But it is true that the majority of the people who hold or have held
postdoc or visiting positions at PI in non-string quantum gravity work on
approaches other than LQG.

Lee

119. Aaron Bergman
May 21, 2006

What’s the difference between being “useless” and being wrong?

Ontologically, quite a lot. Epistemologically, maybe not so much.

This is what I cannot understand about what is going on today among string
theorists. They seem willing to accept the possibility that the theory is useless in
terms of predicting anything about physics, but unwilling to draw the obvious
conclusion that if this is the case it is wrong.

Because that simply does not follow. Regardless, you seem eager to give up on
the string theory project at every turn. Your original polemic doesn’t even
include the word ‘anthropic’. Others still believe that, even with the surfeit of
possible vacua, it’s not at all clear that we might not be able to treat string
theory like QFT wherein experiments determine a particular vacuum and it
becomes predictive. I also believe that, given results like AdS/CFT and
Strominger and Vafa, string theory surely is a theory of quantum gravity, even if
it isn’t our particular theory of quantum gravity. As such, we can learn a lot just
from studying how string theory solves the usual problems with quantum gravity,
and eventually those insights may help us understand the correct theory if and
when it comes around.

But, for all this bickering, data is just around the corner, and that is where the
jobs are going right now. If anything, much anthropicism is motivated by the
specter of the LHC.



120. woit
May 21, 2006

“Regardless, you seem eager to give up on the string theory project at every
turn. Your original polemic doesn’t even include the word ‘anthropic’.”

I really wish you’d stop it with the ad hominem arguments, they’re just
obnoxious and don’t prove anything.

Yes, for a very long time I’ve thought that string theory has failed as an idea
about unification. The problems of too many compactifications and how to break
supersymmetry have been around since the beginning, and by the late 90s it was
clear there was very little chance they could be surmounted (non-perturbative
versions of the theory had the same problems). That was the situation when I
wrote my first public polemical article. Developments since then have provided
even more convincing evidence that I was right that these problems can’t be
surmounted, backing string theorists into the anthropic corner which I never
would have believed back then they would try to take a stand in.

121. Aaron Bergman
May 21, 2006

I really wish you’d stop it with the ad hominem arguments, they’re just
obnoxious and don’t prove anything.

I hardly think it’s unfair to point out that your opinion of string theory predates
this current situation in the context of a discussion why there are people who
haven’t completely abandoned the field.

And, you asked why string theorists haven’t given up. I certainly can’t answer for
everyone, but I tried to explain to you some of the reasons.

122. Who
May 21, 2006

what I have to say has something indirectly to do with how one reacts to the
whining of young string theorists that one sometimes hears, but mostly I want to
give ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF RESEARCH ALTRUISM besides what Smolin
mentioned.

someone, I think “amused”, suggested that Smolin was probably just as self-
interested as any string theorist and would only take postdocs that work in his
own type of QG, and he said not so, and gave an example of Perimeter policy

===quote===
In fact I do agree that some of your proposals would be helpful, for example to
instutute in the US fellowships analagous to the Marie Curie or Royal Society
Fellowships. My answers to others of your questions are in my Physics Today
essay from June 2005, page 56. As far as consistency, I do not now, nor have I
ever made postdoc hiring decisions on my own, at PI such decisions are made by
a committee. But it is true that the majority of the people who hold or have



held postdoc or visiting positions at PI in non-string quantum gravity
work on approaches other than LQG.
===endquote===

My point is that this non-string QG ethos is strikingly exemplified not only at
Perimeter but also in the Utrecht QG program. Loll’s group has 3 postdoc
positions. The house brand QG is called CDT (a triangulations path-integral). If
you are used to EXCLUSIVITY then you may be shocked by this. Actually I was
last year when I learned that the 3 positions went to STAR ROOKIES OF THE
COMPETITION. The postdocs of Loll’s Utrecht group are people that Dowker in
London co-authors Causal Sets papers with, and Freidel at Perimenter coauthors
with, and a self-starter who helped standardize canonical LQG by proving an
important theorem. These people are selfdirected reseachers with impressive
track records—I’m not kidding. And so what is the good of this for Loll’s
particular approach to QG? It simply did not make sense to me. She controls a
sizable Dutch government grant based on her own CDT work and can do as she
pleases, so why does this go to support some of the best rookies of the
competition? People with their own research motivation who are not likely to
change direction for trivial reasons.

It seems like the ethos in non-string QG has a large element of SUPPORT THE
OTHER GUY’S POSTDOC. I have wondered how a field can survive with so much
altruism running amok in it?

But there may be advantages. This year Utrecht has been getting visits from e.g.
Dowker and Freidel and Ashtekar. It means that more different non-string QG
approaches are being worked on there at one time than probably anywhere
besides Perimeter. I guess that could pay off in the long run.

============
Anyway the ethos has a strong anti-parochial streak (wherever they have enough
resources gathered so they can actually HAVE postdocs). and that is in strong
contrast to the string ethos in typical US department where string faculty have
control of ALL the QG positions and will not share ANY. At least as far as I know.
It might be amusing to get some statistics on this corresponding but contrasting
with the Utrecht and Perimeter examples.

the relevance to the situation of a young string theorist would seem to me that
he or she is being supported by an exclusive system that will take on no other
type of young researcher, no matter how ingenious, no matter how independent,
no matter how inventive, with no matter how good a track record. that is to say a
totally bigoted system

123. Arun
May 21, 2006

I’d say some people want to know the answers, even if it means that most of
their productive research years turn out to have been on the wrong path; while
some people want to build empires.

124. amused



May 22, 2006

Dear Prof. Smolin,

Thanks for taking the time to reply. In fact I had read your Physics Today essay,
and have just re-read it, but am still confused about what exactly your position is
regarding supporting young researchers, and how it differs from what people or
groups in other areas do. More on this below.

“But it is true that the majority of the people who hold or have held postdoc or
visiting positions at PI in non-string quantum gravity work on approaches other
than LQG.”

And what areas do these people work in then? As far as I can tell, most, if not all,
work on topics that can be classified under “background-independent
approaches to QG” or “foundational issues in quantum mechanics”. What is the
position of you and your colleagues at PI regarding support for young people not
working in these areas (e.g. for someone working on formal aspects of gauge
theories)? I don’t see any sign that you care about such people. It seems that on
the one hand you advocate supporting independent young researchers
irregardless of research area, but on the other hand you have chosen certain
specific (albeit broad) areas which a person has to be working in to get support
from PI.

So it seems that in reality the policy of you and your colleagues is no different
from that of a typical string theory group: In both cases the group has an area,
or set of areas, that it wants to support, and proceeds to hire people in these
areas. Presumably it happens from time to time that a string theorist working on,
say, branes and ads/cft, hires a postdoc who works in another subarea of string
theory, say perturbative string theory or string field theory. The string theorist
would say that he/she is doing this in order to further the career of a talented
young researcher, even though the person is working on a different topic. Where
is the difference between this and what you do? (besides that fact that the areas
you are willing to support are broader than that of a typical string theorist).

[Peter – apologies again for continuing an off-topic discussion; I’ld understand if
you wanted it to stop. I guess at some point you’ll write a post on Smolin’s book
after it appears, and that might be a more appropriate time to take up this topic.]

125. Christine Dantas
May 22, 2006

Lee Smolin wrote:

(…) Latin American countries, as I said, whose systems are structured so that
there are a few good positions where the competition is in terms of individual
accomplishment and promise without regard to research program or subfield.

No and no.

Best wishes,



Christine

126. amused
May 22, 2006

Who,

“If you are used to EXCLUSIVITY then you may be shocked by this. Actually I
was last year when I learned that the 3 positions went to STAR ROOKIES OF
THE COMPETITION.”

When I first saw this I thought you were going to say the positions went to string
theorists… being under the impression that they are (percieved as) the real
competition, and that the various background independent approaches to QG are
all in the same broad family…

I don’t see that this is such a big deal though. As far as I’m aware, the Ambjorn-
Loll group is the only one doing this CDT stuff. So, short of hiring their own
students, how could they get postdocs who are already working on this? It seems
they had no choice but to hire people from other subareas. Presumably Loll is
hoping that these people will get interested in CDT and do some work on it
(while continuing with their own stuff at the same time). And it would be natural
for them to do this, seeing as CDT is one of the more exciting developments in
this general area.

127. Mentos
May 22, 2006

Is there any actual evidence that “background independent QG” postdoc seekers
fare worse, on average, than string theory postdoc seekers?

Obviously, the field is much smaller so, anecdotally, Lee is more likely to
personally know good candidates who failed to get jobs. But there are plenty of
top-notch string theorists who don’t get postdoc jobs either.

Are there any statistics to the effect that a higher percentage of string theory
postdoc seekers obtain jobs than “background independent QG” postdoc
seekers? Or is this just another “just-so” story?

128. woit
May 22, 2006

Mentos,

The best data out there I would guess is at the new Rumor Mill for theoretical
particle physics postdoc jobs. I had kind of started believing the complaints I’ve
been hearing recently from string theorists that phenomenologists are getting all
the jobs until I just recently took a look at this. By my count, getting postdocs
this year there are 31 string theorists, 12 phenomenologists, and 5 hard to
characterize (brane-worlds, QCD amplitudes by twistor methods…). Several
institutions that hire lots of postdocs still will only hire string theorists (Caltech,



KITP, IAS…)

How many “top-notch” string theorists do you know who in recent years have
been unable to get a post-doc position? I personally know of no such examples,
but maybe it all depends on what you mean when you say “top-notch”. Can you
give an example of someone from one of the top few groups in the US who has
an impressive thesis but no job? Is the problem that there are more than 31 “top-
notch” string theorists on the post-doc job market, or that institutions are hiring
second-rate string theorists over first-rate ones?

This is a “particle physics” rumor mill, and thus may not have non-string theory
QG jobs listed. Such a list may not exist, but since, as Lee points out there are
very few places in the US that ever hire in this area, I would suspect there are no
more than a handful such jobs.

129. Aaron Bergman
May 22, 2006

My count is slightly different from yours (but I might have miscounted). I’m not
sure how representative that list is; there might be a bit of a selection effect
(there are very few cosmologists on it, for example). I’m pretty far from the
postdoc gossip this year, though. My impression is that there is a much higher
proportion of phenomenologists among traditionally stringy jobs than in the past,
though, but can’t offer anything quantitative.

130. anonymous
May 22, 2006

Where is this postdoc rumor mill? I only know of one for faculty.

Also, the IAS only hires string theory postdocs? Funny, I bet Ian Low would be
surprised to learn he is a string theorist. Other counterexamples to your claim
exist. I don’t know about KITP, but Caltech and the IAS do not just hire string
theorists.

131. anonymous
May 22, 2006

Just so you don’t think I’m choosing one exception to the rule, recent
phenomenology postdocs at IAS include (but are not necessarily limited to):
Mishima, Dermisek, Kitano, Agashe, and Kribs.

132. woit
May 22, 2006

I was referring to this site (and counting postdocs hired this season)

http://www.freewebs.com/heppostdoc/

According to it, the IAS is hiring five new postdocs, and I think they can all be
reasonably characterized as string theorists. I wasn’t claiming that the IAS

http://www.freewebs.com/heppostdoc/
http://www.freewebs.com/heppostdoc/


theoretical physics group never hires anyone but string theorists, but now that
you mention it, of their 18 current non-permanent members, how many are not
string theorists? You mention 3 (Low, Mishima and Demirsek), and maybe there
are a couple others, but its undeniable that IAS postdoc jobs overwhelmingly go
to string theorists, both in the past as well as this year.

133. Mentos
May 22, 2006

“Several institutions that hire lots of postdocs still will only hire string theorists
(Caltech, KITP, IAS…)”

That’s kinda funny.

Of Caltech’s 8 postdocs, 4 are phenomenologist, and 4 are string theorists.

At the IAS, I count 1 formal Yang-Mills person, 3 phenomenologists, 2 (Kleban
and Rabadan) who started out as string theorists, but who are now doing
phenomenology, and 7 string theorists.

And, of the KITP’s 5 high energy postdocs, 4 are string theorists, and one is a
phenomenologist.

“The best data out there I would guess is at the new Rumor Mill for theoretical
particle physics postdoc jobs. … I had kind of started believing the complaints
I’ve been hearing recently from string theorists that phenomenologists are
getting all the jobs until I just recently took a look at this.”

I was previously unaware of the Postdoc Jobs Rumor Mill. I’ll have to check it
out.

But on the Faculty Jobs Rumor Mill, I count 10 phenomenologists, 6 cosmologists
and 6 string theorists getting jobs this year.

134. Lee Smolin
May 22, 2006

Dear Mentos,

I have no statistics, but it is not uncommon for top level grad students and
postdocs-authors of widely read and cited papers-in non-string quantum gravity
to get no offers and to have to apply in succeeding years to get a postdoc. This is
not new, many who are now seen as the leaders had periods when we came close
to being forced out of science. I certainly did.

Dear Amused,

I think that Who gave the best answer in describing the Utrecht group: there is
simply a different ethic that values the personal promise of a young researcher
over working on the research program of the faculty. This is in fact an old
tradition, it came to me through my mentors who were senior faculty in relativity
groups. It contrasts with another attitude towards postdocs which is that they



are to be chosen to further the research program of the grant holder. My view is
that the former leads to faster progress in science than the latter, because it
favors young scientists who are more intellectually independent, original and
courageous, and these are the kind of people who make the discoveries that
drive science forward.

I disagree with your drawing an equivalence between string theory and the
whole field of quantum gravity. I think it is a bad idea to organize groups or
departments around research programs rather than subject areas, because that
gives research programs, which can succeed or fail, more institutional inertia
than is good for science. I have nothing against string theory per se, so long as it
is seen as one research program among several aiming towards the further
unification of physics.

Hence, I would argue that commitment to string theory as a research program is
different than commitment to a subject areas such as quantum gravity or post
standard model particle physics. I have never myself worked within one research
program; I continue to publish a paper on string theory every year or two and
the bulk of my work is seen by specialists as not strictly LQG. I think science
would progress faster if we built structures that discouraged rather than
encouraged scientists to identify themselves with particular research programs
rather than areas.

I do personally agree with you that formal aspects of gauge theories are a
neglected, under supported area, which is one reason I have been following the
recent work in this area with interest.

As for PI, please do not confuse my views with either policy or the experience at
PI. I am one voice and vote among many, and the basic mandate and policies-
including the idea that postdocs are to be hired by the whole institute as
independent researchers-were set up by the founders and director before any of
us faculty were hired.

Dear Christine,

Thanks for the correction.

Thanks,

Lee

135. Who
May 22, 2006

Amused, both Perimeter and Utrecht ITP have numerous string postdocs, as well
as “background independent QG” postdocs.
I wish that major theory sites in US were more inclined to allocate support to the
individual mind rather than to the camp—as I have said–and think that this
would LEAD to more diversity in the research pursued at these places. QG
research diversity is not a goal per se, or is only an accessory interest. It is
symptomatic of ability to appreciate drive and originality in rival lines and a



pragmatic philosophy of “let’s get the problem solved however the heck we do it
(rather than by my pet method or my club of people)”.

If you don’t see that philosophy operating in the places I mentioned, or don’t see
the results of the past couple of years as indicative that it works, then maybe my
perception is wrong—I may be deceiving myself or failing to communicate here.

Oh BTW Utrecht also has a postdoc who has co-authored with Martin
Reuter—-not in Loll’s immediate group—I think he does string part of the time.
As does Ambjorn, whom you mentioned as a CDT associate—my impression that
his research is at least half, maybe more, in string/M.

I think the style exhibited here is “ecumenical” or maybe pragmatic. There is no
intrinsic merit to it—you can only judge by the results. If this does not make
sense to you please let me know.

136. anonymous
May 22, 2006

“According to it, the IAS is hiring five new postdocs, and I think they can all be
reasonably characterized as string theorists.”

The rumor mill apparently doesn’t know about Gil Paz, who is also starting a
postdoc at the IAS next year, and is decidedly not a string theorist.

The IAS is largely composed of string theorists, but for an institution so
dominated by string theory in terms of faculty, I think it does pretty well with
hiring a more diverse group of postdocs.

137. woit
May 22, 2006

Mentos,

My mistake for the wording implying that IAS, KITP and Caltech in the past only
hired string theorists, something I didn’t mean to claim. I was just talking about
this year.

I also had only been aware of the permanent faculty hiring data, which does
show more phenomenologists and cosmologists than string theorists getting
jobs. I was surprised to see how different the postdoc data is. Perhaps this is
because postdoc hiring is more concentrated at a few prominent institutions, and
these remain dominated by string theory, whereas permanent jobs are spread
out more widely, with prominent institutions doing only a small amount of
permanent hiring.

138. Aaron Bergman
May 22, 2006

I was surprised to see how different the postdoc data is

I’d be careful assuming that page is a representative sample. Anon above already



pointed out one person missed at IAS.

139. Thomas Larsson
May 22, 2006

FWIW, I believe that Swedish ur-string theorist Lars Brink was the one
responsible for me landng a 4-year postdoc, long ago. So there are
counterexamples to the claim that string theorists only hire string theorists. I’m
not sure that Lars likes me anymore, though.

I thought I recognized Lars in the City Hall last December 10th, but I’m not sure
since it was more than a decade since we last met. Perhaps next year.

140. amused
May 22, 2006

Who,
Yes, I am aware that PI and Utrecht have string as well as background
independent QG postdocs, that many people who work in the latter area have
wide-ranging interests and also work on other topics (a positive thing, of course),
and that there has been significant progress in some subareas of BIQG in recent
years.

“QG research diversity is not a goal per se, or is only an accessory interest. It is
symptomatic of ability to appreciate drive and originality in rival lines and a
pragmatic philosophy of “let’s get the problem solved however the heck we do it
(rather than by my pet method or my club of people)”.”

Sure. But can you accept that there might be people of this ilk in other areas of
theoretical physics (or science in general) besides QG? Or do they all gravitate
towards QG research of some sort or other? Assuming they exist, are the ones
who choose non-QG topics less deserving of support than the QG’ers?

If Smolin had simply appealed for more recognition and funding for work on
BIQG and fundamental aspects of QM he would have had no argument from me.
But when he starts going on about how he and his colleagues support
independent young researchers of quality and promise, irregardless of their
research area, then the people out there who are, or were, young independent
researchers, and who aren’t, or weren’t, having an easy time jobwise, are going
to prick their ears up. Questions will come to mind such as “Hey, I wonder what
it takes to meet Smolin’s `quality and promise’ criteria?”. Then some of the older
ones might get a flash of recollection along the lines of “Er, didn’t we send a
postdoc application to that Smolin guy early on, when we had a couple of papers
in PRL and various others in NPB, PRD etc… (all single-author of course – we’re
independent, remember)… and he wasn’t exactly enthused, was he…. Well, at
least that sets a lower bound on his criteria which we can compare against the
people he does hire – so let’s look them up.” And later, “Hmmm, looks like we
overlooked something – the `quality’ part of Smolin’s criteria appears to include
a `quality of choice of research area’ factor. At which point cynicism sets in, and
a snide comment or two get posted on a certain accomodating webblog.



141. Lee Smolin
May 23, 2006

It is a bit unpleasant to have one’s motives questioned publicly by an anonymous
person over past decisions. I would think that good sense would suggest several
reasons why every decision of every research group a person has been a member
of may not agree with policies they presently advocate, including 1) they were
one vote on a committee, 2) restrictions from funding agencies, 3) their present
views are the result of reflection on past experience and have evolved 4) there
are so many excellent candidates that one research group in one field cannot be
expected to have room for all but a small fraction of the candidates they think
are deserving of support. This is why I have begun to speak out about these
issues; one institute, however well supported and well meaning (and within
which I am at most one vote-when I am on the committee) can only hire a
fraction of those who are deserving under our criteria. And this is why I agree
with the writer that more programs like the Marie Curie and Royal Society
Fellowships would help.

142. woit
May 23, 2006

I’ve deleted a comment from “amused” responding to Smolin in order to
terminate this particular off-topic discussion. Evidently the two are in e-mail
contact and can pursue this privately if they wish.

143. John Gonsowski
May 23, 2006

This probably belongs more in the comments on comments thread but I’d like to
amend my comment there and say it does seem bad when an anonymous heckler
addresses a Lee Smolin or John Baez by first name only. At least amused seems
respectful in this sense and going to email is even better.

144. amused
May 24, 2006

To avoid an impression of rudeness, can I just point out for the record that I
hadn’t seen Prof. Smolin’s lengthy comment – the one addressed to Mentos, me,
and Christine – at the time I posted my subsequent comment above (the one
addressed to Who). Perhaps it was somehow delayed by Peter’s WordPress
update, or maybe I just overlooked it. If I had seen it I would have addressed his
points in my subsequent post, and its tone would have been different. But now
it’s time to drop this, in accordance with Peter’s wishes.



Comment on Comments

May 20, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Over the last week or so I’ve heard privately from several very different parties with
complaints about the comment section here. The general feeling is that it would be
more useful and attract more serious contributions if the level of uncivil, disrespectful
ad hominem attacks was much lower. One contributing factor mentioned is that
anonymity allows people to behave in uncivil behavior that they would not engage in
if their names were publicly attached to their words. On the other hand, the worst
offender in this is someone who is not anonymous.

I’d be curious to hear thoughtful comments by others about this. My own feeling at
the moment is that the criticism is accurate: the uncivil atmosphere here keeps many
serious people who would have something interesting to contribute from doing so.
The anonymity is probably part of this problem, although given the current unhealthy
situation in particle theory, some people have very legitimate reasons for keeping
their comments anonymous.

In many ways I think the comment section has been a success, but it could stand a lot
of improvement. Unfortunately I don’t know of any really successful models out there
to follow. Among the more active blogs by physicists, Cosmic Variance does a good job
of keeping a civil discussion going, but it is rarely about physics these days. Jacques
Distler’s Musings has high-level content in its postings, but no one has submitted a
single comment about physics there in over a month and a half. The comments at
Lubos Motl’s Reference Frame are as uneven as the blog’s proprietor.

I already delete quite a few comments on grounds of lack of civility, but tentatively
plan on trying to raise that standard by deleting a larger fraction of uncivil comments,
especially if they are posted anonymously. It would help if people could keep the
following in mind when posting comments:

1. Please consider abandoning anonymity and posting under your real name, unless
you have a good reason for not doing so.

2. Please take much greater care to keep comments civil and respectful. Ad hominem
argument about the ignorance and lack of intelligence of people you disagree with
has no place here.

3. Please ignore silly comments when they appear. Maybe I’ll also think they are silly
and just adding to the noise and will get around to deleting them, maybe not. But in
any case you’re not adding anything by submitting a comment criticizing the silliness,
but instead are adding to the hostility level.

Constructive comments are welcomed. One thing to keep in mind is that I already am
spending more time on this than I should, suggestions that involve a lot more work on
my part are non-starters.

http://www.cosmicvariance.com/
http://www.cosmicvariance.com/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/


Comments

1. wolfgang
May 20, 2006

> Jacques Distler’s Musings has high-level content in its postings, but no one has
submitted a single comment about physics in over a month

I think this is perhaps because the comment feature is broken.
The last time (fairly recently) I tried to submit comments on Jacques’ blog it
resulted in error messages …

2. knotted string
May 20, 2006

Can you politely email Jacques, to let him know?

3. Matti Pitkanen
May 20, 2006

It would be nice if old-fashioned Boolean true/false logic would replace the more
modern string theorists/crackpots logic in these discussions. Perhaps we could
do well without the word “crackpot”? There have been occasionally very
interesting attempts to initiate serious discussion about algebraic quantum field
theory, Jones inclusions etc, but soon everything degenerates to the usual
fighting which makes me sick.

4. Who
May 20, 2006

I will think about the problem you describe and will try to offer some suggestions
which are constructive and not merely in my immediate self-interest.

One thing is you could try an experiment involving segregation. At the end of
certain postings you could say “Qualified comment only. No anonymous
comment.”

Be very brief, just indicate in a short phrase or two that anybody who is NOT
academically qualified for that particular discussion will have their comment
deleted out of hand at your discretion. IF YOU SPELL IT OUT IN TOO MUCH
DETAIL it might sound snobbish or priggish. So dont spell the policy out too
explicitly. Just give a short warning at the end of a selected post, and then be fast
and ruthless about deleting anybody that you dont know professionally or that
doesnt give their name and SAY they are a grad student or faculty somewhere or
have some appropriate professional standing like that.

In this case it is the commentor’s responsibility to make sure that either you
already know him or else to say up front “I’m a physics grad student” or “I do
this kind of research” whatever. It is up to commentor to give you enough clues
up front about professional qualification, or out it goes.



Or you could restrict comment on some particular thread to WEBSITE BLUE
people plus ones you know personally. Like wolfgang who just commented gives
his page. His blue signature is a link to his website that says he is a such and
such kind of physicist.

I wouldn’t advise a blanket policy because it could be a straightjacket on you as
on well-meaning commentors. Trying it out with a few postings would be an
EXPERIMENT. It might fail in the sense that you might not get a good informed
civil discussion after all, even in that case.

Personally I would be sorry to see a sign on one of your threads that says ”
identified comment only” because I enjoy being Who (it’s a quirk I guess: I really
like internet anonymity) so I couldnt post comment on such threads. But on the
other hand it might every now and then make the thread more interesting
reading to have only signed qualified comments.

Some of the silly and/or witty comments here are quite funny and also even some
invective is entertaining in small doses, but I get tired of it quickly and would be
glad to see some threads ruthlessly cleared of it.

I hear what you say about it soaking up time. I certainly wouldnt mind seeing a
lot more rapid unexplained arbitrary behavior, if that means saving time.

Good luck attracting some of that hold-out clientele.

5. woit
May 20, 2006

Who,

Thanks for the comments and the suggestion. I don’t think though that I have
any interest in restricting comments based on professional qualifications. There
are plenty of examples I’ve seen here of people I know to have no appropriate
professional qualifications making excellent and interesting comments, and
people with illustrious qualifications writing in things that are hostile and
worthless.

Maybe it’s sheer arrogance on my part, but when people write in with some
comment that involves the kind of scientific issues I’m writing about here, I can
in most cases immediately tell whether they are well-informed concerning what
they are talking about, and that’s what’s relevant, not professional qualifications.

6. asubedi
May 20, 2006

I think you should allow the comments to be anonymous and accessible to all.
However, if someone keeps posting a lot of junk, you may delete the postings and
ban the ip address for a while.

7. Chris Oakley
May 20, 2006



Peter,

I think that you can be proud of what you have created here. Obviously with the
provocative title, it provokes and will continue to provoke strong reactions, but
what is wrong that? The structures one builds in theoretical physics should be
stronger than steel, and if they fall down as the result of a little criticism then
they were probably not worth building in the first place.

As for the comments policy, I think that you have got it about right. I am sorry if
the whole thing is taking up too much of your time, but I for one appreciate the
effort.

Just curious: will your publisher be sending Lubos a review copy of your
forthcoming book?

8. woit
May 20, 2006

asubedi,

That’s essentially what I’m already doing.

9. woit
May 20, 2006

Chris,

Strong reactions are fine, and if certain structures topple, great. What I’m
concerned about is that I am getting the impression that quite a few very good
people, string theorists and non-string theorists, read this blog from time to
time, but are put off by the tone of much of the comment section, making them
less likely to take the whole thing seriously and consider participating. I’m
interested in whether that is a more widely shared impression and what can be
done about it.

This weekend I’m supposed to be putting together a list to send to the publishers
of who to send review copies to. Not sure about Lubos. I do thank him in the
acknowledgements, but I know he’s not going to read and think about what I
write…

10. A Different Peter
May 20, 2006

You can be sure Lubos will have something to say about the book, whether he
actually gets hold of a copy or not.

About the politeness question, the problem that you have is not just confined to
your blog. It is everywhere on the blogosphere. This new form of human
communication is showing its limitations because it is difficult to separate out
the comments that one would like to read from the huge volume of worthless and
hostile posts.



The natural solution seems to involve heavy moderation. This means either the
blogger devotes a lot more time to moderation, or he delegates some portion of
the moderation task to blog visitors (look at how slashdot does it).

A simple option which would stop short of mass deletions of posts, and would
encourage people to write more relevant posts, would be the following. There
can be a number of categories, say “High Physics Content, No Humor”, “No
physics content; personal attacks” and so on. Visitors to the blog with unique IP
addresses (or some other criterion that you prefer) could, upon reading a post,
click one of a number of buttons beside it, indicating what category they think
that post belongs in. Simple majority voting, or some other criterion of your
choosing decides what category the post is given based on how many users have
chosen each category for it. At the side, bottom, or top of the comment section, a
little clickable box allows the user to choose a filter, so the user can choose to
see only high physics content posts, or also humorous posts, or all posts, or only
personal attacks (if that’s what they really want). They can also choose whether
they would like to see posts which have not yet been classified by other visitors.

People who are going to post something will know that, if they post mindless
personal attacks, they will be categorized as such and then most people will not
bother to read them. People write posts because they want attention, so the only
way to give them an incentive to write well is to make the attention conditional
on their writing something worthwhile.

Of course, implementing this option involves some programming.

11. fishfry
May 20, 2006

The comments at Lubos Motl’s Reference Frame are as uneven as the blog’s
proprietor.

Incivility is as incivility does.

12. Ron Avitzur
May 20, 2006

One technique you might consider is disemvoweling posts. It gives you an
additional level of discrimination short of deletion to indicate offending material
in a way that readers can easily skip over or choose to puzzle out with effort.

13. Dick Thompson
May 20, 2006

I hope you will continue to have your comments as they are. I can’t agree with
Who’s recommendations to limit it to “qualified” respondants. After all, Peter,
some people are not shy about calling you unqualified to comment on string
theory! If you restrict your comments they have already won ;).

This is my real name:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disemvoweling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disemvoweling


Dick Thompson

14. Arun
May 20, 2006

One could moderate comments, e.g., by finding a blog collaborator who will
impartially weed out uncivil comments,

or one could institute a comment rating system (presumably a lot of work) where
readers can rate the comments, and poorly rated comments become invisible,

or one could follow the (difficult) policy of not replying to any such uncivil
comment.

Polite but content-poor comments are a much harder proposition to manage,
IMO.

15. Lubos Motl
May 20, 2006

Dear Peter,

I must be cryptic in this sentence but I don’t believe that you believe that my
relation to a certain piece of work of yours is in the status that you described,
and most likely you know very well what I mean.

Wolfgang: the buggy comment gadget at a certain blog under consideration is
deliberately buggy.

Best
Lubos

16. Eugene Stefanovich
May 20, 2006

Peter,

your blog is a valuable resource for anyone who loves theoretical physics. Every
day I go to arxiv.org, your blog and sci.physics.research (pretty much in this
order) to look for some nuggets of information. Please don’t change anything, I
like your blog the way it is.

Anonymous comments are fine. It is better to let people speak up their mind
anonymously rather than make them silent out of fear … whatever they afraid of.
Uncivil comments are not a big deal either. For one thing, they give an
interesting insight in who is who and how “healthy” the field is.
Second, most of your readers are intelligent enough to filter out the garbage.
Third, you can always weed out excesses, as you already do.

Keep up excellent work!
And thank you for not posting about flowers in your garden, your favorite music,
and climatology.



Eugene.

17. woit
May 20, 2006

fishfry,

Given Lubos’s behavior and the way he chooses to characterize me and others
who disagree with him, I think referring to him as “uneven” is being exceedingly
civil…

18. woit
May 20, 2006

Lubos,

Oh, OK, I’ll make sure you get a copy….

19. John Gonsowski
May 20, 2006

Don’t change it too much, Discover Magazine readers might be disappointed if
they came here and didn’t find a lively forum for bickering scientists. I can’t
believe any regulars, particularly ones with sci.physics.whatever experience
would have any problems here. Physicists new to internet forums in general
could have problems most anywhere due to tone and widely varying subjects that
don’t even always stay on topic. Having lots of participation is more fun and
more educational but it can make forums harder to follow if you haven’t
developed skimming skills to suit your available time. Maybe you could ask these
physicists if they’d like to do guest articles (I think Lubos did this at least once)
or have you do an article on them and then we could be extra civil at those times.

20. anonymous
May 21, 2006

Anonymous comments on your blog seem a good form of communication.

One negative consequence of counting citations is that too many physicists,
especially in the US and especially in speculative fields, are more worried of
good relations than of discussing physics. I prefer getting a “you are an idiot”
from Lubos to the other extremum: a long discussion, where things are said so
politely that the content is obscure.

Sometimes the comments section contains too much “background”: maybe you
could install a software that allows readers to rate comments (“Was it worth
reading? Y/N”) and to see only comments above a chosen threshold.

21. Bert Schroer
May 21, 2006

There is a form of communication which keeps it lively and which I have been
trying to use: irony and scientific (not personal) polemics.



It is often answered by dull personal confrontations (strangly enough, I did not
make this experience with Lubos, but I have seen that others did) and it depends
on one´s emotional constitution how much one wants to take.
But I think that Peters argument that some interested onlookers may be repulsed
by the vulgar manner should be taken serious. To lift the anonymity may lead to
timidness. Perhaps the introduction of a disapproving back-reaction of the
participants (by clicking a button) may alliviate the situation because the
protection by anonymity is probably not 100% (after finding out the machine,
there may be some feeling of discomfort which could lead to a more restraint
behavior).

22. Chris Oakley
May 21, 2006

Let me see if I can guess what Lubos will say in his review:

“People can be categorised as follows: stupid, average, smart, very smart and
Superstring Theorists. The latter category comprises the very smartest, and
these people are way smarter than even the very smart. In fact, very smart
people are just morons compared to even an average Superstring theorist.

“Most non-superstring theorists have the good sense to acknowledge their
inferiority, and although they provide the money for us Gods of the Human
Intellect to do amazing things in amazing multi-dimensional worlds (not enough,
by the way), they generally do not have the effrontery to question the validity of
our researches.

“Not so Peter Woit. Anyone reading more than ten words of anything he writes
would realize that he is an embittered half wit, who, failing to be admitted to the
Superstring club 20 years ago, has unfortunately chosen to vent his rage against
those who thwarted his career rather that just getting a job in a McDonalds
restaurant, as would more suit his talents.

“To those of us who seriously explore the higher-dimensional, supersymmetric
realms, Peter Woit is no more annoying than a fly that buzzes into your kitchen
when you are trying to eat lunch. However, since everyone in the world is less
clever than us, it is possible that some may be deceived into thinking that there
is some substance to his ravings, so let me make it clear here and now that there
is nothing in what he says. Peter knows nothing about physics or mathematics,
and nothing he says should be taken seriously.”

23. Nigel B. Cook
May 21, 2006

That was a very silly comment. Now Lubos can borrow your review. He will say
you used Josephson’s string theory ESP to read his mind, as described in the
arXiv paper by Josephson: http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012

24. wolfgang
May 21, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012


Lubos,

> the buggy comment gadget at a certain blog under consideration is
deliberately buggy

it seems to work again. Thanks in large part to Peter’s post … 

25. woit
May 21, 2006

Chris and Nigel,

I realize that Lubos is endlessly entertaining, but try and resist the temptation to
make fun of him, it’s too easy and we need a higher quality of humor here.

26. knotted string
May 21, 2006

Wolfgang: thank you for this update. It is heartwarming that string experts are
humble enough accept a helping hand with trivial problems in hosting
discussions.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/

‘May 20, 2006

‘Technical Difficulties

‘It’s been brought to my attention that some people have recently been
encountering an INTERNAL SERVER ERROR when attempting to comment here
(or at the String Coffee Table).

‘The cause, alas, is my determination to be overly clever.’

27. ksh95
May 21, 2006

Requiring “real names” would definitely stop me from posting. The last thing I
need is some one Googling me and finding hundreds of ksh95 blog postings.
Secondly, I’m confused as to why you think anonymity and uncivility are related.
That’s not obvious to me at all, in fact, it seems somewhat odd as I doubt most
“uncivilized posters” consider their postings uncivilized.
Thirdly, my personal opinion is that the comments section is no where close to
uncivil (I think some potential contributers may be overly sensitive and fragile).
Finally, if it ain’t broke…..

28. Yuri
May 21, 2006

I like your blog the way it is.

29. Fred Diether

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/


May 21, 2006

Peter,

The solution seems like it could be simple to me. You should just post a warning
about ad hominem attacks not being allowed in the “Leave a Reply” section and
enlist the help of one or two competent volunteers to help you delete them.
When I showed this blog to my particle physics tutor, he asked “What is the
difference between this blog and Usenet?” So I do think you have a moderation
problem. If it is already taking too much of your time then you should try to get
help from someone you trust.

I do enjoy reading much of the content of your blog but I don’t really enjoy
wading through the personal attacks. They really serve no purpose to the
discussion of physics.

Fred

30. Michael Schmitt
May 21, 2006

Hi,

I want to echo Eugene’s comments: this is an *excellent* blog with content of
exceptional quality, and I am glad that you stick to physics and leave out your
personal hobbies, politics, and weekend experiences. If you want to spend more
time editing and purging the comments, that’s fine, but please do not let it
reduce your primary posts.

thanks,
Michael

31. Bruce Keener
May 21, 2006

I love this site because it helps me see that we really don’t know as much as a
typical layman might think. It’s been more than thirty years since I got an MSEE
with minors in physics, and more than 25 years since I’ve had to apply ANY of it,
so the math of string theory and QFT is beyond me and always will be – I’m too
old to try to learn it, and it’s pointless at this stage in my life anyway – I am now
and will remain a layman. But I care about how our world operates. I’d like to
understand it better and I’d hate to see us postpone understanding of it while we
whack away with theories are not “not even wrong.” I don’t really want to go
through the rest of my life with wrong beliefs (an impossible desire, probably),
and really work to put as much balanced (pro and con) input into my mind as I
can find. This site helps me, at least in the area of physics-related beliefs.

I do learn (slowly) from the comments here, and have no real advice on how to
do them differently. I guess the only thing I would offer is that it would be nice to
see more variety in topics: potshots at the unproductivity of string theory and at
the metaphysical nature of “the landscape” are getting to be a bit old. There’s



plenty of other topics that would seem fruitful for appropriate critique, such as
Alexander Mayer’s “revamp” of GR; whether dark matter exists or whether it’s
just a contrivance that helps make big bang models work; various conflciting
ideas of how quantum mechanics ties to consciousness (such as Stapp’s and
Penrose’s philosophies, much of which is over my head but interesting); and so
on. However, having said that, it is at least nice that there are voices crying out
about string theory and the landscape and making us question whether we really
are wise regarding the amount of brain power we are dedicating to these topics.

32. Christine Dantas
May 22, 2006

If possible, one suggestion would be to split the comments section into two:
technical comments and non-technical comments. So the reader would have to
choose to which section he/she would like to write his/her comment. Perhaps
things would get more organized. Of course, you would still have to go into
moderating the comments. This seems to be unavoidable. I also think that the
anonymous contribution is an interesting feature, I would not remove it.

Best wishes
Christine

33. Kyle
May 22, 2006

I’ve been reading this site for over a year now, and every so often I post a
comment. I’ve never found the comment section here the least bit intimidating,
and compared to most forums I read everyone including Lubos is really quite
tame.

I understand not everyone is as comfortable with conflict as I am, but I can’t
imagine what the problem with the tone of the comments could be. Surely people
aren’t avoiding commenting because they worry about the reaction. Surely the
good responses aren’t lost to the reader because of a few uncivil words above
them. Removing uncivil comments will reduce the amount of comments, which
could be a good thing – but I don’t see how it is going to improve any of the other
comments. Definitely let people post anonymously – though it might be nice to
force them to choose a handle, just so we can tell them apart.

I don’t think there is an easy solution to the problem as you see it. I do not
believe a rating system will help, as it is so easily abusable. This is your blog.
Hack, slash, and delete comments as you see fit. You are the one who takes the
time to make the posts, so make sure the blog has the tone you prefer. Make the
rules you follow easy to implement, and then do so mercilessly.

I’ve found the comments section here to be a gold mine, and I link to the blog all
the time. Goodluck finding the right solution for you,

Kyle

34. secret milkshake



May 22, 2006

An alternative to Christine’s proposal would be to categorise the entire blog into
sub-sections (methink ” Technical Topics and Links, Politics and Academia, Book
Business, Latest from Landscape, Media & Propaganda, Applied Lumology”) and
enforce a more civil discussion tone (by means of bloodcurdling moderation) just
in the technical sub-section.

35. CapitalistImperialistPig
May 25, 2006

I am not expert on the subjects usually discussed here, but I do find your blog a
valuable resource, uncivilities and all. I personally hope you don’t change it
much. I prefer to be anonymous and try to be civil, but like the opportunity to
occassionally ask questions of experts. Annoying as Mr Incivility can be, I think
he often offers something interesting or at least entertaining.



Fantastic Realities

May 20, 2006
Categories: Book Reviews

Frank Wilczek has a new book out, it’s called Fantastic Realities: 49 Mind Journeys
and a Trip to Stockholm, and is published by World Scientific. It’s a great read by one
of the best in the business for anyone interested in physics and should be accessible
to people with a wide variety of backgrounds. The book consists of a collection of 43
short pieces, most of which have been published elsewhere (often as “Reference
Frame” columns in Physics Today), broken into 11 sections, each with a short
introduction. The writing is exceptionally well-informed, elegant, lucid, and thought-
provoking.

There’s also a section of 6 original poems, which I’ll not comment on since I’m not a
literary critic, as well as a final section of extracts from Wilczek’s wife Betsy Devine’s
blog Funny Ha-Ha or Funny Peculiar?. The blog entries explain exactly what it’s like
to be a family member of a Nobel prize winner, and contain lots of useful tips for you
and your fellow family members should you ever win a Nobel prize and need to know
exactly how to prepare for your trip to Stockholm. I hope I won’t be damaging sales of
the book by noting that they’re available on-line.

Wilczek started out his career with a bang, discovering the asymptotic freedom of
Yang-Mills theory in joint work with his advisor David Gross. He was thinking of this
work in terms of perhaps showing that the SU(2) part of the new electro-weak gauge
theory of Weinberg and Salam might not have the same problem that QED had
(effective coupling growing at short distances, invalidating perturbation theory), but
Gross was thinking more about the strong interactions and the short-distance scaling
behavior recently observed at SLAC. If it could be shown that Yang-Mills theories also
had effective couplings that grew at short distances like all other known QFTs, that
would rule out QFT as a theory of the strong interactions. The discovery of asymptotic
freedom made it clear that Yang-Mills theories might provide a successful strong
interaction theory, and there was one obvious choice for the right theory: QCD.

Many of Wilczek’s pieces deal with QCD in one way or another, from explaining his
original work with Gross, to more recent developments concerning high temperature
(relevant to heavy-ion collider experiments) and high density versions of the theory.
He also explains some of the beautiful data that has accumulated over the past more
than thirty years since its discovery that give us impressive evidence for the validity
of QCD. Wilczek puts QCD into a more general context, explaining how logarithmic
running of coupling constants can explain the small size of the strong interaction
scale when compared to the scale of a putative GUT or even the Planck scale. Besides
QCD, he provides excellent discussions of the rest of the standard model, the
electroweak theory.

In several different pieces about beyond the standard model physics, Wilczek
emphasizes two pieces of evidence that we have for some sort of GUT scenario. One is
the fact that if you take the 16 dimensional half-spinor representation of SO(10),
under the SU(5) subgroup it decomposes as 1 + 5 + 10, giving all the standard model

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/9812566554
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/9812566554
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/9812566554
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/9812566554
http://betsydevine.weblogger.com/
http://betsydevine.weblogger.com/
http://betsydevine.weblogger.com/newsItems/viewDepartment$nobel
http://betsydevine.weblogger.com/newsItems/viewDepartment$nobel


fields of one generation (including a right-handed neutrino), but in a single
irreducible representation. The second is the calculation (that he did in 1981 with
Dimopoulos and Raby) of the running coupling constants for the supersymmetric
SU(5) GUT (see here, although I’m not sure I agree that this falsifies Popper), which
show much closer unification of the three couplings at a single energy than in the
non-supersymmetric case.

These two facts are definitely the strongest evidence around for the idea of a
supersymmetric GUT, an idea which has dominated thinking about beyond the
standard model physics for nearly 30 years, but they are far from convincing. Wilczek
deals with the other main idea that has dominated the field, string theory, by
essentially ignoring it. I only noticed one or two mentions of string theory in passing
in the book. He’s not taking a position pro or con on the subject, just deciding that
other things are more worth writing about.

The longer pieces in the book are among the best, including a piece on the Dirac
equation, written for a book on the most beautiful equations, and pieces on fractional
charge quantization and quantum field theory in general, which are a bit more
technical than the others. Wilczek brings in interesting historical context to most of
the things he writes about, often in an original way.

Perhaps my favorite piece is one entitled “What is Quantum Theory?”, which deals
with one of my obsessions. Wilczek claims that perhaps we still don’t properly
understand the significance of quantum theory, especially what it has to do with
symmetries. He notes that Hermann Weyl, soon after the discovery of quantum
mechanics, realized that the Heisenberg commutation relations are the relations of a
Lie algebra (called the Heisenberg Lie algebra), and that this exponentiates to a
symmetry group (the Heisenberg group to mathematicians, Weyl group to physicists).
Wilczek goes on to speculate that:

The next level in understanding may come when an overarching symmetry is found,
melding the conventional symmetries and Weyl’s symmetry of quantum kinematics
(made more specific, and possibly modified) into an organic whole.

Wilczek is still at it; last week he had a new preprint with Brian Patt which I wish I
had time to look at more carefully. In this month’s Physics Today, he has another
Reference Frame article, now about the anthropic principle, and I’ll write about that
soon and separately.

There’s also a podcast of an interview with Wilczek and his wife conducted at a party
in Brooklyn held last month to celebrate the release of the book. If you listen closely
maybe you can hear me and others chatting in the next room, despite being told to
keep it down because of the recording session…

Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
May 21, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0403115
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Five years ago, Wilczek wrote in his Future summary:

“5.5. Produce the New Particles!
Of course, the ultimate test for low-energy supersymmetry will be to produce
some of the predicted new R-odd particles. Even in the focus point scenario,
there must be several accessible to the LHC.”

That is what I call a real prediction!

2. Thomas Larsson
May 21, 2006

Perhaps my favorite piece is one entitled “What is Quantum Theory?”, which
deals with one of my obsessions. Wilczek claims that perhaps we still don’t
properly understand the significance of quantum theory, especially what it has to
do with symmetries.

Gauge symmetries are indeed poorly understood on the quantum level, in more
that 2D. This has been noted by many people, e.g. in Haag’s book (p 325). One
can of course check the Noether identities of the classical action, but quantically
one would want to realize gauge transformations as well-defined operators
acting on the (kinematical) Hilbert space. To me, it is more important to have
such a well-defined realization on some Hilbert space, rather than demanding
that the Hilbert space comes from QFT in the strict sense (which would be
impossible, there are no-go theorems). The missing ingredient can be viewed as
explicit observer dependence.

3. Bert Schroer
May 21, 2006

My experience leads me to strongly support Thomas Larson´s remark about a
deeper quantum understanding of what is behind gauge theory being still very
precarious and tentative. In fact I may add some very specific partial (yet
unpublished) results which underline this point.
The quantum physical origin of the gauge issue is the fact that family of zero
mass finite helicity Wigner representations allow for a covariantization in terms
of pointlike field strength, but not for pointlike potentials (a restriction which
does not exist in the classical setting because there the positivity of Hilbert
space is not an issue). In fact even before one argues about the necessity of
potentials in formulating interactions, there is the kinematical observation that it
is not possible to write the Wigner inner product in terms of an integral over a
local density in terms of field strength, one needs potentials even on a
kinematical level. In order to maintain the standard perturbative formalism in
terms of pointlike potentials, one is forced to extend the Wigner representation
by (Gupta-Bleuler, BRST ghosts), leaving the quantum physical Hilbert space.
Although it is deeply relaxing to see that the cohomological aspects of BRST
allow a physical descend after having done the computations, such a BRST
catalyzer (which was not there in the beginning and left no trace after the
physical descent), this situation should not serve as a soft pillow.
Indeed there is a completely different autonomous way (which unlike BRST does

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0101187
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not take any hint from the classical selection principle via gauge theory): the
best possible localization of potentials in the Wigner space is along semiinfinite
spacelike “strings”, i.e. the potentials lead to stringlike objects which fluctuate in
both the starting point x of the (linear) string and its direction described by a
spacelike unit vector e. Since these “strings” have vacuum fluctuation in both x
and the de Sitter point e (the space of directions), the fluctuations in x become
much milder and are “renormalizable” in the sense of power counting
independently of the value of the helicity (Mund-Schroer-Yngvason, math-
ph/0511042). So the new problem is how to do perturbation involving such
“strings” (since there is no Lagrangian for such objects: how to adjust the
Epstein-Glaser method to the more complicated causal geometry of strings). This
is a bigger project which I am involved in together with Jens Mund and Jakob
Yngvason. But since the results for the metric potential of the (linearized
Riemann tensor) field strength are already available, I asked Jens Mund to
separate his short computation from the bulk of our joint project and post his
short computation onto the server (it should be available within the next two
weeks). As far as I know there has been no classical gauge suggestion for helicity
larger than one.
Although in the present form these remarks are a bit remote from the main
theme of Peters Webblog (to present a platform for alternative ideas to string
theory), they may not be so in the future (if it turns out that with there new
concepts one can really obtain a well-defined perturbation theory relevant for
gravity).

4. Chris W.
May 22, 2006

After re-reading physics/0403115, I’d say that Wilczek conveniently ignores the
context in which Popper’s ideas about the importance of falsification arose. He is
essentially saying that he and his colleagues will pursue potential solutions to
problems in theoretical physics in whatever way seems sensible to them under
given circumstances and in light of prior experience. That’s fine, but it in no way
undercuts the idea that the impossibility of testing an ostensibly empirical theory
is of central importance, and that significant empirical confirmation really only
amounts to survival of stringent tests.

To the extent that falsifiability is derided as irrelevant to the actual practice of
science by some influential particle physicists one can understand how we have
arrived at our current predicament. [Sorry if that remark strikes some as
needlessly provocative.]



Various Links

May 21, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Someone wrote in to inform me that Alain Connes has made available at his web-site
the full text of his long 1994 book Noncommutative Geometry. This is a rather
amazing book, in many ways more of a research document than a purely expository
work. All sorts of interesting things in it, mainly about Connes’s ideas linking the
“geometry” of non-commutative “spaces” and the theory of operator algebras, much
of this via K-theory.

Last week there was a conference on this topic at Vanderbilt. Connes gave talks there
focusing on his recent work related to renormalization. Another main topic of the
conference was zeta-functions, and recent developments related to Connes’s program
for understanding more about them (and perhaps proving the Riemann hypothesis)
using ideas from operator algebras and non-commutative geometry. The series of
lectures by Consani provide a good introduction to modern ideas about zeta functions
and motives that underly this program.

The CERN Council Strategy Group has produced two very interesting “Briefing
Books” for its study of strategy for the future of particle physics in Europe.

For something kind of hilarious, see a paper from 2000 pointed out by one of the
commenters here. It’s by Gordon Kane, Malcolm Perry and Anna Zytkow and entitled
The Beginning of the End of the Anthropic Principle. The authors tell us that in string
theory, “in principle, and eventually in practice, all of the masses are calculable,
including the up and down quark masses, and the electron mass. There is not any
room for anthropic variation of the masses in a string theory.” The opposite
conclusion now seems to dominate string theory research, with the paper many
people reference as launching the anthropic landscape that of Bousso-Polchinski
written a few weeks after Kane et. al. (although Schellekens and no doubt others
would claim that they had the idea much earlier).

David Gross recently gave a series of lectures at Princeton entitled “The Search for a
Theory of Fundamental Reality” and they are available on-line. When introducing
Gross, Curt Callan noted that Princeton University Press hopes that he’ll turn his
lectures into a book that they would publish. The last lecture concerns the problems
and prospects of string theory and is very similar to one commented on here a couple
years ago in the first real posting on this weblog. Gross says about string theory “so
far, we haven’t really calculated anything”, and goes on to give three reasons for this:

1. More and more possible compactifications have been found, all of which seem to be
equally consistent.

2. Don’t understand how to handle broken supersymmetry.

3. The cosmological constant problem.
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The reasons he gives for continued optimism about string theory unification despite
these problems are that “we still don’t know what string theory really is”, and there is
no consistent picture of cosmology that is understood within the string theory
framework.

He explains the anthropic landscape scenario and how it destroys predictivity, then
says that some of his colleagues have given up on Einstein’s dream of finding a
unique theory with no adjustable parameters, but that he himself won’t do so until he
is forced to, and he isn’t forced to yet since we don’t know what string theory is. He
made his usual speculation about string theory leading to some still unknown new
emergent view of space and maybe time, then went on to give three reasons for
supporting continued research in the subject despite its failure to make any progress
on its main problems:

1. String theory has given new insights into gauge theory and maybe it will help solve
QCD.

2. String theory has given new insights into mathematics.

3. String theory has lead to new speculative phenomenological scenarios
(braneworlds).

About point 3. he describes the possibility of evidence for such scenarios showing up
at the LHC as “very unlikely” and even says that he is willing to take bets with anyone
for any amount of money that the LHC will not see such things (perhaps he should
have discussed this with the authors of the recent report that used these scenarios to
try and sell the ILC…). I’ve seen this phenomenon before, but it seems to me peculiar
to give as a positive argument for string theory that it leads to the study of
phenomenological scenarios that you don’t believe.

After his talk, a questioner asked him if string theory might turn out to just be
unsuccessful (i.e. wrong), to which Gross responded “String theory can’t be wrong (or
even killed)”. He elaborated by saying that it couldn’t be wrong because it was
related via AdS/CFT to N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills, which was in turn was
related to the standard model. Somehow he felt this was an argument that string
theory couldn’t be wrong, only incomplete. He acknowledged that recently he had
come to the point of view that string theory was not something that led to unique
predictions about the world, but that it is incomplete. In this view, string theory is just
a framework, like QFT, and some new ideas need to be added to it to turn it into
something that really relates to the real world.

Someone asked him about LQG, and he responded by saying that he doesn’t usually
comment on LQG in a polite audience, that it wasn’t very successful, didn’t connect to
GR, and was not of any interest to physics.

He ended with some pessimistic comments about the possibility that the scientific
community might lose the will to go on at some point in the future as it became more
and more difficult to get information about shorter and shorter distance scales, or
moments closer and closer to the big bang.

Update: There’s an article entitled Hard Landscape by J.R. Minkel in the June 2006
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Scientific American. It deals with the Denef-Douglas work showing that finding a
vacuum in the landscape with sufficiently small CC is likely to be a computationally
intractable NP hard problem.

“The Douglas-Denef paper is surely a problem for drawing conclusions about what the
landscape predicts,” asserts Thomas Banks of U.C. Santa Cruz.

Update: Besides the well-known Theoretical Particle Physics Jobs Rumor Mill which
deals with tenure-track hiring, there’s now the Theoretical Particle Physics Postdoc
Jobs Rumor Mill, which deals with postdocs. This year I count among the postdoc
hires 31 string theorists, 12 phenomenologists and 5 hard to characterize, with
several major institutions that hire multiple post-docs still only hiring string theorists.
The rumors I’ve been hearing that only phenomenologists are getting jobs seem to be
complete bunk.

Update: heppostdoc points out that the Postdoc Jobs Rumor Mill is very new and the
data is incomplete. Probably complete data would show postdoc hires not as heavily
weighted towards string theory.

Update: There’s a conference going on near Washington this week entitled From
Quantum to Cosmos: Fundamental Physics Research in Space. Mark Trodden is
blogging from the conference over at Cosmic Variance.

Update: Eric Weinstein, who continues to conduct his research in mathematics and
physics from within the financial industry here in New York, will be giving a talk at
the Perimeter Institute on Wednesday at 2pm, with the title “Gauge Theory of
Economics”. Here’s his abstract:

The close relationship between geometry and fundamental physics can be seen from
surveying the basic equations underlying the known forces of nature. What has made
these repeated appearances of gauge fields and curvature tensors particularly
striking in recent years is lack of any comparable applications outside of the Standard
Model and General Relativity. In this talk we will pose the question of whether Yang-
Mills theory is simply a unifying principle with application well beyond its current use
by exhibiting unreasonably effective applications of Gauge Theory beyond those
familiar in the Natural Sciences. Armed with these examples, we will then revisit the
question about what is most truly special about the Standard Model and Relativity.

Comments

1. Tony Smith
May 22, 2006

Peter said “… Gross responded “String theory can’t be wrong (or even killed)”.
He elaborated by saying that it couldn’t be wrong because it was related via
AdS/CFT to N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills, which was in turn was related to
the standard model …”.

If it is possible (and in my opinion it is likely) that LHC might see only a single
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Higgs plus stuff similar to what has already been seen elsewhere,
and
if intelligent superstring workers like Aaron Bergman feel that such results
would rule out superstring-type supersymmetry so conclusively that superstring
workers, in that event, would “give up and go home”,
then
why does David Gross feel that superstring theory could be saved (as a theory
including the Standard Model – not just as a tool for QCD) by being related to
SUPERSYMMETRIC N=4 Yang-Mills ?

As Arun said in a comment on another entry on Peter’s blog:
“… some people want to know the answers,
even if it means that most of their productive research years turn out to have
been on the wrong path;
while
some people want to build empires. …”.

David Gross may, in his heart of hearts, realize that N=4 supersymmetric YM is
vulnerable to refutation by LHC results, since he does hedge his bets by saying
that he might consider anthropicism if “he is forced to”.

As Aaron Bergman said in a comment on another entry on Peter’s blog:
“… data is just around the corner …
If anything, much anthropicism is motivated by the specter of the LHC. …”.

In short, anthropicism is a way to preserve the superstring empires at Kavli,
Texas, etc, no matter what experiments might show at LHC or anywhere else.

As Peter has pointed out, the price of empire preservation by anthropicism is
such a threat to the standards of scientific inquiry that objection to anthropicism
is something (maybe the only thing?) on which Peter, Lubos, and I all find
ourselves in complete agreement.

All things considered, in my opinion the continued prosperity of the empires at
Kavli, Texas, etc., would be a good thing, so I will point out an alternative to
anthropicism that they might pursue:

Have seminars about currently unfashionable non-superstring (and non-LQG)
theories, regardless of their level of development, to see if any of them might
have useful aspects that could be incorporated into a post-LHC theoretical
physics environment.
Several seminars over the next couple of years (pending LHC results) would
at worst waste some time repudiating in detail incorrect presentations (even the
process of repudiation can sometimes produce useful ideas),
but
maybe some would not be worst-case,
and they might possibly produce a few useful gems that might help to save some
empires.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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2. heppostdoc
May 22, 2006

Hi Peter,

Let me caution against drawing too many conclusions from the postdoc rumor
mill. It’s still very new, and most of the listings there came from one submitter,
who was apparently a string theorist (or at least knew mostly about the string
theory jobs). Since you posted this, there were two more pheno jobs posted, and
there are probably many holes left. If I had to guess, I’d say that this year will
simply be imcomplete. Maybe some useful information will come next year.

3. Aaron Bergman
May 22, 2006

Aaron Bergman feel that such results would rule out superstring-type
supersymmetry so conclusively that superstring workers, in that event, would
“give up and go home”,

That’s not what I meant. What I meant is that if that’s the only thing to be seen,
that’d be the end of large scale high energy physics experiment. Without new
experiment, theory ends up pretty adrift and it’s not a pretty picture what
happens next.

“… data is just around the corner …
If anything, much anthropicism is motivated by the specter of the LHC. …”.

In short, anthropicism is a way to preserve the superstring empires at Kavli,
Texas, etc, no matter what experiments might show at LHC or anywhere else.

It’s not a matter of preserving “empires”; it’s a matter of people want to be able
to make connections with data. Anthropicism is a (misguided in my view) attempt
to do so.

4. Tony Smith
May 22, 2006

Aaron Bergman said: “… What I meant is that if …
[ a single Higgs plus stuff similar to what has already been seen ]
…[is]… the only thing to be seen [at LHC], that’d be the end of large scale high
energy physics experiment. …”.

There are a lot of interesting non-supersymmetric possibilities (in such areas as
the Higgs – T-quark system, for example) that might be seen at LHC and
explored in detail at ILC. Since Peter has told me that he doesn’t want me to talk
about such things in detail on his blog, I won’t, but they are out there (papers in
arXiv, etc) for anyone with interest to see.

Therefore, I think that the only people who would have to “give up and go home”
in the stated contingency would be unshakeable true believers in conventional
supersymmetry.



I also think that it would be a shame for the ILC proposals to bet the farm on
true-belief in such supersymmetry, when ILC in conjunction with LHC might be
very useful in exploring particle physics even if it turns out that nature does not
use conventional supersymmetry.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

5. Aaron Bergman
May 22, 2006

You still don’t understand. I’m not talking about if SUSY isn’t seen at the LHC.
There are plenty of other interesting possibilities. I’m talking about a single
doublet Higgs and that’s it. Nothing else. I’m not sure I’d bet on SUSY these
days anyways, given some of the issues that have arisen. I just hope that there is
something more interesting to EWSB than just a boring scalar field with a finely
tuned potential.

6. Chris W.
May 22, 2006

For a brief summary of what appears to be Weinstein’s key application of gauge
theory to economics, see this page on his website.

I’ve often wondered why the basic ideas of gauge theory haven’t been more
widely applied in economics. One way to think about this is the following: How
goods and services are valued in terms of an abstract medium of exchange would
seem to have a large element of convention. It should be possible (one imagines)
to globally shift the values of all goods and services without affecting the
underlying economic “reality”, implying that these values are not “real”.
However, shifts of value as seen and understood by the participants in an
economy are local, not global, must be propagated through the economy, and
therefore have substantive economic effects.

This is strongly reminiscent of a change from a global gauge symmetry to a local
gauge symmetry of a physical field; the dynamics of the field must come into play
to implement the symmetry.

7. dan
May 22, 2006

“Someone asked him about LQG, and he responded by saying that he doesn’t
usually comment on LQG in a polite audience, that it wasn’t very successful,
didn’t connect to GR, and was not of any interest to physics.”

while this does seem to be the view of the majority of string theorists, i wonder if
the LQG predictions for the resolution of naked singularities

http://www.ioppublishing.com/news/1044

if observed, would change this.
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8. Aaron Bergman
May 22, 2006

That article is very odd. Last I checked, reasonably generic gravitational collapse
produced horizons.



Wilczek on the Anthropic Principle

May 21, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Frank Wilczek has a new Reference Frame piece in this month’s Physics Today. It’s
about the question of whether the parameters of our fundamental physical theory are
uniquely determined by abstract principles, or “environmental”. He gives two reasons
for suspicion about the idea that these parameters are calculable from a fundamental
theory:

1. They have complicated, “messy” values and, despite much effort, no one has come
up with a good idea about how to calculate them (an exception is the ratio of coupling
constants in a supersymmetric GUT). He writes:

Could a beautiful, logically complete formulation of physical law yield a unique
solution that appears so lopsided and arbitrary? Though not impossible, perhaps it
strains credulity.

2. Some of the values are fine-tuned to make complex structures and thus life
possible:

It is logically possible that parameters determined uniquely by abstract theoretical
principles just happen to exhibit all the apparent fine-tunings required to produce, by
a lucky coincidence, a universe containing complex condensed structures. But that, I
think, really strains credulity.

Personally I don’t see the same degree of believability problems that Wilczek sees
here. On the first point, it seems quite plausible to me that there are some crucial
relevant ideas we have been missing, and that knowing them would allow calculation
of standard model parameters, by a calculation whose results would have a
complicated structure.

On the second, it’s not at all clear to me how to think about this. Sure, the fact that
our universe has highly non-generic features means that it is incompatible with
generic values of the parameters, but there’s no reason to expect the answer to a
calculation of these parameters to be generic. I guess the argument is that there
would then be two quite different ways of getting at some of these parameters:
imposing the condition of existence of life, and a fundamental calculation; and if two
different, independent calculations give the same result one expects them to be
related. But the question is tricky: by imposing the condition of the existence of life in
various forms, one is smuggling in different amounts of experimental observation.
Once one does this, one has a reason for why the fundamental calculation has to come
out the way it does: because it is has to reproduce experimental observations.

Wilczek avoids any mention of string theory, instead seeing inflationary cosmology
and axion physics as legitmating the idea that standard model parameters are fixed
by the dynamics of some scalar fields, or something similar. This dynamics may have
lots of different solutions so:

http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-59/iss-5/p10.shtml
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We won’t be able to calculate unique values of the parameters by solving the
equations, for the very good reason that the solutions don’t have unique values.

The fundamental issue with any such anthropic or environmental explanation is not
that it isn’t a consistent idea that could be true, but whether or not it can be tested
and thus made a legitimate part of science. It’s easy to produce all sorts of consistent
models of a multiverse in which standard model parameters are determined by some
kind of dynamics, but if one can’t ever have experimental access to information about
this dynamics other than the resulting observed value of the parameters, why should
one believe such a theory? It is in principle possible that the dynamics might come
from such a simple, beautiful theory that this could compel belief, but the theories of
this kind that I have seen are definitely neither simple nor beautiful. If you want me to
believe in a complicated, fairly ugly theory, you need to produce convincing evidence
for it, some sort of testable predictions that can be checked. Wilczek does believe that
multiverse theories may provide such predictions:

Of course, the very real possibility that we can’t calculate everything in fundamental
physics and cosmology doesn’t mean that we won’t be able to calculate anything
beyond what the standard models already achieve. It does mean, I think, that the
explanatory power of the the equations of a “theory of everything” could be much less
than those words portend. To paraphrase Albert Einstein, our theory of the world
must be as calculable as possible, but no more.

One can’t argue with this: if a model make distinctive predictions, and these can be
compared to the real world and potentially falsify the model, one can accumulate
evidence for the model that could be convincing. Unfortunately I haven’t seen any
real examples of this so far. The kind of thing I would guess that Wilczek has in mind
is his recent calculation with Tegmark and Aguirre that I discussed here. I remain
confused about the degree to which their calculation provides any convincing
evidence for the model they are discussing.

Unlike many theorists, Wilczek personally seems to be an admirably modest sort of
person, and perhaps this has something to do with why the multiverse picture with its
inherent thwarting of theorist’s ambitions to be able to explain everything has some
appeal for him. Over the years during which particle theory has been dominated by
string theory, Wilczek has shown little interest in the subject, perhaps partly due to its
immodest ambitions. But I see two sorts of dangers in the way his article ignores the
string theory anthropic landscape scenario which is what is driving the interest of
much of the theory community in these multiverse models. As his advisor David Gross
likes to point out, accepting this scenario is a way of giving up on the perhaps
immodest goal he believes theorists have traditionally pursued, and one shouldn’t
give up in this way unless one is really forced to. None of these models is anywhere
convincing enough to force this kind of giving up.

The second danger is that what is happening now is worse than just giving up on a
problem that is too hard. The string theory landscape anthropic scenario is being
used to avoid acknowledging the failure of the string theory unification program, and
this refusal to admit failure endangers the whole scientific enterprise in this area.

Update: It has been accurately pointed out to me that Wilczek does mention string
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theory briefly at one point in the article (“Superstring theory goes much further in the
same direction”), and alludes to it at another place (when he talks about a “theory of
everything”).

Comments

1. LambchopofGod
May 21, 2006

Regarding Wilczek’s point 2: what Schellekens says is that if the equations of
some fundamental theory managed to produce all of these numbers, then the
notion that the laws of physics seem to be specially designed to produce life
would be replaced by the notion that the “laws” of *mathematics* seem to be
specially designed to produce life. And that would be far *worse*! I urge
everybody to re-read Schellekens’ paper to see what he is saying about this.

2. Kea
May 21, 2006

The classical physicist’s expectation, far from being trivial, is wrong. E.
Schroedinger, 1945

This quote is from the famous book What is life? based on a series of lectures
that Schroedinger gave in Dublin at the end of the war. Geneticists have a high
regard for the place of this book in the history of biology. Anyway, there is no
reason whatsoever to think that the parameters for life are anything special,
except from the anthropological point of view. What is terrifying is the thought
that the new laws of physics should say something about biology. But
Schroedinger recognised that this was inevitable over 50 years ago!

3. Kea
May 21, 2006

Of course, I say that (the above) as someone that does think these parameters
are calculable. What is so wrong with the idea that biology become more
quantitative? It already has.

4. Chris W.
May 21, 2006

I don’t think the degree to which biology is quantitative is the issue. Besides,
that any subject can be made quantitative is trivial, unless one asks what the
numbers mean. What is interesting are quantities and quantitative arguments
that have deep qualitative implications. Supposing that certain physical
constants of the observed universe are “anthropically” determined—that is, by a
selection effect—tells us little or nothing we didn’t already know (or think we
know) about either life or the laws of physics.

Consideration of the anthropic principle won’t get anywhere until it divests itself



of the connotations of the word “anthropic” (and for that matter, “terrestrial”).
The question is this: Does allowance for the existence and natural evolution of
autonomous, self-reproducing physical systems somewhere in the universe
impose any constraints on the laws of physics, or in any sense dictate their form?

5. Kea
May 21, 2006

Does allowance for the existence and natural evolution of autonomous, self-
reproducing physical systems somewhere in the universe impose any constraints
on the laws of physics, or in any sense dictate their form?

Or conversely: do new laws of physics naturally imply the existence of self-
reproducing molecules, say via their appearance in a periodic table of
structures?

6. Haelfix
May 21, 2006

Yea I agree with this idea in general. If you resort to anthropic reasoning (and I
like how you mention that it is often understated that it requires somewhat
tautological preexisting empirical output since we only have one universe with
life in it that we can measure things in) then you face Occams razor.

eg Pick the simplest theory then that has the least amount of arbitrary
continously adjustable free parameters (whether in solution space or theory
space) and thats probably what you should go with. Unfortunately at this time,
thats more or less the standard model + generic nonrenormalizable GR + maybe
a few simple and well understood extras, like GUTs.

I mean the whole starting point of ST and most modern particle physics is to get
rid of the naturalness problems, giving up on that most important goal, is
premature, badly motivated and frankly annoying to the majority of physicists.

7. D R Lunsford
May 22, 2006

“We won’t be able to calculate unique values of the parameters by solving the
equations, for the very good reason that the solutions don’t have unique values.”

See Dirac’s large numbers work. There is no reason to expect them to have
determined values, rather, some inherent relation to be found out (I think a
conformal one). Example – in Weyl’s theory one could in principle connect the
value of the background radiation with G.

-drl

8. island
May 22, 2006

Personally I don’t see the same degree of believability problems that



Wilczek sees here. On the first point, it seems quite plausible to me
that there are some crucial relevant ideas we have been missing, and
that knowing them would allow calculation of standard model
parameters, by a calculation whose results would have a complicated
structure.

It’s “ecobalanced”…

All of the anthropic coincidences are balanced “just-so”, in a “goldilocks”
manner, between diametrically opposing runaway tendencies. This goes way
beyond the standard model to apply to every anthropic coincidence.

“Coincidentally”… ecosystems are also the most effecient means for uniformly
disseminating energy, because they spread the process out over numerous
“topological hotspots”, over an extended period of time. There are other facets to
this…

Given the physical necessity for dissipative structuring, this is the most natural,
(the only), configuration that our expanding universe could have. The balance is
fixed, in other words.

The expansion process can’t maximize the entropic effort per the least action
principle if the universe is not economically restricted to dissipate energy in the
most “energy-efficient” manner possible.

Energy is not conserved if work isn’t maximized, so an expanding universe
assumes the form that conserves energy and the second law of thermodynamics
via an ecobalanced configuration that maximizes energy.

Dirac’s Large Numbers Hypothesis is flawed by his choice to fix the electric force
rather than gravity. The mechanism for the AP becomes clear when you reverse
this physics.

9. Eric Dennis
May 22, 2006

Is there a reference for any systematic study of low energy behavior over the
Standard Model parameter space? It seems like a very hard problem to
determine the volume of this space (in some reasonable measure) that is life-
viable. At least with any kind of rigor. There is the issue of what happens in this
space right near where we are — and then there is the seemingly much harder
issue of totally distinct life-viable regions.

10. Who
May 22, 2006

One admires Wilczek for a lot of reasons, including his flair for winging it
philosophically (which a person with his originality can safely do). But since he is
talking about philosophical issues in physics and cosmology, I would have
suggested he draw on what should become a standard handbook reference:

http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/2006/05/lisa-randall-interview_15.html
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http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602280
Issues in the Philosophy of Cosmology
George F. R. Ellis
To appear in the Handbook in Philosophy of Physics, Ed J Butterfield and J
Earman (Elsevier, 2006).

“After a survey of the present state of cosmological theory and observations, this
article discusses a series of major themes underlying the relation of philosophy
to cosmology. These are: A: The uniqueness of the universe; B: The large scale of
the universe in space and time; C: The unbound energies in the early universe;
D: Explaining the universe — the question of origins; E: The universe as the
background for existence; F: The explicit philosophical basis; G: The Anthropic
question: fine tuning for life; H: The possible existence of multiverses; I: The
natures of existence. Each of these themes is explored and related to a series of
Theses that set out the major issues confronting cosmology in relation to
philosophy.”

Science and the philosophy of science being collective cumulative efforts, what’s
the use of paying GFR Ellis to write a thoughtful 60-page handbook article about
the very issues Wilczek addresses if he doesn’t use it? I havent yet seen the
Physics Today opinion piece, but it sounds as if (characteristically) Wilczek is
winging it.

Maybe the signature fresh outlook is something to be celebrate, and one
shouldnt care. But when I get hold of a copy I will check to see if he cites Ellis.

11. woit
May 22, 2006

Who,

I think Wilczek is someone whose motivations are primarily from very practical
and phenomenological considerations, without taking a lot of interest in abstract
philosophical or formal points of view. He certainly doesn’t refer to Ellis or
anything like it. In any case, this was a short column, a semi-popular piece of
science writing, not a serious scientific paper.

12. Who
May 22, 2006

In that case what matters is that it be entertaining and provocative, which I feel
sure it is. I’ll be at the library presently and have a look.

13. Michael
May 22, 2006

“The second danger is that what is happening now is worse than just giving up
on a problem that is too hard.”

Sure, that`s the big concern about anthropic reasoning. If it were only giving up
on something that appears to be too hard, the problem would be rectified the

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602280
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602280


moment somebody demonstrates that one can do better. But if this perception is
allowed to poison the organizing principles of theoretical physics, it can become
a real obstacle to future progress.

That`s precisely why we must understand what string theory is, even if the
remote possibility is taken seriously that it might not be a theory of nature.
Comprehensively understanding the theoretical possibilities of unifying gravity
with quantum mechanics is a necessary step in determining the amount of ad
hoc input needed before a theory can become predictive.

Anthropic reasoning is based on the statement that a lot of ad hoc input is
needed. Not surprising that this idea is taken seriously by some, while our
understanding is still limited. The smart money is on the landscape going away
eventually…

14. Who
May 22, 2006

In reply to Michael’s comment
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=396#comment-11077
I would agree that
“Comprehensively understanding the theoretical possibilities of unifying
spacetime with quantum mechanics”
would be a necessary step for a number of reasons, some perhaps more
significant than the one Michael mentioned but including his.

I note that the theory of spacetime dynamics that we have to work with is GR, so
that would mean understanding what is involved in unifying quantum mechanics
with GR or with some variant of GR—a theory of spacetime geometry exhibiting
at least the salient features of General Relativity in an explicit up-front way.

As a minimum, something in the theory must represent the spacetime metric as a
dynamic variable—or an equivalent surrogate of the metric–because that is the
geometry. And the quantum state must be a state of that metric, alias the
geometry.

what makes me doubtful of Michael’s reasoning (suspicious that it is mere
apologetics) is that saying

“Comprehensively understanding the theoretical possibilities of unifying
GRAVITY with quantum mechanics” allows “gravity” to work as a weasel word—
so that we suddenly find ourselves talking about some theory which does NOT
present a straightforward quantum model of the geometry of spacetime and does
not actually quantize General Relativity. May even lack primary features of
GR such as the explicit absence of a fixed background metric.

=======================
In case anyone wants to inspect Michael’s persuasive argument to motivate
further string study I will try to paraphrase:

A. Anthropic reasoning is a poison dangerous to theoretical physics.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=396#comment-11077
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=396#comment-11077


B. To guard against the harmful effects of this poison we must understand “the
amount of ad hoc input needed before a theory can become predictive.”

(This would vary quite a bit: he doesnt say what theory or what kind of theory.
Some types of QG have different requirements from string and are already
falsifiable. I dont fully understand what he means by “input needed” since a
theory either does or does not make predictions which would allow it to be ruled
out—-it does not make CONDITIONAL predictions which allow it to be
CONDITIONALLY ruled out based on some further assumptions. That would
regress to testing those further assumptions. But for the sake of argument let
this pass. Michael’s “a theory” probably means a stringy theory if it means
anything definite.)

C. Therefore to guard against the harmful effects of this poison we must
diligently study string theory. Because only in this way will we be able to
discover how much “ad hoc input [is] needed before [it] can become predictive.”

15. steve
May 23, 2006

I’m somewhat puzzled here. How many free parameters are okay? Is the ultimate
goal to have a testable theory in which all numerical values are functions of pi, e,
i, etc. with no observational input? In order for that to happen, you’d have to
have a theory with no empirical free parameters which explained the known data
but made predictions about currently unknown but discoverable phenomena.
Good luck with that, but I wouldn’t hold my breath.

On the other hand, if some “brute facts” are allowed to remain unexplained in
the ultimate theory, how do you know when you’ve reached the irreducible
minimum? My guess is that it will come down to taste, faith, and the resources
available to keep looking, since there seems not to be any reliable inductive
method for knowing when to quit.

16. Kea
May 23, 2006

Steve

The question is about the parameters of the Standard Model and GR. If we can
derive these, and there is every reason to believe it is possible, then we have a
complete theory of SM+GR. This does not mean that future investigations will
not reveal the necessity of more, as yet unknown, parameters of a post SM
physics. So, no theory of everything – we are only human – but from our limited
perspective the next breakthrough might well have the semblance of something
grand.

17. nostradamus
May 24, 2006

Newyear 2007: Lenny Susskind conjectures that the consequences of String
Theory are not understandable for the homo sapiens sapiens. He calls it the



finite-brain conjecture.

January 2007: String Theorists all over the world realize that the f-brain
conjecture naturally supports their believe that String Theory is the Theory of
Everything, and moreover, it successfully explains the current crisis. The
conjecture is strongly criticized for relating two not fully understood subjects,
String Theory and the human mind.

Summer 2007: Ed Witten proves that the conjecture can not be proved. String
Theorists realize that their quest is over. Either String Theory is not the Theory
of Everything, or it is, and then they can never understand it. Gary Horowitz
generalizes the statement by attaching bubbles of nothing to the f-brain. Lee
Smolin points out that the conjecture fails for independent brains, but is widely
ignored by the community.

End 2007: Thousands of String Theorists retire. They have fulfilled the task of
finding the Theory of Everything. They have revealed what was possible, and
have shown that the full beauty of the theory is to vast to fit into the human
brain. They declare the end of theoretical physics, until intelligent designers
improve the human f-brain.

January 2008: Those who are left focus on brain-independent theories.

18. Peter Shor
May 24, 2006

I think I’ve said this before on this weblog, but I will say it again. I don’t
understand why string theorists are working on the landscape and the anthropic
principle, which as far as I can tell has virtually no mathematically well-defined
content, when they could be working on the perfectly well formed, although
probably unverifiable experimentally question, of “exactly what happens to the
information inside it when a black hole evaporates.” (Some of them undoubtedly
are; let me apologize to these string theorists.)

In other words, if you don’t want to work on physics (i.e., stuff you can get at by
experiments), at least work on mathematics.

19. Aaron Bergman
May 24, 2006

(Some of them undoubtedly are; let me apologize to these string theorists.)

I think you’ll find that the majority of them are; just look at hep-th on an given
day. The landscape people just happen to be louder.

20. Moshe
May 24, 2006

Peter Shor, irrespective of one’s opinion on the anthropic principle, it is a
sociological fact that this idea as an approach to cosmology predates the string
landscape and is still practiced mostly by non-string theorists (such as Wilczek),



not that I think such sociological issues are that crucial…
\
Also, again irrespective of one’s opinions on the physical content of the anthropic
principle, the study of the landscape certainly motivated lots of interesting and
well-posed mathematical problems (e.g. see the work of Douglas and
collaborators).

21. Chris Oakley
May 24, 2006

I am not sure about Nostradamus here’s predictions. FWIW, here are my own:

2006: “I can’t believe that you guys are so impatient,” say leading String
Theorists. “Here we are, about to discover the answer to the Ultimate Question –
the answer to Life, the Universe, Everything and you are demanding that we
connect or theories to the real world. Of course we will do that. That and more.
You just have to be patient.”

2026: “I can’t believe that you guys are so impatient,” say leading String
Theorists. “Here we are, about to discover the answer to the Ultimate Question –
the answer to Life, the Universe, Everything and you are demanding that we
connect or theories to the real world. Of course we will do that. That and more.
You just have to be patient.”

2040: Ed Witten dies and within six months is canonised Saint Edward of New
Jersey.

2046: “I can’t believe that you guys are so impatient,” say leading String
Theorists. “Here we are, about to discover the answer to the Ultimate Question –
the answer to Life, the Universe, Everything and you are demanding that we
connect or theories to the real world. Of course we will do that. That and more.
You just have to be patient.”

2066: “I can’t believe that you guys are so impatient,” say leading String
Theorists. “Here we are, about to discover the answer to the Ultimate Question –
the answer to Life, the Universe, Everything and you are demanding that we
connect or theories to the real world. Of course we will do that. That and more.
You just have to be patient.”

22. Mentos
May 24, 2006

Kea said:

“The question is about the parameters of the Standard Model and GR. If we can
derive these, and there is every reason to believe it is possible, then we have a
complete theory of SM+GR.”

Just out of curiosity, what gives you confidence that it is possible to derive unique
values for the parameters of the SM+GR?



I’m sure it would be wonderful if that were true. But I have no idea, one way or
the other, whether it is true (either in string theory or in some other, as yet
unknown, approach).

23. nostradamus
May 24, 2006

All physicists are equal. But some are more equal than others. Be kind. Open the
exit door for String Theorists, and offer them a helpful hand. They know it’s time
to go.

24. Peter Woit
May 24, 2006

Moshe,

I think justifying landscape work by its application to mathematics is a real
stretch. Sure, it has generated some well-posed mathematics problems, but very
few interesting ones, especially in comparison with other areas of string theory
(e.g. topological strings), which have generated a lot of interesting mathematics.
I spend a lot of time talking to many different mathematicians, especially ones
interested in physics, and I can think of exactly one who has ever had an interest
in anything generated by landscape studies (in a problem that asked about
asymptotics of numbers of sections).

Douglas has a review promoting this kind of work

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0508019

Notice that the only references to work by mathematicians is to that of two of
them who have collaborated with him on the problem of asymptotics of sections.

25. B
May 24, 2006

nostradamus said:

Newyear 2007: Lenny Susskind conjectures that the consequences of String
Theory are not understandable for the homo sapiens sapiens. He calls it the
finite-brain conjecture.

Chris Oakley said:

2066: “I can’t believe that you guys are so impatient,” say leading String
Theorists. “Here we are, about to discover the answer to the Ultimate Question –
the answer to Life, the Universe, Everything and you are demanding that we
connect or theories to the real world. Of course we will do that. That and more.
You just have to be patient.”

Nostra, it’s already happend. But we guys have to be patient, it’s far too early…

“This raises the possbility that we might someday convince ourselves that string

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0508019
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0508019


theory contains candidate vacua which could describe our universe, but that we
will never be able to explicitly characterize them. This would put
physicists in a strange position, loosely analogous to that faced by
mathematicians after Gödel’s work. But it is far too early to debate just
what that position might be, and we repeat that our purpose here is simply to
extrapolate the present evidence in an attempt to make preliminary statements
which could guide future work on these questions.”

Computational complexity of the landscape I

Authors: Frederik Denef (KU Leuven), Michael R. Douglas (Rutgers and IHES)

http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602072

26. nostradamus
May 24, 2006

*sigh* I know. It’s more an extrapolation than a prophecy. (That’s because my
brain is finite.)

http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602286

Statistics on the Heterotic Landscape:
Gauge Groups and Cosmological Constants of
Four-Dimensional Heterotic Strings
Keith R. Dienes

p 57

“By contrast, the second danger can be called the “Gödel effect” — the danger
that no matter how many conditions (or input “priors”) one demands for a
phenomenologically realistic string model, there will always be another
observable for which the set of realistic models will make differing predictions.
Therefore, such an observable will remain beyond our statistical ability to
predict. (This is reminiscent of the “Gödel incompleteness theorem” which states
that in any axiomatic system, there is always another statement which, although
true, cannot be deduced purely from the axioms.) Given that the full string
landscape is very large, consisting of perhaps 10^500 distinct models or more,
the G¨odel effect may represent a very real danger. Thus, since one can never be
truly sure of having examined a sufficiently sizable portion of the landscape, it is
likewise never absolutely clear whether we can be truly free of such Gödel-type
ambiguities when attempting to make string predictions.”

27. Peter Woit
May 24, 2006

The invocation of Godel incompleteness is pretentious and absurd since there is
nothing deep, subtle, or fundamental going on here. Lots of speculative ideas
about physics turn out to be useless once you look into them because they can’t
be used to actually predict anything about the real world. String theory
unification is just one more such useless idea, and the only strange thing about it

http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602072
http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602072
http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602286
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is the sociological phenomenon of serious scientists refusing to abandon a failed
project.

28. anonymous
May 24, 2006

A continually stalling project is actually a very safe territory to work on. If string
theory was in danger of closing shop by producing the ‘final theory’ tomorrow, it
would be hazardous to base a career on string theory.

On any large project, when success arrives the project workers are out of jobs,
because far fewer researchers are needed to continue working on the completed
product. If and when the much-touted ‘final theory’ arrives, a vast change in
careers goals will be required.

I think that, far from celebrating, most people will be enraged that the
fundamental physics will reach completion. Anyone who say climbs a mountain
for the first time removes the opportunity for anybody else to do so, and in that
sense is very selfish.

29. steve
May 24, 2006

Kea: I’m still not getting it. Any unification of GR + SM (assuming that’s
possible) will still have some number of parameters. Either these will be
empirical parameters with no further justification OR they will all be
fundamental math constants such as pi. My question is: How do you know when
you’ve reduced the number of empirical parameters down to the bare minimum,
i.e. when is further unification pointless? And how do we know that point hasn’t
already been reached?

30. Kea
May 24, 2006

How do you know when you’ve reduced the number of empirical parameters
down to the bare minimum, i.e. when is further unification pointless?

When you have none within the theories that were being unified. Of course, you
will probably be introducing new ones, because that’s what usually happens. But
there is no need to focus initially on the new ones when just understanding the
unification is a big enough problem.

And how do we know that point hasn’t already been reached?

Well, that depends what you mean by the word know. Most good physicists that I
know would bet their life on the fact that we haven’t reached that point with the
anthropic principle. And the idea that no one has any idea about any alternatives
is ludicrous.

31. LambchopofGod
May 24, 2006



Peter Shor: as has been pointed out, there is probably more work being done on
the fate of information in black holes than on the landscape. However, I am
mystified by Aaron B’s remarks. Surely if it is indeed true that string theory
inevitably leads to a landscape, this is something that we want to know.
Conversely, any discovery of a mechanism that selects a point or a region in the
landscape would be an enormous advance. The problem is precisely that there
are *not enough* people working on these things, and way too many working on
essentially trivial technical exercises justified by the feeble hope that they will
teach us “what string theory really is”.

Peter Shor again: “In other words, if you don’t want to work on physics (i.e., stuff
you can get at by experiments), at least work on mathematics. ”

Sorry, this was tried for a long time and it did not work very well at all. There
was a time when physicists would rush out and learn a new mathematical
technique [K-theory, even category theory…] at the drop of a hat. It didn’t really
get us anywhere at all.
The interest among physicists in pure mathematics has collapsed for a good
reason. Nowadays people pin their hopes on the field where the data are, viz
cosmology. And work on the landscape should be part of that. I’m not saying by
the way that all of these developments are good, just that there is a reason for
what has happened.

32. Thomas Larsson
May 24, 2006

Sorry, this was tried for a long time and it did not work very well at all. There
was a time when physicists would rush out and learn a new mathematical
technique [K-theory, even category theory…] at the drop of a hat. It didn’t really
get us anywhere at all.

Lambchop, of course random new math does not help. You have to learn, and
perhaps invent, the right kind of new math. K-theory and category theory
wouldn’t have helped Einstein finding GR or Dirac finding his equation. Tensor
calculus, and the representation theory of SU(2), did the trick. And that was new
math (at least new to physicists) at the time.

It has been obvious to me for almost two decades which kind of new math is
needed to quantize gravity; since spacetime diffeomorphisms play an
fundamental role in gravity, we need to understand the diffeomorphism group
and its projective representations. This is why I started to search for, and later
discovered, how to generalize the Virasoro algebra to several dimensions.

It really baffles me that others don’t want to look in this direction. Urs Schreiber
even independently made the same observation, but then lost interest when he
realized that I agreed with him.

33. Moshe
May 24, 2006

Peter, fair enough, I made a mistake by adding the word “interesting” which



represents an opinion. Strike it then, it is not essential to my response to Peter
Shor’s remark.

34. Aaron Bergman
May 25, 2006

There’s two issues here. The first is whether it means anything to make
statistical predictions. I don’t believe it does. The second, however, is that, as
best I can tell, there’s this huge region of parameter space over which we have
absolutely no control. And, even in the vacua about which we can say something,
it is almost always in the context of effective field theory with a conjectural
nonperturbative scaffolding. So, at best we’re learning about some subset of
vacua with the hope that there isn’t some unknown phenomenon that ruins the
whole game. Studying these examples might be useful in that they could inspire
new phenomenological scenarios, but I don’t think there’s much hope of applying
string theory to the real world if we don’t even know what it is. My personal
opinion is that that’s a much more useful question to research (and do “trivial
technical exercises”) than to create increasingly complicated tinker-toy vacua
that still bear very little resemblence to the world as we know it. I think one of
the reasons you’re seeing a resurgence of interest in things like AdS/CFT is that
it’s one of the few things in string theory that, if you kick it, it’ll actually hurt
your foot. And, for what it’s worth, those categories you deride give the best
description of gauge theories on D-branes at a singularity and, hence, AdS duals
of field theories other than N=4 SYM. Even if string theory doesn’t turn out to be
the theory of everything in our world, given that it does appear to be a theory of
quantum gravity, we can at least try to learn how it solves the usual problems
associated with that.

But that’s just me. I’ve been wrong before (lots), and I don’t have a job anyways.

35. LambchopofGod
May 25, 2006

You’ll get a job — you just need to switch to cosmology. 
Come on, don’t you think that something like

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0510046

[which, by the way, invokes the landscape]
is far more worthwhile than hopeless calculations aimed at finding out what
string theory really IS, but which never seem to lead anywhere? True, they didn’t
really achieve all that much, but at least they did something that goes in the
right direction, towards the real world. Historically [yes, I know this sort of
argument is often crap, but anyway….] people almost *never* knew what their
theory really WAS until much later. Schroedinger didn’t know about probability.
Einstein thought that SR could not really handle acceleration. Everybody made
all kinds of idiotic mistakes, but in the end they found out what their theories
really WERE long *after* they made some connection with the real world. Yes,
trying to find out what the theory really IS sounds very noble. But Don Quixote
felt the same way about attacking those windmills. And as for categories —

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0510046
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forget it! Even if they are the key to the Universe [like quaternions?  ] nobody
will pay any attention.

36. island
May 25, 2006

Most good physicists that I know would bet their life on the fact that
we haven’t reached that point with the anthropic principle. And the
idea that no one has any idea about any alternatives is ludicrous.

Ludicrous is the right word.

I think that it is quite possibly relevant that quantum mechanics isn’t inherently
able to describe dissipative structuring since it depends very much on
Hamiltonian mechanics… except by way of the “Master Equation in the special,
Lindblad form, which derives that flatness acts as a natural harmonic damper
mechanism that keeps the imbalanced universe from evolving inhomogeneously,
so this is the most natural configuration… if the universe is finite and closed…
given inherent asymmetry in the energy. This will necessarily maximize the time
that the expansion process takes, and that’s what a flat universe accomplishes
via anthropic structuring.

37. B
May 25, 2006

Peter Woit Says: […]
and the only strange thing about it is the sociological phenomenon of serious
scientists refusing to abandon a failed project.

I don’t find that so strange. I guess they just don’t know what else to do. Front
research in physics has fallen apart into specialized subclasses, and it takes time
and effort to change subject. Even for a postdoc it’s become hard to change the
field. (Even more so since knowing the relevant people is an non-negligible
factor.) If you have worked for some decades on String Theory, you just don’t
drop the pen and say: Hey, the landscape sucks, lets go make spin foam models
instead.

Or, to put it differently, someone should think about what we ought to do with all
the String Theorists.

Best, B.

38. Peter Woit
May 25, 2006

The attitude of “LambchopofGod” encapsulates well everything that is wrong
with what is going on in particle theory these days. The idea that “too much
math” is what caused the problematic state of the field has caused a backlash
against investigating new ideas about mathematics and fundamental physics and
this is both unfortunate and extremely unhealthy for the future of the subject.

http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/2006/05/fine-tuning-from-first-principles.html
http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/2006/05/fine-tuning-from-first-principles.html


The current prejudice seems to be that the problem isn’t string theory, but all
that nasty math stuff, and by doing more “physical” calculations in string theory,
one will manage to get closer to reality. This is nonsense. There are very well-
understood reasons by now why string theory can’t tell you anything useful
about anything collider experiments or cosmology-related experiments are going
to see in our lifetimes. Pretending this isn’t so is just going to lead to completely
useless work and the continued destruction of this field.

I don’t happen to believe that trying to think about “what string theory really is”
is the best way to learn anything, but it’s a lot more promising than wasting ones
time trying to connect string theory to cosmology or LHC physics because that
sounds good. At least there’s a chance of learning something.

39. Peter Woit
May 25, 2006

Aaron,

Sorry to hear you’re having job problems, the job situation in this field has
sucked for a very long time, and in some ways is worse now than ever, especially
for anyone who thinks interesting new math and physics go hand in hand.
Undoubtedly you’ve thought about this, but you might have better luck looking in
math departments. Good luck!

40. Bert Schroer
May 25, 2006

It is sad to see that virtually all the Millenium Nobel laureates in particle physics
left their critical mind at the wardrobe to the string club where the new reality is
being manufactured.
The following is an illustration for how facts are manufactured in String theory.
Witten’s introduction of the Maldacena conjecture:
“Recently it has been proposed by Maldacena that large N-limits of certain
conformal field theories in d dimensions can be described in terms of
supergravity and string theory on the product of d-+1 dimensional AdS space
with a compact manifold.”
(Note the “proposed”)
After more than two thousand citations the Witten passage changed to
(Berenstein, Maldacena and Nastase):
“The fact that large N gauge theories have a string descirpition was believed for
a long time. These strings live in more than 4 dimensions….”.
The conjecture has been manufactured into a correspondence. The answers to
why such things happen are sociological and have nothing to with science (only
the the sociology of scientists). String theory is a community and then all the
researchers in such a social setting are compelled to accept things like that; no
one can refuse to recognize it without undermining the veracity of the whole
construct.
Yesterday I listened to one of the available online talks of David Gross. I didn’t
believe that this is the same Gross whom I met (and discussed physics with a
long time ago in Aspen) when he claimed that string theory cannot be proven



wrong because it is linked via the Maldecena conjecture to the standard model.
What I find so incredible is that the audience in a place like Princeton (where
Pauli and other critical minds spend many years) receives such statements with
applause.
Having experienced such a weird video, the fact that Wilszeck has not a single
profound word of critique for this millenium circus was almost expected.

41. Aaron Bergman
May 25, 2006

I should say by the way, that if my previous comment came across as bitter, it
wasn’t meant to be. I made a conscious decision about what I wanted to do, and I
wasn’t expecting to get a physics position given my choice of research topic and
productivity. Unfortunately, the idea of applying for math jobs occurred to me too
late in the game.

For lambchop, actually I like that paper precisely because it is in AdS/CFT. As for
the rest, I don’t really see where these vacuum contraptions have gotten us thus
far. It hasn’t given us any new insight into the cosmological constant problem,
and there’s next to nothing being said about neutrino decay or proton decay
from dimension five operators. The best prospects I see are for new mechanisms
for inflation (which really is a lot ickier than it’s made out to be even ignoring the
question about the initial conditions) and supersymmetry breaking (assuming
supersymmetry even exists at the weak scale given that current experiments
either seem to indicate a fine tuned MSSM or something a bit more non-
minimal). I’m not denigrating this, by the way; outside of mathematics, string
theory has been most successful in inspiring new ideas in field theory and
phenomenology. The odds of this leading towards some sort of smoking gun for
string theory, however, seem rather long to me. Of course, I’ve always been a
formalist at heart (closet mathematician, it’s been accused), so there’s a lot of
my personal prejudices speaking here.

And on the mathematics front, in the realm of actually trying to construct vacua
like our world (as opposed to, say, immediately postulating gadzillions of them),
the constructions are all rather mathematical, (0512177 and 0512149 or
0512170 where they try to do SUSY-breaking).

42. Who
May 25, 2006

Bee wrote in a constructive simpatico spirit (IMO) as follows:

…serious scientists refusing to abandon a failed project.

I don’t find that so strange. I guess they just don’t know what else to
do. … it takes time and effort to change subject. …If you have worked
for some decades on String Theory, you just don’t drop the pen and
say: Hey, the landscape sucks, lets go make spin foam models instead.

Or, to put it differently, someone should think about what we ought to
do with all the String Theorists.



I saw a sign that someone may have been thinking about it. Baez left a trail of
crumbs leading to spinfoam when he titled his last two papers
Quantization of strings and branes coupled to BF theory
and
Exotic Statistics for Strings in 4d BF Theory

Now we will see if the ants find the sandwich.
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+baez/0/1/0/all/0/1

4D beef means no extra dimensions.
Best to you too.

43. urs
May 25, 2006

I saw a sign

said who?

I have a summary of the first of these two signs here:

.

Notice, though, that not everything that looks like a shoestring is necessarily an
F-string.

But, as someone else already pointed out, there might be a relation here to some
sort of solitonic strings.

44. urs
May 25, 2006

Hm, I am always having problems with hyperlinks in this comment section.
Where there is nothing in the above comment it should read

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000777.html

45. Chris Oakley
May 25, 2006

Aaron,

You should come and work in the software business. The money is better than
academic research, it is genuinely creative, people are more interested in what
you do and if you get something wrong you will normally know about it straight
away. Of course, not everyone would consider the last one an advantage, but I
do. In theoretical HEP as currently practised if you get things wrong then you
can patch them up ad infinitum, or – if the worst comes to the worst – just invoke
the landscape. This is not very satisfying.

46. Who
May 25, 2006

http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+baez/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/grp_physics/1/au:+baez/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000777.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000777.html


Chris, I dont know about you or Aaron but I respect it a whole lot when children
are curious about where babies come from and when physicists are obsessed to
find the fundamental degrees of freedom of spacetime and matter. so I find it
jarring when somebody says, to one of these obsessed ones, go do software. it
sounds dismissive. I looked up Nature in the dictionary and it comes from the
word for “birth”. Asking what the world is made of is a sacred question (if any
question is).
And maybe the whole scientific enterprise has some elements of high comedy
(like self-delusion, hubris, the failure of the best, over and over—or maybe I
mean tragedy). Anyway I want to say to whoever might be listening: Don’t stop
looking for the sandwich!

47. Chris Oakley
May 25, 2006

Who,

If this curiosity is leading most of these grown-up kids into exploring ever more
complex mathematical neverlands then I would say that they would be better off
without it.

Besides, the search for answers to ultimate questions – done my way – resulted
in no academic job. Maybe Aaron is finding the same thing.

48. Alejandro Rivero
May 25, 2006

No, modern theoretical physicists are not driven (mainly) by curiosity, but by the
joy of solving problems.

49. Eugene Stefanovich
May 25, 2006

Who:

It is quite possible to “look for the sandwich ” and work for a software company
(or a patent office) at the same time. This has a great advantage of being free to
choose your own “crumb trail” and stay out of the crowd.

50. Kea
May 25, 2006

Who

Did you put some category theory butter on the sandwiches?

51. Peter Woit
May 25, 2006

urs,

I’m not sure what the problem is, but the html that I see in your comment has



the proper syntax for a text link, but with no text. Let me see if I can reproduce
your problem

this is the link text.

52. Peter Woit
May 25, 2006

Nope, can’t reproduce it., when I put in by hand the html code for a link, as
above, it works.

53. Who
May 25, 2006

Kea
It was John Baez literary simile (about how ants search for stuff by apparently
random wanderings and citing each other’s papers so as to leave a scent trail).
You have to ask him further questions about condiments–butter in particular.

Baez simile is in post #15 of this discussion-board thread:
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=121501

Come to think of it some ants go nuts over butter, don’t they?
Comments by Baez from the same time, on related topics (some category
theory), are in this thread beginning at post #12
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=120985

54. D R Lunsford
May 25, 2006

Peter said

The invocation of Godel incompleteness is pretentious and absurd since there is
nothing deep, subtle, or fundamental going on here. Lots of speculative ideas
about physics turn out to be useless once you look into them because they can’t
be used to actually predict anything about the real world. String theory
unification is just one more such useless idea, and the only strange thing about it
is the sociological phenomenon of serious scientists refusing to abandon a failed
project.

That was nice 

-drl

55. D R Lunsford
May 25, 2006

TL said

It has been obvious to me for almost two decades which kind of new math is
needed to quantize gravity; since spacetime diffeomorphisms play a fundamental
role in gravity, we need to understand the diffeomorphism group and its

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000777.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000777.html
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=121501
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=121501
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=120985
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=120985


projective representations.

You need to deal intrinsically with the volume element. This is what Dirac and GR
have in common.

-drl

56. Thomas Larsson
May 26, 2006

Aaron, you have my symphaties, since I have been in the same position myself;
after completing a 4-year postdoc, I was unable find an academic position. I
didn’t try very hard, though, since other priorities were more important to me at
the time: staying in my home town, getting a permanent income, and starting a
family. Leaving academia is not the end of the world; just about everyone I know
who has been in a similar position have eventually landed on their feet.

57. B
May 26, 2006

Who Says:
Bee wrote in a constructive simpatico spirit (IMO) as follows:

Or, to put it differently, someone should think about what we ought to do with all
the String Theorists.

Well, I am a German social democrat. We don’t just fire people. We give them a
second education, and a job so they feel useful. It’s called solidarity. The
resistance to changes can be significantly lowered when there are as little people
as possible suffering from it.

Alejandro Rivero Says:
No, modern theoretical physicists are not driven (mainly) by curiosity, but by the
joy of solving problems.

Not sure about that. There are certainly those who find joy in doing what they
have learned and what they were educated for. But that’s got nothing to do with
physics in particular. If I talk to people I often find that they were originally
driven by curiosity, but they don’t dare to follow it cause it’s not career-wise. You
wouldn’t believe how many people have told me, they would rather do this or
that than following the main-stream, but they have to think about their job and
family and stuff. That’s a problem which can only be solved by reevaluating
which research is worth funding, and what ‘success’ means (imo certainly not
getting a paper published).

Best, B.

58. Christine Dantas
May 26, 2006

Eugene Stefanovich Says:



It is quite possible to “look for the sandwich ” and work for a software company
(or a patent office) at the same time. This has a great advantage of being free to
choose your own “crumb trail” and stay out of the crowd.

It depends whether you get exhausted by a demanding job as well as having
other responsabilities. I am free enough to follow any path that I feel like, but
almost no energy is left of me to explore things in a deeper level. So I am
completely stuck.

Best wishes,
Christine

59. LambchopofGod
May 26, 2006

PW said: “The attitude of “LambchopofGod” encapsulates well everything that is
wrong with what is going on in particle theory these days. The idea that “too
much math” is what caused the problematic state of the field has caused a
backlash against investigating new ideas about mathematics and fundamental
physics and this is both unfortunate and extremely unhealthy for the future of
the subject.”

I didn’t say that “too much math” is the problem. I said that very mathematical
investigations of the basics of string theory have been tried, as a way of pushing
the subject forward. It has been tried, even, in my own insignificant way, by me.
Eventually I was forced to admit that it didn’t work. Believe me, I would love to
see some deep theorem in global differential geometry used as the basis of some
vacuum selection principle. That would be wonderful. But things like that have
been tried and they didn’t work. Now it”s time to try other things {like trying to
bend ads cft to get it to say something about desitter }

60. Bert Schroer
May 26, 2006

The problem in particle physics is never too much mathematics, rather it is
giving less physically suitable mathematics too much hegemonic power over
physics.
There are of course some lucky historical circumstances, as the discovery of
quantum mechanics, where, after the Born-Jordan observation of the role of
infinite matrices in Heisenberg’s paper, the intrinsic logic led directly to Hilbert
spaces and operators (interestingly enough it was first Fritz London and not John
von Neumann who saw this first, but he was at the time a little assistant at the
TU Stuttgard and his publication got easily overlooked by those who were
leading the quantum dialogue); but the best situations for a happy marriage of
physics and mathematics are those in which the mathematical and physical
concepts developed at the same time and allowed to merge in an early state. The
most perfect example (unfortunately little known outside a small circle of
experts) is the birth of modular operator algebra theory from a confluence of
vast generalization of the unimodular aspect of (the Haar measure) of
noncompact group algebras into the heart of operator algebras, together with



the physics ideas of Haag (leading to the Haag-Hugenholz-Winnink paper where
modular properties are combined with the KMS condition) on how to do thermal
quantum theory directly for open systems (see Haag’s book). This has recently
led to the totally intrinsic (i.e. without the use of field-coordinatizations) concept
of modular localization. In my whole professional life I have never seen such a
perfect match and all my recent results and presently evolving ideas are around
these new and mathematically quite demanding concepts in QFT.
There are also less fortunate marriages. In the middle of the 70s during a year at
CERN there were some interesting mathematical properties showing up in low-
dimensional QFT. This was the time when Euclidean methods in QFT were on
almost everybody’s mind. Before I knew anything about Atiyah-Singer index
theory, I observed a connection between Fermion zero modes and the winding
number of the (generic) abelian gauge field in the Schwinger model (2-dim.
massless QED). I had the intense feeling that I was dealing with a tip of an
iceberg. But since I had no proof, those speculative claims of my seminar
presentation which went beyond the concrete model calculations were rightfully
criticized by Roman Jackiw. Only when I finally went down to the Geneva
University library I realized that I had a very special case of an impressive
mathematical edifice. I went on happily for several years, learning the
mathematics of this new trade, but finally I began to have doubts whether such a
(often banalized) use of the Euclidean is really the wave of the future in real time
QFT. My doubts strongly increased when I came back to CERN after 10 years
and saw all those enthusiastic wide-eyed yougsters using the phrase
“topological” (this was after Atiyah-Witten) in almost every second sentence.
In contrast to Peter I am concinces that this of marrying precise mathematics
with ever increasingly mataphoric physics was the beginning of the trip into
stringlandia.

61. Peter Woit
May 26, 2006

Lambchop,

I agree with you that new math is not going to solve problems like finding a
specific string theory vacuum. Buth neither is any physical idea, since this is an
inherently insolvable problem. What really bothers me is that instead of
admitting this, people blame past failure on the mathematical methods being
tried. It would be best if people would just move on to more promising problems,
but if they’re not going to do that, at least trying out new mathematical methods
sometimes leads to a useful new technique that can be applied elsewhere. Trying
to get at the “physics” of a situation where there is none leads nowhere.

Bert,

My perspective is a bit different. I think there is still a huge amount to learn by
pursuing ideas about TQFT and gauge theory, ideas that are completely
independent of string theory. The problem with research in this area is that
people will only fund it and pay attention to aspects of it that are somehow
related to string theory. Studying those has led to some interesting things, but
little recently. The non-string theory connections to gauge theory are quite worth



exploring, but no one wants to since it’s a hard, long-term research project
which no one wants to hear about because it’s not string theory.

62. Bert Schroer
May 26, 2006

Of course there is Peter, in fact I am exploring problems (massless, spin1 and 2),
but already the preliminary results creates doubts whether the historical name
(which is primarily a classical name) “gauge” is very appropriate.
On the other hand names in particle physics are increasingly hollow words and if
you mean the physics behind the word gauge theory (in particular the physical,
alias gauge invariant results) then we are on the same wave length. In fact I am
probably much more conservative on the side of physics than you are, but I am
upholding the right to use any mathematical concepts which are the most
appropriate to implement the physical principles (which only change on scale of
one century) and concepts and I happen to think that the present formalism of
gauge theory does not meet this test (see my remarks I made earlier, giving
support to Thomas Larson in Fantastic Realities, probably more radical than
what he had in mind).

63. MoveOnOrStayBehind
May 26, 2006

B:

”
Or, to put it differently, someone should think about what we ought to do with all
the String Theorists. ….

Well, I am a German social democrat. We don’t just fire people. We give them a
second education….
”

A nuclear physicist by education who now does “phenomenological quantum
gravity” teaches string physicists what to do after their project has failed? By all
means, they can’t wait to hear!

This is getting more absurd every time I read around here.

64. Alejandro Rivero
May 26, 2006

Since Newton age (and even Democritus and Archimedes!) this needed “new
math” has been a new math related to the understanding of geometry,
particularly of differential geometry. The key word here is not “new”; it is
“understanding”. Advances in physics are related to our understanding of
geometry. This close marriage is maintained in the algebraic side via some
dualities, for instance the one between commutative algebras and manifolds.

Advances in string let to set up and solve new problems on mathematics, and
even create new mathematics, but it is still to be seen how they help to



understand any branch of mathematics, nor to say differential geometry.

65. Bert Schroer
May 26, 2006

Alejandro,
Nobody is against geometry, but it has to come from the midst of raw local
quantum physics rather than offering a geometric/topological mathematical (or
classical physics) stick to particle physics to jump over.

66. Eugene Stefanovich
May 26, 2006

IMHO playing with math models and hoping to find something interesting about
physics is equivalent to “searching the key far from the lamppost”. The chances
of finding the key are very slim. I would rather get the clues about physics from
… well, physics. More precisely, from experiment. Try to build your theories by
only using concepts and ingredients that are (at least, in principle)
experimentally measurable. Reject quantities that have no observable
counterparts in nature. For example, I would not hesitate to throw away gauges.
They have no observational meaning by definition.

67. Kea
May 26, 2006

Nobody is against geometry, but it has to come from the midst of raw local
quantum physics…

Which is precisely why the category theoretic understanding of local geometry is
the only way forward.

68. Kea
May 26, 2006

The AQFT papers that I have glanced at recently all talk about functors from
some suitable category of (local) spaces, such as the category of strongly causal
manifolds. Where exactly do you think this is leading?

69. Bert Schroer
May 26, 2006

Kea,
your observation is not quite correct. Categorical ways of arguing were actually
used by people who you would not exactly count as algebraic QFTists as e.g.
Moore and Seiberg in their approach to the structural properties (related to the
new braid group statistics) of chiral observable algebras and their superselection
structure In a paper “Einstein causality and Artin braids” which was written at
the same time and addressed the same problem (by Rehren and myself) we
extract this structure from a new manifestation of the old causality principles
which was in a AQFT spirit without any use of categorical arguments (afterwords
this spirit was strengthened in collaboration with Fredenhagen who had more



experience with AQFT methods).
However categorical arguments are sometimes an ultimate recourse (as in the
case of the formulation of the local covariance principle in QFT in CST to which
you are referring) and should be considered (in my view) as tentative to be
replaced by more geometrical arguments. But when I do use the word geometric,
I do not mean that kind of geometry coming from classical physics via
quantization (Chern-Simon geometry, geometry of euclidean functional
integration manifolds etc) but rather those geometric concepts which AQFT
manages (e.g. via modular localization) to extract directly from the autonomous
local quantum physical principles, and which in all cases up to now amounted to
a widening of the scope of causality and spectral stability principles and not to
their “revolutionary” liquidation.
There is a big difference between this geometry from AQFT and that e.g. in the
Atiyah-Witten (or for that matter string theory) setting.

70. Kea
May 26, 2006

But when I do use the word geometric, I do not mean that kind of geometry
coming from classical physics via quantization…but rather those geometric
concepts which AQFT manages (e.g. via modular localization) to extract directly
from the autonomous local quantum physical principles…

71. Kea
May 26, 2006

And if I might be permitted to repeat my question: what is the geometric
language for these geometric concepts?

72. Bert Schroer
May 26, 2006

Kea, let me try to give an answer to your question inasmuch as this is possible in
a weblog.
The modular operator theory is capable to extract spacetime localization from
the abstract domain properties of the modular objects related to an operator
algebra. The abstract (algebraic) relative positions of operator algebras acting in
a common Hilbert space leads (via that modular theory) not only to spacetime
symmetries but also encodes the full content of QFT (statistics, inner symmetry,
scattering theory…). The theory is pretty much in its beginnings and some of the
results may seem miraculous (especially to those who thought that Lagrangian
quantiation contains alrady the main messages about QFT) but any mysterious
appearance is transitory (simply due to unfamiliarity) and its aim is to de-mystify
and it is not to be thought of as a theory of everything. From a pure
mathematical point of view it is somewhat related to Vaughn Jones theory of
inclusions (subfactors), but the involved algebras are of a different type which is
inexorably linked with localization (in my papers in http://www.lqp.uni-
goettingen.de/papers/06/04/ I have called that kind of algebra “monade”). If you
are interested in some partial results of an ongoing research have look at math-
ph/0511042 where there are also references to previous work.

http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/


Its main message is perhaps that if a more than 70 years old theory allows for
such a radical different approach, it is not (despite the string theoretical
carricatures of QFT) yet anywhere near to closure.

73. Kea
May 26, 2006

Dear Bert

I do not doubt for a moment that what you claim is true. It sounds fantastic and
exciting. It does not, however, answer the question. You used the word algebra
five times in the above statement. Perhaps we could begin with a clarification of
one single term: what do you mean by domain property?

74. Bert Schroer
May 26, 2006

Although the algebras which feature in those constructions are algebras of
bounded operators, the Tomita involution S`(see the mentioned literature), which
is a kind of master operator capturing collective properties of all operators in the
algebra, is unbounded and its domain of definition is (in the field theoretic
context) related to the geometric localization of the algebra. The problem is that
this deep mathematical theory has not entered any of the standard mathematical
physics books (Reed-Simon,…) but it is explained in the cited articles and their
references. A nice little introductory mathematical article can be found on Steve
Summers homepage. Please do not expect that such a mathematical subtle and
conceptually demanding theory allows an instant packaging in an weblog. The
only thing I can do here is to say that it exists and already in its present
incomplete form it gave profound physical results.

75. Kea
May 26, 2006

Would that be the same Steve Summers who cites Baez, Doplicher, Roberts and
Redei?

76. Bert Schroer
May 26, 2006

Yes it is the same. Among the recent online collection of articles you find a 10
page article with the title: Tomita-Takesaki modular theory
It is probably also available on the math-ph server. Most of the very recent
physical results are however not contained. But your question of how and what
kind of geometry emerges from the algebraic positioning of operator algebras is
briefly explained and you will be referred to more detailed literature.

77. Kea
May 26, 2006

A link to the Summers paper

http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511034
http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511034


78. Kea
May 26, 2006

I’m looking through it, at theorem 5.2 for instance, where he says the modular
unitaries generate a representation of the group of isometries of (2D) Minkowski
space. I’m a little confused. For some reason I thought the geometry of these
wedges and things should be written down in the language of sheaf cohomology.

79. Chris W.
May 26, 2006

Eugene,

When the atomic constitution of matter was first postulated was it known to have
observable counterparts in nature?

The point of view you express is close to that attributed to Ernst Mach. Mach
never accepted atomism, and had little use for relativity.

Einstein, despite being influenced by Mach, ultimately concluded that it is the
theory we are attempting to test that says what might be observed. It provides a
framework for motivating the operations that give rise to observations, as well as
specifying the expected features of those observations.

I would rather get the clues about physics from … well, physics. More precisely,
from experiment.

Physics has never been simply about getting clues from experiment. It has
always had a metaphysical component—again, something that Einstein
understood well. However, insofar as it is about experiment it is about
understanding stable, reproducible observations. Indeed, in a deep sense it is
about the possibility of stability itself. I believe this leads inescapably to a
profound reflexivity in the foundations of physics, because if one employs
invariant laws to account for stability—or reproducible patterns—one is
eventually led to inquire into the stability and success of the laws themselves. I
would define physics as this seeking after stability, both stimulated and
constrained by controlled observation. This effort has been enormously
successful. The question is, why should nature—or existence—accommodate
such success in seeking after stability and principles of invariance?

The currently popular incarnation of the anthropic principle gives a trivial and
ultimately sterile answer to this question: The Multiverse is so vast and diverse
that it accommodates anything—environments where stability can be found, and
not incidentally, where life and science can exist, and a vastly greater array of
environments where such is not the case. The fact that we exist in an
environment where stability can be discovered is from this viewpoint a simple
matter of selection; if we didn’t, we wouldn’t be discussing the topic or have a
civilization based on the possibility.

In contrast to such sterility, can the reflexivity explained above point the way to
an genuine advance in theoretical physics? That is, can physics advance by



reflecting on itself, bearing in mind that what calls for explanation is in part the
prior success of physics? (Remember that this kind of consideration is what
motivates correspondence principles.)

80. Kea
May 27, 2006

Bert

Why did you choose the term monade?

81. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

Kea,
this time the answer to your question is well suited for a weblog.
One reason for substituting the full mathematical name: hyperfinite type III_1
Murray-von Neumann factor algebra by something shorter (in a paper where it
occurs many times) is that it is very unwieldy. Writing simply HTIII_1FA is ugly.
In looking for a word which reveals something about its conceptual aspects the
word “monade”is very appropriate for two reasons. A single such mathematical
object is unique i.e. up to isomorphism there exists only one, i.e. it is analogous
to a point in geometry. The situation changes radically when you place several
copies of this unique object (as operator algebras) into a common Hilbert space;
with a carefully chosen positioning dictated by “algebraic naturalness” based on
modular operator theory (modular inclusions, modular intersections), you create
the rich world of QFT in Minkowski spacetime (including spacetime and inner
symmetries) where all the differences between QFT models have their origin
only in the huge cardinality of possibilities of modular positionings (to generate
chiral theories you only need 2 copies, for 4-dim. QFT the minimal number is 6).
This is precisely the quantum physics realization of Leibnize’s monade theory of
how reality originates from the relative positions of “monades”, in fact it is a
perfect match (but you had to go up to local quantum physics to find it).
The mathematical physicist who discovered some mathematical properties of this
positioning (Wiesbrock, you can find some of his papers he wrote in the 90s in
math-ph) could not continue his career; he had the bad luck of living at the
wrong time (a time when academic priority was given to string theorists). Most
mathemaical Field medalists (exeption Vaughn Jones, Alain Connes) do not know
this mathematics; it comes to a large part from a string-free zone in particle
physics.
When Haag was travelling through Princeton and met Witten, this issue came up
in a conversation; but it seems that Witten apparently dismissed it, probably
because he and Atiyah were convinced at that time that real particle physics had
to come through the massaging of that (nonexisting) functional integral.
Recently I succeed to obtain 3 quite interesting (published) result using modular
methods
1) A very clear understanding of the recipes underlying the construction of
factorizing models (including the spacetime interpretation of Zamolodchikov-
Faddeev algebras).
2) Together with Mund and Yngvason we finally understood the best localization



aspects of the infinite spin Wigner representations (besides the massive and the
finite helicity massless representations the third big family of potentially physical
representations) and the string-localization of potentials associated with
massless finite helicity fields and their mild short distance properties (which
makes them ideal candidates in the search for renormalizable islands in the
infinite parametric space of the renormalization group)
3) A deep quantum understanding (a modular version of holography) of the
infinite dimensional mysterious Bondi-Metzner-Sachs group and of the the close
connection of the Volume law of heat-bath created entropy with the area law
caused by vacuum-fluctuation at the boundaries of causal localization (as already
mentioned in http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/ ).

There will be a forthcoming paper by Gandalf Lechner from Goettingen (his
thesis) where he succeeded to proof the mathematical existence of factorizing
models (the solution of the old nontriviality problem in a still limited context).
These models, unlike those superrenormalizable in the book of Glimm-Jaffe, are
for the first time only strictly renormalizable.
Together with Jens Mund and Jakob Yngvason I am presently working on a
renormalized perturbation theory based on those string-localized field (absolutly
nothing to do with string theory). A little note on the string-like potential
describing the metric tensor will appear in a little separate communication by
Mund within the next two weeks. We are under the impression that within this
extended perturbative framework gravity will be renormalizable (finite-
parametric) or to phrase it more carefully: the massless higher helicity string-
localized potentials permit renormalizable interactions.

82. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

I just realized that I forgot to mention a result obtained in the algebraic modular
setting which will probably interest many participants in this weblog beyond Kea
The idea of modular Euclideanization (as opposed to Osterwalder-Schrader
Euclideanization of real time QFT) leads to a structural proof of a temperture-
duality of thermal correlations (hep-th/0603118 and literature quoted therein)
for chiral theories of which the Verlinde duality arises from the zero-point
correlation function (the partition function or character of loop-groups). As its
higher dimensional analog the Nelson-Symanzik duality it is a manifestation of
the structural richness of the implementation of the causality principle of local
quantum physics. In fact it is much richer than the N-S duality, because it
generalizes the Victor Kac observation:
representation theory of loop groups –> identities for modular forms
to:
causality principle for chiral theories –> identities for modular forms,
with other words the totally autonomous modular concept arising from the T-T
modular theory of operator algebras contains the concept of modularity of so-
called modular forms (all those funny Ramanujan-kind of identities have a
common structural root: the causal locality principle of QFT!). And mathematical
physicists have a fare share of this modular theory because important concepts
as the KMS property (which Connes used for classifying the type III factors
which brought him the Field medal) are due to physicists. Although physicists

http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/


work in a more special context, it would not have been propostorous to call it the
T-T-H-H-W (adding Haag, Hugenholz and Winnink) to the list of protagonists.
Kea if you are really interested and you would live in Brazil, I would recomment
to attend a Sattelite meeting down in Floripa at the end of July:
http://www.mtm.ufsc.br/~exel/oa/
In normal times such insights would be of interest to more mathematicians, but
remember that this is coming from a string theory-free zone.

83. Joan
May 27, 2006

For those who are having difficulty getting research jobs,
have you considered lecturer positions? These are usually
not too difficult to find, and while the pay is not great,
you typically have summers free for research, and usually
less administrative responsibilities than you would have
in a tenure-track position.

84. JC
May 27, 2006

I’ve noticed lecturer positions seem to be a mixed bag for the most part.

At some places, they seem to be term contracts which have to be renewed every
term or year. In some cases I’m aware of, some lecturer contracts were not
renewed because of things like departmental politics. Popular “excuses” for not
renewing were silly things like too many poor student rewiews and/or
complaints, frequently used by the department to get rid of folks they don’t like.

In some departments which had an emphasis on research, the lecturers are
treated as 2nd class citizens or “bottom feeders”. At a community college, the
problem seems to be things like students not wanting to be there and goofing
around too much. (The sad part about some community colleges, is that a large
number of lecturers there were actually folks who did not get tenure at a
research university. Some of these folks seemed quite miserable for the most
part).

Though on the other side of the coin, most lecturer positions had very little to no
bureaucratic and/or management duties outside of teaching. For many of my
previous colleagues which have tenure at a university which emphasized
research, their number one complaint was all the bureaucratic duties they had to
deal with. In that sense, it wasn’t much different than working in a Dilbert style
corporation.

85. urs
May 27, 2006

Bert Schroer, Kea,

lest the impression arises that Tomita-Takesai theory, von Neumann type III
factors and the like play no role in string theory, let me point out the work by

http://www.mtm.ufsc.br/~exel/oa/
http://www.mtm.ufsc.br/~exel/oa/


Stolz and Teichner, who are in the process (for quite a while now) of giving a
geometric interpretation of elliptic cohomology

( http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000737.html )

in terms of CFT with target some string bundle

( http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000799.html ).

See for instance page 53 of this review

( http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000712.html )

to see all the machinery – that Bert Schroer mentioned – in action.

86. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

Urs,
that is not what I meant. The von Neumann algebras e.g. in the last part of the
first article are just an epiteton ornans (ornamental addition copied from
Wassermann’s article) to the main text.
The setting of the authors is that of Greame Segal’s axiomatics of (topological)
Euclidean field theory, which has only a metaphoric relation to a similar real time
axiomatics a la Brunetti-Fredenhagen. What I really meant is an Euclidianization
of the T-T modular theory in the Nelson-Symanzik duality tradition which in the
chiral setting is a modular analog of the Osterwalder-Schrader Euclideanization
(i.e. something which comes from our past in autonomous particle physics i.e.
which was there before the Atiyah-Witten era). With other words something
which is in the tradition of modular theory a la T-T-H-H-W (a terminology which I
explained before) enriched with the notions of modular inclusions and modular
intersections (which are essential for my use) which were discovered in the 90s
by Wiesbrock before he had to leave academia. One glance at that work on
modular holography (mentioned before) would show you that we are talking
about completely different conceptual setting which just happen to share a few
common references.
Please don’t fall prey to the trick in string theory to claim huge areas and
semantically incorporate it (a phenomenon which was discussed before with
Peter). Since you are a member of a mathematics department you have all the
right to be interested in elliptic objects, but I think as a particle physicist I have
the right to be proud of our rich and almost forgotten traditions and to use them
in a new context (and fight any insinuations that this has grown on the soil of
string theory)

87. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

Dear Peter,
just to get away from that long discussion with various participants on this
webblog for a change, I would like to make some personal comments.
Since I was a newcomer to your weblog at the time of its third birthday, let me
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congratulate you for your fulltime work of managing this weblog so successfully.
I hope the physics Columbia university physics department realizes what a useful
role this string theory critical weblog plays in very precarious times for particle
physics (I think even string theorist can see this point).
As you certainly have realized, we have quite different opinions on what could
help particle physics in this situation. But there is no hegemonial claim in either
of our viewpoints.
When I listened to these three University of Princeton tapes of David Gross I was
shocked by his salesmenship of semantically manufactured facts (described
before in a contribution where I quoted from original papers of string theory).
We always think of George Bush, when we talk about manufactured facts. Well, it
happens in our midst and the intellectual creme of Princeton University is
applauding. I also was appalled by what he said about LQG although (contrary to
you) I have a somewhat critical position with respect to LQG (and I think some of
the questions and comments referring to Lee Smolin are justified; also I do not
want to see particle physics and in particular gravity end in an Armegeddon
between LQG and string theory). Since I could not believe that a place where I
spend some time in the 60s had now fallen so low, I searched for other
videotaped talks. I listen to the first talk in 3-talk series by Mark Juergensmeyer
with the title: “God and War: The Odd Appeal of War” (also a professor from
Santa Barbara) and my view about Princeton was instanteneously corrected; the
problem I had is really constricted to particle physics and may also occurs at
other ivy league places which have a tradition for such talks.
We probably also agree that it is somewhat disappointing that such a integer and
generally critical mind with a Nobel stature as Frank Wilszek does not take a
more pointed position with respect to these strange sociological hegemonic
manifestations. But then Gross was his thesis adviser, and in addition not
everybody has that critical independent mind as Pauli (he was not always right,
but he always fought for the coherence of physics and not in order to sell his own
ideas).
I have a bottle of red wine on my table (this time from Mendoca, Argentinia) and
I am in this moment drinking to your successfull continuation of this weblog.
May people recognize what a hell of work you have to do in order to permit
yourself some satisfaction.

88. urs
May 27, 2006

The impression that algebraic quantum field theory is closer to
phenomenological physics than to pure math, at least in comparison to other
parts of “formal high energy physics” is something that I have not obtained.

Maybe its just me being ignorant (which I am, in a huge number of respects). But
the worthwhile applications of AQFT that I have seen have precisely the status of
physics-inspired math which Bert Schroer is so critical of.

The understanding of representation theory of loop groups and related CFT
technology using AQFT techniques would be one example. Some math that
people like Michael Mueger are doing



(as in his second talk here http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives
/000711.html)

would be another.

I am also not sure why Minkowski-spacetime field theory is so much more
“physical” or “real”. Sure, in some sense. But CFT applied to statistical
mechanics is a Euclidean field theory. Any concept of field theory we have should
be able to deal with Euclidean and Lorentzian backgrouds.

But (correct me if I am wrong) Minkowski spacetime and lightcones are build
into the very axioms of AQFT. That looks like too strong an axiom to me.

89. B
May 27, 2006

MoveOnOrStayBehind Says:
B:

“Or, to put it differently, someone should think about what we ought to do with
all the String Theorists. ….”

A nuclear physicist by education who now does “phenomenological quantum
gravity” teaches string physicists what to do after their project has failed? By all
means, they can’t wait to hear!

It’s not up to me to judge which research fields are promising. I just say, that it’s
definitely necessary to objectively evaluate the situation. There are people who
have sufficient knowledge and overview to give advise. Listen to them. I wouldn’t
even say string theory has ‘failed’. But its over-rated.

I – in person – am certainly not the one to teach string theorists something
besides phenomenological quantum gravity – if they are interested, I would love
to do so! I can’t avoid noticing that String Theorists speak ‘stringy’ and someone
has to make the translation. The quest for the Theory of Everything has quite
some similarities to building the Tower of Babel.

This is getting more absurd every time I read around here.

Dear MoveOnOrStayBehing: You got to move on – or stay behind…

Best, B.

90. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

Urs,
Loop groups are of course a valuable illustration, I mentioned the that the
relation of chiral field theories with modular forms was first discovered in the
context of loop groups (Victor Kac…).
The point here is that you do not want to invent a special drawer in which you
keep loop group or general chiral field theory separated from the rest of QFT.
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The only interest in chiral quantum field theory is as a theoretical laboratory to
learn something about the nonperturbative subtleties for higher dimensional
QFT and for this reason you have to use those structures which are in common to
QFT in all spacetime dimension (and that is modular localization). All special
structures for families of chiral theories like loop groups (sorry, for me they
always remained current algebras) have been investigated or can be investigated
by mathematicians, hence why should I loose time in getting into competitions
with them? What I can contribute is the update or adaptation of some rich ideas
from the past (and largely forgotten, just because you were so busy learning
loop-groups and elliptic objects that you had no time to learn anything about the
important conceptual past cross roads in particle physics, this is not a personal
criticism). The Euclideanization of the modular group which underlies the (field-
coordinatization independent) concept of causality and localization in the context
of the chiral setting (without specializing to loop groups or other rational
families) and which is in complete analogy to Nelson-Symanzik and Osterwalder-
Schrader is something to the heart of a particle physicist like me.
I am not negating that for special families you can use other special methods
coming from mathematics e.g. the vertex operator formalism of Graeme Segal,
which has recently been used by Hu in order to derive the Verlinde formula for a
special family (which is characterized in terms of vertex concepts which I am not
familiar with (i.e. I do not know their precise relation to Wightman fields, to
clarify this would be the obligation of the vertex algebra people because
Wightman fields are much older).
I think that particle physics has a strong historical component which has been
damaged because in the late 70s people (with the increasing arrogance of people
entering math. phys. they never cared to look back whether some of these ideas
already existed so that the already existing terminology could be taken over and
enriched by new insights instead of cutting off the link to the past by a new
terminology).
It is just as with human history, if you forget and surpress it, it will create
confusions and conceptual regress.
Urs, your attempt to separate me from my colleagues of AQFT will not succeed,
the past is too strong and even my present influence on what is going on in that
community is not negligable.

91. Kea
May 27, 2006

I have a bottle of red wine on my table (this time from Mendoca, Argentinia)

Oh! I was in Mendoza a few years ago. Lovely place. I would love to come to
Brazil, but alas my poverty forbids it. Thank you, Bert, for taking the time to tell
us a little about AQFT. Personally, I am 100% on your side, as regards the
relevance to particle physics in comparison with Strings. I had a look at your
beautiful paper on wedge localisation last night. Actually, Jones said a few words
about his ideas on physics at a conference I was at recently, but unfortunately, as
an organiser, he was not given the time to speak about any details.

My point is that certain instances of the category theoretic monad share many of
the deep properties that you attribute to your monade. I do not think that this is



a coincidence. Not all people looking at higher category theory are in the String
camp.

92. Kea
May 27, 2006

Here is a paper by Halvorsen on AQFT, with some category theoretic input.

93. Kea
May 27, 2006

Try again: paper

94. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

Kea,
of course higher category theory is not the domain of string theory. The first who
introduced nonabelian cohomology and higher categories into QFT was John
Roberts (in the middle of the 70s). He had a strong physical motivation coming
from gauge theories. Things did not work out in the way he expected. But
fortunately this was at a time when negative results on deep problems
investigated with the best available tools were equally important and interesting
äs positive results (somehow related to Pauli’s “not even wrong”) and so the
work was published. I have the impression a negative result on string theory will
not be tolerated by the community in fear of endangering the veracity of the
whole construct. I am surprized that his work was not mentioned in recent string
theory blogs. Street, who is the father figure in Australian n-category research
always referred to it.
Returning to Urs:
where did I claim that AQFT is anywhere close to phenomenology? I said that it
is directly related to the (utterly successful) principles underlying QFT (which
are the condensed form of past experiments), more explicitly the principles
together with some mathematical concepts to implement them. In a situation
where you are stuck (hopefully only temporarily) on the experimental side, you
are not condemned to do speculative blue yonder physics, rather there is the
third way: press the principles and the concepts real hard and see what you are
led to. But this is very difficult and time consuming and I cannot advise a young
man under actual social physics department conditions to go into this since it is
very risky for making a living (but there were some people who were willing to
take the risk and a very few succeeded).
Urs, you mentioned Michael Mueger. Despite his beautiful conceptual work on
order/disorder variables (and the fact that he is very talented) he could not get a
position in physics. For quite some time he worked under Turaev in Strassbourg
and it is natural that he looked at the more categorical aspects as they were
investigated at the mathematics department of that university. He finally got a
permanent position in Holland (probably in math.). Please don’t msiunderstand
me, I am in no way against categorical settings and topological field theory. I
only think that if this is already being done at mathematics departments it should
not also be done in physics departments. Or to put it into a milder formulation, if
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it is done at a physics department the individual using it should at least be aware
that the first topological field theory was that extraction of a tracial
(combinatorial) algebra which carried the representation of the statistics
operators in the DHR work on superselection sectors (see Haag’s book) and
which was later discovered in a much more general setting by Vaughn Jones and
called by him extremely appropriatly the “Markov trace” (where Markov refers
both to the 19 century Russian probabilist and his son who stands for the braid
group aspect). Whereas the topological bones can be perfactly placed into such
tracial hyperfinite type II algebras as Vaughn uses them, this is not possible for
the localizable and transportable meat.
Kea you said that you saw Vaughn Jones recently, is he well? We are all looking
forward to see him in Floripa.

95. Aaron Bergman
May 27, 2006

You know, if we’re judging string theory wanting for having produced little
connection with the real world in the last twenty years, how should we judge
AQFT having produced not a single example of a realistic QFT since at least the
seventies.

96. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

Judge it by the results I mentioned this morning (at least something, it is not a
theory of everything). In addition AQFT shares all the previous successes of QFT
(including all the cross sections and vacuum polarization effects) because it is
nothing but an vast conceptual extension (often with a more profound
interpretation).
I would repent most of the things I said if string theory would only lead to a
fraction of those results.
String theory is not an extension of QFT because the prerequisite would be a
structural compatibility without which the standard scale-sliding argument is not
worth anything. I have explained this in detail before in some older contribution
and I am not going to repeat this here again.
You may not agree with me, but you certainly have to admit that at least it does
not wipe out knowledge (which string theory has done and is still doing).

97. Aaron Bergman
May 27, 2006

AQFT shares all the successed of QFT? What nontrivial theory in four dimensions
has been constructed via AQFT?

98. Kea
May 27, 2006

Please don’t msiunderstand me, I am in no way against categorical settings and
topological field theory. I only think that if this is already being done at
mathematics departments it should not also be done in physics departments.



Bert, the people working on fractional QHE, for instance, have hardly been doing
nothing for the last 20 years.

99. Kea
May 27, 2006

There are engineers and computer scientists doing TFT mathematics. The
question you should be asking is: how can I link this beautiful edifice of AQFT to
what they are all doing?

100. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

I was under the impression that solid state physicists cherish localized states and
material properties and they need the localized carriers of those topological
quantum numbers and not just their bones to make trustworthy calculations. Are
you sure that you are talking about professional condensed matter physicists? Is
among the physical results anything which would impress e.g. Phil Anderson?
To Aaron: if standard QFT would be able to construct a 4-dim. QFT it would be
immediatly inherited by AQFT according to the logic I explained. I think you
mean by “construct” something entirely different. I do not mean being able to
write a functional integral, compute some renormalized Feynman diagrams and
put some instantons on top, I meant mathematically controllable model
constructions as they have been done in any other area of theoretical physics.

101. Kea
May 27, 2006

Are you sure that you are talking about professional condensed matter
physicists?

Yes, I am quite sure. Of course, no one is claiming to have worked out completely
how to compute things properly. That is the point.

102. Aaron Bergman
May 27, 2006

The point is that AQFT is one attempt to codify the mathematical structures of
QFT. There are others (I can think of at least three mathematicians who have set
out to define QFT, two of whom have Fields medals). To date, I think it’s safe to
say that none of them completely capture what we know ought to be true about
QFT. So, maybe you’ve chosen the right way or maybe not. Beats me. But I
hardly think it’s fair at this point to say that the AQFT formalism must be the
right answer when there aren’t any realistic examples and, furthermore, it seems
to ignore (at least judging by your previous conversations with Mentos) much of
the modern Wilsonian understanding of the subject.

How about something easier? Does AQFT have anything interesting to say about
TQFTs? In two dimensions, at least, the axiomatization in terms of categories has
shown a lot of success. In 4D, the twisted N=2 TQFT that gives Donaldson
invariants has proven to be extraordinarily fruitful. Can you see the AQFT



structures in this context, and do they say anything new or useful about
Donaldson and Seiberg-Witten invariants? Recently, a topological twisting of
N=4 SYM has proven to describe much of the mathematics in the geometric
Langlands programme. Can AQFT say something there? The categorical
structure a la Atiyah, Segal et al definitely is apparent.

103. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

The first step would be to have convincing experimental agreement with those
quantum numbers. If those are related to e.g. braid group statistics this would be
interesting, since statistics is an almost kinematical property (and the only
known property by which low dimensional are structurally different from higher
dimensional ones!). I find it perfectly conceivable that e.g. a large statistical (or
quantum-) dimension could account for a high temperature in high T_c, but I am
not an expert.
You did not answer my question about Vaughn Jones.

104. Kea
May 27, 2006

You did not answer my question about Vaughn Jones.

Sigh. All right, then. He seemed well, and did a lot of windsurfing, as usual. But I
can’t say I really know him personally.

105. Kea
May 27, 2006

Can you see the AQFT structures in this context, and do they say anything new
or useful about Donaldson and Seiberg-Witten invariants?

This is a very good question. AQFT should be able to shed light on these
invariants, if it has any computational power.

106. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

“But I hardly think it’s fair at this point to say that the AQFT formalism must be
the right answer when there aren’t any realistic examples and, furthermore, it
seems to ignore (at least judging by your previous conversations with Mentos)
much of the modern Wilsonian understanding of the subject.”
Sorry Aaron, this apodictic manner is not my style of dialog and if I really said
that, it was a lapsus linguae. In fact the situation is quite the opposite: exactly
because we know that we are on such slippery ground we are trying so hard to
control the existence of 4-dimensional QFT (those successes in d=1+1 are only
successes in the sence of a theoretical laboratory, but we have already learned
some messages and at least there is a new strategy). Our aim is to make QFT like
any other area of theoretical physics.
Concerning the Wlson Renormalization group I once asked that question to
Fredenhagen after he finished his work with Duetsch on the AQFT-inspired



version of the Petermann-Stueckelberg renormalization group. He told me that
this can be done and the result will be written up. Fredenhagen has never
claimed anything which he was not able to deliver and I attribute the fact that
nothing has appeared yet as due to his very demanding job of leading such a big
institute in the midst of a German buerocracy and politicial leadership which
come with new directives almost every week.
Concerning those impressive results about Donaldson invariants, Seiberg-Witten,
the Langlands program etc. I think that the relation to particle physics is of a
more metaphorical nature i.e. they use a language which is taken from particle
physics but it is not really particle physics. The setting tends to be Euclidean
instead of real time (I am not so sure about Langlands) and certainly I do not
know how to get a real time into those mathematical structures. I also confess
that I have never seen any mathematically controllable real time operator theory
with a electric-magnetic duality although I know order-disorder variables in real
time QFTs in d=1+1.

107. Aaron Bergman
May 27, 2006

The relation of TQFTs to reality is irrelevant here. They certainly appear to be
examples of quantum field theories. For example, QFT arguments were used to
invent Seiberg-Witten invariants which were previously unknown to
mathematicians. It’s hard to believe that these things simply are not QFTs given
their success. If your formalism has no room for them, then I don’t see why I
should take is seriously as an axiomatization of QFT especially given that TQFTs
are easier than the real thing.

Let me ask about anomalies. There are very beautiful ways of understanding
gauge anomalies from the path integral point of view. Does AQFT in any way
incorporate this geometric understanding of anomalies?

108. Kea
May 27, 2006

The setting tends to be Euclidean instead of real time (I am not so sure about
Langlands) and certainly I do not know how to get a real time into those
mathematical structures.

The question was really: how would AQFT tackle the problem of smooth 4D
invariants? In other words, what is a combinatorial description of them? As for
‘real time’, many elements of SW theory have twistor theoretic descriptions, and
these could possibly be of AQFT type. If so, then these invariants are really,
really interesting physics – not just mathematics.

109. Kea
May 27, 2006

AQFT, Donaldson-SW
Temperature duality, Coupling duality
Holography, Cobordism
Monade, Monad



Braids, Dehn surgery

110. Kea
May 27, 2006

…and you might even convert a few thousand Landscapologists to the true path!

111. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

Anomalies have been treated and identified in the Duetsch-Fredenhagen AQFT
setting of perturbation (naturally it is in real time). Euclidean field manifolds and
functional integrals are metaphoric instruments, they are very suggestive and
after a lot of massaging leads to correct results but they do not exist
mathematically apart from superrenormalizable (and not very interesting)
models of the Glimm-Jaffe type. In a previous blog I described how I went
through all this in the middle of the 70s looking at the Euclidean integration
aspects of the Schwinger model, finding by generic functional integration (the
Schwinger model is the only case where this can be done generically i.e. without
specializing to instanton configurations) learning everything about the Atiyah-
Singer index theory in order to generalize that wonderful Schwinger model
relation between zero spinor modes and winding number of the gauge field
(partially in collaboration with N. Nielsen and also with Swieca) some years
before Alvarez-Gaume, Witten etc. I think I have some credentials in that kind of
functional geometry. But I left after a couple of years because it was far away
from my conception of real time quantum physics and because I think that
artistic manipulations which have no mathematical existence even if they are
highly successful are not my favorite passtime. Just imagine what would have
happened to quantum physics if people would have been complacent about the
quite successful Bohr-Sommerfeld old QT. If you like metaphorical arguments
which lead to consistent results that is fine for me, but I find it absurd to be
asked (30 years after I left this metaphorical use of QFT precisely for the
indicated reason) to produce results which I do not consider to be part of particle
physics. Neither QFT as an instrument of particle physics nor its AQFT extension
can achieve what you are asking for; however some gifted particle physicists can
be inspired by its setting and derive wonderful mathematical results. Not even
Graeme Segal, who was inspired by QFT to abstract his nice euclidean setting of
gluing via cobordism claims that he is doing what particle physicists call QFT.
There is a difference between particle physics and “that what physicists are
doing” (quotation from Hrzebruch after giving an account of the Atiyah-Witten
work).

112. Kea
May 27, 2006

All right, then. How would you calculate the Standard Model parameters? Is that
physics?

113. Aaron Bergman
May 27, 2006



I just want to make sure I understand you. Is it your belief that TQFTs are not
examples of QFTs?

As for the rest, quantum mechanics explains and encompasses the old Bohr-
Sommerfeld rule (slightly modified). As best I can tell from you, AQFT neither
explains nor encompasses the geometric understanding of anomalies.

I’m mostly going through this, BTW, to show to the various readers here that the
reason the vast majority of the field does not pay attention to AQFT is not just
prejudice and groupthink or whatever. It is because it does not seem to capture
any of the things that are generally understood to be fundamental and useful
features of QFT.

114. Kea
May 27, 2006

And I have a question: why should a physicist accept Connes’ vision of what is
really geometry? He’s just a mathematician.

115. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

Kea,
I have no aswer and I do not think that anybody else has. Sometimes I think that
we had to pay a very high prize for that relatively easy group theoretical entry.
We are now in a labyrinth, the best (in the sense of phenomenological success)
quasiclassical straight jacket imaginable (remember that the gauge principle is a
classical selection principle for L-invariant interactions) i. e. I do not think we
will get out of the present mess without a very significant additional conceptual
investment. One should be modest and admit that not every problem can be
solved at any time. Solving such problems in a diretissima is mostly not possible.
We should patiently go ahead and pressing more the inner logic of QFT; in no
way did we reach yet the inner core of QFT. But I expect that as in previous
cases (except string theoru) the revolutionary aspect may be less in a change of
principles but more on the conceptual side of their implementation.
A small piece of cherry on the cake which AQFT-inspired arguments can deliver
is that if one starts with massive vektormesons in zero order than perturnative
consistency requires the introduction of an additional physical degree of freedom
whose simplest realization is a scalar field (Higgs but without that vacuum
condensate). So something like the Higgs seems to be a perturbative necessity.
But this is probably something expected in any case this has no bearing on your
question.
I may have created the wrong impression that AQFT is a community thing like
string theory or LQG. It is not, rather it is a shared belief of some pragmatic-
minded individuals whose only distinction from others is that they insist that the
requirements on the searched for theory should be clearly formulable without
invoking “classical crutches” i.e. without quantization and if possible without
highlighting particular field coordinatizations (apart from conserved symmetry
currents).



116. Bert Schroer
May 27, 2006

Yes Aaron, TQFT is associated to quantum field theory but it is not itself QFT. You
can extract from localizable QFT an algebra of the topological bones, but TQFT
has no autonomous interpretation because all the interpretation of QFT, I repeat
all the physical interpretation, goes through causal localization. Even particle
momenta are in first place not Fourier transforms but rather encode geometric
relations between events (clicks in counters). One forgets these aspects if one
computes Feynman integrals in momentum space but in scattering theory and
much more so in curved spacetime QFT one is painfully reminded of this
elementary facts of life. Physicists manage to invent a Lagrangian description
(e.g. Chern Simons) but this does not make them QFT, they remain at best TQFT.
You may not see this directly in the action (unless you really make the
Osterwalder Schrader test) but the algebraic content of such a theory is radically
different from that of a localizable QFT (they are similar to those algebras
Vaughn Jones uses in his subfactor theory). A derivation of e.g. the TQFT
containing the mapping class group from a full chiral QFT on a circle was given
e.g. in the appendix of the pre-electronic paper I wrote with Fredenhagen and
Rehren. Since the original chiral theory was localizable, you know the concrete
spacetime interpretation of the knots and mapping class group operators only by
pointing to those operators in the QFT algebra from where they originated. The
only memory about localization they carry is a distinction between right and left
(a property of the braid group). I do not know any construction which allows to
reconstruct a QFT from a TQFT. The auxiliary Riemann surface pictures one
makes are strictly metaphorical, they have absolutely noyjing to do with the
physical localization.

117. Thomas Larsson
May 28, 2006

I happen to think that the present formalism of gauge theory does not meet this
test (see my remarks I made earlier, giving support to Thomas Larson in
Fantastic Realities, probably more radical than what he had in mind).

Bert, my key observation about gauge symmetries is quite radical: not all gauge
symmetries need to remain gauge after quantization, due to gauge anomalies.
There is a strong, ideological resistance against this (“a gauge symmetry is a
redundancy of the description”), despite the fact that several well-known
examples of consistent anomalous gauge theories exist; the free, subcritical
string (D &lt 26) is the canonical example (no-ghost theorem).

In fact, it is impossible to combine a trivial action of local gauge transformations
with nonzero charge, provided that you embed the algebra of gauge
transformations into its natural completion containing also divergent,
superselection-changing transformations. I made this observation, which is both
obvious and trivial, in math-ph/0603024.

From this perspective, the key difference between string and YM theory is
whether you allow divergent gauge transformations. In string theory, you allow

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0603024
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generators which diverge when z -> infinity (L_m with m > 1), but in YM theory
you forbid generators which diverge when r -> infinity.

118. Bert Schroer
May 28, 2006

Aaron,
you were a great sparring partner yesterday night. From FAQ’s to the standard
prejudices you hit the whole scale of arguments and sometimes I had the
impression that you played the devil’s advocate (this is what I sometimes do in
order to enhance the informative flux). Since I have reservations about
proselyting, this is a good way to conduct a dialog and I tell you that I stayed on
the PC up to midnight in order not to loose this ideal opportunity.
I hope that I convinced you that the extension of standard QFT (Lagrangian
quantization) called “algebraic” is basically the execution of a step towards
intrinsicness which in geometry you already excepted a long time ago, namely
independence of coordinates (in the case at hand independence of field
coordinatization which requires to go beyond Lagrangian quantization) although,
as in geometry, it is not forbidden to use coordinates. Due to the inexorably
singular nature of sharply localized quantum fields this step is naturally more
sophisticated than its differential geometric analog.
I also hope to have convinced you that TQFT, despite this name, is not QFT,
because the most important ingredient since the time of Faraday and Maxwell
namely localization (the meaning of fields) is missing. The impreciseness of
nomenclature, hugely enhanced by string theory, would have tragic confusing
consequences if we fall prey to our own bad semantic creations.
I tried to explain that AQFT achieves the separation of topological bones from
the localizing flesh by extracting “kinematical” subalgebras with tracial states
(they are never localizable or transportable). This is an extremely important
technical step in the DHR theory of superselection sectors. The latter is a
phantastic achievement: the reconstruction of the full QFT (including statistics,
inner symmetries…) only from its observable shadow (another reductionist
construction of AQFT). This is one of these inverse constructions of the kind
which Marc Kac characterized in a more acoustic context as “how to hear the
shape of a drum”. The idea is that we have very good intuitive insight into local
observables, but we enter a conceptual high risk zone if we arrogantly claim that
we can pull the structure of the full QFT with all its “unobservable” (i.e. its not
directly accessible charge- and halfinteger spin- carrying fields) out of our hat or
head.
This extraction of topological (“kinematical” in a certain extended sense of the
word) bones in the old DHR work (see Haag’s book) has been extended to the
low-dimensional realm of braid group statistics in the appendix of the mentioned
FRS work, and I already mentioned that in this richer braid-knot-mapping class
group context the tracial states coincide with the famous Markov traces of
Vaughn Jones subfactor theory. The latter is a bone theory par excellence,
although the bones which in the Chern-Simons-like
“backreading” into a Witten kind of Lagrangian jacket (but outside the
Osterwalder-Schrader reflection positivity which is related to localization) take
on the appearance of topological bones, are more combinatorial bones in Jones’s
subfactor setting.



Another bone framework outside of localization is the LQG. I know too little
about its algebraic nature to sav what kind of algebras it leads to but there are
definitly no monades (see earlier blogs) around.
I saw many instances of extraction QFT —> TQFT but I am not aware of a single
case were localizable meat was put onto topological bones. This is why I am a bit
sceptical about the relation of LQG to localizable ordinary quantum matter; but
on the other hand I have no argument why such a thing cannot work. Maybe Lee
Smolin or somebody else from LQG has an idee how to achieve that.
I will vanish from the radar screen for at least one day and I of course hope that
my contributions to this weblog do not only create animosities but are also a
little bit helpful in a positive sense.

119. urs
May 28, 2006

Is it plausible that the right concept of real-time Minkowski-background 4D field
theory is disconnected from that of Euclidean and/or topological field theory?

Taking the risk of sounding like a broken record (at least I won’t be the only
one), let me say this:

The FRS result on RCFT (->) shows precisely the opposite. The full
understanding of rational conformal field theory has only been obtained after
realizing how it splits into a topological part and a part knowing about the
conformal background structure.

And I think we all agree that RCFTs are of concrete physical relevance. They
describe stuff people measure in laboratories.

Furthermore, the FRS theorem solves a problem (namely that of understanding
what full 2D RCFT is) which cannot even be formulated with present AQFT
technology.

That’s only in part due to the fact that AQFT chooses (by way of axioms) to
restrict attention to Minkowski background, while we need Euclidean
backgrounds here.

But there are more reasons. It is not known to date how to describe field theories
with general boundary conditions using AQFT, let alone field theories with defect
lines.

(Defect lines are for instance generated by the ‘t Hooft operators that implement
the Hecke transformations in twisted SYM, the way Kapustin and Witten explain
(->)).

Klaus Fredenhagen has some first ideas on how boundary conditions might be
modeled in the AQFT context. There was supposed to be a project concerned
with investigating this question in the new String Theory Research Center in
Hamburg (->) – but the referees canceled this particular project.

Anyway, my impression is pretty much the same that Aaron expressed:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000813.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000813.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000805.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000805.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000783.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000783.html


AQFT is one attempt out of several for extracting (guessing, really) the right
mathemtical structures (the right axioms) from the semi-heuristic physical
understanding of field theory. Given the results obtained from these axioms, it
does not really look like the AQFT axioms make closer contact with observable
physics than, in particular, Atiyah-Segal formulations do.

Moreover, as the example of that Stolz/Teichner paper was supposed to
illustrate, where necessary the Segal formulation (which asserts that QFT =
representation of cobordims categories in Vect) incorporates useful insights
obtained from AQFT.

So, for me, the conclusion is this:

Clearly, AQFT has axioms which are a plausible first guess for the axioms that a
real QFT should satisfy. But just as clearly, something about these axioms is not
yet flexible enough. Something is still missing. Something of course is clearly
right about them.

Surely, as long as the AQFT axioms apply not to a single physically non-trivial
theory, they are in need of modification.

What is good about axioms is that they allow people to unambiguously work out
their consequences. This is happening using AQFT axioms, and a couple of
mathematically interesting insights have been obtained.

However, I see no evidence that Segal-like formulations of QFT, with their
motivation in topological field theories, are farther removed from the QFT
existing in nature than the AQFT formulation. On the contrary, things like the
FRS theorem seem to tell me that the opposite is the case.

Suggesting that Atiyah-Segal is “just metaphorics” only because it is not
formulated in terminology of AQFT sounds misleading to me.

120. Aaron Bergman
May 28, 2006

I’m just posting this to say that Urs pretty much said what I was going to say and
to reiterate that any definition of QFT that does not include TQFT (of which many
are not obtained by first starting with a non-topological theory) seems severely
wanting to me.

That it does not encompass the geometric insights regarding anomalies and
seems to allow perverse theories as are obtained in Rehren duality doesn’t help
things either.

121. urs
May 28, 2006

Kea wrote:

The AQFT papers that I have glanced at recently all talk about functors



from some suitable category of (local) spaces, such as the category of
strongly causal manifolds. Where exactly do you think this is leading?

There is an obvious covariance condition in the axioms of AQFT. You assign
algebras (of observables) to subsets of spacetime. You want these algebras to
behave nicely under diffeomorphisms of spacetime.

As about any covariance condition, this can be rephrased as a natural
transformation of some functor.

As far as I can tell, this observation does not give rise to something qualitatively
new.

122. Mentos
May 28, 2006

Heh.

Let’s not all pile on at once.

[everything urs and aaron said +]… unable to handle quantum field theories with
degenerate vacua (see our previous discussion of Seiberg-Witten theory), does
not incorporate renormalization-group behavior a la Wilson, apparently has
trouble dealing with supersymmetry, …

In short, it is pretty much silent about the past 30 years of developments in
quantum field theory. And when it does speak up (eg, Rehrens Duality) , it says
something silly.

Were it not for the efforts of this blog owner (hosting various documents for Prof.
Schroer, and enthusiastically promoting his arxiv postings), few would ever have
heard of AQFT. And for good reason.

123. Eugene Stefanovich
May 28, 2006

Bert, Urs, Aaron, Kea,

The (quantum field) theories you are discussing look very distant from ordinary
quantum mechanics of particles that served us so well in low-energy physics. Is
there an important reason (a no-go theorem, or something) that forbids
application of simple rules of QM (the Hilbert space, the Hamiltonian, the wave
function, etc) to high-energy phenomena and requires the complete shift of the
paradigm from quantum particles to quantum fields? This shift of the paradigm
looks especially strange if one takes into account that predictions of QFT are
usually limited to small (radiative) corrections to the QM results, e.g., the Lamb
shifts.

Surely, when energies are high, we cannot limit ourselves to the Hilbert space
with fixed number of particles, because particles can be destroyed and created in
accordance with Einstein’s formula E=mc^2. Thus, instead of the fixed-particle-



number Hilbert space we need to consider the Fock space where the number of
particles can change from zero to infinity. Then creation and annihilation of
particles can be described by simply writing the interaction Hamiltonians as
polynomials in creation and annihilation operators in the Fock space. However,
this doesn’t require introduction of a radically new formalism, such as QFT.

My question is: why, in your opinion, this simple-minded approach doesn’t work?
Are there important reasons (besides historical) to consider fields, rather than
particles, as fundamental ingredients of nature? Thanks.

124. Kea
May 28, 2006

My question is: why, in your opinion, this simple-minded approach doesn’t work?

Oh, but it does work…if you try to turn what Bert is talking about into higher
category theory and raising and lowering operators become associated with the
concept of categorification and decategorification…and Minkowski space gets
turned into twistor geometry so that it’s true topos theoretic nature can be
identified.

125. Kea
May 28, 2006

Eugene

How can Bert and Urs/Aaron both be right? There is only one way. Urs/Aaron
need to accept the possibility that 30 years of String theory has missed
something important. Then they can look for it in the higher category theory
language that they use. On the other hand, Bert needs to think about a very, very
small request – the possibility of reformulating AQFT, without losing any of its
structure, in a different mathematical language.

126. Kea
May 28, 2006

Oh, I forgot to mention…that conference that Vaughn Jones was organising? For
some reason we had a lot of speakers talking about TFTs.

127. Kea
May 28, 2006

I think we should call vacuums elephants. Don’t you, Who? The word vacuum just
has too many connotations of dirty housework and dust mites.

128. Aaron Bergman
May 28, 2006

Urs/Aaron need to accept the possibility that 30 years of String theory has
missed something important.

What does any of this have to do with string theory? This has been a discussion



about whether AQFT is the right way to think about field theory.

For Eugene, you can look at why QFT developed in the first place, I suppose, but
a straightforward question is how do you propose to do QCD?

129. Kea
May 28, 2006

What does any of this have to do with string theory?

All right. Sorry. I was just using the term as a short hand for the conventional
physicist’s use of SYM etc.

130. Kea
May 28, 2006

…but a straightforward question is how do you propose to do QCD?

The SU(3) confinement comes in at the tricategorical level when one is forced to
break the Mac Lane pentagon and use premonoidal structures.

131. Bert Schroer
May 28, 2006

I just got back so before I go to sleep I will at least try to answer a few of those
questions.
Let me start with Eugene because it is the most physical question and I have a
eference for such straight physical questions
The transition from QM to QFT is indeed a total paradigmatic shift, to
exaggerate a bit in order to get this point across: the only thing they share is the
Planck h.
Let me explain this by looking back at history. Whereas the paradigm changing
QFT was discovered by Jordan, Dirac had a better accepted entrance into this
issue by placing multi-particle quantum mechanis (leading up to Fock space) into
the centre of the stage. For the case of the Schroedinger theory, the both points
merges rapidly. Together with the discovery of the Dirac equation, Dirac
developed hole theory and some of the first textbooks which contained low order
calculation (no loops) worked quite nicely (viz Heitler). But later it was seen that
the particle-based hole theory is inconsistent: nobody was ever able to do
renormalization theory based on it and when you massaged it so that you could
do it, you lost the particle base and slipped into QFT. Another observation which
indicated that there was a paradigmatic change was that of Furry and
Oppenheimer who realized to their great surprize that an interacting field
applied to the vacuum does not create a particle state but rather a state which
had a nonvanishing component to the one-particle subspace but in addition the
(in infinite order you get a “cloud” which involves infinitely many particle-
antiparticle pairs) vacuum polarization admixture. The modern way is to
demonstrate this paradigmatic change by a rigorous structural (model
independent) theorem which says that if in a compact spacetime region you find
any operator localized in that region which creates a polarization-free one-
particle state, the theory is necessarily interaction-free (in other words you now



have an intrinsic quantization-independent way of seeing the presence of an
interaction). The first region where this breaks down is the noncompact wedge
region, in that case so-called PFGs ((vacuum)-polarization-free-generators) exist
even though the theory is not free. This theories which arise in this way are
precisely the d=1+1 factorizing model and the Fourier transforms of the PFGs
fulfill the Zamolodchikov-Faddeev algebra relations i.e. the positive/negative
frequency components are still close to particle creation/annihilation operators.
Although these models have scattering without particle creation (and in this
sense they are close to what you wanted in your question), they have very
complicated vacuum polarization clouds which prevent any quantum mechanical
particle picture for compact regions! It is true that the generators of the
noncompact wedge region still look like relativistic particles, but even on that
level the ground is somewhat slippery since that elastic S-matrix realizes the full
“nuclear-democracy principle” saying that there is no genuine particle hegemony
between elementary an bound (though there is still a charge hegemony between
fundamental and fused charges) every particle is formed from all the other
particles inasmuch as charge conservation allows this. So already in this
relatively simple class of interacting theories (where you still can save some of
the particle concepts on the level of wedge localization) the paradigmatic change
is obvious.
This has very grave consequences. For example those arguments in Susskinds
and Weinberg’s work you often find the terminology relativistic QM instead of
QFT. Unfortunately these are not just words, in computing those cosmological
vacuum expectation of the energy-momentum tensor these authors fill levels as if
it would be quantum mechanics and get their absurdly large cosmological
constant values. This is conceptually totally wrong (it contradicts the local
covariance principle which according to Kea does not contain any new
information) and was profoundly criticized in a paper by Hollands and Wald (with
a very nice title, you find it in one of my old contributions to this weblog). Of
course saying that does not mean that you can easily do a correct calculation
(the cosmological reference state is not well kown and in gravity you rarely deal
with invarianr vacuum states). If this is the basis for anthropical ideas, it is an
extremely flimsy basis indeed.
In this context it is interesting to mention another point. The modular methods
which we developed recently (in the paper with Mund and Yngvason which I
already mentioned several times) permitted us to solve an old problem from the
Wigner representation theory namely what are the fields for those massless
infinite spin representations. We showed that they are semiinfinite spacelike
string-localized. This solves an old problem which generations of particle
physicists tried to understand. Weinberg in his book mentions the infinite spin
Wigner representation and then dismisses it by saying that “ Nature does not
make use of them”. But the main job of a theoretician is of course to investigates
its physical manifestations and decide afterwards whether it should be
dismissed. After all the massless matter separates into two families the neutrino-
photon… family and the much larger infinite spin (better helicity tower) family. It
is true that this quantum matter has very unusual properties (already Wigner
noticed a very strange thermal behavior). I think nowadays with the black matter
around, one would think twice before dismissing it with those words.
.



132. Kea
May 28, 2006

…it contradicts the local covariance principle which according to Kea does not
contain any new information

I never said that.

133. Bert Schroer
May 28, 2006

Sorry Kea, I saw it somewhere, but it is not in your blogs. I applogize.
It is natural that there are TQFT at Jones’s department because type II
subfactors are (in some generalised sense) TQFT. But Jones knows very well
(through his work with Wassermann) that QFT needs localization. In fact I am
sure that he deepy appreciates the recent construction existence proof (and
construction) of the minimal series by Kawahigashi Longo Pennig and Rehren .
This is quite an achievment and this cannot be done by Frobenius algebras and
sewing (you cannot construct QFT which has localization by sewing bones). It
seem that some people have forgotten what a proof is.
Kea, remember I said that without localization you cannot talk about QFT and
not that TQFT is a second rate enterprize. or anything like this mathematics does
not need the blessing of QFT in order to be brilliant. The entire subfactor theory
of Vaughn Jones was done in a context without localization and he would not
even dream to use the word QFT for those constructions (although he knows
perfectly how to to subfactor theory in the localizable type III setting)

134. Bert Schroer
May 28, 2006

Urs you said
“Klaus Fredenhagen has some first ideas on how boundary conditions might be
modeled in the AQFT context. There was supposed to be a project concerned
with investigating this question in the new String Theory Research Center in
Hamburg (->) – but the referees canceled this particular project”.
Urs I can perfectly understand that you are quite angry at those referees for
having jeopardized this collaboration with the group of which you are a member.
Now we are getting closer. I could have told you already before you lost this
collaboration which you desired so much, that whenever string theory related
particle physicists get to evaluate QFT projects they would wreck that bit of
reasonable research which still exists in Germany because their horizon is
extremely limited.
I was a student of Harry Lehmann who together with Kurt Symanzik and
Wolfhard Zimmermann, through there discovery of how one can even in the
presence of that inexorable vacuum polarization (see the answer to Eugene’s
question) extract pure particles and their scattering matrix (lehmann received
the prestigious Heinemann prize), brought a bit of brilliance to postwar German
particle physics.
Two years before Harry Lehmann died I had a conversation (on one of my
frequent visits to Hamburg) with him which is engraved in my memory. He asked



me what is happening in Berlin, why does such an important position at the
Humboldt u]University go to a string theoretician, an area whose contribution to
physics was smaller than any pre-assigned epsilon. I told him that neither I nor
my colleague Robert Schrader had any say in this; nobody ever asked us. He
thought this was the beginning of a downpath in German particle physics.
Once I attended a seminar at the HU given by Sidney Coleman. Maybe younger
people do not know, but Sid was the critical conscious of particle physics, a
worthy successor of Pauli in keeping particle physics lively and healthy. He
looked a bit frail and his behavior was changed from what I remembered from
earlier encounters. What really shocked me (just because it did not fit his earlier
critical image at all) was that he supported string theory. Later Robert Schrader
told me that Sid was unable to continue his critical role because he suffered from
an early onset of the Alzheimer disease. Only then I understood in retrospect
why things had changed so much.
Well, Urs, I am not surprized that things go that way. Though I cannot hep you, I
am sure that now, after the more QFT part of your joint venture was thrown out,
you will see certain things my way.

135. Bert Schroer
May 28, 2006

Aaron, here is one last attempt to get you away from that proximity of Mentos.
The first derivation of the Hawking radiation in a collapsing star was done by
Fredenhagen and Haag using the setting of AQFT (it was the problem which
Hawking would have liked to solve, but as a result of conceptual complications
he had to settle for the stationary case, see the book of Wald on this subject). I
could continue this list, and in addition I already told you that everything which
QFT can do AQFT can also do because the first one is included in the second. But
there is a whole list of results which you can only obtain from AQFT because the
inclusion is strict (not an equality). In my earlier blogs I have mentioned some of
these results.
What I however cannot do is provide a vaccine against the string virus which like
the bird flew virus is absolutly deadly, but it only kills the mind and the head is
then filled with strings.

136. Kea
May 28, 2006

…remember I said that without localization you cannot talk about QFT…

Er…hello? I have been agreeing with you about that.

137. Mentos
May 28, 2006

“I already told you that everything which QFT can do AQFT can also do because
the first one is included in the second.”

Provided, of course, one uses a suitably narrow definition of “QFT,” which
excludes theories with degenerate vacua, theories with nontrivial WIlsonian RG
behavior, supersymmetric theories, TQFTs, …



In short, throw out every development in “QFT” of the past 30 years, and AQFT
has you covered.

Peter Woit, for instance, will be disappointed to learn that his beloved Chern-
Simons Theory is not a QFT.

138. Bert Schroer
May 29, 2006

Mentos, you seem to honestly think that my role here is to please the owner of
this weblog, well at least you are a honst guy.

139. amanda
May 29, 2006

“The SU(3) confinement comes in at the tricategorical level when one is forced
to break the Mac Lane pentagon and use premonoidal structures.”

” Sid was unable to continue his critical role because he suffered from an early
onset of the Alzheimer disease.”

Guards! Guards! Major crackpot invasion in the Woit sector!

140. Chris Oakley
May 29, 2006

Sid was unable to continue his critical role because he suffered from an early
onset of the Alzheimer disease.

He could have just been faking it, having got tired of arguing against Superstring
theory.

141. stevem
May 29, 2006

“The first derivation of the Hawking radiation of a collapsing star was done by
Fredenhagen and Haag using the setting of AQFT. It was the problem Hawking
would have liked to solve…”
Bert, why is this a better calculation than Hawking’s? I assume you mean the
paper: “On the derivation of the Hawking radiation associated with the formation
of a black hole”, Commum. Math. Phys. 127, p273 (1990).
But this comes quite a bit later than Hawking’s so they did’nt do it first. I have
not seen this but the archive of Comm. Math. Phys. is available free online, I
think at “projecteuclid.com”, so will look it up out of curiosity.

142. stevem
May 29, 2006

Correction, it is “projecteuclid.org” for anyone interested in the archived math
journals there.

143. Bert Schroer



May 29, 2006

Chris: the calculation in the nonstationary situation is conceptually much more
demanding than that in the stationary envirement of the Schwarzschild
spacetime and it is not surprizing that this came quite a bit later.
I did in no way intend to build up a case AQFT against Hawking. I only
mentioned this in connection with the ineredicable prejudice which affects some
participants of this blog. This serious mental incapacity seems to affect mostly
blog contributers who permitted there mind to be run by string theory and I
certainly did not have you in mind.
When I entered this blog in April I had the illusion that one can change
prejudices by rational arguments and facts, but now I realize that there are
limitations. It is extremely difficult to argue with people who desperately insist to
hang on some unfortunate premature terminology (before the time when the use
of big Latin Latters became popular) and insist to take it litterally and defend
their physical confusion-creating semantics with claws and teeth (a new breed of
string millenium fundamentalists.)

144. Bert Schroer
May 29, 2006

Sorry, it was Stevem; but it could have been also Chris.

145. Bert Schroer
May 29, 2006

Eugene,
in order to enjoy some distraction, let me return to an old blog in which you
surprized me by your familiarity with the Coester-Polyzou relativistic particle
theory of “direct particle interaction”. I now understand the origin of your recent
question about the paradigmatic relation relativistic QM—-QFT. I do not think
that there are many people in this weblog who really know about the existence of
a relativistic multiparticle theory (without the property of being “second
quantize representable”) which fulfills all the requirements one can formulate in
terms of pure particle concepts (including the very nontrivial cluster
factorization). But you probably agree with me that it is not what we consider as
“fundamental (I do not mean the hegemonic string theory interpretation of this
word)” since it lacks vacuum polarization (although you could think of
manufacturing something which approximates this by adding channel couplings
between particle states with different particle number). But I think that even you
would not try to understand the Lambshift or the cosmological vacuum problem
(involving the energy-momentum tensor) in such a framework; you would rather
make this big paradigmatic shift into QFT, would’t you?
I looked at some of these other approaches you mentioned, but I have the intense
impression (I don’t have the time ti make the necessary lengthy calculations)
that those fail precisely on this cluster issue. With other words I think that any
relativistic particle theory has to look like C-P + more complicated channel
couplings.

146. JC



May 29, 2006

I do appreciate Bert’s “unorthodox” perspectives on physics (in comparison to
today’s “string” orthodoxy). I’ve been looking at AQFT on and off over the last
two decades or so, though I don’t have a complete understanding of it.

I bought into the string hype back in the mid 1980’s when I was young and
impressionable. In recent years, I was also still largely a string supporter until all
that anthropic silliness started. (Though I could change my mind again).

147. Mentos
May 29, 2006

“I do appreciate Bert’s “unorthodox” perspectives on physics (in comparison to
today’s “string” orthodoxy).”

That’s “string,” in the same sense Kea used above, shorthand for standard QFT,
as understood by 99% of contemporary high energy theorists?

148. woit
May 29, 2006

Wow, the level of activity here is quite something. It’s a holiday weekend so I’ve
been very busy not working. Even if I was working and near a computer I don’t
think I’d have time to carefully read everything posted here, much less figure out
how to properly moderate it. Discussion has certainly gotten off-topic, but at
least it’s interesting…

A couple quick comments of my own:

About the idea that I’m the prophet and promoter of AQFT: this is silly. Like
many serious ideas out there about how to make progress on QFT, there are
things about AQFT I find interesting, others I’m not enthusiastic about. I’m no
expert on the subject, but happy to learn more about it from those who are. It’s
not obviously the best way forward, but then again nobody has an obviously best
way forward at this point. It’s a research program that has been pursued for
many years by a very serious group of people, any such alternative program
deserves attention these days.

About Sidney Coleman. His health problems are relatively recent, and
undoubtedly keep him from commenting now on the current state of the subject,
which is a loss for the field. By the way, at the party for Wilczek held here in New
York last month his wife Betsy told me that they often see Coleman and he is in
better shape than it seemed at the recent conference in his honor, something I
was glad to hear.

I don’t know exactly what Coleman’s attitude towards string theory was during
the 80s and 90s, as far as I know he made no public comment on it, but also
chose not to work on string theory problems. All this was long before he ran into
health problems.



149. JC
May 29, 2006

Mentos,

Yes.

Whether AQFT or any other alternative can replace it in the near future, I doubt
it. What would impress me would be something which could calculate the n-loop
m-point function (n neq m, in general) in a few lines, without having to crank out
zillions of feynman diagrams.

150. Mentos
May 29, 2006

“What would impress me would be something which could calculate the n-loop
m-point function (n neq m, in general) in a few lines, without having to crank out
zillions of feynman diagrams.”

Then I suppose you are intrigued by the Witten/Svrcek/Cachazo/Spradlin
/Volovich/… twistor-inspired reformulation of (super)Yang-Mills perturbation
theory.

I think the goals of AQFT (or any other attempt to give a rigorous account of
QFT) do not include an efficient reformulation of perturbation theory.

151. Bert Schroer
May 29, 2006

JC
since AQFT incorporates QFT (I mean real time, in the Euclidean case you would
need the subtle reflection positivity which is hard to verify and certainly does not
hold for Chern-Simons actions) i. e. it implements the same principles (maybe in
a conceptually more careful way), then against what do you want to compare it,
what do you want to see replaced?
AQFT has not been elaborated for going beyond the speed limits of ordinary
computations in QFT; it is not the computational speed you gain, it is the
conceptual depth which you sometimes succeed to increase.
There is too much mystery around AQFT in this weblog, somehow I have the
impression that you only tolerate sophisticated mathematics in string theory and
you want to maintain QFT in a mathematical stone age and in case it is not you
want to put it into another drawer.
Is it so difficult to understand that in an area which is so treacherous and
paradigm-changing (see my remarks to Eugene Stefanovich) as compared to
standard QM one must be a bit more careful?
AQFTists just have a higher awareness about these problems: I have never
assisted a talk where speakers forget to explain the setting and the aim of a
problem; whereas in string theory the comprehensible talks with a good balance
between conceptual setting and technical tools and a clearcut separation of
facts&fictions which I have assisted can be counted on the fingers of one hand
(although here in Brazil there is somebody who succeeds to do just that).



152. Thomas Larsson
May 29, 2006

“What would impress me would be something which could calculate the n-loop
m-point function (n neq m, in general) in a few lines, without having to crank out
zillions of feynman diagrams.”
Then I suppose you are intrigued by the Witten/Svrcek/Cachazo/Spradlin
/Volovich/… twistor-inspired reformulation of (super)Yang-Mills perturbation
theory.

I’m somewhat confused by this example. My impression was that Witten’s
original twistor string, which would have led to massive simplifications (perhaps
only for unphysical SUSY QCD, but anyway), was simply wrong (important
lesson: conjectured dualities may be plain wrong). However, it was possible to
save the idea by adding an extra interaction vertex. The modified twistor string
is probably right, since it is just a canonical transformation of QCD, but now the
question is whether this is useful anymore. A canonical transformation may be
useful, e.g. if you reach action-angle coordinates, but this does not seem to be
the case here. Otherwise, a canonical transformation usually lead to a
formulation which is as hard, or harder, from what you started from.
TANSTAAFL.

As an example how ignoring an interaction vertex leads to great simplification,
consider QED. If you ignore the electron-electron-photon vertex, QED becomes a
theory of free electrons and photons. This amounts to a major simplification, but
it is also wrong.

153. Mentos
May 29, 2006

Maybe you need to look at Cachazo and Svrcek’s year-old review

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504194

or (to pick one more recent work) Britto et al’s paper on the 1-loop, 6-gluon
amplitude in nonsupersymmetric QCD

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0602178

154. JC
May 29, 2006

Bert,

What I meant by “replace”, was whether AQFT or another framework could
completely replace the Feynman diagram method in generic graduate level
textbooks on quantum field theory. At the present time, I don’t see AQFT or any
other framework being the dominant standard presentation in an introductory
quantum field theory textbook. Despite the Feynman diagram calculations being
really messy and tedious, I don’t see it being pushed aside yet by any other
framework.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504194
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504194
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0602178
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0602178


Years ago I use to think that string theory could one day completely replace the
Feynman diagram framework of conventional “textbook” quantum field theory.
(In hindsight this probably sounds very silly and naive).

155. Johan Richter
May 29, 2006

Has anyone of you heard of casual pertubation theory? On Wikipedia it was
described as a finite, mathematical rigorous formulation of QFT. Is it a crackpot
theory?

156. Thomas Larsson
May 29, 2006

My observation was based mainly on hep-th/0605121, where it was stated that a
canonical change of field variables converts the Yang-Mills Lagrangian into an
MHV-rules Lagrangian. Perhaps this canonical transformation does lead to major
simplifications for SUSY theories (or perhaps not), but it remains to be seen
whether this has any physical relevance.

There is no question that Witten’s original twistor string from 2003 was wrong,
since it gave the wrong results beyond tree level.

157. JC
May 29, 2006

Mentos,

I was quite impressed by the work of Cachazo et. al. when they were able to
reproduce some results found earlier by Bern, Dixon, Kosower, et. al, with less
labor.

Bert,

For a long time I found AQFT somewhat mysterious, largely because I wasn’t
familiar with the mathematics involved. (I could imagine this to be the case for
some theorists). It could just be laziness on my part, but for many years I more
or less looked at advanced mathematics on a “need to know” basis. I didn’t really
put much effort into looking at unfamiliar math, if I didn’t think it was directly
applicable to string theory or physics in general.

158. stevem
May 29, 2006

Bert, thanks. The paper on the Hawking radiation is interesting. Yes, I see now
that this is for the nonstationary case, which is the harder problem with the
scalar field in the background of the collapsing star. Peter, off topic discussions
like this should be encouraged as long as the discussion stays reasonable,
interesting and civil with the prospect of learning something new or getting a
different point of view.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605121
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605121


159. urs
May 29, 2006

Urs I can perfectly understand that you are quite angry

Hm, I didn’d say I am angry, did I? Maybe I am, maybe I am not. We didn’t speak
about that. (At least, given the context, there are clearly more likely candidates
for anger, aren’t there?)

I would be happy to further discuss facts about QFT, AQFT and the like. In
particular, I would be very interested in a factual reply to my last comment .

(http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=396#comment-11299)

What I actually said was that it is not known how AQFT can deal with general
boundary conditions.

On the other hand, in Atiyah-Segal-like formulations of QFT we do know how to
deal with boundary conditions.

And its actually quite central to the understanding of QFT. The RCFT theorem
says, among other things, that you can understand full RCFT from just knowing
any one of its boundary conditions.

The reason is that the Frobenius algebra A which appears in that theorem (being
the internalization of the Frobenius algebra known from topological 2D QFT, but
now internalized, in the category-theoretic sense, into the representation
category of some chiral vertex algebra) is nothing but the OPE algebra of open
string states both whose ends have some given boundary condition.

It’s pretty remarkable that all other boundary conditions are then obtained by
looking at the modules for that particular algebra.

Behind this is a nice little piece of general abstract nonsense, due to a theorem
by Viktor Ostrik.

This theorem says (->) that in every module category of our representation
category of the chiral algebra, an internal algebra is given by the internal Hom
of any one of its objects. These objects are nothing but RCFT boundary
conditions, and the internal hom is something like the internal scalar product on
these, when regarded as a issue in categorified linear algebra (->). It’s
interesting how this abstract nonsense translates into concrete CFT physics.

I am eager to learn, so if you like to teach, go ahead. (Maybe insert a paragraph
line break here and there so that I can orient myself in the wealth of information
given.) You may imagine that I am not a string theorist. Just a person interested
in physics.

160. Bert Schroer
May 29, 2006

Peter, I tried to recollect the chronology of my encounters with Sidney Coleman

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=396#comment-11299
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=396#comment-11299
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000717.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000717.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/


and I think you are right, this Berlin meeting must have been before the onset of
that tragic incapacitation; in any case there was nothing visible in his talk (which
different from his usual topics was on some fundamental problem in QT). I do
remember however that he was behaving more supportive of string theory than
the amount of politeness required if one is invited by a string theoretician.
Memory is often not completely faithful and depends a bit on those aspects
which one is thinking about in the present.
Somehow I have a much clearer memory of those times when I met Sidney in Rio
at the invitation of Jorge Andre Swieca. One reason may be that he got me into a
very funny situation. He was suffering from a very severe form of diabetis and
had to keep his bood sugar always around a certain level and to achieve this he
ate sometimes small amounts of bananas. Before his seminar talk he asked me if
I could arrange 2 bananas for him, so I left the PUC compound and went to a bar
on the opposite side of the street and asked for two bananas (the always used to
have small amounts for bananas to make a mixed shake called vitamina). I will
never forget that strange look, just the kind of look a Gringo who asks for two
bananas in a bar in Brasil would receive.
The next day we went to the Tijuca forest because Sidney wanted to see a
macumba. He looked interested at the somewhat strange ceremony but did not
comment it. The day after we asked him what he thought. He took a deep breath
and said: you know the best situation is to have no religion at all, but if the
number cannot be zero, it should be infinite. He was of cause referring to the
large almost continuous spectrum which is the result of religious syncretism
between African, Indian and European ingredients. In fact some years ago there
was a delegation of Nigerian academics who studied the preserved rites and
African culture in the Bahian diaspora.
There is also a valley in the mountenous region of Espirito Santo were
descendents of Pommeranians live. Their ancestors were bondslaves in the
feudal system which came to an end when Napoleon went through Europe up to
Moscow. These people were free but without land and so the imperial
government of Brazil payed their crossing and gave them land. Since the old
Pommerania does not any more exist (after worldwar II it became part of Poland)
this is the only place in the world were one can study this unique form of old
northern German. They invented German names for tropical fruits; for example
the “frutta de conde” which you take apart with your hand in order to get to that
marvelous tasting pulp which melts in your mouth, they call “Schmalzapfel”, an
ingeneously fitting term.
Returning to Sidney, I think that Robert Schrader attended an event which was
in Sid’s honor, so it probably was the same which you mentioned. He told me
that he was in a not so good shape. If, as you seem to say, the situation improved
somewhat, one would whish that it reaches a point where it becomes interesting
and meaningful for his friends to converse with him. He has done a lot to
maintain the clarity of content and presentation (including good terminology) to
deserve a satisfying evening of life.

161. JC
May 29, 2006

Johan Richter,



I haven’t quite understood the point of “causal perturbation theory” in the
Epstein-Glaser approach. Other than reproducing some results which were
already known previously in conventional Feynman diagram calculatons, it seems
to be an attempt at dealing with the formal details of the singular nature of fields
which often gets “swept under the carpet” in textbook treatments of quantum
field theory. (Somebody else can fill in the details).

Bert,

The main reason I first became interested in AQFT was that I always felt that
there should be a way of doing quantum field theory without resorting to a
classical Lagrangian in an intermediate stage. Ever since string theory has fallen
into the anthropic abyss and particle phenomenology has more or less flatlined,
I’ve been trying to understand other approaches like AQFT, LQG, etc … for which
I previously looked at on and off for many years without much understanding.
Since I don’t write research papers anymore these days, I’ve been spending
more time trying to understand AQFT and other older approaches such as in
Bogolubov’s two books.

162. Eugene Stefanovich
May 30, 2006

Bert:

B.S.: “I do not think that there are many people in this weblog who really know
about the existence of a relativistic multiparticle theory (without the property of
being “second quantize representable”) which fulfills all the requirements one
can formulate in terms of pure particle concepts (including the very nontrivial
cluster factorization). But you probably agree with me that it is not what we
consider as “fundamental (I do not mean the hegemonic string theory
interpretation of this word)” since it lacks vacuum polarization (although you
could think of manufacturing something which approximates this by adding
channel couplings between particle states with different particle number). But I
think that even you would not try to understand the Lambshift or the
cosmological vacuum problem (involving the energy-momentum tensor) in such a
framework; you would rather make this big paradigmatic shift into QFT, would’t
you?”

E.S.: To the contrary. There is no vacuum polarization in the “dressed particle”
approach I was referring to. That’s the beauty of it. The idea was first suggested
in

O. W. Greenberg and S. S. Schweber, “Clothed particle operators in simple
models of quantum field theory”, Nuovo Cim. 8 (1958), 378.

In my opinion, this is the best paper about QFT written since Tomonaga-
Schwinger-Feynman. The idea is to apply to the QFT Hamiltonian a unitary
dressing transformation which kills all vacuum polarization terms and transforms
them into particle-particle interactions. In this approach, the Lamb shifts and
anomalous magnetic moments are not results of the vacuum polarization and
virtual particle loops. They are consequences of small corrections to the particle-



particle Coulomb potentials that arise from the dressing transformation. The
particle-number-changing interactions that couple different channels result from
the same transformation. They are not “manufactured”. You can find the latests
developments in this area and references in nucl-th/0102037 and in chapter 12
of
physics/0504062.

B.S.: “I looked at some of these other approaches you mentioned, but I have the
intense impression (I don’t have the time ti make the necessary lengthy
calculations) that those fail precisely on this cluster issue. With other words I
think that any relativistic particle theory has to look like C-P + more complicated
channel couplings.”

E.S.: I can’t agree with you here. It is shown in vol. 1 of Weinberg’s “The
quantum theory of fields” that if interaction is written as a polynomial in particle
creation and annihilation operators with coefficients that are smooth functions of
momenta, then the theory is automatically cluster separable. Both Kita’s and
Shirokov’s models belong to this class, so the cluster separability is not a
problem for them.

However, Coester-Polyzou interactions are not written in terms of creation and
annihilation operators (they are written as functions of relative momenta and
positions of particles), so the cluster separability is a big issue there. It is
achieved by a rather complicated combinatorial construction of the interaction
potentials.
This is why I think that Coester-Polyzou type models do not have a bright future.

Eugene.

163. Thomas Larsson
May 30, 2006

Completely OT: I have just received the NEW book from amazon.co.uk.

164. Peter Woit
May 30, 2006

Thomas,

Thanks for the news. Last I had heard British publication date was June 16th.
Interesting to know that it is being shipped. I still only have one copy myself…

165. Bert Schroer
May 30, 2006

Urs
Our controversy is about the use of conceptual precision in the terminology of
particle physics. Let me make a second attempt to overcome it, or at least to give
my position sharper contures.
The reason why I think that terminology and semantics in physics are important
in times of “everything goes” (somebody mentioned the tower of Babel the other



day) is that, wanting or not, they carry some connotation about the physical
content and when a novice enters an area by reading electronic articles there is
not always a knowledgable person next to him who helps him to steer around the
riffs and cliffs of misinterpretation.
Let us keep the discussion within the borders of the previous hot point: TQFT
against QFT and without loss of generality we may look at what Atiyah called the
Jones-Witten invariant.
Now there are two ways of connecting certain subfamilies of that gigantic edifice
which Vaughn Jones called “the theory of subfactors” (no qualm about this
beautiful and meaning-loaden terminology) which via his “Markov trace”
formalism (a terminology with a beautiful subtle two-fold meaning as I
mentioned on an earlier occasion) leads to that tracial (type II) “bone” algebra
(without localization) which contains the data of knots, mapping class groups
and all that. There are two QFT-inspired ways to get to this.

One way is to adaptate the DHR technique of 1970,71 (contained in Haag’s book)
of “thinning out” QFT (always localizable in my use of the word) to obtain tracial
“bone” states on the group behind particle statistics. In the higher dimensional
DHR context this finally leads from the observable net to a (modulo some
conventions) unique field algebra net which contains all the charge transfer
operators which communicate between the different superselected
representations of the observable net. The adaptation to the richer statistics
realization which the locality principle permits in low dimensional spacetime
(which you find e.g. in FRS, Review of Mathematical Physics, Special Issue
(1992) 113 ) then leads to the same tracial Markov state on the same algebra
(which from the QFT point of view is a subalgebra of intertwiners). This is
certainly what Jones would have done if at the time he looked at these structures
with Wassermann our paper did not already exist.

On the other there is Witten’s derivation (from the great magician of actions)
which starts with a a functional integral involving a geometrically based Chern-
Simon density. Witten extracts with his typical hindsight and artistic skill
(imposing certain framing rules) the mapping class group invariants. This is fine
and it finds my unrestricted admiration, but the derivation has little to do with
QFT, its relation to QFT is metaphoric. Why? There are zillions of functional
integrals which you can write as exponential of an action, but most of them do
not lead to QFT (even if you succeed to make some sense out of them by a
renormalization-massage which destroys the validity of the representation you
started with). There is a very subtle filter (coming from the O-S work) called the
“reflection positivity” (insuring together with a certain amount of analyticity the
localization which is an inexorable property of QFT) which the C-S action does
not pass. Ignoring this subtle property has led to what I call a “banalization” of
Euclideaniztion (i.e that structure which is behind the “Wick rotation”, if you
want to learn more about this criticism look at some lectures of Rehren, hep-
th/0411086). This statement about the nature of the C-S action is not a moral or
even a mathematical judgement. Even without being QFT (but certainly being
QFT-instigated), this looses nothing of its mathematical value.
The general problem behind this is the following. In the QFT setting (either a la
Wightmann, or a la LSZ, or AQFT) if something appears as an elephant it really is
an elephant. This is not the case at all with functional integrals unless you have



gone through the whole O-S litanei.
This may be considered to be pedantic. But we are in the midst of a string-
millenium clearance sale of particle physics and if we will not be careful about
our Faraday-Maxwell heritage handed down by Dirac, Jordan, Pauli…a sellout of
all those of our concepts which were important in past conquests will take place
(superficially, just because a group of very influential people with significant past
achievements, although this could not happen if the Zeitgeist would not allow
them to do this). If we don’t wake up and pay attention now, we will have to
spend a very very long time on physically feable theories (with physical content
smaller than any preassigned epsilon) or even on a totally failed project.
Some people may think that I am very courageous to say such things. Actually I
am not, I just think that terminology in the exact sciences should be totally
related to the content (examples: Tomita-Takesaki, Hilbert-Schmidt, or from
physics Einstein-Hilbert or Haag-Ruelle etc). If we, like it is done in politics, have
not only to accept our terminology subject to a hegemonic handdown and mining
claims, and if even more so we are forced to accept the literal meaning of words
(as in TQFT and as in Christian religions before the enlightenment), than I do not
want to participate longer in such a lost course as far as particle physics is
concerned. I am already doing part-time fishing in the Atlantic and enjoy it, why
not do it full-time. It is as simple as that.
If Vaughn Jones would be around at this weblog, he would totally agree with me,
we both have a very developed ability to distinguish metaphorical from intrinsic
statements and we had it already at the beginning of the 90 when he invited me
to Berkeley (I think that this was where this photo of mine in that collection
which appeared the other day must have been taken). He would immediately tell
you that category theory, Frobenius algebras + cutting and sewing makes very
interesting mathematics (although I think he would not use those instruments)
and was suggested from physics, but to construct (not just classify) chiral QFTs
you have to use other methods. And he would consider that recent construction
of the minimal model family by Kawahigashi et. al. (with an addition of a model
which was still missing in the old classification) the finishing touch on a program
which he started together with Anthony Wassermann.
Urs, in no way I wanted to downgrade the work which is presently done at the
Math. department of Hamburg university in your group, this is honestly not my
intention; I only ask you to have the same respect for terminology coming from
particle physics as I have for that in mathematics. We both cannot change the
existing TQFT terminology, but you should not press me to take that the QFT in
that word literally. Even if there is a large community who would look down on
me for not accepting that and remaining in their eyes a stone age QFTist, I can
perfectly live with this since to have somebody like Vaughn Jones on my side is
sufficient for me.
By the way I think that the problem which we are discussing here is very much
related to that issue of what should go into hep-th and what should be posted in
math-ph or mathematics. It is worthwhile to point out that the majority of AQFT
papers are posted in math-ph despite the fact that they are significantly closer to
QFT than most of the typical papers there (just have a look at the systematic
work on renormalization with the separation from algebras and states which led
to those marvelous achievements in curved spacetime QFT, culminating in the
new local covariance principle, http://unith.desy.de/research/aqft/). This is

http://unith.desy.de/research/aqft/
http://unith.desy.de/research/aqft/


because the AQFT authors are more conscious and they certainly do not post
anything onto hep-th of the kind were the author has interesting math and
desperately wants a connection to physics and hopes to find someone who is able
to make that connection. Another reason why Distler allows purely mathematical
articles (sometimes given the physics flavor by foregoing rigorous proofs
because this may be bad for the physical intuition of those partners or groups
which they want to address). But for a change I do not here want to criticize
Distler (because he works under a hell of sociological pressure) as long as he
does not overplay the saying: quod licet ceasar non licet bovi.

166. Bert Schroer
May 30, 2006

Eugene
let us return to that interesting topic within a couple of days (se Peter quiser)
since I have pressing other obligations.

167. Kea
May 30, 2006

He would immediately tell you that category theory, Frobenius algebras [etc.]
makes very interesting mathematics…but to construct (not just classify) chiral
QFTs you have to use other methods.

I have asked Vaughn to comment. Let us hope that he does.

168. D R Lunsford
May 30, 2006

Bert S said:

Alejandro,
Nobody is against geometry, but it has to come from the midst of raw local
quantum physics…

This is a fundamental misconception. Everyone makes it, including string
theorists. Insofar as I have a counterexample to this statement, it is wrong in
fact, as well as simply in spirit.

-drl

169. Bert Schroer
May 31, 2006

Lunsford,
I honestly do not understand what you mean by that

Eugene,
just some preliminary remarks which should yet to be taken with a grain of salt. I
do not understand your reading of Wally Greenberg’s and Sam Schweber’s old
article (but since I do not have a copy anywhere near me I will be careful and



preliminary).
If you really gave a correct account of the central point of the article, I would be
still be reluctant. On the one hand mathematical physics in those days was on a
lower level (although these authors belonged to the cream). For example those
unitary dressings could lead out of the Hilbert space into inequivalent territory.
Or perhaps the maintained a cutoff.
What I really do not understand is how could you dump such a complicated
dynamical structure as vacuum polarization which depends on the region of
localization (see my treatment of holography posted on that Goettingen server)
into a modification of interaction (in standard approach (which was the only one
known in those days) probably additional contribution to the interaction.
I think even in those days people had a bit more sophisticated vision of the QFT
vacuum than that in that abominable mentioned level counting for the vacuum
contribution to the cosmological constant; although my old colleagues (I am not
significantly younger) certainly were still far removed from the level of
understanding in the mentioned Holland-Wald paper.
Let me add that there is another area where such misleading views about the
vacuum in locally covariant theories may have unfolded there treacherous
((wrongly simplifying) lure. This is the juxtaposition of a classical calculation
based on differential geometry (Bekenstein’s area law) with the Hawking thermal
QFT setting. I really do not understand why quantum entropy should jump over
that classical stick. Quantum localization and the ensuing autonomous thermal
manifestation including quantum entropy are inexorably linked. And by the way,
the area law for local quantum matter (which through AQFT holography becames
associated with the causal horizon of the bulk in which it is localized) is totally
universal whereas classically (taking the quantum entropy interpretation of the
Bekenstein area law seriously for a moment) it is only valid for very special
classical field theories including of course the Einstein-Hilbert theory.
Eugen, I think even among afficionados of string theory you would find little
support for your vaccum viewpoint. And by the way, I have my serious doubts
that that dubious sounding derivation of clustering from some momentum space
analytic properties is due to Weinberg. What I was criticising before was
Weinberg’s logic:
P-invariance + clustering —-> (local) QFT. But this is something else.

170. Alejandro Rivero
May 31, 2006

Eugene,

I just glanced at the abstract of your papers during the coffee time, but I think to
recall you were against the need of keeping relativistic invariance at quantum
level, were you? I ask because most of the argumentations of string theoretists
are that their quantisation of the string breaks reparametrisation on the world
sheet and relativistic invariance in the target space, and that the only way to
avoid it is to fix D=26 (or D=10). But in principle the non critical strings, at any
D, should have Lorentz symmetry back in the classical limit. So it is really a
problem?

171. Eugene Stefanovich



May 31, 2006

Bert:

If you think that vacuum is a “boiling soup” of particles and antiparticles, then
you need to explain the null result of the following simple experiment: place a
photographic plate (or any other sensor) in an evacuated shielded chamber. Wait
for a long time and then develop the plate. I think you agree that there will be no
image on the plate. This means that all those virtual particles are not observable.
Then what is the point to keep them in your theory?

…Or perhaps they maintained a cutoff.

Greenberg & Schweber paper didn’t reach as far as to the loop integrals and
renormalization problems. However, their approach can be used to
systematically eliminate ultraviolet divergences from both the Hamiltonian and
the S-matrix of QED in each order of the perturbation theory without cutoffs

E. V. Stefanovich, Quantum field
theory without infinities, Ann. Phys. (NY)
292 (2001), 139.

I have my serious doubts that that dubious sounding derivation of clustering
from some momentum space analytic properties is due to Weinberg.

I am not sure if Weinberg is the original author of this derivation, but I don’t
have any problem with his proof in section 4.4. Do you?

I am sorry, most of your other comments about entropy, holography, etc. went
over my head. I have no knowledge in these areas.

Alejandro:

…but I think to recall you were against the need of keeping relativistic
invariance at quantum level, were you?”

Quite opposite. The relativistic invariance is the cornerstone of my approach. In
my view, any sensible relativistic quantum theory should be formulated in terms
of a unitary representation of the Poincare group in the Hilbert space.

No comments about strings.

172. Bert Schroer
May 31, 2006

Dear Eugene,
you do not see the boiling soup on a plate, but whenever nature converts the
Gedanken experiment of localizing quantum matter into reality, like in the case
of black holes, you of course see the soup right on the event horizon and the
resulting thermal Hawking radiation at large lighlike distances. Nobody can get
this radiation back into virtuality, and if your theory can do, this it is not the right
theory.



Whereas I believe that for a certain process you may encode the vacuum-
polarization into a modification of interaction between particles, the claim that
you can uniformely (i.e. for the whole theory and not only for a preselected
process) dump vacuum polarization elsewhere and still maintain the underlying
principles of the theory (locality, positivity of the energy-momentum spectrum) is
to me totally incredible. After all vacuum fluctuation on the causal boundaries of
localized quantum matter is a direct consequence of those principles. Vacuum
fluctuation was discovered by Heisenberg in connection with the quantum
Noether theorem, when he tried to make sense of a “partial” charge, i.e. a
charge attached to a finite bulk region. The above mentioned thermal aspect of
localization (which is totally absent in your desired quantum mechanical
description because Born localization does not cause such a thing) as a hallmark
of QFT (not explainable in terms of the uncertainty principle!!) is of a more
recent vintage.

173. Eugene Stefanovich
May 31, 2006

Bert:

…whenever nature converts the Gedanken experiment of localizing quantum
matter into reality, like in the case of black holes, you of course see the soup
right on the event horizon and the resulting thermal Hawking radiation at large
lighlike distances.

Nobody have seen the Hawking radiation in experiment, so I reserve the right to
remain sceptical about this argument.

Whereas I believe that for a certain process you may encode the vacuum-
polarization into a modification of interaction between particles, the claim that
you can uniformely (i.e. for the whole theory and not only for a preselected
process) dump vacuum polarization elsewhere and still maintain the underlying
principles of the theory (locality, positivity of the energy-momentum spectrum) is
to me totally incredible.

That’s right, in the dressed particle approach, the vacuum polarization terms get
absorbed into particle-particle interactions. These are direct action-at-a-distance
interactions. So, you are right, the property of locality is lost. The question is
how fundamental is this property? Even the usual Coulomb-gauge QED
Hamiltonian contains a non-local direct interaction term. Nobody complains
about it.

From the experimental standpoint, as far as I know, there is no direct evidence
that electromagnetic interactions between charged particles are retarded.
However, there are quite a few recent experiments (Chiao, Nimtz, Ranfagni,…)
that demonstrate superluminal effects in the propagation of evanescent
electromagnetic waves.

I am sure, you are going to say that action-at-a-distance contradicts relativity and
causality. This is my favorite topic, and I can give you detailed counter-
arguments, but I don’t want to abuse the hospitality of our host Peter.



You can take a look at

E. V. Stefanovich, “Is Minkowski
space-time compatible with
quantum mechanics?” Found. Phys. 32 (2002), 673.

174. Bert Schroer
May 31, 2006

Eugene,
I am saying what you say is all deja vue, but in a very bad sense. I kindly ask you
to look up G.C. Hegerferfeldt, Phys. Rev. lett. 72 (1994) 596. It was claimed in
this unfortunately published paper (total incompetence of the referee) that a
more careful review of the famous Fermi atomic Gedankenexperiment (which
Fermi used in order to argue that the velocity of light is not only the classical
limiting velocity but this is maintained in QED as well) led to the possibility of a
superluminal propagation. The paper had a grave conceptual flaw, (to say it in
modern terms relevant to your problem) the author confused QM Born type of
localization with localization carried by quantum fields (in field-coordinatization
independent terms: modular localization). This was a big international splash, it
went through all the international press (including new York Times), I saw it in
Der Spiegel. The editor of Nature Maddox (I hope I remember correctly) had a
big article under the headline: physicist from Goettingen proves feasability of
time machines.
Two of the colleagues of the author had rapidly written a counterarticle:
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9403027
and I wrote a letter to the editor threatening to never review a paper again
unless they undue this mess by publishing the correct version as well which they
did (Phys.Rev.Lett. 73 (1994) 613).
Now I do not want to dismiss the Born probability interpretation as irrelevant; to
the contrary it is absolutely necessary for scattering theory, there you need a
localization with probability interpretation (coming with projection operators
which the modular localization does not have) and lo and behold it is
asymptotically Lorentz invariant (whereas the modular localization is throughout
covariant but comes without a particle probability interpretation i.e. has no
projectors). A modern account using this terminology you can find in
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
This superluminal conceptual error is the evergreen of all errors, it is
ineradicable and reappears almost vearly like Nessy in Scotland.

175. D R Lunsford
June 1, 2006

Bert –

A geometry is an invariance group, and has nothing at all to do with quanta
directly. Quanta arise when one imposes a concept of measurement, which is
outside the geometry. Therefore, it is simply wishful thinking, or a
misunderstanding of geometry, to insist that geometry arise from quanta.

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9403027
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9403027
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042


Consider that, in a theory in which space, time, and matter have a common
origin, their mutual phase relations can lead to quanta.

-drl

176. Eugene Stefanovich
June 1, 2006

Bert,

I knew about Hegerfeldt controversy, but had no idea that it reached New York
Times and der Spiegel. That’s funny.

I am wondering why you oppose so strongly the Newton-Wigner concept of
localization? Is it because the NW localization is observer-dependent? Indeed, if
oberver at rest O prepares a particle in a localized state, then moving observer
O’ sees the wave function of the same state as being delocalized over entire
space. However, I don’t consider it as something totally unreasonable.

By the way, this observer-dependent localization seems to be helpful in solving
the Hegerfeldt’s paradox. Suppose that observer O prepares a particle localized
at point A. Suppose that the wavepacket spreads superluminally so that detector
at point B has a (small) chance to register the particle earlier than at t=R(A-B)/c.
Suppose further that observer O’ moves with a high speed, so it (sometimes)
sees that detector at B clicks earlier than the particle is released at point A.
Definitely, this looks peculiar to O’, but he has a good explanation: from his point
of view the particle was not properly localized by O from the beginning. He
thinks that the wave function of the particle was spread over the entire space
(including point B) all the time. So, this doesn’t look like a irreparable violation
of causality. And this is rather far from building time machines. Isn’t it?

The response by Buchholz and Yngvason does not look entirely convincing to me.
In order to decide unambiguously whether the excitation spreads slower or
faster than light one needs to perform a calculation of the time-dependent
wavefunction, which is still missing. This leads to my other question which
worries me a lot.

From what I can see in textbooks, relativistic QFT is concerned only with
calculations of the S-matrix (scattering cross-sections and energies of bound
states are ultimately related to the S-matrix elements). However, I wasn’t able to
find any RQFT calculation of the time evolution in an interacting system from
first principles.
I think I understand why such calculations are missing. Please tell me whether I
am right or not.

In my opinion, the problem is that in realistic RQFT theories (e.g., in QED) there
is no well-defined Hamiltonian. Without a good Hamiltonian one cannot form the
time evolution operator and study the time dependence of wave functions and
observables. The Hamiltonian of QED is deficient for two reasons. First, it must
contain infinite counterterms (if we want to get the S-matrix right). Second (and
most importantly), it contains those vacuum polarization terms that transform



the vacuum and one-particle states into infinite linear combinations of
multiparticle states, which is totally unphysical.

My diagnosis is this: the particles whose creation and annihilation operators are
used to write down the QED Hamiltonian are actually fictitious “bare” particles
that are never observed. If we want to study the time evolution we should be
concerned about “physical” or “dressed” particles that are some linear
combinations of bare particle states. This seems to suggest that time evolution
calculations (and, by the way, the solution of the Fermi problem) require
transition to the “dressed particle” representation where the vacuum
polarization effects are not present. Do you agree, or I am totally wrong?

I am not sure what is the role of modular localization in all this. I am still
studying your “string localization” paper, but I have more questions than this
weblog can handle.

Thank you.
Eugene.

177. Bert Schroer
June 1, 2006

to Lunford,
now that I understand your statement, I can say that I disagree with it. The
autonomous modular localization theory (see the last reference in my previous
blog contribution) does just this: it extracts geometrical and group theoretical
data from the abstract domain of definition of certain unbounde operators in the
modular setting. A very poignant account can also be found in
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502014
One small consolation: I also had to go back to school (already many years ago)
and to undue my picture of QFT (not so different from yours) and relearn a lot of
things, so I encourage you to make a yet additional investment into QFT and new
math. This new setting also leads to a completely autonomous picture of local
quantum physical reality (i.e. models of QFT) in terms of relative position of a
finite number of copies of (Leibniz) monades as I pointed out in my comment to
Christine’s last contribution.
By the way, string theory can never ever lead to such a setting, because it is a
physically-instigated powerful production machine for mathematical conjectures
(and pseudo-physics from geometrical imaginations about particle physics, i.e.
Lundfors’s direction) and as such it is very very good.

178. Kea
June 1, 2006

In discussion with Urs, Bert Schroer said:

He would immediately tell you that category theory, Frobenius
algebras [etc.] makes very interesting mathematics, but to
construct (not just classify) chiral QFTs you have to use other
methods.

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502014
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502014


Vaughn Jones has expressed reluctance to participate in a public
discussion of this kind. He has, however, informed me that he
completely supports Bert’s statement above and that he also
confirms the pivotal role of Anthony Wassermann in the first
construction of concrete chiral models (the local nets associated
with loop groups).

179. Bert Schroer
June 1, 2006

Eugene,
I am not at all opposing the use of the (only asymptotically covariant) Newton-
Wigner (= Born probability density) localization in the context where it is valid, I
am opposing only the context in which you have been using it.
Without N-W localization and the associated probabilties and projectors you
would not be able to derive scattering theory from the QFT priniciples (Haag’s
book, and in more details Arakis little book) and hence there would be no
particle physics. One should not emphasize so much its negative side (not
covariant=observer dependent for finite distances) but concentrate on its
asymptotic covariance and observer independence=invariant S-matrix.
It is very very unfortunate that even philosophers of science have fallen into this
pifall see D. Malament, In defense of a dogma, why there cannot be a relativistic
quantum mechanics of (localizable) particles, in R. K. Clifton (Ed.) perspectives
of quantum reality, Dortrecht Kluwer, 1996 . The title of this article is total
humbug but its main No-Go theorem is not only correct, it is something of the
finest. The author shows that the N-W non covariance syndrome is part of a more
general theorem (which bears his name) which establishes the impossibility of
projectors with certain properties; it in turn is a special case of the by now well-
understood property that any notion of localization that requires the set of states
localized in a spacetime region O to be orthogonal to the states localized in the
causal complement O’ is incompatible with translational covariance and
positivity of the energy. Unfortunately no word in Malament that this conclusion
is evaded in asymptotia which makes particle physics more than an
entertainment on a high intellectual level for philosophers of science. Working
with the right concepts of modular localization (which does not lead to
localization probabilities but rather to expectations which cannot be resolved in
terms of probabilities). Before you ask any question about such things you should
study the articles (I cannot be your weblog nanny). If you look into
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042 (in print in CMP)
You will realize that the main problem is not computation or mathematics rather
these problems are conceptually unusual and very demanding. As often in life,
the biggest step is to overcome one owns prejudices. What makes me sometimes
angry are those string aficionados who have lost the intellectual modesty one
needs for understanding local quantum physics, but I never had the impression
that you, Eugene, are part of that group.
By the way, localization is absolutely crucial for the autonomous physical
interpretation of the theory, it is very very basic. It is the place where string
theory manages to create the greatest tohu-wabohu under the sun.
Your other questions I will comment on in a separate blog.
Sorry for the delay, there was some work on my server which took more than half

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042


the day.

180. JC
June 1, 2006

Bert,

I think I’m starting to understand where you are coming from with respect to
AQFT. For many years I more or less looked at AQFT as if it was just purely a
formal math problem. After reading your posts here for awhile and some of your
papers, I’m getting the impression that the conceptual issues behind AQFT are
just as important as the math content. (ie. No math for the sake of math).

When I first studied quantum field theory, I largely glossed over a lot of the
conceptual issues. In those days I was more interested in grinding out Feynman
diagrams.

181. Bert Schroer
June 1, 2006

JC
even such a phantastic vizualization of perturbation theory as Feynman’s gift to
QFT could become oppressive and counterproductive after half of a century if its
iconization is driven to a point where it becomes synonimous with the vast an
still largely unexplored territorry of local quantum physics.

182. Eugene Stefanovich
June 2, 2006

Bert,

thank you very much for your detailed explanations. Now I start to understand
that your earlier comment that the only thing common to both QM and QFT is
the Planck constant, may be not as big exaggeration as I originally thought. I
can’t swallow this so easily.
Need to think.

183. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

Eugene,
I sometimes use a bit provocative formulation, but I never manipulate facts. In
the present case the reason is of course that you are not the only one who has
(had?) this quantum mechanical view of the vauum; to the contrary you are in
the illustrous company of Weinberg (see earlier remarks) and all those illustrous
prople who use the classical (differential geometric) Bekenstein law for quantum
mechanical degrees of freedom counting in order to extract an energy/entropy
formula.
Without having looked at the details, the violation of the local covariance
principle (leading to a localization-dependent vacuum polarization) makes such
counting arguments very very suspicious to me (and I am not the only one, see



http://br.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0405082). This new principle to which Hollands and
Wald have prepared the groundwork and which received the final conceptual and
mathematical touch from the AQFT university of Hamburg group, cannot be
violated without running into absurdities.

184. JC
June 2, 2006

Bert,

The only topics resembling “formal” aspects of QFT which were covered when I
first took QFT courses, was stuff like Kallen-Lehman representation, LSZ
reduction, and the CPT theorem. The rest of the course was largely covering the
details of cranking out Feynman diagrams and doing renormalization.

These days some of my former colleagues start a QFT course by teaching the
path integral from the very start, and only giving minimal lip service to “old
style” canonical quantization. It’s as if they’re treating the path integral as if it
was a “god given” object of some sort.

185. Eugene Stefanovich
June 2, 2006

Bert,

let me get it straight… If I understand you correctly, in your view of QFT there is
no Born’s probability interpretation, there are no projection operators, and the
Hermitian operator of position is absent as well. So, it is fair to say that QFT
does not respect the basic postulates of quantum mechanics. Is it right?

Does it mean that the very first sentence in Weinberg’s vol. 1 is wrong?

First, some good news: quantum field theory is based on the same quantum
mechanics that was invented by Schroedinger, Heisenberg, Pauli, Born and
others in 1925-26, and has been used ever since in atomic, molecular, nuclear,
and condensed matter physics.

Does it mean that QFT is not (as I naively thought) an attempt of unification of
quantum mechanics and the principle of relativity? From your remarks and
references it appears that QFT makes its own rules which are quite different
from the laws of quantum mechanics as we know them. Is this an accurate
description of your position?

186. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

Eugene,
not quite, you do have localization probability even in QFT and you do also have
associated projectors, bot they are neither covariant nor local even though the
setting in which they occur is covariant and local (but those noncovariant ones
are very good for scattering theory). There is however also a covariant and local

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0405082
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0405082


concept of localization. If you apply the polynomial algebra P(O generated by
smeared field (where the smearing functions range over all smooth functions
which have their support in a spacetime region O).to the vacuum i.e. P(O)|0> you
get a dense linear subspace of the full Hilbert space (e.g. the Fock space). The
totally unusual (from a QM viewpoint) fact is that there is very deep physical
information in this inclusion of this dense subspace within the full space. With a
change of O the position of there dense subspaces change their position. With
the help of the definition of the Tomita operator S (look into the paper) you can
write this dense space as K+iK where K is the +1 eigenspace of S. K is real
because S is anti-linear! The unusual aspect is the reality of K (which of cause in
general have no bounded projectors), nowhere in QM you need to highlight real
subspaces. In the case of O being the wedge region W, the polar decomposition
of this S (see paper) leads to two operators with a known geometric and physical
significance (see paper) which is related to to the K-spaces. As Mund has shown
(see previous reference) one can also avoid the introduction of K’s and work
directly with the S(W)’s and their intersection. S is also intrinsically related to
the wedge-localized subalgebra A(W). By forming algebraic intersections you can
get to compactly localized subalgebras. There are of course projectors inside
these subalgebras, which behave completely covariantly but none of them has an
associated probability interpretation i.e. they are completely consistent with
Malaments No-Go theorem.
I think with these remarks I have led you .beyond the first hurdle; try to go the
rest of the way yourself (and let me know when you get stuck for more than two
days).
This theory is very very deep. For the first time it supplies the entrance into QFT
“without classical crutches” which Jordan pleaded for in his 1929 Kharkov talk.
But everything is very much at the beginning, there is a vast territory to
understand and the expected light at the end of the tunnel would be a genuine
intrinsic approach in which objects cannot be characterized any more by their
Lagrangian names. The first glimpses of this new way of looking at QFT is
supplied by chiral and factorizing theories. If you clinge to Lagrangians, forget it.
Sorry, nobody has planned the great abyss between the standard way and this
new perspective, but as a theoretical physicist you have to follow the intrinsic
logic of things and not any fashions of the day.

187. Arun
June 2, 2006

How does the Hollands-Wald paper tie in with Wilsonian renormalization group
ideas, if at all? Presumably the “holistic aspects of quantum field theory” do not
show up in effective field theories with a finite cut-off?

188. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

A very tough question, Arun, since the Wilson RG is in momentum space whereas
for the formulation of the local covariance the space of localization space is
essential. On top of this, there is the problem that the Wilson RG is formulated in
the Euclidean setting where the integration over certain over subvariables (the
thinning-out process) corresponds to abelian conditional expectations. On the



other hand its real time analog has to face to deal with nonabelian conditional
expectations.
There is a related very deep unsolved problem which is to study the relation
between boundary problems in the Euclidean setting and the superselected
charge sectors in real time local observables. From studies of 2-dim. conformal
QFT one knows that there is a relation (the Cardy’s Euclidean way and the
Longo-Rehren real time setting).
Once in the middle of the 90ies, I suggested this problem to Schomerus (he had
the necessary conceptional and mathematica recourses), but that was at a time
when he had to build his career. Of course usually after people have made it, and
could afford to really deep problems they are usually already very much attached
to those problems which brought them there.
From Urs formulation I have the impression that this has something to do with
that turned down research project of the AQFT Hamburg group, but since I lost
the connection with that group, I am not sure.

189. Eugene Stefanovich
June 2, 2006

Now the difference between our approaches is clear to me. You insist on
manifest covariance (= exact, interaction-independent tensor transformations of
observables, = Minkowski space-time) and allow bending of the rules of quantum
mechanics.
I adhere to strict QM and relativistic invariance (= Poincare group properties)
and I am willing to sacrifice the manifest covariance. This is in
http://www.arxiv.org/physics/0504062

190. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

Not quite, Eugene, not with the N-W localization, in that case I would only insist
in asymptotic covariance. If this would not be possible there would be no
invariant S-matrix. But in the case of finite distances where I have to use the
covariant localization (achieved by modular theory) I am not forced to use any
covariant tensor formalism. The only thing I have to pay attention to is that when
I have operators which I suspect to be localized in a spacetime region O, the
application of the Lorentz transformation should lead to operators which are
localized in the L-transformed region. And this is precisely where the Born
localization fails: if something is N-W (quantum mechanically) localized in e.g. a
sphere at a given time, then its L-transform is noncompactly spread all over the
place although this spread is numerically small at large distances. But there is no
uniform controll of this!!
But all of these “superluminal” effect are irrelevant in the asymptotic calculation
of the S-matrix, they do not leave any on-shell effect. But do not use N-W (QM)
for any other purpose than scattering theory.

191. Eugene Stefanovich
June 2, 2006

Bert,

http://www.arxiv.org/physics/0504062
http://www.arxiv.org/physics/0504062


The only thing I have to pay attention to is that when I have operators which I
suspect to be localized in a spacetime region O, the application of the Lorentz
transformation should lead to operators which are localized in the L-transformed
region.

That’s exactly what I meant by “manifest covariance”

And this is precisely where the Born localization fails: if something is N-W
(quantum mechanically) localized in e.g. a sphere at a given time, then its
L-transform is noncompactly spread all over the place although this spread is
numerically small at large distances.

I see that you are trying to avoid the Hegerfeldt’s paradox at all cost. Even at the
cost of abandoning the laws of quantum mechanics. As I wrote earlier, I don’t
consider this “superluminal spreading” to be that dangerous. If you take into
account the probabilistic nature of measurement, this curious effect becomes
rather harmless, and it doesn’t contradict causality. There is no way one can
build a time machine or kill his grandfather by using this effect.

192. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

Eugene
It would be harmless if you would have a uniform control, but you havn’t. Your
view gose against Fermi’s conclusion from his two-atomic Gedankenexperiment.
His way of arguing may be mathematically doubtful (people at that time
compensated the more feeble mathematics by stronger guts-feelings) but nobody
wants to resurrect Hegerfeldt’s paper, not even the author himself. The
numerical argument is not enough, you need uniformity otherwise you mav be
able to think about a sequence of modified Fermi-like Gedankenexperiments
where the effect becomes so large that even you would not want to see the
resulting acausality in your life (a time-machine sequence). Lack of uniformity
does not permit you to use the word “small” inasmuch as one cannot say that a
women is a little bit pregnant. And by the way, all the reported experimental
verifications of superluminality turned out to be poltergeist effects

193. Eugene Stefanovich
June 2, 2006

Bert,

I didn’t mean that the effect is harmless because it is small. In my opinion, it
would be harmless even if it were big. I agree, it is strange that different
observers disagree on whether the electron is localized or not. But I still don’t
see how one can build a time machine out of this, even assuming that this effect
is amplified to the macroscopic scale. If you have a concrete proposal how to
build a causality-violating machine using the “superluminal spreading”, then I
am ready to abandon quantum mechanics and the Newton-Wigner position
operator and join the AQFT research.

194. Bert Schroer



June 2, 2006

Eugene,
I frankly do not understand why you have this psychosomatic attachment to an
anti-Fermi (pro superluminal) formalism against all common sense (it does not
only violate experience, but you also forego any chance to understand the
quantum version of the Einstein local covariance principle) and you do get
nothing in return. I tried to convince you the quantum mechanical particle
interpretation is asymptotically valid in QFT, but you insist to use it outside its
domain of its validity. I have reached the end of my possibilities; I cannot stop
travellers who go into such a strange direction. In any case I hope at least that I
convinced you that you do not have to do this, there is nothing in particle physics
which forces you

195. Eugene Stefanovich
June 3, 2006

Bert,

thank you for trying to convince me. It was great that Peter was distracted by
discussions of his NEW book (congratulations, Peter!) and allowed us to have
this totally off-topic exchange. I think it is perfectly OK that we travel in different
directions. As long as we stay honest to our core beliefs and respectful to each
other we have a chance to find the truth somewhere down the road.

Regarding some of your comments.
1. I don’t know a single experiment which directly measures the speed of
propagation of interparticle interactions (not to be confused with the speed of
propagation of light). So, it is too early to tell that action-at-a-distance violates
experience . Superluminal effects were seen by experimenters in Koln, Florence,
Berkeley, and a number of other physical laboratories around the world, not just
in poltergeist movies.

2. I agree that my approach is not compatible with general relativity. There are
hundreds of theorist who try to understand the quantum version of the Einstein
local covariance principle . Did they move an inch closer to this understanding in
the last few decades? I just don’t think that this road leads to quantum gravity.

3. You asked what I get in return for my stubborn adherence to particle-based
quantum mechanics and the principle of relativity (= Poincare group). Most
importantly, I have a finite Hamiltonian of QED that can be used not only for
usual S-matrix calculations, but also for the time evolution and bound state
problems. All integrals are convergent, and there is no need for renormalization
or cutoffs. This Hamiltonian incorporates all radiative corrections: the Lamb
shifts and what have you… The interaction is written explicitly in the 2nd
perturbation order. For higher order terms, there is a well-defined algorithm how
to get them and rigorous theorems proving that what I am saying is actually
true.

196. Chris Oakley
June 3, 2006



Just to chime in here: it is not clear to me what “causality” actually means at the
quantum level. If we take

∂2Aμ(x)= jμ(x)

in classical electodynamics we may solve to obtain an “advanced” and “retarded”
solution. The “retarded” solution expresses the principle of causality in that the
amplitude of the four-current may not be known to observers until the time it
takes a light ray to reach them has elapsed. This I can understand.
In QFT a field has a positive-energy part, which creates particles, and a negative-
energy part which annihilates them.
Thus
φ(x)|0>
represents a particle at position x and time x0, but then so does the convolution
∫d4x’ C(x-x’) φ(x’)|0>
where
C(x) =∫d4p eip.x θ(p0)
which is a non-local smearing that filters out the positive-energy part, so
although it seems clear to me that fields need to commute or anticommute for
spacelike intervals, if only because of the spin-statistics connection, the
connection with causality, or even the definition of causality at the microscopic
level remains – to me – unclear.

197. Bert Schroer
June 3, 2006

Eugene,
the local covariance principle is a principle in the setting of QFT in curved
spacetime (black holes, Hawking radiation etc.) and not in a still illusive QG.
When I said that you are in the illustrous company of Weinberg I meant this in a
metaphorical sence and I certainly did not want you to take this literally and feel
encouraged by this. His extreme use of a quantum mechanical argument in the
calculation of the vacuum polarization contribution to the cosmological constant
is a blooper in is otherwise impeccable ouvre. He has never ever used such a
picture for the calculation of Lambshift in his book (which really is an
evergreen), whereas your quantum mechanical extremism would force you to do
a new computation, of which none of us can imagine of how it would look like.
I am sad, but o.k. as long as you never tell anybody that you talked to me, go in
God’s name.

198. Bert Schroer
June 3, 2006

Oh no Chris, not again.

199. Chris Oakley
June 3, 2006

Sorry if I’m boring you, Bert, but I’ve seen spacelike
commutativity/anticommutativity called the “causality” statement on more than
one occasion. No doubt AQFT folks would never be so sloppy, in which case,



good for them … and why does this ignore <sup> and <sub>? Maybe I should
try [ tex ] … [tex]
\int d^4x’ C(x-x’) \phi(x’) \vert 0\rangle
[/tex]



WordPress Upgrade

May 23, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Just upgraded to a new version (2.0.2) of WordPress, and as far as I can tell
everything is working normally again. If not, let me know. The one change I plan to
make here soon is to try out some of the new anti-spam features. The ones in the
older version of WordPress were much better at rejecting valid comments than
identifying spam, we’ll see about the new version…

Comments

1. Lubos Motl
May 23, 2006

Your blog is still malfunctioning. For example, the title should only say “not
wrong” instead of “not even wrong”. Good luck with 2.0.3.

2. Kasper Olsen
May 24, 2006

Good! Your fancy collider-background is up and running again! (Thought we
would never see it again 

Cheers, Kasper

3. MathPhys
May 24, 2006

Peter,

Is there an easy way that you can change things, so that when we click on links,
they open in a new window?

That would be very convenient, given that you provide us with very good links on
a regular basis.

4. Alejandro Rivero
May 24, 2006

MathPhys, that is in the user side. You press the link with the right button of the
mouse and then you gent the “open in a new window” command. If you are in a
mac, and then you do not have right button, then you should press the modifier
key in the left side of the keyboard and then click the mouse, the result is the
same.

5. MathPhys
May 24, 2006



Alejandro,

Thank you so much.

6. The Anti-Lubos
May 27, 2006

Lubos, I usually only think of you as a psychologically unstable, mean-spirited
crackpot, but even I laughed at your comment. Nicely done, even though you’re
insane and evil. 

7. Nigel Cook
May 27, 2006

Lubos writes (in reaction to a post on Cosmic Variance):

‘A theory is the best result of a scientific or rational analysis of the world you can
dream about.’

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/clifford-johnson-and-word-theory.html

String theory is ‘not wrong’ because – judging by the number of citations to
string theory – it is simply the BEST RESULT there is. It would be nice if string
theory made contact with reality, but this isn’t really important anymore. As
Lubos says, string theory helps you DREAM, and sleep soundly without worrying
about reality.

8. Juan R.
May 27, 2006

More stringy hype

Scientists Predict How to Detect a Fourth Dimension of Space

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/clifford-johnson-and-word-theory.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/05/clifford-johnson-and-word-theory.html
http://dukenews.duke.edu/2006/05/braneworld.html
http://dukenews.duke.edu/2006/05/braneworld.html


String Theory Makes Prediction – Pig Grows Wings

May 27, 2006
Categories: This Week's Hype

Several people have pointed out to me the latest press release hyping the supposed
testability of an extremely speculative theoretical idea, which then gets promoted to a
“scientists finally find way to test string theory” story, and spread throughout the
popular press.

This week’s hype example comes from Duke University and is entitled Scientists
Predict How to Detect a Fourth Dimension of Space. It deals with a recent paper by
Keeton and Petters, one in an interesting series of papers about using gravitational
lensing to test GR. This latest paper deals with possible lensing effects of primordial
black holes in braneworld models. The hype isn’t really in the paper itself, but in the
press release, where Petters says “If braneworld black holes form even 1 percent of
the dark matter in our part of the galaxy — a cautious assumption — there should be
several thousand braneworld black holes in our solar system.” Braneworld scenarios
can have any energy scale one wants, and the only thing one knows about this is that
it can’t be below a TeV or so, because otherwise we’d have some evidence from
accelerators for these scenarios, and we don’t have a shred of such evidence. I just
don’t see any justification for calling the idea that 1% of dark matter is made up of
these black holes a “cautious assumption” about what a braneworld scenario would
“predict”, or for claiming that they have a testable “prediction” for what the GLAST
satellite will see, in any conventional scientific use of the word “prediction”.

As usual, the hype level increases as the story is reworked into popular science
stories elsewhere. For instance, at Ars Technica it is the inspiration for an article
called String theory makes prediction – pig grows wings. The writer begins by giving
a completely incorrect explanation of why string theory has made no experimentally
verifiable predictions to date:

because the governing equations which work so well at very small scales (and very
high energies) become impossible to solve when applied at lower energy or larger
scales. Thus theorists must make approximations, which then have another layer of
approximation applied before any measurable numbers fall out. At this point
everything falls apart because that second layer of approximation is governed by
existing experimental results, which means that no new predictions are made.

this repeats the usual misleading claim of string theorists that they have “equations
which work so well at very small scales”, and the only problem is that it is hard to
extract physics at long distance scales from these equations. I have no idea what this
“second layer of approximation” is, best guess is that it is the “approximation” of
assuming that string theory gives you the standard model at low energies, an
“approximation” that does kind of make it hard to extract predictions that disagree
with the standard model.

The writer also refers to another bogus “prediction of string theory” he attributes to
Ulf Danielsson, and concludes that “now we have some real testable predictions from

http://dukenews.duke.edu/2006/05/braneworld.html
http://dukenews.duke.edu/2006/05/braneworld.html
http://dukenews.duke.edu/2006/05/braneworld.html
http://dukenews.duke.edu/2006/05/braneworld.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603061
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603061
http://arstechnica.com/journals/science.ars/2006/5/26/4127
http://arstechnica.com/journals/science.ars/2006/5/26/4127


a theory of gravity derived (not in the mathematical sense) from string theory.” The
parenthetical remark at least gives some indication that something very fishy is going
on, and he does end the piece by pointing out that:

A word of caution should be attached at this point. Braneworld gravity is one of a
number of string theory derived candidates, so if braneworld fails don’t expect it to
take string theory down with it.

This particular piece of hype so far has been uncritically repeated at various places,
including here and here, from there making it onto endless blogs, such as here, here,
here, and here.

Update: As usual, picked up by New Scientist.

Comments

1. Who
May 27, 2006

maybe this is simply a question of terminology. A pig with feathers is a turkey,
and if it sits up in a tree it’s called a superturkey.

2. Knotted String
May 27, 2006

The squadrons of flying pigs (turkeys) that string theorists are so good at
breeding will hopefully deposit some manure on the Landscape, and allow the
growth of new ideas!

3. Dan
May 28, 2006

Dear Peter,

as a particle physicist, do you think John Baez, Lee Smolin, Markapolou’s
approach to standard model physics through LQG through “loop braids” is
promising?

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/this.week.html

4. Who
May 29, 2006

Dan, I realize you asked a specific question of Peter (and not of the gallery) but
would like to respond.
I am glad to see you making an effort to promote real discussion—I regret my
flippant comment earlier about the pig with feathers because it seems to have
precluded seriousness.

Since Peter’s post is about TESTABILITY, and you mention Smolin’s stuff (which

http://www.physorg.com/news67773542.html
http://www.physorg.com/news67773542.html
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/05/060525120118.htm
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http://www.edithere.com/barry/2006/05/25#a3658
http://www.edithere.com/barry/2006/05/25#a3658
http://digg.com/science/Scientists_to_Test_a_Fourth_Dimension_of_Space
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http://www.newscientistspace.com/article/dn9240.html
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may be very different from Baez’—I am not sure about the connection yet) I will
mention a case of quick falsifiability that Smolin mentioned on page 18 of his
recent hep-th/0605052

…The discovery that these theories generically predict emergent particle states
certainly leaves them vulnerable to quick falsification. While there is preliminary
evidence that a large class of theories can reproduce some features of the
standard model, there is a lot that these theories have to get right so as not to
disagree with observation…

What he was talking about in that passage is, I think, what you were referring to.
So there is a testability angle to it although it is a different pig. (maybe not a pig,
either, but a kind of unicorn, or platypus)

5. woit
May 29, 2006

Dan,

Sorry, but that work is for now in the category of intriguing things I just don’t
have time to seriously study, so I can’t intelligently comment on it.

6. Christine Dantas
May 30, 2006

Concerning the “crisis of predictability” of string theory, Lee Smolin will be
giving a talk in Paris, sorry if it is off-topic.

===========
Mercredi 14 juin à 14h30

Lee Smolin (Perimeter Institute, Canada)

“Against Symmetry”

From the Leibniz-Newton debates to the present debates between string
theorists and loop quantum gravity theorists two notions of fundamental physics
have stood opposed. On the one hand is the Newtonian vision, which is based on
a belief in a fixed absolute space and time and which holds symmetry to be
fundamental and its breaking to be contingent. Leibniz’s conception of space and
time is instead of an ever evolving network of relationships in which complexity
is fundamental and symmetry is unnatural and accidental. This distinction
characterizes the divide between background dependent theories like string
theory and relational, background independent theories such as loop quantum
gravity.

In this talk I analyze the present status of the two traditions and the plausibility
of their contemporary incarnations. I show that the crisis of predictability facing
string theory is a direct consequence of a conception of unification that is
opposed to the principles that underlie the successful modern unifications such
as general relativity and gauge theories. I close by describing a new kind of



unification which emerges from background independent theories.

Amphithéâtre A, entrée par le 25 rue de la Montagne Sainte-Geneviève, Paris
5ème

7. Bert Schroer
May 30, 2006

Very interesting Christine,
in QFT such “monade presentations” already exist. An early account of how to
build up the reality of QFT (up to 4-dim) in this Leibniz monade spirit, including
the spacetime symmetries, the net structure (localization) and (by doing the DHR
analysis) the entire inner symmetry structure, can be found in H. W. Wiesbrock
and R. Kaehler, Modular theory and the reconstruction of 4-dim. QFT, JMP 42,
(2001) 74 and previous literature (this was the last paper this incredible original
talent W wrote, after he had developed most of the necessary modular inclusion
and modular intersection concepts, and shortly before he had to leave academia
because in a world of string hegemony there is no place for this kind of people,
he did not even bother to post this paper onto the server).
I have used part of such a monade picture for a number of years (it pervades all
of my recent articles and let me to a formula for localization entropy in
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/
which is consistent with the new local covariance principle in AQFT).
The problem to reconstruct the generic curved space-time structure together
with quantum matter on it is much more complex. I have tried to build up the
diffeomorphisms of the circle from the relative position of monades (i.e. without
using the existence of an energy-momentum tensor, but the results are still very
incomplete, viz.
hep-th/0504206 published in AOP) associated to it.
It seems to me that a program as that of Lee Smolin is very ambitious; maybe
one should more modestly understand the relation of quantum physics and
monade positioning first in QFT in CST.
I should add that this relative positioning picture was also on the minds of
Brunetti and Fredenhagen when they formulated the new quantum local
covariance principle, and last not least, without it Einstein would not have
succeeded in his struggle with the fantasmas against covariance he himself
created with his “hole argument.”

8. Christine Dantas
June 1, 2006

Dear Bert Schroer,

Thank you. I am ignorant on monades and several other issues. I am stubbornly
following with great interest your contributions to this blog, but I must say a lot
of material here is a little over my head. However, it is admirable to learn that
are still people in this world interested in discussing physics seriously. I am tired
of so much degradation elsewhere.

Best wishes,

http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/
http://www.lqp.uni-goettingen.de/papers/06/04/


Christine

9. Christine Dantas
June 1, 2006

Concerning the question of the multiverse, it is a relief to see a paper on this by
serious enough people:

How Many Universes Do There Need To Be?
[http://arXiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0605709]

Christine

10. Bert Schroer
June 1, 2006

Dear Christine,
I am sure that my thinking about string theory did not escape your attention.
Unless you are an active participant with the “string feel” (i.e. you are with it), it
is difficult to understand this phenomenon because it is not scientific, it is rather
a sociological phenomenon which takes place where one least expects it, namely
in the center of particle physics.
That irrational things suddenly spread in the midst of rationality is a postmodern
phenomenon whose study is the heart piece of the Frankfurt school of
philosophy/sociology. Horkheimer, Adorno and Habermas of course were
thinking of right arm-raising crowds shouting Sieg Heil in the midst of a
culturally and civilisatorically most developed country and about the
catastrophic barbaric consequences.
I must confess that in total lack of any scientific explanation, I also think about
this strange grip of mass hype and medial manipulation emanating from the first
globalized attempt to get a hegemonial grip on science by manufacturing and not
logically deriving scientific facts (fortunately only with a loss of knowledge and
not human lifes) in such sociological terms. I really do think about those
collective excitations at the time of my birth which I sometimes see in old films
and which leave me stunned and bewildered when I look at the new scientific
hype. But perhaps it is better to stop with these analogies. otherwise somebody
might tomorrow claim that I compared Joseph Polchinski to Adolph Hitler and
Aaron Bergman to his stormtrooper, and I may loose my pension in Germany. I
have a Brechtian (the identity of the first names is purely coincidental)
personality which does not ask for self-sacrifices but only to subterfuge hollow
and oppressive systems.
Let me add that I am totally against racism and political correctness, this is part
of the reason I prefer to live in Brazil (by the way I think that such a catastrophy
as in Nazi Germany could never have happen in Brazil, even the ethnic cleansing
of the Paraguaian indigenous population by your Duke de Caxias is quite a
distance away from what happened at the time of the 2. worldwar).
I would suggest to those physicists who’s future is unsure (and to those string
theorist who already foster doubts in their heart) to take in addition some
courses in the philosophy/history/sociology of science, because if things within
the next couple of years develop the way as with Bush’s Iraq war (also based on



maniufactured facts), there will be a lot of interest in the public to understand
what happened in the midst of physics and why those things which Michio Kaku,
Lenny Susskind and Brian Green were writing about (and telling the US
congress) (and all the other popular string theory writers which still appear on
the scene) and promised them evaporated in hot air and left such a big crater in
the midst of science. This phenomenon will need very thoughtful profound
analysis (it is the Zeitgeist which allowed these individuals to do something like
this), maybe even a kind of new Frankfurt school geared towards science.
Actually I am already corresponding with such a Jekill&Hide character who
comes from the midst of string theory and who got extremely exited about my
polemic article. Since he has all the insider knowledge and an amazing overview
about the immense string literature, he can immediatetly back up his analysis by
explicit citations and this is much deeper (and not polemic) to what outsiders as
Hedrich or myself (the polemic part) can do.

11. Chris Oakley
June 1, 2006

String Theorists have not yet been defeated (not politically, anyway), and it is not
they, but their critics like yourself who are fleeing to South America.

So much for the Nazi analogy.

But they definitely have the “Weltmacht oder Tod” mentality.

12. Bert Schroer
June 1, 2006

Chris, things were not quite as bad in Europe, at least at the time when I went to
Brazil some years ago. However recently they seem to have taken a turn for the
worse, at least in Germany. It is through this weblog that I got to know that one
of that new breed of string-possessed referees (a person who knows what
particle physics is about and still kept his senses would never do anything like
this) deciding the scientific merits of a research project (probably to be funded
by the DFG) has thrown out the extremely successful AQFT part and kept the
string component (whose contribution has been smaller than any preassigned
epsilon, without any hope for future improvements). People like Robert Wald and
those who have collaborated with him will immediately understand the
devastating significance of this act.
Chris, it is not Weltmacht oder Tod, it is hegemony and death, but death for the
others.

13. Trevor Turton
June 10, 2006

It’s fascinating to see such strong divergence amongst physicists on whether
string theory is science, maths, or a fashion statement.

“String theory is the new black”



Accelerator News

May 27, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

News about various colliders of various vintages:

The Tevatron has been shut down for the past two months for maintenance and
various improvements. It should start up again this coming week, for latest news on
its status, see here.

Seed magazine is starting a series of articles on the LHC. One prediction about the
LHC that I feel confident making is that it is going to get a lot of press coverage.

A group called the LHC Theory Initiative has been trying for a while to get the NSF to
fund new postdocs and graduate student fellowships for physicists working on LHC
phenomenology. So far they have been turned down, with the panel that
recommended not to fund this presumably concerned that money going to this
purpose would be taken away from the standard NSF group grants that fund particle
theory groups at many institutions. The full NSF proposal is available on-line.

Science magazine has an article about Barry Barish, who is leading the Global Design
Effort for the ILC.

The same issue of Science has a paper by Steinhardt and Turok promoting their cyclic
cosmological model as explaining the small value of the cosmological constant,
together with an article by Vilenkin criticizing them and promoting the anthropic
point of view.

Update: Experimentalist Michael Schmitt, sometimes commenter here, has an
excellent new blog about accelerator-based particle physics at the Tevatron and LHC
entitled Collider Blog.

Update: The Tevatron start-up was going smoothly until early yesterday morning
when they ran into serious trouble. Here’s the report from the FNAL accelerator
update page:

At 1:24 AM, Operations reported a raccoon attack on the Linac gallery. It seemed to
be a coordinated effort. Fortunately, by 1:53 AM, a joint force of operators and Pbar
experts managed to drive the raccoons out of their hastily made fortifications. Then at
4:18 AM, the raccoons made what some thought to be a counter attack on the
Division Headquarters, but others believed it to be only a simple reconnaissance
incursion. No raccoons were either injured or captured during these encounters.
Operator losses were low.

Comments

1. Ponderer of Things
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May 28, 2006

Barish came to our lab to give a talk about ILC, and I wanted to ask a question,
but didn’t because didn’t want to appear to be an a$$hole:

“If ILC is not funded (at least if US gov’t pulls out), is this the end of the line for
huge “super” accelerator projects”?

Anyone wants to take any guesses?

2. Mechanism of Standard Model particle masses, exchange forces and
General Relativity
May 28, 2006

[…] Woit has a blog post which says in part: ‘… Science has a paper by
Steinhardt and Turok promoting their cyclic cosmological model as explaining
the small value of the cosmological constant, together with an article by Vilenkin
criticizing them and promoting the anthropic point of view.’ […]

3. sunderpeeche
May 28, 2006

I have asked this question (what if US does not fund ILC?), to people who work
on ILC. Nobody will give a clear answer. One can argue nobody knows the
answer. Certainly the EPP2010 report, full of “US leadership” does not augur
well for “International” anything. The rest of the world may build ILC without
USA. If super-accelerators (VLHC?) continue to not find anything beyond SM, it
will be ever harder to justify new machines.

As for the prediction that LHC will generate a lot of press coverage, that is par
for the course. All large new accelerators do, whether built or not. CERN
generated enormous publicity for LEP. The SSC was not lacking for publicity. The
construction of NAL (later FNAL) was a major event in its day, so was the SLAC
linac.

4. Michael
May 28, 2006

If the LHC finds nothing beyond the Standard Model (ie, if it finds only a SM-like
Higgs boson), then one can forget about future accelerators, including the ILC.
The interest of people outside high-energy physics for another big, expensive
machine will whither, and many will ask: what about all the great ideas and
promises that were made (for example, in the EPP2010 and HEPAP documents)
back in 2005, 2006, 2007?

There are many basic arguments why new phyisc should show up at the TeV
scale, and personally I believe thi s makes the LHC a good bet. However, I have
seen comments posted to this web site expressing doubt that supersymmetry or
other signs of physics BSM will be discovered at the LHC. Since string theorists
are deep thinkers, this has worried me a lot. Yesterday at a dinner I asked David
Gross about the skepticism of some of the string community about the LHC. His



reply was, basically, that the arguments for new physics at the TeV scale are
incontrovertible and that people in the string theory community do not have a
basis to overturn them. (Nota bene: I am rephrasing quite a bit…)

What will be the answer? Only the analysis of real data will tell us. If Nature is
cruel, then we will not only be disappointed, we will probably lose an entire line
of basic inquiry. Who would fund Colombus for a crazy voyage across the ocean?
Only those will lots of money and the desire to be the most powerful. Who would
have guessed what was to be learned?

5. woit
May 28, 2006

Michael,

What “new physics at the TeV scale” was Gross referring to as there being
incontrovertible arguments for? As far as I know, the only solid arguments are
that you have to see a Higgs or something else. Things like supersymmetry,
technicolor, extra dimensions, not only are not necessary, but already in trouble
with precision electroweak measurements from current accelerators.

Sunderpeeche,

My prediction was somewhat tongue in cheek, but more precisely, in units where
the publicity for SLAC was 1, FNAL was maybe as much as 5-10 SLACS, LEP and
the SSC around 50 SLACS, I’ll predict that for the LHC the magnitude will be at
least 100 SLACS, achieving a new world record.

6. sunderpeeche
May 28, 2006

“My prediction was somewhat tongue in cheek” well yes, I figured as much.
Columbus was funded because Queen Isabella wanted to compete with Portugal
(and note that Cristoforo Colombo was initially turned down, but Queen I
changed her mind). If Columbus had sailed across the ocean, found nothing,
turned back and said, “I didn’t reach China/Japan, but I found out the ocean is
bigger than we think it is” well that would probably have been the end of any
further voyages. So it is with the LHC. If it finds no physics beyond SM, justifying
the next machine will become REALLY hard.

7. Tony Smith
May 28, 2006

As to the Columbus analogy:

Short route to India/China/Japan = supersymmetry a la superstrings

America = something already indicated by Viking voyages etc = SM Higgs

Maybe detailed study of SM Higgs (for which ILC/NLC/whateverLC is needed in
addition to LHC) would (as did detailed exploration/exploitation of America) lead



to results far more ultimately enriching for humanity
than finding a false-hope supersymmetry = a short route to India/China/Japan
would have been.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – As to “… David Gross …[said]… that the arguments for new physics at the
TeV scale are incontrovertible and that people in the string theory community do
not have a basis to overturn them. …”,
that statement may be true if restricted to the universe of superstring true
believers.
However, for others,
it seems that the only “incontrovertible” arguments are circular, in that they use
assumptions (whether or not explicitly stated) that are equivalent to the
existence of TeV scale supersymmetry a la superstrings.
If there are any such “incontrovertible” arguments that do not involve such
assumptions, I would be very interested in seeing them spelled out, rather than
mentioned solely by vague insubstantial reference.

8. sunderpeeche
May 28, 2006

This post is not (totally) tongue in cheek, and is only partially a reply to Woit, and
is perhaps totally nonsense. The construction and operation of FNAL (late 60’s-
early 70’s) provided a major source of employment for professional black people,
at a front-rank scientific institution, and took place at (or close) to the peak of
the civil rights movement. We tend to think of accelerator labs as purely civilian
projects., e.g. Robert Wilson famously testified to Congress (this is taken from
Wikipedia but I have heard it many times before)

—-
In 1967 he took a leave of absence from Cornell to assume directorship of the
not-yet-created National Accelerator Laboratory which was to create the largest
particle accelerator of its day at Batavia, Illinois. In 1969, Wilson was called to
justify the multimillion-dollar machine to the Congressional Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy. Bucking the trend of the day, Wilson emphasized it had nothing
at all to do with national security, rather:

It has only to do with the respect with which we regard one another, the dignity
of men, our love of culture. It has to do with: Are we good painters, good
sculptors, great poets? I mean all the things we really venerate in our country
and are patriotic about. It has nothing to do directly with defending our country
except to make it worth defending.
—–

It was not quite the same with the SLAC linac. At the time of construction of the
Linac, the US military was building the North American Early Warning Defense
System, a set of radar domes spread out across Alaska and northern Canada, to
detect Soviet bombers/missiles. The klystrons to accelerate the electrons in the

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Linac were precisely what the military needed to power the radar stations.
Nobody talks about this out loud. The military got what it wanted (R+D and
contruction knowhow) without any protests from the hippies and flower children
of San Fran.

One longs for the good old days when one could trip through the physics lab with
bellbottoms and LSD. No internet, no cell phones, no blogs…

In short, major accelerator projects are sociological events, not simply physics
experiments. But the publicity for the modern machines seems to contain a much
greater degree of hype (all hype?). The SSC was “for America to have the biggest
accelerator in the world” which was simply foolish.

9. Michael
May 28, 2006

We all seem to agree that no new physics at the LHC is a disaster for
experimental high-energy physics.

Concerning the promise of new physics at the TeV scale, people make the
argument in various ways. Since I am an experimenter I am not the best person
to make the agument, but I do know that is does not necessarily involve
supersymmetry. I do understand that string theory does not require a low-scale
supersymmetry. However, that is not the point. If there is a SM-like Higgs (one
that is responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking), then the mass of that
particle is not stable against radiative corrections, in the Standard Model.
Therefore, something beyond the SM must enter to “control” those corrections.
Low-scale SUSY is one popular possibility, but there are others (such as Little
Higgs models, and some extra-dimensional phenomenlogical models). If the low-
scale MSSM also provides a way to unify the gauge couplings, explain the Higgs
mechanism through the large Yukawa coupling of the top quark, and naturally
provide a viable dark-matter candidate, then it may be in a better position as a
speculation than other competing models. There is no proof that low-scale SUSY
is right, but all of the phenomenologists and model-builders I know insist that
new physics must enter at the TeV scale. It was interesting to me that David
Gross, a famous string theorist, had the same definite opinion.

It is true that some models are ruled out by precision electroweak data, but the
MSSM is not. Also, little Higgs models and many extra-dimensional models
manage to survive those constraints. It is supposedly a virtue of the MSSM that
it does not lead to large deviations in those observables – the fact that data
confirm the SM means they also tend to agree with the predictions of the MSSM,
making it difficult to constrain the MSSM using precision ewk observables.

The MSSM does have problems in the flavor sector: why aren’t there many CP-
violating phases, and why aren’t there large FCNC’s? Why would one have an
alignment of flavor-mixing matrices, or minimial flavor violation in general. But
then again, we understand almost nothing about flavor, right?

10. Tony Smith
May 28, 2006



sunderpeeche said “… major accelerator projects are sociological events, not
simply physics experiments …
The construction and operation of FNAL (late 60’s-early 70’s) provided a major
source of employment for professional black people, at a front-rank scientific
institution, and took place at (or close) to the peak of the civil rights movement.
…”.

IIRC, Georgia, which in the 60s had senatorial influence (Russell) at least as
powerful as Dirksen of Illinois, made a bid for the NAL site, but lost out to Illinois
primarily because the “professional black people” felt uneasy about living in
Georgia (this was before 1973 when Maynard Jackson became mayor of Atlanta).

When I try to think what comparably important sociological reason might be
advanced for putting ILC in the USA as opposed to Geneva or Asia, I draw a
blank.

Further, when I try to think how the USA military would benefit from a USA site
(a la SLAC klystrons mentioned by sunderpeeche), I also draw a blank.

If access to research positions and experimental results is substantially non-
discriminatory, then, really, why does the USA physics community feel so
strongly that the ILC should not be in Geneva ( a very hospitable place for a
cosmopolitan work community ) or Asia ( as they say, it is their turn now ) ???

Isn’t the most important thing that it be built and used to at least examine Higgs
etc in detail,
and not where it is located (and who gets the most construction contracts and
labor jobs) ???

If it is REALLY about who gets construction contracts and jobs, then isn’t it just
another pork-barrel project ???

Isn’t perception of pork-barrelling one of the factors that killed SSC ???

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

11. Tony Smith
May 28, 2006

Michael says “… We all seem to agree that no new physics at the LHC is a
disaster for experimental high-energy physics. …”.

Since nobody can be everybody without me (even if Harvard Professor Motl’s
characterization of me as a “moronic crackpot” were to be correct), Michael is
wrong.

I don’t see any problem with a 115-200 MeV Higgs and no other signals not
already seen (although maybe missed by most consensus analyses) at Fermilab
and elsewhere,
because

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


ILC (or its equivalent) would in that event be needed to provide more detailed
observation of how that Higgs is related to such things as (to mention only one
possibility) T-quark condensates.

It would NOT be “a disaster for experimental high-energy physics”, although it
would take such physics down roads not so well travelled now.
However,
it might be seen as “a disaster” from the viewpoint of some physics
empires/castles that would, in such an event, be seen to be built on sand.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

12. Tony Smith
May 28, 2006

Sorry for a typo – 115-200 MeV Higgs should be 115-200 GeV Higgs in my
immediately preceding comment.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

13. SomeBody
May 28, 2006

LHC = Last Hope Collider?

14. sunderpeeche
May 28, 2006

Since my post on the SLAC klystrons did not get deleted out of hand, let me
provoke the Gods that be…. FNAL provided high-skilled job opportunities for
blacks/minorities at the cutting edge. (I assume the Apollo moon project did the
same, but I do not know.) The Chicago Industrial Research Corridor was set up
along I-80 near FNAL in anticipation that the lab would attract high-quality (or
high-tech) research firms to the area. (In the event, Fermilab was too specialized
to play such a role, firms like AT&T Bell Labs and Exxon etc were more effective
in that regard.)

Pork-barrelling does play a significant role. It makes a difference if a lab is within
easy reach. It also provides ancillary employment to hotels, restaurants, etc,
(although now people complain of “radioactivity”). When the BNL was being
chosen, II Rabi wanted it in New Jersey, close to Columbia because he knew the
nearest university would dominate the lab. Norman Ramsey led a strong team
from Harvard/Cambridge to have the lab near Boston. So Rabi signed on Johns
Hopkins just to move the center-of-gravity of the universities closer to Columbia.
The eventual site on Long Island was the compromise.

The host country of the ILC will get major (possibly non-scientific) benefits.
Certainly the size of expts today is so large that proximity to a home univ is not
so significant. But it seems that with the ILC, pork-barreling is getting mixed up

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


with jingoism (ILC will restore “US leadership” in expt HEP).

15. Michael
May 28, 2006

Tony, what I meant is that a non-spectacular outcome from the LHC means that
getting funding for the ILC will be extremely difficult and probably impossible. I
was not commenting on the physics consequences. Sorry for not being clear.

16. Tony Smith
May 28, 2006

Michael, thanks for your clarification. You are probably correct that absence of
some spectacular hype-type result at LHC probably does mean ” that getting
[USA] funding for the ILC will be extremely difficult and probably impossible”.
Sad but true.
Maybe Asians will want to take their turn in the accelerator game, and, since
they are well-positioned financially and know how to think long-term, maybe they
will build it and let those of us on the periphery peek in from time to time to see
some of the knowledge generated at the Center.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

17. anonymous
May 29, 2006

for the first time since 30yrs a collider will explore energies much above
previous colliders and above the weak scale: it deserves the attention that it
receives.

Unlike in the case of Columbus/Colombo/Colon, now theorists are telling since
30yrs: “go and discover America” (i.e. SUSY or extra dimensions or etc). Finding
only water would be truly revolutionary.

18. RahulM
May 29, 2006

The problem with a 115-200 GeV Higgs in the Standard Model is that it’s mass is
not stable under UV corrections. This violates a very basic physics principle we
have seen at work from Newton till now: that physics is organized by energy
scale. So far the structure we have observed is that phenomenon at lower energy
scales are relatively unaffected by whatever happens at much higher scales. It is
extremely strange that somehow the Higgs boson is completely different from all
physics we have observed thus far. I am not propagating string theory or SUSY
or extra-D or whatever, but there is a genuine TeV scale issue here.

19. Tony Smith
May 29, 2006

RahulM says: “… The problem with a 115-200 GeV Higgs in the Standard Model

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


is that it’s mass is not stable under UV corrections. … there is a genuine TeV
scale issue here. …”.

There is a genuine issue, but it does not necessarily indicate new physics at the
TeV scale.

For instance, in hep-ph/0307138, C. D. Froggatt says in part:
“… the selfconsistency of the pure SM up to some physical cut-off scale /\
imposes constraints on the top quark and Higgs boson masses.
The first constraint is the so-called triviality bound …
The second is the vacuum stability bound: bound: the running Higgs coupling
constant … should not become negative leading to the instability of the usual SM
vacuum. …
These bounds are illustrated in … Figure 3: SM bounds in the (Mt,mH) plane for
various values of /\ , the scale at which new physics enters …
we shall be interested in large cut-off scales /\ = 10^15 – 10^19 GeV,
corresponding to the grand unified (GUT) or Planck scale. …”.

As can be seen by going to the paper and looking at Fig. 3, a Higgs mass
somewhere between 115 – 200 GeV ( by looking at Fig. 3, probably roughly
around 150 GeV ) is consistent with a T-quark mass around 175 GeV and the
Standard Model with a cut-off (new physics) at the Planck scale,
so
it seems to me that such a Higgs mass does NOT require new physics at the TeV
scale, or anywhere else below the Planck scale.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Here I am assuming that RahulM’s reference to instability under UV
corrections is reference to what Froggatt calls “the vacuum stability bound”. If
RahulM is talking about something else, then I am willing to stand corrected.

PPS – I am NOT saying that the ILC would be useless in such a case. For
instance, it would be very interesting to try to explore in detail the Higgs –
T-quark system in regions near the boundaries in Froggatt’s Fig. 3 to look for
phenomena possibly involving triviality or vacuum instability, and the ILC in
conjunction with LHC would be very useful in such investigation,
which is consistent with Froggatt’s discussion of the possibility that “… that
there exists another vacuum state degenerate in energy density with the vacuum
in which we live. …”. He goes on to say “… Thus we predict that our vacuum is
barely stable and we just lie on the vacuum stability curve …”.
Since such things are already indicated in data from Fermilab etc, they are not
“new physics” in the sense of being new supersymmetric partner particles etc,
but such things are ( to me, at least ) very interesting and justify building ILC to
study them.

20. Tommaso Dorigo
May 29, 2006

I would concur with Michael that no new physics at the LHC is a disaster for

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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experimental particle physics \em in the short run.

But I prefer to look further. I am not too concerned about HEP 10 or 15 years
from now – I have tenure – but much more concerned with the progress of
science -well ok let’s say (physics \oplus astrophysics)- as a whole.

Now, IF the LHC sees nothing at all (say, not even a single Higgs) that is maybe
motivation for canceling the ILC, but just as much motivation for a whole class of
new theoreticians to come ahead stampeding the old ones, and produce
intelligent new theories. Old ideas die with their supporters in science, just as
much as new ones must see them old farts die before they flourish.

As for us experimentalists, a sabbatical to outer space to collect gamma rays
would be in order, who knows, maybe it would do us good. The frontier, we all
know, is out there now, not in the core of CMS and ATLAS.

I am not at all sure it would be a damage to the progress of science – we have
been stuck with the same kind of stuff for too long IMO.

Cheers,
T.

21. Michael
May 29, 2006

I think the ILC should only be viewed as a follow-up to discoveries made at the
LHC. If there is nothing more that a SM-like Higgs boson, then precision studies
of its properties, while very interesting, will not be exciting enough to justify a
$10-$20 billion machine. All public arguments for the ILC assume that one will
also make precision measurements of whatever new physics is revealed by the
LHC. If there nothing to be studied besides the Higgs, then we need to rethink
our strategy.

If no SM-like Higgs boson is found and no new phyiscs either, then that would be
quite interesting, and as far as I know one would be forced to study longitudinal
W scattering, which one would certainly not do with an ILC.

I believe that the future of particle physics does lie at the centers of CMS and
ATLAS (otherwise I would not be working there), and that even the amazing
discoveries of astrophysics will require some particle physics input to be fully
comprehended. We will soon see!

22. Michael
May 29, 2006

Thank you, Peter, for the very kind advertisement of Collider Blog!

23. Alejandro Rivero
May 29, 2006

Perhaps a composite higgs / technicolour is a better opportunity for the ILC, it



would give a lot of parameter space to be searched, shouldnt it?

24. sunderpeeche
May 29, 2006

Surely that’s the whole point of building the LHC/ILC? To search and discover
what’s really out there (composite Higgs/technicolour new particles …).

To boldly go where no hand has set foot?

25. andy
May 30, 2006

It seems to me that funding phenomenologists / collider theorists / model
builders whose research has some relevance to experiment is a _good_ thing
(rather than shoving more $$$ into the bottomless pit of string “theory”.

26. sunderpeeche
May 30, 2006

The corresponding argument that “the public” (somewhat vaguely defined here)
makes is that it is a good thing to fund research which has an obvious immediate
commercial profit. Nobody knows where this (~string theory/all of HEP) will all
lead. The real problem is that Nature is cruel — expt HEP has not produced new
puzzles (physics beyond SM) for 30 years.

27. hack
May 30, 2006

The raccoons are clearly in their last throes.

28. sunderpeeche
May 31, 2006

don’t get bit

http://www-bdnew.fnal.gov/operations/safety/critters.html

29. knotted string
May 31, 2006

Thanks for that last link about stagnating string theory at fermilab:

‘Objects that have remained undisturbed for an extended period of time may
become housing for pests.’

30. SomeBody
May 31, 2006

With his usual candor, Dorigo wrote:
“I am not too concerned about HEP 10 or 15 years from now – I have tenure”

http://www-bdnew.fnal.gov/operations/safety/critters.html
http://www-bdnew.fnal.gov/operations/safety/critters.html


In other words, never mind whether I’ll be doing anything that’s of any use to
anyone, the taxpayers are stuck supporting me anyway.

Welcome to the brave new world of HEP as social welfare.

31. sunderpeeche
May 31, 2006

Let’s present the full sentence, shall we?

But I prefer to look further. I am not too concerned about HEP 10 or 15 years
from now – I have tenure – but much more concerned with the progress of
science -well ok let’s say (physics \oplus astrophysics)- as a whole.

Read the second half before writing anything mean-spirited.

32. Peter Woit
May 31, 2006

SomeBody,

Dorigo has a job at a university in Italy, which I guess is now permanent, so, he
has tenure like most people with long-term university jobs in Europe. He’s not
being paid by the US taxpayer, but is being paid (probably not very well..) by the
Italian taxpayer to teach and conduct research at a university. His point was that
the question of whether the US taxpayer is willing to pay for a new accelerator
or otherwise spend large sums on HEP research doesn’t affect his paycheck.

Would you prefer that he not have a permanent job at an Italian university, but
have his paycheck depend on the health of the US HEP budget? If you want to
rant about scientists on the government tit pushing for more money for HEP
research to feather their own nests, that’s fine, but Dorigo is just pointing out
that that’s not the category he’s in.

33. SomeBody
May 31, 2006

What exactly is it about the second half that you think modifies the first half?

34. SomeBody
May 31, 2006

Woit, as in the ILC discussion, you seem to find it relevant whether taxpayers are
in the US or elsewhere. I don’t.

I know very well where Dorigo is, what he’s doing and who is paying him to do it.
There is nothing in his post supporting your interpretation that “His point was
that the question of whether the US taxpayer is willing to pay for a new
accelerator”. His point is quite simply that no matter what happens to HEP, his
own paycheck is secure (a conclusion which I do not share BTW, considering
Italy’s precarious financial situation).



In aswer to your questions:
“Would you prefer that he not have a permanent job at an Italian university”

That’s correct.

“but have his paycheck depend on the health of the US HEP budget?”

Actually, whether he realizes it or not (apparently not) that is already the case.
But as far as my personal preferences are concerned, the answer is no. I’d prefer
his paycheck to depend on his performance in a productive activity where he’s
actually earning it.

35. sunderpeeche
May 31, 2006

It’s hard (if not impossible) to think of the long-term if you have to worry
constantly about feeding yourself in the short-term. That guarantee of
employment (such as
it is) is one of the features of tenure.

As they say in non-idiomatic non-Italian …. Ach du Lieber.

36. Peter Woit
May 31, 2006

SomeBody,

So, this has nothing to do with HEP, US or otherwise, but is just an ideological
rant about the socialistic practice of tenure that isolates some academics from
the healthy discipline of market forces.

Please, this is tedious, off-topic, and has nothing to do with what is being
discussed here.

37. SomeBody
May 31, 2006

Woit, it has everything to do with HEP! Once upon a time, HEP was a vibrant
source of new scientific knowledge which attracted the best and brightest. You
need look no further than Dorigo’s post to see who’s attracted to it now, and why.

38. Chris Oakley
May 31, 2006

SomeBody,

I agree with Peter. Tommaso is probably being paid mostly for teaching, and at a
rate lower than a schoolteacher. His research interests are probably tolerated by
the funding authorities rather than encouraged. The luxury that you no doubt
live in as a result of being a self-made billionaire he will have had to forego in
exchange for doing what really interests him.



39. Peter Woit
May 31, 2006

SomeBody,

The academic tenure system you object to has been around for centuries, it has
nothing to do with the current problems of HEP.

I don’t know Dorigo personally, but from his blog posts he appears to be a highly
competent, serious researcher who works hard at and cares about what he does.
He also has a sense of humor, and knows that there’s no incompatibility between
doing serious work and not taking oneself too seriously.

40. SomeBody
May 31, 2006

Oakley: no. Dorigo is an INFN “researcher”, not a university employee. He does
what you do for a living (writes code) but of course, unlike you he needs tenure
to be able to do it, or (as pointed out by sunderpeeche) he would no doubt be
unable to “think of the long-term”.

41. sunderpeeche
May 31, 2006

The LHC will give “something to do” (expt HEP) for approx 10-15 years. What
comes next? The ILC is one answer. Modern expt HEP projects take so long now
to come to fruition that one must start thinking years in advance. Who can do
that? Not someone whose job contract is due to expire in a year or two.

As I learnt many years ago (biology class? it’s been a long time) we have two
hands and two feet to count the four important things in life: food, food, s – – and
food. It’s hard to think of the big picture if one has to scurry around all the time
to find one’s next meal.

42. Michael Schmitt
May 31, 2006

Somebody,

I need to speak up for Tommaso. I know him quite well since several years. He is
intelligent, creative, hard-working and very serious, facts which I’m sure are
known to the INFN. He is not kept employed simply because he writes code, and
I have the impression that INFN standards are higher than that. I didn’t like his
comment either and posted my own response, but anyone who knows Tommaso
know that he likes to make flippant remarks to provoke reactions. It may be
annoying, but please lets not denigrate his strengths as a researcher nor use his
remark as a sign of the weakness of HEP.

thanks.

43. Peter Woit



May 31, 2006

I’ve deleted the rest of this thread about Dorigo. Please refrain from any more
obnoxious attacks on him here. He has his own blog, if you want to attack him
for what he has to say, go do it there.

44. Chris Oakley
May 31, 2006

Superstrings are snake oil, says Sam from the UK.

45. SomeBody
May 31, 2006

Speaking of the devil, am I the last person on the planet to find out that Amazon
is comarketing these two as “Better Together”?

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0618551050/ref=pd_bxgy_text_b
/103-3759420-5756605?%5Fencoding=UTF8

46. RahulM
May 31, 2006

Hello, what I meant was that suppose there is a very heavy fermion field at some
scale far removed from TeV. Say a GUT-ish fermion weighing 10^15 GeV. Then
that would produce a huge correction to the Higgs mass, of the order of 10^15
GeV! Therefore the SM is sensitive to physics far beyond it’s own scale, which is
counter to everything in physics we have seen thus far. All you need is a heavy
fermion or a scalar lurking somewhere between 1 TeV and 10^19 GeV and the
SM will “jump” like crazy. That is why we say some new physics is needed at the
TeV scale to have a smooth transition between the SM and whatever happens at
GUT/Planck/whatever scale when physics gets unified.

47. Not a Nobel Laureate
May 31, 2006

Modern day HEP experiments are similar to the construction of the pyramids of
ancient Egypt
in that

1. They are now multidecade undertakings; and

2. It’s great fun if you’re the Pharoah, but questionable if you’re the pleb up to
your knees in straw, mud and sh*t.

48. sunderpeeche
June 1, 2006

Basically, that’s the way it is. It’s good to be the King.

The racoons are not done yet.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0224076051/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0224076051/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0618551050/ref=pd_bxgy_text_b/103-3759420-5756605?%5Fencoding=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0618551050/ref=pd_bxgy_text_b/103-3759420-5756605?%5Fencoding=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0618551050/ref=pd_bxgy_text_b/103-3759420-5756605?%5Fencoding=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0618551050/ref=pd_bxgy_text_b/103-3759420-5756605?%5Fencoding=UTF8


At 8:06 PM, raccoons again tested the cross-gallery defenses. One raccoon was
caught by a patrol and questioned. She claimed that she was disoriented by the
high frequency noises and accidentally stumbled into the gallery. The patrol took
her picture, paw print, and then escorted her out of the building.

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news06/update_archive/update_5-30_5-31.html

Is a picture of the raccoon available?

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news06/update_archive/update_5-30_5-31.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news06/update_archive/update_5-30_5-31.html


Not Even Wrong Available in the UK

May 31, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

Not Even Wrong, the book, is now available from Amazon in the UK. It’s being
published in the British Commonwealth by Jonathan Cape, so should also at some
point be available from them in Canada. Last I’d heard official publication date was
June 16th, perhaps that’s the date it will be out in stores. Here in the US it will be
published by Basic Books, and should appear perhaps late in September. The US
version will have a rewritten and somewhat different preface, but the bulk of the two
books will be pretty much the same. Next week I’ll be going over the proofs of the US
version, my last chance to make any final small changes.

So, I encourage all my non-US readers to go out and get copies of the book for
themselves and their 20 closest friends, write reviews saying how wonderful it is on
Amazon, etc., etc. If you’re in the US and absolutely can’t wait until September, I
think you can order from Amazon UK anyway (at least that’s what some of my friends
desperate to appease children demanding the latest Harry Potter recall doing). In
September, besides my book, Lee Smolin’s The Trouble With Physics will also be
coming out, so I guess it will be a trend. I haven’t yet seen a copy, but from
conversations with him gather that Lee reaches many of the same conclusions about
string theory that I do, although coming from a somewhat different direction.

Perhaps my faithful readers can help out with some advice on two points: the US
version will have a somewhat different subtitle and controversy has broken out as to
whether to use the phrase “the search for unity in physical law” or “the search for
unity in physical laws”. Both seem all right to me, but if anyone has a strong opinion
on the “law” vs. “laws” issue, let me know.

I’m about to leave town, headed to Boston for a few days, but early next week I’d like
to start thinking about whether it would be possible to add some features to the blog
related to the book. The obvious thing to do is to add all sorts of marketing materials
to the blog to get people to go out and buy the book, but I’ll try and keep that to a
tasteful minimum. No pop-ups or weekly contests. On the other hand I think it would
be interesting to provide some sort of features here for people who have read or are
reading the book, have questions about it, want to discuss or argue about it, etc. Does
anyone know of any other blogs out there associated with a book that have tried to do
something like this?

Comments

1. The Anti-Lubos
May 31, 2006

“Law” resonates better with “unity.” “Laws” sounds terrible. Feynman didn’t
write The Character of Physical Laws.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=245
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=245
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0618551050
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0618551050


2. Santo D'Agostino
May 31, 2006

Congratulations on the UK publication of your book, Peter!

“Laws” is better, because the other phrase might be misconstrued as having
something to do with a non-existent branch of the legal profession (you know,
corporate law, criminal law, international law, and now physical law).

I don’t find anything wrong with “The Character of Physical Laws.” Feynman’s
title has a distinctly British feel to my ears, and since we are speaking about the
US version of your book, that is perhaps another argument for going with “laws.”
As in many arguments of this type, it is probably not worth fretting over, as
either alternative will serve well.

A solution that sidesteps the controversy, and has the merit of greater brevity, is
to go with “The search for unity in physics,” but of course there may be reasons
why this does not suit your purpose.

Best wishes,
Santo

3. Who
May 31, 2006

I have to see the whole title before I can judge:
suppose versions A and B are

Not Even Wrong: the Failure of String Theory and the Continuing Search for
Unity in Physical Laws

Not Even Wrong: the Failure of String Theory and the Continuing Search for
Unity in Physical Law

In that case, if that is the choice, then I slightly prefer B, the latter—with the
singular.
One could say the plural is appropriate because one seeks a pattern to bring a
bunch of things together—to unify several laws.
But I still like the sound of the singular better in this context.

I think the word “continuing” is important because if you say “the Failure of
String Theory and the Search for Unity in Physical Law” there is a danger that
people could hear the message that the entire search for unity has failed. the
message is that one effort failed but we continue the search. It is important to
deliver that positive message (of not giving up the search) to balance the
negative.

4. wolfgang
May 31, 2006

I am not a native English speaker, but “Search for Unity in Physical Law” seems



to contain a contradiction.
If there is only one law how can you *search* for unity in it?

By the way Clifford and Lubos discussed law vs. theory recently, their ideas
might help you 

5. Thomas Love
May 31, 2006

Since I really don’t like the use of the word “law” in physics, might I suggest
“Search for Unity in Physics.”

“Law” has the implication of a law maker and I would really not like to think of
god as a lawyer.

6. Chris W.
May 31, 2006

From Amazon’s book description for Smolin’s The Trouble With Physics: “But as
Smolin reveals, there”s a deep flaw in the theory: no part of it has been proven,
and no one knows how to prove it.”

To the attention of book editors, copywriters, and science journalists:
Theories in the empirical sciences, as opposed to mathematics and logic,
can be testable and tested, but they are not and cannot be proven. Got
that? PLEASE do not conflate testability with the possibility of proof! In 2006,
one hundred years after the advent of special relativity and the beginnings of
quantum theory in the face of the success of classical physics, there is no excuse
for such sloppiness.

I really hope that the main thesis of Not Even Wrong is not presented with
similar carelessness by Jonathan Cape and Basic Books in their marketing
materials and dust jacket copy.

7. David
May 31, 2006

I would chose “Physical Laws” for the reason already stated — that one cannot
unify a single law. The singular does suggest the kind of “one true law” that
string theory set out to create but I think it would be more appropriate to say
“the search for a unifying (sic?) physical law”

8. Who
May 31, 2006

Law can refer to a body of laws—-the singular can serve to cover the plural.

Check out what it says about Smolin’s book. Any comment on the title
“the rise of string theory, the fall of a science”
I think the “a” is important. it is not the decline of all Science but of one
particular branch: physics theory—which arguably HAS been going thru some



hard times that coincided with the proliferation of string theorists. different ways
to interpret this.
I think the title is hard-hitting. which it probably needs to be at this juncture

9. Tony Smith
May 31, 2006

Peter, you say “… I think it would be interesting to provide some sort of features
here for people who have read or are reading the book, have questions about it,
want to discuss or argue about it, etc. Does anyone know of any other blogs out
there associated with a book that have tried to do something like this? …”.

1997 was before the blog era, but it was the year of publication of David
Deutsch’s book “The Fabric of Reality”.
IIRC, in the months leading up to its publication, he was very active in internet
discussions (including usenet etc) about topics related to the book, and,
according to the web page at http://www.qubit.org/people/david/FabricOfReality
/FoR.html#FoRList , there was (and is)
“… The FoR (Fabric of Reality) internet discussion list
(Note that this is not run by me [David Deutsch], but I [David Deutsch] do
contribute occasionally.)
To subscribe, send a blank message to Fabric-of-Reality-
subscribe@yahoogroups.com …”.

He might be able to give a fairly accurate idea of how internet exposure (roughly
equivalent to blogs in today’s world) affected sales etc of his book.

As an interested customer who bought and enjoyed the book, I think that the
internet exposure was useful both in clarifying points made in the book and in
sales of the book.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

10. Sacha
May 31, 2006

“law” sounds better – as it refers to the body of physical theories, while “laws”
sounds as if it refers to the collection of individual physical theories.

11. Dan
May 31, 2006

i would imagine lubos will write an extremely negative review of both books.

12. amanda
June 1, 2006

i would imagine lubos will write an extremely negative review of both books.

I’m betting: two stars for PW, and one for LS. Because I have this feeling that LS

http://www.qubit.org/people/david/FabricOfReality/FoR.html#FoRList
http://www.qubit.org/people/david/FabricOfReality/FoR.html#FoRList
http://www.qubit.org/people/david/FabricOfReality/FoR.html#FoRList
http://www.qubit.org/people/david/FabricOfReality/FoR.html#FoRList
mailto:Fabric-of-Reality-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:Fabric-of-Reality-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:Fabric-of-Reality-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:Fabric-of-Reality-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


annoys Lubos even more than PW…..

13. Chris Oakley
June 1, 2006

I would just prefer “Why clever people sometimes do stupid things” as the
subtitle.

14. Alejandro Rivero
June 1, 2006

“but if anyone has a strong opinion on the “law” vs. “laws” issue”

Clifford has. Last week in his blog wrote about the use of “theory” and “law”.

15. Lubos Motl
June 1, 2006

Amanda: your predictions – including the quantitative ones – are so incredibly
accurate that you could probably do string theory; see PW’s amazon.co.uk
webpage now.  I have not yet read Smolin’s book, and I promised him to read
every single page before reviewing it in the public.

16. Andy
June 1, 2006

I checked out the amazon.ca site and the UK edition of NEW is now available for
about CAD 31 while if I wait until September for the US version it would be less
than CAD 20.

17. Lubos Motl
June 1, 2006

Dear Andy,

if you wait until September, you will save not only CAD 11 but in fact CAD 31. 

Best
Lubos

18. sunderpeeche
June 1, 2006

Indeed there is now a 2-star review on the UK website. Reasonably vitriolic, but
then again oil of vitriol is considered to be medicine. The 14 GeV, if true, is an
error, as is 14 TeV. The LHC design beam energy (for protons) is 7 TeV leading to
sqrt(s) = 14 TeV. No mention of Pierre Ramond? That is curious, but maybe
corrected in the published version.

19. Lubos Motl
June 1, 2006



Sorry, I should have written the center-of-mass energy of the LHC beams.

20. island
June 1, 2006

I disagree with the idea that… “it is not the decline of all Science but of one
particular branch: physics theory”.

Physics ultimately determines everyone’s worldview of reality and their place in
the universe, so this also affects the way that ohter scientists approach their
fields of study as noted in the description of of my weblog and elsewhere there:

Science In Crisis

Good job, Peter, and it’s also good that your book is being offered together with
Lee’s book on amazon U.S.

I see that Lubos didn’t waste any time making a crackpot ass out of himself, per
the usual:
Peter Woit is the owner of a well-known blog that provides high-energy
theoretical physics with the same service as William Dembski’s blog offers to
evolutionary biology: it is designed to misinterpret and obscure virtually every
event in physics and transform it into poison – and to invent his own fantasies to
hurt science.

Translation: Lubos’ promise to read every word of Lee’s book means that he
willfully ignores every valid point that Lee Smolin makes before he misinterprets
and obscurse his review to fit his own delusional fanatasies.

surpriseNot

21. knotted string
June 1, 2006

I haven’t seen the book yet but looking at Lumos’ review, particularly the
comment in the first paragraph:

“… invent his own fantasies to hurt science. This makes Woit’s blog highly
popular among the crackpots, for example the first reviewer of this book.”

I’ve complained to Amazon about the personal remarks about other reviewers.
Lumo should keep his review to scientific facts related to the book. If he is too
half witted to do that, I wish Dr Oakley would issue legal proceedings for
damages to his reputation based on this sort of attack.

The danger is of course that people who have studied the problems will fear to
review the book – or will do so anonymously – to avoid being personally attacked
as crackpots. This is not scientific.

22. ObsessiveMathsFreak
June 1, 2006

http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/
http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/203-7681943-6666362
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/203-7681943-6666362
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/203-7681943-6666362
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/203-7681943-6666362


They’re not “laws”. They’re “just theories” 

23. Lubos Motl
June 1, 2006

Dear knotted string,

I am going to guarantee to have witnesses, leading physicists, ready to confirm
that Chris Oakley is a crackpot if someone indeed finds this observation
controversial. Nothing against Chris personally, I like him, of course, but denying
the he is a crackpot sounds kind of insane to me. Where have we gotten?

All the best
Lubos

24. Chris Oakley
June 1, 2006

The stock of Crackpot Inc. has been devalued so much by the exercise of
employee options by String Theorists that I am not sure that it is worth me
suing. However, if anyone starts an action against me they ought to know that I
will represent myself in court having realised (in my last lawsuit) that I don’t
need to pay anyone to bullshit for me. I am perfectly capable of doing that for
myself.

25. knotted string
June 1, 2006

Lumo,

Witnesses who hate Dirac and Feynman’s outlook? What have people’s opinions
to do with the fact that there are real, experimentally known problems in
quantum field theory and string theory just invents unobservables?

If there were a single piece of scientific evidence for strings, all you have to do is
publish that! There isn’t a shred of evidence for string theory, and you know it.

26. D R Lunsford
June 1, 2006

I’d drop the “law” part altogether. Just say “physics” instead of “physical X”.

-drl

27. Thomas Love
June 1, 2006

Well, I succumbed to your propaganda and ordered both books at amazon. I look
forward to reading them. The deal from amazon comes with no strings attached!
Free shipping even!

As Chris said, scientific “laws” cannot be proven, but they can be disproven, if



their predictions are contradicted by experiment. That is why string theory is not
scientific, it makes no testable predictions.

28. Ponderer of Things
June 1, 2006

laws is better.
“physics” works too, as DRL suggested.

29. Belizean
June 1, 2006

Congrats, Peter!

“Law” sounds infinitely better to my ears.

30. Quanta
June 1, 2006

I’m unconvinced by Smolin’s title, “The Trouble With Physics”. High energy
particle physics and string theory in particular might have stagnated for 30
years, but the rest of us theoretical physicists are doing fine, thanks for asking.
Just look at the interesting things being done in quantum information and
computation, or in statistical physics, (cond-mat is full of interesting, worthwhile
papers).

I know that many particle physicists think science revolves around them, but the
rest of us don’t care that much. There is no crisis in physics over here.

31. fishfry
June 1, 2006

I’m having a hard time parsing the title. What has failed? String theory alone? Or
string theory AND the search etc.?

32. sunderpeeche
June 1, 2006

Actually this is something I have noticed also, the persistent identification of
HEP theory with “physics”. But there’s much more to physics than HEP (th +
exp). Biophysics etc are doing well.

Die physik stekt in der krise? Es gibt die andere physik nicht steckt in der krise.

33. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

sunderpeeche
particle theory is a fundamenta area of physics which for generations has
supplied innovative services to other areas (condensed matter physics, and even
biophysics see the contributions of Tony Zee). And string theory is more than a
branch of particle physics, it is a state of mind science in an unleashed global



capitalism. Just wait, it will get there too.

34. sunderpeeche
June 2, 2006

Quantum physics –> nuclear physics –> particle physics has always been an
endeavor to understand matter at the most fundamental level. I have always
acknowledged that. And it is a challenge worth pursuing. I have said that too (to
various people, years ago, before this blog existed).

The other branches of physics have supplied important ideas to particle physics.
Spontaneous symmetry breaking arose in statistical mechanics in the context of
phase transitions (~work of Phil Anderson), was adapted to HEP. The Wilson-
Fisher collaboration shows that stat mech and HEP can give much to each other.
HEP may be a worthy effort, but there is also much good physics that is not HEP,
and they are not in crisis.

35. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

Sorry, the idea of spontaneous symmetry-breaking comes from Heisenberg’s
investigations of the ferromagnet. I agree with you that there was a backflow
from condensed matter physics, but quantum Stat. Mech. was never separated
from QFT and particle theory. And fortunately you are right up to now, but
probably not any more for very much much longer. Remember string theory is
also a state of mind, the state of mind of a hegemon. Although within the limit of
science innocent people will not loose there life (like in Bush’s war in Iraq),
young physicists may for a long time (probably life-long) be deprived of that deep
satisfaction which results from having contributed something permanent.

36. sunderpeeche
June 2, 2006

I knew SSB originated with the ferromagnet, didn’t realize it was Heisenberg.
Anderson did some work, but I suppose it came later.

37. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

Many generations of physicists worked on the ferromagnet, even after
Heisenberg observed the notion of spontaneous symmetry breaking. He
immedeatly saw the relevance for particle physics, but the first realization in the
setting of Lagrangian quantization is due to Goldstone.

38. Thomas Larsson
June 2, 2006

Spontaneous breaking of gauge symmetry with the Higgs mechanism was
invented by Anderson in the context of superconductivity. I think that the idea of
spontaneous (non-gauge!) symmetry breaking in ferromagnets predates
Heisenberg and even Ising (who didn’t find it in 1D and therefore conjectured



that it’s absent in 3D as well). Surely people (Lenz? Debye?) knew about SSB
within mean-field theory.

39. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

Thomas Larson
You are probably right, I take you on your word. But there should be a little bit
caution since to call the Schwinger-Higgs-Anderson breaking a breaking of
gauge symmetry is one of these imprecise manners of speaking (because a gauge
of the second kind is a redundant description and not a genuine symmetry). I do
not have any access to the literature where I am right now, so maybe you could
find out whether Anderson really was before Schwinger. The citation to
Schwinger you find in
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9906089
I took a considerable amount of pain to find out about the early history of the
Ising model because together with Pauli’s exclusion principle it characterized
pretty much the big splash by which the history of theoretical physics started in
Hamburg (here you find the reference to Schwinger a second time, ref. 15):
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504206

40. Thomas Larsson
June 12, 2006

Peter, I know that you are not into this business for the money, but maybe you
should laugh all the way to the bank.

Peter Woit:
Amazon.co.uk Sales Rank: 85

Brian Greene:
Amazon.co.uk Sales Rank: 5,869

Lawrence Krauss:
Amazon.co.uk Sales Rank: 24,280

Leonard Susskind:
Amazon.co.uk Sales Rank: 26,994

Lisa Randall:
Amazon.co.uk Sales Rank: 78,730

I don’t know what the sales rank is really measuring, but that it is low cannot be
a bad thing.

41. Alejandro Rivero
June 14, 2006

Is the sales rank accumulative or instantateus?

42. Alejandro Rivero

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9906089
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June 14, 2006

You can use

http://www.touchgraph.com/TGAmazonBrowser.html

to build a network of relationchips between books, based on common buy
patterns. It works with amazon USA, so perhaps it does not include Woit’s book
yet.

43. Who
June 14, 2006

Alejandro [Is the sales rank cumulative or instantaneous?] I think it must be
based on some short time window like the past 24 hours because I see that it
apparently fluctuates a lot.

today, on Wednesday 14 June,
Peter Woit 211
Leonard Susskind 27,510

but on Monday 12 June, when Thomas tried the same links, it was
Peter Woit 85
Leonard Susskind 26,994

44. Alejandro Rivero
June 14, 2006

Ok, so it is a kind of “top ten list”, not a total sales list.

I have seen that amazon accepts order for the newer books, as Woit’s or Smolin’s
ones. If someone gets to plot an interesting touchgraph plot, please capture the
screen and share with us!

About Smolin’s, I am surprised by the cover design: it accidentaly refers to
another 1960s theory, the “bootstrap”. There was, of course, some early tryes to
relate string theory and bootstrap, in a couple articles of Veneziano, but I am not
sure of the impact.

45. Who
June 14, 2006

Alejandro, I disagree. As I saw it, I don’t think the cover has any intentional
reference to “bootstrap”. I didn’t perceive any when i first saw it. The word that
is evoked is “string” (as in “shoe-strings tied together”) and not “strap”.

there is a proverbial image of someone who is either the victim of a mean
practical joke, or such a stupid klutz that he has done this to himself—-the
person with their shoe-strings tied together.

It is a proverbial image of a person in a stupid fix that they brought on
themselves.

http://www.touchgraph.com/TGAmazonBrowser.html
http://www.touchgraph.com/TGAmazonBrowser.html
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Bootstraps are different from shoestrings and the picture doesn’t say straps.

I think the cover-image message is two fold

the “trouble with physics” is string-related (symbolized by shoe-strings)

the “trouble with physics” is a stupid self-imposed predicament that could have
been avoided by commonsense (keep your feet able to move independently)

46. Alejandro Rivero
June 14, 2006

Hmm you are right, I had an incorrect mental picture of a bootstrap lace where it
was the same lace we do with the shoestring, and no a separate lace.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/By_His_Bootstraps
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/By_His_Bootstraps


First Public Reaction From String Theorist to “Not
Even Wrong”

June 2, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

Last month I made the following prediction:

String theory doesn’t make any predictions, but I can make one: Lubos will be among
the first reviewers of my book on Amazon, and I’ll get two stars.

This prediction was confirmed today, with a certain Harvard faculty member acting
exactly the way you would expect. The reason for the two stars is that Lubos is well
aware that Amazon usually deletes one star reviews.

His Amazon review is nutty in so many ways it’s hard to know where to start. It
begins with:

I have read a different edition of the book than one offered here, and I apologize in
advance for any inaccuracies in my review that this fact could cause. In fact, if any
errors from the list below have been corrected, it was because of my feedback, so I
think it is fair to list them anyway.

I have no idea what “different edition” of the book he is referring to, perhaps it is the
earlier version that Cambridge considered a couple years ago, which was circulated
by them and by me to various people. Whatever it was he was reading, I never
received any feedback from him correcting supposed errors. Besides this weird
delusion, pretty much everything else he quotes as an error in the book is something
he has made up out of whole cloth. He doesn’t directly quote a single word of mine or
give page numbers, so I can’t even figure out where he is getting this nonsense.

I’ll just ignore the ranting and ad hominem attacks, trademarks of someone on the
losing side of an argument, and address the very few substantive errors he claims I
make where I can actually locate the exact place in the book he claims an error is
being made:

Woit writes that the energy of the LHC beam will be 14 GeV, instead of 14 TeV

Page 31: “ is a proton-proton collider with a total energy of 14 Tev”

Note that the original is correct, his correction is wrong (the beam energy is 7 TeV).

In his description of the history of supersymmetry, he forgets Pierre Ramond.

Actually I explain carefully in the preface of the book that the history is quite sketchy
and many people are left out. One of my main fears after writing this book was
realizing how many enemies I would make by not putting their names in. In this case
however, Pierre Ramond is in the index and I write:

Page 154: “The first string theory with fermions was constructed by Pierre Ramond

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=386
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=386
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051


late in 1970”

Page 155: “Early string theorists discovered that string theories with fermions
involved a version of supersymmetry…”

He misunderstands how SU(2) can be embedded to SO(4)

There’s nothing in the book about embeddings of SU(2) in SO(4). Presumably this is a
reference to a mistaken statement I made once on this weblog. Yes, dear reader,
among the by now probably thousands of pages of material I have written on this
blog, I have sometimes said something incorrect. The book is written a lot more
carefully than my blog postings.

Even more seriously, he builds his case upon e-mail messages from undetermined
sources that supported Woit’s viewpoint. Most of these e-mails were obviously written
by crackpots.

In the book I’m quite careful to attribute things I quote and there are very few e-mails
quoted. There’s only one unattributed e-mail that I can think of, it was written by
someone visiting the Harvard string theory group at the time of the Bogdanov
scandal, who wrote:

“So no one in the string group at Harvard can tell if these papers are real or
fraudulent. This morning told that they were frauds, everyone was laughing at how
obvious it is. This afternoon, told they are real professors and that this is not a fraud,
everyone here says, well, maybe it is real stuff.”

This is unattributed since I don’t know who wrote it. Maybe they were a crackpot, one
visiting the Harvard string theory group.
The problematic statement that string theory makes no prediction is repeated
hundreds of times, and in many particular contexts, such a statement becomes not
only boring but also patently false.

I doubt it’s actually in the hundreds, but sure, I do repeatedly claim that string theory
makes no predictions, and this is not “patently false”, but completely accurate.

he never mentions names like Weinberg, Gell-Mann, Hawking, Randall, Arkani-Hamed

Weinberg, Gell-Mann, and Hawking are each mentioned many times in the book, and I
list Lisa Randall’s book as the suggested place to learn more about brane-world
scenarios. It’s true that Arkani-Hamed is not in the book.

I could go on about the rest of the review, but really, what’s the point?

I would like to think that Lubos is a huge embarrassment to the string theory
community, but the sad thing is that there’s little evidence that they’re embarrassed.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley



June 2, 2006

I could forgive him all of these things. I could even forgive him for calling Dirac
and Feynman “crackpots”. But the music on his blog … ? I struggled in vain for a
way of turning it off, but in the end had to turn the sound off for the whole
computer. This is an invasion of my personal space that I resent.

2. anon
June 2, 2006

This may be relevant to why the string theory community relishes Lubos Motl
instead of being embarrassed:

‘Crimestop means the faculty of stopping short, as though by instinct, at the
threshold of any dangerous thought. It includes the power … of being bored or
repelled by any train of thought which is capable of leading in a heretical
direction.

‘Crimestop, in short, means protective stupidity. But stupidity is not enough. On
the contrary, orthodoxy in the full sense demands a control over one’s own
mental processes as complete as that of a contortionist over his body.’ – George
Orwell, http://www.panarchy.org/orwell/ignorance.1949.html

This is of course the explanation for how brainwashing works.

3. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

The Lord of misuse again. The string community feels so powerful that, like
Royal Courts in the past, they can afford themselves a court jester at Harvard.

4. MathPhys
June 2, 2006

I just read the blurb of Lee Smolin’s forthcoming book, on amazon, and he’s
damning of string theory in words that are at least as strong as Peter uses in his
book.

5. Lubos Motl
June 2, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

I will give you the pagenumbers later, when someone gives me this edition. If you
were able to turn your brain on for a while, you would easily determine that I
have read the book in extreme detail, and it was certainly not years ago.

It is also not true that amazon.com “usually” erases 1-star reviews. I have
written dozens of 1-star reviews and they are still there.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/cdp/member-reviews/A1ZDPQA6FLY8XM/

http://www.panarchy.org/orwell/ignorance.1949.html
http://www.panarchy.org/orwell/ignorance.1949.html
http://www.amazon.com/gp/cdp/member-reviews/A1ZDPQA6FLY8XM/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/cdp/member-reviews/A1ZDPQA6FLY8XM/


Only corrupt crackpot authors such as Mark McCutcheon make amazon.com
erase all inconvenient reviews – not just 1-star reviews – and indeed, you would
not surprise me too much if you acted like McCutcheon.

I insist that if you corrected any of the errors I mentioned, it was because of my
feedback, and I have a proof.

Best wishes
Lubos

6. Lobert Smythe
June 2, 2006

Professor Motl, we will all laugh together at Peter’s loss of dignity, and we will
respect you as a conquering hero and a force to be reckoned with, if you present
the proof that you are talking about and it is actually a sufficient proof.

Please, show us the proof.

7. sunderpeeche
June 2, 2006

Why not contact Amazon and point out that LM based his review on an earlier
manuscript different from the one submitted to Jonathan Cape? In particular that
(at least some of) the errors he mentions in his review are in fact not in the
book?

8. sunderpeeche
June 2, 2006

There is some inconsistency in the Amazon web pages

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0224076051/002-2587755-3205615

http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/202-9664174-0234244

The review by Sam is only in the first, not the second, link. The “number of
people who found the review useful” is different.

9. Luboš Motl
June 2, 2006

Sentences with the statements that Peter Woit would like to deny:

14 GeV: in Accelerators: Future prospects

The energy of a ring scales linearly with its size and the magnetic field, so one
could double the energy of the LHC to 28 GeV either by building a ring twice as
large or by finding a way to make magnets with twice the field strength.

Ramond: Peter Woit accepts that I am right. Yes, the only place where his name
appear, is a link to his QFT book, and the sentence that he constructed a theory

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0224076051/002-2587755-3205615
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0224076051/002-2587755-3205615
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/202-9664174-0234244
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/202-9664174-0234244


with fermions. But by doing so, he has constructed the first supersymmetric
theory in the West. The first supersymmetric theory in the West was written in
the context of string theory, with worldsheet SUSY. Peter Woit either does not
know this fact, or he hides it in his comments about the history of
supersymmetry. It’s like describing Christianity without mentioning Jesus Christ.

SO(4): yes, I know this piece of ignorance of Peter Woit from this blog where he
proposed the “off-diagonal” embedding of groups, but it also appears in the book
in the section

PICTURE OF A WAVE AND A PHASE CHANGE

The whole page is kind of wrong, much like the rest of the book. It tries to
describe SU(2) rotations as actions on the two-complex- i.e. four-real-
dimensional space. However, it pretends that rotations in the 4D space are given
by 1D axes, and they are “unvisualizable”. They are unvisualizable for Peter Woit
because he has no idea about higher-dimensional orthogonal groups. He does
not understand that the SU(2) transformations act on the four-real-dimensional
space as SO(4) rotations and how they’re embedded. I insist that this is the
reason of the errors in that section.

Relying on crackpots

Peter is also saying untrue things when he denies that he builds on support from
undetermined sources. Chapter “The only game in town…”:

“A huge number of congratulatory messages arrived, many with an aspect that
surprised me. These messages remarked on my courage and expressed the hope
that I would survive what they expected to be a fierce personal attack from
superstring theorists. I hadn’t known that so many people in the physics
community not only were sceptical of superstring theory, but even felt that the
subject was perpetuating itself through some sort of intimidation.”

The correct wording should have been: “I became a hero among the crackpots,
and in fact one of them: Chris Oakley, MathPhys, Tony Smith, Juan R, Peter Woit,
Danny Lunsford, and innumerable anonymous ones”.

Another lie of Peter is that he mentions Weinberg’s opinions about string theory,
much like the opinion of others. I can’t provide you with any quotes here because
they don’t exist.

Not having Arkani-Hamed in a book that pretends to be about particle physics
beyond the Standard Model and the struggle not to spend all efforts on string
theory is unforgivable. 10% of the reasons above – and the dozens of lethal
problems with the book that Peter Woit did not mention here – would be enough
to identify the book as nothing else than junk.

10. Luboš Motl
June 2, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,



you should realize the idea of one of your uncountable crackpot fans, and contact
amazon.com and ask them to erase my review. Mark McCutcheon who has rather
similar opinions about physics as you have has done it about 200 times.  I think
that this idea quite accurately describes who you are and how you imagine that a
discussion should look like.

Best
Lubos

11. Luboš Motl
June 2, 2006

Dear Sunderpeeche,

I understand that some people simply can’t recognize that Peter Woit’s writing is
a gigantic pile of nonsense, but you could at least try to understand that
amazon.com and amazon.co.uk are two different companies with two different
websites that don’t have to contain the same datas. It’s hard, is not it?

Best
Lubos

12. Lobert Smythe
June 2, 2006

The proof, Lubos. The proof. If we don’t get to see it then we all end up thinking
that you had no proof.

13. robert
June 2, 2006

This ranting is too sad for words. I’ve ordered the book nonetheless.

14. sunderpeeche
June 2, 2006

Indeed, there was no need to have this post in the first place. But anyway, verify
the various statements (e.g. the 14 GeV). Actually it is the momentum which
scales with B and R (p \propto eBR). But for ultrarelativistic motion one can say
energy.

15. Luboš Motl
June 2, 2006

Dear Lobert, I could easily give you a proof by sending you the full file with the
book, but I am afraid that the crackpot king here could sue me for copyright
violations, so I prefer if you – and all people like you – will think that I have no
proof. 

16. Lobert Smythe
June 2, 2006



So be it.

17. woit
June 2, 2006

Sunderpeeche,

The amazon.com and amazon.uk sites are different, but at least for a while the
review from “Sam” was on both sites, but recently was deleted from the
amazon.uk site. I’m curious if anyone knows why.

18. woit
June 2, 2006

Lubos,

Honestly I don’t know what version of the book you have been reading. The last
version I have in electronic form is from last summer, since then all the proofs
have been sent to me to deal with in paper form. The publishers have pdfs of
these, but I don’t. Over the years I have circulated various versions to people
who expressed an interest or whose advice I was seeking. It’s quite possible I
sent you a copy at some point if you asked. But I would definitely remember if
you’d helped by sending me back “corrections”, if you have some record of doing
that, please remind me of it.

You have now helped with this, you did find one typo. After listing the total
energy at the LHC as 14 Tev, on the next page when I discuss the possibility of
doubling it, there’s a “28 Gev”, which is obviously a typo (although perhaps you
think that this is evidence that Peter Woit doesn’t know how to multiply by
two…). Thanks for the help, next week I’m working on the proofs for the US
edition and can fix that typo. If you find any others, let me know, preferably
before the end of next week.

Your other comments are pretty much complete nonsense. Anyone who wants to
can read the sections in the book you describe and decide for themselves
whether what you say makes any sense.

The history of supersymmetry I give is not a “history of supersymmetry in the
West”, it’s a history of supersymmetry, which first appeared as space-time
supersymmetry in the East, not the West. The statements about Ramond I make
are completely accurate.

I didn’t say I mentioned Weinberg’s views on string theory. He certainly at one
point was a strong supporter. What his views are now is an interesting question
that I don’t know that he has addressed publicly, so don’t discuss in the book. I
don’t want to quote private communications from him, but one should note that
quite a while back he voted with his feet and stopped working on string theory.

I’ll stick by my decision to not deal with brane-world scenarios in any detail and
thus not mention Arkani-Hamed’s work explicitly.



19. Steve Myers
June 2, 2006

Peter, 

past experience taught me not to read reviews. The best criticism comes from
someone who knows the subject and you. Most reviews are so far off (when not
personal attacks) that they’re a waste of time to read.

20. Andrew
June 2, 2006

I wouldn’t worry too much about Lubos’ review. It’s as insignificant as his
scientific publications. Most people know that the only way to judge a book is to
read it, not its reviews.

21. Lubos Motl
June 2, 2006

Dear Peter,

your answer makes the situation very clear. If you have not corrected even the
“LHC at 28 GeV” error, then you could not have corrected a single one from my
list of dozens of lethal errors in your strange book because the others must be
very difficult for you to find – and no doubt, there are dozens of additional errors.
So I might have read exactly the same version that was just released and my
review is probably 100% relevant for the British edition.

You should not be surprised that people have read the book because you have
sent your nonsense to dozens of publishers, attempting to make it publish by a
science publishing house. Of course, as a science book, N.E.W. is rubbish.

As an environmentalist I am a moderate one but still, it does not make me too
happy to imagine how many trees had to die to print this nonsense of yours.

I am sure that you think that these are details. Confusing TeV and GeV, omitting
Arkani-Hamed from the whole book, omiting any positive voices such as
Weinberg, Gell-Mann, Hawking, misunderstanding what gauge symmetry and
background independence is, missing that the verified QED phenomena are
calculating perturbatively, and so on, and so on – these are no details. These are
things that put your presentation well below a class presentation of an average
2nd year high-energy grad student.

No person who actually thinks about particle physics would leave such an error
with the GeV. No person who has learned the Standard Model well would write
that the TeV neutrinos are virtually non-interacting and undetectable. And so on,
and so on.

Your ideas about the meaning of gauge symmetry are like from the 1950s. It’s
completely naive. You complete missed that a gauge symmetry is just a property
of a classical limit of a theory. There is no unique answer to the question “what is



gauge symmetry” at generic points of the couplings (or parameters in the field
theory case). There are often many dual descriptions with very different gauge
symmetries. N=4 with orthogonal group is S-dual to N=4 USp(2N). Gravity with
diffeomorphism local symmetry is equivalent to a gauge theory on the boundary.
There are many equivalences like that. Inventing similar symmetries is only a
tool to find a classical limit of a quantum theory, not the whole quantum theory.

Best wishes
Lubos

22. Tommaso Dorigo
June 2, 2006

That is enough, Lubos.

I did not mean to buy Peter’s book, mainly because I have too little time to read
these days, being too busy living on the new social welfare, HEP tenure.

But your comments made it too compelling for me to buy it. Darn, I want to be a
part of this. I want to find more inaccuracies, and brag about it. Any given book
contains several, and if I work hard enough I am sure I will find one myself.
Maybe if I find a compelling mistake in the book and I brag loud enough, people
will stop saying I am stealing taxpayers’ money ?

Anyway thank you! I’m on my way to the bookseller.
Tommaso

23. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

I find it totally pathetic that those people who imposed on others for decades the
story about the fundamental aspects of “the gauge principle” in QFT when
QFTists with a bit higher developed conceptual power knew that this is one of
those metaphoric description did not want to spend their energies removing holy
cows (nothing intrinsic, since there was never any autonomous structural
property which could reveal that allegedly gauge invariant observables where
coming from a “gauge” theory) now have to ram into our throats (via their jester)
that after all this was not so (a kind of April fool’s joke of very long duration).
It is to be feared that this hegemonic moloch which, as we heard from Gross in
his special Princeton lecture, cannot die, will devour any kind of potentially
useful idea and and make it is own in oder to survive. When it finally leaves
(because nothing is forewer) it will leave such a big creater in physics that it
takes longer than the time between Galilei and Newton to recover again.

24. hack
June 2, 2006

Peter, I hope you properly credit Lubos in the aknowledgements for correcting
your typo. After all, this is likely to be his most long lasting contribution to
physics.



25. MathPhys
June 2, 2006

Lubos,

Do you have any work to do? The amount of time you spend on the internet is
incredible. Where do you get the time?

26. nu
June 2, 2006

Lubos, I don’t see how your doubt about neutrinos is connected with the main
topic of the book. Anyhow, the absorption length of a neutrino with TeV energy is
more than 10^7 kmwe, comparable the thickness of the sun. This means, for
example, that LHC will produce many neutrinos, but none will be detected.

27. anon
June 2, 2006

MathPhys,

Lubos is a string theorist!

28. sunderpeeche
June 2, 2006

Reasonably mild superstrings article in June 2006 Physics Today p54. But he
writes Nicholas “Kenmer” instead of Kemmer.

29. Mentos
June 2, 2006

“I find it totally pathetic that those people who imposed on others for decades
the story about the fundamental aspects of “the gauge principle” in QFT when
QFTists with a bit higher developed conceptual power knew that this is one of
those metaphoric description did not want to spend their energies removing holy
cows (nothing intrinsic, since there was never any autonomous structural
property which could reveal that allegedly gauge invariant observables where
coming from a “gauge” theory) now have to ram into our throats (via their jester)
that after all this was not so (a kind of April fool’s joke of very long duration).”

Since AQFT has proven to be of zero help in formulating a manifestly gauge-
invariant formulation of Yang-Mills Theory (or, for that matter, providing any kind
of formulation of any asymptotically-free 4d gauge theory), I wouldn’t be so
quick to dismiss as “pathetic” the observation that there exist, in some cases,
multiple formulations with (different) local gauge-invariances.

This desire to return to the “good old days” of the late 1960’s, when nobody
knew much of anything about 4d quantum field theory and so AQFT was no
further behind any other approach to QFT, is rather hard to take seriously, even
by theorists without the slightest interest in string theory. For you, string



theory’s just a metaphor for all the bad stuff (AKA progress) that’s happened in
the past 35 years.

By contrast, Peter would only drag us back to the early 1980s which, I suppose,
should be seen as some sort of enlightened progress.

30. island
June 2, 2006

Peter, this is just a suggestion, but I think that maybe you should request that
Amazon list your book with Lee’s book in what Amazon calls the “Perfect
Partner”, for the impact of the combined force. It appears that possibly Lee did
this too, although, that’s not a law, it’s only my theory… 

My Plug for both books.

I’ll probably add more and republish, but let me know if you have a problem with
any of it and I’ll just dump it.

31. Tony Smith
June 2, 2006

Lubos, in a comment on this blog entry, referred to:
“… the crackpots … Chris Oakley, MathPhys, Tony Smith, Juan R, Peter Woit,
Danny Lunsford …”.

Lubos, in another comment on another entry in this blog, said
that he is “… going to guarantee to have witnesses, leading physicists, ready to
confirm that Chris Oakley is a crackpot …”.

I propose that Lubos, as Harvard Professor, invite me to Harvard to make a
2-hour talk followed by questions about my physics model, then followed by a
vote among the audience as to whether or not I appeared to be a crackpot, with
the proceedings videorecorded and an electronic copy given to me so that I can
place it on the internet.
If Lubos fails to make such an invitation, then it will be clear for all to see that he
is too afraid of my ideas to let me talk on his home turf and let his own Harvard
audience express their opinions about whether or not I am a crackpot.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

32. Kiff
June 2, 2006

Doesn’t gauge symmetry leave a residue in the BRS cohomology?

33. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

Kiff, BRST is like a catalyzer in chemistry, it was not there in the initial
formulation of the problem, and it has left no trace whatsoever one you have

http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/2006/06/not-even-wrong.html
http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/2006/06/not-even-wrong.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


removed it by cohomological descend. There should be no catalyzers in particle
physics, do you agree? So there is a deep unsolved problem there.

34. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

It was said, Mentos, but genuine physicists publish things and are not salesman
as the 3 mentioned characters in a previous blog who have very very perishable
merchandice which you are addicted to. Thats why you are also unable to
understand what is acrually going on in QFT, you will only complain if one of
your salesmen happen to ursurpate some of the new thinhs and hands it to you.
Kleine anonyme Kanaille.

35. Kiff
June 2, 2006

I’m not sure if I agree with your philosophy that BRS is merely a “catalyst” or
that catalysts ought to be avoided at all costs. There might be something real
deep behind it. And besides, how else would you propose working with gauge
theories without BRS?

36. woit
June 2, 2006

Lubos and Tony,
Mentos and Bert,
Others,

I’ve deleted a whole slew of comments from people promoting their books and
attacking each other. Sorry, but since it’s my blog and a posting about my book, I
insist that all personal attacks be aimed at me or my book, or I’ll declare them
off-topic and delete them. I’ll leave Mentos’s last solely because at least it
contains an attack on me, but please, take AQFT and LQG warfare elsewhere.

37. woit
June 2, 2006

Lubos,

I see, it sounds like you have a copy of the version of the manuscript that
Cambridge considered and that Jonathan Cape ultimately bought. If you have
found more typos or mistakes, do let me know, much of that version is the same
as the published version. But so far, everything you’ve mentioned except the 28
Gev is neither a typo nor a mistake on my part (although often a mistake on
yours…).

38. Chris Oakley
June 2, 2006

Hi Lubos,



I am prepared to make the same offer as Tony Smith, but 1 hour plus Q & A’s
should suffice. I can pay my own expenses.

39. Bert Schroer
June 2, 2006

Kiff, your two last phrases have the same content, It is very deep to get the
gauge invariant content without BRST. This problem on which Mund Yngvason
and I are working is just this and the preliminary answer is do not insist in
pointlike vector potentials but use the new concept of string localization, which
has the same effect as ghosts as far as improving short distane behavior, but it
does not have the disadvantage to extend the physical space by ghosts. Of course
the difficulty is to formulate interactions for string-localized fields, this is virgin
territorry. The new free string fields are ready, but since Mund is a perfectionist
and has a lot of teaching he told me he is unable to post it only after the IMP
conference in Rio de Janeiro. But you find a lot of introductory remarks into this
problem in
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
Kiff, have a sniff

40. SomeBody
June 2, 2006

Here’s somebody else who seems to have read a pre-release version of the book
(and to have points of disagreement with it):

http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/livro-de-peter-woit.html

41. Steve
June 2, 2006

On http://www.amazon.co.uk the variance of the review ratings is quite high. Oh
good! That’s exactly the sort of book that I would consider buying. Thank you
Prof Motl for your magnificent contibution to NEW’s ratings variance, and thus
encouraging me to buy the book. Of course, I am sensitive to factors other than
ratings variance, such as the eminence of those who supply the outliers in the
data, and as such you have made the but/no-buy decision a no-brainer, as they
say.

42. Jonathan Vos Post
June 2, 2006

“I’ve deleted a whole slew of comments from people promoting their books and
attacking each other.”

I don’t think I attacked anyone, nor are any of my books for sale, and hence I was
not promoting any book, but, rather trying to explain something about the
viewpoint of someone who writes refereed Math papers, refereed Physics
papers, and science fiction. If you think that I’m abusing your bandwidth, could
you at least email me back my comment, and the comment of Bert Schroer to
which I responding?

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/livro-de-peter-woit.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/livro-de-peter-woit.html
http://www.amazon.co.uk/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/


As a professional scientist/author, I am willing to give away some minutes of
thought and work through blogging, but I’d rather not lose access to my own
writing. Thank you.

— Porfessor Jonathan Vos Post

43. woit
June 2, 2006

Jonathan,

No, you were not attacking anyone, but your comment was largely links to your
own material, had nothing much to do with the topic of this posting, and was an
attempt (successful, unfortunately), to turn discussion to your interests in
science fiction. Please don’t do this. The number of comments here is about to
overwhelm my ability to deal with them in any sensible way. Lots of people would
like to turn this into a more general interest blog where they could discuss
things that interest them. I neither can nor want to manage such a thing. Please
avoid writing comments that are not about the topic of the posting. Digressions
will be tolerated only if they are especially interesting and part of the narrow
focus of this blog on certain areas of research math and physics.

I’m sorry but there is no way in this software to recover deleted comments. If
you want future access to what you write here (or in any blog), write it in some
other editor, save, cut and paste here.

44. SomeBody
June 2, 2006

Maybe adding a regular discussion forum to the site could take some pressure
off the blog’s comment section (and the blogger)?

45. woit
June 2, 2006

Somebody,

I may look into discussion forum software and think about how I might use it on
this blog. Basic problem though is that it would still need to be moderated
somehow, otherwise you end up with sci.physics. People have suggested to me
that the kind of software that Slashdot uses might be the way to go, allowing
readers to in some sense moderate the thing themselves by kind of voting on
which comments deserve attention.

46. Jonathan Vos Post
June 2, 2006

woit: you’re right. I was politely engaging someone else’s comment, but it was
rude to you, and bent the blog from your intended trajectory. I’ll try to confine
myself to the topic (the part about “there’s no such thing as publicity” was, in my
opinion). My mentor Richard Feynman was well-known to be deeply skeptical of



String Theory.

47. Bert Schroer
June 3, 2006

Very, very good Jonathan, now you comment is anti-arasing-proved. You learned
very fast.

48. Bert Schroer
June 3, 2006

It is probably too long ago, but for all us admirers of Fevnman’s directness and
rather reliable gut reactions (in contrast to Pauli), and assuming that your
credentials Jonathan are genuine, it would be very interesting to know whether
you remember any reasons Feynman gave for his critical position.

49. anon
June 3, 2006

Bert, see:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=272#comment-5295

Feynman just before dying said: “… I do feel strongly that this is nonsense! … I
think all this superstring stuff is crazy and is in the wrong direction. … I don’t
like it that they’re not calculating anything. … why are the masses of the various
particles such as quarks what they are? All these numbers … have no
explanations in these string theories – absolutely none! … “.

Strangely, Jonathan is misleading when he said this is well known. Search the
internet! Everyone who is a string theorist claims they are as scientific in
objectivity as Feynman.

All those people are LIARS or plain IGNORANT.

50. Jonathan Vos Post
June 3, 2006

Credentials: as menrtioned on the deleted link
http://www.magicdragon.com/UltimateSF/authorsP.html#JonPost
“Footnote to Feynman”, Jonathan V. Post and Richard Feynman,
[Engineering & Science, Caltech, Pasadena, CA, Vol.XLVI, No.5, p.28,
ISSN: 0013-7812, May 1983; reprinted in Songs from Unsung Worlds,
ed. Bonnie Bilyeu Gordon, intro by Alan Lightman (award winning author
of Einstein’s Dreams), Birkhauser Boston/AAAS, hardcover ISBN: 0-8176-3296-4,
paperback ISBN: 3-7643-3296-4, 1985

Lengthier explication of Feynman’s skepticism of String Theory may be found in:
Feynman’s Rainbow: A Search for Beauty in Physics and in Life
by Leonard Mlodinow
Non-Fiction/Science

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=272#comment-5295
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=272#comment-5295
http://www.magicdragon.com/UltimateSF/authorsP.html#JonPost
http://www.magicdragon.com/UltimateSF/authorsP.html#JonPost


ISBN: 044653045X
Hardcover
$21.00/U.S.
$30.00/CAN
192 pages
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
WARNER BOOKS

lso availabe as an eBook

Drawing on extensive conversations the author had with Richard Feynman, this
is the story of a young physicist trying to find his place in the world, and of the
famous, old, and dying colleague whose wisdom helped him. Between them, they
shared talk, food, science, and laughter that led the younger man to a deeper
understanding of both his own creative imagination and the nature of humanity
itself.

FEYNMAN’S RAINBOW

In the early 1980s, Leonard Mlodinow came to the California Institute of
Technology to begin a postdoctoral fellowship. Mlodinow had written a
groundbreaking Ph.D. thesis, but he was afraid he was simply not smart enough
to be at Caltech. In danger of losing himself watching hours of Rockford Files
reruns while waiting for one good idea, Mlodinow took his doubts and
insecurities to Caltech’s intimidating resident genius and iconoclast, Richard
Feynman. So began a pivotal year in a young man’s life and a year of awakening.

In this funny, inspiring, and revelatory book, Leonard Mlodinow looks back at the
time he shared with Feynman: the ideas they explored, the views of life and
physics they exchanged…

My experiences with Feynman discussing Quantum Computing, Nanotechnology,
and String Theory have been recounted in some of my refereed papers, whose
discussion has decayed here to the ground state.

I may have more to say on Feynman’s take on why String Theory is Not Even
Wrong at a later date.

51. Tony Smith
June 3, 2006

Jonathan Vos Post, Bert Schroer, and anon have commented here about Richard
Feynman’s view that “… all this superstring stuff is crazy and is in the wrong
direction …”.

Another physicist well-known to be both brilliant and practical is Sidney
Coleman. Although I have not read an advance copy of Peter’s book and so
cannot quote it, I can quote from Peter’s blog entry of March 2005:
“… Sadly, Coleman is in poor health, suffering from Parkinson’s disease … his
great Erice lectures … were collected in 1985 in the book “Aspects of Symmetry”
… The fact that Coleman stopped giving these lectures after 1979 was to me one



of the first indications that particle theory was entering a much less promising
phase of its history. Coleman never really warmed to the topics of
supersymmetry and string theory. …”.

An even more telling account of Sidney Coleman’s view of superstrings comes
from a March 2005 entry in the blog of superstring guru Jacques Distler, which
said in part:
“… Sidney was my PhD thesis advisor. Truth be told, his direct influence on my
thesis was negligible. Midway through my graduate career, string theory swept
through high energy physics. As a sensible young man, I dropped everything I’d
been doing and rode the wave. Sidney was not interested in string theory; he
wasn’t even particularly interested in supersymmetry. …
No one thought more clearly about quantum field theory. And no one has ever
lectured or written more lucidly about the subject. If you haven’t read his Erice
Lectures, you don’t know the heights that scientific writing can attain. …”.

Among those Erice Lectures were “Classical lumps and their quantum
descendants”, in which he described the sine-Gordon equation, its doublet
breather solutions, and its equivalence to the massive Thirring equation. At the
end of those lectures, he wrote:
“… This has been a long series of physics lectures with no reference whatsoever
to experiment. This is embarrassing. …”.

Sidney Coleman’s embarassment at physics stuff with “no reference whatsoever
to experiment” reminds me of Richard Feynman’s feelings about superstrings.

With respect to “Classical lumps and their quantum descendants”, Sidney
Coleman went on to ask “… Is there any chance that the lump will be more than
a theoretical toy in our field? …”, and mentioned a couple of possibilities, one of
which was “… that there will appear a theory of strong-intereaction dynamics in
which hadrons are thought of as lumps …”. My effort at trying to fulfill that
possibility is at http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/sGmTqqbarPion.pdf

Whether or not Sidney Coleman’s lumps become “more than a theoretical toy”,

Sidney Coleman’s basic instinct that “… physics … with no reference whatsoever
to experiment … is embarrassing …”
is consistent with
superstring guru Jacques Distler’s statement “Sidney was not interested in string
theory; he wasn’t even particularly interested in supersymmetry.,
and
is also consistent with Richard Feynman’s view of superstrings.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

52. Bert Schroer
June 3, 2006

Thanks, Jonathan, this time I saved your information.
My superficial impression is that at the time of Feynman this was within the

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/sGmTqqbarPion.pdf
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/sGmTqqbarPion.pdf
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


usual antagonisms and rivalries in those days. We should not forget this was
before the days when this area of particle physics turned into the direction of
hegemony and when certain physicists turned salesman (i.e. in particular nicking
away the jobs which you are supposed to be doing Jonathan). In the present
“Weltmacht oder Tod” (using Chris Oklay’s Endsieg terminology) or in my less
radical “hegemony and death to the others” characterization one is inclined to
see such ealier aphorisms of Feynman slightly distorted.

53. FT reader
June 3, 2006

A review from the Financial times (subscription required):

Nothing gained in search for ‘theory of everything’
By Robert Matthews
Published: June 2 2006 19:45 | Last updated: June 2 2006 19:45

They call their leader The Pope, insist theirs is the only path to enlightenment
and attract a steady stream of young acolytes to their cause. A crackpot religious
cult? No, something far scarier: a scientific community that has completely lost
touch with reality and is robbing us of some of our most brilliant minds.

…….

Those who have show signs of having fallen prey to the “sunk-cost fallacy”, the
huge intellectual effort needed to enter the field compelling them to plough on
regardless of the prospects of success. It is time they were put out of their
misery by being told to either give up or find funding from elsewhere (charities
supporting faith-based pursuits have been suggested as one alternative).

Academic institutions find it hard enough to fund fields with records of solid
achievement. After 20-odd years, they are surely justified in pulling the plug on
one that has disappeared up its Calabi-Yau manifold.

The writer is visiting reader in science at Aston University, Birmingham

54. FT reader
June 3, 2006

The link to the FT review:

http://news.ft.com/cms/s/a482e470-f264-11da-b78e-0000779e2340.html

55. sunderpeeche
June 3, 2006

A word of caution about all this. When the SSC was cancelled, some people
expected that the funding would go to other fields, e.g. condensed matter
physics, etc. Instead there was a general cut across the board ~ “if the HEP
community can lose 8B funding, other fields can survive a hit too”. Do not think
that if funding for string theory is cut, that the money will go to “other” HEP

http://news.ft.com/cms/s/a482e470-f264-11da-b78e-0000779e2340.html
http://news.ft.com/cms/s/a482e470-f264-11da-b78e-0000779e2340.html


theory. It will simply disappear. Funding is not a zero sum game where the
money must go “to someone”.

56. knotted string
June 3, 2006

Sunderpeeche,

Consider the speculation and hype a bit like a cancer. If you delay treatment, you
can avoid the unpleasant side effects a short while.

However, you are then increasing long-term problem. Far better to straighted
out problems before it is too late.

The funding of bigoted, close-minded string theorists may or may not need to be
cut to preserve the integrity of physics as a whole.

If they would only cease to be such a dictatorial menace to physics, such drastic
treatment would be unnecessary.

57. Dan
June 3, 2006

“I find it totally pathetic that those people who imposed on others for decades
the story about the fundamental aspects of “the gauge principle” in QFT when
QFTists with a bit higher developed conceptual power knew that this is one of
those metaphoric description did not want to spend their energies removing holy
cows (nothing intrinsic, since there was never any autonomous structural
property which could reveal that allegedly gauge invariant observables where
coming from a “gauge” theory) now have to ram into our throats (via their jester)
that after all this was not so (a kind of April fool’s joke of very long duration).”

Dear Bert,

the gauge principle concisely summarizes the interactions even if it is not quite
unique. This clear organizing principle allowed us to nail down the standard
model. Later on we learned, in the context of SUSY gauge theories, that there
can be serious ambiguities in such a description. Seiberg duality is the standard
example of this. If you “knew” this all along, why did you leave it to Seiberg to
give a convincing example? I dare to guess that it’s because you weren’t able to
do it.

Please tone it down a notch or two. You sound like an angry teenager when you
write your rambling complaints.

Best wishes,
Dan

58. sunderpeeche
June 3, 2006

Believe what you will about string theory and funding, and about the integrity of



physics as a whole. I presume that “physics” once again means the equating of
HEP theory to all of physics. The solution lies in expt HEP finding something
beyond SM. And only Mother Nature has the answer to that.

59. MathPhys
June 3, 2006

Dan,

Can you explain in a couple of sentences how Seiberg duality is an example of
the ambiguity of gauge theories?

Thanks in advance.

60. Dan
June 3, 2006

Dear MathPhys,

For a factual statement of what Seiberg duality is, see

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiberg_duality

The point is that theories with different gauge groups are dual to one another,
that is, they provide different descriptions of the same physics. In other words,
the gauge symmetry may not be uniquely determined by the underlying physics.

61. sunderpeeche
June 3, 2006

I’m not Dan, and this is only one sentence, and I’m being a busybody, but try this
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiberg_duality

62. MathPhys
June 3, 2006

Thanks to both of you. I’m (a bit) familiar with S duality. I’m just not so sure that
allowing for dual descriptions is the same thing as an ambiguity.

But thanks again.

63. Dan
June 3, 2006

Two theories are dual if, despite different formal content, they describe the same
physics. A duality between theories with different gauge groups *is* therefore an
ambiguity in the gauge group — you can equivalently choose either theory, and
hence either gauge group, to describe the same physics.

64. MathPhys
June 3, 2006

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiberg_duality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiberg_duality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiberg_duality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiberg_duality


Agreed.

65. Thomas Larsson
June 3, 2006

Even if there is an ambiguity, the gauge group is pinned down up to a discrete,
and small, number of choices. Besides, I think that Seiberg duality only works for
SUSY QCD, so for e.g. the SM the gauge group is unique, and in fact fixed by its
global part, the charge assignment.

66. anon
June 4, 2006

Woit,

I notice that Lubos Motl’s Amazon review claims:

“The book contains a lot of very embarassing errors.”

So both you and Lubos use spell embarrassing with a single “r”. Do you share an
entangled mental state? That would be real reason for embarrassment.

Or did you write the nonsense review yourself and bribe Lubos to put it on
Amazon to stir up some controversy and boost sales?

If you seriously want to drop a letter r from a particular word, string. “Sting
theory” sounds really cool.

67. Mentos
June 4, 2006

It should be pointed out, in all fairness, that Seiberg duality is a duality of the
infrared (long-distance) physics. At short distances (high energies), the Seiberg-
dual gauge theories are clearly distinguishable. This is in contrast to the
S-duality of N=4 supersymmetric gauge theories, which is an exact duality at all
length scales.

The difference, really, is the difference between asymptotically-free theories and
conformal ones.

68. MathPhys
June 4, 2006

So you are saying that Seiberg duality is *not* S duality.

69. Chris Oakley
June 4, 2006

anon,

Peter is obviously way ahead of all of us. Lubos Motl does not really exist, being
a persona that Peter has created in order to boost sales of his book (I wonder …



maybe I could do something … let me think …)

70. secret milkshake
June 4, 2006

Lubos exists. He is an alien bot, constructed to probe human reactions.

71. Chris Oakley
June 4, 2006

ZZRRRFKLG (Lubos’s controller): Give me one reason, one reason why I should
not bust you back down to teaching arithmetic to pre-school kids? I sent you to
Earth to set back their science fifty years or more, and it looks like they’ve
rumbled you already!

LUBOS (grovelling): But master, surely you appreciate the ingeniousness of my
feigned opposition to the Anthropic Landscape?

ZZRRRFKLG: It’s not enough, Skrrzlgk [NB: his real name]. You did not take
account of that asshole Peter Woit! It looks like people are going to take his book
seriously! And what if the best mathematical brains on that pathetic planet start
doing science again? Then where will we be?

SKRRZLGK: It was your fault! You would not let me use the Quantum
Entanglement Ray on him! I told you he was dangerous!

ZZRRRFKLG: Do not question my wisdom, fool! You know nothing. And what’s
with all this political crap on your web site? Stick to the primary mission or your
next assignment will be in the Kindergarten!

72. anon
June 4, 2006

Chris,

If you look closely at Lubos Motl’s blog you can see he is now saying even Dr
Matthews is

“Robert Matthews: science-hater par excellence”

Dr Matthews has done possibly more to support science than any other journalist
in the UK.

Motl states: “A senior physicist has sent me a piece of text that he or she called ‘
tendentious, malicious attack on scientists and through that on science itself’.”

Who is a senior physicist to Dr Motl? Someone deluded, that’s for sure. People
who hate Feynman’s objectivity so much as Dr Motl and try to mix gibberish with
personal attacks while standing behind the cover of Dr Motl are very respectable
IMHO.

Or perhaps nobody warped is hiding behind Dr Motl, and he is attacking British



SCIENCE reporters off his own back. I think this is the case. Ed Witten and Lisa
Randall would NEVER be so cowardly, they have more integrity than that, and
don’t behave this way.

73. Chris Oakley
June 4, 2006

Well, I suppose that with the prospect of teaching arithmetic to alien infants, he
is getting desperate.

74. Nigel Cook
June 4, 2006

I have complete great respect for Dr Matthews scientific reporting. He has easily
done more for science in the UK than the entire stringy brigade put together.
That’s a real accomplishment.

So Lumos is being silly or paranoid as usual. Remember the article which Lumo
wrote about Quantoken, painting him as a clown?

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/meeting-quantoken.html

75. sunderpeeche
June 4, 2006

Methinks another set of posts are going to get deleted.

76. kristo
June 4, 2006

I must say, this post is a welcome distraction from my stuying for exams. Besides
being again enlightening as to the way some high ranking academics interact
socially, it has given me quite a laugh.

Unbelievable.

77. Bert Schroer
June 4, 2006

Dear Dan,
This is clear ever since Schwinger argued that there is a massive version of QED
(he thought of what would be called in modern terminology composite Higgs). Of
course he knew that he had no mathematical control over 4-dimensional gauge
theories (and nobody has up to this date) and in order to be somewhat
convincing he invented the Schwinger model. Somewhat later Lowenstein and
Swieca came up with quite an ingenious paper in which they showed by a very
balanced conceptual-mathematical presentation that the physical content is
nothing else than a two-dimensional massive free scalar field. And lo and behold
the situation can be inverted, the free massive scalar field really reproduces
asymptotic freedom; it is the only free field which does this (look up my long
paper from last year on two-dimensional QFT… in AOP or hep-th where this cute

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/01/meeting-quantoken.html
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conceptually quite nontrivial point point is explained in detail). There are many
more controllable model where this can be rigorously established.
If you only understand things in a much less controllable 4-dim. Euclidean
settings, good for you, but allow me to say that I have difficulties to follow
Euclidean consistency arguments which are so far away from
conceptional+mathematical control. But please do not claim that mathematical
physicists got to know about the metaphorical meaning of the gauge theory
setting through the Seiberg-Witten duality. But as I said, if you need a Seiberg-
Witten Nanny do become aware this is o.k. with me but don´t complain that
before there were no Nannys around.
By the way, the Schwinger-Higgs mechanism is (differen from the Goldstone
spontaneous breaking of continuous symmetries) valid also in low spacetime
dimension.

78. Bert Schroer
June 4, 2006

Thomas Larson,
there is no contradition between the metaphoric QFT aspect of the word “gauge”
and the extreme usefulness of the calculational gauge theoretic scheme which
allows us to extract all the rich information from the action for the standard
model. But I think it is a commonplace by know to expect that this whole present
setting will change in the future and probably not just by additional modification
here and there, but rather by a very radical reformulation on the conceptual
side. In the meantime we should be very very satisfied of having the present
rather powerful recipe.
To enhance my point, I direct your attention to the surprizing (in retrospect)
efficiency of the old Bohr-Sommerfeld theory. It is very beneficial that we already
can agree on the metaphorical aspects of “gauge” because that gives us the
conviction to look for a different description where (as outside of gauge theory)
the principle: something which looks like an elephant really is an elephant is re-
established.

79. woit
June 4, 2006

Sunderpeeche,

Everything surrounding Lubos is so surreal I can’t figure out how to separate
sense from nonsense here and moderate this. Someone recently wrote to me that
the string theory story would make a great comic novel in the vein of David
Lodge. I feel like I’m already living in a comic novel….

Dan, Lubos,

Back from a trip and just deleted a bunch of comments, including yours. I really
insist that this is my weblog so you have to stick to insulting me and not others.

80. Dan
June 4, 2006



Sure, Peter Woit. [Attack on someone else deleted]. You are a pathetic loser.

81. Lubos Motl
June 4, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

I noticed that you have erased the only meaningful comments on this page –
especially those of Dan (and mine), including the comments of Dan that Bert
Schroer “responds” to.

You’re like one gigantic KGB that protects the leading role of aggressive
crackpots with IQ around 75 in the society. You’re a good reason to vomit.
Incidentally, my lawyer is telling me that we should sue you for all the lies that
you are writing about me. I am telling her that it does not matter because your
comments are only taken semi-seriously by the human junk that dominates your
blog, but she insists that we should act. So be ready.

All the best
Lubos

82. runge_kutta
June 4, 2006

Actually Lubos is right most of the time. The only problem is his abrasive and
arrogant attitude. It’s so ironic and puzzling that someone as smart as him could
be so arrogant. Usually, people as arrogant as Lubos are really just fools. I guess
Lubos is the odd exception to the rule.
His attitude doesn’t reflect his intelligence, and reading his rants, you’d never
know he was a harvard professor (ok, assistant professor, whatever), you’d think
he was some random retard. I think his attitude can be traced back to his
childhood. Some lack of validation that he tries to make up for as an adult, who
knows ?

83. woit
June 4, 2006

Lubos,

If you have any specific complaint that something I wrote about you is a lie, do
let me know. Has your lawyer taken a look at your own weblog and what you
write in comments here before providing you legal advice?

Dan (formerly Michael),

Please stop anonymously submitting the same insult repetitively here. If you
don’t stop behavior like this I’m going to complain to your colleagues at UMass
and Brandeis about this.

84. JC
June 4, 2006



It would be very surreal to see the validity of string theory being fought in the
legal court system. It sounds almost just as amusing as somebody suing
McDonalds for spilling hot coffee on themself.

85. Thomas Larsson
June 4, 2006

Re legal matters, perhaps Dan/Michael should ponder this:

“Annoying someone via the Internet is now a federal crime.

It’s no joke. Last Thursday, President Bush signed into law a prohibition on
posting annoying Web messages or sending annoying e-mail messages without
disclosing your true identity.

In other words, it’s OK to flame someone on a mailing list or in a blog as long as
you do it under your real name. Thank Congress for small favors, I guess.”

86. JC
June 4, 2006

Thomas,

A new “law” of that sort has to survive the legal process, particularly on
constitutional grounds, if it’s to become the law of the land in America.
Otherwise it’s just something that’s written on a piece of paper with very little to
no legal meaning.

87. Mentos
June 4, 2006

MathPhys asked:

“So you are saying that Seiberg duality is *not* S duality.”

S-duality is an exchange of weak- and strong-coupling regimes of two theories.

For a conformally-invariant theory (like N=4 SYM), such a notion makes direct
sense because the gauge coupling constant is really a constant.

In an aymptotically-free theory, what you have is a scale-dependent running
coupling constant. So, if I said to you, “the Seiberg-dual theories are related by
an exchange of weak and strong coupling,” you should retort, “The couplings
defined at what scale?”

The answer is, “the couplings in the far-infrared.”

In the UV, both theories are weakly-coupled, and clearly have different weakly-
coupled degrees of freedom.

A better name for Seiberg duality is “universality.” Two different gauge theories
have the same infrared physics. But, since it is closely related to S-duality (which

http://news.com.com/Create+an+e-annoyance,+go+to+jail/2010-1028_3-6022491.html
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I’d like to reserve for theories that are dual at all length scales), “duality” is the
name that has stuck.

88. anon
June 4, 2006

When will it be decided whether Lubos gets tenure at Harvard? I hope he gets it.
Let’s give credit where credit is due. No man (sorry Peter Woit, but you are not
even close) has done so much to sink the reputation of String Theory than Lubos
Motl.

89. island
June 4, 2006

In other words, it’s OK to flame someone on a mailing list or in a blog
as long as you do it under your real name.

You’ve got to be kidding me, I was just about to comment on Peter’s stinky feet.

And somebody needs to warn Uncle Al, ASAP… 

90. sunderpeeche
June 4, 2006

Delete the entire thread, except perhaps the ones about duality.

91. island
June 4, 2006

Peter, I plugged your book and Lee’s on SPResearch, but Phillip is sleeping-in…

92. sunderpeeche
June 4, 2006

String theory (“cancer”) ~ threat to HEP theory ~ threat to all physics ~ threat
to civilization itself.

Mon Dieu im Himmel.

Toss the lot.

93. island
June 4, 2006

No, there is a clear and critical difference …

…between understanding that every unproven and projected assumption that
has ever been “carried” is always up for review at any time given new physics,
until a true ToE or at least a “hard” theory of quantum gravity is produced… then
maybe…

…and between taking assumptions and projections for granted to the point of the



kind of fanaticism that embraces the ensuing world-view that this entails as if it
were real!

Nothing need be tossed when the “hype” isn’t passed-off as something greater
via a rallying of the masses and politics, over new physics.

I think that it’s sad though that it may take the collapse of quantum gravity
physics to wake people up to the fact that the conservative approach to resolving
old unfinished issues isn’t the fringe, rather, the cutting-edge which is OUT
THERE.

I think that the whole career commital thing is critical to all of this, and not in a
good way for science.

94. Benni
June 4, 2006

what I think is interesting on Lubos is that his behaviour is similar to what’s
under psychiatrists called Aspergers Syndrome:
http://www.udel.edu/bkirby/asperger/
Individuals with AS can exhibit a variety of characteristics and the disorder can
range from mild to severe. Persons with AS show marked deficiencies in social
skills, have difficulties with transitions or changes and prefer sameness. They
often have obsessive routines and may be preoccupied with a particular subject
of interest.
it’s important to remember that the person with AS perceives the world very
differently. Therefore, many behaviors that seem odd or unusual are due to those
neurological differences and not the result of intentional rudeness or bad
behavior, and most certainly not the result of “improper parenting”.

By definition, those with AS have a normal IQ and many individuals (although not
all), exhibit exceptional skill or talent in a specific area. Because of their high
degree of functionality and their naiveté, those with AS are often viewed as
eccentric or odd and can easily become victims of teasing and bullying. While
language development seems, on the surface, normal, individuals with AS often
have deficits in pragmatics and prosody. Vocabularies may be extraordinarily rich
and some children sound like “little professors.” However, persons with AS can
be extremely literal and have difficulty using language in a social context.

Asperger called them “little professors”. It is likely that Dirac was for example a
classic case.

This here is about a fields medaillist (Richard Borcherds) with Aspergers:
http://leitl.org/docs/a-professor-of-mathematics.pdf

95. woit
June 4, 2006

Please, enough about Lubos’s eccentric personality. For the record, it seems to
me to have nothing to do with Asperger’s.

http://www.udel.edu/bkirby/asperger/
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96. Ponderer of Things
June 4, 2006

not to focus on Lubos, but does anyone think that string theorists out there (the
reasonable kind) see the arrogant, obnoxious and “below the belt” attacks of
Lubos as helpful to their cause? Do they even know/care? It seems like as far as
blogs and internet is concerned Lubos is some sort of self-appointed strings
guru, at least to regular masses. I wonder how many new graduate students
reading blogs, including this one, want nothing to do with string theory – not
because of Peter Woit’s or Lee Smolin’s critisism of the strings, but because of
folks like Lubos.

97. Mentos
June 4, 2006

So you would base your career decisions on the content of Peter Woit and Lubos
Motl’s blogs?

Wow.

98. woit
June 4, 2006

Ponderer,

I doubt that most string theorists see Lubos as helpful to the cause of string
theory, quite the opposite. However I continue to find it remarkable that
essentially none of them (Aaron Bergman is one exception) are willing to be seen
criticizing him and his behavior. I’ll avoid speculating here about why this is.

Mentos,

He explicitly said that graduate students like him aren’t much influenced by me,
but are influenced by seeing the behavior of Lubos (and folks like him, try the
next most well-known string theory blogger, Jacques Distler). Would you want to
enter a field that appeared to be happy to be represented by people like this?
(Going back to previous point, that the rest of the string theory community gives
no indication of having a problem with Lubos or Distler).

99. Anon-e-mus
June 4, 2006

Lubos’ behavior isn’t similar to the typical behavior of Aspergers’ people at all.
No, he is a classical case of Narcissist Personality Disorder. Just look at all the
times he points out that his blog is allegedly the “best” according to google, that
he has more google hits than some leading politicians and so on and so on. An
Aspie wouldn’t care much about that kind of outside confirmation, but Lubos
really, really seems to need it: typically narcissist behavior. Self-praise disguised
as praise by others, extreme dependence on outside confirmation of superiority,
just like the need to put others down, ridicule others etc., all typical Lubos
behaviors, all typical of narcissism. Lubos is a narcissist, not an autistic (he may



have some mildly autistic traits as well, but some of those are actually fairly
common among mathematicians/theoretical physicists).

100. Peter Woit
June 4, 2006

People looking for another blog where they can watch Lubos promoting string
theory and argue with him might want to look at this:

http://blogs.chron.com/sciguy/archives/2006/06/which_of_these_1.html

101. Sam
June 4, 2006

“try the next most well-known string theory blogger, Jacques Distler”

Yeah, Distler’s blog is a cesspool of ad hominem attacks and lunatic ravings
about the enemies of string theory and mathml.

102. woit
June 4, 2006

Mentos=Sam (if you’re going to hide behind a pseudonym, maybe it should just
be one),

I wasn’t so much thinking of Distler’s blog postings, but what happens if you
disagree with him. You don’t see that very often these days since, for whatever
reason (maybe because the way he handles mathml no one can read his blog on
their browser), virtually no one writes comments there. What I had in mind was
more what people who deal with him soon notice, see

http://utphysguide.livejournal.com/3047.html

“Jacques Distler is quite possibly the worst physics professor I have ever had. He
has the uncanny ability to make even the simplest concepts utterly
incomprehensible. He is a true intellectual snob, and he treats most questions
with open hostility. Unless you have a PhD in math and already know string
theory, you will not learn anything from Distler. String theory is hard, but not as
hard as Distler wants it to be.”

Not exactly something that would encourage a student to go into his field, no?

103. Thomas Reasoner
June 4, 2006

This has been some interesting reading. I just have one question, and I’m sorry if
it’s a little off-topic: what’s the alternative to string theory? I only have a BS in
Electrical/Computer Engineering, so I’m just starting out in this great field. I
want to go into cosmology and work on a unified field theory, but I don’t want to
work on string theory. Is there an alternative for someone like me? This is all I
want to do with my life, and I’d prefer not to waste my energies on science-
fiction, so any advice would be appreciated. Please email me at

http://blogs.chron.com/sciguy/archives/2006/06/which_of_these_1.html
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thomas.reasoner@gmail.com so as not to get too far off-topic from the post.

104. woit
June 5, 2006

Thomas,
It’s not that people who are working on string theory are ignoring some
obviously better alternative out there. No one has any really good ideas about
unification at the moment, making it a tough field to go into. Given the situation,
the choice may be to work on something which is pretty surely science fiction, or
to try and come up with something new yourself, which is very hard.

105. JoAnne
June 5, 2006

Thanks All, for a most entertaining read! Made me laugh out loud. Peter, no
choice but to get your book now.

And, Thomas Reasoner, the alternative to string theory is particle theory. We
build theories and fit them to data. If actual data excludes them, they get tossed
out. We have many exciting puzzles to solve – the mechanism behind electroweak
symmetry breaking, the hierarchy problem, what is dark matter, why are
neutrinos massive, what is the origin of CP violation, etc. We have data to
confront these puzzles, and our theories, and will soon take a giant leap in our
understanding with the LHC. Only Lubos will be left to care about string theory
then…

106. Chris Oakley
June 5, 2006

The Robert Matthews article in full.

RM studied Physics at Oxford and was in the year below me (1978). What with
that Oxford man Penrose having facilitated the publication of Peter’s book, I
doubt that Superstring Theorists will be queueing up to make donations to
Oxford University.

107. PeterG
June 5, 2006

As a physics grad student, I must admit I’m finding this controversy regarding
string theory extremely interesting, but the manner in which it is being played
out as being emabarrassing to all in the field. As scientific professionals there is
a definite need for expressing opinions and to challenge other’s thoughts,
conjectures and theories, but in a respectful manner. Debate rather than
intimidation and insult is surely the correct approach. Unfortunately I have now
seen the latter in the attacks on Smolin by Susskind and now Motl on Woit.

As to the question of whether or not Mr Motl would convince me to look in
another area of physics other than string theory – the answer is no and yes. No,
as I am willing to ignore the individual to study the theory, but also yes, as I am

mailto:thomas.reasoner@gmail.com
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yet to hear the leaders of the field criticising his personal attacks on those
respected scientists that are providing a challenge to these stringy theories.
After all, in science no good theory should go unchallenged.

As I am only a grad student and not a professor with numerous published papers,
I will be no doubt seen as an ‘idiot’, a ‘crackpot’ or not yet worthy of a comment
– all I can say is that out there is perhaps another grad student that some day
makes the breakthrough that those condemning them have been unable to do.
For me I think I’m going to focus on QCD.

I look forward to reading the book.

PS … if the only reason for not reading it is some typos then I best throw away
every text book I have ever had!!!

108. Chris Oakley
June 5, 2006

Peter G,

1. Thank-you for providing yet another spelling for the word “embarrassing”.
2. You should not consider the Harvard Hammer of Heretics as being
representative. Even Jacques Distler is capable of (icy) politeness with critics of
ST.

Peter W,

I just bought a copy of your book from Blackwell’s in Oxford. Like the
aforementioned hammer, I therefore have to call you a liar as I seem to
remember you saying that it would not be in bookshops until June 16.

109. Tony Smith
June 5, 2006

Thomas, you ask ” what’s the alternative to string theory? “.

Peter replied
” No one has any really good ideas about unification at the moment …”

and

JoAnne said
“… the alternative to string theory is particle theory.
We build theories and fit them to data.
If actual data excludes them, they get tossed out. …”.

I have an alternative physics model that fits “actual data” of particle physics.
A version of it can be found in pdf form on the CERN web site as EXT-2003-087
at
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?sysno=002414216CER
and also on my web site at
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/TQ3mHFII1vNFadd97.pdf

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?sysno=002414216CER
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Further details can be found on the parts of my web site at
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
that deal with physics, and with the physics parts of my 4 MB pdf web book at
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/BANNEDbyCORNELL.pdf

Note that the web book material includes calculations of
the ratio Dark Energy : Dark Matter : Ordinary Matter, related to JoAnne’s
question “what is dark matter”
and
neutrino masses and mixing angles, related to JoAnne’s question “why are
neutrinos massive”.

I am sending a copy of this message to Peter Woit because I have,
so far, tried to be very observant of his wishes that I do not
discuss my physics model on his blog, and stay strictly on-topic
( which is mostly to attack superstrings without advocating any alternative ).

However, I am very upset about Peter’s comment
” No one has any really good ideas about unification at the moment …”
because
he does know about my physics model
and
his statement is a direct attack on it,
just as direct as are his attacks on superstring theory.

Of course, Peter is entitled to his opinion about my model,
and he is entitled to attack it on his blog,
but
since he has attacked it,
I am also posting this as comment on his blog in direct reply
to his attacking comment.
In fairness, I expect that this comment should NOT be deleted
UNLESS Peter’s statement
” No one has any really good ideas about unification at the moment …”
is also deleted, and not repeated.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

110. RahulM
June 5, 2006

PeterG: It is difficult to debate intelligently in the absence of experimental data.
Hence the insults. It’s quite fun actually.

111. woit
June 5, 2006

Chris,

Thanks for the news. I don’t know why at one point recently someone at Cape

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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was telling me June 16th would be the release date.

Tony,

I was not in any way attacking your ideas. The ideas about unification that have
attracted attention in the particle theory community are the ones I was referring
to as not being successful. Lots of people have ideas about unification (I have my
own) which haven’t attracted such attention. Maybe one of these will turn out to
be very important.

Please though, Thomas politely gave his e-mail to encourage people to discuss
ideas about this with him privately, not here where it is off topic.

112. Juan R.
June 5, 2006

There is an interesting duality between Distler’s wisdom on string theory and
mathml.

Distler surrounds both in a sphere of dogmatic true, only-way-to-do-things and
ad hominen attack to no-believers. Distler’s arrogance on string theory is only
comparable with his arrogance on Internet technology. He claims his blog is the
most advanced of planet somewhat as we heard each day that string theory is
the most advanced theory!

This point is very important. Distler, as other string physicists (except some as
Nanopoulos working in more advanced stringy approaches or particle physicists
as Gell-Mann working in generalized QM), states that string theory is the more
sophisticated theory of planet when is a pure joke if you compare with other
sophisticated approaches. Moreover, the ultra-advanced string theory is unable
to duplicate good experimental result provided by SM or GR since decades.

Similar criticism can be done in the technological side of Distler’s insane blog.
He states, in a very proud way, the ultra-sophisticated technology (a simple
trivial p-MathML 2.0 via inefficient plugin) of his blog, still he is unable to
encode material can be encode via old HTML.

In the same way that Distler is unable to compute Mercury anomalous perihelion
from first principles of string theory (but can be computed from old but effective
GR) Distler is unable to encode (ds)^2 using his xml plugin distler/blog/.

Observe the first block-display math on Designing the 5th Dimension. Instead
encode (ds)^2 he is writting 2s ds!!! A simple old HTML 3.2 code can do it better

Note the parallelism physics-technology!!

Beliefs on Physics:
– String theory is the most sophisticated theory in the world.
– String theory is the only way.
– String theory can solve any problem of physics: SM parameters, CC, unification
forces, quantum gravity…

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000635.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000635.html


– Other theories (e.g. loops) are stupid and a person who is not string theorist
may be not smart enough.
– Attack to any competitor of the theory (e.g. impede arxiv’s link to Woit blog).

Beliefs on Technology:
– MathML is the most sophisticated markup in the world.
– MathML is the only way.
– MathML can solve any problem of internet: accessibility, mathematical
rendering, automated search, semantic encoding…
– Other markups are stupid and guys do not developing MathML are nor smart
enough.
– Attack to any competitor of MathML or of Distler plugin (e.g. hard criticism to
client side ASCIIMath approach).

Results on Physics:
– String theory is not sophisticated enough as claimed in many places (including
smart guys as Gell-Mann).
– String theory is the only way to disaster.
– After 40 years of string theory, it has not solved any of promises and is unable
to offers results can be easily achieved with old theories as SM and GR.
– Other theories are producing interesting results and string theory often
copying them (even Witten recognizes that string theory has a tendency to
embrace ideas of alternative theories).

Results on Technology:
– MathML is not sophisticated enough as claimed in many sites (e.g. OpenMath
authors are highlighting MathML errors).
– MathML is the only way to disaster.
– After 10 years of MathML, it has not solved any of promises and is unable to
offers results can be easily achieved with old markups as HTML and ISO12083.
– Other markups are producing interesting results and recently MathML authors
triyng to copying them (e.g. R. Miner asking for XML-MAIDEN way to encode
scripts for debate in future MathML 3.0 specification).

Peter Woit, physics is not the only victim of those insane guys who do not know
that scientific method means.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

113. Bert Schroer
June 5, 2006

In this blog I would like to take the opportunity to dispel some misconceptions. I
am not against string theory per se as one area of possible research in particle
physics. What worries and annoys me at times are rather its new sociological
aspects, the hegemonial role it has allocated to itself, the enormous collateral
damage it causes (rapid loss of basic knowledge in favor of doubtful substitutes),
the seducing role (raising false expectations) its proponents excert on the young
generation (some called it brainwashing) and last not least the total lack of self-



reflection and criticism which used to distinguish science from other human
activities in the socio-political sphere. But in no way I want to downgrade
colleagues and endanger old friendships; when I mention names it is in their role
as iconic figures in this dispute. Fortunately science still permits to do this. In
the present sociological situation one is well-adviced to follow Hirzebruch’s
distinction between physics and “what physicists are doing”.
It is not (as Chris Oakley said) that I went to South America to get away from the
radar screen of string theory. There is also string theory in Brazil and I attend
the talks of my string theoretic colleagues and ask question and get answers (in
most cases honest and straightforward). It is true that I did have some problems
with one particular person
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/03/ideology-sociology-and-psychology-of.html
But this has little to do with the fact that he is a string theorist, but rather with
his inability to make use of that amount of visibility which even according to
Weinberg’s calculation of the cosmological vacuum energy he would be intitled
to have, see
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605054 page3
I meanwhile arrive in Sao Paulo waiting for the dental repair. Two days before I
left Arraial do Cabo (the 1503 landing place of Amerigo Vespucci, originally a
small fishing village but now the diver’s paradise) there was a street festival
where I live. The day before some youngsters came to me and asked for small
contribution to decorate the street. In the evening there was a lot of fire-cracker-
like noise and when I looked outside I saw an almost continuous lightening with
sparks raining down onto the parked cars. In the process of fixing all the paper
flag decorations the youngsters hit the main electric cable (ouside big cities the
electric and communication wiring is hanging completely exposed exactly as in
the US). There was a blackout for the rest of the night. The next day I saw the
first paintings on the walls. They started with that inexorable iconic figure of a
bearded teutonic type in Lederhosen with a filth heat carrying a feather. In one
of his hands, how could it be otherwise, he was swinging a jug of beer. It was
clear, this was a warm up to the world cup soccer season. They wanted me to
identify with this painting and it did not help much to point out that even if you
go down to Bavaria, figures like this have become almost as rare as the
abominable snowmen. I told them its iconic just like Ze Carioca and Carmen
Miranda with the consequence that the next day their wall paintings were
enriched by a very large Ze Carrioca (a parrot who talks) and a mulata
adaptation of Carmen Miranda. The patriotic feelings of these rather poor people
had something contagious and they would have been extremely confused if I
would not have taken up a patriotic fan position in favor of the German time. I
really feel great because with the German Nationalmannschaft and the Brazilean
seleçao in my family (my wife is Brazilean) I can hardly loose. As most Germans
of my generation I naturally have a rather detached relation to matters of
national pride, which is natural in view of the past Germany’s disastrously deep
look our into that bottle containing that dangerous brew called nationalism. The
football outing of patriotism is the best one, as long as it does not spill into
hooliganism.and racism.
In retrospect I am also quite grateful that Germany had a rather wise leadership
in difficult times with tremendous political coercion. The thought that German
troops man checkpoints in Iraq and mow down families because they do not

http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/03/ideology-sociology-and-psychology-of.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/03/ideology-sociology-and-psychology-of.html
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605054
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605054


understand orders in German would turn my stomach around. Lidice, Ouradour
and all the massacres committed in Italy are not deleted in the memory of
mankind.
Having lived in Berlin and in the US, I find Brazil a very very different place. In
the US I met Palestinean refugees who had very bitter feelings about Israel and
Israelis, and the Israelis in Berlin who did not hate Palestineans and considered
them as inferior were the exception and not the rule. But here in Brazil I have in
my family (from my wife’s side) Jews, Arab descendents of people from Syria-
Lebanon (which was split up by the colonial powers) and people of Portugese
extraction living harmoniously together. Most of the Arabs and some of the Jews
came at the time of the decay of the Otoman empire. One of my wife’s relative
with the illustrous name Canetti (a relative of the famous writer and philosopher
Elias Canetti) was actually born in some region which is now Bulgaria (he is 96).
Talking to him I had to correct some of my misconceptions about the Otoman
rulers being very oppressive (I thought about the massacre of the Armenians). Its
seems that as the US has profited from the dissolution of the Habsburg empire,
Brazil got most of the migrants who were running away from the uncertainties of
the dissolving Otoman empire.
I also recently visited a Jewish friend (from the times with the collaboration with
Swieca) in Petropolis. He has two rooms filled with art deco and body sculptures
which I link with the Nazi era, although I have seen similar sculptures in Italy
and even in the US (from the time of the New Deal). But he also had some SS
militaria in his collection. I was quite stunned and asked him what makes him
collect such things. He gave me a convincing answer by saying: “look, they are
all dead and I survived”. His parents fled with him from Rhodos shortly before
the Nazis deported the whole Jewish population and executed them. The reason I
mention this is because 2 days ago when I looked into the news on the internet I
noticed that there is a ferrocious dispute about the removal (or at least covering)
of some sculptures at the entrance of the Berlin 1936 Olympia stadion (which
were commissioned by the Nazis). Fortunately Stephan Kramer, the chairmen of
the Jewish council in Germany spoke against such a strange act of exorcizing
history which is usually demanded by some members of the older generation..
I of course would like the German team to win, and I would be happy if it is
merited and not just luck. But what would make me even more happy is if those
youngsters which are descendends of more than 100.000 Jews (mostly from the
former SU) would be among the strongest fans for the German national team (in
defiance of all those Nazi skin heads and racist hooligans). Because then, and
only then, I would know that the postwar era has finally ended and a new
chapter has been opened.

114. Juan R.
June 5, 2006

Bert Schroer,

We usually distinguish between string theorists and stringers.

String theorists are physicists/mathematicians who are pursuing a research
program for unification of physics (which is a loable program either if sucesfull
or not). String theorists are honest, recognize the limitations of their program



and obvious failures done in the past. They are the first ones interested in
experimental verification of the theory (or at least of part of their foundation)
and you can talk or discuss with them in a solid debate where just technical
points are of interest.

Some of those also recognize that even if string theory is achieved some day it
will not become the TOE, since nature is more complex. Those string theorists
understand the need for open debate on hot topics just how they understand the
need of the research in alternative approaches.

Now turn to stringers (there is one very popular at this thread).

Real impact of stringers in physics or maths is close to zero, none of them have
received a Nobel or similar prize. Stringers are of people more dishonest we
know, never recognize limitations and have a tendency to rewirte history of the
field for hiding the obvious failures done in the past.

Stringers dislike experimental verification by two motives: i) it could break down
string theory, ii) experiments are considered a task for second or third class
physicists when compared with beautiful of theoretical studies of divine origin.
Remember that stringers claim that “string theory is the language God wrote the
world“.

Stringers do not like technical debate and just focuse on ad hominen attacks or
embarrassment, and prefer to add noise to discussion. Their knowledge of topics
beyond particle physics is so weak that still believe on that they are developing a
TOE. (Yes i agree some stringers lack understanding of most basic of particle
physics).

Finally, I would add that stringers spend lot of time on deviate funding from
alternative approaches and spend many time on political strategy with the only
aim of self-perpetuate string theory for ever (independently if is working or is a
“colossal failure”) how all of us know.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

115. B
June 5, 2006

when I went to college I learned two things:

a) don’t mix up professional and personal matters.

It should be possible to discuss physics without retreating to insults that don’t
get anybody anywhere. Exept maybe Lubos on the blogtopsite no #1.

Since I haven’t read the book, and have a very shared opinion about String
theory, let me just state that merely from reading the blogs of Mr. Woit and Mr.
Motl, to me BOTH apparently have a large knowledge about String-theory as



well as about particle physics. If it weren’t for blogs triggering fast and
unreflected responses that get much more attention than the scientific content,
their blogs could be quite an important contribution to the community (meaning
phycisists in general).

Students that choose their field of research from comments like the ones above
(regarding alien bots or reasons to vomit), are problably students you can
happily forget about anyway.

I also learned

b) Keep my big mouth shut.

With which I apparently have failed again.

Best, B.

PS: The whole discussion about G or T is completely ridiculous. Everybody who
knows what a TeV is will know that the LHC operates at 14 TeV com energy. For
those who don’t know what a TeV is, it doesn’t matter anyway. I have certainly
published more embarrassing typos, and the world is still turning.

116. Christine Dantas
June 5, 2006

We usually distinguish between string theorists and stringers.

Eh. That reminds me of the distinction between trekkers and trekkies, the two
kinds of fans of the classical Star Trek series.

Christine

117. dan
June 5, 2006

lubos,
what kind of experimental predictions does string theory makel, which, if
experimentally falsified, would cause you to see string theory refuted, in
response to below

This is unattributed since I don’t know who wrote it. Maybe they were a
crackpot, one visiting the Harvard string theory group.
The problematic statement that string theory makes no prediction is repeated
hundreds of times, and in many particular contexts, such a statement becomes
not only boring but also patently false.

I doubt it’s actually in the hundreds, but sure, I do repeatedly claim that string
theory makes no predictions, and this is not “patently false”, but completely
accurate.

118. MathPhys
June 6, 2006

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2005/reviews/collidersrpp.pdf
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2005/reviews/collidersrpp.pdf


Motl’s behavior has nothing to do with AS. He’s just an arrogant, spoilt kid.

119. Hech Baan
June 6, 2006

Dear PeterG,

I’m another physics grad student who decided to study string/M-theory. For me
the truth is written in mathematics. If I don’t see a rigorous, logical,
mathematical proof then statements may be beautiful, ugly, interesting, funny,
but not true or false. Therefore I’m not going to change my mind based on
people’s opinion whoever they may be. Show me the proof!!!

Is string/M-theory correct, wrong, or not even wrong? I don’t know. But I’m
willing to invest my years to find it out myself.

I’m not going to order Peter Woit’s book. Peter is so much against string/M-
theory that he can’t objectively analyse it.

120. Bert Schroer
June 6, 2006

Juan R.
I certainly agree with your remarks on string theorists and stringers as a
description of the present reality and as a statement which is capable to
generate some feeling of solidarity between those who are everyday more
convinced that the Susskind et al. millennium project is the road from physics to
metaphysics. But they do not explain at all how it came to this situation. There
have been always people around who tried to miscarry physics into such
directions, but they had no chance in the past. I think it will take a lot of deep
critical analysis within the next decades to understand this phenomenon, which
did not come suddenly out of the blue sky, but has its roots in the banalization of
certain aspects of QFT. It certainly is not only the result of lack of experimental
discoveries in particle physics; in fact given the complexity and the increasing
dependence of the experiment on theory, a bad theory may also pull down
experimental progress. For this reason it may be somewhat optimistic to expect
that the LHC will significantly change the scene.
Dear Hech Baan, if you are unable to sense an autonomous physical beauty and
continue to think that particle physics should jump over ready made beautiful
mathematical sticks/strings, then I would strongly suggest that you change to
mathematics before you start to worsen the present situation in particle physics
which is already totally dominated by mathematical beauty (I hope that Peter will
not araise this comment).

121. knotted string
June 6, 2006

“For me the truth is written in mathematics.” – Hech Baan (above).

You have just discredited Feynman’s silly, stupid and science-hating remark that
agreement with experiments determine truth.



Feynman was really a hateful anti-science crackpot! See this:

“It always bothers me that, according to the laws as we understand them today,
it takes a computing machine an infinite number of logical operations to figure
out what goes on in no matter how tiny a region of space, and no matter how tiny
a region of time. How can all that be going on in that tiny space? Why should it
take an infinite amount of logic to figure out what one tiny piece of space/time is
going to do? So I have often made the hypothesis that ultimately physics will not
require a mathematical statement, that in the end the machinery will be
revealed, and the laws will turn out to be simple, like the chequer board with all
its apparent complexities.”

– R. P. Feynman, Character of Physical Law, November 1964 Cornell Lectures,
broadcast and published in 1965 by BBC, pp. 57-8.

122. Hech Baan
June 6, 2006

Dear Bert,

Thanks for your comment. Let me explain my approach.

As Einstein said in Motiv des Forschens, 1918, p 29-32 “… Practically, theoretical
system is uniquely defined by observations, though there is no logical path from
observations to the fundamental principles.”

Therefore our challenge is to somehow find the fundamental principles. The ugly
news is that there is no enough data to verify our assumptions, the bad news is
that we have to work really hard to get any meaningful prediction from our
frameworks/theories/laws. But the good news is that there is one tested guiding
principle – mathematical consistency and beauty. Why not physical beauty?
Because I don’t have any sense what an autonomous physical beauty at Planck
scale is. I will train my senses using my consistent theories and then yes I can
use my trained senses of physcal beauty to enhance the theory. And finally,I think
nature is a mathematician not a physicist 

Trust us. One day one or many of us (today’s grad students) will come up with
the solution. We need everyone’s support to get it quickly. I can tell that no any
blog, article, or book will stop the progress.

123. Juan R.
June 6, 2006

Hech Baan,

Peter Woit is much more objective analysing string theory in this blog that any
stringer (not string theorist) has been in last 40 years in peer-review papers.

Hi Bert Schroer,

I agree with you again on that people is ignorant on who generated current



irrational status on fundamental physics. Stringers are simply unable to
understand any criticism from rest of scientific community. Often I received
personal e-mails from people who began a PhD in string theory, found the field
completely irrational and abandoned physics!!! They were forced to abandon
physics (instead changing string theory by some other program) because any
other chance to study unification or quantum gravity is highly constrained by
political and economic power of string theorists. This autoritarism only can
generate disaster and, in fact, has generated.

I think it will take a lot of deep critical analysis within the next decades
to understand this phenomenon

From stringers? I doubt, maybe critical analysis will become from historians and
probably from a new generation of physicists will advance physics in next
decades. In fact, last book (to be published) by Lee Smolin talks about next
generation of young physicists working outside of string theory.

Take the case of own J. Distler. I said here that his views on physics and in
MathML are very wrong (in fact, there is a parallelism). I cited the element of
line for 5D spaces appears in

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000635.html

The physics here is so wrong as the XML markup used for encoding information.
I know stringers and they have a tencency to distort the history of physics. Once
you find an error in some point you wait that error was recognized and changed
(I always have recognized my errors, and I believe that you, Peter Woit, Chris
Oakley, and others here are honest). However, would we wait “critical analysis”
from stringers as J. Distler?

What would we wait from a guy calling himself bigthinker?

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/images/bigthinker.jpg

Take the case of MathML code, I checked code just before posting, however
(yesterday?) Distler changed the code (in a cobardy way) and now you can see
that first block equation in

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/%7Edistler/blog/archives/000635.html

contains ds 2.

Distelr changed code probably yesterday but has not noticed in the blog, not
recognized the error in public 

This is like stringers work; if tomorrow HLC produces lot of interesting data
against some dense ideas proposed by Distler and others during last decade,
they will not recognize in public.

Additional comment:

Either Distler is reading this blog or his favourite … comunicated him the

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000635.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000635.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/images/bigthinker.jpg
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/images/bigthinker.jpg
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/%7Edistler/blog/archives/000635.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/%7Edistler/blog/archives/000635.html


content of this blog.

Dear Distler (or …) still the code generated in your “technologicall more
advanced blog” is wrong. Using ds as token you obtain roman rendering whereas
the differential in next equation (1) continues rendering in italic. Moreover d is
not an identifier. I would suggest you to try again!

P.S: Hech Baan The ugly news is not that there is no enough data to verify our
assumptions, the very bad news is that string theory is unable to reproduce
experimental result known in last centuries.

Any new theory of physics may be compatible with known data and then just
then can do predictions about new data (e.g. HLC). One of most dishonest
mantras of stringers is the absence of experimental data that can verify main
premises as strings, hidden dimensions and all that. First explain available data
(postdictions) and next focuses on predictions.

P.S: I would recommend people to dowload copies from both links before Distler
changes them again without noticing :-).

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

124. Peter Woit
June 6, 2006

Juan,

I wish you would conduct arguments over MathML with Distler at his blog, and
not here. Bad enough the fighting over string theory, but I don\’t want to get
involved in a really vicious, ugly controversy like that over MathML…

125. Bert Schroer
June 6, 2006

My suggestion (which I have been following for a couple of years) is a third way
which seems to be particularily advisable in times of experimental lull combined
with a theoretical blue yonder abberation (Feynman) as the one which is the
main topic of this blog. This third way is to press the principles of successful, but
yet incomplete theories very very hard and to pay particular attention to unusual
new viewpoint which maintain these principles. This is what led Einstein from
the eather to the relativistic invariance principle and later to renormalized QFT
(the experiments only highlighted aspects which were already there and only had
to be worked out). This is extremely difficult and can hardly be done by
beginners because it requires a profound knowledge and hinsight about the
theory. But one only needs a breach for strong young folks to get interested in
entering. Even at the risk of sounding arrogant I think that this breach already
exists due to some amazing conceptual progress in QFT being related to
“modular localization”. But for obvious reasons I do not want to meddle with
things in Peters blog (unless Peter allows this and somebody specifically asks for



this).

126. Juan R.
June 6, 2006

Sorry Peter Woit, I believe that many of your agree with me on that main
problem with string theory is not theory itself but the hype around it. That hype
confoundd street people, young undergraduate students, science policy makers,
and so on.

Therefore my main attempt has been to illustrate that stringers (or
“bigthinkers”) can be so arrogant in physics as they are in other fields, that they
can rudely attack interesting alternatives to string theory as attack alternatives
to others things and that they are doing really bad physics as they are doing in
other fields.

I attempted to illustrate here how “intuition” of stringers is so wrong when they
decide choosing string theory by beatiful motives as when they choose support
other items.

Sam pointed to parallelism above and you next cite

http://utphysguide.livejournal.com/3047.html

I simple attempted to explain to general public as cobardy and “intellectual
snob” stringers can be in a way that readers of the blog could directly observe
this attitude “online ” (readers could go to Distler blog for see details) whereas it
is more complex that they can go to the library to obtain article X published in
academic journal Y and understand the stuff, and next to see how stringers
change their views without recognizing errors and call everything “string
theory” (even if there is not strings as in many brane papers!!!).

I do not know if I was succesfull but I understand your point and I will not write
more about MathML here, just about physics and math.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

127. Eugene Stefanovich
June 6, 2006

Hech Baan:

the reliance on mathematical beauty could be misleading. Physics is very
different from mathematics where axioms are postulated and theorems are
proved by simple logic. In physics we often don’t even know what our axioms
are. Nature doesn’t care about our sense of beauty or present day mathematical
fashions.

Ancient physicists rightly considered a circle to be the most beautiful
mathematical figure. No wonder they presumed that cellestial bodies go around

http://utphysguide.livejournal.com/3047.html
http://utphysguide.livejournal.com/3047.html


in circles. I guess Kepler was very surprised to discover that the orbits of planets
are actually ellipses. Probably, initially he was even disgusted by his own
discovery.

Even if axioms are explicitly given, physicists are not careful enough to prove
their theorems rigorously. For example, the apex of modern day beauty in
theoretical physics is the Minkowski space-time. Indeed, what can be simpler
than take the Pythagoras theorem
r^2 = x^2 + y^2 + z^2 and add there one more term:
s^2 = x^2 + y^2 + z^2 – c^2t^2 ? However, you don’t need to be a rocket (or
string) scientist to realize that the Lorentz transformations and the Minkowski
space-time unification do not follow from two Einstein’s postulates. The second
postulate (the invariance of the speed of light) can be rigorously applied only to
events associated with light pulses or light rays. However, the Lorentz
transformations are assumed to be valid universally for all physical systems, no
matter what is their composition and interactions. Is Minkowski space-time
beautiful? Sure it is! Could it happen that this beauty is similar to the beauty of
Ptolemean circular orbits, and will be substituted later by more realistic
“elliptical” views on space and time? Sure it could!

If you want to build physics as a mathematically consistent and logical theory,
then you should return way way back to basics and begin from the principle of
relativity and the laws of quantum mechanics. Otherwise you are in danger of
chosing beautiful but wrong axioms.

128. Hech Baan
June 6, 2006

Dear Eugene,

I understand your points. I can assure you that no any sensible physicist will go
and build a physical theory based on abstract axioms alone. That’s not what
mathematical consistency and beauty is. For instance, I’m reasonably happy with
GR and QFT, but they are not mathematically consistent theories. And as a
matter of fact I don’t think physical theories have to be absolutely
mathematically consistent per se. My point is that there are at least two main
steps in creating theories. That’s how I understood Einstein’s quote.

1. Mathematical: Pure logical reasoning (Postulate principles and make
predictions)
2. Physical: Experiments (Check your predictions)

One has to apply both steps to find/change/discard physical theories. Today in
string/M-theory we are stuck at step 1. We all want to move to the step 2 ASAP.
It’s proved to be very difficult.

129. Eugene Stefanovich
June 6, 2006

Hech Baan:



For instance, I’m reasonably happy with GR and QFT, but they are not
mathematically consistent theories. And as a matter of fact I don’t think physical
theories have to be absolutely mathematically consistent per se.

o.k.

That’s how I understood Einstein’s quote.

1. Mathematical: Pure logical reasoning (Postulate principles and make
predictions)

Did you notice a contradiction in your words? If the theory is not absolutely
mathematically consistent then you cannot claim that you used pure logical
reasoning. Or, possibly, your system of postulates was not self-consistent to begin
with, so the pure logical reasoning wouldn’t work with it? Maybe that’s why it is
so difficult to move to the step 2?

130. Hech Baan
June 6, 2006

Dear Eugene,

Yes, there is a contradiction in my words. If you very quick and read my last
posting addressed to Bert, which I suspect Peter deleted, you would have a
different prospective to my approach.

I didn’t deliberately use axiom or postulate; I used principle in step 1. They are
physical not mathematical objects. In step 1 one has to translate physical
principles into mathematical axioms in order to apply pure logical reasoning.
But, doing this one introduces inconsistencies. Kant explained this beautifully in
his thought provoking work. That’s the reason you get mathematically
inconsistent and physically meaningful theories like GR and QFT.

131. Jonathan Vos Post
June 7, 2006

“knotted string” is surely being facetious/ironic in saying: “Feynman was really a
hateful anti-science crackpot!” and quoting from – R. P. Feynman, Character of
Physical Law, November 1964 Cornell Lectures, broadcast and published in 1965
by BBC, pp. 57-8. Some context for his quote: (1) he was conceptualizing the
Quantum Computer. He was wrong in details, but right in principle, and is the
grandfather of Quantum Computing just as he is the greatgrandfather of
Nanotechnology.

I am not objective in my respect for him, my teacher and coauthor, one of the
greatest minds and greatest teachers of the 20th century.

(2) As to “… the hypothesis that ultimately physics will not require a
mathematical statement, that in the end the machinery will be revealed, and the
laws will turn out to be simple, like the chequer board with all its apparent
complexities.” [BBC spelling of what Feynman would surely render as “checker”]



Feynman oscillated between this Wolfram New-Kind-of-Science Occam’s razor
position, and one which he spoke about with me several times: that the universe
may have an infinite number of natural laws, although some only emerge under
unusual boundary conditions.

There is a new Feynman movie being short right now. “Challenger” — starring
David Straithairn — is about his role on the Challenger Commission. The
Producer bought me lunch last week and picked my brains about Feynman and
the Space Shuttle (on which I was a software engineer for Rockwell).

132. Eugene Stefanovich
June 7, 2006

Hech Baan:

I have a different attitude. I think, if a theory lacks logical consistency, then its
foundations should be examined and the theory either should be modified or
discarded altogether depending on the results of this investigation. In my view,
QFT belongs to the former category, while GR to the latter one.

133. Hech Baan
June 7, 2006

Dear Eugene,

Logical consistency isn’t binary, true or false, for fundamental physical theories.
E.g. GR is logically consistent for some parameters and inconstant for others.
The same is true for QFT. You can’t discard them because they aren’t absolutely
consistent. That was one of my points, I don’t think there is an absolutely
consistent theory of everything all our theories are/will be consistent for some
domain and inconsistent for others. Our task is to enhance the theories to extend
the domain of validity/consistency.

134. Eugene Stefanovich
June 7, 2006

Hech Baan:

The inconsistencies I was talking about are not limited to some local domains.
They are rather fundamental:

In QFT : this theory does a good job in calculating scattering (i.e., the S-matrix)
which is just a special case of the time evolution. However, it is impossible to
obtain the detailed time evolution of wave functions or observables from
relativistic renormalized quantum field theory. This theory does not have a well-
defined finite Hamiltonian (= the generator of time translations).

In GR : the problem goes back to the unification of space and time in a single
4-dim continuum already in Einstein’s special relativity. Such an unification is
only possible when boost transformations of space-time coordinates of events are
given by universal linear Lorentz formulas independent on the physical nature of



these events and independent on the interactions in the physical system where
these events occur. It is true that Lorentz formulas can be rigorously derived
from two Einstein’s postulates for events with light pulses or non-interacting
particles. However, the generalization of these formulas to all events with
interacting particles is just an unfounded assumption. Moreover, it can be shown
that this assumption directly contradicts the Poincare group properties of inertial
transformations.

Furthermore, the treatments of space and time in GR and in QFT (or, more
generally, in QM) are fundamentally incompatible. In QM the space and time
coordinates are not interchangeable as in GR. Position is a quantum observable
with a Hermitian operator associated with it (Bert Schroer would certainly
disagree here). Time is a numerical parameter in QM. There is no observable
“time”, and there is no corresponding “time operator”.

I am sure that within current formulations of QFT and (especially) GR their
unification and the construction of a consistent relativistic quantum theory of
gravity is impossible. Several decades of futile attempts by leading theorists just
confirm this conclusion. Before thinking about unification we need to clean up
our fundamental theories (QFT and special relativity) and make them consistent
both internally and with each other.

135. knotted string
June 8, 2006

Jonathan Vos Post,

There were two choices: be facetious/ironic about Feynman’s demand for models
to be based on facts, and hatred of abject speculation

or

Quote some of Feynman’s closing remarks in 1965 which predict the current
crisis with stringy speculation people taking control:

‘There will be a degeneration of ideas, just like the degeneration that great
explorers feel is occurring when tourists begin moving in on a territory.’

(Character of Physical Law, BBC, 1965, p. 173.)

However, despite Feynman’s hatred of superstring theory at his peak (around the
time he discovered the O-ring problem behind the Challenger space shuttle
disaster), the stringers will claim that they are the great explorers and everyone
with checkable ideas are tourists.

It’s like a world where you have ‘professors of mountain ascent’ who have
uncheckable ideas about using extra dimensions to succeed, sneering at anybody
down to earth.

One historical precedent is of course British Admirality problem of finding
longitude. Newton thought clocks would always be mechanically defective, and



looking at stars solved the problem. However, cloud cover and stormy seas
(causing black eyes when using an optical instrument on deck) made Newton’s
idea rubbish.

When Harrison simply developed a clock that was reliable enough to measure
longitude, everyone was too biased in favor of using stars, and didn’t want to
award the prize. This is of course the usual way. Difficult problems can have
unexpectedly simple solutions, which causes conflict between experts and
‘simpleton’.

136. Bert Schroer
June 8, 2006

Eugene,
I do not disagree with what you say about QM, it is your QM straightjacket you
want to impose on QFT where our viewpoints differ significantly. Even in QM
your radicalism (before with respect to me, now Hech Baan has taken up certain
parts of my role) may prevent you to be able to accept useful contributions as
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/0207048

137. Eugene Stefanovich
June 8, 2006

Bert,

I take your calling me “radical” as a compliment, but not a deserved one. I think
my views are very conservative. I maintain that the rules of quantum mechanics
must be strictly obeyed in both non-relativistic and relativistic regimes. The only
significant difference of the latter regime is that the Hamiltonian may contain
interaction terms that change the number of particles. This is the only important
distinction between QM and QFT (in my interpretation).

Thank you very much for the reference. This is a good example of how the issue
of time should not be addressed in QM, in my opinion. Time is not an observable
in the usual meaning of this word, and there is no point to associate an operator
or a POV measure with time.

When experimenters measure true observables (e.g., position, momentum, spin,
etc.) they bring their physical system into contact with the measuring apparatus.
The result of measurement depends on the nature of the observed system and on
the state of the system. When the measurement is done, the experimenter also
looks at the wall clock and writes down the reading of the clock to his log. So,
each measurement has a numerical label attached to it – the reading of the clock
at the time of measurement. The value of this label is completely independent on
the nature of the physical system and its state. This time label is an attribute of
the measuring apparatus rather that a property of the observed system.
Therefore, time is not an observable in the usual sense.

There are nine other numerical parameters that, together with time, identify the
measuring apparatus, or observer, or reference frame. These are three
components of position, three orientation angles, and three components of the

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/0207048
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/0207048


velocity of the observer. These ten numbers form a parameterization of different
inertial observers and of Poincare group transformations between these
observers.

138. Arun
June 9, 2006

When experimenters measure true observables (e.g., position,
momentum, spin, etc.) they bring their physical system into contact
with the measuring apparatus. The result of measurement depends on
the nature of the observed system and on the state of the system.
When the measurement is done, the experimenter also looks at the wall
clock and writes down the reading of the clock to his log. So, each
measurement has a numerical label attached to it – the reading of the
clock at the time of measurement.

Two comments

1. the measurement of position localizes the measured particle but just as the
time of measurement is read off the wall clock, the position is read off a ruler.
Sometimes it doesn’t seem that asymmetrical between space and time.

2. Space and time seem even more on an even footing in QFT where they merely
label the fields.

139. Eugene Stefanovich
June 9, 2006

Arun:

1. the measurement of position localizes the measured particle but just as the
time of measurement is read off the wall clock, the position is read off a ruler.
Sometimes it doesn’t seem that asymmetrical between space and time.

There is an asymmetry. The measurement of position fully depends on the state
in which the particle is prepared. If you prepare the particle in a different state,
the results of position measurements will be different. So, we may confidently
say that position is a property of the particle. Position is an observable that
should be represented in quantum mechanics by a Hermitian operator in the
Hilbert space.

On the other hand, the wall clock does not care which physical system we are
observing and what is the state of this system. The reading of the clock will be
just the same regardless of the properties of our system. So, time has no
relationship to the observed physical system, and introducing the operator of
time in the Hilbert space is not justified.

2. Space and time seem even more on an even footing in QFT where they merely
label the fields.

You are right that parameters x and t in the quantum field psi(x,t) are merely



labels. Do they have any relationship to real observable positions and times? Or
they are simply formal numerical parameters? I tend to think that the latter is
true. Indeed, when we form the interaction Hamiltonian V(t), we integrate a
product of quantum fields psi(x,t)phi(x,t)… over x. When this interaction
Hamiltonian is inserted in the Feynman-Dyson formula for the S-matrix, it is
further integrated over t from minus to plus infinity.
As a result we have the S-matrix which doesn’t care about the detailed time
evolution and positions of particles at intermediate times. It simply maps the
asymptotic state in the distant past to the asymptotic state in the distant future.
The parameters x and t are no longer present, which indicates (at least to me)
their formal character.

I think it is unfortunate that quantum field parameters are denoted by the same
letters x and t which normally stand for physical position and time. It would
create less confusion if we used some neutral labels, like ‘a’ and ‘b’.



Lusztig Birthday Conference

June 4, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

I was up in Boston for a few days, and managed to attend a few of the talks at the
conference in honor of George Lusztig’s 60th birthday. Lusztig started out his career
in geometry and topology; his thesis was in the area of index theory, working with
Michael Atiyah and using the families version of the index theorem. He soon turned
his attention to representation theory, which is the field that he has worked in for
most of his career, often from a quite algebraic point of view. His papers are dense
and can be difficult to read, especially for someone like me who is not so algebraically
inclined, but many speakers at the conference remarked on how their work had
drawn important inspiration from one or another of these papers.

Among the things he is famous for are his work on quantum groups, on the
representation theory of reductive groups over finite fields (called Deligne-Lusztig
theory, for an introduction, see here), on a whole new field in Lie theory known as
Kazhdan-Lusztig theory (for an introduction, see the article by Deodhar in the
proceedings of the 1991 AMS summer institute on algebraic groups), and many other
things.

Of the few talks I heard at the conference, two were really exceptional. One of these
was by Michael Atiyah, with the title “Quaternions in Geometry, Analysis and
Physics”. He began by explaining that not only was Lusztig 60, but, if he were alive,
the Irish mathematician Hamilton would be 200. There’s a famous story about
Hamilton’s discovery of the quaternions: this took place in a flash of insight on
October 16, 1843, after which he supposedly engraved the defining relations of the
quaternion algebra into a Dublin bridge. Atiyah described a piece of history I didn’t
know, showing an extract from a 1846 paper of Hamilton’s in which he takes a square
root of the Laplacian and essentially writes down the Dirac equation (in Euclidean
signature, this was long before special relativity…).

Hamilton was very taken with quaternions as a generalization of complex numbers,
and wanted to develop a “quaternionic analysis” that would be a generalization of
complex analysis, a project he thought would take him at least ten years. It turns out
that you can’t simply generalize the beautiful subject of complex analysis and
algebraic geometry over the complex numbers to the quaternionic case. Because of
non-commutativity, polynomials behave very differently. Atiyah explained that in his
view the correct generalization of complex analysis to the quaternionic case was
Penrose’s twistor theory. Here one considers all possible ways of identifying R4 with
C2, forming a 3 complex dimensional “twistor space”. Complex analysis on this
twistor space is what Atiyah claimed should be thought of as the quaternionic analog
of complex analysis (on the complex plane).

He reviewed the story of how solutions to various linear equations are related to
sheaf cohomology groups on the twistor space, then went on to the non-linear case,
where solutions of the anti-self-dual Yang-Mills equations correspond to holomorphic

http://www-math.mit.edu/conferences/lusztig60/index.html
http://www-math.mit.edu/conferences/lusztig60/index.html
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~yoshida/introDL.pdf
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~yoshida/introDL.pdf


bundles on the twistor space. One can generalize twistor theory to what Atiyah
claimed should be thought of as quaternionic analogs of Riemann surfaces: 4d
Riemannian manifolds with holonomy in Sp(1)=SU(2), these are self-dual Einstein
manifolds, what Penrose would call a “non-linear graviton” (although this is the
Riemannian, not pseudo-Riemannian case). The twistor space of these 4d manifolds is
a 3d complex manifold, and Atiyah considers complex analysis on this to be the
quaternionic analog of complex analysis on a Riemann surface.

The quaternionic analog of higher dimensional complex manifolds are manifolds of
dimension 4k, with holonomy Sp(k). Unlike in the complex case, there are few
compact examples. Atiyah went on to discuss how examples (mostly non-compact)
could be generated as quotients using the quaternionic analog of symplectic
reduction. He described several different classes of examples, noting that this
construction first appeared in work with physicists studying supersymmetric non-
linear sigma models. While I was a post-doc at Stony Brook, Nigel Hitchin was visiting
there and working with Martin Rocek and others on this, leading to the 1987 paper in
CMP by Hitchin, Karlhede, Lindstrom and Rocek. Atiyah said that he wouldn’t try and
describe the relation to supersymmetry, since “I don’t know much about
supersymmetry, and if I tried to explain it, you would understand even less”. That
Atiyah, after many years of working in this area, still finds supersymmetry to be
something he can’t quite understand, is an interesting comment, reflecting the way
the subject is still very imperfectly integrated into mathematician’s traditional ways of
thinking about geometry and algebra.

Atiyah also commented that off and on over the years he had pursued the idea that
quantum groups (which aren’t quite groups), are in some sense the
quaternionification of a Lie group (which doesn’t quite exist). He said he hadn’t been
successful with this idea, but still thought there was something to it, and hoped that
someone else would take up the challenge of trying to make sense of it.

The second wonderful talk I heard was that of Igor Frenkel, from Yale, with the title
“Quantum deformation, geometrization, categorification: What is next?”. Unlike
Atiyah’s talk, which I pretty much completely understood, Frenkel’s covered much too
quickly a lot of material I had never understood, but putting it into an intriguing
perspective close to the unsolved problems that seem to me the most important ones
for mathematicians and physicists to be looking at. Frenkel began by saying that for
many years he had been trying to solve the problem of how to generalize the
constructions of representations of loop groups that are related to 2d CFT to
representations of 3d gauge groups that should be related to 4d QFT. Some of his
thoughts about this are in the write up of his talk at the 1986 ICM. He described
himself as having for a long time given up on this problem, moving on to simpler
things that he could do: quantum groups which are deformations of the affine Lie
algebra story. He went on to talk about “Geometrization”, by which he meant the
principle that “all structure constants are Euler characteristics of some variety, all
vector spaces are cohomologies”, then “Categorification”, to him the principle that
“all structure constants are dimensions of vector spaces, all vector spaces the
Grothendieck groups of an Abelian category”. Many of the examples he was using to
flesh this out are not well-known to me, I need to do some serious work learning
about them before I can say that I clearly understand exactly what he has in mind
here.



The last part of his talk, the “What Next?”, went by way too fast but sounded
fascinating. He claimed to have some new ways of thinking about the problem of what
a representation of these higher dimensional analogs of loop groups should me. I
hope to learn more from him in the future to get a better idea of what he has in mind
here. He and collaborators at Yale have papers forthcoming, which I look forward to
reading. When and if I ever better understand this stuff, I may try and write about it
again here.

Comments

1. Lubos Motl
June 4, 2006

Not sure why he thinks that the complex analysis on twistor space generalizes
complex analysis to the case of quaternions. What is quaternionic about the
twistor space? I don’t see any noncommutative algebra here. Is it just about
counting dimensions?

The interpretation of anti-self-dual Yang-Mills solutions in terms of twistor space
you described seem to miss all the new developments since the 2003 Witten
paper – which is an expansion around the self-dual Yang-Mills to the full Yang-
Mills. The research since that paper has at least doubled the amount of
interesting insights in this realm.

Supersymmetry has not yet been seen in the colliders but it is an extremely
physical framework, and it is not too surprising that pure mathematicians may
find it counterintuitive. Surely mathematicians in the 21st century will need
SUSY because string theory will dominate mathematics of the 21st century.
That’s why mathematicians will have to be learning many things that are
currently taught in physics departments only.

Strictly speaking, manifolds of Sp(k) holonomy don’t define quaternionic
manifolds. The holonomy of quaternionic Kahler manifolds is Sp(k) times Sp(1)
because it can allow a multiplication by quaternions (Sp(1)) – or quaternionic
matrices (Sp(k)) – from both sides. And they don’t commute with each other. The
manifolds of the more special, Sp(k) holonomy are called hyperKahler manifolds,
not quaternionic manifolds.

2. woit
June 4, 2006

Lubos,

Atiyah’s point was that what you get by naively replacing complex variables by
quaternionic ones is not the really interesting generalization of complex analysis
that you get in the twistor space picture. He was using quaternions to motivate
this, but the twistor space of R^4 is something different than just using
quaternions to put a multiplication on R^4.



Related to this, the 4k dim manifolds that Atiyah was discussing were the
hyperkahler ones, not the quaternionic kahler ones.

3. Lubos Motl
June 4, 2006

Dear Peter, I understand that the twistor is something “different” than using the
quaternion multiplication table. The word “different” is clear. What is not clear is
why you or he uses the “same” word for “different” things. 

Your text also made it clear that he was using Sp(k) holonomy manifolds. But I
was trying to convince you that you incorrectly called them the quaternionic
analogue of Kahler complex manifolds.

The quaternionic analogue of Kahler (U(k) holonomy) manifolds are the
quaternionic Kahler manifolds whose holonomy is Sp(k).Sp(1).

The manifolds with Sp(k) holonomy are called hyperKahler manifolds, and they
are, in some sense, the quaternionic generalization of (SU(k) holonomy) Ricci-flat
Kahler or Calabi-Yau manifolds. Your sentence about the quaternionic
generalization is not quite right.

4. Peter Woit
June 4, 2006

Lubos,

I know very well what the difference is between a hyperkahler and a
quaternionic kahler manifold. So does Atiyah. I was reporting on his talk, and
quoting him; he was the one claiming that hyperkahler (not quaternionic kahler)
manifolds are the interesting quaternionic analog of kahler manifolds. If you
don’t like this, please go write to Sir Michael and explain to him why he’s wrong.

5. Lubos Motl
June 4, 2006

I agree that the hyperKahler manifolds are more interesting than quaternionic
Kahler manifolds, but I disagree that they are the generalization of Kahler
manifolds to the case of quaternions. Instead, hyperKahler manifold is the
quaternionic generalization of Ricci-flat Kahler manifolds whose holonomy is
SU(n), not U(n).

What you wrote is, in fact, completely incorrect. You did not even use the word
“Kahler”. You wrote that Sp(k) manifolds generalize “complex manifolds”. That’s
nonsense because “complex manifolds” can have virtually any holonomy you
want while Sp(k) is highly constrained. What you wanted to say was “Ricci-flat
Kahler manifolds”, not “complex manifolds”.

6. Lubos Motl
June 4, 2006



If Sir Atiyah used your sentence literally and meant every word in that sentence
to be treated seriously, I will happily explain the error to Sir Atiyah, too. Unlike
you, I don’t think that certain people above some level of dignity are infallible
and uncriticizable.

7. woit
June 4, 2006

Lubos,

If you want to explain to Sir Michael your views on why he’s wrong to think of
hyperkahler manifolds as the quaternionic generalization of Kahler ones and why
his analogy is “nonsense”, definitely go ahead and e-mail him. I’m sure he’ll be
fascinated by your insights into this and glad to be set straight.

Then again, before you hit send on that e-mail, you might take a moment to
reflect and realize that there are some people in this world who know about a
hundred times more than you do about certain subjects, and geometry might be
one of them.

8. Lubos Motl
June 4, 2006

Dear Peter, I don’t have any trustworthy data that would indicate that Sir Atiyah
makes incorrect analogies between different structures that would resemble
your incorrect sentence.

9. sunderpeeche
June 4, 2006

If the talk is available online (proceedings or arXiv) that would settle the issue.
Why argue the details of what is essentially second-hand information?

10. Peter Woit
June 4, 2006

Sunderpeeche,

The talk is not available online. You’re quite right, this is second-hand
information, produced by me wasting much of my evening trying to write out the
clearest explanation I could of an analogy (“analogy”, as in not precisely the
same, check your dictionary) described by one of the world’s greatest
mathematicians in a talk I attended, based on my written notes and what I
remember.

Jeez, why waste time trying to explain something interesting here? I should just
go back to string theory bashing.

11. Carl Brannen
June 4, 2006

Among those who practice David Hestenes’ Geometric Algebra, it is said that this



is the natural generalization of complex analysis. An introduction is here:

http://faculty.luther.edu/~macdonal/GA&GC.pdf

Carl

12. MathPhys
June 4, 2006

Peter,

As far as I’m concerned, you haven’t wasted your evening and I want to thank
you very much for your efforts to keep us all informed.

We all benefit from your reporting, including the emotionally unstable kid who
reads your blog so frequently and so thoroughly that he’s typically the first to
write a response to it.

13. John Baez
June 4, 2006

It’s nice to hear that Frenkel continues to explain the importance of
categorification. I got excited about this concept around 1994 when I read his
paper with Louis Crane on Hopf categories and the canonical bases for quantum
groups; you can see my excitement in “week38” of This Week’s Finds. It took a
while for this idea of Frenkel’s – categorifying quantum groups and their
resulting tangle invariants – to bear fruit, but his student Khovanov has turned it
into a hot topic. Since you’re presumably right next door to Khovanov, you could
probably get him to explain anything about categorification that interests you!
I’m very excited that my student Aaron Lauda is going to Columbia next year to
work with Khovanov on this stuff. I hope he looks you up sometime.

I was in Cambridge this weekend too, but too busy to attend any talks. I’ll
probably be free on Monday night. If any cool people want to talk, email me. I’d
like to have dinner in Harvard Square. I haven’t had time to go there this visit,
and I haven’t been there for over 5 years. I hear it’s been much gentrified since I
was a grad student here back in ’82-’86.

14. D R Lunsford
June 4, 2006

Atiyah’s statement RE quaternion analysis is absolutely fascinating and obviously
correct. It’s the conformality that makes complex analysis so rich and
interesting.

-drl

15. Tony Smith
June 5, 2006

Carl Brannen mentions “David Hestenes’ Geometric Algebra” as “the natural
generalization of complex analysis”.

http://faculty.luther.edu/~macdonal/GA&GC.pdf
http://faculty.luther.edu/~macdonal/GA&GC.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9405183
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9405183
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9405183
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9405183
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week38.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week38.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~khovanov/research/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~khovanov/research/
http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/math.QA/0605339
http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/math.QA/0605339
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~al366/
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Geometric Algebra is basically Clifford algebra.
The real Clifford algebra Cl(0,1) has dimension 2^1 = 2 and is the Complex
numbers.
The real Clifford algebra Cl(0,2) has dimension 2^2 = 4 and is the Quaternions.

Peter mentions with respect to Atiyah’s talk “… a “quaternionic analysis” that
would be a generalization of complex analysis …”.

Since both Complex numbers and Quaternions are Clifford algebras, a natural
way to look at “… a “quaternionic analysis” that would be a generalization of
complex analysis …” is to look at Clifford analysis.

John Ryan, in math.CV/0303339 , Introductory Clifford Analysis, said:

“… one can extend basic results of one complex variable analysis on holomorphic
function theory to four dimensions using quaternions. … This was developed by
the Swiss mathematician Rudolph Fueter in the 1930’s and 1940’s … So it seems
reasonable to ask if all that is known in the quaternionic setting extends to the
Clifford algebra setting … the answer is yes …
…[the] type of diffeomorphisms acting on subdomains of Rn [that] preserve
Clifford holomorphic functions … is a conformal transformation …
… for dimensions 3 and greater the only conformal transformations … are
Moebius transformations …”.

Lars Ahlfors, in his paper Clifford Numbers and Moebius Transformations in
R^n, published on pages 167-175 of the book Clifford Algebras and Their
Applications in Mathematical Physics, Proceedings of NATO and SERC
Workshop, Canterbury, Kent, 1985, edited by Chisholm and Common, NATO ASI
Series (Reidel 1986), said:

“… Moebius transformations in any dimension can be expressed through 2×2
matrices with Clifford numbers as entries. This technique is relatively unknown
in spite of having been introduced as early as 1902 … by K. Th. Vahlen …”.

Pertti Lounesto, in his book Clifford Algebras and Spinors (Cambridge, 2nd
edition, 2001), said ( denoting nxn matrices of X by Mat(n,X) and denoting the
quaternions by H ):

“… Cl( p+1 , q+1 ) = Mat(2, Cl(p,q) ) …
… Cl(1,3) = Mat(2, H ) which implies Cl(2,4) = Mat(4, H) …”.

Since the bivector Lie algebra of the Clifford algebra Cl(2,4) gives the Lie group
Spin(2,4) = SU(2,2) that is the 15-dimensional Conformal group over Minkowski
spacetime R(1,3),
the quaternionic structure of that Conformal group is made clear by Cl(2,4) =
Mat(4, H ).

Roger Penrose, in The Road to Reality (Knopf 2005) said at page 972, using
notation O(2,4) for the 15-dimensional Conformal group:

“… The shortest … way to describe a (Minkowski-space) twistor is to say that it is



a reduced spinor ( or half spinor ) for O(2,4). …”.

The above outline shows:

1 – a useful quaternionic “generalization of complex analysis”, based on Clifford
algebra (as indicated by Carl Brannen’s comment)

2 – the answer to Lubos Motl’s question “What is quaternionic about the twistor
space?”

3 – more details about the view (expressed by Atiyah) that “the correct
generalization of complex analysis to the quaternionic case was Penrose’s twistor
theory”.

All the above is consistent with D. R. Lunsford’s comment that what makes such
stuff “so rich and interesting” is “the conformality”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

16. Jonathan Vos Post
June 5, 2006

We used quaternions a lot in GNC (Guidance, Navigation & Control) software for
spacecraft at JPL, yet I wrote ground test software that used Euler angles and
matrices to validate & verify the flight software of Gaileo, to avoid repeating any
conceptual errors of the flight software. I got deep into qaternionic analysis then
and since. I’ve published a paper deadling with whether certain physical
quantities assumed to be real (such as momentum and acceleration) for
elementary particles, might actually be complex, or quaternions, or Cayley
algebra…

As to manifolds, what’s the deal on the latest episode of this saga: Joe Lau writes
on Slashdot to mention a story running on the Xinhua News Agency site,
reporting a proof for the Poincare Conjecture in an upcoming edition of the Asian
Journal of Mathematics.

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/04/content_4644754.htm

From the article:

“A Columbia professor Richard Hamilton and a Russian mathematician Grigori
Perelman have laid foundation on the latest endeavors made by the two Chinese.
Prof. Hamilton completed the majority of the program and the geometrization
conjecture. Yang, member of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, said in an
interview with Xinhua, ‘All the American, Russian and Chinese mathematicians
have made indispensable contribution to the complete proof.'”

17. Thomas Larsson
June 5, 2006

Frenkel began by saying that for many years he had been trying to solve the
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problem of how to generalize the constructions of representations of loop groups
that are related to 2d CFT to representations of 3d gauge groups that should be
related to 4d QFT. Some of his thoughts about this are in the write up of his talk
at the 1986 ICM.

Another place where this thoughts as of 1993 can be found is hep-th/9303047.
Ref 10 of that paper contains the first interesting representations of multi-
dimensional current algebras. The same construction applied to multi-
dimensional diffeomorphism algebras led Rao and Moody to the first interesting
representations of the multi-dimensional Virasoro algebra.

There is also another extension of current algebras in 3D, the Mickelsson-
Faddeev extension. However, it was proved by Pickrell that this algebra lacks
unitary reps on a separable Hilbert space; for a simple plausibility argument, see
math-ph/0501023, where the two types (KM and MF) of current algebra
extensions are contrasted in a Fourier basis.

18. Aaron Bergman
June 5, 2006

Re: Poincare: I’m guessing they’re just claiming to have finished filling in the
details of Perelman’s program. A fair number of people have been working on
that as I understand it.

19. woit
June 5, 2006

Re: Poincare

Yes, Cao and Zhu are claiming to have come up with a full proof based on
Perelman’s outline. It has been vetted by Yau and is supposed to appear in this
month’s Asian Journal of Mathematics, which is on-line now, minus the pdf file of
the article. I was waiting for the article to appear before writing about this, if
anyone knows where a copy is available, let me know.

20. Bert Schroer
June 6, 2006

Peter quoted
“Atiyah said that he wouldn’t try and describe the relation to supersymmetry,
since “I don’t know much about supersymmetry, and if I tried to explain it, you
would understand even less”. That Atiyah, after many years of working in this
area, still finds supersymmetry to be something he can’t quite understand, is an
interesting comment, reflecting the way the subject is still very imperfectly
integrated into mathematician’s traditional ways of thinking about geometry and
algebra.”
I would like to add that also modular localization (the adaptation of Tomita-
Takesaki modular theory to local quantum physics) which is presently the best
sniffer dog in the conceptual arsenal of theoretical particle physics (a gift of
AQFTists, who were deeply involved in its independent discovery within a more
limited context) is also unable to attribute any significance to supersymmetry. If
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one starts from a given observable local net structure (pure bosonic in the sense
of spacelike commutativity), and hence leaves its previously mentioned very
radical and yet insuffiently understood monade approach (leading to spacetime
symmetries and observable nets from more basic assumptions of the kind
favored by Lee Smolin) outside, there is the DHR theory (which may be viewed
as part of modular theory) which is capable to uniquely extend the observable
algebra to the charge-carrying field algebra from which one can then read off the
compact group symmetry (in low dimensional spacetimes the picture is more
complicated). As mentioned on a previous occasion it does so in the inverse
problem spirit of Marc Kac’s “how to hear the shape of a drum”. It leads to
compact groups, but not to graded groups. Of course it is not forbidden to
extend to supersymmetries by hand, even though modular theory which gives
spacetime- as well as inner symmetries does not lead to susy in any natural way.
In addition there is the curious observation that putting a supersymmetric QFT
into a heat bath, the resulting situation is characterized by a collape and not a
spontaneously broken symmetry as it would occur with Lorentz symmetry
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0604044 see in particular ref. [3] and [4]
The situation throws doubt whether the spontaneous breaking mechanism for
supersymmetry permits any consistent formulation (i.e. even outside the heat
bath setting) at all. Supersymmetry looks like a man-made thing which is despite
its unattractive rigid appearance apparently extremely fragil.

21. Bert Schroer
June 6, 2006

Today seems to be a really bad day for supersymmetry
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0606029

22. Chris Oakley
June 6, 2006

… but a good one for satanists. Maybe Lubos foresaw all of this in a dream,
where the String God appeared to him and intoned the words: “Lubos, my good
and faithful servant. I can protect you only until the satanists rise again. Then
nameless evils will happen, and I will no longer be able to prevent the
publication of Woit’s book.”

23. David Corfield
June 6, 2006

I had only a second-hand commentary on Frenkel’s conception of categorification
by Dror Bar-Natan about half way down this post. From the perspective
presented in the first half of the post, which might be phrased “If it moves, salute
it; if it doesn’t, categorify it”, this is somewhat limited.

24. D R Lunsford
June 7, 2006

Well 6’s are representative of “hybrid strings”, that is, those that close on
themselves but leave a tell-tale serif flapping in the vacuum. So 666 is really the
Mark of the Proton, forseen in the Book of Zweig, and detailed in Gell-Mann’s
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Letters to the Experimentalists.

-drl

25. Chris Oakley
June 7, 2006

The Coming of the Experimentalists, as foretold in the Book of Zweig, is feared
above all things by those who worship the String God. If I may quote a passage
(Book 5, v. 12-15):

12. And those who were content to dwell in the realms of the higher
dimensions without the aid of illegal substances took counsel among
themselves, for they were affrighted by the angry heathens who said
unto them, “Name one thing, one thing, that thy bunkum doth predict
that can be tested in a laboratory?”

13. So the Stringers girded their loins and went unto Princeton, to take
counsel with the one they call the Pope who dwelt there; for he is held
in honour above all others, and understands the workings of the mind
of the String God better than any.

14. And for forty days and forty nights The Pope and his senior priests
debated and prayed to the ten-dimensional god, and at length The Pope
did say unto his followers, “The String God has spoken, and he spake
thus. The sun shall shine upon us and all our endeavours; yea, we will
continue to be able to pull the wool over the eyes of the retarded
bureaucrats at the DOE and NSF. But the God warned me of 666. He
did say unto me that after 666 the power of the ignorant: those not
smart enough to do String Theory, and those smart enough but too
crass to appreciate its beauty will be granted power by the Evil One”.

15. But the people were confounded. For they knew not the meaning of
“666”.

26. Alejandro Rivero
June 7, 2006

666 means read/write for owner, group and others. But no execute permisions.
Better 777.

27. Tony Smith
June 7, 2006

Chris Oakley said “… But the people were confounded. For they knew not the
meaning of “666”. …”.

In the 6×6 magic square

01 35 34 03 32 06
30 08 28 27 11 07



24 23 15 16 14 19
13 17 21 22 20 18
12 26 09 10 29 25
31 02 04 33 05 36

the columns, rows, diagonals all add to 111 and the total number is 666.
Cornelius Agrippa (1486-1535) identified that 666 magic square with the sun
( see http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Lab/3469/examples.html ).

Maybe because some religions considered by Christians to be pagan
were sun-god religions, Christians demonized the sun-number 666.

Maybe, in Chris Oakley’s Book of Zweig, verse 16. may have said:

16. What the people did not know was that 666 = Sun = Light of Experimental
Evidence that is to come from the Temple of Experiment in Geneva, capable of
destroying even that most fervently worshipped of Theoretical Gods,
SuperSymmetry.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

28. Chris Oakley
June 7, 2006

Tony,

What you say is interesting, but is not what I have. My version reads:

16. But they sure as hell soon found out, as on the sixth day of the sixth
month of the year two thousand and six, the Anti-String himself arose
in power. And he was aided by the printers of Albion. And his wordy
refutations of the stringy arts caused the higher-dimensional ones to
tear out their hair and wail for vengeance.

29. Thomas Larsson
June 8, 2006

06/06 is the Swedish national day, which we celebrate, perhaps, because some
obscure coup d’etat in 1809 replaced one king by another. 2006 is the first year
it is a holiday.

30. Alejandro Rivero
June 8, 2006

I am intrigued: Why did you choose Zweig?

31. Chris Oakley
June 9, 2006

Alejandro – no idea. It seems to be lost in the mists of time. But to continue:

http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Lab/3469/examples.html
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17. And yet the Stringers were not wholly unprepared for the
onslaught of the Anti-String; for the one they call the Pope had
foreseen the difficulty of keeping the share of the lion of the HEP
theory budget when their metaphysical excursions were no more
meaningful than the vapid meanderings of the acid-tripping punk
philosopher.
18. “But surely,” the Pope did say unto the people, “surely our wisdom
is not merely of Great Beauty. Surely our writings do predict gravity,
and manifold are the verifications thereof.”
19. But the one who is known as Glashow, and who is held in high
honour among the wise, did snort when he heard these words.
20. “This Pope of the Superstringers seemeth not to understand the
meaning of the word ‘predict’,” Glashow did say unto the gathered
multitudes of PBS. “He seemeth not to comprehend that gravity was
known about before he and his followers did take the ten-dimensional
path. If he desireth honour from the Swedish Sages then he will surely
have to do better than rediscovering that which hath been known for
many centuries.”
21. But The Pope, who is wise and subtle, had foreseen many of the
stratagems of his enemies, and took counsel with his most senior
acolytes.
22. “We must be like Valhalla,” he did say unto them. “We must gather
heroes to dwell among us. Those who are strong and fearless. Brave
men are needed to defend the Citadel of the String from the ravages of
the uneducated philistines who would do us harm. And we must cast
the net wide. No matter if they are of dubious mental stability provided
they support out cause.”
23. And although many brave men gathered round to defend the
Citadel, none were as strong or fearless as Lubos of Bohemia, who did
prostrate himself before the The Pope and pledge undying support and
loyalty.
24. “I bring, O Master,” Lubos, “a scourge upon your enemies! I
promise ye that as long as I live, none will dare question the rightness
of our quest, for they will have to get past me, and I will punish them
immoderately!”
And the stringers were well pleased.



Not Even Wrong in the Financial Times

June 5, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

As a start on the project of reorganizing this weblog a bit to take into account the
existence of the book, I’ve started using the “Categories” feature of WordPress.
Postings about the book will be in a special category, all other postings will remain
“Uncategorized”. If you don’t want to read any more about what is going on with the
book, just access this weblog via the “Uncategorized” link over on the right panel.

This past weekend there was an article in the Financial Times by science writer
Robert Matthews about the problems with string theory and the publication of my
book. It’s not a book review, but more of a commentary, and is far more critical of
string theory than I am. To give you an idea, here’s the lead paragraph:

They call their leader The Pope, insist theirs is the only path to enlightenment and
attract a steady stream of young acolytes to their cause. A crackpot religious cult?
No, something far scarier: a scientific community that has completely lost touch with
reality and is robbing us of some of our most brilliant minds.

I thought the article was kind of over the top, but then I read Lubos’s commentary on
it, entitled Robert Matthews: science-hater par excellence, which makes it seem
rather moderate. He writes that a “senior physicist who is not a string theorist” sent
him the article with the comment “a tendentious, malicious attack on scientists and
through that on science itself.” I can see why someone unhappy with the article might
characterize it as “a tendentious, malicious attack on string theorists”, but I don’t see
any sense in which it is an attack on scientists in general or on science itself. The one
thing I really don’t like about the article is the headline “Nothing is gained by
searching for the ‘theory of everything'”, and the fact that at a couple points the
writer implicitly identifies the search for a ‘theory of everything’ with doing string
theory. I’m very much in favor of people continuing to search for a unified ‘theory of
everything’, just think that string theory is a failed program for reaching this goal,
something which needs to be acknowledged.

Doubtless the Financial Times will be getting various outraged letters from senior
physicists, string theorists and non-string theorists, but I’d be a lot more willing to
sympathize with their outrage at the article if they had ever expressed similar outrage
at any of the extreme hyping and overselling of string theory that has gone on in the
popular press over the last twenty years. Unfortunately I suspect that the next few
years will see a lot of this kind of backlash against work on unified theories or on the
use of sophisticated mathematics in fundamental physics. The theoretical physics
community has done increasing amounts of damage to its own credibility because of
the way string theory has been pursued and marketed, with the recent “anthropic
string theory landscape” promotion providing a perhaps deadly blow. I’m afraid the
near future will see de-funding not only of string theory, but of any other ambitious
attempts to search for new ideas about how to unify fundamental physics.

One major source of continuing damage to string theory comes from the fact that by
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far its most active advocate on the Internet is Lubos Motl, and the fact that there is
no evidence that his senior colleagues are willing to dissociate themselves from his
behavior. Many younger string theorists are appalled by how he behaves, but too
frightened of retribution to publicly say anything. Consider a recent review of my
book posted on Amazon by a young string theorist:

Need cheering up? Get this book after reading the review below by Lubos Motl, then
try to find out how he fabricated his “review”. I’m a string theorist by the way, which
is why I’m hiding behind a pseudonym (I don’t want to be called a “science hater” by
my seniors). This book makes a surprising effort to explain abstract mathematical
concepts.

Very quickly after it (and any other positive reviews) appeared, it had garnered a
large number of votes as not “helpful”. Someone out there seems to be spending their
time watching Amazon for positive reviews of my book, then repeatedly connecting to
the site with different identities to vote against any positive reviews and for Lubos’s
review. Wonder who could be doing that?

Update: CapitalistImperialistPig asks a question that I’ve also been wondering about:

Why exactly was it you gave this to LM? Luboš, of course, is a very clever fellow, but
he also believes practically every crackpot notion known to the modern world – or at
least the right wing ones. If you want to discredit some writing, sending LM to do the
hit is *not* the way to win hearts and minds. Of course Lumo did say she (or he) was
not a string theorist so …

Comments

1. Kea
June 5, 2006

Peter

I like the sound of your book. I think I will go and sit in the bookshop and read it.

2. LambchopofGod
June 5, 2006

I think a letter from PW to the Financial Times would be particularly appropriate
and effective. Note that Matthews is more than a little ignorant — from his
website I see that he has dreams of resurrecting the Steady State Theory, based
on his own elementary misunderstanding of deSitter space. He’s clearly a crank.

3. woit
June 5, 2006

No, Matthews is not at all “clearly a crank”. String theorists can try and engage
in ad hominem attacks on him the way they do on anyone who challenges their
beliefs, but it’s an ugly, unethical and unprofessional tactic. It’s also one that is
getting really ineffective as it becomes clear to more and more people that it’s
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the only argument they have.

I was thinking about whether I should write something to the FT, but crap like
this doesn’t encourage me. I guess at least tonight my feeling is that I’ll write
into the FT that Matthews has gone a bit too far when senior string theorists
start writing into other publications to correct their overhyping of string theory.

4. Censored
June 6, 2006

I wrote something similar to your post in Lubos comments section.
But it was deleted.

The consensus with his/her views might be less than what it seems.

5. Chris Oakley
June 6, 2006

The Matthews article is IMHO completely fair and reasonable. A TOE is, at the
moment, too big a step to take for anyone, String Theorists especially, and he is
right to point this out.

Of course, as this is the first article to appear in the popular media that is
strongly sceptical of ST, a lot of feathers have been ruffled, but most of what he
says are things that String Theorists should have recognised themselves. It
should not need an outsider to provide the bigger picture.

As for the reaction to the article, I would pose the question, “With friends like
Lubos, does String Theory need any enemies?”

6. Lubos Motl
June 6, 2006

Only a very unreasonable person could believe that the distasteful anonymous
first-poster is a young string theorist. Much like all other positive reviewers of
Peter Woit’s book, he is a crackpot with IQ around 72, about 1/2 what he would
need to be a string theorist. Don’t be kidding. It’s completely obvious that all of
these people are complete idiots who have never seen the book, who have no
idea about physics, and who have no idea what they’re talking about.

7. Santo D'Agostino
June 6, 2006

Lubos,

Consider your statement:

“… all of these people are complete idiots who have never seen the book …”

Yet you have posted on Amazon a review of the same book (Not Even Wrong) and
you also have not read it!



Readers are buying the book, not a draft manuscript that has subsequently been
revised and corrected who-knows-how-many times, as is completely normal in
book publishing. Readers deserve a review of the ACTUAL BOOK, not a
preliminary manuscript.

Would you find it acceptable for journal referees to reject one of your papers
based on reading a preliminary draft, and ignoring the final submitted version?

I advise you to withdraw your review of NEW until you have actually read the
book. If you don’t, consider the damage to (what is left of) your scholarly
reputation.

All the best wishes,
Santo

8. Lubos Motl
June 6, 2006

Dear Agostino,

I have not only read it but read it in detail, and moreover I claim that every
person with IQ above 80 must be able to determine this fact from my detailed
review.

All the best
Lubos

9. Santo D'Agostino
June 6, 2006

Dear Lubos,

In your Amazon review, you state:

“I have read a different edition of the book than one offered here, and I apologize
in advance for any inaccuracies in my review that this fact could cause. In fact, if
any errors from the list below have been corrected, it was because of my
feedback, so I think it is fair to list them anyway.”

Since this is the first published version of the book, you have not in fact read a
different “edition,” but rather an unpublished manuscript, correct? I understand
that English may not be your first language, and that therefore you may have to
look up the definitions of “edition” and “manuscript,” but being a man of very
high IQ, you will quickly understand the difference, if you don’t already.

My previous points remain. It is NOT fair to list errors in manuscript if they have
been corrected in publication. Readers are not buying the manuscript that you
read, they are buying the published book, and therefore deserve a review of the
actual published book.

All the best,
Santo



10. Peter Woit
June 6, 2006

Santo,

It doesn’t matter which version Lubos is looking at. Besides the one Gev/Tev typo
he found, his list of “errors” contains just his own errors, together with nonsense
generated by making up a wild misinterpretation of something I wrote.

11. Santo D'Agostino
June 6, 2006

Peter,

Yes, good point. You mentioned this in an earlier posting, but I did not attend to
it when replying to Lubos.

Your comment amplifies my point that it is inappropriate (indeed unethical) to
review preliminary versions of a published work. I continue to call on Lubos to
withdraw his Amazon review.

Best wishes,
Santo

12. island
June 6, 2006

FYI: Robert Matthews also wrote an article for the May/June issue of
NewScientist Magazine… a review of the 20 year span between the first and
second edition of a collection of essays by physicists, published as “The New
Physics”

Physics: Are we nearly there yet?

What major insights have physicists stumbled on in the last 20 years?
Hardly any…

Now, almost 20 years on, the publication of a second edition of The
New Physics provides an opportunity to discover how all those
exhilarating advances have panned out. To judge by the accounts
assembled by new editor Gordon Fraser, the short answer is: they
haven’t. Indeed, the impression is one of physicists not so much
approaching a beckoning peak as wandering about in a thick fog.

[…]

For sheer stagnation, look no further than the chapter on superstring
theory, authored by one of its originators, Michael Green. Over the last
20 years, superstring theory has transmogrified into something called
M-theory, which is even more mind-boggling than its forebear. But it is
still no closer to being a genuine scientific theory…

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19025531.900.html
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And they say that Einstein wasted the last years of his life… uh huh

13. hack
June 6, 2006

That is really low, comparing physics hype from 20 years ago to reality! That just
isn’t done in polite society.

14. LambchopofGod
June 6, 2006

Matthews clearly is a crank. Three symptoms:
1. Emotional rants against the “establishment”.
2. Having Big Ideas — see his stuff about reviving the Steady State theory. He’s a
genius, a true polymath. Not.
3. Arrogance, manifested as indifference to the fact that he can easily be exposed
— he thinks that de Sitter space has a timelike Killing vector, and is willing to
display this elementary ignorance for all to see.

It is of course no crime to be ignorant, but ignorant people should not publicly
call into question people’s competence or professional ethics. If they insist on
doing so, they should expect a robust response. In particular they should not
whine about ad hominem attacks when they themselves are guilty of that very
thing.

15. Peter Woit
June 6, 2006

I’ve really had quite enough over the last few years of string theorists who can’t
answer any of the objections being made to the theory engaging in ridiculous,
unfair, attacks on the competence of people who disagree with them, often in a
cowardly fashion using the cover of anonymity. Instead of addressing what
Matthews has to say on this topic, you go rooting around in his writings on other
topics, looking for something you can take out of context and hold up as evidence
of his incompetence. It’s disgraceful, cowardly, dishonest and completely
pathetic behavior. Don’t do it here anymore unless you’re willing to stop being
anonymous so that we can all go through everything you have written to check it
for possible evidence of incompetence.

And a string theory partisan accusing critics of string theory of arrogance? What
a joke.

16. Jayhog
June 7, 2006

heh, what other crackpot theory does Luboš belive?

17. anon
June 7, 2006

Lamb chop of God, your three reasons apply to string theorists, but that doesn’t



them all cranks does it? Not in the media.

[String theorist name here] is clearly is a crank. Three symptoms:

1. Emotional rants against the Feynman et al.
2. Having Big Ideas — see his stuff about extra dimensions. He’s a genius, a true
polymath. Not.
3. Arrogance, manifested …

Jayhog, Lubos believes in everything which gets him publicity.

18. island
June 7, 2006

I don’t think that it’s fair to level everything that’s wrong with the behavior of
string theorists on Lubos, since there are other, more well-known proponents
that are “Living Our Multiverse”… next-door to Alice.

There are valid “quasi”-steadystate models.

Remind me not to use exclamation points.

19. Tony Jackson
June 7, 2006

I’m a biochemist – so a long, long way from string theory- but not such a long
way from previous interactions with Robert Matthews. I have found him
infuriatingly dogmatic and not really interested in nuance. To be fair, he sees
himself primarily as a journalist these days, and good copy to a tight deadline
often has to place things in black and white. That said, and watching from the
sidelines, I have a queasy feeling that he has indeed touched a raw nerve.

Seriously, PW, please write to the FT and make your more subtle position clear.
Apart from anything else, if you don’t, people who won’t read your book will
assume Mathews is faithfully repeating your exact position.

20. Juan R.
June 8, 2006

LambchopofGod,

No forget that standard string theory is a kind of modern “Steady State Theory”.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

21. Who
June 10, 2006

The Sunday Times review of the book is out
It is by John Cornwall, a 20th century historian known for his study of the



relations between the 3rd Reich and the Vatican. He seemed to approve of the
book’s prose style, among other things, which is a good sign.

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0,,2102-2214707,00.html

===sample quote===
…But is string theory true? Peter Woit, a mathematician at Columbia University,
has challenged the entire string-theory discipline by proclaiming that its topic is
not a genuine theory at all and that many of its exponents do not understand the
complex mathematics it employs. String theory, he avers, has become a form of
science fiction. Hence his book’s title, Not Even Wrong: an epithet created by
Wolfgang Pauli, an irascible early 20th-century German physicist. Pauli had three
escalating levels of insult for colleagues he deemed to be talking nonsense:
“Wrong!”, “Completely wrong!” and finally “Not even wrong!”. By which he
meant that a proposal was so completely outside the scientific ballpark as not to
merit the least consideration.

Woit’s book, highly readable, accessible and powerfully persuasive, is designed
to give a short history of recent particle and theoretical physics. Ultimately he
seeks not only to rattle but to dismantle the cage of the string theorists…
===endquote===

the Harvard ranter had a kitten over this one

22. Chris Oakley
June 11, 2006

What gives the book its searingly provocative edge, moreover, is the fact that
Woit isn’t even a tenured professor, but a mere mathematics instructor
specialising in computer systems.

(from the Sunday Times article)

I don’t quite get this: Peter has done HEP theory up to post-doctoral level,
teaches advanced courses and pursues his own research. These are also what
tenured staff do, and at the same level – except that they probably know less
about computers – so why the “mere”?

23. knotted string
June 11, 2006

I think what is happening is this. The first discussions of string theory occur in
chapter 9. Before that you have a hundred pages describing the facts,
experimentally validated theoretical physics.

This is probably why reactions are delayed. After you read the facts and see what
the real problems with the Standard Model are (chapter 8), it is then obvious
that mainstream stringy stuff simply isn’t dealing with these problems. Then
when you start the last section of the book, you are just swamped with stringy
problems.

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0


Page 177: supersymmetry can only be checked by using electroweak force
strengths to calculate the strong force: it is 10-15 % higher than observation
(which has an experimental accuracy of around 3 %). So the only precise check
discredits it.

Page 179: supersymmetry suggests a vacuum energy density 10^56 to 10^113
times high.

Page 181: Gerard ‘t Hooft: ‘… I would not even be prepared to call string theory
a ‘theory’ … just a hunch. … Imagine that I give you a chair, while explaining that
the legs are missing, and that the seat, back and armrest will perhaps be
delivered soon; whatever I did give you, can I still call it a chair?’

The abstraction issue is the cause of the Bogdanov brothers affair: it is
disgusting that the state of physics is such that peer-reviewed Classical and
Quantum Gravity and also Annals of Physics published their papers on the basis
of evidently non-scientific reasons and later had to apologise for making an error.

Page 223: ‘The main thing the journals are selling is the fact that what they
publish has supposedly been carefully vetter by experts. … The referee’s report
reproduced earlier shows clearly the line of thinking at work: ‘… Nothing
published in this whole area makes complete sense … maybe there’s even an
intelligible idea in here somewhere. Why not just accept it?”

At this point the reader must take a walk in the fresh air to try to remain sane.
Probably Peter will delete this comment for being too long, but I just can’t see
how this situation can sort itself out ever.

24. island
June 11, 2006

Pauli had three escalating levels of insult for colleagues he deemed to
be talking nonsense: “Wrong!”, “Completely wrong!” and finally “Not
even wrong!”.

What the heck? I thought that Pauli used only one single phrase that came from
a too-philosophical meeting with David Bohm… ?

25. Santo D'Agostino
June 11, 2006

Update on my comments of 6 June, 2006, directed at Lubos Motl: I have posted
similar comments to Lubos on his own blog today (in response to his outrage that
the Sunday Times would print what he calls John Cornwell’s malicious attacks).
My comments were deleted and I am now banned from his blog.

Lubos has never responded to my statement that it is unethical to publicly
“review” a book that one has admitted not reading. Instead he continues to insist
that he did read the book “as a job,” but he claims not to be able to reveal the
details.



To repeat: In his Amazon review, Lubos admits to reading a different “edition” of
the book. However, there is only one edition published so far, so one infers that
he read a draft manuscript, not the actual published book.

It is unethical to review a draft manuscript and claim that it is a review of a
published work.

I continue to call on Lubos to do the honorable thing and withdraw his Amazon
review.

26. woit
June 11, 2006

Chris,
It’s certainly true that my academic status is not as high as that of a tenured
professor, and it’s quite reasonable for Cornwell to point that out. He also calls
me a “humble maths instructor”, which I have no problem with, although,
depending on your interpretation of what “humble” is referring to, some might
strongly disagree with that.

27. Chris Oakley
June 11, 2006

Peter,

Yes but this whole thing is annoying. If they said a “mere janitor” (like Good Will
Hunting) or “mere lab assistant” then fair enough, but the fact is that you are
just as qualified to have research ideas or to talk generally about the subject as
any one of your tenured colleagues. I hate the way that the academic system
tries to turn itself into a hierarchical priesthood. The reality is that research is a
free-for-all where the good ideas stick (or at least, ought to stick) regardless of
who they originated from.

28. mark adams
June 12, 2006

As a layman whose daughter has just finished a physics degree at Imperial, I’ve
been getting a fuzzy glimpse of her ex-boyfriend’s work at at Fermilab and Cern.
Plenty politics, plenty bs but in a noble cause he thinks. The SHC will
establish…..In commodities’ trading and oil refining I’ve nearly always dealt with
known and unknown unknowns. Your manner passes my smell test for
discrimination.



Way Too Much Stuff

June 5, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

I ordinarily keep a short list on my desk of things I’ve seen recently that I’d like to
write about here. The last few days this list has gotten way too long, so I’ll try and
deal with it by putting as many of these topics as I can in this posting.

The June/July issue of the AMS Notices is out, with many things worth reading. The
two long articles are one by Ken Ono about Ramanujan and one by Arthur Jaffe telling
the story of the founding of the Clay Mathematics Institute and the million dollar
prizes associated with seven mathematical problems. There’s also a book review of
Roger Penrose’s The Road to Reality, news about the proposed US FY 2007 budget for
mathematical sciences research, and an account of a public talk by Michael Atiyah,
who evidently closed by explaining some of his very speculative ideas about how to
modify quantum mechanics, then said:

This is for young people. Go away and explore it. If it works, don’t forget I suggested
it. If it doesn’t, don’t hold me responsible.

The June issue of Physics Today is also out. In its news pages it reports that Robert
Laughlin is out as the president of the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology (KAIST), and will return to Stanford in July “where he plans to teach,
research, and write ‘anything that brings income.'” The report gives conflicting
reasons for why things didn’t work out for him at KAIST, but notes that “90% of KAIST
professors gave him a vote of no-confidence and nearly all deans and department
chairs quit their administrative posts to protest his continuing in the job.”

There’s an extremely positive review of Leonard Susskind’s The Cosmic Landscape by
Paul Langacker, which ends:

The Cosmic Landscape is a fascinating introduction to the new great debate, which
will most likely be argued with passion in the years to come and may once again
greatly alter our perception of the universe and humanity’s place in it.

Why any particle theorist would want to encourage other physicists outside their field
to read this book and give them the idea that it represents something theorists think
highly of is very unclear to me.

Finally there’s an article by Jim Gates entitled Is string theory phenomenologically
viable? Gates aligns himself with the currently popular idea that string theory doesn’t
give a unique description of physics:

The belief in a unique vacuum is, to me, a Ptolemaic view – akin to that ancient belief
in a unique place for Earth. As I wrote in 1989, a Copernican view, in which our
universe is only one of an infinity of possibilities, is my preference, but there were
very few Copernicans in the 1980s.

He seems to promote the idea that one should not use 10d critical string theory and
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thus extra dimensions, but instead look for 4d string theories, and that perhaps the
problem is the lack of a “completely successful construction of covariant string
theory.” For more about this point of view, see Warren Siegel’s website.

There are quite a few idiosyncratic things about Gates’s article, including the fact
that he refers to non-abelian gauge degrees of freedom as “Kenmer angles”, after
Nicholas Kemmer (not Kenmer) who was involved in the discovery of isospin.

Some of his comments about string theory are surprising and I don’t know what to
make of them. He claims that “some aspects of string theory seem relevant to
quantum information theory”, and the one supposed observational test of string
theory he discusses is one I hadn’t heard of before and am skeptical about (observing
string-theory-predicted higher curvature terms in Einstein’s equations through
gravitational wave birefringence). His discussion of supersymmetry seems to assume
that observation of superpartners is unlikely, since for reasons he doesn’t explain he
expects their mass to be from 1 to 30 Tev. Finally, he worries that people will not
investigate things like covariant string field theory since we are about to enter an
“era that promises an explosion of data”. I certainly hope he’s right about the
forthcoming availability of large amounts of interesting new data.

The Harvard Crimson has an interesting article about Ken Wilson.

John Baez is getting ever closer to having a blog in its modern form, now he has a
diary.

Read about the tough summer life of theoretical physicists in Paul Cook’s report from
Cargese (which reminded me of when I went there as a grad student), and JoAnne
Hewett’s report from Hawaii (which reminded me of a very pleasant vacation I spent
on the Big Island).

Science magazine has an article about progress on increasing luminosity at the
Tevatron, hopes for getting enough events there to see the Higgs before the LHC, and
the debate that is beginning about whether to run the machine in 2009.

Slides are available from the Fermilab User’s Meeting.

There’s a news story out from China (and picked up by Slashdot) about the new paper
by Huai-Dong Cao and Xi-Ping Zhu soon to appear in the Asian Journal of
Mathematics. This paper is more than 300 pages and is supposed to contain a proof of
the Poincare conjecture and the full geometrization conjecture, filling in an outline of
a proof due to Perelman, who used methods developed by my Columbia colleague
Richard Hamilton. Other groups have also been working on this in recent years
including my other Columbia colleague John Morgan together with Gang Tian; for
another example, see the notes on Perelman’s papers recently put on the arXiv by
Bruce Kleiner and John Lott. Cao and Zhu have evidently been explaining their proof
in a seminar at Harvard run by Yau during the past academic year, and Yau will talk
about this at Strings 2006 in Beijing later this month. When the paper appears it will
be interesting to see what some of the other experts in the field think of it and
whether there’s a consensus that the proof of Poincare and geometrization is finally in
completely rigorous form.
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Update: According to a blog entry from the Guardian, “Perelman seems to be active
in string theory.”

Comments

1. sunderpeeche
June 5, 2006

Why shouldn’t Langacker give Susskind’s book a favorable review? They might
be friends (I do not know). The next to last paragraph states

“Many scientists are strongly opposed to the multiverse-landscape paradigm.
Some objections are technical. For example, are there really 10^500 vacua, or
does the multiverse really exist? Others are that the ideas are not testable and
not really science, or that they might seduce researchers into giving up the
traditional goal of finding a unique and elegant explanation for the observed laws
of Nature. Sussking makes no attempt to give an impartial overview — after all,
he is advocating his own ideas. However, he does offer a reasonable survey of
the objections and his own responses to them.”

That’s a fairly balanced review statement. Langacker doesn’t try to whitewash
the fact that many people disagree with the ideas in the book. It’s a reasonable
review.

2. Levi
June 6, 2006

I think the review of “The Road to Reality” in the Notices is very well balanced. I
would be curious to know what Peter and commenters think.

3. Cloud
June 6, 2006

If Cao and Zhu’s proof is right , what percent of contribution does their work
occupy to the Poincare Conjecture? They will share the prize provided by the
Clay Math Inst? An amateur

4. Hujun Li
June 6, 2006

Dear Prof. Woit:
I’m a science reporter of Southern Weekly, a very influential newspaper which
circulates around China. Currently the Chinese media are highly praising the
paper pubished by Profs. Huaidong Cai and Xiping Zhu. I’m wondering that if I
can quote your blog words in my story, and could you say something more:
1. What’s your comment on the work of Cao-Zhu, and other groups like Morgan-
Tian, Kleiner-Lott?
2. Some people thought that Prof. Shing-Tung Yau is making a hype:
(http://mathforum.org/kb/message.jspa?messageID=4767368&tstart=0)

http://blogs.guardian.co.uk/technology/archives/2006/06/06/has_poincares_conjecture_been_solved_the_conjecture_continues.html
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(http://mathforum.org/kb/message.jspa?messageID=4768229&tstart=0)
Do you agree with them or not?
3. Cloud said:
“If Cao and Zhu’s proof is right, what percent of contribution does their work
occupy to the Poincare Conjecture? Will they share the prize provided by the
Clay Math Inst? ”
That’s also what I want to know.
Best regards,
Hujun Li
——————————
Beijing bureau of Southern Weekly
705, Tower B, COFCO, 8 Jiannei Ave.
Beijing, 100005 China
Phone: 86-10-8511-8726
Fax: 86-10-8511-8725
Email: li_hujun AT hotmail.com
Url: http://www.southcn.com/weekend
Science column:
http://tech.sina.com.cn/focus/lihujun

5. Peter Woit
June 6, 2006

Hujun Li,

It should be made clear that I am not an expert in this area of mathematics, and
this blog entry is just quoting other widely available sources. I don’t think you
should quote it, you should contact people who are experts. Of the people I have
talked to about this, as far as I know they haven’t even seen the Cao-Zhu
manuscript, and thus have no basis yet for an opinion.

6. knotted string
June 6, 2006

Physics Today is uncritical of speculation so its not surprising they publish
nonsense. A decade ago (apr 96) they published Witten’s claim “String theory
has the remarkable property of predicting gravity.” Still no string prediction a
decade on.

7. hack
June 6, 2006

I did a little research, and it turns out Witten’s prediction of gravity has indeed
been confirmed in experiments by physicists I. Newton and G. Galilei. I don’t
know about you, but I think a Nobel is in order.

8. Yidun
June 6, 2006

http://www.wanyidun.com/blog_r2u/?p=65
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9. Bert Schroer
June 6, 2006

Can anybody explain to me what is the physical meaning of a theory with several
vacua (Gates) in view of the fact that the application of the cluster factorization
means that (without loss of physical generality) one can decompose the theory
into a direct sum of components where each component has a unique vacuum?
This is a mathematical theorem and probably its derivation can be found in
Streater-Wightman (presently not available to me).
Be careful, I am presently not saying that Gates is wrong, there may be a
misunderstanding on my part.

10. anon
June 6, 2006

Prof. Schroer,

can you please comment on the paper of Grigore&Scharf “Against
Supersymmetry” ?
Thank you.

11. Bert Schroer
June 6, 2006

Since I presently don’t have the time to read the article, and I do not want to
comment on just the basis of the abstract, I asked Dan Grigore to address this
question on this weblog.

12. Tony Smith
June 6, 2006

I did not see the Cao-Zhu paper listed in the math arXiv. Why would it not be
there?
I did see three Grisha Perelman Ricci-flow papers at math.DG/0307245,
math.DG/0303109, and math.DG/0211159 , so it seems to me that precedent
would be to put the paper on the math arXiv.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – I did not see on either the physics arXiv or the math arXiv any paper by
Grisha Perelman that looked like a superstring paper, although some, such as
Martin Rocek, have spoken about connections between Ricci flow and string
theory, and I think that Perelman may have discussed such things. However, to
me that does not mean that Perelman is an advocate of string theory, just that he
is open to discussion about possible applications of his Ricci flow ideas to
ANYTHING, even string theory.
Further, I did not see anything in the Guardian blog but an unsupported
assertion.

13. Peter Woit

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


June 6, 2006

The Cao-Zhu work was not put on the arXiv. As far as I know, many of the
relevant experts have still not even seen a copy.

Saying Perelman is active in string theory is a complete joke, which is why I
quoted it. In his work he uses the kind of flow equation that also appear in
renormalization group flows for sigma models, which I guess to string theorists
makes him “active in string theory”. I wonder where the Guardian writer got that
nonsense.

14. Yidun
June 6, 2006

Cao and Zhu’s full paper has not even shown up in the Journal yet. I guess by far
only Shing-tong Yau and some Harvard mathematicians have read it. It seems
that Yau is convinced.

15. Richard
June 6, 2006

I’m glad someone is attempting to present a complete unified presentation of a
proof of the Poincaré conjecture. It would be a shame if this very important
conjecture is finally declared proved, but left scattered to the winds in bits and
pieces in various papers published in many different places.

16. MathPhys
June 6, 2006

I find it very odd that

1. The paper will appear next month in Asian J of Math, but has not appeared on
the arXiv,

2. The result was announced in a press conference, rather than at a regular math
meeting (or by simply posting the paper on the arXiv), and

3. In the abstract, the authors declare that their work is “a crowning
achievement”. I thought they should let the readers say that.

17. Bert Schroer
June 7, 2006

Since the authors of yesterdays “Against Supersymmetry” (Grigore&Scharf) did
not yet react to my email, I feel that I should make some preliminary comments
with respect to their obviously consequence-bearing statement. The title should
be understood in the sense: the old suspicions about the incompatibility
beetween supersymmetry and gauge theory finally passes to a No-Go theorem.
With their opening statement against the use of functional integrals for the
calculation of physically relevant (renormalizable) results they run into my open
doors; functional integrals are basically for incantation and baptization of QFT,



but not for calculating renormalized results (they only have a metaphorical
existence for unrenormalized correlation functions and are incorrect for
renormalized correlations of strictly renormalizable theories). Functional
integrals totally ignore the singular (distributional) nature of quantum fields and
the people who worship them are usually those who believe that the ultraviolet
problems are the real limitations of QFT, whereas in reality (Epstein-Glaser) the
physical problem is to find finite-parametric islands (stable under a finite-
parametric renormalization group) in the “universal” QFT which is a formal
construct with infinitely many couplings (shared between Petermann-
Stueckelberg and Wilson).
Atiyah belonged to the strongest venerators of functional integrals within the
mathematical community and it is interesting to notice that he found other
mathematical arguments which cast doubts on the depth and utility of
supersymmetry (the starting point of participation in this particular blog
section).
I still did not find the time to read the article (but I know the authors as very
competent, although not exactly representing AQFT as one participant here was
claiming), and I still hope that they will enter this blog and explain themselves
what they have done.

18. anon
June 7, 2006

Prof. Schroer,

thank you for your comment.
So the LHC has a real chance to falsify the causal AQFT approach?

19. Bert Schroer
June 7, 2006

Well it is not the causal approach which is under discussion, but only what the
authors call the minimally supersymmetric extended standard model. Other
extensions are not investigated but of course their paper is an invitation to do
this (including to themselves I suppose).

20. Deane
June 7, 2006

Perelman is not just a Ricci flow person. When he first appeared on the scene, he
established his reputation in Riemannian geometry and its generalizations. He
then disappeared for about 7 years (yes, just like Wiles). When he re-emerged,
he started sending emails to Ricci flow experts, asking technical questions. To
quote one reaction, “uh-oh”. He’s written three papers on how to use the Ricci
flow to prove Thurston’s conjecture. The rumors are that he has moved on and is
now working on the Navier-Stokes equation.

21. Florifulgurator
June 7, 2006

MathPhys, the abstract says “crowning achievement of the Hamilton-Perelman



theory of Ricci flow”. This is not odd (no self-praise or theory-hype or whatever),
it is true.

22. Yidun
June 7, 2006

MathPhys:

The full sentence in their abastract is “This proof should be considered as the
crowning achievement of the Hamilton-Perelman theory of Ricci flow”. I think
that “a crowning achievement”should be understood in its context.

23. DMS
June 7, 2006

“I find it very odd that

1. The paper will appear next month in Asian J of Math, but has not appeared on
the arXiv,

2. The result was announced in a press conference, rather than at a regular math
meeting (or by simply posting the paper on the arXiv),”

Something similar happened when Andrew Wiles informed the world about his
initial (flawed) proof. Mathematicians don’t seem to use arxiv as much, ulinke
theoretical physicists, a shame.

If Yau is wrong, it will be embarassing to him, so I don’t think he is doing it
lightly.

24. MathPhys
June 7, 2006

Wiles is far from being a computer/internet oriented man, and his proof was
“announced” in a series of talks at the Newton Institute. It’s still quite a different
story.

No one thinks that the Cao-Zhu work is wrong. Everyone believes Perelman to be
right, so it’s a safe bet on Yau’s part.

25. MathPhys
June 7, 2006

Yidun,

“This proof should be considered as the crowning achievement of the Hamilton-
Perelman theory of Ricci flow”.

Still sounds like something that a referee or a reader, rather than an author
should say.

26. Chris W.



June 7, 2006

Regarding Laughlin’s departure from KAIST, see the apparently well-informed
comments on this post at The Marmot’s Hole.

27. MathPhys
June 7, 2006

Chris W,

I read the post at The Marmot’s Hole of Laughlin and KAIST. Very interesting.
Very funny too. Almost a script of a funny movie on how third world countries
(and I think S Korea is one) manage science.

28. Lubos Motl
June 8, 2006

One of my readers has predicted that Prof. Bert Schroer would endorse the
crackpot paper “Against Supersymmetry” and he or she was completely right.
The paper is completely absurd because supersymmetric gauge theories are a
subset of ordinary gauge theories with a properly chosen spectrum and adjusted
interactions, after all, so an anomaly of this kind would affect all gauge theories,
not just supersymmetric ones.

What the authors have probably (it’s hard to decode it in their very unusual
formalism and terminology) found is that – in ordinary language – one can’t work
without the FP ghosts at one-loop level. Their “anomaly” is proportional to two
copies of the structure constants, which looks like two cubic vertices in a
diagram with a FP ghost loop. If they learned a basic class of quantum field
theory, this would have been explained in the second semester. If they did their
exercise correctly, they can easily cancel the anomaly by adding fermionic scalar
fields in the adjoint representation, the ghosts, and their auxiliary superpartners
if needed.

Even at the level of social sciences, a statement that there is a universal anomaly
killing supersymmetric theories is a proof of crackpotism. 3,000 very smart
people have written 20,000 papers that go well beyond naive checks that these
two authors have attempted to do correctly but failed. Moreover, these theories
follow from string theory, belong to the powerful web of dualities that imposes all
required consistency criteria, and they have been recently studied at a much
higher level of rigor in string theory as field-theoretical duals of particular
gravitational backgrounds of string theory.

Prof. Bert Schroer has no idea about quantum field theory.

29. Bert Schroer
June 8, 2006

Lobos,
if anybody ever claims you understand QFT you may give him a thorough
spenking. It seems that the stringy alimentation you already received in Prague
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has damaged your brain beyond repair.

30. Lubos Motl
June 8, 2006

Dear Prof. Schroer,

if you can’t learn quantum field theory – indeed, you could not have passed my
course QFT II in the spring because this was a standard part of the material
written in the syllabus – you could at least try to struggle and learn my name.

My name is Luboš.

All the best to you and all the crackpots here
Luboš

31. MathPhys
June 8, 2006

Lubos,
I wrote papers on supersymmetry. Does that make me very smart?

Anyway, I must agree with Lubos on this one, and I’m willing to bet good money
that there is no problem, and that the paper (which I haven’t read) contains a
basic mistake.

Maybe it’s a mistake along the lines that Lubos anticipated, or maybe something
even more banal.

There is no doubt that susy gauge theories are perfectly well behaved, and the
more supersymmetric, the better behaved.

Incidentally, there was a little ‘scare’ along the same lines around 1984 (when
Lubos was still in diapers) when ‘tHooft and a PhD student (van Damme) claimed
that susy gauge theories have an anomaly at 2 loop level, and therefore
unrenormalizable. They were wrong. Van Damme made a computational mistake.

32. Lubos Motl
June 8, 2006

Dear MathPhys,

does it make one smart? It may depend on the content of the paper. But more
generally, the answer is probably Yes. One needs to be above a certain lower
threshold of IQ to be able to write at least a slightly meaningful paper about
supersymmetry, and all the data I have indicate that your knowledge and
intelligence in the context of gauge theory probably exceeds those of Prof.
Schroer.

All the best
Lubos



33. Bert Schroer
June 8, 2006

I told you that I have not red the paper (I am still on the road) and that I know
both authors as very competent and careful colleagues. Since I was asked on this
weblog to say something and since my attempts to get the authors directly
involved failed up to now, I tried to at least understand what they are claiming.
Nothing to get emotional about. This is what a weblog is for, isn´t it. The
previous statement about the physical aspects of supersymmetry which I made in
connection with a remark attributed to Atiyah I of course stand by, but they fall
short of what these two authors are claiming.

34. MathPhys
June 8, 2006

Lubos,

These were some of the silliest and most trivial papers I’ve ever written. It’s too
easy.

You see, I know supersymmetry well enough to believe that, while perfectly
consistent, susy is the most obvious stumbling block in the development of
theoretical high energy physics today.

There is something very wrong with the idea of sypersymmetrizing everything
until you can compute something, then break the supersymmetry by hand and
push everything you don’t want all the way up till you can’t see them (only to
find that you recover the problems that made you supersymmetrize in the first
place).

It is just too easy, and too contrived at the same time. And it doesn’t work.

35. Bert Schroer
June 8, 2006

MathPhys,
it was just this issue of breaking of supersymmetry which I commented on
earlier. It is precisely at this point where SUSY outs itself as being eerily
different from any other symmetry under the sun.

36. Lubos Motl
June 8, 2006

Dear Prof. Schroer,

Sir Atiyah has co-authored at least one famous paper in which four-dimensional
supersymmetric non-Abelian gauge theories play an important role:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0107177

Well, yes, one can probably guess which of the two authors wrote most of these
physics-related sections of that paper. The complexity and the mathematical

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0107177
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0107177


depth of this Atiyah-Witten paper exceeds the complexity and depth of the paper
by Grigore and Scharf by two orders of magnitude or more.

But Sir Atiyah is a mathematician who does not have to understand
supersymmetric gauge theories well and he would never be foolish enough to
make far-reaching statements about topics that he does not understand, unlike
you.

You may find Grigore and Scharf to be “careful” and “competent” colleagues,
according to your standards, but according to the usual standards, they are
something very different because the one-loop structure of gauge theories – and
all possible anomalies and non-anomalies that might occur at one-loop level – is a
standard material in every modern textbook of quantum field theory and no
careful and competent physicist would ever publish a paper making far-reaching
statements about these topics before he understands their standard presentation
in the textbook.

This can’t really be compared with the two-loop paper by van Damme et al. in
1984 because one-loop level is something much more elementary, and moreover
22 years have ended since the van Damme et al. paper.

But certain people just think that they can make important discoveries while
ignoring virtually all insights that have been made in the last 50 years, checked,
re-checked, experimentally verified, and summarized in quantum field theory
textbooks. And this is the context in which I just find the word “crackpot”
appropriate.

All the best
Lubos

37. MathPhys
June 8, 2006

Dear Prof Schroer,

Yes, I get your point.
Incidentally, are you permanently based in Rio now? Do you like the working
conditions there?

38. Bert Schroer
June 8, 2006

It is worthwhile to remember that wayback there were serious problems to find
regularizations which maintain gauge invariance and supersymmetry
simultaneously. Not knowing whether these problems have been resolved
meanwhile, I find it reasonable to take from AQFT the idea of an approach which
avoids regulators and cutoffs altogether and to base perturbation theory on ideas
which take care of the distributional aspects of fields throughout the calculation
(e.g. the Epstein-Glaser approach). What confuses Lubos so much is that the
authors prefer this setting in order to stay on the safe side.



39. MathPhys
June 8, 2006

Lubos,
For some very odd reason, British knights are called by their first name, rather
than surname, after ‘Sir’. So, one says ‘Sir Michael’ and ‘Sir Roger’, and not ‘Sir
Atiyah’ or ‘Sir Penrose’.
On the other hand, following ‘Lord’, one uses a chosen name, but the origins of
that would be too difficult to explain (Martin Rees is Lord Ludlow).
When in doubt, just call him ‘Professor Atiyah’. He wouldn’t mind.

40. MathPhys
June 8, 2006

Prof Schroer,
There is no problem regularizing supersymmetric gauge theories. Olivier Piguet
can tell you all about that.

41. Bert Schroer
June 8, 2006

Yes I live in Rio where I have an apartment, but I am presently in Sao Paulo. I
retired from the FU-Berlin and the working conditions, apart from a 2 by 3 m
desk corner in an office I share with another pensionist Prof. Walter
Baltensperger (look up his name in physics/ he has some interesting ideas about
the origin of the tropical flora and fauna in earlier geological epochs of siberia) I
am creating my own working conditions.

42. Lubos Motl
June 8, 2006

They obviously don’t stay on the safe side if they can “derive” so completely
ludicrous “results”. Prof. Schroer is profoundly confused which insights in
physics are robust and which are not. As far as I can say, the Epstein-Glaser
approach is exactly as flawed as everything else that Prof. Schroer has ever
attempted to sell. It contradicts the genuine renormalization group behavior of
all the operators and interactions.

Epstein & Glaser also have roughly 100 citations per 33 years. Prof. Schroer
must believe that there has been some world-wide conspiracy that makes this
important (?) paper look 30 times less important than papers that most experts
find really important.

Whether or not one uses a regularization that preserves both gauge symmetry
and supersymmetry simultaneously is irrelevant. Even in the case of ordinary
gauge theory itself, one can use regulators that don’t manifestly preserve
supersymmetry. It just means that gauge-invariance-violating counterterms can
be generated and must be canceled, as additional renormalization conditions
(masslessness of the photon in QED, for example). But once they are canceled,
the results are equivalent to manifestly gauge-invariance regularizations such as
dim. reg.



Analogously, we may use dim. reg. for SUSY gauge theories which preserves the
gauge symmetry. Supersymmetry is then also preserved as long as the couplings
are renormalized so that the supersymmetric relations between them are
preserved at every order, which is easily seen to be possible in the full quantum
theory if it is possible in the classical theory. If you just define Feynman diagrams
in superspace, things become more or less manifest.

It may be difficult to put SUSY on the lattice – less difficult with the help of
deconstruction – but it is straightforward to preserve SUSY by renormalization at
the loop level.

43. Lubos Motl
June 8, 2006

“that don’t manifestly preserve supersymmetry.” in the previous comment should
have been “that don’t manifestly preserve gauge symmetry”.

44. Bert Schroer
June 8, 2006

Mathphys,
are you sure that Olivier Piguet does not use the regularization-free algebraic
approach? (his work with Sorella is often called “algebraic renormalization”.)

45. Bert Schroer
June 8, 2006

Lubos, you are in a weblog about particle physics and not in a bookmaker´s
shop.

46. Lubos Motl
June 8, 2006

“Lubos, you are in a weblog about particle physics and not in a bookmaker´s
shop.”

It certainly does not look so. My feeling is just the opposite.

47. Lubos Motl
June 8, 2006

If you want to see how a particular physics blog looks like, see e.g.

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=particle+physics+blogger

48. Lubos Motl
June 8, 2006

particular -> particle

49. MathPhys
June 8, 2006

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=particle+physics+blogger
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=particle+physics+blogger


Piguet uses a ‘modern’ version of BHPZ. Yes, they call it ‘regularization free’, but
I’m not so sure that that’s a fair name. There is a lot of debate about that that I
don’t wish to get involved in. There was also work by I Jack and D R T Jones
(disproving van Damme and ‘t Hooft), where they obtain the same results as
Piguet et al, but using a version of dimensional regularization that somehow
preserves supersymmetry.

The message is that one can subtract the infinities, while retaining susy and
gauge invariance. I’m sure these issues were settled more than 20 years ago.

50. Bert Schroer
June 8, 2006

MathPhys,
if I read implicitly between the lines of your blog and take an optimistic (or
pessimistic, depending on one’s point of view) interpretation, then you are saying
that the off-shell BPHZ (Piguet-Sorella) approach applied to the model (which
Grigore-Scharf take to make their point) would be free of that anomaly which
they find in the on-shell Epstein-Glaser approach. This is of course a possibility,
although I maintain that statements from Grigore-Scharf merit high respect
(they are assured of that respect not only from me, but also from Raymond
Stora), notwithstanding the obvious fact that we are all fallible (except jesters on
the string court as Lubos Motl).

51. Bert Schroer
June 8, 2006

MathPhys,
Standard literature works in the BRST approach, i.e. one is studying some
classical field theory with Grassmann fields and then constructs the generating
functional for the Green functions. Everybody supposes that this process will
lead to a good theory in some Hilbert space. One could take the Grigore-Scharf
paper as an indication that this road is not so easy. So, you guys who are working
in this direction should really construct the quantum theory in all details at least
up the the second order of perturbation theory
starting from the functional approach. Then we will see if there is a way to
circumvent the no-go result of G-S or if susy is in trouble

52. JPL
June 8, 2006

MathPhys:

“You see, I know supersymmetry well enough to believe that, while perfectly
consistent, susy is the most obvious stumbling block in the development of
theoretical high energy physics today.

There is something very wrong with the idea of sypersymmetrizing everything
until you can compute something, then break the supersymmetry by hand and
push everything you don’t want all the way up till you can’t see them (only to
find that you recover the problems that made you supersymmetrize in the first



place).

It is just too easy, and too contrived at the same time. And it doesn’t work.”

My feeling is that what you recognize here is, probably, a sharper indictment of
SUSY than the whole of Grigore-Scharf’s argument.
You are also not the first person, among those who actually worked in SUSY
whom I have heard express those suspicions…

53. Alejandro Rivero
June 8, 2006

Most probably susy could emerge not for everything but in part, or as an
approximate symmetry. The fact is that something must control the divergence of
the scalar particles; and this something should be a kind of cancellation between
diagrams. Such cancellation mechanism, when found, should not be far of the
one of supersymmetry.

54. Chris W.
June 8, 2006

More interesting stuff from Sean Carroll on CV, which might deserve its own
post here.

55. Bert Schroer
June 8, 2006

Alejandro Rivero,
We all agree about the perturbative aim: to cut a breach into the universal
infinite dimensional space which incorporates all particles with all coupling
strength, e.i. to find selfclosing finite parametrig islands under the action of a
finite-parametrig RG (Petermann-Stueckelberg, Wilson, any way you want).
But the standard way you want to cut these breaches is much too narrow: start
with pointlike free fields couple them paying attention to the power counting.
You will get stuck, precisely at the place where we are now and supersymmetry
does not seem to help in this, it just pushes the problems to a higher order nbut
seems to be incapable to generate new islands.
Imagine you start with massive vector fields coupled to themselves and to other
scalar and spin=1/2 fields. Any coupling you contemplate to write down, I repeat
any coupling will carry you to dimension 5 for the interaction (a massive free
vectorfield has scaling dimension 2 and not 1) which is way beyond the limit of
renormalizability. We all know what we can do in such a situation, we modify the
one-vectormeson space by non-Hilbert BRST stuff and get it down to scale
dimension one (paying attention to consistency problems which may require the
enlargement by additional physical degrees of freedom). Then we descend
thanks to the cohomological properties of BRST and finally obtain a physical
theory (back to Hilbert space) in which, lo and behold the the vectormeson really
has the physical dimension 2. But we don’t know the physical reason why we are
doing this.
Alejandro, before you are not perturbed by this magic BRST “catalyzer”, you will
never make any progress and your proposal to look into the neighbourhood of

http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/08/the-view-of-the-universe-from-the-perimeter/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/08/the-view-of-the-universe-from-the-perimeter/


supersymmetry will only be a loss of time.
The secret to maintain dimension 1 even without that catalyzer is to permit the
free fields to have a spacelike semiinfinite stringlike extension (already
mentioned before on several occasions) and stay all the time in Hilbert space. I
am very confident that the next step of how to implement interactions for such
stringlike fields will be understood in the near future; the theory is expected to
have a pointlike subalgebra (which must be idential to the old gauge invariants,
otherwise the attempt must go into the dustbin). Whereas the BRST magic is
essentially limited to spin one, there is no such limitation for the idea of working
with stringlike localized free fields instead of the usual Lagrangian pointlike
fields. Stringlike localized fields fluctuate in x and in e (unit spacelike direction =
de Sitter) and having part of the fluctuation strength in e you can improve the
short distance properties in x. I predict it will be this Feynmanian spacetime
viewpoint (and not those momentum space manipulations) which will lead to
those above islands. The closeness of supersymmetry to such a spacetime view is
a Fata Morgana.

56. MathPhys
June 8, 2006

Lubos,
When you say that one can put susy on a lattice “using deconstruction”, what do
you mean?

57. Anonymous
June 8, 2006

MathPhys: see, e.g., http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-lat/0503039. As far as I am aware no
one knows how to do N=1 SUSY on a lattice, but (for instance) N=4 works.

58. Aaron Bergman
June 8, 2006

Try hep-lat/0602007.

59. MathPhys
June 9, 2006

Thanks.

60. Alejandro Rivero
June 9, 2006

Bert, ah, but I do not propose to look in the neighbourhood of supersymmetry.
What I say is that we will first to find the mechanism, and later someone will find
a mean to reformulate it as an approximate supersymmetry, because there are
tools and coincidences -say, climatic preconditions, to follow your last metaphor-
enough to be able to do it.
As for the BRST “catalyzer”, I had never thought about it in the way you
describe; but it seems worthwhile to take a time on this reflexion.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-lat/0503039
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-lat/0503039


61. Bert Schroer
June 9, 2006

Alejandro,
All free pointlike fields with short distance scale dimension larger than 3/2
(equivalent to spin larger than 1/2) generate a barrier against renormalizability
because you cannot find interactions with dimension bounded by 4. The first
such beyond case is a free vectormeson (taken massive in order not to confront
infrared and ultraviolet problems together) which has dimension 2. Historically
we are inclined to follow t’Hooft and invoke the classical gauge principle
although it forces us to violate important principles of QT (positivity) in
intermediate steps which classically is not an issue at all. The modern form of
this intermediate violation (the catalyzer) of QT is BRST. Although we should be
grateful for this metaphoric trick which permitted us to start with a free
vectormeson of dim=2 and obtain an interacting vectormeson of dim=2 plus
logarithmic corrections (i.e. to get around that standard 3/2 barrier), we should
on the other hand uphold our Heisenberg heritage which requires to find a
formulation which avoids any (even intermediary) use of objects which are not
observables. The prerequisites of such a step have already been accomplished:
use string-localized potentials for those pointlike field strength as explained in
previous blogs. The suggestion can already be found in an old paper of
Mandelstam, but the new concept of modular localization leads to a conceptual
and mathematical backup for its implementation. The logic of t’Hooft
Lagrangian quantization + classical gauge principle –> renormalization
consistent with unitarity
was always subterfuged by the observation that there is only one renormalizable
selfinteracting vectormeson theory, namely the one we know (whereas in
classical field theory you can write down many Lorentz invariant interactions
involving a vectorpotential, that’s why you need the selective gauge principle),
so we really do not need any principle in addition to renormalizability. In
addition, if you abandon the Mexican hat setting and start from the very
beginning with massive vectormesons, renormalization theory will convey the
very interesting message to you that it wants an additional physical degree of
freedom (whose simplest realization is a scalar field, the alias Higgs but now
with a vanishing vacuum expectation)
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9906089
Actually this idea is implicit in previous work of Scharf. Remember Gunter
Scharf from that discussion yesterday? the one which together with his use of
the Epstein-Glaser renormalization approach was vilified by a Harvard professor
(Lobos with the Lubotomy).
The advantage of use of string-localized free fields is that (after understanding
who to use them in the presence of interactions), different from the gauge idea,
there is no limitation to spin=1.

62. Milnor the Giant!
June 19, 2006

It seems to me that ST Yau is a fame seeker: he exists wherever there is room for
him to expand his reputation. Someone told me that in some Chinese news, Yau
claimed that 50% of the credit in “resolving” Poincare Conjecture goes to

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9906089
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Richard Hamilton, who developed the Ricci Flow WITH *HIS* (Yau’s)
SUGGESTION; while Perelman’s work worths only 20% and his loyal student Cao
and loyal friend Zhu’s work takes up 30% of the total credit. What a shame!

The Chinese Media is somewhat ignorant about what actually is going on in the
mathematical community and totally rely on the words of this what they called
“World famous mathematician, Harvard Professor, and Field Medalist Shing
Tung Yau”. This creates some sensational moments in China right now. And the
report is misleading: it makes people think that the two Chinese mathematicians
Zhu XiPing and Cao HuaiDong completely resolved the Millenium Million Dollar
Problem Poincare Conjecture. S.T. Yau described that Zhu and Cao’s made the
final step in resolving the Poincare Conjecture.

It seems that the ultimate winner is Yau. Why? Because of his vision in Ricci
Flow, playing 50% in the Poincare proof, he suggested and encouraged Richard
Hamilton to investigate it. Then his student Cao and his friend Zhu made the
final step into the gate of the PROOF 30%. He seems to imply that he is the MAN
behind Poincare Conjecture! Truely beautiful! No Wonder! In several of his
speeches, he told people that he had two goals: one is to make himself an
everlasting mathematical icon; the other is to help China build world-class math
institutes like the IAS. The first one is for real, while the second one has but only
an reinforcing kind of effect.

The glory of Fermat’s Last Theorem introduced some sensational moments.
Andrew Wiles and other mathematicians became the heroes. Although they
might have competed to prove Fermat’s, they were not malicious towards any of
the competitors. On the other hand, they appreciate and admire their fellow
mathematicians’ efforts in triumph over human intellect. Tian Gang and John
Morgan as well as many other mathematicians are also examining Perelman’s
work and have produced some results in the Poincare Conjecture. Rumor has
that Yau was one of the Main editors of the Journal, he would not like that Tian
receives such a glory; and he realize that his loyal supporters’ work can beat
Tian and Morgan’s –whichever comes out first wins… Everyone would like to
have a moment when Andrew Wiles finished the Proof of Fermat’s. But for me
this seems like a deceptive stealing.

I do admire Perelman. He’s such a humble mathematician. Having made such a
revolutionary work, he still works as hard as usual, totally doesn’t care about
fame or prizes. His contribution to Poincare Conjecture is obvious. He’s just a
modern Grothendieck or if he doesn’t like be called that way, he is just Perelman!
If one solves a great problem, he knows that he’s triumphed over himself and the
problem already; he does not need any complimentary prizes or whatsoever.
Because he just knows he can do it and has done it. While for those who always
dreamt of making himself more famous and influential but are not able to
actually accomplish it, they can only be like that MAN behind Poincare
Conjecture.

Yau once claimed that one of his students received Veblen under his influence on
the committee. But his student’s work is actually not belonging to first class
mathematics and he regret helping him. Oh, good lord, how powerful he is!



63. woit
June 19, 2006

Please, no more attacks on Yau or anyone involved in the Poincare Conjecture
proof. There’s too much contention on this blog already.

For the record, I don’t think it makes any sense to assign numerical values to
people’s various contributions to this.

64. Milnor the Giant-wrong!
June 19, 2006

woit is right at holding back attacks on Yau. “Milnor the Giant” is just wrongly
attibuting to Yau something other people said. Actually you can find some
English blogs citing one Xinhua news in Chinese, saying a Chinese
mathematician Yang Le estimates a roughly total 105% (Hamilton 50%, Perelman
25%, Zhu-Cao 30%). This cannot be taken seriously. I doubt “Milnor the Giant”
was informed wrongly on purpose.

In the original Xinhua news this mathematician was cited saying Perelman’s
work is 70 pages, now Zhu-Cao 300 pages; hinting that they fill the gaps left by
Perelman.

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/04/content_4644754.htm

Let wait and see what will happen in ICM Madrid.

65. comentator
June 20, 2006

The proof of the Poincare conjecture has eluded quite a few mathematicians for
many years. It would be surprising to know that the chinese mathematicians in
two years were able to solve the conjecture without the help of Perelman,
Hamilton and others. So at most I believe that their contribution amount to a
10% if it is correct, as per filling gaps and important steps, that will have to be
studied and checked.

66. Peter Woit
June 20, 2006

The purported proof by Cao-Zhu (I haven’t talked to anyone who has seen it) is
based on the arguments developed by Hamilton and Perelman.

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/04/content_4644754.htm
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Populating the Landscape

June 9, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Study of the string theory landscape seems now to have become the hot research
topic that one should be working on in order to be taken seriously as a cutting-edge
researcher in particle theory. Last week there was a workshop at Trieste on String
Vacua and the Landscape that drew many researchers. Some of the talks from the
workshop are available on-line.

Following on the heel’s of Susskind’s popular book promoting the landscape, which
has received excellent reviews from particle and string theorists, there’s a new one on
the same topic coming out later this month from cosmologist Alex Vilenkin, entitled
Many Worlds in One: The Search for other Universes.

As string theorists in search of something to write papers about pour into the
landscape, with its more than 10500 possible hot research topics to work on, Sean
Carroll reports from a cosmology workshop at the Perimeter Institute that trouble
may be ahead for the subject. Sean gives a short summary of the talks at the
workshop, in the majority of cases ending with “Made fun of the landscape”, or “Made
fun of the anthropic principle”.

The main argument for the landscape mania has always been that it justifies
Weinberg’s “prediction” of the size of the cosmological constant. I’ve written
elsewhere about why this is not a legitimate scientific prediction, and is off by at least
an order of magnitude anyway. Evidently Steinhardt and Turok are about to put out a
paper claiming that the situation is much worse than this, that if you take anthropic
reasoning seriously, the natural “prediction” of the landscape is that:

the cosmological constant should be quite large (many times the matter density,
although presumably not at the Planck scale), and we should live in a single lonely
galaxy in an empty universe dominated by vacuum energy.

It will be interesting to see if landscapeologists will be willing to admit that the only
supposed “prediction” of this subject doesn’t work at all, and that it is not only
pseudo-science, but failed pseudo-science.

Comments

1. sunderpeeche
June 9, 2006

All of this just goes to demonstrate the truth of the maxim “Physics is an
experimental science”. There’s just no data beyond the SM (from cosmology
there’s dark matter and dark energy, but one cannot do controlled expts as a
function of pressure and temperature etc, or produce particles of dark matter to
measure decay cross-sections and branching ratios, for example). Ultimately,
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there has to be some data beyond SM (but nobody knows when/where this will
happen). Until then theoretical speculation will just pile on speculation.

2. MathPhys
June 9, 2006

Steinhardt and Turok are serious people. This is very interesting news.

3. island
June 9, 2006

Does this mean that Lenny will be joining “the other side”…?

Amanda Gefter:
If we do not accept the landscape idea are we stuck with intelligent
design?

Leonard Susskind:
If, for some unforeseen reason, the landscape turns out to be
inconsistent – we will be hard pressed to answer the ID critics.

–

Steinhardt and Turok finally discovered the runaway effect, or what?

4. B
June 9, 2006

sunderpeeche Says:

There’s just no data beyond the SM (from cosmology there’s dark matter and
dark energy […]

There is dark matter, there is dark energy, there are neutrino masses, there is
the horizon-/ homogeneity/ flatness-problem, the matter-antimatter asymmetry,
there are a whole collection of astrophysical mysteries (e.g. the ‘axis of evil’, the
GZK-cutoff, and the Pioneer anomaly (the latter two, I should add, I don’t believe
in)), then there are the well-known mysteries within the SM: the hierarchy-
problem, the values of the Yukawa-couplings, EWSB, family symmetries, etc. If
you ask me, we have plenty of data beyond standard, even though not from
collider physics. It’s the theorists side that has to catch up.

Best, B.

5. B
June 9, 2006

As string theorists in search of something to write papers about pour into the
landscape, with its more than 10^500 possible hot research topics to work on,
Sean Carroll reports from a cosmology workshop at the Perimeter Institute that
trouble may be ahead for the subject. Sean gives a short summary of the talks at
the workshop, in the majority of cases ending with “Made fun of the landscape”,



or “Made fun of the anthropic principle”.

Not sure that is a good development. I’d rather see the topic die silently, and
vanish into nirvana.

I remember last summer I was on a conference where a student gave a talk
about some class of string-models whose properties he had made statistics
about. He had a selection of about 800 of these models, he said.

The next speaker was HP Nilles, who mentioned the previous talk, and then
remarked very dryly that this means, it would take him only 10^ four hundred-
something grad. studs to scan the whole landscape 

Best, B.

6. melvineloy
June 9, 2006

The 2006 Simons Workshop in Mathematics and Physics will have as one of its
main focus the Landscape topic. This workshop will take place at Stony Brook
University.

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork4/

7. Tony Smith
June 9, 2006

sunderpeeche said “… there’s dark matter and dark energy, but one cannot do
controlled expts …”.

Actually, there is one controlled dark energy experiment now under way, by P A
Warburton of University College London. It is EPSRC Grant
Reference: EP/D029783/1, “Externally-Shunted High-Gap Josephson Junctions:
Design, Fabrication and Noise Measurements”, starting 1 February 2006 and
ending 31 January 2009 with £ Value: 242,348. Its abstract states in part:
“… A possible source of this dark energy is vacuum fluctuations which arise from
the finite zero-point energy of a quantum mechanical oscillator, hf/2 (where f is
the oscillator frequency). … A recent publication by Beck and Mackey …
suggests the possibility that dark energy may be measured in the laboratory
using resistively-shunted Josephson junctions (RS-JJ’s). Vacuum fluctuations in
the resistive shunt at low temperatures can be measured by non-linear mixing
within the Josephson junction. If vacuum fluctuations are responsible for dark
energy, the finite value of the dark energy density in the universe (as measured
by astronomical observations) sets an upper frequency limit on the spectrum of
the quantum fluctuations in this resistive shunt. Beck and Mackey calculated an
upper bound on this cut-off frequency of 1.69 THz. … We therefore propose to
perform measurements of the quantum noise in RS-JJ’s fabricated using
superconductors with sufficiently large gap energies that the full noise spectrum
up to and beyond 1.69 THz can be measured. … By performing experiments on
both the nitrides and the cuprates we will have two independent measurements
of the possible cut-off frequency in two very different materials systems. This

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork4/
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork4/


would give irrefutable confirmation (or indeed refutation) of the vacuum
fluctuations hypothesis. …”.

I am aware that there exist no-go type theoretical objections to the work of Beck
and Mackey, but it is interesting to me that experiments are under way to answer
the question experimentally, thus effectively testing the assumpions of the no-go
theoretical objections.

Note that Warburton sees his experiment as worthwhile whichever way (
confirmation or refutation of Beck and Mackey ) it turns out.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

8. Jonathan Vos Post
June 11, 2006

If the data from Lund Observatory in Sweden by professor Sveneric Johansson
and his PhD student Maria Aldenius in collaboration with Dr Michael Murphy,
Cambridge, UK means change in fundamental constants, I wonder how one can
“explain” changes in fundamental constants in terms of our universe following a
particular trajectory through the multiverse/superspace landscape of all possible
universe with fixed fundamental constants? What are the constraints on such
trajectories? Do either landscaper or stringers answer these foundational
questions? Are such explanations consistent with the April 21 this year findings
published in Physical Review Letters implying that a dimensionless constant –
the ratio between the electron mass and the proton mass – has changed with
time?

Variable Physical Laws
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/06/060609122206.htm

9. csrster
June 12, 2006

Surely if The Landscape makes a wrong prediction it stops being pseudo-science
and just becomes failed science?

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/06/060609122206.htm
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/06/060609122206.htm


LHC Predictions at Seed

June 9, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The latest issue of Seed magazine (not yet available online, as far as I know), contains
responses from various well-known physicists who were asked what they hoped to
learn from the LHC. Here’s the gist of what they had to say:

Lisa Randall: The magnificent thing is that we know there should be an answer to
the question of the weakness of gravity, and that it should be revealed at the LHC.

Leon Lederman: The long-simmering concern over the weakness of Einstein’s
gravity may well be confronted. However, what is for sure is that the LHC, with its
awesome reach, will answer all of our current astro-particle problems…

Alexander Vilenkin: If no trace of supersymmetry is found, this would be –
necessarily indirect – evidence for the existence of the multiverse.

Sir Martin Rees: I’m hoping that it will clarify the nature of the particles that
constitute the “dark matter” in the universe.

Edward Witten: The LHC wil tell us whether this notion is correct, and if so how it
works.

Max Tegmark: Our theory of particle physics has 26 pure numbers in it. Why do they
have these particular values? How did the universe begin? Did it?

Leonard Susskind: I see only two possible outcomes of the LHC project – either
there will be low energy supersymmetry or there won’t. … the big question is whether
the gauge hierarchy fine-tuning is similar to the cosmological constant fine-tuning, or
if it has a more conventional supersymmetric explanation.

Steven Weinberg: What terrifies theorists is that the LHC may discover nothing
beyond the single neutral “Higgs” particle.. We fervently hope for some complicated
discoveries.

John Schwarz: There are many speculative ideas for possible discoveries at the LHC.
These include indications of extra dimensions, black holes, strings, magnetic
monopoles, etc. I believe that all of these exist, and I would be thrilled to have
experimental confirmation – but I am pessimistic about the prospects for finding them
in the LHC’s energy range… I could be wrong. That’s why it is important that these
experiments be carried out.

Sean Carroll: The beauty of science is that we don’t know what surprises may await
us in these domains.

Gordon Kane: The LHC could discover the superpartners in a supersymmetric world.
In addition to strong theoretical evidence for Higgs physics, there is strong
experimental evidence that Higgs particles do exist with a mass implied by



supersymmetry… Probably the main thing we have learned in the past two decades is
that any understanding of nature at the most fundamental level (beyond a
description) will require extending our thinking to embed our world in extra
dimensions… An optimist (like me) can make the defendable argument that the LHC
could test supersymmetry, establish string theory and move on to the remaining
“why” questions.

My predictions: The LHC won’t see supersymmetry and won’t tell us anything about
dark matter, dark energy or why gravity is weak. Witten has it exactly right, what the
LHC will do will be to start to tell us what is causing electroweak symmetry breaking.
It’s possible that Weinberg’s worry will be borne out, and, at LHC energies, we’ll just
see what appears to be an elementary scalar, which will be depressing. But I think it’s
equally likely that symmetry breaking is not coming from an elementary scalar, but
from something much more interesting, quite possibly something we haven’t thought
of, and the LHC may start to give us evidence for what this is.

I’ll also predict that we are still a few years from finding out what the LHC will tell us.
These will be completely wasted years for particle theory if people just give up on
looking for new ideas and sit on their hands (or wander pointlessly in the landscape),
waiting for the LHC to revive the subject.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
June 9, 2006

Yes, Witten gets it exactly right. But why do the others fail to answer right?

2. robert
June 9, 2006

AR

Papal infallibility would be a cheap shot. Maybe he doesn’t have an obvious
agenda, other than his work/research ethic?

3. rrtucci
June 9, 2006

I think that theoretical high energy physicists have speculated enough already.
Time to wait for the data to come in. I suggest that, in the meantime, they should
work on quantum computing. This would help balance their highly unbalanced
Doritos diet. There was a time when theoretical physicists (Landau, Feynman, …)
could chew gum and walk at the same time.

4. Shantanu
June 9, 2006

Can someone explain to me how one can find indications of magnetic
monopoles at LHC (John Schwarz’s comments)?



Thanks

5. Anonymous
June 9, 2006

By “why is gravity weak”, you should understand “why is the weak force strong,”
a question that one hopes will be answered by the LHC. That is, is EWSB natural
or is it finely-tuned?

6. Chris Oakley
June 9, 2006

I agree with EW, PW and AR, and what are those who think otherwise smoking?

7. Eric Dennis
June 9, 2006

You gotta love Vilenkin’s reasoning: Prob( Landscape | No SUSY at LHC & String
Theory ) > Prob( Landscape | SUSY at LHC & String Theory ), therefore Prob(
Landscape | No SUSY at LHC ) > Prob( Landscape | SUSY at LHC ). Because of
course Prob( String Theory ) = 1.

8. Trackback from LM blog
June 9, 2006

… Gordon Kane’s answer is the best one because it maximizes the product of
“interesting content” times “good motivation”. SUSY is going to be seen, and
obnoxious critics of physics will finally be annihilated. Others either give overly
speculative and unlikely answers or uninteresting answers …

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/lhc-predictions-gordon-kane-wins.html

9. Aaron Bergman
June 9, 2006

ED:

That would be interesting except that Vlienkin isn’t a string theorist. As Sean
mentioned in his recent post, many cosmologists are landscapists without any
need for string theory.

10. island
June 9, 2006

Alexander Vilenkin: If no trace of supersymmetry is found, this would
be – necessarily indirect – evidence for the existence of the multiverse.

This must fall from the same sort of logic that derives that evidence that we’re
not here by accident is evidence that we are.

11. sunderpeeche
June 9, 2006

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/lhc-predictions-gordon-kane-wins.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/lhc-predictions-gordon-kane-wins.html


I see that the list of experts does not include Carlo Rubbia (in fact, other than
Lederman there are no expt physicists quoted). People forget that Rubbia did in
fact discover supersymmetry (UA1 monojets), also the top quark (Mt = 44 GeV,
anyone remember?). Put CR in charge of an LHC expt and there would be
monopoles + strings + multiverse in a week.

But, really, only 1 expt physicist in the list?

12. Anonymous
June 9, 2006

sunderpeeche:

Experimentalists give boring answers, because they have a realistic sense of the
machine’s limitations. Similarly, the lack of collider phenomenologists except
Gordy Kane, who in his zeal tends to exaggerate what can be done.

13. sunderpeeche
June 9, 2006

So the choice is: talk nonsense or be boring? (I think Witten and Weinberg gave
good answers, although not “exciting” ones.)

14. B
June 9, 2006

I favour the scenario:

They find nothing at all. No Higgs. No susy. No monopoles. No nothing.

15. Lubos Motl
June 9, 2006

Dear B,

what you write violates the rule of logic that the total probability of alternatives
equals 100%. It is not possible to find nothing at 1 TeV, not even Higgs, because
it violates unitarity of the WW WW scattering. Without the Higgs, the Standard
Model gives you too high a prediction for the cross section of this process that
would make the total probability of scattering greater than 100%.

Best
Lubos

16. Anonymous
June 9, 2006

Theorists already predicted everything LHC can see.

17. Eric Dennis
June 9, 2006



Aaron,

You’re right, I just looked him up at the arxiv. I suppose it’s possible he thinks
Prob( SUSY | Not String Theory ) is not small, in which case his reasoning would
be more complicated. Hard to tell.

18. B
June 9, 2006

Lubos Motl Says:

what you write violates the rule of logic

Dear Lubos,

whether that conclusion is one of logic depends on the validity of the axioms you
use to draw the conclusion. I agree with your argument though.

Best, B.

19. The Anti-Lubos
June 9, 2006

Lubos said: It is not possible to find nothing at 1 TeV, not even Higgs

Care to place a wager on this, Dr. Motl?

20. Thomas Larsson
June 9, 2006

Gordon Kane: The LHC could discover the superpartners in a supersymmetric
world.

For many years, I was cautiously positive about string theory. It always bugged
me that it apparently was in complete disagreement with experiments, but
OTOH the math was cool and obviously relevant for statphys, which was the kind
of physics I cared most about. An article by Gordon Kane in Physics Today in
1997, entitled “String theory is not only testable, but super-testable”, changed
all that. It made it clear to me that string theory is not only wrong but evil,
because it has the power to transform senior scientists into babbling crackpots,
as is manifest already from the title; IIRC the body of the article was far worse.

But in retrospect Kane’s article appears as quite sane compared to the landscape
stuff.

21. John Stanton
June 9, 2006

I read in an online physics book the prediction:
LHC will discover that the Higgs particle is composite,
not elementary, as there cannot be any elementary
spin 0 particles.



22. Peter Woit
June 9, 2006

John,

That’s definitely one possibility. But composites of what? Bound together how?
And will the composite nature only show up at much higher energies than those
accessible at the LHC? There has been a lot of work on some models of this kind
(e.g. Technicolor).

23. Aaron Bergman
June 9, 2006

You statement really is amusing and ironic, Thomas. The thing is, Gordy Kane
has never been a string theory partisan. In fact, he’s always been a
supersymmetry partisan which is something different.

As with the above comment Vilenkin, not all that ails the world can be laid at the
feet of the horrible string theorists, it seems.

24. Anonymous
June 9, 2006

Aaron, Gordy has been talking for a while about how to use LHC data to help pin
down the underlying string theory construction.

25. Anonymous
June 9, 2006

dear Lubos,

ideally you are right. But in practice LHC is a dirty hadronic machine: it is not
clear if LHC allows to test if WW WW scattering exceeds unitarity. What would
an experimentalist really see, in that case?

26. Peter Woit
June 9, 2006

Aaron,

Kane has written quite a lot promoting string theory. See for instance

http://feynman.physics.lsa.umich.edu/kane/Zing.htm

He explains there his relation to string theory:

“I am often asked what is the connection between string theory and
supersymmetry. String theory is like a musical score. Supersymmetry is like the
performance. If you can read the score and hear it in your head you don’t need
the performance, but most of us do. Or, string theory is the recipe,
supersymmetry is the cake.”

http://feynman.physics.lsa.umich.edu/kane/Zing.htm
http://feynman.physics.lsa.umich.edu/kane/Zing.htm


27. woit
June 9, 2006

Several people,

Please, stop posting here advertisements for your unorthodox ideas about
physics on the grounds that they are “LHC predictions”. If you want to discuss
the topics covered in this posting fine, if you want to promote yourself and your
own ideas that have nothing to do with this posting, do it elsewhere.

28. Aaron Bergman
June 9, 2006

I’m not saying that Kane is anti-string theory. He obviously isn’t. He’s not a
string theorist, though; he’s a phenomenologist. When I last saw him (a few
years ago at TASI), I got the impression that string theory was interesting in as
much as it told us something about supersymmetric model building. (Modulo
unlikely things like weak scale gravity, of course.) Along those lines, hep-
th/0509157 or hep-ph/0403040.

29. Alejandro Rivero
June 9, 2006

Giving that the Yukawa coupling of the top is 0.998 or so, a composite model
explaining this phenomena is inviting, but I do not know any. A second question
about composites is if it can be really claimed that they avoid the hierarchy
problem (at least, it will depend on where do you put the compositeness scale).

30. David
June 9, 2006

To John Stanton

John, people say that fundamental scalars cannot exist because in a 4
dimensional renormalizable field theory, the coupling constant would flow to zero
under the renormalization as the cutoff is taken to infinity. A similar thing will
happen in dimensional regularization as the dimension 4 limit is taken.

Hence the only possible 4 dimensional scalar field theory would be a trivial
noninteracting or free one if the the cutoff is infinite. If one considers the
possibility that the cutoff is finite, the one can have scalars, but these are not
considered fundamental as there must be something beyond the cutoff of the
scalar field theory. Peter is right that the interesting thing is what, but
unfortunately, that cannot be found unless one makes measurements at the scale
of the cutoff or beyond.

31. Thomas Larsson
June 9, 2006

Aaron, the article is too old to be available on-line, but the content of the
February 1997 issue of Physics Today is available here:

http://www.aip.org/pt/vol-50/cont9702.html
http://www.aip.org/pt/vol-50/cont9702.html


“Superstring Theory Is Testable, Even Supertestable
Many believe that superstring theory, because of its extraordinarily tiny length
scale and gargantuan energy scale, cannot be tested. That belief is a myth —
Gordon Kane”

If you think my comment is so funny, maybe you could tell us how to supertest
string theory.

32. Aaron Bergman
June 9, 2006

I read the article. It’s available if the library has a subscription.

33. MoveOnOrStayBehind
June 10, 2006

“Superstring Theory Is Testable, Even Supertestable
Many believe that superstring theory, because of its extraordinarily tiny length
scale and gargantuan energy scale, cannot be tested. That belief is a myth —
Gordon Kane”

From what has been cited here and in the blog text it seems evident that it is
more the string physicists who have a reasonable opinion (because they know
what they talk about), rather than the beyond-the-standard-model extra-
dimensional phenomenologists, isn’t it? It’s them who keep the standards high.

BTW, any idea what the people who actually run the experiment and do all the
work think about the outcome? I would think these should be asked in the first
place. But probably they are all idiots and busy with pulling cables etc.

34. John Stanton
June 10, 2006

A question to the experts: are we completely, 100%, sure
that, in the case that the Higgs is composite,
the components and forces keeping the parts
togther must be new? In other words,
are we completely sure that this is not the strong
interaction, for example?

35. Thomas Larsson
June 10, 2006

I read the article. It’s available if the library has a subscription.

Means what? That just because you have read a particular piece of propaganda,
it is ridiculous to call that piece of propaganda by its right name?

Besides, you didn’t answer how string theory could be supertested. Or, since
scientific theories only can be falsified, maybe I should ask for a doable
experiment which would superfalsify string theory.



36. Alejandro Rivero
June 10, 2006

David, John: It should be stressed that the “triviality limit” is shown in most plots
of new physics, specially the one from Chris Hillman that appears from time to
time in the Review of the PDG, sometimes showing both the “triviality” and the
“unitarity” bounds, as well as vacuum stability. In fact this plot is the main
argument to claim we will find something at LHC energies.

37. Aaron Bergman
June 10, 2006

You’re missing the point, Thomas. I’m not defending the article. I’m just amused
that it was an article by a phenomenologist who focusses on supersymmetry that
turned you off on string theory.

38. Tommaso Dorigo
June 10, 2006

Hi all… Nice collection of comments I must say!

FWIW, I agree with Witten, Rivero, and (of course!) Peter Woit.

I am in CMS, but I think CMS and Atlas will see very little. They will do precision
physics (t), unfortunately following the tradition of LEP (Z) and LEP2 (W). They
will only find the Higgs, but only if they are lucky – not because I think there is
none there, quite the opposite! Because CDF and D0 have a real chance to see it
first!!

Why do I think that LHC won’t find any SUSY ? Because I don’t buy it. But also
because CDF and D0 should have found something weird in their dataset by
now!

In Run I, CDF saw a extremely unlikely event with two electrons, two high-Et
photons, and significant missing energy (a neutrino, most likely – or two). I must
confess that the eeggmet event was on the verge of changing my attitude toward
SUSY, but then… With 10 times the statistics, CDF and D0 haven’t seen anything
weird anymore; extensive searches (with more acceptance to anything weird) for
parents of that event have seen nothing! So one is left with the feeling that the
eeggmet event was a fluke anyways. In that case, a SM fluke is, by force of
Ockham’s razor, to be preferred…

39. Fred Diether
June 10, 2006

What about the HyperCP events that claim they might be seeing a SUSY
sgoldstino?

Does anyone know if anyone is going to try to recreate the experiment?

Fred



40. Thomas Larsson
June 11, 2006

Aaron, I’m sorry that I misinterpreted you.

41. Kasper Olsen
June 11, 2006

I think the best prediction is that we will learn more about the “notorious”
question of the Higgs (or Higgses); none of us know precisely in what way.

In that sense Sean Carroll is right: the beauty of science is that this is unknown
terrain.

And a terrain in a vast and unknown Landscape? Who knows? 

I find it wrong – and not even wrong – trying to do a cost-benefit analysis here, or
to say that time will be waisted with the LHC.

Any other ideas? Trying to find answers by debunking string theory, or modern
quantum field theory? Or trying to find a “background independent” answer?

42. Michael Schmitt
June 11, 2006

Witten is certainly right that we will learn a lot about EWSB at the LHC. The
betting odds are that a SM-like Higgs boson will be found, though this won’t by
iteself provide clear evidence for low-energy supersymmetry. After that, one’s
tastes in exotic physics determines what one expects/hopes to find. At that level
there is no point in making a general statement about weak gravity or extra
dimensions or SUSY or string theory (not to mention multiverses) – only the
experiments will tell us what is there. Making pronouncements about what the
LHC will find is worse than predicting who will win the world cup! If, as Bee
predicts, there is no new physics and no Higgs boson (or its surrogate), then we
cable tuggers will be very frustrated indeed, but the community will certainly
have learned something big: the Standard Model and most models of physics
beyond the Standard Model will essentially be ruled out, and all the enthusiasm
over the last few decades about the Higgs mechanism will have been misplaced.

I certainly agree that SEED should have polled more experimenters, especially a
couple out of the thousands who actually work on LHC experiments. How
strange it would be to publish an article on the national economy based on
comments from, say, applied mathematicians. Or even stranger, to write an
article on the future of theoretical physics after talking to a dozen
experimenters. I guess the lesson is that the star power resides in the theoretical
community, so it is good for SEED circulation to tap there…

43. Alejandro Rivero
June 11, 2006

# robert Says: Papal infallibility would be a cheap shot. Maybe he doesn’t have



an obvious agenda, other than his work/research ethic?

Hmm I’d better tell that Witten’s agenda, whatever it is, happens to coincide now
with the real physicist agenda. In previous occasions Witten agenda seemed to
be the use of his influence on mainstream research to promote interesting
mathematical topics, as noncommutativity or K-theory, to name a couple ones. In
most cases, the result has not been very happy, with a flood of string-oriented
papers obscuring the mathematical and physical meaning of the concepts -mostly
because they drank only from Witten’s papers-.

44. tsg
June 13, 2006

If the LHC doesn’t find superpartners, isn’t that in itself significant, as evidence
against supersymmetry? (Or at least as evidence against SUSY at energy scales
where it could be an answer to the hierarchy problem?)



Blogs, Blogs, Blogs

June 9, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

All sorts of news very recently on the science blogging front:

Seed’s ScienceBlogs site has been revamped, with 25 new blogs for a total of 43
science bloggers. First it was Cosmic Variance with 5 bloggers, now it is ScienceBlogs
with 43. How can a single artisanal blog maker like myself compete with these
massive blogging conglomerates? Still not very many physicists over at Seed. Besides
Chad Orzel, one of the new ones is astrophysicist Steinn Sigurosson who has been
running a blog called The Dynamics of Cats.

One physics blog I ran across recently, one that isn’t moving to Seed, is Angry
Physics.

Besides Seed, Nature magazine has started up a site called NatureBlogs. They are
running blogs on chemistry, genetics, and neuroscience, as well as a more general
one on web technology and science. There’s also a newsblog for comments on news
stories appearing in Nature, as well as a discussion blog related to a radical new
concept in peer review that they are trying out: a blog where certain papers
submitted to Nature are posted, asking for commentary on the paper, to be
considered as part of the peer review process.

Nature also just launched another new project which I’d been hearing about for a
while from my brother, called Nature Network Boston. It’s intended as a networking
site for scientists in the Boston area, and has news, event listings, groups, and, guess
what, more blogs. Maybe Lubos can start a string theory fanatic’s group there…

Finally, Jacques Distler is helping to provide access to these proliferating blogs with a
new aggregation site he calls Planet Musings. As usual, Jacques is careful to make
sure that anything he has control over censors links to people who disagree with
him…

Comments

1. anon
June 9, 2006

I think if we keep making so much progress in the blogging front, we will soon
arrive at the idea of having separate groups for users with different, special
interests. Perhaps we could call them newsgroups or usergroups or some such

2. Yidun
June 9, 2006

Prof. Woit,

http://scienceblogs.com/
http://scienceblogs.com/
http://www.cosmicvariance.com/
http://www.cosmicvariance.com/
http://scienceblogs.com/principles/
http://scienceblogs.com/principles/
http://scienceblogs.com/catdynamics/
http://scienceblogs.com/catdynamics/
http://catdynamics.blogspot.com/
http://catdynamics.blogspot.com/
http://angryphysics.blogspot.com/
http://angryphysics.blogspot.com/
http://angryphysics.blogspot.com/
http://angryphysics.blogspot.com/
http://www.nature.com/blogs/index.html
http://www.nature.com/blogs/index.html
http://blogs.nature.com/thescepticalchymist/
http://blogs.nature.com/thescepticalchymist/
http://blogs.nature.com/ng/freeassociation/
http://blogs.nature.com/ng/freeassociation/
http://blogs.nature.com/nn/actionpotential/
http://blogs.nature.com/nn/actionpotential/
http://blogs.nature.com/wp/nascent/
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http://blogs.nature.com/news/blog/
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http://blogs.nature.com/nature/peerreview/debate/comments/
http://blogs.nature.com/nature/peerreview/debate/comments/
http://blogs.nature.com/nature/peerreview/trial/
http://blogs.nature.com/nature/peerreview/trial/
http://network.nature.com/boston/
http://network.nature.com/boston/
http://network.nature.com/boston/news
http://network.nature.com/boston/news
http://network.nature.com/boston/event/list
http://network.nature.com/boston/event/list
http://network.nature.com/boston/group/list
http://network.nature.com/boston/group/list
http://network.nature.com/boston/community
http://network.nature.com/boston/community
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/planet/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/planet/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=357
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=357


Couldn’t you just join them? 

3. Dan
June 9, 2006

You are the right person to complain about censorship…

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=401#comment-11688

4. knotted string
June 10, 2006

The thing about group-blogs is that people can get censored by the group for
being off-topic (even if no readers complain), so there is group-think coercion
involved, moderating the posts:

http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/05/29/gone/

5. John Sidles
June 10, 2006

The startling thing about the blog list is, no engineering blogs. To leading order
they do not exist (in English). Why is this?

6. Alejandro Rivero
June 10, 2006

Of the last parragraph, I’d prefer to underline helping instead censors. If we are
near the bang point for physics blogs, all these catalogs and links will be useful
while people builds their own menuses.

7. woit
June 10, 2006

Dan/Michael,

Yes, on my blog I do delete stupid nasty personal attacks on other people by,
especially those by cowardly anonymous string theorists who keep changing
even their pseudonyms. You’re right, that’s exactly the same as having the arXiv
censor links to my blog.

8. island
June 10, 2006

Hey!… you forgot mine… Science In Crisis

The anthropic principle is continually thrust to the surface of the relevant fields
of physics and evolutionary science, yet scientists dogmatically ignore the
relevant implication for “biocentric preference”… in spite of the fact that it is
highly probable that a true anthropic constraint on the forces of the universe will
necessarily include the human evolutionary process, which indicates that there
exists a mechanism that enables the universe to “leap”.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=401#comment-11688
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=401#comment-11688
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/05/29/gone/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/05/29/gone/
http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/
http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/


Next time that someone makes fun of, or pretends like they have the first real
clue as to what the anthropic prinicple is really about, send my way and I’ll
deprogram the dogmatic dingbats for ya… 

9. hack
June 10, 2006

Peter Woit, Lubos Motl, Jacques Distler and Lee Smolin. That would be an
amusing group blog.

10. zoologist
June 10, 2006

We have a saying that goes something like “great is the zoo of God” (perhaps
there is something like that in English too), so I would seriously like to support
the idea in the previous comment and also suggest further members from the
“great zoo of God” to make up the Funniest Physics Group Blog Ever:

Peter Woit, Lubos Motl, Jacques Distler, Lee Smolin, Bert Schroer, Carlo Rovelli

and that would be the ultimate entertainment around 7-8 PM just before going
home from work.

Dear would-be members please take up contact with each other and consider the
potential of this idea. Greater readership, more media-coverage, more fame,
more jokes and last but not least: more fun (for us)!

11. Dan
June 10, 2006

Peter,

it wasn’t a stupid nasty personal attack you deleted. I pointed out to Bert
Schroer that he was apparently misunderstanding a physics argument I posted.
He replied saying “OK, 1:0 for you”. Deleting such things is *very* different from
what you claim to be doing.

12. woit
June 10, 2006

Dan/Michael/Whoever you are,

The great majority of your comments here contain some sort of stupid insult
about the intelligence or ignorance of anyone you disagree with, a tactic that
string theorists like you, Lubos and Jacques seem fond of. At least Lubos puts his
real name to them. No physics argument by you expressed in the language of
reasonably civil conversation was ever deleted. If you have anything reasonably
interesting to say, it won’t be censored here. If you insist on going on about how
stupid and ignorant people are who disagree with you, I’ll continue to delete
such things, whether or not you’re right on whatever substance may be at issue.

13. Dan



June 10, 2006

Peter,

is it appropriate by your standards to point out the difference between Seiberg
duality and Seiberg-Witten’s electric-magnetic duality? That’s what I did “in the
language of reasonably civil conversation”, as evidenced by the fact that Bert
Schroer admitted to his mistake without being offended.

You see, I don’t care much about the deletion of some online conversation by
itself. But given the number of complaints you have voiced about what you
consider unfair censorship of your statements, it is a remarkable example of how
careless and agenda driven your own censorship is.

14. woit
June 10, 2006

Dan/Michael/Whoever you are,

From what I recall, you were unable to clarify the distinction between the two
dualities without doing so in an insulting manner. I have no agenda whatsover
about the distinction between Seiberg duality and Seiberg-Witten duality or
whether anyone in particular is aware of it or understands it. The “censorship” in
this case was not careless and the only agenda driving it was stopping uncivil
behavior on my blog.

Your claims that you were engaging in “reasonably civil conversation” are hard
to believe given the one of your comments I left in edited form:

“Sure, Peter Woit. [Attack on someone else deleted]. You are a pathetic loser. ”

As people can guess, the deleted part was a personal attack on Bert Schroer, of
the same kind as ones in your earlier comments that led me to delete them.

Look, you have a long history here of anonymously posting extremely rude and
insulting comments about me and about others. You’re well aware of this. It
would be a good reason for me to just automatically delete anything that comes
in from you. It seems to me that I’ve gone far out of my way to allow you to
express yourself, given your behavior. End of story, I’m not going to waste more
of my time dealing with someone who behaves the way you do.

15. George
June 10, 2006

Hang in there, you are the only one actually putting physics on your page on a
consistent basis. Sean used to do so, but has really cut back – too bad – I enjoyed
the two of you. But I would hate for all the help in understanding what’s
happening to disappear completely…

16. MathPhys
June 10, 2006



Re George’s remark,

This is the one blog with the highest concentration of mathematical physics that
I know of.
When I look at Distler’s blog, it seems to be devoted to elaborate discussions of
how to type math on the web (What happened, Jacques? We are meant to do
science, not to be web programmers).
Motl’s blog has a lot of physics, but also its fair share of political rants.

17. Anon
June 11, 2006

The “blog with the highest concentration of mathematical physics” ?

Urs Scheiber’s blog (the String Coffee Table).

Hands down.

18. Troublemaker
June 11, 2006

Urs Scheiber’s blog (the String Coffee Table).

Hands down.

This categorization requires a leap of faith that string theory is relevant to
physics.

Snicker, snicker.

19. Anon
June 11, 2006

Well, since most of the posts on this blog are devoted to string theory (and how
it’s not even science), the same criticism applies.

20. Theo
June 12, 2006

See, Troublemaker, some of us care only that physics might be relevant to string
theory 

Then again, some of us live in math departments, and find it fascinating that
folks would complain that something as beautiful as omega-categories might
turn out useful for a physics, whether ours or not.

I smiled most at your comment about String Coffee Table’s “categorization”.



Not Even Wrong in the Sunday Times

June 11, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

Today’s edition of the London Sunday Times has a review of Not Even Wrong by John
Cornwell in its book review section. Cornwell is a British historian of science, based
at Cambridge University.

The review is very positive and pretty much gets things right, so of course I’m quite
pleased by it. It does get one thing wrong, or at least expresses it in a misleading
way: David Gross is listed as an ally, which is certainly not the case as far as criticism
of string theory goes (although we both agree about the string theory anthropic
landscape). A more minor quibble would be with his description of the significance to
Pauli of the phrase “Not Even Wrong” (it wasn’t purely a term of abuse, but also
refers to the untestability of a theory). But on the whole I think Cornwell does a very
good job of describing the more controversial parts of the book and what its concerns
and arguments are about.

Lubos already by last night had posted his trademark ad hominem attack on the
reviewer. By now, his ranting response to any one who publicly criticizes string theory
or agrees with me on this topic is tediously familiar, involving launching a personal
attack on their professional qualifications, then comparing them to dogs, assigning
extremely low numerical values to their intelligence, etc., etc.

Cornwell expresses the opinion that

Now that Woit has thrown a wild cat among the theoreticians, we can be sure that the
ruffled string-theory advocates will be preparing a rebuttal.

So far the only rebuttal to be seen is that from Lubos, who tells us that most string
theorists agree with him, writing that:

Cornwell predicts that string theorists will be preparing a rebuttal to the dean of the
crackpots. I am afraid that with exactly one exception, they have much more serious
work to do than to talk to cranks. My simple statement that the dean of all crackpots
much like John Cornwell could not become graduate students of physics today
because they are unable to understand some very elementary questions about science
will probably remain the only reaction.

and

Most string theorists much like most high-energy physicists in general are extremely
nice people – too nice people – so they won’t say that Cornwell is a breathtaking
moron in the public. But be sure that they agree with me and many of them are saying
these things in between the physicists. In the public, the only question is how to
explain that Cornwell is a complete idiot without making anyone upset.

Lubos claims that most of his string theory colleagues believe that I’m a crank and my
arguments about the problems with string theory are not worth responding to. This

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0,,2102-2214707,00.html
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0,,2102-2214707,00.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/dean-of-crackpots-hitlers-pope-and.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/dean-of-crackpots-hitlers-pope-and.html


may or may not be true, but even if it is, I find it hard to understand why they allow
him to go on in this way, claiming that he represents their viewpoint, given the
immense amount of damage he is doing to the public perception of their field. If you
believe Lubos, some of his senior colleagues seem to even think it is a good idea to
egg him on in what he is doing. He reports that one senior physicist sent him last
weekend’s Financial Times piece, describing it as

a tendentious, malicious attack on scientists and through that on science itself

and that another “very famous physicist with more than 10,000 citations” told him:

WOW. I can’t believe the FT article. Holy Shit, the world has gone completely
bananas.

Update: In case anyone is following the comment section over at Lubos’s blog about
this, note that his policy there is to delete any comments from anyone he disagrees
with. I wrote in a comment answering an attack on me from “LambChopofGod” which
was swiftly deleted, and others have had similar experiences. Did make me sit back
and think for a moment: what am I doing spending my Sunday evening responding to
nasty personal attacks from some fanatical kid hiding behind the pseudonym
“LambChopofGod”? This is getting very, very weird…

Comments

1. george
June 11, 2006

Lubos is just a crazed, socially inept, but brilliant scientist. Anyone who reads
Lubos’s comments can figure this out, and turn on the appropriate mental filter.

No, unfortunately, it is you Peter who is doing the greatest amount of damage to
the public perception of string theory.

2. knotted string
June 11, 2006

Every single journalist and every single publication that prints the truth about
the lack of science in string theory will be called ‘science-hater par excellence’
or ‘crank/crackpot’. Intimidation strategy:

1. ‘Discredit’ people by simply calling them names.
2. Feign anger: claim objective criticism ‘hurts science’, etc.
3. Ignore/suppress alternatives, then claim none exist.
4. Claim without any evidence that critics have low IQs.
5. Claim ‘string theory’ theorists can criticise themselves.
6. Claim without evidence that all critics are ignorant, etc.
7. Fabricate/exaggerate false/trivial/straw-man technical ‘errors’ in criticisms
and try to use these to dismiss the entire criticism.
8. Claim without any evidence that their work is science by definition because

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=403
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=403
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=403
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=403


they have had a 20-year honeymoon in the media, and then claim (again without
evidence) that by criticising it you are objecting to science, rather than
encouraging science (objectivity).

In fairness, there are two types of ‘science’: dogmatic defense of abject
speculation, and objective investigation.

3. David
June 11, 2006

In general, I agree with knotted string with two exceptions.
1. Not all string theorists behave this way. For example, Zwiebach, in Chap.1
(p.8) of his book, says there is no experimental verification of string theory
because of the lack of a sharp prediction.If he chooses to spend his time looking
for one that’s OK with me. It would be nice to hear something from him about
some of the wilder claims by some others(e.g. God used string theory to write
the universe).
2. Consider knotted strings last sentance. I know he/she wants to be fair but I
think the only type of science is objective investigation as best we can do it.

4. wolfgang
June 11, 2006

David,

let me complete your quote:
“String theory is still at an early stage of development, and it is not so easy to
make predictions with a theory that is not well understood. Still, some
interesting possibilities have emerged.”

He then goes on to explain what type of experiments could provide support for
string theory.

If you have a copy you can read this from p.8 to p.10.

5. ks
June 11, 2006

I do think that most of Lubos behaviour is already socially accepted among
scientists for quite some time. And he will likely know this. What can originally
be attributed to him is the inflationary use of the term “crackpot” to all
colleagues / journalists who fundamentally disagree with his views and of course
the puberal rudeness of his insults. But qualifying people as “crackpots” or
“cranks” or making any other layman diagonsis of mental disorder is not his
invention and it is not specific to string theorists and their excommunication
rites.

6. anonymous
June 11, 2006

Seriously, what’s the deal with Mr. Motl? I’ve never met him, but after repeatedly



encountering his seemingly inescapable web-presence, I can’t help but imagine
him as television’s Tucker Carlson, typing away furiously under a pseudonym.

7. CapitalistImperialistPig
June 11, 2006

Peter,

Congratulations! Your book is clearly getting a lot of good press and driving the
string theorists “bananas.”

Why is its publication so much later in the US?

Anonymous,

Professor Motl is quite real, and an assistant professor in the most imprtant
university in the US (and world), Harvard.

Whatever else we may think about him, and I do think (and write)about him
frequently, he is definitely an original.

8. woit
June 11, 2006

CIP,

Thanks!

The reason it\’s being published at different dates in the UK and the US is just
that the publishing business is kind of funny, with different publishing houses
operating in the two different countries. So you end up having to have two
different publishers. My book was originally bought by a UK company (Jonathan
Cape), which got interested in it after hearing about the book from Roger
Penrose, one of their authors. The deal I made with Cape involved selling them
world rights to the book, and they then went looking for a US company to
publish here, finally settling on Basic Books. The whole process ends up taking
quite a while, and Cape ended up publishing before Basic. This isn\’t particularly
unusual, Lisa Randall\’s recent book was also first published in the UK.

9. anon
June 11, 2006

very famous physicist with more than 10,000 citations” told him:

“WOW. I can’t believe the FT article. Holy Shit, the world has gone completely
bananas.”

A coward, letting Lubos do the dirty business. It’s cowards and dirty politicians
like that who decide which physics phds get jobs in the field and which don’t.

10. George P
June 11, 2006



Being a “brilliant” scientist isn’t enough. Hitler had plenty of those. One needs
stewardship and some “street smarts” about what to study, why, and when. One
needs to guard against pursuing blind alleys or going down a destructive path.
Sometimes you gotta use outside feedback to do that.

Lubos’ only response to feedback is childish ad hominem attacks. Also disturbing
is his devotion to nutty right-wing causes. He repeatedly demonstrates that he
tragically lacks this “meta-intelligence” and that his EQ is so low that it cancels
out his ability to put his “book smarts” to any good, worthy use. A pretty smart
person with stewardship and discipline is more effective than a whiny “boy
genius” brat like Lubos.

11. MathPhys
June 11, 2006

Lubos is not a genius. He’s smart, but so are many other people.

It’s been about 4 years or more since his PhD and, in spite of the fact that he’s
always been right in the middle of the US theoretical physics establishment, his
achievements are minor, compared to many others at the same stage of their
careers.

Sorry, Lubos.

12. MathPhys
June 11, 2006

anon,
I think I see what you mean. Someone gets irritated by something anti stringy in
a newspaper. He finds it below him to react to it directly, or maybe just doesn’t
have the time. He brings it to Motl’s attention, knowing that the pitbull will bite
and never let go.

Yes, Lubos, I’m afraid you’re being used.

13. Arun
June 11, 2006

If Peter Woit was wrong, it would be very easy to refute him, maybe even in one
sentence, e.g., like “the XYZ experiment makes Woit’s arguments irrelevant”.

John Q. Public may not know much science, but would be able to spot the
absence of such a simple argument from the string theorists. Furthermore, he
will see the message from Harvard – we cannot discuss physics with morons
such as you. He will see “Cornwell explains that the colliders are a waste of
money” but read “Even the proposed prodigiously expensive class of accelerators
known as Superconducting Super Colliders (SSCs), he claims, would have failed
to provide the merest clue as to whether the theory had merit.” – which is only
about the uselessness of SSC for string theory. In any case, if the Harvard attack
gets as much circulation as the Cornwell review, it will leave little room for doubt
on the part of the public.



String theorists might have better luck with the argument that Peter Woit is not
entirely right. 

14. David
June 12, 2006

Peter,
I admire your patience. It is considerably more than I have.
Best,
David

15. David
June 12, 2006

Peter,
I learned a lot tonight. The final portions of my discussion with Motl were
deleted which leaves the reader, following Motl’s misquotes, with the impression
that I said that you said Polchinski’s book had an error. I never said that. I said I
thought there was an error and you told me how Polchinski got his result. That’s
all you said. Please leave this up so somewhere it’s clearly stated. I hope you saw
the end before it was deleted. I have new thoughts about Motl as a scientist.
Best,
David

16. John Stanton
June 12, 2006

A friend of mine told me once that internet
and other ad hominem attacks as a reaction
to an idea are a complicated way to say:

“You are possibly right, but your idea goes so
much against my deeply held convictions that I can
only express this by insulting you.”

Keeping this in mind, one can be more relaxed about
the issue. I know people who use this to check their
ideas: if they get counter-arguments, they think
about them; if they get insulted, they know they are
on the right track.

17. knotted string
June 12, 2006

David,

If the definition of ‘science’ is to be kept objective, then we should do the same
with ‘theory’ and not associate that with strings. The key strength of ‘string
theory’ is incompleteness and vagueness. As ‘t Hooft says, ‘string theory’ is like
being given a chair minus arms, legs, back etc. It is just an idea, a hunch.



So calling strings a ‘theory’ elevates it to a status it doesn’t really have. And then
calling vacuous ‘string theory’ actual ‘science’ to defend it from critics is just
absurd.

I either have to keep denying string theory is science, or I have to invent a new
type of science – metaphysics – in which to place string. Interesting summary of
a relevant subject:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupthink

‘Groupthink is a mode of thought whereby individuals intentionally conform to
what they perceive to be the consensus of the group. …

‘The term was coined in 1952 by William H. Whyte in Fortune[1]:

‘”Groupthink … is a rationalized conformity — an open, articulate philosophy
which holds that group values are not only expedient but right and good as well.”
[2]

‘Irving Janis, who did extensive work on the subject, defined it as:

‘”A mode of thinking that people engage in when they are deeply involved in a
cohesive in-group, when the members’ strivings for unanimity override their
motivation to realistically appraise alternative courses of action.” [3]

‘The word groupthink was intended to be reminiscent of Newspeak words such
as “doublethink” and “duckspeak”, from George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four.

‘Irving Janis originally studied how groupthink affected the Pearl Harbor
bombing, the Vietnam War, and the Bay of Pigs Invasion…

‘Causes and symptoms of groupthink…

‘Illusion of invulnerability
‘Unquestioned belief in the inherent morality of the group
‘Collective rationalization of group’s decisions
‘Shared stereotypes of outgroup, particularly opponents
‘Self-censorship; members withhold criticisms
‘Illusion of unanimity (see false consensus effect)
‘Direct pressure on dissenters to conform
‘Self-appointed “mindguards” protect the group from negative information

‘… symptoms of a decision affected by groupthink:

‘Incomplete survey of alternatives
‘Incomplete survey of objectives
‘Failure to examine risks of preferred choice
‘Failure to re-appraise initially rejected alternatives
‘Poor information search
‘Selective bias in processing information at hand (see also confirmation bias)
‘Failure to work out contingency plans

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupthink
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupthink


‘Social psychologist Clark McCauley’s three conditions under which groupthink
occurs:

‘Directive leadership

‘Homogeneity of members’ social background and ideology
‘Insulation of the group from outside sources of information and analysis …

‘One mechanism which management consultants recommend to avoid groupthink
is to place responsibility and authority for a decision in the hands of a single
person who makes the decision in private and can turn to others for advice.
Others advise that a preselected individual take the role of disagreeing with any
suggestion presented, thereby making other individuals more likely to present
their own ideas and point out flaws in others’ and reducing the stigma associated
with being the first to take negative stances (see Devil’s Advocate).’

18. island
June 12, 2006

I’ve had comments deleted by Peter and I’ve never questioned his reasoning.
Lumo is a completely different story, as he deletes stuff because he doesn’t like
the message, but not because it isn’t relevant and/or valid.

The most frustrating counterargument is the kind that you get when the people
that you’re talking to simply go silent because they can’t refute your physics, but
still won’t buy it, so their stategy becomes that of sitting back and waiting for a
refutation to come along rather than to admit that you have a point.

Fifty hard facts gets you nothing but air.

Dogma at it’s finest.

19. hack
June 12, 2006

Lubos is not a boy genius, more like an ageing wunderkind. He had some early
success, but now he’s 32 or 33 and there are many who have achieved more than
he has at that age. I’ve read that it can be very depressing for a former
wunderkind to come to the realization that he is no longer the youngest guy in
the room so to speak. I can imagine how he might cope with this in bizarre ways,
such as cultivating an adolescent internet persona. But acting like a teenager
when you’re in your 30’s doesn’t make you young, it makes you pathetic.

20. anonymous
June 12, 2006

[…]

I don’t think its a good development that what should be a scientific controversy
is discussed in public on such a mediocre level. It is sad, it is very sad, that the
physicists community is apparently not able to solve the problem on its own. This



tells a lot about what is going wrong in physics research.

How many people who read the book, or the article, can judge on the actual
issue? What is created is the impression that theoretical physicist don’t know
what they are doing, or why they are doing what they are doing. Instead they call
each other crackpots, morons, or debunkers, and blame each other to be on the
wrong track.

[…]
If I were to decide whether tax money goes into theoretical physics on base of
that, I’d say: let’s wait till they have sorted out their problems before we invest
money.

Do we want that?

Best, B.

I don’t.

21. anonymous
June 12, 2006

sorry, from Lubo’s blog

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/dean-of-crackpots-hitlers-pope-and.html

22. xpinor
June 12, 2006

Is the reviewer John Cornwell identical with the professor at St. Andrews and
author of the three-volume book on group theory?

23. amused
June 13, 2006

This will no doubt test the limits of Peter’s tolerance but I’ld like to abuse the
hospitality of this blog to respond to Lubos’ latest post on his blog, “Science vs
Democracy”. Lubos usually deletes my comments there, and since he seems to
spend almost as much time here as on his own blog, responding to him here
seems the only option. His post was in response to comments by someone called
“B” on his earlier post attacking the Sunday Times review of Peter’s book; so,
with more than a little good will, the following is arguably not completely off-
topic here.

Lubos, you are being disingenious as usual. Obviously in a string-dominated
environment you and your colleagues are going to be all in favour of “leaving the
selection of the good ideas to the usual free mechanisms in science”, just as the
bosses of Microsoft wish for a free market free of those annoying anti-monopoly
laws that governments try to harrass them with.

The relevant question is whether string theory deserves its current level of
dominance in theoretical hep (at least the non-phenomenological side). As far as

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/dean-of-crackpots-hitlers-pope-and.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/dean-of-crackpots-hitlers-pope-and.html


I can tell, you guys have two main arguments for this: First is the claim that
David Gross likes to make, that the situation in string theory now is analogous to
the one prior to the formulation of QM in the early 1900’s, where people were
groping for the right understanding and formulation of the new physics. The
implication being that “Hey guys, major new physics is on the verge of being
discovered, everyone should be working on this!”. Second is the retort “If we’re
not to do string theory, then what else? Show us a more promising alternative.”

Actually I have some sympathy with both of these arguments. But not much. On
the one hand it’s certainly a big deal to have found a not obviously inconsistent
theory of quantum gravity which has a possibility to unify gravity with the other
forces. On the other hand, despite 30 years of effort by some of the best brains in
physics, the results so far are spectacularly unimpressive: you have nothing
more than hints that string theory (or some parts of it) may have something to do
with nature. Contrast this with Bohr’s result – in his atom model – where he was
able to derive the Ryberg constant in terms of other basic constants of nature.
This is the kind of result you guys need to come up with before the claim that the
string theory situation is analogous to pre-QM can be taken seriously. You are
nowhere near to obtaining such a result, and there is no sign that this is going to
happen anytime in the forseeable future.

Now let’s consider the “show us a better alternative” argument. To that my reply
is: When a completely “top-down” approach like string theory gets bogged down,
it might be a good idea to permit some work to be done on “bottom-up”
approaches. I emphasise *permit*, because at present you do not permit it –
young people who choose formal theory topics which are non-string are seriously
harming their career prospects. String theorists and higher-dimensional types
are mighty proud of themselves when they make applications of brane stuff to
low energy QCD, or lattice chiral gauge theories, but woe betide any young fool
who is naive enough to work directly on these topics. They are only considered of
interest to the extent that string theory can say something about them, and it is
only the results that come from string theory that are considered to have value.

An example of a formal theory topic which has seen major progress over the last
decade, and where there is much of interest that remains to be done, but which
would be career suicide for a young person to work on, is lattice formulation of
chiral gauge theories. (I choose this example since it happens to be dear to my
heart; no doubt there are other equally good ones.) A nonperturbative
formulation of chiral gauge theories would be quite a nice thing, don’t you agree
Lubos? It is at any rate a prerequisite for being able to properly investigate the
nonperturbative phenomenon of spontaneous electroweak gauge symmetry
breaking. And who knows, maybe results from this “bottom-up” topic could later
inspire new insights in “top-down” string theory. But with things the way they
are now we will never know, because, thanks to string dominance, such topics
are not a viable option for anyone who hopes for a career in physics.

24. Peter Woit
June 13, 2006

amused,



I pretty much agree with you, and it’s remarkable that Lubos now feels that the
only way he can handle those with a different point of view about string theory is
to delete their comments. Perhaps I should set up a “Lubos’s deleted comments
thread” here.

“B” is Sabine Hossenfelder, her blog is backreaction.blogspot.com, and you
might want to try and carry on this discussion over there with her.

25. amused
June 13, 2006

Ok, thanks for the info Peter, and for allowing the comment to stay.

“Perhaps I should set up a “Lubos’s deleted comments thread” here.”

Lol. Yes, please do!

26. Aaron Bergman
June 13, 2006

I’m somewhat confused by your comments, amused. I’m pretty sure I’m not
imagining all the lattice gauge theorists in the world. Are you saying that the job
prospects for a lattice gauge theorist are worse than that for a string theorist. I
have no idea if that’s true or not, but I’m just trying to see if I’m interpreting you
correctly.

27. Ponderer of Things
June 13, 2006

Quote from earlier: “Lubos is not a genius. He’s smart, but so are many other
people. It’s been about 4 years or more since his PhD and, in spite of the fact
that he’s always been right in the middle of the US theoretical physics
establishment, his achievements are minor, compared to many others at the
same stage of their careers.”

I was going to defend Lubos, as I was under the impression that he was
publishing a lot lately. But when I went to ISI, there are only 10 published
refereed papers for Lubos, only one in the past 3 years and none in the past 2
years. Well, I have to say I am surprised. And only 2 out of 10 papers as first
author?

I personally know plenty of grad students with more impressive publication
record than that.

Sorry, Lubos, but arxiv is no substitute for refereed publication process…

28. Aaron Bergman
June 13, 2006

Just a factual correction: in string theory, authors are in alphabetical order.

29. amused



June 13, 2006

Aaron, regarding the job situation for lattice gauge theorists you need to
distinguish between people doing “bread and butter” lattice QCD research – i.e.
numerical simulations, algorithms, & phenomenological chiral perturbation
theory stuff needed to extract physical results from the simulations – and those
(few) people doing formal stuff like construction of chiral gauge theories. For the
former the job situation is not too bad, at least at postdoc level. It’s tough at the
faculty level, but that’s also the case for many other fields. I’m not sure exactly
how it compares to the job situation for string theorists; certainly there seem to
be a lot more of them on the jobs rumour pages, but that could to some extent
just reflect that there are more stringers than lattice QCD’ers. On the other
hand, for people doing formal lattice gauge theory stuff the situation is pretty
hopeless. Almost all traditional lattice gauge theory groups focus on the bread
and butter stuff and are simply not interested in hiring people who only want to
do formal things. The natural home for the formal types would be in a regular
formal particle theory group. But “most” of these groups happen to be focusing
on string theory, branes etc and are not interested in people from other fields…

30. Peter Woit
June 13, 2006

xpinor,

I don’t think it is that John Cornwell.

31. Anon-e-mus
June 13, 2006

“L*b*s’s deleted comments thread” — me, too! I was even permanently banned
from commenting on his blog after repeatedly pointing out that he had misread
what various people whom he accused of saying various nasty or stupid things
actually wrote. Of course anybody able to “read, mark and inwardly digest”
English prose can still see that to be the case even without my comments
pointing it out…

32. Ponderer of Things
June 14, 2006

Thanks for correction on string publication order – now I recall that it is indeed
the rule.

Still, no published papers over the past two years – according to arxiv this
doesn’t even qualify Lubos as an “active researcher”.

33. Peter Woit
June 14, 2006

Ponderer,

All the evidence so far is that the arXiv official definition of “active researcher” is



“not Peter Woit”. Attempts to get them to set a well-defined standard based on
number of publications foundered when it became clear that the arXiv
moderator, Jacques Distler, wouldn’t meet the standard (which was just number
of papers, not counting whether they were published). As far as I can tell, neither
he nor Lubos would meet suggested numerical standards based on published
papers.

34. Lionell Griffith
June 14, 2006

All this hoha could be avoided if reality were determined by equations. One could
simply write the equation and *poof* the feature would exist in reality. All
problems could be solved by scribbles on a scrap of paper.

Unfortunately, the equations must conform to reality. Until that conformance is
demonstrated, the equations are nothing but bad fantasy and science fiction.
More importantly, they are Not Even Wrong.

I suggest most of the string hoha is about getting grants and writing papers. The
last thing they want is a real solution to real problems. If that happened, they
might have to get a real job and actually earn their keep. We can’t have that. Can
we? We common folk have to pay the bills so the “superior” types can play
forever without having to produce anything having meaning or value.

35. Aaron Bergman
June 14, 2006

I suggest most of the string hoha is about getting grants and writing papers. The
last thing they want is a real solution to real problems. If that happened, they
might have to get a real job and actually earn their keep. We can’t have that. Can
we? We common folk have to pay the bills so the “superior” types can play
forever without having to produce anything having meaning or value.

So, Peter, do you think this is true?

36. CapitalistImperialistPig
June 14, 2006

Aaron,

I, at least, think it’s implausible that string theorists don’t want “real solutions to
real problems.”

At the same time, you can’t neglect Upton Sinclairs principle that “it’s amazing
how hard it can be for someone to understand something when his salary
depends on his not understanding it.”

String theorists all have very high IQs and the ability to work very hard, so
unless they are otherwise psychologically disabled, they should mostly be able to
make a lot more money doing something else.



37. woit
June 14, 2006

Aaron,

No I don’t think it’s true (by the way, I disagree with many if not most of the
comments posted here). I was about to delete it, but didn’t partly because I was
busy, and partly to show what a lot of everyday people’s reactions to the string
theory mess is likely to be. I’ve written elsewhere about the unfortunate
backlash against any ambitious work on the fundamentals of theoretical physics
that is starting and likely to increase due to the way string theory has been
oversold.

38. Aaron Bergman
June 14, 2006

Thank you for that. I asked because I figured people would ignore me if I said
that it wasn’t true, but people might listen to you. Whatever one thinks of string
theory as a research programme, I hope things don’t degenerate too much into
arbitrary attacks against string theorists.

39. Ponderer of Things
June 14, 2006

Peter, I find it somewhat ironic that arxiv, with it’s supposed aim to “free” the
scientific community from delays or restrictions of paper-based publications and
sometimes lengthy refereeing process, has been recently busy creating rules for
rejecting unpopular among certain circles (but scientifically valid) ideas,
blocking trackbacks etc.

I am especially surprised since I was able to post and to quickly become an
endorser without any endorsing, but then again, my research is not
controversial.

I happen to think that arxiv should be totally “free for all” – if crackpot start
posting junk, so be it – let people figure out what is what. As if regular
publications are free of junk – surely enough if you go down low enough on the
foodchain, you can publish just about anything.

As a product of former soviet block system, I also find somewhat ironic that
Lubos, who claims to be self-proclaimed anti-commie right-winger, uses very
much the same tactics commonly employed by communists (scientifically or
politically – be it Lysenko-Michurinism or Sakharov) to limit critisism – such as
simply deleting undesirable comments, and responding to reason with
demagogery, namecalling and personal attacks. You’d think he lshould have
learned a thing or two about character assasination vs. respectful and civil free
exchange of ideas.

40. Who
September 10, 2006



CapitalistImperialistPig mentioned:

…you can’t neglect Upton Sinclairs principle that “it’s amazing how hard it can
be for someone to understand something when his salary depends on his not
understanding it.”

String theorists all have very high IQs and the ability to work very hard, so
unless they are otherwise psychologically disabled, they should mostly be able to
make a lot more money doing something else.

reminds me that part of the payment must be in real or fancied prestige.
the importance of importance was one of the themes in NEW recent thread
about Open Access Publication. (the prestige conferred by publication in top
journals balances simple dollar and time considerations)

besides pure interest and excitement, besides money rewards, people work for
recognition and status. so one thing that open criticism of the string monopoly in
the US might eventually do is change the prestige payoffs a bit. don’t know if
this has much or any significance compared with the plain bread and butter
issues of postdoc contracts and junior faculty hires—-just a thought



More in the Times

June 12, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

In Monday’s London Times there’s a piece by Anjana Ahuja about my new book and
the controversy over string theory. Ahuja worries that I might have multiple spleens,
so I want to reassure her and others that I only have one, generally of normal size. I
suppose that at times when dealing with Lubos, it may get a bit enlarged.

Ahuja gives a reasonably good account of some of the heated debate going on about
string theory, but does get one thing wrong about my point of view on this, when she
sets me up as someone who argues that “aesthetics is no substitute for experiment” in
contrast to Brian Greene’s emphasis on “The Elegant Universe”. This is an issue
where I’m with Brian, unlike, say, Lenny Susskind. I firmly believe that this is an
elegant universe and that the pursuit of more mathematically elegant theories is our
best hope for moving forward. I just don’t happen to think that the kind of string-
theory based unification ideas that people have been pursuing are especially
mathematically elegant.

Ahuja also remarks on the fact that Brian and I work in the same department but I
don’t thank him in the acknowledgements. There’s no big mystery about that, I just
haven’t had any really substantive conversations with Brian about the topics of the
book, so didn’t explicitly thank him there. Brian is a very nice guy who I first met
when he was a graduate student. He came to Columbia about ten years ago, hired by
the math department with a joint appointment in physics. During the past few years,
unfortunately for the math department, Brian’s interests have shifted from
mathematics more towards physics and he spends most of his time over in the physics
department, where he has started up a successful new research institute called
ISCAP.

I’ve often helped him with computer problems, and last time I saw him a week or so
ago in the hallway, he congratulated me on the book, which he had just gotten a copy
of from the publisher, and said he was looking forward to reading it. I warned him he
might not like some parts of it at all, he said that was fine, controversy and debate
was good, or something like that. Basically, he and I disagree about a scientific
question: can one make a successful unified theory out of string/M-theory? I think
there are good reasons to think one can’t, he’s still optimistic that it might work out.

Brian is far from the only string theorist I know who I have this disagreement with.
Some are very good friends that I’ve debated with extensively about this, others, like
Brian, I don’t happen to have spent much time discussing the topic with. But
disagreements over whether some speculative idea can ever work are not unusual in
science, and most scientists have no problem with healthy debate of this kind. I’ve
found it extremely surprising and disturbing that a small number of string theorists
have chosen to engage in personal attacks rather than the usual sort of scientific
debate.

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0,,6-2221472,00.html
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0,,6-2221472,00.html


Comments

1. Carl
June 12, 2006

> I’ve found it extremely surprising and disturbing
> that a small number of string theorists have chosen
> to engage in personal attacks rather than the usual
> sort of scientific debate.

It’s one thing to expect to find beauty and truth in your theories about nature,
but to expect to find universal politeness in an entire community is asking more
than just a bit too much of human nature.

Carl

2. Trevor
June 12, 2006

I found this blog from the article in today’s Times. As a mere periodontist who
just takes an interest in physics, I was assured by a young friend who happens to
be a professor (meaning the top level of UK academic post) of physics at a
leading UK university that quarks, leptons and force-carrying bosons are about
the smallest things for which there is good experimental evidence. I read Brian
Greene’s “Fabric of the Cosmos” last year in Arizona, and his “Elegant Universe”
a few years before. These books follow in the great mould of Banesh Hoffman’s
“Strange Story of the Quantum” (which I read in the 1960s) in explaining fairly
clearly to non-physicists a bit about recent thinking. I’m hoping Peter Woit’s
book is as much fun when I get it in a few days. I find his blog very interesting,
but do not understand why he has been insulted by other people. Why should
anyone insult someone else over anything scientific, particularly something for
which evidence appears unlikely to be obtainable? There is an old (Chinese?)
proverb which says that the first person to hit the other is thereby admitting he
has lost the argument. I’m afraid I tend to discount the views of people who
stoop to insults.

3. Michael Schmitt
June 12, 2006

“…the pursuit of more mathematically elegant theories is our best hope for
moving forward…”

Perhaps you meant this in a narrow sense? My opinion is that particle physics
suffers from a lack of revealing data – all that we know is in accord with the
Standard Model, so we have no hint from HEP in which direction to go,
theoretically speaking. Of course there are other signs of new physics beyond
the SM, such as dark matter and baryogenesis, but theorists address these
problems with models – the problems do not seem big enough to tell us which
theoretical directions are right. Some theoretical work seems to me so far
removed from experiment as to be practically untestable, in which case there is



no valid guide for progress, including mathematical elegance. Would anyone say
that QED is mathematically elegant? Yet by some measures it is the most valid
theory ever invented…

4. knotted string
June 12, 2006

I don’t like the fact that the review quotes you apparently dismissing all roads:
‘Researchers need, he says, “to acknowledge that this particular speculative idea
doesn’t really work and there aren’t any obvious good ideas out there”.’

But you describe loop quantum gravity (pages 189, 255) and describe other
speculative ideas towards such as twistors and the ideas of Alain Connes. You
argue for using representation theory to understand the diffeomorphism groups
of general relativity.

Another issue I have is whether string theory is really already falsified? In the
book you do argue that supersymmetry in string theory is inconsistent with data
for force strengths on pages 177 and for the cosmological constant on page 179.
So not only is string theory ‘not even wrong’ regarding the question of making
predictions (landscape of solutions, etc.), it’s also just plain wrong when
considered as an ad hoc a model for existing observations.

5. Juan R.
June 12, 2006

Trevor said,

I find his blog very interesting, but do not understand why he has been
insulted by other people. Why should anyone insult someone else over
anything scientific, particularly something for which evidence appears
unlikely to be obtainable? There is an old (Chinese?) proverb which
says that the first person to hit the other is thereby admitting he has
lost the argument.

The Chinese proverb holds in this case. When persons have not arguments
substitute them by insults. That is the case of several of string theorists here.

String theory has failed. The only technical argument (from string theorists)
could change our current perception is showing us how real problems are solved
in string theory approach, that predictions will be done at next HLC series of
experiments, how string theory is compatible with Standard Model and General
Relativity…

The problem with string theorist cannot do nothing of that even after 40 years of
unlikely attempts and unending promises.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



6. woit
June 12, 2006

Michael,

When I argue that the search for mathematical elegance is our best hope for
progress, that’s in the context of assuming experimentalists can’t get us
anything new. I certainly hope that is not true, that the LHC or even the Tevatron
will soon radically shake things up with unexpected new data. But if that doesn’t
happen and we still want to work on speculative new ideas about high energy,
mathematical elegance is one of the few criteria we have for figuring out which
way to go.

And I do think QED is in many ways a mathematically elegant structure, and
QCD is even more so.

7. Thomas Larsson
June 12, 2006

You argue for using representation theory to understand the diffeomorphism
groups of general relativity.

Knotted string,
I certainly cannot speak for Peter, but you just mentioned the reason why I
generalized the Virasoro algebra to several dimensions. 

8. HH
June 12, 2006

Hehe, it made it to digg.com:

http://digg.com/science/String_Theory_Debunked_

9. Chris Oakley
June 12, 2006

And I do think QED is in many ways a mathematically elegant
structure, and QCD is even more so.

You’re welcome to both of them.

Incidentally, the article in The Times makes much of Peter’s spleen and the
“online squabbling” that goes on here, but – apart from the Bohemian Brat –
does anyone really behave that badly here? I don’t think so. In fact, I see the
contributors to this blog as continuing an ancient tradition of gentleman
scientists that goes back to Lord Rayleigh. “Lively discussion” is the term I
would use rather than “squabbling”.

10. hoggy
June 12, 2006

Digg = ass of the internet news sites.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=305#comment-6341
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=305#comment-6341
http://digg.com/science/String_Theory_Debunked_
http://digg.com/science/String_Theory_Debunked_


11. David Younger
June 12, 2006

I too read the article today. I cannot read about string theory without thinking
about Prolemy’s system of wheels and epicycles. For many years after
Copernicus described a sun centred system, Ptolemy continued to prove a better
predictor of the movements of the stars and planets. But it was wrong, and all
the elegance of the maths behind it couldn’t alter that.

12. Benjamin
June 12, 2006

Hi Peter. My question may seem off-topic, but I think it’s relevant to your site,
since it involves the whole issue of what makes good science. I do agree with
certain unnamed critics of yours that the climatology behind the global warming
hysteria is shaky and questionable. Somehow I would expect a skeptic like you to
agree, for reasons somewhat similar to how you view string theory. Any
comment? I’m not asking you to deny the global warming hype altogether, just to
say whether you think it is full of uncertainties, even if a majority of
climatologists think otherwise. Even if you haven’t studied it in detail, what does
your common sense say about using a computer model to predict something as
complex and nonlinear as the weather? Not to mention the uncertainties in the
input data. You may take the safe path and say that you simply don’t know, but
I’ll be shocked if you say that you have a lot of confidence in the global warming
theory!

13. Peter Woit
June 12, 2006

Benjamin,

Please, no climatology debates here. I’ll delete any more on this topic.

Despite what some people think, I really don’t go on here about things I haven’t
spent a lot of time learning about and thinking about. Life is short, and climate
science is not something I’ve spent any time at all thinking about.

One of my few data points is Lubos, who seems to be almost infallible at falling
for heavily ideological nonsense. Based on what he has to say, my prejudice
would be that there must be something to global warming. But then again, on
rare occasions he gets it right (e.g. the string theory anthropic landscape), so I
can’t just rely on his opinions.

So, I stick to my position: I don’t know and don’t have time to find out for myself.

14. John Gonsowski
June 12, 2006

Funny, Susskind actually created the most math elegant M-theory (bosonic
M-theory) but unfortuneately he didn’t do anything with it and instead went
down a really inelegant path. Bosonic M-theory has no superpartners but that



could end up being a good thing.

15. Anonymous
June 12, 2006

Right now, “Not Even Wrong” has an amazon.co.uk sales rank of 71, meaning
that there are 70 books out there which are selling better than it at the moment.
That sounds pretty good, even if this is just the early buyers all buying at the
same time.

16. Michael Bacon
June 12, 2006

Peter,

I think getting the book pubished is gong to be a good thing for you — and the
ideas you expouse. Your response to Benjamin seems to strike the right balance
— bemused tolerance. Exactly the right attitude to take regarding Lubos. He
could very well be right regarding any number of matters, but who knows, given
the crazy way he responds to things. Anyway, congratulations on the book and
the good reviews, and on your abilitiy to raise fundamental questions that
deserve serious answers. I enjoy the blog a lot.

17. woit
June 12, 2006

Thanks Michael and others,

I’ve been surprised at how well the book seems to be doing, and extremely
pleased by the positive reaction to it. At one point I was advised that it was just
too difficult a book for most people, but the publishers ended up allowing me to
write exactly the book I wanted, and it is gratifying to see that people are
enjoying it, and not getting put off by some of its more technical aspects.

18. Thomas Reasoner
June 12, 2006

Benjamin, the various theories of Global Warming are testable and thus
falsifiable, whereas String Theory is not. I see no correlation between the two
situations whatsoever.

Now to stay on topic: congratulations on the book! I hadn’t planned on buying it,
but I think I just might in order to support the cause.

Regarding Brian Greene, I have read a couple of his books, and I’ve even seen
his Nova series, and I must say I was not at all impressed with any of it. Maybe
the problem was that I wasn’t really in the target demographics. The other
problem, I think, is that his works seemed to me to be lacking any real insight.
There were no great moments of epiphany for me reading his stuff. Ironically, his
“Elegant Universe” really turned me off from String Theory, even though it was
supposed to turn the reader on to it.



19. D. Eppstein
June 12, 2006

David Younger: You don’t think Ptolemy’s epicycles were an important
forerunner of Fourier analysis? That seems a much more important role than
their “not even wrong” description of planetary motion. In fact the ability of
epicycle type theories to fit any cyclic motion has a lot to do with how useful
Fourier analysis is…

20. top ten?
June 13, 2006

from comments on Lubos Motl blog:

Lubos, can you please post the 10 top results relevant for physics achieved by
string theory? This would be a more reasonable way of clarifying the present
controversy. Since I am worried that you will not like this comment and will
delete it, I am going to post it also on Peter Woit blog.

21. JPL
June 13, 2006

“And I do think QED is in many ways a mathematically elegant structure, and
QCD is even more so.”

Peter,

Do I take it correctly that you don’t hold the same opinion about Electroweak
Theory (GSW Model etc…) ?

22. island
June 13, 2006

Peter… don’t forget us when you’re famous…

er…

Peter won’t be able to forget us when he’s famous… try as he might… heh

23. Peter Woit
June 13, 2006

JPL,
Well, QED is part of the electroweak model, and, ignoring the Higgs mechanism,
the rest of the GSW model is a gauge theory just like QCD.

I do think the electroweak model is mathematically elegant, but it’s a more
complicated situation than QCD. There’s the Higgs, which is problematic for
various reasons, and certainly makes the whole thing more complicated and less
elegant. Also, the electroweak model really forces you to think about chiral
gauge theories, and these are in many ways mathematically even more
interesting, but much less well understood.



24. Tommaso Dorigo
June 13, 2006

Hi all,

despite being grateful for Michael S.’s recent flattering comments about my
posts, I need to join the debate here, and throw in my two pence – QED is surely
elegant and I understand those who say so. QCD is probably also elegant but its
elegance is beyond my reach.
What I really find the most elegant of all mathematical structures involved in our
current understanding of the subatomic physical world is group theory. In a
sense, without the elegance of group theory, much of the charm of QED and QCD
would be gone.

Just a dumb experimentalists’ HO…

Cheers,
T.

25. Tommaso Dorigo
June 13, 2006

… I missed a part in my preamble above: despite… I need to disagree with
Michael.
T.

26. Anonymous
June 13, 2006

How surprised would everybody be if no Higgs (or any other new particle) is
found at the LHC? I understand that there are good reasons to expect to find the
Higgs, but weren’t there good reasons to have found it at lower energies, too?

27. MathPhys
June 13, 2006

Does anyone know of way to put money on outcomes of the LHC? I want to invest
money betting that

1. No Higgs scalar will be seen,
2. No susy partners will be seen

I need the money to buy a new bike, and that’s a sure bet.

28. Aaron Bergman
June 13, 2006

How surprised would everybody be if no Higgs (or any other new particle) is
found at the LHC? I understand that there are good reasons to expect to find the
Higgs, but weren’t there good reasons to have found it at lower energies, too?

Supersymmetry was the good reason to have seen it at lower energues. There is



a really good reason to see something that generates electroweak symmetry
breaking, however: WW scattering needs something to maintain unitarity. If
unitarity is violated, that’s a big deal.

The worry, however, is that there might be something but it could be almost
impossible to distinguish it from the background of the rest of the standard
model. I don’t know much about such models, but I hear it could be a problem.

29. Amitabha
June 14, 2006

How surprised would everybody be if no Higgs (or any other new
particle) is found at the LHC?

I will be a bit disappointed if the Higgs is found.

There is a really good reason to see something that generates
electroweak symmetry breaking, however: WW scattering needs
something to maintain unitarity.

A 3-point coupling W-W-something in addition to pure Yang-Mills seems
necessary to maintain tree-level unitarity. In the Higgs model that something is
the Higgs field which causes the electroweak symmetry breaking. But you can
think of other models with a AAB coupling, in which the new field may not be the
cause of electrweak symmetry breaking.

30. top ten?
June 14, 2006

about my message above: on his blog, Lubos and others answered my question
about: which are the main results relevant for physics achieved by string theory?
Some of the answers are worth reading, provided that one knows that it is like
reading the Pravda in Breznevian era: Lubos suffered another of his insult crises
and started deleting my posts, allowing only the comments that agree with his
agenda.

I do not repost here my deleted answers, as they are off-topic.

31. runge_kutta
June 14, 2006

I particularly love Lubos’ comparison of your knowledge of physics to that of ‘the
average squirrel’. That made my day. My sides still hurt from laughing.

32. Eugene Stefanovich
June 14, 2006

MathPhys:

I also want to bet some money on the absence of Higgs and SUSY stuff at the
LHC. I think this would be a very refreshing experience for fundamental physics.
I hope this will force us to abandon the modern “bag of tricks” approach to QFT.



We will go back to dusty relativity and QM textbooks and examine them under
microscope searching for inconsistencies. And I bet we’ll find a few.

33. D R Lunsford
June 14, 2006

MathPhys,

See this: http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0006049

-drl

34. knotted string
June 14, 2006

Lubos now states on his blog: ‘I always like to say that the status of string theory
and the status of the theory of evolution … are somewhat analogous: I
summarize the reasons at the end of this text. … a group of believers felt that
this opinion of mine insulted their religious sensibilities. So they virtually
marched to Jacques Distler’s office and forced him to officially denounce my
analogy, much like the believers who demanded the denunciation and execution
of the heliocentric heretics 500 years ago. … Jacques Distler has fully obeyed
their requests.’

The failure of crackpots like Lubos (and I’m glad to exclude Jacques in this case),
is caused by the fact Darwin had a BOOK FULL of evidence for evolution, while
crackpots have NO evidence at all.

I can see how Lubos went crackpot: he is comparing the lack of
MATHEMATICAL LAWS in Darwin’s book with the corresponding lack of
mathematical laws in string theory.

But physicist Michael Faraday formulated all his laws in words like Darwin, and
Maxwell later translated them into maths. Darwin’s laws can be represented
mathematically, too, in models like the Lanchester equations for the groups (or
species) to struggle to survive in conflict.

You can see why Lubos prefers to compare strings to Darwin than to compare
them to Faraday’s researches. It would be just absurd.

Strings are crackpot as they have no predictive equations AND no experimental
evidence. There is simply nothing at all useful in stringy theory, not even the
prediction of a unique vacuum state.

35. JPL
June 14, 2006

Woit says:

I do think the electroweak model is mathematically elegant, but it’s a more
complicated situation than QCD. There’s the Higgs, which is problematic for
various reasons, and certainly makes the whole thing more complicated and less

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0006049
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0006049


elegant. Also, the electroweak model really forces you to think about chiral
gauge theories, and these are in many ways mathematically even more
interesting, but much less well understood.

Agreed. I asked because I truly think that the dichotomy between mathematical
aesthetics and empircal success that journalist insist in making is a false one! As
it turns out the aspects of the EW Model that are mathematically more elegant
(i.e. the Gauge Principle) are the ones that have experimental support (Weak
Neutral Currents, Ws,Zs etc…).
More than a few people recognize the Higgs pattern of SSB as something of a
phenomenological kluge. Of course the few proposed alternatives did not fare
much better, but that does make the Higgs any prettier…

36. Jonathan Vos Post
June 15, 2006

Will you keep us posted on Hawking’s forthcoming Superstring lecture in
Beijing?

Humans close to finding answers to origin of universe: Hawking Thu Jun 15, 8:47
AM ET
http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20060615/wl_uk_afp
/sciencehongkongbritainphysics_060615124715

Acclaimed physicist Stephen Hawking has said that humanity is finally getting
close to understanding the origin of the universe.

Speaking at a lecture in Hong Kong, Hawking said that despite some theoretical
advances in the past years, there are still mysteries as to how the universe
began.

“Despite having had some great successes, not everything is solved.” …

During his Hong Kong visit he also revealed he is writing a children’s book with
his daughter about theoretical physics.

Hawking is the author of international best seller “A Brief History of Time”,
which attempted to explain a range of subjects in cosmology, including the Big
Bang, black holes, light cones and superstring theory.

He is on a six-day visit to Hong Kong and will meet Chief Executive Donald Tsang
Friday before heading to Beijing Saturday where he will give a lecture on string
theory.

Copyright © 2006 Agence France Presse.

37. Chris W.
June 15, 2006

In recent decades it seems that certain kinds of mathematical structure, and a
mathematician’s notion of beauty, have been widely regarded as at best
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essentially synonymous with beauty in a physical theory, and at worst a very
good surrogate for it. I think we are now witnessing the pitfalls of that facile
notion.

There was a time when “beauty” in a physical theory or idea was understood as
having a meaning beyond formal or mathematical elegance; indeed, it was
recognizable prior to the formal elaboration of an idea. In my opinion this is
abundantly clear in Einstein’s early work, and was integral to his particular form
of physical intuition. This sense, if not altogether lost, has been largely displaced
in the thinking of the last two generations of theoretical physicists.



Various and Sundry

June 14, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

As usual recently, so much going on that I don’t have time to write much about a lot of
it, but here are some quick links and comments.

The SUSY 06 conference is taking place this week, hosted by UC Irvine, with talks at
the Marriott Hotel in Newport Beach. Here’s the program, which now has links to
slides for some of the talks in the parallel sessions, although not at the moment for
those in the plenary sessions. This evening there will be a plenary session on
Naturalness, with talks by experimentalist Burton Richter, theorists Frank Wilczek,
Leonard Susskind and Andrei Linde. This line-up is very heavily weighted toward the
anthropic point of view, I wonder why the organizers couldn’t find anyone from the
other side. Various bloggers are at the conference reporting, including Clifford
Johnson and Sabine Hossenfelder. B. Yen, who normally covers off-road motor-racing,
has decided to cover something even more exciting, academics at a SUSY conference,
and is providing stills, video, and podcasts via iTunes from the conference site.

Strings 2006, this year’s edition of the big yearly string theory conference held each
summer begins next week in Beijing. The conference web-site itself still doesn’t yet
have even a schedule of talks or titles of talks, but Jonathan Shock will be at least one
person blogging from there, and he has begun with a long posting of advice about
Beijing for people traveling there for the conference.

The big political news of a few days ago was the blogger convention in Las Vegas,
with potential 2008 presidential candidates showing up to try and impress the most
influential people in the country at the moment, bloggers. Sean Carroll reports from
the science-blogging caucus there that Wesley Clark made his pitch by coming out
strongly in favor of Leonard Susskind and the anthropic string theory landscape. I
know, this sounds like a weird joke, but it’s not.

In other political news closer to home here, today’s New York Times has a story about
some of Einstein’s off-prints being auctioned by Christie’s, for the benefit of New
York’s progressive Working Families Party.

Dave Bacon has a posting about a new arXiv front-end from the IOP called Eprintweb.

The Tevatron is back in business colliding particles, having overcome the attack of the
killer raccoons. There’s a report from Gordon Watts who explains the importance of
plastic ducks for his experiment’s data acquisition system.

John Baez’s latest This Week’s Finds is out, this time it’s mostly a very enlightening
discussion of the relation of music theory and group theory. His web site also contains
some wonderful notes by Michael Shulman from a minicourse John gave on
n-categories and cohomology theory. John’s web-site increases it resemblance to a
modern blog with an RSS feed set up by Serkan Cabi.
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The math blogosphere seems to my mind somewhat weirdly dominated by those with
an interest in category theory. Besides John and Urs Schreiber, there’s David Corfield,
Robin Houston, and the only math blog at ScienceBlogs, that of Mark Chu-Carroll.

Urs has interesting reports from the ESI Research Conference on Homological Mirror
Symmetry going on this week and next.

Last week was the annual Johns Hopkins workshop on particle physics, this year held
at the Galileo Galilei Institute in Florence. Many of the talks are on-line.

Le Monde has an article about Dubna.

There’s definitely an increasingly widespread backlash against string theory going on
in the wider culture. A Columbia colleague last night sent me an extract from a book
his daughter was reading. It’s called 100 Bullshit Jobs … and how to get them by
Stanley Bing, and one of the “Bullshit Jobs” listed is that of “Quantum Physicist String
Theorist”. Skills required for the job are listed as

Bullshit at such a high level of discourse, with such a profound understanding of
arcane mathematical concepts, that everybody thinks they are stupider than you.

The listing describes

… string theorists, who have now broken up into two warring camps, each fighting for
control of PBS. One school says that there are many, many universes, possibly an
infinite number. The other school is more conservative and counts just a couple of
cosmic alternatives, and has the benefit of being represented by a total babe.

I also heard recently from the people who put out Axes and Alleys, the official
magazine of the Royal Tractor Repair and Maintenance Society of Outer Mongolia.
Their latest issue has a graphic on page 27 inspired by their impression of superstring
theory.

Finally, as near as I can tell Lubos has finally gone completely bonkers. In his last few
ranting postings, people who disagree with him no longer have the intelligence of
dogs, but are compared to squirrels (or, in my case, microbes). His latest posting is
about why the scientific status of string theory and of evolution theory are the same
(although he thinks “evolution is more dogmatic while string theory is more open-
minded work in progress”), and I’m sure the people at the Discovery Institute will
enjoy it greatly. He goes on about the fact that at one point, under great duress,
Jacques Distler did admit in the comment section of a blog that he disagreed with
Lubos on this point. Lubos compares this to Judas’s betrayal of Jesus:

This almost sounds like a story from the New Testament except that in the past, there
would be 1 Judas in such a story. Today we have 387 Judases with various confused
and triply corrupt self-interests and relations to the bad players in the game of life.

Instead of dissociating themselves from Lubos’s increasingly nutty postings about
string theory, some string theorists such as Moshe Roszali and Joe Polchinski instead
have decided this is a good time to encourage him and start participating in the
comment section of his blog. Polchinski contributed to a top ten list of greatest
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achievements of string theory produced by Lubos two more: the “fact” that the
unknown theory is somehow known to have no parameters, and the existence of the
landscape and thus the anthropic solution of the CC problem.

The fact that Polchinski seems to think Lubos’s blog is a good place for him to spend
his time is kind of funny given that he has publicly attacked me for saying unpleasant
things about people (I did once describe a paper of his in an uncalled-for way), as well
as privately telling people he won’t read my blog because of the nasty personal things
I say about people. For some reason he seems to have no problem with Lubos, to the
point of being willing to encourage him as he gets more and more delusional. This is
really sad.

Update: Some of the plenary talks at SUSY 06 are now on-line. The schedule of talks
with titles for Strings 2006 is now on-line.

Comments

1. hack
June 14, 2006

I heard on the public radio program “From the Top”, a young musician and
aspiring physicist describe string theory as “kind of the joke of the physics
world”.

2. sequoia
June 14, 2006

I guess Polchinski and Roszali don’t take Lubos’ bad behavior as seriously as you
or others do. He might be very incendiary on the web but he’s actually a nice,
charming person in reality, has a lot of good friends and is liked and respected by
many. He’s of course not as brash in person as he is online so that explains a lot.
He has two alternate personas and his web persona is something of an alter ego
to his more well-behaved persona offline.
Plus, in this day and age when there’s a lot of backlash against string theory and
its advocates, Lubos is the one person ranting and raving the loudest, and
because of this, he enjoys quite a lot of support from the silent majority of string
theorists. And just as most democrats are reluctant to criticize michael moore,
string theorists are hesitant to speak out against lubos. He’s their mouthpiece.
He’s their self-appointed warrior, the one who passionately defends this field
they’ve devoted their lives to. He says everything they wish they could say but
can’t because they’re scared of the backlash, or they just can’t take the heat.

3. John Baez
June 14, 2006

Peter writes:

John’s web-site increases it resemblance to a modern blog with an RSS feed set
up by Serkan Cabi.
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Now I just need to get a quarrelling crowd of readers who reply to everything I
write by venting their own pet peeves. 

4. Chris Oakley
June 14, 2006

Sequoia,

You should read the articles in The Times, The Sunday Times and The Financial
Times in the UK about Peter’s book. Executive summary: Peter has a point. The
dominance of String Theory is in no way commensurate with its scientific
achievements.
It may well be that LM is perfectly nice on a one-to-one basis, but he has no
judgement. Comparing Darwinian theory with String theory is just stupid. And
this man was a boy genius? Well, so was Stephen Wolfram and if he wants to tell
me, in 1,200 pages, that all the problems of science can be solved by Cellular
Automata then, even though he may be brighter than I am, I have to then say
that I know at least one thing that he does not. At least, unlike LM, he provides
me with usable software. If just being clever was what it is all about then I – like
the vast majority of others – probably cannot compete. But being clever is not
what physics is about. It is about building consistent models of the physical
world. This is a particular kind of craftsmanship that has nothing to do with
whether people like you or not (cf. Wolfgang Pauli), or whether you are a good
person (cf. Werner Heisenberg), and it is not perfectly correlated to your
academic record (cf. Albert Einstein). What actually matters is what matters to
the craftsman, namely the quality of the end product. This is where judgement
comes in. String Theorists do not behave like scientists. They behave more like
children blowing bubbles, watching and comparing notes on the pretty rainbow
flecks that their mathematical games produce. They hope that it might at some
stage connect with reality, but this does not seem to be a priority. However, when
criticisms are made – of the kind that they should have made of themselves –
they start to squeal like children threatened with the removal of their toys. I ask
you, why should we continue to write them a blank cheque?

5. hack
June 14, 2006

” He says everything they wish they could say but can’t because they’re scared
of the backlash, or they just can’t take the heat.”

If that is the case then they are an incredible bunch of cowards.

6. Eugene Stefanovich
June 14, 2006

Chris:

I don’t think that string theorists are more guilty than anybody else. Simply
string theory occupied such a prominent place in science during last 30 years
and developed a huge publicity machine. That’s why it is an easy target. I think
that the problem with modern physics is much deeper. In part it can be



attributed to (rather miraculous) successes of the last 50+ years, when such ill-
defined concepts as renormalization, gauge invariance, spontaneous symmetry
breaking, asymptotic freedom, etc. actually produced real physical results. It
became commonly accepted that we can continue on the same path: invent a
trick or two that will eventually bring us a “theory of everything”. It seems to me
that we reached the limit of such trick-based approaches.

In my opinion, instead of rushing to TOE, we should carefully reexamine our
foundations – the relativity and quantum mechanics. However, as was pointed
out a few times on this blog, these lines of research are not considered
fashionable or sexy in academia. Indeed, how one can move forward by looking
backward? Nevertheless, that’s exactly what we need to do. Though this change
of attitude would require a major disaster, like the null LHC result.

7. knotted string
June 14, 2006

Lubos is now linking mention of your name on his blog to a somewhat warped
version of this blog: http://sites.gizoogle.com/showpage.php?url=http:
//www.math.columbia.edu/%7Ewoit/wordpress/

Warping is what you can expect from a string theorist.

8. JC
June 14, 2006

I’ve always wondered whether somebody’s aggressive behavior online and/or in
person, is a compensation of some sort for shortcomings in other parts of their
personal lives. (ie. The Napoleon Syndrome or some kind of inferiority complex
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napoleon_complex )

9. Aaron Bergman
June 14, 2006

They hope that it might at some stage connect with reality, but this does not
seem to be a priority.

This is belied by the focus of many groups on string theory model building. Many
people are out there looking for confirmatory possibilities.

In fact, although I doubt you’ll like it, for a lot of people this anthropic thing is an
attempt to connect to the real world. You may disagree with the philosophy, but
that is a separate issue from the motivation.

Most string theorists aren’t bad people. Really.

10. a
June 14, 2006

Peter, your website is becoming all-Lubos, all the time. You’re talking about him
several times in every article.
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If you were both third graders, I’d suspect you two have a crush on each other.

11. Walt
June 14, 2006

Peter: Category theory always seems disproportionately well-represented on the
web to me. What’s even odder is that it’s not just a fascination with categories,
but with n-categories. I think part of it is that John Baez has always been such an
effective advocate of his n-categorical point of view that he’s both attracted
people to the subject and inspired them to follow his example and post about it
on-line.

None of us at arsmath are big category theory fans, so we’ll just have to single-
handedly restore the balance. 

12. hogghy
June 14, 2006

who’s the total babe?

13. Who
June 15, 2006

The other school is more conservative and counts just a couple of cosmic
alternatives, and has the benefit of being represented by a total babe.

who’s the total babe?

Lisa Randall and Eva Silverstein are both lovely young women—accomplished
speakers and brilliant to boot. I’d guess that the author of “100 Bullshit Jobs”
was referring to Lisa Randall. But the reference is inaccurate—she does
braneworld models, rather than string/M theory proper. Babe or not, I don’t
understand how she could be said to “represent” any group or school of string
theorists.

14. AR
June 15, 2006

Peter: Burt Richter is as outspoken a critic of the anthropic principle as you
could possibly ask for. At the session, he essentially described the anthropic
principle as theology. And he got audience applause for it, too.

hogghy: The babe is probably Lisa Randall.

15. reader
June 15, 2006

“Moshe Roszali and Joe Polchinski instead have decided this is a good time to
encourage him and start participating in the comment section of his blog.”
“This is really sad.”

NO, this is appropriate. Most of the string theorists don’t even mention your



name because you have firmly established yourself as a maniac.

16. David Corfield
June 15, 2006

Walt: What’s even odder is that it’s not just a fascination with categories, but
with n-categories.

Well, once you’ve see that ladder heading all the way up to the heavens, it seems
somewhat unambitious to stop on the first rung.

17. better ideas?
June 15, 2006

the serious question about Lubos is: is he following a strategy and we are unable
of seeing his goal, or we are having fun of a person with personality problems?

Sorry, a.

18. Ponderer of Things
June 15, 2006

Lubos as Michael Moore? More fitting is Ann Coulter, or Bill O’Reilly. Some of it
may be calculated to get attention, a big part of it is narcissism. intolerance
towards people who have audacity to form a different opinion and simply lack of
tact/manners.

Saying that he is perfectly nice person except for his internet persona is like
saying that your neighbour is a nice guy, except for occasional killing sprees.

I really do wonder what other faculty members at Harvard think of him – I will
ask around. Since a lot of his psychotic rantings are now part of permenent
record on the web, anyone with access to google can find them, even years later.
I only imagine that while most faculty members don’t give a flying fart about
string controversy, they don’t want to be sharing commitee duties with someone
who doesn’t handle opposing opinion well and is likely to fly off the handle,
spewing personal attacks and put-downs every time he gets a little “upset”.

Some people really ought to pospone getting a blog until they are fully tenured –
at least. Most of us learn to control our emotions, instead of going off and letting
everyone know how we REALLY feel.

Blogs seem to be opening up a channel to peek beyond that “filter” in some
people. And what we can all see is often not very pretty.

Note to self – think twice about getting my own blog.

19. anonymous
June 15, 2006

Maybe Polchinski’s and Roszali’s support has more to do with Motl’s political
opinions than his persona as a strong theory spokesperson. I recall Motl



invective against those who called Summer’s statement of “anti-semitism in
intent if not in effect” as ridiculous. Perhaps this endeared Motl to them. Sort of
like how Motl would perhaps appear as an ally to those against saving our
environment. Though its hard to imagine even those people sinking as low as
these two…

20. Jeremy
June 15, 2006

I missed a math babe? Where?

Anyway, after finding the reviews online and finding this place, I had no idea that
it would be so controversial to say, y’know, prove it.

Since I’m in the U.S. I haven’t been able to read the book yet, I couldn’t actually
compare it to whoever this Lubos person is. All of that writing seems needlessly
caustic (unless there’s some caustic language in the book I don’t know about).

21. amused
June 15, 2006

I don’t think much can or should be read into the appearance of Moshe and
Polchinski on Lubos’ blog; the discussion there just happened to turn to
something that interested them. Polchinski also posted his comment on
Christine’s blog, and Moshe seems like a reasonable enough guy who just wants
to have pure physics discussions without all the sociological stuff etc (which is
easy enough for him since he doesn’t have to deal with the consequences of it).
I’m sure Moshe would also join in here if there was a pure physics discussion on
a topic that interested him; he has done so regularly in the past at any rate.

As for Lubos and his 387 Judases, that’s quite bizarre indeed! Presumably Distler
is supposed to be one of them, but then who are the other 386?

22. Peter Woit
June 15, 2006

AR,

Thanks for the report. Any insight into why the organizers couldn’t find a
theorist skeptical of the anthropic stuff and had to bring in an experimentalist to
do the job?

23. Peter Woit
June 15, 2006

amused,

Unclear who the other 386 Judases betraying Lubos/Jesus are. In his comment
section, he does thank Clifford Johnson for refusing to publicly renounce the
evolution/string theory analogy, so Clifford isn’t one of them.

Note that Roszali and Polchinski’s comments were purely about their own



suggested additions to Lubos’s list of the great achievements of string theory. In
context I wouldn’t describe this as pure physics discussion without the
sociological stuff.

anonymous,

I strongly doubt that Roszali or Polchinski’s support of Lubos has anything to do
with his political views.

better ideas?,

“the serious question about Lubos is: is he following a strategy and we are
unable of seeing his goal, or we are having fun of a person with personality
problems?”

He’s following a strategy, one which is obvious: paint anyone who criticizes
string theory as a crackpot who should not be paid attention to. Sympathy with
this strategy is probably why string theorists almost universally refuse to
criticize him. His problem is that he does have personality problems, which
makes his efforts self-defeating.

24. amused
June 15, 2006

“Note that Roszali and Polchinski’s comments were purely about their own
suggested additions to Lubos’s list of the great achievements of string theory. In
context I wouldn’t describe this as pure physics discussion without the
sociological stuff.”

Neither would I, but from their perspective it probably was.

25. Aaron Bergman
June 15, 2006

Do I get to be a Judas, too? The idea that string theory is remotely as well
supported as evolution is inane.

(extra letters may be added to said description as per the reader’s discretion)

26. island
June 15, 2006

Thanks for the report. Any insight into why the organizers couldn’t find
a theorist skeptical of the anthropic stuff and had to bring in an
experimentalist to do the job?

Maybe they’ve been reading my blog or website and have finally realized that
you have to actually put forth a meaningful argument against the physics and
facts, since willful ignorance and comparisons to theology don’t mean squat to
science.

27. amused



June 15, 2006

Btw, on the topic of Lubos, he has let slip in a comment over on Sabine H.’s blog
that he will soon be leaving academia to start a new religious cult. Or more
precisely, to bring an existing one to the masses. Apparently it is going to be
called the Church of M.

(Ok he only explicity mentioned the leaving academia part, the rest is from
reading between the lines.)

28. Yidun
June 15, 2006

Dear Prof. Woit,

Thanks for your useful info!

Best, Y

29. Who
June 15, 2006

this was the 4:57 PM comment on a certain thread of Bee’s in case anyone wants
to find it.
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/06/science-and-
democracy.html#c115024305475393420

“Lumo said…
I am not so much concerned about the future of any funding because I am
leaving Academia soon and I never cared about money much anyway.

Moreover, I am also a leading expert in loop quantum gravity so that switching
funding to LQG would not affect me even if this question were relevant. 

What I am primarily concerned about are aggressive crackpots who have no idea
what they’re talking about and who attempt to distort science as such and force
scientists to share their idiotic beliefs, just like the religious bigots in the 16th
century wanted to stop scientists from doing their work, and sometimes they did
so rather efficiently.

Sorry to say but the list of these bigotic individuals also includes Christine who
just told us that she believes that string theory is not a “theory”. What is it?
Apple juice? Have you lost your mind?

Sorry to say but I have just seen far too much about her so that I must conclude
that Christine is clearly just a plain stupid person. Every sufficiently well trained
parrot can say these simple sentences that XY theory could be plain wrong, and
all these things…”

Bee’s original post was here
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/06/science-and-democracy.html
and was dated Monday 12 June in the evening.
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Comment seems to have begun at around 7AM the next morning, if I interpret
correctly, and to have continued throughout the day. The greater part of what
appears in the first 30 comments was by Dr. Motl.
The comment in question is #22, by my count.

I hope everyone realizes how privileged we are to have the pleasure of
witnessing these e-vents, or perhaps a better word would be e-ruptions.

30. Peter Woit
June 15, 2006

Before anyone gets too excited about the prospects for Lubos leaving physics to
found his own new religion, I’ll just point out that quite a while ago he was
already mentioning to me the possibility that he might leave physics. Several
years later, he’s still here. I don’t see any more reason to take seriously what he
says about this than anything else he writes.

31. amused
June 15, 2006

“Do I get to be a Judas, too? The idea that string theory is remotely as well
supported as evolution is inane.”

Hi Aaron, I guess that’s a decision for Lubos, but it might help your chances if
you refer to Lubos by name in your denunciation. Like Jacques did 

Btw according to my computer your comment just appeared now, or at least
subsequent to the others above. I’m pretty sure the same thing happened before
with a comment from Smolin during our previous encounter. So there might be
some bug in the blog software. I noticed the same thing happened with a
comment on Lubos’ blog today, in fact Lubos also noticed and remarked on it.

32. woit
June 15, 2006

amused,

The spam filtering software I’m using (Akismet) is highly mysterious in its ways
and every so often for reasons I can’t fathom decides to identify a valid comment
as spam. When this happens the comment is held in a queue, not released until I
get around to checking what’s in the queue. So sometimes you’ll see comments
mysteriously appearing here many hours after they were submitted.

33. Thomas Larsson
June 16, 2006

Before anyone gets too excited about the prospects for Lubos leaving physics to
found his own new religion, I’ll just point out that quite a while ago he was
already mentioning to me the possibility that he might leave physics. Several
years later, he’s still here.



But there are good reasons to expect that he has problems finding attractive
positions. It would surprise me greatly if Harvard would offer Lubos tenure – a
school that fired Paul Ginsparg would hardly offer tenure to somebody with
Lubos publication record, or lack thereof. Normally other schools would be
happy to pick up whatever Harvard threw away, but perhaps not in this case;
everybody knows that offering Lubos a position is asking for trouble, which most
departments are reluctant to do.

I suspect that when Lubos described himself as leashed last year, he had been
given warnings that his blogging activities jeopardized his chances to get tenure.
As he now evidently has given up hope, he feels completely unleashed.

34. Ponderer of Things
June 16, 2006

I am sure if denied tenure, Lubos will feel that it is because of his “controversial”
right-wing political views or his stand on global warming or women in science.

Lack of interesting or even incrementally productive scientific results, his lack of
manners, or his blog behavior will not enter as a possibility.

Leaving aside his “internet persona” he would have a solid chance at landing a
faculty position in second-tier school, if his tenure gets denied. But behaving like
a jerk and pissing people off left and right is not exactly a good way to make
friends. I suspect by the time he is on the market again, the number of people
who “heard” of Lubos’, let’s say “excentricity”, to put it mildly, will reach critical
mass, when most departments will have a couple of faculty who know him (and
not from a good side). Once again, this has nothing to do with political views,
blogging or string theory – just basic civilty and manners. Surely he is a
character, and will be famous, but notoriously famous. Simply put, he is a liability
for the department. A timing bomb waiting to go off in a meeting, or in a class or
in a seminar. Could you imagine if he called students the things he calls people
who disagree with him?

I come to conclusion that while a lot of people are smart in a bookish way, a lot of
success in science comes down to how well they can coexist with others. A high
ratio of egotistic nerds with lack of communication skills often makes it more
difficult to form scientific collaborations.

35. Alejandro Rivero
June 16, 2006

I have difficulties to grasp the concept of anyone “leaving physics”. I tend to
believe that if one is in, it is in forever. I can understant “leaving publication” or
even “missing focus”. But for instance, if it happens that some result depends
seriously on the work of a person that has “leaved physics”, I tend to believe that
one can phone this person, explain the situation, and get it back.

36. D R Lunsford
June 17, 2006



It’s completely amazing that by a fortunate circumstance, (3/2)^12 just slightly
larger than 2^7 (that is, 12 fifths are very nearly 7 octaves). The next “close call”
(at least as close as the 12-7 case) is (3/2)^53 ~ 2^31. Someone actually built an
organ with scales containing 53 notes (in effect, 31 white keys and 22 black
keys). A major scale has 32 notes and the stave has 17 lines and 16 spaces.
There are 53 separate tonalities and a bewildering variety of minor and
diminished scales.

If the first “good number” had been much less or more than 12, Western music
as we know it would have been much, much different.

-drl



The Scientific Curmudgeon

June 15, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

John Horgan has an excellent new blog that he has recently started up, called The
Scientific Curmudgeon. Horgan may be best known for his provocative 1996 book The
End of Science, which was one of the first books for the general public that expressed
skepticism about string theory (another was David Lindley’s 1993 The End of
Physics). His portrayal of Witten in the book was a bit of an unfair hit job, but he got
the story of what was going on in particle theory about right, unlike just about every
other science writer working at the time. In recent years his attention has turned to
issues of neurobiology and cognitive science, as well as the relation between science,
religion and mysticism. He now teaches at Stevens Institute of Technology in
Hoboken, and runs its Center for Science Writings.

Horgan describes himself as a “hopeful skeptic”, writing:

I still see science as our best hope for understanding ourselves and the universe, and
for creating, if not a sci-fi utopia, then at least a much better world. Scientists can
provide us with cleaner, cheaper sources of energy; better treatments for cancer,
AIDS and other diseases; more detailed accounts of how brains make minds. That’s
why, in spite of writing a book called The End of Science, I’ve remained in the
science-journalism racket, why I work at a science-oriented school, why I encourage
young people to become scientists. But I also encourage greater recognition of
science’s limitations and fallibility. It is precisely because science is so consequential
that we must treat its pronouncements skeptically, carefully distinguishing the
genuine from the spurious.

One of his recent postings discusses the issue of the Templeton Foundation,
yesterday’s is a charming story about his daughter, linked with a tale of his
adventures among the cosmologists back in 1990.

Comments

1. Jonathan Vos Post
June 15, 2006

Is “hopeful skeptic” a reasonable position on String Theory, as opposed to, say,
“hopeless skeptic”? I like Horgan’s science writing, and blog, but am not clear
why he is hopeful.

2. island
June 15, 2006

Some things never change… 
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3. banned by Lubos
June 15, 2006

A (possibly off-topic) comment posted on http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06
/reviews-of-certain-book.html#links and disappeared after 10 seconds.

hi, I am LubosMotl. At line AB of page XZ Woit put a “,” while Witten would have
used a “;”. This proofs that Woit is a moronic crackpot. He makes me vomit. I
predict that when I will be back, the censorship committee will have deleted my
post.

4. Lubos Motl
June 15, 2006

Dear banned by Lubos who is LubosMotl,
what an intelligent comment.

Thanks for moving back to the right blog where you belong 
Lubos

5. banned by Lubos
June 15, 2006

dear Lubos, thanks for saving western civilization from crackpots.

6. Nick
June 15, 2006

I love sarcasm.

7. runge_kutta
June 15, 2006

Peter, have you actually met Lubos in person ? I wonder what would happen if
you two ran into each other. You’d probably cave in to the years of societal
conditioning you’ve been subjected to and crank up those fake smiles, greet each
other politely, have a short, awkward chat, all the while pretending you actually
like and respect each other. I guess that’s the civilized thing to do, as defined by
societal norms.

Society sucks 

8. Christine Dantas
June 15, 2006

runge_kutta wrote:

I wonder what would happen if you two ran into each other.

There is a theory which states that if Lubos Motl and Peter Woit run
into each other, the Universe will instantly disappear and be replaced
by something even more bizarre and inexplicable.There is another

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/reviews-of-certain-book.html#links
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theory which states that this has already happened.

– Modified from Douglas Adams, “The Hitchiker’s Guide to the galaxy”

Best,
Christine

9. Eugene Stefanovich
June 15, 2006

While reading Horgan’s writings I had a thought about why public should be
sceptical (if not suspicious) about theoretical sciences, especially when the
experimental part is stagnant. It seems to me that scientific process has a huge
amount of inertia built into it. There is a very low threshold for canonizing
theories and a very low tolerance for alternatives. I don’t think this changed
much during last 2000+ years.

We all laugh at medieval astronomers who couldn’t accept the heliocentric
system. Aren’t we laughing at ourselves? According to present day standards the
Ptolemy’s theory was a very respectable scientific achievement, worth defending
against such “crackpots” as Copernicus and Galilei. It had a beautiful math
behind it. There was a lot of experimental support. It was written in all
textbooks. It was supported by smartest people (Aristotle) during millenia (not
just 30 years). What else could you ask for to canonize a theory? How is it
different from modern canonical HEP theories (I am talking not just about
superstrings)? When will we ever learn?

10. woit
June 15, 2006

runge_kutta and Christine,

Yes I have briefly met Lubos in person, and it was a perfectly pleasant encounter.
It’s also a little-known fact that I once wrote a recommendation for a fellowship
for him. But back then he was just an over-zealous fanatic (my recommendation
said something like: “I don’t think you should support string theory, but since
you’re going to do it anyway, you might as well fund a smart true-believer”), he
hadn’t yet been driven over the edge into nuttiness by the failure of string
theory.

11. Sailorstar
June 16, 2006

Your writings are a lesson to a young woman blogger.
Louise (A Babe in the Universe)

12. John E. Gray
June 17, 2006



Woit, I have been reading the back and forth between you and Motl for the past
couple of months. I have found it quite interesting to deconstruct what is at the
heart of you arguments. I have concluded that the heart of the problem is
Horgan claims science is versus Motl’s viewpoint. That is what divides the two of
you is a total disagreement about what constitutes fundamental science. While I
am not qualified to discuss string theory, I have thought a fair amount about
what constitutes good and bad science. Below are some comments about the
scientific method that are at variance of what was found in “The End of Science”.
I have somewhat a contrarian viewpoint, so have included somewhat extensive
comments from a paper I am revising. If you think these comments add some
clarity to you monologue, please post them, if not don’t feel you have insulted
me. I wish you both well in you monologue about science, I have found this
foodfight too distracting and need to return to other matters:
Scientific theories have three important characteristics: compression,
usefulness, and generality. Without compression, there is no advantage to
developing a theory, tabular results or taxonomies would be sufficient.
Taxonomic sciences such as biology and paleontology are still scientific, A
technical discipline that has large amounts of data but little interpretation
contains little information since there is no surprise associated with new data.
information gain cannot be measured by acquiring new data. Usefulness has two
components: engineering application and predictability. Without the ability to
apply a theory to accomplish calculations, the theory becomes a tautology
without an exterior world to which it applies. It becomes mathematics.
Predictability is a component of usefulness, since predictions lead to the ability
to design rather than just build. Most theories advanced provide compression
and usefulness. We also require theories to have generality. Falsifiability plays a
key role in probing the generality of theories (Popper 1959). The importance of
falsifiability is the role it plays in the understanding and development of proper
science has been often misinterpreted by commentators rather than
practitioners of the scientific method. Falsifiability should be properly
understood as the complement to generality. While it is often claimed that a
theory can be disproved by a single negative observation, this is not the correct
interpretation. A negative observation is simply defines limitations on the
generality of a theory. In other words, falsifiability does not negate theories, but
rather it limits the boundaries within which theories are applicable. Since
usefulness is an important criteria, there is always a boundary associated with
the theory in terms of applicability. There is, of course, a point where repeatedly
falsifications cause one to reject a theory (Jaynes 1968).
A single positive observation is much less compelling test than a negative one,
since almost any single prediction can be verified by appropriate selection of
evidence. There is an intimate connection between observation and sampling in
the sense of Shannon’s formulation of communication theory that is needed for
all sciences. A principle of ontology is advanced by espousing a specific type of
deconstruction of uncertainty (Sardis 1995) and the nature of uncertainty is
always an important component for understanding ones discipline. In general,
the more information gain we receive from data, the more biased (in the
colloquial sense) we should become because informative priors converge in a
parametric sense to the correct result (Jaynes 2003). Thus, a theory of sampling
needs to be extended when we go beyond the reduction to numbers and instead



accomplish a reduction to symbols. Most sciences would benefit from a deeper
exploration between sampling and confirmation that a symbolic theory of
sampling relative to their particular subject would accomplish.
There are several aspects of confirmation that should be clarified relative to the
symbolic. If when measurement reduces to a number, the process is symbolic in
the sense that is not usually considered from both an experimental and
computation viewpoint. All computation and measurement is interval based. One
does not measure a point, one measures an interval number associated with the
interval of experimental uncertainty. The same thing occurs when one is
engaging in computation as was pointed out first by Young (Young 1932). Thus
confirmation is less related to theory since the instruments used for confirmation
and computation within the theory are not formulated within the theory. Another
issue is the compression. The ontology associated with algorithmic information
theory (Chaitin 1987) suggests that a theory that doesn’t have redundancy built
into is not a good theory. But redundancy is not so easily discussed beyond the
realm of the rational numbers. What redundancy means when one discusses
abstract symbols is less clear. Issues such as interference and correlation are
always possible between symbols.
Theory plays a different role than experiment; it writes sentences that in some
cases explore well beyond the restrictions of instrumentality. Theory, while
driven by the words and grammar of experiment, is always trying to introduce
new forms, establish metaphors, and use words in less experimentally important
context, so theory is more concerned with trying to ferret out meaning (mostly
by detailed working out of specific examples or models). It does this by
concerning itself with constant refinement of the explanations for what is known,
establishing metaphors that connect previously unrelated subjects, improved
tool making (both new mathematical concepts that aid theory and instruments
that change what it is possible to measure), and making predictions. Theory,
while keeping in mind Feynman’s dictum, allows one to define and explore
semantics of the subject while being ground in the syntax imposed by
experiment. Mathematics provides the theoretician with an entirely syntactic
language to explore and maintain rigor. But as has been noted before syntax is
not science, metaphors are how we establish the “truth” and metaphors are
inherently transformational or substitutions by their nature. Thus, syntax may
tell us whether a transformation is correct but semantics is necessary to decide
if the transformation results in something meaningful.
Truth is primarily established through experiment. But truth also has a logic
associated with it. Philosophers have tended to ignore such concepts as
metaphors and tool making in their critique of science, and giving short shrift to
the concept of refinements based on new methods for accomplish measurement
that revolutionize the ability to observe (Dyson 1999). All measurements are
metaphors of a sort, though many treat measurement as a tablet from Moses.
Measurement is canonized by theoreticians in their writings, yet those who have
dealt with data are much more circumspect about it. At some point, axioms
relative to what and how we measure will be ferreted out by mathematicians.
Once this has been accomplished, then we will have to face some logical
limitations. Already we know that there are problems in physics that are
undecidable in the sense of Godel (Wolfram 1985). But the question is whether
there are more fundamental limitations than that. If the axioms which encompass



the experimental methodology are sufficiently rich to encompass arithmetic, then
there are experimentally undecidable issues in physics and in science. This is
troubling–“Is science decidable?” in an experimental sense is far more troubling
than a specific theoretical result that is undecidable. Equally unsettling is
question of complexity that was first raised by Godel in the theoretical sense
(Godel 1936). He noted that there were problems that had proofs that were
intrinsically long, so long in fact that some theorems could never be established
within a given set of axioms. He further noted that by adapting additional axioms
that proof’s length might be shorted considerably. What if conformation by
experiment has similar difficulties? What good is a theory that can never be
confirmed by instruments because the number of measurements that would lead
to its acceptance is longer than human civilization’s life span? Could this not be
the case when and if we ever find a theory that has the possibility of being a
“unified theory of physics”? I wonder if this message from the Landscape, if it
becomes more real. If we adopt speedup axioms, then what are the
consequences for our epistemology? The symbolic, from a experimental
viewpoint, is fraught with potentially unpleasant consequences from a logical
and complexity perspective.
If the symbolic viewpoint was more universal, then most of what constitutes
science and its boundaries would have to be reexamined. This is why the ongoing
monologue between Woit and Motl is so rich in terms of its implications about
what is and isn’t science. I find that science is its infancy in terms of
understanding what constitutes science because of the issues of information
gain, conformation, sampling, as well as the theoretical aspects of metaphor.
Drawing on Feynman’s “It is surprising that people do not believe that there is
imagination in science. It is a very interesting kind of imagination, unlike that of
the artist. The great difficulty is in trying to imagine something that you have
never seen, that is consistent in every detail with what has already been seen,
and that is different from what has been thought of; furthermore, it must be
definite and not a vague proposition. That is indeed difficult.” Imagination in
science is like writting a sonnet, but richer and more difficult.
The rich possibilities of at what point an intellectual discipline that can be
confirmed or falsified by data suggests that concepts and boundaries of science
have to be rethought. Sampling and confirmation based on data or the lack
thereof need to be completely rethought from the symbolic perspective. The
algorithmic perspective needs to be incorporated as well, but not necessarily the
way Chaitin has suggested. In many ways, we are closer to a beginning of
science and determination of “The scientific method” rather than “A scientific
method” as currently exists. Understanding why science is successful from a
ontological and metaphysical perspective, remains to be accomplished. If I had
any doubts about us being at the beginning of understanding of what science is,
they have been erased by the strange and amusing postings I have seen here.
Best wishes to you all and thanks for all the fishes.

13. island
June 17, 2006

I like John Horgan thinks that widely accepted assumptions, like inflationary
theory, are crap, and he has good reason to say that if you simply do all of the
demanded science, rather than science that’s strictly limited to the belief that it



requires a naked singularity to produce a big bang.

Projecting backwards to the point where it requires inflation to account for the
horizon problem should be a clue that there is a mechanism that enables a
universe with volume to have a big bang. Especially since the problems of
causality and structure that are associated with the horizon and flatness
problems don’t exist when a universe that has volume has a big bang.

I continually notice that people keep calling for accepted assumptions to be,
once again, reassessed, but eveyone has their own ideas on which assumptions
are open to review, because, for example, the flawed theory does do some things
quite well. What they apparently fail to recognize is that the solution to fixing a
fundamental flaw is in the foundation below, but not in some more grand theory
that exists beyond the the flaw.

I think it was Urs who fairly recently commented in the research group to
someone that, “this isn’t 1917″…

Yes, it is.

14. Eugene Stefanovich
June 17, 2006

island,

“this isn’t 1917″… Yes, it is.

Great point! I think this is precisely where the boundary between science and
theology lies. As soon as we declare a certain physicist or certain theory beyond
criticism, we stop doing science and switch to theology.

I like this quote from Oppenheimer (which for an untrained ear may sound as a
definition of crackpotism):

There must be no barriers for freedom of inquiry. There is no place for dogma in
science. The scientist is free, and must be free to ask any question, to doubt any
asssertion, to seek for any evidence, to correct any errors.

As for me, I don’t mind to discover that we are still in 1905.

15. Chris Oakley
June 17, 2006

There must be no barriers for freedom of inquiry. There is no place for
dogma in science. The scientist is free, and must be free to ask any
question, to doubt any assertion, to seek for any evidence, to correct
any errors.

And in his case, free to vaporize, fry and otherwise irradiate a lot of people.

16. Jonathan Vos Post
June 18, 2006



Good thread.

There is irony in John E. Gray writing:
“Drawing on Feynman’s “It is surprising that people do not believe that there is
imagination in science. It is a very interesting kind of imagination, unlike that of
the artist. The great difficulty is in trying to imagine something that you have
never seen, that is consistent in every detail with what has already been seen,
and that is different from what has been thought of; furthermore, it must be
definite and not a vague proposition. That is indeed difficult.” Imagination in
science is like writting a sonnet, but richer and more difficult.”

That’s because Feynman did in fact coauthor a sonnet with me, which was
published by AAAS, republished, and set to music. My Physics professor wife and
I, for that matter, had a poem in the magazine Science. Hence mainstream
science journal referees and editors have openly shown ability to recognize
scientific imagination in the methodology of poetry. For that matter, NASA
commissioned me to write a poem as the frontispiece of a conference
proceedings. Gray is exactly right about imagination in this context. The issue in
this blog becomes something like: “Do String Theorists have too much
imagination, in inventing pretty math that defines 10^500 universes in a
multiverse; or do they have too little imagination in not being able to follow
Feynman’s dictum ‘ it must be definite and not a vague proposition?'”

Or is the problem that String Theory is not Science, but rather Science Fiction or
Poetry or Theatre, but does not meet Woit’s criterias for GOOD Science Fiction
or Poetry or Theatre? Are we waiting for a happy ending, a lovely final rhymed
couplet, a final act that wraps up all the subplots? Or are we Waiting for Godot?



Censored Comments From the Reference Frame

June 15, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Since many people have been posting off-topic comments here that were censored
over at Lubos Motl’s Reference Frame, I’m creating a separate posting so that there
will be an appropriate place for these. Also, if you want to try and carry on a
discussion with Lubos on the topics of these comments, here is the place to try
(although I don’t quite know why you’re bothering…).

Comments

1. runge_kutta
June 15, 2006

Peter I’ve always wondered why you never post on Lubos’ blog, though he posts
on yours. Are you banned ? If so, don’t worry, I was banned too, for making an
offhand comment about Bert Schroer. I no longer remember the discussion we
were having, except that it had something to do with Bert Schroer, so I guess I
can’t continue it here.

2. Anon-e-mus
June 15, 2006

Lubos, I may not always (more precisely only very rarely) agree with you on
many topics, but I believe you are certainly much, much more intelligent than
that. Peter is clearly not referring to all deleted comments, but only to those
bona fide comments that were deleted because of your “zero-tolerance with
those who disagree with me”-policy. Even if you appear to think poorly of his
intelligence, you cannot possibly believe that he is interested in archiving
porn/pills/casinoes spam deleted from your blog.

(Recently, I was told by someone who knows you personally that you are in fact a
normal/nice person in real life, so maybe you should try and get you online
persona back in line; he/it seems to suffer from too many forms of personality
disorder to even begin to enumerate; if that is not your real self, and I have no
reason to doubt the word of your colleague, why would you want to project that
kind of appearance? A polite manner usually gets you a lot further.)

3. MathPhys
June 15, 2006

Motl,
You’re a sick kid. Get help.

4. Alejandro Rivero
June 15, 2006



Hmm I guess the title should be “supposedly deleted comments…”

5. woit
June 15, 2006

I’ve deleted some of the spam comments Lubos posted here (and my spam filter
caught others). I suppose I could set up a separate place for comments deleted
from this posting….

runge_kutta,

The last couple of times I wrote a comment on Lubos’s blog he immediately
deleted them. One was responding critically to something he said about me, the
second was responding to something that one of his commenters
(“LambChopofGod”) was saying about me. Not something I’m likely to waste my
time doing again.

6. Kasper Olsen
June 15, 2006

If you

“don’t quite know why you’re bothering…”

then why do YOU bother to make this post?

7. amused
June 15, 2006

Here’s the most recent of mine, deleted from the comment thread of his “Dean of
crackpots” post.
———–
LM: “The reason why the situations of string theory and evolution are analogous
is that both of them are more or less inevitable given the known data, known
approximate laws of Nature, and known and derivable logical constraints.”

Oh dear, Lubos, looks like we’re going to have to call on Jacques Distler to
denounce you again.

(You remember the previous time over at cosmicvariance, right?)
————–

By remarkable coincidence, a couple of days later Lubos writes his “Darwiniana:
evolution and string theory” post, referring to the denunciation episode and
elaborating on his string theory/evolution analogy…

8. woit
June 15, 2006

Kasper,

Not much of a bother, only took a few minutes to make the posting. The reason I



did it was to deal with all the Lubos-deleted comments that people were posting
here. If I left them in the postings where they were, they interfered with the
discussion about the topic of the posting. But I didn’t want to delete them, to be
in the position of censoring those already censored by Lubos. This is the best
solution I could come up with, if you have a better one, let me know. The best
one would be if he would not delete reasonable comments from people who
disagree with him.

9. Ponderer of Things
June 15, 2006

Lubos, since you have been offered asst. prof. in spring of 2004, you haven’t
published a single scientific paper. Is there something in the works, or does
editing your blog comments take away all of your research time?

26 months, or roughly 800 days. Are you going to go for 1,000 days? More?

Any brilliant stringy ideas lately? Are you not afraid of some youngsters soon
calling you what you call others – intellectual rodents/microbes, crackpots,
washed up, etc.?

That would be… ironic?

10. Dan
June 15, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0606100

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0601001

Don’t worry: one day, besides pondering, you’ll be learn how to use search
engines…

11. MathPhys
June 15, 2006

My comment to Motl posted above (“You’re a sick kid”), was specifically a
reaction to a post by him (since then deleted by Woit) that contains pornographic
references which I thought that was way, way out of line.

Motl, I have no idea what goes in your mind, but please tone it down a bit,
because you push people too far, and it’s no longer funny.

12. MathPhys
June 15, 2006

Dan,

Co-authoring two speculative papers, within the span of 3 years, is by far not a
whole lot, particularly for a young theoretical physicist at this stage of his career,
working in a field that’s supposedly “active”.
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13. top ten
June 16, 2006

my attempt of discussung the main achivements of string theory relevant for
physics in http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/science-vs-democracy.html was
interrupted by insults (Harvard can be proud of the “squirrel”). My deleted
answer was, after some re-editing

—
dear Lubos, you misunderstand me: I am not telling that “AdS/CFT” was not
invented by string theorists. I am telling that string theorists made a few true
achievements, but only on issues that physicists do not consider much relevant,
and failed on the issues that would have given real progress in physics.

This is why usually string theorists don’t talk to experimentalists, and why their
talks often annoy phenomenologists and cosmologists. Realizing this fact is a
medicine that cures many young string theorists, grown in a community where
everybody agrees that counting the entropy of black-hole-like-SUSY-states was
an enormous achievement.

I comment on “AdS/CFT” that is the most interesting result: the interesting part
of “AdS/CFT” is the “/”. Indeed people who classified CFT or supergravities in
AdS often notice that their works did not attract much attention until the “/” was
recognized. Indeed my squirrel committee planned our universe such that we do
not live in AdS nor in CFT, so that “AdS/CFT” beautifully connects two theories of
which we do not care much (this is another check that they are dual). Attempts
of applying “AdS/CFT” to QCD did not improve what we already knew from other
less celebrated approximations”
—

Later, Lubos defended his arguments applying the technique known as “useful
idiots”: comments that agree with his line are allowed and the rest is deleted. A
normal person understands that applying this technique without having control
of all media is not intelligent, and the situation of string theory is not so bad that
a constructive discussion has to be stopped at any price. This is I why I fear that
Lubos does not think “string theorists will reward me for this dirty job” but he
really thinks what he says: “I am Jesus defending civilization from crackpots”.
This would be sad.

14. top ten
June 16, 2006

to defend Lubos, let me add that it is true that in past years he co-authored only
one paper, but it is a good one: conjecturing that quantum gravity implies
“gravity is weaker than electromagnetism” is closer to physics than deriving
from string theory that “gravity exists”. However these good results also show
how this line of research is far (and possibly hopelessly far) from getting
something relevant for physics.

I see no point in lowering quality standards such that the rediscovery of hot
water can be considered as a major achievement. No hype will convince

https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?format=pdf&post-type=post&order-date=asc&order-menu=asc&statuses%5B%5D=publish&dates%5Bafter%5D=&dates%5Bbefore%5D=&show_site_title=1&show_site_tagline=1&show_site_url=1&show_filters=1&show_date_printed=1&show_credit=1&show_title=1&show_date=1&show_categories=1&show_featured_image=1&show_content=1&show_comments=1&post_page_break=on&columns=1&font_size=normal&image_size=medium&links=include&rendering_wait=200&print-my-blog=1
https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?format=pdf&post-type=post&order-date=asc&order-menu=asc&statuses%5B%5D=publish&dates%5Bafter%5D=&dates%5Bbefore%5D=&show_site_title=1&show_site_tagline=1&show_site_url=1&show_filters=1&show_date_printed=1&show_credit=1&show_title=1&show_date=1&show_categories=1&show_featured_image=1&show_content=1&show_comments=1&post_page_break=on&columns=1&font_size=normal&image_size=medium&links=include&rendering_wait=200&print-my-blog=1


physicists, laymen and crackpots that it deserves a Nobel prize.

15. RM
June 16, 2006

deleted post was simply: “Mr. Motl, what are the predictions of string theory that
you say will shortly be confirmed by experiment?”. (I guess there aren’t any).

16. Christine Dantas
June 16, 2006

To anyone interested, you can discuss Lubos Motl’s top ten results over at my
blog:

http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-10-string-theory-results.html

No posts will be deleted there, except those with personal attacks.

Best wishes,
Christine

17. Chris Oakley
June 16, 2006

The quoted text below, by LM, appeared in his blog. If I answer it there, the
comment will probably be deleted, so let me try here. It concerns my Amazon
review of “Not Even Wrong”.

5 stars. Hi, my name is Dr. Chris Oakley, it is my fourth review and I am
the 110,000th best reviewer. As my name indicates, I have a physics
PhD and as the degree proves, I will be in Sabine’s committee that will
democratically vote about the future of physics. Twenty years ago, I
wrote three or four preprints. Unfortunately, no other physicist has yet
appeared who would think that they make any sense – but that’s
probably because of the string mafia.

Actually, I only blame the String Mafia indirectly for this. The issues raised are
not really considered to be problems by anyone other than AQFT people. Some of
the latter did make sense of my work, but seemed not to be willing to accept any
of the conclusions. One of the papers was in fact published in a respectable
journal (Physica Scripta).
One minor quibble: at Oxford a Ph.D. is called a D.Phil.

I am especially proud about the paper that renormalization is not
needed. My excellent solution is to insert random factors into the loop
Feynman diagrams, such as the delta functions and step functions: I
call the added step functions “positivity of energy”. I have figured out
that for some smart extra factors, this can miraculously make the
integrals convergent! I don’t care that the unitarity is sacrificed
because unitarity is just a stringy propaganda. And I hope that the
experiments will be changed to fit my predictions. My theory is clearly

http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-10-string-theory-results.html
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-10-string-theory-results.html


more important than AdS/CFT, and I will vote to replace AdS/CFT
scholars by scholars who study my theory.

Lubos links to the first paper in the series, entitled “On the possibility of
quantum field theory without renormalization”. The title is, as he suggests,
optimistic. Local field equations seem always to lead to infinities, whichever way
one does QFT. But there is no tampering with the graphs (I think he is confusing
my methods with the Epstein-Glaser approach). The graphs I show in the paper
are indeed always finite as they are just phase space integrals, but there are
ones which have pathological divergences and, yes, the “removal” of infinites
here is handwaving. I think now that one just has to start with non-local field
equations. As for experimental tests, I was considering [tex]\Phi^4[/tex] theory
in this paper! A later paper, on quantum electrodynamics, reproduces the results
from tree Feynman graphs, so he had better have the discussion about
experimental verification with someone else.

As for unitarity of the S-matrix, there is no S-matrix here as I am trying to be
consistent with Haag’s theorem. You should read the whole story on my web site
some time, Lubos, if you can spare the time from your busy schedule.

I have not read the book – in fact, I am writing this review half a year
before the book is published. But I think it has something to do with
the Star Trek by Isaac Asimov, and I prefer Asimov over the string
theorists. Advocates of all physics theories would only admit that the
author is right, in his book that I have not read, if they were wired up
to a Polygraph. Also, I recommend you Second Creation.

Mostly correct except that I have a January 2005 copy of the manuscript which
Peter gave to me when I visited that month. I also have a copy of the finished
product. There are updates, but as far as I can see, no substantial differences.

18. Chris Oakley
June 16, 2006

Oh, and I should add: in January of last year we were sitting on the tarmac at JFK
for two hours as the flight was delayed. With Peter’s book to read, the hours just
flew by. It is a great read.

19. Ponderer of Things
June 16, 2006

Dan,
I thought someone will mention this.

arxiv is a depository of unrefereed, unpublished drafts that may or may not see
become an actual publication.

It is no substitute for peer-review, a fact some stringy fellas need to be constantly
reminded of.

Any crackpot, to use Lubos’ language, could make a dozen of arxiv posts within a



couple of days.

According to ISI Web of Knowledge, Lubos has 10 publication, with h-index of 7.
Over the past three years he had one paper – from APR 2004. He had zero
papers in 2005. He had zero papers in 2006, so far. Look it up if you don’t believe
me.

I wonder how many assistant physics professors ANYWHERE have this sort of
publication record.

20. Patrick
June 16, 2006

I’m not sure whether I should post this here, it’s got nothing to do with Lubos
Motl, but it is a question about string theory. I’ve just downloaded a copy of

“The String Theory Landscape: a Tale of Two Hydras”
Joseph P. Conlon, Contemporary Physics, vol 47 2006

I have a background in condensed matter physics, but am pretty ignorant of the
standard model, QFT (except the RG stuff that we studied in Stat. Mech.) and
string theory. I was wondering if anyone here has read it and if it is reasonable
summary of the issue.

Thanks.

21. Ponderer of Things
June 16, 2006

More data points – let’s look at other young string theorists.
Sergei Gukov (currently a professor at CalTech), who has received his PhD in
2001, the same year as Lubos, has published 21 papers since then. Marcus
Spradlin (now a faculty at Brown), and another 2001 PhD recepient, has
published 22 papers. Nima Arkani-Hamed had over 40 new publications in the 5
years following his PhD (1998-2002).

Lubos has published 5 since his PhD.

These are all *published* papers, not hypothetical pre-prints.

I am sure people will point out it’s unfair just to look at the toal number of
publications, that he had a single brilliant paper that is better than anything
those other folks has produced, but that’s open to interpretation.

By any standard, Lubos has not been as productive as some of his colleagues.
Experimentalists can often find their work to be disrupted by having to setup a
new lab at a new university, but even then most of them manage to keep
producing results.

22. Peter Woit
June 16, 2006



Patrick,
The paper you quote is a reasonable summary of the current anthropic string
theory ideology, written by a graduate student string theorist. I may comment
more on it in the next posting.

23. garbage
June 16, 2006

Peter,

I kinda agree with Lubos this time, why moving his trash can to your blog?

24. woit
June 16, 2006

garbage,

This isn’t the trash can that Lubos is describing, it was intended as a place for
people to post intelligent comments that he has censored. He has chosen to run
his weblog by deleting any comments from people who disagree with him, trying
to give the impression that what he has to say has unchallenged support. People
censored in this way have chosen to bring their comments over to my blog and
post them. What should I do about this, delete them as off-topic, or set up a
separate topic to accomodate them? Do you have a better idea. If so, let me know
it.

25. Eugene Stefanovich
June 16, 2006

Hi Chris,

I am appalled by Lubos’ suggestion that you didn’t earn your D.Phil. He has no
right to say that.

Looking at his writings, it is clear to me that he has a very distorted picture of
what science is all about. It seems that he is longing for some orderly structure
in physics where a few high priests (Witten, Hawking, Maldacena, who else?) will
decide which direction is promising and which is not; the rest of us, like obedient
ants, will bring our small pieces to solve the big puzzle; and crackpots and
heretics will be confined to torture chambers.

OK, I am exaggerating, but not much.

I think your work on renormalization is an interesting attempt to solve a long-
standing problem whose importance was recognized by Feynman, Dirac, and
Landau among others, and whose relevance to physics is unquestionable. I
happen to disagree about your particular approach to the solution, but I have no
doubt that what you are doing is physics at its best.

26. Chris Oakley
June 16, 2006



With reference to the comments on Lubos’s post about Amazon reviews for “Not
even wrong”:

1. I think that Brian Greene and I had the same thesis advisor (Graham Ross)
2. My thesis did not contain anything significant about renormalization, for or
against. It was almost entirely about free field theories.
3. Lubos seems to have no clue about what I actually said in any of my anti-
renormalization papers (see earlier posts on this thread).
4. But if he ever takes the trouble to find out – if he’s smart enough (case not
proven as yet) – he may be interested to know that Brian Greene had the same
idea, as did Stueckelberg (1934) and Kallen (1950).

27. Chris Oakley
June 16, 2006

Hi Eugene,

As with most things, there is little point in taking Lubos seriously. My thesis was
not about anything especially controversial but my external examiner, Lochlainn
O’Raifeartaigh (of Supersymmetry no-go theorems fame) did acknowledge that
the work – in his words – “tied up a few loose ends nicely”. If anyone is going to
call me a crackpot then it should be for my later (anti-renormalization) work, and
that alone.

28. ad
June 16, 2006

It may be possible that Lubos spends some time in reacting to string theory
critics and to some others which he might have invested in research entirely
(although only he can say best about it). But THIS IS NOT WASTE OF TIME. One
can easily see that the scientific community can be served in several ways, not
just by doing active research. Astrophysicist S. Chandrasekhar once remarked
about one famous physicist who had to neglect his research to play active role in
setting up a scientific institute (which later became famous and still is) that his
dedication to science is not less than any other active researcher. In the same
way I find Lubos’s reaction to critics a service to string theory community. Not
every string theorist would be able to play the same role as he does. His
comments are often deep, illuminating and very sharp as opposed to many
people (Lubos’s targets) who merely reveal their ignorances.

29. da
June 16, 2006

setting up a scientific institute is not the same thing as insulting people on blogs

30. MathPhys
June 16, 2006

While it’s clear that Motl knows quite a bit about strings, his comments on
physics in general, and physics that’s older than strings in particular, are often
myopic and blinkered.



31. Peter Woit
June 16, 2006

ad,

“I find Lubos’s reaction to critics a service to string theory community”

Perhaps the string theory community enjoys reading the way Lubos writes about
his critics, but they’re making a big mistake if they consider this a service to
them. He’s doing a fantastic job of convincing the rest of the physics community
that there is something very wrong with string theory and with the way it is
pursued.

32. anonymous
June 16, 2006

This is where I lose you, Peter. If indeed he is screwing up the reputation of
string theorists, why don’t people publicly oppose him? Or at least clearly
distance their stance/opinions from him?

It seems to be that you are implying more than just Lubos’ commissar-like
behaviour. You are implying something about the broader string theory
community. But, where is the evidence of that?

33. Peter Woit
June 16, 2006

anonymous,

Some string theorists would never read his blog, think he’s a fool, want nothing
to do with him, and so see no reason to mention him one way or another. Others
seem to think it’s a good idea to participate in his blog and encourage him.

All I can say is that an astounding number of people, particle theorists and not,
have told me that reading Lubos’s blog convinced them that there was something
seriously wrong with string theory and string theorists.

34. Who
June 16, 2006

This is where I lose you, Peter. If indeed he is screwing up the reputation of
string theorists, why don’t people publicly oppose him? Or at least clearly
distance their stance/opinions from him?

It seems to be that you are implying more than just Lubos’ commissar-like
behaviour. You are implying something about the broader string theory
community. But, where is the evidence of that?

Interesting question. forgive me for intruding, since it was asked of Peter and he
will doubtless respond.

We don’t know as of present that the string community is NOT reacting so as to



distance itself from Lubos Motl, though perhaps not fast enough for its own
good.

Be that as it may, there is the historical question why the string community ( well
organized and having its own interests at heart) DID not distance itself or take
steps to control EARLIER as in 2004 and 2005 when the mean and misleading
statements were flying.

I think I can bend your question slightly so that it asks why did they not then
realize that Motl’s public ranting would be harmful to the longterm interests of
the string community and more generally of physics theory? What does this say
about them, and perhaps about US academic communities more generally? Is
there something amiss? And what (besides this) is the evidence for it?

One possible answer is that it was not expected (in 2004-2005) that non-string
quantum gravity would proceed as rapidly as it has. Although understaffed and
underfunded, especially in the US, it has made notable, even enviable, advances
towards goals which string theorists might themselves aspire to.

If that had not happened, the community might have been able to laugh off
Motl’s antics, since they would have done no general harm besides the chagrin
of those outsiders whose inconsequential work he belittled. In other words he
didn’t HAVE to turn out to be such a liability. But now when there is some
serious challenge from the competition, it looks bad to have a half-informed
madman for advocate.

Just my take on it. will be interested to hear our host’s response.

35. Aaron Bergman
June 16, 2006

There is no “string community” to take some sort of uniform action. What I do
know is that most people just want to completely stay of all this online stuff and
stick to research.

36. garbage
June 16, 2006

“…What should I do about this, delete them as off-topic, or set up a separate
topic to accomodate them?”

I guess if they dont fit anywhere in your posts this also become kind of your
‘trash can’ as well doesnt it?
That doesnt mean that nothing intelligent could come out of garbage 
Indeed, the lore says that once upon a time an indian mathematician by the
name Ramanujan first discovered mathematics in an old book he found in the
trash. I, in the other hand, wouldnt recommend the latter as the best source of
education 

37. Ponderer of Things
June 16, 2006



Other string theorists might

a) not know/care about blogs (especially older faculty)

b) find Lubos’ behavior reprehensible but decide not to interfere publically for
the same reason why one should never wrestle with pigs – you will get dirty and
the pigs might enjoy it

c) disapprove of his behavior and tell him of their disapproval personally (to
which he reacts as if he is being “leashed”)

d) disapprove of his behavior but also assume that Lubos is a big boy who can
speak for himself and if he makes a fool out of himself it is not damaging
reputation of his scientific community

e) approve of his behavior and see Lubos as a brave warrior (knight in shining
armor) taking on heretics and doubting thomases where everyone else is too
chicken to say anything

I think it used to be a), quickly shifting to b), with people who tried c) are now
reverting to safer option b). Of course in Lubos’ Wonderland Multiverse the
correct answer is e) and only e). Anyone who thinks otherwise is a squirel, a
microbe or a crackpot.

38. MathPhys
June 16, 2006

Ponderer,
I think it’s option (d). It’s too messy to start quizzing your colleagues about their
personal business, and Motl’s blog is his personal business. I don’t see Vafa
wanting to get into that.

39. MathPhys
June 17, 2006

I think we have psychoanalyzed Motl long and hard enough. Time to move on.

40. anonymous
June 17, 2006

String theorists wait hoping that LHC will discover something that is or can be
named “stringy”. Like supersymmetry, or extra dimensions, possibly with branes,
or an anthropic nothing,… We will see.

41. Aaron Bergman
June 17, 2006

My comment (which seemed to take quite a while to show up again) should read
“completely stay off all this online stuff”.

42. anonymous
June 17, 2006



“There is no “string community” to take some sort of uniform action. What I do
know is that most people just want to completely stay of all this online stuff and
stick to research.”

Standard nonsense from Aaron, as usual. If that were the case, the converse
would be true as well, i.e., any bad press for string theory would not bother
them, since they just want to “stick to research”. Polchinski, Distler, Srednicki all
write in to reprimand Peter for inaccuracies etc. when the chance arises. The
last one’s responses are especially comical, I recommend the readers to browse
through Peter’s earlier posts’s comments.

We also have (Peter’s word) evidence that people PRIVATELY write to Peter
saying how much they appreciate his work, but hesitate publicly themselves. ,

Its pretty easy (and cheap) when funding is flowing, and the press is glowing, to
say “it doesnt matter, I’m just interested in research”. But then jump in if string
theory gets bad press.

43. Aaron Bergman
June 17, 2006

I urge you to consider the word ‘most’ in my comment.

44. JC
June 17, 2006

Why not create a new “category” of posts, where all the stuff Lubos censors ends
up? This is probably bound to show up many times in the future, with folks
posting their deleted posts here.

45. Peter Woit
June 17, 2006

JC,

The WordPress category feature applies to posts, not comments. For now, having
one post devoted to all things Lubos I think is more than enough. In the past I’ve
had to shutdown the comment sections of postings after a few weeks in order to
control spam, but the new version of WordPress has an anti-Spam feature that
may be good enough to do the trick itself (although it still misfunctions
sometimes for reasons I don’t understand, sorry Aaron…).

46. Benjamin
June 17, 2006

Sometimes I wish I knew if this apparent bad feeling is for real, or whether
ambitious and spirited physicists are just jousting with each other for fun.

47. alexis
June 18, 2006

If you read this:



http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-ten-results-in-loop-quantum.html
.. and the (currently) ‘quick’ comments, you’ll see what a bunch of sexist
mouthbreathers these buttheads are.

48. Peter Woit
June 18, 2006

In case people are wondering what alexis is referring to, in his latest posting, in
the middle of supposedly explaining what is wrong with a list of achievements of
LQG, Lubos includes a photo from the website of Louise Riofrio. The photo shows
her with an impressive lizard. Lubos puts this up with links to her web-site and a
not very good paper she wrote, trying to humiliate her as an idiot (although she’s
an attractive woman, so he writes that she “may have other virtues of course”).
His intent is to show that people with Ph.Ds in physics can not know what they
are talking about (besides Riofrio, I’m clearly another physics Ph.D. he has in
mind). Problem is, Riofrio doesn’t have a Ph.D., she is (or was) a student at San
Francisco State University which doesn’t have a Ph.D. program in physics (they
do have a master’s degree program). In his comment section he and his
commenters speculate on which is Riofrio, the woman in the picture or the
lizard, with Lubos explaining that he had thought of using a picture of her with a
monkey, to better make the point.

The guy is just completely grotesque and subhuman, it’s amazing that anyone
takes him seriously.

49. Ponderer of Things
June 18, 2006

Have you no manners, Mr. Motl? Seriously, did your parents forget to teach you
about not making despicable “jokes” at others’ expense?

I hope you realize that making sexist comments (and then commenting on how
“hillarious” similarly sexist comments of others are) puts your position on the
whole Summers affair in quite a bit of context…

50. not deleted by Lubos
June 19, 2006

in order to be allowed to post comments on the Reference Frame, just write in a
polite politically-correct way. For example, my hoax below even got a kind honest
answer (in the post about Hawking and the John Paul II):

Dear Professor Motl, I recently read the enlightening books by Hawking, Greene
and Randall. Do you think that the hidden reason behind these attacks against
you string theorists is that String Theory is getting too close to understanding
the origin of the Universe, revealing our role in the immanent?

51. Chris Oakley
June 19, 2006

Lubos,

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-ten-results-in-loop-quantum.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-ten-results-in-loop-quantum.html


I think that your red neck credentials are now sufficiently well established for
you to apply to appear on Jerry Springer. Application form below.
————————————————————————

Last name: Motl

First name: (Tick appropriate box)
(_) Billy-Bob
(_) Billy-Joe
(_) Billy-Ray
(_) Billy-Sue
(_) Billy-Mae
(_) Billy-Jack

What does everyone call you?
(_) Booger
(_) Bubba
(_) Junior
(_) Sissy
(_) Other___________________

Age: ____ (if unsure, guess) _____ Not sure

Shoe Size: ____ Left ____ Right

Occupation: (Check appropriate box)
(_) Farmer
(_) Mechanic
(_) Hair Dresser
(_) Unemployed
(_) Dirty Politician
(_) Preacher

Spouse’s Name: _________________________

2nd Spouse’s Name: ______________________

3rd Spouse’s Name: ______________________

Lover’s Name: ___________________________

Relationship with spouse: (Check appropriate box)
(_) Sister
(_) Brother
(_) Aunt
(_) Uncle
(_) Cousin
(_) Mother
(_) Father
(_) Son
(_) Daughter



(_) Pet

Number of children living in household: _____

Number of children living in shed: ______

Number that are yours: ______

Mother’s Name: _______________________(If not sure, leave blank)

Father’s Name: _______________________(If not sure, leave blank)

Education: 1 2 3 4 (Circle highest grade completed)

Total number of vehicles you own: ___

Number of vehicles that still crank: ___

Number of vehicles in front yard: ___

Number of vehicles in back yard: ___

Number of vehicles on cement blocks: ___

Firearms you own and where you keep them:
____ truck
____ bedroom
____ bathroom
____ kitchen
____ shed

Model and year of your pickup: 196_

Do you have a gun rack?
If no, please explain:

Newspapers/magazines you subscribe to:
(_) The National Enquirer
(_) The Globe
(_) TV Guide
(_) Soap Opera Digest
(_) Rifle and Shotgun

Number of times you’ve seen a UFO:_____

Number of times in the last 5 years you’ve seen Elvis:_____

Number of times you’ve seen Elvis in a UFO:_____

How often do you bathe:
(_) Weekly
(_) Monthly



(_) Not Applicable

Color of eyes: Right_____ left_____

Color of hair:
(_) Blond
(_) Black
(_) Red
(_) Brown
(_) White
(_) Clairol

Color of teeth:
(_) Yellow
(_) Brownish-Yellow
(_) Brown
(_) Black
(_) N/A

Brand of chewing tobacco you prefer:
(_) Red-Man

How far is your home from a paved road?
(_) 1 mile
(_) 2 miles
(_) Just a whoop-and-a-holler!
(_) road?

52. wendell
June 19, 2006

Peter Woit, you shouldn’t call Lubos names like ‘subhuman’. That just brings you
down to his level. We all know he isn’t subhuman and making unrealistic,
extreme and exaggerated insults like that should be left for Lubos.
I agree that what he did to Riofrio was in bad taste.

53. Peter Woit
June 19, 2006

wendell,

I’m trying to ignore Lubos today and I suggest everyone else do the same. You’re
quite right that one shouldn’t descend to his level. On the other hand, I think
“subhuman” is a more accurate characterization of his recent behavior than “in
bad taste”.

54. the true YAWN
June 20, 2006

after answering to a few hoax like this one, Lubos deleted his whole post:
—



Lubos, maybe the problem with “Carroll joins Woit” is that feminists are not
more intelligent than females.
—
It is not funny, but maybe it is educative

55. Chuckles
June 21, 2006

Mea Culpa: Since the comments were off on the last link about the book /
Carroll, I took the liberty of posting the cache link in an off topic thread (LHC
News). Guess I didnt scan long enough to find this section. Skeptical about the
\”carrying on a discussion with Lubos\” part though. Is he tenured? I dont think
he was tenured at the time of the Summers affair.

56. YBM
June 24, 2006

A funny side effect of this story, is that Lubos Motl who have (somewhat)
supported once the Bogdanov tricksters (by the only reason that Peter Woit
reacted to the dishonest way he was quoted in their book) is now quoted (in
support of the authors) at almost every pages of the June 06 reprint of Igor &
Grichka Bogdanov “Avant le Big Bang”, a cranky book where it is explained how
wrong string theory is, and how it could be replaced by a non-existent theory,
based on wrong statements, which suggest a mystic and mathematical origin of
the Universe.

57. YBM
June 24, 2006

Incidentaly, I just got my first censored comment on Motl’s blog :

” You are involved by being quoted in the new version of their book, period. You
are now involved with real cranks, what is quite funny given how you try to
qualify as ‘cranks’ anyone, like Woit, expresses different views as yours.

I wonder where you’ve got that I could “deduce anything about string theory
from this”… given I’ve never write anything like this.

You seem more and more unable to read honestly any paper, just like you did by
linking Carroll to Woit.

Who’s insane ? ”

Given that I was responding to a post from him qualifying me of “insane”, I can
now deduce to what kind of guy I was dealing with…

58. YBM
June 24, 2006

hum, looks like Motl’s blog is not running so well, posts are popping in and out at
every reload…



59. woit
June 24, 2006

YBM,

Lubos clearly has been driven completely over the edge recently, maybe the
appearance of my and Lee Smolin’s books and various articles in the press about
the problems of string theory have something to do with this. He’s never had
much interest in facts or logic, but recently he has become completely
delusional. I hope his colleagues are trying to get him help, but if you believe
what he has to say, they seem to just be encouraging him in his madness.

60. YBM
June 24, 2006

It is indeed quite strange he did wrote this “The book is also full of
inconsistencies. In one chapter, he argues that the alternatives to string theory
in the field of quantum gravity should be supported. In the following chapter, he
argues that they should be suppressed – the work of the Bogdanoff brothers is
one of his examples.”, so he is now comparing Quantum Gravity side by side with
Bogdanov’s work, even if he did wrote elsewhere how poor their work is. He
seem being unable to grasp that you could consider the Bogdanov brother as
crank (what they are) on the ground of their behaviour and poor work even if
they happen to attack string theory.

The (not so) funny consequence is that now Motl will be known in France as the
only (apparent) academic support of a cranky book which explain how string
theory is a complete failure !

61. Peter Woit
June 24, 2006

YBM,

That is kind of funny. I think the only reason Lubos is supporting the Bogdanovs
is that I described them as cranks. Maybe I’ll try to come up with ideas of who
else I think is a crank that I would like Lubos to support, then write something
attacking them.

62. YBM
June 24, 2006

It’s more and more obvious every day that it is the reason of his support.

BTW, yet another censored post of mine (after he reinserted my previous one) :

” No surprise you’ve find my name linked almost exclusively to this
affair on Google, given that the Bogdanovs and their fans (none of them being
able to deal with the scientific issues I’ve raised) managed to turn the debate
into personal attacks from the first (of four) article I wrote on this subject.
I hope you’ll never have to deal with fans totally uninterested by science when



writing about any scientific issue. If you could read french, you’d notice that the
defaming accusation you’ve found out came from a fan and that she was unable
to provide a single sample.

I usually don’t put my name on front when posting or publishing on the net, you
are confusing Google with life.

For instance, typing your name on Google will make appear almost exclusively
rants against Peter Woit (such as your comment on amazon.com), I wouldn’t
think nevertheless that you spend your life turning around Peter Woit.

On one hand you are qualifying Peter Woit as a crank when he is attacking string
theory, on an other hand you are now known in France as the only apparent
academic support of the Bogdanovs in France, as stated in a book who qualify
string theory as a complete failure.

Perhaps it will make you think about the proverb “the enemies of my enemy are
my friends”, and the way it doesn’t match well.

P.S. Your posting system doesn’t work well, first some posts disappeared, then
appeared twice. ”

This will be my last censored post there. I won’t post anymore on such a
dishonest blog.

63. YBM
June 24, 2006

Given how you’ve been misquoted in the first print of their book, you could be
amused to see how Igor & Grichka Bogdanov translated this sentence from
Lubos :

“[…] the Bogdanoff brothers are proposing something that has, speculatively, the
potential to be an alternative story about quantum gravity.”

Here is what he supposed to have written, as quoted in a footnote of the new
print of “Avant le Big Bang” :

“the Bogdanoff brothers are proposing something that has, speculatively, the
potential to be an alternative to quantum theory”.

suprisingly enough (not !), the link the brothers provide in the footnote to Lubos’
blog is incorrect.

64. Chris Oakley
June 24, 2006

Don’t the Bogdanovs have a popular science TV show in France? Maybe if things
don’t work out in academia – or even if they do – Lubos could appear on their
show. He could even have a regular “Crank of the Week” slot, where he
denounces a new person each week, obviously being careful to steer clear of the
brothers themselves in this regard. In time, I am sure that being a



Bogdanov/Motl Crank of the Week will be considered the highest academic
honour short of a Nobel Prize.

65. Billy Bob
June 24, 2006

I think the only reason Lubos is supporting the Bogdanovs is that I
described them as cranks. Maybe I’ll try to come up with ideas of who
else I think is a crank that I would like Lubos to support, then write
something attacking them.

This is a wonderful idea. I vote for John T. Nordberg (who looks like Lubos!) with
Archimedes Plutonium coming in a close second, and deserving extra marks for
style.

66. Peter Woit
June 24, 2006

YBM,

I haven’t seen a copy of either the first edition of “Avant le Big Bang”, or the new
paperback. Someone (was it you?) sent me copies of the pages of the first edition
that misquoted me. Do you know if the misquotes attributed to me have been
removed in the paperback? Also, do you know what happened with the brother’s
lawsuit against someone who had written an unflattering magazine article about
them?

67. Chris Oakley
June 24, 2006

Here’s another one for you to attack, Peter: the Flat Earth Society

68. YBM
June 24, 2006

They are now quoting you correctly, at least on the quote I checked (they are no
more pretending you would have write “absolutely sure” when you wrote
“certainly possible”). BTW, I’m not the one who send you copies of these pages (it
could be Fabien Besnard).

I will ask about this lawsuit and will keep you informed.

69. runge_kutta
June 25, 2006

I’ve just been reading John T. Nordberg’s website. Wow, this guy is a crackpot
extraordinaire. Does anyone know what university he’s affiliated with (if at all
he’s affiliated with any) ?

70. woit
June 25, 2006

http://grandunification.com/
http://grandunification.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archimedes_Plutonium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archimedes_Plutonium
http://www.alaska.net/~clund/e_djublonskopf/FlatMisStat.htm
http://www.alaska.net/~clund/e_djublonskopf/FlatMisStat.htm


Please, don’t start discussing more crackpots here, there’s a very large number
of them, and what they really want is attention.

Back on-topic, Lubos seems to have just deleted a link to a report on the public
talks at Strings 2006, once someone pointed out to him that the report said the
talks were boring and most of the audience went to sleep (except for Hawking’s
talk). Anyone have a record of that deleted link?

71. YBM
June 25, 2006

Well, I’m now banned from Motl’s blog entry comments page (at least, I won’t
see anymore my post *modified* as the previous one was).

What’s interesting anyway, is how he reacted to Bogdanov’s creative quotes :

” Dear YBM, thanks: that’s not a terribly accurate translation , but as I indicated
many times, I am not gonna sue them.

Very speculatively, they might also have an alternative to quantum theory or
anything else. ”

Basically he don’t care being notorious as a support to crackpots he clearly
recognizes as such.

Here what is I could have answered to this post comming after one of mine he
had the dishonesty to edit, just after having deleted the one I responded to his
rant.

“To sue is a typical bogdanovian activity, as well avoiding scientific issues.

You could now realize what kind of people you’ve been dealing with (even if
without consent).

Did they ask you for any kind of authorization ? Do you know that there is an
excerpt from you (at least this one correctly translated) on the cover of their
book ?

Forget Woit (who has real arguments), you are now the only proeminent
apparent support of the most insane anti-ST ever published in France !
Félicitations !”

72. Peter Woit
July 5, 2006

Lubos,

Who told you that I “made amazon.co.uk erase all reviews” except the 5
star ones? Your review was complete nonsense, but the only action I took
about this was that when I first read it a month ago I clicked on the
“report this as inappropriate” link at the bottom. That’s it, I have done
absolutely nothing else.



As far as I know, no one else has written a negative review of the book on
Amazon, and your crazy one caused several people to write very positive
reviews answering it.

I have no idea why Amazon UK recently deleted yours. Maybe lots of
people hit the “report as inappropriate” link, maybe someone there read it
and recognized it for what it is.

73. X
July 6, 2006

dear Lubos,

I agree that your review on Amazon of the book by Peter Woit was deleted by
some conspiracy, but you are wrong in writing that it is a crackpot-capitalistic
conspiracy. There is a more plausible interpretation.
A recent string-theory paper (hep-ph/0607029) revealed the existence of
intelligent civilizations with extended life expectancy in the 10th superstring
dimension. Clearly, these aliens do not want to be discovered by us and are
trying to prevent further progress in String Theory by deleting your review.

The bastards might even try to delete my comment from The Reference Frame.

74. Motley
July 10, 2006

Soon to be deleted:

I came to this blog as a young physicist seeking information in cutting edge
physics research, and through sheer luck on my first visit I found it.
Now all I find here is the unreasoned rants and ‘reactionary’ insults of a man
who cannot see past his faith in a theory that has much to live up to.
I have no doubt that this comment will be deleted, but hope that perhaps you will
come to grasp just how damaging your behaviour is, to the image of string
theorists and of physicists in general.

75. Mahndisa
July 31, 2006

07 31 06

Hello Peter:
I recently found your site. I was quite naive to all of the insult tossing that goes
on in the physics world. I visit Christine Dantas’s blog for some LQG links, then
Lubos’s blog for some deconstruction. It appears as though I must regularly visit
your site for further deconstruction. The diversity in opinions is what I love about
science. And in the end, only time will tell who was right eh?  Please have a
nice day:)

76. M
September 8, 2006



dear Rae Ann,
Lubos forgot to ban me, so if you like I could re-post my deleted comment that
solved the mistery about what M of M-theory really means.

However, censorship made the comments section of the “Reference Frame”
somewhat uninteresting, so I prefer to refer you to page 196 of “Not Even
Wrong”.

77. Eric Dennis
September 25, 2006

Lubos, As usual there is much naive garbage and unearned arrogance in what
you say, but I will have to be selective.

First, you don’t understand Bell inequalities. The fact that a QFT Lagrangian (or
Hamiltonian) is local, and hence that space-like commutators vanish, does not
imply that the whole theory is local. If you look at spin operators measured on
the two sides of a Bell experiment, you will notice that they commute as well.
The whole point of Bell’s analysis is that despite this commutation, entangled
states still exhibit behavior that’s profoundly non-local. The standard attempt to
cover this up with references to information transfer and no-signalling is itself
diversionary philosophical tripe.

Second, whether or not positions make a complete set of observables in
(Relativistic)QFT is beside the point. The point is that position-space is
inherently special in RQFT, and so criticizing a particular interpretation for
recognizing this special status is hypocritical. (Note, I did not say the act of
recognizing this special status and demanding a local Lagrangian is hypocritical,
as per your straw man.)

Interestingly it is only in the kinds of interpretations of QM/QFT that you prefer
that one requires a special philosophical superstructure for measurement theory.
In fact the point of the very interpretations you criticize is to formulate QM in
such a way that does away with the superstructure — in which measurment
processes are normal dynamical processes just like any others, not requiring ad
hoc postulates, or collapses, or Born rules.

On any of these subjects, I would consider receiving something other than an F
from you a blemish on my credentials. And your girlish preambles about not
countenancing any counter-arguments are transparent.

78. anonymous
March 11, 2007

censored from http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/03/panel-michael-duff-and-lee-
smolin.html

dear Lubos, you (and Duff?) seem to think that the big problem of string theory is
that Smolin might have 2 or 3 faces. The big problem is that string theory has
10^500 faces. Instead of arguing about Smolin, please present ideas about how
to do physics despite the landscape; this is what will make the difference

http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/03/panel-michael-duff-and-lee-smolin.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/03/panel-michael-duff-and-lee-smolin.html
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between success and failure

79. a.n. onymous
March 15, 2007

Just a reminder to everyone nerdy: Discover magazine’s deadline for submissions
of a 2-minute U-tube explanation of string theory is 16 March, so submit today.

Details: http://www.discover.com/twominutesorless/

“The winning video will be selected by Columbia University physicist Brian
Greene, best-selling author of The Elegant Universe and The Fabric of the
Cosmos, and broadcast via a prominent spot on the homepage of Discover.com …
The video should present an accurate, basic understanding of string theory that
will stick in the brains of relatively intelligent non-scientists.”

Therefore, make sure you include a full proof of how gravity and the standard
model are uniquely derived from 10/11 dimensional M-theory, proving how the
10 dimensional superstring universe is a brane on the surface of the 11
dimensional supergravity bulk. I don’t know they require you to explain how the
10^500 solutions of string theory correspond to the multiverse.

The main thing to get across is that a 1-dimensional string, when moved, gains a
time dimension so it has 2-dimensions (a worldsheet). Then you add another 8
dimensions to satisfy conformal symmetry if there is 1:1 boson:fermion
supersymmetry, or 24 dimensions without supersymmetry (i.e., for boson string
theory). This explains the reasoning behind 10 dimensional superstring and 26
dimensional bosonic string.

Next, because general relativity is only 3+1 dimensional, you need to roll up of 6
dimensions in superstring, which is done by the Calabi-Yau manifold which
compactifies those unseen dimensions. The great benefit here is that the Calabi-
Yau manifold can have all many kind of sizes and shapes for its dimensions, so
the resulting little vibrating strings which constitute fundamental particles can
have 10^500 sets of states or standard models, corresponding to 10^500
parallel universes. The anthropic principle will tell us that the particular
universe we inhabit in this landscape of solutions is the one necessary for our
existence. It’s a very beautiful theory.

80. ana nonymous
March 15, 2007

Why do you tell “10^500 sets”? Use “discrete infrared ambiguities”.

Why “anthropic principle”? “Structural principle” is more elegant.

So, replace the last sentences with:

Thanks to a rich set of discrete infrared ambiguities, string theory naturally
implements the structural principle, providing the only known solution to a
fundamental problem at the basis of our life: the smallness of the Cosmological

http://www.discover.com/twominutesorless/
http://www.discover.com/twominutesorless/


Constant.

and Lubos will not have to censor it. For example I improved my previous post
into:

dear Lubos, I understand how much you value intellectual honesty and freedom
of speech, but is it worth for you (and Duff) spending so much of your valuable
time fighting with crackpots?

and this one was not censored. It’s just a matter of good taste.

81. Censored from Jacques Distler's Musings
March 16, 2007

I know this is a little off topic, but here’s a comment seeking refuge after Jacques
Distler deleted it from a Musings post where he suggested that the landscape
just isn’t a special problem in string theory (because it is possible to create
messy landscapes with fictitious, non-empirical assumptions from the framework
of the Standard Model and general relativity):

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001200.html

Re: The Standard Model Landscape

Thanks for the link to http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703067 which mathematically
is straightforward for a change. The physical basis, however, is abstruse.

Any idea that particle physics (the standard model) and general relativity have a
landscape of solutions is a reversal of the idea that such a theory is defined as
representing experimental data.

The only way you can have a landscape for the Standard Model and general
relativity is to change this definition, so as to include unobserved, unreal
solutions. I.e. you can claim that the basic field equations have lots of solutions if
the parameters can vary to unphysical (non observed) values. Thus, general
relativity would predict a closed universe if the CC was small and the density
was very high. By changing the parameters in the Standard Model, you can also
get a landscape of unphysical solutions to particle physics.

But in the case of general relativity and the Standard Model, this landscape
literally is not a real problem. This isn’t just because measurements and
experiments determine the necessary values which go straight into the theory,
but it is also because the physical theories are really based on empirical data:
the Standard Model and general relativity are derived from empirical data, e.g.
symmetries in particle properties, spacetime, gravitation, energy conservation
for a gravitational field, etc.

Comparing the unphysical landscape from empirically developed theory to that
from string theory (where the spin-2 gravitons, extra-dimensions, and 10^16
GeV unification are not observations), misses Woit’s point that in one case the
landscape is neither physically real nor a problem, while in the other case the

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001200.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001200.html
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landscape is a real problem.

Nobody has proved that any landscape really exists in nature. The assumption
that there might be other universes with different values of standard model
parameters is just speculation. If it turns out that those parameters are
interdependent and so can’t vary in the way assumed for landscape analysis
(even if the multiverse is accepted), then this would eliminate or reduce the
landscape size.

The objective of physics for some people like Feynman was to find the reasons
for why general relativity and the standard model have the form they do. If this
quest is successful without string theory, and all the constants and parameters
are predicted to have unique values from a theory that doesn’t allow other
values, then there will be no landscape whatsoever.

82. Arun
March 16, 2007

Censored from Jacques Distler’s Musings Says – your eminently sensible posting
was censored? It is to the point, pertinent, polite — I’m really amazed! Thanks
for letting us know that things have become so bad.

83. TCO
March 19, 2007

I’m banned from the Reference Frame. I only wanted to disaggregate an issue
(do issue analysis) in a discussion of global warming. Lubos managed to muddle
two effects (becoming like Venus and posited temp increase for CO2 doubling) as
well as two sources of information (ice cores and Venus temp/CO2 levels). He
also does not understand how to bound a problem and when he is doing it and
when he is not doing it. I really don’t get the impression of an honest, curious
scientist.

84. amused
March 20, 2007

“I really don’t get the impression of an honest, curious scientist.”

No kidding  Sometimes it works to tell Lubos to do the opposite of what you
want him to do. E.g.:
“Go ahead and block me Lubos, there are plenty of other internet cafes in the
city where i live”
or
“Lubos, please hurry up and delete this comment. I want an excuse to repost it
over at Peter Woits blog where it will be seen by lots more people.”
Both of these worked for me in the past.

85. M
March 21, 2007

hi, amused. Here is an example of what happens with your strategy. I posted:



dear Lubos, do you agree that your slogan “String theory is the language in
which God wrote the Universe” must be updated into “String theory is the
language in which God wrote the Multiverse”?

If you answer no, you are defending something that does not exist: there is only
one string theory, and it has a landscape of 10^500 solutions.

If you answer yes, you are ready to start arguing with Woit.

If you censor, this question will be moved to the “censored by Lubos” section of
Not Even Wrong.

This was not censored, and got a thoughtful answer:

…you are a mentally retarded imbecile…

But my later reply was censored:

dear Lord Motl, if it’so easy for you, why don’t you show us the solution to the
10^500 problem, and I will be pleased to hear your insults at your Nobel prize
conference?

86. amused
March 21, 2007

Hi M,
Thoughtful replies of that nature are all you will ever get from Lubos with that
type of question. For what it’s worth, here are a few recommendations for
interacting with him. Serious discussion is not possible, so think of it as a sport –
motlbaiting. There are two possible goals. The first is to wind him up so much
that he has to write a whole new blog post full of abuse to recover from it. Your
comment will of course be deleted, but nevermind, you can just repost it here.
Physics points should be avoided for this; snide remarks containing unfavorable
comparison of his publication record to those of various “crackpots” are much
better. The alternative goal is to try to slip in as much string-bashing as you can
while taking a joking around approach, and avoid getting deleted or blocked. It’s
for this that the suggestions in my last comment apply.

87. gunpowder&noodles
March 21, 2007

“snide remarks containing unfavorable comparison of his publication record to
those of various “crackpots” are much better”

LM actually posted Smolin’s publication record as a way of proving that he,
Smolin, is a failure. Smolin’s record, in reality, is extremely good, far better than
I would have expected actually; and of course it is literally an order of magnitude
better than LM’s. The fact that he can’t see that most readers would think this is
a strong hint that he is really cracking up.



88. TCO
March 21, 2007

I’m really getting dissapointed with the honesty and smartness level of
conservatives lately. Am I the only smart, honest one?

89. TCO
March 24, 2007

You know, I lack the math or physics ability to understand the arguments,
pro/con with string theory. I do find your manner to be much more pleasant than
Mr. Motl. What’s ironic is that he defends the “skeptics” of global warming, but
he disdains those in his own field. A real scientist should be curious of all.
Skeptical of all. And able to formulate the key questions to resolve what is
trustworthy.

I’ve also never been able to really have a conversation that got into thoughtful
issue analysis with him. Maybe part of it is my hesitancy, out of respect for
superior math ability. And my tendancy to play game to cover that. But I think a
part is Motl, not really being intellectually curious. Not being an issue analyzer.
A disaggregator of causes and effects.

90. Kea
April 12, 2007

13 April 07: I just invited Lubos to join our discussion on his 2002 Tripled Pauli
Statistics idea, which appears in our version of M theory. I’m not sure whether
he will look upon the invitation kindly or not.

91. amused
September 6, 2007

Rudely deleted by Lubos from the thread of “Nobel Prize winners vs crackpots”:

Hi Lubos,
Considering that you are very far from being a leader in string research, why on
earth did PI want to give you a job? Is it because of your charming personality?;)

Btw, congrads to the string theorists on having recruited a new cheerleader
among the science journalists. It’s fortunate for you guys that Chalmers doesn’t
have a background in particle theory research, so that he is able to swallow the
string hype whole without getting indigestion!

92. amused
September 16, 2007

Lubos is full of fun and games these days, and rather than just deleting
comments he’s taken to “improving” them… For example, in the thread of this
post, where Lubos lists himself along with Witten, Maldecena, ‘t Hooft and
Einstein as reknowned physicists, I added a little comment
“Gene, you forgot to mention Lubos’ awe-inspiring publication record  ”

http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/09/bad-physicists-and-populism.html
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(In response to a comment by one of LM’s groupies chastising those who dare to
doubt his guru’s towering intellect, since LM had `read Dirac’s book when he
was only in high school’ (Wow, who needs PRL publications with that kind of
achievement under their belt!)) Well, Lubos decided to “improve” that comment
into something quite different… In fact my own views are more along the lines of
this, which I like to think might have responsible for the amusing rant
(“omnipresent intellectual trash…”) at the end of this post
And Lubos was so inconsiderate as to block me, which means I’ll have to walk an
extra block to the next internet cafe next time ;-(
Btw Lubos, here’s something else I’ve been meaning to ask you: Is the SLAC
faculty member who wrote this post also a crackpot?
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More Landscape, and Peer Review

June 16, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The anthropic string theory landscape seems to be having ever greater success in
taking over fundamental physics and turning it into pseudo-science. It’s being
promoted by no less than 2008 presidential candidate Wesley Clark, the following is
from a transcript of his remarks to science bloggers at a blogger convention in Las
Vegas:

Read Leonard Suskind’s new book, called “The Cosmic-” It’s called “The Cosmic
Landscape And Intelligent Design” if you want to see something that’s overpowering.
Suskind is the inventor of cosmic string theory, and what he does is he takes cosmic-
he takes the idea of the universe. He says the universe is- see, what’s happening in
intelligent design is people are saying, ‘Ah well, you see, the, the, the wavelength of,
of, of the electron and Planck’s Constant and all these numbers are so odd. They
don’t- they’re not even numbers, you know. They, they, they don’t balance each other.
It’s sort of 1.- It’s like the figure of pi, 3.14159… Why would it be such an odd
number? Why, why wouldn’t god make the universe, you know, symmetrical?’

(laughter)

Then they said, ‘well, because, you know, it’s like there’s only one on 10 to the 50th
chance that the universe could have worked out in a way that mankind could survive.
Therefore, you know, this must have been an intelligent designer who created this
universe especially for us.’ What Suskind does is he turns it on its head. He says, “You
know, if you look at string theory and the 9+1 dimensions” or 10+1 dimensions, and
I’m not sure how he knows that time only has one dimension, but he does. (inaudible)
would say I’m very arrogant for questions questioning this.

(laughter)

But what Suskind does is he turns it upside down. He says, “Look there are- there is
an infinite number of universes.” He calls it a multiverse, and he says that however
the motive forces, and nobody understands why quarks pop in and out of existence.
Nobody understands it, but apparently they do. And apparently there are many, many
universes, and we’re here in this one. And maybe there are others in which Planck’s
Constant has a different number, in which the speed of light is not 186,200 miles per
second. Who knows? We don’t know.

Commenter Patrick wrote into point out a review article on this from graduate
student Joseph Conlon, published in the latest issue of Contemporary Physics (not
available on the arXiv or anywhere else for free as far as I can tell). It’s entitled, “The
string theory landscape: a tale of two hydras”, with the first hydra the non-
renormalizability of gravity (supposedly slain by string theory), the second the
prolifieration of vacuum states. Conlon seems to think that the fact that string theory
can’t ever be used to predict anything is not a serious problem:

http://securingamerica.com/node/1101
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We started with a dream of a unique string theory compactification reproducing the
structure of the Standard Model. This is a dream apparently shattered by the
existence of the landscape. Granting the landscape and its existence, does this mean
string theory is inherently unpredictive at low energies? If this is true, this is sad but
no disaster. Quantum field theory, of itself, is also unpredictive.

I’ve written elsewhere about why this analogy with QFT doesn’t hold, but on the face
of it there’s obviously something wrong, since we use QFT all the time to make
detailed, testable predictions about the real world, something that string theory,
according to Conlon, will never be able to do.

Talks from the plenary section on “naturalness” at SUSY 06 are online. The usual
advertising job from Susskind and Linde, the one that seems to have impressed
Wesley Clark. Wilczek gives a more substantive talk, and seems to have some
interesting new speculative ideas about models near the end.

On another topic, I’ve been wondering what the current state of peer-review of hep-th
papers is. Personally I think it has been several years since I’ve looked at any of the
main journals that publish papers in this area, and I suspect this is true of many
people these days. The Bogdanov affair several years ago showed that refereeing in
this area had become pretty much a joke, with the brothers having no trouble finding
five journals willing to accept utter nonsense.

Looking at the arXiv and SPIRES listings, which seem to contain publication
information after submitted papers have been accepted, many papers (e.g. Susskind’s
single-authored papers on the landscape), don’t seem to ever have been peer-
reviewed and published. I’m curious what people think of this. How many hep-th
authors have stopped submitting their papers for refereeing? Is the data on the arXiv
and SPIRES an accurate reflection of this? Does the fact that an author’s preprints
don’t have publication data for the last few years mean they weren’t submitted for
refereeing, or could this be due to time lag in refereeing/publication, or
incompleteness of the data?

Update: Courtesy of Google, there’s now an on-line talk by Washington Taylor
promoting the Landscape to people working for the company. He gives the number of
vacua as at least 101000. The number of well-known physicists out there promoting
this nonsense to the general public is amazing (via Lubos).

Comments

1. Warren
June 16, 2006

I haven’t submitted my single-authored papers (or books) to publishers in 10
years. But most of my papers are with others, and I haven’t forced them to do
the same. I don’t have much faith in the refereeing system. Besides, by the time
they publish something, it’s history. And then there’s the problem of errata.

2. hack

http://susy06.physics.uci.edu/program.html#naturalness
http://susy06.physics.uci.edu/program.html#naturalness
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-1061497083537863087&q=string+theory
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-1061497083537863087&q=string+theory


June 16, 2006

Susskind has no peers, therefore it is impossible for him to be peer reviewed.

3. Kasper Olsen
June 16, 2006

There is actually quite a few famous papers which have never been published,
for example

hep-th/9805114,
hep-th/9907189,
hep-th/0006071

and

hep-th/9701025

Kasper

4. sunderpeeche
June 16, 2006

a) Bloggers have conferences?
b) Why would Wesley Clark even read the book? Did Susskind give him a copy?
c) The whole attitude to the landscape is wrong. First, you need an acronym.
“Anthropic string theory landscape” is a non-starter. Landscape (of) anthropic
string theory = LAST ~ Lubos Adores String Theory. Now we’re getting
somewhere. Next print some t-shirts and make some money off of ST, instead of
railing against it.

5. Christine Dantas
June 16, 2006

In the astrophysics community, it is somewhat rare to see a paper in the astro-ph
that has not been at least submitted to a refereed journal. Of course the
refereeing system is faulty sometimes and needs some reformulation. (For
instance, it would be interesting that the authors’ names be omitted for review in
order to reduce some prejudice on the part of some referees and to allow them to
unbiasedly focus on the paper contents. There are other problems as well, I
could talk about a few examples, but I do not think Peter Woit intended to open a
whole thread on this.)

I do find it strange that the majority of papers in the hep-th (is it correct, the
majority?), including those considered important contributions, are not
submitted for refereeing. Being myself used to post on the arXiv only after
having my papers accepted to a good refereed journal, maybe this is just my
personal impressions. In any case, I have learned this good practice from my
supervisor since I was an undergraduate student, and I am quite satisfied with it.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9805114
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9805114
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9701025
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9701025


The arXiv is a great idea, but I do not think it is a substitute for the refereeing
system (despite its flaws), specially if your work is supposed to represent a
significant contribution to the field. It must somehow be appropriately reviewed.

6. Brett
June 16, 2006

I think that peer review works pretty well, at least for the better journals. In
high-energy theory, this means Physical Review Letters, Physical Review D,
Physics Letters B, Nuclear Physics B, and some others. It is very difficult to get
something that is pure rubbish published in those journals. By “rubbish,” I mean
a paper that is flawed in a fundamental way–a paper will problems in its
conceptual or mathematical underpinnings. (How interesting physically some of
the results published in these journals are is a separate question.) The fact that
almost all the high-energy theory papers submitted to these journals appear in
advance on the arXiv is good for the peer review process, since referees can
(surreptitiously–or perhaps not) get input from their colleagues about papers
they are reviewing.

Most people I have interacted with in the high-energy physics community
certainly do pay attention to whether and how papers are published. Publication
in the journals I listed above means something; however, publication in many
lesser journals does not. It is understood that peer review is significantly
imperfect, and even extremely poor papers can be slipped into minor journals if
the authors are diligent. I think many serious physicsts would never even submit
a paper to one of these publications; if they can’t get papers published in top-tier
journals, they just leave those papers on the arXiv and don’t bother trying to get
them published somewhere else. Of course, there are journals that occupy a sort
of middle ground and are somewhat respected. The Journal of Mathematical
Physics is still considered to have fairly high standards for correctness, but the
papers published there are usually expected to be less interesting than those
published in more prominent journals.

Peer review for the better journals can be uneven in quality. Good papers get
held up by difficult referees, while somewhat weaker (still correct, just less
interesting) papers may slip by with little comment. However, while there is
some noise, there is also a clear correlation between the quality of a paper and
how likely it is to be rejected. When I have gotten negative referee reports, I
have always (with one exception) understood the referee’s point. Obviously, I
disagree with the referees, but these rejections are not being made for stupid
reasons; the reviewers have put time and effort into evaluating my papers. I have
also appreciated the many comments and suggestions for minor improvement
that I have received in more positive reports–again, clear indications that the
referees are almost always paying attention.

Speaking as a referee, however, I know it can be difficult to reject a paper that
has some interesting ideas, but which also contains some serious mistakes. I
have never allowed a paper like that to be published, but one cannot help but
feel empathy for authors who may have put months of work into something (and
come up with several innovating ideas), only to be undone by a small but crucial



mistake they made early on.

7. knotted
June 16, 2006

I agree authors names shouldn’t be passed on to reviewers, but neither should
the laboratory name unless it is an experimentally based paper. Peer review is
only meaningful is the reviewer has to review the content. Usually it is the exact
opposite, with journals requesting names of peers to sent the paper to review to.
This is asking for bias. It makes it easy for mainstream and virtually impossible
for outsiders. arxiv could easily be reviewed by blog trackbacks, if someone
would be objective about it…

8. The Great Inquisitor
June 16, 2006

The social dynamics of the string community is that of a sectarian totalitarian
system, hiding from the rules of scientific objectivity, due to the absence of both
experimental provability and disprovability.

The string theory community is a personality cult with Witten its high priest.
Once Witten retires, chances are high everything will pop like a soap bubble (or
like the high tech stock market crash not long ago), leaving the reputation and
credibility of theoretical physics in pieces for decades to come.

Witten creates credibility among the mathematicians, by his ingenious works in
geometry and topology that have nothing to do with string “physics”. On the
other hand, he has surrounded himself with an army of loyal, brainwashed
followers who dress like him, who talk like him, who write preprints in same
style format like him. The string community is like a mass of half-baked Witten
clones, with some members more prone to hysteria than others. One has to study
mass cults in order to understand the personality defects that motivate people to
join such movements (presumably, weak self-respect, paired with a will to power,
plays a role).

One should read the episode “The Grand Inquisitor” in Dostoevsky’s “Brothers
Karamasov”: The devil tempts Jesus in the desert, and explains to him that
humankind will follow anyone who provides them with bread and miracles;
therefore, an overwhelming demonstration of the power to support people with
food, and with miracles, would convince humankind to forfeit its free will, and to
follow that person wherever he/she pleases to go. But Jesus refutes this
methodology; he wants people to follow him out of free will and belief. Witten
makes a different choice than Jesus in Dostoevsky’s piece. He provides his
followers with jobs and miracles, and they literally follow him to the end of the
world of theoretical physics.

Fortunately for humankind (or at least for future generations of theoretical
physicists), there is no successor to Witten. Therefore, there is reason for the
joyful hope that the string hysteria will evaporate in a couple of decades.

On the other hand, one has to admit that string theory has produced amazingly



interesting mathematical insights. If things go well, some mature parts of string
theory will be absorbed into a branch of topology or number theory, which is ok
and worthwhile. I just hope that string theory will disappear from the physics
landscape, not because I particularly resent it, but because I’m scared by the
populist, totalitarian, sectarian social dynamics of the strings community.

And if some string theorists insist on the eternal lifespan of their favorite theory,
I would like to remind them of the fate of communism, and of that of other
totalitarian systems, which were defended as vigorously by their proponents
some decades ago.

9. Eugene Stefanovich
June 16, 2006

Brett,

I agree that the review process is useful when you can talk to the referee, argue,
and get feedback. Now, how would you argue with the Editor of one of the fine
journals you mentioned when in response to my submission he writes this?

In general, [journal] does not publish purely formal developments of old and
well-established theories or alternatives to old and well-established theories if
the new alternatives do not make different predictions that can be
experimentally verified; if the new alternatives do make different predictions, it
must be shown that the predictions are consistent with the present experimental
situation. Applied to your manuscript, this policy would require that you provide
an explicit, detailed, and quantitative prediction of your theory that differs from
the predictions of standard quantum electrodynamics. Since you have not done
so, I am afraid that we cannot accept your manuscript for publication in
[journal].

After I explained the relevance of my work to current and future experiments, I
got

I am afraid that, even after considering the points that you make, I still conclude
that your manuscript is not suitable for publication in [journal].

End of story. How can I argue with that?

Eventually, this paper was published as

E. V. Stefanovich, “Quantum field
theory without infinities”, Ann. Phys. (NY)
292 (2001), 139

(there is also a copy on the web if you are interested) So, you can judge for
yourself whether it has anything new to say about QED and its agreement with
experiment.

10. Peter Woit
June 16, 2006

http://www.geocities.com/meopemuk/AOPpaper.pdf
http://www.geocities.com/meopemuk/AOPpaper.pdf


Eugene and others,

I’d rather not start a discussion here of refereeing itself, it’s a huge and
complicated subject. What I’m trying to understand is how widespread is the
phenomenon of people giving up on the journals and refereeing system, just
ignoring them. I see more and more of what looks like evidence of this
happening, and Warren provides another data point. Given the fact that virtually
no one looks at most journals anymore, this may be an increasing trend.

11. Peter Shor
June 16, 2006

One comment: I don’t think absense of any journal reference on the arXiv means
anything about publication … it means the author was too lazy to update the
arXiv. You can often find journal versions of quant-ph articles by googling, even
when there is no pointer on the arXiv. It would be interesting looking at a sample
of hep-th articles from several years ago, and see how many are still
unpublished.

12. Peter Woit
June 16, 2006

Peter,
I was looking more at SPIRES, which I believe they update automatically with
journal information as the journals come out. This isn’t up to the author. But if
anyone knows differently, I’d be curious to hear about it.

One set of examples of papers that don’t appear to have been submitted to
journals are Susskind’s, e.g.

hep-th/0302219 (the original anthropic landscape one with 257 citations)
hep-th/0407266
gr-qc/0503097
gr-qc/0504039
hep-th/0101029
hep-th/0011164

Another example would be Jacques Distler, who doesn’t seem to have any
published papers since one he wrote back in 2001.

If anyone knows of how to find out if and where these papers were published, let
me know.

13. Bert Schroer
June 16, 2006

The Great Inquisitor
A perfect analysis of the sociology underlying string theory! It is very
unfortunate that in order to write something like this one has to use a
pseudonym (at least before retirement), whereas the Lord of misuse
(comissioned by the hegemonic string court to prolong the lifetime of string



theory beyond the lifetime of their protagonists) can spread his vitriolic brew to
confuse young physicists and frighten more knowlegeable and mature members
of the community.

14. Joe Conlon
June 16, 2006

Ha! I was wondering Peter when you would run across that. I have some vague
vision of long Woitian tentacles spreading across the web in search of anything
landscape, and I’m sure they don’t miss much.

Let me elaborate a bit on what I meant. Almost by definition, it is very hard to
find exclusively stringy predictions at low-energy that cannot be reproduced by
effective field theory. If you are willing to go to Planckian energies, then we can
run with exponentially soft scattering amplitudes and towers of excited stringy
states, but there are no Planck-scale accelerators and this is somewhat of a toy
game.

However, all effective field theories are not equal. There is clearly lots of
structure in the Standard Model that is bursting for an explanation. One
example: the QCD theta angle. Your underlying theory has a big role to play in
the models you use to try and explain and understand the Standard Model. There
are better and worse ideas on what are the underlying principles – e.g. base 10
numerology is mostly held to be an unpromising idea. In this sense I regard
string theory as the best organising principle for thinking about models or
effective field theories explaining the structure of the SM.

So, at low energies, I see `string theory’ as conceptually analogous to `gauge
symmetry’, `spontaneous symmetry breaking’, `quantum field theory’, etc. It is
an organising set of ideas and assumptions that is not *in itself* predictive but
sets the framework to build predictive models. Clearly `models inspired by string
theory’ do not compare experimentally with `models inspired by gauge
symmetry’, but that’s why the one is research and the other taught in
undergraduate courses. String theory does differ in that it has wonderful UV
properties and is intrinsically predictive in that regime, but I’m not holding my
breath for the Trans-Galatic Super-Duper Quasar Collider.

If you can argue technically that you can get any effective field theory out of
string theory this may not apply – but this is certainly false for the IIB flux vacua
that provoke all the chatter about 10^500 and so on, as these have rather
similar properties.

I also note that on a personal level I am far more interested in the correctness of
My Models than in whether My Models are a unique low-energy prediction of
string theory.
I see some of these landscape discussions as more sociological than anything.
Maybe in 1985 people thought string theory was about to explain everything in
two weeks. I don’t know, I wasn’t around then. I don’t think people enter the
field now with that illusion. The theory is still vastly more capable of talking to
the particle physics-GR-cosmology triangle than anything else. It’s not a binary



distinction between a theory that predicts everything and a theory that is
entirely useless.

Best wishes
Joe

15. Brett
June 16, 2006

I realize that this is off topic, but I was asked a direct question, and I want to
respond.

Eugene-

I too have had a paper initially rejected because it did not state any specfic
predictions that the referees deemed sufficiently important. My response was to
add futher numerical calculations detailing the non-standard model behavior. You
comments seem to imply that you did not make any changes to the manuscript
after receiving the rejection, but merely tried to convince the referee of your
paper’s importance. However, I think the referee initially had a quite valid point,
as I did not see any new predictions in your paper, and so I am not surprised that
he did not change his mind.

16. Eugene Stefanovich
June 16, 2006

Peter,

I think there are rational explanations of why people may prefer arXiv
publication to refereed journals. I suspect that Susskind does not care anymore
about his publication record, so why bother to submit papers to journals? Others
may have less impact papers that simply add finer details to the points made in
their previous journal articles. So, they decide not to go for the full-blown paper.
I have a couple of those in the arXiv. Yet others (mostly those who are out of the
mainstream) may give up after referee’s or editor’s rejection.

Brett,

if I may, just a few points. First, the person who wrote this was not a referee, but
the journal editor. You can have a discussion with the referee, but if the editor
rejects your manuscript, you are done.

Second, if you read the paper more carefully you’ll see that it opens up a whole
new class of experimental predictions which go beyond the S-matrix and allow
one to calculate the time evolution of interacting systems. It is another matter
that such a time evolution is beyond the resolution of modern experiments.
However, one doesn’t need a “Trans-galactic Supercollider” to see it.

Third, I am wondering how many string theory papers satisfy the stringent
criterion of providing an explicit, detailed, and quantitative prediction ?



17. catherineD
June 16, 2006

Aw, come on.

Clark planned to become a physicist back in high school, but now he’s just a
really smart guy who picked up a book to read for pleasure on topic he enjoys.
Don’t expect him to be up on what’s going on.

The current guy in the White House can barely read. Here’s a guy you could talk
to and is open to learning more.

Appreciate it.

18. woit
June 16, 2006

catherineD,

Wasn’t really complaining about Clark, just marveling at how far into the culture
this whole landscape thing has gotten.

Joe,

Thanks a lot for writing, it’s too late tonight, but I look forward to reading
carefully what you have to say tomorrow.

19. arnold
June 16, 2006

I went through some talks of the SUSY conference.

The funniest one is Linde’s slide that says about the anthropic principle:

“IT IS SCIENCE”

Every child knows that science is about making predictions and be tested by
experiments….but these old physicists, that have no more ideas, want to
convince us that science fiction is science.

Probably every other scientist outside theoretical physics (people who that are
used to experimental verification!) would think these people are just crazy.

20. arnold
June 16, 2006

…and it is sad to see how throetical physics (that was once upon a time the
mother of sciences) is leaving the objective scientific method to go into the world
of the opinion, where some famous powerful person decides what is good and
what is bad….and not experiments.

21. MathPhys



June 16, 2006

I just watched W Taylor’s lecture on google. It’s scary how intelligent people can
give talks like that.

22. anonymous
June 17, 2006

dear Joe,

recently people liked to speculate about brane-worlds with large extra
dimensions because this allows quantum gravity at the TeV scale: LHC would be
your Trans-Galatic Super-Duper Quasar Collider. This scenario was motivated by
string theory, and gave to string theorists an opportunity to show what they can
really do. The resulting literature shows that all concrete work was done by
phenomenologists who tried to apply Einstein general relativity by avoiding or
parameterizing (and sometimes ignoring) UV divergences.

Even in the quantum gravity regime, string theory failed to give results. Some
examples:
Q: What is the mass of the string states in units of the quantum gravity scale?
A: it depends on the dilaton vev.
Q: What is the tension of our brane?
A: It depends on how supersymmetries are broken.

23. anonymous2
June 17, 2006

Refereed journals are still relevant in fields that produce results relevant for
different fields.

For example, hep-ph and astro-ph contain some papers that experimentalists
consider relevant. But experimentalists often are not expert enough for judging
themselves if such papers are correct, and therefore often adopt the following
rule: only papers published on good refereed journals are ok.

24. Eugene Stefanovich
June 17, 2006

Peter,

thank you for the link to Washington Taylor’s video. Believe it or not, I’ve never
heard this full story from the mouth of real string practitioner. My opinion about
the whole enterprise is this: childish logic + superiority complex + arrogance +
fanatism. We have entered dark era, indeed.

25. Joe Conlon
June 17, 2006

Dear anonymous,

Of course I’d be very happy if TeV-scale Large Extra Dimensions were seen at the



LHC. But there are lots of hints that the cutoff scale should be larger (axions,
cosmic rays, proton decay, neutrino masses, GUTs…) and I for one would be
surprised if they were found. Long odds, big payoff. I also don’t think `string
theorist’ is an identikit. Some who work on string theory are algebraic geometers
at heart, others only care about BSM phenomenology, and most are some way
inbetween. It’s a big community. If `string theorist’ is only used to refer to the
former, then of course such people never go near BSM exotica.

I’m not quite sure I understand your Q and As. Stringy states have masses given
by the inverse string length, which is determined by the volume and dilaton. We
don’t know the string scale, but it’s always less than the Planck scale. With the
second, there are universal formulae for brane tensions which are in e.g.
Polchinski. I also don’t see how brane tension is an (easily) measurable quantity.

Best wishes
Joe

26. island
June 17, 2006

Wasn’t really complaining about Clark…

I’m am… complaining about anybody that is that quick to stereotypically follow
suit with the all-to-familiar mindset of a pack of anti-fanatics who choose to
willfully ignore the strongest implications of empirical evidence by instead
automatically reaching for the most extreme anticentrist cop-out on first
principles in the history of science in order to counter-respond to fundamentalist
abuses of the evidence.

Panel of extremists:
science panel w/gen. wesley clark, chris mooney, pz meyers and darksyde

Michael Moore has a better shot at 10^500:1

~

And thank you, Peter, for being clear:
The anthropic string theory landscape…

27. The Great Inquisitor
June 17, 2006

I haven’t read Susskind’s book, but the inclusion of “intelligent design” in its title
demonstrates the cheap moral standards and ethical bancruptcy in his
community. Although the content of the book may prove otherwise, his choice of
a title shows that he intends to get customers from another sectarian group of
extremists, namely the right-wing Christian right.

The present US government is the first in recent times not only to have
understood the size and the power of the Christian right, but to also cast aside
ethical concerns, and to use it to its advantage. This is clever, but of course also



degrading and ethically reproachable. Maybe the strings people only see it as
clever propaganda, and are planning to learn from it.

What distinguishes a typical member of the strings community from a traditional
physicist or mathematician is surely not intelligence; there are some extremely
smart ones among them. It is their failure to feel an obligation as a scientist to a
scientifically verifiable truth. The problem is a lack of scientific ethics. They trust
the visionary abilities of people like Witten more than scientific objectivity and
scientific method. This is an extremely dangerous, and short-sighted road. Witten
does possess self-restraint and good taste in mathematics, but most of his
followers don’t. They inadequately use mathematical language, which they only
understand marginally, to try to impress all sorts of people, including Wesley
Clark. The question is who they believe to do a service for, string theory,
theoretical physics, or science ?

I am not concerned that after the Witten era, the strings movement will navigate
itself into oblivion, due to the bad taste and lack of self-restraint of its members.
However, their present propaganda is scientifically unethical, irresponsible, and
dangerous.

28. island
June 17, 2006

Although the content of the book may prove otherwise, his choice of a title shows
that he intends to get customers from another sectarian group of extremists,
namely the right-wing Christian right.

Capitalizing on the popularity of the politics while blackmailing the string
community.

Amanda Gefter:
If we do not accept the landscape idea are we stuck with intelligent
design?

Leonard Susskind:
I doubt that physicists will see it that way. If, for some unforeseen
reason, the landscape turns out to be inconsistent – maybe for
mathematical reasons, or because it disagrees with observation – I am
pretty sure that physicists will go on searching for natural explanations
of the world. But I have to say that if that happens, as things stand now
we will be in a very awkward position. Without any explanation of
nature’s fine-tunings we will be hard pressed to answer the ID critics.

29. The Great Inquisitor
June 17, 2006

Island,

What Susskind says here is that the only alternative to ID is strings and
landscape. This is complete BS. The truth is that ID is based on an argument that
is inacceptable to scientific methodology; it is not scientifically verifiable.



ID argues as follows: We have this creationist theory that explains the universe
for those people who believe in it. Since it is not accessible to scientific disproof,
it must be true.

String theory argues in a very similar way.

So it’s in a sense true; string theory and ID are both belief systems, one
mathematical, the other not, which are neither provable nor disprovable by
scientific experiment. So their claim for truth is similarly vacuous.

But it should be emphasized that Susskind is extremely irresponsible in not
putting it this way, but to claim that strings + landscape is defending physics
against ID. This is not true. Strings is not traditional physics based on scientific
methodology.

30. anonymous
June 17, 2006

dear Joe,

I fully agree with you that lots of hints disfavour TeV-scale quantum gravity is
unplausible. Indeed, what keeps this possibility alive is the fact that we do not
have a predictive theory of quantum gravity, so that we can make optimistic
speculations.

Concerning my Q&A, the main issues that phenomenologists would like to know
are: supposing that “quantum gravity” is what cut-offs quantum corrections to
the Higgs mass, how much is the D-dimensional Planck scale? And the first
string excitation? And the tension of our brane? 1 TeV? 5 TeV? 200 GeV? String
theory does not give any useful answer.

Collisions of particles excite brane fluctuations giving missing energy signals
that are detectably large if SM particles live on a brane with tension smaller than
about a TeV. Formulae for brane tensions on Polchinski book apply when many
supersymmetries are unbroken, not in our universe.

31. hogy
June 17, 2006

The actual name of the book is “The Cosmic Landscape: String Theory and the
Illusion of Intelligent Design”.

32. hogy
June 17, 2006

and Wesley Clark is just trying hard to make himself look cool to geeky voters.

33. Peter Woit
June 17, 2006

Joe,



The problem with your philosophy of string theory = generator of models is that
it generates far too many of them, and the ones that look at all like the real world
are ridiculously ugly and impossible to do precise calculations with. The
theoretical framework of these models gives an infinite number of publishable
research projects for people to work on, but zero reason to believe that this will
ever lead anywhere, and no way of ever showing it is wrong. There is no
criterion in this game for when to stop, give up and admit it doesn’t work. Your
only hope is for a miracle to happen and something orders of magnitude more
successful (in agreeing with the SM, being computationally tractable, and
constrained enough to allow predictions) to all of a sudden appear. Hoping for a
miracle is not a valid scientific research program.

34. Joe Conlon
June 17, 2006

Hi Peter,

The judgement of whether research programs are promising or not is subjective.
Both reasonable and unreasonable people disagree. On the issue of whether
string-based models are promising things to work on, I happen to think you are
dead wrong. Of course, it’s your prerogative to disagree 

Best wishes
Joe

35. wolfgang
June 17, 2006

>Hoping for a miracle is not a valid scientific research program.

What scientific research program would you propose?

36. Arun
June 17, 2006

“What scientific research program would you propose? ”

– Presumably any where the following is false:
“There is no criterion in this game for when to stop, give up and admit it doesn’t
work. “

37. wolfgang
June 17, 2006

> Presumably any where the following is false:

Which is?
This is a serious question. If Peter or you suggest to give up on string theory,
then it is a legitimate question to ask what better alternative you have.
What theory are you or Peter working on which will help us determine the value
of the cosmological constant?



38. Arun
June 17, 2006

Wolfgang, you are posing a false question. One need not be working on some
lesser nonsense in order to call the bluff of greater nonsense. We may simply
have to say that there are no viable ideas today for the theoretical determination
of the cosmological constant. It is better to face that truth than to have false
hopes about some program. Activity for the sake of activity (what will we do
otherwise) is pointless.

39. Peter Woit
June 17, 2006

Joe,
Reasonable people can disagree about prospects for these models, but I’ve been
watching people work on them for almost 22 years, and they are further away
now from being able to use them to predict anything than at any previous time.
The derivative has the wrong sign.

Wolfgang,
Unlike many of my dear commenters I don’t want to use this forum to endlessly
promote my own favorite ideas. I did write a long paper about some of these, and
hope to get some other things written down in the future. If you look at the non-
string theory things I write about on this blog you can get an idea of what I find
interesting. Obviously I don’t know how to compute the CC, if I had to guess I’d
guess that the answer to that problem will come after you solve some other
problems. Just thinking about the CC is probably not going to get you anywhere.

But I think the whole field would be a lot healthier is people tried to come up
with their own new ideas, whether about the CC or anything else. If one is not
willing to try and do this, this isn’t a good career choice and one should stop
trying to be a particle theorist and find something else to do where one can make
a contribution. Putting one’s efforts into an idea which obviously can’t work is
just a waste of one’s time and talents, there is no justification for doing it.

40. wolfgang
June 17, 2006

> We may simply have to say that there are no viable ideas today for the
theoretical determination of the cosmological constant.

OK, but if you or Peter do not want to be active it does not follow that everybody
else has to give up as well.
Many decide that string theory is a good starting point for such activity, because
it contains quantum gravity already (which is certainly a necessary ingredient).
Others may decide that it is
better to think about causal sets, simplicial lattices, LQG or whatever.

But why should they stop doing whatever they are doing just because you or
Peter feel that it is taking too long already?
(By the way, it is not 20 years. People have been working on quantum gravity for



more than 70 years.)

41. wolfgang
June 17, 2006

Peter,

I am sorry, our comments crossed.
I am looking forward to read your paper.

42. Arun
June 17, 2006

Wolfgang,

The question of whether string theory can produce a physical prediction or not is
utterly independent of what my opinion is, and needs to be answered prior to
“why should anyone stop doing what they’re doing”?

Let us consider a patent absurdity to drive the point home.
If someone is proposing to compute Einstein gravity perturbatively to three
loops, it is a legitimate question to ask why, what for, what do you hope to learn
by it?

The question on the table is – at what point does any approach reach that level of
absurdity?

43. Bert Schroer
June 17, 2006

Great Inquisitor,
I am quite impressed by your forthright description of the present crisis. But
whereas you describe the symptoms you say little about the deeper causes.
Obviously things are not that simple that some leading figures on the top decided
to conspire to push a particular metaphysical fashion at the expense of more
reasonable ideas.
One idea I have been thinking about is that as a result of an increasing
sophistication of mathematical methods and a rapid grows of knowledge the time
an individual particle theorist needs to pursue an idea and arrive at a
breakthrough is perhaps longer than say at the beginning of last century. Even
very intelligent and ambitious people may come into a situation where they have
spend a sizable part of their lifetime with a problem without experiencing the
satisfaction and joy of a significant accomplishment. Couldn’t there be a strong
temptation to force a situation in which such an experience is still possible
within one’s lifetime? In that case one would do everything which keeps this idea
in the headlines against all ethics which the pursuit of science requires.
Hegemonic control and arrogance as well as squandering, wholesale clearance
of the conceptual treasures and their substitution of depth by banalizations seem
to be the poisonous gift of string theorists to particle physics. Isn’t this the
equivalent of Enron and World com which we are witnessing? The fact that it is
not an isolated phenomenon but a general hallmark of the Zeitgeist of unleashed



globalized capitalism shows that this not something which is likely to stop if
Witten gets disappointed with string theory or Susskind disavows anthropic
arguments.
Wolfgang
any theory of something is a reasonable alternative of a TOE. I have never seen
as many interesting and deep problems in my over 40 year professional life as
there are now. I even think that I am working on a very interesting one. Nobody
is forcing you to do work on the lattice which you obviously consider not as a
worthwhile alternative to string theory.

44. The Great Inquisitor
June 18, 2006

Dear Bert,

Thank you for your kind response. I think that you describe the temptations
facing a researcher in contemporary theoretical physics very well. My take on
understanding the roots of the crisis is as follows:

The time of the CREATION of grand physical theories is over, at least for a long
time, after the revolutionary discoveries in the 20th century (qft, general
relativity). Many young theoretical physicists enter the field in the belief that a
theoretical physicist’s obligation is to discover new theories. They, and also many
of the older theorists, have not learned to accept that in order to be successful,
one’s success strategy must adapt to the situation in which one lives.
Schroedinger, Einstein, Heisenberg, etc. are success stories of the past, and
cannot serve as valid role models for a contemporary theoretical physicist’s
career any longer. A string theorist’s dream is to relive this era once more.

Now is the time for the ANALYSIS of the grand physical theories discovered in
the past century. None of these fields, be it quantum mechanics, quantum field
theory, general relativity, solid state physics, etc, are mathematically
satisfactorily understood. In fact, they are incredibly poorly understood from a
mathematical viewpoint. Isn’t it baffling that after 100 years of quantum
mechanics, no one has the slightest idea how to explain the simplest chemical
processes mathematically rigorously from first principles ? While the theoretical
physicists are missing the boat to appreciate and learn the exciting new
mathematical methods available today to reach a better comprehension of the
existing theories, several areas of mathematics that analyze problems in
theoretical physics are nowadays booming.

Many theoretical physicists base their life on the hope to discover the holy grail
of it all, the link between qft and general relativity. This is certainly a noble goal,
but is it a reasonable one to build one’s career on ? It’s at least as unreasonable
for a theoretical physicist to judge his/her success on his/her progress on this
problem as it would be for a mathematician in the case of the Riemann
hypothesis. Common sense, good taste, maturity, and modesty would forbid such
a foolish and naive career strategy. This would certainly be the common
viewpoint, were it not for the emergence of the miraculous genius of Witten,
which has ever since tempted intelligent researchers to abandon all good



judgement, and to give in to the hope and illusion of a quick answer to a big
question.

The desire for a theory of quantum gravity finds some cheap gratification in
string theory; it is the link to the observed world which is a problem. I have to
remark here that in all this discussion of quantum gravity, one believes that
gravitational waves need to exists in quantized form, and that they are not an
emergent, effective phenomenon in some macroscopic limit. The dogma of
gravity wave = graviton field has, as far as I know, not been really criticized.
Perhaps the de Broglie principle is being taken too literally, and ad absurdum ???

While the theoretical physicists are either in despair of the absence of the last
grand theory, or lost in a grand illusion, neighboring research areas are taking
over, and solving extremely interesting and important problems stemming from
theoretical physics. For previous generations, the natural evolution of physical
theories was that they were first discovered by physicists, and when they
became more mature, the mathematicians took over to manifest their true
structure in all profundity. Perhaps, nowadays, theoretical physicists should take
a step back, reject the sensation of a cheap miracle, and do the hard work to
better understand the inner structure of the existing theories which are still as
amazing as ever.

45. rof
June 18, 2006

Great Inquisitor,

You may be right about what is necessary for progress, but it is not likely to
happen. The least well understood part of fundamental physics is the foundations
of quantum mechanics, and studying this is bad for your career. In fact, anybody
who even mentions it is a crackpot.

The problem is that attempts to get a clear understanding of quantum mechanics
compels one to consider philosophical questions, and physicists do not handle
this situation well. They consider philosophy a waste of time, a pursuit for lesser
minds, so they are overly dismissive of their opponents’ philosophical positions.
It’s philosophy, metaphysics, a waste of time, not even worth taking the time to
understand. So they have a communication barrier, and end up calling each
other crackpots, so the field of the foundations of quantum mechanics is in some
disarray.

46. Eugene Stefanovich
June 18, 2006

rof:

The least well understood part of fundamental physics is the foundations of
quantum mechanics, and studying this is bad for your career. In fact, anybody
who even mentions it is a crackpot.

And, I believe, anybody who mentions Einstein’s relativity is a triple crackpot…



So, here we go. The most fundamental problem of theoretical physics is the
incompatibility of SR and QM, and we are not even allowed to think about SR
and QM. When are we going to wake up?

47. Bert Schroer
June 18, 2006

G I,
these thoughts you expressed so clearly have been on my mind for more than a
decade. But I am not quite as pessimistic as you seem to be with respect to the
chance of experiencing the pleasure of great new discoveries and insights. I
think that the way particle theoreticians have been trying to force this during the
last decades is futile and counterproductive. Instead of being extremely caring
about physical principles underlying our most successful particle physics theory
and to be more imaginative about extending the range of their implementation,
they do just the opposite. They are ultraconservative on the side of the
implementing formalism and “revolutionary” about speculations which squander
established principles and concepts in an uncontrolled way. How else could you
understand the slavish adherence to a metaphoric quantization approach
culminating in the formalism of functional integration which is known to be
artistic and metaphoric i.e. lacks any intrinsicness? To discover something in an
artistic way is quite normal and human, see the Bohr Sommerfeld old style QM.
Fortunately in that case the better implementation of the evolving principles was
discovered so rapidly that there was no time for a fossilation of formalism. A very
good illustration of the point I am trying to get across is the discovery of the
renormalization theory during the 1940ies. The principles underlying QFT were
already in place, but a totally inadequate implementing formalism prevented
people from extracting the correct physical results and this led to quite wild
speculations which cast doubts on the principles which were already clearly
formulated by the protagonists of QFT. It was only after a radical change in the
implementing formalism which upheld the principles, that real progress was
made.
Roughly speaking string theory is what you get if you maintain a functional
setting at all costs and instead massage the principles and concepts so that they
seem to describe reality within an obsolete formalism. If you have such an
efficient formalism as that of Feynman, it is understandable and even reasonable
to explore it beyond its range of validity, but you should never allow it to play the
role of a holy cow.
To keep the revolutionary ideas away from the the principles on the side of
innovative and extended implementations is difficult, in fact very very difficult.
One needs a lot of time, patience, knowledge, modesty and hindsight. There are
a few people who have chosen this path, most of the ones I know work in
algebraic QFT (Local Quantum Physics) and I have been trying to be one of
them. It is not a carrier-supportive path and if my carrier would not have been
completed before I took this decision, I may not have done it.
My worry is not so much if the span of my left lifetime is sufficient to experience
the joy of a genuine discovery, rather I am worried if the knowledge which is
necessary to achieve that and to understand its conceptual implication will not
be wiped out by the increasing addition to get hegemonic control over particle
physics and the arrogant idea of making nature like a dog jump over a string. In



the media you hear a lot about string theory and considerably less about LQG
(which likes to position itself as the adversary in the final Armageddon over the
hearts and minds of particle physics). There will be a forthcoming book by Lee
Smolin but I would bet that there will be no mentioning of the ideas on that topic
coming from AQFT. In fact up to now that liberal atmosphere at the Perimeter
seems to have been tested by only one AQFTist and even that one (Hans
Halvorson) is more involved in the study of philosophical aspects of AQFT than in
the main topic at the perimeter.
The pictures emerging in AQFT about physical reality (e.g. the characterization
of the full content of QFT in terms of the relative position of a finite number of
copies of the “monade”, which I mentioned on some occasion) are quite startling
precisely because they emerge from a totally conservative setting. But the ability
to recognize, evaluate and to execute (i.e. its material basis at universities) these
subtle new concepts has been significantly diminished by that banalization
coming with that metaphoric way of thinking supported by string theory.
Since you mentioned the role of Witten in this process, I would like to direct your
attention to the interesting fact that there was a different Witten before he was
directed away from the physical beauty (see e.g. his analysis of the Kosterlitz-
Thouless phase transitions in terms of infrared quasiparticle clouds) towards
mathematical beauty by Atiyah. Nothing against mathematical beauty, but one
should pay attention to its originating from physical beauty. Even now his role in
the Maldecena “revolution” his role was relatively restraint (I think this is a
residue of the early Witten) in the way a conjecture was manufactured into a fact
and (after thousands of papers, I supported the various stages of this
manufacturing process in an ealier blog by citations from some of these papers)
became the pivotal argument why the fate of string theory is (according to
Gross) inexorably linked to that of the Standard Model. Since this is a watershed
(something akin but reverse to the phlogiston-oxygen change of the theory of
combustion) which visibly separated the new metaphoric approach from the
good old science, it may be interesting to return to this crucial event and analyze
it more carefully (and without any polemics).

48. wolfgang
June 18, 2006

Dear Prof. Schroer,

> I have never seen as many interesting and deep problems in my
> over 40 year professional life as there are now.
I agree, physics is as interesting as ever if not more than ever.

> Nobody is forcing you to do work on the lattice which you
> obviously consider not as a worthwhile alternative to string
> theory.
You must have misunderstood my comment.
Recently there is some progress by people who try to put supersymmetry and
superstrings on the lattice (look at papers by Kawai, Catterall an others) and I
find this very interesting.
And there is still a chance that lattice gravity without
supersymmetry could work. I mentioned one example on my blog



here.

49. Bert Schroer
June 18, 2006

Wolfgang,
in that case there was a misunderstanding on my part. So we both agree that the
world of particle physics is full of interesting and important problems (even
below the challenges coming from gravity) which is a far cry from the “no other
game in town” hype of stringers.

50. The Great Inquisitor
June 18, 2006

Bert,

Thank you for your clear comments and arguments.

I do agree that for a particle theorist working on approaches to QG other than
string theory, everything is fine as long as he/she is self-motivated, has a job, and
doesn’t mind that he/she is getting a lot less attention than string theorists (but
this is true for a lot of fields in science, right ?).

Maybe there will be the next jump forward very soon in one of these alternative
fields, who knows. I think that young theorists should not enter the field out of a
desire to see the next revolution in their lifetime (essentially, this is already true
for at least one entire generation).

I agree that the strings approach is conceptually too conservative, despite its
mathematical sophistication, while other approaches are in need of more
mathematical sophistication. I also agree that it would be worthwhile to push
alternative theories of QG, but the proponents of those alternative approaches
should pull their act together, and do something really impressive for their PR.

What the strings community has understood is that propaganda and group
organization helps tremendously to get “credibility” and, more importantly,
financial funding. They are a very strong political lobby in the physics
community. Any proponents of a physical theory other than strings should keep
in mind that in order to promote and protect themselves, they should work on
building political significance, too. This is the 21st century, times have changed.

One of the questions that have bugged me for a long time is how one of the
strongest movements in theoretical physics in the past could have lost so much
of its influence. Why have the constructive field theorists not built a lobby as
strong as that, or why did they give up their position in physics ? At the end of
the 70s, they were as strong as any movement in physics ever, and despite the
fact that the Wightman program might have been to rigid and narrow to begin
with, there would have been myriads of alleys to build along in order to further
manifest the importance of the field. However, today, this area has almost
entirely vanished.

http://wbtsm.blogspot.com/2006/06/odds.html
http://wbtsm.blogspot.com/2006/06/odds.html


I blame it on poor political skills, and the naivety of many of its members that the
importance of the field would support itself. Some constructivists have learned
the language of neighboring fields, and have remained very successful. Although
we are complaining about the populist practises of the strings community, we
have to acknowledge that their methods are working. They are getting
recognition in the public, money, etc. More purist minded physicists shy away
from such practises for ethical reasons, but in the 21st century, it might very well
be that every branch of science needs a lobby.

Finally, I’d like to say that many young theorists are drawn towards strings, not
because of its physical beauty, but because of its mathematical sophistication.
Here I’d like to comment that it is much more worthwhile in such a case to
directly go into pure mathematics which is so much more beautiful than string
theory can ever be.

51. island
June 18, 2006

Inquisiter wrote:

What Susskind says here is that the only alternative to ID is strings and
landscape. This is complete BS. The truth is that ID is based on an
argument that is inacceptable to scientific methodology; it is not
scientifically verifiable.

ID argues as follows: We have this creationist theory that explains the
universe for those people who believe in it. Since it is not accessible to
scientific disproof, it must be true.

Actually, Lenny is wrongly admitting that the anthropic principle constitutes
evidence for intelligent design if we don’t accept the landscape:

Lenny also said:
‘The “appearance” of design is undeniable…’

…’So if you don’t accept my theory’… … … is blackmail.

It’s true that this is crap, but that’s only because cosmological evidence that
we’re not here by accident does not constitute proof for ID without direct proof,
since the default position in this case is that this is part of a natural goal directed
process that includes intrinsic finality.

ID theories that don’t include a deity are potentially falsifiable… but IDists don’t
want to play that distantly plausible hand because the really do believe that
godidit, regardless of what they may claim in public.

At least Lenny has guts enough to recognize that the anthropic principle
constitutes evidence that we’re not here by accident without a multiverse of
potential to lose its significance in.. even if he is doing so strictly for selfish
reasons. It is very bad for science that this is only a conditional admission which
most refuse to even recognize does indeed exist.



52. JC
June 18, 2006

Arun,

For something like calculating Einstein gravity perturbatively to 3 loops, the only
reasons I can think of offhand would be things like:

– the person is incredibly naive
– they’re a glutton for punishment
– they have nothing else better to do with their time
– they’ve been under a rock for the last 40 years, and still think Einstein gravity
is the “language of God”
– they’ve been under a rock for the last 30 years, and have never heard of
supergravity or string theory

53. Joe Conlon
June 18, 2006

Dear anonymous,

I think the precision of the answer has to be proportionate to the precision of the
question. I don’t know exactly which scenario you’re referring to, but the
expression `our brane’ sounds like ADD or Randall-Sundrum style scenarios.
Direct stringy brane constructions of the Standard Model – e.g. by the Madrid
group -need 3 or 4 stacks of different branes to get all the gauge group factors. If
the original model is to some extent ill-defined and not fully embedded in string
theory, it is not fair to hold string theory to account for failing to predict out all
the O(1) factors.

This isn’t a criticism of these kinds of models: they’re interesting and fun. But I
think the distinction between 0.5 and 1TeV here can be accounted for in the
uncertainty of the model’s definition.

Brane tensions are universal and are not affected by supersymmetry breaking.
How they are perceived may depend on the local metric and so be red-shifted by
e.g. warping.

Best wishes
Joe

54. Arun
June 18, 2006

JC,

The point was that one does not have to have a more promising alternative to
point out that a particular line of inquiry is not fruitful.

55. anonymous
June 18, 2006



dear Joe, yes I refer to ADD. As far as I understand, the tension of a stack of n
branes is n times bigger than the tension of a single brane only if supersymmetry
is unbroken. Otherwise there is a non zero force between the branes, and the
tension is affected by the resulting “binding energy”.

56. D R Lunsford
June 19, 2006

Well, I know of at least ONE peer-reviewed and published paper, which exists
also at CERN, that was removed from arxiv (my own). Any other examples?

-drl

57. nc
June 19, 2006

Another example: my paper on CERN, ext-2004-007, published in Electronics
World, vol. 109, pp. 47–52 (2003), was removed from arxiv in a matter of seconds
in 2002. (I don’t mind about getting on arxiv – after all it is American-funded and
I live in Europe, but CERN now prevents external papers from being updated
except via automatic arxiv feed. I can’t update it, because it now only accepts
external papers automatically from arxiv. I can log in at the CERN server
database, but that’s all.)

58. Peter Erwin
June 20, 2006

I got curious about what were the different (stated) journal-submission rates for
different areas of the arXiv, so here’s a crude overview, mostly based on the May
2006 postings for each group.

The percentage is the fraction of postings during May (or, for some areas with
low traffic, Jan through May) which have no mention of a journal (submitted to or
accepted at) or of a conference where the work was presented at.

astro-ph: 15% (considering only the first 200 posts of May)
cond-mat: 72% (ditto)
gr-qc: 62%
hep-ex: 17%
hep-lat: 50%
hep-ph: 73%
hep-th: 84%
math-ph: 80%
nucl-ex: 27%
nucl-th: 63%
physics: 61%
quant-ph: 79%

Caveats: this is all based on what posters wrote in the “Comments” field, or on
the “Journal-Ref” field if it exists. As Peter Shor pointed out, at least some people
may not bother filling in journal info in the Comments field, or updating the



Journal-Ref field, even if the paper is submitted or accepted at a journal.

Nonetheless, it’s interesting to see the difference between the more
experimental/observational areas (astro-ph, hep-ex, nucl-ex) and the theory areas
like hep-th and quant-ph.

59. Chris Oakley
June 20, 2006

Peter E,

I suppose that this shows that HEP theorists are a bunch of hippies who don’t
care much for respectability. Or getting the number of spacetime dimensions
right.

60. Bert Schroer
June 23, 2006

G I,
I could not react to your last weblog since I was offline for almost one week.
After perfect agreement with your analysis and conclusions about the present
situation in particle theory, there was one point of disagreement (which by the
way also indicates to me that our agreements are not the result of belonging to
the same area of mathematical physics as I, since most in that small community
with profound knowledge about QFT would also disagree on that point) which I
find worthwhile to return to:

“I blame it on poor political skills, and the naivety of many of its members that
the importance of the field would support itself. Some constructivists have
learned the language of neighboring fields, and have remained very successful.
Although we are complaining about the populist practises of the strings
community, we have to acknowledge that their methods are working. They are
getting recognition in the public, money, etc. More purist minded physicists shy
away from such practises for ethical reasons, but in the 21st century, it might
very well be that every branch of science needs a lobby.”
I claim that any area in theoretical particle physics which uses the similar
methods of lobbying and hype as the stringers and succumb to the temptation of
hegemony of a certain doctrin in a still volatile area of particle theory will
inevitably eventually also suffer from the same sociological diseases as string
theory. In fact I predict that if the loop gravity (LQG) people allow themselves to
be drawn into the use of these public relation methods and attempts of
hegemonic control (as it seems the case at the present conference in Peking),
they will before short or long have seized to be part of the solution and become
part of the same problem. Looking forward to a kind of Amargeddon with string
theory, they will only end up deepening the metaphoric confusion in particle
theory.
Exact sciences have the very distinguishing aspect of objectivity which sets them
apart from any other human activity; this unfortunately creates some friction
with the subjective activity of lobbying and appearing in front of an elected
political committee to sell half-baked speculative ideas. Of course when large



and expensive pieces of hardware and years of constructive planning are
involved, as in experimental high energy physics, there is no other way. But if on
the other hand one is facing a volatile theoretical situations as the one in post-
standard model particle theory this, method is not compatible with securing a
healthy future of particle physics, although it may be securing the material
comfort and cementing the intellectual hegemony of a group.
In this context I also vehemently disagree with a point which was made recently
by Sean Carrol:
“…people like string theory for intellectual reasons not for socio-psychological-
political ones. It’s not a vast string theory conspirancy, funded by shadowy
billionaires who funnel money through Princeton and Santa Barbara to
brainwhash naïve onlookers into believing the hype. It’s trained experts who
think that this is the best way to go…..”
It is impossible to reconcile such a statement with what string theorists are
actually doing. Take as an example the affair around the Maldacena conjecture
as exemplified by the following citations from original papers:.
Witten’s introduction of the Maldacena conjecture reads as follows:
“Recently it has been proposed by Maldacena that large N-limits of certain
conformal field theories in d dimensions can be described in terms of
supergravity and string theory on the product of d-+1 dimensional AdS space
with a compact manifold.”
(Note the “proposed”)
After more than two thousand citations the Witten passage changed to
(citation from Berenstein, Maldacena and Nastase):
“The fact that large N gauge theories have a string desrcipition was believed for
a long time. These strings live in more than 4 dimensions….”.
The process of “fact-manufacturing” culminates in the last of the 3 online
Princeton talks by David Gross (http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/) in
which he answers a question coming from the audience (can string theory be
proven wrong?) stating that string theory cannot be proven wrong because it is
inoxably linked via Maldecena’s discovery to the Standard Model.
What I find so incredible is that the audience in a place like Princeton (where
Pauli and other critical minds spend many years) receives such statements with
applause.
No Sean Carrol (please check the citations if you do not believe me, I can
provide you with the exact citations including the page number), these kind of
mortal blows to an exact science whose hallmark used to be objectivity is not
done as part of a conspirancy. David Gross is not the boss of a mafia scheme to
derail particle physics. It is this selfdilusion which we are all prone to succumb
to if we hear from all directions (as the result of the lobbying) how fundamental
and important our ideas are (especially after their importance is so obvious from
the material support they obtain and the hegemony they exert). But what is the
difference for physics that there is no underlying willful misleading intention?
And why did Sean ever think that smebody could believe that the influence of
globalized capitalism consists in some billionaires exerting influence over the
content of particle physics by giving money to universities in Princeton/Santa
Barbara? The influence of globalized capitalism on the moral fabric of objective
sciences goes via Enron and Worldcom and via Bush’s manufacturing of facts in
order to be able to start a war: it is the manufacturing of facts which very

http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/
http://www.princeton.edu/WebMedia/lectures/


ironically bind together the string theory in the US, in Teheran or (beginning
right now) in China.
I have many other documentable arguments for advancing my viewpoint, but if
people like Sean Carrol want to see or define them as harmless for particle
theory, then my means are exhausted. But then I do not understand at all what it
is is he wants to dicuss in his weblog. Unsucessful attempts to get hegemonic
control over particle physics always were tried (see the bootstrap S-matrix
approach of Chew-Stapp and others) before, but they never reached that level of
introctination and control as now.
One does not get the full impression about the destruction of knowledge unless
one really gets into contact with young people who went through that mindless
string PhD mill, where one learns how to write impressive looking thesis with
almost no knowledge of particle physics at all. My estimate is that a sizable
fraction of young people who did this became meanwhile frustrated Jeckill&Hyde
characters, the new proletariat created by their exploiting string theorist peers.
The rest of the stringers fall like locust into other areas in order to devour
everything and convert a banalized copy of what they can digest into string
theory. For the last couple of years they have been trying to do this with
integrable QFTs.
In good times for theoretical physics, for example the times of Nernst, Planck,
Einstein, Born, Heisenberg,…in Germany, there was no lobbying at all. Rather
the excellent scientific quality at universities, research institutes and academies
was achieved by the relentless work (largely outside the public domain) by state
secretaries for science and culture of city and state governments, people with an
impressive academic background and first hand knowledge who could officiate
with a remarkable autonomy without depending on the result of political
elections.
Sometimes, when that did not work in due time, as it happened at the new
(1919) founded University of Hamburg which remained for almost two years
without a chair in theoretical physics, scientist applied a harmless trick. In this
particular case the mathematicians Hecke and Artin inbited Albert Einstein for a
public talk on a weekend (with Einstein perhaps not knowing what was the real
purpose behind this) and some month later the chair for theoretical physics
became a reality (with Wilhelm Lenz having Pauli as his assistant and Ising as his
OPhD student).
Although in the US such a system probably never existed, the second worldwar
and the subsequent cold war created a situation where lobbying for survival in
theoretical particle physics was not necessary and where the increase in once’s
personal power and influence did not lead to the choking of other interesting
points of views. The appearance of a metaphorical approach which gains a
hegemonic control is a recent sociological deformation. The idea that a
hegemonic control about the material and intellectual resources can be
compensated by one individual who not only has to manage to reconquer the lost
knowledge, but also (like a particle physics messias) comes up with an innovative
idea which will direct particle physics out of the present crisis is utterly naïve.

61. The Great Inquisitor
June 23, 2006

Bert,



Thank you for your reply. I very well understand how much you reject the idea of
focused political organization among physicists to reinforce the impact of their
research field. As we all know, this carries the danger of abuse, and anything
that can be abused will be abused in due time (as string theory proves).

I did not mean to imply that the same sort of irresponsible, aggressive
propaganda should be used. However, string theory has pushed many areas of
theoretical physics to the edge of extinction. My question is: Should one react or
not ? Should one just accept the way things are, and wait until the bubble busts
when Witten steps down (until which yet another generation of non-string
theorists will leave the field), or should one try to get organized in an ethically
responsible way. String theory is a relatively harmless illustration of the situation
where a suppressed minority is forced to ask if, how, and when resistance is a
moral obligation.

I brought up the constructive field theorists because their area is probably one of
those that suffered the most from the brain- and job drain induced by string
theory.

When I talk about lobbying, what I meant was (perhaps using an inappropriate
choice of language) thatevery research field has a responsibility to organize itself
in a way that the proliferation of its tradition is ensured. Every older generation
of a research field carries a responsibility towards its younger generation of
getting sufficiently organized (politically and otherwise) to ensure a good chance
of survival. My question was how it happened for the example of constructive
field theory that the situation has deteriorated so much, after a very excellent
time in the 70’s.

Of course, I couldn’t agree more with you that in fundamental science, lobbying
practices should not have their place. However, I ask how one should react if a
neighboring field becomes totalitarian, and begins to spread and metastasize like
a cancer ?

Did anyone read any of the articles in the “New Republic” and the “Nation”
authored by Witten before he became a physicist ? As everyone knows, he
studied political science, and was an aide for the McGovern presidential race.
What is for sure is that he knows what he is doing.

62. Peter Woit
June 23, 2006

I have read the Witten article in the New Republic and the Nation. One is about
visiting a commune in Taos, the other is about the New Left’s political strategy.
Both were written when he was a teenager, and don’t show any signs of interest
in Machiavellian political tactics. They’re both extremely earnest in a late sixties
sort of way; Witten seemed to be a very young man trying to make sense for
himself of what was going on at a period of dramatic change in the US.

I think it’s a big mistake to lay all of the problems with how string theory has and
is being pursued at Witten’s door. He’s responsible for a lot of what happened,
but to a large extent he was just doing what every scientist should: work hard on



the ideas you find most promising, and try and get others enthusiastic about
them. The fact that he is so talented and has accomplished so much gave him a
huge amount of influence, not any particular political skills on his part.

At the moment the problem with string theory seems to me to not be Witten, but
to be those much less talented than him who have devoted most or all of their
career to string theory, can’t conceive of working on anything else, and are
willing to fight to the death anyone who tries to get people to give up on string
theory and work on other topics. Witten himself for the last year has not been
doing string theory, but something quite different. If he continues to develop
interesting ideas about gauge theory and mathematics, they may ultimately
really lead somewhere important. At the moment I don’t see him going around
giving talks about how wonderful string theory is, or engaging in anthropic
pseudo-science, or any number of the other problematic things much of the
string theory community is doing. He’s one of the few hopes for the subject, one
of the few people capable of coming up with the kind of new idea the field needs
to start making progress again. There are plenty of people around now whose
behavior regarding this is highly problematic, I just don’t think Witten right now
is one of them.

63. The Great Inquisitor
June 23, 2006

Dear Peter,

In principle, I do agree with you; as is said in one of the superhero comics, “With
great power comes great responsibility”.

My question is what Witten has done to contain the damage his field is doing, of
which he is undeniably too smart to be unaware of ?

64. woit
June 23, 2006

The GI,

I do agree with you that Witten can be validly criticized for not having taken any
responsibility for doing something about what has happened to the field. In
particular I think it would be very helpful if he were to take some action on the
issue of the anthropic landscape, perhaps pointing out that people who believe
string theory is compatible with anything should give up on the theory and do
something else, not start selling pseudo-science.

65. The Great Inquisitor
June 23, 2006

Peter,

Yes. As the saying goes (approximately), “There are two lessons of history:
History repeats itself, and humankind never learns from history.”



Isn’t it ironic that the physics community, which has traditionally prided itself so
much of supreme scientific objectivity is having this problem nowadays ?

Perhaps, it would be worthwhile to analyze what precisely it is that this lesson is
teaching, and what one should learn from it.

66. Bert Schroer
June 24, 2006

Peter,
This time I have to agree 100% with G I even though he seems to come from a
different area and may have slightly different reasons for his conclusions. It is
really not the good intentions, the richness of imagination and mathematical
talent of a person which is under discussion here. According to those criteria
Witten is way beyond Heisenberg, Dirac, Pauli, name anybody from the
pioneering days of QM. Without any question Ed Witten has been the most
inspiring figure for a whole generation of young mathematically inclined
theoretical physicists and even if this great attraction to people of the same age
already showed up in his fighting for political liberal courses, it is of no direct
relevance where his magic attractive personality showed up for the first time. A
big difference to the previously mentioned physicists is that none became the
guru of a group. Especially Pauli was respected and feared at the same time. But
at no talk of Pauli (or any other one of the pioneers) everybody before the talk
started was whispering in the corridors “What will Pauli (Witten) tell us ?”
(concluding remarks by Ooguri at http://strings04.lpthe.jussieu.fr/.)
It is this kind of idolation which brings in a new element into rational science
namely some sportish expectations which long for immediate fulfillment if
possible coupled with some entertainment value.
Peter, will you tell me that people nowadays are condemned to be gurus whether
they want or not? If you want to tell me that even Pauli under such
circumstances may have lost his critical objective abilities, you run into open
doors with me, but of course the historical Pauli did not (you may say that he
lived in a different Zeitgeist and I would add maybe one which was more
conducive to particle theory).

Take as a total contrast to the life work of Rudolf Haag. He felt already in the
early 60s, when particle physics was still under the spell of the (most
conservative) renormalization revolution that this will not be enough to really
understand the inner working of the principles underlying QFT and that an
additional step away from classical metaphorics towards a more autonomous
understanding (similar to the liberation of geometry from coordinatizations) had
to be undertaken before one can trust that the renormalizable/nonrenormalizable
dichotomy has anything to do with the true conceptual frontiers carved out by
the underlying principles. I learned in due time to appreciate that Haag’s
contribution was one of the best investments into the future of particle physics.
This was not always so, because after a short collaboration with Haag at the
beginning of the 60s (In the after sputnik time I had a research associate
position in Champaign-Urbana without yet having a PhD) I left that area because
progress was too slow for my taste at that time. I entered the critical phenomena
(Callen-Symanzik setting) and later I found a generic relation between winding

http://strings04.lpthe.jussieu.fr/
http://strings04.lpthe.jussieu.fr/


gauge configurations and zero spinor modes in the Schwinger model which
sucked me more and more into the mathematically quite sophisticated Atiyah-
Singer theory. I wholly embraced the subsequent reign of Euclidean topology and
differential geometry i.e. the Witten-Atiyah Atiyah Zeitgeist. But when at a stay
at CERN in the 80s I saw all these wide-eyed youngsters who dropped the word
“topological”in almost every sentence I woke up again and the increasing trend
of metaphorical arguments in particle physics finally brought me back to the
algebraic approach which meanwhile had acquired an impressive amount of
conceptual maturity. I am mentioning this here because very often in this weblog
one reads complaints about the lack of alternatives to string theory (or LQG if
one focuses on gravity only). If I would never have met my teachers Haag and
Lehmann, I probably would also be among those apologists of string theory.
There is no particle physics setting these days which leads to results which are
so markedly different from those coming from string theory or other mainstream
ideas concerning issues of vacuum polarization (cosmological constant, black
hole entropy) as those coming from LQP (local quantum physics). On the hep-th
Tuesday listing you can convince yourself by looking at two updates which in this
form I submitted to Class. Quant. Grav.
Coming back to the issue raised by G I’s last blog contribution I would
completely agree that somebody who has created a community has a critical
responsibibility. To say that an important leading figure abstained from stringy
physics (like Berlusconi abstained from sex before the election) is not enough.

67. Peter Woit
June 24, 2006

Bert and TGI,

I agree with you that Witten has a lot of responsibility for the current situation.
But it’s also true that one could make a very long list of Nobel prize winners and
other people with positions of great responsibility in particle theory who have
chosen not to say anything about the problems caused by the way string theory
research has been pursued. I’ve always found it kind of ridiculous that I should
be the one prominently making the case that this is a problem, when there are
many, many people who are much more than me in a position where they should
be taking some responsibility for this.

68. The Great Inquisitor
June 25, 2006

Peter,

I believe that a problem with Nobel prize winners speaking up is that in the last
few decades, very few theoretical physicists with a strong mathematical
background have won it. Those who did usually obtained it late in life, and might
not consider themselves competent to judge over string theory. Some particle
physics nobelists did speak up, like Richter or Glashow, but it is easy for string
theorists to dismiss them as mathematically uninformed.

Only when someone is very familiar with the mathematics of some aspects of



string theory, it is possible to tell with certainty that something dishonest is
going on. Mathematically less educated observers might either give string theory
the benefit of doubt, or not feel threatened at all because their jobs are not at
stake. So those people naturally in the position to speak up are mathematical
physicists who work with the standards of rigor of pure mathematics.

If one looks for people in this area in a position to openly attack string theory,
one ends up with a very small list. It is not without reason that these people are
fought by the strings community; they are the only ones who can see that the
emperor has no clothes, and who are therefore dangerous for them. Those
people have observed what happened to colleagues in their circle who dared to
openly express their thoughts (take Jaffe-Quinn for an example), and have
decided that a silent status quo is better for their survival than an open conflict.
And there is little reason to doubt their conclusion as long as Witten and a few
other strings people are indeed producing supremely important results for
*mathematics* (not for physics; I dare to claim that among large amounts of
magnificent results for mathematics, string theory has not produced one single
true result for physics).

I would like to make the following tentative conclusion what the issue with string
theory really is about.

The best present argument in favor of tolerating string theory (and the fact that
a lot of half-wits are among the practitioners) is to consider it as a testing ground
for new mathematical ideas. This would justify the inclusion of ridiculous
physical ideas (of the type presently made tasty for the uninformed public) into
the discussion because they might in the end have interesting mathematical
structure. String theory becomes ethical at the moment where it declares
officially that, despite its beginnings, there is nowadays no link to particle
physics anymore; only some of its methods are remnants of particle physics.

The true value of string theory is that of a mathematical experimental
playground where methods of theoretical physics and geometry/topology are
freely combined, to produce insights into topology, number theory, etc. This
alone does justify its existence, but string theorists are extremely afraid of
admitting that their field is not physics because they will lose a lot of funding and
job positions in this process. However, I am sure that even then, there will
always be excellent jobs for the best of them (but less jobs for the weaker ones; a
statement which is true and natural for the rest of the physics and mathematics
world). They would then still carry the job label “string theorist”, but would work
in a “department of experimental mathematics” that needs to be newly founded.

They would have the same working relation with number theorists and
topologists as experimental physicists have with theorists; they generate
interesting observations, but have to leave it to the community of higher
mathematical rigor to produce theorems (actually, this is already the real
situation nowadays). Those areas in mathematics will never give up their support
of string theory because they are profiting from an extremely fruitful symbiosis
(see the responses to Jaffe-Quinn from eminent topologists and geometers). They
are experiencing a similar explosion of theoretical advancement as Heisenberg,



Schroedinger, Pauli, Einstein, Dirac, Gell-Mann, Feynman, etc did during the
physics revolution of the last century, thanks to the amazing observations of their
experimental contemporaries.

The real problem with string theory is that as long as they do not officially give
up their claim of a link to physics, they are stealing a lot of jobs from true
physicists; in fact, they have such an overflow of positions that they end up filling
them with people of very objectionable quality. To be able to further afford this
unethical luxury, especially the weaker string theorists invest large amounts of
efforts to try to convince the uniformed average taxpayer that what they are
doing is in fact physics (they are not capable of higher mathematics, so they
focus on phenomenology, but phenomenology necessitates a link between strings
and physics).

So the Gretchen-Frage here is: Is it physics or not ? This is what the whole fight
is about, because it determines the distribution of resources.

Therefore, I believe the right strategy the physics community should use is to
reach an agreement with the mathematics community to newly create
interdisciplinary departments of experimental mathematics, which accommodate
string theory. This would solve the conflict for everyone. In fact, the string
theorists then won’t have to worry about the painful lack of physics anymore,
and can be totally free in their model building. And even though they haven’t
proven themselves worthy as a subfield of theoretical physics so far, they have
massive credentials as a field of experimental mathematics. While they are doing
physics a disservice, they are doing certain areas in mathematics a monumental
service; they should move in with their mates.

69. Bert Schroer
June 26, 2006

G I,
Your proposal to convert string theorists into experimental mathematicians and
to create a group of experimental mathematics within a mathemaics department
would indeed be a first step to get particle theory back on track, but
unfortunately it is not realizable. There are too many string theorists whose
professional knowledge of mathematics is completely insufficient; no
mathematics department would want them. The few excellent individuals who
have a profound knowledge of modern mathematics at their fingertips would of
course be highly welcome (and I am certain that their impatience if it comes to
prove theorems would be no obstacle especially if the word “experimental” is
added), apart from the fact that mathematicians will loose their illusion about
the magic power of physics by learning that all their golden castles which have
been inspired by string theory were in fact constructed on the ruins of particle
physics.
Actually there are already such groups in mathematics with the effect that they
are entering joint research projects together with the stringers outside, and
given the pro-string opinion in many decision-making comitees and with referees
of research projects, this renders the situation of genuine mathematical particle
physics even more precarious.



The situation in this weblog develops into a very interesting direction;
unfortunately I can only occasionally contribute. But since the problems you
raised will be with us for a long time (even if string theory will be recognized by
leading theoreticians as a failed theory, there will be the long-time problem of
damage repair) this may not be a bad thing.
Among the topics which I very much would like to publically discuss with you in
future weblogs are
1) Did the metaphoric kind of thinking which is the hallmark of string theory
start already before, and if yes, where and when did it start? This is a problem on
which I expect considerable differences in opinion with Peter, but on the other
hand I am convinced that his prime motive is to stop the damage of string theory
and not to plead e.g. for the resurrection of gauge theory a la Atiyah-Witten or to
continue with the standard model within the limitations of the present
Lagrangian framework.
2) How widespread is the system of “colonial exploitation” by more senior string
theorists who distribute serialized little pieces of computations to their young
innocent and unsuspecting PhD students without providing an overall view of
particle physics, and how many cases are there where students who insisted to
apply their greater conceptual and mathematical knowledge were actually
removed resp. their support was cut so that they did not disturb the smooth
computational grinding of the others? I know personally about two cases.
3) How big is really the damage with which have to cope even after the failure of
string theory will be eventually recognized by a majority (many positions taken
by individuals who know particle physics only via metaphoric glasses and social
constructs and whose social success has deprived them of any intellectual
modesty which is a prerequisite for a re-orientation).
4) How can one prevent the metaphoric mode of arguing entering other
problems of particle physics (string-like arguments without string theory)
5) How can one stop the erosion of already acquired good solid knowledge of
particle physics, and in particular how can one prevent that those few young
researchers (who had the courage to resist the work on merchandize with a fast
spoilage date) from having non career chances as compared to any candidate
who hides successfully behind big Latin Letters?
Such discussions need time and should not be rushed through. T G I, I propose to
you that you scan occasionally this weblog for contributions from me or other
more serious contributers to this subject, as I will do the same. As long there is
no special place for such exchanges of opinions about more long range aspects
concerning the crisis of particle physics, this place could serve this purpose.

70. The Great Inquisitor
June 26, 2006

Bert,

Thank you for your kind reply. I would very much like to continue this discussion
in this forum.

As to your question concening the damage string theory causes to physics when
it goes down the drain:



I think that it is fair to say that the weakest element in string theory is string
phenomenology, where a bridge is sought between string theory and physics.
This is the area that will ultimately bring everything down. People will get
impatient with the loud, naive, irresponsible, and low-quality physical predictions
made by the mathematically weakest string theorists. When they fall, they will
endanger both the existence of string theory, and the reputation of theoretical
physics (which they have already damaged enough). String theorists will then
have to make up their mind if they want to fall together with them, or
disassociate from them, and consequently, from physics. In the long term, a
future in an experimental mathematics department of the mathematically most
able string theorists might be their only strategy of survival.

String phenomenology has a very poor scientific track record and life prognosis;
it’s the sickest part of the area. When string phenomenology goes down,
traditional physicists must recognize the opportunity of the moment, and wake
up from their decades-long silence. That would be the moment to toss aside their
self-restraint out of intimidation, and openly disassociate from string theory. If
they remain lethargic, they might go down together with them, because the
public eye is not capable of distinguishing string phenomenology from serious
theoretical physics.

What happens afterwards ? We should perhaps learn from the fate of the former
communist countries. There will be chaos for some time, small fragments of
groups will attack one another, despite of their equal insignificance, and
eliminate one another. Then, when the dust settles, the seeds that have survived
the storm will grow fast in fertile grounds. More often than not, new golden eras
have grown on the ruins of their preceding culture after those have completely
disintegrated. Cultures, economies, research fields, obey the same lifecycles as
organisms. They are born, grow to maturity, florish, then become either decadent
or old and tired, and disappear (maybe Oswald Spengler’s “Der Untergang des
Abendlandes” might be inspirational for this discussion).

We have to ask whether string theory emerged from theoretical physics
completely coincidentally, or whether theoretical physics was already in a state
of demise and decadence, and string theory was the logical fate that was waiting
for it.

The danger and blessing of theoretical physics and mathematics is that they
provide spiritual food for atheists and agnostics. It has been reported that Jane
Goodall, who had been studying chimpanzee cultures for decades in Africa once
observed a group of apes discovering a waterfall for the first time in their lives.
The reaction of these primates was a self-forgotten dance, a celebration of
exhilaration and awe, it was a spiritual experience for them. The insight derived
from there was that higher primates have an instinct for spirituality, it is not a
rational decision that compels people towards their spirituality. People need a
sense of awe and wonder in this world. Organized religions serve that purpose
for the masses. However, for the most mathematical and logical minded persons,
only mathematics and theoretical physics are elaborate enough to calm their
need for spirituality.



When string theory emerged, it gave theoretical physicsists who were in the 80’s
starving for that sense of awe and wonder after a decade of no real new
fundamental insights in their field. Many theoretical physicists were at that time
unaware of geometry and topology, and when they were first brought into
contact with those mature mathematical areas, for instance through the work of
Witten, they lost themselves in the intoxicating beauty of it.

As I stated in my first contribution to this weblog: As Dostoevsky describes in his
piece “The Grand Inquisitor” in the “Brothers Karamasov”, there are very few
human needs besides that for food which absolutely cannot go unsatisfied. The
need for spiritual wonder is one of them. The pursuit for satisfaction of this need
has brought humankind art, science, and all the nearly divine accomplishments
that our race can claim its own; on the other hand, the satisfaction of the same
need has also led to the deepest morass of tyranny, fanaticism, genocide, and
totalitarian hell humankind has experienced.

71. The Great Inquisitor
June 26, 2006

Just as a remark, here is a link to excerpts of Oswald Spengler’s work (here
translated as “The decline of the West”). Bearing in mind that it was first
published in 1918, it is baffling how well some parts match what we are
watching every day.

http://www.duke.edu/~aparks/Spengler.html

And if for some readers here, it might turn out of interest, here is the segment of
Dostoevsky’s “Brothers Karamasov” I was alluding to

http://perso.orange.fr/chabrieres/texts/grand_inquisitor.html

72. Bert Schroer
June 26, 2006

G I,
by the way I have mentioned the impact of Oswald Spengler’s work in particular
on the development of QM in my polemic article http://br.arxiv.org/abs/physics
/0603112
I think you find a quite realistic description of the actual postmodern Zeitgeist in
the work of Theodor Adorno:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodor_Adorno
He is the one who had to understand how rationality can breed in its midst the
most extreme form of irrationality. In his case the motivation was to understand
Auschwitz, that is really the hardest problem; all other genocides and ethnic
cleansing are not that hard.
There are many elements in his thoughts which can be applied to science as well.

73. Alejandro Rivero
June 26, 2006

Hmm a friend tried to read Adorno to me while sailing between Valencia and
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Salerno, and even in this quiet situation I was unable to grasp it  On the
contrary I find easy to follow, for instance, things as touchy as the view about
Time of Agustin Garcia-Calvo, so perhaps it is really -literally- a language
problem and one needs to read Adorno in German.

74. Aaron Bergman
June 26, 2006

in fact, [string theorists] have such an overflow of positions

Hah.

75. Bert Schroer
June 26, 2006

Alejandro Rivero,
you are right and this is the reason why Adorno is less known in the English
speaking philosophical and sociological world. The German language has this
extraordinary possibility to synthesize new words by juxtaposing already existing
ones. This makes reading difficult but at the same time one is able to highlight
nuances and concepts which transcends existing ones. For example this
conceptual flexibility was very helpful for Einstein in presenting the special
theory of relativity with that masterful clarity. The issues treated by Adorno are
extremely subtle and complex.

76. Eugene Stefanovich
June 26, 2006

Bert Schroer:

1) Did the metaphoric kind of thinking which is the hallmark of string theory
start already before, and if yes, where and when did it start?

The Great Inquisitor:

We have to ask whether string theory emerged from theoretical physics
completely coincidentally, or whether theoretical physics was already in a state
of demise and decadence, and string theory was the logical fate that was waiting
for it.

These are exactly the questions which I would like to see asked and answered.
Shall we learn something important from the rise and fall of string theory
(besides the trivial fact that some individuals sometimes make unscrupulous
claims)?
Shall we reconsider the entire culture of theoretical physics? What is the role of
experimental verification and mathematical proof in a physical theory?

If we forego this chance now, we are destined to repeat the same mistakes with
some other “theory of everything”.

77. The Great Inquisitor



June 26, 2006

Bert,

Thank you for the weblinks. I have read your article with interest, and if time
permits, will try to become more informed about Adorno’s work.

Eugene,

I think these are really key questions, and what you are asking is also central to
it all.

Maybe we should not forget the roots of the tradition of Western Science.
Science has been the vehicle that pulled western civilization out of the hell of
mindless superstition enforced by the Church some centuries ago. Objective
experimental verifiablility and mathematical provability, identified as the most
appropriate and solid cornerstones of science, have made it possible to leave
behind the terrors of that time. Today’s technology-centered western civilization
owes its stature to those inquisitive and irrepressible minds back then who
defended scientific methodology against Christian oppression.

Theoretical physics has been one of the absolute crowning achievements of this
long struggle. But look at what string theory is making of it.

A small remark: My first contact with this forum was only a couple of weeks ago,
and I have also not been more familiar with the competing one by Motl. I know
that Peter does not want any more comments on this, but if he allows, just one
observation: I read that he has been an Assistant Professor at Harvard since
2004. Did anyone observe that since then, he has only produced an extremely
meager scientific output (a few short, multiauthored papers), way below the
average for his field ? Being in prediction mode today, my prognosis is that he
will be history very soon; he is burned out, has become psychotic due to the
pressure to perform mathematically beyond his capacities, and is wasting very
large amounts of time on his blog, on which he has become addicted.



Richter Talk at SUSY06

June 17, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Burton Richter’s talk at the panel on “Naturalness” at SUSY06 is now on-line. Richter
blasted his three theoretical colleagues on the panel (two of whom are his colleagues
at Stanford) in forceful terms as no longer doing science:

… I think some of what passes for the most advanced theory these days is not really
science.

I see no problem if part of the theory community goes off into a kind of metaphysical
wonderland, but I worry that they may be leading too many of the young theorists
along into the same wonderland. Simply put, it looks to me as if much of what passes
as the most advanced theory these days is more theological speculation that it is the
development of practical knowledge.

… the distinction between theory as theological speculation and as the development
of practical knowledge. Theological speculation is the development of models with no
testable consequences.

The price of this invention is 124 new constants which I always thought to be to high
a price to pay.

Naturalness may be a reasonable starting point to solve a problem, but it doesn’t
work all the time and one should not force excessive complications in its name.

The Anthropic Principle is an observation, not an explanation…. I have a very hard
time accepting the fact that some of our distinguished theorists do not understand the
difference between observation and explanation, but it seems to be so.

… what we have is a large number of very good people trying to make something
more than philosophy out of string theory. Some, perhaps most, of the the attempts do
not contribute even if they are formally correct.

It is not that the landscape model is necessarily wrong, but rather if a huge number of
universes with different properties are possible and are also probable, the landscape
can make no real contribution other than a philosophic one. That is Meta-physics, not
physics.

After all, the Hebrews after the escape from Egypt wandered in the desert for 40
years before finding the Promised Land. It is only a bit more than 30 since the
solidification of the Standard Model.

Update: Clifford Johnson was there, and has a report on the session. He describes
Richter’s talk as “It was basically a loud fart in a quiet cathedral, during evensong.
Excellent.”

http://susy06.physics.uci.edu/talks/p/richter.pdf
http://susy06.physics.uci.edu/talks/p/richter.pdf
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/17/susy06-wednesday-night-smackdown/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/17/susy06-wednesday-night-smackdown/


Comments

1. Christine Dantas
June 17, 2006

Sorry if I quote too much, but here it goes:

“(…) But in this quantum-gravity research area, since there was no
experimental guidance, it was inevitable for theorists to be tempted
into trying to identify the correct theoretical framework relying
exclusively on some criteria of conceptual compellingness. Of course,
tempting as it may seem, this strategy would not be acceptable for a
scientific endeavor. Even the most compelling and conceptually
satisfying theory could not be adopted without experimental
confirmation.”

“(…) And often in the media the different approaches are compared on
the basis of the “support” they have in the community: one says “the
most popular approach to the quantum gravity problem” rather than
“the approach that has had better success reproducing experimental
results”. So, it would seem, the Quantum Gravity problem is to be
solved by an election, by a beauty contest, by a leap of faith.”

“(…) Quantum gravity phenomenology requires of course a
combination of theory and experiments. (…) One here is guided by the
expectation that quantum-gravity research should proceed just in the
old-fashioned way of scientific work: through small incremental steps
starting from what we know and combining mathematical-physics
studies with experimental studies to reach deeper and deeper layers of
understanding of the problem at hand (in this case the short-distance
structure of spacetime and the laws that govern it).”

Amelino-Camelia
Introduction to Quantum Gravity Phenomenology
[http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0412136]

Thanks,
Christine

2. John Stanton
June 17, 2006

There is a good argument against the Anthropic “principle”:
Apes or pigs could equally state that the universe is made for them.
One could equally speak about the Simian or the Porcine principle.

I read this somehwere on the internet. Always liked it.

3. Not a Nobel Laureate
June 17, 2006



And I’m relieved to see a great physicist like Richter pointing out in forceful
terms that what the pseudo-theorists are doing today is theological meta-physics
not physics.

Although “pata-physics” may be a more appropriate description of their
activities.

4. Tony Smith
June 18, 2006

Back in January 2000 (version 2 of hep-ex/0001012) Burton Richter said:
“… To the experimenters I would say that supersymmetry is a pure “social
construct”
with no supporting evidence despite many years of effort. It is okay to continue
looking
for supersymmetry as long as it doesn’t seriously interfere with real work (top,
Higgs, neutrinos, etc.). …”.

It seems to me to good advice today, particularly to those lobbying for building
the ILC.

Back then, 6 years ago, Richter was more or less agnostic about string theory,
saying “… String/brane theory … represents an attempt to bring together gravity
and quantum mechanics, a problem worth serious effort. … these are early days
… String/brane theory may even give the necessary constraints that
supersymmetry needs to reduce the number of constants to a believable level. It
is still too early to say, but it may be much more than metaphysics. …”.

Sadly (for string theorists) but realistically (for the rest of us), the results (or lack
thereof) during the past 6 years lead Richter to say (as quoted by Peter) as of
now:
“… what we have is a large number of very good people trying to make
something more than philosophy out of string theory. Some, perhaps most, of …
the attempts do not contribute even if they are formally correct. … it looks to me
as if much of what passes as the most advanced theory these days is more
theological speculation that it is the development of practical knowledge. …
Theological speculation is the development of models with no testable
consequences. …”.

A problem with contemporary high-energy theoretical physics is that the
mainstream, dominated by superstring theory plus a bit of Loop Quantum
Gravity, is unwilling to make any significant effort to understand and evaluate
alternative approaches leading to the deveolpment of models that do have
testable consequences.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

5. Sailorstar
June 18, 2006

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


As a young theorist, it benefits me if as many potential competitors spend their
lives on string theory as possible. Meanwhile, I will follow theories that produce
testable results. Go ahead, make my day.

6. MathPhys
June 18, 2006

Peter,
Could you please link to Motl’s blog where he says that B Richter is an average
squirrel and all that? It must be there somewhere but I can’t find it.

7. string advocate
June 18, 2006

dear Peter,

the fact that string theory happens to be “vacuous” enough to be a candidate
theory for an anthropic interpretation of the smallness of the cosmological
constant and of other old anthropic coincidences is not something that string
theorists wanted. Rather, string theory was over-sold as the uniquely predictive
theory of The Elegant Universe, and various string theorists, including Lubos,
are still trying to defend this old propaganda. Discovering theories better than
theorists is not unusual: Einstein tried to prevent the expansion of the universe
and Dirac tried to make the positron 2000 times more massive than the electron,
etc.

Probably we will never be able of testing the landscape, but it is the most
plausible scenario (or, if you prefer, theology) we have today. String theorists
willing to explore this direction hopefully understand that doing meta-physics
with hype is much more dangerous than doing physics with hype.

8. Chris Oakley
June 18, 2006

Peter,
Could you please link to Motl’s blog where he says that B Richter is an
average squirrel and all that? It must be there somewhere but I can’t
find it.

Squirrels are very smart. They can do complicated multi-factor dynamical
calculations using local approximations to Newtonian gravity with air resistance
taken into account far better than any String Theorist. They also have a strategy
for coping with tough times that does not involve wishful thinking or deception.

9. MathPhys
June 18, 2006

Very clever, Chris 

10. nontrad
June 18, 2006



Peter,

Thanks for bringing this to attention!

It is a welcome relief to hear someone of Richter’s stature make such sober
comments. If only there were more of the same from similar High Energy
figures.

Alas, the combination of a lack of data, lack of funding for extracting that data,
power in the wrong hands, the glory of the Einstein effect (successful theories
such as SR / GR crafted by an individual in isolation) and the addictive nature of
pursuing beauty for beauty sake (unchecked by reality’s unforgivingly counter
intuitive nature QM / SR / GR / Chaos)… is too powerful a temptress. So, instead,
until the day when there is finally some data, we will continue to hear of the wild
pie in the sky speculations in HEP.

I suppose the consolation for the interim are voices such as yours, Richters or
Laughlin’s. We can only hope that these voices grow in number and finally
impact the check writers.

11. Doug
June 18, 2006

If what passes for advanced theory today is not really science, but theological
speculation, then, given the huge amount of government money spent on
supporting it, the ACLU should be expected to step in soon on grounds that such
expenditures are a violation of the doctrine of separation of church and state.

If they don’t, and the high priests of string theory get more and more state
sanction, the likes of string theory priests such as LM may eventually be able to
enforce their views by purging heretics through a program of inquisition, funded
by the “holy see [it our way or no way].

12. knotted
June 18, 2006

‘If they don’t, and the high priests of string theory get more and more state
sanction, the likes of string theory priests such as LM may eventually be able to
enforce their views by purging heretics through a program of inquisition, funded
by …’

Doug, you need the past tense throughout that sentence.

The mainstream has been using state money to fund LM for the inquisition for
ages, also the purging of heresy off arxiv has been done by Jacques Distler. The
mainstream has the power and uses it to censor out all criticism and to label all
alternatives crackpot. It is all over. Physics was conquered by complete lies
(deceiving hype) funded by the taxpayer and the media. If I lied that I had extra
dimensional-based unification and quantum gravity, without actually having a
shred of evidence, I’d be ashamed of myself.



13. Walt
June 18, 2006

Sailorstar: Funny.

Knotted: Note that HEP is not all, or even most, of physics.

14. Chris W.
June 18, 2006

String Advocate says: Probably we will never be able of testing the landscape,
but it is the most plausible scenario (or, if you prefer, theology) we have today.

It is only as plausible as string (and M-) theory. Insofar as string theory deserves
to be judged by its consequences, including those that undermine its very
testability, it’s high time to start regarding string theory as it stands as
implausible—not because of its lack of experimental confirmation, but because of
the emptiness of any putative experimental confirmation in the context of the
Landscape and its anthropic interpretation.

The question that ought to be asked now is why the original physical idea—a
shift from a dynamics of point particles interacting in spacetime to a dynamics of
one-dimensional objects with certain properties in spacetime—should have
produced any interesting results at all, even if only in the nature of a rough
correspondence. What does this mean? If quantum field theory and spacetime
itself have a substructure, as GR + QM lead us to suppose, what sort of
substructure might lead to string dynamics as a sort of residual trace? M-theory
is supposed to be the answer to that question, but it is much more obscure than
string theory itself. When deep physical questions are at issue we ought to be
willing to step back from the formalism and ask simple, penetrating questions.
Most string theorists, and for that matter, particle physicists, seem to have little
interest in this kind of thinking. (Gerard ‘t Hooft is a notable exception.)

——————————
PS: Putting the Landscape on a par with the positron and the Hubble expansion
is laughable.

15. anonymous
June 19, 2006

dear Chris W

I disagree with you. Anthropic arguments have not been invented by string
theorists. Anthropic arguments survived for many years at the borders of science
because they offer plausible interpretations of various observations: why there
are many nuclei, why the cosmological constant is small, and now why string
theory never gave predictions. For the first time all this makes a coherent
scenario.

The only little difference with respect to Einstein and Dirac is that we miss
experimental confirmations and ideas on how to get them. If you want to see



something laughable, the probability distributions in the talk by Linde are a
better candidate.

16. ObsessiveMathsFreak
June 19, 2006

Anthropic arguments are essentially an isomorphism to more basic “God of The
Gaps” arguments. They run thusly:

We cannot (currently) explain $phenomenon, therefore $deity is
responsible for $phenomenon.

As far as I can see, anthropic arguments explain nothing, and do little except say
“This is as it is because it is.” Universal constants are “fined-tuned”, but this in
itself is evidence of nothing, except that the constants are as they are.

For all we know, any number of supposedly “sterile” combinations could have
produced a universe with life. Just not as we know it. It’s safe to say that
universes are chaotic systems and that small perturbations in the initial
conditions can have big effects on the final solution.

17. Not a Nobel Laureate
June 19, 2006

Life imitating Humour.

String theory and the Antropomorphic “Prinicple” can be summed up by that
famour cartoon.

http://www.drabruzzi.com/images/Then%20a%20Miracle%20Occurs.jpg

18. Tommaso Dorigo
June 20, 2006

I think Burton Richter either knows Galileo Galilei’s sentence (written in golden
letters on the stairs of my Physics Department, which bears his name),

“Io stimo piu’ il trovar un vero, benche’ di cosa liggiera, che il disputare
lungamente delle massime questioni, senza conseguir verita’ nissuna”,

(“I have higher regard of finding a truth, although on something silly, than to
discuss endlessly about the most important questions, without achieving any
truth”)

or would easily subscribe to it.

Any reference to the meeting in Beijing is voluntary…

Cheers,
T.

http://www.drabruzzi.com/images/Then%20a%20Miracle%20Occurs.jpg
http://www.drabruzzi.com/images/Then%20a%20Miracle%20Occurs.jpg


Strings 2006

June 18, 2006
Categories: Strings 2XXX

Strings 2006 is about to get underway in Beijing, at a hotel next to Tiananmen
Square, with public talks by David Gross, Andy Strominger and Stephen Hawking.
Jonathan Shock reports that an agreement was formally signed today creating the
KITPC, a Chinese version of the KITP, to be funded by philanthropist Fred Kavli and
sited in Beijing.

The conference will attract about 400 physicists from around the world, as well as
international press from many major European and American publications. There will
be a press conference held Wednesday afternoon. Monday afternoon Witten will be
giving the first scientific talk of the conference, on “Gauge Theory and Geometric
Langlands Program”. He has given talks at almost all the Strings conferences since
the first in 1995, but this will be the first one at which he won’t be talking about
string theory. He will be followed by Cumrun Vafa, who will talk about his Swampland
studies. On Tuesday evening, the schedule says “Prof. Yau present his new research
result”, which presumably will be about the proof of the Poincare conjecture.

Monday evening will feature a panel discussion, which could get exciting. Last year’s
panel discussion in Toronto featured Jacques Distler walking out in a huff, pointed
questions from the floor about whether research in string theory was still defensible,
and a clash between the panel, which was rather in favor of the anthropic landscape,
and the rest of the conference attendees, who were very much against. Perhaps the
Strings 2006 organizers, unlike the SUSY06 ones, will be able to find a prominent
theorist who is not in favor of the anthropic landscape to put on the panel. An obvious
candidate who will be there is David Gross, who at Strings 2003 gave a rousing
Churchillian speech urging string theorists to not give up on science, and around that
time suggested that his colleague Joe Polchinski had contracted a disease and should
consider giving up his professorship (Polchinski in return accused Gross and Witten of
being members of a cult). Gross hasn’t been publicly heard from on this topic
recently, perhaps he has moderated his opinions and/or gone over to the other side.

Update: This posting has been edited, and many comments related to despicable
behavior of a certain Harvard faculty member have been removed. I’m looking
forward to hearing reports of what is going on at Strings 2006 from anyone attending.

Update: It turns out that Kavli is founding two new institutes in China, one for
theoretical physics, one for astronomy and astrophysics. There’s more about this
here. The Chinese press has also started to report on the conference, as usual media
attention focuses on Stephen Hawking and the origin of the universe.

Update: Victor Rivelles is blogging from the conference, where he reports that 3000
people gathered in the Great Hall normally used for communist party meetings to
hear promotional talks about strings. He also reports that the panel discussion was
uneventful, with no mention of the landscape:

http://strings06.itp.ac.cn/
http://strings06.itp.ac.cn/
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2006/06/direction-destruction-creation.html
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2006/06/direction-destruction-creation.html
http://www.phys.cwru.edu/events/cerca_video_archive.php
http://www.phys.cwru.edu/events/cerca_video_archive.php
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.strings/msg/4c20c2a7d88d6e21
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.strings/msg/4c20c2a7d88d6e21
http://www.marketwire.com/mw/release_html_b1?release_id=136425
http://www.marketwire.com/mw/release_html_b1?release_id=136425
http://english.people.com.cn/200606/19/eng20060619_275174.html
http://english.people.com.cn/200606/19/eng20060619_275174.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006.html


In the evening we had the panel discussion with 13 people. Strominger was chairing
it. No real debate. Too mild. Some interesting questions but none of them provocative
enough. No discussion on the landscape either. Toronto was much better…

Update: There’s an article in Tuesday’s New York Times about Hawking and the
Beijing conference by Dennis Overbye. According to Overbye there are 800 physicists
there and 6000 people turned out to hear Hawking. Anyone know if this is right?

Update: There’s a detailed report on the first day of the conference from Jonathan
Shock.

Update: Victor Rivelles reports on day 2 of the conference. He describes Yau as
taking credit for proving the Poincare Conjecture, which, if true, would be seriously
misleading. ChinaDaily describes the number of physicists at the conference as 600.
I’m guessing that 400 is the number of participants from outside China, 6-800 the
total number. If so, this would be the largest string theory conference ever held.

Update: Day 3 report from Victor Rivelles, who seems to be have the mistaken
impression that there are two Brian Greenes…

Update: Day 4 report from Victor Rivelles, who clears up the two Brian Greenes
confusion. Brian couldn’t make it to Beijing, so his talk was given by Koenraad
Schalm. Also a report from Jonathan Shock.

Update: More reports from Jonathan Shock (aided by Paul Cook), and Victor Rivelles.
The publicly announced plan until now has been to have Strings 2007 in Madrid,
Strings 2008 at CERN, and Strings 2009 in Rome. Rivelles reports a rumor that the
CERN conference will be delayed until 2009, Rome then in 2010. Summer 2009 is
when LHC results may start to appear, so he comments:

… if supersymmetry is found in 2008 then we all will be together to celebrate it and if
it is not found we will be together for a collective suicidal.

Update: There’s a wrap-up of the conference from Jonathan Shock, including a
description of Dijkgraaf’s summary talk. I have no idea if it is accurate, but it makes
Dijkgraaf sound highly unrealistic

…LHC, astroparticle physics and the next generation of microwave observers may
give us real signs of string theory in the coming years…

…a golden age of physics?

inaccurate

…Douglas et al’s recent work showing the finiteness of the number of vacuum
solutions

and just tasteless

the possibility of success for loop quantum gravity, though this tactic ended with an
own goal, and rapturous applause.

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/06/20/science/20hawk.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/06/20/science/20hawk.html
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-1.html
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-1.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-2.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-2.html
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/2006-06/20/content_621623.htm
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/2006-06/20/content_621623.htm
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-3.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-3.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-4.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-4.html
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-4-parts-b-and-c.html
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-4-parts-b-and-c.html
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-3-and-4.html
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-3-and-4.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-4_23.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-4_23.html
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2006/06/wrapped-strings.html
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2006/06/wrapped-strings.html


So far no sign that the organizers of the conference of the conference will be putting
up any materials from it on the web, so that people who weren’t there can see for
themselves what the speakers had to say.

It also seems that Dijkgraaf commented favorably on the very reasonable censorship
policies of the Chinese government:

One particularly important point was that being behind the great firewall, people
could read Peter Woit’s blog but not Lubos Motl’s!

Comments

1. Ryan
June 18, 2006

Not to nitpick, but it’s spelled “Tiananmen.” I had to look it up, but I knew there
was another “n” in there.

2. woit
June 18, 2006

Thanks Ryan, fixed.

3. Peter Motl
June 18, 2006

Last time i checked, there’s no canonical way for spelling chinese words in
english.

4. Troublemaker
June 18, 2006

Then you’ve never heard of any of the standard transliteration schemes for
writing Chinese in the Latin alphabet.

5. MathPhys
June 19, 2006

Is the Strings 2006 web site difficult to navigate and find information in, or do I
imagine things?

6. Peter Woit
June 19, 2006

MathPhys,

The Strings 2006 web-site is difficult to navigate. The “What’s New” section
doesn’t appear to have been updated since two months ago. I’m hoping that
various bloggers will help fill the information gap…



7. hongbaozhang
June 19, 2006

When String06 starts in Beijing, Loop driver Carlo Rovelli comes to Center of
Gravitation in China—Beijing Normal University. He will give series lectures on
construction of scattering amptitude in loop quantum gravity. Today he gave the
first one, which is so physical and clear. I enjoy it.

8. Who
June 19, 2006

This is wonderful!

I think someone with a name similar to yours was at the Loops ’05 conference
where Rovelli gave a talk about constructing graviton in LQG. Maybe you heard
this talk. (I could not come to the meeting and did not.)

It amazes me that Rovelli is talking at Beijing Normal about LQG scattering
amplitudes now at the same time as Strings ’06. This was a creative move by the
planners, or by somebody at Beijing Normal. It was a good new idea to do this, in
my humble opinion.

9. Babe in the Universe
June 19, 2006

This is a very exciting time to be in science. Some branches of theory look
increasingly like medieval epicycles (you all have opinions on which ones) but
there is opportunity for huge advances in science. Hopefully this conference will
result in much useful conflict!
My Chinese travels described this week found a fascinating and vibrant society.
Since the Chinese are so interested in energy, perhaps a theorist will sell them
something they really want. That may result in all sorts of funding. Any ideas?

10. hack
June 19, 2006

I had heard than Strominger went through a Maoist phase in his youth.
Preaching strings in the People’s Hall seems quite appropriate.

11. Who
June 19, 2006

Hongbao Zhang,
sorry I made a mistake. I see you are author of a number of articles in Phys. Rev.
D, some of them about Loop Quantum Gravity and related proposals. But it was
someone else, a Dr. Hua Zhang, who was at the Loops ’05 conference last
October in Potsdam.

12. Rufus T. Firefly
June 19, 2006



Haha, new message for the link from here to Motl’s blog:

“Error
You have attempted to visit a serious physics-oriented page from a major
crackpots’ discussion forum called “Not Even Wrong”. That generated an error
message. In 15 seconds, you will be redirected to the main page of “The
Reference Frame”.

This policy is designed to reduce the amount of garbage and spam that the
crackpots attempt to post on “The Reference Frame”, especially the targetted
garbage ordered and provoked by the owner of “Not Even Wrong”. If you’re not
a crackpot, we appologize for inconvenience.”

13. Peter Woit
June 19, 2006

Please, I’m trying to stick to John Baez’s excellent advice that the effort needed
to ignore Lubos is amply repaid. No more about his idiocies here, if you must,
use the recent posting related to him.

14. Yidun
June 19, 2006

Dear Who,

Hongbao Zhang is not Hua Zhang. Hongbao focuses on cosmology and gravity.
He does have couple of papers, coauthored by Prof. Ling Yi, who is a former
student Prof. Smolin’s at Penn State. Hua Zhang is another graduate student,
working on canonical QG with Prof. Yongge Ma, who gave a talk in Loops’05 last
year.

Best, Y.

15. MathPhys
June 19, 2006

In case anyone is still unable to find the conference program, you do as follows

1. Click on “Agenda and arrangements” somewhere in the middle on left panel.
2. Ignore the table titled “Program and Reports” that occupies almost the entire
page. That’s no longer being updated. It just sits there.
3. Look for a link on top that says “(PDF file)” (it’s to the left of an unlinked
picture).
4. Click that to get a pdf file titled “schedule5.pdf”.

16. hongbaozhang
June 20, 2006

To Who,
Who is who?:)

17. Hans de Vries



June 20, 2006

Weed smokin’ 2006 in Beijng….

http://sites.gizoogle.com/showpage.php?url=http://www.math.columbia.edu
/~woit/wordpress/

Link from LM about the current conference over there….
The contrary effect (as usual?) it seems. Sorry, couldn’t help being
amuzed :^)

Regards Hans

18. Hans de Vries
June 20, 2006

Weed smokin’ 2006 in Beijing

OK, the saved screen-shot then:

http://chip-architect.com/physics/WeedSmoking.jpg

Regards, Hans

19. mathjunkie
June 20, 2006

I like the name Peter Motl!

20. Pindare
June 20, 2006

Peter, you said Witten won’t be speaking about string theory for the first time at
a Strings conference. I’ve noticed he’ll be giving a set of lectures at Berkeley
next november, and probably this will also be about Langlangs stuff, not strings
(there’s no program yet).

http://math.berkeley.edu/index.php?module=announce&ANN_user_op=view&
ANN_id=63

Question is: has Witten decided to do some maths until the LHC data arrives just
as a side project, or has he in fact started doing this to be able to quickly jump
off the bandwagon in case nothing much comes out of LHC?

21. Peter Woit
June 20, 2006

Pindare,

Thanks for the link to the announcement of Witten’s lectures.

I doubt that his decision about what to work on has anything to do with the

http://sites.gizoogle.com/showpage.php?url=http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/
http://sites.gizoogle.com/showpage.php?url=http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/
http://sites.gizoogle.com/showpage.php?url=http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/
http://sites.gizoogle.com/showpage.php?url=http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/
http://chip-architect.com/physics/WeedSmoking.jpg
http://chip-architect.com/physics/WeedSmoking.jpg
http://math.berkeley.edu/index.php?module=announce&ANN_user_op=view&ANN_id=63
http://math.berkeley.edu/index.php?module=announce&ANN_user_op=view&ANN_id=63
http://math.berkeley.edu/index.php?module=announce&ANN_user_op=view&ANN_id=63
http://math.berkeley.edu/index.php?module=announce&ANN_user_op=view&ANN_id=63


question of what will come out of the LHC. If he had a good idea about LHC
energy scale phenomenology, he’d probably be working on that. His decision to
work on a more mathematical topic related to gauge theory presumably just
reflects the fact that this is where he sees how to make some progress, and he
doesn’t see how to make any progress on string theory at the present time.

22. D.J.
June 20, 2006

“In 1988, Hawking published his great book, A Brief History of Time: From the
Big Bang to Black Holes, which is still considered by the scientific community to
be a milestone.”
(http://english.people.com.cn/200606/19/eng20060619_275174.html)

What can I say?…

23. Peter Woit
June 20, 2006

D.J.,

Well, it was a milestone, convincing many publishers and scientists that there
was a mass-market for popular books about science…

24. Victor Rivelles
June 20, 2006

Dear Peter,

I can’t asnwer your comment in my blog because blogspot is blocked in China.
Please see the update in my post for an asnwer to your comment.

All the best,

Victor

25. Stalyn
June 21, 2006

From http://www2.math.northwestern.edu/langlands/index_moreinfo.htm

“It has long been suspected that the Langlands correspondence is somehow
related to various dualities observed in quantum field theory and string theory.”

You can also find notes for a lecture with the same title given by Witten dated
August 2005.

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks/Witten.pdf

26. Aaron Bergman
June 21, 2006

http://english.people.com.cn/200606/19/eng20060619_275174.html
http://english.people.com.cn/200606/19/eng20060619_275174.html
http://www2.math.northwestern.edu/langlands/index_moreinfo.htm
http://www2.math.northwestern.edu/langlands/index_moreinfo.htm
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks/Witten.pdf
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork3/talks/Witten.pdf


From the math side of things, I give you The Ben-Zvi Repository of All Things
Langlands. Recently updated and now including valuable and little known
television references.

27. csrster
June 21, 2006

Maybe some people have trouble spelling “millstone”?

28. Steven H. Cullinane
June 21, 2006

Xinhua has a story from June 20 on Yau showing a video in Beijing of a talk by
Hamilton on the Poincare conjecture. This Xinhua story is rather Sinocentric, but
it is balanced nicely by a document from China’s Morningside Center of
Mathematics that gives a more complete record of Hamilton’s talk.

29. Jean-Paul
June 21, 2006

This incredible success of strings in China reminds me of fading stars like
Michael Jackson trimphant tour of Germany few years ago or Prince’s full-
stadium concerts in Switzerland in the early 90’s. Hopefully, the new KITP will
help Chinese to focus on the cutting edge of science intead of wasting time on
failed ideas or b.s.ing on multiverses.

30. Nick
June 21, 2006

I just posted a rather scathing reply at http://greenr.com to Hawking’s remark
from the seminar where he said he was “very worried about global warming,”
and that he was afraid that Earth “might end up like Venus, at 250 degrees
centigrade and raining sulfuric acid.”

He has become so detached from scientific reality it is ludicrous. Why is he still
respected?

I of course included a link to Not Even Wrong, as well as Junk Science’s global
warming debunking, as well as Crichton’s “Aliens Cause Global Warming”
lecture.

I’m glad to have found this blog, and appreciate all of your efforts to bring sanity
back to science.

31. Peter Woit
June 21, 2006

Nick and others,

http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/Langlands.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/Langlands.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/Langlands.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/Langlands.html
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/21/content_4726200.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/21/content_4726200.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/21/content_4726200.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/21/content_4726200.htm
http://www.mcm.ac.cn/Eng_First.htm
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Please stop attempts to involve me and this blog in the climate change debate,
which seems to me to be almost entirely carried on by people who don’t know
what they are talking about. I want no part of it, and it has nothing to do with the
concerns of this blog, which deals with particle physics and mathematics.

32. MathPhys
June 22, 2006

I’m disappointed that the String 2006 talks are not posted online, videos,
transparencies and all. It’s not hard work, and it’s a great service for the entire
community.

33. MathPhys
June 24, 2006

The Cao-Zhu paper is not online (everybody else’s papers on the subject are,
including Perelman’s), and the Strings 2006 talks are also not online in any
shape or form (in contrast with tradition in these conferences).

If someone here knows S T Yau, could you please bring this to his attention? I’m
sure he’d do something about it.

34. Amy Zeck
June 30, 2006

I saw these math T-Shirts and had to share them with everyone:

Pi
http://www.kleargear.com/2306.html

Math Chicks Are Hot
http://www.kleargear.com/1506.html

 amy

http://www.kleargear.com/2306.html
http://www.kleargear.com/2306.html
http://www.kleargear.com/1506.html
http://www.kleargear.com/1506.html


The String Theory Backlash

June 19, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

Over at Cosmic Variance Sean Carroll has a posting about The String Theory
Backlash. Probably best if anyone who wants to discuss it do so over there, so I’ll turn
off comments here.

Update: More about this here.

Update: The posting in the last link (which was an impressive anti-Sean Carroll rant)
is now gone, presumably because many of the author’s colleagues finally realized
something had to be done, and wrote in to his blog telling him that he “must be on
crack”, and had “completely jumped the shark”.

No Comments

http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/19/the-string-theory-backlash/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/19/the-string-theory-backlash/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/19/the-string-theory-backlash/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/19/the-string-theory-backlash/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/sean-carroll-joins-peter-woit.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/sean-carroll-joins-peter-woit.html


LHC News

June 20, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

JoAnne Hewett at Cosmic Variance reports that the latest LHC commissioning plan
will not involve collisions at 14 TeV until 2008, with earliest physics run in April 2008.
First collisions will be in November 2007, but at Tevatron energies. Until recently the
plan had been to try for first collisions at full energy next summer, and some had
hoped that a bit of new physics data could be acquired in 2007, but it looks like that is
not to be. For a summary talk on the situation, see here.

Comments

1. Babe in the Universe
June 20, 2006

Hello Peter:
Your blog has long been a source of enjoyment for many people. Thank you for
the support in the recent mini-controversy. You can see that I have gone far
beyond those student papers. The slings and arrows haven’t hurt at all. Bring it
on!

2. sunderpeeche
June 20, 2006

Very rarely do accelerators achieve their top energy on the first pass (although
w/ upgrades in *later years*, many have exceeded their original design energy).
Especially with something as complicated as LHC, it will be a major feat just to
demonstrate collisions and maintain a stable beam. Will all of the detectors be
ready?

3. JoAnne
June 20, 2006

sunderpeeche: Both of the high p_T detectors (ATLAS and CMS) will be working
good enough by Fall 07 to measure the interactions from the first collisions.
Both, however, will be missing quite a few pieces (i.e., ATLAS will not have full
muon coverage). It will take a long time to calibrate the detectors once the data
starts pouring in.

I have no knowledge of the status of LHCB and ALICE, but imagine they are in
the same boat.

4. Chuckles
June 20, 2006

The Motls piece against Carroll is available via Google Cache. Very Impressive, I

http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/20/the-lhc-dashboard/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/20/the-lhc-dashboard/
http://mgt-lhc-machine-advisory-committee.web.cern.ch/mgt-lhc-machine-advisory-committee/lhcmac19/Open%20Session/L.Evans.pdf
http://mgt-lhc-machine-advisory-committee.web.cern.ch/mgt-lhc-machine-advisory-committee/lhcmac19/Open%20Session/L.Evans.pdf


must say. So the argument is that the far left Carroll is basically the countertype
of the far right Dembski – which makes Motl what exactly? A reactionary
physicist pontificating about brains and sex, subjects in which he is eminently
qualified, unlike Carroll and Woit pontificating about…ah, never mind.

Cache ’em young:

http://72.14.203.104/search?q=cache:n6ecH9UI44YJ:motls.blogspot.com
/2006/06/sean-carroll-joins-peter-woit.html+&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=1

5. absolutely
June 20, 2006

Copy then paste the above link to your browser’s address bar. If you click
directly you will get a Motl intercept (worth a look though for a laugh).

6. JoAnne
June 21, 2006

Could someone please tell me how the comment thread to this post – with a
subject matter of the LHC and hard science with real experimental data –
degenerated into an irrelevant thread about Lubos Motl, Peter’s book, and loop
quantum gravity???

7. Peter Woit
June 21, 2006

Joanne,

1. People love to post off-topic things here trying to turn the discussion away
from the topic of the posting to whatever they would rather hear about.

2. Unfortunately, there seem to be a lot fewer people out there who want to have
an informed discussion about particle physics than would like to discuss Lubos
or LQG.

3. Last night I deleted some of the Lubos discussion and tried to see if WordPress
had some way of moving the comment with the link to another posting but it
doesn’t seem to have a way of doing this. Considered deleting this, decided not
to since some people might find it amusing or enlightening, even if off-topic.
Went to sleep, thus unable to moderate continuing off-topic comments…

Someday I should write up a FAQ with answers to recurring questions like “What
about LQG?”, no time now. Please, if you must discuss Lubos, use the recent
thread devoted to him, and try and avoid posting comments unless you have
something interesting to say about the topic of the posting. What many people
continually do here is analogous to joining a discussion that has gotten going
among a group of people and starting to go on about a different subject. It’s
rude.

Back to the topic of the LHC. Anyone want to guess how long it will be from April

http://72.14.203.104/search?q=cache:n6ecH9UI44YJ:motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/sean-carroll-joins-peter-woit.html+&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=1
http://72.14.203.104/search?q=cache:n6ecH9UI44YJ:motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/sean-carroll-joins-peter-woit.html+&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=1
http://72.14.203.104/search?q=cache:n6ecH9UI44YJ:motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/sean-carroll-joins-peter-woit.html+&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=1
http://72.14.203.104/search?q=cache:n6ecH9UI44YJ:motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/sean-carroll-joins-peter-woit.html+&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=1


2008 until the experiments have enough data to say something interesting,
understand their backgrounds, and are ready to go public with results of the
data analysis? How long did it take in the case of the Tevatron?

8. sunderpeeche
June 21, 2006

Others may have better info on the Tevatron, but FWIW it started operations in
1983

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news/history_tevatron.html

It was initially a fixed-target machine (now it runs sometiimes as a collider and
sometimes fixed-target). Antiproton beams were first circulated at Fermilab in
1985.

http://history.fnal.gov/brochure.html#IV

Don’t know about fixed-target expts, but the first collider detector was CDF
which started taking data in 1985 (D0 came later). One of the earliest significant
physics publications from CDF was a precise measurement of the Z mass (1989),
the result was competitive with LEP at the time.

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v63/i7/p720_1

9. Seth
June 21, 2006

As a member of one of the experiments, something I would note is that this may
be less of a delay in good physics results than it looks like. Even if the
accelerator had started at 14 TeV CM energy, all the data from 2007 would likely
have been used for detector commissioning. And many of those commissioning
tasks can be done almost as well with 450 GeV beams.

10. anonymous
June 21, 2006

dear Seth,

can you explain to a theorist the reason behind this decision?
At “Cosmic Variance” it is said that it is safer to start with less energy stored in
the machine, but why reducing the energy rather than the intensity of the
beams, at the price of using magnetic fields much below their planned values?

11. Seth
June 21, 2006

I’m a few pay grades below management, but what it looks like Cosmic Variance
says is that the much of the machine simply won’t be ready to run at all full
energy in time, or at least not fully checked out. (There are more ways to break
an accelerator than simply storing too much total energy into it, I’m sure.) So
they prefer to run at low energy rather than not running at all.

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news/history_tevatron.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/news/history_tevatron.html
http://history.fnal.gov/brochure.html#IV
http://history.fnal.gov/brochure.html#IV
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v63/i7/p720_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v63/i7/p720_1


From the standpoint of the detector folks, this has positives and negatives; one
positive I discussed in my last comment, but a major negative is we won’t have
as much time to get our detectors fully installed as if they delayed until 2008.
The detector installation on the two major experiments is running on an
extremely tight schedule still, even though there is some delay in when the
experiments will be closed in the new LHC schedule.

12. sunderpeeche
June 21, 2006

To reach top energy the magnets must run at full magnetic field, regardless of
how many particles are stored in the beam. This is especially risky/difficult when
dealing with superconducting magnets.

13. Fred Diether
June 21, 2006

Peter,

The HyperCP collaboration had one of the biggest data set captured from
experiments and it took them about 5-6 years to find the 214 MeV X particle. And
they are still analyzing data. I would expect that LHC will have even bigger data
sets than HyperCP. So it could be quite a few years before new physics is found if
at all. Hopefully not though.  They are definitely going to need a lot of data
crunching capability.

Fred

14. Tommaso Dorigo
June 21, 2006

Hi all,

not only will CMS and Atlas be short of a few components, but – to me, more to
the point – they will have to work a lot before they make sense of their triggers.

The delays in CDF physics somebody mentioned above were due to precisely this
problem: triggering in a hadronic environment is a nightmare in its own right.

I am in CMS, but I do not care if the 2007 run is taken at 2 TeV, 2 GeV or 2 PeV.
The data will not be useful for significant physics measurements. Rather, it will
allow us to start making sense of our trigger primitives. Calibrations ?
Calibrations come later. As was mentioned, W and Z boson physics measured by
CDF was an early successful measurement, where that experiment beat the 630
GeV competition. But still, quite some time after the first shot.

Now flame me if you must, but I predict that no physics measurement will be
published by CMS and Atlas before summer 2009. That includes the total
inelastic cross section 

Cheers,



T.

15. sunderpeeche
June 22, 2006

nothing in over 24h? it’s curious how posts about expt hep generate so few
responses, but something on theory generates volumes of the most appaling
trash

16. Peter Woit
June 22, 2006

sunderpeeche,

Probably just too few experimentalists willing to spend their time slumming here
among the theorists.
My tactic on the last posting of turning off comments and telling people to
discuss on Cosmic Variance inflicted some of the usual suspects on them, forcing
Sean Carroll (instead of me) to spend his time deleting people’s off-topic
comments.  Maybe I should do that more often (sorry Sean…)

17. JoAnne
June 23, 2006

Peter: your prose is brilliant.

Sunderpeeche: it is disappointing, isn’t it (the lack of interest in blog posts on
experimental/phenomenological issues). I try not to let it get me down or stop me
from posting, but sometimes….

Tommaso: I agree that caution is needed, given some of the particularly wild
forecasts of discovering SUSY at the LHC in the first 3 minutes! However, there
will be physics papers in 2008, I think. Even if they are only about Z/W or top
production. I am betting the accelerator & detectors will work well enough to get
at least these measurements out. Plus, if there really are blackholes at a TeV, or
if there is a heavy gauge boson (or Randall-Sundrum type graviton Kaluza-Klein
resonances) at 2-3 TeV, then we will know very quickly. Probably during the 2008
physics run. However, missing energy signatures or the Higgs to gamma gamma
channel will most likely take a few YEARS, in my opinion. As you know, those
signatures require exact calibration and knowledge of the detector and Standard
Model background. So, the wait for new physics depends on what nature has in
store for us!

18. Marty Tysanner
June 23, 2006

JoAnne,

Am wondering what your perspective is of the impact on grad students who are
hoping to base a thesis on LHC data. Do you think the LHC schedule change will
cause many experimentalists to delay graduation due to a need to wait additional



time for data? Do you foresee many experimentalists switching to a different
experiment as an alternative, or is that even a realistic option for those who have
already committed themselves to the LHC?

19. Chris Oakley
June 23, 2006

nothing in over 24h? it’s curious how posts about expt hep generate so
few responses, but something on theory generates volumes of the most
appaling trash

Sunderpeeche seems to be forgetting that most of the readers here are theorists,
former theorists or wannabe theorists. The lack of posts should just be
interpreted as a quiet confidence that the experimentalists are doing a good job,
and that lacking any specific expertise on the matter, many of us do not see the
benefit of making comments.

But here is one anyway: IMHO text books with the emphasis on experiment – I’m
thinking of Perkins’ “Introduction to High Energy Physics” specifically here – do
a better job at theory than most theory text books. They almost completely
ignore QFT, doing all calculations with elementary quantum mechanics. Those
who think that reproducing QM is not a requirement for a properly-formulated
QFT should take note.

20. Walt
June 23, 2006

Jo Anne: The biggest mistake anyone can make about blogging is thinking that
there is any relationship between interest and comments. People don’t comment
when they’re interested; they comment when they’re irritated. Lubos: irritating.
LHC: not irritating. Guess what’s going to draw the comments.

21. JoAnne
June 23, 2006

Walt – how true!

Marty – The effect on grad students working on the LHC will be small. Everybody
expects new accelerators and detectors to be delayed and we are all delighted
that this delay with the LHC is so *short.* It’s only a couple of months!!! It could
have been years….(of course we don’t know how the actual start of operations
will go). If the commissioning phase goes well, the students will get plenty of
data for their theses during the 2008 run. Even just observing Standard Model
processses such as gauge boson or top-quark production at energies of 14 TeV
makes a great thesis! And, thanks for being concerned about the younsters.



This Week’s Hype

June 22, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The Economist has an article this week entitled To catch a gravitational wave. It’s
about the proposed LISA satellite experiment designed to measure gravitational
waves, with a much greater sensitivity than LIGO. According to the article, what
would you guess is one of the main goals of the LISA experiment? Exactly, like most
other ambitious experiments, it will solve the problem of how to test string theory:

could allow scientists to examine the validity of string theory, which says that there
are more than four dimensions to space-time and that the extra dimensions are
hidden. String theory has come under fire because its predictions have so far proved
untestable. The normal version has it that these dimensions are curled up in strings
that are smaller than the known elementary particles. However, in some versions
strings form very long “superstrings” that stretch across the universe. These
superstrings form loops and vibrate, radiating gravitational waves; they can also
crack like whips, sending bursts of gravitational waves towards Earth. “Seeing direct
evidence of strings would be as important as discovering that the world is made of
atoms,” claims Craig Hogan, an astronomer at the University of Washington, who is a
member of the international science team for LISA.

The writer appears to be a bit confused about what a superstring is, guessing that it
is a really big string (a cosmic string). This is presumably all based on the idea
promoted by Joe Polchinski that it is in principle possible to come up with superstring
theory models with cosmic scale superstrings, whose effects would be visible through
gravitational lensing and gravitational waves. As far as I can tell, this is just another
case of the phenomenon that one can get pretty much anything one wants out of
string theory, and there’s no reason at all to expect cosmic strings with just the right
properties to have been invisible so far, but visible through gravitational wave effects
measurable by LIGO or LISA.

Two years ago there was a press release about this from UCSB quoting Polchinski as
saying

the gravitational signatures from cosmic strings are remarkable because they are
potentially visible even from the early stages of LIGO! That means ‘potentially visible’
over the next year or two.

LIGO hasn’t seen anything, so time was up for this nearly two weeks ago but I haven’t
noticed any UCSB press releases reporting that things haven’t worked out.

There was some excitement a year or so ago when a group claimed that an
astronomical object might be a single galaxy lensed by a cosmic string. Turned out to
just be a pair of nearby galaxies.

LISA is tentatively scheduled for launch nearly ten years from now, so it will be a
while before this particular “test of string theory” brings in any results. This past

http://www.economist.com/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=7081200
http://www.economist.com/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=7081200
http://lisa.jpl.nasa.gov/
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http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/archives/000037.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/archives/000037.html
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2004-06/uocs-ndt061004.php
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2004-06/uocs-ndt061004.php
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=327
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=327


week the 6th Annual International LISA Symposium was held in Maryland.

Comments

1. sunderpeeche
June 22, 2006

Just like expt HEP (or even before HEP), it takes years for astronomy to build a
new telescope/detector. I don’t blame the science writers for writing about
strings (cosmic or super). It does not matter. What matters is that LISA actually
gets built and launched. When the results come out, they will be analyzed on
their own merits, whatever may have been said initially about any prospective
discoveries.

2. Peter Woit
June 22, 2006

sunderpeeche,

Scientists shouldn’t spout nonsense to non-scientists in order to justify funding
their experiments. Besides being dishonest, its threatens their credibility. If the
cosmic string hype had been used as the main justification for funding LIGO,
before coming up with the money for LISA, funding agencies might very well
start asking about what happened to the cosmic strings (“you mean we gave you
X milliion dollars for LIGO to test string theory, now you’ve spent it and learned
nothing about string theory, but are asking for more for LISA to test string
theory???”)

3. sunderpeeche
June 22, 2006

A friend of mine (i.e. not I) worked at Daresbury Lab in the UK, and they gave a
tour to journalists, about the van de Graaf and the synchrotron. Next day there
appeared an article about the “world’s tallest synchrotron”. Scientists say what
they hope to find, and the string theory people will hope for strings.

4. Kea
June 22, 2006

From Padmanabhan’s new paper :

There is more to gravity than gravitons.

5. Peter Woit
June 22, 2006

Kea,

Please, don’t get a discussion going here of alternatives to GR. It more or less
immediately becomes too depressing for me to try and moderate.

http://lisa6.gsfc.nasa.gov/conf/lisa6/program.html
http://lisa6.gsfc.nasa.gov/conf/lisa6/program.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0606061
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0606061


6. Kea
June 22, 2006

Sorry.

7. Matt B.
June 22, 2006

The last part of your blog post is missing, you know, the subjective part. What
would your ideal press release for LISA look like?

8. Thomas Love
June 22, 2006

Peter said: “Scientists shouldn’t spout nonsense to non-scientists in order to
justify funding their experiments. Besides being dishonest, its threatens their
credibility. ”

But they do and even nonscientists have seen through it.

“Are researchers over-hyping their results, and prematurely, in order to impress
the grant-giving bodies? And are they using ‘jargon’ to keep hold of their special
status as a secular priesthood and excommunicate the rest of us?”—from “Mad,
Bad and Dangerous?; the Scientist and the Cinema” by Christopher Frayling

Grant-giving bodies are impressed when scientists seem to agree on one theory.
So funding thrives on conformity. The search for truth thrives on diversity.

9. woit
June 22, 2006

Matt,

Most of the article about LISA was fine, I just think the scientists involved
shouldn’t be telling the press that the thing will “test string theory”, because it’s
just not true.

10. Tony Jackson
June 23, 2006

BBC Radio 4 has a programme called “Start the Week” in which guests from the
humanities, politics and science discuss issues great and small. Over a year ago,
Michio Kaku was a guest and talked about his then new book “Parallel Worlds”.
You can hear this programme at:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/factual/starttheweek_20050131.shtml

Kaku waxed all theological about the cosmological implications of string theory (I
think), and added gems like: “we physicists are the only scientists who can use
the word God and not blush”. About 13 minutes into the recording, one of the
guests brought up the awkward problem of experimental verification, at which
point Kaku emphatically mentioned that the LISA satellite would provide the

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/factual/starttheweek_20050131.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/factual/starttheweek_20050131.shtml


necessary data. I’d be interested to hear what people from this blog think of such
comments.

11. csrster
June 23, 2006

I think they should invite Peter onto Start The Week.

12. Troublemaker
June 23, 2006

People from this blog, and from most of the theory community, know that
whatever Kaku says is a steaming pile of baboon crap.

13. anti-Troublemaker
June 23, 2006

Dear Troublemaker,

Kaku is entertaining. If you critics are right, and things are less complex than the
extradimensional landscape and cosmic strings, then physics will be boring.

Better change your scientific attitude. This is a difficult process, so go gently.
Start off training yourself to be a pseud by believing one lie each morning before
breakfast.

Gradually build up your stamina until you can force yourself to believe six hoaxes
a day:

Alice laughed: “There’s no use trying,” she said; “one can’t believe impossible
things.”

“I daresay you haven’t had much practice,” said the Queen. “When I was
younger, I always did it for half an hour a day. Why, sometimes I’ve believed as
many as six impossible things before breakfast.”

– Alice in Wonderland.

Reading that book inspires string theorists (according to testimony in the book
“Warped Passages”).

14. Christine Dantas
June 23, 2006

Kaku emphatically mentioned that the LISA satellite would provide the necessary
data.

For those interested, I am keeping a post on papers related to the predictions of
quantum gravity about the gravitational wave phenomenon. More papers will be
added opportunely.

Best wishes,



Christine

15. D R Lunsford
June 23, 2006

sunderpeeche,

You are mistaken – just building and running instruments is a worthless
endeavor if their only purpose is to reinforce preconceived notions (witness
WMAP 3).

-drl

16. sunderpeeche
June 23, 2006

Indeed yes, if the real purpose of building an instrument (accelerator, telescope,
…) is just to have some machine in the lab, to keep the staff employed, then that
is worthless. There has to be some scientific goal, and typically those goals are
formulated in terms of the theoretical prejudices of the day. Today it’s strings.
Don’t know about WMAP 3 ~ they tried to probe the CMB in more detail, and
presumably new instruments will keep doing so. Will LHC be worthless if it finds
a SM Higgs and nothing else?

The nuclear power and fusion industry does offer an example of overhyped
promises, though. Today the knee-jerk reaction is to be suspicious of any new
nuclear power plants. It may become so with particle accelerators. (It has
already become so?)

17. tsg
June 23, 2006

sunderpeeche wrote: “Will LHC be worthless if it finds a SM Higgs and nothing
else?”

I posted this comment in response to “LHC predictions at Seed”, but a little too
late to get a reply. But now that the topic has come up again…. Wouldn’t it be
significant if LHC *doesn’t* find superpartners, as evidence *against* super-
symmetry at low enough energies to solve the hierarchy problem (which I
thought was one of the main arguments for believing in supersymmetry in the
first place)?

That doesn’t seem analogous to LISA looking for cosmic strings, though, since I
don’t think anyone is really expecting to see any. If a negative result doesn’t
make anybody question the theory (who wasn’t questioning it already), then it
can’t be called much of a “test”.

18. Peter Shor
June 23, 2006

I don’t think this has been mentioned in this blog before (apologies if it has), and



it’s related to LIGO. The gravitational waves resulting from two black holes
colliding can now be calculated! I have heard that in the last year, several
groups, including one at NASA, have figured out how to overcome the numerical
instabilities and simulate black hole collisions. You can google and find some
news reports and a really neat video from NASA. I can’t really find anything
about what this means for LIGO and LISA, though.

19. Peter Woit
June 23, 2006

Peter,

From what I’ve seen the magnitude of these waves is such that for them to be
detectable by LIGO, the black holes would have to be relatively nearby, so much
so that no one really expects to LIGO to see such a signal while it is running.
Don’t know about LISA…

20. Krotos
June 23, 2006

D R Lunsford: “You are mistaken – just building and running instruments is a
worthless endeavor if their only purpose is to reinforce preconceived notions
(witness WMAP 3).”

I think calling WMAP worthless is a bit strong (disclosure: I was a co-author on a
few WMAP-related papers). It’s given significantly improved bounds on various
cosmogical parameters and on things like neutrino masses.

However, I do see and agree with your broader point. I remember the NASA
press release calling WMAP results “stunning” and “one of the most important
scientific results of recent years.” I’m sorry, and I intend no disrespect to the
WMAP team, but that’s hype. It was a fabulously well-done experiment, and it
did give rise to some mysteries such as the low quadrupole moment, but it
essentially confirmed the broad details of what was already suspected. It
certainly wasn’t comparable to, say, Rutherford’s experimental discovery of the
atomic nucleus in the sense of being a revolutionary, paradigm-shifting result.

I was in early-Universe cosmology for several years, and one of the reasons I
switched fields was that I was starting to see the same factors that have
distorted particle physics — primarily, too much theory and not enough data (and
secondarily, increasing amounts of starry-eyed hype that give a misleading
impression of how certain or complete the science really is) — appear in
cosmology. It’s not nearly as severe, of course, and in most respects it’s still a
very healthy field. But how are we going to, say, get more than a very rough idea
of the inflaton potential, let alone make controlled measurements of an inflaton
or a dark matter particle in a lab? I have a nagging feeling that CMB and gravity
wave measurements, though important and significant, just won’t be enough to
give the kind of experimental verification to these theories which is utimately
needed in science, and I’m not sure the technology that would allow it will be
here any time soon.



(My apologies to Dr. Woit if this is getting too off-topic.)

21. Moshe
June 23, 2006

Peter(s): Frans Pretorius from Caltech (formerly UBC) gave a very nice
colloquium at PI, available here , worth checking out.

(also experimenting with html tags, let’s see if it works)

22. Moshe
June 23, 2006

Not quite… in any event it is on page 2, and the title is “Simulation of Binary
Black Hole Mergers”.

23. Nick
June 24, 2006

P. Woit Said:
…for them to be detectable by LIGO, the black holes would have to be relatively
nearby, so much so that no one really expects to LIGO to see such a signal while
it is running. Don’t know about LISA…

If anyone wants a figure for how nearby, I could shed some light, I was a
undergrad researcher at LIGO Hanford during a previous summer. LIGO often
measures the detector sensitivity by the range at which it would detect a
“typical” neutron star binary inspiral. The LIGO Hanford 4K interferometer
currently runs at about 13Mpc. The Virgo cluster is about 15 Mpc away, which is
a good place to expect a good number of inspirals.

Of course, Advanced LIGO (the upgrade which will start in the next few years
~07 or 08) will see 10 times farther, and LISA won’t be up until at least 2015, so
my money is on LIGO.

24. FT reader
June 24, 2006

“From what I’ve seen the magnitude of these waves is such that for them to be
detectable by LIGO, the black holes would have to be relatively nearby, so much
so that no one really expects to LIGO to see such a signal while it is running.
Don’t know about LISA…”

LISA is guaranteed to see gravitational waves, at least from white dwarf binary
systems in our galaxy. So many in fact, that they cannot be resolved and will
form one of the important sources of “noise” ( see e.g. gr-qc/0204090).

25. Juan R.
June 27, 2006

sunderpeeche said,

http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca:81/mediasite/viewer/FrontEnd/Front.aspx?cid=a9b1d20a-efa7-485f-8d5d-3b62fb7d3e4c&shouldResize=False
http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca:81/mediasite/viewer/FrontEnd/Front.aspx?cid=a9b1d20a-efa7-485f-8d5d-3b62fb7d3e4c&shouldResize=False


Scientists say what they hope to find, and the string theory people will hope for
strings.

No, there is an etical code for scientists is sistematically violated by string
theorists. These sistematic unethical news are not common in the rest of normal
science.

It is so unethical to claim that string theory is falsable as claim that string theory
predicted gravity, when is even unable to reproduce GR results from first
principles.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)



NEW in the WSJ

June 23, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

Today’s Wall Street Journal has an article by Sharon Begley entitled Has String
Theory Tied Up Better Ideas In Field of Physics? (sorry, subscription required for on-
line version). The summary of the article goes

After two decades in which string theory has been the doyenne of best-seller lists and
the dominant paradigm in particle physics, some critics say it may be tying up better
ideas.

and in some sense it covers for the public in simplified form the discussion going on
over at Cosmic Variance at the moment. It quotes Lee Smolin and me as critics, with
Mike Peskin as the only defender of string theory. Peskin acknowledges the
compactification problem, and then makes only a strikingly weak argument for string
theory: that it can claim some success because it explains the number of generations.
This “explanation” in terms of the topology of the Calabi-Yau is no explanation at all,
since you can get any value for this number you want. I don’t see how changing the
parametrization of your ignorance from that of a single natural number to that of the
topology of a Calabi-Yau is any improvement.

I assume that any moment now Lubos will be producing a rant comparing Sharon
Begley to one sort of animal or another.

There’s also a long review of Not Even Wrong from John Walker over at his blog
called Fourmilog. He does a good job of laying out the controversial argument of the
book, and we seem to be mostly in agreement, although I don’t share his conviction
that government funding is a major source of the problem.

Update: I just heard that official publication date in the US is September 8, although
books should be for sale a bit earlier than this. Lubos has a posting about the WSJ
article, less of a rant than some of his recent ones. He has restored his anti- Sean
Carroll screed, which was a classic that many people were sorry to see suppressed.

Update: A commenter points out that the WSJ article is available on-line here.
There’s also a mention at Slashdot. The extensive discussion there is heavily anti-
string theory which is an interesting sign of the times, but also convinces me that the
idea of moderating this kind of discussion by having participants vote on which
comments are worthwhile just doesn’t work at all.

Update: There’s commentary on this from science writer David Appell here, who
pretty much gets the situation right.

Comments

1. QWERTY

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB115101671136588095.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB115101671136588095.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB115101671136588095.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB115101671136588095.html
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/19/the-string-theory-backlash/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/06/19/the-string-theory-backlash/
http://www.fourmilab.ch/fourmilog/archives/2006-06/000708.html
http://www.fourmilab.ch/fourmilog/archives/2006-06/000708.html
http://www.fourmilab.ch/fourmilog/
http://www.fourmilab.ch/fourmilog/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/wall-street-journal-on-critics-less.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/wall-street-journal-on-critics-less.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/sean-carroll-joins-peter-woit.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/sean-carroll-joins-peter-woit.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/sean-carroll-joins-peter-woit.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/sean-carroll-joins-peter-woit.html
http://www.nwfdailynews.com/articleArchive/jun2006/notevenwrong.php
http://www.nwfdailynews.com/articleArchive/jun2006/notevenwrong.php
http://science.slashdot.org/science/06/06/23/2226257.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/06/06/23/2226257.shtml
http://davidappell.blogspot.com/2006/06/string-theory.html
http://davidappell.blogspot.com/2006/06/string-theory.html


June 23, 2006

DEAR PETTER,

ARE YOU ABLE TO RELEASE SALES FIGURES FOR YOUR BOOK? THIS
WOULD SHOW YOUR CRITICS THAT THEY ARE THE IDIOTS FOR DOUBTING.

SUPERSYMMETRY IS A COMPLETELY SILLY IDEA IN PHYSICS, THERE IS NO
EVIDENCES AND IT IS WORSE THAN THE EPICICLES. BUT IT IS A SHAME
THAT IT IS SO USEFUL IN MATHEMATICS. WITTEN AND KAPUSTING HAVE
BEEN USING IT IN THEIR GEOMETRIC LANGLANDS PAPER WHEN THEY
TALK ABOUT THE MODULI SPACE OF THE N=4 SUPER YANG-MILLS
EQUATIONS OVER RIEMANN SURFACES.

2. woit
June 23, 2006

QWERTY,

STOP USING ALL CAPS!

I don’t know sales figures for my book, and from what I hear publishers tend to
be cagey about these numbers with authors (since they determine the size of the
check they have to write). I’ve also heard that they way the book business works,
bookstores can return unsold books. So, you don’t know how many books you’ve
sold until you see how many unsold ones come back, which can take quite a
while.

And, whether the book sells well or not has nothing to do with whether I or my
critics are right. Whether a book has a good argument or not in it doesn’t
necessarily correlate with how it sells (some would argue that the these things
are inversely correlated…).

Supersymmetry is very useful in math, and this is not a shame, but a very
interesting phenomenon, the reasons for which I think we still don’t completely
understand. When we do, we’ll have learned something very important.

3. Doug Natelson
June 23, 2006

FYI, Lubos has re-edited his post re: Sean Carroll; at least, the section quoted my
blog has been changed. The basic point remains unaltered, though.

4. woit
June 23, 2006

Off topic bickering about background independence deleted. Please don’t do this
unless you have something completely new to say on the subject and it actually
has something to do with the posting.

5. Garrett
June 23, 2006



Hey Peter, congratulations, you just got slashdotted:

http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=06/06/23/2226257

Perhaps fortunately, they didn’t link directly to NEW, or your machine might have
melted…

6. nukular
June 24, 2006

As a PhD (pure qft) physicist, I was a little curious about this book after a blurb
on slashdot. It seems reaonable then that I would browse my way to the Amazon
webiste, only to read Lubos’ “criticism” and find myself scratching my head. I
have to admit this is the first time that I have decended into this pit but his
comparision of string theory to the modern theory is WAY over the top. While not
an expert at either string theory or evolution I know enough about both to make
an educated statement or two, but the fact is that the evidence for the modern
theory of evolution is overwhelming! Comparing the any of the actors in this
drama Demski is quite inflamatory and completly inappropriate. I expect better…

7. ks
June 24, 2006

It’s not really funny to notice that besides the notorious Lubos all kinds of
freelancing witch-hunters and exorcists are around to crack “crackpots” in
science and accuse them for having “weird”, “silly” and “abnormal” ideas. In the
70s and 80s philosophers like Paul Feyerabend accused science to be like the
catholic church i.e. repressive, dogmatic and hierarchical. Now one might get
the opposite impression that the research frontier becomes ever more splitted
into antagonistic sects following one or the other set of speculative ideas and a
bunch of millenaristic preachers whith or rather without charisma. Paul
Feyerabends “anarchism” was likely mentioned to be some multicultural
tolerance. Now it turns out to be the exact opposite: a late medieval hystery and
persecution of alteration. Unfortunately there is no “age of reason and progress”
at the dawn because this is our own imaginary scene, where we are still living in.

8. Who
June 24, 2006

Sharon Begley’s WSJ article is available online as a reprint in a Florida paper
http://www.nwfdailynews.com/articleArchive/jun2006/notevenwrong.php
I haven’t compared this with the original in the WSJ

9. John A
June 24, 2006

I’ve made my comment to Lubos thus:

If you’re deliberately trying to make Peter Woit look even more sane
and string theory ever more implausible by making hysterical
ststements such as these, then you’re going the right way about it.

http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=06/06/23/2226257
http://science.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=06/06/23/2226257
http://www.nwfdailynews.com/articleArchive/jun2006/notevenwrong.php
http://www.nwfdailynews.com/articleArchive/jun2006/notevenwrong.php


I cannot claim advanced knowledge of physics, but I do know some philosophy of
science. If string theory cannot make testable predictions then it is not a
scientific theory, regardless of the intelligence of its proponents, how beautiful
its math, how wonderful its consistency. What has bothered me for a good while
is that quantum gravity appears no more achievable a unification than it did 20
years ago.

I heard the same criticism levelled at Steve McIntyre on ClimateAudit.org
regarding his finding that large numbers of the better known reconstructions of
past climate are statistically meaningless and based upon unphysical
assumptions (a finding recently upheld by a specialist panel convened to look at
these issues). The retorts back have been (in no order of particular precedence):
to compare Steve (and myself) to creationists, Holocaust deniers, to suggest that
if they don’t agree with a “scientific consensus” they must be deranged or paid
to shill for a shadowy right-wing fossil-fuel funded conspiracy, and so on, that we
must be crackpots, that we must be jealous, that we must believe in fairies or
ghosts.

Now, that isn’t to say that Steve McIntyre is vindicated because he is villified –
but simply that the reaction to Peter Woit’s book and views are strikingly similar.

Oh and the repeated refrain of “if you’re so smart why don’t you do a proper
reconstruction using tree rings” as if it was all a slip between measurements and
calculations.

Please, I don’t wish to align Peter Woit’s beliefs about one subject with my own
about another as if they were equivalent or even that Peter Woit agrees with
me(and I’m sure people reading this will have strong views one way or another),
but surely the point is that showing that a widely used method is invalid and a
derivation mistaken is every bit a part of the scientific method as discovering a
new particle or an explanation for a new experimental result. Steve McIntyre has
written that in a sense, what he has done is entirely negative, in showing that
popular methods for climate reconstruction are invalid, without offering an
alternative method.

I find the invective between what Lubos has written about Peter and what has
been written about Steve and myself on occasion to be spookily familiar.

For those of you who have read the books or the weblog of James Randi know
that he receives the greatest diatribes from the most intelligent people who have
convinced themselves of notions which are ridiculous (like the idea of Uri Geller
bending spoons with his mind). I’m glad to say that in his 70s Randi still delights
in demonstrating that the most intelligent people on the planet can be fooled by
trickery and easily deceive themselves.

I’ve no doubt that Lubos Motl and Edward Witten are highly intelligent people,
but what should always be remembered is that that very intelligence can lead to
foolishness, as James Randi is fond of relating.

I will buy the Peter’s book (and “The Elegant Universe” as well) so as to get a
rounded perspective on this controversy.



I will add that no scientist I’ve ever met, nor corresponded with, nor read about
has been orthodox in everything. All of them had had foibles, weird ideas and
made fantastic leaps of illogic on occasion. It appears to go with the territory.

10. John A
June 24, 2006

Oh and Lubos has deleted my comment above, and remarked that:

… I would really appreciate if he stopped nuking my blog articles about
theoretical physics – which he does not understand a single bit – with
nonsensical and emotionally charged reactions.

It would appear that I have inadvertently joined a select club.

11. Isaac
June 24, 2006

I have to correct your misunderstanding of how Slashdot moderation works.
Officially, you can’t both moderate a discussion and participate in it, though
undoubtedly some people get around this with multiple login. And the whole
body of users doesn’t moderate: moderators are chosen randomly from a pool of
“normal” users.

Which is not to say that the Slashdot moderation system works all that well. But
it’s rather more than just people voting on who’s most worth hearing.

12. Joseph
June 24, 2006

that explains why “Some people really get tied in a knot about stuff like this.” is
the most popular comment on this story.

13. J.F. Moore
June 24, 2006

“…the idea of moderating this kind of discussion by having participants vote on
which comments are worthwhile just doesn’t work at all.

If the signal-to-noise ratio is low enough, using any filter becomes pointless.

14. Benjamin
June 25, 2006

I have a basic question about scientific methodology. One of the main criticisms
of string theory is that it has not not produced a prediction which can be falsified
by experiment. But suppose it does, and that prediction is falsified. That is not
necessarily the end of the theory (or any other theory). To be fair, the
protagonists should have a chance to correct any flaws in their theory, perhaps in
light of the new experimental discoveries. That may take time, perhaps quite a
bit of time. It seems to me there is never a definite cutoff point for any theory,
though as time passes the theory will slowly fade away, unless it mends its ways

http://www.climateaudit.org/?p=715#comment-32112
http://www.climateaudit.org/?p=715#comment-32112


or a better one comes along. This may seem basic but I thought it was worth
mentioning.

15. Thomas Larsson
June 25, 2006

Benjamin, something like that has happened already. During the quarter century
which I have been seriously interested in particle physics, at lot of people have
promised that the experimental discovery of SUSY is just around the corner. It
hasn’t happened. Many experiments have tested various natural signals for
SUSY – sparticle detection, light Higgs, proton decay, WIMP detection,
permanent electric dipole moment, muon g-2, B_s oscillation, and probably
several others that I don’t know about. The problem is that all these experiment
have produced null results. Also, my impression is that people think that the
Tevatron should have seen something weird by now, had SUSY been there in the
first place. So you might say that SUSY is almost disproven already.

As Witten stated repeatedly for 20 years, string theory predicts SUSY. Thus
string theory is already having serious trouble with experiments. But when a lot
of people have invested entire careers in a program, experimental failure is
simply not going to be accepted. It took a long time for H A Lorentz and other
aether theorists to accept the Michelson-Morley experiment, Geoff Chew and
Fritjof Capra still seem to believe in the analytic bootstrap, and string theorists
employed the ultimate excuse for denying experimental facts: the anthropic
principle.

16. woit
June 25, 2006

In many cases, a theory that makes a wrong prediction can be fixed by making it
more complicated. Falsification is not so simple; it often works by forcing the
people who believe in a theory to make it more and more complicated, with true
believers never giving up, but most people losing interest in the theory because
it has become a useless mess.

This is completely off-topic, since string theory does not make a single
prediction, so it hasn’t yet even reached this state. One could argue though that
it already has reached the end-point of this process: just to get it to agree with
what we already know about the world, its proponents have been forced to turn
it into a useless mess (aka the anthropic string theory landscape).

17. Ponderer of Things
June 25, 2006

I find it rather remarkable that Lubos retracts a post, and reposts it after a few
days of thinking about it.

It shows that he has limits (maybe he is not completely “out there”).

I also feel that the tide has been turning in Peter’s favor lately (the past year or
so, compared to pre-2005 situation). I think blogosphere has more to do with it,



rather than lack of results from string theory.
The style of argument that we get from Lubos vs. the style of argument from
Peter Woit and Lee Smolin may be another reason. People in general and
physicists in particular have developed BS detector – so even without getting
into details about Calabi-Yau manifolds and multiverses, one can usually tell who
is bluffing and who is arguing honestly. It’s like Bill O’Reilly vs. George Clooney, I
can tune in half-way into the argument, but the argumentative “bully” style vs.
the reasoned and polite voice of conviction tells me everything I need to know.

18. R. Avry Wilson
June 26, 2006

Dear Peter,

I wasn’t sure exactly where to post this comment on your blog, so thought to put
it here – if that’s ok.
___

Thank you for writing this book. Mere moments after I first came into contact
with string theory I recognized its innate failures and ‘endless’ possibilities. Vast,
complex, and untestable mathematics is (to me – I don’t wish to offend anyone
with the following analogy) as much a waste of intelligence as solving the
trillionth prime number, i.e. what exactly is the point of carrying out work that in
the end doesn’t really do anything to move us along? My primary concern is why
it took so long for someone (anyone) to take a stand against the theory(-ies); to
me, it screamed ‘obvious’ to the extreme of pedantic physics. I’d expected string
theory would have been dinosaur-bound by 1980.

From where I stand, the problem has always been simple: limit components to 3
dimensions in all of physics. I remain boggled by any theory that uses multiple
dimensions; using unreality will not define reality – ever.

Kind Regards,

R. Avry Wilson

19. ObsessiveMathsFreak
June 26, 2006

One comment in the Slashdot discussion really leaps out of the page.

Extra dimensions are the epicycles of Modern Physics

It’s a very bold statement, and in many ways, has a lot of validity. The physics
community owes it to itself to respond to this statement. In what way are extra
dimensions fundamentally different from the old theory of epicycles?

20. Riofrio
June 26, 2006

Of course they are epicycles, as are dark energy and inflatons. Does anyone

http://science.slashdot.org/comments.pl?sid=189381&cid=15595426
http://science.slashdot.org/comments.pl?sid=189381&cid=15595426


remember the Emperor’s New Clothes?

21. Chris Oakley
June 26, 2006

In what way are extra dimensions fundamentally different from the old
theory of epicycles?

Well, here’s one way: you can calculate things that agree with experiment using
epicycles.

22. Aaron Bergman
June 26, 2006

Well, besides the fact that they have absolutely no similarities to speak of, you
mean?

23. Chris Oakley
June 26, 2006

Not only that, I’ve done it. The Tibetan and (old) Hindu calendar are based on
circular lunar and solar orbits with a a single epicycle superimposed. This is
used to calculate their calendar, and yes, it is not especially accurate, but it is
OK.

24. sunderpeeche
June 26, 2006

String theory may go the way of phlogiston and the aether. Both concepts
became more and more elaborate (phlogiston had to have negative weight), until
something better simply displaced it. But in both cases, there had to be (and
there was) expt data (which the theories could only explain by adding more
twists to the formalism, until they became untenable). Ultimately, one needs expt
(HEP) data, nothing else will displace ST (or LQG or anything else).

25. JPL
June 26, 2006

I am afraid the analogy between epicycles and extra dimensions is misleading,
since epicycles at least had some predictive power (you could compute observed
orbits from them with some effort) and that is surely part of the reason that they
lasted 1500 years or so. Extra dimensions, on the other hand, don’t seem to
predict much that has been observed!



Yarn Theory

June 25, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

A couple people wrote in this morning to tell me about today’s Doonesbury, which
features slacker Zipper Harris (who has a blog) trying to impress a woman he last
saw in sophomore year of college. He’s still undecided about his major, but tells her:

I’m thinking physics.  Yarn theory.

Comments

1. MathPhys
June 25, 2006

He should do M(otl) Theory.

2. Lubos Woit
June 25, 2006

like sweater yarn?

3. Jason
June 26, 2006

Try to google “Yarn theory”, you’ll get this:
http://www.google.com/search?hl=zh-CN&q=Yarn+theory&btnG=Google+
%E6%90%9C%E7%B4%A2&lr=

4. Bert Schroer
June 26, 2006

No, it’s like sailors yarn.

5. Kea
June 26, 2006

While we’re yarning coarsely…maybe you know this already, but the BBC now
has a blog!

6. Lubos Woit
June 26, 2006

looks like a glorified editorial and column section.

7. Jeremy
June 29, 2006

http://www.doonesbury.com/strip/dailydose/index.html?uc_full_date=20060625
http://www.doonesbury.com/strip/dailydose/index.html?uc_full_date=20060625
http://www.doonesbury.com/strip/thecast/zipper.html
http://www.doonesbury.com/strip/thecast/zipper.html
http://www.doonesbury.com/strip/zipperblog.html
http://www.doonesbury.com/strip/zipperblog.html
http://www.google.com/search?hl=zh-CN&q=Yarn+theory&btnG=Google+%E6%90%9C%E7%B4%A2&lr=
http://www.google.com/search?hl=zh-CN&q=Yarn+theory&btnG=Google+%E6%90%9C%E7%B4%A2&lr=
http://www.google.com/search?hl=zh-CN&q=Yarn+theory&btnG=Google+%E6%90%9C%E7%B4%A2&lr=
http://www.google.com/search?hl=zh-CN&q=Yarn+theory&btnG=Google+%E6%90%9C%E7%B4%A2&lr=
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/theeditors/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/theeditors/


What about radio zoology?



Talks at Strings 2006 Now Available

June 26, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Slides from the talks at Strings 2006 are now available. I’ve spent a little while
looking through them today, and am sorry I don’t have time to say much about them.
Lots of more or less the same thing as in earlier years, and many talks devoted to
complicated arguments designed to, as Eva Silverstein writes, populate, probe or
constrain the Landscape. Nothing remotely like a plausible idea about how to ever get
a prediction of anything out of this, but also virtually no anthropic arguments. I
assume this was due to the iron fist of organizer David Gross.

I was pleasantly surprised to see that there were quite a few mathematically very
interesting talks. Besides many talks of the sort that have been common in recent
years dealing with the topological string, there were several that had nothing to do
with string theory, but involved interesting mathematics related to QFT, and many of
these had to do with work Witten is involved with, so they may get some attention.
These were:

1. Witten’s own talk on Gauge Theory And The Geometric Langlands Program.

2. Kapustin’ talk on the same topic, entitled Topological reduction of supersymmetric
gauge theories and S-duality.

3. Gukov’s talk on Surface Operators in Gauge Theory and Categorification, where he
mentions that some of what he discusses is based on on-going joint work with Witten.

4. Nikita Nekrasov’s talk on Beyond Morse Theory.

So, as far as physics goes, the organizers are not allowing any talks on alternatives to
string theory (the only mention of LQG seems to have been Dijkgraaf’s making fun of
it), but they are willing to allow mathematical talks on QFT that are not related to
string theory, especially since this is the field that Witten seems to be doing a lot of
work in.

Comments

1. Thomas Love
June 26, 2006

Peter wrote: “organizers are not allowing any talks on alternatives to string
theory”. My first thought was “typical Chinese censorship”, but then I
remembered the string motto: “There are no alternatives”.

2. Aaron Bergman
June 26, 2006

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=415
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=415
http://strings06.itp.ac.cn/?id=agenda_arr
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Nobody called this a conference on “quantum gravity”. It’s a conference on
string theory (and perhaps more generally, those things people who call
themselves string theory choose to work on). I’m don’t see why there should
some sort of moral obligation to have talks on alternatives. If the “Loops” people
want to have talks about whatever, they’re certainly welcome to, but that’s not
the point of this particular conference.

3. sunderpeeche
June 26, 2006

It makes sense that if the conference is “Strings 2006” then the organizers would
not allow talks on, e.g. condensed matter physics or biophysics, etc, so “no talks
on alternatives to string theory” doesn’t surprise or bother me. What would be
relevant is, one day, if some testable prediction is made (~on extra dimensions),
and a talk is presented offering a null result (~prediction is falsified) — if such a
talk were disallowed then that would be serious.

4. woit
June 26, 2006

sunderpeeche,

There’s never been or ever will be any danger that a testable prediction will be
made at a Strings 2006 conference.

Aaron,

The organizers can do whatever they want, but given the sad state of affairs of
string theory in recent years, I’d think it would be advisable for them to deal
with alternatives in some other way than by making fun of them. I’m quite glad
to see that they’re having talks on alternatives in mathematical physics, that’s
great.

5. Jason
June 27, 2006

Thomas Love,

Hey, this is a academic conference about string theory! Please, do not intend to
relate everything to the “Chinese censorship”. Situation in China is not that bad.

Anyway, I found those talks on mathematical physics very interesting. I think this
is great.

6. ObsessiveMathsFreak
June 27, 2006

Hey, this is a academic conference about string theory! Please, do not
intend to relate everything to the “Chinese censorship”. Situation in
China is not that bad.

I don’t know. The party line seems to have everyone all strung up. And no doubt



Chairman Gross’ firm stance on religious debate had more than a few dissidents
taken away in knots.

7. sunderpeeche
June 27, 2006

Consider a conference on “alternative energy resources”. Suppose someone
came up with an idea to process crude oil more efficiently, to get double the
quantity of gasolene per unit of crude oil, effectively doubling the world’s
gasolene reserves. Would such a talk be accepted at the conference? I would
guess not. But there would be other places to present such work. So it is that
there are other conferences to present significant non-string theory research.
What about the Lattice 200x conferences? I doubt they would accept papers on
subjects having nothing to do with lattice QCD ~ e.g. string theory. Why should
they?

8. Eli Rabett
June 27, 2006

I’ve been to many topical conferences where there were one or two invited talks
on related fields, the point being to keep people up to speed on what is going on
around them, especially new developments, and to relieve the monotony of the
landscape.

9. Peter Woit
June 27, 2006

sunderpeeche,

Taking a look at the proceedings of a randomly chosen Lattice 200x (Lattice
2000), I note that one of the plenary talks is “Recent Developments in
Superstring Theory” (see http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-lat/011073) by Ashoke Sen.
From what I recall it has not been uncommon for the Lattice XXXX conferences
to have summary talks about developments in string theory, although perhaps
less so the last few years as most theoretical physicists have lost interest in the
subject.

10. sunderpeeche
June 27, 2006

Good. It would be good if the String xxxx confs also had summary talks about
developments in other fields. Strings 2005 had a talk on developments in Cosmic
Strings (Polchinski), which is not quite the same as ST. Depends on the
organizers.

11. Who
June 27, 2006

I’ve been to many topical conferences where there were one or two invited talks
on related fields, the point being to keep people up to speed on what is going on
around them, especially new developments, and to relieve the monotony of the

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-lat/011073
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landscape.

By way of illustration, Loops ’05 scheduled two invited string talks in plenary
session and a third talk in parallel session. The first two were by Dijkgraaf
(“Quantum geometry and topological strings”) and by Thiesen (“Gravity from
String Theory”). The third, by Dorothea Bahns, was more narrowly focused (“The
Invariant Charges of the Nambu-Goto String”).

12. Matthew
June 27, 2006

From what I recall it has not been uncommon for the Lattice XXXX conferences
to have summary talks about developments in string theory

Well, the ones I was at had “Lattice” SUSY/string talks, but nothing specific to
string theory that was non-lattice related. It’s common practice to have one or
two experimentalists give plenary talks, and one talk on high energy theory, such
as Zoltan Ligeti’s talk on CKM physics at lattice 2005.

although perhaps less so the last few years as most theoretical physicists have
lost interest in the subject.

It’s more that lattice people tend to have slightly lower energy things in mind
(like hadronic decay constants). There is a fair fraction of the community that
does SUSY/Strings/”formal” QFT type though. See Neuberger’s talk at lattice
2005, for example.

13. sunderpeeche
June 27, 2006

I just saw this. Has it been mentioned elsewhere? Apologies if so. (Smiting
dragons?) “Wrong” “completely wrong” “not even wrong” … I had not heard of
the first two, only the last.

http://www.movementarian.com/2006/06/12/peter-woit-smites-dragons-during-
the-day-and-superstrings-at-night/

14. Kea
June 28, 2006

I finally had a look at these talks. I thought Gukov’s was a nice introduction to
the link between String theory and recent work on Khovanov homology in the
paper by Pfeiffer and Lauda.
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Responses To WSJ Article

June 27, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

The lack of any serious (Lubos doesn’t count) response to my book from string
theorists since its appearance in the UK a month or so ago has begun to surprise me a
bit. I was also suprised at how weak the defense of string theory was that the Wall
Street Journal’s Sharon Begley put in her recent article. It seems that she did talk to
some string theorists, but couldn’t get much usable from them (one supposedly told
her that the best argument for string theory was the anthropic landscape). Peskin’s
argument that string theory’s biggest success is its “explanation” of the number of
generations was evidently the best he could come up with, although it’s obviously
very weak.

I’ve heard that the WSJ has gotten some correspondence about this, with Jacques
Distler writing in to complain about the article. In one letter from him (also signed by
his two collaborators), he claims that Smolin is wrong to say that string theory is not
falsifiable, since Distler has a recent paper called Falsifiying String Theory Through
WW Scattering.

This paper was discussed extensively here. You can make up your own mind about it,
but it’s undeniable that the calculations in the paper don’t involve string theory at all
(Distler’s two co-authors are not string theorists). Pretty amazing trick to show that a
theory is falsifiable without actually using the theory at all.

There are two obvious problems with the claim in the title of the paper, the first is
that when one says a theory is falsifiable, one is talking about the characteristic
predictions of the theory, and that’s not what the paper is about. The second is that
“string theory” is an ill-defined term, and many versions of “string theory” don’t
satisfy the assumptions of the paper (one of the co-authors admits this in the
comment section). To fudge his way around this, in the letter to the WSJ, Distler
refers to “the canonical definition of string theory” as opposed to “string theory”,
although he provides no reference to what this is. Putting “canonical definition” and
“string theory” into Google doesn’t turn up anything relevant.

It will be interesting to see if a referee can be found who will go along with allowing
the “falsifiying string theory” claim. Most physicists, string theorist and not, that I’ve
talked to about this think it’s way out of bounds. It seems to me pretty amazing that
Distler would choose to take this case to the Wall Street Journal.

We’ll also see if the WSJ publishes the letter, if not I’ve asked one of the co-authors if
they’ll let me publish it here.

I could certainly do a better job of defending string theory than the people Begley
talked to. The strongest argument string theorists have is clearly the one that they
have “the most promising approach to quantum gravity”. The problem with this is
that there are plenty of people who disagree, especially those who do LQG. This is the
reason that Distler has been on an anti-LQG campaign throughout the blogosphere
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recently. His latest posting is about this, with comment section featuring the always
incoherent Lubos Motl, and the trademark Distlerian sarcastic sneering at people he
disagrees with, e.g. the following comment on a paper by Thomas Thiemann:

I suppose that it is only Thomas’s natural modesty that prevented him from
submitting this paper for the Clay prize.

In the first comment, someone quotes from my book something I have to say about
the issue being discussed in this posting. For the record, I’m no expert on LQG, and
can’t judge exactly how close they are to having a fully satisfactory quantum gravity
theory, but my impression is that what they are doing is a more promising approach
to quantum gravity than string theory, and the fact that they are convincing more
people about this is what is getting Distler and others very worked up. I also don’t
think either LQG or string theory has made any headway on the problems of the
standard model, although several orders of magnitude more effort have gone into the
string theory approach.

Since Distler has a whole posting and ongoing discussion in his comment section
about this and I’m no expert, if you want to discuss LQG, its problems and prospects,
or comparisons to string theory, please do it there, not here.

Comments

1. woit
June 27, 2006

As expected, the first comment here was another sortie in the string theory/LQG
warfare. I’ve deleted it, and will delete any others. The commenter did make the
useful suggestion that an alternate location for people to discuss this is:

http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-10-results-in-lqg-and-spin-
foams.html

2. Aaron Bergman
June 27, 2006

No, the comment was about mostly about you. I only mentioned the link and the
frustrating fact that nobody has responded and referred them there.

3. Peter Woit
June 27, 2006

OK Aaron,

I don’t want anyone to feel that what I’m doing is deleting criticism of me, so
here’s the relevant part of your deleted comment:

“I’m beginning to think that string theorists can’t win. When we ignore LQG,
we’re being insular and closed-minded. When we criticize LQG, it’s because
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“they are convincing more people” and that’s making us “very worked up.””

It was deleted purely because since it wasn’t explicitly aimed at me, I was sure
others would take up the cudgels and respond and the battle woud soon be
raging here.

If this criticism is aimed purely at me, I’ll just note that my comments about this
have not been that string theorists “ignore LQG”, it’s that their response to it is
nearly uniform hostility. Robert Dijkgraaf, normally a sensible sort, spent part of
his summary talk at Strings 2006 making fun of it. David Gross at his recent
public talk called it something he didn’t normally discuss in polite company.

Whether this hostility is reasonable or not depends on what you think of the
achievements of LQG versus the achievements of string theory. Personally I don’t
think it’s reasonable, but that discussion belongs elsewhere, not here right now.

4. Garbage
June 27, 2006

Hey Peter,

The Distler et al. paper would in principle (in the absence of a light higgs) falsify
any theory whose S matrix obeys Lorentz invariance, unitarity and analyticity for
all scales. Given that (at least in its perturbative version) string theory was
constructed to produce an S matrix obeying such requirements, a violation of the
given bounds will imply that whatever it’s been called string theory so far can
not be a valid UV completion of the standard model. To me, the fact that the
paper does not explicitely reffers to what string theory is, or any GUT in
particular, is more of a virtue than a weakness, and it is a very elegant way to
overcome the decoupling problem (Distler quote as Georgi’s). There is a
remaining question, namely, at which scale the new physics will enter and
whether or not it will be Planck supressed. We are yet to await until LHC
answers that question…
Regarding LQG, or other attemps such as discrete QG, it is possible that they
might emerge as possible candidates since Lorentz, as well as unitarity violations
(without so far drastic consequences) have been found in such scenarios.

5. Johan
June 27, 2006

Not that this proves much of anything, but of all the scientists I’ve talked to, no
one’s made an impression on me like Thomas Thiemann. He’s so smart that it’s
depressing.

6. Carl
June 27, 2006

On the subject of “sarcastic sneering”, it seems to me that this is a lot more
common now than it once was, and the only explanation for this is that it is more
effective now. That is, that people are more afraid now of being ridiculed as a
fool.



I am reminded of the Kaczynski’s manifesto, where he said that the population
was being excessively socialized, and that this was removing their ability to
achieve satisfaction. (He found satisfaction by living off the woods and mailing
bombs.)

In the logical world of physics and mathematics, sarcasm is an appeal to social
pressure that has little obvious place. I’ve almost just written that it is too bad
that there is not more Unabomber types in Physics.

Carl

7. Arun
June 27, 2006

Peter,

While not disputing at all the way you characterize the tone of the discussion at
Distler’s blog, it is true that there is a serious point there. I’ll only say that it
seems to me that one must read the papers for oneself, there is no other reliable
way of knowing the state of LQG.

8. Peter Woit
June 27, 2006

Garbage,

The paper is never going to falsify anything. Even the authors admit that their
result is only relevant if something that they think is extremely unlikely happens:
no light Higgs and you see a violation of their bounds. This is not going to
happen, even they don’t think so. The result is of purely theoretical, not practical
interest.

The claim of “we can falsify string theory” is there for a political reason, to allow
one of its authors to attack people like Smolin (e.g. by writing letters to the Wall
Street Journal), and any one else who dares point out that string theory is a
vacuous idea since it predicts nothing and can’t be falsified.

You can’t get something for nothing. You can’t “falsify string theory” by writing a
paper that has nothing to do with string theory. If the authors can show that
their results apply to all the classes of models that people doing string
phenomenology are currently using to try and make contact with experiment,
that would be interesting. They need to actually discuss such classes of real,
viable string models and write a paper that says something about string theory
before they can claim to be able to falsify the idea.

If their bounds actually were by some miracle violated, what you would see
happen is that most string theorists would argue that this meant that QFT was
no longer viable and one had to do string theory.

9. Anon
June 27, 2006



Is there any class of string models (however unrealistic) that their dispersion
relation bounds would not apply to?

If you know of one, you should write a paper about it. As far as I understand,
these relations are generic to all (perturbative?) string theory backgrounds.

10. Peter Woit
June 27, 2006

Anon,

Most supposedly realistic string theory models that I know about involve
introducing branes, which are inherently non-perturbative objects. I just don’t
see that their arguments apply to these models. If they have an argument that
they do, they should make it.

In any case, it’s ridiculous to go around saying that you can “falsify string
theory” when your argument only applies to perturbative string theory, and the
standard ideology of the subject is that understanding non-perturbative string
theory is what is going to save the subject from its well-known problems with
making contact with reality.

Recall that Gross and many others continually tell us “we don’t really know what
string theory is”, and that understanding what it is will involve getting rid of our
conventional ideas about space (and maybe time). Once we do that, what
happens to the author’s Lorentz invariance and analyticity assumptions?

11. Anon
June 27, 2006

Every string background (with some number of flat dimensions) that I know of
has an S-matrix which satisfies the usual analyticity assumptions.

If you’re arguing that some future developments in nonperturbative string theory
will produce backgrounds which violate this property, it’s hard to say with any
certainty that you’re wrong. But there’s zero evidence that you’re right.

On the other hand, if you are arguing that there’s a known string background
that violates this property, then you should just say what it is, and end the
argument right there.

12. Aaron Bergman
June 27, 2006

Robert Dijkgraaf, normally a sensible sort, spent part of his summary talk at
Strings 2006 making fun of it.

I wasn’t in Beijing, but Dijkgraaf often gives humorous talks. I’d guess that the
‘hostility’ you’re referring to was simply a joke.

I find it depressing that you seem to ignore all the scientific criticisms and just
focus on this ‘hostility’. Frankly, I’d wish you’d focus a lot less on personality



issues and more on science. So, Lubos is an idiot, and you don’t like Jacques.
That has absolutely no bearing on whether string theory is ‘not even wrong’ or
not. Take this, for example:

The claim of “we can falsify string theory” is there for a political reason, to allow
one of its authors to attack people like Smolin (e.g. by writing letters to the Wall
Street Journal), and any one else who dares point out that string theory is a
vacuous idea since it predicts nothing and can’t be falsified.

This is baseless speculation. You have no idea whether it’s true or not. So, why
say it? I doubt it helps you convince other people.

13. woit
June 28, 2006

Anon,

My point is that you don’t know what the underlying non-perturbative theory is
that determines the background. In the full string theory these “backgrounds”
are supposed to have some sort of dynamics. You’re working in an approximation
where you ignore that and fix the background. In this approximation, if you make
certain assumptions, like 4 flat dimensions, maybe you will get the properties at
issue. But I just don’t see any argument that they are still there outside this
approximation.

Again, every talk I’ve seen David Gross give in recent years he goes on about
how really understanding what non-perturbative string theory is will require
giving up our standard idea of what space and time is at short distances At short
distances, Lorentz invariance is more or less precisely our standard idea of what
space and time is. If Gross is right, where’s the argument that the analyticity and
Lorentz invariance properties at issue will survive in a full theory without
conventional short distance notions of space and time?

String theorists assume for no good reason that some unknown dynamics is
spontaneously breaking the 10d Lorentz invariance of the perturbative
superstring down to 4d Lorentz invariance, no? What’s the argument that this
unknown mechanism that ruins things in 10d leaves them alone in 4d?

14. Anon
June 28, 2006

“You’re working in an approximation where you ignore that and fix the
background.”

In asymptotically-flat spacetimes, different backgrounds are superselection
sectors.

“Again, every talk I’ve seen David Gross give in recent years he goes on about
how really understanding what non-perturbative string theory is will require
giving up our standard idea of what space and time is at short distances…”



In other words, you don’t have an example of a string background whose
S-matrix violates these analyticity assumptions, and you are wildly speculating
that some future developments in nonperturbative string theory might produce
one which does.

That’s a pretty thin basis on which to go on the attack.

15. woit
June 28, 2006

Aaron,

Yes, Dijkgraaf’s comment was a joke, one about how incompetent the LQGers
are. Supposedly the audience erupted in laughter at this.

I take one look at Jacques’s comment section on his posting, see him up to his
normal sneering, other major participants Lubos and Lubos-wannabee Michael,
and have a very hard time believing that these are people trying to have a
serious scientific discussion. I’ve had the experience with all three of them of
trying to have a serious scientific discussion about string theory, and finding it a
waste of time since they weren’t interested, but were only interested in attacking
me as a crackpot/incompetent/whatever.
Sorry, that’s a commentary on personalities and their hostile behavior, but that’s
what I see.

As for the “string theory is falsifiable” issue, again, I’m calling it as I see it. The
WSJ article contained the perfectly accurate statement by Lee that “string theory
cannot be disproved”. Distler chose to write to them to complain about this,
invoking a bogus argument about “canonically defined string theory” that is
besides the point, and he should know it.

16. woit
June 28, 2006

Anon,

You’re ignoring what I write and bringing in irrelevancies.

“In asymptotically-flat spacetimes, different backgrounds are superselection
sectors”

Is it known that realistic backgrounds are all different superselection sectors of
non-perturbative string theory? I know plenty of string theorists who don’t want
that to be true and are operating under the assumption that it isn’t (e.g. Gross).

The rest of your comment just completely ignores my answers to your question. I
don’t see the point of retyping it again.

17. Anon
June 28, 2006

I think you completely misunderstand Gross’s position, and am pretty certain he



would disagree with you on the S-matrix in nonperturbative string theory.

If you want to cite him as an authority in your argument with Distler & co., you’ll
have to do better (like maybe solicit a statement from him, supporting your
position).

18. Aaron Bergman
June 28, 2006

Sorry, that’s a commentary on personalities and their hostile behavior, but that’s
what I see

If you don’t like the tone there, how about the criticism by people like Nicolai,
Peeters & Zamaklar, Helling & Policastro, and others? It’s hardly fair of you to
ignore it. Regardless, the personality of the person doing the criticism has
absolutely no bearing on the legitimacy of the critique.

19. DC
June 28, 2006

Question:

Is each of the 10^500 worlds of the anthropic principle a (theoretical) closed
system? If so, I would say that the requirement for the existence of 10^500-1
universes completely immune to observation is a particularly troubling weakness
of string theory.

(6 yr old Physics *AB* here, so please don’t get too technical…)

20. sunderpeeche
June 28, 2006

One obvious question is why did 2 coauthors agree to put their names on a paper
with a title “Falsifying String Theory …” if the paper has nothing to do with ST?

21. Cecil Kirksey
June 28, 2006

Peter:

I have enjoyed reading your blog. I discovered it by googling for “critique of
string theory”. I will certainly buy your book when it comes out. I think I
understand your arguments against string/M theory. But to help clarify your
position can you please respond to the following.

There seems to me to be three possibilities:
1. String/M theory is wrong. Our universe is not described by this theory.
2a.String/M theory is correct but our universe is not unique and that there is no
vacuum selection principle. There are multiple universes and ours is just one
manifestation of this theory.
2b. String/M theory is correct. Our universe is unique but we humans will
forever lack the mental capacity to discover the vacuum selection principle.



2c. String/M theory is correct. Our universe is unique and we humans have the
mental capacity to discover the vacuum selection principle but as of yet have not
done so.
3. In the development of string/M theory a logic error or incorrect assumption
was made and if corrected a valid theory will be discovered.

If 2 is correct then by definition the theory CANNOT be falsified. And the theory
can make very general predications and be adjusted to agree with any
observation. This seems to me to be your primary issue.

I am most interested in the third possibility. If you believe that string/M theory is
“not even wrong” is it due to option 1 or 3? It seems to me that it maybe possible
for some smart iconoclastic theorist to revisit the formulation of string/M theory
and revise some of the assumptions used to develop the theory. Thus possibilly
avoiding the vacuum selection problem. Reducing from “real” 10 or 11 spacetime
dimensions to 4 forces one to invent or discover a vacuum selection principle.
But suppose we are misled in to believing that compactification is even required?

Suppose that the universe really has a fourth spatial dimension of the same
“size” as the other three that we experience. How would this fourth dimension
make itself known to us? Either through our senses or instruments that we make
to observe some measurement. But the measurement to be made is based on
some theoretical prediction. Most arguments that reject more than three spatial
dimensions assume that GR is valid in more than four spacetime dimensions.
Suppose it is not valid then what? How would string/M theory look if
compactification was not invoked? Just some thoughts.

Thanks for a great blog. I look forward to reading your book.

22. woit
June 28, 2006

sunderpeeche,

The two coauthors are not string theorists.

Aaron,

I don’t know how many hundred times I have to say something like this. I’m a
particle theorist, not a quantum gravity theorist. As a result, I’ve not spent time
paying close attention to exactly what the state of the LQG program is and don’t
intend to. Many other smart people are and I think that’s great, but life is short
and one has to decide what to spend one’s time on. People with these interests
should respectfully debate the technical problems involved, learn new things and
try and make progress, or give up and do something else if the problems are
insuperable. If I wanted to work in this area, I would encourage this discussion
here and take part in it. I don’t at the moment, but want to think about and
discuss other things. I have every intention of ignoring the detailed criticisms of
LQG, just as I ignore the details of what people working in LQG have
accomplished, and I think this is perfectly fair. If string theory’s only claim was
that it was a theory of quantum gravity, I’d be ignoring that too, and so would



most of the rest of the physics community.

Anon,

You continue to just ignore the points I make and questions I ask and raise
irrelevancies. I was not invoking Gross as an authority for anything I had to say,
just as the most well known example of someone who believes that string theory
is someday actually going to explain the properties of the standard model. If
string theorists have completely given up on this, they should say so, and let
Mike Peskin know he should stop telling the media the reason to believe in string
theory is that it is going to explain the number of generations.

23. woit
June 28, 2006

Cecil,

My belief is simply 1. As an idea about unification, string theory is just wrong,
and fundamentally so. It can’t be fixed by just changing one piece of it.

The physical effects of extra dimension depend on exactly how you introduce
them. The study of these possibilities is what thousands of physicists have been
working on for more than 20 years. None of the infinite variety of effects
predicted by any of these possibilities have ever been observed, and even most
string theorists don’t expect to be able to observe them in the forseeable future.

24. sunderpeeche
June 28, 2006

As a non-string theorist, I would not put my name on a ST paper. I would not put
my name on any paper where I was not satisfied or could not validate the
contents (I might compromise on the wording etc with coauthors, but not on the
substance of the paper). Why would 2 non-string theorists agree to put their
names on a paper if they could not establish the veracity of its contents?

25. woit
June 28, 2006

sunderpeeche,

You’ll have to ask them. I assume that they found assurances from their co-
author and other string theorists they talked to sufficient. It’s not exactly
unusual though in science for some co-authors of a paper to not be experts on all
aspects of the paper, and to rely on the expertise of others.

26. Tony Smith
June 28, 2006

Peter, you say
“… The lack of any serious (Lubos … and the trademark Distlerian sarcastic
sneering … doesn’t count) response to my book from string theorists since its



appearance in the UK a month or so ago has begun to surprise me a bit. ….”.

Such silence sounds to me similar to the 1950s when Oppenheimer, the then-
current Pope of Princeton who advocated the Copenhagen interpretation of QM,
said about Bohm, who was working on an alternative interpretation:

“… if we cannot disprove Bohm, then we must agree to ignore him. …”.

The source of the quote was Max Dresden (in my opinion impeccably honest) and
The Bohm biography Infinite Potential, by F. David Peat (Addison-Wesley
1997),page 133. Here are some relevant excerpts from that book:
“… Max Dresden … read Bohm’s papers … errors were difficult to detect … von
Neumann’s “proof” … did not rule out the sort of theory that Bohm had
proposed. … Oppenheimer [said]…
“We consider it juvenile deviationism … we don’t waste our time …” [by] actually
read[ing] the paper …
Dresden … present[ed] Bohm’s work in a seminar to the Princeton Institute …
The reception he received came as considerable shock to Dresden. Reactions to
the theory were based less on scientific grounds than on accusations that Bohm
was a fellow traveler, a Trotskyite, and a traitor. It was suggested that Dresden
himself was stupid to take Bohm’s ideas seriously. … all in all the overall reaction
was that the scientific community should “pay no attention to Bohm’s work” …
Abraham Pais also used the term “juvenile deviationism”. Another physicist said
that Bohm was “a public nuisance” …”.

It seems that the silent treatment plus ad hominem attacks has been a tradition
of the USA physics community for at least 50 years. Plu ca change …

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

27. ksh95
June 28, 2006

sunderpeeche said:

As a non-string theorist, I would not put my name on a ST paper. I
would not put my name on any paper where I was not satisfied or could
not validate the contents…

My name is on papers I have yet to read fully. Many times (if I know the other
authors personally and trust them) I have written my section and, based on a few
meetings, have assumed the other authors would do a good job.

I am not in anyway endorsing my own actions, but I am making the point that not
all scientists take as much care as you.

28. D R Lunsford
June 28, 2006

OK, a quick glance at this paper, where is the string theory? You might as well

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


replace the words “string theory” by “homuncular biology”, “phlogiston
dynamics”, or “epicyclic astrometry”.

Suppose that the universe really has a fourth spatial dimension of the same
“size” as the other three that we experience. How would this fourth dimension
make itself known to us?

You couldn’t tie your shoes.

-drl

29. justin
June 28, 2006

“I’ve not spent time paying close attention to exactly what the state of the LQG
program is and don’t intend to.” — PW

This is a little frusterating for those of us who would like to engage you in a
discussion in the relative merits of string theory as a research program.

1) You say that you would like to see hep-th research substantially diversify.

2) Many of us point out that there is really no viable alternative to string theory
as a theory of quantum gravity. If planck scale physics is your interest, string
theory is the only game in town.

3) You object, saying that LQG is a neglected but nevertheless thriving
alternative to string theory as a research program in QG.

4) We disagree, and try to explain why in scientific and technical terms

5) You shut down the discussion, explaining that you don’t care about QG anyway
and you have no interest in becoming educated on the issue.

Unfortunately, QG is the primary achievement of string theory. If you don’t care
about QG, its no wonder that string theory is not of interest to you—for physics
at the TeV scale, everyone will agree that the explanatory power of string theory
is weak at best. Fine, but if you don’t care about QG, you have no right to
criticize people who do.

But I suspect that you do care about QG. Every hep theorist wants to know
physics at the ultimate cutoff. In this case, if you want to be critical of string
theory, you should have something to say about its obvious alternatives.
Especially, you should be open to the possibility that the alternatives might not
be any better, or even far worse (as is the case for LQG, in my opinion).

30. sunderpeeche
June 28, 2006

A very nice letter from Michael Peskin to the EPP2010 committee. In the end,
one must just see what the LHC produces (and build the ILC!). It’s the only way
to know just how wrong life, the universe and everything is.



www7.nationalacademies.org/ bpa/EPP2010_Feedback_Peskin.pdf

31. sunderpeeche
June 28, 2006

clickable link

http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_Feedback_Peskin.pdf

32. Garbage
June 28, 2006

“If Gross is right, where’s the argument that the analyticity and Lorentz
invariance properties at issue will survive in a full theory without conventional
short distance notions of space and time?”

Sure the scenario might no be that realistic, nevertheless, it opens a new
windows worthwile exploring. But that is not the point here, the point is that, if
the bounds are actually violated in the absence of a light Higgs (physically
possible though unlikely) ST will have to start taking these ideas you point out a
bit more seriously….LQG at al. have explored them enough to start to be a
serious candidate if such case were to happen in nature.
I dont understand why is it so hard to admit that this sort of dispersion relations
are sensitive to the UV in such a way that assumptions on the UV completion of
the SM can be tested, included ST or whatever GUT you want.

33. Thomas Love
June 28, 2006

Peter wrote:

“I’m a particle theorist, not a quantum gravity theorist. ”

Einstein’s basic idea was that the particles (he only spoke of the electron and
proton) should arise naturally from the geometry of space-time. What is quantum
gravity but a study of the excitations of space-time? Thus I would argue that
‘particle theory’ and ‘quantum gravity’ are synonyms.

34. fh
June 28, 2006

Aaron Bergmann, the critique is unreasonable because some of these issues at
least have been pointed out to Distler and he keeps making the same wrong or
irrelevant points over and over again.

Most of the criticism can be reduced to “it’s unfamiliar”.
Other of the criticisms voiced (re: QCD) have actually been answered by
Thiemann on the String Coffee Table more then a year ago. The attack on the
mathematical quality and accuracy of the work of people on the level of
Thiemann and Freidel discredits Distler further. It’s hard not to read this as
malice.

http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_Feedback_Peskin.pdf
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bpa/EPP2010_Feedback_Peskin.pdf


35. Cecil Kirksey
June 28, 2006

Peter:

Thanks for the reply. But if you believe #1 in my list of possibilities, and since the
theory has not been falsified what do you SPECIFICALLY believe that the theory
assumes is not compatible with our universe. Is it the idea of strings per se or
some addition assumptions that are invoked to eliminate some apparent
mathematical problems.

36. woit
June 28, 2006

Justin,

I don’t agree at all with your comments about the relative value of string theory
and LQG as theories of quantum gravity, but that’s just not a point I want to
spend my time arguing. Other people can do that much better than me. I’m not
shutting down this discussion, I’m pointing people to the most appropriate places
to carry it on, which are at the blogs of people working on LQG or actively
interested in discussing it. Some string theorists refuse to believe me, but I
honestly take great care to not go on about things I don’t understand. I just don’t
have the time now to develop the kind of expertise required for me to feel
comfortable engaging in the kind of arguments over LQG that people want to
have.

The problem with string theory as a theory of particle physics is not that its
explanatory power at the TeV scale is “weak at best”. Its explanatory power as
regards particle physics is zero at any scale, up to and including the GUT scale
and beyond. If string theorists will finally admit this, and stop continually
promoting their subject as a unified theory that is going to explain the standard
model, you’re going to hear a lot less from me about this. What I am upset about
and trying to do something about is the disastrous effect string theory has had
on the subject that matters most to me, particle theory. If you want to argue this
point, I’m happy to do it here. If you want to argue about LQG, you should be
doing it with an LQG expert.

37. woit
June 28, 2006

Cecil,

I specifically believe that the idea that the universe is 10 or 11 dimensional, with
the properties of particles dependent on how you get rid of the other 6 or 7
dimensions, is fundamentally wrong and can’t ever work.

38. sunderpeeche
June 28, 2006

Reply to ksh95 — in a large expt HEP collaboration, indeed one cannot demand



editorial control over the whole paper. But (I presume) you could in principle
validate the contents of the whole thing if you tried. Surely the two coauthors on
Distler’s paper could verify if the contents of the paper actually had any ST? Or if
the title was appropriate?

39. woit
June 28, 2006

Thomas,
Unfortunately, Einstein was wrong about this. Particles are excitations of
quantum fields. If someone has an idea of how to get these quantum fields out of
the geometry of space-time, I’m all ears, but I haven’t seen a really promising
one yet.

40. Anon
June 28, 2006

FH,

Maybe you should leave a comment over there, pointing out his errors and
misunderstandings. If he’s wrong or off the mark, it should be easy to point out
where he’s gone astray.

41. Alejandro Rivero
June 28, 2006

The subtext of Justin’s comment it is very clear: a theory of particle physics is not
ultimate, so particle physics is not a worthy pursuit, only gravity is.

42. woit
June 28, 2006

Garbage,

What I’m denying is that “string theory” is well enough understood in the UV for
this kind of argument to falsify it. That’s all. The argument is “If string theory
satisfies A, B, C then bounds”. If bounds are violated, this doesn’t falsify string
theory.

43. woit
June 28, 2006

I should perhaps explain my point of view about quantum gravity a bit more.

Sure, I’m interested in it, and try and follow what people are doing. But, unless
somebody figures out a way to measure QG effects experimentally, it’s a
problematic research area. I’ve written about this elsewhere. I believe that we’re
not going to really understand QG until we understand in a unified way the
dynamics of space-time geometry and the dynamics of the Standard model
geometry. If and when we do that, we’ll have a QG which is linked into a
structure which is testable. String theory purports to do this, but it has failed.



Pretty much all the LQG stuff I have seen doesn’t even try and do this, except for
some recent stuff, which to me looks highly preliminary, but if it starts looking
more convincing, I’d definitely be spending time paying attention to it.

44. Aaron Bergman
June 28, 2006

Aaron Bergmann, the critique is unreasonable because some of these issues at
least have been pointed out to Distler and he keeps making the same wrong or
irrelevant points over and over again.

What does Jacques have to do with any of this? As best I’ve been able to discern,
the questions I asked over on Christine’s blog have not ever been responded to,
except that Lee did say that he has wondered about the Immirizi parameter
issue, too. A lot of physicists read this blogs if you haven’t noticed, and I can tell
you that the silence in response to these issues plays into the bad reputation that
LQG has with some people I’ve talked to.

Out of deference to Peter, I won’t say any more here, but if you claim the
questions have been answered, can you please post some links over on
Christine’s blog, and I can respond there?

45. Thomas Love
June 28, 2006

Peter, “It’s a difference of opinion which makes horse races”.

I replied privately with details.

46. Aaron Bergman
June 28, 2006

I did a little more googling, and I’m being a bit unfair to Lee. He did respond
that, contra Carlip, he believed there was a unique quantization of quantum
gravity in 2+1 dimensions (I believe Freidel implied the same) and encouraged
me to do further research on the comparison of Carlip and LOST.

47. Cecil Kirksey
June 28, 2006

To D R Lunsford:

You responded to my completely reasonable question:

“Suppose that the universe really has a fourth spatial dimension of the same
“size” as the other three that we experience. How would this fourth dimension
make itself known to us?”

with:

“You couldn’t tie your shoes.”



I suppose that is to be interpreted as a rejection of a large fourth spatial
dimension. But maybe you can tell me: How do you know? How would this fourth
dimension reveal itself? In some braneworld models the higher dimensions are
hidden apparently except through gravity. But I was even questioning this. How
do we know that GR is valid in more than four spacetime dimensions?

48. Garbage
June 28, 2006

“The argument is “If string theory satisfies A, B, C then bounds”. If bounds are
violated, this doesn’t falsify string theory.”

??????

If string theory satisfies A,B,C and the bounds which follow from such
assumptions are violated, the only logical conclusion is that A,B,C can not be
part of the UV completion of the SM, and all the version of ST with A,B,C should
be ruled out [There are thecnical issues as to whether higher order operators
might spoil the bounds if the cutoff is somehow lower than naively expected]
If, as you point out, that means we should give up in Lorentz invariance, that is a
huge step and the efforts to produce such type of constraints extremely
important an worthwhile pursuing. Can you imagine to turn on the LHC and be
able to probe Lorentz invariance!!
Again, it is unlikely there is a light higgs as it is that the bounds will be violated,
it is also unclear whether there is Planck supression, this is also related to extra
dimension and the actual scale of gravity. That doesnt mean, as a matter of
principle, that all the forms of ST known so far to obey Lorentz invariance
(analyticity and unitarity) will be potentially falsified!

Note: I’d say that unitarity might as well break down at scales where our notion
of spacetime doesnt make any sense. I have no intuition for analyticity though…

49. Chris Oakley
June 28, 2006

Peter,

I found your book in the two main Cambridge (UK) bookshops (Heffers &
Borders) today. FWIW, the Borders one had a handwritten staff recommendation
(the only one in the science section). One thing though – I don’t think that the
picture of you on the inside back cover is very suitable. You look too much like a
student who has just committed a prank.

So for the US edition I propose the following: a picture of you holding a sword
aloft with a suitably stern expression and hair and doctoral robes billowing out
behind. Borrow a wind machine from the labs if necessary to achieve the latter
effect.

50. Tony Smith
June 28, 2006



Sunderpeeche said “… A very nice letter from Michael Peskin to the EPP2010
committee. In the end, one must just see what the LHC produces (and build the
ILC!). …”.

Although I very strongly agree with Peskin’s overall recommendation that the
LHC should be supported and the ILC built (particularly with respect to getting a
fuller understanding of the Higgs mechanism), Peskin made a statement that I
consider to be significantly historically inaccurate:
“… Super-symmetry was first discovered as a theoretical concept in superstring
theory. …”.

IIRC, supersymmetry became of high interest to particle physics theorists with
respect to supergravity theories, in which super-Lie algebras were used to evade
the Coleman-Mandula theorem that obstructed unification of gravity with the
Standard Model.

This is not just a minor historical nit-pick, in light of the tendency of partisans in
the superstring/LQG war to act as though the only games in town for Quantum
Gravity are superstrings and LQG,
despite the fact that
supergravity theories united Gravity and Particle Physics by using the
MacDowell-Mansouri mechanism with respect to a Sp(2) = Spin(2,3) Lie algebra
(as part of the relevant Lie superalgebra) to produce a gravity Lagrangian that
looks a lot like Einstein-Hilbert.

Therefore, it seems to me that modification or generalization of supergravity
should be at least an equal participant in the Quantum Gravity wars now
dominated by superstring and LQG partisans.

In fact, since some M-theorists see N=8 supergravity as a possible limiting case
of M-theory, it may be that supergravity could be advocated as part of the string
theory agenda, but to do that right, they would have to show explicit equivalence
between the direct superstring gravity formulation and the limiting case
supergravity MacDowell-Mansouri gravity (i.e., to explicitly show in detail the
superstring – M-theory – supergravity relationship). AFAIK, that has not yet been
done.

My primary point in writing historical comments such as this and a few other
recent ones on this blog and JoAnne’s entries about LHC data at Cosmic Variance
is
that those who ignore history may be condemning themselves to repeat its
mistakes.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – It seems to me that DRL’s statement that if we live in 4 large spatial
dimensions we could not tie our shoes is clear, but another commentator seemed
to have difficulty with it, so here is another (more or less equivalent) formulation:
If we lived in 4 large spatial dimensions there would be no way to distinguish
left-handedness from right-handedness, thus invalidating a lot of particle physics

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


experimental results (there was an old Outer Limits TV show about that point).

51. justin
June 29, 2006

Dear Peter,

I respect your desire not to engage in discussion outside of your knowledge
base… however, I encourage you to form some opinion on the alternatives to ST,
since I think this is very relevant to the discussion. If there were 15 alternative
approaches to QG which were even half as promising as string theory, the state
of our field would be very different.

“The problem with string theory as a theory of particle physics is not that its
explanatory power at the TeV scale is “weak at best”. Its explanatory power as
regards particle physics is zero at any scale, up to and including the GUT scale
and beyond.” –PW

I think this is unfair. We don’t know physics beyond the TeV scale, so we have no
idea whether string theory could provide a useful explanation for it. String
theory at least provides some pictures for what this physics could be.

52. anonymous
June 29, 2006

Hi Aaron,
The lost theorem only talks about the uniqueness of the kinematical (prior to
solving the Hamiltonian constraint) Hilbert space. Different choices of
Hamiltonian constraint operator can lead to inequivalent physical Hilbert spaces.
(ofcourse how to define inner product on kernel of Hamiltonian constraint in the
absence of observables is a even more vexing issue.) Also as the lost theorem is
based on a number of requirements (unitary-anamoly free implementation of
spatial diffeomorphism being one of those), violation of any one of those could
lead to an inequivalent Hilbert space (even prior to solving the constraint).
I apologise if this answer isnt pertinent.
Also on a side note, as a graduate student in lqg i find it astonishing that many
people seem to think that string theorists who have studied lqg and are skeptical
about it
(jaques and aaron and urs for example) are trying to undermine the field. All they
do is ask genuine technical questions, & there’s absolutely no malice involved in
any of it. It seems to me that there is always a bit of overselling of results going
on in this field (& maybe in high energy physics in general), pointing it out, or
questioning it doesnot amount to any offense at all.

53. D R Lunsford
June 29, 2006

Justin,

Sorry to butt in, but you said



I think this is unfair. We don’t know physics beyond the TeV scale, so we have no
idea whether string theory could provide a useful explanation for it. String
theory at least provides some pictures for what this physics could be.

But that’s just what it doesn’t do – things which provide accurate “pictures”
(however you want to interpret that) also provide accurate physical calculations
according to a precisely defined model – this is the ultimate credo of physics.
Correct me if I’m wrong.

-drl

54. Alejandro Rivero
June 29, 2006

If there were 15 alternative approaches to QG which were even half as promising
as string theory, the state of our field would be very different.(justin)

Any comment about why string theory papers are uploaded to hep-th instead of
gr-qc, then?

55. Chris Oakley
June 29, 2006

Lubos seems to have removed his review of NEW from the amazon.co.uk web
site.
Or maybe it did not meet Amazon standards, and they removed it themselves.

56. Tony Smith
June 29, 2006

Chris Oakley said “… Lubos seems to have removed his review of NEW from the
amazon.co.uk web site.
Or maybe it did not meet Amazon standards, and they removed it themselves.
…”.

However, as of the time I am writing this comment, Lubos’s review is still among
the 9 reviews on the USA amazon.com web page for the UK version of Peter’s
book.
The USA web page seems to have listed the UK version for book resellers who
have UK versions for resale in the USA. In the past, there have been a number of
such books for sale on that page, but now the page says
“… THIS TITLE IS CURRENTLY NOT AVAILABLE. If you would like to purchase
this title, we recommend that you occasionally check this page to see if it has
become available. …”
so I guess the USA resellers are as of now sold out of the UK version.
Maybe they will restock and it can again be bought through the USA
amazon.com.

Here are the 5 current customer reviewers of the UK book on the UK web site
amazon.co.uk
LEJ Brouwer

http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/0224076051/


J. B. Cook (UK)
Reader (Australia)
Sam “Sam” (UK)
Dr. C. G. Oakley (Dunstable, Bedfordshire United Kingdom)

Here are the 9 current customer reviewers of the UK book on the USA web site
amazon.com
LEJ Brouwer
truth eker (Canada)
Knotted String
Humble Priest “String Theorist” (USA)
M. Wang “mrnexus” (CT United States)
J. B. Cook (UK)
Lubos Motl (Cambridge, MA United States)
Sam “Sam” (UK)
Dr. C. G. Oakley (Dunstable, Bedfordshire United Kingdom)

It is interesting to read all those customer reviews.
Here is an excerpt from the 5-star review by Humble Priest “String Theorist”
(USA):
“… I’m a string theorist by the way, which is why I’m hiding behind a pseudonym
(I don’t want to be called a “science hater” by my seniors). …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – I think that amazon must not allow customer reviews of books not yet
available, as there are no customer reviews on the USA amazon.com web page
for the not-yet-released USA version of Peter’s book. However, there is a Beta-
version customer discussion feature (as of now it has only one participant, me).

57. You
June 29, 2006

Lubos has posted Barton Zwiebach’s response on his blog.
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/barton-zwiebach-letter-to-editor.html

58. I
June 29, 2006

In regards to Zwiebach’s response, this pretty much sums things up:

“All that is needed to rule out string theory is showing that no solution describes
our universe.”

That should be easy.

(BTW, Isn’t that what led to the anthropic landscape in the first place?)

59. Tommaso Dorigo
June 29, 2006

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/barton-zwiebach-letter-to-editor.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/barton-zwiebach-letter-to-editor.html


Hi all,

in Lubos’ site, today Zwiebach is quoted as saying:

“[string theory] has explained, for example, why black holes have entropy and
temperature.”

Can I get some insight on this ? What is Zwiebach referring to, and what is true
about it ? Sorry for my ignorance…

Cheers,
T.

60. Tony Smith
June 29, 2006

As “You” noted, Barton Zweibach’s letter to the Wall Street Journal editor is
posted on Lubos Motl’s blog. In it, Zweibach says:
“… string theory … computations give unequivocal answers.
… All that is needed to confirm string theory is finding one solution that
describes our universe. All that is needed to rule out string theory is showing
that no solution describes our universe. An answer must exist. …”.
That is true.
What Zweibach does NOT say is that after two decades of work by many well-
funded superstring theorists, none of them have found ANY “string theory …
computation” that “describes our universe” in the sense that it gives the force
strengths and particle masses of the Standard Model.
Perhaps two decades of failure to find such a solution is an indication that such a
solution does in fact not exist, thus providing Zweibach’s “answer”:
conventional string theory, as a unification of gravity and the Standard Model, is
probably wrong.

Zweibach also says:
“… a healthy equilibrium exists where string theory and other good ideas are
explored and compete for attention …”.
However,
a competing model that allows computation whose answers (unlike those of
superstring calculation) are explicitly known and consistent with experimental
measurements of such parameters of the Standard Model,
is
ignored by theoretical physics institutions and and its developer (me) is
blacklisted by the Cornell arXiv for physics papers and is subjected to ad
hominem attacks by Harvard Professor Lubos Motl as a “… moronic … crackpot
…”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – My competing model can be formulated in terms of a NON-supersymmetric
string theory in which strings correspond to world-lines of particles, but Lubos
Motl attacked it as not being “string theory” because it did not have conventional

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


supersymmetry.
Maybe when the LHC collider data that is to begin to be taken around 2008 will
show whether or not such supersymmetry is consistent with experiment. Peter, in
his blog entry “Strings 2006”, quoted Jonathan Schock as saying, about the
coming LHC experiments:
“… … if supersymmetry is found … then we all will be together [at a Strings 2009
meeting] to celebrate it and if it is not found we will be together for a collective
suicidal. …”.

61. Benjamin
June 29, 2006

Tony, You say ‘That is true’ to Barton Zwiebach’s claim that “All that is needed to
confirm string theory is finding one solution that describes our universe.” But is
that so? If I understand Peter Woit, a theory with 10^500 possible universes is a
‘theory of anything’, unless you can specify the mechanism that singles out one
of these vacuum states. If it is just something like ‘spontaneous symmetry
breaking’, which sounds like pure chance to me, then it seems to me you haven’t
really explained anything. Of course, as an ignorant layman, I may not have my
facts straight. 

62. sunderpeeche
June 29, 2006

Tommaso this may be helpful

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole_entropy

63. PPCook
June 29, 2006

Dear Tommaso,
I think Zweibach is referring to the emergence of the Hawking-Bekenstein
entropy law from a string theory picture of a black hole. While we have very little
evidence of black holes themselves, general relativity leads to a theoretical
framework where there is a duality between black hole properties on one side
and macroscopic thermodynamic properties, such as entropy, temperature, free
energy, on the other. There is no parallel for microscopic properties from GR
alone.

Using string theory to model a black hole, and imagining the microstates of a
black hole to be string excitations, Strominger and Vafa, were able to find the
entropy of a 5-dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom black hole from the microscopic
states. The entropy calculations have been extended to a large range of black
holes with success. That string theory can model the microstates of a black hole
means it fulfils a necessary criterion for any theory of quantum gravity. In this
sense sometimes this is (mis)referred to as an experimental test of string theory.

It is a very actove area of string theory reserach at the moment, and the string
picture has lead to corrections to the Bekenstein-Hawking area/temperature law
and even to the idea that the black hole has no precise event horizon when

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole_entropy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole_entropy


viewed from close-up – the event horizon becomes pictured as a statistical
distribution, like temperature, that only makes sense when viewed from far away
(in the same way that if you were riding a molecule in a gas, the temperature of
the gas as a whole would be a strange concept for you, but if you were
macroscopic experimenter then temperature is a very clear concept). The
theoretical picture is making progress, all we need now is a black hole to
experiment with…

This is, arguably, the greatest result of string theory to date. Zweibach’s
wonderful purple book, Chapter 16, has an excellent introductory review.

Best wishes,
Paul

64. Chris Oakley
June 29, 2006

From Zwiebach’s article:

[String theory] has explained, for example, why black holes have
entropy and temperature.

Right … so ST has explained the existence of unobserved physical properties
about a possibly non-existent class of objects.

That’s good enough for me. I’ll now go and remove all the negative things I have
said about ST from my web site.

65. fh
June 29, 2006

The “it has many sollutions” paradigm is already a change to what, for example
Lubos Motl was arguing a while ago, that is, that it’s essentially unique.

As such it is of course not a theory of anything. Newtons formula F = ma is of
course completely unspecified until you define F in terms of x, yet few would
argue that it’s therefore vaccuous.

String theory is unique in getting a relationship between the effective QFT
picture and Gravity. There is no other theory that can do this at the moment
(some loopy results might be getting there, but it’s not here yet). At the same
time it’s hard to see how to answer the hard conceptional questions from the
String theory PoV precisely because it is so tightly tied to the effective field
theory picture.

JDs critizism of LQG is that it does not relate to the effective field theory picture,
well yes, that’s the point. It’s not a local field theory.

66. sunderpeeche
June 29, 2006

Why claim that black holes do not exist? Hawking (+ Penrose?) proved long ago



that GR must have singularities. I believe there is expt observation of black
holes, see this from HST

http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/newsdesk/archive/releases/1994/23/

67. Tony Smith
June 29, 2006

As Benjamin said, I said “… ‘That is true’ to Barton Zwiebach’s claim that “All
that is needed to confirm string theory is finding one solution that describes our
universe.” …”,
and
Benjamin asks “… But is that so?
… unless you can specify the mechanism that singles out one of these … 10^500
possible … vacuum states …[other than]… pure chance …
then it seems to me you haven’t really explained anything. …”.

Benjamin, I think you do have your facts straight.
When I said “That is true” I was assuming that Barton Zweibach’s “… finding one
solution that describes our universe …” would be based on his finding some sort
of reasonable uniqueness criterion, not based on something like a pure chance
random search.

So, I stand corrected. I should have said:

Zweibach says:
“… string theory … computations give unequivocal answers.
… All that is needed to confirm string theory is finding one solution that
describes our universe.
All that is needed to rule out string theory is showing that no solution describes
our universe.
An answer must exist. …”.

Zweibach’s first alternative should be divided into two possibilities, giving a total
three:

1 – finding one solution that describes our universe, and finding that it has
unique characteristics (other than just happening to correspond to the properties
of our universe) that single it out from all other (about 10^500) possibilities,
would confirm superstring theory;

2 – finding one solution that describes our universe, but finding that it has no
uniquely distinguishing characteristics from all other (about 10^500)
possibilities, would show that superstring theory is Not Even Wrong;

3 – finding that no solution describes our universe would show that superstring
theory avoids being Not Even Wrong by in fact being Wrong.

Among those three alternatives, I think that “An answer must exist”.

Thanks, Benjamin, for pointing that out.

http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/newsdesk/archive/releases/1994/23/
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/newsdesk/archive/releases/1994/23/


My personal guess as to which alternative is true is still that superstring theory
is Wrong (my third alternative), because failure to find a solution (in ANY way,
random or not) by two decades of work by many hundreds of very (techically)
smart, well-funded people indicates to me that such a solution is unlikely to exist,
thus providing the “answer”:
conventional string theory, as a unification of gravity and the Standard Model, is
probably wrong.
My conviction as to my guess is supported by the attitude of people like Jonathan
Schock, who (according to Peter’s quote) said that at Strings 2009, “…if
supersymmetry is … not found [by LHC] we will be together for a collective
suicidal. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

68. woit
June 29, 2006

I just wrote a new posting about the Zwiebach letter. Please continue discussion
of it there.

69. Kris Krogh
June 29, 2006

Sunderpeeche,

You’re twisting Chris Oakley’s words. He’s not claiming black holes don’t exist.
Just saying it hasn’t been proven they do. That’s true.

The NASA page you point to describes a dark, supermassive object in the M47
galaxy. There are GR alternatives that predict such things (see
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0606489) without black hole singularities.

There’s also a dark, supermassive object, Sgr A*, in this galaxy. But a close look
shows it or something nearby radiates at long wavelengths.

70. Kris Krogh
June 29, 2006

Sorry for the typo. That should read M87, not M47.

71. Kris Krogh
June 29, 2006

Peter,

Sorry again. Missed your last comment.

72. Shantanu
June 29, 2006

Peter and others,

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0606489
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0606489


since we are discussing quantum gravity., I urge all of you to read this nice
preprint which appeared just yesterday gr-qc/0606120 (which talks about
possible
experimental tests). I am surprised no one has discussed it in the blogosphere/

73. D R Lunsford
June 29, 2006

Cecil,

http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~math21a/exhibits/unknotting/index.html

And, what Tony said.

-drl

http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~math21a/exhibits/unknotting/index.html
http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~math21a/exhibits/unknotting/index.html


Zwiebach Letter to the WSJ

June 29, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

Over at his web-site, Lubos has posted a letter to the Wall Street Journal from Barton
Zwiebach. The letter seriously misrepresents the current state of string theory in
several ways:

string theory is an extraordinarily precise and rigorous framework where facts can be
proven beyond doubt and computations give unequivocal answers.

All that is needed to confirm string theory is finding one solution that describes our
universe. All that is needed to rule out string theory is showing that no solution
describes our universe. An answer must exist.

Zwiebach gives the impression that there are rigorously well-defined, “extraordinarily
precise” equations that characterize string theory, and all that is needed now is to
solve the technical problem of finding the solutions to these equations and seeing if
one of them agrees with what we observe. This is simply not true. Since we don’t
know what non-perturbative string theory is or what its equations are, all equations
used by string theorists to generate solutions are not “extraordinarily precise”, but
are explicitly approximations, often very crude ones, whose reliability is unknown. If
you look at the debate over the landscape, you will find that not only do most string
theorists not believe that the solutions involved are “facts can be proven beyond
doubt”, many of them believe these are not real solutions to the full unknown theory
at all.

Even if one does believe in the rigorous nature of the landscape solutions, Zwiebach’s
claim that all one has to do is examine them to see if they agree with nature is again
highly misleading. If there are 101000 or more of these solutions, all evidence is that
identifying which of them have desired properties (e.g. the correct CC) is an
inherently computationally intractable problem. Even if one could do this, the class of
solutions that agree with all known values of the parameters characterizing the
standard model seems likely to be so large that no new testable predictions would be
possible.

Zwiebach also claims:

String theory has explained, for example, why black holes have entropy and
temperature.

This is what Hawking did back in 1974 with a semi-classical calculation. Any theory of
quantum gravity should reproduce this. What string theory adds to Hawking’s
calculation is a long story, but if we manage to observe a black hole any time soon and
it behaves as Hawking predicted, he’s the one who is going to get a Nobel prize for
explaining “why black holes have entropy and temperature”, not string theorists.

I had been wondering what the response from string theorists would be to the public

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/barton-zwiebach-letter-to-editor.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/barton-zwiebach-letter-to-editor.html


dissemination of arguments from Smolin and me about string theory. The response
seen here from Distler et. al. and Zwiebach is not at all what I expected. Most serious
string theorists I talk to take the reasonable attitude that string theory is still so
poorly understood that it cannot be confronted with experiment, even in principle.
Many publicly say that we still don’t know what “string theory” is. Zwiebach seems to
believe that there now exist “extraordinarily precise” equations, with solutions that
will give “unequivocal answers”. Whether this is true is a well-defined question. All he
has to do is explain what these equations are, and let’s see if the string theory
community will really stand by this definition and let string theory be judged
accordingly.

Finally, perhaps the most surprising aspect of Zwiebach’s letter is the form in which
he has chosen to distribute it. I and many people have been wondering what Lubos
Motl’s colleagues in Cambridge think of the way he is defending their subject. Now at
least one of them has made clear that he is fine with this and willing to encourage it.

Update: The usual response from Lubos Motl/Bill O’Reilly: an endless rant about how
stupid people who disagree with him are, completely ignoring the scientific questions
at issue.

Comments

1. sunderpeeche
June 29, 2006

Write a rebuttal letter to WSJ.

2. Peter Woit
June 29, 2006

sunderpeeche,

First let’s see which if any of the letters the WSJ decides to publish. They may
very well not find them credible or worth publishing. If they do, then maybe a
rebuttal would be in order.

3. Chinmaya Sheth
June 29, 2006

I am no string theorist (I haven’t even completely digested the possibility of extra
dimensions yet) but this is my opinion:
Zwiebach is a serious string theorist: in his book he explicitly states that string
theory is not yet completely understood and that it makes no sharp prediction. In
the letter itself Zwiebach doesn’t say there are precise equations defining string
theory, only that it is a precise framework; again hinting that it is not completely
developed.

4. Robert
June 29, 2006

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/dogmas-vs-science.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/dogmas-vs-science.html


I would say Hawking demonstrated that black holes have a temperature and
radiate. To say why you have to give a microscopic description.

QED is also only known perturbatively (lattice QED is no good) so do people
know what it means?

The rest has been said over and over again, so I am not going to repeat it.

5. Peter Woit
June 29, 2006

Chinmaya,

I suppose that perhpas one can parse Zwiebach’s letter in some way that makes
what he says technically true. But claiming to the public that you have an
“extraordinarily precise and rigorous framework” and can do “computations that
give unequivocal answers” is seriously misleading if the situation is that the
framework is insufficiently developed to produce equations that could be used to
reliably answer any questions about physics.

6. Peter Woit
June 29, 2006

Robert,

What Hawking showed was that there is a reason black holes have entropy and
temperature, completely independent of the microscopic description. This
explains these two facts, you don’t need to know the microscopic definition.
Actually, he didn’t show “that” they have a temperature and radiate, for that
we’ll have to find one and look at it…

The comments you make about QED are completely irrelevant. In QED the
physical vacuum state is the perturbative one, so you can do most physics
without worrying about non-perturbative effects. In string theory, the
perturbative ground state is the wrong one, all the “backgrounds” people are
working with are supposed to come from some putative non-perturbative effect.
You can’t ignore non-perturbative effects, and this is why you can’t predict
anything.

7. sunderpeeche
June 29, 2006

Say the above in the rebuttal letter if WSJ publishes the Zwiebach letter.

8. D R Lunsford
June 29, 2006

Robert – this completely misses Peter’s point. QED has definite equations that
come about in a perfectly well-defined physical way, that can be evaluated with a
certain amount of – apparently physically plausible – wishful mathematical
thinking. Some people (Chris Oakley) apparently have taken it farther even than



this. Yes, we know what QED means, in all its details, once the renormalization
program is accepted as a tentative approach to actual calculation.

The point about black holes – which you also missed – is that what is being
described by Hawking does not require a detailed microscopic theory, any more
than evaluating the efficiency of a refrigerator requires quantum statistical
mechanics. So the kudos for keeping your beer cold go to Carnot and Gibbs, not
Ehrenfest and Landau.

-drl

9. Quanta
June 29, 2006

Why does Hawking get so much more credit than Bekenstein? Perhaps I’m
missing some historical perspective, but Bekenstein laid out a beautifully simple
argument as to why black holes have entropy and that the entropy must be
proportional to the surface area. I thought Hawking’s contribution was to
reconcile the apparent contradiction that black hole radiant by invoking
quantum mechanics?

10. anonymous
June 29, 2006

if string theory has 10^500 vacua and the SM has 20 parameters, to check
string theory in the way suggested by Zwiebach we simply need to predict and
measure the first 25 digits of each one of them. It sounds like a joke.

11. joe minahan
June 29, 2006

Peter said:

—They may very well not find them credible or worth publishing.

Why would they not find him credible? He is a professor of physics at a leading
institution and has a long publication record. He has also written a famous string
theory textbook, based on an undergraduate course he developed and taught at
MIT that received the top university teaching prize.

But then again, he doesn’t have a blog…

12. Thomas Larsson
June 29, 2006

Does string theory really say anything about the kind of black holes which,
perhaps, have been observed? I thought that Strominger-Vafa was about
extremal black holes, whereas real black holes are very non-extremal.

13. Bob McNees
June 29, 2006



Hawking did not show that a BH has an entropy. He showed that a quantized
field in a BH background experiences particle production at a specific
temperature related to the surface gravity of the black hole. From there, he
expanded on Bekenstein’s claim of a generalized second law by suggesting that
there are quantities (the surface gravity and area) that seem to play the role of a
temperature and an entropy. So he showed that there is a quantity that is
analogous to an entropy. He was very clear in making this distinction in his 1974
paper.

Why doesn’t this demonstrate the existence of a “real entropy”? An entropy
counts the number of microstates consistent with a course grained description of
a system. Unless you can count the microstates, you haven’t demonstrated the
existence of an entropy. So when Peter states “Hawking showed was that there is
a reason black holes have entropy and temperature, completely independent of
the microscopic description”, that is wrong.

Even if you aren’t interested in quantum gravity, this should be clear. As Peter
said, Hawking’s calculation used semi-classical gravity, where the matter is
quantum mechanical but gravity is classical. So it should come as no surprise
that a framework in which gravity is treated classically can not explain “why” a
feature of the gravitational field has an entropy associated with it.

Peter points out that any theory of quantum gravity should reproduce this, and
he’s correct. String theory, as a quantum theory of gravity, offers several
examples of black holes where the microscopic degrees of freedom *can* be
counted. The result is one-quarter of the area, as predicted by Bekenstein and
Hawking. In that sense, String theory explains why these black holes have an
entropy, as Zwiebach claimed in his letter.

14. woit
June 29, 2006

Joe,
You’ve changed my words. What I wrote was about the credibility of his
arguments, and was based on scientific arguments that I made in detail in the
posting. Instead of addressing my points and discussing the scientific questions
at issue, you put words in my mouth and make this about who has more
impressive scientific credentials.

Lubos Motl is a string theorist with many publications and is a faculty member at
Harvard. Do you think that the Wall Street Journal should publish one of his
rants if he were to choose to send it to them?

The attempt to change the topic from the science at issue to who has the best
credentials is one of the tactics I was expecting here. It’s not going to work.

15. sunderpeeche
June 29, 2006

Eh? If and when the WSJ receives Zwiebach’s letter they will check who he is
and his credentials (professor at MIT etc), and will almost certainly publish it. If



LM writes a letter to WSJ they will check on him too. If his letter is a rant they
will justifiably toss it. But Zwiebach’s letter is not a rant.

16. woit
June 29, 2006

Bob,

I think this is all a matter of language, we don’t disagree on the science.
Hawking showed that semiclassical arguments imply that black holes carry
properties with the characteristics of entropy and temperature, and that any
underlying quantum gravity theory has to have states that realize these
properties. To me that counts as an “explanation”. Understanding the quantum
states is of course a more complete explanation.

Thomas is also correct that string theory has yet to provide this kind of
microscopic explanation for physical black holes, so in this case the only
explanation is Hawking’s. If one wants to demand a true, complete fundamental
explanation of the entropy and temperature here, one should also note that the
string theory brane arguments, in the absence of a full non-perturbative theory,
show just that the brane framework passes a consistency check, and a final
explanation of all this still does not exist.

Anyway, I note that all of this defense of Zwiebach’s points is about the black
hole issue, which is actually irrelevant to the question here, whether string
theory is unpredictive, i.e. not even wrong. Is anyone willing to defend the claim
that what is currently known about string theory gives “an extraordinarily
precise and rigorous framework where facts can be proven beyond doubt and
computations give unequivocal answers”? The only other string theorist I’ve ever
heard go on like that is Lubos.

17. woit
June 29, 2006

sunderpeeche,

My comment was just that it should be the content of the letter that is the main
deciding factor, not who wrote it. If the WSJ consults other experts and they say
that Zwiebach is just wrong, should they publish it?

I honestly don’t know what they will do or how they will make a decision. Editors
of a business publication are not in a very good position to figure out what is
going on in the case of a contentious scientific argument in a notoriously difficult
and obscure field. Good luck to them in dealing with it.

18. Bob McNees
June 29, 2006

Joe quoted you. You said:

“First let’s see which if any of the letters the WSJ decides to publish. They may



very well not find them credible or worth publishing. If they do, then maybe a
rebuttal would be in order.”

So Joe did not change your words (though he did quote a single sentence from a
three sentence paragraph). He just asked why they would have a reason to doubt
Zwiebach’s credibility, and followed up with a list of reasons why they might
consider him a reasonable source.

I don’t think he attempted “to change the topic from the science at issue to who
has the best credentials”, even if that is “one of the tactics [you were] expecting
here”. You suggested the WSJ might “very well” decide that the letter wasn’t
credible, and Joe pointed out that that probably won’t be the case.

You may have meant other letters, or you may have meant that you feel like the
WSJ editors won’t buy Zwiebach’s arguments, but there doesn’t seem to be
anything unreasonable about Joe’s interpretation of, and response to, your exact
words.

19. Bob McNees
June 29, 2006

I was writing my last comment when you posted your reply to sunderpeeche,
which sounds much more reasonable to me than your first reply to Joe.

20. woit
June 29, 2006

Bob,

My English was quite clear. “them” refers to the letters and their contents, not to
people who wrote them. Joe changed “find them credible” to “find him credible”,
which is something quite different.

21. sunderpeeche
June 29, 2006

The WSJ is fundamentally a profit-making business. Unless the letters received
are obviously polemics, or slander/libel, the WSJ has no reason not to publish
them. What it would like best is a free-for-all flood of letters and watch the fur
fly. It might even (gasp!) boost readership for a few days.

22. joe minahan
June 29, 2006

Peter said:

You’ve changed my words. What I wrote was about the credibility of his
arguments, and was based on scientific arguments that I made in detail in the
posting. Instead of addressing my points and discussing the scientific questions
at issue, you put words in my mouth and make this about who has more
impressive scientific credentials.



I did not change your words, I quoted your line. In any case, I was only
responding to whether the WSJ would publish his letter. I simply pointed out that
the WSJ will likely take into account Barton’s professional credentials when they
make their decision whether to publish or not. Why wouldn’t they? I doubt that
they are going to closely examine the finer points of Strominger-Vafa. By
mentioning his credentials it was not meant as a comparison to anyone elses.

Okay, I also made a snarky comment about having a blog. So what.

23. woit
June 29, 2006

Joe,

To repeat myself:

“find them credible”, with “them” clearly referring to letters, is not the same as
what you wrote: “find him credible”

24. RHIC?
June 29, 2006

dear Peter, you have not quoted this part of Zwiebach letter: “theories of strong
nuclear forces are equivalent to theories of gravity. Over the last two months,
several new papers use string theory to describe the motion of quarks in the
plasma created by the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven!”

Indeed strings have been tried as an approximation to QCD. Maybe somebody
knows how good the string approximation is and what they are trying to
compute?

25. anonymous
June 29, 2006

Peter,

LOL. You made a straightforward point that they might not find his letters
credible in content, and you have to clarify it again and again and again and …
with ppl continuously misconstruing it. Actually it makes perfect sense, since
argument by authority is one of the strongest ones they have…

If this is the annoyance with one trivial paragraph you wrote, good luck in
dealing with less idiotic critiques! I don’t envy you your position…

26. woit
June 29, 2006

RHIC,

What’s discussed in the WSJ article and is at issue here is whether string theory
is “Not Even Wrong” as a unified theory of particle physics and quantum gravity.
Whether you can use it to solve QCD is a very different issue, there it certainly



has promise. The calculation Zwiebach mentions is part of that story, a really
different topic. If string theorists were just saying that they were working on a
way to solve QCD, there would be no controversy here.

27. Anonymous
June 29, 2006

If string theorists were just saying that they were working on a way to solve
QCD, there would be no controversy here.

You hear that, everyone? A well-defined route to ending this blog in finite time!
Sounds promising….

28. Arun
June 29, 2006

Well, some physicists are joining the ranks of snake-oil purveyors and used-car
salesmen. Perhaps this is typical of our times, when the truth without
embroidery is not interesting to almost anyone.

29. John A
June 29, 2006

I wonder how much science is settled in the Letters page of the Wall Street
Journal? Not much.

I would suggest that Peter make a reply to Zweibach with quotations from his
book. It’s a win-win situation.

30. sunderpeeche
June 29, 2006

One might ask why did the WSJ print an article on string theory at all?

31. knotted
June 29, 2006

There’s finally a short but sweet review of “Not Even Wrong” tucked away on
page 56 of the 1 July issue of New Scientist:

“String Weary

“Not Even Wrong … Reviewed by Amanda Gefter

“This is like two books in one. The first is a technical overview of the
mathematical structure of the standard model of particle physics. The second is
a highly readable look at the sociology of string theory. In the end, Woit ties the
two together in one fell swoop by suggesting that physicists should search for
answers in the unexplored symmetries of the standard model, rather than in
strings. Woit is taking a shot at the string theory clique, but this book is more
than that – it is a call to arms for physicists to pursue multiple paths in search of
truth, not funding.”



Seeing that the powers that control Wikipedia aren’t happy with a lot of links to
reviews of N.E.W. on the Woit article, perhaps Peter can sometime get around to
actually putting a list of links to newspaper an magazine reviews on this blog
somewhere (say somewhere low down on the right hand side of the main page).
Or perhaps Peter can put up a page listing the contents of the book somewhere
as he wrote long ago that he would?

I’ve seen N.E.W. on sale ONLY in large city bookshops, so far, in the U.K. So don’t
get the idea it is widely available offline over here. Do you know how many
copies they’ve printed? Since it’s hardback the usual figure in the U.K. for a well
established London publisher is 5,000. That isn’t going to compete with the
established string theory books.

In the small/major towns, the popular science shelves of bookshops are still
creaking under a load of stringy speculation, with not a single copy of N.E.W. yet
in sight. OK, so the Sunday Times marketing dept have have sold some after
their review, and people can order it in from any bookshop, but don’t get
complacent. Maybe you should take a look at the tacky publicity techniques
string theorists use for their popular books? (Like tacky internet sites full of
promotion gimmicks; when wrestling with pigs people must be prepared to get
dirty, or lose.)

32. Borun D. Chowdhury
June 29, 2006

Hawking and Bekenstein showed that the entropy has to be proportional to area.
They did not show what the microstates are. Moreover Hawking’s argument of
thermal radiation leads to information paradox and this is where string theory (if
correct) will contribute. One should be well informed on what string theorists
working on black holes are trying to do before comparing their work with
Hawkings.

33. knotted
June 29, 2006

Hi Boron,

I notice you say at the top of your home page: “I am a graduate student in
Physics at the Ohio State University. I am currently trying to understand
Supersting [sic] Theory.”

34. Torbjörn Larsson
June 29, 2006

“If there are 10^1000 or more of these solutions, all evidence is that identifying
which of them have desired properties (e.g. the correct CC) is an inherently
computationally intractable problem.”

Eh? Wasn’t a result that it was a NP-complete problem, so if the number of
solutions are finite it is computationally tractable? And isn’t there a recent paper
that shows the finiteness?



OTOH, if you mean practically tractable…

35. Peter Woit
June 29, 2006

Borun,

Just who is it who you think doesn’t know what string theorists working on black
holes are trying to do? It seems to be a pathology common in the string theory
community to believe that non-string theorists don’t know well-known things
about string theory, a pathology especially common among string theory
graduate students. Just because you just learned something doesn’t mean that
people who have been around this business for 30 years don’t know it.

36. Peter Woit
June 29, 2006

Torbjorn,

Everyone seems to believe that the recent paper by Acharya and Douglas
“shows” finiteness, when, if you look at it, you’ll see that they are just making
conjectures. It’s amazing how much of this goes on in string theory, with
conjectures magically being quoted by everyone as solid results.

And no, even with the kind of finiteness that Acharya and Douglas conjecture,
the words “computationally tractable” definitely don’t apply in this case.

37. Robert McNees
June 29, 2006

Peter said:

“Borun,

Just who is it who you think doesn’t know what string theorists working on black
holes are trying to do? It seems to be a pathology common in the string theory
community to believe that non-string theorists don’t know well-known things
about string theory, a pathology especially common among string theory
graduate students. Just because you just learned something doesn’t mean that
people who have been around this business for 30 years don’t know it. ”

This is an unnecessary comment. Where do you get off jumping down his throat
for not being properly deferential to you? You’ve stated, on this blog, that you
aren’t interested in spending your time on quantum gravity. He is, so give him a
break. He made a fair comment. There are explanations of Hawking’s
contribution on this page that are wrong. Whether or not it was a mis-statement,
or a question of language, is beside the point. Furthermore, he brought up the
information paradox. That is relevant to the discussion.

For someone who was so worried about making this discussion about “who has
more impressive scientific credentials”, that was a very telling comment.



38. LDM
June 29, 2006

“This is what Hawking did back in 1974 with a semi-classical calculation.”

Hmmm…The Hawking paper I have says “Received April 12, 1975.”

If you read the paper, you find Hawking and before him Beckenstein only make
the argument that S + A/4 is a reasonable definition of Entropy – by using an
analogy with classical thermodynamics and an earlier 1973 result for the FIRST
law of thermodynamics for black holes — and not because a density of states
calculation was done…
You will also discover that particle emission by black holes (the MAIN result of
the paper) is REQUIRED to prevent violation of the Generalized Second Law
(entropy does not decrease). Beckenstein made his analogy without this result…
and so Beckenstein was technically wrong, and Hawking justly deserves the
credit.

However, it is a HUGE improvement to get the result from a first principles
density of states calculation. Hawking’s result applies to ALL (charge,
uncharged, rotating, whatever) black holes…string theory has made a few
calculations that agree with Hawking….the only question is do you believe they
are valid calculations. If so…then Zwiebach is partly correct…The problem I have
is these string theory papers are sometimes so weakly refereed and authored…I
am not sure I believe these calculations.

39. Peter Woit
June 29, 2006

Bob,

This has nothing to do with “being properly deferential” to me, and has nothing
to do with my comments about not wanting to spend more time thinking about
quantum gravity. Anyone who has ever read any of the hundreds of overhyped
promotional pieces about string theory knows that string theorists have
calculations counting microstates of black holes and what an important
contribution to physics they believe this to be.

Sorry, but I’m just sick and tired of being insulted as ignorant by completely
clueless, arrogant string theorists, young and old, who think that this is an
appropriate way to behave in response to scientific criticism of string theory. I’m
not going to put up with it, and will jump down their throats when they do it, no
matter who they are (except for Lubos, who is playing a wonderful role as public
poster-boy of this particular pathology, and so deserves to be encouraged).

40. Peter Woit
June 29, 2006

LDM,

My source, I’m not proud to say, was Wikipedia, which says 1974. The SPIRES



entry for the paper however also says 1974. Perhaps it was circulated earlier as
a preprint before the final version was submitted to CMP.

41. sunderpeeche
June 29, 2006

If one is going to critique string theory and call it “not even wrong” (or anything
else ~ the oil industry?) then one has to take what comes. It goes with the
territory.

42. Peter Woit
June 29, 2006

sunderpeeche,

Sure, I refer to string theory as “not even wrong”, but that is a criticism of a
scientific theory and not a personal attack on anyone.

I’m quite used to being insulted as an ignorant crackpot by string theorists who
don’t have a scientific argument. It does go with the territory and I’m sure there
will be a lot more of it to come. But one wonderful aspect of this glorious new
blog software is that when they choose to do it here, I can immediately give them
a piece of my mind.

43. Eugene Stefanovich
June 29, 2006

Peter:

Sorry, but I’m just sick and tired of being insulted as ignorant by completely
clueless, arrogant string theorists, young and old, who think that this is an
appropriate way to behave in response to scientific criticism of string theory. I’m
not going to put up with it, and will jump down their throats when they do it, no
matter who they are…

Chill out! You have good scientific points, and most people reading your blog
(even your opponents) recognize that. They can also see for themselves who is
clueless and who is arrogant. When you “jump down somebody’s throat” it
doesn’t help your cause. There is no need to be offensive. Stick to your scientific
arguments, and you’ll be o.k.

44. Peter Woit
June 29, 2006

Eugene,

Excellent advice. The ability of the glorious new blog software to let me
immediately give someone a piece of my mind may not be such a good thing…

45. Robert McNees
June 29, 2006



“This has nothing to do with “being properly deferential” to me”

Sure it does. You said “Just because you just learned something doesn’t mean
that people who have been around this business for 30 years don’t know it.”,
which means that he should know better than to try and tell you something about
Hawking’s caclulation. And you said it on the same page where you accused Joe
of trying to turn this into a discussion about who has more impressive scientific
credentials.

In fairness, I would also be annoyed if I felt like a grad student were lecturing
me about something I understand. But has he ever commented on your blog?
Does he have a history of being uppity with you? How do you justify your claim
that he thinks you are “ignorant”? For all you know he was trying to contribute
to the discussion. But you’re upset about the way you perceive people as treating
you, so you jumped on an easy target.

Feel free to kill this, because it’s headed off-topic.

46. joe minahan
June 29, 2006

Peter said:

“find them credible”, with “them” clearly referring to letters, is not the same as
what you wrote: “find him credible”

Peter,

My mistake was not putting in the full quote, so here it is:

-First let’s see which if any of the letters the WSJ decides to publish. They may
very well not find them credible or worth publishing. If they do, then maybe a
rebuttal would be in order.

The clear implication from this quote is that the WSJ might not find Zwiebach’s
letter credible or worth publishing. Maybe that was not your intent, but a
reasonable person could certainly take this as its meaning. I only pointed out
that the WSJ would have good reason to treat Zwiebach as an expert on this
issue, based on his scientific credentials.

It’s your blog so I am sure you will get the last word on this.

47. Malo Juevo
June 29, 2006

Ridiculously overbroad claims are nothing new for Barton.

When I was in graduate school, I remember looking at some of the stuff he was
working on (with Minahan, I seem to recall). It was actually fascinating stuff, and
although his interest in the subject matter was related to string theory, no
knowledge of or regard for strings was required to appreciate these particular
explorations of quantum theory. It was stuff that I would describe as having an



“extraordinarily precise and rigorous framework,” in fact. It was just utterly
divorced from real-world physics.

He was doing very good work on this stuff, but at the same time, he made claims
about this material that were ludicrous! He was discussing the material at one
fairly informal seminar, and at one point, he displayed some extremely
interesting solutions to the theory. Then he claimed that he had shown that all
the solutions had this form. Scribbling on a borrowed piece of paper at the back
of the room, I had falsified this claim by the end of his talk, by finding a very
special exact solution. I showed him the solution, and he acknowledged it was
correct. (Barton is a very nice guy, and I respect him for that, at least.) A little
more work showed where his reasoning had gone wrong. It looks like he had
been trying to do something like inferring the properties of a function from
working, term by term, with an assymptotic series–not a very reliable method.

But it’s exactly the kind of technique that would “allow” one to infer facts about
nonperturbative string theory from what is known right now.

48. David
June 29, 2006

Peter,

I might be remembering wrong, but the initial Hawking result was first
published in a very criptic short letter to nature in 1974. It was criptic because it
didn’t have much details for one to assess the validity of the result. This letter
was before the CMP article.

One should be aware that if one performs Hawking’s calculation in
Schwarszchild coordinates, one does not obtain radiation and entropy. On the
other hand, this might not be kosher as it leads to all sorts of divergences as one
approches the horizon. I forget who performed this calculation, but it was before
Hawking in the early 70’s in a PRD article. I am not claiming Hawking to be
incorrect. I am just pointing out that there are many inconviniences and
inconsistencies with semiclassical gravity that are ignored and have never been
fully resolved.

49. Garbage
June 29, 2006

The only reference I have seen in the letter to ST as a theory of anything, and not
just stringy versions of known physics (yarn theory?  ), is the Black hole
entropy/temperature thing, though so far the “explaination” for the real ones is
yet to come to your hometown theaters [It is absurd to say that ST explains BH
entropy, as absurd as the claim it predicts gravity.], and the following sentence:

“All that is needed to confirm string theory is finding one solution that describes
our universe. All that is needed to rule out string theory is showing that no
solution describes our universe. An answer must exist.”

Such postdictive power would look better in a history book than any science



literature. I would rather predict which one is ours and why. In fact, is the theory
ever going to tell us which universe we live on or that comes as an external bit of
information?
It is true in the other hand that to rule out ST it is enough to show that no
solution describes our universe. That’s exactly what the Distler et al. paper
attempts. If our universe violate “the bounds” steming from assumptions A,B,C
(unitarity, analyticity and Lorentz invariance), any ST version having A,B,C as
properties must be discarded. So far I havent seen any string theorist claiming
Lorentz invariance isnt a fundamental ingridient of the theory [Besides Peter’s
comments on vague ideas of David Gross]. If I remember correctly at the end of
the string05 conference Lee Smolin pointed out that tests of Lorentz invariance
would falsify ST, to what Ed Witten was reluctant to comment on. If LHC turns
on, we dont have a light Higgs and the bounds are violated, we better start
taking Gross’ ideas a bit more seriously, or perhaps also taking a closer look to
LQG et al. 
I personally find such possiblity fascinating, though logically possible and
physically unlikely…

50. Peter Woit
June 29, 2006

Joe,

You’re quite right, what I said was that the WSJ might not find Zwiebach’s letter
credible. Anyone who has listened to many famous string theorists publicly
saying that we still don’t know what string theory is might find his claims in the
second paragraph of the letter to be not credible. The distinction you seem to be
not able to get is that the credibility of an argument and the credibility of a
person are two quite different things. I was only referring to the credibility of the
arguments in the letter and I objected very much to your turning that into a
comment on his credibility as a person.

The most credible person in the world will sometimes make an argument which
is not credible. This doesn’t make them not the most credible person in the
world, for that they have to keep making such arguments.

For the record, I think the WSJ should publish Zwiebach’s letter, even though I
think part of it is scientifically inaccurate. The scientific issues are not ones they
are capable of adjudicating, and having a response from a well-known string
theorist to the article is quite appropriate. If they don’t publish it, it would be
most likely because it is only one of several letters from that side they receive,
and they do have space limitations.

I was thinking of taking “Malo Juevo” to task for not sticking to science, but on
rereading his comment, it is a relevant story. The fact that you can’t infer
properties of a function from properties of terms of its asymptotic series is
precisely the problem at issue here.

Bob,

Yeah, this is definitely off-topic and not a useful discussion. I’ll admit that some



days I do have a short fuse on this particular topic, and, as Eugene pointed out to
me, would do better to ignore some people rather than respond to them.

51. Roy
June 29, 2006

“What Hawking showed was that there is a reason black holes have entropy and
temperature, completely independent of the microscopic description. This
explains these two facts, you don’t need to know the microscopic definition.”
I must admit don’t know the technical details of string theoretic calculation of
microstates, but isn’t that the entire point of thermodynamics and stat. mech?
For example, most of undergraduate thermal physics can be done without stat.
mech by somehow guessing or physically arguing for a equation of state or the
some potential function, but the stat. mech approach is superior because it
actually derives everything from first principles. Of course stat. mech is not
certainly limited only to providing proofs for thermodynamic equations– it has
infinitely many more interesting applications and ideas and I do not know
whether the string theoretic approach has similar advantages and I think Borun
is claiming(and perhaps quite correctly) that string theory provides a better
framework for the understanding of the black hole entropy calculation(Borun,
please correct me if I am wrong here)
If string theory has managed to derive a semi-classical result that is widely
believed to be true– and managed to calculate the microstates correctly– isn’t
that a strong point for the credibility of string theory?
May be you had further objections to Borun’s claim, or in general this string
theory result, based on technical points that I do not understand and in that case
it will be nice if you would explain why you think that string approach is not
satisfactory in this case.

Again, I am not trying to be confrontational or arrogant here– I would genuinely
like to know your objections .

52. Arun
June 30, 2006

Is it true that the extremal string blackhole has the right Bekenstein entropy, but
has no energy to radiate because it is a minimal energy state of the string? i.e.,
where the exact calculation is possible, we have the entropy but not the Hawking
radiation? Are non-radiating black holes a prediction of string theory?

53. scott
June 30, 2006

Peter,

I doubt that joe doesn’t understand that “the credibility of an argument and the
credibility of a person are two quite different things” However he thinks, and
with good reason, that WSJ not being a qualified expert, will likely simply look at
his credentials instead of spending an employees time contacting other experts
to see if they think the argument itself is credible. Apparrently regard the WSJ in
a much higher regard then Joe. I think Joe’s appraisal of how the WSJ would



determine credibility to be more realistic.

However there is another possibility that they will simply not publish it because
they don’t think the issue is worth the space regardless of credibility. Or as you
point out because they publish some other string theorist’s responce.

54. scott
June 30, 2006

Apparrently regard the WSJ in a much higher regard then Joe. I think Joe’s
appraisal of how the WSJ would determine credibility to be more realistic.

um this should say something like:

Apparrently you regard the WSJ in a much higher regard then Joe. I think Joe’s
appraisal of how the WSJ would determine credibility to be the more realistic
one.

there is some other sentences with bad grammer but they are( I think) still
understandable.

55. scott
June 30, 2006

and of course even in my correction the grammar is still f’ed up.

56. Arun
June 30, 2006

One may also ask how the ordinary matter from which any black hole in our
universe is assembled turns into the highly wound-up string + brane state in the
string blackholes.

If this is not known, then the result really is that the exotic string matter that
makes up a string blackhole has the correct number of microscopic states to
produce the Bekenstein entropy. I agree it is an impressive result, in that we
cannot yet count the microscopic states in any other framework. There are some
scenarios in string theory that gravitationally are blackholes and where
microscopic states can be counted; but presumably there are many scenarios
(e.g., with everyday matter) where microscopic states cannot be counted, and
one has to demonstrate this doesn’t matter, the count of microscopic states
remains the same.

Presumably molecules interacting like billiard balls, or with van der Waals forces
or with any of a large set of force laws produce the right thermodynamics, and
thus thermodynamics sets only a weak constraint on how molecules may
interact.

57. woit
June 30, 2006

Roy,



Yes, it certainly is a point in favor of string theory if it can provide a microscopic
definition. I was not arguing with that, all I was doing was pointing out that you
don’t need the microscopic definition to know what the entropy and temperature
of a black hole will be, Hawking already told us that long ago. It’s also true that
string theory arguments do not provide such a microscopic definition for physical
black holes, which Zwiebach neglects to mention.

58. D R Lunsford
June 30, 2006

RE Motl’s latest rant –

Motl is doing classic Jungian shadow projection, just like O’Reilly does. Obviously
he is insecure in his own understanding, and this is why he does not argue facts,
only opinions – he doesn’t have facts to argue with, nor the grounding in history
to draw correct inferences. (Compare O’Reilly’s claim that Germans were
massacred by American GIs at Malmedy.) Effective shadow projectors often rise
to prominence – only to have their crippling flaw publically exposed. This is some
kind of healing process in the projector’s divided psyche.

-drl

59. Torbjörn Larsson
July 3, 2006

“Everyone seems to believe that the recent paper by Acharya and Douglas
“shows” finiteness, when, if you look at it, you’ll see that they are just making
conjectures.”

I took it they were pretty solid results, and that they confined the number of
string vacua. Thank’s for supplying the missing reference!

“And no, even with the kind of finiteness that Acharya and Douglas conjecture,
the words “computationally tractable” definitely don’t apply in this case.”

I found http://www.citebase.org/cgi-bin/citations?id=oai:arXiv.org:hep-
th/0602072 by Denef and Douglas that argued that “such problems are typically
NP hard”. That is different yes, they are computationally intractable.

http://www.citebase.org/cgi-bin/citations?id=oai:arXiv.org:hep-th/0602072
http://www.citebase.org/cgi-bin/citations?id=oai:arXiv.org:hep-th/0602072
http://www.citebase.org/cgi-bin/citations?id=oai:arXiv.org:hep-th/0602072
http://www.citebase.org/cgi-bin/citations?id=oai:arXiv.org:hep-th/0602072


Some Links

June 29, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The Cao-Zhu paper at the Asian Journal of Mathematics that is supposed to have a
complete proof of the Poincare and geometrization conjectures is still not available,
but the introduction to the paper has been posted there.

If you’re not getting enough string theory bashing today, head over to John Horgan’s
Scientific Curmudgeon blog, where he has a posting entitled Pulling the Plug on
Strings. It contains a wide selection of string-puns (or whatever you call such things),
and he has decided to refer to string theory advocates as “yarn-heads” and braniacs.
For his trouble, his comment section is under assault by the usual suspects. There’s
also this site, containing a graphic mentioned here before which I refuse to admit to
finding funny. The proprietors have an interesting way of dealing with the comment
section.

Sabine Hossenfelder has an excellent posting on Science and Democracy.

This past week I’ve spent some time at the 26th International Colloquium on Group
Theoretical Methods in Physics, being held here in New York at the CUNY Graduate
Center. It was ably organized by Sultan Catto, who somehow convinced me to give a
short talk on the blog and the book, one where I think I disappointed people by
keeping string-bashing to a minimum. I enjoyed seeing people at the conference, and
there were some good talks, including one by Greg Moore on his recent work with
Dan Freed and Graeme Segal (see here and here).

Urs Schreiber has been putting his notes on-line about elliptic cohomology. Lots of
interesting material, but his comment that he expects the landscape of superstring
theories to be equal to the spectrum of elliptic cohomology sounds frightening. Maybe
he means a different landscape…

I was quite sorry to hear of the recent death of Irving Kaplansky. Kaplansky was an
algebraist, and director of MSRI when I was there in 1988-89. At the time I wasn’t
much interested in algebra, so didn’t talk to him about math, but he was responsible
for making MSRI a really wonderful place to work.

Update: The slides from Yau’s talk at Strings 2006 are now available here.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
June 30, 2006

I think that Peter was right not to use this jacket in the end: “Superstrings”
should be in the plural, and having basic mistakes like this only gives
ammunition to critics.

http://www.intlpress.com/AJM/p/2006/10_2/AJM-10-2-165-172-intro.pdf
http://www.intlpress.com/AJM/p/2006/10_2/AJM-10-2-165-172-intro.pdf
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/scientific_curmudgeon/?p=26
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/scientific_curmudgeon/?p=26
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/scientific_curmudgeon/?p=26
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/scientific_curmudgeon/?p=26
http://www.axesandalleys.com/superstring-theory/
http://www.axesandalleys.com/superstring-theory/
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/06/science-and-democracy-ii.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/06/science-and-democracy-ii.html
http://web.gc.cuny.edu/physics/gp26/
http://web.gc.cuny.edu/physics/gp26/
http://web.gc.cuny.edu/physics/gp26/
http://web.gc.cuny.edu/physics/gp26/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605200
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605200
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605198
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605198
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000862.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000862.html
http://www.ams.org/dynamic_archive/home-news.html#kaplansky
http://www.ams.org/dynamic_archive/home-news.html#kaplansky
http://www.mcm.ac.cn/Active/yau_new.pdf
http://www.mcm.ac.cn/Active/yau_new.pdf
http://www.axesandalleys.com/superstring-theory/
http://www.axesandalleys.com/superstring-theory/


2. Kea
June 30, 2006

Re Urs:…but his comment that he expects the landscape of superstring theories
to be equal to the spectrum of elliptic cohomology sounds frightening.

Maybe he just means that rederiving the landscape rigorously will put a solid
nail in the Landscape as a physical idea.

3. Kea
June 30, 2006

I meant coffin thereof, of course.

4. urs
June 30, 2006

[…] sounds frightening

The fun of making things precise: you suddenly actually know what you are
talking about. 

The space of 1d SQFT is homotopy equivalent to the K-theory spectrum. That’s a
theorem.

It is a conjecture (well motivated, though) that, similarly, the space of 2dSCFTs is
homotopy equivalent to the spectrum of elliptic cohomology.

(Of course you need to make precise what these QFT spaces are. You do this by
looking at certain transport functor spaces.)

Actually, that’s an old idea. Segal has proposed 20 years ago in the last section of
his paper on elliptic cohomology, that CFTs should be elliptic cocylces, roughly.

The statement has been refined and sharpened, and brought a little closer to
being provable, in the last ten years by Stephan Stolz and Peter Teichner.

I gave the talk in our seminar in front of a mixed audience of mathematicians
and string theorists. So I simply went ahead and mapped some math terms to the
corresponding string terms.

Under that dictionary, “space of SCFTs” becomes “landscape”.

All up to some details.

5. urs
June 30, 2006

Ah, and maybe this is a good opportunity to mention that it was in particular
Aaron Bergman who originally made me aware of these topics and of the
relevant literature. Thanks a lot!



6. ObsessiveMathsFreak
June 30, 2006

From the John Horgan article:

Along with such quasi-scientific notions as Gaia, complexity theory,
psychoanalysis and the anthropic principle, strings seize the public’s
imagination not because they explain the world but because they
mystify it.

That’s a very damning statement, for any scientific theory. Science has always
been rolling back the fog of ignorence and mysticism. For any science to
reintroduce it is a cardinal sin.

7. Kea
June 30, 2006

Urs

Please correct me if I’m wrong, but AFAIK SCFT would only describe one sector
of the Landscape…and the evidence for the Landscape that some people take to
be most compelling does not belong to that sector.

8. Bee
June 30, 2006

Hi Peter,

thanks for the link to my post.

I am still at reading your book, and I just found that you formulated some of my
concerns about the specialisation much clearer than I could ever had (pp 205):

“This huge degree of complexity at the heart of current research […] means that
a huge investment in time and effort is required to master the subject well
enough to begin such research. […] Since the whole subject is so complicated
and difficult, theorists trying to evaluate what is going on often rely to an unusal
extend not in their own understanding of the subject, but also on what others say
about it.” (possible typos are entirely mine)

Best regards,

B.

9. urs
June 30, 2006

Please correct me if I’m wrong, but AFAIK SCFT would only describe
one sector of the Landscape…and the evidence for the Landscape that
some people take to be most compelling does not belong to that sector.

Ok, of course I am talking about the space of all SCFTs (but including all



information about the possible D-branes for a given SCFT, and also, in particular,
all possible worldsheet phenomena like worldsheet instantons). That’s what the
conjecture would apply to.

So maybe I should say “perturbative landscape” instead of “landscape”.

10. Nicholas
June 30, 2006

“Moreover, even if most physicists no longer take the theory seriously, stringy
memes will continue to infect the culture at large. New Age authors in particular
have embraced string theory. The appeal is obvious. Along with such quasi-
scientific notions as Gaia, complexity theory, psychoanalysis and the anthropic
principle, strings entwine the public’s imagination not because they explain the
world but because they mystify it.”

As a researcher in granular systems I certainly must take some offense with this
notion of complexity being first of all lumped in this group and additionally with
the very statement that it is somehow mystifying nature.

I am not here to discuss the merits of chaos however, but rather to state that it is
not an argument to suggest that someone’s misappreciation of science reflects
upon the subject itself.

I have often encountered individuals with significant misunderstandings
pertaining to heisenburgs uncertainty principle, special relativity or a variety of
other physics. That in no way diminishes the validity of these as proper scientific
theories, and it should not ultimately reflect on string theory, regardless of that
theories actual scientific validity.

NM

11. Peter Woit
June 30, 2006

Nicholas,

About string theory, I think Horgan is right, it isn’t explaining how to unify
physics, it is mystifying the issue. About complexity theory I have no opinion.
Horgan is trying to be provocative. If you’re provoked, you should take it up with
him.

12. nontrad
June 30, 2006

At the risk of an ‘off topic’ comment, I take it Nicholas M. hasn’t read Horgan’s
‘End of Science’.

For NM and others who haven’t read it, my proverbial internet 2 cents is …. read
that book!!! Seriously, Horgan’s book is interesting / entertaining for numerous
reasons; including aspects of science journalism, philosophy of science, string



theory, cosmology, “chaoplexity”, evolution, neuroscience / AI etc (such as
narcissitic personality disorder / hubris kicked up copious notches).

Since several of those topics (ST, cosmology, phil of science, sci journos) are
repeatedly addressed at ‘Not Even Wrong’, readers here might well appreciate
the book (even if they don’t agree with the general thesis).

Horgan’s pretty insightful in general, he doesn’t pull his punches, and at times
he’s damn funny!

13. John Baez
June 30, 2006

Back in 2003, I wrote week197 of This Week’s Finds to explain some stuff
Stephan Stolz told me about elliptic cohomology. Elliptic cohomology studies a
space by mapping it into some spaces called “tmf(n)”, for “topological modular
forms”. These spaces are currently understood only in an indirect way. Some
people conjecture that tmf(n) is roughly the space of supersymmetric conformal
field theories of central charge -n. There’s a lot of evidence that something like
this is true.

The space of such theories is not the same as the “landscape” studied by string
theorists today… but, it’s still an intimidating structure. If the conjecture is true,
this structure has a lot more order to it than one might at first guess!

14. J.F. Moore
June 30, 2006

I can also recommend ‘End of Science’ as a well written series of fleshed-out
interviews on the general topic of whether fundamental discoveries in science
are behind us (and touching on strings as one example). I enjoyed discussing the
subject before and after that book was published, and was dismayed when
colleagues would crudely dismiss the arguments Horgan put forth based on his
‘lack of credibility’ rather than putting forth an actual counterargument. John
Maddox’ rebuttal book was pretty weak and only led me to think more highly of
Horgan.

I’ll have to read it again, but I suspect it’s held up just fine in the last decade.

15. MathPhys
July 1, 2006

Urs,

I still find your statment above confusing.

If you include “all information about the possible D-branes for a given SCFT, and
also, in particular, all possible worldsheet phenomena like worldsheet
instantons”, then you should say “landscape” rather than “perturbative
landscape”.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week197.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week197.html


Can you make the statement of the conjecture really precise, please?

Also the way that you type your notes on the web site using html makes them
less than fully readable. Why not use Latex and post a pdf file. It’s a pity when so
much work is less than fully readable.

16. Michael
July 1, 2006

MathPhys,

D-branes appear as boundaries of the worldsheet CFT. Worldsheet instantons are
essentially worldsheets wrapped an (small) non-trivial two-cycles in spacetime;
despite being non-perturbative they are well under control in a worldsheet
description. Thus including these effects is possible in a string-loop expansion,
which is what Urs meant by “perturbative”. At generic points in moduli space the
string-loop expansion is not useful, something people like Peter Woit love to
complain about.

17. MathPhys
July 1, 2006

Thanks, Michael.

18. urs
July 2, 2006

Also the way that you type your notes on the web site using html makes
them less than fully readable.

Which browser are you using?

I have tried not to use any symbols that are displayed only after the user installs
extra fonts.

I am currently sitting in some random internet cafe, and the formulas in that
entry are fully readable and displayed nicely using

– either plain Mozilla Firefox

– or MS Internet Explorer with the free MathPlayer plugin plugin installed (takes
2 seconds)

But you are of course, right, I could have produced a pdf instead.

19. urs
July 2, 2006

Can you make the statement of the conjecture really precise, please?

Not really precise, but more precise than I did before.

http://www.dessci.com/en/products/mathplayer/
http://www.dessci.com/en/products/mathplayer/


I guess it should go like this:

Conjecture: The space of all 2-functors from superconformal 2-paths to graded
2-Hilbert spaces carries a topological structure and is homotopy equivalent to
the tmf spectrum.

This is not really precise, yet, for a couple of reasons.

1) Nobody has yet a good idea of how precisely the 2-category of superconformal
2-paths looks like. Its 2-morphisms are superconformal disks with two marked
points on their boundary. Horizontal composition seems to be troublesome. But
Hilbert Uniformization might help here.

2) When I talk about 2-Hilbert spaces I am indicating that this is the true
structure which is secretly behind the vonNeumann algebra bimodule bicategory
that Stolz/Teichner use. In fact, I am pretty sure that what they discuss is the
special case of a 2-vector bundle associated to a String-2-bundle, using a
representation of the string 2-group on 2-Hilbert spaces.

20. MathPhys
July 2, 2006

Urs,
I can read your formulas (I’m using IE 6.0), but the layout is awkward (lines are
too long, etc) and things are sort of all over the place. I would like to be able to
download what you are write in a clean way and read it, annotate it, etc.

A pdf file of a latex document will give you a lot more versatility. You can also
build on it in the future, if you want to, and turn what you write into papers.

Re science, I’m trying to understand what you’re saying, and not let your overuse
of “decategorification” put me totally off the subject.

21. urs
July 3, 2006

can read your formulas (I’m using IE 6.0), but the layout is awkward

Hm, for some reason this happens on some configurations. Not on the ones I am
looking at at the moment, though. I guess that in general Firefox is the better
option.

I’m trying to understand what you’re saying, and not let your overuse
of “decategorification” put me totally off the subject.

I guess you mean categorification instead of decategorification. And its meant
precisely to help you to understand what is going on. Whithout it, there is hardly
a chance. It is a tool that organizes apperently intricate ideas in a conceptual
way.

So that’s why I emphasize, in that entry (in the second but last part) the situation
for the toy example of 1-dimensional supersymmetric field theory and K-theory.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000762.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000762.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000835.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000835.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000547.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000547.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000862.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000862.html


If you understand this example, and you know how categorification picks every
item of this example and increases its dimension by one, you understand the
main idea of the conjecture that I stated.

Actually, the main idea becomes pretty obvious then. All that remains are some
technicalities. That’s what categorification does for you: it provides you with all
the big picture and the general ideas. All that remains to be done then is figuring
out the technicalities.

I’d be happy to try to answer more detailed questions. But maybe we should do
that over on the SCT, lest we run into off-topic territory here.

22. urs
July 3, 2006

John Baez wrote:

Back in 2003, I wrote week197 of This Week’s Finds to explain some
stuff Stephan Stolz told me about elliptic cohomology.

BTW, I do list TWF197 together with other relevant literature available online at
the beginning of the first entry of the series.

The space of such theories is not the same as the “landscape” studied
by string theorists today…

But that’s mainly because the landscape studied by string theorists today is a
small subspace of the full landscape, namely that subspace whose points satisfy
a number of phenomenological prejudices and technical restrictions, like being
large volume CY compactifications with fluxes.

Maybe I am wrong, but it seems to me that asking the question “Which of
10^500 large volume CY flux compactifications is chosen, and why?” is only a
small subquestion of the full question, and motivated mainly by constraining the
full question by available and/or expected phenomenological input.

23. MathPhys
July 4, 2006

Thanks, Urs, for your kind offer, which I intend to take you on (and too bad for
the German soccer team).

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000737.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000737.html


Many Worlds In One

July 2, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Alex Vilenkin has a new popular book out about cosmology, entitled Many Worlds In
One. It’s mainly about the extremely speculative end of cosmology, and much of it is
devoted to explaining the author’s ideas on eternal inflation, creating the universe by
tunneling out of nothing, and the anthropic landscape, together with stories about
how he came to these ideas. It contains various amusing anecdotes, especially about
Alan Guth. Sean Carroll is credited with the following story:

One of the leading superstring theorists, Joseph Polchinski, once said that he would
quit physics if a nonzero cosmological constant were discovered. Polchinski realized
that the only explanation for a small cosmological constant would be the anthropic
one, and he just could not stand the thought.

He also describes the reaction to his anthropic arguments back during the years
when these were not all the rage like they are now:

After one of my seminars, a prominent Princeton cosmologist rose from his seat and
said, “Anyone who wants to work on the anthropic principle – should.” The tone of his
remark left little doubt that he believed all such people would be wasting their time.

Vilenkin’s book covers much the same ground as Susskind’s, although from the point
of view of a cosmologist, not a particle physicist. A huge amount is made of the
supposed anthropic “prediction” of the value of the cosmological constant (any news
of the rumor from Sean Carroll of new work by prominent Princeton cosmologist Paul
Steinhardt showing this is bunk?). Unlike Susskind, Vilenkin at least doesn’t seem to
be on a campaign to attack the “Popperazi” and convert everyone to anthropics, but
he demonstrates a similar lack of concern for the fact that the ideas he is discussing
don’t lead to much if anything in the way of a testable experimental prediction.

Here’s his scientifc program for 21st century physics, which he hopes will be spent
working on the anthropic landscape:

First, we will need to map the landscape. What kinds of vacua are there, and how
many of each kind? We cannot realistically hope to obtain a detailed characterization
of all 10500 vacua, so some kind of statistical description will be necessary. We will
also need to estimate the probabilities for bubbles of one vacuum to form amidst
another vacuum. The we will have all the ingredients to develop a model of an
eternally inflating universe with bubbles inside bubbles inside bubbles… Once we
have this model, the principle of mediocrity can be used to determine the probablility
for us to live in one vacuum or other.

Unfortunately for this research program, it has yet to even begin to get off the
ground, and there are very good arguments that it can never succeed. There are an
infinite number of possible vacua, and trying to make this finite so one can do
statistics requires putting in cutoffs, with results then strongly depending on the

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0809095238
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0809095238
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0809095238
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0809095238
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307


cutoff. The large numbers of these vacua make any attempts to identify ones that
agree with the real world computationally completely intractable. Even if one could
do this, all evidence is that one would end up with broad statistical distributions for
many of the parameters of the standard model, providing no useful prediction of what
new experiments will see, or any insight into why these parameters have the values
that they do.

Comments

1. MathPhys
July 2, 2006

Look on the bright side, Peter. They have solved all our problems. In the
immortal words of Alyosha Zamolodchikov when asked what he thinks of strings
as the final theory of everything

“That’s good. Now we can all relax and go and have a drink”.

2. Tommaso Dorigo
July 2, 2006

Hi,

as a plot-inclined person, I would be soooo happy to see a graphical description
of just one of the 19 parameters of the standard model as a function of any one of
the possible needed cut-offs that allowed a mediocrity principle to work out…
That would be a start.

…Naah. It would only mean starting to get plot-bombed by 10^500 possible
graphical descriptions…

Cheers,
T.

3. Who
July 2, 2006

A huge amount is made of the supposed anthropic “prediction” of the value of
the cosmological constant (any news of the rumor from Sean Carroll of new work
by prominent Princeton cosmologist Paul Steinhardt showing this is bunk?).

maybe this is merely background to still newer work?

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0605173
Why the cosmological constant is small and positive
Paul J. Steinhardt, Neil Turok
15 pages, 1 figure
“… we show that a cyclic model of the universe can naturally incorporate a
dynamical mechanism that automatically relaxes the value of the cosmological
constant, … nearly every volume of space spends an overwhelming majority of

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0605173
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0605173


the time at the stage when the cosmological constant is small and positive, as
observed today.”
==================

As for straightforward debunking, Abraham Loeb has presented an observational
test to show that the CC is not of anthropic origin:

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0604242
An Observational Test for the Anthropic Origin of the Cosmological
Constant
Abraham Loeb (Harvard)
JCAP 0605 (2006) 009
“…Here we propose a simple empirical test for this anthropic argument within
the boundaries of the observable Universe. We make use of the fact that dwarf
galaxies formed in our Universe at redshifts as high as z~10 when the mean
matter density was larger by a factor of ~10^3 than today. Existing technology
enables to check whether planets form in nearby dwarf galaxies and globular
clusters by searching for microlensing or transit events of background stars. The
oldest of these nearby systems may have formed at z~10. If planets are as
common per stellar mass in these descendents as they are in the Milky Way
galaxy, then the anthropic argument would be weakened considerably since
planets could have formed in our Universe even if the cosmological constant was
three orders of magnitude larger than observed. For a flat probability
distribution, this would imply that the probability for us to reside in a region
where the cosmological constant obtains its observed value is lower than
\~10^{-3}. A precise version of the anthropic argument could then be ruled-out
at a confidence level of ~99.9%, which constitutes a satisfactory measure of a
good experimental test.”

Loeb disposes of any a priori argument that the CC is anthropically determined,
since it is plausible that habitable zone planets will be detected in the
descendents of dwarf galaxies (this is what he proposes searching for) which
would rule out an anthropic CC, as he explains. One has every reason to expect
to find evidence of planet formation in dwarf galaxies just as one finds it in our
own galaxy.

I don’t know if Steinhardt has any current work debunking anthropic CC but it
does not seem that he NEEDS debunk it. Loeb has taken care of that. And
Steinhardt has proposed a mechanism by which, in his cyclic scheme, the CC
value could be explained.

4. steve
July 2, 2006

The original Weinberg mechanism never really worked. The anthropically-
favored value of the CC depends on the prior distribution of magnitude of density
fluctuations. We were not the only ones to notice this…

Anthropic Distribution for Cosmological Constant and Primordial Density
Perturbations

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0604242
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0604242


Authors: Michael L. Graesser, Stephen D.H. Hsu, Alejandro Jenkins, Mark B.
Wise

Journal-ref: Phys.Lett. B600 (2004)

Abstract: The anthropic principle has been proposed as an explanation for the
observed value of the cosmological constant. Here we revisit this proposal by
allowing for variation between universes in the amplitude of the scale-invariant
primordial cosmological density perturbations. We derive a priori probability
distributions for this amplitude from toy inflationary models in which the
parameter of the inflaton potential is smoothly distributed over possible
universes. We find that for such probability distributions, the likelihood that we
live in a typical, anthropically-allowed universe is generally quite small.

5. Chris W.
July 2, 2006

MathPhys, your comment reminds me of a remark of Stalin: “Death solves all
problems (…).”

6. MathPhys
July 2, 2006

Chris W,
Your comment on my comment explains many things to me. Keep the immortal
sayings of wise Russians coming, please.

7. MathPhys
July 2, 2006

and Georgians too.

8. Martin Kochanski
July 3, 2006

To the extent that anthropic arguments are intended to answer “why” questions
about constants (such as the cosmological constant) that have a continuous
range of possible values, they are surely flawed because they can never yield a
single answer.

You can have anthropic arguments for the number of dimensions of space –
where the possible values are integers – but surely any anthropic argument
applied to a continuous-valued constant will still yield an uncountable infinity of
allowable values?

9. Stalin
July 3, 2006

actually the situation is worse: different regions of the landscape will give
different broad distributions; heretic versions of the antrhopic religion will
proliferate, unless we obey Slatin’s order 227: Ни шагу назад.

http://en.thinkexist.com/quotation/death_solves_all_problems-no_man-no_problem/210458.html
http://en.thinkexist.com/quotation/death_solves_all_problems-no_man-no_problem/210458.html
http://nugae.wordpress.com/2006/07/03/when-anthropic-reasoning-wont-work/
http://nugae.wordpress.com/2006/07/03/when-anthropic-reasoning-wont-work/
http://nugae.wordpress.com/2006/07/03/when-anthropic-reasoning-wont-work/
http://nugae.wordpress.com/2006/07/03/when-anthropic-reasoning-wont-work/


10. annoying lurker
July 3, 2006

Peter, since the attacks are against the anthropic principle, perhaps you should
comment on what you think about Hoyle’s use of that principle to successfully
predict the fusion of 3 alpha particles into carbon in stars. Hoyle realised that for
the observed amounts of C-12, there must be a resonance at 7.65 MeV in C-12.
Experiments confirmed it.

Hoyle thought he didn’t win the Nobel Prize because he criticised the fact that
the Nobel Prize for the discovery of pulsars was awarded to the PhD adviser
(Hewitt) of the person who actually made the observation (Bell). However,
perhaps it was because of the anthropic principle. Hoyle wasn’t predicting
anything in the usual sense, just showing that one set of observations (measured
carbon 12 abundances in stars, people, etc.) are consistent with a particular
nuclear reaction rate.

I think the cancer of corruption in physics is that in default of real
understanding, obfuscation is preferred. String theory and its landscape are the
ultimate obfuscation with which to sink any questions anyone asks about physics.

When exactly was it that crackpotism won? Bohr at Solvay in 1927, Aspect
“falsifying” causality in 1982, or M-theory in 1995?

Do you ever just feel like giving up and embracing the extra dimensional
multiverse? It is so much easier to be a crackpot, peter!

11. sunderpeeche
July 3, 2006

Hoyle showed that other mechanisms would not work. For our universe to exist
(people etc) there had to be a resonance in C-12, and he calculated its energy
(correctly). Observations confirmed his claim. That’s more than just saying the
existence of people is consistent with a particular reaction rate.

? crackpotism Bohr Solvay 1927 ?

12. annoying lurker
July 3, 2006

“Hoyle showed that other mechanisms would not work.”

Similarly, I can “predict” the width and smoothness of a road from knowing the
widths and suspension systems of cars!

Other “mechanisms” (like flying cars through the sky) can be shown simply not
to work. Hence, for cars to exist, the roads must possess very constrained,
predictable features. Where’s my Nobel?

BTW, Bohr wasn’t actually awarded a Nobel for disproving causality (despite his
long philosophical arguments with Einstein in 1927).



13. Peter Woit
July 3, 2006

All,

Unless you really have something new to say, please resist the temptation to
start rehashing various aspects of the anthropic principle every time the
landscape gets mentioned here. At this point, all this is doing is adding to the
noise level.

14. CapitalistImperialistPig
July 3, 2006

Peter,

You said “There are an infinite number of possible vacua, and trying to make this
finite so one can do statistics requires putting in cutoffs…”

Could you briefly explain this comment and maybe mention the rationale for the
cutoff used?

15. secret milkshake
July 3, 2006

Stalin: “In the Soviet Army it takes more courage to retreat than advance.”

You tell me: Is ST getting like SA? Anybody shot in the back?

16. z3
July 4, 2006

NY Times, “Physics Awaits New Options as Standard Model Idles” describes the
lack of progress in theoretical HEP in the past 30 years and portraits the sense
of frustration in this field. String theory received a passing mention that’s sort of
dismissive.

17. kristo
July 4, 2006

Alexander Vilenkin has an article Philosophical Implications of Inflationary
Cosmology published in the March issue of The British Journal for the Philosophy
of Science.

18. woit
July 4, 2006

CIP,

You should look at Douglas’s papers for the details. One part of the story is that
he wants to put a bound on the volume of the compactification manifold, arguing
that if it is too big, we would see its effects already (i.e., we’d be aware that we
live in more than 4 space time dimensions by various experimental results).

http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/archive/00001341/
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/archive/00001341/
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/archive/00001341/
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/archive/00001341/
http://bjps.oxfordjournals.org/
http://bjps.oxfordjournals.org/
http://bjps.oxfordjournals.org/
http://bjps.oxfordjournals.org/


This kind of bound (together with others), allows him to argue that possibly the
number of vacua given by various flux compactification constructions is finite
(because the size of the manifold grows as you add fluxes). One problem with
putting in a cutoff though, is that, even if you make the number of vacua finite,
the distribution of them may be peaked near the cutoff (lots more ways to put in
fluxes at the maximal number of them).

If you look at his sequence of papers on counting vacua, you’ll see that he
started off hoping that statistical distributions of vacua would allow a landscape
prediction of whether the supersymmetry breaking scale was low or high,
depending on which was statistically favored. He seems to have given up on this,
partially because of this problem. People who talk about statistical calcuations of
these vacua possibly providing predictions are just ignoring the fact that this
idea has been tried, and now is dead for a good reason.

19. Who
July 4, 2006

z3,
could you provide a date for the article in the NYT?
I am not a regular Times reader. Any help with finding it? Author name?

NY Times, “Physics Awaits New Options as Standard Model Idles” describes the
lack of progress in theoretical HEP in the past 30 years and portraits the sense
of frustration in this field. String theory received a passing mention that’s sort of
dismissive.

20. woit
July 4, 2006

The NYT article is an essay by Dennis Overbye (who was in Beijing for Strings
2006), and it is at

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/07/04/science/04phys.html

Unlike many articles in the press full of hype about extra dimensions, etc.,
Overbye gets the mood in physics right, and emphasizes the lack of any
experimental data that could help us figure out how to get beyond the standard
model.

21. Visitor
July 4, 2006

Secretmilkshake, the answer to your question “Is ST getting like SA? Anybody
shot in the back?” is “Motl will certainly be willing to act as an Obstacle
Detachment.”

22. andy
July 4, 2006

Dennis Overbye is an editor at the NYT. What other qualifications does he have

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/07/04/science/04phys.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/07/04/science/04phys.html


to comment on the current state of particle theory?

23. Not A Nobel Laureate
July 4, 2006

“Dennis Overbye is an editor at the NYT. What other qualifications does he have
to comment on the current state of particle theory?”

Given that he understands that physics is an experimental science driven by the
discovery of new data, Overbye already more qualified to comment on the
current state of particle theory than many string theorists.

24. Tony Smith
July 4, 2006

secret milkshake said:
“… Stalin: “In the Soviet Army it takes more courage to retreat than advance.”
You tell me: Is ST getting like SA? Anybody shot in the back? …”.

What about Glashow, who in a just world would (along with Coleman) be senior
guru of Harvard Physics, but,
due to his views of superstring theory,
had to go to Boston U. to set up a physics program connected to reality ?

What about Smolin, who, as he said in his 2001 book “Three Roads to Quantum
Gravity”, “… was one of the first people to work on loop quantum gravity …
before then I [Smolin] worked on string theory …”, and
has recently, for advocating LQG, been a target of superstring community attack
dogs ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

25. BE PREPARED
July 5, 2006

HEP-PH/0607028 ANNOUNCED THAT OUR IMPURE UNIVERSE, SUSONIA,
WILL SOON MOVE INTO SUSYRIA, WITH PURE 10-DIMENSIONAL
SUPERSYMMETRIES AND EXTENDED LIFE EXPECTANCY. That work was
partially supported by the DOE under grant number DE-FG02-96ER-40967.

26. Alejandro Rivero
July 5, 2006

Well, Tom, the Harvard team kept Georgi, so it is not a completely lost
department.

27. woit
July 5, 2006

BE PREPARED,

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


I think you mean hep-ph/0607029, which is an impressive piece of science
fiction.

Andy,

Overbye’s profession is to spend his life talking to the best scientists he can find,
asking intelligent questions, and writing about what he has learned from them.
The results are only going to be as good as the scientists he talks to, but they’re
as good a way of coming up with a summary of what scientists in a field think
about the current state of their subject as any.

28. D R Lunsford
July 5, 2006

Peter,

That is so funny I spilled my coffee. It’s like Star Trek plot.

-drl

29. island
July 5, 2006

Andy… long ago in a land far away from here it was understood that you should
learn enough about physics that you can judge what you’re looking at for
yourself, so that you don’t need to make lame appeals to higher authority.

30. Fabien Besnard
July 5, 2006

>It’s like Star Trek plot.

It reminds me a lot of “Schild’s ladder” by Greg Egan. Except that Egan’s story is
much more credible.

31. MathPhys
July 5, 2006

I wonder what Clavelli was thinking when he wrote these papers. But — it’s a
free country.

32. Bee
July 5, 2006

From the present to the past

Cambridge physicist Stephen Hawking and his CERN colleague Thomas Hertog
have proposed a radical new approach to understanding the universe[…]

The new theory aims to get round a fundamental problem of string theory — the
most popular candidate for a “theory of everything” — which is that it allows the
existence of a multitude of different types of universes as well as our own. Each

http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/10/6/16/1
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/10/6/16/1


possible universe in this “landscape” has its own fundamental constants and
even different numbers of space-time dimensions. Moreover, string theory does
not favour any particular universe over another, which is not a good state of
affairs as we clearly live in a universe with a particular set of physical properties.

33. Benni
July 16, 2006

Peter woit wrote:
People who talk about statistical calcuations of these vacua are just ignoring the
fact that this idea has been tried, and now is dead.

What do you think about these papers from Luest:
I think this is pretty solid work!

The Statistics of Supersymmetric D-brane Models
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411173

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0510170
One in a Billion: MSSM-like D-Brane Statistics

Abstract
Continuing our recent work hep-th/0411173, we study the statistics of four-
dimensional, supersymmetric intersecting D-brane models in a toroidal
orientifold background. We have performed a vast computer survey of solutions
to the stringy consistency conditions and present their statistical implications
with special emphasis on the frequency of Standard Model features. Among the
topics we discuss are the implications of the K-theory constraints, statistical
correlations among physical quantities and an investigation of the various
statistical suppression factors arising once certain Standard Model features are
required.

We estimate the frequency of an MSSM like gauge group with three generations
to be one in a billion.

34. Peter Woit
July 16, 2006

Benni,
What is dead is the idea of extracting any physical predictions out of such
calculations. There are no predictions in the papers you mention.

35. Benni
July 16, 2006

This papers are the reason why Douglas has given up counting vacua. He referes
in his talk at Solvay directly to Luests work.
The Idea of counting vacuas is not death, it was solved.
However one could say the chance of 1 over a Billion to find the standard model
is a prediction! At least the only prediction statistical arguments can make, since
their only sense is to answer the question “How possible is it to find the standart

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411173
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411173
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0510170
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0510170


model”

This is answeared by Luest.

But then we have the case that at the end, one has a certain possibility in string
theory to describe our world. Since no one can find the solution explicitely
(because of Douglas Complexity paper)
I think it is indeed fair to say the whole subject is at its end.

(as Luest has said to me in person: If the LhC doesn’t find supersymmetry, then
we need some good advise)

36. Benni
July 16, 2006

to be more concrete, you wrote Peter:
Once we have this model, the principle of mediocrity can be used to determine
the probablility for us to live in one vacuum or other.

Unfortunately for this research program, it has yet to even begin to get off the
ground, and there are very good arguments that it can never succeed.

The point why I send you these papers was, that I think this program has
succseeded in the papers from Luest! The answer is one over a billion!

37. JC
July 16, 2006

The anthropic string folks surely have more than enough rope to hang
themselves with. 



Various Weirdness

July 5, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book, Uncategorized

Must be something in the air, lots of weird things going on recently:

My book has been officially non-endorsed by the people at Axes & Alleys.

I finally realized why Lubos was carrying on about how if any errors in my book had
been corrected it was because of him. Evidently one of the university presses I sent it
to decided he was an appropriate reviewer for the book, and sent it to him to referee.
I assume the review was as loony as the one he put on Amazon, but I never saw it,
and have no idea whether it convinced the publisher to turn down my book. I do
wonder which if any string theorist suggested Lubos to the publisher as an
appropriate referee. The “free marketplace of ideas”, indeed…

Lubos has put up a paranoid rant about how someone just told him that I “made
amazon.co.uk erase all reviews” of the book except for the 5-star ones. This is
complete nonsense. When his review appeared there and I first saw it over a month
ago, I did hit the “report as inappopriate” link at the bottom of the review, but that’s
all I ever did about this, and I never saw any other negative reviews except his.
Actually, I think his review was responsible for several people posting positive reviews
in response to it (thanks folks!). I have no idea why Amazon UK recently deleted his
review. Perhaps lots of people hit the “report as inappropriate” link, perhaps someone
there just read it and recognized it for what it is. I wrote a comment on Lubos’s blog
explaining this, but it was immediately deleted (and has now been added to the
Censored Comments From the Reference Frame section of this blog). It’s pretty
hilarious how exercised he is about censorship.

Over at the arXiv in hep-ph, a few days ago there was a paper from Tom Banks
entitled Remodeling the Pentagon After the Events of 2/23/06. Somehow, Banks seems
to be comparing the appearance of the paper of Intriligator, Seiberg and Shih about
metastable SUSY breaking to the events of 9/11, and the following “neo-conservative
revolution” in the US. Banks had a SUSY model containing a “Pentagon” (a “new
strongly interacting SU(5) super-QCD with 5 flavors of pentaquark”), which he now
enhances with metastable SUSY breaking to get what he describes as “a lean and
mean, stripped down version of the Pentagon, suitable for rapid deployment to solve
all of the problems of the supersymmetric standard model” (a footnote warns about
the Pentagon’s propensity for hyperbole).

A commenter here pointed to another paper on hep-ph, from last night, entitled
Neighboring Valley in the String Landscape. Pretty much pure science fiction,
although it did make me realize that just about any Landscape paper could be
improved by doing what this author did, including an impressive color graphic of the
earth de-materializing.

Over at hep-th, there’s a new paper last night, entitled Generalized Flux Vacua. Using
a new construction, the authors find an infinite number of solutions that are supposed
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to be consistent backgrounds for string theory. This pulls the plug on the arguments
from a couple weeks ago by Acharya and Douglas that the Landscape should be finite
(after imposing varous cutoffs). The authors also claim that this drains some of the
swampland promoted recently by Ooguri and Vafa. They do note that, although string
theory is a completely precise and rigorous framework, it’s impossible to tell whether
the backgrounds they describe really are consistent vacua for string theory (because
of, among other things, possible non-perturbative effects):

This somewhat surprising result seems to contradict recent predictions regarding
properties of the string landscape, though as we will discuss there are some reasons
why the solutions we find may not correspond to stable nonperturbative vacua in a
complete string theory framework.

Comments

1. John A
July 5, 2006

For Lubos to keep referring to you as “the lecturer in Discipline” rather than by
your name, is just desperately sad.

I cannot judge the finer points of your argument about string theory, but judging
by the extraordinary behavior of Lubos, I’d have to say he’s completely lost it.

String theory is a metaphysical theory. It has no laboratory.

2. Peter Woit
July 5, 2006

John,

I don’t know, at least he’s getting my official title right. Seems like an
improvement over the usual “crackpot”, “scientific microbe”, “one gigantic
KGB”, “Goebbels”, “inquisition”, etc…

3. Kea
July 5, 2006

“Pentagon” (a “new strongly interacting SU(5) super-QCD with 5 flavors of
pentaquark”)

OK, I won’t say it…..

4. Who
July 5, 2006

Freidel’s paper is out
there has been some discussion of the anticipated results already by Urs and by
fh, at the Distler blog.
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http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0607014
Particles as Wilson lines of gravitational field
L. Freidel, J. Kowalski–Glikman, A. Starodubtsev
19 pages

“Since the work of Mac-Dowell-Mansouri it is well known that gravity can be
written as a gauge theory for the de Sitter group. In this paper we consider the
coupling of this theory to the simplest gauge invariant observables that is,
Wilson lines. The dynamics of these Wilson lines is shown to reproduce exactly
the dynamics of relativistic particles coupled to gravity, the gauge charges
carried by Wilson lines being the mass and spin of the particles. Insertion of
Wilson lines breaks in a controlled manner the diffeomorphism symmetry of the
theory and the gauge degree of freedom are transmuted to particles degree of
freedom.”

5. woit
July 5, 2006

Who,

Somehow I don’t think you believe the Freidel et. al. paper fits under the current
topic of “Various Weirdness”… You really need a blog devoted to LQG, maybe you
can get Distler to host an “LQG Coffee Table”. Now, that would be weird…

6. Who
July 5, 2006

you are being conversational about my sin of offtopicness, instead of delivering
cuffs of disapproval. you must be in an exceptionally good humor. I am glad

7. Shantanu
July 5, 2006

Peter , what exactly does “officially being non-endorsed mean”? also who or
what is the “Axes & Alleys” ?

8. woit
July 5, 2006

Shantanu,

Can’t say that I know the answers to your questions, your guess is a good as
mine. As near as I can tell, the mysterious forces behind this publication and
blog are string theory skeptics, and thus fans of Not Even Wrong. The official
non-endorsement has something to do with my refusal to admit that I found their
string-related graphic funny.

Like string theorists, they seem to have a very original relation to the question of
“reality”. Unlike string theorists, they seem to be aware of this…

9. Chris W.

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0607014
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0607014


July 5, 2006

Who,

Compare gr-qc/0607014 with hep-th/0403137. There seems to be a conceptual
connection here.

(Peter: I beg your indulgence; could you leave this comment in place for a day or
two?)

10. Mike
July 5, 2006

Is the business in that paper about remodeling the Pentagon after the “events” of
a certain date — admittedly not 9/11 — perhaps in bad taste, rather than a sign
of cleverness? If I knew someone who had died there, I might find it so.

11. woit
July 5, 2006

OK, that will teach me to be a nice guy. Next off-topic LQG commenter will be
shot.

12. woit
July 5, 2006

Mike,

I’m not sure about poor taste, but it’s definitely weird. Promoting the latest
advance in SUSY breaking as being like 9/11? A very, very, weird field, this one,
if you ask me.

13. D R Lunsford
July 5, 2006

I don’t want to be shot, so I won’t explain my plan for rebuilding the World Trade
Center as a hyperdiamond Feynman lattice. Wait, that’s on topic! Go ahead!
Make my day!

-drl

14. Jeremy
July 5, 2006

D R:

I fully-endorse your plan! Of coursed, at this point in time I would endorse I giant
rubber duck there.

While I understand the fully-human reaction Lubos shows to a complex
questioning of an idea so closely identified with the core of his life, I still think
the denigration involved is out of place. That aside, I have enjoyed reading him

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0403137
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when he’s not cranky (so every four days or so).

Dr. Woit, have you read or seen the new publication on the 10th Dimension? I
find its explanation of the 5th, which is one essentially of choice, to be quite
amusing.

15. andy
July 6, 2006

Peter: Get over Lubos. Ignore him. He craves recognition and notoriety. Sure, he
probably legally libelled you in his post, but “whaddaya gonna do aboudid?”

Lubos is a nutbar, and he’s the “best” proof that string theory is dead. Celebrate
it!

16. andy
July 6, 2006

ps: and how many papers has LM written recently?

17. Aaron Bergman
July 6, 2006

Re: Banks

Lighten up, dude. You could argue that the joke is in poor taste, but it’s certainly
not “promoting the latest advance in SUSY breaking as being like 9/11”.

18. woit
July 6, 2006

Aaron,

Re: comparing 9/11 to 3/23

Lighten up, I don’t especially think it’s in poor taste. I think it’s nutty. Watching
gonzo surrealism take over the subject of particle theory is kind of fascinating to
watch.

19. John Gonsowski
July 6, 2006

Well being a surreal Gonso all my life, I might as well add something… rebuilding
the World Trade Towers as a hyperdiamond Feynman lattice could allow it to be
protected by the variable physicality of the conformal degrees of freedom but
you would have to make sure it doesn’t drift off into a pure 8 dimensional non-
supersymmetric universe. Woit, that’s on topic! Go ahead! Make my day!

20. John A
July 6, 2006

Security backup of comment:



I’d like to know why the name of this blog morphed from “Lubos Motl’s
Reference Frame” to “The Reference Frame”.

Surely the first implied that this was your point of view on things, while
the latter seems to imply that everyone should see view the world in
exactly the same way as you do.

21. Carl
July 6, 2006

Now that you mention it, “The Reference Frame” seems to suggest an aether.

Carl

22. Mike
July 6, 2006

Let me make it clear: I think the 9/11 – 3/23 pairing is weird. That doesn’t mean
it isn’t in poor taste as well. Especially to people — aka citizens and taxpayers —
who know nothing about physics, but understand 9/11 very well.

I remember the colleague whose reaction to 9/11 was that it was horrible, but it
sure was great theater. That has always struck me as weird, and as in very poor
taste, especially given the fact that he was a citizen of another country (albeit
one which lost many in the WTC).

It’s all probably a minor point. Maybe not even wrong, but I doubt it. On with
physics!

23. Aaron Bergman
July 6, 2006

Banks has done this sort of thing for yaers.

24. anonymous
July 6, 2006

astro-ph/0412647 of 29/12 was inspired by the tsunami of 26/12, an event worse
than 9/11.

25. John Gonsowski
July 6, 2006

Personally I am too into 9-11 to stay depressingly serious about it 100% of the
time but it is important for sensitivity and seriousness of issue reasons not to go
overboard. One day and one day only during my four years at Carnegie Mellon
we trashed our floor of the dorm (nothing permanent), the clean-up crew just
seemed to smile knowingly.

26. Peter Woit
July 6, 2006

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/gross_c01/banks/oh/01.html
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Aaron,

At least in the case you mention Banks’s analogy of the state of string theory
with Dante’s Inferno makes good sense…

27. Aaron Bergman
July 6, 2006

I’m sure you don’t want the unsolicited advice, but you really need to look at
things without the lens of your crusade against string theory occasionally and
not take everything quite so seriously, Peter.

Or, put another way, not everything needs to be interpreted as part of the
growing malaise that will soon overwhelm string theory and exile us all to the
the world of financial derivatives.

28. Peter Woit
July 6, 2006

Aaron,

Good advice, but I can assure you that at least in the case of this posting, this is
all about not taking things seriously. There’s an extremely entertaining
surrealism to so much going on in this business these days.

29. Mike
July 8, 2006

Not a string theorist myself, so I have no personal stake, but if string theory
crashes, there are other possibilities besides financial derivatives (and anyway,
that too will soon be saturated anyway). There are many interesting things going
on in science, more likely to lead to something worthwhile than the (N + 1)th
string theorist, to which physicists, theoretical physicists, can contribute. Things
involving cooperative phenomena in a whole bunch of fields, inside and outside
of physical science. I say at least have a look at other “options” if you are a
young person thinking of bailing from the string world!



String Theory for Undergraduates

July 5, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

I hadn’t realized how many of the physics departments at the top universities in the
US have instituted undergraduate string theory courses.  The only one I was aware of
was MIT’s 8.251, String Theory for Undergraduates, taught by Barton Zwiebach, who
developed a textbook for the course, A First Course in String Theory. 

Maybe now that there’s a textbook, that is what has caused other institutions to
follow suit.  Caltech has Physics 134, String Theory, and Carnegie-Mellon has Physics
33-652, An Introduction to String Theory.  Stanford goes its competitors one better by
having two undergraduate courses in string theory: Physics 153A, Introduction to
String Theory I, and Physics 153B, Introduction to String Theory II. This last course
even promises to explain to students how string theory is connected to particle
physics. 

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
July 5, 2006

Needless to say, this is absurd. Is physics trying to commit suicide? In fact there
is no longer any need or use for American scientists and engineers, only Home
Depot clerks and the matching consumers, so I guess they figure – why not?

It’s as if law schools were to begin teaching from Deuteronomy. Let’s bring back
Aristotle and Pliny!

-drl

2. Kea
July 5, 2006

Gulp! In my country we don’t even have any String theorists.

3. LDM
July 5, 2006

It is probably not too unreasonable to state that many critics of the theory have
not studied string theory even at the level of Zwiebach — and even Feynman said
(read the letters book for the exact quote) he did not believe in it, but he
admitted he did not know enough about it to say why…

As long as the undergrads have the necessary background, I think this is an
EXCELLENT decision — to offer undergrads courses, so they can judge the
merits (or lack thereof) of string theory themselves.

http://mit.edu/8.251/www/
http://mit.edu/8.251/www/


They will also then be in a position to judge when its supporters have let their
enthusiasm overpower their scientific better judgment (As an example,
Zwiebach’s recent letter comes to mind — it was, unfortunately, egregiously
biased and overstated — however, one can only really make these judgments if
one has studied string theory sufficiently to realize Zwiebach was exaggerating
its results ) — OR when the beauty of its ideas and its partial results, despite the
current lack of experiments, justify a continued optimism that that the theory has
substance and is worth continued investigation.

4. z
July 6, 2006

After a cursory look at Zwiebach’s course page, it seems to me some
mathematics only at the sophomore or junior level is required – PDEs, linearity,
multivariate calculus. What exactly do they hope to accomplish with such
courses other than to inculcate a new generation of graudate students and
benefactors? Connections explored in these courses to experimental tests is
superficial at best, in my opinion.

I’m not saying these courses are worthless — there’s a lot of neat mathematical
tools an undergraduate could learn to apply in them. However, an undergraduate
education in physics should be firmly based in reality. Speculative theories such
String Theory and even LQG should be in the domain of graduate school or
applied mathematics, not undergraduate physics.

5. biophysicist
July 6, 2006

I took the class myself a couple years ago back when we were still given the
typed manuscript for free (there now I’ve definitely given away my identity for a
couple readers of the weblog for sure) and even though obviously I chose a
different branch of physics for my graduate work I have to say that the course
was simply outstanding and Barton Zwiebach is one of the finest teachers I’ve
ever had. Yeah string theory as science has definitely seen better days, but the
class itself is a great way to learn a lot of the tools used in modern physics. The
way Barton teaches it also makes it a neat way to see how different theoretical
underpinnings can come together – the calculation of the Beckenstein-Hawking
entropy result for example played a big role in my personal decision to pursue
statistical mechanics as a graduate student (now of course, as a statistical
mechanician, I can laugh at all you particle guys whose work is simply an input
into our theories  ).

Also I’d like to point out that while the class started with probably 60 people
(including 30 or so undergrads) the year I took it, we only ended with 6
undergrads by the end I think and about 20 graduate students. So before anyone
gets too worried about Barton’s corruption of us youth I think it’s worth thinking
about the positive aspects of the class – I of course cannot speak to the other
institutions’ courses, but I learned a lot of useful tricks in 8.251 that I use to this
day.



6. Richard
July 6, 2006

String theory for undergraduates is excellent for students who want to think
about classical mechanics and E&M in a more abstract way in preparation for
graduate school. Additionally, these courses can serve as “capstone” courses for
physics majors who aren’t planning on going to graduate school. Most students
who are interested in theory will take either GR or QFT instead. Perhaps a
course that would serve both groups of students better would be an introduction
to conformal field theory with applications to condensed matter for
undergraduates, but no one has written a book for that subject comparable to
Zwiebach’s.

7. Doug
July 6, 2006

I would like to take the course, if nothing else just so I can get the answer to one
question:

Why does David Gross and others say that they don’t know what string theory is?
What does this statement actually mean?

8. Jimbo
July 6, 2006

After 10 yrs of college physics teaching in Calif., Colo., Florida and Oregon, I can
guarrantee that 99.9% of the undergrads, at 95% of US universities,
contemplating signing up for an intro string course out of Zwiebach’s book, will
drop the course in less than 2 weeks !
In the 5% I am excluding, are of course Caltech, Harvard, Stanford, Princeton,
Cornell, UC, CU, UWash, etc.
However, even at prestigous schools, where undergrads have excellent
preparation, faculty are overcommitted to teaching std. req’d courses, and will
probably be reluctant anyway, in the dubious light of anything stringy these days.
Mike Duff was very harsh on the mathematical unfitness of physics American
students, and I can personally vouch for the veracity of his comments on this sad
state of affairs.

9. misslemon
July 6, 2006

Re: LDM’s arguement:
“I think this is an EXCELLENT decision — to offer undergrads courses, so they
can judge the merits (or lack thereof) of string theory themselves.
They will also then be in a position to judge when its supporters have let their
enthusiasm overpower their scientific better judgment ”

Would you say, then, that it’s also an excellent idea to teach “creation science” to
biology students? Not to say that string theory is in the same class, but this IS
the arguement often used for allowing creationism into the biology curriculum.



10. MathPhys
July 6, 2006

The first half (or so) of Zwiebach’s book is good because he assumes so little, so
he has to explain lots of basic physics before hand, so you can think of this,
indeed, as a motivated introduction to general physics.

I’m not so sure I like the latter parts of the book, where he introduces those
aspects of string theory that he’s interested in. That makes the book less than
suitable as a standard textbook.

11. D R Lunsford
July 6, 2006

Richard said

String theory for undergraduates is excellent for students who want to think
about classical mechanics and E&M in a more abstract way in preparation for
graduate school.

I can’t see this as being in any sense true. In fact, having wrestled with both
things at length, I declare it categorically false.

All the hotshots I ever knew had glaring holes in their understanding. I assume
hotshots everywhere are similar. One has to work at rounding out one’s
understanding, and it ain’t comin’ from string theory. There is a magisterial tone
in your misunderstanding that illustrates the actual source of the current
unpleasantness.

-drl

12. Alejandro Rivero
July 6, 2006

A problem with Zwiebach’s book is that it is very easy to follow in the first part
but it is at the end expected to be taught by an expert of the field, because when
it goes into complications it just promises that in the real research papers all the
questions are rightly answered. SO you are forced into Ponchiski’s are GSW and
it is not undergraduate anymore.

Still, it is interesting for an undergraduate to think about the quantisation of
extended objects.

13. X
July 6, 2006

maybe it is interesting for undergraduates that already understood quantization
of point particles?

I think that an undergraduate needs to get some idea about what string theory
did/will accomplish, to decide if it is worth to study it. While learning some



details of string quantization (at the expenses of not learning other physics) is
not a good idea.

14. Warren
July 6, 2006

Stanford is on the quarter system, so it’s really more like 1 1/3 courses.

15. LEJ Brouwer
July 6, 2006

I would love to see a textbook on modern string field theory in the Batalin-
Vilkovisky formalism of which Zwiebach was a pioneer. The beautiful thing about
Zwiebach’s work, and I think this is shows through in all his research papers, is
his emphasis on clarity and rigour, despite the inherent complexity of the subject
matter.

16. Doug
July 6, 2006

But, again, how can a university course, based on a textbook, teach something
that nobody can identify? What is it that I’m missing here? What do string
theorists, like David Gross, mean, when they say that they don’t know what
string theory is?

Please, can someone take a moment and explain this to me? Books, pro and con,
are flying off the presses about something no one understands, but everyone
feels so strongly about.

I can understand the idea of strings vs. point particles. I can understand the
difference between the 26D bosonic string theory and the 10D superstring
theory with its five dualities and how the 11D M-theory unifies these. I can even
understand how compactified dimensions make it possible to have n-dimensional
equations of motion in a 3+1 manifold, but what do they mean when they say
they don’t know what string theory is? This I don’t understand.

17. Kasper Olsen
July 6, 2006

Dear Peter,
did you read the book? It is – in my opinion – actually quite good; all of it might
not be important for eventually going beyond the standard model, but don’t you
think it is important to learn about the most promising ways of going beyond the
SM? If somebody wanted to give a course on LQG or twistor theory, don’t you
think it would be OK?

– regards, Kasper

18. Jason
July 6, 2006



Relax, people.

19. Peter Woit
July 6, 2006

Doug,
It’s very simple. What is known about string theory is how to construct a
(divergent) series, one that is supposed to be a perturbation expansion of some
still unknown exact theory, and thus an asymptotic series in the string coupling
for the true result. There are lots of partial, conjectural ideas about what
properties this non-perturbative true theory will have, and some conjectured
constructions in special backgrounds that don’t look like physics. But no one has
a good idea about what this exact, underlying theory is. There has always been a
lot of speculation about how it will be something completely new and different,
involving new ideas about space and time.

Kasper,

No, I don’t think it would be OK for a physics department to set up an
undergraduate course in LQG or twistor theory. This kind of highly speculative
stuff involving advanced mathematics belongs in upper-level graduate courses,
not undergraduate courses where the students still have yet to learn many of the
most basic things about physics and the most basic mathematical techniques
needed. I know of no other example ever where multiple US physics departments
have instituted undergraduate courses in a subject for which there is no
experimental evidence.

Yes, I own a copy of the book and have read some of it, although it covers
material I’ve read about many times in other string theory books and expository
papers over the last 20 years. It’s a good exposition of the subject from a true
believer, but it’s completely inappropriate for undergraduates. There are many,
many more useful things for them to study than the details of how to quantize
the string in light-cone gauge.

I completely disagree with you that string theory is a promising way of going
beyond the SM. It has completely failed at this, something you won’t learn by
reading all the hype in Zwiebach’s book. Even if it were a promising way of going
beyond the SM, undergraduate students don’t even yet have the background to
understand the SM, and they need to do that first. It is becoming a huge problem
in particle theory that students are being trained in the details of string theory
before they have really mastered the details of the SM.

20. D R Lunsford
July 6, 2006

Peter,

The time would be better spent on, among other things, an intensive course in
“Intuitive Relativity”. I found that very few undergrads understood relativity at
all well. I think a history course with readings of original papers would be good
(e.g. the “Dreimaennerarbeit”, Pauli’s review articles, Einstein’s big papers etc.)



-drl

21. LEJ Brouwer
July 6, 2006

I agree that string theory is not a useful topic to study at the undergraduate
level. However I think the study of Clifford algebras and their applications to
physics (see e.g. the book “Geometric Algebra for Physicists”) could prove to be
a useful broad framework for those intending to carry out future research in
theoretical physics.

22. Doug
July 6, 2006

Thanks Peter. Does the book explain that, or is it assumed that an undergrad
physics student would ordinarily realize it?

23. James
July 6, 2006

Peter,

It might be a shocker for you but several European universities offer
undergraduate string theory courses and have been doing so for at least 15 years
(that is what I am aware of). Examples: Amsterdam, Groningen, Utrecht,
Brussels, Budapest, Prague, Moscow and I’m sure there are plenty more.

Mind the fact that there are loads of old professors for whom the phrase “string
theory” means something from the 70’s and that is what they teach. It would be
very difficult for you to convince them that this material is some new age hype
when they were studying it 30 years ago.

Of course there are European universities where the more modern approaches
are taught to undergraduates under the banner “string theory”, e.g. Amsterdam
and I suspect this area is where you actually target your criticism.

My observation is only to enlighten anyone who thinks that “string theory” is a
large monolithic blob which can be commented on and criticised in one go.

Hope this helps,
James

24. James
July 6, 2006

Peter,

You write “What is known about string theory is how to construct a (divergent)
series, one that is supposed to be a perturbation expansion of some still unknown
exact theory, and thus an asymptotic series in the string coupling for the true
result.” and perhaps you allow me to notice a certain negative tone in this
sentence.



However, I guess you agree that nothing is known about the Standard Model
non-perturbatively (except for QCD but that is also not rigorous) and all what is
known is a perturbative expansion but that doesn’t cause us any headache. So
this particular criticism of string theory is not really honest as you could say the
same for the Standard Model as well. Put it this way: a rigorous non-perturbative
definition is *not* a requirement for a good physics theory.

I can already hear you saying that the Standard Model has been confirmed
experimentally and string theory has not, which is completely true but in your
above mentioned criticism you brought up the lack of a non-perturbative
definition and haven’t talked about experiments. In other words just because one
valid criticism exists does not mean that *any* criticism is valid.

Hope this helps you understand why string theorists and other high energy
physicists do not respond to your book in a serious way and why string theorists
and other high energy physicists do not take you seriously over all. If they are
looking for criticism of string theory (plenty exists surely, lack of experimental
evidence being one) they go to the experts who are also plenty. Even plenty of
string theorists exist who are critical in a reasonable way, unlike you I am sorry
to say.

Again, it is my intention to help you understand the reason for your considerable
isolation in high energy circles especially since you yourself asked the question
in one of your postings why there is no serious string theory reaction to your
book.

All the best,
James

25. Chris Oakley
July 6, 2006

Hi Anonymous James,

I don’t think that your observations are very relevant. Many of us have come to
the conclusion that the String community is not capable of reforming itself and
therefore the change has to come from outside. This is where writing books for
the general scientific audience comes in. Peter is surely in the vanguard here,
but if he had not taken it upon himself to draw the world’s attention to the extent
to which fundamental physics research has poisoned itself, someone else would.

26. anonymous
July 6, 2006

Dear James, the main problem is not the lack of experimental evidence, but the
lack of any experimental signal. I hope you agree that, if strings have nothing to
tell to experimentalists, the lack of a rigorous non perturbative definition is
solved as: who cares?

27. Peter Woit
July 6, 2006



James,

The problem with string theory is not that it doesn’t have a rigorous non-
peturbative formulation, the problem is that it has no non-perturbative
formulation at all (other than on unphysical backgrounds). This is especially
problematic because the vacuum state people want to use in string theory can’t
be the perturbative one. This is why you can’t predict anything in string theory.
You don’t have a non-perturbative theory that can tell you what the possible
vacuum states are and allow reliable calculations in these states.

This is completely different than the standard model, which has a well-defined
non-perturbative lattice formulation. This definition is completely rigorous, the
only thing non-rigorous is that you can’t prove that it actually has all the
properties you expect. You can do approximate calculations, either perturbative
or semi-classical ones where appropriate, or fully non-perturbative ones using
Monte-Carlo methods. All the results of these approximate calculations are
consistent with the non-perturbative theory having the properties one expects.

For the electroweak part of the SM, the vacuum state is the perturbative one,
you can do perturbative calculations, and these have been confirmed
experimentally to very high accuracy. For the strong interactions, the low energy
behavior is non-perturbative, you can calculate it using Monte-Carlos methods,
and, within the accuracy of the calculations you get agreement with experiment.
At high energies because of asymptotic freedom, you can use perturbative
methods also in QCD, and get good agreement with experiment there too.

The situation of the SM is just completely different than that of string theory, and
the fact that you don’t know this seems to indicate that you don’t know much
about this subject at all. I don’t know who you are, since you choose to hide
behind anonymity, but you give every appearance of being an undergraduate
who has no idea what is going on here.

As for my “isolation in high energy circles”, I can assure you that that is not the
case. I regularly talk to high energy physicists of many different stripes, and find
that the only ones who significantly disagree with me are the more fanatical
among the string theorists. From my conversations with many physicists in
recent years, my impression is that the great majority of the physics community
now has a low opinion of string theory (often lower than mine). Even the majority
of string theorists that I talk to think the state of the field is highly problematic.
Several of the people who regularly comment here, but choose to remain behind
pseudonyms because of fear of retribution from fanatics, are known to me and
are theorists who work on string theory.

I wasn’t asking about why no one agreed with me, most theorists do. What I’m
curious about is why those string theory true believers who disagree with me
refuse to publicly answer any of the criticisms I make of the theory. So far, the
only one willing to do so is Lubos, and he is crazy. The only others heard from
are people like you, who don’t seem to know what they are talking about and
can’t answer any of my criticisms, but yet insist on attacking my competence to
make them in a cowardly fashion using pseudonyms. This kind of defense of



string theory is not going to work. It is becoming widely realized in the physics
community that string theorists are not able to answer the scientific criticisms
being made, and the way they are choosing to respond to their critics is rapidly
stripping them of any credibility.

28. Peter Woit
July 6, 2006

Doug,

I haven’t looked at everything in the book carefully, but it certainly was my
impression that the book did not explain exactly what the problem is with having
no non-pertubative formulation. I have no idea whether Zwiebach explains this to
his students, but his recent letter to the WSJ not only didn’t mention this
problem, but tried to imply that it doesn’t exist or is not serious.

29. Clifford V Johnson
July 6, 2006

Hi Peter,

I hope you’re well.

A few things:

(1) I can think of numerous times when well-known non-crazy string theorists
have answered your criticisms, on this blog and on others. The problem is that
you choose to forget the answers and keep repeating yourself. So people have
gotten terribly bored with the whole thing I suspect. It’s nothing personal, at
least not on my part, just really really boring, I’m afraid. How about searching
your own blog’s archives for some of the answers? And those of CV? There’s
really been no significantly new discussion points since last August or so, so all
this stuff is hard to distinguish from a PR exercise to sell a book. Not that there’s
anything wrong with PR exercises per se, and I am of course not accusing you of
engaging in one, just making an observation.

(2) The only time you seem to come over and join in a discussion (or whatever)
over on CV about strings is when you’ve something negative to say. Why not
come and join in the other discussions (there and elsewhere) where we are all
publicly visibly learning new things about ongoing research in the field as we go
along? Not doing so while continue to make the same old answered points again
and again -your current practice- might lead the uninformed observer that
maybe you have a fixed idea about what you want to believe and will only discuss
results consistent with that. See my last two sentences of (1).

(3) You speak with certainty that string theory has failed as a theory of Nature.
Actually, you don’t know if that is true, and nobody knows that. It is your hunch
that it is so, and it is my hunch that it is not so, and we are entitled to our
hunches. It is a subject of ongoing research. That is as much as anyone can say.
To say more is hype. I thought you did not like hype. See my last two sentences
of (1).



(4) You say that the majority of string theorist that you talk to think that the state
of the field is highly problematic. I cannot dispute that you got that impression,
but I do question the validity of the sample that you have ahda access to. I and
several of the people I work with or meet regularly in the field (from many of the
most active groups around the world) don’t seem to have that strong an opinion.
But that’s consistent with the fact that none (or few) of these people have
actually met you at any conferences or meetings. (Unless they are meeting with
you in secret?) So there seems to be little or no intersection between the set you
are meeting with and the set that I and my colleagues and collaborators are
meeting with. Interesting, don’t you think? You’re a smart guy and ordinarily
would not make such an empty point unless….. oh…see the last two sentences of
(1).

(5) The real reason I came on to comment (since I’ve said much of the above
before) is to ask whether you really think that (as a faculty member of a
respectable university, but we’ll let that pass) it is consistent to publicly beat up
on an undergraduate (if that is what James actually is), and call him or her
ignorant about string theory and other issues in the very comment thread of the
post you wrote saying that undergraduates should not be taught string theory?
Also, he/she made some interesting historical and factual points that you chose
to ignore. How come? This all seems a little odd to me.

Summary: With all due respect, please change or update the refrain of the song.
It’s got rather boring. Stop being so transparently selective about what you
choose to mention about the string theory program. Try harder to apply the same
standards of rules of engagement in discussion that you apply to others. (I know
this latter is hard…. I fail sometimes too).

Anyway, the repetitive refrain and the selective memory about what has been
addressed…. these the main problems. It is just boring. Nobody wants to play
anymore, and standing on the mound beating your chest yelling “why will
nobody fight me?” is looking a bit silly. I’d stop that if I were you. (Although it is
good for book sales and press attention. The press and the public love the old
tired “underdog vs the establishment” story.)

Ok, I’ll go now. I hope to have a pleasant, reasonable, and new discussion wth
you sometime soon.

Cheers,

-cvj

30. Eugene Stefanovich
July 6, 2006

cvj:

I don’t see anything wrong in what Peter is doing. We had enough “PR exercises”
of different kind – “The elegant universe”, and Kaku, and all that. We all heard
how M-arvelous and M-ysterious the string theory is. Now it is time to hear a
second opinion. I find it refreshing and healthy that a person like Peter spends



time and effort to debunk stringy hype attempts.

If Peter is right, then the question of scientific validity of the string theory may
never be resolved by scientific methods. It looks like it is impossible to prove this
theory wrong, and there are no visible signs of experimental evidence in favor of
strings. Nobody wants to forbid stringy research. The question is how much of
taxpayers’ money should go there? String theorists enjoyed enormous amount of
public trust for a couple of decades. The question is whether we should continue
to trust them, or better start investing in something else?

Peter, I also don’t like when you attack your commenters (even anonymous ones)
on a personal level. This doesn’t make your position stronger.

31. woit
July 6, 2006

Hi Clifford,

Thanks for stopping by. Sorry I don’t have much time time to respond. Actually
I’m leaving early tomorrow morning for a very short vacation in LA. From CV, I
gather you’re not there, but enjoying the south of France.

I do pay close attention to the responses I have gotten here and elsewhere from
string theorists to my criticisms of the theory. They’re a mixed lot, ranging from
offensive personal attacks by Lubos and followers at one extreme, to much more
sensible comments from you and others. I’d characterize your response to my
criticisms of string theory as roughly “it’s still too early to evaluate, we’re
working on it, look at the progress we’ve made in AdS/CFT for instance”. This is
fair enough, it’s a point of view I can understand and respect, although I don’t
fully agree with it (22 years is a very long time, the amount of progress is
exaggerated, etc….).

The main problem with your point of view seems to me to be that you’re
pursuing one set of goals (e.g. for instance better understanding AdS/CFT,
topological strings, 2d strings), which are reasonable, but selling the subject to
the outside world as a much more ambitious program, without acknowledging
that it has failed. Your work on non-critical string theories may or may not
someday lead to something interesting, but what is being promoted to the public
is the idea of unification via a critical 10 d string (or 11d M-theory). This has
created a whole industry of people investigating an infinitely complicated variety
of “backgrounds” for such a string, and ultimately led to the landscape fiasco.
This has been a disaster, and it needs to be acknowledged before it leads to more
damage to the field than it has already caused.

When I say that the majority of string theorists I talk to find the state of the field
problematic, the main thing they often have in mind is the landscape, which
often completely appalls them. Besides this, most also feel that there has been a
depressing lack of exciting new ideas in the subject, across the board. I can’t
believe you don’t also find many if not most of your colleagues disturbed by the
landscape. As for the number of exciting new ideas question, this can be
quantified by looking at what papers are being cited in new ones coming out, and



I can back up what I say with some very solid data.

In terms of people I talk to or exchange e-mail with, my sample size is small, but
it’s non-trivial. When I go to conferences, it is often (but not always) to
mathematics or mathematical physics ones, since that’s where my research
interests lie, but I have been to and even given talks at conferences or
workshops where there were quite a few string theorists. On the whole I found
when talking to them that they shared many of my concerns about the subject.
Unfortunately, some string theorists have very much isolated themselves from
the rest of the physics community. Sorry to have to tell you this, but many of your
physics colleagues tell me they think the field of string theory has become a bit
of a closed religious cult. Skeptics aren’t welcome there and have little
motivation to try and participate. The last physics conference I was at was last
week, here in New York, the one about group theoretical methods in physics. I
talked to more than a few physicists then, and I can assure you that the level of
hostility to string theory and how it is currently being pursued surprised even
me.

About “James”. I have no idea who he is or whether he’s an undergraduate, quite
possibly he isn’t. If he is one, he has no business writing ignorantly in here to
attack someone who knows far more than he does. My conduct towards him was
significantly better mannered than his towards me.

As for CV, I do post comments there when I think I have something worthwhile to
say. Often they’re not about string theory at all. When they are associated with
one of the postings about the string theory controversy, they’re often respectfully
disagreeing with a much more positive take on string theory due to one CVer or
another. Sorry if you find my objections to string theory “boring”. I find the
endless continuing overhyping of the subject equally “boring”, but feel that
someone should do something about it. I’d be very happy if it wasn’t me.

As for your endlessly repeated attempts to pin this all on my trying to sell books,
just come off it. This has nothing to do with that. I’ve been making these
criticisms privately for 20 years, publicly for more than five years, long before
there was any book. This is a complicated business and the book is my best
attempt to lay out what I’ve learned in a long career, and explain a point of view
about where the subject of particle theory is now that I strongly believe in and
hope people will pay attention to. Sure, I definitely think people should read the
book, I’m arrogant enough to think that I have something important and valuable
to say. But if it’s a complete failure as far as the publisher is concerned and
doesn’t make a dime, but a sizable fraction of the particle physics community
reads it and thinks about what I have to say and whether my point of view makes
any sense, I’ll consider the project to have been a huge success.

Hope you’re enjoying Marseilles and meeting some mathematicians, they do
some very worthwhile things…

Peter

32. Jimbo



July 6, 2006

I spoke recently with an Indian string theorist (Tata Instit.), and he basically
wrote off Peter & Bert Schroer as “disgruntled whiners, without any significant
research in years”. My retort was, might we add Veltman, Glashow, Richter, &
Gates to that list as well, and who knows how many other field theorists that
might emerge from the closet to signal their opposition to the dominant
paradigm in HEP ?
Pro or Con, we are all college educated people, and how do they settle
arguments: Forensic Debate. Lets gather together 5 prominent stringers, and 5
prominent anti-stringers, and have a live debate, with theorists from neutral
camps for judges. The media would devour it !
In addition, why not CLOSE the N.E.W. blog Peter, now that your book is out, the
Discover article is months old, and get on with your life & research ? It must be
very taxing doing this 24/7, and lets face it, the word IS out, and I don’t think the
stringers will get carte blanche much longer, when in just a few years, the LHC
tallies up evidence.
Who knows if you close, Lubos might just as well too.

33. Peter Woit
July 6, 2006

Jimbo,

The one criticism I get for how I’ve been spending my life the last couple years
that I do agree with is that I’d be better off spending more time on my own
research ideas. I’m hoping to spend less time on the blog and more on research,
and perhaps changing the emphasis of the blog so that it’s more about research
level topics I’m thinking about. Urs Schreiber’s blog is an interesting example of
this kind of thing. Unfortunately this may not be so easy the next few months.
Clifford thinks I’m spending my time trying to get people interested in my book,
but it’s not quite like that. There’s a lot of interest in it already, and it is taking a
signficant amount of time now to respond to people who contact me about it for
one reason or another. The response has been very gratifyingly positive, but
dealing with it does take time away from other things. Current plan: try and find
as much time this summer as I can to work on research, write off September as
hopeless since the book is coming out and a new semester will be starting, then
hope by later in the fall things quiet down, my job is done, everyone agrees with
the NEW critique of string theory, so that part of the blog can fade into
irrelevance.

34. Anonymous
July 6, 2006

Pro or Con, we are all college educated people, and how do they settle
arguments: Forensic Debate.

Really? To me that phrase conjures images of unreasonable people talking as fast
as possible, emphasizing the same points repeatedly, and not listening to the
people they’re talking to. Oh, wait, that sounds familiar….



35. Jonathan Vos Post
July 6, 2006

Why not compile the course descriptions and see what is being taught by whom,
perhaps with what textbooks?

From Caltech’s catalog:

Ph 134. String Theory. 9 units (3-0-6); third term. Prerequisites: Ph 125 ab, Ph
106 ab. A basic course in string theory designed to be accessible to a broad
audience. The main topics include the motion of relativistic point particles and
strings, actions, world-sheet symmetries and currents, light-cone quantization,
and the spectra of relativistic open and closed strings. The course will conclude
with an exploration of D-branes, T-duality, or string thermodynamics, depending
on student interest. Instructor: Schulz.

36. JC
July 6, 2006

I wonder if Lubos will write his own string theory book for freshman
undergraduate students. 

37. Michael
July 6, 2006

“changing the emphasis of the blog so that it’s more about research level topics
I’m thinking about”

YES!! Tell me all about your interesting new ideas, especially the off-diagonal
ones. 

38. Peter Woit
July 6, 2006

Always charming to hear your witty remarks Michael/Dan/whoever you are. Now
go back and play with your big brother Lubos…

39. Hmm
July 7, 2006

Perhaps, before making grandiose statements about the past and future
directions of theoretical physics, and especially before “correcting”
people with authority, it would be useful for you to understand, say, some
elementary quantum field theory?

Lets take your response to James about the difference between
non-perturbative effects in the Standard Model vs. string theory. You
contradicted James and said that the Standard Model has a perfectly
rigorously defined lattice formulation. Even ignoring gravity, this is
nonsense. Hypercharge is not asymptotically free and hits a Landau pole at
a scale \Lambda–so there is no “perfectly well-defined” lattice formulation. The



Standard Model by itself simply isn’t “well-defined”–there are effects of order
\sim E^2/\Lambda^2 \sim e^{-1/g^2} that *can’t even in principle* be
calculated, as they depend on the details of what would UV complete the theory
above \Lambda. This is trivial field theory (pardon the pun) which you don’t seem
to understand. Of course string theory doesn’t have this sort of problem, but
there isn’t any point discussing this till you understand the simpler field theory
case first.

So James was right on the money, both in his physics point and more
broadly. Much as you like to think that experts aren’t paying any
attention to you because you’re an outsider declaring uncomfortable
truths, and much as the journalists covering your book eat up this story,
the real reason you’re ignored is very different. String theorists have
many harsh critics, and are fully aware of all the criticisms themselves.
Many of the well-known critics have spectacular records of research
accomplishment, which means that they not only understand the basics of
the field, they also have a sense of the ebb and flow of ideas and the
creative process of discovery. String theorists respect these people and listen to
them. Of course you don’t have a real record of research accomplishment (and it
is funny to blame your blog for this–what were you doing before that?). But your
gaffes with non-diagonal SU(2), your above lack of understanding of landau poles
and countless other instances also reveal that you don’t even solidly understand
the basics. We are all familiar with the annoying undergrad who thinks he knows
it all, knows all the fancy words and catchphrases, but can’t do any calculations
and doesn’t really understand physics. I’m afraid that all external indications are
that you are like that undergrad writ large–except you don’t have the excuse of
youthful naivete and the undergrads aren’t going around making pompous
pronouncements about the sad state of particle theory. Most beginning grad
students could give better, harsher, more incisive criticisms of string theory than
you can–but of course with a solid command of the fundamentals and a close-up
view of the research frontier, they are also in a better position to understand why
it is still so compelling.

I am glad to hear that you are finally going to devote yourself to
research. Best of luck–it is a far more worthwhile endevor than your
blogging, and much more difficult and challenging. I daresay you have a lot of
catching up to do. If you don’t mind the advice, the field has come a long
way since you were last active–you might want to sit in on a refresher
QFT course at columbia before you dive back in.

40. Clifford V Johnson
July 7, 2006

Peter,

Thanks very much for choosing to give a level headed reply. On some things we
can just agree to disagree, on others, there is a right and there is a wrong. With
that I will refer you to my point (3) above.

(3) You speak with certainty that string theory has failed as a theory of



Nature. Actually, you don’t know if that is true, and nobody knows that.
It is your hunch that it is so, and it is my hunch that it is not so, and we
are entitled to our hunches. It is a subject of ongoing research. That is
as much as anyone can say.

The other point that I regularly make to you is that you should not characterize
all work in string theory as what is being done by a relaive few people. Anyone
who reads your blog would assume that there are hundreds and hundreds of
people all working on the landscape. That is an mischarcterization of the state of
research of the field. I think that the program of invesigation there is interesting,
actually, and it is important for some people to explore some of that program.
But it is not my cup of tea. But that’s fine, its enough to know that we’ve got
some good people working on it, and I can focus on other stuff. That’s not
atypical. There are hundreds of people focusing on other stuff, chipping away at
the problems and learning a lot about what we’re doing. You hardly ever
acknowledge their existence when you talk about the program of research in
string theory, and characterize it in sometimes amusingly apocalyptic terms.
Case in point: You mention my work on non-critical strings, which you can of
course learn about from blog posts I’ve written and a quick search on SPIRES.
So in about 5 minutes you can learn about the existence of this. But then you
characterise it as essentially nothing to do with the program of connecting
strings to Nature. How do you know that? A closer look (which you have not
done, it seems) will reveal that this work is focused very much on trying to
understand in a controlled environment several of the key ingredients and
stringy phenomena that are used in constucting the landscape vacua! Our best
models of various non-perturbative phenomena in string theory are to be found
in such models….. It is as though you are saying that studying the Ising model
will teach us nothing about phase transitions in the laboratory. Another case, and
this one is typical: I recently did a post on CV about a new result in
understanding tachyon condensation in the critical bosonic open string. You
evidently read the post, and made no comment, as have and will others. As usual,
this post will probably be largely ignored in this way as compared to the other
type of post about string theory which is all about people just coming and and
yellling “it’s all crap” or “the program has failed”, and others yelling “no it’s not”
or “no it has not” back and forth. So as a result, once again the whole thing is
skewed. People -including some impressionable young people in the field- get the
impression that its all about the landscape, when in fact that result may be one
of the single most significant and beautiful results to be presented in the field for
several months. Rather than contributing to a discussion about what it might
mean for the program of string theory, or even asking some questions to find out
more about how it might affect -one way or another- your view of the program of
research, you instead choose to ignore the existence of this kind of work in the
field, or at least you don’t inform people that it is going on very much. In fact,
there’s much more work of this kind going on than just a ton of people sitting
chatting about the Landscape.

I could go on with this, but I won’t. I just want to say that it is very important to
stop this distortion of what is going on the field. This sort of explains this
impression you have obtained from people about the “state of the field”. If “the
field” is characterised entirely in terms of the landscape discussion, then of



course if you meet several people who don’t like it (and may themselves be
deluded into thinking that is all that is going on in string theory because they’ve
been decieved into think ing that way by a variety of sources) then you’re going
to come away thinking that there’s a whole bunch of disgruntled string theorists.

I’d like to say in closing that there is a wealth of exciting work going on in the
subject. We are not all currently working in lock step on the shock wave of some
new explosion or revolution of ideas, and that’s simply ok. It is a healthy time
indeed to have a large number of different problems be worked on. It is naive of
you and those few apparently immature string theorists to whom you seem to
have been talking to measure current progress by how far we are from the last
time we all were writing papers on the same thing. Sure, revolutions are nice. I
love them just like the next string theorist, but I don’t sit around waiting for
them to happen and get drepressed that there’s no progress. No, instead I carry
on chipping away gathering results that -along with those several others who are
doing the same that you again and again don’t mention in your characterisation
of the program of research- may well contribute to the next great leap forward,
or at the very least, the steady march forward.

This is just how research is done, and how it always has been done in any field of
science. It is not done by public talks and TV shows and books and counter-books
and yelling matches on blogs. That sort of public “yes it is-no it isn’t” stuff is just
a soap opera that feeds the press, deludes the public, and serves as meagre
nourishment for the timid and impressionable individuals in the research game
who need to be told what to think. (Reaching out to the media is important in
general, and sure it is nice to try to temper the extraordinary claims of the
stringevangelists from time to time, but the tail should not wag the dog.)

I love a soap opera like the next guy, but that’s all it is. I hope that the members
of the press and publishing industry who are reading this also take note of what I
said. You’re focusing on -and feeding- a soap opera that is a huge distortion of
what is actually going on with research in the field. If you, members of the press
and publishing industry, truly believe that your mission is more than about
selling newspapers and copies of books (but I do understand that you have to pay
the bills), and if you still remember that you may have come into journalism and
publishing to actually inform people about what is going on in science, then
please stop always focusing on the soap opera aspects. Take a broader look at
what is going on. Don’t frame all discussions of string theory research in terms
of pro- and anti- landscape.

That’s not all that there is.

-cvj

41. woit
July 7, 2006

Hmmm,

Ahh, yet another string theory partisan who wants to lecture me about my
incompetence from behind the cover of a pseudonym. It’s amazing how many of



you there are up in Boston.

Believe it or not, I’ve actually heard about the problem of the lack of asymptotic
freedom of the U(1) part of the standard model. It’s discussed on page 98 of my
book. There was a limit to the amount of detail I was willing to go into in my
response to “James”. I was oversimplifying for the sake of concision, this point
has nothing to do with the issue at hand. For the U(1) theory perturbation theory
is not valid at high energies, but that is irrelevant to the argument I was making.

Sorry, but your Lubosian tactic of dealing with my criticisms of string theory by
insulting me and trying to paint me as an incompetent by sleazy methods isn’t
going to work. You just make my point even stronger that there is a real sickness
in how string theory is being pursued. The problem is not just Lubos, but quite a
few other people it seems who are as pathetic characters as him.

42. Eugene Stefanovich
July 7, 2006

cvj,

did you voice the same passionate opinion against publicity vs. science after “The
Elegant Universe” was released? Peter is just restoring the balance. That’s all.

43. Hmm
July 7, 2006

Sorry–given how wildly silly your SU(2) ideas are, its hard to know what you do
and don’t understand; and there was no need for “concision” in your response to
James. There is no “rigorous” formulation of the standard model on the lattice,
and no reason to bring it up.

And indeed, it does have to do with the point you are trying to make. The non-
pertubative phenomena invoked in modulus stabilization–e.g.gaugino
condensation–are in fact non-perturbative properties of the low-energy effective
theory, and at least as in control as the computation of the eta’ potential in QCD.
That *you* don’t understand would make me think you’re one of those annoying
undergrads I mentioned who doesn’t understand the issues involved, if I didn’t
know better.

And shame on you for being so condescending to James, telling him *he* doesn’t
understand the physics, when what he said (minimally about physics) was
precisely correct, while your “concise” statements were trivially wrong.

But enough of this–I agree with cvj that its really really really boring. And like
Michael, I look forward to seeing the fruits of your research labors. Even better
than blogging about it, why not write a paper, filled with concrete predictions
stemming from your studies of the the glory of Dirac operators?

44. Hmm
July 7, 2006



Actually, come to think of it, since you always complain that people call you
incompetent when you’re not, here’s an opportunity to shut them all up. Its
about exactly the subject we are discussing–non-perturbative effects in string
theory. Lets make it easier, and ask about non-perturbative phenomena in SUSY
gauge theories (thats at least QFT which you should know all about right?). If
you profess to have some understanding of the issues involved, surely you can
tell us what gaugino condensation is, and how (and in what sense) we know it
exactly. I think understanding this is simply a prerequisite to even talking about
modulus stabilization, and since you go on and on about how we can’t use non-
perturbative phenomena in a theory we only understand perturbatively, you
should minimally know about something as basic as gaugino condensation. If you
do, you would have no trouble whatsoever writiing a little physics post
explaining it to your readers in a nice way, right? It would even be a welcome
prelude to a more physics-centered blog. While you’re at it, you can explain how
we know the exact beta function in N=1 SUSY theories–this is merely
perturbation theory, and surely nothing compared to the glory of Dirac
operators. For an extra special post, tell us all about N=1 Seiberg duality. All
very beautiful field theory, that I’m sure a QFT master like yourself would have
no trouble explaining to the masses. I for one would be disappointed not to be
enlightened by your post on the subject.

45. woit
July 7, 2006

Clifford,

It’s late and I have to get up early to get on a plane, so I don’t have the time to
write the response to your comment that it deserves, and may not have any such
time for several days, but let’s see what I can do in a few minutes before bed.

First of all, I’m trying to have an intelligent, respectful conversation with you,
but I’m starting off in a really foul mood, after having to deal with the “Michael”s
and “Hmm”s that infect the world of string theoryand hide behind pseudonyms.
An incredible degree of arrogance and conviction that anyone who criticizes
string theory is an incompetent infects the field you work in. Lubos is an amazing
example of this, but he is far from the only one. It’s completely disgraceful that
many people in your field behave in this unprofessional way, and I’ve seen
extremely little evidence that anyone has much of a problem with it. Given what I
have to put up with from people like this trying to bully me into silence, you may
find me less than sympathetic to some of your criticisms, for instance that I was
not nice enough to “James”, whoever he was.

I’ve been kind of surprised over the last year to see to what degree there is an
increasingly widespread negative view of string theory. Among journalists I talk
to, there is a backlash against much of the hype they have been fed about the
subject over the years. Among non-string theorist physicists, there is a revulsion
at the kind of viciousness and arrogance demonstrated by Michael, Hmm, Lubos,
and others. Over the next few months and years, if you want to know why you’ll
be seeing anti-string theory hostility, this is a large part of it. You may not be
personally responsible for hype and ignorant arrogant behavior, but your field



has far too much of it.

I do understand what you’re trying to do by better understanding non-
perturbative string theory in toy models. I try and follow this kind of work,
although I obviously don’t have the time to become an expert and fully
understand all of it. From everything I’ve seen, it seems to me you may
ultimately learn many interesting things, and may have real success at
understanding QCD, but I just don’t see any evidence at all other than wishful
thinking that any of this can solve the deadly problems that afflict the idea of
trying to get unification using strings in 10 dimensions. When I say that string
theory has failed, it is that failure I’m talking about. This is an issue that can be
intelligently discussed: I don’t see a plausible way that you’re going to get
around the well-known problems, if you do I’m interested to hear about it. You
need to have a better answer to this question than just “we don’t understand the
theory, when we do maybe the problem will go away” If you don’t it looks like
your research program is based on wishful thinking.

I’m well aware that not all string theorists work on the landscape, but I don’t
think your attitude towards it holds water. If it really exists, string theory as a
unified theory is just dead. You’re welcome to the view that it doesn’t really exist
and you’re trying to better understand the theory to show why. Susskind and
others will tell you you’re in denial. Personally I agree that it remains an open
question until you truly understand non-perturbative string theory. I just don’t
see much in the way of progress towards this in recent years, or much reason to
believe that in my lifetime anyone is going to be able to answer the question.

While I think refusing to admit that the landscape is there and trying to get rid of
it is a reasonable scientific position, what is remarkable about the landscape
issue is that a large number of prominent scientists accept it, and yet refuse to
admit the obvious fact that it kills the idea of string theory unification. This
behavior is just irrational, and bizarre, and the fact that it is going on at such a
high level is seen by many people as a scandal and as evidence that there is
something seriously wrong with the way string theory is being pursued. There
seems to be no way to get the people involved to ever admit that things are not
working. This is an amazing story to watch, and you’ll find journalists are not
going to resist the appeal of telling it.

There’s more to say, but no time now, perhaps another…

46. woit
July 7, 2006

Hmm,

Even if it wasn’t late at night, I’d have no interest in submitting to your little
tests about my knowledge of supersymmetric gauge theory. I’ve written a long
book about the things at issue here and hundreds of pages here on the blog.
People are welcome to judge for themselves whether I know what I am talking
about based on those. And I’m definitely not going to waste any more time
discussing anything with you unless you tell us who you are. Doing what you are



doing from behind the cover of anonymyity is incredibly unprofessional behavior.

47. Hmm
July 7, 2006

You keep complaining about “arrogant” behavior. I think it is amazingly arrogant
to pontificate on the sad state of particle theory when you haven’t actively
participated in it for over 15 years. People are working hard, with little guidance
from experiment, and poring years of their lives into studying these questions.
On the other hand you left the field, have done little or no research (the hard
work in this business!), and yet wax away on how lousy everything is. You
complain about Lubosian tactics, yet bully those who bring up valid physics
points–James isn’t the only case–there are many instances where you pull rank
on someone by saying they’re “probably an undergraduate who doesn’t know
what is going on”. You say that scientific giants like Weinberg, Wilczek and yes
even Susskind have sold out the field–when they probably know a thing or two
about science. This is all breathtakingly, stunningly arrogant. And I don’t say this
because you’re a critic of stirng theory. I know and hugely respect many people
who are very critical of string theory. If I want a critique of string theory, I’ll take
it from ‘t Hooft or Wilczek or Glashow, not you.

You also always, *always* back down from serious, technical physics discussions.
You always refer to authority. The trouble with loop quantum gravity? “Don’t
know, haven’t studied in detail”. What about modulus stabilization? Same thing.
How about gauge coupling unification in SUSY? Ditto. These are all questions
that any working theorist should have an informed opinion about. You have to
understand, Peter, that being a dilletante with a passing word-level knowledge of
the field is fine for a silly blog, but is completely worthless for physics. Without
*some* demonstrated expertise in areas that actually matter, you don’t have any
credibility with anyone other than your adoring blog fans and the equally
uneducated science press. But in the long run it isn’t their opinions, or mine or
yours that matters–its the physics that matters, and your approach to it–not
being an expert at anything, while loudly complaining about other research
programs without doing anything yourself–doesn’t further the cause at all. The
cause it does push is the attainment of your 15 minutes of fame. Enjoy.

48. Chris Oakley
July 7, 2006

Enjoy

I certainly will, even if Peter does not. Everyone focusing on the next, biggest,
trendiest thing has been the bane of HEP. One would think that HEP theorists
have given up individual thought altogether. Hmm mentions the word dilettante
(spelled like this, by the way), but that is exactly what most theorists now are: a
far cry from the hard-bitten sceptics like Pauli who would accept nothing unless
they could derive it for themselves. But without the likes of Pauli we would have
nothing of value at all. I wonder what he would have thought of this un-
physically-motivated mass migration to ten dimensions?



49. anonymous
July 7, 2006

to Hmm: I try to answer to your points about “physics”:

1) The Landau pole at 10^40 GeV is irrelevant, because we do experiments at
100 GeV, with less than 80 digits of precision. Probably the Landau pole is cured
by quantum gravity at 10^20 GeV, but again quantum gravity seems irrelevant
for the same reason.

2) I am surprised of hearing that “there are effects of order \sim E^2/\Lambda^2
\sim e^{-1/g^2} that *can’t even in principle* be calculated”. What are these
effects? Do you mean that works on baryogenesis/leptogenesis, where
e^{-1/g^2} effects are computed and crucial are crap? If instead you again
confused physics with mathematics and your point 2) is something as irrelevant
as 1), please don’t loose time in answering.

To Woit: please don’t explain us gaugino condensation in hidden sectors.

To Clifford: I think that this debate remains interesting for two reasons. First, it
is an unusual phase in the history of (high-energy) physics. Second, it is unusual
that inner problems get publicly discussed. These two dangerous things are
slowly moving; after a few years we will see where they are going.

50. Alejandro Rivero
July 7, 2006

Believe it or not, I’ve actually heard about the problem of the lack of asymptotic
freedom of the U(1) part of the standard model. It’s discussed on page 98 of my
book.

Funny, we mentioned this issue past yesterday at physicsforums, see post 15 at
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=124893#15

51. woit
July 7, 2006

Hmm,

If you’re willing to put your name to the slander, lies and viciousness that you’re
engaged in, I might bother to respond. But you’re unwilling to do that,
presumably because you realize how deeply disgraceful and unprofessional your
behavior is. It’s really pathetic.

52. D R Lunsford
July 7, 2006

Peter,

[attack on Jacques Distler and conjecture that he is Hmm deleted].

-drl

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=124893#15
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=124893#15


53. MathPhys
July 7, 2006

Hmm, Clifford,

What’s really boring is the continuing PR job of selling strings as “the theory of
everything”. It’s been 22 years now. Can you tone it down a bit?

The mathematics has been great, but that’s not physics. The extra dimensions,
the compactification, the extended supersymmetries and the landscape are all
suchsilly, naive ideas. We listened to these stories for almost 3 decades now
(supergravity in higher dimensions is around since the late 70’s), and it’s not
working.

Please stop selling this science fiction to the public and to unsuspecting students
as deep physics, because it’s not, and it has failed.

By the way, I’m not in any way anti-strings. I would have loved to see the string
program flourish as it contains everything I’ve learnt. But it’s not working.
Something is wrong. So can we all be a bit more modest, please?

54. woit
July 7, 2006

drl,

Leave the crude personal insults to string theory partisans. I see no evidence
that Hmm = Distler.

55. Hmm
July 7, 2006

Anonymous:

(1) Well duh, of course the Landau pole is at an irrelevantly high energy. As
James was also saying, these effects are practically irrelevant; its a question of
principle. Indeed quantum gravity effects should swamp these as this is where
the real UV completion is.

(2) But in the absence of gravity, the theory does break down at a high-energy
scale \Lambda. This means that there are uncertainties in predictions, of order
powers of (E/\Lambda), which can’t be resolved without specifying the UV
completion. And very basic issues can depend sensitively on the UV. Here is an
example. One might imagine that just before the theory hits a Landau pole, it
gets embedded in a bigger non-Abelian gauge theory; so that e.g. U(1)_Y gets
embedded in an SU(N) which is asymptotically free. There is dynamics that
Higgses the SU(N) down down to some subgroups. It could be (indeed it typically
happens that) this dynamics has many symmetry breaking patterns, only one of
which is SU(N) -> U(1)_Y. Some of the other patterns of breaking could
correspond to vacua of lower energy. This means that our vacuum would be
unstable to decay, with a rate that would be proportional to e^{-1/g^2_{UV}}.



Or it could be that our vacuum is the lowest energy one, and this decay doesn’t
happen. The basic question–is our vacuum stable–is a UV sensitive one, and the
answer clearly has to do with the details of the UV completion, and can’t be
predicted simply knowing the low-energy theory. And again this happens simply
because the low-energy theory is not complete. There is no “rigorously defined”
Standard Model where everything can be calculated.
Of course in asymptotically free theories, non-perturbative effects are often
dominated by IR physics e^{-1/g^2_{IR}} (like the eta’ potential in QCD) and
are calculable. This is indeed an important point: the non-perturbative effects
used in string theory modulus stabilization are these calculable ones which
dominate.

Oh, and quantum gravity kicks in at 10^18 GeV or earlier, not 10^20. As with
Peter, my advice to you is to lean some basic QFT.

MathPhys: For the record, I can’t stand the string theory “hype” peddled by
Kaku, and am no fan of the elegant universe either; but none of the real leaders
of the field do this. Why didn’t they spend time fighting the positive hype? For
the same reason they ignore Peteres negative hype now. It is unimportant trivia;
instead they are focused on their research. Likewise, to you and Peter I say
again: instead of whining about sociology, write papers on whatever alternatives
you want, no one is stopping you.

And no,it isn’t the same old story from the 70’s. The strucutre is much deeper
than anyone anticpated; with the idea of emergent space and holography making
a stunning appearance first in Matrix theory and then in most convincingly with
AdS/CFT. Gone is the statement that everything is a little loop of string; the best
definition of the theory is back in terms of a QFT. But of course all these
remarkable facts were discovered by string theorists. For the simple reason that
when you follow non-trivial ideas, good things are bound to happen; when you sit
around and whine from the sidelines, nothing will come of it.

DRL: You guys all have a persecution complex, its quite remarkable. No I’m not
Distler…

Peter–you keep attacking my tactics but don’t address any of the substansive
physics or other points I’m making. Its easier to do this rather than to address
concrete points isn’t it? Just as it easier to blog away than to produce meaningful
research. I too won’t interact with you again. Instead I await with bated breath
your forthcoming research paper with concrete predictions for physics.

56. ks
July 7, 2006

I can think of numerous times when well-known non-crazy string
theorists have answered your criticisms, on this blog and on others.
The problem is that you choose to forget the answers and keep
repeating yourself. So people have gotten terribly bored with the whole
thing I suspect.

“Voltaire, you had your 15 minutes of religion-criticism fame and now let us pray



to god that he will forgive you”

You shouldn’t be too worried about the blog of a single fighter. But when your
church goes down, you might ask yourself less about the lack of cleverness but
that of reason. People can clearly see the presence of the one but the absence of
the other.

57. anonymous
July 7, 2006

I know that it is 10^18 or less, but unless it is much less, who cares?

Vacuum decay is a good example of UV sensitive observable: I brought you a
bottle of good wine to celebrate, in the eventuality that the earth will be eaten by
a bubble of true vacuum.

PS: my persecution complex tells that Hmm might be the author of fig. 4 of hep-
ph/0607029

58. Umm
July 7, 2006

“… write papers on whatever alternatives you want, no one is stopping you.” –
Hmm

No, there is widespread censorship everywhere in theoretical high energy
physics, inspired by a mainstream intent to pursuing abject speculation and
sneering at critics without studying or responding to alternatives based on
observed facts.

Alternatives have a long struggle any road. They have to make checkable
predictions and get those predictions checked, which requires a lot of work on
money. But first they have to be published and then debated. With the field
dominated by string theory at all levels from undergraduate up, alternatives are
starved to death.

59. MathPhys
July 7, 2006

Hmm,

I actually agree with you that holography, emergent space, matrix models and
AdS/CFT are all stunning ideas. It’s too bad that relatively few people work on
these deeper aspects of string theory.

I also agree with you that some of us have allowed the sociology of string theory
to get us. I think that people like Motl, on the web, and Kaku on the popular
books/lectures front, have done string theory enormous damage.

Maybeb we should all cool it.

60. anon.



July 7, 2006

“It’s too bad that relatively few people work on these deeper aspects of string
theory.”

Funny, I thought almost everyone is working on this sort of thing. From Spires:

The Large N limit of superconformal field theories and supergravity.
Juan M. Maldacena
Cited 4048 times

M theory as a matrix model: A Conjecture.
Tom Banks (Rutgers U., Piscataway) , W. Fischler (Texas U.) , S.H. Shenker
(Rutgers U., Piscataway) , Leonard Susskind (Stanford U., Phys. Dept.)
Cited 1575 times

Anti-de Sitter space and holography.
Edward Witten
Cited 2818 times

The World as a hologram.
Leonard Susskind
Cited 820 times

“Relatively few” compared to what?

61. woit
July 7, 2006

Hmm,
If you were making any substantive physics points I’d consider answering them.
You don’t have any answers to the substantive criticisms of string theory made
here and in my book, and thus choose to deal with them by attacking my
competence and right to make these scientific criticisms. This tactic is all too
transparent. It’s not going to work, and is just going to convince more people
that there is a serious problem with string theory, and the way it is being
pursued.

62. anon.
July 7, 2006

But Hmm did make a substantive physics point: moduli can be stabilized by
gaugino condensation in the low energy effective theory, an effect that is
calculable and well-understood. You don’t need a complete nonperturbative
framework for string theory for this to work, you just need to know some things
about the low energy effective theory based on perturbative string vacua. You
might hope that nonperturbative physics somehow makes most of the landscape
vacua decay very quickly, but there doesn’t seem to be any good reason to
believe that. So, if we stick to physics, you keep saying that we need a
nonperturbative formulation of the theory before we can address these
questions. But you haven’t suggested how this nonperturbative formulation can



make all these vacua go away. So, let’s have a physics discussion: where can the
current analysis suggesting the theory supports all these vacua go wrong? If it
does or does not go wrong, what does this mean for physics?

63. woit
July 7, 2006

anon,

Good, a substantive physics point.

I find it funny to be simultaneously carrying on an argument with Clifford and
with “Hmm” here. Clifford’s point of view is that we don’t understand string
theory well enough to have to accept these flux compactifications as true vacuum
states of the full non-perturbative string theory. From what I’ve seen of these
constructions, fully fixing the moduli requires more than just gaugino
condensation. But I’ll defer this question to Clifford, who is much more of an
expert at this.

I’m pretty sure I’ve said this before, but again: I don’t know whether the full
string theory has these vacuum states or not. Maybe yes, maybe no, most likely
it’s still an ill-posed question until we have a real non-perturbative string theory.
But it doesn’t matter, the point is that there are two alternatives here, both
leaving string theory in a highly problematic, failed state as an idea about
unification:

1. The landscape exists, and string theory can’t predict anything, it’s a useless
theory.

2. The landscape doesn’t exist, for some unknown reason involving non-
perturbative string theory. Then, despite what Zwiebach and others say, string
theory is currently an empty idea and can’t predict anything, because we don’t
even know what equations to solve.

The bottom line is the same in either case: you can’t predict anything about
particle physics in this framework, it explains nothing about the subject.

I’ll leave it to Clifford and Hmm to sort out whether it’s 1. or 2. I’m not claiming
to know the answer, half of the experts say one thing, half the other. Doesn’t
really matter which it is though.

64. woit
July 7, 2006

Another thought,

Hmm seems to be a colleague of Lubos’s, at least he’s in the Boston area. If he
can’t get an answer out of Clifford, he can take the issue up with Lubos, who,
from what I recall, also doesn’t accept the existence of the landscape as true
vacuum states of the full theory. If these people do sort this out and come to an
agreement about what the answer is, I hope they’ll let us know.



65. D R Lunsford
July 7, 2006

Sorry. I have to calm down about all this.

I’m just reading “End of Faith” by Sam Harris. You could replace “Islam” by
“string theory” and “Christianity” by “LQG” and “Judaism” by say
“geometrodynamics” and the book would still make a lot of sense. These
discussions about string theory seem as unreal to me as the calculus of virgin
allotment in the eternal beyond. It makes one crazy.

-drl

66. Aaron Bergman
July 7, 2006

Or, as has been mentioned to you multiple times, it’s possible that the situation
will end up like field theory wherein one can measure enough parameters to
obtain predictivity with the others.

67. Peter Orland
July 7, 2006

Hi Peter,

I can’t concentrate at my desk in Copenhagen, which is nearly as hot and
humid as New York at the moment and lacks air-conditioning.

It is reasonable that some people express their opinions
anonomously. People looking for jobs in physics may not want to
be too controversial. Why would anyone DEFENDING
string theory would wish to so anonymously; what is the risk? Answer:
because vicious vituperative attacks don’t make anyone look good.

Other people seem to be questioning your qualifications. I’ll defend
yours (maybe now they’ll come after me – since I am not a regular
contributor/blog reader, I probably won’t find out). You’re a former physics guy
who
did some good stuff in lattice gauge theory, and now
pursues math I know next to nothing about. I don’t see any grounds
for these anonymous attacks.

Regards From the Not Especially Frozen North,
Peter

68. anonymous
July 7, 2006

dear Aaron,

what do you mean? All the physics we observed so far is described by a QFT with
about 25 parameters. Are you hoping to predict the top mass or something like



that?

69. anon.
July 7, 2006

Clifford’s point of view is that we don’t understand string theory well enough to
have to accept these flux compactifications as true vacuum states of the full non-
perturbative string theory.

As you are aware, these don’t have to be “true” vacuum states. They just have to
be very long-lived metastable vacuum states (which, as recent field theory
studies have shown, seem to be much more common when searching for broken
SUSY than are true SUSY-breaking vacua).

So it seems to me that to doubt the landscape, one needs either:

a) A rapid mechanism for these metastable vacua to decay.
b) An argument that somehow they were never there to begin with.
c) A cosmology that is guaranteed not to populate them.

(Is there some other possibility I’ve missed?) All of these seem to me to be
somewhat implausible, but references to suggest otherwise would be
appreciated.

Anyway, if the landscape really exists, you say “string theory can’t predict
anything, it’s a useless theory.” But that’s not at all clear. As Aaron says, “string
theory” might become the same sort of general framework that “field theory” is
now. It might not predict every constant, but it might clarify some relationships
between them which are not apparent in field theory. It might mean, say, that
string theory can’t predict the cosmological constant, but can explain the SUSY
breaking scale and associated spectrum in terms of it. This, as I understand it, is
the sort of thing Tom Banks proposes. If it were true, wouldn’t it be fantastic?
Surely ideas like that are deserving of further research, for their potential to
connect LHC-scale particle physics with observations in cosmology? And if the
idea is true, then the LHC could also falsify the framework. So, maybe we should
try to understand if it’s true? If not, we might learn other interesting things
along the way.

It’s clear that there are a lot of unknowns, but you seem to take this as a reason
to give up on the theory, whereas to me it seems possible that this theory does
describe the real world, in which case it looks like much more work is needed to
figure out what can and can’t be predicted. Giving up now just because not
everything is predicted seems rather silly.

70. anonymous
July 7, 2006

…because nothing is predicted.

71. John Gonsowski
July 7, 2006



Wasn’t the original idea of string theory that it was supposed to end up exactly
field theory as in the E6 GUT? Then all the good stuff about the Standard Model
becomes part of string theory? The stuff Peter is and has been interested in is
the stuff you need in a good GUT. Even Lubos once mentioned in the context of
supersymmetric GUTs that not enough people work on it. I don’t like
supersymmetry but often it seems good non-supersymmetric stuff comes from
people mostly interested in the supersymmetric part. I know Lubos at least used
to like the traditional E6 GUT too. Lattice related ideas may also be more useful
for string theory than people realize, need more people working there too.

72. Clifford V Johnson
July 7, 2006

Peter, Others…..

As I said in my first comment on this thread, we’ve had most (if not all) of this
discussion before… the answers and comments have just been conveniently
forgotten. I can’t do this again, as it is just. so. boring. Let’s spend even a tiny
amount of time looking at what we said already. Several of the things asked here
(of me and others) have already been gone over in this thread for example:

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/14/the-landscape-for-real-this-time/

August 14th 2005, people. August 14th. We’re going in circles. Sigh. (There are
other threads like this…. use the search engine or the pingbacks that I was
careful to put in, and you’ll find them.)

I think I’m done here.

Best,

-cvj

73. anonymous
July 7, 2006

Clifford, this time it’s you that isn’t adding anything constructive. All you’re
doing is declaring how much better than the rest of us you are, how we repeat
ourselves and don’t listen to your profound replies.

Basically, you’re just producing the same argument that Lubos does –
“Everybody who disagrees with me should shut up because I’ve explained with
tremendous clarity why they’re wrong, and the people who don’t shut up are
idiots.” You should either stop this pretentious posing (yes, saying things like
“Sigh” and “really really boring, I’m afraid” is pretentious posing – you are trying
to convey a style, an attitude that you think others will perceive as cool) or stop
declaring yourself to be so much more reasonable than Lubos.

74. woit
July 7, 2006

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/14/the-landscape-for-real-this-time/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/14/the-landscape-for-real-this-time/


Aaron,

Comparing the situation of the landscape to that of the standard model is just
absurd. Clearly I haven’t been writing enough postings here explaining exactly
what the problems with the landscape are.

Clifford,

Well, you certainly made me regret staying up last night to try and write a
serious response to you. I guess we now have the official response from string
theorists to my criticisms:

1. Peter Woit is an incompetent who knows no more than an undergraduate
about this subject.

2. Criticisms of string theory are just boring, so we won’t respond to them.

You know, this is really pathetic.

75. woit
July 7, 2006

anon.,

I’ve posted here many times about what the problems with the landscape are and
why it seems very clear to me that it leads to an inherently unpredictive theory. If
someone has a plausible idea about how to make even a single vague prediction
using it, I haven’t seen this. Banks certainly does not have a real prediction.

76. Aaron Bergman
July 7, 2006

Comparing the situation of the landscape to that of the standard model is just
absurd.

Proof by assertion? You have no idea whether or not it’s possible to get generic
predictions out of the landscape of vacua and neither do I. There’s no particular
reason, for example, to assume that the landscape will uniformly fill the space of
standard model-like theories or, say, weak susy breaking lagrangians. Your
gleeful pessimism on the subject is hardly an argument.

You know, this is really pathetic.

I will have something to say at some point, depending on how things go with my
current research. I regret to say (truly) that it won’t be terribly positive. Perhaps
you wouldn’t expect any different (you seem to be finding ill in a lot these days),
but I was hoping otherwise.

77. Kea
July 7, 2006

You know, the blue-ringed octopus is very poisonous to the Landscape…



especially when it sheds it rings.

78. Kea
July 7, 2006

Here’s a nice picture.

79. nigel cook
July 8, 2006

“You have no idea whether or not it’s possible to get generic predictions out of
the landscape of vacua and neither do I.” – Aaron Bergman

Exactly! It isn’t science. So why are people working on it?

“I can’t do this again, as it is just. so. boring.” – Clifford Johnson

Yes, but that’s string theory! No physical predictions, nothing.

80. fh
July 8, 2006

Just saw this, well, there have been undergrad String Theory courses at my home
university for a while (also conformal field theory and other more mathematical
physics minded courses), but then, in Germany undergrad goes a bit higher then
in other places.

81. Eugene Stefanovich
July 8, 2006

nigel cook:

Exactly! It isn’t science. So why are people working on it?

I disagree. String theory is a branch of mathematics which uses physical
terminology and desperately wants to make a connection to the physical world,
but wasn’t able to do that yet. String believers are honestly trying to calculate a
number that can be compared to measurements. We shouldn’t discourage them
from doing that. We should just keep in mind that their loud promise of 20-or-so
years ago to revolutionize physics hasn’t materialized, and draw conclusions.

82. D R Lunsford
July 8, 2006

Eugene said

String believers are honestly trying to calculate a number that can be compared
to measurements.

In the past many people honestly tried to deduce the parallel postulate, square
the circle, and solve the fifth order polynomial equation with radicals. The point
is, the structure of string theory seems incapable of producing any numbers

http://marinebio.org/species.asp?id=403
http://marinebio.org/species.asp?id=403


comparable to anything. No one can answer Peter’s challenge. If anyone could,
he’d probably shut down this blog on the spot. Given its extremely shaky physical
motivation and structure, combined with its impotence, the only “honest” thing
to do is move on.

83. Eugene Stefanovich
July 8, 2006

D.R. Lunsford:

In the past many people honestly tried to deduce the parallel postulate, square
the circle, and solve the fifth order polynomial equation with radicals.

If somebody wants to prove the parallel postulate, let him do that. May be he’ll
figure out a non-Euclidean geometry eventually. If somebody wants to do strings,
no problem. The only real question is how much tax dollars (euros, pounds,
rubles,…) shoud be invested in these attempts?

84. D R Lunsford
July 8, 2006

Eugene,

This is the main point – one has to use something else other than hope, reason,
and persistence to get ahead. You have to recognize when you are going in the
wrong direction. To use our example, Saccheri had everything at his hands to
deduce non-Euclidean geometry. He even wrote a book, “Euclides ab Omni
Naevo Vindicatus” (Euclid Freed of all Flaws), that came a hair’s breadth from a
revolutionary idea – but, because he had a fixed notion in his head about what
constituted progress, he missed his chance and became a footnote in the history
of mathematics. Even Felix Klein, with his vast intuition, missed relativity when it
was right in his hands. What is most needed is sound judgment and a prepared
intuition, and the willingness to go in a new direction when the old one becomes
a dead end. The judgment of string theorists is manifestly unsound. They are
willing to be completely tangled up in absurdity. Hope and bluster is not enough.

-drl

85. Eugene Stefanovich
July 8, 2006

D.R. Lunsford:

I am all for the willingness to go in a new direction. I am tired of people telling
the same old story about how we have two wonderful theories – the Standard
Model and general relativity – and the only thing left is to make them work
together. If these theories do not want to work together, then either one or both
of them are wrong. Let’s face it. Nevermind that they were tested in
experiments/observations. Epicycles were tested in observations too.

Sorry, Peter. I probably went too far off-topic.



86. D R Lunsford
July 9, 2006

Eugene,

Obviously the SM and GR in their own worlds is the wrong direction. So we
agree.

-drl

87. stefan
July 9, 2006

I’ve read some posts on strings and related material across various blog-sites
around the Net; it seems that most physics-related researchers are tossing
various views on the (assumed) correctness or incorrectness of the string-theory
programme. I still wonder if this whole enterprise is pre-mature; after all, the
“giants” of the field still contend that string/M-theory is still not fully understood.
Then, shouldn’t the community focus more on understanding more rigorously the
subject-matter? Wouldn’t it be a great service if we had more discussion(s) and
debate on the mathematical aspects of our current Yang-Mills gauge theories…
after all, this issue has genuine value since it is a requisite (and appropriate)
problem of discussion. (One only needs to look through the Millenium Problems
site at Clay Institute).

How would everyone at this forum react to this suggestion. Your feedback would
be most welcome.

Stefan

88. Peter Woit
July 11, 2006

Hi Stefan,

I agree with you completely. There is still a huge amount we don’t understand
about the gauge theories that are relevant to the standard model, and these
problems deserve a lot more attention than they’re getting. At the moment, only
one is getting attention, that is understanding strongly coupled QCD, and in this
case only one possible approach to that problem is getting attention, that of
string theory. I’ve been keeping a list of what seem to me important aspects of
gauge theories that are not understood, hope to turn this into a paper or a series
of blog entries at some point.

89. Who
July 11, 2006

Undergrad string courses = top of the market behavior.
When it is time to sell off, professional investors will instinctively see lots of
reasons for the small private investor to buy.



As string research becomes less exciting, it gets attractive for former
researchers to teach undergrad string, perhaps even (eventually) in the liberal
arts colleges, but first of all in top universities. Stanford curriculum can serve to
lead other venues. The pros will instinctively want to be as convincing as
possible that their overstocked specialty should be taught to undergraduates—
come up with lots of reasons: maybe even liberal arts-type reasons. Enriching
the mathematical education etc. Because it will give the surplus research crew
something to do they can consider useful.

The undergraduates pay as usual, like the private investor, for the mistakes of
their betters.

90. Stefan
July 12, 2006

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the reply. I guess I’m not the only one with some reservations on how
this whole string / M-theory enterprise is taking some of our brightest minds
towards. I should however state that I’m nowhere near the position of a
researcher (an undergrad, actually) to provide a detailed technical critique on
strings / M-theory; but one doesn’t have to be Newton to understand that what is
currently taking place is more speculative than science – at least as it is
understood in the traditional sense of the term.

I fear that with so much hype and hoolabaloo surrounding the “mother of all
physics theories” some of the most creative and thoughtful minds of our
generation are getting swept away by this whole issue/affair. I don’t mind string
theory as a programme of study, the problem is how it is hogging up much of the
landscape of theoretical physics with it suffocating stranglehold on research –
much to the limitation (and disadvantage) of other well-motivated programmes.
(I would rather term this SPECULATIVE programme as “string hypothesis” (!!) –
it stays true to the terminology of science.)

Anyhow, thanks for this forum… a whole lot of fun to read! 
By the way, do you know of any site / focus group specifically addressed to the
mathematical aspects of gauge theories? If not, do you want to start a forum? I
would love to become a member.

Bye.

Stefan

91. James
July 12, 2006

Peter, although I am a 12 years old elementary school kid, I can’t notice you not
responding anything to this earlier post which I will replicate below. My question
is whether you think that all the European universities mentioned below are run
by some crazy professors who don’t know how to put together an undergraduate
curriculum? Or how else would you characterize these aforementioned



professors who are responsible for the string theory undergrad courses at these
fine universities?

It might be a shocker for you but several European universities offer
undergraduate string theory courses and have been doing so for at least 15 years
(that is what I am aware of). Examples: Amsterdam, Groningen, Utrecht,
Brussels, Berlin, Budapest, Prague, Moscow and I’m sure there are plenty more.

Mind the fact that there are loads of old professors for whom the phrase “string
theory” means something from the 70’s and that is what they teach. It would be
very difficult for you to convince them that this material is some new age hype
when they were studying it 30 years ago.

Of course there are European universities where the more modern approaches
are taught to undergraduates under the banner “string theory”, e.g. Amsterdam
and I suspect this area is where you actually target your criticism.

My observation is only to enlighten anyone who thinks that “string theory” is a
large monolithic blob which can be commented on and criticised in one go.

Hope this helps,
James

92. woit
July 12, 2006

James,

Sorry, but responding to people who anonymously insult me just isn’t high on my
priority list of things to do when I’m very busy. I was away for a few days and
wasted much of the little free time I had responding to string theorists accusing
me both of being incompetent and of being nasty for beating up on someone like
yourself who clearly only had at best an undergraduate’s knowledge of the issues
here.

As for your comment, first of all it wasn’t a question; you’re claiming some facts
are true, and I’m both dubious about some of them and don’t think they’re
relevant at all to the implicit question in my posting of whether string theory is
something appropriate to teach to undergraduates in the US.

Some comments of my own:

1. European undergraduates are more advanced and more specialized than U.S.
undergraduates, often more comparable to a master’s degree program here.

2. I just find it very hard to believe you that people are teaching courses on
1970’s style string theory at all these institutions. I strongly suspect you’re
thinking of S-matrix theory sorts of things, which are not really string theory. But
I don’t know, I may be wrong. It would be interesting if you had any links to
syllabi of these courses so one could judge.



93. JC
July 12, 2006

Peter, James,

Years ago I remember several older professors mentioning that at some places,
they did have the equivalent of a graduate course on topics in analytic S-Matrix
back in the 1960’s. This was in the days when that analytic S-Matrix bootstrap
stuff was at its peak popularity. The most they ever mentioned about dual
resonance models (ie. “string theory”) such as the Veneziano model, was a
lecture or two typically at the end of the course. (That is, after the Veneziano
model was first published in 1968). Before the Veneziano model was published,
courses on analytic S-Matrix theory mainly covered the sort of topics in Geoff
Chew’s 1961 book on the subject.

Just like any other graduate course, there were some highly motivated
undergraduate students enrolled. None of these particular older profs could
recall there ever being an undergraduate course on analytic S-Matrix theory
and/or dual resonance models, in those days. They all said that the attitude in
those days was that if a motivated undergraduate student really wanted to know
some “advanced topics”, they can just take the graduate courses, attend
seminars, and/or read the original papers on it.

Offering a string theory course aimed towards undergraduate students appears
to be a first these days. Albeit, this may not be totally unprecendented. Over the
years I’ve heard of folks teaching undergraduate courses on particle physics
which involve calculating Feynman diagrams. In these courses, they just “quote”
the Feynman rules and a prescription to work out tree-level Feynman diagram
calculations (all without proof). They just assumed that interested students will
eventually take courses on quantum field theory. Years ago when I first took an
undergradaute course on particle physics, the professor didn’t even bother
calculating any Feynman diagrams.

94. shame
July 12, 2006

Peter–

There you go bsing again! You say to poor James “…someone like yourself who
clearly only had at best an undergraduate’s knowledge of the issues here”.
You’re really quick to pull the authority card aren’t you? As was clearly explained
above, James’s understanding of the issues was correct and yours was just
wrong. If he is only an undergraduate, all the more power to him. Quit bullying
people who understand physics better than you do. If anything, as an amateur
you should be grateful that experts take time to explain things to you, especially
when you tend to be so hostile and rude.

Oh, and we’re all still waiting for your electrifying ideas for new directions in
theoretical physics. Preferably–a paper with some specific predictions that can
be falsified. When can we expect it?



95. woit
July 12, 2006

shame,

Now, what’s your excuse for hiding behind anonymity to attack me? I think your
behavior is deeply shameful, you know it, and that’s why you’re doing it this way.

I wasn’t at all bullying James, I think I was actually being extremely polite in
dealing with someone who came here to engage in nasty attacks on me from
behind the cover of anonymity. The line you quote was a reference to Clifford’s
attack on me as bullying a poor undergraduate. Clifford seemed to believe James
is an undergraduate, but I have no idea what he is since he’s hiding his identity,
and (like you), attacking my credentials by refusing to tell us what his are.

And no, I’m not an amateur, but a professional with a Ph. D. in this subject. Are
you? You certainly are behaving in an extremely unprofessional way here.

96. woit
July 12, 2006

shame,

Looking at my logs, you seem to be at the KITP in Santa Barbara, and to have
found your way to my blog via Lubos’s site (since your connection here came via
his charming translation of my site into “jive”). You seem very concerned about
my bullying behavior, just wondering if you have written in to Lubos’s blog to
criticize him in a similar way, or if you think the way he behaves is fine.

97. James
July 12, 2006

For those of you coming late:

Peter wrote “What is known about string theory is how to construct a (divergent)
series, one that is supposed to be a perturbation expansion of some still unknown
exact theory, and thus an asymptotic series in the string coupling for the true
result.”

To which I responded that the mere fact that there is no non-perturbative
definition of string theory does not constitute a serious criticism. Clearly, the
Standard Model has no non-perturbative definition (except for QCD but that is
also non-rigorous) and it is a perfectly fine physics theory.

I also emphasized that the lack of prediction and consequently the lack of
experimental verification *is* a serious criticism of string theory. This valid
criticism however does not mean that *any* criticism is valid.

That was our short chat about physics. Now here is what Peter calls “insulting”:

I wrote “Hope this helps you understand why string theorists and other high
energy physicists do not respond to your book in a serious way and […] do not



take you seriously over all. […] Even plenty of string theorists exist who are
critical in a reasonable way, unlike you I am sorry to say. [….] Again, it is my
intention to help you understand the reason for your considerable isolation in
high energy circles especially since you yourself asked the question in one of
your postings why there is no serious string theory reaction to your book.”

Since Peter himself was wondering why string theorists are not responding to his
book I truely believe that I am doing him a favour for giving a possible
explanation. He is entitled to think that this explanation is wrong, but it can
hardly be insulting. Now the fact that I do not consider him an expert in string
theory can also hardly be considered an insult, since Peter himself declared this
a number of times. My statement that he is not taken seriously in high energy
physics circles is I believe factual. The basis for this statement is that I believe
the following (somewhat vague) ingredients are necessary for being taken
seriously:

(1) Well-known high energy physics results in research papers
(2) Presence as an invited lecturer at respected high energy physics conferences
(3) Persuing a serious research program in high energy physics

Peter, if you disagree that the above ingredients are necessary for the label
“taken seriously by the high energy physics community” then what ingredients
*are* the necessary ones? Or do you think that the above mentioned ingredients
are applicable to you?

It goes without saying that Peter is a high energy physicist with a PhD. It also
goes without saying that he is entitled to express his views on any subject he
chooses let it be high energy physics or string theory in particular and in any
shape or form he chooses let it be a weblog. However I believe I am again doing
a favour to you Peter by point out that this alone is *not* enough to be taken
seriously by the high energy physics community and it is foolish to demand
attention when you do not deserve it. It will only serve to increase your
frustration.

Please consider these comments as help expressed by a friend in the good faith
that you will one day realize that the path you have taken is completely
disconnected from the path of a high energy physics researcher. I truly hope that
once you realize this you will go back to research and publish your results that
will be serve as well as be appreciated by the community. Once that happens I
am sure you will realize that the years you spent diverged from this path were
completely lost years.

Your friend,
James

98. woit
July 12, 2006

James,

You’re just repeating your same incorrect argument that the status of string



theory and the standard model are similar. It’s nonsense and I explained why, an
explanation that you chose to completely ignore.

If you want to discuss scientific issues, I’m willing to do so, although it would
help if you would actually respond to what I write. I’m not about to waste my
time dealing with ad hominem attacks, especially not from someone unwilling to
put his name to them.

As for my research results, they’re sketched in http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-
th/0206135 and I hope in the future to write up more recent things I’ve been
working on. I certainly think it would be better if I did a better job of writing
things up, but I don’t regret at all having spent much of my career working on
ideas that are quite different than those pursued by most of the high energy
physics community.

99. James
July 13, 2006

Peter,

You say you are acting in a professional way. That is analogous to a prime
minister acting professionally at the housewarming party of his nephew since the
set of activities performed as the professional duty of a prime minister and the
set of activities performed at a housewarming party do not intersect. Similarly,
the set of professional activity performed by a physics researcher and the set of
activity performed while posting to a weblog do not intersect.

If we were in a religious context I would close by saying that I am praying for
your soul but since we are not I merely repeat again that I hope one day you will
again utilize your professional skills to the benefit of the high energy physics
community in a form that is demanded by the profession of a researcher.

Your friend,
James

100. woit
July 13, 2006

Thanks for the advice James, but I do think that what I am doing here and with
the book that I wrote was to utilize my professional skills to the benefit of the
high energy physics community.

And both projects are parts of my professional life.

101. Stefan
July 13, 2006

To Everyone:

This weblog seems filled with posts from individuals already committed to one
view or the other on the (supposed) correctness or incorrectness of string theory.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0206135


If we were discussing religion – say on the issue of how many angels can dance
on the tip of a needle – “scientists” would readily dismiss us for being dogmatic-
minded zealots. The ultimate anyone (at least those who do not claim to know
the inner workings of nature beyond that which is currently known via
experimentation) can say is… “Let us see. Maybe it will turn out ultimately be
the correct formulation of fundamental physics, maybe not; but it doesn’t hurt to
explore…” I think every string “hypothesist” would ultimately agree to that point.
Otherwise, we lose that ultimate sense of objective understanding which has
guided the scientific enterprise so fruitfully since its inception.

To Peter:

When is your book coming out?
Also, (as asked in the previous post), do you know of any site / focus group on
mathematical aspects of gauge theories? If not, do you want to start a group? I’m
hoping this may prove valuable for the general HEP and Math-Phys communities.
(At least it should to a cross-section, including string-“hypothesists” themselves.)

Best wishes.
Stefan

102. Stefan
July 13, 2006

Hi Peter (again),

Just finished reading ‘String Theory: An Evaluation’; I encourage open-minded
individuals to have a look through it; for string-enthusiasts: there probably isn’t
much to change your minds.

Some quotes (please read the article first, because these quotes can readily be
misinterpreted):

“From a mathematician’s point of view, the idea that M-theory will replace the
Standard Model with something aesthetically more impressive is rather
suspicious.”

[Stefan]: Do you elaborate greatly on this point in your book? What motivated
you to remark as you did?

“To the extent that the conceptual structure of string theory is understood, the
Dirac operator and gauge fields are not fundamental, but are artifacts of the low
energy limit. The Standard Model is dramatically more “elegant” and “beautiful”
than string theory in that its crucial concepts are among the deepest and most
powerful in modern mathematics. String theorists are
asking mathematicians to believe in the existence of some wonderful new
mathematics completely unknown to them involving concepts deeper than that of
a connection or a Dirac operator. This may be the case, and one must take this
argument seriously when it is made by a Fields medalist, but without
experimental evidence or a serious proposal for what M-theory is,
the argument is unconvincing.”



[Stefan]: Good remark. Where can we find useful info on Dirac operators? What
about Steven Weinberg’s opinion? Does he feel similarly to you?

“Even granting that string theory is an idea that
deserves to be pursued, how can theorists be encouraged to try and find more
promising alternatives? Here are some modest proposals, aimed at encouraging
researchers to strike out in new directions:
1. Until such time as a testable prediction (or even a consistent compelling
definition) emerges from string theory, theorists should publicly acknowledge the
problems theoretical particle physics is facing, and should cease and desist from
activities designed to sell string theory to impressionable youths, popular science
reporters and funding agencies.
2. Senior theorists doing string theory should seriously reevaluate their research
programs, consider working on less popular ideas and encourage their graduate
students and post-docs to do the same.
3. Instead of trying to hire post-docs and junior faculty working on
the latest string theory fad, theory groups should try and identify young
researchers who are working on original ideas and hire them to long enough
term positions that they have a chance of making some progress.
4. Funding agencies should stop supporting theorists who propose to continue
working on the same ideas as everyone. They should also question whether it is a
good idea to fund a large number of conferences and workshops on the latest
string theory fad. Research funds should be targeted at providing incentives for
people to try something new and ambitious, even if it may take many years of
work with a sizable risk of ending up with nothing.
Particle theorists should be exploring a wide range of alternatives to string
theory, and looking for inspiration wherever it can potentially be found. The
common centrality of gauge fields and the Dirac operator in the Standard Model
and in mathematics is perhaps a clue that any fundamental physical model
should directly incorporate them. Another powerful and unifying idea shared by
physics and mathematics is that of a group representation.
Some of the most beautiful mathematics to emerge from string theory involves
the study of (projective) representations of the group of conformal
transformations and of one-dimensional gauge groups (“loop groups”). This work
is essentially identical with the study of two dimensional quantum field theory.
The analogous questions in four dimensions are terra incognita, and
one of many potentially promising areas particle theorists could look to for
inspiration.

[Stefan]: Why not post all the most important reference works on the above
topics? This will no doubt attract more individuals looking for further ideas to
work on.

During the 1960’s and early 1970’s, quantum field theory appeared to be
doomed and string theory played a leading role as a theory of the strong
interactions. Could it be that just as string theory was wrong then, it is wrong
now, and in much the same way: perhaps the correct quantum theory of gravity
is some form of asymptotically free gauge theory? [Stefan: Important
proposition] As long as the
best young minds of the field are encouraged to ignore quantum field theory and



pursue the so far fruitless search for M-theory, we may never know.”

[Stefan]: Agreement all-round.

Seems like we have great many things we can agree upon. 

Stefan

103. MoveOnOrStayBehind
July 13, 2006

>The basis for this statement is that I believe the following (somewhat vague)
ingredients are necessary for being taken seriously:

(1) Well-known high energy physics results in research papers
(2) Presence as an invited lecturer at respected high energy physics conferences
(3) Persuing a serious research program in high energy physics

Well, you forgot the most important point above all: namely saying something
which is reasonable and makes sense. This and nothing else counts. The
statements given here and elsewhere constitute a gross misrepresentation of a
well-motivated and very successful major research effort, and thus it is no
surprise that they are not taken seriously by any expert, rather the only people
who react are laymen who can be easily fooled by such statements. To impress
experts and be taken seriously by them, takes somewhat more than what
emanates from here; laymen of course cannot distinguish this from real science,
and easily become victims of this private crusade.

104. woit
July 13, 2006

Stefan,

Sorry, but I don’t know of any specific group of the kind you ask about, and I’m
afraid I’m already overwhelmed by moderating this blog, not interested in
starting up another forum that would be even harder to moderate.

I’ll try to answer some of your questions about the material in the book, don’t
have time right now to really do them justice:

1. The passage you go on to quote is an elaboration of the remark about
M-theory. Not sure what I can say that would be helpful and not just repeating it.

2. There are many, many sources of different kinds about the Dirac operator,
from every advanced quantum mechanics books to a huge mathematical
literature. The Dirac operator is crucial to understanding the index theorem, and
there’s lots of places to read about that. One thing to do is to get ahold of
Atiyah’s collected works and try reading every expository paper by him on the
subject.

3. Weinberg has not been publicly critical of string theory, although after
working for a while on it, he long ago voted with his feet and left the field to do



cosmology. His perspective is quite different than mine, traditionally he has been
quite hostile to the use of geometry in theoretical physics.

4. In my 2002 paper on the arXiv there are references of this kind. Unfortunately
when I say little is known about these problems, I’m quite serious, there isn’t
much useful literature. One good place to read about a lot of this is Jouko
Mickelsson’s book “Current algebras and Groups”.

105. woit
July 13, 2006

MoveOn,

Maybe you can explain to me why almost all string partisans (except Lubos) who
attack me as incompetent hide behind anonymity?

You’re quite right that the relevant criterion is saying something which is
reasonable and makes sense, which is exactly what I’m doing. The criticisms I
am making here are definitely taken seriously by many experts, some string
theorists some not. Recall that Lee Smolin has written a book making much the
same points I do. If you actually think something I write is incorrect, feel free to
say so and we can discuss this. Just joining other string theory partisans in
anonymous attacks without any scientific argument gives strong indication that
you can’t actually do this.

106. Peter Woit
July 13, 2006

Stefan,

Publication date in the US is Sept. 8, copies should be available starting August
29.

107. David
July 13, 2006

Stefan,
Some recent mathematical results that I found interesting on Dirac operators
can be found at the following people’s websites:
Gerald Teschl-Math U of Vienna, Susanne Teschl- Technikum Vienna, and Fritz
Gesztesy- Math U of Missouri.
Best,
David

108. Stefan
July 14, 2006

Thanks to both of you – Peter and David – for your generous feedback. As for the
focus group – don’t worry Peter, I will search for it myself.

Regards,



Stefan

109. Stefan
July 16, 2006

Judging from how the field of high-energy physics is currently chugging along
one gets that peculiarly unnerving feeling that HEP is nearing its (pragmatic)
end. Even with all the fanfare being given to strings and other approaches there
does not seem to remain much scope for futher experimental verifications in the
near future. As I see it this may imply one of several predicaments:

(a) HEP research will remain murky and unsubstantiated – for as long as we can
delve out great theoretico-mathematical edifices lacking any accessible means of
empirical verification; but since many of us like speculative studies this shouldn’t
cause us much unnecessary discomfort;

(b) Many researchers (as hinted above) will begin to explore and branch out into
new territories – territories once considered taboo within mainstream
academia… like consciouness studies (a la Penrose), philosophical speculations
(of all types, shapes and flavours), and so on;

(c) some amazing body of discovery will jostle us out of our doldrums – this will
most likely come from high-energy astrophysics (or some hitherto unsuspected
corner of physics); a flurry of activity will ensue… until quietude once again
engulfs the frontier…

What is my point you ask? Not much, except to point out that that once-glorious
field prided and envied the world over as the “crown jewel” of fundamental
science is nearing its painful and aged death…

…so let it be… so let it be…

I wonder what former hep scientists do for a living once they leave the field?

110. D R Lunsford
July 16, 2006

Stefan, don’t you think it is a little arrogant to claim that physics is dying? Would
you have said that in 1895?

The fault, dear Stefan, is not in our Hodge stars, but in ourselves.

-drl

111. Walt
July 16, 2006

Stefan pretty clearly said HEP, not physics as a whole.

112. David
July 16, 2006



Stefan,
Try molecular physics. It’s fun and there are even experiments. Some of us teach
in strange departments but they let us research what we want (often anyway).
Best,
David

113. Stefan
July 17, 2006

I was thinking more in the line of non-linear science – which promises to open up
a territory still as-yet unexplored; and which may provide us with very important
insights into the “physical” world – the world that we – as physicists – claim to
want a more complete and thorough understanding of. I think perhaps the most
crucial and outstanding results in the coming years (with attendant Nobel prizes)
will evolve from this branch (my hunch anyway; Stephen Hawking was among
the first – to my knowledge – to air such a view publicly).

[If anyone is further interested Ilya Prigogine’s fantastic work ‘Order out of
Chaos’ may prove a valuable read.]

The current approaches (in HEP-research) all seem exciting – regardless of their
ultimate relevance (or lack thereof) to physics as a field; I just don’t think in the
long-run younger scientists will want to wager their careers on an area (say
string theory, LQG, or other theory topics with little prospects of experimental
verification – atleast in the near- to middle- term) which remains so far removed
from experimental verifiability… but then we are all entitled to our own views…

If strings (and perhaps altogether current HEP research) proves less and less
appealing with time, some (randomly suggested) propositions include:

(a) studying mathematical physics – there are very many traditional problems
which to-date remain unsolved, e.g. finding rigorous mathematical framework for
QFT, modern approaches to classical mechanics, N-body problem, and other
well-known problems;

(b) condensed-matter physics – generally a good field to study nowadays I hear;

(c) nonlinear science – not a bad place to devote oneself if you aspire to do some
ground-breaking research;

(d) whatever scientific problems one finds interesting and/or worthy of study… as
long as it remains in the purview of “experimental science” (vs. “philosophical
science”); this, in its truest spirit, has been what has kept the field so rich with
activity since its initial founding, and why the term “science” is held in such high
regards the world over…

Some random thoughts from my part… hope we can make a meaningful debate
out of this…

Stefan



114. Eugene Stefanovich
July 17, 2006

Stefan:

I like point (a) of your program. Besides, with our emphasis on “high energy” in
HEP, we seem to be missing a very important part of physics, both
experimentally and theoretically. There are virtually no studies of time-
dependent processes. In HEP experiments, such studies are almost impossible,
because everything happens very fast. On the theoretical side, QFT can tell
nothing about them, because renormalized QFT lacks a well-defined finite
Hamiltonian.

The property accessible to modern experiments and theory is the S-matrix, but
there is a lot of physics beyond S-matrix, and we know almost nothing about this
kind of physics. To learn more, it is not necessary to go to higher and higher
energies. There are quite a few fundamental things that can be learned from low-
energy processes with much improved resolution (especially, time resolution) of
instruments.

For example, I am very interested to know whether interaction potentials
between charged particles are retarded (i.e., Lienard-Wiechert potentials). So
far, nobody has measured the retardation directly.

115. Stefan
July 18, 2006

Peter,

I reference to our recent dialogue on gauge theories: I just saw the movie of
Atiyah on People’s Archive: Atiyah seems to have worked on Dirac Operators
during his middle-years. I’m wondering if you can give me a list of important
contributions Atiyah (and collaborators, e.g. Drinfeld, Hitchin, Manin, etc.) made
on this topic, and also on gauge fields / theories in general (only the most
significant ones).

I gather you will have teaching / research responsibilities, so please take your
time. I’m thinking this should be useful reading; I want to start a website
devoted to this area.

Just wondering why no-one has done so already.

Your friend,
Stefan

116. Stefan
July 18, 2006

p.s. Please refer to my post on ‘Atiyah and Gell-Mann’ as well.

117. Philosophical Phil



July 25, 2006

What we need is a superhero to answer our questions……Go Sparticle!!!!!



Quick Links

July 6, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Taking off tomorrow for a long weekend, internet access may be spotty. Here are
some things that may be of interest:

HEPAP is meeting today and tomorrow, the presentations given at the meeting are
available here.  JoAnne Hewett is there and has a posting on Cosmic Variance.
The Seed article with various physicist’s views about what to expect at the LHC that
was discussed here earlier is now available online.

There’s an article about Jim Simons in Newsday (via Angry Physics).

Maybe a cosmologist can comment on the significance of this, but over at
CosmoCoffee there’s a discussion of a new paper reanalyzing the latest WMAP data
and coming up with a scalar spectral index ns= .969 +/- .016. This is now 2.0 sigma
away from 1, instead of the 2.7 sigma of the earlier analysis. This deviation from 1
was widely sold as evidence for inflation (since the simplest inflationary models give
values slightly less than one), the fact that it is now only a 2 sigma effect seems to
make this case a bit weaker.

The Institut Henri Poincare in Paris will be having a three-month-long program on
Groupoids and Stacks in Physics and Geometry. The web-siter there contains a good
associated overview of the subject.

Bruno Kahn has an excellent expository article on motives.

Over at the Edge web-site Lawrence Krauss has a piece called The Energy of Empty
Space That Isn’t Zero. It’s partly about the cosmological constant, and discusses a
workshop on Confronting Gravity that he organized back in March, which brought
many prominent theorists together at a Caribbean resort to discuss physics, travel in
a submarine, and hang out at the “private island retreat” of the funder of the event,
science philanthropist Jeffrey Epstein.

Krauss has many provocative things to say about the current state of theoretical
physics, including perhaps the most concise and vivid description I’ve read in a while:

It’s been very frustrating for particle physicists, and some people might say it’s led to sensory deprivation,

which has resulted in hallucination otherwise known as string theory.

He also has a somewhat longer skeptical take on extra dimensions, together with an
attempt at positive spin:

Many of the papers in particle physics over the last five to seven years have been involved with the idea of

extra dimensions of one sort or another. And while it’s a fascinating idea, but I have to say, it’s looking to

me like it’s not yet leading anywhere. The experimental evidence against it is combining with what I see as

a theoretical diffusion — a breaking off into lots of parts. That’s happened with string theory. I can see it

happening with extra-dimensional arguments. We’re seeing that the developments from this idea which

http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaJuly2006.shtm
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/AgendaJuly2006.shtm
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/07/06/interim-roadmap-report/
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http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2006/07/why_a_large_hadron_collider.php
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2006/07/why_a_large_hadron_collider.php
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has captured the imaginations of many physicists, hasn’t been compelling.

Right now it’s clear that what we really need is some good new ideas. Fundamental physics is really at

kind of a crossroads. The observations have just told us that the universe is crazy, but hasn’t told us what

direction the universe is crazy in. The theories have been incredibly complex and elaborate, but haven’t

yet made any compelling inroads. That can either be viewed as depressing or exciting. For young

physicists it’s exciting in the sense that it means that the field is ripe for something new.

Comments

1. Eugene Stefanovich
July 6, 2006

For young physicists it’s exciting in the sense that it means that the field is ripe
for something new.

This should be exciting not just for young physicists, but for everyone. When
David Gross talks about not understanding what is space-time and Roger
Penrose wants to change quantum mechanics, that’s a sign of something big
coming.

2. Peter Woit
July 6, 2006

Eugene,

I’d like to be that optimistic, but I seem to remember both Gross talking about
getting rid of space-time and Penrose wanting to change QM at least 15 years
ago. Krauss is right that the time is ripe for people to give up on things that
haven’t worked and try something new. Will they do it though?

3. rof
July 7, 2006

Right now it’s clear that what we really need is some good new ideas.

The anthropic principle, extra dimensions and parallel worlds. These are the new
ideas you will hear about, again and again and again. They are the exciting new
ideas that each generation of daydreaming physicists echo again and again. They
aren’t even new ideas.

And anyway, if somebody announced what the correct new idea was today, they’d
be dismissed as a crackpot. A good old fashioned no-nonsense attitude has
thoroughly infused the physics community. As a result, they are dismissive. If
there is a lesson to be learned from string theory, it should be that it takes
careful investigation to distinguish between nonsense and complex but correct
ideas. But that lesson will not be learned. People display dismissiveness because
the immature are impressed by dismissiveness and consider it worthy of
imitation.



Each individual physicist will insist that he is perfectly reasonable. All you have
to do to convince him that your new idea is worthwhile is immediately produce a
full theory of quantum gravity and have it endorsed by some celebrity physicist
(even though that celebrity physicist will make the same demand of you before
listening to your idea). Otherwise you’re a crackpot.

Physicists need to face the facts: As a community, they’re too immature to be
able to provide an environment where new ideas can be communicated without
ridicule. Too much narcissism and arrogance. Children.

4. Eugene Stefanovich
July 7, 2006

Peter,

I was not suggesting that new big ideas will come from Gross or Penrose. Most
likely, not from them, in my opinion. I was just hinting that the current state of
disarray, when frustrated people are willing to give up the most secret things, is
a prelude to some radical change. I just smell it in the air. You are right that in
order to move forward we should not be afraid of new crazy ideas. The question
is: how “crazy” is good enough?

5. Anon
July 7, 2006

The reduction of the significance that the spectral slope of the primordial
perturbations is less than one does not have a strong effect on the possibility of
inflation. The spectral slope may be used to distinguish between various
potentials for the inflaton. But the current experimental constraints are not that
discriminating. There are a couple of s that were favored pre-wmap but now give
a bad fit to the data. The PLANCK satellite will dramatically improve this
situation. So will better polarization measurements by ground and balloon based
experiments. Ultimately, a polarization satellite will probably be needed to really
be conclusive.

6. Krotos
July 8, 2006

For young physicists it’s exciting in the sense that it means that the field is ripe
for something new.

My take on this as a youngish physicist is that I’d like to believe it, but the
fundamental problem that has led particle physics (and, increasingly, cosmology)
to the current situation is the inability to satisfactorily test these theories
experimentally. And I don’t see that changing any time soon. Even the LHC will
be orders of magnitude below the energies necessary to really probe the physics
behind, say, dark energy or inflation. The best we’ll be able to do with forseeable
technology is pretty much what we’re doing now, i.e., indirect observations and
inferences from astrophysical measurements. That’s good and valuable, but
generally it doesn’t provide the precision necessary to do more than favor one
large class of models over another large class.



Yes, one can certainly hold out hope that some 21st century Einstein will come
up with a rigorous, revolutionary new theory that unifies gravity and quantum
mechanics and explicitly predicts the value of the cosmological constant, etc. But
historically, that kind of thing has not tended to occur in the absence of data.

7. Who
July 8, 2006

Krotos, I beg to differ
**… not tended to occur in the absence of data…. **
which suggests there is a lack of observational data.

On the contrary, one might say that theorists now have TOO MUCH data. More
data than they know how to assimilate. If you are a theorist today, you have dark
energy (70 percent of universe) and dark matter (another big part). You will soon
have results on very high energy gamma photons and cosmic rays from projects
such as GLAST (2007) and AUGER (current).
Dark matter you can see very clearly in galaxy rotation and lensing. Dark energy
or its equivalent is seen clearly in accelerating expansion and in the microwave
background. These look like major puzzles of just the sort that a theorist could
wish for. Imagine if you could make a model of spacetime and matter that would
fit all this hugely unexpected data!

And I mean fit even APPROXIMATELY, to first order. You seem to be asking for
higher precision measurements to distinguish between closely similar models,
when, as far as I am aware, we don’t even have the beginnings of a model to
explain the measurements we already have.

8. Krotos
July 8, 2006

You seem to be asking for higher precision measurements to distinguish between
closely similar models, when, as far as I am aware, we don’t even have the
beginnings of a model to explain the measurements we already have.

Certainly there’s a lot of “data” in the sense that dark matter and other non-SM
phenomena have been indirectly observed and have had approximate limits put
on their density fractions by WMAP and other experiments, and of course any
unified theory would have to predict these. But my point is that it would, IMO, be
extremely hard to construct an underlying particle physics model from which you
could “derive,” say, inflation, without knowing, even approximately, what the
inflaton mass/potential/etc. even is. And the same goes for dark matter and dark
energy. What forseeable astrophysical observations will be able to determine
their properties even remotely to the extent that a controlled experiment in a
laboratory could? That’s what I meant by saying that there isn’t enough data,
and what data there is isn’t precise enough.

I agree with you that we don’t have even the beginnings of a model that
simultaneously predicts these things — I just don’t see how we’re going to get
even to that with cosmological measurements alone, let alone to something with
the precision of the Standard Model.



9. Eugene Stefanovich
July 8, 2006

Krotos:

I disagree. How can a theorist be not excited about the current mess in
theoretical physics? Even in the absence of new experimental data, there are so
many delicious paradoxes within our theories that are just screaming at us
begging for resolution. Take for example two completely different ways the time
is treated in quantum mechanics and in relativity, and the whole issue about the
incompatibility of QM and GR, or the problem of UV divergences. These are deep
problems and they require some bold thinking. I wouldn’t complain that theorists
have nothing to do until LHC begins to deliver data.

10. Krotos
July 8, 2006

Eugene, certainly I agree that these are fascinating problems and deserve a lot
more investigation and thinking about fundamental concepts like time and space.
But as I said in my response to Who, I just don’t see how we’ll be able to get
beyond the theoretical speculation stage (even with LHC data) on them.
Theoretical physics in indeed arguably in even a bigger mess now than it was in
1900. But the difference, IMO, is that in 1900 the technology either existed or
was on the horizon to experimentally investigate the problems physics was then
facing. The data informed and enriched the theory. For the most part, that’s not
the case now.

11. Eugene Stefanovich
July 8, 2006

Krotos:

Yes, in 1900-1920 when there was an ocean of new controversial experimental
data, it was much easier to develop theory. Now we don’t have this luxury, and
we should draw inspiration form internal theoretical inconsistencies rather than
from comparison with experiment. This is much more challenging, no doubt
about that. However, I think this is just as exciting now as it was then.

I think we will start to make progress only after we admit that there is something
wrong in our textbooks (about special and general relativity, QM, and/or QFT),
even though these theories passed numerous experimental tests. I don’t think we
have this courage. I see that from discussions on Peter’s blog: it is next to
impossible to convince people to admit mistakes even it the research program
that passed zero experimental tests. I am talking about string theory, of course.

12. Sebastian Thaler
July 9, 2006

Peter,

Lubos is now calling you a jellyfish on his blog.



13. nigel cook
July 9, 2006

Sebastian,

As soon as stringers are defeated scientifically (which is as soon as they make
any type of claim to be scientists), they have to either retreat quietly, or else
start calling people names which they hope will be taken as insults.

These insults tend to backfire. Anyone can throw that sort of thing around. All it
shows is a lack of ability to either succeed with a scientific discussion, or to
admit he has no answer, like a responsible adult. His trick in the review of Not
Even Wrong, comparing string theory to evolution is extremely misleading.

14. D R Lunsford
July 10, 2006

Speaking of quick links,

This article in Time repeats the fantasy that Mileva Maric was key to the
development of relativity, specifically that she “helped [Einstein] with the math of
his 1905 paper”. This claim is absurd – the math is Maxwell’s equations and
simple algebra, and was common knowledge. In fact Maric failed to gain a
teacher’s certificate in 1900 because of low math scores, and left ETH in 1901.

How did this revisionist falsehood work its way into the public mind? I see this as
passive hostility to Einstein himself (despite the usual fawning), and somehow
connected with the current devolvement of science into superstition and
mysticism.

See also here:

http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/17/4/2/1

-drl

15. nonblogger
July 11, 2006

Another quick link then: next september there will be a conference in Cambridge
(UK) on the “fundamental structure of space and time” gathering
mathematicians and physicists (Connes, ‘t Hooft, Schwarz, Penrose, Douglas,
Hawking, Freidel, etc.)
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/programmes/NCG/ncgw02.html

The aim seems to be to put people from all sorts of backgrounds (strings, LQG,
non-commutative geometry,etc.) in the same room. I hope some videos of the
talks and panel sessions will be made! (Too bad that the main sponsor seems to
be the John Templeton Foundation…)

16. Alejandro Rivero
July 11, 2006

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1211594,00.html
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1211594,00.html
http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/17/4/2/1
http://physicsweb.org/articles/world/17/4/2/1
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/programmes/NCG/ncgw02.html
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/programmes/NCG/ncgw02.html


Hey, I will attend to the meeting pointed by nonblogger. And I should solve the
problem of accommodation for at least a couple months, not only the meeting.
Any idea, please mail me (al.rivero # gmail.com)

17. Chris W.
July 11, 2006

Regarding the above-mentioned conference, note the participants and theme of
the planned panel discussion. The Templeton Foundation’s influence seems
pretty obvious here.

18. sunderpeeche
July 11, 2006

Why don’t you fund your own conference, free of Templeton Foundation
influence? Recall the song from 1946 about the foundation of Brookhaven
National Lab (~ Cold War + Big Science)

—x—x—

– “Take Away Your Billion Dollars,” by Arthur Roberts (1946),

Up on the lawns of Washington the physicists assemble
From all the land are men at hand, their wisdom to exchange.
A great man stands to speak, and with applause the rafters tremble.
“My friends,” says he, “you all can see that physics now must change.
“Now in our lab we had our plans, but these we’ll now expand,
Research right now is useless, we have come to understand.
We now propose constructing at an ancient Army base,
The best electro-nuclear machine in any place.
“Oh – it will cost a billion dollars, ten billion volts ‘twill give,
It will take five thousand scholars seven years to make it live.
All the generals approve it, all the money’s now at hand,
And to help advance our program, teaching students now we’ve banned.
And as the halls with cheers resound and praises fill the air,
One single man remain aloof and silent in his chair,
And when the room is quiet and the crowd has ceased to cheer,
He rises up and thunders forth an answer loud and clear,
“It seems that I’m a failure, just a piddling dilettante,
Within six months a mere ten thousand bucks is all I’ve spent.
With love and string and sealing wax was physics kept alive,
Let not the wealth of Midas hide the goal for which we strive.
Oh — take away your billion dollars, take away your tainted gold,
You can keep your damn ten billion volts, my soul will not be sold.
Take away your army gen’rals, their kiss is death I’m sure.
Ev’rything I build is mine, and ev’ry volt I make is pure.
Take away your integration, let us learn and let us teach,
Oh, beware this epidemic Berkelitis I beseech.
Oh, dammit! Engineering isn’t physics, is that plain?
Take, oh take, your billion dollars, let’s be physicists again.”

http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/programmes/NCG/ncgw02_pd
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/programmes/NCG/ncgw02_pd


19. Alejandro Rivero
July 11, 2006

I had not seen the Panel, but bet Connes is able to bypass any reverend.

20. Chris W.
July 20, 2006

More from Seed Magazine: A review of Mark Ronan’s Symmetry and the
Monster and Avner Ash and Robert Gross’s Fearless Symmetry, by Jordan
Ellenberg.

http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2006/07/a_festival_of_likeness.php
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2006/07/a_festival_of_likeness.php
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Interviews With Atiyah and Gell-Mann

July 12, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

A correspondent wrote in to tell me about a wonderful web-site, called People’s
Archive.  Their idea is to do in-depth interviews at a peer-to-peer level with the great
thinkers and creators of our time.  They’ve been doing this for a few years, only
recently providing open access to much of the content on their site.

The two interviews of people closest to my interests are ones of Sir Michael Atiyah
and Murray Gell-Mann.  The interviews are very long, several hours.  So far I’ve made
my way through the Atiyah interview (which is in 93 pieces), mostly just reading the
transcript, and have poked around a bit in the Gell-Mann interview (which is in 200
pieces).

Atiyah is on just about every mathematician’s list as one of the very few greatest
figures in the second half of the twentieth century.  He’s also had a major impact on
the relation of mathematics and physics. The interview essentially provides a long
memoir of his life, concentrating on his mathematical research work, explaining in
detail how it came about and how it evolved.  It’s truly wonderful, with all sorts of
interesting stories, together with insights into mathematics and how it is done at the
highest level.

The interview begins with his childhood in Khartoum, then discussing his later
education in England, ending up at Cambridge where he was a student of Hodge. One
story he tells (segment 21) is about Andre Weil’s reaction when Atiyah showed him his
work at the time he was a student.  The segment is called “how not to encourage
somebody.” Atiyah also later on talks about his mathematical heroes, especially
Hermann Weyl.  Physicists often confuse Weil and Weyl, who were two rather
different characters.  They both did important work on representation theory with
Weyl responsible for, among many other things, the representation theory of compact
Lie groups, and the exponentiated form of the Heisenberg commutation relations
(what mathematicians call the Heisenberg group).  Weil was responsible for the
geometric construction of representations of compact Lie groups (Borel-Weil theory),
and a general theory of representations of Heisenberg-like groups (known as the
Segal-Shale-Weil, or metaplectic representation).

Atiyah tells about the importance of his years spent at the IAS in the fifties and the
people that he met there.  It was one of the great meccas of mathematics at the time. 
He tells in detail the story of how the index theorem came about (segment 43), and
the crucial role provided by the Dirac operator in linking together the analysis and
the topology.  The Dirac operator was rediscovered by him and Singer during their
work.  He also explains the important role from the beginning of equivariant versions
of the theorem, in providing motivating examples and requiring the most general and
deepest sort of proof.

During the 1970s Atiyah started to get deeply involved in interactions with physicists,
and he recalls going to MIT to discuss instantons with them, meeting a young Edward

http://www.peoplesarchive.com/
http://www.peoplesarchive.com/
http://www.peoplesarchive.com/
http://www.peoplesarchive.com/
http://www.peoplesarchive.com/browse/movies/2552/
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http://www.peoplesarchive.com/browse/movies/3496/


Witten in Roman Jackiw’s office there (segment 67).  He describes in detail his
interactions with Witten, especially his prodding of Witten that led to the discovery of
the TQFT for Donaldson theory (segment 71), something that took Witten quite a lot
of effort before he came up with the necessary twisting of supersymmetry to make
this work.  He also tells the story of the famous dinner at Annie’s in Swansea where,
in discussions with Atiyah and Segal, Witten came up with his Chern-Simons theory. 
The idea was so compellingly correct that Witten decided the next day to not give the
talk he had planned, but to talk about this new theory born only the night before.

In his comments on the future (segment 74), Atiyah refers to the new ideas brought
into mathematics from QFT as “high energy mathematics”, and predicts that
mathematics in the future will make crucial use of the sort of “infinities of infinities”
that occur in QFT structures, but that mathematicians until recently have had no real
idea how to approach.  He also makes some interesting comments about what sort of
problems it is best for graduate students to work on, and gives (segment 90) a
wonderful description of the importance of beauty in mathematics and his own
definition of it.

All in all, it makes fantastic reading, I hope the company that put this together will
clean up the transcripts and put them out in book form.

I haven’t had the time to go through all of the Gell-Mann interview, but it also
contains all sorts of valuable history.  One little-known fact that Gell-Mann mentions is
that the SU(3) eight-fold way that he got the Nobel prize for came about because,
after he had spent a long time trying to generalize SU(2)xU(1) unsuccessfully, a
mathematics assistant professor (Richard Block) finally explained to him that what he
was doing was trying to find a certain kind of Lie algebra, and the one he was looking
for was the Lie algebra of SU(3).

Comments

1. MathPhys
July 12, 2006

Peter,

You seem to be stuck in the 80’s  No physicist confuses Weil and Weyl any
more. Seriously, thanks for the valuable link.

2. Chris W.
July 12, 2006

From Murray Gell-Mann’s segment 21, Viki Weisskopf. Mathematical formulas
and physical theories:

What I learnt from Viki was mainly an attitude which I’ve described in
a paper that I presented in his honour called ‘The Garden of Live
Flowers’. He kept insisting on a pedestrian approach. Now, a
pedestrian approach is not my approach. I like clean mathematical

http://www.peoplesarchive.com/browse/transcript/3499/en/off/
http://www.peoplesarchive.com/browse/transcript/3499/en/off/
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results and elegant demonstrations and so on and so on and so on. But
nevertheless that was part of Viki’s style that I was able to benefit
from, and that was a sort of unpretentiousness: the idea that you
shouldn’t try to construct right away, ab initio, the ultimate theory of
things.

Given how fundamental physics has evolved in the last two decades there is a
complicated irony in this reminiscence. By the way, has Gell-Mann had anything
to say about string theory in the last few years?

3. Belizean
July 12, 2006

What a wonderful resource! I got to learn things about my old graduate advisor
that I aways wondered about but was too timid to ask. Thanks for sharing!

4. Paul Frampton
July 12, 2006

I recently found the hours of interview with Murray Gell-Mann
and watched it all as it is startling. The interviewer
has Murray give countless insights not only about theory but other theorists. One
example: at UCLA 30 years ago it was clear to me something had occurred
between him and Schwinger who avoided Murray’s ideas, a difficult task. See
segment 106.

5. Carl
July 13, 2006

I’m a big worshipper of Schwinger, in particular his measurement algebra which
dates to the late 50s. In fact, I started a website devoted to this,
http://www.MeasurementAlgebra.com. I have to admit I didn’t like hearing Gell-
Mann accuse Schwinger of making an error in stealing someone else’s work, for
the sake of elegance.

To be human is to err. My own feelings is that Schwinger was on the right path
with the Measurement Algebra, which dates to a few years before the incident
discussed, but got off track when he converted it from a density matrix form to a
spinor form. A recent argument for the density matrix form is here: (post #3 and
replies)
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=124904

There is no question that physics at the present time is in a certain amount of
trouble. Did we get into trouble by excessive attention to elegance? Or was it
failure to attend to the foundations of physics? In this, I think that Schwinger
was right. It is the foundations of QM that were shaky.

But the Gell-Mann interview also reminds me of that physics is as much as social
science as anything humans do. It is not that “physics” is in trouble, it is that the
physicists have made no progress. Does repeating unpleasant truths (or lies)
about personages who were slightly off the beaten path 50 years ago help

http://www.measurementalgebra.com/
http://www.measurementalgebra.com/
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=124904
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advance physics?

When I get lost while driving, the way I get to where I want to go is to go back
along the way I came, and look for a place where a mistake was made. In
ignoring the complaints about the foundations of physics from the 1920s through
1950s, the string theorists are making the unwarranted assumption that the
foundation they build upon is solid. It is in this that I think that Schwinger’s best
efforts were made, in pointing out the problems. Rather like Bohm.

Carl

6. MathPhys
July 13, 2006

I was quite thrilled to read what Gell-Mann had to say about the Abdus
Salam/John Ward collaboration. I’ve never understood why Salam got the Nobel
prize for electroweak interactions without Ward, given that they did the work
jointly (the paper often cited as Salam’s contribution to electroweak unification
is a conference report on his joint work with Ward). I was very happy to read that
Gell-Mann is of the same opinion.

Incidentally, does anyone know what became of John Ward?

7. MathPhys
July 13, 2006

I now know.

http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-53/iss-10/p99.html

8. Kyle
July 13, 2006

There is no question that physics at the present time is in a certain
amount of trouble.

Hmm, I don’t see this as true at all. Maybe your area of physics is doing poorly,
but I see the discipline overall as doing quite well.

9. D R Lunsford
July 13, 2006

This is a fantastic site! I enjoyed Teller talking about his early interest in
projective geometry – I remember proving that theorem that he said he was
stumped by, algebraically, so that made me feel good! I find I still have a hard
time listening to mathematicians run on  but listening to Teller, Bethe and
Dyson is just wonderful. Also it was hilarious to hear Gell-Mann point out that
going to MIT doesn’t commute with suicide 

-drl

10. D R Lunsford

http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-53/iss-10/p99.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/pt/vol-53/iss-10/p99.html


July 13, 2006

This was also hilarious (Teller on Sommerfeld):

“I’m sorry to tell you I did not enjoy Sommerfeld. He was a bit on the high brow
side and I can tell you one story about him that might explain my lack of
enthusiasm. The story is about a very excellent American student who later got
the Nobel Prize, van Vleck, who went as a young student to study in Munich. And
there he was in the library, and in comes Sommerfeld. Excuse my German, I
think you will understand it. Sommerfeld enters. van Vleck shows up and politely
says- Guten Morgen, Herr Sommerfeld. He’s rewarded with a none-too-pleasant
grunt. Next time it happens Van Vleck says- Guten Morgen, Herr Professor. This
time, Sommerfeld smiled a bit. On the following occasion, he said- Guten
Morgen, Herr Doktor. Now, this time Sommerfeld said- Guten Morgen. But the
last time Sommerfeld came in and van Vleck said- Guten Morgen, Herr
Geheimrat. Well, Geheimrat means secret councilor. A very high title in Germany.
And Sommerfeld looks at him- Aber Ihr Deutsch ist jeden Tag besser! But your
German is improving every day!”

-drl

11. Chris Oakley
July 13, 2006

I have not looked at Gell-Mann’s argument, but presumably it is on the lines of
the following:

A = Going to MIT
B = Committing Suicide

AB = you commit suicide & your body is transported to MIT
BA = you go to MIT and then commit suicide

So [A,B] ≠0

But either way you will end up dead at MIT, so I suppose that

<t2|[A,B]|t1> = 0

if t1 > max(T_MIT, T_suicide) or t2

12. Chris Oakley
July 13, 2006

… < min(T_MIT, t_suicide)

(I thought I’d got the hang of HTML tags, but maybe not)

13. MathPhys
July 13, 2006

Gell-Mann has such a low opinion of Schwinger.



14. Tony Smith
July 13, 2006

The People’s Archive interview with Freeman Dyson (number 78) discusses
Dyson’s work on QED showing the equivalence of the Feynman and Schwinger
approaches. Dyson wanted to show Oppenheimer and the Princeton IAS the QED
success.
Oppenheimer’s reaction reminds me of the attitude of the superstring
establishment.

Here are some excerpts from interview 78 with Dyson:

“… we met Oppenheimer and I wanted to talk about this in the seminar at the
Institute … Oppenheimer wasn’t enthusiastic at all. It came as a big shock to me
that we’d done this wonderful stuff and I desperately wanted to tell
Oppenheimer about it, that was the whole point in coming to Princeton. And
Oppenheimer just brushed us off and said, “Well, you know, that’s not leading
anywhere,’ …

“… This is of course a common situation; that the people who have failed to clean
up a subject then don’t believe that it can be cleaned up … And then if somebody
comes along and says, “Look, it works,” they don’t believe.

“So that was how it was, and so we had a very hard time to get Oppenheimer’s
attention. …
All the old people … including Max Born and Heisenberg and Schroedinger …
had radical proposals which turned out to be totally useless …

“Feynman … and … Schwinger .. and … I were conservative in the sense that we
… actually made the mathematics work and got the right answers. And that
came a surprise to Oppenheimer. It was very hard for him even to listen to it. …

“finally Uhlenbeck interceded with Oppenheimer … “Let’s listen to Dyson,” and
so Oppenheimer put on a seminar series for me …”.

The “radical proposals” of Born, Heisenberg, and Schroedinger remind me of
superstring theory.

Sadly, it seems that today there is no Uhlenbeck who will listen to alternatives
that work.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

15. nigel
July 13, 2006

“Incidentally, does anyone know what became of John Ward?” – MathPhys

See http://www.opticsjournal.com/ward.html , but that doesn’t mention that John
Ward had an argument in the 80s with Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher over

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.opticsjournal.com/ward.html
http://www.opticsjournal.com/ward.html


Lord Penney and the design of Britain’s H-bomb. After he had discovered the
Ward identity, he got a job at Aldermaston circa 1955 and was set the task of
designing a H-bomb (Britain had already tested the fission bomb).

According to the book ‘Britain and the H-bomb’ (by the official British nuclear
historian Lorna Arnold), she interviewed Ward over the issue and he drew the
blueprint for her that he had done for Penney in 1955. Penney chucked out
Ward’s design and went ahead with his own ideas which did poorly when tested
in 1957. Ward quit in anger. However, Arnold says the blueprint Ward suggested
was not exactly brilliant either, and he had done no supporting calculations to
show it would work.

After the basic Teller-Ulam design was declassified in the 80s, Ward wrote to
Britain’s Prime Minister Thatcher claiming he had come up with the same
design, but it had been suppressed by Penney, who got a lot of credit for ideas
which did not always go off with a perfect bang. It created a bit of a scandal.

16. D R Lunsford
July 13, 2006

Dyson tells the following anecdote of Oppenheimer, which is really appropriate
today:

“And then we met Oppenheimer and I wanted to talk about this in the seminar at
the Institute, and somehow or other Oppenheimer wasn’t enthusiastic at all. It
came as a big shock to me that we’d done this wonderful stuff and I desperately
wanted to tell Oppenheimer about it, that was the whole point in coming to
Princeton. And Oppenheimer just brushed us off and said, “Well, you know, that’s
not leading anywhere,’ and he had somehow got convinced that you couldn’t do
physics at all with these old methods. He considered this all old stuff and what
physics needed was something radically new. This is of course a common
situation; that the people who have failed to clean up a subject then don’t believe
that it can be cleaned up, so they’re looking for something totally different. And
then if somebody comes along and says, “Look, it works,” they don’t believe. So
that was how it was, and so we had a very hard time to get Oppenheimer’s
attention. And I think Niels Bohr had a very bad effect on Oppenheimer too,
because I mean Niels Bohr, at that time, was convinced that physics had to be
radically different if it was going to work; and Heisenberg, all the old gentlemen
of those days, they’d lived through this radical revolution of quantum mechanics
which was so successful, they wanted to have something like that again. They
thought a new revolution, like 1925, was needed. All the old people tried to do
that, including Max Born and Heisenberg and Schrödinger, I mean each of them
had radical proposals which turned out to be totally useless, and in the meantime
it was the young people who actually were the conservatives; from this point of
view even Feynman was a conservative. I mean he went back to the old physics
and made it work, and that was what Schwinger did too, and what I was doing.
So we were conservative in the sense that we used the old physical concepts of
quantum electrodynamics exactly the same as Heisenberg and Pauli in the
1920s, and actually made the mathematics work and got the right answers. And
that came a surprise to Oppenheimer. It was very hard for him even to listen to



it.”

-drl

17. sunderpeeche
July 13, 2006

Tony Smith –
“Sadly, it seems that today there is no Uhlenbeck who will listen to alternatives
that work.”

Where is a Dyson with alternatives that work?

FWIW Uhlenbeck didn’t adapt well to the post-WW2 “big science” expt particle
physics. He also didn’t always listen to the new voices in the field of stat mech.

18. D R Lunsford
July 13, 2006

Tony – funny we should latch onto the same quote exactly! The entire Dyson
interview reveals a fearless and honest thinker and is just downright inspiring.

-drl

19. Tony Smith
July 13, 2006

sunderpeeche said “… Where is a Dyson with alternatives that work? …”.

Since that is a direct request for a specific alternative, I guess it is OK for me to
say that my model gives reasonably-consistent-with-experiment values for force
strengths, particle masses, the Dark Energy : Dark Matter : Ordinary Matter
ratio, and more,

despite which I am blacklisted by the Cornell arXiv and either ignored or
ridiculed when I have offered to describe my model at seminars (ignored by
Perimeter/Smolin and ridiculed by Harvard/Motl).

If sunderpeeche would invite me to give a seminar about my model at a
reasonable place and time, I would be happy to do so. (Since sunderpeeche is
anonymous to me, maybe sunderpeeche’s place is too far for me to go, but I
would try within reason.)

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

20. Peter Woit
July 13, 2006

Anyone who wishes to discuss Tony’s work, please contact him privately, this is
far off the topic here.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


These interviews have a wealth of interesting material, but are very long, so it’s
time-consuming to read them all. Thanks to all for pointing out those sections
that are striking in one way or another.

21. Paul Valletta
July 13, 2006

Peter, great links!

The era outlined by Atiyah at “Swansea” was really interesting, specifically as I
was there. I do recall a number of Post-Grads were having a lot of problems with
the talks, and there was a Grad revolt at hand. It’s quite ironic that Witten felt
that the re-arranged conference (I believe it was supposed to be held at a higher
University rather than Swansea), was failing fast, and out of the dissent, Witten
came up with his “revolutionary” insight!

Maybe Witten guessed the road ahead was peppered with “loopholes” and, as he
was the conference’s major Mathe-magician, produced a String/M-Theory
“Miracle” ?

Thanks again for the really interesting thread.

22. John Baez
July 14, 2006

Peter writes:

Physicists often confuse Weil and Weyl, who were two rather different
characters. They both did important work on representation theory…

Saying that they’re “rather different” is an understatement. Let’s not let anyone
get confused:

Hermann Weyl was a mathematical physicist, and every physicist should know
about him:

He gave the first precise definition of a 2-dimensional manifold, in his 1913 book
The Idea of a Riemann Surface.

He introduced the term “gauge invariance” in his 1918 paper trying to unify
general relativity with electromagnetism. A footnote to this paper by Einstein
explained why this theory would not work – but later, after changing the group R
to U(1), people realized that his treatment of electromagnetism as a gauge
theory was very profitable.

His book Space, Time and Matter is a profound analysis of the basic concepts of
physics. This book is the first place the modern definition of vector space was
ever written down! It contains an excellent classification of tensors, tensor
densities, and pseudo tensor densities, based on the representation theory of
GL(n). If everyone read this, there would be far fewer arguments about various

http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Weyl.html
http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Weyl.html
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/6a231426b3a313c0/141b5c23b21ba812?hl=en#141b5c23b21ba812
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/6a231426b3a313c0/141b5c23b21ba812?hl=en#141b5c23b21ba812


kinds of tensor-like thingies.

Weyl was largely responsible for introducing group representation theory into
quantum mechanics, in his book Group Theory and Quantum Mechanics.

His book The Classical Groups systematized the use of Young diagrams for
representations for the groups SU(n), SO(n) and Sp(n) – the special unitary,
orthogonal and symplectic groups. He invented the term “symplectic”! (People
had been using the term “complex”, which is very confusing, so he translated it
into Greek.)

His book Symmetry is a gem of science popularization that anyone can read – a
study of symmetry in mathematics, physics, art, and nature.

He also did a lot of other work on Lie theory. He invented the Weyl character
formula in Lie group representation theory. He also invented the Weyl relations:
the exponentiated form of Heisenberg’s canonical commutation relations, which
you need for rigorous work on this subject.

A seriously cool dude!

Andre Weil was a number theorist, a draft dodger who was caught and jailed,
and a member of Bourbaki. He shared an interest in philosophy with his more
famous sister – Simone Weil.

He carried the analogy between number fields and function fields further than it
had ever gone before, revealing that number theory is a branch of geometry. He
came up with the Weil conjectures, which eventually led Grothendieck to etale
cohomology. And he invented adeles – roughly the number-theoretic analogue of
formal power series.

He did a lot more, but I’m getting tired….

23. John Baez
July 14, 2006

Peter writes:

One little-known fact that Gell-Mann mentions is that the SU(3) eight-
fold way that he got the Nobel prize for came about because, after he
had spent a long time trying to generalize SU(2)xU(1) unsuccessfully, a
mathematics assistant professor (Richard Block) finally explained to
him that what he was doing was trying to find a certain kind of Lie
algebra, and the one he was looking for was the Lie algebra of SU(3).

Richard Block is now a professor emeritus at my school, UC Riverside. He’s an
expert on Lie algebras over finite fields. He has a great house up in the hills
overlooking the campus, and spends a lot of time gardening. He occasionally
asks me questions about operads.

Besides pointing Gell-Mann towards Lie theory and SU(3), he was the first to

http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/6a231426b3a313c0/141b5c23b21ba812?hl=en#141b5c23b21ba812
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/6a231426b3a313c0/141b5c23b21ba812?hl=en#141b5c23b21ba812
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0691023743/104-6033203-2225511?v=glance&n=283155
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0691023743/104-6033203-2225511?v=glance&n=283155
http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Weil.html
http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Weil.html
http://www.math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week205.html
http://www.math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week205.html
http://www.math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week217.html
http://www.math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week217.html
http://www.math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week218.html
http://www.math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week218.html


have invented the Virasoro algebra… but not over the complex numbers: over
finite fields. Unfortunately, he didn’t tell any physicists about this. 

24. MathPhys
July 14, 2006

John,
Did he get the central extension right?

25. D R Lunsford
July 14, 2006

JB wrote RE Weyl

He introduced the term “gauge invariance” in his 1918 paper trying to unify
general relativity with electromagnetism. A footnote to this paper by Einstein
explained why this theory would not work – but later, after changing the group R
to U(1), people realized that his treatment of electromagnetism as a gauge
theory was very profitable.

It’s only an accident of 4d that the U(1) theory works – the electromagnetic
scalar is already of the correct weight (in the sense of Weyl’s geometry) and can
live by itself in a gauge invariant Lagrangian, so that the essentially Weylian
aspect of the geometry can be ignored and the geometry regarded as an external
field living on Riemannian geometry. In other dimensions the volume element
needed to construct gauge invariant integrals has weight other than 2, and this
self-standing aspect of the electromagnetic scalar is lost.

In the sense of Weyl geometry the ie term standing in front of Am in the
covariant derivative should be regarded as a conformal weight itself, that is in
Weyl’s theory the c.d. is

Dm = dm + N Am

where dm is the Riemannian expression for the c.d. and N is the weight of
whatever D is going to operate on. In other words, the conformal weight of
spinors has to be imaginary.

-drl

26. Juan R.
July 15, 2006

Chris W.,

After years claiming what “was” the correct version of string theory (i do not
remember which one, heterotic?) now Gell-Mann is using a generic “action” in
his histories formalism claiming that would be obtained from M-theory once
known M-theory is 

Gell-Mann rudely critized antropic principle in his book the Quark and the



Jaguar. I suspect that he maintains his views in the current Landscape trouble
and the rest of nonsense.

Gell-Mann, as Glashow, also openly critizes the popular statement that string
theory (or M-theory) is a TOE.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

27. John Baez
July 16, 2006

Mathphys writes:

Did he get the central extension right?

Yeah, Block got the formula right in the paper he wrote, which he
used to keep posted by his office door. If you don’t bother with the central
extension, you just get the Witt algebra instead of the Virasoro algebra, and
that’s nothing special.

This abstract of a talk by Murray Bremner says that Block was the first to define
the so-called “Virasoro algebra”, but in characteristic p, while Gelfand and Fuchs
were the first to define it in characteristic 0 (the case physicists care about).

28. Stefan
July 18, 2006

Hi Peter,

Just read your post here? Wondering… why is Atiyah so prominent? I know he
did some heavy-duty stuff on K-Theory and the like, but what exactly did he do
with gauge theories that should make us want to take note and read his works in
detail?

By the way, his collected works on Gauge Theories (v. 5 of his Collected Works
series) is well over $200; isn’t there some alternative way(s) to get hold of his
works?

Stefan

29. Peter Woit
July 18, 2006

Stefan,

Atiyah has done all sorts of interesting mathematics, but his greatest
achievements have to do with the index theorem. The index theorem is a very
deep unifying idea about mathematics, and one of the most important ideas of
mathematics in the second half of the twentieth century. It links together
topology, analysis, geometry and representation theory, all in a new and

http://www.math.uregina.ca/~aherman/skant02.html
http://www.math.uregina.ca/~aherman/skant02.html


unexpected way. It’s very much worth learning this story, and probably the best
place to do it is via Atiyah’s papers (both the expository ones and the more
technical ones), since he is a masterful writer.

One big surprise was that the mathematics of the standard model is closely
related to the mathematics involved in index theory, and Atiyah was deeply
involved in working this out. Some of the things related to physics that he
worked on from 1975 on include:

1. Construction of instanton solutions (ADHM)

2. Complex twistor-space techniques for understanding instantons.

3. Yang-Mills theory in 2d. The physics is rather trivial, but the mathematics that
has come out of this is amazing.

4. Equivariant cohomology techniques for calculating some simple but non-trivial
path integrals exactly in terms of fixed point data. Slogan is that in these cases
the stationary phase approximation is exact.

5. Understanding of the whole story of anomalies in terms of the index theorem.
The crucial idea is that of applying the families index theorem to families of
Dirac operators parametrized by background gauge fields.

6. The whole idea of topological quantum field theory. Besides giving an
axiomatic version, Atiyah was the first one to suggest that there should be a 4d
QFT with Hilbert space Floer homology and observables Donaldson invariants,
as well as a 2d QFT with observables Gromov-Witten invariants. Witten later
constructed these QFTs, with some prodding from Atiyah.

Anyway, those are some of the high points.

I’ve heard rumors of a cheap Chinese paperback edition of his collected works.
Absent that, unless you’re well-off, this is what libraries are for.



This Week’s Hype

July 13, 2006
Categories: This Week's Hype

This week’s string theory hype is embedded in a story by Michael Schirber about the
possibility of variation of fundamental constants that has appeared on msnbc.com,
foxnews.com, and Slashdot. According to Schirber:

A popular alternative to relativity, which assumes that sub-atomic particles are
vibrating strings and that the universe has 10 or more spatial dimensions, actually
predicts inconstant constants.

According to this string theory, the extra dimensions are hidden from us, but the
“true” constants of nature are defined on all dimensions. Therefore, if the hidden
dimensions expand or contract, we will notice this as a variation in our “local” 3D
constants.

It’s kind of funny to hear that string theory “predicts” that constants like the fine
structure constant will vary in time. When Michael Douglas was here in New York
giving a talk last year and was asked about predictions of the string theory landscape,
he said that the best one was that the fine structure constant would NOT vary. His
argument was that it couldn’t vary since effective field theory arguments would imply
a corresponding variation in the vacuum energy, something inconsistent with
observation. So string theory both predicts that the fine structure constant will vary,
and predicts that the fine structure constant will not vary.

For more string theory hype, Michio Kaku now has a MySpace site, including a blog.
He also has his own web-site, mkaku.org, which has recently been redesigned and
now prominently features an offer of signed copies of his (softcover) books for $50.

Update: There’s an informed take on what the data about varying fundamental
constants actually says from Rob Knop.

Comments

1. fp
July 13, 2006

Lubos, following Jacques Distler, wrote about the RHIC and that it already tests
string theory. His argument is that one should not distinguish between strings
used in AdS/CFT and strings used for a TOE, as you did previously.
What do you think about his arguments or is this just hype again in your opinion?

2. David
July 13, 2006

Peter,

http://msnbc.msn.com/id/13816702/
http://msnbc.msn.com/id/13816702/
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,203180,00.html
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,203180,00.html
http://science.slashdot.org/science/06/07/12/1533219.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/06/07/12/1533219.shtml
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=151
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=151
http://www.myspace.com/mkaku
http://www.myspace.com/mkaku
http://blog.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.ListAll&friendID=92880544
http://blog.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.ListAll&friendID=92880544
http://www.mkaku.org/
http://www.mkaku.org/
http://brahms.phy.vanderbilt.edu/~rknop/blog/?p=73
http://brahms.phy.vanderbilt.edu/~rknop/blog/?p=73


Since you opened the subject wrt to Kaku, will it be possible to get an
autographed copy of NEW once it goes on sale in the US? I collect copies of
autographed science books.
Best,
David

3. woit
July 13, 2006

fp,

And I was trying to ignore Lubos for a while…

Chad Orzel on his blog made the perfectly accurate comment that RHIC would
not test string theory, whereupon he was assaulted by the string theory hype and
attack squad, including the usual Lubos behavior towards anyone who has
anything negative to say about string theory.

The idea that RHIC will “test string theory” is ridiculous hype, and Lubos’s
refusal to distinguish between string theory on AdSxS^5 as used in AdS/CFT and
string theory on R^4 x Calabi-Yau is just more of his usual nonsense designed to
obscure the fact that one of these is a complete failure.

While someday AdS/CFT ideas may give a real calculational method for QCD, and
thus for the quark-gluon plasma, perhaps giving some real predictions about
RHIC data, the subject is still very far from that point. The main problem is that
AdS/CFT doesn’t apply to QCD, but to supersymmetric versions of the theory,
and these have different degrees of freedom. Some people hope that even though
AdS/CFT gets the spectrum wrong, and has the wrong degrees of freedom, for
some aspects of high temperature QCD, there will be some sort of “universal”
behavior and the fact that one isn’t dealing with the real QCD won’t matter.
While someday this may get somewhere, at the moment as far as I can tell the
subject is being seriously overhyped. If someone can point me to an
unambiguous AdS/CFT calculation that makes a sharp, testable prediction about
RHIC data, I’d be interested to hear about this.

4. woit
July 13, 2006

David,

I won’t be selling autographed copies on the web-site, and have no idea how the
publisher handles this (I’ve heard frightening rumors of authors locked in rooms
with huge stacks of books and told they can’t come out until they’re all signed).
On general principles I’ll be happy to sign people’s books though, without
charge.

5. Jeremy
July 13, 2006

Oh Michio. I can’t believe you have a MySpace page.



6. Steven H. Cullinane
July 13, 2006

On Kaku’s MySpace weblog:

Carpe Diem.

7. fp
July 13, 2006

> If someone can point me to an unambiguous AdS/CFT calculation that makes a
sharp, testable prediction about RHIC data

What about the ‘ideal liquid’ (low viscosity) results referenced by Clifford?

8. Peter Woit
July 13, 2006

fp,

I’ve spent some time looking at the papers referenced by Clifford and others,
without finding anything that looked like a sharp prediction that could be
compared to RHIC data. I didn’t look at all of this literature, and it’s certainly
possible I was missing something. If someone can point to a specific place in a
specific paper that makes a sharp prediction, and to corresponding RHIC data,
I’d be interested to know about this.

9. Ryan
July 13, 2006

Let us assign the abbreviation P to the statement “the fine structure constant
will vary.” Since string theory predicts both P and ~P, string theory therefore
also predicts Q, where Q is any statement we want. String theory truly predicts
everything… remarkable!

10. anon.
July 13, 2006

Peter wrote:

Some people hope that even though AdS/CFT gets the spectrum wrong, and has
the wrong degrees of freedom, for some aspects of high temperature QCD, there
will be some sort of “universal” behavior and the fact that one isn’t dealing with
the real QCD won’t matter. … If someone can point me to an unambiguous
AdS/CFT calculation that makes a sharp, testable prediction about RHIC data, I’d
be interested to hear about this.

It’s not a hope, it’s an argument: QCD at high energies and temperatures is
approximately conformal, and universal properties of AdS backgrounds should
capture relevant information. See hep-th/0405231 for the calculation of viscosity
by Kovtun, Son, and Starinets, and hep-ph/0312227 for discussion by Shuryak of
the RHIC results and how they show surprisingly low viscosity. You might also

http://www.xanga.com/home.aspx?user=m759&nextdate=7%2f13%2f2006+16%3a01%3a59.999
http://www.xanga.com/home.aspx?user=m759&nextdate=7%2f13%2f2006+16%3a01%3a59.999
http://www.xanga.com/home.aspx?user=m759&nextdate=7%2f13%2f2006+16%3a01%3a59.999


want to look at http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/2005files/Lecture%20notes
/Klebanov-strong.ppt, a lecture by Klebanov that can point to more literature.

Are there string theorists doing this work because they like the opportunity to
connect to an experiment, which they otherwise wouldn’t care about? Probably.
But there are also real QCD experts who take this stuff seriously, Shuryak being
one example.

11. Peter Woit
July 13, 2006

anon,

Thanks for the references. I’m not claiming there is nothing interesting going on
here, just pointing out that the “RHIC tests string theory” claim seems to be
overhyped. I understand the argument about approximate conformality, but is
there also an argument about why the difference in degrees of freedom doesn’t
matter? Or estimates of what the deviation from this “universal” behavior will be
for the real theory? That this difference doesn’t matter, and that these deviations
are small is what I was referring to as a “hope”. Is there actually more of an
argument?

From the references, it looks like AdS/CFT gives a conjectured lower bound on
the viscosity, and the claim is that RHIC data can be interpreted as showing that
this viscosity is within a factor of two of the lower bound. Is this right, and is this
the closest to a confrontation with experiment that people have managed, or is
there something better?

12. Mike
July 13, 2006

There is more and more hilarious stuff going on in physics, not just the string
theory stuff. I was reading a book last night debunking “Intelligent Design”.
Maybe not such a bad thing to do — but Lee Smolin (whom I generally respect)
had an article in this anthology about his ideas about evolution of the multiverse.
Black holes “bouncing” into fantastic numbers of new universes, which
reproduce themselves somehow with slight “genetic” variations, so the universes
most fit for living systems end up reproducing and predominating. He even
claims, sort of, that there is experimental evidence for this (other than the fact
that we’re here)! He uses the recent great advances supposedly made in
quantum gravity in dealing with singularities. I guess this is the same theory that
so far, to my knowledge, admittedly sketchy, can’t give us a semiclassical
Minkowski space! All of this to explain the embarrassment of the fact that we are
here in a determinedly atheistic way.

It’s all very interesting, and clever, and lots of fun, but utterly fantastical. By
comparison, my nutty Bible-thumping ID-believing fellow-townsmen may not be
as smart, assuredly not when it comes to science, but they sure are models of
sobriety, and good sense!

13. Joe Zhou

http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/2005files/Lecture%20notes/Klebanov-strong.ppt
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/2005files/Lecture%20notes/Klebanov-strong.ppt
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/2005files/Lecture%20notes/Klebanov-strong.ppt
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/2005files/Lecture%20notes/Klebanov-strong.ppt


July 13, 2006

Scientific American August has an article on Alain Connes and his “alternative”
to string theory, how his (and Rovelli’s) theory makes predictions at accessible
energies whereas string theory does not.

14. woit
July 14, 2006

Joe,

I’ll look for the article, haven’t seen it yet. Presumably Connes is talking about
his prediction of the Higgs mass. I’ve never found his version of the SM
convincing, but at least he’s sticking his neck out and making a prediction. If it
turns out to be right, people will pay a lot more attention to his model. If it
doesn’t, he’s in trouble.

I didn’t know there was a joint Connes/Rovelli model, maybe this is a reference
to purported LQG predictions?

Without seeing the article, I don’t know how much hype it contains. I hope
people working on alternatives to string theory will resist following the string
theorists and overhyping their results.

15. Joe Zhou
July 14, 2006

Sorry for the confusion — the Higgs mass calculation does not involve Rovelli;
his cooperation with Connes concerns quantum gravity and the emergence of
time.

16. Jean-Paul
July 14, 2006

To anon.,
First of all, there is no evidence at all that RHIC produced quark-gluon plasma —
you seem to be informed enough to read more than overhyped public
announcements intended to keep it running (it’s a historic pattern that amazing
discoveries are claimed by experimentalists just before shut-downs). So read this
abstract from (nucl-ex/0501009):
“However, the measurements themselves do not yet establish unequivocal
evidence for a transition to this new form of matter. The theoretical treatment of
the collision evolution, despite impressive successes, invokes a suite of distinct
models, degrees of freedom and assumptions of as yet unknown quantitative
consequence.” What about this “suite of distinct models, degrees of freedom and
assumptions”?
If RHIC really found QGP, it would not be canceled, believe me.

Concerning theory, do you claim that High T behavior of QCD is
the same as of Supersymmetric QCD? Ads/CFT and holography are based on
symmetries following from supersymmetry. I don’t think that you can make any



statement about NON-BPS dynamics of QCD by using Ads/CFT, and I am not the
only one.

So both experiments and theory are shaky. Just forget it…

17. Jean-Paul
July 14, 2006

To Peter:
I agree with (some of) your criticisms of ST. However, I am completely puzzled by
your neutral position wrt to AdS/CFT. AdS/CFT has always been advertised (and
you buy it) as an important step towards solving QCD, a problem that many
theorists consider more important than quantizing gravity. A whole generation
spent their most productive years working on it. After 9 years, it is clear that it is
useful indeed for discussing unrealistic models with extended supersymmetry,
but it has nothing to do with the real non-BPS dynamics of QCD. It’s hard to
believe that many theorists still consider AdS/CFT as something more than a
mathematical curiosity proving once again that extended
SUSY theories have dynamamics completely determined by symmetry principles.
After 9 years, don’t you think that it’s time to pull the plug?

18. nitin
July 14, 2006

Joe Zhou:

The August SA issue is not out yet (neither does anything about it, or more
specifically the purported Connes-and-his-“string theory”-alternative, figure on
the SA website). Please check your source, and if you can, provide a link,
because I am interested to read about that “news” of yours.

19. ObsessiveMathsFreak
July 14, 2006

For more string theory hype, Michio Kaku now has a MySpace site, including a
blog.

I think this can definitely be put down as a watershed moment.

20. Kasper Olsen
July 14, 2006

Dear Peter,

-Saying that “string theory both predicts that the fine structure constant will
vary, and predicts that the fine structure constant will not vary” is wrong. Simply
because Douglas is not identical to string theory (not even as string theory on
AdS is identical to a YM theory…).

-And as Rob points out, the data cannot be used to conclude that the
fundamental constants vary.



-Concerning the Quark Gluon Plasma, the RHIC fireball can be described as a
gravity dual black hole. And then, since properties of black holes can be
computed in string theory (in contrast to LQG for example), the shear viscosity
divided by the entropy, can be predicted to be \eta/s = 1/(4\pi) = 0.08.

Regards, Kasper

21. Ponderer of Things
July 14, 2006

Someone might have commented on this already:

Nova PBS podcasts has two short (4min and 2 min) segments on string theory:
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/rss/nova-podcast-pb.xml

In the past they would simply interview Brian Greene – their website looks like a
promotional vehicle for selling “Elegant Universe”:

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/

Recent podcast, however, includes comments from Neil deGrasse Tyson, a
director of Hayden planetarium, where he somewhat angrily comments on how
string theorists always say that the experiment is just behind the corner – and so
they were promising something concrete in 2-3 years for the past 20-30 years.
Brian Greene responds.

They will have Glashow in one of the next podcasts – should be interesting….

22. Peter Woit
July 14, 2006

Kasper,

My point was just that the people hyping string theory are getting their story
confused, with some saying it predicts one thing, some the exact opposite. My
position on this has always been the same. String theory predicts nothing, nada,
zip. Both Douglas’s claim and the story in question are worthless hype.

As for the QGP, the problem is that the prediction you mention is for N=4 SYM,
not QCD, and my question is how much of an argument is there that these will be
the same. The second part of the question is whether there is a believable
measurement of this parameter, and how it compares to the “prediction”. From
Klebanov’s vague summary, I gather it looks different by a factor of two, but I’d
be curious to hear from someone who knows more about this.

Jean-Paul,

AdS/CFT is certainly over-hyped, but not on the scale of string theory unification,
which has conclusively failed after more than 20 years of hype, that continues to
this day. It would be a very valuable thing for someone to write up a critical
review of exactly what AdS/CFT has accomplished, and what it hasn’t. This
would be a very demanding task, since the literature is incredibly voluminous,

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/rss/nova-podcast-pb.xml
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/rss/nova-podcast-pb.xml
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/


and rife with mixing of what is a solid result and what is wishful thinking.

You can make a viable case that thinking about AdS/CFT and how to extend it to
QCD may lead somewhere (although quite possibly understanding QCD requires
completely different methods). This is different than studying complicated string
theory “backgrounds”, which is clearly a doomed enterprise, sure to lead
nowhere.

23. Kasper Olsen
July 14, 2006

Dear Peter,

The same thing could be said about lattice calculations. QCD “is” not lattice-
QCD, but the latter is presumably a good approximation to the former. Likewise,
N=4 SYM can – in certain respects – be a good approximation to QCD.

But of course, we would prefer to do calculations in a non-supersymmetric
background. One step at a time….

24. Peter Woit
July 14, 2006

Kasper,

You are writing nonsense. Lattice QCD IS QCD. To the extent it’s an
approximation, it’s because it’s a cut-off version and you have to take a limit, but
this is true for just about any interesting QFT. N=4 SYM is a completely different
theory than QCD, it has very different degrees of freedom and physical behavior.
There’s no parameter in the the theory that one can take to a particular value
and get QCD.

25. Kasper Olsen
July 14, 2006

Peter, the “is” above refers to the fact that lattice-QCD is (among other things) a
cut-off version of QCD on R^4. And as such an approximation. (Another reason
being that most lattice calculations have not included quarks).

As an example, recent lattice calculations give a strange quark mass around 85
MeV as compared to the 150 MeV from phenomenology.

Are you claiming, that taking the continuum limit is trivial? Are you claiming that
there are no finite-lattice spacing effects?

26. Peter Woit
July 14, 2006

Kasper,

To define a QFT like QCD, you have to do it by defining it with a cut-off, then
taking a limit. That’s the way an asymptotically free QFT works. Exactly the



same thing is true in perturbation theory, or any other way one knows of for
defining such a QFT. The cut-off is not an approximation, it’s an intrinsic part of
the definition of the theory.

Of course actually doing calculations is non-trivial, and you have to take the
lattice spacing to zero carefully, understanding what errors are caused by
stopping at a fixed lattice size.

Chiral fermions are tricky, but QCD is not a chiral theory. There are several ways
of putting in fermions, this makes numerical calculations more difficult, but
many groups are doing such calculations, and getting results consistent with
experiment. I’ve never heard before the claim you’re making that lattice
calculations give results off by nearly a factor of two, and don’t believe it. Please
provide a reference.

27. Xerxes
July 14, 2006

According to the PDG, m_s falls between 80 and 130 MeV. If you take the lowest
lattice point and the highest phenomenological point, you do get numbers like
the ones suggested above. This says two things: (1) the strange quark mass is
not very well known, (2) it’s easy to lie by cherry-picking data.

28. Gilbert Awad
July 14, 2006

Hello prof. Woit,

Kasper is probably referring to work done by Akira Ukawa, published in late
2004. I remembered running into something like this a few months ago. The
relevant quote would be at the end of section four (page 14 of the pdf file
accessible from the URL below).

http://www.aapps.org/archive/bulletin/vol14/14_6/14_6_P11-15.pdf

And congratulations on the book. Can’t wait to get a copy of the NA edition. The
dust jacket for that edition is particularly elegant, especially with the “mirror
image” WRONG in the title.

29. Kasper Olsen
July 14, 2006

Gilbert, correct – I didn’t have the PDG at hand and remembered reading such
numbers in the review.

I guess, even though you are doing theory, you should still carry it in your
pocket. It’s all so good for a late-night conversation at a local bar 

Cheers, Kasper

30. Brett
July 14, 2006

http://www.aapps.org/archive/bulletin/vol14/14_6/14_6_P11-15.pdf
http://www.aapps.org/archive/bulletin/vol14/14_6/14_6_P11-15.pdf


I wanted to mention a few points about lattice QCD, since there seems to be a bit
of confusion about it. I am not a computational lattice person myself, but I have a
number of friends who are, and I follow developments in the subject.

First, the quenched approximation (in which the dynamical quarks’ contributions
to the vacuum polarization are neglected) is pretty much gone. There are now
many, many gauge configurations written to disk with 2 or 2+1 fully dynamical
quark species, and groups around the world are making use of them. They have
been used to make some remarkably precise calculations, but their general
applicability is occasionally controversial, because of the second point.

The second point is that the Lagrangian used in lattice QCD is never just the
QCG Lagrangian with a cutoff. That could come close to being useful if the lattice
spacing was really small–much smaller than any other scale that might arise in a
calculation. In order to get useful data at physically realizable lattice spacings
(and one must actually use several lattice spacings and extrapolate to zero–this it
how the continuim limit is taked), the actions that are used contain all sorts of
extra terms and corrections. Generally, these additions are expected to be
irrelevant, so that the theory approaches true QCD as the lattice spacing goes to
zero, but that has not always been proved, and sometimes the changes to the
action are downright controversial. The biggest problem comes from fermion
doubling, which is related to the fact that the use of lattice necessarily organizes
the momenta into Brillouin zones, and it’s not always clear that the extra fermion
“tastes” can be eliminated in a local fashion.

Finally, there are lots of things that lattice QCD cannot calculate usefully at all.
I’m not sure what it would mean to “calculate” the strange quark mass, since
this is usually an input parameter. (One might fix the up and down quark masses
to 1/20-th of the strange quark mass, which is certainly an approximation, but it
can be a highly useful one. Of couse, there are complications, since one can
distinguish sea quark and valance quark masses, and the whole procedure is
entangled with the extrapolation, but the basic idea is right.) A better example of
what we cannot calculate on a lattice would be hadron-hadron scattering. The
lattices in use today are simply too small to contain external scattering states. So
lattice people are very careful to choose things (e.g. single-hadron properties,
like masses and decay constants) that can be reliably calculated, although there
are still sometimes problems with error estimations.

31. Andy
July 14, 2006

Chad has (I think) now retracted his statement that “RHIC does not test ST”, and
Clifford has thanked him for the retraction. Interesting.

32. Peter Woit
July 14, 2006

Gilbert,

Thanks for the reference. It seems to me that it shows that all calculations of
observable masses are coming out right within expected errors. The strange



quark mass is not something observable, so the discrepancy mentioned is not
obviously significant unless you look into this more closely and make sure that
you’re comparing the same thing on both sides, and understand what the errors
are on both sides.

Andy,

To be fair, the string theory attack squad was mainly complaining about Chad’s
remark that they weren’t interested in RHIC and the data coming out of it. You
could debate this point, but it wouldn’t be useful. They do seem to have done a
good job of beating Chad into submission in this case.

33. Ponderer of Things
July 14, 2006

Nova PBS series offers short podcasts featuring Brian Greene and Neil deGrasse
Tyson, director of Hayden planetarium. Tyson mentions that string theorists tend
to promise experimental confirmation that is “just around the corner” – maybe
2-3 years away, but that they have also been doing this for 20-30 years. Greene
counters with a claim that he’s never heard anyone say that, and perhaps string
theorists were just joking.

It’s a little surprising to hear Nova offer counter-argument, especially since their
website looks like a vehicle for selling “Elegant Universe”.

Coming up is the interview with Sheldon Glashow.

34. Juan R.
July 15, 2006

More funny is

“A popular alternative to relativity, […] ”

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

35. QWERTY
July 15, 2006

DEAR PETTER,

MICHIO KAKOS BLOG HAS AN ARTICLE ABOUT TESTING OF STRING THEORY
USING GRAVITY WAVES AT LISA, DEVIATION OF NEWTON LAW – BUT ARE
BOTH THESE NOT CLASSIKAL AFFECTS? IE, BY VARYING CLASSIKAL
THEORY WE CAN GET THESE ONES. THERE IS NOTHING THAT STRING
THEORY SAYS THAT IS NOT ALREADY SAID. THIS SEEMS TO BE TYPIKAL
BEHAVIOR.

ALSO PLEASE TO BE COMMENTING ON THE ARTICLE IN THE AUGUST AMS
NOTICES



http://www.ams.org/notices/200607/fea-marateck.pdf
ABOUT DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY AND FEYNMANN INTEGRALS. I HATE
FEYNMANN INTEGRALS – WHY DO NOT THEY CONVERGE!!

PS I KNOW YOU ARE UPSET BECAUSE I USE ALL BIG LETTERS BUT I MUST
FOR TWO REASONS. ONE, IT IS A PART OF MY PERSONALITY AND MAKES
ME QUIRKEY AND MISTERIOUS AND ENIGMATIC. ALSO MY KEYBOARD IS
BORKEN.

PPS ISRAEL GELFAND FOR ABEL PRIZE 2007!

36. Peter Woit
July 15, 2006

QWERTY,

Re Kaku and his “predictions”, see

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=219

The idea that LISA is going to test string theory is utter nonsense.

The Marateck article is a basic expository article on gauge fields for
mathematicians. At the end it has some material about Feynman diagrams, but
doesn’t really explain anything much about them, or how they are related to the
earlier material on gauge fields.

37. Chris Oakley
July 15, 2006

I see that Feynman is the 37 cent stamp. Personally, I would have preferred it if
they had made him a 137.036 cent stamp. OK – it would make the arithmetic
more complicated, but we could deal with that, couldn’t we?

38. D R Lunsford
July 16, 2006

The Marateck article is just hot air, the entire thing is filled with factual errors of
history, and is presented on the level of an ambitious and green undergraduate. I
wish people would refrain from abusing Weyl and Dirac by refusing to
comprehend them.

-drl

39. Chris Oakley
July 16, 2006

I could write an article on the lines of the Marateck one, and probably more
interesting – i.e. not just cheerleading. Funny that I never get asked to do this.

40. Christine Dantas
July 16, 2006

http://www.ams.org/notices/200607/fea-marateck.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200607/fea-marateck.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=219
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=219


Peter wrote:

The idea that LISA is going to test string theory is utter nonsense.

Last month I have collected some references related to this matter. I’m too busy
to read them, but of course I am curious on them. And much more now,
considering Peter’s statement. Here is my selection:

* An interferometric gravitational wave detector as a quantum-gravity apparatus
[gr-qc/9808029]
* Accessibility of the Pre-Big-Bang Models to LIGO [astro-ph/0510341]
* Observational test of holographic inflation [PRD, vol. 73, Issue 2, id. 023516]
* Gravity-wave detectors as probes of extra dimensions [astro-ph/0505277]
* The Primordial Gravitational Wave Background in String Cosmology [hep-
th/9907185]

I do not know whether Peter Woit wants people to discuss them here, so if that is
the case, you are invited to contribute here.

Thank you,
Christine

41. MathPhys
July 16, 2006

I just read that Michio Kaku is a comedian. I should have known that.

42. D R Lunsford
July 16, 2006

So Kaku goes to Dr. Woit and says “Doc, my string theory isn’t doing so well” and
Woit says, “Yeah, it’s a very sick theory” so Kaku says “can I get a second
opinion?”, and Woit says, “Yeah, it’s ugly, too!”

-drl

43. MathPhys
July 17, 2006

How many string theorists it takes to change a light bulb?

44. MathPhys
July 17, 2006

Two: One to hold the blub, and a second to twist it.

45. John Baez
July 17, 2006

QWERTY writes:

I HATE FEYNMANN INTEGRALS – WHY DO NOT THEY CONVERGE!!

http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2006/06/gravitational-waves-and-quantum_22.html
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/2006/06/gravitational-waves-and-quantum_22.html


Be careful – don’t forget item 8 of the crackpot index!

PS I KNOW YOU ARE UPSET BECAUSE I USE ALL BIG LETTERS BUT I MUST
FOR TWO REASONS. ONE, IT IS A PART OF MY PERSONALITY AND MAKES
ME QUIRKEY AND MISTERIOUS AND ENIGMATIC.

No, it just makes you annoying and boosts your score on item 7 of the crackpot
index.

ALSO MY KEYBOARD IS BORKEN.

Hmm, well, maybe not.

46. Chris Oakley
July 17, 2006

Q: How many String Theorists does it take to change a light bulb?

A: What are you talking about, you half-wit moron! This room isn’t dark because
we have already changed the light bulb, and done a lot more besides!
Unfortunately, being a crackpot fool with the intelligence of an amoeba, you
don’t realise it!

47. Chris Oakley
July 17, 2006

QWERTY,

Inspired by your fine example, I am now going to call my keyboard “DRELL”.

Re: your crackpot credentials – John Baez makes some valid points, but if there is
any doubt, I am prepared to give you the benefit of it as I too don’t like non-
convergent Feynman integrals.

48. King Ray
July 17, 2006

Seems like string theory has a high crackpot index…

49. amazed
July 17, 2006

Looks like we have a real high brow discussion going here of late. Perhaps we
could get back to discussing approximations to QCD that were brought up earlier
and Brett had a nice post about filling in some of the details. Does the statement
that “lattice QCD IS QCD” hold water considering many of the things it does not
take into account, and only certain regimes the approximations in lattice QCD
hold? For instance what defines the utility or goodness of an approximation since
as an example N=4 SUSY YM is more useful to calculating in QCD for the LHC
than the lattice albeit our world is certainly not that full of supersymmetries at
TeV energies. Of course we have to have some further discussion about N=4
applications in QCD such as what dixon et al do beyond the normal banter about

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/crackpot.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/crackpot.html


AdS/CFT and whether it is or is not testing QG. Perhaps Peter could make a
general post about QCD and various techniques in understanding QCD at a
deeper level. Granted this would take us out of the whole joke fest we have going
here but it would illustrate an important point many lay people don’t understand.
Different theories are useful for different energy regimes as well as different
theories have sectors that can be used to calculate quanties better than in the
original theory that is the “true” theory. Anyways if this isn’t interesting to the
rest of the commenters feel free to go back to the usual.

50. Peter Woit
July 17, 2006

amazed,

There were quite a few postings and discussions here in the past about twistor
methods for doing perturbative QCD calculations, if there is anything new about
this subject (and not just hype about N=4 SYM), I’d like to hear about it.

The problem with writing about QCD is that there seems to be relatively little
new to say about it. I try to mostly write about news here, I don’t really have the
time or energy to do more in the way of making this an educational or expository
site. But if there is something new about QCD, I’d be happy to learn more about
it and maybe write about it here.

51. Jean-Paul
July 17, 2006

Here is a recent assessment of twistor techniques by Keith Ellis,
in a closing talk of QCD Moriond 2006 (hep-ph/0607038, page 9):
“So far the impact on real phenomenology is rather limited…”
He praises, however, “great intellectual excitment and an injection of personnel
from formal areas”.
What a nice compliment for the new QCD personnel!
By the way, twistor techniques should not be confused with string
inspired/helicity/SUSY techniques used by Dixon et al very successfully over the
last 15 years.

52. QWERTY
July 17, 2006

DEAR PROFESOR BAEZ

I AM NOT A CRACKPOT!! I AM A BIG ADMIRRER OF THIS WEEKS FINDS, IT IS
VERY USEFUL. I AM VERY SAD THAT MY HEROE HAS CALLED ME
CRACKPOT.

I MUST ADMIT THAT I AM MORE INTERESTING IN MATHEMATICS THAN IN
PHYSICS BUT I FIND MATHEMATIC-PHYSIC BORDER IS MOST INTERESTING.
I WILL WRITE ABOUT WHAT I WANT TO BE LEARNING SO YOU CAN SEE I AM
NOT CRACKPOT AND I WILL BE PROOVED INNOCENT. SORRY PETTER FOR
NOT WRITING ON THE TOPIC I WILL NOT DO IT AGAIN.



PLEASE TO BE WRITING IN THIS WEEKS FINDS ABOUT TWISTORS. THEY
SEEM QUITE INTERESTING TO EVERYONE, CLASICAL PEOPLE AND
QUANTUM PEOPLE AND EVEN THE STRING THEORY HERATICS. I
UNDERSTAND THE IDEA OF WHAT IS A TWISTOR FOR MINKOWSKI BUT DO
NOT UNDERSTAND HOW THEY CAN BE DEFORM IN GENERAL WHEN THE
WEIL TENSOR IS DUAL TO ITS OWN SELF — I CANNOT UNDERSTAND
KODAIRA DEFORMATION THEOREM AT ALL, VERY DIFFICULT! FROM A
PHYSIC PERSPECTIVE WHY IS THE LIGHT RAY AND THE LIGHT CONE MORE
IMPORTANT THAN THE POINT, THIS SEEMS A LITTLE VERY SILLY!! ALSO
HOW DO MONOPOLES BECOME? THERE ARE MANY PAPERS ABOUT
MONOPOLES AND TWISTORS. I DO NOT UNDERSTAND ANY LINK BUT THIS
DOES NOT MEAN I AM A CRACKPOT, ONLY THAT I AM STUPID.

53. Matthew
July 18, 2006

Does the statement that “lattice QCD IS QCD” hold water considering many of
the things it does not take into account,

Lattice QCD with 5 flavours of domain wall Fermions (for example) *is* QCD, in
the continuum limit. Alas, we lack a computer to run such a beast.

Likewise, lattice QCD with 3 light flavours of staggered fermions, and 2 heavy
flavours quenched is as close to QCD as we need to get.

In both of these cases there is nothing that isn’t taken into account, though with
the staggered fermions there is an ongoing theoretical issue.

and only certain regimes the approximations in lattice QCD hold?

Huh? The only “regime” that I know about where lattice QCD simply cannot be
done is with non-zero chemical potential. And even that is basically a
computational issue.

The problems with Lattice QCD these days are computation related. That is, we
simply do not have the resources to run a realistic simulation (i.e. the first
scenario I mentioned above). However, the staggered fermion approach, with
various approximations for the heavy quarks has yielded real results, of genuine
phenomenolgical interest. For a few recent results see hep-lat/0607011.

For instance what defines the utility or goodness of an approximation since as an
example N=4 SUSY YM is more useful to calculating in QCD for the LHC than
the lattice

Lattice people are busy computing things to compare to real experiments going
on right now (cleo-c, belle, babar, D0, CDF, RHIC, etc.). The LHC is *well* into
the perturbative QCD regime in any case. There are lattice calculations that



could be done, however they’re very complicatied (hadronization) and we
probably lack the comptational resources.

54. Juan R.
July 18, 2006

MathPhys Said

“How many string theorists it takes to change a light bulb?”

The whole community (10^3)? First they may find the good light bulb and
Landscape is large enough.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

55. D R Lunsford
July 18, 2006

Chris O,

In your humorous honor I christen my HID apparatus AKHIEZER and
BERESTETSKII.

-drl

56. D R Lunsford
July 18, 2006

Matthew,

Would it be practical to do something like “SETI At Home” with these
calculations? I’m amazed that there are still computing problems in physics that
can’t be solved with a 1000-node Beowulf.

-drl

57. Chris Oakley
July 18, 2006

Danny – fine. The keyboard I am using at the moment (on a library computer in
Oxford) is a bit old and disagreeable, so I am going to call it “PAULI”.

Q: How many (less obnoxious) String Theorists does it take to change a light
bulb?

A: Change the light bulb? Why? Playing games in the dark is so much better! You
would be amazed at how brilliant some of the games we have devised are!

58. Matthew
July 18, 2006



drl,

Would it be practical to do something like “SETI At Home” with these
calculations?

Probably not. Current computational bottlenecks are the speed of
communication between nodes in a cluster, not the raw horsepower of the
machine.

I’m amazed that there are still computing problems in physics that can’t be
solved with a 1000-node Beowulf.

There are many (many many many) problems of interest in computational
physics for which a 1000 node Beowulf is nothing. Realistic QCD (i.e. with
physically accurate light quark masses) is not feasible on any current computer,
full stop. To solve complicated multiparticle states (say, to compute the nucleon-
nucleon force from a lattice calculation) would require petaflop (or beyond) scale
computers.

One trouble is the fermion update aglorithm critically slows down as you
approach light quark masses. So lighter masses means massively more computer
power is needed. Of course, we’ve got chiral perturbation theory, so you don’t
really need to go to the physical point. But even getting to within the validity of
chiral PT is a challenge for modern supercomputers.

59. CapitalistImperialistPig
July 18, 2006

The article on Connes is a two page “Insight” piece on page 36 of the August
issue, written by Alexander Hellemans. I learned from the article that
renormalization was introduced by (among others) ‘t Hooft and Veltman, and
that Connes has linked its mathematical justification to one of Hilbert’s (solved)
problems, and that the solution involved non-commutative geometry which
“serves as a starting point to unify relativity and quantum mechanics.” HTH you
as much as it did me!

I also learned that Connes is the kind of guy who can walk through a riot without
losing the thread of his mathematical conversation.

60. urs
July 20, 2006

renormalization […] and that the solution involved non-commutative
geometry

I am guessing that this refers to the Connes-Kreimer work.

61. Juan R.
July 22, 2006

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000755.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000755.html


D R Lunsford Says and Matthew,

Chemistry and biology are another two fields with entire problems without
computational solving. Processors’ flops are not the only problem, memory can
be more a handicap. Usual chemical computations (TIE) needing of 2GB
temporary files are hard to efficient managing by a supercomputer. More
advanced methods (TDL) applied to basic chemical systems of interest need of 7
GB for storing equation, many more for solving it.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

62. Riofrio
July 27, 2006

Hello, all. Did this start as an entry on changing constants? What does it mean if
there is evidence from 2 independent methods that c is changing in exactly the
amounts predicted?



Equivariant Cohomology

July 18, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The International Congress of Mathematicians will be taking place in Madrid
relatively soon, in late August. One tradition at this conference is the announcement
of the Fields Medals, and I’m getting embarassed that I’m not hearing any
authoritative rumors about this (other than about Tao and Perelman); if you have any,
please send them my way. One other tradition is to have speakers write up their talks
in advance, with the proceedings available at the time of the conference, so already
some write-ups of the talks to be given there have started appearing on the arXiv.

Last night, Michele Vergne’s contribution to the proceedings appeared, with the title
Applications of Equivariant Cohomology. On her web-site she has a document she
calls an exegesis of her scientific work, this gives some context for the equivariant
cohomology paper. She also is co-author of a book called Heat Kernels and Dirac
Operators, which has a lot more detail on some aspects of this subject. Finally, there
has been a lot of nice recent work in this area by Paul-Emile Paradan.

Equivariant cohomology comes into play when one has a space with a group acting on
it, and it mixes aspects of group (or Lie algebra) cohomology and the cohomology of
topological spaces. There are various ways of defining it, the definition that Vergne
works with is a bit more general than the one more commonly used. It involves both
differential forms on the space, and generalized functions on the Lie algebra of the
group.

The beauty of equivariant cohomology is that it often computes something more
interesting than standard cohomology, and you can often do computations simply,
since the results just depend on what is happening at the fixed points of the group
action. There’s a similar story in K-theory: when you have a group action on a space,
equivariant K-groups can be defined, with representatives given by equivariant vector
bundles. Integration in K-theory corresponds to taking the index of the Dirac operator,
and in the equivariant case this index is not just an integer, but a representation of
the group. The index formula relates cohomology and K-theory, and one of Vergne’s
main techniques is to work with the equivariant version of this formula.

In the case of a compact space with action of a compact group, there’s a localization
formula that tells you how to integrate representatives of equivariant cohomology
classes in terms of fixed point data. In many cases, this leads to a simple calculation,
one famous example is the Weyl character formula, which can be gotten this way.
New phenomena occur when the group action is free, and thus without fixed points.
This was first investigated by Atiyah (see Lecture Notes in Math, volume 401), who
found that he had to generalize the index theorem to deal with not just elliptic
operators, but “transversally elliptic” ones. Such operators are not elliptic in the
directions of orbits of the group action, but behavior of the index is governed by
representation theory in those directions.

Vergne has been studying examples of this kind of situation, and it is here that

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0607389
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DG/0607389
http://www.math.polytechnique.fr/cmat/vergne/accueil/exegese.pdf
http://www.math.polytechnique.fr/cmat/vergne/accueil/exegese.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3540200622
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3540200622
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3540200622
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3540200622
http://www-fourier.ujf-grenoble.fr/~paradan/
http://www-fourier.ujf-grenoble.fr/~paradan/


generalized functions on the Lie algebra come into play. Integrating the kind of
interesting equivariant cohomology classes that occur in the transversally elliptic
index theory case over a space gives not functions but generalized functions on the
Lie algebra. There’s a localization formula in this case due to Witten, who found it and
applied it to 2d gauge theory in his wonderful 1992 paper Two Dimensional Gauge
Theories Revisited.

This kind of mathematics, growing out of the equivariant index theorem, is strikingly
deep and beautiful. It has found many applications in physics, from the ones in 2d
gauge theory pioneered by Witten, to more recent calculations of Gromov-Witten
invariants. It leads to a mathematically rigorous derivation of some of the implications
of mirror symmetry in special cases, and a wide variety of other results related to
topological strings. My suspicion is that it ultimately will be used to get new insight
into the path integrals of gauge theory, not just in 2 dimensions but in 3 or 4.

Update: Vergne has another nice new paper on the arXiv. It’s some informal notes on
the Langlands program which she describes as follows:

These notes are very informal notes on the Langlands program. I had some pleasure
in daring to ask colleagues to explain to me the importance of some of the recent
results on Langlands program, so I thought I will record (to the best of my
understanding) these conversations, and then share them with other mathematicians.
These notes are intended for non specialists. Myself, I am not a specialist on this
particular theme. I tried to give motivations and a few simple examples.

It would be great if more good mathematicians wrote up informal notes like this about
subjects they have learned something about, even if they are not experts. The notes
are entitled All What I Wanted to Know About Langlands Program and Was Afraid to
Ask.

Comments

1. fp
July 18, 2006

I guess the ‘cosmology’ in the 4th paragraph is a typo and should be
‘cohomology’.

2. Peter Woit
July 18, 2006

Oops, many people might like an application of this to cosmology, but that
definitely was a typo…

3. doctorgero
July 19, 2006

…and I’m getting embarassed that I’m not hearing any authoritative
rumors about this (other than about Tao and Perlman…

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9204083
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9204083
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9204083
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9204083
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GR/0607479
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GR/0607479
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GR/0607479
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.GR/0607479


Apparently, it is ‘Perelman’. 

4. Authoritative Bigshot
July 19, 2006

Bhargava.

5. nonblogger
July 19, 2006

I’ve noticed there are four slots for fields medalists’ talks, so perhaps four
medals. If indeed Perelman and Tao get one that’s two left. Recent young EMS
prize winners make up for a good shortlist
http://www.math.kth.se/4ecm/prizes.ecm.html
Looking at his recent publication record, I’d bet on Okounkov.
There are also the lists of recent Clay Fellows http://www.claymath.org
/fas/research_fellows/
and award winners
http://www.claymath.org/research_award/
I’ve looked at recent AMS prize winners but most seem too old.

6. bobo
July 19, 2006

what about Zhu and Cao? the 2 dudes who completed the proof of the poincare
conjecture.

7. comentator
July 19, 2006

My bet is T.Tao,A.Borodin,G.Perelman (though the age limit could be a problem
in Perelman case). This could be surprising that in such a short time between
publication of a paper and vetting of it and the award of a prize is given in the
case of Zhu and Cao.

8. woit
July 19, 2006

doctorgero,

Thanks, typo fixed.

About possible Fields Medalists:

Zhu and Cao: No way, and, knowing Cao, I’m pretty sure he’s over 40 anyway.

Okunkov: Seems unlikely. In that field I’d think his Princeton colleague Rahul
Pandharipande would be a more likely candidate.

Bhargava: Hmm, that actually sounds plausible. Maybe “Authoritative Bigshot”
really is one…

http://arxiv.org/find/math/1/au:+Perelman_Grisha/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/math/1/au:+Perelman_Grisha/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://www.math.kth.se/4ecm/prizes.ecm.html
http://www.math.kth.se/4ecm/prizes.ecm.html
http://www.claymath.org/fas/research_fellows/
http://www.claymath.org/fas/research_fellows/
http://www.claymath.org/fas/research_fellows/
http://www.claymath.org/fas/research_fellows/
http://www.claymath.org/research_award/
http://www.claymath.org/research_award/


9. Harry
July 19, 2006

Wikipedia claims Perelman is just 40 this year :

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grigori_Perelman

(Not sure to what extent it’s reliable, though..)

10. Zelah
July 19, 2006

Who is A Borodin?

11. Brett
July 19, 2006

A great Georgian-Russian composer and chemist?

Or more likely, this guy: http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~bor/

12. comentator
July 19, 2006

Alexei Borodin teaches in Caltech. Representation theory.done groundbreaking
work in group theory (big groups) aspects related to representation theory.

13. Peter Woit
July 19, 2006

Brett and Zelah,

The reference must be to Alexei Borodin, now at Caltech, see

http://www.claymath.org/fas/research_fellows/Borodin/

The list of Clay research fellows does probably contains many of the plausible
candidates for the Fields.

14. Matt
July 19, 2006

There are also the prize winners from the 3rd ECM
http://www.emis.de/ECM3/prizes.html
Seidel, for his work on mirror symmetry and symplectic topology, and Gaitsgory,
for his work on geometric Langlands, seem viable candidates. Since low
dimensional topology/geometry always seems a popular subject, how about
Zoltan Szabo?
Both Borodin and Bhargava are eligible to claim the prize four years hence. This
could affect their bids – in 2002, only 2 medals were distributed even though Tao
was also a favorite then.
Does anyone know who is on the medal committee this go-round?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grigori_Perelman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grigori_Perelman
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~bor/
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~bor/
http://www.claymath.org/fas/research_fellows/Borodin/
http://www.claymath.org/fas/research_fellows/Borodin/
http://www.emis.de/ECM3/prizes.html
http://www.emis.de/ECM3/prizes.html


15. Anon
July 19, 2006

“This kind of mathematics, growing out of the equivariant index theorem … leads
to a mathematically rigorous derivation of some of the implications of mirror
symmetry in special cases, and a wide variety of other results related to
topological strings.”

Could you elaborate on that? How is equivariant index theory used there?

16. Peter Woit
July 19, 2006

Hi anon,

This is a complicated story. Index theory itself hasn’t been much used, but there
has been a lot of use of equivariant cohomology and localization formulae. For
some surveys of this, see Kefeng Liu’s web-site

http://www.math.ucla.edu/~liu/

where he has various papers and surveys, including one by Yau, of the subject.

A lot of this goes back to work by Givental, you can find his papers at his web-
site

http://math.berkeley.edu/~giventh/

17. D R Lunsford
July 20, 2006

Peter,

Isn’t there a “for dummies” exposition of this stuff? How about putting it in
historical context?

-drl

18. Peter Woit
July 20, 2006

Danny,

Sorry, I don’t know of any really good simpler expositions of this material,
especially for physicists. There is some literature in the context of TQFT and
supersymmetric quantum mechanics for physicists, look at papers from the early
nineties by Blau and Thompson. Unfortunately most of the physics literature
doesn’t really deal with the natural mathematical context for all this. Much of
this is due to Atiyah, if you really want to understand this and its history, his
collected works are a good place to look. But this is really not easy for a physicist
to read and absorb.

http://www.math.ucla.edu/~liu/
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~liu/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~giventh/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~giventh/


19. Johan Richter
July 22, 2006

Is it decided already who will win the Fields medals? Or do they wait to the last
minute to make that decision?

20. Peter Woit
July 22, 2006

Johan,

I’m sure it’s already decided. I’ve heard the winners are notified some months in
advance, so are those mathematicians chosen to deliver the addresses describing
the work of the Fields medalists.

21. Deane
July 22, 2006

I am fairly certain that the Fields Medalists have already been chosen, but the
names are a closely guarded secret.

If you look at the citation counts on Mathscinet, then, of the names posted here,
Tao, Okounkov, and Pandharipande are way ahead of everybody else. Perelman is
definitely on the short list, too. But we’re all just guessing.

22. Deane
July 22, 2006

“It would be great if more good mathematicians wrote up informal notes like this
about subjects they have learned something about, even if they are not experts.”

Amen!

Terence Tao has lots of expository notes on his web site; the few that I’ve looked
at are short and elegantly written.



The String Ideology

July 20, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

If you want to get an understanding of the ideology that many string theorists
subscribe to, you should check out Lubos Motl’s latest posting. Besides the usual
dismissal of non-believers as idiots, incompetents and crackpots (an attitude that
unfortunately seems to be all too common among string theorists), Lubos does
actually address some scientific issues.

There’s nothing at all in what he has to say that actually makes any connection
between string theory and the real world. The effort to find such a connection is
completely ignored, including the work of the large part of the string theory
community that continues to unsuccesfully work on this. No mention of “string
phenomenology”, the landscape, or anything of this kind. He chooses instead to
address scientific issues in a resolutely unscientific way, basing everything upon faith
and ideology, beginning with the opening part of his argument:

I will treat the “whole Universe” and “all of string theory” as synonyma because I am
not aware of any controllable framework that would allow me to separate them
sharply.

Most of the rest of the posting is a series of criticisms of other ideas that people have
advanced as alternatives to string theory. At one, point, after criticizing John Baez and
Urs Schreiber for their interest in 2-groups and gerbes, he makes clear what he sees
as the proper way to approach new ideas about fundamental physics that one is not
familiar with:

The previous paragraph also clarifies my style of reading these papers. The abstract
has so far been always enough to see that these fundamental gerbes papers make no
quantitative comparison with the known physics – i.e. physics of string theory – and
for me, it is enough to be 99.99% certain (I apologize for this Bayesian number whose
precise value has no physical meaning) that the paper won’t contain new interesting
physics insights.

This attitude makes life very simple. You don’t have to bother doing the hard work of
trying to understand what non-string theorists are doing. All you need to do is to read
the abstracts of their papers, note that they aren’t doing string theory, and then you
can be sure you don’t need to read any farther, because if it isn’t string theory, it can’t
provide any interesting new insights into physics.

Lubos dismisses various ideas about string theory one after the other. Much of this is
devoted to dismissing the idea that has led particle physics to many of it’s biggest
successes: that of looking for new symmetries or new ways of exploiting ones that are
already known. He insists that:

we have learned that the gauge symmetries are not fundamental in physics.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/07/evaluating-extreme-approaches-to.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/07/evaluating-extreme-approaches-to.html


with the idea being that because of dualities, the character of gauge symmetries is
not fundamental but what he calls “social scientific”. This argument doesn’t make any
sense to me. An equivalence of two different gauge theories is very interesting, but it
in no way tells you that gauge symmetry is not fundamental. Making such an
argument is like arguing that representations of Galois groups in number theory are
not fundamentally important because of Langlands duality.

More seriously, Lubos does mention the philosophically trickiest aspect of gauge
theories: the physical degrees of freedom are not parametrized explicitly, but as
quotients by the gauge group action of a larger space of degrees of freedom. It’s
certainly true that this is how gauge theory works, and one can try and argue that one
should just ignore gauge symmetry and work directly with gauge invariant degrees of
freedom. In terms of representation theory, physical states are gauge-invariant ones,
so one could hope to just work with these physical states. The problem is that in most
interesting cases this isn’t possible. The space of connections modulo gauge
transformations is non-linear and in general can’t be parametrized in a useful way.
Working with the linear space of connections, which can be easily parametrized and
understood, and then taking into account the action of the gauge group, is the method
that actually works and has been hugely successful. All experience shows that
fundamental theories are best understood using an extended space of states, together
with a method for picking out the physical subspace.

After dismissing alternatives to string theory, Lubos finally gets around to explaining
what he sees as the fundamental principle of string theory. Amazingly, it’s the
bootstrap philosophy, the failed idea that guided much of particle theory during the
sixties and early seventies, before the advent of gauge theories and the standard
model. The bootstrap philosophy is that symmetries are nothing fundamental, what is
really fundamental are certain kinds of consistency conditions. All you need to do is
impose these consistency conditions, and miraculously a unique solution will appear,
one which describes the real world. In the sixties the hope was that the strong
interactions could be understood simply by imposing things like unitarity and
analyticity conditions, and that this would lead to a unique solution of the problem. It
turned out that this can’t work. While unitarity and analyticity properties are very
useful and tell you a lot about the implications of a theory, they in no way pick out any
particular theory. There are lots and lots (a whole landscape of them, even) of QFTs
that satisfy the consistency conditions. There never was evidence for uniqueness, and
the bootstrap philosophy was from the beginning built on a pipe dream and large
helpings of wishful thinking.

The new version of the bootstrap that Lubos wants to promote goes as follows:

In the context of quantum gravity, many of us more or less secretly believe another
version of the bootstrap. I think that most of the real big shots in string theory are
convinced that all of string theory is exactly the same thing as all consistent
backgrounds of quantum gravity. By a consistent quantum theory of gravity, we mean
e.g. a unitary S-matrix with some analytical conditions implied by locality or
approximate locality, with gravitons in the spectrum that reproduce low-energy
semiclassical general relativity, and with black hole microstates that protect the
correct high-energy behavior of the scattering that can also be derived from a semi-
classical description of general relativity, especially from the black hole physics.



So, the idea is that, at its most fundamental level, physics does not involve simple
laws or symmetry principles, just some consistency conditions (of a much more
obscure kind than the analyticity ones of the original bootstrap). Lubos avoids the
crucial question of how big the space of solutions to these consistency conditions is.
All the evidence so far is that it is so large that one can’t hope to ever get any
predictions about physics out of it, and the string theory community is now divided
between those who hope this problem will magically go away, and those who want to
give up and stop doing science as it has traditionally been understood.

In 1973 the theory of strong interactions was heavily dominated by string theory and
the bootstrap philosophy. The willingness of Veltman and ‘t Hooft to do the hard work
of understanding how to properly quantize and renormalize non-abelian gauge
theories ultimately led to asymptotic freedom and QCD. This pulled the plug
conclusively on that era’s version of the bootstrap. Perhaps sometime in the future,
new hard work on gauge theories will lead to insights that will pull the plug on this
latest version, which thrives despite conclusive failure due to the kind of unscientific
ideological fervor that Lubos so perfectly embodies.

Comments

1. sunderpeeche
July 20, 2006

I read LM’s blog maybe twice, decided it was rubbish and have not gone back.
But now I’m reading (bits and pieces) of it over here. There is no escape. I am
doomed.

I think I’ll commit ritual suicide. It won’t solve anything, but at least I’ll feel
better.

2. JC
July 20, 2006

Peter,

What year did many people abandon the bootstrap stuff in favor of QCD? Was it
gradual, or was it very sudden and quick?

3. hack
July 20, 2006

I wasn’t there, but I believe there were some “dead enders” who continued
publishing bootstrap stuff well into the 80’s.

4. Thomas Love
July 20, 2006

Many years ago, a friend recommended that I read the Urantia Book. I put it
down after I read this nonsense about electrons:
•



• ” Mutual attraction holds one hundred ultimatons together in the constitution
of the electron; and there are never more nor less than one hundred ultimatons
in a typical electron. The loss of one or more ultimatons destroys typical
electronic identity, thus bringing into existence one of the ten modified forms of
the electron. ”

I recalled that when I read about string theory. Urantia’s ultimatons sound a lot
like strings. So, was the string revolution inspired by the Urantia book? A lot of
L.M. ‘s ranting sound like religious fundamentalism. Fundamenatlists don’t read
anything which challenges their beliefs, just like L.M.

5. Peter Woit
July 20, 2006

Actually if you look at the latest edition of “The Tao of Physics” it will tell you
that QCD doesn’t work, and the bootstrap was a big success, so there are
probably still some really dead-enders out there.

By 1975 when I started at Harvard, gauge theory was what everyone there was
doing, but Harvard had never really been a place where the bootstrap was very
popular. You’d have to ask someone who was at Berkeley during those years how
long it took them to come around to gauge theory.

To some extent, lots of people who had worked on the bootstrap and early
versions of string theory just picked up where they had left off when string
theory came back into fashion in 1984. There really only was a period of about
10 years (1974-1984) when QFT was completely dominant.

6. not pw
July 20, 2006

What year did many people abandon the bootstrap stuff in favor of QCD? Was it
gradual, or was it very sudden and quick?

I’m not PW, but anyway, it was quick. BUT ….
The bootstrap stuff was not abandoned “in favor of QCD”. The nuclear
democracy idea was abandoned in favor of the quark model (with concomitant
electroweak + QCD). This happened shortly after the J/psi November Revolution,
after the discovery of additional resonances and D-mesons (charmed mesons),
indicating a spectroscopy of bound-states.
The quark model could readily explain this. The acceptance of the Standard
Model was rapid. It is true that bootstrap holdouts persisited into the 1980’s but
nobody paid attention.

7. Brett
July 20, 2006

I don’t think the bootstrap was such a bad idea in the 1960s. If the only nice
quantum field theory you’ve got to look at is QED, you could easily get the
impression that that’s all there is to gauge theory. QED is the only Abelian gauge
theory; if you try to generalize QED by changing things around, you tend to



either get nonsense or QED with a different set of parameters (possibly including
a photon mass). So it was not unreasonable to think that maybe there just were
not very many quantum field theories.

Also, before the discovery of asymptotic freedom in non-Abelian gauge theories
and the development of lattice gauge theory, it wasn’t obvious that quantum field
theory was even something meaningful to discuss in the strong coupling regime.
I’ve met people who say they worked on the bootstrap stuff not because they
believed quantum field theory was really wrong, but because they didn’t have the
faintest idea how to apply it when the coupling constant was large. The discovery
of asymptotic freedom, which opened up high-energy strong phenomena to
perturbative treatments, was really unexpected. Antishielding is extremely
counterintuitive, in large part because it seems to violate the idea of Le
Chatelier’s principle, that the dynamics of a system should work against
disruptions. That principle holds (at least in spirit) not just for chemical
equilibria, but also in classical E&M (in Lenz’ Law) and in the screeing
responsible for charge renormalization in QED. Perhaps people could have taken
the hint from lower-dimensional models that antishielding was possible; however,
the assumptions of the bootstrap model, while optimistic, were not so foolish,
given what was known at the time they were formulated.

8. Kea
July 20, 2006

Hee, hee. It just gets funnier and funnier. Many of the talks here at the String
theory Maths conference bear some relation to gerbes or tensor categories. I
would love to see Lubos call these people crackpots!

9. MathPhys
July 20, 2006

‘t Hooft may have pulled the plug on the bootstrap, but he also introduced 1/N
expansions which link gauge theories to strings, and lie at the heart of
gauge/string duality, AdS/CFT duality, matrix models, and more beautiful ideas
floating around nowadays.

I think we need to keep an open mind about these things.

10. Peter Woit
July 20, 2006

Brett,

It’s not that I think the bootstrap program was so unreasonable, it’s just that it
was wrong, and wrong in very much the same way that string theory is (and also
perhaps right in the way that string theory is, as a way of understanding strongly
coupled gauge theory). If you look at Chew’s writings from that era, there’s a lot
of the same kind of wishful thinking you see in string theory. Not knowing about
asymptotic freedom of gauge theory, you could argue that the bootstrap was “the
only game in town”, but we’re very lucky that Veltman didn’t think this way, and
worked on something else (despite lots of people telling him he was wasting his



time). If the bootstrap had been even more dominant than it was, and Veltman
and a few others had decided to work on it, we might still be doing bootstrap
theory today.

11. Shantanu
July 20, 2006

Peter, have you seen any report or blog about
THooft fest ?
If so , maybe you could pointa link. the program is a mixture of interesting
talks in string theory, LQG, CDT, QCD, technicolor, grand unification.
would be interested in a hearing a report

12. Peter Woit
July 20, 2006

Shantanu,
I’ve heard a bit about the ‘t Hooft fest, was planning on writing about it soon, but
hoping the organizers would put up slides for the talks.

13. Arun
July 20, 2006

Didn’t someone [significant] say or write that the more different ways there are
to express the same thing in physics, the more fundamental it seems to be?

14. Adam C
July 20, 2006

Didn’t someone [significant] say or write that the more different ways there are
to express the same thing in physics, the more fundamental it seems to be?

Something doesnt become more fundamental via transformation to something
else unless in doing this transformation a new phenomena is explained.

15. CapitalistImperialistPig
July 20, 2006

I was a grad student in a Regge Pole department when ‘t Hooft pulled the plug
on the bootstrap, but the bootstrap was motivated by intriguing ideas plus the
desperation born from 25 years of QFT failure in the strong interactions. I think
a suitable mileage marker for the end of the bootstrap might be when Gell-Mann
went to Berkley, and noticing Chew in the audience, said some nice things about
it.

Chew, GM said, replied with “Thank you, but I’m working on field theory now.”

Peter didn’t mention it, but LM saved a lot of his wrath for those who believe in a
discretium. This is a much older war in physics, dating back to perhaps the
seventeenth century. Boltzmann was, some say, persecuted to the pont of suicide
by the anti-atomists. Ironically enough it was Einstein who drove the stake

http://www1.phys.uu.nl/gerard60/program/
http://www1.phys.uu.nl/gerard60/program/


through the heart of continuous physics, both for matter and energy. Lubos is
still fighting that battle, albeit on another front.

16. CapitalistImperialistPig
July 20, 2006

Also, the 1970’s boostrap was hardly barren. It gave birth to duality and string
theory.

17. John Baez
July 20, 2006

Brett writes:

The discovery of asymptotic freedom, which opened up high-energy
strong phenomena to perturbative treatments, was really unexpected.
Antishielding is extremely counterintuitive, in large part because it
seems to violate the idea of Le Chatelier’s principle, that the dynamics
of a system should work against disruptions. That principle holds (at
least in spirit) not just for chemical equilibria, but also in classical
E&M (in Lenz’ Law) and in the screening responsible for charge
renormalization in QED.

That’s a good point! Were there actually people around who were clever enough
to object to asymptotic freedom because it violated Le Chatelier’s principle? I
can imagine Feynman doing it, just to get people thinking.

In week94 I summarized Wilczek’s intuitive description of asymptotic freedom as
analogous to paramagnetism, where one atom with spin makes its neighbors
want to line up with their spins pointing the same way. This may seem
reasonable (since we’re all familiar with a more drastic phenomenon along the
same lines: ferromagnetism), but in fact it does seem to violate Le Chatelier’s
principle. What would seem more “reasonable” from the viewpoint of Le
Chatelier’s principle is diamagnetism, where a spinning atom makes its
neighbors want to spin the other way, counteracting the influence of any
magnetic field. Diamagnets screen magnetic fields; paramagnets antiscreen
them.

But in fact, in volume II of his Lectures on Physics, Feynman argues that in
classical physics, both diamagnetism and paramagnetism are impossible in
thermal equilibrium:

Feynman notes: “It is a consequence of classical mechanics that if you
have any kind of system – a gas with electrons, protons, and whatever –
kept in a box so that the whole thing can’t turn, there will be no
magnetic effect. [….] The theorem then says that if you turn on a
magnetic field and wait for the system to get into thermal equilibrium,
there will be no paramagnetism or diamagnetism – there will be no
induced magnetic moment. Proof: According to statistical mechanics,
the probability that a system will have any given state of motion is
proportional to exp(-U/kT), where U is the energy of that motion. Now

http://www.math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week94.html
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what is the energy of motion. For a particle moving in a constant
magnetic field, the energy is the ordinary potential energy plus
mv^2/2, with nothing additional for the magnetic field. (You know that
the forces from electromagnetic fields are q(E + v x B), and that the
rate of work F.v is just qE.v, which is not affected by the magnetic
field.) So the energy of a system, whether it is in a magnetic field or
not, is always given by the kinetic energy plus the potential energy.
Since the probability of any motion depends only on the energy – that
is, on the velocity and position – it is the same whether or not there is a
magnetic field. For thermal equilibrium, therefore, the magnetic field
has no effect.

So, both paramagnetism and diamagnetism can only be understood using
quantum mechanics! For more on how quantum mechanics gets around the
above argument, and how paramagnetism is related to asymptotic freedom, see
week94.

18. Tony Smith
July 20, 2006

Peter’s post said “… Lubos … sees as the fundamental principle of string theory.
Amazingly, it’s the bootstrap philosophy …”.

Maybe it is not so “Amazing” when you consider the PhD lineage:
Chew (founder of bootstrap) – Gross – Witten
and
the fact that Lubos is a devoted follower of Witten.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

19. Chris W.
July 21, 2006

Then again, maybe this is just a milestone in LM’s own evolution into a right-
wing, rude version of Fritjof Capra—someone who ceased to be a serious
researcher decades ago, and whose outlook on particle physics (and physics
generally) seems to be thoroughly ossified.

20. ObsessiveMathsFreak
July 21, 2006

I believe at one point, Newton proved that a “simple harmonic” gravitational
force, proportional to 1/r, would lead to elliptical orbits. He wasn’t satisfied, and
went on to prove the case for 1/r^2 laws. A lot of the time in science, you’ve just
got to keep on going the way you feel is the right one. A little ideology sort of
drives you. Of course, it’s important not to let it control you.

21. anon
July 21, 2006

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week94.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week94.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Obsessive MF,

The key difference between stringers and Newton iscorrect predictions. He knew
the distance of the moon and its orbital period, so using his equation a=(v^2)/r,
he knew the strength of centripetal acceleration (gravity) at the Moon’s distance.
This was smaller than the measured gravity at earth’s surface by the square of
the number of earth radii that the Moon is away. Hence Newton empirically
validated the inverse-square law theory.

People lament that Newton kept quiet and took 22 years to publish (1665-87),
checking and improving his theories. Darwin took a similar period before
publishing, under pressure. Why can’t string theorists take the hint from these
giants?

22. P
July 21, 2006

Dear mr Woit,

I must ask, why do you spend so much time on the outbursts from this man?
Even for me, who only is a graduate student in string theory, it is quite obvious
that he can not represent the string theory community as a whole. I think that
for most people it should be quite obvious that his level of emotional
identification, with the debate over string theory, has passed the acceptable
limit. Thus, would it not be better to focus on more ‘scientific’ related stuff
concering the progress (or non progress) of string theory? Atleast I, who enjoy
many of your posts, would find that more educational.

Happy weekend!
P

23. robert
July 21, 2006

John Baez highlights the impossibility of dia- or any other sort of magnetism in
classical statistical physics, so deftly explained by Feynman. This seemingly
counter-intuitive result was first proved by Bohr in his Copenhagen thesis in
1911, and given a thorough going over in the guise of what van Vleck called, in a
more gentlmanly time, Miss van Leeuwen’s theorem. It’s tempting to suppose
that it was this finding that first set Bohr off on the road to quantum mechanics.

24. Chris Oakley
July 21, 2006

People lament that Newton kept quiet and took 22 years to publish (1665-87),
checking and improving his theories. Darwin took a similar period before
publishing, under pressure. Why can’t string theorists take the hint from these
giants?

They are. The only thing is that String theorists are publishing their results 22
years before they have anything of value to say. This is the same as Newton and



Darwin, apart from the application of the Time Reversal operator.

25. D R Lunsford
July 21, 2006

Feynman’s argument is specious, because the change in free energy is not

dG = -S dT + V dp

rather

dG = -S dT + V dp – M dH

in a magnetic field H. Thus it is entirely possible to discuss the equilibrium, in an
applied magnetic field, of monatomic and diatomic iodine (one paramagnetic, the
other diamagnetic) in the reaction

I I2

See Pauli, “Thermodynamics and Kinetic Theory of Gases”, Ch. 3.

These arguments that “X requires quantum mechanics!” are always wrong.

-drl

26. LostHisMarbles
July 21, 2006

I wondering the same thing about the quoted Feynman derivation. What about
the magnetization contribution to the (Gibbs) free energy? DRL sums it up nicely.

27. Peter Woit
July 21, 2006

P,
Actually I’m trying to ignore Lubos as much as possible, but I do think this
posting of his reflects the views of not all, but of a sizable proportion of the
string theory community. Some string theorists (including one well-known one
writing here on this blog) take the attitude that the only problem with Lubos is
that he is “undiplomatic”, and it is extremely rare for them to publicly criticize
him. From what I hear, many of his colleagues in Cambridge are quite supportive
of him, some seem quite happy to have their views put out on his blog. He works
regularly with, as he calls them, the “big shots” of this field, and claims in his
postings to be reflecting their views, with no complaint from anyone on his blog
that this is not true. His behavior is a huge embarassment to the string theory
community, but this doesn’t seem to me to be a reason I should ignore it.

As far as I can tell, many of his attitudes are widely shared by other string
theorists: the idea that string theorists are smarter than other physicists, that
their critics don’t know what they are talking about, that there’s no point to
reading non-string theory papers, that the possibility that string theory is wrong
is so unlikely that it’s not worth thinking about, etc… There’s plenty of evidence



that he’s far from the only one who thinks this way, and is just more up-front
about it than others.

28. ksh95
July 21, 2006

Drl said:

Feynman’s argument is specious, because the change in free energy is
not

dG = -S dT + V dp

rather

dG = -S dT + V dp – M dH

huh? You just made Feynman’s point. M is the quantum mechanical variable.
And just for your own general knowledge. Calculating M for an ensemble of
refrigerator magnets and calculating M for an ensemble of atoms or particles are
two complety different calculations.

29. Peter Woit
July 21, 2006

drl, ksh95,

This is way, way off topic, enough.

30. Hans de Vries
July 21, 2006

John:

“In week94 I summarized Wilczek’s intuitive description of asymptotic freedom
as analogous to paramagnetism,…”
–
Anti-shielding like effects do also occur with dielectric layers. Very actual are the
new high k (high dielectric value) gates in CMOS transistors.

The coupling INCREASES if the very thin isolation layer (~1.2 nm) between the
gate and the channel is replaced with a material with a HIGHER dielectric value.
The same voltage on the gate will attract more charge-carriers in the channel
instead of less.

This is exactly the opposite of what one would expect knowing the usual
arguments about vacuum polarization and running coupling constants.

The higher polarized dielectric layer will have more charge carriers close to the
channel pulling in more charge-carriers (of the opposite kind) into the channel.
(Google for: high-k gates)



–
Regards, Hans.

31. ks
July 21, 2006

Hmmm… isn’t this exaclty the “swampland” program? Examining additional
constraints on effective field theories that don’t necessarily describe ST but
enable cuts in the landscape as well?

32. David
July 21, 2006

I have achieved a new first at least for me. I was banned by Lubos before I made
any comment. I guess I’m beginning to understand the string ideology. If it’s
possible that you might question or disagree don’t allow you to speak at all. This
is not how I understand science. If this is off topic please delete it.

33. Who
July 21, 2006

**I have achieved a new first at least for me. I was banned by Lubos before I
made any comment.**

that’s impressive but I don’t understand. did you not submit at least one
comment?

34. D R Lunsford
July 22, 2006

Peter, off topic? We were talking ideology. I was talking physics, the kind I
learned from Pauli, as opposed to hero worship, which is synonymous with
ideology, in my book (cults of personality).

-drl

35. John Baez
July 22, 2006

Danny Lunsford writes:

Feynman’s argument is specious, because the change in free energy is
not

dG = -S dT + V dp

rather

dG = -S dT + V dp – M dH

in a magnetic field H.



Feynman’s derivation shows that for a system of classical point charges in
equilibrium, the magnetization M is zero.

This derivation breaks down when one allows current loops as primitive
elements, as I point out in the addendum to week94.

36. woit
July 22, 2006

Since John started this, I’d encourage people to discuss this with him at his blog.
Except, wait a minute, he doesn’t allow comments there since moderating them
is too much trouble….

37. CapitalistImperialistPig
July 22, 2006

Hmmm? Maybe I should start a thread on my blog for discussions too off topic
for Peter’s blog?

I appreciated John Baez’s explanation and clarification.

38. Peter Woit
July 22, 2006

CIP,

Anyone who wants to host discussions I don’t want to moderate here has my
strong encouragement. But actually a better idea, if John sticks to his sensible
decision not to host a place to discuss what he writes, would be for someone else
to set up and moderate a forum for that purpose.

39. wolfgang
July 22, 2006

Not such a bad idea…
Perhaps I should set something like this up.

40. Peter Orland
July 22, 2006

If anyone is interested in the details of asymptotic freedom and paramagnetism…

A number of people derived asymptotic freedom by showing that the vacuum is a
color-paramagnet back in the late 70’s/early 80’s. There is a nice review article
about this by N.K. Nielsen in the American Journal of Physics, vol 49, page 1171.
Nielsen uses heuristic arguments, but the same mathematics follows from the
use of the background-field method.

If you turn on a color-magnetic field, gluons (actually fluctations around said
background field) will make Landau orbits. The gluons have some (Landau)
diamagnetism, as do any particles making such orbits. Since they have spin and
a color-magnetic moment, there is also (Pauli) paramagnetism). This more than
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makes up for the diamagnetism. So the overall effect is that the vacuum is
paramagnetic.

Spin-1/2 particles don’t produce this effect, because with Fermi statistics,
diagmagnetism wins out.

Paramagnetism means that the permeability of the vacuum at short distances is
greater than one, for a strong field. In other words,
color-magnetic fields are screened at short distances. By constancy of the speed
of light, the dielectric constant of the vacuum is less than one. This means that
color-electric fields are anti-screened at short
distances.

41. Peter Woit
July 22, 2006

OK, I give up, there seems to be an irresistible movement to discuss
paramagnetism here.

42. Peter Orland
July 22, 2006

I have a comment on the old boostrap idea. The original idea was to
study model-independent on-shell properties of field theory. Then
it somehow transmuted into an entirely different animal. If one views it as a tool
for doing field theory, it has some successes. The problem
was that it then became the Booststrap Hypothesis, which said you
could find the S-matrix from a few simple assumptions crossing, symmeties and
maximal analyticity – this is what turned out to be wrong.

Maybe the same is true of string theory – use it as a framework for the
True System of the World, but don’t take it seriously beyond that. I think this is
the working philosophy of many people in the field, as it happens.

By the way, the Bootstrap works wonderfully for integrable quantum
field theories in 1+1 dimensions. You can even study off-shell properties, through
form factors.

43. David
July 23, 2006

To Peter Orland,

Yes, but in 1 + 1 a lot of things happen automatically because of dimensionality.
For example 1 + 1 QED confines because in one spatial dimension the Coulomb
potential is linear in the distance. The dynamics play no role in this confinement.
On the other, hand 2+1 QED confines because notrivial tunneling instanton
effects provide an effective photon photon interaction that changes the effective
interaction into one that is linear with the distance. This was shown by Polyakov
in 1977.



So, while it is interesting that the bootstrap isquite succesful in 1 + 1 D, one
should not read too much into it. If it was useful in a higher dimensional theory
where the dynamics were not so much restricted by dimensionality than when
one has a single spatial dimension.

44. Peter Orland
July 23, 2006

David,

I am not sure how I should interpret your comments about confinement in this
context, but you are absolutely right that
the success of the boostrap in 1+1 dimensions is very special
to that dimensionality.

I was only trying to point out that something useful arose from the bootstrap
program – and it IS useful, since these 1+1-dimensional models are being
applied to condensed-matter problems. There
are some good articles on this by Bhaseen and Tsvelik and by Essler and Konik in
the Ian Kogan memorial volume (all of which
can be found on the web).

45. Paolo Bizzarri
July 25, 2006

It seems that no one is finding natural that after bootstrap we are using strings
to pull up us…

46. BJ Flanagan
July 27, 2006

As is well known, Pauli was the original author of the phrase, “not even wrong.”

Hitherto little-known is a recently translated correspondence between Pauli and
Carl Jung, where the former argues for a unitary description of mind and matter,
informed by quantum mechanics.

http://www.igpp.de/english/tda/pdf/paulijcs.pdf

The article begins with a fine discussion of symmetry.

This is all music to my ears, as I have long argued for this kind of thing, pointing
to the symmetries and phase relations of such traditionally “mental” objects as
colors and sounds.

I have also pointed to the fact, readily available to inspection, that colors define a
projective vector manifold (Riemann, Weyl) which fibers over visual space —
notions dismissed as “not even wrong” by certain persons, but which ought to be
of interest to string theorists.

47. Anthony Garrett
July 29, 2006

http://www.igpp.de/english/tda/pdf/paulijcs.pdf
http://www.igpp.de/english/tda/pdf/paulijcs.pdf


Dear Peter,

Thank you for writing Not Even Wrong. Well said!

String theory does seem capable of reconciling general relativity and quantum
theory and cannot therefore be consigned to la-la land. But its advocates
overstate its promise to the point of irresponsibility. The typical first reaction of
physicists to string theory, that it is ugly, seems to me to be healthy. String
theorists remind me of drug addicts – once they are into it they see as wonderful
something that others recognise as ugly and unhealthy. Perhaps they should be
called “string addicts”. Theory has outrun experiment and moved toward the
realms of science fiction.

Is string theory really “the only [unification] game in town,” as many claim? If
general relativity and quantum theory do not want to go together then we should
consider whether they have defects, before trying to enforce a shotgun wedding
that carries those defects over into the marriage and its offspring.

Quantum theory has a basic flaw. Put a large number of electrons through a
z-Stern-Gerlach apparatus and take those that emerge spin up. Now put these
electrons through an x-Stern-Gerlach apparatus. Some will be spin up, some spin
down and nobody in the world can say which. That’s OK – the job of theoretical
physics is to improve prediction. I have the highest respect for those who
predicted and measured (g-2) to such accuracy. But the job is not ended, and it is
not OK is to say that you may not ask what the next electron will do, and that
henceforth you are allowed to predict only probabilistically. Unhappily that is the
Copenhagen view, and it stands against the very meaning of what it is to be a
theoretical physicist.

From the start of quantum mechanics it has been recognised that any underlying
deeper theory must have strange qualities – so strange that many physicists deny
they exist. Since Bell we can be more specific: any underlying theory must be
nonlocal and acausal. (The order of measurement on two correlated electrons in
a Bell setup is not Lorentz invariant; consider also Wheeler’s ‘delayed-choice’
experiment.) Nonlocality is no big deal in physics – we have had 300 years to get
used to it under the name “action at a distance” since Newton’s theory of gravity
(although subquantum nonlocality does not fall off with distance). Acausality is
more alarming, but should it be so alarming as to make us give up and not even
think about it? Logically, it is impossible to rule out a hidden variables theory –
all that can be done is to rule out categories of hidden variable theories, such as
local ones. Even the name ‘hidden variables’ is loaded since we can see their
effect – what we can’t do today is control them.

The challenge is to find a deeper theory that, with its extra variables suitably
averaged (marginalised) over, reproduces the probabilistic predictions of
quantum mechanics. We know that such a theory must be nonlocal and partly
acausal. That is a tough assignment, but if you want easy problems you should
stick to trainspotting. My worry is that nobody is trying.

How did the Copenhagen mind-clamp get into place? More than a century ago a



similar debate took place between the atomists, and others who claimed that the
jiggling Brownian motion of small particles seen under a microscope could not
be predicted. The atomists won and physical prediction improved tremendously
as atomic theory developed. To see why the debate went the other way at the
next level down, a generation later, you must look beyond science at the culture
it is embedded in. The findings of science are independent of culture but the
doing of science is not, as Not Even Wrong recognises. I suggest that, at the time
of the debate over atoms, there was sufficent belief that the universe was
comprehensible for the scientific community to persist in looking for an
explanation, but that by the time of the Copenhagen interpretation there was
not. This belief stems from the Judaeo-Christian view, interwoven into Western
civilisation, that the universe is comprehensible because it was created that way.
(That is why science arose in the West rather than in another culture.) Similarly,
the ancient Greeks had a prior faith that the skies were perfect but that
terrestrial order was not – and the astronomy they developed was brilliant
whereas their terrestrial physics was embarrassing. By the time of Copenhagen,
the West had been under the influence of the secular Enlightenment for longer
and was turning against the Judaeo-Christian worldview (church attendance was
certainly falling); Eastern mystical ideas were received with interest, notably by
several of the quantum pioneers.

So, rather than play with universes as string theorists do, I prefer to seek a
theory that addresses a more humble question: where will the next electron go in
my x-Stern-Gerlach apparatus?

Finally, the anthropic principle is not tautological and is clearly helpful when
used correctly. In the 1950s Hoyle used the observed abundance of carbon,
which is the basic element of life and is formed in stars, to predict a transition in
its atomic spectrum (without which its abundance would be very different). He
was later found to be right, and today we would call that anthropic reasoning.
There are complementary categories in which we can consider why a theory has
a particular feature, so that anthropic reasoning is not a threat to bottom-up
research in cosmology or even string theory – all we need to do is get the
reasoning right.

Anthony Garrett

(PhD in theoretical physics, University of Cambridge, UK, 1984, then three
university postdoctoral contracts. Not publishing currently but writing a
monograph on probability in physics.)

48. Tony Smith
July 29, 2006

Anthony Garrett said “… the Copenhagen view … stands against the very
meaning of what it is to be a theoretical physicist …
Logically, it is impossible to rule out a hidden variables theory – all that can be
done is to rule out categories of hidden variable theories, such as local ones. …
We know that …[a successful hidden variable]… theory must be nonlocal and
partly acausal. That is a tough assignment … My worry is that nobody is trying.



…”.

Actually Bohm did try (and substantially succeed) in formulating such a theory,
but the reaction of the physics establishment (in the 1950s) to Bohm is similar to
the reaction today of String Ideology proponents, such as Harvard Professor
Motl, to any competing theories/models.
According to The Bohm biography Infinite Potential, by F. David Peat (Addison-
Wesley 1997):
“… Max Dresden … read Bohm’s papers … errors were difficult to detect … von
Neumann’s “proof” … did not rule out the sort of theory that Bohm had
proposed. … Oppenheimer [said]…
“We consider it juvenile deviationism … we don’t waste our time …” [by] actually
read[ing] the paper …
Dresden … present[ed] Bohm’s work in a seminar to the Princeton Institute …
The reception he received came as considerable shock to Dresden. Reactions to
the theory were based less on scientific grounds than on accusations that Bohm
was a fellow traveler, a Trotskyite, and a traitor. It was suggested that Dresden
himself was stupid to take Bohm’s ideas seriously. … all in all the overall reaction
was that the scientific community should “pay no attention to Bohm’s work” …
Abraham Pais also used the term “juvenile deviationism”. Another physicist said
that Bohm was “a public nuisance” …”.

The tactics of Bohr himself in support of the Copenhagen ideology have been
described by Carver Mead in his book Collective Electrodynamics (MIT 2000), as
follows:
“… Bohr gathered the early contributors [to]… Quantum Mechanics … into a clan
in Copenhagen, encouraged everyone in the belief that they wre developing the
ultimate theory of nature, and argued vigorously against any opposing views. …
Bohr insisted that the laws of physics … are statistical in nature …[even
though]… Statistical quantum mechanics … actively impedes our understanding
by hiding the coherent wave aspects of physical processes. …
Einstein … believed … that the statistical nature of experimental results was a
result of our lack of knowledge of the state of the system, and that the
underlying physical laws can be formulated in a continuous manner. …
The disagreement culminated in a 1927 debate between Bohr and Einstein,
refereed by Ehrenfest. Bohr was a great debater, and won the contest hands
down.
A rematch was staged in 1930, and Bohr won again. …
At the time, there were no compelling experiments where the wave nature of
matter was manifest in a non-statistical manner. …
Starting in the 1960s, … experimental demonstrations of numerous coherent,
collective systems have … put us in a position to finally settle the Einstein-Bohr
debate – with a resounding victory for Einstein. …

Bohr had won his debate with Einstein …[not by being correct but by]… an
openly combative [technique]… the one who blinked first lost the argument …
and the entire field adopted the style. … “.

Bohr’s unreasonable, unblinking, combative style in attacking better models than
Copenhagen survives today in the String Ideology style of Harvard Professor



Motl and his ilk.

For some reasonable alternatives to Bohr/Copenhagen, see the works of Bohm
and his followers, and the book by Carver Mead.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

49. Eugene Stefanovich
July 30, 2006

Anthony Garrett:

Quantum theory has a basic flaw. Put a large number of electrons through a
z-Stern-Gerlach apparatus and take those that emerge spin up. Now put these
electrons through an x-Stern-Gerlach apparatus. Some will be spin up, some spin
down and nobody in the world can say which.

In 80 years of quantum theory, we don’t have even approximate prediction of
which electron will be spin up and which will be spin down. This is just a random
effect. That’s what quantum mechanics tells us, and I believe there is no any
deeper theory behind quantum mechanics.

If you are worried (as I do) about the inconsistencies between QM and SR, I
would suggest you to pay more attention to the other part, i.e., special relativity.
The problem is that Lorentz transformations were derived for events associated
with light pulses and non-interacting particles. We extend these transformations
to all events in systems with arbitrary interactions. Is it logical?

50. Anthony Garrett
July 30, 2006

Hi Eugene,

One reason we don’t have an exact or approximate theory telling us which
electron will show spin up and which will show spin down is because
Copenhagen has bamboozled the physics community into not looking for one. It
then becomes a self-fulfilling negative mindset.

I want to know whether the next electron will show spin up or down. If you don’t
want to know, that is up to you, but isn’t this the sort of question we are there to
ask?

Bohm dared to look for hidden variables, though he didn’t find them and his
“quantum potential” was really an interpretation of quantum mechanics, since it
could not generate any differing testable predictions. Today there are other such
rationalisations, such as many-worlds. The key, though, is to find a theory that
predicts where QM doesn’t.

Anton [preferred abbreviation]
Anthony Garrett

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


51. ks
July 30, 2006

The challenge is to find a deeper theory that, with its extra variables
suitably averaged (marginalised) over, reproduces the probabilistic
predictions of quantum mechanics. We know that such a theory must
be nonlocal and partly acausal. That is a tough assignment, but if you
want easy problems you should stick to trainspotting. My worry is that
nobody is trying.

I thought those theories were studied for quite a while but without public
resonance. It is even hard to find qualified criticism – if any.

http://luth2.obspm.fr/~luthier/nottale/ukdownlo.htm

52. woit
July 30, 2006

A reminder:
This is not a general discussion forum or an appropriate place to discuss
foundational problems of QM, unless that’s what the posting topic is about.
Please take this kind of off-topic discussion elsewhere. I just don’t have the time
or ability to properly moderate it, and unmoderated, the results are depressing
and something I don’t want here.

53. Anthony Garrett
July 30, 2006

Peter,

Duly noted. I simply wanted to present a positive alternative area to strings
where basic progress might be made, as well as congratulate you on your fine
book that debunks string theory.

Anton
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Various and Sundry

July 21, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Since it’s summer, lots of conferences going on:

The Institute in Princeton has its usual summer program designed to train graduate
students and postdocs in string theory. The schedule and lecture notes are here.

On the opposite coast, with an opposite point of view about particle physics, there’s
the SLAC Summer Institute, which is on LHC physics. The program and lecture notes
are here. One of the organizers, JoAnne Hewett, has a posting about this at Cosmic
Variance.

In Australia there’s a conference on the Mathematics of String Theory going on, with
a satellite workshop next week in Adelaide.

Last weekend there was a conference entitled Under the Spell of Physics, in honor of
‘t Hooft’s 60th birthday. Many of the talks sound interesting; here’s the program, but
unfortunately the talks are not online. From what I hear ‘t Hooft remains quite
skeptical about string theory, Polyakov said that current ideas about how to apply
string theory to nature are wrong, and the lack of progress in fundamental theory was
a concern of many of the participants.

I’ve been thinking a lot about BRST recently, and happened to run across the
Wikipedia entry for BRST Formalism. The entry had something I hadn’t seen before, a
banner announcing that “This article or section may be confusing or unclear for
some readers, and should be edited to rectify this”, and that the attention of an expert
and a complete rewrite was needed. I have to say that I feel that way about most of
the literature on BRST…

Soon to appear in the AMS Bulletin is an article by Sinai entitled Mathematicians and
Physicists = Cats and Dogs?

The Cao-Zhu paper with a proof of Poincare/Geometrization is now out in paper
copies of the Asian Journal of Mathematics, but still is not on the journal’s web-site. I
hear that someone who called them to ask about this was told that they’re trying to
make some money by selling the paper copies of this particular issue. Many libraries
are now only paying for on-line access to journals like this, not sure what happens in
this case. Today’s Wall Street Journal had an article by Sharon Begley about the
Poincare proof story.

Jim Weatherall, who was recently a physics student at Harvard, now works at the
Center for Science Writings at Stevens with John Horgan. He has a web-site, which
includes his paper on Effective Field Theories and the Pragmatics of Explanation.

Two reviews of my book are from Sabine Hassenfelder and from Science A GoGo.

FQXI was supposed to announce the winners of its Templeton-funded grants this past
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weekend, but still nothing on their web-site. It will be interesting to see what their
choices are for fundamental research in physics that is not being supported by the
usual channels.

Update: The FQXI web-site now says they’ll be publicly announcing grants on
Monday, July 31.

Comments

1. QWERTY
July 21, 2006

YAKOB SINAIS ARTICLE IS DISAPPOINTING.

THERE ARE SOME WONDERFUL ANECDOTES AND QUOTEATIONS,
ESPECIALLY ABOUT AND FROM ISRAEL GELFAND!!

BUT OVERALL IT SEEMS TO LACK SUBSTANCE WHEN MEASURED AGAINST
SINAIS STATUE.

AS FAR AS I CAN SEE IT SAYS
1 PHYSISISTS ARE INTUITIVE BUT LACK RIGOR
2 MATHEMATICS IS STILL IMPORTANT
3 IT IS HARD FOR MATHEMATICIANS AND PHYSICISTS TO LEARN EACH
OTHERS WAY OF THOUGHTS

THIS IS COMPLETELY OBVIOUS, AND ISNT EVEN SAID VERY COHESIVELY.

BUT ISRAEL GELFANDS BITING SARCASM QUOTES SOUNDS WONDERFUL,
IT REDEEMS THE ARTICLE.

THE ASIAN JOURNAL IS BEING VERY VERY EVIL AND GREADY, WE SHOULD
BE ABLE TO SEE POINCARE PROOF ONLINE. ALSO IT DOES NOT HELP TO
ADRESS THE CYNICISM ABOUT THE PROOF. ARE THERE ANY FAMOUS
PEOPLE OF GEOMETRY (NOT YAU WHO SEEMS TO BE DOING POLITICS)
WHO HAVE SCRUTINIED THIS PROOF?

2. Garrett
July 21, 2006

I like this introduction to BRST:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0201124

Are there other good introductions out there on the arxiv or on the net? I think
BRST is of foundational importance. And it would be nice to further develop a
geometric understanding, especially in its application for nonabelian Yang-Mills
fields.

There are some hints in the earlier literature of a geometry behind BRST, with

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0201124
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0201124


ghost fields literally added to connections in some sort of hybrid bundle, but my
understanding is sketchy.

3. Thomas Larsson
July 22, 2006

A nice, brief introduction to BRST (or rather BV) from a mathematical
perspective is Jim Stasheff’s secret paper http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9712157.

4. Garrett
July 22, 2006

The neat thing that’s hinted at, at least for BRST applied to nonabelian gauge
theory, is that the BRST operator, s, is a sort of exterior derivative (added to the
exterior derivative on the base manifold) that acts in a discrete “direction”, and
the ghosts are the components of the connection in that direction.

Here’s an introductory paper related to that point of view:

http://www.mathcs.emory.edu/~rudolf/localbrst.pdf

(And thanks for the paper you linked, Thomas.)

5. anon
July 22, 2006

I believe you can get a good intuitive understanding of BRST (although certainly
not in its full generality) from studying Feynman diagrams. I think ‘t Hoof did
some of this in his very early work on renormalization of gauge theories.

6. Peter Orland
July 22, 2006

Like a lot of people, I appreciated the original BRS work
since it can be used to generate a useful form of gauge-theory
Ward identities to prove renormalizability. Beyond that, BRST just seems a way
of eliminating unphysical degrees of freedom.

The fascination with BRST by many people seems a little questionable to me,
however. Some people actually think it is fundamental, but I can’t see how this
could be true. It is basically a perturbative supersymmetry. It doesn’t work with a
nonperturbative regularization – which means the lattice gauge theory (there is
no other successful non-perturbative regularization). Herbert Neuberger wrote
an interesting paper on this, some years ago.

BRST may be interesting mathematics, but its utility in much of physics is limited
to to perturbation theory. This makes it an important tool, but not a path to a
fundamental understanding of non-Abelian gauge theories. I am aware that it has
a lot of utility in other areas, but I can’t help suspecting that it can’t be used
beyond perturbation theory even in those cases.

7. Peter Woit
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July 22, 2006

Hi Peter,

It certainly is true and interesting that you don’t seem to need to gauge-fix in the
lattice theory, but I still think there should be a non-perturbative version of
BRST, and understanding it might teach one something interesting.

One reason for believing this is that one aspect of (quantum) BRST is something
well-known to mathematicians: Lie algebra cohomology. The Lie algebra
cohomology of a representation is just about by definition the invariant part of
the representation. So, this is a mathematical gadget precisely designed to pick
out the physical subspace in the Hilbert space of a gauge theory, and the
existence of such a gadget should be a very general feature of the quantum
theory, not dependent on perturbation theory. Whether one can construct it
explicitly non-perturbatively is another question.

In the lattice theory, one picks out the gauge invariant subspace by integrating
over the gauge group, and one can get away with this because for a finite lattice
this is compact.

I’m not sure which Neuberger paper you’re referring to. I’d be interested to hear
more from anyone who knows of good references to papers where people try to
do BRST on the lattice.

8. Peter Orland
July 22, 2006

Hi Peter,

I think the source of our disagreement is technical, not philosophical.
Ultimately what the lattice tells you is that the Lie group is more important than
the lie Algebra. I think that there is something fundamentally wrong with trying
to use Lie algebras to define gauge theory nonperturbative.

I can’t prove my assertion, but I have several of arguments why it
is probably true. For example, strong-coupling calculations are the key to why
QCD confines, at least for large bare coupling. Such expansions make no sense
without a compact field degree of freedom.

Neuberger’s paper is in the hep-lat archive. I think he actually
wrote several papers. In the first one he was trying to prove BRST, but
actually proved a no-go theorem in the second. My memory on
this is vague, unfortunately.

One possible way out – generalize BRST to compact spaces. If you
know some compact version of supersymmetry, perhaps it can be
dome.

9. Peter Woit
July 22, 2006



Peter,

You may be right, the difference between the Lie algebra and the group may be
crucial. But even so, you should in principle be able to define the part of the
Hilbert space invariant just under infinitiesimal gauge transformations. The part
invariant under the gauge group should be a subspace of this. Understanding the
difference between the two spaces would be interesting.

I think of BRST as Lie algebra cohomology, there are various versions of
cohomology that use instead the full group. But in the compact case, they’re
really the same. Hmm, actually in the lattice case, since the group is compact,
presumably one can show that, for a connected group, being invariant under the
Lie algebra is the same as being invariant under the group. Have to think more
about that…

10. Peter Orland
July 22, 2006

Well, that in a way is the point. Gauge transformations on the lattice
sit in a Lie group SU(N) to the power of the number of lattice sites.
This is crucially different from the Lie algebra. It is not just the fields
which are compact.

By the way, this is a bit of self-promotion (parties disinterested in the
confinement problem should ignore it), but I have recently put out a paper on
confinement in lattice gauge theory at weak coupling. The compactness of the
gauge group is crucial there too, just as at strong coupling. The gauge theory is
in 2+1 dimensions, the coupling are anisotropic, it’s only SU(2), but it’s the only
case I know where things seems to work for unbroken non-Abelian gauge
groups. None of
this will work unless the theory is on a lattice (and I think it does
work, if the theory is on a lattice).

OK, sorry about the advertisement, but I still think you need a BRST which is
some sense is compact, otherwise important physics is missed.

11. A knight who says ni
July 22, 2006

>The Cao-Zhu paper with a proof of Poincare/Geometrization is >now out in
paper copies of the Asian Journal of Mathematics, but >still is not on the
journal’s web-site. I hear that someone who >called them to ask about this was
told that they’re trying to make >some money by selling the paper copies of this
particular issue. >Many libraries are now only paying for on-line access to
journals >like this, not sure what happens in this case.

This sounds really strange.

The online access to the papers in AJM isn’t free. So does this actually mean that
people are not going to get what they are paying for?



12. Peter Orland
July 22, 2006

Peter,

By the way, there is a non-lattice way to define gauge theories
nonperturbatively in 2+1 dimensions, due to Karabali and Nair. They use a
parametrization of the gauge orbits which is a kind of gauge fixing (someone
showed this gauge fixing is closely related to background-field gauge). Strong
coupling-expansions, done
by diagonalizing the kinetic term of the Hamiltonian are possible. There is a
severe Gribov problem in generalizing this idea to 3+1, BUT…

Is there a BRST for Karabali and Nair’s parametrization? I doubt it.
It seems worth looking into though…

13. Peter Woit
July 22, 2006

Knight,

I don’t know what AJM is doing about this. Maybe they’re sending paper copies
to people who just paid for on-line access, maybe the paper will appear online,
just later. My information that they are doing this to raise money is third hand,
and not necessarily completely reliable. However I do have first hand
information that the paper version exists (it’s downstairs in our library), and that
the on-line one doesn’t., and that’s kind of unusual.

14. Kiff
July 22, 2006

Is there any good introductory article which gives the big picture of BRST
methods in general (as opposed to a case by case analysis) which isn’t targeted
to mathematicians?

15. Moshe Rozali
July 22, 2006

Peter Orland:

A couple of points that caught my attention:

1. When you say that BRST is perturbative, you mean it is only useful in
perturbation theory, or that it is only defined perturbatively? The latter seems
surprising to me. Maybe this is just then statement that on the lattice there is no
need for gauge fixing?

2. Karabali and Nair work in the temporal gauge, and then use a clever
parametrization of the gauge-fixed degrees of freedom, naively I would expect
BRST to be more or less unaffected, even if the clever parametrization allows for
some strong coupling results. On the other hand I am not sure what you mean in



the statement that their parametrization is similar to background field gauge…

Thanks,

Moshe

16. Aaron Bergman
July 22, 2006

Nobody’s mentioned the book by Henneaux and Teitelboim?

17. Thomas Larsson
July 23, 2006

The basic idea behind BRST applies more generally than to gauge symmetries.
Whenever one has a complicated factor space, one can try to replace it by a
sequence of simple spaces, such that the original space is recovered as the
cohomology space H^0.

In BRST, one constructs the space of connections modulo gauge transformations
in this way. In BV, one instead constructs phase space (even without gauge
symmetries), as the space of histories modulo Euler-Lagrange equations. Just as
one may coordinatize the space of connections module gauge transformations by
fixing a gauge, one may coordinatize phase space by fixing a foliation – a history
q(t) is specified by q and p = dq/dt at t = 0. But BRST teaches us that one
obtains a cleaner and simpler description by cohomological means, where one
does not have to make such arbitrary choices. Physics is hard as it is, without
introducing spurious complications by hand.

One such complication, which has been discussed at length in connection with
LQG, is the difference between the 3-diffeo and Hamiltonian constraints, which is
an artefact of the introduction of a foliation. In cohomological and thus covariant
formulations, both are part of the 4-diffeo constraint, because no foliation needs
to be introduced.

18. Peter Orland
July 23, 2006

Moshe,

Formally BRST is fine in unregularized Yang-Mills. In perturbation
theory, it is still fine. If you try to define the theory beyond perturbation theory,
Neuberger’s theorem says (at least on the lattice) there are problems. My
prejudice (and I stress that it is
only that) is that this makes BRST useless in understanding problems like quark
confinement.

Karabali and Nair do more than a temporal gauge fixing. They
also solve Gauss’s law. The resulting variables describe gauge
orbits. In this sense, they have a physical gauge condition, like
axial or Coulomb gauge, but with the Gribov problem eliminated. There are other



ways to do similar things, but I was expressing doubt (not a proof!) that BRST is
satisfied after this further gauge fixing.

My comment about background field gauge is a little technical.
It is the gauge in which a variation of the gauge connection
has vanishing covariant divergence. This was first discussed
by Babelon and Viallet around 1980. It is a useful gauge for
discussing orbit space geometry (inner products, curvature,….).

Peter O.

19. D R Lunsford
July 23, 2006

Peter said

The Lie algebra cohomology of a representation is just about by definition the
invariant part of the representation. So, this is a mathematical gadget precisely
designed to pick out the physical subspace in the Hilbert space of a gauge
theory, and the existence of such a gadget should be a very general feature of
the quantum theory, not dependent on perturbation theory.

This reminds me of the role of Lie derivatives in GR. Although unnecessary to
formulate the theory, the Lie derivatives of this and that represent actual
physical things, e.g. transport phenomena. I wonder if this is coincidental.

-drl

20. Moshe Rozali
July 24, 2006

Thanks Peter, I will have a look.

21. Thomas Love
July 25, 2006

I must agree with Qwerty’s assessment: “YAKOB SINAIS ARTICLE IS
DISAPPOINTING”. Mathematicians and Physicists are not like cats and dogs,
they are more like husband and wife (I’m not sure which is which), they often
argue, but when they work together, the result can bring a new life into being.

22. LostHisMarbles
July 25, 2006

What is curious is that way back in the good old days, people like Newton were
considered mathematicians (and natural philosophers). Newton worked on optics
~ designed the Newtonian reflector (and dabbled in alchemy). Gauss was a
mathematician, yet the unit of magnetic field is named after him. Many famous
mathematicians (Bernoullis, Lagrange, Laplace, etc) worked on problems of
physics — witness the classic pdes = Laplace, heat, wave, all motivated by
physics. The dichotomy (if that is the right word) between physicists and



mathematicians seems to be a modern (20th century?) phenomenon.

If my own marriage is anything to go by, physicists are husbands. They are
willing to be pragmatic about things. The wife will insist on every nitpicking
detail.

23. q2
July 26, 2006

The rumors of AJM trying to make money by selling copies of the current issue
seem to be corroborated by the bottom of this webpage, wherein we learn that
we can have the issue for the low low price of $69.

I’m not sure what exactly online subscribers to AJM (or the other International
Press journals for that matter) are paying for, since as near as I can tell all the
articles seem to be freely downloadable by anyone.

Incidentally, Morgan and Tian’s exposition of the proof of the Poincare
conjecture can now be had for the low low price of $0 at http://xxx.lanl.gov
/abs/math.DG/0607607

24. anon
July 26, 2006

“I’m not sure what exactly online subscribers to AJM (or the other International
Press journals for that matter) are paying for, since as near as I can tell all the
articles seem to be freely downloadable by anyone.”

Since it is freely available online, that must reduce the number of printed
subscription contributors to a few libraries. Hence the unit cost of printing is
very high. It’s down to the economy of scale: offset litho only becomes cheap
when the total sales dwarf the high cost of film-setting (producing printing
plates).

25. A knight who says ni
July 26, 2006

>I’m not sure what exactly online subscribers to AJM (or the other International
Press journals for that matter) are paying for, since as near as I can tell all the
articles seem to be freely downloadable by anyone.

Well, what about this then?

26. q2
July 26, 2006

>>Well, what about this then?

Well yeah, that was kind of my point…they do have an online subscription option,
but I can’t see why anyone would choose to buy one when nonsubscribers can
download all the papers for free (granted, now with the exception of the Cao-Zhu
paper).
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Unless of course the idea is that when International Press decides for whatever
reason to deny open access to some article (like Cao-Zhu) the online subscribers
would still get it–but this seems like it would be too rare and unforeseeable to
cause anyone to subscribe.

Whatever, it’s not important.

27. Anon
July 26, 2006

There is also a Physics Reports review by Henneaux et al.

28. MathPhys
July 27, 2006

Cao and Zhu’s paper is freely available to download from AJM. You don’t need to
be a subscriber.

29. woit
July 27, 2006

Hi MathPhys,

I beat you to this news by about 5 minutes….

30. MathPhys
July 28, 2006

Only 5 minutes??? I’m honoured!!!



Latest on Poincare

July 27, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

A new 473-page paper by Gang Tian and my colleague John Morgan that gives a
complete proof of the Poincare conjecture based upon the argument outlined by
Grigori Perelman (which carries out the program of my other Columbia colleague
Richard Hamilton) is now available as a preprint on the arXiv entitled Ricci Flow and
the Poincare Conjecture. This paper is in the process of being refereed and should
ultimately appear as a book in the monograph series that the Clay Math Institute
publishes with the AMS.

Morgan and Tian just provide a proof of Poincare, not the full geometrization
conjecture. Other sources for worked out details of Perelman’s argument are the
notes by Kleiner and Lott, and the recent paper by Cao-Zhu that appeared in the
Asian Journal of Mathematics. Cao-Zhu provide fewer details than Morgan-Tian, but
do give a proof of geometrization. Until very recently the Cao-Zhu paper was only
available in the paper version of the journal, for sale by International Press for
$69.00. Yesterday the journal put the full paper on-line, and it’s available here.

Latest rumor I hear is that the Fields Medal committee has definitely chosen
Perelman as a Fields medalist, with the appearance of these detailed proofs using his
arguments clinching the deal. However it remains unclear whether he’ll show up in
Madrid, or even actually accept the honor being offered him.

Update: There’s an article about this in this week’s Nature.

Update: The September issue of the Notices of the AMS has an excellent article by
Allyn Jackson about this. Next week’s Science Times is supposed to have an article by
Dennis Overbye.

Comments

1. Scott Aaronson
July 27, 2006

I used to wonder: what would happen if mathematicians received the solution to
a centuries-old open problem in the form of a coded message from an
extraterrestrial intelligence? Would they put their other projects aside, and work
together to decode the message? Would they understand the solution? Would
they try to start a dialogue with the intelligence? Would they credit it (maybe
even offering it a Fields medal), or would they treat it roughly like astronomers
treat a gamma-ray burst? While we still don’t know the answers to these
questions, it’s possible that we have more insight than we did a few years ago.

2. woit
July 27, 2006
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Scott,

A weaker version of this has already happened, with mathematics getting
unexpected solutions to problems via coded messages from Edward Witten, who
some have suspected of an intelligence extra-terrestrial in origin. Many
mathematicians did put their other projects aside and worked together to decode
the message. They did start a dialog with the intelligence, but it remains unclear
whether they understood what he was telling them (see the two-volume IAS set
on QFT that this dialog inspired, for evidence to argue the case either way).

They definitely did credit the intelligence, and gave him a Fields medal.

3. Deane
July 28, 2006

Peter,

Could you elaborate on what you mean by “Cao-Zhu provide fewer details than
Morgan-Tian” and on what basis you make this judgement? If it’s from reading
the papers themselves, could you point to where this is apparent?

4. woit
July 28, 2006

Deane,

I haven’t done more than skim the papers myself and I’m no expert. That
comment was based largely on the fact that the Morgan-Tian paper is much
longer than Cao-Zhu, and yet doesn’t cover as much (no geometrization),
together with impressions I got (which may be mistaken), from talking to people
who have looked more carefully at both papers. I’d love to hear here from an
expert who could more accurately compare the two papers.

5. Walt
July 28, 2006

I’ve heard it suggested that both John von Neumann and Alexander Grothendieck
were aliens, so Scott, I think your hypothesis has been amply tested. The real
question is why are aliens interfering with the progress of mathematics? What is
their purpose? Is it benign, or (as I suspect) sinister? What mathematical truths
are they preventing us from discovering by distracting us in this way?

6. Cynthia
July 28, 2006

Peter,

Using layman’s language, would you briefly explain how the Poincare Conjecture
might spill over into the foundations of theoretical physics?
I would greatly appreciate your input/thoughts on this matter…

Best,



7. LostHisMarbles
July 28, 2006

So Perelman can receive a Fields medal without actually writing up a proper
proof? Just an outline that others fill in? Could Wiles have won a FM if he had
said (while age

8. John Baez
July 28, 2006

There’s a fun Wall Street Journal article on Perelman and the Clay Mathematics
Institute’s million-dollar prize for proving the Poincare conjecture. It’ll be
interesting to see how they deal with the complicated mess that’s been brewing.
I don’t think they expected someone working on such an important conjecture to
not bother publishing in a refereed journal!

9. Peter Woit
July 28, 2006

Cynthia,

Sorry, but I don’t really see any relevance of the Poincare conjecture to
fundamental theoretical physics. With some effort one might come up with some
very speculative idea along these lines, but there’s nothing I’m aware of of this
kind that there’s any evidence for.

10. Aaron Bergman
July 28, 2006

It is kind of amusing that Ricci flow, the basis for Perelman’s proof, shows up in
the RG equations for a 2D sigma model, but as far as I know nobody has done
anything with that.

11. urs
July 28, 2006

It is kind of amusing that Ricci flow, the basis for Perelman’s proof,
shows up in the RG equations for a 2D sigma model, but as far as I
know nobody has done anything with that.

I gather that the proof involves showing that the Ricci flow on any simply-
connected 3-fold goes towards a fixed point which is precisely the 3-sphere.

Now, the plain 2D-sigma model on the 3-sphere is not conformal, since the
3-sphere is not Ricci flat. So are we really talking about the SU(2) WZW model?

12. MathPhys
July 28, 2006

There are paprs by I Bakas on Ricci flows from a 2D field theory point of view.
My recollection is that he has to deal with gauge groups with generators that
have continuous indices, or something that strange.

http://www.lehigh.edu/~dmd1/pc724
http://www.lehigh.edu/~dmd1/pc724
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Poincare_Conjecture/
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Poincare_Conjecture/


13. Comentator
July 28, 2006

In reference to John Baez post; The Clay Comitee already made it clear in its
rules to determine the prize winner that. “It is discretionary to the comitee to
award the prize even if the proof has not been properly published in a refeered
journal as long as it survived the scrutiny period of at least two years”.

14. conjecturedepoincaré
July 29, 2006

I conjecture that Grigori Perelman will be the first awardee to turn down the
Fields Medal. If we assume such an occurrence, then one can infer that he will
be absent in Madrid, when the IMU disciples/attachés meet.

It will be interesting to observe how a few hundreds of thousand of dollars
(amounting in toto to more than a million) from the Clay Institute and IMU safes
will get distributed in the months to come, amongst the few people who have
worked on the proof. After all, awarding prizes and money has always been a real
fuss, but sometimes arguably useful.

However, we take the opportunity to applaud the great intellectual triumph of
this little group of people whose work have, for decades, been directed towards
engineering mathematical techniques to solve one of the greatest problems in
the realm of reason. And bravo Perelman!

15. D R Lunsford
July 29, 2006

Waldron vs. Woit – this was a cakewalk. “Marketplace for ideas” – what idiocy.
Peter, speak more slowly and don’t pull punches in these interviews!!

-drl

16. D R Lunsford
July 29, 2006

sorry the above was meant for the other thread

17. Walt
July 29, 2006

Why is everyone so sure Perelman will turn down the Fields? Did he say that?

18. ObsessiveMathsFreak
July 30, 2006

Wow. The paper is in fact quite readable. I predict two things resulting from this
readability. One, it will be denounced by mathematicians as inadequate, and two,
the proof will stand the test of time.

19. ObsessiveMathsFreak



July 30, 2006

I meant the Cao-Zhu paper, which contains clearer proofs, not the Tian-Morgan,
whos prrofs seem much more reticent.

20. nonblogger
July 30, 2006

According to the ICM website
http://www.icm2006.org/press/bulletins/bulletin20/#poincare
“Although Perelman himself, reluctant at least until now to appear at public
events, will be absent, the subject will undoubtedly be the highlight of the
congress.“.

Perelman is obviously aware of the impact of his work as he met many people
during his lectures in the US, and clearly for him the ICM would be a waste of
time (lots of media attention and no new maths or contacts). So not coming there
only means he’s not too much of a party animal, nothing wrong with that.

21. conjecturedepoincaré
July 31, 2006

Walt said:

“Why is everyone so sure Perelman will turn down the Fields? Did he say that?”

To answer your second question, as far as I know, Perelman did not say anything
about whether he would accept or decline the award of a Fields medal. If there’s
a statement of his concerning this, to him at least, trivial issue, then you
understand that I am unaware of it.

As far as I am concerned, I was just speculating his refusal of the Fields medal,
and there are a few indications that he might actually do so.

1) He has already rejected at least one mathematical prize. In 1996, he refused
to accept an award in Budapest, Hungary, from the European Mathematical
Society.

2) I read on the wikipage about him that he is said to be “very unmaterialistic”.

3) In an article (“On the verge of a solution”) by Douglas Birch, which appeared
in The Baltimore Sun (January 19, 2004), it is written (I quote):
“But the 37-year-old native of Leningrad, now St. Petersburg, doesn’t seem
interested in money or acclaim. While he could probably get a far more lucrative
job in the West, he earns only about $200 a month at the Steklov Institute of
Mathematics in St. Petersburg.”

4) In a news announcement of The Abdus Salam International Centre for
Theoretical Physics, I read (I quote):
“There is also some indication, as yet unconfirmed, that he will not accept the
US$1 million prize from the Clay Mathematics Institute in Cambridge,

http://www.icm2006.org/press/bulletins/bulletin20/#poincare
http://www.icm2006.org/press/bulletins/bulletin20/#poincare


Massachusetts, if it is offered.”

These might, or might not, be taken to be true (to the extent that they come from
the mouth of the mathematician, if at all, undistorted). Some uncertainty indeed!

After all, we all share the opinion that Perelman doesn’t care much, if at all,
about the prizes (Clay and Fields) and millions. He just needs to be left to do his
work, like he’s been doing in the last decade or so. He proved Thurston’s
Geometrization conjecture was true (with demonstration), that’s what really
counts in history.

I think that one pertinent and actually significant reason, in the societal context
at least, of his refusal would be that he may be concerned that the talk, and
possible eventual acceptance, of the prize moneys could make him a target of the
Russian underworld. I don’t think the society of mathematicians wants to risk
this kind of thing to happen to one of its most able members.

So far, we know from the announcement on the ICM 2006 website (thanks to
nonblogger for the link) that Perelman will indeed be absent. But this does not
exclude the fact that a possible Fields medal could be awarded in absentia, if this
can happen at all. Well, we will know in a few days’ time!

22. gunpowder&noodles
July 31, 2006

ST Yau has a paper in the arxiv today in which it is pointed out that the Chinese
were the first to invent pasta, gunpowder, magnetism, etc etc etc, and that it is
long past time that they were accorded their rightful place at the head of etc etc
etc.

23. offended
August 2, 2006

The previous comment is a libelous mischaracterizatization of Yau’s talk. The
commenter either (a) has an axe to grind against Yau, or (b) is a racist.

24. Peter Woit
August 2, 2006

Unfortunately this is a subject where a lot of people have axes to grind. Please
don’t do this here.

25. Comentator
August 2, 2006

I would suggest to wait for the validation of the proof presented by Perelman,
and hence the paper by Cao and Zhu. and others. Remember that The Pioncare
Conjecture is notorious for its technicalities and has stopped many great
mathematicians in the past.
British Prof. Dunwoody’s proof being the latest to come short.



26. Fair
August 2, 2006

Let be fair here: I respect Yau but not what he said in several of his interviews:
1) Someone won the Veblen under his influence on the committee;
2) in the Qiao Bao July 9 2006 issue, Chinese Weekend, he SAID THIS, “But the
other group of mathematicians–Morgan and Tian Gan, they said they already had
their paper, but it’s been two months from now, if they have it, why not publish
it? They said, their 400 page manuscript had been submitted to America’s Clay
Math Institute. I (this year) in late April asked this institute’s director, his name
is Carlson, he said he doesn’t have this “manuscript”, but only an “introduction”.

27. Agree with Fair
August 2, 2006

That’s true. Professor Yau once criticized the Chinese people for envying their
people’s accomplishment. He in that interview claimed that if these critics of Zhu
and Cao’s work can understand the paper of Poincare Conjecture, he would
award them with 10000 dollars (or yuans?) However, on the other hand, he
repels the work of another Chinese mathematician–Tian, work done jointly with
Morgan. So much contradictions in his talks and interviews. Hope he is not a
hypocrite.

28. Sarah M
August 2, 2006

So whose work in Poincare conjecture is THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT? I
heard that Freedman, Thurston, Hamilton, Perelman and Smale have all worked
on it. It seems it’s just the Ricci Flow and Thurston’s Geometrization that play
the role in solving the problem. IF the tools are handily ready, then solving the
Poincare Conjecture isn’t like work on an extremely lengthy Olympiad math
problem? Any ideas?

29. Walt
August 2, 2006

I think Smale’s work only applies to higher dimensions, and doesn’t help at all
for the 3-d Poincare conjecture, but I could be wrong. Thurston sketched out a
new way of looking at 3-manifolds, but his role somewhat analogous to
Poincare’s. Hamilton invented the key technique to prove the conjecture, but if
his idea by itself was sufficient to solve the problem, then he would have done it
himself.

30. anon
August 3, 2006

“A weaker version of this has already happened, with mathematics getting
unexpected solutions to problems via coded messages from Edward Witten, who
some have suspected of an intelligence extra-terrestrial in origin.” – Woit.

Susskind says something similar about Edward Witten in a recent invterview see



http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout
/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1154082909559&call_pageid=1105528093962&
col=1105528093790 which is an article in The Toronto Star by Siobhan Roberts:

“… at a public lecture at the Strings05 conference in Toronto, an audience
member politely berated physicists for their bewildering smorgasbord of
analogies, asking why the scientists couldn’t reach consensus on a few key
analogies so as to convey a more coherent and unified message to the public.

“The answer came as a disappointment. Robbert Dijkgraaf, a mathematical
physicist at the University of Amsterdam, bluntly stated that the plethora of
analogies is an indication that string theorists themselves are grappling with the
mysteries of their work; they are groping in the dark and thus need every
glimmering of analogical input they can get.

‘ “What makes our field work, particularly in the present climate of not having
very much in the way of newer experimental information, is the diversity of
analogy, the diversity of thinking,” says Leonard Susskind, the Felix Bloch
professor of theoretical physics at Stanford, and the discoverer of string theory.

‘ “Every really good physicist I know has their own absolutely unique way of
thinking,” says Susskind. “No two of them think alike. And I would say it’s that
diversity that makes the whole subject progress. I have a very idiosyncratic way
of thinking. My friend Ed Witten (at Princeton’s Institute for Advanced Study)
has a very idiosyncratic way of thinking. We think so differently, it’s amazing that
we can ever interact with each other. We learn how. And one of the ways we
learn how is by using analogy.”

“Susskind considers analogy particularly important in the current era because
physics is almost going beyond the ken of human intelligence.

‘ “Physicists have gone through many generations of rewiring themselves, to
learn how to think about things in a way which initially was very counterintuitive
and very far beyond what nature wired us for,” he says. Physicists compensate
for their evolutionary shortcomings, he says, either by learning how to use
abstract mathematics or by building analogies.

“Susskind, for his own part, deploys more of the latter. Analogy is one of his most
reliable tools (visual thinking is the other). And Susskind has a few favourites
that he always returns to, especially when he is stuck or confused.

“He thinks of black holes as an infinite lake with boats swirling toward a drain at
the bottom, and he envisions the expanding universe as an inflating balloon.

“However, the real art of analogy, he says, “is not just making them up and using
them, but knowing when they’re defective, knowing their limitations. All
analogies are defective at some level.”

“A balloon eventually pops, for example, whereas a universe does not. At least
not yet.”

http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1154082909559&call_pageid=1105528093962&col=1105528093790
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1154082909559&call_pageid=1105528093962&col=1105528093790
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1154082909559&call_pageid=1105528093962&col=1105528093790
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1154082909559&call_pageid=1105528093962&col=1105528093790
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1154082909559&call_pageid=1105528093962&col=1105528093790
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1154082909559&call_pageid=1105528093962&col=1105528093790


31. gunpowder&noodles
August 3, 2006

The Chinese invented Pythagoras’s theorem hundreds of years before
Pythagoras. They were knitting woollen sweaters 6000 years ago when
Europeans were wearing skins. They invented tiramisu 10000 years before the
Italians, and were watching TV 20000000 years ago when Europeans had not
even evolved eyes yet. No grounds for surprise that they proved Poincare first.

32. Sarah Noah
August 4, 2006

Perelman certainly deserves the Fields, I think only he and Grothedieck are the
only two great mathematicians who do not pay attention to fame and glory, as I
know. Does the proof of the geometrization automatically include a proof of the
Poincare conjecture?

33. Peter Woit
August 5, 2006

Sarah,

I agree Perelman deserves the Fields. But there are plenty of other great
mathematicians who don’t seem to be very interested in fame or glory.
Grothendieck didn’t turn down the Fields medal, and his refusal to accept the
Crafoord prize came when he was already isolating himself from the world in an
eccentric fashion. In “Recolte et Semailles” he has harsh things to say about
Deligne, which seem to be based on his feeling that Deligne was getting credit
for his ideas.

Yes, geometrization includes Poincare as a special case.

34. Jeremy Longman
August 7, 2006

Peter,

Grigori Perelman carried out the program of Richard Hamilton with some new
methods. Cao-Zhu’s paper claims it grows out of the theories of Hamilton and
Perelman and completes the proof of the Poincaré and the geometrization
conjectures (from what I read, Perelman’s papers seem to grow out of the work
of Hamilton and others too). Cao-Zhu’s paper is published in a refereed journal.
Unless it is found that there are gaps or even errors in the Cao-Zhu paper, should
the proof of the conjectures be considered as finished? If so, are the Kleiner-Lott
paper and the Morgan-Tian paper appeared a little too late? Especially for the
Morgan-Tian paper, it was posted on Arxiv one month after the publication of the
Cao-Zhu paper.

Jeremy

35. Lilian



August 7, 2006

As concerning if Morgan-Tian’s paper is too late, everyone knows they have been
working on it and by the time Zhu and Cao were done with their paper, Morgan
and Tian had their ready also. I think they were just trying to polish the paper
but when they saw Cao and Zhu’s came out, they believe it was time to have
theirs published. That’s my guess.

36. Walt
August 7, 2006

My guess is that since there’s a gigantic mess for who gets credit for what, that
everyone will just sidestep the issue, and call it the Geometrization Theorem or
something like that. The Clay Institute doesn’t have that out, of course.

37. Peter Woit
August 7, 2006

I believe Morgan-Tian went to the referees in May, before the Cao-Zhu
manuscript was available, so their work was completely independent. Most of
Kleiner-Lott was freely available on the web quite a while ago, long before they
posted a version to the arXiv, and Cao-Zhu refer to this in their paper. Kleiner-
Lott worked out many details of Perelman, but didn’t write up a full proof of
Poincare.

My own guess about how the math community will ultimately apportion credit
for this is that the proof is based on Hamilton’s program, that important new
ideas were required to make it work, and that those are due to Perelman. It
seems that Perelman’s outline of a proof was essentially correct. Credit for
working out the details of Perelman’s proof will go to a sizable group of people,
including Kleiner-Lott, Cao-Zhu and Morgan-Tian, but I’d be very surprised if the
Clay committee considers this kind of work something that should be rewarded
with part of the million dollars.

38. Jeremy
August 7, 2006

Peter,

What happens if Hamilton had claimed that he had given outline of a proof to the
Poincaré and the geometrization conjectures in 1982, when he first introduced
the Ricci flow approach, then he would leave it to the others to fill in the details
(gaps)? Of course, he didn’t. He went on to fill in the details and faced some
serious difficulties. But if he did, would Perelman’s work also be considered as
filling the details?

Hamilton started the program. He did not finish it, probably because he didn’t
know how to fill in some the details. Is it possible that Perelman also didn’t know
how to fill in some of the details of his outline?

Perelman is a great mathematician. So is Hamilton. Their work has shown that.



But it does not mean that they know how to complete the proof of the
conjectures.

Kleiner-Lott devoted much of their almost 200 pages paper to fill in Perelman’s
gaps; Morgan-Tian devoted a large part of their more than 400 pages paper to
fill in some of Perelman’s gaps (not including geometrization); Cao-Zhu devoted a
large part of their more than 300 pages paper to fill in some Perelman’s gaps and
some Hamilton’s gaps (Cao-Zhu do have some of their own ideas to fill in
Hamilton’s gaps). Obviously, these are not small gaps. Are they?

Cao-Zhu, Kleiner-Lott and Morgan-Tian must have faced and solved many serious
difficulties too. Kleiner-Lott did not write up a complete proof, but Cao-Zhu (for
Poincaré and geometrization) and Morgan-Tian (for Poincaré) did. I believe that
they all should share the credit with Hamilton and Perelman for completing the
proof of the Poincaré conjecture. In fact, if there is nothing wrong in their
papers. They are the ones who really completed the proof. Right?

As for the prize money. None of the U.S. based professors really need it. Do they?

39. woit
August 7, 2006

Jeremy,

Hamilton never claimed that he had an outline of a proof of Poincare that could
be completed by filling in “details”. The new ideas that Perelman came up with
were not details, but original insights, mathematics not of a routine kind, but of
the highest level. Perelman did claim that he had an outline that just required
details to fill in, not any new insights. He could very well have been wrong. If so,
Morgan/Tian and Cao/Zhu would have come to a point where standard
techniques weren’t enough to fill in the outline. As far as I know, this didn’t
happen, and Perelman’s claims turned out to be correct.

As for the money, most people are of the opinion that they could use more.
Perelman seems to be an unusual case and the story is that he doesn’t want the
money. I doubt Hamilton (or most other mathematicians) would turn it down.

40. Jeremy
August 9, 2006

Peter,

I cann’t remember which professor said this: “anything that is proved is obvious,
nothing is obvious before it is proved”. Does this have any true in it? Can I
replace “obvious” with your ” of a routine kind”?

Money is such a distraction. I thought that keeping mathematics out of Nobel
Prize is to keep mathematicians concentrated.

41. Peter Woit
August 9, 2006



Jeremy,

It’s certainly true that after someone has come up with a new idea, it often looks
“obvious” and it’s hard to understand why it was so difficult to find it. But, in this
case you can look at what people had to say before the ideas were there. As far
as I know, before Perelman, Hamilton was not claiming he had an outline of a
proof for Poincare that could be filled in with standard techniques. He and others
could have pointed you to the difficulties with pushing through Hamilton’s
program, and identified exactly the places where no one knew of an argument
that would work. After Perelman, everyone seems to acknowledge that he found
possible ways around these problems, although at first no one was sure whether
the details could be successfully filled in, as Perelman claimed (and was willing
to often back up by providing details when asked for them). A pretty good
definition of a non-obvious (or not of a routine kind) argument is one that the
leading expert on the field (Hamilton) wasn’t able to find despite working on it
for quite a while.

Again, as far as I know, Cao-Zhu, Kleiner-Lott, and Morgan-Tian did not run into
any problems in their work that they would describe as requiring the kind of
original ideas that Perelman came up with.

42. Janet
August 10, 2006

Hi, Peter, saw the following question under your name:
Did Yau really claim that he was the one who solved the Poincare Conjecture? If
so, that would be seriously misleading. # posted by Peter Woit : 20/6/06 12:14
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-2.html

Here is my personal opinion and some facts plus other trivial interesting things.

There was an interview with ST Yau on Qiao Bao (Chinese Overseas Newspaper),
the media has little or no comments on the Poincare Conjecture and its solvers.
It was question and answer type. Yau did claim that he was ONE of those who
contributed to the Poincare Conjecture. But he did NOT CLAIM that he solve it.
However, in another interview and talk, in which he composed a very beautiful
poem (at least it’s interesting poem) that describes his efforts and fascination in
Poincare Conjecture. For contribution percentage, he modified a little in the
QiaoBao, he probably didn’t make clear before that: CHINESE
MATHEMATICIANS’S TOTAL CONTRIBUTION TO THIS WHOLE WORK
[Poincare Conjecture? or Topology or Ricci Flow or Geometrization? I do not
know] IS NOT LESS THAN 30%. Previously, I read on a newpaper that quoted as
Cao and Zhu’s work takes about 35% of the credit. But this is probably a loose
statement and might not be what Professor Yau meant–but I dont know; and I
don’t know if he intended to mislead the Chinese media, to be fair. Well, Zhu and
Cao, on the other hand, as well as many Chinese mathematicians are always low-
pitched and being modest. Yau is the one who gave most if not all the talks and
annoucements. in fact, what he says does not represent what many of the
Chinese mathematicians think. And many of the Chinese Mathematicians do not
even agree with them. And to those so called Chinese Academicians, as he calls

http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-2.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2006/06/strings-2006-day-2.html


them, Yau claimed that he would personally offered 10000 yuans or dollars to
whoever is able to understand Cao and Zhu’s work and the Proof of Poincare
Conjecture at that moment.

Some people say since Professor SS CHERN passed away, Yau is the single most
influential Chinese mathematician nowaday. It seems true. Another
mathematician, Tian Gang seems to be very prolific and able too. Out of
Curiosity, I looked up Math Genealogy and found out Professor Yau’s students–
most of them are very successful mathematicians on their own. I think Yau would
probably get the Wolf Prize soon for this. After all, he’s got Fields, Crafoord,
Veblen, MaCarthy Fellowship such big ones, Wolf may be coming too. who know.
Among all the Fields Medal winners, only Yau have so many successful students
so far. Mathematical Monster–an nick name I once heard given to Professor
Thurston for he’s such a haughty genius and polymath that some, if not most, of
us envy yet respect. Read this, ts interesting! http://www.news.cornell.edu
/chronicle/02/11.21.02/Thurston_profile.html
It’s interesting to note that Thurston is one of the few who received the Alan
Waterman Prize, the first one being Fefferman. Other receipients are Gang Tian,
Edelsbrunner, Emmanel Candes, Friedman. But the only ones who are of the
same rank as Thurston are perhaps the undisputed (genius and polymath):
Bombieri, Charles Fefferman, (Bourgain?). However, all four of these geniuses do
not yet have as many successful students as Yau, though Thurston has done way
better than the other three genius-polymathes, and has Kerkoff, Gabai etc being
the most outstanding ones. Probably geniuses are just like concentrating on their
own work or maybe they have not met the right students and have high
expectation for their students, who knows. Sometimes working with a genius can
hurt one’s feeling of being an ordinary scholar. But being an ordinary math
student is also fun–nevertheless it’s life that we live. But anyway, hey, less than 2
weeks left for ICM…I am so looking forward to it!!!Everyone says Terence Tao
and Perelman are on the Fields Medal list, we’ll see.

by the way, now we have so many prizes in math: Abel, Fields, Wolf, Shaw Prize,
Crafoord, Shock, Alan Waterman, the New Gauss Prize etc. Can you tell us a
little more about the significance of each? Which do you think is the single most
prestigious that every math department respects? Anyone like to rank them in
order of importance? It’s nothing but some little fun. Thanks for your time.

43. Michael Edwards
August 10, 2006

William Thurston is the most approachable mathematician I’ve ever met, with
the possible exception of John Horton Conway (when he’s in a good mood). They
do both expect that their interlocutors make the best effort they can to
understand the matter under discussion; it would not surprise me if it is
somewhat hazardous to give Thurston the impression that you are
mathematically able and then disappoint him. Thankfully I never had that
problem. 

Cheers,
– Michael

http://www.news.cornell.edu/chronicle/02/11.21.02/Thurston_profile.html
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44. Walt
August 10, 2006

I read a survey article by Yau on arxiv (sorry, I don’t know the number) that
seemed very level-headed, and did not in anyway exaggerate the contributions of
himself, or Cao and Zhu. So I think there’s nothing to this.

45. Lilian
August 10, 2006

Hi, Walt, I read that too. Unfortunately you will never find information like Janet
posted in the Arxiv or any other Math Journal, Media etc in English. The talks
and interviews are mostly in Chinese. In fact, even in Cao and Zhu’s paper, they
are being very humble and very excited about the work they are undertaking.
They are truly exceptional mathematicians who have done some very important
and valuable piece of work. They shall be praised for their work. But someone,
don’t remember whom, said: “(Yau) threw a monkey wrench into the question of
who gets the credit.” One can not get a whole picture of what is going on if she
doesn’t read a lot (not only in English) and follow closely. I don’t know about the
truth but just share my information here. Thanks.

46. conjecturedepoincaré
August 11, 2006

The September issue of the Notices is out, and has an article by Allyn Jackson
about the Poicaré Conjecture (“Conjectures No More?: Consensus Forming on
the Proofs of Poincaré and Geometrization Conjectures”). I haven’t had the time
to read it completely yet, so will not comment on it.

47. Deane
August 11, 2006

And watch for the article in the New York Times on Tuesday.

48. nonblogger
August 11, 2006

Another pre-ICM hint: Tao has put a more recent picture of himself on his
webpage these days, and I can’t imagine this is purely coincidental 

49. Lilian
August 12, 2006

Allyn Jackson’s report is great!! Excellent reading!!

50. Lilian
August 12, 2006

By the way, how many fields medalists have been chosen this year? Tao,
Perelman, who else would be a good candidate? I heard that there were going to
be three of them?



51. anonymouse
August 12, 2006

Lindenstrauss, McQuillan

52. Lilian
August 16, 2006

Today’s New York Times (Science Times Section) convers news on Poincare
Conjecture! Worth reading! 8-15-06 Tuesday

53. comentator
August 16, 2006

In the las ICM the “sure” bets (that were not) were:
Tao, Borodin, so it is safe to say that in this time they could be amongst the
winners and Perelman of course.

54. Ghost of Marshall Hall
August 16, 2006

Potential winners:

As mentioned: Tao, Perelman

Others (but likely some other time):
Green, Pandharipande, Knutson, Darmon

55. Jeremy
August 18, 2006

After collecting information from the Hamilton’s paper (1982), Perelman’s three
papers (2002, 2003), Cao-Zhu paper (2006), Kleiner-Lott paper (2006), Morgan-
Tian paper (2006), as well as the articles by Sharon Begley (The Wall Street
Journal), Allyn Jackson (AMS) and Dennis Overbye (The New York Times), a
theory of the winners and losers in the proof of Poincare conjecture and the
geometrization conjecture has been formed. The theory is described as follows:

Theorem (Winners-Losers): There are winners and losers in the proof of Poincare
conjecture and geometrization conjecture.

The winners are: Hamilton, Perelman, Cao-Zhu, NSF, JSG Memorial Foundation,
NSF of China, Harvard University and Tsinghua University in Beijing.

The losers are: Kleiner-Lott, Morgan-Tian and Clay Mathematics Institute.

The biggest loser: Clay Mathematics Institute. ||

A complete proof of the Winners-Losers Theorem is given in the Appendix.

Corollary: Losers speak first. Winners speak last. ||



This corollary arrives naturally and it is even true in sports and politics.

Appendix

For later reference, we start by introducing the well-known Theorem of
Publication.

Theorem: Publish after the publication of others on solving the same problem
equals publishes nothing, i.e.

P(t) = 0 for t > t_(P of others).

Here P stands for publication and t is time. ||

Now we proceed to the details of the winner-loser theory.

Hypothesis: All statements and claims made in the Cao-Zhu paper, Kleiner-Lott
paper and Morgan-Tian paper are accurate and correct. ||

The following is the proof of the Winners-Losers Theorem.

Proof

We first give proof of the winners.

Hamilton had the vision to first introduce the equation of Ricci flow to the proof
of the geometrization conjecture and laid the foundation for the Hamilton
program. He has many mathematicians believed in and participated in the
program. Perelman agreed that his own work was to carry out the Hamilton
program. Cao-Zhu also acknowledged that their work is part of the Hamilton
program. The final proof of the conjectures has vindicated Hamilton’s vision.
Therefore, a winner. (Very likely, the Ricci flow equation will be renamed as the
Hamilton Equation.)

Perelman shared Hamilton’s vision and made the most critical contribution to
push through the Hamilton program by bring in new ideas and new techniques,
which made others realize that his claim to the proof of the geometrization
conjecture, therefore the Poincare conjecture, could very well be true. Probably
more importantly, the new techniques he developed will help the future
development of mathematics. Although he left many less critical issues unsolved,
some of those can be considered as details, the final proof of the conjectures has
proved that his statement was accurate. Therefore, a winner. (The Poincare
Conjecture will almost definitely be renamed as Perelman Theorem.)

Cao-Zhu worked on the conjectures in secrecy, except to the Harvard
mathematicians. They used much of the Perelman’s work, but did not limit
themselves only on filling Perelman’s details, which enable them to keep a
broader vision in pushing through the Hamilton program. After combining other
people’s work with their new ideas, they could first publish a complete proof for
the Poincare and geometrization conjuctures. Therefore, winners. (The
geometrization conjecture may very well become Perelman-Cao-Zhu Theorem.)



Cao-Zhu has certainly pulled off a coup when the publication of their paper was
first announced in April 2006.

NSF and JSG Memorial Foundation have been funding the work of Cao; NSF of
China has been funding the work of Zhu. Obviously, funding winners makes them
winners.

Harvard University supported Zhu’s work; Tsinghua University in Beijing
supported Cao’s work. Winner’s supporters are clearly winners.

Now we give proof of the losers.

Kleiner-Lott have been narrowly following Perelman’s work, but posted their
findings for everyone to use. Unfortunately, they lost their concentration on the
larger picture, the relationship of Perelman’s work with other people’s work.
Filling in Perelman details has been proved not to be easy. The announcement of
the forthcoming Cao-Zhu paper in April 2006 has been a surprise and total
shock. Unable to complete their paper in time and were very much aware of the
implication of the Theorem of Publication, Kleiner-Lott posted their unfinished
paper on the non-refereed arXiv at the end of May, a few days before the
appearance of the Cao-Zhu paper. Kleiner-Lott still plan to publish their paper,
but after the publication of the Cao-Zhu paper and the Morgan-Tian paper,
(Morgan-Tian paper uses many Kleiner-Lott’s results), the publication of their
paper becomes much less meaningful considering the Theorem of Publication.
Therefore, losers.

Morgan-Tian have also been narrowly following Perelman’s work and busying on
filling Perelman’s details. At the April 2006 announcement of Cao-Zhu paper’s
publication, they haven’t even filled the details for a part of the Perelman’s work.
Fully understood the implication of the Theorem of Publication, they sent a
preliminary version (i.e. unfinished version) of their paper for refereeing in May,
just before the Cao-Zhu paper’s June appearance, to show that their work was
independent. The final version of their finished paper was posted on the non-
refereed arXiv more than a month after the publication of the Cao-Zhu paper. By
the implication of the Theorem of Publication, there will always be suspicion that
the final version of the Morgan-Tian paper has been inspired and has benefited
from the Cao-Zhu paper. Therefore, losers.

The final version of the Morgan-Tian paper is more than 400 pages and only
filled the details of a part of the Perelman’s work. Among other things, it
certainly has proved that “the details for a genius could be major problems for
common men”.

As the supporter of the losers, Clay Mathematics Institute is obviously a loser.

Finally, we give proof of the biggest loser.

Clay Mathematics Institute has a big treasure chest to back up its list of
millennium prize problems. However, whenever the millennium problems are
concerned, Clay Institute should support the mathematics community as a whole
(support its conferences, workshops etc.), rather than support individual



mathematician(s). Its role should be of a referee rather than a player. Once it
starts to support individual mathematician(s), it may be viewed as playing
favoritism. Perelman might very well consider that Kleiner-Lott and Morgan-Tian
are taking advantages of his work, under the support of Clay Institute. Other
mathematician may think that Clay Institute intended to give the prize to
mathematician(s) of their choice even before the problem is solved. The prize
money may then be considered as “tainted”. The honor of the prize is therefore
completely lost. The only thing that left is money. Giving out money that does not
have widely recognized honor is truly meaningless. (There are people who really
do not care about money!) Therefore, Clay Mathematics Institute is the biggest
loser.

End of proof.

56. Jeremy
August 21, 2006

Should Clay Institute have supported Perelman?

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2006/08/20
/nmaths20.xml

57. Student
August 23, 2006

Does anyone know Hamilton’s opinion on the issue? Namely, Does he think that
any of the “complete proofs” adds true substance to the solution？

58. Lilian
August 24, 2006

Hamilton gave a talk in the ICM, representing Perelman in receiving the prize.
However, it seemed that he talked much about what he thought would work
rather than describing what Perelman has done and the impact of his work.
Probably he has taken ST. Yau’s flattering 50% contribution to the Poincare
Conjecture and did not view Perelman’s contribution as important.

59. woit
August 24, 2006

Lillian and Student,

I don’t believe Hamilton was “representing Perelman”, rather that he was invited
to talk about his own work, and this invitation was issued long ago, when the
IMU still hoped to get Perelman to come and speak himself. From hearing
Hamilton talk about this, I see no evidence that he does not view Perelman’s
contribution as important, quite the opposite. You’d have to ask him what he
thinks of Cao-Zhu, I don’t know. But I’ve always had the impression that he
hasn’t been all that interested in the project of filling in the details of Perelman’s
proof using Perelman’s methods, preferring to see if he can use his own ideas to
do some of the needed steps. He’s a very original mathematician, and such a

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2006/08/20/nmaths20.xml
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person generally wants to do things their own way.

60. werdna
August 24, 2006

In their New Yorker article, the authors write:

“Mathematicians familiar with Perelman’s proof disputed the idea that Zhu and
Cao had contributed significant new approaches to the Poincaré. ”

They then went on to quote only John Morgan to support this statement. It would
have been more helpful to hear comments by other mathematicians, not just
someone from the Morgan-Tian camp.

61. Student
August 24, 2006

I am not technically capable of evaluating the involved works, but am curious to
know what the “consensus” is among experts.

From what I read/felt, Morgan-Tian viewed their work as largely a community
service — to help people understand Perelman’s proof (and Clay to legally claim
Perelman a winner — to have a peer reviewed publication, albeit not by himself);
they didn’t claim to have added anything substantial.

Cao-Zhu however did claim substantial technical contributions, althoguh it is
interesting that they said that they made them not because Perelman was wrong,
but because they could not understand how he could, so they took on their own.

The question is whether these “contributions” are substantial or not. Morgan
thought they are not, but did not elaborate. and Yau seemed to think otherwise.

When the PR storm about “crowning achievement” was going on in China,
Hamilton was actually visitng that country (for “personal reasons”, as I heard —
rumor has it that it involved a certain lady), and despite all the media fuss, he did
not make any comment, other than that Cao and Zhu are excellent
mathematicians. Being a close friend of Yau’s and the perceived authority on this
matter, his silence could be explained as a withhold of endorsement (of course, it
is totally possible he is just uninterested, especially given the non-math mess
surrounding this).

But then I read the abstract of Hamilton’s ICM talk and it mentioned Perelman
AND Cao-Zhu.

I agree that he probably wouldn’t feel that Cao-Zhu is a big deal even if it has
substance (after all, these are details…). But I am interested in knowing how he
put it into the context. Did he think that the deal was done 3 years ago (although
we wern’t sure until now), or 2 months ago (with Cao-Zhu)?

Lilian — if you were at his talk, could you shed some lights?

62. Jessica Lau



August 25, 2006

Read Silvia Nasare and Gruber’s elaborate portray of the Poincare Conjecture
and Perelman. It’s an excellent piece of work! Accurate information! Fair report!!
MANIFOLD DESTINY
A legendary problem and the battle over who solved it.
http://www.newyorker.com/fact/content/articles/060828fa_fact2
What it says in the article is very accurate. But critics and supporters of Yau and
others may be unhappy about what it says there. Well that’s the true story! I
once read a review posted in this forum, reviewer was something like “Milnor
the Giant” or something like that, that person is pretty fair and stood up to point
out the unfairness and hierachy in mathematics community. It seems Yau is a
fame seeker, well, different people may not feel the same way. But that guy’s
review is just interesting.

Perelman – Yau :The comparison very clearly establishes Perelman as a hero. He
considered himself a disciple of Hamilton but only without Hamilton’s
authorization–I think it’s a very modest yet somewhat souring comment that may
has resulted from what Perelman felt about other people, in this case, Mr.
Hamilton and Yau etc. As a Chinese myself, I deeply respect and admire
Perelman yet feel a bit shameful of the other. Remember, not all Chinese
mathematicians are like that. SS Chern, Loo-Keng Hua, Jingrun Chen, they are
all humble and honest mathematicians.

63. Herman
August 25, 2006

Interesting report!! I think it’s very fair, honest and accurate report too! A few
quotes from Perelam in Nasar and Gruber’s article:

“It is not people who break ethical standards who are regarded as aliens,” he
said. “It is people like me who are isolated.” We asked him whether he had read
Cao and Zhu’s paper. “It is not clear to me what new contribution did they
make,” he said. “Apparently, Zhu did not quite understand the argument and
reworked it.” As for Yau, Perelman said, “I can’t say I’m outraged. Other people
do worse. Of course, there are many mathematicians who are more or less
honest. But almost all of them are conformists. They are more or less honest, but
they tolerate those who are not honest.”

64. Herman
August 25, 2006

Yep! He’s right!! Expository article only deserves at most a Steele Prize!! It’s
original ideas that open new field in research that’s of upmost importantce! I
agree with you Jessica!

65. Herman
August 25, 2006

“Politics, power, and control have no legitimate role in our community, and they
threaten the integrity of our field,” Phillip Griffiths said.

http://www.newyorker.com/fact/content/articles/060828fa_fact2
http://www.newyorker.com/fact/content/articles/060828fa_fact2


66. Lilian
August 25, 2006

Hi, Woit, I agree with most of your views, and that “(Hamilton) He’s a very
original mathematician, and such a person generally wants to do things their
own way.” But for the past ten years, he has not produced any significant results
and his research hasn’t gone any further. Well, it would still be very interesting
to see his own way of completing the program!

Response to Student:
Well, I believe Hamilton would be far more delighted in solving the problem
himself rather than being a spectator of it for ten years. ST Yau once played a
recorded speech that Hamilton commented on Chinese Mathematicians (in
particular Cao, Zhu and Yau)’s contribution to Poincare conjecture (and
Differential Geometry) and Hamilton did not emphasize the importance of
Perelman’s contribution but Yau’s suggestive ideas. In his ICM talk, he even
stated that he and Yau were the main developers of Ricci Flow. Well, I really
don’t know how true that is. 1) What he said is true; 2) he just wanted to be nice
to Yau or flatter him–you know, Yau is quite influential in today’s mathematics.

Hamilton certainly made great contribution, but Perelman’s may be more of a
revolutionary type. What you guys think?

67. Lilian
August 25, 2006

One forum http://www.popyard.com/cgi-mod/page.cgi?cate=1&page=1&r=0 that
I came across attacked Silvia Nasar’s report! those are idiots. I am sure Nasar
had received numerous harrassing emails from Yau’s supporters!!

68. Matheu
August 25, 2006

There is an article on a Chinese newspaper, Science Times, based on an
interview with Shou-Wu Zhang, a Professor at Columbia University. It contains
some interesting Q&A between Zhang and S-T Yau. The following is a
translation:

Zhang, “Can we call it Perelman-Zhu-Cao Theorem? ”

Yau, “No. The contribution by Hamilton is the most, most important.”

Zhang, “Should we call it Hamilton-Perelman Theorem?”

Yau, “No. Strictly speaking, Perelman’s papers posted on the internet are just
sketches of the proof. You can’t say that he proved Poincare and Geometrization
conjectures.”

Zhang, “Should we call it Thurston-Yau-Hamilton-Perelman-Zhu-Cao Theorem?”

Yau, “That’s correct. Although the name is a bit long, it gives indication of

http://www.popyard.com/cgi-mod/page.cgi?cate=1&page=1&r=0
http://www.popyard.com/cgi-mod/page.cgi?cate=1&page=1&r=0


everyone’s role.”

[Note: I have edited this to fix it, the original version incorrectly dropped
Perelman’s name from the last list of names.  PW]

69. Student
August 25, 2006

Folks, let’s focus on math. Last time I checked, Yau is an American.

Again I am not working in this field, thus cannot judge if Silvia Nasar’s report is
“accurate” on otherwise. I did read on the web that some in the field is very
critical to the report (this is secondhand, since I don’t know the said
commentator in person). This is complicated matter, so complicated that even
experts within the field (in addition to those who have a stake) are still debating.
I would not be surprised if Silvia Nasar’s report reflects the views of some, but
not others, in the field.

And precisely because of this complexity, I am very interested in the opinion of
Hamilton’s own. Not that he has devine power to judge others, but after all, this
is his theory, even though he got stuck on it until Perelman showed up.

I feel a bit guilty that we have stretched the strig a bit too long on this one 
But Peter has the advantage of being next to Hamilton (and Morgan), so maybe
he can share with us something he overheard in the hallway 

70. Student
August 25, 2006

This is from ICM Daily News:

[Quote]

Richard Hamilton (University of Columbia, New York, USA)
finished his plenary lecture yesterday, the first of the
ICM2006, by saying that he felt incredibly happy and enormously
grateful to Grisha Perelman for finishing his work:“In
this way we actually get a proof of the Poincaré Conjecture”

… …

Hamilton said that he had a “profound admiration” for
Perelman’s work, and that he would be “delighted to
work with him in the future”. He said that he had met
Perelman personally, but he was not prepared to comment
on Perelman’s refusal to accept the Fields Medal
conferred on him on Tuesday at the ICM2006. However,
Hamilton did say that “it is not fair to criticize his
position”.

Hamilton was also asked abut the Chinese



mathematicians Xi-Ping Zhu, from the University of
Zhongshan (Canton, China), and Huai-Dong Cao, from
the Lehigh University in Pennsylvania (USA), who last
June published a paper in the Asian Journal of
Mathematics. In the abstract of this paper the authors
state that they present “a complete proof of the Poincaré
and Geometrization Conjectures”. Hamilton is sure that
“there is no controversy” because both mathematicians
are “great researchers”. According to Hamilton, the
controversy surrounding the proof of Poincaré’s
Conjecture was caused by the press. He went on to say
that Perelman’s work “is difficult to understand” and at
some points even Perelman himself employs the term
“sketch”. “A sketch is an invitation to complete a finished
work, to find a way of doing it better. But no criticism is
implied in this, only the wish to help to solve a problem.
There is no controversy involved. Grisha is a model of
decorum and there is no dispute about who did what”.

… …

[/Quote]

Very diplomatic. Still no answer to my question, but I guess that’s all we could
get out of him …

71. tg
August 25, 2006

Dear Lilian, Jessica Lau et al,

Re: Nassar and Gruber’s report.

I agree that the article in question is very entertaining and probably an accurate
reflection of the events. However, I also believe that it exploits stereotypes
against the Chinese as “technicians” and uncouth (the latter is my own word). It
singles out Yau, connects him deeply with Chinese mathematics, while
downplaying the fact that many mathematicians (and academics) act very
similarly although in much less famous circumstances.

I and my colleagues on the “2006 Fields medal winners” forum of this blog have
debated the relative merits of these points at length, so I kindly point you to the
discussion there.

My purpose in introducing this link of discussion is to counter Lilian’s assertion
that “attackers” of Nasar and Gruber’s report are “Yau supporters”. In my case, I
support myself — I am of Chinese (descent) — as are you, Jessica Lau. Don’t you
think that stereotyped attacks against a figurehead such as Yau (“figure head” —
a position that Nasar and Gruber go at length to assert, although it is irrelevant
mathematics involved) affect Chinese (and asian) opportunities in academics? I
do.



I also kindly point you to September’s Notices of the AMS article (available
online at http://www.ams.org/notices/200608/200608-toc.html)
where further discussion of the position of Asians in mathematics is discussed.

72. Peter Woit
August 25, 2006

student,

I’m not at all informed about Hamilton’s current views, know Morgan’s much
better, but in neither case would it be appropriate for me to repeat things here
they told me privately. I can say that everything I’ve heard from them is
consistent with what they are saying publicly. Morgan worked hard for a long
time on the project with Tian of writing up a complete proof of Poincare, and in
the end found that Perelman’s sketch of a proof held up, you really can fill in all
the details. As he told Nasar, he sees the Cao-Zhu version as also closely
following the Perelman sketch.

As for Hamilton, ever since Perelman’s papers came out, lots of people have
wanted to know if he thinks Perelman’s sketch can be completed to a true proof.
My impression is that this is just a question he’s not very interested in, that he’s
also not interested in getting involved in the politics of this, and he hasn’t
wanted to talk to the press. He agrees that Perelman has come up with
important new ideas, and I think what he is interested in is seeing what he can
do by putting these together with his own techniques.

One interesting thing about the Nasar article was Perelman’s comment about
how grateful he was to Hamilton for Hamilton’s openness, generosity, and
willingness to share his ideas. Since he has been here at Columbia, Hamilton has
often run a seminar, in which he discusses in detail his latest work in this area
and shares with others what he has been figuring out. His contributions to
research in this area go beyond what is just in his published papers.

73. Student
August 25, 2006

Thanks Peter. I particularly appreciate the comment about Hamilton.

74. Matheu
August 25, 2006

Peter, thanks. Could you please re-edit to remove my correction?

Now, from Morgan’s public talk, he says the following about the credit for
proving Poincare conjecture, contradicting to what Yau said.

“Can we say that Perelman has proven the Poincaré Conjecture?
Yes, I would say and I will say today that Perelman has proven the Poincaré
Conjecture. But one has to understand that he would not have done it without
Hamilton’s work. Yet, in the culture of mathematics it is my view that the credit
for proving the Poincaré

http://www.ams.org/notices/200608/200608-toc.html
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Conjecture should go to Perelman.”

75. TruthSeeker
August 26, 2006

From reading the NewYorker article, I did not get any impression about
stereotypes that tg mentioned above, and neither did many others who posted
here and elsewhere in the blog. Instead, I had the feeling that the authors were
trying to write a hero-villain story with Yau being the bad guy and Perelman the
hero, of course. His heritage was mentioned in order to give context to and help
explain his behavior. (There is the quote, e.g., “Yau’s not jealous of Tian’s
mathematics, but he’s jealous of his power back in China.”) So I thought it was
necessary that the authors describe his Chinese roots.

However, I thought they were too eager to portray him as the villain that they
failed to mention relavant, important details about his life. For example, it is well
known that Yau has been passionate about fighting corruptive practices in
academia in Communist China, to the point of being censored by the PRC. He is
also known to be the rare scholar who insists on not taking a salary when
lecturing or engaging in other scholarly activities in China, even though
generous compensations must have been offered him, being who he is.

But such stories were not told in the article, because they would weaken their
thesis that Yau was dishonest or manipulative. Whether he is dishonest or not in
the handling of this Poincare incident, I do not know. It may very well be that he
honestly thinks Perelman’s proof is too sketchy and that filling in those details is
far from routine or straightforward. Let the mathematical community take the
time to go through all the manuscripts carefully, and let them give their most
objective opinion, without the influence of politics. If it is determined that Yau is
wrong (in his assessment), then I think he should apologize one way or another.
We must give credit where credit is due.

76. tg
August 26, 2006

Dear Truthseeker,

You raise an important question with respect to the ways in which
mathematicians (academics) assign credit, which I think deserves communal
analysis, since it’s often subjective. Here are a few (common) scenarios.

(1) “A” claims a solution to a problem, gives the statement of the solution (e.g., a
formula) that is clearly brilliant and nonobvious, and by all checks (e.g., by
computer) is correct, and says the proof is by induction, but leaves all the details
out. “B”, needing the formula finds no proof (and “A” will not respond to his
questions about the proof) and goes about doing the induction. It’s hard work,
but eventually an induction proof works. Afterwards “A” says “I told you so”. But
where was he when the details were being worked out?

(2) Same as (1), except “A” doesn’t claim to have a proof, but says _probably_ an
induction works.



(3) “A” says he knows how to solve a problem but isn’t there yet, and tells people
his progress. “B” hears about “A”‘s work and with hard work completes the proof.

(4) Same as (3) except “A” says he’s done what he can do.

(5) The same as (1)-(4), except “A” and “B” are actually friends. They wonder
whether it’s appropriate to coauthor a paper together.

In all scenarios “A” clearly deserves credit, in my opinion. But what about “B”?

Personally, I think “A” is a jerk in scenario (1), but realizes that if he allows
scenario (2) then he’ll be a sucker, since mathematicians usually credit the
person(s) who finish the job, and he wants all the credit to himself. As humans,
we don’t like people dishonestly exploiting other’s hard work for their own fame
— in which case maybe we should highly credit “B”‘s work, since we wouldn’t
want to fall into, gasp, physics like rigor.

In (3), “B” is a usually regarded as a “thief”, but in (4) he’ll be given excellent
credit as the “finisher”.

In (5), they could fairly write a paper together, and the result would be the “A-B’s
theorem” for all time.

How do Perelman, Hamilton and Yau et al. fit into these scenarios?
No one doubts Perelman’s contribution! But whether Yau et al deserve any credit
depends (in the above scenarios) highly on what Perelman claimed know or not
know.

One could argue that clearly it wasn’t so obvious to even Perelman that he
actually solved Poincare, or he would have dared to say so in his papers, right?

77. Deane
August 26, 2006

“One could argue that clearly it wasn’t so obvious to even Perelman that he
actually solved Poincare, or he would have dared to say so in his papers, right?”

In fact, in his third preprint, Perelman quite explicitly claims to prove the
Poincare conjecture. He just doesn’t call it the “Poincare conjecture”. If I recall
correctly, he calls it the “elliptization conjecture” (parallel to Thurston’s
“hyperbolization theorem”), but its statement is exactly that of the Poincare
conjecture.

78. tg
August 26, 2006

Dear Deane,

I stand corrected then!

79. TruthSeeker
August 27, 2006



tg,

Questions about assigning credit and authorship can in some cases be tricky
indeed. Even guidelines such as those issued by the AMS (see
http://www.ams.org/secretary/ethics.html) are only that — guidelines. For
example, their website says that researchers have the responsibility to publish
“full details” of their (new) results. But the word “full” is not well defined. Did
Perelman’s papers, for example, contain full details? I think different experts will
have different opinions on this matter. I guess that’s why a committee called
COPE (Committee on Professional Ethics) was set up by the AMS, an important
function of which is to handle disputes. But even their final decision is only an
opinion, a “best” judgment arrived at by examining the circumstances of the
individual case and the existing practices and conventions of the field. And
different fields do have different standards. (In chemistry, e.g., it is typical to
automatically add an advisor’s name to a graduate student’s paper, regardless of
contributions made, but this practice is much rarer in mathematics.)

Regarding the various scenarios you listed, let me offer my best opinion. In cases
1, 2, and 4, “A” cannot expect to publish his result by itself in a mathematical
journal without a proof, even though his formula may be correct. If “B” comes up
with a proof, I think he is obligated to list “A” as a co-author, assuming that the
formula has not been published elsewhere before.

In the case of (3), B’s behavior could lead to a poor reputation at best or
plagiarism at worst (if he doesn’t give proper credit in his paper containing the
ideas of “A”). Ideally, he should have discussed his intention with “A” and work
out some kind of a joint authorship.

You may want to look at other examples discussed in the COPE manual
(http://www.ams.org/secretary/copemanual.pdf).

80. Whu
August 27, 2006

When reading this thread, I think one question has not been answered. Who
should we blame for Dr. Perelman’s feeling of be isolated?

In that article in “New Yorker” by Nasar, the author tried to convince audience
that Dr. Perelman wanted to be isolated because of the dishonest or dictatorship
of YAU. Is it true?

Dr. Perelman, who at least provided a schetch to prove Poincare conjecture, left
the US in 2003 and stayed away from the math world since then. Yau and his
students started their journey in 2004 funded by NSF, to investigate Dr.
Perelman’s proof. They completed it in May 2006. Assume YAU has attempted to
take credits from Dr. Perelman. But this must have happened very recently in
2006. However, Dr. Perelman have the feeling of being isolated because of
dishonest back in 2003 and beyond.

I, a teacher of chinese national, doubt the author’s intention. I admire Dr.
Perelman’s terrific work and that of Yau too, about which I actually can only
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understand the first page of their papers. However, I feel uncomfortable that the
author distorted the fact and made Yau a Godfather from Chinatown, which,
seems to me, one of the strerotypes some in the US and Europe feel comfortable
when thinking about China or anybody related to China.

81. TruthSeeker
August 27, 2006

I don’t think Perelman attributed his sense of isolation to Yau, or at least not
solely or primarily to him. It says in the article that “he
mentioned a dispute that he had had years earlier with a collaborator over how
to credit the author of a particular proof, and said that he was dismayed by the
discipline’s lax ethics.” And, regarding Yau, he said: “I can’t say I’m outraged.
Other people do worse…” He seems to be saying that there are worse offenders
in the math community.

82. MathLover
August 27, 2006

Peter,

Thanks for your blog and discussions here. I’m a math lover and of origin from
China. The discussion about Poincare conjecture and Perelman has now a new
dimension. Let me first quote two posts below:

Jessica Lau Says:
August 25th, 2006 at 3:18 am
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=434#comment-15043

“Perelman – Yau :The comparison very clearly establishes Perelman as a hero. He
considered himself a disciple of Hamilton but only without Hamilton’s
authorization–I think it’s a very modest yet somewhat souring comment that may
has resulted from what Perelman felt about other people, in this case, Mr.
Hamilton and Yau etc. As a Chinese myself, I deeply respect and admire
Perelman yet feel a bit shameful of the other.”

TruthSeeker Says:
August 26th, 2006 at 2:10 am
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=434#comment-15091

“I had the feeling that the authors were trying to write a hero-villain story with
Yau being the bad guy and Perelman the hero.

However, I thought they were too eager to portray him as the villain that they
failed to mention relavant, important details about his life. For example, it is well
known that Yau has been passionate about fighting corruptive practices in
academia in Communist China, to the point of being censored by the PRC.

Let the mathematical community take the time to go through all the manuscripts
carefully, and let them give their most objective opinion, without the influence of
politics.”

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=434#comment-15043
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=434#comment-15043
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=434#comment-15091
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=434#comment-15091


I’m very thankful for TruthSeeker’s remark about Yau’s fighting against the
corruption which has an intrinsic link to his own student Tian Gang. There is a
big fight of corruption in China. Unfortunately, the corruption has swept out to
academic and education areas as well. Goverment has shown only little effective
control of the situation. Some (not all) scholars are corrupt; more severely, the
system is corrupt. Tian is a part of this system. They promote and cover each
other. It’s a shame to hide this from the international community. Jessica, why
not shame on yourself, you seem to enjoy the distorted report about Yau. I
admire Perelman and Yau both.

I want to remind a story. Last year, an audit of an american firm (listed in NY)
has lead to arrest of a high ranking corrupt officer in Chinese version of FDA. It
seems that we shall push a similar pressure from outside to uncover the corrupt
Chinese oversea scholars like Tian. There are several of them. Their images have
damaged the fame of all other Chinese scholars. I can image, a tax audit will
show they may hide their very high incomes from China.

Does Sylvia Nasser has interest to uncover it? Or shall we leave it to Dennis
Overbye? It is not entertainment, it’s more serious. Much more.

83. Matheu
August 27, 2006

Morgan just declared that Perelman proved Poincare Conjecture in
2003. See the August 26 Daily News of ICM2006.

If we believe what Professor Morgan said, then what Yau did — he announced to
the Chinese media that Chinese mathematicians gave the first complete proof of
Poincare conjecture— is very bad. He should have known that such an
announcement would cause controversy. Even worse, he accepted the paper by
Cao-Zhu without stringent refereeing process and forbid the editors to read it.

84. Who
August 27, 2006

http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/

click on August 26
article reporting Morgan’s talk starts on page 2

http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/dailynews26.pdf

85. geometer
August 27, 2006

“When reading this thread, I think one question has not been answered. Who
should we blame for Dr. Perelman’s feeling of be isolated?”

I do not think there is anyone here to blame (certainly not Yau; in fact, I doubt
Perelman cares what Yau thinks of does).

http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/
http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/
http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/dailynews26.pdf
http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/dailynews26.pdf


“In that article in “New Yorker” by Nasar, the author tried to convince audience
that Dr. Perelman wanted to be isolated because of the dishonest or dictatorship
of YAU. Is it true?”

I do not see anything in the article that suggest the above. According to Nasar,
Perelman explicitly say that “other people do worse”, so this is not about Yau. I
think, Perelman’s reason is that, now that he is famous, he can no longer keep
silent about what he thinks is wrong in math, while speaking up is not in his
nature, so he has to quit.

86. tg
August 27, 2006

Dear geometer,

I can’t be sure who Perelman blames for him leaving math. I don’t think his
“others do worse” remark exculpates Yau in his mind (or mine). Surely he (or
perhaps Nasar and Gruber in their arguably highly biased article, written to
appease the popular anti China sentiment in today’s media) wants to come out
saintly and would rather not explicitly say Yau is the cause of all (or much of) his
problems.

It’s worthwhile to emphasize that in the article reference is made to how
Hamilton showed up late to a Perelman’s lecture, or seemed indifferent. Perhaps
Hamilton is also to blame in Perelman’s mind (I speculate only based on the
article, I don’t know much about their dealings). Note, however, that this is
internally consistent with Perelman’s assertion that he is a disciple of Hamilton
— what worse than to have that one special person who you think will fully
appreciate your efforts seem less than caring?

His behaviour is consistent with an academic who feels under-appreciated and
scorned. Of course, this is difficult for most of us to imagine — given the nice (for
mortals) opportunities he was given in terms of academic positions in the US,
well before his recent work. But maybe he expected even more. The standard
conclusion now is that he proved that he did.

BUT, I want to write about another point of view on the unfortunate impact of
Perelman’s decisions to date. This is separate from the discussion of the
controversial attitudes of Yau et al, which has received ample treatment in other
comments.

Media, and future mathematicians are going to look at the model of Perelman for
years to come. Do we really want the conclusion to be that mathematics is about
the “lonely genius” who is incommunicative, terse, and eventually gave up on the
pathetic subject that was thankless?

Frankly, if this is his attitude, I’d rather that he keep on doing (or not doing) his
work from elsewhere — I’d rather not have him as part of any department I’m in
(that being said, departments hoping to have him wouldn’t be too interested in
me!). I know various prestigious institutions would disagree — but I’d rather
have faculty that are lecturing, developing graduate students, publishing, and in



general contributing to the health of mathematics around me. I can always read
his papers online.

The last thing the subject needs is for the public to think is that the Perelman
model is what should be strived for. We have to constantly explain pure
mathematics’ virtue to the public, and to our peers, and to our financial
sponsors. If we celebrate how to achieve this with a society of loners who hole up
for a while and eventually (or probably not) create something, then I think
mathematics is in trouble.

Imagine the following NY times article:

“XYZ a million year old problem got solved by this angry loner who hates
everyone around him, and finally got his chance by ignoring and quitting math
after proving he could solve what they couldn’t. XYZ is this important math
problem which is about donuts not looking like oranges. Mathematicians say that
this could be relevant to black holes, but secretly many say that’s just happy talk
for the benefit of this article. Truthfully, an average engineering group at an
average engineering department produces more relevant science for the work in
a given year than XYZ will do for all of time. Finally, this problem would likely
have been solved much earlier if there was more communication involved, but
that’s math.

Some-one-isomorphic-to-Sylvia Nasar-reporting”

87. tg
August 27, 2006

I think the “other people do worse” line is overplayed and can hardly exculpate
Yau (in Perelman’s mind). It can easily be interpreted as a public relations
statement.

On the other hand, notice the article also points to the possibility that
_Hamilton_ contributed to Perelman’s disappointment. Specifically I speak of the
passage concerning Hamilton’s lack of keenness in Perelman’s work.

In general, I don’t agree with the model of mathematical research that the
Perelman case exhibits. As a community, I think mathematics would be better off
supporting and exhaulting collaborative, communicative academics than the
“lonely genius” who rejects the field.

The fact that this lonely genius did manage to solve an old problem whose
solution is only understood by a handful of people isn’t an end that supports the
means, in my opinion. Don’t buy that nonsense about Poincare being relevant to
black holes, or whatever. Any average engineering dept group probably produces
more for this world and science in general than Poincare likely ever will. That’s
the bottom line when it comes to asking for public funding for our field.

If Perelman doesn’t want to continue in mathematics, that’s sad. But academic
life is tough, and asks for many contributions beyond solving hard problems.
He’s been given plenty of opportunity and laudation at this point. I don’t think it



serves either mathematics or Perelman to massage him (or those who might
sympathize with him) any further.

88. Phil
August 27, 2006

woit writes

“It’s certainly true that after someone has come up with a new idea, it often
looks “obvious” and it’s hard to understand why it was so difficult to find it. But,
in this case you can look at what people had to say before the ideas were
there….”

Perfectly stated. That is key point.

89. Moeen
August 27, 2006

Given that there seems to be quite a debate over the quality of the recent article
“Manifold Destiny,” I thought it might be worth putting up my own points on it,
so here goes:

Concerning the authors’ supposed bias against the Chinese, I have to say when I
first read the article I certainly didn’t feel there was any bias of the sort in there,
and was somewhat surprised to find commentators here claiming that. Looking
at their comments, it seems like they’re just read some parts of the article the
wrong way and over-reacted.

For example, the accusation that the article stereotypes Chinese mathematicians
as having strong technical skills is probably due to the quote by Griffiths
referring to Yau where he says “He was not so much thinking up some original
way of looking at a subject but solving extremely hard technical problems that at
the time only he could solve, by sheer intellect and force of will.” This isn’t
stereotyping, just pointing out what Yau’s style of doing mathematics is. For
example, the authors point out that Perelman’s style is similar, and even compare
him to Yau saying “Like Yau, Perelman was a formidable problem solver. Instead
of spending years constructing an intricate theoretical framework, or defining
new areas of research, he focussed on obtaining particular results.”

Also, the authors aren’t attacking the Chinese mathematcs community in
pointing out Yau’s status there. Their goal in this case is to show that Yau more
or less wants to be the head of the mathematics community in China. Although
Yau is an american, he seems to want to be seen as a hero for China. The authors
state that “Yau believed that if he could help solve the Poincaré it would be a
victory not just for him but also for China.” and moreover:

Though Yau had not spent more than a few months at a time on mainland China
since he was an infant, he was convinced that his status as the only Chinese
Fields Medal winner should make him Chern’s successor. In a speech he gave at
Zhejiang University, in Hangzhou, during the summer of 2004, Yau reminded his
listeners of his Chinese roots. “When I stepped out from the airplane, I touched



the soil of Beijing and felt great joy to be in my mother country,” he said. “I am
proud to say that when I was awarded the Fields Medal in mathematics, I held
no passport of any country and should certainly be considered Chinese.”

Although Perelman does seem to fit the stereotype of the ‘lonely genius,’ the
article seems to imply that was not his intention: In 1996, he wrote Hamilton a
long letter outlining his notion, in the hope of collaborating. “He did not answer,”
Perelman said. “So I decided to work alone.” The authors also point out that
“Mathematics, more than many other fields, depends on collaboration,” so they
aren’t supporting the ‘lonely genius’ model.

I’ve discussed the article with a few mathematicians, and they’ve said that the
article was a bit ‘gossipy,’ but was factually accurate. Yau’s negative behavior
seems to be common knowledge in the mathematics community, and all the
article did was make it public. None of them had anything negative to say about
Tian.

It seems like Perelman left the community because he didn’t want to get involved
in the politics of it, which he saw as unethical, and this would no longer be
possible given his current fame. It seems that given Perelman’s reasons for
leaving, the writers of the article probably wanted to give an example of this sort
of unethical behavior, and Yau was the obvious choice. While Perelman’s
abandonment is somewhat unfortunate, I hope the mathematics community
takes note and does something about this sort of behavior. I for one would not
want to waste time having to deal with baseless accusations, character
assassinations, and arguments over priority. This sort of thing is detrimental to
research and the community.

Overall, a good article, which, despite being somewhat ‘gossipy,’ was well
written.

90. Whu
August 28, 2006

Moeen Says:

“Concerning the authors’ supposed bias against the Chinese, I have to say when
I first read the article I certainly didn’t feel there was any bias of the sort in
there, and was somewhat surprised to find commentators here claiming that.
Looking at their comments, it seems like they’re just read some parts of the
article the wrong way and over-reacted.”

I trust you are honest when saying these. However, I would like to propose a
conjecture here. Let us call it Nasar’s Conjecture.

Nasar’s Conjecture: Bias or stereotype of a doughnut size can be rendered into
the size of a point in people’s mind when it has been applied CNN flow.

Discussion of Nasar’s Conjecture:

I and some of my friends found a trick American media always use when



reporting other countries, especially China. Whenever the word “China” could
not be avoided, it must be appeared in the report with phrases like “Communists,
Human rights, claiming Taiwan and Tibet”. For a country in Africa which US
dislikes, the used phrase would be “corrupted, AIDS, civil wars, etc”. This trick
has been used in the extreme by CNN. Hence, we name it CNN flow.

Using this CNN flow, people without any knowledge about China or countries in
Africa will naturally think “This is it over there”, and hence bias no more when
the word “China” is bound to “communist, human rights, abortion, take off
human organ, invade Taiwan/ Tibet/Mongolia”. However for people from China,
the feeling is totally different.

I am sorry to introduce politics to this elegant and decent forum and I will not be
upset if the editor decides to remove it. My point is: bias or not is up to each
individual.

A sketch of a proof for Nasar’s Conjecture:

Nasar’s article portrays a bad guy, called YAU, who is dishonest, behaves like
communist china, seeks fame and power crazily, promotes communist china
insanely. In one word, really bad! While Dr. Perelman, a man from a remote
planet, is the beloved and cutest kids we ever have.

A complete proof of Nasar’s Conjecture:

Waiting for volunteers to fill in the gaps!

91. Moeen
August 28, 2006

Whu Says:

“A sketch of a proof for Nasar’s Conjecture:

Nasar’s article portrays a bad guy, called YAU, who is dishonest, behaves like
communist china, seeks fame and power crazily, promotes communist china
insanely. In one word, really bad! While Dr. Perelman, a man from a remote
planet, is the beloved and cutest kids we ever have.”

But the problem is you assume that the characterization of Yau’s behavior, and
Yau himself, is representing China in the article, whereas the authors are not
doing this this but showing that Yau wants to be seen as the leader of
mathematics in China. His behavior, while shown in contrast to Perelman, is
specific to Yau, and should be seen in context of the Yau-Tian rivalry.

For instance, the authors make a point that Yau’s behavior is characteristic of
“the squabbles over priority which disfigure scientific history,” which the authors
quote from E. T. Bell’s “Men of Mathematics.” The authors give an example of
this kind of squabble involving Poincare and Klein, and say:

“An exchange of polite letters between Leipzig and Caen ensued. Poincaré’s last



word on the subject was a quote from Goethe’s ‘Faust’: ‘Name ist Schall und
Rauch.’ Loosely translated, that corresponds to Shakespeare’s ‘What’s in a
name?’

This, essentially, is what Yau’s friends are asking themselves.”

The authors are not at fault if you insist on seeing things as if they’re being
portrayed from an american stereotype of Chinese behavior, and this discussion
will also go nowhere.

92. not a mathematician
August 28, 2006

Perelman succeeded in proofing one more thing: when the goal is close,
awarding prizes pushes scientists to exhibit their worst side. The Clay institute
will have to choose if they support mathematics or speed races.

93. tg
August 28, 2006

Dear Moeen,

I was one of the people who felt Nasar and Gruber’s article was “biased” (i.e.,
motivated to sell magazines to the vast anti-China sentiment reading the
Newyorker, at the expense of asian mathematicians and mathematics more
generally). I can tell you that I read their article quite carefully.

Obviously, all they said may very well be true, while still leaving a
biased/stereotyping article, if they decide to leave out other facts or context. All I
claim is that that is what they do, AND they had the motivation to do it. I’ve
written more than enough here and elsewhere on this blog to describe how I
think they do this.
I’d prefer, as a point of pedagogy to construct a non-China example to illustrate
this point, but you can try your own, if you like, as an exercise.

The danger of racism/nationalism/sexism is its subtlety. Sometimes its hard to
notice a particular brand unless you’re dealing with it yourself. Part of the
problem is many asians do not even recognize it affecting them, since they are
told that they are already “overrepresented” as a minority in academics, so how
could there be a problem? Perhaps with further discussion, such as the article
written in September’s Notices of the AMS, this will change.

94. TruthSeeker
August 28, 2006

An article may be well-written, factually correct, and still be an incomplete or
one-sided representation of truth/reality. Surely a talented writer can skillfully
select only a portion of facts available to him/her to weave a good story to
achieve a certain effect.

Unfortunately, that’s also how some scientists do “science.”



95. any
August 28, 2006

〉Dear Ms Nasar:

> First let me say that I have been a subscriber to The New Yorker
> since the 1960’s; I love the magazine, and read nearly all the
> articles every week.
>
>I am also a co-author of Yau’s,?and since 1991, and we have
> written 18 joint papers.?Of course, not all of them are major
> breakthroughs, but at least 2 of them can be so designated: our 2000
> paper which appeared in Nuclear Physics B, and our 2006 paper which
> just appeared in the prestigious journal “Communications in
> Mathematical Physics”.?It is extremely rare for mathematicians to get
> a paper published in a journal devoted to nuclear physics, and our
> 2006 paper solves a problem dealing with stability of Black-Holes,
> first elucidated by the Princeton physicist John Wheeler in 1957.?
> These papers ALONE demolish your statement that Yau has had no major
> results in the last 10 years.?How could you have made such a
> statement??Where did you get your inxxxxation? Didn’t you feel a
> responsibility to check your facts with other mathematicians??Your
> behavior reminds me of the Jason Blair scandal at the New York Times.?
> Shame on You!
> Sincerely yours,
> Joel?
>
>
>
>
> Best regards,
> Joel

96. Moeen
August 28, 2006

TruthSeeker Says:

“An article may be well-written, factually correct, and still be an incomplete or
one-sided representation of truth/reality. Surely a talented writer can skillfully
select only a portion of facts available to him/her to weave a good story to
achieve a certain effect.

Unfortunately, that’s also how some scientists do ‘science.’ ”

That’s certainly true, and the article was a bit ‘gossipy,’ if you will. My main
point, however, is that the authors were not racist or stereotyping. The
characterization of Yau’s somewhat egotistical behavior is specific to him alone;
for example, none of the other Chinese mathematicians mentioned in the article
are described that way.



If anyone believes otherwise you’ll have to be more specific, or the discussion
just degenerates into making accusations.

97. atomistic machiavelli
August 28, 2006

“Moeen Says:
This isn’t stereotyping, just pointing out what Yau’s style of doing mathematics
is. For example, the authors point out that Perelman’s style is similar, and even
compare him to Yau saying “Like Yau, Perelman was a formidable problem solver.
Instead of spending years constructing an intricate theoretical framework, or
defining new areas of research, he focussed on obtaining particular results.”
.

The authors are not at fault if you insist on seeing things as if they’re being
portrayed from an american stereotype of Chinese behavior, and this discussion
will also go nowhere.”

When dealing with the dregs of defensive nationalism, with the opium smoke still
hanging in the air, you find that parsing every phrase to quark dimensions is
never sufficient.

Always expect that even smaller particles will be hypothesized and synthesized
as necessary for the next round, until untestability is
securely in hand.

98. ty
August 28, 2006

How could SYLVIA NASAR AND DAVID GRUBER turn in their expense reports to
their boss at the New Yorker magazine and to justify their travel expenses IF
they failed to catch Perelman in person in his “dimly lit hallway of the
apartment” and came home empty-handed?

How could SYLVIA NASAR AND DAVID GRUBER justify their travel expenses to
their boss at the New Yorker magazine IF they failed to come up with some spicy
stories and gossip materials to stir up the pot?

99. Mike
August 28, 2006

Anderson was quoted in the (New Yorker) article:
“Yau wants to be the king of geometry,” Michael Anderson, a geometer at Stony
Brook, said. “He believes that everything should issue from him, that he should
have oversight. He doesn’t like people encroaching on his territory.”

Michael Anderson responded to The New Yorker magazine:

“The New Yorker article badly distorted my comments and
the quote given is very inaccurate and misleading. I’ve already
discussed it with Yau and expressed to him my apologies and disgust



at using my name in this respect. I tried to have the quote removed,
but was unsuccessful, partly because I was travelling in Europe while
all this happened very quickly and I had no time respond.
I spent a good deal of time talking with Sylvia Nasar
trying to convince her to avoid discussion of the Tian-Yau fight
since it is irrelevant to Perelman, Poincare, etc. But obviously I
was not successful. In this particular respect, I feel the New Yorker
has done a disservice to mathematicians.

Sincerely, Michael Anderson”

100. James
August 28, 2006

Dear Tg and Whu: Your views about the mainstream media’s treatment of China
may well be accurate, but either way, I do not see any reason to believe that this
article was “anti-China”, or that the authors acted on some presumed motivation
to malign the country.

The article was about Perelman, and it can hardly be regarded as a selective
choice of examples to pick the major controversy surrounding his results as an
illustration of the causes of his disillusionment with the Mathematics community.
Should the article instead have focused on some other minor dispute? Or not
have been written?

I believe that if we regard nationalism and parochialism as undesirable traits, we
should try to be the first to criticize our own countries and compatriots, rather
than feeling personally responsible for defending them. As a foreigner myself, I
know it can be difficult to resist the temptation to identify with my own
nationality, but it is important to try, otherwise ugly scenes ensue – as anyone
witnessing an international sports event can surely attest.

101. Student
August 28, 2006

Excuse me, but when did the New Yorker become a major math journal?

I would think that people who frequent here would be more interested in what
the relevant mathematicians have to say than what reporters said. It apparently
is still too early for the experts to have a consensus on how much each involved
party has contributed, therefore what the New Yorker article said is really
irrelevant — let’s wait until Clay writes the check (even that could still be
premature).

Perelman put it excellently: “If the proof is correct, then no other recognitions
are necessary.” Of coruse, he got the “everyone knows” part wrong …

Amen.

102. Walt
August 28, 2006



Student: And how is this expert consensus going to be communicated to the hoi
polloi? In the Notices? Through word of mouth?

103. Ken Dev
August 28, 2006

I spent more than an hour in a bookshop today reading Sylvia Nassar’s story on
Perelman in the New Yorker. It was sad to read that he has decided to leave
mathematics, a tragedy. Hope he changes his mind. Well, I know at least two
people who refused the Nobel Prize [Literature and Peace]. What was disturbing
about Nassar’s article is the intrigue, backstabbing etc. by a Field Medalist, a
famous Chinese mathematician against his own student, also a Chinese, who is
now a Professor of Maths at Harvard. To the Professor’s credit, he refuses to
protest his teacher’s behavior– he says it is the Chinese tradition.

I used to teach a very simple first year undergraduate course on visual topology,
years ago, in a British University. Never did I think that a topic on topology will
be such a sensational story 20 years later. Later on in my life, I switched to
biology after arriving at MIT as a Visiting Scientist. We were all captivated by
Watson’s “Double Helix.” In particular, it was absorbing to read how top
scientists can be ordinary human beings with all their faults etc. Nassar’s story
reminded me of those events. Who knows, maybe, Ms. Nassar will write a book
that will be made into film like, “A Beautiful Mind,” on John Nash’s life? What is
needed is a very simplified description of how Poincare’s Conjecture was solved
by Perleman. All the articles that have appeared so far, including several in the
NYT, do not quite get it. I hope someone succeeds in doing that. It deserves to be
told, now that it took hundred years to solve it!

104. woit
August 28, 2006

I’m shutting down comments here. It’s wasting too much time deleting the
endless Tian vs. Yau nonsense that some people are trying to spam this blog
with.



Conferences, etc.

July 27, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Lattice 2006, the big yearly conference on lattice gauge theory, is going on the week
in Tucson. The program is here, and both plenary and parallel session talks are being
posted. Georg von Hippel is blogging from the conference, his blog entries so far are
here, here and here. One of the main topics is dynamical fermions, with a nice talk by
Steven Sharpe. He discusses staggered fermions, which unfortunately come
quadrupled with respect to what one wants, providing four “tastes” of fermions
instead of a single one. The question then is whether one can get away with just
taking the fourth root of the fermion determinant, which then makes the theory non-
local. He concludes that this is not “Good” (i.e. having properties one would like even
for non-zero lattice spacing), but it is not “Bad” (wrong continuum limit), it is just
“Ugly” (for non-zero lattice spacing there are unphysical contributions, but these can
be dealt with and made to go away as the lattice spacing goes to zero).

At the YITP in Stony Brook, a month-long workshop funded by Jim Simons on the
String Landscape and the Swampland has begun this week. A schedule with links to
audio of the talks is here. Today Cumrun Vafa is giving a talk on the beach about the
Landscape and the Swampland.

The XXXIII International Conference on High Energy Physics (ICHEP), the big
summer conference on high energy physics at which many HEP experimental groups
announce their results, started yesterday in Moscow. Fermilab has a special web-page
for abstracts from its experimental groups.

There’s a review of Not Even Wrong by John Horgan in the August issue of the British
magazine Prospect, entitled Stringing Us Along. Yesterday a short interview and
discussion involving me and Daniel Waldram, a string theorist from Imperial College,
was recorded by the BBC. I hear it was broadcast today on their “Today” radio
program. Not sure how it came out after editing, and I can’t really bear to listen to
recordings of myself, but the discussion was perfectly polite, with no one calling
anyone else names.

The August issue of Scientific American has an article about Alain Connes and his
non-commutative geometry interpretation of the standard model. He continues to
work on this topic, from what I hear most recently thinking about different versions of
this idea that incorporate right-handed neutrinos. For some of his latest still quite
speculative ideas about quantum field theory, see his recent lectures on
Noncommutative Geometry and Physics, as well as other papers available at his web-
site. In his version of the standard model the Higgs field has an unusual origin and
one naturally gets a relation between the Higgs coupling and gauge couplings, but
this is at some very high energy scale where the idea is that the use of non-
commutative geometry will replace standard GUT ideas. To extract a prediction of the
Higgs mass from this one has to make various assumptions, including a desert
hypothesis (no new physics from 1 Tev up to the unification scale), so it’s still unclear
to me how solid a prediction this really is. For an example of a recent paper about this

http://www.physics.arizona.edu/lattice06/
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issue, see one by Knecht and Schucker.

Update: A commenter points to the website of MG11, the Marcel Grossman meeting.
Videos of the talks are available. Alejandro Satz is blogged from the conference.

Comments

1. David Appell
July 27, 2006

WHAT IS WRONG with lattice gauge theorists that they choose to hold their one
conference of the year in *TUCSON* during what’s is probably the hottest week
of the year? Them boys need some talkin’ to….

2. olie
July 28, 2006

On Today: Listen Again

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/today/listenagain/

check out 0854 “Everything you need to know about string theory”

3. Zoe Marston
July 28, 2006

Peter,

What do you think the chatter will be in Moscow during the conference there this
month about work about to begin at Cern? By the way, have you had time to
review this month’s Cern Courier? TThere is an interesting article about string
theory, “Testing times for String Theory”?

http://www.cerncourier.com/main/article/43/6/15

What results would need to be produced by Cern for you to reconsider your
position on the plausibility of string theory? Would also like your observations on
the work being mounted in the Arctic to test String Theory.
Jut waiting to see what happens next…
Zoe

4. Alex
July 28, 2006

Radio clip is now at:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/today/listenagain/thursday.shtml

(0854 Everything you need to know about string theory.)

It will only be there for a week.
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5. Chris Oakley
July 28, 2006

I just listened to the audio clip. Here is an executive summary:

PETER: String theory is 10 dimensional, but the world in 4 dimensional. There’s
no obvious, useful way to make it 4 dimensional, so it’s a waste of time.

DANIEL WALDRAM: I don’t agree with Peter. I like string theory and think it is
good.

(If only they had had a worthy adversary like Lubos arguing the case for S.T.)

6. Peter Woit
July 28, 2006

Zoe,
That article appears to be several years old. It’s standard hype about
“braneworld scenarios”. Such models can be constructed that would have
observable effects at the LHC. But there’s no evidence for them, and string
theory doesn’t predict anything about them.

I think I wrote a posting somewhere concerning the hype about “testing string
theory” using the detectors in the Antartic ice. It’s just hype.

If these brane-world scenarios do work out and involve a gravity scale in the TeV
region, if string theory is the right theory of quantum gravity, there should be
solid experimental evidence for it, and of course that would change my mind. I
think this is extremely unlikely (and so do most string theorists…).

If there is big news at ICHEP, it would be because some experiment is reporting
something new. I haven’t heard of anything in particular.

7. damtp_dweller
July 28, 2006

Here’s a direct link to the audio (RealPlayer file)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/today/listenagain/ram/today5_String_20060727.ram

A good interview Peter. It’s just a pity that the producers didn’t see fit to make it
a little longer.

8. boreds
July 28, 2006

I liked the Today discussion. Always nice to hear the presenters struggling with
something.

9. nigel cook
July 29, 2006
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The BBC interview shows how string theorists take the fact that string theory is
a failure, and then use that as a reason to continue trying. You have to admire
their perseverance. (If it predicted anything, would they finally call it ‘boring’,
and move on?)

Daniel’s point is that string theory is interesting, exciting and ‘beautiful’ because
it can’t predict anything to help physics.

He then said that there is no real problem of suppression because people are
totally free to do whatever they want (they merely lose grants, jobs, career
prospects if they don’t follow mainstream).

10. jkowalskiglikman
July 30, 2006

11th Marcel Grossmann meeting on gravity and astrophysics was held in Berlin
last week. For those who are interested, videos of plenary talks are available at
http://www.icra.it/MG/mg11/ (go to publications/conference livestream.)

I’ve been there, it was extremely hot (35C+ most of the days), and not very
exciting scientifically. But some talks were really nice.

11. Who
July 30, 2006

JKG, thanks for the MG11 link. Ashtekar’s talk was an obvious one for me to
watch (I just did.) Any other especially nice plenary talks you want to mention?

12. Zoe Marston
July 30, 2006

Peter,
I think if you review the cerncourier again, you will find it is this month’s. I
honestly don’t feel that it is at all dated, but thanks for your comments.
Z

13. Jeremy
July 31, 2006

Now don’t go knocking good ol’ Tuscon. There’s lots of beautiful women there
(especially in the ASU astrophysics department).

14. Jonathan Vos Post
July 31, 2006

What’s the deal with this FermiLab search beyond the Standrad Model?

==================

Researchers Pursue A Narrow Particle With Wide
Implications

http://www.icra.it/MG/mg11/
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Source: Northeastern University
Posted: July 30, 2006
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/07/060730134836.htm

Northeastern University researchers Pran Nath, Daniel
Feldman and Zuowei Liu have shown that the discovery
of a proposed particle, dubbed the Stueckelberg Z
prime, is possible utilizing the data being collected
in the CDF and DO experiments at the Fermilab
Tevatron. The Stueckelberg Z prime particle,
originally proposed by Boris Kors currently at CERN,
Geneva, Switzerland and Pran Nath at Northeastern
University in 2004, is so narrow that questions had
been raised as to whether or not it could be detected.

This new research, published in the July issue of
Physical Review Letters, confirms that it can. The
results are of importance because the discovery of
this particle would provide a clue to the nature of
physics beyond the Standard Model and a possible link
with string theory.

“It is exciting to know that the discovery of the
proposed particle at colliders is indeed possible,”
said Pran Nath, Matthews Distinguished University
Professor of Physics at Northeastern University.
“Physicists are always looking for what is next, what
will lie beyond the Standard Model. These findings
point us in the direction of those answers.”

Because of its extreme narrowness, the Stueckelberg Z
prime particle resembles the J/Psi (charmonium)
particle, whose simultaneous discovery in 1974 by
Burton Richter and Samuel Ting earned them the 1976
Nobel Prize in Physics. However, unlike the J/Psi
which is a bound state, the new particle is not a
bound state but a proposed new fundamental building
block of matter. What sets the new Z prime particle
apart from all others is the mechanism by which it
gains mass.

While in the Standard Model particles such as the W
and Z bosons gain mass by the Higgs phenomena, the new
Z prime particle gains mass by the Stueckelberg
mechanism proposed by the Swiss mathematician and
physicist Ernst Carl Gerlach Stueckelberg in 1938.
While the Stueckelberg mechanism arises naturally in
string theory, Kors and Nath were the first to
successfully utilize it in building a model of
particle physics.

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/07/060730134836.htm
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/07/060730134836.htm


“If the Stueckelberg Z prime particle were to be
discovered, it could signify a new kind of physics
altogether, a new regime so to speak,” said Nath. “The
prospect is quite exciting.”

=== end press release ===

15. Shantanu
July 31, 2006

JKG thanks for the MG11 link. Peter, did you watch the talks on string theory
at the MG11 link and what do you think?

16. Peter Woit
July 31, 2006

Shantanu,

I took a look at the program, but haven’t had the time or the interest to sit and
listen to the talks. Too bad they don’t have transparencies on-line. I would be a
bit curious to hear what Polyakov had to say.

17. Shantanu
July 31, 2006

Hi
Peter,
If you go to http://www.miklei.de/mg11/ramData/mgm-arch-24-2.ram
and fast forward to ~ 51st minute you can go straight to Polyakov’s talk
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Templeton Funding for Physics Research

July 31, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The Templeton-funded FQXI organization has announced today the awarding of 30
grants totalling more than $2 million dollars for foundational research in physics. On
the one hand I’ve always been dubious about this organization since it is funded by a
foundation dedicated not to scientific research but to bringing science and religion
together. On the other hand, given the sad state of some of current theoretical physics
research, the idea of an organization with a different perspective coming in with new
funding and the ability to encourage new ideas that are not getting attention seems
highly promising.

The proposal summaries for the successful grants are often so vague that it’s hard to
tell what they are actually about, although presumably the full proposals give much
more detail. FQXI seems to have succeeded in keeping the Templeton religious
agenda at bay, with none of the grants trying to bring religion into science. But I have
to confess I find the list of grants rather discouraging. FQXI will be funding several
well-known string theorists, a group that has not exactly been starved of funding or
attention in recent years. Some of the grants are for “multiverse” research, again
something that I don’t think physics desperately needs more of right now.

Almost completely missing from the list of topics awarded grants is high energy
physics, or any foundational research into the standard model. Also very hard to find
is any interest in further research into the new mathematical ideas that have come
out of quantum field theory research during the last thirty years. In brief, what seems
to me the most promising way forward for foundational research in physics, working
on better understanding the standard model QFT and its mathematical context,
doesn’t seem to be something on the FQXI agenda. To be fair, I have the depressing
suspicion that if I had to go through all the grant proposals submitted to them, I
might not have been able to do much better in terms of coming up with promising
things to fund.

Last week an interesting semester-long program on Non-commutative Geometry
began at the Newton Institute in Cambridge, and some of the talks have already
begon to appear on this web-site. The program will include a Templeton-sponsored
workshop in early September on the topic of Fundamental Structures of Space and
Time. Like FQXI, the workshop mostly seems to be free of religious influence,
although there will be a public panel discussion on The Nature of Space and Time
which will feature two clergymen.

Over at Cosmic Variance, Sean Carroll, who is at least as dubious about Templeton as
I am, has a much more positive take on the FQXI grants. In the comment section FQXI
associate director Anthony Aguirre points to a new mission statement at Templeton.
At their web-site you can also watch a rather long video about this if you’re so
inclined, or see a list of upcoming conferences they sponsor on topics in science and
religion (they’re especially interested in cosmology).
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Update: There’s a story about this at Inside Higher Ed.

Comments

1. Anthony Aguirre
July 31, 2006

Thanks for your take on this. In terms of the particular projects funded, the truth
is that FQXi does not have any particular scientific “agenda” (e.g., pro- or anti-
string theory, etc.) or criteria other than what was stated in the Request for
Proposals. Another panel would likely make different decisions, but I suspect not
*very* different ones. If there are foundational, unconventional projects (or
researchers) in high-energy theory that you see languishing for lack of funds,
please encourage them to apply for the next round!

best,

Anthony

2. Garrett
July 31, 2006

Peter,

There do appear to be a couple of funded projects focused on gauge theory,
including this highly interesting and unusual one involving gauge theory and the
structure of the standard model:
Deferential Geometry
Of course, my opinion may be biased. 

Also, it looks like the institutional links under the researcher names actually
point to the researcher home pages.

There are quite a few funded projects on unconventional approaches to quantum
mechanics — that seems an interestingly different point of interest than the
standard fare.

3. woit
July 31, 2006

Hi Garrett,
I should have mentioned that yours was the one proposal among the 30 about
geometry and the standard model. Good luck with it!

4. Garrett
July 31, 2006

Thanks. And even more than luck, help is welcome.

5. Chris Oakley
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August 1, 2006

If there are foundational, unconventional projects (or researchers) in high-
energy theory that you see languishing for lack of funds, please encourage them
to apply for the next round!

Is this a joke, or what? As with the mainstream, a system based on mutual
recommendation eliminates unconventional research by definition.

6. Thomas Dent
August 1, 2006

Would you not say the two experimental proposals to look at the ‘constancy’ of
the fine structure constant are to do with HEP?

And in theory we have Donoghue’s ’emergent gauge symmetry’ which would be
very much at the heart of HEP.

7. woit
August 1, 2006

Thomas,

By HEP= high energy particle physics I meant the conventional meaning of
studying particle interactions at high energies = short distances. The question of
variation of constants on cosmological scales is a very different subject.

The Donoghue proposal is also more or less the exact opposite of the kind of
mathematical investigation of the structure of gauge theories that I was talking
about. He wants to throw away that whole structure as not fundamental.

8. Wen
August 1, 2006

The emergence of gauge bosons (as well as the emergence of Fermi statistics
and gravitons) has been an active research area since 1987 in condensed matter
theory. Many results were obtained, such as a unification of gauge interaction
and Fermi statistics.
Just google “emergent gauge bosons”.

9. D R Lunsford
August 1, 2006

I can’t believe what people will pay for. FQXI (sounds like a southern radio
station – “QXI in Dixie!”) is the IKEA of theory. Hidden variables in cosmology?
Why not apply the Bell inequalities to colliding galaxies? Apparently this dude
Lisi has figured it all out anyway so why bother?

The real question people should be studying is how the academic world collapsed
under the dehumanizing weight of sex, drugs, and rock and roll.

-drl



10. Brett
August 1, 2006

Funding projects that look at possible time variations in fundamental constants is
an extremely good idea. If the fine structure constant or the electron-proton
mass ratio turn out to be time dependent, then this is an unambiguous indication
of new physics. Moreover, unlike say, dark matter, time varying constants are
relatively difficult to incorporate into the conventional frameworks that we use to
describe physics. So the discovery of time variations would tell us a great deal
about what kinds of changes are required if we are to understand the
fundamental physics of the universe.

11. JPL
August 1, 2006

IKEA of Theory, indeed! I would suggest FQuiXi as a more commercial audiologo,
though IT IS a southern radio station of sorts, if you think about it. Though that
kind of money can surely buy a lot of sex, drugs, rock and roll and surf boards, I
would say Templeton has managed to make science so silly and way out there
that religion looks a lot more attractive! Not surprisingly, perhaps, most of these
people work in institutions (my own included) that would insure them decent
funding for better refereeing than what this list brings out without selling off
their scientific honesty! No? Maybe I am the one who’s being naive…

12. Who
August 1, 2006

In reply to Wen
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=436#comment-14002

Xiao-Gang Wen,
thanks for joining this discussion. Congratulations on your Foundational
Questions award!
http://dao.mit.edu/~wen/

I agree with Smolin’s position that more support should go to those with the
courage and intellectual independence to pursue approaches to basic problems
that are not commonplace: in effect allocating to the individual track-record
instead of to the entrenched program. Your condensed-matter type approach to
the emergence of spacetime and fundamental interactions is an example of
vigorous investigation off the beaten track.

Hopefully the awards will have a “multiplier” effect when departments at major
universities see the FQX spotlight picking out individuals committed to bold
original lines of research. Conceivably, some departments will be influenced to
shift policy in awarding postdoctoral fellowships, and provide graduate students
wider choice of topic.

D.R. Lunsford, any physics department in the US would be lucky to get “the dude
Lisi” as a research fellow
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0511120
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Clifford bundle formulation of BF gravity generalized to the standard
model
that is exactly the kind of research dude they should be looking for.

Just looking down the list of awardees, I see they are almost all attached to major
academic institutions and it is spread out—not much clumping.

Michigan, Berkeley, Kansas, Massachusetts, London-Imperial, Yale,
SantaBarbara, Perimeter-Waterloo, Illinois, Barnard, Harvard, Tufts, Louisiana,
Oxford, Cornell….etc. …
(and of course MIT where X-G Wen is)

I really like the spread. It feels like a “democracy of the excellent” instead of a
prestige pecking-order. And if they wanted to have a “multiplier effect” on the
way departments think, then a wide spread was well calcuated. Congratulations
to those responsible (Tegmark, Aguirre, and all who helped.) Lots more could be
said—which I’ll leave to others.

13. D R Lunsford
August 1, 2006

Who,

massive shrug – quaternion disease. Most of us get past that stage while
undergraduates.

None of the proposals listed on FQXI has a shred of physical interest. Big
surprise.

-drl

14. Garrett
August 1, 2006

Thanks Who.

DRL,

The relationship:
fermions -> spinors -> Clifford algebra -> quaternions
seems pretty clear. Which step do you dislike?

I’m kind of surprised to be the only guy on the list with a weird TOE. Makes me
feel lonely. I’m curious what the 20 proposals that made the first cut from 172 to
50, but not the second cut from 50 to 30 were.

15. D R Lunsford
August 1, 2006

Garret,

What you have is algebraic logic chopping with no real dynamical principle, and



so no theory. But congrats on getting people to pay you for it. I looked at similar
ideas in the early 90s and rejected them as a waste of time. V. Fock did similar
work with the Dirac algebra in GR as far back as the mid 30s. That work is still
valuable, but offers no new ideas – only Dirac on a Riemannian manifold.

-drl

16. Garrett
August 1, 2006

drl,
That’s essentially correct — except this happens to be unusually successful
algebraic logic chopping. And if I had the dynamics worked out perfectly, I
wouldn’t need time to work on it. In any case, this comment thread isn’t the best
place to discuss it. I’d be happy to talk elsewhere.
Best,
Garrett

17. D R Lunsford
August 2, 2006

Garrett,

Yes not here. “The true metaphysics of y5 is hard.”

-drl

18. Paolo
August 4, 2006

In replay to Garrett,

I do not know very much about the 20 proposals that did not make the second
selection … but I do know “something” about some of those that did not make
the first selection … in fact my project “Algebraic Quantum Gravity: Spectral
Space-time via Non-commutative Geometry” (by the way: this was a project in
“nc-geometry”+operator algebras+category theory) was immediately rejected
without any explanation, apart from mentioning the fact that there were so many
other much better proposals.
I am actually very pleased to see that (at least for Quantum Gravity and TOE
research) the funds went to some of the best experts in the field (some of them
like C. Isham, L. Crane, F. Morkopoulou, O. Dreyer are some of the researchers
that I admire the most).
I am a bit disappointed to see that the grants (apart from Garrett’s case of
course!) actually went to people that are extremely famous, mostly with tenures
and whose research programs do not need any particular help to get visibility,
credibility … and most of all … funds …

Considering the fact that the main aim of the Fqxi “foundation” was to support
“out of box thoughts”, “unconventional approaches” and even “research that
would not be otherwise possible to fund” … I really find it difficult to see any



relation with these words and “most” of the actual selected programs. The only
natural pleasing answer is that … apart from those well-known names, already
publishing heavily in the field, there are really no new thinkers that deserve to
be supported.
On one side, this is a really good news for universities in USA or UK … since they
already got all the “interesting” people with the good ideas!
On the other side, sincerely, I find it difficult to believe that there are no “original
thinkers” in China, Japan, India, Korea (or “God forbid” … in some “developing”
country …) that applied for a grant … and I find even more difficult to believe
that they “do not” need support more that those selected!!
I would have liked to know in advance that when I submitted my “low profile”
project I was going to compete with Nobel prize level people looking for extra
sources, through “mutual recommendation” … it could have saved me (and to
many others) some precious time and probably some face!!

In replay to the following phrase from Aguirre:
“If there are foundational, unconventional projects (or researchers) in high-
energy theory that you see languishing for lack of funds, please encourage them
to apply for the next round!”

For someone that is working (and probably trying his best to do some research)
in difficult conditions of almost total lack of funds, heavy teaching load (with no
real leaves, nor sabbatical) and in complete isolation (apart from an internet
connection), it is a bit depressing to get this kind of answers … anyway thanks!

In replay to Woit (and all the other people that have problems accepting funds
from religious institutions … do they?):

I really fail to understand the point here: I always considered spiritual and
religious parts of life as natural as those related to art, literature, science and as
a normal byproduct of human life (like breathing, eating, sleeping, enjoying
conversation, play, music, knowledge …. ).

I see that most of the complaints actually come from people with permanent
positions or anyway with good jobs in American Academies and it seems strange
that those people fail to recognize that they are actually sponsored by public
funds coming from a vast majority of a “very religious” population and from an
administration that is officially promoting not only “innocent” religious ideas, but
also very much “radical and fundamentalist” approaches to religious life (let
alone political practices!) … I would take their words seriously when they will
change job … or change ideas!

Well … good luck to Garrett and to the other winners of the Fqxi awards.
And forgive me for a replay that is a bit “resentful”, but I could not resist 

Sincerely, Paolo

19. Michael Edwards
August 4, 2006

Although my sympathies (and congratulations on funding) lie with Garrett, my



better judgment agrees with D R Lunsford that he’s off in the weeds. I think he
suffers not so much from “quaternion disease” as from Lagrangian disease — the
impression that what matters about a field theory is its (geometric and/or
internal) symmetry algebra and its nominal Lagrangian as written in an
introductory text. I recall getting a rude awakening from this illusion when I first
tried to go from reading about non-Abelian gauge theories to trying to calculate
anything in one.

I’m not a working physicist (or mathematician) and don’t claim to understand
QFT even to the degree that a freshly minted Ph.D. from a second-rate university
does, let alone people who can compute accurate QCD backgrounds for collider
experiments. But you don’t really have to understand functional determinants
and renormalization group flow to realize that the Lagrangian of an effective
field theory may not look much like its Planck-scale antecedent. Take the
example of Faddeev-Popov ghost fields (for mathematicians, more or less the
Maurer-Cartan form on (the identity component of) the group of QCD SU(3)
gauge transformations). They’re “unphysical” in the sense that they violate the
spin-statistics theorem (among other things), so you rarely see them included in
the headline SM Lagrangian — but good luck expressing anything quantitatively
in QCD without them or their equivalent.

Is the entire fermion structure of the Standard Model just as “unphysical”,
arising not from “algebraic logic chopping” of some set of geometrical objects
but from something deeper such as the need to calculate past a wider
redundancy in Fock space? I lack the techniques to state this question rigorously,
let alone to answer it, but I can use it (along with other foundational questions
about the QFT formalism) as a litmus test for ToE candidates. I’m looking for
some combination of predictive and explanatory power, and I’m convinced that
neither is to be found along lines of reasoning that focus narrowly on the
symbols under the action integral.

So at best I think Garrett has wandered off in a different direction from the
string theorists, and perhaps not as far (he is presumably not long-term
dependent on “faute de mieux” grants for his livelihood). With apologies to
Douglas Adams, the fundamental design flaws of his approach are completely
hidden by its superficial design flaws. I say this having spent an unfortunate
proportion of my life chasing similar dreams, and in hope that he will use some
of the liberty that money buys to broaden his knowledge of how QFT calculations
are actually made.

Cheers,
– Michael

20. Christine Dantas
August 4, 2006

Paolo wrote:

On the other side, sincerely, I find it difficult to believe that there are no “original
thinkers” in China, Japan, India, Korea (or “God forbid” … in some “developing”



country …) that applied for a grant … and I find even more difficult to believe
that they “do not” need support more that those selected!!
I would have liked to know in advance that when I submitted my “low profile”
project I was going to compete with Nobel prize level people looking for extra
sources, through “mutual recommendation” … it could have saved me (and to
many others) some precious time and probably some face!!

Dear Paolo,

You summarize my impressions when I saw the list of awardees. I am somewhat
relieved that my decision to not submit my project to the FQXi grants was a good
one (at least I was able to spare myself of further frustrations), although I was
confident that my project did meet their criteria. Well, let’s keep on going. You
have my sympathy.

Best wishes,
Christine

21. Kea
August 4, 2006

Thank you, Paolo. I couldn’t have said it so well myself. Of course I wish all the
awardees the best in their researches, but I was stunned when I saw the list. My
proposal was on pseudomonads in a quantum topos style unification. I was
rejected on the first cut because “the subject matter of the proposal didn’t meet
the criteria of the fqxi guidelines”. I prefer people to be honest.

22. Christine Dantas
August 4, 2006

Kea wrote:

Of course I wish all the awardees the best in their researches

Yes, I also wish them all the best of course. I look forward to learn about the new
developments and results that these investigations will lead.

Christine

23. Anthony Aguirre
August 7, 2006

Dear FQXi applicants, well-wishers, and naysayers:

Your comments on this forum are valuable to us. A few comments in return.

First, believe me, we would have liked nothing more than to have had $20m to
give away, and to fully fund all of the initial proposals we received. Cutting these
requests tenfold was very difficult for the panels, and they did their best using
exactly the same criteria provided to the applicants in the RFP document. Note
also that some very prominent researchers had unsuccessful applications — and
we hear from them too!

http://www.fqxi.org/grants.html
http://www.fqxi.org/grants.html


Second, the two-part application process was devised in part to save the
community a substantial amount of time in preparing lengthy and ultimately-
unsuccessful applications. This succeeded, but other than additional money there
is no way to mitigate the frustration of most applicants going unfunded.

Third, it should be kept in mind that even for established researchers, getting
funding for foundational projects is not — at all — easy. Usually this sort of work
is done “on the side” while supported by other more conventional funding, and
part of FQXi mission is to bring this side-work into the fore.

Fourth, since from the outset we took care to make FQXi open to researchers
worldwide, we were actually disappointed in the rather small number of
applications from outside North America and Europe. Certainly there was no
bias against them — in fact, the favorable buying power of the dollar alone gives
such applications (from India, for example) a substantial advantage in terms of
cost-effectiveness. We think many more are out there, and we will redouble our
efforts to get the word out to such researchers in future grant cycles.

Finally, we are indeed aware of the difficulty of judging the value of truly original
research proposals — as we *must* do in order to make funding decisions. We
are working on ideas and strategies for this, and welcome constructive ideas
along these lines.

24. Michael Edwards
August 7, 2006

Garrett,

Judging from the comments to an earlier posting (“Various and Sundry”, July 21,
2006), I may owe you an apology for assuming (based on the paper you linked
above) that you were only interested in the stuff under the action integral. I
agree with your comment there that BRST is of “foundational importance”. The
construction you are looking for, in which the BRST operator is extended to form
the exterior derivative on a gauge bundle, is being discussed in the comments to
“P. University Press”, and there’s a link there to a paper by Schuecker which may
help kick-start a literature search.

When I get a chance, I will try to summarize concisely where the Faddeev-Popov
ghost field fits (a standard result; see for instance Peskin & Schroeder) and how
it can be extended to the Maurer-Cartan form on the space of right-invariant
vector fields on the gauge bundle (probably also nothing new, but I haven’t found
it in the literature).

Cheers,
– Michael

25. Garrett
August 8, 2006

Paolo,
Sorry about your proposal. I was also surprised to see so many familiar names on



the list — I figured there would be more dark horses from all over the world. The
only consolation I might offer is that they don’t appear to have funded any
category theory projects. It’s not hard to see the category theory star rising
though, so don’t give up on it.

Michael,
If the biggest flaw with my theory is having a nice Lagrangian, I’ll be very happy.
And Faddeev-Popov ghosts are at the heart of what I’m working on, and I am
indeed very interested in the Maurer-Cartan BRST construction. I’ve seen it here
and there, and even used it in my own work, but my understanding is sketchy. I’ll
go look in the other comment thread immediately. Also, it would be great to talk
about this at
physics forums
which I think would be a practical and appropriate place to discuss it. I’d love to
see your summary there. Please send me an email so we can talk about it:
gar at lisi dot com
I’ve been away at my sister’s wedding for a few days, but I’m back now for
awhile.

Anthony,
Thanks!!! If you do check back on this thread, I have a question:
When do you think FQXi will be opening up its discussion forum?

26. Tony Smith
August 8, 2006

Garrett and Michael Edwards mention ghosts, BRST, and Maurer-Cartan.
A useful paper about that is
Geometrical reinterpretation of Faddeev-Popov ghost particles and BRS
transformations
by Jean Thierry-Mieg (J. Math. Phys. 21 (12) December 1980 (2834-2838)
whose abstract states:
“… A classical geometrical interpretation of the ghosts fields is presented. BRS
rules follow from the Cartan-Maurer fibration theorem. The statistics of ghosts
are explained and the effective quantum Lagrangian is derived without
factorizing the volume of the gauge group. Topologically nontrivial ghost
configurations are defined. …”.
The body of the paper says in part:
“… the connection 1-form … describes at the same time both the Yang-Mills
gauge particle and the Faddeev-Popov ghost particle. With respect to a section,
i.e., a gauge being chosen, the connection actually splits into the sum of two
components:
the gauge field … which is horizontal
and
the ghost field … which is normal to the section.
The exterior differential … also splits, and its component normal to the section is
… the BRS operator.
… the Cartan-Maurer structural theorem, which states the compatibility of the
connection with the fibration, implies the BRS transformation rules of the gauge
and ghost fields.

http://www.physicsforums.com/forumdisplay.php?f=76
http://www.physicsforums.com/forumdisplay.php?f=76


Moreover, the ghost does not contribute to the curvature 2 form (field strength)
and may be thus eliminated from the description of the classical theory. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

27. Anthony Aguirre
August 8, 2006

Garrett:

The forums are on our current to-do list, and should hopefully be up in time for
the fall.

best,

Anthony

28. Michael Edwards
August 8, 2006

Tony,

I think it’s more accurate to say that the most fundamental form of the connexion
on a principal bundle – a separation of the tangent space at each point into
horizontal and vertical subspaces – is expressed as the Maurer-Cartan form
(vertical projection) on the _bundle_. Its restriction to the vertical subspace is
identified with the Faddeev-Popov ghost, because infinitesimal gauge
transformations are the vertical subalgebra of the Lie algebra E of right-
invariant vector fields on the bundle. (“Right-invariant” here means invariant
under the right action of the bundle structure group, i. e., the gauge group.)

The connexion 1-form on the bundle pulls back on a local section to the “gauge”
connexion 1-form on the base space. Because this pullback is defined using the
connexion itself (it’s dual to the “pushforward” of vector fields on the base space
to “horizontal” vector fields on the bundle), you could say that it “splits out” the
portion of the Maurer-Cartan form that acts on the horizontal subspace. But I
would hesitate to use the word “normal” in this context because it doesn’t have
anything to do with metric structures or inner products. _Any_ connexion 1-form
on the bundle is a projection from E to its vertical subspace, which is in turn the
kernel of the “projection” (pushforward, really) of E to the tangent bundle of the
base manifold.

Similarly, one can define an exterior derivative d_E: \Lambda^k ->
\Lambda^(k+1) on the space of local-polynomial-valued alternating forms on E
without essential use of a connexion on the principal bundle. The special case of
a 0-form Q (e. g., a Lagrangian polynomial) yields the exact 1-form d_E Q, whose
restriction to the vertical ideal of E is -s Q, where s is the BRST operator (I
believe that the minus sign is the historical sign convention, if G&S and P&S are
any guide). That’s what is meant by the statement that -s is the “component
normal to the section” of d_E, although “normal” is again somewhat misleading;

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


the vertical ideal of E is well-defined irrespective not only of any metric-like
structure but also of independent of the connexion.

The space \Lambda of local-polynomial-valued alternating forms on E, and the
corresponding graded Lie algebra of derivations on \Lambda, is a powerful
formalism for expressing the calculus of variations. The derivations on \Lambda
can be extended to an even larger operator space via the wedge product and the
Frölicher-Nijenhuis bracket. If I had to bet on a dark horse in the Theory of
Everything stakes, I think this would be the mathematical formalism in which it
ought to be expressed.

Cheers,
– Michael

29. Garrett
August 8, 2006

Nope. OK, Michael, can you send me an email and then I’ll start a Physics
Forums thread for this?

30. Michael Edwards
August 8, 2006

This is starting to feel inappropriate for Peter’s blog, but I thought I should at
least explain my comment on the Frölicher-Nijenhuis bracket and provide a
reference.

Another term for a graded Lie algebra is “superalgebra”, and the sheaf of
alternating forms on a vector bundle is a classic example of a supermanifold. The
subspace \Omega^1_* of \Lambda consisting of (vert E)-valued horizontal
alternating forms on E can be given a Lie superalgebra structure via the
Frölicher-Nijenhuis bracket, which coincides with the Lie bracket on 0-forms (i.
e., polynomials taking values in vert E).

Better yet, the entire graded Lie algebra Der \Omega(vert E) of derivations on
\Lambda, including (for instance) the BRST operator, can be identified with the
direct sum of two copies of \Omega^1_*, one acting by contraction (the
generalization of the inner derivative) and the other by Lie derivation (the
generalization of the Lie derivative). See, for instance, this paper by Cap et al.:

http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/cap94frlichernijenhuis.html

I think you might find that Der \Omega(vert E) is the Lie superalgebra of a
supergroup of physical interest. This isn’t the same thing as (the physicist’s idea
of) supersymmetry, because it doesn’t involve spinors and doesn’t establish any
preferred relationship between particular odd and even elements of the algebra.
One could try to mix form degrees of freedom of multiple ranks to get spinor
fields via the Kähler route, but I think that’s probably a dead end. Instead, I
would expect you could exploit the isomorphism between (portions of) the
_operator_ algebras on forms and on spinors in the course of BRST quantization.

http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/cap94frlichernijenhuis.html
http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/cap94frlichernijenhuis.html


I suppose that where this is headed is a generalization of the BRST quantization
procedure to second class constraint systems. I wonder whether that would have
any physical uses.

Cheers,
– Michael

31. Michael Edwards
August 8, 2006

Garrett,

I’m not really in the habit of online forums (I tend to drop in for a short while,
use up my little store of insight, and go back to lurking) but feel free to write me
at m.k.edwards at that webmail service that Google runs. Don’t expect great
things, though; I’m almost out of things to say already.  The rest is on the “P.
University Press” thread, along with some pointers into the literature from Peter
and Thomas that may take me quite some time to digest.

Cheers,
– Michael

32. Tony Smith
August 8, 2006

Michael Edwards mentions
“… Another term for a graded Lie algebra is “superalgebra” …”
and
mentions “… alternating forms … \Lambda …”
as
“… the mathematical formalism in which … the Theory of Everything … ought to
be expressed.
ought to be expressed …”.

I don’t disagree with the general ideas, but as to more specific details I note that
:

1 – Some graded Lie algebras are NOT “superalgebras”, but are interesting Lie
algebras that combine vectors, bivectors, and spinors, such as by the 5-grading
g = g(-2) + g(-1) + g(0) + g(1) + g(2)
where
g = E6 ————————————— the total Lie algebra
g(0) = spin(8) + R + R —————— the bivectors
dimR g(-1) = 16 = dimR g(1) ——— the (complexified) spinors
dimR g(-2) = 8 – dimR g(2) ———– the (complexified) vectors

2 – If you want to include spinors, it is nice to extend beyond the exterior algebra
\Lamda of alternating forms and go to Clifford Algebras and look at Clifford
Modules, which are closely related to Dirac operators.

Also, with respect to my comment about Maurer-Cartan forms, BRS, etc,



my comment consisted of direct quotes from the paper of Jean Thierry-Mieg
at J. Math. Phys. 21 (12) December 1980 (2834-2838),
so any praise or criticism should be of Thierry-Mieg, and not me.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

33. Michael Edwards
August 8, 2006

Sorry for following up to myself (again) but this was too stupid to let stand:

> The subspace \Omega^1_* of \Lambda consisting of (vert E)-valued horizontal
alternating forms on E …

This was a silly thinko. Horizontal forms on E annihilate vert E. I meant to write,
\Omega^1_* is \Lambda(vert E, vert E), which is isomorphic to \Lambda(E, vert
E) / Hor \Lambda(E, vert E). The horizontal forms constitute a subalgebra of
\Lambda(E, vert E) and are defined independent of any connexion; presumably a
choice of connexion can be used to select a unique representative of \Lambda(E,
vert E) corresponding to an element of \Omega^1_*. Hey, look, another fiber
bundle!

Anyway, I found the “standard” name for that connexion 1-form on the fiber
bundle:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ehresmann_connection
Whoever “Silly rabbit” at Wikipedia is, he’s doing a bang-up job of overhauling
their connection-related entries.

Cheers,
– Michael

34. Michael Edwards
August 8, 2006

Tony,

No personal criticism of you (or Thierry-Mieg) intended; it’s just that the word
“normal” gives me hives. I also have this irrational aversion to Clifford algebras,
second only to my distaste for div, grad, curl and all that. This is part of the
reason that I never made it as a physicist. But if you can find an elegant way to
extend the Frölicher-Nijenhuis construction to Clifford algebras, I’m all ears.

Cheers,
– Michael

35. Tony Smith
August 9, 2006

Michael Edwards said “… But if you can find an elegant way to extend the
Frölicher-Nijenhuis construction to Clifford algebras, I’m all ears. …”.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ehresmann_connection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ehresmann_connection


For one example, consider hep-th/0112263
Geometric (Pre)Quantization in the Polysmplectic Approach to Field Theory
by Igor V. Kanatchikov

After using the Frolicher-Nijenhuis theorem with respect to a
(Poisson-)Gerstenhaber algebra, Kanatchikov says
“… it was found suitable to work in terms of the space-time Clifford algebra
valued operators and wave functions,
rather than in terms of nonhomogeneous forms and the graded endomorphism
valued operators acting on them.
In general, a relation between the two formulations is given by the “Chevalley
quantization”
map from the co-exterior algebra to the Clifford algebra …”.

For details, see the paper itself.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

36. Michael Edwards
August 9, 2006

Tony,

On a first reading, the Kanatchikov paper is about as clear as mud to me. I fail to
see why you would want to “generalize the cotangent bundle” in the direction he
chooses, I have no idea which objects are defined solely in terms of the bundle
structure and which ones require a connexion or a local section or a metric or a
complex structure or a Minkowski background or God knows what else for their
definition, and the presence of the word “heuristically” in the abstract is a major
turn-off.

I could tolerate all that in a model that reproduces real live phenomenology, but I
refuse to participate in any universe whose fundamental dynamics involve the
kind of hocus-pocus which permeates this paper – including “Chevalley
quantization”, which seems to be nothing but replacing a symbol that has a well
justified commutation property with one that doesn’t. Given that there is so
much that I don’t yet understand about the calculus of variations on objects
whose geometrical significance I can grasp, I am going to have to leave the work
of “Cliffordization” to someone else for the present.

Which is not to say that I’m not still all ears for a Clifford-Frölicher-Nijenhuis
construction that I have a prayer of understanding. 

Cheers,
– Michael

37. woit
August 9, 2006

Garrett, Michael, Tony,

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


I’m loathe to discourage people from discussing things related to BRST, it’s
exactly the sort of thing I think physics needs more of. But I think you’d be better
off discussing this privately, for one thing you could exchange properly TeXed
documents…

38. Michael Edwards
August 9, 2006

Peter,

No worries. I sent my little notation crib sheet (basically a drastically condensed
summary of parts of G&S with extensions in the Frölicher-Nijenhuis direction)
over to Garrett already, and we’ll see how far we can get privately on BRST-ish
lines of reasoning. If anyone else is interested in playing with these ideas, write
at m.k.edwards at google’s webmail.

Perhaps we’ll hare off into the direction of perturbative cohomology. Applying
BRST quantization to the Hodge theory of elliptic complexes sounds like fun.
Some elliptic complexes, including the de Rham complex, can be defined without
reference to a metric. However, you also need an elliptic operator to select a
unique harmonic representative of each cohomology class, and its definition
involves an arbitrary choice of metric. So the theory lives on a GL^+_n principal
bundle; varying this metric to recover diffeomorphism invariance requires a
BRST counterterm.

Anyone know offhand what happens to Atiyah-Singer when the Laplacian is
actually a hyperbolic operator?

Cheers,
– Michael

39. Michael Edwards
August 9, 2006

I should have known that Ed Witten was there first:

http://projecteuclid.org/Dienst/UI/1.0/Summarize/euclid.cmp/1104161738

But he doesn’t seem to have known at the time quite how to formally define
“instanton moduli space” as the quotient space of cohomology classes and
replace the singular Green’s function of the elliptic operator with a metric-fixing
term and its ghost counterterm. If I were a real mathematical physicist I would
try to pick up where Witten left off.

Cheers,
– Michael

40. Michael Edwards
August 10, 2006

Amazing. I start reading Witten’s paper, I see a lot of index slinging and

http://projecteuclid.org/Dienst/UI/1.0/Summarize/euclid.cmp/1104161738
http://projecteuclid.org/Dienst/UI/1.0/Summarize/euclid.cmp/1104161738


heuristics and wildcat guesses, I start to question his reputation for
mathematical brilliance – and then he proposes an elegant resolution of the
problem posed for Hodge theory by working in the Minkowski signature
component of the frame bundle: relate two inner products on the _Hilbert_
space, one positive definite and one Lorentz invariant, via the time reversal
operation.

I won’t clutter up Peter’s blog with the implications but they’re quite
enlightening, as is the central assertion of the paper: a generally covariant
quantum field theory is one in which the stress tensor is a BRST commutator. In
fiber bundle language, such a theory lives on the unreduced GL^+_n frame
bundle of an orientable manifold; the infinitesimal form of general covariance
states that the Lie derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to any vertical
vector field on the frame bundle is zero. That simply means that dL is a
horizontal form on the frame bundle; i. e., the restriction of dL to the vertical
ideal (aka the BRST commutator of L) is zero.

So even a totally heuristic approach to writing down a Lagrangian candidate will
succeed in producing a “generally covariant” (under infinitesimal changes of
metric, not general diffeomorphisms) theory, as long as its energy-momentum
tensor (the variation of L with respect to a change of metric, calculated the hard
way) coincides with the BRST commutator of some element \lambda of the
exterior algebra on the fiber bundle. Although its index-slinging formula may be
totally unrecognizable, \lambda will differ from L only by a BRST-closed form in
\Lambda, i. e., one whose exterior derivative is a horizontal form.

That brings me back on topic for Peter’s blog. A sufficiently brilliant mind
wandering in the string theory wilderness for forty years is likely to discover that
some candidate manifolds and Lagrangians are less intractable than others. This
may result in isolated flashes of insight like Witten’s that unleash a flood of
interesting mathematics. The problem is not string theory but the string theory
monoculture in which the majority of sufficiently brilliant minds are all
wandering in the same wilderness. My mind is not in that class, so I selfishly
wish there were more people of Witten’s caliber wandering in my bundle-
theoretic-topology wilderness, in hope that one of them will lead me out
someday.

Cheers,
– Michael

41. Michael Edwards
August 10, 2006

Oh, now that’s a neat way of looking at it. QFT and GR are the same theory of
general covariance, just written in “Dirac-Feynman” gauge (gauge-fixing
operator d+\delta) and “Einstein-Hilbert” gauge (gauge-fixing term R). I bet that
someone sufficiently clever could parameterize this to interpolate between them,
the same way that in QED one can interpolate between Landau gauge and ‘t
Hooft-Feynman gauge using the \xi parameter whose name I can’t remember.



42. Garrett
August 16, 2006

The FQXi grant awardee pages now have links to technical abstracts, which are
much more revealing.

43. Michael Edwards
August 19, 2006

Having commented here on the Frölicher-Nijenhuis calculus, I thought I would
point out that there’s a good exposition available online. The PDF of a book-
length follow-on to Kriegl and Michor’s work (as exemplified by the Cap et al.
paper), published by Springer as “Natural operations in differential geometry”, is
at http://www.emis.de/monographs/KSM/. It does a very thorough job on the
Frölicher-Nijenhuis bracket and friends, including applications on gauge
bundles.

The angle from which the authors approach Lagrangians is different from
Schücker’s, and they do not draw his connection between the BRST operator and
the restriction to the vertical ideal of the exterior derivative on the bundle.
Consequently, they do not seem to have applied the Frölicher-Nijenhuis calculus
to the space of local-polynomial-valued alternating forms.

Extending BRST in this direction is proving quite enlightening. The BRST
operator seems to be more closely related to Lie derivation with respect to the
(connexion-dependent) vertical projection than to the (connexion-independent)
bundle exterior derivative. In a quite rigorous sense it is complementary to the
“exterior covariant derivative”, i. e., Lie derivation with respect to the horizontal
projection on vect[P]. This makes it very useful for expressing variational
principles on principal bundles, since the generalized Stokes theorem applies
properly to the bundle exterior derivative, not the exterior covariant derivative.

Cheers,
– Michael

http://www.emis.de/monographs/KSM/
http://www.emis.de/monographs/KSM/


Susskind on KQED

July 31, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Someone wrote in to tell me that KQED this morning had Leonard Susskind on to
discuss string theory and his book The Cosmic Landscape. Most of the program
consisted of him promoting his usual line about the string theory anthropic landscape
and how the fact that string theory is compatible with anything makes it a wonderful
and exciting new way to do physics. He claimed that there is no longer a substantive
split among bright physicists about the landscape, that the only split is over people’s
emotional response to it.

There were quite a few strange things in the interview that have little to do with
reality. Susskind repeatedly claimed that string theory has a great deal of
experimental support, saying:

More and more the things that string theory seems to say seem to jibe and coexist
with the things that physicists and cosmologists see in the laboratory.

Near the end of the interview, when asked to cite some experimental evidence in
favor of string theory he said that yes there was a lot of evidence including:

1. The existence of gravity.

2. The existence of particles.

3. The laws of the universe.

Quite remarkably he then went on to announce that QCD is a string theory and take
credit for it, saying that string theory was “invented by Nambu and myself as a theory
of protons and neutrons, an extremely successful theory of protons and neutrons”.
According to Susskind, string theory provides “the whole explanation of protons and
neutrons and nuclear physics” and that “heavy ion collisions are best described in
terms of string theory”.

One questioner asked him about LQG, which he characterized as a “half-baked
theory” that was “similar to string theory but not quite the same” and that “even its
proponents hope that it is another way of expressing string theory.”

And what of criticism of string theory? Susskind deals with this with purely personal
attacks. The interview began with the following:

Michael Krasny: Let’s talk first of all if we can about string theory since you’re kind
of called the father of it and all that, I know you’ve been humble on that score, but it’s
deserved. Challenges to it, now it’s being challenged left and right… ill-defined, based
on crude assumptions.. tell us.

Susskind: You’re talking probably aout some of the books and blogs that have come
out in very very big criticism of it. Well, I think one would have to say that some of it

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307
http://www.kqed.org/programs/program-landing.jsp?progID=RD19
http://www.kqed.org/programs/program-landing.jsp?progID=RD19


is due to a certain kind of grumpiness of people who…um..

Well, for example, there’s one fellow who failed as a physicist, never made it as a
physicist, became a computer programmer, has been angry all of his life that he never
became a physicist and that physicists ignore him, so he’s now taking out his revenge
by writing diatribes and polemics against string theory.

Somehow I suspect this is about me. For the record I’m a faculty member in the math
department at Columbia, in an untenured position with title of “Lecturer”, where my
responsibilities include teaching, adminstering the department computer system, and
engaging in research. Susskind sounds a lot more angry than I’ve ever been, and I
certainly don’t feel that physicists are ignoring me.

He goes on to attack Lee Smolin:

There’s another fellow who has his own theory, I won’t tell you who his name is or
what his theory is, but he writes lots and lots of theories and his theories go glub,
glub, glub to the bottom of the sea before he even gets a chance to put them out
there. Physicists don’t take him seriously, he’s angry and so he’s also writing a book
complaining…

Just completely pathetic.

Comments

1. Eugene Stefanovich
July 31, 2006

Peter,

thanks for the link. Correction: the interviewer’s name is Michael Krasny, not
David Krasny.

2. CapitalistImperialistPig
July 31, 2006

Holy shit! ST is taking on water fast if Susskind is morphing into Lubos Lite.

3. Arun
July 31, 2006

CIP,
LOL!

4. Peter Woit
July 31, 2006

Eugene,

Thanks, fixed.



5. Hmm
July 31, 2006

Hey Peter,

Where are all the promised posts on your brilliant research ideas? We’ve been
waiting and waiting and waiting and waiting….Surely you’re bursting at the
seams to tell us. Captain my captain, give us poor brainwashed masses a
direction of research that will lead to concrete falsifiable predictions for physics,
and we’ll follow!

6. J.F. Moore
July 31, 2006

Yes, please tell us about your career as a “computer programmer”. What a
strange guy. It’s like some people aren’t aware that we are now living in a world
where lies are discredited rather easily.

But are you serious that his second ad hominem is directed toward Smolin? If it’s
a joke I don’t get it. If it’s real, that’s just scary. Is he that ego-driven or does he
just want to sell his book that badly?

Is this like the gambling addict who doubles down because otherwise he must
admit failure?

7. Rickkkkkkk
July 31, 2006

Hmm, Peter has made just as many falsifiable predictions as string theory(well
actually more if you count his predictions of various Lubos meltdowns and the
like) and as a bonus he’s managed to do so without an attack squad or a hype
machine. Well done Peter, bravo

8. Paul Frampton
August 1, 2006

My good friend Lenny on radio to promote his book does a good job.
1. Origin of string theory. My first postdoc was with Nambu starting
late summer of 1968 when I believe I was first to inform Nambu of the
Veneziano model. Within a couple of months Nambu had string theory,
in 1968, but did not publish it. My friends Holger Bech Nielsen
and Lenny himself did it independently. Chronologically Nambu was first.
2. Popularity of string theory. While it may be the most likely theory for quantum
gravity it is probable there will be no data on quantum gravity for a long time so
more particle theory papers should emphasize quantum field theory without
gravity, by duality the same theory.
3. Lenny’s “experimental evidence” for string theory showed poetic license but
he was merely agreeing hastily with the interviewer as time ran out!

9. D R Lunsford
August 1, 2006



Um, hey Lenny, remember Veneziano?

-drl

10. Eugene Stefanovich
August 1, 2006

This interview would be funny if it were not so scary and medi-evil.

11. hack
August 1, 2006

Lenny can see his expiration date rapidly approaching and the result is not
pretty.

12. damtp_dweller
August 1, 2006

“Let’s talk first of all if we can about string theory since you’re kind of called the
father of it and all that…”

Sorry, did I miss the email in which it was announced that Leonard Susskind was
“the father of string theory?”

Regardless of one’s view of the theory, surely that title goes to several people,
none of whom are Susskind? I’m thinking along the lines of Polyakov, Michael
Green, John Schwarz, and, to an extent, Ed Witten.

13. deloprator2000
August 1, 2006

In a way I understand Susskind. Think about it he considers string theory as his
“baby”. He helped bring it into this world, he helped develop it to what it is now,
for better or for worse, as such he will have an emotional attachment to it. To see
string theory dismantled or criticized especially when you’ve dedicated your
life’s work to it, must be very difficult. I could just imagine at the turn of the
century a leading “ether” theorist talking trash about some young punk named
Einstein.

14. Eugene Stefanovich
August 1, 2006

hack:

Lenny can see his expiration date rapidly approaching and the result is not
pretty.

If it were just Susskind alone… I am afraid that he is correct in pointing out that
all the best and brightest, like Weinberg, Witten, Gross, etc., basically agree with
him that there is no way around the swampland. Now we are all condemned to
work on the swamp drainage project. Anybody trying to escape (Woit, Smolin,
who else?) will be punished.



15. Chris Oakley
August 1, 2006

Susskind can say what he likes, but an anthropic Weinberg? That is hard to deal
with.

16. Stalin
August 1, 2006

physicists that use these indimidatory methods can now prevent a scientific
discussion, but will not remain influential after retirement.
Good luck to Berja Lubos.

17. Lubos Motl
August 1, 2006

Lenny’s interview is nice. His description of two critics of physics is more
personal than what I usually like, but its content is absolutely true.

I also think that Susskind’s summary of the situation with the anthropic principle
was fair – so “congratulations, Lenny” is the only thing I can say.

18. MathPhys
August 1, 2006

Paul Frampton,

Isn’t true that Nambu wrote a paper, typed it himself in a hurry, as he was about
to fly back to Japan, and it was circulated privately at the time?

I recall an early string theorist saying that the manuscript was so full of typos,
they had to guess that Nambu frequently used his left hand shifted to the right,
so many of his f’s were are actually d’s, and so forth.

Does anyone know if that manuscript is still around?

19. MathPhys
August 1, 2006

It’s too bad that only Susskind is left to call himself “the father of string theory”,
as both Holger Nielsen and Nambu, both of whom are brighter and deeper
physicists, are no longer in the limelight.

20. Chris Oakley
August 1, 2006

Good Morning Lubos,

Luckily I did not have a mouthful of coffee when I read your comment, otherwise
it would have ended up sprayed all over the keyboard.

“His description of two critics of physics is more personal than what I usually



like”

I assume that you meant “less” rather than “more”.
Consult a Czech/English dictionary.

21. boreds
August 1, 2006

damtp_dweller

The statement about Lenny being the father of ST confused me when I heard it a
while ago—but I think there is indeed a very early Susskind paper (1969?) on
string theory as a model for the strong force. I don’t think it’s listed on SPIRES
though, and I don’t know why. I can try and dig out the journal reference but
probably other people know it.

Anyway, he apparently lost interest in the subject for a while.

22. Stefan
August 1, 2006

Peter,

I came across Lubos’s post on N.E.W. on “Mixed States”. I read the criticism
posted on his blog (17-page review of N.E.W) – well, most of it anyway; I then
posted the following reply:

————————————————————————————–

Name: Anonymous

Dear L. Motl,

You recently posted your commentary on N.E.W. on “Mixed States”. May I
request a clarification (and if possible, elaboration) of the following remark:

“He [“P. Woit”] also assumes that string theory suffers from many problems
whose absence has been [??] more or less [??] rigorously proved…”

When one writes “rigorously” does that imply “more or less”? Exactly what
problems were enumerated and how were their absences RIGOROUSLY proved
within string theory?

————————————————————————————–

The point of this exercise was: L. and such like will always bark, does that mean
we should suspend our own work to respond to each and every diatribe they may
(or can possibly) throw at us?

I don’t believe he is taken as seriously by his peers as he takes himself… I don’t
mean that as an insult or a put-down, but the kind of ranting and raving he
seems to enjoy engaging in does little service to the cause of science – or rational



discourse, for that matter – as a whole.

Please ask him to reply to the community asap; if he is unable to do so
satisfactorily we should take out that old “crackpot index” and ask him to read it
thoroughly before he writes his next review / diatribe.
[He can write anything he wishes in his blog-journal – that is his own personal
column.]

Stefan

23. plank
August 1, 2006

“Well, for example, there’s one fellow who failed as a physicist, never made it as
a physicist, became a computer programmer, has been angry all of his life that
he never became a physicist and that physicists ignore him, so he’s now taking
out his revenge by writing diatribes and polemics against string theory.

Somehow I suspect this is about me.”

Maybe it’s about Chris Oakley, given that you are not a programmer by trade.

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/cv.html
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/

Anyway, these comments (personal nature) are irrelevant.

24. Chris Oakley
August 1, 2006

Hi plank,

I wish that your theory was correct, but I doubt it.
First, Peter argues the case against S.T. more eloquently, more knowledgeably
and at greater length. He has, after all, written a book on the subject, and
secondly, he has a university post meaning that he is more likely to be taken
seriously and will therefore be perceived as more of a threat.
On the subject of the book, have a look at LM’s 17-page “critique”, which proves
(?) inter alia that LM has now mastered the difference between the English and
American spellings of the word “colour”.

25. ksh95
August 1, 2006

Things like this are not good for HEP. Unfortunately (or maybe fortunately) the
people holding the purse strings are rarely as stupid as some would like to think.
And even worse than that, it doesn’t take a genius to see what is happening.

“…what do you think of the people who criticize your theories…the one
guy is a poo-poo head who smells and the other guy is a doo-doo brain
with big ears…”

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/cv.html
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/cv.html
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/


Any one with half a brain will spot emotional immaturity and non-scientific
arguments a mile away.

26. woit
August 1, 2006

Paul,
What was bizarre about the Susskind interview was not his claim that he and
Nambu were responsible for string theory, but his claim that they were
responsible for a successful theory of the strong interactions, e.g. QCD.

ksh95,
The thing is, the interviewer didn’t ask Susskind what he thought of the critics of
string theory, he asked him what he thought of the criticism of string theory. His
failure to answer this, and his decision to instead go for personal attacks on the
people making the criticisms, speaks volumes.

27. King Ray
August 1, 2006

Peter, excellent blog today. Keep up the good fight!

28. Paul Frampton
August 1, 2006

MathPhys:

You are confusing two different contributions by Nambu. By origin of string
theory in 1968 I meant rewriting the Euler B function as an infinite number
of SHOs. The later contribution in 1970 by Nambu was writing the string action
as the area of the world sheet. He did type (with many typos!)
some notes on that which I suspect is what you remember. That action was
discovered independently by another Japanese theorist Goto in 1971.

Yoichiro Nambu is the deepest theorist of my 130 collaborators. I wrote
one paper with him on string theory in 1970. Writing papers with Holger Nielsen
was also remarkable for his exceptional creativity. I have never written a paper
with Lenny but have talked with him about physics. We are on opposite coasts!

Peter Woit:

Nambu, though not Lenny, did contribute significantly to the birth of QCD.

29. TomB
August 1, 2006

I didn’t realise physicists have so much in common with structural engineers. As
any structural engineer will tell you there’s only two kinda people – structural
engineers and those that wanna be.

Come to think of it – its like the irish on St Patricks day.



Regards

TomB

30. Peter Woit
August 1, 2006

J.F. Moore,

It’s not a joke, that second piece really was about Smolin. I didn’t bother to
transcribe it, but Susskind went on to make up some extreme statement and
attribute it to Smolin, then use it to claim that no one could take Smolin
seriously. Standard straw-man argument tactic.

31. Mahndisa
August 1, 2006

08 01 06

I had no idea things were so NASTY! It disturbs me that this type of dialog is
occuring when learning should be the goal. Geesh! 

32. LDM
August 1, 2006

“Well, for example, there’s one fellow who failed as a physicist, never made it as
a physicist, became a computer programmer, has been angry all of his life that
he never became a physicist and that physicists ignore him, so he’s now taking
out his revenge by writing diatribes and polemics against string theory.”

The reality is that if Susskind thinks string theory has experimental support, then
“failed physicist” is in fact a description of him, since string theory clearly has no
such experimental evidence.

But then again, this goes to the heart of the matter. If Woit is correct, then there
are a lot of string theorists, “physicists” if you will, that are not really doing
physics.

33. JPL
August 1, 2006

“Near the end of the interview, when asked to cite some experimental evidence
in favor of string theory he said that yes there was a lot of evidence including:

1. The existence of gravity.

2. The existence of particles.

3. The laws of the universe.”

My-oh-my! Isn’t the existence of Susskind enough evidence in favor of Strings
and all that other “SUSSY kind” of theories? Who needs any more evidence? Give



it up…

34. John A
August 1, 2006

Near the end of the interview, when asked to cite some experimental
evidence in favor of string theory he said that yes there was a lot of
evidence including:

1. The existence of gravity.

2. The existence of particles.

3. The laws of the universe.

I trust you’re not paraphrasing this, but someone somewhere has inhaled when
they shoudn’t have…

35. Another Physicist Turned Programmer
August 1, 2006

Susskind said: “Well, for example, there’s one fellow who failed as a physicist,
never made it as a physicist, became a computer programmer…” I took offence
to this because it’s arrogant and assumed that just because somebody doesn’t
want to do the physics that’s being done in the market, he/she has failed in
physics. More often than not, it is the failure of practising physicists to attract
physics graduates with physics research that’s exciting and worth doing. Bearing
in mind the low pay and hard work that must be endured by most practising
physicists as compared to other careers, a physics graduate often faces a hard
choice whether to remain in physics, or to switch career. With the current
theoretical high energy physics job market being dominated by string theorists,
it’s not surprising that a physics graduate who doesn’t believe in string theory
(and other “hot” topics being offered in the physics job market) would choose not
to waste the rest of his/her life doing something he/she doesn’t believe in. The
“failure”, I believe, lies with the inability of current practising physicists to offer
research which is believable. Theoretical physics has lost its way and only the
die-hard stubborn believers of the current fads in physics (like Lubos) choose to
remain. If this is a measure of their “success” in physics, I want no part of it.

36. MathPhys
August 1, 2006

Paul,
Thanks for the clarification. Do you know if Nambu’s notes (with typos) are
available? I know he’s retired since a long time, but is he still in Chicago?

37. Mark
August 1, 2006

Peter, thanks for the great post and the link to the interview. The crux of the
whole matter seems to me to be where Susskind says: “…quantum



chromodynamics is a string theory…” and where in he then connects all of the
experimental successes of QCD to string theory in general. While I am aware of
some work in this direction, I was not aware that QCD was considered a string
theory. Nor that any of its successes could be claimed as “MAJOR successes” for
string theory. How close to the truth is Susskind? Do most string theorist agree
with him? Or do they have other successes that they like to point to? Thanks
again.

38. Peter Woit
August 1, 2006

Claiming the experimental successes of QCD as successes of string theory is just
absurd. There are no experimental successes of string theory to point to.

Susskind’s original work on string theory was designed to use it to provide a
theory of the strong interactions, but this failed completely. We understand the
string theory Susskind was a codiscoverer of, we understand QCD, and they’re
quite different theories. After the development of QCD in 1973, many people
(including Susskind) worked very hard on trying to find a different string theory,
one what would be a dual to QCD. One of the main insights of this period was
that of ‘t Hooft, that things simplify at large N (=number of colors), and that this
is the most promising case to look for a relation to string theory.

In 1997 Maldacena was able to come up with a proposed string theory dual not
to QCD, but to N=4 (different N, number of supersymmetries) supersymmetric
Yang-Mills. This led to a lot of hope that similar techniques would soon lead to a
string theory dual of QCD, which is Yang-Mills with no supersymmetries. Nine
years later, this still remains to be found. No one has a string theory dual to
QCD.

Susskind is claiming to have the solution to a problem that is definitely not
solved, one people have been working on for thirty years.

39. hack
August 1, 2006

This is rather amusing: Susskind has borrowed another page from the Motl
playbook, apparently editing his own Wikipedia page. He deleted reference to his
book’s sales figures, and posted verbatim a lengthy, gushing review of his book.

40. Paul Frampton
August 1, 2006

MathPhys:

In “Dual Resonance Models” (Benjamin, 1974) Chapter 4 reference 23:
Y. Nambu, lecture notes prepared for the Summer Institute of the Niels Bohr
Institute (SINBI), (1970). I did not keep a copy of this paper which explained the
string action. In 1974 I had copies of all the hundreds of papers cited in DRM
including it. In 1979 I jettisoned them all when DRM was remaindered and string
theory seemed finished. The story does not end there. The same book twelve



years out of date was reissued by World Scientific in 1986 and sold three times
as many. How to explain that? Nambu moves between Chicago and Japan. He
might have a copy.
Otherwise I cannot help. Sorry! Best regards.

41. L. Riofrio
August 1, 2006

“Never made it as a physicist, became a computer programmer..” That failure
Bill Gates has written another book? (Disclaimer: The writer took a theoretical
physics class from Susskind and received an A.)

42. MathPhys
August 2, 2006

Paul,

I have a copy of the original edition of your book.

Thanks.

43. Peter Woit
August 2, 2006

hack,

According to the latest version of Susskind’s Wikipedia page, he and Michio
Kaku are the co-discoverers of string theory, and his “Cosmic Landscape” book is
a #1 bestseller.

44. Chris Oakley
August 2, 2006

I am surprised that Susskind’s Wiki page fails to mention his other achievements,
i.e. that he

• Developed a cure for cancer
• Found the Lost Chord
• Discovered Penicillin
• Invented Quantum Mechanics
• Determined the structure of DNA
• Invented the steam engine.

45. MathPhys
August 2, 2006

I just listened to Susskind’s interview, and I found his claim (near the end) that
string theory has had “lots and lots of great successes”, then starting to talk
about strong interactions, to be indeed very strange. It is simply technically
inaccurate.

Incidentally, he also claims to be behind 1. the assertion that there is no loss of



information in black holes, and 2. holography, both of which are definitely due to
G ‘tHooft.

46. Haelfix
August 2, 2006

1) The assertion that there is no loss of information in black holes.

Well, might as well chalk up 80% of the theoretical physicists living at the time
when Bekenstein and Hawking made their inroads on blackholes, b/c it was more
or less *the* question at the time. Picking one side or the other isn’t exactly a
great stride. You might ask who coined the question to begin with. Afaik, that
comes from Roger Penrose but I might be mistaken.

If you want more specific details, I suspect you could pick any number of
different authors who tackled the problem.

Incidentally it is still an open question, albeit one with a number of competing
solutions (some of which say involve the the Strominger-Vafa calculations on
stringy blackhole mechanics) and the plurality of people feel its no loss.

47. Paul Frampton
August 2, 2006

MathPhys:

Perhaps you should hang on to it. The 1974 book sold only 1200 but the
1986 reissue sold 4000+; the 1974 book has been widely stolen.
To answer your original query, the paper is reproduced in “Broken Symmetry”
(World Scientific 1995). To the bemusement of my office mates Nambu would
come to my postdoc office to tell me his thoughts.In 1969 he told me the action
for the string. The dialogue went essentially like:
Frampton: ” I have to say it is not completely obvious to me why that is the
correct action.” Nambu: “But, Paul, you know very well that the action for a
particle is the invariant length of its world line” Frampton:” I understand! It is
obvious that invariant area is correct.” It is now discussed in textbooks.

48. MathPhys
August 2, 2006

Paul,

What can I say? Y Nambu is a great man. I wish someday he would write his
autobiography, but I think he’s too modest to do so

I just checked that the Benjamin edition of your book is where I thought it is!

I also just checked that my copy of “Dual Models”, a collection of Physics
Reports, edited by Jacobs and published by North Holland in the 70’s is also
where still there.

I bought it (brand new) for about $6.00 in 1982. There were about 10 copies in



the warehouse where I bought it. North Holland dumped the whole edition
because it was not selling. I wish I bought the whole lot.

49. MathPhys
August 2, 2006

As I leaf through physics reports on string theory from the 70’s, I’m struck by the
beauty and depth of string theory, even in those very early days.

I know that 30 years down the track, it still has no experimental evidence, that it
works only in higher dimensions, that something is wrong about susy, that
compactification is an unnatural idea, and above all, I’m totally put off by the
arrogance and hype of people like Motl.

But there is something about string theory.

By comaprison, I’m afraid I find that LQG is not only half baked, as Susskind
says, but at most 1 per cent baked. There is just no comparison.

50. D R Lunsford
August 3, 2006

MathPhys,

I too was struck by it when I came across it in the 80s – by its colossal ugliness
and metaphysical pointlessness (sorry). That is – if the idea of matter had failed,
then it was not the configuration of it that was responsible, rather, the very idea
of an exacly localized “thing” of any dimension at all – and it was obvious how it
would fail. Also, it was profoundly anhistorical – one, by dredging up Kaluza-
Klein theory, which was rightfully dead (Pauli), and second, by ignoring the real
problem in quantum theory, the idea of measurement. It was also totally opposed
to the more geometrico of GR in spite of its pretensions. Not only was it never a
real candidate for a “theory of everything” (who ordered that?), it was
completely incompatible with BOTH GR and QM – it was, and is, a theory of
nothing. What on Earth were people thinking to believe in such a theory?

-drl

51. Juan R.
August 3, 2006

Chris Oakley said:

I am surprised that Susskind’s Wiki page fails to mention his other
achievements, i.e. that he

• Developed a cure for cancer
• Found the Lost Chord
• Discovered Penicillin
• Invented Quantum Mechanics
• Determined the structure of DNA



• Invented the steam engine.

Humility?

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

52. Lubos Motl
August 3, 2006

Dear Stefan,

“more or less rigorous” means “rigorous” according to the standards of
theoretical physics. This misunderstanding of yours is indeed another example of
your breathtaking ignorance that all but guarantees that you will probably
always be nothing more than a joke.

I wish you happy interactions with other idiots near the bottom of the sea.

Best
Lubos

53. nigel cook
August 3, 2006

“… it is now hard to set up a clear criterion for what is crackpotism (should I
delete Lenny Susskind’s comments if he decides to write in some day?).” – Peter,
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=128

I feel sorry for Professor Susskind having to finally respond to your criticisms of
his theory, and doing it personally. His theory has received all the mainstream
limelight for twenty years and he is promoting his very first book, criticisms are
surfacing because now some people realise that it may not be the most helpful
theory.

I watched him on TV somewhere and he is a really nice, down to earth person,
actually he is an ex-plumber from New York who started physics a bit later when
he went to college to do a gas installation course.

So if his string theory is full of holes and leaks, then he is the best person to fix
it.

54. hack
August 3, 2006

‘“more or less rigorous” means “rigorous” according to the standards of
theoretical physics.’

Which more specifically means “can’t be disproved with five minutes of hand-
waving argumentation”.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=128
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=128


55. David
August 3, 2006

I can’t help but notice that Motl again avoided the question that Stefan posed,
i.e. what are the problems that Peter enumerated that Motl claims have been
proved absent. If such proofs exist, Motl would do well to tell us about them
rather than simply insult Stefan. Such a reply would strengthen string theory’s
position vs. Peter’s criticism. Dare I suggest Motl adopts his position because he
can’t provide such proofs?

56. Benni
August 3, 2006

At a speech in munich I have asked Suesskind in person:
“When we are in the situation that string theory can describe any physics we
want, would it not be better to accept this state of string theory and search for
alternative theories?”
Suesskinds answer was:
“Yes of course. Of course. If you have one tell us of it”
I think this was a reasonable sentence.

57. Thomas Larsson
August 7, 2006

But there is something about string theory.

MathPhys,
There is something about CFT – it is the correct, and most likely the ultimate,
theory of 2D phase transitions. This does not mean that it is the right theory of
4D gravity. Besides, it is not a theory of everything even in statphys, since it does
not say anything about the physically more interesting 3D case.



P. University Press

August 1, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

I really am trying to ignore Lubos, but there’s just too much material…

Back in early 2004, after it became clear that Cambridge University Press was very
unlikely to ever publish Not Even Wrong due to intense opposition from string
theorists, I tried sending the manuscript (together with the Cambridge referee
reports) around to a few other university presses to see if any of them would be
willing to publish it. The response I got from two editors at well-known presses was
positive comments about the content of the manuscript, but:

I think it’s too controversial for a university press to publish.

from one, and from another

it is extremely unlikely that a proposal as controversial as yours would be accepted by
the .

This made clear exactly how much of a “free marketplace of ideas” exists for debate
about string theory within this part of the publishing world.

An editor at Princeton University Press wrote back after considering the manuscript
for a week or two with a form-letter rejection informing me that “we must often
forego formal review of promising manuscripts or proposals such as yours”. I assume
that, as I expected, the editor had discussed the manuscript with one of the local
string theorists and thus been convinced not to pursue it.

With Roger Penrose’s help, finally late in 2004 the British publisher Jonathan Cape
bought the book, planning to publish it in Britain and sell the U.S. rights to an
American publisher. During the first part of 2005 I worked a bit more on the book and
it was copy-edited, and by the early fall the people at Cape were in negotiations with
various possible US publishers, negotiations that I had little to do with. In November
the editor at Cape told me that Princeton University Press had rejected the book as
“too controversial”. The next month US rights were sold to Basic Books.

I had no idea about this at the time, but it seems that someone had advised Princeton
that the appropriate person to review this kind of manuscript and give an unbiased
opinion about it was a Harvard string theorist with a well-known blog named Lubos
Motl. Lubos has now posted his report, together with the proud claim that “a serious
publisher whose name was edited used to scrap the project.” He cleverly hides the
true name of the publisher in question as “P. University Press”.

The report makes clear what Lubos was going on about in some of the
incomprehensible parts of his Amazon review. I responded to that review here, but
couldn’t even figure out a lot of what he was talking about there. With his detailed
report with page numbers, this is now clear.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/seventeen-pages-of-problems-with-book.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/seventeen-pages-of-problems-with-book.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=401
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=401


He was definitely on his best behavior. The report is not obviously a rant, and even
includes some positive comments. He carefully went through the manuscript making
many sorts of copy-editing suggestions (e.g. changing English spellings to American)
and suggested a large number of rewordings of the manuscript that would make what
it said agree with his vision of reality (but not mine).

Anyone interested can go through the report, compare it to the book and judge for
themselves whether Lubos’s extensive criticisms make much sense. Responding to his
17 pages filled with misinterpretations of what I wrote and tendentious claims about
string theory is something I don’t have the time or energy for, but I’ll respond to his
summary where he says that the book should be rejected because of its “many serious
and elementary errors.” He lists these as:

1. I don’t know the difference between a GeV and a TeV. This is based on one typo, on
page 32, where, after writing that the center of mass energy is at the LHC is 14 TeV, I
mention that it might be possible to double this energy by doubling the strength of
these magnets, and “28 GeV” is an obvious typo for “28 TeV”. This typo is fixed in the
US edition, thanks to the fact that he makes this argument against the book in his
Amazon review.

2. He objects to my pointing out (page 179) that in a theory with broken
supersymmetry the vacuum energy scale is too large by a factor of 1056, wanting me
instead to say that supersymmetry “improves” the vacuum energy problem with
respect to non-supersymmetric theories by a similar size factor. What I wrote is
correct.

3. On page 35 I mention that the neutrinos produced by a muon collider interact
weakly, so will go through the earth and produce a radiation hazard when they
emerge many miles away. Lubos claims that this is wrong, that “neutrinos with
hundreds of GeV of energy interact strongly”. This is nonsense. What he has in mind
though is not really a “strong” interaction strength, but an electromagnetic
interaction strength. He’s right that at hundreds of GeV (way above the W and Z
masses), there is electroweak unification, and the weak interaction and
electromagnetic interaction strengths are similar. However, he seems to be making an
elementary mistake: the neutrinos involved will be hitting a fixed target, so the
energies involved will be much lower.

4. He repeats a mistaken comment that I once made on my blog about about SU(2)
and SO(4), one that has nothing to do with what I write in the book. His excuse for
introducing this is that on page 49 I refer to “axes of rotation” in 4 dimensions,
complaining that I should have explained that in 4 dimensions rotations are specified
by choosing not a one-dimensional axis, but a two-dimensional plane. It’s quite true
that I was simplifying things, not explaining that in N dimensions an “axis of rotation”
is N-2 dimensional. Explaining that more carefully was not something I wanted to get
into. Perhaps he’s right that it would be better if I put “axes” here in quotes to keep
people from making the wrong assumption that he’s making.

5. He finds something wrong with the fact that even though I explicitly say that the
physical Hilbert space is the trivial representation of the gauge group, I speculate
that understanding the non-trivial representations of gauge groups is an unsolved



mathematical problem whose solution might tell us something interesting about
gauge theory. This is clearly labeled as speculation and perfectly accurate as written.

Anyway, now I know why Princeton rejected the book, although I still have no idea
who put them up to choosing Lubos as a referee.

For more about Lubos and the controversy over string theory, there’s an article in the
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (in German). Lubos comments that “virtually all well-
known theoretical physicists” think as he does, but that only he (together with
Susskind) is willing to fight compromise with very stupid people and crackpots like
me. He warns “to the polite big shots: the more silent you will be the more loud the
blunt opinionmakers such as Susskind or your humble correspondent will have to be.”

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
August 1, 2006

Anyway, now I know why Princeton rejected the book, although I still have no
idea who put them up to choosing Lubos as a referee.

I find this puzzling too, as sending Not Even Wrong to Lubos is a bit like sending
The Da Vinci Code to Torquemada.

At the end of the day, though, publishing is a business … even without any
referee reports it was obvious that you had the credentials to write such a book,
and the question really was, would people buy it? And as The Da Vinci Code
proved, even things that are arrant nonsense can sell if they are controversial.

2. LostHisMarbles
August 1, 2006

Just a brief comment about particle beams AFTER they go through particle
detectors ~ “radiation hazard”. (One can have in mind neutrino beams.) The
beamlines are typically angled to that the beams go flying up in the air and enter
the atmosphere and outer space. This is certainly the case at Fermilab, where
the beamlines are angled upwards. By the time the neutrinos etc clear the FNAL
boundary, they are in the air above any homes outside FNAL. (No skyscrapers
there.) No radiation hazard. I believe there is a no-fly zone where airplanes
stacked for O’Hare do not fly, to avoid their electronic instrumentation being hit
by the beams. I have no doubt the ILC or a muon collider will be designed the
same way. Someone from FNAL can comment in more detail.

3. woit
August 1, 2006

Chris,

University presses are funny businesses, not completely driven by the profit
motive. It is generally part of their mission to have high intellectual standards

http://www.faz.net/s/Rub163D8A6908014952B0FB3DB178F372D4/Doc~E53211581C7954CBE8043D084E51F1E95~ATpl~Ecommon~Scontent.html
http://www.faz.net/s/Rub163D8A6908014952B0FB3DB178F372D4/Doc~E53211581C7954CBE8043D084E51F1E95~ATpl~Ecommon~Scontent.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/frankfurter-allgemeine-zeitung-article.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/frankfurter-allgemeine-zeitung-article.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=437
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=437


and sometimes publish things that might not make much sense financially. In the
case of my book, the controversial nature would suggest that it was likely to sell
better than much of what they publish and might make them some money. The
argument against publishing it would be that it didn’t meet their intellectual
standards, and this is what a reviewer is supposed to provide an evaluation for.

4. Aaron Bergman
August 1, 2006

Geez. My review is ony 11 pages right now….

(Which I will finish up eventually, but right now I’m focussing most of my time on
Hochschild cohomology.)

5. Lubos Woit
August 1, 2006

well, at least now you can be sure that lubos wasn’t lying when he said that he
has read your book.

6. Santo D'Agostino
August 1, 2006

Lubos Woit,

It is dishonest to comment on a MANUSCRIPT and claim that it is a review of a
BOOK.

7. Kea
August 1, 2006

Anyway, now I know why Princeton rejected the book, although I still have no
idea who put them up to choosing Lubos as a referee.

Maybe they support the book, and were cleverly using their position to garner
great publicity for your book via Lubos!

8. Tommaso Dorigo
August 1, 2006

Peter,

I have to say that, while I do think it is a proven fact that the trouble your
manuscript faced when trying to become a book is almost entirely due to the
string mafia, I also believe that the point you seem to make at the start of the
post above is prone to criticism: you seem to imply that when somebody says
“this book is too controversial” (s)he means “this book goes against the
mainstream thinking of the big mushrooms and it would bother them”.

I think there are two separate issues. We agree on the mafia, but I think (some)
University Press editors might be honest when they say they prefer to avoid
publishing divulgation material which is so focused on criticizing a theory en



vogue.

The fact that there was quite a bit going on under the tables during the review
process of course might make the above detail irrelevant, given the direct
attempts at having the book rejected. But in principle, UPs might be right if they
think scientific controversy is better solved at the blackboard than in a media
fight… Indeed, controversy usually sells well, as somebody pointed out above –
but UPs are right in ignoring that. You said it – there aren’t just business issues
there.

That, of course, does not mean the book wasn’t needed or useful… Quite the
opposite. Thank you for writing it!

T.

9. LDM
August 1, 2006

Form Lubos review: I find it completely necessary to mention the names of
Andrew Strominger and Cumrun Vafa – the authors of the pioneering work that
has shown that string theory gives the right value for the black hole entropy.

What was actually discussed by Strominger and Vafa: The Bekenstein-Hawking
area-entropy relation $S_{BH}=A/4$ is derived for a class of five-dimensional
extremal black holes in string theory by counting the degeneracy of BPS soliton
bound states.
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9601029

This is definitely not the same as what is suggested by Lubos — that the result
applied to all black holes (whether charged, uncharged, or rotating) — which we
know was the original Hawking result. In fact, read the Strominger and Vafa
paper, look at the result, and you see it does not apply for uncharged (electric
charge) black holes…It also relies on the conjectured existence of Axions and
that the black hole has large Axion charge.
Sadly, the same tremendously overstated misrepresentation appears on Vafa’s
own web page:
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/people/facpages/vafa.html
Among these one can name the discovery of Strominger and Vafa that the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a black hole can be accounted for by solitonic
states of string theory and also the relation between geometry and field theories
that arise through string dualities, a topic known as “geometric engineering of
quantum field theories”.

The Lubos review is neither objective or balanced…but that is not new for him.
What is disturbing is the thought that Princeton may have actually relied upon
his review.
But don’t worry, DOVER will pick up N.E.W. and re-print is as a classic 

10. Peter Woit
August 1, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9601029
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9601029
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/people/facpages/vafa.html
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/people/facpages/vafa.html


Tommaso,

You may be right that part of the concern with “too controversial” is a fear of
more heat than light being shed. In any case it’s hard to know really what is
behind editor’s decisions. They’re often not going to give truly honest reasons in
a rejection letter, for lots of reasons, including simple politeness.

In this case though, from going through the process with the editor at
Cambridge, I think I can see the problem that university press editors faced
when considering the book. The book makes strong claims that some very
accomplished (as well as powerful) people are wrong about something, and the
issues involved are both highly technical and understood by relatively few
people. The editors involved don’t have the background to be able to decide for
themselves how good my arguments are. When they ask experts, they find non-
string theorists willing to support what I have to say, and string theorists often
vehemently claiming I don’t know what I’m talking about.

They end up in a very uncomfortable position of having to decide whether to put
some of their reputation and the reputation of their institution behind me,
without being able to be sure whether I’m right. In addition, these presses often
have some faculty body that has to sign off on publication decisions, so the editor
has to worry about whether he or she can convince them also. Not an easy
decision to make.

So, I’m not too surprised that these university presses didn’t want to get
involved. I am surprised that Princeton University Press did decide to get
involved to the extent of commissioning a review, then chose someone obviously
inappropriate to do this.

11. CapitalistImperialistPig
August 1, 2006

Peter,

No doubt there are many of LM’s comments that are trivial or even silly, but a
few have apparent substance. I’m thinking of the critique of your statement on p
159 of the manuscript “string theory is not a background independent theory.” I
looked at the relevant chapter of Polchinski, and he does indeed claim that ST is
not restricted to just one background. Could you clarify this issue?

Do you plan respond to his more substantive points?

12. Peter Woit
August 1, 2006

CIP,

I hadn’t planned on going through Lubos’s whole document and responding to all
it, I just don’t have the time, and mostly I don’t think it would be very
enlightening.



As for the “background-dependent” business, you could consult extensive battles
over this between string theory and LQG proponents on this blog and elsewhere
(don’t even think of starting this up again Who or Aaron…).

The fact of the matter is that to even write down at all what you mean by a string
theory, you have to first choose a background. Different backgrounds give
different physics. This is what I mean by “background-dependent”. What I wrote
is completely accurate. String theorists have an argument, that infinitesimal
deformations of the background space still leave you in the same theory, just a
different state.

One could go on and on about this issue, it quickly gets confusing because string
theorists love to mix up what is actually known and corresponds to something
they actually can understand and write down, and what they don’t understand,
but hope to be true, with various degrees of evidence for the hope.

I really, really, really don’t want to try and moderate the N’th unenlightening
discussion of this issue here. If people absolutely can’t restrain themselves, go
ahead and provide a link to a discussion of this somewhere else that you agree
with. Just don’t try and fight out the issue here.

13. Energex42
August 1, 2006

Hey, I saw it in Amazon.com that Lee Smolin is coming out with a new book in
September. Curiously it is about String theory as well. Not to worry, I will buy
both.

14. Bee
August 1, 2006

Hi Peter,

I read Lubos review. I found it very nice actually. If I think of some reviews I
receive on my papers, this is a very well founded, reasonable, though biased list.
I can’t avoid having the impression that the publisher was only looking for a
confirmation that the book would be too controversial, otherwise the mentioned
points could easily have been revised.

@Energex,
Lee’s book is not about string theory. It’s about the trouble with physics. Reading
Peter’s last post, it seems that’s gotten more of a trouble with physicists lately.

Best, B.

15. Kasper Olsen
August 1, 2006

Dear Peter,

You’re saying that: “different backgrounds give different physics. This is what I



mean by “background-dependent”.

Could you please make more precise the definition of the term “different
backgrounds”?

(1) Are you claiming that the background g’_{ij} = exp(2)g_{ij}, for example,
will give different physics from the background g_{ij} ?

(2) And are you claiming that the sum over topologies (of the world-sheet) is not
determining the interactions (of the superstring)?

(3) And – in relation to (1) and (2) – in analogy that only “background
independent” formulations of, for example, QCD are relevant?

(4) And that string field theory is not a background independent formulation of
string theory (in the sense to be defined above)?

Cheers, Kasper

16. woit
August 1, 2006

Kasper,

1. No
2. That has nothing to do with this question.
3. That has nothing to do with this question.
4. Yes

17. C
August 2, 2006

Is it possible that Lubos’ role in the review process was the result of a
misunderstood joke?

Publisher A (doesn’t read blogs): Who should we get to review this?
Publisher B (reads blogs): (sarcasm) Of course, we should get Lubos Motl from
Harvard.
Publisher A, impervious to sarcasm, sends manuscript the next day.

18. anonymous
August 2, 2006

About neutrinos: they produce radiation hazards in TeV-energy muon colliders
because 1) muons decay to neutrinos; 2) TeV neutrinos interact with matter
LESS strongly that electrons, photons etc, so that building the collider
underground is not enough to shield neutrinos: they exit making occasional
showers.

PS: how many books had a Harvard professor as spell checker?

19. Kasper Olsen



August 2, 2006

Dear Peter,

I forgot to make precise that the first question is not (1), but (0), or:

(0) Could you please make more precise the definition of the term “different
backgrounds”?

and I don’t hope you’ll answer

0(1). No,
or
0(2). That has nothing to do with this question.

In saying that background A is different from background B, one must have a
way of classifying different – and consequently equivalent – backgrounds, or –
loosely speaking – a metric topology on the space of backgrounds. For example, I
would use a metric where background

A’ = exp(2) A

is at zero distance from background A.

cheers, Kasper

20. Stefan
August 2, 2006

Hi Peter,

Peter, with a heavy heart I must state my dismay and disappointment with your
actions – in regards to your various opponents, so far.

Lubos – with all his grandiose utterances – is nothing more than a rambler. (His
own utterances will testify amply to that.)

When will you – if ever(??) – start discussing physics again?

If, at any time you do, please follow on:

I have been trying to find some useful information on the topics we discussed
upon earlier:

1) Dirac operators, and

2) Gauge fields.

Landmark texts / works?
Do you by chance happen to know the standard references to consult?
(Textbooks, Arxiv, etc.)

I am also trying to purchase the text by Jouko Mickelsson: Current Algebras and



Groups.

Finally, do you happen to know what the following texts are primarily studied for:

1) Gauge Fields: An Introduction to Quantum Theory – L. D. Faddeev, A. A.
Slavnov;

2) Gauge Fields and Strings – A. M. Polyakov;

3) Quantum Field Theory: From Operators to Path Integrals – Kerson Huang;

4) Operator Methods in Quantum Mechanics – O. L. de Lange, R. E. Rabb;

Thanks,
Stefan

21. ocnote
August 2, 2006

LM writes on his blog: “People, including those with degrees, tend to trust the
media, and because the media have been producing crap about physics most of
the last few years, it more or less means that most people who rely on media
inevitably believe this crap.”

You don’t think Lubos means the media-hype around string theory, do you?

22. Arun
August 2, 2006

I’m wondering whether delaying Peter’s book has increased its impact, because
as each year goes by, the claim of progress becomes less plausible.

23. Anonymous Coward
August 2, 2006

Stefan,

When did you ever get the impression that Peter knows anything about cutting-
edge physics? He never did and doesn’t now. Thats why he has this blog–the only
way to make a name for himself, which is much easier than actually doing
research. He keeps promising to talk about physics, but never does, because he
has nothing interesting or substansive to say. You should check out his
(in)famous ideas on the embedding of SU(2) into SO(4) to see the calibre of great
ideas he thinks up. This isn’t meant to be insulting to Peter, only explanatory. He
has much more fun knocking down people who are seriosuly working for years
on interesting difficult ideas, especially when it requires no intellectual effort of
him. Thats why almost no real theorists–string theorists or not–respects or even
pays any attention to him. If you’re interested in substansive physics discussions,
ignore blogs and the mediocrities and crackpots they attract altogether. Peter
has been promising to tell us about his fantastic ideas for research for a long
time now, and I predict it will never happen.



24. woit
August 2, 2006

Kasper,

I have no idea what the precise set of consistent string theory backgrounds is or
what the correct metric on it is, and I don’t think anyone else does either. But as
far as anyone can tell, there are many of them, they give different physics, and
you have to choose one before you can even write down what your theory is and
try and see if you can extract any physics from it.

Stefan,

There are by now hundreds of places you can read the basics of gauge theory
and find out what the Dirac operator is. Some of the books you mention contain
this, there are many others. You first need to understand quantum Yang-Mills
theory at the level of the books you mention. Another one that is highly readable
is Pierre Ramond’s QFT book.

Once you understand that, then I’d suggest learning about the mathematical
context of these things. I keep encouraging people to read Atiyah’s expository
articles. The Mickelsson book you mention is much more advanced than the
other books, but also highly worth reading, it’s a much more research level
document.

AC,

You know, you anonymous pluckers really should try and find at least one more
mistake I’ve made in what I’ve written here and in the book. I’m sure among the
by now thousands of pages of stuff there’s at least one more.

25. King Ray
August 2, 2006

Peter, keep up the good work. I think your criticism of string theory is
contributing more and doing a greater service to physics than all the string
theorists combined. They have no aesthetic compass.

26. David
August 2, 2006

Peter,
I have now finished reading the UK version of NEW. As someone who works in
the molecular/chemical end of science (among other things) and not in HEP, I
found the book difficult in spots. However, by the end I thought you had given a
clear overview of your position on the current state of theory in HEP. The
essential arguments are there. If the string folks want to say that’s not correct
and explain why, then that should help understanding in the field. WRT to Lubos,
I don’t think you should expect much. Based on my interactions with him, I find
that he is not interested in the reasoned discussion of scientific issues. He’s only
interested in telling people that his view is correct and everyone else is wrong



because they’re too stupid to see that he’s always right. A particular thing that I
find annoying is his over and over misquoting someone and concluding the
person is stupid based on his misquote. In summary, I think NEW is thought
provoking and thus adds something positive to HEP discourse. I think a full and
frank discussion of these issues will make HEP a stronger field. I hope that
happens. As you mentioned, last week, if some of the braneworld models that
may be testable at the LHC are supported, you’d modify your views. That’s what
a scientist does. Hopefully other people will take note, and adopt a similar
attitude. NEW, the book, is, I think, a very positive contribution.
Best,
David

27. Juan R.
August 3, 2006

I do not usually reply anonymous postings but will reply this one.

Anonymous Coward said,

When did you ever get the impression that Peter knows anything about
cutting-edge physics? He never did and doesn’t now.

Right! I do not remember Peter Woit (not other here) claiming that. I remember
string theorists claiming that they are making the TOE (i.e. claiming that they
know anything about anything).

Thats why he has this blog–the only way to make a name for himself,
which is much easier than actually doing research.

Right again! This is reason that string theorists wrote so many popular books,
give talks for outsiders, submit articles to generic magazines, give interviews to
media. Unfortuntately, after 40 years there is none serious work about string
theory, none prediction, none explanation of misteria of SM and GR…

He keeps promising to talk about physics, but never does, because he
has nothing interesting or substansive to say. You should check out his
(in)famous ideas on the embedding of SU(2) into SO(4) to see the
calibre of great ideas he thinks up.

Would i remember you how many wrong stuff is said each day by string
theorists? None serious physicist working in quantum measurement takes Brian
Greene ideas about the topic seriously (Dyson was very clear about this a few
years ago). There is more…

He has much more fun knocking down people who are seriosuly
working for years on interesting difficult ideas, especially when it
requires no intellectual effort of him.

Do you mean that serious people who claim that string theory predicts gravity
(Witten), that string theory is the language God wrote the world (Motl), that the
CC is explained by the antrophic principle over a quasi-infinite Landscape



(Susskind)?

Hum, when you ask Witten how string theory predicts gravity he replies that
really is a postdiction, when you ask Motl about derivation of some known stuff
in physics he replies insulting (as usual in him because string theory
predicts/explains nothing), when you follow details of the Susskind approach you
coincide with Gell-Mann: absurd.

Thats why almost no real theorists–string theorists or not–respects or
even pays any attention to him.

I know that string theorists -and others- usually do claims without basis. Could
you provide any reference or statistical data for your claim please?

If you’re interested in substansive physics discussions, ignore blogs
and the mediocrities and crackpots they attract altogether.

Then why are you writting here?

Peter has been promising to tell us about his fantastic ideas for
research for a long time now, and I predict it will never happen.

I do not know, nobody knows. However, is not that the history of last 40 years of
research in string theory? During 40 years we receive claoims about all kind of
fantastci stuff could be done from string theory and how M-theory would
revolutionate our views about space and time? result?

1) String theory is unable to explain data can be explained with common theories
as SM and GR. String theory is compatible with nothing of this world.

2) Nobody knows M-theory is (if it really exists).

3) Since string theory cannot explain stuff as CC using scientific method the
scientific method is abandoned by metaphysical cuasi-religious stuff (instead
abandoning string theory nonsense).

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

28. Mahndisa
August 3, 2006

08 03 06

Hello Peter:
Congratulations on your book reviews etc. And I am curious about what you or
anyone else thinks about Mr. Thiemann’s newest paper on AQG? Pls pardon me if
you have already written about this. I asked Lubos, but to no avail. I don’t think
my knowledge is developed enough to analyze the paper thoroughly, perhaps you
or someone else can? Thanks.



29. Peter Woit
August 3, 2006

Mahndisa,

I took a quick look at the papers, they look interesting, but to really understand
them would take a lot more time, since I’m no expert in this area. I hope to find
the time someday to read them more carefully.

30. Mahndisa
August 3, 2006

08 04 06

Thanks for the response Peter. I have a feeling, a thorough analysis of that set of
papers will take a lot of time yet;)

31. Kasper Olsen
August 3, 2006

Dear Peter

Now, if what you are saying, that

I have no idea what the precise set of consistent string theory backgrounds is or
what the correct metric on it is, and I don’t think anyone else does either.

is true, then

(1): how can you claim, that

there are many of them, they give different physics

????

and related to my question above, which you considered irrelevant to the
discussion,

(2): if your statement, that

you have to choose one before you can even write down what your theory is and
try and see if you can extract any physics from it.

is true, then are you applying the same critisism to theories like

QCD, or QED

????

Cheers, Kasper

32. woit
August 3, 2006



Kasper,

This is about Lubos’s claim that I’m wrong to say that string theory depends on a
choice of background, this has nothing to do with QCD and QED. You’re trying to
start up a different argument that has already taken place here many times.

Your attitude seems to be that string theory is background independent since
you don’t know what the possible backgrounds are or how to calculate anything
in them. I suppose that’s a consistent point of view…

33. Kasper Olsen
August 3, 2006

Dear Peter,

I think my question (2) was relevant for the reason implied above, but of course
it is up to you if you want to answer the question (2), or not.

And whether Lubos claims this or that has nothing to do with my question –
actually, I’m just trying to follow your line of thinking;

and I think it would be relevant to get an answer to my question above:

(1): how can you claim, that

there are many of them, they give different physics

??

But of course, I haven’t read your book yet…

best, Kasper

34. Michael Edwards
August 4, 2006

This comment is too long and has too much math in it, but I thought readers
might be interested in an elaboration of Peter’s “wrong” ideas about subgroups
of SO(4). Disclaimer: I am not a working mathematical physicist, just a hobbyist
with an unfashionable interest in physics on 4-dimensional manifolds of
Euclidean signature and complicated topology.

If I’ve read the infamous “SU(2) embedded in SO(4)” error correctly (“Wick
Rotation”, Feb 28, 2005), it’s not even (all that) wrong. Yes, if you insist on
viewing SU(2) as an _invariant_ (normal) Lie subgroup of SO(4) and imposing a
_group_ structure on SO(4)/SU(2), then you do have to choose one of the “chiral”
SU(2) subgroups. In this case, the quotient group is unambiguously SU(2)/{+/-1}
~ SO(3) with generators drawn from the “opposite” chiral subgroup. But that’s
not the only way a quotient of Lie groups can enter into physics. If all you want is
a finer fibration of a principal bundle with an SO(4) fiber, then it’s not important
to have a group structure on the quotient space, and you can choose any Lie
subgroup of SO(4) as the (sub-)fiber.



Peter’s later comment about an “anti-diagonal” SU(2) is indeed erroneous, in
that the generators “orthogonal” to the diagonal SO(3) don’t form a closed Lie
algebra. And for this reason, I think the “diagonal” SO(3) isn’t a terribly helpful
starting point if you want to wind up with an SU(2) that you can identify with the
electroweak SU(2)_L. But there’s another way to implement the spirit of his
original post, which is to look at the manifold structure of SO(4) / (subgroup
containing SU(2)_L) and ask what the action of the remaining generators on this
manifold looks like.

This matters when you try to express, say, a Chern character on a 4-manifold M
in terms of a more complex bundle over M than the ordinary frame bundle. Why
would you want to do this? Because we have much more powerful analytical
techniques for systems phrased in terms of complex fields than for those phrased
in terms of real fields, and this more complicated bundle structure may contain a
central U(1) that we can identify with the “i” of complex analysis.

For instance, you could take an individual chiral generator — call it I (in a
convention in which the “generator” is the actual Lie algebra element and not
the matrix I/i) — and consider the non-normal Lie subgroup G1 equal to the
centralizer of I (isomorphic to SU(2)xU(1)/{+/1} ~ U(2)). We can’t put a Lie
group structure on SO(4)/G1. But we can form a principal bundle with total
manifold F ~ SO(4), fiber G1, and base manifold F/G1 ~ SU(2)/U(1) ~ S^2. The
quotient is done along the orbits of the right action of G1, which also makes
sense _globally_ on other objects with a global SO(4) right action — such as the
SO(4) principal reduced frame bundle P of a 4-manifold M of arbitrary orientable
topology. So you can look at the whole frame bundle as a principal G1-bundle E,
globally diffeomorphic to P, over a bigger base manifold N=P/G1, locally
diffeomorphic to (U \subset R^4) x S^2.

This 6-manifold N is in turn an associated SO(4)-bundle over M with fiber S^2,
trivially reducible to an SO(3)-bundle since the generators of the SU(2) with
opposite “chirality” to I (let’s call it SU(2)_L) all act trivially on the fiber. In
general you can’t find a global section of this associated bundle, i. e., a smooth
mapping from each point on M to a point on the fiber over M; if you could, then
you could reduce the structure group of P to G1. But you can ask how a
connexion on the original fiber bundle acts on the S^2 fiber of the associated
SO(3)-bundle N and on the G1 fiber of the new principal bundle E.

We were able to reduce the structure group of N to SO(3) because both the left
and right actions of SU(2)_L act trivially on its fiber S^2. So does the right
action of the U(1) with generator I, as long as the quotient on SO(4)/G1 is taken
from the right; but the left action of exp(It) on SO(4) doesn’t follow the same
orbits as the right action. And because the fiber bundle structure of SO(4)/G1 is
not trivial (it’s related to the Hopf map SU(2)/U(1) ~ S^2), we can’t reduce the
structure group of E to SU(2)_L. Although the right action of G1 on an individual
fiber of E looks like U(2), and we can certainly define a left action of the central
U(1) on that same fiber for the purpose of constructing an atlas on E, this left
action does not coincide with the left action of G1 as a subgroup of SO(4) on the
original bundle structure P.



This complicates the mapping of fields of geometric origin on P to fields on E,
which are (potentially) more analytically tractable. For instance, a connexion on
the original fiber bundle P, viewed as a lift of the space of tangent vector fields
on M to the space of right-invariant tangent vector fields on P, is more like a left
action than a right action (in the sense that, if point p \in P has coordinates (x_i,
g_i) in a given coordinate patch, and the right-invariant vector field v has the
coordinate expression (v_i, g_i a) at p for some element a in the Lie algebra of G,
then at R_g(p) = pg = (x_i, g) it has value not (v_i, g_i g a) but (v_i, g_i a g)).

So from the point of view of gauge couplings, i. e., the connexion on the original
frame bundle, the original SO(4) splits into an SU(2)_L that acts on the fiber of
the new G1-bundle and an SO(3) that acts on the “compactified” S^2; the latter
also acts on the central U(1) of the G1 fiber in a way that varies depending on
where you are on S^2. Except that’s probably not the right way to define a
connexion on E that is in some sense induced from the connexion on P; instead,
you want to go back to the idea of a connexion as a family of horizontal
subspaces of the tangent spaces at various points of the bundle, and ask whether
there is a consistent way to extend the 4-dimensional horizontal subspace at a
point p \in P to a 6-dimensional horizontal subspace at the corresponding p \in E.
The answer is yes; although the right actions of the other two SU(2)_R
generators are associated with vector fields on each fiber of P which are not
invariant under the right action of the U(1) in G1, the plane they span is.

Enough math. Looking back at Peter’s original idea, it is tempting to identify
SU(2)_L with the weak SU(2) and seek a (not necessarily trivial) relationship
between the central U(1) and the hypercharge U(1). As he proposed, there is
also a resemblance that I won’t go into right now between the SO(3) action on
S^2 and the SO(3) of spatial rotations on the original bundle; and analytical
results (if any) will probably involve spinors and Wick rotations, not so much
because the geometric objects sort neatly into spinor representations (they
don’t) but because that’s a useful way to implement “gauge fixing” of the
diffeomorphism group of M.

Does this have anything to do with the fundamental reality underlying the
Standard Model? Maybe, maybe not. But it seems to me to be a perfectly
sensible starting point for an interesting mathematical excursion. And having
audited and enjoyed a string theory course not so long ago, that’s more or less
how I feel about string theory, too. It’s just not science — not until it has some
combination of predictive and explanatory power with regard to the observed
universe.

Cheers,
– Michael

35. John Gonsowski
August 4, 2006

Michael, given Peter’s recent comments, your math filled post about Peter’s
ideas might be more common in the future of this blog. That 4 in SO(4) is a
Clifford Algebra vector and why more people don’t play with a vector for their



spacetime is beyond me. If you want a ten dim spacetime then John Baez’s
SO(10) paper seems like a nicer starting point than string theory. If you want to
naturally get to spinors then SO(8) and its triality seem nice, even string theory
noticed this years ago before getting farther and farther from the real world.
One can also do nice things with SO(8) and fiber bundles. That some kind of
vector-spinor triality might exist down at SO(4) is a nice idea. Finding little math
errors does not always make the general idea wrong.

36. woit
August 5, 2006

Kasper,

Go talk to any “string phenomenologist” working with the state of the art of
techniques for trying to get physics out string theory. What they do is pick a
background of some kind and try and calculate something. Different
backgrounds give different results.

37. Kasper Olsen
August 5, 2006

Dear Peter

Go talk to any “phenomenologist” working with the state of the art of techniques
for trying to get physics out of quantum field theory. What they do is pick a
background of some kind and try and calculate something. Different
backgrounds give different results.

cheers, Kasper

38. woit
August 5, 2006

Michael,

Many thanks for the long comment. The kind of geometry you’re talking about is
exactly what I had in mind in the comments you’re referring to. The “off-
diagonal” SU(2) comment was a misguided attempt on my part to say something
over-simplified about the geometrical set-up that you describe in detail.

The space you call N is also known as the (Euclidean) twistor space. a CP^1
bundle over the four manifold M. It’s the bundle over M whose fiber at a point is
the space of orthogonal complex structures on the tangent space at the point
(more precisely, those compatible with the orientation). As you note, the frame
bundle P of M gives a principal U(2) bundle over N. It is this U(2) that I’d like to
identify as the electroweak U(2).

Again, as you note, the problem with this is that this is a U(2) bundle over N, not
M, and one has to deal with this somehow, and I don’t know of a really
satisfactory way of doing so. You could just locally pick a section of N (in general
you can’t do this globally), but then you have another sort of field to worry about.



The SU(2) part of the U(2) doesn’t depend on this, but the U(1) does, which
creates a problem.

One other issue here is that this is all Euclidean, and how to set up the analytic
continuation to Minkowski signature has to be sorted out. In essence, the hope is
that somehow under analytic continuation the boost part of the local Minkowski
frame transformations becomes something that can be interpreted as an internal
SU(2) symmetry.

My suspicion is that this somehow has to do with an old conceptual problem that
many people have commented on (Yang, Penrose, Baez and others): there are
several complex structures being used in QFT, and it is not clear why they can all
be identified as acting by the same “i”. One kind of complex structure comes
from space-time symmetry, it’s used crucially to distinguish between positive and
negative frequency, and thus to characterize the vacuum state. Another
inherently different complex structure is the one on the fibers, the “i” that
generates U(1) gauge transformations. I’d like to think that maybe the use of the
space of all local complex structures gives a new way of thinking about this
problem, but I haven’t seen my way through this.

At some point in thinking about this many years ago I reached the conclusion
that I needed a better, more abstract, way of thinking about path integrals,
especially for fermi fields, before it would become clear if the ideas above could
be used. Still working on that….

39. woit
August 5, 2006

Kasper,

OK, so you agree with me that I was correct to write in my book that string
theory depends on a choice of background.

You obsessively want to make the argument that string theory is in the same
state as QFT, even though this is obviously not the case. One makes testable
predictions, the other doesn’t. I’ve gone over this a hundred times here, and
doing it the one-hundred and first time is clearly going to be a waste of time. But
the bottom line is extremely simple to state: QFT phenomenologists can calculate
many things that can be compared to experiment, and, if they don’t start making
their models baroquely complicated, they make solid predictions that can be
tested. String theory “phenomenologists” can calculate very little in their
models, and even to force this very little to agree with experiment, they have to
make their models so complicated they make don’t make testable predictions.

40. Aaron Bergman
August 5, 2006

String theory does not depend on the choice of background. The low energy
observed physics depends on the choice of a vacuum. Just like in any other
theory with multiple vacua.



41. woit
August 5, 2006

OK, Aaron, I knew you wouldn’t be able to help yourself.

You should mention that it’s not just the low energy physics that depends on the
background, but the high energy physics also.

All known ways of writing down string theory depend on first choosing a
background (yes, even AdS/CFT, where the asymptotic behavior is the
background). At this point I recall, what you like to do is to say that string theory
is just analogous to gauge theory, it’s just we only have a gauge-fixed version.
Problem with this argument is that observable physics doesn’t depend on the
gauge, whereas observable physics of string theory does depend on the
background (which most people not schooled in string metaphysics would
describe as being background dependent).

If you have something new to say about this, go ahead, but if it’s going to be the
same argument, please just link to one of the versions elsewhere.

And who, don’t even think of joining in. Unless you have something really new to
say on this topic, any comments arguing about this will be mercilessly deleted.

42. Kasper Olsen
August 5, 2006

Peter,

I don’t know what you wrote in your book since I haven’t read it yet. So I can’t
say that I agree with you.

And actually, it is not true that I “want to make the argument that string theory
is in the same state as QFT”. Of course not. My question was not related to
phenomenology directly. Actually I think it was quite simple:

(2): if your statement, that

you have to choose one before you can even write down what your
theory is and try and see if you can extract any physics from it.

is true, then are you applying the same critisism to theories like QCD,
or QED ????

Maybe you’ll just need to make more precise what you mean with the concept of
“background independence”; And then the question was I don’t think you
answered yet was:

Now, if what you are saying, that

I have no idea what the precise set of consistent string theory
backgrounds is or what the correct metric on it is, and I don’t think
anyone else does either.



is true, then

(1): how can you claim, that “there are many of them, they give
different physics” ????

So I don’t want to repeat the discussion of whether string theory makes any “real
predictions” or not; the discussion would be much simpler if I had read your
book 

best regards, Kasper

43. Aaron Bergman
August 5, 2006

Actually, what you say is not how I think about it, but as per your request, those
interested can see here. Enjoy!

44. Kasper Olsen
August 5, 2006

Dear Aaaron and Peter,

Of course the question about a choice of background is different from the one of
a choice of vacuum.

My question (2) was related to Peter’s criticism of string theory in that you
choose a background (much like in many other theories); but as we all know the
resulting physics is background independent; so his critisism seems to be
formulated in a way that confuses things.

My question (1) was related to the fact that the concepts of a choice of
background and vacua also is confused; surely different points in the string
theory landscape give rise to different physics – different cosmological constant
etc. etc.; the background g’ = exp(2) g is equivalent to background g (as Peter
agreed) and not a different vacuum, or related to the question of “giving
different physics”.

Kasper

45. Peter Woit
August 5, 2006

“as we all know the resulting physics is background independent”

You’re confusing what is known to be true with what many people would like to
be true.

In any case, this is not even conjecturally true in the case of what people expect
for generalizations of AdS/CFT. The string theory explicitly depends on a fixed
asymptotic background. Different asymptotic backgrounds give different physics.

46. Kasper Olsen

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/14/the-landscape-for-real-this-time/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/08/14/the-landscape-for-real-this-time/


August 5, 2006

Dear Peter,

Sorry, maybe not all…. And, are my questions above answered in your book,
NEW ??

Best regards, Kasper

47. Peter Woit
August 5, 2006

Kasper,

No, the book doesn’t deal with every piece of wishful thinking common among
string theorists. All it does is accurately describe what the current state of
knowledge in the field is.

Yes, yes, I finally did get some more copies of the book recently, and you’re on a
list of people to send a copy to…

48. Michael Edwards
August 6, 2006

Peter,

It’s great to have the “twistor” connection to the literature about this and similar
constructions. I’ve read a bit about twistors in Minkowski space but hadn’t
identified this particular construction with Euclidean twistors. Is there a good
book in this area that focuses on geometrical and topological applications? (My
idea of “good book” on manifolds runs to Goeckeler & Schuecker and Choquet-
Bruhat; I learned differential geometry originally out of Dubrovin but was later
turned on to differential forms and fiber bundles by Bill Burke and tend to prefer
that language.)

What I like about the construction in terms of the frame bundle is that it makes
clear that you can have a global U(1) right action on certain geometrical objects
on any orientable 4-manifold, without postulating additional structure on the
base manifold. It also shows how you can get “compact” dimensions with
geometrical significance, in addition to the “macroscopic” dimensions of the base
manifold, without a lot of handwaving about why some dimensions are
macroscopic and others aren’t. Depending on what you’re trying to calculate,
you may be able to work entirely on the U(2) bundle over N and quotient out the
redundant degrees of freedom at the end, never having to deal explicitly with the
lack of a complex structure on the original base manifold.

I do not worry about continuation to a manifold of intrinsic Minkowski signature
because I am exploring the premise of complete diffeomorphism invariance, in
which geometry is interesting only as a way to express topology in terms of local
fields. The Minkowski signature isn’t intrinsic to the manifold; it comes of
choosing boundary conditions on the set of acceptable coordinate systems in



which t->-inf and t->+inf are fundamentally different from spacelike infinity.

Picture a 2-torus M covered, except for a 1-dimensional “skeleton” consisting of
two intersecting circles, by a single contractible region. The maximal atlas on the
2-torus contains a diffeomorphism between some coordinate region U \subset
R^2 and this region of M. Choose a diffeomorphism between U and the complex
plane C, and remove the origin and the negative real axis. In terms of radial
coordinates rho and phi, define t = log rho and x = tan phi/2. The entire t->-inf
boundary of this R^2 coordinate system converges toward the origin; the
x->+/-inf boundary converges toward the negative real axis; and the t->+inf
boundary converges toward the “skeleton”. The t->+inf boundary is
fundamentally different from the others; its intrinsic geometry contains “kinks”
that capture the topological difference between the 2-torus and the 2-sphere.
Euclidean rotations of this coordinate system do not preserve this difference but
Lorentz boosts (pure shears along the light cone axes) do.

Now add two dimensions and a vastly more complicated topology. The premise
remains the same: one R^n coordinate system covering all of an orientable
manifold M except for a (n-1)-dimensional skeleton (actually, a simplicial complex
of dimension not exceeding n-1) plus a trivial coordinate anomaly, in this case
arising from recoordinatizing U->Q->R^4. (There’s nothing magical about the
quaternions here; they’re just a convenient way to get to an R^4 system with the
desired boundary conditions.) The skeleton is at t->+inf, and t->-inf converges to
a single point on the manifold, connected by a line segment to a point on the
skeleton; all of spacelike infinity winds up on this line segment.

None of these boundaries are special in terms of the intrinsic geometry of the
manifold; one could just as easily have picked any other maximal coordinate
patch in the atlas on M and transformed it using the same U->Q->R^4 trick. But
the t->-inf and t->+inf boundaries are certainly special in the coordinate system,
and the Poincare group preserves this distinction. I consider this quite sufficient
reason for a completely diffeomorphism invariant theory to have the global
causality structure and Poincare-invariant phenomenology with which we are
familiar from QFT. And for dessert we get primordial asymptotic homogeneity
and an entropic arrow of time.

Remember, I’m not saying this has anything to do with physics. This obviously
isn’t the whole spacetime story; it doesn’t address microcausality, it doesn’t
explain why gravity looks so much like intrinsic geometry on a Minkowski
background, it doesn’t tell you the price of tea in China. But it adds to my
interest in in Wick rotation as a way of making contact between QFT actions and
partition functions in Euclidean space. Not to mention an interest in finding the
portion of the SM gauge spectrum that couples chirally somewhere in the frame
bundle over a Euclidean 4-manifold.

I also have some thoughts on path integrals and fermions, which it will take me a
bit longer to write down at finite length. They were inspired by the identification
of the Faddeev-Popov ghost field with the Maurer-Cartan form on the group of
QCD gauge transformations. I am handicapped in expressing these ideas by an
inadequate grasp of the theory and lingo of Virasoro representations, which



seem to be the way that field theorists with a solid mathematical background
look at this. Any recommendations on texts?

Cheers,
– Michael

49. Michael Edwards
August 6, 2006

Of course, I meant H for the quaternions. I had originally written C^2, changed
it during an editing pass, and had a momentary brain lapse. I’m a bit out of the
habit and not copy editing as carefully as I might (there are glaring typos in the
earlier post too).

– Michael

50. Peter Woit
August 6, 2006

Michael,

I learned about the Euclidean version of the twistor construction from Atiyah. He
used it right at the beginning of the modern interaction between math and
physics to study instantons. Using it relates questions about self-dual
connections to questions about holomorphic bundles. See his short book
“Geometry of Yang-Mills Fields”, in vol. 5 of his collected works.

The Virasoro algebra is the centrally extended lie algebra of diffeomorphisms of
the circle. There’s a huge literature about this by now. The group of gauge
transformations is something different, but related. For the circle, it’s a loop
group, with the central extension the Lie algebra is an affine Kac-Moody Lie
algebra, and there’s again a huge literature. For spaces of higher dimension than
a circle, very little is known about the representations of either gauge groups or
diffeomorphism groups. One place to start reading about this is Jouko
Mickelsson’s book.

51. Michael Edwards
August 6, 2006

OK, then perhaps Virasoro representation is not the hook into the literature that
I’m looking for. What I’m really after is a way of describing the Lie algebra
cohomology of the diffeomorphism group of a compact orientable 4-manifold.

There’s an elegant way of combining the BRST coboundary operator with the
covariant exterior derivative relative to a fixed connection to get a covariant
coboundary operator on the gauge bundle. This can be used to construct a Lie
algebra of graded derivations in which the “scalar functionals” are the space of
Lagrangians (viewed as polynomials in the field degrees of freedom and their
derivatives at a point, as in Ward identities) and the inner derivatives are taken
relative to the direct sum of the Lie algebra of tangent vector fields on the base
space and the Lie algebra of infinitesimal gauge transformations. The Maurer-



Cartan form on this space is quite interesting.

I shouldn’t attempt to spell this out in more detail without LaTeX, but does it
sound like one of the directions that cohomology has taken since Stora? Does it
have anything to do with equivariant cohomology?

Cheers,
– Michael

52. Thomas Larsson
August 6, 2006

What I’m really after is a way of describing the Lie algebra cohomology of the
diffeomorphism group of a compact orientable 4-manifold.

To simplify things, one should start infinitesimally and locally. Extensions of the
algebra of polynomial vector fields by modules of tensor fields were classified by
Dzhumadildaev – my review math-ph/0002016 is online. Two of the extensions
are closely related to the higher-dimensional generalizations of the Virasoro
algebra, which arise in lowest-energy representations.

53. woit
August 6, 2006

Michael,

There’s work by mathematicians on the Lie algebra cohomology of vector fields
that goes under the name “Gelfand-Fuks cohomology”. Bott wrote some beautiful
expository papers on the subject, see vol. 3 (I think, the one on foliations) of his
collected works.

The BRST related ideas you mention are among the things about this I’ve always
found confusing and have never quite sorted out for myself, especially the
relation to equivariant cohomology.

54. Thomas Larsson
August 7, 2006

Definition of Gelfand-Fuks cohomology can be found here.

A clarification: an extension of a Lie algebra L by its module M is an element in
H^2(L,M). Dzhumadildaev (Z Phys C 72 (1996) 509-517) classified this for L =
vect(n) and M a tensor module. Gelfand and Fuks only considered n = 1 and M
the trivial module (Gelfand-Fuks cocycle = Virasoro algebra).

55. D R Lunsford
August 7, 2006

TL, there should be a way of saying this physically, as in, “the part of curvature
not coupled to matter is the Weyl conformal curvature” etc. There may be an
obvious intepretation I’m ignorant of..

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0002016
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0002016
http://www.mimuw.edu.pl/~pwit/TOK/sem2/online/node19.html
http://www.mimuw.edu.pl/~pwit/TOK/sem2/online/node19.html


-drl

56. Thomas Larsson
August 7, 2006

DRL. Sorry, but I specifically tried to answer a question on Lie algebra
cohomology, without claiming any connection to physics.

OTOH, demanding a kinematical Hilbert space with a well-defined action of the
diffeomorphism algebra dictates that QFT must be modified in a certain way;
details can be found in the ArXiv. Unfortutely, what is written reflects my
understanding as of 2004 and is flawed in several respects. If I stop wasting my
time reading blogs, I might eventually manage to write things up.

57. Michael Edwards
August 7, 2006

Thomas,

Your ArXiv papers are definitely proving rewarding reading. There is, however,
an aspect of your handling of the BRST operator that is not clear to me.

A textbook description (e. g., section 12.3 of Goeckeler & Schuecker) of Stora’s
solutions to the Wess-Zumino consistency condition exhibits a linear
representation W on the space Pl of Lagrangian polynomials of the total Lie
algebra E of right-invariant vector fields on the gauge bundle. On a trivial gauge
bundle, E is the semidirect product of the vector algebra and the gauge algebra
over M. On a non-trivial gauge bundle, infinitesimal gauge transformations still
form a “vertical” ideal of E, but the “horizontal” vector algebra does not form a
subalgebra. The coordinate expression of the Lie bracket on E necessarily
involves a “fixed” (background) connexion on the gauge bundle, but that’s not
fundamental to the construction; it’s just a way of expressing a right-invariant
vector field on the bundle space in terms of a vector field on the base manifold
plus an infinitesimal gauge transformation.

Identifying Pl with the space \Lambda^0 of 0-forms on E taking values in Pl, the
Ward operator W(e) may be identified (up to a sign) with the Lie derivative wrt e
on \Lambda^0. This Lie derivative looks exotic, involving a lift of the vector
algebra (the infinitesimal diffeomorphisms) from the base manifold to the gauge
bundle by means of a fixed connexion, ensuring that the commutators in the Lie
bracket on E can be patched together on the overlaps of a local trivialization.
This Lie bracket should not be confused with the Lie bracket of vector fields on
the base manifold; the curvature of the fixed connexion appears in the Lie
bracket of two horizontal algebra elements.

Now, given a Lie bracket on the total algebra E and a Lie derivative on the space
of Pl-valued 0-forms over E, we can axiomatically construct the complete algebra
\Lambda of alternating forms on E and the graded Lie algebra of derivations
relating them. The “exterior derivative” operator d_E in this construction can be
identified (up to a sign) with the BRST coboundary operator, and in fact the
1-form d_E L coincides with -Q L on the vertical ideal of E. d_E is nilpotent by

http://arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/AND+au:+Larsson_T_A+ti:+covariant/0/1/0/2004,2005/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/hep-th/1/AND+au:+Larsson_T_A+ti:+covariant/0/1/0/2004,2005/0/1


construction.

Now, is -d_E the Koszul-Tate operator referenced in 0501043? (I’m having a hard
time relating the language of canonical quantisation to the functional setting in
which I’m used to seeing BRST-related constructions such as the Faddeev-Popov
ghost.) If so, how does your approach to quantisation result in a change to the
BRST operator that breaks nilpotence?

Cheers,
– Michael

58. Michael Edwards
August 7, 2006

More notes on the above, in hope that one or more of the folks who have been so
kind as to suggest readings in cohomology will recognize this as a standard line
of reasoning.

It turns out that most of the above construction is available in the first five
sections of Schuecker’s 1987 paper:

http://projecteuclid.org/Dienst/UI/1.0/Summarize/euclid.cmp/1104116716

His construction of the graded Lie algebra of derivations in section 6 is, however,
significantly different from what I have in mind. He also doesn’t particularly
emphasize that the fixed auxiliary connexion is only a device for identifying the
“horizontal” portion of an algebra element in a particular local trivialization, and
that the actual graded Lie algebra of derivations on \Lambda is independent of
this connexion. Nor does he spell out that the full coboundary operator (in his
notation, d + s) is an extension of the BRST coboundary to the full algebra of
infinitesimal diffeomorphisms + infinitesimal gauge transformations; maybe in
his construction it’s not (I haven’t checked).

Perhaps for these reasons, Schuecker points out the resemblance of the
“(algebraic) Faddeev-Popov ghost” to the Maurer-Cartan form but does not
extend it to the full Maurer-Cartan form on E. The latter has some very
interesting properties that I may comment on later (when I decipher some of my
old notes).

In my construction, the Lie derivative on \Lambda with respect to an element e
of E is of degree 0, the inner derivative with respect to e is of degree -1, and the
exterior derivative (coboundary) is of degree 1, just like in ordinary differential
forms. The inner derivatives with respect to elements of E form a Grassmann
subalgebra of the graded algebra of derivations on \Lambda, which I am tempted
to relate to the Grassmann algebra of which fermions carry odd representations.

I hedge a bit here because, if this has any relationship to physics, the fermions of
low-energy phenomenology probably are not objects of a single rank in this
Grassmann subalgebra. There could be some terms in the “fundamental”
Lagrangian that arise from topological densities, expressed using objects of well-
defined rank. Other terms are artifacts of functional quantisation in a non-

http://projecteuclid.org/Dienst/UI/1.0/Summarize/euclid.cmp/1104116716
http://projecteuclid.org/Dienst/UI/1.0/Summarize/euclid.cmp/1104116716


diffeomorphism-invariant “gauge”, involving fields whose algebraic properties
(like those of the traditional Faddeev-Popov ghost) are chosen so that the added
term in the Lagrangian forms an operator trace of the Jacobian of the gauge-
fixing term. I would expect the eigenfields of the mass term in the effective
Lagrangian (wherever it comes from) to be a mix of fields of these two types.

Is this clear enough to be boring yet? 

Cheers,
– Michael

59. Thomas Larsson
August 9, 2006

Michael, it might be better to continue this off-topic discussion privately, rather
than pushing Peter’s hospitality further. My email address is on my eprints.
However, let me just end with some general comments.

What I’m doing is not strictly equivalent to QFT. To obtain a well-defined action
of the diff algebra, which is impossible in QFT proper, I first replace all fields by
their Taylor series. This introduces an additional datum: the expansion point.
Whereas infinite Taylor series are independent of the base point, truncated ones
are not, and this dependence remains in the form of anomalies after
quantization, even when the truncation is removed.

The existence of new anomalies shows that passing to Taylor data makes a
substantial difference. I think this is a good thing, because we know that QFT is
incompatible with gravity. By considering a structure which is close to QFT, but
essentially different from it, this no-go theorem might be avoided.

Our main similarity is that we both use cohomology, but this is a very general
mathematical technique, applicable in many situations. My work is largely
modelled on the antifield approach, as formulated in chapter 17 of Henneaux and
Teitelboim. However, since I want to do canonical quantization, I need an honest
Poisson bracket rather than an antibracket, and therefore my starting point is
not the space of histories, but rather its phase space. A flaw in my paper is that I
get an overcounting for the harmonic oscillator. To correct this, one must add an
extra constraint which identifies momenta and velocities.

Thank you for making me aware of Schuecker’s paper. I have never managed to
understand them properly, and I have long been confused about their relation to
my extensions. AFAIU, there is none. In particular, I do consider vector fields on
the base manifold, without a reference connection A^0.

60. Thomas Larsson
August 9, 2006

to understand them properly

them = conventional gauge anomalies



61. Michael Edwards
August 9, 2006

Thomas,

My (obviously very amateur) take on anomalies is that they happen when you try
to write down a theory about objects that live in quotient spaces of group actions
on fiber bundles using index-slinging notation and you don’t get it quite right.
This tends to come of using heuristics like “give this symbol algebraic properties
which make the term in which it appears come out gauge invariant”, “the
horizontal element is the one normal to the vertical subspace”, or “this field must
be a boson because it’s a Lorentz scalar” instead of sweating blood over what it’s
doing there in the first place.

We’ve all grown up with this situation because quantum mechanics _works_ even
though it doesn’t make any bloody sense. Heck, it started long before quantum
mechanics: I lost confidence in the formal correctness of what I was doing in the
physics classroom the first time I saw a Lagrange multiplier, and to this day I
can’t look at a partial derivative without wincing. The Lie derivative _means_
something. A partial derivative has no more intrinsic meaning than ten in the
ones column carried to one in the tens column.

Until you slog your way through to BRST quantization, gauge covariance is just a
heuristic. For me at least, putting Schücker’s chapter on anomalies side by side
with Peskin & Schroeder’s explanation of “BRST symmetry” led (eventually) to
an “a-ha” moment: if you want a theory with local causality, and the fundamental
objects of your theory live on a big honkin’ principal bundle with irreducible
global structure, then you’d better define your theory there, because that’s the
_only_ space on which the Lie derivative looks like a local operator. The rest of
the apparatus – differential forms, Clifford algebras, Wick rotation, Feynman
diagrams, contour integrals – is long division for postdocs.

Your work has my respect (though not yet my comprehension) because it
investigates how real calculations with imperfectly known initial conditions can
be truncated without losing the answer in imperfectly cancelled anomalies. I
couldn’t compute a QCD background if my life depended on it. A formalism with
all the elegance and explanatory power in the world is of little use if it can’t
make contact with phenomenology, and “we can’t prove that the SM can’t be
obtained as our effective field theory” is a poor second to a theory with added
predictive power. Personally, I would be very satisfied with a theory that doesn’t
make any “new” predictions but does liberate grad students from index-slinging
and the rest of us from piffle about the philosophical implications of
discontinuous spacetime at the Planck scale.

Cheers,
– Michael



Reviews and Errata

August 2, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

The August edition of Seed magazine is out on the newstands, and it contains a joint
review entitled “No Strings Attached” by Charles Seife of my book and of Lee
Smolin’s The Trouble With Physics. The article and magazine issue are not online at
the moment. The latest issue of Physics World contains a review by Gordon Fraser,
entitled String theory gets knotted.

Both reviews give a reasonable description of what the book is about, and take the
first part of the book to task for being hard going, worrying that the reader may give
up before getting to the less technical later parts. Seife writes “the level of detail is
inconsistent” and Fraser describes “a level of detail that is unpredictable”, and this is
true enough. It was a conscious decision to put together history, some basic
explanations of math and particle physics, together with some explanations of the
rather arcane joint successes of math and physics in recent years, all in as compact
form as possible. There is a warning in the text that almost everyone is going to find
parts of this hard to follow and should judiciously skip ahead. My goal was to write
something that almost everyone would get something out of, from people new to the
subject to those with quite a bit of technical knowledge. Undoubtedly this was an
overly-ambitious idea, but on the whole I’ve been pleased so far to hear that people
with a wide range of backgrounds seem to enjoy the book.

Because I cover so much ground in so few pages, many technical terms and ideas
don’t get properly explained. Both Seife and Fraser fault me for not explaining
“synchrotron radiation”, which is true enough, although I use the term in context to
describe X-rays produced when electrons are accelerated in a synchrotron. Seife says
that I don’t define “eigenstate”, although I do give a one-sentence definition
immediately after first using the term. It’s true though that anyone who hasn’t taken a
linear algebra course will probably just find this baffling.

Fraser complains about inaccuracies in the book, and he has found two of them: I
describe Rutherford’s discovery of the nucleus as taking place at Cambridge when it
was really Manchester, and while this experiment is first properly described as
involving the scattering of alpha particles, at a later point in the book it is
inaccurately referred to as involving scattering electrons. Some of his other
complaints seem to me unfounded. I don’t say that Isabelle was canceled before
planning was underway for the SSC, and I don’t understand why he claims there was
no “competing collider” at CERN (the reference was to the SpS, being used as a
p-pbar collider starting in 1981).

I’ve just written up an errata page for the book, which includes the two errors
mentioned by Fraser. It can be found here.

Update:  John Horgan’s review of Not Even Wrong that appeared in Prospect is
available at his web-site.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0618551050
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0618551050
http://www.physicsweb.org/articles/review/19/8/1/1
http://www.physicsweb.org/articles/review/19/8/1/1
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/NEWerrata.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/NEWerrata.html
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/index.php?p=notEvenWrong
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/index.php?p=notEvenWrong


Sabine Hossenfelder has the first review of Lee Smolin’s The Trouble With Physics,
together with an interview with Smolin.  Lubos responds to this by explaining that
Sabine is a woman, thus intellectually inferior, and prone to engage in “female
physics”.

Comments

1. L. Riofrio
August 2, 2006

I sympathise with your difficulty in getting things published. Keep at it; I look
forward to reading your book. The best way to bury a bad idea is to come up with
something better.

2. Johan Couder
August 3, 2006

I have to agree – your book is indeed “hard going” at times. In spite of having
‘some’ mathematical background I probably wouldn’t have struggled through if
as an interested “layman” I hadn’t already read so many popular books on
quantum physics, relativity and string theory before.
But I’m glad I did. I kept buying the latest ‘popular’ books on string theory afraid
as I was of missing out on the “Big Revolution” in theoretical physics. If anything
your book made me realize string theory may very well not be the “Holy Grail”
its proponents purport it to be.
It also saddens me some string theorists do not seem to have the ‘grandeur’ of at
least “agreeing to disagree”. I’m glad though your colleague Brian Greene
doesn’t seem to be one of them, because I do admire him as a science
popularizer (and as a scientist of course).
I’ll never reach the heights of your mathematical understanding (not by far) , but
at least you didn’t give me the feeling of being a complete moron. It obviously
took a lot of courage to do what you did, and I (and many others I’m sure) thank
you for that.

3. Tommaso Dorigo
August 3, 2006

Hi Peter,

I think a varying level of detail is a very good idea. I enjoyed the book back to
back, and the fact that the level was not always the same was stimulating to me,
rather than the other way round. I did not skip pages, even if in a couple of
instances I was having trouble understanding the details.

So this kind of criticism is unfounded IMO.

T.

4. Hmm

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/08/lee-smolins-trouble-with-physics.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/08/lee-smolins-trouble-with-physics.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/08/lees-comments.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/08/lees-comments.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/mismeasure-of-woman.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/mismeasure-of-woman.html


August 4, 2006

Johan,

It didn’t take any “courage” for Peter to do what he did. He isn’t a physicist, nor
even a professional resarcher of any sort. He has absolutely nothing to lose
spouting his trivial ideas, and lots to gain–media coverage and recognition he
could never have gotten from doing research. So it didn’t take any courage–no
one even noticed him enough to even care what he thought or said before, and
nothing has changed in this regard.

Peter–I’ve said it before. Enjoy your 15 minutes. You’ve taken a pretty pathetic
and classless road to try and make a name for yourself, but I guess it takes the
sting out of never having enough talent to be kept around in physics. However
you should know that there are lots of serious and brilliant people actually
struggling to make progress, who both understand your trivial points as well as
hundreds of more interesting ones. You are pompous and arrogant with nothing
to back it up intellectually; its lucky for you that we live in a general age of
mediocrity in this society, which is the only reason you get any coverage at all.

We are all also STILL waiting for your research ideas, where are they???? Will
we EVER see them??? Well it was tough going for you when you were younger,
and its not going to get any easier….I’d get cracking if I were you.

5. Marty Tysanner
August 4, 2006

Peter,

Could you please do all of us a favor and delete the above post by “Hmm”? He
appears to be nothing more than a puerile, loud-mouthed, air-headed troll who
has never initiated nor contributed any useful discussion here. His
“contributions” are no more than noise, certainly nothing worthy of a response
by you nor anyone else. I am posting something only because I am sick of seeing
his meaningless drivel.

More generally, I really, really wish you would initiate an uncompromising policy
where any post that contains a significant personal attack on you or any other
poster would be automatically be deleted without further explanation. Something
like a simple line just above the comment entry area like “Posts containing ad
hominem attacks will be mercilessly deleted” would provide adequate warning.
You may feel an obligation to allow others to personally attack you so as to avoid
an image of censorship, but in my view that is only appropriate as long as the
attacks are restricted to ideas or appropriateness of material, as opposed to
purely personal attacks like the one above. Allowing trashy comments like those
by Hmm and others of his ilk (e.g., “Michael”) cheapens your blog and gives it
too much of an unmoderated Usenet flavor.

6. Walt
August 4, 2006



Hmm: You’re helping to kill string theory. Seriously, anyone who’s on the outside
of the discussion (and that includes most physicists) who sees these arguments
between you and Peter will side with Peter every time. Refuting bad ideas is as
much a part of science as developing good ones. Peter has put forth a scientific
argument against string theory; that’s part of science. Your whining about the
hurt feelings of all the hard workers out there is not.

7. Hmm
August 4, 2006

Marty,

I apologize–seeing Johan call Peter “courageous” pushed me over the edge. I
really do have an exceedingly low opinion of what Peter is engaged in, but I
agree that it was wrong to respond as I did, not to mention a waste of time.

So apologies Peter, and please feel free to delete my comments as Marty
suggested. I will avoid leaving comments here in the future.

8. Hmm
August 4, 2006

OK one last comment in response to Walt: yes, obviously refuting bad arguments
is part of science. But Peter has not “put forth a scientific argument”. He hasn’t
said a *single* thing that isn’t trivially obvious to everyone in the field; indeed
most practicioners (and I’m not talking about Kaku or Greene) have much more
insight into the problems of string theory, and at a deeper level, both physically
and mathematically. But they also know of many remarkable aspects of the
theory that are extremely compelling. The subject is a work in progress, and no
one has claimed that the answer is right around the corner. That is why what
Peter does is so annoying–he takes the “outsider against the establishment” line
when nothing he says is news to anyone inside the subject, pretending he knows
what the outcome of all the confusions is going to be, say involving the
landscape, when they are very much up in the air, subjects of ongoing research.
All he does is boo the people from the sidelines without offering anything
positive, and not even giving anything negative that isn’t universally known. And
its a little galling when his specific proposals for “alternatives” are so amazingly
naive, as you might expect from someone with no real experience in doing
original research.

9. Arun
August 5, 2006

Stripped of the ad hominem remarks, all that Hmm is saying is – trust the string
theorists, what makes string theory compelling cannot be explained to mere
mortals, only the problems with string theory can.

10. Ummm
August 5, 2006

“…yes, obviously refuting bad arguments is part of science. But Peter has not



“put forth a scientific argument”. He hasn’t said a *single* thing that isn’t
trivially obvious to everyone in the field…” – Hmm

If it is so trivially obvious that stringy stuff has got into a worse situation over the
past 20 years, then why get so angry about it?

11. woit
August 5, 2006

About Hmm,

I wish string theory proponents would get their story straight. Half the time I’m
someone who doesn’t know what I’m talking about, so shouldn’t be listened to
because I’ve got it all wrong, the other half of the time, the problem is that I’m
saying things that are obviously true to all trained string theorists, so I shouldn’t
be listened to because I’m boring.

Marty,

In the future I’ll take up Hmm’s offer to delete his comments. While he promises
to stop posting here, from past experience he doesn’t seem to believe in keeping
his promises.

I do want to avoid deleting comments from string theorists, no matter how
offensive, because I’ve been accused by them of deleting comments I disagree
with. One correspondent wrote to tell me that a string theorist had told him that
the reason one doesn’t see sensible responses to criticism of string theory on my
blog is that I delete these.

Unfortunately Hmm and Lubos are not alone in their behavior and attitudes in
the string theory community. The recent behavior of Susskind shows that this
kind of thing is more widespread, involving some very prominent people.

12. LDM
August 5, 2006

It didn’t take any “courage” for Peter to do what he did. -Hmm

One might ask exactly how much courage does it take to work in a discipline, like
string theory, where it seems nothing can ever be tested by experiment — and
hence there is never a risk of loss of scientific reputation, or ego, by any of your
ideas being proved wrong in the lab.

13. Thomas Larsson
August 6, 2006

If anything your book made me realize string theory may very well not be the
“Holy Grail” its proponents purport it to be.

“Holy Grail” = non-existent thing which generations of our best and brightest
wasted their lives searching for.



14. Thomas Mulligan
August 7, 2006

I think the comments of Dr. Lubos and “Hmm” should be retained; they serve to
illuminate the very real insecurities present in the string theory community. I do
not doubt the noble motivations of string theorists, but even the most objective
scientists cannot help but attach an unwarranted affinity to concepts they’ve
spent careers studying. Most confront foundational problems with polite
resistance; the two mentioned above appear to employ only ad hominem attack:
the first refuge of an insecure intellect is insult.

The work Dr. Woit does here is as important to the advancement of physical
theory as anything you’ll find on arXiv; every scientist has a duty to ensure that
our accepted theories are empirically adequate, regardless of whether or not
that requires an attack on orthodoxy. If string theory becomes a genuine, potent
scientific theory, it will be as a result of Dr. Woit’s criticism and not despite it.

15. D R Lunsford
August 7, 2006

Thomas,

I agree about Peter, but I don’t agree about the noble motivations of string
theorists. I suppose I use a different definition of nobility, such as could be justly
applied to Pauli, Dirac, etc. among other people who respected the truth. But it’s
just my opinion.

-drl

16. nigel cook
August 7, 2006

The widely agreed principle maintaining string theory is:

We are right because everyone else is wrong.

By and large the public agree – ie stringy hype works – because the public can’t
get to see any alternatives clearly; this is due to the stringy hype and censorship
of physics by group think stringers. If the public could see all the alternatives,
the status of physics would be reduced from a professional objective group
enterprize into what would appear chaos. So they have to censor out the
alternatives, or physics is finished as a respectable discipline a far as they are
concerned.

17. Peter Orland
August 7, 2006

Most of the comments on this blog concern the value of string theory as opposed
to other approaches to quantum gravity and unification. It surprises me that no
one seems to have suggested that part of the controversy isn’t the solution but
the problem.



NO theory of everything is going to do any better than string theory has. What
does Loop Quantum Gravity predict? Or dynamical triangulations?
The difficulty is that any serious attempt to deal with the Planck scale can’t
confront the world in the TeV range. Any approach to these specific problems
needs hype to make the public think it is of overriding
importance.

There are challenging unsolved problems which have nothing do with black holes
and Planck scale unification. The culture of the field these days is,
unfortunately, that little else is of interest. When I was a student, most of the
students were obsessed by such problems, but eventually faculty brought them
back down to earth by showing them other things to do.

I am not disputing that quantum gravity and unification are important problems.
They are, and I like to think about them too. But there are other interesting
problems of physics which are also challenging and have a better chance of
being tested experimentally. I don’t think it will take any less brain-power to
solve High-Tc superconductivity, quark confinement or turbulence than to solve
quantum gravity. Dark matter and dark energy may have nothing to do with
Planck scale physics. Many of the people (like me) who do work in one or more
these other areas are as smart as they come (unlike me).

In practice, some string theorists do look at things like AdS/CFT, which
may not be relevant experimentally, but has definitely advanced our field
theoretic knowledge, and will probably do so for some time. I also am
sympathetic to, but more dubious about AdS/QCD, which seems
to be another strong-coupling approach (we have been able to do strong-
coupling calculations since Wilson’s ’74 paper. No one has
convinced me AdS/QCD is any better). This, however, is the minority
of string theorists.

Part of our job as scientists is to be scholars. That means we have to be
knowledgable about many things. We can argue all we like about which quantum
gravity theory is best, or if we instead should go back to the drawing board. I can
(and do) participate in such discussions with colleagues. But shouldn’t we also
think about other issues?

There was some famous quote about Academia being so vicious because
the stakes were so small. I am not finding this joke funny these days.

18. Who
August 7, 2006

In Peter Orland’s second paragraph
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=439#comment-14267 the
question
What does Loop Quantum Gravity predict?
is asked rhetorically, as if the expected answer were “nothing”. In some people’s
view it is not a rhetorical question.

There are a bunch of non-string QG approaches (often referred to under the

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=439#comment-14267
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=439#comment-14267


heading of LQG because it’s a familiar term) that predict various things which
are testable. This has permitted or will permit some proposed models to be
falsified. There are also some “generic” predictions shared by a broad class of
QGs. This is discussed in
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605052

The above link is to a draft chapter of a forthcoming book
Approaches to Quantum Gravity – toward a new understanding of space,
time, and matter, edited by D. Oriti, to be published by Cambridge University
Press.

Another contribution to the same book has bearing on testable QG predictions. It
is the draft chapter by Shahn Majid
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604130

In his chapter, Majid says:
This is also the first noncommutative spacetime model with a genuine physical
prediction[1], namely a variable speed of light (VSL). The NASA GLAST satellite
to be launched in 2007 may among other things be able to test this prediction
through a statistical analysis of gamma-ray bursts even in the worst case that we
might expect for the parameter λ ∼ 10-44 s ( the Planck timescale).

19. anon
August 7, 2006

“NO theory of everything is going to do any better than string theory has… any
serious attempt to deal with the Planck scale can’t confront the world in the TeV
range.”

Just because strings have failed miserably, doesn’t prove it is impossible for
others. “Not Even Wrong (N.E.W.)” gives indirect tests such as getting the
vacuum energy in supersymmetry (unification energy) to agree with empirical
observaton.

String theory is apparently way out by an astronomical factor of 10^113 (N.E.W.
page 179). Another empirical check is that according to unification theories you
should be able to predict the way one fundamental force varies with collision
energy, given measurements on how the other forces vary as a function of
energy. This is a test since data are accurate withi about 3%. String theory fails
here too (N.E.W. page 177) where the value of the SU(3) force predicted by SUSY
using SU(2) and U(1) forces is higher than experimental data by 10-15%.

So there are a few indirect tests possible and it is conceivable that some other
theory could make progress by correct agreement with these data where
strings/SUSY can’t. Another option is some theory which is so radical it may
predict masses (Tony Smith being one example) and be checked experimentally
that way.

20. Peter Orland
August 7, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605052
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605052
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604130
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604130


Who and anon,

It wasn’t my purpose to put anyone on the defensive. That said, I don’t find your
arguments concerning expermental predictions any more convincing than the
string theorists’s.

If you love LQG or another approach (or even decide you want to work on
strings!), do it with my blessing. I am just complaining that so many in our field
think all life exists at the Planck scale.

21. Who
August 7, 2006

At least one important version of LQG risks falsification next year by
astronomical observation—in my view the most promising spinfoam approach
actually—if energy-dependence of the speed of light is not observed in gammaray
bursts.

P.O. : It wasn’t my purpose to put anyone on the defensive. That said, I don’t find
your arguments concerning expermental predictions any more convincing than
the string theorists’s.

…I am just complaining that so many in our field think all life exists at the Planck
scale.

Be happy then.  You did not put anyone on the defensive, but merely showed
your lack of familiarity with the subject! No one needs to provide arguments to
“convince” you of QG testability, since one simply has to point to cases where
non-string QG models have already been constrained or are at risk of
refutation by having their predictions falsified empirically.

If it distresses you that so many have their attention focused at Planck scale,
then here is some news to cheer you up—we aren’t stuck down at Planck scale:
non-string QG phenomenology has ample scope at the scale of practical near-
term observation.

22. Haelfix
August 7, 2006

The Planck satellite could in principle pick up QG signatures, and its somewhat
of an on going debate in the string theory community if it has the resolution to
see Stringy effects or not.

So while its not a falsifiable prediction, if it does see something it would be
wonderful for the entire field. If it doesnt, well it could mean a few things.

OTOH, With further theoretical refinement it could potentially be upgraded to
falsifiable lvls, so keep that in mind. I believe people at Columbia are actually
working on this as we speak, so perhaps Peter can ask his colleagues in the
physics department what they think.



23. Bee
August 7, 2006

Hi Peter,

thanks for the link. I didn’t comment very much on the ‘physical’ content of the
book. I kind of expect that Lubos will take care of that… would be good if you
had the time to write a sensible review on Lee’s book as well. I’d really be
interested in your opinion.

Btw, did you receive an offer from Lee’s publisher to send you a copy of the
book? I got a rather weird comment saying that she ‘of course’ did not ask you.
No idea what that’s supposed to mean.

Best, B.

24. Michael Edwards
August 7, 2006

Bee,

Just wanted you to know that some readers of your review got (and enjoyed) the
Bigfoot / Big Five joke (and the big game icons) even if a certain person at
Harvard didn’t. “Female physics” my (big) foot.

Cheers,
– Michael

25. Peter Woit
August 7, 2006

Hi Bee,

Supposedly a copy of Lee’s book is in the mail and I should see it soon. Of course
I’ll write something about it here after I’ve read it. I’ve heard from Lee quite a
bit about the book, going back to when he first started working on it. No idea
what his publisher’s comment was about, perhaps they’re a bit competitive with
another publisher… But I think both Lee and I see the appearance of the two
books around the same time as a good thing rather than a competition. Our
points of view are in many ways complementary and the fact that we reach
similar conclusions about string theory from different starting points reinforces
what we each have to say.

Haelfix,

For the latest on possible imprints in the CMB, see Brian’s talk at Strings 2006

http://strings06.itp.ac.cn/talk-files/bgreene.pdf

As far as I know, no one has ever made the claim that this can potentially falsify
string theory. The size of effects coming from Planck scale physics is debatable,
and depends on the string scale, which is not known. It has to be at large enough

http://strings06.itp.ac.cn/talk-files/bgreene.pdf
http://strings06.itp.ac.cn/talk-files/bgreene.pdf


distances for you to have a chance to see something. I think you have to be quite
an optimist to believe that they’re going to be visible in the Planck satellite data.
But it certainly would be very remarkable if such effects are seen. One thing to
keep in mind is that these calculations typically don’t actually involve string
theory, more things like assuming that there is a minimal length, and QFT modes
below that length are cutoff. So, these calculations are sometimes described as
“string-inspired”.

26. Peter Orland
August 9, 2006

Hi Peter,

You have just reiterated my point about no theory of quantum gravity being
falsifiable. Finding a minimal length (a UV cut-off) proves everybody right and
nobody wrong. If such a length isn’t detected by
the observations, I won’t be surprised if everyone finds a way to wiggle out of it
and say “I knew it all the time”.

Again, I appeal to those of you hotly debating Planck-scale issues to spend time
thinking about at theoretical physics at distances above 10^-33 cm. If that isn’t
your main interest, try to make it your hobby.

Regards,
Peter O.



Nobel Prize Winning Orgiasts

August 2, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

DealBreaker, which is described as “an online business tabloid and Wall Street gossip
blog”, has a story about supposed Jeffrey Epstein parties “in which Nobel prize
winners and various wealthy folks were all surrounded by young, ‘nude eastern
european girls, frolicking with them, and then proceeding into one big orgy party.'”
The story refers hopefully to the idea that this might have something to do with the
physics symposium in St. Thomas funded and organized by Epstein that was
mentioned here.

Update: When I wrote this blog posting last night, it was purely based on the posting
at DealBreaker, which appeared to be a silly fantasy, based I assumed on some highly
exaggerated version of something that happened involving consenting adults at an
Epstein party. The idea of Gross-Wilczek-‘t Hooft-Hawking participating in an orgy at
the conference Epstein sponsored was obviously a joke, although perhaps a bit of a
tasteless one. I was completely unaware of the serious accusations against Epstein
and of the fact that charges have been filed against him involving his sexual behavior.
Given this context which I didn’t know about, the joke isn’t funny.

Epstein has been exceptionally generous to the math and physics community over the
years. He’s entitled to the presumption of innocence and I don’t think this blog is an
appropriate place for discussion of his case. So I’m shutting off further comments on
this posting.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
August 3, 2006

Peter, this is one link I wish you had not provided.

Firstly, I find that the image of Stephen Hawking being pleasured by a bevy of
Eastern European beauties is one that I do not wish to contemplate.

Secondly, the best I ever managed to do on the junket count – which was when I
worked as a quant in the City of London – was a visit to a roped-off area at Royal
Ascot paid for by a broker. It was awkward as we felt morally obliged to
demonstrate (financially) macho credentials by placing large bets. Luckily one of
my horses came in, otherwise it would have been expensive for me, too. A nice
day out, but no hired help other than the driver, who was singularly unattractive,
and a man.

2. D R Lunsford
August 3, 2006

http://www.dealbreaker.com/2006/08/epstein-update-nobel-prize-wide-shut
http://www.dealbreaker.com/2006/08/epstein-update-nobel-prize-wide-shut
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=428
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=428


Not Even Hung

-drl

3. Louise
August 3, 2006

Someone should note that Stephen hasn’t won the Nobel. Are there similiar
parties for woman scientists?

4. Steven H. Cullinane
August 3, 2006

From the DealBreaker story:

“There is no agenda except fun and physics, and that’s fun with a capital ‘F,'”
Epstein said.

May the F be with him.

5. ObsessiveMathsFreak
August 3, 2006

Would this be a good time to bring up the social habits of ancient greek
mathematicial philosophers?

6. Jeremy
August 3, 2006

I would be happy to arrange even better parties for female physicists.

7. Cynthia
August 3, 2006

Peter,

Extremely tasteless of you to create a post on this tabloid trash! Simply put, you
appear to be trapped on one side of the mountain with zero classical energy.
Perhaps quantum tunneling is the only way you can safely make it back to the
other side…Good luck…

Best wishes,
Cynthia

8. LostHisMarbles
August 3, 2006

`nude eastern european girls’ what’s wrong with nude western european girls?
Why bother to watch soap operas when one can tune in here? Why wasn’t I
invited?

9. Jeremy

http://www.xanga.com/m759/515023362/item.html
http://www.xanga.com/m759/515023362/item.html


August 3, 2006

LostHisMarbles: As one of the more popular theories go, the collapse of the
Soviet Union was not due to an inability to keep up with the expensive
technological innovation and economic power of the United States, but rather
because they had long, cold winters, plentiful vodka, and some of the hottest
women on the planet. Why fight a cold war?

10. Jean-Paul
August 3, 2006

Louise — there were also women scientists there — you can see Lisa Randall in
Larry Krauss’ photo gallery
http://www.phys.cwru.edu/events/grav_gallery.php
Why all these bright people need somebody to pay for their Carribean vacation?
They can’t afford it? What a filth…

11. anon
August 3, 2006

Stephen Hawking is a definite suspect. He has lapdances in Peter Stringfellow’s
nightclub, London, in 2003 and although most media tried to censor the news it
leaked out. The Scotsman newspaper even reports the teenage lady’s name:

“In July [2003] the Lucasian professor for Mathematics at Cambridge University
and author of A Brief History of Time spent five hours at Peter Stringfellow’s
lapdance club, the Cabaret of Angels, enjoying the gyrations of a 19-year-old
dancer called ‘Tiger’.”

– http://thescotsman.scotsman.com/s2.cfm?id=1080412003

The BBC website naturally reports that the experience was beneficial to
Professor Hawking’s health:

“… I heard a rumour that Man City have just signed the lapdance-loving
Professor, Stephen Hawking …”

– http://www.bbc.co.uk/ouch/news/btn/timhoward.shtml

12. Tommaso Dorigo
August 3, 2006

Hey all,

first, please don’t complain if Peter throws in some trivia about physicists in
here. I, for one, couldn’t help laughing out loud while reading the post and the
comments that ensued.

Second, what’s wrong with an orgy ? An orgy never, or very seldom, kills
anybody. Come on. You straight thinkers go and deal with more pressing issues,
such as corpses of children hit by bombs in Lebanon. These kinds of outraged
reactions to anything that has to do with sex (a healthy activity in general, and

http://www.phys.cwru.edu/events/grav_gallery.php
http://www.phys.cwru.edu/events/grav_gallery.php
http://thescotsman.scotsman.com/s2.cfm?id=1080412003
http://thescotsman.scotsman.com/s2.cfm?id=1080412003
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ouch/news/btn/timhoward.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ouch/news/btn/timhoward.shtml


like many other healthy activities at times misused) are ridiculous and only tag
narrowmindedness and bigotry.

And personally, if I was confined in a wheelchair and decided that my life was
still worth living, I would have no shame in contemplating the body of a young
dancer on my lap if the chance arose. Give me a break.

Cheers,
T.

13. LostHisMarbles
August 3, 2006

Is a party in the Carribean cool if the girls are hot?

14. Visitor
August 3, 2006

It might turn out to be not as funny as it seems; a posting on Angry Physics lead
me to Motl’s post on his blog about it, http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/jeffrey-
epstein-arrested.html and that lead to this link to the Harvard Crimson:
http://www.thecrimson.com/article.aspx?ref=514049 . Motl says Epstein has
been arrested but the Crimson might be confusing “getting arrested” and “being
indicted” – their reportage is not exactly clear on this point.

15. deloprator2000
August 3, 2006

Hopefully Mr. Epstein checked that the “nude eastern european girls” were
clean. I could just imagine t’Gooft and Stephen Hawking checking into an STD
clinc, I wonder if his computer has the words for “it burns when I pee”.

16. LostHisMarbles
August 3, 2006

It makes you wonder if `nude western european girls’ might not have been a
better choice.

17. justin
August 3, 2006

This is really despicable. Peter, spreading these kind of debauched
unsubstantiated rumors is very hurtful. Even the suggestion that someone as
thoughtful and respectful as t’Hooft would engage in this kind of activity is
infuriating.

18. Chris Oakley
August 3, 2006

Proposal for career advancement for Louise:

• Send resume, etc. to Stephen Hawking. Make you include photographs, e.g.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/jeffrey-epstein-arrested.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/jeffrey-epstein-arrested.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/jeffrey-epstein-arrested.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/jeffrey-epstein-arrested.html
http://www.thecrimson.com/article.aspx?ref=514049
http://www.thecrimson.com/article.aspx?ref=514049


the one posted on 3rd August blog entry.
• Upon arrival in Cambridge attempt to get said Lucasian Professor of
Mathematics into compromising situation (shouldn’t be hard, on the basis of
current evidence).
• Use opportunity to tamper with his speech synthesizer, to enable remote
control from mobile phone.
• At public lecture given by said Lucasian Professor, make him announce arrival
of most brilliant cosmologist ever, i.e. self, and the necessity of bestowing
unlimited academic honours, etc.

19. Aaron Sheldon
August 3, 2006

So let me get this straight, an unknown predator can stock childern and your
reaction would be shock and horror. But a billionaire preys on childern and its a
good source for some B-sheet humor?

You ever see the consenquences of this kind of predatory behaviour first hand
Peter?

This is nearly as low as Lubos.

It would be best to apologize and possibly remove this post.

20. D R Lunsford
August 3, 2006

C’mon, I don’t like string theorists either, but you needn’t call them children.

-drl

http://riofriospacetime.blogspot.com/2006/08/endeavour.html
http://riofriospacetime.blogspot.com/2006/08/endeavour.html


Yet More Links

August 7, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

A pretty random collection of interesting things I’ve noticed recently:

The Mathematical Institute at Oxford has a newsletter, and from the latest issue I
learned that Quillen is retiring and that they’re planning construction of a new
building. There are quite a few other articles worth reading in the newsletter,
including one about George Mackey.

There’s a long interview with Lawrence Krauss on the web-site of the Cleveland Plain
Dealer.

Jennifer Ouellette at Cocktail Party Physics has a nice posting about Sonya
Kovalevsky.

The International Congress on Mathematical Physics (ICMP) is taking place in Rio
this week, and here’s the program. Victor Rivelles is blogging from the conference,
and says that talks will be put online after the conference. I agree with his comments
about Witten here.

Tommaso Dorigo has some excellent recent postings about new results from the
Tevatron on the top quark mass and the search for the Higgs. It looks like the
Tevatron’s best bet for finding the Higgs (or for ruling it out in some mass range
above the range already ruled out by LEP) will be if it’s around 160 GeV.

Also from Fermilab, there are new results from MINOS on neutrino oscillations.
Sometime soon MiniBoone is supposed to be “opening the box” on their blind analysis
of the data and reporting results. Anyone know when?

Comments

1. LostHisMarbles
August 8, 2006

One needs more posts about top quarks mass (+decay modes, CKM matrix els?),
Higgs searches, etc, although I suppose that’s not really the brief of this blog.
I’m not bothered by what anyone thinks of Witten. (I’ve met him. He’s a nice guy.
I had nothing to say to him and he had nothing to say to me and that was the end
of our non-collaboration.)

FWIW does anyone know what has become of the pentaquark?

2. Brett
August 8, 2006

http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/news/newsletters/200605/pdf/newsletter.pdf
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/news/newsletters/200605/pdf/newsletter.pdf
http://www.cleveland.com/books/index.ssf?/books/more/transcript.html
http://www.cleveland.com/books/index.ssf?/books/more/transcript.html
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/2006/08/sleepwalking_th.html
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/2006/08/sleepwalking_th.html
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/2006/08/sleepwalking_th.html
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/2006/08/sleepwalking_th.html
http://www.impa.br/opencms/pt/eventos/store/evento_0005.html
http://www.impa.br/opencms/pt/eventos/store/evento_0005.html
http://www.impa.br/opencms/pt/eventos/store/evento_0005.html?link=5
http://www.impa.br/opencms/pt/eventos/store/evento_0005.html?link=5
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/
http://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=20452722&postID=115489672894487444
http://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=20452722&postID=115489672894487444
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2006/08/03/top-mass-now-at-12-uncertainty/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2006/08/03/top-mass-now-at-12-uncertainty/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2006/08/04/higgs-limits-for-ichep-the-tevatron-gains-ground/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2006/08/04/higgs-limits-for-ichep-the-tevatron-gains-ground/
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/MINOS.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/MINOS.html


The pentaquark does not appear to exist. Higher statistics measurements in
pretty much all the channels where something was originally observered do not
show its presence.

3. D R Lunsford
August 8, 2006

LHM, you know that story of Feynman and Dirac? as best I remember, when they
met, Dirac was still in an eigenstate of taciturnity and Feynman in one of
speechless Dirac worship*, so they didn’t have much to say to each other:

Feynman: “That was a beautiful equation!”

Dirac: “It was a long time ago. Are you trying to get an equation?”

Feynman: “I’m working on mesons. It is hard.”

Dirac: “One must try.”

-drl

*Pauli – “There is no God, and Dirac is his prophet.”

4. LostHisMarbles
August 8, 2006

First meeting between RPF and PAMD.

F: I am Feynman (extends hand)

D: I am Dirac (extends hand)

pause

F: (awed voice) It must have felt good to have invented that equation.

D: But that was a long time ago. (Pause) What are you working on?

F: Mesons.

D: Are you trying to discover an equation for them?

F: It is very hard.

D: But one must try.

5. G Jungman
August 8, 2006

I disagree with the Rivelles characterization of mathematical physics as
something that would have “no prediction that has been experimentaly verified
yet”. How about the proof of the stability of matter? Or how about rigorous work
on Navier-Stokes or in statistical mechanics? Let’s not smear mathematical



physics by comparing it to string theory.

6. Tommaso Dorigo
August 8, 2006

Hi Peter,

thanks for the link! You should do that more often, I got 200 visitors from your
site today 

LostHisMarbles: I will try to post more about the most recent stuff going on with
top quarks at the Tevatron in the future. There are some nice things coming up
real soon in fact.

Cheers all,
T.

7. LostHisMarbles
August 9, 2006

Tommaso’s post about the Higgs searches contains a revealing statement ~ each
one of the solid and dashed curves represents years of analysis. That’s precisely
the problem. It takes YEARS of painstaking effort in expt HEP, to nail down the
most basic parameters for a theory proposed 30 years ago, and meantime no
expt evidence for anything beyond SM has surfaced. Theoretical HEP just can’t
wait that long. There’s just no expt guide as to what lies beyond the SM (as
opposed to the 1950’s when every new accelerator produced puzzles faster than
theory could absorb.) One can speak of dark matter and dark energy etc (from
cosmology), but these concepts are not amenable to precise lab measurements.
Even if one makes hypotheses there’s no way to do a controlled expt to test the
ideas. One can blame string theory for all sorts of ills, but the crisis (if I may call
it that) is nobody’s fault.

The real problem is to lose the commitment to press ahead with expt HEP (the
ILC or muon collider or VLHC etc). One can say that ST is Not Even Wrong, but
it is far worse to Not Even Try.

8. QWERTY
August 9, 2006

KOVALEVSKAYA WAS AMAZING, HER WORK ON THE EQUATIONS FOR A
SPINNING TOP USING ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS DEFINATELY DESERVES THE
BORDINS PRIZE. I STARTED LEARNING ABOUT INTEGRIBLE SYSTEM
BECAUSE OF THIS.

IS IT TRUE THAT WEIERSTRASS WAS HOPELESSLY IN LOVE WITH HER?
WHAT ABOUT MITTAG-LEFFLER?

ALSO IN THE PAPER SHE SUBMITTED FOR THAT THERE IS A FAMOUS
QUOATATION WHICH IS TRANSLATED AS
“SAY WHAT YOU KNOW, DO WHAT YOU MUST, COME WHAT MAY”



BUT DOES ANY BODY (HAHAHA THIS WAS MY JOKE) KNOW WHAT IT SAY IN
THE ORINGAL FRENCH?

9. Walt
August 9, 2006

It always seemed to me that Kovalaskaya was the first person to discover that
partial differential equations have characteristic directions, but I’ve never seen a
definitive statement that this is so.

10. Christine Dantas
August 11, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

Sorry if this has been already posted:

A ‘Landscape’ Too Far? Science 11 August 2006: Vol. 313. no. 5788, pp. 750 –
753.

Christine

11. Christine Dantas
August 11, 2006

There is also this one:

You are made of space-time.

Christine

12. John A
August 11, 2006

Apologies Peter,

I’ve no idea where to express this, but I feel I must express my emotions
somewhere.

You’ll remember that I expressed my (mild) criticisms about string theory on
Lubos’ blog, only to have them deleted and Lubos asking me on Climate Audit
not to “nuke” his blog with my comments.

Well, speaking of nuking, Lubos allows this comment on his blog with nary a
word of rebuke let alone deletion. I can only feel that Lubos is quite, quite mad
and not merely a reactionary ideologue. Of course comparing Silvio Berlusconi,
Italy’s most corrupt politician of the last twenty years, with Jesus Christ makes
me wonder how shakey is Lubos’ grip on reality.

13. Peter Woit
August 11, 2006

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/summary/313/5788/750
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/summary/313/5788/750
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19125645.800
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19125645.800
http://www.haloscan.com/comments/lumidek/115524696961718804/#579164
http://www.haloscan.com/comments/lumidek/115524696961718804/#579164
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/allah-against-islamofascists.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/allah-against-islamofascists.html


John,

Lubos is nuts, and his commenters are mostly even crazier. The only reason he
isn’t completely ignored by the entire world is that he’s the most prominent
proponent of string theory on the web, and for some people, some how, this
causes them to ignore his crackpotism and lunacy.

14. John A
August 12, 2006

Peter,

Thanks for that. I don’t want to derail your weblog with all things Lubos, so we’ll
leave it at that. I’ve vented and got it out of my system.

John



Topology Board Resigns

August 10, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

One of the most prestigious journals in mathematics is called Topology. It is based at
Oxford, its first issue was in 1962 and it has published many of the most important
papers in the the field of topology. Since 1994 it has been published by Elsevier, and
many mathematicians have been concerned over the high price that Elsevier has been
charging for the journal ($1665/year). Today the entire editorial board of the journal
resigned, effective the end of the year. In their resignation letter, they stated:

… the Editors have been concerned about the price of Topology since Elsevier gained
control of the journal in 1994. We believe that the price, in combination with
Elsevier’s policies for pricing mathematics journals more generally, has had a
significant and damaging effect on Topology’s reputation in the mathematical
research community, and that this is likely to become increasingly serious and
difficult, indeed impossible, to reverse in the the future.

A few years ago a group of editors from another Elsevier journal in the area of
topology, Topology and its Applications, also resigned, for similar reasons. They
founded the new journal Algebraic and Geometric Topology, a free online journal (that
also has an annual printed volume). One of this group was my Columbia colleague
Joan Birman, who wrote an article for the AMS Notices about the issues involved.

Berkeley topologist Rob Kirby, back in 1997, wrote a letter to Elsevier that also
discusses these issues. John Baez has a web-page about this that he has just updated
to include information about the Topology situation, including a copy of the
resignation letter.

Comments

1. LostHisMarbles
August 11, 2006

Dear Resigning Editors,
By all means start a new (free) online journal. But be prepared to bear the
burden of administration by yourselves.

LHM

2. MathPhys
August 11, 2006

If all parties involved are minimally smart, with minimal common sense, the
administration of an online journal is minimal. A typical academic, teaching a
typical calculus class for engineers, with a web page and all, has comparable
admin work on his hands.

http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/261/description
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/261/description
http://www.msp.warwick.ac.uk/agt/
http://www.msp.warwick.ac.uk/agt/
http://www.ams.org/notices/200007/forum-birman.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200007/forum-birman.pdf
http://math.berkeley.edu/~kirby/elsevier.html
http://math.berkeley.edu/~kirby/elsevier.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/journals.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/journals.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/topology-letter.pdf
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/topology-letter.pdf


3. fritz
August 11, 2006

there is another quite interesting piece of info about elsevier,
they are involved in arms trade. take a look at that:

http://www.physics.carleton.ca/~logan/elsevier/

4. LostHisMarbles
August 11, 2006

I am not convinced that the administration of an online journal is minimal.
Physical Review Special Topics is online-only and free (no page submission
charges and no subscription fees), but it is part of a larger umbrella organization
(in this case APS journals). An online journal is much more than maintaining a
web page and some servers.

But — give it a shot! ~ “Online Topology” why not? And certainly divorce the
journal from arms sales.

BTW many companies (e.g. Boeing) make both civilian and military products.
Many universities (e.g. MIT) have contributed heavily to defense research. The
military industrial complex reaches far and wide. Microwave ovens are one of
their products. So are bell-bottoms.

5. Kyle
August 11, 2006

I’d love it if this resulted in (or was the result of) a growing trend away from
Elsevier. It isn’t necessary that something be free; merely reasonably priced
would be an improvement.

6. DMS
August 11, 2006

I think it is about time. Some mathematics journals are highly overpriced.

I must say one extremely positive contribution of string theory has been the
arxiv, which has now been embraced by the rest of physics, and to a smaller
extent other fields like mathematics. It is about time the mathematicians are as
enthusiastic about it; many significant papers in mathematics are still not freely
available. Perelman, and a recent long proof by Morgan and Tian are notable
example. I doubt Perelman’s institution can afford the subscription of many math
journals.

In particle physics, the highly rated JHEP is a recent online journal that started
out free. My understanding is that the subscription rate is not high(in fact, free
for developing countries…)..

7. Chris Grant
August 11, 2006

http://www.physics.carleton.ca/~logan/elsevier/
http://www.physics.carleton.ca/~logan/elsevier/


On bang-for-the-buck metrics like cost per page or cost per citation or cost per
recent citation, Elsevier math journals are priced in line with the journals of
other commercial publishers like Springer and Wiley (and substantially cheaper
than Taylor & Francis).

8. John Baez
August 11, 2006

LostHisMarbles writes:

But — give it a shot! ~ “Online Topology” why not?

There’s no need for the former editors of Topology to start a new free online
journal. A bunch of former editors of Topology that resigned several years ago
have already started two such journals: Geometry and Topology, and Algebraic
and Geometric Topology!

These journals are quite successful, and they’re endorsed by SPARC, the
Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resource Coalition. This is an alliance
battling the dysfunctionality of the current system where journals are run by big
conglomerates like Reed-Elsevier, with academics doing most of the work and
earning practically none of the money.

So, the editors of Topology that just resigned can join their old friends and help
edit these new journals.

9. Dick Thompson
August 11, 2006

This is a fascinating social dynamic at work One of the mainstays of the
“Gutenberg Galaxy” was its total incorporation as the atmosphere of the
intelligensia. What does everybody think the foreseeable social consequences
will be from this accelerated flight from the dead trees and their marketplace?
More isolation from the hurly-burly that includes ambitious soap salesmen? But
availability to anyone who can learn about it?

10. Bob McNees
August 11, 2006

When I was a grad student we had an informal rule: don’t submit to Elsevier
journals. This was part of a boycott that I was told a lot of groups quietly took
part in. The reason was that the journals were overpriced. Almost embarrasingly
so. I was lucky enough to attend a school that could afford them, but many
universities outside the US can’t. I don’t really know if those informal boycotts
had any impact. I doubt it. But I got in the habit of not submitting there, and I
know a lot of people who do the same thing. Maybe, as events like these become
better publicized, Elsevier will take notice and change their practices. I doubt
that, too.

I think there are useful parallels with the way the recording industry works. For

http://www.msp.warwick.ac.uk/gt/
http://www.msp.warwick.ac.uk/gt/
http://www.msp.warwick.ac.uk/agt/
http://www.msp.warwick.ac.uk/agt/
http://www.msp.warwick.ac.uk/agt/
http://www.msp.warwick.ac.uk/agt/
http://www.arl.org/sparc/index.html
http://www.arl.org/sparc/index.html


a long time the need for distribution insured that the middle man who could get
content from the artists to the consumer had a place in the business model. Self-
distribution was cost prohibitive, so artists didn’t really have a choice.

We’ve already begun to see the breakdown of this model in the academic
publishing industry, at least at the level of journals, as free peer-reviewed
journals come online and gain credibility. In High Energy Theory, I think JHEP is
regarded as highly as Nuclear Physics B, if not more so. And, as DMS says,
there’s the arXiv. It seems like suicide for companies like Elsevier to keep trying
to squeeze income out of their outdated and unfair business model. But if they
choose to do that instead of adapting, they deserve what they get,

11. LostHisMarbles
August 11, 2006

I was thinking that there is a parallel with what is happening in the music/film
/recording industry.

John Baez mentions on his website (among other things) ~ publish in free online
journals or **start your own**. The most obvious pitfall here is quality control. In
the good old days, there were a (relatively) few prestigious journals, but of
course subscriptions have become ever more expensive. One naturally searches
for an alternative. But if anyone can start a journal, who is to validate the
quality? Baez also points out (in a reply to a post by myself here) that there are
organizations like SPARC. So — it falls to the mathematical community to
organize its own (free) journals and maintain what amounts to an accreditation
board for quality control.

I read much praise for the arXiv, but I note also that PW has had a long-running
battle with it. The arXiv is useful, but is by its nature of uneven quality.

My guess is that eventually the responsiblity of maintaining these online journals
will cause the task to be delegated to a few poeple (not unlike a democratic govt
which chooses to use elected representatives), effectively a new species of
publisher. We shall see how the dynamic of online publishing plays out.

It seems we are living out the ancient Chinese curse “may you live in interesting
times”.

12. Moshe
August 11, 2006

I think one should not care what Elsevier and others are doing, and have a
campaign to change their business practices. Even if they had no profit margin
at all, their journals would still be too expensive!

That business model – the print journal- is antiquated and has to go. The new
business model- peer-reviewed refereed journals run and published online by
acedemics- is much better (also cheaper). Given the clear advantages, I’d be
surprised if there still are any print journals left, say 10-20 years from now.



As for the administrative duties, the point is that even in the Elsevier journals
most of them are done by us (referees and editors), additional tasks (once the
journal is up and running) are fairly minimal, since lots of things can be
automated when they are done online.

13. Jean-Paul
August 11, 2006

I am not so sure about bright prospects of online publishing. There must be good
reasons why paper survived several millenia. Online journals will have to face
tough challenges when the evolution of operating systems accelerates. It is quite
possible that a software engineer won’t like “The Large N Limit of
superconformal…” and sends it to a trash bin.
Furthermore, at least in HET, the quality of online journals is lower than the
traditional ones. JHEP’s quality is much below Nuclear Physics or Physics
Letters. The refereeing process needs not only academics but also professional
editors.
I was always wondering when looking at some JHEP papers: is there anybody
there who corrects English grammar? When I referee a paper, I don’t fix spelling
error or rewrite franglaise.

14. ObsessiveMathsFreak
August 11, 2006

I’m a fairly recent graduate student. I’ve grown up with the internet and in a
culture of easy access to information. I was initially very surprised and to be
frank, offended when I learned of the current staus quo of artifical barriers in
science imposed by publishers. Are you people mad? Why do you sign away your
copyrights?

I don’t subscribe to a single print journal, and every paper I have is electronic. In
addition, aside from what my university has electronic access to, I don’t have
access to electronic journals either. I’m not alone amoung my age-peers, or even
those a little older. People who’ve grown up with the internet would find this
situation bemusing if it wasn’t such an obstacle.

I don’t consider myself at any great disadvantage. When I initially went to the
(considerable) trouble of trying to obtain the complete list in a bibliography, I
found that most of the papers weren’t of much use to me anyway. Papers under a
publishers lock and key really just aren’t worth the time or effort you put into
getting them. Especially the time.

The way I look at it, if you want a publisher to cut off access to your paper, that’s
fine. Just don’t expect me to read it, much less cite it. I’m not going to jump
through hoops for your sake, and I don’t expect my university library to waste
money doing so either.

15. John Sidles
August 11, 2006

See Donald Knuth’s commentary:



http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/joalet.pdf

16. SteveM
August 11, 2006

Elsevier are a bunch of gangsters. They also have a vast archive of important
material going backs decades that is locked up and now costs a fortune to
access. Total ripoff and downright criminal. This material collectively belongs to
the scientific community–not them! I needed some old Physics Reports articles
from the 70s and 80s and ended up going to the original authors to try and get
copies. I succeeded: they were sympathetic and felt that their old articles should
be easily available for free or low cost, but it was still a hassle. If Elsevier go
under it will be great day.

17. Michael Edwards
August 11, 2006

In my opinion the only justification for the continued existence of publishers – as
distinct from editors – is to support retail distribution of physical media. I really
like the retail model; I like having two excellent new bookstores (one indy, one
relatively benign chain) and two excellent used bookstores within walking
distance. Ditto recorded music, video, newspapers and magazines. And out in the
real world the way editors get paid is by publishers, who amortize off the cost
over the market life of the media; it’s a rare author who will personally finance
the cost of turning a manuscript into something that someone else will want to
read more than once. So when I want a book or a CD, I shell out.

But I can’t exactly go to the bookstore and browse the latest copies of Phys Rev
and JAMS. And from what I hear their publishers don’t finance editorial costs,
academia collectively does (with the help of its government paymasters). So I
don’t care whether paper journals continue to exist, as long as the Library of
Congress archives the online repositories and at least one nonprofit per
continent will monitor the citation patterns and bind important-looking papers
together for the benefit of libraries in internet-poor countries.

Modern journals are such a mountain of crud anyway that literature searches
have to be done via something like citebase, and I expect the PDF to be a click
away. Of course, it’s good to interact directly with individuals from time to time
and ask them what papers they personally consider important and/or well
written. But why do I need a filtering service that’s anonymous to me, the journal
reader, when I have the citation history at my fingertips? Most of us prefilter new
papers by authorship (and to a lesser degree institutional affiliation) anyway, so
we don’t need journal acceptance as a criterion.

Now what was it that anonymously refereed journals were for in the first place?
Oh yes, to keep the quality up and the cronyism down, so that readers are
occasionally exposed to new authors with something original to say. There may
be fields in which the journals are still serving that function, even Elsevier’s – for
instance, Am J Otolaryngology looks to be justly top in its field, although I
haven’t actually read many articles out of it because I have to pay $30 a pop or

http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/joalet.pdf
http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/joalet.pdf


shlep up to the University – but mathematical physics doesn’t seem to be one of
them.

If I ever write something that I think belongs in the primary literature, I’ll go
around pounding on doors until I find a prominent researcher who’s willing to
endorse it as a coauthor and upload it to the arXiv. That’s effectively how the
system works now, and since I have no aptitude or desire for an academic career,
sharing the credit will cost me nothing.

Cheers,
– Michael

18. Chris Grant
August 11, 2006

SteveM:

According to WorldCat there are 460 libraries that subscribe to _Physics
Reports_. Couldn’t you just go to the library nearest you and photocopy the
articles you want? Afraid that Elsevier’s goons would kneecap you on the way?

19. Brett
August 11, 2006

The prices of some journals are ridiculous, but there isn’t that much one can do
about the situation. Nuclear Physics B is an important example. This is a very
prestigious journal; the only ones in particle physics that are thought of more
highly are Physical Review Letters, Physical Review D, and Physics Letters B.
JHEP is a respected journal, but it is not in the same league–impact factors
notwithstanding. This is not a commentary on the actual quality of what these
journals publish, but rather on how they are perceived based on past history–and
in the age of electronic publication, the past quality of a journal is actually much
more important than the present.

Nobody reads the print versions of journals any more, and many libraries have
dropped the print versions entirely. (Nobody can sit in the library and leaf
through Physical Review Letters any more, since the last time I checked, there
wasn’t a reasonable way to get a paper copy of only this journal.) The bound
volumes get sent away to storage, since people can read years’ worth of articles
from any computer on campus. But with an electronic subscription, there is no
backup if the subscription is later cancelled. You lose access to everything, so
even if Nuclear Physics B stopped publishing good papers tomorrow, it would
still be worth the $15,000 per year (or whatever it is now) to use the online
archives.

Moreover, to ask a young researcher not to publish in Nuclear Physics B is
simply unfair. An established physicist may have the luxury of picking and
choosing, but for somebody without tenure, choice of journal can be crucial. If
you want to publish a longish paper in high energy theory, your meaningful
choices are quite limited. If you can’t get it into Physical Review D, the Nuclear
Physics B is where you have to try next. Anything else is a big step down, and



publishing in most lesser journals won’t mean anything it all to a hiring or
promotion committee.

20. AnotherObsessiveMathsFreak
August 11, 2006

Computer Science Theory literature history has had at least 2 similar drives:

1. Journal of Algorithms Resignation in Dec. 2003: [John Sidles‘ link] Prof.
Knuth’s commentary was after his resignation from the board.

2. Forty Editorial Board Members Resign from Kluwer‘s ‘The Machine Learning
Journal’ in Oct 2001.

21. ObsessiveMathsFreak
August 11, 2006

Couldn’t you just go to the library nearest you and photocopy the
articles you want?

That’s illegal. It might sound harmless, but it is illegal in the same way that
downloading an mp3 is illegal. Why should I have to break the law to get my
hands on a paper?

Afraid that Elsevier’s goons would kneecap you on the way?

Aren’t you? Elsevier will take their cue from the software and entertainment
industries. Expect ever more stringent terms and conditions on inter-library
loans in the future, as well as some strongarming of your local institution.

22. Eugene Stefanovich
August 11, 2006

ObsessiveMathsFreak:

The way I look at it, if you want a publisher to cut off access to your paper, that’s
fine. Just don’t expect me to read it, much less cite it. I’m not going to jump
through hoops for your sake, and I don’t expect my university library to waste
money doing so either.

With this attitude you only impair your own ability to do research, that’s all.
Access to journals is absolutely essential to scientific work. In my studies I had
many instances when I found crucial pieces of information and insight in obscure
and hard-to-find publications. I think it is very important to have access to a good
library. If your library is not so rich, you can always use interlibrary loan. In old
times people used to write each other postcards with reprint requests…

I totally agree that in the Internet age there is no excuse for scientists to pay
huge money to the printing industry. They can manage the online publication
process themselves. Peer review, editing, etc. is not that difficult and expensive
to arrange. Expensive journals are doomed.

http://www.cs.colorado.edu/~hal/jalg.html
http://www.cs.colorado.edu/~hal/jalg.html
http://www.infotoday.com/newsbreaks/nb011022-3.htm
http://www.infotoday.com/newsbreaks/nb011022-3.htm


23. Eugene Stefanovich
August 11, 2006

Couldn’t you just go to the library nearest you and photocopy the articles you
want?

That’s illegal. It might sound harmless, but it is illegal in the same way that
downloading an mp3 is illegal. Why should I have to break the law to get my
hands on a paper?

Making one copy of an article for your own scientific research is perfectly legal.
The copyright law encourages you to do that.

24. Michael Edwards
August 11, 2006

Er, no. The 1976 US copyright law codified the judicially created “fair use”
doctrine as an equitable defense against prosecution for copyright violation. The
Berne Convention doesn’t go nearly as far, and most jurisdictions around the
world have much weaker “fair use” provisions (if any). “Making one copy of an
article for your own scientific research” is by no means automatically fair use,
and relying on the historical non-prosecution habits of academic publishers is a
risky proposition even in the US. You might also read up on contributory
infringement, for which libraries and even authors who encourage such a
practice may be liable. Best to stick to e-prints.

Cheers,
– Michael

25. SteveM
August 11, 2006

Chris,
At the time, living out in the country, the nearest library with the journal was just
way too far away. Besides, as Obsessivemathsfreak points out the photocopying
and loan conditions have gotton more stringent anyway, and since I had
graduated with a doctorate I would then have had to rejoin the library at quite a
cost. Just all a big hassle when I feel I should be able to access and download old
material via the internet at reasonable cost. Incidently, if you want to pay for an
obscure old paper from Elsevier via credit card , and you are temporarily not
affiliated with any institution, it will cost you anything from $70-$100.

26. Former string theorist
August 11, 2006

As managing editor for a moderatley priced journal, I would like to point out that
the value added in the editorial process for a well-run journal is significant.
Diligent work by referees and editors (working without compensation) often
greatly improves the content of the papers, and a careful copyediting process
helps these results to be communicated much more efficiently. It is true that a
great many journals from commercial publishers are overpriced, and the tactics



used by some publishers are indeed disreputable, but for a more reasonably
priced journal, which can basically only sell to libraries, the profit margin is
much less than you might imagine. I support the ideas behind free online
journals, but traditional refereed journals have much more to offer than simply
an officially sanctioned citation list.

27. Chris Grant
August 11, 2006

Michael wrote: “Making one copy of an article for your own scientific research”
is by no means automatically fair use”

And it is by no means automatically violation of fair use. Practically nothing in
the law is automatic.

and relying on the historical non-prosecution habits of academic publishers is a
risky proposition even in the US.

Oh, Puh-leze. There’s less chance of an academic researcher in the U.S. being
found guilty of copyright violation for photocopying an article from a journal for
him to refer to in his research than of you being struck by lightning. Feel free to
stay in your Faraday cage if you wish, but don’t be disappointed if the rest of us
don’t join you.

28. Michael Edwards
August 11, 2006

Like I wrote, “publishers – as distinct from editors”. In disciplines in which there
is no functioning market economy, where people write and referee and edit at
their granting agency’s expense, the rational choice of “publisher” is a laser
printer under my desk.

If you want to publish a journal, run it like The Economist – snappy, well written
and edited, topical, priced for home subscription with Internet archive access
thrown in – and cross-subsidize it from a research arm that sells in-depth
analysis in book form at a price that the market will bear. That’s how Springer
used to be run, and that’s why a working mathematician’s bookcase is liberally
sprinkled with gold.

For better or for worse, publishing is just as subject to Gresham’s Law as any
other industry. Fiat currency and gold don’t circulate interchangeably for long.

Cheers,
– Michael

29. John Sidles
August 11, 2006

No one has yet mentioned PLOS–these biologists and medical researchers are
well-organized:



http://www.plos.org/about/principles.html

http://www.plos.org/journals/index.html

30. Michael Edwards
August 11, 2006

(This is off topic for Peter’s blog, so I’ll provide a reference and some analysis
and leave it at that.)

If you have the patience to read beyond the verdict into the judicial reasoning
process, I recommend CCH Canadian Ltd. v. Law Society of Upper Canada,
[2004]:
http://www.canlii.org/ca/cas/scc/2004/2004scc13.html

Canada has the most explicit and liberal statutory exception to copyright
infringement for library research of any country I know of. The library’s custom
photocopying service didn’t push its luck: according to the decision, “The Access
Policy states that the Great Library will typically honour requests for a copy of
one case, one article or one statutory reference.” The library provides self-
service photocopying facilities only subject to a disclaimer of responsibility for
the legality of the users’ actions.

Yet this is a Supreme Court of Canada decision, which means that it wasn’t
settled by any lesser court to the satisfaction of its appellate reviewers. And it
stops far short of a blanket authorization of the making of personal copies or the
encouragement of such activities on the part of others.

I live in the US, which has less liberal laws, a less liberal judiciary, and a system
of public investment largely based on the fantasy that “intellectual property” is
traded in capital markets rather than labor and services The trend towards
judicial intolerance of contributory infringement is writ large in the Napster
wars. I do not recommend to others that they photocopy copyright material
without the publisher’s permissions and would not advise librarians and authors
to do so either.

Cheers,
– Michael

31. Michael Edwards
August 11, 2006

Gresham’s Law at work:

http://www.msp.warwick.ac.uk/gt/gtp-subscription.html

32. Chris Grant
August 11, 2006

Many U.S. academic researchers have access to Lexis through their school
libraries. In a few minutes you can look up numerous law review articles on Fair

http://www.plos.org/about/principles.html
http://www.plos.org/about/principles.html
http://www.plos.org/journals/index.html
http://www.plos.org/journals/index.html
http://www.canlii.org/ca/cas/scc/2004/2004scc13.html
http://www.canlii.org/ca/cas/scc/2004/2004scc13.html
http://www.msp.warwick.ac.uk/gt/gtp-subscription.html
http://www.msp.warwick.ac.uk/gt/gtp-subscription.html


Use as it pertains to photocopying of an article from a journal by an academic
researcher. You won’t find a single one among that takes a position anywhere
near Michael Edwards’ uebercautiousness.

33. Peter Woit
August 11, 2006

Michael and others,

Please do try to stick to the topic. Fair use is really a completely different issue,
and it should be discussed not here, but on blogs run by people who know
something about this.

34. Georg
August 11, 2006

No idea about the situation in the U.S., but in many countries (I know Germany,
Canada and the UK, but I’m sure it can’t be too different elsewhere) there is a
contract between some agency set up by publishers’ and writers’ unions on the
one hand, and libraries and/or photocopier manufacturers on the other, which
specifically licenses the copying of (only) individual articles or chapters from
library books and journals for non-commercial purposes. The libraries and/or
photocopier manufacturers pay a flat fee, and the library users are on legally
safe ground, as long as they obey the restrictions of the license, which is usually
posted next to each photocopier.

35. Michael Edwards
August 11, 2006

Peter, I couldn’t agree with you more.

Former string theorist, how do you keep yourself occupied mathematically now?
Can you tell us about some contemporary mathematical physics that you
consider promising?

36. woit
August 11, 2006

Uh, Michael, you seem to be missing my point about not using this forum to start
up discussions unrelated to the postings…

37. Michael Edwards
August 11, 2006

Sorry, Peter. Wasn’t clear to me that alternatives to string theory weren’t on
topic. I’ll shut up now.

38. John Baez
August 12, 2006

Jean-Paul writes:



I am not so sure about bright prospects of online publishing. There must be good
reasons why paper survived several millennia.

Yes: there weren’t computers, and scribes kept recopying papyri as the old ones
decayed. The oldest known bit of Euclid’s Elements is a page from an ancient
garbage dump in the Egyptian town of Oxyrhynchus. The oldest surviving
complete copy dates back to only 888 AD. So, the business of needing to work to
keep data available is not new; it’s just speeding up.

39. Juan R.
August 12, 2006

1) The situation is science appears to me poor than in math.

2) Offer and demand, laws of market! Nobody really obligates to editors of the
journals to subscribe publication of the journal with a commercial publisher, or
not? If tomorrow we become editor of a journal we am not obligated to choose
Elsevier as publisher. Would we? Still more surprising would be after publishing
our journal via Elsevier we blame it by its prices.

3) About free.

Some journals are claimed free over (expensive economic publishers) but those
free journals are being really supported via donations, societies fees, author or
institutional charges, and others. SPARC requires fees to membership…

E.g. Baez says:

“Unsurprisingly, the response from publishers was chilly. As a result, the Public
Library of Science is starting its own free journals in biology and medicine, with
the help of a 9 million dollar grant from the Gordon and Betty Moore
Foundation.”

The Plos journals are free to readers but are not to authors. Authors (or their
institutions) are required to pay a fee for publication. For instance until $2500
for publishing on PloS biology. Some time ago, it was shown that model was not
suitable for high-level journals even if many academicians claimed the contrary
and signed a well-known letter. If I remember correctly some computations done
suggested us that a similar model applied to Science journal would require of the
order of $50,000 per article to authors. Moreover, a bit of common-sense and a
bit of economic study suggested that PloS was not economically suitable. PloS
people (i.e. academicians) blammed against publishers but reality was there and
“academicians” were wrong in their economic analysis. PloS is economicaly
unsustainable except, maybe, as experiment. The increase of PloS fees has been
of a 66% in only two years.

4) Baez suggestions.

1. Don’t publish in overpriced journals.

http://www.math.ubc.ca/~cass/Euclid/papyrus/
http://www.math.ubc.ca/~cass/Euclid/papyrus/
http://www.math.ubc.ca/~cass/Euclid/papyrus/
http://www.math.ubc.ca/~cass/Euclid/papyrus/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/journals.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/journals.html
http://www.plos.org/journals/index.html
http://www.plos.org/journals/index.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2006/060619/full/441914a.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2006/060619/full/441914a.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2006/060619/full/441914a.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2006/060619/full/441914a.html


Except often publishing in overpriced journals offer advantages in terms of C.V.
publicity and career promotion.

2. Don’t do free work for overpriced journals (like refereeing and editing).

And why do free work in other cases?

3. Put your articles on the arXiv before publishing them.

Except if publishing guidelines of journal you target impede this or if your field
of interest is not supported by arxiv and others…

4. Only publish in journals that let you keep your articles on the arXiv.

I.e. in some cases you are claiming “do not publish”. Arxiv-like model does not
work for chemistry for instance; look fiasco of CPS.

5. Support free journals by publishing in them, refereeing for them, editing
them… even starting your own!

Except that free journal are an academic version of the “.com” fiasco of some
time ago. Before or after economic issues arise and most of the so-called free
journals will disappear in a future as most of .com did. Then the problems of non
continuity of information (one of reasons for classical printed academic journals)
will arise.

6. Help make sure free journals and the arXiv stay free.

Well, this is idilic. Arxiv-like model failed in chemistry and in other fields.

5) MathPhys.

I do not know how many online journals you are managed/edited, but I would
aknowledge you more information on how “the administration of an online
journal is minimal. A typical academic, teaching a typical calculus class for
engineers, with a web page and all, has comparable admin work on his hands.”
Since i know nobody being able to do that you are claiming.

6) DMS said:

“I must say one extremely positive contribution of string theory has been the
arxiv, which has now been embraced by the rest of physics, and to a smaller
extent other fields like mathematics.”

Ehh!

7) About Journal’s overprices

Hum, is only Elsevier overpriced?

If I want buy a 2006 6-pages article from a first-quality journal of chemistry
managed by ACS I may pay around $33.



If I want buy a 1988 18-pages article on PRD

I may pay $23 to APS.

I would pay $30 to Nature for recent a single-page Essay on strings by Witten.

Etc.

8) About printed vs online

Moshe says that online journals are cheaper. Yes, but how many are? Eliminating
color (is very expensive) is printing in paper so expensive? When i worked in a
chemical Bulletin here in official Galicia society for chemists, i discovered that
paper printing was not so expensive as i imagined and we worked a small 1000
copies bulletin (for 10000 was cheaper still the cost per page, since there is a
fixed cost for printing anything from 1 to infinite copies).

Moreover, the no so large economic advantage of online journals over printed
ones will disappear with the semantic web and full online academic articles.
Today “online” journals are only pdf versions of printed ones, try to offer xml
mathematics, text, and graphics and database files (e.g. chemistry or
cristalographic data) into your online version… and we will sew how many online
journals survive in near future.

Note: several online journals guided by academicians (e.g. some cited at this
blog) are clearly of very low quality from a publisher’s (and author) view.

9) SteveM said:

“Elsevier are a bunch of gangsters. They also have a vast archive of important
material going backs decades that is locked up and now costs a fortune to
access. Total ripoff and downright criminal. This material collectively belongs to
the scientific community–not them! I needed some old Physics Reports articles
from the 70s and 80s and ended up going to the original authors to try and get
copies. I succeeded: they were sympathetic and felt that their old articles should
be easily available for free or low cost, but it was still a hassle. If Elsevier go
under it will be great day.”

Read my comments about APS (American Physical Society) in point 7) above. Are
APS gansters also because overpricing very old papers (even from 40s)?

Moreover, would we call ganster to a Nobel laureate giving talks to very very
high cost? And that about professors. If H Psy = E Psy belongs to scientific
community why do profesor earn money each time they explain the Schrodinger
equation to their students?

Why would a publisher offer free or low cost to old articles but professor can
earn lot of money for explaining (specially in summer courses) the very old F =
ma to 15-year students? Just a thought!

10) Brett said,

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v38/i2/p578_1?qid=8a0047f630f803e1&qseq=106&show=25
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v38/i2/p578_1?qid=8a0047f630f803e1&qseq=106&show=25
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v438/n7071/full/4381085a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v438/n7071/full/4381085a.html


“Nobody reads the print versions of journals any more, and many libraries have
dropped the print versions entirely.”

Then I am nobody. Also whne I go to the library to search literature and I see
some academicians reading print versions they may be nobody.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

40. anon
August 12, 2006

So Book 2 of Euclid’s Elements ended up on an ancient garbage dump. Many of
the theorems in it are tedious and boring …

41. ObsessiveMathsFreak
August 12, 2006

With this attitude you only impair your own ability to do research,
that’s all. Access to journals is absolutely essential to scientific work.

Not really. Trying to get a hold of such journals would be a far greater
impairment to my work. I honestly cannot see what is in these journals that is so
essential and cannot be found elsewhere. 95% of what is in most journals is of
little use to me, and I cannot justify the expense, both in time and resources, in
obtaining the remaining 5%.

Here’s a fact most people would agree with. The majority of scientific articles are
poorly written and unelucidating, regardless of their actual content. For the most
part, I’m paying for something someone has thrown out the door to notch up
another mark on their publication/citation quota, not for a succint, well
composed and presented exposition of the author’s work. The Bogdonov’s paper
was not an anomaly, it was an inevitability.

Faced with this, if I can’t get my hands on a paper that may or may not be of any
use to me, I’ll spend my time doing something more productive. Like research.

42. anonymous
August 13, 2006

does anybody know if there are potential legal problems in publishing articles on
NPB+arXiv or PRD+arXiv?

43. xxx
August 13, 2006

maybe Peter allows me to point out a slighly different problem: I would like to
keep in my laptop a copy of books about Quantum Field Theory, etc. The problem
is that one can only buy printed versions of these books.
One can download versions of main books for free from the web (it is easy,
indicating that they are quite diffused): these versions are illegal and inefficient



(no hyperlinks, etc), but they are the only electronic versions available on the
market.

So I wonder why it is impossible to buy textbooks in electronic form: because
publishers are stupid, or due to some better reason?

44. John A
August 13, 2006

You’d think that if an entire editorial board of topologists resigns, they send the
resignation written on a Moebius strip stuffed in a Klein bottle….or something

45. Chris Oakley
August 14, 2006

You’d think that if an entire editorial board of topologists resigns, they
send the resignation written on a Moebius strip stuffed in a Klein
bottle….or something

How do you know that this “entire editorial board” is not just one person
following a closed timelike line?

46. John A
August 15, 2006

You got me Chris – unless of course there are an infinite set of Universes….

47. h
August 16, 2006

“I read much praise for the arXiv, but I note also that PW has had a long-running
battle with it.”

This is probably just in physics. Mathematics is much less political. I’m a young
mathematician, and my viewpoint is that there’s no life outside the arxiv. We
have a pretty good library here, but I go there only like twice a year; the digital
revolution is already here and there’s much more to come… Also, there are
already many retrodigitalization projects, and most of them are free
(numdam.org is an excellent example). Google is scanning ALL the books ever
written, etc…

“There must be good reasons why paper survived several millenia”

Yeah, as John Baez said it, there was no internet for several millenia  The only
reason for the existence of printed journals today is inertia (and the greediness
of the publishing companies). Quality control is an issue – I agree with ‘Former
string theorist’ that the value added in the editorial process is significant -, so
journals are important, but the media is not.

“That’s illegal. It might sound harmless, but it is illegal in the same way that
downloading an mp3 is illegal. Why should I have to break the law to get my
hands on a paper?”



You must live in a different world  Photocopying a paper IS harmless (and
probably legal too, considering that there’s a flat copyright fee included in the
price of the copy machines, in the price of the ink, and maybe even in the price
of the paper; same for the harddisks, blank cds, etc). Also, stupid law is not here
to comply with… I’m breaking the law several times in basically every minute of
my life. I have like 100 scanned math books on my harddisk, and it would cost
my ANNUAL income to buy them (yeah there’s life outside the US) so I wouldn’t
buy them anyway; thus I’m not causing any harm to anybody (and yes, I have
some original math books too, and I bought them when I was much more poorer)



A Counterexample to the Hodge Conjecture?

August 11, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

A paper appeared last night on the arXiv by K.H. Kim and F.W. Roush entitled
Counterexample to the Hodge Conjecture. The authors claim to construct an example
using K3 surfaces for which the Hodge conjecture is false. If they’re right about this,
this would be very shocking, and I would guess that most experts will be very
skeptical about the result. Most likely someone soon will find a problem with the
argument, but if not there will be a lot of excitement.

The Hodge conjecture is one of the Clay Millenium prize problems, so if this paper is
right, the authors may very well be entitled to $1 million. For more about what the
Hodge conjecture says, see the slides or video of a popular lecture by Dan Freed, or
the official statement of the problem due to Pierre Deligne.

Update: The authors have withdrawn their claim to have disproven the Hodge
conjecture, acknowledging problems with their argument beginning in section 5 of
the paper.

Comments

1. anon_hodge
August 11, 2006

Nobody posted this breaking news to slashdot yet.

2. mustang
August 12, 2006

ya like slashdot care.

3. Harry Walton
August 12, 2006

Hello,

A plea for help:

For a long time now I’ve tried to view the videos on the Clay Millenium Prize
website.

I consistently get an error message from Real Player – the same thing happens
with the Hodge Conjecture link you’ve provided here.

I watch plenty of other video web feeds with no problem.

I’ve emailed the Clay site – but no response.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0608265
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0608265
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/dafr/HodgeConjecture/netscape_noframes.html
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/dafr/HodgeConjecture/netscape_noframes.html
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Hodge_Conjecture/Lecture_by_Dan_Freed_at_UT.ram
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Hodge_Conjecture/Lecture_by_Dan_Freed_at_UT.ram
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Hodge_Conjecture/hodge.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Hodge_Conjecture/hodge.pdf
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0608265
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0608265


Is this a known problem or is it just a problem for me?

4. nonblogger
August 12, 2006

These two authors got a paper a few years ago in Ann. Math. where they
disproved a fairly old conjecture in Dynamical Systems.
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DS/9907095

So at least their new paper does deserve to be studied carefully.

5. ObsessiveMathsFreak
August 12, 2006

I don’t see exactly why it would be so shocking. A lot of these conjectures seem
to be held in far too high a regard. It seems a bit paradoxical that something
someones was “unable” to prove should be named after them.

It’s like the Riemann Hypothesis. There could be some sort of fractal set of
transcendental complex numbers with zeros somewhere in the (0,1) strip and we
might never know. So if someone finally proves the danm thing false, why the
surprise? The fact that you were unable to prove it true should be taken as a
hint.

6. D. Eppstein
August 12, 2006

Harry: I am also unable to view the Freed video. RealPlayer tells me that it can’t
access the video data at the address given in the ram file.

7. Johan Richter
August 12, 2006

From the rules of the Clay Institute:

“In the case of the P versus NP problem and the Navier-Stokes problem, the SAB
will consider the award of the Millennium Prize for deciding the question in
either direction. In the case of the other problems if a counterexample is
proposed, the SAB will consider this counterexample after publication and the
same two-year waiting period as for a proposed solution will apply. If, in the
opinion of the SAB, the counterexample effectively resolves the problem then the
SAB may recommend the award of the Prize. If the counterexample shows that
the original problem survives after reformulation or elimination of some special
case, then the SAB may recommend that a small prize be awarded to the author.
The money for this prize will not be taken from the Millennium Prize Problem
fund, but from other CMI funds. ”

Would the present paper effectively resolve the problem if correct?

8. Davis
August 12, 2006

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DS/9907095
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.DS/9907095


If the counterexample shows that the original problem survives after
reformulation…

The counterexample comes from taking certain products of varieties; as such, I
wouldn’t be surprised if this allowed for some sort of reformulation excluding
such examples. That’s assuming their argument is correct, of course.

9. Thomas Mulligan
August 13, 2006

If their proof is sound, it’s a good year for mathematics: first Poincare, now
Hodge. I agree with “ObsessiveMathsFreak” about the undue confidence people
put in their assumed truth of these conjectures; history has demonstrated
(Hilbert’s Fourteenth, Euler’s conjecture, etc.) that assumed elegance should not
be used as warrant for believing a conjecture to be true. Furthermore, since the
Hodge conjecture is so deeply buried in abstract, complicated, specialized
mathematics, it’s hard to believe our intuitions would be of any utility at all. . . .

10. Scott Aaronson
August 13, 2006

So if someone finally proves the danm thing false, why the surprise? The fact
that you were unable to prove it true should be taken as a hint.

Well, there’s an empirical argument: in all the areas I’m familiar with, there have
been far more conjectures that stayed open for years and were finally proved,
than conjectures that stayed open for years and were finally disproved. Of course
the latter often get a disproportionate amount of attention.

Incidentally, does anyone know if there’s a reasonably elementary statement
that’s equivalent to the Hodge conjecture? I read the links from this post and a
few other articles, and I still don’t understand what’s being asked.

11. jb
August 14, 2006

I know many experts were not at all convinced the HC had to be true, unlike
with, say, the Riemann Hypothesis.

As for equivalent elementary statements, I’m not aware of any.

12. Kea
August 14, 2006

Peter

How many Millenium problems are there left?

13. Yatima
August 14, 2006

I would guess 7:



http://www.claymath.org/millennium/

Remember…remember… how many positive and negative proofs there have been
for P = NP ?

(Peter – Great Book by the way; unfortunately my mathematical ability has
suffered somewhat by years in ICT)

14. Walt
August 14, 2006

Kea: 5, assuming this holds up.

Yatima: I assume you mean 6 (it seems pretty likely now that Poincare is settled).

Scott: I don’t think there is a more elementary formulation. Algebraic geometry
has been around long enough that it’s become incredibly technical.

ObsessiveMathsFreak: The Hodge conjecture is unusual in that there is so little
supporting evidence. The other conjectures, such as the Riemann hypothesis,
have more supporting evidence. For example, it’s numerically easy to compute
zeroes of the zeta function, and the 2 billion that have been found all lie along
the critical line.

15. Andrew
August 14, 2006

Actually, their paper doesn’t look correct. They’re talking about something well-
known called the Kuga-Satake-Deligne correspondence, which is implied by the
Hodge conjecture. The entire paper is poorly written, doesn’t seem to even try to
prove the theorems they state, it looks like they completely misinterpreted the
actual statement of the correspondence. All of the correct parts of the paper are
lifted almost verbatim from van Geemen’s paper “Kuga-Satake Varieties and the
Hodge Conjecture.” One of them is a computer scientist, so it looks like some
amateurs are just trying to have a good time proving some famous conjectures.

16. werdna
August 14, 2006

Who is the computer scientist, and how do you know that? Theoretical computer
science can be highly mathematical, and some CS people are excellent
mathematicians. In fact, the P=NP problem came from CS.

17. not a Hodge Conjecture expert
August 14, 2006

Scott,

The Hodge Conjecture is widely considered to be the most difficult millennium
problem to explain to the general public, but a watered down (probably
inaccurate, definitely less general) elementary statement, understandable to
most mathematicians and fancy theoretical physicists, might go something like

http://www.claymath.org/millennium/
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/


this:

On a complex algebraic variety, every homology class that could reasonably
contain a subvariety does contain a subvariety.

The “could reasonably contain” part mostly refers to an obvious obstruction: The
homology class of a complex subvariety must be Poincare dual to a differential
form of type (p,p).

I’m not sure why the Hodge Conjecture is rarely dumbed down in this way. I
think it’s because algebraic geometers don’t realize that no one else understands
algebraic geometry.

18. Davis
August 14, 2006

werdna:

some CS people are excellent mathematicians…

True, but very few CS people are good algebraic geometers. Algebraic geometry
is a notoriously difficult field to jump into, and has only a handful of intersections
with CS stuff (that I’m aware of).

not a Hodge Conjecture expert:

I think it’s because algebraic geometers don’t realize that no one else
understands algebraic geometry.

I think algebraic geometers just sort of gave up on developing explanations
accessible to folks outside the field (which is unfortunate, in my opinion). These
days it can be challenging to explain cutting-edge AG to other algebraic
geometers, nevermind non-AGers.

19. Scott Aaronson
August 14, 2006

On a complex algebraic variety, every homology class that could reasonably
contain a subvariety does contain a subvariety.

So, to translate into my doofus computer-scientist terms: We have a solution set,
S, of some system of polynomial equations over the complex numbers. We’re
interested in what sorts of subsets T of S can also arise as the solution set of a
system of polynomial equations. In particular, what are the possible ways that T
can embed into S topologically? How can T wrap around the holes of S, and so
on? The Hodge conjecture basically says that T can embed into S in “every way
that it reasonably could.”

Is that completely off-base? (I don’t doubt that the conjecture is more general,
but I’d be happy to understand any nontrivial special case…)

20. Walt



August 14, 2006

It’s sort of dual to what you describe. Let’s say S has a hole. The Hodge
conjecture answers the question, when is there a T that wraps around that hole?

21. Lolo
August 15, 2006

That’s strange to me what non-algebraic geometers think about algebraic
geometry : Hodge conjecture is from far one of the easiest conjecture in
algebraic geometry to state (and, apart from its deepness, I think this is one of
the reasons why it was chosed for the millenium problems, so that non-algebraic
geometers can understand its statement). It is very “concrete” compared to
other conjectures in algebraic geometry and can be understood by any graduate
strudent in algebraic geometry begining his PHD.

By “concrete” I mean : it deals with smooth projective algebraic varieties over C
and their cohomology. Thus you can think of them as smooth complex manifolds
and for the cohomology you can think of it as singular/De Rham cohomology.
There’s no étale/cristalline/syntomic/motivic cohomology in this statement and it
does not need the theory of schemes or algebraic stacks or stuff like that to be
stated since you deal with smooth projective varieties over C, you can use your
differential geometry intuition.

22. Walt
August 15, 2006

Lolo: What you say is false, unless you mean by “starting his Ph.D.” someone
who’s already had two years of graduate work, including lots of differential
geometry. I actually find schemes easier to understand than complex analytic
varieties, but that’s probably just me.

23. not a Hodge Conjecture expert
August 15, 2006

Lolo, with apologies, I take back my unnecessarily snarky remark about
algebraic geometers. According to the official Clay statement, the Hodge
Conjecture states:

“On a projective non-singular algebraic variety over C, any Hodge class is a
rational linear combination of classes cl(Z) of algebraic cycles,”

where a Hodge class is a rational homology class of type (p,p), and an algebraic
cycle is just an algebraic subvariety.

This description is actually quite simple and really not that fancy. So I will make
a different snarky remark: Algebraic geometers have intimidated the rest of us
so much that we immediately assume that we can’t possibly know what they’re
talking about, even when we can. 

More seriously, I guess the problem is that a lot of people know what (projective)



varieties (over C) are, and a lot of people know what homology is, but many of
these people don’t know enough complex geometry to understand the (p,p) part,
I guess?

24. Lolo
August 16, 2006

I agree on your last remark : the difficulty is to define what means (p,p) in the
conjecture.

But I agree with you on your remark before : for me it’s easier now to
understand scheme theory….but it took me let’s say something like 4 years
before I can say that; to understand the definition of a scheme and basic
properties takes you a few months, but to be able to work with and manipulate
them as if you had ever been living with took me a long time, which was not the
case for differential manifolds where just after you’ve seen the definition your
intuition is avaible (just because you’ve passed the preceding 4 years to work on
differential calculus on open subsets of R and after R^n as an undergraduate, if
you had done the same work
in commutative algebra and functors theory then scheme theory would be
immediatly accessible to your intuition).

25. Algebraic Geometry Joe
August 16, 2006

I’ve also taken a look at this paper, and I can confirm that it is garbage. It looks
like the Hodge conjecture still stands. The paper is full of mistakes and the
authors don’t really know what they’re writing about. It’s a shame that this made
it onto the arxiv.

26. Danny
August 17, 2006

I agree that it looks like the authors don’t know what they’re talking about, but
nothing in the paper is really new except the computer calculation and a
statement about incompatible cup product structures. Otherwise it’s a poorly
written survey of other people’s work. It’s well known that the Hodge conjecture
implies the Kuga-Satake-Deligne correspondence, and the relationship between
this and the clifford algebra stuff in the paper. I don’t think that the authors don’t
know much Hodge theory, but maybe these computer scientists just found
something numerical implied by the Hodge conjecture and wrote a program to
find a counterexample.

27. Bromskloss
August 17, 2006

Yep, I too have problems with the video. I use Media Player Classic.

28. Speculator
August 17, 2006



“Algebraic Geometry Joe” and “Danny”:

Could you please indicate what did you found wrong in the preprint?

Since you state that “it is full of mistakes” this shouldn’t be difficult.

For your information Kim and Roush are not “computer scientists”. They did
disprove a few years ago Williams conjecture in Symbolic Dynamics, the main
outstanding problem in the field (published in Annals of Math in 1999). Their
publication list exhibits a long track of “problem solving”.

Maybe it is just that Algebraic Geometers are not that good at finding
counterexamples?

29. Algebraic Geometry Joe
August 17, 2006

I should have been more precise in my critisism. Certainly, it is possible that the
Hodge conjecture has been disproved. However, the paper is badly written –
there are many examples of this. Finding problems in the logic of the paper is
very difficult when it makes little sense except to those who wrote it.

Here’s one possible problem, though: Proposition 5.1 assumes the existance of a
small deformation of a k3 surface with a transcendental lattice of constant rank.
I was under the impression that this is impossible. For example
math.AG/0011258.

Having said this, whoever is clever enough to disprove the Hodge conjecture is
also clever enough to write a paper that I find confusing. It’ll be interesting to
see what consensus appears.

30. Speculator
August 17, 2006

This sounds different from “…it is garabage…full of mistakes…”.

Don’t worry, there are such deformations….just take the constant one…

Notice also that A=>B is still true if A is an empty condition…

31. Clark
August 18, 2006

I have to agree with “Algebraic Geometry Joe.” It’s at best very poorly written.
Section 5 in particular (on which everything depends) doesn’t make much sense
to me.

But perhaps a more irritating problem with the paper is that in the proofs of the
main results, the authors refer to propositions not contained within the paper,
e.g., to “7.1,” despite the fact that their paper only has 6 sections. There are at
least 3 examples of this.



Certainly a more legible account would be helpful…

32. Davis
August 18, 2006

Certainly a more legible account would be helpful…

Agreed. I tried to read it last night, and it’s not clearly written at all. And the
authors really need to learn to use LaTeX’s theorem and proof environments.

33. DA
August 20, 2006

Hi Peter, You might remember me, we were Postdocs together
on West Coast years ago, I was the only algebraic geometer at the
time….

I just thought I’d jump in to this discussion with a few comments. It would
accurate to say Hodge suggested (rather than conjectured) various things in his
1950 ICM talk. Some of these thing are known to be false (e.g. a counter
example to the Hodge conjecture for integer coefficients was found early on by
Atiyah-Hirzebruch, later Grothendieck found a counterexample to the general
Hodge conjecture in its original formulation).

So I wouldn’t be altogether suprised if the Hodge conjecture in its present form
were to fail also. But, unfortunately, this preprint seems pretty unclear in various
places. For example, as people have pointed out here, prop 5.1 looks suspect.
The statement itself is ambiguous, and the proof seems bogus. I don’t want to
dismiss this paper
outright (they may be on to something), but this kind of thing doesn’t inspire a
lot of confidence.

34. woit
August 20, 2006

Hi DA,

Of course I remember you, thanks a lot for the comment.

I’ve also heard privately from other experts the same evaluation: prop. 5.1 may
or may not be true, but the proof given doesn’t work.

35. hack
August 24, 2006

What? They withdrew their paper just because one of the arguments is wrong?
Culture shock.



String Phenomenology and the Landscape

August 11, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Science magazine this week has an article about the anthropic string theory
landscape controversy, entitled A ‘Landscape” Too Far, by Tom Siegfried. The only
theorist quoted as opposing anthropic landscape arguments as not science is David
Gross, although experimentalist Burton Richter’s talk at SUSY 2006, and letter to the
Times (“I can’t understand why they don’t take up something else — macrame, for
example”) are also quoted. Gross says that anthropic explanations are not science but
“fun parlor games”, that “they’re not science in the usual sense of making predictions
that can be tested to better and better precision over the years.”

Quoted as strongly in favor of the anthropic landscape are Susskind, Linde and
Polchinski (there’s an extensive side article about Polchinski’s conversion experience
to the anthropic ideology). Sean Carroll and Frank Wilczek promote the idea of the
multiverse as a new Copernican revolution, and Clifford Johnson defends anthropic
landscape studies with:

It would be nice if we could explore some of those unpalatable ideas just in case that’s
the way nature chooses to go.

Clifford has a posting about this on his blog, where he has more to say about this. He
seems to have decided to deal with the very uncomfortable position that the evidence
and rules of logic put string theorists in by advocating ignoring logic, quoting Moshe
Roszali approvingly about the desirability of being able to hold contradictory
viewpoints simultaneously.

The Science article does get a very little bit into the crucial question that determines
whether landscape studies are science or not: is there experimental evidence that can
test the hypothesis? Andrei Linde objects to people who say this subject is not science
with:

It’s not an easy job to do, so if you don’t want to do it, then don’t do it. But don’t say
it’s not science.

It’s true that the anthropic landscape is incredibly complicated and difficult to do
anything with, but I don’t see how that fact is any kind of argument in favor of it
being a science. Linde does claim that gravitational waves can be use to “verify
anthropic predictions about the nature of spacetime curvature.” I don’t know exactly
what that’s about, presumably something to do with possible effects in the CMB due
to our universe being born out of a bubble nucleation. If anyone knows of any precise
“anthropic prediction” of this kind, I’d be interested to hear it. But, in any case,
whether or not you can by observation see whether the universe arose in this way, I
don’t think Linde answers at all the objection that the string theory anthropic
landscape is inherently unpredictive and thus not legitimate science.

The Science article also includes a heavily overhyped statement about the

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/reprint/313/5788/750.pdf
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/reprint/313/5788/750.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=414
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=414
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=337
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=337
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=337
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=337
http://asymptotia.com/2006/08/11/the-anthropic-approach-to-string-theory/
http://asymptotia.com/2006/08/11/the-anthropic-approach-to-string-theory/


experimental support for inflation, describing the WMAP results as having “provided
strong support for inflation’s predictions.”

For a much more serious discussion of whether the string theory landscape, anthropic
or not, is inherently unpredictive, you can watch the video of a talk given yesterday at
the KITP by Wati Taylor on String Vacua and the Quest for Predictions. This was the
inaugural talk for the semester-long program on string theory phenomenology that
will be taking place in Santa Barbara. The blurb for the program is a masterpiece of
hype, telling us that string theory has “the potential to predict properties of
superpartners that might be found at the Tevatron or LHC and provide new
experimental tests and probes of the theory”, something that I don’t think any serious
person actually believes these days.

Taylor’s talk was quite remarkable, very explicitly going over exactly how bad the
current situation is for efforts to get any prediction at all out of string theory. There
was a lot of discussion with the audience, and much nervous laughter. Unfortunately I
found some of Gross’s comments hard to hear. Taylor explained that after spending
ten years himself working on trying to better understand what string theory is (he
worked in string field theory), he doesn’t see any realistic prospects for significant
progress on this problem during the next ten years. He listed the basic problems as
the lack of a non-perturbative definition in anything but special, non-physical
backgrounds, the inability to do even perturbative calculations in the kind of Ramond-
Ramond backgrounds that people are using to stabilize moduli, and the lack of any
definition of string theory when supersymmetry is broken by a positive CC, and thus
the background is deSitter.

Discussing the landscape, he said that there was no evidence for a dynamical
principle that would select the vacuum, with no hint at all of how such a thing would
work, and that there is no known mechanism that would destabilize the known
conjectured constructions of vacua. He goes on to ask “what can we do even if we
don’t know what we’re talking about?”

He introduced his own current philosophy, which is that unless some dramatic new
breakthrough comes along in string theory (which he didn’t seem optimistic about),
the only idea for getting a prediction out of string theory that is still conceivable is to
look for strong correlations among standard model parameters in the landscape. He
didn’t even bother to mention the fashionable idea of a couple years ago that one
could make predictions using statistics of vacua, that idea seems to be completely
dead. He noted that as time goes on, people keep finding more and more
constructions of vacua, and it now seems clear that there are so many of these that
one can’t use their hoped-for discrete nature to make predictions.

According to Taylor, the only possible hope for getting a prediction out of string
theory is if one can show that, for all string vacua, there is some strong correlation
between values of the low energy field theory parameters. If it turns out that (for
example), for all string vacua the number of generations is always 3 when there is an
SU(3) factor in the gauge group, then knowing about SU(3) predicts the number of
generations. There’s no known reason why anything like this should be true, and it
sounds like pure wishful thinking to me, but I guess Taylor’s point of view is that
string theorists should be working harder on understanding the details of the

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/strings06/taylor/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/strings06/taylor/
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto2/?id=337
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto2/?id=337


landscape in the hope of finding such a thing, because it is the only hope for getting a
prediction out of the theory, and thus justifying it as a science.

Taylor acknowledges that the state of affairs is that one can’t do at all realistic
calculations along these lines, but he has been doing some unrealistic ones with
Michael Douglas. They’ve been looking for correlations between the size of the gauge
group and the number of chiral generations in intersecting brane models. These are
quite unrealistic, with no supersymmetry breaking and unstabilized moduli. In any
case, their result is negative: even in this simplified, unrealistic context, they find no
sizable correlations.

Given this start, it will be interesting to see how the participants manage to get
through the semester without getting so depressed about prospects for string theory
that they abandon it and go on to something else. One new feature of the program is
that a wiki has been set up to allow for communication and discussion between the
participants.

Comments

1. anon
August 11, 2006

Peter, you are a moron with the intellect of an amoeba. The Anthropic Principle
does make some sharp predictions.

Okay, I admit, the most general statement is a tad of an exaggeration:
“Why should we believe the universe is anthropic? Because if it weren’t
anthropic, we would not exist”.

But consider a slightly less general version:
“Why do String Theorist believe the universe is anthropic? Because if it weren’t
anthropic, they would not exist.”

2. Kea
August 11, 2006

…and the lack of any definition of string theory when supersymmetry is broken
by a positive CC, and thus the background is deSitter…

de Sitter…which is, er, cough, in agreement with Riofrio’s analysis of, for
instance, the type IA supernovae data, and also with a simple interpretation of
certain interesting background independent QG models for which we understand
the derivation of classical gravity.

3. Kea
August 11, 2006

How many nails need to go into this freaking coffin?

4. MathPhys

http://strings06kitp.wikispaces.com/
http://strings06kitp.wikispaces.com/


August 11, 2006

Look on the bright side, Peter. Statistical analysis of the Landscape prepares PhD
students for a career on Wall St.

5. Bob McNees
August 11, 2006

de Sitter…which is, er, cough, in agreement with Riofrio’s analysis of,
for instance, the type IA supernovae data, and also with a simple
interpretation of certain interesting background independent QG
models for which we understand the derivation of classical gravity.

Can you please provide a reference to a “background independent QG model” for
which

A) we understand the derivation of classical gravity, by which I assume you mean
the existence of a semiclassical limit

and

B) which leads to the appearance of de Sitter space?

I honestly don’t know what’s being referred to here, which is why I’m asking.

6. Kea
August 11, 2006

This paper is a good gateway into the literature on BF theory and its variants, in
the context of de Sitter gravity.

7. Anon
August 11, 2006

I think Kea is talking about the Kodama State.

You can read all about why that’s nonsense in http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0306083
.

But perhaps she is talking about something else. Kea?

8. Rickkkkkkk
August 11, 2006

Man oh man, I’m so lucky to have spent almost no time at all to be this ignorant,
if I had gone to school for 10 years or spent my career just to know the same
amount of nothing at all, I’d be in even worse shape

9. Lee Smolin
August 12, 2006

Unfortunately it appers there is still misinformation circulating about the

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0607014
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0607014


Kodama state in the Ashtekar formulation, which, not for the first time, has to be
answered here. This is a subtle issue, still unresolved, which people who have
not studied the actual literature often get wrong because their reasoning is
based on incorrect analogies with Yang-Mills theory. There are also interesting
recent developments.

-First, there can be no objection to its use as a semiclassical state as it IS the
WKB state for (A)dS, as described in hep-th/0209079 and papers referenced
there. This is the first way in which the situation in Yang-Mills and gravity are
not analogous.

-There is an open issue of whether the Kodama state in the Ashtekar
representation is normalizable as an exact wavefunction in the physical inner
product. (One reason is that it is only an exacxt solution in one ordering of the
Hamiltonian constraint, whicih may not be the physically correct ordering. If so,
there are corrections which have not been so far computed to the exact
wavefunctional. Witten’s paper is related to this, but does not resolve it, as it
concerns a different theory-Yang-Mills. Witten’s objection does not apply directly
to the Ashtekar formulation for reasons discussed in hep-th/030114 and it also
does not apply to its use in expansions around BF theory I mention below
developed in hep-th/0501191.

-The issue is resolved in cosmological reductions in which the vacuum energy is
related to a physical degree of freedom so one can make a wavepacket in the
cosmological constant. This resolves the problem in that context, as shown with
Alexander and Malecki in hep-th/0309045.

-The question can be investigated in the linearized case and we did so with
Freidel in hep-th/0310224. The Euclidean linearized Kodama state is delta
functional normalizable. The Lorentzian one has unstable modes. These may be
unphysical or they may just reflect an instability of deSitter spacetime.

-The Kodama state also appears in a different, recently introduced approach, in
which GR is constructed by an expanding around an SO(5) BF theory, in hep-
th/0501191 .That BF theory has a single bulk solution classically, which is (A)dS
and a single bulk quantum state, which is related to Kodama. This may resolve
the old issues about the Kodama state because it is a sensible state of BF (Indeed
it’s the only bulk state of BF theory, work on this is in progress.

-There is also a recent proposal by Randono that extends the Kodama state to a
space of physical states, which he argues are normalizable. See gr-qc/0504010
and papers in preparation by him about this.

Thanks,

Lee

10. Kea
August 12, 2006

I am not talking about the Kodama state. Note the emphasis.



11. Kea
August 12, 2006

Sorry, Lee, I just saw your post.

12. Sean Carroll
August 12, 2006

Really? I’m promoting the idea of the multiverse as a new Copernican
revolution? That’s news to me (although I don’t have a subscription, so I can’t
read the article). Of course, I have been known to say that we have no reason to
believe that the universe we don’t see looks just like the universe we do see, out
the edges of infinity — but that’s pretty trivially true, I hope nobody would
disagree with it. If that’s a “Copernican Revolution,” then so be it.

13. Chris Oakley
August 12, 2006

Look on the bright side, Peter. Statistical analysis of the Landscape
prepares PhD students for a career on Wall St.

Not really. Wall Street interviewers will in general find an applicant with a Ph.D.
in a highly speculative subject less appealing than one with a Ph.D. in a hard
science or mathematics.

14. MathPhys
August 12, 2006

But future stringy PhD’s will know a lot more about data analysis, inference,
sampling theory, etc, than PhD’s who worked on, let’s say, lattice gauge theory.

15. woit
August 12, 2006

Hi Sean, here’s part of the section quoting you and Wilczek:

But, he says, the idea that the known universe is only a small part of something
much bigger should not come as so much of a schock. “Again and again in the
history of cosmology, we’ve been shown that the little pieces we’ve been looking
at are not the whole story,” Carroll says. At the time of the Copernican
revolution, the supposed whole universe was just the solar system. But the sun
eventually was revealed to be just one star in a vast galaxy, and in the 20th
century, that galaxy became just one speck in space among billions and billions
of others.

As Wilczek observes, the string landscape and the multiverse merely suggest
that the same story is happening again. “This is going one step further,” he says.
“We should be used to it by now.”

16. Juan R.
August 12, 2006



Sean Carroll said:

“Of course, I have been known to say that we have no reason to believe that the
universe we don’t see looks just like the universe we do see, out the edges of
infinity — but that’s pretty trivially true, I hope nobody would disagree with it. If
that’s a “Copernican Revolution,” then so be it.”

Well, may be “pretty trivially true” also that the universe we do not see belong to
metaphysics.

Even there exist doubts that the study of the part of universe we can see (so-
called observable universe) can be considered Science since not all of scientific
method applies therein; e.g. crucial distinction between observation and
experimentation.

String theorists, certain loop theorists and rest of fans would be valiant by
recognizing that Landscape and those “novel” ideas (idea of a multiverse is not
characteristics of 20th century, of course) and “revolutions” are just pure
nonsense (of interest for philosophers and film makers of course) from a purely
scientific point of view.

In the case of string theory, the anthropic attitude is just the proof that string
theory is a fiasco as scientific discipline (how was pointed by several Nobel
laureates: e.g. P.W. Anderson)

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

17. Sean Carroll
August 12, 2006

Okay, I’ll happily stand by that quoted statement. I don’t really think it’s
controversial.

18. Matthew
August 12, 2006

But future stringy PhD’s will know a lot more about data analysis, inference,
sampling theory, etc, than PhD’s who worked on, let’s say, lattice gauge theory.

Lattice gauge theory teaches you lots of those sorts of skills. Given that the
primary tool is monte-carlo simulation. It’s pretty good prep for “Wall street”

19. ObsessiveMathsFreak
August 12, 2006

Okay, I’ll happily stand by that quoted statement. I don’t really think
it’s controversial.

You might not think so, but the reality is, you guys are starting to sound like the



guy from timecube.com. This isn’t ad hominim. You really are.

When Copernicus proposed the heliocentric model he did so only after years and
years of careful observation and data aquisition. Kepler law’s proposed his laws
only after years of analysis of Brahe’s data, which itself took decades to gather.
The Cophenhagen interpretation was not simply thrown together from
mathematical equations. It too was only reached after decades of experimental
data that supported it. And finally the standard model was only proposed and
accepted after countless meticulous and detailed experiments gathered vast
amounts of cold hard data.

In light of this, when people deriving results from mathematical equations, using
pertubation theory I might add, start declaring that a multiverse landscape exists
and start making anthropic arguments about “why we are here”, and all with no
data of any kind whatsoever, it means you sound like the guy at timecube.com.

Science is the experiment. If you haven’t got an experiment, you’ve just got a
few mathematical symbols on paper. I’m a mathematician, but I know that
without experimental confirmation, my equations and relations, no matter how
beautiful, are just that. Equations and relations of mathematical constructs. And
in light of this, without experiment, I would not be inclinded to go around making
predictions about multiverses, landscapes or timecubes.

Get some data, then get back to us.

20. D R Lunsford
August 12, 2006

I can’t help but see parallels with this nonsense and the twin monsters of
postmodernism and neoconservatism. One should read John Dean’s book
“Conservatives without Conscience” – the arguments can be taken over directly
and applied to “leading” (or should I say “fuehring”) academics and their relation
to science, rather than politics. The key point is the utter compulsion, among a
large number of people, to follow – to be a follower of somebody, anybody who
can assuage their fear. I consider string theory, the multiverse, etc. to be
profoundly conservative ideas in a bizarre sense – because they seem to hearken
back to an innocent time when Aristotle and the Pope decided how the world
really worked. (Comparing the multiverse to the Copernican worldview is not
only utter nonsense, it is just plain contemptible.)

-drl

21. Who
August 12, 2006

“Again and again in the history of cosmology, we’ve been shown that the little
pieces we’ve been looking at are not the whole story,” Carroll says.
…
[there might be dragons in piece next to ours.}

As Wilczek observes, the string landscape and the multiverse merely suggest



that the same story is happening again. “This is going one step further,” he says.
“We should be used to it by now.”

[sea serpents also are a possibility]

22. nigel cook
August 12, 2006

“The Copenhagen interpretation was not simply thrown together from
mathematical equations. It too was only reached after decades of experimental
data that supported it. And finally the standard model was only proposed and
accepted after countless meticulous and detailed experiments gathered vast
amounts of cold hard data.” – Obsessive Maths Freak

But the Copenhagen interpretation is an ad hoc philosophy not a mathematical
prediction technique, and it doesn’t make unique predictions that have been
tested, so you can’t lump it with the Standard Model that does make predictions,
has been tested.

There is an industry within physics run by full time science fiction writers who do
mathematical philosophy of physics part time, and after about 1916 that was
what Bohr did. OK, he did some useful applied nuclear physics theory such as
determining u235 is the fssioning nuclide in natural uranium, but he just
sprouted content-less, ad hoc, abjectly speculative philosophy when writing
about the nature of reality and the future of theoretical physics. He claimed the
Copenhagen Interpretation in 1927 solved everything completely for all time by
separating and so outlawing any progress understanding of how classical and
quantum electrodynamics can be reconciled:

‘… the view of the status of quantum mechanics which Bohr and Heisenberg
defended – was, quite simply, that quantum mechanics was the last, the final, the
never-to-be-surpassed revolution in physics … physics has reached the end of the
road.’ – Sir Karl Popper, Quantum Theory and the Schism in Physics, Rowman
and Littlefield, NJ, 1982, p6.

‘… the Heisenberg formulae can be most naturally interpreted as statistical
scatter relations [between virtual particles in the quantum foam vacuum and real
electrons, etc.], as I proposed [in the 1934 book ‘The Logic of Scientific
Discovery’]. … There is, therefore, no reason whatever to accept either
Heisenberg’s or Bohr’s subjectivist interpretation …’ – Sir Karl R. Popper,
Objective Knowledge, Oxford University Press, 1979, p. 303.

23. andy
August 12, 2006

When I was at Oxford Rudi Peierls told me [words perhaps slightly
disremembered] “we theorists need experimental results. Otherwise we’re only
speculating.”

There was more, over coffee and chocolate cake at Brown’s, but that’s the gist.



Pity that this lesson has been forgotten.

A.

24. Chris W.
August 12, 2006

Andy,

Indeed. Unlike Rudolph Peierls, some prominent (and not so prominent)
members of the last two generations of theorists don’t really give a shit. Knowing
theory, and producing more theory for their students to master, is all they seem
to care about. It’s kind of like a defense contractor who produces some massive
system that doesn’t work, and then gets the government to write yet another
contract to fix it, and so on…

Analogies with out-of-control software development projects seem most apposite.

There is one kind of theoretical activity that is absolutely essential, with or
without experimental results, and that is careful and penetrating examination of
problem formulations. To the extent that’s happening at all these days, it’s
happening at the margins, and is being mostly ignored as mere “philosophy”.

(Pardon the bile in these remarks. I’m a bit cranky right now.)

25. Who
August 12, 2006

(Pardon the bile in these remarks. I’m a bit cranky right now.)
You didn’t sound cranky or bilious, Chris: the preceding post sounded reasonable
to me—-comparisons seemed apt, fair and so on.

we wouldn’t necessarily agree on other issues but what you say here strikes me
as uncontroversial. “out of control software development project” says it well.

26. Kea
August 14, 2006

Speaking of nails, there is also the calculation of lepton masses, as discussed on
this thread.

27. Chris Oakley
August 14, 2006

Another article based on a bad String Theory pun:

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1226142,00.html

28. nigel cook
August 14, 2006

Chris, that Time mag article concludes with Sean Carroll stating:

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=117787
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=117787
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1226142,00.html
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1226142,00.html


“It’s true that nobody has any good idea of how to test string theory, but who’s to
say someone won’t wake up tomorrow morning and think of one? The reason so
many people keep working on it is that, whatever its flaws, the theory is still
more promising than any other approach we have.”

Similarly, if you flog a dead horse enough, it may decide to spring to life. I can’t
believe the amount of shit tha comes from theories held together by imaginary
branes and bits of string. Call that a theory?

29. Chris Oakley
August 14, 2006

Statement about dead theory generator in Visual Basic:

Function StatementAboutDeadTheory(ByVal theory As String) As String

StatementAboutDeadTheory = “It’s true that nobody has any good idea of how to
test ” & theory & “, but who’s to say someone won’t wake up tomorrow morning
and think of one? The reason so many people keep working on it is that,
whatever its flaws, the theory is still more promising than any other approach we
have.”

End Function

30. Chris Oakley
August 14, 2006

… and here is the same thing in APL

╛≥─╜╝♣┠╞╟♥╠╡∏┴╢╣∑╤▒◊♪−╥▓○

31. D R Lunsford
August 14, 2006

CO – I just spit coffee all over my machine, damn you you Englishman! Come
back and I shall taunt you a second time! (Did someone say “a second time”?)

Funniest comment ever on NEW.

-drl

32. L. Riofrio
August 15, 2006

Kea and Chris, right on. Einstein said that the definition of insanity is trying
something repeatedly and expecting a different result. We are seeing growing
acceptance of approaches (LQG, Kodama states, and my little Type Ia
contribution) with testable Results to satisfy MathFreak. The Copernican
revolution was preceded by cosmologies held together by epicycles and
imaginary energies. This is a very exciting time to be in science.

33. Chris Oakley

http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/einstein/Talks/Supernova%Graph.pdf
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/einstein/Talks/Supernova%Graph.pdf


August 15, 2006

Hi Danny,

I do my best. Resorting to cheap humour is, as you will have seen, my usual
strategy when I have nothing useful to say on the topic. The APL gibberish,
though, comes from the heart having had to decode the incomprehensible scripts
that the New York office used to write for valuing exotic interest-rate derivatives
when I worked for UBS.

34. John Rennie
August 16, 2006

You seem very negative about Wati Taylor’s talk, but it seems to me to be a valid
program to pursue. If no correlations can be found then this is worth knowing,
and worth the effort.

35. Rickkkk
August 17, 2006

Quote “It’s true that nobody has any good idea of how to test string theory, but
who’s to say someone won’t wake up tomorrow morning and think of one? The
reason so many people keep working on it is that, whatever its flaws, the theory
is still more promising than any other approach we have.”

I’m so sick of seeing this type of logic that I believe anti-nausea medication will
soon be in order. Sean happens to be the one saying it here, but my anger isn’t
directed toward him. It’s more toward the “only game in town” people.

If the only game in town is crap, and the -best- explanation is crap, so what?
Spending your time on crap because it’s the best crap there is doesn’t remove
the fact that you’re working on crap.

I’d propose that it’s better to be doing nothing, than wasting one’s time working
feverishly on something wrong or not even wrong.

When I see this “if you’ve got a better explanation let’s see it” rebuttal it seems
to be begging for the answer “ANY explanation is better” especially a clearly
wrong one. A vacuous, unpredictive body of complexity is clearly much worse
than ANY other explanation. The aether, the book of Genesis, etc. are all better
explanations than string theory….and this is the beauty of this blog….because at
least they’re wrong, which is much more than the yarners have going

36. Rickkkk
August 17, 2006

Addenda, I think it’s best summed by this analogy I’ve thought of.

Even THE MOST complex and contrived search for food in an empty room is a
bad thing. No matter how elegant or theatric or difficult the methods employed,
even giving up and starving from the get-go is a better approach. Leaving the



room and searching elsewhere is of course the brightest thing to do.

So “what’s your better explanation?” It’d be almost impossible to find a worse
one, even the spaghetti monster is better.

37. Peter Woit
August 17, 2006

John,

I think Taylor gives a reasonably accurate description of the state of affairs as
regards the possibility of ever predicting anything using string theory. He argues
that the only hope at this point is to find this kind of correlations, but
acknowledges that realistic calculations are impossible (you can only calculate in
special cases, in an unrealistic approximation, and are trying to say something
about all string theory vacua when you only know about a set of measure zero of
them).

If the only hope for your theory having even a very small amount of predictivity
is a very unlikely one, and you have no way of ever even checking this very
unlikely possibility, why don’t you give up and do something else?

38. Who
August 17, 2006

Tom Siegfried’s Science magazine article “A Landscape Too Far?” has been made
available at the SUSY 06 conference site
[url]http://susy06.physics.uci.edu/press/susy06_science_naturalness.pdf[/url]

or go here and select it from the “susy06 on the web” offerings
http://susy06.physics.uci.edu/proceedings.html
which include a recent posting from N.E.W.

39. Michael Edwards
August 17, 2006

Trying to calculate things in string theory is like looking for your keys under the
streetlamp in front of your house, even though you know perfectly well you
dropped them on the next block where it’s pitch dark. This is not always as
stupid as it sounds. If you are accustomed to finding things exclusively by sight,
then you need to train your sense of touch before you stand any chance of
finding your keys by feeling around where you dropped them. Perhaps you
should spend some time feeling around under the light so that you can
distinguish an actual dropped object from the surrounding landscape.

QFT as it stands today is a keychain dropped in the dark – a morass of heuristic
prescriptions developed one by one to relate a string of symbols we call a
“model” to calculations that match the experiments we know how to set up. Most
of the major advances in the state of the theory have simplified the model at the
expense of an added heuristic. (The examples I have in mind, roughly in
historical order: Lorentz invariance, canonical quantization, the spin-statistics

http://susy06.physics.uci.edu/proceedings.html
http://susy06.physics.uci.edu/proceedings.html


theorem, adiabatic coupling at infinity, Wick rotation, Ward identities,
dimensional regularization, CPT invariance, gauge invariance, renormalizability,
BRST invariance. Some of these are rigorous mathematics in their own right, but
in the QFT context they function as heuristics for the selection of acceptable
models and their elaboration into computable integrals.)

It does not seem to be widely recognized that the BRST _transformation_ is a
different sort of theoretical advance. Viewed from a geometric perspective, it
relates several of these heuristics (canonical quantization, Ward identities, gauge
invariance, renormalizability, BRST invariance) to one another, and connects all
of them to the intrinsic geometry of fiber bundles. It comes tantalizingly close to
explaining why the entire framework of “second quantization” works as a
method of perturbative expansion, almost irrespective of the chosen model — as
long as that model is expressible as a BRST invariant Lagrangian density. And
more concretely, it explains why the Faddeev-Popov gauge fixing procedure
results in (some) anomaly-free QCD calculations.

Unfortunately, this leaves quite a bit of unfinished business: the apparent
flatness and Minkowski signature of the metric, the presence of Dirac fermions
and the nature of the Grassmann algebra they inhabit, the Wick rotation
prescription for propagators, the nature and empirical values of dimensionless
coupling constants at Planck scale, and the origin of mass and its relationship to
broken C, P, and T symmetries. This last is the only one that seems to be
remotely within the reach of experiment. But the current state of QFT is that
these bits of “unfinished business” are every bit as much part of the _model_ as
the mix of gauge groups and representations.

To demand under such circumstances that mathematical physicists focus
exclusively on making falsifiable predictions is to misunderstand the role of
theory in scientific advance. It so happens that the last couple of theoretical
advances in QFT showed up in phenomenology largely as relationships between
the measured values of coupling constants and angles. The next one probably
will not; in fact, it may not show up in phenomenology at all, if its principal
contribution is to relate (say) Wick rotation to the fact that only left-handed
fermions carry representations of the electroweak SU(2).

Nobel prizes may be reserved for “visible” progress (if Nature cooperates on
schedule), but it is only fair to say that work on the foundations is science too. It
is rarely realized except in hindsight that this sort of “non-falsifiable” advance
can reshape the landscape of plausible models, ruling some out and suggesting
others that could not have arisen under the previous framework of heuristics.
Quantitative predictions may have to await the next theoretical advance after
that – say, obtaining three families of SU(3) triplets and singlets as an effective
theory for one SL(3,R) triplet+singlet, obtained in turn as the centralizer of the
discrete time reversal symmetry within GL(4,R).

What does this have to do with string theory, you ask? There is no reason
whatsoever to think that the universe we live in has a compact S^1 dimension,
any more than there is a reason to think that magnets are made of little arrows
with their tails nailed to a lattice and springs between their tips. But many



important phenomena general to phase transitions in statistical mechanics are
more tractable in the Ising model than elsewhere, shedding light on which
approximation techniques and other heuristics will be needed to obtain valid
results for more realistic models. As I understand it, string theory began as an
effort to train mathematical physicists’ cohomological sense of touch, in the light
of the (relatively) tractable mathematics surrounding the streetlamp of
diffeomorphisms on S^1.

Even ten years ago, one could still reasonably hope for similar insight into QFT
from studying the Nambu string action. Perhaps this hope is now extinguished in
many observers, and in some ostensible practitioners it seems to have been
replaced by the bravado born of despair. Yet even if string theory has produced
little that I would call insight, some string theorists have – or at least some of
those known to the public almost exclusively as string theorists. Obviously I have
in mind Ed Witten here, one or two of whose contributions I understand well
enough to call a genuine insight into what a keychain in the dark would feel like.
A working physicist could probably name others.

Doubtless the “community” of string theorists includes a fair number of
charlatans, thugs, and complacent riders on the academic gravy train. Perhaps
the proportion of dubious characters is even higher than elsewhere in this
imperfect world of ours. If so, and if the careerists crowd out or drive out those
who march to a different drummer, and if you care about whether physics
transcends the standard model in our lifetimes, then you ought to be outraged.
Not because string theory can’t predict the mass of the Higgs boson, but
because it’s time to admit that the landscape under this particular streetlight
isn’t telling us much about what keychains do and don’t feel like.

Cheers,
– Michael

40. John Rennie
August 18, 2006

Peter,

It seems to me that the real criticisms of String Theory come down to it’s
unfair(?) level of funding. If money were no issue few of us would worry what the
String Theorists got up to in their corner. Suppose you’re the one holding the
purse strings. Surely you’d put some of the money into String related research
(though probably not at the current levels) and you’d need to decide where to
focus the effort. Here you have Wati Taylor pursuing a program to decide in
concrete terms whether further investment in landscape research is justified.
That seems to me an excellent idea and one that I’d pay for, even if I suspect I
already know the answer. Isn’t this sort of research badly needed in String
Theory?

It would be interesting to see if any other areas of ST research could be
addressed in a similar way i.e. rather than pursue details take a step back and
ask some basic questions about the feasibility of the approach. We industrial



scientists are pretty good at spotting where research programs are going to cost
our shareholders too much, even though they might ultimately be successful.
This doesn’t seem to happen in academia. Of course even in industry we fund
some blue sky work because it doesn’t cost too much and occasionally something
intersting happens.

John Rennie

41. Peter Woit
August 18, 2006

John,

The problem with string theory is not specifically the level of government
research funding. It’s more that a young researcher interested in mathematical
approaches to particle theory basically will find it extremely difficult to get a job
and have a research career unless they decide to do string theory. This has more
to do with the hiring decisions being made by theory groups than grant funding.

Taylor is not pursuing a program designed to decide where to focus effort. He’s
put forward an argument that shows that what other people are doing can’t
work, that the only remaining possibility he can think of doesn’t work either, but
he intends to continue with it anyway. I don’t understand why this should be
encouraged.



The Unraveling of String Theory

August 14, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

This week’s Time magazine has as article by Michael Lemonick about the controversy
over string theory entitled The Unraveling of String Theory. It mentions my book and
Lee Smolin’s, and there’s a quote from Sean Caroll. There’s the usual hysterical
reaction from Lubos Motl: Time Magazine: Physics is a Sin.

Lemonick more or less gets the story right, describing the reaction of string theory
critics to the landscape as:

It was bad enough, they say, when string theorists treated nonbelievers as though
they were a little slow-witted. Now, it seems, at least some superstring advocates are
ready to abandon the essential definition of science itself on the basis that string
theory is too important to be hampered by old-fashioned notions of experimental
proof.

Lemonick describes both Smolin and me as having worked on string theory. Smolin
has done original research on the subject, but I certainly haven’t. I don’t agree at all
with Sean Carroll that the problem is that not enough string theorists “take the goal
of connecting to experiment more seriously”. Many of them take it very seriously, but
the fact that it is a failed idea that doesn’t work is what has forced them into the
landscape nonsense and other complicated, unworkable schemes.

The quote from me is a little bit out of context. I was making the point that physicists
necessarily often start out with speculative ideas that are “not even wrong”, in the
sense that they are so poorly understood that one can’t tell where they will lead, and
that this is very much legitimate science. On the other hand, once a theory is well
enough understood to see that you can’t use it to make predictions, if you keep
pursuing it, you’re not doing science anymore.

Update: Tomorrow on Science Friday Ira Flatow will have Brian Greene and Lee
Smolin on to discuss string theory. The September issues of Scientific American and
Discover magazines have book reviews of Smolin’s book and mine. The Discover
review is by Tim Folger and entitled Tangled Up In Strings; it begins:

In the mood for some no-holds-barred gossip or a nasty screed? Then start browsing
the physics blogosphere, where some exceedingly smart people are spending an
inordinate amount of time belittling one another. Alas, even this magazine has come
under attack. The cause of all the commotion? Some nervy upstarts are questioning
the validity of string theory, which is to physics what Wal-Mart is to retail: the biggest
thing around, dominant for more than 20 years now. And woe unto anyone who
doubts the orthodoxy….

The Scientific American review is by George Johnson and entitled The Inelegant
Universe. Johnson notes one of his pieces for the New York Times six years ago
carries what he now sees as an embarassing headline: “Physicists Finally Find a Way

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1226142,00.html
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1226142,00.html
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to Test Superstring Theory” (in his defense, this kind of headline is still appearing in
over-hyped articles about string theory to this day). I’ve been a bit surprised at how
friendly a reception Smolin’s book and mine have been getting so far from science
writers. I think one reason for this is that many of them have repeatedly over the last
twenty years written articles about string theory that repeat a lot of the hype
promising imminent success in producing predictions. They’ve now been burned too
many times and are very open to listening to the critics.

Comments

1. Eric Dennis
August 14, 2006

A new informal fallacy:

Take a position P on some controversial issue. Infer an obvious absurdity A by
combining P with other propositions made by an opponent, even though you are
aware your opponent believes ~P. Conclude that your opponent is asserting A
and is, therefore, an incompetent fool whose arguments may be safely ignored.

This fallacy might be called “Lubosing the Question.” Or perhaps “Affirming the
Lubos.”

2. Dick Thompson
August 14, 2006

How about “The law of the excluded Lubos”

3. A Friend
August 14, 2006

Peter,

I question your commitment to science – and academic scholarship in general.
You have the good fortune to be a staff member of a well-funded and recognized
institution of higher-learning, yet you *waste* your whole damn time trying to
argue about stuff that is – in the final analysis – unarguable from a scientific
point of view. String theory this! String theory that! … WHO CARES!! Everyone
with some objective thinking capacity knows that string theory is still in its
infancy – if you consider it to be a valid program in fundamental physics at all.
That being said, it would *seem* you have nothing original to contribute other
than what you have been arguing for the past ump-teen months… that string
theory is not “genuine science”; yeah! we get it! Now do you want to spend your
time repeating the same old broken record again and again!… or have you spent
that position of academic priviledge trying to persue worthwhile research?

… if so, what?…

It would seem – and I say this as a friend, not an opponent – that you really don’t
have much to contribute constructively to the academic landscape, and hence



your real *research* agenda is to spend all your time trying to convince people
like Lubos that he is wrong… What a waste of time and energy!

Your Friend

4. LostHisMarbles
August 14, 2006

Just to be pedantic: ” … both Smolin and I …”

What is timescale (and manpower/personpower scale) on which one expects to
see results?

Expt HEP hasn’t produced anything beyond the SM in 30 years. (The b, t quarks,
W, Z bosons, tau lepton + neutrino all fit into SM.) The pentaquark wasn’t really
beyond SM but didn’t pan out. Expt HEP consumes vastly more millions that all
of ST (perhaps more in 1 year than all of ST in 30 years … even including the
cost of Caribbean orgies with nude eastern European girls). Is it then not even
wrong, time to try something else? Because basically that is the way expt HEP is
heading … funding for ILC is by no means guaranteed. Attempts to develop new
acceleration technologies haven’t gone beyond tabletop models as of yet. What
to do?

Complain about ST if it makes you feel better, but ST isn’t the problem.

5. Chris Oakley
August 14, 2006

Peter,

I forgot to say – congratulations on getting a mention in Time magazine!

I am not sure I approve of a magazine being named after a dependent variable,
but it is at least a dimension that is known to exist.

6. Who
August 14, 2006

Marbles, you appear to begrudge funds to experimental HEP because for 30
years its results fit the SM. That counts as a confirmation of the SM. Presumably
30 years ago people did not KNOW that the Standard Model was so good that it
would turn out to fit everything they could observe at accelerators for the next
few decades.

It’s clear the experimentalists acquired information by their work, while for 30
years most of the theoreticians explored multidimensional blind alleys. I think
this is primarily because the string majority has not focused on major nagging
problems such as the positive cosmological constant, dark matter, and gravity
without prior metric. On the contrary, it drained attention from persistent central
questions.

Progress in these core areas (assimilating the positive CC, dark matter, geometry



without prior metric) has instead been made by a relatively small number of non-
string theorists, who have now reached the stage of making testable predictions.

I have to say the quote from Sean Carroll was a laugh—what he said at the end
of the Time magazine article:
The reason so many people keep working on it is that, whatever its flaws, the
theory is still more promising than any other approach we have.”

Marbles you suggest saying
“…Lemonick describes both Smolin and I…”
which would be ungrammatical. To your proposed correction “pedantic” is an
injustice to pedants.

7. a
August 14, 2006

I am happy that censorship could not prevent you from bringing our problems to
a wide audience. But please make it clear that only about 1/3 of high energy
physicists are string theorists: otherwise wrong messages like
Peter Woit = string theorist
in some future might become
physics = string theory = shit.

8. LostHisMarbles
August 14, 2006

I don’t begrudge funding for expt HEP but I also don’t begrudge funding for ST.
30 years ago nobody knew what HEP would produce (expt or theory). When one
says the last 30 years have been a confirmation of the SM, that’s the point — it
takes years for expt to validate any theory.

By the early 1980’s the SM had been put together and the W and Z discovered,
the big buzzword was “unification”. A falsifibale prediction of proton decay was
made, tested, falsified. The most obvious logical direction for the theory to take
had failed. And so people searched for other ideas.

The fact remains that today, funding for expt HEP is increasingly hard to come
by. Even RHIC (an already built machine, admittedly nuclear phys not officially
HEP), has uncertain funding. And over 30 years the majority of theory (i.e. ST)
has gone down blind alleys. It’s easy to blame ST, but I expect the problems of
HEP theory to persist until accelerators produce data beyond SM.

Dark matter? How does one perform controlled expts with dark matter? (How
does it behave as a function of pressure and temperature? How to do such an
expt?) If you have falsifiable predictions, then set up an expt and do it. Don’t
blame ST.

9. Who
August 14, 2006

The “dark matter problem” is to understand galaxy rotation curves and similiar



related things about gravity. A pragmatic empirical approach to it would be to do
the experiment which Bekenstein proposed a recent paper in Physical Review D.

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602266
Phys.Rev. D73 (2006) 103513

Marbles your reaction illustrates one source of the difficulty in theoretical
physics.

Dark matter? How does one perform controlled expts with dark matter? (How
does it behave as a function of pressure and temperature? How to do such an
expt?) If you have falsifiable predictions, then set up an expt and do it…

OK Marbles, here is the experiment. Bekenstein has proposed it and it could be
set up with available (Lisa Pathfinder) components. But if you try to matterize
galaxy rotation curves–in a kind of reflex reaction–then I think you take us back
into the cul-de-sac.

10. MathPhys
August 14, 2006

1/3 of all theoretical high energy physicists are string theorists? Is that an
accurate estimate?

11. AnonyMoose
August 14, 2006

Peter, the discouraging replies above are unfortunate, but never mind your
naysayers! I think you are doing a great job.

Eric, I am not sure what you mean because I can not assess the sarcasm or lack
thereof in your post. I am fairly sure that this new informal fallacy is not so new,
I think you are referring to the strawman fallacy. Anyways I can not tell whether
you are attributing this to Dr. Woit or to Lubos. Same with Dick Thompson. I
don’t mean to nitpick but some of us could use clarifications.

As for the critics, you who calls her/him self Peter’s friend. I think Peter Woit is
committed to the scientific pursuit. You might think it a waste of time and energy
to attack string theory, but then you might believe string theory to be a fringe
position. Unfortunately, though string theorists may be in the minority, they are a
large minority, and very vocal for that matter. Dr. Woit is merely struggling to
remove this metaphysical dogma from legitimate science. And LostHisMarbles,
who says there is any one problem? The HEP might not give us further success,
but I would not consider it a complete waste. The HEP gave us more than string
theory.

And finally, Chris, Who, thank you for encouraging Dr. Woit in his quest. Time
Magazine. At least that dimension exists! But maybe we’re not so sure of that! I
mean time might not be manifested geometrically (as a dimension) after all,
given that some theories of quantum gravity use 4-D spacetime as a
mathematical model for a dynamic 3-D universe. (The theory of relativity may

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602266
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602266


need to be changed according to the data to quantize gravity.) Maybe this is
ontological speculation, but we will never know until further revolutions in
physics. And we will have no revolutions in physics without proper
experimentation.

12. CapitalistImperialistPig
August 15, 2006

Scientific American has a George Johnson review of your book and Lee’s in the
September issue.

Congratulations!

13. a
August 15, 2006

MathPhys: my estimate 1/3 for the fraction of string theorists has one digit of
accuracy. Do you think that 1/3 is too low or too high? It might be higher among
US theorists, but my definition of “high energy physics” also includes japanese
experimentalists, european phenomenologists…

14. Nick
August 15, 2006

The article is on the front page of digg.com _link_

15. D R Lunsford
August 15, 2006

Chris,

You can go to time.com or space.com for free, but you need an ID and password
to get into spacetime.com – I smell a rat.

-drl

16. Chris Oakley
August 15, 2006

Maybe God has reserved it until we learn to understand relativity better.

17. Comm.Math.Phys. Santa Claus
August 15, 2006

Hi Everyone,

Merry Christmas! (albeit somewhat early). Go to Springer’s “Comm. in
Mathematical Physics” website:

http://www.springerlink.com/content/1432-0916/

and enjoy free downloading for 30-consecutive days!… starting today!

http://www.digg.com/world_news/The_Unraveling_of_String_Theory
http://www.digg.com/world_news/The_Unraveling_of_String_Theory
http://www.springerlink.com/content/1432-0916/
http://www.springerlink.com/content/1432-0916/


Ho ho ho… now to return to the North Pole and package all those gifts for
children everywhere! Ho ho ho…

18. LostHisMarbles
August 15, 2006

Submit a proposed experiment to run on LISA Pathfinder, to validate Bekenstein
idea.

Decades ago, expt HEP validated current theory (or discriminated between
competing theories), and simultaneously produced new puzzles, e.g. in 1950s
there were precision tests of renormalized QED and also discovery of strange
particles, parity violation (tau-theta puzzle). In 1960s there was the finding of the
predicted Omega-, also unpredicted discovery of CP violation. And so on. But
now for many years there is only a validation of SM, but no discovery of new data
beyond SM from the accelerators. As for the cosmological stuff, propose expts to
test ideas like Bekenstein’s and get on with it. Never mind what the ST camp
does.

What is happening in HEP today is an accident of circumstance. Don’t blame ST
for any of it.

Mother Nature is fickle. La Donna e Mobile.

19. Sailor Moon
August 15, 2006

I hope that professors in hep-th like teaching; the public is catching on, and hep-
th will be defunded, just like hep-ex.

20. LostHisMarbles
August 15, 2006

HEP-ex (I include RHIC) is suffering from defunding because it is expensive and
does not produce “instant gratification” or visible profit ~ basically no new
exciting discoveries for many years (and the legacy of Manhattan project has
worn off). It’s not the same as getting lost in mysticism/mumbo-jumbo a la ST.
But even so:

a) I do not begrudge the funding of ST
b) If there are worthy problems like dark energy, and ideas like Bekenstein and
MOND, and devices like LISA Pathfinder which might be able to test the ideas,
then propose an expt. Never mind ST.
c) The problems of HEP-ex (or HEP) are not caused by ST.

21. Sailor Moon
August 15, 2006

Mr. Marbles:

The situation in hep-th is caused by the problem in hep-ex, not the other way



around.

The Superconducting Super Collider was canceled in 1993 because Congress
saw a poor “bang-per-buck” ratio for investments in accelerators. High energy
particle physics based on accelerators is being shut down across the US;
research is migrating to the EU and and China. The US ~might~ get a linear
collider in 2018.

Yes, exciting things are happening in experimental neutrino physics, but the
theory for that was done 20-30 years ago. We know that matrix elements off the
diagonal aren’t zero… People have speculated that that might be the case for
years.

You might not begrudge the money that goes to ST, but remember that string
theorists have to convince ~somebody~ to pay the bills. They’re highly
productive at filling up pages in the Physical Review, but do they have anything
useful to say about the universe we live in? Or rather, would those dollars
accomplish more if we spent them on nanotechology, bioinformatics, or any of
the other glamour fields that are an increasing priority at today’s research
University.

22. LostHisMarbles
August 15, 2006

Sailor Moon: Indeed the problems of hep-th derive from those of hep-ex. I have
said so from the beginning.
It is an accident of circumstance in hep-ex that no new physics beyond SM has
been found for 30 years. But ST is not to blame for that.

So ST fills up pages in Phys Rev and takes funding. It is always a matter of value
judgement as to where the money could be better spent. Nanotechnology etc can
survive just fine on their own merits. You think ST should be defunded? Others
think hep-ex should be defunded (as was the case with the SSC). Hep-ex
deserves its funding, but it is a hard case to make without fresh discoveries, (as I
say, an accident of circumstance). Who decides what is worthy to pursue?

Do NOT make the fundamental mistake of thinking that if ST is defunded, that
the money will go to “more deserving” fields. When the SSC was cancelled, some
condensed matter people thought that the money would go to their field. It did
not. Instead there was a general cutback in science funding. Basically, “if hep-ex
can tolerate an $8B cut, then other fields of physics (science?) can also learn to
make a sacrifice.”

Funding is not a zero-sum game. The research money can simply disappear.

23. Sailor Moon
August 15, 2006

Yes, research money can disappear. And it very well may.

The long term economic situation in the US is not good. US government,



corporations and households have been able to spend beyond their means
because the dollar is the international standard currency; the US can print
dollars and trade them for oil, dvd players and sneakers. The picture won’t be
pretty when boomers leave the workforce.

Yes, what the US spends for the Iraq War in a year could pay for decades of
science, but it’s not clear that basic science gives as good a return on investment
as it once did. Before the 20th century, people had no idea what matter was,
what life was, or how the brain works.

There certainly are things to learn, but there may never be scientific
breakthroughs as profound as relativity, quantum electrodynamics, or the
discovery of the double helix. Scientists can fill journals from here until the end
of civilization, but that doesn’t mean that funding agencies will care.

24. LostHisMarbles
August 15, 2006

Sailor Moon, I will have to leave it to PW to figure out the fundamental point of
your post. I really have lost all my marbles.

I merely make the point that defunding ST will not improve matters for other
branches of hep-th. ST may be mysticism/dogma/etc, not science as one would
like to define it, but that is neither here nor there. Researchers in other fields
(CC, dark energy, etc) will have to make the case for funding on their own merits.

25. D R Lunsford
August 15, 2006

S&M,

That’s what they said in the 1890s about the incomprehensible data of
spectroscopy. I think big progress is right around the corner. In fact I know it is.

-drl

26. LostHisMarbles
August 15, 2006

I do hope that big progress is right around the corner. I put it to you all that the
way to find it is to go out and explore. Make models, formulate hypotheses,
propose expts and carry them out. And **do this all on your own merits**. If ST
contributes nothing to the effort, leave it be.

27. John A
August 15, 2006

Chris Oakley:

I am not sure I approve of a magazine being named after a dependent
variable, but it is at least a dimension that is known to exist.



…except in the realm of the quantum where the magazine de-materializes.

Yes. I am a geek.

28. Antonio G Zenteno
August 15, 2006

Sorry for changing the theme but it is very sad for me to notice the recent attack
to this blog. Some minutes ago this blog was transformed with the typical sense
of humor of this residual combination of irony with stupidity that many hackers
have. In other circumstances this attacks are very less than superficial stupid
games. But this blog is also a very notorious example of free-speech that is so
fundamental for this communication system to survive.

So i need to say that i am in complete disagreement with this ugly way of
showing the deep trash of our society that can not support the minimal
requirement of left the people opinions alive even if you does not agree with
them.

AGZ

29. Ponderer of Things
August 15, 2006

Hmm… Not a good week for Lubos.
The same issue of Times that declares String Theory “not even wrong” (hmm, I
wonder where they got that quote? Is Pauli that known among Times reporters?

 ) also featured a cover story titled “Who needs Harvard?”

Double-whammy for poor Lubos…

30. D R Lunsford
August 15, 2006

PoT,

Yes, I also saw that, and was reminded of the decline of the NY Times itself.

-drl

31. Kea
August 15, 2006

Peter

I wasn’t joking.

32. woit
August 15, 2006

Kea,
Please stick to the topic of the posting.



Antonio,
I suspect you followed Lubos’s link to this blog. The blog is fine, his link sends it
through a site that translates it to “jive”.

Ponderer + DRL,

Time magazine is not at all the same thing as the Times, either London or NY.

33. Ponderer of Things
August 15, 2006

Oops, I meant to say “Time”, not sure why I said Times.
I have magazine sitting right in front of me, sorry for confusing you, DRL.

So, if a similar article is also featured in “Space” magazine, how many
dimensions do string theorists have left? Is it 10-4=6 or 11-4=7?

34. Antonio G Zenteno
August 15, 2006

Peter,

Yes, this was the case. So my position and the interlocutor of my message are
completely clear.

Thanks

35. Kea
August 15, 2006

Is it 10 – 4 = 6 or 11 – 4 = 7?

The 6 comes from the dimensionality (over R) of the complex moduli of the
6-punctured sphere.

36. D R Lunsford
August 15, 2006

Peter,

Yes that is true, I read the thing about Harvard in Time Magazine and was
immediately reminded of the decline of the New York Times as a force for
democracy, just as Harvard had been for truth (veritas). That Harvard would run
off Glashow and hire Motl says everything. He’s the Jayson Blair of matter.

-drl

37. z3
August 15, 2006

Scientific American Sept issue carries George Johnson’s sympathetic review of



Lee’s and Peter’s upcoming books. The review is titled “the Inelegant Universe”,
and made me laugh with its comparison of string theory papers to the robotic
essay generator at http://www.elsewhere.org/pomo, which randomly produces a
different paper every time you reload.

George now finds his own headline from the late 90s – “Physicists Finally Find a
Way to Test Superstring Theory” – to be embarrassing. There is also a Burton
Richter mention, as well as Hawking’s quote from Beijing.

38. Heinz Neumaier
August 16, 2006

The ancient greeks said that a man is a man when he shows four virtues: justice,
courage, measure and wisdom. In this discussion, justice is to say that what
cannot be checked is not science; courage is to say this out loud despite the
critics, measure is not to denigrate the opponents more than (or even as much
as) they do with you, and wisdom is not to be led to embrace other issues. In
contrast to many of his opponents, Peter is not only right, he is also a great man.
And he is an example to others.

Peter, go on! What you do is needed in this world.

Heinz

39. Jonathan Vos Post
August 16, 2006

Perhaps the fraction of Physicists indulging in String Theory is 1 / pi?

Or maybe 1 / d where d is the number of actual spacial dimensions? In that case,
if they are right, the percentage of them decreases…

Congratulations in any case for the Time Magazine mention. All I’ve ever had
there was a Letter to the Editor.

40. JoAnne
August 16, 2006

In two years, we will have 1-2 inverse femptobarns of LHC data. In 3 years we
will have 10-20 inverse femptobarns. I predict that at that point, nobody will be
talking about string theory anymore. As pointed out above, we have been
deprived of data at the TeV scale for a decade now (due to the untimely and
unfortunate demise of the SSC) and this has hurt us all tremondously.

If the worst case scenario plays out, and the LHC discovers nothing, then that is
the end of particle physics as we know it. And that includes string theory. They
may think they are immune, but they are not – they will fall due to lack of
funding with the rest of us.

41. String Theorist
August 16, 2006

http://www.elsewhere.org/pomo
http://www.elsewhere.org/pomo


JoAnne is mostly correct, but tenure is tenure, and we will write the history of
theoretical physics, because nobody is better qualified to understand it than us.

42. D R Lunsford
August 16, 2006

JoAnne said:

If the worst case scenario plays out, and the LHC discovers nothing, then that is
the end of particle physics as we know it.

I completely disagree with this pessimism. This is the mindset that created the
monster of string theory to begin with. One never knows when a new idea will
show up. The key point is to get a theoretrical explanation of electroweak
symmetry breaking. Quantum gravity is a side issue in comparison. This
explanation is not at hand, and an accelerator around the girdle of the Earth
would not provide it. It has to come from someone’s head. Prediction: The Higgs
will not be found. That will be the great result of LHC that will set people
thinking again. The answer will come out of neutrino physics.

My worry is that the data will be cooked by unscrupulous theory groups or
simply misunderstood, as happened recently with WMAP 3 and Cooperstock-
Tieu, respectively. The real damage done by string theory is the corrosive effect
it has on scientific integrity in general.

We need more historians and fewer geniuses.

-drl

43. Kea
August 16, 2006

Prediction: The Higgs will not be found.

You can say that again! Can you repost those neutrino masses, Peter? I wasn’t
joking.

44. LostHisMarbles
August 16, 2006

I think the only particle to date which was misunderstood is the muon. But
possibly the data could be “cooked”. Find a bump, proclaim the Higgs. Does
anyone recall the zeta 8.3 GeV ~ circa 1985? It was found by the Crystal Ball
collaboration, promptly proclaimed to be the Higgs (the mass of 8.3 GeV didn’t
bother anyone) — I think some people claimed it was supersymmetry — and it
was then undiscovered in a second high statistics run and never seen again.

I hope the LHC finds three bumps, the Higgs of the SM (boring), the Higgs of
supersymmetry (hah!), and the Higgs scratch-your-head “who ordered that”?

45. D R Lunsford



August 16, 2006

LHM,

You have a way with words 

Remember the magnetic monopole? 1984 I think..I was a rosy-cheeked deluded
youngster and was sure it was real 

Do you do online discussions anywhere? I’d like to hear your rationale for
supersymmetry.

-drl

46. King Ray
August 16, 2006

As for string theorists, how many years do they have to wander in the wilderness
before they realize they’re lost? Looks like about 40…

47. LostHisMarbles
August 16, 2006

DRL- thanks for the compliment 

Callan-Rubakov monopole ~ 1984 as I recall, catalysis of fusion (?) based on
SU(2) group, but the effect does not exist in SU(5), wich was the GUT of the
time.

I have no rationale for supersymmetry. I merely threw that in to be a
troublemaker. I should point out that eminent physicists like Glashow (not an ST
person) expounded total nonsense about the zeta. See

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?fin+j+PHLTA,B145,302
doi:10.1016/0370-2693(84)90359-9

Georgi et al suggested it as the lightest of a three-Higgs doublet no less
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1985NuPhB.253..205S
doi:10.1016/0550-3213(85)90527-9

I am sorry to disappoint you, but I do not do online discussions. I was looking for
a reference to the “not even wrong” quote by Pauli, I stumbled across this blog,
and though I realize it may be ego-deflating to PW, the fact that I am foolish
enough to post anything here merely indicates that I have nothing better to do.

I suppose I disagree fundamentally with much of the philosophy expounded here.
I have no great faith in ST, but I do not begrudge the funding of ST. I couldn’t
care less about the unravelling of any strings. The following statements may
sound contradictory, but they are not mutually exclusive

a) ST diverts scarce funds from other branches of hep-th
b) Defunding ST will not make extra dollars available to non-ST research.

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?fin+j+PHLTA,B145,302
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?fin+j+PHLTA,B145,302
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1985NuPhB.253
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1985NuPhB.253


If anyone has worthy ideas and testable predictions, suggestions for expts, you
will have to procure the funding on your own merits.

48. Chris Oakley
August 16, 2006

LHM,

If you think that the continuing belief that the universe must be 10-dimensional,
supersymmetric and stringy does not hamper alternative ideas about the way the
universe might possibly work, then you are quite wrong. This lunatic and chronic
belief has up till now made it impossible for non-believers to get a word in
edgeways. And if dissenters are totally ignored, then what chance do they have
of getting academic jobs?

49. LostHisMarbles
August 16, 2006

The non-believers will have to succeed on their own merits.

50. Thomas Larsson
August 16, 2006

LHM, funding envy is not really at the heart of string theory critique, nor is
proposing a better alternative necessary (although I have one  ) . Criticizing
string theory is really a moral imperative. This was best formulated by string
theory ex-star Dan Friedan: “recognizing failure is an essential part of the
scientific ethos”. If string theorists don’t recognize that their theory has failed,
others will. This is inevitable and long overdue.

51. L. Riofrio
August 16, 2006

Chris, Kea and DRL are right. Without elaboration, may I say that there are more
fruitful avenues of research than are currently being funded.

52. LostHisMarbles
August 16, 2006

TL – Moral imperative? … if you say so.
“… nor is proposing a better alternative necessary … ” — oh dear. Surely
proposing a better alternative is the whole point? So what if ST is doing a bad
job? Can you do a better job?

Groups or cults or whatever, which attempt to stifle debate and drown out
alternatives have historically never succeeded. The truth always wins out. But
that truth will some in the form of expt data. One theory never wins over another
simply because it is prettier. It wins because it does a better job of explaining
data. QFT didn’t win out over S-matrix theory in the 1960’s (or early 1970’s)
because of some intellectual theoretical debate. QFT (by which I mean the quark
model, QCD and ElectroWeak) won out because of expt events, most especially



charmonium. QFT explained the expt findings of the day, and furthermore made
predictions about charmed bound states (which turned out tio be correct).
Alternatives could not match this success.

There simply needs to be data (new puzzles, not merely confirmations of SM)
from the LHC. Theoretical critiques of ST will go nowhere.

If you believe there is already data (e.g. cosmological), then put together an expt
proposal to validate your non-ST ideas.

53. John A
August 16, 2006

Dear Antonio,

Unfortunately the Reference Frame has also been hacked by cockneys.

It’s shockin’ wha’ ‘appens on the Internets, guv…

54. Thomas Larsson
August 17, 2006

So what if ST is doing a bad job? Can you do a better job?

hep-th/0411028

Modulo some serious flaws (corrections in progress), the essential proposal is to
replace QFT by QJT (J for jet), i.e. to expand all fields in a Taylor series prior to
quantization. By doing so, one introduces a new datum: the expansion point. This
is an essential modification, because it allows us to write down new gauge and
diff anomalies, which lead to the higher-dimensional generalizations of Kac-
Moody and Virasoro algebras.

There simply needs to be data (new puzzles, not merely confirmations of SM)
from the LHC.

What if the ultimate theory of nature is essentially the SM coupled to GR, but
treated within the framework of QJT rather than QFT?

55. Tony Smith
August 17, 2006

Thomas Larsson referred to hep-th/0411028 and said “… the essential proposal
is to replace QFT by QJT (J for jet) …”,
but
hep-th/0411028 did not refer to any of the extensive work of Gennady
Sardanashvily on jet bundle physics, such as
math-ph/0203040 entitled Ten lectures on jet manifolds in classical and quantum
field theory
as well as many further papers (some more recent) that can be found by
searching arXiv for Sardanashvily as author. Would such works be helpful in
Thomas Larsson’s program?

http://rinkworks.com/dialect/dialectp.cgi?dialect=cockney&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmotls.blogspot.com
http://rinkworks.com/dialect/dialectp.cgi?dialect=cockney&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmotls.blogspot.com
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411028
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0411028


Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

56. Rickkkk
August 17, 2006

Ludbos’ post is even more ironic than usual.

“simply can’t have any respect for because of their complete lack of intellectual
integrity”

Unsurprisingly, Luddite Moron absolutely fails to grasp the actual meaning of
intellectual integrity itself. The absolute epitomy of intellectual integrity is
questioning something(especially something as foul as String Theory) I would
challenge anyone to give a better characterization of what -defines- intellectual
integrity. The irony here should be obvious, while decrying an act of intellectual
integrity as its opposite, Ludbboose himself is the poster boy for failed integrity.

So to set the record straight: Integrity is ad hominem attacks on
detractors(which as a sideline, grow more desperate as these detractors become
the majority) and challenging an non-explanation like String Theory is the
cardinal sin of science?

Caboose Motl is certainly the last car on a train that’s heading out of town
rapidly. Everyone smile and wave 

57. LostHisMarbles
August 17, 2006

TL – pursue your ideas to fruition (perhaps in collaboration – follow up on Tony
Smith post – work by Gennady Sardanashvily), figure out some testable
consequence, e.g. for cosmology or HEP beyond EW scale, and find an expt
collaborator/submit an expt proposal to validate it. You have to do this on your
own. The ST camp doesn’t owe you anything (such as a time slot at a
conference). Ultimately your ideas have to survive on their own merits. Good
luck.

Rickkk ~ If it makes you happy to write “Luddite Moron” and “Caboose Motl”
good for you. You will ultimately go nowhere.

58. George Lehtola
August 17, 2006

Personally, I just like to hear the views of all writers and for this I am glad to
have this Blog to raed.

59. MoveOnOrStayBehind
August 17, 2006

Well, there are writers, and there are scientists. Which ones do you prefer?

60. Jonathan Vos Post

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


August 17, 2006

MoveOnOrStayBehind Says:

August 17th, 2006 at 3:10 pm
Well, there are writers, and there are scientists. Which ones do you prefer?

With all due respect, there have MANY first rate scientists who were (or are)
also first rate writers.

Consider, to pick just a few at random, Pascal, Darwin, Galileo, Oliver Sacks,
Roald Hoffmann, Gregory Benford…

61. Tony Smith
August 17, 2006

Lost His Marbles, said, with respect to Thomas Larsson’s NON-superstring
approach to theoretical high energy physics:
“… figure out some testable consequence … and … submit an expt proposal to
validate it … on your own …”.

That is both true and reasonable.

Lost His Marbles went on to say:
“… The ST camp doesn’t owe you anything (such as a time slot at a conference).
…”.

In a fair and considerate world, that would also be true and reasonable,
BUT
as Peter quoted Tim Folger saying in Discover magazine:
“… [super]string theory … is to physics what Wal-Mart is to retail:
the biggest thing around, dominant for more than 20 years now.
And woe unto anyone who doubts the [superstring] orthodoxy …”,
so
our real world is “not considerate or fair”*,
and
LHM’s second statement quoted above is true but NOT reasonable.

In short,
the ST camp is so dominant a monopoly in high energy physics theory,
that
it DOES owe to alternative approaches fair treatment (such as time slots in
conferences,
rights to post to the Cornell arXiv, etc).

The penalty to superstringers for their abuse of their monopoly position will be a
place in history alongside the inquisitors of Giordano Bruno.
Bruno’s inquisitors were doubtless pleased with themselves for seeing Bruno
dead,
but ideas don’t die so easily,
and



to slightly paraphrase LHM:
“… ideas WILL survive on their own merits …”.

If I were in the superstring establishment, I would be very thankful for Peter,
because
Peter is offering them a graceful exit from a position of great risk of a
humiliating place in human history.

A graceful exit is possible because Peter is NOT pushing any particular
alternative approach,
so the superstring establishment would not have to anoint a successor monopoly
approach, but
only would have to admit that they have had their exclusive turn,
and now it is time to be inclusive of other approaches.

Following Peter would not even require anybody to give up their organizational
positions of power, only to allow freedom of thought.

It would be sad indeed if the inevitable fall of the superstring establishment led,
not to the blooming of a thousand flowers,
but to a successor oppressor.

Would the Loop Quantum Gravity guys be any less oppressive about alternative
approaches if they were to become a successor monopoly ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

*”not considerate or fair ” is a quote from Batman Begins (Ras al Ghul).

62. Thomas Larsson
August 18, 2006

LHM – it is true that string theorists don’t owe me anything, but neither do I owe
anything to them (except perhaps a four-year postdoc to Lars Brink, but that was
many years ago). If you don’t like my marketing strategy, that’s your problem.

As a physicist, I find it very significant that all natural string theory predictions –
SUSY, extra-dimensions, 496 gauge bosons, new long-range forces (unstabilized
moduli), a non-positive cc, etc. – are in apparent disagreement with experiments,
and I find it deeply dishonest that this fact has been systematically
deemphasized for 20 years. If string theorists had told the public about these
problems, rather than going on about how beautiful M-not-a-theory is, maybe
they would have gained more sympathy.

However, at the end of the day it does not matter. Theories that don’t produce
predictions (and correct ones) will flounder, just as companies that don’t show
profit will. It is neither mine nor Peter’s fault that the cc is positive, that the
proton refuses to decay, that the Tevatron and precision experiments show no
signs of SUSY or extra-dimensions, etc. It is just Nature’s way of telling us that it
does not like string theory.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


63. John Rogers
August 18, 2006

By the way, Walmart just sold all the stores it had in Germany: it did not make
any profit in any of the years it was active there. Is this a sign of things to come?

64. Som
August 18, 2006

I believe that the whole issue of the anthropic principle is not irreconcilable with
meaningful physics if you take the point of view propounded by some people (like
Vafa, Verlinde and others in the context of Ads2*S2 universes), that the universe
that we see is actually a collapsed state of the “universal” Wheeler-DeWitt wave-
function. From this point of view it is quite conceivable that the multiverse is like
a super-Fock space spanned by axes, represented by different universes with
differing parameters. However I have to say that I don’t see a compelling need
for the multiverse to be an exclusive product of string theory but that’s another
matter. What I would like to point out is that given this viewpoint one can
inculcate a more ambivalent attitude towards the anthropic principle than that it
is usually accorded.

65. LostHisMarbles
August 18, 2006

Tony Smith – I agree with much of what you say. I hope Thomas Larsson paid
attention.

TL – if I don’t like your marketing strategy “that’s my problem”?? It doesn’t
matter in the slightest what I think. It’s *your* ideas, you have to make of them
what you will. See comments by Tony above.

66. LostHisMarbles
August 18, 2006

There was a Goddess Zeta Monopole from Infinity,
From her three breasts flowed Milk, Wine and SuperSymmetry,
One zap of lightning from her Trident of Incredulity,
Could reduce the most hardened non-believer to abject impotency,
She was not to be trifled with, that Goddess from Infinity.
.

I composed this for drl, but pw can toss this out if he wants to. It’s not
Shakespeare by a long shot.

67. Tony Smith
August 18, 2006

John Rogers said
“… Walmart just sold all the stores it had in Germany … Is this a sign of things to
come? …”.



It is NOT a “sign” that a dominant monopoly is crumbling.

Germany already had, BEFORE Walmart went there, established deep-discount
chains such as Aldi,
so
failure of Walmart in Germany actually shows the POWER of entrenched
monopolists (such as Aldi in Germany and superstringers in high energy physics
theory).

Note that Aldi is trying to crack the Walmart monopoly in the USA, but seems to
be having no more success than Walmart did in Germany.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

68. Chris Oakley
August 18, 2006

There was a Goddess Zeta Monopole from Infinity,
From her three breasts flowed Milk, Wine and SuperSymmetry,
One zap of lightning from her Trident of Incredulity,
Could reduce the most hardened non-believer to abject impotency,
She was not to be trifled with, that Goddess from Infinity.

I was wondering why you call yourself “LostHisMarbles”. Now it is clear.

69. D R Lunsford
August 18, 2006

CO – he’s lost his marbles, but kept his yarbles

Thanks, KHY.

-drl

70. LostHisMarbles
August 18, 2006

lol ty drl

71. Chris Oakley
August 18, 2006

Ah – A Clockwork Orange … I only saw it recently as it was banned in the UK
until after Stanley Kubrick’s death. I wonder … maybe someone could make an
updated version with Peter as protagonist. A band of middle-aged, science-hating
thugs who have no respect for the establishment institute a reign of terror and
eventually have to be sent to a special clinic for reprogramming (Lubos being a
particularly sadistic doctor here).

72. D R Lunsford
August 18, 2006

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://soomka.com/nadsat.html
http://soomka.com/nadsat.html


CO – “Singin’ in the ‘Brane”?

-drl

73. Chris Oakley
August 18, 2006

Here we are looking for Nazzes (String Theorists) on the campus at Columbia.

L->R: Tony Smith, Danny, Peter, me.

74. KH Yarbles
August 18, 2006

No place for me?

75. Chris Oakley
August 18, 2006

Sorry, but we can’t include anonymous posters.
They’ve got no sharries, and just itty when the drat gets going.

76. KH Yarbles
August 18, 2006

gorblimey guv it’s a fair cop

77. Reality
August 18, 2006

What is it with you ‘non-stringers”? Are you saddened that others are grasping
concepts that you are unable to? Here’s a simple question.

“Does ‘YOUR MODEL’ explain everything”?

Of course it doesn’t.

Well, like it or not, ‘SUPER STRING’ DOES explain everything.

Nothing you can say will change this reality.

When you go to ‘disprove’ ANYTHING, you are fighting a loosing battle.
Especially with yourself. Others are merely laughing at you, while some are
saddened for you because you simply cannot accept this reality.

It is no wonder with such ‘closed minds’ that festering attitudes of
rediculousness abound.

No one has a need to remove science from this model. It is merely that ‘a few’ of
the concepts ‘REQUIRED’ to further understanding on this theory require your
mind to be able to grasp things that it was previously unable to grasp.

You poor jealous goofs don’t have a clue when it comes to reality. To say that

http://www.cinebel.be/pics/b2581.jpg
http://www.cinebel.be/pics/b2581.jpg


something is false “REQUIRES FAR MORE, THE NEED OF A SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENT, THAN THE RESULTS OF THE ‘EFFECT’ OF THIS THING YOU
CANNOT SEE’

So, until you ‘HAVE THAT PROOF’, please do all of us who “HAVE SUFFICIENT
PROOF” a favor, and STFU. Besides, unless you can ‘back your attitude up’ with
a ‘sustainable argument against reality’, you’re merely pissing in the wind. And
believe me, most everyone is ;aughing at you while you do so.

78. J.F. Moore
August 18, 2006

I eagerly await the inevitable rebuttal to all of this (or pointed interview) from
Professor Harold Hi— I mean Professor Michio Kaku. Unfortunately, it might be
on AM radio at 0200. We might get lucky though and see a “controversy in
physics matchup” on a cable news show.

79. King Ray
August 18, 2006

String theory is obviously wrong. It fails to meet the criteria of beauty and
simplicity. It is a Ptolemaic theory; it is more complicated than the standard
model and GR. A unified theory is supposed to be simpler than the theories it
reduces to, not orders of magnitude more complicated.

80. John Gonsowski
August 18, 2006

Reality, take your amazing mind over to PBS and watch Brian Greene tell the
general public that string theory could all be wrong. Combining “it could all be
wrong” with 20 years and a monopoly is really bad. Too many eggs all in one too
wrong basket for too long.

81. KH Yarbles
August 18, 2006

Ask yourselves how/why ST became a monopoly in the first place. QFT and the
SM were dominant in the late 1970s – early 80s. Why blame ST? Why did QFT
not remain dominant?

82. Yatima
August 19, 2006

Reality says:

“Well, like it or not, ‘SUPER STRING’ DOES explain everything.”

This amazingly and weirdly sounds like something out of “The Incredibles”:

“SYNDROME: You sly dog! You got me monologuing. I can’t believe it. It’s cool,
huh? Zero-point energy. I save the best inventions for myself. Am I good enough
now? Who’s super now? I’m Syndrome! Your nemesis and…”



Sorry for this post, I’m off to do productive system administration now. (Bows)

83. Thomas Larsson
August 19, 2006

LHM – Maybe I misunderstood you. It seemed like you were first saying that I
wasn’t allowed to criticize the string theory hype because I lacked original ideas,
and when I showed that I indeed had original ideas, string theorists have no
reason to listen anyway. Quite an effective strategy for keeping string theory the
only game in town 

However, beauty has nothing to do with it, just inevitability. The multi-
dimensional Virasoro algebra is important to quantum gravity for the same
reason that the usual Virasoro algebra is important to string theory – it is the
correct quantum form of the correct constraint algebra. That’s why I decided to
discover it, many years ago.

84. KH Yarbles
August 19, 2006

TL (and anyone else for that matter) –
Nobody was obliged to listen to S-matrix theory in the 60’s, nor was anyone
forbidden to criticize it. Nobody was obliged to listen to QFT either, or forbidden
to criticize it. Julian Schwinger did, for example, opt out of both, and invented
source theory.

“If you can’t join ’em, beat ’em”
– JS, dedication in Source Theory books

Nobody is obligated to believe ST, or anything else, nor is anyone forbidden to
criticize ST, or anything else, nor is any ST person required to listen to any non-
ST person.

If you have ideas, they must survive on their own merits. This the ideas do by
proving their worth by explaining phenomena (to a better extent than rival
ideas).

How did ST become a monopoly anyway? Other camps (QFT) had a fair chance
to be heard.

85. Open Source
August 19, 2006

“How did ST become a monopoly anyway? Other camps (QFT) had a fair chance
to be heard.”

But string theorists are wiling to lie, cheat, and steal.

To hype, and hype, and lie, and hype, and lie.

Nice guys finish last.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=305#comment-6341
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=305#comment-6341
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=305#comment-6341
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=305#comment-6341


86. KH Yarbles
August 19, 2006

” … lie, cheat, and steal.”

The scientific community at large is not obligated to believe any of ST.
Historically the scientific community has shown itself to be effective at sorting
out good ideas from bad. The truth wins out, despite religioius persecution,
prejudice against “Jewish science” and other nonsense.

It does no good to merely proclaim “I have a (better) idea”. The idea has to
demonstrate its worth.

“Nice guys finish last.” Don’t whine.

87. Open Source
August 19, 2006

Technically speaking, any theory would be as good as string theory because
string theory predicts everything and nothing.

Ergo the government should give equal funds to every theory.

Why should other theories have to prove themselves when string theory does
not?

“Human–all too human,” is what String Theorists are.

Their vast yearning to be on Nova Star Trek specials has blinded them to their
mendacious mediocrity, and it has brought out the very worst from their small,
cowardly, conformist, group-think minds.

I wish String Theory had at least one postulate we could talk about, but the
postmodern joke lackas even that.

88. Open Source
August 19, 2006

KH Yarbles Says: “It does no good to merely proclaim “I have a (better) idea”.
The idea has to demonstrate its worth.”

Does that mean that NSF should immediately stop funding String Theory which
has failed to prove its worth for over thirty years?

Let’s write a letter to the NSF, and KH Yarble, the defender of all that is Right,
and True, and Worth Something can be the first to sign it.

That way, funding can go towards better theories which are rooted in logic and
reason, such a MDT.

89. Tony Smith
August 19, 2006



KH Yarbles asked:
“… QFT and the SM were dominant in the late 1970s – early 80s.
… Why did QFT not remain dominant?
… how/why [did] ST bec[o]me a monopoly in the first place …” ?

Perhaps the existence of a monopoly in theoretical high energy physics is a
reflection of the sociology/psychology of the USA high energy physics
community.

Raoul Bott made an observation about the Princeton IAS under Oppenheimer:
“… Oppenheimer had taken over, and he was very dominant in the physics
community. He had a seminar that every physicist went to.
We mathematicians always thought they ran off like sheep,
for we would pick and choose our seminars! …”.

Consider some excerpts from other entries in this blog over the past year or so:

“… ObsessiveMathsFreak Says:
When you were young, you assummed that scientists were a magnamous, logical
and rational bunch. You had great faith in their ability to be imparital and to
discern the truth through the application of scientific rigour. You also thought
they had great integrity and were above petty actions as they aspired to the
greater goal that was The Truth.
Then you grow up … see that scientists are just as human as everyone else,
pettiness included.
It’s still very disappointing though. …”.

“… D R Lunsford Says:
It all sounds like groupthink … Groupthink seems to be at the bottom of much of
our (USA) current dysfunction. …”.

“… Dumb Biologist Says:
… it seems …[superstring theorists]… have forged ahead so far away from
attainable real-world checks and benchmarks that the system of peer review is
all they’ve got, or perhaps will have, for a very, very long time.
How could the tyranny of groupthink not prevail in such an environment?
It’s functionally equivalent to a church.
Very sad. …”.

In short,
the USA high energy physics community acts like a herd of sheep,
with more importance placed on being a member of the herd than on exploring
new territory.

I fear that, unless that collective mind-set it changed,
if LHC fails to see supersymmetry and so puts the final nail in the coffin of
conventional supersymmetry,
the herd will just follow the most then-charismatic shepherd
(Lee Smolin seems to be trying to fill that role, using his Loop Quantum Gravity
program)
and continue in its dysfunctional group-think ways.



To use the church analogy, think of the Roman Catholic church being replaced in
England by the Church of England.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Although I have a physics model that in my opinion substantially contradicts
(by calculating particle masses, force strengths, Dark Energy : Dark Matter :
Ordinary Matter ratio, etc)
the assertion in a comment in this blog entry by Reality: “… What is it with you
‘non-stringers”? … Here’s a simple question. “Does ‘YOUR MODEL’ explain
everything”? Of course it doesn’t. …”,
I would be very unhappy if my model were to be used as a monopoly that
suppressed other approaches.
My view is that a thousand flowers should bloom, and that all important
institutions (university departments, laboratories, institutes, etc) should
encourage active investigation of ALL the blossoms,
by rewarding grad students, post-docs, etc., for work on whatever they find
interesting.
If a studied model turns out to be wrong, then the work showing it to be wrong
should not be considered a worthless negative result, but a useful contribution
(like weeding a garden) to advancing physics by cultivation,
and such negative results should be just as important as positive ones in getting
publications, Ph.D.’s, post-doc jobs, and faculty appointments.

PPS – Although the above is written about theoretical high energy physics,
experimenters in high energy theory are not immune, with their groupthink
problems being due to a combination of
necessary large collaborations
and
unnecessary insistence on a single consensus viewpoint with respect to results of
data analysis.

90. Who
August 19, 2006

Tony your fears seem a bit exaggerated, non-string QG is a bunch of different
approaches. You say
**I fear that, unless that collective mind-set it changed, if LHC fails to see
supersymmetry and so puts the final nail in the coffin of conventional
supersymmetry, the herd will just follow the most then-charismatic shepherd
(Lee Smolin seems to be trying to fill that role, using his Loop Quantum Gravity
program) and continue in its dysfunctional group-think ways.**

There is no monolithic LQG program. Check out the contents of Oriti’s book
(“Approaches to QG” Cambridge 2006?) a lot of which is already on arxiv. It is an
association of separate initiatives. What I see John Baez students and former
students doing is way different from what I see Laurent Freidel and collaborators
doing. At present, neither of those approaches makes contact with what Lee
Smolin has been pursuing recently (which itself is not conventional LQG either.)

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Research funding policy is different from specific programs. Your PS sounds
rather much like what Smolin has been proposing as a policy direction in
fundamental theory research funding—support proven talent and independence,
by individual rather than by program. That is an investment strategy at policy
level, not an “LQG program” and it does not require a charismatic research tzar
to implement. Both your PS and Smolin’s essays on the subject are directed
against groupthink.

91. KH Yarbles
August 19, 2006

OS –

It’s Dr Yarbles to you.

“… That way, funding can go towards better theories which are rooted in logic
and reason, such a MDT. ”

This repeats a fallacy which persists with many people. NSF does not have a pot
of money which will be redirected elsewhere, if ST is defunded. There will be no
money for MST if money for ST is cut. In fact, NSF has been defunding HEP for
many years now, and the trend shows no sign of abating, e.g. the cut of RSVP
(Rare Symmetry Violating Processes) at BNL.

” … KH Yarble[s], the defender of all that is Right, and True, and Worth
Something … ”

a) I owe drl a debt of gratitude here, which I am not sure I can repay. But see
below …..
b) I cannot even defend the chastity of a Goddess, and CO may have strong
words about even that.

TL proposes non-SM ideas which he claims to be better than ST. A paper on
arXiv is a good first step, but it is by no means the last. It is necessary but not
sufficient. Make a falsifiable prediction and put together an expt team to test it.

Tony Smith writes much that is sensible. See also sensible reply by Who. What
can a fool like I add?

Back in the early 80’s, QFT + SM was utterly dominant. The prevailing attitude
was that the next step was unification of the strong, weak and EM interactions
into one gauge group (GUT), the smallest candidate of which was SU(5). The
immediate predicted consequence of GUT SU(5) was proton decay. This was a
clear cut falsifiable prediction, but unfortunately
a) the prediction failed
b) QFT had no backup Plan B. It simply fell into disarray.

Equally unfortunately — and this is nobody’s fault — expt HEP simply did not
turn up anything beyond SM, and after 30 years there is still nothing beyond SM
from the particle accelerators. QFT relied on working closely with hep-ex, and
there has been no food for QFT.



`Who’ is correct to note that non-ST (e.g. LQG) is not monolithic. ST’s source if
strength is arguably simply that it is monolithic.

What is my answer? … Hep-th will languish until there is some new non-SM data
from the accelerators. It is nobody’s fault. Rail against ST if it makes you feel
better.

92. KH Yarbles
August 19, 2006

There was a Goddess from Infinity,
She was the final authority on g-string theory,
There were those who said it was all not even wrong,
Alas and alack, their yarbles were insufficiently strong,
She reigned supreme, that Goddess from Infinity.

93. Open Source
August 19, 2006

YOU’RE MISSING THE POINT!!

NSF damages physics by a factor of 1,000 for every dollar it spends on string
theory.

NSF influences billions of dollars of cashflow with its millions of dollars.

Brian Greene’s Hocus Pocus Diddly-Docus has set physics back a hundred years,
as it has fostered a fan-boy star-trek atmosphere which has exiled physicicists
who deal in reality, logic, and reason.

http://revver.com/video/48391/21022

94. Chris Oakley
August 19, 2006

KHY,

It doesn’t rhyme, it doesn’t scan and I don’t like the message. The only use for
your limerick is for torturing prisoners.

95. Chris Oakley
August 19, 2006

Link: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vogon_poetry

96. Rickkkk
August 19, 2006

Quote: “Technically speaking, any theory would be as good as string theory
because string theory predicts everything and nothing.”

This is a point that I was making in a previous post, a point that isn’t made

http://revver.com/video/48391/21022
http://revver.com/video/48391/21022
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vogon_poetry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vogon_poetry


enough it seems.

The typical rebuttal, demonstrated many times in this post, is “DO YOU HAVE A
BETTER MODEL?”

97. KH Yarbles
August 19, 2006

No-one has ever accused me of ever getting the point. There is a leverage factor
of 1000 for every dollar spent by NSF? Fine… I have no idea. NSF damages
physics by the dollars it spends on ST? … I also have no idea. Complain if you
want to.

98. KH Yarbles
August 19, 2006

CO – I’ll take that as a compliment.

99. Rickkkk
August 19, 2006

Darnit, I pushed enter too soon.

Anyhow, that rebuttal isn’t adequate. As the quote says(correctly) there are NO
worse models, theories, or even speculations worse than string theory. This isn’t
just angry slander or hyperbole, analytically speaking if there is a definition of a
PERFECT, albeit perfectly bad theory, it is string theory. It is the model of
avoiding predictions by predicting everything. It is absolute PERFECTION in its
“badness”

I want to reemphasize, I am not being sarcastic here or even inflating the truth. I
am genuinely impressed by the vacuousness of the yarn.

So, yes, I have a better model, my brother has a better model, my grandmother
has a better model.

No model is better than string theory? Indeed…”no model” would be better or at
the very worst, equivalent.

100. woit
August 19, 2006

The comment section has degenerated into nearly pure noise, bad jokes and
pointless bickering, so I’m turning off comments on this posting. Unless you’ve
got something informed and substantive to say about the topic of the posting,
please resist the urge to write here. I’ve recently had complaints from several
physicists that they don’t want to comment here because of the huge amount of
noise and nonsense. I feel the same way myself. This is seriously damaging what
I’m trying to do here.



Aaron Bergman Review of Not Even Wrong

August 19, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

Aaron Bergman has written up a review of my book and posted it over at the String
Coffee Table. It’s quite sensible and makes reasonable points, so I’m very glad he
wrote it. Here are a few comments of my own about the points raised in the review. I
don’t have time to discuss everything in it right now, but if someone feels that I’m not
addressing an important point of Aaron’s let me know.

It’s true that the book isn’t “even-handed” in the sense of repeating many of the
arguments made for string theory. One reason for this is that I assumed that
essentially all my readers would have read at least something like one of Brian
Greene’s books. I originally intended my book as something that would be published
by a university press and be aimed at people with some background in the subject.
The fact that it ended up being published by a trade publisher wasn’t my first choice,
and the wide attention it is getting from people who know little about physics is a
surprise to me, something I wasn’t counting on.

Instead of repeating many of the what seem to me highly over-hyped claims made for
string theory and spending a lot of time explaining exactly how and why they’re over-
hyped, I decided to just write down as accurately as possible how I see things. The
black hole entropy calculations are an example of what I mean. I do mention these,
but I think Aaron’s description of them as a “holy grail” vastly overestimates their
signficance. It’s also true that string theorists still have not been able to do
calculations for the case of physical 4-dimensional black holes. A truly honest
description of the situation would require a detailed examination of exactly what has
been calculated, and what remains still not understood. This is a highly technical
business, not easy to extract from the often hype-filled literature, and I just didn’t
think that even if I put the effort into doing this well, it would work as part of the
book. Similar comments apply to the AdS/CFT story, where sorting through the hype
and clearly distinguishing exactly what has been achieved and what hasn’t would be
even more difficult.

People can compare what I have to say to what string theorists have to say, and see
that there’s a different point of view on many things. If they have some expertise, they
can look into these more deeply and decide for themselves. Aaron describes the book
as “tendentious”, but I think it’s much more scrupulously accurate in its descriptions,
honest and even-handed than any of the many books promoting string theory,
essentially all of which contain vast amounts of misleading hype designed to give the
reader an inaccurately optimistic view of the theory.

About the CC and supersymmetry: I re-read that section after Lubos’s review
complained about it, and it was not clearly written. But the argument that I’m not
giving SUSY credit for being wrong by 1060 instead of 10120 doesn’t make sense to
me. Both are obviously in the same category of being completely off-base in a very
fundamental way. The situation with SUSY is actually worse than non-SUSY, because
in a non-SUSY theory the vacuum energy is not something that you can calculate even
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in principle. In a SUSY theory (before you turn on gravity), it’s the order parameter
for supersymmetry-breaking, so has to have a scale of at least 100s of GeV to explain
the lack of superpartners. Your theory of quantum gravity is supposed to ultimately
explain the CC, and, for doing this, supersymmetry not only doesn’t improve the
situation, it introduces a huge new problem you have to find some way around.

About the section on mathematics, and that I’m being petty about denying credit to
string theory. Again, I think what I write is far more honest that just about anything
string theorists have to say about the relation of string theory and mathematics, much
of which is based on alotting to string theory purely QFT results.

About S-matrix theory, Chew, Capra. I think the lesson of what happened with
S-matrix theory is an incredibly important one, and suspect that someday history will
repeat itself. Before asymptotically free theories, people were convinced they had a
good argument that QFT couldn’t be fundamental, just as many people are now
convinced that problems with quantizing gravity imply that QFT can’t be
fundamental. The arguments from Chew and Capra about getting rid of symmetry
arguments and QFT in favor of the bootstrap are all too similar to things one hears
these days from some string theorists. As for the denial of reality by Chew and Capra,
post-QCD, there is no analog yet in the case of string theory. But, if someone finds a
better way of quantizing gravity and getting unification, I’m willing to bet that, just
like in the case of S-matrix theory, most theorists will move on, but some will refuse to
ever give up on string theory and deny reality. We’ll see what happens. Eastern
religions are a lot less popular in the US these days than they were in the 70s, so I
don’t think there will be a new “The Tao of Physics”. But, already, if you take a look at
Susskind’s “The Cosmic Landscape”, it holds up as science no better that Capra’s
book.

About describing string theory as a cult with Witten as its guru. I believe Joao
Magueijo in his book explicitly does this, and I can think immediately of three well-
respected physicists or mathematicians who have, unprompted, used this description
in conversations with me. Based on my experience, I’m pretty sure that if you sample
non-string theorist physicists, you’re going to find many people who would describe
the behavior of string theorists as “cult-like”. This behavior is described by Lee
Smolin as “groupthink” and he has a lot to say about it. I wrote that I don’t think it’s
useful to describe string theory as a religious cult, because the phenomena are
significantly different, but I would characterize the behavior of some string theorists
in recent years as “cult-like”. Some people exhibit a disconnect from the reality of the
problems of the theory that is much like the way members of a cult behave in face of
evidence contrary to their beliefs. Lubos is an extreme case, but there’s lots of others,
of varying degrees. Describing Witten as the field’s “guru” I think is actually
uncontroversial. There’s nothing wrong with having “gurus”, as long as you realize
they are sometimes wrong. People who have demonstrated great amounts of
knowledge and wisdom deserve to be listened to very seriously, but no one is ever
right about everything.

About the Bogdanovs. The main reason I wrote about the Bogdanov story, (besides for
its entertainment value), is that I think it shows conclusively that in quantum gravity
in general, many people have lost the ability or willingness to recognize non-sense for
what it is. Sure, this is not specifically a string theory problem, but it’s also not a



problem specific to non-string theorists doing quantum gravity. This was swept under
the rug at the time, and attributed to a few lazy referees, rather than dealt with as a
serious problem that needs to be addressed if the field is not going to drown under an
increasing tide of crap, and I think this was a big mistake, with the tide rising since
then. I don’t apologize at all for writing about it in the book. As for the inclusion of the
e-mail describing the reaction of the string group at Harvard, I don’t know its author,
but I was assured by its recipient that it was legitimately from someone who was
visiting there at the time. One member of the string theory group at Harvard is Lubos,
and he has repeatedly defended the work of the Bogdanovs on his blog as legitimate
science, no worse than much else of what is published in this field.

About Hagelin. Again, I wrote about him in the context of a chapter examining the
difficulties involved in deciding what is science and what isn’t. More specifically, how
do you tell who’s a crackpot and who isn’t? There are plenty of people out there
whose ideas about physics are uniformly incoherent and easy to dismiss, but there are
also cases like Hagelin, who combines excellent research credentials with crackpot
ideas about science. How do you decide who is a crackpot and who isn’t? What about
Lubos, what about Susskind? Many string theorists seem to hold the opinion that I’m
one. Lacking the normal sort of discipline that comes from confrontation with
experiment, a scientific field is in a very tricky state, and needs to be careful to
enforce high standards of what makes sense and what doesn’t, and not let pseudo-
science take over. Aaron notes that most of the audience at the Toronto panel
discussion voted against the anthropic landscape, but he doesn’t mention that
anthropism seemed to be a majority opinion amont the panelists, who are the ones
who hold power. This is an extremely dangerous situation for this field. I don’t think
the possibility that some readers of my book are going to get the impression that most
string theorists are not doing science is anywhere near as much of a problem as the
fact that quite a few powerful ones definitely aren’t anymore.

About comments on this blog. Please avoid adding to the noise level by posting non-
substantive or off-topic comments, engaging in repetitive arguments that go nowhere,
promoting your own ideas that have nothing to do with the posting, or generally
making comments that have nothing new to say that hasn’t been said many times
here already.

Comments

1. Jonathan Vos Post
August 19, 2006

I think that there is an ongoing subthread about comparisons, along several
axes, of science, mathematics, and writing for mainstream (i.e. nonscientist)
audiences. You yourself comment above: “… it ended up being published by a
trade publisher wasn’t my first choice, and the wide attention it is getting from
people who know little about physics is a surprise to me…”

Similarly, the full-page attention of Time Magzine shows a wider audience than
this blog might directly reach. I am NOT going off on my own experiences as a



scientist/author here, but do think that there is a wider context to be considered
with authors such as thos
scientists,such as Fred Hoyle, Carl Sagan, Robert F. Forward, and Marvin
Minsky, who became science fiction writers themselves.

The question that one must ask is: “Whom am I trying to reach? String Theorsist
who mostly resent this message, but might conceivably to turned around to
dissenters; ant-string theorists, with whom I’m preaching to the choir; or a wider
audience of humans interested in science and its social impact, although not
themselves practicing in the field?”

Perhaps you’ve already answered that question on this blog. If so, I apologize for
missing it.

2. Lubos Motl
August 19, 2006

Peter, if you thought that such a book could be published by a university press,
then you have really lost a contact with reality. Do you understand that the
university presses are meant to publish serious scientific work that can be used
for years instead of opinionated piles of emotional rubbish written by people who
don’t understand what they’re talking about at the technical level and who are
searching for the 15 minutes of their fame?

Everyone who has learned how to work with the theory knows how to extract the
content of papers about black holes, AdS/CFT, or anything else – and ignore
“hype”. Peter Woit only looks for unscientific themes that he can twist and use
for his undemanding readers. He doesn’t find much of them in the research
papers, so he adds. 80% of this blog and the book is irrational obnoxious whining
and 20% is stuff that is only added to create an illusion that his production is not
pure whining. No one is interested in these 20% and the value of the 80% is just
in the controversy that they create.

Witten is a guru because he’s the most achieved theoretical and mathematical
physicist alive. But it is only Peter Woit who builds a religion on this. He argues
that Witten was and is the right reason to accept string theory. Some people
want to be led but it is ridiculous to say that the guru system is a rule. Witten
also has (respectful) competitors and they’re not the only ones who view science
very differently. Many other people went through a similar development as
Witten but independently.

But even if people were led by Witten, that would be no disaster because Witten
is rather bright. I think that many people could improve the quality of their
opinions by a few orders of magnitude if they switched from their idiosyncratic
rubbish to parroting of Edward Witten; most of these people who are subjects of
the previous sentence are not string theorists. I don’t like parroting but in the
case of Peter Woit, this would be among my first recommendations. Imagine that
he could become a spokesman for Witten instead of writing all this junk.

The sections about the role of supersymmetry for evaluating the vacuum energy
are, once again, completely wrong, much like the rest of the book as I described



on 17 pages of errata.

The main reason why I respect Profs. Bogdanovs from the University of Belgrade
more than Peter Woit is their creativity combined with a desire to follow the
standards of scientific discoveries, isntead of trying to revise science and cripple
it by new kinds of social engineering and irrational emotional moods which is
what Peter Woit and Lee Smolin openly want and systematically fight for.

What the Bogdanov brothers have written arguably makes no full sense to any of
us but their work proves that they have spent a lot of effort and time to learn the
relevant things and they have rather original ideas. I have been impressed by
them given their previous, seemingly unrelated profession. Their ideas about
quantum groups suggest that they might really know them better than I do – and
I’ve tested them to learn that their mastery of the group SO(4) and its non-
compact forms dramatically exceeds Peter Woit’s abilities in the same subfield.

It is sad that Peter Woit is so jealous that I rate him below the Bogdanov
brothers, but this is simply how the reality looks like. They are also more
achieved scientists than he is according to superficial social criteria. Guess
whose contribution to science is negative and whose contribution to science is at
least non-negative. 

Also, if Peter Woit were willing and able to focus on the actual science, I am sure
that the frequency with which my name would occur would definitely be lower
than it is.

Magueijo’s book is similar crap as Woit’s book.

Woit’s arguments that our no-go theorems about QFT behind gravity can fail
because other theorems in the past have failed is cute but worthless until
someone actually finds a loophole in which they can fail. But this is not how Woit
would like science to look like. He prefers to falsify theories by collecting 50
angry crackpots who doom a theory without a glimpse of a rational scientific
argument.

I am sure that most of us including the Bogdanov brothers know that this is not
how ideas and theories in physics can be rejected, which is why it is rather
legitimate to count Peter Woit as a crackpot regardless of the fact that he would
prefer, together with his brainless readers, to choose this title for Lenny
Susskind, one of the most original physicists of our time.

3. bob
August 20, 2006

Thank you, Lubos, for that enlightening discussion.

Peter, I think you have identified something important when you mention how
difficult it is to distinguish between crackpots and non-crackpots. It’s all too easy
for a physicist to pretend that he knows nonsense when he sees it, and behave
dismissively of whatever he doesn’t understand. As long as he sees others



behave dismissively of the same thing, he is probably safe, and this is where
groupthink becomes amplified by immaturity. In an area where nobody
understands anything, such as quantum gravity, the ones who behave
dismissively at least appear to know something, and those who follow the
dismissive ones become string theorists.

But, as interesting as the sociology might be, there is still the practical question
of how to distinguish crackpots from non-crackpots. John Baez’s Crackpot Index,
and the dozen or so other documents which claim to provide guidance on this
subject are whimsical. They are dismissive and sneering, displaying immaturity
and leaving the reader with the message that it is clear and obvious what is
nonsense and what is not, and that those who cannot distinguish between
nonsense and sense are the fools, deserving of ridicule.

This behavior is no doubt very amusing for the children in the physics
schoolyard, but there must be practical way of determining what is sense and
what is nonsense, and it must never be to look at who is doing more ridiculing,
John Baez or Lubos or whoever, and suppose that whatever they ridicule is
nonsense. Whoever follows that strategy is only pretending to be a physicist, and
is in fact too immature to think for themselves, but all ridicule online is
performed as an act of theatre before these pretenders. So what is the
alternative?

4. Open Source
August 20, 2006

Lubos says,

“Do you understand that the university presses are meant to publish serious
scientific work that can be used for years instead of opinionated piles of
emotional rubbish written by people who don’t understand what they’re talking
about at the technical level and who are searching for the 15 minutes of their
fame?”

Is that why Brian Greene’s books and Kaku’s books on String Theory are
published by non-university presses?

Einstein and Bohr and Newton and Feynman and Dirac all exhibited vast humility
because they were physicists who valued Truth above all else.

We ought to follow their lead.

http://revver.com/video/48391/21022

5. bob
August 20, 2006

And I think we need something more specific than a vague commitment to high
standards and scientific integrity and other affirmations which are little more
than promises to be good, and which carry little weight because in each case, the
crackpot believes himself to have more integrity than his critics, and can claim

http://revver.com/video/48391/21022
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with full honesty that he, as far as he understands, is making perfect sense.

What we need is an objective standard, which specifies exactly what criteria an
informal argument must satisfy in order to be considered “valid”. Mathematical
proofs already have clear standards, but physics has an overlap with philosophy
(“at the fundamental level”) and has experimental data and its incrediby-poorly-
agreed-upon notion of what constitutes a theory of physics. The objective
standard for valid informal arguments must not be “No stupid pseudoscience”,
which would be no better than simply declaring oneself to have high standards.
The standard should include distinguishing premises from conclusions, and not
appealing to any oracles, such as common sense, or what the community
believes, in order to justify labelling something as a conclusion instead of a
premise.

6. anon
August 20, 2006

‘There are plenty of people out there whose ideas about physics are uniformly
incoherent and easy to dismiss, but there are also cases like Hagelin, who
combines excellent research credentials with crackpot ideas about science. How
do you decide who is a crackpot and who isn’t? What about Lubos, what about
Susskind?’ -Woit

‘… Woit … prefers to falsify theories by collecting 50 angry crackpots who doom
a theory without a glimpse of a rational scientific argument. I am sure that most
of us including the Bogdanov brothers know that this is not how ideas and
theories in physics can be rejected, which is why it is rather legitimate to count
Peter Woit as a crackpot regardless of the fact that he would prefer, together
with his brainless readers, to choose this title for Lenny Susskind, one of the
most original physicists of our time.’ – Motl

I think Woit should try to find the time and the patience to explain gently and
kindly to Motl that physics is ultimately based on facts, and stringy stuff isn’t.
(I’ve tried, but lack sufficient tact to succeed.)

Stringy Bogdanov published a paper in peer-reviewed IoP Classical and Quantum
Gravity, which later retracted its endorsement for the paper because it had no
rational argument.

Bogdanov didn’t have a PhD, but was awarded one for getting his paper in CQG
and virtual copy in another journal. He still has the PhD…

7. Yatima
August 20, 2006

Lubos Motl says: “Peter, if you thought that such a book could be published by a
university press, then you have really lost a contact with reality. Do you
understand that the university presses are meant to publish serious scientific
work that can be used for years.”

My goodness. Such Vitriol. Counterexample? One swift grab into the bookstack



behind my back produces “Superstrings: A Theory of Everything” by Cambridge
University Press, first published 1988 (paperback, Canto edition, printed 1995),
which is basically a set of Interviews made for BBC Radio 3. For ‘less scientific’
you would have to get one of the numerous hardcover books on consciousness
studies by reputed UPs…

(The book has interviews with John Schwarz, Ed Witten, Michael Green, David
Gross, John Ellis, Abdus Salam, Sheldon Glashow, Steven Weinberg and “old
man” Feynman: “They are not checking the ideas hard enough against
experiment because of the difficulty in caclulating anything. That means they are
up in the air and I don’t have to pay much attention!”)

8. Lubos Motl
August 20, 2006

Dear Yatima,

the book “Superstrings…” is made of “mere” interviews, but they’re interviews
with 8 super top physicists of that era. This is why the book has a scientific value
as a book about history and sociology of science because it rigorously answers
what the relevant people – heroes of physics – think at the time of publication.

Not Even Wrong is not a valuable book about sociology of science because it only
captures bitterness of a particular nobody that won’t be interesting for scholars
in the future in any way. Even today, he’s mostly interesting for similar nobodies,
most of whom are anonymous like the confused “poster” above Yatima.

Best
Lubos

9. boreds
August 20, 2006

“The main reason I wrote about the Bogdanov story, (besides for its
entertainment value), is that I think it shows conclusively that in quantum
gravity in general, many people have lost the ability or willingness to recognize
non-sense for what it is.”

I’m reiterating what AB said in his review, but I don’t think this is a justifiable
statement. Who are the many theoretical physicists who don’t have the ability to
recognise bogdanov for nonsense? Whoever reviewed the papers had
presumably lost the *willingness* to recognise it, but in any case that’s still not
`many’ people.

Don’t think you are help your argument by conflating your other objections about
string theory with this story!

10. anon
August 20, 2006

Dear Lubos,



your confusion about Feynman and stringy stuff was predicted and explained by
Feynman:

‘… I do feel strongly that this [string theory] is nonsense! … I think all this
superstring stuff is crazy and is in the wrong direction. … I don’t like it that
they’re not calculating anything. … why are the masses of the various particles
such as quarks what they are? All these numbers … have no explanations in
these string theories – absolutely none! …’ – Feynman in Davies & Brown,
‘Superstrings’ 1988, at pages 194-195

Feynman said, in his 1964 Cornell lectures (broadcast on BBC2 in 1965 and
published in his book Character of Physical Law, pp. 171-3):

‘The inexperienced, and crackpots, and people like that, make guesses that are
simple, but [with extensive knowledge of the actual facts rather than
speculation] you can immediately see that they are wrong, so that does not
count. … There will be a degeneration of ideas, just like the degeneration that
great explorers feel is occurring when tourists begin moving in on a territory.’

Sheldon ‘string theory has failed in its primary goal’ Glashow –
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html

‘Sheldon Glashow has strong opinions about string theory. Like how it has failed
in its primary goal of incorporating gravity into the standard model of
elementary particles. How its inability to be experimentally tested makes it
‘‘permanently safe’’ from either proof or falsification.’

Hope you are now less confused.

Kind regards,
anon.

11. John Rogers
August 20, 2006

As a infrequent reader, I am appalled by the discussion. There is one person
(Woit) saying that there are no experimental predictions from string theory, and
another (Motl) who says that there are two: black hole entropy and AdS/CFT. For
any scientist, it is clear that neither of the two candidates are predictions about
experiments. Why does Motl, who is clearly a bright guy, deny this?

The things which are open to prediction in physics are clear: the fine structure
constant, the particle mass ratios, the other coupling strengths (and a few more).
None of this is “predcitable” so far. The question is simple: will string theory
achieve the predictions?

12. not-a-fool-arogant
August 20, 2006

Lubos,
I am sure PW will be remembered long time after you will be forgotten. If not for
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scientific achivements, then at least for saying loud and clear: the king is (most
likely) nacked.

13. bob
August 20, 2006

boreds says:
Who are the many theoretical physicists who don’t have the ability to recognise
bogdanov for nonsense?

I remember the time. Before John Baez and Ark Jadzyck started interrogating the
Bogdanovs. Nobody was willing to say that it was nonsense, because nobody was
sure that it was, and anybody who loudly proclaimed in full view of the public
that it was nonsense would soon be humiliated in full view of the public if it
turned out not to be nonsense. And nobody was really sure, from just reading the
papers, whether or not the Bogdanovs were thinking about anything coherent.

So, I would say that everybody who was aware of it at the time, was unsure
about whether it was nonsense or not. If it wasn’t nonsense, it was certainly
written in such an awkward way that it was unintelligible perhaps to everybody
but the authors. And where is the boundary between those who don’t even know
what they are saying, and those who are confused but think they have discovered
something, and they may even be less confused than us, but still not right.

So, Mr. boreds, and Peter, the unfortunate situation is that you can’t just stamp
your feet and demand that everybody be immediately able to distinguish
between nonsense and genuine science. You have to specify a unique objective
procedure which we can always use to analyse something and then say whether
it’s nonsense. Perhaps you would claim that you know nonsense when you see it.
Should we then bring everything to you, to ask you for help distinguishing sense
from nonsense? What will you say of string theory, and, if it is nonsense, how will
you convince the string theorists that your nonsense-detecting powers never fail?
Will you reveal the procedure for identifying nonsense?

14. Rickkkk
August 20, 2006

I actually think Lubos is right about much of what he says in his first comment.
Peter certainly isn’t doing any science and shouldn’t complain about the noise-
level that accompanies discussing sociology and politics of science rather than
actual science. Without having read the book I can assent that Peter resorts to
sometimes emotional “salespitching” rather than hard facts.

However, I’d say that this is understandable, defensible, and certainly not
something String Theorists are above. No, as Aaron says and Peter would surely
admit, his and Lee’s books are not even-handed, but when taken in the context of
other popular science books(especially string-hypers) they do begin to introduce
some even-handedness into the whole debate.

Popularizers of String Theory have seldom been even-handed in their description
of the situation, and it’s certainly due time for some uneven rebuttals, for



balance if for nothing else.

As a footnote, pretending to have more dignity than an opponent will only assure
your loss. If you’re not willing to stoop to their level then you lose, in any
competition. The non-stringers actually need cheerleaders, as the stringers have
certainly brought theirs out. I’m considering becoming the non-stringer Lubos,
I’m certainly more comfortable with the language and have had enough human
contact to make sensical insults. For some reason, Idiom is the hardest thing to
grasp when learning English and it shows when Lubos decides to foam at the
mouth and invents horrible insults.

All the same, good “post” Lubos.

15. Anon
August 20, 2006

” I think Woit should try to find the time and the patience to explain gently and
kindly to Motl that physics is ultimately based on facts, and stringy stuff isn’t.
(I’ve tried, but lack sufficient tact to succeed.)

Stringy Bogdanov published a paper in peer-reviewed IoP Classical and Quantum
Gravity, which later retracted its endorsement for the paper because it had no
rational argument.

Bogdanov didn’t have a PhD, but was awarded one for getting his paper in CQG
and virtual copy in another journal. He still has the PhD…”

First, G.Bogdanov passed his thesis in 1999 and the papers were only published
in 2001/2002. It clearly invalids any causality link.

But what I am saying, though (as some mathematician did on WP) is that “a
handful of blogs reactions and a smattering of fora publications do not mean that
a rumor turns suddenly into a fact (which is the problem with wow-gee-whiz
reporting). Nonetheless, it is wrong to report CQG’s first email as if it was pretty
much the only factual one. No matter how many people like the dramatic,
exciting story of the mythical Bogdanoff non sense, including lazy physicists,
there is no hard or direct evidence of such a non sense”.

Regarding CQG, its so called “statement” was presented by Baez as an “official
document” issued by CQG editorial board around november 1st 2002. However
its real source has never been clearly establlished and it was never confirmed by
CQG’s editorial board. Instead, on november 11,2002, CQG published an official
statement whose content was indeed quite different.

Here is a link towards an article of the bulletin of the “Physics-Astronomy-
Mathematics division of SLA” http://www.sla.org/division/dpam/pam-bulletin
/vol30/no3/physics.html

One finds, in reference n° 13 of the references quoted by the author :
http://listserv.nd.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A1=ind0211&L=pamnet#11
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One can see the original and official text issued by Andrew Wray and H. Nicolaï
of CGQ on November 11 2002, in response to the charges of hoax :
http://listserv.nd.edu/cgi-bin/wa
A2=ind0211&L=pamnet&T=0&F=&S=&P=3647

As you can see, the authenticity of the so called “official statement” which
circulated on SPR and elsewhere was never established . The official text that
was clearly released in the public domain sounds quite different but was never
known (because it was kept more or less under the carpet by some physicists
whose interest was to promote the “negative” version of Nov.1 instead.

Here is the integral version of November 11. As you can see, it reads quite
different from the previous version : http://listserv.nd.edu/cgi-
bin/wa?A2=ind0211&L=pamnet&T=0&F=&S=&P=3647

“Date: Mon, 11 Nov 2002 10:38:46 +0000
Reply-To: andrew.wray@iop.org
Sender: “Archive of slapam-l (PAMnet)”
From: Andrew Wray
Subject: Classical and Quantum Gravity
Comments: To: SLAPAM-L@lists.yale.edu
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=”us-ascii”

I’m writing on behalf of the Institute of Physics in response to a recent
discussion on this list re the following paper:

‘Topological field theory of the initial singularity of spacetime’ by G Bogdanov
and I Bogdanov, Class. Quantum Grav. 18 4341-4372 (2001)

As you might expect, a number of our readers have contacted us about this and it
has been widely discussed online.

Our position is this: Classical and Quantum Gravity endeavours to publish
original research of the highest calibre on gravitational
physics. It is one of the highest standard journals in its field and makes
continuous effort to maintain and improve the quality of
research communication. In common with many journals, we consult among a
worldwide pool of over 1,000 referees asking two
independent experts to review each paper. A third referee is selected if the first
two disagree. 45% of submitted articles are rejected
and almost all accepted articles are revised before publication. The paper
‘Topological field theory of the initial singularity of
spacetime’ by G Bogdanov and I Bogdanov made it through this review process
and was therefore published in the normal way.

At present, there are no plans to withdraw the article. Rather, the journal
publishes refereed Comments and Replies by readers
and authors as a means to comment on and correct mistakes in published
material.

We have passed this information on to the community and ask that if your
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colleagues enquire about this, you forward this e-mail
on to them.

Thank you for your help with this matter.

Regards,

Dr Andrew Wray

Senior Publisher
Classical and Quantum Gravity
Institute of Physics Publishing

Professor Hermann Nicolai

Honorary Editor
Classical and Quantum Gravity
Albert Einstein Institute

16. Lubos Motl
August 20, 2006

Dear anon,

I agree 100% with Feynman’s comments about the crackpots, and I have written
the very same things many times. See e.g.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/common-crackpots-errors.html

where the section about the “Inability to falsify a conjecture by a comparison
with the most elementary data” is closest to Feynman’s comments.

Concerning Feynman’s misunderstanding of string theory, he was just too old
and others did the same errors when they were old – like Einstein with quantum
mechanics.

Feynman, however, exceeded all these other guys because he already realized
that the reason why he was saying such a nonsense was that he was already too
old and a bit senile and slow.

Glashow is a great guy and I certainly share very many points how physics
should be approached with him (together with the date of birth that we also
share with Heisenberg) but what he has been mostly saying about string theory
is, while charming, technically wrong, too.

This is a typical example of the breathtaking hypocricy and inconsistency of the
“Not Even Wrong” community. Peter Woit criticizes others for being members of
a religious cult led by a guru – but his readers and sometimes Woit himself
permanently flood the internet with sociological pseudoarguments based on
some irrational quotes of well-known physicists.

It does not matter that they’re famous. What they’re saying is nonsense as

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/common-crackpots-errors.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/08/common-crackpots-errors.html


everyone who knows these things at the technical level can check which is why
these pronouncements don’t have much effect. But at least, they’re famous and
they have earned a lot of credit in the physics community that they can freely
spend by saying bullshit about string theory. Glashow could write hundreds of
Woitian articles against current physics and he would still have positive account
balance. On the other hand, Peter Woit has no credit. Trash is the only thing he
contributes.

Best
Lubos

17. anon
August 20, 2006

‘Feynman, however, exceeded all these other guys because he already realized
that the reason why he was saying such a nonsense was that he was already too
old and a bit senile and slow.’ – Lubos

Dear Lubos,

Feynman was still sensible enough the same year to expose (1) the o-ring failure
cause of the Challenger disaster cause, and more to the point, (2) the role of
GROUPTHINK in causing scientific tragedy when false hype about low risks
occur, see http://www.ralentz.com/old/space/feynman-report.html

String tragedy is the same; wishful thinking and suppression of dissent on
pseudo-scientific grounds (just as well NASA didn’t reject Feynman as senile).

Bests,
anon.

18. Jeremy
August 20, 2006

How is what Glashow says wrong?

19. TheGraduate
August 20, 2006

I think it is fair to say that what is being discussed here is the sociology of
science rather than science itself. However, it seems to me that this is precisely
the domain of the issue that Peter wishes to address.

I think the issue can be summarized as whether fewer resources should be
allocated to string theory or not. There is no way to address this question that
removes the human element. I do not think the scientific method can be used to
definitively settle such a question. We must therefore look to some other
investigative method.

Individuals can be subject to biases but even if they were not, it is usually
unreasonable in most contexts for one individual to allow another to decide for

http://www.ralentz.com/old/space/feynman-report.html
http://www.ralentz.com/old/space/feynman-report.html


him or her simply because the decider claims to be more knowledgeable. There
should in most cases be good reasons to defer.

Usually, one asks for objective, real world criteria or neutral third parties and
other resources of this nature.

Peter alleges that the string theory community is dysfunctional. The string
theory community is free to ignore him. However, I think it is time to
acknowledge that without a neutral third party or recourse to the sort of neutral
and general criteria that could be applied to any field of science, it will be
difficult to move forward.

I think for example the argument that very intelligent people support string
theory is an OK argument for an individual to make when trying to convince
himself but it is a horrible argument to use when arguing with a heterogenous
group of scholars.

20. Jimbo
August 20, 2006

When it comes to Glashow, Lubos’ comments are clearly, N.E.W.

If Feynman was “senile” in the few years prior to his death, I’ll choose senility
anyday, compared to LM’s babbling rants, as string’s principal cheerleader. One
wonders if this time next year, when prelim evidence starts to accumulate from
the LHC, if he’ll be
nearly as vitriolic ?
Lenny’s book was really a `shot across the bow’ for theoretical physics &
science, as it put all on notice that when it comes to the 3-centuries old scientific
method, “We must all hang together, or else we shall all hang separately” –
B.Franklin
There can be no capitulation to the stringers, without experimental predix
followed by expt. proof.

21. Aaron Bergman
August 20, 2006

(Beware the Bogdanov sock puppets….)

Anyways, as for

I remember the time. Before John Baez and Ark Jadzyck started
interrogating the Bogdanovs. Nobody was willing to say that it was
nonsense, because nobody was sure that it was, and anybody who
loudly proclaimed in full view of the public that it was nonsense would
soon be humiliated in full view of the public if it turned out not to be
nonsense. And nobody was really sure, from just reading the papers,
whether or not the Bogdanovs were thinking about anything coherent.

this just isn’t true. I was willing to say it. Jacques was willing to say it. John Baez
was willing to suggest that it was a hoax after reading it. This is all archived on



the internet.

22. Lubos Motl
August 20, 2006

Dear anon,

sorry to say but looking at an O-ring, while impressive, is not enough to judge a
theory at the Planck scale. It was a cute old Feynman but a different Feynman
that one who discovered the Feynman diagrams, and he realized it very well.

If there is a great example of groupthink, then it is the groupthink – or more
precisely group-non-think – of the community on this particular blog.

Anyone who says something that this mob doesn’t like – i.e. everyone who says
something that makes sense – is immediately under coherent fire of this uniform
clan of people whose brains are turned off most of the time.

When I talk about Glashow saying nonsense about string theory, I primarily mean
the silly comments that string theory is divorced from experiments.

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html

Everyone who knows what string theory does in phenomenology knows that it is
a nonsense. Buy the new phenomenology book of Michael Dine when it’s out. You
will see that string theory is the only framework to think about virtually all
possible experimental observations in the future at a deeper level than the level
“look, we see something”: supersymmetry, axions, dark matter, details of grand
unification, small black holes, and so forth, and so forth.

It is clear that many string theorists are more mathematically oriented, but it is a
completely logical and correct approach in an era when we simply don’t have too
many new experiments that could directly lead us. I think that Glashow
misunderstands this point, too.

String theory has been gaining importance exactly because it uses strategies
that turned out to be most useful for progress in theoretical physics. Even if
nothing else than the “details” about the possible braneworld scenarios,
AdS/CFT correspondence, mirror symmetry, and a few other mathematical and
phenomenological things were the only results in the last 15 years, string theory
would clearly beat any other subfield of high-energy physics in this era.

Various discrete gravity people only achieved complete mess that is not
interesting for anything. Pure phenomenologists didn’t have almost any new
ideas – at least no new good ideas that would be unrelated to string theory –
either. String theory is the way to go because it gives us both deep mathematics
as well as completely realistic new phenomena that are interesting and we would
hardly discover them without the beacon of string theory.

That’s why it’s been naturally growing and it is bad if someone misunderstands
how the evaluation of ideas work in the free market of ideas. All the Sean

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-glashow.html


Carrolls and others who try to dictate how much mathematical reasoning vs. how
much experimental dreams should be included in theorists’ research show that
they completely misunderstand that the theorists must use whatever is the best
guide at a given moment, and there can’t be any verse of the Bible that would
define what the best path is forever. They just don’t understand science.

Best
Lubos

23. Lubos Motl
August 20, 2006

Dear TheGraduate,

indeed, Peter Woit tries to address – and to cripple – the sociology of science. But
he has no credentials to do something like that and the scientists generally don’t
think that there should be sociological committees that would manipulate with
science in the way that Woit dreams about in his perverse dreams.

Woit’s opinions are both completely flawed as well as unsupported by any
scientific credentials, so there is indeed no reason why a serious publisher
should print this kind of material as science or as social science.

Dear Aaron,

Baez’s statement that Bogdanovs’ papers were a hoax was a lie, and it was a very
malicious lie. I would personally guess that the real reason why Baez wanted to
damage the brothers was that they are more successful in many respects than he
is. If the same paper were written by two anti-war janitors, I am sure that Baez
would never criticize the authors.

I am still unconvinced that we are so sure that there is nothing interesting about
their ideas. What all of you are showing is groupthink. All of you are heroes in
saying that you know for sure that the work has no sense whatsoever – simply
because you are hiding behind others and if all of you are wrong, the individual
wrong people will be forgotten. The same groupthink as the groupthink of the
left-wing blogosphere that is “sure” about a wide variety of things, for example
that the differences between abilities of various groups have a social origin, not a
biological one.

It is an irrational political movement. The anti-Bogdanov hysteria is another
example of it. There are hundreds of papers a year submitted to the arXiv and
journals that make as much sense as Bogdanovs’ papers or less but they are not
subjects of this hysteria. All of this hysteria is rotten. And Peter Woit is the last
one who has the moral right to criticize the Bogdanov brothers because what he
has written about science in the past we remember is much more transparent
crap.

Best
Lubos



24. woit
August 20, 2006

Aaron is right about the Bogdanov history, many people (including myself)
immediately upon reading their papers agreed that they were full of nonsense,
and expressed this opinion in public forums. Especially anyone with any
expertise in TQFTs could see that the statements the Bogdanovs were making
about them were incorrect.

The alternate editor’s note pointed out by one commenter is quite interesting. I
would very much like to know what the true story is about this. There seem to be
two very different versions of this note, the first one claiming there was a
problem with the paper, the second denying this. Which is right? If anyone knows
the true story here, please let me know.

bob,

Distinguishing sense from nonsense is sometimes easy, but often not. The
mechanisms for doing this are well-understood: scholarship and rational
discussion. In the case of the Bogdanovs, there are many places where scholars
have rationally gone through what they wrote and explained what is wrong with
it. John Baez especially did a careful job of this.

In the case of string theory, there’s a disturbing level of refusal to engage in this
process. The most extreme example around is Lubos, who chooses not scholarly
debate, but ideological ranting unmoored from logic and evidence.

As for Lubos, I’m of two minds about his comments. On the one hand, they’re
perfect examples of the problems with how some string theorists are conducting
research in their field. The Harvard string theory group anointed him as their
choice for the best young person in the field, and, from all the evidence I have,
continues to support him, so he’s not some random person who has lost his
marbles. On the other hand, he generates reams of idiocy, encouraging other
people to respond to it, and this is likely to keep reasonable people from
participating in the comment section here. It’s also true that he has banned me
from commenting on his blog.

So, I’m just not sure what to do…

25. Chris Oakley
August 20, 2006

Not directly relevant, but …
Science collides with a Big Bang, by Jonathan Leake.
This is an article in today’s Australian about cosmology, focusing on
disagreements between Neil Turok and Alan Guth. To quote the last paragraph:

The academic world is often thought to be one of reasoned debate
rather than vitriol.†
What is driving the heated emotions? Peter Woit, an advanced maths
lecturer at Columbia University, in New York, believes he has an

http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,20192903-2703,00.html
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,20192903-2703,00.html


explanation for the present fury: the physicists are simply getting
bored.

————–
† Who thinks that? (No-one I know). What planet is he on? (Maybe one of the
newly-classified ones).

26. Aaron Bergman
August 20, 2006

It’s very easy to put forth vague ideas like “the signature of spacetime might
fluctuate”. To publish a paper, you need to actually calculate something or
somehow put some scaffolding around the idea. The problem with the
Bogdanov’s papers is that almost every technical statement in their papers is
either unoriginal or nonsensical. The papers should have never been published.

27. woit
August 20, 2006

Chris,

I talked to Leake on the phone the other day, and don’t recall saying that this had
anything to do with being “bored”. What I did say was that scientists often
behave less than rationally, but under usual circumstances, experimental results
often adjudicate arguments among theorists. The lack of any experimental
results relevant to string theory is one cause of the heated controversy there. I
pretty much refused to comment on controversies in cosmology since I’m not
especially well informed about them. If he’d replaced “bored” by “frustrated”, it
would have been a more accurate characterization of what I said to him.

28. Santo D'Agostino
August 20, 2006

One of Lubos’s problems is with the English language. Consider his comment:

“Feynman, however, exceeded all these other guys because he already realized
that the reason why he was saying such a nonsense was that he was already too
old and a bit senile and slow.”

There is a rather large difference between admitting that there is a chance,
however small, that one could be wrong, and realizing that one is senile. Lubos
does not seem to understand this difference; perhaps he does and is purposely
misrepresenting, but I am willing to give him the benefit of the doubt. One hopes
that once he becomes more familiar with English idioms he re-reads the
Feynman interview with greater understanding.

The same misunderstanding of English, however, cannot forgive Lubos’s posting
of comments on the Not Even Wrong manuscript at the Amazon web site, and
passing them off as a review of the book. (His later posting of a long list of errata
on his own web site proved that the comments were indeed about the
manuscript.) He mentioned in his “review” that his comments were about a



“different edition,” when there was only one edition available. Even someone
whose first language is not English should realize that these actions are
unscholarly. In this case they are also despicable.

29. Chris Oakley
August 20, 2006

Hi Peter,

My limited experience of journalists tells me that you were lucky that he wrote
something that was even close to what you told him on the phone.
I was reassured when I tracked down an article about the elopement of my
great^3 grandparents that the journalist in question had managed to mis-spell
both their names.

BTW: Please don’t ban Lubos. He’s the best entertainment on the internet.

30. David
August 20, 2006

Dear Lubos,
You say often that ideas should stand or fall on the basis of evidence not on who
proposed them. If you believe this, why do you attack people on the basis of
credentials or what is, in your opinion, lack of scientific success rather than hard
facts? BTW, speaking of hard facts, we are still waiting for your reply on your
famous things that have been “more or less rigourously proved wrong” from your
17 page critique of NEW. Here’s an opportunity for you to explain why the book
is wrong. Further, statistics is a good subject if you’re really interested in
science. Check out the people part of the Stanford Stat Dept website for papers
that provide some great reading.
David

31. Lubos Motl
August 20, 2006

Dear Aaron,

I tend to agree with you even though I don’t think it is completely trivial to ask
questions like “can the signature fluctuate?” I don’t remember anyone else asked
it before them. What’s your answer, by the way? This is about causality in
quantum gravity. Of course, the question is only meaningful if one believes that
the metric tensor is a good variable even for fluctuations of order 100% which it
probably isn’t because you need the rest of string theory in this regime. 

Whether or not the papers are published depends on the referees but do you
believe me that they were far from the only paper that could be labeled as
unsuitable for publishing by many physicists? I am ready to list examples
because it is just wrong if everyone thinks that it is desirable to attack
Bogdanovs all the time while no one would dare to say something similar about
similar papers.

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/efa/1822EAM.html
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/efa/1822EAM.html


Why is there so much hysteria about it? They were just trying to add another
paper about very difficult questions that was expected not to break the mysteries
given their being outsiders. They were not trying to argue that all of physics is
wrong or something like that which is what some of their colleagues try.

Best
Lubos

32. Aaron Bergman
August 20, 2006

There are plenty of crap papers on the ArXiv as everyone knows (although I’d
say that there’s more outright nonsense in these papers than anything I’ve seen
in a long time). The reason why the Bogdanov’s got so much attention was
mostly because of the initial rumor that it was an intentional hoax, but also
because the papers got past the refereeing process.

33. Rickkkk
August 20, 2006

Peter, I think Leake was simply extrapolating that no experimental results leads
to boredom. I think it’s a correct statement, but perhaps not quite concise.
Metaphorically speaking, the lack of experiments have allowed these arguments
to flourish in a way that idle hands cause problems. It’s subtle, but a still
accurate metaphor.

34. Chris Oakley
August 20, 2006

The reason why the Bogdanov’s got so much attention was mostly
because of the initial rumor that it was an intentional hoax, but also
because the papers got past the refereeing process.

I think that you will find that their having a prime-time science TV show also had
something to do with it.

35. Peter Woit
August 20, 2006

Santos and David,

It’s bad enough having this comment section cluttered with people who want to
discuss Lubos’s current nonsense, please don’t try and carry on older arguments
with him here.

36. anon
August 20, 2006

Dear Lubos,

‘You will see that string theory is the only framework to think about virtually all
possible experimental observations in the future at a deeper level than the level



“look, we see something”: supersymmetry, axions, dark matter, details of grand
unification, small black holes, and so forth, and so forth.’

Sure, stringy stuff is a good framework for planning sci-fi, but it isn’t making
unique checkable predictions that could falsify it when tested. The nearest you
come is with the soft scattering spectra, but even if that is real, it could just have
another cause. The best experimental checks on string theory will be open to
other interpretations, because it is so vague. String theorists are careful to kick
in new alternative ideas like Smolin’s while they are still infants, before they can
grow into a viable threat to stringy stuff.

Many claimed stringy predictions, such as large 0.1 mm-sized extra dimensions,
are just not falsifiable. If the strings aren’t found, maybe you just rule out that
sub-version of string theory or else blame the sensitivity of the experimentalists.
You dismiss such critics as Feynman and Glashow as senile or crackpot, while
asserting uncheckable, speculative, empty frameworks instead of building on
facts!

As for the Bogdanov’s, the tale is that there were two brothers, one of which was
failed his PhD examination and was told to get peer-reviewed stringy papers
published before he received the degree. After publication, he was awarded the
PhD. This story is almost as fantastic as string theory itself, so maybe it’s just
half-truths/lies. I’ve abused Woit’s hospitality enough so had better end here.

Kind regards,
anon.

37. Jeremy
August 20, 2006

Peter,

Do nothing. I have been moderating online discussions for years. Getting rid of
people who say something in opposition, something which is different, or even
something which is “merely” hurtful, is rarely a solution.

From my outside perspective, Dr. Motl doesn’t detract as much from discussion
as much as you may think he does (except in not allowing you to speak on his
own web site). While his comments could stand to be respectful, the dozen or so
I’ve read so far tend to be on topic as regards the posts in which they respond to,
though they all share the disrespectful quality. Also see one of my initial emails
to you as regards a person’s lifetime work being challenged.

As to the charge of being tendentious, I am only about halfway through the book
right now, but I’ve read nary a statement so far which matches the word. There
is certainly the strong point of physicists vis a vis mathematicians, and the title
would indicate a large lean towards being against String Theory.

That a book about the point of view that resources, time and energy should be
allocated more towards other endeavours is tendentious is, well, patently
obvious. I don’t think Mr. Bergman has made a case for your description of



events and explanations being heavily slanted (I would certainly expect there to
be some slant). I will, of course, reserve judgement in that respect until I have
completed the book.

Dr. Motl,

Thank you for your response on Glashow.

38. bob
August 20, 2006

Peter said:
Distinguishing sense from nonsense is sometimes easy, but often not. The
mechanisms for doing this are well-understood: scholarship and rational
discussion.

Of course, but these are not objective criteria; they are just labels which anybody
can apply to himself and deny to his enemies. Lubos can write what he writes
and then say that it’s scholarly and rational, and you can disagree and say that
what you are saying is rational and that what he says is incoherent. Everybody
can then take sides, insulting one another, and claiming that it is clear and easy
for everyone to see which side is right, when both sides are lying about this. It is
not easy; it is very difficult, and objective criteria are needed, and “scholarship
and rational discussion” are very good indeed if you have specified a procedure
for distinguishing between rational scholarly argument and incoherent nonsense.

But there is no such procedure, or at least nobody has specified one. So instead
the situation is that an honest person looks at either side where the people say
“The arguments of the other side are nonsense, and this is clear for everyone to
see, and anyone who doesn’t see it is stupid”. Neither you nor Lubos can point to
any objective standard which could be used to make the decision, though you
will both claim that objective standards exist which your opponent fails to meet,
but neither of you can specify them.

39. Arun
August 20, 2006

Aaron’s review does address “the only game in town” and amends it to the “best
game in town”, and gives two cogent arguments from physics (blackholes and
AdS/CFT) why it is interesting and also from the math. point of view. He does say
he doesn’t have any good idea as to where a better game might come from, and
believes and hopes the next Einstein will make his breakthrough regardless of
the system of academic research in place.

I do think the discussion needs to proceed from that point – can we make the
“better game” less prone to accident? I certainly don’t mean that good ideas can
be produced on demand. But supposing some one does come up with a good
idea, how do we make sure it doesn’t perish unheard? It seems obvious to me
that there are more hospitable and there are less hospitable environments for
good new ideas; do we have have any way of improving the environment?



40. David
August 20, 2006

Sorry.

41. Tony Smith
August 20, 2006

Arun asked “… supposing some one does come up with a good idea, how do we
make sure it doesn’t perish unheard?
It seems obvious to me that there are more hospitable and there are less
hospitable environments for good new ideas;
do we have have any way of improving the environment? …”.

My ideas about that (which I have stated before in other comments and
elsewhere, so my apologies for redundancy) are:

No consensus-monopoly view should be allowed to suppress alternative
approaches.
A thousand flowers should bloom,
and all important institutions (university departments, laboratories, institutes,
etc) should encourage active investigation of ALL the blossoms,
by rewarding grad students, post-docs, etc., for work on whatever they find
interesting.
If a studied model turns out to be wrong, then the work showing it to be wrong
should not be considered a worthless negative result, but a useful contribution
(like weeding a garden) to advancing physics by cultivation,
and such negative results should be just as important as positive ones in getting
publications, Ph.D.’s, post-doc jobs, and faculty appointments.

A big problem in implementing such an environment is that it would do away
with closed good-ol-boy dominant-paradigm networks in which good-ol-boy A
gives postdoc jobs, etc, to grad students etc of good-ol-boy B and all the good-ol-
boys (and their grad students etc) always enjoy big barbecues in which all the
HEP-theory pork is spread around among the Members of the Club.

Such Pork Clubs are very hard to get rid of in any human community, whether it
be Congress or HEP or anything else. Even if a “Reformer” comes along and
defeats the “Entrenched Machine”, most of the time the “Reformer” just
becomes a new “Emperor” (which is why Beethoven’s Symphony 3 was not
named for Napoleon).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Even Beethoven had difficulty getting great new ideas accepted by the
establishment.
According to some CD liner notes by Constantin Floros:
“… When the news was brought to him that one of his [late string] quartets,
played by Schuppanzigh, had met with a poor reception, he [Beethoven] said
laconically: “One day it will please them.” …”.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


42. Peter Shor
August 21, 2006

You say that

Aaron notes that most of the audience at the Toronto panel discussion
voted against the anthropic landscape, but he doesn’t mention that
anthropism seemed to be a majority opinion amont the panelists, who
are the ones who hold power. This is an extremely dangerous situation
for this field.

Is antropism the majority view among the string theorists that hold power, or just
the loud ones? Because it seems to me that there are a few very loud, somewhat
crackpot, string theorists, who have discovered that spouting lots of speculative
nonsensical stuff brings them publicity. There are also a number of fairly sane
string theorists who have relatively little to say right now because the field is
only making very slow progress at the moment. And for some reason, the sane
string theorists are too polite or too afraid to say anything negative about the
loud ones. The sad part would be if, in the current climate, spouting loud,
interesting-sounding, nonsense is a good way to advance ones career.

43. Peter Woit
August 21, 2006

Peter,

Besides certain loud ones (Susskind), the anthropic landscape is promoted by
quite a few less loud but very prominent theorists. Examples include Harvard’s
Nima Arkani-Hamed, as well as Joe Polchinski, Michael Douglas, Shamit Kachru.
I’m sure there are lots of theorists who are not happy with the anthropic
landscape, but at this point I think most of them accept the idea of the
landscape, if not the anthropic part. Most remarkably, the only string theorist I
know of who seems willing to publicly criticize anthropism is David Gross.

44. ksh95
August 21, 2006

Bob commented:

Neither you nor Lubos can point to any objective standard which could
be used to make the decision, though you will both claim that objective
standards exist which your opponent fails to meet, but neither of you
can specify them.

The standard is and always has been clear: in the absense of experimental
evidence the group that can accumulate the most power becomes correct.

45. TheGraduate
August 21, 2006

I have been reading this blog for a year and a half now. As someone who is



considering grad school in a year, I guess I am probably part of the target
audience of the recent books about string theory … in that, they have and
continue to have an influence on the things I think about studying. They also
have an influence on what I say to other people who are thinking about what
field they want to go into.

I am mostly neutral at this point. I still think string theory might be enjoyable for
purely mathematical reasons even if the physics thing doesn’t work out but am
not one for believing things that have no experimental foundation. My faith in
the ‘unreasonable effectiveness’ of mathematics is not that strong.

Peter

I was wondering to what extent do you believe the ‘cult-like’ behavior had to do
with external monetary pressures and public exposure. Are people unaware of
possible deficiencies in their arguments or simply unwilling to admit this in
public due to the loss of prestige, power etc? The former would be irrational
while the latter is quite rational.

To my mind, the idea that theory needs to be supported by evidence seems pretty
straightforward. Is there something about the culture of theoretical physics that
I am missing?

I would also be curious to know whether people think that US national politics
plays a role in this. I have noticed that for instance, at least in the case of Lubos,
he is very concerned about ‘anti-science’ attitudes. Is this kind of concern
common in the string theory community?

You see this kind of concern repeated often in national politics from
contraversies with evolution, to AIDS, to global warming. Is string theory just
part of a larger trend of rocky relationships between science and the public and
issues concerning the nature of evidence?

46. Shamit Kachru
August 21, 2006

Hello:

Since I occasionally see responses by active scientists here, I am writing for their
benefit:

You will see many views attributed to prominent particle and string theorists in
this blog. (Or Motl’s blog, or other blogs of similar ilk; there are now several). In
many cases that I am aware of, these attributions range from outright lies (in
more than one case, statements that I never made have been attributed to me),
to vast oversimplifications or quotations taken out of context, on issues of
significant complexity. In the blog discussions of the “landscape,” I am sure from
personal knowledge that many brief summaries of the views of leading theorists
(put forth by active bloggers) have ranged from misleading to simply incorrect as
representations of the person’s actual opinion. Usually these incorrect
summaries of the opinions of others, have served as launching points for



polemics (which are a peculiar but common feature of several of the popular
blogs).

Most of the subjects under active investigation in particle/string theory, are not
best discussed in blog-level sound bites. This is not unique to particle/string
theory, of course. So for any active scientists out there, don’t think what you read
here in any way represents the views and activities of your particle theorist
colleagues: ask them directly yourselves, to get a better picture.

Since blogs can be a tremendous time sink, most of us (certainly me) do not
usually respond even to those threads that pretend to directly address the goals
and merits or flaws of our work. For that reason I certainly won’t make more
appearances here; it just seemed possibly useful to inform (remind?) everyone of
the obvious comments above.

Shamit Kachru

47. John Baez
August 21, 2006

Peter writes:

The alternate editor’s note pointed out by one commenter is quite interesting. I
would very much like to know what the true story is about this. There seem to be
two very different versions of this note, the first one claiming there was a
problem with the paper, the second denying this. Which is right? If anyone knows
the true story here, please let me know.

Check out the Wikipedia article on the Bogdanov affair – and also the discussion
page for that article.

According to the article, the editors of Classical and Quantum Gravity issued a
note by email saying:

Regrettably, despite the best efforts, the refereeing process cannot be 100%
effective. Thus the paper […] made it through the review process even though, in
retrospect, it does not meet the standards expected of articles in this journal.
The paper was discussed extensively at the annual Editorial Board meeting […]
and there was general agreement that it should not have been published. Since
then several steps have been taken to further improve the peer review process in
order to improve the quality assessment on articles submitted to the journal and
reduce the likelihood that this could happen again.

If you’re curious about this emailed note, ask Greg Kuperberg.

According to Wikipedia,

Later, the editor-in-chief of the journal issued a slightly different statement on
behalf of the Institute of Physics, which owns the journal, in which he insisted on

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bogdanov_Affair
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bogdanov_Affair
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/msg/c1437787f7e9909c?q=group:sci.physics.research+author:kuperberg&hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&scoring=d&rnum=1
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/msg/c1437787f7e9909c?q=group:sci.physics.research+author:kuperberg&hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&scoring=d&rnum=1


the fact that their usual peer-review procedures had been followed, but no
longer commented on the value of the paper. In particular the sentences “[…] it
does not meet the standards expected of articles in this journal” and “The paper
was discussed extensively at the annual Editorial Board meeting […] and there
was general agreement that it should not have been published” were removed.”

In the discussion page, you’ll see that lots of mysterious people – or maybe just
one or two, using lots of pseudonyms – tried to change this Wikipedia article. Just
like the fellow who posted here, these people tried to downplay the original note.
The folks at Wikipedia eventually blocked these changes, deciding they were
caused by “sock puppets”: the Bogdanov brothers in disguise. This seems likely,
both because it’s they did the same thing to Jacques Distler, and because: who
else would bother?

So, Peter, I guess the Bogdanovs are reading your blog and posting to it.
Congratulations!

48. woit
August 21, 2006

John,

I’ve been the recipient of fake e-mails from the Bogdanovs, so did check that the
source of this comment wasn’t the same as that of one of those. Looking at the
Wikipedia discussion, I see that this has become much more complicated,
presumably involving lots of different addresses. The source of this comment is a
Paris internet connection, but I have no idea whether it’s from the Bogdanovs or
someone else.

The information in the comment is accurate as far as I can tell. Personally, I was
unaware that CQG had changed it’s statement from the one Kuperberg
distributed, which acknowledged a failure in the refereeing system, to the later
one, which did not acknowledge this. Actually, I find this kind of appalling.

49. woit
August 21, 2006

TheGraduate,

I don’t think the controversy over string theory has anything to do with the
political fights going on in the US over science. Lubos’s description of any
criticism of string theory as “anti-science” is just ridiculous, part of attempt to
attack in over-the-top manner anyone who disagrees with him about the subject.

The political fights about science have to do with the Bush administration’s
embrace of the religious right and its attitudes, and physics pretty much has
nothing to do with this. I don’t think the religious right has any opinion one way
or another about string theory, and the Bush administration has recently made
physics research one of its top priorities for higher funding.

As to why string theorists so often refuse to acknowledge problems with the

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000375.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000375.html


subject, I won’t speculate about their motivations for doing this. However I will
say that I think it is a big mistake, both for scientific reasons, as well as non-
scientific ones. They’re seriously damaging their own credibility and that of the
field as a whole.

50. woit
August 21, 2006

About Shamit Kachru’s comment,

I’d like to point out that I make a very serious effort here to be as accurate as
possible, although I’m sure I don’t always succeed. When discussing someone’s
views, if possible I try and quote their own words, completely and in context. In
the case of the Landscape, I’ve at times been so appalled by what I see going on
that I’ve expressed myself in excessive ways that were not wise.

Presumably he’s responding to my characterization of him as a proponent of the
anthropic landscape point of view, and suggesting this is less than accurate. This
characterization is based on some of his talks, and of the following quote from
his colleague Susskind (see page 351-2 of his book):

“At Stanford University – my home – there is pretty near unanimity on the issue,
at least among the theoretical physicists: the Landscape exists. We need to
become explorers and learn to navigate and to map it Shamit Kachru and Eva
Silverstein, both in their early thirties, are two of the world’s young leaders. Both
are busy constructing the Landscape’s mountains, valleys and ledges. Indeed, if I
were to attribute to anybody the title of the Modern Rube Goldberg, it would be
to Shamit. Don’t get me wrong; I don’t mean to say that he makes bad machines.
On the contrary – Shamit has brilliantly used the complicated machine parts of
String Theory better than anyone to design models of the Landscape. And the
Anthropic Principle? It goes with the territory. It’s part of the working
assumption of all my close colleagues at Stanford, young and old.”

Susskind presumably has extensively discussed this with Kachru. If his
characterization of Kachru’s views is inaccurate, Kachru’s problem is not with
blog postings like mine, but with a published book of his senior colleague. A blog
might actually be an excellent place to set the record straight if Susskind’s
published version is incorrect.

Kachru is quite right that some of these issues are complicated and discussions
of them have sometimes invoked oversimplified or incorrect descriptions of his
views or those of other people. But I don’t think he’s right that this medium is
inappropriate for serious discussions of these issues. He and anyone else who
wants to carefully explain their views on the issues discussed here is strongly
encouraged to do so. I’ll happily post here anything of this kind that he or anyone
else who feels similarly is willing to write.

51. Peter Shor
August 22, 2006

I am certainly drastically oversimplifying things here, but if I am to believe



Shamit Kachru and Peter Woit, not only are the loud string theorists spouting
nonsense, but some of them are also claiming that everybody agrees with their
nonsense. And as I said,

for some reason, the sane string theorists are too polite or too afraid to
say anything negative about the loud ones.

52. TheGraduate
August 22, 2006

Dr Kachru:

In business, management and even law, there is often the issue of how to allocate
resources to views proposed by different experts with sharply contrasting points
of view.

Assuming that one is not going to read every bit of everyone’s work before
deciding, what does one rely on:

1. Credentials

2. A documented track record of successes

3. The relative amount of support for the differing points of view among those in
the know

My only window on this contraversy are these blogs, the magazines and talking
to other people that enjoy the occasional read of ‘Scientific American’ or ‘New
Scientist’.

My best guess is that to the casual, neutral observer whose first opinion on
string theory is primarily derived from the Nova special and seeing Brian Greene
at their school (as I definitely did) … I would say that for that sort of person, the
recent contraversy about string theory seems pretty plausible.

I think to the general neutral party, the idea that one would need evidence to
support a particular point of view is pretty uncontraversial and this line of
reasoning would make sense to an engineer, a lawyer or even a banker.

I think it has become fashionable with the magazines to play up the contraversy
as this is the sort of thing that sells magazines: Time, Scientific American etc

I would actually really appreciate if a few people from the string community
seriously debated Dr Woit. From my observations of the blog, Dr Woit seems very
earnest about allowing fair debate.

Normally, I would say this sort of debate is the internal business of the scientific
field involved but at least since the Nova special, many issues of string theory
have become public interest.

53. DMS
August 22, 2006



I too would hope Shamit Kachru would post a long detailed reply somewhere. A
blog posting is an ideal place, in my opinion.

I would suggest that it is a HUGE mistake for prominent string theorists to
ignore criticism from Peter Woit and others and dismissing opinions of outsiders
as ‘crackpots’. Maybe some get satisfaction by “High-Five-ing” insults of Peter
and Lee by some string theorists, but it is not helping change the perception of
string theory or string theorists among outsiders.

For all the criticism of string theory by Peter(sometimes unfair, I think), it is
INFINITELY BETTER than what a prominent string theorist did by writing
popular books on “Cosmic Landscape and the Illusion of Intelligent Design”. It
won’t be long before the “illusion” part is dropped in the popular perception of
the subject. Perceptions matter.

It does not help when patently false/exaggerated statements are made to
promote the subject. Please stick to the remarkable results that have been of
great interest to mathematicians; that is impressive by itself. And admit failure of
string theory in uniquely predicting physics beyond the standard
model(obviously, compatibility with anything coming out of the LHC is not the
same as a prediction).

Ultimately, credibility of physicists, and ultimately science is at stake. Scientific
thinking is under assault, but not from Peter. Look further AND closer….

54. Juan R.
August 22, 2006

Lubos Motl Said:

Witten is a guru because he’s the most achieved theoretical and
mathematical physicist alive. But it is only Peter Woit who builds a
religion on this.

Well, Sylvester James Gates, Jr. (the Jim Gates of the superstring site) states in a
NOVA interview:

String theory is often criticized as having had no experimental input or
output, so the analogy to a religion has been noted by a number of
people. In a sense that’s right; it is kind of a church to which I belong.
We have our own popes and House of Cardinals.

I agree with Jim Gates.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

55. anonymous
August 22, 2006

Dear Peter,

http://superstringtheory.com/people/jgates.html
http://superstringtheory.com/people/jgates.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-gates.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-gates.html


I don’t know much about Shamit Kachru’s views on the issue, but I don’t see how
the Susskind quote implies that he is a proponent of the anthropic approach.

56. woit
August 22, 2006

anonymous,

“the Anthropic Principle? It goes with the territory. It’s part of the working
assumption of all my close colleagues at Stanford, young and old.”

the quote pretty explicitly claims that the Anthropic Principle is Kachru’s
working assumption in his Landscape research. Presumably he’s a proponent of
his own research and its assumptions. Undoubtedly, as he says, his views about
this are more complicated. But I wasn’t purporting to give an accurate and full
description of his views, just listing him among others who are propounding a
research program that invokes the Anthropic Principle, and Susskind clearly
identifies him as part of this group.

57. TheGraduate
August 22, 2006

Most of responses I have so far heard to Peter’s criticisms by people who state
that they are string theorists are often angry and of the “I will not dignify this
with a response” variety.

I had gradually been coming to the conclusion that Dr. Motl is some kind of crazy
person. As far as I can tell. I have observed him having fights with several people
on string theory and several other things. I am astounded that he teaches at
Harvard. I assume he is tremendously knowledgeable on what he has been hired
to teach about. However, he seems very bad at everyday causal reasoning … in
my opinion.

I was also disappointed in the episode where Susskind says “There’s another
fellow who has his own theory, I won’t tell you who his name is or what his
theory is, but he writes lots and lots of theories and his theories go glub, glub,
glub to the bottom of the sea before he even gets a chance to put them out
there.” … with consequent fall in my opinion for both him and Stanford …
Anyway, I digress.

I am somewhat curious about whether this sort of disdain extends not just to the
‘stupid’ physicists but if it also extends to the ‘stupid’ public. After all, I assume
the point of the many attempts to popularize the subject was to bring the public
into their otherwise insular world. And of course, quite a few of their endeavours
require public good will and support and most importantly public money.

58. Chris Oakley
August 22, 2006

I had gradually been coming to the conclusion that Dr. Motl is some
kind of crazy person.



Just as a matter of interest … how long has it taken you to get to this realisation?

59. J.F. Moore
August 22, 2006

Although I’ve been looking forward to the American release of your book, Peter, I
must admit I was worried that it might bog down on the details at the expense of
giving a nice sweeping view for the lay reader (or a scientist in a totally different
field like me). Your comments indicate that I have nothing to worry about and
make me anticipate it even more. Also, I think it is great that a trade firm that
might push hard (who knows?) to the mass market is publishing your book. I look
forward to seeing you on Oprah as the monthly book selectee (joking).

60. Peter Woit
August 22, 2006

J.F. Moore,

General advice to readers of the book is that there are certain sections,
especially in the earlier chapters, that are aimed at a more specialized audience,
but the book is written so that if you skip ahead you should still be able to follow
what is going on.

By the way, I just got a big carton of books delivered to my office, and it looks to
me like the thing is available for sale on Amazon.

61. tweet-tweet
August 22, 2006

Lubos,

You’ve published your own criticism of loop quantum gravity, on wiki as
“objections to loop quantum gravity” for which lee smolin and others have
written their rebuttals (you called tweet-tweet’s facted-based responses to your
list of objections “vandalism” on wiki)

so how is Peter’s book any different from what you did for wiki? Esp since
popular books on string theory, such as michio kaku’s and briane greene’s, make
almost no mention of the problems string theory has? as a scientific emprical
theory, string theory does have problems you must admit.

you strongly object to lqg as doing science, yet you object to people who object
to string theory as science.

62. Who
August 22, 2006

Hello tweet,
It was also my impression that the original “objections to loop quantum gravity”
in the wiki article contained inaccurate assertions, thanks for trying to correct
them! I believe that section was eventually removed from the wiki LQG article,



was it not?

To get back to the Aaron Bergman review, I think it has misleading statements on
page 5 which could be corrected. This is a key section where he presents a
justification for continued string research, perhaps THE most often used
justification—that requires giving a false impression of progress achieved in non-
string QG, so as to make the “game in town” point.

I will quote the review and bold some places where I think what Aaron says is
questionable, as may be seen by consulting recent papers on arxiv such as
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0604044
Graviton propagator in loop quantum gravity
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0604016
Hidden Quantum Gravity in 3d Feynman diagrams

“One exception is the collection of ideas generally termed Loop Quantum Gravity
(LQG)… It is a radically new class of theories that has as yet been unable to
make any contact with the major results of the usual style of quantum
theory. In contrast to string theory, the theory of quantum gravity so produced
has not been able to demonstrate even the attraction known to Newton
hundreds of years ago… ”

thanks.

63. Anon
August 22, 2006

Having read both of those papers, I think Bergman’s statement remains (for the
present) completely accurate.

But I guess a critical discussion of those papers would be “off-topic” as far as
Peter is concerned.

64. Peter Woit
August 22, 2006

Anon,

Yes, please, I don’t think any light would be shed here by going over that same
argument again. It is certainly worth pointing out though that many people
working on LQG would disagree with Aaron’s characterization of the subject. But
another venue moderated by someone else would be the place to discuss this.

65. YBM
August 23, 2006

Peter, could you post here (or send me by e-mail) the IP address of this likely
sock puppet ? I could easily checked if it’s Igor/Grichka or not.

BTW, It is clear from Lubos’ comment that he didn’t even try to check the actual
content of the Bogdanov’s papers, neither did he checked all the distateful parts

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0604044
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0604044
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0604016
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0604016


of this affair (falsifications, sock puppets, treats, misquotes – even he is one of
their victim), he merely instrumentalizes this affair against you because you
happen to have pointed out their blunders. This conduct of him backfired on his
face. I do not think that someone able to support crackpots in order to attack one
of his collegue deserve any respect.

66. Peter Woit
August 23, 2006

YBM,

Thanks for looking into this, it does appear that this comment came from one of
the Bogdanovs. Thanks also for the news of their forthcoming book: Voyage vers
l’Instant Zero.

http://ybmessager.free.fr/epiphysique/forums/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=183

67. YBM
August 23, 2006

In case some of this blog readers would like to comment on the specific issue of
the Bogdanovs affair, which is quite off-topic here : the forum accepts posts in
english.

68. tweet-tweet
August 23, 2006

hello who,
yes lubos article is not in wiki, but is in the lqg talkback. it does not pass wiki’s
npov.

anon, perhaps the physics forum is the place to discuss the two papers?

69. anonymous
August 23, 2006

Dear Peter,

You say,

—
“the Anthropic Principle? It goes with the territory. It’s part of the working
assumption of all my close colleagues at Stanford, young and old.”

the quote pretty explicitly claims that the Anthropic Principle is Kachru’s
working assumption in his Landscape research.
—

I still don’t think it is fair to base the claim that Kachru promotes the anthropic
approach on this quote by Susskind, so I guess we just disagree on this issue.

70. YBM

http://ybmessager.free.fr/epiphysique/forums/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=183
http://ybmessager.free.fr/epiphysique/forums/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=183


August 24, 2006

Motl> “Profs. Bogdanovs from the University of Belgrade…”

1. The Bogdanovs brothers have never been professors
2. There is no link between them and the University of Belgrade, they got their
Ph. D. from University of Bourgogne, in France (Dijon)
3. The Bogdanovs have never been members of any laboratory or university since
they’ve got their Ph. D (the lab they’ve been in Bourgogne has even been
dismissed right after that !)

Motl really took time to examine what he’s talking about. Anyway he’ve admitted
having the same views on science as a whole as the B. Does he mean that
misquoting people, forging thesis reports and falsifying documents are standard
behaviour ?



Some Links

August 20, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Lee Smolin’s forthcoming book “The Trouble With Physics” has a web-site.

There’s a new group blog focusing on n-categories, The n-Category Cafe, which will
be run by John Baez, David Corfield and Urs Schreiber. It looks like Urs will basically
be moving operations from The String Theory Coffee Table to this new blog.

The August issue of Symmetry is out. Lots and lots of articles about the LHC.

For the past week and a half Fermilab has been hosting a summer school on physics
at Hadron Colliders. The talks are available here, and many are quite interesting. For
example, history buffs should look at the talks on the top discovery by Tollefson and
Varnes, and there’s a nice survey talk by Chris Hill in which he emphasizes the role of
symmetries. Hill notes that unification of couplings in the MSSM doesn’t quite work,
off by 3 sigma in the prediction of the strong coupling constant. He describes
supersymmetry as “our best operational hypothesis” but believes that “It (probably)
won’t be the MSSM!!!”.

The Telegraph seems to have tracked down Perelman and has an article about him
entitled World’s top maths genius jobless and living with mother. It claims that
Perelman is not going to the ICM, where it is assumed he will be awarded the Fields
medal, because he can’t afford the trip. It also claims that in 2003 he was not re-
elected to the Steklov institute and forced to leave. I find lots of things in the article
hard to believe, remarkable if they’re true.

The rumor is that this week’s New Yorker, on the newstands tomorrow, will have a
long article by Sylvia Nasar (author of the Nash biography, “A Beautiful Mind”) about
the Poincare Conjecture and Perelman’s proof.

Last month the IHES held a conference on motives. Many lectures and references are
now available here.

The IHES web-site also has a preprint of a new survey article by Pierre Cartier
entitled A primer on Hopf algebras.

This summer’s Park City program was on the topic of Low Dimensional Topology.
Some lecture notes are available here. These include notes taken by Gabriel
Drummond-Cole, who also has lots of other notes from interesting talks and lecture
courses.

Update: The New Yorker article, by Sylvia Nasar and David Gruber, is called
“Manifold Destiny” and is in this week’s issue, but not available on-line.

The ICM is starting tomorrow, with video of talks available here. There seem to be
four lecture slots scheduled for lectures by Fields Medalists, I’m deeply embarassed
that I still haven’t heard reliable rumors about who they all are. There have been solid

http://www.thetroublewithphysics.com/
http://www.thetroublewithphysics.com/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/
http://www.symmetrymag.org/cms/?pid=1000350
http://www.symmetrymag.org/cms/?pid=1000350
http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/HCPSS/index.htm
http://vmsstreamer1.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_03/Lectures/HCPSS/index.htm
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2006/08/20/nmaths20.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2006/08/20/nmaths20.xml
http://www.ihes.fr/IHES/Scientifique/asie/resume.html
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http://www.admin.ias.edu/ma/current/LectureNotes.php
http://www.admin.ias.edu/ma/current/LectureNotes.php
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/~blafard/notes/
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/~blafard/notes/
http://www.icm2006.org/onlineevents
http://www.icm2006.org/onlineevents


rumors identifying Tao and Perelman, of the less solid ones retailed here, Bhargava
sounds to me the most plausible. I guess we’ll know soon….

Update: The New Yorker article is now available on-line.

Comments

1. anonymous
August 20, 2006

Some of the morning lectures at the IHES school have been recorded on video,
and that includes the lectures of Kontsevich. Perhaps one could get hold of them
if there’s an interest.

2. Who
August 20, 2006

wasn’t the title “A Beautiful Mind”?

3. QWERTY
August 20, 2006

IT SOUNDS LIKE PERELMAN DOES WANTS TO GET THE FIELDS MEDAL.
SURELY THE ICM WILL PAY FOR THE TRAVEL EXPENSES OF FIELDS
MEDALISTS? I HOPE HE DOES NOT GO CRAZY LIKE GROTHENDIECK

4. An interested reader
August 20, 2006

Yes it was called a beautiful mind.

I enjoyed your book, now I want to enjoy the controversy: wouldn’t it be a good
idea to group the links to all the reviews of Not Even Wrong that you know of, to
help interested readers?

5. woit
August 20, 2006

Thanks Who, I thought there was something wrong with that when I wrote it, but
was in a hurry. Fixed now.

Interested reader,

Putting together a page with links to all the reviews I know about is on my to do
list, should get to it soon.

6. Chris W.
August 20, 2006

The book: A Beautiful Mind (ISBN 0743224574)

http://www.newyorker.com/fact/content/articles/060828fa_fact2
http://www.newyorker.com/fact/content/articles/060828fa_fact2
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0743224574
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0743224574
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0743224574
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0743224574


The New Yorker’s table of contents for 8/21 shows no sign of an article by Sylvia
Nasar.

7. woit
August 21, 2006

Chris W.

That’s last week’s issue, this week’s will have a cover date of 8/28.

8. Mnev
August 21, 2006

Yes, Sylvia Nasar was here in SPb in june.

9. Who
August 21, 2006

Yes, Sylvia Nasar was here in SPb in june.

wow. excuse my naive enthusiasm. She was already onto the story, the editors at
NYorker had probably already OK’d the idea and she was already in Saint
Petersburg doing the research. In June.

Let’s hope for the best, as a piece of writing.

Mnev congratulations on being a fellowcitizen of so many outstanding poets and
mathematicians, men and women alike. SPb = great town

10. Mnev
August 21, 2006

Thanks. I agree. Nobody knows strings here.

11. Who
August 21, 2006

Nobody knows strings here.

This is fortunate.
They have the chance to invent something quite different.

12. Chris Oakley
August 21, 2006

Review of anti-science books in Scientific American:

http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&articleID=000713DC-
8161-14E3-BAEC83414B7F0000&colID=12

13. Who
August 21, 2006

http://www.newyorker.com/main/magazine/
http://www.newyorker.com/main/magazine/
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&articleID=000713DC-8161-14E3-BAEC83414B7F0000&colID=12
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&articleID=000713DC-8161-14E3-BAEC83414B7F0000&colID=12
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&articleID=000713DC-8161-14E3-BAEC83414B7F0000&colID=12
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&articleID=000713DC-8161-14E3-BAEC83414B7F0000&colID=12


The anti-science writer who reviewed the anti-science books is George Johnson
who has a picture of his gravestone
http://sciwrite.org/glj/gravestone.jpg
posted on his website
http://sciwrite.org/glj/

thx Chris

14. TheGraduate
August 21, 2006

The review in Scientific American says “10500 perfectly good M theories” which
I immediately thought was a manageable number but It’s actually 10^500 right?

Also, the article in the New Yorker seems to be called “Manifold Destiny: Who
really solved the Poncairé Conjecture?” by Sylvia Nasar and David Gruber.

15. ObsessiveMathsFreak
August 21, 2006

The Telegraph seems to have tracked down Perelman and has an
article about him entitled World’s top maths genius jobless and living
with mother.

Once again, Perelman has raised the bar for mathematicians everywhere.

16. Who
August 21, 2006

[b]Once again, Perelman has raised the bar for mathematicians everywhere.[/b]
This is without question the silliest thing that has ever been said in Peter Woit’s
blog since its inception. We must be careful!
Let us make a serious effort to get on topic, whatever the topic is, so that Peter
does not shut down the thread!

17. DMS
August 21, 2006

Actually, Erdos was also remarkably similar to Perelman in one sense; he had no
money or interest in material wealth. Erdos had no home(lived out of a suitcase)
or money, and survived on the goodwill of fellow mathematicians(particularly R
Graham). He was also rather uninterested in fame. He should have received the
Fields with Selberg or the elementary proof of the Prime Number
theorem(among many other things).

But then again, history will view Erdos as being a far greater mathematician
than Selberg…

I hope the mathematical community makes sure that Perelman has money and
equipment(i.e, pen, paper, laptop, internet access) to support himself and his
mathematical work.

http://sciwrite.org/glj/gravestone.jpg
http://sciwrite.org/glj/gravestone.jpg
http://sciwrite.org/glj/
http://sciwrite.org/glj/
http://www.cs.elte.hu/erdos/London-Times.html
http://www.cs.elte.hu/erdos/London-Times.html


18. anon
August 21, 2006

Sabine has confirmed the first application of string at the Backreaction blog:

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/08/bumpy-white-string.html

I apologise to Lubos Motl. String does inspire useful technological innovations,
despite being useless in science.

19. Jonathan Vos Post
August 21, 2006

For the record, John Forbes Nash, Jr., is still doing novel and interesting
research. I spoke with him repeatedly and at length at the 6th International
Conference on Complex Systems, and chaired two sessions that he attended.

As to the audience reaction, and subsequent press coverage of ad hominem
attacks in fundamental physics, see:

Science collides with a Big Bang
An argument is raging between physicists on how the universe began, writes
Jonathan Leake

20. Chris W.
August 21, 2006

Nasar and Gruber’s article is now in the TOC for the print magazine, but is not
available online unfortunately.

21. MathPhys
August 22, 2006

Perelman and Tao are Field medalists, but who are the other two?

22. Thomas Larsson
August 22, 2006

[Hill] describes supersymmetry as “our best operational hypothesis” but believes
that “It (probably) won’t be the MSSM!!!”.

Does this mean that there is growing consensus that the MSSM is wrong? If so,
what does it mean for SUSY as a solution to the hierarchy problem, which was
the main reason for believing in SUSY in the first place?

23. Jonathan Vos Post
August 22, 2006

Prof. Manjul Bhargava

Ph.D. Princeton University 2001
Dissertation: Higher Composition Laws

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/08/bumpy-white-string.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/08/bumpy-white-string.html
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,20192903-30417,00.html
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,20192903-30417,00.html
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,20192903-30417,00.html
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,20192903-30417,00.html
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,20192903-30417,00.html
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,20192903-30417,00.html
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,20192903-30417,00.html
https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/The%20Bumpy%20White%20String
https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/The%20Bumpy%20White%20String


Advisor: Andrew Wiles

Manjul Bhargava: An Artist of Music and Math

Music, Math… “One of my favorite activities is listening to Indian classical music,
a most wonderful and multidimensional form of music which unfortunately still
has not fully yet made its way to the West. I also enjoy playing the tabla, the most
common of the Indian percussion instruments…”

What a relief. Imagine if he played stringed instruments, theoretically…

24. ICM News
August 22, 2006

The 2006 Fields Medalists are:

1) Andrei Okounkov (Princeton University),
CITATION: “For his contributions bridging probability, representation theory and
algebraic geometry”,

2) Grigori Perelman (formerly of Steklov Institute of Mathematics, St.
Petersburg)
CITATION: “For his contributions to geometry and his revolutionary insights into
the analytical and geometric structure of the Ricci flow”,

3) Terence Tao (University of California, Los Angeles),
CITATION: “For his contributions to partial differential equations, combinatorics,
harmonic analysis and additive number theory”, and

4) Wendelin Werner (Université de Paris-Sud, Orsay),
CITATION: “For his contributions to the development of stochastic Loewner
evolution, the geometry of two-dimensional Brownian motion, and conformal
field theory”.

2006 Nevanlinna Prize goes to Jon Kleinberg (Cornell University).

The first awardee of the Gauss Prize is Kiyoshi Itô (formerly of University of
Kyoto, now retired).

Well done all!

25. Jonathan Vos Post
August 22, 2006

Four Are Given Highest Honor in Mathematics
Courtesy of International Congress for Mathematicians

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/22/science/22cnd-math.html?ex=1313899200&
en=897c1543a33626bc&ei=5088&partner=rssnyt&emc=rss

Terence Tao, a native of Australia, is one of the youngest Fields Medal winners
ever at age 31.

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4111253
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4111253
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/22/science/22cnd-math.html?ex=1313899200&en=897c1543a33626bc&ei=5088&partner=rssnyt&emc=rss
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/22/science/22cnd-math.html?ex=1313899200&en=897c1543a33626bc&ei=5088&partner=rssnyt&emc=rss
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/22/science/22cnd-math.html?ex=1313899200&en=897c1543a33626bc&ei=5088&partner=rssnyt&emc=rss
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/22/science/22cnd-math.html?ex=1313899200&en=897c1543a33626bc&ei=5088&partner=rssnyt&emc=rss


Grigory Perelman is the most prominent of the medalists, not only because the
Poincaré conjecture had ranked among the most heralded unsolved math
problems, but also because of his reclusive personality.
Courtesy of International Congress for Mathematicians

Wendelin Werner, top, works on problems at the intersection of mathematics and
physics. Andrei Okounkov, bottom, was honored “for his contributions bridging
probability, representation theory and algebraic geometry.”

But Dr. Perelman refused to accept the medal, as he has other honors, and he did
not attend the ceremonies at the International Congress of Mathematicians in
Madrid.

Sir John Ball, president of the International Mathematical Union, which is
holding the conference, told The Associated Press that he did not think Dr.
Perelman’s decision to turn down the award was intended as a snub. “I am sure
he did not mean it that way,” he said.

The Fields Medal, often described as mathematics’ equivalent to the Nobel Prize,
is given every four years, and several can be awarded at once. Three other
professors of mathematics were awarded Fields Medals this year: Andrei
Okounkov of Princeton; Terence Tao of University of California, Los Angeles; and
Wendelin Werner of the University of Paris-Sud in Orsay.

Dr. Perelman, 40, is known not only for his work on the Poincaré conjecture,
among the most heralded unsolved math problems, but also because he has
declined previous mathematical prizes and has turned down job offers from
Princeton, Stanford and other universities. He has said he wants no part of $1
million that the Clay Mathematics Institute in Cambridge, Mass. has offered for
the first published proof of the conjecture.

Beginning in 2002, Dr. Perelman, then at the Steklov Institute of Mathematics of
the Russian Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg, published a series of papers
on the Internet and gave lectures at several American universities describing
how he had overcome a roadblock in the proof of the Poincaré conjecture.

The conjecture, devised by Henri Poincaré in 1904, essentially says that the only
shape that has no holes and fits within a finite space is a sphere. That is certainly
true looking at two-dimensional surfaces in the everyday three-dimensional
world, but the conjecture says the same is true for three-dimensional surfaces
embedded in four dimensions.

Dr. Perelman solved a difficult problem that other mathematicians had
encountered when trying to prove the conjecture, using a technique called Ricci
flow that smoothes out bumps in a surface and transforms it into a simpler form.

Dr. Okounkov, born in 1969 in Moscow, was recognized for work that tied
together different fields of mathematics that had seemed unrelated. “This is the
striking feature of Okounkovs’s work, finding unexpected links,” said Enrico
Arbarello, a professor of geometry at the University of Rome in Italy.



Dr. Okounkov’s work has found use in describing the changing surfaces of
melting crystals. The boundary between melted and non-melted is created
randomly, but the random process inevitably produces a border in the shape of a
heart.

Dr. Tao, a native of Australia and one of the youngest Fields Medal winners ever
at age 31, has worked in several different fields, producing significant advances
in the understanding of prime numbers, techniques that might lead to
simplifying the equations of Einstein’s theory of general relativity and the
equations of quantum mechanics that describe how light bounces around in a
fiber optic cable.

Dr. Werner, born in Germany in 1968, has also worked at the intersection of
mathematics and physics, describing phenomena like percolation and shapes
produced by the random paths of Brownian motion.

The medal was conceived by John Charles Fields, a Canadian mathematician, “in
recognition of work already done and as an encouragement for further
achievements on the part of the recipient.”

Since 1936, when the medal was first awarded, judges have interpreted the
terms of Dr. Fields’s trust fund to mean that the award should usually be limited
to mathematicians 40 years old or younger.

26. ldm
August 22, 2006

“Jobless and living with mother” …. the non Russian journalist (Nadejda probably
is innocent) is not really giving us an accurate picture here.

To put this in perspective for the western readers…

Living with parents in the Former Soviet Union (FSU) is fairly normal and even if
he had a regular job, living at home would still not be a big deal.

Second…After Perestroika, the government gave the citzens their apartments
(some younger FSU citizens are not aware of this fact, it would seem) …so it is
very possible his mother has no mortage expense. Walking or taking the subway
(metro) is normal mode of transportation, so no car payment either…Medical
care is very good, and inexpensive — so no medical bills to speak of as in the
west.

Granted the Russian pension is not much, but the economics is not quite the
same as in the west.

Therefore, for Perelman to live at home, with his mother, does not in any way
compare, or have the same stigma, as a similar situation in the west.

27. TheGraduate
August 23, 2006



I just read the article in the New Yorker. Who knew the situation was this
dramatic?

The most important idea in the article seems to be the argument that Dr Shing-
Tung Yau of Calabi-Yau fame is stealing people’s credit. I don’t know if that is
true but that seems to be the definitive verdict of the article.

In case, the implications of the article were too subtle, they have supplemented
with a full page graphic of Yau stealing the Fields Medal from Perelman’s chest.

It is a well written essay. I do not know in what repects Gruber contributed but I
enjoy Nasar’s writing. I can not say whether the reporting is accurate or not. I
did think in passing that they had not defined a manifold but I assume most
mathematical readers would be familiar with this term.

Perelman is definitely portrayed in a positive light: more or less normal except
for being extremely hard working, honest, open and humble and of course,
mathematically brilliant.

The details about Yau seem almost tangential. The angle of Yau seems to have
been inserted by the author’s themselves rather than emerging naturally from
the interview with Perelman. Perelman himself, as represented in the text,
expresses indifference to what Yau may or may not have done.

28. gunpowder&noodles
August 24, 2006

“The most important idea in the article seems to be the argument that Dr Shing-
Tung Yau of Calabi-Yau fame is stealing people’s credit. ”

What a shocking revelation. I’m sure nobody ever dreamed of such a thing
before. STY’s reputation for being self-effacing is famous throughout the length
and breadth of Nagorno-Karabakh.

29. GeomGeek
August 24, 2006

“The details about Yau seem almost tangential. The angle of Yau seems to have
been inserted by the author’s themselves rather than emerging naturally from
the interview with Perelman. Perelman himself, as represented in the text,
expresses indifference to what Yau may or may not have done.”

sure, especially the bit about Yau giving three days to the editors of the AJM to
comment on the Cao-Zhu paper without showing the paper

not to mention the story with the 105%

30. TheGraduate
August 24, 2006

There is also an article in Notices that I had not seen before but it touches on
similar issues to the New Yorker article .



“Conjectures No More? Consensus Forming on the Proof of the Poincaré and
Geometrization Conjectures” by Allyn Jackson

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&q=perelman+notices&btnG=Search
(It’s the first link.)

It says in part “Some of the news articles were translated into English and
posted on the Web. In those articles, the achievements of Cao and Zhu, both of
whom are Chinese, are emphasized, while the achievements of Perelman are
mentioned in a less prominent way. In one story from the Xinhua news agency,
which appeared on June 21, 2006, the name of Perelman does not even appear.”

It also says that “Yau said that he was misquoted in some of the media accounts
and does not endorse what is said there.”

They also provide a link to a website to some slides purportedly used by Yau in a
lecture. They don’t say what they want you to look at but I found the following
quote.

“In Perelman’s work, many key ideas of the proofs are sketched or outlined, but
complete details of the proofs are often missing. The recent paper of Cao-Zhu
which was submitted to The Asian Journal of Mathematics in 2005 gives the first
complete and detailed account of the proof of the Poincaré conjecture and the
gemetriziation [sic] conjecture. They substituted several arguments of Perelman
by new approaches based on their studies.” — Yau

31. MathChina
August 25, 2006

This email has been sent to Ms. Nasar and the Now Yorker.
—————————————————————————

Dear Ms. Nasar:

As a mathematician who was born in China, I am deeply offended by your article
with Mr. Gruber in the recent issue of the New Yorker. Your narrative plays to the
stereotype that mathematicians of Chinese heritage are “technical” but not
“original”.

(1) In the first sentence of your article, you identified Professor Yau as “the
Chinese mathematician”. In fact: Yau is a U. S. citizen. To make my point simple:
Don’t you agree that it oddly emphasizes your cultural heritage if you are called
“the Bavarian journalist and
writer”? (I noticed that you were listed as an American journalist and writer born
in Bavaria in the Wikipedia.)

(2) In your narrative of the works that led to Yau’s Fields medal, you
misrepresented the facts and downplayed the originality of Yau’s contribution,”
‘He was not so much thinking up some original way of looking at a subject but
solving extremely hard technical problems that at the time only he could solve,
by sheer intellect and force of will,’ Phillip Griffiths, a geometer and a former

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&q=perelman+notices&btnG=Search
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&q=perelman+notices&btnG=Search


director of the Institute for Advanced Study, said”.

(3) Even in your narrative of Chern, there is no mention of any of his original
work or idea.

(4) In Yau’s seminar, “[e]ach student was assigned a recently published proof and
asked to reconstruct it, fixing any errors and filling in gaps”. As for the
controversy surrounding
Givental’s work, “[o]ccasionally, the difference between a mathematical gap and
a gap in exposition can be hard to discern. On at least one occasion, Yau and his
students [Bong
Lian and Kefeng Liu] have seemed to confuse the two, making claims of
originality that other mathematicians
believe are unwarranted.” You were adamant that Professor Givental’s work is
complete and correct. A simple search in MathSciNet’s review of Givental’s
paper should have given you a different perspective.

(5) In your narrative of Professor Tian’s reaction to Yau’s allegations, you again
emphasized Tian’s Chinese heritage: “I [Tian] have deep roots in Chinese
culture. A teacher is a teacher. There is respect. It is very hard for me to think of
anything to do.”

(6) “Yau’s entrepreneurial drive extended to collaborations with colleagues and
students, and, in addition to conducting his own research, he began organizing
seminars. He frequently allied
himself with brilliantly inventive mathematicians, including Richard Schoen and
William Meeks.” Yau has many students from China; some of them are now
professors in top universities in this
country. Of course, none of them are supposed to be “inventive”, not even “Yau’s
most successful student” Tian. I also question the connotation of
“entrepreneurial”.

(7) It is now clear that you are determined to prove your point. “Mathematicians
familiar with Perelman’s proof disputed the idea that Zhu and Cao had
contributed significant new approaches to the Poincaré. ‘Perelman already did it
and what he did was complete and correct,’ John Morgan said. ‘I don’t see
that they did anything different.'” ” ‘It is not clear to me what new contribution
did they [Cao and Zhu] make,’ he [Perelman] said. ‘Apparently, Zhu did not quite
understand the argument and reworked it.'”

I could have listed a lot more; but I think these are sufficient to illustrate my
point. Here is a challenge to you, Ms. Nasar:
List the sentences in your long article that associate Chinese/Chinese-American
mathematicians with “originality” and
likewise those that separate them from “technicality”.

I have enjoyed tremendously reading your beautifully written “A beautiful mind”.
It was a moving and inspirational story.
I am now then truly disappointed and horrified by this article of yours in the New
Yorker, a magazine that is supposed to



represent the best of intelligentsia. Personal vendettas lead us nowhere. Your
article is hugely biased. It is a disservice to the
mathematical community as a whole; it irreparably and unnecessarily damages
Yau’s reputation; it does not help Tian; and most importantly, it plays to the false
and harmful stereotypes of mathematicians of certain cultures.

One internet chatter, apparently a mathematician/student of Chinese origin,
reported that one of his colleagues placed the
cartoon in your article on the office door. The chatter stated that he felt
“ashamed” when passing by the colleague’s office.

For all the harms that have occurred, I believe, at the minimum, a public apology
from you and the New Yorker to all is warranted.

Sincerely yours,

A mathematician born in China

32. gunpowder&noodles
August 25, 2006

This email has been sent to Nasar and the NEW Yorker:

Dear Ms Nasar: thank you for finally exposing the truth about this truly shameful
and disgusting episode. At last Perelman will get all of the credit that is his due,
in no small measure due to your public airing of the appalling efforts on the part
of certain people to prove their superiority by means of every dirty trick in the
book.

33. Lau
August 26, 2006

Dr. Nasar, your article is fair and unbiased. No need to apologize to idiots like
that. They are mad because you are famous and is an authority in journalism and
what you say has some type of impact! I, as a Chinese, feel that you are brave
enough to challenge such an authority in mathematics who does not treat other
fairly and attacks his rivals unnecessarily. THANK YOU!!! You are an unbiased
person!! The righteous Chinese scientists salute to you!

34. CalabiYauManifold
August 26, 2006

“TheGraduate Says:
August 23rd, 2006 at 12:30 pm

I just read the article in the New Yorker. Who knew the situation was this
dramatic?

The most important idea in the article seems to be the argument that Dr Shing-
Tung Yau of Calabi-Yau fame is stealing people’s credit. I don’t know if that is
true but that seems to be the definitive verdict of the article.



In case, the implications of the article were too subtle, they have supplemented
with a full page graphic of Yau stealing the Fields Medal from Perelman’s chest.

It is a well written essay. I do not know in what repects Gruber contributed but I
enjoy Nasar’s writing. I can not say whether the reporting is accurate or not. I
did think in passing that they had not defined a manifold but I assume most
mathematical readers would be familiar with this term.

Perelman is definitely portrayed in a positive light: more or less normal except
for being extremely hard working, honest, open and humble and of course,
mathematically brilliant.

The details about Yau seem almost tangential. The angle of Yau seems to have
been inserted by the author’s themselves rather than emerging naturally from
the interview with Perelman. Perelman himself, as represented in the text,
expresses indifference to what Yau may or may not have done. ”

The mentioned work by French mathematician is done by Aubin, it is not enough
strong to be extended to solve Calabi conjecture. Yau’s result is totally original
and has opened a new field for many others.

This article is truely beautifully written, but I’m suspicious that it is too one-
sided. I’m interested to know the whole truth behind it.

35. TheGraduate
August 26, 2006

Some people had been saying that the article was meant to show Yau as a bad
guy but I think the title might give more of a clue as to what the authors were
intending.

They entitled the piece ‘Manifold Destiny’ which is a play on words and refers to
the doctrine of ‘Manifest Destiny’ ie US expansionism.

I suspect the authors were meaning to talk about Chinese expansionism. I think
this makes more sense because the audience of the New Yorker would probably
find something like that more interesting than petty squabbles in mathematics.

I think they emphasized Yau as Chinese because in their view, he is using the
mathematical achievement as another way to give China recognition on the
global stage.

36. Ng
August 26, 2006

If you want to know the whole truth, you have to ask S.S. Chern and his students
who know Yau well as well as all the experts in the field to speak fairly and
unbaisedly!!! Which is impossible.

37. MathLover
August 27, 2006



No dubt that Perelman has some admirable personalities. He is a hero of his
own. Do we need a villain in contrast in this drama? I think the New Yorker’s
article is manipulative. The authors logic goes like:

1. Perelman is a hero
2. Hamilton and Yau are too slow in their own program and are unwilling to learn
from Perelman
3. Yau is a bad guy trying to steal the credit from Perelman for his own students

The article may convey point 1 to a more general public and the writting is
beautiful there. But I don’t buy their points 2 and 3. As for 2, the math
community as a whole has been relectant to declare Perelman’s victory and slow
to learn from Perelman. They only officially confirm Perelman’s solution of
Poincare conjecture at this ICM. No final verdict about Thurston’s
geometrization conjecture yet. Moreover, no significant new results come out of
Perelman’s ideas from other mathematicians. I hope the 3 manuscripts will
change the situation.

As for Yau’s part I suspect the authors description is leant towards his
opponents. The quotes of other math professors are unbelievably uni-directional:
destructive to Yau. There must be a master plan behind this game. The
controversy between Yau and Tian is another drama worth. Yau against his own
student, because he feels obligated to fight corruption in academic world of
China.

[Note: I’ve deleted the last part of this comment, which was a personal attack on
Tian]

38. woit
August 27, 2006

MathLover,

I’ve deleted quite a few personal attacks on Yau that were posted here, some
from the same person using different names. I’ve also deleted the last part of
your comment, which is a personal attack on Tian.

Please, do not try and use this blog to carry on the Tian-Yau warfare. I think this
is an extremely bad thing for mathematics, and I want no part of it.

39. MathLover
August 27, 2006

Peter,

I respect your decision to delete last part of my post. Thanks a lot for
maintaining this blog. What I wanted to add is that we living outside of China
have certain obligations to promote universally valid civil values to China,
including fight against corruption. Yau has exposed himself in the fore-front of
fighting corruptions in academic world of China. He doesn’t deserve such mud
slinging from the New Yorker article on his back from the free world! I’m the



same opinion that the authors have over done their spin, see Jeremy’s post:
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=448#comment-15143

40. Columbia Chemist
September 1, 2006

Dear Peter:

I have been following this blog since late June after the many news report in
China about he Cao-Zhu paper, because I wanted to get some insight from the
mathematicians abroad. I’m not in mathematics, but I have been inerested in
history and sociology of science for years. For your information, I got my Ph.D in
chemisry from Columbia, and now I’m a chemistry professor at Beijing.

Here I’d like to share with you of some first-hand information about the Chinese
coverage of the Yau press conference on June 3, 2006, and the controversial over
it.

My wife is the reporter at the Sciencetime at Beijing who was one of the few
reporters at the press conference given by Professor S. T. Yau on June 3, 2006.
She has all the original materials including the press release given to them by
Professor Yau on June 3, and the recording of the press conference.

If people read those reports on the ScienceTimes, he would agree that the
reports by my wife and her colleagues at the ScienceTimes have been the most
truthful, fair and authorative on the whole affair so far. If these articles have
been availabe in English, many controversy can be easily clarified. Unfortunaely,
these reports have generally not been picked up by most people. (Bad news
travels fast.)

Since we learned the New Yorker Magazine (I used to be a subscriber of the
NYM when I was a New Yorker) article by Sylvia Nasar and David Gruber, my
wife and I were both stunned by the untrutful accounts of many of the events.
The account in the NYM article about the media coverage in China only picked
up some obviously controversial reports, but never really did serious research on
the whole thing. I have to say it is absolutely bad jounalism, and is an indication
of lack of professionalism.

Here are some things I may help to clarify.

1. About the contrversy around the credit for solving the Ponicare Conjecture.

The Xinhua News Agency first reported on June 4 that Professor Yang Le told the
reporter a division of 50%+25%+30% credit between Hmilton, Perelman and
Chinese Scienctits. The news is here:
http://news3.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2006-06/04/content_4644722.htm (in
Chinese)

However, on June 9, the same reporter of the Xinhua News Agency
wrote another news in which Yang Le specificly emphasized that he was not an
expert in the field to make such judgment and that he was against any attempt to

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=448#comment-15143
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=448#comment-15143
http://news3.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2006-06/04/content_4644722.htm
http://news3.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2006-06/04/content_4644722.htm


make such judgment. The news is here:
http://beijing.icm2002.org.cn/mcmweb/Three_Said.htw (in Chinese)

Why there were such two completely opposite reports by the same reporter from
the Xinhua?

The truth is that before the first news was wrote, Professor Yang Le was not
interviewed by the reporter. And after Professor Yang Le’s protest about report
to the XinHua reporter, the Xinhua reporter offered in order not to retract the
first report he was willing to make a real interview with him in exchange. Believe
or not, such unprofessional practice sounds strange, but it does really happen in
China. I do not know how such strange number was reached at the beginning,
but the truth was that Professor Yang Le was not intviewed by the Xinhua
reporter before the interview for the second report.

Unfortunately, this second report has never been noticed. It is fine for ordinary
people not to notice it, but it is not acceptable for anybody who is trying to do
investigative journalism.

From the recording of the press conference, where 8 reporters from five Chinese
media, including the reporter from the XinHua News agency, were pesented,
some reporter asked Professor Yau whether Cao-Zhu’s paper can claim all the
credit, and Professor Yau specificly said that Hamilton and Perelman’s
contributions were the most important, Cao-Zhu’s paper just presented the
complete proof and closed the case, and the proof of the Poincare Conjecture
was a group effort. There was no mentioning of the division of credit in the press
conference. Professor Yang Le was not present at the press conference.

After the press coference, my wife and one of her colleague at the Sciencetimes
had an exclusive interview face to face with Professor Yang Le in the same day.
There was no such mentioning of percentage in that interview.

When first saw the controversial about the strange 105% number, I myself had
the impression that I had read it also from my wife’s report in he Sciencetimes. I
even joked her for not being able to make the percentage correct. My wife was
angry at me for the wrong impression and she asked me to read all the reports in
the Sciencetimes and to find whether there was such report of the moronic
percentage. The truth is that there was no such report found in their reports,
and also no such thing in the recordings as wellas in the first-hand notes she
had, including in the press conference, the inteview with Professr Yang Le on
June 3, 2006, and another exclusive interview of the Siencetimes with Professor
Yau on June 2 of 2006.

I then spent some time a few days ago on the inernet to do my own research on
the 30% credit story. Such research should have been done by Ms. Nasar and her
associates. I have to say after going through all this materials, I learned how
wrong and the New Yorker article was.

I have aways been telling my wife how unprofessional many of the reporters in
China are, and how unfortunate that I have to live with this fact. But I have never
expected that people like Professor Nasar can be so unprofessinal in writng the

http://beijing.icm2002.org.cn/mcmweb/Three_Said.htw
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article in the New Yorker magazine.

My wife was a fan of Nasar’s book on Nash, A Beautiul Mind. She has been
proud of being assciated with Columbia (where I got my Ph.D), for the
prestigious Journalism School and or having Mrs. Naser as her idol. As a real
scientist myself and somebody who had read books on the game theory in my
teens, I told her years ago that I actually did not like very much the book and the
movie. She did not understand why.

Now she finally understand me.

I wondered why Mrs. Nasar did not even try to get any first-hand account of
many of the events in China by contacting her peer
journalists before formulating her case. How can people trust her other stories?
Was she writng an investigating report or a fiction?

2. Mrs. Nasar and Professor Yang Le

My wife told me that Mrs. Nasar actually met Professor YangLe at the String
Theory Conference at Beijing in late June. There was even news photos caught
them in the same picture. Professor YangLe said that they briefly chattd or
greeted each other there. But Mrs. Nasar never confirmd the 30% percentage
story with him.

This is truly the strangest thing for any investigating reporting.

3. About the news coverage in China on the Poincare Conjecture.

Undoubtedly there alwas have serious problms in these reports. As I mentioned
above, these problem can only be attributed to the status of lack of
professionalism of the reporers, especially in science reporting.

However, for obvious reasons, I do not want to blame the reporters for this
situation in China. To understand all these, probably Mrs. Nasar can spend more
time in China and try to write an real investigative report on it.

For whatever origin of this situation, to use such unreliable sources of media
reports in China before making serious investigtin and to make wild accusations
against Professor S. T. Yau is totally untrustworthy and misleading.

4. What I leaned about Professor S. T. Yau?

I have heard many people gossiping about Professor S. T. Yau’s personality
before. As a chemist, I had no interest in it. I’d rather pay more attention to the
personaities of the people in my own field than in mathematics. After listening to
hours of the recordings of him, I have to say that it is definitely not possible that
he is the villain as depicted in the New Yorker Magazine. I have to say that he
fits perfectly as a great person and a great scientist. These people who have
been wildly attacking him are far from the truth and are definitly making a fool
of themselves.



I believe that people who care will get the truth of the story eventually. I’m glad
that this blog is a place which has provided a excellent platform for discussing it.

In the end, I’d like to suggest people to use their commonsense and to try to find
of the facts before making their own judgment on this matter. Finding out the
truth is not so difficult. It is unfortunate that some people never try.

Sincerely yours,

Columbia Chemist

41. cl
September 1, 2006

I have read both news items provided by the post. I found the post to be
misleading. The description of the first is correct. But in the second one,
published on June. 9th. what Prof. Yang Le said is that assigning percentage is
not “completely accurate, I don’t agree with that, either. However, Chinese
scientists did make outstanding contributions.” He never said that he is not an
expert in the field to make judgement, instead, he said, “My research eare is
complex analysis, but I know Yau, Cao and Zhu very well.” He went on to say that
that the contribution from U.S., Russia and China are “all extremely important,
without any of them, the thoery won’t be complete”. Finally, he conclude that ” in
the process of resoling the conjecture, Prof. Yau provided ideas and advice, other
people(include Hamilton, Perelman, Cao and Zhu) used Yau’s important results,
along with other imporatnt theoy in geometric analysis, a field Yau established,
to make the breakthrough.

Another fact not being mentioned by either the New Yorker and Columbia
Chemist is that, on June. 7th, the ministry of Education of China, sent an official
congratulatory letter to Zhu’s university for resolving Poincare conjecture. It
represents the official position of the Chinese government, not just “lack of
profesionism of reporters.”

I also like to mention that in an 08/18 article on ScienceTimes, its journalist
recalled that they obtained a press release on June 03, cleared stated that R.
Hamilton obtained “outstanding and fundamental” results, Perelman provides
“key ideas”, but Cao and Zhu “completely resolve” the Poincare conjecture.

Unlike Ms. Nasar, I am a Chinese mathematician, so I understand Chinese very
well. I also lived in mainland China for more than twenty years, so I understand
the meaning and process behind a congratulatory letter from the ministry of
education. I admire Yau’s achievement in mathematics immensely. He is one of
the greatest methematician of this centry. I consult his book and papers very
frequently in my research. But on this matter, I do believe that what he did is
wrong. As a great scientist, for whom seeking truth should be one’s life time
devotion, he should apologize.

42. Columbia Chemist
September 1, 2006



Fact will not mislead people. Partial fact will.

People used to think that the Xinhua News Agency is the official news agency of
the Chinese government, and so its news release must be some kind of official
statement. Now people can know the process of how its reports were made, so
people can be careful when reading the news.

I also found in one newspaper here there was an exclusive conversation between
Professor Yau and the reporter. However, there was no such exclusive interview,
and the report was a collage of information gethered from other media reports.

One important fact is that I do not see where is the “official position of the
Chinese government” on Cao-Zhu’s paper. I knew of the so-called congratulatory
letter to Zhu’s University from the departmrent of the education from the media
reports. Such congratulations letters have been sent to different people all the
time in China.

cl should have mentioned that not only the Department of Education, but also the
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), and the Academy of Mathematics and
Systen Sciences under CAS all sent brief congratulation letters to Zhongshan
University the same time. All the letters started with the sentence: “We are all
glad to hear that ….”.

See here, http://www.cunews.edu.cn/html2006/hndq/hndqxw/151610461.htm

Such things usually happen when these agencies learned the news of a high
profile paper is published. I have to say that this practice is silly, and the content
can not be taken as any official statement. Seriously, such congratulation letters
just like the letters one would receive when his family has a new born son. Why
not cl try to get all this kind of letters for things in different disciplines together
and show them to the internetional colleagues?

I think my simple intention is to provide facts on the following, and to show why
people should not use the inconsistent news reportings to make strong
judgment, especially for the investigative report in the New Yorker magazine.

1. Whether Professor Yang Le said anything about the moronic percentage which
had been attributed to him?

2. What did Professor Yau actually do or say in his own words?

I do not see anything wrong when somebody so heavily involved claim some
credit for it. Whether it is excessive is the issue and also a matter of opinion.
Being a scientist myself and a reader of Robert Merton’s works, I do not see
what Professor Yau had done was very inappropriate, given the facts clarified
and the unknown factors fairly weighted. Certainly this does not mean I endorse
everything done or said by Professor Yau. I have no interest in it.

If cl can let usknow when was the last time he actually listened to Professor
Yau’s own words, his comments may carry some weight. Otherwise, being a
mathematician and also Chinese does not actually help with anything when

http://www.cunews.edu.cn/html2006/hndq/hndqxw/151610461.htm
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speculations are drawn from partial words in secondary sources.

As to what matter Professor Yau should appologize for, I do not see the point
from cl’s posting.

I’m sorry that I will not post here again, unless somebody wants to verify facts I
know with me here. Otherwise, it would be funny to see a Chemist frequently
running in the Math world.

Let me repeat:
Fact will not mislead people. Partial fact will.

Best regards,

43. cl
September 2, 2006

Reply to Columbia Chemist’s post,

I never posted here before, the only reason I did is that I felt the second news
item in your post was mistranslated and permutated. So , in the first paragraph, I
just provided correct translation. The two items also led me to the SceinceTimes
report in which the original press release, which you mentioned also, was
quoted, then I provide a translation in third paragraph. As for the congratulatory
letters from the ministry of education, they are not sent to many people all the
time. last year, or maybe two years ago, Prof. Wang Xiaoyun from Shangdong
University obtained very important results in cryptography, this is probably the
most important achievement in mathematics in China during the last two
decades, it is widely reported by both Chinease and international media, she
never got any congratulatory letters from the ministry of education. I personally
never heard Prof. Yau talking about Poincare conjecture. so, I can not comment
on what he says.

44. 2cents
September 5, 2006

To all the people who are fighting for Tian and Yau, or who want to share the
truth,
It will be nice to show your respect to this place, please bring the Tian-Yau fight
or related materials to other related places.
Do it properly and you will be appreciated by the readers of this blog.

45. MathLover
September 5, 2006

I’m also tired reading too many comments that do not shed light on the true
background. We will see in the future and in the other place what arguements
between Tian’s and Yau’s fans (including one from mine) really hold.

Here is a very interesting interview Atiyah gave in the realm of ICM2006
preparation bulletin (3rd July 2006):



http://www.icm2006.org/press/bulletins/bulletin08/#2

-Quote:

Q: After Perelman’s work, can the Poincare conjecture be considered proven?

A: The work of Perelman on the famous Poincare conjecture is widely admired.
But in mathematical questions of this complexity final judgement is suspended
until the complete proof has been written down, scrutinized by the mathematical
community and accepted. That stage has not yet come.

Quote end-

If we are honest, we have to ask ourself, Is Poincare conjecture a theorem now?

I don’t know what Atiyah thinks now. It’s truly a strange (and maybe even
controversial) math history and remarkable ICM for me, the world around
Poincare’s conjecture changed in just 2 months.

Thanks for Peter to maintain this post open.

46. jeremy
September 8, 2006

MathLover,

If you ask Atiyah the same question now, he, as any other responsible
mathematicians, will probably give you the same answer.

The world, as far as Poincare conjecture is concerned, has not changed at all,
even with the recent media storm. After all the dust settled, the mathematics
community will have to do exactly what Atiyah said in his interview. Otherwise,
mathematics as we know it will no longer exist. I personally have faith that the
final conclusion of a mathematical problem will only be given by the mathematics
community, not by the media.

However, from what has happened in the last two months, we have learnt a great
deal about mathematicians. These guys can behave exactly like politicians. Their
skill of personal attacking and backstabbing is certainly no worse than the
ordinary politicians. They probably played politics and media better than the
politicians from their own district. I have to congratulate them for that.

47. sk
September 13, 2006

1. In Perelman’s second famous preprint, he said that another paper with the
proof of Theorem 7.4 would be given, but it is still not available. There are two
versions of Perelman’s Theorem 7.4. One is the strong version with only two
conditions, which no proof is available except for Perelman’s “sketch”. The other
is a weak version with an additional condition, which might be too weak to apply
according to Kleiner & Lott. Actually, Kleiner-Lott and Cao-Zhu did not prove it,
they circumvented it.

http://www.icm2006.org/press/bulletins/bulletin08/#2
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What would Perelman reply if he met some experts and they asked for the proof?
Note that in April 2003, nobody could fully digest his first two articles. After his
return, he posted his third paper devoted entirely to the Poincare Conjecture.

2. Many people, including an article in “Notices”, criticized the abstract of the
Cao-Zhu paper. However, people who read Orwell’s “1984” should know that the
phrase “it is the crowning achievement of the Party” is quite common in
communist countries. The purpose is to express highest admiration to the Party.
In their paper, Cao-Zhu did the same to the Hamilton-Perelman Theory.



2006 Fields Medal Winners

August 22, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The winners of the 2006 Fields Medals are Terence Tao and Grigori Perelman (as
widely predicted), also Andrei Okounkov, and Wendelin Werner. For some more
information, see the press releases at the ICM site.

Okounkov’s mathematical work has been in the area of representation theory and its
links to combinatorics. His work in mathematical physics is well-known, relating
random partitions and the statistical mechanics of certain crystals to Gromov-Witten
and Seiberg-Witten theory (counting holomorphic curves and instantons). For some
nice expository papers of his about this, see here, here, and here.

Wendelin Werner I know little about, his work involves 2d random walks and is
related to CFT. There has been a lot of activity recently in this field, and there’s a
related program going on this semester at the KITP. A friend wrote to me this morning
to speculate that this is the same Wendelin Werner who at age 12 appeared in the film
“La Passante du Sans-Souci”.

Update: Luca Trevisan is blogging from the conference.

Today the arXiv servers contain the message ” arXiv.org servers are currently under
very heavy load due to demand for Grisha Perelman’s papers, published only as
arXiv.org e-prints, which are available below.”

Comments

1. Harry
August 22, 2006

Do we know if G. Perelman has accepted the prize ?

2. Jeremy
August 22, 2006

apparently not.

3. bharath
August 22, 2006

It appears Grigori has chosen not to accept the medal. He has also declined Clay
prizes and position offers form Princeton, Stanford. He surely has his own
reasons.

Definitely an interesting development.

4. Peter Shor

http://www.icm2006.org/press/releases/
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August 22, 2006

Gregory F. Lawler, Oded Schramm and Wendelin Werner received the George
Polya Prize for the work on stochastic Loewner evolution (SLE), and Schramm
and Werner both individually received the Loève in probability theory (in 2003
and 2005, respectively; I believe Lawler was too old for the Polya prize). Does
this mean Oded Schramm is already favored for a Fields Medal down the road?

By the way, stochastic Loewner evolution was a great advance in probability
theory and statistical physics: it let people prove a whole bunch of interesting
conjectures that had previously been unproven, including some related to
conformal field theory.

5. q2
August 22, 2006

The slides from the Laudatios about the Medallists’ work may now be found by
clicking on “Prizes” in the left frame here. (couldn’t seem to get a direct link to
work…)

Regarding Schramm, he was actually already too old for a Fields this year,
having been born in 1961 according to the citation for his 2003 Poincare Prize.
In the interview on the page Peter W. linked to, Werner mentioned that he felt
like the medal was for all three of Lawler, Schramm, and himself, even though
the other two were over the age limit.

6. kantor
August 22, 2006

Yes he is the passant du sans souci and also a beautifully nice guy helping
probability to be associated not only with markets !

7. Thomas Larsson
August 22, 2006

My understanding of Werner’s field SLE (Stochastic (or Schramm) Loewner
Evolution) and its relation to CFT is as follows:

Various spin models in statphys are related to graphical problems, when you
make a graphical (high-temperature) expansion of the partition function. E.g.,
percolation is described by the q-state Potts model in the limit q -> 1, and self-
avoiding walks (SAWs) by the N-vector model when N -> 0. E.g., the partition
function of the Potts model is sum_G q^c u^L, where the sum runs over graphs
G, c is the number of clusters, L the number of links, and u is related to
temperature. Note that in the graphical formulation, q and N don’t need to be
integers.

Spin models at criticality are described by conformally invariant QFTs. In
particular in 2D, the nice ones are the minimal models, with central charge c = 1
– 6/m(m+1) and anomalous dimension h = (pm – q(m+1))/6m(m+1). The central
charge is related to the parameters q and N above; q = 2, N = 1 and c = 1/2 is

http://icm2006.org/v_f/web_fr.php
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the Ising model, whereas geometrical models typically correspond to the c -> 0
limit. Moreover, critical exponents correspond to anomalous dimensions on the
CFT side and to fractal dimensions on the geometrical side, as D = 2 – 2h. In
particular, when c -> 0 and p and q integer or half-integers (there is a reason
why you need half-integers too, but I don’t remember), we have D = (100 –
n^2)/48, n integer. This formula covers many well-known fractals, such as the
percolation cluster (D = 91/48), the percolation hull (D = 7/4), the SAW (D =
4/3), and the red links (D = 3/4).

Whereas the relation between geometrical phase transitions and CFT was
intensely studied by physicists in the 1980s, many things remained conjectural.
E.g., conformality was only assumed (and supported numerically), never
rigorously proven. Some ten years ago, percolation was becoming studied by
mathematicians coming from stochastic processes (Werner, Schramm, Loewner,
Smirnov come to mind). Here you regard the e.g. the boundary of the percolation
cluster as a stochastic process, a modified form of Brownian motion depending
on a parameter kappa, called rapidity and closely related to the central charge; c
= 0 is kappa = 6.

Within SLE you can rigorously prove formulas written down by physicists 20
years ago. There is obviously a close connection between SLE and CFT, which
has been investigated by a number of people, e.g. John Cardy, and I think that
this is more or less a bijection. These theories also share the same glaring
limitation, namely the restriction to 2D.

8. urs
August 22, 2006

Another discussion of SLE can be found here.

9. axion
August 23, 2006

It’s a bit rough on Tao and the others — Perelman’s achievement completely and
utterly dwarfs theirs.

10. comentator
August 23, 2006

Until a press release or formal comunication from Perelman regarding the award
of the Fields medal is seen, it can be safely said that he accepted the Fields
medal. and so far there is none.

11. zerocold
August 23, 2006

Hi, ok my comments on this post was wrong
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=350
Tao has win the Medal.
Congratualions to him and to this blog for the correct forecasting.
zerocold

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000682.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000682.html
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12. Zelah
August 23, 2006

Also, I would like to add my congratulations to

Kiyoshi Itô, winner of the Gauss prize for applied mathematics! I predicted this
last year! Finally the bias against applied work has been lifted.

Finally, it is interesting that nobody on this site is particularly interested in
Andrei Okounkov!

13. MathPhys
August 23, 2006

This a string theory discussion site, and Okounkov’s work (connecting strings to
algebraic combinatorics) will probably end up being one of the more lasting
aspects of string theory.

Here is an article by S Nasar on Perelman from The New Yorker

http://www.newyorker.com/fact/content/articles/060828fa_fact2

14. Seth
August 23, 2006

To axion:

Do you really imagine it’s so rough being aknowleged as one of the best
mathematicians in the world, but still having someone better than you?

Judging from the physicists I know, even smart people are usually satisfied with
being “merely” very good at what they do.

15. Peter Woit
August 23, 2006

zerocold,

My suspicion is that someone blabbed to Lubos about Tao at an early stage in the
process, long before Tao was notified that he had won. So, when he answered
your e-mail asking him about this, he was answering truthfully.

16. D R Lunsford
August 23, 2006

What a magnificent article!

-r

17. TheGraduate
August 23, 2006

http://www.newyorker.com/fact/content/articles/060828fa_fact2
http://www.newyorker.com/fact/content/articles/060828fa_fact2


D R Lunsford said “What a magnificent article!”

Could you elaborate?

18. Responder to axion
August 23, 2006

I find the claim that the achievements of Perelman dwarf those of the other
Fields medalists highly questionable. Tao’s diverse accomplishments in p.d.e.s,
harminic analysis, number theory, combinatorics are awesome – for example see
his web page or, when they are posted on the ICM site (not yet – I just looked),
Fefferman’s laudation and Tao’s lecture.

19. comentator
August 23, 2006

Christine Dantas blog has a nice article from the BBC News about the declining
of the Fields medal by Perelman. Citing that the president of the IMU John Ball,
travelled to St.Petersburg to talk with Perelman to know the reasons of his
declining to accept the Medal. So; I guess this makes it official the declining of
the Medal by Perelman.

20. GeomGeek
August 24, 2006

Sylvia Nasar’s article is beautifully written, well-researched and clearly explains
Perelman’s choice.
Much better than the millions of uninformed papers describing the reclusive
borscht-eating weirdo of St Petersburg.
It’s funny how it has been the talk of all maths common rooms for years that
some famous chinese mathematicians are ridiculously bullish, but things don’t
seem to have improved much (though this seems to be just one example of an
attitude with which Perelman refuses to have anything to do).
After reading Sylvia Nasar’s paper I wish Perelman made a public statement to
accompany his refusal.

21. woit
August 24, 2006

Please, personal attacks on anyone involved in the Poincare story have no place
here and will be deleted.

22. tg
August 24, 2006

I read Nasar’s article, and indeed I learned gossip that I wasn’t aware of, even
though I know some of the people involved. It was entertaining.

That being said, I think it plays to the stereotype that
Chinese mathematicians are “technical” but not profound
(I speak mainly of her description of Yau’s Fields medal



achievements), and moreover “bullish” (to borrow from
GeomGeek above).

What’s wrong with describing the truth about ill conduct?
Nothing, per se — but in the interest of balance, I wonder how many other
(influential) mathematicians act similarly, albeit in less famous instances; e.g.,
protecting the work/unrealistic promotion of one’s students (say unfairly
at the cost of others), or undue influence of hiring committees and journals?

On the one hand, Luca Trevisan writes a useful blog of the ICM activities, where
she says “John Ball starts his speech by explaining how…work is appreciated
solely based on its merits, not on the way it is promoted.” (Come on…) On the
other hand, we have Nasar’s description of Yau’s behaviour, juxtaposed
prominently with his heritage.

The reader of this blog could easily come away with the impression of the
benevolence of mathematicians save a certain subset. I don’t think that paints a
fair picture at all. With fame/power/influence, academics of any stripe can and
sometimes do take advantage of their position. Newton did it to Leibniz, and as
an example, it isn’t first, last, or uncommon.

23. TruthSeeker
August 24, 2006

You’re right, tg, for saying that bad behavior is not uncommon in academia. This
is unfortunate because scientists and scholars are supposed to be distinguished
from politicians in that they ought to have a tremendous respect for truth — not
half or one-sided truth — but the whole truth.

24. Peter Woit
August 24, 2006

tg,

I don’t think the article was promoting the idea that Chinese mathematicians are
“technical” rather than profound, and in any case Chern and many others
provide excellent counterexamples. However, what is going on in China as the
country becomes much more prosperous and influential, quickly developing a
new and large mathematics research community, definitely seems to be part of
the story here.

25. q2
August 24, 2006

tg,

You say the article plays to a stereotype of the bullishness of Chinese
mathematicians…well, there’s a plural there, and the reader of the article does
indeed encounter more than one Chinese mathematician. Do you think Nasar
and Gruber portray Tian that way, for example? I sure didn’t come off with that
impression.



While it’s surely true that prominent academics in any field sometimes use their
influence in non-even-handed ways, some senior mathematicians that I’ve talked
to (both before and after his sallies in the Chinese media back in June) have
indicated that Yau’s persistent efforts to disparage the work and integrity of
certain other researchers goes well beyond anything that they’ve seen from
anyone else. I think that that aspect of Yau’s personality is an important bit of
context for understanding the present situation, and when I read the article I
was relieved that Nasar and Gruber felt no obligation to hide it.

26. Chris W.
August 24, 2006

From the New Yorker’s press release on the 8/28 issue:

Nasar and Gruber write that the prospect of being awarded a Fields
Medal, math’s most prestigious prize, matters little to Perelman, who
says that he plans to refuse the award. “It was completely irrelevant
for me,” he tells the writers. “Everybody understood that if the proof is
correct then no other recognition is needed.” Perelman declares that
he has retired from the mathematics community and no longer
considers himself a professional mathematician: “As long as I was not
conspicuous, I had a choice. Either to make some ugly thing”—a
fuss about the math community’s lack of integrity—“or, if I
didn’t do this kind of thing, to be treated as a pet. Now, when I
become a very conspicuous person, I cannot stay a pet and say
nothing. That is why I had to quit.”

27. MathPhys
August 24, 2006

In this particular food fight, Tian’s optimal game plan to play saintly, and watch
as Yau self-destructs.

28. tg
August 24, 2006

Dear q2,

Certainly, Yau’s personality/behavior is (in)famous. As I said previously, I see
nothing wrong with exposing the truth. However, I also asked for context, since
that clearly affects how we absorb the said truth (e.g., “hearing only one side of
the story…” blah blah).

In this case, Nasar and Gruber could easily have included a sentence or two from
a neutral authority to the effect of “in math, as in academia more generally, there
are always priority fights and bad behaviour, from all kinds….Yau is today’s
unfortunate example”. I believe they deserved to, because they so closely tie Yau
with the Chinese –a point they insisted on emphasizing, which is incidental to
Perelman’s plight.

I believe they know the stereotype, and in general, it makes for a more

http://www.newyorker.com/press
http://www.newyorker.com/press


entertaining article to exploit the reader’s reaction “oh yeah, there they go
again…”. Indeed, as you say, there’s a plurality of Chinese involved in the story.
However, my impression was that none were portrayed as bucking that
stereotype. Some (Tian) were merely portrayed neutrally.

For example, with regards to the “technical” sentiment (and in response to
Woit’s remarks), Nasar and Gruber do not say “Chern was among the most
original and inventive geometers in history”. To the layman reader (being a
Newyorker article), Chern’s only role is to give birth to Yau.

Finally, yes, the senior people you speak to, find Yau’s actions extremal.
However, are his actions portrayed as they are, and he made a singularity of, in
part because he’s Chinese? I think so.

29. q2
August 24, 2006

Finally, yes, the senior people you speak to, find Yau’s actions extremal.
However, are his actions portrayed as they are, and he made a singularity of, in
part because he’s Chinese? I think so.

I don’t buy this, because I really can’t think of either:

(a) Any other living pure mathematician of any ethnicity who has shown Yau’s
penchant for engaging in (and enlisting the media in, e.g. in his interview about
Tian last year) ugly, highly public turf wars; or
(b) Any other Chinese mathematician whose reputation for bad behavior among
senior people at all resembles Yau’s.

If Nasar and Gruber had portrayed Yau’s antics as somehow common among
mathematicians, in my opinion it would have been a serious misrepresentation of
the current culture of pure mathematics. You’re going to have to come up with a
much more recent example than Newton-Leibniz to convince me otherwise.

30. tg
August 24, 2006

Dear q2,

I hear what you are saying. I claim that Yau’s behaviour is not really that
different than what many academics in math (and elsewhere) do. I don’t think
that’s a serious misrepresentation. It just turns out that in most cases, the
setting is not nearly as famous as a battle of Fields medallists, concerning a
(truly) important open problem, or within a popularly known area such as string
theory.

If I mentioned people I thought that were essentially no better than Yau in some
given area of pure mathematics, chances are many would never know about it,
nor really care to talk about it. Most topics in pure math just aren’t that well
connected, unfortunately.



You know that I can hardly start naming names. But generally, e.g., it is not
uncommon that I see good jobs going to certain people, or papers being
accepted to important journals under objectively odd circumstances — while at
the same time other qualified people or papers are shut out. These phenomena
are often euphemistically called “white noise” or “randomness” in the system.
Politics is involved; why deny this?

This is not an indictment of our field. I just wish Yau’s behaviour would be cast in
this context.

31. TheGraduate
August 24, 2006

“In any dispute the intensity of feeling is inversely proportional to the value of
the stakes at issue — that is why academic politics are so bitter.” — Wallace S.
Sayre

Nothing so ephemeral as acknowledgement.

32. Thomas Larsson
August 25, 2006

Yesterday a review of conformal random geometry, which is Werner’s field,
appeared on the arxiv: math-ph/0608053. It is written by Bertrand Duplantier,
who for the past 20 years has been the leader of this field, having used CFT
methods to compute more fractal dimensions than you want to know about.

33. TTT
August 25, 2006

I understand it would take tremendous personal courage and the purity of heart,
so the hope is slim, but what would you think of if – for the sake of Science and
the future of the field – Yau stood up, apologized to Perelman (regardless of
who’s wrong in this situation), and invited him back to Mathematics?

In that case there won’t be any losers… otherwise, we all lose.

Are deeds like this possible in modern research?

34. Peter Woit
August 25, 2006

TTT,

I don’t think Perelman actually cares one way another about Yau. He’s been quite
consistent in his life that he wants nothing to do with the standard reward
system of academia and questions of who gets recognized for what.
Unfortunately, the New Yorker article didn’t really explain what he’s up to now:
what was the problem at Steklov? is he still thinking about math? The reaction of
some mathematicians I’ve talked to about the article is that the authors missed a
chance to find out what they would really like to know: what is the guy working

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0608053
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on now?

35. TTT
August 25, 2006

So people do believe he decided to secretly stay in Math?

In that case they are in trouble, because:

A person who can live on milk, bread, and butter, who is free from the pressure
of find/keep-a-position-publish-publish-publish-or-die system, and who doesn’t
care whether some intermediate result would be named after him, has a huge
advantage over the rest of them. Unlike many who want to put any reasonably
interesting idea out their as soon as possible for all the world to see, he can
continue working on whatever he wants without attracting ANY attention and
without giving away ANY precious clues.

How long did he stay in the US doing postdocs? 4-5 years? Let’s say he saved
$200,000 during that time. In Russia, he can live on that with no financial worry
for the rest of his life.

At the rate of 8 years per millennium problem, he will solve all of them by 2050.

A rather original way of doing research which, experience shows, happens to be
extremely effective,…….. provided you are a genius, of course. Any geniuses out
there who wanna try that too?:)

36. MathPhys
August 25, 2006

I don’t know what happened between Perelman and the Steklov, but I imagined it
was time to renew his affiliation and someone asked him to fill in some routine
form, just like everyone else, and Perelman characteristically said something like

“If you want me here, you will not ask me to fill in a form, and if you ask me to fill
in a form, you don’t want me here”,

and things escalated and the mole became a mountain and he eventually lost his
job. I wouldn’t be surprised if that’s how it happened. He seems to be that kind
of person.

37. werdna
August 25, 2006

MathPhys wrote:

“If you want me here, you will not ask me to fill in a form, and if you ask me to fill
in a form, you don’t want me here.”

The second half of this statement is just the contrapositive of the first half. Now,
would the very-terse Perelman need to repeat himself unnecessarily? 



38. MathPhys
August 25, 2006

He’s quoted in The NewYorker as saying things like that:

When a member of a hiring committee at Stanford asked him for a C.V. to include
with requests for letters of recommendation, Perelman balked. “If they know my
work, they don’t need my C.V.,” he said. “If they need my C.V., they don’t know
my work.”

39. Graham
August 26, 2006

Zelah said:

Also, I would like to add my congratulations to Kiyoshi Itô, winner of
the Gauss prize for applied mathematics! I predicted this last year!
Finally the bias against applied work has been lifted.

In fact, Hans Foellmer, who gave the Gauss Prize address honoring Ito,
mentioned your comment as “a posting on the internet”. Congratulations, you’re
famous.

40. Mark Yasuda
August 26, 2006

A historical quote that many might feel is applicable to Yau (as depcited in the
New Yorker article):

“This excessive impudence is unbelievable in a man who has sufficient personal
merit not to have need of appropriating the discoveries of others.”

For those who don’t recognize it, it’s an English translation of a comment made
by Legendre in 1820 regarding Gauss. Gauss, in some well-known instances
during his life, chose to minimize the contributions of others or claim at least
partial priority based upon his unpublished work. In Gauss’ case, the claims all
appear to be justified, but they do come across as self-serving and had
detrimental effects in certain cases (e.g. J. Bolyai).

41. MathLover
August 27, 2006

Perelman has won my respect once again after my reading of New Yorker’s
article. What puzzles me is why the math community is so slow to declare his
victory, and even more important, so slow to produce new results from
Perelman’s genius ideas. In ICM 2006 they only declared the Poincare conjecture
been solved. What about Thurston’s geometrization conjecture? Manuscript by
Morgan and Tian treats only Poincare conjecture. Cao and Zhu do have a
complete treatment of geometrization conjecture, this is also where they claim
they don’t fully understand Perelman’s arguments (in contrary to Morgan-Tian)
and substitute their own results (weaker than Perelman’s assertions). As a



layman, I enjoy reading Cao-Zhu’s treatise more than other two.

Perelman’s quit is regretable, but we shall respect his choice for whatever
reason. I hope he will come back. It’s a pitty that he no long has personal impact
to math, unlike great Alexander Grothendieck who changed half math world
before left. I have learned recently that Grothendieck’s father was deported and
murdered at Nazi concentration camp Auschwitz. (His mother was German.)
Grothendieck himself has rejected awards on his pacifist stance, or saying
something like he has enough for living from his pension. Truly admirable
person!

42. MathPhys
August 27, 2006

Grothendieck also had wives and children that he totally abandoned.

43. MathLover
August 27, 2006

To MathPhys,

Is he insane?

44. MathPhys
August 27, 2006

I read some of his (Grothendieck’s) autobiographical notes a while ago (I’m not
so sure if what I read is formally part of “Récoltes et Semailles”, or not).
There he describes how during meditation he sees visions and talks with the
angels. Does that make him insane? I don’t know, but he surely lives in a world of
his own.

45. tg
August 27, 2006

Dear MathLover,

Re: “and even more important, so slow to produce new results from Perelman’s
genius ideas.”

Some reasons I can think of:

(1) Few people (professional mathematicians) understand consequences/deeper
aspects of his work (beyond the Poincare conjecture).

(2) Those that do (Lott, Yau, Cao et al) were busy just trying to get his arguments
to be believed (otherwise why bother with the next step if it’s all wrong?).

(3) The feeling that Perelman’s work has “killed” the field, so new graduate
students and others are loath to bother continuing on.

(4) Work _is_ being done. Math takes time, man.



46. jeremy
August 27, 2006

Peter,

I am a little disappointed by your response to TTT. Not by your comments, of
course, but by the reactions of your mathematician friends to the New Yorker
article. Are they really so concerned about “what is the guy working on now”? Do
they have worry at all about “what is the guy living on now”? Are they interested
at all in finding out if Perelman needs any help? I truly hope that the
mathematics community will at least try to find out the answer to the question
that you raised “what was the problem at Steklov?”, and provide help when
Perelman needs.

Sylvia Nasar and David Gruber went to St. Petersburg, not to find the answer on
the well-being of Perelman, but to find the answer from Perelman on the
question of who should get credit for the proof of Poincare conjecture. They are
more interested in the “who should get credit for what” controversy surrounding
the proof of Poincare conjucture, and how they can write and sell a story. They
found, of course, the wrong person to answer their questions. But they certainly
have all the materials to write a good story.

The materials that they have gathered are so good that many of the science
writers could only dream of. There is Poincare conjecture, one of the toughest
mathematical problems in the universe. Solving this problem will not only lead
one to Fields medal but also to the million-dollar prize given by the Clay
Institute. There are the non-inventive Chinese mathematician (Yau), who not only
steals other peoples work but also want to be the king of geometry and to take
credit from everybody else’s work; the friendless Russian Jew and mathematical
genius (Perelman), who proved the Poincare conjecture but rejected the Fields
medal. The credit for his work is now in danger of being stolen; and the
unremarkable American playboy mathematician (Hamilton), who needs constant
push by Yau but still cannot get the job done. There is also a list of very much
involved mathematicians whose names are associated with many of the well
know universities.

Anyone who read Sylvia Nasar’s previous book on mathematicians, A Beautiful
Mind, will acknowledge that Nasar is an excellent writer, and will also find that
this time she is having even better materials to write about mathematicians. She
has a Chinese villain, a Russian genius. The potential for portrait of sex, money
and Fields medal, all mixed up with an even tougher mathematical problem, not
to mention the fuss and controversy about “who should get credit for what”. With
a little spin, or even without spin, Sylvia Nasar and David Gruber could have
written a fascinating and believable tale. The problem is that there is that
controversy and some spins are necessary. Spin, however, is a different form of
art, an art form that is often mastered by political speechwriters. As
storywriters, Nasar and Gruber are obviously not experts on spinning. They have
over done their spin.

To spin properly, one must first get the facts right, and then spins the facts to



his/her favor. Spin over zealously without the facts can have dire consequences.
One example is Bush administration’s spin on the Iraq’s WMD, we all know that
we are now in a mess in Iraq.

There are too many over zealous spins to count in the Nasar-Gruber article. Here
I list a few and point out their not so pleasant implications.

A large part of the Nasar-Gruber article is devoted to Yau, he is described as a
Chinese mathematician who wants to solve the Poincare conjecture for China. He
was also anxious to become the next famous Chinese mathematician after Chern.
The fact is, both Chern and Yau are Americans. When Chern was awarded the
National Medal of Science in 1975 and Yau was awarded the same medal in
1997, each of them was cited as one of the best American mathematicians at the
time. Referring Yau and Chern as Chinese mathematicians is as ridiculous as
referring Nasar as a Middle Eastern writer. To make their story, Naser-Gruber
have used false information about one of the main characters in the story. In an
article that partially committed to reveal the dishonesty of Yau, they committed
some dishonest acts of their own. What a spin!

Anyone reads New York Times and books beyond mathematics would know that
China is a communist country. It has one of the worst human rights record in the
world according to the latest UN human rights report. In a communist country,
power belongs only to the communist party. It controls every aspect of people’s
life, including mathematics. As for today, a New York Times researcher is still in
prison in China. To reach the power structure in that country, you have to be a
member of the communist party. To have power, you would have to be a powerful
party member. Nasar-Gruber have us believe, through Joseph Kohn, that “Yau’s
not jealous of Tian’s mathematics, but he’s jealous of his power back in China.”
But, do Nasar-Gruber also try to tell us that Tian is a powerful member of that
repressive and corrupted communist party, and some of Yau’s accusation of
Tian’s corruption may be accurate? We do not know the truth. But to spin so
hard that brings doubt to their own arguments is a bad example of spin.

I was hoping that the New Yorker article could have told us more about
Perelman’s current situation, especially after reading the article published by
Telegraph.co.uk. There is not much about Perelman that we haven’t read before
in the Nasar-Gruber article, then again Nasar-Gruber were writing about the
“battle over who solved” Poincare conjecture. What we are supposed to learn
from the article is about the battle, not about Perelman. But in one of the
occasions that Perelman talked to them, they leave us the impression that
Perelman was contradicting himself. According to Nasar-Gruber, “Perelman
repeatedly said that he had retired from the mathematics community and no
longer considered himself a professional mathematician.” Yet when asked about
Cao-Zhu’ paper, which had just been published, Perelman knew the paper well,
and did not see “what new contribution did they make”. That is good news. It
shows that Perelman still goes to library and read the current issues of
mathematical journals. Moreover, Perelman also knew that it was “Zhu did not
quite understand the argument and reworked it.” Without reading the paper,
Perelman would not have known that his proof was reworked. Without involving
in the mathematics community, he would not have known that, in the Cao-Zhu



paper, it was Zhu, not Chao, who has reworked his proof. Zhu is probably the one
who reworked Perelman’s proof, but this is not obvious even for people who are
involved in the mathematics community. Perelman, as we all know by now, has no
need to contradict himself. He probably did not even care about Cao-Zhu’ paper,
for he has already done the proofs three years ago. The only possibility for the
contradiction is that, to spin about the “battle”, Nasar-Gruber needed not only to
ask the question, but also needed an answer. The answer described in the story
might very well indicate that they made up this part of story. Again, we do not
know the truth. But this time Nasar-Gruber manage to bring doubts on
themselves.

I cannot remember who said this “writers never lie, they just make up stories.”

It is unfortunate that the mathematics community was incapable of and
incompetent in determining the completeness of Perelman’s proofs of the
conjectures. It has to rely on storywriters to help them to fight a “battle”. After
all the Washington style of dirt digging, mud slinging and spitting in the faces, is
it time to go back to check the proofs again?

47. woit
August 27, 2006

Jeremy,

I think most mathematicians aren’t concerned about whether Perelman has
enough to live on, since they are well aware that he has turned down many offers
that could provide him with more money if that’s what he needs. The most recent
is the Fields, which carried some money with it. The mathematicians at many
institutions (including my own), have contacted him with offers to pay him very
well to come visit, give lectures, and discuss mathematics. He has turned all
these down, mostly not even bothering to respond to them. This is his choice as
to how to arrange his life, and it has worked for him so far. Working this way by
himself he figured out how to make more progress on mathematics than anyone
else in recent years.

As I wrote, it is a shame that Nasar-Gruber didn’t explain what the problem with
the Steklov was, maybe that was something other mathematicians could
intervene to help with, maybe not.

As for the comments about the “corrupt communist party member” Tian, please
don’t again post this kind of personal attack here. When you do it, you don’t
exactly help your case in complaining about the article’s unfair personal attacks
on Yau.

48. Eli Rabett
August 27, 2006

In a situation such a Perelman’s (or Yau’s) you don’t get the complete picture
from one article in the New Yorker, because to write such an article means that
the authors have a story to tell, with a beginning, middle, end and moral. Think
of the Nasar-Gruber article as a data point. The unpacking of Perelman’s results



will be another.

49. Jack.Li
August 28, 2006

Woit,

I don’t think Jeremy was trying to say that. Please go back to read his lines.

On the other hand, coming from China, I also feel Jeremy has somewhat
unwittingly exaggerated the role of “communism” in China’s scientific research.
The reality is, in science, as long as you are truly good (researchwise, not playing
politics), you will be profoundly respected.

But the problem with the current China is, after virtually only 20 years’ of reform
and openning to the outside world (recall how the Cultural Revolution
completely destroyed science and scientific spirit), China has not been able to
produce many truly outstanding world-class researchers. During such a period of
transition, you can imagine why some people are playing politics to gain funding
and prestige. Compared with Pelerman, they are shameful.

On the other hand, Yau has been a courageous fighter in China to attack all the
major corruptions in China’s academia. In China, if you want get things
done, it is better to take the top-down approach (not bottom-up). It has
been said that even the Chinese Premier is now paying attention to Yau’s words
on how to stop all the acadmic corruptions and unfair playing rules (esp to young
native Chinese researchers).

Just share some random thoughts with all the new friends here….

50. yd
August 28, 2006

The Fields 2006 citation for Perelman says that:
“his results provide a way of resolving … the Poincare
Conjecture and the Thurston Geometrization Conjecture.”
and that the math community is still checking his work and
no one has found serious problems in the work.

Is this the same as unequivocally declaring that
the two Conjectures have been resolved by Perelman and
that there are no problems in the work?

Or, is this a best-case compromise IMU can possibly make
between not recognizing his work in 2006 2-3 years after
Perelman’s posting and 100% recognizing it now but with a small
chance of having to deal with a serious problem or
gap someone may find in the work some time down the road?

Can someone shed some light?



Thanks,

51. A.J.
August 29, 2006

tg wrote:

(3) The feeling that Perelman’s work has “killed” the field, so new graduate
students and others are loath to bother continuing on.

I’m not sure this is true. As MathLover pointed out, there’s probably quite a lot
that can be done with Perelman’s techniques. Geometrization can probably help
us understand 3d TQFT and knot theory, for example. The problem is that these
techniques are really hard to use. That’s why it took several years for the ideas
to be accepted as true (although I seem to recall Hamilton saying a few years
ago that the ideas were probably correct), that’s why the full proofs are
hundreds of pages long, and it’s why we haven’t seen the same rush of theorem
proving that came after Seiberg-Witten.

52. ordinaryamerican
August 29, 2006

Chern and Yau are Chinese mathematicians. Over one billion Chinese understand
this obvious fact. Both were born,raised and educated-excluding Yau’s Berkely
years- in China and Hong Kong.

Yau clearly wants his accomplishments to seen as a great of achievement for the
Chinese people. Americans of European descent are not interchangeable with
one billion Chinese living in China.

I would rather have my tax dollars spent on developing home-grown
mathematical talent(like my own three daughters)

53. ordinaryamerican
August 29, 2006

One last thing. Peter, thank you for this website. You are performing a great civic
duty for the general public.

Lubos hasn’t pulished a scentific paper in nearly three years. There is something
very weird going on over at the Harvard physics departement. Or maybe Lubos
is working on something very top secret.

54. tg
August 29, 2006

Dear ordinaryamerican,

You say:
“Americans of European descent are not interchangeable with one
^^^^^^^^^
billion Chinese living in China.”



Thank you for proving my point; I presume you enjoyed Nasar and Gruber’s
article.

55. tg
August 29, 2006

Dear A.J.,

“”(3) The feeling that Perelman’s work has “killed” the field, so new graduate
students and others are loath to bother continuing on.”

I’m not sure this is true. As MathLover pointed out, there’s probably quite a lot
that can be done with Perelman’s techniques.”

I should have called my “reasons” for why more isn’t being done by
“general/plausible reasons”. Sure, I believe a lot can be done — but how
convincing is the situation to an incoming grad student, with there being so
much math available to be done?

“Geometrization can probably help us understand 3d TQFT and knot theory, for
example.”

This sounds nice to me!

56. Peter Woit
August 29, 2006

ordinaryamerican,

Please take the nationalism and racism elsewhere. I’ll delete anymore of it that
people try and introduce here, but I have to admit you do give credence to those
commenters worrying that anti-Chinese prejudice is an issue.

57. ?
August 29, 2006

Hoping to be on-topic, I would like to ask: before that the Poincare conjecture
was proofed, somebody doubted about its validity, or it is one of these statements
that physicists consider true for obvious intuitive reasons?

58. Peter Woit
August 29, 2006

There’s no “obvious intuitive reason” for the Poincare conjecture to be true, and
because it was so hard to prove, their certainly had been mathematicians who
speculated that there could be a counterexample and looked for it.

59. TheGraduate
August 29, 2006

Peter,



Would you say or have you heard other mathematicians speculate on whether
there is something specially about 3 dimensions that made it the last and most
difficult case to solve the Poincare conjecture in?

60. Peter Woit
August 29, 2006

TheGraduate,

The standard explanation is that in higher dimensions there’s so many ways to
move things around that things simplify. The conjecture was proved in dimension
5 and above during the sixties. dimensions 1 or 2 are easy, because there’s not
that much that can happen. The worst cases are dimensions 3 and 4, because
there’s enough room for a lot of complicated things to happen, but not enough to
move things around and simplify.

I don’t know of a particular reason why 3 should be worse than 4. Actually, the
“smooth Poincare conjecture” still remains unsolved in 4 dimensions, this says
that there is only one “smooth structure” on the four-sphere.

61. Who
August 29, 2006

Graduate,

You asked Peter
**Would you say or have you heard other mathematicians speculate on whether
there is something specially about 3 dimensions that made it the last and most
difficult case to solve the Poincare conjecture in?**

I can tell you one special thing about 3D that you can think about while waiting
for an authoritative answer. This is just something that comes to mind about 3D
that might not actually address your question. A fun thing though.

You can tie knots in 3D.

whereas in 2D it is hard to tie knots, and in more than 3D the knots tend to come
untied and turn out not to be knots.

62. TheGraduate
August 29, 2006

Thanks for the answers Peter and Who.

A few months ago, I had been reading an overview of past fields medal work by
Michael Monastyrsky and I was struck by the following:

“From the time of Cayley, the following division algebras were known: real
numbers, complex numbers, quaternions, and Cayley numbers … A natural
question to ask is: Are there other division algebras? The negative answer was
obtained only in the 1960s and proved to be closely related to the following
topological question: find all spheres on which the number of independent,



continuous vector fields is equal to its dimension. There are only three such: S1,
S3, S7.”

I can’t even begin to claim I understand all the ideas in that quote, but… it
seemed to suggest something special about these sorts of spaces: reals, complex
numbers etc that have proven so useful in physics.

63. q2
August 29, 2006

To expand on Peter’s explanation of why higher dimensions have been easier for
the purposes of the Poincare conjecture, the point is that an important tool in the
higher-dimensional case (both for Poincare and for related results, like the
h-cobordism theorem) is something called the “Whitney trick,” which is used to
ensure that if two transverse submanifolds P and Q of complementary dimension
in a simply-connected manifold have homological intersection number zero
(which ordinarily just ensures that their intersection points come in oppositely-
signed pairs) then one can isotope them to not intersect at all. To perform the
trick, given any algebraically-cancelling pair x,y of intersection points between P
and Q one needs to find an embedded 2-dimensional “Whitney disk” with the left
half of its boundary being a path in P from x to y and the right half of its
boundary being a path in Q from x to y. By simply-connectedness, one can always
find a map of a disc into the manifold with the right boundary conditions–and if
the dimension of the manifold is at least 5 then after a little jiggling the disc will
become embedded and so the Whitney trick works. If the dimension is three or
four, the disc can be jiggled to be immersed, but it will tend to intersect itself
and thus not be embedded.

The failure of embeddedness isn’t as bad in dimension four, since genericaly all
the self-intersections are single points. Because of this, Andrew Casson had the
bright idea of using a complicated kind of infinite-dimensional handlebody now
called a Casson handle as a replacement for a Whitney disc; Michael Freedman’s
big technical result was that a Casson handle is homeomorphic to a standard
handle, and this enabled him to prove that all the 5-or-higher-dimensional
techniques for the h-cobordism theorem and Poincare still work in dimension 4 if
one is willing to work up to homeomorphism rather than diffeomorphism. My
understanding is that at the time he thought that if only one were cleverer one
could extend his result to the smooth category, but within a year it became clear
that that wasn’t the case: although we still don’t know whether the smooth
Poincare conjecture is true in dimension 4, we do know via Donaldson’s results
that the h-cobordism theorem does fail in that dimension–so Freedman’s
technical result was actually as good as one could hope for.

In three dimensions a prospective Whitney disc would intersect itself in a one-
dimensional submanifold, so there’s nothing analogous to Casson handles that
one could try to use. In that regard, it’s fair to say that the proof of Poincare in
dimension four is very much in the spirit of that in higher dimensions–although
showing that the ideas from the higher-dimensional case actually extended to
dimension four required hard, Fields-medal-deserving work. The proof in the
three-dimensional case uses a completely different approach.



64. q2 appreciator
August 29, 2006

q2, this was wonderfully informative, thank you very much.

65. TheGraduate
August 29, 2006

Thanks q2. I don’t quite understand all the terms but it’s good to at least know
what the relevant ideas and mathematical objects involved would be.

66. dt
August 30, 2006

I just read the Nasar article last night. As a lover of geometry, and as a Chinese
woman, it left me sad and disgusted and angry. All the more so because I knew
the New Yorker was running a story about Perelman, and I had so looked
forward to reading it — it’s not every day that I get to read about math in the
New Yorker! I had expected a detailed biography of Perelman, with detours into
the world of modern mathematicians and their work, a sketch of the historical
background to the Poincare conjecture, a depiction of the working life of
mathematicians in the 21st century. ….I don’t know how one explains the pursuit
of abstract mathematics to a lay audience, but I was greatly looking forward to
the attempt.

Instead, as I read on and on, I could not believe how she was turning this
beautiful story, this “landmark not just of mathematics, but of human thought”
into a petty, racist soap opera.

Her descriptions of Yau as a washed-up uncreative techno nerd, and her
implication that the Chinese are trying to improperly take credit, were painful to
me. It seemed like such an exaggeration and distortion of Yau’s motives, work,
and personality, and in a more anodyne but nevertheless insidious fashion, of
Perelman’s motives, work, and personality (basically, he’s given the personality
of a paranoid sheep). The subsequent comments of mathematicians quoted in the
article indeed prove without a doubt that she was distorting their comments re
Yau. Yet, even with all her deceptions, she couldn’t hide the fact that Yau *had*
with his sharp mathemactical nose identified a critical problem and the right
approach, as demonstrated by how hard he was encouraging Hamilton to follow
up on his Ricci flow method.

This is a great story and Perelman is a true hero. Unfortunately, even though
Sylvia Naser has a good command of English and rhetoric, she clearly doesn’t
love math or have any inkling of its walk-on-air beauty, to do justice to the story.
Otherwise, I’m sure she would have been able to communicate a shred of that
beauty in her long-winded article.

By the way, the quote about the 50/25/30 breakdown in credit made at a speech
in China, which Naser turns her nose at (“Even mathematicians can sometimes
forget how to add”) was obviously an ironic joke by Yau, a self-deprecatory laugh
at the unseemliness of China taking a percentage of the credit in this case, and



indeed, the futility of ever apportioning credit exactly (yet it is completely
understandable that China, a developing country, would want to celebrate its
small but impressive contrbution to this discovery and it is touching of Yau to
cheerlead this effort; I for one am proud that Chinese mathematicians living and
working in China and publishing in Asian journals are able to do world-class
mathematics). It might also be a geometry joke, since geometry is all about
getting rid of numbers and not having to use coordinates.

Grigory Perelman got it exactly right when he said “journalists should have
better taste.”

67. MathPhys
August 30, 2006

dt,

Please calm down.

From everything I’ve read, the 50/25/30 breakdown was not intended as a joke.
Someone made a silly mistake. That’s all.

Further, S T yau is very well known to be notoriously competitive. There are
many, many stories circulating about him to this effect since many years.

On the other hand, we all know of (born and bred in the) US scientists who are at
least as competitive as Yau, so this not a particularly Chinese characteristic.

68. tg
August 30, 2006

Dear dt,

I support your finely written comment.

69. geometer
August 30, 2006

At a recent ICM interview Cao said that Yau never talked about “50/25/30
breakdown”, and does not agree to any such breakdown.
(I think this is in ICM daily news of August 29).
Now this is interesting because the quote in Nasar’s paper (from a press
conference at the math institute in Beijing) is very precise and clear. I am sure
someone must have the whole press conference on tape. I wonder who is lying
here?

70. TheGraduate
August 30, 2006

dt:

I am glad you and other Chinese had chosen to share your opinions here.



I thought perhaps Nasar and Gruber were looking at things through the prism of
American foreign policy. Through that prism, the rise of China would be
potentially threatening.

One of the reasons that I do not think it rises to the level of racism is that I do
not think they would have reacted to a similar situation with a Japanese person
in the same way. I think this is because Japan is a strong partner of the US.

For me also, the article was not what I had expected it would be.

One question I did have for you or any other Chinese speakers that might care to
comment: quite a few people who have identified themselves as Chinese have
said things along the lines of Yau being brave or noble or caring etc. I was
curious about what these comments were based on. Are these based on
assumptions or are they based on things you know about Yau that non-Chinese
speakers would not know?

For instance, How did you come to this conclusion: “obviously an ironic joke by
Yau, a self-deprecatory laugh at the unseemliness of China taking a percentage
of the credit in this case, and indeed, the futility of ever apportioning credit
exactly”?

71. TheGraduate
August 30, 2006

geometer:

Where did you hear/see the interview? Can you provide a link or reference to the
source?

72. geometer
August 30, 2006

page 2 of http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/dailynews29.pdf

73. tg
August 30, 2006

Dear TheGraduate,

You said:

“One of the reasons that I do not think it rises to the level of racism is that I do
not think they would have reacted to a similar situation with a Japanese person
in the same way. I think this is because Japan is a strong partner of the US.”

The notion that Japanese and Chinese are not treated the same does not mean to
me that there is no racism involved!

You also asked:

“Where did you hear/see the interview? Can you provide a link or reference to

http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/dailynews29.pdf
http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/dailynews29.pdf


the source?”

Look at http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/

I actually had some problems reading the files. But I did notice an interview with
Cao who asserts that Perelman’s work was clearly the central (final) step in
Poincare. Interesting Cao also seems to suggest that Yau has said the same to
Nasar during her research into her biased, anti-China article. But this never
seems to appear in her write up.

It should also be noted that even with regards to Nasar’s “A beautiful mind”, I’ve
heard that a number of mathematicians have been angered by how she’s
twisted/exploited their words to achieve effect. I ignored that feature of her
journalism until recently, since the text was so nicely written.

So while previously, I believed what she said was true, but not given proper
context — I now how reason to suspect that what she’s said in her article
includes crucial falsehoods.

In retrospect I’m embarrassed as follows. As a mathematician, I so rarely see my
field portrayed in media — so when it does happen, I’m quick to read/see it and
enjoy it. I think I’ll be more discerning in the future.

74. TheGraduate
August 30, 2006

tg:

Another reason I do not consider race as the dominant factor is that if Yau had
been born and raised in America then they probably would also not treat that
situation the same way. Do you perhaps mean some form of discrimination
besides race-based discrimination?

I don’t think there is any reason to be embarassed for mathematics. Everyday
people care more about politics than they do about computations. This kind of
controversy will probably be more attractive to young people as it shows
mathematics matters and also it shows mathematians as strong, socially aware
characters in the form of Yau. It also shows Perelman as a detached guru-type …
which is probably also appealing for some young people. Something for everyone
…

I had a brief conversation with Nasar when she signed my copy of “A beautiful
mind”. She was pretty friendly. I don’t think she is a saint though. It was always
fairly obvious to me that she wasn’t a pushover. She gathered a lot of information
on Nash for a long time against his will. She documented a lot of things on Nash
that he probably didn’t want in print.

75. TheGraduate
August 30, 2006

tg and geometer:

http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/
http://www.icm2006.org/dailynews/


Also, thanks to you both for the link to the interview.

76. Deane
August 30, 2006

There are way too many half-truths, and extrapolations here for my taste. I’m
surprised that Peter is not deleting more of this stuff.

The (mis)allocation of credit appeared in the Chinese press but is attributed not
to Yau but to a Chinese mathematician named Yang Le, who as far as I know has
no particular expertise in Ricci flow or the Poincare Conjecture.

77. tg
August 30, 2006

Dear TheGraduate,

You raise an interesting point about how Yau would be treated if hypothetically
he were born and raised American. I’m honestly not sure, based on my own
experience. Perhaps a reasonable thought experiment would be to wonder how
likely the Newyorker would run such a piece if it so happened that Yau was an
American, born in another country X, and his activities were closely tied to being
of X ethnicity, for various values of X. Again, I recommend reading the
September notices of the AMS (available online) for another perspective on this
and related issues (with regards to more “mortal” mathematicians).

78. TheGraduate
August 30, 2006

tg:

Do you mean the article “An Invisible Minority: Asian Americans in Mathematics”
? I have read that article.

79. tg
August 30, 2006

“Do you mean the article “An Invisible Minority: Asian Americans in
Mathematics” ? I have read that article.”

Yep. Although I suppose here is not the place to discuss it — as much as I’d like
to.

80. geometer
August 30, 2006

tg:

according to Nasar’s article Yang was indeed talking about allocation of credit,
but Yau was standing next to him and confirmed what Yang said. And in any case,
if Yau thought this allocation of credit was entirely unappropriate he could’ve
distrubuted a statement (eg post it on the Beijing Math Inst site) to that effect,



clarifying his position. He did not do that at the time, and the phrase about
“50/25/30 breakdown” went arount the world.

BTW, speaking about “invisible minority”. This article in the Notices hinges on
the difference between Asians and Asian Americans. This may be a valid point as
far as students/postdocs are concerned but for faculty it makes no sense. The
absolute majority of tenured math faculty are citizens or permanent residents, so
they are already Asian Americans, no matter where they were raised or
educated.

81. tg
August 30, 2006

Dear geometer,

You might have wanted to direct your comment about Yang’s remarks to Deane.
I’ve only spoken about Cao’s remarks at the IMU; I haven’t thought to raise the
issue about Yang, although it sounds interesting. In any case, as I’ve said before,
whether Yau said these things or not is not relevant to my argument. My
complaint is unfair focus on this man and his relationship to the Chinese. I’m
sure that if Nasar wanted to, she could research any one she wanted and make a
case that that person is scum of the earth.

You said:
“BTW, speaking about “invisible minority”. This article in the Notices hinges on
the difference between Asians and Asian Americans. This may be a valid point as
far as students/postdocs are concerned but for faculty it makes no sense. The
absolute majority of tenured math faculty are citizens or permanent residents, so
they are already Asian Americans, no matter where they were raised or
educated.”

I’m not sure I fully understand your remark about the “invisible minority”. There
are plenty of non-American asians (e.g., mainland Chinese) who graduate from
math PhD programs. They certainly have barriers too — but it’s surprising to me
how _few_ Asian Americans (given the advantages of citizenship and language)
do so. I think it’s this suprising fact that is what the author wants to focus on.
The article is mainly about barriers to a tenure track position, I agree — but I
still think it is relevant to faculty.

82. HI
August 30, 2006

I didn’t think the article of Nasar and Gruber was necessarily disrespectful to
Chinese, but what is clear from reading the comments here is that there are
people who are eager to make a connection between the aggressive behavior of
certain Chinese mathematicians with their nationality. As an Asian, though not
Chinese, I am not happy to see those comments.

The fact is that it is not uncommon for successful scientists and mathematicians
to have reputation of being aggressive or even nasty. I guess John Nash, who was
the subject of Nasar’s book is an example. But you don’t see anyone who



associates John Nash’s personality with his heritage. How about Jim Watson?
Carlo Rubia? It seems the connection is only made when the
scientists/mathematicians are of certain ethnicities.

83. geometer
August 30, 2006

tg: Sorry for misplacing my post to Deane. Now you say: “My complaint is unfair
focus on this man and his relationship to the Chinese. ”

Okay, I don’t think Yau-Tian fights and Chinese math politics are relevant to
Nasar’s story, but surely Yau (not anyone else!!) the one who singlehandedly
created the controversity on the “who proved the Poincare Conj” issue and this is
what the Nasar’s article is mainly about. According to Yau’s survey at arxiv (see
last page) the Perel’man’s argument is not written in complete detail, and Cao-
Zhu papers give a first complete and detailed account, and that Cao-Zhu
contribute original ideas not present in Perel’man’s proof. This feels very
different from what Hamilton, Morgan-Tian, Kleiner-Lott are saying. They do say
that Perel’man’s proofs are concise but they never doubt their completeness. In
fact, in his ICM talk Hamilton said “the Perel’man proof is correct and
complete”, and Morgan-Tian, Kleiner-Lott give all credit to Perel’man, they said
that no substantially new ideas were needed. To me it sounds like Cao-Zhu could
not follow Perel’man’s argument and found it easier to prove it differently. This is
okay and happens all the time in math. However, when this happens people say
“this is another, perhaps easier proof”, and they get credit for the new proof, not
the new result. (Even though Morgan in his ICM interview said he could not see
what was so new and different in Cao-Zhu paper). Now you might say that this is
a free country and Yau could express his opinion on any topic including
Perel’man’s proof, even though other experts say otherwise. Well, if Yau were
nobody, people would not worry what he says. The trouble is that because (as I
think) Yau is the most influential person in geometric analysis, what he says
matters, and when he does something unethical, it hurts the geometry
community. So this story is indeed about Yau. If he did not do what he did, there
would be no controversity. And Nasar merely aired the controversity to the
general public; most of what she wrote about Perel’man’s story is no news to me,
and I did not like Yau’s survey the first day I saw it, and I was upset when I heard
the “50/20/35 breakdown”. Both events happened way before I read Nasar’s
paper.

84. tg
August 30, 2006

Dear HI,

“But you don’t see anyone who associates John Nash’s personality with his
heritage.”

Absolutely correct, and that’s my point, don’t you see?

85. TheGraduate
August 30, 2006



HI:

Who here is eager to make a connection between Chinese mathematicians and
their ethnicity?

If one were to crudely split the different comments into two groups, All I see are
some people that say that the article is outright anti-Chinese and other people
saying they didn’t think it was as negative as all that.

Most people are explicitly or implicitly saying that racism and nationalism are
bad for mathematics.

Only outlier is ‘ordinaryamerican’ who had some stupid things to say but PW
clearly put him in his place.

tg:

I think Asians are unrepresented at the faculty level in comparison to the number
of Asians that are present at the graduate student level. I actually had this
opinion before I ever set eyes on the September issue of Notices.

I don’t know why that is but I guess the September notices is the beginning of an
explanation.

I think one important point that the article makes is that there is a lot of variety
in Asia: South Korea, India, Vietnam, Japan etc

86. tg
August 30, 2006

Dear geometer,

Based on what I know, I can see why one could be upset about this priority fight.
As I’ve been saying all along, even if I grant every fact that you cite (and I’m
mostly inclined to), then I still have an issue with the article (and moreover the
caricature that accompanies it).

Nasar and Gruber could have written about the controversy of correctness,
saying that even a Fields medallist (Yau) was sufficiently unsure — in contrast to
his learned colleagues (Morgan, Lott et al); math is about proofs, and sometimes
what is a proof is debatable and in this case has caused heated discussion; Yau
although raised in China is an American, having been trained in the US and
considered among America’s best mathematicians, etc etc. Even keep most of
the quotes that are there, but downplaying the whole China connection.

In that case, it would be clear that Yau-Chinese is not the connection, but rather
Yau the scientist is. I’d have no problem with such a (boring) article. Nasar and
Gruber cleverly and subtlely went just beyond the line.

Nasar is a crafty and skilled writer. She’s no dummy. I’ll assume the same for
Gruber. They know Americans have a fear/distaste for China and their expansion.
They know incorporating China into this would play well, and she exploited it.



But, in my opinion, all people of Chinese descent are detrimentally affected by
this approach — a small cost for her paycheck.

87. tg
August 30, 2006

Dear TheGraduate,

You say:
“I think Asians are unrepresented at the faculty level in comparison to the
number of Asians that are present at the graduate student level. I actually had
this opinion before I ever set eyes on the September issue of Notices.”

…and the number of graduate students are underrepresented in comparison to
the number of undergraduates. I also agree with you about the point concerning
many different “asian ethnicities”.

88. geometer
August 30, 2006

tg: okay, I see where you are coming from and mostly agree with what you are
saying. I might add that what I disliked about Nasar’s paper is that it portaites
Yau as no longer so great a mathematician whose best days are long gone, which
is why he is playing politics. I think, Yau is truly great, but I also think some of
the things he does hurt our field, and I wish he could stop (or be stopped).

89. TheGraduate
August 30, 2006

tg:

I guess what I am hearing from you is that you think that Nasar and Gruber
should have avoided the China vs America issue. So I ask you, why? You say ‘all
people of Chinese descent are detrimentally affected ‘ and so I ask you, how so?

Are you saying, there should be no articles about China? China is a country with
1.3 billion people. It is kind of hard to ignore.

Are you saying there should be no articles about the rise in Chinese power on the
global stage. (Again, a billion people and hard to ignore.)

Are you saying there should be no articles in America where people express
concern about the rise in power of China? (Given that the US is commited to go
to war against China if it invades Taiwan, that might be wishful thinking.)

Anyway, the Chinese government is investing a lot in getting better quality
schools and keeping better quality researchers in China … everybody knows this.

Actually while I’m on the subject of under representation … Asians are also
under represented in US politics … I think if this situation was corrected the US
would have a lot easier time dealing with China.



90. tg
August 30, 2006

Dear TheGraduate,

You ask:
“I guess what I am hearing from you is that you think that Nasar and Gruber
should have avoided the China vs America issue. So I ask you, why? You say ‘all
people of Chinese descent are detrimentally affected ‘ and so I ask you, how so?”

Your questions are very valid. However, I have already said and repeated all that
I really have to say multiple times. I guess all I have to say at this point is that
reasonable people can come to differing opinions about the same issue!

91. TheGraduate
August 30, 2006

tg:

Okay. Fair enough. Basically I think that if this kind of stuff affects American-
born people of Chinese descent then that has to do with the prejudice of the
people that are affecting their lives.

The internment of the Japanese-Americans wasn’t wrong because it was wrong
to go to war with Japan or to bring up going to war with Japan or even to bring
up the rising power of Japan. It was wrong because they were American citizens
just like any other American citizens and deserved to be treated as such.

92. Russian
August 30, 2006

As a person of Russian decent and a lover of trigonometry with a limited
exposure to the world of advanced mathematical studies, I observe with a
surprise and discontent the tidal wave of negative reaction of Chinese geometry
lovers to the article of Nasar and Gruber.

I do not know what criteria Mr. Woit is using to characterize someone’s writing
as racist and homophobic views, but I am amused at shear amount or futile
discussion about number of Chinese PhD students and whining about being
underrepresented, etc, etc, etc.

Nasar and Gruber, in my opinion, made several good points:
a. Some people can not accept the fact they exhausted their scientific potential
and are trying to influence the scientific community thru maneuvers looking
legitimate. Is not it the reason that many talented people in science world and
academia leave being tired of politics, chase for higher place in hierarchy based
not on talent but ability to develop connections, build coalitions?

b. It is Yau who turned the solution of the math problem into the matter of
Chinese pride, no more, no less. I read in disgust the announcement of Xinhua
News Agency English edition stating that Chinese scientists resolved a century-



old Poincare conjecture. If Xinhua lied (not for the first time) it was responsibility
of Chinese scientists to establish the truth.

c. I was especially disappointed with Yau taking lower road on a loner like
Perelman. Perelman clearly has distaste for everything that is not related to the
core value of every science, namely contribution to the favorite research field
without consideration for success, monetary compensation, vanity, recognition,
etc. Not so for Dr. Yau; not being able to contribute any significant work for the
last twenty years, he it trying to reach fame utilizing thirst of the Chinese
government for good publicity.

While it would not fair to characterize all Chinese based on dirty politics of Dr.
Yau, it won’t be inconsiderate to note that none of the Chinese geometry lovers
were dare to criticize Dr. Yau. Is it something about introverted nature of
Chinese culture that critique is accepted if only comes from inside and only from
people within the community of certain statue or authority?

I have great respect for Chinese history and people, but that does not mean I
have to agree with superficial speculations of Chinese
geometry lovers. I will tell them, it is not quantity that matters, it is quality. I will
tell them, if you can not be at the front, let it go, let others go ahead with their
ideas.

93. werdna
August 30, 2006

To Russian:

How do you know that “none of the Chinese geometry lovers were dare to
criticize Dr. Yau”?

There has certainly been plenty of criticism of him on this forum, many of it from
Tian supporters, I am sure. (Just ask Peter, who must be tired of deleting all
those personal attack posts.) None of them is a “Chinese geometry lover”?

And please do not stereotype Chinese geometry lovers. The vast majority of them
are busy doing mathematics and do not post here.

94. TheGraduate
August 30, 2006

I guess this issue is raising a lot of nationalism. China and America are
geopolitical rivals. There is not much than can be done about that except maybe
for Americans to try to understand China better and for Chinese to try to
understand America better. I think those people who have connections both to
China and America can probably make a big difference in this. Such people are
more likely to be able to see what things people from both countries will find
honorable and desireable.

95. Peter Woit
August 30, 2006



Russian,

There have been plenty of comments here from Chinese people critical of Yau,
and I deleted many such others that were far more hostile.

Everyone,

Please stop with the discussion of nationalism/racism, etc. It’s not going
anywhere, has only a little to do with this story, people are just repeating
themselves, and it hasn’t been very enlightening. There’s a reason I try and avoid
discussing my opinions about political matters here: I find virtually all political
discussion on blogs to be a complete waste of time. Most people love to argue
their political opinions, very few pay much attention to what others have to say.
You end up after a while with pure noise, and participating in it just wastes time
and energy. So, please, if you want to discuss the Poincare story, fine, but try and
stick to the facts and the mathematics, avoiding personal attacks on Yau, Tian, or
anyone else, and you better have something really new and really interesting to
say if it’s on the nationalism/racism issue (and it should be related to Poincare).

96. outsider
August 30, 2006

I am not a professional mathematician, but it seems to me that a number of
people here have an entrenched grudge against Yau and that some of these
people also form their opinions based on the New Yorker for their “facts” and
mathematics.
The critics of Yau here ascribe him certain vague disposition and views that he
apparently holds. But it is not clear that this kind of attribution originates from
the critics themselves, including the New Yorker, or Yau really holds them
(please see the interview given by Cao for the ICM). What we then tend to have
is basically a series of personal attack on his character, often based on hearsays
and second-hand gossips. Whatever the nature of Yau’s personal character,
surely his critics are not saying that they are saints themselves? Not checking
facts or distorting them and then proceed to attack the person’s character is
utterly deplorable. The best way to have a go at Yau is to do better maths than
him, period.

I have a different take on the Poincare Conjecture.
In the press reports that I have read from China, Yau has often maintained that
the Cao-Zhu paper was the finishing step of the works of Hamilton and Perelman.
Likewise in the Cao-Zhu paper, they explicitly referred to the paramount
importance of Hamilton and Perelman. All these are conveniently ignored by
some people.

As an outsider looking at mathematics in history, there is nothing wrong with
assigning percentages in the debate on Poincare. We may disagree with the
allocation, but it is a reminder that major advances in mathematics are often
built on the cumulative endeavor of many others. John Morgan, in his ICM talk,
indicated that in the currency of the mathematics community, Perelman should
be accorded with the Poincare proof. However, according to him, Perelman



would not have done it without Hamilton and “vital” contribution from Yau.
History will judge the allocation.
Perelman spoke of honesty in the New Yorker. But why does he not have the
honesty of acknowledging the works of Cao, Zhu, Morgan, Tian and others in
providing the rigor and details for his program? He provided sketches on some of
his proofs and over the last 3 to 4 years has not prepared or able to produce
rigorous proofs for his program (why Steklov could not help out?). I hope that I
am not wrong in saying that sketches can not be regarded as proofs for the
requirements of mathematics as a science. I think the works of those authors
have given the ICM the added confidence to award Perelman the Fields medal
and the mathematics community to accept Poincare has indeed been proved.

97. MathPhys
August 30, 2006

To me, Perel’man’s behavior is due to reasons that have nothing to do with
mathematics or with the math community. I think he reflects his feelings towards
other issues on the math community, by not completing or publishing his proof,
by declining to accept prizes, etc, etc.

98. another outsider
August 31, 2006

the fact that 3 different groups completed the Perelman program in roughly the
same time suggests that it is routine work. I do not see any point in assigning
more merit to the group that could publish a full proof a bit faster than others.

99. Stevem
August 31, 2006

“To me, Perelman’s behavior is due to reasons that have nothing to do with
mathematics or the mathematics community”

It is possible Perelman is having a “mid-life crisis” or has even had a nervous
breakdown after years of very intense mental work on this problem. Events or
personal/professional issues at the Steklov perhaps pushed him over the edge.
Speculation of course but it would not surprise me if that indeed is the case.

100. Russian
August 31, 2006

Dear Peter,

Please do not be afraid of noise: unless it is “white noise” (I wonder why it is
called ‘white’ and if there were political motives involved when giving the name),
a noise signal carries useful information; and in the cosmological sense may
carry information about other civilizations.

Also, I do not have any intension to criticize your blog policing policies; you can
delete mine on any occurrence you want. Not being able to judge what you have
deleted, I can judge what you left.



I have read an eclectic collection of essays from self-pitying geometry lovers,
further called “polishers”. These underappreciated, under-recognized and under-
promoted people, some already with advanced degrees, some with such degrees
in sight who are spending their lives polishing steps of the scientific ladder the
giants are climbing by every day, and watching genius like Perelman running up
the ladder in cheap and dirty boots.

After all, what a misfit this Perelman is. Even Steklov does not like him, not to
mention the great news agency Xinhua. Frankly, he does not deserve to solve any
important problems because:

1. He did not work with Yau on that problem, and what is even worse, does not
care what Yau thinks or does
2. Instead of submitting for peer review 3,000 pages of polished proofs he
published his solution on a website
3. He did not go to Marshall Putin and Russian news agencies for the purpose
self-aggrandizement
4. He survives on milk and bread in lieu of green tea and rice
5. He is a weird guy in the middle of mid-life crisis struggling with mental
disorders and long beard
6. He refused to accept Fields award while thousands upon thousands of
“polishers” are ready to die for a glimpse of it.

Peter, unfortunately you can not avoid unavoidable. There are scientific giants in
this world and there are pygmies. There are stars and dwarfs, supernovas and
black holes. Some are jealous of others and their jealousy spills over in their
writing. It is OK.

101. Deane
August 31, 2006

I for one am very grateful to all of the “polishers”, including Morgan-Tian,
Kleiner-Lott, Cao-Zhu as well as Ben Chow and his co-authors, who have devoted
an enormous amount of effort to writing what are essentially expository books
and papers. Although some of them may have embarked on their efforts hoping
to find substantial gaps that they could fill and claim some credit, all of them
completed their work knowing full well that they were performing a service to
the community that would add very little to their own resumes.

I am also extremely grateful to Perelman for his brilliant contributions to
mathematics and for delivering them to the community in a manner that has led
to the most and best publicity that mathematics has ever had. I am saddened by
Perelman’s decision to withdraw from the mathematical community.

I am grateful to Yau for far too many things to list here but in particular for
helping to create more drama in the Perelman-Poincare story and accentuating
the publicity.

I am grateful to Overbye, Nasar, and Gruber for entertaining and well written
stories that introduced the world to real mathematics and real mathematicians.
Without them, there’s no way Stephen Colbert would have ever done a piece on



the Fields Medal and Poincare conjecture.

Have some of these people done things that I am dismayed by? You bet. But if I
want to express any of them publicly, I will attach my name to what I write. I am
disgusted by anonymous postings, both here and elsewhere, attacking one
person or another. They are all acts of cowards and therefore not worthy of the
slightest attention.

Deane Yang
Professor of Mathematics
Polytechnic University

102. Deane
August 31, 2006

Two more:

I am very grateful to John Ball, the IMU, and the local organizers of the ICM
2006 for an exceptionally well run ICM 2006 (based on reports I’ve gotten. I
wasn’t there) and a masterful job of publicizing the ICM and Fields Medals.

I am very grateful to Yau and David Gu for the graphics they provided for
Overbye’s article in the Times. Especially the rabbit, which generated such a
strong reaction from many readers, including Stephen Colbert.

All in all, it’s been a very memorable summer for mathematics. The challenge is
figuring how to proceed from here.

103. TheGraduate
August 31, 2006

Anonymity has a long history in democracy. Benjamin Franklin used several
pseudonyms. http://www.pbs.org/benfranklin/l3_wit_name.html

I mostly appreciate everyone that bothers to post especially if they are willing to
respond fairly to challenges to their point of view and they avoid ad hominem …
without a good faith basis between the conversationalists, there is really no point
to discussing anything.

However, I sympathize with Peter because I bet he’s probably often held
responsible for a lot of what is on here.

I think that this case of Nasar and Gruber is very interesting and relevant
contrast to string theory case. There are some superficial similarities … media
attention, academic controversy …

The media seems to love this stuff lately. For instance, the retraction of papers
that happened recently at Columbia. It seemed like some sort of minor dispute
between a Professor and his former graduate student and yet it had international
coverage.

104. yd

http://www.pbs.org/benfranklin/l3_wit_name.html
http://www.pbs.org/benfranklin/l3_wit_name.html


August 31, 2006

The New Yorker is reading every letter to the editor as proof that Manifold
Destiny has really boosted the sales of the magazine.
Nasar is happily collecting her royalties. Perelman is quietly working on
the remaining 6 Conjectures while other mathematicians are
arguing on the internet. True mathematicians should go
back to work now.

BTW, does anyone know where to find the information on the
reaction from the math world when Beautiful Mind was published?

105. ks
September 1, 2006

Instead, as I read on and on, I could not believe how she was turning
this beautiful story, this “landmark not just of mathematics, but of
human thought” into a petty, racist soap opera.

Maybe it would be helpfull to overcome this narcistic identification with
everything that is chinese? I think this is a very dangerous attitude which
reminds me somewhat in the nervous wilhelmian paranoia reigning in pre WWI
Germany – a nation which had once been some european “tiger state” with
empire ambitions.

The article is kind of a moral tale about use and misuse of power in the scientific
community and about the dedication and drives of opposite characters within. It
is written as some kind of tragedy involving two very strong main characters –
one might guess that “Woit vs Lubos” would be a nice theme for a comedy. The
contemporary western culture is absurd, not tragic.

The only aspect which is originally chinese in this play and which has to be
attributed to its culture is Tians devotion to his teacher Yau.

PS. Writing a detailed biography of Perelman is likely pointless and would
become the real soap ( “why is he living at his mothers flat…” ) Perelman seems
to try to live the life of a russian saint. So its about losing some properties of
personality and not being obsessed with it.

106. woit
September 1, 2006

This topic seems to generate bad behavior here, including people thinking it is a
good idea to post comments under multiple pseudonyms or other people’s
names. Since the signal to noise ratio is about zero, I’m also shutting off
comments here.



U.S. Publication of Not Even Wrong

August 22, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

Today a heavy box with copies of the U.S. version of Not Even Wrong arrived at my
office, and I’m quite pleased the thing is finally being published in this country. It
appears that Amazon has it in stock (see here), the very old publication date they still
have listed as “September 30” is incorrect. Presumably it should soon be available at
fine book-sellers everywhere…

Update: Lubos has posted his usual slanderous review of the book on the Amazon
site, and then presumably logged in from many different places to vote for his own
review. Now it seems I get just one star instead of the two I got in the UK, since it
seems I have “abandoned any integrity”. As usual, he’s very big on intellectual
integrity. He lists as the first “embarassing error” in the book the Gev instead of Tev
typo that was in the British edition, although he is well aware that, thanks to him, the
typo was fixed for the US edition, which is the one he’s reviewing. He’s also paranoid
and delusional, accusing me of “using various tricks to erase all inconvenient
reviews”.

Update: I’ve updated the NEW errata page to include the US edition, and also started
a reviews and press coverage page.

Update: Since Lubos’s review of NEW on Amazon has been deleted, he is now
offering $20 to anyone who posts a one-star review of “the book with the black
satanic cover”, and manages to get Amazon to leave it there for at least two weeks.
Yet another example of string theorist’s belief in the “market-place of ideas”, I guess.

Comments

1. Kasper Olsen
August 22, 2006

2. c.w.
August 22, 2006

congrats, peter! i finished the U.K. version a few weeks ago and loaned it to a
friend who had just watched the 3-part NOVA series.

3. Ron Avitzur
August 22, 2006

Congratulations!

4. David

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0465092756
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0465092756
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/NEWerrata.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/NEWerrata.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/NEWreviews.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/NEWreviews.html


August 23, 2006

Congratulations. I really enjoyed the UK edition. Well done.

5. D R Lunsford
August 23, 2006

Congratulations, Peter! I well remember reading your original paper “String
theory: an evaluation” while at work back in 2001. I was literally dancing in the
aisles that someone finally got it and had the balls to speak up. Well done.

-r

6. comentator
August 23, 2006

Congratulations!!

7. Shan Gao
August 23, 2006

A very intriguing book! It should be also read and understood by the string
theorists. Congratulations!!
By the way, I will soon publish a new book Quanum Motion, which may also imply
that string theory is incomplete, or even wrong. See my research website
http://www.quantummotion.org/.

8. King Ray
August 23, 2006

Peter, congratulations! I’ve had it preordered on Amazon for months, so
hopefully it will arrive soon. Keep up the good fight. The string may really hit the
fan now, with all the publicity the US printing will bring in the media. Brace
yourself!

9. ksh95
August 23, 2006

Screw it, I’ll contribute to the Buy-Peter-A-porsche fund.

10. TheGraduate
August 23, 2006

Congratulations. Hope to see it in Barnes and Noble or Borders some time soon.

11. Christopher
August 23, 2006

I’ve received my copy of your book. Looks good. Congrats.

12. Jody Trout
August 23, 2006

http://www.quantummotion.org/
http://www.quantummotion.org/


Congratulations, Peter!

I received notification from Amazon today that my copy is in the mail. I look
forward to reading it! Keep up the good work.

Cheers,
Jody

13. nigel
August 23, 2006

Congratulations. I bought the British version and I like the fact that it is not
varnished with any hype or speculation. When are you going to write a textbook?
Now you have media attention, I hope you get contracts for other books lined up
and get non-returnable advances. Try to get a contract to either edit an
encyclopedia of non-biased QFT research, or to edit a journal. Unless you do
something like that, it probably won’t ever happen, or else will be a flop.

14. Rickkkkkkk
August 23, 2006

Good deal and congratulations

15. Who
August 23, 2006

I just checked Amazon’s physics best sellers list and the book was #5

(just above Brian Greene “Elegant Universe” which was #7)

They update hourly, so if you look now it might be different

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14545/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr
/102-4540543-7840144

This best seller list is what you get by narrowing
Books > Science > Physics.
It is still pretty broad.

On the same list where N.E.W. is #5, I saw “Warped Passages” as #31, and
“Fabric of the Cosmos” #39 and “Road to Reality” #44.
However many of the other titles were textbooks.

16. Tommaso Dorigo
August 24, 2006

Well done Peter!

I am glad there is a US version, I also will be most happy to go to my usual
Borders and thump my fist at the information desk if I don’t find your book on
the shelves… Just for the sake of it. Of course it’d be much better if they had it
on a bookstand on top of a pile in front of the entrance…

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14545/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14545/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14545/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14545/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/102-4540543-7840144


Cheers
T.

17. Vicky
August 24, 2006

My copy is on the way. My birthday is next week and I have taken the day off
from work, so I will probably spend a bit of the day reading. I will post a review
on Amazon once I have finished the book.

Congratulations!

18. Who
August 24, 2006

As of 1 PM eastern today, the Woit and Smolin books were #14 and #15 on the
Amazon physics bestsellers list.

19. TheGraduate
August 24, 2006

Who said:

“As of 1 PM eastern today, the Woit and Smolin books were #14 and #15 on the
Amazon physics bestsellers list.”

I casual reading of the list suggests that they are being pushed down the list by
textbook sales. A large number of the books that are higher on the list are
textbooks.

20. Alain-Paul
August 25, 2006

How about a frensh-transleted version?

I can read english, it’s just for the comfort.

Alain-Paul.

21. D R Lunsford
August 25, 2006

I would be willing to do the translating.

-r

22. woit
August 25, 2006

Alain-Paul,

I haven’t heard anything recently, but Dunod has bought the French rights to the



book and I believe that they have hired a translator, but don’t know what the
state of that is.

23. Alain-Paul
August 25, 2006

O.K. for the response.

If the edition Dunod has bought the french right, i think the project is on its way.

Great!

p.s. Sorry for some mispelling of the previous message (even in the mail !).

Alain-Paul.

24. Tony Smith
August 25, 2006

Peter, will you be doing any book-signing and/or talk-show tours for the USA
edition?
How about CSPAN TV, which often does serious books?
If you do, please post your schedule.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

25. nigel cook
August 26, 2006

Professor Lubos Motl has reviewed N.E.W. yet again on Amazon. Amazon had to
delete his previous reviews of N.E.W. which falsely claimed that string theory is
based on evidence similar to that which evolution is based on. He really is a
character. I know that at least two readers complained to Amazon that he was
making inaccurate and irrelevant propaganda for string theory disguised as a
book review. He now complains of N.E.W.’s ’embarassing errors’. (Is
embarrassing generally spelt as embarassing by most Americans, or only by
Czech-born string theorists?)

26. Who
August 26, 2006

nigel,
double R is correct and usual, but plenty of Americans (not just the person you
mentioned) misspell it with a single R.

27. Who
August 26, 2006

I hope someone besides myself is interested in how sales are going as indicated
by the Amazon “general physics” bestseller list.
Earlier I referred to the raw “physics” list, but that has a lot of specialized

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


textbooks among which books for wide audience are scattered, so narrowing it
down to what Amazon calls “general physics” is helpful

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav
/102-4540543-7840144

I will give rankings of some other wide audience books for perspective. As of 10
AM eastern Saturday 26 August the “general physics” bestseller list included:

Elegant Universe #5
Brief History of Time #9
Trouble with Physics #12
Not Even Wrong #13
Warped Passages #18
Road to Reality #21
Cosmic Landscape (Susskind’s book) #76

28. D R Lunsford
August 26, 2006

Motl’s review is the usual sophistry. I reported him to Amazon.

-r

29. Lubos makes me puke!
August 26, 2006

Nigel- I believe he is still “Assistant” Professor Lubos Motl. I hope he is still a
long way from a full professor or Harvard has gone down the tubes.

30. chand
August 26, 2006

Concerning translations, maybe Lubos would be interested in helping to
translate Peter’s book in Czech? Apparently, he did a good job with Brian’s “The
Elegant Universe”…

31. be careful
August 26, 2006

Lubos might notice that you wrote Gev and Tev instead of GeV and TeV!!!

32. Visitor
August 26, 2006

Lubos Motl – bringing the spirit of Leninism to theoretical physics.

33. TheGraduate
August 26, 2006

“It would be very foolish to throw away the right answer on the basis that it
doesn’t conform to some criteria for what is or isn’t science” — Leonard

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144


Susskind

Apparently IDers are very fond of this quote. I was watching book tv (C-SPAN2)
today and one of the pro-ID authors of ‘Traipsing into Evolution” repeated this
quote.

A search of the quote on the internet finds other IDers equating ID and string
theory and claiming a double standard and that legal challenges to ID should
apply to string theory.

34. dan
August 27, 2006

Peter,

would you mind a wiki entry, along with summary of your arguments against
string theory?

do you think lubos’ string theory rebuttals to your criticisms to be substantive?

35. Thomas Larsson
August 27, 2006

The only substantive critique in Lubos’ latest post is apparently that the US
edition of NEW has a satanic black cover. Hard to argue about that.

A few posts before, Lubos speculates that God is an American citizen. With that
definition of God, it makes sense to claim that string/M-theory is the language in
which God wrote the world. The world doesn’t seem to care much, though.

36. Alphonse Warakomski
August 27, 2006

Reading the popular literature on string theory has often left me with two ideas
that the theory is nothing but mathematical masturbation and that physics under
string theory has become the new metaphyics. Thanks for the expose, I read
most of it last night after buying it yesterday.

37. D R Lunsford
August 27, 2006

Lubos’ slander has now been removed from the review list

-drl

38. John Rennie
August 27, 2006

I see Motl’s review has been removed (before I got a chance to read it). I’m not
sure this is a good thing as it feels like censorship to me. If it was obvious to
Amazon that his review was a rant it should be obvious to Amazon’s customers
too.



39. stupid
August 27, 2006

‘If it was obvious to Amazon that his review was a rant it should be obvious to
Amazon’s customers too.’

Maybe that’s exactly why they reported it, and why Amazon deleted it? If you
want to see Lubos’ stringy propaganda, take a look at his blog, but try keep a
sick-bag handy.

40. John C
August 27, 2006

Shame that Motl’s review was removed from Amazon, it was great reading. One
phrase that stuck out in my mind was the one where he said something like
“anyone interested in seriously pursuing theoretical physics should not read this
book as they will get confused”. Does he really have such a lowly opinion of the
next generation of theoretical physicists and their ability to think and
discriminate for themselves? Or did he unintentionally reveal that “String
school” is really about indoctrination, and not about discovery?

41. Peter Woit
August 27, 2006

John Rennie,

I’m in general very much in favor of promoting Lubos and his views, to the extent
that I’ve suggested to several science journalists that they should do a story on
him. As far as I know, none of them have taken my advice. However, Amazon has
an interest in not allowing its reviews sections to be used for obviously dishonest
personal attacks, so they were quite justified in removing his.

The review that was deleted was the same one that was up on the amazon.uk site
for a couple months before they decided to delete it. It’s also still up on the
amazon.ca site, where it’s the only review, and may be responsible for the fact
that the book seems to be selling much less well through that site. Lubos has
made it clear that he is willing to stoop to just about any level of dishonesty to
keep people from reading what I have to say about string theory. In the case of
the UK review, he knew that only giving the book one star would make it likely
that his review would be deleted, so he gave it two stars. In the case of the US
review, he couldn’t help himself and used just one star, which led to the quicker
deletion there.

42. Peter Woit
August 27, 2006

Tony,

Right now there are a few places I’m tentatively scheduled to appear and talk
about the book: Oct. 6 at the Cafe Scientifique in DC, Nov. 6 at the Princeton
U-Store, Nov. 16 at the University of Minnesota, and some time in the winter at



the NY Academy of Sciences (with Lee Smolin). When these are firmed up, I’ll try
and make up a web-page with more details.

43. Peter Woit
August 27, 2006

dan,

Not sure what you mean by a “wiki entry”. There are already things on Wikipedia
about me, about string theory, and about the criticisms of string theory, although
I haven’t looked at any of these recently.

No, I don’t think Lubos’s criticisms are substantive. When he first put them up
on amazon.uk, I wrote something about them, see

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=401

44. Frank B
August 27, 2006

A couple of specific comments on the book (UK ed):

1. On page 111 higher dim theories are traced back to Kaluza 1919. It is fairly
well known that G Nordström (1881-1923) published a 5 dim unification of EM
and gravitation (scalar version) already in 1914 (Phys Z). A brief summary in
modern notation is given by F Ravndal (Scalar gravitation and extra dimensions,
Proc. of the Gunnar Nordström Symposium on theoretical physics, eds., C
Cronström & C Montonen, Helsinki, 2003: 151-164.)

2. On p 61 it is claimed that QED is a “complete theory”. In what sense is it
complete? If *complete*, should QED eg predict bound states for the H-atom?

3. On p 191 it is claimed that “if a theory is non-renormalizable it is inherently
incapable of ever reliably calculating anything”. Fermi-theory did make some
successful predictions though non-ren. Indeed, within effective-field theory
approaches it is known that renormalizability is not a necessairy requirement for
extracting measurable quantities below some energy scale. One question is
whether quantum-gravity as an effective field theory will ever bottom out in the
form of a renormalizable theory — if not, there might still be a fully sensible
(non-perturbative) theory.

A message of the book is that people should concentrate on symmetries and their
representations, which sounds good, but it is a vague suggestion that hardly
lures people away from ST or anything else. Anyway, NEW is a smooth read; 1st
part informative, second part more about opinions than ideas.

Regards FB

45. woit
August 27, 2006

Frank,

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=401
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=401


Thanks for the comments.

1. Yes, I’m a bit weak on the history of extra dimensions, should have mentioned
Nordstrom. In the book I do point out that my history was often incomplete,
concentrating on explaining the origins of the names associated to ideas.

2. The sentence in question just says that QED was “complete” in 1929, by which
all I meant was that the fields and Hamiltonian were known.

3. Yes, the discussion of renormalizability is an oversimplification. Various people
have complained that I didn’t explain the effective field theory point of view on
non-renormalizable interactions. Maybe I should have, but the book already
contains a lot of indigestible material for most people, this would have added a
bunch more to try and write something accurate and that would be accessible to
people who don’t already know this story.

Explaining the details of what I have in mind about representation theory would
really not be possible in this kind of book. And, the last thing I wanted to do was
write something hyping some very speculative ideas.

46. Dan
August 27, 2006

Hello Peter,

There’s a brief paragraph of criticisms of string in wiki, which talks about the
landscape and lack of experimental prediction. There’s a lot it doesn’t mention
such as SUSY-breaking.

I am curious as to whether you think Strings should continue to funded &
research, at least at present levels if not more, should LHC discover evidence of
SUSY particles or extradimensions or both. — obviously, should LHC fail to find
such particles then the answer would be no. Also, there is research observation
of dark matter, which could be an axion particle which is predicted by string
theory. Axions, SUSY particles may be indications string theory is the right path?

47. You
August 27, 2006

“I’m in general very much in favor of promoting Lubos and his views, to the
extent that I’ve suggested to several science journalists that they should do a
story on him. As far as I know, none of them have taken my advice.”

Here’s an old article on Lubos,
http://www.nytimes.com/2001/05/01/science/01ARCH.html?ex=1156824000&
en=b187905670e458eb&ei=5070

48. Thomas Larsson
August 28, 2006

I am curious as to whether you think Strings should continue to funded &

http://www.nytimes.com/2001/05/01/science/01ARCH.html?ex=1156824000&en=b187905670e458eb&ei=5070
http://www.nytimes.com/2001/05/01/science/01ARCH.html?ex=1156824000&en=b187905670e458eb&ei=5070
http://www.nytimes.com/2001/05/01/science/01ARCH.html?ex=1156824000&en=b187905670e458eb&ei=5070
http://www.nytimes.com/2001/05/01/science/01ARCH.html?ex=1156824000&en=b187905670e458eb&ei=5070


research, at least at present levels if not more, should LHC discover evidence of
SUSY particles or extradimensions or both. — obviously, should LHC fail to find
such particles then the answer would be no.

This is interesting. Do string theorists in general think that string theory funding
should be reduced if no evidence of SUSY or extradimensions are found at the
LHC?

49. woit
August 28, 2006

Dan,
Axions have nothing in particular to do with string theory, and observation of
them wouldn’t necessarily tell us anything about string theory.

If the LHC finds new physics, whether it be supersymmetry, extra dimensions or
whatever, lot of people will be jumping into whatever area it is, and there will be
plenty of funding for this. String theorists will have to make the case that string
theory has something to say about this new physics. Whether they can do this
plausibly depends on what the LHC finds…

50. Peter Orland
August 28, 2006

Frank B asks,

On p 61 it is claimed that QED is a “complete theory”. In what sense is it
complete? If *complete*, should QED eg predict bound states for the H-atom?

The answer is YES. Without a potential-energy approximation scheme, this is
hard. Such a scheme exists, however, and works well (in relativistic physics,
potential energies are a fiction). For example, the Lamb shift is predicted by
QED. Bound state eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are
analytically calculable.

This is so despite the likelihood that QED is probably a free field
theory with no cut-off.

51. Peter Orland
August 28, 2006

P.S. I didn’t mean real QED is free. I only meant that a cut-off is
necessary at some high energy scale.

52. Who
August 28, 2006

**Update: … now offering $20 to anyone who posts a one-star review of “the
book with the black satanic cover”, and manages to get Amazon to leave it there
for at least two weeks. … the “market-place of ideas”, I guess.**

this book fits that description



http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/list/0375708111/ref=pd_ts_b_3
/102-4540543-7840144?ie=UTF8&n=14560&s=books

53. dan
August 29, 2006

Would you object to string theory if it claims to be a branch of mathematics,
rather than a branch of science? Would you object of string theorists re-name
themselves string mathematicians?

Briane Green’s position is that since axions, SUSY, and extradimensions are
fundamental predictions of string theory, that if they are discovered, continued
research in strings would be justified.

Dan,
Axions have nothing in particular to do with string theory, and observation of
them wouldn’t necessarily tell us anything about string theory.

If the LHC finds new physics, whether it be supersymmetry, extra dimensions or
whatever, lot of people will be jumping into whatever area it is, and there will be
plenty of funding for this. String theorists will have to make the case that string
theory has something to say about this new physics. Whether they can do this
plausibly depends on what the LHC finds…

54. Peter Woit
August 29, 2006

dan,

Yes, I would object if string theory claimed to be a branch of mathematics. Most
of what string theorists do has little to do with research mathematics, i.e.
creating new mathematics. The landscape is not mathematics, for instance.
There certainly are parts of string theory that have led to new mathematics, and
some of that kind of research is part of mathematics. There already are quite a
few people who work on it in math departments.

55. dan
August 29, 2006

Do you think if experimental research were to come to have some precise values
for string theory, such as the precise scale of SUSY-breaking, that knowing these
hard facts could help string theory be more predictive?

Yes, I would object if string theory claimed to be a branch of mathematics. Most
of what string theorists do has little to do with research mathematics, i.e.
creating new mathematics. The landscape is not mathematics, for instance.
There certainly are parts of string theory that have led to new mathematics, and
some of that kind of research is part of mathematics. There already are quite a
few people who work on it in math departments.

56. Peter Woit

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/list/0375708111/ref=pd_ts_b_3/102-4540543-7840144?ie=UTF8&n=14560&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/list/0375708111/ref=pd_ts_b_3/102-4540543-7840144?ie=UTF8&n=14560&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/list/0375708111/ref=pd_ts_b_3/102-4540543-7840144?ie=UTF8&n=14560&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/list/0375708111/ref=pd_ts_b_3/102-4540543-7840144?ie=UTF8&n=14560&s=books


August 29, 2006

dan,

String theory really says nothing about supersymmetry breaking, which is one of
the main reasons it is not predictive. Knowing the scale of SUSY breaking
wouldn’t help. People often assume it is just high enough that superpartners will
be seen at the LHC but not the Tevatron. This assumption in no way helps to get
any predictions out of string theory.

57. Who
August 30, 2006

I noticed this morning that a well-known ranter had posted a derogatory **
review of The Trouble with Physics which was not taken down when I looked in
some 4 hours later but by then TwP and NEW were #3 and #5 on the amazon
Physics bestseller list
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14545/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr
/102-4540543-7840144

and they were #2 and #4 on the amazon General Physics bestseller list
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav
/102-4540543-7840144

(which has more wide audience books and fewer specialized textbooks and
manuals)

this is the first time I have seen both books so high in the bestseller listing and it
caused me to wonder if the heavy-breathing crank-telephone call style ** review
saying how bad TwP is–could that have actually had an effect and helped trigger
a burst of orders for the books? Most likely just a random fluctuation, but still it
was strange to see sales climb sharply right after, in effect, receiving crackpot
hate-mail.

58. Frank B
August 30, 2006

Peter Orland,

1. indeed, I understood’s Woit’s “a complete theory” as suggesting a notion of a
complete theory (no *gaps*). But, how do you get the H-atom from QED as a
perturbative theory whose content is given by the Feynman rules? To my
knowledge no one has extracted non-trivial non-perturbative solutions from QED,
but I may be wrong of course. My point would be that for QED we know how to
successfully *cheat* (eg insert bound states), but for strange theories like ST we
do not have good clues for cheating, more exacting math may in fact just lead
further astray (when not guided by physical insight)..

Woit,

2. on p 266 it is said that QM “loses much of its mystery” when one works in the

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14545/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14545/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14545/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14545/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144


language of group theory. What *mystery* gets resolved this way? The main
*mystery* commonly associated w/ QM is that of the measurement problem
(*wave collapse*) — how is this defused talking groups?

3. On p 55 it is claimed that spin is “inherently a quantum mechanical notion”.
However, is not spin a feature of SU(2), and thus it does not depend on QM as
such? One can also introduce (*uninterpreted*) spin variables in classical
mechanics/field theory.. Indeed, the classical/quantum distinction is somewhat
blurred from the formal point of view since Schrödinger QM can formally be
described as a classical field theory (*canonical QM*). This sort of *blurring* is of
interest, I think, when one tries to think about what quantum gravity might mean
(is *quantization* well defined?).

Finally a comment on *ostracizing* ST from physcs and math — Is there a
problem slotting it in mathematical physics then? To me it seems that much ST-
related stuff de facto appears in math phys type journals.

Regards FB

59. Peter Woit
August 30, 2006

Frank B,

What I had in mind as a “mystery” of QM, was why observables are no longer
c-numbers as in classical physics, but are given by self-adjoint operators acting
on a Hilbert space. This is what you get when you have a unitary rep of a Lie
algebra, and it is in this sense that representation theory explains something
mysterious about QM.

Classically, angular momentum has to do with SO(3) symmetry, but is a
continuous variable, and you don’t see the difference between SO(3) and its
double cover SU(2). Discrete spin quantum numbers are a purely quantum
phenomenon, and there you do see the difference.

60. D R Lunsford
September 1, 2006

Peter, you may find this interesting:

http://www.physics.gatech.edu/people/faculty/finkelstein/Emptiness031215.pdf

This is very original thinking about the nature of QM and its relation to relativity.

-drl

61. Peter Orland
September 5, 2006

Frank B Says:
August 30th, 2006 at 4:41 pm

http://www.physics.gatech.edu/people/faculty/finkelstein/Emptiness031215.pdf
http://www.physics.gatech.edu/people/faculty/finkelstein/Emptiness031215.pdf


1. indeed, I understood’s Woit’s “a complete theory” as suggesting a notion of a
complete theory (no *gaps*). But, how do you get the H-atom from QED as a
perturbative theory whose content is given by the Feynman rules? To my
knowledge no one has extracted non-trivial non-perturbative solutions from QED,
but I may be wrong of course. My point would be that for QED we know how to
successfully *cheat* (eg insert bound states), but for strange theories like ST we
do not have good clues for cheating, more exacting math may in fact just lead
further astray (when not guided by physical insight)..

Frank,

Feynman rules are not the entire story of field theory, and certainly not QED.
Bound states in quantum field theory cannot be obtained
systematically inm perturbation theory. In principle, they can be obtained by the
Dyson-Schwinger equations (a set of exact integral
equations for Green’s functions). In practice, the DS equations are
often impossible to solve without some approximation. For QED, such an
approximation exists, which is the Bethe-Salpeter equation,
which reduces in turn to the Schroedinger bound-state equation.
For more a more complex theory, like QCD, there are proposals,
which in my opinion are dead wrong (the approximation, not the
DS equations).

So, once again, yes, QED in principle gives all the masses of bound states of
atoms, positronium, etc. The caveat to all this is that there
must be a cut-off somewhere in the ultraviolet, or the theory is trivial.

62. Frank B
September 6, 2006

I am not intending to press these points, but they are related to the bigger issues
of what one means with *intrinsic quantum mechanical* and *complete theory*,
so I add some further (not very deep ..) comments.

1. Since group representation theory is applied to so called classical mechanics
(CM) too (representations on phase space via symplectic/canonical
transformations) it is not clear how group representations as such (even
involving spin) distinguish between CM and QM. Unitary transformations contain
symplectic transformations, and in this respect QM is (formally) a special form of
CM. The relation between state, observable and probability is in this view the
distinguishing (interpretative) feature. One reason why this issue may be more
than of formal interest is that quantum gravity may require a deeper
characterization of what it means to be *quantum*.

2. I am aware that one can get approximations from QED that are interpreted
e.g. as the Schrödinger equation for electron in the H-atom (relativistic case
unsettled?), but there may be disputes about exactly what assumptions are made
along the road (I know only the broad outlines). Another point is that in order to
be *approximations* we should be able to give their error bounds, otherwise the
approximations are based on faith. However, and this is the main point, in



physics it is common to work with incomplete or even inconsistent theories (such
as classical electrodynamics + charges) successfully when we have learned their
domain of applicability. In this way physics differs from *pure mathematics*
(which immediately reminds one of the Einstein quote: “As far as the laws of
mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain; and as far as they are certain,
they do not refer to reality”). Physics needs not just experiments, but genuine
physical insight (such as the principle of equivalence) in order to evolve. To me
the book by Woit has brougth up this issue (which is not restricted to string
theory): Do mathematical *speculations* replace physical insight? Has the
development of theoretical physics reached a stage where [in lack of new
experiments/or because of a possible *desert* — of course, one should not forget
the exciting findings in astronomy/cosmology, no desert there] the only
remaining lead (whatever it is worth) is in mathematical constructs? On this
history may teach us some lessons but it does not foretell.

63. Who
September 8, 2006

a propos the main topic—US publication of N.E.W.
the book continues to sell really well, judging from the amazon general physics
bestseller list

As of today Friday 8 September at 1:20 PM pacific, its standing and those of
several other wide-audience books for comparison were:

#1 TwP
#2 NEW
#7 Elegant Universe (Greene)
#8 Road to Reality (Penrose)
#13 Brief History of Time (Hawking)
#38 Warped Passages: Unraveling the Mysteries of the Universe’s Hidden
Dimensions (Randall)
#40 The Cosmic Landscape: String Theory and the Illusion of Intelligent Design
(Susskind)
#88 Parallel Worlds: A Journey Through Creation, Higher Dimensions, and the
Future of the Cosmos (Kaku)

the top two (TwP and NEW) were also #2 and #3 on the entire PHYSICS
bestseller list, number one being a book about the effect of music on the brain.

The complete physics list contains books on specialized subjects as well as
“general” physics books—so it has a wider range than the general physics list.
General physics best sellers, besides the usual Greene and Hawking fare, tend to
be first-year college textbooks.

so it looks like the US publication is going along successfully, the Woit and
Smolin books may not be selling like hotcakes but they are selling like Freshman
Physics textbooks. And in September, the start of the Fall semester, that can’t be
too bad.



A Castle For Mathematicians

August 24, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The American Institute of Mathematics was founded in 1994, with financing from
John Fry, the Silicon Valley businessman responsible for Fry’s Electronics. The Fry’s
store in Palo Alto is quite remarkable, containing everything a Silicon Valley geek
might need, with a huge selection of potato chips and computer chips. In recent
years, AIM has been running a wide variety of workshops, at a temporary location
called the AIM Research Conference Center (ARCC), which is basically in back of the
Palo Alto store.

Last month, the City Council of Morgan Hill approved plans for construction next to a
golf course of a huge castle that will provide a permanent home for the ARCC (for a
news story about this, see here). It will be modeled on the Alhambra in Spain, occupy
167,000 square feet, contain a “gourmet-industrial kitchen with master chefs from a
San Francisco seafood restaurant and a Napa Valley resort”, and much else besides.
Fry himself is closely involved in the design of the castle, which is rumored to cost
over $50 million, and planned to be ready for occupancy in 2009. More details about
this are here, and there’s even a video of what the castle will look like.

Comments

1. David
August 24, 2006

AIM is an interesting organization that sponsors quite interesting workshops, all
of which (including those past) are described on their website (AIMath.org),
many with references. Many of these workshops are of interest to some types of
scientists as well as mathematicians. As an example, they just had one on Low
Eigenvalues of Schroedinger and Laplace Operators.

2. andy.s
August 25, 2006

aaahh crud. I was hoping they would get the Winchester Mystery House.

3. Stefan
August 25, 2006

Great link, but I wonder what differentiates AIM from AMS?

4. csrster
August 25, 2006

Tasteful.

http://www.aimath.org/
http://www.aimath.org/
http://www.frys.com/
http://www.frys.com/
http://www.aimath.org/pastworkshops/
http://www.aimath.org/pastworkshops/
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/14412387/
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/14412387/
http://www.aimath.org/ARCC/morganhillfacility.html
http://www.aimath.org/ARCC/morganhillfacility.html
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-6956424081422740268
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-6956424081422740268


5. anon
August 25, 2006

Very nice video, except that the turrets are square shaped, whereas cylindrical
designs are much better at resisting bombardment since impact impulses get
arched over a much larger area in an attack on a cylinder than on a flat wall,
which reduces damage.

6. anonymous
August 25, 2006

They should have based it on Uraniborg, Tycho Brahe’s castle/research institute.

7. anon
August 25, 2006

(I meant of course that the turrets are ‘rectilinear’, not ‘square’. Must always use
correct terminology!)

8. ObsessiveMathsFreak
August 25, 2006

This certainly won’t do much to improve the Ivory Tower sterotype of
mathematicians.

9. Dick Thompson
August 25, 2006

Competition for the Institute for Advanced Studies? I hope is has lots of little
cafe’s tucked away in overlooked nooks. Since Fry seems to have a communal
model of doing math versus the IAS lonely genius model, he might want to
encourage what has worked before in that mode.

10. Thomas Love
August 25, 2006

The cafes are necessary since, as Erdos put it: “Mathematicians are machines for
turning coffee into theorems”. After deriving results in private, the lonely genius
must communicate his/her results to the community. Besides, community is
necessary to provide stimulation.

11. A.J.
August 25, 2006

The trouble with turning coffee into theorems is that it increases entropy: we
can’t turn unwanted theorems back into coffee.

12. hack
August 25, 2006

How much good mathematics has been accomplished while looking out over a
golf course?



13. Doug Natelson
August 25, 2006

How much good mathematics has been accomplished while looking out over a
golf course?

Well, since the grad college at Princeton overlooks a golf course, I’d guess
there’s a pretty good chance that much of John Nash’s early work was done in
that environment.

14. Chris
August 25, 2006

AJ said, “The trouble with turning coffee into theorems is that it increases
entropy: we can’t turn unwanted theorems back into coffee.”

That is what comathematicians are for!

15. TTT
August 25, 2006

http://aimath.org/arccstaff.html

couldn’t help but wondering – how did they manage to attract so many females in
the Bay Area? a new trend? women going after Mathematicians these days:)

16. Dick Thompson
August 26, 2006

***
TTT said:
couldn’t help but wondering – how did they manage to attract so many females in
the Bay Area? a new trend? women going after Mathematicians these days:)
*****

All those movies about nutty genius mathematicians, and, way important, the TV
show NUMB3RS. Mathematicians are hot!

17. Jonathan Vos Post
August 26, 2006

Numb3rs is a hit because of good writing, good directing, good acting, and their
Math Advisor, Dr. Gary Lorden, Executive Director of Mathematics, in Caltech’s
Physics, Astronomy, and Mathematics division.
http://www.math.caltech.edu/people/lorden.html
He is a noted expert in Statistics; I took advanced probability from him; he’s
written letters of recommendation for me. The Chairman of Math is the great
Barry Simon, I.B.M. Professor of Mathematics and Theoretical Physics.
http://www.math.caltech.edu/people/simon.html
In all our wide-ranging discussions, String Theory has never come up. Although
Caltech has major String Theorists (as I’ve posted before, including undergrad

http://aimath.org/arccstaff.html
http://aimath.org/arccstaff.html
http://www.math.caltech.edu/people/lorden.html
http://www.math.caltech.edu/people/lorden.html
http://www.math.caltech.edu/people/simon.html
http://www.math.caltech.edu/people/simon.html


classes) it remains a small part of a much larger physics, astronomy, and math
effort, and does not seem (to me) to affect the mainstream of research and
teaching.

18. Carl
August 27, 2006

The most amazing thing about Fry’s are the architecture and decor. The second
most amazing thing is the range of electronics sold there. So are they going to
sell Peter’s new book?

I bought Not Even Wrong($21.56) and Smolin’s new book($20.80) at Barnes and
Noble. They didn’t have them in stock, but could mail them to me when
available. Since the order ($47.34) was over $25, the shipping was free. Years
ago B&N started a card program that requires you to pay $25 per year to join. I
have avoided shopping there ever since. They still have the program, but I held
my nose and paid my money.

If Peter comes up here to Seattle on a book signing I’ll get him to sign it. I am a
bit ashamed to admit that I once got a professor of physics, Gregory Benford to
sign a science fiction book of his that had been remaindered. But I was a cheap
physics grad student at the university at the time.

And I started a blog. I had to do this in order to thank a grad student for publicly
more or less endorsing my theory of the quarks and leptons. Not that I claim to
understand her comments on M theory. Maybe after reading Peter’s book I will.

19. TheGraduate
August 27, 2006

To Carl:

To be fair the Barnes and Noble, you don’t have to get the card if you don’t want
it. But you get 10 percent off every purchase if you do.

Of course you would need to buy more than 250 dollars of books per year for this
to be worth it.

20. Pyracantha
August 27, 2006

Rosebud….

21. Carl
August 27, 2006

Regarding Barnes & Noble’s $25 per year, I buy maybe 300 books per year. I
easily spent $1000 a year there; the card would be a bargain for me. But it
seems to me that what they really did was to raise all their prices about 5% and
issued the card in the hope of crowding out the competition. I think that that is
monopolistic and I won’t have any part in it.

http://www.barnesandnoble.com/
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/
http://www.fantasticfiction.co.uk/b/gregory-benford/
http://www.fantasticfiction.co.uk/b/gregory-benford/
http://www.uci.edu/
http://www.uci.edu/
http://carlbrannen.blogspot.com/
http://carlbrannen.blogspot.com/
http://kea-monad.blogspot.com/
http://kea-monad.blogspot.com/


Some people don’t like the privacy issues, but I carry cards for all the local
supermarkets in my otherwise thin wallet. There’s plenty of room in there for a
free B&N card. In the meantime, I find the selection of books at other bookstores
quite satisfactory. If I were Peter, I would refuse to sign books at B&N stores.



The Trouble With Physics

August 28, 2006
Categories: Book Reviews, Not Even Wrong: The Book

I’ve just finished reading Lee Smolin’s new book The Trouble With Physics, which
should be released and available for sale very soon. It’s a great book, covering some
of the same ground as mine, but with significant differences.

This won’t be a usual sort of review, since I’ll mainly concentrate on discussing the
parts of Smolin’s book that I found most interesting, and my perspective here is kind
of unique, having spent a lot of time writing about many of the same subjects that he
covers. I will offer some capsule consumer advice: if you have any interest at all in
what is going on these days in fundamental physics, you should buy and read both
books. If you really are on a tight budget, and your main interest is in the relation of
mathematics and physics, you should get mine. If your main interest is in quantum
gravity or the foundations of quantum mechanics, you should get Smolin’s. His is
more appropriate for someone with little background in this area, mine contains some
significantly more demanding material which requires some expertise to appreciate.

What most fascinated me about Smolin’s book is the personal story behind it. He was
a graduate student at Harvard during the same years that I was an undergraduate
there, and describes well that place and time. The standard model had just been
formulated a few years earlier, and experimental confirmation was pouring in. Many
of the people responsible for the standard model were there at Harvard, and there
was more than a bit of justifiable pride and arrogance. Smolin was of a philosophical
bent, and initially put off:

The atmosphere was not philosophical; it was harsh and aggressive, dominated by
people who were brash, cocky, confident, and in some cases insulting to people who
disagreed with them.

He studied the philosophy of science and was very struck by Paul Feyerabend’s
Against Method (there are also has some amusing tales of later personal encounters
with Feyerabend). Feyerabend’s philosophy of science has been described as
“anarchistic”; he sees no one “scientific method”, but science as a very human
activity, in which all sorts of different tactics are used to make progress towards
better understanding. Smolin recognized that much as he would prefer a more deeply
philosophical approach, it was the much more pragmatic tactics of people like
Coleman, Glashow and Weinberg, who wouldn’t be caught dead talking about the
nature of space and time, or foundational problems of quantum mechanics, that was
what was really having success.

Smolin begins his book by explaining what he (and I) see as the most important fact
about the past thirty years of theoretical particle physics research. We’re in a
historically unprecedented situation, with virtually no progress being made on the
fundamental problems of particle physics for a very long time, despite huge efforts. In
his description, the field has “hit a wall”; I like to describe it as a victim of its own
success. The standard model is just too good. It’s too hard to find an experimental

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0618551050
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0618551050


result that disagrees with it, and too hard to come up with theoretical advances that
will address some of the things it leaves unexplained. Smolin sees the source of the
problem in the field’s insistence on sticking with a way of doing science which worked
until 30 years ago, but now has become dysfunctional, with string theory only a
symptom of the underlying problem. He writes:

I have mentored several talented young people through crises very similar to my own.
But I cannot tell them what I told my younger self – that the dominant style was so
dramatically successful that it must be respected and accomodated. Now I have to
agree with my younger colleagues that the dominant style is not succeeding.

Elsewhere he writes:

My hypothesis is that what’s wrong with string theory is the fact that it was
developed using the elementary-particle-physics style of research, which is ill-suited
to the discovery of new theoretical frameworks… This competitive, fashion-driven
style worked when it was fueled by experimental discoveries but failed when there
was nothing driving fashion but the views and tastes of a few prominent individuals.

Smolin was a student of Stanley Deser’s, and during his graduate student years
supergravity was a field that was just taking off. He describes getting to know Peter
van Nieuwenhuizen and Martin Rocek and being offered a chance to get into the field
at the ground floor, one he passed up because he couldn’t believe that the kind of
lengthy algebraic calculations they were doing could give real insight:

It was like being offered one of the first jobs at Microsoft or Google. Rocek, van
Niewuwenhuizen, and many of those I met through them have made brilliant careers
out of supersymmetry and supergravity. I’m sure that from their point of view, I acted
like a fool and blew a brilliant opportunity.

Smolin didn’t join the Stony Brook supergravity group, but found that he could make
a place for himself in the physics community working on quantum gravity, but using
particle physicist’s methods:

… an easy opportunity opened up while I was a graduate student, which was to attack
the problem of quantum gravity using recent methods developed to study the
standard model. So I dould pretend to be a normal-science kind of physicist and train
as a particle physicist. I then took what I learned and applied it to quantum gravity.

Smolin ended up with a post-doc at the new ITP in Santa Barbara, which luckily was
running a program on quantum gravity that year. His career tactic almost didn’t pay
off:

One day, as we were waiting for the results of our applications, a friend came by to
tell me that I was unlikely to get any jobs, because it was impossible to compare me
with other people. If I wanted a career, I had to stop working on my own ideas and
work on what other people were doing, because only then could they rank me against
my peers.

The most powerful parts of the book are the chapters entitled How Do You Fight
Sociology?, and How Science Really Works. They give a detailed and clear diagnosis



of the problematic way string theory research is being conducted, and decisions are
being made about who deserves a job. Smolin has an insider’s point of view,
particularly because he himself worked on string theory:

… during the years I worked on string theory, I cared very much what the leaders of
the community thought of my work. Just like an adolescent, I wanted to be accepted
by those who were the most influential in my little circle. If I didn’t actually take their
advice and devote my life to the theory, it’s only because I have a stubborn streak that
usually wins out in these situations. For me, this is not an issue of “us” versus “them,”
or a struggle between two communities for dominance. These are very personal
problems which I have been contending with internally for as long as I have been a
scientist.

So I sympathize strongly with the plight of string theorists, who want both to be good
scientists and to have the approval of the powerful people in their field. I understand
the difficulty of thinking clearly and independently when acceptance in your
community requires belief in a complicated set of ideas that you don’t know how to
prove yourself. This is a trap it took me years to think my way out of.

Smolin gives many examples of the “groupthink” behavior of the string theory
community, while characterizing string theorists as “almost all more open-minded and
self-critical and less dogmatic than they are en masse.” He describes string theorists
as:

… supremely confident both of the truth of string theory and of their superiority over
those unable or unwilling to do it. To many string theorists, especially the young ones
with no memory of physics before their time, it is incomprehensible that a talented
physicist, given the chance, would choose to be anything but a string theorist.

…Anyone who hangs out with string theorists encounters this kind of supreme
confidence regularly. No matter what the problem under discussion, the one option
that never comes up (unless introduced by an outsider) is that the theory might
simply be wrong. If the discussion veers to the fact that string theory predicts a
landscape and hence makes no predictions, some string theorists will rhapsodize
about changing the definition of science.

Some string theorists prefer to believe that string theory is too arcane to be
understood by human beings, rather than consider the possibility that it might just be
wrong.

Smolin finds in the string theory community a sense of entitlement and disdain for
anyone who works on alternatives to the theory, with major string theory conferences
never inviting people who work on alternatives to speak. An editor from Cambridge
University Press told him that one string theorist said he would never consider
publishing with the press because it had put out a book on LQG (I see why their
publishing my book was out of the question…). At string theory conferences Smolin
would be asked “what are you doing here?” or told “It’s so nice to see you here! We’ve
been worried about you.” Some friends explained to him that if he wanted to be
considered part of the string theory community he had to work not just on string
theory, but on the particular string theory problems that were fashionable at the



moment.

One problem for physicists trying to get tenured positions that Smolin mentions is
that most universities now require letters from 10-15 people evaluating their work,
with a small number of negative evaluations sufficient to sink their chances. If you’re
working on something other than a mainstream topic, finding 10-15 people who can
comment knowledgeably on your work can be impossible. He describes string
theorists as mostly submitting the same two or three research proposals. This narrow
concentration on a small number of problems is defended by some senior theorists as
a “disciplined” approach, one that will more surely lead to progress than encouraging
people to pursue a variety of different research directions.

Very recently, Smolin sees things changing:

Until last year I had hardly ever encountered an expression of doubt from a string
theorist. Now I sometimes hear from young people that there is a “crisis” in string
theory. “We have lost our leaders,” some of them will say. “Before this, it was always
clear what the hot direction was, what people should be working on. Now there’s no
real guidance,” or (to each other, nervously) “Is it true that Witten is no longer doing
string theory?”

One can quantify this new situation by noting that there have been virtually no
heavily cited new papers during the past few years, except perhaps for the KKLT one
that is part of the landscape story.

Smolin notes that many string theorists (including himself) have often been ill-
informed about the exact state of knowledge concerning crucial conjectures about
string theory. One example he discusses in detail is that of the finiteness of multi-loop
string amplitudes. The state of the subject is that one knows how to precisely
formulate them and can show lack of divergences only up to two loops (this is due to
the work of d’Hoker and Phong). At higher genus d’Hoker and Phong have a
conjectural definition, but have not yet been able to show that divergences cancel.
Few string theorists seem to be aware of this, and some of them react with great
hostility and shower with insults anyone who mentions this issue (as I’ve done here on
this blog).

There’s much else of interest in Smolin’s book, including a lot of material about what
he sees as promising ideas in quantum gravity, discussion of research on the
foundations of quantum mechanics, and a chapter on “seers”, people doing original
work on foundations. These include ‘t Hooft, Penrose, and many others less well-
known.

While I agree with just about all of what Smolin has to say about string theory, my
own background is different and I see promise in very different lines of research than
he does. I’m much more skeptical than him about our ability to get useful
experimental data on quantum gravity, and see questions about quantum mechanics
rather differently. My prejudice is that, lacking experimental guidance, the thing to do
is to try and better understand the mathematical structures underlying the standard
model. In the past, better physical models have gone hand in hand with deeper
mathematics, and I’ll bet this will continue to be true in the future. Quantum



mechanics has deep connections to representation theory, a part of mathematics that
unifies many different subfields. It seems likely to me that a better understanding of
quantum mechanics will come from better understanding representation theory and
its connections to physics.

There’s a lot of other sorts of material in the book that I haven’t discussed, and I
strongly recommend that people read the whole thing. It’s very, very good, and
anyone interested enough to follow this blog will find it highly rewarding.

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
August 28, 2006

Well, if I had a free copy….

Anyways, regarding

Anyone who hangs out with string theorists encounters this kind of supreme
confidence regularly. No matter what the problem under discussion, the one
option that never comes up (unless introduced by an outsider) is that the theory
might simply be wrong.

I can’t say I know every young person in the field, but I’ve talked to a fair
fraction, and I have to say that with a few notable exceptions, I don’t see that
sort of dogmaticism anywhere. Saying that string theory might be wrong isn’t a
particularly interesting observation, so I can see why it doesn’t come up, but I’ve
rarely met someone who doesn’t think that string theory could be the wrong
theory of quantum gravity.

2. Jimbo
August 28, 2006

Peter paraphrases Smolin as saying, “being offered a chance to get into the
field(SUGRA) at the ground floor, one he passed up because he couldn’t believe
that the kind of lengthy algebraic calculations they were doing could give real
insight”…

Einstein would agree whole-heartedly with Smolin’s reluctance, and this goes to
the heart of the problem in theoretical physics in my opinion. In the absence of
experimental evidence for SUSY and/or a driving paradigm, string theorists have
chosen to hack their way thru the jungle with a `mathematics machete’,
obscuring any hope of real physical insight, and venturing off into the surreal
world of mathematical physics, which with few exceptions, has seldom yielded
any deeper insight into nature’s secrets.
Now, we are paying dearly for this obsession with math, with no end in sight.
Only the LHC can level the playing field, as the recent astro-observations of Dark
Matter did with the alt.theories of DM, MOND & TeVeS, which are now history.



3. Stefan
August 28, 2006

“My prejudice is that, lacking experimental guidance, the thing to do is to try
and better understand the mathematical structures underlying the standard
model.”

I agree with you 100%!! So, may you kindly do the undergrads a favour and tell
us what those specific topics are.

Stefan

4. Kea
August 28, 2006

Well, I must say that this is very entertaining.

5. nigel
August 28, 2006

Stefan, see http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/repthy.html for general
background course on relevant maths and see http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-
th/0206135 for some specific physical ideas explaining the Standard Model
tentatively using such ideas. At top of page 51, the Standard Model particles are
obtained with electroweak symmetry properties. This should be impressive if you
are interested in the links between Standard Model and advanced mathematics
without resorting to extra dimensions.

The taste in ideas for extreme abstraction in particle physics is set by symmetry
principles more recently, and laws of nature further in the past. This is not the
same approach that you use if you are dealing with relatively simple phenomena
where you might try to guess a full mechanism and write down the relevant basic
equations straight off, and then solve those equations.

If you take nuclear physics, where you have the shell model and the liquid drop
model of the nucleus, you can use visual analogies to help formulate a model that
makes checkable predictions, which are semi-classical. But with particle physics,
it looks more promising to search for symmetry principles and other abstract
laws than to guess a sem-classical model.

I mean, suppose you were crazy and guessed that the particle is like a piece of
string, and then you found that to get it to work just as an ad hoc model you
needed to make make it extra dimensional string, and then you still failed to
predict anything with it for 20 years? How embarrassing!

6. wkrn
August 28, 2006

From your semi-review I do not understand what is the main point of the book (I
do not have it).
In my opinion The Trouble with Quantum Gravity is that it is disconnected from

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/repthy.html
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experiments: sociological difficulties are not the problem, but a consequence of
it.

The Trouble with High Energy Physics is different: experiments have not told us
what we hoped, and we are waiting for the verdict from LHC. So, better to
discuss after LHC.

7. TheGraduate
August 28, 2006

Peter:

How likely do you think it is that the LHC might actually contradict string theory
and end its dominance?

8. TheGraduate
August 28, 2006

Peter:

I had one more question. What kind of impact has string theory had on modern
mathematics? I have lately been becoming more and more impressed with the
number of branches of mathematics that have been impacted by string theory.

9. Fabien Besnard
August 28, 2006

Thanks for this review, this all seems very interesting.

A sidenote : Feyerabend emphasized on the sociological aspect of science, but
more : he saw scientific truth as a sociological phenomenon. In this respect the
situation in today’s physics clearly disproves Feyerabend’s views since string
theory is by no way acknowledged as a scientific truth, despite the sociological
dominance of string theorists.

A question : does anyone know about another historical example of the
“groupthink” Smolin describes ? I can think of the “N-rays” affair but it did not
went that far, no lasted for so long.

10. D R Lunsford
August 28, 2006

Thanks for that Peter, I look forward to this book. I get impatient with Smolin
because he’s such a nice guy, and it seems to me what physics needs is some
“tough love” and a few bitch slaps now and then – but it’s obvious he is a sincere
researcher and representative of all that’s good in science.

For contrast, one should poke over to Motl’s blog and read the page upon page
of incoherent, basless ranting there. It’s mind boggling.

-drl



11. D R Lunsford
August 28, 2006

RE the effects of sociology in physics, check this out:

http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,20192903-2703,00.html

I’ve long understood that the problem is not just string theory.

-drl

12. Peter Woit
August 28, 2006

Graduate,

The LHC can’t contradict string theory, since string theory predicts nothing
about what it will see. If the LHC sees something new and exciting, most
theorists will be trying to figure that out, paying less attention to string theory.

The question of the impact on math of string theory is complicated. I did write
something about this in my book, although that only scratched the surface. One
complication is that much of the most important math that has come out of string
theory research is really results from 2d QFT calculations.

13. Stefan
August 28, 2006

Nigel,

Thanks for the links. I’m having a look through the Rep Thry paper; seems quite
interesting. Do you know of any (introductory) texts you think are worth studying
to get up to speed in this area?

Peter,

If you recall our discussions some time before, i.e. on gauge fields and Dirac
operators, I have been combing through Amazon.com for relevant introductory
texts. The best ones I could find were:

“An Introduction to Dirac Operators on Manifolds” — Jan Cnops

and

“Operator Methods in Quantum Mechanics” — Martin Schechter

If you have any added suggestions please let me know.

Among the ideas you place forward, studying “geometric quantization” holds,
atleast from my neophyte vantage point, (potentially) fundamental insights into
QM and QFT, and may even (with the passage of time and careful consideration)
displace string theory as the most important approach to fundamental physics

http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,20192903-2703,00.html
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research… I do think IT’S THAT IMPORTANT!
I also wonder if von Neumann’s QM work would be helpful to study here? Do you
also feel Jouko Mickelsson’s work is important enough for the afore-mentioned
programme to warrant careful study? [No offence intended to the author, but the
book’s cost is WAY too high for your average student to afford… unless it’s worth
all my three months’ summer savings. ;-)]

Thanks.

Stefan

14. Michael Bacon
August 28, 2006

Here is a link to an NPR “debate” between Smolin and Greene:

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5670911

Smolin’s new book was the “trigger” for this piece.

15. TheGraduate
August 28, 2006

Peter,

I will definitely be looking for your book in the book store and I will investigate
what you have to say about the connection between mathematics and string
theory in more detail.

I have been becoming more and more surprised at what little evidence there is
for the validity of string theory.

Are they really basing all this on mathematical and historical coincidences?

It sounds a bit limp to say that a line of reasoning is good because a particular
model has nice properties you had not expected it to have. Is this really the
extent of their reasoning?

16. Thomas Larsson
August 28, 2006

Stefan, if you want to have an idea what’s in Jouko’s book, have a look at his
papers from anno dazumal, e.g. this, this, this, this, and this.

However, note that there might be some problems, see e.g. this and this.

17. Thomas Larsson
August 28, 2006

Sorry, missed a double quote. The links should be
this,
this,

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5670911
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5670911
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this,
this,
this,
this, and
this.

18. SFB
August 28, 2006

We should be calling it STRINGTHEOLOGY.

19. tg
August 28, 2006

I’d like to thank Michael Bacon for the link to the Smolin-Greene interview.
Having listened to the interview now, I’d like to post my thoughts on it as a
layman to the subject whose academic life has only been tangentially touched by
string theory. I, like many other mathematicians (I presume) have no vested
interest in whether strings are bogus or not — I’d just like to know some
arguments in both directions, just for my general scientific edification.

Frankly, Michael Greene was far more polished (understandably, he’s had
practice) and presented a more compelling point of view on general grounds.
Smolin, in my opinion, was at times longwinded in his presentation, which hurt
his debate.

Smolin has a difficult task to begin with. People, and scientists aren’t really
interested in unclear claims about what doesn’t work, or “negative
campaigning”. Smolin stresses the lack of experiments. Greene says things take
time. (What’s wrong with that?) Moreover Greene asserts the mathematical
consistency of things, which not knowing the specifics, sounds like reasonable
evidence. These are things, Greene says, keep people inspired.

Smolin asserts that string people are holding back non-string people. He seems
embarassed to make this claim directly, but rather hints at it in various ways.
Greene counters that his _own_ graduate students sometimes work on non-string
physics. Personally, I don’t find it surprising that one field in a subject looks
down at other fields, or consumes resources. It’s annoying to be on the wrong
side of the tracks, I know, but a priori, I have to admit this doesn’t mean to me
that the ideas in the field per se are faulty.

So I summarize that string theory is an with high degree of mathematical
consistency but which clearly needs experimentation. Its difficult math and
difficult physics, so therefore time is necessary to come to an appropriate
conclusion.

Is there something I’m missing? I’d be glad to be better informed on this
debate…

20. Peter Woit
August 28, 2006
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TheGraduate and tg,

Both my books and Smolin’s contain very detailed answers to your questions, I
don’t want to try and rewrite a lot of this here. As for the Smolin-Greene radio
show, it’s really not possible to sensibly debate these issues in a few minute long
radio program for the general public. About all you can get off in that time are
quick sound bites which will be highly misleading in one way or another. The
quick answer to tg’s summary is that:

1. string theory does not have a high degree of mathematical consistency,
actually no one knows exactly what the theory is.

2. the problem with string theory is not that it needs experimentation. The
problem is that it can’t predict anything, at any energy, including being unable to
retrodict things being studied in current particle physics experiments.

3. the theory is more than 30 years old, has been intensively studied for 22
years, with the result that it now looks a lot less likely you can get physics out of
it than people thought 22 years ago. The problem is not that progress is slow, it
is that progress is negative.

21. Peter Woit
August 28, 2006

Stefan,

I don’t know the books you mention. One nice short introductory text on
representation theory is Graeme Segal’s lectures in Carter, Segal, McDonald,
Lectures on Lie groups and Lie algebras.
Unfortunately I don’t know a really good introduction to geometric quantization,
in its relation to representation theory. There is a recent book by Kirillov, called
“Lectures on the orbit method”, which may be the closest thing.

22. JPL
August 28, 2006

Hi Aaron:

Saying that string theory might be wrong isn’t a particularly interesting
observation, so I can see why it doesn’t come up, but I’ve rarely met someone
who doesn’t think that string theory could be the wrong theory of quantum
gravity.

This observation of yours, however, sounds particularly interesting! If it never
comes up how can you be so sure that you never met anyone who thinks it is an
impossibility, I mean, that String Theory could simply be wrong? Telepathy?
Groupthink? Pray let us know…

23. Doug
August 28, 2006



The title of the book refers to what’s wrong with physics. The failure to recognize
string theory’s shortcomings, because of its dominance, no matter how
disturbing to skeptics, and no matter how unfair to competitors, is only a small
part of the story of what’s wrong with physics.

On the Science Friday show, Smolin was just getting into the real problem, when
Flato cut him off to take a call from a lady suggesting that what is needed is
“thinking out of the box,” but before that he was addressing Green’s statement
about the consistent calculations.

As Green explained how that extensive testing the consistency in the calculations
of string theory, and its consistency with the established concepts of past
physics, shows that the “theory comes through with flying colors every step of
the way and keeps us thinking that things are at least headed in the right
direction,” Flato turned to Smolin and asked, “Well, Lee, what would be wrong
with that, if things are working like that?”

Smolin said:

If you really put quantum mechanics together with the description of
space, then we know, from general considerations, that the notion of
space should disappear. Just like the notion of the trajectory of a
particle disappears in quantum mechanics, …the same thing should
happen to space and the geometry of space.

I’m sure he was referring to background independence here, but he didn’t get to
explain it very well, just that string theory doesn’t address this very directly,
while other approaches do.

My question is, Peter, does he explains this well in the book, and does your work
address this problem?

24. Peter Woit
August 28, 2006

Doug,

There’s a lot in Smolin’s book about the issue of background independence, not
much in mine. In general I’m mostly writing about particle physics, Smolin is
much more concerned with quantum gravity, and he certainly writes well and
clearly. I don’t have any particular wisdom on this subject myself.

And please, if you want to discuss your favorite ideas about quantum gravity,
don’t do it here.

25. TheGraduate
August 28, 2006

Peter,

I understand your reluctance to summarize complex arguments that you’ve



already put years into expressing better elsewhere and I do promise that I will
read your account in full when I get the opportunity.

At the moment though, I am a bit curious about whether the pro-string theory
argument can summarized into the phrase: “The mathematical coincidences are
too surprising to be chance.”

Could you say whether this is very, very roughly the crux of the pro-string theory
argument?

26. woit
August 28, 2006

TheGraduate,

The pro-string theory argument for unification is mainly that the theory provides
a quantum theory of gravity.

The argument about mathematical coincidences is more that an argument that
calculations show that things are happening in string theory for reasons that are
not understood. This is just an argument that there is something going on in
string theory that is not yet understood. That’s an argument for further research
into the theory, but not an argument that it is going to give you a useful unified
theory.

27. dan
August 28, 2006

““Is it true that Witten is no longer doing string theory?”

well is it true?

have you or lee read lubos top 12 results from string theory?
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-twelve-results-of-string-theory.html

28. anonymous
August 28, 2006

TheGraduate,

some mathemacians indeed say that string theory is an activity which produced
some very beatiful and important mathematical ideas, which justifies this
activity. Whether you want to call that activity ‘physics’ is another matter…

29. Aaron Bergman
August 28, 2006

This observation of yours, however, sounds particularly interesting! If it never
comes up how can you be so sure that you never met anyone who thinks it is an
impossibility, I mean, that String Theory could simply be wrong? Telepathy?
Groupthink? Pray let us know…

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-twelve-results-of-string-theory.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-twelve-results-of-string-theory.html


Conversations in social situations rather than in researchy situations.

30. JC
August 28, 2006

I wouldn’t be surprised to see another “string theory” style sociological
phenomena popping up decades later in particle physics, if string theory falls by
the wayside in the near future. Seems like these sorts of things happen
frequently enough every few generations or so.

31. TheGraduate
August 28, 2006

Peter,

Ah okay I think I see now. And I think I’ve read elsewhere that you definitely
don’t agree that it provides a quantum theory of gravity.

Anonymous,

I guess I figure they are saying they have a degree in physics and they get paid
by physics departments and therefore they are doing physics … probably a good
enough argument 99% of the time

32. David
August 28, 2006

Stefan,
I really liked Schechter’s book. You may be interested in some more recent work
that follow’s Schechter’s. All of this can be downloaded from the following
websites:
Barry Simon, Math Dept, Caltech
Gerald Teschl, Math Faculty, U of Vienna (both research articles and Lecture
Notes [actually book preprints]),
Susanne Teschl, U. of Applied Sciences,Technikum Wien (thesis).
You can find all of these by using Google with the person’s name.
Best,
David

33. Egbert
August 28, 2006

My copy of NEW just arrived today. At the back it says the URL of your blog is
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/worelpress

Apart from that it looks good.

About the supreme confidence of string theorists – from the experience that I’ve
had, it seems that there really are some amazing things that string theory has
done. Counting rational curves is a good example; AdS/CFT and the dualities are
impressive too, and it sure looks like it has something to do with quantum

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/worelpress
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gravity, getting the entropy A/4 right for at least some black holes, and having
Einstein’s equation in it and so on. These things are, quite frankly, too amazing
to be just a coincidence.

The problem is that these things have been interpreted as evidence that string
theory is the one true theory of the universe, but in fact it is evidence that there
is some underlying self-consistent mathematical structure, which may or may not
be a theory about physics. All of the signs seem to point towards the conclusion
that it is not a theory about physics, but is rather a mathematical structure which
relates 2d CFT to various gauge theories in various manifolds.

Still, though, the string theorists, like Ed Witten, like to oversimplify and say that
they think string theory has produced too many fascinating insights to be
“wrong”.

34. ark
August 28, 2006

To Dan and Anonymous
I am one of those whose work was selected into top 12 results in string theory
(e.g. read #6 in this list) mentioned by Dan and, indeed, I have to say that, for
instance, work by Grisha Perelman would never be completed (most likely)
should he in his 3 Fields medal winning papers not use some basic string-
theoretic results obtained in 80ties. This fact alone is sufficient for justification of
string theory existence. But, surely, I can mention many other things, e.g. read
my hep-th/0608117 and references therein. Clearly, sooner or later the dust will
precipitate and there will be a lots of good bits and pieces of work for grabs by
everybody who likes to work more than to talk.

35. D R Lunsford
August 28, 2006

Peter, why did you delete my comments?

-drl

36. woit
August 28, 2006

drl,

Because they had nothing to do with the posting, which is a review of Lee’s book.
I’m tired of explaining this to people, but this is not sci.physics, it’s not a place
for people to discuss their favorite ideas about physics. I don’t have the time,
energy or interest to moderate something like that.

I’m pretty annoyed about this comment section today anyway, I’ve been spending
a huge amount of time deleting comments from idiots who want to denounce Yau
or Tian, using endlessly changing pseudonyms. I really, really don’t have time for
this these days.



Egbert,
I noticed that typo and told the publisher about it. I’ve also set up my web-site so
it responds properly to the incorrect URL.

37. D R Lunsford
August 29, 2006

Peter, I agree with you about that, but my comments were to the point and on
topic, or so I thought. Relax, you are on target and have nothing to fear.

-drl

38. hongbao zhang
August 29, 2006

Peter,
Have you a free electronic copy of it? If you have, could you send it to me? We
want to translate this great and intriguing book into Chinese so that more young
guys in China could read it.:)

Thanks in advance.:)

My email: hongbaozhang969@hotmail.com

39. MathPhys
August 29, 2006

tg,

Do you know what the problem with string theory is? It’s Edward Witten. If you
think Michael Green is polished, you should listen to Witten.

When Witten speaks, he’s extremely convincing. It’s very difficult to refute an
argument that he makes. It’s very difficult to resist following in his footsteps.

Is that a good thing or a bad thing? Should non string theorists argue that having
Witten on string theory’s side gives the latter an unfair advantage? I think they
should.

40. Thomas Larsson
August 29, 2006

Stefan and Peter,
When Stefan referred to Jouko Mickelsson’s work and a way to expensive book, I
assumed that he meant Current algebras and groups, which AFAIK is the only
book he has written. Since I have read (although perhaps not understood) both
the book and the papers I linked to, I can claim that there is considerable
overlap.

41. nitin
August 29, 2006

mailto:hongbaozhang969@hotmail.com
mailto:hongbaozhang969@hotmail.com
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Hello Peter

Your short review sure got me very interested in Smolin’s latest book! I have
ordered both his and yours, and I am eagerly waiting to read them. hehe.. It’s
very likely that I will be among a very few from my country, Mauritius, to read
them (maybe Sanjaye Ramgoolam, a “string theorist” countrymate, at Queen
Mary, will read one or both of them). Last time I tried convincing a friend about
Physics, I ended up giving him Penrose’s “A Road to Reality” as birthday present!

Cheers.

42. tg
August 29, 2006

Dear MathPhys,

“If you think Michael Green is polished, you should listen to Witten.”

In fact, I have heard him speak (live) — but I can hardly compare. One was a
technical talk to a group of mathematical string theory people, and the other was
a popular talk.

43. Peter Woit
August 29, 2006

hongbao zhang,

Sorry, but I don’t even have an electronic form of the book, and couldn’t
distribute it for free if I did. Anyone interested in acquiring the rights to publish
a translation in another language needs to contact the people at Jonathan Cape,
my deal with them was that they hold world-wide rights to publish the book.

Mathphys + tg,

The Science Friday show involved Brian Greene, not Michael Green. Brian is a
lot better at this than Michael, I would think.

44. Michael Bacon
August 29, 2006

My take was that Smolin did well given the format. In any event, it was
refreshing to listen to them discuss the issues in a civil way. Lubos would do well
to draw the appropriate lessons.

45. Gina
August 30, 2006

Peter, is it possible to state the main (say, 10-15) points for the “case against
string theory” with 4-5 sentences on each?

This will be very helpful. Please consider doing it.



It will be useful to

a) separate the stricktly scientific points from more sociological and
philosophical points

b) to separate points that say that (*)”string theory is not (yet) successful” from
those saying that (**) “this and that aspects of the theory are fishy” from those
saying that (***) “string theory is not the right direction for dealing with “final
theory/grand unification”, from those saying that (***) “the whole endeavor of
final theory/grand unification is misguided”.

c) To hint if physics requires more back-tracking or it is just string theory that is
problematic.

Thanks!

46. a
August 30, 2006

dear Gina, I think that the main scientific problem is: since we cannot directly
probe quantum gravity, a useful theory of quantum gravity must predict
something at the lower energies where we can do experiments. Strings allow
something like 10^500 different possibilities: this seems practically equivalent to
allowing everything and predicting nothing.

47. nigel
August 30, 2006

Stefan,

I hope Peter will produce an introductory textbook on Representation Theory and
Particle Physics.

Gina,

Your idea would I fear produce a list of string theory claims with the same boring
label ‘uncheckable speculation’ beside each.

‘Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence.’ – Carl Sagan.

You can see plenty of extraordinary claims in string theory (it solves almost all
the big problems of unification, quantum gravity, the nature of particles, black
holes). You don’t see any stringy evidence, let alone extraordinary evidence, and
nobody expects to find much.

The string theory failure has some weak precedents in science: check the
detailed history in peer-reviewed physics journals on the “Vortex Atom” and
“Aether” (both the subjects of intricate mathematical speculation and wild claims
of ad hoc success from mathematical physicists including Kelvin and Maxwell,
who both died firmly believing flawed theories).

However, string theory is more dangerous. At least Kelvin and Maxwell’s ideas



could later be checked by experiment. String theory deliberately speculates
about practically uncheckable phenomena (Planck scale unification, etc) so
remaining safe from experimental refutation, so becoming a religion:

‘Whatever ceases to ascend, fails to preserve itself and enters upon its inevitable
path of decay. It decays … by reason of the failure of the new forms to fertilise
the perceptive achievements which constitute its past history.’ – Alfred North
Whitehead, F.R.S., Sc.D., Religion in the Making, Cambridge University Press,
1927, p. 144.

48. RA
August 30, 2006

“We’re in a historically unprecedented situation, with virtually no progress being
made on the fundamental problems of particle physics for a very long time,
despite huge efforts.”

That’s a convenient and shaky rewriting of history upon which to build your
foundation.

‘Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence.’ – Carl Sagan.

That goes both ways.

49. Peter Woit
August 30, 2006

Gina,

At this point, I’m way too busy, and writing another explanation of what the
problems are with string theory isn’t at all something I want to spend time on.
The article I wrote back in 2001 is still a good short version of the argument, all
it is missing is a discussion of how things have gotten much, much worse for
string theory since then, because of the landscape.

The issues involved here are pretty complicated, and I don’t think short sound-
bites, or me countering people’s “10 quick reasons why string theory is great”
with “10 quick reasons why string theory doesn’t work” is going to be very
enlightening. Partisans of one point of view or the other aren’t going to be
convinced by this, and people who want to seriously understand the issues and
make up their own minds should read both the pro-string theory point of view
put forward in several books, and the other side of the story, as explained in my
book and in Lee’s. I do believe that the problem is not just string theory, but
more generally the idea of supersymmetric grand unification, these issues are
discussed extensively in the book.

50. Peter Woit
August 30, 2006

Lubos,
While, unlike you, I’m not banning those who disagree with me from posting



comments here, I’m not going to tolerate and will continue to delete any
comments like your last one that attack people other than me.

51. Gina
August 30, 2006

Thanks for considering my suggestion and the comments, Peter
(and thanks nigel and a for the 2 items.)

Certainly my suggestion was not meant to replace reading your book or Smolin’s
but it could be helpful for me to understand what is the essentials, e.g. while
reading these books or the elegant books on the other side.

Your review on Smolin’s book (which is of the same size as what I would like to
read) is very personal/philosophical almost like a gathering of two veterans on
the same side of a battle but not so useful to understand the essentials.

Is the critique of string theory is similar to the critique on biologist for not
understanding/finding cure for cancer? or is it stronger.
Is the idea that string rather than point particle can, in principle,
lead to a “grand theory” a-priori senseless, or just not yet successful, or
reasonable-to-start-with but by now clearly a failure?
10^500 looks fishy but is 10^500 possibilities really that bad?

I think the main reason for me to be suspicious with “string bashing” is that it
did not lead (yet) to interesting science: namely
to scientific papers (not popular reviews and books). Why is that?

52. Lubos Motl
August 30, 2006

Dear Peter,

you completely missed my point. My point was not to attack other people than
you. It was, on the contrary, meant to prove that you are the #1 moron on this
crackpots’ discussion forum. 

Best
Lubos

53. Peter Woit
August 30, 2006

Gina,

Again, for the short version, I recommend reading my 2001 article. Yes, 10^500
possibilities really is that bad. All indications are that it makes it completely
impossible to ever extract a real prediction from the theory, which is deadly.

The situation of string theory is very different than that of cancer research, an
analog would be if current cancer treatments not only didn’t help at all with the
disease, but made it much worse.



“string-bashing” by itself doesn’t lead to interesting new science, except in the
sense that encouraging people to stop working on a failed idea and look for
something else to do may have a positive effect. Lee is one of the leaders of a
very active research program that is working on new and different ideas, and he
has published a long list of scientific articles on this. I have my own ideas about
alternatives to string theory, have written much less about this. For some of what
I have written see my long 2002 paper on the arXiv.

54. Peter Woit
August 30, 2006

Lubos,

Actually I did get that that was the point of your comment. But, sorry, if you want
to write comments here about what a moron I am, you have to avoid at the same
time attacking other people as morons, since I’m not going to allow that.

55. Tom Killick
August 30, 2006

I am not a physicist. I am an engineer. It has always seemed to me that
postulating un-testable hypotheses is more the domain of religion or philosophy
than of Physics. I would like to draw you attention to work being done by Charles
Francis that is evolutionary, exciting and that does belong in the realm of
Physics. This work claims to have bearing on dark matter, the age of the universe
and more. It is also eminently testable and appears to explain currently
anomalous data and makes specific predictions about future data.
I am intrigued by work being done by Charles Francis for much the same reason
as you concentrate in your review of Smolin’s book on the areas that most
interest you, the personal story. I went to high school (in fact a very prestigious
private catholic boarding school) with Charles Francis the late sixties and early
seventies. I can unequivocally say that he was the most brilliant mathematician
and logical thinker I have ever met. At sixteen he could produce elegant, concise
and original proofs that allowed me, other classmates and his teachers to begin
to understand the power and beauty of mathematical physics. I know he went on
to Cambridge and Birkbeck college in London to finish a number of degrees. He
is a very eccentric individual which has allowed him to focus on solving what he
calls “the really important problems” for the last 40 years. His eccentricity has
also isolated him from much of what I assume to be the hubris of modern
physics.
His paper which in his characteristically un-self effacing way is titled

“Does a Teleconnection between Quantum States account for Missing Mass,
Galaxy Ageing, Lensing Anomalies, Supernova Redshift, MOND, and Pioneer
Blueshift?”

56. Gina
August 30, 2006

Here is my a priori take on this before reading any of these books.
_______________________________________________



1. The question of quantum gravity and this grand unification is a
major intellectual/scientific challenge.

2. String theory offers understanding for this problem as well as deep and
interesting insights on various issues from physics. Motl list of 12 appears to be
very impressive. (And apropos Motl, I even conjecture, perhaps contrary to this
example, that most string theorists are neither bullies nor male Chauvinist.) Not
many other scientific theories can match such a list. String theory is the only
major theory that offers such understanding for the unification problem. It also
led to great mathematics.

(Well, there is some amount of over-sale, and discussions with serious faces of all
this multiple universes stuff but this is not that unusual.)

3. There are serious problems with string theory concerning the possibility to
draw concrete predictions that can be verified. There are also many possible
string theories. (I do not share the interpretation that these limitations of the
theory are fatal. And maybe we cannot hope for more.)

4. String theory is still rather tentative. It is quite possible that the
theory will fade away because of its difficulties and it is also possible that it will
be replaced by a different theory which does a better job. It is possible it will
prevail.

___________________________________

As for the discussion, I cannot see, nigel, how string theory can be “dangerous”
and I cannot see, Peter, how things can between 2001 and 2006 have gotten
“much much worse” (but I can see you being much much more excited.) And
“dying (like Maxwell) with a firm belief in a flawed theory”, nigel, can serve as a
nerd’s curse
but it is not significantly more terrible than just dying. (Unless the death is
caused by the theory.)

57. Lubos Motl
August 30, 2006

Virtually all of string theorists are nice people who never argue with anyone else,
they’re not chauvinists, and most of them are feminists. Most of them also think
that string/M-theory are robust twin towers that are not threatened by any social
effect or passionate proponents of alternative theories or proponents of no
theories, and they almost always try to avoid interactions that could lead to
tension which also gives them more time for serious work. Almost no string
theorists drive SUV and they produce a minimum amount of carbon dioxide.

58. Peter Woit
August 30, 2006

Gina,

Discovering that your theory has 10^500 times more solutions to it than you



thought it did really does count as “much worse”. Virtually every string theorist
will admit that the “landscape” is a huge problem for the theory. Things really
are much worse now than they were 5 years ago.

59. anonymous
August 30, 2006

Hi,

I came across this weblog after Amazon automatically recommended me Peter
Woit’s new book. I went through it and I was amazed to see the extend that some
disagreements can take and the way that people, affiliated with high profile
institutions, behave when they should be models for the rest of the community
and their students. Congratulations!

Personally, I find the situation rather interesting and I really hope something
good will come out of this, whether it is in favour of string theory or not. I would
like to make a comment, however, on the situation the way I see it. Please keep
in mind that I am not a string theorist and I wouldn’t even call myself a physicist
in general. Nevertheless, here it is.

Let’s see how long it takes for someone to get a PhD. Usually it is 4 years as an
undergraduate and 5 years as a postgraduate. Most of the young people
interested in string theory feel that they should start studying the subject while
undergraduates. I guess that is why MIT introduces string theory classes and
Zwiebach publishes books on “undergraduate” string theory. It has to do with
demand, the customers have to be satisfied somehow. Blame it to the hype. In
the graduate school you are forced to publish something, as if the rest of the
thousands of people that form the “community”, or physics as a science in
general, is going to be saved by the students’ publications. I may be wrong on
this and it might be indeed necessary to publish as many papers as possible
although I really doubt it. So, what is left? Narrow minded people, they have
been doing strings or whatever all their life so you can’t expect anything better,
or disgusted and bored people who realize that life can be exciting without
physics and go work for the industry, capitalizing their PhDs by getting nice flats
and nice cars and going in nice places for their vacations.

I recall an undergraduate telling me that he wants to get his degree as soon as
possible and go do a PhD in string theory without doing a masters first and that
is why he chose to study for a 3 years bachelors ( this senario is possible in some
countries ). I mean, how is that possible? Senior people are very well educated,
no doubt about that, but what about the undergraduate/graduate folks? I am
looking at the well known QFT book by Peskin and Schroeder sitting in my
bookself right now. How long does it take for someone to read it, solve the
excercises and be able to reproduce the results mentioned in it? In other words,
master it? What about general relativity? Cosmology? Non relativistic quantum
mechanics? Particle physics ( with a phenomenological bend )? Statistical
physics? Catch up with the rest of the community? Interact with people working
in other fields like for example condensed matter or mathematics. Two or three
years? If not, then how does someone attempt to solve a problem when he



doesn’t even know what the problem is in the first place? How is critical thinking
going to be developed the way the educational system works?

60. Ted Fails
August 30, 2006

Im an amateur at this, but it seems to me that if there is already a
huge uproar over explaining the number “one” as arising naturally
in physics (ie, the CC), then how is it that anyone is comfortable with a finite
number like 10^500? If this number is not infinite then
isnt it really wierd? (If it IS cardinal C, then why is it refered to as
10^500, which, by the way, is a very long way from C.)

In a unital algebra, “one” will frequently be present, but I find 10^500 a much
more curious number.

Anyone please comment.

61. ak
August 30, 2006

tg claimed:

‘So I summarize that string theory is an with high degree of mathematical
consistency but which clearly needs experimentation. Its difficult math and
difficult physics, so therefore time is necessary to come to an appropriate
conclusion.’

I point out that the bare fact that string theory centers a discussion of
dominating sociological and/or ‘philosophical’ character which in fact can be led
largely decoupled from scientific arguments ‘disproves’ the above sentences. In
fact there seems to be nearly a consent, even across the frontiers, about a
certain lack of ‘predictions’ implied by string theory, while the disagreement
centers mainly about the degree of this absence (which puts a claimed-to-be
‘theory of everything’ in a rather ironic light) and/or the ‘interpretation’ of this
generally undenied fact (‘it takes time’). I think that philosophy is fine as long as
it supports or manifests the ‘explaining’ aspects of a mathematical formalism
which shares as its necessary property ‘prediction’, I remember to have learned
this years ago being still an undergraduate from a popular book by David
Deutsch, his point was more or less that in purely logical terms a theory wouldn’t
need to be able to explain phenomena AS LONG as it makes the right (i.e.
verifiable) predictions about them. To summarize the above discussion one can
only conclude that string theory goes the opposite way, it more or less seems to
suggest that prediction is fine but nothing compared to the intriguing
implications suggested by the theory’s ‘explanation’, this culminates obviously in
this ‘landscape’ argument, where prediction is intrinsically senseless and
explanation (the anthroposophic principle, the multiuniverse) puts itself into the
perspective of initiating a ‘new era’ beyond Kopernikus, Einstein et al. I mention
that one could parallelize these observations with not-quite recent arguments of
german philosophers/sociologists (!) Adorno and Horkheimer whose ‘Kritische
Theorie’ predicted and observed exactly the above discussed failure and



tendency of modern rationalism and science in general to become ‘mythological
regression’, even not as a corollary of the scientific method but as an intrinsic
principle hidden in rational progress, danish philosopher Kierkegaard already
observed in the 19th century that ‘this century has produced more myths than
any era before’, I wonder what his comment would be today.
I could add that concerning my personal experience with ‘modern physics’ and
mathematics I already doubted the mathematical rigor and consistency of ‘the
standard model’ which was the point where I changed to mathematics, from the
constant efforts of mathematicians to understand recent and non-recent
concepts in ‘modern physics’ (only to mention the ‘path integral’, mirror
symmetry) I can only doubt the above mentioned term of the claimed
‘mathematical consistency’ of string theory, even the meaning of this word
combination is unclear (what does it mean: a theory which is logically consistent,
should this be a particularly ‘nice’ feature of string theory or is ist just the most
necessary condition for a mathematically formulated physical theory to become
science?) and as it seems it is relatively hard to ‘believe’ that it is physics at all,
it might be difficult and ‘in some sense’ consistent, but possibly neither
mathematically consistent nor difficult as a physically theory, so maybe one could
say it is an extremely difficult and sociologically ‘consistent’ metaphysical theory
?
(I apologize if this became a bit polemic.)

62. Lee Smolin
August 31, 2006

Dear Peter,

Thanks for the very thoughtful review. I have been distracted by some great
personal blessing but see tonight that my book is available on Amazon.com and
that Lubos has posted a two star review as you predicted. I am not interested in
playing a game with Lubos or anyone else whose modus operandi is ad hominum
attacks rather than serious engagement about ideas. (His attribution of some
positive comments about my book made by Sabine Hossenfelder to the
intellectual inferiority of women is for me so far beyond the pale, I really have no
energy to further engage with him.)

I wrote a book which treats those with whom it disagrees with a great deal of
respect and admiration. The point is not who is a member of what community or
who is esteemed by whom, it is about which ideas are right about nature and
which are wrong. I wrote about string theory, not to demean it, but because it
was the best idea we had about unification and if it is in crisis then we have
reason to reexamine our presuppositions which led us to believe in it so strongly
(and I do mean us.) My book arose out of such a re-examination and its value, for
me, is that it contains proposals for what are the wrong ideas that took such a
promising idea to its present crisis. So I am not willing to engage with people
who are not willing to recognize good faith and respond in kind. But I am of
course happy to discuss with those who takes the time to read it and responds in
the spirit in which it was written.

Thanks,



Lee

63. Who
August 31, 2006

Congratulations on the aforementioned blessing. Hope all are well:
though I and others know you only through your work, many must be wishing
you joy.

64. Gina
August 31, 2006

Rather than attacking string theory directly a more promising way for trying to
see what is wrong (if anything) with it to try to question the basics of extremely
successful theories which preceded it. Peter, Lee is there some “QED bashing” in
your books? (Even “QCD bashing” is already considered bad sportsmanship.)

65. 10^500
August 31, 2006

Oversimplified answer to Ted Fails: “how 10^500 comes out?”

Strings want 6 or 7 extra dimensions, and to predict anything at low energy you
must know their geography. Some complicated geography (holes and branes
here and there) seems needed to try getting the complicated physics we observe.
Strings tell that all of geography is dynamically fixed by vacuum expectation
values of fields. There are many fields: a few fields describe the size and shape of
extra dimensions, others tell the amount of each magnetic-like fluxes that can
wind around each hole, etc, etc, etc. With a normal potential, each field has a few
possible minima, and thousand of fields can have few^thousand minima.

10^500 is so many that, whatever we measure, string theory might have 10^100
solutions that practically look like it, altough finding them might be practically
impossible.

Despite all impressive achivements, and despite Lubos Motl, this seems the end
of the story.

66. Gina
August 31, 2006

It was a pleasant surprise that I could read Peter’s 2001 paper
feeling that I understood most points Peter had made. This paper is almost
disjoint (or orthogonal) to what I asked Peter. (Maybe 2-3 specific “anti string
theory” claims can be extracted.) Part of the paper is a sort of philosophy of
science look at particle physics and string theory of the last 3 decades geared
towards “philosophy of funding of science”. Philosophy of funding of science is
an interesting and important subject worthy of discussions and debates but it is a
separate issue to the “case against string theory” (as a scientific theory). I would
still be happy and greatful to see a summary of the “case” against string theory
along the lines I asked.



67. TheGraduate
August 31, 2006

To Gina:

(Well this is by no means authoritative but the anti-string theory case seems to
be roughly as follows:)

1. String theory does not predict anything

2. There is currently no obvious way to modify it so it would predict something

3. String theory is reducing the probability that other (possibly more predictive
approaches) will be tried.

All of these points can be expanded into sub-cases but I think they cover all the
categories of objections.

68. Lubos makes me puke!
August 31, 2006

Gina- I would suggest that you visit the archives of this Blog starting with March
of 2004 which has a good article about Peter and his education and
qualifications. You can skim the articles and read the important articles about
String theory fairly rapidly. This would help you understand that this is a very
complicated problem that has arisen from virtually a idea that never had any of
the empirical physical evidences that is required for the scientific method. The
beauty and complexity of the mathematical calculations necessary to explore the
extra dimensions of string theory lured a lot of our most brilliant and gifted
students to work for many years only to find that they had invested their time
unwisely. Rather than admit their mistake, some like Motl will do anything to
keep this dogma a science. Something it has not been for a long time. We all owe
our gratitude to Peter for making us aware of this problem.

69. ak
August 31, 2006

I have to admit that I still tend to get headache reading papers about particle
physics whatever their background and philosophy might be, at least from my
point of view they mostly tend to involve a considerable amount of mathematical
sophistification but themselves completely lack the beauty and conisistency of
the mathematical results and theories involved, in contrary they tend to mix up
rigorous mathematical results with speculative ideas and concepts from
mathematical and/or physical ‘folklore’, which makes ist extremely difficult for
‘non-insiders’ to decide what is still logically consistent deduction and what is
wishful thinking or black-box deduction. I assume, and Peter seems to indicate
that, that the ‘problems’ modern physics faced in the development since the
1970s derive as much from its desynchronization with mathematical justification
of the concepts involved as with with its disconnectedness from experimental
evidence. Motls list seems to reflect either intrinsic features of the theory which
seem to be nearly tautological (‘unity of supergravities’) or concepts which are



as interesting as yet poorly understood from a mathematical viewpoint
(AdS/CFT/ mirror symmetry). From this point of view Peters attempt to re-view
the mathematical concepts of the standard model seems to be promising; one
could finally hint to an article of Berhelm Booss-Bavnbek, who judges post-war
mathematics to be ‘deformed’ in a characteristic manner by aims of ‘fictional
warfare’, this point of view is possibly not completely irrelevant to the discussion
here (unfortunately in german):

‘Symptome der militärischen Deformation: undurchdringliche Komplexität,
rücksichtslose Kreativität und täuschende Vertrautheit’

http://www.uni-muenster.de/PeaCon/wuf/wf-90/9021101m.htm

70. Gina
August 31, 2006

Motl:

Can you please tell me (just a few sentences understandable to a laywoman)
what is your opinion on the two claims:

1) That string theory cannot predict anything and will not be able to.

2) That there are over 10^500 possibilities which makes things worse.

many thanks in advance –Gina

71. Who
August 31, 2006

“The Trouble with Physics” (topic of thread) continues to be #1 on the Amazon
general physics bestseller list
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav
/102-4540543-7840144

at least it was 9AM to 4PM pacific time today, could of course be different at 5
PM—list changes hourly.

72. Ming
September 1, 2006

“My prejudice is that, lacking experimental guidance, the thing to do is to try
and better understand the mathematical structures underlying the standard
model.”

I disagree with you 100%. The farce of string theory has shown definitively that
more mathematics isn’t the way forward for physics. I think the way forward is
that we need to re-examine the basic foundation of the whole edifice of
theoretical physics and look for the missing key pieces (of physical concepts, not
mathematics) that everybody has so far overlooked. We need to question the
foundation of everything and take nothing for granted. Looking for the easy half-
hearted way out by using ever fancier mathematics simply won’t work.

http://www.uni-muenster.de/PeaCon/wuf/wf-90/9021101m.htm
http://www.uni-muenster.de/PeaCon/wuf/wf-90/9021101m.htm
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144


Unfortunately this kind of work is despised by most practising theoretical
physicists, who’re almost all of the “problem solver” variety. What we need
desperately are more “seers” as Smolin described them, or “thinkers” may be a
better word for it because it doesn’t have the superstitious connotations of seers.
If we look back at the history of theoretical physics, the most prominent
advances were almost always made by thinkers and not problem solvers.
Einstein being the best example of a great thinker (though he’s also a darn good
problem solver). Thinkers can think outside of the box (i.e. the existing formalism
of theoretical physics), while problem solvers can only work within the box. The
almost complete stagnation of theoretical physics for the past half century is due
to an almost complete lack of quality thinkers, with all physics jobs going to the
best problem solvers. As long as this extreme imbalance between thinkers and
problem solvers persists in theoretical physics, I’m afraid there’s no hope for
true advances… IMHO

73. Ming
September 1, 2006

I just noticed that a recent 5-star review of Smolin’s book has been deleted while
Lubos’ 2-star review is getting suspiciously high number of “helpful” votes. It
looks like someone is actively (and desperately) “reporting” positive reviews of
Smolin’s book while artificially generating helpful votes for Lubos’ review. I’ve
only seen this kind of behavior from the site of another “science” book, the
author of which is a total crackpot, and he is writing fake 5-star reviews for his
own book while trying to report and delete all negative reviews (sad thing is he
succeeded). Didn’t know that string theorists/supporters can also fall so low…

74. Eugene Stefanovich
September 1, 2006

Ming,

I agree with you 100%. The usual paradigm:

Standard model and general relativity are great. The only thing left is to put
them together.

lead us in a corner. The only way out of this corner is backward. No amout of
clever problem-solving will help.

75. ak
September 1, 2006

I remark that it could be already ‘mythological regression’ to assume a GUT
would actually exist. Periods of extreme idealism were quite frequent not only in
science but also in philosophy or art (Hegel, Kant, Nietzsche) and Lubos gives an
example of even biologists thinking of ‘their’ path to the universally saving GUT.
The crisis of modern physics is not their lack of progress towards idealism, it is
its implicit contact with the natural limitations of human (experimental) insight
into nature itself (only to mention the energy scale of reasonably realizable
accelerators). Possibly the non-existence of ‘seers’ derives from the fact that



there ‘is nothing to be seen’ which would not go beyond the intrinsic limitations
of human insight, at least derived from the standards of current technical ability.
Apart from the fact that Einstein ‘knew’ what would have to be predicted, there
in fact was experimental data (Michelson-Morley) giving at least subtle traces of
the directions to choose, are there any comparable ‘traces’ today (Neutrino
mass, dark matter?), one could doubt this. Apart from this, from a non-
mathematical point of view idealism and regression were always closely
connected, I only mention german idealism and its consequences for the history
of the last century, it could be a characterizing property of a ‘theory of
everything’ that it predicts in fact NOTHING, so string theory follows the
‘dialectic principle’ of human rationalism maybe in its purest form. I am
personally quite happy about the existence of small-scale problem solving which,
as a matter of exactness of the techniques involved, has from my point of view at
least the potential to be of ‘practical use’ in human scale, that is, in human
‘everyday life’. I objected a tendency in theoretical physics to substitute the
reality of existence as human beings and the diversity of (even physical) reality
by concepts of extreme idealizing, at the same time simplifying, potential. The
current status of absence of ‘predictiveness’ of string theory is possibly just a
corollary of the wish to include apparently uinversal ‘explanation’, under whose
regime details as ‘mathematics’, ‘logic’, ‘rationalism’, ‘predictiveness’, in the end
maybe ‘science’ itself seem to lose their relevance or status as guiding (and
limiting) principles they acquired over the thousands of years of growth of
human knowledge (at least in the ‘exact sciences’). Possibly it is the moment
where the exact sciences lose their insight into their own limitations where they
end to exist as ‘exact sciences’ and turn themselves into mythology, I already
said this above. For my own part, I am quite happy to consider exact sciences as
‘exact’ but limited and the other disciplines of human thinking (which EXIST,
even to me as a mathematician) as ‘inexact’ but potentially unlimited, possibly
the status of modern physics gives a hint towards the growing disassociation of
the scientific worlds or human thinking in general, which would in the end lead
again towards the concept of ‘thinker’: maybe it would be Einstein, knowing the
history of post-war physics and societies in general, to conclude that there is a
certain whisdom in preserving ‘mythology’ as ‘mythical’ and ‘exact sciences’ as
‘exact’, maybe this is what would have to be ‘seen’ from his perspective.

76. Lee Smolin
September 1, 2006

Ming,

I’m not doing anything, it is very sad to watch. I wrote two books before, there
was a lot of disagreement, for example from string theory friends who told me
that my idea of the landscape of theories was silly and there would soon be a
principle of vacuum selection that gave unique predictions. But no one behaved
badly. What is really sad is that there are many string theorists who are ethical
and act and talk in good faith, if I were them I would be appalled to let me field
be so represented. Besides which this kind of behavior provides strong evidence
for the claim that there is something pathalogical in the sociology of the field.

Thanks,



Lee

77. ks
September 2, 2006

Just for the record. String theory has nothing to do with the philosophy of
“german idealism”. Attributing the believe in hypothetical stringy objects that
are not detectable but shall be present for complicated theoretical reasons to
Kants critics of pure reason or his categories of mind a priori or Hegels self-
reflection of absolute mind and its projections into history, is hilarious. I do not
even want to imagine what Nietzsche had made out of this drive into self
delusion and science-as-cult beyond its empirist tradition. Maybe an appraisal of
John Horgans writings as being sound? German idealism is close to the
contemporary radical constructivist/deconstructivist philosophy, to
existentialism, phenomenology etc. not to a naive believe in the objective
existence of ones own intellectual phantasies.

78. anonym.
September 2, 2006

” Didn’t know that string theorists/supporters can also fall so low… ” – Ming

They are unable to respond any other way, they have no other responses to give.

79. MoveOnOrStayBehind
September 2, 2006

“German idealism is close to the contemporary radical
constructivist/deconstructivist philosophy, to existentialism, phenomenology etc.
not to a naive believe in the objective existence of ones own intellectual
phantasies.”

Here is a good example to what conclusions german philosophers are lead to, in
this case concering the Higgs mechanism:
http://www.dpg-tagungen.de/archive/2006/dortmund/akphil2.pdf
Unfortunatly this is in german. What is being said there is that “neither an
ontological, nor an epistemological interpretation of the Higgs mechanism is
tenable”; this follows fram a “critical analysis”.

The link given above, “Symptome der militärischen Deformation:
undurchdringliche Komplexität, rücksichtslose Kreativität und täuschende
Vertrautheit’” in another beautiful example of political ideology mixed up with
science.

Good that there are other parts of the world where science is moving on,
although I am getting concerned about the US too, after reading the opinions in
this blog here.

80. anon
September 2, 2006

http://www.dpg-tagungen.de/archive/2006/dortmund/akphil2.pdf
http://www.dpg-tagungen.de/archive/2006/dortmund/akphil2.pdf


For translation try: http://babelfish.altavista.com/

81. ak
September 2, 2006

no, there seem to be some ‘misreceptions’, I did not compare string theory to
‘german idealism’, the argument was that to believe in the existence of a GUT
could be a form of idealism, there is no such thing as pure ‘naive believe in the
objective existence of ones own intellectual phantasies’, string theory takes place
on a sociological/philosophical background and I just point out that it was
Einstein co-initiating the belief in the existence of a GUT. My point was that real
progression in modern physics could mean to be a little bit closer to
Kierkegaards criticism of Hegel (opposing his dominant position, claim of
unifying logical concepts etc.) and from what I understood, Peter and Lee move a
bit in this direction. By the way I don’t think that ‘german idealism’, as a
philosophical phenomenon, is very close to existentialism or deconstructivism
and ‘to move on or to stay behind’ is exactly what this discussion is about.

82. ak
September 2, 2006

I have to correct myself in the sense that the point is that to rethink modern
physics with the explicit aim of a GUT remains pure ‘idealism’ as long as there
are no fundamental experimental guidelines to show what exactly a new theory
should predict or explain BEYOND the capabilities of the existing models. The
unexplained constantness of the speed of light in a vacuum was Einsteins
starting point, maybe I am not quite informed, but I do not see that there are any
compareable fundamental facts pointing beyond the existing models today. In
this situation the string theorists can hardly blame non-string-theorists to
develope alternative pictures, one could for instance raise the question why not
anyone seems to be interested in the notion of ‘symplectic spinor’ or symplectic
Dirac operator, from a physical point of view the symplectic Dirac equation could
possibly be the starting point for a geometric theory of bosons (since it involves
the ‘symplectic Clifford algebra’), a not quite new paper

http://www.mathematik.hu-berlin.de/~klein/ftr.ps

shows that there is a natural notion of pseudo-differential quantisation involved
over sections of a certain line subbundle of the sympletic spinor bundle, on the
other hand the metaplectic representation implies the Schrödinger equation for
linear hamiltonian systems on R^{2n} and is reflected in some sort of Lie
derivative

http://www.mathematik.hu-berlin.de/~klein/liabl.ps

the picture is admittedly not quite coherent, but as a physicist, i could possibly
just ‘couple’, for instance over Kaehler or Calabi-Yau manifolds, the Dirac
operator over the ordinary spinor bundle with the symplectic Dirac operatior
over the sympl. spinor bundle (taking tensor products and operator ‘sums)’ and
see what ‘happens’, for Calabi Yau manifolds a natural notion of Maslov index
would be involved and would give rise to some notion of ‘quantisable’

http://babelfish.altavista.com/
http://babelfish.altavista.com/
http://www.mathematik.hu-berlin.de/~klein/ftr.ps
http://www.mathematik.hu-berlin.de/~klein/ftr.ps
http://www.mathematik.hu-berlin.de/~klein/liabl.ps
http://www.mathematik.hu-berlin.de/~klein/liabl.ps


Lagrangian foliations, which would correspond to the dimension of the kernel of
the square of some restriction of the symplectic part of the coupled operator etc
etc, maybe a new ‘TOE’, who knows.

83. ks
September 2, 2006

I just point out that it was Einstein co-initiating the belief in the
existence of a GUT.

Actually this goal must be attributed to Newton and all his followers. Einstein
and other quantum theorists of the first generation destroyed the old worldview
and broke it into two incompatible parts without losing the researchers inherent
destination of a complete and consistent physical explanation of the whole world.
There is no point to make in the inexistence of a GUT because its existence is
undecidable unless it exists. It can’t be disproved by reason. We can only get
stuck. Hence demystification doesn’t help us because there is no other side of
true reason but just a decision to make for everyone when its time to give up,
which is finally subjective.

What really happened with the desire of a GUT is that it became an aspect of
mass/pop-culture and its proponents rock-stars of popular science magazines (
“Einsteins legacy” etc. ) and books. Physicists and to a lesser degree
mathematicians are our last heros the last people who truly “transgress the
boundaries” which is properly mythological and part of the fascination. Besides
the person Stephen Hawking it was ST that had been in the focus of the economy
of attention of fundamental science in the last decades. String theory is both a
highly esoteric and speculative branch of mathematical physics and the pop
culture of the TOE. This tension makes it interesting even for visitors who are by
no means “active researchers” in the sense of Distler. I’m not claiming that
depressing the public about the TOE wouldn’t be healthy for the theoretical
physics community even if it’s going to shrink to the size it had at Einsteins time.

I have to correct myself in the sense that the point is that to rethink
modern physics with the explicit aim of a GUT remains pure ‘idealism’
as long as there are no fundamental experimental guidelines to show
what exactly a new theory should predict or explain BEYOND the
capabilities of the existing models.

This is undisputable. Reason without experience is empty, experience without
reason is blind, as Kant said.

84. D R Lunsford
September 3, 2006

ks said

What really happened with the desire of a GUT is that it became an aspect of
mass/pop-culture and its proponents rock-stars of popular science magazines (
“Einsteins legacy” etc. ) and books. Physicists and to a lesser degree
mathematicians are our last heros the last people who truly “transgress the



boundaries” which is properly mythological and part of the fascination.

Well I don’t really agree. The desire for unity is completely justified, as is seeking
it in geometry. All three major developments since Newton – Maxwell, Einstein,
and Dirac – are based on geometry and the idea of unity, or rather as Finkelstein
would say, “relativization”, which amounts to simplification of the underlying Lie
algebra of observables by decontraction. The problem seems to be that the
current practitioners are just uncommonly bad at finding the key physical ideas,
because they are too enmeshed in arcane mathematics. Klein, Courant, Weyl, all
warned us this would happen.

-drl

85. ak
September 4, 2006

I am afraid not to understand the dialectic principle of these two points:

‘The desire for unity is completely justified, as is seeking it in geometry.’

‘The problem seems to be that the current practitioners are just uncommonly
bad at finding the key physical ideas, because they are too enmeshed in arcane
mathematics.’

The ‘desire for unity’ is claimed to be derivable from purely mathematical
reasoning, at the same time to be ‘enmeshed in arcane mathematics’ is
attributed to the unability of finding ‘the key physical ideas’. This could hint to
some key misunderstanding of string theorists reasoning, taking on one hand
mathematics as a guideline for fundamental aims and on the other hand
attributing subsequent experimental deficits of the theory to the unability of
‘practitioners’ to find the key physical ideas while being absorbed in
mathematical reasoning. To resolve this one should possibly follow the contrary
strategy: to take experimental facts as the origin of thinking (not taking
experiments as the corollary of mathematical idealism) and to use on the other
hand plain mathematics as the tool to derive a theory from this experimental
starting point (I point out that my above statement about a possible ‘TOE’
derived from symplectic spinors was of substantial ironic character).

86. D R Lunsford
September 4, 2006

ak said

The ‘desire for unity’ is claimed to be derivable from purely mathematical
reasoning, at the same time to be ‘enmeshed in arcane mathematics’ is
attributed to the unability of finding ‘the key physical ideas’.

No one ever claimed it was derivable from “purely mathematical reasoning”.
Indeed the intuitionists firmly believe that such a thing does not exist, and that
both math and physics are stimulated by mutual interaction. Finding the right
physical idea is an irreducible activity – finding its mathematical realization is



not. By “arcane” I mean – disconnected from “physical reasonableness”.
Certainly there are many complex mathematical structures that are eminently
reasonable. The main activity of the physicist is to come up with physical ideas
that are reasonable and tractable. That is what is completely missing these days.

-drl

87. ak
September 4, 2006

‘The main activity of the physicist is to come up with physical ideas that are
reasonable and tractable. That is what is completely missing these days.’

I still do not agree on the form of this conclusion. It is a myth Einstein derived
Relativity from pure physical intuition, there was an experimental guiding
principle which lead to concepts like ‘Lorentz invariance’ and Minkowski space
(Michelson-morley). From THIS point, it was in fact a pure ‘thought experiment’
to generalize to curvature, geodesics and so on, but the experiment could in fact
qualify the result of these thought experiments to be true. In the current
situation of modern physics there seems to be neither a clear physical guiding
principle derived from experiment nor a possible way to judge the result of a
wide variety of thought experiments, so one cannot in fact blame the state of
string theory to the absence of ‘thinkers’ producing reasonable physics. It is
exactly this belief in ‘new physics emerging from human brain’ which lies at the
esoteric origin of string theory and potentially also of related concepts.

88. amused
September 5, 2006

Thanks for this review Peter, I’m looking forward to reading the book
(and yours).
Smolin makes some astute observations, but it’s one thing to describe the
problem and another thing to find a viable solution. As Smolin points out, young
peoples’ job prospects in formal particle theory are determined by how they are
viewed by senior influential physicists, and since most of the latter are string
theorists (at least at the leading US uni’s) it puts the non-stringers at a huge
disadvantage. As far as I can tell from reviews of the book and what he has
written elsewhere, Smolin’s solution for this seems to be some kind of
“democratisation” where funding and jobs get distributed over various areas in
proportion to the number of people working in them. What do you think about
this? Personally I’m against it. One reason is that it just replaces preferential
weighting for string theorists by preferential weighting for people working on
some broader selection of areas. What if my preferred research area is not
among these? Or if the representative for my area on the “committee” is not very
eloquent (he neglected to develop his salesman skills through hyping of our area
to the public) and therefore can’t get us a decent share of the pie? Or if I
suddenly find that there is something exciting in a non-represented area that I
want to work on? Besides that, I do think these kind of things should be left as
much as possible to “market forces”. The problem is that at the moment we don’t
have a genuine free market; it’s more like a monopoly a la Microsoft.



Anyway, if Peter will indulge me I’ld like to propose a different solution: How
about just letting people work on whatever they like, without preferential
weightings for any particular areas, and evaluating them solely on the basis of
the progress they make? This requires of course some objective measure for
evaluating “progress”. We need something that can be used to evaluate and
compare people across different areas. The normal thing in academia is to base
this on journal publications. Problem is that people don’t care much about
journals in theoretical hep these days. When you write a paper you stick in on
the archives, where it gets seen by the senior influential people in your field, and
your stock goes up or down depending on what they think of it. Subsequent
publication of the paper in a supposedly major journal is usually routine and
doesn’t mean much. This situation is ok for evaluating and comparing people
within the same area, but how are you supposed to compare people across
different areas? Although they publish in the same journals there is no way to tell
the relative quality and significance of their works just from “major” journal
publications, since it doesn’t take much to get published. Similar things can be
said about citation counts (which not only measure the significance of the paper
but also the well-connectedness of the author and the size and popularity of the
area in which the paper lies).

However, there remains one physics journal which is still non-trivial to publish
in: Physical Review Letters. So how about using number of publications there as
the evaluation measure? (The weight of each paper should of course be
normalised according to number of co-authors, and with a further appropriate
reduction for young people who are just going for a ride on the coattails of
seniors.) While it is true that some areas of physics (e.g. condensed matter) are
easier for getting published in PRL than formal particle theory, within the latter
area there doesn’t seem to be any biases (e.g. it is not unusual for both string
theory and LQG papers get published in PRL) so it would seem to be a level
playing field for all. The string theorists surely won’t have any objection to this –
since they are so brilliant they will surely welcome the opportunity to prove it in
an objective setting. In fact I’m sure it’s only their natural modesty which has
prevented them from filling up the pages of PRL already. It will also give a
chance to the hardcore younger stringers to finally silence those “penis envy”-
afflicted cynics out there, who go around disparaging them for being mindless
clones, absorbing what they are spoonfed like sponges but incapable of doing
anything original and significant on their own.
(Whoops, seems like I might have slipped into string-bashing mode at the end
there ;))

89. Ron Macnaughton
September 9, 2006

I’m a high school physics teacher who just yesteray was asked what I thought of
String Theory. My student had trouble understanding what he thought was the
deepest theory developed so far.

I explained how most astronomers used to believe planets moved in circles or
circles on circles. Eventually Kepler showed only elliptical orbits explained the
observed positions of Mars.



I gave the opinion that String Theory makes some assumptions and it might
come close to explaining reality, but I didn’t think it would ultimately be
successful, just as epicircles went into the dustbin of science.

I said that’s only a high school teacher’s opinion, but many brilliant people
worked on it and believed it.

I think the main problem is that String Theory doesn’t seem to include General
Relativity.

I find the sociology of science rather interesting. We talk about heroes who have
a pure drive for understanding, but Tycho Brahe gave Kepler the Mars problem,
because he thought it would be too hard for the young whipper snapper to solve.
Correct theories (plate tectonics) get rejected for decades. Wikipedia still lists
only string theory as a theory for quantum gravity, even though many
alternatives are out there.

I read “moron” comments on this blog which I find embarrassing when I hope to
inspire young people to take up science as a career.

I can’t wait for my copy of both books to arrive.

90. woit
September 9, 2006

Hi Rob,

An important thing to explain to students about science is that it makes testable
predictions that can be checked. Things like string theory are very speculative
ideas that some people someday hope will become legitimate, testable science,
but they’re not there yet. Some of us think it never will get there, some are more
optimistic.



Links, Links, Links…

August 30, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Wired has an interview with Lee Smolin.

The French internet site Arte has interviews with various physicists, including one
with Carlo Rovelli. If you don’t want to watch the videos, there’s a text summary (in
French).

Mel Schwartz died earlier this week. He won the Nobel prize in 1988 for his 1962 co-
discovery of the muon neutrino at the AGS at Brookhaven. Schwartz left physics for a
while and founded his own company near Stanford. He returned to Brookhaven and
worked on the plans for RHIC, then came back here to Columbia where he was a
professor in the physics department, so I had the pleasure of meeting him a couple
times. After his retirement he moved to Idaho.

Freeman Dyson’s 1951 lectures on QED have been put in TeX and posted on the arXiv.

This fall Graeme Segal will be visiting Columbia as “Eilenberg Chair”, a visiting
position we have that was funded by the sale of part of Sammy Eilenberg’s collection
of South and Southeast Asian art to the Metropolitan Museum. Segal will be giving a
course on The Mathematical Structure of Quantum Field Theories, which I’m very
much looking forward to.

Another course I’d like to attend, but it’s too far away, would be Dan Freed’s one this
semester on Loop Groups and Algebraic Topology. The web-site for the course
includes a reproduction of Bott’s wonderful lecture notes dealing with the topology of
compact Lie groups.

There’s a new paper out by Thomas Thiemann summarizing the technical state of
LQG. I haven’t had time yet to read it, but hope to spend some time soon doing that. A
good place to discuss it would be here, where Aaron Bergmann has already started,
also see some comments by Robert Helling. A not so good place to discuss it would be
here.

Eckhard Meinrenken has an interesting new paper entitled Lecture Notes on Pure
Spinors and Moment Maps, which promises a more detailed forthcoming paper by
him, Alekseev and Bursztyn.

Some recent and ongoing conferences that have talks online are at Ahrenshoop and
Santa Barbara.

Comments

1. Attila Smith
August 31, 2006

http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/14.09/stringtheory.html
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Dear Sir,
Yakov Perelman, a Soviet physicist without a Ph.D., wrote wonderful books on
popular (but very accurate) physics, always firmly based on low-tech
experiments.
Do you know of a relationship with Grigori?
Yakov couldn’t be his father, because he died in 1942.
Thanking you in advance, I remain

Yours faithfully A.Smith

2. D R Lunsford
August 31, 2006

The typesetting of the Dyson lectures is an absolute prize! Thanks to Mr.
Moravcsik!

-drl

3. Luboš Motl
August 31, 2006

Dear crackpot Woit,

this is one of the reasons why you’re crackpot. You “haven’t yet had time to read
a paper” – any technical paper, for that matter, and at least for 18 years – but you
already offer the other idiots who visit your discussion forum of morons a precise
prescription which analyses are correct and which are not.

The cleverest 10% of the chimpanzees will figure out that your opinions are just
a worthless piece of garbage, much like 10% of the cleverest visitors of your
crackpots’ discussion forum.

Best
Lubs

4. D R Lunsford
August 31, 2006

I should mention that the three books Dyson mentions are all available (Pauli
from Springer I believe – Wentzel and Heitler from Dover) and are all wonderful
books.

-drl

5. D R Lunsford
August 31, 2006

Did someone just sit on a whoopee cushion?

-drl

6. Lubos and the Bogdanovs



August 31, 2006

Hi Peter

I visited a bookstore in the capital city today, and I saw a copy of the Bogdanovs’
“Avant le big-bang” (“Before the Big-Bang”), recently (May 2006) published by
“Le livre de poche” editions, in the french section bookshelf. Guess my surprise
when I picked it up and had a look at the back! A comment by Lubos figured
there. I quote:

“Les frères Bogdanov proposent quelque chose qui, d’un point de vue spéculatif,
a le potentiel pour représenter une alternative à la gravité quantique.
Professeur Lubos Motl, physicien théoricien,
Université de Harvard.”,

which translates into:

“The Bogdanov brothers propose something which, from a speculative point of
view, has the potential of being an alternative to quantum gravity.
Professor Lubos Motl, Theoretical Physicist,
Harvard University.”

Go to this (http://www.livredepoche.com/index.html) for proof that I am not
making this up.

Wow! I guess I should not be surprised by now when it comes to Lubos; only the
latter can say such a thing about whatever the Bogdanovs are up to. Did he
actually read this book?

I know this is not the place to post this, and I apologise if this is too much.

7. LDM
August 31, 2006

Thank you for posting the very nice Dyson link…

BTW, American edition of NEW, page 99 — you might be interested in knowing
that Kharkov is in Ukraine, not Russia …
(though it is true most people in Kharkov might prefer the Russian lanuage to
the officail Ukrainian language and Kharkov has strong ties with Russia)

8. Thomas Love
August 31, 2006

drl wrote: The typesetting of the Dyson lectures is an absolute prize! Thanks to
Mr. Moravcsik!

Evidently he didn’t read all of the typist’s notes, Moravcsik did the rewriting
from the first edition to the present one. The current TEX typesetting was done
by David Derbes, a PhD student of Higgs.

It will be an interesting read, reading Dyson and then NEW. I ordered the

http://www.livredepoche.com/index.html
http://www.livredepoche.com/index.html


package of NEW and Smolin’s book from Amazon and I haven’t received either.

9. RandomSurfer
August 31, 2006

I can’t resist pointing to a link for the “eerie similarities” department. It’s written
by a reasercher in computer graphics, but… well, read and see for yourself:
Leaving.

10. Chris Oakley
August 31, 2006

Moravcsik did the rewriting from the first edition to the present one.
The current TEX typesetting was done by David Derbes, a PhD student
of Higgs

This gives the lie to the commonly-held belief that Ph.D. students are no good to
anyone.

11. woit
August 31, 2006

LDM,
Thanks for pointing out that Kharkov is in the Ukraine, a fact that I wasn’t aware
of. The inaccuracy this caused in the book is minor. I refer there to Golfand,
Likhtman, Volkov and Akulov as “Russian physicists in Moscow and Kharkov”.
Looking into this, while Volkov and Akulov were in Kharkov, Volkov was born and
mostly educated in Leningrad, moving to Kharkov at age 26, so referring to him
as Russian is not inaccurate. I don’t know about Akulov, who was Volkov’s
student, quite likely he is Ukrainian.

12. lostsoul
August 31, 2006

Thanks for the Dyson link; latex is better than a hand written scrawl.
All round, you’re keeping it real; and I keep coming back.

13. nontrad
August 31, 2006

The Dyson link, and the rest that are all QFT related, is one of the primary
reasons why I continue to return to Peter’s blog.

Simply put, there is a fond place in my heart / mind for all things QED!

Feynman, simply put, has been a hero of mine since at least I was 16. Sam
Schweber’s ‘QED and the Men Who Made it’ (http://www.pupress.princeton.edu
/titles/5524.html) is a book that I literally poured over when I was first studying
QFT… searching for inspiration for the how’s and why’s of that strange and
wonderful place called ‘quefithe’.

Dyson and Schwinger and Tomonaga, Pauli and Oppenheimer and Bethe and

http://www.cs.utah.edu/~michael/leaving.html
http://www.cs.utah.edu/~michael/leaving.html
http://www.pupress.princeton.edu/titles/5524.html
http://www.pupress.princeton.edu/titles/5524.html
http://www.pupress.princeton.edu/titles/5524.html
http://www.pupress.princeton.edu/titles/5524.html


Wheeler and Dirac all became heros too…as a result of Schweber’s book.

These notes then are a blast from the past that strike, apropos, of the leaves just
now starting to change with the coming Autumn…

Scanning the notes, I am reminded of Dover’s Principle of Relativity (containing
the original papers ‘On the electrodynamics of moving bodies’, ‘Mathematical
aids to the formulation of generally covariant theories’, ‘The theory of the
gravitational field’ and ‘Hamilton’s principle and the general theory of
relativity’); which I first bought in a used book store in a dog eared copy printed
in 1952 that still sits on my book shelf.

The days when physics was still physics….

14. YBM
August 31, 2006

Dear “Lubos and the Bogdanovs”, if you had a look inside the book, you could
have read the same quote this time translated as :

“Les frères Bogdanoff proposent quelque chose qui, d’un point de vue spéculatif,
a le potentiel pour être une alternative à la théorie quantique.”

which translates into :

“The Bogdanov brothers propose something which, from a speculative point of
view, has the potential of being an alternative to quantum theory.”

Motl is falsified in the worse and more delusional “anti-String theory” book ever
published in France (the cranky brothers are not proposing a “alternative to
quantum theory” , but to “string theory” on the basis of bogus math and pre-
graduate faulty physics), and is quite happy with that as long as he think he can
use that against Woit. What a pity.

Motl couldn’t (yet) be called a crackpot (at least on physics issues, anything he
writes on computing on his blog is a joke), only a phycho. I guess it won’t last
long before he’ll fall into the first category.

15. YBM
August 31, 2006

in case Lubos ‘psycho’ Motl would like to check the cover

16. Gina
September 1, 2006

Dear Lubos Motl:

Can you please tell me (just a few sentences understandable to a laywoman, even
just a friendly link will be useful) what is your opinion on the two claims:

1) That string theory cannot predict anything and will not be able to.

http://www.livredepoche.com/Livre_De_Poche/_FindArticleServlet?IdArticle=241218
http://www.livredepoche.com/Livre_De_Poche/_FindArticleServlet?IdArticle=241218


2) That there are over 10^500 possibilities which makes things worse.

many thanks in advance –Gina

17. woit
September 1, 2006

Gina,

Lubos has his own blog at motls.blogspot.com. If you want to start a discussion
with him, best if you do it there.

18. dan
September 1, 2006

dear anti-woit lubos,

if peter is materially wrong about something, that certainly deserves to be aired,
but if peter is factually correct on his statements on string theory, then as a
scientist, wouldn’t you agree this kind of skepticism is to be valued?

Peter, have you seen Lubos top 12 top stringy results, and do you think that
those results are sufficiently impressive so as to justify the current effort in the
string theory research program?

19. Chris Oakley
September 1, 2006

As Peter quite rightly does not allow self-promotion here I will keep this short,
but I have just added a section on the spin-statistics theorem to my on-line text
book (preamble here). Intelligent feedback (by e-mail) would be appreciated.

20. Stefan
September 2, 2006

I came to know via an e-friend that his commentary to Lubos’ post on Connes’
new paper was removed. What more, he was permanently banned from posting
there again.

He told me that what he wrote was neither personal in nature, nor degrading to
Lubos’ work or intellectual abilities (well, maybe a little), nor in any way
offensive to anyone else.

His primary criticism was the following [in paraphrased form]:

Lubos, until you prove your value as a researcher (by say writing something
which either: a) gets the attention of leaders in the field – say Witten or Gross or
‘t Hooft etc. or b) gets 500+ citations within a year of publication; or both) you
will not get many to listen to your constant (and never ending…) spiel on random
and (mostly, not always) off-topic issues that have nothing to do with physics…

in this case: your review of Connes’ paper.
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He goes on to add [in subtle language]: To critique someone like Connes’ may be
a bit out of your league…

I guess that probably offended Lubos’ sky-high ego… and in the true spirit of
scientific dialogue he banner him ever from posting again.

Wow, it’s a side of Lubos he rarely reveals to anyone else…

…interesting… and intriguing I must add.

21. Stefan
September 2, 2006

Hi Peter,

Don’t quite understand why you blocked my previous post.

Stefan

22. woit
September 2, 2006

Stefan (and others),

The WordPress spam filter is idiosyncratic, often working very well, sometimes
deciding to mark comments as spam for no obvious reason. When this happens, I
don’t get a notification of it, but they go into a queue. I check the queue
periodically, but often only once a day.

dan,

No.



Amazon Reviews

September 2, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

I’d really much rather ignore the activities of Lubos Motl, but his unethical behavior
recently has sunk to new lows, and it seems necessary to point this out and encourage
others to take appropriate action.

When Lee Smolin’s new book The Trouble With Physics first became available
recently on Amazon, Lubos immediately posted a “two-star” review of the book, one
that immediately had a large number of votes that it was “helpful”, likely generated
by Lubos himself. The review is thoroughly dishonest and designed to mislead anyone
who might consider buying the book (“Lee reveals his intense hostility against all of
modern physics”, “Lee proposes a truly radical thesis that it is wrong for mathematics
to play a crucial role in theoretical physics”, “He also denies the difference between
renormalizable field theories and the rest”, “one of his rules says that the conclusions
must be accepted by everyone if their author is a person of good faith”, etc., etc.,
etc…). The dishonesty includes the use of two stars rather than one, since Lubos is
well-aware that Amazon is more likely to immediately delete one-star reviews.

After a while, another review appeared, a positive 5-star review. At some point, it
seems that Amazon deleted Lubos’s review, perhaps because some people had, quite
justifiably, clicked on the link that allows one to report a review as inappropriate.
Lubos then posted on his blog a rant about this. Later on, he somehow managed to
get the 5-star review deleted, and his own one reinstated (and removed his blog
posting). At the present time, the only review of Smolin’s book on Amazon is the
dishonest one by Lubos. This situation provides yet another example of the kind of
disturbing behavior of parts of the string theory community that Smolin has detailed
in part of his book. Unfortunately, if people just ignore what Lubos is up to, we end up
with situations like the current one at Amazon, so I encourage people to consider
what action they can take to do something about this. As for Amazon, the answer to
dishonest speech is honest speech, so I encourage people to post honest reviews
there of the book, I’ve just done so (and if you want to review my book while you’re at
it, that’s fine too…).

Lubos still has up on his blog an offer to pay people $20 for writing bad reviews of my
book. I’ve complained to people in the Harvard physics department that this kind of
professional behavior by one of its faculty members is unethical and not the sort of
thing protected by academic freedom. I’ve also pointed out to them that Lubos
regularly publicly claims that his colleagues share his views (most recently in the
Amazon review where he goes on about Smolin visiting “us”, and what “we”
“mainstream physicists” think). While it appears that at some point an attempt was
made by someone at Harvard to get him to suppress his extreme political views, I’ve
seen no evidence whatsoever that anyone in the string theory group at Harvard has a
problem with his behavior in defending string theory. This is also true of the larger
string theory community, which remains almost unanimously (Aaron Bergman is the
one exception I can think of) unwilling to publicly criticize Lubos’s tactics. A common
recent defense of string theory against its critics is that its proponents hold power
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because they have triumphed in the “marketplace of ideas.” It’s not a pretty sight to
see how this triumph is being defended now that there are other voices in the
marketplace.

Update: About an hour and a half after I posted this, my positive review of Smolin’s
book had accumulated a bunch of “helpful” votes, Lubos’s a bunch of “unhelpful”
ones, and, I’m guessing, a bunch of reports as “inappropriate”. His review then
disappeared. My sympathy goes out to whoever it is at Amazon who has to moderate
this kind of controversy. Since Lubos is such a poster boy for the problems of string
theory, I should say that I’d be happier if his review had not been deleted, but
remained there, countered by other, more honest reviews.

Update: I see that Lubos’s “one-star” review of my book is now back up (carrying the
original date, why’s that?) with the comment:

My review has been erased four times because the author keeps on encouraging
other enemies of science on his discussion forum to report my review as
inappropriate. This is not fair and is a reason why I returned to 1 star.

Well, his review is inappropriate, so I can see why people click on the link that reports
this. Again, I’d prefer that it stay up there to show how string theorists behave, but
that others with more honest reviews submit them also. Besides, like most authors
these days, I do periodically check my Amazon sales ranking, and, as far as I can tell,
when his review is there, sales improve. Go, Lubos!

Update: OK, now his review of my book has disappeared, and the one of Smolin’s has
reappeared. Depressing, my sales should soon head downward, but I’m glad Lee’s will
do better.

Update: Lubos is indefatigable, both his reviews are back, mine now says:

My review has been erased five times because the author keeps on encouraging other
enemies of science on his discussion forum to report my review as inappropriate. This
is not fair and is a reason why I returned to 1 star. Please don’t trust the counter of
helpful votes either. It is being distorted by the visitors of Peter Woit’s blog who are
directly controlled by the author of this book.

It seems that I “directly control” visitors here. Wow.

I’m guessing Amazon must have some sort of automated system, which apparently
deletes reviews that receive a certain number of “inappropriate” votes, but allows the
review to be edited slightly and resubmitted.

Update: Lubos seems to have managed to get my review of Smolin’s book deleted, as
well as one of the 5-star reviews of my book. I can’t compete with him in terms of
fanaticism, so will just have to take people’s advice and ignore what he is up to in
terms of manipulation of Amazon reviews. Smolin is a new father and also doubtless
too busy for this. People who don’t like this situation are free to try and do something
about it, by writing reviews, or contacting Amazon, Lubos’s employer, or the people
he refers to as “us” in his review to make them aware of what is going on.



Comments

1. Arun
September 2, 2006

I really think you pay too much attention to Lubos Motl. I think once his current
position with Harvard ends, his string theory “friends” will distinguish
themselves by their enthusiastic lack of support for his future career. Here today,
gone tomorrow – why would anyone risk any political capital in this fight
anyway?

Please don’t make this to be about physicists, keep it about physics. Don’t let it
be said that the opposition to certain ideas arises from an underlying dislike of
the people involved.

2. Peter Woit
September 2, 2006

Arun,

This isn’t about dislike of Lubos, who I hear is a charming fellow, and I’m sure
that’s right. It’s about the tactics being used by string theorists to suppress
criticism. Quite a few physicists have told me that they don’t dare say anything
publicly critical of string theory, because of fear of what will happen to their
careers if they do. One reason for this fear is the apparent support of the string
theory community for Lubos and his tactics. Your own question “why would
anyone risk any political capital in this fight anyway?” demonstrates the
problem: if Lubos has so little support, why would anyone think they would be
risking political capital in this field if they complain about his unethical behavior?

The problem isn’t so much Lubos as the community he is a part of and its
willingness to tolerate his behavior.

3. Kris Krogh
September 2, 2006

Now I see what Lubos means by his “free marketplace of ideas.” One buys and
sells the scientific truth with money.

4. Anonymous Coward Michael
September 2, 2006

Do you really think people at Harvard take you seriously enough to consider your
complaints as anything more than spam? I wish you could hear the many little
side remarks made by serious scientists mocking and disrespecting you in
various everyday situations. You got the attention you were craving, all right, but
you also paid the price for it. Congratulations, you *are* the class clown!

5. Yatima
September 2, 2006



M. Motl really needs to get professional help. The amazing shrillness of his
commentary reminds me of posts on alt.alien.visitors or the grating sounds that
one unfortunately (and increasingly) hears coming from unhealthy parts of the
religious spectrum. Of course, all this is not entirely unexpected, after all, this
involves Faith, in a big way. Faith cannot permit doubts. And as always, you have
onlookers nodding approvingly from the sidelines while the unbeliever is being
given a good and somewhat amusing trashing. Same old, really.

“Nature and Nature’s laws lay hid in night; God said, Let Newton be! and all was
light.” … but this is said only because Newton was a really really nasty customer.
He was also wrong in the end.

6. Peter Woit
September 2, 2006

Michael,

Thanks for the insider info on what the “serious scientists” up there in
Cambridge such as yourself have to say. Always a pleasure to hear from you.

7. anon
September 2, 2006

“Concerning Feynman’s misunderstanding of string theory, he was just too old …
he was saying such a nonsense … he was already too old and a bit senile and
slow…”

– http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=446#comment-14825
which is Dr Motl’s attack on Feynman’s alleged incompetence in 1988, when
Feynman worked out the cause of the space shuttle explosion in 1986, as the
physicist on the Special Pesidential Commision. Motl the added that discovering
the O-ring failure problem was nothing compared to string theory.

So even if Feynman was around today, he would be dismissed as senile, and
nobody would ask Motl for evidence or tell him to be more objective and less
political. Everyone who contradicts Motl, regardless of the lack of evidence Motl
has, will be dismissed as a moron, so you cannot discuss anything (unless you
agree with him). This is why people don’t really want to argue with Dr Motl. So
authority in particle physics continues sliding into his hands.

8. richard
September 2, 2006

While I am not anti-string, Lubos does seem to be doing for the image of string
theory what the movie “Deliverance” did for canoeing holidays.

9. ks
September 2, 2006

Michael, I guess Harvard takes public mind serious when it starts to considers
ST to be a self delusion with high aggression potential and psychopaths as its
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promoters. Lubos actions are somewhat of a tragicomical attempt to correct the
impression that ST is a failure by scientific standards that prevailed at least for a
couple of centuries. On the other hand I believe public mind is tolerant about
some artistical branch of theoretical physics that got stuck in “mathematical
science fiction” ( J.Horgan ). No one really knows what to expect.

10. Who
September 2, 2006

as of today 12:15 pacific, or 3:15 PM your time, the Amazon general physics
bestseller list was

#1 TwP
#2 Elegant Universe by Brian Greene
#3 NEW
#4 Douglas Giancoli college physics text
#5 a Stephen Hawking book

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav
/102-4540543-7840144

at the moment TwP has 5 stars, perhaps because of Peter’s review and the many
positive votes it has received (I havent followed that, so can’t say.)

11. Anon
September 2, 2006

Everyone else (both inside the string theory community and outside) ignores
Lubos’s rantings. The only person paying attention to them is Peter Woit.

Without Lubos to hold up as an exemplar of what’s “wrong” with the string
theorists, where would Peter ever find material for his blog?

12. Peter Woit
September 2, 2006

Anon,

Lenny Susskind.

13. Anon
September 2, 2006

What about Lenny Susskind?

Are you saying he’s a lunatic like Lubos?

14. Peter Woit
September 2, 2006

Anon,
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No, while from what I hear his reaction to my book and Lee’s is not that different
than Lubos’s, he’s not as nuts as Lubos. But he is, with a striking degree of
success, devoting his energies into turning particle theory into a pseudo-science.

15. Anon
September 2, 2006

So, aside from the fact that he disagrees with you about the scientific status of
the Landscape, is Susskind really the worst example you can come up with
(besides Lubos)?

No wonder you spend all your time talking about Lubos, then.

16. Peter Woit
September 2, 2006

I don’t think there’s much worse you can do to go on a campaign to trash the
whole idea of what it means to do science, so, Susskind is an impressive case.

Lots of other examples to talk about, but Motl and Susskind really are about the
best, since each in his own way embodies well different things that have gone
wrong with the field, and they have the backing of very influential institutions.
Without them, there still would be plenty to write about: particle physics at its
highest levels these days is pretty full of followers of Susskind and other
varieties of Landscapologists. For arrogance, dishonesty and unethical behavior,
besides Lubos there’s always Jacques Distler.

It would be harder to come up with good material for this blog without Lubos
and Lenny, but I think I’d manage fine.

17. mathdude
September 2, 2006

I have one question: How mathematical are both Lee Smolin
and Peter Woit’s books?

I’m hoping they are not too layman oriented but instead make some attempt to
explain the basics in fairly clear fashion with some actual mathematical
discourse?

18. woit
September 2, 2006

mathdude,

Mine is significantly more mathematical than Lee Smolin’s. But it is written
without equations, more in the style of a book for laymen, so mathematically
sophisticated people may find this annoying to deal with. It has some fairly
challenging material in it, but in a form different than the way I would have
written it for an audience of mathematicians.

19. Lubos makes me puke!



September 2, 2006

I just ordered both books. I have read most of what peter has written here and
was not that interested to read the book. I did it just to say to that nut lubos
Motl, that his slimy campaign against real science and scientist will never hide
or destroy the truth. For those that can see and understand will stop at nothing
to see it through to the light of day! I will do all I can to see to it that his
attempts to slander those who try and have a open and honest discussion and
find the truth in science, will in the end destroy his academic career.

20. nigel
September 2, 2006

mathdude,

As an example, Chapter 3 (Quantum Theory) in N.E.W. is where you begin to find
a completely different – and more realistic – explanation of the fundamentals
than you get in most popular books. There is an historical-context discussion of
how the Hamiltonian operator works on vectors in Hilbert space or
wavefunctions, Weyl’s work in Lie groups such as U(1), the “unitary group of
transformations of one complex variable” which is illustrated simply by an
Argand diagram (Fig 3.1 in N.E.W.), SU(N), etc. It isn’t a textbook, but is a vital
supplement.

21. Benni
September 2, 2006

Peter, Lubos offer of 20$ for negative reviews of your book seems to be erased
from his blog
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/20-award-to-fight-against-review-fraud.html
or at least this link does not work anymore!

congratulations Benjamin

22. Benni
September 2, 2006

Lubos review on Smolins book got deleted
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product//0618551050

23. John A
September 2, 2006

I objected to Lubos’ review. It is not for him to say what is science and what is
not because someone objects to the fact that ST has not produced a single
empirically testable claim.

24. anon
September 2, 2006

Dear Peter
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I find your use of Lubos rather disingenuous. Lubos is not a poster boy for string
theory. Rather, he is clearly a rather sad case of a brilliant and kind but disturbed
and paranoid individual. You are making yourself ridiculous by taking him
seriously. The community doesn’t ‘tolerate’ his behavior, but mostly tries to
ignore it like any reasonable person would, although a few people try to figure
out how to help him.

Lenny is not crazy at all, but he loves to be provocative. But he is not a posterboy
either.

Most string theorists are no more interesting/arrogant/crazy than the rest of us,
(which may not be saying a lot) just more formal and mathematically inclined.

25. CapitalistImperialistPig
September 2, 2006

Motl’s deranged reviews are annoying, but I agree that it is more useful to have
them up than not. Lubos may not be the posterboy for String Theory, but he is
the most visible combatant in the blogosphere. There are many prominent string
theorists who read Motl’s blog at least occasionally, and the failure of any of
them to denounce his tactics is very telling. Either the Stalinist streak in String
Theory is scary enough that even the most prominent dare not denounce it or
they agree enough with him that they find him a useful tool.

I find it reminiscent of the power of the Ku Klux Klan in the old South. Most
prominent citizens would mouth words like “the Klan goes to far” while being
secretly pleased that these hoodlums were doing their dirty work.

On a completly different note, the review LM has up of Alain Connes newest
paper is pretty interesting. Lubos may be nuts, but there is still a powerful mind
in there somewhere.

26. Aaron Bergman
September 2, 2006

I find it reminiscent of the power of the Ku Klux Klan in the old South. Most
prominent citizens would mouth words like “the Klan goes to far” while being
secretly pleased that these hoodlums were doing their dirty work.

Oy vey.

Is this what it’s going to come to? The ‘failure to denounce’ game? I get enough
of that on political blogs.

27. LDM
September 2, 2006

The problem, it seems to me, is that the layperson reading Amazon reviews is not
really in a position to analyze the scientific quality of any of Lubos opinions. If
NEW was aimed a target audience of professional Physicists only — people who
are quite capable of analyzing Lobos’ statements –then Lobos’ review would



largely serve to discredit himself.
But, because NEW has a target audience that is non-technical, Lubos’ reviews
are unfortunate. Similary with the Trouble with Physics. However, no quantity of
Lubos reviews can prevent serious researchers from reading these books and
drawing their own conclusions. So in that sense, Lubos reviews are irrelevant
and NEW and The Trouble with Physics are important contributions.

Based on what Lubos has posted here, I have a different opinion of Lubos’
understanding of Physics, and “brilliant” is a ridiculous use of the word in his
case.

28. RA
September 2, 2006

CIP,

Your comparison of Lubos to the KKK is stunningly inaccurate and would be
laughable if it weren’t so malicious and offensive. How could you? With that
smear of a totally wrong stereotype about Southerners being racists, you’ve not
only offended me but most other Southerners. If this is your and Peter Woit’s
idea of a way to promote an alternative to ‘popular’ physics then you’re not going
to be very profitable.

29. Gina
September 3, 2006

Lubos Motl had posted a few highly inappropriate comments on this blog, but I
do not see why his review on Smolin’s book and, in particular, the quotes you
gave from his review are inappropriate. Perhaps Lubol’s interprrtations on
Smolin’s views are incorrect but I do not understand, Peter, why you call them
inappropriate.

30. CapitalistImperialistPig
September 3, 2006

RA and Aaron,

OK, Lubos is not the KKK. His lynchings are strictly verbal, and thus not
reasonably comparable to real ones. That doesn’t mean that they are harmless.
His vicious attacks on Lee, Peter, and Christine, for example, are clearly intended
to cause pain and destroy careers.

Those in power who witness such attacks and don’t intervene (Polchinski,
Maldacena, and the whole Harvard String mafia for for example), or actually join
in, like Susskind, cannot pretend to be blameless.

31. CapitalistImperialistPig
September 3, 2006

RA – Also, I don’t plan to lose much sleep over whether people might be offended
by my calling the KKK (and those who supported it) racist.



32. gunpowder&noodles
September 3, 2006

On the whole, I have to say that I find it very educational to follow LM’s
activities. People often remark on the astonishing disjunction between the
personae of people in real life and on the web, eg A. Bergman’s claim that J
Distler “isn’t the man [PW] thinks he is”. Sadly, all the evidence suggests just the
reverse: that the blog persona is the real one, and the nice-guy-when-you-meet-
him-in-person is just a facade which the individual finds it expedient to assume.
I’m afraid that I think that when we deal with our fellow physicists remotely, we
must brace ourselves to deal with the Mr Hyde rather than the Dr Jeckyll. Case
in point: how many times have you heard, especially recently, jaw-dropping
stories about the kinds of remarks people put into referee reports? Last year I
had a paper accepted by a famed journal on the basis of a referee report which
praised my work in fulsome tones, especially for one particular result. The catch
was that I had not proved this result, nor claimed to. Clearly the referee had just
skimmed the paper, got the impression that I was agreeing with his prejudices,
and approved it on that basis alone. Now turn to LM’s favourite activity these
days: he tries to “review” all the papers on hepth on a given day; recently, even
more astonishingly, he has tried it for gr-qc. The modus operandi was the one I
have described: he reads enough to try to judge whether the author is a Good
Guy or a Bad Guy in the interminable Western he directs in his head, and judges
the paper accordingly. I think all young students should attend to his methods,
because less transparent versions of the same thing are going to determine their
professional fate. You can learn a lot from LM. Not about physics, admittedly…..

33. Aaron Bergman
September 3, 2006

“Intervene”?

This is silly. Lubos isn’t a child. There’s no big string theory boss who tells us all
what to do. Frankly, I don’t see why anyone should stop him. I don’t like what he
has to say most of the time, but he’s got every right to say it.

Grow up and ignore him. And stop blaming an entire community for your
inability to do so.

34. Stefan
September 3, 2006

I recently had an e-friend tell me the following:

He came upon Lubos’ review of Connes’ recent paper. He read what Lubos had
to say. He then offered the following comments [paraphrased]:

Lubos, you seem to hold many (firmly-held) views on many topics (most of them
off-topic in nature), but – despite your vitriolic remarks – very few will take you
or your endless commentaries seriously until you prove your merit as a
professional scientist. This can be done via: a) writing some paper that gets the
attentions of people like, say, Witten, Gross, or ‘t Hooft, etc. or b) accumulating



500+ citations on a paper within a year of publication, or both. Until you achieve
this you will only be viewed as a rabbler and nothing more.

And by the way, critiquing someone like Connes might be a wee-bit out of your
league.

[Stefan]: Guess what happened next? He was banned from ever posting at Lubos’
site again. Well, I guess the defender of free thought and critical dialogue wasn’t
feeling like his usual (over-)confident self…
Figures!

35. Ebgert
September 3, 2006

 He he. I think it’s great fun to see physicists fight in front of the public. Peter
and Lee on the one hand say that Lubos’s behavior is inappropriate and that
Susskind is abandoning science, and Lubos and Susskind on the other hand
engage in name calling, “glub glub glub” and crazy rants.

So the public is supposed to watch this and think that physicists are clever,
respectable people who work hard and adhere to strict standards of
professionalism and scientific integrity. And Peter and Lee can say “What are we
supposed to do when Lubos and Susskind behave like that?”, and Lubos and
Susskind can say “Those people aren’t even scientists; they’re just crackpots
who are jealous because we’re right and they’re wrong.”

Beautiful. This is dragging the reputation of physicists everywhere into the
gutter. Once physicists gained the world’s respect when Einstein changed our
views of space and time and then atomic physics showed the world what power
truly is. Now you are all a bunch of squabbling children and the lesson the public
will take from it is that nobody’s right and nobody understands and astrology is
just as good as the latest physics theories because the physicists themselves say
so (although one bunch of physicists says it about one theory and a different
group says it about a different theory).

So the physicists have brought disgrace upon themselves, like the philosophers
did before them. Now follows a century when physicists can no longer behave so
arrogantly and dismiss the other sciences like chemistry and biology as being
beneath them. Serves you right, you arrogant assh*les.

36. Anon
September 3, 2006

Hi Peter,

You mentioned Lubos Motl, Lenny Susskind and Jacques Distler by name to
illustrate what you dislike in the string community as well as Aaron Bergman as
a positive figure. By chance (or not) these four are a subset of the people who
write blogs and/or are very visible to the general public and the laymen.

In my opinion this fact alone confirms that your main points against string theory



are sociological in nature and not necessarily accurate as such since the
sampling is not representative (if you think otherwise, what are you arguments?)

If you would have technical points to raise you would name people writing
influencial technical papers with whom you disagree. Now Lenny Susskind is
certainly influencial but his landscape related ideas are in my opinion not in the
string theory mainstream. I’m sure you could also name a handful of equally
influencial string theorists who either ignore the landscape philosophy or
expressly disagree with it. That is exactly what I mean when I say that your
sample is not representative.

In addition the fact that you are fighting with “blog-people” explains why the
mainstream ignores you. That is simply because blogging is not a scientific
activity according to the majority of physicists and so whatever happens on blogs
is not a concern to them. You are of course entitled to think that your blogging
activity is a scientific activity but you should also acknowledge the fact that
according to the majority it is not. Thus there is no reason to be surprised that
your complains to the Harvard faculty are ignored. It is simply because people do
whatever they please in their spare time, it’s not the business of their collegaues.

To illustrate my point (it’s just an illustration, don’t take it literally please): if you
find your wife (suppose you have one, I don’t know) and Lubos having sex in one
of the seminar rooms of Harvard you are 100% entitled to be mad at him. You
may also think at first sight that the academic community of Harvard should
somehow condemn this activity and you might also think that because the whole
thing took place at Harvard the whole Harvard community has something to do
with it. After one or two clear days you will however find (I guess) that this issue
has to be dealt with exclusively by you, your wife and Lubos. That is because
nobody broke any laws and the academic community has nothing to do what
some of the faculty members are doing in their spare time and certainly I haven’t
seen signs in any classrooms that having sex is not allowed. Thus it would be
foolish to demand a condemnation, public outcry, official statements against
Lubos etc.

With your blog, Lubos’s blog, your book, Amazon reviews, etc, etc, 99% of the
things you are busy with the issue is exactly the same. This kind of stuff is not
science thus people who care about their scientific integrity do not get involved
in such issues on a professional basis, only as a out-of-office activity. Again, you
may think that it is part of your professional activity but most don’t and it would
be much better for you if you grasped that point and would not fight with
windmills.

Anon

37. Ebgert
September 3, 2006

gp&n:

You’re absolutely right, people do tend to become more aggressive and nasty
when they’re writing on the internet, and Lubos is an extreme case (I’ve met him



many times and he was pleasant every time, always very very very smiley). The
one thing which doesn’t change is that he sounds in person just as much like a
party-political spokesman as he does on the internet.

But I would disagree that the aggressive internet persona is more “real” than the
one we meet face to face. The facade we show to people when we meet them in
person is just part of the collection of strategies we have for dealing with people
and getting along with them, while satisfying our emotional needs. The
aggregate of our strategies is our personality, so I think the techniques we use to
avoid offending people who are standing in front of us have to count as a part of
our personality, even though we might prefer not to have to use them, and when
we are on the internet, the person isn’t standing in front of us so we don’t have
the same pressing fear of causing offence.

Lubos is a wonderful case. Thanks to his internet behavior, Lubos will be
remembered much more than Witten, when future historians of physics tell the
story of string theory and its decade or so in the limelight. The internet is the
human collective consciousness, and Lubos is there, visible and loud, while
Witten is nowhere to be seen.

Also, congratulations to Peter (and Lee). Thanks to you, the string bubble has
burst, like the housing bubble and the dot-com bubble before it. Your voices have
been heard – the emperor has no clothes. Every scientist outside of string theory
has been waiting for somebody to do this, and it is truly a joy to see Michael say
that “serious scientists” don’t agree with you, because he just means “string
theorists”. In fact, the string theorists are the only ones who don’t agree with
you. And they may be the only one who truly count in their own minds, and this
is wonderful as well, because they will soon realise how little their opinions
count in the real world.

From now on, every mention of string theory in the public media will include a
comment or two from “the critics”, “for balance”. No more uncritical praise for
string theory from the media. The tide is turning against them. The word is out –
string theory has nothing to say about the real world. The only thing that can
save them now, in the eyes of the media, is a prediction about the result of an
experiment. But the string theorists know, even more than everybody else, that
this will never happen. All of the pep-talks at conferences, “One day, we’ll all be
heroes!”, it was all propaganda, and it may have stirred your heart, Aaron, but
you can’t avoid that sinking feeling in the same heart – you’ve wasted your life,
and it’s too late to stop, too painful to admit defeat.

Hahahaha! 

By the way, the string bubble was on top of a physics bubble. It was the culture
of arrogance and aggressiveness in particle theory that allowed a bunch of cocky
cultists to take over: “We don’t need no rigor; we don’t need no experimental
results to back up our indubitably correct guesses and hopes. We are the string
theorists and the proof of our correctness is our manifest superiority over every
other human mind.” Well, unfortunately the culture of physics is such that people
who say things like that become the “glorious leaders” of all of physics, and



when they go down, the respectability of all of physics goes down with them,
glub glub glub.

38. Gina
September 3, 2006

Stefan,
Something does not add up in what you wrote: Lubos’ comments on Connes’
paper were overall very positive (a bit funny to read though).

39. Ebgert
September 3, 2006

Anon,

You are right; it is not science, but that is beside the point. The battle is being
fought in full view of the public, and it is a battle for the public opinion. It used to
be the case that the public opinion was that string theory is right because the
people on television and in the newspaper say so. Now the people on television
and in the newspaper don’t say so any more. The string theorists have lost the
battle.

The fight over scientific issues, like whether the landscape exists, will take place
within string theory, and the conclusion, in case you haven’t been paying
attention, is that the landscape does indeed exist, at least in so far as anything
within string theory “exists”. Lubos and the people who “disagree” with Lenny
are not saying that the KKLT vacua aren’t solutions of string theory. They’re
saying that maybe maybe maybe some as yet unknown and unpredictable
something might possibly happen that will make everything OK again, so that
string theory can go back to the way it was *before* Lenny pointed out the
landscape.

Hahahahaha! That’s like saying maybe maybe maybe somebody sometime will
find some way to evade Goedel’s theorem, so that all of mathematics will become
provable again. That’s why they’re in the minority. They’re the die-hard, have-
faith, never-give-up-and-never-look-facts-in-the-face hardcore believers. Faith
over reason. That’s who the people who “disagree” with the landscape are.

The “moderate” people like Aaron try to strike a middle ground, saying that the
majority of string theorists “don’t work on the landscape”. Hahahahaha! That’s
like saying “Well, I know that it’s been proven that what I’m trying to do is
impossible, but I don’t concern myself with what has and hasn’t been proven to
be impossible.” Hahahahaha!  Keep up the good work, guys.

40. Farrold
September 3, 2006

As best I can tell from Amazon’s data system, the tag “crackpot” has been used
13 times on Amazon, 11 of them by Motl. Fascinating.

Meanwhile, in the Physics bestseller category this hour, the rankings run Smolin,



Woit, Greene, Penrose.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav
/102-4540543-7840144

41. David
September 3, 2006

Stefan,
I learned from CIP that Lubos can only ban about 20 people at any one time. I
was banned for a while but it was lifted when, I guess, he was madder at 20
other people than he was at me. This comment may free up someone else again. I
don’t comment on Lubos’ own postings any more; he just deletes or refuses to
discuss things in a rational manner. His treatment of Bee recently was, in my
view, over the top. I do like to, sometimes, comment on what others are saying.

Peter,
As I’ve said before I got the UK edition of NEW early and I thought it was great
in the sense of making me think about and appreciate some things I hadn’t
thought about before. Thank you. I should be getting my copy of Lee Smolin’s
book in the next few days. I look forward to a similar experience with that. WRT
Motl he talks about what it means to do science and be a scientist but then
ignores that in many of his posts. He knows what others should do but he doesn’t
do it himself. If I was in string theory or at Harvard, I would regard him as super
embarrassing. With his public postings and his record on SPIRES, I don’t see
how he’ll get tenure but I’ve been wrong about that before. In any case, “This too
shall pass”. In the long run, people will appreciate your behavior esp. in
comparison to LM. You’re wise to leave his comments here for others to see.
Best wishes,
David

42. Ebgert
September 3, 2006

David,

Indeed, Lubos is a hypocrite. But if you are an American living in the McCarthy
era, you can get tenure even if you spread lies saying that communists eat
babies. Similarly, if you are in the Soviet Union, you can get tenure while saying
that Americans eat babies. Today you can get tenure in Iran for saying that
Israelis eat babies or you can get tenure in Israel for saying that Iranians eat
babies. So Lubos’s statements that string theory critics eat babies will not do any
harm to his career. Anybody who thinks that string theorists are more capable of
a balanced judgement than Americans were during the McCarthy era is naive.
Human nature has not changed for hundreds of thousands of years, let alone a
single generation.

PS. Nobody eats babies.

43. Gina
September 3, 2006

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144


Ebgert,

Your Godel’s theorem example goes the opposite way. There was a “foundational
crisis” in mathematics based on the fear that
its foundations are not provably sound. Godel’s theorem confirmed this fear but
strangely this was the end of the “crisis”
and mathematics continued as before. There were people like
Brower that thought and taught that mathematics should be done completely
differently in view of these problems but his views
did not prevail. So if “landscape” to “string theory” is like
“Godel’s theorem” to “mathematics” you can expect a bright future for string
theory.

44. Alejandro Rivero
September 3, 2006

I think you people are getting a tendence to exagerate 

“Human nature has not changed for hundreds of thousands of years” —> there is
not evidence of language skills from human species 200 000 years ago. And
remember that mithocondial Eve and Y-chromosome Adam are estimated
between 80000 and 35000 years ago.

“There was a “foundational crisis” in mathematics based on the fear that
its foundations are not provably sound”.@ –> actually there was some different
approachs to foundations, Godel incorporated early into formalism and proved
was doomed.

” Lubos’ comments on Connes’ paper were overall very positive ” —> Early
comments were possitive. A longer (but not deeper) reading of the paper, done
without the background of axiomatics of ncg spaces, led him to a fast dismiss.

45. MathPhys
September 3, 2006

Peter,

I think I’ve noticed something quite interesting taking place over the past two
weeks, which I think coincides with the appearance of discussions of Smolin’s
book in addition to yours.

Namely a number of people who normally won’t think at all about particle
physics, approached me, and undoubtedly others, asking me if I’ve heard of or
read two recent books that claim that string theory is totally wrong, particle
physics is a mess, etc.

What I want to say is that I’m struck by what seems to be a sudden awareness
amongst the public of what’s going on.

It seems to me that in spite of what people like Lubos and Susskind are saying on
public forums, or doing on amazon, you and Smolin, rightly or wrongly, are



winning the public vote.

46. Ebgert
September 3, 2006

Gina,

I agree with most of your points. In fact, Brouwer was correct, and
mathematicians didn’t pay as much attention to him as they should. Instead, they
said “What’s that weidro talking about? Never mind, who cares? Let’s ignore him
and call him a crackpot.”

But mathematics lost a lot of its pomposity thank’s to Goedel’s theorem. They
became humbled and realized that they were not talking about the Platonic
ultimate truth, but rather about what results could be obtained from specific
starting points using specific procedures. Al least, the logicians realized this.
Perhaps it hasn’t penetrated the thick skulls of many mathematicians yet (it has
been less than a hundred years). Certainly we can’t expect the physicists, with
their little brains and their big egos, to understand the consequences for many
generations. The physicists, string theorists in particular, will continue to insist
that they are talking about the ultimate truth for the foreseeable future, but
thanks to Lenny Susskind, we have a proof that they (the string theorists) are
not.

“Human nature has not changed for hundreds of thousands of years”
—> there is not evidence of language skills from human species 200
000 years ago. And remember that mithocondial Eve and
Y-chromosome Adam are estimated between 80000 and 35000 years
ago.

Please see the wikipedia entry on human evolution. My statement stands.
Humans have *not* evolved significantly since the McCarthy era; if you think
otherwise you are wrong.

47. Ebgert
September 3, 2006

Mathphys,

Let me offer a different interpretation. The public can’t remember or distinguish
between Lee, Peter, Lubos or Susskind. To them, they’re all “some guy”. But
what they can do is smell blood. And they like it. 

48. Gina
September 3, 2006

Ebgert,

hmmm, I am glad that you agree with most of my points. You come across as
being rather hostile towards physicists and mathematicians. This looks
unfortunate to me. Overall, it is not dificult to create public hostility against

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_evolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_evolution


intelectuals, scientists and various other minority and/or “elite” groups. But I do
not think this
is a very good path to follow and I doubt if this is what Peter or Lee intend to do
in their critiques. Brower, right or wrong, was also a mathematician and he
probably also had an “ego” ( a term coined by yet another intelectual ).

” The physicists, string theorists in particular, will continue to insist that they are
talking about the ultimate truth…”

So is this what all this debate about? that physicists/string
theorists/mathematicians/ will concede that they are not talking about the
ultimate truth, and when they do they can continue developing their scientific
disciplines as before?

49. Ebgert
September 3, 2006

Gina,

Do you know why Brouwer started constructivism? Or why intuistionistic logic
was considered a desirable thing at all? The mathematicians who I declared to
have “thick skulls” are the ones who say “No, we do not know and we do not
care, and because we don’t know about it, it isn’t worth knowing.” It is this
attitude that I am hostile to, and I will continue to be hostile to it, because there
is a difference between the arrogance of the ignorant and the intolerance of the
educated. If those who are well-informed bow down before the ignorant and say
“Ignorance is just as good as knowledge, and the ignorant are as just as qualified
as the knowledgable” then the present situation will continue, with the ignorant
becoming glorious leaders who can lead whole disciplines astray. I dare say that
if Brouwer had been a little less tolerant towards his contemporaries then
mathematics might be in a much better state than it is today.

I am not, of course, arguing that everybody should be intolerant towards
everybody else. What I am saying is that there is a *clear* difference between
well-formed arguments and proven theorems on the one hand and vague
assertions of intellectual superiority and dismissiveness on the other hand. The
two are not equally acceptable. Intolerance and hostility *should* be shown
towards those who say “We have not proven what we say, but we are right
because we are great and intelligent”, which is the message of the string
theorists. They deserve to be greeted with intolerance and hostility. Bowing
down and submitting and saying “Oh, why yes, whatever you say must be right,
and you must be more intelligent than me because you say so” is *not accepable*
and it must *never* happen again, because it has brought (fully deserved)
humiliation to physicists.

So is this what all this debate about? that physicists/string
theorists/mathematicians/ will concede that they are not talking about
the ultimate truth, and when they do they can continue developing
their scientific disciplines as before?

You do not understand. The mathematicians/physicists are following a certain



procedure. If they think that they are discovering the ultimate truth, then they
will do one thing. If they understand that they are not, then they will do another
(different!) thing. Consequently they will not simply “continue developing their
scientific disciplines as before”. Do you not understand that there is a difference
between mathematics as practiced today and constructivist mathematics, for
example? Do you not think that it is even worthwhile to be aware of this
difference?

You think that when somebody says: “You are doing the wrong thing because you
are making a mistake. Please understand this particular point …”, that is the
same as saying “I want you to unthinkingly repeat this sentence, and then
carrying on doing what you were doing before.” There is a difference between
these two things.

50. Ebgert
September 3, 2006

Gina,

I realize I’m blabbering on a bit much here (actually, I’m kind of enjoying
swapping between blog blabbering and blabbering at an actual party, which may
explain why I’m so incoherent). But the stuff about Brouwer isn’t really that
relevant. The point I was originally making about Goedel isn’t that his theorem
killed off any possibility of future progress in math, but rather that it would be
foolish to spend the careers of thousands of people on the hope that somehow
sometime somebody will find some way to return to the way things were before
we knew about Goedel’s theorem.

Lubos’s argument about the landscape, and, implicitly, the thinking of the string
theorists who “don’t work on the landscape”, is that maybe somehow things
might someday return to the way they were before we knew about the landscape
and the discretuum of vacua. That’s why I was making the analogy. Your criticism
of my analogy seems to be based on the interpretation that I was saying that
Goedel’s theorem killed math, so the landscape should kill string theory. I wasn’t
saying that.

51. TheGraduate
September 3, 2006

Studies in Human evolution is another area of science filled with much ‘religious’
fervor. It is also another branch of science that wants to provide a TOE (for all
things human) and tends to try to make it’s case to the public directly. It is also
interestingly enough a group that makes its case by arguing that its opponents
are idiots and don’t deserve to be listened to or even argued with.

I have never waivered in my support for evolution as the explanation for why we
are all here and yet I have never waivered in my conviction that this mode of
argument is beneath ‘real’ scientists.

52. Fort Knox
September 3, 2006



Just for the record, a recently deleted blog entry about a $20 prize:

http://tinyurl.com/jmsca

53. Gina
September 3, 2006

Ebgert,

I see. Also while I did feel some hostility towards math physics etc. in your
earlier comment I did not notice it in your later one so maybe it was not really
there. From what I heard, while mathematicians regarded Goedel’s Theorem as a
beautiful piece of mathematics it almost did not influence they way mathematics
is practiced and not so much the way mathematicians regard mathematics. In
any case, any way you want to take your nice analogy it comes pro-string theory.

I also think from what I heard that while Brower ideas and constructivism had
some influence in some areas of computer science, they did not have significant
influence on mathematics itself. But at the time when Brower went lecturing
about his ideas he was accepted almost as a hero and people where excited from
the prospect of a revolution in mathematics.

Of course, I cannot say if you are right when you say that Brower was right. It
looks that this is not what most mathematicians think and probably very few
really know the details of constructivism. Maybe others can comment more
about it.

Be that as it may be, Brower had some alternative theory. Is the anti-string
movement came to the point where there is some alternative theory (even if very
partial or incomplete or a little strange)?

54. Stefan
September 3, 2006

So, after all these posts and endless arguments–counter-arguments we (most of
us atleast) seem to have arrived at a broad concensus:

Ignore that little guy from Cambridge, and move on to real discussions!

Topic 1:
Where is Connes heading with his programme?

Topic 2:
What background is necessary to work on the “Yang-Mills and Mass Gap”
problem outlined by Witten and Jaffe [Clay Millenium Problems]?

55. Alejandro Rivero
September 3, 2006

Topic 2 amusingly should be in Woit’s early training, according the wikpedia:
“Peter Woit’s earliest work verified Edward Witten’s 1979 quantum
chromodynamic formula for the eta-prime mass in terms of the second derivative

http://tinyurl.com/jmsca
http://tinyurl.com/jmsca


of the vacuum energy.”. So perhaps a blog entry will appear some day. The
question of course is not about a mass sum rule, but about a proof of a gap in the
mass spectrum of QCD, ie about the fact that QCD-binded objects get some
mass.

Topic 1 will move this week, as Connes will take a couple hours in the Newton
Institute to expand about this preprint. Connes his goal I can not tell, it is a sort
of cross fertilisation between gauge theory and geometry and in principle it is
one of a series of examples to clarify which is the right generalisation of
(differential) geometry to algebras beyond the commutative case. Physics could
benefit because the axioms seem to impose restrictions to the possible gauge
groups and its representations.

In deeper layers this programme would help to understand foundamentation of
QFT. For instance it is amusing that the absence of anomalies, which is a
quantum requeriment, appears here as a geometric requeriment, Poincare
duality. Also, there is a paralell programme running, by Connes Kreimer
Moscovici and some other interested people, looking at the renormalisation
group from new perspectives.

56. Tim Swanson
September 3, 2006

“It is being distorted by the visitors of Peter Woit’s blog who are directly
controlled by the author of this book.”

That’s why I always wear a tin-foil hat.

57. Boaz
September 3, 2006

anon raises an interesting question that I see cropping up here somewhat
regularly. Namely: “what is the relationship between the online blogging
community and the rest of the physics world?”
He (she?) says that the conflict between Peter and Lubos is irrelevant because
the activities going on in the blogs are not a part of the professional activities of
being a scientist or academic. But there is clearly some overlap and this
relationship is changing and being negotiated on a daily basis. If that poster is
still reading, I wonder if he could comment on what he thinks a more appropriate
role for blogging would be in professional scientific discourse?

58. Bob McNees
September 3, 2006

Peter,

It’s silly to claim that the “larger string theory community” is “unwilling to
publicly criticize Lubos’s tactics.” Most string theorists are unaware of, or don’t
care about, the exchanges between the two of you.

All of your exchanges with Lubos have two things in common: you and Lubos. If



you don’t like him, ignore him. If he goes to far then deal with it as you see fit,
but don’t expect someone else to do it for you.

There are lots of string theorists who read your blog. I think that most of them,
like any good scientist, are genuinely interested in and open to criticism.
Treating them as if they are part of some nefarious string theory conspiracy,
intent on silencing a critic, will only convince them that you don’t have anything
worthwhile to offer.

59. Thierry M.
September 3, 2006

I was considering buying Woit’s and Smolin’s books, since I am deeply interested
in theoretical physics in general and string theory in particular. I changed my
mind. Reading the last post on this blog, what I see is some childish dispute
about negative reviews being pushed in and taken out of Amazon.com. Who do
you think cares about this? This is ridiculous. Where are the deep, noble
thoughts and demeanor of people like Einstein and Bohr? Are they being
replaced by ridiculous disputes and insult exchanges between angry bloggers?
This is very disapointing, very sad, because I thought that blogs would bring a
real progress in the exchange of ideas in physics. But this proves I was wrong.
Just the opposite is happening. After all, you are no Einstein nor Bohr, a thing I
should have realized from the beginning. I will now remove all physics blogs
from my browser favorites. I don’t want to have my mind polluted anymore by
such rubbish.

60. CapitalistImperialistPig
September 3, 2006

String Theory is not falling into disrepute in the public mind despite the antics of
Motl and Susskind, it’s falling into disrepute because of them. The public may
not be able to understand anything about the scientific (or, more realistically,
philosophical) questions at issue, but they can tell who is wearing a black hat.
When one side bullies and blusters, and the other responds with measured
argument, it’s obvious who the good guys are.

A bully usually has a crowd of hangers on. They don’t seem to stick around long
after he takes a punch, though.

61. woit
September 3, 2006

Woke up late today, then after a lazy morning logged in to find far too much here
to deal with, and in my e-mail a link to a review of my book and Lee’s by
Susskind. I’ll write a bit later about the Susskind review, and, just to brace you
for the shock, I’ll have some positive things to say about it.

I deleted a bunch of the more off-topic comments here, will try and respond
briefly to a few of the others:

anon (who thinks I’m being disingenuous about Lubos):



I’m using the term “poster boy” in the sense not of someone who is
representative of a problem, but an extreme, exaggerated case of a problem, as
in posters of exceptionally cute and suffering children used to get people to
contribute money for medical research or to alleviate poverty. Lubos is in no way
representative of string theorists, but his arrogant conviction that people who
disagree with him are idiots, that string theory is the only possible way forward
for particle theory, that string theory has been hugely successful, etc. are
exaggerated forms of attitudes that I’ve found to be all too prevalent among
string theorists.

Anon (who thinks I don’t have a representative sample),

I mentioned certain people explicitly because they are ones who publicly make
their views known, thus inviting a public response. I don’t think I’ve anywhere
claimed that they are typical of string theorists. Among string theorists whose
views I’m aware of, but haven’t mentioned, one large group consists of perfectly
reasonable people who are responsible scientists, with whom I just happen to
have a scientific disagreement about the prospects for string theory. There also
are a significant number of others who, in one aspect or another, exhibit
Lubosian behavior. Some of these do this as anonymous commenters here and I
don’t know who they are. In other cases I’ve witnessed or have reliable first-hand
accounts of such behavior, but I don’t think it’s appropriate to identify such
people here. I’m not in any way claiming to know what fraction of the string
theory community thinks what.

I don’t think that your claim that Lubos’s blog and his attacks on critics of string
theory is, like his sexual behavior, purely part of his private life, and not part of
his professional life, is in any sense supportable. I doubt he feels that way, for
one thing. The whole question of what role blogs play in the professional
activities of scientists is a complicated and interesting one. I see this blog as part
of my professional activity, if you ask Jacques Distler, I suspect he sees his the
same way (although he sees mine differently…).

As for what I think Harvard or his colleagues should do about Lubos, let me
make clear that I complained to them specifically about his offer to pay people to
write bad reviews of my book (and this offer seems to recently have been taken
down). For the rest, all I’ll say is that if one of my colleagues in my department
was behaving the way he is and I was aware of it, he’d get an earful from me
about what he was doing, and if he kept doing it, I would take steps to make sure
that the targets of his behavior knew I did not support what he was doing.

62. John A
September 3, 2006

Lubos’ disgraceful review of Lee Smolin’s book has been removed. I wonder how
long it will be before a) Lubos posts yet another review and b) Amazon gets tired
of hosting him.

63. CapitalistImperialistPig
September 3, 2006



Aaron – “Intervene”?

This is silly. Lubos isn’t a child. There’s no big string theory boss who tells us all
what to do. Frankly, I don’t see why anyone should stop him. I don’t like what he
has to say most of the time, but he’s got every right to say it.

Grow up and ignore him. And stop blaming an entire community for your
inability to do so.

Lubos has every right to engage in a campaign of libel and personal vilification? I
have my doubts. Since Peter has made himself a public figure in this debate,
winning a libel suit might be difficult, but Lubos has been extreme enough that it
might be possible. It is possible that Harvard is liable for any damages too, since
they give him the platform, let him use their logo on his web site, etc.

Maybe you should check it out Peter. The publicity should be great for your book.
And Harvard has really deep pockets if you win!

Is ignoring and permitting a crime itself criminal? I’m not sure, but I’m sure it
isn’t innocent.

64. woit
September 3, 2006

CIP,

I’m not the litigious sort, generally of the opinion that if one finds oneself hiring
lawyers for anything other than routine paperwork, one has made a bad mistake
of one kind or another. As for suing Lubos, my father was a lawyer during the
early part of his career, and one piece of wisdom he imparted to his sons was
“never sue anyone who doesn’t have any money”. On the question of my
extremely wealthy alma mater, I seriously doubt that, if push came to shove, the
administration there would support illegal behavior by one of its faculty
members that might be tied to the institution. The fact that Lubos removed the
offer that I complained to them about may be evidence for this. I kind of doubt
that he did this unprompted.

65. Aaron Bergman
September 3, 2006

Lubos has every right to engage in a campaign of libel and personal vilification?

Libel has a very specific legal meaning. Being a dick is not included, the last I
checked. I don’t think much of the internet would survive if it were.

66. woit
September 3, 2006

Aaron,

My layman’s understanding is that, legally, libel is the act of writing and
publishing untrue things with reckless disregard for whether or not they are



true, for the purpose of defaming someone’s reputation. It appears to me that
there is a good argument that Lubos’s reviews of my book and Lee’s on Amazon
are examples that fit the definition.

I suspect though, that there is an insanity defense against libel accusations, and
it appears that Lubos would have no trouble finding colleagues who would testify
on his behalf.

67. David
September 3, 2006

The Graduate,
I don’t think it’s fair to compare an evolutionary biologist to LM. Remember
evolution has 150 years of data supporting it, while string theory, at present, has
zip. Michael Shermer’s “Why Darwin Matters” clearly points out the differences.
Best Wishes.

68. Gina
September 3, 2006

In my opinion none of the strong sentences that Peter quoted
from Lubos’ amazon critique:

”Lee reveals his intense hostility against all of modern physics”, “Lee proposes a
truly radical thesis that it is wrong for mathematics to play a crucial role in
theoretical physics”, “He also denies the difference between renormalizable field
theories and the rest”, “one of his rules says that the conclusions must be
accepted by everyone if their author is a person of good faith”

Can be regarded as libel. (I am not a legal expert though.) As I said, I even did
not find his Amazon critique inappropriate unlike some of his posting on this
blog. (And some comments on him do sound like libel.)

I cannot understand the obsession with Lubos. It certainly does not support in
any way the case you are trying to make, Peter. (OK maybe I can undesrtand it.
Still I think it does not support the case you are trying to make and the quality of
this blog.)

On the other hand, Stefan cncensus is good and his topic 2 looks like a great
topic.

(I have a wonderful romantic theory though based on maximum nicyhood
principle to explain why for Lubos who gave up old strings with his home, family,
neighborhood and homeland for the sake of new strings in string theory, his
vested interest in these string theory is unusually high which explains
everything.)

69. TheGraduate
September 3, 2006

To David:



Please re-read my comment.

I wasn’t saying either string theorists or evolutionary theorists are ultimately
wrong. All I said was supercilious dismissal of those that disagree with you is a
tactic that should be beneath every serious scientist … unfortunately, it’s not.

70. Benni
September 3, 2006

peter your review of lees book was deleted

71. King Ray
September 3, 2006

I think that if Lubos keeps spending all his time blogging and reviewing other
people’s work, instead of doing research as he is being paid to do, he is going to
perish academically. If he goofed off that much at a real job, he would be laid off
for lack of productivity.

72. David
September 4, 2006

The Graduate,
Sorry, I must have been unclear. What I meant was that the biologists aren’t
taking the point of view you suggest but rather the ID/creationists are
misrepresenting what science is and often the known facts as well. The public
can often be fooled about technical issues and people in science don’t know
everything either. Further, misrepresentation is, in my view, what LM is often
about.

73. MathPhys
September 4, 2006

Thierry,

I thought you left us a long time ago. I hope all is well.

74. Arun
September 4, 2006

I’m beginning to be confused about who represents what. Lubos is a charming
fellow, we’re told, though his blog output, which is all that I have available to
make a judgement, doesn’t reveal any hint of charm. That means Lubos’s own
blog does not represent himself, unless when we say “Lubos is charming” we
really mean “Lubos is charming, except when he is obnoxious”. If on-line
activities do not represent a person, then no wonder no one cares about whether
various tactics used are ethical or unethical, because they do not represent the
person.

75. Roger Schlafly
September 4, 2006



Peter, please don’t get paranoid like Lubos. You don’t know whether Lubos got
your review deleted. It could have been other string theorists, who may or may
not have been reading his blog. With you and Lubos publicizing this deletion war,
others may get into the act.

76. Eli Rabett
September 4, 2006

It is very simple, when Motl goes up for tenure send copies of his very best to the
Harvard Corporation.

77. Christine
September 4, 2006

Motl’s most impressive record of bad behavior is probably this one (see the
comment’s section), attacking a quantum gravity student in the occasion of her
grandmother’s death.

Peter Woit, please do forget about this tragic personage. I know this theme can
be quite entertraining for many, but I think it is enough for some time already.

Best wishes,
Christine

78. woit
September 4, 2006

Roger,

Sure, you’re right, there’s no way to know. But, mysteriously, in the past, Lubo’s
Amazon reviews have often appeared with an almost simultaneous large number
of “helpful” votes. Maybe he has a large number of people who agree with him
and closely follow his activities, maybe he’s pretty adept at manipulating
Amazon’s system.

Christine,

I pretty much do ignore what Lubos writes on his and other blogs (the example
you gave of grotesque behavior is far from the only such), but the (succesful)
attempt to maniupulate Amazon rankings is kind of different and seemed worth
pointing out to people.

79. David
September 5, 2006

Christine,
While, of course, Lubos was nasty in the example you gave he can be, and often
is, much worse than that. While by searching archives, you could find these
worse examples (Mahndisa points one out in your example), I suggest you save
yourself the time. Just watch The Reference Frame from time to time and you’ll
certainly see more of these. BTW I’m sure Mahndisa appreciated your comment.

http://mrigmaiden.blogspot.com/2006/08/zero-divergence-blogroll.html
http://mrigmaiden.blogspot.com/2006/08/zero-divergence-blogroll.html


I also agree with Peter about the Amazon rankings. There LM is using
misrepresentation and misinformation to try to keep information from as many
people as possible. This is not what one expects from a Harvard Asst. Professor.
Best Wishes.

80. Christine
September 5, 2006

Then if this post is to be really useful for the general public, I suggest you make
it appear as on of the first links when one searches google on LM.

Best wishes,
Christine

81. D R Lunsford
September 5, 2006

This is very interesting:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_Wing_Authoritarianism

One can easily see evidence of this behavior point by point in LM and his ilk’s
behavior (see “Significant Correlations”).

-drl

82. Anonymous
September 10, 2006

BTW, a similar situation to the particle physics is beginning to develop around
Big Bang, dark matter and black holes in astrophysics.

83. Who
September 10, 2006

**BTW, a similar situation to the particle physics is beginning to develop around
Big Bang, dark matter and black holes in astrophysics.**

Anonymous, I don’t understand what you are saying. Could you be a bit more
specific?

84. Who
September 10, 2006

The last amazon sales rankings on this thread on 2 September over a week ago,
when it looked like this:

**as of today 12:15 pacific, or 3:15 PM your time, the Amazon general physics
bestseller list was

#1 TwP
#2 Elegant Universe by Brian Greene

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_Wing_Authoritarianism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_Wing_Authoritarianism


#3 NEW
#4 Douglas Giancoli college physics text
#5 a Stephen Hawking book**

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav
/102-4540543-7840144

As of 9:30 AM pacific this morning 10 September the lineup was roughly the
same. Some titles added for comparison

#1 TwP
#2 NEW
#3 Elegant Universe (Greene)
#4 Douglas Giancoli college physics text
#7 BHoT (Hawking)
#10 RtR (Penrose)
#27 Cosmic Landscape…Illusion of Intelligent Design (Susskind)
#28 Hyperspace…Parallel Universes, Time Warps… (Kaku)
#30 Warped Passages (Randall)

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav
/102-4540543-7840144

85. dan
September 11, 2006

Hello Peter and Lee,

Where would be the best place to discuss Lubos’ review of your books (NEW,
TROUBLE) from amazon, and your response to Lubos’ criticism?

Issues to consider:
Is Lubos criticism of NEW/TRouble substantitve?
Does he offer strong counter-arguments?
Is Lubos factually correct in his criticism?
What are some counter-arguments to Lubos’ claims?

For example on Smolin’s & Woits book Lubos claims
“For example, he dedicates dozens of pages to speculations about the divergent
amplitudes at finite orders of the perturbation theory – amplitudes that have
been proven to be finite. ”

Is Lubos factually 100% correct, and if so, then Smolin & Woit would be
incorrect?

Another Lubos critique of Woit and Smolin

“There are also frequently repeated speculations that string theory and M-theory
don’t exist and many other similar “ideas”, together with the most popular myth
that string theory can’t be experimentally tested. Neither of these things is
supported by any results in the scientific literature”

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144


Incidentally Lee, if you are reading this Lubos says

“The interactions between Lee Smolin and mainstream physicists are interesting.
Lee often visits us. We smile at each other and Lee is being politely explained
why his newest theories can’t really work. Lee says that he understands these
arguments. Then he returns to a conference or a journalist and repeats that all of
his theories have been perfectly proven, while offering even more unusual
theories. The newest theory says that the neutrinos are octopi swimming in the
spin network. Believe me, we like him but it is not always easy to take him
seriously.”

Is Lubos factually correct about Lee? Has the unnamed Harvard string faculty
taken the time to explain to Lee why he’s wrong, and Lee ignores it?

86. woit
September 12, 2006

dan,

If you want to discuss Lubos’s views, please do it at his blog. I won’t be
participating, because it would be a huge waste of time, and, in any case, I’m
banned from posting any comments on his site. In the past he has deleted
anything I’ve written there (which should give you some idea of how interested
he is in discussion with anyone who disagrees with him and knows what he
talking about).

As for the points you bring up, Lubos is just lying. Superstring amplitudes have
not been proven to be finite above two-loops, and string theory cannot be
experimentally tested. From past experience, there’s no point in trying to discuss
such questions with him, he’s a pure ideologue with no interest in what might
actually be true. I’ve written a posting here responding to his absurd and
dishonest “review” of my book, but am not going to spend more time on this.

I definitely agree with commenters who have complained that there is too much
Lubos discussion here. Please don’t submit more unless there is something
extremely new and interesting to be said on the subject.



Hold Fire! This Epic Vessel Has Only Just Set Sail…

September 3, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

The August 25th issue of the Times Higher Education Supplement has a feature
article by Leonard Susskind about my book and Lee Smolin’s entitled “Hold Fire! This
Epic Vessel Has Only Just Set Sail…” (unfortunately only available to subscribers).
The bulk of it consists of two parts: an extended analogy designed to show what he
thinks the current state of string theory is, and a long ad hominem argument about
why people shouldn’t listen to me and Smolin.

In Susskind’s analogy, the current state of particle physics is like the 15th century
European view of the world, aware that there was a large Atlantic ocean out there,
but with no idea of what lay beyond it. String theorists are like ship-builders, building
vessels that intrepid string theorist explorers will courageously pilot out into the risky
unknown. I’m a “Chicken Little” figure, telling people that if they do this they’ll fall off
the end of the earth. Smolin is a builder of ships that don’t float.

Susskind mostly ignores the contents of my book and Smolin’s, which, in his analogy,
both provide detailed analyses of the history and current state of a shipbuilding
project, which, despite massive investment, has led only to a huge, overweight vessel
which can’t even get out of the harbor. Both of us are arguing that this project needs
to be restructured and largely abandoned, and investigation of other ship designs
supported and encouraged.

The part of Susskind’s long ad hominem argument that attacks Smolin is just stupid,
vicious, and offensive and I won’t repeat it here. Given how limited the successes of
string theory have been, his attacks on Smolin’s work as ideas that are not working
out is completely indefensible.

Susskind devotes a surprisingly long part of the article to discussing me and my
career, and I have to admit that what he has to say is, while less than completely
accurate, far more sympathetic than I would ever have suspected, especially given the
many harsh things I’ve had to say about him here and elsewhere. He describes me as
“one of those Princeton mavericks, who had the guts to work on other questions, in
particular modern nuclear physics ”, and criticizes (during the mid-eighties) “an
unusual degree of hubris in Princeton, a smug, arrogant dismissal of any ideas that
didn’t fit the string theory agenda.”

Susskind’s interpretation of my early career is sympathetic, but a bit off. I actually left
Princeton in the summer of 1984, just before the string theory “revolution” hit. I
spent the early years of the era of string theory dominance at Stony Brook, with
limited contact with what was going on in Princeton. Susskind doesn’t quite directly
say so, but he strongly implies that my criticisms of string theory are motivated by
bitterness at not being able to have a successful career in a physics department due
to the domination of string theory. What actually happened is that in 1987, after my
postdoc at Stony Brook, I did find myself unemployed, and at the time wasn’t too
happy that string theory dominance was one of several reasons no one was much



interested in hiring me. I spent a year as an unpaid visitor in the Harvard physics
department and got a part-time job teaching calculus as an adjunct instructor at
Tufts. During this year I had plenty to live on, but did face an uncertain future and
wasn’t so happy about it. People at Harvard and at Tufts were quite helpful, and in
the spring I was offered an excellent job for the next year at MSRI, the math institute
in Berkeley. After that I came to Columbia, and from my time at MSRI on, I have no
complaints whatsoever about my career, feeling I’ve probably done better than I
deserved, living in the places I most want to live, working with excellent colleagues
under good conditions. So, as far as the embittered part of my career goes, it was
pretty much limited to a short period of about a year, almost 20 years ago, during
1987 and 1988.

Susskind ends his discussion of me with something positive:

But Woit is correct to remind us how important diversity and humility are in the face
of the vast sea of ignorance.

and ends his review by quoting ‘t Hooft as a sceptical critic of string theory, finishing
with:

This leads ‘t Hooft to another important point: diversity of viewpoints is to be
cherished, not suppressed. This is something that Woit and Smolin have properly
reminded us of, and string theorists should not be allowed to forget it.

So, all in all I’ve quite mixed feelings about this piece. Susskind’s attack on Smolin is
highly reprehensible, and the way it ignores discussion of real issues, concentrating
on dubious analogies and ad hominem argument, is disappointing. But, I have to
admit that in his more than charitable discussion of one of his fiercest critics he
shows a capability for gentlemanly behavior I wouldn’t have suspected (and wish he
had shown Smolin), and, in the end he recognizes and admits that Smolin and I are
making an important point that string theorists need to take note of.

Update: Several people have pointed out that the same issue of the Times Higher
Education Supplement also includes a quite positive review of Not Even Wrong by
Philip Anderson. On the whole it’s accurate, although I think Anderson neglects to
mention that, lacking experimental results, I’m much more of a believer in the
possibility of using mathematics to make progress in particle theory than he is. There
are quotes from and discussion of the review at a new blog here.

Update: The THES in a later issue has a letter about Susskind’s article, which
correctly points out that answering criticisms of string theory by claiming they come
from a “mid-level theoretical physicist” or a member of the “Chicken Little Society”,
didn’t address the fact that in the same issue these criticisms were coming from an
extremely distinguished theorist and Nobel Laureate (Anderson). The letter writer’s
reaction to Susskind’s article was:

Moreover, Susskind’s defence of string theory not only failed to address Anderson’s
key criticism of string theorists – namely that their theorising is not grounded “on the
acute observation of nature” – but rather reinforced this impression.

http://commeappeleduneant.blogspot.com/2006/09/loose-ends-and-gordian-knots-of-string.html
http://commeappeleduneant.blogspot.com/2006/09/loose-ends-and-gordian-knots-of-string.html
http://www.thes.co.uk/story.aspx?story_id=2032296
http://www.thes.co.uk/story.aspx?story_id=2032296


Comments

1. JC
September 3, 2006

Peter,

How big was string theory at Harvard around 1987-88?

When did the string people take over Harvard’s particle theory group?

2. Ebgert
September 3, 2006

Susskind’s attack on Smolin is highly represensible

I think that’s a typo.

Is it fair to say that Susskind is attacking Smolin more than you because Smolin
is offering a competitor to string theory, while you aren’t?

3. Boaz
September 3, 2006

I haven’t read the article, but I wonder if Susskind’s ship metaphor comes from
the following quote by V. Weisskopf (if so, its a pretty bold move to try to put
string theorists into the role of the ship builders!):

There are three kinds of physicists, as we know, namely the machine builders,
the experimental physicists, and the theoretical physicists. If we compare those
three classes, we find that the machine builders are the most important ones,
because if they were not there, we could not get to this small-scale region. If we
compare this with the discovery of America, then, I would say, the machine
builders correspond to the captains and ship builders who really developed the
techniques at that time. The experimentalists were those fellows on the ships
that sailed to the other side of the world and then jumped upon the new islands
and just wrote down what they saw. The theoretical physicists are those fellows
who stayed back in Madrid and told Columbus that he was going to land in India.

4. Carl
September 3, 2006

I ordered the two books by Woit and Smolin from B&N about a week ago. They
arrived by UPS about 48 hours later. I started reading them two days ago. Very
hard to put down. I highly recommend both books. The effect is to invigorate me
to learn more about string theory and the alternatives.

So far my only complaint about Woit’s book is that in his description of QM he
suggests that it is not possible to use vectors to represent quantum states, but
that spinors are required. This is commonly believed but it is not true. The
density matrix representation of a quantum state can be written as a



combination of scalars and vectors (i.e. multivectors of Clifford algebra) with no
spinors needed. One can then split the density matrix into things that act like
spinors by pre and post multiplying by a constant “vacuum” spinor.

This was what Julian Schwinger used as the foundation of QM in his classic book
“Quantum Kinematics and Dynamics”. While Schwinger did not write his book
from a multivector point of view, the application will be obvious to any Clifford
algebraist who reads it. Also David Hestenes has a geometric theory of QM that
is written entirely in Clifford algebra and hence has no spinors.

Smolin’s book is written towards a more general audience and is quite
sympathetic to string theory. I’ve already got a half dozen margin notes in each
and I’m not 1/3 through.

5. Benni
September 3, 2006

I have asked Suesskind in munich in person, if he thinks that alternatives should
be considered when stringtheory is in this devastative state.
He said: “Of course. If you have any alternatives to this landscape, tell us of it.”
He also said that the landscape picture is unwanted and unlikely but if
stringtheory is true it might be the only thing they have.

I think this was honest.
To say that alternatives must be considered amlostly includes that he admitts
stringtheory might be wrong.

6. MathPhys
September 3, 2006

Re Peter’s outline of his career, I wish to point out to those who didn’t live
through the early 80’s that these were very bleak years for young people looking
for jobs in theoretical high energy physics, particularly if they wished to stay at
major universities in the US AND were not high achieving string theorists.

I personally know of a number of PhD graduates from Harvard and Princeton
from that time, at least one of whom was a student of, and strongly supported by
Witten, who couldn’t find positions, and eventually quit science, and these were
all people who would have very easily become full professor, at good universities,
within 10 years in the 60’s.

What I want to say is that, it’s not like Peter has failed. In fact, relatively
speaking, he’s one of the very few academic survivors of that era (yours truly
included :-)).

7. woit
September 3, 2006

JC,

It’s been a long time, but from what I remember there were fewer people there



working on string theory than there are now, especially at the senior level.

Ebgert,

Thanks for mentioning the typo, fixed.

No idea what Susskind’s motivation is. He has critical things to say about
Princeton, maybe that’s part of the story in some obscure way. Perhaps he sees
me as the enemy of his enemy (Gross and Witten).

8. John Baez
September 4, 2006

JC wrote:

How big was string theory at Harvard around 1987-88?

It was big. I was a math postdoc at Yale then, coming from a PhD at MIT, and
string theory was all the rage both in physics and in math at all these schools. In
math, people were excited about conformal field theory and topological quantum
field theory. In physics, I seem to recall that the heterotic string had everyone all
agog.

Of course, there probably weren’t as many tenured string theorists in the physics
department at Harvard back then as there are now – there hadn’t been time for
the excitment to translate into hires.

9. Thomas Larsson
September 4, 2006

Susskind should have credit for one thing: admitting that ST has very little or no
chance of ever saying anything definite about our universe – this is the essence
of the anthropic principle, isn’t it? In a way, Susskind’s anthropism is dual to
Friedan’s defection.

Admitting defeat is not easy, and perhaps the anthropic phase was
psychologically inevitable. According to Stephen Hsu, Susskind now “said very
clearly that string theory might be wrong, but that we could still learn from it.” A
few years ago, a senior string theorists contemplating that ST might be wrong
would have been notable.

10. Jason
September 4, 2006

Dude, you have too much free time.

11. alejandro riveroi
September 4, 2006

does the analogy mentions archimedes?

12. Ebgert

http://www.infoproc.blogspot.com/#115707045276637306
http://www.infoproc.blogspot.com/#115707045276637306


September 4, 2006

Alejandro,

It doesn’t. You can read it online if you get a “free 14 day trial”. I used to be
suspicious of these things because they might want a credit card number which
they start charging if you don’t cancel. Many web sites will make it a difficult
task to cancel the “subscription”. In this case they just ask for a name and email
address and then verify the email address and then give you access.

You have to opt out of the spam, though.

13. MathPhys
September 4, 2006

String theory was big at Harvard in 1987–88, not because the older, tenured
people, such as S Coleman, H Georgi and S Glashow, worked on it (they never
did), but because the younger untenured (Harvard Society Fellows) types did.
There were L Alvarez-Gaume, P Ginsparg and C Vafa. There were also even
younger people like G Moore, and a number of others. Haravard was definitely a
hotbed of string theory then.

14. Arun
September 4, 2006

String theorists are shipbuilders who believe they have proved that ships must
have 26 masts.

15. comentator
September 4, 2006

good comparison to what String theorists are now brought by boaz of the famous
remark by V.Weisskopf

16. Doormat
September 4, 2006

I’m surprised you didn’t mention (by maybe I can’t read or something) that the
same issue of the Times Higher carried a review of NEW (see pages 22-23)
which was *very* much in agreement with the main points of the book. Worth a
read if your in the UK…

17. King Ray
September 4, 2006

Peter,

I received both your and Lee’s books from Amazon recently and haven’t started
reading them yet, as I am finishing up a novel. I was wondering if you had an
opinion on which book would be best to read first?

18. RA

http://www.thes.co.uk/current_edition/story.aspx?story_id=2032023
http://www.thes.co.uk/current_edition/story.aspx?story_id=2032023


September 4, 2006

Of course, this being your blog and all I can see why you’d interpret Susskind’s
article as more ‘favorable’ to you and less so to Smolin, but I have to ask how you
can see this an not an insult:

“Woit seems to not realise (or not care) that
this would rob the subject of all the romance of exploration and leave it
to the dullest plodders. The brightest, bravest and boldest young
explorers want to go where no one else has gone before. But Woit is
correct to remind us how important diversity and humility are in the face
of the vast sea of ignorance.”

Do you not realize that he’s calling you a ‘dull plodder’ who needs a good dose of
humility?

Perhaps your misreading of Susskind’s article is very indicative of your general
ability to understand other ideas and concepts. In reading the complete article it
is pretty clear that Susskind is kinder in his descriptions of Smolin than he is of
you. I realize it is painful to read criticism and to try to make the best of it, but to
present Susskind’s appraisals as you do seems pretty dishonest, if only to
yourself.

19. Who
September 4, 2006

Doormat, by whom was the recent review of NEW on pages 22-23 of the 25
August (London) Times Higher?

So far I am reluctant to sign up for the two-week trial which Egbert suggests at
http://www.thes.co.uk/current_edition/story.aspx?story_id=2032023

But apparently doing so would permit one to read not only the Susskind blarney-
piece but also an actual review.

It’s possible that Susskind’s colorful talk of others’ books boosted sales of his
own, which has risen abruptly and is currently #6 on amazon general physics
bestseller list. A week or two ago I saw it bouncing around in the #40-#85
neighborhood.

Arun, I was laughing aloud at your comment:

String theorists are shipbuilders who believe they have proved that ships must
have 26 masts.

20. a
September 4, 2006

Who,

It isn’t funny, it’s quite tragic. So a better nautical analogy is the Titanic (an
unsinkable ship on its maiden voyage designed by the best people, carrying most

http://www.thes.co.uk/current_edition/story.aspx?story_id=2032023
http://www.thes.co.uk/current_edition/story.aspx?story_id=2032023


people’s blessings and endorsements, admiration and praise).

21. TheGraduate
September 4, 2006

(Thank you Egbert for pointing out that a 14-day subscription was enough to
gain access to the article. I had not previously wanted to comment on something
I had not read.)

This article had too much ad hominem for my tastes. The author often refers to
credentials and not to arguments.

So for him it’s a problem that “in the blogosphere everyone is an expert,
everyone has an opinion and all opinions are equal.” To me this is just normal
democracy.

Every one of his critiques of string theory’s critics had a ranking attached:

1. Journalists with “no more than high-school physics”

2. Woit who is “a computer administrator” and an “untenured mathematics
instructor”

3. Smolin, the “mid-level theoretical physicist”

4. t’Hooft is the “most renowned physicist of our age” which is pretty high praise
but I did think it was odd to omit that t’Hooft had won the Nobel Prize. Also his
discussion of what Dr t’Hooft disagreed with suggested he wasn’t really a critic.

The piece is even organized in order of increasing credentials.

I also didn’t think the name calling was helpful: “Chicken-Little” and “Don
Quixote”

22. MoveOnOrStayBehind
September 4, 2006

>String theorists are shipbuilders who believe they have proved that ships must
have 26 masts.

They are those who believe that a ship must swim. Others propose to build
alternative ships out of stones…despite lots of applause from the blogosphere’s
experts, those have not left off, and this for good reasons. The story Susskind
writes is quite accurate, with regard to science as well as to the people involved.

23. TheGraduate
September 4, 2006

Peter,

“Loose ends and Gordian knots of the string cult” by Philip Anderson is in the
same issue of Higher Education



I don’t know if you’ve seen it before. It’s pretty favourable. I would almost call it
a resounding endorsement.

http://www.thes.co.uk/search/story.aspx?story_id=2032027

24. a
September 4, 2006

To extend the Titanic analogy, the stringy landscape (10^500 vacuua solutions)
is the ice berg straight ahead.

The Captain’s critics want to immediately put the ship into reverse, to slow it
down (reducing hype) and reduce the risks of an embarrassing disaster. Critics
also demand the full filling of all lifeboats (alternative theories) in good time.

But the Captain thinks this is unnecessary (since the ship is unsinkable) and that
starting to fill lifeboats will seem like defeatism, and may cause panic problems.

The Captain on balance decides that changing course very slightly will prevent
disaster, while giving the passengers a spectacular glimpse of the ice berg
(landscape) in passing …

25. A
September 4, 2006

Susskind makes nice analogies but does not address physics: string theory
turned out to predict 10^500 different things. This is why it is now seen as a
metaphysical speculation; this is why people in Princeton and elsewhere initially
hoped in mono-vacuism or, at least, in oli-vacuism.

26. MathPhys
September 4, 2006

RA,
I haven’t read Susskind’s article yet, but when I read the passage that you just
quoted, my interpretation agrees with that of Woit rather than with yours.

27. TheGraduate
September 4, 2006

RA,
I have read the entire article and my interpretation is also closer to Woit than
yours.

28. Carl
September 4, 2006

I signed up for the 14 day free trial. Arguments that are intended to be read by
non specialists always descend first to claims about what “4 out of 5 dentists”
believe, and then to ad hominem attacks on the expertise of the other side. The
human condition is that 99.9% of what any human knows he knows only on the
basis of what he has been told.

http://www.thes.co.uk/search/story.aspx?story_id=2032027
http://www.thes.co.uk/search/story.aspx?story_id=2032027


29. nitin
September 4, 2006

I have something written about Philip Anderson’s review of NEW on my blog ; )

30. woit
September 4, 2006

Doormath, TheGraduate, Nitin,

Thanks for pointing out the Anderson review. I wasn’t aware of it, someone had
just mentioned to me the Susskind review, and I didn’t notice the Anderson one.
Anderson is a well-known string theory skeptic, so I’m not suprised he has
positive things to say about the book. I met him when I was a student at
Princeton and have corresponded with him about this topic.

RA,

You’ve removed that quote from context. Susskind was noting that I have positive
things to say about string theory as a dual to gauge theory and a possible way of
solving QCD, while claiming it doesn’t work as an idea about unification. He was
correctly saying that string theory wouldn’t continue to get people as excited if
that’s all it is. He’s missing the point that I’m all in favor of people pursuing
ideas about unification, just not ones that don’t work.

I have no doubt that he thinks some rather negative things about me, with “dull
plodder” the least of it. I was in no way claiming that he’s a fan…

King Ray,

Kind of depends on your background, although for most people who don’t know
quite a bit about the subject, Smolin’s
may be a better starting place, since it explains more about the basics of string
theory. One exception would be if you’re a mathematician, since in that case my
book should do a better job of giving you the background of the subject.

31. Who
September 4, 2006

that is a thoughtful blog, nitin. I just spent a while musing at it
http://commeappeleduneant.blogspot.com/

32. King Ray
September 4, 2006

Peter, thanks for the advice. I have sufficient math and physics background, so
that is not an issue.

33. woit
September 4, 2006

King Ray,

http://commeappeleduneant.blogspot.com/
http://commeappeleduneant.blogspot.com/


OK, in that case it doesn’t matter much which you start with, I think both books
reinforce each other, with two different perspectives that lead to similar
conclusions. Mine is shorter, but it’s more dense and a few parts are a
significantly more technical than Lee’s, so may require more concentration to
follow. Kind of depends what you’re in the mood for…

34. D R Lunsford
September 5, 2006

I thought the Anderson review was right on the money, and was gratified to see
that Peter is being taken seriously among real physicists at the highest level.
Thank God this business is almost over.

I didn’t detect any bias from Anderson against math, rather, against second-rate
mathematicians taking over physics departments and thus displacing what might
be first-class physicists. I’ve always felt that string theory is a sort of revenge
wrought on physics by matheists who can’t do the problems in Resnick and
Halliday 

-drl

35. D R Lunsford
September 5, 2006

Susskind’s diatribe is filled with the usual self-congratulatory, unctuous sarcasm
one finds in these people, the narcisstic self-absorption of the fey dilettante. I
remember Gell-Mann giving a lecture about string theory years ago, in the late
80s, during which he managed to insult his hosts before everyones’ coffee was
poured (the UMd Physics and Astrophysics Dept. whom he called “half-
asstrophysicists”). The article is much in that manner. And what he says about
Peter is anything but gentlemanly – rather, highly condescending and completely
ad-hominem. A truly repulsive read.

-drl

36. King Ray
September 5, 2006

Peter, thanks, I think I’ll read yours first since I’ve been eagerly awaiting reading
it for months. Don’t let Lubos get you down; he’s only helping your cause and
proving your point.

37. Chris W.
September 5, 2006

The following quote seems apposite. I’ll leave to the reader to determine its
source:

If in this book harsh words are spoken about some of the greatest
among the intellectual leaders of mankind, my motive is not, I hope,
the wish to belittle them. It springs rather from my conviction that, if



our civilization is to survive, we must break with the habit of deference
to great men. Great men may make great mistakes; and as the book
tries to show, some of the greatest leaders of the past supported the
perennial attack on freedom and reason. Their influence, too rarely
challenged, continues to mislead those on whose defence civilization
depends, and to divide them. The responsibility of this tragic and
possibly fatal division becomes ours if we hesitate to be outspoken in
our criticism of what admittedly is a part of our intellectual heritage.
By reluctance to criticize some of it, we may help to destroy it all.

38. MathPhys
September 5, 2006

The Open Society and Its Enemies, Karl Popper.

PS Oh, the miracle of google.

39. hack
September 5, 2006

Well if we’re gonna go with this mideaval shipbuilding analogy, we must cast
Witten as the brilliant mathematician who realized, by gluing opposite edges
together, the flat earth model becomes a torus, thereby elegantly solving the age
old problem of what kept all the water in the ocean from draining over the
edges. Toroidal earth theory has become all the rage in educated circles because
of its mathematical elegance. Captain Susskind, who calls himself the father of
torus theory because he co-invented the donut during his earlier career as a
pastry chef, wants to prove the theory by sailing due north, and coming back
home from the south. Lee Smolin is a heretic who thinks it’s not such a good idea
to send all the ships in the same direction. Lubos is Susskind’s pet monkey,
trained to fling dung at his enemies. There, now we have a proper analogy.

40. LDM
September 5, 2006

It would be interesting to know if Susskind was this way before string theory and
his subsequent fame. If the theory is good, it can stand on its own merits and he
certainly does not need to belittle its detractors. It is sufficient to point out the
weakness, if any, in their arguments.

Also, NEW, page 69, there is the statement that the electromagnetic force is
carried by the photon…
Of course, this is the way QFT describes it…as long as you make it clear it is the
exchange of virtual photons, where all 4 polarizations are needed, and not real
photons where only 2 are used…
Granted, the layperson probably does not care about this distinction, but a
physics student pondering how it is an exchange of (virtual) particles can create
an attractive force might.

41. Peter Woit
September 5, 2006



LDM,

There’s much that is imprecise in the book. When writing something like this, at
each point one has to decide whether to say something imprecise, or to tell a
more accurate and more detailed version of the story. Telling the more accurate
version requires writing something longer, and one has to decide if it’s worth the
extra demands on the attention of the reader to get it right. This is one case
where going into more detail would have taken me too far afield.

It seems to me that ad hominem argument is what one resorts to when one
doesn’t have an argument on the facts, and I would claim this is what is going on
here. If I had my facts about string theory wrong I’d have heard quite a lot about
it from string theorists, their silence on this issue is significant.

42. Anon
September 6, 2006

Susskind was famous long before string theory became popular in 1984/85. He
made important contributions to all branches of particle physics, from lattice
gauge theory to …

It is a testament to the power of the internets that he is now best known as the
person Peter Woit characterizes as an enemy of science.

“If I had my facts about string theory wrong I’d have heard quite a lot about it
from string theorists, their silence on this issue is significant.”

Maybe, aside from Lubos, the rest of them are just too polite.

43. Peter Woit
September 6, 2006

Anon,

Yes, maybe what I have to say about string theory is wrong and string theorists
(other than Lubos), are just too polite to point this out. It’s also possible that
string theorists (other than Lubos) don’t discuss the predictions string theory
makes because they’re just too modest.

44. Anonymous Coward from UCSB
September 6, 2006

`Yes, maybe what I have to say about string theory is wrong and string theorists
(other than Lubos), are just too polite to point this out.’

OK, Peter, just this once. From your comment on the NC thread:

`As for the single bit of info here, I remember a time when string theorists were
going on about no-go theorems that showed that you couldn’t have string theory
in deSitter space, i.e. with a positive cosmological constant. When a positive
cosmological constant was found, they seem to have come up with a way of
dealing with that problem. If the spatial curvature comes out positive, I’m sure



they’ll come up with something.’

The Maldacena-Nunez no-go theorem, hep-th/0007018, was specifically for
supergravity backgrounds without branes or string corrections. In fact, it was
already well-known (beginning with Becker & Becker, hep-th/9605053) that such
corrections allow much more general solutions. The MN theorem was well-
known at the time not to be relevant, and in fact the BB paper is the ancestor of
most stabilized string vacuum constructions.

And, you have your chronology wrong: the cc was well-known when the MN
paper appeared. As usual, you have chosen to misconstrue what you know in the
most negative possible way.

As to why more string theorists do not post (or do so anonymously) I suggest that
it is a matter of time: it is much more time-consuming to actually do research
than to sit back and criticize the efforts of others.

45. woit
September 6, 2006

AC from SB,

“you have your chronology wrong”

I don’t see where I said anything about the Maldacena-Nunez paper, that’s not
what I was referring to. And, by the way, the comment was largely a sarcastic
joke, probably not worth trying to explain it to you though.

Thanks for showing us that all string theorists other than Lubos are not just too
polite. I’m kind of missing your point though about how serious string theorists
are so busy doing important research into the landscape that they can’t type in
their actual e-mail addresses (the one you left “woitisabozo@physics.ucsb.edu”
was very clever, I guess it’s right that string theorists are just smarter than the
rest of us).

46. Anonymous Coward from UCSB
September 7, 2006

Please do tell us which no-go theorems you were referring to. And it is a pretty
sad escape to claim to have been joking.

47. amused
September 7, 2006

Susskind’s article is a blast. “Could it really be that a secret cabal of scientific
priests have plotted to overthrow the rules of good scientific method and have
absconded with the nation’s scientific funding?” Yes they have, the bastards ;).
But underneath the colourful ship-building and exploration analogies it’s just the
same tired old line that string theorists always take in response to critics: “Any
physicist with an ounce of ambition and adventure should be directly working
toward discovering a glorious Theory of Everything, and string theory is the best



(or only) hope for this at present.” This is supposed to justify the continued
pursuit of string theory irregardless of what it requires (e.g. changing the
definition of science) as well as its continued domination of the formal theory end
of particle physics.

The main issue for some of us critics is not whether or not string theory is a
waste of time, but whether people should have no option but to work on it if they
want a career in formal hep theory. We don’t have anything against people trying
to construct an “epic ship” if they want to; in fact we wish them best of luck. But
there is still much of interest that can and should be done in “near coast
exploration” using currently developed ships; it’s a mistake to just drop all of this
and concentrate exclusively on building an epic vessel. We are certainly
interested in the prospect of finding the New Land, but suspect that there are
other ways to get to there besides sailing straight out into the ocean. E.g., by
gradually and carefully pushing out the boundaries of near coast exploration it
may be possible to find a series of landmasses that will allow us to get to the
New Land in a series of steps. The ship-building innovations required sail from
one landmass to the next might be more within our capacities than those
required for an ocean-crossing “epic vessel”.
(Some of us suspect that not only may it be possible to reach the New Land in
this way but it will also happen sooner than by epic ship across the ocean. But
we don’t doubt that if and when the epic ship eventually arrives they’ll trumpet it
with great fanfare and proclaim themselves the true discoverers…)

In any case, isn’t it sensible to allow near coast exploration to continue while the
epic ship project is underway? That way, if the ship ends up ensconced in a
multiverse/flotilla of floating icebergs there will still be hope of eventually
reaching the New Land by other ways, even if the epic ship-builders themselves
prefer to give up and simply redefine “New Land” to be an iceberg flotilla.

(As an aside, we find it most amusing when the epic ship-builders use their
constructs with great pride to (attempt to) give low-resolution mappings of near
coast areas in already-known regions, pretending to really care about these
areas while at the same time being totally uninterested in and indifferent to
breakthroughs in traditional ship building which open the possibility of exact
mappings…)

48. Peter Woit
September 7, 2006

AC from UCSB,

Maldacena and Nunez were not the first ones to point out this problem.

Not much point in trying to explain a joke to someone who doesn’t realize that
it’s hilarious having one of the leading figures in theoretical physics giving a
series of prominent lectures about a theory of everything that is nearly infinitely
complicated but only predicts the sign of one quantity (and acknowledges that
there’s probably a way around that, given that other ways of populating the
landscape can likely be found).



49. Anonymous Coward from UCSB
September 7, 2006

Since you can’t cite any references, and are changing the subject, I assume that
you are conceding the original point: you created a fictitious chronology out of
your own imagination to make string theorists look bad, when in fact the
chronology was that reverse of what you claimed. String theorists were not in
any sense `going on about de Sitter no go theorems’ before the cc was seen.

You were right about one thing, calling you a `bozo’ was inappropropriate. But
`one who distorts the facts to make others look bad’ is just so clumsy.

Your `joke’ is no different from the vitriol that you pour on string theory every
day, and insulting people and then claiming to be joking is not at all an original
strategy, it is classic behavior.

I think we are finished with this subject.

50. woit
September 7, 2006

AC from UCSB,

The history of the no-go theorems you’re talking about goes back to the mid-
eighties. I’m not going to waste my time getting together references and arguing
about their significance with someone who has nothing better to do than to
spend his time insulting me in a cowardly fashion from behind the cloak of
anonymity

You’re the one who is evading the point here, that Landscape research is a really
bad and depressing joke. Yes, I pour vitriol on this kind of research, it’s
destroying the field of particle physics. I’m far from the only one who thinks this.

As for who goes around personally insulting people, look in the mirror. The only
person whose name I’ve invoked here is Susskind, and I am criticizing his
argument, not him personally. You’re unhappy that I’ve perhaps unfairly
characterized some people’s scientific arguments. Maybe I have, maybe I should
have dealt more seriously with them, and explicitly stated the well-known fact
that, in this case as in essentially all others, there’s no such thing as a real no-go
theorem in string theory, you can get whatever you want. I didn’t happen to think
it was worth the trouble. But you really need to learn the difference between
personally criticizing someone and criticizing a scientific argument.

Yes, I think we’re finished with this subject, unless you’re willing to put your
name and reputation behind what you have to say.

51. A
September 7, 2006

adding to “amused” above:



Philosophy, after trying many epic vessels, remained at the starting point.

Physics, thanks to near coast navigation, progressed even too far.

52. Anon
September 7, 2006

“The history of the no-go theorems you’re talking about goes back to the mid-
eighties. I’m not going to waste my time getting together references … ”

We’re all capable of using SPIRES to find the exact references. How about some
names and approximate dates to get us all started?

53. Chris W.
September 7, 2006

Amused,

Your characterization of the situation reminds me of what is now happening to
science within NASA; it is being sacrificed in favor of massive engineering
boondoggles—a manned return to the moon (and establishment of a base there)
and a manned expedition to Mars. These projects will probably collapse into a
mess of cost overruns and missed milestones before they attain their stated
objectives, but the aerospace and defense contractors involved (and the federal
officials and members of Congress promoting their interests) will certainly
benefit in the meantime.

[By the way, you nearly ruined a great comment by contaminating it with the
pseudo-word “irregardless”.]

54. UCSB
September 7, 2006

Hi Anon,

Let me help. The papers did indeed exist, but the precise issue is when `string
theorists were going on about them’, to use PW’s words. They existed but in fact
were so unknown that Maldacena and Nunez were not aware of them (and did
not cite them) when they rediscovered and generalized their results. One paper
is

RESIDUAL SUPERSYMMETRY OF COMPACTIFIED d = 10 SUPERGRAVITY.
B. de Wit, D.J. Smit (Utrecht U.) , N.D. Hari Dass (NIKHEF, Amsterdam) .
NIKHEF-H-86-15, May 1986. 44pp.
Published in Nucl.Phys.B283:165,1987

This was cited a grand total of 6 times in the ten years before the dark energy
was found, then 4 more in the next two years, and then 78 times when it was
rediscovered after the MN paper (which itself was cited 289 times). So this
clearly shows at what point string theorists were `going on about this’. By the
way, MN themselves discuss the limitations on their assumptions, and cite a list



of aready-existing papers that lie outside these assumptions and are not
constrained by the theorem (beginning with Strominger in 1986, long before the
dark energy was found). So there was no point in time at which those actually
working on the construction of superstring vacua regarded these theorems as a
constraint.

The other early paper was

Aspects Of Supergravity Theories.
G.W. Gibbons (Cambridge U.) . Print-85-0061 (CAMBRIDGE), Jun 1984. 53pp.
Three lectures given at GIFT Seminar on Theoretical Physics, San Feliu de
Guixols, Spain, Jun 4-11, 1984.

which was even less cited and less known (it appeared only in a conference
proceedings, before the days of the arxiv).

55. woit
September 8, 2006

I’ve wasted my time and found the precise reference I was thinking of when I
wrote the lines that so upset AC from UCSB, they’re from a paper but also
correspond to what I remember hearing in a talk around this time

“This means that there is no classical way to get de Sitter space from string
theory or M-theory… In fact, classical or not, I don’t know any clear-cut way to
get de Sitter space from string theory or M-theory. This last statement is not very
surprising given the classical no go theorem. For, in view of the usual problems
in stabilizing moduli, it is hard to get de Sitter space in a reliable fashion at the
quantum level given that it does not arise classically”.

Funny that we’re told that the no go theorems were “well-known to be
irrelevant”, I guess this particular string theorist wasn’t very well informed. It’s
true that he didn’t claim that string theory “predicted” a non-positive CC, he’s
not the sort to go on about bogus string theory “predictions”. And, by the time of
this quote, the experimental evidence was in favor of a positive CC.

People who are very concerned with the issue of whether I’ve got this right still
seem to insist on ignoring the main point: is Susskind’s “prediction” a bad joke
or not?

56. Anon
September 8, 2006

“I’ve wasted my time and found the precise reference …”

And the precise reference is …?

“Funny that we’re told that the no go theorems were ‘well-known to be
irrelevant'”

They weren’t well-known at the time.



And by the time they became well-known, they were already understood to be
irrelevant (in the sense that there were already well-known string backgrounds
that violated the assumptions of the theorems).

UCSB has the history right.

57. Anonymous Coward from UCSB
September 8, 2006

E. Witten, hep-th/0106109, 3 years _after_ the supernova data.
So you did distort the chronology: you stated that string theorists made a wrong
prediction and then backtracked when the data came out the other way, whereas
this was an honest statement of a research puzzle. And Witten was indeed out of
the loop on this subject, since the first dS solutions (E. Silverstein hep-
th/0106209) appeared at virtually the same time.

58. woit
September 8, 2006

Anon and AC from UCSB,

I think the Witten quotation speaks for itself, your statement that the no-go
theorem was “well-known to be irrelevant” is simply wrong. Witten was giving
talks at places like Strings 2001 saying what I quoted. He did not consider these
theorems “irrelevant”, and if there’s one thing Witten rarely is, it’s “out of the
loop”. Yes, it’s true that the way I stated things exaggerated the true situation.
As I said, it was somewhat of a joke made in the context of responding to
Susskind’s absurdity.

For the N’th time, will you or won’t you address the issue of whether or not
Susskind’s argument is an absurdly bad joke? I understand very well why you
would rather argue about something else, but sooner or later people in this field
will have to face up to what is going on. You can devote your days (and nights) to
anonymously attacking anyone who tries to point this out, but it won’t change
what is happening.

59. amused
September 8, 2006

Chris,

Although I can well understand the temptation I think you’re being too harsh
comparing string theorists to sleazy aerospace/defense contractors and
congressmen. As individuals they aren’t really doing anything different from
other physicists or academics in general by promoting their own area and
supporting the people in it to the exclusion of others. But in this singular
situation of string dominance the leaders of that field need to realise that with
great power comes great responsibility. I.e. the responsibility to act in the best
interests of physics. I wonder if they ever give any thought to this – it’s certainly
not something they like to talk about. Do they really think it’s in the best
interests of physics that the string program is pursued to the exclusion of



everything else in formal hep theory?
The current protestations from string critics are nothing compared to the
merciless slamming that awaits them from future historians of science if they
don’t exercise their responsibility wisely.

(And as for the pseudo-word contamination, it was a quite mild contamination
level by my usual standards ;))

60. Anon
September 8, 2006

“Yes, it’s true that the way I stated things exaggerated the true situation.”

You wanted to know why none of the string theorist bother to respond to you. 

That’s why. 

UCSB chose one recent example, but we could do the same with just about
everything you say on this blog.

If you want them to take you seriously, then you’ll have to take them seriously,
too, and not engage in this kind of deliberate distortions and obfuscations.

61. woit
September 8, 2006

Yet another anonymous string theorist,

“we could do the same with just about everything you say on this blog.”

Whoever you are, hiding behind anonymity, you’re completely dishonest.

Look, what is going on here is that, in a throwaway line in the comment section
here, in the context of discussing the completely insane state that string theory
has come to, I made a reasonable analogy to another similar issue in string
theory. I wrote two sentences, both of which are completely accurate, but which
could be read together as making a misleading accusation. I shouldn’t have done
this. I’ve written probably a thousand pages of stuff here. Every bit of it is signed
by me, and if I’m wrong about something I will admit it.

In response to this, I’ve gotten mostly dishonest responses from what appear to
be three separate string theorists, none of whom dare put their name to what
they write. AC from UCSB’s claim that what I wrote was untrue because these
no-go theorems were “well-known to be irrelevant” was shown to be not true by
the quote from Witten.

Sure, sometimes in a comment section here I say something that is not quite
right, sometimes for rhetorical effect. Anyone who wants to is welcome to
correct me, but doing so in an insulting and dishonest way, hiding behind
anonymity, is just kind of pathetic.

For the N+1th time, will any one of the three of you actually address the



question at issue: is Susskind’s “argument” a bad joke, deserving of being made
fun of, or not?

62. UCSB
September 8, 2006

`is Susskind’s “argument” a bad joke, deserving of being made fun of, or not?’

Actually, this is an interesting question, thank you for asking it. What if the
curvature is measured to be positive? There is natural explanation: tunneling
from nothing (Hartle-Hawking, Vilenkin) produces universes with positive spatial
curvature, whereas tunneling from a higher dS state produces universes with
negative spatial curvature. Either of these processes is sufficient to populate the
landscape, so indeed neither observation would falsify the environmental
solution to the cc problem, it would tell us something important about quantum
cosmology.

The relation between these two processes has never clearly been understood by
quantum cosmologists working in the effective QM-GR: every one has their own
person favorite for the wavefunction. A complete theory of cosmology should
explain the relation between them, most likely both occur in some form but
presumably, barring an accident, one or the other is much more likely. Indeed,
providing a theoretically convincing solution to this old area of controversy is a
target for string theory, though observational test depends on having few enough
e-foldings for the curvature still to be visible.

63. z3
September 8, 2006

Peter finally grudgingly admitted to an inaccuracy in an off-the-cuff, un-
researched remark in a comment section — this is actually a pretty hard thing to
do, especially in public view. One can respect him for that.

USBC finally calmed down and start to address physics — for a while there he
was latched on to a secondary topic, attacking in full rage, and in so doing
exposed the fact that he himself is not quite in full command of the history of the
topic either.

Anon just extrapolated Peter’s one error by 3 orders of magnitude to show that
the entirety of Peter is in error. I hope he is more conservative in his main areas
of study.

And we all now see how memory is not 100% reliable and why one must always
research the facts before making quick strong statements.

64. dan
September 9, 2006

Hello Peter,

Even if string theory is unable to make predictions at any level, could you accept



it as legimate scientific research as a way of explaining (but not necessarily
predicting) fundamental physics, such as 3 generations of fermions?

There are many instances of a scientific theory (i.e meterology, evolutionm,
n-body problem, fluid dynamics) that cannot predict (because too much is
unknown or equations poorly understood or impossible to solve) but are
considered scientific for other reasons.

thanks

65. TheGraduate
September 9, 2006

dan:

I could be wrong but I think that you can get predictions out of meteorology and
mathematical analyses of the n-body problem and of fluid dynamics over a small
enough time scale and in special circumstances.

Also in each case, there are actual physical systems that can be catalogued.
Collection, arranging and categorization is also a scientific activity. For instance,
a meteorologist can observe and classify types of clouds and the conditions
under which they are known to form.

In the case of evolution, you can easily apply selection pressure to bacteria,
viruses, protozoa etc and observe the affects on different allelles. eg. exposing
bacteria to antibiotics and observing the shift in the population to antibiotic-
resistant bacteria

66. TheGraduate
September 9, 2006

dan:

I think a good way to figure out if one is doing science or religion is to ask
yourself whether your approach is vulnerable to the sorts of errors that religious
approaches to finding truth are vulnerable. I think in the case of string theory,
they certainly are.

Without accountability, the reasoning process tends to go awry.

67. dan
September 9, 2006

so TheGraduate Says:,
would u c string theory as a scientific theory in the sense of explanatory rather
than predictive?

68. nigel cook
September 9, 2006

dan,



String theory probably “explains” why the science fiction of extra dimensional
spacetime, superpartners, gravitons, multiple universes, and time travelling in
wormholes is so popular.

There is a list of hyperspace films at http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Hyperspace_(science_fiction) and we owe a great debt of gratitude to
Professor M. Kaku, who is the “anchor” of hyperspace, according to the first
reference on that Wiki page.

Without string theory “explanation” hype, where would science fiction be today?
It would still be half-plausible fictional stories based upon science. String
“explanation” is not just replacing half decent religions (thanks to Susskind’s
new book on the anthropic principle, landscape and intelligent design), it is also
replacing decent science fiction with brilliant stringy films.

I wonder if Speilberg and others in Hollywood will become stringy defenders,
joining Motl, Distler, and Susskind? 

69. woit
September 9, 2006

dan,

To have a scientific explanation of anything, you have to be able to check that the
explanation is correct. That’s why you need a testable prediction. “Explanations”
that can’t be checked and tested are not part of science.

All the sciences you mention make many testable predictions, meteorology is all
about learning how to make better and better predictions.

70. dan
September 9, 2006

Nigel, I find what you say amusing.

Peter, string theorists have claimed that the fact string theory can derive BH-
entropy a priori in agreement with Hawking-Berkenstein calculations, predict
the spectrum of the standard model and three generations and particle masses,
provide a theory of gravity in agreement with general relativity at long distances,
are examples which check if the explanation are correct.

71. woit
September 9, 2006

dan,

This kind of discussion is pretty off-topic, and has taken place a hundred times
here before.

1. The BH entropy calculations don’t apply to physical black holes, so don’t
predict anything you can observe, even if you do find a black hole you can
examine.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperspace_(science_fiction)
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2. It’s just a complete bald-faced lie to say that string theory predicts the
standard model, 3 generations and particle masses.

3. The idea that it gives GR at long distances is the strongest argument in favor
of string theory. This is not a prediction, at best a postdiction (and you can argue
about this..), it’s the recent people picked this theory to look at. As Lisa Randall
has been known to point out: “Yes, string theory predicts GR. In 10 dimensions.”

72. dan
September 10, 2006

Peter,
Sorry if it’s off-topic, I should say “output is MSSM”

73. Peter Woit
September 10, 2006

dan,

It’s every bit as much nonsense to claim that string theory predicts the MSSM as
to say that it predicts the standard model.



Noncommutative Geometry and Physics

September 5, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

This week the Newton Institute in Cambridge is running (with funding from the
Templeton Foundation) a workshop on the topic of Noncommutative Geometry and
Physics: Fundamental Structure of Space and Time. The program is here, some of the
talks are online here, and Paul Cook is blogging here (with truly scary pictures of a
Newton Institute restroom). Thursday evening they will be having a public panel
discussion, entitled The Nature of Space and Time: An Evening of Speculation.

For someone interested not in quantum gravity but in particle physics, the most
interesting of these talks is doubtless that of Alain Connes, entitled Noncommutative
Geometry and the standard model with neutrino mixing. He has a new paper out, with
the same title, with more details promised in a forthcoming paper with Chamseddine.
I’ve been carrying the paper around for a while now, hoping to understand exactly
what he’s doing, but it’s rather dense and some of the calculations are involved and
don’t carry much of an explanation. I really wish I’d been at the talk to hear his
exposition of what he’s up to here.

Among the other talks at the conference I would like to have heard would be that of
Samson Shatashvili, who is doing some very interesting things with 2d gauge
theories. He has a new paper out (with Gerasimov) which looks quite readable,
entitled Higgs Bundles, Gauge Theories and Quantum Groups.

Another conference going on that is finishing up this week is the Erice “International
School of Subnuclear Physics”, this year entitled The Logic of Nature, Complexity and
New Physics, and dedicated to Richard Dalitz. Back during the sixties, seventies and
eighties, the Erice School was an important yearly event, featuring the best theorists
around giving expository lectures on the latest ideas, often including spectacularly
beautiful lectures by Sidney Coleman. This year’s school just looks profoundly weird,
with an interesting and reasonable set of lectures on the experimental side, but the
theoretical side mostly devoted to “complexity and the Landscape”, featuring an
opening lecture and mini-course about the Landscape by Susskind, a mini-course
about the Landscape and its computational complexity (i.e. why it is hopeless to ever
use it to predict anything) by Denef and Douglas, and more complexity from Zichichi,
Beck, Gell-Mann and Tsallis. Many of the lectures are available here. Steve Hsu is
blogging from the conference, and he reports that Susskind says the Landscape
program is science since it now gives exactly one bit of information about the
universe (the sign of the spatial curvature k), although he expects Andrei Linde to be
able to make that bit disappear if he wants to.

Update: Urs Schreiber has an excellent discussion of the Connes program here and
here.

Comments
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1. PPCook
September 5, 2006

Hi Peter, thanks for the link. The conference here is very interesting, but what
has been very tough is the realisation that to understand the Connes paper it
does not help to hear him speak. It is, of course, a pleasure to hear him speak.
And he is an excellent speaker. It’s just to benefit one really must hear him speak
while holding all the ideas behind the approach in your head. I think there is
much promise in his approach, but it does seem to be very constructive. It seems
the most important point to start learning about the Connes approach would be
his paper with Chamseddine The Spectral Action Principle. Perhaps after
spending years staring at the standard model one might gain the same feeling as
Connes and one might feel that the starting points are intuitive, although
perhaps not. One must bear in mind Alain Connes’ own words when assessing
his approach to physics:

“There are two fundamental sources of ‘bare’ facts for the mathematician. These
are, on the one hand the physical world which is the source of geometry, and on
the other hand the arithmetic of numbers which is the source of number theory.
Any theory concerning either of these subjects can be tested by performing
experiments either in the physical world or with numbers. That is, there are
some real things out there to which we can confront our understanding.”

Treating experimental data on the same footing as number theory seems to
remove the need for motivating certain assumptions. The standard model just is
– we have observed it, that is good enough. At the end of his talk he described
string theorists who look for more than is apparent as living in “a dreamworld”. I
think this is understandable, but the dream is alluring. It is also very natural for
scientists to seek explanations, but yet it is proper to respect experimental
evidence. Nevertheless the formulation of Connes is extremely compact, and one
hopes it is not just exquisite engineering.

2. John Baez
September 6, 2006

Connes surely doesn’t get the right dimensionless constants in the Standard
Model Lagrangian – if he did, folks at the Newton Institute would be drinking
champagne and dancing naked in the streets. So, how does he manage to come
so close yet not that far? And, what is his attitude towards these constants? Did
his audience press him on this point?

3. steve
September 6, 2006

Peter,

I never thought I’d be defending string theory, but I think your remark above is
too negative.

Lenny didn’t claim victory because there is a single robust prediction from the
Landscape. He’s seems disturbed that most low-energy observables are

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9606001
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9606001


unpredictable, even in an anthropic framework.

However, it does mean the Landscape is falsifiable — if Planck measures a
positive curvature it will strongly disfavor the scenario.

4. Peter Shor
September 6, 2006

John,

It looked to me from his abstract that the dimensionless constants were
parameters that Connes could put in his model, and the only actual predictions
(so far) came at unification scale? I don’t understand any of this, so could
somebody verify whether this is right?

Anyway, it seems to me that if the string theorists got this close (for whatever
values of close he got), there clearly would be dancing in the streets.

5. A
September 6, 2006

Following your link, I tried to read the Susskind lectures, but they contain a few
words, almost no equations, plenty of cartoons.
My child got interested.

6. amanda
September 6, 2006

“However, it does mean the Landscape is falsifiable — if Planck measures a
positive curvature it will strongly disfavor the scenario”

It will disfavor the *particular* scenario that LS pushes, with Coleman-de Luccia
instantons. Of course, LS has the bad habit of pretending that his way of doing
things is the only way — cf his repeated declarations that black hole
complementarity, which is nothing but the wildest of wild speculations, is a “law
of nature”!

7. MathPhys
September 6, 2006

amanda,

What do you mean by “black hole complementarity” more precisely?

8. steve
September 6, 2006

Amanda,

I’m under the impression that if there are many metastable vacua (almost all
with much larger vacuum energy than our own), then it is highly likely that our
universe must have originated in a tunneling (bubble nucleation) event. If so, the



curvature has to be negative. It so happens that Coleman-Deluccia worked out
the bubble form, but I don’t see that Lenny is making a nontrivial assumption.

Am I missing something?

9. D R Lunsford
September 6, 2006

Has anyone improved on Brout’s paper as an exposition for physicists?

-drl

10. Peter Woit
September 6, 2006

steve,

I didn’t say he was claiming victory, just that he was using this to answer certain
people who argue that this is not science. It’s good to hear that he’s disturbed by
not having any low-energy predictions, but the problem with the Landscape is
not just at low-energy, it doesn’t give predictions at any energy.

As for the single bit of info here, I remember a time when string theorists were
going on about no-go theorems that showed that you couldn’t have string theory
in deSitter space, i.e. with a positive cosmological constant. When a positive
cosmological constant was found, they seem to have come up with a way of
dealing with that problem. If the spatial curvature comes out positive, I’m sure
they’ll come up with something.

11. urs
September 6, 2006

John Baez said

Connes surely doesn’t get the right dimensionless constants in the
Standard Model Lagrangian – if he did, folks at the Newton Institute
would be drinking champagne and dancing naked in the streets. So,
how does he manage to come so close yet not that far? And, what is his
attitude towards these constants? Did his audience press him on this
point?

I don’t think the point of this quest for the spectral action of the standard model
is to predict the standard model’s properties.

I think the main point is first of all to understand which spectral triple precisely
is the one whose spectral geometry describes the standard model.

It would of course certainly be a nice side effect if some properties of the
standard model were derivable this way, maybe in the sense that they might turn
out to be forced to have a certain value to admit a spectral description at all.

So I think the point is that if you want to understand something deeply, you



should first try to find its most elegant/powerful/compact description. And
Connes rightly points out that encoding the entire standard model into a spectral
triple does achieve such a description.

And we learn by that, for instance, that we observe a world of metric dimension
4 and KO-dimension 4+6 mod 8.

While not a prediction, that looks like a remarkable insight.

I am going to say more about that at the n-Café. So far there is an introductory
entry.

12. wolfgang
September 6, 2006

I did not see much discussion on the quantization of the theory in the latest
paper of Alain Connes. Is renormalization etc. already taken care of
automatically in this approach (or described in another paper) ?

13. urs
September 6, 2006

I did not see much discussion on the quantization of the theory in the
latest paper of Alain Connes. Is renormalization etc. already taken care
of automatically in this approach (or described in another paper) ?

As far as I can tell, so far this is just a way to rewrite the standard action
functional in a different form.

See section 6 of Connes’ latest paper for remarks on what might be expected as
a “UV completion” of this spectral action.

In fact, his collaborator Chamseddine once began trying to understand if the
spectral action obtained from a 1-Dirac operator could be the limit of a UV-
complete one obtained from a 2-Dirac operator

14. Alejandro Rivero
September 6, 2006

wolfgang, one intriguing thing of Connes approach is that some details that are
supposed to come from quantisation appear here as a consequence of the axions.
Paricularly, Poincare duality imposes anomaly cancellation.

15. A
September 6, 2006

Actually the prediction of negative curvature has nothing to do with string
theory: as shown by Coleman-deLuccia, a negative curvature arises from vacuum
decay, for any potential studied so far. Next, anthropic arguments are used to
argue that inflation maybe does not need to suppress the curvature down to
unobservably small values.
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16. PPCook
September 6, 2006

John,
No one in the audience asked about the dimensionless constants…
Best wishes,
Paul

17. urs
September 6, 2006

The Yukawa coupling constants are encoded in the “metric” of the internal (d_KO
= 6)-dimensional space, namely in the Dirac operator associated with it. See
equation (1.21) of http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9606001

I talk about that here.

18. urs
September 6, 2006

Furthermore, apparently the bare gauge coupling is related to the volume of
spacetime by equations (2.20) and (2.29) of the review. More details are here

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/09
/connes_on_spectral_geometry_of_1.html#c004520

So, in a word, Connes does not predict the parameters of the standard model.
What he does instead is to identify the “geometry of a non-geometric KK
compactification” that does reproduce the standard model (including the
dimensionless constants).

19. steve
September 6, 2006

A: Yes, but as I mentioned in a Landscape scenario our universe likely originated
in a negative curvature bubble nucleation, so there is a definite sign prediction
for k. Inflation might have flattened things out, but it would be hard to explain a
positive measurement of k.

It isn’t that negative k, or a nucleation origin, require string theory, but rather
the converse.

20. TheGraduate
September 6, 2006

Hi,

I know people are in the process of figuring out what Connes’ paper means but I
was wondering if anybody could summarize in a sentence or two of nontechnical
language what issues are in play. So far I understand the following:

1. This paper says something about the number of dimensions being equal mod 8
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… and since (26 = 10 ) mod 8 … that says something about string theory …
perhaps

2. It also makes progress in a group theoretic description of the standard model
…

I apologize for my abyssmal ignorance and would greatly appreciate some
breakdown.

21. Andy Neitzke
September 6, 2006

`What he does instead is to identify the “geometry of a non-geometric KK
compactification” that does reproduce the standard model (including the
dimensionless constants).’

Does he explain what theory one has to “compactify” on this nongeometric
background to get the Standard Model?

22. urs
September 7, 2006

First of all, many thanks to “anon” for pointing out a stupidity I said. The
corrected statement is here

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/09
/connes_on_spectral_geometry_of_1.html#c004536

Does he explain what theory one has to “compactify” on this
nongeometric background to get the Standard Model?

Well, his theory is that given by the action functional which you cook up from the
spectral triple.

So, given any spectral geometry, Connes considers the action functional obtained
from its generalized “heat kernel expansion”.

That’s his way to formulate things. There are indications, though, that, if applied
for instance to the Dirac-Ramond operator, this generalized “heat kernel
expansion” reproduces precisely the effective string theory equations of motion.

That’s at least what Ali Chamseddine claims to have shown. See p. 10 of

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9701096

as well as

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9705153 .

23. urs
September 7, 2006
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summarize in a sentence or two of nontechnical language what issues
are in play.

The idea is this:

To any given ordinary Riemannian manifold X, we may associate the Einstein-
Hilbert Action. That’s gravity.

We know from Kaluza-Klein, that if X looks like Y x S^1 that gravity on X looks
like gravity coupled to electromagnetism on Y.

Now, Connes comes along annd says that there is something like a “generalized”
Riemannian manifold. And he provides a way to define a notion of action for that,
such that for X an ordinary Riemannian manifold that action reduces to the
ordinary Einstein-Hilbert action (plus correction terms of higher order).

So, he says, assume our spacetime is not an ordinary Riemannian manifold with
extra forces in it, but just some generalized Riemannian manifold with only
gravity.

Using his generalized notion of the Einstein-Hilbert action, we may check for
each such generalized Riemannian manifold what its “gravitational” action looks
like.

In a similar fashion, fermionic matter propagating on an ordinary Riemannian
spin manifold (= coupled to gravity) may be generalized to fermionic matter
propagating on a generalized Riemannian manifold.

So, Connes says, what I want to do is to find a generalized Riemannian manifold
X of the form Y x Z, such that my generalized theory of gravity coupled to
fermions on X looks like gravity coupled to our standard model on Y.

He plays around a little and finally finds Z such that this works.

24. anon.
September 7, 2006

urs wrote:

There are indications, though, that, if applied for instance to the Dirac-Ramond
operator, this generalized “heat kernel expansion” reproduces precisely the
effective string theory equations of motion.

Is this a leading-order statement in both g_string and alpha’, or are higher terms
in the “heat kernel expansion” that should reproduce some or all of the
corrections?

25. urs
September 7, 2006

Is this a leading-order statement in both g_string and alpha’, or are
higher terms in the “heat kernel expansion” that should reproduce



some or all of the corrections?

Yes, Chamseddine checks leading order only.

I don’t know if the higher orders “should” agree. But if they do, we’d get a nicely
coherent picture of what is going on.

Maybe to emphasize that, allow me to reformulate Connes’ approach somewhat
suggestively this way:

He is considering the theory of a superparticle (worldline susy) in d_KO = 10
dimensions, determined by a Dirac operator D.

He takes the interactions of this superparticle to be such that the effective target
space action is Tr(f(F)) + (psi,D psi).

Then he looks for compactifications

D = D_0 + D_F

such that this effective target space action agrees (to lowest order) with the
standard model coupled to gravity.

That’s not precisely how Connes states it. And maybe it’s wrong. But maybe it’s
right.

26. PPCook
September 7, 2006

I Just noticed the paper A Lorentzian version of the non-commutative geometry
of the standard model of particle physics by John Barrett today (who has also
spoken here at the NCGW, but not on this topic). It seems strange that, to my
knowledge, it hasn’t been mentioned amongst the online discussion of the
Connes paper even though it appeared on the same day as the Connes paper and
in fact even a few entries earlier on the archive. The results appear at first to be
identical.

27. Chris W.
September 7, 2006

From Connes (hep-th/0608226):

8. Acknowledgements
The detailed computations and extension of this work to the left-right
model will appear in a joint work with Ali Chamseddine and Matilde
Marcolli. The need to have independence between the KO-dimension
and the metric dimension already emerged in the work of P Dabrowski
and L., Sitarz on Podle´s quantum spheres [10]. The results of this
work were announced in a talk at the Newton Institute in July 2006,
and the fear of a numerical error in the above computations delayed
the present publication. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the
independent preprint by John Barret (A Lorentzian version of the non-
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commutative geometry of the standard model of particle physics) with
a similar solution of the fermion doubling problem which accelerated
the present publication.

28. urs
September 7, 2006

Coming back to the question on what, if anything, the spectral thing predicts,
there are a couple of intersting remarks in

hep-th/9605001

(which is in general a pretty good account of the details involved).

In the introduction, the authors cite a couple of papers that argued that “most”
models of Yang-Mills-Higgs type that one could write down are not obtainable by
spectral action.

In the concluding section, it furthermore says that

– assuming a Higgs, the spectral stuff predicts a minimum of two generations

– including also the measured top mass then also predicts a maximum of 5
generations

– existence of the Higgs forces the electroweak sector to be chiral

– “the choice of possible gauge groups is very much restricted” it says

– finally: the huge span of fermion masses can not be explained.

So, there are a couple of internal consistency conditions, but the
compactification metric (hence the set of dimensionless parameters) is
essentially free input.

—

I have tried to expand on the superparticle point of view mentioned above:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/09
/connes_on_spectral_geometry_of_2.html

29. anon.
September 7, 2006

– existence of the Higgs forces the electroweak sector to be chiral

!

So the claim is that any time there’s a spectral geometry formulation of your
theory, you can only Higgs a gauge group with chiral fermions? There’s no way
to e.g. add a Higgs for SU(3)_color to this model?
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Is there a heuristic explanation of why this should be true? It seems very
strange.

30. John Baez
September 8, 2006

Connes writes:

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the independent preprint by John
Barret (A Lorentzian version of the non-commutative geometry of the
standard model of particle physics) with a similar solution of the
fermion doubling problem which accelerated the present publication.

Heh. The French never, never spell John Barrett’s name right.

But, it’s great that he scooped Connes. He’d been working on this for quite a
while – he was quite excited about it when I saw him this April in Marseille, for
the thesis defense of Alejandro Perez.

31. urs
September 8, 2006

Is there a heuristic explanation of why this should be true?

I am not entirely sure. What I know is this:

the Higgs arises as the “internal” component of the connection, A_int.

By the general logic of the approach, this term is given by the commutator of the
internal Dirac operator with an algebra element a

A_int = a [D_int ,a’] .

The algebra and its representation is such that projected on the anti-particle
sector [D_int,a’] = 0, so we just get a contribution on the particle sector.

This is computed for instance on p. 26 of hep-th/960353 .

After the computation, you impose the self-adjointness condition and find that
the term A_int is exactly given by a quaternion-valued function, which is to be
interpreted as the Higgs.

A similar discussion must be in hep-th/9605001 somewhere, I guess.

32. nontrad
September 8, 2006

At the risk of disrupting the ongoing discussion, I flipped through Douglas’
08.31.06 Erice lecture on ‘computational complexity and fundamental physics’.

It all seemed mostly innocuous until I arrived at the slide inwhich Douglas’
began to discuss protein folding, and that made me pause.



Douglas makes some comments about evolution and the random order of amino
acids in protein chains, which don’t strike as anything other then a crude cartoon
of the reality of proteins.
How and why such a cartoon-ish sketch of proteins appears in a talk on
cosmological questions is then troubling to me since it suggests a situation of
cartoons built on cartoons. Or analogies built on analogies. Or a castle made of
sand.

Douglas then refers to Smolin’s ‘cosmological natural selection’ and call’s it
‘bizarre’, which immediately made me realize that perhaps Douglas is unaware
of how his own thesis appears just as bizarre as those Douglas perceives as
being bizarre. The pot calling the kettle black typically indicates bad news for
someone.

Susskind’s talk similarly features loops of DNA appearing more then once.

Hard to say that it isn’t troubling to see what appears to be a tower of cartoons
based on cartoons.

Who knows, perhaps all of these folks are super geniuses who have really figured
is all out and are on the verge of a tottally complete and unified theory of
everything.

I guess I’m caught up on the fact that their road to that end seems so
fantastically unreasonable!

33. cox
September 8, 2006

Anybody see this:
http://english.ohmynews.com/articleview/article_view.asp?no=315855&rel_no=1

34. Chris W.
September 8, 2006

Reiterating PPCook’s report, as a follow-on to ‘nontrad’ and ‘cox’:

At the end of his talk he [Connes] described string theorists who look for more
than is apparent as living in “a dreamworld”.

Indeed. And they talk about this dreamworld as though it was as solidly
grounded in reality as the Atlantic Ocean, DNA, proteins, or the universe outside
our solar system. To paraphrase Descartes, “I speculate that it exists, therefore it
does”.

35. Alejandro Rivero
September 8, 2006

appear here as a consequence of the axions.

Er… axioms

http://english.ohmynews.com/articleview/article_view.asp?no=315855&rel_no=1
http://english.ohmynews.com/articleview/article_view.asp?no=315855&rel_no=1


36. A Babe in the Universe
September 8, 2006

Have you boys forgotten what anniversary September 8 is? I haven’t.

37. D R Lunsford
September 8, 2006

Urs – you might like this:

D. Finkelstein, J.M. Jauch, S. Schiminovich and D. Speiser, Principle of general
Q-covariance, Journal of Mathematical Physics 4, 788-796 (1963)

-drl

38. kristo
September 10, 2006

Is there somewhere an account available of the ‘discussion’ “The Nature of
Space and Time: An Evening of Speculation” on Thursday?

39. Alejandro Rivero
September 11, 2006

kristo, sorry there was at least three bloggers+PhysicsForums dwellers and
nobody of us has taken time about it, perhaps swept by the main happennings.
The evening run smoothly without surprises, but with some anecdote. Hawkings
computer reboot I have described in dorigo his blog. Amazing also the
transmutation of Heller from a quantum theoretist in the morning to a teologist
in the evening, these guys at vaticano have a good hiring board.

40. Alejandro Rivero
September 11, 2006

Baez says: Heh. The French never, never spell John Barrett’s name right.

Actually I am having a hard time trying to distinghish if he thanks John Barret or
John Baez in the first minutes of his talk :-DDD

(between minutes 20…21 of the MP3 file. Not at the end, where Barret is clearly
named)

http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/ncgw02/0904/connes/
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/ncgw02/0904/connes/


Open Access Publishing

September 9, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a big debate within the scientific community in general about how and
whether to move away from the conventional model of scientific publishing (journals
supported by subscriptions paid by libraries, only available to subscribers) to a model
where access to the papers in scientific journals is free to all (“Open Access”). The
main problem with this is figuring out how to pay for it.

In his latest This Week’s Finds, John Baez gives a link to some information about the
Open Access movement. One of the main actors here is SPARC (the Scholarly
Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition). There’s an associated SPARC Open
Access Newsletter and a blog, Open Access News.

Inside Higher Ed has a recent article about this, and last week’s Science magazine
also has an article. The Science article discusses a new proposal put out by a task
force from CERN that can be found here. The CERN task force has gathered a lot of
interesting data about the particle physics literature, counting roughly 6000
papers/year, of which about 80% are theoretical. They found that about half of the
journals publishing most particle physics papers are willing to move to an open-
access model, with a cost per paper of between $1-3000. These included APS and IOP
journals, but did not include Elsevier journals like Nuclear Physics B. The APS has
announced a program that would make papers in its journals open access at a cost of
$975-1300 per paper, and Elsevier has announced something similar at around
$3000/paper. The CERN task force proposes raising $6-8 million/year over the next
few years to start supporting the half of the journals (not including Elsevier ones) that
it has identified as ready for Open Access.

What is being proposed here is basically to give up on what a lot of people have hoped
would develop: a model of free journals, whose cost would be small since they would
be all-electronic, small enough to be supported by universities and research grants.
Instead the idea here is to keep the current journals and their publishers in place, just
changing the funding mechanism from library subscriptions to something else, some
form that would fund access for all. The CERN task force suggests various sources for
funds over the next few years, in a transition period, but doesn’t address the long
term funding problem. If you fund these things out of, say, NSF grants, when
Congress decides to cut the NSF budget, there’s a serious danger of the plug getting
pulled on a field’s entire scientific literature. One popular idea is that researchers
themselves should pay the cost. The problem with this is that the bulk of the
literature is theory papers, mostly from people who can’t afford this. When there is a
mixture of journals that require authors to pay the cost and those that don’t, authors
abandon the ones they have to pay for. The Elsevier journals like Nuclear Physics B
achieved dominance over the APS journals during the 70s when the APS journals
were financed by “page charges” paid by authors, but Nuclear Physics B cost nothing
to publish in.

The CERN task force doesn’t seem to me to be providing a viable long-term plan for

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week239.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week239.html
http://www.arl.org/sparc/
http://www.arl.org/sparc/
http://www.earlham.edu/%7Epeters/fos/
http://www.earlham.edu/%7Epeters/fos/
http://www.earlham.edu/%7Epeters/fos/
http://www.earlham.edu/%7Epeters/fos/
http://www.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/fosblog.html
http://www.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/fosblog.html
http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2006/09/06/access
http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2006/09/06/access
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/313/5791/1215
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/313/5791/1215
http://library.cern.ch/OATaskForce_public.pdf
http://library.cern.ch/OATaskForce_public.pdf


moving to the kind of open access model they are supporting. It doesn’t address the
fundamental problem of keeping a system where physicists hand over the scientific
literature to Elsevier, then have to figure out how to buy it back. Even if a willing
organization is found that will give $3000/paper to Elsevier, what will keep Elsevier
from deciding to keep publishing more papers? What if the organization in question
gets tired of this and decides to stop paying?

The CERN report also contains a lot of highly debatable arguments. It claims that the
current refereeing process is extremely important, valuable, and must be maintained
at all costs, ignoring the fact that virtually everyone accesses papers at the arXiv, not
at the journal. It’s true that the refereed version in a journal may be improved and
have errors fixed, but authors are generally free to replace the original preprint
version by a corrected one on the arXiv. The description given in the report of the
“high standards of peer review” doesn’t agree with the reality of what is going on (see
the Bogdanov affair). The mathematics literature still has a functional peer-reviewing
system and it plays a very important role of keeping the number of incorrect proofs
and unreliable results to a minimum, but the particle physics literature is very
different. The report does continually make the point that the refereed journal system
is crucial to the ways institutions evaluate people and decide whether to hire or
promote them, but it doesn’t address the issue of whether this is a good thing.

The report also tries to claim that the advent of LHC data will somehow make the
refereed particle physics literature and open access to it much more important. I
don’t see this at all. The experimental results from the big LHC detectors will come
out only after very careful vetting by the groups themselves, and I don’t see how a
referee is likely to have much of a useful role there. If surprising experimental results
are found, there will be a frantic battle among theorists to get a preprint out that
explains the new data, and everyone will be following this on the arXiv. By the time
such papers get through refereeing and are published, few people will still be paying
attention to them.

Update: Nature Physics also has a recent article about peer review and open access.

Comments

1. anonymous
September 9, 2006

Peter, isn’t the democratic solution is to have an alternative to arXiv, i.e., to have
two independent electronic servers with different referees etc?

This existed in the CERN Document Server up until 8 October 2004, when:

“The CERN Scientific Information Policy Board (SIPB) closed the CERN CDS EXT
preprint series, thus depriving me of preserving my work by posting it on EXT, as
I had done with some papers that blacklisting had barred me from posting on
arXiv…” – Tony Smith, http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/jouref2.html

Mainstream string theory and other evidence-lacking orthodoxies survive and

http://www.nature.com/nphys/journal/v2/n9/full/nphys407.html
http://www.nature.com/nphys/journal/v2/n9/full/nphys407.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/jouref2.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/jouref2.html


indeed flourish just because they acquire dictatorial power to suppress other
options by force, i.e., where you have one electronic preprint server with one set
of referees, and no alternative. Imagine Lubos Motl or a close friend of his in
charge of arXiv, and you see why people are so cautious about attacking the
mainstream. Externally-submitted CERN Doc Server papers (accepted up to
2004) now can’t even be revised/updated!

2. CapitalistImperialistPig
September 9, 2006

Peter,

The ArXiv model is orders of magnitude cheaper to run than most of the open
access models cited. I doubt that peer review does a lot for physics, but couldn’t
it be replaced by an open commentary scheme? Authors could solicit
commentary from either known or hidden reviewers. A hidden review panel
could probably be managed by an almost entirely automated process. Review
comments could be either provided to the author or public.

3. MathPhys
September 9, 2006

I think that nowadays when a typical mathematician or physicist does a
literature search, they start by searching arXiv. When something relevant is
found, they use it.

The main criteria to verify correctness is whether the author is known, and
whether the work is cited in other preprints. I doubt if being published in a
printed journal is a criterion at all.

Even if the preprint is a few years old but unpublished, one thinks “Oh, maybe it
was in a conference proceedings”.

4. D. Eppstein
September 9, 2006

I don’t know if I’m typical, and my research area is far from physics, but I usually
start my literature searches with Google Scholar. ArXiv is a great resource but
still does not contain most research in my area, and anyway Google indexes it
well along with some other resources such as the ACM Digital Library that cover
my area better.

5. werdna
September 9, 2006

MathPhys says:

>I think that nowadays when a typical mathematician or physicist >does a
literature search, they start by searching arXiv…The main >criteria to verify
correctness is whether the author is known, and >whether the work is cited in
other preprints.



Actually, mathematicians do not verify correctness of results based on the
reputation (or lack thereof) of the author(s). Neither do citations matter much to
them either. What matters is the correctness of the proof. That’s why the peer
review process serves a much more important function for math journals than for
other disciplines.

6. Scott
September 9, 2006

Thanks, Peter! To me there’s something astounding — and in need of explanation
— about the academic community’s spinelessness and timidity on this issue.
“Sure, we should experiment with open-access, but obviously we can’t abandon
the core idea of donating all our work to Elsevier and then spending a fortune to
buy it back.” What is the source of this craven conservatism, among people who
in other contexts are (1) trained to question things, (2) generally left-leaning and
distrustful of corporations, and (3) finely attuned to the ironic and absurd? I
speculated about this in a book review I wrote in April, but didn’t reach a
satisfying answer. I’ll be grateful if anyone else has a conjecture.

7. jeremy
September 9, 2006

Actually, peer review is important for all areas of scientific research, unless you
don’t want to know the correctness of the previous results that you are referring
to.

8. John Baez
September 10, 2006

Scott writes:

To me there’s something astounding — and in need of explanation —
about the academic community’s spinelessness and timidity on this
issue. […] What is the source of this craven conservatism, among
people who in other contexts are (1) trained to question things, (2)
generally left-leaning and distrustful of corporations, and (3) finely
attuned to the ironic and absurd?

As an academic who has rebelled against the system of academics working
without pay for media conglomerates who charge high prices for the resulting
journals, the source of the conservatism is obvious.

Reed-Elsevier, Springer Science+Business Media, and other conglomerates now
own many of the most prestigious journals in science. They’ve spent the last half
century buying them up.

“Prestige” may seem like an abstract and subjective concept, but it plays a
deadly serious role in the career of any academic. Hiring, promotions and other
decisions are based on it.
If a mathematics department has a choice between hiring two candidates,
otherwise equal, one of whom has published a paper in Inventiones

http://www.scottaaronson.com/writings/journal.html
http://www.scottaaronson.com/writings/journal.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/journals.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/journals.html


Mathematicae, while another has published in Transactions of the American
Mathematical Society, everybody knows who will get the job. Every
mathematician, that is – for we all know which journal is more “prestigious”.

So, even as the university library is crying for help, struggling to pay the ever-
growing costs of journals run by the big media conglomerates, the science
faculty continues to publish in these journals, because their careers depend on it.

The science faculty also work as editors for these journals, typically for no pay –
just for the prestige of being on the editorial board. They also work without pay
refereeing articles for these journals. They write papers that appear in volumes
published by the same media conglomerates, again just for the prestige of having
a paper in a prestigious volume. And, they write books for presses owned by the
same conglomerates.

I find these activities to be a bit more craven, because I haven’t seen people
getting hired just because they do these things. But, just as millionaires work
their ass off to become billionaires, a lot of the most prestigious scientists
engage in these activities to polish their reputations to an ever finer sheen. This
is especially true of people who have given up trying to do original research.

I get lots of invitations to write books and papers for various collections, because
people know I can write. These days I almost always turn them down. I’ve
learned a key fact: when someone gives me an honor, it’s usually a way to get me
to do work for free. I still give lots of talks, because I get free travel out of it, and
I really enjoy explaining stuff. But writing review papers for volumes published
by prestigious publishers – that’s something I’ve come to really dislike.

Each time I turn such an offer down, I feel a little ache, because I know I’ll miss
out on a little piece of prestige. For example, I could have contributed to the
forthcoming “Princeton Companion to Mathematics”. I almost did – what a great
opportunity! But I didn’t. I’d rather do whatever the hell I want on a given day –
usually thinking about math and physics. I’m in an incredibly lucky position
where I can afford to do this; it seems insane not to.

In short, to understand what’s going on, you have to realize: big companies care
about profits, academics care about prestige.

9. Scott Aaronson
September 10, 2006

Thanks, John! I agree that prestige is part of the answer — but if it were the
whole answer, then wouldn’t we expect academics to agree in principle that the
system sucks, even as they vied to publish in the top journals? (Much like they
agree in principle that global warming sucks while driving their SUVs.) Yet I
have friends who get up at conferences to defend the system, who make
arguments like “maybe if we’re nice to Elsevier they’ll give us a 5% discount…”
That’s the part I don’t understand: are they trying to reduce cognitive
dissonance? Or is it just inertia?

10. jeremy



September 10, 2006

John Baez writes:

“In short, to understand what’s going on, you have to realize: big companies care
about profits, academics care about prestige.”

Companies, big or small, have to make profits, if only to survive. Academics,
however, don’t need to gain prestige by publishing in a prestigious journal, if
they can make breakthroughs in their research. Recent work of Perelman on
Poincare conjecture would be an excellent example.

11. M
September 10, 2006

I do not see any Open Access problem: having papers on arXiv plus a line on
SPIRES adding “published on….” already is Open Access.

The real problem is that it is expensive, because hiring committees and libraries
keep traditional journals alive.

What we would need is not arXiv + Open Access journals, but arXiv + refereeing
agencies i.e. somebody who certifies the quality of papers.

This somebody should be accepted by hiring committees (that already accepted
JHEP), not be managed by physicists (just like a typical journal), not spend
money in re-typesetting papers (possibly unless for those few authors who have
serious problems with grammatics or with LaTeX).

JHEP retypsetted everything and could not survive as a free journal, was
managed by physicists and political battles sometimes distorted even the
refereeing process.

12. amused
September 10, 2006

Following on from what John Baez wrote above, and providing one possible
answer to Scott:
In theoretical hep these days, people working in the dominant area don’t have
much need for publishing in prestigious journals – their
standing, job prospects etc are determined by the opinions of the senior
influential people in their area on the papers they put on the archives. On the
other hand, for people outside the dominant area, especially those from obscure
backgrounds and without the “right connections”, the possibility of publishing in
a prestigious journal is practically the only way to gain some visability and the
possibility of a research career. I owe my own career to date, tenuous as it is, to
the existence of such journals and am therefore not much inclined to say that the
system sucks. More objectively, well-run “prestigious” journals have an
important role to play in research communities by providing objective “quality
stamps” in the midst of all the political/sociological stuff. Private publishers who
have been able to maintain such journals over longer periods deserve some



respect and appreciation for this, regardless of what one might think of their
pricing policies.

13. Gebar
September 10, 2006

You need a new model –or rather an extension of the present one. This will seem
utopic, of course, but it is not unfeasible.

First you have to have some kind of “committee” who will actually try to find
solutions and implement them. For example, sparc. The more prestigious, the
better.

Academic publication has two main players. Arxiv and the “prestigious” journals.
Arxiv could and perhaps should be extended (see rumors of “censorship” of
papers that do not agree with its administrators’ beliefs).

Ideally, it could be extended through a partnership with a big player in the open
access field. The committee could talk with Creative Commons, Internet Archive,
OurMedia, Wikipedia, and Google, to provide servers and bandwidth.

Any of them would be interested, I think, in participating in such a project. Right
now, I, as an individual, can publish anything I want for free in OurMedia or the
Internet Archive, with the material retained there indefinitely.

The printed part covered by the “prestigious” journals is much more important.
Only electronic access through solutions such as arxiv is not enough to
overthrow the present paradigm and mindset. You need also printed journals
with a physical presence in the libraries that will gradually “push aside” the
existing exorbitantly priced ones.

For this you will need a partnership with a self-publishing company (e.g.
lulu.com). The cost of self publishing a black & white 100 pages book through
lulu is $6.53, plus shipping, which is extra and obviously varies by area, but is
not unreasonable. So what is this $3000/paper published in a journal, when the
editorial board and referees all work for free?

Amazon also has a self publishing program. It is more expensive, but again this is
a matter of negotiations. Amazon undoubtedly would like to be associated with
such a prestigious project, as would any company.

With such a model, you could charge libraries reasonable amounts, and be even
able to pay the editorial board and the referees. And you could sell subscriptions
too, again with reasonable prices.

So you set up this partnership with the self-publishing company, you get the
prestigious editors and referees from the prestigious journals to work on the
open access journals too, and then gradually only on the open access journals,
you persist in this, and you may have something.

You just need important papers from important people to get published in your



open access journals, and the rest will take care of itself. This is not so difficult.
People with established reputations will not have much resistance in publishing
in open access journals, and if they do, the rest will follow.

Well, I did say that it will seem utopic. However, it only seems so, it isn’t. You
can’t do open access with the old closed bureaucratic mindset. You need to get
into the project players with the new open mindset.

That said, I know it is quite improbable for something like this to actually
happen. And this despite the fact that you, the academics who participate in
these science blogs, plus your interested friends and acquaintances, could get
together, review a number of worthy papers from arxiv, and have a printed
journal out by the end of the month.

You already do this when you post in your blogs links to arxiv papers you
consider important. The step from that to have these papers printed in a journal
of good print quality is trivial. You could even start by publishing Pelerman’s
papers. You can’t get more prestigious than that.

14. Peter Erwin
September 10, 2006

For what it’s worth, paying for journal publication is somewhat the norm within
astrophysics, and has been for years (pre-dating the whole “open access”
dicussion). Three of the four top journals have “page charges” (slightly more
than $100 per page); these are sometimes paid by authors’ institutions, and
sometimes by the authors out of their grants (this is a standard budget item in
grant proposals, like money for attending conferences). The two US-based
journals, which always have page charges[*], do not suffer relative to the British
journal Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, which has no page
charges.

(These are in addition to institutional subscriptions.)

[*] The European journal Astronomy and Astrophysics has a system where
“sponsoring countries” contribute yearly sums, in return for which all scientists
from those countries can avoid the page charges.

15. ObsessiveMathsFreak
September 10, 2006

The report also tries to claim that the advent of LHC data will
somehow make the refereed particle physics literature and open
access to it much more important.

What is it with all the appeals to authority of the LHC? It’s not even finished, but
every second argument in the theoretical physics blogosphere and beyond seems
to add in that; “LHC will probably confirm/disprove/support/question this
theory/argument/viewpoint”.

It’s only a particle accelerator, albiet an extremely big one.



16. Gina
September 10, 2006

While the prices of commercial journal is often too high and scientists should
play a role in pushing towards lower prices, I would be very cautious to try to
move to an entirely different system where everything is controlled and run by
scientists and/or based on publically-financed infra-structure.

On another matter, I would like to suggest to Peter to devote a special post on
the “not even wrong” blog to allow for comments, questions, reviews, critiques,
and perhaps a discussion on his book “not even wrong”.

17. Sailor Moon
September 10, 2006

And where does the funding for arXiv.org come from? The discretionary budget
of a library with a frozen (shrinking if you account for inflation) budget. It
competes with armies of librarians in public services, an undisciplined program
of one-off digital libraries, armies of public services librarians, a content-
management system implementation undertaken for political reasons, and
competition with Project Euclid, an essentially for-profit effort in math
publishing.

The future isn’t bright.

18. TheGraduate
September 10, 2006

In order to have open access I think the following changes are key:

1. All professors should be paid for their work: I think that professors working
for free introduces economic inefficiencies because it makes it difficult to access
the true cost of printing the journal.

2. Specific institutions should offer temporary contracts to have their journals
managed by the companies in the private sector and the institutions should then
offer their journals to the public for free.

The competition is necessary to keep prices down. Without competition, the
prices would inevitably rise. By having specific institutions offer this service, it
also allows variation eg. governments, universities.

I think it is essentially impossible to offer something to the public for free
without having a benefactor.

19. Juan R.
September 10, 2006

Academia would focus on the true issue: optimization of the publishing process,
developing a solid scientific language for publishing (LaTeX is not) being learned
by young scientists and enginners at University. Any other approach is in my



opinion –and history is proving me- a waste of time. If you do not reduce
publishing costs, them translating them from readers to authors (PloS approach)
or to mixed grants/funds/fees approaches or to ‘free’ systems (e.g. ArXiV) will
not work as time has proved in many ocassions:

– PloS is economically unsustainable and currently they are losing a lot of money
and survives thanks to millionary funding from third philantrophy bodies.

– ArXiv model has failures with administration, peer-review and is only working
for simple publication process (PDF articles served online) in theoretical
disciplines. It does not work for other disciplines. ArXiv-like approach fiasco in
chemistry is well-known, i.e. the fiasco of the chemical preprint server: CPS.

– About SPARC. I find interesting they omit to say the free PloS journal cited in
its site relies on $13 millions philanthropic grants and that charge $2,500 to
authors. A look to SPARC membership dues is also interesting.

– Etc.

There is also a myth about that electronic journals are of small cost. Well, PDF
versions of printed articles are cheap but that is not all one needs. In disciplines
as chemistry publishing is something more than a PDF article of a theoretical
work. Moreover, the myth of low cost vanishes with full electronic journals doing
use of advanced web technologies: semantic web, XML specific scientific
languages for datuments, databases…

In my opinion, there is another myth on private publishers being too expensive
–that myth was base of finantial failure of PLoS and related approaches-. Well I
have purchased 10 pages article from 80s on APS journals (official body for
physicists) at $25 and 3 pages 2006 articles on ACS (official body for chemists)
journals at $25 (the online version). Both APS and ACS are non-profit official
bodies and publishs their own journals. Still $8,3 per page for a recent article or
$2,5 per page for a 20 years old article are very expensive rates. This indicates
that excesive profit from private publishers is not all of the problem, is it? Note: i
agree that profit rates of Elsevier, Nature, and other private publishers could be
lower and journals less expensive.

Another point of disagreement is in the double attitude of academia. At the one
hand, they critize expensive journals and claim for open or free approaches but
when publishing most of people choses a highly respected journal (i.e. those
usually at $30 per article) because their colleagues give it more prestige and
posibilities for a career. Would not prestige be offered in basis to quality of works
instead where they were published?

Baez said:

I’ve learned a key fact: when someone gives me an honor, it’s usually a
way to get me to do work for free. I still give lots of talks, because I get
free travel out of it, and I really enjoy explaining stuff. But writing
review papers for volumes published by prestigious publishers – that’s
something I’ve come to really dislike.
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I buy each word of this!

jeremy Said:

Companies, big or small, have to make profits, if only to survive.
Academics, however, don’t need to gain prestige by publishing in a
prestigious journal, if they can make breakthroughs in their research.
Recent work of Perelman on Poincare conjecture would be an excellent
example.

You are right, but in some countries (e.g. Spain) position in Academia follows
strict buroucratic (stupid?) rules. You receive many points for publishing in
journals of class A, and little points for journals of class B, and C. After all points
are computed for the committe and you can obtain a career or not.

Gebar said:

For this you will need a partnership with a self-publishing company
(e.g. lulu.com). The cost of self publishing a black & white 100 pages
book through lulu is $6.53, plus shipping, which is extra and obviously
varies by area, but is not unreasonable. So what is this $3000/paper
published in a journal, when the editorial board and referees all work
for free?

This highlights another of myths between academics. I managed a printed
bulletin for chemists some years ago -Galicia química for the official body of
chemists in Galicia (Spain)- the real cost was not in printing and distribution (we
optimize size and shape for printing costs and weight for minimizing distribution
charges). The real cost was in administrative and meta-publishing costs. Therein
today you buy a 10 pages PDF article by $30 today on a non-profit ACS journal.
Elsevier for instance has developed their own XML language for its internal
publishing workflow. Even reusing available standards –e.g. MathML for
mathematics from W3C, character encodings from Unicode- they still were
forced to develop extensions to the official MathML spec for special needs on its
journals and continue working with the Elsevier matrix for encoding because
Unicode does not cover all of academia publishing –this will change when STIX
project for scientific and enginnering fonts was finished-.

Suggestion: The ‘open’ or ‘free access’ initiative would also address the
problem of books and monographs. They are very, very expensive doing scientific
data was only accesible to rich scientists (or scientists in a rich University). How
could someone at some humble University pay more than 1000 euros -more than
$1270- for a specialized handbook on molecular physics and quantum chemistry
from Whiley?

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

20. Juan R.
September 10, 2006



Nice post!

21. LDM
September 10, 2006

The mathematics literature still has a functional peer-reviewing system and it
plays a very important role of keeping the number of incorrect proofs and
unreliable results to a minimum, but the particle physics literature is very
different.

For example, the classification of finite simple groups (alluded to in NEW by the
way), completed in the 80’s, required ten thousand journal pages. Some of the
papers were so dense it is probable that they were read only by the author
himself and the referee.

Would anyone believe this classification if it was based on pages only in the
axXiv?
Probably not.

22. TheGraduate
September 10, 2006

LDM:

It seems to me we probably shouldn’t believe it if it was only read by two people.
Wouldn’t you agree?

23. LDM
September 10, 2006

TheGraduate:

I understand your point and it is a good one.

For me, it is more interesting to consider if such a proof could have been done
using the arXiv as a means of publication…before we get rid of the journals, let’s
first be aware of and have a clear understanding of what they have
accomplished.

24. TheGraduate
September 10, 2006

LDM:

I don’t think open access and peer reviewing are mutually exclusive. For
instance, one could have a review system where reviewers have rankings and a
paper derives a reliability rating from the generally esteem in which a reviewer
is held.

In order to control the reviewing process, one might require that only AMS
members can review AMS approved journals or something like that.



There is really no reason that open access has to mean a completely anarchic
process.

Incidentally, I think it’s important to pay reviewers for their work.

25. D R Lunsford
September 10, 2006

I used to spend countless hours pouring over the journal stacks in my library,
while an undergraduate. I spent more time in the library than in class. Every now
and then I’d come across a fascinating idea that was far off the mainstream but
intrinsically interesting. Such papers have no chance on the arxiv. Open access is
worthless if a battery of censors with an explicit agenda circumvents it. I still
think I am the only person to have an already peer-reviewed and published paper
censored from the arxiv. I have three more and a fourth underway which are
IMO at least interesting. I dare not send them to the arxiv. Is this openness? If so
it is a strange definition.

-drl

26. Alejandro Rivero
September 10, 2006

but couldn’t it be replaced by an open commentary scheme? Authors could solicit
commentary from either known or hidden reviewers.

Hey, this is an idea. The soon to be abandoned physcomments site was accused
of SPAM because for every paper in hep-th* he asked two persons to comment
about. Of course every referee request from every refereed journal is SPAM
according the definition “spam=unsolicited email”. But it could be diffferent if
the Author is asked to write, or at least to sign with his email address, his own
cover letter, which in turn is to be sent to two anonymous referees who can
shoose about CCing back to the author or sending directly to the journal.

27. RingZero
September 10, 2006

>Academics, however, don’t need to gain prestige by
>publishing in a prestigious journal, if they can make
>breakthroughs in their research. Recent work of Perelman on
>Poincare conjecture would be an excellent example.

The problem is that not only breakthroughs like Perelman’s
are important. In fact, those are rare and far apart.
Incremental progress and consolidation of acquired knowledge
is enormously important and, in time, is what leads to
breakthroughs.

In fact, the progress that has been made in particle physics
over the last 15 years is mostly incremental: a truly
impressive mass of theoretical and experimental results that



sets the stage for the next large breakthrough.

But the merits of incremental work are to some extent more
debatable and open to subjective, and even “political,”
criticism. There’s where the seal of approval of a leading
journal enters the game.

28. TheGraduate
September 10, 2006

D R Lunsford:

There is always the internet. I think the issue is really not censorship at all. We
are in an age where we can always find information if the author wants to make
it available.

I think the issue is really information that can not be accessed.

When something is published by a journal, it obtains the seal of approval of that
particular publisher. It is this seal of approval that we care about …

The price of this seal of approval is the information now can not be accessed by
those of us too poor to obtain it.

I think we are in an age where it is within our grasp to overcome this
disadvantage. Youtube, Wikipedia and descendants of Napster are proving this
over and over everyday.

I would hope there would be a sort of large system where all papers could be
found but those that had not been reviewed by a respected reviewer could be
filtered out IF AND ONLY IF the searcher wanted them filtered out.

29. Energex42
September 10, 2006

I think a viable model can be a non-profit foundation run journal system. A
donation from a famous person can get this thing started, then a break-even fee
would be paid from the academic subscribers to keep it running.

30. Scott Aaronson
September 10, 2006

drl: Would you mind linking to the published paper of yours that was rejected
from the arXiv? I think that, because of the arXiv’s central role in disseminating
science, the moderators ought to avoid doing anything that even looks like
censorship, even if it means the rest of us need to scan the titles of a lot of bad
or irrelevant papers. So I’d be curious to see what it is that they rejected.

31. anon
September 10, 2006

Scott:



http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en

32. Gebar
September 10, 2006

This highlights another of myths between academics. I managed a
printed bulletin for chemists some years ago -Galicia química for the
official body of chemists in Galicia (Spain)- the real cost was not in
printing and distribution (we optimize size and shape for printing costs
and weight for minimizing distribution charges). The real cost was in
administrative and meta-publishing costs.

That’s exactly what I mean when I say that you cannot do open access with a
bureaucratic mindset. You let your “partner” (Amazon, or Lulu, or whoever)
handle the administrative and meta-publishing costs, because they have already
in place the infrastracture to do it.

Managing your subscriptions could be as simple as logging into your journal
administration account in Amazon and clicking a few buttons so that the last
issue of your journal will be sent to a list of recepients, in the same way you
order a book to be sent to a friend.

The subscriptions could also be sold be Amazon, as well as individual issues. I
can bet you they will cost a ridiculously small fraction of these hair raising prices
charged by elzevier and sparc.

Any big publishing house would jump at the opportunity to partner with a formal
body of academics who want to set up such a project. However, it only makes
sense to go with a company that already functions according to the open access
model, so that you control the material instead of the publishing house. Else you
will end up with the same situation you have today.

Here’s a challenge. Propose ten important papers and get permission from their
authors to be published. Anyone of you could set up an account in lulu or some
other such publisher, set up the issue, and have it sent to the authors or anyone
else who wants it. The price again would be ridiculous.

The only thing missing to make this viable is a respected group of people who
will manage this, and a respected editorial board and group of referees, perhaps
the same people who now slave away for Elzevier.

33. John Baez
September 11, 2006

Scott Aaronson writes:

Thanks, John! I agree that prestige is part of the answer — but if it
were the whole answer, then wouldn’t we expect academics to agree in
principle that the system sucks, even as they vied to publish in the top
journals?

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/search.py?recid=688763&ln=en


Hi, Scott!

That’s a good question. I spend a fair amount of time trying to teach people
about the the problems with the system. Academics who read my stuff usually do
agree that this system sucks. If they’re idealistic enough, they even stop
publishing in evil journals. Others agree “in principle” but feel their careers can’t
afford that much idealism.

But the people who are being most directly injured are not the academics – it’s
the librarians. They’re the ones who have to keep cancelling journal
subscriptions or buying fewer books in order to hang onto subscriptions to the
“prestigious” journals. If you talk to them, you’ll find they’re livid.

You might say the academics are being hurt by a system where they do lots of
work for free while big companies make money off their labor. This is true – but I
think most academics value the prestige they get from association with
prestigious journals more than the money they might earn.

(There’s something so nice about seeing your name on the front cover of a
famous journal, right there with the bigshots in your field. It’s like seeing a
bronze bust of yourself. The feeling itself is worth thousands of dollars, even
apart from the useful connections and influence such a position gets you.)

So, I think most academics see the problems as abstract, until their favorite
journals get cancelled when the libraries can’t afford them anymore – or until
they notice that their libraries can’t afford to buy many books anymore.

34. John Baez
September 11, 2006

Jeremy writes:

John Baez writes:

“In short, to understand what’s going on, you have to realize: big
companies care about profits, academics care about prestige.”

Companies, big or small, have to make profits, if only to survive.
Academics, however, don’t need to gain prestige by publishing in a
prestigious journal, if they can make breakthroughs in their research.
Recent work of Perelman on Poincare conjecture would be an excellent
example.

Academics need prestige to survive – that’s how we get jobs, and that’s how we
get promotions. Yes, we can get this prestige by making breakthroughs like
proving the Poincare conjecture – gee, why didn’t I think of doing that? But, most
of us don’t make such breakthroughs.

So, most academics will do whatever they can to collect scraps of prestige:
giving talks at conferences, organizing conferences, serving on advisory boards,
publishing in prestigious journals, publishing books at prestigious presses,

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/journals.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/journals.html


etcetera.

If you want to see all these scraps of prestige lined up neatly and organized, just
look at job applications. Anyone on hiring committees will know what I mean.

In short: to get an academic to do something, just dangle a bit of prestige in
front of him. Companies aren’t dumb: they know this.

35. TheGraduate
September 11, 2006

My feeling is that the publishers aren’t really offering anything special when it
comes to journals so economics dictates that prices have to fall. Academia is sort
of a communist universe (lifetime jobs, free work) so maybe that’s why it is
taking so long for the journals to drop in price.

For instance, I am sure Wikipedia is affecting encyclopedia sales and Wikipedia
is written by random people.

36. Florifulgurator
September 11, 2006

So, why not opening a prestigious free electronic journal with a prestigious
editorial board like Inventiones Mathematicae, and the main server (feeding the
mirrors and printers) at some prestigious institute?

I guess we need to wait for that till the old pre-internet big names have died out
and leave space for 21st-century-ready internet literates…

37. Moshe
September 11, 2006

John, I am with Scott on this (I think), that is, I just don’t get it, including the
prestige part. For example if the editorial board of “Topology” that just resigned
got together and established the free-access electronic journal \tilde{topology}
or topology’ or something, which would be now the prestigous journal? I’d like to
think an academic community would look beyond brand names and such when
attaching prestige to publications, for example by quantifying it using “impact
index” or other such criteria.

38. Juan R.
September 11, 2006

Gebar,

Let me doubt that partners like Amazon or Lulu have the infrastracture to do it. I
already wrote a bit about technical details above.

Here’s a challenge. Propose ten important papers and get permission
from their authors to be published. Anyone of you could set up an
account in lulu or some other such publisher, set up the issue, and have
it sent to the authors or anyone else who wants it. The price again



would be ridiculous.

Well, the true is that we talk with Google Scholar people and even they can offer
just a small subset of search and indexing capability needed (e.g. nothing at level
of CAS functionality). The Googlebot directly indexes PDF files and extract
metadata to databases, but it is limited since work in PDF files. Yes, pdf files is
everything in ArXiv but is not in other disciplines where c3d and csm files or cif
databases are needed.

It is true that high cost of journals is an issue, but i think that academicians are
losing the main point. In fact, all alternatives i know to the standard model either
provide just a subset of functionality (e.g. online journals managed by
academicians via web server) or failed in other disciplines (e.g. fiasco of ArXiv in
chemistry) or are economically not viable (e.g. academicians abandoned Elsevier
because was too expensive -they claimed- and funded PloS are losing a lot of
money even when soliciting $2500 fees for each article).

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

39. Ken Muldrew
September 11, 2006

It may be worth keeping in mind that this discussion extends beyond theoretical
research. The vast majority of scientific papers communicate experimental
results (vast is too small a word!). The utility of experimental results, even rather
trivial, incremental results, lasts for decades (centuries, even). This is especially
true in fields like biology and medicine where there are no theoretical structures
that can be used to figure out what the result of some experiment ought to be.
Refereeing is essential for experimental papers to ensure that enough
methodological details are provided for the experiments to be repeated, as well
as for technical issues. This refereeing is done by scientists, without charge, and
run under the auspices of scientific societies (also run by scientists and paid for
by scientists). Archiving, though, involves print journals and library
subscriptions. And high quality archiving with widespread distribution is
essential to the scientific enterprise.

My point is that there is more to this than just prestige; a scientist is a member
of a community that has extended temporal boundaries. One can do work that
extends something done by a scientist who died a century ago, but only if you
know the details of what that person did so long ago. The integrity and honesty
of scientific work is currently maintained through the journals and this has to be
retained. For experimental work, something like the arXiv is sort of a bridge
between conference talks and publications; a new phenomenon that doesn’t
replace the old ways but rather adds to them, like email as it relates to phone
conversations and page-written letters.

I think we can solve the archiving problem through the interaction of scientific
societies with librarians (and possibly the creation of some new organizations
who have a passion for the integrity of information, much as those who join



scientific societies have a passion for learning the nature of things). But this
solution will probably take the form of a phase change, and few can afford to
submit to a process that doesn’t happen very quickly. For those commenters who
disparage scientists for their lack of spine, it’s actually a pretty big deal to lose
your livelihood and your career. By the time you put maybe 10 or 12 years of
university study, 4 years of post-doc, a bunch more years as a semi-faculty ghost
before finally getting hired, you have quite a bit invested in your career. Getting
to this point means that you have a bunch of ideas and projects that you want to
get done to share with the scientific community that you belong to. It’s just not
very tempting to stuff it all and become a martyr to the cause at a point where
it’s not clear how effective your effort might be. Because if you don’t keep
pumping out the papers in decent journals, you’re down the road.

40. Chris W.
September 12, 2006

Ken,

This recent Wall Street Journal article is relevant to your comment about access
to experimental results, as well as the general concern with open access,
although the focus here is on a shorter time horizon:

Gates Won’t Fund AIDS Researchers Unless They Pool Data
(WSJ, 7/20/2006)

There’s no guarantee these particular grants, or the Gates foundation’s
efforts in general, will lead to a working vaccine. But since fragmented
vaccine efforts have yet to protect a single human from the pandemic
that rages out of control in many regions, some supporters argue it’s
time for a new approach. Grant recipients and outside observers were
unsure whether data-sharing requirements of the grants could pose
potential legal or patent conflicts with Mr. Gates’s vow to respect
intellectual property. Foundation officials said this week researchers
would still be free to commercialize their discoveries, but they must
develop access plans for people in the developing world.

. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .

There are four major goals to be funded by the grants: vaccines that
spark neutralizing antibodies to block initial infection by HIV; vaccines
that make stronger T-cell response to kill infected cells; creation of
standard criteria to measure success or failure; and a new, secure Web
site for sharing all the data in real time.

“Whether in academics or industry, scientists want to protect
intellectual property. … With the alliance, the shift is to say: ‘No, the
large enterprise is more important than the position I keep by holding
my data close,'” says Steve Self, a biostatistician at the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle, which is lead
investigator of a $30.1 million grant to create new adjuvants,
ingredients that boost a vaccine’s power. Dr. Self got a $10 million

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB115335816005811923.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB115335816005811923.html


grant to create a secure central data repository to be named Atlas.

Enforced data sharing, Dr. Self predicted, “increases the pace of
discovery enormously rather than waiting for the process of writing
formal journal articles, waiting for them to be published, and
[confirmed] by other labs.” As efforts funded by the Gates grants get
under way, other funders must not be lulled into complacency, warns
Mitchell Warren, executive director of the New York-based AIDS
Vaccine Advocacy Coalition, a nonprofit community group. Activists
recently have voiced concerns that the National Institutes of Health
budget is flat in real terms.

41. Chris W.
September 12, 2006

Posted as a test; please feel free to delete after an hour or so.

(My last comment vanished into thin air…)

42. Peter Woit
September 12, 2006

Chris W.,

Your previous comment ran afoul of the WordPress automated anti-spam
software. It is highly suspicious of links in comments. Maybe it also noticed that
your comment is getting fairly far away from the topic of the posting…

43. Chris W.
September 12, 2006

Can you suggest any guidelines about including links, other than “don’t do it” or
“include them at your own risk”?

44. Peter Woit
September 12, 2006

Chris,

Hard to say, the anti-spam feature is called “Akismet”, most of the time it does a
remarkably good job, which is why I keep using it. But it does make mistakes,
often hard to tell why, except that links are something that make it suspicious
(much of the spam consists just of links). It seems to use some proprietary
algorithm running on their server, which they don’t divulge. As far as I can tell, it
also doesn’t allow any configuration choices, e.g. I can’t whitelist people

45. Exploited
September 13, 2006

I do not have a research position, and probably will not have one in the
foreseeable future. At the same time, I continue to publish papers in very
prestigious peer-reviewed journals, at the top of their range. In this research, I



invest most of my waking existence not taken up by my actual paid duties, and I
get paid nothing for it.

In most publishing models, the author gets paid by the publisher, or in royalties,
or both. Yet I am expected to provide my work, from which the publisher derives
obvious economic benefit, entirely for free. The fact that I collaborate in my own
oppression, in order to be taken seriously, probably shows me for the idiot I am.
Still, something is wrong with the model. It may have worked better in the past,
but for people like me it fails miserably.

46. jeremy
September 13, 2006

John Baez writes:

“So, most academics will do whatever they can to collect scraps of prestige:
giving talks at conferences, organizing conferences, serving on advisory boards,
publishing in prestigious journals, publishing books at prestigious presses,
etcetera.
If you want to see all these scraps of prestige lined up neatly and organized, just
look at job applications. Anyone on hiring committees will know what I mean.
In short: to get an academic to do something, just dangle a bit of prestige in
front of him. Companies aren’t dumb: they know this.”

The price of the prestigious, and not so prestigious, journals and the prestige
sought by academics to advance their careers are two different things. One is
created by the publisher, the Companies; the other is the product of the
academics. All the prestige collecting activities listed above are in fact have
nothing to do with the Companies. It is fair to argue about the sky rocketing
journal prices, but it would be unfair to accuse the publishers for dangling “a bit
of prestige in front of” academics.

It is not too difficult to find that although the Companies publish the prestigious
journals, but none of the editors and the editorial board members of those
journals comes from the Companies. In fact, the Companies do not even have
much to say about who should be in the editorial board. It is the academics that
serve as the editors of the journal choose other academics as editorial board
members. It is also the decision of these people to publish or not publish a
submitted paper. In many cases, it is the editors who will do things such as
inviting “bigshots” writing review papers and organizing special issues for the
journal to make the journal more prestigious. The survival of the academics is
also decided by other academics based on the, sometime unspoken, rules by the
academics. The real problem is the system. A system created by academics
themselves. The Companies, at most, take advantage of the system, but who
wouldn’t. We can hardly blame them.

The price of the journal, as the price of anything else, is controlled by the
market. It is a problem that can, and will be, solved by the market force. (Game
theory?)

47. Stinker



September 15, 2006

If you believe in open access, how come your book is not available for free on the
web?

What’s the difference between commercial journal publishers and commerical
book publishers besides that the former don’t pay authors?

48. woit
September 15, 2006

Stinker,

The main problem with commercial scientific journals is the high cost, which can
be $1-2 per page. You can buy my book on Amazon for about $18, which is
around $.06 per page (and the paperback will be cheaper). If commercial
journals were charging $.06 per page, no one at all would be complaining. It’s
the very high costs which are causing serious problems for library budgets,
causing them to have to cancel journals and not buy books, ending up with
journals only being accessible at a small number of wealthy institutions.

Personally I also find books and journal articles to be quite different in that it
often makes sense to read a journal article on line, or print out a copy to look at,
but I neither want to have to print out, nor try and read on a computer screen, a
300 page book. For books like mine, the amount publishers charge to produce a
well-made printed version seems reasonable. What is more of a problem are
technical monographs that are often sold for $100 and up, raising the same kind
of problems of affordability and accessiblity as journal articles.

49. Stinker
September 15, 2006

Sounds reasonable. I think the main difference is who bears the cost. The buyer
of the book presumably wants to buy the book; the temporary instructor laid off
because his university finds it more important to maintain a subscription to
(insert your favorite crap Elsevier journal here) presumably does not want to
maintain that subscription. Which is to say when one submits articles to
commercial journals the cost is felt by someone else; when one publishes one’s
book on blah-blah it is only the publisher and the buyer who face any costs.

To put it still another way – a lot of the more expensive commercial journals are
closer to vanity presses than a lot of folks like to admit – their quality is low, the
barrier to publication is low, and the main reason for submitting to them is to
pad one’s CV, which as we all know is very important for the good of humanity
(at least a small part of it).

50. TheGraduate
September 15, 2006

I think there are definitely some externalities concerning the buying and selling
of journals.



The publishing company provides two services to the academic community, the
actual physical journal and the prestige of association with that journal either
through publishing in that journal, editing that journal or reviewing for that
journal.

I think this situation is somewhat similar to the fashion industry where one both
pays for the article of clothing and the prestige (or branding) or that article.

I think this situation almost certainly guarantees that the academic community is
overpaying relative to the actual cost of manufacture and administration of the
journal.

The prestige end of things functions like a tournament. In other words, a large
number of researchers support the system, so that a few can excel by publishing
in the most exclusive journals. But frankly, statistics on the number of papers
published by most academics suggest that most academics don’t benefit at all.

The journal end functions in a monopolist manner as one can not buy equivalent
product from different producers.

In other words, all around this system is pretty horrible.

Note, the benefit to an individual academic in terms of submitting to a
prestigious journal and advancing his career is paid for by the ENTIRE academic
community. Isn’t this madness?

I think the way to achieve low prices is pretty well explored ground. Many
producers, equivalent product across producers, transparency in terms of
determining costs and benefits.

51. Ivars
September 16, 2006

All scientific information must be free and accessible to users; It does not matter
whatever model is used as long as it serves the purpose and moves in right
direction of increased availability.

If it stops to serve its purpose, it will be changed or eliminated. No need to worry
about the RIGHT solution. When time will come, old style publishers will
dissappear, but to achieve that, competition with open access is needed.

It is very OK to start it by funding the current publishers into their own
elimination. Why not?



Various Links, Latest From Kaku

September 10, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Seems like everyone is getting a MySpace site, first Michio Kaku, now GLAST.

There was a conference this past week in Madrid honoring Nigel Hitchin’s 60th
birthday. The program is here.

The latest issue of Nature has an article by Barry Mazur about recent progress on the
Sato-Tate conjecture due to Mazur’s Harvard colleague Richard Taylor and
collaborators. My meager understanding of this result is that it involves extending the
Taniyama-Shimura-Weil conjecture from the case of the two-dimensional
representation of GL(2) to symmetric powers of this representation.

Mark Trodden and Christine Dantas both have well-done reviews of Alex Vilenkin’s
Many Worlds in One, which I wrote about here. Mark implicitly compares the book
very favorably to Susskind’s recent one promoting similar ideas. I kind of disagree
with him about the book, feeling that, no matter how well done, promoting to the
general public science consisting of highly speculative ideas that seem to be
untestable is not a good idea. It’s true that the multiverse cannot be simply dismissed
on the grounds that one can’t directly observe it, but if the idea is to be considered
part of science one has to come up with some way to test it. So far no one has been
able to come up with a plausible proposal for how to do so, and there are solid
arguments that this is inherently impossible.

Update: A commenter points out that on his MySpace site Kaku has posted a copy of
a forthcoming article by him that is supposed to appear in New Scientist. It is about
the controversy over string theory, but doesn’t at all deal with the criticisms of the
theory contained in my book and Smolin’s. It does contain a thoroughly dishonest
paragraph about me, misrepresenting my position at Columbia (Kaku is well aware
than I am a faculty member and teach graduate courses here, as well as
administering the department computer system), and describing me as a “former
particle physicist” (he’s well aware I have recently written a book on the subject of
particle physics and continue to conduct research on the subject; then again, many
people consider him to be a “former particle physicist”). He ascribes my criticism of
string theory to jealousy over having been turned down for tenured positions at
prestigious universities in favor of string theorists, and misquotes something I wrote
about string theory:

String theory has only a “poetic relationship” to reality.

I never have said or written anything like this. He is misrepresenting a point I made
in the book that string theory is a quite complex mathematical structure that only has
a very distant relationship to musical notes and vibrating physical strings:

Once one starts learning the details of ten-dimensional superstring theory, anomaly
cancellation, Calabi-Yau spaces, etc., one realizes that a vibrating string and its

http://www.myspace.com/mkaku
http://www.myspace.com/mkaku
http://www.myspace.com/glast
http://www.myspace.com/glast
http://www.mat.csic.es/webpages/conf/hitchin2006/
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http://www.math.harvard.edu/~mazur/papers/nature_sato_tate.pdf
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~mazur/papers/nature_sato_tate.pdf
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~rtaylor/
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musical notes have only a poetic relationship to the real thing at issue.

The paragraph about me is dishonest and misleading, and so is much of the rest of the
article. Kaku claims that string theory is being criticized because it cannot be directly
tested by observing vibrating string modes. Critics of string theory are well aware
that many theories can only be indirectly tested, and the arguments we are giving are
about lack of any predictions at all. He describes five “indirect tests of string theory”,
neglecting to mention that string theory makes no definite predictions about what the
five kinds of experiments being described will actually see. In particular, his claim
that “string theory makes specific, testable predictions about the physical properties
of dark matter” is simply untrue.

Some of the article is devoted to criticizing “media hype”, and a “spoiled society,
always demanding immediate results”. Given his own role over the last twenty years
in over-hyping and over-promising results from string theory, this is kind of funny to
read. In the end, his response to the critics is similar to that of Susskind: less than
honest ad hominem attacks, misrepresentation of criticism, and insistence that any
evaluation of the success or failure of string theory be postponed to the far distant
future, at a time when he will no longer be around.

Update: From Stanley Deser, perhaps the shortest arXiv theory paper ever.

Comments

1. anon
September 10, 2006

I notice from your link that Michio Kaku has a new blog entry dated today here
which gives the complete test of a New Scientist article of his to come out in
mid-November:

“Civil War Erupting over a “Theory of Everything”
“By Dr. Michio Kaku

“… The debate is so white hot that some physicists have traitorously switched
sides. …

“… It’s a sign of the vitality of theoretical physics that people are so passionate
about the outcome. Science flourishes with controversy. …

“… Basically, any unified theory must:

“1) unify gravity with the quantum theory (whose most advanced version is the
Standard Model, with its bizarre collection of quarks, leptons, gluons, W-bosons,
etc.)

“2) yield finite answers. …

“The Standard Model of particles simply emerges as the lowest vibration of the
superstring. And as the string moves, it forces space-time to curl up, precisely as

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0609030
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0609030
http://blog.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendID=92880544&blogID=166112485&MyToken=0995dec9-ae9e-4fec-afa0-8af8adcc14fd
http://blog.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendID=92880544&blogID=166112485&MyToken=0995dec9-ae9e-4fec-afa0-8af8adcc14fd


Einstein predicted. Hence, both theories are neatly included in string theory. And
unlike all other attempts at a unified field theory, it can remove all the infinities
which plague other theories.

“But curiously, it does much more. Much, much more. …”

Professor Kaku goes on to decribe you as “former” particle physicist, and tells
the world his reaction to your case:

“Personally, I smile when I hear this criticism. … My own personal point of view
is that we live in a spoiled society, always demanding immediate results. We pop
pills, push buttons, flip channels, and demand instant gratification. The media
whips this up, lavishing praise when you are on the rise, and dumping on you
when you are down.”

The most important thing is that Kaku only tries to refute your case with a list of
very “indirect tests” for string theory, without once mentioning Smolin or his
work. The indirect tests could be also consistent with many other different
theories, so confirmed predictions mean nothing, particularly since alternative
theories are suppressed.

2. Mark Trodden
September 10, 2006

Hi Peter. I just wanted to correct you that I don’t necessarily compare the book
to any specific other piece of work by anyone else. I merely comment on
Vilenkin’s attitude. I haven’t actually read the other book you mention.

3. woit
September 10, 2006

Thanks Mark,

I’ve added a note to correct this.

4. D R Lunsford
September 10, 2006

Peter – in the vernacular – you rock.

-drl

5. Christine Dantas
September 10, 2006

Woit wrote:

I kind of disagree with him about the book, feeling that, no matter how well
done, promoting to the general public science consisting of highly speculative
ideas that seem to be untestabe is not a good idea.

You are certainly right on this. However, I have given Vilenkin some “discounts”



because he, in fact, is careful at some points:

– Page 61: “Another important question is whether or not such scalar fields really
exist in nature. Unfortunately, we don’t know. There is no direct evidence for
their existence”.

– Page 91: “A physical theory can be suported by the data, but it can never be
proved. On the other hand, a single well-established fact that contradicts the
theory would be enough to disprove it.”

– Pages 116-117: “Do we really have to believe all this nonsense about our
clones? (…) First of all, there is always a chance that the theory of inflation is
wrong. (…) Even if our universe is the product of inflation, it is conceivable that
inflation is not eternal.”

And, this one, which probably is not a consensus, but gives some sense that
things might be confined anyway to the realm of internal theoretical consitency,
at least for a long time to come, and these theoretical ideas could also end up as
completely wrong when experimental facts come into play:

– page 193: “(…) quantum cosmology is not about to become an observational
science. The dispute between different approaches will probably be resolved by
theoretical considerations, not by observational data. (…) This issue is not likely
to be settled any time soon.”

So, I tend to believe that the public for this book, namely, people interested in
science, will be able to get the warning messages. But I do think that he could
have been much more emphatic on the warning signs, yes.

Christine

6. MathPhys
September 10, 2006

I want you all to stop trashing Michio Kaku. Anyone who can figure iceskate that
good at the age of 59 has my support.

7. TheGraduate
September 10, 2006

Peter,

I was curious about why you were so hard on Kaku, calling him “dishonest”. I
was thinking that “former particle physicist” was much more positive than what
Susskind had said.

8. Renormalized
September 10, 2006

“For ten dark years, string theorists wandered in the wilderness. Only the true
believers, those willing to suffer severe deprivation and humiliation, kept the
home fires burning.these dark years.”



This reminds me of a story from the bible where another religion was born.
Nothing like suffering to bring out castrametation, fortification and
entrenchment.

9. woit
September 10, 2006

TheGraduate,

It’s remarkable that both Susskind and Kaku won’t answer the criticisms of
string theory in my book and instead engage in ad hominem argument. Susskind
had a lot to say about me, both in a radio interview and in the Times Higher
Education Supplement. Some of it was stupid and dishonest, some of it wasn’t.

Kaku is well aware that, besides administering the department computer system,
I’m a full-time faculty member in the math department at Columbia, teach
graduate and undergraduate courses, and continue to engage in research in
particle theory. His description was designed to try and dishonestly discredit
what I have to say. I think it’s pathetic. It’s highly tempting to respond in kind by
quoting what some of his colleagues have to say about him, but I’ll restrain
myself.

10. woit
September 10, 2006

Renormalized,

He also refers to string theorists as “defenders of the faith”.

I wonder why some people think string theory has become a cult…

11. who is Kaku?
September 11, 2006

dear Peter, maybe you should clarify to the readers outside US: why M. Kaku is
so important? SPIRES tells that he wrote a paper in 1999 and various string
papers many years ago, so the answer remains unclear to me.

12. MathPhys
September 11, 2006

I think Kaku is great. You have to admire a man who has the guts to call himself
“one of the founders of string theory” AND look up people like Witten in the
eyes.

13. Johan Couder
September 11, 2006

I rather liked the Feynman joke

‘(Schwarz remembers meeting Richard Feynman in the elevators during these
dark years. Feynman would say to him, with a smirk, “And how many dimension



are we in today, John?”)’

You should definitely add this in your next edition.

14. John Baez
September 11, 2006

who is Kaku? asks:

dear Peter, maybe you should clarify to the readers outside US: why M.
Kaku is so important?

His importance has nothing to do with his research. Just look at his website. He’s
famous as a popularizer of science – a kind of media star. He has a call-in radio
show. He’s written a number of popular books – you can buy autographed copies
from his website! And, he writes columns for influential papers like the Wall
Street Journal. So, he affects the opinions non-physicists have about physics.

One can argue about how this matters – but I think it matters a lot. For one
thing, every physicist was at one stage a non-physicist. If students hear some
branch of physics is cool, they will want to enter it. For another thing, some non-
physicists make policy decisions that affect physics.

15. MathPhys
September 11, 2006

John,
I actually agree with what you say. Someone has to the job that Kaku is doing:
bringing science to the layman in a glamourous way, and he’s definitely good at
it.

16. stupid
September 11, 2006

“PARALLEL WORLDS
A Journey Through Creation, Higher Dimensions,
and the Future of the Cosmos

“Parallel Worlds [has been] selected as a Finalist for the Samuel Johnson Book
Prize for Non-Fiction…” – http://www.mkaku.org/

See? It’s “Non-Fiction”. So extra dimensions are fact.

17. Chris Oakley
September 11, 2006

Parallel Worlds [has been] selected as a Finalist for the Samuel
Johnson Book Prize for Non-Fiction…”

I would be prepared to nominate it for the Humour prize.

18. Chris Oakley

http://www.mkaku.org/
http://www.mkaku.org/
http://www.mkaku.org/newspress.htm
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September 11, 2006

Oh – and by the way, Peter, Happy Birthday and keep up the good work!

19. LDM
September 11, 2006

Regarding the behavior of scientists who have managed to become famous
(whether this fame was acquired through genius of research or self-promotion is
moot)…

Once a scientist becomes famous, he/she is then in a very fortunate position to
positively influence events outside of science…i.e., affect public policy.

We need only remember Feynman and the shuttle disaster…and before him, you
can find Linus Pauling getting atmospheric testing banned
(a nice video on this if interested: http://video.google.com
/videoplay?docid=257544512953282441&q=linus+pauling&hl=en)

I think it would be very foolish for a scientist to tarnish his/her reputation for
veracity just to promote a book and make a few dollars…because once you have
lost this reputation, it is very difficult to recover.

Also, Happy Birthday Peter!…life begins at N=40
(http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=mg19025450.500)

20. hack
September 11, 2006

Everyone knows that Kaku is THE FATHER OF STRING (field) THEORY.

Anyone know how to make “field” appear in a smaller font?

21. A Babe in the Universe
September 11, 2006

Happy Birthday, and many more! Your criticism of strings is needed to balance
hype of Kaku, Greene and others. Whip eternal Inflation Now!
After that, how about “dark energy”?

22. Peter Woit
September 11, 2006

I’ve just heard from Michio Kaku, who has had his webmaster take the article in
question down, explaining to me that it was a very preliminary version of
something he was writing, he had yet to check any of the facts in it, and had not
intended it to be made public. My thanks to him for his gracious behavior when
this was pointed out to him.

23. werdna
September 11, 2006

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=257544512953282441&q=linus+pauling&hl=en
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=257544512953282441&q=linus+pauling&hl=en
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http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=257544512953282441&q=linus+pauling&hl=en
http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=mg19025450.500
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And kudos to you, Peter, for your gracious acknowledgment of your critic’s
proper behavior. Giving credit where credit is due (even to your “enemies”) is a
necessary characteristic of a good scientist.

24. Mahndisa
September 11, 2006

09 11 06

Happy Birthday Peter, and the links you provided on the non commutative
geometries were quite useful. Thanks. As to the other stuff, sometimes I wonder
if you spend too much time dealing with naysayers but perhaps the controversy
can generate book sales. In any event I wish you success and more book sales!

25. Ron Avitzur
September 11, 2006

John Baez wrote: some non-physicists make policy decisions that affect physics.
XKCD illustrated this recently.

26. Stefan
September 12, 2006

Post I:

Hi Peter,

Peter, regardless of all the neverending cocophony surrounding HEP these days,
*ultimately* it will be experiments and solid research which will decide the
validity of respective theories.

Can’t critics (of any theory – strings, LQG, or what-not) take the intellectual
moral high-ground and just post a message (similar to the one above) on their
websites and *move on* to conduct research.

27. Stefan
September 12, 2006

Peter, your site is no longer accepting my comments. So, perhaps later.

28. nigel
September 12, 2006

Stefan,

Feynman and Glashow did that. They spoke out against the domination of HEP
by stringy speculations, but were ignored. It did not help to create a greater
diversity of research directions, because nobody listened.

Groupthink doesn’t fall that easily. If Peter used this blog mainly to explain his
own research in representation theory, he would just be another person with an
axe to grind, or “pet theory”.

http://xkcd.com/c154.html
http://xkcd.com/c154.html


Dismissing critics for promoting alternatives to string is more effective that
dismissing critics for having no alternatives to string. In the former case, the
critic is deemed an egotist, while in the latter case, the critic is deemed a dull
plodder. Better dull plodder than egotist.

The inclusion of the Calabi-Yau manifold with its many variable parameters
makes M-theory inherently insoluble and speculative. The response to such
criticism is a Watergate-type cover up by a Nixon-like stringy leadership.

29. D R Lunsford
September 12, 2006

Happy integer T sub P, Peter – my friend the high school physics teacher ordered
both the UK AND the US editions of your book for his library – and Smolin’s, and
to be fair, Susskind’s. Here’s hoping T sub P = k for large k.

-drl

30. woit
September 12, 2006

Stefan,

My blog software decided you were a spammer after you submitted several short
comments in quick succession. Please don’t do this, and please avoid submitting
long comments (in one part or many) that aren’t directly related to the postings
here.

Yes, critics of string theory should, now that the problems with string theory are
finally getting a proper airing, devote more of their time and energy to working
on alternatives and explaining to others what they are. Now that my book is done
and out, that certainly will be more the focus of my attention.

31. Stefan
September 12, 2006

Peter,

Thanks for the guidelines; I’ll try not to post in succession from now on.

As for your second paragraph: yes, it’s time to discuss alternatives. If you recall
(?) our previous discussions, I have browsed through Amazon looking for works
in Operator theory (for QM), Gauge-theory (the best ones I could find), and other
areas in HEP. If you don’t mind may I share the list with you to elicit your
feedback? (I don’t have much expertise in the areas covered).

If you should agree please send me a confirmation e-mail at my supplied address.

p.s. I know, the post is somewhat out-of-topic, but I don’t have your e-mail.
Please forgive… 

Your friend,



Stefan

32. dan
September 12, 2006

I personally have read Kaku’s books, and I object to how Kaku presents string
theory as established fact.

From what I am reading now, it sounds like Kaku is another Lubos.

33. MoveOnOrStayBehind
September 12, 2006

“Can’t critics (of any theory – strings, LQG, or what-not) take the intellectual
moral high-ground and just post a message (similar to the one above) on their
websites and *move on* to conduct research.”

Right, critics and alternatives always occupy the moral high ground, just for
contradicting the main stream, isn’t it, no matter whether it makes sense or not
(a classic german attitude).

Alas…. hmm.. there may be a little little bit of a problem…. while it is easy to
convince laymen that the mainstrem needs to be abandoned just for the sake of
it, the experts need to be convinced too, of any viable “alternative”… and, lets
face it…. where is such a thing? The string community eagerly waits for tips and
guidance as to what those alternatives were!

It’s like NASA engineers being told that they should abandon their trade and
rather consider alternative rockets and engines, out of old dishwashers, car
motors, etc while carpenters propose to build rockets out of wood. I am sure if it
came down to a vote on the internet, the mainstream rockets would be
eliminated in favor of such “alternatives” everyone with zero education can have
an idea about. It doesn’t matter what the engineers say, as everyone on the
internet is an expert and counts equal, as Lenny says so nicely. Indeed this is
democracy at its finest!

34. Peter Woit
September 12, 2006

MoveOn,

The problem with your analogy is that NASA engineers have designed rockets
that do what they are supposed to do. String theory, as an idea about unification,
doesn’t do what it is supposed to (explain anything about the standard model). In
your analogy, string theory would be a heavily financed program to design a
rocket that, after more than 20 years of effort, had only produced a sequence of
more and more complicated test rockets, each performing worse than the last,
with the latest versions (the anthropic landscape ones) blowing up in people’s
faces at launch.

String theorists should stop whining that no one is presenting them with a well-



worked out alternative that can do the things string theory has failed to do, and
either get to work on an idea about string theory that goes somewhere if they
have one, or help look for an alternative.

35. Eugene Stefanovich
September 12, 2006

MoveOnOrStayBehind:

Your comparison of string theorists with NASA engineers would be correct if
string theorists had at least one flying rocket. They hadn’t. Isn’t it a better
analogy to say that string theorists are trying to build a rocket out of yarn? Then
switching to old dishwashers does look as a big step forward.

36. dan
September 12, 2006

Incidentally Peter,
one reason I come to this weblog is that I find your comments about string
theory entertaining.

“In your analogy, string theory would be a heavily financed program to design a
rocket that, after more than 20 years of effort, had only produced a sequence of
more and more complicated test rockets, each performing worse than the last,
with the latest versions (the anthropic landscape ones) blowing up in people’s
faces at launch.”

LOL

Incidentally, Peter, I read your book, including your anecdote about seeing
Witten at the library and then disappearing, and musing he’s an extra-terrestial
alien with teleportation, wouldn’t the quickest, easiest, most economical and
most straightforward way to get string theorists to work on other research
programs (such as LQG & Sundance-Bilson preon models of the standard model)
would be to convince just one man, Edward Witten, to work on them? I would
imagine if Edward Witten could be convinced to work on LQG, a lot of other
string theorists would follow suit.

“String theorists should stop whining that no one is presenting them with a well-
worked out alternative that can do the things string theory has failed to do, and
either get to work on an idea about string theory that goes somewhere if they
have one, or help look for an alternative. ”

Where Witten goes, string theorists follow.

37. TheGraduate
September 12, 2006

dan,

That’s an interesting point. I would be interested to read what Witten had to say



about the current situation. I read that his undergraduate degree was in history.
I bet he’s a pretty good writer.

38. dan
September 12, 2006

TheGraduate,

I forget if I read that in Peter’s or Lee’s book (that Witten was a history major.) It
amazes me I would think Witten was a super-child prodigy, math olympiad, etc. I
wonder if he’s like a Good Will Hunting.

I would be interested to read what Witten had to say about the current situation
as well. I would be interested to read what Witten had to say about Peter Woit’s
NEW or Smolin’s Trouble books.

One wonders whether Witten’s pursuit of strings is like Einstein’s pursuit of a
unified field theory, and Smolin-Sundance-Fotini’s preon model might be the
equivalent of Tominiga-Feynman’s pursuing quantum field theory.

39. ak
September 12, 2006

move on said:

‘Indeed this is democracy at its finest! ‘

it seems it wouldn’t be quite that simple to translate the failure of a ‘TOE’ to
layman’s terms if string theory wouldn’t obviously fail on layman’s grounds, one
could call this a problem of perspective: for to judge rocket launchers not-
launching-rockets you don’t even have to see the rocket launcher.

40. Chris Oakley
September 12, 2006

I would be interested to read what Witten had to say about Peter Woit’s
NEW

I think that we already know the answer to this: he did not want the book
published as he felt it was airing the HEP theory community’s dirty laundry in
public.

41. dan
September 12, 2006

Dear Chris Oakley,

Did Edward Witten specifically state he did not want NEW published, and if so,
where does he say this? And Peter, if Witten expressly did make such statements,
how do you feel about that?

Curious



Dan

42. Peter Woit
September 12, 2006

About Witten,

As far as I know, it’s not at all true that Witten opposed publication of NEW in
any way. After I ran into trouble with Cambridge about publishing it, I sent
Witten a copy and asked him what he thought. I don’t want to quote personal
communications here, or put words into his mouth, but he certainly didn’t in any
way tell me he didn’t think it should be published. He definitely disagreed with
my point of view, gave some reasons why, and wasn’t offering to call up
Cambridge and tell them they had to publish my book, but he also was not at all
telling me that he objected to its publication in any way.

Chris’s characterization does describe one of the referee reports that Cambridge
got, but from the very little I was told about the referee, it definitely wasn’t
Witten.

43. dan
September 12, 2006

Dear Peter

“He definitely disagreed with my point of view, gave some reasons why”

I understand that your communication with Witten is private and personal, and
that you will not inclined to share them, which is entirely understandable, but
generally speaking, (not necessarily speaking about Witten) what reasons do
respectable, seriously scientific string theorists who are familiar with the
arguments and criticisms levelled in your book (i.e landscape, SUSY-cosmological
constant, etc.,) and Lee’s, continue to research string theory?

String theorists in general disagree with your viewpoint, and what are the
general reasons they give, that are non-polemical rationally defensible,
scientifically respectable?

44. Peter Woit
September 12, 2006

The most recent thing Witten has written about his views on string theory that I
am aware of is from late last year, a piece in Nature:

http://www.sns.ias.edu/%7Ewitten/papers/Unravelling.pdf

I think it reflects well the views of sensible string theorists and is scientifically
respectable and rationally defensible. It’s not really “polemical”, but it definitely
takes the most optimistic possible view about string theory that can be defended
and, as readers here are well aware, mine is rather different.

45. Dan

http://www.sns.ias.edu/%7Ewitten/papers/Unravelling.pdf
http://www.sns.ias.edu/%7Ewitten/papers/Unravelling.pdf


September 12, 2006

Well thank you Peter. Do you whether he’s made any public statements about
LQG?

Thanks
Dan

46. Peter Woit
September 12, 2006

Dan,
I don’t know of any place Witten has made any public statements about LQG. At
least in the past, rumors were that he wasn’t very enthusiastic. No idea what he
thinks now.

47. dan
September 12, 2006

Thanks. I think Witten’s research interest is the single most influential decision
into the direction of physics.

48. woit
September 13, 2006

dan,

Not always. For some reason, very few people are following Witten in the
direction of his latest research interest, relating QFT and the geometric
Langlands program.

49. a
September 13, 2006

in the above link, Witten writes: “And where critics have had good ideas, they
have tended to be absorbed as part of string theory, whether it was black-hole
entropy, the holographic principle of quantum gravity, noncommutative
geometry, or twistor theory”.

Did he forgot anthropism (e.g. Weinberg 1987)?

50. stupid
September 13, 2006

I notice that the first Google hit on the Geometric Landlands Program states
prominently that it is partly funded by DARPA, the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency:

http://www2.math.northwestern.edu/langlands/

Perhaps this military sponsorship is putting some people off following Witten?

http://www2.math.northwestern.edu/langlands/
http://www2.math.northwestern.edu/langlands/


51. Benni
September 13, 2006

Suesskind has told me in Munich, that “Witten hates the Landscape of String
Theory because we cannot get predictions from it”

52. Jeremy
September 13, 2006

I find myself increasingly unhappy with Dr. Kaku the more I hear him speak in
public as I get older. I knew how he was personally from a family connection and
I can’t mesh the personal with his large public profile.

After A Brief History of Time, one of my earliest popular physics books was
Hyperspace, which I enjoyed very much as a child. However, after rereading it
last year, I actually found it quite disappointing, filled with ephemera and run-
through with torrid poetic descriptions.

I looked up his television appearances on YouTube about six weeks ago and just
had to laugh at the situations he put himself in. From speculative fiction to
futurist, his commentary was so filled with mayhap and possibility. More humour
than anything else. I didn’t understand why, with the kind of mind and content
he’s supposed to have, that’s what he was coming up with.

And the “preliminary” version of his article very much got my head scratching.
While obviously my opinion of him as a popularizer and scientist has changed
over the last few years, I never once thought of him as mean. I can understand
the need to respond to challenges, and the desire to scar opponents, and even
those thoughts coming to the fore, but to actually write that down for publication
and have it go online is disappointing to me.

53. Alejandro Rivero
September 13, 2006

De Broglie was also majored in history, wasn’t it?

54. TheGraduate
September 13, 2006

Peter,

You said “very few people are following Witten in the direction of his latest
research interest, relating QFT and the geometric Langlands program.”

I was curious about the mathematical background of the string theory
community. OF what does the typical mathematical education of a string theorist
consist ? It seems as if they cover more ground than even most mathematicians.

55. TheGraduate
September 13, 2006

Let me rephrase my previous question a bit. Do most string theorists have the



mathematical background to contribute to relating QFT and the geometric
Langlands program?

56. Peter Woit
September 13, 2006

TheGraduate,

The mathematical background of string theorists varies widely, from no more
than that of your average non-string theorist particle theorist to quite a lot more.
But very few do have the background to work on the geometric Langlands stuff
Witten is working on. To be fair, extremely few mathematicians themselves have
the background necessary to follow the mathematics involved.

57. Sebastian Thaler
September 13, 2006

Peter-

You will probably enjoy Monday’s edition of the comic strip THE FLYING
MCCOYS:

http://news.yahoo.com/comics/uclickcomics/20060911/cx_fmc_uc/fmc20060911

58. dan
September 13, 2006

“in the above link, Witten writes: “And where critics have had good ideas, they
have tended to be absorbed as part of string theory, whether it was black-hole
entropy, the holographic principle of quantum gravity, noncommutative
geometry, or twistor theory”.

did he forget LQG or preon theory?

59. A.J.
September 13, 2006

Three comments in one:

One for dan,

did he forget LQG or preon theory?

I don’t think Witten is unaware of the existence of these theories.

One for stupid:

People who don’t like DARPA-funded projects probably should avoid using the
internet.

One for Peter:

http://news.yahoo.com/comics/uclickcomics/20060911/cx_fmc_uc/fmc20060911
http://news.yahoo.com/comics/uclickcomics/20060911/cx_fmc_uc/fmc20060911


I enjoyed the book. Thanks! (I guess further commentary belongs on some other
thread.)

60. dan
September 13, 2006

one for AJ “I don’t think Witten is unaware of the existence of these theories. ”

He hasn’t embedded LQG or preon theory into string theory AFAIK.

I wonder if Witten’s apparent ignoring of LQG/Preon theory is like Einstein’s
pursuit of unified field theory in a time when he ignored quantum field theory
and the standard model was being formed.

Incidentally Peter, as a particle theorist, since strings is an obvious failure, how
promising do you think preon models such as the Sundance model is, to
explaining the standard model, possibly simplifying it, and then relating it to spin
foam LQG?

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0603022

61. A Babe in the Universe
September 13, 2006

PW, do you think that the many universes proposed by “eternal inflation” relate
to the landscape?

62. Peter Woit
September 13, 2006

dan,

Unlike the case of Einstein, in Witten’s case there is no analog of the great
advances in quantum theory and quantum field theory that Einstein was
ignoring. Idea about preons, etc. are still extremely speculative, a long way from
something solid.

Louise,

“Eternal inflation” is the mechanism that anthropic landscapeologists generally
assume will populate the landscape.

63. Gumbi
September 14, 2006

Do you consider it a factual matter whether we live in an anthropically-selected
landscape universe? That is, is it a question of fact whether the laws of physics
which govern our universe have this nature, that there are very many or even
infinitely many parallel universes, and we live in one that is compatible with our
biology? Or can physicists choose the laws of physics, and if they find the
landscape unpalatable or frustrating, they can choose different laws of physics
for our universe to be governed by?

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0603022
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0603022


In other words, what if the landscape is true but unprovable, and physics as we
know it has in fact reached its end? Is this possible, or can physicists prevent it
from happening by their efforts and research?

64. Peter Woit
September 15, 2006

Gumbi,

It’s true but unprovable that our universe may just be a simulation in a computer
run by a higher intelligence, but speculating about this is no more science than
the anthropic landscape. Until now the scientific method has done very well as a
way to learn more and more about the universe in a reliable way, and I think will
continue to work, although the difficulty of doing higher energy experiments
does make things tougher. I certainly see no need to do what many of the
landscape people are doing, abandoning the scientific method for no good
reason.

65. Jason
September 16, 2006

Re: Trouble with Physics and Not even wrong.

I may have missed something, but I notice that unfortuntely Peter indexes Lee
but Lee does not behave but reciprocally. Too bad especiallly from theorists who
have in common their seeking attention outside the stringy mairnstream. How
lame is that. Get it together, you guiys.

PS Not that there’s anything wrong with lameness.



Yet More Links

September 13, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Frank Wilczek, besides his other accomplishments, is also the star of an opera,
entitled Atom and Eve. More commentary on this from Betsy Devine, and Jennifer
Ouellette, as well as a report here, and a review here.

Paul Cook has a report on the Templeton-sponsored panel discussion at Cambridge on
The Nature of Space and Time.

In October 2004 the French magazine Ciel et Espace published an article about the
Bogdanovs entitled The Bogdanov Mystification (English version here). They sued the
magzine in December 2004 for defamation. Evidently a French court has now decided
the case against the Bogdanovs, fining them 2500 Euros for frivolous litigation and
requiring them to pay the magazine’s costs.

The Institute for Advanced Study has been famous in recent years for the emphasis of
its theoretical group on string theory. They seem to be moving a bit more towards
phenomenology these days, and there will be a workshop on axions there next month.

The Tevatron is performing well, recently achieving new record luminosities. You can
keep track of their progress here.

LBL will soon be hosting a conference to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the
Particle Data Group.

Chad Orzel has a perceptive review of Not Even Wrong at his blog, Uncertain
Principles.

Update: There’s a tradition among bloggers of “carnivals”, collections of the more
interesting recent blog postings in a certain area. The physical sciences now have one
of their own, the first edition is now available, and it’s called Philosophia Naturalis.

Update: Note added about the Bogdanov court case, giving claims about this by Igor
Bogdanoff.

Comments

1. hack
September 13, 2006

That’s too bad about the Bogdanov brothers. Did Lubos testify on their behalf?

2. Apropos
September 13, 2006

BTW I have not seen Lubos posts lately, given the turmoil with ST is that a signal

http://www.improbable.com/ig/2003/atom-eve-libretto.html
http://www.improbable.com/ig/2003/atom-eve-libretto.html
http://betsydevine.weblogger.com/2006/09/02#a2828
http://betsydevine.weblogger.com/2006/09/02#a2828
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/2006/09/all_the_worlds_.html
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/2006/09/all_the_worlds_.html
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/2006/09/all_the_worlds_.html
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/2006/09/all_the_worlds_.html
http://improbable.com/2006/09/01/atom-eve-alpach-video-is-online/
http://improbable.com/2006/09/01/atom-eve-alpach-video-is-online/
http://science.orf.at/science/news/145533
http://science.orf.at/science/news/145533
http://ppcook.blogspot.com/2006/09/penrose-universe.html
http://ppcook.blogspot.com/2006/09/penrose-universe.html
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/programmes/NCG/ncgw02_pd
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/programmes/NCG/ncgw02_pd
http://ybmessager.free.fr/docs/ciel-et-espace-bogda1.pdf
http://ybmessager.free.fr/docs/ciel-et-espace-bogda1.pdf
http://ybmessager.free.fr/docs/ciel-et-espace-en.txt
http://ybmessager.free.fr/docs/ciel-et-espace-en.txt
http://ybmessager.free.fr/epiphysique/forums/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=262
http://ybmessager.free.fr/epiphysique/forums/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=262
http://www.sns.ias.edu/~axions/axions.shtml
http://www.sns.ias.edu/~axions/axions.shtml
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/now/tevlum.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/now/tevlum.html
http://pdg.lbl.gov/pdg_50/index.html
http://pdg.lbl.gov/pdg_50/index.html
http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2006/09/peter_woit_not_even_wrong.php
http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2006/09/peter_woit_not_even_wrong.php
http://scienceandreason.blogspot.com/2006/09/philosophia-naturalis-1.html
http://scienceandreason.blogspot.com/2006/09/philosophia-naturalis-1.html


that they are abandoning their trenches and running for cover?.

3. Geon
September 13, 2006

Dr.Woit,
I respect your view on current status of hep-th but do you not think maintaining
this blog(and repetitive nature of articles) and publishing books for ‘general
public’ is just ‘not good enough’? If you despise string theory, are you working on
any alternate theory? As long as you spend your day ‘putting links on webpages’
I don’t think your opinion will be given much credit.

4. TheGraduate
September 14, 2006

Geon,

I can’t speak for anybody else but I find these links excellent. I am always
hearing about things I wouldn’t know about otherwise.

5. Thomas Larsson
September 14, 2006

The Tevatron is performing well, recently achieving new record luminosities. You
can keep track of their progress here.

I am under the impression that 2 fb^-1 is an important limit for the Tevatron – is
this not the point where a light Higgs, and thus indirectly susy, could be ruled
out at 95% CL (a 5-sigma discovery would take much more, though)? With 1.9
fb^-1 and counting, Tevatron data are starting to be really interesting.

6. Geon
September 14, 2006

Sure, I have nothing against useful links. But I guess my point to Dr.Woit was
that convincing 100 lamers(via non technical argument with no single equation,
referring to ‘personal’ matter, criticising string theory and yet he himself can
only ‘speculate’ on alternatives) is not only easy but is pointless. In that regard I
strongly think doing “something” even though it may not be ‘real’ physics is
more productive.

7. Alejandro Rivero
September 14, 2006

Geon, it is a regret than the english language does not have two different
pronouns for “you” in plural and singular situation, because if it had you cound
have considered if it is meaningful to ask a particular person about a global
issue. And I would say yes, collectivelly we are working towards other
approaches and yes, Woit (and Smolin) sort of political trenches are part of the
fight.



8. Heineken
September 14, 2006

i really have nothing constructive to say, but thought i’d take a moment to talk
about the misappropriation of terms from philosophy and the arts. Lubos has
called Smolin’s viewpoint “postmodern”. now i have not read Smolin’s latest, but
i am familiar with some of his nontechnical works including 3 Roads to Quantum
Gravity. getting to the zero dimensional point, it is string theory which strikes me
as postmodern, not any other alternative approach to quantum gravity. one main
idea in postmodernism is a rejection or questioning of the rational approach e.g.
the scientific method (post Enlightenment hegemony).

string theory, at least to a layman like myself, has become disconnected from
experiment. this hardly strikes me as rational, Enlightened, or even scientific.
Lubos (the master of puppets) states that Smolin’s ideas are postmodern, yet a
theory that misses the mark by 55 orders of magnitude is not?

“Radical as the fundamentals of quantum mechanics were, it’s easy to overreach
when applying them in nonscientific contexts. I find the most bothersome
example to be the frequently abused uncertainty principle, which is often
misappropriated to speciously justify inaccuracy.” (Warped Passages, L. Randall)

philosophers and layman get blasted when they misuse terms from science, yet
when it’s the other way around …

i think i’ll order a copy of Alan Sokal’s new book “Fashionable Nonsense (Pulling
Your Strings Since 1984)”. i enjoyed Dawkin’s review of it, entitled “Lubos
Disrobed … And It Ain’t a Pretty Sight”.

Lumo, the matrix theory has you.

9. Geon
September 14, 2006

What has coming up with an alternative theory got to do with political fight?? I
thought we are doing physics here?

10. TheGraduate
September 14, 2006

Geon,

Not every argument requires an equation to be valid.

11. Santo D'Agostino
September 14, 2006

Geon,

Criticizing a proposed theory is an essential part of the scientific enterprise.

Heineken,



Very nice point about postmodernism, and your last line was amusing.

All the best,
Santo

12. Geon
September 14, 2006

Santo D’Agostino and to others(Is Dr.Woit ignoring my comments?),
I have nothing against criticism on string theory. I myself don’t yet believe in
string theory too. But! I would rather be ‘deeply unsatisfied string theorist’
rather than ‘complaining non-string theorist’ for the reasons I have described
above. Heineken said “a theory that misses the mark by 55 orders of magnitude ”
do you really think string theorist are all happy about this? I think what drives
them despite these nonsensical results are 1. There are ‘indications’ which gives
them a strong feeling that ‘something’ is going on with string theory(yes it might
be just some miraculous coincidences or maybe not!), 2. Simply this is the most
developed work in progress we have at the moment as far as quantum gravity is
concerned. I don’t know how could someone be as ‘confident’ as Dr.Motl but still
it ‘does’ produce some signs which especially at this time of the century when
there is hardly any experimental lead, is all we can rely on. Getting to point,
string theory ‘definitely’ has worthy to be studied+alternative ‘could’ be
addressed but you can still do this with your mouth shut+publicly advertising
such situation to ‘general public’ is not ‘physicists’ job but that of reporters.

13. Peter Woit
September 14, 2006

Geon,

I’m not ignoring your comments, I was waking up, having a long breakfast,
during which I was starting to read a new book that just arrived (“Dirac
Operators and Representation Theory”), which looks like it should be quite
helpful in relation to ideas about BRST that I’ve been working on.

Sure, I’d rather be spending time making positive progress on alternatives to
string theory than criticizing string theory. But for twenty years physicists who
were well aware of the problems with string theory kept their mouths shut while
particle theory was taken over by people endlessly repeating the same
overhyped claims for string theory, including the ones that you are echoing. I
think this has done a huge amount of damage to the field, and someone needs to
point this out and give an accurate picture of what is going on here. This is not
something that a reporter can do, it requires someone who knows the subject. I’d
much rather it be someone else, and I hope to spend more of my time working on
positive alternatives, but I’m not about to shut up, no matter how much string
theorists would like that to happen.

14. Geon
September 14, 2006

I apologise for using ths strong language there I didn’t imply that to you if you



know what I mean. I certainly admire your view and I think it’s as equally valid
as any other string theorists view of this nature at this stage. In some sense I
think you are more ‘concerned'(in a positive way) and true ‘physicist’ in the
sense that your moral is to put mother nature first. Your book did have some
positive effect on me personally and gave me an opportunity to think about what
made me up until recently to be brainwashed about string theory. In that process
I did realise that it wasn’t really due to my deep understanding of these subjects
but rather due to flash campaign presented by Dr.Greene. Now, I think I am in
the state of neutral, but certainly I’m not a critic like you simply because I don’t
have much knowledge yet. But certain things that I pointed out above is really
addressing different ‘attitude’ taken by you and by string theorists, and I think
the latter are in a way ‘trying’ whereas I get impression that you focus bit too
much on publicising this situation.

15. comentator
September 14, 2006

It should be mentioned also the brain drain; Taking enthusiastic graduates to
study ST and shutting off other areas of study for alternatives . this point has
been mentioned before and is really troublesome not to mention the publications
wall.

16. King Ray
September 14, 2006

Einstein once said in his later years words to the effect that the feeling of
conviction you have that a theory is correct has absolutely no correlation with
whether it is actually true or not. I think the string theorists need to understand
Einstein’s comment, which came from his being totally convinced he was on the
right track a number of times in his search for a unified field theory, only to
realize that he was going in the wrong direction. Now we know he didn’t have
enough information. The string theorists refuse to accept that they are on the
wrong track.

17. Loopy
September 14, 2006

I can’t wait to see tomorrow’s post about Gregg Easterbrook’s article on Slate.

18. SFB
September 14, 2006

Geon et. al.,
string theory takes an enormous amount of money away from other approaches.
This happens via suported graduated students, faculty positions, grants, etc.
Many of the people in charge of such money are not experts in string theory,
other approaches, nor the philosophy of science. They have to make decisions
based, in part, on things like the zeitgeist. Therefore, it is only fair to popularly
express the many doubts about string theory, as string theorists have popularly
expressed the many hopes for it.



The brian drain is secondary in my view: these people would perform
calculations within *whatever* approach was most popular at the time in their
careers they have to show something.

None of the string theorists have been able to approach the real problem: the
foundations of quantum mechanics. They should be exploring the mathematical
concequences of quant-ph/0506228. The fact that they are working on string
theory is a commentary on how superficial their thinking is: string theory relies
on mathematical coincidences instead of principles that must be true. Of course,
workers in other approaches are guilty of this too.

I realize that it *looks* like unification is essential to string theory. But I don’t
see why this might not be an artifact of counting the number of parameters of
the theory in a conceptually anthropomorphic way. Is the number of dimensions
of the theory a free parameter? Is the number of kinds of dimensions (compact,
etc.) a free parameter? Is **each** dimension to be counted as a parameter???
Until there is a theory (in the philosophy of science) that removes
anthropomorphic biases and is universally applicable that gives the number of
parameters (free and bound) of a physical theory I believe no argument can be
made that the dimensions are not each parameters–meaning that string theory
might assume just as much as the assumption of the trivial union of GR and QFT
in the first place. (I could do any of this myself, given the salary of any one
person paid to work on string theory.) I have not even mentioned the
“landscape”.

I would like to see a return to common sense (as understood within physcis). See
the paper mentioned above.

19. Chris W.
September 15, 2006

I just skimmed Easterbrook’s piece. With friends like him, you don’t need
enemies. I would suggest ignoring him.

20. Whoman
September 17, 2006

Peter,
Talking about Tempelton… I thought you would be interested to know that
fqxi.org has announced grant winners. The two top winners are Louis Crane (A
New Approach To Quantum Gravity, With Possible Applications) and Steven
Giddings (Observation And Non-Locality In Quantum Gravitational Physics).

21. Shantanu
September 17, 2006

Peter, sorry to change topics, but I am wondering if you looked at the videos
of talks at the string phenomenology workshop at Santa Barbara ?
any particular talks look interesting or such?

22. woit

http://www.slate.com/id/2149598/
http://www.slate.com/id/2149598/


September 18, 2006

Whoman,

I did see that announcement, wrote a bit about it here when it came out at the
end of July.

Shantanu,

I have a pretty low opinion of the whole concept of “string phenomenology”, but
did look at some of the talks on the KITP website. Nothing I saw there changed
my mind. That field continues to produce a lot of hype and nothing close to a real
prediction.



Reviews in The Economist, Slate and the Times

September 15, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

This week’s issue of The Economist has a review of my book and Lee Smolin’s,
entitled All Strung Up. It’s quite positive about the point of view on string theory that
Smolin and I share, and correctly identifies where we see things differently about the
role of mathematics. Nothing in it that will be news to readers of this blog.

Yesterday I also saw two reviews that I don’t think much of. The first is Gregg
Easterbrook’s piece at Slate, The Trouble With String Theory. It’s a very enthusiastic
review of Smolin’s book, and when I started reading it my initial reaction was
positive, although it did seem a bit over the top. As I read on, besides wondering
“Hey, is he going to mention my book too?”, I started to remember who Easterbrook
is, and how stupid some of his previous writings on physics were. By the end of it, I
was very glad Easterbrook had left me out of it. One sometimes depressing aspect of
being on this side of the string theory controversy is seeing who some of one’s allies
are.

Easterbrook is best known as a sports writer writing about the NFL, but for some
reason various prominent publications feature his writing on other topics. The biggest
mystery of all is why places like Slate and the New Republic have him writing about
science, a topic he seems to know nothing about, and be actively hostile to. For once,
Lubos Motl’s paranoid rantings about “anti-science” people who dislike string theory
do actually have someone they legitimately apply to. This latest Easterbrook effort
isn’t even original, he’s plagiarizing himself, writing:

Today if a professor at Princeton claims there are 11 unobservable dimensions about
which he can speak with great confidence despite an utter lack of supporting
evidence, that professor is praised for incredible sophistication. If another person in
the same place asserted there exists one unobservable dimension, the plane of the
spirit, he would be hooted down as a superstitious crank.

which isn’t very different than what he was writing in the New Republic three years
ago:

Ten unobservable dimensions, an infinite number of invisible parallel universes–hey,
why not?

Yet if at Yale, Princeton, Stanford, or top schools, you proposed that there exists just
one unobservable dimension–the plane of the spirit–and that it is real despite our
inability to sense it directly, you’d be laughed out of the room.

The second new review that I don’t think much of is one that I got a copy of late last
night (after a party held to celebrate the US publication of my book). It will appear
this Sunday in the New York Times Book Review and is the first really hostile review
of the book by a science writer that I’ve seen. I’ve been very pleasantly surprised by
how positive the reviews of the book have been so far, since I initially expected much

http://www.economist.com/books/displaystory.cfm?story_id=E1_SJDVNNV
http://www.economist.com/books/displaystory.cfm?story_id=E1_SJDVNNV
http://www.slate.com/id/2149598/
http://www.slate.com/id/2149598/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=61
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=61
http://www.tnr.com/easterbrook.mhtml?pid=897
http://www.tnr.com/easterbrook.mhtml?pid=897


more of a mix of sympathetic and hostile ones. Most science journalists have seen
years and years of string theory hype go by, with no progress towards any of the
promises made for the theory ever actually being fulfilled, and this has left them with
a more and more skeptical attitude towards the theory. The Times reviewer, Tom
Siegfried, most recently wrote a book entitled Strange Matters: Undiscovered Ideas
at the Frontiers of Space and Time, and somewhat earlier a book called The Bit and
the Pendulum: From Quantum Computing to M-theory. Both books feature a
breathless, gee-whiz, completely credulous take on the most speculative ideas
around, thoroughly mixing science fiction and fact, with little interest in
distinguishing the two. At the time I was writing my book, ones like Siegfried’s were
models for me of the opposite of what I was trying to do, so I’m not surprised he
didn’t much like what I wrote.

Unlike most authors who don’t have any viable way of responding to reviews they
consider unfair and misleading, it’s all too easy for me to do so here, so a response to
the review follows.

Siegfried complains that I use technical jargon, for example by discussing
“perturbation expansions”. While there are certainly places in the book that have
some technical material in them that most people would be best advised to skip over,
this isn’t one of them. To understand anything at all about the current state of string
theory, you need to have some idea about what a perturbation expansion is. This is
carefully explained at one point in the book. It’s not clear to me what Siegfried’s point
is. Does he not know what a perturbation expansion is? If so he shouldn’t be writing
or reviewing books on this subject. Does he think that the audience for this kind of
book is not capable of following such an explanation? If so, he has a profound lack of
respect for the people who read these books. As far as I can tell, they cover a very
wide range of backgrounds, but most of them have had a good high school or college
education, and many have taken a calculus class where they have been exposed to
power series expansions, and I explicitly refer to this in my explanation.

One can write a book like this by refusing to try and explain anything that can’t be
explained to someone with only a grade school education, but that’s not what I was
doing. I don’t think you can honestly communicate much about the current state of
particle theory and string theory if you follow this tactic. My decision was to first see
which topics I wanted to try and write about, then do my best to give an honest
explanation in the simplest and clearest terms that I could manage. Some topics end
up being pretty accessible to everyone, others do require significant background to
understand and appreciate. I think most readers of the book will learn some things
from it, while not understanding everything. But they won’t go away from the book
being fooled into thinking they understand something that they don’t.

Siegfried’s review is unremittingly hostile, with virtually everything he has to say
about what is in the book a misleading and less than accurate characterization.
According to him I allege that people only do string theory because Witten has
“mesmerized” them, mainly use quotes that reflect what people thought 20 years ago,
engage in irrelevancies about masturbation, etc. This last has to do with a quote from
Gell-Mann (He used to say, “physics is to mathematics as sex is to masturbation”,
changed his mind after 1984) that I discuss because it reflects well the attitudes of
particle theorists towards mathematics, and the relation between the two subjects is

http://www.amazon.com/Strange-Matters-Undiscovered-Frontiers-Space/dp/0425194175/
http://www.amazon.com/Strange-Matters-Undiscovered-Frontiers-Space/dp/0425194175/
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one of the central concerns of the book. This discussion may be tasteless, but it is not
at all irrelevant to what I was writing about.

Siegfried claims that my central accusation is that string theory makes no predictions
and that I am flat-out wrong about this. He writes:

…string theory does make predictions — the existence of new supersymmetry
particles, for instance, and extra dimensions of space beyond the familiar three of
ordinary experience. These predictions are testable: evidence for both could be
produced at the Large Hadron Collider, which is scheduled to begin operating next
year near Geneva. These predictions are not of the specific quantitative kind that
would definitively prove string theory true or false, but their confirmation would
certainly be taken as impressive support.

The fact of the matter is that string theory makes none of the “predictions” Siegfried
has been led to believe by the hype about string theory that he seems to have
swallowed whole. It predicts nothing about what extra dimensions might be visible at
the LHC, not even their number. Similarly, it does not predict that superpartners will
be visible at the LHC or what their properties will be. His use of the term
“supersymmetry particles” indicates how little familiarity he has with the subject,
while still feeling quite comfortable accusing me of getting this all wrong.

Siegfried is rather more kind to Smolin’s book, but also manages to mischaracterize
it, insisting that Smolin is not content with favorable evidence for string theory, but is
demanding some much higher standard of definitive proof. He ends by comparing
both of us unfavorably to Schwarz and other 1970s string theorists, noting that they
didn’t complain about the dominant research program in particle theory during their
day. The problem with this argument is that the dominant research program was
gauge theory and the standard model which, very much unlike string theory, had a
huge and increasing amount of experimental evidence backing it up. If it hadn’t had
this, I strongly suspect that Schwarz and many others would have also been
complaining, loudly.

Update: There’s a short, but very well-done, review of the book in today’s Guardian.
Also a mention in the Toronto Star, where science journalist Jay Ingram describes
how:

A few years ago, the occasional physicist would confide in me that string theory — the
idea that matter is composed of super-tiny vibrating strings — would one day be seen
to be wrong, a big mistake.

Update: The review in the Times is here.

Update: The Boston Globe has a quite positive review of my book and Smolin’s here.

Update:  More coverage of this in USA Today.  This piece includes a quote from John
Schwarz that experiments will verify string theory in the future, and implies this will
happen at the LHC. Lubos has his trademark insightful commentary.

http://books.guardian.co.uk/reviews/roundupstory/0,,1873553,00.html
http://books.guardian.co.uk/reviews/roundupstory/0,,1873553,00.html
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1158228016704&call_pageid=968332188774&col=968350116467
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1158228016704&call_pageid=968332188774&col=968350116467
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/09/17/books/review/Siegfried.t.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/09/17/books/review/Siegfried.t.html
http://www.boston.com/ae/books/articles/2006/09/17/resisting_the_supremacy_of_string_theory
http://www.boston.com/ae/books/articles/2006/09/17/resisting_the_supremacy_of_string_theory
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http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/09/requisites-for-writing-about-cutting.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/09/requisites-for-writing-about-cutting.html


Comments

1. andy
September 15, 2006

Does Tom Siegfried have any science education? I mean, is he confusing himself
as a science journalist with an actual scientist?

2. optimist
September 15, 2006

Hello, Dr. Woit,

This is my first time to leave some message here. Although I strongly agree with
your critics about superstring theory I would be rather optimistic in different
direction.

These days I am studying AdS/CFT to learn AdS/QCD which is interesting topic
these days. In doing these I realized that AdS/CFT did give theoretic predictions
which were not clear from field theory sides. Even though they are just
theoretical consistency I think they give very good reason to study string theory.

Maybe understaning quantum gravity is too early for us but thanks to string
theory it could be true that we happen to have unexpected tools to investigate
nonpertavative regime of gauge theory.

If people insist that they are doing “theory of everything” with accepting
anthropic approach then you can criticize them and I agree you. If people see
string theory as a tool for a strongly coupled guage theory then I think you
should be encourge them to do it especially if they are fresh graduate students.
Understanding strongly coupled guage theory is very important and useful thing,
I think. Too critical mood could be harmful even to this kind of important
research.

Thanks.

3. Who
September 15, 2006

Peter, just for reference here is a link
to a free copy of the 11 August Science magazine article by Tom Siegfried you
mentioned in an earlier post.

http://susy06.physics.uci.edu/press/susy06_science_naturalness.pdf

He was covering the SUSY 06 conference and called the piece “A Landscape Too
Far?” IIRC you gave a link to the subscribers-only version of the article but not to
this copy at the official conference website.

Readers may remember the article has a special sidebox where Joe Polchinski
recounts how he used to be skeptical of the Landscape but then “got religion”.

http://susy06.physics.uci.edu/press/susy06_science_naturalness.pdf
http://susy06.physics.uci.edu/press/susy06_science_naturalness.pdf


This article shows something of how Siegfried works as a science journalist. He
is evidently on chummy terms with many eminent string people and chats easily
with them—obtaining seemingly valuable spontaneous quotes that enable him to
tell their story in a personalized “insider” way.

I am not approving or disapproving—especially since I havent seen his NYTBR
piece about the two books. I merely remark that Siegfried is a sympathetic
trusted insider science journalist who could be effective as informal
spokesperson for the string community.

He must have a fair amount invested in his access to and relation with important
stringfolk. Should be an excellent person to voice the community’s interests,
rebut it critics, and tell its story to the public.

Here is the KITP bio
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/community/ITPBios/Siegfried.html
His MA in journalism at U Tex Austin had a Physics minor.
This is in answer to andy’s question about science education.

4. Thomas Love
September 15, 2006

Finally finished reading NEW over lunch today. While I agree with you about the
errors of string theory, there is quite a bit I disagree with you on, especially the
correctness of the standard model.

As you discovered, “The enemy of your enemy is not necessarily your friend.”

Now on to Smolin’s book!

5. Tommaso Dorigo
September 15, 2006

Hi Peter,

this continuing claim that string theory predicts supersymmetry and large extra
dimensions, which the LHC will be able to find, reminds me of the following
sentence from Kathy Mansfield’s “The Fly”: “we cling to our last pleasures as the
tree clings to its last leaves”.

I think the tree will be bare soon – Give the LHC a couple of years.

Cheers,
T.

6. PPCook
September 15, 2006

Hi Peter,

“Physics is to math what sex is to masturbation.”

http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/community/ITPBios/Siegfried.html
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/community/ITPBios/Siegfried.html


I thought this excellent quote was due to Feynman.

Best wishes,
Paul

7. woit
September 15, 2006

Who,

The first entry for “Tom Siegfried” under Google is his listing as a journalism
fellow at the KITP in Santa Barbara. I guess that’s where he learned about
“supersymmetry particles” and all the string theory predictions for the LHC.

PPCook,

Gell-Mann does explicitly claim priority on this, although many internet sources
list Feynman. It is only one of many discoveries the two of them have fought over
credit for…

optimist,

I agree with you that AdS/QCD is interesting and that string theory is a
promising approach to studying strongly coupled gauge theories. But I don’t
think there’s the slightest danger that too few theorists are working on this
subject.

8. Carl
September 15, 2006

Siegrfried complaining about talk of arcana such as “perturbations” misses the
point. When one of my relatives asked for a recommendation, I sent them to
Smolin’s book because it is written for a more general audience (and will
probably sell a lot more copies).

9. CapitalistImperialistPig
September 16, 2006

Peter,

I think that if evidence for a sparticle was found at the LHC a lot of people,
myself included, would count it as suggestive of the value string theory. Lubos is
apparently confident enough of SUSY at the LHC that he has put a dime ($1000)
on it. At least he puts his money where his mouth is!

Ditto if evidence for any extra dimensions, never mind how many or what size is
found.

Either of these discoveries ought to point the way to new physics, but string
theory would be an obvious first resort.

I’m jus sayin…



10. Dan
September 16, 2006

CapitalistImperialistPig I agree with what you say, if LHC finds either SUSY or
extra dimensions then interest in string theory will continue to mount, and other
approaches will either dry up or attempt to merge with string theory.

However, what-if,
what if LHC finds neither the higgs boson nor SUSY nor higher dimensions?
What would happen to physics and string theory?

My prediction:

Non-SUSY 4D LQG will continue to languish, and interest in String theory will
continue unabated.

11. A
September 16, 2006

if SUSY is there, LHC would see some new hadrons, new leptons, new higgses,
but telling if they are SUSY would be difficult. E.g. LHC can measure some of
their masses, but SUSY does not predict any mass. SUSY predicts couplings,
telling that sparticles decays are too fast to be measured.

About extra dimensions at LHC: Dorigo could bet 100000$ against them, and
likely no physicists would accept the bet. Extra dimensions are considered too
unlikely.

12. Nathan Myers
September 16, 2006

Who really believes Lubos would pay if LHC results came out against him? If you
do, offer to hold the money in escrow, before the experiment is performed, and
see what happens.

13. gambler
September 16, 2006

Dudes,

Betting is *the* way to measure how firmly somebody is convinced of something.
Not long ago in England people would talk about those who lacked the “courage
of their convictions”, where “conviction” is what you have if you’re convinced of
something.

Is there a web site where people can place wagers about things like sparticles?
String theorists and string-theory critics could each make a lot of money, and
humiliate their enemies, if only they’re right. Although, maybe the string
theorists would chicken out because maybe string theory is right even though
supersymmetry will never be seen. Maybe string theory is wrong even if the
sparticles are found, but I don’t think so …. supersymmetry is one thing as a



mathematical feature of a qft; it’s quite another thing to say that it’s a part of
“the universe”; the second statement is a religious one, part of the same religion
as strng theory.

Nathan is right, though. Escrow is what we need, and a Trusted Third Party.
There might be legal problems if it’s in the United States, but there are places in
Europe and maybe in Vegas where it should be legal. I think this is something to
push for – raise the stakes and then raise them further – checking for susy at
LHC is the closest thing to a test of string theory we’ll see in our lifetimes. Let’s
make it as spectacular as possible. After LHC, we’ll all be fired anyway.

14. Scott Aaronson
September 16, 2006

Go to http://www.ideosphere.com (unfortunately, it doesn’t let you bet with real
money)

Robin Hanson is a major proponent of betting on scientific questions, and has
lots of writings and links on the subject.

15. PPCook
September 16, 2006

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the information about the quotation. I didn’t realise they also
disputed quotations.

Best wishes,
Paul

16. CapitalistImperialistPig
September 16, 2006

A,

I don’t know how firm the evidence is on this, but my understanding is that the
lightest supersymmetric partner is supposed to be stable, as it must be if it is to
account for, say, dark matter. No such discovery would “prove” string theory, but
it would be a potent clue that ought to lead somewhere – maybe even to ST,
which is the first place everyone would look.

Betting may give us insight in to peoples strength of conviction, but it doesn’t
give any into their soundness of judgement! Out of respect for Peter’s policies I
will avoid mentioning any of the examples that occur to me.

17. Gina
September 16, 2006

A week ago I wrote, especially for this blog, a critical pre-review of Peters book
“not even wrong”. Among other things, it contained a clever analogy between
string theory as a theory of everything and mathematical logic which is the

http://www.ideosphere.com/
http://www.ideosphere.com/
http://hanson.gmu.edu/ideafutures.html
http://hanson.gmu.edu/ideafutures.html


mathematical theory of everything and a critical assessment of Peter’s ideas on
sociology and funding of science ending with the strong statement: “As there is
no such thing as a riskless risk, Woit’s ideas on this front may deserve the title
‘not even wrong'”.

I explained why, in my opinion, Peter does not really have a “case” against string
theory.

Since the pre-review was not ready in time to be included in the comments
following the post I aimed at (one categorized by “not even wrong – the book”), I
posted it in a later and unrelated post. There it lasted 5-6 hours before being
deleted. It was read by at least two people (or entities), the “renormalizer” who
suggested to delete it and Peter who deleted it. In spite of its short time under
the sun I was satisfied with my effort and outcome, but in a world where some
are trying to find an ever-lasting theory of everything which will reduce later
physics to just filling the details, and a few are trying to prove that two decades
of efforts of thousands string theorists amount to zero if not less, my short lived
pre-review cannot be considered as highly ambitious nor as a success.

I thought of resubmitting my clever yet ill-fated pre-review, but now, my mood is
different. Rather than reviewing the matter at hand let me make a few remarks
how can, in my humble opinion, the overall nice book by Peter (after all it is justa
book not a “case”), be made nicer.

Most of the chapters of the book are very good. I think this is a very good
popularization of particle physics all the way to the “standard model”.
Popularization of science is a tricky business and deserves a whole separate
discussion. There is no way to avoid some “cheating” but one should still try to
be honest, useful and non-manipulative and Peter does a good job. The
description of the connections with mathematics are especially good. The story
about the Seiberg-Witten discovery is told very vividly. With the exception of too
strong rhetorics most chapters on string theory are also well-written. I am
learning a lot reading the book. Thank you, Peter!

What could make this book nicer?: I can see the temptation to include the
Bogdanov brothers story (and to mention the (overplayed) Sokel’s hoax), and
Peter had a personal record to set for this case. But overall this story does not
belong to this book. The story about the string theory guy who became a
Maharishi scientist also does not belong here. The same goes for the refereeing
process for Cambridge University Press. I have quite a few scientists friends, and
complaining about referee reports is one of the few drawbacks in their sweet
lives. Beside, they are the referees themselves! (and they also complain about
the burden of refereeing.) The rhetorics against string theory, and string
theorists, as Peter himself noted (p.225, l. -5) is indeed too strong. This does not
add to but rather reduce the value of the book.

The concluding chapter starts with a beautiful quote from Bob Dylan’s song
“Absolutely sweet Marie” – “But to live outside the law, you must be honest”.
When I saw it I thought that this is a self reference and that Peter set a standard
for himself: If you want single handedly, coming from the outside, to claim that



one of the hottest scientific area of our time failed and the efforts of thousands of
string theorists worthless, you better be honest about the details, presentation
and even your own motives.(And overall Peter is indeed quite honest.) Peter’s
intention quoting Dylan was different as he referred not to himself but to string
theorists — that without empirical support to their theory should be honest. It is
good to remember that nobody is or can be completely honest. So in view of
Dylan’s quote, the laws and traditions of conducting science as well as debating
science are better respected.

And Dylan’s cryptic line from “Love Minus Zero/No Limit” also comes to mind:
” There’s no success like failure, and failure’s no success at all.”

18. TheGraduate
September 16, 2006

Gina:

I was another entity that read your review. I think it contained a mistake of
perspective that I think is also contained in your current post. In both, you
consider Peter’s book a popularization of string theory. As far as I understand
Peter’s intentions, it is not. It is an argument against string theory being the
“only game in town”.

On a side note, why do you keep saying how clever your review was?

19. Peter Woit
September 16, 2006

CIP,
One can certainly reasonably claim that the discovery of supersymmetry at the
LHC would provide some encouragement to the research direction that has led
people to superstring theory, but that’s a far cry from claiming that superstring
theory “predicts” that evidence for supersymmetry will be found at the LHC. As
for superstring theory “predicting” that the LHC will see evidence for extra
dimensions, that’s just complete nonsense. Some of the fanatics like Jacques and
Lubos are willing to put some money down on supersymmetry at the LHC (it will
be interesting to see if they pay off), but I don’t know anyone willing to put
money down on the LHC seeing extra dimensions.

Gina,

Your earlier comment was deleted because you posted it in a completely
inappropriate place. As for this one, obviously I disagree with you about the
relevance of some chapters in the book to my argument. In particular, the
refereeing story at Cambridge was a very unusual one, involving two referees
who strongly backed publication, and two string theory partisans trying
(successfully) to stop Cambridge from publishing the book, while lacking any
arguments against its content. Given that one of the main reactions from string
theorists to the book has been that “string theory has won legitimately in the
marketplace of ideas”, I think it is important to explain how this marketplace
sometimes operates.



I should perhaps have made more explicit what I meant to convey with the Dylan
quote. It’s not specifically about me or about string theorists, but about the
situation particle physics finds itself in. Lacking the discipline enforced by
experiment, theorists now need to be a lot more self-critical and honest in
evaluating the results of the speculative work they are engaged in.

20. John A
September 16, 2006

One sometimes depressing aspect of being on this side of the string
theory controversy is seeing who some of one’s allies are.

It’s not just a problem in theoretical physics 

21. John A
September 16, 2006

The only big result I expect to see from the LHC is conformation of the Higgs
Boson. Anything else is a bonus.

22. A
September 16, 2006

CIP: one difficulty in distinguishing supersymmetry from alternative theories, is
that almost all of them have a stable neutral particle, because all theorists want
to explain dark matter. “Dark matter at LHC” is the safest bet. If dark matter will
be found, understanding why it is stable might lead to fundamental progress.

23. Gina
September 16, 2006

TheGraduate said: “I was another entity that read your review. I think it
contained a mistake of perspective that I think is also contained in your current
post. In both, you consider Peter’s book a popularization of string theory. As far
as I understand Peter’s intentions, it is not. It is an argument against string
theory being the ‘only game in town’ “.

The Graduate: I think I was quite accurate. The first half of the book is indeed a
popularization of particle physics all the way to the “standard model”. The
second part contains a popularization of string theory plus an argument against
it. This argument refers to string theory “stand alone” as well as to the aspect of
string theory being “the only game in town”.

Peter: My main (mild) critique of today was not about irrelevancy but that the
items I mentioned (and a few others) reduce the quality of your book. Of course,
a book may have many qualities and I am mainly referring to the quality of the
book as a serious discussion and debate of science (of the kind appropriate to a
university press). For example, if you refer to the string theory community as a
“mafia” this statement is, of course, highly relevant, but making such a
statement reduce the value of the book, at least in my opinion. I think you are
wrong to consider your experience with Cambridge university press as very



unusual. Many authors had similar experiences even with much less
controversial (and more important) books and papers. (This is an empirical issue
that, in principle, can be tested.)

I think the story of the Maharishi string theorist is irrelevant. You do discuss a
little in a straight way the comparison between string theory and the occult. This
is fine. But on top of it you add further insinuations and stories towards such a
comparison and, again, this reduce the quality of your book. Overall, it is a nice
aspect of your book that you are not “part of the story” and the few places where
you add yourself to the story, e.g., the Bogdanov e-mail, seem somewhat
artificial.

“… theorists now need to be a lot more self-critical and honest”

Yeah, we all need to.

24. D R Lunsford
September 16, 2006

It’s a shame the Times has fallen so far as to not be able to field a single good
science writer (Overbye included). Are there any good science writers?

-drl

25. TheGraduate
September 16, 2006

Gina,

I haven’t read the book yet so my objection was a limited one. I just thought that
you were critiquing a book that Peter didn’t write. I know it’s not the book he
intended to write BUT I do not know for sure it is NOT the book he wrote.
Unless, it was stated in the preface, introduction and on the dust jacket that it
wasn’t a popularization, I think it is perhaps a fair assumption that the average
reader would consider any review of particle physics contained within the book
as a popularization.

Hopefully if the book makes it to second edition, all the stuff that people are
pointing out are things that are going to go into the book. It does appear from
the objections I’ve seen people making that the book needs a little more framing
so people know why certain things have been included.

I think in the pantheon of string theory books, it is obviously to be read after
some of the others. It really makes no sense to read ‘Not Even Wrong’ if there
had never been any such books as “The Elegant Universe” and “The Fabric of the
Cosmos”.

26. Chris Oakley
September 16, 2006

TheGraduate says:

http://www.weeklyfilm.com/images/Moviepics/graduate1.jpg
http://www.weeklyfilm.com/images/Moviepics/graduate1.jpg


I think in the pantheon of string theory books, it is obviously to be read
after some of the others. It really makes no sense to read ‘Not Even
Wrong’ if there had never been any such books as “The Elegant
Universe” and “The Fabric of the Cosmos”.

The purpose of Not Even Wrong is to point out that something (string theory)
commonly regarded as a success is actually, as a scientific theory, a failure.
Popular books on the subject, such as Greene’s, are only one aspect of this.

27. woit
September 16, 2006

Gina and the Graduate,

I did not refer to string theorists in the book as a “mafia”, I said that some of the
people who wrote to me did so. It is a fact that many people in the physics
community feel this way and I was reporting this. It’s not a word I would use to
describe my own perception of string theorist’s behavior.

All the things that Gina objects to are things that I was reporting that are
factually accurate. I didn’t do much “framing” because I think the world is a very
complex place, and there are many possible lessons to be learned from
phenomena like Hagelin, the Bogdanovs, or my experiences with Cambridge. I
explained a bit about some of the lessons that I personally drew from these
stories, but everyone can make up his or her own mind. Aaron Bergman felt that
I was making unspoken implications, but that’s really not the case. If I have
something critical to say about anyone, I say it explicitly and clearly.

At various times while writing the book I thought that I should shade what I was
saying to make it more palatable to others, for instance to ensure that referees
would agree to let me publish it. In the end I decided this was a bad idea, that I
should put down on paper exactly what I thought. For better or worse, that’s
what’s in the book. It is in no way at all a political document.

28. TheGraduate
September 16, 2006

Peter,

Thanks for the clarification.

29. Garrett
September 16, 2006

I recently bet two young string theorists that superparticles wouldn’t be found
by the LHC.

The more reasonable of the two thought the odds would be around 50%, because
much recent theory involves supersymmetry breaking at an inaccessible energy
scale. So it looks (from an unenlightened viewpoint) like string theorists are
aware of the threat to their models imposed by the LHC and are back peddling



further away from prediction of observables superparticles.

I encourage others to take up bets like this one. Understanding and,
consequently, prediction is what physics is supposed to be about. And bets are
fun.

30. dan
September 17, 2006

Dear Peter,
It seems clear that should LHC find any SUSY, it will be a big boost for string
theory, but if LHC does NOT find SUSY, do you think interest in string theory will
wane, or do you think it will continue unabated?

Curious
Dan

31. A
September 17, 2006

let me try to answer to dan: if LHC finds nothing new, somebody will try the
string-anthropic landscape, but bigger changes will happen: somebody will leave
the field, somebody will move to neutrinos, cosmology, astropysics, most collider
experimentalists will shift to astroparticles, laboratories such as CERN could
survive studying neutrinos or flavor.

We do not need bets to make LHC results interesting.

32. Garrett
September 17, 2006

I’d like to see an interesting Higgs sector.
(But, err, this is getting off topic.)

33. Thomas Larsson
September 17, 2006

It seems clear that should LHC find any SUSY, it will be a big boost for string
theory, but if LHC does NOT find SUSY, do you think interest in string theory will
wane, or do you think it will continue unabated?

Dan, you have sort of given the answer yourself: Strings should continue to
funded & research, at least at present levels if not more, should LHC discover
evidence of SUSY particles or extradimensions or both. — obviously, should LHC
fail to find such particles then the answer would be no..

34. Fabien Besnard
September 17, 2006

Speaking about bets : surely no one would accept to play a game where, if X
happen you lose 1 $ and if X does not happen you don’t gain anything. This is
precisely the sort of game that some string theorists would like others to play : if

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=449#comment-15167
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susy or extra dim are seen at LHC, string theory wins, and other theories lose,
but if they are not seen string theory doesn’t lose and others do not win ! One
can certainly conjecture about loss or gain of confidence, but since there is no
quantitative prediction of the needed energy level to see such phenomena, this
won’t come any close to a Popperian falsification procedure.

35. dan
September 17, 2006

Hi THomas,
I was wondering if Peter agreed with what I thought — and what should happen
and what Peter thinks might happen are two seperate issues, I think what
SHOULD happen is that not finding SUSY at LHC SHOULD be grounds for
decline interest in strings. Whether that does happen, given the dominance of
string theory in academia seems unlikely.

36. Gina
September 17, 2006

Peter,

It is a crucial quality for a book to reflect the author’s thoughts and point of view
so in this respect I do not have any argument with your choices on what to
include in the book, even if my taste is different.

I think that the parts of the book with non technical explanations of physics and
mathematics related to the standard model and further to string theory are very
good and could serve as platforms for several alternative books. It could have
been (and still can be) a good platform for a scholarly discussion and critical
evaluation of string theory from the point of view of history, philosophy and
sociology of science which would be suitable for a university press publication.

The path that you took makes the book perfectly appealing for a commercial
publisher but indeed not appropriate for a university press publication. Part of it
is the rhetoric and selection of issues to discuss, and part of it is the clarity and
strength of your overall argument.

Concerning the small issue of using the word “mafia”. Indeed it is a quote from
somebody else, but the discussion in the following sentences gives the
impression that you endorse what is behind this term if not the term itself. This I
find unfortunate.

37. dan
September 17, 2006

Hello A,
Given the cost of LHC, somwhere north of $8 Billion US $, if LHC does not find
nontrivial new physics, it’s hard to imagine the urge to build even more
expensive colliders. In the US, the SCSC was cancelled. I do wonder, if the only
new physics LHC discovers is the higgs boson, at a price tag of $8 billion, I
cannot imagine that even more expensive particle accelerators will be built to



achieve higher luminosities. (If LHC sees lots of new interesting and nontrivial
physics, then I could see the push to build even larger, more expensive particle
accelerators).

As you suggest, a null result would probably result in the shift might be to
astrophysical particles and neutrinos. In the event of a null result, what I would
like to see is particle physics taking non-SUSY, non-string approaches, such as
preon theories.

For me, a null result would be strong experimental support for Woit’s NEW
thesis, that string theory is probably the wrong approach, and is taking
resources away from perhaps more promosing approach. There are theoretical
problems with SUSY-MSSM, and should LHC not detect SUSY, I think continued
dominance of string theory at the expense of alternative approaches would be
experimenally unjustified.

38. woit
September 17, 2006

dan,

I’m not very good at prediction of what will happen to string theory. Personally,
several years ago I would never have predicted that serious scientists would
keep working on string theory after they accepted the existence of the
landscape.

My best guess is that string theorists will keep doing string theory no matter
what unless another bandwagon starts up for them to join. This might come
about because of an exciting unexpected LHC result, because Witten comes up
with a promising non-string theory idea, or some other reason. If the LHC
doesn’t turn up supersymmetry or extra dimensions (which I think is very likely),
string theorists will concentrate more on black holes and cosmology (this has
already been happening). As they do this, they’ll slowly lose the support of their
colleagues in other physics subfields, their funding will get cut, and, to a large
extent, they’ll take the whole field of theoretical particle physics slowly down
with them.

39. MoveOnOrStayBehind
September 17, 2006

“As they do this, they’ll slowly lose the support of their colleagues in other
physics subfields, their funding will get cut, and, to a large extent, they’ll take
the whole field of theoretical particle physics slowly down with them.”

That’s what you dream about, isn’t it. But dream on.

40. woit
September 17, 2006

MoveOn,



No, it’s not my dream, quite the opposite. It’s just an extrapolation from what is
already going on, which is sad and depressing to watch.

41. Gina
September 17, 2006

“My best guess is that string theorists will keep doing string theory no matter
what unless another bandwagon starts up for them to join. This might come
about because of an exciting unexpected LHC result, because Witten comes up
with a promising non-string theory idea, or some other reason. If the LHC
doesn’t turn up supersymmetry or extra dimensions (which I think is very likely),
string theorists will concentrate more on black holes and cosmology (this has
already been happening). As they do this, they’ll slowly lose the support of their
colleagues in other physics subfields, their funding will get cut, and, to a large
extent, they’ll take the whole field of theoretical particle physics slowly down
with them.”

This is an excellent generic guess for any prominent theory:

My best guess is that X-theorists will keep doing X-theory no matter what unless
another bandwagon starts up for them to join. This might come about because of
an exciting unexpected EMPIRICAL result, because some prominent X-theorists
comes up with a promising non X-theory idea, or some other reason.

If the EMPIRICAL support (or another exciting thing) doesn’t turn up (which I
think is very likely), X- theorists will concentrate more on possible application to
theory Y (this has already been happening). As they do this, they’ll slowly lose
the support of their colleagues in other subfields of their sup-sup field , their
funding will get cut, and, to a large extent, they’ll take the whole sup-field slowly
down with them.

42. woit
September 17, 2006

Gina,

Yes, but in the generic case, a real possiblity is that “X-theory will achieve one or
more of its major goals, making it a solid and permanent part of science, opening
up new areas to work on that build on this success”. That’s not at all in the cards
in this case…

43. Dan
September 17, 2006

Since thus far there is no experimental support for proton decay, a generic
feature of all known GUT models, do you think theoretical particle physics has
been dragged down by GUT hopes?

Curious
Dan



44. woit
September 17, 2006

Dan,

Lee Smolin has an interesting anecdote about a discussion with Eddie Farhi, who
told him he left particle physics after proton decay predicted by GUTs was not
observed, figuring there was no way to get experimental info about unification,
thus one shouldn’t work on it.

Supersymmetry GUTs push the lifetime up, but even they may be in trouble with
experiment soon.

Personally, GUTs always bothered me, because they don’t solve the main problem
of the standard model, the Higgs sector, just making it worse by having to
introduce more Higgs fields to break the GUT symmetry. They do have some
interesting features, e.g. all particles fitting into one SO(10) rep, and coupling
constant near unification, but I think one definitely needs some quite different
ideas to make anything like a GUT really work out.

45. Renormalized
September 17, 2006

Gina- Do you always just regurgitate what others have written? I can’t see you
are adding anything to any discussion you have been involved with. Your
responses are more in line with a common online troll.

46. Dan
September 17, 2006

Dear Peter,

Thanks for responding. Sounds like Eddie Farh had the right idea. In someways
GUT’s foreshadow strings.

“Supersymmetry GUTs push the lifetime up, but even they may be in trouble with
experiment soon.”

Kamiokande proton decay and LHC together can give four scenarios regarding
SUSY and GUT and string theory.

Obviously, the experimental scenario that would most favor your NEW would be
LHC fails to find SUSY, proton decay is not observed and rules out all SUSY-
GUT’s at 99.7% confidence. You and Smolin would be “heros”, although I’m
unsure whether string theory will continue its dominance in academia.

If Kamiokande failure to proton decay rules out even SUSY-GUT’s, would that be
enough to falisfy the string theory unification project?

It would be pretty exciting if LHC discovers SUSY, but Kamiokande rules out all
forms of SUSY-GUT (as the proton does not decay), or Kamiokande discovers
proton decay consistent with SUSY-GUT, but LHC fails to discover SUSY.



If LHC discovers SUSY and Kamiokande discovers proton decay consistent with
SUSY-GUT predicted proton lifetimes, string theory will continue its dominance
as SUSY-GUT can be embedded in the string framework. Lubos and Jaques
believe this will be an outcome, Lubos is willing to bet money, and I think if it is
the outcome, I think their confidence in strings will have some experimental
support.

In this scenario, I can’t imagine either your NEW or Smolin’s Trouble gaining
any traction whatsoever.

47. Yatima
September 17, 2006

Dan says:

> You (Woit) and Smolin would be “heros”

Why should that be so? A hearty expression of frustration that turns out to be
justified when the brick wall is finally reached does not a ‘hero’ make – and I do
not think it is the authors’ intention to acceed to hero status. ‘Hero’ would be the
research group that comes up with the Next Good Thing, whatever that is.

> I think if it (SUSY + proton decay consistent with GUT) is the outcome, I think
their confidence in strings will have some experimental support.

Hmm… how much experimental support would that actually be (I am unable to
judge this). If you succeed in circumnavigating the earth, your conjecture that
the earth is round, hollow and has big holes at the poles has some experimental
support, but you still need to check those poles. Now if these are too difficult to
reach, what then?

Btw. are preons still being worked on?

48. jeremy
September 17, 2006

Yatima write:

“Why should that be so? A hearty expression of frustration that turns out to be
justified when the brick wall is finally reached does not a ‘hero’ make – and I do
not think it is the authors’ intention to acceed to hero status. ‘Hero’ would be the
research group that comes up with the Next Good Thing, whatever that is.”

To express such frustration so publicly, to challenge the status quo so vigorously,
and to argue for alternatives so heartily is courageous and heroic. Who knows,
the hero “that comes up with the Next Good Thing” may only become hero after
being inspired by NEW.

49. LDM
September 17, 2006

Regarding the Siegfried review…it is pretty obvious he doesn’t really understand



what he is writing about…which I find irresponsible, since he must certainly
realize that some people might make a decision to purchase or not based on his
review.

But I suppose it is a two-edged sword, since I now would never consider buying
or even recommend to anyone his upcoming book…

50. Gina
September 17, 2006

“That’s not at all in the cards in this case…”

Wow, so you have them cards, Peter! Boy, we have a lot of questions to ask you…

51. Gina
September 17, 2006

“Who knows, the hero ‘that comes up with the Next Good Thing’ may only
become hero after being inspired by NEW.”

A better bet yet is that she will be a string-theorist.

52. Gina
September 17, 2006

And here is my own last-week review.

“NOT EVEN WRONG”, by Peter Woit; A review

(Replies and comments are very much welcomed, also you ReNorm)

Peter Woit is wrong claiming that “string theory” is “not even wrong”. It is
questionable if the distinction between “right”, “wrong” and “not even wrong”
coined by Wolfgang Pauli should be taken as a serious way to classify scientific
theories (and even if this is the correct translation to English of Pauli’s terms). It
is a nice gimmick, though, and a great name for the book. In any case, the
insights and truths offered by string theory, one of the most daring intellectual
endeavors of our time, may well be wrong. They may also prevail as an important
and unique part of physics. We cannot tell which way string theory will go.

“Landscape”, the possibility of a huge number of theories that we may never be
able to choose between, may be an artifact of string theory itself, or just of string
theory in its present form. But it can also be an “impossibility result” which
reveal a genuine problem with our ability to describe physical reality at some
scales, if we like it or not.

Whether string theory will prevail or not, it seems hard to argue that string
theory contributed important insights and technical infrastructure to
mathematics and to physics.

It is important (also for string theorists; at least on weekends) to be aware, that
even if “string theory” is a “theory of everything”, string theory is not



“everything”. In mathematics we see many examples of such a distinction.
Mathematical logic is a “mathematical theory of everything” that was developed
in order to understand the foundations of mathematics. But while mathematical
logic formally includes all other mathematics, in reality it is a beautiful field
which is one out of many fields of mathematics and, as a matter of fact, a rather
separate field. It took many decades before important links between
mathematical logic and other mathematical disciplines were found.

There is no a priori advantage or importance to the theory which study the most
fundamental and general rules. (In my own mind, relevance is of key importance
which is why from all sciences my own heart goes to Chemistry.) But there is no
a priori disadvantage either.

Peter Woit is a scholar. Modern science and academic life do not give sufficient
incentives for true scholarship and large parts of the book exhibit both genuine
scholarship as well as Woit’s gifted ability to present and discuss in non-technical
terms complicated mathematics and physics.
Another advantage of the book is that Woit does not offer alternatives of his own
to string theory. Woit does present a few nice ideas and observations that
deserve to be pursued,

When it comes to string theory, Woit has concerns (some shared by string
theorists), complaints (a few justified), suspicions, and unrealistic expectations
(like everybody else); but Woit does not have a case.

Recommendation: For a layman wanting to read about string theory I would
recommend Brian Greene’s “The Elegant Universe” over Woit’s new book. An
intelligent reader should use plenty grains of salt to any new scientific theory
and any popular book describing it. Woit’s “case against string theory” may be of
some interest to string theorists and other theoretical physicists. I suspect that
this is the audience Woit really wants to address.

As I explained elswhere, some of the choices Woit has made as for what to
include as well as some of his rhetoric are disappointing.

I am also not happy with Woit’s analysis of sociology, politics and funding of
science. For a scientist, trying to explore something completely new (e.g., a
replacement for string theory,) is a very very risky business. Woit aims at a
system which allows scientists to take riskless risks. As there is no such thing as
a riskless risk, Woit’s ideas on this front may deserve the title “not even wrong”.

Gina

(And thank you Ebgert for the analogy with mathematical logic.)

53. Gina
September 17, 2006

Gina–do you have a background or degree in physics?

54. TheGraduate



September 17, 2006

Gina,

One thing I’ve disliked about many of the reviews so far, including yours, is that
they spend a lot of time arguing the string theory case for the string theorists
instead of reviewing the actual book.

I just don’t understand how it makes sense to review a book with a polemic
about why it makes sense to continue doing some theory that the book is
critiquing.

I would have thought the more sensible thing to do (in a review) is to analyze the
author’s main points and outline:

1. The facts that the author states which are incorrect

2. The deductions the author makes with correct facts but incorrect logic

3. Correct deductions made by the author with correct facts which are
nevertheless constitute an incomplete analysis

By doing this, one gets at the quality of the author’s arguments.

In that sense, my feedback to your review would be to be more specific and
support your points … but that is my liberal arts education coming out …

As your opinion, I guess it’s fine. There is only so much one can put into a
random post on a blog. But as written, your point of view seems unsubstantiated.

55. TheGraduate
September 17, 2006

Gina,

I normally wouldn’t have commented on your review but you did ask for
commentary.

56. woit
September 18, 2006

Gina,

Please stop submitting repetitive and non-substantive comments here, as well as
ones that show little understanding of the issues involved. I’m happy to debate
people with a serious background in string theory who want to discuss the
arguments in my book, but you’re just wasting my time.

57. Thomas Larsson
September 18, 2006

will continue its dominance as SUSY-GUT can be embedded in the string



framework. Lubos and Jaques believe this will be an outcome, Lubos is willing to
bet money,

Of course, this also means that somebody else is willing to bet money against
them – in Distler’s case, somebody with inside information from the Tevatron.
Also note that Motl’s original bet involved the date 2006. Depending on the exact
conditions and his success in renegotiating them, he may already have lost his
bet in less than four months.

58. Dan
September 18, 2006

Dear Mr. Larsson, I’ve not heard of someone with inside information from TEV
betting against Distler on SUSY. Could you elaborate?

Peter, when you say that string theory cannot be falsified, stringy unification
theories are built on top of SUSY-GUT, which predict proton decay half-times. If
the current null result from Kakimone continues, then at some point in the future
SUSY-GUT’s can be ruled out by experiment as SU(5) have been, hence string
theory unifcation scenarios built on SUSY-GUT’s would be experimentally
falsified. (stringy unification scenarios is the one reason to take string theory
seriously).

59. Thomas Larsson
September 18, 2006

Here.

Of course, nobody knows the outcome of future experiments for sure, but I would
take Dorigo in 2006 a lot more seriously than Motl in 2001. Not only because he
is in the loop, but also because he formulated his bet after five more years of
experiments yielding null results for susy (Tevatron, SuperK, PEDM, muon g-2,
…).

60. Renormalized
September 18, 2006

“I am also not happy with Woit’s analysis of sociology, politics and funding of
science. For a scientist, trying to explore something completely new (e.g., a
replacement for string theory,) is a very very risky business. Woit aims at a
system which allows scientists to take riskless risks. As there is no such thing as
a riskless risk, Woit’s ideas on this front may deserve the title “not even wrong”.
”

This shows a total lack of understanding or insight into what Peter has said from
the beginning. He is not asking for a riskless risk (I feel dumb even copying
riskless risk), He is asking for strings to be tied to reality in even the smallest
way.

61. Thomas Larsson
September 18, 2006

http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2001-06/msg0033489.html
http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2001-06/msg0033489.html
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2006/09/04/this-1000-says-there-aint-new-physics-at-the-tev-scale/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2006/09/04/this-1000-says-there-aint-new-physics-at-the-tev-scale/


If the current null result from Kakimone continues, then at some point in the
future SUSY-GUT’s can be ruled out by experiment as SU(5) have been, hence
string theory unifcation scenarios built on SUSY-GUT’s would be experimentally
falsified.

Can you be more specific about when this is supposed to happen?

In hep-ph/0005095 Pati wrote on p 4:

“strongly suggests that discovery of proton decay should be around the corner.
In fact, one expects that at least candidate events should be observed in the near
future already at SuperK.”

This was written in May 2000. Is September 2006 still in the near future from
that?

62. Steve Myers
September 18, 2006

Peter,
I read the review in the NYTimes. Yes, sounds like the guy has an agenda &
knows little math-physics. But a point I made months asgo : reading reviews, for
an author, is not worth the time. Best criticism comes from editors & trusted
friends in the field.
Another general point: if someone’s grounds for doing or believing something is
not based on reason, you can’t reason them out of it.

63. Peter Woit
September 18, 2006

Dan,

My impression is that you can get a fairly wide range of predictions of the proton
lifetime out of different supersymmetric GUT models, so unfortunately
experiments won’t be able to rule out the whole class of such models anytime
soon.

LDM and Steve,

I’m not very interested in criticism from Siegfried, his own books are models of
what I think is wrong with popular books on physics, and he seems to
understand very little about this subject. His arguments in his review don’t make
much sense, they seem to be purely motivated by distaste for the fact that
anyone would criticize the subject he has been spending his time promoting. I
don’t think he would see himself as being irresponsible, he clearly hates what I
was doing with my book, and wants to discourage anyone from buying it.

In practice, his review completely trashes my book, but is much kinder to
Smolin’s. The net effect I think is that it encourages people with any interest in
the subject to buy Smolin’s book (which is doing extremely well since the
review). As far as getting the news out to the general public about what the

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0005095
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0005095


situation with string theory is, fine with me if Smolin ends up being much more
successful at doing that than me.

64. Alejandro Rivero
September 18, 2006

I’d not say that Dorigo his bet is based on “inside information”; in fact his blog is
one of the best efforts to pass experimental information towards a wider public
community (I hope you will mostly agree; I think I am not biased by his quoting
of my preprints).

What surprise me of his bet is that it is not restricted to SUSY but also to any
non minimal Higgs. Still, I think that the terms of discovery put on his side of the
bet the composite Higgs and 4+0 dimensional model if not new particles are
needed.

65. D R Lunsford
September 18, 2006

Alejandro – I would accept a single bet of up to $1000 bucks that the Higgs will
not be seen at all as such, rather something strange and interesting with
neutrino physics (e.g. very massive majoran) that will require a retooling of the
SM.

-drl

66. A
September 18, 2006

if somebody is interested in proton decay in supersymmetric models: it is caused
by a) triplet Higgsinos and b) vectors. a) is uncertain and typically too fast, but it
is easily avoided in more complicated models. b) is more precisely predicted and
small, beyond the reach of Super-Kamiokande; it can be reduced only with dirty
tricks.
Hopefully, the next two rounds of proton decay experiments will test b) closing
the issue before 2030.

67. Quantoken Impersonator
September 18, 2006

One criticism I have with not even wrong, which is excellent in enthusiasm and
for inspiring the reader to learn more about the study of the real mathematical
physics subject of quantum field theory, is this:

Woit offers no analysis of the possibility of external refutation of string theory by
another theory being successful.

To understand this, consider other failed theories like phlogiston, caloric,
epicycles, mechanical gear cog ether.

In each case (let’s call these ‘religious theories’ for simplicity), the theory was



incapable of falsification within itself because it made no checkable predictions
per se, just as is the case for string.

But in each case the theory was eventually INDIRECTLY FALSIFIED by
alternative theories being extended to do more stuff than the religious theory.

Woit rightly takes a conservative line and doesn’t make grandiose claims that
alternatives are likely to overthrow string anytime soon in the way that
alternatives overthrew the ‘religious theories’ mentioned above.

Woit should however acknowledge some probability (however low it seems
subjectively) that the end of string will come by some paradigm shift away from
M-theory and towards phenomenological modelling, rather than through the
failure of the large hadron collider and experiments.

Because string speculations swamp arXiv and provide so many contradictory
“predictions” about the number of “branes” and the mechanism for the strength
of gravity, not to mention the landscape of vacuum energy solutions, I’m
confident that string theorists are perfectly capable of reading ANY experimental
data from LHC as “evidence” for some version of string theory.

Since the “predictions” are so vague, almost any data from LHC could be read as
a suggestive hint that superpartners could exist. People WANT to see
confirmation + Woit and Smolin put pressure on the mainstream => the
mainstream cooks up some false evidence. Easy! Critics sorted.

Woit will find it harder to say that the Emperor’s clothes are threadbare
convincingly (which will be the case when string celebrates evidence from LHC),
than to say the Emperor is naked (the case today in 2006). You’re cornering a
wild beast in string theory; it will put up a frenzied fight rather than surrender.

Woit will be deemed by the media to have a vested evidence in making negative
noise and being dismissive towards string, so you’ll be ignored, and I fear that
fiddled LHC or other “evidence” for big branes in string theory will sink all
atlernatives forever. Even epicycles and phlogiston had some alleged evidence.
Can’t Woit survey some alternatives and write an arXiv paper objectively
categorising alternatives to string according to how many facts they encompass,
and how few speculations they require? (At present Motl is the only one who
repeatedly claims to do this, but his scheme has only one category for
alternatives: crackpot.)

68. TheGraduate
September 18, 2006

Finally got my copy of NEW and T w/ P at the local bookstore this morning.

69. Yatima
September 18, 2006

Quantoken Impersonator wrote:



> In each case (let’s call these ‘religious theories’ for simplicity), the theory
> was incapable of falsification within itself because it made no checkable
> predictions per se, just as is the case for string.

Well, according to Thomas Kuhn (in ‘The Structure of Scientific Revolutions’)
that would be the normal state of affairs. You don’t need ‘checkable predictions’
as everything is ‘explained’ by your current approach.

The prevailing theory (e.g. “phlogiston”) would explain any observations made
and proponents would push observed anomalies to the boundary, either
ignoring/cataloging them or explaining them away (“this could easily be
explained by high concentrations of tightly bound phlogiston…needs more
study”)

After anomalies accumulate and remain unexplained, a new ‘paradigm’ is
proposed (generally by someone with no vested interest in the prevailing
paradigm). That new paradigm then has to win over the existing one. Kuhn
writes: “In the sciences, the testing situation never consists simply in the
comparison of a single paradigm with nature. Instead, testing occurs as part of
the competition between two rival paradigms for the allegiance of the scientific
community”.

Kuhn refutes the existence of a Popperian falsification procedure, any prevalent
paradigm having to be flexible enough to (within bounds) accomodate anomalies.
Not unreasonable: If there is no competing paradigm, people will just shrug in
response to an anomaly and say “we know it doesn’t always work”

Now, String Theory does not seem to fight, it just assimilates. It looks like an
exploration of a mathematical space with the hope that something in that space
will be found that, with some specialization/parametrization is able to generate
all existing observations – and then some. Unfortunately one does not know
whether there is such thing at all and whether it is anywhere in the ‘vicinity’ of
the target, M-theory (‘vicinity’ could actually be defined more rigorously here)
Most probably though there are many many such things out there, so you want
to find the one that is least generalized… I will stop now. Sorry sorry Peter.

P.S. Kuhn used ‘paradigm’ first, before marketeers misappropriated it, to
describe achievements “sufficiently unprecedented to attract an enduring group
of adherents away from competing modes of scientific activity (and) sufficiently
open-ended to leave all sorts of problems for the redefined group of practiioners
to resolve”.

70. TheGraduate
September 18, 2006

What does Kuhn say about the role of needing to get tenure in the propagation of
faddish scientific theories?

I’ve heard a lot about the physics job market being very, very tight and how only
the more ‘elite’ physicists get academic jobs these days … I’ve also heard just
being able to say you work on string theory carries with it a presumption of



being an elite physicist …

I suppose I’m a bit surprised that there isn’t more discussion of that aspect of
things ie the very real possibility of putting a lot of these chaps out of work.

71. King Ray
September 18, 2006

I think that as Kuhn describes in his book, The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions, that we are in a period between paradigms where physicists are
wandering in the wilderness, doing things such as string theory. It will take a
revolutionary new idea to create a new paradigm. Kuhn stated that physics and
science do not advance monotonically, but in leaps and bounds when new
paradigms emerge. In between paradigms, there is stagnation, like now. It’s
been 25 years since I read Kuhn’s book, but certain points he made have really
stuck with me.

72. Chris Oakley
September 19, 2006

It will take a revolutionary new idea to create a new paradigm.

I am sick of hearing that a new “revolution” is required in physics. The two most
important “revolutions” in physics in the last century were special relativity and
quantum mechanics, and I have not even seen the results of these applied
honestly and consistently.

73. Thomas Larsson
September 19, 2006

Alejandro, I admit that “inside information” was for rhetorical effect. However,
Dorigo’s post did confirm my suspicion that past experiments are tightly
constraining all kinds of post-SM physics at the LHC. I agree that his site is a
wonderful place to learn about experimental HEP.

Anyway, my point was that Distler’s and Motl’s bets are not strong evidence for
SUSY, since insightful people are betting against them.

74. Gina
September 19, 2006

In my review there is a typo which makes one sentence ambigious , when I wrote

“Whether string theory will prevail or not, it seems hard to argue that string
theory contributed important insights and technical infrastructure to
mathematics and to physics.”

I simply meant, of course

“Whether string theory will prevail or not, it is a fact that string theory
contributed important insights and technical infrastructure to mathematics and
to physics.”



(To your question, Gina, I do have an academic background but not a degree in
physics.)

75. dan
September 19, 2006

“Thomas Larsson Says:
Anyway, my point was that Distler’s and Motl’s bets are not strong evidence for
SUSY, since insightful people are betting against them.”

That’s a good point.

I actually think that string theory does make “soft predictions” that can be
“falsified”, by soft I mean qualitative falsification not quantitative predictions.
String theory, since it requires SUSY, and a SUSY theory consistent with known
observation. Peter has objected to Distler and Motl’s claim strings “predicts” or
“outputs” MSSM (I mistakenly said SM originally) but perhaps the word “embed
MSSM in the string theoretical framework” would be more accurate?

Mr. Larsson, to answer your question,
I am under the understanding that SUSY-GUT that would be consistent with
current observation would be either MSSM- SUSY-GUT SU(5) or SO(10), it’s my
understand current observed proton half-life of 10^35 rules out 95% confidence
MSSM-SUSY-GUT SU(5)

“arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0302272 – It is widely believed that minimal
supersymmetric SU(5) GUTs have been excluded by the SuperKamiokande
bound for the proton decay rate.”

“arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0108104 “We make explicit the statement that Minimal
Supersymmetric SU(5) has been excluded by the Super-Kamiokande search for
the process $p \to K^{+} …

That leaves us with MSSM- SUSY-GUT SO(10), which I think can be said to be
embedded in the framework of heterotic E8 type string theory (If Peter objects to
the word prediction or output). MSSM- SUSY-GUT SO(10) would be the most
minimal SUSY-GUT known consistent with current observations of the SM. It also
predicts proton decay although I am unsure what half-life it predicts, and
predicts masses for superpartners that is within reach of LHC energies.

This paper
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-ph/pdf/0004/0004266.pdf
states it is highly model dependent.

In summary: If no proton decay is ever observed + no SUSY seen at LHC
energies (or future colliders) + Loretnz violation observed at GLAST + absence
other string-inspired observations such as cosmic strings = falsification of SUSY
GUT SO(10) = other MSSM models are unlikely to agree with experience ==
unlikely string theory is correct as a result of experimental and observational
evidence.

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-ph/pdf/0004/0004266.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-ph/pdf/0004/0004266.pdf


76. Peter Woit
September 19, 2006

Dan,
As far as I know, the SO(10) SUSY gut doesn’t predict masses of superpartners
within reach of the LHC, it doesn’t predict them at all. With current Tevatron
bounds, some degree of fine-tuning is needed to make supersymmetry work, so
one can worry that one has already lost the supersymmetry explanation of the
hierarchy problem. If superpartners have such high mass that you can’t see them
at the LHC, you need a lot more fine-tuning. But then again, if you believe many
string theorists these days, the hierarchy problem is resolved anthropically
anyway.

77. dan
September 19, 2006

Dear Peter,

I probably will need to do some research, and possibly ask the usual suspects
who are familiar with the relevant literature in arxiv

I thought the reason Lubos & Distler are *publically* willing to bet money is that
they have reviewed the relevant literature in arxiv and unpublished, on SUSY
and SO(10) SUSY GUT and believe that SO(10) SUSY GUT predicts
superpartners (i.e neutralino) accessible at LHC ranges (with SO(10) SUSY GUT
representing low-energy phenomenology of string theory consistent with known
facts) otherwise, they stand to lose money. I suppose the bet could be extended
for proton decay.

The article: “http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-ph/pdf/0004/0004266.pdf” does
mention fine-tuning SUSY to match observation.

It seems to me that most string theorists feel since LHC’s results are still several
years into the future (Distler commenting it takes time for LHC to run at spec.) I
think for string theorists, it’s business as usual.

78. Christine
September 20, 2006

Gina wrote:

[The Landscape] can also be an “impossibility result” which reveal a genuine
problem with our ability to describe physical reality at some scales, if we like it
or not.

For what is worth, maybe an “impossibility result” for string theory, like it or not.

BTW yesterday I received Smolin’s book from the assistant director of publicity
and just from reading the first pages it made my day. Smolin is the voice of
lucidness in a sea of… of… hep-th nightmare (yes, except for very few
exceptions, doesn’t it look more and more like some kind of physics nightmare??



Why not rename hep-th to str-math, “string mathematics”?). If string theory
proves to be correct, I’ll also be one of the first to applause the effort. (I am not
particularly against string theory — or “against theories” anyway.). But while the
situation is so far from success, other coherent, promissing alternatives must be
encouraged. Otherwise, this is not how science must proceed. Even my 7 year
old son can understand this.

It’s difficult to add something to what has already been so cleverly said
elsewhere, except to acknowledge, based on individual experiences, that the
sociological effect is real and damaging and somehow must be reduced as much
as possible from the scientific activity.

I look forward to Woit’s book with great interest as well, and see how both books
complement each other. It’s a very special moment in the history of science, and
all I can hope is that I’ll be able to write a responsible review on these historical
books.

Christine

79. Gina
September 20, 2006

Let me make a few more remarks on the discussion above.

One frustrating thing about this science business is having to keep double
checking not only those matters of disagreement, but also matters of complete
agreement. There was a single item in the discussion I certainly agreed with
Peter about, the need of an honest and self-critical approach, and even this item,
on closer examination, is not that simple.

We do not pay scientists to be just honest we pay them also to be gullible. They
have to be gullible mainly regarding their own abilities and also regarding their
beliefs on the foundation of the current theory they are working in, the prospects
for its success, the relevance of the methods, and the overall importance.They
have to be a little blind to the frustrating nature of their profession and to the
overwhelming probability of a sense of missing out on their lives down the road.

To me, Peter, the signal concerning the state of string theory coming from Gross’
“never never give up” statement is not that much different from what you are
saying. (I could imagine how I would feel if my personal physician, Dr Gross had
told me: “The outcomes of your tests have now arrived, and I will never never
never never give up on you, Gina.”) I think Gross’ massage to the young
scientists is the more correct one. What I’d tell to them young (and old) brilliant
guys and gals is: “Do not give up and always keep your mind open, (and get a
life, and put things in proportion, and remember, it is a struggle all right, but it is
not really, really, really a war.)”

So if you feel we are in a bottleneck here, wish to cut some corners, and do not
have the patience to wait for the emergence of the next paradigm as beautifully
explained by Yetimar (or persistence of this one), maybe it will be a good idea to
follow Quant Imp’s suggesting having an arXive-quality document summarizing



the alternatives. And maybe my suggestion from a few weeks ago to have a
scientific short document with the main point for the “case against string theory”
which will elaborate on the main problems and can get a little technical but
without the maharishi, and the brothers, and summer salaries and the job
market, can also be a useful idea.

“but in the generic case, a real possibility is that X-theory will achieve one or
more of its major goals, making it a solid and permanent part of science, opening
up new areas to work on that build on this success”

One has to be very very gullible (much beyond what is needed for a scientist) to
believe that this is the case for a generic scientific theory.

“Gina, … but you’re just wasting my time”.

Well, as they say, “A scientist who is not waisting his time is waisting his time”.
Anyway, I will try to improve the quality of my remarks (and reduce their
frequency), and I hope they will eventually become interesting to you. But please
do not delete me from these infinite cyber valleys.

80. Yatima
September 20, 2006

Gina, this pertains to your interests, I think.

Just now I’m burrowing through Lee Smolin’s book (in the middle of the night…
hmm double special relativity? tasty!) but I will stop for now and quote from a
novel by Arkadi and Boris Strugatsky (not to be confused with the Bogdanoffs)
called ‘Far Rainbow’ which on the face of it is about an physical experiment
going horribly wrong as the underlying governing laws are unknown (a classic,
recently explored by Greg Egan) but it actually seems to echo the Great Patriotic
War. Anyway, towards the end, Camille, the greatest physicist of Rainbow, is
heard to say (he has worked too hard not to mention died a few times):

“The Great Logician. Logical methods demand absolute concentration. To do
anything in science, day and night you have to think about one and the same
thing, read about one and the same thing, talk about one and the same thing..
And where can you go from your psychic prism? Away from the inborn capacity
to love… You’ve got to love, read about love, you’ve got to have green hills,
music, pictures, dissatisfaction, fear, envy… You try to limit yourself – and you
lose an emormous part of your happiness. And you know very well you’re losing
it. So then to blot out that consciousness and put an end to the torture of
ambivalence, you castrate yourself. You tear away from yourself the whole
emotional half of your humanity and you leave yourself with only one reaction to
the world around you – doubt. Then loneliness lies in wait for you.”

Hopefully most physicists are not so bitter. But stil, one gets what he means.



Some Links

September 19, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

John Baez is encouraging people to join in a campaign to “save New Scientist” from
itself, i.e. to get them to stop publishing so much scientific nonsense. This seems to
me like a worthwhile goal; maybe if they stop writing articles about crackpots and
their “electromagnetic drives”, they’ll also stop promoting bogus over-hyped claims
from prominent theorists about cosmology, string theory, etc….

Shing-Tung Yau is fighting back against the New Yorker article “Manifold Destiny”,
which was very critical of him, essentially claiming he was trying to steal credit for
the proof of the Poincare Conjecture from Perelman. He has hired a lawyer and set-up
a web-site. The web-site includes a long letter from his lawyer to the New Yorker,
making his case that the article has many inaccuracies. There will be a webcast
tomorrow at noon giving his side of this story. Many other blogs and newspapers are
discussing this, see here, here, here, here, and here. Unfortunately for Yau, he has
strong support from Lubos Motl, who seems a tad obsessed, ranting about how the
quality of the New Yorker article:

resembled the style and ethical standards of many jerks in the blogosphere, including
a colleague of Sylvia Nasar at Columbia University.

People who want to engage in bashing of Yau or of his opponents are warned that
they should do it elsewhere. Only comment on this here if you have something to say
that is substantive and respectful of all parties involved.

Besides Yau’s webcast, tomorrow you can also listen to me on the SETI Radio
Network program, broadcast on Discovery Channel Radio. This will also be on their
web-site, more info here.

The Harvard Crimson has an article about Nima Arkani-Hamed, who evidently made
Popular Science’s “Brilliant 10” list for

his research on the idea that our universe may be only one of many “multiverses” and
that additional dimensions may exist.

(many “multiverses”???) Arkani Hamed promotes the anthropic landscape and split
supersymmetry as a test for it:

He recently proposed a model for new physics, called split supersymmetry—which
theorizes that half of all particles in the universe have partner particles. He said that
if the results of the LHC experiment reveal split supersymmetry, “it would be a
tremendous push in the direction of a multiverse.”

“Right now a lot of people are on the fence,” about the theory of a multiverse, Arkani-
Hamed said. “I think if the LHC sees split super symmetry it’s over.”

Also on the multiverse front, Gibbons and Turok have a new paper out on The
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Measure Problem in Cosmology. They claim to have a way of determining a measure
on the “multiverse”. Only problem is that with their measure, the probability of
having inflation work out the way it is supposed to is about e-180.

Update: Another radio appearance today, on the program This Week in Science.

Update: To view today’s webcast, go to www.premierewebcast.com, get your
software working, and enter room 150144. I’ll be skipping this myself, partly because
I’ll be in a faculty meeting.

Update: If you want to read a lot of incredibly ill-informed and worthless comments
on the Yau story, there’s always Slashdot.

Comments

1. Me
September 19, 2006

«John Baez is encouraging people to join in a campaign to ?save New Scientist?
from itself, i.e. to get them to stop publishing so much scientific nonsense.»

Last time I read New scientist was arround 1994. Back then I was still in high-
school and even so I recognized it mostly (not all) as vapid at best, deceitful at
worst.

Apparently it has gotten worse.

«The writer of this article, Justin Mullins, seems aware that conservation of
momentum is violated, but then churns out a lot of meaningless double-talk
about ?reference frames? which he seems to think demonstrates that relativity
somehow comes to the rescue:»

2. Peter Orland
September 19, 2006

New Scientist is too far gone to save. If I were to get a paper cut from an issue, I
would immediately seek a tetanus shot.

What worries me more is the fate of Scientific American. Scientific American
inspired generations of people to become scientists and engineers. Though it is
still miles above New Scientist, its quality has significantly declined.

3. Peter Orland
September 19, 2006

It seems pointless for people to take sides in the Yau vs. Perelman
fight. With so much attention focused on the debate, the truth will
win out, no matter who champions either side. What a silly waste of time. The
people who will (and should) decide the issue is the mathematical establishment.
The papers are there, with dated submissions, in black and white – so where is
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the debate?

The argument does not seem to even be a matter of intellectual courage, since
neither side needs defenders from the sidelines. It is
courageous to take an unpopular position out of conviction, not to argue who
deserves more credit.

4. Thomas Love
September 19, 2006

The campaign to save new scientist from itself is much like your campaign to
save science from itself.

As far as string theorists go: Just give them enough string and they will hang
themselves.

5. Dick Thompson
September 19, 2006

I don’t think the campaign to save New Scientist will go anywhere. Reed Elsevier
is surely not going to change their ways unless profits fall, which is not likely to
happen.

On Yau, it’s just sad to see this man, to whom math and physics are so indebted,
embroiled in a he said, she said scandal at this point in his life.

6. nigel
September 19, 2006

New Scientist’s success in popularizing physics in the UK is demonstrated by
hard, factual statistics:

“Physics has declined in popularity among pupils at school and students at
university, research suggests.

“A-level entries have fallen from 55,728 in 1982 to 28,119 in 2005, according to
researchers at Buckingham University.” – http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/education
/4782969.stm

Cause for real celebration by New Scientist! I wrote an opinion leader in
Electronics World saying that stringy hype is destroying British physics years
ago, but the only responses were from moronic crackpots who claimed the
decline in interest in physics was due to TV or computers or anything but stringy
stuff. Nobody cares.

7. Johan
September 19, 2006

New Scientist is published by Reed Elsevier?! In that case, I don’t particularly
care what happens to it.

8. werdna
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September 19, 2006

Peter Orland,

Just to clarify one thing: The so-called “Yau vs. Perelman fight” does not exist at
all. Yau, in his attorney’s letter, calls it a “fictitious battle.” Cao and Hamilton
also testified publicly that there was never a controversy surrounding questions
of credit, etc. (As it turned out, the 50-25-30% quote was made up by a third-
world reporter!) The only people who decided to make it a problem were the
irresponsible authors/”fact-checkers” of that NYer article. As we now know, that
piece apparently contains a lot of fiction.

There is a so-called “Tian-Yau affair,” however, but it is a different matter entirely
and should best be left to the two parties involved to sort out.

9. MathPhys
September 19, 2006

I read the various commentaries that followed The New York article, and I’m
shocked by how Nasar seems to have enticed then misinterpreted every single
academic that she interviewed.

I still have to read one academic that was quoted in her article come out and say
“Hell, yeah, that’s my opinion. What will you do, Yau? Not invite me to your
birthday party?”

10. gunpowder&noodles
September 19, 2006

Regarding Gibbons and Turok: Lubos had a posting about this paper which
reveals something about his way of thinking. Basically he thought that they were
criticizing inflation, which is The Establishment. He even went so far as to say
that the GT paper should not be published, and should not even have been
posted on the arxiv, because it criticizes an Established Theory.

He doesn’t like *any* criticism of The Establishment, and that is the sole reason
for his support of Yau. See? It all hangs together. Sort of.

Regarding Yau: To many people, I think the most shocking thing in the original
Nasar article was the allegation about how he rammed through the paper in the
Asian JM. I note that this crucial episode is not mentioned in the long letter.
Why? I think we all know the answer, and we all know what it implies.

11. Peter Orland
September 19, 2006

To MathPhys,

Perhaps I mischaracterized the matter as a fight. Yau’s talk at the meeting in
China, however, certainly seemed like a shot across the bow. Usually when a
breakthrough occurs, attention should be (and usually is) focused on the



research articles where the breakthrough happened. I don’t work in the field, but
the breakthrough in this case seems to be Perelman’s, from what I can tell.

Incidently, I have not read the New Yorker article yet, but now I am very curious
to know why some people are very upset about it.

12. Peter Orland
September 19, 2006

Oops, I meant werdna, not MathPhys. Please excuse me.

13. Roy
September 20, 2006

Werdna,
Slightly off topic– but I was curious what you meant by the following– “(As it
turned out, the 50-25-30% quote was made up by a third-world reporter!)”

Why is the adjective “third world” important?

14. werdna
September 20, 2006

I think that if people have an objection to anything Yau might have said or done,
they should personally write him at his Harvard address using their real identity
and give the professor a chance to reply to it.

It pains me to see such a hardworking and accomplished mathematician who’s
contributed so much to the field to be dragged through the mud by an outsider
like Nasar. He does not deserve it. And neither did those people who have been
deliberately misquoted in the article. The judging of all relevant works, including
who contributed how much to what part of the PC, should be left entirely to the
mathematical community. And this community likes to take its time to rigorously
go through everything to ensure correctness and fairness. This is something that
certain writers/researchers/journalists could learn from.

15. MathPhys
September 20, 2006

To gunpowder&noodles,

The episode in Nasar’s article regarding the publication of Cao and Zhu’s paper
is not mentioned in Yau’s lawyers’ letters because it has nothing, and I repeat
nothing, to do with this entire sad story.

As werdna said earlier, the Yau-Tian conflict has nothing to do anything else.

16. jeremy
September 20, 2006

Peter,



First time listen to your radio interview (This Week in Science). The messages
are certainly there, but if you can make the sentence shorter and not stop in the
middle of it, it will sound much better. Still, very well done.

In the letter of Yau’s lawyer, it mentioned the relationship between Phillip
Griffiths and Nasar. What is the relationship? Wife, girlfriend or mistress?

17. werdna
September 20, 2006

Roy,

You’ve asked a fair question. I added that adjective to suggest that the authors
should have known better than to rely solely on a source of information that
might not be completely reliable, given that journalism standards were generally
considered lower in developing countries. I certainly did not mean to suggest
that reporters there were less honest than those in wealthier nations. There are
many factors (such as educational level, likelihood of being sued, job pressures,
etc.) that may cause or force some reporters to be sloppier than others. But
again, that is the general impression.

18. Chris Oakley
September 20, 2006

Re: This Week in Science podcast.

Helpful note for those wanting to listen to Peter and not the less hot
broadcaster’s notes about his Hawaii vacation: start the audio exactly 30 minutes
after the beginning.

19. Thomas Larsson
September 20, 2006

“I think if the LHC sees split super symmetry it’s over.”

???

If the LHC sees sparticles, it would prove nonsplit SUSY, wouldn’t it? What is the
signature for split SUSY, and how can it be distinguished from no SUSY?

20. geometer
September 20, 2006

werdna,

1) I personally think that this is a free country and people can say whatever they
want without providing their names, but you seem to follow a different standard
(and I respect that). So if you wish to critisize Nasar you should write to her
using your real identity, so she has a chance to respond to the accusations.

2) I welcome Yau’s letter (the more information the better), and I am especially
glad the quote of credit distribution seems to be false (as it was ugly). The way I
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see it Yau knew the “50/25/30 quote” went arount the world like fire, and he
knew it was reported by Xinhua, which is a news agency millions of people pay
attention to (I am sure New Yorker has much smaller audience). So if Yau wanted
to rectify the situation he could’ve posted/distribute a correction saying that
“Xinhua report was incorrect, and here is what really happened”. Yau did not do
that. Now some people might think that “Xinhua report” benefited Yau’s case
(and it did, at least initially), and this is why he did not compain.

21. comentator
September 20, 2006

I found very interesting the words by Perelman in an interview after he talked
with J.Ball in St. Petersburg. “It seems that Cao did not understood my
arguments and he rewrote them, but everything is there”.

Now at this point is hard to say who contributed what; But a good indicator will
be the Clay prize, since they will be hearing from the people who actually has
been working on Perelman’s papers and I guess only one or at most two persons
will receive it, being Perelman one of them of course.

22. mathjunkie
September 20, 2006

I don’t believe the New Yorker’s report on Yau!

Parts of the report are hard to be proved.

23. MathLover
September 20, 2006

geometer,

About your point 2, it’s actually the case. The counsel’s letter clearly states that
the misquoted deputy director Yang Lo refused the idea of share of credit.
Unfortunately only the first Xinhua news goes through the world, not the second
one. But those facts were available to Nasar. Nasar was even warned by Yau that
there were opponents to his fight against corruptions in Chinese universities /
higher education system. Those opponents have obviously their fingers in the
press.

BTW, we all support free speach and free press, but not free slandering. Every
one is responsible for his / her own words. I don’t see werdna using any other
standard here.

The counsel’s letter really shed light on this subject. It’s clear, Nasar’s article
damaged the math community severely. Hints point to conspiracy that those who
have an interest to against Yau are at work. Nasar may become involved
knowingly or unknowingly.

24. TheGraduate
September 20, 2006



Yau should be doing the webcast in approximately 11 minutes.

25. geometer
September 20, 2006

MathLover,

Unfortunately I cannot read Chinese, but I did run the Yang Lo’s intervew
through the web translator and could not see any clear claim that the previous
news was incorrect. In fact, the whole Yang Lo’s interview was a celebration of
“Cao-Zhu success”, and it implied, as far as I could see, that their effort was no
less significant that Hamilton’s or Perelman’s (which is false in my professional
opinion).

I agree that “The counsel’s letter really shed light on this subject”, but I see no
damage to the math community. On the contrary I think we shall all gain at the
end because of this extra publicity.

26. werdna
September 20, 2006

geometer,

There are anonymous commentators who post responsibly, and then there are
those who hide behind a cover to hurl personal attacks and baseless accusations
at others. The postings of the latter usually get deleted – at least in this forum
anyway. As has been pointed out, free speech does not mean free slandering.

Personally, I would not write to Nasar myself. Those who have been misquoted by
her had made repeated requests to correct inaccuracies and distortions in the
past, but their attempts were unsuccessful. If the messages of these victims were
ignored, what good would my letter to her do? Do you think she would even
respond?

As for your other point, I believe MathLover has addressed it satisfactorily. Note
that the June 4th Chinese news report was quickly rescinded on June 9th.

27. Curious Bystander
September 20, 2006

There were interesting comments signed by “Anon at
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/09/shing-tung-yau-goes-after-shoddy.html
They are now partially removed?!

Lubos objected that my first post here didn’t address the individual points of the
letter, so I’ll try to do a bit of that presently. This may be boring, but hey, our host
asked for it.

The letter does not provide 12 pages of evidence of libel–it provides a few pages
of evidence that Nasar was less-than-ideally fair, along with a whole lot of petty
bitterness and innuendo. A general issue that I would mention first is that, as I
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indicated earlier, I think that Nasar probably got the impression by talking to a
lot of people that Yau wasn’t trustworthy. Whether or not that’s a correct
impression is not something that I feel competent to judge, but if she had that
impression then I do not believe that Yau saying, “I told you X and you didn’t
print it” or “You didn’t let me give my version of X” is actionable, because a
journalist is free to judge whether or not certain statements and sources are
credible.

The specific objections don’t start until page 3. We see a long list of sentences
beginning with “You gave [Yau] no chance to respond to…” As I indicate above,
all these can be explained by Nasar growing to distrust Yau over the course of
researching the article. If there is a law stating that journalists are obliged to
solicit and reproduce all of their subjects’ opinions on everything they discuss in
an article (even when they distrust the source in question), I’d be interested in
seeing it. Nasar may be guilty of jumping to conclusions or being somewhat
unfair here, but I seriously doubt that she’s guilty of libel.

Page 4 first complains about the subtitle and the picture–as I said I think the
picture is rather problematic, but again it’s not clear to me that Nasar is
responsible for it. There’s then a complaint about the famous 50-25-30
distribution of credit that the Chinese state media reported in early June
(mysteriously, this seems to have disappeared from the online stories). Nasar and
Gruber quoted from a press conference, attributing the distribution to Yang Le
and giving a quote from Yau (which Yau now says was fabricated–by a Chinese
reporter, not by Nasar) which seems to endorse it. Now Yau is quoting an e-mail
that he sent to the fact checker to the effect that “I did not say it and people put
that into my mouth.” Again, perhaps Nasar doesn’t trust Yau about this–and
perhaps for that matter that fact-checker looked into this and found that he did
in fact say such a thing at the press conference; there surely were witnesses that
could have been consulted.

Lubos, you presumably remember very well the 50-25-30 distribution of credit,
since you wrote a blog post featuring it. It seemed to make a very real
impression on you and many other people around the world. If Yau didn’t believe
in this, the time to distance himself from this was immediately afterward–but he
didn’t see fit to do so at the time. (Yang a few days later apparently gave an
interview–AFAIK only ever published i

AFAIK only ever published in Chinese–saying that he (Yang) wasn’t qualified to
give such a distribution of credit…but Yau is someone who is qualified to do so,
and I’m not aware of him retracting anything prior to his interview with Allyn
Jackson in the September Notices, if you even count that.) Instead, Yau went on
to give the talk at Strings ’06 which, again, trumpeted very heavily what Cao and
Zhu did (and also everything that Yau did that could at all be connected to the
conjecture–remember a certain blogger who explained that Yau had given “a talk
about the Poincare conjecture and how he proved it!”?). Only later, when
criticism of this distribution started mounting, did Yau suddenly decide that it
would be prudent to move away from it. Throughout June, Yau was presenting
the proof of the Poincare conjecture as a triumph of Chinese mathematics. Nasar
and Gruber had every right to report on this, and to view Yau’s modest reversal



on this issue as insincere.
There follows a weird reference to Nasar and Griffiths’ “relationship” and the
confident declaration that the negative comments obtained from other
mathematicians about Yau only resulted from Nasar poisoning their mind with
nasty rumors about him. Well, I seriously doubt that every mathematician I’ve
talked to who has a negative opinion of Yau has talked to Nasar and got it from
her. These opinions circulate widely throughout the community, and it’s much
more likely that the community passed them on to Nasar than the other way
around.
Much of page 6 discusses the Cao-Zhu paper and the amount of credit it gives to
Perelman. The statements are framed very carefully in order to make Yau (and
Cao-Zhu) look like they’re giving as much credit to Perelman as possible and that
Nasar was denying this, but it also doesn’t bother to provide any actual
statements in the article that contradict anything being said here (there is a
reference to a sensationalistic subtitle and to the picture–probably neither of
which was Nasar’s work). These paragraphs also commit what I would say is a
slight misdirection–what’s at issue in the New Yorker article is not how much
credit the Cao-Zhu article gives to Perelman (indeed neither Cao nor Zhu come
off at all badly in the article, I thought) but rather whether Yau’s public behavior
was aimed at giving an unreasonably large amount of credit to Yau and his
proteges at Perelman’s expense. Note that the Cao-Zhu article was never even
publically available until July (or maybe late June in paper form), and the number
of mathematicians (and laymen) who had some exposure to Yau’s actions in the
press in June is much larger than the number who have looked at the text of the
Cao-Zhu paper. And Yau’s actions in June (which admittedly may have been
misrepresented by the Chinese press–but that’s something for him to take up
with them, not the New Yorker) sure looked a lot like he was claiming credit for
himself and his proteges

–the only debate anyone was having back then was whether said claim was valid;
I don’t recall any of Yau’s defenders saying at the time that the claim wasn’t
being made.

Starting on page 7 there’s a discussion of the Givental flap. The letter of course
neglects to mention that the article says, “Liu maintains that his proof was
significantly different from Givental’s,” but does complain about the fact that the
article didn’t refer to specific arguments that Liu made to support this
statement. I don’t know a lot about this specific dust-up, beyond the fact that at
least a significant number of people believe that Yau’s behavior was
inappropriate here and that the Lian-Liu-Yau paper claimed more credit than was
fair. When Givental came up for tenure at Berkeley, the department of course
consulted experts in the field about this, and you can guess what the outcome
was based on where Givental is now. This was certainly natural background for
the authors to give, and while again I can understand if Yau thinks the
description of the Givental conflict was unfair to him I can’t imagine what could
be considered libellous about it.

Then we get into the issue of the authors’ statement that although Yau had been
publishing prolifically it has been a decade since his last major result. Yau may
not like this statement, but it’s so subjective (what’s a “major result”?) that once



again I just don’t see anything that deserves a libel suit here. I’m not an expert
on Yau’s work, but I’m sure not aware of anything that he’s done in the last
decade that has been anywhere near as influential in mathematics as a lot of the
work he did in the period from, say, 1975-86. Or as influential as the proof of the
Poincare conjecture. Of course Schoen and Smoller (in the former case talking
about one of his pet sub-subjects (special Lagrangians) and in the latter case
talking about his own joint work) are entitled to their own opinions here. Quoting
Stroock (a famous probabilist) of all people about string theory doesn’t exactly
do wonders for the credibility of the argument being made here.

OK, if Mike Anderson’s account is true then the magazine should probably run a
correction removing those words from his mouth. The letter then mentions
Stroock’s (or rather “Strook’s”) complaint that he was taken out of context. That
may be true, but I strongly suspect that every magazine and newspaper in the
country would go bankrupt if they were sued every time they took someone’s
statements out of context. Like so many other things in the letter, this is just
filler that is not remotely cause for a lawsuit. And it’s also worth mentioning that
Anderson’s and Stroock’s widely-circulated letters that are critical of the
article’s treatment of Yau appear were directed to Yau, seemingly at his
insistence. Stroock did write a letter to the editor of the New Yorker, the
published version of which had a quite different focus.

The first section of page 10 raises a subjective matter of interpretation–again,
this is filler.

The implication of the start of the next section is that it’s libellous and/or
defamatory to point out (truthfully) that Yau has never spent more than a few
months at a time in mainland China. Hmm…

“Yau’s efforts to combat institutional corruption at the highest levels of academia
in China,” referred to many times in the letter, have nothing to do with the
question of whether the article in question is libellous.

Presumably if this whole thing goes anywhere (it probably won’t), we’ll find out
whether the mysterious Chern relative really exists, and whether the claims
about Yau trying to move the ICM to Hong Kong (which the article acknowledged
that Yau denied–of course the letter doesn’t mention this) have any basis in fact.
I’m getting tired of going through this page by page by now, but I think I’ve
addressed most of the main points. It may be 12 pages, but there’s really not
much there beyond lawyerly intimidation that I suspect the magazine will easily
see through.

Now that I think about it, Yau’s main goal here may not be to extract anything in
particular from the New Yorker, but rather to get his version of the story out in
wide circulation. And I guess he’s succeeded in that.

28. Peter Woit
September 20, 2006

Curious Bystander,



Anyone who frequents Lubos’s blog should be aware that he has a policy of
deleting comments he disagrees with, especially if they are substantive and
present facts that he doesn’t like.

29. geometer
September 20, 2006

werdna,

You wrote: “There are anonymous commentators who post responsibly, and then
there are those who hide behind a cover to hurl personal attacks and baseless
accusations at others… As has been pointed out, free speech does not mean free
slandering”.

I fully support polite intellegent discussions. However, it seems to me that you
and MathLover confuse “slander” with the “difference in opinions”. One is yet to
PROVE in court that Nasar’s article is slander, and I think, this might be difficult.
I assure you there are many very respectable mathematicians that feel the
article is basically correct. You may well disagree, just please do not call this
slander. And there is nothing wrong in anonymous postings as long as they are
polite and responsible.

You wrote: “Personally, I would not write to Nasar myself. Those who have been
misquoted by her had made repeated requests to correct inaccuracies and
distortions in the past, but their attempts were unsuccessful. If the messages of
these victims were ignored, what good would my letter to her do? Do you think
she would even respond?”

She would not, and this was exactly my point. It makes no sense for a Prof.
Nobody to openly critisize to Prof. Yau, who would not even respond. However,
Prof. Nobody can still express her opinions anonymously in a forum, as long as
she is polite.

You wrote: “As for your other point, I believe MathLover has addressed it
satisfactorily. Note that the June 4th Chinese news report was quickly rescinded
on June 9th.”

So I figure you can read Chinese. I truly envy you. Could you kindly translate for
me the exact quote where the 1st news report was rescinded?

30. werdna
September 20, 2006

geometer,

The slandering I was talking about were the “personal attacks and baseless
accusations” that have been deleted in this blog by Peter. Please read my entire
paragraph again. I have always been supportive of polite, fair, and meaningful
discussions here and elsewhere, and have never tried to silence anyone for a
difference of opinions.



I did not say Nasar’s article was “slander.” Please read my earlier post above. I
said it “apparently contains a lot of fiction.” This is based obviously on the new
information provided by the attorney’s letter and the letters written by the
academics who were (mis)quoted in the article.

You said that “I assure you there are many very respectable mathematicians that
feel the article is basically correct.” If that is the truth, then let the truth be told
honestly. Why does a writer need to use deceptive interviewing methods and
questionable editing styles to twist people’s words? Wouldn’t it be easier to just
tell it like it is?

Finally, the June 4th and June 9th dates were taken from the attorney’s letter. It
is written in English, not Chinese.

31. jeremy
September 20, 2006

Curious Bystander writes,
“A general issue that I would mention first is that, as I indicated earlier, I think
that Nasar probably got the impression by talking to a lot of people that Yau
wasn’t trustworthy.”

You think? Nasar probably? So, you just went on writing everything based on
your imagination. I thought that we are here to talk about irresponsible writers.

32. Moeen
September 20, 2006

MathPhys said: “The episode in Nasar’s article regarding the publication of Cao
and Zhu’s paper is not mentioned in Yau’s lawyers’ letters because it has
nothing, and I repeat nothing, to do with this entire sad story.”

I thought what the authors were trying to get across was that Yau was trying to
get more than his fair share of credit, and ramming the Cao-Zhu paper through
the journal and bypassing the usual procedures was an example of him doing
that. How then does it have “nothing” to do with this story?

33. geometer
September 20, 2006

werdna

“Finally, the June 4th and June 9th dates were taken from the attorney’s letter. It
is written in English, not Chinese.”

Oh, so you simply believe what is stated in the attorney’s letter. I have no more
questions. If you ever wish to research the original sources try the direct links in
Chinese listed at
http://boards.newyorker.com/thread.jspa?threadID=721&tstart=0
I wish someone could translate all this for me.

http://boards.newyorker.com/thread.jspa?threadID=721&tstart=0
http://boards.newyorker.com/thread.jspa?threadID=721&tstart=0


34. Curious Bystander
September 20, 2006

Jeremy writes: “You think? Nasar probably? So, you just went on writing
everything based on your imagination. I thought that we are here to talk about
irresponsible writers.”

1. Though I agree with most comments made by “Anon” in my post I do not want
to attribute the credit for his thoughtful remarks on the subject to myself.
2. We are not talking about imagination but of opinion. This opinion agrees we
the opinion of a lot of machinations in this and other blogs. I, like “Anon” also
believe that “These opinions circulate widely throughout the community, and it’s
much more likely that the community passed them on to Nasar than the other
way around.”
3. The previous posting was not about responsible or irresponsible writes
(though I believe that Sylvia Nasar is a responsible one) but of the grounds for a
legal dispute.
4. Talking of responsibility, why does nobody complain about completely
irresponsible remark in Dr Yau’s letter on “relationship between Ms. Nasar and
Mr. Griffiths”?

35. jeremy
September 20, 2006

Moeen writes,

“I thought what the authors were trying to get across was that Yau was trying to
get more than his fair share of credit, and ramming the Cao-Zhu paper through
the journal and bypassing the usual procedures was an example of him doing
that. How then does it have “nothing” to do with this story?”

How did Yau get his share of credit? It is Cao-Zhu’s paper, right? If there is redit
to get, it would be credit for Cao-Zhu. Do people really give credit to someone
who talks about a problem being solved rather than give it to the ones who wrote
about how to solve it?

How fast a journal wants to publish a paper is solely decided by the editor of the
journal. In this case, it was Yau. If everything in the Cao-Zhu paper is correct, he
can take credit for publishing a good paper. But if something turned out to be
wrong in the paper, he will be humiliated publicly at least in the mathematics
community. So, it is a fair game and there is nothing wrong with it.

36. TheGraduate
September 20, 2006

Mooeen,

I think you’ve got it slightly wrong, at least according to my reading of the
article, it implies that Yau was motivated by trying to get as much credit for
China as possible.



They are implying that he wanted credit but what they are implying that he
wanted credit for was as a leader in promoting chinese mathematics not for his
intellectual efforts.

37. Peter Shor
September 20, 2006

New Scientist has always been pretty flaky, but whatever happened to the other
science magazines on a similar level? There seem to be a lot fewer of them now
than there were ten years ago, and they all seem to be increasing their flakiness
content. Maybe it’s just that I’m increasing my standards, though. Other
opinions?

38. TheGraduate
September 20, 2006

P. Shor,

I think people that are fans of science magazines like for science articles to be
inspirational in a sort of pseudo-religious way. The commercial entities that sell
these magazines are aware of it and twist the content to suit.

In other words, the job of New Scientist is to make money and I’m sure it does
what it is made to do.

From the business perspective, that is what a business is supposed to do — make
money. Anything else is superfluous and naive.

39. Curious Bystander
September 20, 2006

Oops, how stupid of me, I meant mathematicians, not machinations.

40. geometer
September 20, 2006

Jeremy,

You wrote: “How did Yau get his share of credit? It is Cao-Zhu’s paper, right?”

In addition to what TheGraduate said, you should know that Cao is Yau’s former
student, and any success of a former student is (quite naturally) considered a
success of his advisor. (Just imagine that you have had several students who are
now tenured at top-5 universities?)

41. CS Guy
September 20, 2006

1. The first responsibility of any publication is to its readers. It has no
responsibility to make anyone “look good” or to ensure that everyone written
about is perfectly happy with how they are portrayed. Their responsibility is to
inform their readers about interesting things that they would have otherwise



been ignorant of. I think Nasar and Gruber did this admirably doing a lot of
original reporting and conducting dozens of interviews. This is the very definition
of a good magazine article.

2. Obviously S.-T. Yau has a right to present his own view. Indeed this is very
much a good thing, so people can get both sides. But I do question the logic of a
law suit. Imagine if GW Bush sued every news paper that portrayed him as an
idiot or Bill Clinton sued every one who portrayed him as a liar? The fact that
people say something bad about you does not mean it would be wise to sue them.

Here is a wikipedia article on libel. Based on the information presented there, I
don’t think S.-T. Yau has a chance unless he shows that the New Yorker
presented as fact something that they had no reasonable basis to believe was
true. Since the most damaging parts are public statements of Yau and quotes
from fellow mathematicians, I don’t see how he can win this.

3. Lastly, here is the response of The New Yorker:

“Manifold Destiny,” a 10,000-word article by Sylvia Nasar and David
Gruber published in the August 28, 2006 issue of The New Yorker, is
the product of more than four months of thorough, careful reporting
and meticulous fact-checking. Ms. Nasar and Mr. Gruber spent over
twenty hours interviewing Dr. Yau; they conducted approximately 100
other interviews with people in the field; corresponded by email with
Dr. Yau and many others; and traveled to China where they conducted
interviews and attended speeches and events discussed in the article.
In addition, the magazine’s fact-checkers spoke with Dr. Yau for
approximately eight hours, they examined notes, tapes, and documents
gathered by the authors, and the checkers conducted their own
thorough research. Contrary to Dr. Yau’s assertions, the article is
nuanced and fair, and was prepared using ethical standards of
journalism. Dr. Yau, his supporters and his point of view were given
ample space in the article.

Basically, after reading this latest law suit, I am even more inclined to believe
truth of The New Yorker article. We should be wary of covering up for famous
people. That will only tell them that they can get away with anything and lead to
more and more outrageous behavior.

42. TheGraduate
September 20, 2006

CS Guy:

Where is that quote of the New Yorker’s response from?

43. King Ray
September 20, 2006

This whole Perelman-Yau thing kind of reminds me of the Einstein-Hilbert
episode where Hilbert was going around discussing Einstein’s ideas for GR and

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slander_and_libel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slander_and_libel


not attributing them to Einstein; this was right before his 1916 paper came out,
if I remember correctly. Einstein had to write him a nasty letter to ask him to
stop presenting Einstein’s work as his own. Hilbert nearly beat Einstein to his
Lagrangian for GR, or maybe he did find it a little before Einstein. There was
also something where Einstein was publishing some work similar to what Cartan
had done so Cartan wrote him and they ended up being great friends and
collaborating on their teleparallel theory. Anyway, that is my recollection from
reading about these things 20+ years ago, so I may be a little off.

44. Molnar
September 20, 2006

In answer to Peter Shor’s question, I had the same impression about 20 years
ago when I stopped reading Scientific American. I can’t resist generalizing the
observation to other periodicals, such as the New York Times, which I also no
longer read. Given my advanced state of mental decay, I find it hard to believe
my own standards are rising; I’m afraid the mainstream publishing business is
going to hell in a handbasket. And speaking of the New Yorker, I still read it, but
I think it, too, has declined in recent years (think of what A. J. Liebling would
have written about Yau and Perelman).

45. John Baez
September 20, 2006

Peter Shor writes:

New Scientist has always been pretty flaky, but whatever happened to
the other science magazines on a similar level? There seem to be a lot
fewer of them now than there were ten years ago, and they all seem to
be increasing their flakiness content. Maybe it’s just that I’m
increasing my standards, though. Other opinions?

I don’t think New Scientist was always so flaky. In the 70’s it used to be pretty
good, except perhaps with a left-wing bias (which some people like more than
others).

Scientific American took a big slide downhill a while back. When I complained
about it in This Week’s Finds, one of the editors asked me to write some articles
for them. I never got around to it. I didn’t think it was a deliberate trick to
prevent me from complaining further, as in “hey! how can you complain about us
when you’re one of the writers?” I even sort of wanted to do it, since Martin
Gardner had been one of my heroes. But I just couldn’t get up the enthusiasm to
spend my expository energies in old-fashioned media where the readers have to
pay and the writers don’t get much of the money. I don’t want a middleman.

And maybe I’m not the only one – maybe all the scientists busy blogging these
days would once have been trying to write articles for pop science magazines!
Maybe that’s part of the reason for the downhill slide?

Or is the main problem the takeover of magazines by media conglomerates, who
demand a certain percent of revenue growth per year? I always thought it was

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week118.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week118.html


that.

Or, maybe, as you suggest, we’re getting to be old crochety academics who
whine about standards have dropped since the good old days when we were
young. This reminds me of that New Yorker cartoon where two balding
gentlemen are slouching in over-stuffed chairs in some faculty lounge, and one
says:

“At least we never stooped to popularizing science!”

I don’t really know. Whatever happened to Omni, and Discover, and the much
better Science News?

Does anyone even care?

46. CapitalistImperialistPig
September 20, 2006

Peter,

I have posted a review of NEW on my blog.

47. CapitalistImperialistPig
September 20, 2006

John Baez,

While I can’t disagree with anything you say, I have to say I’m sorry you never
wrote those articles for Scientific American. There is something to be said for
writing for the intelligent layman. It’s certainly true that the magazine has gone
downhill, but as a subscriber since approximately the time they started running
the “25 years ago” column, I’m not going to give it up now.

48. jeremy
September 20, 2006

geometer writes:

“””
Jeremy,
You wrote: “How did Yau get his share of credit? It is Cao-Zhu’s paper, right?”

In addition to what TheGraduate said, you should know that Cao is Yau’s former
student, and any success of a former student is (quite naturally) considered a
success of his advisor. (Just imagine that you have had several students who are
now tenured at top-5 universities?)
“””””

Interesting. But do we all get jubilant about the achievements of our children,
our students and our friends (well, forget about the friends part), no matter how
small the achievements may be? Are we all proud of how they thrived in their
life, in their work and in their research? Are these the most glorious feelings that

http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2006/09/theory-of-nothing.html
http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2006/09/theory-of-nothing.html


any parents and teacher could ever have? Do we all have the urge to go out to
tell everybody that we know about their success? And do we sometimes even
exaggerate a little? Is that the natural behavior that made what we are as
human? There is nothing wrong about it, isn’t?

Ultimately, whatever we say about our children and about our students does not
mean too much, because their achievement and success will be judged by the
society and by their peers. Likewise, Cao-Zhu’s contribution will also be judged
by the mathematics community and by their peers, no matter what Yau says. And
whatever Yau says, as a proud teacher, to praise his students is not wrong.

49. Murray
September 20, 2006

I am a Chinese but not a mathematician. I do read Chinese. I read of the
50%-25%-30% news on a Chinese News website a few months ago. The quot was
attributed to S.T. Yau as I recalled. It’s clearly aimed at bolstering Chinese self-
confidence on Yau’s part. I personally felt it’s a rather silly act. Yau was doing a
disservice to the very Chinese people he was trying to help in my opinion.
However, I do not doubt Yan’s motive. Yau is a Chinese patriot. Cantonese are
among the most patriotic people in China.

About 80 years ago or so, the great Chinese writer Lu Xin wrote that the most
damaging act to the Chinese people would be for teh Nobel committee to award
a Nobel literature prize to a Chinese writer for the sake of being Chinese. I
concurred 100%. If you read Chinese News from China today, you can feel the
intense yearning from the public and academic circles alike for winning a Nobel
prize for the Chinese people. Unbelievable!

50. gunpowder&noodles
September 21, 2006

By the way, this quote is interesting:

“Howard M. Georgi ’68 wrote in an e-mail that Arkani-Hamed’s work on split
supersymmetry could be just as important as his research on large extra
dimensions”

I have to admit that I suspect a touch of subtle Georgian humor here……..

51. Chris Oakley
September 21, 2006

I think that Georgi has got it right here. Arkani-Hamed’s work on split
supersymmetry is just as important as his research on large extra dimensions.

52. Me
September 21, 2006

« Hilbert nearly beat Einstein to his Lagrangian for GR, or maybe he did find it a
little before Einstein.»



Yes, Hilbert got the action first.

53. John
September 21, 2006

I can’t help being impressed by Einstein’s note to Hilbert which is conciliatory
without giving up the point at issue:

“There has been a certain resentment between us, the cause of which I do not
want analyze any further. I have fought against the feeling of bitterness
associated with it, and with complete success. I again think of you with
undiminished kindness and I ask you to attempt the same with me. It is
objectively a pity if two guys that have somewhat liberated themselves from this
shabby world are not giving pleasure to each other.” (from Corry, Renn &
Stachel, Science, 1998)

54. DMS
September 21, 2006

As someone with no dog in this fight(Yau-Nasar), I must say that the
mathematical community does not looking good.

Sure, there are always fights over credit in all areas, as in physics. At least in
physics, they come out openly and say it(like Gell-Mann and Feynman), rather
than say things behind someone’s back(and maybe disown it later, if one accepts
the New Yorker version).

And, as Mathlover says, if Perelman’s papers were so clear and complete, why
did others bother writing much longer papers to “explain” it—simply give
Perelman the half million(other half to Hamilton).

55. Peter Woit
September 21, 2006

DMS,

Nobody is claiming Perelman’s papers were “clear”, as for “complete”, the
question is just whether they contained all the ideas necessary for an expert to
work out the details of a proof, without having to do major original work and
come up with new ideas themself.

The Clay foundation has specific rules about what one needs to do to claim the
million dollars. A refereed paper, in a major journal, not necessarily by the
person who came up with the idea of the proof, is part of the requirement.
Perelman’s preprints definitely didn’t qualify. The two contenders for the
required paper would be Cao-Zhu and Morgan-Tian. It’s up to the Clay panel to
decide if those who wrote up the proof did original work of a sort that deserves
part of the $1 million. In this case I’d be surprised if they decide to give any of
the money to either Cao-Zhu or Morgan-Tian.

56. Anonymous



September 21, 2006

Peter, members of the Clay panel have already indicated that they may waive the
requirement of refereed papers in Perelman’s case, or at least that’s what I
heard from second-hand but reputable sources at the ICM.

57. Peter Woit
September 21, 2006

Thanks Anonymous,

I was under the impression that Clay was refereeing and publishing the Morgan-
Tian manuscript precisely so that there would be an unambiguous satisfaction of
the refereed paper requirement, and that they were in no hurry to deal with the
question of what to do about the million dollars, quite happy to have a couple
years to let the dust settle. But, maybe they do want to get this over with…

58. TheGraduate
September 21, 2006

Concerning the part of the contraversy which involves corruption in China, I was
thinking that it’s not really a big deal if an academic allows himself to be listed
as associated with more than one university as long as he is fulfilling whatever
requirements are being asked of him.

I somewhat think of it like having more than one job. It seems to me that if I have
more than one job, I’m not necessarily obligated to tell everybody I’m working
for that I have more than one job as long as I’m fulfilling all my contractual
obligations …

What is the academic concensus on this sort of behavior?

59. Peter Woit
September 21, 2006

TheGraduate,

It’s not at all unusual for academics to have affiliations and be collecting checks
from more than one institution. Sometimes this is part of a specifically
negotiated deal a person has with the universities involved, sometimes it is part
of the normal situation of someone visiting one place while being on temporary
leave or not having to teach at another. Most universities have various specific
regulations about what sorts of other paid work their faculty can take on without
needing special permission.

I know nothing at all about the Tian situation that Yau is complaining about, but
presumably both Princeton and the people in China know that he is involved with
and being paid by another institution and are allowing this. I guess Yau is
claiming that Tian’s arrangement in China is unusual and “corrupt”, but I have
no idea what it is, and this just seems to be part of the unusually hostile and
bitter relationship between the two of them.



60. Thomas Love
September 21, 2006

Now if we can just get Physical Review to stop publishing nonsense.

61. MathLover
September 21, 2006

What could be the Nasar-Griffiths relationship mentioned on page 5 of Yau’s
attorney’s letter? Little facts can be found in internet, including following one:

In 1995-96 Nasar was a Direct’s Visitor at IAS in Princeton, IAS director at time
was Griffiths. There Nasar has done the research and interviews for her book “A
Beautiful Mind”.

Other connections between people around the New Yorker article can be verified
in internet as well:

Shing-Tung Yau, PhD student of S.S. Chern at Berkeley (1971)

Phillip A. Griffiths, secretary of IMU 1999-2006, director of IAS 1991-2003, math
faculty of IAS since 2004; a collaborator and good friend of S.S. Chern; holds an
honorary degree from Peking University (Beijing, China)

James Carlson, the president of Clay Math Institute, was a PhD student of
Griffiths at Princeton (1971)

Gang Tian, graduate student of Peking University, PhD student of Yau at Harvard
(1988), faculty member of Princeton

Deane Yang, PhD student of Griffiths Harvard (1983), professor at Polytechnic
University in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Prof. Yang was among three readers of New Yorker published letters on
September 11 issue. Other two are Prof. Daniel W. Stroock from MIT (quoted in
article) and Prof. Solomon Golomb from University of Southern California. Their
letters see the link:

http://www.math.poly.edu/~yang/letters.html

Prof. Yang is also one of commentators using own real name at Peter’s blog.

62. TheGraduate
September 21, 2006

Peter,

Yes, I would not have thought there was very much wrong with that sort of
behavior. I guess there could be other complications that I am not qualified to
assess: perhaps some rule in Chinese culture or specifically in Chinese academic
culture. But to my mind, there is no way to secretly be on the faculty of two
universities so it seems like the kind of thing each institution must be satisfied

http://www.math.poly.edu/~yang/letters.html
http://www.math.poly.edu/~yang/letters.html


with.

Also, I am in the process of reading your book. It’s been a very interesting read
so far. Questions soon to follow.

63. geometer
September 21, 2006

Peter Woit wrote: “The two contenders for the required paper would be Cao-Zhu
and Morgan-Tian”.

You forgot Kleiner-Lott, whose writings were also supported by Clay Institute.
Incidentally, there three papers are somewhat different. Kleiner-Lott’s is a
companion to Perelman’s first and second paper, i.e. they have to be read
together with papers of Perelman. Cao-Zhu covers the same ground and is self-
contained; also Cao-Zhu could not understand some of the Perelman’s arguments
and it seems they have substituted their own arguments. These two papers cover
the full geometrization including Poincare Conjecture. Morgan-Tian only give a
proof of Poincare’s Conjecture (but not the geometrization) in which they follow
Perelman’s three papers, so a unique feature here is that they cover the 3rd
paper, which is a shortcut to the Poincare’s conjecture and is not discussed by
Kleiner-Lott and Cao-Zhu.

64. Peter Woit
September 21, 2006

geometer,

I didn’t forget Kleiner-Lott. They certainly have a good argument that they were
the first to work out the details of Perelman’s arguments, but they did not submit
their paper to a journal and it was not refereed, so it doesn’t now satisfy the
requirements of the Clay prize. They may yet submit it for publication and get it
refereed.

65. MathLover
September 21, 2006

[Various accusations against Tian deleted]
I hope this post will add some background to the drama. If there is anything
mistakenly stated, please correct it. Hope this stays as objective and Peter will
not delete it.

66. woit
September 21, 2006

MathLover,

Do not even think of trying to carry on the vicious Yau-Tian fight in the comment
section of this blog. I want no part of it, I think the whole thing is a complete
disgrace and has done huge and continuing damage to mathematics. If you really
think you must participate in that ugly mess, do it elsewhere.



67. werdna
September 21, 2006

I don’t think any of the mathematicians who have contributed one way or
another to the solution of the Poincare Conjecture cares about the prize money.
Yau himself certainly doesn’t seem to care about money, although he could use
some of that now for a possible lawsuit…

What mathematicians in general care a lot about is the proper credit given for
their original contribution to mathematical research.
For a famous problem like the PC, it is understandable that one might want to be
acknowledged properly that he has contributed some part in solving it, even if it
is, for example, “only” a lemma that is used in another lemma that is used to
prove an important theorem. Just exactly how this credit is shared will be left to
the math community, who will undoubtedly go through all the documents
carefully and fairly, and this will take some time. Whoever made up the 2-year
rule was wise indeed.

68. TheGraduate
September 21, 2006

I think pretty much everything that can be said about this Poincare buisness has
been said. Information is limited. This is a bit surprising as we live in the
information age and a lot of this stuff should theoretically be in the public
domain. But I think all reliable information sources and conclusions have been
exhausted. (And no random emails from unverified sources are not reliable
information sources.)

My other thought is this stuff is blown way out of proportion. As werdna pointed
out, this is probably going to get sorted out eventually and accurately. Even if we
make the wrong call now, there will probably be some historian in 50 years who
will read all the original documentation after everybody is dead and then he or
she will sort it out.

69. TheGraduate
September 21, 2006

Peter,

In the intro. to your book, you said you moved to France as a kid. Do you speak
french? I have often wondered that from your frequent links to french articles.

70. Peter Woit
September 21, 2006

The Graduate,

Yes, I speak French fairly fluently, although my standard joke is that, yes, I speak
French, but like a 12-year old (which is how old I was when I moved back to the
US).



The strange thing about this whole Poincare story is that it isn’t really a case
where there’s any significant disagreement about who did what in solving the
problem. Pretty much everybody agrees that:

1. Richard Hamilton (encouraged by Yau) had a program for finding a proof using
Ricci flow, made a great deal of progress towards the solution, but got stuck.

2. Perelman came up with new ideas and techniques that overcame the
difficulties Hamilton couldn’t resolve, writing up a detailed outline of a proof.

3. Several mathematicians worked on filling in the details and checking the proof
to make sure that it really worked. Kleiner-Lott did much of this, recently Cao-
Zhu and Morgan-Tian produced two independent completely written up versions
(both used the work of Kleiner-Lott).

Unlike many cases in science where there are real priority disputes over who did
what first, in this case I don’t think any of the above is controversial. What has
generated controversy is people trying to simplify the above story and/or spin it
for various purposes, and/or accuse others of trying to spin it.

71. geometer
September 21, 2006

I think what generated controversity is the statements made by Yau in June (or
more precisely statements attributed to Yau by Chinese media). For example this
one (in Chinese, which I have read via a web-translator)
http://gb.magazine.sina.com/chinanewsweek/20060710/2006-07-16
/225714056.shtml
where he supposely said that “Chinese contribution is at least 30%”. Yau now
says that he made no such statements; well there seems to be no record that he
publicly objected to any of the statements back in June/July.

Now it appears that after the ICM Yau has changed his mind (even though the
only evidence of this is the statement of his attorney, which is not the same thing
as Yau’s own statement). So people say “there is no controversity, everything is
fine”.

I personally think that allegation of unethical behaviour of this magnitude should
be investigated while it is still fresh in people’s mind. This is because Yau is a
public figure and eventually he may run for President of AMS etc, and it’d be
helpful to know if the allegations are true.

72. MathLover
September 21, 2006

geometer says:

werdna,
……

You wrote: “As for your other point, I believe MathLover has addressed it

http://gb.magazine.sina.com/chinanewsweek/20060710/2006-07-16/225714056.shtml
http://gb.magazine.sina.com/chinanewsweek/20060710/2006-07-16/225714056.shtml
http://gb.magazine.sina.com/chinanewsweek/20060710/2006-07-16/225714056.shtml
http://gb.magazine.sina.com/chinanewsweek/20060710/2006-07-16/225714056.shtml


satisfactorily. Note that the June 4th Chinese news report was quickly rescinded
on June 9th.”

So I figure you can read Chinese. I truly envy you. Could you kindly translate for
me the exact quote where the 1st news report was rescinded?

To geometer:

I can give the link of English news items by Xinhua as follows:

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/03/content_4642313.htm
http://english.people.com.cn/200606/04/eng20060604_270860.html

http://news3.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/04/content_4644754.htm
http://english.people.com.cn/200606/05/eng20060605_271113.html

http://news3.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/21/content_4724497.htm
http://english.people.com.cn/200606/21/eng20060621_275840.html

The news on June 9th in Chinese:
http://www.gov.cn/jrzg/2006-06/09/content_305248.htm
has no English version from Xinhua. One reason is that I can’t find the infamous
105% quote in English neither, hence no need to retreat from. I don’t feel
comfortable to translate it. Please use a translator program in internet (by yahoo
or google). That will give you some idea. (Or believe what werdna said, I can
confirm it is true.)

The journalist of the June 4th is called LI Bin. He was born in 1972 but has
earned a good credit among his peers in Xinhua news agency. I can’t explain
what really happened. A post by “Columbia Chemist” may give you a clue.
Nevertheless, it was unprofessional on Li’s part first and very unfortunate to be
spreaded by New Yorker’s article, when we believe the letter by Yau’s attorney
and Nasar just ignored Yau’s complain.

73. Peter Woit
September 21, 2006

geometer and MathLover,

The debate over the 30% is exactly what I had in mind here when I wrote that
the problem is people trying to oversimplify and spin things. What Hamilton
contributed to this proof is different than what Perelman contributed and these
are both very different than the contributions of Kleiner-Lott-Cao-Zhu-Morgan-
Tian. Trying to assign relative numerical values to these things is silly, you’re
comparing apples and oranges.

The contributions of Kleiner-Lott-Cao-Zhu-Morgan-Tian involve careful exposition
and checking of details. This kind of work is considered an important service by
the math community, but it is not considered the highest level of mathematics
research, which is coming up with new mathematical ideas. What Hamilton and
Perelman did was creative mathematics, in both cases they had to come up with

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/03/content_4642313.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/03/content_4642313.htm
http://english.people.com.cn/200606/04/eng20060604_270860.html
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http://news3.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/04/content_4644754.htm
http://news3.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-06/04/content_4644754.htm
http://english.people.com.cn/200606/05/eng20060605_271113.html
http://english.people.com.cn/200606/05/eng20060605_271113.html
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something fundamentally new, something that wasn’t there when they started.
Hamilton came up with and did a lot of foundational work on what turned out to
be a successful program, this is something research mathematicians value
highly. Perelman also came up with unexpected new ideas and created new
mathematics. In addition, he was the one to find the new ideas needed to finally
solve the problem.

I think almost all mathematicians value much more highly what Hamilton and
Perelman did than the work of Kleiner-Lott-Cao-Zhu-Morgan-Tian. Comparing
the two of them though doesn’t make sense. Hamilton had the correct vision and
worked out a large amount of what was needed. Perelman was able to get
around an obstacle that Hamilton couldn’t surmount and get to the end. This
kind of achievement is traditionally the one that ensures your name goes on a
theorem. What to name theorems is also kind of silly, requiring huge
oversimplification, but, no one is going to argue that Perelman’s name doesn’t
belong on this theorem.

74. werdna
September 21, 2006

MathLover and geometer,

Again, I got the dates of June 4th and June 9th from the lawyer’s letter. Whether
the details there are correct, I do not know. It seems to come from a reputable
source, and unless new information emerges to prove otherwise, I have no
reason to doubt its accuracy for now.

75. Gina
September 21, 2006

Wouldnt it be a better use of both time and space to talk about these exciting
three dimensional manifolds themselves and how they are now understood and
what is perhaps left to understand (if anything) rather than about lawyers and
credits and newspapers articles and prizes and slanders and power struggles
etc??

76. geometer
September 21, 2006

MathLover said: “One reason is that I can’t find the infamous 105% quote in
English neither, hence no need to retreat from.

Well, “Columbia Chemist” gave a direct link for http://news3.xinhuanet.com
/newscenter/2006-06/04/content_4644722.htm
for the 105% quote. It is in Chinese, and here is how google translates it:

“Reporters ask questions mathematician Yang Le. The IMC said that if divided by
100%, then the United States and in more than 50% of the contribution
mathematician Hamilton, the Russian mathematician Perelman resolve the
principal suspect in the 25% contribution. “Chinese scientists, including Qiu, Zhu
Xiping and Cao Huaihu East, 30%. ” Yang said that in a century, a major problem

http://news3.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2006-06/04/content_4644722.htm
http://news3.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2006-06/04/content_4644722.htm
http://news3.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2006-06/04/content_4644722.htm
http://news3.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2006-06/04/content_4644722.htm


worldwide, 30% of the people of China can play a role, it will not be easy, which
is a great contribution.

I also translated the link you provided, and here is what I got:

“Yang Le academicians believe that a quantitative description of scientists from
various countries in proportion to the contributions made to break the Poincare
Conjecture, or more than 300 pages of papers analogy of our scientists as” novel
“and” not entirely accurate, I do not agree. However, Chinese scientists have
indeed made ‘outstanding contribution’. “

77. geometer
September 21, 2006

Gina said:
“Wouldnt it be a better use of both time and space to talk about these exciting
three dimensional manifolds themselves..”

Well, the proof of Poincare’s Conjecture means precisely that there is no exciting
(simply-connected closed) 3-manifolds: all of them are copies of the 3-sphere. It’d
be much more exciting if the Poincare Conjecture were false; unfortunately this
is not the case.

78. Gina
September 21, 2006

Actually, I have a specific question that may be you guys can help me with. I
vaguely remembered the wonderful story of this humble mathematician whose
nick-name was “Papa” who worked on some things related to manifolds in
dimension three and after years of effort managed to prove something really big.
Thanks to Google and Wikipedea I found his full name – Christos Dimitriou
Papakyriakopoulos and appearently he proved the “Dehn’s lemma”. I am curious
if all this exciting new works also give a new proof to what “Papa” have done or
is it still also “on his shoulders”?

79. Gina
September 21, 2006

Thanks, geometer,so are you telling me that this three dimensional saga is done
and over with and we can go ahead to four dimensions?

80. geometer
September 21, 2006

Gina,

I am not a 3d-topologist but as far as I know Ricci flow arguments do not imply
Dehn’s lemma (as well as many other results of 3d-topology). To date Ricci flow
only implies the geometrization (and all its corollaries), and unfortunately there
are very few known application beyond that. On the other hand, I suspect that
Dehn’s lemma is used at the very last step of the Perelman’s proof when he gets



a collapsed 3-manifold and concludes (using collapsing theory and some
topological results) that this must be a graph manifold.

As for whether “the three dimensional saga is done and over with and we can go
ahead to four dimensions”, well, there is still a lot of work for 3d-topologists, but
the whole area has now become somewhat less exiting, and no so central
anymore. Which is okay, in fact the area where Perelman was working all his life
has never been a central area of math (until recently anyway).

81. Gina
September 21, 2006

Dear Geometer,

Many thanks for the interesting information. I do not know what a garph
manifold is (never mind that) but I am very happy to hear that the proof of the
Poincare conjecture still relies on the work of that dear man “Papa”, Christos
Dimitriou Papakyriakopoulos. From what I heard he was a very special person.

You said, “It’d be much more exciting if the Poincare Conjecture were false;
unfortunately this is not the case. ”

I beg to disagree with you on this point. The way I see it, it is exciting that the
Poincare conjecture was proven true and it would have been exciting had it was
proven false and perhaps, the most exciting thing is that we could not have
known in advance. Not what will the answer be and not even if people will be
able to crack this problem at all. Probably sometimes it looked going this way
and sometimes it looked going the other way and sometimes it looked stucked.

By the way, before going to dimension four, is everything known about manifolds
in dimension two?

82. Peter Orland
September 21, 2006

To Me:

Hilbert did get the action first, but not the right variational principle. He first
found wrong field equations. In so doing, he duplicated an earlier wrong result
for the field equations with matter, which Einstein had already published. The
wrong result sets the Ricci tensor (not the Einstein tensor) proportional to the
energy tensor. Since the Ricci tensor isn’t covariantly conserved, these equations
aren’t consistent with local energy and momentum conservation.

The story I heard is that while Hilbert’s paper was in press, he heard that
Einstein had found different (and correct) field equations. These were obviously
right because they WERE consistent with energy and momentum conservation.
Hilbert then changed his paper’s proofs before Einstein’s article came out. In
this way he was the first to publish the right result, though not the first to obtain
it.



Of course the vacuum field equations (without matter) were published out by
Einstein and his assistants a few
years earlier (1913).

83. geometer
September 21, 2006

Gina asked: “is everything known about manifolds in dimension two?”

Their classification is classical (pretzels with many holes and all that), but there
are still some mysteries about surfaces, eg the studyng the mapping class group
(ie the group of self-homotopy equivalences of a surface) is a very active area of
research involving several brunches of mathematics, and there is an enormous
literature on the subject.

84. jeremy
September 22, 2006

I really hope this Yau-Nasar fight will end soon and will end without being in
court. It will be painful to see all the quoted mathematicians in the New Yorker
article being dragged to the witness stand and to have them been quoted again,
under oath this time. It will be unbearable to see their “beautiful mind” being
fried by the lawyers in front of the whole world. It is better to leave this
depressing saga behind without further damaging the mathematics community.

85. Thomas Larsson
September 22, 2006

The Einstein-Hilbert story (at least Todorov’s version of it) can be found in
physics/0504179.

86. Juan R.
September 22, 2006

Disputes of this class are often frequent on science. Usually one obtain a better
perception of the history years after when historians do their work and check for
all documentation they can find.

Take the case of Hilbert-Einstein. During decades people asked why Hilbert, if
obtained the GR action first, did not claim priority. Well, the reply is that Einstein
said not the true to Hilbert then as proven in this recently discovered mails:

(15 November 1915) Einstein to Hilbert:

Highly esteemed Colleague,
Your analysis interests me tremendously, especially since I often racked my
brains to construct a bridge between gravitation and electromagnetics. The hints
your give in your postcards awaken the greatest of expectations. Nevertheless, I
must refrain from travelling to Göttingen for the moment and rather must wait
patiently until I can study your system from the printed article; for I am tired out
and plagued with stomach pains besides. If possible, please send me a correction

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0504179
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0504179


proof of your study to mitigate my impatience.
With best regards and cordial thanks, also to Mrs. Hilbert, yours.

Popular physisicist’s claim that Einstein was pionner in the search of an unified
field theory is plain wrong. Hilbert was already working in unification!

Hilbert send a copy to Einstein of his paper on general relativity presented on
November 16 at the Göttingen Mathematical Society. Hilbert’s paper was
submitted to print on Nov 20. Einstein replied:

[…] The system you furnish agrees – as far as I can see – exactly with what I
found in the last few weeks and have presented to the Academy […]

BUT Einstein’s reply was not accurate! Einstein did not obtain the correct
equations of gravitation weeks ago like he claims in above correspondence,
because Einstein presented a paper to Academia the day 4 (Nov 1915)
containing the incorrect equations, and the day 11 submitted another paper
containing again the incorrect field equations.

During years, Einstein agonized without obtaining a relativistic gravity. Only
after of reading correct equations on Hilbert paper (presented the day 16, a copy
sent to Einstein the day 18, and published the day 20), Einstein corrected his
wrong equations and submitted the famous paper of day 25 containing the
correct field equations. Moreover, as correctly noted by I. Todorov in above cited
preprint, Einstein proposed without any derivation or rationale the correct
equations of general relativity in his final paper of day 25. What is more, Einstein
just ‘forgot’ cite or even acknowledge Hilbert crucial assistance.

Each one can obtain her/his own conclusions.

About the Science article cited above. It has been critized to be inaccurate and
even sensationalist. It claims that the recently discovered gallery proof did not
contain Hilbert action but the article failed to explain that proof was mutilated.
That is, the paper did not contain the Hilbert equations because someone cut a
third of the piece with the equations here!

Therefore together above petitions for NS and PR, i add Science journal also!

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

87. Cynthia
September 22, 2006

Does anyone know why Arkani-Hamed thinks that the doors to the landscape
must open if split supersymmetry is revealed in the next run of LHC
experiments? I’m uncertain as to why he’s absolutely closed to the idea that the
“other part of split supersymmetry is detectable at even higher energy levels. By
the way, I’m not surprised to discover that Arkani-Hamed made the top ten list of
brilliant scientists. Not that my opinion has any worth, I do, however, find him to



be one of the most intriguing thinkers in the field of theoretical physics.

88. Anonymous
September 22, 2006

Peter, regarding earlier comments, I do know that Kleiner and Lott will be
submitting their paper to a refereed journal, if they haven’t already, and
although I had heard that the Clay people were considering waiving the
“refereed publication” requirement for Perelman, the two year wait will (almost
certainly) stand.

89. TheGraduate
September 22, 2006

I think the issue of who gets the million dollars is minor. A million dollars is a lot
of money to be given but I think most of the people involved in this controversy
could probably make plenty of money on wall street if they were so inclined.

I bet many companies would pay through the nose to get mathematicians of such
quality and distinction in their financial mathematics departments.

90. MathLover
September 22, 2006

Peter and TheGraduate,

You were talking about two jobs from same person. Today’s issue of Science
magazine has two articles under their News Focus column:

SCIENTIFIC WORKFORCE: Frustrations Mount Over China’s High-Priced Hunt
for Trophy Professors
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/summary/313/5794/1721

SCIENTIFIC WORKFORCE: Many Overseas Chinese Researchers Find Coming
Home a Revelation
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/summary/313/5794/1722

This will be helpful to know some background for one issue raised by the New
Yorker article.

91. TheGraduate
September 22, 2006

Mathlover,

Sorry, I can’t access those articles.

92. MathLover
September 22, 2006

TheGraduate,

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/summary/313/5794/1721
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/summary/313/5794/1721
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/summary/313/5794/1722
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/summary/313/5794/1722


Here is a link to the first article:

http://blog.sina.com.cn/u/4aaaf369010005t0

Go to the bottom of this blog and click number 6 from number series 1 to 6.
There you can simply search word frustrations and find the article in a number of
subsequent comments.

This is the place where a Peking University math professor (Weiyue Ding) sets up
a blog for the Poincare conjecture’s Yau drama. I hope you will find the English
article in a sea of Chinese characters.

93. John Baez
September 22, 2006

CapitalImperialistPig writes:

John Baez,

While I can’t disagree with anything you say, I have to say I’m sorry
you never wrote those articles for Scientific American. There is
something to be said for writing for the intelligent layman.

There definitely is, and I want to do a bunch of that sometime. But, I probably
want to do it in some way that’s either free for the reader (like on my website),
or will make me some serious money (like a sensationalistic, overhyped best-
selling book).

Right now I’m having fun writing expository stuff for people who already know a
bit of math and physics. There’s a kind of market niche here that I seem to fill:
math and physics have gotten so complicated that even most mathematicians
and physicists can use a lot of help understanding it.

94. TheGraduate
September 22, 2006

MathLover,

Thanks. Quite interesting article. It reminds me of the worries about losing
manufacturing jobs to China that is prevalent on the American side of the ocean.
In this case, you have people in China worrying about academics that collect
salaries while spending most of their time in America and then you have
companies like Walmart that produce massive quantities of product in China but
still want to be seen as American companies.

Globalization is good. Nationalism is so 19th century. I say we leave it to the
universities to figure out whether they are wasting their money or not. My guess
is they aren’t.

95. Peter Orland
September 22, 2006

http://blog.sina.com.cn/u/4aaaf369010005t0
http://blog.sina.com.cn/u/4aaaf369010005t0


Juan R.

Your version of the Einstein-Hilbert question is very different from news reports
that come out a while back. Be that as it may, General Relativity was invented by
Einstein and collaborators, not Hilbert, in 1913, when they published the vacuum
field equations. The issue of whether Einstein or Hilbert has priority concerns
only the modification of these field equations with energy. The most
revolutionary physical and mathematical ideas were in the 1913 work. One could
argue that the field equations in the presence of energy was then going to be
found by someone eventually.

96. Juan R.
September 23, 2006

Peter Orland, in short

Einstein recognized in several writtings that his 1913 work (so called Einstein–
Grossmann theory) was wrong.

Einstein published many contradictory theories in subsequent years, in early
1914 returned to a scalar theory but in the last part of 1914 returned again to
the metric theory of 1913 with modifications.

Hilbert presented objections to Einstein theory (1914 version) and since 1912 he
was working in a unified field theory.

Einstein learned from Hilbert and contacted with him waiting his review of
Einstein new works. Einstein published a series of subsequent papers with
different theories (rejecting his previous ones and embracing Hilbert’s criticism
to previous versions) until the final work of 25 Nov 1915 containing the right
version of GR. But Hilbert had did first!

General relativity is an outcome of the work of many people including crucial
contributions from mathematicians as Poincare or Grossman. The GR action and
the correct field equations and basic principles such as that of general
covariance (initially rejected by Einstein) were pionerized by Hilbert.

I wait many distorsions of the history of relativity in physicists’ textbooks can be
eliminated in a future thanks to more accurate historical presentations. My
posting here is my small tribute to Hilbert, Poincare, and others mathematicians.

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

97. Peter Orland
September 23, 2006

Juan,

I am not sure I should reply and keep this discussion going, but the idea of
introducing a curved metric into gravity and the vacuum field equations is not



due to Hilbert. Hermann Weyl, Hilbert’s Goettingen colleague, in his book
“Space-Time-Matter” did not give Hilbert credit for the idea of general relativity
in 1913. If you have a copy, take a look. Weyl certainly does give credit to Hilbert
for the action principle, which Hilbert deserves.

The only debate is who first got the details of the equations with matter in 1915.
I think you are wrong on this too, but even if you were right, the 1915 result is
much less significant than the 1913 vacuum field equations. Eventually someone
would have got this right, whether Einstein, Hilbert or somebody else. Hilbert
did not invent the principle of equivalence. Hilbert did not introduce the metric
and curvature into gravity. Hilbert was not the first to realize the importance of
the stress tensor. Hilbert did not find (exact or approximate) solutions of the
vacuum field equations, or find their experimental consequences.

Like many ideas, general relativity is the work of many people, but
Einstein’s work was primary, even if he made mistakes and changed his mind
from time to time. After nine decades, some mathematicians still can’t stand the
fact that Einstein’s contributions to relativity and gravity soar above their own.
Why? I don’t claim Einstein invented Riemannian geometry.

98. Juan R.
September 23, 2006

Peter,

From my part i do not desire to continue this discussion with you, since you
continue putting in my fingers stuff i never wrote (this is the second time you are
doing this).

I never said that Hilbert introduced the metric theory the first time and i already
remarked the contributions of people as Grossman (precisely regarding some
incorrect thoughts of Einstein regarding the nature of the metric tensor). Of
course Einstein was not piooner here!

I never said that Hilbert were the only father of general relativity just remarked
the field equations dispute therefore I fail to appreciate your criticism.

Hermann Weyl, was not a historian (was him?) and his ‘personal’ opinions about
facts is a secundary source when compared with direct historical analysis of
papers published by all people currently in the historians target.

It is not true that the only debate was “who first got the details of the equations
with matter in 1915.” The whole point is a little more complex than you try to
present here.

“Hilbert did not find (exact or approximate) solutions of the vacuum field
equations, or find their experimental consequences.”

I would recommend you updating your sources since in last few years a number
of very interestings works analize with care the history of relativity. You could
begin with some of those:



Jürgen Renn and John Stachel, Hilbert’s Foundation of Physics: From a Theory of
Everything to a Constituent of General Relativity.

arXiv:physics/0504179v1

Friedwart Winterberg. Zeitschrift für Naturforschung (2004) 59a, 715-719.

Daniela Wuensch, “zwei wirkliche Kerle”, Neues zur Entdeckung der
Gravitationsgleichungen der Allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie durch Einstein und
Hilbert. Termessos, 2005, ISBN 3-938016-04-3

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0405075

“After nine decades, some mathematicians still can’t stand the fact that
Einstein’s contributions to relativity and gravity soar above their own. Why? I
don’t claim Einstein invented Riemannian geometry.”

Now i can see you clearly…

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

99. Peter Woit
September 23, 2006

Peter and Juan,
This Hilbert/Einstein argument is completely off-topic and not going anywhere.
I’ll delete any more attempts to continue this argument here.

100. Mathematical Truth in Chinese
September 23, 2006

On September 23, 2006

Here are some facts found in the Chinese world on the Yau case. Many puzzles in
this case can be answered from these simple facts.

[Long comment including attacks on Morgan and Tian deleted]

101. Curious Bystander
September 23, 2006

1. Here is a quote from Cooper’s (Yau’s lawyer) letter:
“Professor Manin made clear that the mathematical community felt that work
remained to be done to complete Givental’s arguments”

2. And here is a post in the New Yorker forum:

“Although it may be uncertain what is the consensus, and remain unknown if
Manin indeed suspected a flaw in Givental’s arguments, it seems quite clear
however why Yau’s defenders refrain from quoting Manin’s statement in full. It

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0405075
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0405075


turns out that when the passage is read in its entirety, the conclusion that “some
work remains to be done in order to complete his arguments” applies to the
paper of Yau et al as well.  
Here it is:
“Givental [Giv2] achieved a remarkable progress in proving the Mirror
Conjecture for complete intersections in toric varieties where the precise
construction of mirrors is due to Batyrev ([Ba1], [BaBo2]). He enriched
Kontsevich’s approach by passing to the equivarinat quantum cohomology. Some
work remains to be done in order to complete his arguments.”
As one can see, Manin is talking here about the Mirror Conjecture for complete
intersections in toric varieties as formulated by Batyrev and his coauthors. As it
is well-known to specialists this conjecture, strictly speaking, still remains open.
The paper [Giv2] deals with complete intersection in projective spaces, i.e.
simplest examples of toric varieties. In this case, the Mirror Conjecture cannot
be attributed to Batyrev as it was known before his work (and this fact, no doubt,
is known to Manin, as well as Yau). Thus, when taken literally, Manin’s statement
views [Giv2] as a “remarkable progress” toward a proof of the general Mirror
Conjecture, but contrary to the claim of Cooper’s letter,  it does not indicate that
[Giv2] per se is incomplete. “        

102. woit
September 23, 2006

I’m shutting off comments on this posting. Too many people are trying to use it
as a Tian-Yau battlefield. I think this behavior is disgraceful and I want no part of
it.



The Goldilocks Enigma

September 22, 2006
Categories: Book Reviews

Paul Davies is an author of many popular science books, often dealing with topics in
cosmology and particle physics. He has been based in Australia for the last sixteen
years, but is now moving to the US, taking up a new position at Arizona State
University, where he will establish a new center he describes as a “cosmic think
tank”.

He also has a new book coming out, entitled The Goldilocks Enigma: Why is the
Universe Just Right For Life?, and a major concern of this one is the multiverse and
anthropic reasoning. I was asked to write a review of the book for the British
Magazine New Humanist, and the review has appeared in their September/October
issue. One reason I agreed to do the review (besides the fee in the upper two figures)
was that I thought I might write about the book here anyway. Here’s the text of the
review. It’s somewhat different than my other postings here, since it’s written for a
much wider audience and constrained by space limitations to be rather short. As a
result, it unfortunately doesn’t go as deeply as I would have liked into discussing
some of the issues raised in the book.

Review for New Humanist

Paul Davies’ new book The Goldilocks Enigma wrestles with some of the deepest
philosophical issues around, but concentrates on one in particular: “why is the world
the way it is?” He approaches this question through a discussion of a hot topic in
theoretical physics that most scientists refer to as the “Anthropic Principle”, but
which Davies chooses to label the “Goldilocks Enigma”. This refers to the fact that the
physical laws that govern the universe are “just right” for the development of life.
Relatively small changes in certain parameters would make it uninhabitable by the
likes of us and we wouldn’t be here.

What should one make of this? Religion has a quick explanation, that God set things
up so that we can exist. “Intelligent Design” is the currently popular name for
explanations of physics or biology that invoke a higher intelligence that chose to make
the world the way it is. This explanation suffers from the lack of any way to ever test
it.

Davies spends much of the first half of the book providing an introduction to the
modern scientific view of physical laws and cosmology, working up to the latest and
trendiest of these. For more than twenty years now, theoretical physics has been
dominated by a very speculative idea known as “string theory”. Very roughly, this
involves replacing elementary particles with objects more like loops, and it crucially
requires six extra dimensions beyond the three space and one time dimension we’re
familiar with.

One must do something like wrap up the six dimensions to make them unobservably
small, but then the properties of particles and thus our physical laws depend on how

http://www.theage.com.au/news/national/the-biggest-question-why-did-he-leave-us/2006/09/16/1158334735130.html
http://www.theage.com.au/news/national/the-biggest-question-why-did-he-leave-us/2006/09/16/1158334735130.html
http://www.amazon.com/Goldilocks-Enigma-Paul-Davies/dp/0713998830
http://www.amazon.com/Goldilocks-Enigma-Paul-Davies/dp/0713998830
http://www.amazon.com/Goldilocks-Enigma-Paul-Davies/dp/0713998830
http://www.amazon.com/Goldilocks-Enigma-Paul-Davies/dp/0713998830
http://www.newhumanist.org.uk/
http://www.newhumanist.org.uk/


this is done. Initially there was much optimism that there would be only a small
number of consistent choices for how to handle the six dimensions, and one of these
choices would agree with what we observe. Recent results in string theory appear to
show that this isn’t the case; instead an unimaginably large number of possibilities
exist. Indications are that if one can get our observed universe this way, one can also
get just about any variation of it, and legitimate scientific predictions are not possible.

Instead of abandoning string theory as a hopeless cause since it can’t predict
anything, some string theorists have chosen to promote the idea that our universe is
just part of a “multiverse” of all the nearly infinite possibilities allowed by string
theory. One of the few thingsone can then predict is that we must be in a part of the
multiverse that is “just right” to allow our existence. Debate rages amongst physicists
over whether or not this idea is really testable and thus scientific.

Davies provides a careful description of this currently popular multiverse scenario
and its explanation for why things are the way they are, including some mind-
boggling implications involving infinite numbers of copies of ourselves, and the
possiblity that the universe is a simulation. He contrasts it with the common belief
among many physicists that there is a simple unique mathematical structure
underlying the physical laws that describe the universe. The problem he sees with
this belief is that there’s no reason to expect that such a mathematical structure
should pick out exactly the parameters that are “just right” for life. But then again,
does it really make sense to have any expectations about this? It’s not clear that a
sufficient answer to the question “Why is the universe just right for life?” isn’t simply:
because otherwise we wouldn’t be asking the question.

The last chapter of the book moves away from conventional points of view among
physicists to some much more speculative answers to the “why is the world the way it
is?” question that Davies finds appealing. These involve some version of the idea that
life itself is in some way or other built into the laws of the universe, that they
inherently lead to the evolution of life. He looks to information theory and quantum
mechanics for hints of how this might come about. Like the multiverse, this kind of
speculation tends to suffer from a lack of any known way to test it. The hallmark ofthe
scientific method is the insistence that theories have the property that one can
confront them with experiment in a way that allows one to decide whether they work
or not. One’s answer to the “why is the world the way it is?” question should be a
theory of this kind.

Davies concludes with the admission that, in the end, he finds all the different
answers he has examined to be wanting. He notes that we’re the evolutionary
products of the pressures of a specific environment, and only recently beginning to be
liberated from these. Our minds may still be far too crude and our knowledge of the
universe too fragmentary to allow us to perceive the correct answers to these
existential questions. In the meantime, Davies has provided an engaging and very
readable account of the range of answers we have come up with so far.

Comments



1. alex
September 22, 2006

When you write:

‘It’s not clear that a sufficient answer to the question “Why is the universe just
right for life?” isn’t simply: because otherwise we wouldn’t be asking the
question.’

Is that you stating your opinion, as opposed to you quoting Davies? I read it that
way, but it’s anthropic reasoning…

2. Peter Woit
September 22, 2006

Alex,

That’s my opinion, and I guess it’s anthropic reasoning, but the question in my
mind is whether anthropic reasoning here is anything but tautology. Is it sensible
to ask “why X?” when “not X” implies that you can’t even formulate the
question.?

My problem with anthropic reasoning isn’t that it is never a legitimate form of
logical argument, the problem is that it may not be science, since you can’t use it
to make falsifiable predictions.

3. urs
September 22, 2006

a simple unique mathematical structure underlying the physical laws
that describe the universe.

We can have such a simple unique mathematical structure underlying the laws of
the universe, and still have many possible solutions obeying these laws.

And this is how it has been for all our existing theories – always. Anything else
would be rather shocking.

Alain Connes proposes a unique mathemtical structure behind the laws of the
observable universe (the spectral action principle #). And yet, our world is
described by just one out of infinitely many possible solutions (here: spectral
triples) of this principle.

4. Cristina
September 22, 2006

Hello, I wandered here from John Baez’s blog 

I agree with your comment above, because the anthropic principle has always
struck me as a vicious circle.

So the physical laws are good for the development of life as we know it — good.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/09/connes_on_spectral_geometry_of.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/09/connes_on_spectral_geometry_of.html


But it’s a mistaking of cause and effect, because the Universe could be entirely
different, composed of other basic building blocks, obeying entirely different
physical laws, and still contain life, albeit absolutely different from what we call
“life”. (And those beings would probably have an anthropic principle of their
own! :D)

The Universe is not here to allow us to exist — it is we who are here because the
Universe in which we live is the kind of Universe which enables life similar to us
to exist.

It all depends on how one defines life, really.
It’s like wondering how come that it was exactly my parents who got to be
together and, as a result, how come that it was exactly me who was born 

Cheers,
Cristina.

5. Vicky
September 22, 2006

Nice review. It makes me want to read the book. (I hope that was consistent with
your intention.)

I was unclear, however, about your concern regarding the notion of building the
life into the fundamental laws of the universe. I can see why this might be
directly untestable, but isn’t it possible that such a dependence could eventually
be logically derived from other, testable propositions? Surely valid science can
permit untestable conjectures that are inevitable consequences of testable ones.

I ask because it sounds, from your brief description, like a line of thought that
may be worth pursuing, and it beats some of the alternatives. I will have to read
the book to see if his musings are pure conjecture or if they may have some
merit.

6. alex
September 22, 2006

Thanks Peter,

If I may give my answer to the question in your reply…

In general whether or not “why X?” is a sensible or fruitful question is unrelated
to any implications that “not X” may have for ones existence. For instance, I can
learn something from asking why I survived the accident that might have killed
me a few years ago. But I probably won’t learn much if I am content with the
answer that if I hadn’t I wouldn’t be asking the question. The question may or
may not have a useful answer, but that’s a different issue.

“Why is the universe just right for life?” and its big brother “Why is there
anything at all?” may or may not have answers within human reach, but
“Otherwise we wouldn’t be asking” isn’t an answer. It probably isn’t even much



of an indication as to whether they are likely to turn out to be fruitful questions.

7. Tim
September 22, 2006

May I make a brief comment on your claim “Religion has a quick explanation,
that God set things up so that we can exist… This explanation suffers from the
lack of any way to ever test it.”

This suggests an unreasonably limited epistemology. A claim of Christianity, for
example, is that God has intervened in history, supremely as a person (Christ),
and communicated with people on topics including why we exist. Whether God
has indeed intervened in world history can be subjected to tests in a similar way
to a claim such as “Emperor Hadrian intervened in British history.” For example,
we can examine the quality of witness accounts and other documents, and we
can look at the results of alleged interventions. Additionally, in the case of
Christianity, one can ask whether the revelations amount to an unreasonably
profound understanding of the human condition and whether prophesies have
been fulfilled. If one concludes God has indeed intervened and spoken to us, one
can seek an answer to whether He set things up so that we can exist, within
what he has said.

Granted, this is not straight-forward! But I simply want to make the point that
there are other reasonable routes to knowledge than the scientific method and
those routes may be pertinent to the question you are addressing.

The anthropic principle is an emotive subject because it relates to the presence
of a greater purpose. Perhaps one more example (due to John Lennox) might
help in this context. Imagine Aunt Joan bakes a cake. Chemical analysis can
determine the ingredients. You can write papers on the material properties of
sponge and icing sugar. But whatever tests you perform on the cake, you will not
discover why Aunt Joan baked it until she tells you it was to celebrate her
grandson’s birthday.

8. Who
September 22, 2006

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Goldilocks-Enigma-Universe-Just-Right/dp/0713998830

this says that the amazon.co sales rank of Goldilocks Enigma is currently 745 in
the UK (among all books)

this is a pretty high standing. people in the UK are pre-ordering the book which
is supposed to be available 28 September.

the amazon price is about 13 pounds
amazon.co.uk have paired it with Dawkins “the God Delusion” to make the usual
two-for-less package deal.

9. A Babe in the Universe
September 22, 2006

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Goldilocks-Enigma-Universe-Just-Right/dp/0713998830
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Goldilocks-Enigma-Universe-Just-Right/dp/0713998830


Paul Davies CB (Order of the Bath) will be a huge addition to ASU and the USA
too. He believes that the fundamental parameters are the result of a deeper
principle. He has also written in Nature about the changing speed of light!

10. John Baez
September 22, 2006

I wonder if Davies raises the question: to what extent is the universe really “just
right” for life?

If we saw life teeming throughout the universe, on every planet, asteroid and
comet, then I’d say the universe was “just right” for life. In fact we’ve only seen
it on one planet.

Maybe in fact the universe is not “just right” for life. Maybe life is not so tender
and delicate as we think, either. Maybe life arises whenever conditions permit a
sufficiently complex set of reactions. Maybe the Earth is the only place in the
universe where this happened, maybe not.

It seems way, way premature to start wondering about why the universe is “just
right” for life, before we know whether it is.

11. TruthSeeker
September 22, 2006

What a beautiful, well-written message, Tim. You have a way of explaining
abstract concepts to the general public that even children can understand.

Sometimes we scientists do have a tendency to overanalyze everything. But
perhaps – just perhaps – there is a simple explanation of why we are here, and of
other related questions?

They say that it is incompatible to be a good scientist and believe in a Creator at
the same time. But I don’t see why it needs to be the case. The scientific method
has been proven to be an appropriate tool to study the natural world. But
perhaps it is the wrong tool to use to test anything in the supernatural world,
where supreme beings reside? It would be like using a ruler to measure
temperature, for example. Just because something cannot be tested by science
does not mean it does not exist.

12. John
September 22, 2006

The scientific method can’t hope to answer every question in fact one can’t show,
via the scientific method, that any question pertaining to the to the universe can
be answered via the scientific method.

In simpler terms, one cannot use the scientific method to prove the validity of the
scientific method, as a tool to answer questions about the universe. Hence, the
answer to some questions about the universe may reside outside the scientific
method.

http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/LifeSciences/EvolutionaryBiology/?view=usa&ci=0195079515
http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/LifeSciences/EvolutionaryBiology/?view=usa&ci=0195079515
http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/LifeSciences/EvolutionaryBiology/?view=usa&ci=0195079515
http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/LifeSciences/EvolutionaryBiology/?view=usa&ci=0195079515


13. dave tweed
September 22, 2006

@Tim: I think you’re missing the point whe you say “The anthropic principle is
an emotive subject because it relates to the presence of a greater purpose.” The
anthropic principle is emotive because it’s not remotely clear whether it contains
such a big vaguely defined concept (that we know what properties life has and
what lower-level physics leads to/is incapable of leading to them) that any
current _application_ of it seems to many to be untenable.

To give a completely impractical thought experiment: if we could somehow run
simulations of a suitably huge sampling of all possible “rules for existance
substrates” for suitably long “simulated times” AND we had artificial
intelligences that were able to hunt through for any sign of “life” even if it didn’t
have the form we’re used to
AND they found no sign of anything like life, THEN I’d be more comfortable with
the anthropic principle. (Note the point of the simulations isn’t to test possible
physics but to see if we can generate something that we’d class as life that
doesn’t have the characteristics of all the life we’ve seen so far.) If you’d firmly
established this level of understanding that is presupposed by the anthropic
principle, I wouldn’t have any problems accepting as legitimate questions about
whether this leads to “greater purpose” or “supreme beings”.

The discomfort with the anthropic principle for many people is the jump from “I
can’t imagine any life which doesn’t have this property” to “it is not possible for
there to be life which doesn’t have this property” in order to “get answers to
question x” rather than accept “we can’t get the true answer to the question x
yet”.

14. Tim
September 22, 2006

TruthSeeker – thank you for your comment.

dave tweed – I think the anthropic principle is found to be emotive by different
people for different reasons.

15. George
September 22, 2006

RE: The Goldilocks Enigma.

I think the right question is really – Why is life just right for the universe?

16. Gumbi
September 22, 2006

Seems to me that the anthropic principle is not there so much to offer an
explanation, as to suggest that no explanation is needed.

We don’t wonder too much why earth is suitable for life, because we see that



there are at least a few and probably very many other planets out there that are
suitable to life to varying degrees.

But if there were only one planet in the universe, and it were earth, then the
question of why this one planet was suitable for life would demand an
explanation.

The anthropic principle, combined with multiverse concepts, suggests that some
mysteries are not mysterious at all, and don’t need explanations, just like the
case of earth being so suitable for life.

17. TheGraduate
September 22, 2006

I think in general the anthropic principle is somewhat redundant and political.
We all know that we may fail to find an answer to any question we seek to find an
answer to. In that sense, the anthropic principle is redundant. Because it is so
redundant, the only reason to bring it up is to convince people not to try and in
that sense it seems political.

I consider the anthropic principle something like the ‘god did it’ principle. As
long as this kind of idea is not part of making concrete progress, it seems a
waste of time to focus on it.

18. Chris W.
September 23, 2006

TheGraduate,

Right. More specifically, it seems to me that the underlying premises of
Christianity in treating these questions have been (1) apologetics – convincing
unbelievers and doubters that God really exists, and (2) that rational
investigation of nature without presupposing God’s existence is tantamount to
sin, and is the sort of thing that got us kicked out of Paradise. Therefore we have
no business doing it. The existence of the world and ourselves as part of it ceases
to be a mystery. Instead, it becomes a moral drama.

Returning to the subject of whether the existence of life tells us anything about
the structure of physical law, the key point which always seems to be ignored is
the role of physical law in accounting for any kind of stability in physical
systems, and also the limits of that stability. Clearly, living things need some
degree of stability or reproducibility in their environment and in their own
constitution, combined with an allowance for change, the latter requiring some
degree of instability. Some sort of balance needs to be struck, and the laws of
physics are central to how it is struck and whether such a balance is possible. Of
course there is something deeply reflexive about this, because the laws of
physics are, by assumption, stable themselves. This begs the question, how do
we account for the stability and universality of the laws?

There has never been an absolute answer to this question. When putative laws
have been discovered to be limited in scope, ie, to fail under some



circumstances, we have sought to understand this failure and their prior success
in terms of a deeper and more all-encompassing law. The central question about
a failed law is always “why and how did it ever work?” The relevance of relative
velocities and the speed of light only became fully apparent with the advent of
special relativity. Without it, the problems of reconciling Newtonian mechanics
and Maxwell’s electrodynamics and various observational anomalies could only
be puzzled over.

I think we’re at a point in the history of physics where the question of why
nature has any law-like structure at all must be squarely confronted if we are to
understand why it has the particular law-like structure that it does. In this
connection, I should note that John Stachel has argued that Einstein’s well-
known objections to the indeterminacy of quantum mechanics were not due to its
indeterminacy as such, but rather to the fact that the degree and form of the
indeterminacy was unexplained. If we’re going to admit some indeterminacy,
then why not go all the way? Again, the subtle balance between indetermininism
and determinism is the core issue, and calls for an explanation. Life seems to
require it, almost by definition, but this fact throws little light on the
fundamental basis of the balance.

19. Arun
September 23, 2006

The questions which currently interest us may not be answerable by application
of the scientific method at this time. Progress in science as it is at a particular
time depends on asking the right questions. If science is seen to be turning into
philosophy, it is perhaps because we are not asking the right questions. Perhaps
it is because the right questions at this time are relatively tame and boring
compared to having theories of everything, and HEP theorists are no longer
psychologically suited to tame and boring.

20. TheGraduate
September 23, 2006

Chris W. ,

Great comments. I think that to tackle the anthropic principle scientifically is at
the moment a very lightweight approach and one really needs to read some of
the analyses put forward by the philosophers to get to ideas with any kind of
heft.

In defense of some christian philosophers, I think the motivations for their
investigations are as you describe. However, I would not say that all their
arguments fall into the categories you outlined.

One thing that Christians sometimes argue is that their way of looking at things
is a complete theory of everything in that it attempts to describe all phenomena
both physical and mental. In the sense that science has nothing to say on the
question of ‘what is a good life?’ which is of incalculable importance to most
human beings, Christians view the scientific enterprise as a quest toward a
partial theory of everything where ‘everything’ for them includes intellectual,



sensory, moral, emotional and physical phenomena in both the objective and
subjective perspectives.

In a way, the scientific conclusion of the ‘consistency’ of physical systems is quite
conditional in that one may take certain drugs; one may have dreams; one may
have what is defined as a ‘mental illness’; one may simply experience a state of
mind that one tends to retroactively define as ‘confused’; and during these times
the rule of ‘consistency’ is thrown out the window.

To even approach the scientific method, one must lay down much conceptual
frame work. For instance, one has to hypothesize that human beings have a
certain frame of mind in which it is possible to do science and that the ‘reality’ of
other frames of mind are invalid.

21. John
September 23, 2006

The question itself raises some problems; we are assuming that “natural
processes”, as we know them, held before or at the “creation” of the universe. In
addition, physics can only describe the behavior of preexisting processes and
material, but not “creation” where creation means something out of nothing.
This goes deeper than the appearance of particles out of the quantum void, for
you need laws to govern that void before anything can come from it, hence
something exists.

Modern science always presupposes the existence of an underlying law
governing the behavior of material objects. The problem is what happens when
we ask about the origin of those very laws? We are in a quandary, we presuppose
an underlying law, but wait the origin of the universe is the origin of all physical
laws, so what kind of underlying law can govern the “creation” of the universe?
We can’t say its a physical law for ontologically speaking it must come before the
physical laws, hence its a “meta-physical” law. Even if we did find an explanation
via physical laws, we can always ask why those laws came about as they did and
so on to infinity.

This is what I mean when I say the scientific method cannot validate itself; it
always needs a preexisting underlying structure.

22. Neznaika
September 23, 2006

Peter,
Thank you for the interesting review. My question is about your earlier comment
that one cannot use anthropic principle to make falsifiable predictions.
How about “Principle of Mediocrity”? I found a very interesting recent article on
the subject by A. Vilenkin on Edge.com (http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture
/vilenkin06/vilenkin06_index.html). In that article and apparently in his new
book, Many Worlds in One –
(http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0809095238/qid=1151507616/sr=1-1
/ref=sr_1_1/104-5849948-3641559?s=books&v=glance&n=283155),
Vilenkin argues that one can make testable STATISTICAL predictions using the

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/vilenkin06/vilenkin06_index.html
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Principle of Mediocrity. He also claims that his (and Weinberg’s) prediction for
the cosmological constant has already been confirmed.
What do you think about those arguments? Is that Science in your view?

23. Neznaika
September 23, 2006

Correction to my post:
Vilenkin’s article has been published on Edge.org, not on Edge.com. Sorry about
that.

24. Who
September 23, 2006

Amazon.co.uk has The Goldilocks Enigma in stock and is shipping.
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Goldilocks-Enigma-Universe-Just-Right/dp/0713998830

they guarantee delivery by 1 PM Tuesday 26 September, if ordered now, so I
guess they mean business.

Goldilocks has UK salesrank #716 at the moment, which is very high for a
physics book. For comparison, Not Even Wrong had UK amazon salesrank #1318
last time I looked.
And Hawking Brief History of Time (paperback) had rank around #4700.
so Davies book having UK salesrank 716 is really quite good

25. Chris W.
September 23, 2006

Neznaika,

The strength of Weinberg’s argument has been questioned a number of times.
See hep-th/0407174 for a recent example. It has also been questioned whether
the argument is truly “anthropic”, ie, whether the existence of life plays anything
more than an incidental role in the argument.

TheGraduate: To even approach the scientific method, one must lay down much
conceptual frame work. For instance, one has to hypothesize that human beings
have a certain frame of mind in which it is possible to do science and that the
‘reality’ of other frames of mind are invalid.

This statement strikes me as quite unfounded. As my comment should have
indicated, science can be seen as a natural outgrowth of grappling consciously
with a problem that faces all living things. We must find and learn to rely upon
some stability in the world for the sake of simple survival, if nothing else. The
growth of science was galvinized by the gradual and surprising discovery that a
certain kind of stability—stability of certain deep patterns of change—could be
found in the world, and could be precisely and testably described, well beyond
what seems practically necessary.

26. TheGraduate

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Goldilocks-Enigma-Universe-Just-Right/dp/0713998830
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Goldilocks-Enigma-Universe-Just-Right/dp/0713998830
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407174
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407174
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213


September 24, 2006

Chris W.,

I am not quite sure what you mean. Could you elaborate? I understand that by
stability you mean being able to replicate the results of experiments. But I think
there is definitely a difference between the sort of investigative method that
leads to science and the sort of reasoning people employ when they conclude
things like: the sun will rise tomorrow, God is always on the side of the righteous
and that poor people always steal. Nevertheless, on a subjective level, I think
there is a sense for the people that believe these things that these are stable,
replicable rules.

27. John Bussoletti
September 24, 2006

I’ve always wondered why those who espouse Intelligent Design seem to get so
involved with questions of natural selection and the ideas of Darwin, when there
really are some very basic aspects of nucleosynthesis that have even given me
pause on occasion. Not that I’m espousing anthropic or Intelligent Design
principles, but consider the following:

There is evidence that the chemical elements that make up our universe are
created through nucleosynthesis processes in stars. “Hydrogen burning” creates
helium. “Helium burning” critically depends on a “triple alpha” process, which is
predicated on the existence of a 7.65 Mev excited state of Carbon to allow the
production of Carbon. And from Carbon, production of all other elements follows

So there is in the nucleus of Carbon an excited state with zero net angular
momentum at an energy level of 7.65 MeV, which is juist above the dissolution
state of the nuclues into Berillium 8 (itself unstable to decay into two Helium
nuclei) and an alpha particle. This excited state has an electromagnetic decay
branch which emits a photon and decays to the 2+ excited state of the Carbon
12 nucleus, which is a bound state and itself decays by photo emission to the
ground state.

Were the energy of this state of the nuclear system somewhat higher, the
probability for a triple alpha interaction within solar interiors would drop
precipitously, greatly reducing (eliminating?) the production of Carbon in our
universe. Were it lower in energy, there might be no path for creation of Carbon.
And without carbon, most other nuclei don’t get produced.

The fundamental electromagnetic, strong and weak nuclear forces, and the
values of the various undetermined constants in our various theories of particles
and the universe as we know it, are just so, to allow the existence of this excited
state, allowing synthesis of Carbon. Without the interplay of the various strong,
weak and electromagnetic forces, there would be no carbon, let alone carbon-
based life anywhere in this universe.

So, the Intelligent Design contingent, rather than worry about Darwinism, really
ought to call greater attention to the very existence of Carbon.



Now, as much as the scientific method would like to argue against such an
anthropic point of view, there is another fundamental problem, which was first
explained to me by Jeremiah Ostriker in an Astrophysics course I took many
years ago. In the early days of the course he explained the Copernican point of
view by saying there are two fundamental assumptions that we make in
Astrophysics: “First, we do not live an any special place in the universe.
Secondly, we do not live at a special time.”

With these two assumptions, we can make observations of that universe, build
theories based on those observations, and have some confidence that those
theories reflect some elements of truth.

The trouble with this is that these two assumptions are basically unprovable.
That is, we’re not able to subject them to the experimental test that the scientific
method would dictate must be done. So as much as we might like to subject the
universe to test, we’re limited in time, space and even energy to explore only the
very lowest excitations of the system. Our theories are nothing more than models
that reflect those observations.

Robert Pirsig in “Zen and the Art Of Motorcycle Maintenance” quoted Bertrand
Russell’s description of science as “If bread is a stone and stones are nourishing,
then I can eat bread and be nourished. So I do the experiment, I eat some bread
and find that, indeed I am nourished, thus proving my theory that bread is a
stone.”

This is an extreme caricature of the scientific method, but unfortunately, it’s also
pretty accurate.

No matter what “fundamental” theory that one might propose, even should it
explain “everything”, the reality is that all we know how to do is construct
models of the low level excitations of whatever it is that is in our universe at the
particular time that we occupy it and in the particular place where we observe.

Landau had it right. All we can ever observe are effective interactions and so
we’re free to model them in whatever way is consistent with our observations.

But we can never prove correctness. We can only achieve utility.

That is, if our model is “good”, it will allow us to build or control something.
Basically, allow us to be engineers. But “Truth” and “Proof” elude us always.

So, the anthropic point of view directly opposes the Copernican assumptions.
Both are unprovable points of view and both are largely irrelevant with respect
to “utility”. That’s why Peter and others like him (I include myself among them)
are so adamant that one must make predictions, testable ones, with whatever
theory one creates. Without some ability of a model to make predictions, it has
no “utility” and is, in the end empty. As much as science would like to establish
proof, the reality is that the scientific method is largely a consistency argument,
and in the end, is not provable.

But it can be very, very useful (sic).



28. Adrian Heathcote
September 26, 2006

“It seems way, way premature to start wondering about why the universe is “just
right” for life, before we know whether it is.”

Just a comment about John Baez’s post.

I agree with this wholeheartedly. This is the point that no one seems to make in
discussions of the Anthropic Principal. The most obvious thing about the
Universe that we observe is that we seem to be alone in it. This may not be the
case, of course. But that is the current evidence. People who talk about the
fittingness of the universe to life must confront the difficult truth that it doesn’t
seem to be.

29. Adrian Heathcote
September 26, 2006

I think most people can see that the Anthropic Principle is a fallacy, the only real
disagreement is what kind of fallacy it is. So let me add my 2 cents on this
question. I think it is an example of what logicians call a “modal fallacy”—of
which there are many examples in ordinary thinking. It is confusing a fact about
the universe—that intelligent life exists—with a modal claim—that the universe
*must* be such as to sustain life. But this is a case of inserting the necessity
operator (“must”) into the wrong position in the sentence. Fallacies that are
generated by misplacing necessity and possibility operators are called modal
fallacies.

The traditional statements of fatalism (“what will be must be”) are likewise
thought to be modal fallacies.

30. Adrian Heathcote
September 26, 2006

There is a second strand to the AP, evident in the post of John Bussoletti. The
claim is that if the universe were different in some particular respect X then life
would not be able to exist. Therefore since it does exist the universe *must* have
this property X. This is the modal fallacy that I mentioned. The only thing that
really follows is that the universe does have this property X.

31. Neznaika
September 26, 2006

To Chris W. and Peter,
Thank you very much for responding, Chris, since Peter is simply ignoring my
question.
Actually, I don’t care “whether the argument is TRULY “anthropic”, (it’s
“anthropic” enough for me). Vilenkin’s claims that ‘The Principle of Mediocrity’
is testable, since it can make VERIFIABLE statistical predictions and some of
those predictions, for the cosmological constant specifically, have already been
confirmed. I very much want to know if those claims are correct. I read the



article on Edge.org and thought that Vilenkin makes a very convincing case but I
am just a layman, I can’t judge…
I am interested in Peter’s opinion very much – he is extremely smart and seems
to be the expert, so I asked him this very specific and simple question in
response to his comments to Alex. I didn’t receive any answer. Is he hiding, or he
doesn’t have an answer?

32. Peter Woit
September 26, 2006

Nezmaika,

I didn’t answer your question because Chris already did, and I’ve written many,
many times about these issues here. I’m just really tired of repeating the same
points in response to the same overhyped claims. Once more:

The anthropic principle by itself is useless. It gives “predictions” that are
tautologously true, so can’t be falsified. The “principle of mediocrity”, or more
generally, the use of a multiverse model that gives an a priori statistical
distribution of values of observables, combined with the anthropic principle as a
selection effect, can in certain cases give predictions. If your multiverse model
predicts a statistical distribution strongly peaked at a point, and that point is in
the anthropically allowed range, then you should observe something near that
value or the model is (probably) wrong.

The problem is that people are working with models (like the string theory
landscape) that they have no control over and seem to have no useful structure,
so people are just assuming the statistical distributions are flat. This is exactly
the same assumption you make when you throw up your hands and say “I have
no idea what is causing this”, so, a priori, the distrbution of expected values is
flat. You can’t get something for nothing, and claim to be doing a serious non-
trivial test of a model when the model’s “predictions” are identical to those of
just admitting you have no idea what is going on, so anything is equally likely. (I
should note that Wilczek et. al have a calculation involving axions where they
have some control over the a priori distribution, and it isn’t flat, so maybe there
is something more there).

The Weinberg “prediction” has been seriously overhyped, in many ways. First of
all, it involves a flat a priori distribution of the CC values, so suffers from the
problem mentioned above. It “predicts” a generic value of the CC in the
anthropically allowed range, but that is also the “prediction” that comes from the
model “the CC is determined by something purely mysterious such that I’ll never
know anything about its origin”.

You can argue that this “prediction” is falsifiable: you may find that the CC has a
non-generic value, e.g. very close to zero. If you observe this, then, you do have
some information about the origin of the CC, it’s not something random, but
some unknown physics is giving it the non-generic value.

Despite the over-hyped claims you hear, this appears to be what is happening in
the CC case. If you fix all cosmological parameters except the CC, you find that



the observed value is somewhat smaller than expected, since it is one to two
orders of magnitude below the top of the allowed anthropic range. If you allow
other cosmological parameters to vary, the CC is much too small, many orders of
magnitude below the top of the anthropic range. Vilenkin and Susskind’s claims
that the observed value of the CC is decisive evidence for the multiverse and
landscape are absurdly overhyped.

If you take the string theory landscape seriously, there are lots of other similar
“predictions” it makes which are just completely wrong. There appears to be no
reason for the proton lifetime to be anything in particular on the landscape, but
it is observed to be not generic, many orders of magnitude below the anthropic
limits on proton decay. Same for CP violation, and lots of other things. If the
people hyping these anthropic landscape “predictions” were honestly willing to
give up their model when these “predictions” failed, that would be one thing.
They’re not, they don’t take their own “predictions” that they are getting from
these vacuous models seriously, so I don’t see why anyone else should either.

33. Neznaika
September 28, 2006

Peter,
Thank you very much for taking time and answering this truly primitive question.
I didn’t realize that you’ve done it many, many times before, and I apologize for
that. Your explanation is very detailed and clear; with your help I now
understand the issue much better.
I agree that people make exaggerated, over-hyped claims about anthropic
predictions but I find Vilenkin and Susskind’s positions to be very different: they
are interested in different kind of models. Susskind is interested in superstring
theory and landscape, Vilenkin doesn’t care about that. His only interest is
cosmology: he uses ‘The Principle of Mediocrity’ for cosmological predictions.
I went to Vilenkin’s colloquium recently (I am an alumni) about The Principle of
Mediocrity. He made 3 points which I found interesting. Vilenkin is using a 2-step
process to calculate the statistical distribution. He does assume AT FIRST that
the statistical distribution of all possible CC values is flat. His argument that the
range of all possible CC values in the multiverse is enormous and the allowed
anthropic range is tiny by comparison. If you select a tiny range of ANY
distribution curve, it appears flat as Earth surface looks flat to us. Next he goes
on to CALCULATE the statistical distribution based on the number of galaxies,
and that one is NOT FLAT. The PREDICTED (since it was done way BEFORE any
experiments) and the observed CC values agree at 75% confidence level which
looks pretty impressive to me.
Peter, I am very interested in Davis’s book which is not available yet. Your review
is great, so I have a question: I read your old Vilenkin’s book review, you didn’t
like it at all. Davis’s book review is much better but the subjects look similar.
What are the differences and/or similarities in your view? Do they have a
difference of opinions? Which one is better written and easier to read? Thank
you very much.

34. Peter Woit
September 28, 2006



Neznaika,

Both books are written at a very low level, for a very unsophisticated audience. If
one has a serious interest in these subjects, I’m not sure that either one is all
that helpful. The Davies book is more about philosophical issues than the
Vilenkin book. Its virtue is that it’s even-handed: Davies explains the whole range
of views on these topics, as well as what their problems are. Vilenkin’s book is
hyping one specific kind of theory, one that I find highly problematic since it is
not really testable and thus not really science. On the whole, he also doesn’t
really bother to explain what the problems are with what he is pushing.

I can guess at what the “75% confidence level” claim is about, and I think it’s
heavily overhyped. For one thing, it completely ignores the problem I mentioned
that if you allow other cosmological parameters to vary, the CC comes out much
too small (probably so small that the standard experimentalists way of
characterizing the situation is that Vilenkin’s scenario is ruled out at greater
than 99% confidence level).

35. Neznaika
September 29, 2006

Peter,
It’s for ME! I AM that unsophisticated audience. I am trying to understand the
science behind it but I don’t want to fall asleep in the process, I want an
interesting, well written book.
On a different subject: I read in your earlier post that Lubos Motl wrote a ‘one-
star’ review of your book and “when his review is there, sales improve”. I’ve
noticed that Motl gave Vilenkin’s book 5 stars (which is extremely rare for him).
Do you think that Vilenkin’s book sales are in real trouble?



Links and Gossip

September 22, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Well, no, I’m not going to start putting up here the really interesting gossip that
people tell me. If I did so they’d stop telling me such things.

The Theoretical Particle Physics Jobs Rumor Mill has moved yet again. First it was
hosted at the University of Washington, then the College of William and Mary, now it’s
at UC Davis. No idea why it moved this last time, but earlier this year some gossip
told me the entertaining story of why it was booted out of Washington. To be honest,
I’ve now completely forgotten all the details, so even if I wanted to violate their
confidence, I couldn’t.

The new Rumor Mill site confirms previous gossip I had heard that shows UC Santa
Barbara having great success in hiring people in mathematical physics. Is Singer has
been a regular visitor there in recent years, spending part of the year in Santa
Barbara, part at MIT. This year they’ve hired two very good people: Dave Morrison
and Sergei Gukov. Morrison has a mathematics background (algebraic geometry), and
Gukov was educated as a physicist (a student of Witten’s), but they both do
interesting things at the interface of the two subjects.

Also at UCSB, Michael Freedman has moved his Microsoft Research group down from
Redmond, and it is now temporarily in residence at the KITP, waiting to move into
offices in the building next door when it is finished and will house the California
Nanosystems Institute. Freedman is a topologist and Fields medalist, who was hired
away from UC San Diego by my ex-grad school roommate Nathan Myhrvold when he
was running Microsoft Research. From what I remember, at the time Nathan told me
some mildly entertaining gossip about this, but, again, I’ve forgotten the details, so
can’t violate his confidence even if I wanted to.

Also on the move is John Horgan’s blog. His Scientific Curmudgeon blog is being shut
down, re-opened as a blog hosted by Discover magazine (which has its own blog). The
new blog is called Horganism, and he has some advice which I don’t endorse for
would-be scientists;

Also, don’t go into particle physics! Especially don’t waste your time on string theory,
or loop-space theory, or multi-universe theories, or any of the other pseudo-scientific
crap in physics and cosmology that we science journalists love so much.

Seed magazine has some interesting new articles: one by mathematician Jordan
Ellenberg about Fields Medalist and MacArthur winner Terry Tao, another by Joshua
Roebke about Jim Simons and his Math for America project, the inspiration for which
came over a poker game (OK, it was a poker game to raise money for charity).

The Cern Council Strategy Group has put out a briefing book that gives an excellent
survey of the prospects for particle physics and particle physics experiments,
especially in Europe, during the new few decades. Very much worth reading.

http://www.phys.washington.edu/users/calvin/
http://www.phys.washington.edu/users/calvin/
http://www.physics.wm.edu/~calvin/
http://www.physics.wm.edu/~calvin/
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/rumor/doku.php
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/rumor/doku.php
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/scientific_curmudgeon/
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/scientific_curmudgeon/
http://discovermagazine.typepad.com/
http://discovermagazine.typepad.com/
http://discovermagazine.typepad.com/horganism/
http://discovermagazine.typepad.com/horganism/
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2006/09/maths_architect_of_beauty.php
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2006/09/maths_architect_of_beauty.php
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2006/09/putting_his_money_where_his_ma.php
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http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0609216


Comments

1. Thomas Love
September 22, 2006

Thanks for the link to Horganism, I wonder what a Horgasm would be like.

2. John Ryskamp
September 23, 2006

I also sent you an email about this. If you want a different perspective on string
theory as it relates to the history of mathematics and physics, I strongly suggest
you learn more about the important work which has been done over the past
decade and a half in the history of set theory. Above all, read A. Garciadiego’s
BERTRAND RUSSELL AND THE ORIGINS OF THE SET-THEORETIC
‘PARADOXES.’ Some of the set theory paradoxes have already had holes poked in
them, but Garciadiego does a remarkably thorough job in laying the groundwork
for understanding the most important aspect of set theory: the response to it.
You should ignore the huge number of typos in the book and pay close attention
to the footnotes.

But to the response: “natural” mathematics was developed, and traded under
different names, with a program of “avoiding” the “paradoxes.” This polemical
point of view is well summarized in Penelope Maddy’s polemic, NATURALISM IN
MATHEMATICS.

Poincare was one of the first of the “natural” mathematicians. The program
informs his vastly influence SCIENCE AND HYPOTHESIS. Einstein rhapsodizes
about this book. For many non-mathematical scientists, it was influential, and I
believe Einstein took over its program into his physics.

You should certainly ground yourself in the avant garde mathematics in which
Einstein developed, if you propose to understand his work and what came after
it. I believe you will develop a very different understanding, if you do.

Here is my own take on the influence of “natural” mathematics during the
twentieth century:

Ryskamp, John Henry, “The Unity of Twentieth Century Ideas” (April 14, 2006).
Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=897085

3. Stefan
September 23, 2006

Peter,

As a (especially) theoretical physicist / mathematician of course you will not
endorse John Horgan’s advice to potential entrants; but what then are the
[\italics]actual[italics] *realistic* responses to his qualm?
I have been thinking about this for quite some time now, and each time it seems
that going into HEP research would likely result in (or atleast set a path towards)

http://ssrn.com/abstract=897085
http://ssrn.com/abstract=897085


financial and professional destitution and destruction (unless of course one
possibly chooses to make fundamental compromises to one’s intellectual
principles, i.e. join one of the bandwagons of current theory [especially string
theory]; this seems – sadly – more like playing Russian Rullet with one’s
professional career than anything else).

My hypothetical responses to this quandary are the following:

a) go into mathematical physics; [more on this below]

b) go into condensed matter physics (atleast some job prospects can be expected
after finishing studies);

c) go into mathematics proper (-same reason as (b)-)

d) forgo this area (math and physics) and study something like ‘computational
science’ (atleast there is some relation – albeit indirect to my knowledge – with
theoretical physics; this area includes ‘chaos and complexity theory’ I assume;

e) forgo all of the above and become a computer scientist / programmer; this
should be sufficient to guarantee a job no matter what the prevailing
circumstances in academia (I hope!).

As for mathematical physics, what are the likely scenario(s) from your vantage
point?

Stefan

4. Stefan
September 23, 2006

P.S.:

Peter, as you can guess I don’t know how to work the font system. Any
suggestions?

5. MathPhys
September 23, 2006

Stefan,

In a certain sense, string theory really has nothing to do with high energy
physics, although (like many other topics) it was motivated by questions arising
in that subject.

String theory is very inspired (and inspiring) mathematical physics (or even
mathematics).

Just forget about trying to make connections with what we see in (and expect
from) high energy particle colliders and everything will be fine.

6. woit



September 23, 2006

Stefan,
Best advice about the fonts is probably to not even try to get that kind of
formatting into comments here. Most blogging software handles html inside
comments in an inconsistent way.

It’s very difficult to give people career advice about HEP research at this point. I
certainly have no idea what the field is going to look like in a few years from now.
A lot depends on what happens at the LHC, and how the physics community
deals with the continuing dominance of string theory despite its conclusive
failure to give any insight into unification. But, even in healthier times, going into
speculative HEP research is not something someone should do who is looking for
a straightforward career path and a well-paid, secure job. If those are important
to you, do something else. There are just too many smart people and too few
good permanent jobs in this field. On the other hand, if one has reasonably wide
interests, and is very flexible in what one does to earn a living, one can most
likely sooner or later find some reasonable sort of job after starting out trying to
do HEP research.

If one is interested in the mathematical end of particle theory, one is probably
better off getting a Ph.D. in math than in physics these days. Mathematics is a
much healthier field, both intellectually and in terms of numbers of jobs. There
are a lot of interesting questions at the boundary of math and physics to work on,
and a reasonable number of good people and research activity going on in this
area.

7. anthropologist
September 23, 2006

This is my first post here. While not exactly in the string theory, I am very
fascinated by this whole psychology (people’s) angle. And, I have seen both Brian
Greene’s and Ed Witten’s public talks, certainly, polished they were! So, these
are my thoughts. On the side of the actual (tangible!) physics, what we have now
is no new experiments that prove or disprove existing theories. Everything is
wishy-washy, and there are no breakthrough experiments on the horizon, at least
according to predictions by ANY theory. Yet it is still very desirable for people in
the field of theoretical physics to eat (so to speak), and do something. So, these
are the constraints.

One could argue that the string theory has evolved exactly to fit into this set of
constraints. It captures public’s imagination, thus providing continuing public
interest (and funding!). It cannot be readily falsified, so nobody can ever claim it
is wrong, which also guarantees a good grace period for people to bail out if they
start to have private doubts. Researchers are still able to do interesting (if
irrelevant) mathematical things, with a twist, that instead of math they call it
physics. And for a good reason, if they called it math, life would be a lot less
comfortable, since math is more like art in terms of funding (most of practically
useful math is probably no less than 50-100 years old).



Were the string theory doubted on a large scale, so that the public does lose the
faith and interest, the funding for the entire field of theoretical physics might
very well shrink. It is a mistake to think that the freed up funds would end up
paying for less fashionable physics research areas, they might just go away
altogether if the overall public interest is lower. For example, these money would
go toward the “war on cancer”, where it is hard to believe that small increment
of expenditures (percentage wise) will ever lead to any significant breakthroughs
not achieved otherwise.

Now, coming back to the prevailing “strong peer pressure makes everybody
conform” criticism that has been voiced in 2 recent books. In any event, if a
“rogue” physicist has any good new ideas, then it would be possible to get tenure
somewhere, and then just start promoting them heavily. That is because the
personal gain in the case of true success is very high, perhaps, the Nobel prize
(damn the string theory!). For a tenured faculty the risks would be relatively low,
and the potential reward would be very high. Otherwise, why give up such a
great brand such as “the string theory” for something that needs to be promoted,
especially, if this new theory has no present day technical means to be
proven/disproven even if offering falsifiable predictions? Of course, it might be
that ALL theoretical physics people are too deep in the same hole, with the same
set of tools. But visionaries like Enstein come once per hundred years, so, the
whole vision thing is just very rare regardless of whether it is the string theory
or something else.

So, it appears that while the criticism of the string theory might very well be
valid, it is still the best thing for the physics field at the moment, since it keeps it
going, and going strong. The only important thing is that the young people
entering the theoretical physics fully understand the implicit rules of
engagement, or otherwise irreversible damage to one’s career might result.

8. Stefan
September 23, 2006

Peter,

Thanks greatly for the advice; I do appreciate it. 

You write:

“If one is interested in the mathematical end of particle theory, one is probably
better off getting a Ph.D. in math than in physics these days.”

Coming from you [as a theoretical physicist] this is a little saddening and
disappointing – one would have hoped there existed some optimism within the
community. (This may be valid (indirect) confirmation that the “Golden Age” of
particle physics has expired, and the field has changed in character from its
glorious heydays…).

Anyhow, my question(s) then are:

1) What are the topics you recommend we study to gain expertise in this area



[mathematics of particle theory]? (especially in relation to QFT-math; and if
relevant – I suppose?! – to the Clay problem… one can hope, can’t one?!)

[If you have recommended texts, please include as you like.]

2) What (research) topics do you feel may pay dividends for future mathematical
physicists (especially for the area above)?

3) [somewhat off-topic] What is the Representation Theory relation to all this?
(You previously wrote that you were studying / reading the new text: ‘Dirac
Operators in Representation Theory’.)

Regards,
Stefan

9. Aaron Bergman
September 23, 2006

And for a good reason, if they called it math, life would be a lot less comfortable,
since math is more like art in terms of funding (most of practically useful math is
probably no less than 50-100 years old).

A lot less comfortable? There are no monetary differences that I can discern.
People call themselves physicists rather than mathematicians because the
cultures are distinct. The training, the way problems are attacked, the standards
of rigor and the incentives are all quite different.

10. woit
September 23, 2006

Stefan,

I have no idea what kind of ideas will ultimately solve the Clay Yang-Mills
problem (or any other of the Clay problems..)

My 2002 arxiv paper is kind of a sketch of ideas that I find promising, more
recently I’ve mostly been working on BRST (and its relation to the Dirac operator
and representation theory). There’s a lot of mathematics related to BRST that
has yet to be exploited.

Finally, geometric Langlands has all sorts of interesting math and possibly
physics associated to it. If Witten keeps working in that are and turning up more
things, it may get more people willing to join him and could get very interesting.

11. Dan
September 23, 2006

Speaking of links, the physics forum has a review of your book and a string
theorists disagrees as a matter of fact with your book. While I suspect the
reviewer is yours truly, the profile says France, not Harvard.

Here’s a link:



Go to first new post Opinions of ideas in “Not Even Wrong”
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=133053

“RX”

[reposting of this long comment deleted]

12. Stefan
September 23, 2006

Peter,

Thanks for the response; (was hoping for a more substantive one though). It’s
alright however: I know you have other duties at hand too.

Take care,
Stefan

13. woit
September 23, 2006

Dan,

Please don’t repost long things here from the middle of discussions on other
blogs. It’s fine to point out discussions elsewhere that people here might be
interested in joining, but in general they should do so where the discussion is
already taking place.

“R.X.” is not Lubos Motl, he’s a string theory partisan who posts on various blogs
using various pseudonyms (from what I remember, I think he’s “MoveOn” when
he posts here). For some reason he doesn’t want his real name and identity
attached to what he has to say, perhaps because it is often incorrect and full of
nasty personal attacks.

The comment of his you quoted doesn’t appear to be a review, since he doesn’t
actually say anything about the book or claim to have read it. It’s just the usual
ad hominem personal attack on me, together with standard issue string theory
propaganda and incorrect claims (no, you can’t falsify string theory by not
finding 10 d string excitations at the Planck scale, since some versions of string
theory don’t have these, ever heard of M-theory?).

14. anthropologist
September 23, 2006

Peter, actually, R.X. does not really attack anybody personally, where do you see
that? R.X. does disagree with you, but surely healthy dissent is a good thing. Or
you do not think so?

Also, R.X. points are well-reasoned, specifically, it is just not plausible that some
smart individual would not abandon the string theory in heartbeat if something

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=133053
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=133053


more promising came up. So I think that the particular claim of yours that
“everybody is too locked up in the string theory to look around” does not stand
under detailed scrutiny.

It is much easier to disagree with something than to be constructive. So again,
R.X. argument is well-made, if you had some constructive material on the
subject, you’d probably be publishing it in scientific, and not popular literature in
order to properly collect your credit.

15. Peter Woit
September 23, 2006

anthropologist,

Actually, R.X., begins his comment with “I suspect if he [Woit] would be able to
contribute something positive to science, he would have already done so in the
form of real publications. Instead he chooses to gain his 15 minutes of fame by
discrediting the work of others.” and then goes on to not address any of the
arguments in my book. I don’t see why I should spend much time answering
anonymous criticisms from people who personally attack me, show no
willingness to even read what I have to say, and just endlessly repeat the same
incorrect hype about string theory.

I’m not claiming there is an obvious much more promising thing than string
theory that all string theorists should start working on. I am claiming that what
they are working on has conclusively failed and they need to admit this. I don’t
think one can defend continuing to work on a failed idea. If they want to argue
about this, they need to deal with my argument that string theory has failed. It’s
given in detail in the book. I’d be happy to argue these scientific issues with R.X.
or anyone else.

Sure, it’s very difficult to come up with constructive new ideas. I’ve written some
of mine up, in hep-th/0206135.

16. Peter Orland
September 23, 2006

Stefan,

As a theoretical physicist, I don’t agree with Peter (W)’s advice about going into
math as a path to high-energy physics. Mathematicians have made valuable
contributions here and there to physics, but going to graduate school in math
won’t make you a physicist. You will instead need experience doing
research in physics to understand the issues. I predict that whoever solves the
Clay problem you mentioned above won’t be a mathemtatician.

17. anthropologist
September 23, 2006

Peter,



Your approach is idealistic, and not realistic.

“I am claiming that what they are working on has conclusively failed and they
need to admit this. I don’t think one can defend continuing to work on a failed
idea.”

So, how do you exactly see such an admission? Like the following: All talks at the
string conference would go “we failed, the string theory is dead”. Then, since
there is nothing obviously promising out there, upon return everybody turns in
their resignation letters, and goes to work at McDonalds. Would that be the
plan?

The only way the string theory would die out if it was displaced by something
more promising (and not less!). That is the only possibility for an implicit
admission. Without a replacement, the efforts on ST will continue.

Naturally, one way to gauge the real ST community sentiment would be to go to
a string conference, feed some younger attendants some beer, and then collect
opinions. Often big shots express their sentiments to the students, and those
propargate, so with beer one could extract that. Many younger people not too
close to the critical points of their career would be rather willing to discuss the
perceived state of things, at least that is what I found in my field.

18. Peter Woit
September 23, 2006

anthropologist,

Have you read my book or Lee Smolin’s? Both books very explicitly deal with the
questions you are raising.

I’ve had many conversations with string theorists, young and old, over beers,
wine and other beverages. Many of them are very disturbed about the current
state of the theory and we agree on much more than we disagree.

The question is: how do you make it possible for the kind of young, bright,
ambitious physicists who might be able to develop alternatives to get the kind of
training needed and spend the years of work necessary to make some progress
on alternatives, while still having a decent chance at a successful career? It
seems to me a necessary ingredient is admitting failure. As long as the field is
dominated by people who claim that string theory is the best thing for people to
work on, refuse to admit that it has failed, and provide no support for young
people trying to do something else, things will not change.

19. anthropologist
September 23, 2006

Peter,

I agree that to have a career one needs a lot of support from the establishment.
And, with alternatives to ST, it still would be very risky to bet a career on an



alternative, even with some supportive senior people (unless those have such
great connections that a tenured job would be nearly guaranteed at a later
point). That is because if you get relatively nothing interesting in a new area (no
flashy or popular publications), you have nothing to apply for jobs with, and
nobody would spend any time to understand what you did. Thus you would have
been much better off incrementally improving the string theory where you would
do something OK and be relatively widely understood, with good support by the
establishement.

In my field, situation in some ways even worse, since there is certain “mafia” in
the establishement which gets all the interviews for their people, so then not
even the area is constraining, but the choice of people to work with! If you did
not forsee that before, and ended up on the other side of such a divide, tough
luck.

20. nc
September 23, 2006

“… tough luck.” – anthropologist

I wish Peter or someone would plot out in a flow chart the standard responses to
criticisms of string theory. All the responses are unoriginal, and follow the
following sequence:

1. Critics should shut up complaining or else talk about an alternative to string.
They all just want 15 minutes of fame.

2. OK, the critics have some ideas about alternatives, but they aren’t hyped as
much as string, so they must be wrong.

3. If you made the error of not being a sycophant of the stringy mainstream from
your early years, tough luck.

This is really interesting because to ride out criticism, the stringy mainstream
gets ever more arrogant. How long can such political tactics divert attention
from their lack of physics?

21. jeremy
September 23, 2006

Stefan,

I am going to add something to what Peter (W) and Peter (O) already wrote, but I
wouldn’t call it advice.

In case you want to do your research in a mathematics department and working
on the Clay problems, but still have worries about the future job opportunities,
Navier-Stokes equations would be a good problem to work on. There has been a
great deal of effort tackling this problem in applied mathematics in the last thirty
years. So, in the worst case scenario, you don’t get to win the million dollar prize
given by Clay Institute and you cann’t find an academic position in pure



mathematics, but you always have applied mathematics to fall back on.

22. Stefan
September 24, 2006

Peter,

Thought this might be helpful to look through:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0108040

‘Results of the Survey on the Future of HEP’ by Young Particle Physicists (YPP)
during the Snowmass ’01 Conference.

Stefan

23. Alejandro Rivero
September 24, 2006

Re

“So, how do you exactly see such an admission? Like the following: All talks at
the string conference would go “we failed, the string theory is dead”.,”

A smotther way should be to produce a lot of talks to discusse “where did we go
wrong?” and “why?” . There are some Field Medals relating to string theory, and
one sould wonder how is that string theory has got to reach new mathematical
structures.

My current answer is that these structures were so general than any bold
attempt to go beyond QFT was dammed to find them in some disguise. It could
follow that even if string theory is wrong, they were wronged by a mirage of
some objects really related to physics, and it is still wothwhile to locate these
objects. Of course better mathematics than strings is needed (here a toast to
representation theory, for instance 

24. Observer
September 24, 2006

Peter,

I was thinking about this issue whether blogging and publishing polemic books
constitutes scientific activity or not (it was raised several times on this blog).

And my conclusion is that it can be determined easily. If we assume that
scientific activity is the thing that if someone does very well then he/she is
entitled to a good academic job at a respectable university, then my question to
you is this:

Do you think that anyone should be hired as a faculty member at a physics
department based on his/her blogging and polemic book publishing activity?

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0108040
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0108040


If your (or anyone’s) answer is ‘yes’ then you (or anyone) think(s) that blogging,
etc, is a scientific activity, otherwise you (or anyone) think(s) that it is not.

Cheers,
Observer

25. Peter Woit
September 24, 2006

Observer,

Obviously it all depends on what is in the blog and in the book. If someone were
to put up a correct proof of the Riemann hypothesis on their blog or include it as
a chapter in their polemic book, obviously a respectable university should offer
them a good academic job. It’s also true that someone with no blog and no book,
but a lot of worthless publications in journals on, say the Landscape, should not
be offered a job by a respectable university.

One example of a blogger whose blog is devoted mostly to his ongoing research
is Urs Schreiber. Respectable universities have certainly hired people based on
worse scientific activity than that on his blog. My own blog entries dealing with
current scientific research are often devoted to showing what is wrong with a
new scientific argument. I happen to think this is scientific activity, and of non-
negligible value, but also that more positve scientific activity (such as hep-
th/0206135) is of much greater value. This kind of positive scientific work is on
the whole likely to be too long and technical to fit comfortably as a blog posting.

This is completely off-topic, and I’m having trouble believing it’s not personally
aimed at me. Anyone who wants to discuss this further at a minimum will have to
be willing to not hide their identity and credentials behind the cover of
anonymity.

26. anthropologist
September 25, 2006

nc –

“2. OK, the critics have some ideas about alternatives, but they aren’t hyped as
much as string, so they must be wrong.

3. If you made the error of not being a sycophant of the stringy mainstream from
your early years, tough luck.”

Point 2 is more valid because people still have to do something to get noticed,
and have a record to apply with. If the area is only weakly promising, and not
much progress is made by a job applicant to be, then that is too tiny of a
program to run on, so to speak. It is better to be a mediocrity in an known field,
rather than in an unknown one.

Point 3 is valid because the present day establishement is all string theory, and
rule 1 of academia that you do not go against the establishment when applying



for jobs. In any field.

So these are not just purely pro-string theory arguments, but they are more
generically relevant for any dominant worldview, however dillusional it might be.

27. Thomas Larsson
September 25, 2006

anthropologist:

So, how do you exactly see such an admission? Like the following: All talks at the
string conference would go “we failed, the string theory is dead”.

They could say something like string theory pioneer Dan Friedan did in hep-
th/0204131:

“String theory has no credibility as a candidate theory of physics. […] Complete
scientific failure must be recognized eventually.”

The only way the string theory would die out if it was displaced by something
more promising (and not less!).

As I pointed out in my 1999 manifesto, gr-qc/9909039, the multi-dimensional
Virasoro algebra is the correct quantum form of the correct constraint algebra of
general relativity (in covariant formulations). It is thus to GR what the ordinary
Virasoro algebra is to perturbative string theory. That is why this mathematical
discovery is a necessary prerequisite for quantum gravity, and that is why I
decided to discover it.

28. Stefan
September 25, 2006

Peter,

Great reply! 

As a person not affiliated (directly, at least) with either side of this debate (or for
that matter any committed research direction), I found it rather sorry-like (and
even somewhat pathetic) that Ph.D. scholars [professional string theorists, albeit
not all] were stooping to such un-professional levels to defend their position(s);
this perhaps more than anything else suggests that inside each [defender / critic]
lies a perpetual fear that his / her much-touted intellectual-academic enterprise
may have lost its once-sparkling lustre, or even its stature within broader
academia. The time has rightly come to conduct a *sobering* study of string
‘theory’, and (perhaps more importantly), how it has been effectively able to
gobble up the lion’s share of funding for hep-research… at the cost of other well-
meaning avenues (i.e. LQG, twistor theory, non-commutative geometry,
Algebraic/Constructive QFT, etc.).

P.S.: Incidentally, I am now studying Ch. 31 of Penrose’s book [The Road to
Reality, UK version] – ‘Supersymmetry, supra-dimensionality, and strings’ – and I

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0204131
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9909039
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9909039


would recommend any undergrad physics major contemplating doing future
studies in hep to read his views on strings and supersymmetry. (I can assure you
it reads nothing like Lubos’ unintelligible and sometimes offensive/crude
/impolite, (but all-in-all a great source of diversion and amusement), rants.)

Stefan

29. Steve Myers
September 25, 2006

On jobs & careers: industry needs good math & physics grads. People would be
surprised at the level of math & physics involved with modelling. The pay is good
& often the problems are interesting. But make sure you take a good statistics
course. And no one in industry would be left to work on something that was as
disconnected from reality as string theory.

But if you have a problem you must work on, one that won’t let you go, get your
phD & follow Einstein’s advice and be a plumber. I haed a fellowship at NYU
when I woke up in the middle of an exam and walked away froim the academic
life.

30. nc
September 25, 2006

‘If the area is only weakly promising, and not much progress is made by a job
applicant to be, then that is too tiny of a program to run on, so to speak.’ –
anthropologist

The higher standards of alternatives make them more vulnerable to dismissal as
‘only weakly promising’ mainly because the people working on them don’t hype
them up so much.

Caution is wrongly taken as a sign of incompetence, or a sign that the researcher
is at least not confident in the alternative idea.

Contrast this to the mainstream, who justify their extraordinary claims using
extraordinary hype.

31. Thomas Love
September 26, 2006

Peter wrote:

“If one is interested in the mathematical end of particle theory, one is probably
better off getting a Ph.D. in math than in physics these days. Mathematics is a
much healthier field, both intellectually and in terms of numbers of jobs. ”

The situation was the same when I was in graduate school. After a Bachelor’s
degree in physics(1968), I did one year of grad school in physics before my
education was interrupted by the Vietnam war. After serving 5 years as a pilot, I
returned to grad school, switching to math because I felt that my physics



education had ceased and my indoctrination begun. In my experience, the
physicists want us to sit in awe of their work and not question it. There is far
more academic freedom in math than in physics. In the intervening years, the
fads had changed but the math requirements for the newer fields were much
greater. I wrote a physics dissertation (The Geometry of Elementary Particles,
UCSC, 1987) for a PhD in Math. Some members of the physics department
fought against its acceptance. I arrived at some conclusions the physicists didn’t
want to hear: Einstein was right about quantum mechanics;quarks are a
mathematical fiction; the ultimate theory cannot be a lagrangian field theory. I’ve
added more heresies since.

32. ks
September 26, 2006

Maybe you got this already?

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/CDF_meson.html

33. jeremy
September 28, 2006

Peter,

Please have a look at what Hamilton has to say about Yau at

http://www.doctoryau.com/.

Check for the UPDATE.

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/CDF_meson.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/CDF_meson.html
http://www.doctoryau.com/
http://www.doctoryau.com/


Unstrung

September 25, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

This week’s New Yorker has an article about the controversy over string theory,
written by Jim Holt, with the title Unstrung. On the web-site there’s also a link to
Woody Allen’s 2003 humorous New Yorker piece on string theory, Strung Out.

The New Yorker article pretty much gets the story right, although the description of
the Bogdanov affair isn’t completely accurate. The Bogdanov papers were about
quantum gravity, but were not string theory papers (although they claimed to be
motivated by string theory, and at least one referee described their results this way).
Holt also describes members of the Harvard string theory group as unsure whether
the papers were a fraud or sincere, which does correspond to an e-mail that
circulated at the time. However he doesn’t mention that at least one member of the
Harvard string theory group to this day not only believes the Bogdanov papers were
written sincerely, but considers them to be serious scientific research (an opinion
shared by very few others).

Holt accurately describes Smolin’s book as more accessible than mine, then chooses a
very good example of an “indigestible” sentence from my book:

The Hilbert space of the Wess-Zumino-Witten model is a representation not only of the
Kac-Moody group, but of the group of conformal transformations as well.

That is an example of some of the very advanced material I tried to include in a few
places in the book. It’s the precise expression of the mathematical relationship of
representation theory and QFT that has been worked out in recent decades in two
dimensions, exactly the thing that I would argue we should be trying to understand in
the physical case of four dimensions. To the extent that the book contains a positive
argument about alternatives to string theory, my decision was not to over-hype it, but
to try and explain a point of view about the history of the relation of mathematics and
quantum field theory that implicitly leads to this way of thinking.

Also out today is an article by JR Minkel on the Scientific American web-site entitled
That’s Debatable: Six Debates at the Frontier of Science. The first of the debates
listed by Minkel is Is String Theory Unraveling?, and it’s largely about the landscape.
It includes a couple quotes from me, as often the case a bit abbreviated to make them
sound even more provocative than I intended…

Update: The usual sensible commentary on the New Yorker review from Lubos. Holt
is a “cretin from the garbage bin of the journalistic colleges”, I’m the “black crackpot”
(due to the color of the cover of my book, Smolin is the “blue crackpot”). Lubos
reports on the reaction to the review from “one of the leading physicists of the
current world” (presumably one of his colleagues):

What’s wrong with these people? Why don’t they choose f***ing instead of writing
about things that they don’t like and they don’t understand?

http://www.newyorker.com/critics/atlarge/articles/061002crat_atlarge
http://www.newyorker.com/critics/atlarge/articles/061002crat_atlarge
http://www.newyorker.com/shouts/content/articles/030728sh_shouts2
http://www.newyorker.com/shouts/content/articles/030728sh_shouts2
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa003&articleID=0005726E-214A-1514-A14A83414B7F013F
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa003&articleID=0005726E-214A-1514-A14A83414B7F013F
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?articleID=00000749-259B-1514-A59B83414B7F0133
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?articleID=00000749-259B-1514-A59B83414B7F0133
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/09/richard-hamilton-behind-shing-tung-yau.html
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Update: The story has made it to Slashdot.

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
September 25, 2006

This is a pretty disappointing article. Take

“Nowadays,” one established figure in the field has said, “if you’re a hot-shot
young string theorist you’ve got it made.

for example. The quote is from a number of years ago. These days, if you’re a
hotshot young astrophysicist or phenomenologist, you’ve got it made. String
theory jobs are getting harder to come by.

And, regarding Friedel’s e-mail about the Harvard string theory group, frankly I
just don’t believe it. Pretty much everyone I know who looked at the papers
agreed they were nonsense. I find it almost impossible to believe that the
Harvard faculty wouldn’t agree. Even Lubos’s ravings on the subject are to the
extent that there might be some ideas in there, not that the mathematical
content of the papers is at all coherent.

I’m a bit tired of all this talk about how we should cultivate ‘seers’ or ‘valley
crossers’ or perhaps ‘people Smolin likes’ without any concrete suggestions on
how we change the current incentive system in physics. I don’t think there is this
great division of people between the mindless string theory computation-o-trons
and the deep thinking everyone else. What there is is a lot of smart people
working under a strong incentive to develop a long publication record. If you
want people to spend more time on hard questions, you’re going to have to find a
way to have it not hurt their job prospects.

2. Stefan
September 25, 2006

Peter,

You write frequently about representation theory and QFT, so might it not be a
generally good idea to write something pedagogical for would-be physics grad
students before they prematurely commit themselves to any specific research
direction.

In fact, I was thinking it may be even more helpful to write a ‘Resource Letter’
along with the topic-intro and post both on the arXiv. This may help to
disseminate your idea(s) to a wider reader base, especially given the climate of
doubt which seems to have settled within the string theory community.

Adieu,
Stefan

http://science.slashdot.org/science/06/09/29/1735237.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/06/09/29/1735237.shtml


3. Peter Woit
September 25, 2006

Aaron,

Do you really think that a young grad student or post-doc who came up with
something new about string theory that got a significant amount of attention
would have trouble finding a job now? That’s not my impression, but maybe I’m
wrong.

Smolin and I do both make concrete suggestions about how to change the
incentive structure. To get them taken seriously though will first require that
leaders of the field acknowledge that there’s a problem. Besides positive
incentives, I also fear that negative incentives may be part of the solution. If
people decide they won’t be able to get a permanent job by producing a long list
of unambitious papers on trendy subjects, maybe they’ll do something else. I
would love to see the NSF/DOE start to take this issue seriously and start a
discussion about their role in the current incentive structure and how to change
it.

I don’t have a problem with Smolin’s “valley crossers” analogy, but I will admit
that I’m congenitally dubious about “seers”.

The e-mail in question doesn’t refer to “Harvard Faculty”, it refers to the string
theory group as a whole, and presumably the discussion being reported was
largely among postdocs. Lubos was one of them at the time and, given his later
behavior, I wouldn’t be at all surprised if his comments were one of things the
writer had heard and was referring to.

4. Peter Woit
September 25, 2006

Stefan,

Yes, I would very much like to write something expository about QFT and
representation theory, starting with something basic about QM and
representation theory. This spring it looks like I’ll be again teaching the second
half of our graduate course on representation theory. Last time I did this I wrote
up some preliminary notes which are on my web-page. This semester I hope to
have time to improve those, and add some more on the topic of the relation of
QM to the subject.

5. Stefan
September 25, 2006

Let me know when you finish the work.

6. Aaron Bergman
September 25, 2006

Do you really think that a young grad student or post-doc who came up with



something new about string theory that got a significant amount of attention
would have trouble finding a job now? That’s not my impression, but maybe I’m
wrong.

Depends on how new it is. I can tell you that I know a fair number of long term
post-docs who have done very good work, but are deeply worried about their job
prospects.

Smolin and I do both make concrete suggestions about how to change the
incentive structure.

Can you please tell me what they are, then? I think it’d be a lot more helpful than
just continually saying how much string theory has failed to do. I’d love to hear
some really specific ideas.

Lubos was one of them at the time and, given his later behavior, I wouldn’t be at
all surprised if his comments were one of things the writer had heard and was
referring to.

And so again Lubos somehow becomes representative of the entire field? I swear,
if Lubos didn’t exist, you guys would be forced to invent him.

7. Peter Woit
September 25, 2006

Aaron,

Lee has various suggestions, I don’t have his book at hand. I assume one of his
main ones would be to basically implement what he has been doing at the
Perimeter Institute on a larger scale, in more places.

Among the things I’ve suggested that people should consider are:

1. Giving people directly out of graduate school longer term postdocs (e.g. 5-6
years), so they have more than 1-2 years in which to come up with something for
their next job.

2. Graduate student birth control, bringing the ratio of Ph.Ds to jobs to
something reasonable, so that the job market is not so insanely competitive and
people are more likely to feel that they can have a future in the field even if they
don’t work on the latest, hottest topic.

3. Senior theorists need to stop putting students to work on the latest, trendiest
string theory topic, encourage their students to work on a wider variety of
things. At the same time they need to change their standards for hiring postdocs
and junior faculty, making it clear to applicants that they want to see original
ideas, not the same thing everyone else is doing.

4. The NSF/DOE should explicitly admit that particle theory research is in
trouble, give guidance to people reviewing proposals that copycat proposals on
the latest string theory topic will not be funded, and emphasize that priority will



be given to diversity, that proposing to do something different will be a lot more
likely to get you funded. This applies to grants for workshops/conferences, as
well as grants to individuals and theory groups.

As for Lubos, who said he’s representative of the entire field? Unfortunately he
does represent the Harvard string theory group, at least he often claims that he
represents their opinions. If this is not the case and they’re unhappy with him,
I’ve heard nothing about this from any of them, directly or indirectly. They’re the
ones who, after dealing with the guy for a couple years as a junior fellow,
decided he was the best young person available in the field and offered him a
tenure-track position.

8. TheGraduate
September 25, 2006

Peter,

I had always kind of thought that the overproduction of graduate students was a
means of keeping wages low and therefore reducing the number of full time
professors one needed to work in a particular department.

I am not sure to what extent this reasoning is sensible but the overproduction of
science PhD’s probably lowers wages in all fields for which science PhD’s are
eligible.

As I understand it, the growth in wages of professors has not kept pace with the
growth in wages of other middle class professionals such as doctors and lawyers.

I think rather than graduate birth control, there should be more simple truth
from the beginning of the system to the end of the system. Isn’t it fair to say
universities overhype the potential job opportunities and leave it to the student
to eventually stumble into the rather brutal truth?

Didn’t you have to discover for yourself that there were no jobs for nonstring
theorists? I find that kind of system fundamentally unfair. You could have
probably started thinking about your transition to math years earlier and
perhaps had a smoother transition.

9. Bee
September 25, 2006

Hi Peter,

Senior theorists need to stop putting students to work on the latest, trendiest
string theory topic,

That does not only go for string theory. In general, senior theorists should not
dominate over the next generation by applying selection criteria that primarily
support their interest, instead of criteria that support the most talented
researches – even if those might have been working on topics they don’t find
exciting at all. The problem is that this goes on long after graduation. Given the



fact that the average postdoc is aged around 30, hiring institutions should trust
in the candidates ability and responsibility to find promising research fields on
their own.

Besides this, its kind of funny that the article picks out exactly the same sentence
about the Kac Moody group that I mentioned. I also found the following remark
‘actually, this is a serious over-simplification […]’ very amusing 

Best,

B.

10. Carl
September 25, 2006

It is true that Smolin’s book is designed for a more general audience. What is
amazing is that Woit’s book, despite being fairly technical, is selling enough
copies to be number 2 in physics book sales on Amazon after Smolin.

And this concept that the next big advance in physics is going to come from a
graduate student is a little iffy. The idea is based on observations of the past, but
as time has gone on it has become more and more difficult to reach the frontiers
of physics. This alone would suggest that older researchers are more likely to
make the advance.

Smolin had an interview where he said that his “seers” and “craftsmen” wasn’t
as good as someone else’s “peak climbers” and “valley crossers”, where the peak
climbers push the old ideas to their limits, and the valley crossers abandon old
peaks for new ones.

11. Peter Woit
September 25, 2006

TheGraduate,

It’s extremely difficult to get universities interested in the idea of reducing the
number of Ph.D.s. The faculty like having large graduate programs so they can
teach advanced courses, the universities like having huge numbers of people
competing for jobs, they’re basically flooding their own labor pool.

The situation in particle theory is rather unusual for a scientific subfield, with a
much worse imbalance between numbers of Ph.Ds. and jobs than any other
subfield that I know about. The situation is much much better in mathematics.

I certainly went into graduate study in particle theory knowing that the job
situation was quite bad, and then, as now, I assume that most departments and
advisors let prospective particle theory Ph.Ds know this (although if they can’t
figure it out for themselves, one wonders how bright they are…). String theory
was a non-issue when I was a grad student (I finished my thesis and started a
postdoc in mid-1984). I can’t say that I was surprised to have trouble finding a
job after my first post-doc. I’d say that string theory just turned what would have
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been a difficult situation into an impossible one, and it was just as well that it
made it much more sensible to look for a job in math than to hang around trying
to find not very good positions in physics.

12. Peter Woit
September 25, 2006

Bee,

Maybe because I’m older than you I’m less of the opinion that the problem is
inherently in the judgment of senior people. As far as pushing people into
working on bad ideas about string theory (or other trendy subjects), I just don’t
see that it’s mainly the older people doing this.

Funny that you chose the same sentence as Holt (although quite possibly he
reads your blog…). My book has gotten a lot of criticism from people for some of
the more technical things I put in it, but I’m still quite glad I did this. The
material is there to provide something new and challenging for almost every one,
and Chapter 10 in particular is an effort to get down on paper the story of the
successful interaction of math and physics over the last three decades. Not
everyone is going to be able to follow this, but I still think it’s a worthwhile
effort.

I suppose I’d feel differently if hardly anyone was buying the book because of
this. As it is, it seems to be selling all right, with Smolin’s book doing better
because it makes many of the same points pitched to a wider audience. This
situation is fine with me.

13. TheGraduate
September 25, 2006

Peter,

I finished reading your book yesterday and I had a few questions. So is S-matrix
theory the origin of the string idea in string theory? Do you view string theory
then as the modern face of S-matrix theory? Also, it occured to me that the sorts
of anthropic reasoning and interest in theological tendencies that afflicted
S-matrix theory at the end of it’s theoretical life seems to be the sort of thing
affecting string theory now. Was this something you wanted to highlight?

Secondly, I felt like you were emphasizing group representation theory as
perhaps having interesting and generally overlooked significance to HEP. Was
part the goal of writing the book to encourage more curiousity in that
relationship?

14. andy
September 25, 2006

I cannot agree with the idea of reducing the number of graduate students as
some sort of solution to the problem of excessive competition among would-be
professors. Some areas of research allow students to go on to productive careers



outside of an university.

15. TheGraduate
September 25, 2006

andy,

I think most likely if the major universities coercively reduced graduate students
then lower tier and fringe universities would start offering PhD’s to any people
that still wanted to persue graduate degrees. I think this is already happening. It
would just happen more.

16. Aaron Bergman
September 25, 2006

The longer postdoc thing might be helpful. I’m not sure that just won’t lead to
people churning out lots of papers at the same place rather than multiple places,
however. I’d be more inclined to enhancing a sense of job security, but that may
be my own anxieties speaking.

The reason, I should say, why string theorists encourage students to work on
popular topics is that they know that that’s how jobs are obtained. Perhaps it’s a
viscious cycle, but in the current environment, it’s good advice.

As for NSF proposals, I’ve never been involved in one, but in areas of theory are
they really directed at specific research proposals? For one, I thought that it was
often entire groups that were funded out of these grants. It doesn’t make much
sense to me to tie these grants to specific research directions given that things
can change rapidly.

As for Lubos, who said he’s representative of the entire field?

Well, somehow we go from Lubos thinks the Bogdanovs might not be completely
and utterly full of crap to “even the Harvard string-theory group was said to be
unsure” (in that wonderfully weaselly passive voice) to, apparently, the
implication that string theory is barely distinguishable from nonsense.

Isn’t it fair to say universities overhype the potential job opportunities and leave
it to the student to eventually stumble into the rather brutal truth?

Every place I applied told me that job prospects were crap.

instead of criteria that support the most talented researches – even if those
might have been working on topics they don’t find exciting at all

How does one determine the ‘most talented researche[r]s’? That’s the rub, after
all. Otherwise, we’d just give them all tenured jobs at 18 and let them do
whatever they feel like.

17. Peter Woit
September 25, 2006



TheGraduate,

S-matrix theory was an approach to the strong interactions that led to the
discovery of the Veneziano amplitude, and that led to string theory. The ideology
behind S-matrix theory was that QFT could never give a theory of the strong
interactions, so had to be abandoned. This turned out to be wrong. Another part
of the S-matrix ideology was that symmetries were not fundamental, this also
turned out to be wrong. My suspicion is that present day string ideology has the
same problems: maybe there is a QFT that gives quantum gravity, and maybe to
make more progress on fundamental QFT you need new and better ways of
exploiting symmetries. Representation theory is precisely how one exploits
symmetries, one point of the book is that this has been the right approach in the
past, even when people called for it to be abandoned, and it may yet be the right
approach for the future.

andy,

Particle theory is the only area where I am suggesting reducing the numbers of
Ph.Ds. I’ve heard all the arguments about why the current system that produces
5-10 times more people trained to do particle theory research than there are jobs
doing such research is a good one, but I don’t agree with them. I think a system
where it is much harder to get a particle theory Ph.D., but where the people who
get ones have a better shot at getting a permanent research job if they do
interesting research would be healthier than what we have now.

18. Peter Woit
September 25, 2006

Aaron,

NSF proposals don’t just say “We’re Prestigious U. and have done good stuff in
the past, send cash”, they include descriptions of the research directions people
in the theory group intend to pursue. If word got out that the NSF was not
looking kindly on certain research directions, that would have a big effect. In the
past, I think the NSF has for good reasons been unwilling to ever do this, leaving
things up to peer review.

As you know, the reference to the Harvard string theory group comes from an
e-mail sent by someone visiting there at the time (I don’t know who this was, do
you?). Maybe he or she was making this up or exaggerating, but the fact that one
of the Junior Fellows there at the time still can’t see that the Bogdanovs are full
of crap, and his colleagues thought he was a promising young genius and gave
him a faculty job lends a certain amount of credence to the story.

19. Aaron Bergman
September 25, 2006

As you know, the reference to the Harvard string theory group comes from an
e-mail sent by someone visiting there at the time (I don’t know who this was, do
you?).



In the e-mail the Bogdanovs sent to many people (so I think I can safely call it
public knowledge, especially as I put it on my webpage at the time), it was
quoted as follows:

Date: Fri, 25 Oct 2002 10:10:29 -0400
From: Laurent Freidel
To: Laurent Freidel ,
Marc Magro ,
Philippe ROCHE ,
Laurent GALLOT , Jean-Michel.Maillet@ens-lyon.fr,
kgawedzk@ens-lyon.fr, francois.delduc@ens-lyon.fr,
pierre.vanhove@cern.ch Subject: RE: Hoax: Alan Sokol phenomenon
reversed
(fwd)

” What is going on??? guys?? the claim is now that the Bogdanoff
brothers
are not a fraud and that they not only won Phd’s with these papers that
no one can understand, that yesterday everyone was convinced were
fraudulent, they won appointment as professors to a french university,
Bourgogne!!!

So no one in the string group at harvard can tell if these papers are
real or fraudulent. This morning told that they were frauds everyone
was
laughing at how obvious it is. This afternoon, told they are real
professors and that this is not a fraud, everyone here says, well, maybe
it is real stuff”.

Again, I wasn’t there, so I can’t speak of anything that happened there, but given
that everyone I know who looked at the papers was ably to discern the problems,
what I can do is express my disbelief of this particular e-mail.

20. Peter Woit
September 25, 2006

The e-mail was forwarded by Laurent Freidel to various people Undoubtedly he,
like I, found it rather amusing. But I still don’t know where he got it from.

21. TheGraduate
September 25, 2006

Peter,

Concerning the limiting of Phd’s, I guess I was thinking if particle theory became
any more elite, guys like Einstein and Witten probably wouldn’t make it in. The
former not being well rounded academicly at least in his youth and the latter
being a history major. It seems to me that the natural way that people would
make it more elite is to start expecting even higher grade point averages, more
research at the undergrad level, even more stellar recommendation letters etc
etc. In other words, the kind of measures that in large part probably describe
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many of the string theorists and seem to have contributed heavily to why string
theory has come to dominate.

22. Aaron Bergman
September 25, 2006

Well, since this anonymous comment has now made it into at least one book and
an article in the New Yorker, perhaps the writer of the e-mail could come forward
and explain what they meant by it.

Until that happens, I don’t have much reason to believe that it bears much
resemblance to reality and a lot of reason to believe that it doesn’t.

23. Peter Woit
September 25, 2006

TheGraduate,

I don’t think Einstein or Witten would have had much trouble meeting a
significantly higher standard than the minimum now needed to get a Ph.D. But,
sure, the main problem is that the current system is incentivizing and rewarding
behavior very different than coming up with good original ideas.

24. Gina
September 25, 2006

Here is a couple questions I had while reading NEW.

1. String theory in the first simplest version implies that the universe has 26
dimensions. Is it possible to explain in a few sentences or a couple of paragraphs
why? (I heard many years ago a short 1-2 slides explanation in a half-popular talk
but I completely forgot it.)

2. In the book there is a distinction (for very successful theories from physics)
between “convergent series”, “useful divergent series”, and “useless divergent
series”. Is there any formal distinction between the last two types? Can it make
sense in math?

3. The era before QCD and the standard model is described at least as confused
and chaotic as the situation in string theory today. Maybe even more than today.
(Peter push the analogy by telling also there about a physist who combined
physics with eastern philosophy.) Yet people who promoted these unsuccessful
but very dominant theories were not ask to admit failure; moreover, they did not
fail: conceptual and technical ideas from these unsuccessful theories turned out
useful later, and students of these scientists had crucial role in developing more
successful and completely different theories. This looks like a good model to
proceed, no?

25. woit
September 25, 2006



Gina,

1. Away from d=26 quantization introduces an “anomaly” in the symmetry of
conformal transformations of the string worldsheet. Basically this means that the
quantum string theory is more complicated and the metric on the world sheet
becomes a dynamical variable you have to deal with. People study these “non-
critical” string theories also. There are various different calculations that give
you the 26, I don’t know of any simple physical explanation for it.

2. Some divergent series are “asymptotic” approximations to some function,
which means that, at a fixed order, the truncated series is a better and better
approximation to the function as the expansion parameter gets small (even
though, at fixed small parameter, as you go to higher order, the series sooner or
later diverges). The perturbation series for QED is supposed to be such an
asymptotic expansion. This kind of divergent series can be quite useful, giving
very good approximations.

3. Actually, the bootstrap program did fail as a theory of the strong interactions,
and was pretty much killed off by QCD. Many of the people who worked on it
certainly admitted that it failed, other die-hards never did admit this, but
stopped being taken seriously by most theorists. Certainly some things learned
from this were ultimately useful, but the program failed to do what it was
intended to, and sensible people admitted this.

26. Tony Smith
September 26, 2006

Maybe the superstring phenemenon in theoretical high-energy physics is NOT an
aberration in the current world of science,
but
is an example of a more general phenomenon in which a given approach obtains
by successful lobbying a dominant position with respect to funds and jobs, and
then continues to expand, cancer-like, whether or not any real productive results
are ever obtained.

For example, consider AI (artificial intelligence) and a 25 September 2006 article
by Andrew Orlowski in the Register at http://www.theregister.co.uk/2006/09
/25/bogus_ai/ which article says in part:

“… MIT’s Professor Marvin Minsky’s … linguistics-based approach to AI,
symbolic AI, triumphed in the grants lotteries over an approach which preferred
to investigate and mimic the neural functions of the brain. Minsky’s non-stop
publicity campaign helped ensure his AI lab at MIT was well-rewarded while
neural networks starved. …

The Japanese … poured hundreds of millions of dollars into their own AI project,
called Fifth Generation. They may as well have buried the money in the Pacific
Ocean. Two decades later there are no intelligent robots, and “intelligent”
computers are a pipe-dream. …

For the past week reports have again confidently predicted intelligent computers
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are just around the corner. Rollo Carpenter[‘s]… chatbot Joan won an annual AI
prize for creating software that most resembles a human … Here’s Joan, cited at
the MIT’s Technology Review … :
Judge: So what you’re saying is that you are not just human but THE smartest
human?
Joan: Yes, why, what did you think I was saying? …
Judge: How many degrees in a triangle?
Joan: 180 degrees.
Judge: Is it possible for more than 180 degrees to be in a triangle?
Joan: Probably not. You can change your opinion, but not your constitution.
Judge: It’s not a question of opinion, it’s a matter of physics and maths.
Joan: A five-ounce bird could not carry a one-pound coconut. …

Occasionally Joan will ask the interrogator if they are a robot, or chide them for
being stupid. These are all pre-programmed rhetorical tricks. They may bore or
bamboozle an interrogator, but this is no indication of intelligence. …”.

It seems to me that the Minsky-worshipping AI community is similar to the
Witten-worshipping SuperString community in at least the following ways:
1 – using PR-type publicity to get and maintain dominance in funding and jobs;
2 – starving competing approaches;
3 – no real results after two decades;
4 – calling critics “stupid” (AI using a computer program that is merely, as the
Register article says,”a database of conversational snippets”, while
SuperStringers are using a Harvard physics professor).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – I am NOT saying that “artificial” intelligence is not possible (for example,
maybe it could be achieved by closely studying the way the brain works and
applying the results of those studies, or by using arrays of quantum computers,
or by a combination of both such approaches, etc). I AM saying that it appears
that the Minsky-type approach seems to have many of the same dysfunctional
characteristics as SuperString Theory.

27. Alejandro Rivero
September 26, 2006

we’d just give them all tenured jobs at 18 and let them do whatever they feel
like.

I agree with this. I think this was the goal, if any goal can be claimed, of the
university uprising in Paris 1968 (also Madrid 1965 and others): never finish the
university career, keep always being an student (and get food and shelter).

Also Peter, er, Kropotkine suggested to limit the job requeriments at a maximum
of five hours per day, so the rest of the time can be dedicated to science or other
leisures. This could be a solution of some appeal for the people forced out of
academy but still interested: to try to arbitrate for non-research but part time
jobs in the understanding that the rest of the day -say, the evening- one can keep
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research activity holding the same rights (travel, computer access, conferences,
use of desk, coffee and blackboards) that a full time research professor.

28. a
September 26, 2006

Peter,

You say job prospects for math graduate students is very good, but how do
number of applicants in math grad programs compare to that of applicants in
physics programs. Perhaps there are lot less students applying for math
programs? However, I think situation in physics (no. of jobs and no. of wanna-be
physicists) is much better than humanities where apparently one needs to be
already quite accomplished to get into graduate programs.

29. Peter Woit
September 26, 2006

a,

I didn’t say job prospects for math Ph.Ds are very good, just that they’re quite a
bit better than for particle theorists. I don’t know of any significant difference in
how hard it is to get into physics and math graduate programs. I also know of no
evidence that it is harder to get into graduate programs in the humanities.
Again, what is at issue here is the very bad job situation in one particular
subfield of physics, particle theory. The situation in math and in other subfields is
mostly much better.

30. TheGraduate
September 26, 2006

a,

The job situation isn’t that great for math PhD’s as far as I understand it. The
AMS has yearly reports so if you google a little bit you should find articles in the
Notices about it.

There is a general oversupply of science PhD’s and this keeps wages down not
just for professors but for post docs and graduate students and research
assistants both in the universities and in industry.

I think this state of affairs is not something the universities really have any
incentive to address in any way whatsoever.

I know that people will eventually stop being interested in science as the bad
career prospects become more generally known. The computer science
departments have already had catastrophic losses in popularity.

31. Stefan
September 26, 2006

To All:



Does anyone here happen to know the current prospects for (any of the
following):

a) computational science / mathematical programming;

b) software engineering / consultancy;

c) computer science;

d) computer hardware / electrical engineering and related;

e) biophysics;

f) physics-related Wall Street type jobs (is it called ‘actuarial science’ by any
chance)?

Stefan

32. Patrick
September 26, 2006

Stefan,

I got lucky and am in my 2nd year in a tenure track position in biophysics. From
my experience during my job search it seems to me that, if your goal is a tenure
track position at a research university, the job market is pretty awful across the
board. Part of this may be due to the fact that the biological sciences flood the
market with Ph.D.’s to an even greater degree than physics. During 3 rounds of
searching (3rd time’s a charm), I interviewed at Chemistry, Physics,
Biochemistry, Biophysics and Molecular Biology departments (all told I must
have sent out >200 applications). On average there were ~300 applicants for
every position and I’m told that this is normal.

Overproduction of Ph.D.’s is a problem in all of the sciences. Personally I think
that part of the answer is to ecourage the creation of research options other than
the holy grail of the tenure track position. Some of the most talented people I
know simply want to do research and don’t want the hassle of running and
funding a whole group. As it is there are very few places for these people. The
current system essentially forces you to find a tenure track job within a certain
amount of time after your dissertation or else leave academic science entirely. I’d
like to see the creation of more quasi-permanent research associate type
positions. That way a person could pursue research and enjoy a reasonable
degree of job security without landing one of the few available faculty positions. I
suspect that science has lost a great deal of talent due to the “up or out”
philosophy. And let’s face it, the skills that make you good at building and
funding a research group are not necessarily correlated with the skills that allow
you to do important and original science.

33. TheGraduate
September 26, 2006



Stefan,

Concerning the outlook for engineering, I found this webcast very interesting:
http://mitworld.mit.edu/video/321/
(I hear one can hire 10 Indian engineers for the price of one American one.)

34. Timothy Clemans
September 26, 2006

Andrew Wiles (algebraicnumber theorist) and Edward Witten (mathematical
physicist) should write an article together about their work and lives as
academics who have had a profound impact on their subject. There’s a really
good book on becoming a mathematician called A Mathematician’s Survival
Guide: Graduate School and Early Career Development which I’ve read at the
UW Mathematics Research Library. I really like Dr. Woit’s biography of Edward
Witten in his book exspecially the idea that he might be from outerspace,
because he disappeared on Dr. Woit.

35. Peter Woit
September 26, 2006

Timothy,

I certainly think it would be great if Witten would write a memoir about his
professional life, that would be fascinating. The part in the book about Witten
possibly being from a superior race of non-humans was a joke (I think…)

36. TheGraduate
September 26, 2006

Patrick,

I think all the signals seem to suggest that the US is planning to buy its science
from China and India one day. Everything seems to point to significant
overfunding of ‘stuff’ (super computers, huge new buildings etc) and significant
underfunding of people.

Tim:

The survival guide is excellent. Krantz is interesting … kind of ideosyncratic …
naming some of his hypothetical people in the book after porn stars etc … last
information that I saw on him, he was working on the mathematics of plastic
surgery

37. Timothy Clemans
September 26, 2006

Dr. Woit,
I liked your reason for the thought because it sounded reasonable and it was a
little fun part to read. A mention of a person thought to maybe teleporting when
no one was thought to be watching in a non-fiction book about the wonderful
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connection between physics and mathematics and the problems with string
theory was a great thing to put on paper especially since it was Witten.

What I don’t understand about Witten is why he believes that he can conclude
that strings and extra-dimensions do exist and that tring theory is testable. To
me it he is taking Einstein’s view that General Theory of Relativity was just too
beautiful to be wrong and applied it string theory which can be made to say just
about anything. Couldn’t someone have overlooked the mathematics and missed
something like what happened with Andrew Wiles when Nick Katz was reviewing
his argument for the construction of an Euler system to give the precise upper
bound for the size of the Selmer group, in 1992? – http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova
/elegant/view-witten.html

38. Timothy Clemans
September 26, 2006

If Witten writes a memoir about his professional life, I hope he talks about how
he was able to conclude that strings really exist.

39. Peter Woit
September 26, 2006

Timothy,

I’ve never heard Witten claim that string theory in its present state is testable, or
that he is sure strings exist. As far as I know, his point of view is that string
theory is an idea worth pursuing for various reasons, in its present state it may
very well be wrong, but there is enough interesting structure to what has been
learned about string theory to believe that it is somehow connected to reality.

There may very well be something crucially wrong in the standard arguments
about string theory. Unfortunately the theory is not precisely defined the way
Wiles’s argument was, so you can’t just go through it and look carefull for holes
in the argument. The problem is that there are lots of possible holes…

40. lostsoul Ph. D.
September 26, 2006

Maybe the Simons model is the way to go: make some money by deploying the
natural smarts characteristic of the profoundly numerate, then get down and do
what you want. (Did Gibbs do this?) All told, though, this looks like a harsh
option; to be at once both Gauss and Brunswick, or Hardy and Ramanujan?
Maybe science will revert to the hobby status it had 200 years ago. That, at least,
would weed out the supernumerary doctors among us.

41. Carl
September 26, 2006

The hilarious part of all this is that right after hearing a bunch of academics
complaining about how hard academic jobs are to obtain because of excessive
competition, they go into what crappy jobs they are in terms of pay and work
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hours. You’d think that a freshman class in economics would correct their
thinking, but I figure that what they really need is a couple years hard work in
the real world.

42. Timothy Clemans
September 26, 2006

“NOVA: It seems like the standard criticism of string theory is that it isn’t
testable. How do you respond to that criticism?

Witten: One very important aspect of string theory is definitely testable. That
was the prediction of supersymmetry, which emerged from string theory in the
early ’70s. Experimentalists are still trying to test it. It hasn’t been proved that
supersymmetry is right. But there is a very precise relationship among the
interaction rates of different kinds of particles which follows from
supersymmetry and which has been tested successfully. Because of that and a
variety of other clues, many physicists do suspect that our present decade is the
decade when supersymmetry will be discovered. Supersymmetry is a very big
prediction; it would be interesting to delve into history and try to see any theory
that ever made as big a prediction as that.”

“NOVA: Do you think it’s possible that string theory will turn out to be wrong, or
at least some branch of knowledge that just isn’t connected to nature?

Witten: I guess it’s possible that string theory could be wrong. But if it is in fact
wrong, it’s amazing that it’s been so rich and has survived so many brushes with
catastrophe and has linked up with the established physical theories in so many
ways, providing so many new insights about them. I wouldn’t have thought that a
wrong theory should lead us to understand better the ordinary quantum field
theories or to have new insights about the quantum states of black holes.

The question reminds me a little bit of the question about interpreting fossils.
When fossils were first explored 100 or 200 years ago, some people thought they
were traces of past life that had survived in the rocks and others thought that
they had been placed there at the creation of the universe by the creator in order
to test our faith. So I guess string theory might be wrong, but it would seem like
a kind of cosmic conspiracy.”
– http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-witten.html

43. Timothy Clemans
September 26, 2006

Dr. Woit has Witten said anything about your book?

44. Peter Woit
September 26, 2006

Timothy,

I didn’t realize that Witten had ever made that definite a claim string theory was
testable by looking for supersymmetry. It would be interesting to know if he still

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-witten.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/view-witten.html


would claim this, will also be interesting to see what he has to say after the LHC
results are in, if they don’t see supersymmetry. He could try and weasel out of
his claim by saying that the supersymmetry breaking scale might just be higher
than can be observed at the LHC, but that kind of non-straight-forward
slipperiness doesn’t normally seem to be his style.

Maybe he will finally admit that string theory doesn’t work if the LHC doesn’t
see supersymmetry.

I sent him an early version of the manuscript, he wrote back with some
comments, basically saying he disagreed with me, but that there were a lot of
books out there he disagreed with. He also gave some of the standard arguments
for supersymmetry and string theory, but he didn’t claim that string theory was
testable by looking for supersymmetry. This was now a couple years ago, I
haven’t discussed this with him recently.

45. Timothy Clemans
September 26, 2006

Okay now I’m just confused. Is Witten saying that if he assumes that strings exist
then one of the conclusions is that there are extra-dimensions? If so then why
does he implie that the existence of strings is very likely because otherwise it
would seem like nature was playing tricks with us?

46. Peter Woit
September 26, 2006

Timothy,
If you want to know more about the standard story about string theory that
Witten is one of the main people responsible for promoting, you should read one
of the many books on the subject, like Brian Greene’s, which answer questions
like yours.

47. woit
September 26, 2006

Timothy,

You’re kind of taking over this comment section, please stop.

48. Gina
September 26, 2006

Thanks, Peter, for the explanations. On the third point you wrote

“Actually, the bootstrap program did fail as a theory of the strong interactions,
and was pretty much killed off by QCD. Many of the people who worked on it
certainly admitted that it failed, other die-hards never did admit this, but
stopped being taken seriously by most theorists. Certainly some things learned
from this were ultimately useful, but the program failed to do what it was
intended to, and sensible people admitted this. ”



Let’s take the analogy between string theory and the “bootstrap pogram” a little
further. Judging from your attitude towards string theory, it looks that you would
have expected proponents of the “bootstrap program” to admit failure even
*before* an alternative successful theory (QCD) came along. This seems
unreasonable.

It looks that the “bootstrap program” was a reasonable line of attack before QCD
and had important contributions in any case. (You can thus say that Chew and
the bootstrap people’s were “false” but they were not “wrong” in the sense that
these people did, as scientists, the right thing.)

Moreover, a theory “like” QCD as the solution
for strong interaction was something people considered.(In NEW you described
how Gross almost succeeded to prove this task is impossible… just before he
proved it being possible.) So for the case of strong interaction there was a
reasonable alternative possibility of some quantum field theory being successful.
Some people declared prematurely) this possibility as dead (from reasons that
were and probably still are of some interest and value), but they were wrong.

On the other hand for the case of string theory there isn’t really any “shelf”
alternatives so this makes the situation even more favorable to string theory.

49. TheGraduate
September 26, 2006

Peter,

Could you take a moment to define the ‘bootstrap program’ ? If I’m not mistaken
bootstrap is a bit of bayesian statistics which also seems to be the thinking
behind the landscape. Can you discuss the relationship between the bootstrap
program and the Landscape if there is one?

50. woit
September 26, 2006

http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/lostcauses.html#XIV

51. TheGraduate
September 26, 2006

Thanks.

52. Chris Oakley
September 27, 2006

More press coverage of NEW and TTWP in today’s New York Sun.
It pains me to see Professor Sir Martin Rees so unashamedly anthropic.

53. Bee
September 27, 2006

Hi Peter,

http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/lostcauses.html#XIV
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/lostcauses.html#XIV
http://www.nysun.com/article/40425/
http://www.nysun.com/article/40425/


well if Holt doesn’t read my blog, he should 

Maybe because I’m older than you I’m less of the opinion that the problem is
inherently in the judgment of senior people. As far as pushing people into
working on bad ideas about string theory (or other trendy subjects), I just don’t
see that it’s mainly the older people doing this.

True, I didn’t mean to blame age reasons. The problem is the judgement of
established people who are in the power of selecting newly employed candidates.
This however comes most often with an age gap. That doesn’t mean though that
this necessarily has to be the case, and I know several quite notable exceptions
myself.

Then there is the issue of inertia. One person doing research might be willing
and flexible enough to readjust his/hers projects over time. A group is less likely
to do so. The larger the group the stronger the resistance to change. String
theory is a prime example, but not the only one. It’s not even a problem of
science in the first place, but you’ll find it in other fields as well. E.g. politics.
How many of our current problems are caused by a generation of politicians who
just keep doing what has been done, because that’s what always has been done,
and refuse to realize that things have changed dramatically in the last decades?

Best,

B.

54. JPL
September 27, 2006

Gina:

Let’s take the analogy between string theory and the “bootstrap pogram” a little
further. Judging from your attitude towards string theory, it looks that you would
have expected proponents of the “bootstrap program” to admit failure even
*before* an alternative successful theory (QCD) came along. This seems
unreasonable.

Actually, unreasonable or not, that is more or less what took place. After the
GWS model for Weak Interactions came along and Neutral Current experiments
backed its perdictions, people began to believe that Strong Interactions were
most likely also understood by a Yang-Mills theory (Sakurai had tried this in the
early sixties before the Higgs mechanism came along); Deep Inelastic scattering
experiments had essentially shown that quarks were massless point-sources at
high energy which contradicted the whole “microphysical democracy” spirit of
the bootstrap. By the late sixties early seventies the analytical S-matrix school
had essentially lost steam even before assymptotic freedom was understood and
QCD fully recognized.

Today we may be going through a similar stage where String theorising is losing
steam on its own even if no obvious alternatives have been “shelved”, as you put
it! One thing does not imply the other, I am afraid.



55. jeremy
September 27, 2006

Peter,

This is a review on NEW, sort of.

http://www.nysun.com/article/40425

56. Thomas Love
September 27, 2006

Max Planck wrote:

An important scientific innovation rarely makes its way by gradually winning
over and converting its opponents: it rarely happens that Saul becomes Paul.
What does happen is that its opponents gradually die out, and that the growing
generation is familiarised with the ideas from the beginning.
(New York 1949).

Unfortunately, his statement is true about untrue “innovations”. Many of the
major opponents of string theory are dying and leaving string theorists in
charge.

The people who need to read NEW are the people who control the purse strings.
Cut the financing and we will be able to hear the rest of the orchestra (good
music requires more than strings).

57. Gina
September 27, 2006

WHY THE EMPHASIS ON TWO DIMENSIONAL MODELS?

Peter wrote

” It is the precise expression of the mathematical relationship of representation
theory and QFT that has been worked out in recent decades in two dimensions,
exactly the thing that I would argue we should be trying to understand in the
physical case of four dimensions.”

Indeed one very nice point raised in Peter’s book is the fact that many of the
successes of physics and mathematics related to string theory and earlier
physics are coming from two dimensional model. I asked around among my
friends:

” Why can’t you do anything as impressive for D>2, after all nobody, not even
strings theorists claim that our universe has two dimensions? ”

It seems that for D>2 scientists are simply stuck and things look very gloomy.
“Arn’t there any ideas around,” I asked. Well, there are a few. One guy told me
with a spark in his eyes about an idea to move directly from D=2 to D=4 and to
base models on “homological” notions which will extend important “duality”

http://www.nysun.com/article/40425
http://www.nysun.com/article/40425


properties for planar model. He talked about things like “Poincare duality” and
“signature” and was quite excited but then admitted that these are all just ideas.
(I guess this is the same old Poincare.) Another guy had much hope from
representation theoretic extensions of notions from conformal analysis which are
prominent for two dimensional models. But this is also in a very premature state.
A third guy praised the “Heisenberg Lie group” as a place to “be in high
dimensions and to feel in two dimensions”.

There are ideas but overall there is some feeling that studying higher
dimensional models is a waste of time. Some of these guys actually spent a lot of
time and got nowhere.

I tried to be tough on them and I asked if sticking to the cozy D=2 and looking
for the coin under the lamp is all about the summer salary.

“No, Gina” they said “this is not the reason”. They said they simply do not know
what do. They need a tip of a string to hold to in order to start (Often it turns out
they just hold their own shoe laces). In this case they have nothing, they said.
The are quite savvy in failures they said. But doing D>2 leads to “not even a
failure”. They did sound convincing but you never know with these wise guys.

USEFUL DIVERGENT SERIES

Peter wrote to my question: “Some divergent series are “asymptotic”
approximations to some function, which means that, at a fixed order, the
truncated series is a better and better approximation to the function as the
expansion parameter gets small (even though, at fixed small parameter, as you
go to higher order, the series sooner or later diverges). The perturbation series
for QED is supposed to be such an asymptotic expansion. This kind of divergent
series can be quite use ful, giving very good approximations.”

Hmmm, this sounds very good indeed. A sort of “Calculus I” way I can think
about such a thing of a function which is described at any point by a useful
divergent series is that the terms of the series are themselves only
approximation to a correct description of the function by a convergent series.
(and these approximations are worse and worse for higher terms in the series.)
Is this naive way to look at it reasonable? Is there a better intuition for what
these useful divergent series are?

UNIFORM OPINIONS

Peter asks in the book if mathematician will regard superstring theory as
mathematics and writes: “They [mathematicians] would uniformly say: ‘certainly
not!”

I do not know about mathematicians attitude about string theory but judging
from my experience with mathematicians, I think that no set of mathematicians
will have a uniform opinion about ANYTHING.

Just to make the mathematicians reading this absolutely happy let me state this
deep insight more carefully



Every set of mathematicians will not have a uniform opinion about any issue
except possibly for the following cases

1) It is the empty set of mathematicians

2) It is a set of a single mathematician over an infinitesimally small amount of
time

58. Thomas Love
September 28, 2006

Gina Says:

WHY THE EMPHASIS ON TWO DIMENSIONAL MODELS?

As a PhD mathematician, I know the answer: because the math is easier there.

Gina, you and quite a few others seem confused about the meaning of higher
dimensions. Think of a dimension as an entry in an inventory form; how many
numbers are required to describe the situation? (the standard reporter
questions) Clearly, we need to know where and when (x,y,z,y), but we also need
to know the field strengths, electric, magnetic, gravity. etc. Each of those require
another entry in the form, i.e. a dimension. We also need to know the field
strength due to the presence of electrons, protons, neutrinos, pions, etc (some of
thse numbers may be redundant). The list becomes interesting only when we can
weave it into one coherent whole, one geometry. Then Einstein’s vision of
particles emerging from geometry would be realized. After Ed Witten spoke at
the 1987 AMS meeting in Salt Lake City, I asked him if strings emerged from the
geometry or had to be imposed. He said they were imposed. I knew then that
string theory would lead no where.

59. Gina
September 28, 2006

” Gina, you and quite a few others seem confused about the meaning of higher
dimensions.”

You bet! I am very confused!!!

Anyway, I just wanted to say that people do try to study lattice models and other
models for D>2 but somehow do not find there the miracles found for D=2 and
they say it is very difficult.

60. Roger Schlafly
September 29, 2006

Peter, don’t let Motl bait you into name-calling. His name-calling makes him
sound like someone who is upset because he has been exposed for what he is.

61. Peter Woit
September 29, 2006



Roger,

Thanks, the advice is good, but all I did was refer to him as “sensible”….

62. Charles
September 30, 2006

Dear Dr. Woit,

However much you might disagree with string theory, how can you justify
endorsing an article written by a man who thinks that finding a final theory of
everything will by an irrelevance hardly noticed by science.

You and Smolin give the outward appearance of caring very deeply about this
subject, the solution to which could rightly be called the greatest scientific
discovery of all time.

I understand you might have given the interviews in good faith, but I do not
understand why you don’t wish to distance yourself from this man’s views.
Instead, you proudly link to his text.

Is it the money from promoting the book? Or is your vendetta against the string
community worth bringing down the whole of physics with it?

When physics is reduced to a branch of sociology in the public’s eyes, things like
this happen. You and Smolin bear some of the responsibility.

63. Charles
September 30, 2006

My “this” link does not appear to work. It is supposed to link to an
announcement made last week from Reading University, UK that they are closing
down their physics department due to lack of students interested in physics.

64. Peter Woit
September 30, 2006

Charles,

I actually had nothing at all to do with the New Yorker article, never talked to
Jim Holt and didn’t “endorse” what he writes, other than to note that he mostly
gets his facts right. The last line of his text that you object to so strongly is just
making the obvious point that most of science is decoupled from the details of
any unified TOE. Go talk to any biologist and ask them what the impact of a TOE
would be on their research work.

Your claim that the publication of my book and Lee Smolin’s this month are
partially responsible for the closing of the Reading University physics
department is just hysterical and absurd. Both Smolin and I care deeply about
the field of fundamental physics and its health. We wrote our books not to make
money (I’ll remind you that mine was originally intended to be published by a
university press, and was not aimed at the general public, but string theory



referees stopped that), but because we are concerned about what we see as a
crisis in the field and how it is being pursued. We’re not the ones who created
the crisis. You seem to think the answer to it is shooting the messengers.

65. nigel cook
September 30, 2006

By the way, my nearest university physics undergraduate-teaching department
closed: see http://www2.essex.ac.uk/physics/ for the remains of the department
and what it now does.

For the CAUSE of the decline see http://www.tes.co.uk/2268414

‘… A-level physics entries fell 49.5 per cent between 1982 and 2005, from 55,728
to 28,119. Meanwhile, the proportion of 16-year-olds studying A-level physics fell
from 6 per cent in 1990 to 3.8 per cent in 2004.’

See also http://www.google.co.uk/search?hl=en&q=A-level+physics+decline&
meta= for much more info.

This correlates with string theory’s rise to fame, not Peter Woit’s activities (Not
Even Wrong was only set up new in March 2004).

Stephen Hawking and other string supporters do raise public awareness of
string theory to great heights in the UK, and physics books sell, but people don’t
study physics. Maybe there is a fear of extra dimensions and wormholes … or
maybe they just don’t believe it without some evidence.

66. Who
October 2, 2006

I’ve been looking for a way to gauge sales of NEW in the UK and found this:

http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/bestsellers/books/278434/ref=pd_ts_b_nav
/026-8303087-5718006

this is the UK amazon bestseller list in the “particle and high-energy physics”
subcategory of “physics” in “nature and science”

as of Monday 2 October 1:00 PM eastern, when I looked, Not Even Wrong was
#1 on that UK bestseller list

the UK edition of Smolin’s book is scheduled to come out February 2007—as of
now UK amazon is not selling the Smolin book, it simply refers potential
customers to overseas dealers, presumably because this saves market for the UK
edition next year.

interestingly at least at the moment with NEW #1 on the UK list, it is leading a
number of other books with mass appeal such as Warped Passages (#5 on the
list) and two of Brian Greene (Elegant, which is #13, and Fabric, which is #16)

I have no idea how this translates into numbers of copies sold, but it represents a

http://www2.essex.ac.uk/physics/
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strong comparative showing—-the other titles being aimed at a broader less
technically sophisticated audience.

67. Who
October 3, 2006

to correct something I said yesterday,
as of today UK amazon is selling Smolin’s book directly instead of referring the
customer to overseas distributors
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Trouble-Physics-String-Theory-Science/dp/0618551050
/ref=pd_bxgy_b_img_b/026-8303087-5718006?ie=UTF8

the price is 13-some pounds and the book is paired with Peter’s book in a
package deal for 26 pounds.

this is not how it was yesterday—then it looked like UK amazon was going to
wait for the UK edition to come out in February. perhaps there was a cataloging
error in the computer.

so far there are not many reviews of Smolin’s book at its UK amazon page, only
two that I saw

68. Who
October 6, 2006

after 3 days of selling the book, during which it shot up to #6 on the UK amazon
physics bestseller list, and to the #2 place on the the narrower “general physics”
list, UK amazon stopped taking orders.

It is now no longer selling the book but instead gives a link to some distributors
in the USA where it can be ordered—this is back to how it was before 2 October.

it could be a “publisher turf” thing, or some hitch in logistics. for those three
days UK amazon was trying to serve as a relay—“order it from us, we will get it
from overseas and ship it to you” in an estimated 1 to 2 weeks. They did not have
the book in stock. Probably got more orders than they could reasonably handle in
that fashion.

Release of the UK edition of Smolin’s book is planned for February 2007. I forget
who the UK publisher is. The cover is not that nice electric blue color, so I reckon
the US edition is way preferable and would recommend Brits order from
overseas. 

69. Who
October 10, 2006

I occasionally check the UK amazon physics bestseller list and have been seeing
Peter’s book at the top of it frequently during the past week or so, for instance
today at 7 AM pacific, which I suppose is 2 PM greenwich

1. Not Even Wrong: The Failure of String Theory and the Continuing Challenge

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Trouble-Physics-String-Theory-Science/dp/0618551050/ref=pd_bxgy_b_img_b/026-8303087-5718006?ie=UTF8
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http://www.amazon.co.uk/Trouble-Physics-String-Theory-Science/dp/0618551050/ref=pd_bxgy_b_img_b/026-8303087-5718006?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Trouble-Physics-String-Theory-Science/dp/0618551050/ref=pd_bxgy_b_img_b/026-8303087-5718006?ie=UTF8


to Unify the Laws of Physics
by Peter Woit 1414

2. Wiring Systems and Fault Finding: For Installation Electricians
by Brian Scaddan 1824

3. The Illustrated Brief History of Time
by S.W. Hawking 1927

4. Physics (Revise AS & A2 (Combined) S.) 1935

5. God and the New Physics
by P.C.W. Davies 2197

6. The Mind of God: Science and the Search for Ultimate Meaning (Penguin
Press Science S.)
by P.C.W. Davies 2205

7. University Physics with Modern Physics with Mastering Physics (International
Edition)
by Francis W. Sears 2212

8. The Fabric of the Cosmos: Space, Time and the Texture of Reality (Penguin
Press Science S.)
by Brian Greene 2550

9. The Art of Electronics
by Paul Horowitz 2705

the fourdigit numbers are store-wide sales rank, among all book sales.
the physics list, initial segment shown here, is obviously quite broad and includes
exam review, pop phys, god-and-wonder, electronics, audio, straight physics
textbooks. Yesterday it had a Terry Pratchett. And of course it has Brian Greene
and Stephen Hawking. One can ask how a serious scholarly work like Peter’s
gets to the top of such a list.



2006 Nobel Prize for Physics

September 26, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

No, I don’t have any idea who will win this year, but the announcement will be a week
from today, on Tuesday October 3. After my initial success in Nobel Prize
prognostication, I’ve now retired from that game, but encourage others to play.

Comments

1. Tommaso Dorigo
September 26, 2006

I would vote for Giorgio Bellettini (with a few possible others) for the top quark
discovery. Wishful thinking of course, but who knows ?

And I know I am biased, but I think the man would deserve it for his lifelong
effort, which indeed culminated in the CDF 94 evidence and then CDF-D0 95
observation.

Cheers,
T.

2. Shantanu
September 26, 2006

I would say someone from the COBE team for discovsering anisotropies in the
CMB. This year they got the Gruber prize.

3. Peter Orland
September 26, 2006

The evidence for the acceleration of the expansion of the universe is now quite
good. Why not someone involved in the supernova red shifts?

4. BobD
September 26, 2006

I think the COBE team did a beautiful job, but in my view they simply confirmed
existing expectations.

I consider the evidence for an accelerated expansion as still iffy, though that
result remains an electrifying possibility. However I wouldn’t bet against some
recognition of dark matter this year. Though Zwicky is gone, Vera Rubin is still
quite active…

5. Jimbo
September 26, 2006

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=84
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=84


Has everyone forgot ? Alan Guth ( & probably Andre Linde) were smiling the
entire week the WMAP 3rd yr. observational reports were announced. Alan is a
shoe-in, & perhaps Andre as well.

6. Analyzer
September 27, 2006

Alan Guth ( & probably Andre Linde) were smiling the entire week the WMAP
3rd yr. observational reports were announced. Alan is a shoe-in, & perhaps
Andre as well.

Pffft, no way. WMAP’s results have kept inflation healthily afloat, but it’s hardly
as if the matter is closed and inflation is proven. The evidence for dark energy is
more convincing, and even that is not up to Nobel snuff; the prize committee
goes for sure things, often many years or decades after the actual research was
done and after everyone agrees on the results.

I don’t know enough about the entire range of subfields of physics to make a
guess, but the last few years looked like this:

2005: Quantum optics
2004: QCD
2003: Superconductivity/superfluidity
2002: High-energy astrophysics
2001: Bose-Einstein condensation
2000: Semiconductors
1999: Electroweak interactions

Draw what conclusions you will, but remember, when you cast your prediction,
that there is more to physics than particle physics and speculative cosmology.

7. Relativist
September 27, 2006

Well firstly it won’t be a string theorist (at least not for their work on string
theory).
The two outstanding ones not yet given:
– Higgs, Yang and Mills for the Higgs particle and Yang Mills theory (Yang has it
for parity but not for Yang-Mills – I assume it is the same Yang?) But maybe also
Goldstone? Higgs and Goldstone one year, Yang and Mills another?
– Aharonov and Bohm for the Aharonv Bohmn effect. Well Bohm is dead but
Aharonov is still alive I think.

8. Thomas Larsson
September 27, 2006

If the Higgs is discovered, there will probably be two rapid prizes: a theoretical
one to Higgs, Brout and Englert (Polyakov and Migdal probably not), and an
experimental one for the actual discovery. But we are not there yet.

My personal favorites are Belavin-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov for the application of



CFT to statistical physics, but I’m sure that they won’t win this year neither.

9. David Cobden
September 27, 2006

With Aharonov they’d have to include Michael Berry of Berry’s phase, which is a
more general concept and surely deserves a prize in its own right.

10. ObsessiveMathsFreak
September 27, 2006

The guys who created the Bose-Einstien condensate deserve some kudos. That
was a top class piece of experimental physics.

11. A
September 27, 2006

To Tommaso: not discovering the top would have deserved a Nobel prize.
Discovering that top (or its right-handed component) is composite would deserve
a Nobel prize. But, so far, discovering the top with the expected charge,
expected strong interactions, expected weak interactions, expected spin,
expected mass (from precision data) and expected name is not interesting
enough.

12. Navneeth
September 27, 2006

ObsessiveMathsFreak,
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2001/index.html

13. JK
September 27, 2006

Eli Yablonovitch and Sajeev John for the theory of photonic crystals. Although 3D
crystals are found in nature and 2D crystals are already technologically
important, perhaps the prize will wait for an experimental synthesis of 3D
crystals.

Victor Veselago and John Pendry for theory of negative refractive index. David
Smith for experimental realisation.

14. sean m.
September 27, 2006

i have to second michael berry (and perhaps aharonov). this has been wildly
influential work in condensed matter.

15. ksh95
September 27, 2006

JK says:

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2001/index.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2001/index.html


perhaps the prize will wait for an experimental synthesis of 3D
crystals.

They have been making 3D crystals since the very begining. Jesus man;
experimentalists are infinitely more capable than that. 3D photonic Crystal
fabrication is an undergraduate project at a low level non-research institution.

Anyway I dont think Photonic Crystals are Nobel worthy. It’s basically only
classical field theory in periodic space.

Try supersolid

16. ksh95
September 27, 2006

Analyzer says

but remember, when you cast your prediction, that there is more to
physics than particle physics and speculative cosmology.

Yes people, remember that the blogosphere does not represent the average
physics department…In fact, I’m reasonable confident that the majority of
physicists specialize in condensed matter.

17. Belizean
September 27, 2006

David Deutsch, founder of quantum information theory. Primitive quantum
computations have been performed in labs. So you have an important theory
confirmed by experiment.

18. Zelah
September 27, 2006

Hi!

The only outstanding candidates spoken about here are
M Berry and V Rubin!

My vote is for V Rubin, but the Crafoord prize 2005 was awarded James Gunn,
James Peebles, and Martin Rees for Dark Matter (in my opinion scandalous!). So
I do not have much hope.

Onto M Berry. The problem is that who would he share the prize with?

Does anyone care about Statistical Mechanics? And anyway, there is the small
problem of R Baxter, McCoy, Wu et al……

Expect the unexpected!

Zelah

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supersolid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supersolid


19. Christine
September 27, 2006

The evidence for the acceleration of the expansion of the universe is now quite
good.

There are some evidences, but they are not unquestionable. For instance, we
first must learn much more about Type Ia supernovae.

Christine

20. DMS
September 27, 2006

Yoichiro Nambu.

21. Bee
September 27, 2006

I’d also put my bet on WMAP/CMB, exact measurement of parameters in
LambdaCDM, esp confirmation of cc nonzero. I don’t know though who’d be the
person to name.

22. A.J.
September 27, 2006

Nambu may deserve a Nobel, but I’d be surprised if he gets it this time around.
He’ll probably have to wait till after the LHC turns on.

23. A Babe in the Universe
September 27, 2006

I echo Kea and Christine in that evidence for inflation and cosmic acceleration is
still shaky. The low-l data rules out inflation’s prediction. Evidence for
acceleration is based entirely upon redshifts.

24. Dick Thompson
September 27, 2006

Fadeev and Popov, who showed how to quantize gauge theory and discovered the
“ghosts”.

25. King Ray
September 27, 2006

Peter Woit and Lee Smolin for their efforts on behalf of the welfare of theoretical
physics.

26. Jeff
September 27, 2006

How about Paul Ginsparg for his contribution to the development of physics?

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v443/n7109/full/nature05103.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v443/n7109/full/nature05103.html


27. Renormalized
September 27, 2006

Belizean Says:
“David Deutsch, founder of quantum information theory. Primitive quantum
computations have been performed in labs. So you have an important theory
confirmed by experiment.”

Do you have a link to this experimental evidence? I don’t believe quantum
computations have been verified.

28. CYD
September 27, 2006

David Pines for plasmons and the random phase approximation, and Conyers
Herring for spin waves and the orthogonalized-plane-waves method in solids.

29. Tommaso Dorigo
September 27, 2006

A said:

“not discovering the top would have deserved a Nobel prize. Discovering that top
(or its right-handed component) is composite would deserve a Nobel prize. But,
so far, discovering the top with the expected charge, expected strong
interactions, expected weak interactions, expected spin, expected mass (from
precision data) and expected name is not interesting enough”

Dear A,
I do not think some thing has to be intrinsically unexpected to deserve a nobel
prize. The top quark discovery was largely expected, but it involved two decades
of searches, at least one published wrong observation (UA2 1987), and
theoretical predictions for the mass which scaled with the experimental lower
limits for quite a while. The CDF experiment was conceived in 1980 or so, built
by 1985, started taking data in 1987, saw the first top event in 1988, and had to
be upgraded with a silicon detector to find the elusive top, whose mass kept it
unreachable otherwise. I think the overall achievement of observing a picobarn-
sized signal in collisions occurring with cross sections of 60 millibarns is quite a
feat, and the people responsible for the discovery deserve recognition.
Cheers,
T.

30. Belizean
September 27, 2006

Renormalized,

Here’s one that took 10 seconds to with Google:

http://domino.watson.ibm.com/comm/pr.nsf/pages/news.20011219_quantum.html

http://domino.watson.ibm.com/comm/pr.nsf/pages/news.20011219_quantum.html
http://domino.watson.ibm.com/comm/pr.nsf/pages/news.20011219_quantum.html


31. Scott Aaronson
September 27, 2006

Do you have a link to this experimental evidence? I don’t believe quantum
computations have been verified.

Small quantum computations have been performed — see here for experimental
confirmation that 15=3*5 (with small probability of error). The challenge is
scaling up to a nontrivial number of qubits.

Of course, the interesting experimental discovery would be a fundamental reason
why quantum computing isn’t scalable!

32. Florifulgurator
September 27, 2006

Here´s my tip:

Give it to Mathematical Physics,
not String Theory,
but Knot Theory,
(Knit String Theory would be O.K. for me….)
E.g. Witten or Drinfeld,
or you suggest a 3rd one.
Since Maths works slow,
it would be good to surpass the rule that only living ones be Nobel pontificated,
& sharing the Prize money could be Dadificated (randomized in a certain sense)
e.g. by awarding it to an element of a time-space-brainlard chain of a tree (or
Feynman Diagram) of brainlard evolution:
E.g. give it to Witten for the Witten-Jones Generalization (skipping Kaufmann)
or e.g. give it to Drinfeld for his Quasitriangular Quantum Groups (generalizing
the Yang-Baxter relations).
…

33. Florifulgurator
September 27, 2006

…(cont)
Since both had the Fields medal,
suggested Nobel Prize could probably form a noice antiparticle to Perelman

34. Douglas Natelson
September 27, 2006

I’d really enjoy M. Berry and Y. Aharonov. Great stuff. There’s also a long-
overdue prize to recognize the great materials growers (MBE?). Regarding
Conyers Herring, they’d better hurry…. He was not exactly a spring chicken
when I was a grad student at Stanford ten years ago. Supersolid is too new and
too controversial. For those interested in chemistry, at some point I’d be willing
to bet a fair bit of money on Whitesides for self-assembly.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0112176
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0112176


35. David Heffernan
September 28, 2006

I’d like to see it go to Kobayashi and Maskawa for their theory of CP Violation. As
of this summer the unitary triangle is looking very consistent, and their names
have come up before, so I don’t think it would be too unexpected.

36. hongbao zhang
September 28, 2006

If the prize were given to theory, I think there would be two possilbilities.
1 to C.N.Yang Dyson and Fadeev etc
2 to Hawking and Bekenstein etc

:)^_^

37. David Cobden
September 28, 2006

I don’t think the prize has ever gone to a theory that was not already
experimentally verified to a very high degree, such that it was essentially
completely uncontroversial within the physics community. (Is asymptotic
freedom an exception?)
Nor I think has it gone to a technical prediction (such as photonic bands) that
hasn’t already had significant practical consequences. That makes several of the
above suggestions seem very unlikely.

38. Physiker
September 28, 2006

My bet:

Sir Samuel Edwards.

Among other things:

Together with Phil Anderson (Nobel laureate), he pioneered the replica theory of
disordered systems which has found far reaching applications even beyond
physics.

Together with P. G. de Gennes (Nobel laureate), he pioneered the field theoretic
approach to polymer physics and placed soft matter physics in a solid theoretical
foundation.

39. Patrick
September 28, 2006

Physiker,

If they gave it to Edwards would they have to include G. Parisi as well?

40. anon.



September 28, 2006

A.J. wrote:

Nambu may deserve a Nobel, but I’d be surprised if he gets it this time around.
He’ll probably have to wait till after the LHC turns on.

What idea of Nambu do you have in mind? I thought some of the people involved
in the early development of QCD (Nambu, Bjorken…) deserved a prize, but I
don’t expect that one to ever be given now that the later development of
asymptotic freedom got the prize.

Then there’s Nambu – Goldstone, but it’s hard to imagine why that would get a
prize now since it hasn’t in the past. (It is a fundamental idea that’s
experimentally verified and applicable to all sorts of physics, so it seems as
Nobel-worthy as any theoretical development I can think of.)

41. Kent G. Budge
September 28, 2006

Since I can’t find an email address on your page (probably for good reasons)
please indulge me in asking an unrelated question here. I have a Ph.D. in
astronomy, and I have some familiarity with the mathematics of the Standard
Model, but I’m by no means a particle physicist. Can you recommend a book or
books on post-Standard Model theories that would be at my level?

Everything I’ve found so far seems to be aimed either at nonmathematicians (and
is therefore useless for trying to understand the mathematics behind the models)
or at people who are almost as knowledgeable as the author (and is therefore an
inpenetrable display of how smart the author thinks he is.)

I’m looking for something on the level of Cottingham and Greenwood’s “An
Inroduction to the Standard Model of Particle Physics,”, which I enjoyed
immensely.

If you think your own book is in this category, then I’ll accept that datum; but my
sense is that you have largely avoided formulas. I want formulas, but I want them
patiently explained.

42. A.J.
September 28, 2006

anon.,

Yes, I was thinking of spontaneous symmetry breaking. Nambu was the first to
introduce the idea into particle physics, so he’s certainly a candidate for the
prize if they find a Higgs boson at LHC. I don’t think he’s a sure thing though.
There were a lot of people involved in the idea. I think Higgs is the only one I’d
put money on.

43. anon.



September 28, 2006

It seems strange that a Nobel prize for general properties of spontaneous
symmetry breaking should be contingent on the discovery of a Higgs boson. The
understanding of SSB due to Nambu, Goldstone, and others is amply supported
by superconductivity, by chiral symmetry breaking in QCD, and other
applications. I would think a Nobel prize for the Higgs should go specifically to
people who studied SSB applied to gauge theories; as far as I know, Nambu
didn’t specifically propose that, while plenty of others did.

I think Nambu and Goldstone probably do deserve a Nobel, but it would seem
odd if it were only given now, decades after it could have been. On the other
hand, Ginzburg just got the prize recently, so maybe it wouldn’t be so
unreasonable.

44. Count Iblis
September 28, 2006

What about the theory of granular media? This is a relatively new but very
important field in condensed matter…

45. Peter Woit
September 28, 2006

Kent G. Budge,

My book does contain short descriptions of many ideas about beyond the
standard model physics, together with suggestions for further reading about
these subjects. I don’t know of a single good book of the kind you are asking
about. One thing a little bit like what you are asking for is a book by Pierre
Ramond called “Journeys Beyond the Standard Model”.

46. Jimbo
September 28, 2006

Dear Kent,

THE book you’re seeking is entitled:”The Ideas of Particle Physics, an
introduction for scientists”, by Coughlan & Dodd, 2nd ed., Cambridge press, ~
200 pgs. A good companion book for it(at the same math level, but in more
depth) is `Elementary Particles’, by Hughes, 3rd ed.,also on Cambridge, ~ 400
pgs. Both are in paperback.

47. Scott Aaronson
September 28, 2006

Kent: If you want something more discursive than a textbook, try Penrose’s The
Road to Reality. It doesn’t cover the post-Standard-Model theories with any
pretense of rigor, but it does have formulas and it doesn’t aim low.

48. Kent G. Budge



September 28, 2006

Thanks to all for the suggestions. It happens I live and work in Los Alamos, so if
the local library doesn’t have these works, it shouldn’t take much of a nudge
from me to get the library to acquire them And there’s always the LANL
technical library.

I am particularly curious about doubly special relativity. Is it covered by any of
these books?

Thanks again. Sorry about the thread hijack.

49. Jimbo
September 28, 2006

Kent,
DSR is largely covered by the work of Smolin & Magueijo; just do an arxiv search
& I’m sure you can pull up a review article. I don’t think its covered in any recent
texts.

50. Kea
September 28, 2006

I feel there is a Nobel Prize in the WMAP evidence. Of course, the theory must
match it accurately. Like Bee, I wonder who the best candidate is?

51. A.J.
September 28, 2006

Anon,

I agree that it’s weird that Nambu & Goldstone should be made to wait till after
the discovery of a Higgs boson. But I can’t think of anything else the Nobel
committee could be waiting for. Perhaps they prefer to give the prize out for less
abstract achievements..?

52. JoAnne
September 29, 2006

Kobayashi and Maskawa, for their prediction of the 3rd generation (before it was
observed) as a means of explaining the observation of CP violation.

53. Shantanu
September 29, 2006

One more possibility which no one has pointed out.
Irwin Shapiro, Pound and Rebka (for proposing & measuring
“shapiro delay” and gravitational redshift of photon which
confirmed GR.)

54. A
September 29, 2006



answering to Dorigo: we agree that microvertex is an important technology. But
my point was different. An analogy with leptons might clarify it: somebody first
detected that nu_tau exist, and somebody discovered their oscillations: who got
the Nobel prize?

55. Physiker
September 29, 2006

Patrick,

Parisi is one of the fathers of the replica symmetry breaking idea which is still
contentious. Edwards-Anderson proposed the replica trick for the treatment of
disordered systems which is something more fundamental and more widely
accepted (not without critique, though). Edwards’ contribution to physics is
broader. Together with de Gennes, he transformed into physics what used to be a
kind of “stamp collecting” (the study of polymers, membranes, interfaces, etc.).

Someone mentioned granular matter. We still don’t have any breakthough of
Nobel caliber there, but Edwards’ mark in the major developments in the area is
clear.

56. anon.
September 29, 2006

David Cobden wrote:

“I don’t think the prize has ever gone to a theory that was not already
experimentally verified to a very high degree, such that it was essentially
completely uncontroversial within the physics community. (Is asymptotic
freedom an exception?)”

Asymptotic freedom is definitely not an exception. In fact there were good
experimental reasons for wanting it to be true before it was theoretically
discovered, and the experimental evidence has continually improved in the past
30 years. In fact, Bjorken had proposed a related property called “scaling,”
which Feynman interpreted in terms of “partons” (small pointlike constituents of
hardons). This idea was confirmed experimentally by deep inelastic scattering
experiments at SLAC, a few years before asymptotic freedom. These ideas
pointed to flaws in the “dual resonance” (i.e. string theory) model of strong
interactions. So when asymptotic freedom was found, it was accepted fairly
quickly because there was already good experimental evidence.

57. dir
September 29, 2006

why not adler et al. for their work on the anomaly?

58. Count Iblis
September 29, 2006

A. Belavin, A. Polyakov and A. Zamolodchikov



59. Peter Orland
September 29, 2006

Adler and Jackiw won’t get the Nobel because anomalies are mainly used as a
guideling for model building. By themselves, anomalies predict nothing. It does
help solve the U(1) problem in QCD, but only says why the eta and eta-prime are
heavy. There is no way to use the anomaly to compute their masses.

Belavin et. al. won’t get it. Most conformal field theories are testable by
computer, not by nature, except a few which are fixed points of models which are
solvable anyway.

Baxter and co. won’t get the prize because their work is too specialized to
specific theoretical models. Special cases of the 8-vertex model (besides the
Ising model) can be realized (I think helium adsorbed onto graphite is well
described by the hard hexagon model). This work is not general enough yet.

Anyway, any speculation that the above could win is wishful thinking on the part
of theorists.

People can’t get the prize for great mathematical ideas alone, even
if somewhat relevant experimentally. A prizeworthy idea has to solve a crisis in
the field or make a stunning experimental prediction.

Perhaps Nambu and Goldstone probably won’t get it for chiral symmetry
breaking because Feza Guersey, who is the third person responsible for the idea
(he invented the sigma model) is no longer living.

Someone said that the dark energy discover is not yet well established because
the type 1a supernova candles can’t be calculated precisely theoretically. This
was true some years ago,
but I thought they were now better understood (a stellar astrophysicist would
know better). There is also other data, found by completely different means
which confirms dark energy, as I understand it. Perhaps it won’t get the Nobel
this year, but this work seems prizeworthy.

60. Haelfix
September 30, 2006

Another shout for the COBE experimentalist teams, they’re shoe ins for a noble
prize at some point (though it might have to wait till Planck).

Vera also will get it eventually, but still too early IMO.

It would be a scandal if Guth and Linde got a prize for inflation, as its an idea
and not a specific model (and the original model was falsified). One day in the
year 2300 they very well might still have their names on it, but I very much
doubt they’ll ever have a Nobel in their lifetime. I can think of several people
more deserving for ‘accepted theories but not a specific model’ off the top of my
head, including Adler/Jackiw and Hawking/Penrose.



Kobayashi and Maskawa should have received a Nobel a long time ago, but as
usual there is some confusion there, so they’re perenial contenders.

I suspect the Nobel will be outside Astrophysics and Particle physics this year
again so that ends my 2cents.

61. A
September 30, 2006

actually, only very recent B-physics experiments could test if the single
Kobayashi Maskawa phase accounts for more than one CP-violating process.
As the result was yes (some anomalies present in past years data largely
disappeared), as these experiments are almost completed, as more experimental
tests would need many more years, I dare telling omedetoo gozaimasu for the
Nobel prize that Kobayashi-Maskawa will get within 3 years.

62. Ben oit
October 2, 2006

Anatole Abragam and Richard Geller for their pioneering works on Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance and Electron Cyclotron Resonance and their application to
Medecine.

Too much criticisms were made against Physics. It has become crucial that
people also see that fundamental works also save lives every day !

63. Paul
October 2, 2006

I heard some rumor that the prize will be awarded for research in biophysicists;
in particular the names of Carlos Bustamante from Berkley (he is apparently a
pioneer in single-molecule visualization) and Hermann Gaub from Ludwig
Maximilians University of Munich have been mentioned.

64. biophysicist
October 2, 2006

Well if Paul is right I (as my name uhh no doubt indicates) would be pretty
ecstatic. It’s probably still a little early for biophysics to be awarded physics
Nobels, but that day will come (and lest we forget that biophysicists have won
biology Nobels and even the Dirac medal already). Also Dr. Bustamante would be
totally deserving – his work is inspirational.

65. Thomas Larsson
October 3, 2006

My wife thinks that the medicine prize is cool. One of her former students is a
postdoc in Fire’s group.

66. Mark Callaghan
October 3, 2006



Hi folks – this just in- The Nobel prize for physics goes to Snoot and Mather for
their work on the cosmic microwave background

67. MathPhys
October 3, 2006

Years ago, I tried to read Smoot’s book “Wrinkles in Time” but found it too
boring. Maybe I should try again.

68. Christine
October 3, 2006

Nobel prize laureates 2006

John C. Mather

and

George Smoot

Congratulations!

Christine

69. TTT
October 3, 2006

I cannot believe it. Even schoolkids know that the Russians disovered anisotropy
several months earlier using their “Relict” satellite.

So here goes another BS Nobel. What a waste!!:-)

70. Checkmate
October 3, 2006

TTT,

Please provide references for your assertions!

71. Who
October 3, 2006

COBE is the single most widereaching bunch of results since a long ways back—
it is superNobel class.

that oval map of the CMB mottled blue and red for temperature was more ikonic
of discovery than the first images of earth from space

it has become the face of the universe

when Smoot and the other COBE team presented the perfect fit of the all-sky
spectrum to a perfect Planck blackbody for the first time to an international body
of astronomers—-when they showed that slide—there was a standing ovation.

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2006/
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2006/
http://astrophysics.gsfc.nasa.gov/staff/CVs/John.Mather/
http://astrophysics.gsfc.nasa.gov/staff/CVs/John.Mather/
http://physics.berkeley.edu/index.php?option=com_dept_management&act=people&Itemid=312&limitstart=0&task=view&id=15
http://physics.berkeley.edu/index.php?option=com_dept_management&act=people&Itemid=312&limitstart=0&task=view&id=15


when you have a slide of the blackbody curve with your data superimposed, and
it gets the whole IAU to give a standing ovation, it is something.

I only mention this because some misguided person said “BS nobel”.
On the contrary giving Nobel for mapping CMB validates Nobel and is overdue.
==============

simply detecting anisotropy was done using U2 airplane years before COBE, we
are not talking about “discovering anisotropy”

please correct me if I have misremembered some facts here, am rushed and dont
have time to check

72. LDM
October 3, 2006

Who,

Good post.

73. TTT
October 3, 2006

I’m retracting my criticism.
Was confused by:

http://hea.iki.rssi.ru/pazh/

Astronomy Letters,
Volume 18, 1992, Issue 5
Anisotropy of the microwave background radiation
I.A.Strukov, A.A.Bryukhanov, D.P.Skulachev, and M.V.Sazhin (pp.387-395)

74. Relativist
October 3, 2006

The interesting thing is that they excluded the theorists who first predicted the
broad nature of the anisotropy patterns – R K Sachs and A M Wolfe, Ap J (1967).

75. Relativist
October 3, 2006

p.s. – Sachs and Wolfe did not predict the accoustic peaks in the power
spectrum, but then COBE did not observe those peaks (its resolutin was too low).
The peaks were confirmed by later observations (BOOMERANG, WMAP in
particular), which will surely now be in the line for a Nobel prize. And again the
theorists who predicted those peaks before they were observed will probably get
left out. But that was a triumph of cosmological theoretical prediction, confirmed
by extraordinary delicate observations.

http://hea.iki.rssi.ru/pazh/
http://hea.iki.rssi.ru/pazh/


This Week’s Hype

September 28, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Fewer and fewer science writers these days are credulous enough to keep promoting
string theory, but there still are some around willing to keep writing overhyped
stories about how theorists have finally found a way to get some sort of prediction of
something observable out of string theory. One of these is Tom Siegfried, who has a
new article in Science magazine entitled A Cosmic-Scale Test for String Theory?
which reports that “some string theorists now believe they’ve found a way to make
superstrings observable.”

Siegfried reports for Science from PASCOS 2006, where he finds two results worth
writing articles about. One of these is the recent preliminary neutrino oscillation
results from MINOS, which certainly are worth reporting, but the second is the
cosmic superstring hype that has been around for nearly three years now, and which
I’ve commented on in various places, including here and here. The hype surrounding
this topic first got seriously going with a press release from UCSB more than two
years ago, in which Polchinski claimed that cosmic superstrings were “potentially
visible over the next year or two” at LIGO. Now that this time period is up, the hype
has to be modified, and Siegfried informs us that:

LIGO may not be sensitive enough to detect them, but a planned set of three space-
based gravitational wave detectors known as LISA would be a good bet.

As is always the case with string theory, there aren’t any real predictions here. The
hype is based on the fact that, among the nearly infinitely complicated string theory
models people have studied, it is in principle possible to come up with ones in which
superstrings created in the early universe would expand to a very large “cosmic”
scale and thus be observable. They would show up in various astronomical
observations, but no one has yet seen the slightest evidence of such a thing. One can
claim that it is logically possible that such things exist, with exactly the right
properties to have escaped observation so far, but to be visible to the LISA
experiment if it really does manage to get funded and operate sometime in the next
decade. While this is logically possible, saying that “it would be a good bet” is pretty
absurd; I doubt that any physicist would be willing to put money on this unless given
very high odds.

The hype surrounding cosmic superstrings tends to completely confuse the kind of
cosmic strings that occur as defects in the Higgs field in some GUT models (which
have been studied for about 30 years now) with the kind that are supposed to come
from elementary strings. Siegfried’s article includes a graphic purporting to show a
“network of enormous ‘superstrings'”. As far as I can tell, this is nonsense, since the
same graphic occurs here, in an article from 2000, long before the “cosmic
superstrings”, where it is described as showing “cosmic strings form from a random
initial distribution of phases of a hypothetical field called a Higgs field.”

Oh, and the fact that I think this is a pretty sad example of bad science reporting by

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/313/5795/1880b
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/313/5795/1880b
http://octs.physics.ohio-state.edu/PASCOS06/
http://octs.physics.ohio-state.edu/PASCOS06/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/archives/000037.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/archives/000037.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=418
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=418
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2004-06/uocs-ndt061004.php
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2004-06/uocs-ndt061004.php
http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/gr/public/cs_home.html
http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/gr/public/cs_home.html
http://arxiv.org/html/astro-ph/0005186
http://arxiv.org/html/astro-ph/0005186


someone completely taken in by the string theory hype machine has nothing to do
with the fact that its author recently wrote an extremely hostile, unfair and inaccurate
review of my book…

Update: For an example of the kind of misinformation spread by stories like this, see
this blog entry by another science journalist, over at Seed’s ScienceBlogs.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
September 28, 2006

This byzantine logic should cast doubt on all cosmological speculation.

-drl

2. Timothy Clemans
September 28, 2006

Every review for NEW on amazon.com is gone, gone and amazon.com also says
thar it has not been released yet.

3. woit
September 28, 2006

Timothy,

Looks like some sort of mix-up at Amazon, they never did get the publication
date of the book right. I’ve asked the people at Basic Books to look into it.

4. anthropologist
September 29, 2006

I went to see Smolin at his book presentation in Princeton just this week. I think
since the guy is taking on the string theory, his salesman skills ought to be
better. His presentation definitely lacked the passion that would ignite the
masses. Sometimes he was getting carried away and talked too much about
specifics, I do not think most of the audience was up for that. Even worse, he
started to make excuses on the subject why he discussed the sociological factors
in the book at all in an unconvincing sort of way.

I think that you guys (critics) must concentrate your efforts on making your
message well defined, coherent, and easy to understand. Then just keep
hammering it. OK, you are not gonna win the admiration of the string crowd,
that is clear, but what about just giving great presentations? Sell your criticism,
you’ve chosen to do this, so stick to it. That is why some reporters may not
understand it, because you are not impressing them enough. Give them drama,
they will chose to promote it for their own selfish reasons.

5. Seth

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=459
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=459
http://scienceblogs.com/islandofdoubt/2006/09/string_theory_testable.php
http://scienceblogs.com/islandofdoubt/2006/09/string_theory_testable.php


September 29, 2006

To anthropologist,

I think it’s a real shame if it turns out that scientific truth has to be debated in
sound bytes rather than reasoned arguments.

6. Stefan
September 29, 2006

Peter,

While I fully support (and applaud) all your committed effort(s) to keep
theoretical physics from spiraling into the void of (unverifiable) speculation and
flights of imagination, I think inevitably the only realistically *result-driven* way
to attract individuals to your cause is to provide a reasonable alternative (or
alternatives) to the current paradigm [i.e. string theory]. If you are harping –
irrespective of what you criticise against – about how all of string theory has
been unable to predict any new physics without providing a meaningful
alternative to the prevailing circumstance(s) your voice will not resonate as
much as it would otherwise; yes, it’s true there are valid and substantive reasons
for not believing in string theory “hype”, but show us an alternative: until then,
you are only trying to tell people to do ‘nothing’ instead of ‘something’ – and
perhaps that may not go down well with generally motivated young people in
hep…

[To further remark, it is to my knowledge (YPP Survey) that most people who join
HEP research do so for intellectual satisfaction; therefore, to tell them to remain
idle – instead of working on what is perceived as one of the best approaches
currently available for unification – is probably not going to go down well… The
only solution is to provide a viable alternative and demostrate verifiable results…
‘string theory’ may not do that as yet (or perhaps it may never be able to do so)
but as Urs Schreiber writes in his review of NEW, it has many fascinating
properties that *may* be of significant value in the future… none of us can really
tell as yet…]

Stefan

7. Tom Siegfried fan
September 29, 2006

Peter, how can you know for certain that strings haven’t already been
discovered, and merely have been misunderstood?

Atoms were long around before people knew for certain they existed.

For example, maybe widely-observed ‘UFOs’ are actually the ends of cosmic
strings, flying about in the Earth’s upper atmosphere?

Extra-dimensions have evidence long broadcast on TV (see the Twilight Zone and
other programmes). Maybe ghosts and psychic phenomena, widely reported, are



the really solid evidence for string theory. Nobel Laureate Professor Josephson
has long said so, and has a paper on arXiv: http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012

8. Geon
September 29, 2006

Stefan, I agree 100% with you.

9. Stefan
September 29, 2006

To add, I am greatly encouraged by your research-topic. I have perused
Amazon[.com] for relevant titles. I am quite interested in RT-QFT connections.

Where should I start? Give us [non-experts] clear guidance…

Post-Script:

As per your suggestions I have included the various titles you recommended to
my ‘To Purchase Now’ Wish List. If you want to include other titles please feel
free to e-mail me.

Regards,
Stefan

10. TTT
September 29, 2006

Guys, this blog did an excellent job demoting string theory, so that whenever I
hear the word ‘string” I wanna scream, it makes me wanna p**k. The problem
with all this is that having reached this critical disgust mass I begin to p**k every
time you push your bashing further. I think it is important to stop from time to
time and direct your energy (blog’s pages, that is) to something really really
different and interesting. We have already heard everything we need to know
about how ****ed up the string theory is, so, please, for a change, just to keep
your fans sane, do something different.

It is just the nature of human psychology at work here. Now, I’m a little bit
nurvous everytime I open your page: I’m simply afraid to find another dragging
about the string theory, about someone reporting something from some string
conference, etc etc, and it doesn’t matter anymore whether it turns out negative
or positive.

How about a month without the word “string”?? would that be too hard?

sorry but you begin to seem like a cult of its own, and that’s not good. This is just
a friendly remark:-)

Something different! Pleeeease?:-)

11. Peter Woit
September 29, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012


anthropologist and TTT,

Let’s see, one of you wants me to simplify the message and keep hammering on
it, the other one thinks I’ve gone too far and that I should stop mentioning string
theory…. I’m tempted to conclude that maybe I’ve got it about right. The posts of
the last couple weeks actually have had relatively little string bashing, although
there has been a lot of string related stuff because I’m mentioning the reviews of
the book (that topic should die down soon). It seems to me that the amount of
string hype appearing in serious publications has definitely decreased, but as
long as it’s still appearing in places like Science, I intend to keep commenting on
it.

Stefan and Geon,

Yes, of course it would be much better if I had an alternative TOE that made
testable predictions that I could explain to everyone here, thus giving them
something obvious to work on. Unfortunately I don’t have that. If I did I probably
wouldn’t be spending time writing this blog, but instead would be enjoying the
high life of fame, fortune and groupies that attends Nobel-prize winning
theoretical physicists. I really think people who want to work seriously on
particle theory at this point should just get over trying to find someone to tell
them what to do, string theorist or anti-string theorist, and just try and come up
with their own ideas. If you don’t want to do this, but want to join a promising,
healthy research program where you can make useful contributions to science by
following someone else, you probably shouldn’t be trying to work in this
particular field at this particular time.

12. Stefan
September 29, 2006

Peter,

Thank you for your feedback, but you did not give me any titles for RT-QFT
connections. Are there any (yet)?

13. David Tong
September 29, 2006

Peter,

I think your criticism is severely misplaced.

Firstly, you’re right that it’s important to draw a distinction between cosmic
strings and cosmic superstrings. It’s a shame the author didn’t make more of an
effort in this regard. It’s kind of a shame that you didn’t either because at times I
can’t quite work out what you’re complaining about. In particular, the line

>

seems to apply to cosmic strings of all types. It also seems to miss the main point
that cosmic strings have a strong and distinctive gravitational wave spectrum.



LISA, should it fly, will give us a new window on the universe. At the very least, it
will bring down the bounds on the possible existence of cosmic strings by many
orders of magnitude. Spergel and other prominent cosmologists find this
exciting. Maybe you disagree, but I think it’s right that this work is hyped in the
popular press, especially given the current situation at NASA and the fact that
LISA is one of the most important science projects in the pipeline.

As for string theory, the excitement of cosmic superstrings comes partly because
they are a generic prediction of large classes of string models. Not seeing cosmic
strings will therefore rule out large classes of string models. (You should be
happy about this although no doubt you will compain that it will not rule out all
string models). But mostly the excitement comes because the properties of
cosmic superstrings differ from the properties of gauge theory strings.

Now one can certainly have a discussion about whether these differences are
potentially observable (by LIGO, by LISA, depending on string tensions, etc). One
can also discuss whether it’s possible to cook up gauge theories to mimic the
behavior of cosmic superstrings. If you wanted to make any kind of constructive
criticism of this work, there are plenty of opportunities to do so in the usual
scientific fashion — by long calculations and hard work. Instead you prefer to
simply bash out another skewed polemic from the sidelines, glossing over the
key issues just as glibly as the science journalist you’re complaining about.

14. TheGraduate
September 29, 2006

I think probably nobody is more qualified to figure out what is good for the site
than Peter. I say this because he has access to the number of visitors per day and
we don’t. Don’t forget the lesson of the string theory debacle. We must be data
driven!

It can be hard to stand in front of a bunch of people and criticize others! And I
have more respect for people that don’t come to this kind of thing easily.

15. David Tong
September 29, 2006

I’m not sure what happened with your comments section, but the line I quoted
didn’t appear: it was

“One can claim that it is logically possible that such things exist, with exactly the
right properties to have escaped observation so far, but to be visible to the LISA
experiment”

16. Peter Woit
September 29, 2006

David,

Sorry if I wasn’t clear enough, but I thought that it should have been clear that
what I was criticizing were the claims being made about fundamental



superstrings, not the traditional kinds of cosmic strings that occur in gauge
theories coupled to Higgs fields.

I have no trouble with Spergel or anyone else promoting LISA or other
experiments for their ability to set better lower bounds on cosmic strings,
although I disagree with you about the desirability of scientists who want to keep
their credibility hyping things to the public to get them to be willing to finance
experiments. What I seriously have a problem with is what this writer was doing,
based on the hype he was being fed by string theorists, which is to promote the
idea that LISA is going to “test string theory”. You’re engaging in exactly the
same kind of overhype here, with your claim that “not seeing cosmic strings will
rule out large classes of string models”. By this argument, since one can find a
string theory that predicts just about anything, any particle physics experiment
that measures something new is doing this. The Tevatron has “ruled out large
classes of string models” and the LHC will rule out more. This isn’t why these
machines are important or should be financed.

I think the superstring models being used here are convoluted, ugly, and there’s
not the slightest evidence they have anything to do with reality. Obviously I thus
don’t think I or anyone else should be wasting their time on them. People who
think otherwise are welcome to do so, they should just stop dishonestly hyping
this work to overly credulous reporters, as well as complaining when someone
points out the dishonesty.

17. Tony Smith
September 29, 2006

Peter, you said that if you “… had an alternative TOE that made testable
predictions that [you] could explain to everyone here … [you] probably wouldn’t
be spending time writing this blog, but instead would be enjoying the high life of
fame, fortune and groupies that attends Nobel-prize winning theoretical
physicists. …”.

Or,
you might find that:
1 – you are labelled a “crackpot” by Harvard, represented by a distinguished
Harvard professor;
2 – you are blacklisted from posting your “alternative TOE” on the arXiv; and
3 – your offers to “explain” your “alternative TOE” at seminars etc are ignored by
the physics establishment.

Oh, wait … 1 has already happened to you even without an “alternative TOE”.

Maybe your reference to “fame, fortune and groupies” is more telling than you
consciously intended, as it is consistent with the real objective of the present-day
theoretical high-energy physics community being, NOT a “TOE …[with]…testable
predictions”,
but in fact
winning the game of pursuit of grants, funding, jobs, and bureaucratic empire.

Tony Smith



http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

18. Peter Woit
September 29, 2006

TheGraduate,

Actually I don’t think that the amount of traffic here is a good measure of
whether what I’m trying to do is successful. I’m not trying to reach the widest
possible audience. One goal is to expose string theory hype, thus reducing the
amount of it.. Over the last couple years the amount of this has definitely gone
down, for whatever reason, and I’m glad to see that. I also look forward to a near
future in which there is so little of such hype in the serious scientific press that
it’s not a problem that needs to be paid attention to.

19. Peter Woit
September 29, 2006

Stefan,

The connection between representation theory and QFT has only really been
developed in the 1+1 d case. Most relevant here are WZW models. An example
of where this is explained is

Fuchs, Affine Lie algebras and quantum groups

There’s also a lot of relevant material in the books by Mickelsson, and Pressley
and Segal that I’ve recommended. Another place with a lot of material about this
kind of thing is the Goddard-Olive reprint volume on Kac-Moody and Virasoro
algebras.

20. hack
September 29, 2006

Uh oh, you’ve been Slashdotted.

21. TheGraduate
September 29, 2006

hack,

Is this the link you mean?

http://science.slashdot.org/science/06/09/29/1735237.shtml

22. SD
September 29, 2006

Dr. Shellard was my advisor a long time ago, and I’m pretty sure that picture is
just “regular” cosmic strings. 

“The hype is based on the fact that, among the nearly infinitely complicated

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://science.slashdot.org/science/06/09/29/1735237.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/06/09/29/1735237.shtml


string theory models people have studied, it is in principle possible to come up
with ones in which superstrings created in the early universe would expand to a
very large “cosmic” scale and thus be observable. They would show up in various
astronomical observations, but no one has yet seen the slightest evidence of such
a thing.”

Try not to get too upset by hype. I think workers in the field, but outside the
string theory cathedral, know that it’s interesting to see a prediction made, but
not to take it too seriously. Indeed, if the bet were too good the observation
would be boring!

It’s a bit unfair to yell at people for hype, and then engage in hyping the other
side as well. That “no one has yet seen evidence” (the slightest evdience, even!)
is really not a way to make a substantive remark.

23. Thomas Love
September 29, 2006

I was disappointed that neither Peter nor Lee referenced:

Constructing Quarks: A Sociological History of Particle Physics by Andrew
Pickering

The same sort of thing is going on now.

“He who does not know the past is condemned to repeat it”
—George Santayana

And physicists are notorious for their ignorance of history, prefering to pass on
historical myths to their students.

24. woit
September 29, 2006

SD,

That no one has seen the slightest evidence for cosmic superstrings is not
“hype”, but an accurate, substantive statement. If there were some very slight
evidence for such things, one might think it was a good bet that more sensitive
observations would produce conclusive evidence. But there isn’t.

25. Yatima
September 30, 2006

> “Constructing Quarks: A Sociological History of Particle Physics by Andrew
Pickering”

Reference:

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0226667995/ref=sib_dp_pt
/002-4545818-0805654#reader-link

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0226667995/ref=sib_dp_pt/002-4545818-0805654#reader-link
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0226667995/ref=sib_dp_pt/002-4545818-0805654#reader-link
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0226667995/ref=sib_dp_pt/002-4545818-0805654#reader-link
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0226667995/ref=sib_dp_pt/002-4545818-0805654#reader-link


1984…a venerable age. Good book? I remember once reading a review of a book
with
a similar title in which it was claimed that the book under review was
‘post-modernist’/’relativist’ in the sense that it denied the objective existence of
quarks at all.

The Economist’s latest edition cautiously moves the spotlight to LQG:

http://www.economist.com/science/displayStory.cfm?story_id=7963608

26. Arun
September 30, 2006

NPR, Weekend Edition Saturday had a about two minute mention of string
theory, Not Even Wrong (and Smolin’s book) – it was at about 8:30 on WNYC.

27. TheGraduate
September 30, 2006

Peter,

I think that the public is an important part of ending the hype becasue the
opinion of the public matters to:

1. those who ultimately fund physics

2. those who run universities

3. those who print magazines and newspapers and air tv shows

I think a lot of activities surrounding the hype are prestige seeking activities and
therefore, a lower opinion of string theory in the public sphere will probably
diminish the returns of such prestige seeking.

http://www.economist.com/science/displayStory.cfm?story_id=7963608
http://www.economist.com/science/displayStory.cfm?story_id=7963608


The String Vacuum Project

September 30, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Last week at the KITP, Keith Dienes gave a talk on A Statistical Study of the Heterotic
Landscape. He gave a good idea of the state of the art of the investigation of the
Landscape, focusing on one special type of models, heterotic models. The results he
presented gave statistical distributions for just two very crude aspects of these
compactifications, their gauge groups and cosmological constants. These models
remain highly unrealistic, since the cosmological constants are of order the Planck
scale and the compactifications are not stable.

The models studied have gauge groups of rank 22, and while many of them contain
the standard model SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1), they also contain many more gauge group
factors, with typically not one, but about seven SU(2) factors. These models, with
their instabilities, far too large gauge groups and cosmological constants, are
extremely far from anything like the standard model. It’s not at all clear what the
point is in enumerating them and studying their statistics, but Dienes describes in
detail various problems that arise with the whole concept of generating “random”
models of this kind and trying to get sensible statistical distributions. He also looks
for correlations between gauge groups and cosmological constants, finding that at
small cosmological constant one is somewhat more likely to get many factors in the
gauge group (although in his case, both the gauge group and the cosmological
constant are very different than in the real world).

Despite the very crude state of these calculations, Dienes reports that a group of 17
prominent string theorists have banded together to form the “String Vacuum Project”,
with the goal over the next few years of accumulating a database of 10s of billions of
string models, with the hope of finding within this mountain of data about 100 models
that have crude features of the standard model. I don’t at all see what the point of
this is, but it certainly is a computationally intensive project that could keep many
people occupied for a long time. It also appears to be just the beginning, with the
longer term goal being to devote the next decades to expanding from 10s of billions
farther into the 10^500 or whatever exorbitantly large number is thought to be the
number of all string models.

The String Vacuum Project submitted a proposal to the NSF last year, which seems to
have been turned down, and they appear to be planning to resubmit the proposal.
They have a Wiki, with all sorts of details about the project. Most recent additions to
the Wiki are from Bert Schellekens in August, who discusses a proposed “String
Vacuum Markup Language” (SVML) format, with links to a web-page that produces
data in this format for certain sorts of models. There’s also a European String Vacuum
Project web-site.

Comments
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1. anon
September 30, 2006

This is tragic and hilarious news. Thanks God I work on quantum computing. We
do real experiments

2. MathPhys
September 30, 2006

This is sad.

3. Benni
September 30, 2006

I see, Dieter Luest from munich is associated with this “String Vacuum Project”
http://strings0.rutgers.edu:8000/MemberGroup
(even Lisa Randall is, why that? I thought of her not as a String
Phaenomenologist).
In Munich theres now a very big string group. Compared to the size of the
theoretical phenomenologist groups, a very big group:
http://www.theorie.physik.uni-muenchen.de/~luest/stringgroup.html
Luest was one of the first who pointed out that string theory has many many
solutions.
Now, it seems that they led german students into the business of vacuum
counting. At exactly the time, when LHC will come up with new data…..

4. LDM
September 30, 2006

What a boondoggle. I feel like writing my congressman.

5. astro
September 30, 2006

And I thought the people who play the Lotto were numerically challenged …

6. Garrett
September 30, 2006

Peter, sometimes your job is too easy.

7. Tony Smith
September 30, 2006

The SVP wiki page at http://strings0.rutgers.edu:8000/ProjectOverview says in
part:
“… Our primary goal is to construct string compactifications which lead to the
Standard Model …
A related goal is a broader study of standard-like models, by statistical and other
approaches, …
and

http://strings0.rutgers.edu:8000/MemberGroup
http://strings0.rutgers.edu:8000/MemberGroup
http://www.theorie.physik.uni-muenchen.de/~luest/stringgroup.html
http://www.theorie.physik.uni-muenchen.de/~luest/stringgroup.html
http://strings0.rutgers.edu:8000/ProjectOverview
http://strings0.rutgers.edu:8000/ProjectOverview


… to be able to estimate the number of SM’s which should exist among all known
types of constructions …”.

So, if the SVP succeeds, it will not only be the authoritative catalog of
superstring models, but will also be THE authoritative catalog of ALL physics
models.

Further, the SVP wiki page at http://strings0.rutgers.edu:8000/ProjectOverview
/DiscussModelFormat says in part:
“… Suppose one of us, or some independent group of string theorists, establishes
the existence of a string compactification leading to a concrete low energy
model, and wants to submit it to the SVP database.
What should he/she do?
… the first thing to do is to write a standard research paper and submit it to the
arXiv …
… Having done this,
the key thing to do is to provide, or be able to provide, the information about the
model in a standard format, which we might refer to as “String Vacuum Markup
Language” or SVML . …”.

Suppose somebody, say, Peter working on representation theory, comes up with a
model that is consistent with the Standard Model plus Gravity,
and
suppose Peter meets the first requirement of posting his model on the arXiv.
Then,
if the SVP has obtained dominance roughly equivalent to the physics-community
dominance of the arXiv,
Peter MUST fit his model into the SVP strait-jacket of “String Vacuum Markup
Language” if he wants his model to be considered at all by the physics
establishment.

If Peter’s model were to be so unconventional (from a superstring point of view)
that it woudl not fit happily into the “String Vacuum Markup Language” strait-
jacket, then no matter how realistic and useful it might be, it would never be
accepted or used.

Since the SVP proposal at http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~mrd/SVP-v2.ps says
in part
“… A group of theorists in Europe … have come to similar conclusions, and are
writing a similar proposal to European agencies. We would join with them to
strengthen the entire activity further. …”,
it is clear that the objective of SVP is not merely dominance of the USA
theoretical high-energy physics community,
but is to achieve global domination (as is now in fact the case with the arXiv).

Therefore,
I think that the SVP proposal is quite dangerous to the future of physics,
because
it seems to me that gate-keeping by the SVP powers-that-be, using such things as
requiring “String Vacuum Markup Language”, will be so restrictive as to make

http://strings0.rutgers.edu:8000/ProjectOverview/DiscussModelFormat
http://strings0.rutgers.edu:8000/ProjectOverview/DiscussModelFormat
http://strings0.rutgers.edu:8000/ProjectOverview/DiscussModelFormat
http://strings0.rutgers.edu:8000/ProjectOverview/DiscussModelFormat
http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~mrd/SVP-v2.ps
http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~mrd/SVP-v2.ps


the blacklisting-by-moderators practice of the arXiv seem pale by comparison.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamusuem.org/hamsmith/

PS – My opinion in this comment is substantially objective, since the SVP
proposal will probably not have much impact on acceptance/rejection of my work
because blacklisting by the arXiv has already done the damage to me and my
work that might be done by SVP.

8. Gina
September 30, 2006

This is a very nice project for the following reasons:

1) It can help to demonstrate that string theory can provide “a theory of
everything” even if not “the theory of everything”. This will be a great
intellectual achievement. (As far as I understand from reading Peter’s book,
there is no guarantee that even a single one out of the 10^500 different string
theories (or more, infinitely many??) will have the desired properties.)

2) It can go both ways. It can also lead to (mild but important) negative
conclusions about string theory. E.g. if certain unrealistic or problematic features
cannot be avoided in all the proposed models.

3) It does not have the sex-appeal/snob-appeal of hyper/super 23-century
mathematics but is rather a down-to-earth programming-intensive project.

4) Projects of this kind are very demanding and often lead to difficult and
thankless work. They are also rather risky.

So based on what Peter wrote I would recommend the NSF to support this
project very very strongly.

9. Jean-Paul
September 30, 2006

Thanks to referees and panelists who were able to protect NSF from wasting
money on ridiculous String Vacuum Project and String Vacuum Markup
Language. You don’t have to be a physicist to recognize that it is complete
nonsense. Actually, I don’t believe that theorists who are proposing this activity
are acting in good faith — they must know that the only goal would be to keep
the ball rolling… The logic is: let’s get postdocs, whatever it takes… but then,
would they really hire a programming expert? No, they would try to hire
somebody working on more serious stuff listed on “daily specials”=”menu du
jour”. They must be completely burned out and desperate or plain delusional like
the person who proposed SVML.

10. Carl
September 30, 2006

http://www.valdostamusuem.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamusuem.org/hamsmith/


That was an amazing wiki. Absolutely no comprehension of the magnitude of the
problem. Just trying to figure out what sorts of biases are present in the data
would be insane.

11. Farrold
October 1, 2006

If I may be excused for asking a question about the broader issue of vast size of
the Landscape:

What is the standard response to the argument that any theory that does not
predict a vast number of possible vacuua, but instead picks out a unique set of
physical laws, would leave us with the problem of explaining the apparent fine-
tuning of the observed set of laws to be consistent with life? From this
perspective, the Landscape would seem to be an asset, rather than a liability.

12. a
October 1, 2006

to Farrold: about 10^10 vacua would be enough to interpret the apparent fine-
tuning you mention: with intensive computer work one could find the true one.
However, if the cosmological constant is small only due to a fine-tuning (that
makes it practically uncomputable), about 10^100 vacua are needed, and this
already seems a hopeless situation. If you have 10^20 buckets you can empty
the ocean, but with 10^500 vacua what can you do? If you find 10^400 realistic
vacua, where do you put them?

Despite this, computer tools that manipulate generic Lagrangians are being
developed to study LHC data: if after LHC there will be nothing better to do, why
not using them to explore a bunch of vacua?

13. Peter Orland
October 1, 2006

Gina Wrote:

1) It can help to demonstrate that string theory can provide “a theory of
everything” even if not “the theory of everything”. This will be a great
intellectual achievement. (As far as I understand from reading Peter’s book,
there is no guarantee that even a single one out of the 10^500 different string
theories (or more, infinitely many??) will have the desired properties.)

Gina:

It isn’t clear to me that finding some string vacuum among many which describes
nature would be a great intellectual acheivement. There is no prediction in such
an endevour unless EXACTLY ONE vacuum of string theory describes nature at
experimentally accessible energies. If two are found, no prediction can be made.
Even if exactly one realistic vacuum is found, there may be no testable
prediction. I suspect that people think that they can find a distribution of vacua
whose predictions have a peak around observable values. This probably won’t



happen and isn’t a proper
application of probablilty anyway.

Such a program MAY be of value. But I would go along with the
NSF on this one. There is a big risk for them that nothing substantive will result.
Furthermore, since string theory hasn’t been properly formulated yet, all these
vacua could disappear in the future, which would really embarass whoever funds
the project. If people really believe in the project, they may have to commit their
own time to it, without external funding. The NSF doesn’t have much money
these days, and they have to be careful how they spend it.

I suspect that in the end, this project will be funded by sheer lobbying, and some
good competing proposals will lose out.

14. A Babe in the Universe
October 1, 2006

Einstein would say that the definition of insanity is doing the same thing 10^500
times expecting a different result.

15. Who
October 1, 2006

From Farrold: What is the standard response to the argument that any
theory that does not predict a vast number of possible vacuua, but
instead picks out a unique set of physical laws, would leave us with the
problem of explaining the apparent fine-tuning of the observed set of
laws to be consistent with life?

I think you mean the observed set of CONSTANTS which occur in the laws, and
not the overall format of physical law. It is the set of dimensionless constants
that people sometimes think presents us with a problem of fine tuning.

the distinction between the numerical parameters and the laws in which the
occur is fuzzy but nevertheless useful. explaining the format of physical law
would be a deeper puzzle than just trying to say why the CC is such a small
positive number or why alpha is around 1/137.

However I think you are mistaken. A theory which picks out a particular set of
fundamental constants would NOT present us with a fine-tuning problem. It
would explain why the constants are what they are—perhaps all derivable from
the value of some deeper numerical relationship. They would not be “tuned”—
they would simply have to be what they have to be.

Life, an accident, would be constrained to be whatever can work within the
context of those necessary predetermined constants. It’s abundance or rarity
would not explain anything about the constants because they would be explained
by the theory which you have imagined.

A theory already exists which makes testable predictions and which explains
observed values of fundamental dimensionless constants without making



reference to life.

See for example pages 167-168 of Smolin’s new book The Trouble with Physics
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav
/102-4540543-7840144

16. Jean-Paul
October 1, 2006

Babe in the Universe — calling 17 prominent string theorists insane is not
justified (except for the SVML author). It would be a compliment — after all,
Galileo, Copernicus et al were also considered insane. The problem with SVP is
that it is proposed by a group of hypocrits and opportunists who want to suck up
money that would normally go to serious hep-th research and spend it on 1) self-
promotion of their old (wrong, 100% excluded) models by packaging them in a
useless catalogue 2) taking control of the postdoc market.

17. outside_observer
October 1, 2006

This is insane, its not science at all

18. dan
October 1, 2006

Dear string theorists,

Do you seriously want NSF grant and research money being spent in this way?

Curious
dan

19. Arun
October 1, 2006

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Nine_Billion_Names_of_God

20. TheGraduate
October 1, 2006

I don’t know if it’s valid physics but it seems like a pretty interesting computer
science project.

21. D R Lunsford
October 1, 2006

ABITU – that comment was priceless :))) -r

22. Farrold
October 1, 2006

Who remarked:

http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/14560/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/102-4540543-7840144
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Nine_Billion_Names_of_God
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Nine_Billion_Names_of_God


A theory which picks out a particular set of fundamental constants
would NOT present us with a fine-tuning problem. It would explain why
the constants are what they are—perhaps all derivable from the value
of some deeper numerical relationship. They would not be “tuned”—
they would simply have to be what they have to be.

I take your point. There would, however, still be a degree of mystery similar in
kind (but not in magnitude!) to the mystery in Sagan’s novel, Contact, that is, the
encoding a large, pixel-based image of a circle deep (yet far too early) in the
digits of pi.

A theory already exists which makes testable predictions and which
explains observed values of fundamental dimensionless constants
without making reference to life. [Smolin 2006, The Trouble with
Physics]

I assume that you mean it explains how one could derive observable values,
rather than that it explains (by deriving) the observed values.

In his 1997 book, The Life of the Cosmos, Smolin suggested that universes
spawn new universes with different physical constants, and he proposed this as
an answer to the fine-tuning problem. Does he now argue that the form of the
laws, if understood deeply, would imply the constants?

For example, one current idea (as I understand it) describes particles as braids
in structures in loop quantum gravity, which in turn emerges from structures in a
spin-foam model. If the spin foam model were as parameter-free as theorists
would like, then the theory would derive all the physical constants from its form.
I’d be happier with a theory that had several arbitrary (i.e., tunable) parameters
that enabled (in principle) precise calculation of the many arbitrary parameters
in the Standard Model.

23. TheGraduate
October 1, 2006

The fine-tuned universe: http://www.xkcd.com/c10.html

24. Farrold
October 2, 2006

(continuing)
One would of course want a theory of this sort to explain how these N
parameters appear through a spontaneous symmetry-breaking process which
results in a multi-dimensional continuum (or fine-grained distribution) of possible
sets of parameter values.

In the multi-dimensional continuum case, the theory would be consistent with an
actual infinity of possible vacua. Nonetheless, taking measurement of the
Standard Model parameters as the experiment, the theory would be falsifiable: It
would predict that the parameter values are constrained to an N-dimensional
surface (N << 29) embedded in the 29-dimensional space of unconstrained

http://www.xkcd.com/c10.html
http://www.xkcd.com/c10.html


parameter values. This surface either would or wouldn’t intersect the error-box
of our measurements.

I agree with many of Peter’s criticisms (and I usually root for the loop/foam
team), but I think that a similar case can be made for a possible outcome of
Landscape studies. One scenario would be (a) that the Landscape includes a set
of vacua with 3+1 macro-scale dimensions and with physics that can be
approximated by parameterizations of the Standard Model, and (b) that in every
member of this set, the 29 parameter values fall on an N-dimensional surface (N
<< 29) embedded in the 29-dimensional space…and so on, as above.

25. gina
October 3, 2006

Dear Peter O.

Many thanks for your comment.
I think that demonstrating that string theory can “in principle”
give a theory (or 2 or 1,000,000) which is consistent with the standard model
and can be regarded as a “theory of everything” will be a big step forward
inspite of having no prediction power.

(If a unique such a theory can offer some predictions it is quite possible that
some predictions can be offered even if more than one found.)

A nice feature of this proposal is that unlike most proposal in the area, the
outcomes can go both ways as far as string theory is concerned. In some (weak)
sense this project is an empirical tests for the ideas of string theory.

“This probably won’t happen and isn’t a proper application of probablilty
anyway.”

This is a very nice sentence. (We do get a lot of milage using probability in ways
which are not entirely proper,…probably.)

“But I would go along with the NSF on this one. There is a big risk for them that
nothing substantive will result. Furthermore, since string theory hasn’t been
properly formulated yet, all these vacua could disappear in the future, which
would really embarass whoever funds the project.”

I diasagree with you on this point. I think NSF (and also individual scientists)
should take risks.

26. copa
October 3, 2006

Are you sure it isn’t called the
VACUOUS STRING PROJECT?

27. Lubos Motl
October 3, 2006



Dear crackpot Peter, you are a damn asshole. I will sue you for the lies those
crackpot commenters telling on me on your crackpot blog.
I hope you will die soon. The sooner the better.

So: be prepared to hear from my lawyer.

Best Lubos

28. Shocked and Saddened
October 3, 2006

This comment above by Lubos is beyond the pale. Here he wishes physical harm
for Peter for hosting a mostly-open forum where sometimes some nasty
comments are posted about Lubos (invariably in response to Lubos’ own
writings), while on the other hand his own writing has a take-no-prisoners style
— his own blog posts are riddled with name calling and put-downs, and he makes
no attempt to moderate nasty comments about Peter by others. From my
perspective Lubos has lost a a certain connection with objective reality, and it
appears to me that it is getting worse with time. He seems to be unaware of the
great disconnect between his complaints and his own actions, for example
complaining (in the past) about censorship on Peter’s blog while practicing
censorship to a much greater degree himsef (witness the on-going thread Peter
started for those comments); he frequently rails against political correctness, yet
people who do not behave in a politically correct way on his blog (i.e., according
to his politics) typically meet with either censorship or intimidation tactics.
There are other examples that I see as hypocritical behavior on his part, but no
need to enumerate them.

I am no lawyer, but it seems obvious that Lubos has absolutely no chance of
winning any kind of legal action against Peter. A quick read of his blog speaks
volumes about how his verbally abusive tactics invite unsavory comments about
him. Importantly, he has willingly made himself a public person, and his blogging
style promotes the kinds of comments he deplores here. His reaction above to
those kinds of comments look to me like yet another example of loss of
objectivity. Presumably his lawyer will inform him that different standards for
slander, etc. apply to public figures than others.

I hope Harvard University becomes aware of his comment. They need to know
how a person who prominently puts their banner at the top of his blog is
reflecting on them.

29. Shocked and Saddened
October 3, 2006

I should clarify one statement I made above, especially given Lubos’ current
litigous mood:
… he frequently rails against political correctness, yet people who do not behave
in a politically correct way on his blog (i.e., according to his politics) typically
meet with either censorship or intimidation tactics.
By “intimidation tactics” I am referring to ridicule, name calling, and other forms
of put-downs that often await the hapless person who openly disagrees with him.



I consider these to be intimidation tactics because their end result is often that
the target of the verbal abuse feels intimidated and afraid to disagree in the
future. In its worst form, the person may be afraid to take a public stand on a
related issue in the future, even far away from Lubos’ verbal reach, just because
they are afraid of a repeat of the bad experience. This kind of intimidation-based
suppression of free speech (in the sense above) is not healthy for science, nor for
a democratic socieity in general.

30. M-theory
October 4, 2006

In his blog Lubos proposed to scan all 10^500 string models to show that string
theory is predictive. In the comment section of his blog I answered: let’s ask
10^500 monkeys to type 10^500 random field theories; both approaches will
likely lead to something like 10^300 models (string models or monkey models)
compatible with all data we have.

My comment was deleted.

I think Lubos understood the scientific value of the Monkey-theory Vacuum
Project: in case DOE or Harvard are going to develop a cluster of monkeys my
lawyer will start a legal action for plagiarism.

31. Another TheGraduate
October 4, 2006

I don’t know if it’s valid physics but it seems like a pretty interesting life-science
project.

32. Juan R.
October 4, 2006

String theorists promised answers to current problems and misteria in
fundamental physics. After many decades, they offered not a single consistent
and good solution. Then now the hype is that whereas string theory is not
physics it has been good for mathematics.

If this project start (i do not wait), that would we heard in next 40 years, that
string vacuum project failed but was useful for developing new markup and
computational capabilities?

Juan R.

Center for CANONICAL |SCIENCE)

33. Chris W.
October 4, 2006

The post mentioned above is here. It is an interesting and forthright exposition of
how at least some string theorists view the question of falsifiability as applied to
string theory and its offshoots. Consider the following quote:

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/falsifiability-in-physics.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/falsifiability-in-physics.html


As Barton Zwiebach wrote, the prescription to decide about the validity
of string theory is straightforward: simply list all possible vacua of
string theory, calculate their properties with a sufficient precision, and
compare them with reality. Either one of them will match the reality or
not.

The answer just can’t be ambiguous just like the answer whether
“2^32,582,657-1” is a prime integer cannot be ambiguous. And you bet
it is a prime. The greatest known prime as of today. A naive critic of
mathematics could say that the question whether the number is prime
is not even wrong because one would have to test the potential divisors
up to the square root of the number i.e. up to “2^16,000,000” or so.
One would need “2^16,000,000” units of time. It is even more than the
number of the flux vacua and it’s not possible to check it. That’s why,
the critic would argue, it’s not science, it’s not even wrong, there are
troubles with mathematics, blah blah blah. The reality is that one
computer in GIMPS needed one month or so to verify that the number
is indeed prime (and a faster computer rechecked it in a few days).
There exist more sophisticated and faster methods to decide about the
validity of a statement than the primitive critic of mathematics could
imagine. The case of physics is analogous.

Ah, yes. Now, if we could just discover those more sophisticated and faster
methods…

34. Andy
October 4, 2006

I keep getting “Cannot find server” error when I try to link to the SVP Wiki-page.
Has it been removed or firewalled?

35. dark-matter
October 8, 2006

If you believe in the anthropic Landscape, then the next logical step is to
statistically analyze 10^500 vacua. Indeed, analyzing 10^1000 would be better
and would produce more scientifically convincing results. I am convinced it will
spit out the nature of dark matter, calculating from the first principle of ST.
However, it is somewhat risky to apply to NSF for funding for this vital project –
it may cause the US Government debt to hit $15T. I suggest instead apply
directly to CERN to divert all of its massive computing facilities to the String
Vacuum project. After all, ST is far more important then LHC. The LHC can wait.
I nominate Prof Motl as project lead to get the necessary funding from CERN,
and scientific approval from NSF and his superior at Harvard. As the certified
Clown of String, he is uniquely qualified. This is his chance for a Nobel! You
know, after 25 years I still find ST so exciting ….

36. Bee
October 10, 2006

Hi Arun!

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/barton-zwiebach-letter-to-editor.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/barton-zwiebach-letter-to-editor.html
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602072
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0602072


Thanks so much for the link to the short story! I read that story an eternity ago,
forgot author and name, and have been trying to find it ever since.

Every once in a while, these comments are actually worth reading 

Best,

B.

37. Bee
October 10, 2006

About the svp: even though I think that the appearance of the st landscape is a
serious indication that either a) we’ve misunderstood something about st or b)
it’s not the TOE, the project itself I find worth an investigation. I mean, even if
it’s not clear why THIS point in the landscape, wouldn’t it be good to know it, so
we can work with it? We also don’t know why spacetime has Lorentzian
signature, but still we can work with it. (Or if you know, tell me.)

What scares me however are the dimensions of the planned project, the
potentially low level of possible knowledge gain, and what it means when I recall
that we are living with finite resources, money, people. Questions to ask: Are
there other, better, proposals that would suffer from a support of the above? Is
the project likely to draw people away from other fields? Is it? I mean, look,
those who support the svp have a research interest, so they write a proposal,
whats wrong about that? Did they make any scientifically wrong claims about
what knowledge gain it would yield? And, no, I wouldn’t finance the project — of
course I would support my own proposals…

B.

PS: regarding the above nasty comment allegedly written by Lubos, I seriously
doubt he wrote it. I have seen very similar sounding comments appearing in his
comment section, but signed with Peter Woit. I found myself thinking, no way
Peter would write that. However, these comments disappeared within some
minutes, so I guess Lubos just deletes them.

38. M-theory
October 10, 2006

Bee, maybe you should ask Lubos. I suggested him to state that he did not wrote
that, but my comment was deleted with no answer.

39. Bee
October 10, 2006

Hi M, to be frank, I don’t really care. I don’t want to spend my time trying to
psychoanalyze Peter’s and Lubos’ virtual realities. I found myself thinking
recently it would be really interesting to lock the both of them together in a room
for 48 hours, with a live webcam. –B.



And now that things are changing for the worse,
See, its a crazy world we’re living in
And I just can’t see that half of us immersed in sin
Is all we have to give these –

Futures made of virtual insanity now
Always seem to, be govern’d by this love we have
For useless, twisting, our new technology
Oh, now there is no sound – for we all live underground
~ Jamiroquai

40. Who
October 10, 2006

hi Bee, according to my understanding both the two persons you mention are
nice and polite in reality, but little motivated to converse with each other—-so
the locked room experiment would not be what you call “very interesting”, but
would, on the contrary, turn out to be quiet, and uneventful.

It is true that Lubos has a “Wildman” personality on the web. But I suppose that
this is merely his web persona. Maybe you know him in real world, and can
contradict me

41. Arun
October 10, 2006

Bee, a new version of Schrodinger’s Cat?

42. Bee
October 10, 2006

Who, that’s what I had in mind  You think I would want to put them in a room
together on the danger that only one of them comes out again? Hey, I am a nice
girl! No, I think, there’s too much energy loss in friction here that could be
better used. Since neither Peter nor Lubos are stupid they probably have noticed
that as well.

http://www.jamiroquai.co.uk/
http://www.jamiroquai.co.uk/


Falsifying String Theory: Not

October 1, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Back in April a paper appeared on the arXiv from string theorist Jacques Distler and
collaborators that made a rather outrageously overhyped claim to have found a way
to “falsify string theory”. The paper was entitled Falsifying String Theory Through
WW Scattering, and was discussed extensively here. After the Wall Street Journal
published an article in June about the problems of string theory, Distler wrote them to
complain that the article was incorrect, because he and his collaborators had shown
that string theory was falsifiable.

I had heard that this paper was going to be refereed, and was wondering whether a
referee would really let the authors get away with the outrageous claim of their title.
Well, it appears that the answer is no. A new version of the paper is now on the arXiv,
with a new title: Falsifying Models of New Physics via WW Scattering. The abstract,
which originally claimed that violations of the bounds they described “would falsify
string theory” has now been modified to no longer make this claim; the new language
is “would falsify generic models of string theory”.

The paper has acquired a new co-author and been extensively rewritten. I’m
assuming many of the changes were made to satisfy a referee. Besides changing the
misleading, overhyped title, criticisms of earlier work embedded in one reference
have been removed, and nine new references to earlier work have been added.

Comments

1. optimist
October 2, 2006

It sounds to me that any model from string theory should obey Lorentz
Invariance, Unitarity and analyticity in S-matrix.

So if one believes that these properies are essential for any realistic theory then
this paper is tautology, giving potential overhyped claim to layman.

But if one believes that nature could show strange behavior from the view point
of conventional physics then string theory is indeed a falsifiable theory because
string theory can not admit those kinds of strange behavior.

The point is that how many people expect nature would not obey those
properites. If the number is too small then it could be overhyped claim. If the
number is not too small then it is a reasonable claim, I think.

2. Who
October 2, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255v1
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=385
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=385
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=419
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=419
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=422
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=422
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255v4
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255v4


you mention the new co-author Rafael Porto.
I see that Distler et al reference [22] is
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0402118
A relational solution to the problem of time in quantum mechanics and
quantum gravity induces a fundamental mechanism for quantum
decoherence
Rodolfo Gambini, Rafael Porto, Jorge Pullin
13 pages
Journal-ref: New J.Phys. 6 (2004) 45

“The use of a relational time in quantum mechanics is a framework in which one
promotes to quantum operators all variables in a system, and later chooses one
of the variables to operate like a “clock”. Conditional probabilities are computed
for variables of the system to take certain values when the “clock” specifies a
certain time. This framework is attractive in contexts where the assumption of
usual quantum mechanics of the existence of an external, perfectly classical
clock, appears unnatural, as in quantum cosmology. Until recently, there were
problems with such constructions in ordinary quantum mechanics with
additional difficulties in the context of constrained theories like general
relativity. A scheme we recently introduced to consistently discretize general
relativity removed such obstacles. Since the clock is now an object subject to
quantum fluctuations, the resulting evolution in the time is not exactly unitary
and pure states decohere into mixed states. Here we work out in detail the type
of decoherence generated, and we find it to be of Lindblad type. This is attractive
since it implies that one can have loss of coherence without violating the
conservation of energy. We apply the framework to a simple cosmological model
to illustrate how a quantitative estimate of the effect could be computed. For
most quantum systems it appears to be too small to be observed, although
certain macroscopic quantum systems could in the future provide a testing
ground for experimental observation.”

(P.W. the original post had a typo where it said WWW scattering instead of WW
scattering, you may already have corrected it by the time I submit this
comment.)

Gambini and Pullin do a variant of non-string QG related to LQG. they and Porto
have more recent papers than the one cited which discuss the minimal rate of
decoherence that necessarily attends using real clocks.

3. MathPhys
October 2, 2006

I don’t say why the words ‘string theory’ show up there at all. They seem to be
making very general statements that have nothing to do with strings.

4. Chris Oakley
October 2, 2006

the original post had a typo where it said WWW scattering instead of
WW scattering

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0402118
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0402118


I hope it is not too late … there may already be an entry on the Reference Frame
on the lines of “Anti-Science Crackpot Unable To Tell The Difference Between
The World-Wide Web And The W Boson”.

5. SFB
October 2, 2006

Who, I don’t know what the relational post has to do with the rest of the thread,
but the paper is interesting. However if you look at what I had thought was at
least implicit in quant-ph/0506228 the calculations in the paper you mentioned
seem confused. I tried to tell people about this in the mid 90’s. Instead
everybody ran with Rovelli’s better publicized version, which is fine, but the
understanding is superficial and they make all these fun but philosophically
unmotivated calculations.

I have started writing yet another paper explaining the old ideas, one that I hope
will clarify this situation once and for all. Physicists like to calculate, whether in
a philosophical vacuum or not, and string theory is just an extreme form of this
calculate-itus.

6. Chris W.
October 2, 2006

SFB,

At some point you may have encountered an anecdote about Einstein’s
exasperation with a certain theorist, which Einstein expressed by the remark
“the man can calculate, but he can’t think.” I believe I came across it in a book
published during the centennial year of Einstein’s birth (1979).

7. Crimson
October 2, 2006

I think there must be a confusion. Well, my confusion anyways. I just checked
hep-ph/0604255 out of
curiosity, and I can only find version 3. I cannot find the v4 you link to and
discuss in your comment. None of the changes you mention are there in v3.

8. Crimson
October 2, 2006

Ok, now v4 is actually there….

9. Who
October 2, 2006

Crimson, try
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255v4

You say
**I think there must be a confusion. Well, my confusion anyways. I just checked

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255v4
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255v4


hep-ph/0604255 out of
curiosity, and I can only find version 3. I cannot find the v4 you link to and
discuss in your comment. None of the changes you mention are there in v3.**

it sounds like you just used the first link Peter gave and not the second

10. Benni
October 2, 2006

Lubos Motl has a new blog entry on this:
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/falsifiability-in-physics.html
He calls Peter a nutcase….

11. Jimbo
October 2, 2006

I would strongly suggest that anybody who has seen Lubos’ most recent rant,
would agree that he is totally out-of-control, foul-mouthed, and should be
severely disciplined by Harvard for utterly unprofessional behavior. He is beyond
doubt, academia’s best approximation to a human pit-bull, and should be de-
clawed & neutered.

12. Tony Smith
October 2, 2006

Benni refers to a new blog entry by Lubos Motl.
In it, Lubos Motl says in part:
“… Lorentz symmetry breaking, breaking of unitarity, locality, rotational
invariance … can’t be embedded in string theory …”,
and concludes that string theory is falsifiable because any one of those things, if
shown experimentally, would therefore falsify string theory.

Lubos Motl goes on to say, in part:
“… String theory … has fixed Lagrangians and quantitatively accurate and
rigorous formulae … it predicts various masses and cross sections. Moreover, it
has no continuous non-dynamical adjustable parameters.
On the other hand, it has a large discrete set of classical solutions – possible
universes. The number of them that have a chance to be compatible with the
basic features of reality is probably finite.
Each of them accurately predicts the values of the usual quantities used in
quantum field theory – masses and couplings. …”.

Note that Lubos Motl does NOT show EVEN ONE example of a string theory
solution that makes such predictions that are consistent with the experimental
observations of the Standard Model.

Further, Lubos Motl goes on to say:
“… given the obvious progress and unique results with the supersymmetric
vacua, we are confident that an answer to these questions exists in the non-
supersymmetric case and it will be unique just like it was in the supersymmetric
cases. …”.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/falsifiability-in-physics.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/falsifiability-in-physics.html


THIS IS AN IMPORTANT CHANGE IN HIS POSITION.
Back in 2004, acting as a sci.physics.strings moderator, Lubos Motl said:

“… “String theory” is a shorthand for “superstring theory” …”

His statement was made in the context of his opposition to my (non-
supersymmetric) string version of my physics model that I put on the web as
CERN-CDS-EXT-2004-031 as an example of a physically realistic (although non-
supersymmetric) string theory.

Perhaps Lubos Motl has realized that the smart money is betting that the LHC
will rule out the type of supersymmetry upon which “superstring theory” relies,
and
is now hyping non-supersymmetric string theory as a way to preserve the
Bureaucratic Empire of SuperString Theory.

Even though my CERN-CDS-EXT-2004-031 could be seen as at least one concrete
example of a realistic string theory,
something that Lubos Motl and his ilk have been unable to come up with
themselves,
it is my guess that his hatred of me (he describes me as a “moronic crackpot”)
will outweigh his desire to exhibit it as such an example.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

13. Vogelsang
October 2, 2006

Wasn’t it the observational discovery of the acceleration of the Universe’s
expansion that has led String Theory to its current sorry state of confusion? If so,
it would be fair to say that it was Astronomers who showed that String Theory is
not phenomenologically viable. That, in turn, would explain why Lubos hates
Astronomy to such an irrational extreme.

14. TheGraduate
October 3, 2006

John C. Mather and George F. Smoot are our newest Nobel prize winners in
physics!

15. Stefan
October 3, 2006

Lubos has written something on this topic [string theory falsifiability, or lack
thereof] on his blog. As may be expected, it’s the usual rant with semi-relevant
and -valid technical points and arguments to give his post the requisite scholarly-
authoratative lustre. All in all, I think he did a fairly decent job.

Moving on to other topics:

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Peter,

Please help me!! [… or atleast help me to help myself!] make some sense of the
Amazonian labyrinth that is hep textbook titles at Amazon.com [no pun intended
: – )]. I feel like Bush ; – ) in the White House when I surf through Amazon[.com]
trying to figure out EXACTLY *which* titles are the best buys.

P.S.:
If anyone else wants to assist me, by all means send a ‘yes’ reply and I will
provide access to my ‘To Purchse Now’ Wish List to you.

Stefan

16. Who
October 3, 2006

we could be entering a new stage of the game.
maybe stringery CAN be falsified as a fundamental picture of nature
and yet not falsified as an EFFECTIVE theory, permitting calculations.

one can have an effective theory which one knows is wrong, but which provides
good approximate calculations.

so far one cannot calculate anything from stringery so one cannot check if it is a
useful effective theory.

but at least one can imagine being able to show that it is fundamentally incorrect
as a picture of nature. I think this is the direction that Distler et al paper is
going:

Distler et al begins to persuade us that stringery might actually be falsifiable in a
certain PHILOSOPHICAL way by general reasoning like, for example, this:

Gambini Porto Pullin showed on general grounds that realistically speaking time-
evolution cannot be unitary. It is only approximately unitiary. There is a certain
minimum necessary rate of decoherence.

Perhaps the most accessible paper is not the one which Distler et al cite but
these more recent ones:
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0608243
Relational physics with real rods and clocks and the measurement
problem of quantum mechanics
Rodolfo Gambini, Jorge Pullin
19 pages

“The use of real clocks and measuring rods in quantum mechanics implies a
natural loss of unitarity in the description of the theory. We briefly review this
point and then discuss the implications it has for the measurement problem in
quantum mechanics. The intrinsic loss of coherence allows to circumvent some
of the usual objections to the measurement process as due to environmental
decoherence.”

http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0608243
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0608243


http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603090
Fundamental decoherence from quantum gravity: a pedagogical review
Rodolfo Gambini, Rafael Porto, Jorge Pullin
9 pages

We present a discussion of the fundamental loss of unitarity that appears in
quantum mechanics due to the use of a physical apparatus to measure time. This
induces a decoherence effect that is independent of any interaction with the
environment and appears in addition to any usual environmental decoherence.
The discussion is framed self consistently and aimed to general physicists. We
derive the modified Schroedinger equation that arises in quantum mechanics
with real clocks and discuss the theoretical and potential experimental
implications of this process of decoherence.”

Relational physics, using realistic clocks instead of presumed absolute time, is
primarily an invention of Carlo Rovelli (that is, from the standpoint of Jacques
Distler, the devil) and it has been most actively developed by Gambini, Pullin and
by Distler’s new co-author Rafael Porto.

Based on general arguments of Gambine et al, it is a NO BRAINER that string is
falsifiable. Indeed it is already falsified as a fundamental picture of how nature
is. So Distler wins the argument that it is falsifiable, right? String cannot be right
because it assumes time evolution is unitary.

Conceivably also beginning next year one might be able to show that string
cannot be a correct picture because it lacks the very slight energy-dependence of
the speed of light appearing in other post-string QG theories—something that
may be observed by the GLAST.

But these are very tiny effects which would in any case only falsify string as a
fundamental theory. If it could be made to produce numbers, then it could still be
tested as an effective theory. In this context I think Distler et al paper can be
seen as a kind of shifting, which could be called progress.

It is why I made comment about the paper’s reference [22] earlier, with the
abstract of the 2004 Gambini Porto Pullin paper. I think Rafael Porto could be a
big help to Distler, if he is disposed to listen to reason 

please excuse the rank speculativeness of this comment 

17. Garbage
October 3, 2006

I think the paper didnt change its goals at all, indeed it made them broader!
I think the new version has effectively new results for WW scattering, which was
unclear in the old version, and was discussed here as far as I recall. A violation
of the new given bounds, in the absense of a light Higgs, will still falsify string
theory in all of the forms currently known, or uknown if they obey the S matrix
constraints discussed in the paper. One could argue that M theory (whatever that
is) could get around this bounds but I pretty much doubt it if the latter desires
any reality check. Even though experimentally speaking it is extremly unlikely

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603090
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603090


the bounds will be violated, or the existence of a heavy Higgs for that matter, the
idea remains appealing and deserves further study…

18. Clark
October 4, 2006

You may be interested by Burton Richter’s Reference Frame in the October
Physics Today: Theory in particle physics: Theological speculation versus
practical knowledge
“…String theory was born roughly 25 years ago, and the landscape concept is
the latest twist in its evolution. Although string theory needed 10 dimensions in
order to work, the prospect of a unique solution to its equations, one that
allowed the unification of gravity and quantum mechanics, was enormously
attractive. Regrettably, it was not to be. Solutions expanded as it was realized
that string theory had more than one variant and expanded still further when it
was also realized that as 3-dimensional space can support membranes as well as
lines, 10-dimensional space can support multidimensional objects (branes) as
well as strings. Today, there seems to be nearly an infinity of solutions, each with
different values of fundamental parameters, and no relations among them. The
ensemble of all these universes is known as the landscape… What we have is a
large number of very good people trying to make something more than
philosophy out of string theory. Some, perhaps most, of the attempts do not
contribute even if they are formally correct….”
Richter ^

19. Clark
October 4, 2006

Corrected Link to Richter

20. Tony Smith
October 4, 2006

Clark mentions Burton Richter’s Reference Frame article in October 2006
Physics Today.
In that article, Richter also discusses supersymmetry, saying:
“… If, for example, the Higgs mass is quadratically divergent, invent
supersymmetry to make it only logarithmically divergent and to keep it small.
The price of this invention is 124 new constants, which I always thought was too
high a price to pay … a conceptual nicety was accompanied by an explosion in
arbitrary parameters. However, the conceptual nicety, matching every fermion
with a boson to cancel troublesome divergences in the theory, was attractive to
many …
The Large Hadron Collider at CERN will start taking data in 2008 and we will
know in a couple of years if there is anything supersymmetric there. If nothing is
found, the “natural” theory of supersymmetry will be gone. …”.

Richter’s present-day view of supersymmetry is consistent with what he said 6
years ago in hep-ex/0001012 :
“… supersymmetry … was introduced to stabilize the Higgs mass which is

https://www.math.columbia.edu/%5Ehttp://www.physicstoday.org/vol-59/iss-10/p8.html
https://www.math.columbia.edu/%5Ehttp://www.physicstoday.org/vol-59/iss-10/p8.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-59/iss-10/p8.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-59/iss-10/p8.html


quadratically divergent in the standard model and only logarithmically divergent
in the supersymmetric variants of the standard model. Supersymmetry does
reduce to the standard model at “low” energies, but it also introduces 80 real
and 44 complex constants. The theorists who are fans of supersymmetry are
groping for variants that reduce these 124 new constants to a handful. If the
supersymmetric successor to the standard model cannot reduce the total number
of constants, it would seem to me to be a step backwards rather than an
advance.
To the experimenters I would say that supersymmetry is a pure “social
construct” with no supporting evidence despite many years of effort. It is okay to
continue looking for supersymmetry as long as it doesn’t seriously interfere with
real work (top, Higgs, neutrinos, etc.). …”.

As I mentioned in comment 12. above, it seems that now even Lubos Motl seems
to ahve lost his blind faith in the validity of supersymmetry,
possibly because he realizes that it is likely that the LHC will not find
supersymmetry,
and that, as Richter said, “… the “natural” theory of supersymmetry will be gone.
…”.

With respect to the LHC, it may be worthwhile to quote some excerpts from
Richter’s hep-ex/0001012 :

“… LHC … experiments are huge and the sociology will be complex.
Beware of too many boards and committees … a bureaucratic overlay to the
science with committees that decide on the trigger, data analysis procedures,
error analysis, speakers, paper publications, etc.
The participating scientists are imprisoned by golden bars of consensus….”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

21. Stefan
October 4, 2006

Hello to All:

I am currently nearing the end of Ch. 31 of Penrose’s mega-tome-mini-
encyclopedia – ‘The Road to Reality’. Chapter 31 is especially fun and
informative as it relates to his views on ‘strings’, ‘supersymmetry’, and ‘extra
dimensions’.

I am hoping to start a lively discussion forum of interested individuals at my
newly-started blog: ‘Space-Time-Matter’ [http://faustscorner.blogspot.com].
Interested readers are welcome to share their thoughts on the text.

Stefan

p.s. I haven’t started posting on the topic yet; that will be tomorrow. (I have
other things to do today.)

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


22. Anonymous Coward Michael
October 4, 2006

Hey Peter,

how’s your own research coming? We are still waiting for you to explain to us all
the subtleties of the BRST formalism. Surely you must be about to finish up your
long awaited paper, right!?

23. kramnik
October 4, 2006

I’d just like to mention this paper hep-th/0610043 (and no I’m not one of the
authors). It seems to be suggesting that N=8 super gravity might not be as
plagued by infinities as first thought, which leaves the door open to a quantum
field theory of gravity.

Any opinions?

24. Peter Woit
October 4, 2006

Garbage appears to be a sock-puppet…

I urge everyone who feels the need to discuss Lubos Motl’s rants here to keep in
mind John Baez’s excellent advice that while it is difficult to ignore Lubos, it
always repays the effort. I suspect John would have the same advice about
Lubos’s fan Michael.

25. Who
October 4, 2006

[b]Garbage appears to be a sock-puppet…[/b]

in that case I reckon Distler odds-on favorite
for the puppeteer.

26. woit
October 4, 2006

Who,

No, your guess is wrong.

27. Garbage
October 5, 2006

Woit & Who appear to be not even Wrong….;p

G

28. Stefan



October 6, 2006

Dear Friends,

I have posted my first entry at my very own site: ‘Space-Time-Matter’.

Please make my site a success, by:

a) visiting it (thought this was obvious, but you never can tell these days);
b) leaving a helpful commentary.

Thank you.

Stefan



Controversy, Controversy….

October 4, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s almost too much to keep track of the last couple days on the string theory
controversy front:

Burton Richter of SLAC has a Reference Frame piece in the latest Physics Today
entitled Theory in particle physics: Theological speculation versus practical
knowledge. Richter shares my point of view that the Landscape studies currently
popular in string theory are not science:

To me, some of what passes for the most advanced theory in particle physics these
days is not really science. When I found myself on a panel recently with three
distinguished theorists, I could not resist the opportunity to discuss what I see as
major problems in the philosophy behind theory, which seems to have gone off into a
kind of metaphysical wonderland. Simply put, much of what currently passes as the
most advanced theory looks to be more theological speculation, the development of
models with no testable consequences, than it is the development of practical
knowledge, the development of models with testable and falsifiable consequences
(Karl Popper’s definition of science)…

The anthropic principle is an observation, not an explanation… I have a very hard
time accepting the fact that some of our distinguished theorists do not understand the
difference between observation and explanation, but it seems to be so…

What we have is a large number of very good people trying to make something more
than philosophy out of string theory. Some, perhaps most, of the attempts do not
contribute even if they are formally correct.

The issue of Nature that just came out today has an article about the controversy by
Geoff Brumfiel with the title Theorists snap over string pieces: Books spark war of
words in physics. He describes Lubos Motl’s reviews of the Smolin book and mine on
the Amazon web-site, and quotes Polchinski and Susskind. The reaction of string
theorists to the books is said to be:

Few in the community are, at least publicly, as vitriolic as Motl. But many are angry
and struggling to deal with the criticism. “Most of my friends are quietly upset,” says
Leonard Susskind, a string theorist at Stanford University in California.

and

The books leave string theorists such as Susskind wondering how to approach such
strong public criticism. “I don’t know if the right thing is to worry about the public
image or keep quiet,” he says. He fears the argument may “fuel the discrediting of
scientific expertise”.

Susskind will be giving a public lecture October 17 at UC Davis on String Theory,
Physics and the “Megaverse”.

http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-59/iss-10/p8.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-59/iss-10/p8.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-59/iss-10/p8.html
http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-59/iss-10/p8.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v443/n7111/full/443491a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v443/n7111/full/443491a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v443/n7111/full/443491a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v443/n7111/full/443491a.html
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/hefti/lecture.html
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/hefti/lecture.html
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/hefti/lecture.html
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/hefti/lecture.html


Polchinski avoids the problems associated with the failure of string theory as a unified
theory, and promotes in a somewhat overhyped way the idea that string theory
explains the RHIC data.

Finally, Smolin makes an offer to string theorists that I feel I should try and match,
hoping they will read his book to better understand exactly what he has to say:

If they don’t want to buy it, tell them to get in touch with me and I’ll send them a
copy.

One thing Brumfiel gets a bit wrong is that my problem with string theory is not quite
what he says “a fear that the field is becoming too abstract and is focusing on
aesthetics rather than reality.” The problems I see are rather different, with
mathematical abstraction one of the few tools still available to theorists trying to
make progress.

The same issue of nature contains an editorial Power and Particles lustily repeating
much of the standard hype about string theory, noting that there are problems, but
ending with:

Critical-mindedness is integral to all scientific endeavour, but the pursuit of string
power deserves undaunted encouragement.

The editorialist definitely does not seem to be of the opinion that alternatives also
deserve to be encouraged.

Finally, lots of reviews of Lee Smolin’s book:

Unburdened by proof by George Ellis, also in Nature. Ellis takes the opposite point of
view from the Nature editorialist, calling for more research on alternatives to string
theory.

A loopy view by Michael Duff, in Nature Physics. Duff is extremely hostile to Smolin’s
book, sneering at Smolin and claiming that his book will “leave the reader rooting for
strings” (funny, but this doesn’t seem to have been its effect on most reviewers…).
Duff agrees that there are problems with string theory, but claims that the problems
Smolin correctly identifies are exactly the ones that he himself first identified back in
1987. String theorists like Duff seem torn between claiming that criticisms of string
theory are crackpot nonsense, and that they themselves made them first. He goes on
to furiously attack various straw men, accusing Smolin of “denying that any progress
has been made!” (something I don’t think Smolin does at all), and answering the
criticism that string theory makes no predictions despite more than twenty years of
effort by discussing how theories that did make predictions have sometimes taken a
long time to be confirmed (or remain unconfirmed).

The string theorists were scammed! by Peter Shor on Amazon.

The Trouble With Physics by Sean Carroll at Cosmic Variance. If I can find the time, I
may write about some of my problems with this review as a comment over there.

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v443/n7111/full/443482a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v443/n7111/full/443482a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v443/n7111/full/443507a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v443/n7111/full/443507a.html
http://www.nature.com/nphys/journal/v2/n10/full/nphys421.html
http://www.nature.com/nphys/journal/v2/n10/full/nphys421.html
http://www.amazon.com/Trouble-Physics-String-Theory-Science/dp/0618551050
http://www.amazon.com/Trouble-Physics-String-Theory-Science/dp/0618551050
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/10/03/the-trouble-with-physics/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/10/03/the-trouble-with-physics/


Comments

1. fooltomery
October 4, 2006

Peter,

If the quarter you’re looking for didn’t fall near the streetlamp, looking for it
near the streetlamp won’t help. Perhaps the truth about nature lies far outside
the circle of light cast by current theory’s streetlamp. Perhaps that truth is
stringy, perhaps not, but, as Peirce was wont to say, do not block the way of
inquiry. Perhaps the exhaustive investigation of string theories will at least have
the merit of revealing where the truth about nature is not.

2. Peter Woit
October 4, 2006

fooltomery,

I think the exhaustive investigation of string theories has already had the merit
or revealing where the truth about nature is not. Now the question is what is to
be done to make progress on figuring out where it is.

3. Michael Nielsen
October 4, 2006

John Walker, founder of AutoDesk (makers of AutoCAD), has a review of Lee
Smolin’s book at: http://www.fourmilab.ch/fourmilog/archives/2006-09
/000758.html

4. Thomas Love
October 4, 2006

Burton’s article was great. Thanks for the link.

When I read the following in “Cranks, Quarks and the Cosmos” by Jeremy
Berstein, I thought immediately of how the comment applies to string theory.
Bernstein was discussing the errors Schroedinger made in his book “What is
Life”:

“What is Life” is proof that a brilliant but wrong idea in science can often have
more of an impact than a dull but correct one. (page 63)

As I reread that, I realized that it only partially applies to string theory: String
theory is wrong, but is not brilliant. Neither is it science.

5. Kea
October 4, 2006

Will any of my pro-M theory comments remain undeleted?

http://www.fourmilab.ch/fourmilog/archives/2006-09/000758.html
http://www.fourmilab.ch/fourmilog/archives/2006-09/000758.html
http://www.fourmilab.ch/fourmilog/archives/2006-09/000758.html
http://www.fourmilab.ch/fourmilog/archives/2006-09/000758.html


To say that String theory is not brilliant is a tall order, mathematically speaking.
Personally, I am very, very tired of all this pointless bickering masquerading as
intelligent conversation. It should be perfectly obvious that both the broad String
formalism and some elements from alternative approaches will prove to be
relevant to the eventual picture. Also perfectly obvious is that none of the
approaches typically mentioned is correct.

6. Michael Nielsen
October 4, 2006

Peculiarly, I had forgotten that Walker also reviewed Peter’s book:

http://www.fourmilab.ch/documents/reading_list/indices/book_502.html

7. Who
October 4, 2006

a propos controversy
in the long run I think Vilenkin’s CNS paper, posted today on arxiv, will be
important because of opening up the controversy over CNS—-which I think will
prove significant as a falsifiable conjecture bearing on the determination of
fundamental constants.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610051
On cosmic natural selection
Alexander Vilenkin
4 pages

“The rate of black hole formation can be increased by increasing the value of the
cosmological constant. This falsifies Smolin’s conjecture that the values of all
constants of nature are adjusted to maximize black hole production.”

Vilenkin goes to considerable lengths to refute the CNS conjecture: his argument
involves black holes coming into existence by a “quantum fluctuation” and
indeed at one point he invokes SOLAR MASS black holes coming into existence
by quantum fluctuation

some heat could develop around Vilenkin’s paper

8. Garrett
October 4, 2006

“If they don’t want to buy it, tell them to get in touch with me and I’ll send them
a copy.”

Oh great — I read this just after buying both books.

9. Thomas Love
October 4, 2006

Kea Says:

http://www.fourmilab.ch/documents/reading_list/indices/book_502.html
http://www.fourmilab.ch/documents/reading_list/indices/book_502.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610051
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610051


To say that String theory is not brilliant is a tall order, mathematically speaking.

–exactly the point! Some great mathematics has been done along the way, but
there is no physics coming out!–

It should be perfectly obvious that both the broad String formalism and some
elements from alternative approaches will prove to be relevant to the eventual
picture.

—It is obvious to me that most of string theory will fall by the wayside. But I
guess we won’t know for sure until the eventual picture is revealed—-

10. Dan
October 4, 2006

hi Peter,

I did read your book, and have some thoughts:

1- I might have expanded as a full-length chapter on the history of extra-
dimensions in physics, starting with Kalula-Klein, and how they failed, and what
that might mean for string theory

2- I might have expanded as a full-length chapter on the history of GUT theories
in physics, such as SU(5) and SO(10), and how they were falsified, and, what’s
more, how *conservative* they are, in comparison to string theory, and how
given several candidate GUT’s have been falsified, what this means for string
inspired unification scenarios.

3- I might have expanded as a full length chapter history of physical theories that
were “falsified” or found to be inconsistent, and what this might mean for string
theory.

4- Maybe with a co-author (i.e Rovelli, Ashketar, Penrose, etc.,) I would have
written a full-length chapter on quantum gravity, and how supergravity failed,
and then the status of string theory as a theory of quantum gravity, and how well
it succeeds in this claim.

5- Given more treatment on failed predictions of string theory. Go into detail
string’s version of particles and the standard model.

6- delete the chapter on string theory and mathematics and bogandov affair.
Replace it with the SM and GR as to why they are a physics theory, and string
theory, why it is not a physics theory.

7- explain that historically speaking, staying with 4D and observation and
experiments have resulted in science, as opposed to speculation.

Dan

11. Peter Woit
October 4, 2006



Garrett,

It’s an offer for string theorists….

Dan,

Thanks, some of the things you suggest are things I would have done if I had the
energy and desire to write a longer book. Other things you mention I’m just not
that interested in, and in that case think people are better off learning about
these things elsewhere (and there are plenty of other places).

I really wanted to write about my own take on the subject, which concentrates
not on quantum gravity, but on particle physics, and on the relationships to
mathematics.

Luckily for people, there’s Smolin’s book too, which covers a lot of what I didn’t.

12. nontrad
October 4, 2006

For what it’s worth, a reply to Carroll’s review would, at the very least, be
appreciated by at least this one reader.

In the mean time, with Richter’s juxtaposition of Thomas Aquinas and the
Anthropic Principle, I can’t help but wonder how Weinberg fits with all this…

13. Peter Woit
October 4, 2006

nontrad,

I hope that Smolin will find time to respond himself to that review, since it’s a
more serious criticism than many others. I took the time to write about one part
of it, don’t have time for more than that now.

14. Aaron Bergman
October 5, 2006

For whatever it’s worth, I’ve only skimmed Smolin’s book in a B&N, but from
what I read, I pretty much agree with Sean’s review.

I’d probably end up being a bit more snide, though.

15. a
October 5, 2006

it seems to me that Richter promotes the opposite unreasonable extremism.

First, he omits other successes of naturalness (corrections to the electron mass,
to the mass difference between charged and neutral pions, etc). Anyhow, this
sort of discussion would have been useful 10 years ago, but is now useless: LHC
should soon conclusively tell if the weak scale is natural, or if we lost 30 years on



a wrong track.

Second, no experiment tells that the cosmological constant is unnaturally small,
because we never probed gravitons at energies above 10^-3 eV. Of course, we all
expect that the theory of general relativity can be extrapolated at such “high”
energies, giving a naturalness problem.

Third, like it or not, some (but not all) constants of nature really seem fine-tuned
for “life”. Since long ago this suggested that a theory that predicts everything
does not exist, but it does not suggest that theory should predict nothing; the
situation is not necessarily as bad as string theory suggests. For example, LHC
data might allow us to reduce the number of free constants by confirming SUSY-
GUT.

About RHIC: strings as an approximate model for RHIC is a minor result. One
can easily predict that, in the present situation, any attempt of over-over-over-
over-hyping it will fail.

16. Bee
October 5, 2006

reg. the Nature articles see also The inverse problem

17. Thomas Love
October 5, 2006

When I told my wife that Richter had compared String Theory to Theology, she
replied: “What an insult to Theology”.

18. bill lama
October 5, 2006

Peter,
I’m a retired physicist (PhD in quantum optics, 1971) who would love to read the
string and quantum gravity literature. While the popular books (including yours)
are wonderful reading, they do not help one who wants to follow the
calculations.

The research papers are incomprehendable, unnecessarily so in my opinion.
Great physicists have found it possible to write advanced research papers that
could be followed by a graduate physicist who was not a specialist in the sub-
field. That quality is missing in the string and LQG literature.

I believe that could be corrected and wrote an “Open Letter to the Theoretical
Physics Community” with a few suggestions on my blog
http://palosverdesblog.blogspot.com.

Am I asking for an impossibility?

Keep up the great blogging.

Thanks,

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/10/inverse-problem.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/10/inverse-problem.html
http://palosverdesblog.blogspot.com/
http://palosverdesblog.blogspot.com/


Bill

19. Gina
October 5, 2006

DAN’S SUGGESTED CHAPTERS

I’d love to read the chapters Dan suggested to add. In particular, I will be happy
to have any more detailed but accessible information (or links) on why the high
dimensions (26 or 10). Actually, if Dan himself can say more on items 1-3 and 5
on his list and Peter wouldn’t object this will be great!

Some remarks on the controversy:

DO WE REALLY HAVE A CONTROVERSY (YET)?

A striking fact about the debate concerning string theory is that there is almost a
complete agreement on factual matters between what string theorists say and
what people who attack string theory say. (Can you list some real
disagreements?) The interpretation of the facts is sharply different but many of
the issues concerning the interpretation are not specific to string theory and are
of very general nature.

CAN PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE HELP DOING SCIENCE?

This is a fascinating aspect of the discussion here and in Peter and Lee’s books.
Philosophers will probably be the most skeptical about such “practical”
applications of philosophy, for example, of Popper’s point of view. It is hard to
consider various theories in philosophy of science as normative and it is hard to
consider them as descriptive. (They also are in conflict, of course.)
These theories can be regarded as a way toward understanding and discussing in
a scientific way what science is.

IS STRING THEORY FALSIFIABLE?

Well, I am not sure it is clear what string theory IS. But from the rough
description of what it is, it seems very clear that string theory is falsifiable. For
example, as Peter explained in the book the 26-dimensional model without
supper-symmetry was rejected because it have consequences to physics that are
regarded unreasonable. This, in principle, can happen to the super symmetric
string theories.

THE BUSINESS OF FALSIFIABILITY

Falsifiability is not just a box you have to check and then forget about but rather
it is a major part of the whole endeavor. It is not enough that the theory can be
falsified in principle but researchers in the theory should devote considerable
amount of efforts in this direction.

DESTROY STRING THEORY AND SAVE PARTICLE PHYSICS?

Peter’s noble reason for his attack on string theory is the desire to save particle



physics. Well, one has to be very skeptic about claims of the form “Destroy X to
save Y”. In this particular case one can be quite skeptical as well. But, in science,
(appropriate) efforts to falsify a theory are as noble as efforts to prove it.

20. nontrad
October 5, 2006

Peter,

Fair enough; re the reply. I’ll look for Smolin’s comments in respective arenas.
Thanks for the link none the less.

Aaron B,

With all due respect, I freely admit that I’m one of the worst sorts of skimmers
myself, but surely, to review someone’s work requires perhaps more then simply
skimming?

All the best,

nontrad

21. Aaron Bergman
October 5, 2006

Which is why I didn’t write a review.

HTH!

I’ve been listening to Lee on WGN radio for a while now, and he hasn’t said
anything that makes me like him any more, though.

22. anthropologist
October 6, 2006

Well, one ought to give both of you guys (Peter and Lee) some serious credit. You
forced the issue about the string theory into the open, and since “Nature”
noticed it, many other people will take a notice too. That is a remarkable
achievement, and not easy by any means! Sociology is not an easier science than
physics, influencing masses takes some serious skill. No less than juggling some
string equations around 

Is this another episode in the series “Revenge of the Nerds” ? I do not know, but
it surely does look so. Oh, the sweet revenge, on the establishement that is
always right.

Guys, wow in it, you deserved it  There is so much political BS in the sciences,
at least periodical upset of the status-quo somewhere should remind the
establishment that it is not always right.

Signed, “closet revolutionary” 



23. Aaron Bergman
October 6, 2006

Controversy is easy. The anti-establishment storyline is an especially easy sell.

And who’s claiming that string theory is right?

24. Tommaso Dorigo
October 6, 2006

Hi Peter,

“Susskind will be giving a public lecture October 17 at UC Davis on String
Theory, Physics and the “Megaverse”.”

For some reason, while reading this sentence I could not help smiling, as this
reminded me of those kinds of threats faced by people who become the target of
fundamentalist muslims, like “we know your address”… As if you were disclosing
where Susskind will be talking in order to unleash your adepts against him.

Because this is becoming more and more like a war. A good war – Free Science
against String Theory fundamentalists. Should good wars be fought ? Is the risk
that one “fuels the discredit of scientific expertise” worth running ?

I think so, but this is a rather odd situation in science, so we have little guidance
from the past… The risk exists.

Cheers,
T.

25. Alejandro Rivero
October 6, 2006

Well, you do not need to look for fundamentalism muslims. Here in Spain, the
pubs of RightWind and LeftWind fundamentalists had, pasted in their bulletin
boards, this kind of lists of names of addresses of the opposite band.

Hmm, we have Spires anyway.

26. Peter Woit
October 6, 2006

Tommaso,

I should make clear that encouraging people who disagree with Susskind to
attend his talk and in any way bother him was not my intention at all. I
mentioned his talk just as an example to show that the pro-Landscape publicity
machine is still in action.

These days, the anti-string theory point of view has been getting so much
attention that I’m sure much of the audience for his talk will have heard that
there are reasons to be skeptical of what he has to say. I don’t think there’s any



reason at all for people who disagree with him to go out of their way to attend
his talk.

27. Ari Heikkinen
October 6, 2006

Hi,

I’m en engineer for training and I understand your critisism about string theory.
However, to mention one, I’ve read Greene’s book about string theory and I think
he’s as honest as anyone could ever be about it. He clearly states that string
theory might be wrong, and judging from his interviews I think he’s the most
reasonable physicist I’ve ever heard. Same goes for Kaku. Now, I don’t really
know if they’re right or wrong. They might very well be wrong. Same goes for
Newton and Einstein. Their stuff could very well be only an approximation. What
do we really know about the universe? Nothing. We have space telescopes and
we can look into the past and make educated guesses about things around us.
Now, string theorists have their mathematical models that make sense to them
and they make educational guesses based on them. Isn’t that really what science
is all about?

28. Tommaso Dorigo
October 6, 2006

Sure, Peter, mine was just a remark to share the funny feeling I had reading your
post. But you did well in pointing out you are in no way encouraging people to
disagree with Susskind… There indeed is already enough garage fights going on
over string theory these days that it is better to state very clearly one is not
interested in participating.

Cheers,
T.

29. Who
October 6, 2006

BTW the UK edition of Peter’s book was #1 on UK amazon’s physics bestseller
list today.
Their physics category is quite broad: their next larger category up
“nature and science”.
I’d say a #1 physics bestseller is worth celebrating.
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/bestsellers/books/278409/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr
/026-8303087-5718006
At one point today I noticed it’s overall sales rank among all the books they sell
was #662 which looks pretty good for a book of this sort.

Here’s to booksales Peter. Cheers!

30. a
October 7, 2006

http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/bestsellers/books/278409/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/026-8303087-5718006
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/bestsellers/books/278409/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/026-8303087-5718006
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/bestsellers/books/278409/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/026-8303087-5718006
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/bestsellers/books/278409/ref=pd_ts_b_ldr/026-8303087-5718006


dear Ari,
Greene forgot to tell that, unlike Einsetin and Newton, string theory seems
intrinsically unable of telling anything about physics: whatever you ask, you get
10^500 alternative possible answers.

For example: does string theory predict that we will see supersymmetry?
Answer 1: yes. Answer 2: no. Answer 3: no. Answer 4: yes. etc etc etc 10^500
times.
In practice this can be summarized as: maybe, I don’t know.

There are attempts of getting something out of this bad situation, but so far
everything failed. Giving up and starting something else is the common-practice
when doing research; but in the case of string theory this process is more
difficult, because strings were publicly over-hyped.

31. Spear Mark the Second
October 8, 2006

Burt’s article was interesting reading… he has been repeating that basic content
for some time. Among particle experimenters, he has long been one of the most
sympathetic to string theory.

There is a whole generation (maybe even two generations) of particle
experimenters who came of age contemporaneously with string theory.
Experimenters of all types tend to be skeptics and non-believers, and they are
hard to characterize. Generally there is a lot of tolerance for our theoretical
friends from grad school, who we often know, and know the talents of, pretty
well.

I was turned into skeptic about even SUSY when no new particles were found at
PETRA, PEP-I, and the SPPS. That the symmetry breaking scale was near 100
GeV and not a single member of the new particle families was less than that
mass seemed (and still seems) suspicious. Of course, we’re not done yet… a
neutralino as light as 10 GeV is still a possibility, technically.

Which is a very important point: conclusively ruling out a conjecture as basic as
the MSSM is a very strenuous, detailed, and exhausting experimental endeavor.
Our theoretical colleagues long ago stopped providing us solidarity in that
venture, and the decimation of budgets in HEP is related to our theorists losing
interest in the actual physical world. Look at all the cancellations in the
accelerator world… KAMI, CKM, KOPIO, RSVP, BTeV, Braidwood (technically a
reactor experiment), not to mention a witchhunt over the problems in Run II at
the Tevatron. Add the sunset of PEP-II and CESR. On the one hand, many of
these experiments don’t seem to be at the energy frontier, and the energy
frontier is always the most fruitful. On the other hand, crucial information has
come from off the energy frontier… that SUSY generally provides large, flavor-
changing neutral currents is a huge problem, and the experiments that failed to
see those neutral currents are now over 40 years old, and were not even then
performed at the energy frontier.

Let me go back to Burt for a second… there are significant details about him.



They concern this oft-repeated statement that experimental particle physics has
been in stasis for 30 years… with Burt, remember, that puts his discovery as the
last truly significant one on the experimental side (well, maybe, the tau lepton
discovery makes the cut too… done by his colleague Martin Perl, although Burt
took his name off Perl’s initial paper).

As someone who worked hard in experimental accelerator-based particle physics
over those past 30-years, I’d say Burt minimizes the impact of other work (that
he did not do) during that 30-year period. Of course he would minimize the
impact of others’ work… acknowledging others’ work in those 30 years does not
shine his star at all.

Many, many times during those 30 years the Standard Model seemed in jeopardy.
Experiments that pursued the apparent shortcomings of the Standard Model
during that period were crucial, and IMHO, way, way more important than all of
the string theory developed contemporaneously. First, because experiment does
provide a measure of empirical certainty, that string theory has not provided (so
far). We don’t have to argue any more about whether the Standard Model is
mostly right anymore… had the experiments *not* been done, we’d have to
constantly add conditions or admit the possibility that the Standard Model might
be wrong about heavy quark mixing, low energy parity violation, etc.

Second, many of the experiments done in the last 30 years were the best chance
at the time to actually find violations of the Standard Model. Effort was focused
where sensitivity seemed apparent to new phenomenon, and actually, the
sensitivities so achieved provide very strong constraints on anything new.

Turns out Burt was not very successful at doing most of those experiments. The
SLC (his main project) was a fabulous and visionary effort, but was also marred
by his organizational shortcomings and tendency to be arrogant.

The SLC got blown away by LEP (and I’m a SLAC alumnus). But now Burt says
with some relish that it didn’t matter, since LEP found nothing fundamentally
new.

What else happened in those 30 years? I had to think hard to remember all the
stuff, because, after all, the bottom line is right that the Standard Model was
resoundingly verified. It is easy to just remember that, and forget the tortuous
journey we all took. That journey (as I remember it) has a bunch of twists and
turns, from excellent and ingenious experiments… I’ll list a few, but I’m sure I
overlook many…. the neutral charmed meson lifetime looked very long, but was
finally nailed down by a terrific Fermilab experiment… the b-quark lifetime
looked an order of magnitude longer than predicted, and turned out to be right…
then neutral B mixing turned out to be way larger than predicted, also turned
out to be right… these measurements led hard core phenomenologists (not string
theorists) to successfully predict a very large top quark mass… the very large top
quark mass is probably the central feature of the fermions in the Standard
Model, and not a single string theorist predicted it, and indeed, they have
reduced the phenomenon to a simple arbitrary parameter… well, then the
Tevatron doggedly pursued the top and succeeded due to incredibly dedicated



and ingenious work… the top quark discovery dwarfs all of string theory’s
contributions (so far) IMHO, and I was not involved in it. Then in CP violation,
direct CP violation was an incredible source of controversy throughout the
1980’s and 1990’s, and was finally resolved again through terrific and ingenious
experimentation. CP violation in the B meson system turned out to be
observable, because of the surprisingly long lifetime and the large mixing, and
again fantastic experiments were done on that topic.

Of course, there is the amazing story of neutrino oscillations and mass, that
starts in the 1960’s and still has not resolved itself. The major clues were *not*
from accelerator based experiments, however, the final decisive experiments
*will* be done at accelerator (or reactor) supported facilities.

BTW, is neutrino mass is *not* part of the Standard Model, and
is the first clue of physics beyond it. And many of the key experiments took place
during the `30 year hiatus’ that seems to have crept into the string theory
apologias.

Of course Burt wants to reduce all that to a wish-sandwich, he was not involved.
But the entire experimental community is still there, and knows. They know, they
know, and they don’t stand still, and they don’t give up.

32. Ari Heikkinen
October 8, 2006

A couple of quotes from Sean Carroll’s piece:

“It seems worth emphasizing that the dominance of string theory is absolutely
not self-perpetuating. When string theorists apply for grants, they are ultimately
judged by program officers at the National Science Foundation or the
Department of Energy, the large majority of whom are not string theorists. (I
don’t know of any who are, off the top of my head.) And when string theorists
apply for faculty jobs, it might very well be other string theorists who decide
which are the best candidates, but the job itself must be approved by the rest of
the department and by the university administration. String theorists have
somehow managed to convince all of these people that their field is worthy of
support; I personally take the uncynical view that they have done so through
obtaining interesting results.”

and

“To be clear, the scientists working on LQG and other non-stringy approaches to
quantum gravity are not crackpots, but honest researchers tackling a very
difficult problem. Nevertheless, for the most part they have not managed to
convince the rest of the community that their research programs are worthy of
substantial support. String theorists are made, not born; they are simply
physicists who have decided that this is the best thing to work on right now, and
if something better comes along they would likely switch to that. The current
situation could easily change. Many string theorists have done interesting work
in phenomenology, cosmology, mathematical physics, condensed matter, and
even loop quantum gravity. If a latter-day Green and Schwarz were to produce a



surprising result that convinced people that some alternative to string theory
were more promising, it wouldn’t take long for the newcomer to become
dominant. Alternatively, if another decade passes without substantial new
progress within string theory, it’s not hard to imagine that people will lose
interest and switch to other problems. I would personally bet against this
possibility; string theory has proved to be a remarkably fruitful source of
surprising new ideas, and there’s no reason to expect that track record to come
to a halt.”

I think those are excellent points.

33. woit
October 8, 2006

Spear Mark II,

Thanks for the excellent, informative and thought-provoking long comment!

Ari,

Please don’t take up space here putting in long quotes from material I’ve already
linked to and encouraged people to look at. You’re not adding anything at all to
the discussion.

I responded over at Cosmic Variance to part of Carroll’s piece, for the piece that
Ari quoted, there’s an interesting response here:

http://angryphysics.blogspot.com/2006/10/hiring-string-theorists.html

If there’s an interesting discussion going on at other blogs, it would be best if
people not try and move it over here, but carry it on at its original location,
perhaps providing pointers from here.

34. Jonathan Vos Post
October 8, 2006

Strung along

[Los Angeles Times, Book Review section, Sunday, 8 Oct 2006]
http://www.latimes.com/news/science/la-bk-
cole8oct08,1,4278240.story?ctrack=1&cset=true

Not Even Wrong The Failure of String Theory and the Search for Unity in
Physical Law Peter Woit Basic Books: 292 pp., $26.95

By K.C. Cole,
K.C. Cole, who teaches science journalism at USC’s Annenberg School, is the
author of “The Universe and the Teacup: The Mathematics of Truth and Beauty.”
October 8, 2006

The Trouble With Physics: The Rise of String Theory, the Fall of a Science,and
What Comes Next

http://angryphysics.blogspot.com/2006/10/hiring-string-theorists.html
http://angryphysics.blogspot.com/2006/10/hiring-string-theorists.html
http://www.latimes.com/news/science/la-bk-cole8oct08,1,4278240.story?ctrack=1&cset=true
http://www.latimes.com/news/science/la-bk-cole8oct08,1,4278240.story?ctrack=1&cset=true
http://www.latimes.com/news/science/la-bk-cole8oct08,1,4278240.story?ctrack=1&cset=true
http://www.latimes.com/news/science/la-bk-cole8oct08,1,4278240.story?ctrack=1&cset=true


Lee Smolin
Houghton Mifflin: 392 pp., $26

IN physics, truth and beauty often walk hand in hand. Physicists describe
theories as “ugly” or “beautiful,” talk about ideas that “smell” or “feel” right.
Often, aesthetic judgments lead to discoveries: as in Einstein’s theory of gravity
and Paul A.M. Dirac’s discovery of antimatter. Aesthetics, French physicist Henri
Poincaré said, is a “delicate sieve” that sorts the true from the misleading. Or as
Dirac famously put it: “It is more important to have beauty in one’s equations
than to have them fit experiment.”

To mathematician Peter Woit and physicist Lee Smolin, however, the search for
beauty is ruining physics. Their ire is directed at “string theory,” a magnet for
physicists because it is so, well, beautiful, and has such great promise for solving
what may be the central mystery of the universe — the incompatibility between
the two grand laws that describe everything we know.

Quantum theory — which explains the subatomic world with exquisite precision
— reveals that at close range, matter, energy and motion are a choppy mosaic of
jittery bits. Think pointillist painter Georges Seurat on a triple espresso.
Einstein’s theory of gravity, which describes the large-scale cosmos with
exquisite precision, tells us that space and time are woven into a smooth,
seamless surface that warps under the influence of massive objects — a universe
painted by Salvador Dali. Where the two realms meet, the quantum jitters
shatter the glassy surface of space-time like a child cannonballing into a pool.

String theory is the first approach that seems to bring the two together naturally,
and such unification of opposites, like electricity and magnetism, has driven
physics for more than a century. Simply put, string theory does this by replacing
point-like particles with tiny strings of some fundamental stuff vibrating in 10-
dimensional space — their harmonies creating everything from quarks to
galaxies. The loops of string don’t let anything get small enough to let quantum
fidgeting rip space and time apart.

String theory has its troubles, which the authors analyze in great and sometimes
lucid detail: It appears to be untestable because the strings are too small to be
seen, and recent research suggests that the theory may have an infinite number
of solutions, so it can’t make predictions. And string theory is so ill-defined that
even ardent supporters admit they don’t know what, exactly, it is. This is why
Woit calls the theory, and his new book, “not even wrong,” a play on a put-down
by the late physicist Wolfgang Pauli.

These issues are well worth addressing, which makes it all the more
disappointing that Woit, and Smolin in “The Trouble With Physics,” write mostly
about how string theory has ruined their careers — and physics as well. It has
“choked off” investigation of “equally promising approaches,” Smolin says. It is a
“cult” in which “believers don’t care about evidence.” Physicists who don’t work
in string theory are rejected and shunned. “The ability to do mathematically
clever work … [is] valued over the possession of original ideas,” he complains. As
for beauty, he writes that “elegance” is irrelevant, and “more sober minds”



should insist on “a connection to reality.”

Although Smolin’s book is fairer and far more readable, both suffer from an
overflow of jargon. And their language is telling: String theory is described as a
“fad,” “fashion” or “trend,” its culture as “brash, aggressive, and competitive.”
String theorists “swagger.” References to Smolin’s kind of physics, on the
contrary, are accompanied by words such as “deep” and “thoughtful.”

Smolin is a respected physicist, having earned a PhD at Harvard University and
written several delightful popular books, including “The Life of the Cosmos” and
“Three Roads to Quantum Gravity.” He helped found the Perimeter Institute in
Waterloo, Canada, as well as a perhaps promising theory called “quantum loop
gravity.” He’s also a former string theorist, so his book is well-informed.

Woit is a different story. As a postdoctoral fellow at State University of New York
at Stony Brook, he couldn’t find another position because, he says, he wasn’t
working on string theory. Woit then moved to Harvard, where the physics
department “let me use a desk as an unpaid visitor.” He’s now a math lecturer at
Columbia University.

The authors are right to say that physicists can get cliquish; that some of them
swagger; that they frequently fool themselves and that science has become too
risk-averse. On the other hand, dozens of astrophysicists, cosmologists,
relativists and people who study fundamental particles and interactions in ways
not related to string theory do quite nicely; some even dip into theory now and
then. In fact, many highly esteemed physicists who formerly disdained string
theory (Nobel laureates Steven Weinberg and Murray Gell-Mann among them)
have become fans.

So it’s hard to believe, as both authors charge, that physicists have been led like
sheep to pursue a “failed theory,” mostly by Edward Witten, now at the Institute
for Advanced Study in Princeton and generally acknowledged genius — and also
a nice guy. (In addition to his multiple prizes in physics, Witten also won the
Fields Medal — the “Nobel Prize” of mathematics.)

True, Witten is highly influential. But it’s hard to imagine him ruining an entire
generation of physicists. They are not, in general, followers; getting them to
agree on anything is like herding cats. They love nothing better than to prove
each other wrong.

The claim that string theory can’t be tested is serious; experiment is the ultimate
arbiter of truth. But it’s impossible to know what is ultimately testable. When the
ghostly neutrino popped up in one of Pauli’s equations, the physicist admitted
he’d done “a terrible thing. I have postulated a particle that cannot be detected.”
Then in 1956, traces of neutrinos were seen in the wash of radiation spewing
from newly commissioned nuclear reactors.

As for Woit’s claim that string theory has “absolutely zero connection with
experiment,” experiments already planned for a new European particle
accelerator will look for the existence of extra dimensions and extra families of
particles — both predicted by string theory. In fact, many statements about



string theory in these books are plain wrong. To say, as Smolin does, that string
theorists are not trying to figure out how space and time came into being will
surprise the dozens who do just that. To say, as Woit does, that fundamental
mysteries about neutrinos are being ignored will come as news to the dozens of
physicists who’ve been working on these problems for years.

So what good, ultimately, is beauty? As the late physicist Victor Weisskopf said,
“What’s beautiful in science is that same thing that’s beautiful in Beethoven.
There’s a fog of events, and suddenly you see a connection.”

Neither Woit nor Smolin sees the beauty in string theory. But perhaps they
haven’t spent enough time in the fog. Theories often seem impenetrable at the
time they are being discovered — and clear and simple (and beautiful) only in
retrospect. One of the strangest charges against Witten is that he’s often openly
muddled. Asked his opinion about a recent turn in string theory, he answered: “I
just don’t have anything incisive to say. I hope we will learn more.” Smolin
interprets this as Witten being “stumped.” Perhaps it’s a sign that he’s thinking.

In the end, Smolin admits that he hasn’t managed to do much better than string
theorists, and his book is “a form of procrastination.” One hopes he will soon
dive back into the fog and start making connections.

=== end quotation from L.A. Times ===

35. Norman Stevens
October 8, 2006

String theory: Is it science’s ultimate dead end?

http://observer.guardian.co.uk/uk_news/story/0,,1890340,00.html

36. D R Lunsford
October 9, 2006

Well Smolin made an excellent rebuttal here:

http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/10/03/the-trouble-with-physics/#comment-
123907

-drl

37. D R Lunsford
October 9, 2006

Spear Mark, that was really inspiring and somewhat scary.

-drl

38. Tony Smith
October 11, 2006

Spear Mark the Second said:

http://observer.guardian.co.uk/uk_news/story/0
http://observer.guardian.co.uk/uk_news/story/0
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/10/03/the-trouble-with-physics/#comment-123907
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/10/03/the-trouble-with-physics/#comment-123907
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/10/03/the-trouble-with-physics/#comment-123907
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/10/03/the-trouble-with-physics/#comment-123907


“… the very large top quark mass is probably the central feature of the fermions
in the Standard Model, and not a single string theorist predicted it …”.

Ari Heikkinen said:
“… Sean Carroll …[said]… “… If a latter-day Green and Schwarz were to produce
a surprising result that convinced people that some alternative to string theory
were more promising, it wouldn’t take long for the newcomer to become
dominant. …”.

In the present climate of controversy over superstring theory, I think that one
who produced a “more promising … alternative” would NOT “become dominant”,
but would be attacked and ostracised.

In support of my view, I offer my personal experience:

For over 20 years

(published as early as two papers in the International Journal of Theoretical
Physics (vol. 24 (1985) 155-174) and vol. 25 (1986) 355-403) , the papers having
been received by IJTP on 27 February 1984 and 16 October 1984, respectively,
around the time that CERN was claiming to have found the T-quark at around 40
GeV, prompting John Maddox to write a Nature article (Nature 310 (12 July 84)
97) headlined “CERN comes out again on top” )

I have espoused a physics model that in fact did and still does explain “the very
large top quark mass”
(in terms of combinatorics and physics-related geometry motivated by, but not
identical to, the ideas of Armand Wyler)
but,
far from me being a “newcomer” who has “become dominant”,
I have been blacklisted by the Cornell arXiv and characterized on the web as a
“moronic crackpot” by Harvard’s superstring theory web-spokesman, Professor
Lubos Motl.

One result is that, when I recently made an attempt at explaining the basic ideas
of my constituent mass calculations, it was not posted on the arXiv, and can only
be found on the web from my web site at
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/July2006Update.html#factorsphysics
and
another result is that, as Peter mentioned in another entry in this blog,
Michael Green is able to say (without fear of contradiction from the
establishment) “There is no alternative to string theory. It is the only show in
town – and the universe.”.

Still another result is that, if even only some part of my model turns out to be
correct and useful, it will remain unknown to the established physics community
because its members will not risk damage to their careers by investigating the
work of a blacklisted “moronic crackpot”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/July2006Update.html#factorsphysics
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/July2006Update.html#factorsphysics
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


39. Ari Heikkinen
October 11, 2006

Come on, Lubos’ hardly a spokesperson for physicists or even string theorists. As
far as I know most physicists aren’t string theorists anyway.

If someone says a writer of a paper is a crackpot claiming he’s wrong even
thought it’s right then he’d ruin his reputation. It’s amusing to say that one
person could ruin someone’s career. I think everyone’s well qualified to do that
themselves.

I think the general public is more or less amused of physicists and theoretical
physicists calling eachothers crackpots. It’s just a shame that good science
projects get cancelled because scientists can’t get along.

And lets not forget that mostly taxpayers pay science. It’s just sad to know tax
money goes for salaries of people who, instead of doing good work, waste their
time calling eachothers crackpots.

40. Robert Ehrlich
October 13, 2006

As a retired academician / statistician and having just read Smolen’s book, a
major premiss is not the physical unreasonableness of ST but that ST is a means
of replacing the parametric problems in QM with another set in ST. The result is
that essentially no progress is made. Smolens’ physical arguments are cogent,
but to one who has been burned before, the charge of legerdemain of the
parameters is striking, if true.



Navier-Stokes Equation Progress?

October 5, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Penny Smith, a mathematician at Lehigh University, has posted a paper on the arXiv
that purports to solve one of the Clay Foundation Millenium problems, the one about
the Navier-Stokes Equation. The paper is here, and Christina Sormani has set up a
web-page giving some background and exposition of Smith’s work. I should
emphasize that I know just about nothing about this kind of mathematics, but I’m
reporting on this here for two reasons:

1. It looks plausible that this really is important.

2. Penny Smith tells me that she is a regular reader of this weblog.

Update: There’s an informative news article about this on the Nature web-site.

Comments

1. TheGraduate
October 5, 2006

very fascinating.

2. astro
October 5, 2006

With Cao and now Smith, is Lehigh becoming a new powerhouse in math?

3. Jud
October 5, 2006

“With Cao and now Smith, is Lehigh becoming a new powerhouse in math?”

Becoming? 

(I grew up in Bethlehem, PA, where Lehigh is located, and live nearby.)

4. fh
October 5, 2006

I heard Prof Ehlers talk about her work on GR late last year, it sounds as if her
methods are capable of solving some long standing problems in mathematical
physics.
Very impressive.

5. Demonic Gerbil
October 5, 2006

http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Navier-Stokes_Equations/
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Navier-Stokes_Equations/
http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0609740
http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0609740
http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others/SmithNavierStokes.html
http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others/SmithNavierStokes.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2006/061002/full/061002-14.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2006/061002/full/061002-14.html


This certainly looks promising. I wish I was better versed in the relevant details
so I could attempt to judge it for myself.

6. nc
October 5, 2006

Thanks for reporting on this 9 page paper, ‘Immortal Smooth Solution of the
Three Space Dimensional Navier-Stokes System’.

Wikipedia’s page http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navier-Stokes_equations says:

‘A $1,000,000 prize was offered in May 2000 by the Clay Mathematics Institute
to whoever makes substantial progress toward a mathematical theory which will
help in the understanding of this phenomenon.’

Wiki on another page http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navier-
Stokes_existence_and_smoothness lists the exact problems. So it is solved unless
there is an error in http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/math/pdf/0609/0609740.pdf

‘We prove the existence of a smooth solution for all time – under physicially
reasonable hypothesis on the initial data – for the Navier-Stokes System in three
dimensions.’

How long will that take to be properly peer-reviewed before publication? (I trust
it will be checked far more carefully than the Bogdanov’s physics papers on
string theory…)

7. fh
October 5, 2006

nc, this is building on a long string of well established, peer reviewed papers
Smith has written over the last few years.

This should be “relatively” straightforward to check.

BTW, just for fun, her Mathematical genealogy traces back through Weierstraß to
Gauß, and in a different branch via Hilbert and Klein to Poisson and Fourier and
on to Lagrange, Euler, Bernoulli and Leibniz.

http://genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/html/id.phtml?id=47125

8. John Baez
October 6, 2006

It would be really great if Penny Smith – or anyone! – made some serious
progress on the Navier-Stokes equation.

Does anyone know whether this is the same “Penny” who used to post to
sci.math and sci.physics?

9. jamzik
October 6, 2006

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navier-Stokes_equations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navier-Stokes_equations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navier-Stokes_existence_and_smoothness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navier-Stokes_existence_and_smoothness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navier-Stokes_existence_and_smoothness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navier-Stokes_existence_and_smoothness
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/math/pdf/0609/0609740.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/math/pdf/0609/0609740.pdf
http://genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/html/id.phtml?id=47125
http://genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/html/id.phtml?id=47125
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/search?hl=en&enc_author=AZG5jBAAAAA_89vwj358gG4dW-tC6ste
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Yes,
PSmith9626 seems to fit the bill, Lehigh University, an interest in the Navier-
Stokes equation – but it appears she stopped posting in early 2005. She must
have found something that occupied her time.

10. MathPhys
October 6, 2006

John,

Yes, it’s the same Penny.

11. erno
October 6, 2006

Katherine Hayles summarizes Luce Irigaray:

“The privileging of solid over fluid mechanics, and indeed the inability of science
to deal with turbulent flow at all, she attributes to the association of fluidity with
femininity. Whereas men have sex organs that protrude and become rigid,
women have openings that leak menstrual blood and vaginal fluids… From this
perspective it is no wonder that science has not been able to arrive at a
successful model for turbulence. The problem of turbulent flow cannot be solved
because the conceptions of fluids (and of women) have been formulated so as
necessarily to leave unarticulated remainders.”

And indeed, it takes a woman to solve it! (Maybe) Physics? HA! Postmodern 5th
Wave Feminism has the answers.

12. Yatima
October 6, 2006

May I suggest some intense sessions with a good Freudian analyst (not that I
think that psychanalysis is anything other than ‘not even wrong’)

13. csrster
October 6, 2006

Oh gawd, that was something that also lurched unwanted from my suppressed
subsconscious when I first read this item. (At the time I first heard it I was a PhD
student in Cambridge Applied Maths, a powerhouse of mostly-male fluid
dynamicists.)

14. Dick Thompson
October 6, 2006

I have always cited the state of fluid mechanics, where the equations have been
known forever, but no real analytical progress ever seems to occur, as my
comeback to dreams of a final theory.

Do I have to change my tune now?



15. Gina
October 6, 2006

GO PENNY GO!

(Of course, we have to remember that the NS problem is infamous for
“fighting back” as the Hungarian mathematician Paul Erdos used to say about
famous problems.) I wonder if the approximation of NS by certain hyperbolic
equations used by Smith have physics relevance/intuition on their own, or are
just technical tools in the mathematical proof.

16. TheGraduate
October 6, 2006

I wish somebody knew enough to place odds. This is intriguing.

17. Michael
October 6, 2006

Hey Peter,

this Navier-Stokes paper is quite interesting. I don’t dare to judge its contents,
though. I hope some math colleagues will enlighten me with their expert
opinions soon.

Mind if I ask how your own research is coming? You ignored my question last
time I asked.

You announced in the spring that a paper of yours on some BRST-subtleties
would be fourthcoming this year. Can we hope to read it soon?

18. Walt
October 6, 2006

Erno: I forgot all about that Irigaray quote. If Smith has really solved it, that
would be an incredibly funny development.

19. Peter Woit
October 6, 2006

Michael,

I ignored your question because, from past experience, I don’t think you’re
interested in the answer. The answer though is that my work on BRST is not
moving as fast as I would like since the response to the book has been kind of
overwhelming and it’s taking all of my free time to deal with it. I hope this will
die down soon and I’ll get back to making progress on that project.

20. John Baez
October 6, 2006

Various unnamed sources say the proof doesn’t seem plausible. Probably best to



cool it and wait until the paper is refereed.

21. penn smith
October 6, 2006

John, it’s penny. Can you email me and tell what these “unnamed sources” think
is wrong?

Here is one ( not important) error found in “Perron’s Method for Hyperbolic
Systems Part I”: In Theorem 21 One needs POSiTIVE
initial data and positive g. IT then takes a little more work to prove the
comparison principle for sub and supersol with the SAME initial data.
Similarly, in Theorem 22. Otherwise counterexamples occur.

However, in both the Einstein and NS papers, I provide a different comparison
principle (used in three space dimensions only) with a different proof.

22. penn smith
October 6, 2006

The point is that in the proof of theorem 21 of that paper, to apply the
Protter maximum principle to the parabolic approximating equation, one needs
postive ( not non-nonegative) initial data. In my handwritten version, I had that,
and the inequality got miscopied in typeing.
Again, in the two later papers, a comparison principle with the SAME initial
data, is proved and used only in three space dimensions by
a different method.

23. penn smith
October 6, 2006

And what is this ” Unnamed sources tell me that something is implausible”
nonsense.
If they have a real mathematical issue, they should ( out of courtesy and out of
mathematical professionalism) email it to me, so I can look it over.

That is what someone did with the issue that I just posted. I thanked them too!!

THAT”S HOW MATH WORKS. We are grateful for error correction.
We are not a cult.

And I personally care only about truth. I don’t care about ego nonsense.

24. mathjunkie
October 6, 2006

Does Penny’s solution mean that it is the solution describing turbulent flow?

25. Brooks Moses
October 6, 2006

Well, the various sources that I’ve seen claiming that this “doesn’t look



plausible” are one that are responding to claims that this is a constructive proof
(with implications that it will be directly useful in simulations of fluid flow). That
claim is, in my opinion, quite implausible — but I don’t have the math
background to back it up. However, I’m pretty sure that’s not the claim Penny is
making; at the least, she’s certainly not claiming that implication, and that’s the
really implausible part.

Meanwhile, to answer mathjunkie’s question: Given that it’s possible to define a
non-turbulent initial condition that will lead to turbulent flow in an infinite
domain (namely, a sufficiently strong shear flow, at least in a localized region),
the solution that Penny’s paper describes does, indeed, have the potential to
contain turbulence. Since it’s not a constructive proof, though, it’s not too clear
to me what relevance that will end up having to the study of turbulence —
though the actual smoothness-of-solution result may well be useful.

Now, my curiousity is how difficult it will be to apply this to flows with
boundaries — and whether the method of doing that will involve the analytical
equivalent of the computational “immersed boundary method”, in which a flow
with a boundary is simulated by taking a flow in an infinite domain and applying
forcing functions to it that cause the velocity to match a prescribed velocity
along a certain manifold. Though that may be a bit tricky, given that the forces
are usually Dirac delta functions, and thus the velocity isn’t smooth on the
manifold. (I think there are ways around that, but I’m a computationalist, not a
mathematician.)

26. penny smith
October 6, 2006

More detail, for those reading that paper:
In theorem 22 we require $w_{1}(x) =w_{2}(x)$ and
$L(u_{1}}>0.
This arises because to get nonstrict inequalities Protter ( for the parabolic max
principle) adds an exponential NOT IN MY HYPOTHESIZED FUNCTION
SPACES.

IN THEOREM 21 we require $w_{1}= w_{2}$.

That kills the counterexamples.

To get Theorem 21 from Theorem 22, on page 365 line 7, we apply the
proof ( not the statement) of Theorem 22 with a sequence of positive
inhomogenous terms and initial data decreasing to zero.

AGAIN, NONE OF THIS USED OR NEEDED in either the Einstein Cauchy or the
NS papers!

27. penny smith
October 6, 2006

Thanks Brooks,
It is NOT a constructive proof. It is an existence theorem.



The Perron method gives a solution as a lower envelope of a
transfinite set of supersolutions and are then doing a triply countable
sequence of those approximations to get the NS solution.

It is NOT applied computational math.

28. Brooks Moses
October 6, 2006

Gina: the approximation by these particular hyperbolic equations does indeed
have physical relevance on its own. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
have some variables (specifically, pressure) that have effectively zero relaxation
time. In an incompressible fluid, a pressure wave travels at infinite velocity. One
can add a bit of “compressibility” to the equations by giving the pressure a finite
relaxation time, and thereby make the problem hyperbolic — and that’s what
Penny’s formlation of the hyperbolic equations does. This was a relatively
common computational solution method some decades ago, and is referred to as
an “artificial compressibility” method. There are also more modern methods that
are based off of that, but do a convergence to a truly incompressible solution.

Since Penny’s forumulation also breaks things up into a first-order set, there’s a
similar issue (without as much physical significance to the problem) in the stress
tensor, and so she adds a relaxation constant there; this, I haven’t seen before in
exactly that form, probably because it doesn’t map to a computational problem
the way the zero relaxation time on the pressure does.

29. Richard
October 6, 2006

“Various unnamed sources say the proof doesn’t seem plausible.”

I can’t believe that John actually posted this comment. “Various unnamed
sources” has the ring of a Bush administration leak, and “doesn’t seem
plausible” is dismissive while having no other content or value of its own.

This is more typical of a Motl drive-by shooting. I’m demoralized.

30. John Baez
October 6, 2006

I should not have mentioned vague second-hand doubts about Penny’s proof on
this blog. My only sensible point was that people should calm down and wait
until some experts have had a chance to go through this proof.

31. John Baez
October 6, 2006

I should add that I would like nothing better for Penny’s proof to be right!

32. nontrad
October 7, 2006



To John’s last comment: Hear, hear!

Beyond the fact that NS is a intricately interesting system of equations (I
encourage all to muck around with these equations if they never have; since
everything from GR to QCD to EM and, infact, huge swaths of PDE can pop up in
suprising ways depending on one’s background) — it would be really truly
*great* if Dr Smith’s work really did knock over this historical giant…

Looking forward to learning more, and hoping for the best on this concern!

33. penny smith
October 7, 2006

Brooke is very smart. He understands.
By the way, I have posted the stuff I wrote here about the corrections to the
earlier paper at arxiv. It will appear late on Monday EST. You people got first
dibs.
Thanks for the interest in my paper.

34. Johan Richter
October 7, 2006

What would the physical relevance, if any, be if this paper held up?

Also how long do you think it will take before the paper is checked? It is short so
we should not have to wait as long as we did with Poincare should we?

35. MathPhys
October 7, 2006

Perelman’s papers are not that long. That was the trouble 

36. surlygrad
October 7, 2006

pardon my ignorance, but is the analogous result known for the IBVP, on some
reasonable domain?

37. jeremy
October 7, 2006

Penny,

Can you write an “expository paper” for your work on NS equation, meaning to
have all the details in one paper? It makes a difficult read having to check all the
references; some of them are yet to appear. Hopefully this would not require too
much of work.

38. Michael
October 7, 2006

Peter,



no need to doubt that I wanted to know what I was asking. Yes, I dislike your
populist anti-science crusade. But that makes me all the more interested in what
you have might have to say on a more technical level.

Let me freely admit that I don’t believe you are doing any research at all. I
believe you are pretending to make yourself look more serious and competent
than you are. I would happily stand corrected, however, if you could demonstrate
the ability to write a decent research paper — no matter if it’s math or physics.
I’ll be patient and check back with you every few months to see if you are
making any progress. Please keep us posted. Thanks.

39. penny smith
October 7, 2006

This doesn’t affect either my proof of NS or Einstein Cauchy.

I posted some fixups here of theorems 21 and 22 of “Perron’s Method for
Quasilinear Hyperbolic Systems PartI” and have now found another fixup needed
so I have decided to ditch those theorems and replace them by Theorem 4
of my Einstein Cauchy Arxiv paper math.DG/ 0605352.

This gives the results of the Part I Perron paper above in all space dimensions
that are odd and bigger than or equal to three. Lately, I seem to care only about
three
space dimensions ( smile).

The correction will appear at arxiv late on Monday evening.

40. Peter Woit
October 7, 2006

Michael,

Thanks for your interest, although I think you have me confused with someone
else (Lenny Susskind?), since I’ve never been on a “populist anti-science
crusade”.

41. penny smith
October 7, 2006

Dear Jeremy,
The Corrigendum to the old paper is at both JMAA (electronically through
science direct), and at Christina’s Somani’s webpage for me.

When the dust settles and I get more than two hours a night sleep, I may indeed
write something expository, but odds are that someone else will do it.
best
Penny

42. jeremy
October 7, 2006



Penny,

Thanks for the information. I hope you will get some more sleep and get
refreshed.

All the best.

43. Michael
October 7, 2006

Peter,

believe me: I wouldn’t confuse you with Susskind in a million years. You see, he
is a maverick with incredible skill and talent. I don’t agree with many of his
views, but I sure admire his many important and beautiful papers.

44. Marty Tysanner
October 7, 2006

re: “Michael”

There is an interesting discussion of a potentially very important mathematical
result going on here, and what does this “Michael” contribute? Pure noise and
jarring distraction that has absolutely nothing to do with the topic at hand; his
demonstrating thatcomments here are unsubstantive by any measure. As usual,
“Michael” is acting like someone who is clueless about what is going on around
him, someone who has an adolescent fixation on heckling Peter because he
disagrees with Peter’s broader viewpoints about the direction of research in
string theory and particle theory in general.

But this is what we have come to expect from “Michael” — nothing of substance,
just air-headed commentary that is almost invariably on the same topic: So,
Peter, how’s your research coming? I think you are a charlatan. Blah, blah,
blah… I don’t know what he thinks he is accomplishing by this immature mode of
discourse, but to rudely interrupt a meaningful discussion with mindless,
irrelevant blather like his above comments is bound to convince others that he is
nothing more than an insensitive, anti-intellectual boor.

I wish Peter would be more merciless about deleting such worthless comments.

45. Peter Woit
October 7, 2006

Marty,

For better or worse, I’ve had a policy of allowing string theorists to post
whatever comments they want here, without deleting them. Some people are
convinced that I’m deleting all the intelligent comments with substantive
responses to my criticisms of string theory, and just leaving the juvenile,
worthless ones. Not so at all.

46. surlygrad



October 7, 2006

why isn’t anyone asking the important question: how are we at columbia going to
sucker penny smith into coming to present her work?

while the N-S solution will be fantastic if true, these results on a comparison
principle for hyperbolic equations are interesting in their own right and i’d love
to see them.

47. David Purvance
October 7, 2006

Sounds incredibly coincidental, but a “Fer Product” solution to the 3-space
periodic Navier-Stokes was posted on arXiv on 2Oct2006. Has anyone looked at
or commented on this paper?

48. Nets Katz
October 7, 2006

Perhaps this is not the right place to have a philosophical discussion on the
theory of PDE. I confess that I have not attempted to verify the proof line by line,
but having looked at the paper, I will nevertheless go out on a limb and say that I
have doubts.

In order to solve a hard problem, generally you have to overcome the difficulty.
The difficulty in Navier Stokes has little to do with the linear terms – the
parabolicity of the equation – but has more to do with the nonlinear terms –
supercriticality. For fixed energy, if we scale down a pulse, the nonlinear term
dominates the linear ones.

What I find very curious about this claimed solution is that supercriticality is
never addressed. We replace the equation by a 1st
order system which can always be done by introducing derivatives of
the original unknowns as unknowns. We add a tiny bit of differentiation
in t to make the equation hyperbolic. We claim that hyperbolicity
is all that matters, and we even get to take a limit making the terms
that caused hyperbolicity to disappear.

But there are genuinely hyperbolic problems where supercriticality is
the issue. Why not try to do the same thing for, say, the 3d quasilinear
wave equation with 7th power defocusing nonlinear term.
\Square u – |u|^6 u= 0.
It is an open problem whether this has “eternal solutions” even in the
radial case.
For that matter, why not study the focusing version of this equation
\Square u + |u|^6 u=0
(I may have switched the signs.)
Is there any reason the same method can’t take care of both? That would be odd
because the focusing one is known to have short time
blow up.



Can anyone explain why my doubts are unfounded?

Nets

49. mathjunkie
October 7, 2006

I have some doubt about the result that an immortal smooth solution can exist.
But, first, I have to admit that I am no expert in turbulence. Navier Stokes
equation describes turbulence which is usually chaotic, then it is unlikely that an
immortal smooth solution exists.

50. Navier
October 7, 2006

I think the paper needs a lot of work to be more readable. And one can check the
details. Independently of the validity of the previuos results of the author.
For instance, based on the definition of the prolongation of the Heywood force,
the pressure is given as part of the force F. But then in Theorem 2 an assumption
of the regularity of F ( continuous and bounded) makes the pressure continuous
(by assumption). However it is well known that if the pressure is continuous then
the solution
(the Leray solution which known to be “immortal”) is regular.
May be it is a typo and the pressure is not in F, but if it is we are faced with a
circular argument.

51. Euler
October 7, 2006

It seems that the same proof works for the Euler equations and the Burgers
equations!!!!!! If it doesn’t, it would be nice to get an insight on the role of the
dissipation in this proof.

52. NS Fan
October 7, 2006

1. Does the proof of existence of the solution also mean that the analytical
solution is also availble or available soon? If Penny’s solution turns out to be a
valid one, she should be awarded $10Million.
2. Can we construct solutions to some special cases using her method to
compare with the known solutions in order to gain more confidence, excitement?

Penny, no matter what, great job!

53. Brooks Moses
October 8, 2006

Nets: This particular paper is essentially one of the “we reduce the problem to a
previously-solved problem” sorts of papers — where the previous problem is the
question of smooth solutions for hyperbolic equations with this sort of term.
You’ll have to read Penny’s other papers (given in the references) to find the



things you’re looking for. Specifically, this is handled in the “proof” section of
Theorem 2, I believe, which references her previous papers Sm2 and Sm4.

MathJunkie: Turbulence, so far has been observed, does not contain any cusps or
other non-smoothness (and certainly there’s no reason why it would need to!);
thus, it’s not at all incompatible with an “immortal smooth solution”.

Navier: A valid point! However, upon inspecting the equations, it appears that
the inclusion of p in F is indeed erroneous; there should not be an
undifferentiated p term anywhere in the Navier-Stokes equations, and certainly
not in the equation that puts it in.

Euler: It can’t work in the Euler or Burger’s equations, because both of these
have well-known counterexamples involving shock waves. I suspect you’ll find
the role of viscosity to show up in the referenced things that I pointed Nets at.

NS Fan: 1. No, it regrettably does not mean that. 2. The only parts of Penny’s
method that construct a solution are the limit-of-hyperbolic-approximations part
of the proof. That portion of the method is closely related to existing
computational methods which are already quite well-tested. Unfortunately, the
rest of the proof doesn’t appear to offer any opportunities for such testing.

54. Mr. T
October 8, 2006

>Navier Says:
>
>October 7th, 2006 at 8:51 pm
>I think the paper needs a lot of work to be more readable.
>…

I agree with Navier. It is not a good idea to use boldface to emphasize what is
important and to emphasize. This is mathematics, not literature.

It seems that she is not familiar with TeX. She should just calm down and do a bit
of work to make her paper look fairly neat.

In addition, I would not advise her to argue mathematically technically on the
internet. I do not want to tell why.

With regards,

Mr. T

55. Euler
October 8, 2006

Brooks Moses: I am sorry to report that the Burgers equation does satisfy the
conditions of the hyperbolic systems considered by Prof. Smith. In fact the
presence of the dissipation complicates things for NSE and she had to augment
them to make NSE fit with her previous theory. My guess is after a day or two,



this result will be proven to be incomplete, since Burgers equation to known to
be blow up in finite time.

56. Benni
October 8, 2006

Penny has withdrawn her paper. It seems that euler is correct.

the dreams are gone…

(sometimes it is good, to talk to more people and hear opinions before submitting
anything to arxiv or journals. It can damage reputation to be “another one, who
tries to get a clay prize”…..)

Hopefully Penny can correct her paper and make it complete…..

Good luck, Penny!

57. anon
October 8, 2006

The paper has been withdrawn, it seems.

58. Lianhong Gu
October 8, 2006

Don’t give up, keep working, Penny!

59. D R Lunsford
October 8, 2006

A friend with long experience in turbulence comments as follows:

“I recently had an interesting discussion with someone who described his own
interesting but unsuccessful work on this problem. (He tried to bound the
“enstrophy” production – basically dissipation / viscosity).

“He told me that the solutions absolutely must exist, because if there really were
some singularities, they would signal the breakdown of the NSE into something
Boltzmann-like, anyway some kinetic level description.
But the fact is, there are no known breakdowns in any fluid phenomenon known
to be governed by the NSE. In other words: non-existence of solns some sort of
singularity breakdown of NSE, which we would
know about.

“Of course, it’s good to look for real proofs, but this “argument” more or less
settled the issue for me.

“Anyway, it’s curious that according to your first link, the paper was withdrawn
by the author due to fatal flaws. Also, it was interesting that she also looked at
GR. I heard a talk about the GR equations as a hyperbolic system, with a view to
existence of solutions, by Arthur Fischer from UC something or other, years and



years ago. This seems more interesting to me — existence of
solutions to some system the validity of which we really have no independent
knowledge of. An existence proof for NSE would very likely have zero impact on
turbulence. But who knows, maybe not. Maybe it would reveal some new
property.”

-drl

60. Euler
October 8, 2006

Every serious mathematician who worked on the Navier-Stokes equation spent at
least one night thinking they have the proof of the regularity problem, but they
usually sober up after a day or two. Smith’s idea to look at NSE as a singular
perturbation of a slightly compressible fluid is a well known technique
numerically and analytically. However, the slightly compressible NSE is as
difficult as the NSE, and may be more. Another problem is the convergence of
the solutions to the slightly compressible to the incompressible is not trivial. I
hope Smith will take the responsability of a good researcher and clears the
status of her preprint with Nature and all the news media who jumped on this.

61. woit
October 8, 2006

Polite comments explaining what the problem or problems with Penny Smith’s
work are are welcome here, rude ones containing no substance aren’t.

62. Chris W.
October 8, 2006

From an interested bystander:

Leaving aside its apparent failure (pending possible revisions) does this attempt
explore significant new territory? Does it suggest ways to approach the problem
that haven’t been considered before?

63. penny smith
October 8, 2006

Dear Euler,
I certainly did.
I loathe the way they wrote articles so quickly.
Arxiv is supposed to be a preprint file—not a journal or a newspaper.
This has hurt me a lot.
I might quit math.
Penny

64. penny smith
October 8, 2006

Well, no. I wont quit math.



But, I do feel rather depressed.
Anyway, life is about ups and downs.

65. Michael
October 8, 2006

Hey Penny,

please keep your head up. See Lubos Motls comment, who is in the business of
being blunt and honest, rather than polite:

“Nevertheless, I think that Prof. Smith has nothing to be ashamed of: serious
thinking sometimes requires a trash can.”

I think Lubos speaks for many colleagues, certainly including myself.

Surely you were very brave to make this public before a thorough peer review.
Oh well — live and learn…

66. mathjunkie
October 8, 2006

(sometimes it is good, to talk to more people and hear opinions before submitting
anything to arxiv or journals. It can damage reputation to be “another one, who
tries to get a clay prize”…..)

Submitting an article to arxiv is fine. The experts in the field can soon point out
the problems with the article. The author soon knows what goes wrong with the
article or otherwise it is actually a complete proof.

67. Benni
October 8, 2006

mathjunkie wrote: Submitting an article to arxiv is fine.

But not such thinks. If you are doing this twice or more times, nobody will take
you seriously anymore. Such work is best send to a journal with long referee
reports before publishing it at arxiv.org.

68. Marty Tysanner
October 8, 2006

I agree with the comments of “Michael” above. I think it was brave of you to put
your results out to a wider audience to get feeback, even though it exposed you
to potential public embarassment. Fortunately you discovered your error before
things got even more public. In any case, you could do a lot worse than to make
errors on such a difficult problem!

(To “Michael”: It was very refreshing to see a reasonable comment from you. I
don’t mean that in a condescending way — I am sincere. If you would take such a
reasonable tone when you want to debate Peter, leaving behind the taunting and
mocking behavior and ad hominem attacks and sticking with well formed



arguments, I and probably others would be more interested in what you have to
say.)

69. Michael
October 8, 2006

Marty,

Penny clearly distinguished herself from the likes of Peter Woit by making an
honest attempt at solving a very hard problem. Peter only mocks other people’s
work and caters to the prejudices of the half-educated. I just do not believe that
he deserves the same kind of courtesy — next best thing is to try and expose him
for what he really is.

Is it really so difficult to understand this basic difference? What good are well-
formed arguments if the addressee is disingenuous? They are about as effective
as stickers at the cockpit door “Please do not hijack this aircraft” against Islamic
terrorists. Incidentally, for well-formed arguments you might try the arxiv instead
of this blog.

Take as an example my recent inquiry about Peter’s alleged research activities.
Want to make a bet that no research paper of his is forthcoming within a year
from now?

70. Christine Dantas
October 8, 2006

To Penny Smith:

We are made to persist. That’s how we find out who we are.

— Tobias Wolff

Best wishes,
Christine

71. Navier
October 8, 2006

To Penny Smith:

I understand very well you frustration.
The mathematicians who thought they proved the regularity of NSE were
depressed. In any case there published papers using previous papers which are
known to be wrong. This is science, and you need to continue your work.

I would really like to know what is the error that led you to retract your previous
papers?

72. MathPhys
October 8, 2006



Isn’t true that Boltzmann killed himself because he couldn’t solve the Boltzmann
equation? Well, that was silly.

I think posting a paper on the archive is just as good, or as bad, as talking to a
colleague next door about your work. It’s no big deal.

73. Arun
October 8, 2006

Penny Smith,
Nothing ventured, nothing gained. Don’t give up, please!

74. surlygrad
October 8, 2006

so is the earlier work on the comparison principles for hyperbolic equations also
void or is it just the NS proof?

75. Richard
October 8, 2006

Has anyone else wondered if medals and large monetary prizes in mathematics
may have a dark side? I suppose that that they do place mathematics more
prominently in the public eye, which is probably a good thing, but recently
lawyers were dragged into the picture in another infamous case involving egos
and lack of egos, and now Penny has been a victim of premature media hype and
heated internet propagation, which probably would not have happened without
this “famous” problem having been given such a high monetary profile.

And Penny — the heartbreak of mistakes is part of the territory. Get right back
up on that horse!

76. Daniel Grumiller
October 8, 2006

Penny, I don’t know if this will cheer you up, but it is a well-known story about
Werner Heisenberg, who graduated on turbulence and later became one of the
co-founders of quantum theory and a famous physicist:

He said he wanted to ask God two questions:
1. Why Relativity?
2. Why turbulence?
He was optimistic to get an answer on 1.

Don’t give up. And maybe find a simpler and less depressing problem in the
meantime.

77. CapitalistImperialistPig
October 8, 2006

I have read (in P. A. Davidsons Turbulence) a version of the questions Daniel
Grumiller attributed to Heisenberg attributed to Horace Lamb. In that version



there were two things he wanted God to explain:

1. Quantum Electrodynamics
2. Turbulence

Since this was dated 1932, you have to say he had a nice insight into at least the
order in which God would provide explanations!

78. Timothy Clemans
October 8, 2006

One thing to note about the Nature article about Smith’s work is that is clearly
addressed the issue of how review would be done. Look problems have come up
in many manuscripts that looked like they had promise. The important thing is
that the serious flaw was found now and not two years from now. The news
media is very important in these kinds of issues. They are real developments that
need to be covered.

“Has anyone else wondered if medals and large monetary prizes in mathematics
may have a dark side?” The Wolfskehl prize for Fermat’s Last Theorem
generated a lot of manuscripts which overwelmed universities.

79. D R Lunsford
October 8, 2006

Dear Penny,

Thank you for taking on this problem. Hang in there.

-r

80. D R Lunsford
October 8, 2006

PS let us know what you find out

81. Marty Tysanner
October 9, 2006

Michael,

Out of respect for everyone else, I don’t want to belabor this point, but I think it
is important. You said about Peter,

I just do not believe that he deserves the same kind of courtesy — next best thing
is to try and expose him for what he really is.

I see two different issues here. The first is whether or not you should show
courtesy to Peter. The second is that you want to try to expose him for what you
think he is. Key questions are, who are you trying convince in your exposure, and
what is the best way to go about it?



The main problem I see with your past tactics is that you come across as
someone who wants to make a lot of noise by heckling Peter rather than
someone who has something useful to say. If you were at a talk listening to a well
known speaker and somebody in the audience stood up and started shouting and
making a lot of noise would that make you sympathetic to that heckler? I would
be very surprised if you welcomed it and changed your opinion of the speaker’s
point of view because of the outburst. Why should it be any different here? If you
want to show anyone how wrong Peter is, you need to use reasoned arguments
and counterexamples rather than just trying to “put him in his place.” For one
thing, whether or not Peter is right about the role string theory should play in
particle physics is quite orthogonal in most people’s minds to whether or not he
has an alternative program of his own. (In fact, if he did have his own program,
others would probably accuse him of trashing string theory to make his own
ideas look better — the “hidden agenda.”) For another, evaluating the merit of a
scientific program or idea is meaningful in its own right — grant administrators
need to do it, and so does anyone who referees a paper. That’s the way I see it,
anyway, and that’s a key part of why I don’t think your tactics of heckling, ad
hominem attacks, and ridicule of his scientific activities will resonate much with
most impartial observers.

The other question is, who you are trying to sway with your tactics? If you are
trying to use rude comments and interruptions as a way of gaining the praise of
other people who already agree with you, then perhaps your tactics are
appropriate. But catering to people who already agree with you seems like a
really pointless thing to do. Displaying bad manners and disrespect while
identifying yourself with string theorists could easily look to everyone else like a
reflection of the attitude of some string theorists. In the eyes of the less educated
public and other decision makers who ultimately control funding, “some string
theorists” could easily become “all string theorists,” and their general perception
of string theorists could spill over into attitudes about the viability of string
theory in general. Again, that’s the way I see it. Of course, the fraction of the
public and decision makers who frequent this blog is probably not substantial,
but you are already aware that this blog is a magnet for some journalists who
can interpret what is going on here, and thereby disseminate their preceptions
to a much wider audience. What kind of perception of string theorists do you
personally want to help create in the minds of others?

So it seems to me that the real audience you should be thinking about is the
people who aren’t likely to ever be string theorists: scientists other than
physicists, physicists who aren’t string theorists, opinion makers, and the
general public who frequent this and other blogs out of interest in science or just
a chance to watch a little controversy. There are a lot more of those people than
there are theorists in fundamental physics, and they ultimately are a lot more
important to the future of string theory funding. And those people aren’t going to
be the least bit impressed by tactics like the ones you have favored in the past.

82. TheGraduate
October 9, 2006

Navier:



The information concerning the nature of the error can be found on her website.
Perhaps it would be best to look there …

83. mathjunkie
October 9, 2006

A side issue.

Penny said she submitted the article to Journal of Mathematical Analysis and
Applications (JMAA).

Is JMAA’s rejection rate high? Is it a prestigious journal in pde? I just wanted to
submit an article on pde.

84. Sacha
October 9, 2006

I think possibly every maths person has had moments where they think they’ve
solved some hard problem, and then later found an error in some assumption or
something with the effect that their proof instantly collapsed. Painful, yes, but
helpful, as it means that that path was not the right one to take! And in trying,
you learn a huge amount.

Keep up the research Penny.

85. a
October 9, 2006

By the way, why arXiv does not have a trackback to this post, that contains very
informative comments?

86. penny smith
October 9, 2006

As to earlier work on hyperbolic comparson principles:
With a necessary ( based on counter examples) additional condition,
I can still prove these results for short time depending on the initial data.
I am going to submit a paper on that: fixing my JMAA paper to a journal where it
will get a decent referee job. In math that can take a while.
I have written it in manuscript form already.

This means the Einstein Result will also be true for short time
depending on the initial conditions.

87. penny smith
October 9, 2006

The necessary condition is on the sub and supersolutions and only such sub and
supersolutions will have a comparison principle.
That’s true for systems.

For the semilinear wave equation, no extra condition is needed, but there my



comparison principle was proved for short time only.

88. penny smith
October 9, 2006

This means that my Perron method for hyperbolic systems also works for short
time depending on the initial data. And, that is the paper that I am rewriting for
submission to a journal.
Step one: Write and send that paper, with the corrected comparison
principle included.

89. penny smith
October 9, 2006

As to JMAA. It is a great and prestigous journal. It has a high rejection rate.
Nevertheless, they ( and I ) screwed up on that paper. So did the reviewer for
Math Reviews.
This sort of thing happens. It is my bad luck. If the error had been
noticed by a referee, I would have fixed it in a few days and resubmitted and that
would have been that.
Now, I look terrible and feel worse.

90. penny smith
October 9, 2006

The support here is helping me heal though!

91. woit
October 9, 2006

a,

The arXiv policy, set by its moderator Jacques Distler, is to censor any and all
trackbacks to this blog, whether they’re about math or physics. I tried for a while
to do something about this, finally gave up since it wasn’t worth the time or
energy.

92. D R Lunsford
October 9, 2006

Penny,

How did you become interested in the NSE in particular? If you want to discuss
offline I am at antimatter33 at yahoo dot com.

-drl

93. Michael
October 9, 2006

Marty,



thanks for your effort of explaining. I disagree with your fundamental
assumptions, and therefore reach very different conclusions.

>> would that make you sympathetic to that heckler?

Are you able to understand the difference between academic discourse and
deception for personal gain?

>> If you want to show anyone how wrong Peter is

I don’t! Some very accomplished people think that string theory is a waste of
time and effort. Plurality of opinion is generally good. What I despise is the way
Peter makes no scientific contribution of his own while exploiting his populist
criticism for attention and personal gain.

>> What kind of perception of string theorists do you personally want to help
create in the minds of others?

Do I have to care? Is string theory a public relations affair? The moment this
determines more than the level of background noise I have to endure is the
moment I quit.

>> The other question is, who you are trying to sway with your tactics

Nobody, of course. You are free to believe in a democratic approach to science, I
don’t. I have seen that some people dislike my comments here and stick up for
Peter as a result. (You are probably in that group.) Maybe it makes you a good
buddy, but there would be less positive things to say about it.

94. Andreas
October 9, 2006

Oh boy, this blog documents is a real tragedy.

95. jeremy
October 9, 2006

Michael,

If you want to sneer at Peter, he has given you plenty of opportunities. But you as
everybody else here know that this is not the place. Can you please show some
respect for the decencies?

96. John Baez
October 9, 2006

Don’t worry, Penny, no reasonable being will think ill of you for making this
mistake. On the contrary, they should be impressed at your ability to accept it
and move on.

97. Chris Oakley
October 9, 2006



Good luck, Penny.

A whole lot of annoying aphorisms spring to mind, like the fact that a
theoretician’s best instrument is his/her waste paper basket, and that nothing of
value comes easily.

Don’t give up!

Someone expressed reservation earlier about the whole concept of a Millenium
Prize, and I agree with these reservations. A lot of problems remain unsolved
because they are – with existing techniques, anyway – insoluble. Encouraging
people, using large cash prizes, to continue to bang their heads against brick
walls when they might otherwise be going off in orthogonal, and perhaps more
productive directions may not be such a good idea.

98. John Baez
October 9, 2006

On a wholly other note, I wish Michael would spend a few days pondering Marty
Tsysanner’s wise and well-meaning advice. I’m sort of amazed at the careful
thought Marty put into writing that.

99. a
October 9, 2006

I agree with Baez (2 posts above): in my view scientists that admit their mistakes
are more trustable than ones that don’t. Unfortunately withdrawing wrong
papers is not the common-practice among us physicist.

100. Editor
October 9, 2006

Why is P. Smith publishing all of her results in JMAA.
I just noticed that P. Smith is on the editorial board of JMAA.
Does that help get a paper accepted without a thorough review?
I do have serious issues with this.

101. penny smith
October 9, 2006

Maybe, they trusted me too much because of that.
Not my doing.
I have plenty of papers not published at JMAA
Penny

102. dave tweed
October 9, 2006

@Editor:
I don’t know any of the facts in this case. However, in general people are on the
boards of journals in subject areas they understand well (even though they may



not be detailled reviewers themselves any more). The areas they understand are
likely to be the areas they are working in, so it’s quite likely that they’ll be
submitting to those journals.

As to submitting to journals with less thorough reviews, I don’t know of anyone
who believes the work they do isn’t actually correct, so thoroughness isn’t a
reason for choosing where to submit. (There are more “debatable” reasons
guiding submission choices, such as not submitting to journals that are so
popular that they can afford to reject papers that are merely “good” and not
“exceptional”. But that’s different from hoping incorrect work will be accepted.)

I think the saddest thing about this is as an instance of the “I was there”
phenomenon: we want to have been there when something amazing happened,
so we force the interpretation that something groundbreaking _has definitely_
happened rather than leaving it to experts to figure out “at a natural pace”.
Given the history of things like Kempe’s flawed proof of the four colour theorem,
I’m not surprised that it takes a while for erroneous steps to be spotted; however
Kempe chains are (so I’m told) an important element used in the correct proof of
the four colour theorem.
So lets let things “cook” for a few months and then make a considered
judgement of things.

103. penny smith
October 9, 2006

Dear John,
Well, first thing is to fix any wrong results, and get that published.
Also, I have other papers to write.
Thanks for the supportive comment.
All that really matters is getting the correct results in print, because that is
SCIENCE.

104. penny smith
October 9, 2006

It’s going to take more than a few months, because most math papers are
reviewed VERY slowly.
I wish JMAA had been much slower.

105. Marty Tysanner
October 9, 2006

(Once more, I apologize to others for my part in keeping this subthread alive. I
expect this will be the last time.)

Michael,

You said that

What I despise is the way Peter makes no scientific contribution of his own while
exploiting his populist criticism for attention and personal gain.



Clearly you are putting yourself in the position of being a judge of Peter and his
character. Who made you a judge of others? What makes you so certain of your
infallible judgement of others and their motivations that you can make such
pronouncements without any doubt? Clearly there are many others here who
don’t share your conclusion about Peter’s motivations by the fact that they are
participating in various discussions under his auspices. Even Penny, whose
efforts you praised, is apparently a regular visitor, and also someone who felt
that the quality of the audience here was sufficient to discuss her results. Do you
think she and others would have done this if they thought Peter was doing all of
this just for his own personal gain? Yet you seem to place yourself above others
here in your belief that Peter is really just a fraud, and furthermore that your
True Judgement empowers you to use disruptive tactics and otherwise reflect
badly on string theorists in general. Your behavior may negatively affect a lot of
people, but Peter is only one of them.

You said,
Nobody, of course.
in response to my question about who you were trying to sway with your tactics.
If this is true, then your entire participation here is completely pointless and a
waste of your time. But I don’t believe that you don’t care about swaying anyone,
because in your first response to me you said,

I just do not believe that he deserves the same kind of courtesy — next best thing
is to try and expose him for what he really is.

If you want to expose him, then you clearly want to expose him to others, to
convice them that Peter is the fraud that you think he is. At least that’s the way I
read what you wrote. So I think you still need to think about who you are trying
to convince, and what is the best way to go about it. I have already explained
why I think your past tactics are a completely counterproductive approach, so I
guess I really don’t have anything else to say on the subject that is any more
likely to reach you.

106. Navier
October 9, 2006

Dr Smith,

Please tell us what is error in your previous publication!!

107. Michael
October 9, 2006

>> Clearly you are putting yourself in the position of being a judge of Peter and
his character. Who made you a judge of others?

I did. What do you want? You criticize me — what’s your entitlement?

>> What makes you so certain of your infallible judgement of others and their
motivations that you can make such pronouncements without any doubt?



You are getting weirder by the minute. I’m not infallible. Just voicing an opinion
and acting on my personal convictions.

>> your entire participation here is completely pointless and a waste of your
time

No. It makes Peter’s unethical behavior less rewarding. I find it quite
worthwhile…

>> But I don’t believe that you don’t care about swaying anyone, because […]

Swaying people’s opinions in a scientific matter is just completely different from
exposing a crackpot. I find it hard to take you seriously if I have to explain this to
you.

>> I have already explained why I think your past tactics are a completely
counterproductive

Yes, in essence it’s because you believe in persuasion and democratic voting on
scientific matters. And I don’t.

108. jeremy
October 9, 2006

Michael,

OK, but why do you have to be a jerk?

109. a
October 9, 2006

Peter, this off-topic discussion is annoying. If you do not want to censor Michael,
what about creating a separate posting where people can insult you without
disturbing other readers?

110. Peter Woit
October 9, 2006

a,

Sorry about this, presumably “Michael” will get tired of this soon, and in the
meantime he’s an excellent example of the reaction of the string theory
community to the appearance of my book. The unwillingness to deal with what I
have to say there, coupled with personal viciousness and cowardice, are quite
telling. It seems that “Michael” divides his time between UMass in Amherst and
the HEP group at Brandeis. Someone familiar with one of these places might
want to tell us who he is. I strongly suspect that if he had to sign his name to
what he writes, he’d stop doing it.

111. TruthSeeker
October 9, 2006



I don’t understand what is the rational reason for putting other people down
because they’re not making good progress in research or hit a snag when solving
a very difficult millennium problem. Such actions do not enlarge a person,
further their own career, or enlighten them in any shape or form. So why do it?
To get a cheap kick out of insulting others that lasts maybe 5 seconds? And then
you’d have to pile on more insults to get the same “high” the next time; this is
addictive. Nip it in the bud, Michael.

112. Ray L
October 9, 2006

Wow! Not hard to find every one of the seven deadly sins on this blog. Who says
math is boring?

113. mathjunkie
October 9, 2006

From my experience, making mistakes is almost inavoidable in research. Don’t
give up, Penny!

114. Michael
October 9, 2006

Dear TruthSeeker,

why don’t you try reading this:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=470#comment-17132

You might just advance to OccasionalTruthFinder.

115. TruthSeeker
October 9, 2006

Michael,

You must be talking about the first sentence of my previous post. Well, the first
part of it refers to people such as yourself, and the second part of it refers to
people who posted rude things that subsequently prompted the Oct 8th comment
above by Peter. (That rude person has apparently stopped posting here.) I hope
that clears up your misunderstanding.

116. King Ray
October 9, 2006

Penny, never ever quit. If you never quit, you’ll be astounded at what you can
accomplish.

117. Richard
October 9, 2006

Geez, this thread was begun to discuss the NSEs and Penny’s heroic attempt at

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=470#comment-17132
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=470#comment-17132


it, and then this boring and boorish “michael” intrudes once again with his own
agenda. Sorry Peter, but I think that “michael” behaves like a pathological crank
caller, and he will never grow tired of this.

118. Daniel
October 10, 2006

Dear Penny,

Thank you for telling us the truth. I have a question
and a suggestion:
1. Where did you get wrong? How did you find it out?
2. You possibly need someone to help you to keep the mistakes (I mean the
serious ones) from you.

Best Wishes

119. Timothy Clemans
October 10, 2006

According to http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others
/SmithNavierStokes.html and http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others
/smith.html an anonymous mathematician found an error and reported it to her
in one of her published papers which her preprints “Immortal Smooth Solution of
the Three Space Dimensional Navier-Stokes System” and “Eternal Continuous
Viscosity Solutions of the Einstein Cauchy Problem” relie on. Based on the
following Smith said in this thread, “It’s going to take more than a few months,
because most math papers are reviewed VERY slowly. I wish JMAA had been
much slower.”, I believe that the paper with the flaw is one that was published in
the Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications.

Your seggestion does not make sense to me, because I do not think that
mathematician such as Smith would benfit from not having the details on any
flaws in their papers.

120. desA
October 10, 2006

Prof. Penny,

I salute you & your brave efforts. You will come back to fight another battle. I
wish you well.

I am currently researching the N-S from a physics perspective & have observed a
slow-fast phenomenon which allows a suitable decomposition of the system into
esentially 3 equation groups (eg. Reynolds decomposition).

How would your proposed solution affect such decomposition concepts? This is
one of the typical approaches used in turbulent model development – bulk +
fluctuating + closure.

http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others/SmithNavierStokes.html
http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others/SmithNavierStokes.html
http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others/SmithNavierStokes.html
http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others/SmithNavierStokes.html
http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others/smith.html
http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others/smith.html
http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others/smith.html
http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/sormani/others/smith.html


Thank you & best of success…

desA

121. anonymous expert
October 10, 2006

“Heroic attempt.”

Isn’t this a bit of an overstatement?

I don’t blame Penny for trying unsuccessfully to obtain global
solutions to NSE and other nonlinear equations. I don’t even blame
her for deluding herself into thinking she had done it.

But the sycophancy of this thread is starting to grate. The reason anonymous
experts said early on that the proof did not look
plausible without knowing the exact line in which the error was
is that the proof did not seem to be based on any propert of NSE or
overcoming any of the known difficulties.

Everyday, there are experts with a deep knowledge of NSE looking
for ways of making incremental progress against those difficulties.
The reason they aren’t making bold announcements isn’t that they
are further away from a solution than Penny Smith. It is that they
better understand the field. Let us not forget their brave attempts
while commending the attempt by Smith.

AE

122. desA
October 10, 2006

“anonymous expert”, you are very cruel & unkind.

desA

123. MathPhys
October 10, 2006

No, I don’t think AE is “very cruel and unkind”. I think he’s honest and fair. After
all, this is science.

124. Chris Oakley
October 10, 2006

The support here is helping me heal through!

Good … but think how much people would have hated you if you had been right.

125. Testy
October 10, 2006



I was wondering if Navier Stokes had any relationship to Quantum Gravity?

126. Andreas
October 10, 2006

Testy:

Navier Stokes (NS) describes momentum conservation in the classical limit of a
quantum field theory (the diffusion coefficient in NS is a remainder of this
quantum heritage); and quantum field theory is likely to be a low energy limit of
quantum gravity. voila!

127. Andreas
October 10, 2006

…and because of this connection it wouldn’t suprise me if turbulence itself is a
phenomenon grounded in the quantum realm.

128. Deane
October 10, 2006

To do good research, you must have the utmost respect for those who have also
tried to atack the same questions. And you must also have the utmost respect for
those who will study at your work.

While you’re doing your research, you don’t have to know what others have done
or what ideas they have tried. Usually, it’s better to know, but sometimes it’s
good not to.

But the respect for others is critical after you think you have done something. At
that point, you have to ask yourself, “why have I succeeded when others have
failed”, and it is absolutely critical to educate yourself and answer this question
carefully and honestly before you announce anything to the world.

Testing your work against the simplest examples (as described so well by
Feynman and suggested in the comments above) is the first thing every serious
mathematician does, and it demolishes 99% of our efforts.

And if that test passes, it is only the beginning. There is an illusion that the
responsibility for checking a proof lies in the referee of your paper. But that’s
just not true; very seldom do referees have the time to check a proof in detail.
The ultimate responsibility lies in the author of the paper. So before you submit a
paper to a journal or even arxiv.org, you have to sweat blood to find every error
in your paper and correct it.

And after you’ve done all you can, you have to enlist as much help as you can
manage to do another round of checking, because it is very difficult to find all the
errors by yourself. But the help has to come from experts in the field, so posting
your work on arxiv or putting up a web site is *not* the right way to do this.

And you do this for papers that don’t come within light-years of proving a



Millennium Problem.

Doing anything less than this wastes the extremely valuable time of those who
will study your paper.

I consider both Penny and Christine friends, but I have to say that I think they
both got a little too excited by the signficance of the problem and strayed from
the fundamental rules of doing research just when they needed them the most.
Normally, the consequences of this error are small, but, coming right after
Perelman’s proof, everything got blown out of proportion. I wish Penny the best
and hope that everyone involved will proceed with a little more caution and level-
headedness in the future.

129. Aaron F.
October 10, 2006

Prof. Smith — Just wanted to put in my hopes that this will get cleared up. I’ve
never been very interested in fluid dynamics or differential equations, but the
news about your paper was, and still is, very exciting for me. I’m sure something
good will come of this whether or not Navier-Stokes is solved, but in the
meantime, I’m hoping for the best. I know we can all think of at least one famous
result that had to be retracted and repaired before it was accepted.  Good
luck!

130. ksh95
October 10, 2006

Dear Michael,

A good way to determine if some one is speaking nonsense is to take n -> infinity.
If, after we take an argument to the extreme, we find nonsense. We have to
conclude that, in the absense of some critical point, the whole argument is
nonsense.

***********
A pogo-stick theorist decides that the best way for a human to visit mars is to
hold ones breath, get on a pogo-stick, and jump as high as one can.

The naysayer says, “that’s crap, human lung capacity is to small and it’s
impossible to generate enough energy to bounce all the way to mars on a pogo-
stick. Everybody look at me and give me attention. I want to be famous.

The pogo-stick theorist replys, “screw you, you don’t have a better idea and
you are clearly seeking fame. Therefore, you can’t criticize my idea“………

I leave as an exercise for the reader to find the nonsense.

131. ksh95
October 10, 2006

BTW, Peter’s opinion is clearly an opinion. I could be correct or incorrect, but it



is not illogical.

132. Anonymous
October 10, 2006

one year ago Peter posted about a big theoretical claim in cosmology: No
Cosmological Constant?. In a comment Sean told that the claim seemed
suspicious. Indeed, it turned out to be wrong for that reason. The wrong paper
still is on arXiv.

Deane: I see something to be blamed here, not in the paper that Penny has
promptly widthdrawn.

133. One Comment
October 10, 2006

At least one Fields medalist first announced a false solution to the conjecture he
later became famous for solving, then a serious flaw was found, and a year or so
later he solved the problem in spectacular and career-making fashion. The jury is
still out on Prof. Smith’s work and failing to solve a big problem is no big deal.

See also Alain Connes remarks in one of his papers on Riemann Hypothesis. As a
young student, he got advice that by publically attempting a famous problem one
risks embarrassment. Connes then writes, that as he got older, he realized that
the opposite approach, avoiding the embarrassment by not trying the hard
problems, was equally self-defeating.

134. SteveM
October 10, 2006

The Navier-Stokes equations won’t give up their secrets without a fight, but
people putting a lot of hard work into honestly trying to solve these very diffciult
problems deserve a round of applause even if the work is found to be flawed.
However, important new ideas often emerge in an incomplete or flawed form
and, like anything worthwhile with big payoffs, it takes a lot of effort and pain to
get there. The millenium problems also attract a lot of attention and a lot of
media attention though and this can be detrimental. But I hope Penny gets back
to work on the problem with renewed determination.

My own encounter with Navier-Stokes was in the 90s when I began a Phd on
“Turbulence in Blood”, which was to be a detailed piece of applied
math/mathematical biology. Unlike the “simple” problem of turbulence in water,
the density and viscosity are variable and determined by the fractional violume
of red cells in suspension–which are essentially deformable bi-concave discoids–
and by the blood proteins and clotting factors/thrombin and their chemistry, or
what state they are in. Blood tends to be remarkably laminar until it encounters
an inhomogeneity like a clot and so on. I gave up after about 3-4 weeks and was
allowed to switch to something infinitely more tractable!! (Maybe it could be
simulated on a supercomputer, or has been). My knowledge of hydrodynamics is
mostly in statistical hydrodynamics so I have interpreted turbulence as a
stochastic process or stochastic flow with dissipation. (Does anyone know how

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=169#
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=169#
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=169#
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=169#


this or the well-known Kolmogorov 5/3 law fits into this millenium problem?).
Anyway Navier-Stokes=damn hard. I would like to learn more though about what
people like Penny are doing in this field. More knowledge of the N-S equations
would be useful in applied science, engineering and biology.

Someone said: “does anyone know how Navier-Stokes are related to quantum
gravity”. Both the Navier Stokes and Einstein equations could be interpreted as
nonlinear, large-scale continuum approximations to deeper underlying
miscrocopic descriptions. The N-S equations are continuum approximations
describing the dynamics of a fluid which is really a statistical mechanical
ensemble at shorter distances. The Knudsen number for example is K=L_{m}/L,
where L_{m}=molecular mean free path and L=distance scale of interest. When
L_{m} > L_{p}. This is very much like the Knudsen number of a fluid. The idea
is that quantum gravity (maybe string theory) will take over before things get too
“turbulent” as we approach the Planck scale or strong coupling regime. (I
believe Briane Green had some computer graphics demonstrated something like
this in his nova series). There is a lot of talk of “emergent spacetime” and
“emergent gravity” bandied about but the comparison with the N-S equations
could be useful here since they are clearly “emergent” too. In this sense I have
never thought it made any sense to take the nonlinear Einstein equations as a
starting point (as in LQG) and “quantize” them–the Einstein equations/GR should
arise naturally in quantum gravity as a large-scale or continuum limit of the
theory with no apriori assumptions of what the classical gravitational theory is
like. At any rate, both the N-S and Einstein equations are among the most
fascinating and difficult in mathematical physics, with the fun coming from the
nonlinearity and the possibilities of blowups and singularities.

135. Deane
October 10, 2006

I am certainly not advising people not to try to attack the big unsolved problems.
I think everyone should! It’s a lot more fun than nibbling around the edges of a
subject. What I am advising is that before you announce a solution, make sure
you know where the critical issues are and understand why your approach deals
with them properly (what is it that you know that no one else did?).

Penny’s effort (a proof of the Navier-Stokes problem with a one month effort
without ever having attacked the problem seriously before) cannot be seriously
compared to Andrew Wiles’ (a seven year effort, which probably included at least
3 man-years of checking his own work and which followed many more years of
work torwards his proof).

To believe so easily that the Navier-Stokes equation can be solved with such little
effort is, frankly, a huge insult to many top mathematicians who have sweated
blood to prove much less, including but not limited to Fields Medalists such as
Jean Bourgain and Terence Tao.

Unfortunately, there is a prevalent misconception that doing mathematics
involves thinking up lots of ideas until the right one pops into one’s head. The
top mathematicians are certainly usually brilliant, but they also devote day and



night to uncountably many failed calculations and proofs before they stumble
onto anything worthwhile. I would even go as far to say that many if not all top
mathematicians are at the top not because they are smarter than everyone else
but they are fearless and relentless in their work. In other words, they succeed
not because they know a good idea when they see it but because they have
simply tried to work out the details of a hundred times more different
calculations and proofs than anyone else.

Neither Penny nor Christine should have dismissed Penny’s proof out of hand; it
was certainl possible that the right idea had somehow popped into Penny’s head.
But the relative ease with which she obtained the “proof” should have been a
clear signal for proceeding with extreme caution and skepticism. It should also
have been a clear signal to everyone reading about their announcements for
extreme caution and skepticism (it certainly was for me).

Caution and skepticism are not the same thing as dismissal. You can be
extremely cautious and skeptical and yet hopeful at the same time. But those of
us who have made serious attempts to attack difficult questions in mathematics
know all too well how often our brilliant and ingenious solutions turn out to be
mud. But sometimes it turns out to be gold, and the feeling you get when it does
is like nothing else in the world.

136. geometer
October 10, 2006

I second what Deane has said. In fact a few days ago I showed Penny’s proof to
our local NS-expert and within 5 minutes he found the same difficulty with the
proof that was later pointed out in this blog by Euler. Here is the rule I follow:
before making any significant work public, I show the stuff a trusted expert, and
if things go wrong, it just passes as a silly question…

137. SteveM
October 10, 2006

Part of my post (3rd paragraph) seems to have gotton mangled/lost when I
pressed submit.

138. SteveM
October 10, 2006

Here it is again in case anyone is remotely interested:)

Someone said: “does anyone know how Navier-Stokes are related to quantum
gravity”. Both the Navier Stokes and Einstein equations could be interpreted as
nonlinear, large-scale continuum approximations to deeper underlying
microscopic descriptions. The N-S equations are continuum approximations
describing the dynamics of a fluid, which is really a statistical mechanical
ensemble at shorter distances. The Knudsen number for example is K=Lm/L,
where Lm=molecular mean free path and L=distance scale of interest. When Lm
is much less than L then the continuum approximation provided by the N-S
equations holds, and so these equations (and similarly the equations of



continuum mechanics) can be studied without worrying about the underlying
molecular physics. When L is of the order of Lm, or L is less than Lm then you
are in the realm of statistical mechanics.

Similary, the nonlinear hyperbolic Einstein vacuum equations ought to be a
continuum or infrarad limit or consequence of a deeper microscopic description
of spacetime structure. Of course, the Einstein-Hilbert action, coupled to
additional fields, emerges as the long wavelength or low-energy effective field
theory limit of string theory. (Regardless of what people here might think of
string theory this remains a very interesting result). Also, the old idea of
spacetime foam, which is a kind of “turbulence” occurs when Lp/ L is of the
order of unity, where Lp is the Planck scale, and classical general relativity is
recovered when L is much greater Lp. This is somewhat like the Knudsen
number of a fluid. The idea is that a quantum gravity (maybe string theory)
should take over before things get too “turbulent” as we approach the Planck
scale or strong coupling regime. (I believe Briane Green had some computer
graphics demonstrated something like this in his nova series).

There is a lot of talk of “emergent spacetime” and “emergent gravity” bandied
about but the comparison with the N-S equations could be useful here since they
are clearly “emergent” too. In this sense I have never thought it made any sense
to take the nonlinear Einstein equations as a starting point (as in LQG) and
“quantize” them–the Einstein equations/GR should arise naturally in quantum
gravity as a large-scale or continuum limit of the theory with no apriori
assumptions of what the classical gravitational theory is like. At any rate, both
the N-S and Einstein equations are among the most fascinating and difficult in
mathematical physics, with the fun coming from the nonlinearity and the
possibilities of blowups and singularities.

139. Christine
October 10, 2006

If I understand this correctly, it seems that my name is being cited here because
of my words of support to Penny Smith. I would like to mention that these words
of support do not mean at all that I agree with her submition procedure to the
arXiv. In fact, one can clearly notice from the records that I only post to the arXiv
after my paper is accepted by a refereed journal. And it is clear that the
responsability of the results published is of the authors. That is my procedure,
and one can also verify that I am the first (or only) author in all my papers so far,
so I am quite aware of the responsability envolved.

I do not wish to judge Penny Smith or anyone else’s scientific posture here. But
as a scientist colleague, I understand her genuine efforts, and having recognised
a mistake in a moment when all attention was over her was a very difficult
situation. That is why I have given her my words of support and they stand.

Best wishes,
Christine

140. Christine



October 10, 2006

Deane Says:
I consider both Penny and Christine friends, but I have to say that I think they
both got a little too excited by the signficance of the problem and strayed from
the fundamental rules of doing research just when they needed them the most.

As I read this again, it continues to be very strange. I have nothing to do with the
research by Penny Smith. How can someone judge that I have “strayed from the
fundamental rules of doing research”? Based on my words of support to Penny
Smith?? What does it mean to consider “friends”??

Christine

141. Deane
October 10, 2006

Christine,

I don’t claim to have judged the situation correctly, but it does appear to me that
you went to considerable effort to promote Penny’s work without the caution and
skepticism that I think should have been warranted under the circumstances. I
think your efforts to help Penny were well-intentioned but misguided.

Regards,
Deane

142. Christine
October 10, 2006

OK, after reading again Woit’s initial post, I can only conclude that Deane
confused Christina Sormani with me, Christine Dantas. Well, at least I hope so.

Christine

143. Deane
October 10, 2006

Christine ,

Oops! I do mean Christina Sormani and not you! I should check names as
carefully as I check my proofs! I am very sorry!

Deane

144. Christine
October 10, 2006

Dear Deane,

That is all right.



Christine

145. ttt
October 11, 2006

I was wondering if Penny was interested in writing a textbook?
You seemed to have garnered alot of genuine interest in your work!

I would be interest in buying that book!

146. csrster
October 11, 2006

SteveM re: Kolomogorov: I would think the answer is “not at all” in the sense
that the challenge is to prove that solutions to NSE remain finite precisely on the
smallest, dissipative, scales where Kolmogorov breaks down.

Of course we computational fluid dynamicists all know the result, but we’d still
like to see a proof 

147. oub
October 11, 2006

Hello,

The paper is withdrawn, but can somebody point out to me the
*regularity* of the solutions, as stated in her original work?
Are they supposed to be classical solutions?

Thanks

148. MathPhys
October 11, 2006

I just looked up Sormani’s web site, and there is a statement there that reads

“Regretably the journal referee did not catch the error or Smith would have
corrected it before publication, either restating the result or rewriting the
theorem.

If the restatement wasn’t strong enough to obtain the immortal smooth solution
to the Navier Stokes, she never would have made a claim to have found one.

It is possible it was a very subtle error that could only be picked up due to the
combined efforts of all the mathematicians who looked at Smith’s work”.

So it’s the fault of the referee and/or all the mathematicians who read the paper.
I didn’t know that!!!

149. MathPhys
October 11, 2006



Seriously, Smith had an idea, and it turned out to be wrong. No big deal, we all
make mistake. Just don’t blame the poor referee.

150. penny smith
October 11, 2006

It was indeed a VERY subtle error. And, I can mostly fix the paper
(except for Navier StoKES) if people would stop beating me up for makeing a
subtle error. It is not as if I have been dishonest.

Moreover to answer some people nasty comments. I have been working on
nonlinear PDE my whole 30 year working career–and have scored big sucesses.
My first paper solved a major problem in compressible gas dynamics including
three dimensions. My second Paper gave a smooth family of transonic flows in a
plane exterior problem disproving
a famous and incorrect theorem.
I didn’t get to Institute for Advanced Study by being a moron,
even if today I do feel like a moron.

Second, not everyone has experts on tap to check their work on NS.
I submitted to a preprint file, and was glad that an error was found.

I am not dishonest. I am not arrogant. I do not seek publicity.
I just try to do math the best I can, and have endured considerable sacrifices to
do that.

I have some big successes. I now have some failures. Please don’t beat the shit
out of me. Ok?

Moreover, working on hard problems makes errors more likely.
Newton, Gauss, Poincare, Einstein, Hilbert all have published false
theorems. Were they morons?
It’s hard enough as it is.

151. MathPhys
October 11, 2006

Penny,

No one says you were dishonest or arrogant. But when Christina Sormani implies
that it’s basically the referee’s fault, I find that that’s unfair on her part.

152. jeremy
October 11, 2006

I don’t know how many of us have gone through all Penny’s relevant papers, but
suddenly some of us decided to give advices to Penny on how to conduct her
research. I don’t know if that is necessary. Every researcher has his/her own
style of doing research, hardly anyone can claim one is better than the other.
Remember Perelman, if he has waited for the expert’s opinion, he would never
have waited who knows how many more years to post his papers on arXiv.



Penny made a mistake in her research. We all make mistakes in our researches,
mistakes that sometimes were also pointed out by others. If she decides to admit
the mistake, which she did, and move on, I believe that all everybody else needs
to do is to show respect.

153. Deane
October 11, 2006

I agree that Penny made an honest mistake and should be given a break here.

But I’d also appreciate a little more appreciation of how difficult it is to prove
these big theorems. And, again, difficult in the sense of grueling labor over a
long period of time and not in the sense of being brilliant.

For instance, someone has now cited Perelman as someone who doesn’t do what
I described. Well, besides the fact that Perelman is a pretty unique singularity
that no one should try to emulate, Perelman did in fact do at least some of what I
advised. He worked on the Poincare conjecture for approximately seven years.
Again, I do not know but am confident that nearly half that time was devoted to
checking his work. (why do I think that? Because whenever I’ve proved a new
theorem, by the time I’m finished, 90% of my time was spent on checking my
work. I’m assuming Perelman is much better at it than I am). Finally, he *did*
send emails to other experts consulting them and asking them questions. I
concede that he didn’t actually show them his proof, but he did try to verify
critical points in his proof with experts. Hamilton did not respond to Perelman,
but others did.

No one should have the illusion that Perelman wrote those short sketchy papers
without spending years (yes, years!) verifying the details that underly those
papers. I am willing to bet that thousands of pages of calculations and proofs
were written down by Perelman before he wrote those papers. And that’s not
counting all the calculations and proofs that didn’t work out.

I think we mathematicians have been all too successful in hiding the fact that
doing mathematics is 99.9% grueling labor and approximately 0.1% brilliant
ideas (I hope I got the math right).

154. penny smith
October 11, 2006

Guess what people.
Now that my head has cleared.
The JMAA paper on PERRON is CORRECT!
The counterexamples were for nondiagonal systems, and that paper was for
diagonal systems.

I was worried about I theorem of Ladyzenskya that I used, but it wasn’t even
necessary.

Several experts wrote saying they couldn’t find an error in that paper.



I OWE THE REFEREE AND THE JOURNAL A DEEP AND ABJECT
APOLOGY!!!!!!!!

IF HE/SHE IS READING THIS, ALL THAT I CAN IS THAT I WAS TERRIBLY
DEPRESSED AND HURT AND I OWE THEM AN APOLOGY
AND ANY FAVOR THAT THEY WANT.

The error was in the use of unpublished theorem 4 of the Einstein Paper. That
theorem had a very subtle error in the infinite time
comparison. I have extended it to show that the time of comparison depends ( for
the experts) on the C^{1} norms of L(
sub super solution).

155. Christina Sormani
October 11, 2006

I wrote:

“Regretably the journal referee did not catch the error or Smith would have
corrected it before publication, either restating the result or rewriting the
theorem. If the restatement wasn’t strong enough to obtain the immortal smooth
solution to the Navier Stokes, she never would have made a claim to have found
one. It is possible it was a very subtle error that could only be picked up due to
the combined efforts of all the mathematicians who looked at Smith’s work.”

I do not see this as blaming the referee.

On another note: the writer of the poem above doesn’t even know undergraduate
ordinary differential equations if he doesn’t understand how one takes a second
order equation and turns it into a first order system.

156. penny smith
October 11, 2006

Deane, I also spend thousands of hours doing calculations, just like you and just
like everyone who does math research. That “month” alluded to by Nature was
based on a misquote by me. I said:”
I have spent years ( in fact about ten years) on these hyperbolic
papers and about a month on NS” –( most of which was checking NS, by the
way!).
I posted on A PREPRINT FILE to get possible priority. I didn’t claim a
theorem that was unpublished.

What exactly is your beef with me?

157. penny smith
October 11, 2006

And since when, DEANE, did I claim to be brillant?
What is your need to beat me up?
Penny



158. woit
October 11, 2006

Please, everyone. Stick to discussing math here, not who to blame about what. I
can’t even figure out how to moderate this if people start doing things like
writing verse that may or may not contain personal criticisms. Enough already.

159. Deane
October 11, 2006

My only point is that it is highly unlikely that anyone can come up with a solution
for the Navier-Stokes problem, write it up, and check it properly in less than a
year, never mind a month. My guess is that I couldn’t do it if the proof were
dictated to me.

I’m willing to forgive you for your haste, since, as you say, you wanted priority
and probably got a little overexcited. But I am dismayed by how many people
without seeing your paper appeared to be so willing to believe that this was a
reasonable scenario. One of your friends or colleagues should have grabbed you
and said, “Penny, wait! Let’s go slow and careful on this.”

I was not trying to beat you up. I was trying to beat everybody else up. I’m sorry
that my aim was so poor.

160. Daniel Grumiller
October 11, 2006

Penny: Honestly, I don’t think Deane is beating you up. We all love you for your
attempt (there you go – consider how many people would have hated you if you
had succeeded…), but the issues Deane mentioned ring true.

161. TruthSeeker
October 11, 2006

Penny,

As an impartial observer reading his comments here, I, too, did not get the
impression that Deane was beating you up. His (constructive) criticism was
apparently based on the fact that he mistakenly thought you had worked on the
problem for only one month. If there’s anyone to blame, it would have to be the
journalist (again?) who misunderstood or misquoted you for whatever reason. I
hope you will focus your energy on math again and not give up on your passions.
The journey of discovery could be just as exciting as the discovery itself. It all
depends on your perspective.

162. penny smith
October 11, 2006

Dear Truethseeker,
I love doing math. I just hope people are still willing to read, referee and publish
my papers.Thanks.



As the example of Yau shows beware of journalists.
Even well intentioned ones like mine. She just missed a point in what I said. All
humans make errors–Journalists included–and the MOST important
thing in life is not intellect but kindness to others.

163. Brad Stone
October 11, 2006

Penny,

Rock on with your math self! I have been fascinated to witness this exchange,
and depressed to watch the nature of the media attention around you. I hope
that you have the oppurtunity to get away from all of this nonsense and get back
to peacefully attacking your PDE research.

As for Deanne, I simply have to say that his argument about the amount of time
you spent on NS research is without force. It saddens me to have to remind
her/him of the productivity of one summer in 1905. 3-months and 3-earth
shattering papers. Even though you were misquoted by the reporter, Penny, I find
some observers’ close-mindedness troubling.

Good luck with the corrections!

164. Benni
October 11, 2006

Dear Penny
I think the problem is not the nature article, or that it was published so fast. The
problem was, that you told the reporter the following words:

“I’m pretty confident that my result is right, or I would never have submitted it
anywhere,” says Smith. She hopes to serve as a role model for women in
mathematics. “On the other hand, I certainly want the prize,”

Dear Penny, why don’t you just have told nature:
“Sorry. This is only a preprint, which might be wrong. I posted it on Arxiv
because it maybe something but I don’t have an Navier stokes expert in my
department who I can ask. So it has to be emphasized that my paper might well
be wrong”

Perelman is a good example. He never wrote in his papers something like: “Here
I solve a millenium problem”….
Instead, in the perelman papers, everywhere is caution!

No mathematician has the right to say, “he is certainly right” when he is
attempting a millenium problem, otherwise he is likely to make a fool of himself
because in 99% the “proof” will be wrong!

165. TruthSeeker
October 11, 2006



Penny,

There is no reason why people would not want to read or referee your papers,
since you’ve already established a good reputation before all this.
Mathematicians are generally fair-minded individuals who like to see proof and
evidence in everything, rather than going by rumors or gossip. And frankly, there
hasn’t even been much of the latter going around anyway. You mentioned that
you were depressed upon discovering the mistake in your NS paper. I hope you
feel better now.

166. geometer
October 11, 2006

According to mathscinet, during 1982–2006 Penelope Smith has published 18
papers which were cited 11 times by 8 authors. Of course mathscinet does not
pick up all citations, but surely it picks up more than half. This is a decent
record, but I wish Prof. Smith were a bit more modest while talking about her
accomplishments.

BTW, Perelman so far published 17 papers cited 198 times by 111 authors (and
this of course does not include his yet unpublished work on Ricci flow).

167. Genghis Cohen
October 11, 2006

Mathscinet picks up only reviews since 1998 or so. So geometer’s statistics are
pretty irrelevant.

I don’t know why you’re all being harsh on her. So many mathematicians
announce big results that are wrong. Think Poincare Conjecture or Jacobian
Conjecture or so many others.. It’s true they spend more time and exercise more
caution than she did.. but many of the people behind the false proofs don’t admit
making mistakes easily and cause much more of a nuisance for mathematicians
than this did. This whole episode lasted what, 3 weeks, and the paper (including
its predecessors) was short. So it’s not like the whole field was ground to a halt
by this.

168. Richard
October 11, 2006

“Penny: Honestly, I don’t think Deane is beating you up.”

I disagree. There’s a lot of snide condescension in the tone of many of these
posts by some who for whatever reason do not have the confidence and
backbone to identify themselves, their own backgrounds, and their own
accomplishments and failures. Frankly, this discussion has become awfully
disgusting, despite the attempt of some to discuss math, and I’m sorry that
Penny, who I do not know at all, has been dragged through this.

169. woit
October 11, 2006



This endless discussion has become both unpleasant and tedious. No one seems
to have anything else to say about mathematics, rather they just want to
personally criticize someone or another for something or other. As a result I’m
shutting off comments here. If you’ve got something new and substantive to say
about this, e-mail me and I’ll consider turning them back on.

Richard,

Many people here are posting anonymously and you are right to point this out.
Deane is not such a person, he has often identified himself here, he’s Deane
Yang, a rather distinguished geometer, one who has worked with Penny in the
past.



Schroer’s “Samizdat”

October 6, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Bert Schroer has a new version of his paper that was discussed here earlier this year,
now with the amended title String theory and the crisis in particle physics (a
Samizdat on particle physics). He claims that the version reflects a change in
viewpoint due to his participation in this and other weblogs, and I believe he would
like the opportunity to discuss this further here. There’s also a posting about this at
the weblog of Risto Raitio.

Update: Schroer, agreeing with his critics that his paper had too many typos, has
sent me a corrected version, which is available here, for use until the arXiv version
gets updated. He also agrees that an “s” should be a “z” in Samizdat…

Update: Schroer has a new paper out, which contains a review of AQFT and a
discussion of light-front holography, with further comments on the relation to the
Maldacena conjecture.

Comments

1. Thomas Love
October 6, 2006

Peter, Thanks for the link, that is why I visit daily. As I scannned Schroer’s
article, seeing the section “The only game in Town”, this story flashed into my
mind: After the Titanic hit the iceberg, a woman was looking for her husband and
found him in the poker parlor. “What are you doing here”, she asked. He
responded “It’s the only game in town.”

Physics has hit an iceberg: string theory. Hopefully some will be smart enough to
get off before they go down with the boat.

2. TheGraduate
October 6, 2006

sam iz dat

1. a clandestine publishing system within the Soviet Union, by which forbidden
or unpublishable literature was reproduced and circulated privately.

2. a work or periodical circulated by this system.

(Thought others might also wonder what a samizdat was.).

3. LDM
October 6, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0603112v4
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0603112v4
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0603112v4
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0603112v4
http://fysix.blogspot.com/2006/10/zeitgeist-string-era.html
http://fysix.blogspot.com/2006/10/zeitgeist-string-era.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/schroer.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/schroer.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610225
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610225


It was a good read until the suggestion that only Witten is able to follow all
mathematical developments in string theory.

Von Neumann once expressed the opinion that the body of mathematics had
become so vast that he only understood maybe 50% of it. If string theory uses
“almost all areas of mathematics”, then Schroer should make a stronger
statement than he makes — and include Witten in the group who is unable to
follow all developments in string theory.

It is difficult to understand the deference to Witten.

4. MathPhys
October 6, 2006

LDM,

Have you met him?

5. Tim
October 6, 2006

The distinguished Bert Schroer must have a very strong opinion well worth
publishing if he changed his viewpoint after some random rants and raves on a
weblog.

Best,
Tim

6. Tim
October 6, 2006

Sorry guys, this is just too obvious, I can’t let it pass:

page 16. “The message from this illustration is that one theory can only be
asymptotically contained in a more fundamental one if the structures
harmonize.”

According to Bert Schroer the phrase “the structures harmonize” is not a
metaphore but terminus technicus and on top of that he made rigorous and not
metaphorous conclusions about the ST -> QFT limit based on the QFT -> QM
limit, in other words he has proven rigorously that these two limits are analogous
even though according to him ST does not even make sense.

page 17. “The fact that thousends (sic!) of publications were written about this
problem and that even the still ongoing research has not been able to come any
closer at proving/disproving this conjecture is a unique mind-bending
phenomenon in the history of particle theory.”

Unique? May I suggest Bert Schroer to substitute “the existence of QCD as a
non-perturbatively defined QFT with a mass gap” in place of “this conjecture”?
Please don’t respond with the experimental relevance of QCD as opposed to
AdS/CFT since clearly the AQFT crowd can not possibly be further from



experiments than it actually is.

I guess I’ll read on just for the fun of it but quit reporting the most hillarious
parts here, there will probably be just way to much.

Best,
Tim

7. Tim
October 6, 2006

I promise this is the last comment, the only reason I add it is because of a
genuine desire to aid Bert Schroer in his future publications: please, please, get
a spell checker installed on your computer.

Best,
Tim

8. Thomas Love
October 6, 2006

Tim Said:

“The distinguished Bert Schroer must have a very strong opinion well worth
publishing if he changed his viewpoint after some random rants and raves on a
weblog.”

The ability to change one’s mind when confronted with new evidence is called
the scientific mindset. People who will not change their minds when confronted
with new evidence are called fundamentalists.

The comments here are, for the most part well reasoned arguments. Except for
the quotes from “he who must not be named”.

9. Bert Schroer
October 6, 2006

I suggest to read the text in a more careful manner.
The analogy with QFT—QM is taken as a warning because in d=1+2 in the
presence of braid group statistics there is no QM in the nonrelativistic limit; the
maintenance of the spin&statistics theorem prevents the emergence of QM!!
This is an illustration of a structural disharmony. I am only rejecting scale sliding
arguments if they are unaccompanied by a prior structural conceptional
reasoning .
The comparision with the state of QCD is misleading because QCD is not in an
epsilon environment of a rigorous theorem but the M-conjecture is!!
Fortunately these misunderstandings have nothing to do with misspellings.
My greatest change of mind is the way I now view the Harvard professor Lubos
Motl

10. MathPhys



October 6, 2006

Can someone please summarize to me what Schroer new point of view is? I find
it difficult to see the point in 49 pages of polemic.

11. H. K.
October 6, 2006

I found the “(possibly infinite) Russian matryoshka” metaphor interesting.

12. Stefan
October 7, 2006

Peter,

All this time you were searching for an alternative [to string theory] to work on:
why not AQFT?

Stefan

13. Tim
October 7, 2006

After carefully reading the manuscript I concluded that Bert Schroer
simultaneously thinks the following about the AdS/CFT correspondence:

1. it does not make any sense
2. it is a conjecture to be proven or disproven
3. it is trivial, its rigorous form was known for a long time
4. it was recently proven rigorously
5. no more papers should be written about it
6. not enough papers are written about its rigorous proof

Did I miss something?

Best,
Tim

14. Egbert
October 7, 2006

It is a thought-provoking article, but it can really be separated into an
examination of string theory and its situation and an advocacy of the axiomatic
approach instead.

I think the identification of the prevalence of metaphors is the most important
and relevant point at the moment, though. Metaphors can play their role in
communicating proofs, but they are not in themselves valid proofs of anything. If
one has the correct metaphors, however, one can know the procedures that one
should perform, without understanding why you are doing those procedures.

So if you are a “shut-up and calculate” type, who say that you understand once



you knows what to do, then metaphors will be good enough for you, provided
they get the message across. On the other hand if you demand that you can say
“X literally has the relation Y to Z” before you agree that you understand, then
metaphors will never be enough for you.

And if somebody who only knows the metaphors and knows how to do what is
expected of him has to teach an enquiring young student, then the young student
will be told what is expected of him and given some metaphors to help explain
what is expected of him. The student will then have three choices.

He can accept that he is now in a society where “understanding” means being
able to execute the procedures and recount the metaphors, and that he will
never have any deeper understanding than this.

He can pester his teacher to explain in a satisfactory way why he is supposed to
do these computations, without using metaphors. This will irritate the teacher
because the teacher himself has abandoned any attempt to understand in a non-
metaphorical way, and the teacher will be ashamed of this and will react
aggressively to the student to cover his shame, putting the blame for the
confusion on the student’s lack of intelligence.

Or he can say that the arguments the string theorists give are unpersuasive.The
string theorists will point out that he is not qualified to judge, since he doesn’t
know string theory, and he can only know string theory if he’s been accepted by
the community, and he won’t be accepted by the community unless he is able to
“understand” string theory, that is, unless he finds the arguments persuasive.

15. Bert Schroer
October 7, 2006

Yes you did, I said the structural theorem which was proven is in serious
contradiction with any possible interpretation which one can attribute to the (not
precisely formulated) Maldacena conjecture. Your statement that the rigorous
proof in the two cited papers support Maldacena’s conjecture and that I claimed
that there are any proofs of it is your fancy, it has nothing to do with my essay.
You also take the word “trivial” out of context. It refers to the fact that the
rigorously proven correspondence is a change in the spacetime encoding of the
same algebraic substrate (pretty much like a change enzyms cause in the
substrate of stem-cells by enforcing different spatial differentiation).
I think that you already belong to the misdirected post-string generation which I
allude to, and as I told you already before you do not seem to be able to read a
scientific article whose content does not fit your prejudices.

16. Bert Schroer
October 7, 2006

Egbert, you really got it. And is you correctly suggest the ideas in the last section
(which partly come from AQFT) are meant to counteract the no other game claim
and are not to be considered a commercial for any other fad.

17. Egbert



October 7, 2006

The distinction that I draw is related to Lee’s distinction between the seers and
the craftsmen, or, perhaps, is the same distinction.

The seers, in my interpretation, are engaged in the task of arranging what they
know into literal statements, so that they can be regarded as being actually true.
This is important for theorizing because we can only perform logical inferences
with literal statements. Metaphors and logic don’t mix.

The craftsmen, on the other hand, can make do with the metaphors once they
know how to carry out their tasks. And they can (and do) dismiss any attempt to
seek a “deeper understanding”, beyond being able to do what’s expected of you,
as philosophical nonsense.

Seers and craftsmen are still metaphors, of course.

18. Egbert
October 7, 2006

Bert,

I see the connection now.

19. MathPhys
October 7, 2006

I must say I find Maldacena’s conjecture not only stunning, but also very deep
and beautiful. Of course nothing so deep in physics can be ‘proven’ in the
mathematical sense of a proof, but people can keep on working out examples,
and verifying it incrementally, which is what they have been doing.

I find invoking ‘the anthropic principle’ disheartening, and I find the behaviour of
a certain junior string theorist to be unacceptable. But to rope in the AdS/CFT
conjecture into that too goes a bit too far.

If we ask string theorists to be open minded about alternatives, we should
equally expect non string theorists to appreciate certain aspects of string theory.

20. Bert Schroer
October 7, 2006

MathPhys
If the incremental verification would lead to a clarification how this conjecture
has to be formulated in order to agree with the rigorous structural theorem (the
same rigor as TCP, spin&statistics, but may be of lesser physical relevance) I
would agree with you!
But I am willing to make a bet that this is not what will happen. Its too late, the
caravan (~4000 papers) has passed already and the conjecture has turned into
one of these metaphoric legendary flying dutchmen who will circle above our
heads without ever finding a landing place.



21. MathPhys
October 7, 2006

Bert,
I’m not qualified to respond to what you say in a way that would settle this
discussion, but on this very point I think most of what you say is polemic
nonsense.

22. Arun
October 7, 2006

Quote:

“A profound mathematical theorem reveals that there is even a unique
correspondence between Local Quantum Physics {QFT both Lagrangian and
non-Lagrangian} models in n+1 AdS spacetime with a n-dimensional conformal
invariant Local Quantum Physics model…{Being a structural theorem, it does
not identify the models} it only relates their LQP algebraic structures…..I have
tried all possibilities of what Maldacena could have meant and none of them
seem to be consistent with the above structural theorem.”

End quote.

I, for one, could use some help here, with a further elaboration.

23. Stefan
October 7, 2006

Bert,

Is there a freely available introduction to LQP? or do I *have* to buy Haag’s book
if I want to study it properly?

Stefan

24. Renormalized
October 7, 2006

Tim and Lubos both sign there work with “Best”. That is an unusual practice.

25. Bert Schroer
October 7, 2006

MathPhys
A better way than to make such unqualified statements would be to familiarize
yourself with the content of the references where the correspondence theorem is
proven and then to compare it with what you think is the content of Maldacena’s
theorem. This would force you to enter a new non-metaphoric and non
incremental verification state of mind in which conceptual clarity and
mathematical rigor reigns. It is not easy, and I could help you if you made a
serious attempt, but I have no cure against prejudice and community-caused
infections. Why do you use the pseudonym MathPhys?



26. Peter Woit
October 7, 2006

Renormalized,

It’s not that unusual, and I am sure that Lubos and Tim are not the same person.
I urge everyone here to avoid bringing Lubos into the discussion, or behaving in
any way like him.

27. Bert Schroer
October 7, 2006

Arun, if you study the cited papers (not mine!) and come up with some questions
I am willing to answer them. But it is futile to argue about the result of years of
subtle thinking (left on the wayside by the great caravan) on a weblog. If I read
(some) papers coming from the string community people like you (this also
includes MathPhys) should also look at references outside their main research.
Stephan: the area of LQP is a rapidly developing research subject and Haag’s
book (which is very nice to make a first brush) only covers the area up the the
end of the 80s. There is presently no up to-date book perhaps because the whole
area is in a process of rapid change. A recent not so difficult reference on the
powerful new localization concept (by which QFT sets itself apart from ST and
LQG) is http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042

28. Rae Ann
October 7, 2006

Renormalized, signing off with “best” is very common, especially on academic
blogs.

Bert S., what exactly is your goal in your attack of Lubos Motl? To embarrass and
shame him into shutting up because you disagree with his manners? Above, you
say, “I have no cure against prejudice and community-caused infections.” It looks
to me like you have become a source of “prejudice and community-caused
infections.” Your apparent change in view of Lubos is caused by what exactly?
His political and social views? The way he speaks? The people he associates
with? His ‘faith’ in his work? If he is acting as a filter of papers for others it is
because his assessments are considered valuable to them. This is how an
efficient community works, by delegating duties, so to speak.

29. Bert Schroer
October 7, 2006

Stefan don’t do this. These things are much better understood now. If you just
follow the chronological order of the articles in http://unith.desy.de/research
/aqft/
including thesis and Diploma publications you get an excellent view about the
state of the art. There is also a book by Logunov, Todorov,..in which Bogoliubov is
a co-author which is better than the original Bogoliubov-Shirkov books.
But it is very tough going, especially if you do it on your own and have nobody to
consult.

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
http://unith.desy.de/research/aqft/
http://unith.desy.de/research/aqft/
http://unith.desy.de/research/aqft/
http://unith.desy.de/research/aqft/


Best

30. Bert Schroer
October 7, 2006

Rae Ann
No my main problem is with the string community and with the chairman of the
Harvard Physics Department who tolerate the posting of death threats against
the owner of this weblog.

31. woit
October 7, 2006

I will delete any further efforts to discuss Lubos Motl here. Please do this
elsewhere if you must. It should be made clear that Bert is wrong about this, the
chairman of the Harvard Physics department is not someone who has been
willing to tolerate Lubos’s recent behavior.

32. Arun
October 7, 2006

I left professional physics more than a dozen years ago; but I will try to read the
cited papers and understand. The idea that the Maldacena
conjecture cannot be made consistent with a general structural
theorem, and yet has many, many people pursuing it is one that
commands attention.

33. Bert Schroer
October 7, 2006

I would be extremely interested to have some comments about my essay from
the Great Inquisitor.
Bert

34. Tim
October 7, 2006

Bert,

I trust you I will make an appearance in the acknowledgments of the new
preprint version for drawing your attention to the untolerable number of typos.
Please use the following formulation if possible: “[…] and also would like to
thank Talicska Tim for a careful reading of the manuscript.”

Best,
Tim

35. Egbert
October 7, 2006

Bert,



I understand the importance of the role that metaphors have played in the
patterns of thought that have led people to invest so much of their self-respect in
their “understanding” of string theory, but I think that there’s another important
factor at play.

The notion of “fundamental physics”, or of what is going on “at the fundamental
level” has played a very large part in string theory – more than any other theory
so far. On inspection, it appears to be a mythological-religious notion pervading
modern theoretical physics. I am informed, by theoretical physicists in general,
that the mathematical description of what is “happening at the fundamental
level” is actually what God sees when he looks at “the Universe”. It is supposed
to describe what truly exists, and is the cause of everything else.

This is rather far from the usual understanding of science. I think the notion of
“how the world looks to God” has had a lot of influence in the minds of a group
consisting mostly of athiests and people who profess to despise religion. It seems
to me that the reason for this is a confusion over what constitutes a cause and
what constitutes an explanation. What they want is a complete understanding,
that is, an explanation of everything, but this has become confused with the idea
of a most fundamental cause.

It may well be that a metaphor can be “understood”, but not “literally
understood”, if it contains within itself a confusion between a cause and an
explanation. But I think that this confusion must always be present in any
discussion of “fundamental physics”.

36. Daniel Grumiller
October 7, 2006

I have read Bert’s paper as part of my editorial duties and I enjoyed it a lot.
Naturally, any work of such a nature – a mostly historical paper on subjects
whose history has not ended yet – is biased by the author.

It would be interesting to press the “save” button right now, fast forward a
century or two, and compare with future historians their assessment of 20th/21st
century string theory. I really don’t know what I should expect to read, but I
imagine one of the four scenarios:

1. An experimentum crucis has been performed which convincingly provides
evidence for string theory. Bert’s paper will be a historical example of
misjudgement (because string theory was right after all).

2. An experimentum crucis has been performed which convincingly falsifies
string theory. This blog will be a historical example of misjudgement (because
string theory could be falsified after all).

3. No experiments, but an alternative has been discovered which is more
convincing than string theory. Either it will be celebrated as the successor of
string theory, from which it emerged, or as its opponent.

4. No experiments, no alternatives, string theory has become a quasi-religious



dogma.

I think we all agree that 4. ought to be avoided by all means, and this, in my
opinion, is the main point of Bert’s paper.

37. AdamBalm
October 7, 2006

I completely agree, Dan.

Best,
AdamBalm

38. Bert Schroer
October 7, 2006

Egbert,
we both seem to agree that the phenomenon we are trying to understand cannot
be solely explaine in terms of the action of some very intelligent and charismatic
individuals who succeeded to inspire or mislead (according to standpoint) a
whole community. If I understand your point correctly you attribute the present
confusion to a clash between cause and explanation and consider it as an
inevitable consequence of the quest for knowing what is going on “at the
fundamental level”. In other words the path of unraveling the fundamental truth
will end in mysticism. In a way this sounds to me like an adaptation to science of
the more sociological oriented “critical theory” of Adorno and Horkheimer
(“ënlightenment must convert into mythology”) which I refer to in section 3 of
my essay (with an interesting footnote quoting from a passage of one of
Horkheimer’s essays).
I personally think that it is more a millennium phenomenon. After the cold war
when globalized capitalism strengthened its grip on hegemony there was the
new ideology of an “end of history” and the coming of an era of peace and
happiness. The physics ideology of a theory of everything unfolded parallel to
these sociological developments in complete chronological analogy. In may essay
I argue that this is not accidental, it is rather a manifestation of the millennium
Zeitgeist. This will give the hope that after the passing of time the pendulum may
sway into another direction.

39. Egbert
October 7, 2006

I think there is more to Bert’s paper than Daniel has stated.

There is a value to attempting to seriously examine the relationship between
string theory and QFT while simultaneously considering how communities
communicate and affect one another’s perceptions and motivations. After all,
string theory is undeniably a community of people bound together by a
commitment to a specific guess, and each of them has taken a gamble, and they
communicate with each other quite a lot, and it is an interesting and valid and
very relevant and topical question to ask:



When you have a community like this, where every member of the community
has taken a gamble, and there is no way to know, for the foreseeable future, how
that gamble will turn out, and the members of the community constantly talk to
each other about the gamble that they have taken, how do they affect each
other’s perceptions of the likelihood of their position turning out to be right?

It would also be nice for each string theorist to state, for the record, that he has
never allowed the confidence of other string theorists to influence his estimate of
the probability of string theory being the One True Theory of the Universe. If
there is even a small effect whereby seeing the confidence of others in the Truth
of string theory leads to having confidence oneself in the Truth of string theory,
then this effect will be amplified through a positive-feedback loop as the
members of the community talk to each other.

So the question for the sociologists is: Do communities of people who have all
taken the same gamble always eventually convince one another that the gamble
will pay off, and that the people who share this assessment are more intelligent
than the people who don’t?

If the answer is yes, then the argument can be presented to the string theorists:
Given what we know about sociology, and given that spending one’s doctorate on
string theory is a gamble which people freely take, and given that the truth will
not be known for a long time, it is 100% certain that the string theory community
will end up declaring themselves to be sure of the truth of string theory and
declaring people who disagree with this assessment to be less intelligent than
themselves.

I think the response of the string theorists will be to say that the described
sociological effect does not occur or string theorists are immune to it (due to
their exceptional professionalism and intelligence). Are there any string theorists
who would accept that this sociological effect is real and affects them?

40. Egbert
October 7, 2006

Bert,

The millennium Zeitgeist seems to be a recurring feature of society. It would
then appear to be no coincidence that string theory is dominant more in the
United States than any other country, and that it developed here. The millennium
Zeitgeist is particularly strong here.

But the argument from the string theorists would be that the mainstream of
science (which they consider string theory part of) is not so strongly influenced
by the fads and fashions of society, and that theories of physics in particular, do
not get swept away by changes of mood accompanying world wars.

So the question is what is it that distinguishes string theory from other areas of
science by making it more vulnerable to Zeitgeists?

With regard to viewing things as superstition and mythology, my grandparents



would talk about people (in my family and my neighborhood) as being posessed
by spirits, and I have talked to them about it and understand what they mean. A
“spirit” is something like an attitude, so that a person is said to have the “spirit
of charity” if they are charitable and is said to be in “high spirits” when they are
happy. A man is said to be “possessed by a spirit” when he has gotten some idea
into his head and he has adopted some attitude and behavior. The idea of a spirit
may even be a folk recognition of the concept of a meme, recently introduced to
the world of scientists by Richard Dawkins and widely celebrated as a great
insight.

But the traditional scientific rejection of mythology has tagged the idea of
possession by spirits as completely insane gibberish. I think that string theorists
may view Zeitgeists in much the same way. As my grandparents would say,
they’re posessed by spirits.

41. ZZZ
October 8, 2006

Tim said:

… drawing your attention to the untolerable number of typos …

Tim, it’s no biggie to make a few mistakes when using big words. The correct
English word here is “intolerable”. Try to build a tolerance for typos.

Best,

ZZZ

42. Egbert
October 8, 2006

Thinking more about Zeitgeists, I think you may be right. It’s not a question of
being vulnerable to them, but the attitude of the population at large was
unusually suitable for the emergence of string theory. It certainly seemed as
though there was a role which the entertainment industry needed filled and
string theory auditioned and got the part.

So if I understand you then, the Zeitgeist causes confusion for the individual
string theorist because it provides confidence that humans in general have
basically figured everything out, and the string theorist translates this into
confidence that the leaders of the string theory community know what they are
doing, even though he is not able to find satisfactory proofs that this is the case,
but must rely largely on trust, or metaphors.

43. amanda
October 8, 2006

If BS wants people to turn from string theory to AQFT, he will have to find a way
of presenting the latter that does not make it look very, very, *very* boring.



44. Bert Schroer
October 8, 2006

amanda,
In an ealier comment to Egbert I stated that this is not my intention. Anything
which tries to compete with ST will sooner or later inherit all those aspects
which I criticize in my essay. The strength of AQFT is its secrete charm, it is only
accessible to people who are willing to make a series effort. It is our most
precious post millennium investment and it is still in the process of growth and
should not be thrown onto the market. That you find it boring confirms that I did
not sex it up.

45. Tim
October 8, 2006

ZZZ,

Thank God I didn’t write that down in a paper only in a weblog! The reason for
that is simply that I run papers through a spell checker which is the thing I
suggested to Bert Schroer as well. Everybody makes typos after all but nobody
can stop you from installing a spell checker 

And since according to Peter Woit Bert Schroer corrected his typos as a result of
my suggestion I truly believe I have a reserved seat in his acknowledgments.
Otherwise I must be lead to think that he similarly neglects other sources from
where he is drawing inspiration while writing a paper.

Best,
Tim

46. Thomas Larsson
October 8, 2006

we should equally expect non string theorists to appreciate certain aspects of
string theory.

Some of the work done by string theorists is certainly being appreciated – Peter
obviously admires Witten’s work in mathematics, and the success of CFT in 2D
statphys has largely formed my own worldview; my research circle around
generalizations of algebraic structures from CFT to higher dimensions.

However, being on the receiving end of 20 years of unchallenged pro-string
propaganda is a formative experience. It is possible that AdS/CFT is an
physically important development, but since every claim in the past about string
theory’s relevance to the real world has been a vast exaggeration at best, I
would instinctively assume the same about AdS/CFT.

Especially since both sides in the duality seem unphysical. AdS/CFT relates a
string theory in AdS space, with negative cc, to an N=4 supersymmetric gauge
theory. Last time I checked, neither a negative cc nor N=4 susy were particularly
good descriptions of reality. I do find quite disturbing is when string theory



partisans like Sean Carroll claim that there is overwhelming evidence for
gauge/gravity duality, but don’t mention that both the gauge and the gravity side
are unphysical.

47. Bert Schroer
October 8, 2006

Tim, here you have your way:
I am particularly thankful to Talicska Tim (or whoever hides behind this name)
for suggesting the use of a spellcheck to improve my essay on string theory and
the crisis in particle physics.
You can print it out and stick it onto your office-wall. If you surface mail me a
printout to my Rio address, I will hand-sign it and send it back.
But now you owe me an acknowledgement. If your misrepresentation of the
content of my essay on one of your previous blogs (especially the issue of
M-conjecture) was not intentional then you thank me for correcting your
misunderstanding.

48. TheGraduate
October 8, 2006

Thomas Larsson:

You said “It is possible that AdS/CFT is an physically important development”.

I don’t know very much about the mathematics of this but AdS/CFT is a
conjecture not a theorem right?

49. Egbert
October 8, 2006

Media mention of string theory alert

50. Bert Schroer
October 8, 2006

Dear Thomas Larsson,
although I agree with the content of your statements, I want to stress that my
criticism of the Maldacena affair is not based on some physical gut-feelings but
on the use of rigorous mathematics guided by a physical conceptual frame (i.e.
not that amok-running mathematics which combines well with the physics
metaphors). The issue of physical relevance of this superoverhyped issue was not
the main issue. Actually if you read my essay careful you will realize that it is not
that superoverhyped aspects in itself which deeply worries me but rather the
fact that there exists a structural theorem on AdS—CFT which the caravan did
not bother to address.

51. elan
October 8, 2006

I don’t believe that an enemy of my enemy is necessarily my friend. Not even if

http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/10/03/the-trouble-with-physics/#comment-122967
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/10/03/the-trouble-with-physics/#comment-122967
http://observer.guardian.co.uk/uk_news/story/0,,1890340,00.html
http://observer.guardian.co.uk/uk_news/story/0,,1890340,00.html


his essay is free of typos. Bert Schroer is notorious for bizarre behavior at
research seminars, conferences and other public occasions, not unlike this
forum’s favorite Harvard faculty member. His science (algebraic field theory)
suffers from the same ailments as string theory and, in addition, nobody cares
about it. His fascination with Pascual Jordan, a discredited Nazi physicist, who
(after his “rehabilitation”) pushed for remilitarization of Germany and
questioned postwar borders in Europe is truly puzzling: it is like emphasizing
that Hitler was really a decent painter…

52. Bert Schroer
October 8, 2006

Yes, I find it fascinating that the protagonist of QFT (the unsung hero of QFT
according to Schweber’s historical book on QED) who was point-right on
quantum physics could be so dead-wrong in his political ideology (by the way,
differnt from Heisenberg who was the leader of the uranium club, Jordan was an
absolutely useless figure for the Nazis, that is why they banned him to Rostock).
Sorry for keeping a distance to the “good guys (we) against the bad guys (them)
or “who is not with us is against us” . I think that human nature is more complex
than that.
I have not attended any conferences for ages and I am not responsible if I appear
in the blogges fantasies.

53. TheGraduate
October 8, 2006

Bert,

Can I ask you whether AdS/CFT is a conjecture or a theorem?

54. Bert Schroer
October 8, 2006

The AdS-CFT is a rigorously established structural theorem of QFT.
The Maldecena idea that particular (beta=0 and hopefully conformally invariant)
SUYM models link up with certain strings in 5 AdS dimensions in a certain limit
N –> infinity is a conjecture which is in apparent conflict with what the
structural theorem says.
What renders the situation difficult is that even if there is a conformal invariant
SUYM CFT, the N—> infinity is an object which does not enjoy the status of a
QFT. The big question is whether people who do some approximate calculations
have the correct interpretation as the AdS correspondent of their (alleged)
conformal QFT.

55. Lolka
October 8, 2006

Dear Bert,

If the N -> infinity limit produces something that is not a QFT than how is the
rigorous methods of AQFT are in any position to judge the Maldacena



conjecture? Why don’t honest AQFT people say that “Okay, this Maldacena guy is
talking about something which is not a QFT, so we can’t say anything about it,
since we are only able to make statements about QFTs and similarly our rigorous
structural theorems don’t apply in this case, since our structural theorems only
apply to QFTs. Hence we are not in a position to judge the Maldacena conjecture
because our tools are not appropriate to this kind of problem.” ?

56. David B.
October 8, 2006

Dear Graduate:

The AdS/CFT is a conjecture with a lot of supporting evidence going for it.
Wether you cal lthe evidence overwhelming or not depends on personal opinions.
So far no one has found a “contradiction”, and the number of tests that have
beeen performed is huge.

The “structural theorem” that Bert refers to makes no mention of quantum
gravity, so it explains nothing in the AdS/CFT.

The structural theorem, as far as I understand it says: the conformal group is
SO(d,2). Therefore
the physical spectrum of the CFT is classified by unitary irreducible
representations of SO(d,2). A field theory in AdS willl have the same symmetry
group, therefore the two are equivalent. It also gives no information of the
dictionary between both sides.

I’m sure Bert can give you a more technical essay on what the theorem means
and he will very likely disagree with my assesment of those results.

If the correspondence were just that, it woud have been discovered very quickly
and people wouldn’t be working hard trying to understand it.

I think regarding the AdS/CFT, Bert is just wrong.

Sorry to spoil the anti-sting party.

Best,

David B.

57. Bert Schroer
October 8, 2006

No, the theorem is not just a relation of spacetime symmetry groups (this and the
ensuing equality of the spectrum was already known way back by Fronsdal) but
it is a correspondence between the full QFTs in all their details. It is a bit difficult
to express this in terms of standard Lagrangian QFT setting because one of the
two sides is non-Lagrangian if the other is. But there is a more general concept
of QFT (which is already in constructive use because most of the 2-dim.
factorizing models are non-Lagrangian http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0601022,
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http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0609130)
Although one side is non-Lagrangian it is still a QFT and not a ST.
So the only saving grace is that the incremental evidence for Maldacena is not
given the correct interpretation; perhaps another case demonstrating the
conceptual confusion which originates from premature terminology.

58. Bert Schroer
October 8, 2006

Lolka o.k., but isn’t the Maldacena conjecture one which is claimed to involve
CFT on one side?

59. Moshe
October 8, 2006

I don’t have the time or inclination to get into a long discussion. However, I did
find that wrong statements on the internet have a tendency to percolate to
unexpected places, most importantly to the minds of young students. Let me
then refer anybody that is interested in true statements about ads/cft (as
opposed to various polemics) to the classic review hep-th/9905111, that is a good
starting point.

60. Bert Schroer
October 8, 2006

Actually to disconnect this discussion from any attributions of values, if you say
that the incremental evidence indicates something deep and contains an
important messages, I have no counterargument. Whatever it is, it is defintely
not an illustration for a AdS-CFT correspondence about which there exists a
rigorous proof (a structural theorem on par with TCP, Spin&Statistics…). If you
distingush a conjecture called the Maldacena conjecture (even if I do not
understand its true meaning in terms of QFT concepts) from a structurally
established AdS–CFT correspondence then all my problems (and may be even
yours) are solved as far as the discussion on this weblog goes.

61. optimist
October 8, 2006

Thomas Larsson Says:

Especially since both sides in the duality seem unphysical. AdS/CFT relates a
string theory in AdS space, with negative cc, to an N=4 supersymmetric gauge
theory. Last time I checked, neither a negative cc nor N=4 susy were particularly
good descriptions of reality.

======================================

Physical reality of both sides is not the point. If at least one side is realistic then
it is OK because it can be just a tool. Now you complain that for AdS/CFT neither
side is realistic. String theorists and nuclear theorists know it and try to make
“some gravity/QCD” version. I think these approaches have given qualitatively
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satisfactory results so far. It’s not exaggeration at all.

62. Bert Schroer
October 8, 2006

I repeat, there is the maldacena conjecture about a relation between a duality
relation between a N–> infinity gauge theory and some form of 5-dim. gravity
and there is a mathematical theorem about a AdS–CFT holography (or better
correspondenc) and both have, according to our best knowledge nothing to do
with each other. From a conceptual point of view the correspondence is rather
trivial because the same substrate of matter is only changing its spacetime
encoding (for more details see may essay) and olthough the physical
interpretation changes it does not change miraculously (e.g. a spin 2 particle
must have been there already on the CFT side). If the more than 400 people who
worked on this problem would in addition to their computations have leaned
back a while and looked at the published theorem may be we would have known
by now what the Maldacena conjecture really mean conceptually. But I would
predict that nobody at this late time will do this, the right time has passed.
Certainly I would not loose time on such a physically fruitless project, but on the
other hand as mathematical physicist I find this change of spacetime encoding in
holographic projections very interesting; most interesting if the smaller
spacetime is not a brane but rather a null-surface (see my last section and the
cited literature).

63. Yatima
October 8, 2006

I don’t understand much of your learned discussion but I liked the reference to
Leibniz. And please — no smearing by convoluted association. Why should the
fact that Pascual Jordan was card-carrying NS party member be at all relevant
(except if he threw out important research avenues because they looked ‘jewish’
or something)?

An old Usenet rule went that the first mention of H*tler or He*nlein would
immediately end the discussion thread. Beware!

64. Bert Schroer
October 8, 2006

He did not. In fact the reason why despite all his ouvertures he remained a
suspicious character to the Nazis was precisely because his publications up to
1934 were overwhelmingly with jewish collaborators. But he was a Nazi and a
militarist.

65. MathPhys
October 8, 2006

Vafa and collaborators considered Maldacena-type dualities between simpler
gauge theories and string theories.

This led to Chern-Simons/topological string dualities, which can be tested in



great detail. It all works just fine. The results are so far purely mathematical, but
the inner consistency of the underlying ideas is undeniable.

66. Matti Pitkanen
October 8, 2006

Some comments to Bert Schroer about quantum holography, Chern-Simons
action, and null surfaces, or lightlike surfaces, as I have used to call them.

3-D lightlike surfaces in 4-D space-time, which itself is a surface in 8-D space-
time H=M^4xCP_2, can be seen as fundamental quantum dynamical objects in
Topological Geometrdynamics. They are identified as parton orbits. The effective
metric 2-dimensionality with ensuing super-conformal symmetries makes D=4 as
a space-time dimension unique.

The infinitesimal transformations respecting null surface property form a Kac-
Moody type algebra of conformal transformations of H localized with respect to
X^3 decomposing to representations of 1-D Kac Moody algebra.

The cones H_+/-= delta M^4_+/-xCP_2 are also crucial for the formulation of
theory and the 3-D lightlikeness of delta M^4_+/- makes possible super-
conformal symmetries of new kind based on canonical algebra of H_+/- and its
super-counterpart. General Coordinate Invariance predicts quantum holography
at level of H_+/-apart from effects implied by the failure of the complete classical
determinism of the classical theory.

The resulting theory at fundamental parton is *almost* (absolutely important
physically!) topological CFT defined by Chern-Simons action for Kaehler gauge
potential of CP_2 projected to X^3. The second quantized fermionic counterpart
of C-S action is fixed by the requirement of super-conformal symmetry. The
theory allows N=4 super-conformal symmetries of various kinds broken for
lightlike 3-surfaces which are not extremals of C-S action (have CP_2 projection
with dimension D>3). No space-time (Poincare) super-symmetries and thus no
sparticles are predicted.

Super-symmetrization of super-canonical algebra is possible for a sub-algebra of
superconformal symmetries for which Noether charges defined as 2-D integrals
over partonic 2-surface reduces to 1-D integrals as duals of closed 2-forms. The
elements of this algebra has vanishing spin and color quantum numbers and thus
leaves invariant the choice of various quantization axis. The vertices of the
theory are described by almost topological having stringy character.

Correlations between partons (propagators) involve interior dynamics
determined by a vacuum functional defined as a determinant of the Dirac
operator and assumed to reduce to an exponent of Kaehler action for absolute
extrema playing the role of Bohr orbits for particles identified as 3-surfaces: this
is quantum holography at the level of space-time surface. Interior dynamics of
space-time surface codes for non-quantum fluctuating classical observables
allowing to realize quantum measurement theory at fundamental level.

The mathematical methods of string theory can be applied to TGD and one can



see the target space of string theories as a fictive concept associated with the
vertex operator construction assigning to the Cartan algebra of Kac-Moody
algebra a target space. In TGD framework spontaneous compactification can be
seen only as an ad hoc attempt to give physical content to the theory.

For more details see my blog and homepage, in particular What’s New sections
to get view about the recent rapidly evolving situation in TGD.

With Best Regards,
Matti Pitkanen

67. Bert Schroer
October 8, 2006

MathPhys
the theorem about the AdS–CFT correspondence does not apply to topological
field theories because they lack the notion of localization which is the Faraday-
Maxwell origin of the meaning of “field”. Top. field theories strictly speaking are
not field theories, they are only called this way because Witten and other people
(who view QFT through the functional integral glasses) started to use this
metaphoric name. Intrinsically they are combinatorial theories based on tracial
algebras and this is also the name mathematicians as Vaughn Jones, Anthony
Wassermann,… as well as people in local quantum physics call them. They are so
to say the bones of a QFT after you remove the localization flesh to use a
metaphoric language. The process how this works is very rigorous but not suited
for a weblog.
David B.
I have given more details in may essay and there are 3 important references (not
to my own papers). Believe me I would not say something like this and wreck my
reputation in public if I would not be completely sure. The theorem has been
carefully checked by experts and it has (as I mentioned) the firm status of TCP or
Spin&Statistics. I am not disputing that there has been perturbative evidence for
something called the Maldacena conjecture, but the interpretation of these
calculations in terms of a model illustrating the AdS–CFT theorem (which is a
structural theorem valid for all CQT) is metaphoric, it is something else which
only a more series conceptual investigation can tell. But this is the problem of
the people who do such computation, certainly I will not loose any time on
computational details one something which I consider as unphysical as
supersymmetry (a social construct in the words of Burt Richter and I agree with
him).

68. Thomas Larsson
October 9, 2006

Optimist, I did not object AdS/CFT per se, only that people who promote it
neglect to mention that in the well-established case, both sides are unphysical.
The attitude seems to be that non-stringers should be kept blissfully ignorant
about such petty details.

69. MathPhys
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October 9, 2006

Bert,

Your entire career and that of your best friends, such Swieca, was devoted to the
study of simple 2-dimensional models.

These models are at least as far removed from ‘real’ 4-dimesional quantum field
theories, as topological field theories are removed from the usual ones.

However, no one stopped you. You did what you could do, and what you wanted
to do, and you learnt something from that.

Your critique of Vafa et al is not only irrelevant, but also unfair.

70. Bert Schroer
October 9, 2006

elan
Thinking about when I ever have gotten into an public argument with somebody
at a conference, I could only recall one incident at a conference at Lake Tahoe at
the begiining of the 90s when there was some brawl with Peter Goddard, the
present director of the Princeton IAS. Although he may still hate me for that, I
cannot image that he would compare mediocre paintings with Jordan’s creation
of QFT and hide behind a pseudonym which is reserved for graduate students
and non-tenured colleagues who may fear retaliation as a result of speaking their
mind. This would be so absurdly off the standard set by the great Robert
Oppenheimer (with whom I had the priviledge of personal contacts during my
one year visit of the IAI at the beginning of the 70s) that I have dismissed this
idea. And by the way my interest is not fixed on Jordan, I am interested in
general in the complexity of humans which show up if a genius scientist outside
his area of competence is dead wrong e.g. by supporting the Iraq war (which
destroyed an entire country and destabilized the whole world order)
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/physics/0603095
It is fascinating because it tells us something about the complexity of our own
nature (not “them”).
MathPhys and David B.
Your attitude with respect to the Maldacena conjecture and its controversial
relation to the AdS—CFT correspondence theorem confirms the main thesis in
my essay: when big caravan’s of hundreds of people writing thousands of papers
have manufactured a fact then its all over. Nobody will return to a deep problem
where he runs the risk of not enjoying the impact increasing community support.
An individual researcher in the old-fashioned sense would never ignore such a
theorem because it would show his lack of professionality (maybe even lack of
intellectual honesty). The problem is not ST in itself as Peter and Lee often state
it but rather the stringy metaphoric way of doing particle physics. As anti-
Semitism can exist even without Jews, this new accepted metaphoric way of a
scientific discourse (and probably will) will be self-feeding without ST. I ask you
honestly, would you besides a weblog contribution really sacrifice time and make
an effort to study the theorem, its proof and its physical implications? of course
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not. Why should you, after thousands of publication it has converted into a fact.
This is only one illustration of the many conceptual craters which have been left
in the landscape of particle physics. As long as things were progressing
smoothly, there was no reason to worry about this and now it is not only difficult
to cover them in order to be on less swampy conceptual ground, but the present
system of scientific production does not support such an activity. Attempts to
point out some of the holes are considered to be not sexy (on the scale that ST
is).

71. Bert Schroer
October 9, 2006

MathPhys
Sorry, the papers with Swieca (and in part with Voelkel) do not contain minimal
models (this was done 10 years later by BPZ) but they do contain the
decomposition theory into conformal blocks (called nonlocal components of the
local field) in n-dimensions with particular emphasis on the chiral decomposition
in two dimensions. This came out from the resolution of a rather deep paradox,
the causality paradox of (global) CFT (discussed in previous work) The only
model known at that time was the massless exponential Bose field and
everything was checked in that example. If you call that unphysical that is your
privilege. Whereas ignorance can be combatted, There is simply no remedy
against (probably wanton) misrepresentation.

72. Bert Schroer
October 9, 2006

But where did I ever criticize Vafa? I said (in connection with L.B.s death threat
against the owner of this weblog) that the ST people should keep their house in
order, is this what you mean? It seems that they meanwhile tried, because the
real foul ranting has not appeared for some time. Lets see whether they had a
sustainable success.
Fortunately physics is one of the most democratic human endeavours.
MatPhys, I have wield no power, I am a retired but still curious physicist, so why
do you need the protection of a pseudonym? Be a man and have your outing!

73. David B.
October 9, 2006

Dear Bert:

I have no qualms about the results you were quoting. It’s just not a proof of the
AdS/CFT correspondence.

You want to call it algebraic holgraphy, that ‘s fine by me to.

I meant you were wrong with regards of a proof of the AdS/CFT being available.
It’s not. A proof has to contain gravity, or show that it is impossible to do that.
Neither of the papers that you quoted explains this to any level.

It is clear that you misunderstood my post and now you are attacking my



professionalism and trying to put me down with a rethorical statement. I will not
have that, nor will I respond in kind.

It is exactly this attitude in weblogs that makes it very hard to have a real
discussion. I might not be the most articulate person, and sometimes what I
write can be misinterpreted. That is a risk l take when I post in this kind of
forum.

The reason I posted in the first place is to make it clear that the AdS/CFT has not
been proved yet, and that you were wrong saying that it has been proved. That is
a misleading statement. Something elese was proved. I did not say you were
being dishonest, nor lacking in professionalism.

Even professionals can be wrong, and that happens quite often in my experience.

David Berenstein.

74. Moshe
October 9, 2006

Hey David, hope you and yours are doing well, looking forward to seeing you
soon. Just a word about your comment- as I indicated above and previously, it is
important to correct wrong statements since they spread. I am glad you did that
for that “proof of ads/cft”. On the other hand, it is probably not necessary to get
into extended discussions with people not really interested in exchange of ideas.
Hopefully sometime soon there will be more forums adequate for precisely such
exchange, hope to chat with you there.

75. Bert Schroer
October 9, 2006

Dear David, you seem to think that “algebraic” distinguishes it from “field
theoretic” but here you are (probably in a large company) misunderstanding
what this framework stands for. It has been known that pointlike fields are just
algebraic coordinatizations, so it is not a change of content of QFT but just a
conceptually very powerful way of avoiding to make a commitment to any
particular (composite) field (see Weinberg who way back also became aware of
this problem). In your work you have accepted this important step to
“intrinsicness” in differential geometry, but you obviously have no familiarity
with a more autonomous formulation of QFT which is nothing else but doing the
analogous step in QFT. This is not surprising since the new setting (without
changing a jota in the physical interpretation of QFT) has taken 2-3 generations
to come into the present shape and if one is involved in serious computational
work on incremental perfection of the Maldacena conjecture (please no cynism)
one does not have the time to immerse oneself into subtle conceptual matters, so
this is not an accusation! If you try to find the AdS correspondent of the free
massless Bose field (to which the theorem of course also applies) you will
understand exactly why one does it that way. I think in the other paper and the
lecture Rehren is more reader-friendly and indicates how this can be translated
into the setting you are more familiar with. And let me encourage you (since you
have strong computational power) to find out what the Maldacena conjecture (as



a computational support for a relation of a new object to a particular object
called the N–>infinity limit of a CFT, not itself a CFT) could conceptually mean; it
is definitly not an illustration of a AdS—CFT correspondence of QFTs (not even in
the widest sense of the use of “QFT”)!
And by the way I do not mind if you are a little rough with me (I like young
enthusiastic scientists) as long as you do not behave as L.M.

76. David B.
October 9, 2006

Dear Bert:

I will read those papers carefully.

Regarding notation: I was calling it algebraic holography to distinguish it from
gravitational holography. I was not trying to make anything else implied. I was
trying to separate the objects of the discussion to avoid confusions.

Now I’ll be signing off this discussion thread.

Best,

David B.

77. MathPhys
October 9, 2006

Bert,
The reason I use a pseudonym has nothing at all to do with this discussion which
will not get anywhere. Signing off too.
I wish you all the best.

78. Arun
October 9, 2006

David B., hope to hear of your conclusions whenever you have the time.

79. Bert Schroer
October 9, 2006

David, I understand, this time I misred you. Let me point out that the null-
surface holography is much much more interesting than that on (possibly
infinitely distant) branes. This type of holography is explained in my CQG article
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0507038
I also reworked the second part which I will send as an replacement probably
during this week. This is the case of double cone holography which is closer to
the problem of black hole entropy (with some remarks about black hole entropy
which could interest you). If you want I can send a copy to your private address,
only the reference list has still to be ordered (hope to find time soon). You
probably realized that I am a little bit of a loner in the sense that that I do not
represent a community and only occasionally collaborate with people who have a
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similar conceptual-mathematical background. My critical attitude towards string
theory is less its content and more the metaphorical way of thinking which it
(and other allegedly fundamental proposals) supports. In my essay the fact that it
did not lead to predictions is hardly mentioned.

I now understand that you had t’Hoofts vision of holography in the context of
gravity in mind; but my use of the word applies to bulk matter in Minkowski
spacetime hologaphically projected onto its causal horizon. I think it is not so
difficult to understand why this cannot be done in any Lagrangian setting
(quantities as entropy have nothing to do with a particular “field-
coordinatization). The most important result is that you get a notion of entropy
(“localization entropy”) which is consistent with the new quantum local
covariance principle (related to background independence) which the string
theoretic calculation (and also Weinberg’s vacuum polarization estimates of the
cosmological constant) is not.

80. Arun
October 9, 2006

In 2002, the two big problems were
http://www.esi-topics.com/brane/interviews/MichaelDuff.html

“What is the theory? How do we make realistic predictions?”

81. Bert Schroer
October 11, 2006

I am somewhat surprised that there was no comment on my emphasis on new
contributions (not my own!) in papers which throw considerable doubts on the
standard (ST and LQG) mantra that gravity is irreconcilable with QT. In view of
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603079
and the development over the last 5 years quoted therein, discussions like that
between Sean and Lee look obsolete (and appear a confirmation of my suspicion
in may essay that communities are a hindrance to progress).
The main point here is that ,although the emphasis on background independence
is very important (the original sin of ST), its implementation through
diffeomorphism-invariant states (as in LQG) is misleading. Rather the local
covariance principle (diffeomorphism-independence) reflects itself in an
algebraic property which (since states are dual to algebras) in terms of states is
the invariance of a whole folium of states, but not that of its individual members
(these things are explained in previous contributions of the authors). It is
precisely the operator Einstein-Hilbert equation which brings about the
background independence (it allows to make “symmetry-transformations”
around the original background see B-F) and this is independent of whether the
perturbative implementation has a finite number of parameters or not
((no)nrenormalizable). The recent perception that massless finite helicity
representations have natural string-localized fields with excellent short distance
behavior
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
generates new hope that the last word on finite versus infinite parameters has
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not yet been spoken.
A similar tendency (a return of reconciliation of gravity with QFT) is evident in
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0610018
the problem in that approach is how one can reconcile the asymptotic safety
requirement with the continued validity of background independence for short
distances (or whether one should give up b. i. for s.d.)
Finally I would like to express my wholehearted sympathy with Nakanishi’s
recent critical view on these problems
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610090
His postulate: In the ultimate theory, any concept of classical physics must
not”appear logically prior to its quantum-theoretical construction” is nothing
else than Pascual Jordan’s plea to walk (in QFT) without classical crutches which
is also the Leitmotiv of AQFT.
In fact the characterization of QFT in terms of relative modular positioning of a
finite number of copies of a “monade” in the last section of my essay (not a
metaphoric picture but a rigorous theorem!!) is a nice illustration that even the
last vestiges of classical thinking can be removed from QFT.
I do not understand his distinction between on- and off- shell supersymmetry but
I am in complete agreement with his emphasis on un-naturalness of this concept
(for me it is even too rigid for finding any beauty in it). I don’t think that SUSY
can be broken in any meaningful sense of this word (it is much too rigid for that).
Already in the most soft way of symmetry breaking (by bringing the system into
contact with a heat bath) it collapses instead of suffering a spontaneous breaking
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9812179

82. dan
October 11, 2006

Dear Peter Woit,

For your second-edition NEW (perhaps published after LHC results?)
have you considered

1- adding lots of pictures and diagrams, pictures of GUT, standard model
particles, SUSY-breaking scenarios, Feynman diagrams, Kaluza Klein etc.?
Pictures fo SM and then MSSM, picture of GUT SU(5), etc., A picture of how
large a number 10^120 (for cc) and 10^500 (for vacua) is helpful in comparison
to pictures and photos of deviations from observation QFT anomlous moment of
electron, and GR on binary neutron stars, is. pictures of Higgs, pictures of Higgs
triplets. picture of how string theory is supposed to make up the SM, and
pictures on why this scenario is probably wrong.
pictures of W Z Y bosons and how Higgs is supposed to break them. Picture of
Higgs self-energy and fine tuning.

2- have a chapter written by someone else (i.e Rovelli) on why strings fails as a
theory of quantum gravity? (with pictures of course).

3- Whether KKLT is plausible or unphysical (with pictures on what these flux
wrapping look like) along with pictures of epicycles.
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4- A chapter first on the ethical responsibilities of scientists, the need for
scientists to be skeptical, and printing colorful email and weblog responses from
string theorists (i.e lubos, jaques, and possibly others) — For the reader’s
entertainment and insight on what some string theorists fall from the idea of
what a scientist should be. pictures of the major string theorists might be
helpful. pictures of obnoxious string theorists who write obnoxious emails also
helpful.

5- FAQ chapter of standard string theorist objections and your counter-
arguments with pictures, if applicable. Jaques Distler for example, compares
string theory vaccua to infinite QFT’S.

6- Summary of predictions of string theory (or lack thereof) perhaps in table
format.

Such a book could reach a wider, popular audience.

83. Bert Schroer
October 12, 2006

Dear David,
you said:
“I will read those papers carefully.
Regarding notation: I was calling it algebraic holography to distinguish it from
gravitational holography. I was not trying to make anything else implied. I was
trying to separate the objects of the discussion to avoid confusions.”
Take your time because the conceptual and mathematical complexity is not
lesser than in ST (and if I would take notice of the existence of ST for the first
time, it would take me much more than a week only to get a rough impression of
what it is about).
My problem with ‘t Hoofts “gravitational holography” is that I simply don’t
understand it (too vague). The post ‘t Hoofts paper which comes my
mathematically and conceptually very precise form of (Minkowski and CST)
holography close is one of Susskind’s paper where he connects it with the so-
called “lightcone quantization” without anything gravitational. The problem is
that this was not even done correctly in the case of free fields (there he is in the
company of all the lightcone quantizers). But whereas in that special case there
really exist a linear relation between the free field in the bulk and its
appropriately defined lightfront restriction, this ceases to be the case and I do
not know any other way than to convert the bulk field into the operator algebra it
generates (also generated by all its composites) and to carry out the holographic
projection with this algebra. At the end you may express the net of algebras
indexed by the natural compact regions on the lightfront (which are nonlocal
relative to those in the bulk) again in terms of one of its generating fields (these
are the fields which obey the transverse extended chiral field relations similar to
W algebras). The conceptual and mathematical structure is explained (as well as
I am presently able to) in
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511291
whereas the technology has been done in the first part of this 2-part paper. If you
look into it you will see the subtlety of statements like the degree of freedoms
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“live” on the horizon or in the bulk.
Compared to the null-surface situation the AdS–CFT case is easier (from a
conceptual point of view) because that relative nonlocal behavior is absent. In
that case the AdS—>CFT direction can be done directly in terms of local fields.
For those CFT which come from a “standard” (this can be made very precise)
AdS the inversion in terms of pointlike fields is tricky but still can be done (and
the result is a nonstandard CFT), whereas the inverse CFT—>AdS for a standard
CFT is best done in terms of algebras. It is very instructive to start with a
conformal free field. Then you get one of those “hollow” nonstandard AdS
theories (see the the paper of Duetsch-Rehren and the lecture notes of Rehren).
Bert

84. Bert Schroer
October 12, 2006

I always considered the Kaluza-Klein idea to be incompatible with the structure
of internal/external symmetries (external is short hand for spacetime) of QFT.
The reason why younger physicists do not see any problem with K-K I ascribe to
the fact that the kind of deeper knowledge about particle physics has already
been eroded by decades of string-caused metaphoric thinking. I feel very
comfortable in the company of Noboru Nakanishi who says in his recent article
“Spacetime in the Ultimate Theory”:
“It is the cheapest idea to extend the spacetime to the one having a
dimensionality higher
than 4. Nevertheless, recently, it has become quite fashionable to investigate the
theory of
extra dimensions. The grounds for considering it seem to be the excuse that any
possibility
is worth investigating as far as it is not completely denied by experimental
evidences and
the expectation that it might be possible to resolve the hierarchy problem stated
in [A] by
introducing new parameters in the extra-dimension space. It is quite disgusting
to revive
the old Kaluza-Klein theory without any essentially new idea for resolving the
fundamental
problem of how to expel the extra dimensions from the physical world.
Furthermore, the
higher-dimensional theory makes ultraviolet-divergence difficulty out of control;
the extradimension
people merely hope, without showing its ground, that the divergence problem
might be resolved by a non-perturbative treatment.
The dimensionality of the spacetime where we live is undoubtedly 4. There is no
other
observation more manifest than this fact. The extra dimensions, whose number is
denoted
by , are qualitatively different from the physical spacetime dimensions from the
outset.
Recently, the superstring people have proposed the hypothesis that all fields
other than the



gravity are confined to a soliton-like (according to their claim) object called the
“ -brane”,
but it would be quite difficult to formulate such an idea within the framework of
the (4+ )-
dimensional quantum field theory. A theory is worth being called a (4+ )-
dimensional one
if and only if its fundamental action is (4+ )-dimensionally symmetric. But such
a theory
remains (4 + )-dimensionally symmetric unless one breaks it artificially. In
order to make
the -dimensional extra space invisible, the extra-dimension people are forced to
make it
round into a tiny one by hand. This procedure implies that they are actually
considering
the 4-dimensional spacetime accompanied with an -dimensional internal space.
If so, they
should honestly claim that the extra dimensions are internal. Then there is no
logical basis
for adopting a (4 + )-dimensionally symmetric action. It is quite non-scientific to
pretend
as if such an action were a privileged one according to the symmetry principle.
There may be the objection that the extra dimensions are made round not by
hand but
“spontaneously”. Certainly, there is no “proof” of the no-go theorem stating that
the desired
spontaneous compactification can never take place. But if they assert the
possibility of such
compactification, the responsibility of verifying it must be attributed to those
who assert
it. That is, the extra-dimension people should construct at least one model in
which the
spontaneous compactification of the extra dimensions takes place in a natural
way. I cannot
believe that such a model can be constructed without greatly changing the
framework of the
conventional quantum field theory, because the situation encountered here is
qualitatively
different from the ordinary spontaneous breakdown of symmetry.

In fact this is corroborated by the most profound results about internal
symmetries from AQFT. In that conceptual framework of QFT the relation of
inner symmetries (including statistics) with the spacetime localization structure
arises from the representation theory of local observables (bosonic by definition).
In 4-dimensional theories this leads to the field algebra with a compact group
symmetry (the structural DR theorem admits in principle any compact group).
Supersymmetry is the extremely artificial (and unstable under total collapse, not
symmetry-breaking) situation in which the observable algebra is fine-tuned and
amalgamated together with one of its fermionic representations.
This representation theoretical origin of internal symmetries is incompatible with



“little curled up spacetime dimensions”. Such a picture is only possible in a
classical setting i.e. one has to do it there and then quantize. This is in complete
agreement with what Noboru Nakanishi (and I think every particle physicist who
made his career before the great string theory sell-out) says.

85. Rickkkk
October 13, 2006

I have not yet read the paper or any of the comments in this post, but I must say
I’m excited to hear this news. Bert’s other paper earlier in the year was very
enlightening for me as an outsider and deals with things that to the uniniated
such as myself seem to not be given due scrutiny. Can’t wait to read it.

86. egbert
October 16, 2006

Bert says:

Finally I would like to express my wholehearted sympathy with
Nakanishi’s recent critical view on these problems
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610090
His postulate: In the ultimate theory, any concept of classical physics
must not”appear logically prior to its quantum-theoretical
construction” is nothing else than Pascual Jordan’s plea to walk (in
QFT) without classical crutches which is also the Leitmotiv of AQFT.

I disagree with this postulate. The following is the reasoning: What is quantum
mechanics? Is it something which tells us what the Universe is? Or is it a
prescription for saying what the probability of getting experimental results is?

The idea that we need to get rid of “classical crutches” supposes the former. The
overwhelming consensus of the physicists who took the time to think carefully
about the issues involved (the Copenhagen school) is that the latter is the case.
Everybody can have his own opinion of course, and the people who do not
carefully go through the arguments which lead to the Copenhagen interpretation
will probably not arrive at the same conclusion. The people who like to go with
their “gut feeling” will choose the other conclusion, because it is nicer to think
that the mathematics we use describes the Universe itself rather than
encapsulating our knowledge of the statistics of experimental results. But the
only reason I have ever heard for dismissing the idea that the mathematics
describes statistics of measurement results is “gut feeling”, and perhaps an
expression of contempt for careful thought.

In fact, in answer to the question of where the confusion in modern physics
comes from, it seems clear to me (and I think Lee Smolin, among others, agrees
with me) that it starts with quantum mechanics, and after quantum mechanics
nobody knows what’s real and what isn’t. That’s when metaphors replace literal
statements. And we have aggressive insistence from various people that there’s
nothing to be confused about and everything is clear, but different people are
selling different interpretations and they disagree with each other violently and
dismiss each other’s views as not worth considering.

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610090
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610090


Question: Does the string theory project implicitly assume that the Copenhagen
interpretation is wrong? Remember that Copenhagen is still the official
interpretation of mainstream physics.

So, we have a clear and unambiguous interpretation of quantum mechanics as a
formula for predicting results of measurements. But this needs the classical
concept (or “crutch”) of a measurement and its result. People propose to get rid
of the measurements and their results and what do they have left? Just a Hilbert
space and an element of it (the hypothetical “wave function of the Universe”),
and no way to relate it to observed phenomena (stories about unobservable
parallel worlds are supposed to make up for it), the same problem that string
theory suffers from.

87. Bert Schroer
October 16, 2006

Egbert
there is a fundamental misunderstanding here; what Jordan had in mind and
what I mean has nothing to do with Bohr’s (and the Kopenhagen school)
emphasis that our language for interpretating QM must be the classical one
which relates to our perception of the material world. What was at issue is the
classical parallelism called (Lagrangian) quantization. QT is more fundamental
than classical theory and quantization is a very limited and entirely metaphoric
way to access QT. The deep conceptual insight is to understand how the classical
world re-emerges from the quantum setting, but this is the opposite of
quantization.

88. Bert Schroer
October 16, 2006

Egbert
there is a nice old bom mot from the mathematician and mathematical physicists
Ed Nelson:
(first) quantization is a mystery but second quantization (without interactions) is
a functor.
mystery=metaphor

89. John Gonsowski
October 16, 2006

Bert, is what Jordan had in mind by any chance found in Jordan Algebra? John
Baez in a coversation with Tony Smith once said that what you want is something
that is both a Lie Algebra and a Jordan Algebra. Very loosely I think this could
mean Lie Algebra is the classical-like thing and Jordan Algebra is the quantum-
like thing. The relationship between Lie Algebra and Jordan Algebra might then
be what you called a deep conceptual insight. Lee Smolin wrote a nice paper on
the relationship between Jordan Algebra and String Theory.

http://xxx.lanl.gov/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0104/0104050.pdf

One of the references in this paper is a bosonic M-theory paper by Horowitz and

http://xxx.lanl.gov/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0104/0104050.pdf
http://xxx.lanl.gov/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0104/0104050.pdf


Susskind. If only Susskind would work more on this than the Landscape!

90. Bert Schroer
October 16, 2006

John Gonsowski
certainly not. The plea for a new access to QFT without “classical crutches” is
from 1929 and as far as I remeber the propsal about Jordan algebras is from
1934/35 (the best is the joint work with von Neumann and Wigner). Jordan
algebras play an important role in generalizing QM (in particular to get a good
understanding of the relation algebra—states, see the book by Bratteli and
Robinson). But I think there is a theorem that (under very general condition)
each infinite dimensional Jordan Algebra is a von Neumann algebra (see also a
paper by Jochum). The 1929 Jordan plea goes into a quite different direction
namely to liberate QFT freom those nasty (intrinsically singular) “field-
coordinatizations” in analogy to the liberation of geometry from coordinates in
modern Diff. geometry. This has been achieved in AQFT, in fact AQFT came into
beiing precisely as a result of removing the undesirable features of the
(Borchers) singular composite field classes (i.e. to have instead of infinitely many
field coordinates just one object: the net of local algebras (which any one of them
generates)

91. Bert Schroer
October 23, 2006

If my apprehensions that years of co-existence with stringy metaphors breeds
ideological prejudices still needed confirmation, the reader can find it now in the
writings of Distler and Motl. (see also remarks in my lecture notes which
aooeared on Mondays hep-th posting)
Distler: “The troubling aspect is the totemic power of the word “Theorem,” and
its ability (in the minds of some) to trump sound physical arguments and
abundant calculational evidence.” Have string theorists (after their sociologically
successful magic trick three decades ago to liberate themselves from the bonds
of observational control) now also abandoned any commitment to mathematical
checks because they feel threatened by Rehren’s theorem?
“…were it not for the peculiar amplifying nature of the internet that has,
apparently, given these ideas a certain currency among impressionable young
students.”
Perhaps we have to go back to Socrates and his contemporaries; what about
threatening Rehren with the cup of hemlock (after all one of the opponents of
rigorous theorems is also a specialist in death threats)?
“when we met in person, he seemed like a very nice guy”,
does Distler expect that opponents of string ideas look like teeth-grinding
monsters?
Putting the re-hashing of a non-continuous quantization of the Weyl algebra
(which in the beginnings of QM was invented to show that not every
representation of it allows a return to the Heisenberg commutation relation) on
par with a recent deep AdS—QFT holography theorem can only be done by
somebody who does not understand the theorem or willfully wants to exorcise it
because goes it may cross the path of his holy grail; in the present case the



motivation seems to be a mixture of the two.
The problem why Rehren has these difficulties with the string community is that
they apparently are not aware that holography is not a manifestation of gravity
(it can be derived with or without gravity). They do not seem to know that there
is now a generalization of QFT which incorporates the local covariance
(diffeomorphism covariance) principle and which also shows that a perturbative
treatment of quantum gravity is consistent with background independence (if the
QFT obeys the quantum Einstein-Hilbert equations). It would be interesting to
say something more about these recent results on this on this blog (in case of
interest) since this new insight destroys the mantra of ST and LQG that QFT and
gravity are not compatible.

92. Anon
October 24, 2006

What’s the difference between “diffeomorphism covariance” and
“diffeomorphism invariance,” and which is one the correct notion to apply in
quantum gravity?

93. Thomas Larsson
October 24, 2006

Bert, sorry, but this case I fail to see what’s wrong with what Distler/Motl say. In
physics, a theorem can fail not only because it is technically wrong, but also
because the axioms are wrong. E.g., a century ago people rigorously proved that
Bohr’s model of the atom was wrong – according to classical mechanics, the
electrons will lose energy an eventually fall into the nucleus. The problem was
that the theorem was wrong because the axioms of classical mechanics do not
apply to the hydrogen atom.

Similarly, it is possible that there are some exotic systems that obey the axioms
of QM in a generalized sense, but that does not mean that such systems are
realized in nature. It seems to me that LQG’s failure to reproduce the harmonic
oscillator as we know it is a show-stopper, plain and simple. There is hardly any
system better studied that the oscillator, neither theoretically nor experimentally.
Convincing physicists that there is a new kind of quantization which gives
different result for the oscillator is not going to happen.

About Rehren duality, I really have no opinion, because I don’t understand it.
However, if what Motl write is correct, that a bulk field psi(x,y,z) is dual to a
boundary field psi_z(x,y), then it seems pretty trivial to me. Besides, I think that
the value of dualities are highly overrated. A duality is only interesting if one side
is physical and the other is tractable, something which seems to be the case
neither for Maldacena nor Rehren duality.

Rather than giving up established knowledge, progress is obtained by finding the
loopholes. The loophole relevant to quantum gravity can be found here. Note
how Robert reluctanty agrees with me, and how Motl and Distler refrain from
explaining that I am an incompentent moron who does not understand the
difference between a gauge and a global symmetry, which they undoubtedly

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000990.html#c005398
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000990.html#c005398


would have done if I had given them a chance.

94. Thomas Larsson
October 24, 2006

In the unlikely case that somebody cares, I did point out to Lee Smolin that the
LOST theorem might be wrong because its axioms are wrong here, before Distler
and Motl did so.

95. Bert Schroer
October 24, 2006

Anon
Diffeomorphism covariance (or simply local covariance) is a concept that
Einstein introduced. In special relativity, even though Newton’s absolute space-
time has been abandoned, it was still meaningful to talk about events as
spacetime points in a given background.
In general relativity spacetime points however loose this apriori meaning
because the principle of general covariance forces one to consider a point as
belonging simultaneously to many different spacetimes (an unusually abstract
idea which most students of GR became aware only very late). The reason for
this abstraction is as follows. Imagine that you have a classical system of
electromagnetic field strength and metric tensor satisfying together the
Maxwell-Einstein equations. Suppose these fields are known prior to some
spacelike surface Σ then, indeed, without conditions for the coordinatization of
future points one has no Cauchy problem. As is well known, the Einstein
equations give four constraints for the metric field and its normal derivative on
the surface Σ and only 6 “dynamical” equations for the 10 quantities gμv. If the
observer establishes the
labelling of future points of M (coordinatization) by means of conventions using
only Fμv and gμv, then the mentioned diffeomorphism will have no effect on his
observations. The “change of the physical situation” is exactly compensated by
his
change of the labelling of the points. The field equations together with such
coordinate conditions provide a deterministic scheme.
The active interpretation of general covariance demands therefore that we
imagine the possibility of decoupling the labelling of (future) points of the
manifold from the prevailing configurations of
fields which obey a closed system of intrinsic field equations. The upshot of this
is that a point which was contained in a spacetime region is as well belonging to
any other spacetime region which is isometric to it. In other words if you live in a
world in which only a (causally complete) part is physically accessible then you
cannot distinguish this situation from any other world which has a patch which is
isometric to the original region. This is a consequence of the active
interpretation of transformations (i.e. diffeomorphisms and not coordinate
transformations) and therefore comparisons with gauge theories (where one was
forced to introduce to introduce redundant descriptions) may be misleading
(those do not have an active interpretation).
The phantastic progress in QFT in CST was the recognition that with a more
abstract notion of what constitutes a QFT (a new functorial concept which

http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/10/03/the-trouble-with-physics/#comment-124164
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/10/03/the-trouble-with-physics/#comment-124164


contains the old one as a special case) you can implement local covariance in
QFT in CST
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603079
(look also at the literature cited therein)
This is after Einstein and black holes the third great step in gravity!
If in addition you quantize gravity (say perturbatively) the already established
local covariance will automatically pass to background independence i.e. the
change of one background to another one becomes a symmetry transformation in
the full quantum theory (the argument on page 120). The problem whether there
are other ways of quantizing which make QG a theory with a finite number of
parameters (the standard way leads to an ever increasing number with
increasing perturbative order) is not entering here because any perturbative
approach will lead to a perturbative fulfillment of the Einstein-Hilbert like
operator equation and hence the B-F argument applies.
Hence the claim that QT and gravity are not compatible has finally been shown
incorrect. This also is relevant to Lee Smolin who seems to have internalized this
mantra during his years as a ST.
I have bothered Peter to have a special blog on this important matter which
changes the rules of the game in town, but he is immersed in combating the ST
backlash via embedded journalists. What criticism can be stronger than this
invalidation of the ST mantra?

96. Bert Schroer
October 24, 2006

Thomas Larsson
I will return to your question later on. Meanwhile you may read what I wrote for
Anon, because the Maldacena issue is not independent of these new
developments in QFT.

97. Bert Schroer
October 24, 2006

Thomas Larsson
the short answer to your remark is the following question:
Is the starting point of Maldacena (not what he actually argues but how he wants
his conjecture to be understood) a conformal field theory (even one having a
Lagrangian description: SUYM) a 4-dim CFT, yes or no?
If the answer is yes then Rehren’s theorem applies, he does not have any other
assumptions. But then how can M be correct? If the answer is no than
Maldecena may be correct but the boundary value he imagines cannot be a CFT.
I do not know whether the N->infinity limit is conformal, in fact I have never
seen a proof that one obtains conformality for finite N. I think the only safe
statement seem to be the vanishing of the beta function in lowest order. Lets for
the sake of the argument assume that not only beta=0 but also conformality
(stronger than beta=0). Then one would think that this property is maintained
for N=infinity. Here one has to be a bit careful because that double limit (large ‘t
Hooft and large color) is not a naive limit which maintains field theoretic
properties. But to imagine that bluff!!, suddenly conformality is lost in the limit is
a bit far-fetched.

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603079
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603079


As Rehren has pointed out in his discussion with Distler (he stopped that
discussion after it became obvious that there was no point in a continuation) that
“restriction” and what they call”duality” in that discussion is the same (this to
me very surprising and highly nontrivial statement was shown by Duetsch and
Rehren).
I think that the origin of this misunderstanding of Rehren’s work by ST is the
way in which ‘t Hooft conceived “holography” as a mysterious property of
gravity. This picture (the metaphoric part of Distler’s discussion) is incorrect,
holography is defined with or without gravity. In addition this picture would
contradict the unity achieved via that fantastic extension of QFT which I
sketched in my comment to anon.
The whole situation is very tragic because it shows that with the market force
and embedded journalists the survival of individual researchers against
corporate groups is endangered, at this point Lee is 100% right. This weekend I
have watched the KITP glee club with the embedded cantor. While I was
listening I laughed the lung out of my body. But as every indulgence breeds
remorse I thought afterwards in bed, my God how could this happen to a once
proud and purposeful science.
All the tangible progress (including the work mentioned before) has been done
by individual researchers and nothing has come from those globalized
communities. Let them fight it out, while we move on.

98. Anon
October 24, 2006

“comparisons with gauge theories (where one was forced to introduce to
introduce redundant descriptions) may be misleading”

So you’re saying the 10 components ( d(d+1)/2 components in d dimensions) of
the metric tensor are not a “redundant description” along the lines of the 4
components ( d components) of the vector potential of electromagnetism?

99. Bert Schroer
October 24, 2006

Anon
No I am not saying that; if you work with pointlike metric tensor quantum fields
you presumably have to use some BRST ghosts in order to reduce to the physical
cohomology even literally speaking the theory is not a gauge theory. I
understand that such a formalism is presently being worked out by Brunetti and
Fredenhagen. I am looking at this problem (together with Jens Mund and Jakob
Yngvason) without using ghosts by setting up a perturbation theory with our
string-localized metric potentials.
What I had in mind in that phrase was that in the classical theory as well as in
QFT in CST the local covariance principle forces one to interpret
diffeomorphisms in the active sense (this is what they mean to mathematicians)
and not as a change of coordinates whereas the gauge transformations in
electrodynamics are purely passive.

100. Anon



October 24, 2006

Active or passive, the bottom line seems to be that you allow to compute
observables that are not diffeomorphism invariant, where everyone else says
only diffeomorphism invariant observables are physical.

101. Bert Schroer
October 24, 2006

I tried to be very careful about diffeomorphism covariance and diffeomorphism
invariance. The first property is the local covariance of Einstein and its very non-
trivial recent adaptation to QFT (necessitating a very novel and surprising
generalization of being forced to think about all globally hyperbolic manifolds at
the same time even if for defining just one QFT in the new sense). Once this
problem was solved the second problem of invariance (background
independence) follows almost without additional sweat by converting the metric
tensor into a quantum field (you only have to accept that by cohomological
descend you get the operator Einstein-Hilbert like equations similar to the way
you argue about the Maxwell operator equations).
It would be helpful if questions could be limited to things which are not carefully
explained in the papers.

102. Anon
October 24, 2006

All I’m asking is for a clear explanation of why, if you allow to compute non-
diffeomorphism-invariant observables, all but 2 ( d(d-3)/2 in d dimensions) of the
components of the metric tensor still decouple.

I don’t see why the situation is any different from a gauge theory where you
allow to compute non-gauge-invariant observables.

103. Bert Schroer
October 25, 2006

Anon
the remark about 4 constraints versus 6 propagating components was made in
connection with a well-defined Cauchy problem for the classical Maxwell-
Einstein equation. The purpose of that discussion was not to make analogies with
gauge theories but rather to argue for the active interpretation of
diffeomorphisms (in contrast to the passive interpretations in genuine gauge
theories). This is basically the upshot of the Einstein hole argument
Norton, J.D.: The hole argument. Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, http:
//plato. stanford.edu/
entries/spacetime–holearg
The result is quite revolutionary recognition that The principle of general
covariance forces one to regard spacetime points simultaneously as members of
several, locally diffeomorphic spacetimes. It is rather the relations between
distinguished events
that have a physical interpretation.
The adaptation of this principle to QFT (a very nontrivial step) led Brunetti,



Fredenhagen and Verch to their paradigmatic change in the definition of what
constitutes a QFT.
Concerning the analogy to gauge theory the following remarks are in order. The
zero mass finite helicity class of Wigner representations permits to introduce
pointlike field strength. For h=2 the field strength is a linear version of the
Lorentzian Riemann tensor. But as for h=1 one cannot write the Wigner inner
product in terms of an integral over a local density in these Field strength and
last not least it is not possible to formulate ultraviolet-tame (or better “finite
parametric classes” of) interactions with field strength, rather one needs
“potentials” (for h=2 the analog of the metric tensor). Classically this is not a
problem at all. Although I have not done the calculations (perhaps one finds this
in the literature) I believe that the connection between the potentials and the
field strength for the genral helicity case can be encoded into a gauge principle.
For the QT the conceptual situation is very different since there is the unitarity
(positivity) requirement. There are two ways to handle this problem: either you
convince yourself that although pointlike-localized potentials are not possible,
there are string-localized potentials (this is the way Mund, Yngverson and I
propose in our joint work). In that case you face the new conceptual problem to
adapt the Epstein-Glaser iteration to string-like fields. The standard way is to
insist in pointlike potentials and forget about QT (the Hilbert space) in
intermediate steps hoping that by some ghost extension with cohomological
properties you can use all the advantages of the standard pointlike formalism
and still return to physics at the end. This has worked for h=1. Whether it does
so for interactions involving h-2 is the subject of present investigation. In such an
approach the analogy to gauge theory in Minkowski spacetime is perfect.
This analogy is however obfuscated since GR requires an active interpretation of
diffeomorphisms in the above sense of the new BFV notion of QFT demanding
that the algebraic substrate of QFT is “living” on all isometrically equivalent
spacetimes simultaneously! (this includes submanifolds of two given global ones
which are isometric i.e. local diffeomorphism).
I ask you Anon, what is for you an observable in gravity? Is it a gauge invariant
in the above setting of an h=2 particle theory? In that case the potential (metric
tensor) would be gauge-dependent but the field strength (Lorenztian Riemann
tensor) is gauge invariant hence observable in the sense of gauge interpretation.
But according to the (always active) diff-interpretation the latter is presumably
not observable.
I can of course answer your question in one sentence, but that answer would
cause more conceptional damage than enlightenment.

104. Bert Schroer
October 25, 2006

Peter,
my response to Anon got again stuck in the spam filter

105. Arun
October 25, 2006

It seems to me that AQFT practitioners find the Lagrangian path integral method
of QFT to be unreasonably successful. Well, if AQFT is indeed the way to do QFT,



then the success (and limitations) of the Lagrangian path integral should be
explainable within AQFT. Presumably the successful Lagrangian formulations are
taking care automatically somehow the setting up of the unique hyperfinite type
III_1 factor algebra, the modular positioning of a finite number of abstract
monades, etc., etc.

Since “For higher than 3 spacetime dimensions the presently known descriptions
still look somewhat concocted”, but we have highly successful 4 spacetime
dimensions Lagrangian path-integral QFTs, presumably making the connection
suggested above will enable us to see what a not-concocted example looks like.

IMO, this kind of demonstration is the only way to convince a large number of
physicists that AQFT is actually useful.

106. Anon
October 25, 2006

I’m sorry to say that I find Schroer’s long and rambling responses impossible to
follow. Peter Woit clearly thinks that Schroer’s work is of such importance that
he posts something on his blog, every time Schroer posts or revises one of his
papers on the arXivs. Since Peter is such a clear writer, maybe he could boost
the physics content of his blog by posting a summary/explanation of this work by
Schroer and collaborators.

It would be a great public service.

107. Bert Schroer
October 25, 2006

arun,
this is all deja-vue, we (maybe without you) discussed this in this blog in
April/May.
From the phrasing of your question I sense that it is declamatorical, but
nevertheless I will ignore this and answer it to the best of my knowledge
1) Funct5ional integrals are extremely limited; you cannot treat QFT in CST in
this setting (that is why in mathematical physics presentations like those of Wald
you wan’t find it) and as far as I remember i have explained why this is not
possible. Question: do you think the QFT in CFT is not interesting?
2) you cannot solve any 2-dim. massive system, even in case it admits a
Lagrangian presentation. Most of the systems do not even have a Lagrangian;
they are characterized by a crossing symmetric unitary S-matrix (just like string
theory, except that it is not metaphoric). And for chiral CFT even you would not
use Lagrangians but rather the methods of AQFT (represent6ation theory of
observable algebras, that is what AQFT is if you do not artificially limit it to 2
dimensions).
3) Most free fields cannot be characterized as being of Euler-Lagrange type
(above spin 2 I do not know any) but their use is perfectly legitimate in causal
perturbation theory (where you only use interaction polynomials in free fields)
although the most important ones can
4) The Lagrangian approach where it works in your sense is an artistic device:



you write something on paper in good faith, develop it in perturbation theory, see
that it does not make sense (the integrals diverge) and use your hindsight and
good physical sense to repair it (renormalization) and at the end you realize that
you have a perfectly reasonable result which however (if you try to check
whether it its into your original functional representation) fails to satisfies your
original functional representation. There is nothing wrong with artistic
arguments as long as one keeps some awareness about their nature. Imagine
that Heisenberg would not have come up with QM in 1925. Then we would have
presumable have learned clever artistic tricks (using our physical hindsight) to
go somewhat beyond the H-atom and it would have been quite disastrous if we
would have been satisfied with artistic explanation.
The artistic device of functional integrals (in QM it is mathematical) works
because the whole idea of locality is so strongly incorporated that you cannot fail
to extract the right result (if you have a good covariant formalism which was not
available before 1949).

108. Bert Schroer
October 25, 2006

Anon
neither Peter nor I are willing to serve as your Nanny. Do you really expect that
these subtle recent developments in QFT can be explained in a weblog. The only
thing one can do is cite the literature and make some guiding remarks and that
is what I did. The rest you have to do; there is nothing in my commentaries
which is not in detail explained in the existing literature. But if metaphoric tales
are more to your taste than autonomous mathematical physics, then you really
should stay with string theory or something alike and join one of those globalized
communities where you find people who are very experienced in telling you nice-
sounding metaphors which have a higher entertainment value than what you can
get from me.

109. Anon
October 25, 2006

OK, so give me a reference (e-print and page-number) where it is explained why
all but d(d-3)/2 components of the metric decouple, despite the fact that you
allow to compute non-diffeomorphism-invariant observables.

This isn’t a complicated question and, if it is answered in the literature, you
could avoid writing paragraphs and paragraphs of gibberish by giving a detailed
reference to the answer.

110. Bert Schroer
October 25, 2006

Anon,
That the propagation of the metric tensor according to the E-H equation leads to
4 non-propagating constraints (Cauchy problem) is in most texts on classical
gravity (e.g. Wald’s book). Its use in connection with establishing the active
interpretation of diffeomorphisms (in contradistinction to the passive



interpretation of gauge transformation) you find in the introduction of
Fredenhagen, K., Haag, R.: Generally covariant quantum field theory and scaling
limits. Commun. Math. Phys. 108, 91 (1987)
and the nontrivial adaptation to quantum matter in
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0112041
and a formal argument that background independence (diffeomorphism
invariance) follows from diffeomorphism covariance automatically upon
quantizing the metric potential (and fulfilling the operator form of the E-H
equations) in
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603079
It would not be advisable to eliminate some g components (in gauge theory you
would not work with the Coulomb gauge either), you rather prefer to find a BRST
ghost extension and encode the elimination job into the BRST cohomological
descend (or if you, like I, do not like ghosts in intermediate steps one works with
string-localized metric potentials). Ergo in QFT in CST you may eliminate, in a
full QFT including gravity you never do that.
The length of my previous contribution resulted only from trying to point out
some subtle differences between gauge theories and background independent
quantum gravitation since I had the impression you looked for a more intimate
contact than a vague analogy.

111. Anon
October 25, 2006

10-4=6, not 2. I am asking how you propose to get from 10 down to 2.

Brunetti and Fredenhagen (gr-qc/0603079) do not address this issue. In fact,
except for the very last page of their paper, they do not address the quantization
of the gravitational field at all.

Nota, when they do turn to some tentative remarks on the quantization of the
gravitational field, they say

“A possible obstruction could be that locally the cohomology of the BRST
operator is trivial, corresponding to the absense of local observables in quantum
gravity. Another problem is the fact that the theory is not renormalizable by
power counting. Thus the theory will have the status of an effective theory.”

And they do not try to depart from the usual condition that only diffeomorphism-
invariant (BRST-invariant) observables are to be computed.

You, on the other hand, say you can compute local, non-diffeomorphism-
invariant, observables.

So, I’ll ask again, how is that compatible with the decoupling of all but d(d-3)/2
components of the metric? A reference to one of your papers, where this is
explained (a page number, please), will suffice.

112. Bert Schroer
October 25, 2006

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0112041
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0112041
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603079
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603079


Anon
in any theory based on BRST you compute of course also non-diffeomorphism
invariant objects, it is only after the cohomological descend that you find the
physical objects (diffeomorphism covariance passes to diffeomorphism
invariance). The elimination procedure you seem to like so much is a special
treatment of constraints by solving them explicitly. This in QED would amount to
the (non-covariant) Coulomb gauge approach and I have never seen any honest
computation in that setting. The Arnowitt-Deser-Misner Hamiltonian framework
faces this problems of constraints (but I know to little about it in order to say
that what they do is an explicit elimination of components).
Could I ask you what is your interest in such horrible elimination procedures (I
never advocated them, it is only in the famous classical “hole argument” that one
implicitly uses them but you seem to have a monomanic interest in them).
The two helicity degrees of freedom are only manifest if you use our string-
localized matrix g-potentials (in the BRST treatment they are masked through
the presence of the BRST ghosts). String-localization is explained in
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
We meanwhile know their two-point functions but we are still struggling with the
conceptual problems of formulating a perturbation theory for string-localized
fields.
The remark of B-F about the effective theory means that it is diff-invariant but
cannot be used up to the Planck length (since the number of parameters increase
with perturbative order).

113. Anon
October 25, 2006

Brunetti and Fredenhagen:

“A possible obstruction could be that locally the cohomology of the BRST
operator is trivial, corresponding to the absense of local observables in quantum
gravity.”

Are you saying that they (and not just they) are wrong, and that there are BRST-
invariant local observables?

Or are you saying that you can extract sensible physics (e.g. achieve the desired
decoupling) while working with BRST-non-invariant local observables?

In either case, could you give me a reference for the precise statement?

114. Bert Schroer
October 25, 2006

Anon,
I have no opinion whether the diff-invariant theory possesses still localizable
flesh (localizable monades) or whether it only contains topological (or
combinatorial according to once point of view) “bones” (type II_1 algebras, the
ones Vaughn Jones uses in subfactor theory leading to the Jones polynomial. And
I do not advocate a physical interpretation of BRST non-invariant objects.
The reason I am so much interested in the string-localized formulation of metric

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042


potentials is precisely to clarify this issue. In that case the g’s do act in the
physical Hilbert space and the only thing which could go wrong is that they
generate semiinfinitely extended spacelike strings which have horrible domain
properties (e.g. create infinite energy states from finite energy ones). If this is
not the case then the theory has in addition to E-H diff-invariant state other
states in its Hilbert space. I am pretty confident that this picture is an alternative
formulation to ordinary gauge theory but I would not make any bet in the
gravitational case. String localized fields are not local observables in the strict
sense, but neither are the highly useful fermion or anyon fields.
In any case if that “bone”scenario of B-F turns out to be true then the Maldecena
conjecture in the sense of an AdS–CFT correspondence could not be true apriori,
even if you go along with that weird idea that in addition to the known
holography there is another gravitational one.
I told you that I believe that B-F are working on a BRST formulation, so we have
to wait and see.

115. Anon
October 25, 2006

Doesn’t the AQFT approach rely on the existence of BRST-invariant local
observables?

What can you hope to achieve in that approach, if there aren’t any (which is the
conventional wisdom)?

“In any case if that ‘bone’ scenario of B-F turns out to be true then the
Maldecena conjecture in the sense of an AdS–CFT correspondence could not be
true apriori …”

To the contrary: the Maldacena conjecture relies on the fact that there are no
local BRST-invariant observables in quantum gravity. If there were, then the
Maldacena conjecture would most certainly be false. But I don’t see the point of
discussing the Maldacena conjecture with you. There are plenty of experts on it,
who could do that.

“I told you that I believe that B-F are working on a BRST formulation, so we have
to wait and see.”

Above, you made some very grand claims for the AQFT approach to quantum
gravity. In the absence of a proof that the conventional wisdom, about the
absence of BRST-invariant local observables, is wrong, I think those claims are
overblown.

116. Bert Schroer
October 26, 2006

The idea to use a BRST approach is not an idea emanating from AQFT, rather
certain formal analogies to gauge theory (but not a naive identification of
formalism). Since it has not been done it seems reasonable to do it before
entering the blue yonder of amok running speculations. There are also other
conservative ideas to formulate perturbative QG which are expected to lead to an



operator version of E-H-like field equations on suitably determined states.
The nice aspect of the B-F argument (only on the level of string theoretic rigor
one would call it a theorem) is that any implementation which achieves that is
background independent i.e. background independence is a free ride and the
hard work was done before while establishing diffeomorphism-covariance.
I appreciate your admission that you do not know much about the AdS–CFT
correspondence and the Maldacena conjecture (your statement about a relation
between BRST and the M-conjecture is rubbish) and that you prefer to leave that
matter to experts.

117. Anon
October 26, 2006

Perturbative quantum gravity was studied exhaustively, starting with de Wit and
Feynman, and followed by many others. The BRST approach to it was introduced
by de Wit. Stating results found many decades ago is not “blue yonder of amok
running speculations.”

As to Brunetti and Fredenhagen, as I said, the only “quantum gravity” in their
paper is a page of speculations at the end. Most of the paper is about quantum
field theory in curved spacetimes, a subject that was well developed when Birrell
and Davies wrote their book. In their AQFT approach, B&F miss (gloss over?)
almost all of the subtleties that make the subject an interesting one.

“your statement about a relation between BRST and the M-conjecture is rubbish”

No, my statement is correct.

All I’m saying is that, if you want to discuss AdS/CFT, you should do it with
someone like Distler (who seems to have written quite an acute summary of
Rehren’s proposal), not with me.

118. Bert Schroer
October 26, 2006

Egbert,
the concept of internal symmetries was since its inception (the SU(2)isospin of
nuclear physics introduced by Heisenberg) one of the most mysterious proposals.
Whereas it is natural to accept spacetime symmetries (since they accompanied
us in the classical setting since the time of Newton) the understanding of
internal symmetries is a mysterious concept in QT (in classical physics you can
only get them by reading back QT concepts into classical physics i.e. they are
classically unnatural). This problem was finally solved in the work of Doplicher,
Haag and Roberts during 1970-1990
There idea was to abstract internal symmetries by taking a dichotomic view
about QFT: local observable algebra

119. Bert Schroer
October 26, 2006

continuation



The representation structure of interests coming from the DHR theory in low
dimensions is richer, in this case the observable structure leads to representation
sectors which carry a representation of the braid group (a generalization of the
symmetric group) and instead of the field algebra you find something which does
not permit a clear-cut separation into inner and outer (spacetime) symmetries.
Suppose now that you have gone through this analysis in a higher dimensional
QFT and you compactify certain spatial dimensions and make them small. Do the
correlation functions of such a QFT in the limit approach those of a QFT with
smaller spacetime dimensions and a larger symmetry? Of course not. The
observable algebra on such a brane becomes awkward (it develops those
disagreeable physical properties which Rehren mentioned in his discussion with
Distler) and its representation theory of physical interest will not develop new
sectors which come from the small spatial coordinates.
What people mean by KK is a Fourier decomposition in the small coordinates in
the classical theory and retaining only the lowest component; it is only there (i.e.
before quantization) that KK works but it does so in a completely childish way.
What Lunsford attributed to Pauli is something slightly different (this was the
reason for my interest). If I understood it correctly it says that you cannot apply
KK to a higher dimensional Einstein-Hilbert theory (diff-covariant) into a lower
dimensional E-H (lower dim. diff-covariance) and remaining gauge part. This
sound very plausible, but it seems to be a classical statement.

120. Bert Schroer
October 27, 2006

My complete contribution to KK is now available at
http://kaluza-klein.blogspot.com/
I am mentioning this here because there was a mistake in my previous blog here
which now has been corrected.

http://kaluza-klein.blogspot.com/
http://kaluza-klein.blogspot.com/


Corrections…

October 8, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

I’m well aware that there’s far too much these days on this blog about the controversy
over string theory, but two things have appeared today in the press about this that
aren’t accurate, and I can’t resist using this platform to issue corrections. Readers
who have had enough of this are warned to move on to some other blog with fresher
material.

The Observer (the Sunday version of the British newspaper the Guardian) has an
article today by Robin McKie, entitled String theory: Is it science’s ultimate dead end?
On the whole, the article is a well-written piece about the controversy over string
theory. I talked to McKie on the phone, and he quotes me as saying something that is
probably an abbreviated version of what I actually said.

‘Too many people have been overselling very speculative ideas,’ said Woit – author of
Not Even Wrong – last week. ‘String theory has produced nothing.’

The first part of this quote is fine, but “String theory has produced nothing” is not
what I think, and presumably was part of some longer statement. String theory has
certainly produced some very interesting mathematics, as well as some promising
ideas about strongly coupled gauge theories. It has produced nothing useful about
unification and how to get beyond the standard model.

The McKie piece also has some strong quotes in defense of string theory from David
Gross, Samjaye Ramgoolam and Michael Green:

‘String theory is on the right path,’ said David Gross, of the University of California,
Santa Barbara, and another Nobel prize winner. ‘But this path is quite long. Further
breakthroughs are required.’

I’m kind of wondering why he claims that definitely string theory is on the right path.
Perhaps he also had some caveats that got dropped.

‘said Sanjaye Ramgoolam, of Queen Mary, University of London. ‘There are a number
of ways that we could prove – or disprove – string theory. For example, Europe’s new
Large Hadron Collider may well be powerful enough to provide evidence that
suggests we are on the right road.’

This kind of invocation of the LHC as being able to prove or disprove string theory
always strikes me as less than honest.

According to Green:

“There is no alternative to string theory. It is the only show in town – and the
universe.’

Again, perhaps some caveats have been dropped here.

http://observer.guardian.co.uk/uk_news/story/0,,1890340,00.html
http://observer.guardian.co.uk/uk_news/story/0,,1890340,00.html


The second piece with inaccuracies that appeared today is a review of my book and
Lee Smolin’s in the LA Times by K.C. Cole. It’s entitled Strung Along and is basically a
hit-job on me and Smolin. Some of the things in it are so dishonest and incompetent
as to be pretty hilarious:

In fact, many statements about string theory in these books are plain wrong… To say,
as Woit does, that fundamental mysteries about neutrinos are being ignored will come
as news to the dozens of physicists who’ve been working on these problems for years.

At first I couldn’t figure out why she was attributing to me the insane statement that
“fundamental mysteries about neutrinos are being ignored”, but after taking a look at
all the references to neutrinos in the book, I finally figured it out. On page 93 of the
US edition I write, after giving a description of the things the standard model leaves
unexplained, including a parameter count that ignores neutrino masses:

One complication that has been ignored so far involves neutrinos.

and then go on to explain about the experimental evidence for neutrino masses. The
“ignored so far” obviously means “ignored so far in this chapter”, not “fundamental
mysteries about neutrinos are being ignored” by physicists. This recalls some of the
hilarities in Lubos’s review of my book. It’s absolutely amazing that a supposedly
serious journalist would do this kind of thing.

There are plenty more claims in the review that are pretty much the opposite of
reality:

To mathematician Peter Woit and physicist Lee Smolin, however, the search for
beauty is ruining physics.

Actually my view is quite the opposite: what’s ruining physics is pursuing very
unbeautiful theories (Susskind is fond of calling them “Rube Goldberg machines”) for
which there is no experimental evidence.

I’ve never met Cole and she knows nothing about me personally, but she seems intent
on painting me and Lee as embittered failures:

Woit, and Smolin… write mostly about how string theory has ruined their careers.

I don’t think there’s anything in Smolin’s book about how string theory has ruined his
career (and he’s had quite a successful one). As for me, there’s no such sentiment
expressed in the book and my feelings about this are quite the opposite. If it weren’t
for string theory, most likely my academic career would have led at best to a job at a
not very good institution in a place I really wouldn’t be very happy living. Because of
string theory I moved into mathematics early on, and have ended up with an
academic position I’m extremely happy with, living in my favorite place in the world.
String theory didn’t “ruin my career”, it made a very happy one possible.

As I said, I don’t know Cole, so I don’t know why she decided to write this kind of
dishonest hit-job. Perhaps it has something to do with her professional association
with string theorist Clifford Johnson at USC. I’ve long suspected that Clifford was the
author of the referee report for Cambridge which compared doubting string theory to

http://www.latimes.com/news/science/la-bk-cole8oct08,1,4278240.story
http://www.latimes.com/news/science/la-bk-cole8oct08,1,4278240.story


doubting the theory of evolution, and constructed evidence that I didn’t know what I
was talking about by taking a sentence in my manuscript out of context and changing
a word. One is often wrong about such guesses, probably I’ll never know…

Update: Amazing how quickly one finds out things one thinks one will never know.
Over at Clifford Johnson’s blog, Capitalist Imperialist Pig asked him if he was the
referee who tried to stop Cambridge University Press from publishing my book. His
answer: “that’s all just silly and irrelevant”. OK, now I know…

The funny thing about this is that Clifford has been bitterly complaining about the fact
that the book is being marketed and publicized to a wide audience, but it appears that
he was the one who stopped it from being published a couple years ago in a form
where it would have reached many fewer people. Priceless.

Update: Thanks to “Another Grad Student”, who in the comment section over at
Clifford Johnson’s blog did a better job than I could of explaining to him why I was no
longer bothering to respond to his endlessly condescending, sneering and dishonest
comments. Anyone who thinks there is anything to the accusations Johnson and
Distler are making about me over there is encouraged to read for themselves some of
the many comment threads where I have tried to have serious discussions with them.

More substantively, it’s clearly a waste of one’s time to try and debate these issues
with someone who is on record as claiming that criticizing string theory is like
criticizing the theory of evolution.

Update:  Clifford Johnson has denied being the CUP referee in question, or having
anything to do with the Cole “review”, saying here that he has not even read the
book.  My apologies to him for incorrect suggestions made in this posting, and my
misunderstanding of his later comments.

Comments

1. CapitalistImperialistPig
October 8, 2006

Having read Cole’s “reviews” I’m left wondering what books she actually read.
Many of the knocks against both you and Lee Smolin seem too weird to have
been generated from the contents of the books.

I am left wondering what the nature of her “professional association” with
Clifford is though. I thought she was a journalist and he was a string theorist.
Can you clarify?

Finally, have you asked Clifford if he reviewed your manuscript?

2. J.F. Moore
October 8, 2006

Naturally, I can only speak for myself, but I don’t think that you are writing too
much about the bubbling controversy. I think it’s fascinating to see how people

http://asymptotia.com/2006/10/05/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-ii/
http://asymptotia.com/2006/10/05/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-ii/
http://asymptotia.com/2006/10/05/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-iv/
http://asymptotia.com/2006/10/05/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-iv/
http://asymptotia.com/2006/11/10/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-vi/#comment-18137
http://asymptotia.com/2006/11/10/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-vi/#comment-18137


behave when forced to justify their beliefs.

3. Peter Woit
October 8, 2006

CIP,

K.C. Cole also teaches at USC, and she runs an evening program about science
called “Categorically Not!” which is often discussed in Clifford’s blog. If you look
at the web-site for the program

http://physics.usc.edu/catnot/

you’ll see that the text is written by her and her picture is on the front, but that:

“This page made by Clifford V. Johnson and is brought to you by the Department
of Physics and Astronomy at USC.”

As I wrote, I know very little about Cole, actually the main place I had heard
about her was on Clifford’s blog.

No, I’ve never asked him if he was the Cambridge referee.

4. LDM
October 9, 2006

It is surprising that somebody that TEACHES science journalism writes such
scientific nonsense. I was of the impression that journalists subscribe to
something call “journalistic ethics and standards”.

As for Woit’s claim that string theory has “absolutely zero connection with
experiment,” experiments already planned for a new European particle
accelerator will look for the existence of extra dimensions and extra families of
particles — both predicted by string theory. In fact, many statements about
string theory in these books are plain wrong.

In fact, the opposite is true…and both these books are well reasoned and
generally correct to the extent allowed in a general presentation aimed at a
layperson audience.

If in fact the European particle accelerator does manage to muster a meaningful
test for an extra large dimension…so what? There will be a negative result (or do
you really believe the world is 10 dimensional?), and so one can predict string
theorists will just maintain the extra dimension is not large, and so we will be
back to the case of having an untestable theory.

5. Spear Mark the Second
October 9, 2006

I know KC a little… generally, I’ve liked her, and I’ve found her to be fair and
smart. But her review in this case is off base, don’t know why.

http://physics.usc.edu/catnot/
http://physics.usc.edu/catnot/


A small point about the LHC… most scattering experiments since Rutherford
have looked for an unusually large cross section at high momentum transfer.
Rutherford discovered that nuclei were in essence point particles, Hofstadter
probed the nuclear form factors, and Friedman, Kendall, and Taylor found
quarks.

Does anyone seriously think that the only reason experimenters will look for
unexpectedly large cross section at LHC is extra dimensions from string theory?
Large cross sections are always sought after… don’t need a weatherman (or a
string theorist) to know which way the wind blows.

Since Sam Ting in the 1970’s, everyone also looks for leptons in the final state,
and since the W was discovered, missing energy too. Those are by no means
signatures of string theory alone, and we did not need string theorists to know to
look for those signals.

6. Spear Mark the Second
October 9, 2006

Just read KC Cole’s review… she messed up on the neutrino discovery as well…
the real key experiment was that of Ellis and Wooster, predating Pauli. Ellis and
Wooster (part of the Cavendish group) proved there was missing energy, and that
the energy was not electromagnetic in nature. Given that experiment, there were
only two serious choices… that energy/momentum/spin conservation was wrong,
or that a new particle was carrying off the energy/momentum/spin. All the
experimentalists knew that at the time, but Pauli grandstanded and made a big
deal about postulating the more detailed properties of the neutrino.

7. MathPhys
October 9, 2006

> It is surprising that somebody that
> TEACHES science journalism writes such
> scientific nonsense.

Why?

8. Bourgeois Nerd
October 9, 2006

Very disappointing to read that review, since I quite enjoy K.C. Cole’s science
writing. I have a feeling that you’re right, Peter, that her relatonships (not just
with Clifford, but with a lot of other string theorists) clouded her view you and
Smolin’s book. Also, string theory really is rather up her alley; she’s all about
“elegence” and “aesthetics,” and, since a lot of people think that’s what strings
bring to the table (I, being a total outsider to such high-level math and science
outside of popular articles, books, and blogs such as this, have no way to judge
whether it is or, as you’ve argued, is not), I can see her being very, very attached
to it.

9. CapitalistImperialistPig



October 9, 2006

Peter – Well, I did ask my question (re: the manuscript review) of Clifford and his
response was:

As for the other thing about Peter’s guesswork… that’s all just silly and
irrelevant.

In the political blogosphere, I think we call that a non-denial non-denial.

10. Arun
October 9, 2006

CIP, many thanks for asking the question!

All of this has been extremely illuminating. Thank you, Peter, for persisting and
publishing your book.

11. wolfgang
October 9, 2006

Peter,

in the comments on the Asymptotia thread you wrote about Lubos
“Remarkably, his colleagues at Harvard promoted him and so far have been
willing to tolerate his behavior (although his recent public calls for my imminent
death may change that situation).”

When and where did Lubos call for your imminent death?
Can you provide a link or something similar?

12. King Ray
October 9, 2006

I never liked string theory precisely because it is not beautiful or elegant. Just
look at all the fields that they have living on the string worldsheet. I once
computed all the maximal subalgebras of a single E8, using Dynkin diagram
techniques, and it was amazing what all was in there. At that time E8xE8 was in
vogue. The ultimate theory should be simpler than current theories, not orders of
magnitude more complicated. To use Einstein’s phrase, string theorists can
calculate but they can’t think. I also think there is a lot of hole drilling where the
wood is thinnest.

13. andy
October 9, 2006

The webpage at USC’s Anenberg School for Communication obfuscates the
background of its faculty. On a science department’s webpage the faculty listing
will tell you what degrees the professor has and where he or she earned them. I
can’t seem to find that for that department.

14. Peter Woit



October 9, 2006

Wolfgang,

The latest occurence of this was

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=467#comment-16818

and a few days earlier he discussed his opinion that death would be too good for
“the black crackpot” (that’s me, color of cover of my book, Lee is “the blue
crackpot”) given my sins against physics. After I complained to people at
Harvard, Lubos did edit this first occurrence to remove the reference to my
death. A few days later he posted the above comment.

I brought this to the attention of people at Harvard, and can report that some
people there (not members of the theory group) agreed that this behavior was
not tolerable.

15. d.liman
October 9, 2006

I’m assuming, since Peter brought it to the attention of folks at Harvard, that he
was reasonably confident that it was likely an authentic post.

There is a remote chance that it could just be someone who signed it with Lubos’
name. On his blog he claims that this happens often.

16. Peter Woit
October 9, 2006

d.liman,

I’m confident this came from Lubos. After it appeared I wrote in to his blog to
ask him if it really came from him. He did not deny it.

17. Anon
October 9, 2006

Peter religiously checks the IP addresses of his commenters. I’m sure he checked
this one, before reporting the incident to the Harvard authorities.

Right?

18. Tim
October 9, 2006

Peter,

I find it amusing that in the very same post you complain about journalists taking
words and phrases out of context and interpreting them according to their own
tastes without being very careful about the original intention and yet you do
exactly the same by reminding us of a short phrase by Clifford Johnson without

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=467#comment-16818
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=467#comment-16818


giving us the opportunity to review the original circumstances and intentions of
those words.

Most funny!

Best,
Tim

19. Peter Woit
October 9, 2006

Tim,

Good point. Problem is I’ve been advised it’s not really kosher to make public
documents written by people who assumed what they wrote would not be made
public. I’d suggest you ask Clifford to post a copy, it would be all right for him to
do so.

20. d.liman
October 9, 2006

Thnx for the response, Peter. Keep up this great blog. Its disappointing that
people like Lubos can’t argue calmly, and not lose their cool. Hopefully someone
in the Theory Group at Harvard will advise him how to behave properly.

21. Gina
October 9, 2006

Peter and Tim,
If you are talking about the referee report that Peter is attributing (with little
evidence) to Johnson, I think, in this case, ethics is going the other way around.
Trying to reveal the identity of an anonymous referee, certainly in public, is not
so ethical. But I see no problem in posting (without distortion) the content of a
referee report. (But I am not sure on this point, I’d be interested to hear if I am
missing something.)

Of course, these are conventions and we can imagine a system where both the
identity of referees and the reports are in the public domain.

22. anon
October 9, 2006

Gina, this sentence is quite fuzzy.
“Trying to reveal the identity of an anonymous referee, certainly in public, is not
so ethical.”
Who is trying to reveal?
Peter didn’t ask Clifford. It was CIP who asked him. Are you accusing CIP of
being unethical, for asking Clifford, IN PUBLIC? Clifford didn’t have to answer,
but he did answer. Peter FIRST quoted Clifford exactly, and then reached his own
conclusions about the meaning of the quote. I don’t think that is unethical.
I think for a reporter to write an article, with so many errors, and so one-sided in



favor of her firend Clifford, now that is unethical.

23. Gina
October 9, 2006

Dear Anon

Hmmm, interesting comment. I certainly do not “accuse” anybody of anything.
For a scientist to try to speculate in public about the identity of a referee is
somewhat unethical, or perhaps a better word is unconventional.

Actually, Clifford did not confirm that he was the referee at all and he reacted in
the appropriate way when he was asked – whether he was the referee or not –
not confirming and not denying. So for Peter to reach a conclusion that Clifford
was the referee, and to continue the discussion based on this assumption is not a
very good logic and not very conventional/ethical. Again, I am referring to
conventions for a scientist. The conventions for journalists are different.

My point was that I do not see any reason why posting a referee report is
unethical. (I agree that it is not particularly common.)

This is a just little point. I suppose there is also the issue of ethics and
conventions for weblog behavior. This looks like a truly a fascinating subject but
I do not have anything to contribute. What can be the ethical rules for a
CapitalistImperialistPig? I suppose whatever he do he cannot really be kosher.

24. Anon
October 9, 2006

I agree with Gina. It is definitely unethical to publicly accuse (or state that one
“supects”) someone of being the anonymous referee.

That puts the accusee in the untenable position of being unable to either confirm
or deny the accusation.

It is not unethical to print an (unfavorable) referee report about one’s own work.

The former is highly corrosive of the anonymous refereeing process (on which
we all depend). The latter, not at all.

25. Peter Woit
October 9, 2006

I’m not the one who put Clifford on the spot about this, blame that on CIP.

I’ve suspected that referee was Clifford for quite a while now (since one day
after seeing his behavior in response to challenges to string theory, and looking
up over my desk and seeing a copy of his book on my bookshelf. I realized it was
published by Cambridge, and a light dawned…). I finally decided to mention this
publicly because I really had enough with the way he was going on about what a
money-grubbing publicity hound I am, promoting my book to the general public
who can not understand the subtler points of what I am saying. If it weren’t for



him, the book would have been published two years ago by Cambridge, in a form
aimed at and marketed to a small audience. He decided to stop that, and leave
me no choice but to find a trade publisher. He has no business at all complaining
about how this book was published, and it was unethical of him to do so knowing
full well that he was responsible for this.

I’m pretty sure I know who the second string theorist referee was, but won’t say
anything publicly about that. Unless he gets a blog and starts complaining about
how the book was published….

26. Anon
October 9, 2006

“I’m not the one who put Clifford on the spot about this, blame that on CIP.”

Why?

You are the one who publicly stated the accusation (excuse me, the “suspicion”).
CIP merely brought it to Clifford’s attention, which someone else would have
done sooner or later, anyway.

And then you were the one who took Clifford’s non-committal response (the only
ethical one he could make) as a confirmation.

27. CapitalistImperialistPig
October 10, 2006

I don’t really think it’s unethical to speculate on who anonymous reviewers are –
I’ve certainly heard a lot of reputable scientists do so. Is it unethical to ask? It’s a
bit hard for me to believe that it is, but if it is I apologise, abjectly but not
profusely, to the gods of ethical physics, if such there be. Generally speaking, the
baloney I serve on my blog *is* strictly Kosher.

In any case, Clifford had several options – to ignore my question, criticize my
question for violating the sacred bond between a publisher and the authors it
already publishes, or to say something noncommital. He chose the last option,
but in a rather strange fashion – one that I thought looked like a politician’s non-
denial non-denial.

In any case, I’m not much impressed with anonymous review anyway. I’ve had
the experience of running technical review for a publication system with all
reviewers public, and I don’t think the loss of anonymity was a major problem.

28. Gina
October 10, 2006

The whole hype issue is very much over-hyped. Let’s say that string theory had
the blessing (which can quickly turn into a curse) of unproportional media
attention, so what? It will not make the next major scientific step any easier (or
any harder). I do not understand this issue.



29. Marty Tysanner
October 10, 2006

Peter,

Having occasionally “defended” you in the past, I would feel a little hypocritical
in keeping silent on this. From what I have seen, I agree with Gina and Anon that
you should not have publicly aired your hunches this way about Clifford’s
possible role as The Referee. It tends to create a suspicion of him without
objective evidence. I also agree that you should not have publicly concluded that
Clifford’s non-answer to CIP showed that he really was that person. The whole
thing just looks too much like dirty politics, with one candidate creating
suspicion of ethical failure by an opponent, and then taking the opponent’s
refusal to confirm or deny the accusation as “proof” of guilt. I didn’t think you
were running a political campaign.

While I can understand how some of your experiences with Clifford could make
you resentful, and it doesn’t seem unreasonable to privately suspect him of the
role you imply, the whole idea of publicly throwing suspicion on him this way is
distasteful to me. It doesn’t seem like one of your finer moments.

30. Arun
October 10, 2006

That LA Times review would make anyone wonder.

31. Clark
October 10, 2006

Jim Weatherall at The CSW Blog provides some numbers that, for me at least,
added interesting perspective to the discussion. This will not be news to Peter,
who has been the chief interlocutor there, but may be of interest to some
readers.
If this falls under the prohibition of not mixing blogs, please feel free to delete
this post.
One of the most illuminating of recent developments has been hearing from the
experimentalists, such as Richter, Spear Mark II,
and Weatherall, who may not have been as concerned as theorists in publicizing
their viewpoint and observations.
For instance, SM II’s appraisal of Pauli’s role in the neutrino hypothesis
suggested a consensus among the experimentalists
of which I must concede having been unaware.

32. Thomas Love
October 10, 2006

Searching for K C Cole led me to:

http://www.ncswa.org/archive/workshops/2004/3cole.html

Opening talk by K.C. Cole, Los Angeles Times

http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/
http://www.ncswa.org/archive/workshops/2004/3cole.html
http://www.ncswa.org/archive/workshops/2004/3cole.html


By Elise Kleeman

“Really good science writers need to lie, cheat, and steal, said K. C. Cole in the
first plenary of the workshop. She outlined 15 rules for writing in her talk, but
focused most on the value of lying.”

That says a lot about her review, does it not?

33. woit
October 10, 2006

Marty,

Perhaps you’re right. It’s certainly true that I was highly annoyed about Clifford’s
recent behavior on his blog and because of that my judgement at the time may
have not been the best. But still, I think mentioning my suspicions can be
justified, even beyond the grounds I gave earlier that Clifford should not be
criticizing how this book was published unless he is willing to have his own role
in that story examined.

Part of the story of string theory is the story of how it has acquired and kept its
dominant position. Some string theorists claim that this is purely through its
“triumph in the marketplace of ideas”, but, especially recently as a critical point
of view on string theory has gained traction, less than ethical tactics have been
used to try and discredit me and Smolin. I suppose I should be extremely careful
of my own ethics. The question about Clifford is bit of a tricky one, since it has to
do with what tactics are acceptable in order to expose less than ethical behavior
and attempts to censor legitimate scientific views.

34. woit
October 10, 2006

Thomas,

That’s pretty funny. One hopes that her “rules” (which seem to include “eschew
objectivity and quote out of context”) are tongue-in-cheek, but I’m not so sure…

35. TheGraduate
October 10, 2006

“Quotes are always out of context”

I guess that explains the way she used the neutrino quote which for me was
bizarre.

36. LDM
October 10, 2006

The problem is Cole is writing on topics she probably does not deeply
understand, and hence cannot really explain well…and instead of lying and
cheating, better to write nothing at all…but if she were to need an example of



honest science writing, she should read Feynman.

The Feynman Lectures are maybe the best examples of how to explain ,without
lying and cheating, advanced concepts — accurately — to an not particularly
advanced audience.

…When explaining things, Feynman did omit the details of lengthy calculations
(that would normally be found in advanced texts or papers on the topic he was
discussing) so he could concentrate on the PHYSICS…
(For a concrete example, see the discussion of the Molecular Hydrogen Ion in
Feynman vol 3– all results are complete and correct, but many details of the
standard calculations, normally laborious (Born- Oppenhemeir, etc) are simply
not given)

37. Michael Bacon
October 10, 2006

“And then you were the one who took Clifford’s non-committal response (the only
ethical one he could make) as a confirmation.”

I know I’m missing something here, but why was it the only ethical statement
Clifford could make? Even if there are certain prohibitions on publically
acknowledging that one was a referee, I believe that there must be limitations on
this type of prohibition in the context of subsequent controversies that may arise;
perhpas like this one. In such cases, a simple acknowledgment or deniel would
settle the issue, and no real violence to ethics would be done.

38. Peter Woit
October 10, 2006

Michael Bacon,

In general I don’t think there are prohibitions against a referee revealing his or
her identity, either publicly or privately. Anonymity is there to allow the referee
to give an honest and unbiased opinion without having to worry about having to
suffer repercussions because of this. That’s why Marty is right it is not a good
idea in general to try and pierce this anonymity.

On the other hand, anonymity of referees has a dark side, with anonymity
allowing a referee to behave unethically, knowing that he or she won’t have to
answer for less than completely professional behavior. So, it’s not always so
simple….

39. Gina
October 10, 2006

I agree that the issue of refereeing is not simple and sometimes loaded. In fact,
almost every negative referee report is a little controversy. A completely open
system may be an option, a “double blind” system is another option. But I do not
see a simple solution except the universal advice: “take it easy”.



I read Cole’s review and it does not look to me as that negative. It is critical both
to string theory and to the books by Lee and Peter, and this looks reasonable.
There were 20-30 reviews on the book, most are positive, a few (like mine) are
mixed or negarive. I do not think it is right or wise, Peter, to regard negative
reviews as “hit jobs” (it is also completely meaningless) and to “go after” the
people who write them. If you want that people will listen to your criticism you
should be ready to accept criticism, and if your success rate with string theorists
or other sientists will be as high as with science journalists you will be in a good
shape :).

40. John Ramsden
October 10, 2006

Apologies if it’s already been mentioned, above or in another article in this blog,
but last week Bert Schroer issued a new version of his anti-string-theory polemic
(or “samisdat” as he calls it – I must look up that word) at http://www.arxiv.org
/abs/physics/0603112.

Before rereading the paper, I was rash enough to mention its revised release in a
footnote to one of my replies on Lubos Motl’s blog (http://motls.blogspot.com/)
but this reply mysteriously disappeared within minutes. However, the mystery
was solved when I did get round to reading it the next day, and reached page 21

Cheers

41. Arun
October 10, 2006

“Woit, and Smolin in “The Trouble With Physics,” write mostly about how string
theory has ruined their careers” – balance is not being equally negative or
positive about both sides – i.e. “It is critical both to string theory and to the
books by Lee and Peter, and this looks reasonable.”
It wouldn’t matter if Cole was uniformly critical of Lee and Peter and uniformly
supportive of string theory, as long as she didn’t misrepresent what the books
were about.

Whether or not a book is worth reading is opinion, and one can have any opinion.
But what is in the book or not in the book should not be lied about.

42. Gina
October 10, 2006

Arun,

indeed this quote striked me as very unfair but I double checked and it is not the
full quote. Here it is:

“These issues are well worth addressing, which makes it all the more
disappointing that Woit, and Smolin in “The Trouble With Physics,” write mostly
about how string theory has ruined their careers — and physics as well.”

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0603112
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0603112
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0603112
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0603112
http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/


I think it is correct to characterize Peter’s position as claiming that string theory
ruined particle physics and this is what Peter mostly writes about, in the polemic
part of the book. (As I already said the, 80% of the book is an excellent and
inspiring description of particle physics and related mathematics.) Now, the part
about string theory ruining Peter’s career is an interpretation of Cole of what
Peter tells in the book about himself. This is what Cole reads between the lines.
It is a legitimate interpretation (for a journalist). I do not agree with this
simplistic interpretation and would not have written it myself – but I am not a
journalist.

Overall, the sentence is somewhat unfair but not nearly as much as seen from
cutting the last words “– and physics as well”.

Anyway, overall Cole’s review is not that negative, and overall she is doing a
good job describing the controversy, and overall, even if there are a few cheap
shots here and there it is wrong and unwise (and a waste of time) to “go after”
people who write negative reviews.

43. anon
October 10, 2006

Gina, I’ve never, ever heard Peter say that string theory ruined his career. In
fact, Peter sounds to me as happy with his career as a pig in mud. Cole’s
sentence is groundless, a calumny, a character assassination; what she means is
that Peter criticizes string theory because he is bitter; that his criticism has
almost nothing to do with any shortcomings of string theory .

44. Gina
October 10, 2006

OK, I agree that Cole should not have written as a fact that the books are about
string theory ruining Peter and Lee’s careers even if she believes or just
conjecture that this is what is ‘going on’. (I criticize Peter himself for mixing too
much the factual matters, his own interpretations, and unrealeted “gossip
items”, and I certainly do not like when journalists do it. But they do it all the
time.)

45. jeremy
October 10, 2006

If someone wrote a review for my book, I would first thank him or her for at least
taking time to read the book. I agree with Gina that it is not wise to “go after”
the reviewer. It is reasonable to correct reviewer’s misquotes and, sometimes
calculated, distortions, but consider a review with different opinion as “a hit-job”
is, for me, not prudent. It is really unnecessary for Peter being overly sensitive to
criticism. Any review, positive or negative, will only make more people become
aware of “the failure of string theory”, and increase the possibility of bringing in
fresh air to the research. It is a good thing that someone is willing to read your
book and writing a review about it. I would suggest Peter, borrowing a line from
Gina. “take it easy” on the reviewers.



46. CapitalistImperialistPig
October 10, 2006

Gina,

Your defense of KC Cole’s review does not conform to a reasonable
interpretation of the facts. Neither does her review. It wasn’t merely biased, it
was deeply dishonest.

Writers (and actors, painters, and others) are totally justified in criticizing their
critics, especially those who don’t evaluate them honestly.

Since you have strongly insinuated yourself in this debate, including questioning
my ethics, let me ask the following: what is your expertise? Are you a string
theorist? A physicist?

47. LDM
October 11, 2006

I went to the library, examined one of Coles books, “The Hole in the Universe”
for myself just so I could accurately gauge her level of science writing first hand
— and the content is watered down to the extent of either being meaningless or,
unfortunately, just physically misleading if not wrong…

Also telling is that on the cover was a blurb by string theorist Briane Greene…So
obviously an endorsement by Greene is not worth too much.

Essentially, she is a reviewer who does not understand the subject , has no
problem distorting (lying) the subject, and seems to be strongly associated with
string theorists. Interesting.

48. John A
October 11, 2006

More substantively, it’s clearly a waste of one’s time to try and debate
these issues with someone who is on record as claiming that criticizing
string theory is like criticizing the theory of evolution.

Actually that’s been done before in climate science. To criticize Greenhouse
Warming as a hypothesis that makes no useful testable predictions gets the critic
compared to creationists (and deniers of evolution therefore) and deniers of the
Holocaust. It doesn’t get more tasteless than that.

Now again, I do not make the case that Peter Woit agrees with my views on
climate science, only that for reasons that appear to me obvious, the same
dynamic of attacking the person rather than engaging in the actual questions of
substantial scientific import are occurring in disparate fields.

BTW Peter, I bought Lee Smolin’s book rather than yours because I’m frankly not
up to the math and I felt happier dealing with Smolin’s more general approach.
I’m also reading QED by Richard Feynman, and find myself chuckling over



Feynman’s direct attack on theories that don’t predict anything no matter how
beautiful they are.

49. Arun
October 11, 2006

Gina,

If you are correct then it should have read:

“These issues are well worth addressing, which makes it all the more
disappointing that Woit, and Smolin in “The Trouble With Physics,” write mostly
about how string theory has ruined physics, though they disclaim any impact on
their careers.

50. Gina
October 11, 2006

Well guys, appart from the controversial sentence and misunderstanding about
neutrinos, Coles review is good:

Take this one sentence explanation of string theory:

“Simply put, string theory does this by replacing point-like particles with tiny
strings of some fundamental stuff vibrating in 10-dimensional space — their
harmonies creating everything from quarks to galaxies. The loops of string don’t
let anything get small enough to let quantum fidgeting rip space and time apart.”

and the critique on string theory

“String theory has its troubles, which the authors analyze in great and
sometimes lucid detail: It appears to be untestable because the strings are too
small to be seen, and recent research suggests that the theory may have an
infinite number of solutions, so it can’t make predictions. And string theory is so
ill-defined that even ardent supporters admit they don’t know what, exactly, it
is.”

and

“The authors are right to say that physicists can get cliquish; that some of them
swagger; that they frequently fool themselves and that science has become too
risk-averse.”

Arun,
maybe she should have change the ordering and write

“These issues are well worth addressing, which makes it all the more
disappointing that Woit, and Smolin in “The Trouble With Physics,” write mostly
about how string theory has ruined physics — and their careers as well.”

It is legitimate for Cole to think that the books express personal frustration
even if not explicitely expressed. She does not have to prove it, and it is common



not to distinguish facts from interpretations, this is journalism and not science.
(But I agree that even in this form it is unfair to Peter and Lee and not referring
to the careers would be a much better choice.)

51. Bert Schroer
October 11, 2006

“Simply put, string theory does this by replacing point-like particles with tiny
strings of some fundamental stuff vibrating in 10-dimensional space — their
harmonies creating everything from quarks to galaxies. The loops of string don’t
let anything get small enough to let quantum fidgeting rip space and time apart.”

Well, this mantra with which string theorists used to start their talk is totally
metaphoric, the fact is that the intrinsic quantum localization of the Nambu-Goto
string is pointlike and not stringlike (see respective remarks in my samisdat
contributio).

52. Renormalized
October 11, 2006

“Simply put, string theory does this by replacing point-like particles with tiny
strings of some fundamental stuff vibrating in 10-dimensional space — their
harmonies creating everything from quarks to galaxies. The loops of string don’t
let anything get small enough to let quantum fidgeting rip space and time apart.”

This would be wonderful if it were true. The truth is we have never seen a string,
never had a experiment which inferred there were strings, never have seen a
dimension beyond the 3 space and one time. We have never seen this so called
“fundamental stuff”. We have never heard the so called “harmonies”. We have
never found a loop of string. This is what you have never gotten in your head
Gina. It is all a fantasy! This is what happens when you get one good idea about
how the universe “might” work and then have many brilliant people working on
it for many years, teaching brilliant students to work on the idea and then
forgetting it was just a idea that “might” work.

53. DMS
October 11, 2006

Peter,

No point wasting time “debating” these public string theorists(I liked
InvestorBanker’s comments as well). You are winning the argument, both on the
substance, and on style.

On the one hand we have Jacques, who thinks his use of straw man arguments,
italicizing comments, and use of “Huh?”, makes him sound so brilliant.

And then we have Clifford, who makes the initial pretence(a nice front) of trying
to be “serious” and “respectful” and then go down the same path.

No point in bringing on the others.



Frankly, this dishonest conflation of string theory for RHIC and string theory for
the Theory of Everything is pathetic.

Simply ask these public string theorists one question: What exactly does string
theory say we will see at the LHC???

Finally, these string theorists think they are the among the most brilliant people
on the planet. With the singular exception of Ed Witten, again this is hype.

DMS

54. Bert Schroer
October 11, 2006

As a mathematical theorem this is true for the quantized N-G string.
The proof is actually quite simple, you only have to understand a deep theorem
which relates the positive energy representation of the Poincare group
inexorably with localization of states (totally intrinsic)
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0203021
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
and convince yourself that in the decomposition of the highly reducible
representation of the Poincare group of the N-G model (take the supersymmetric
version in order to avoid tachyons) there is no massless “infinite spin”
component (which would introduce string-like localization). Since the the
physical field (after BRST descend) is a c-number, the quantized N-G “field” is
actually a generalized free field with the well-known mass-tower particle
spectrum. The confusion of classical localization with intrinsic quantum
localization is an unfortunate heritage of the Atiyah-Witten geometric way of
looking at QFT.
For mor on this I refer to my eassay.
And by the way, the only polemic I permitted myself was to the Lord of Misuse.
My illustration of how ST manufactures facts is no polemic at all, it is based on 3
original refences to ST sources.

55. Bert Schroer
October 11, 2006

Sorry for the two misprints

56. Ari Heikkinen
October 11, 2006

Just to point out that not every negative review of your book is a conspiracy of
string theorists and their friends, Peter.

57. Bert Schroer
October 11, 2006

The corrected phrase for
“Simply put, string theory does this by replacing point-like particles with tiny
strings of some fundamental stuff vibrating in 10-dimensional space — their

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0203021
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0203021
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0511042


harmonies creating everything from quarks to galaxies. The loops of string don’t
let anything get small enough to let quantum fidgeting rip space and time apart.”

should read:
simply put, string theory does this by replacing point-like particles by quantum
objects which are obtained from the quantization of classical supersymmetric
Nambu-Goto-like strings (which still remain pointlike-localized in the
autonomous quantum sense) whose spectrum in ten spacetime dimensions is
described by an infinite tower of pointlike particles…….

58. The Graduate
October 11, 2006

Peter,

How come you haven’t mentioned your interview with Horgan?

59. Peter Woit
October 11, 2006

The Graduate,

Partly because there’s been a lot to keep track of, so some things like this
haven’t gotten mentioned, partly because I find the idea of myself on video kind
of appalling. Bad enough that there’s audio out there of me, I just got used to
that. Anyway, rumor is there’s an interview by Horgan of me on this web-site

http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/index.php

I’m not going to watch it, I suppose others could if they must…

60. TheGraduate
October 11, 2006

Peter,

It was a good interview (better than I would have done). I don’t like watching
myself on video either!

61. Boaz
October 11, 2006

Peter,
I enjoyed reading your book.
One section I was particularly interested in were your comments on John
Hagelin/TM/String Theory etc. You mentioned that particle theorists used to put
up the MIU/MUM posters connecting fundamental physics to Maharishi’s Hindu
concepts on their doors. Was this mostly done because they actually thought it
was cool/interesting/insightful, or was it more a joke- as in “look at all the
craziness out there!”?
Thanks,
Boaz

http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/index.php
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/index.php


62. woit
October 11, 2006

Boaz,

It was definitely a joke. I think…

63. Boaz
October 11, 2006

Thanks…
I figured so, but that was the 80’s, so you never know.

64. Chris Oakley
October 12, 2006

The Maharishi, who used to place full-page ads in national newspapers, was an
important bellwether in deciding what was was “cool” in particle physics. It
started with SU(5) GUTs, moving on to Supergravity, and finally to Superstrings.
If you were a HEP theorist, but not working on the topics he mentioned, then
your academic career was probably going nowhere.

65. Boaz
October 12, 2006

That’s interesting Chris.
I wonder if it was solely due to John Hagelin, or whether the Maharishi actually
knew anything technical about this stuff. I know that he studied physics at least
to the undergraduate level.



Rube Goldberg’s Instruction Manual

October 11, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Since string theory first became popular in 1984-5, attempts to connect it to particle
physics have suffered from various problems. One of the most severe of these goes
under the name of “moduli stabilization”. Six dimensional Calabi-Yau manifolds come
in families, parametrized by “moduli”. The dimensions of these moduli spaces can be
of order 100 or so.

Naively it might appear that string theories are characterized by a choice of a
topological class of Calabi-Yaus (no one knows if the number of these is finite or
infinite), and then a choice of each of the 100 or so parameters that fix the size and
shape of the Calabi-Yau. According to the standard string theory ideology, this is not
the right way to think, instead there is really only one string theory, with different
moduli values corresponding to different states. The moduli parameters are supposed
to be dynamical elements of the theory, not something parametrizing different
theories.

The problem with this is that if you promote the moduli to dynamical fields, they
naively correspond to massless fields, and thus give new long-range forces. So you
have to explain away why we don’t see 100 or so different kinds of long-range forces,
and the experimental bounds on such forces are very good. Some kind of dynamics
must be found that will “stabilize moduli”, giving them a non-trivial potential. The
moduli fields will then be fluctuations about the minima of this potential. If the
quadratic piece of the potential is large enough, their mass will be high enough to
have escaped observation.

One needs a potential with non-trivial minima, and has to ensure that the dynamics is
not such that the moduli will run off to infinity. In recent years, ways of achieving this
have been found that typically involve “flux compactifications”, i.e. choosing non-
trivial fluxes through the topologically non-trivial holes in the Calabi-Yau. On the one
hand, this seems to provide a long-standing solution to the problem of how to stabilize
the Calabi-Yau, on the other hand, it appears that there is an exponentially large
number of possible minima. This is the origin of the “Landscape” and the associated
claims of 10500 or more possible vacuum states for string theory.

The constructions involved are famously exceedingly complex and ugly, with Susskind
referring to them as “Rube Goldberg machines”, and one of their creators, Shamit
Kachru, the “Rube Goldberg architect”. Very recently a new Reviews of Modern
Physics article by Kachru and Douglas called Flux Compactification has appeared. It
can be thought of as a manual describing how to construct and count these Rube
Goldberg machines.

Many string theorists had long hoped that whatever method was found to stabilize
moduli would have only a small number of solutions. Then, in principle one would get
only a small number of possible models of particle physics for each topological class
of Calabi-Yaus. If the number of these was finite and not too large (the known number

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610102
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610102


of constructions is something like 105-106), then to see if string theory could make
contact with particle physics, one would just have to do a moderately large number of
calculations, check them against the real world, and hope that one matched. If it did,
it would then be highly predictive.

The existence of the flux compactifications with stabilized moduli described in the
Douglas-Kachru article has convinced many string theorists that this old dream is
dead. Some have tried to claim that this is a good thing, that the exponentially large
number of states allows the existence of ones with anomalously small cosmological
constants, and thus an anthropic explanation of its value. The problem then becomes
one of how to ever extract any prediction of anything from string theory. Small CCs
are achieved by very delicate cancellations, and it appears to be a thoroughly
calculationally intractable problem to even identify a single state with small enough
CC.

Many string theorists are now claiming that this is not really a big deal. So what if
there are lots and lots of string theory vacua, it’s just like the fact that there are lots
and lots of 4d QFTs! For arguments of this kind, see recent comment threads here
and here. There’s something fishy about this argument, since discussion of flux
compactifications has from the beginning focused on whether it is possible to use
them to make predictions, whereas no one ever was worrying about whether
(renormalizable) QFTs were predictive or not.

The source of the problem lies in the combination of the large numbers of string
theory vacua with their Rube Goldberg nature. Consistent 4d QFTs are characterized
by a limited set of data (gauge groups, fermion and scalar representations, coupling
constants), and it has turned out that among the simplest possible choices of such
data lies the Standard Model. String theorists commonly describe the Standard Model
as “ugly”, but it is among the simplest possible 4d QFTs, and is extremely simple and
beautiful compared to something like the flux compactification constructions. One
could hope that while flux compactifications are inherently rather complicated, one of
the simpler ones might correspond to the real world. As far as I know there’s no
evidence at all for this, such a hope appears to have nothing behind it besides pure
wishful thinking. Some string theorists like Douglas and Kachru don’t seem to think
this is possible, focussing instead on statistical counts of more and more complicated
flux compactifications, hoping to find not a simple one that will work, but a statistical
enhancement of certain complicated ones that would pick them out.

4d QFT is a predictive framework not because the number of possible such QFTs is
small, but because our universe is described extremely accurately by one of a small
number of the simplest of such QFTs. A few experiments are sufficient to pick out the
right QFT, and then an infinity of predictions follow.

Is the QFT framework falsifiable? One could imagine that things had worked out
differently, that instead of the Standard Model predictions being confirmed, each time
a new experimental result came in, one could only get agreement with experiment by
adding new fields and interactions to the model. It might very well be that the QFT
framework could not be falsified, since one could always evade falsification by adding
complexity. This happens very often with wrong ideas: they start with a simple model,
experimental results disagree with this, but can be matched by making the model
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more complicated. As new experiments are done, if the original idea is wrong, it
doesn’t get simply falsified, but the increasing complexity of the models needed to
match experiment sooner or later causes people to give up on the whole idea.

This is very much what has happened with string theory. The simple models that got
people excited about the idea of string theory unification don’t agree with
experiment, with the moduli stabilization problem just one example. It appears one
can solve the problem, but it’s a Pyrrhic victory: one is forced into working with a
class of models so vast and so complicated that one can get almost anything, and
never can extract any real predictions.

Douglas and Kachru do address the question of whether one can ever hope to get
predictions out of this class of models, but their answer is that they can’t think of any
plausible way of doing so. They mention various things that people have tried, but
none of these ideas seem to work. The best hope was that counting vacua with
different supersymmetry breaking scales would lead to a statistical prediction of this
scale, but this has not worked out for reasons that they describe. In the end they
conclude:

For the near term, the main goal here is not really prediction, but rather to broaden
the range of theories under discussion, as we will need to keep an open mind in
confronting the data.

This acknowledges that no predictions from this framework seem to be possible, and
that continuing work in this area just keeps producing yet wider and wider classes of
these Rube Goldberg machines. They are suggesting basically giving up not on string
theory, which would be the usual scientific conclusion in this circumstance, but
instead to for now give up on the theorist’s traditional goal of making testable
predictions. They advocate not giving up on string theory no matter how bad things
look, instead just continuing as before, hoping against hope that an experimental
miracle will occur. Maybe astronomers will find evidence for cosmic superstrings,
maybe the LHC will see strings or something that matches up with characteristics of
one of the Rube Goldberg models. There’s not the slightest reason to believe this will
happen other than wishful thinking, which has now been promoted to a new program
for how to do fundamental science.

Update: Via Lubos, for those who don’t know what a Rube Goldberg machine is, two
examples are here and here.

Comments

1. Michael
October 11, 2006

>> This is very much what has happened with string theory.

You are factually incorrect. The flux vacua were always there, it just took
researchers some time to realize it. No one has ever added a single complication
to string theory, because it is not possible. If you want to discover something in
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string theory it had better be there in the first place.

2. anon
October 12, 2006

Michael said (sort of):

You are factually incorrect. The flux vacua were always there, it just took our
brothers some time to realize it. No one has ever added a single complication to
the Bible, because it is not possible. If you want to discover something in the
Bible it had better be there in the first place.

Hallelujah, brother Michael

3. M-theory
October 12, 2006

Michael is right: this problem could have been realized or advertized many years
ago, and he would have spent all these years working on something better. This
situation can be extremely disappointing, but it is not Peter’s fault. So, please
stop fighting on each word.

4. Joseph Conlon
October 12, 2006

Dear Peter,

I strongly disagree with your claim that

>one is forced into working with a class of models so vast and so complicated
>that one can get almost anything, and never can extract any real predictions.

In the IIB flux framework there is by now a substantial literature on studying
supersymmetry breaking, computing soft terms, running them down to the TeV
scale and analysing the phenomenology of the resulting sparticle spectrum.

There are also `generic’ results: if moduli are stabilised by non-perturbative
effects, as occurs in all these models, the moduli mass is lifted above the
gravitino by a factor ln(M_P/m_{3/2}) while the corresponding gaugino mass is
lowered by a similar factor.

Generally different methods of moduli stabilisation are quite specific, and have
typical outcomes and mass scales, and I do not see any evidence at a technical
level for the claim that one can get almost anything.

Best wishes
Joe Conlon

5. Bert Schroer
October 12, 2006

Peter,



“It might very well be that the QFT framework could not be falsified, since one
could always evade falsification by adding complexity.”
The framework of QFT is of cause falsifiable. One of the proud achievements of
particle theory of the 50s and 60s was the derivation of structural consequences
of micro-causality: the adaptation (rigorous derivation from the principles, not
just perturbative checks) of the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation. The
experimental check in high-energy scattering experiments was carried out and
QFT passed with flying flags. Micro-causality is the epitome of QFT and the
experimental test of dispersion relations is one of the finest falsifiability tests of
QFT (would have been worthwhile to be mentioned in your book, but by the time
you entered physics this nice conquest was already taken for granted).
With specific models of QFT this is of course harder since in the present state of
developments there are no hard (nonperturbative) facts one can abstract from
Lagrangian names (or similar model characterizations) if one still does not know
whether there is a living child behind that name (this is of course infinitely worse
in ST).
A good illustration of this difficulty is the previous discussion (with David
Berenstein) about the AdS–CFT structural theorem (crystal-clear) and the
Maldacena conjecture (which is a statement about one of those baptized models
in the limit N–>infinity where it slips out of the framework of QFT).

6. Arun
October 12, 2006

There are myriads of QFTS, need experiment to make the choice. There are
myriads of flux compactifications, need experiment to make the choice. It sounds
fishy but the fishiness is elusive. If we forget that low energy physics was
supposed to be a prediction of string theory, and simply say, here are two
methods of constructing models – QFTs, string compactifications – and there are
many choices in each – where is the fishiness in that?

Somehow there is a difference between pre-Revolution and post-Revolution
thinking, but I can’t put my finger on it.

7. Arun
October 12, 2006

Let us imagine that string theory is true and we live in a multiverse. Let us
imagine, in a science-fiction way, we are able to communicate with intelligent
agents in another universe. Suppose our task is to find out what is the low
energy content of that other universe. We are provided the results of collider
experiments from that other universe and to request specific experiments be
performed. We would build the model via QFT, not via flux compactification –
even though flux compactification is the “true” !

8. D R Lunsford
October 12, 2006

The clear lesson of this entire episode is that one cannot do physics by
exhaustion of a mathematical idea. The world has to guide the choice of ideas,



the ideas cannot be forced onto the world. A corollary is that a successful idea
must be backed up by a clear metaphysics – both quantum theory and relativity
needed Democritus first.

My personal hero in the history of science is Kepler. He did not allow his
personal love for his shell model, based on the regular Platonic solids, to stand in
the way of dealing with the facts. Even more than Bacon, this set the tone for
how to do science. Invent, but pay attention.

-drl

9. woit
October 12, 2006

Joe,

Are you claiming that you always will get the relation between moduli, gravitino
and gaugino masses that you mention? So, if we measure these masses and don’t
see this relation, string theory is just incorrect?

Or, are there some vacua where this relation isn’t true?

10. Joseph Conlon
October 12, 2006

Dear Peter,

My comment applied for the IIB flux vacua, where complex structure moduli are
stabilised by fluxes and the K\”ahler moduli are stabilised by non-perturbative
effects. It is these vacua which are the principal basis for the claims about the
landscape. If this small logarithmic hierarchy does not exist, then I do not see
how these vacua can describe nature.

The point is that although there may be 10^500 ways of turning on fluxes, that
doesn’t mean that every feature of the low energy theory can take 10^500
values: there can be, and are, aspects that are insensitive to the fluxes.

There are string vacua where this relation isn’t true – for example exactly
supersymmetric compactifications or if you stabilise moduli perturbatively.

Best wishes
Joe

11. T.
October 12, 2006

As a person who used to work on this subject and switched to more formal
problems in ST, let me make the following comments.
1) Flux compactifications exist in the literature since the 1996 paper of
Polchinski and Strominger and were ignored for a long time for a very good
reason: they have no CFT description, therefore they are not “calculable” by
using standard ST techniques.



2) Around 2001 several respected string theorists, including Kachru, largely
ignored this problem (or argued that in some special cases one can circumvent
it) and started using the effective field theory description (EFT) for moduli
stabilization etc. Then Douglas started counting such EFT vacua, and the
landscape bandwagon took off (taking with it a whole generation of students).
3) It should be made clear that 99.9% of work on flux compactification, including
those of the authors of the review, KKLT, Joe’s etc, is made within (quite an
eclectic) EFT.
4) There is no reason to believe that EFT is a good (or any type of) approximation
because alpha’ and loop corrections are out of control — we simply do NOT know
how to compute them, so there is no reason to believe that the landscape of
10^??? vacua really exists. I can guarantee the existence of only one “non-
standard-model” ST vacuum: maximally supersymmetric toroidal
compactification.
4) In conclusion, the landscape has no solid theoretical foundations and can be
safely ignored. If you are seriously interested in these topics, you should work on
developing a full-fledged ST description of flux compactifications (RR
backgrounds etc…)

12. Joseph Conlon
October 12, 2006

Dear T.,

I find this statement a bit odd,

>4) There is no reason to believe that EFT is a good (or any type of)
>approximation because alpha’ and loop corrections are out of control — we
>simply do NOT know how to compute them, so there is no reason to believe
>that the landscape of 10^??? vacua really exists.

Effective field theory has been used in discussions of string compactifications
ever since the subject started, so I don’t see any principled objection to its use in
flux compactifications that doesn’t also apply to its use in (say) old-style unfluxed
heterotic models.

With regard to alpha’ and loop corrections, I don’t see what is wrong with the
conventional statement that in a regime of large volume and weak coupling, the
alpha’ and g_s expansions are ordinary weak-coupling perturbation expansions,
and so can be controlled.

Best wishes
Joe

13. T.
October 12, 2006

Joe,
Even if alpha’ corrections are “small” in what you call “large volume” limit, you
cannot prove that they do not destabilize the vacuum. Landscape counts all
vacua, with {\em massless} moduli — and these can be destabilized by



“infinitesimal” corrections. On the other hand, if you construct a model with all
moduli (including large volume) stabilized (i.e. massive) then your EFT
calculations make sense, similarly to old heterotic constructions involving
gaugino condensation (assuming that the dilaton is stabilized in the weak
coupling regime, which is very difficult to achieve). But then it’s not landscape —
it’s model-building.

14. r hofmann
October 12, 2006

Dear Joe,

being (for a good reason) quite ignorant about how fluxes and nonperturbative
effects stabilize the moduli of a type IIB model my naive question is: Where do
the fluxes come from, what governs THEIR dynamics (I guess only their
existence is guaranteed by topological arguments) and what precisely hides
behind the mysterious-sounding term `nonperturbative effects´?

By the way, the reason why I don’t even believe in supersymmetric field theory
and the SM’s Higgs mechanism
is the emergence of spin-1/2 excitations in the completely
confining phase of pure SU(2) or SU(3) YM. The mass of the stable and charged
excitation essentially is given by the Yang-Mills scale . I have not yet an answer
to the question why Yang-Mills scales are set into a hierarchical pattern but I’m
pretty much convinced of the nonexistence of gauginos, gravitinos, sfermions,
and fundamental scalars and SCALARINOS.

With my best regards, rh

15. Ahmad
October 12, 2006

Hi Peter;
Im an electrical engineer, but Im really fascinated by physics. I have read your
book and that of Smolin. I really find it hard to imagine that even with
(Sociology) and its dynamics, the physics community can be so naive. How can
Witten et al, be allured and not know it, if the facts are so clear to you and
others. What do they have to say to what you call a naive assumption about the
moduli? if even a Fields medalist agrees to use it, how come ?

16. Peter Woit
October 12, 2006

Ahmad,

I don’t know what Witten thinks of these flux compactifications. He hasn’t
worked on them, my unsubstantiated guess would be that he would like them to
not exist or find a reason to show that they aren’t real vacua of string theory, but
he doesn’t know how.

I think the whole idea of trying to get physics out of these things is clearly



unworkable, and I suspect more than a few string theorists feel the same way.
Quite a few of them definitely don’t work on this area, and generally don’t want
anything to do with it. The problem for them is how to answer the argument that
these things are something that string theory seems to inevitably lead to.
Commenter “T” here gives one attitude towards this.

17. anonymous
October 12, 2006

Actually, Witten wrote one of the foundational papers on flux
compactifications (arXiv:hep-th/9906070) with Gukov and Vafa.

And almost all string theorists have worked on the subject, as the
gravity duals of field theories arising in AdS/CFT are flux vacua, the
simplest being AdS five times a 5 sphere.

18. Peter Woit
October 12, 2006

anonymous,

I was referring not to general flux compactifications, which would include
AdS/CFT, but to the ones discussed in the Douglas-Kachru paper as providing a
way to stabilize moduli.

Thanks for the reference to the Gukov-Vafa-Witten paper. Again, I was thinking of
the more recent constructions with stabilized moduli, but you’re right to point
out that that is part of the story.

19. anonymous
October 12, 2006

The GVW paper is actually about precisely the kinds of fluxes used in the moduli
potentials. Witten wrote more papers about this (eg about G2 models with flux).
So did Vafa.

And, the fluxes that are crucial in confining examples of AdS-CFT, are precisely
used in the moduli fixing constructions. See Klebanov-Strassler.So, the subject
cannot be divided up between AdS CFT fluxes, and the ones used in the
constructions you dislike.

20. Jean-Paul
October 12, 2006

You are wrong. The GVW abstract reads:
“We consider F/M/Type IIA theory compactified to four, three, or two dimensions
on a Calabi-Yau four-fold.” Lanscape studies are based on IIB orientifold
compactifications to four dimensions, focussed on totally different aspects of
compactifications.

21. anonymous



October 12, 2006

Look up the meaning of f theory. The f theory compactifications to 4d are another
name for IIB orientifolds in 4d at generic points in their moduli space. The GVW
superpotential is the one used in ALL these models, with equal justification.

22. Joseph Conlon
October 13, 2006

Dear T.,

>On the other hand, if you construct a model with all moduli
>(including large volume) stabilized (i.e. massive) then your EFT
>calculations make sense,

But this is what almost all/most/a lot of the work on the `landscape’ is about. As
soon as you have the Gukov-Vafa-Witten superpotential, you are stabilising the
dilaton and complex structure moduli, and then nonperturbartive terms come in
to stabilise the K\”ahler moduli. You have to check the EFT for consistency.

I do agree with you that this is basically model-building, and I think that is a
good thing,

Best wishes
Joe

23. r hofmann
October 14, 2006

… not even wrong, Joe…

24. Jean-Paul
October 14, 2006

To F-theory/orientifold expert: your attitude of deciding what research direction
is good based on associations with W et al is exactly what ruined ST. Just try to
think, maybe it’s not late for you to start thinking independently. Otherwise hide
in Langlands. Good luck.

25. Vogelsang
October 14, 2006

Peter, nice post, and thanks for the link to the review by Douglas and Kachru. It’s
very nicely written. The authors definitely do not hide behind technichalities, so
even non-experts like myself can learn much about the ideas and the status of
the field from them.

26. T.
October 14, 2006

Joe,
Of course, model-building is very interesting and useful. However, most of the



remaining 10^??? vacua will never be investigated in such detail, and the debate
is whether they really exist in full-fledged ST. The 10^??? counting includes all
possible vacua with massless moduli: my hope is that they will turn out to be
inconsistent, in a similar way as non-supersymmetric closed ST is inconsistent
beyond one loop (due to the dilaton tadpole).

27. anonymous
October 15, 2006

T:

A cursory reading makes it clear that the vacua being counted have no massless
moduli, and even looking just at those with weak (stabilized) coupling, there are
a huge number. They aren’t counting moduli spaces with unfixed moduli.

28. anonymous
October 15, 2006

Jean Paul:
Actually I am just going through the review, I don’t know or care what W thinks.
The logic seems clear, and also seems to extend beyond f theory to other regimes
of string theory.

29. T.
October 16, 2006

My cursory reading of the review is very different from yours, so let’s try to
clarify it. Let’s look at page 47, subsection VB of section V “Statistics of vacua”.
It considers IIB on CY with no complex structure moduli, ignoring Kahler moduli.
I am no expert in CY, so can you tell me how many CY have no complex moduli,
and zero Kahler moduli? I see that you are a big fan of GVW, but their
superpotential can stabilize only the dilaton and some complex structure moduli.
In order to stabilize Kahler moduli, you need D-terms, so you need magnetized
D-branes, Joe’s non-perturbative effects etc. It’s not so simple. As far as I can tell
ALL vacua treated so far statistically contain massless moduli, so please correct
me if I am wrong. All what I am trying to say is that one needs a better
understanding of flux compactifications before jumping to a conclusion that ST in
inherently unpredictive and needs a special treatment by antropic reasoning etc.

30. anonymous
October 16, 2006

T:
The KKLT construction fixes the Kahler moduli; explicit e.g.s are
given now by several groups cited in the review. The statistics Douglas et al give
for complex moduli can be used in any of the models with fixed Kahler moduli,
and as long as the flux potential isn’t too large, doesn’t destabilize the Kahler
moduli. That is indeed the entire point of the KKLT construction of the
landscape. As I read it, in the IIA theory, even just the fluxes suffice to stabilize
all of the moduli; the analogue of the GVW superpotential depends on all moduli
at tree level.



31. anonymous
October 16, 2006

To be clear: this isn’t just my reading of the review , see their citations to
Douglas Denef Florea; Douglas Denef Florea Grassi Kachru;
Lust Reffert Scheidegger Schulgin Stieberger; Balasubramanian, Berglund,
Conlon, Quevedo;
and for IIA
DeWolfe Giryavets Kachru Taylor; Acharya Benini Valandro;
Derendinger Kounnas Petroupoulos Zwirner; Camara Font Ibanez.

These papers have lots of equations and seem to do what the review says they
do. Which is stabilize all the scalars.

32. Gina
October 17, 2006

This is an excellent post, Peter, and so is the discussion.

If I understand correctly the non-technical parts it appears that people
agree that the landscape is a problem for (or a challenge to) ST. There is a
comment though that the evidence for the huge number of vacuua is
not yet theoretically solid. There is a suggestion (Joe) that some predictions will
be possible common to all these theories. (And even some specific
suggestions for such predictions were raised.) There is also a suggestion/hope
(T) that most of the 10^** possible theories will be disqualified based on
contradictory physics consequences. In any case, the fact that the damaging
evidence was discovered by string theorists themselves speaks for the integrity
of the ST endeavor.

33. Peter Woit
October 17, 2006

Gina,

You’re adding nothing to the discussion here, just repeating in garbled form what
others who do understand the issues have written. In particular, Joe does not
claim to have predictions common to all theories, he was discussing something
that is a feature of one class of compactifications but not others. Please stop
adding to the noise level here.

34. anonymous
October 17, 2006

I am just an intermediate grad student, but I agree with Gina.
As far as I can tell, the situation is: there are “old” string theorists
who are stuck in 1985 and hope the whole thing will go away;
more modern string theorists who realize this is a real issue with
the whole theory (but the theory may well still be correct and one
has to deal with the issue); and finally a bunch of people like
Peter and Smolin who really dislike string theory, for reasons you



can judge yourself (they don’t seem very sound to me). Anyway
I need to read my next review now (about supersymmetry), so
I’ll sign off.

35. Jean-Paul
October 17, 2006

Hi anonymous,
Before you run away, I am just curious why do you want enter a research field
which is in the state of crisis, at least according to some “old” people. For 20
years, these old people led the pack, and only a handful of younger people (like
Kachru) made a real impact (Douglas is still an older generation). What do you
expect to learn? If you take landscape seriously, ST is no longer a TOE, so it
doesn’t seem to contain this “romantic” flavor of fundamental theory that
brought in the previous generations of students. I am also curious what is your
advisor’s point of view.

36. TheGraduate
October 17, 2006

I think taken in the best light, where we assume some of the strongest claims for
what has been so far achieved, one would have to argue that string theory was a
theory of properties of a final theory but I think it seems a bit unreasonable to
claim there is anything that will force uniqueness … am I right?

I think the stuff about all possible universes having to exist just because the
equations say so seems… dumb … that’s like saying because we can define all
possible humans using DNA sequences then all possible humans exist …

The other issue is, that one can never be sure that one has discovered all the
possible restrictions …

It’s an assumption (and a silly one at that) that there must be a direct
correspondence between the universes being studied and actual universes …

37. anonymous
October 17, 2006

Jean-Paul:
I talked to many people, and it seems the people who entered
the field in the 80s and 90s (before say 1996) all felt strongly discouraged from
doing so (apparently the senior theorists at Harvard openly ridiculed the theory
in the late 1980s). I feel now, maybe, like they did then: there is criticism of this
theory, but it is based on irrational factors. The theory unifies gravity and
quantum mechanics. Given that inflation occurs, any theory with many vacua will
have the landscape issue to deal with. And it is hard to imagine a theory with a
unique vacuum giving our bizarre word (even grand unified theories have many
vacua). Maybe I’m wrong. We’ll see.

38. ak
October 18, 2006



possibly adding to the ‘noise level’ here, I pose the question if ‘flux
compactification’ has actually a rigorous mathematical background and if so if
this would fit into a yet-to-be-established picture of mirror symmetry, for
instance: is there an algebraic counterpart of ‘flux compactification’ in
Kontsevichs picture or what could it be? Furthermore, I wonder if ‘monodromy’-
questions are involved in questions of ‘fluxes’, families of Calabi-Yau manifolds
being topologically trivial but symplectically nontrivial etc. or related questions
of stability of special lagrangians in families. If someone knows a reference
relating mathematical and physical research in these respects I would be
thankful.



Links

October 12, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

This evening a very interesting paper appeared on the arXiv, entitled Instantons
Beyond Topological Theory I by E. Frenkel, Losev and Nekrasov. The authors are
studying theories with a topological sector (supersymmetric quantum mechanics and
2d sigma models on a Kahler manifold, N=2 supersymmetric YM in 4d), but are
interested in sectors of the theories that are not purely topological. I’m looking
forward to reading the paper over the next few days, but it is a bit daunting. This
paper is nearly 100 pages long, and it is only part I of three parts, and actually just
the simplest part, that involving quantum mechanics.

HEPAP is meeting today and tomorrow, here’s the agenda. From the slides of the talk
about NASA, the budget situation there for fundamental science missions doesn’t look
good, and there is discussion of the upcoming NRC committee charged with figuring
out which of the “Beyond Einstein” missions to allow to go forward. At Dynamics of
Cats, Stein Sigurosson has been writing about this in terms of the missions being sent
to Thunderdome, only one to emerge alive.

Slides from the talks last month at the conference in honor of Nigel Hitchin’s 60th
birthday are available.

Joe Lykken has a nice review article about the standard model, in which he notes:

There is only one diagonal Yukawa coupling that is of order one, and that is the top
quark Yukawa. But even this case is mysterious. The top Yukawa is not really of order
one: it is equal to one! For example, using the 2005 combined Tevatron value for the
pole mass of the top quark, the corresponding Yukawa coupling is 0.99 +/- 0.01. The
entire particle physics community has chosen (so far) to regard this fact as a 1 per
cent coincidence. I should point out that similar percent level equalities, e.g.
supersymmetric gauge coupling unification or the ratio of the total mass-energy
density of the universe to the critical density, have spawned huge theoretical
frameworks bolstered by thousands of papers.

Difference is that, as far as I know, nobody has an idea why this Yukawa coupling
should be one. Maybe this is a big clue…

Over at Backreaction, there’s an excellent posting about Does String Theory Explain
Heavy Ion Physics?, one of the very few places to find a non-overhyped discussion of
this topic.

Davide Castelvecchi has a well-done review of my book at his sciencewriter.org web-
site.

At this week’s physics colloquium at Penn, Andre Brown reports that Robert Cahn
emphasized that “half the particles needed for supersymmetry have already been
discovered.” He also recalled a quote from another colloquium about supersymmetry:
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“Supersymmetry has stood the test of time. There is no evidence for supersymmetry.”

Update: A couple people have pointed out the following rather accurate cartoon.

Comments

1. A Babe in the Universe
October 12, 2006

Concerning Beyond Einstein: Judging from the crowd Goddard sent to HEAD,
Constellation-X will win. As Harvey Tananbaum pointed out:
1) CON-X is considered first priority after JWST
2) CON-X and LISA are approved programmes.

In his Saturday talk, Roger Blandford urged us to attack fundamental problems
directly instead of assumption-fitting model building. He described current
theory as epicycles and avoided mentioning “dark energy.”

The COSMO 2006 Meeting a week before in Lake Tahoe was more fertile ground
for JDEM support. The SNAP team sent just one speaker, and the poor woman
was asking around for a ride because she had no way of getting back to Berkeley.
Is she still there? Is SNAP running low on petty cash? Watching the Blue Angels
was the most fun of the week.

2. TheGraduate
October 12, 2006

Concerning the reduced budget etc … does anybody have some insight into why
the US gov is determined to spend less and less on basic science? It all seems
quite weird.

Compared to other types of investment, it seems like scientists are a rather
cheap resource and the rewards of a larger scientific community are so great.

Even in the face of fears of greater competition from China and India and almost
daily fretting about outsourcing of jobs, absolutely nothing seems to be done and
day by day, less and less is spent … year after year of decreasing budgets …

Is there something I am missing?

3. Peter Woit
October 12, 2006

TheGraduate,

The US government actually is increasing the budget for fundamental physics
research. NASA seems to be a different story, with all the manned space flight
issues.

4. King Ray

http://xkcd.com/c171.html
http://xkcd.com/c171.html


October 12, 2006

At the KITP (then the ITP), someone from the NSF once gave a talk on science
budget issues, and they showed a graph that demonstrated how entitlements
were squeezing everything else out of the budget. You didn’t have to project the
trends very far forward to get to a point where there was no money for science.

5. TheGraduate
October 12, 2006

King Ray:

You said “they showed a graph that demonstrated how entitlements were
squeezing everything else out of the budget”

What kind of entitlements did he mean, like health benefits, sabaticals and
tenure?

6. TheGraduate
October 12, 2006

Peter,

When you say it is increasing, do you mean it’s increasing this year or it has
always been increasing and does this increase still hold up if we correct for
inflation?

I hope it actually is increasing. That would be great.

7. Tony Smith
October 13, 2006

Peter said “… Joe Lykken has a nice review article about the standard model [ at
hep-ph/0609274 ], in which he notes: … The top Yukawa … is equal to one! …”.

Peter goes on to say: “… as far as I know, nobody has an idea why this Yukawa
coupling should be one. …”.

One natural reason for the T-quark Yukawa coupling to be “equal to one” would
be for the Higgs to be a T-quark condensate, as in a modified Nambu-Jona-
Lasinio ( NJL ) model such as that described in hep-ph/0311165 Michio
Hashimoto, Masaharu Tanabashi, and Koichi Yamawaki.
In that paper, they say “… the scalar bound state of tbar-t plays the role of the
Higgs boson in the SM …”.
To avoid some of the problems of a simple NJL model, they consider Kaluza-Klein
type “TeV-scale extra dimension[s]” and “… found that the bulk QCD coupling
can … become suffciently large to trigger the top condensation for … D = 8
…[and]… predict the top quark mass
mt = 172 – 175 GeV for D = 8 …”.

Since their result is close to an observed value of a T-quark mass peak in
Fermilab data, and



since their work is consistent with 8-dimensional structures in my physics model,
and
since related structures seem to me to be related to some Fermilab experimental
data in the ranges of mt around 130 GeV and around 225 GeV that seem to me to
be important,
I described in a talk I gave at the April 2005 Tampa APS DPF meeting the above
results of hep-ph/0311165 by Michio Hashimoto, Masaharu Tanabashi, and
Koichi Yamawaki.

Joe Lykken chaired the session at which I spoke, and he seemed interested while
I was giving the 10-minute talk. At the end of the talk he told me that he would
take the ideas in my presentation back to Fermilab, and see if the people there
had any interest in working on such approaches.
In the year that has followed, no interest has been expressed by Fermilab, and I
see that the work of Hashimoto, Tanabashi, and Yamawaki (who are from Pusan,
Tohuku, and Nagoya) is not mentioned in Joe Lykken’s paper at hep-ph/0609274,
which is a subject of this blog entry by Peter.

I am disappointed and puzzled at the lack of interest in such an approach with
obviously realistic contact with experimental results. Sometimes I think that
maybe my status as a blacklisted “moronic crackpot” may discourage interest,
and sometimes I think that maybe there really is a bias in the USA against the
Nagoya group (after all, Kobayashi and Maskawa have yet to get a Nobel, even
though it has long been obvious that they deserve it)).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Since the DPF meeting this year (around Halloween) is a joint meeting in
Hawaii of the APS DPF and the JPS, and is designated “Joint Meeting of Pacific
Region Particle Physics Communities”, I looked at the list of participants at
http://www.dpf2006.org/DPF06%20Participants.pdf
to see whether MIchio Hashimoto, Masaharu Tanabashi, and Koichi Yamawaki
might be participating.
To my regret, I did not see any of them listed (the list was dated 10-12-2006) as
participants.

8. TheGraduate
October 13, 2006

I think with the issue of string theory, it is best to look at things the way a banker
would. When one goes to a banker looking for money, he looks at your financial
history, if in the past you have not made money, it will be difficult to get more
money in the present. It is evidence based decision making.

I think while we all tend to sympathize more with the person in search of funds,
we want someone like the banker in charge of our children’s college fund. Last
thing you want to hear is that the banker put everything on something with no
track record!

I think its pretty easy to get wrapped up in present details about how it will ALL

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.dpf2006.org/DPF06%20Participants.pdf
http://www.dpf2006.org/DPF06%20Participants.pdf


BE DIFFERENT FROM NOW ON. (That’s how people talk when they are all
caught up in any activity! It doesn’t really mean anything that people feel that
way.)

What matters is waiting for a potential project to build up a record before
funding in large amounts. Of course small amounts are okay. Now, the other
thing to think about is if concrete measures show that two approachs are on
equal footing then they should both be funded with equal probabilty (and with
small amounts!).

I liked Smolin’s discussion of venture capitalism. I think he gets it.

9. Capitalist Wanker
October 13, 2006

The top Yukawa coupling is convention dependent and runs with
energy. Who cares if it is exactly one in some conventions at some
energy scale? The other quantities that Lykken mentions people
working are not of this type.

10. woit
October 13, 2006

TheGraduate,

In HEP US funding has been flat or decreasing for quite a few years, but is
supposed to increase significantly for the coming year and for the next few years.
For some reason, Bush made physics research a central part of his “American
Competitiveness Initiative”.

11. Alejandro Rivero
October 13, 2006

Capitalist Wr, the idea about the coupling being a convention emanates from the
ideology of GUT, that says that every prediction must be imposed at the GUT
scale and then run down to the electroweak scale (or even downto the IR limit?).

What we have here is that there is low energy relationship between Fermi
constant (which sets the electroweak vacuum) and the top quark mass (which
relates to the electroweak vacuum via its coupling constant).

12. D R Lunsford
October 13, 2006

For all its success, it’s good to be reminded of just how balled up and complex
the SM really is, and how critically tuned to the Higgs mass it is. That has always
seemed to me to be odd.

-drl

13. Thomas Love
October 13, 2006



Peter said “Joe Lykken has a nice review article about the standard model”.

I greatly enjoyed Lykken’s article “Standard Model: Alchemy and Astrology,”
especially his statement:

“A decade from now, we will look back on our current understanding of the
Standard Model and be amused at its lack of sophistication.”

Peter, I thought you liked the standard model and I was surprised that you would
provide a link to an article which compares the Standard Model to Alchemy and
Astrology!

14. D R Lunsford
October 13, 2006

Thomas,

The SM occupies a strange place in physics history. The basic idea is gauge
theory – which in itself, requires long-distance interactions. To make the SM
work, you have to remove the very thing that characterizes the main idea. No
other real theory is like that. In other theories the main idea assumes a
prominent role. When this issue is resolved, the Higgs mechanism will indeed
look outmoded.

One should not slight either alchemy or astrology. The former lead to psychology,
and the latter, to astronomy.

-drl

15. Bert Schroer
October 14, 2006

Instantons Beyond Topological Theory I
This paper is just another exhibit of a misconceived relation between
mathematics and physics which presents impressive mathematical results using
metaphoric particle physics terminology. The potential harm of just papers is
exclusively on the side of physics (with newcomers of QFT who are still
struggling with its conceptual basis). The physics side of this much heralded new
age between math. and phys. which ever since Atiyah-Witten (for lack of a better
name for this math. phys. trend) has been metaphoric on the side of QFT (its
relation to QM was more balanced than that to local quantum physics) left
particle physics empty-handed. Where at the beginning it had the positive effect
for serving as a kind of innovative catalyzer for new mathematics, it now flows
back emanating from mathematicians who obviously think they are doing
mathematically rigorous QFT whereas they are using physical metaphors to
present excellent mathematical results. QFT is unitarity (positivity), causal
locality and stability properties (energy positivity, KMS thermal states) and its
hallmark which separates it from QM is interaction-caused vacuum polarization.
Free field like constructions whose only physical nontrivial aspect is due to using
non Lorentzian living space for fields may be mathematically interesting but they
do not help for a mathematically controllable construction of interacting



quantum fields.
The Standard Model: Alchemy and Astrology
The main source for the presence of Alchemy and Astrology in the SM is the
unfortunate (but apparently ineradicable) metaphoric presentation of the
Schwinger-Higgs mechanism of charge-screening (the abominable “fattening of
the photon”). A slightly less metaphoric way consists in starting with pointlike
massive free vectormesons:
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9906089
In order to remove the last metaphoric vestiges one has to substitute the BRST
gauge formalism by a different description of massive vectormesons in terms of a
string-localized field with a very nice short distance behavior (without change of
physical content). I have described this in the last section of my essay (see the
Samizdat weblog) but did not find the time to elaborate it.

16. Bert Schroer
October 14, 2006

I forgot to explain why the Schwinger-Higgs mechanism has nothing to do with
symmetry-breaking (already known through Elitzur’s old paper) but rather
describes screening. This becomes obvious if one takes the decoupling limit for
the Higgs particle (can be done perturbatively) which leads to charge liberation
(the opposite side of the medal).

17. Alejandro Rivero
October 14, 2006

The point is, one starts from Fermi Constant, as measured eg in muon beta
decay, G_F=1.16637(1) 10-5 Gev-2, and from this one extracts an “EW vacuum”,
sqrt(G_F sqrt(2)) = 246.221. You can see this quantitiy in the standard report.
The Yukawa coupling is calculated from a quantity differing by sqrt(2) and that
we also call the “EW vacuum”. It is thus 246.221 sqrt(2) = 174.104(1) GeV. Both
quantities are used in the standard model because the later is more simple when
attaching to fermions, but the former gets a nicer expresion against the mass of
W. Nicer only in the sense that people is used to it.

So ok, we have 174.104(1) Now go again to the pdg and take the values of the
top mass, either directly measured, 174.2+-3.3, or from the SM global fit,
172.3+10.2-7.6. Ok, from this global (conservative) fit you get only a quotient
.9896+0.059-0.044. But from the *measurement* you get 1.0005 +- 0.019

Dorigo has also tryed to champion on this regularity. What is worse is when
theoretist say “it is of order one”. I mean, if you think it is just a casual thing, you
should not mention it ever; it you think it is not casual, it is not of order one, but
it is is exactly one plus, if you wish, corrections of about order alpha (or your
favorite coupling constant here). What happens is that a log of GUT, SusyGUT
and higher models (including some from the string with “free fermions”) get to
relate the scale of EW breaking with the mass of the Top (hey, even Connes’s
models do it), and the people presenting results find more convenient to think on
“order one” from the theory than to face the experimental result. You can argue
that the experiment still allows a 3% deviation easily, but even so, we have

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9906089
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9906089
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2006/reviews/stanmodelrpp.pdf
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2006/reviews/stanmodelrpp.pdf


already not a o(1) but a o(0.1) gained, and with a huge probability of being
o(0.01)

18. Alejandro Rivero
October 14, 2006

Hmm sorry, it is 1/sqrt(G_F sqrt(2)) (as obvious from the units).

19. Capitalist Wanker
October 14, 2006

So, Sqrt(2) is supposed to play a fundamental role? What if you needed Pi Sqrt(3)
to get the ratio to be 1? Would that be as exciting? As I said before, it is
convention dependent. Putting in the Sqrt(2) just cleans up some formulae. It has
nothing to do with GUTS. And of course it runs, so at higher energies this
relation would not be true.

20. Tim
October 14, 2006

Peter,

It’s really entertaining to read your blog when I have a minute or two to kill. I
have no idea what the purpose of the comment section is but it definitely
contributes to certain individuals calling you ‘crackpot’, ‘crank’, etc. Please see
Bert Schroer’s comment. If I as an outside observer see such a comment on a
whatever blog I — no matter how impartial, unbiased, etc I am — would certainly
conclude that this blog is a gathering spot of leisure crackpots.

Sorry to bring bad news but you would do yourself a favour if you would simply
delete crackpot comments instead of contributing to publishing them and
afterwords complain that people accuse you of the exact thing you actually do:
contribute to publishing crackpotism.

Best,
Tim

21. Peter Woit
October 14, 2006

Tim,

This is a real problem, but since one person’s “crackpotism” is another person’s
serious scientific idea, I’d prefer to describe it as a problem of too much noise.
All physics blogs that I know of that attract a significant number of comments
have to struggle with this. It’s frankly a huge pain in the ass: how would you like
to spend a significant amount of your time examining nearly 50 comments a day,
trying to figure out what to do with them, and fielding outraged e-mail from
people who feel that something they took a lot of trouble to write has been
deleted?



Partly to keep this from completely taking over my life, I’ve tended to adopt a
policy of erring on the side of not deleting comments. Undoubtedly this would be
a better blog if I put more effort into moderating things and keeping the noise
level down. But one thing I should point out to you, is that, from what I recall,
you submit a significant number of comments that are non-substantive and off
topic, definitely adding to the noise level here. If I do find time to be more
aggressive about deleting comments, you might find many if not most of yours
not appearing.

And please, this is off-topic. I’ll delete any more comments here about this. Stick
to discussing what is in the postings. If you have a brilliant idea about what I can
do to reduce the noise level without having to spend a lot more time on it, send it
to me via e-mail.

22. Alejandro Rivero
October 14, 2006

CW, I do not know that to do of your last comment. Initially it seemed to me the
typical damage from the [misinterpretation of, if you wish] doctrine of effective
theories: As the Langrangian of Fermi beta decay is not the real thing, why to
bother to learn it? And for the same token, as the formalism of the standard
model is not the real thing, why to bother to learn it? On second reading, it
seems that you are perfectly aware that these square roots come from the usual
notation for that lagrangians and for the vector of electroweak breaking (the
“higgs vacuum”, if you prefer), and that one puts them in advance to aliviate
notation after normalisation of some vectors. But then you should know they
come forcefully from these normalisations, and you should not to play with “pi
sqrt(3)” as a pausible ratio (incidentally, pi is specially misleading, as you can not
get a trascendent number as solution of an algebraic equation).

So, are you being serious in your question, or just rethoric?

Some old authors, by the way, never were happy with these squarerootings, and
they used to say that the value of the electroweak vacuum is about 175 GeV

23. newcomer to QFT
October 14, 2006

“This paper is just another exhibit of a misconceived relation between
mathematics and physics which presents impressive mathematical results using
metaphoric particle physics terminology.”

I don’t understand this criticism since the paper in question is about QM, which
is mathematically well defined. QFT is mentioned, but is to be treated in the
forthcoming sequels.

I’m sure I’ll learn much about QM by studying this paper. However I’ve never
seen thermal KMS states teach anything about quantum statistical mechanics
that wasn’t already known by traditional (although less mathematically rigorous
techniques). Even the treatment of the thermal harmonic oscillator by Narnhofer
and Thirring (Letters in Mathematical Physics, Vol 23 No 2 pg 133-142) seems to



be similar to the coherent state treatment, but dressed up in fancy mathematical
clothing. Do thermal KMS states teach us anything (physically interesting) about
BEC or the Ising model that isn’t already widely known?

24. Bert Schroer
October 14, 2006

My comment is about the use of these methods in QFT. Let us see whether there
will be anything including interactions (and the inexorable vacuum polarization
going with interactions) coming from such methods. If there is, I of course will
correct myself in public. I do not care about the spacetime dimension as long as
it is at least 2. Oscillators do not impress me.

25. Bert Schroer
October 14, 2006

It is precisely that balance between mathematics and physical concepts which
one finds in Thirring’s writing (and more generally in most of math. phys. coming
out of Europe with the exception of Amsterdam and from string theory groups)
which has been lost in that part of the particle physics community which takes
its math from Atiyah and Witten.
By the way, there are meanwhile also quite nontrivial 2-dim. QFT which have
been shown to be well-defined (most recently a very original AQFT method to
show exitence for massive factorizing models has been discovered).

26. Arun
October 14, 2006

Another side to metaphorical thinking (perhaps?) is in the Jaffe/Quinn paper
referenced in the n-Category Cafe:
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10
/wittgenstein_and_thurston_on_u.html>here

This is from 1993:

“When reliability of a literature is uncertain, the issue must be addressed. Often
“rules of thumb” are used. For example, mathematicians presume that papers in
physics journals are theoretical. This extends to a suspicion of mathematical-
physics journals, where the papers are generally reliable (though with dangerous
exceptions). Another widely applied criterion is that anything using functional
integrals must be speculative. One of us has remarked on the difficulties this
causes mathematicians trying to use solid instances of the technique [J]. These
kinds of rules are unsatisfactory, as is the caveat emptor approach of letting each
paper be judged for itself. Proponents of this latter view cite Witten’s papers as
successful
examples. But a few instances can be handled; it is large numbers that are a
disaster. Also, it is a common rule of thumb now to regard any paper by Witten
as theoretical. This short-changes Witten’s work but illustrates the “better-safe-
than-sorry” approach mainstream mathematics tends to take when questions
arise.”

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/wittgenstein_and_thurston_on_u.html
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27. Jonathan Vos Post
October 15, 2006

Not having a Science subscription, I can only get this teaser online, and wonder
whether it relates to one of your recent references, and what it’s about:

Science 13 October 2006:
Vol. 314. no. 5797, p. 248
DOI: 10.1126/science.314.5797.248

News Focus
PARTICLE PHYSICS:
Tidy Triangle Dashes Hopes for Exotic Undiscovered Particles
Adrian Cho

Physicists have proved that their explanation of matter-antimatter asymmetry is
essentially the whole story–even though many hoped the theory wouldn’t add up.

28. Bert Schroer
October 15, 2006

In my use of the attribute “metaphoric” I should have differentiated between a
benign connotation and a malignant one. Clearly the use of the Higgs mechanism
(the mass-dressing of the photon through the Higgs “condensate) and the gauge
theoretic use of ghosts (which are not there in the beginning nor can they be
tolerated in the final physical objects) are benign metaphors. Whether you
compute using these metaphors or follow an autonomous path does not matter,
you end up with the same renormalized expressions for the physical (gauge
invariant in the metaphoric treatment, pointlike local in the autonomous
derivation) quantities.
An example for a malignant metaphor is the statement that the Maldecena
conjecture is an illustration of a mathematical theorem about the AdS—CFT
correspondence. A pharaonic constructed erected by hundreds of people in
thousands of publications cannot be undone by any rational argument. The only
hope is that as a result of the unphysical nature of SUYM and AdS it will cease to
circle over our heads and eventually become exclusively a topic for historians
and sociologists of science.
For those among you who have not lost their sense of humor I attach a parody
which Noboru Nakanishi (with his consent) wrote in 1986 i.e. at a time when
skeptics as myself (and perhaps also Peter Woit) were still in a “lets give it a try”
state of mind.

This is a faithful reproduction by LaTeX of a joke paper written in May, 1986
(unpublished).

COMMENTS ON THE SUPERSTRING SYNDROME

Noboru Nakanishi
Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences
Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/short/314/5797/248
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/short/314/5797/248
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A recent epidemic among the Elementary Particle Theorists is the Superstring
Syndrome, which causes the Kaluza-Klein symptoms. The pathogen is said to be
much much smaller than any virus known and in shape of a string or a ring.
Nothing certain is known about this virus, however, since nobody has ever seen
it. There is a rumor that this virus has been cultivated under strict supervision of
Drs. Green and Schwarz
By the way, it is said that these doctors are characters in the German-English
translation of a famous novel by the distinguished writer Stendhal. It is also said
that the translator is red-greeen blind.

and was released to outside by a researcher at the P-University (the author has
chosen not to name him). This disease, unlike AIDS, does not have a tendency to
prevail among homosexuals. In general, however, young and cheerful people are
observed to be more susceptible to this disease. The infection occurs usually
through mouth, as is true for the influenza. But since the infection occurs
occasionally through eye, special precaution is necessary.
The String Syndrome had also been epidemic about ten and some years ago. At
that time, the damage was a rather minor one, since it was not associated by the
Kaluza-Klein symptoms. Eventually, the Yang-Mills was found to be an excellent
remedy, and thus most of the patients were said to be completely cured.
However, the current Superstring Syndrome is a much severe disease, for which
the Yang-Mills may cause undesirable side-effects rather than remedy it. Adding
further to the worries is the fact that brain might be affected. Under this disease,
it is said that the patients fall in to a belief that something called “anomaly” is at
the root of everything. In contrast to healthy people, who regard normal states
as they are and then observe anomalous states as something deviating from
them, the patients credit anomalous states and then observe normal states as
deviations from them. Researchers of abnormal-psychology are therefore quite
interested in this symptom.
The patients of the Superstring Syndrome believe in a Miracle. This is not a
small miracle like the one in which Moses divided the Red-Sea into halves, but is
the Great Miracle of the whole universe that the 10-dimensional space-time is
divided into the 4-dimensional space-time and the 6-dimensional space. Although
this separation has to be done completely, homogeneously and permanently
throughout the whole universe, they cannot understand at all why it can be so.
The patients just simply believe in it. It is said that a magic spell “Calabi-Yau”
enables them to see clearly the extremely varied structures of the six-
dimensional space. In fact, they must have experienced the wonderland stranger
than that of Alice. In the very, very, very, very tiny world that is 20-orders as
small as the scale of a nucleus, the classical geometry is claimed to hold to
extreme accuracy. In that world, the mini-dragon Pyrgon must be striding in the
vicinity of the Planck Length District wearing the top-mode of Anomaly-Free.
The patients can easily see this hallucination without LSD. They use new drugs
called SST I and II. Although it is not yet known what exactly they are, it can be
guessed from their pronunciations that they are similar to LSD. Since their
safety is not confirmed by any clinical studies, it is advised that people should
avoid their habitual use.
The trouble about the Superstring Syndrome is that, like drunks never
acknowledging their drunkenness, the patients do not acknowledge their own



abnormality. They regard the Kaluza-Klein symptoms as normal and lose the
sight of the fact that this real world we live in is the genuine four-dimensional
space-time. The present author is deeply concerned about the possibility of a
disastrous situation in case an effective remedy is not invented in near future.
[Translated by Hideaki Aoyama. The original article is published in Soryushiron
Kenkyu (Researches of Elementary-Particle Theory), Kyoto, 72 vol.6 (1986) 345,
in Japanese.]

29. D R Lunsford
October 15, 2006

Bert, pretty tame compared to Warren Siegel’s magnum opus “The Everything of
Theory”, about TOENAIL (theory of everything not appearing in laboratories 

-drl

30. anon
October 15, 2006

Joe Lykken writes that in 10 years we’ll look back and be amused at how
unsophisticated the Standard Model of today is.

Is anybody amused by the lack of sophistication of the Standard Model circa
1996? What measurable quantities can we calculate now that we couldn’t
calculate then?

31. arivero
October 15, 2006

Jonahtan, it is an article about the status of the unitary triangle after the recent
measurements of B-meson mixings. Surely you can find more in the public
reviews of the Particle Data Group.

32. MathPhys
October 15, 2006

Bert,

No one ever said that the Maldacena *conjecture* amounts to a *mathematical
theorem* — If it were, how come everyone uses the word *conjecture*????

What more can people do than to keep on saying *conjecture* ????

It’s statements like these that are malignant and obfuscating and hurts the cause
of any meaningful criticism of the current status of string theory as a physical
theory which is far from being in good shape.

Please don’t confuse things. If anything, it surely hurts your cause.

Further, I find it unreasonable on your part to claim priority in discovering
aspects of conformal field theory which you say is very physical (namely
conformal blocks) before BPZ when it suits you, then criticize string theory for



being a theory of free fields.

As I’m sure you know, string theory is based totally and completely on conformal
quantum fields in 2 dimensions. Interactions come in via vertex operators, multi-
genus Riemann surfaces, etc, etc. That’s the whole point.

Further, I don’t think that you have discovered conformal blocks (in the accepted
definition of this concept) at all, since you didn’t know anything about Virasoro
algebras, central extensions, and you definitely didn’t know about the minimal
models.

There is another physicist who also likes to make such claims, but similarly, they
are strictly unfair.

You all missed working at c smaller than 1.

33. Walt
October 16, 2006

MathPhys: It is far from the case that the Malcedena conjecture is always
referred to as a conjecture. I was confused on this very issue until recently,
simply because people are not that careful.

34. MathPhys
October 16, 2006

Walt,

Show me one serious string theorist who refers to it a mathematical theorem,
and I’ll be very happy to admit being wrong.

35. Thomas Larsson
October 16, 2006

Further, I don’t think that you have discovered conformal blocks (in the accepted
definition of this concept) at all, since you didn’t know anything about Virasoro
algebras, central extensions, and you definitely didn’t know about the minimal
models.

Claiming that one can understand conformal symmetry in 2D without knowing
about the Virasoro algebra is about as absurd as claiming that one can
understand diffeomorphism symmetry without knowing about the analogous
Virasoro-like extension of the spacetime diffeomorphism algebra. But then again,
absurdity has never prevented people from making such claims.

36. MathPhys
October 16, 2006

I think they were dealing with 2D massive models, which they can now say are
off critical deformations of conformal field theories.

But then again the proper treatment of the latter requires knowledge of the

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=305#comment-6341
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=305#comment-6341


underlying deformed infinite dimensional algebra, something that was studied
only after BPZ, and I’m not so sure is well understood to this day.

Aside from that, I’m afraid I will not believe a word of what you say about a
central extension of spacetime diffeomorphism algebras until you write a paper
on that, and it gets refereed and accepted for publication in a regular math
journal.

37. Thomas Larsson
October 16, 2006

The extension proportional to c_2 was published in
T.A. Larsson,”Central and non-central extensions of multi-graded Lie algebras”
J. Phys. A. 25 (1992) 1177–1184.

The extension proportional to c_1 was published in
S.E. Rao and R.V. Moody, “Vertex representations for $N$-toroidal Lie algebras
and a generalization of the Virasoro algebra”
Comm. Math. Phys. 159 (1994) 239–264.
The paper is available online.

The representations were understood geometrically in
T.A. Larsson, “Extended diffeomorphism algebras and trajectories in jet space”
Comm. Math. Phys. 214 (2000) 469–491.
It is available online as math-ph/9810003.

It might be worth pointing out that Bob Moody is somewhat famous, e.g. for the
codiscovery of something called Kac-Moody algebras back in 1968. But then
again, maybe you don’t believe in Kac-Moody algebras neither.

38. MathPhys
October 16, 2006

Thomas,

Thanks for the references.

It’s nothing personal, but I’m wary of claims that are not published.

PS I know who R Moody is.

39. Thomas Larsson
October 16, 2006

Mathphys, sorry for blurting out. After the search for, and discovery of, the multi-
dimensional Virasoro algebra met with nothing but silence and ridicule for
almost 20 years (from physicists, mathematicians have acted very differently), I
have become quite hostile per default.

And why should physicists care about genuinely new math, when there are so
many exciting new ideas around. Like the anthropic principle and LQG.

http://projecteuclid.org/Dienst/UI/1.0/Journal?authority=euclid.cmp&issue=1104254595
http://projecteuclid.org/Dienst/UI/1.0/Journal?authority=euclid.cmp&issue=1104254595
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/9810003
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/9810003


40. Matti Pitkanen
October 16, 2006

Thomas Larsson Said:

“Mathphys, sorry for blurting out. After the search for, and discovery of, the
multi-dimensional Virasoro algebra met with nothing but silence and ridicule for
almost 20 years (from physicists, mathematicians have acted very differently), I
have become quite hostile per default.”

Dear Thomas,

I share you belief on higher dimensional Virasoro and Kac-Moodies although I
have a different realization in mind. I share also your frustration. Average
colleague does not seem to have the necessary minute or two (or perhaps it is
ability after all) to concentrate to a new idea unless it is proposed by authrority.

Lightlike 3-D surfaces X^3 possess X^3-local conformal transformations of
imbedding space act as symmetries respecting lightlikeness. Ordinary 1-D Kac
Moody algebra emerges naturally as a Kac-Moody algebra associated with the
lightlike coordinate and the algebra decomposes into subspaces remaining
invariant under the action of this algebra. Infinite number of representations
ordinary Kac-Moody are fused to a larger structure. One might think that this
could stimulate some interest but landscapeology seems to be more fascinating.

Best Regards,
Matti Pitkanen

41. Bert Schroer
October 16, 2006

MathPhys
I found the commutation relations of the chiral energy-momentum tensor
pursuing John Lowenstein’s (the idea came from Wally Greenberg) of “Lie
Fields”. in 1973 and presented the results at the January 1974 conference in Rio
de Janeiro. In his thesis John did not find any higher dimensional illustration (we
now know that there is a no-go theorem) and my finding was the first natural
illustration of this concept.
B. Schroer , A trip to Scalingland, Brazilian Symposium on Theoretical
physics, Rio de Janeiro, January 1974, Vol. I, ed. Erasmo Ferreira, Livros
T´ecnicos e Cientificos, Editora S. A.
if you give your mailing address I send you a copy.
The Wit-Virasoro algebra, contrary to popular opinion (nobody seems to look at
the original Virasoro paper), does not appear in Virasoro’s paper, together with
Wit Virasoro does not have the central term and different from Wit he only has
the positive frequency (perhaps the reason for missing the central term).
My paper is a structural theorem always including the interacting case. Doing
two-dimensional QFT in those days was extremely unpopular (the reason for not
sending such things to international journals).
I tell you a funny story which underlines this. At one of the international
conferences Swieca was teased by a well-known theoretician (whose name I will



not reveal): Andre why do you work on that 2-dimensional stuff? Swieca’s reply: I
get lost in higher dimension. Without his sudden death in 1980 the story could
have had the following cintinuation: Hy Andre what are you doing these days? S:
I am looking at charge screening problems (the Schwinger-Higgs mechanism) in
4-dim. gauge theories. The unnamed physicists: but dont you know Andre that
everything happens in two dimensions, in order to understand higher dimensions
one only must understand 2-dim. conformal field theory!
MathPhys if you are honestly interested in the rich pre- Wess Zumino-Witten
history about 2-dim. models I refer you to a review (published in AOP)
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0504206
it is very unfortunate that the connection to the representation theory of current
algebras (later loop groups) was cutoff by introducing a Lagrangian terminology
which is totally metaphoric and added nothing in substance (in fact the WZW
people only pay lip-service to that Lagrangian and continue to compute with the
prior current algebras representation theory).
but I genuinely doubt that you are; you seem to be one of those folks who only
use weblogs primarily to denigrade others.

42. woit
October 16, 2006

Let me remind everyone to please avoid personal attacks here. There is all too
much of this going on, it is just annoying and very unenlightening.

Also, Matti and Thomas. Please stop continually trying to use my blog as a forum
to promote yourselves and your ideas.

43. Garrett
October 16, 2006

http://xkcd.com/c171.html

44. Walt
October 16, 2006

MathPhys: You’re moving the goalposts. They don’t call it a theorem, but they
don’t always call it a conjecture. And seriously? I’m supposed to show you an
example of a serious string theorist? What, are you paying me? I am not an anti-
string partisan: I do not have a definitive judgement of the subject. I was sharing
with you my personal experience, that I was confused on its status as a
conjecture until recently. If that means nothing to you, then what does that say?

45. Bert Schroer
October 16, 2006

There is an established theorem which completely covers the AdS-CFT
correspondence, but it has nothing to to with Maldacena (the theorem has been
established by Rehren). In fact in my Samizdat essay I have provided additional
arguments why the growing suspicion that Maldacena’s conjecture (which links
a N–>infinite SUYM with a classical limit of a) 5-dimensional AdS string theory)
can be sharpened to an outright contradiction to the theorem.

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0504206
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-th/0504206
http://xkcd.com/c171.html
http://xkcd.com/c171.html


The confusion comes from interpreting the M-conjecture as an illustration of
AdS–CFT correspondence in the sense of the theorem. The M-conjecture maybe
correct, the problem is with its interpretation.
What makes the arguments on this weblog so painful is that the sociology of
4000 or so papers wins against a rigorous and clearly presented mathematical
theorem. There is no reason to continue this discussion, you can read the paper
about the theorem and my arguments in may essay but it is futile to invoke
democracy against a theorem.

46. Peter Woit
October 16, 2006

I encourage people who want to discuss the relation between the Maldacena
conjecture and Rehren’s theorem to do so where it is on-topic, at Jacques
Distler’s new posting on the subject:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000987.html

Based on my experience with him, what Distler writes on this kind of subject is
often highly misleading (for a recent remarkable example, see what his
comments on a recent thread at Clifford Johnson’s blog). I know nothing about
Rehren’s argument, so I have no idea what is going on in this case, but
encourage people who do know about this to discuss it over there.

47. Bert Schroer
October 16, 2006

Dear Peter,
Thanks, and let me add that this subject is really not appropriate to be discussed
in any weblog. Way back in the Sci.PhysicsResearch Archive Rehren tried once,
only to be cut down by the ST pittbull. It was that incident which made me aware
of the exitence of new barbarians and their attampted sell-out of QFT.

48. A.J.
October 16, 2006

Jacques’ summary looks quite accurate to me.

49. A Babe in the Universe
October 16, 2006

Dr Scroer, your input is appreciated. Please don’t let some cowardly pitbull
discourage your contributions. That person has attacked many of us and
GM=tc^3 is still here.

50. Peter Woit
October 16, 2006

Please, when I referred people to Distler’s weblog, I was encouraging them to
read what he has written, and if they want to discuss it, do so over there. I was
definitely not trying to start a discussion of this here.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000987.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000987.html


51. Tommaso Dorigo
October 16, 2006

I think the coincidence of the top quark mass with the Yukawa coupling is not
numerology, but a quite interesting observation – very few other “coincidences”
of this kind exist, and Alejandro Rivero has noted a couple in recent papers.

Should we shrug our shoulders at these coincidences ? I think we should take all
clues we have from experimental data very seriously. However, there seems to be
a sort of immobility in theoretical trends, and these clues do not get picked up
with enough momentum… I Guess I know the reason.

T.

52. barbarian
October 16, 2006

>Is anybody amused by the lack of sophistication of the
>Standard Model circa 1996? What measurable quantities can
>we calculate now that we couldn?t calculate then?

I, for one, am. Let’s take 1994 instead of 1996, for the
sake of argument.

In 1994 we didn’t know whether the top quark actually
existed, if it was standard, and what its mass was. We
didn’t know that neutrinos have mass, that they oscillate,
and whatever happened to the missing solar neutrinos. We
believed that the cosmological constant was either small and
negative or zero.

In 1994 we thought that ST unambiguously predicted SUSY, and
that the SSC was probably going to observe the MSSM.

In 1994 most (if not all) of the 7 parton QCD amplitudes
were not yet known. Unquenched lattice calculations were
virtually unheard of. Two-loop computations in the SM were
nowhere near as widespread as they are now.

I’m just quoting from the top of my head. If I’d taken the
trouble to actually checking the literature I’m certain I’d
be able to write a much longer and precise list.

A lot of progress happened in the last ten years. And a
whole lot of stuff is going on right now. Lykken is
definitely right.

53. barbarian
October 16, 2006

By the way, in 1996 nobody knew how to renormalize fully relativistic baryon



chiral perturbation theory at the one-loop level…….

54. Anon
October 16, 2006

Bert wrote:

“Thanks, and let me add that this subject is really not appropriate to be
discussed in any weblog.”

How many posts have you made on this weblog, about Rehren’s duality versus
the Maldacena conjecture?

Maybe you mean it is not appropriate to be discussed on any other weblog but
this one.

55. QWERTY
October 16, 2006

HELLO PETTER HAVE YOU MISSED ME? I HAVE MISSED YOUR WEBLOG AND
ALSO YOU. I HAVE BEEN ON A HOLIDAY!!

ANYWAY I WAS JUST WRITING TO SAY THAT YOU SHOULD ALSO MAKE
LINKS TO TERENCE TAO AND HIS BRAND NEW AND VERY CLEAR
EXPLANATION OF TEH POINCARE CONJECTURE.

http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/preprints/Expository/perelman.dvi

TERENCE TAO IS A GENIUS AND IT IS ALWAYS GOOD WHEN ONE GENIUS
EXPLAINED THE WORK OF ONE MORE GENIUS. ALSO HIS COSMIC
DISTANCE LADDER ARTICLE IS VERY ILLIMUNATING EVEN FOR
PHYSICISTS.

http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/preprints/Slides/distance_ladder.pdf

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

56. woit
October 16, 2006

QWERTY,

I can’t honestly say that I’ve missed you and your defective keyboard, and in
general I try and discourage off-topic comments. But I hadn’t heard about the
Tao piece on the Poincare proof, which appears to be extremely good. The
three available detailed proofs are hard to read, this looks like a much more
accessible summary, an excellent contribution to the subject.

57. nontrad
October 16, 2006

re: our long lost cravings for QWERTY’s long lost defective keyboard…

http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/preprints/Expository/perelman.dvi
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/preprints/Expository/perelman.dvi
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/preprints/Slides/distance_ladder.pdf
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/preprints/Slides/distance_ladder.pdf


Too funny!!!

Keep up the good work Peter: Such a healthy sense of humor is well worth it’s
weight in gold.

p.s. Don’t get me wrong, Tao is a large pile of papers in the corner of my office
that I have yet to even begin to skim through. So good job QWERTY (even though
it’s got nothing to do with nothing in this comment section).

58. MathPhys
October 16, 2006

Bert,

Indeed, the central extension is not in Virasoro’s original paper. It was
discovered by Joe Weiss right after Virasoro’s work became public.

How come we don’t say “Virasoro-Weiss algebra”? Weiss died (he got himself
killed on a weekend trek in the Juras while visiting CERN, or so I’ve been told).

Anyway, these are historical comments of no scientific content.

Re the discussion of Rehren’s work on Distler’s bolg: most illuminating (damn it
Henning, you let the formalism confuse the issues, yet again). 

59. Bert Schroer
October 17, 2006

MathPhys
correct, as far as I remember Weiss died in an alpinist accident (similar to
Renner who was Gell-Mann’s student).
Besides the ST line there is also a field theoretic line via the c.r. of the energy-
momentum tensor. In that case it is impossible to miss the correct structure,
even for the case of free Fermions it is there. Follow the advice and do not
confuse names of ideas with the protagonists of ideas. Strictly speaking the Born
probability interpretation for the Schroedinger wave function appears the first
time in Pauli’s work. But Max Born’s proposal to interpret the scattering
amplitude in probabilistic terms of a cross section is morally the same as Pauli’s
later contribution.

60. MathPhys
October 17, 2006

Bert,

Thank you for the advice.

Actually, Virasoro’s derivation (and presumably Weiss’ and everyone else’s after
that) is precisely what you call “the field theoretic line”. It’s all 2-dimensional
field theory. Virasoro was just careless.

Historical quiz: When and where was Weiss’ central extension mentioned for the



first time? In what context?

61. Thomas Larsson
October 17, 2006

Gelfand-Fuks 1968?

62. MathPhys
October 17, 2006

Is that so? Not Feigin-Fuks?

63. Thomas Larsson
October 18, 2006

There are many hits for Gelfand-Fuks cocycle, e.g. this. Among other things, I
think Feigin and Fuks were the first to publish a proof that the Kac determinant
is singular where it is, but that is a different story.

John Baez has mentioned somebody who found the cocycle in characteristic p.
Perhaps that was even earlier.

64. Bert Schroer
October 18, 2006

MathPhys
maybe some brief remarks concerning your doubt about the conformal
decomposition theory (into conformal blocks) in my 1974/75 paper with Swieca
and Voelkel could help you.
I think you were expecting something similar to BPHZ (where the conformal
block decomposition arose as an important tool for analyzing the minimal
models) and you were disappointed. Since we did not have those models (only
exponential Bose fields and the closely related massless Thirring model were at
our disposal) we had to argue on purely structural grounds. Our decomposition
theory was based on a prior observation called “the global causality paradox of
CFT” which in turn originated from the observation that for certain zero mass
fields with anomalous scale dimensions (e.g. the massless Thirring field) the
Huygens principle was violated (the anticommutator was nonvanishing in the
timelike region called the “reverberation” phenomenon). In such cases the global
causality notion had to be adjusted to the covering of the compactified
Minkowski spacetime (something which was already done before by Irvin Segal).
The decomposition theory simply resulted from the realization that anomalous-
dimensional conformal fields (in any even spacetime dimension), although
behaving irreducibly under “small”conformal transformation, are highly
reducible under the action of the center of the covering group; the resulting
decomposition is the block decomposition theory. We also payed special attention
to the 2-dim. situation for which one obtains a block decomposition for each
chiral component. We were somewhat surprised about our findings because the
component fields were not Wightman fields since they came with a source and a
range projector. We did not continue our research (the minimal models could
have been found by just pressing ahead, one does not really need to know

http://www.esi.ac.at/Preprint-shadows/esi026.html
http://www.esi.ac.at/Preprint-shadows/esi026.html


anything about Kac-Moody algebras) because we thought that our rich
decomposition theory had no genuinly nontrivial realizations.
Let me tell you that I was impressed as anybody with BPHZ and it took me and
Rehren almost 2 years to make the bridge from the old structural theorems to
the new wealth of very nontrivial models (we published several joint papers on
this subject).
I have no problem with the way history developed. It is not only those who are
too late who are punished by history (Gorbatchov); this is a fact of life.
But it hurts me a bit if somebody claims that the old papers contain nothing.
Deep ideas almost always have predecessors and the older results were usually
obtained through very different arguments.

65. MathPhys
October 18, 2006

Bert,

When you say BPHZ, I’m sure you mean BPZ as in conformal field theories, and
not BPHZ as in momentum cut-off renormalization theory.

Yes, I know of your earlier work (before BPZ) and I’m aware of the fact that you
didn’t press ahead long enough.

You know of course that others, most notably Gervais and Neveu were in a very
similar situation. They also didn’t persist.

I definitely have a lot of respect for your earlier works, and I didn’t mean at all to
belittle it. I just wish to be very precise about what has been done before and
after BPZ.

I’m also familiar with your 2 papers with Rehren, and with Rehren’s paper on his
own that followed your joint work.

All the best.

66. MathPhys
October 18, 2006

PS So do you know where the first reference to Weiss’ central extension of
Virasoro appeared in the physics (not mathematics)literature?

67. Bert Schroer
October 18, 2006

MathPhys
sorry, I meant BPZ. I do not know the work of Gervais and Neveu, is it published?
The paper with Rehren on the exchange algebra of the conformal Ising model
was the turning point when I really understood how the old stuff fitted together
with BPZ. And it also increased my appreciation of Leo Kadanoff’s work (which
in my opinion has been underestimated relativ to Wilson’s contributions).



68. MathPhys
October 18, 2006

Bert,
Yes, Gervais, together with Neveu and/or others have an almost infinite series of
papers, in which some aspects of BPZ were “anticipated”.

Tell me if you, and no one around you, knows when and where was the first
mention of the Virasoro central extension in a physics paper. Don’t be too proud

69. Bert Schroer
October 18, 2006

MathPhys
I think it was around 1972 for free Fermions via an explicit calculation by
somebody around Dave Olive (Peter Goddard?). I am sure that I was not the first,
but I may have been the first who derived it for the general case by an entirely
structural argument. In any case my motivation was to find a class of “Lie fields”
in the sense of Greenberg and Lowenstein; at that time my knowledge about
string theory (the dual model) was closed to zero.
Concerning Joe Weiss. I met him at CERN but I think his deadly accident did not
occur in the Alps but after his return to the US in the Rocky Mountains. When
you suggested that he may have seen the Virasoro algebra I agreed instinctively
because he was extremely bright and certainly up to the task. But I do not know
a reference. Alpine accidents were quite common within the particle physics
community; besides bruno Renner I think that also heinz Pagels died under
similar circumstances.

70. MathPhys
October 18, 2006

Bert,

The first reference to Weiss’ result was in a footnote in a paper on strings by
Fubini and collaborators (the Italian mafia at CERN). That’s when strings were a
theory of hadrons in 4 dimensions.

After using the Virasoro algebra without a central extension, the footnote reads

“We have been informed by J Weiss that there is an extra term in the above
equation. However, this does not change any of our conclusions”.



The String Wars

October 18, 2006
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Uncategorized

I noticed recently that George Johnson will be journalist in residence and giving a talk
on Friday at the KITP in Santa Barbara about “The String Wars”. Somehow I don’t
really think that it’s a good thing that this is now being perceived as a “war”. Johnson
is the author of an excellent biography of Murray Gell-Mann and writes for the New
York Times.

For controversy on the East coast, tonight the Center for Science Writings at Stevens
Institute for Technology in Hoboken will be hosting a panel discussion and debate on
The End of Science?, featuring John Horgan and Michio Kaku.

This week’s New Yorker has a couple letters to the editor responding to their recent
article about the string theory controversy. One points out that particle theory and
quantum gravity is not all there is to theoretical physics. The second is by Lisa
Randall, and mainly concerned with claiming that there is now a healthy interaction
going between string theory and phenomenology, with most particle physicists
eagerly awaiting the LHC.

Update: Today’s New York Times has an Op-Ed piece entitled The Universe on a
String by my Columbia colleague Brian Greene, in which he responds to recent
criticism of string theory. As you might guess, Brian’s piece doesn’t really convince
me to change my mind (as my book and Lee Smolin’s don’t seem to have convinced
him).

Brian mentions the possibility of seeing supersymmetry or extra dimensions at the
LHC, and possible effects of quantum gravity in the CMB, but acknowledges that
these are not definitive predictions of string theory that can be used to falsify it. He
also mentions the recent attempts to apply AdS/CFT to heavy ion physics, but these
don’t address the use of string theory as an idea about unification.

He deals with the landscape only by making an argument I’ve heard him make before:
that just having a unified theory of gravity and particle physics would be a big
accomplishment, even it this theory didn’t explain any of the things about the
standard model that one would like it to explain. Besides the fact that string theory
still doesn’t provide a fully consistent unified theory (since it has no non-perturbative
formulation), I’ve always found this point of view problematic. If string theory can’t
make any definitive predictions about particle physics, it’s very unclear that one can
ever test it, which is a huge problem.

Brian does, unlike some string theorists, acknowledge that it’s possible that string
theory is wrong and will have to be abandoned, in particular if “future studies reveal
an insuperable barrier to making contact with experimental data”. My argument is
that if string theorists accept the existence of the Landscape, such an insuperable
barrier appears. He describes string theory critics as calling for research on string
theory to be dropped, which really isn’t accurate. Neither Smolin nor I have ever

http://talaya.net/
http://talaya.net/
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/index.php?p=events#6
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/index.php?p=events#6
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=464
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=464
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/20/opinion/20greenehed.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/20/opinion/20greenehed.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/20/opinion/20greenehed.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/20/opinion/20greenehed.html


called for this, rather our argument is that research into alternatives to string theory
needs to be encouraged.

Update: The George Johnson talk is now available here. It seems that many of the
string theorists at the KITP are not very happy about my book and Smolin’s, although
it’s unclear if any of them have read either of the books. Amanda Peet claimed that
both books have many errors (invoking the NYT review by Tom Siegfried), while
Johnson repeatedly told her that it would be a good idea for her to actually read one
of the books. She also kept claiming that there is “a backstory” that explains why
Smolin wrote his book, but she was dissuaded from elaborating on this when someone
pointed out that the talk was on video and would be on the web.

The experience of watching the talk was pretty odd, since Johnson began by
connecting to my blog and discussing the fact that I was discussing his upcoming talk.
I watched a lot of the talk during commercials of an episode of Numb3rs, and during
this episode “Larry” the physicist was working on calculations involving branes, and
playing hooky from a string theory conference.

Update: Davide Castelvecchi has put up an interview with George Johnson on his
web-site.

Update: Clifford Johnson and Lubos Motl have their own takes on the KITP video.

Update: It appears that there will be a second talk by George Johnson about this,
String Wars 2. After the first one, I’m having trouble figuring out why anyone at KITP
thought a second one would be a good idea.

Comments

1. Jonathan Vos Post
October 18, 2006

The End of Science? When exactly did that happen?

Stephen Wolfram thinks it began when Newton invented the Calculus (soory,
Fluxions) to do Physics, if the cosmos is actually a cellular automaton.

The late 19th Century thought it had come, with only more decimal points to be
added to measurements.

Deterministic materialists think it came in with Quantum Mechnics.

Aether theorists think it came with Michelson-Morley, or maybe Einstein and
Poincare.

Then there’s that pesky String Theory, which certainly blocked the rest of
Physics from getting equal access to funding and tenure-track employment.

As J. D. Bernal wrote in “The World, the Flesh, and the Devil”): “we are still too
close to the birth of the universe to be certain about its death.”

http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/resident/johnson2/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/resident/johnson2/
http://sciencewriter.org/2006/10/a-sciencewriterorg-exclusive/
http://sciencewriter.org/2006/10/a-sciencewriterorg-exclusive/
http://asymptotia.com/2006/10/27/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-v/
http://asymptotia.com/2006/10/27/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-v/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/george-johnson-at-kitp.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/george-johnson-at-kitp.html


2. Timothy Clemans
October 18, 2006

“Will science ever solve the riddle of the universe once and for all?”

“This should be able to prove or disprove string theory. Personally, I feel no need
to prove the theory experimentally, since I believe it can be proven using pure
mathematics.” – http://www.longbets.org/12
Kaku

Well according to Kaku he thinks that question will be answered by deducing
string theory from some physical axioms so to him it may not be science that
answers the question but mathematics.

3. TheGraduate
October 18, 2006

“For controversy on the East coast, tonight the Center for Science Writings at
Stevens Institute for Technology in Hoboken will be hosting a panel discussion
and debate on The End of Science?”

What, no live webcasts?!

4. King Ray
October 18, 2006

I think fitting the universe with string theory is like fitting a sine wave with
square waves, only it’s much worse.

5. Aaron Bergman
October 18, 2006

Then there’s that pesky String Theory, which certainly blocked the rest of
Physics from getting equal access to funding and tenure-track employment.

The “rest of Physics”? Snort.

For controversy on the East coast, tonight the Center for Science Writings at
Stevens Institute for Technology in Hoboken will be hosting a panel discussion
and debate on The End of Science?, featuring John Horgan and Michio Kaku.

Ugh.

6. Peter Woit
October 18, 2006

OK, folks, I realize this “string controversy” coverage is getting old, and I
promise to put up something on a different topic soon, but can we aim for a
somewhat higher level of discourse than the above?

7. Thomas Love
October 18, 2006

http://www.longbets.org/12
http://www.longbets.org/12


Peter, The string controversy is not getting old. You fired the opening salvo in the
string wars. You can’t cut (the strings) and run! I’m hoping to hear about the
final demise of string theory and I expect to read it here!

8. Gina
October 18, 2006

Goodbye!

This is a little off-topic, but I hope Peter will allow it, just this time. Over the last
eight-ten weeks I made occasionally comments on several issues discussed here
and in Peter Woit’s book. I did put a lot of thought into my comments, although
in the blog speed I could not be always on par. My comments were mainly on
issues regarding philosophy of science and the practices and ethics of debating
science. Without the technical background but with some comon sense and at
times help from more informed friends (e.g. my comment on 2- and 4
dimensional lattice models,) I tried sometimes to relate in a non-technical way to
specific scientific matters. Following my attempt to summarize the recent
landscape discussion and Peter’s rather negative comment 10 minutes later,
Peter informed me that as this weblog “is largely intended for people who work
professionally on the issues in math and physics that I’m interested in” and since
my contributions drew a lot of criticism by other participants, a criticism that he
shares, I will not be able to post here without prior monitoring. This practically
means that I will not be able to comment here anymore.

It was an interesting experiece, even if unsuccessful. best wishes everybody.

9. woit
October 18, 2006

About Gina’s comment:

As the volume of comments has increased here, it has become more and more
difficult to keep the noise level down. There are far too many people who think it
is a good idea to repeatedly post comments that are off-topic, unsubstantive,
uninformed, and too often a waste of everyone’s time. Dealing with this is taking
up more time than I can afford, especially difficult is the phenomenon of people
who sometimes post something sensible and interesting, but all too often
something that isn’t. I then have to spend my time trying to decide what to do
with each of their comments, and dealing with complaints from them about the
ones that I deleted. I don’t have the time for this.

Please help me by only posting comments that are on-topic, substantive and well-
informed. “String theory sux” or “string theory rules” comments are not
welcome. If it’s a technical issue that is the topic, I strongly encourage people
with expertise to contribute and enlighten us, and equally strongly discourage
people who are not informed about the issue from adding to the noise level by
telling us all what they think.

Thomas,



I’d like to make clear that, as far as string theory goes, I have a simple goal here,
and it’s not to vanquish string theorists in battle. It’s to provide accurate
information about string theory, both about those parts of the subject that are
not working, and about those that are more promising. My belief is that if the
physics community were operating with a much more realistic and accurate view
of what parts of the string theory program are getting somewhere, and which
have failed, particle theory would be a much healthier subject. One aspect of this
would be greater willingness to encourage research on non-string theory formal
quantum field theory research.

10. surlygrad
October 18, 2006

Re: “The Rest of Physics”

God forbid some of us should be interested in topics (many particle systems,
heterogeneous materials, etc.) that you physicists have deemed unworthy of your
time and tossed to the engineers.

11. Walt
October 18, 2006

String theory sux.

12. Walt
October 18, 2006

Just kidding.

13. TheGraduate
October 18, 2006

I think a lot of what is missing in the comment section of this blog in general is
an honest structured discourse. For one thing people tend not to respond to what
other people have said. But even so this is a minor trait common to most blogs.

A more major problem, in my opinion, is the tendency of the discourse to careen
off into minutae. It often has the form of a general discussion beginning on
whether fast food is good for you and ending in a furious debate about the third
decimal place in the solubility constant of FD&C Red No.40.

Isn’t it fair to say there is a lot of ambiguity about the status of different
propositions in any string theory discussion? Either a proposition is logically
proven, a conjecture or substantiated by experiment. Either a proposition is
marginal or it’s critical to the argument. If one can already be satisfied on
whether a particular proposition of string theory is marginal or critical and it’s
proof status then to me this is progress compared to how discussions usually
progress on the blog.

Maybe there is a lack of good argument standard. I think in a physics argument
there can only be two objective standards, substantiated experiment and



mathematial proofs. Everything else is just what you feel inside (which you are
allowed to feel but it’s hard to say why what you feel is more important than
what anybody else feels. And I think just because your feeling has an equation
attached to it that doesn’t make it suddenly more valid.)

(I often read the blog. I don’t always comment on everything I see but I think I
might have something sensible to say on this issue.)

14. anon
October 19, 2006

Peter, I think the problem is that you have outgrown your blog tools. In my
opinion, any blog that gets more than 5 comments per article is already too
burdensome. What you need is a blog in which (1)each article you post can grow
threads (2) commenters grade each other. Free Software for this “uberblog”
already exists; viz., Slashdot.

15. Garbarge
October 19, 2006

This blog could be an interesting place, and not just Lubos’ trash can as once
became, if one would be able to read the first and last comment and make any
sense out of them. I dont read here that often, but I am amazed by the rapidity
with which it degenerates into totally off topic discussions. In the other hand,
and on the edge of toss my words into the garbage disposal too, I think the
String Theory war has become a big parody/comedy with little or no contain. As
long as the theater prevails over the science, I see no glean of fruitful thinking
emerging from here. It is a pitty, this media has become such a powerful mean….

16. A.J.
October 19, 2006

One solution to the noise problem: Post on more technical topics! It’s relatively
easy to form and offer an opinion on controversies and pop sci reporting. But it
takes a bit more effort to come up with something to say about e.g. stacks or
elliptic cohomology.

Well…I guess there’s always “stacks sux” or “Hopkins is teh rul3z0r”.

17. Thomas Love
October 19, 2006

In “The Rise of the Standard Model’’, Mark Bodnarczuk has an interesting
article, “Sociological Consequences of the Standard Model”, with this footnote:

Using numerous case studies, David Hull claims that not only are infighting,
mutual exploitation, and even personal vendettas typical behavior for many
scientists, but that this sort of behavior actually facilitates scientific
development. David Hull “Science as a process”

So the rise of string theory is really not that different.



18. ksh95
October 19, 2006

Peter,

Find people you trust and give them admin access. This is similar to running a
business, when you grow you have to add managers.

Gina,

I have a Ph.D in physics, yet I would never be arrogant enough to go to
n-category cafe, start posting uninformed nonsense, jump in the middle of
discussions I can’t fully understand, and then sulk when my posts get deleted.
Instead, I would read every day, try to learn as much as I could, and feel lucky
that I was privy to such a high level discussion.
Any post I would make would be to thank the blog owners for making such
interesting discourse public. OR, to ask for simple laymen explainations.

19. Peter Woit
October 19, 2006

Thanks for the suggestions. For a while I was interested in the idea of having a
Slashdot-like self-moderated comment section. Then I read the comments
associated with some of the items there about string theory. As far as I could tell,
moderation was not working at all, with huge amounts of idiocy prominently
displayed and substantive comments buried way down. I’m also skeptical of
threaded comments, partly because they make it much harder to see what is new
since one last looked, partly because they encourage people to get on off-topic
threads, instead of encouraging a discussion of a single topic.

20. John A
October 19, 2006

Peter,

Can I say with the benefit of experience, that you cannot choose what level your
commentators write at. As Aaron Bergman has amply demonstrated, sometimes
people just simply don’t want to express themselves in a rational way, but simply
want to disrupt, flame or just be an asshole, hoping to drag down the discussion
and turn away interested posters and shut down proper debate.

That said, my suggestions to you would be to shorten your posts to one or two
key points, and invite your visitors to make discoveries/comments/reviews for
themselves.

In my view you should take the initiative, talking about short topics in your book,
or within other books and looking at alternatives to string theory in the same
critical light.

You are not using categories on WordPress which is a mistake. This means that
when a topic or topics covers a particular subject, and those topics disappear

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/


from the front page, then it disappears from your active discussions as well. Try
to make good references both to your previous posts and to interesting
comments in your newest postings.

In my view, its not the noise that’s increasing, its the signal getting a little
weaker.

21. Hal
October 19, 2006

To add something missing from ksh95’s comment I would like to wish Gina well
since she did, after all, give her best wishes to everyone.

22. Aaron Bergman
October 19, 2006

As Aaron Bergman has amply demonstrated, sometimes people just simply don’t
want to express themselves in a rational way, but simply want to disrupt, flame
or just be an asshole, hoping to drag down the discussion and turn away
interested posters and shut down proper debate.

So that’s why I’m here.

I’ve been trying to figure it out myself….

23. A.J.
October 19, 2006

John A,

What are you talking about? Aaron’s consistently been one of the most
reasonable and well-informed commenters here.

24. Peter Woit
October 19, 2006

John,

Please stop with the attempt to start a flame-war. I can understand why Aaron
had the reaction he did to the things he quoted, just wish he’d ignore some
things, make more substantive comments on others. There’s a lot of less than
completely intelligent stuff posted here in the comment section, even after a fair
number of deletions. People are encouraged to ignore such stuff and not feel that
it is necessary to respond.

25. Kent G. Budge
October 20, 2006

“is largely intended for people who work professionally on the issues in math and
physics that I’m interested in”

When I was a new astronomy graduate student at Caltech, I sometimes



wondered if I ought to switch over to theoretical physics, since I believed I had
much more aptitude for mathematical analysis than for observational and
experimental technique.

However, during my first year, I had the poor judgement to ask a dumb question
at a physics department seminar. I wasn’t trying to start a flame war and I wasn’t
being deliberately ignorant; I was a young graduate student struggling to
understand some of the basics of quantum field theory. However, the speaker
thought it appropriate to take five minutes to respond to my question by berating
my stupidity and wondering out loud how I ever got to Caltech.

At the time, I was humiliated and deeply hurt. However, in retrospect, I think the
speaker may have done me a favor, by disabusing me of the notion that the
physics department at Caltech saw itself as a teaching institution, and by
steering me away from what would probably have been a poor career choice,
given my dislike for feeling stupid and for getting in arguments.

Perhaps you are doing me a similar favor here. S’long.

26. woit
October 20, 2006

Kent,

I’m not berating anyone for stupidity or questioning their credentials. If someone
who doesn’t know what is going on asks an uninformed question in a seminar,
it’s perfectly appropriate for the speaker to say that he or she doesn’t want to
take everyone’s time by answering it, especially if the answer is not something
that can be given in a sentence or two. It’s not appropriate to do this in an
insulting way.

Similarly, here I also need to deal with uninformed comments, sometimes by
telling the commenter that this is not an appropriate place for the kind of
comments they are making. I hope that I do so in a polite way.

27. ak
October 20, 2006

anyway, I point out that a seminar circles by definition around a well-formulated
subject or theme, it is by definition designed to fit persons with similar
‘background’, knowledge base and interest. At least as I understood the internet
blogosphere is of a fundamental different character and this does not exclude
excpetions as ‘the n-category cafe’ as it was mentioned. Undenied the fact that
any blog owner might design his or her blog in a given way or directed to a
chosen public and might do so by explicit forms of moderating, at least from my
point of view this was not the initial aim of the phenomenon ‘blog’. That certain
characteristics of this initially ‘liberal’ form of electronic discussion also carry
over to scientific forms cannot be regarded as a pure ‘noise phenomenon’. The
more informal and liberal form makes it possible to share information flow
between possibly poorly overlapping subjects and standpoints and people with
very different knowledge backgrounds. As far as physics and mathematics as



classically highly impenetrable subjects for non-experts share responsibility to
communicate with the ‘outer world’, the scientific blogosphere possibly could
realize this with relatively low levels of formal and financial effort. To be more
concrete: as it ssemed to me Gina, fo instance, did have a scientific background,
which while it aparently did not quite overlap with particle physics (chemistry?)
does not quite exclude her form any form of rational reasoning.
The scientific blogosphere could well be aware of even much more radically
differing forms of scientific reasoning having potential and justified interest in
informal discussions with the mathematical or physical world, I mention
philosophers, sociologists as already discussed, not to mention cultural
scientitists or even artists, baring viewpoints which could ‘possibly’ be of interest
or benefit for physicists or mathematicians themselves and who up to now share
mostly very deformed and wrong views of scientific knowledge in the
mathematical or physical sphere, I think the most ‘distant’ views shared in this
blog came from engineers, so I do in fact think the situation could be much
‘worse’ (or better, what you prefer).

28. Peter Woit
October 20, 2006

ak,

A “blog” is just a software tool, and people are using it with many different
purposes. Many scientists have blogs designed to try and explain and promote
science to the widest possible public. Many people would like this blog to be a
forum for the discussion of their and other unconventional ideas about physics.
Those are fine things to do, I’m just not interested in doing them. One reason is
purely a lack of time: maintaining this blog is already taking up too much of my
time and I’m trying to figure out how to change that.

Sorry to be a bit obnoxious about this, but one of the whole points of the blog
technology is to allow people to try and create an information source and
discussion forum of whatever kind they want. I’m trying to make one for people
who share some of the same interests as me, with the highest possible level of
substantive material. Doing this requires deleting comments from people who
want to use this to discuss something I’m not interested in, as well as comments
that are uninformed. One obvious thing to point out to people who don’t like this
is that the technology is free, you’re welcome to create your own blog, and there
you can do exactly what you want.

29. Jud
October 20, 2006

I thought the suggestion about allowing some trusted folks to perform
moderation was not an awful idea, though of course I don’t know what your
supply of such folks may be.

30. Tony Smith
October 20, 2006

Brian Greene’s 20 October 2006 New York Times Op-Ed says:



“… at high energies, the electromagnetic and weak nuclear forces seamlessly
combine … at even higher energies the strong nuclear force would also meld …
For decades, however, the force of gravity stubbornly resisted joining the fold. …
Time and again, attempts to merge the two theories resulted in ill-defined
mathematics
…
Such was the case until the mid-1980’s, when a new approach, string theory,
burst onto the stage. Difficult and complex calculations … gave compelling
evidence that this new approach … unified gravity and quantum mechanics …”.

There is a very significant omission in Brian Greene’s recital of historical
“context”:
In fact,
the first approach that successfully “unified gravity and quantum mechanics”
was supergravity, in which gravity and other forces were unified by the use of Lie
superalgebras and description of gravity by mechanisms of the MacDowell-
Mansouri type, using either the anti-deSitter group Spin(2,3) = Sp(2) or the
conformal group Spin(2,4) = SU(2,2).

Interest in supergravity waned in the mid-1980s when it seemed difficult to get it
to contain the Standard Model groups and it also seemed that it might not have
the cancellations needed for finiteness (although the difficult calculations have
yet to be done).

Then, as Brian Greene said, in the mid-1980s conventional superstring theory
became dominant in the high-energy theoretical physics game, and it maintains
its dominance even now.

As Brian Greene said, the basic idea of conventional supertstring theory is to
change the view of “matter’s fundamental constituents” from “point-like dots of
virtually no size” to “minuscule, vibrating, string-like filaments”.

The competing basic idea of supergravity, ignored in Brian Greene’s discussion
of history, is to change the view of forces from being based on the generators of
Lie algebras to being based on the generators of Lie superalgebras.

While the conventional superstring theory approach focuses on a new view of
matter as filaments rather than points,
the supergravity approach focuses on a new view of the setting for force
generators.

Even if changing the setting from Lie algebras to Lie superalgebras might not
have been totally successful,
there are some other natural settings for the force generators (one of which is to
look at them as root vectors, which is what I like to do)
and
I feel that such generalized/modified-supergravity approaches should be
investigated as alternatives to conventional superstring theory,
especially
since supergravity (despite Brian Greene’s omission of it from his recital of



historical “context”) was actually the first theory that successfully “unified
gravity and quantum mechanics”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

31. Gumbi
October 20, 2006

In some ways the dispute reminds me of the old debate about the Many-Worlds
Interpretation of QM. The MWI is just like textbook QM except there is no wave
function collapse. Instead, proponents argue that in a universe with no collapse,
macroscopic observers would see the illusion of collapse, which is consistent
with what we observe.

This may be good philosophy but the problem from the scientific perspective is
that the MWI is too perfect. It reproduces the predictions of regular QM so well
that no experiment can distinguish them.

We are left with philosophical arguments – MWI proponents advocating its
somewhat more parsimonious axiomatic basis, while opponents object to its
version of the “landscape”. All those parallel worlds, all those alternate histories
and variations on ourselves, all as real as we are. It’s a lot to accept.

Although the analogy is not exact, we might end in a similar situation with
regard to string theory. If the string theory landscape is not falsifiable, then we
can’t prove the string theory landscape is real; but we also can’t prove that the
idea is wrong. In the end it may be a matter of philosophical taste as to which
theoretical approach produces the most attractive and elegant model of the
universe.

32. Peter Shor
October 20, 2006

I’m going to stick my neck out and say you’re being too harsh on Brian Greene in
at least one respect. I think that having a unified theory of gravity and quantum
mechanics would be a big step forward (not that string theory is actually one
yet).

Why do I say so? Because I suspect that all consistent unified theories of gravity
and quantum mechanics are going to share a lot of properties, and if we could
figure out what some of these properties are, then it might help us to figure out
the right theory of quantum gravity. I believe that it is quite possible that any
consistent theory of quantum gravity is going to lack one of the things we think
are absolutely essential, for example Lorentz invariance, unitarity, or locality. (All
three of these seem to be crucial in formulating the black hole information loss
paradox.) One possible reason we haven’t come up with any reasonable theories
of quantum gravity might be that we’re looking in the wrong place. So if we
could formulate a non-perturbative theory of string theory (even in 10 or 11 non-
compactified dimensions), it might teach us something something about all
theories of quantum gravity.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


I’m sure that one of the string theorists reading this will object and say that
string theory has all these properties, and is also a consistent theory of quantum
gravity. But my understanding is that we only “know” that perturbative string
theory is unitary, and that this theory lives in the limit where the curvature of
space-time doesn’t change. The black hole information loss paradox is perfectly
consistent with unitarity in this limit.

In fact, this is where I first lost some of my trust in string theorists. Shortly after
quantum fault tolerance was discovered, I was talking to a famous string
theorist, and trying to explain to him Kitaev’s result about error correction with
anyons, which I was very excited about at the time. This result led Preskill (I
believe) to speculate that the laws of nature might be non-unitary at bottom, but
that this non-unitarity is masked by an inherent error-correction process, which
makes everything look unitary at any scale significantly larger than the Planck
length. He was very dismissive, and said that it had been proved that any non-
unitarity at small scales would also show up at large scales. Since this result was
exactly contrary to the one I was trying to explain to him, I asked where this
proof was, and how it worked. He couldn’t tell me exactly who had proved it, or
whether it was written down, and he muttered something with the words “at
least in the generic case …” in it. At this point, I gave up.

I still think that Kitaev’s result shows that it’s possible that the true theory of
quantum gravity is not unitary. Unfortunately, I have come to realize that it gives
very little guidance as to where to look for a non-unitary but self-correcting
theory of quantum gravity, so it seems unlikely that anybody will come across the
correct theory of quantum gravity starting from this direction.

33. Garbage
October 20, 2006

To Peter Shor,

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603090

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255

and why not.

http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0507262

I agree, unitarity is not such a sacred concept. Also, axiomatic constraint may be
very well tested.

34. Peter Woit
October 20, 2006

Peter Shor,

My comment just reflects my often expressed worry about quantum gravity: what
if there are lots and lots of them, and there is no way to ever get any
experimental evidence about which one corresponds to reality? If you believe the

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603090
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603090
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0507262
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0507262


most optimistic claims of string theorists these days, they have not one
consistent theory of quantum gravity, but 10^500, and nothing at all about these
theories is experimentally testable. This seems to me to be highly problematic.

It’s certainly true that you may learn something generic about quantum gravity
by thinking about all these models. But, I’m really a particle physicist, and you’re
not going to learn anything about particle theory by thinking about them. Where
string theory has failed is not as a theory of quantum gravity, but as a theory of
particle physics. If string theorists would just admit that, and formal particle
theory was no longer so heavily dominated by string theory, we’d be a lot better
off.

35. anonymous
October 20, 2006

I have never heard a string theorist say string theory gives rise to 10^500
theories of quantum gravity. Many of them think there is one theory with 10^500
solutions. It is a very big difference.

36. Garbarge
October 20, 2006

“Many of them think there is one theory with 10^500 solutions.”

Well, it might be 5 or so after all 

Peter, I think the main purpose of ST is to provide a theory of quantum gravity,
which happens to include all of particle physics [Something inevitable, if you
believe “Georgi”]
String theory has some achievements in that area. Like the entropy
calculations/predictions for extreme BH, although it fails in more reasonable
circunstances. Also one could say the ADS/CFT correspondence opens the bridge
to understand gravity as a field theory as well. I agree ST does sort of what Peter
Shor says, although still falls short to get the M-picture. I personally think the
“background independence” issue is a big *problem* not yet fully
addressed/understood. I asked once Ed Witten about this, his answer was:

“…another point is that though string theory was discovered historically in the
context of a fixed spacetime background, it turns out that the string describes
fluctuations in the geometry, though we don’t understand very fully how this
happens.”

37. woit
October 20, 2006

anonymous,

I’m well aware of what the string theory ideology is, with its “one unique string
theory”, which no one actually knows the definition of. The fact of the matter is
that current known definitions of string theory depend on a choice of
“background”, and many string theorists believe there are 10^500 or more



different such choices.

38. Chris W.
October 20, 2006

I have never heard a string theorist say string theory gives rise to
10^500 theories of quantum gravity. Many of them think there is one
theory with 10^500 solutions. It is a very big difference.

Given that any one of those solutions is potentially an effective theory for
describing the entire observed universe, and a failure of any one of them in
fulfilling that goal merely sends us off on a wild goose chase through the other
10^500 looking for a solution that does work, one can say that we have 10^500
theories, for all intents and purposes.

We would be in somewhat the same predicament in atomic physics (non-
relativistic quantum theory, shall we say) if it allowed for millions of solutions
(stable or meta-stable configurations), we only had only example of such a
system to test the theory against, and we couldn’t independently observe the
configuration to prevent the theorist from saying “no, wait, it’s not a helium atom
in state X,” or “it’s actually a boron atom in state Y [or an iron atom in state Z,
etc, etc]”. Now think of the options afforded us by a vast array of vacua, not to
mention braneworld scenarios, and on and on.

Arguably, the central lesson of investigations into quantum gravity is that the
issues are inherently cosmological in character. This enormously raises the
stakes and and increases the risks of running off the rails epistemologically and
methodologically. I can see why a sober particle physicist would just as soon
avoid the entire territory while attempting to understand the existing problems
of the Standard Model. The question is, is this really possible? What could a
satisfying solution of these problems look like without involving gravity, or the
dynamical structure of spacetime, in an essential way?

39. Aaron Bergman
October 20, 2006

The fact of the matter is that current known definitions of string theory depend
on a choice of “background”, and many string theorists believe there are 10^500
or more different such choices.

If you want to be a stickler about it, none of the examples with all moduli
stabilized have a description as a perturbative string theory at all because of the
presence of Ramond-Ramond fluxes. However, if you believe that string theory
has supergravity as a low energy limit, you can tunnel between vacua and see
that they cannot be considered separately.

On the other hand, Tom Banks might argue that none of these things will change
the asymptotics of the solution and that different choices of asymptotics should
be considered different theories.

Frankly, I’m not sure why anyone should care whether string theory should be



thought of as a framework (like QFT) or as one theory with zillions of (not-so-
rigorously constructed) vacua. What matters are the results of the calculations
that you do.

If you believe Steve Carlip, there are plenty of inequivalent quantizations of
2+1D quantum gravity, so perhaps the same holds 3+1 also. I still think that
string theory is interested because, at least with AdS/CFT, I believe that it really
is a theory of quantum gravity. As such, even if it’s not the right theory of
quantum gravity, we can learn things about how the usual problems associated
to quantum gravity might be solved. String theory has succeeded towards that
end in some respects (black hole entropy, for example) but not entirely in others.
(The black hole entropy calculation does not ‘fail’ in far-from-extremal situations
as in give the wrong answer, in case there was some misunderstanding; it is just
not doable yet.)

For Peter Shor, we know that AdS/CFT is unitary, and there the metric is fully
dynamical. This argument is essentially what convinced Stephen Hawking as I
remember it.

40. Moshe
October 20, 2006

Peter Shor, in my mind there are some indications in string theory that black
hole physics does not require modifying QM, but there is nothing I know of that
amounts to a watertight proof.
\
I am curious though about something related, in particle physics circles it is
common belief that QM is “rigid” in the sense that there are no consistent
“small” modifications of QM (e.g adding small non-linear terms to Schrodinger
equation), example that is cited often is Weinberg’s attempt to modify QM.
\
On the other hand it is my impression that in other communities the sitaution is
different. So, out of curiosity, are you aware of any model that modifies QM and
reduces to it for observable physics? Do you feel like something like that ought
to exist?

thanks,

Moshe

41. nontrad
October 20, 2006

Aaron B,

Thanks for bringing attention to 2+1 QG. In the above posts discussing the
posibility of several QG’s I immediately thought of 2+1, which is an odd place /
‘laboratory’ in more ways then one.

Again, thanks for bringing attention to this point.



Regards,

nontrad

42. anon.
October 20, 2006

For Peter Shor: one of the arguments that is sometimes referred to in the context
of claims that modifications of unitary QM are dangerous is a paper by Banks,
Peskin, and Susskind, motivated by the black hole information problem:

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?key=1135198

They argue that modifying QM to try to get around the black hole information
problem leads either to acausal signal propagation or to violations of energy-
momentum conservation. They further argue that these effects are not
suppressed by powers of the Planck scale. Their argument applies to a class of
modified QM theories with a “superscattering matrix.”

I’m not expert in these things and I don’t know what the space of all reasonable
modifications of QM looks like, so I don’t know whether there is any danger for
the sort of thing you have in mind. I am fairly confident, though, that this is the
paper that has devolved into the sort of “folk theorem” you mention that “any
non-unitarity at small scales would also show up at large scales.”

43. Tony Smith
October 21, 2006

Peter Shor said “… Kitaev’s result about error correction with anyons … led
Preskill (I believe) to speculate that the laws of nature might be non-unitary at
bottom, but that this non-unitarity is masked by an inherent error-correction
process, which makes everything look unitary at any scale significantly larger
than the Planck length. …”.

John Preskill said in his paper Fault-Tolerant Quantum Computation, quant-
ph/9712048:
“… In Kitaev’s spin models, we might imagine that localized processes that
destroy quantum information are quite common. Yet were we to follow the
evolution of the system with coarser resolution, tracking only the information
encoded in the charges of distantly separated quasiparticles, we would observe
unitary evolution to remarkable accuracy; we would detect no glimmer of the
turmoil beneath the surface. …”.

Stephen Adler said, in his book Quaternionic Quantum Mechanics and Quantum
Fields ((Oxford 1995):
“… If the multiplication is associative, as in the complex and quaternionic cases,
we can remove parentheses in … Schroedinger equation dynamics … this … fails
in the octonionic case, and hence one cannot follow the standard procedure to
get a unitary dynamics. …
[so there is a]… failure of unitarity in octonionic quantum mechanics…”.

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?key=1135198
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?key=1135198


Would the Preskill idea of non-unitarity at Planck energies be consistent with an
octonionic-non-unitary model at Planck energies that becomes quaternionic-
unitary by “freezing out” a preferred quaternionic subspace at sub-Planck
energies ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

44. Garbarge
October 21, 2006

hey anon,

you might like to read this,

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0305098

along with the other references I pointed out before.
There is no real *danger*, unitarity isnt such a sacred principle. One can
conserve probabilities and charges (including H) without it. This has been known
for a while in the theory of open systems (Lindblad formalism) . The nice thing
about these papers is that the modified Schroedinger dynamics is derived from
quantum gravity ideas, and applies independently of any other environmental
decoherence effect. Also that the black hole paradox is rendered *practically*
unobservable

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0501027

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406260

and provides a conceptually satisfatory solution to the problem of time,

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0402118

There are indeed attempts to experimentally detect this type of effects,

http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0406007

nice reading… 

bed time…

45. Peter Shor
October 21, 2006

Anon,

Many thanks for the reference. I’ve looked at it now, and I’m convinced you’re
right: this is probably the paper that turned into the folk theorem. As for
AdS/CFT, I’m not going to be completely convinced by this until somebody can
explain exactly why the black hole information paradox goes away in AdS/CFT.
I’ve discussed this with a couple of string theorists, and they admitted they

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0305098
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0305098
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0501027
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0501027
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406260
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0406260
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0402118
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0402118
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0406007
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0406007


didn’t understand it completely themselves.

Peter Shor

46. Lee Smolin
October 21, 2006

Dear Peter Shor,

If it really is the case that fault tolerant quantum computing can provide a
counterexample to the Banks-Peskin-Susskind argument that is very worth
working through carefully and writing up.

As to small testible modifications from quantum theory, it has been known for a
long time that one can add terms to the schroedinger equation that are non-
linear in the wavefunction Psi, which violate unitarity but not conservation of
probability and then use precision experiments like the Lamb shift or neutron
diffraction to bound their coefficients. (I wrote such a paper in the mid 80s but it
was already an old idea then.)

As to consistent quantum theories of gravity which show that general principles
like Lorentz invariance must be modified, let me recommend the recent Freidel-
Livine work on 2+1 gravity with matter, which shows that Poincare invariance is
necessarily quantum deformed as a result of including quantum gravity. (btw, not
for the first time, I have no idea what the ambiguity is in 2+1 quantum gravity
some people keep refering to. Carlip wrote about different appraoches to 2+1
gravity but my understanding is that with the same matter content they all give
the same theory.)

Thanks,

Lee

47. Aaron Bergman
October 21, 2006

Let me quote from Carlip:

Perhaps the most important lesson of (2+1)-dimensional quantum
gravity is that general relativity can, in fact, be quantized. While
additional ingredients—strings, for instance—may have their own
attractions, they are evidently not necessary for the existence of
quantum gravity. More than an “existence theorem,” though, the (2+1)-
dimensional models also provide a “nonuniqueness theorem”: many
approaches to the quantum theory are possible, and they are not all
equivalent. This is perhaps a bit of a disappointment, since many in this
field had hoped that once we found a self-consistent quantum theory of
gravity, the consistency conditions might be strin- gent enough to make
that theory unique. In retrospect, though, we should not be so
surprised: quantum gravity is presumably more fundamental than
classical general relativity, and it is not so strange to learn that more

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0409039
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0409039


than one quantum theory can have the same classical limit.

48. Lee Smolin
October 21, 2006

Carlip concludes however (p 46).

“A more general problem is to understand which of the approaches described
here are equivalent. In particular, it is not obvious how much of the difference
among various methods of quantization can be attributed to operator ordering
ambiguities, and how much reflects a deeper inequivalence.”

Here is why I suspect that it is the former. Let us consider the case of no matter,
to which his comments mostly refer. Given a compact two topology and a value of
Lambda, there is a fixed finite dimensional physical phase space for 2+1 GR.
Given that the physical phase space is finite dimensional, there are only two
ways that one can get inequivalent quantizations. First, from different choices of
subalgebras of the physical phase space algebra to be quantized. Second, from
different representations of those algebras. Both of these kinds of ambiguities
are well understood in conventional quantum mechanics. One cannot expect the
situation here to be better than in ordinary QM, but if it is no worse than it is
misleading to say that different approaches lead to different theories.

49. Hmm
October 21, 2006

Peter Shor–

Talk to better string theorists; the understanding of the information paradox is
now relatively standard. The process of black hole formation and evaporation in
AdS space can be desribed in the unitary boundary CFT. Furthermore, for the
case of eternal black holes in AdS, there is a sharp form of the information
paradox and its resolution as discussed by Maldacena in 2001, hep-th/0106112;
this was the paper that convinced Hawking to capitulate. The sharp form of the
paradox in this case is this: correlation functions for (say) a scalar field in the BH
background naively fall exponentially to zero–whereas a unitary description
would say that it can’t get smaller than exp(-S). Of course the dual CFT tells you
precisely this. There is a separate question of how to understand the breakdown
of Hawkings original argument. Maldacena (and subsequently Hawking)
suggested that this arises from a sum over all bulk geometries, including ones
where the BH doesn’t form, but this is still controversial. This does not change
the fact that AdS/CFT provides the correct answer-no information loss.

With all due respect to you and your great accomplishments in quantum
computing, your questions and comments on quantum gravity are somewhat
naive. This also goes for a number of your “the world in a quantum computer!”
colleagues too. This makes your insinuations that the string theorists don’t know
what they are talking about a mite annoying. Perhaps in the future you should
consult some of the standard literature. Of course actually being an expert in
some subject and actually knowing what one is talking about is completely at
odds with the ethos of the blogosphere, especially here…



50. woit
October 21, 2006

Garbage,

My apologies. Your last comment ended up in multiple copies in the spam queue
(presumably because it had multiple links, something this mysterious software is
very suspicious of). I was trying to delete most copies, keep one, managed to
irretrieveably delete them all. Please repost if you still have a copy.

Peter

51. Aaron Bergman
October 22, 2006

One cannot expect the situation here to be better than in ordinary QM, but if it is
no worse than it is misleading to say that different approaches lead to different
theories.

I can’t quite understand this sentence — perhaps it’s missing a word? Anyways, I
think the point is that there are physically different theories of quantum gravity
in 2+1D, ie, they have the same classical limit but different quantum predictions.
For whatever reason this may be true, it would be very interesting to know how
true it is in 3+1D (or more).

52. Jean-Paul
October 22, 2006

Johnson’s talk was completely disgusting. I did not know that he was the
journalist who wrote the (in)famous article on “probing string theory”. Actually,
he mentioned it, and seemed quite proud of it. The seminar was from “we
journalists know…” to “you string theorists you know” how to fool the public.
What was most striking that there was no mention or even speculation on what is
the impact of sensational journalism on public who reads it. Both Johnson and
the audience did not care at all about readers’ perception. No mention of the
basic journalists’ obligation to be objective. Instead, contempt for “ignorant”
public. Very cynic remarks on “to be sure” paragraphs with a very fine print “it’s
just a hype”. The moral was: we journalist look for a story, and the more hype
and confusion you physicists create, the more stories we can write.
We are used to the sensational coverage of the entertainment world, but science
writers are no better…

53. Arun
October 22, 2006

Started watching Johnson’s talk and was quickly reminded of Gartner’s Hype
cycle, which should be familiar to people in the technology sector.

http://www.floor.nl/ebiz/gartnershypecycle.htm

I wonder if String Theory maps onto this cycle. Perhaps it is past the Peak of

http://www.floor.nl/ebiz/gartnershypecycle.htm
http://www.floor.nl/ebiz/gartnershypecycle.htm


Inflated Expectations, but where it is beyond that point is beyond me.

54. Arun
October 22, 2006

I’m halfway into the Johnson talk, and I’m not very impressed by the audience
either.

55. Who
October 22, 2006

I disagree with your take on it, Arun. The talk by Johnson was informative and
increased my respect for his professionalism as a science journalist. One got a
sense of what journalists do to successfully communicate their interest in science
to the public—and the constraints within which they work.

Also the Q and A, the running dialog he had with KITP, really helped me to better
understand the points of view of the string theorists in the room. And I think that
Johnson spoke very well (and basically reassuringly) to their concerns.

I found that I could not watch the video very well in STREAMING mode because
it kept stopping—-maybe due to heavy traffic. So based on my experience I woul
recommend that anyone interested in watching should DOWNLOAD the whole
movie (in my case “quicktime”) file so that they can watch continuously and at
their convenience.

this conversation is extremely informative and interesting—-and, as I say, gives
me the highest impression of Johnson’s cool, senses of humor, likeablility, and
professionalism. One also gets to know KITP people much better, and their
viewpoint and concerns. Instead of reacting scornfully, or churlishly, to this
excellect video we should thank and congratulate KITP on contributing to
improved understanding of all these issues. (sorry to disagree so strongly,
Arun—I usually appreciate your posts very much.)

56. Kris Krogh
October 22, 2006

I agree with Who that Johnson’s talk was excellent. His standards for scientific
objectivity are much higher than Amanda Peet’s.

In the comments afterward, David Gross complains about Lee Smolin’s book. He
says Smolin privately acceded to his argument that a background-independent
version of string theory exists, but wrote the opposite. I’m hoping Lee will give
his side of that.

57. LDM
October 22, 2006

I also enjoyed the Johnson talk…some comments (on the need for higher
dimensions…) were very funny.



It is unbelievable that one theorist had not read the books, but still had strong
opinions about their accuracy.

At one point, it almost seemed like there was an attack on Smolin and loop
quantum gravity, which was a little strange, because the arguments against
string theory do not rely on loop quantum gravity in anyway.

58. Arun
October 22, 2006

Who,
No need to be sorry for disagreeing strongly with my opinion. At most, I am put
to the trouble of explaining what I heard.

Of the persons who spoke and could be heard, Johnson was the best. I did
appreciate his telling someone to read the book first. The crowd was dismaying,
with its “Swollen” and its challenge to Johnson to poll the room on whether
Smolin is a crackpot. Also, the (perhaps my misinterpretation?) that Smolin and
Woit belong to the same category of marginal people as John Horgan. I too want
to hear Smolin’s side of his alleged two-facedness.

The whole thing was vaguely reminiscent of the discussions I have seen on the
Pakistani GeoTV channel about Pakistan’s problems stemming from its bad
image, the right PR formula is yet to be found. (I’m not Pakistani, fyi). Bringing
string theory to the public cannot be called popularization of science, at least by
the standards of my youth, where the popular science books (that were available
to me) were always about well-established science. Kaku, Greene, etc., did the
first disservice by hyping these in public, and if the string theory community did
not feel discomfort then (did it?) it is a bit much if they protest now that there is
a dehype. If Woit and Smolin were the first to bring string theory to the public,
I’d agree that the ST folks irritation would be justifiable. However, from the POV
of “what will the public think?”, Woit and Smolin are a correction to the
backdrop set by Greene, et. al.

—–

If it is science we want to discuss and not PR, then the root problem is not yet
addressed. Let’s agree that primarily nature and secondarily limited funding
have reduced the ability of particle physicists to have the close interplay with
experiment that they used to have. Then we need new criteria on how to
objectively say that we are not wrong so far in any particular line of research.
Perhaps it is there implicitly within the community, it now has to become more
explicit. Then one will also know what to tell the public.

59. Peter Shor
October 22, 2006

Dear Hmm,

Let me say that if string theorists routinely insult people who are trying to
understand aspects of string theory, they are not going to get very many converts



to their side.

I am aware of the “universe is a quantum computer” contingent, and I am not
ashamed to say that I am not very impressed with their reasoning (unlike some
string theorists, who will never criticize each other in public).

Best regards,

Peter Shor

60. Jean-Paul
October 22, 2006

Arun, Kris and Who,
With all due respect, I am afraid that you are missing the point. Johnson is a
journalist. He can listen to tirades on background independence, attacks on the
competence of Smolin/Woit but he cannot make his own judgment, and he admits
it. Similarly, I would not discuss with him the issue of scientific objectivity. What I
would like to hear is not a bundle of cynical jokes how journalists work, but a
serious discussion of JOURNALISTIC objectivity and responsibility. When you
write an article about “probing string theory” you would better ask 5 or so
experts who would give you a wide range of opinions. Similarly when you write
about a “crisis in ST”.
Do you think that Johnson does a better job than somebody writing for the
Enquirer? Certainly, science should be popularized, but at what expense? Is it OK
to mislead the public? I wish Johnson could address these questions.

61. Lee Smolin
October 22, 2006

Hi, to respond to David Gross’s claim mentioned by Kris Krogh above, I have
been both clear and careful in the book. For example on p 240:

“Thus many quantum-gravity theorists believe there is a deeper level of reality,
where space does not exist (this is taking background independence to its logical
extreme). Since string theory requires the existence of a background-
independent theory to make sense, many string theorists have indicated that
they agree. In a certain limited sense, if the strong form of the Maldacena
conjecture (see chapter 9) turns out to be true, a nine-dimensional geometry will
emerge out of a fixed three-dimensional geometry. It is thus not surprising to
hear Edward Witten say, as he did in a recent talk at the Kavli Institute for
Theoretical Physics at UC Santa Barbara, that “most string theorists suspect that
spacetime is an ‘emergent phenomenon,’ in the language of condensed matter
physics.”2
Some string theorists have finally begun to appreciate this point, and one can
only hope they will follow up by studying the concrete results that have already
been obtained. But in fact, most people in quantum gravity have in mind
something more radical than the
Maldacena conjecture.

The starting point is nothing like geometry. What many of us in quantum gravity



mean when we say that space is emergent is that the continuum of space is an
illusion….”

In more technical language, what has usually been meant by background
independence is that no classical metric, field or global symmetry appears in the
definition of a theory. Thus, by definition, formulations of a theory with
asymptotic boundary conditions are excluded. This definition, and the motivation
for it is discussed many places in the literature, for example in my recent hep-
th/0507235. For a discussion of why the Maldacena conjecture does not satisfy
what is usually considered background independence, see pages 23 and 24.
There I am responding to various discussions with string theorists including
David Gross, who insisted that string theory does not need a background
independent formulation, because the AdS/CFT correspondence gives string
theory a non-perturbative definition.

However, in my most recent conversation with Gross, he argued instead that the
AdS/CFT correspondence should be considered to satisfy a form of background
independence. Recently others made the same argument to me. Their claim is
that if the strong form of the AdS/CFT conjecture is true, a dynamical ten
dimensional asymptotically AdS spacetime will have arisin out of a theory
defined on 4d Minkowski spacetime with global Poincare symmetry. This does
not satisfy the definition just given. But it is true that 6 of the ten dimensions
transmuted from the space of scalar fields in the N=4 SYM theory to dimensions
of space in the dual theory. In this limited sense a weak form of background
independence will have been achieved. This is what I agreed to in conversation
with David and others.

But, as I thought I made it clear in these discussions, there is a big difference
between this and what has usually been meant. Classical GR achieves this usual
meaning, as do LQG, spin foam models, causal sets, causal dynamical
triangulations, and not, at least so far, string theory.

In a recent discussion, Brian Greene proposed a new terminology to straighten
out the confusion. Brian proposes to use manifest background independence for
what quantum gravity people and philosophers have up till now meant by
background independence and background independence for the weak form
satisfied by the (strong form of the) AdS/CFT conjecture.

If it helps to distinguish between a strong or manifest form of background
independence and a weak form, then I can agree to use this language. But I don’t
see that changing the meaning of technical terms advances the issue. Brian and
others (perhaps not David) agree that string theory should have a manifest or
strong background independent formulation, and that it does not yet.

By the way, each time I note that string theory does not have the property of
strong or manifest background independence, this is more than anything a
criticism of myself as, to my knowledge, few others took the problem of making
such a formulation of string theory seriously enough to spend years working on
it, as I did.



Thanks,

Lee

Ps Just in case anyone thinks it is plausible that I and other people in LQG be
considered crackpots, they can consult my cv which is at
http://www.thetroublewithphysics.com. I didn’t listen to the tape, but if someone
actually said that they should be ashamed of themselves.

Indeed, what is remarkable to me is that no one in this or, to my knowledge, any
other discussion of my book says something like, “On page x of Chapter 12,
Smolin says A and that is false for this reason. This is not just because some
string theorists have not read the book, because if no one at KITP has, I know of
others who have read it in detail, and if they had found errors of fact they would
have said so. I wouldn’t be surprised if this had happened, because in the
chapters leading up to the evaluation of string theory I give in Chapter 12 a large
body of technical results is summarized in non-technical language. It is very hard
to do this and not get something wrong, even in one’s own field, and I worked
very hard, and checked and double checked with experts to be sure of having the
facts right. Of course, if anybody finds such an error I would be grateful.

62. Arun
October 22, 2006

Perhaps it would be best to download and listen to the podcast (15 MB,
quicktime player would suffice to view/listen).

63. Kris Krogh
October 22, 2006

Thanks Lee!
—
Jean-Paul,

For me, there’s no distinction between scientific and journalistic objectivity. Isn’t
there only one truth? By urging a string theory audience to read Smolin and
Woit’s books, I think Johnson showed more concern for objectivity and the
“scientific method” than many of the scientists he spoke to.

Especially in theoretical physics, there seems to be an unhealthy tendency to
decide issues on authority, instead of blindly weighing evidence. (Like the woman
with the scale.) Just vote on the smartest person (or who’s a crackpot) and call
their ideas reality.

64. Lee Smolin
October 22, 2006

Just to be sure, regarding David Gross’s comments, I also wrote on page 189 of
my book: “…if the strong form of the Maldacena conjecture turns out to be true
— which is also consistent with the present evidence — then string theory
provides good quantum theories of gravity, in the special case of backgrounds

http://www.thetroublewithphysics.com/
http://www.thetroublewithphysics.com/


with a negative cosmological constant. Moreover, those theories would be partly
background-independent, in that a nine-dimensional space is generated from
physics in a three-dimensional
space.

There is other evidence that string theory can provide a unification
of gravity with quantum theory….”

The text was finalized before David and I had the conversation he is refering to
in July and, as you can see, the text is consistent with his memory of what I said.
Shall I conclude that he also commented on my book without checking to read it
first?

Thanks,

Lee

65. Tony Smith
October 22, 2006

Arun says: “… The crowd was dismaying, with … its challenge to Johnson to poll
the room on whether Smolin is a crackpot. …”.

Lee Smolin says: “… Just in case anyone thinks it is plausible that I and other
people in LQG be considered crackpots, they can consult my cv which is at
http://www.thetroublewithphysics.com. …”
and goes on to say:
“… no one in this or, to my knowledge, any other discussion of my book says
something like, “On page x of Chapter 12, Smolin says A and that is false for this
reason. …”.

Kris Krogh says: “… Especially in theoretical physics, there seems to be an
unhealthy tendency to decide issues on authority, instead of blindly weighing
evidence. … Just vote on … who’s a crackpot …”.

Since Kris Krogh is in the psychology department at UC Santa Barbara, which is
the host institution for KITP where the talk in question took place,
maybe he could shed some light on the psychology of why the KITP superstring
community is relying on authority and on “vote[s] … on …. who’s a crackpot”,
instead of
on substantive discussion such as “… Smolin says A and that is false for this
reason …”.

If Kris Krogh were to prefer to defer from shedding such light himself (possibly
saying something like he is a “Senior Electronics Technician” rather than a
practicing psychologist),
perhaps he could prevail upon some of the practicing psychologists in the UCSB
psychology department to shed such light.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

http://www.thetroublewithphysics.com/
http://www.thetroublewithphysics.com/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


66. Garbage
October 22, 2006

Thanks Peter, it’s alright, I was trying to point out, in particular to Smolin and
Shor who brought the subject in, that unitarity can be violated without
outrageous consequences. I mentioned in my answer to anon a few papers they
might like reading. I think these provide a very satisfatory solution to the
problem of time and black hole paradox, and perhaps even more, of the
measurement problem itself. The following is a nice review:

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603090

thanks again.

67. Aaron Bergman
October 22, 2006

Lee —

[emergent geometry]

Some string theorists have finally begun to appreciate this point, and one can
only hope they will follow up by studying the concrete results that have already
been obtained.

I don’t think the idea that spacetime would be emergent was remotely
controversial. Even before AdS/CFT, there were various matrix models. I’d be
surprised if there weren’t papers speculating along these lines well back into the
80s. Holography is certainly a sort of emergent geometry, and I think you’ll find
that a fair fraction of string theorists believe that there is something
fundamentally holographic about string theory.

But it is true that 6 of the ten dimensions transmuted from the space of scalar
fields in the N=4 SYM theory to dimensions of space in the dual theory.

This is probably not a good way to think of AdS/CFT. It is true on the D-brane
that the vevs of the scalars correspond to moving the brane around, in the
AdS/CFT conjecture, ie, after you take the near-horizong limit, you have a five
sphere and a five dimensional AdS. The fifth dimension of AdS corresponds to a
RG scale in the field theory. The field theory can usefully be thought of as living
on the boundary. Thus, the lack of background dependence in the YM field theory
exactly corresponds to the fixing of the boundary of AdS. It’s probably best to
think of this (minor in my opinion) background dependence as necessitated by
the need to do something there to make sense of anything in AdS.

I notice you mention CDT as a background independent approach, but last I
checked, they fix a spatial topology (somewhat akin to fixing a boundary
condition as in AdS/CFT). Has this restriction been removed and they sum over
topologies now?

By the way, each time I note that string theory does not have the property of

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603090
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0603090


strong or manifest background independence, this is more than anything a
criticism of myself as, to my knowledge, few others took the problem of making
such a formulation of string theory seriously enough to spend years working on
it, as I did.

How do you know? People have certainly considered it in the context of
nonperturbative approaches. There’s not terribly much to say in the perturbative
approach after all. What most string theorists are interested in is finding a
general nonperturbative approach. It is only in that context that the question can
be usefully addressed.

I should mention that I just spent some time reading chapters 16-20 of your book
in the bookstore (actually, I skimmed 17). I can’t help but wonder, especially with
all the blind quotes in chapter 16, who are these people? They certainly don’t
seem like the vast majority of the string theorists I know. Just to pick one
example, the issue of whether or not string theory is correct or not is hardly
verboten. Most of your list of seven facets of string theorists (which I confess to
not remembering very well — perhaps someone with the book could summarize
them again) didn’t seem particularly representative of the people I know either.

When your book wasn’t angering me (for reasons we’ve talked about in the past
and which I won’t get into here), it was immensely frustrating because you circle
around some real problems but completely miss, in my opinion, the real issues.
You base your solutions, it seems to me, on the idea that there exist these two
types of people, the seers and the craftspeople. That seems to me to be
fundamentally misguided. What we have are smart people doing their best to get
by in the incentive structure that exists in theoretical physics. This structure
rewards production. It rewards brilliant results also, of course, but there is a
strong incentive to write lots of papers so as to get a job. Obtaining more seers is
not a matter of identifying the iconoclasts (who in physics isn’t a bit iconoclastic,
after all?), but a matter of figuring out how to make it less dangerous for a young
person to devote a significant amount of time thinking about extremely difficult
problems that may not get solved.

People are doing their damnedest to get by in a market where there are scarce
resources, and, contrasted with your proclaimed dissident seers, the lack of
respect you evince (to my mind) towards the people who are willing to work and
survive in this framework is dismaying.

68. Lee Smolin
October 23, 2006

Dear Aaron,

Just to address your last point. There is absolutely no disrespect involved. I just
recognize that there are different types of scientific characters, who approach
research differently and I emphasize that science needs several different types. I
have a great deal of sympathy for the situation you describe, as I am much more
like you in my skills than the people I am discussing here. I did fit into the
incentive structure and did, as you put it, work and survive. This is because most



of my work has been straightforward applications of QFT to gravity. LQG is after
all, not radical, its just gauge field theory studied using techniques that are
compatible with diffeomorphism invariance. It was also easier 30 years ago,.

Nonetheless, I recognize that there are people who either decline to or are
incapable of fitting into the incentive structure you describe. They are , as you
put it, unable to “work and survive in this framework.”

Some of the people I am referring to do not believe the kind of work that the
incentive structure rewards will be able to solve all the problems we face,
because they believe the current conceptual framework requires revision. For
example they may see the necessity of first altering the foundations of quantum
mechanics or obtaining a conceptually and mathematically consistent
understanding of what an observable is in GR. You and I are not such people, but
they do exist and when they do succeed they make crucial contributions to
science. I gave some examples in the book, such as Barbour, Deutsch and
Valentini.

There is no incentive structure for such people to fit into, no matter how good
they are and how important their work turns out to be, because they are working
on problems either that were not clearly problems before they solved them or
were not thought important. So in some cases they end up working outside the
academy, in others they survive in small colleges or in math or philosophy
departments.

A philosopher I know recently said to me that sometimes you have to recognize
that an important problem cannot be solved by you, because it requires a person
with a different kind of mind. Related to this is the advice that you are most
likely to succeed at anything if you choose to work on problems that are
compatible with how you think best.

All I am doing here is making the case that the progress of science would
proceed faster if we made room for a small number of these individuals, who
presently fall outside the incentive structure. This requires broadening the
incentive structure a bit to recognize the fact that the progress of science
requires a diversity of kinds of minds and skills. There is no disrespect meant or
implied towards anyone.

Thanks,

Lee

69. a
October 23, 2006

unfortunately the word “war” that Peter does not like seems appropriate. So,
why the first public scientific debate degenerated into a war?

First, Peter’s criticism was perceived as a preventive war. Peter uses the word
“failure” when some (little?) hopes remain open: maybe LHC will discover large
extra dimensions, maybe some landscape statistics is peaked, maybe LHC will



discover supersymmetry broken in some stringy way…

Second, the string hype. A naive extrapolation suggests that without the
preventive criticism, some string theorists would have mispresented as a
triumph of strings whatever LHC will see.

Third, somebody tried to close the traditional scientific channels to Peter’s
criticism. Ten years ago this could have been the end of the story, but nowadays
this attempt transferred a private debate into a public internet war.

Fourth, Lubos Motl.

70. Aaron Bergman
October 23, 2006

Lee — I strongly disagree with that point of view. Just because someone is
unwilling to work within the strictures that currently exist doesn’t make them
any better than those who are willing to do so. It just makes them more
stubborn. Or flaky.

And I stand by my statement about the lack of respect you show. It comes across
to me (and others, I would guess) in almost all your writing on the subject.

71. ksh95
October 23, 2006

This “war” is exceedingly healthy. Never before have such specialized and
technical issues been debated in such a public manner. Force the naysayers to
answer their critics, make the orthodoxy defend their ideas. And at the end of
the day we will find truth, or we will witness theoretical high energy physics turn
into philosophy…..You gotta love it!
/
Anyway, it strikes me as odd that the awe-inspiring, fabled and feared string
theory propaganda machine is this ineffective. Woit and Smolin make substantive
points and the machine calls Woit and Smolin poo-poo heads, babbles about
conspiricy theory “back-stories”, and accuses the people of seeking
fame…..weird!
/
Even more queer is the fact that there exists an exceedingly convincing paper, in
my opinion, explaining why string theory is the best(only) game in town. (the
paper is recent and was mentioned on this and other blogs…I don’t have the time
or desire to find it).

72. LDM
October 23, 2006

Aaron,

You complain about a perceived lack of respect.

There are many physicists who simply do NOT respect what string theorists are



doing in any way…who think it is wrong, and do not believe what you are doing
is physics. Yet, string theorists still teach physics (and thereby influence a new
generation of students), still have access to university physics resources, still
consume tax dollars that would otherwise be spent on physics.

Weisskopf said it is a privilege to be a physicist, and I would contend that the
way publicly supported string theorists have over-hyped and misrepresented any
successes of string theory is just an abuse of that privilege.

73. Aaron Bergman
October 23, 2006

You miss the point. This isn’t about respecting what people are doing; it’s about
respecting the people. I don’t get angry when people attack string theory in an
honest manner.

74. Peter Woit
October 23, 2006

Aaron,

I think this whole argument about who is dissing who is kind of ridiculous, more
appropriate to teenage street gangs than serious scientists. In any case, given
the attitudes and behavior of all too many string theorists, claiming that the
problem with string theory’s critics is their lack of respect for others is really a
case of the pot calling the kettle black.

I think Lee has a point, but I’m not a huge fan of his “seers” vs. “craftspeople”
distinction, since my own prejudice about the current problems of particle theory
is that they are extremely hard, and making progress on them will require people
who are some of both: iconoclastic enough to work on something different, with
the technical skills and persistence necessary to get something beyond a vague,
speculative idea. Particle theory needs new ideas and people ambitious and
visionary enough to come up with them and pursue them (Lee’s “seers” if you
will), but the most likely way for someone to come up with these ideas is by
immersion in the difficult technical issues surrounding quantum field theory and
the standard model.

The great breakthroughs I’ve seen in math have come from people like Wiles and
Perelman, who combined deep new insights, great technical skill, and seven or
more years of dedicated single-minded work, during which they had nothing to
show publicly for their efforts. How does one change the culture of particle
theory to encourage this kind of effort?

75. Aaron
October 23, 2006

claiming that the problem with string theory’s critics their lack of respect for
others

I’m not claiming that. I never mentioned it in my review of your book, for



example. This is a problem I have with Lee’s writing on the subject.

As for the rest, I don’t disagree with your last paragraph.

76. DMS
October 23, 2006

Aaron Bergman Says:
October 23rd, 2006 at 12:03 pm
You miss the point. This isn’t about respecting what people are doing; it’s about
respecting the people.

While I appreciate the times you have clarified aspects of string theory on this
blog(and I hope you get a faculty position soon…), I think you are way off the
mark here. I have not read Lee’s book, but nowhere on the blogs have I seen him
be “disrespectful” to string theorists. On the other hand, there have been
numerous instances on blogs where some(and no, not just LM) do not show the
same courtesy to either Lee and especially Peter Woit.

And what I find bizarre is that neither of them are asking for string theory to be
unfunded; they just ask for some other avenues of research to be funded. What is
so wrong with this idea that gets some string theorists in apoplectic rage(when
that could be directed to the “Rube Goldberg architects”, for instance)???

Now I have copies of GSW, Polchinski, and Zweibach next to NEW on my
bookshelf (I might even get the new Becker-Becker-Schwarz book IF it offers a
new insight; getting bored with the same old discussion of the Polyakov
action…). There is no contradiction. String theory has some astonishing
successes and has offered some deep insights to mathematics(some of which I
learn from this blog), even if it has failed miserably in its original goal.

On the other hand, one is always free to dismiss outsiders as “crackpots”…

77. Aaron Bergman
October 23, 2006

Courtesy and respect aren’t the same thing, and I should probably leave it at
that.

78. Lee Smolin
October 23, 2006

Dear Aaron,

I don’t say that the people who are not working within the incentives you
describe are better. I say only that the contributions of such people have from
time to time been essential for the progress of science, and that this is one of
those times. I do not see how an argument for greater diversity in academia is an
argument against anyone. And I agree with Peter, there are a few people doing
great work in ordinary QFT who are both visionary and unapreciated, and these



are in the same category I called “seers.”

I do take your complaint seriously as I do think that respect among people who
disagree is essential for science to work. I apologise if you feel disrespected as
this was the opposite of my intention. It was rather to bring attention and
appreciation to a kind of scientist who is often disregarded and disrespected. I
am sorry if this had the unintended effect of making you feel disrespected.

While we are talking about disrespect, I hope you agree that to call serious
scientists “crackpots” and to spread wrong information about their books
without reading them, is outside of the bounds of acceptable professional
behavior? No one is obligated to read a book or paper or comment on one, but if
you do comment on a publication you have an obligation to have read it first. Do
you agree?

Thanks,

Lee

79. Aaron Bergman
October 23, 2006

I do not see how an argument for greater diversity in academia is an argument
against anyone.

As best I can tell, you think that there are different sorts of people and that we
need to find these out of the mainstream people and anoint them with positions
to do their out of the mainstream things. In contrast, I think there are lots of
smart people, and we need to broaden the mainstream that they work in. In
particular, it would be nice to find a way to make it safer to work on longer term
projects with less a probability of success. I just don’t think it’s an easy thing to
do.

As for the issue of respect, it has little to do with your attempts to “bring
attention and appreciation” to other sorts of scientists. Without your book in
hand, I can’t get into too much detail, but you could read this for a little example
of what I’m thinking about.

And, finally, I think you’ll agree that a tit for tat on who is disrespecting who else
the most is hardly productive. As for myself, I did sit down and read a fair chunk
of your book.

80. Chris Oakley
October 23, 2006

Re: Lee’s article linked by Aaron above.

I was enjoying it until I read about the need for background independence. In
particular, this:

Meanwhile, many of those who continue to reject Einstein’s legacy and
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work with background-dependent theories are particle physicists who
are carrying on the pragmatic, “shut-up-and calculate” legacy in which
they were trained. If they hesitate to embrace the lesson of general
relativity that space and time are dynamical, it may be because this is a
shift that requires some amount of critical reflection in a more
philosophical mode.

… which seems to ignore the fact that there are several orders of magnitude
between the levels of experimental verification for SR and GR.

I have to say that criticism of String Theory will be seen as more legitimate if it
is not combined with an advertising campaign for a particular alternative.

81. egbert
October 23, 2006

Aaron said, about Lee:

As best I can tell, you think that there are different sorts of people and
that we need to find these out of the mainstream people and anoint
them with positions to do their out of the mainstream things. In
contrast, I think there are lots of smart people, and we need to broaden
the mainstream that they work in.

I think a part of the problem is that there is disagreement about what counts as
mainstream. It was once the case that, for something to be mainstream science,
it had to satisfy the usual conditions of making predictions and so on. Now string
theorists have not yet made a prediction from string theory but hope to, and they
insist, forcefully, that what they are doing is mainstream (without saying what
the new criteria for mainstream science are), and are quite explicit about the
fact that they do not regard any other approaches to quantum gravity as
mainstream.

82. Kris Krogh
October 23, 2006

Lee wrote:

“Some of the people I am referring to … believe the current conceptual
framework requires revision. For example they may see the necessity of first
altering the foundations of quantum mechanics or obtaining a conceptually and
mathematically consistent understanding of what an observable is in GR.”

It’s also possible the foundations of GR may need modification to agree with
quantum mechanics. I agree with Chris Oakley that GR is not so well tested, and
it hasn’t been shown the world is background independent. I predict the results
from Gravity Probe B will shed some light next April.

83. Aaron Bergman
October 23, 2006



I clarified what I meant by ‘mainstream’ there in the sentence right after the
ones you quoted.

Nobody working in quantum gravity has made any prediction, so perhaps it’s all
out of the mainstream by your thinking.

84. Kris Krogh
October 23, 2006

Aaron,

There are two predictions here: http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9910325

85. egbert
October 23, 2006

Aaron,

Thanks for making references to my thinking. The sentence you say provides a
clarification of what you mean by mainstream is:

In particular, it would be nice to find a way to make it safer to work on
longer term projects with less a probability of success.

Less than what? Longer term project than what?

86. jeremy
October 23, 2006

On the way back from a recent trip to Cambridge, MA, sitting next to me on the
plane was a middle age lady reading NEW. Curious, I made an effort to start a
conversation. A friendly chat revealed that she was going home after visiting her
child who is studying physics in one of the universities in Cambridge. Her child is
planning to go to graduate school for theoretical physics and now is very worried
what to do after reading the “black book” and the “blue book” (her own words, it
took me a few seconds to realize what she meant, but not before she pulled out
the “blue book” from a bag). As a mother, she wants to find out the details that
made her child worry, although she knows little about physics. Is there a “war”? I
don’t know. For a brief moment, I could almost smell gunpowder. As for the rest
of my trip, it was very pleasant indeed.

87. Kea
October 23, 2006

Jeremy

You should have told the lady that it couldn’t possibly be a better time to go into
Theoretical Physics, with so many great ideas in development.

88. Chris Oakley
October 24, 2006

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9910325
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9910325


I have “The Elegant Universe” and “Not Even Wrong” next to each other on my
bookshelf. I have surrounded the bookcase with detectors in the hope of seeing
some interesting new quark states when they annihilate. Unfortunately, though,
nothing yet has happened. I wonder if this is because I did not actually pay for
Brian Greene’s epic, having got it as a present?

89. Thomas Larsson
October 24, 2006

Is there a “war”? I don’t know.

It is the third string revolution.

90. Ari Heikkinen
October 24, 2006

Well, if anyone read that piece by Brian Greene, he’s pointing out the same
things he’s wrote in his books and other pieces (and I apologize for the quotes in
advance, but I feel I can’t make my point without posting them here, so I’ll make
them short) like:

“Nevertheless, mathematical rigor and elegance are not sufficient to
demonstrate a theory’s relevance. To be judged a correct description of the
universe, a theory must make predictions that are confirmed by experiment.”

and

“Nonetheless, should an inconsistency be found, or should future studies reveal
an insuperable barrier to making contact with experimental data, or should new
discoveries reveal a superior approach, I’d change my research focus, and I have
little doubt that most string theorists would too.”

Now, I’ve read again and again from some critics accusing that the advocates
plain “lie” about the theory and some even claim they “falsify its results” to keep
it going, but atleast of what I’ve read of the more prominent figures over the
years they’ve basicly gone along Brian’s lines here.

And I also tend to agree with this:

“But to suggest dropping research on the most promising approach to unification
because the work has failed to meet an arbitrary timetable for complete success
is, well, silly.”

I think both the advocates and the critics (atleast the sensible ones) are right on
atleast the points that other research shouldn’t be abandoned in the name of
string theory and also that it would be silly to abandon all that tens of years of
promising research on string theory simply because the work hasn’t met some
arbitrary timetable.

I guess some progress is made when the fiercest critics and the foremost
advocates can atleast respectfully disagree without calling eachothers crackpots.



Now, if they could just go on with their research and start writing interesting
papers again to prove their points would be even better.

91. Tony Smith
October 24, 2006

After downloading and listening to George Johnson’s KITP talk about the books
of Peter Woit (“Not Even Wrong”) and Lee Smolin (“The Trouble With Physics”)
at http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/resident/johnson2/ the following excerpts
(transcribed from my hearing, with George Johnson denoted by “Johnson” and
various audience members denoted by “KITP” because I am not sure of the
various audience voices) seemed to me to be interesting:

“…
Johnson – I don’t think anyone would call Lee Smolin a crackpot.

KITP – … Would you like to take a vote on that? …

Johnson – Did you read the books?

KITP – Me? No. No.
…
KITP – I think that what bothers me is that people in the media are reading these
books and thinking that what’s in them is true. …

Johnson – I think that you should read at least one of the books.
…
KITP – You know, if you know Lee [Smolin], it’s because he wants our money. It’s
because he doesn’t have it that he wants to cut us down. …

KITP – It is clear that a lot of people are upset with ths book and feel damaged by
it. …

KITP – these criticisms … the ones that are correct are the ones that are “of
issue” that are being discussed within our community.
That [blog] is really not the right forum or the right set of antagonists to discuss
… the problems we face in the current stage of string theory
so
I still think that the right attitude is not to engage in this kind of blog war … or
public debate with marginal figures. …”.

It is striking to me that:

1 – The KITP superstringers regard debate about superstring theory, NOT as a
debate about physics, but as a fight over money;

2 – The KITP superstringers regard the funding they receive as “our money”,
when in fact all their USA government support is taxpayer money, and therefore
is as much my money as it is theirs;

3 – The KITP superstringers concede that some of the criticisms are “correct”
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but
they say that even “correct … criticisms” should be discussed ONLY “within our
community”
and
should NOT be discussed in blogs or public debate with “marginal figures”;

4 – The KITP superstringers describe even well-credentialled people such as
Peter Woit and Lee Smolin as “marginal figures”
(perhaps in the eyes of KITP superstringers everybody outside “our community”
is “marginal”).

I will leave it to readers (perhaps even some with Congress/NSF/DOE influence)
to draw their own conclusions from the above statements coming directly from
the mouths of the KITP superstringers.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

92. TheGraduate
October 24, 2006

Tony,

This is a horrible transcription and very, very inaccurate. I strongly suggest to
anyone that reads this to be aware that these are isolated quotes from different
speakers.

I do want to stress that the spirit of the conversation is accurate in my opinion
but the combined effect of representing several speakers as one speaker and
omitting large amounts of the conversation both within quotes and between
quotes is to render the whole transcription a gross distortion of what actually
occured.

Your inclusion of “…” just does not do justice to the huge swathes of
conversation between some of the quotes.

93. Tony Smith
October 25, 2006

TheGraduate says that, in my comment 91, I was “… representing several
speakers as one speaker …”.

That is NOT true.
I explicitly said that my transcription was with
“… various audience members denoted by “KITP” because I am not sure of the
various audience voices …”.
Further,
each line beginning “KITP” contained excerpts from a single speaker.

It is true that I did not quote the entire hour-long talk, but I DID include a link
from which the entire hour-long talk can be downloaded by anyone interested in

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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hearing the exact context of each excerpt.

i am happy that it is the opinion of TheGraduate that, from my comment 91, “the
spirit of the conversation is accurate”.

As to whether or not the excerpts I quoted “render the whole transcription a
gross distortion of what actually occured”, I leave it to the readers to download
the entire talk and decide for themselves,
bearing in mind that my stated purpose was NOT to transcribe the entire talk,
but only to list some “excerpts” that “seemed to me to be interesting” and to
comment on them.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – If TheGraduate, or anyone else, can identify each of the various KITP
audience members that I denoted by KITP, please feel free to do so. I would be
interested in knowing who they are.

94. TheGraduate
October 25, 2006

My point is really just that bad quotes leave people with wiggle room later.

95. Tony Smith
October 29, 2006

Lubos Motl, in his “take… on the KITP video” posted yesterday (28 Oct 2006),
said:

“… David Gross and other famous physicists …[hold an]… opinion [that] is a
qualified extrapolation of the old good times in which the foes of science were
irrelevant, an era in which the enemies of well-established physical theories …
could be humiliated or ignored by the scientists, according to the scientists’
choice.
But if you listen to David Gross more carefully, you can tell that he is not so
certain that his assumption continues to hold.
We arguably live in the first decade of the human history in which … online
technologies including the blogosphere have made …[the failure of his
assumption]… possible. …”.

It is interesting to me that:

1 – Lubos considers that it would be “good” if “enemies of well-established
physical theories … could be humiliated or ignored by the scientists”; and

2 – Lubos laments that “online technologies” make it difficult for “the scientists”
to “humiliate… or ignore…”
those who offer alternatives to “well-established physical theories”
(and are therefore perceived by “the scientists” as “enemies”).
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Maybe that explains Lubos’s ad hominem attacks on physicists who don’t blindly
follow the “well-established physical theor[y]” of superstrings (for example,
calling the books by Peter Woit and Lee Smolin “the two slanderous books” and
talking about “the intellectual dishonesty of the authors of the books collectively
referred to as Swolin”, and calling me a “moronic crackpot”).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

96. woit
October 29, 2006

Tony,

The funny thing here is that Lubos considers string theory to be a “well-
established physical theory”. Thinking that one’s pet theory for which there is no
scientific evidence is well-established physics sounds like crackpotism to me…

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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King of Infinite Space

October 19, 2006
Categories: Book Reviews

Back when I was a graduate student trying to figure out how to define and calculate
topological charge in lattice gauge theory, at one point I went over to the math
department to ask some people I knew if they had any idea about how to calculate the
volumes of spherical tetrahedra. I was taken to the math department lounge to
consult with the master of 3 dimensions, Bill Thurston. Thurston explained to me that
this could be done by breaking the tetrahedra into “double-rectangular tetrahedra”,
whose volumes were then expressed in terms of the angles defining them using
something called Schläfli functions, defined back in 1860. This experience helped
cure me of my prejudice that modern mathematicians were probably ignorant of the
older more concrete mathematics of the 19th century.

Thurston also pointed me to a more modern reference for this, a paper by H.S.M.
Coxeter from 1935 entitled The Functions of Schläfli and Lobatschefsky. I ultimately
found a much simpler way of computing topological charges, but I always wondered
about this early 20th century mathematician, whose parents had given him a set of
initials reminiscent of a British naval vessel. Later on in life, I learned a bit about
some important algebraic constructions called Coxeter groups, and also heard that
there was an active mathematician in Toronto named Donald Coxeter. I assumed that
there were at least two and maybe three mathematicians named Coxeter out there,
perhaps relatives.

It turns out that these are all the same Coxeter (the M. is for MacDonald), and there’s
a very nice new biography of him that has recently appeared, writtten by Siobhan
Roberts and entitled King of Infinite Space. Coxeter only died quite recently, in 2003
at the age of 96, and Roberts was able to get to know him while writing the book. It
contains a wealth of information about pieces of mathematical history I was not aware
of, often buried in the very extensive footnotes.

Coxeter’s main interest was in “classical” geometry, the geometry of figures in two
and three dimensional space and he wrote a very popular and influential college-level
textbook on the subject, Introduction to Geometry. Much of this subject can be
thought of as group theory, thinking of these figures in terms of their discrete
symmetry groups. This subject has always kind of left me cold, perhaps mainly
because these groups play little role in the kind of physics I’ve been interested in,
where what is important are continuous Lie groups, both finite and infinite-
dimensional, not the kind of 0-dimensional discrete groups that Coxeter mostly
investigated.

One theme of the book is to set Coxeter, as an exemplar of the intuitive, visual and
geometric part of mathematics, up against Bourbaki, exemplifying the formal,
abstract and algebraic. Bourbaki is blamed for the New Math, and I certainly
remember being subjected by the French school system in the late sixties to an
experimental math curriculum devoted to things like set theory and injective and
surjective mappings. On the other hand, I also remember a couple years later in the
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U.S. having to sit through a year-long course devoted to extraordinarily boring facts
about triangles, giving me a definite sympathy for the Bourbaki rallying cry of “A bas
Euclide! Mort aux triangles!”. To this day, both of these seem to me like thoroughly
worthless things to be teaching young students.

Actually Bourbaki and Coxeter ended up having a lot in common. They both pretty
much ignored modern differential geometry, that part of mathematics that has turned
out to be the fundamental underpinning of modern particle physics and general
relativity. Coxeter’s most important work probably was the notion of a Coxeter group,
which turns out to be a crucial algebraic construction, and ended up being a main
topic in some of the later Bourbaki textbooks. A Coxeter group is a certain kind of
group generated by reflections, and Weyl groups are important examples. Coxeter
first defined and studied them back in the 1930s, part of which he spent in Princeton.
Weyl was there at the same time giving lectures on Lie groups, and used Coxeter’s
work in his analysis of root systems and Weyl groups.

Coxeter groups and associated Coxeter graphs pop up unexpectedly in all sorts of
mathematical problems, and Roberts quotes many mathematicians (including Ravi
Vakil, Michael Atiyah and Edward Witten) on the topic of their significance. There are
quite a few places where one can learn more about this. These include various
expository pieces by John Baez (see for example here, based to some extent on this),
as well as a web-site set up by Bill Casselman. The AMS Notices had an interesting
series of articles about Coxeter and his work, written shortly after his death. The
proceedings of a recent conference at the Fields Institute in Toronto entitled The
Coxeter Legacy – Reflections and Projections have recently been published. In a
couple weeks there will be a special program in Princeton about Coxeter, aimed at the
general public.

One reason I’d started reading the book about Coxeter was to get away from thinking
about string theory, but this was definitely not a success, since the book contains a
rather extensive discussion of string theory. Coxeter was aware of string theory, it
seems it reminded him of Jabberwocky, and he’s quoted as follows:

It’s like reading about a part of mathematics that you know is beautiful, but that you
don’t quite understand. Like string theory. That’s as much a mystery to me as it is to
anyone else who can’t make head nor tails of the eleventh or sixteenth dimension.

Roberts quotes Witten (who she says is known as the “pope of strings”) about the
possible relevance of Coxeter groups and E(10) to string theory. She describes string
theory in somewhat skeptical terms:

But rumblings are that if a bigger breakthrough doesn’t occur soon, and in the form
of streams of empirical evidence, string theory will at best be a branch of
mathematics or philosophy, but not part of physics.

She quotes Amanda Peet as proposing that string theory become “a faith-based
initiative”, and Susskind as “There’s nothing to do except hope the Bush
administration will keep paying us.”

Update: Siobhan Roberts has set up a web-site for the book, and she tells me that
she’ll soon be starting up a blog there.
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Update: There’s a very good expository paper by Igor Dolgachev that discusses
Coxeter groups, and generally the way reflection groups appear in algebraic
geometry.

Comments

1. Thomas Love
October 19, 2006

It is hard to get away from the topic of string theory, it pops up in the most
unexpected places, like the comic page of the Times. But then, perhaps the
comic page is where string theory belongs.

Thanks for the review, I’ll have to look up the book.

2. Xerxes
October 19, 2006

Your comment about spherical tetrahedra reminded me of a project I worked on
where I needed to find the volumes of convex 3d polyhedra and 4d polytopes. I
know how to work out simplex volumes and arbitrary convex 2d polygons, but I
searched the literature for a long time on the higher-dimensional problem and
never came up with anything. Eventually I resigned myself to estimating them
using Monte Carlo techniques. Maybe somebody knows a better solution?

3. D R Lunsford
October 19, 2006

I remember reading “Regular Polytopes” as a kid and discovering empirically a
fact about the Platonic solids. I was eating a lot of Dannon Yogurt at the time –
the container was environment-friendly wax paper which however was rather
weak. To strengthen the top, a circular cardboard disk was inserted. I pried out a
bunch of these identical disks and used them to make the five solids by
inscribing regular polygons in them etc. In the end, each face of each solid thus
could be inscribed in the same circle. When I set them on my desk, I noticed that
they paired up in altitudes, the cube and octahedron having the same altitude,
likewise the icosahedron and the dodecahedron, while the tetrahedron was
paired with itself, being self-dual! I went on to prove this little factoid by brute
force. I often wondered if a simple proof could be had. I always thought Coxeter
would have been delighted by that.

-drl

4. Ben Recht
October 19, 2006

Xerxes,

Surprisingly, Monte Carlo techniques are your best bet for high dimensions.
Computing the volume of polytopes is #P-Hard.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0610938
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0610938


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharp-P

On the other hand, there are Monte-Carlo techniques that yield approximations
to the volume in time polynomial in the dimension. See

Simonovits, M. “How to compute the volume in high dimension?” Math.
Program., Ser. B 97: 337–374 (2003)

for a survey and lots of references.

Cheers,
Ben

5. D. Eppstein
October 19, 2006

One point I found odd in the book’s discussion of the Coxeter-visual-geometry vs
Bourbaki-formalist-algebra dichotomy was that it seemed to be placing Hilbert
on the formalist side. The author of Geometry and the Imagination, an enemy of
visual thinking in geometry?

6. D R Lunsford
October 19, 2006

Eppstein – yes, absolutely. Courant in fact to some degree rebelled against his
teacher Hilbert. Hilbert once said “physics is too hard for physicists” – this was
the beginning of a bad trend in math/physics, that Courant lamented in later life.
Hilbert believed in axiomatics – Courant, like Weyl, had a more metaphysical
approach and did not like drawing fine lines between the subjects.

-drl

7. Alexandre Borovik
October 19, 2006

Yes, I agree that Bourbaki and Coxeter ended up having a lot in common. The
treatment of Coxeter groups by Bourbaki (N. Bourbaki, Groupes et Algebras de
Lie, Chap. 4, 5, et 6. Hermann, Paris, 1968.) is perhaps the best written chapter
in his treatise (it even contains an illustration!). It was written by Pierre Cartier;
a very revealing account of his work on the text is given in his interview:

M. Senechal, The continuing silence of Bourbaki—An interview with Pierre
Cartier, June 18, 1997. The Mathematical Intelligencer 1 (1998) 22–28.

8. Steven H. Cullinane
October 19, 2006

Another Weyl-Coxeter connection is furnished by the quincunx lattice. See “For
Sir Thomas Browne” and “Geometry’s Tombstones.”

9. Steve

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharp-P
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharp-P
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharp-P
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharp-P
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http://www.xanga.com/m759/539352522/birth-death-and-symmetry.html
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http://www.xanga.com/m759/539520075/geometrys-tombstones.html


October 20, 2006

What’s E(10)? I thought there was only E(6), E(7) and E(8).

10. Tony Smith
October 20, 2006

A web page at http://planetmath.org/encyclopedia/NicolasBourbaki.html says in
part:

“… Once Bourbaki had finally finished its first six books, the obvious question
was “what next?”. … Pierre Cartier was working with Bourbaki … Its second
series … consisted of two very successful books :
Book VII Commutative algebra
Book VIII Lie Groups
… Bourbaki was now becoming involved in a battle with its publishing company
over royalties and translation rights. The matter was settled in 1980 after a “long
and unpleasant” legal process, where, as one Bourbaki member put it “both
parties lost and the lawyer got rich” …
In 1983 Bourbaki published its last volume : IX Spectral Theory. …”.

I am sad that Bourbaki did not continue. As Alexadre Borovik said, Book VIII Lie
Groups contained some of the best material by Bourbaki, and it would have been
nice to have seen further development of such material described by Bourbaki.
Maybe such further description might have shown clearly how, as Peter said, “…
Bourbaki and Coxeter …[had]… a lot in common …”.

It is interesting to me that the law of “intellectual property” had a role in the end
of Bourbaki.
It reminds me of a legal conference (in the 90s) in which an audience member
said to a panel something like “the internet is a medium for free exchange of
ideas”,
whereupon a panel member (corporate lawyer) said “Corporate interests are
taking over the net and anarchists like you will be put down”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

11. Aaron Bergman
October 20, 2006

What’s E(10)? I thought there was only E(6), E(7) and E(8).

Add two dots to your Dynkin diagram and hope for the best. You get an infinite
dimensional Kac-Moody algebra which seems to be related to the
compactification of M-theory down to one dimension on a T^10. This looks like
an introduction.

12. Thomas Larsson
October 20, 2006

http://planetmath.org/encyclopedia/NicolasBourbaki.html
http://planetmath.org/encyclopedia/NicolasBourbaki.html
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9411188
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9411188


E(10) is not just infinite-dimensional, but very infinite-dimensional (of
exponential growth). This makes it quite untractable mathematically, unlike the
affine Kac-Moody algebras which only are of polynomial growth. To quote Victor
Kac:

“It is a well kept secret that the theory of Kac-Moody algebras has been a
disaster.”

13. Curious minds want to know
October 20, 2006

That Amanda Peet?? http://www.adoring.net/amandapeet/

14. Steve Myers
October 20, 2006

A note on volumes in many dimensions: Hamming has an amusing proof (in
“Numerical Analysis for Scientists & Engineers”) that as dimensions increase,
volume goes to the surface.

15. h
October 20, 2006

Xerxes:

You can subdivide any convex polytope to simplicies. There are trivial and not-so-
trivial algorithms to do that, which are easy to find in the literature. 3 or 4
dimensions is low enough, so this should be fast, and also gives exact results (for
rational polytopes).

16. Fabien Besnard
October 20, 2006

About the new maths and triangles : I’ve also been exposed to both, since i was
about 10 at the end of the new math era, and had a teacher in high school that
was in love with triangles (I suspect he had an affair with the Euler line). I did
not find this boring at all, and both were very useful in learning rigour and the
joy of discovery. As a child I remember a day when our teacher showed us how to
count in the octal and binary systems. It was really exciting. In high school there
was nothing more thrilling to me than working on a geometric problem for the
all week end. Later, the French education changed and they got rid of both the
new maths and almost all of elementary geometry. I had to teach in a high school
for four years : now everything is more practical and “useful”, less abstract…
and so damn boring !

17. D R Lunsford
October 20, 2006

Curious, no this one.

-drl

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/q-alg/9709008
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/q-alg/9709008
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/q-alg/9709008
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/q-alg/9709008
http://www.adoring.net/amandapeet/
http://www.adoring.net/amandapeet/
http://www.physics.utoronto.ca/~peet/home/
http://www.physics.utoronto.ca/~peet/home/


18. Andy
October 20, 2006

(OT: There’s an Op-Ed on ST by Brian Greene in today’s NYT.)

19. Tony Smith
October 20, 2006

Peter says “… Siobhan Roberts … quotes Amanda Peet as proposing that string
theory become “a faith-based initiative” …”.

However, on her web page cited by D R Lunsford, Amanda Peet herself says:
“… I study … the fundamental dynamics of quantum gravity … using string
theory …
Thus far, significant progress has been made … [i]n the search for string
theoretic mechanisms for resolution of spacetime singularities.  …
I will also be very interested to see how new ideas about the Landscape may
inform the old question of vacuum selection in string theory …”.

Peet’s web page says that it was “Last updated: 2006/09/22”, so it seems to me
that it is probably a current statement of her views, and not an out-dated web
page containing stuff about which she has changed her mind.

Since I think that Peet herself is more likely to give an accurate description of
her own opinions than a third party, it seems to me likely that
Roberts has substantially distorted Peet’s view of string theory,
and
that makes me very skeptical about the accuracy of other statements made by
Roberts.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Maybe my opinions above are affected by my opinion of some journalists
(the Amazon page says “Siobhan Roberts is a journalist”), which is exemplified
by an interview of Joe Namath shortly after he became a New York Jet. A
reporter asked him if, at the University of Alabama, he had majored in basket-
weaving. Joe replied:
“No, basket-weaving was too hard, so I majored in journalism.”

20. Peter Woit
October 20, 2006

Tony,

The quote from Amanda Peet was clearly a joke by her.

Andy,

Maybe I’ll add a couple comments about Brian’s op-ed to the previous posting.

21. LDM

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


October 20, 2006

(OT: There’s an Op-Ed on ST by Brian Greene in today’s NYT.)

The interesting thing about this letter, is, that in another 20+ years, Briane will
be able resubmit it to the NYT almost verbatim.

22. Siobhan Roberts
October 20, 2006

Tony,

Yes indeed, Amanda Peet has a good sense of humour. She made the comment at
the Strings ’05 conference in Toronto at a public session on “The Next Strings
Revolution,” which was dubbed as an “airing of our dirty laundry” session—
downloadable proceedings are available at the Fields Institute website,
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory
/strings2005/, though if memory serves I don’t believe Peet’s comment, which
was made during the Q&A afterward, was included on that recording. Her
comment, and the jocularity of the event in general, was nicely covered by
Dennis Overbye in the NYT Science Times, “Lacking Hard Data, Theorists Turn
to Democracy,” August 2, 2005 — http://select.nytimes.com/search/restricted
/article?res=FA0E10FA355B0C718CDDA10894DD404482

As far being a journalist goes, accurate observation, documentation, and
portrayal of events — as with science — is of utmost importance!

Best,
Siobhan

23. DT
October 20, 2006

How, in a group this nerdy (in a good way) could you mention Lobatschefsky in
the post and have nobody comment on the eponymous Tom Lehrer song? Here’s
a link for the lyrics: http://members.aol.com/quentncree/lehrer/lobachev.htm

If you don’t know the song, you should. NB: same guy, different spelling.

24. Siobhan Roberts
October 20, 2006

There is also a Lehrer song about the Bourbaki-inspired New Math!

http://members.aol.com/quentncree/lehrer/newmath.htm

25. Tony Smith
October 20, 2006

Siobhan and Peter,
my apologies for being too dense to realize that Peet’s “faith-based initiative”
remark was merely a joke intended to reflect her true views.

http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/
http://www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/04-05/string-theory/strings2005/
http://select.nytimes.com/search/restricted/article?res=FA0E10FA355B0C718CDDA10894DD404482
http://select.nytimes.com/search/restricted/article?res=FA0E10FA355B0C718CDDA10894DD404482
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In light of that, I will consider Siobhan to be one of the (all-too-few) good-guy
journalists,
and
not in the class of “some journalists” such as the Joe Namath interviewer (and
all-too-many of the partisan talking-heads on TV “news”).

As a concrete manifestation of my changed opinion, I have ordered a copy of
“King of Infinite Space”, and Amazon says I should get it on Monday.

A question:
Could a student today get a PhD and a job (and grants) by following in Coxeter’s
footsteps ?

If so, would the student’s success be more likely:
1 – by working in string theory physics ?
or
2 – by working in a pure math department ?
or
3 – by some other path (if so what)?

If not,
does that mean that it is now unlikely that we will see any more ideas that are as
out-of-mainstream as Coxeter’s have sometimes been considered ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

26. Tony Smith
October 20, 2006

typo correction:
In my previous post
“… merely a joke intended to reflect her true views …”
should have been
“… merely a joke NOT intended to reflect her true views …”.

My apologies again.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

27. Siobhan Roberts
October 20, 2006

Tony,

That’s an interesting question. A number of people remarked when I was
researching the book (and I may or may not have included it, can’t recall) that
Coxeter’s students, all very talented mathematicians (Willy Moser, Asia Ivic
Weiss, Barry Monson, Chris Fisher, to name a few), have not approached
anything near Coxeter’s stature. And Coxeter’s position at the UofT was not filled

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


with a “pure geometer” when he retired — and you’d think if anywhere, then
there. Coxeter was one of a kind in many ways. But I’d be inclined to say 1) or 3),
and I’m not sure what form the the latter category would take — perhaps a
computer animation scientist at Pixar, or a mathematician in residence at
Microsoft or At&T (and in that, their Coxeterian interests might take the shape
of a nicely subsidized sideline for the most part, occasionally breaking through
with an application). I talk about this in part two of the book, discussing where
Coxeter’s style of classical geometry pops up in “modern” and applied contexts.
Hope you enjoy it!

Siobhan

28. Siobhan Roberts
October 20, 2006

Addendum:

Re 2) can Coxeterian geometers finding positions in pure math depts: John
Conway at Princeton is in many ways considered Coxeter’s spiritual successor as
a geometer, in terms of the breadth and depth of his interests and work, and
then there’s the aforementioned Bill Thurston at Cornell. Many “Coxeterian”
geometers find positions in math depts, but the nature of Coxeter’s classical
geometery, so to speak, has transcended its origins in terms of current research
paths.

Siobhan

29. yasir
November 3, 2006

Its not the mutha-string – its the cosmic humor you seem to be striking upon
repeatedly that is at the bottom of everything, and keeps everything going !

bravo.

o.0

^_^



The Hype Goes On

October 23, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The Ottawa Citizen today has an Op-Ed by string cosmologist Jim Cline, headlined The
Big Idea That Won’t Die, with a subtitle “The fact that string theory is suddenly under
attack only underscores its success as a path to a unified description of nature.”
There’s a lot that it outrageous about this piece, beginning with the subtitle. Normally
scientists don’t start going on about the success of their theories until they have some
experimental evidence for them.

Most outrageous are Cline’s claims that Smolin’s book and mine are written in a
“defamatory style”, and are “slandering” string theory. Since he gives no evidence for
either of these claims, there’s not much to say about them except that they’re
defamatory and slanderous.

Cline makes the standard claim that string theory should be accepted since it has
legitimately triumphed in the marketplace of ideas, while clearly being rather upset
about the success that critics of string theory have recently been having in this same
marketplace. Somehow, overhyping string theory is a legitimate marketplace activity,
pointing out its problems is not.

He makes many of the by now standard bogus claims about supposed predictions and
tests of string theory. At some point I suppose I should write a FAQ about these, since
the string theory hype machine keeps promoting these things in a less than honest
way to a public that is not well-equipped to see through the hype. Here’s a pretty
complete list of the bogus “predictions”

String theory predicts supersymmetry and extra dimensions. The LHC will
test these predictions.

The problem is that there is no prediction of either the scale of supersymmetry
breaking or the size of the extra dimensions; in string theory these could be anything.
All we know is that the energy scales involved are at least a TeV or so, since
otherwise we’d have seen these phenomena already. There’s no reason at all to expect
the extra dimension scale to be observable at the LHC, even most string theorists
think this is highly unlikely. There is a standard argument that the hierarchy problem
could be explained by a low supersymmetry breaking scale, but this is already
starting to be in conflict with the lack of any observations of effects of supersymmetry
in precision electroweak measurements, and now string theorists seem very willing to
say that supersymmetry may be broken at an unobservably high scale.

String theory predicts observable effects in the CMB or gravitational waves.

If you look into this, this is based on very specific cosmological scenarios such as
brane inflation, and again string theory doesn’t tell you even what the energy scale of
the supposed predictions is. Undoubtedly you can get “predictions” from specific
models, once one chooses various parameters, but not observing these “predicted”

http://www.canada.com/ottawacitizen/news/opinion/story.html?id=ba3851ad-32fc-4232-b296-0bbf41b6400c&p=1
http://www.canada.com/ottawacitizen/news/opinion/story.html?id=ba3851ad-32fc-4232-b296-0bbf41b6400c&p=1
http://www.canada.com/ottawacitizen/news/opinion/story.html?id=ba3851ad-32fc-4232-b296-0bbf41b6400c&p=1
http://www.canada.com/ottawacitizen/news/opinion/story.html?id=ba3851ad-32fc-4232-b296-0bbf41b6400c&p=1


effects would not show that string theory is wrong but just that a specific scenario is
wrong, with many other possible ones still viable. There’s a new review article by
Henry Tye where he claims that “string theory is confronting data and making
predictions”, which isn’t true. It is only certain specific scenarios that he has in mind,
he admits that other, equally plausible, scenarios (such as using not branes but
moduli fields as the inflaton) make no predictions at all. For more about this, one can
watch recent talks by Tye and Polchinski at the KITP.

The anthropic landscape predicts the value of the cosmological constant and
will make other predictions.

The latest contribution to the anthropic landscape hype is from Raphael Bousso and is
entitled Precision Cosmology and the Landscape. I’ve written many times about the
problems with the cosmological constant “prediction”. Bousso claims that “there is
every reason to hope that a set of 10^500 vacua will yield to statistical reasoning,
allowing us to extract predictions”. He doesn’t give any justification at all for this,
neglecting to mention arguments about the inherent computational intractability of
this question, and the failure of the program to try and predict the answer to the one
question that seemed most likely to be approachable: is the supersymmetry breaking
scale low or high?

String theory makes predictions testable at RHIC.

There are lots of problems with this, but the main one is that the “string theory”
involved is a different one than the one that is supposed to unify particle physics and
quantum gravity.

Update: For more promotional material about string theory, you can buy a set of
lectures by Jim Gates entitled Superstring Theory: The DNA of Reality. I haven’t seen
the videos, but Gates is probably not indulging in the kind of claims about
“predictions” of string theory being made by many others.

Update: A couple people have pointed out that a new paper has appeared pointing
out that the one “prediction” of the landscape claimed by Susskind, that of the sign of
the spatial curvature, isn’t sustainable. This issue was discussed here with Steve Hsu,
who was blogging from a conference where Susskind made that claim, and wrote
about it in more detail here. Hsu is one of the co-authors of the new paper.

Update: There’s a rather critical review of Lee Smolin’s book in this week’s Science
magazine by Aaron Pierce entitled Teach the Controversy! Somehow I suspect Pierce
did not write the headline, since he doesn’t seem to think much of opposition to string
theory or that it is a good idea to encourage any dissent about it. In his review, he
pretty much completely ignores the fact that string theory is supposed to be a unified
theory, explaining the standard model as well as quantum gravity, discussing just the
question of string theory as a theory of quantum gravity. This is rather odd since
quantum gravity isn’t even Pierce’s specialty. I’m somewhat curious what he might
think of my book, which is pretty much all about string theory’s failure as an idea
about particle theory.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610221
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Comments

1. anonymous
October 23, 2006

Cline correctly writes that (tenured) theorists can choose to work on the ideas
that look more appealing. Maybe he could also explain why some theorists work
on brane collisions: the idea of putting two perfectly parallel branes looks to me
so childish (sorry, I cannot find a more polite word) that I never got interested in
addressing its problems in getting inflation and problems in getting scale-
invariant perturbations.

2. Arun
October 23, 2006

A FAQ is an excellent idea.

3. hack
October 23, 2006

Uh oh. Looks like another string theory “prediction” bites the dust.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610231

4. M
October 24, 2006

hack: interesting work, but you are too drastic; it just means that strings can
now make statistical predictions for the sign of the curvature. (Just to be sure:
this is a joke).

There is another interesting paper today: hep-th/0610231.

5. AdamBalm
October 24, 2006

Yeah, I’d second the call for an FAQ. It’s a bit frustrating trying to bring this
issue up with some people unfamiliar with the subject, and when they ask for
more information or clarification, the best I can do is point them to this blog or
tell them to read the book. So yeah, having it all in one place would certainly
make it easier to introduce people to the current points of contention than
expecting them to wade through hundreds of articles over the past year. (Not to
mention it might force some other people to try and think up some fresh
arguments for a change.)

6. Chris Oakley
October 24, 2006

I suppose I should write a FAQ about these, since the string theory
hype machine keeps promoting these things in a less than honest way
to a public that is not well-equipped to see through the hype.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610231
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610231


Great idea.

7. r hofmann
October 24, 2006

M,

that is, indeed, witty.

Peter,

FAQ is a very good idea. Maybe it is helpful to invoke simple parables to get the
points across.

8. LDM
October 24, 2006

I agree with the FAQ idea.

I only wonder why Peter should have to waste his time doing this, when the
string theorists themselves should be exercising the required level of scientific
scrutiny and mentioning both the pro and con in their ideas.

If the FAQ could get permission to reprint Feynman’s “Cargo Cult Science”
essay– the antithesis to hype in my opinion — the layperson could have a first-
rate understanding of what it means to be honest, as a scientist, in ones
scientific claims.

9. dark-matter
October 24, 2006

Jim Cline writeup is a reasonable defense of ST. The good part is he didn’t
propose to redefine science in order to accommodate ST. He suggested a number
of predictions to be tested by experiments. But he should know suggestions is
very different from writing them up in a scientific paper in collaboration with the
experimentists to specify meaningful prediction parameters. No such papers
have appeared with regard to any experiments confirming or falsifying any claim
of ST. The way ST have developed, no such papers will likely ever appear. Is Jim
prepared to do another writeup proclaiming ST to have entered the realm of
metaphysical religion?

10. relativist
October 24, 2006

Lubos Motl is back in the amazon.com reviews, thinly disguised as Non-String
Physics Grad Student, complete with a series of fake endorsements of his review
of Lee’s book. He certainly has time on his hands. Interesting he classifies
himself as a graduate student.

11. woit
October 24, 2006



relativist,

It doesn’t sound to me like Lubos, who is not the only person with a very hostile
attitude toward Smolin’s book (and mine). The review reads to me exactly like
what it purports to me, the work of a student who knows little or nothing about
string theory.

12. LDM
October 24, 2006

I may be mistaken, but I don’t recall Lubos showing knowledge of decoherence
in QM…but perhaps it was off topic so just never came up.
It is quite true, as the grad student alludes to, that there is a body of research
and experiment indicating that QM is now understood (contrary to the famous
Bohr dictum to the contrary), using decoherence, and Smolin did not mention
this in TTWP.

I concur that the grad student review seems legitimate.

13. steve
October 24, 2006

One point in this proposed FAQ that could be helpful would be to clarify the
relationship between theories and models. I sometimes have trouble tracking the
claims here–is the theory non-testable or incoherent and hence not even wrong,
or is it falsified? It seems that some of the confusion here comes from mixing
together claims about theories versus specific models within those theories.

Is it common in theoretical physics to insist on the testability of a theory, or is it
OK, if less desirable, to be able to test specific models (or classes of models)
within that theory? I bring this up because a theoretical framework or approach
may be a fecund source or inspiration (“the context of discovery,” as the
philosophers say) for specific testable models, without itself being testable in
toto. So is the claim: a) Individual models made of stringy components may be
testable (and may have been falsified), but because there are zillions of such
models you can’t experimentally rule all of them out, b) No individual stringy
model has ever been produced which is testable, or c) No testable individual
stringy model CAN ever be produced? Each of these claims is distinct and has
distinct implications.

In particular, if a) is the claim, then it might be reasonable for a theorist to say
“String-type theory is the best idea I have for how to construct testable models
that might explain quantum gravity (or whatever). I can’t prove that some other
starting point might not be a better place to start looking, but this is where I
want to spend my time.” If enough theorists agree with this point of view, it will
look like string hegemony, but in this hypothetical case it would just be
convergent individual judgments about research prospects.

On the other hand, if c) were the claim, sticking with strings would suggest
serious problems with the field. And of course an unwillingness to consder
alternatives seriously would also hinder progress.



I think of science as working like the stock market–in the short run it is a voting
machine, but in the long run it is a weighing machine. My sense is that the
critics of string theory believe that the voting period is extending well beyond
the point where weighing should have determined the outcome. The string
theorists don’t agree, and the discussion is really about when to give up and why.
I would find this discussion clearer if the theory/model distinction were more
apparent.

14. Lee Smolin
October 25, 2006

To LDM: Decoherence is of course a real phenomena, and is mentioned briefly on
p 252 of TTWP. While there are claims in the literature that it by itself solves the
measurement problem this has, in the view of many experts, been shown wrong,
indeed quite a long time ago, for example in papers of Abner Shimony.
Decoherence does play a role in some formulations of quantum theory that
address the measurement problem, for example the consistent histories
approach. But I believe that I correctly characterized the situation in Chapter 1,
which is that there is no consensus among experts as to whether any of the
proposed interpretations or reformulations of quantum mechanics so far
proposed are completely satisfactory. You can find arguments in the literature
pro and con many different viewpoints and approaches. Had I represented one of
them as a consensus view I would not have been accurately representing the
field.

Thanks,

Lee

15. Aaron Bergman
October 25, 2006

For whatever it’s worth, I agree with Lee on this point. Decoherence makes it a
pain in the neck to figure out what on earth is going on with the quantum to
classical transition, but it doesn’t actually solve anything.

16. a)
October 25, 2006

Steve,

a) is true, and it is the big problem: it means that whatever we observe, among
the 10^500 string models, 10^300 or so should be able of “explaining” it.

Presumably string theorists will try for a few years to study if the situation is so
bad. Unless some good surprise will be found, anybody who wants to spend his
time on this approach should put his 10^300 models in a big bag and move to a
philosophy department.

17. LDM
October 25, 2006



Lee,

Yes, decoherence is even in the index in TTWP — I should have checked instead
of trusting my memory. Sorry.
Also, thank you for the Abner Shimony reference. The book I am reading —
“Decoherence and the Appearance of a Classical World in Quantum Theory” has
51 pages of references at the back , but I am unable to find Shimony mentioned
at all. However, if you have a reference to the particular paper of Shimony that
you are referring to, would you mind posting it? Thanks.

18. steve
October 25, 2006

a): If in fact a) is correct, then it’s hard to argue that string theory is some sort of
plague. It’s just an urn into which some people are reaching hoping to draw out
a black ball (testable and correct model) instead of a red ball (untestable or
falsified model). Other people get to draw from other urns. My concern would be
if the community somehow had different standards for what is black or red
depending on which urn the ball came out of.

19. Milan
October 25, 2006

The absurd argument that the fact that idea X is criticized underscores its
success is a bizarre form of scientific stalinism. In its original form, J. V. Stalin
emphasized that the resistance of the capitalist class will increase as the march
toward communist utopia goes on closer and closer to its perceived goal – and it
was the major pretext for all purges in 1930s and 40s, with the tragic loss of
millions of lives. Now, we here the same moronic nonsense invoked in defense of
string theory!? I suppose the author of that nonsensical piece of propaganda also
“predicted” that the criticism of stringy nonsense will also mount and increase in
ferocity as the time goes on, offering even more “confirmation” to its successes,
and so on, ad infinituum and ad nauseam.

20. Derek Teaney
October 25, 2006

Dear Peter,

I have been reading your blog for a bit and like it a lot. Regarding RHIC (which is
my field) it is certainly true that the connection between the AdS/CFT
correspondence and the actual experiment is very vague and wildly exagerated.
However, the qualitative features of the kinetics of strongly coupled plasmas
predicted by the correspondence are so wildly different from their perturbative
counterparts, that if the QCD plasma were to behave anything like the AdS-
Super Plasma there surely must be observable consequences at RHIC or the
LHC. Hopefully someday we’ll find a nice crisp observable which can probe these
qualitative differences.

21. Kea
October 26, 2006



Interesting point, Derek. Do you have any handy references for AdS/CFT
plasmas? I am actually working on this myself now.

22. Peter Shor
October 26, 2006

I would agree that the graduate student review is legitimate. I’ve had discussions
with Lubos Motl on quantum mechanics which make me think that his views on
decoherence and his objections to the book would be quite different than this
reviewer. In fact, I’m quite sympathetic to the graduate student on this. While I
don’t think the quantum-to-classical transition is a solved problem yet, I expect
that it will be solved through a more complete analysis of decoherence, unlike
Smolin’s other four problems, which are likely to need new physics for their
solution.

On the other hand, since Penrose and ‘t Hooft side with Smolin on this one, I am
nowhere near presumptuous enough to claim that any of them show a deep
misunderstanding of physics.

23. Bert Schroer
October 26, 2006

Peter Shor
I don’t think that decoherence can explain the process of factualization of
potentiality, I think this remains outside present QM. What it can do is find an
excuse which is sufficient for all practical purposes.

24. Mike
October 27, 2006

Hi Peter, just wondering if you’d seen this from a week ago.

http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/resident/johnson2/

25. Peter Woit
October 27, 2006

Mike,

There’s a long discussion of it two posts back, the one on “The String Wars”

26. Bert Schroer
October 28, 2006

Of all the criticism of ST I find that of Phil Anderson the most penetrating.
Of course I ‘have tremendous admiration for Peter’s courage and I did not trust
my eyes when several years ago I saw his critique on the lanl server. Lee’s
criticism had this important sociological component from the very beginning, this
risk in his case was more to become an enemy of his former colleagues without
desiring this role (as the director of an institute he did not suffer a direct career
threat).

http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/resident/johnson2/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/resident/johnson2/


Not that there were no other critical minds; among my QFT colleagues I do not
know any one who did not think of ST as freakish. But they have interesting
projects and do not want to be sucked into controversies (especially since most
of them have ST colleagues which, as Glashow at Harvard, they could not
prevent the course of metaphoric physics). I myself belong to that class of
cowards who only after retirement open their mouth.
But in the present situation in which we find our-self the criticism of Phil
Anderson is the most fitting one. The hubris and prepotence state of mind as a
result of the undeserved luck which led to discovery of the standard model is
certainly the powerful combustion force which has brought us into the present
mess. It would be very difficult for anybody to say this because it involves some
of his Nobel colleagues and a field medal winner, but he can do it. It is a deep
shame (and certainly be an issue for historians of science) that the particle
physics community was unable to keep its house in order.
Of course neither Phil Anderson nor all those other critical minds have any
illusions, there is nothing which can stop that collective madness, it just has to
play out. This is not different from similar phenomena in the political realm, in
fact some proponents of ST are at the same time apologist (or at least were) of
the destruction of Iraq in the name of regime change and a new order of the near
east (despite the many voices which predicted the present mess). Given the
human nature, in both cases it has to play out to the bitter end. But it testifies to
the power of human self-reflection to have articles as that by Phil Anderson.

27. LDM
October 28, 2006

The ‘Non-String Physics Grad Student’ review is gone from Amazon. It would be
interesting to know if he has re-thought his views and so deleted the review
himself, or whether Amazon removed it.

28. egbert
October 29, 2006

Re: factualization of potentiality. Of the people who believe that quantum
amplitudes and wavefunctions represent information about the physical world
(rather than representing physical states of affairs directly), nobody thinks there
is a measurement problem, or anything unusual about collapse. As Heisenberg
said, the world doesn’t change discontinuously, but our information about it
does.

On the other hand, of those who believe the opposite, namely that the quantum
amplitudes and wavefunctions represent the actual state of affairs, everybody
agrees that there is a problem which needs to be solved. Decoherence was
presented as a candidate solution but most agree that it doesn’t really help.

Over the course of the twentieth century, the number of physicists in the former
camp has dwindled and the number in the latter camp has grown to include
almost everyone. I asked Penrose, after a talk, about why he thought this had
happened, and if he knew of any proof or argument implying that the view of the
former camp was wrong (since he’s firmly in the second camp along with almost



everyone else). He said that he didn’t know of any such proof but that the
wavefunction “seems objective”.

29. Bert Schroer
October 29, 2006

(This is probably not the right place, but perhaps Peter permits me to come to a
closure with my previous somewhat sketchy remark)
The decoherence solves the problem for all practical purposes, but being within
QM it cannot explain the closure of this process namely the irreversible
factualization which happens at the moment of registration (which may be done
by a machine).

30. Christine Dantas
October 29, 2006

Bert Schroer wrote:

(…) the irreversible factualization which happens at the moment of registration
(which may be done by a machine).

Could you please elaborate? If Peter Woit thinks this is not the right place to
continue the discussion, allow me to announce that I will be accepting guest
posts to commemorate the 1 Year Anniversary of Christine’s Background
Independence (refer to my last post over at my blog for instructions).

Best wishes,
Christine

31. Bert Schroer
October 29, 2006

Christine,
I think Peter will not mind a very short answer, since it comes with a citation of a
lovely personal account of a giant of QFT, the creator of AQFT Rudolf Haag
(which, I am sure, also Peter will read with great interest)
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0001006
there is also a whole section on factualization i.e. the conversion of potentialities
(e.g. the process of decoherence) into events. Since irreversibility is outside QT,
there is as yet no theory about it.
voce vai gostar
cordialmente
Bert
cor

32. Christine Dantas
October 29, 2006

Dear Bert Schroer,

Thanks! Muito obrigada!

http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0001006
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0001006


Christine

33. Bert Schroer
October 29, 2006

After that short excursion on factualization and the problem of reality from the
perspective of QT, let me return to the main topic of this section: hype.
All my colleagues from QFT who know that framework of particle physics (say
beyond e.g. the Peskin-Schroeder level) agree with me that holography from d+1
to d dimension is nothing else than changing the spatial encoding of a specified
algebraic substrate which was given in the natural spacetime labeling of a d+1
spacetime to the labeling which associates naturally with its horizon (in the
highly symmetric case of AdS one takes a brane at infinity). Of course physics
depends not only on the substrate but also on its spacetime organization. It is a
bit like stem cells which by encymes can be forced to organize in different ways
(organs). Localization in QFT, independent of whether it can be physically
realized (as in case of black holes) or just thought about (Localization in
Minkowski spacetime a la Unruh), leads to thermal manifestations which are
caused by vacuum polarization near the causal (or event) horizon. The Hawking
effect is fully accounted for by quantum matter in a Schwartzschild spacetime.
Any state which extends from the outside into the black hole will lead to
Hawking radiation at the Hawking temperature (in particular the state which is
invariant under the Killing motion). Nowhere in the existing derivation are
gravitons or QG entering. Since the state is thermal, it has also an associated
entropy. To compute that localization entropy, I have developed a formalism of
holography on null-surfaces (which led to extended chiral QFT) which explains
why the entropy follows an area law. This area behavior is totally generic and has
nothing to do with Bekenstein. In fact one obtains a one-parametric family of
entropies depending on the chosen thickness epsilon of the vacuum polarization
“atmosphere”. This family corresponds to the family of boxed Gibbs systems
which one introduces to define the thermodynamic limit. Of course one can use
Bekenstein’s classical formula and equate it with this microscopically computed
entropy to determine epsilon (I have not done this, but there can be no doubt
that at this point the Planck length enters). The calculations are in two papers
(the first one is published in CQG and the second has been submitted there)
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0507038
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511291
The reason I did not do the calculation in curved space time directly for the
Schwarzschild model is very simple: by doing it for double cones in Minkowski
spacetime I have a chance to slip through the prejudice of a possible string
referee who would immediately reject a calculation of black hole entropy
because there is no use of QG but who does not mind to do some (in his mind
irrelevant) calculation on the thermal manifestation of double cone localization
in Minkowski spacetime.
The important application of holography to the AdS—CFT and its connection with
ST hype will be explained tomorrow in a separate blog.

34. Bert Schroer
October 29, 2006

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0507038
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0507038
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511291
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511291


Addition
I forgot to highlight the most important lesson: the localization entropy which I
compute is not a counting entropy. Counting entropies (QM-like level counting in
a global QFT) contradict the principle of local covariance (mentioned in earlier
blogs) and the same holds for the energy caused by localization through vacuum
polarization. This is also the reason why no expert of QFT in CST (as e.g.
Hollands and Wald) accepts the Weinberg kind of counting estimates for CC
(those which led to those absurd values).
The mysterious connection of holography with QG process came through ‘t Hooft
and it is interesting to note that Susskind in one of his first papers had the right
intuition that holography has something to do with the lightfront. Since he was
very impatient he never got beyond the old lightcone quantization which is
contradictory and has to be replaced by the much more subtle lightfront
holography. If he would have been more patient and careful he would not
presently find himself stuck in that metaphoric lanscape trao from which he will
never get away any more.

35. Bert Schroer
October 30, 2006

Here is the continuation:
As the null-surface holography is a change in the spacetime encoding of an
algebraic substrate which is given in bulk form (explained in my previous blog),
so is the AdS—CFT correspondence. In that case the change of the spacetime
ordering-device is more gentle and has a unique inverse (without necessitating
additional assumptions). This has been elaborated with great clarity by Rehren in
a series of papers, including the demonstration that it agrees with Witten’s
version of a prescribed conformal source in a functional integral representation
(to the extend that the artistic functional integral approach dan be used for
proofs). I do not know any competent quantum field theorist who does not accept
Rehren’s work as the correct formulation of AdS—CFT holography (Hollands,
Wald, Brunetti, Fredenhagen, Verch, Buchholz,….)
On the other hand the Maldacena conjecture alleges to address the AdS—CFT
correspondence, but it burdens the AdS side with that vague ‘t Hooft idea of
holography as a consequence of QG (in Maldacena’s case the QG attributed to
ST) which it is not capable to carry.
As argued abobe this is not what holography can deliver, but since the
computation is so vague (involving not only perturbation theory but also
additional limiting assumptions), and there is no clear structural expectation on
the AdS side, the ST people think that their computational massaging has
supported whatever their conjecture is. One should say in addition that even
their assumption that their SUYM is conformal has never been shown (apart
from conformality it is not even clear that the beta-function vanishes in all
orders, and in addition the N–>infinity limit is not really a QFT). We are seeing in
front of us precisely that situation which Phil Anderson describes: the unmerited
success of the SM has created an era of hubris and self-delusion fueled by two
Nobel laureates and one Field medal winner (but if I may add even Nobel
laureates would not be able to do this without the foot soldiers being ready for a
new age physics). I would bet a case of good wine with any reader of this blog
that the Maldacena conjecture will never be proved, it will just fade away as all



conjectures coming from ST.
In a weird attempt to maintain the Maldacena construct Distler and Motl have
ignited a conceptual stink bomb (using the truism that in applying theorems one
has to check prerequisites) accusing Rehren of something which they and not
Rehren committed. This is to burden holography with the requirement of
producing a quantum gravity Fatah Morgana on the AdS side.
The metaphoric approach to particle physics will certainly continue (on Friday
there was a paper where the conjecture is used as the bases for meta-metaphoric
excursions into the blue yonder). There is nothing which can stop it, similar to
things in the political era hubris has to play out all the way.

36. anonymous
October 30, 2006

Smolin’s post is full of misleading statements. For starters, he claims to mention
decoherence in his book.

“Decoherence is of course a real phenomena, and is mentioned briefly on p 252
of TTWP.”

This is completely misleading. He mentions decoherence in a context completely
unrelated to quantum mechanics and measurements, and without any
explanation whatsoever. The term decoherence appears as an offhand remark
about particles propagating through spin networks. Sorry, but merely mentioning
a word in a book just so that you can point to it in your index doesn’t count.

Then, just to make clear to everyone why he doesn’t understand quantum
mechanics, Smolin says:

“While there are claims in the literature that it by itself solves the measurement
problem this has, in the view of many experts, been shown wrong, indeed quite a
long time ago, for example in papers of Abner Shimony. Decoherence does play a
role in some formulations of quantum theory that address the measurement
problem, for example the consistent histories approach. But I believe that I
correctly characterized the situation in Chapter 1, which is that there is no
consensus among experts as to whether any of the proposed interpretations or
reformulations of quantum mechanics so far proposed are completely
satisfactory. You can find arguments in the literature pro and con many different
viewpoints and approaches. Had I represented one of them as a consensus view I
would not have been accurately representing the field.”

First of all, the papers he is referring to by Abner Shimony (from 1974) are
deeply flawed and completely miss the point of decoherence. They prove a
theorem that there will generally be cross terms in the final density operator for
an experimental apparatus after a measurement takes place, and thus the
experimental apparatus isn’t a mixture of definite eigenstates corresponding to
definite results.

Well, DUH! That completely misses the point of decoherence. In decoherence,
there will certainly be cross terms. The point is that all cross terms have
coefficients that go like ~e^(-t/tau) for some small rate constant tau, and thus go



to zero exponentially fast. The cross terms aren’t literally zero, but in an
extremely rapid time interval (for an object like a table sitting in a room filled
with air molecules, at time scale of order

37. anonymous
October 30, 2006

10^-43, which is essentially instantaneous since time scales that small don’t
really make sense anyway) the cross terms become completely undetectable by
any other observer, directly or indirectly, and thus are really gone. If no other
observer could ever even in principle distinguish between a density operator
with such infinitesimal cross terms and a density operator without them, then
you are pretty crazy to demand that they exist in any physical sense any more
than invisible pink elephants.

Look, there are certainly issues when quantum mechanics is applied to the
universe as a whole, to the big bang, etc. Quantum mechanics may need to be
revised, extended, or replaced by a deeper, more general framework. But there
are simply no remaining issues with quantum mechanics as applied to “every-day
systems”. And it’s time physicists stop telling the public otherwise.

And no, I’m not Lubos.

38. Bert Schroer
October 30, 2006

anonymous
I cannot speak for Smolin, but I agree with you (see my contribution here before
Christine); decoherence leads to a loss of phases for all practical purposes and
hence solves the measurement problem fapp. However the event of observation
(blackening of a photoplate, click in a counter) is irreversible (factualization) and
QM (decoherence is part of QM) is reversible.

39. Peter Woit
October 30, 2006

I really wish people would take discussion of the foundations of QM elsewhere,
it’s off-topic, and definitely not something I want to moderate a discussion of
here.

Anonymous,

I don’t think you’re Lubos, but you share some really obnoxious behavior with
him (and you are at Harvard, what the hell has gotten into the drinking water
there?). Your claim that Smolin “makes clear to everyone why he doesn’t
understand quantum mechanics” is just rude and idiotic. From my reading in this
subject, the opinion that decoherence does not completely solve the
interpretational problems of QM is a pretty conventional one among experts on
this.

I don’t happen to share Smolin’s opinion that thinking about these foundational



issues of QM is probably necessary to make progress on quantum gravity, but
there are quite a few very prominent physicists who agree with him, and until
the question of quantum gravity is settled it’s definitely a valid position.

If you want to argue with Smolin about QM, find somewhere else to do it. You
might also consider whether anonymously insulting people is really an
acceptable thing to be doing, no matter what the circumstances.

40. Eric Dennis
October 30, 2006

Assuming this doesn’t overtax Peter’s patience with the digression, it ought to be
mentioned that one of the very prominent physicists who would presumably
agree with Smolin’s opinion that foundational issues may be important for
further progress in fundamental physics is the guy who first came up with the
very idea of decoherence way back in 1952 (Phys Rev). That guy would be David
Bohm. And he certainly did not think the mechanism of decoherence by itself
could resolve the foundational problems in QM.



Prospects For a String Theory Phenomenology

October 24, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Yesterday at the KITP Michael Dine gave a very good survey talk on Prospects for a
String Theory Phenomenology. It’s pretty much hype free, has a much more realistic
point of view than most talks on string phenomenology that I’ve seen, and gives a
good idea of the current state of the subject.

Dine claims that almost all string theorists now accept the existence of flux vacua,
although only some have adopted the anthropic landscape philosophy of Susskind et.
al. He describes some string phenomenologists as closing their eyes to the problems
represented by the large number of these vacua, and just working on some of the
more tractable examples in the hope that something will turn up that will allow them
to make some connection to the real world. He himself is convinced by the Denef-
Douglas argument that even identifying a single vacuum state with sufficiently small
cosmological constant is impossible, so that one has to make statistical arguments. He
tries to have some optimism that perhaps this statistical study will allow one to make
some kind of prediction, perhaps about whether the scale of supersymmetry breaking
is low or high, although so far this has turned out to be impossible.

The discussion at the end of the talk is very interesting, with Dine acknowledging that
there are lots of reasons he may be barking up the wrong tree and saying that he
would be happier if this turned out to be the case. He quotes Witten as telling him
that what he is doing can’t work, that there isn’t much point in trying to do the
calculations he is trying to do because:

A.: “You are probably not going to succeed”, and

B: “If that is all you can do it would be a great disappointment. We have this beautiful
theory and we are going to get everything out of it” .

Comments

1. Peter Orland
October 25, 2006

Hi Peter,

As you and I have privately discussed, I don’t object to string theory as a
laboratory to study gravity or unification per se. On the other hand I find myself
very frustrated with the many scenarios devised to do phenomenology. The
problem is not that these scenarios are complicated. It is that the complications
cannot be forseen.

Imagine if early 19th century chemists, cooked up an atomic theory and tried to
explain the bulk properties of matter (hardness, thermal conductivity, phase

http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/bblunch/dine/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/bblunch/dine/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/bblunch/dine/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/bblunch/dine/


diagrams). They would certainly fail because they would lack statistical
mechanics and the basic ideas of spontaneous symmetry breaking
(crystallization). The only property they would have understood is the density of
compounds and alloys (as Dalton did). The mathematical concepts needed to
understand the rest would never been discovered without experiments. I am not
a historian, and for all I know, some brilliant chemists in 1810 actually tried this.
I admit am guilty of pseudo-historical speculation to justify my point, but I think
it is obvious regardless of this speculation.

Often when experimentalists probed some higher orders of magnitude in energy
scale, collective phenomena were discovered which were not forseen. This
doesn’t only apply to particle physics, but from the first investigations of matter
to the study of crystals and kinetic theory, to
atoms, etc.

If string theory (or something like it) is right, it seems far too ambitious to think
that we can pick out the right scenario to describe nature. Nature is smarter
than any of us.

2. gunpowder&noodles
October 25, 2006

Would I be right in saying that this is the first time Witten has been quoted as
saying definitely that he thinks the landscape approach is probably wrong/not
worth working on?

3. Benni
October 25, 2006

Suesskind also said in Munich to me in person that Witten hates the landscape
because “we cannot get any predictions from it”. “Witten hates it” Suesskind
said.

4. AdamBalm
October 25, 2006

I’d definitely second Peter (Orland, not Woit). But it irks me whenever someone
says that ST is far too advanced to be probed with current technologies.

This seems to me to be an example of petitio principii, or ‘begging the question’
in an argument. It’s a false analogy because it is proved by its own premise. If I
chose to construct any theory that I said was the most advanced of all, but that
could not be experimentally verified, I could easily state that it cannot be
falsified or verified precisely because it is so advanced. There’s no way to argue
against it because this is circular logic. This form of argument is used by
Intelligent Design advocates fairly often. For example, I’ve actually heard
someone say: “Looking at the complexity of the natural world and saying that
there is no designer is like looking at Mount Rushmore and trying to find out
what geological processes created such human-like rock formation”. You see how
deceptive such logic games are, while essentially proving or saying nothing at
all. I could make the same argument that you gave, for any form of quantum



gravity that doesn’t make testable predictions. If one chose to play by those
rules, one could say that the Flying Spaghetti Monster is so advanced so as to
escape detection. The theory that music originated before language was brought
up by Dennett as an example of theories that might sound great, but since
there’s no way to verify that in the present, they are essentially of no use to us.

So essentially, we could choose to ‘take it on faith’ that ST is so advanced that all
we can do is sit and wait for a few hundred years and that it will eventually
proved correct, once the rest of science catches up to the level of brilliance that
ST theorists are already working at. But this is something that has never been
asked in the history of science. Theories, like definitions, sometimes aren’t so
much right or wrong as useful and useless. ST can provide a useful context and
has helped people in understanding gauge theories and so forth (or so we are
told), but overall has it been very useful to theoretical physics as a whole? I think
this is a more important question than if it is right or not, is asking the old ‘What
has it done for us lately?’

5. anonymous
October 25, 2006

I find it very amusing that while you accuse string theorists of being a cult of
Witten followers, they rationally look at the equations of the theory, while you
guys fixate on what he “likes” or “hates”. This is physics: who cares what
someone likes? Truth matters!

6. milkshake
October 25, 2006

P. Orland: Your analogy about chemists is misleading. Using atomic theory, they
could make all kinds of qualitative and quantitative predicticon: exact
composition of yet-undiscoverd salts. Behaviour of gases. Connectivity
rules/molecular shape of carbon-based chemicals. Periodic table.

First you guess. Then you figure consequences of the quess and compare them
with experiment. If it’s wrong…

7. woit
October 25, 2006

gunpowder,

As far as I know, Witten’s only public comment about the landscape so far has
been something like “I wish it weren’t true, but I have no good arguments
against it”.

anonymous,

I’ve repeatedly, in great detail here, made the scientific case that the kind of
computations Dine is talking about can’t possibly lead to a legitimate scientific
prediction. In response I’ve been denounced as a crackpot and repeatedly
informed by string theorists that I don’t know what I’m talking about. I’m not



going to apologize for reporting that Dine says Witten agrees with me on this
point. As you might have noticed, I have an extremely high opinion of Witten,
while at the same time being quite capable of disagreeing with him when I think
the truth of the matter is not on his side.

8. anonymous
October 25, 2006

Peter:

A legitimate scientific prediction, in model building, consists of writing down
your model, giving a convincing argument that it isnt yet ruled out, and making
at least *one* prediction that can be verified by future experiment. Tye’s
inflationary models and Tye/Polchinski’s cosmic superstring ideas certainly fall
within this rubric. So do many ideas for particle physics models motivated by the
string constructions. None of them are a “prediction of string theory,” they are
models which came out of string theory and which are predictive at the normal
level of particle physics or cosmological model building. I find it very
disingenuous to try and claim string theorists need to derive the whole world
from top down to be doing legitimate model building. No one else ever does that,
in science. Dine was, unfortunately, apparently focused on that unlikely goal

9. woit
October 25, 2006

anonymous,

If Tye/Polchinski would stop talking about “predictions of string theory”, and be
careful to explain that they are talking about specific models, not string theory
itself, there would not be a problem. That’s not what they’re doing.

People are welcome to work on specific models, they just shouldn’t sell the
implications of these specific models as “predictions of string theory” or “tests of
string theory”.

10. anonymous
October 25, 2006

Hi Peter:

If one of their models were verified, and the resulting string network had
the low $P$ or multiple species of (p,q) strings characteristic of the
warped throat models, I would consider this evidence for string theory.
That is the sense in which such people call searches for such things tests of
string theory; verification would provide evidence for a natural string based
model, while falsification means that kind of string model is wrong. I completely
agree (as would they I am sure!) that none of these models are inevitable
consequences of string theory. Most string theorists I have heard go out of their
way to stress this when presenting any model building type results. But
verification of some prediction of this kind of model would be a big clue for
string theorists, maybe telling them which limit of the theory is relevant to



nature (if any). This is how all of science works; this process also led to the
correct quantum field theory description of particle physics (it was not some
instantaneous top down epiphany, but rather winnowing of a large structure to
limits that seemed consistent with data). Anyway this view seems to be in partial
agreement with yours. But I do think that because of this kind of model building,
combined with future experiments, string theorists may well eventually learn
which kind of vacuum is relevant, and make some predictions.

11. a
October 25, 2006

anonymous: can you give concrete examples about which possible developments
could lead to which predictions?

12. George Giles
October 25, 2006

When Einstein was working on the General Theory of Relativity he had some
experimental facts, and a load of intuition. He had the physics but not the math.
Marcel Grossman and he then went looking for it and found it in Riemannian
Geometry. It seems that String Theory is taking the opposite approach, a whole
load of math (formally undecidable theories at that) and are searching for the
physics.

Now even a blind pig finds an acorn every now and then, but it seems that the
current approach is from a historical prospective, unlikely to be successful. My
gut feel is Newton followed an approach like Einstein, not one like Witten et al.

I have to wonder if String Theory has gone from diminishing returns to vanishing
returns to paraphrase Milton Friedman.

13. anonymous
October 25, 2006

a:

Well, I already mentioned, discovery of cosmic strings with certain network
properties would give evidence for a class of models of inflation discussed in
many papers over the past few years, and some of these properties were first
suggested by string constructions (not field theory ones). There are other kinds
of inflationary experiments (measuring nonstandard features of the
density/temperature fluctuation spectrum) that will be launched in the next five
years and could test another class of string inflation models.

In particle physics, obviously large extra and warped extra dimensions drew
much attention because they have spectacular signatures at LHC (though I think
they are quite unlikely). Verification of either would again be a big hint about
which kinds of string models matter; both warped and large extra dimension
models have recently been found in detailed studies of string compactification
with flux.



5th force experiments may eventually find moduli with small mass. In
supersymmetric string models, one class of gauge mediated models would
predict moduli in the sub eV range. If both the moduli and the spectrum of gauge
mediation were seen, this would be a hint.

Other people have found mediation scenarios where distinct spectra of sparticle
masses result from specific extra dimensional structures (anomaly mediation,
gaugino mediation, mirage mediation,…) which you can read about in review
articles.

Altogether, the discoveries of LHC, future CMB experiments, and 5th force type
experiments (together with gravity wave detectors) have all kinds of ways of
giving us hints about high energy physics. A confluence of several hints could
select the right kind of string model. Of course luck would also be required (how
lucky would we be if there are extra dimensions at LHC??). But thats always
been the way experiment helps theory; a lot of hard work developing the theory,
and eventually, a decisive stroke of good luck in what is discovered. Arguing that
one cannot be sure that experiment will give big hints about the right string
model in the next decade is silly; that is obviously true, and has been equally
obviously true for all really interesting theoretical developments in the past
century. We will need to get lucky, but there are many ways to do so, some of
which we haven’t thought of yet. Thats why I am excited about this field.

14. steve
October 25, 2006

The following statement from our host clarifies what I asked about models vs.
theories on the previous thread:

“If Tye/Polchinski would stop talking about “predictions of string theory”, and be
careful to explain that they are talking about specific models, not string theory
itself, there would not be a problem. That’s not what they’re doing.
People are welcome to work on specific models, they just shouldn’t sell the
implications of these specific models as “predictions of string theory” or “tests of
string theory”.”

If string “theory” is just a framework for generating specific models, and it is
specific models rather than the framework as a whole that are to be tested
empirically, then the dispute collapses to a much smaller and more manageable
level. The only residual problem would be if, regardless of their merits, models
developed out of the string framework received more favorable evaluations than
models constructed some other way. Absent evidence of that, I’d be inclined to
think that the hype about strings is silly but not too damaging.

15. anonymous
October 25, 2006

All of the models of TeV scale physics I mentioned (large extra dim, warped
extra dim, gaugino mediation, anomaly mediation,…) were actually developed by
people who received PhDs that are NOT in string theory. They all classified
themselves as particle phenomenologists or model builders. Those works are all



famous and well cited, and their authors received faculty positions (those who
did not already have them). String theorists were very happy to build on their
ideas, or try to find them in string theory. So there has been interplay, but I think
it would be grossly unfair to say that only models that are constructed by string
theorists, or first derived from string considerations, have been “hyped”. It
would be hard to imagine more hype than that surrounding the extra
dimensional models that were NOT conceived of (first) by string theorists. More
generally, however, the interaction between strings, cosmology, and particle
phenomenology has been very healthy in the past decade. It is now hard to even
classify some people who work in two or three of the fields. This is a good thing.

16. Dick Thompson
October 25, 2006

Just on the topic of a nineteenth century calculational atomic theory, Daniel
Bernoulli in the eighteenth century used basic “corpuscles” acting elastically
under conservation of momentum to derive PV = const. He or someone else
might have taken the next step, identified “heat” with the summed vis viva of the
corpuscles and the temprature with their mean vis viva and derived the virial
theorem. I don’t think a limited “kinetical chemistry” theory was impossible at
that time, and historical analogies are always questionable because of the great
influence of individual personalities on both past and present.

17. Peter Orland
October 25, 2006

Milkshake,

I think you missed the point of my analogy.

As you say, you make a guess. Calculate. Check against experiment. Make
another guess. And so on. The point is that none of us is smart enough to start
from a very high (low) energy scale and guess how nature should be at a very
low (high) energy scale without a LOT of guesses and calculations and
experiments
in between. Well, I think it can’t be done.

The reason it can’t be done is that every time you go to smaller scales, there is
the possibility of new statistical/collective/nonperturbative phenomena
happening. In
my foolishly naive analogy, I was trying to say that this is like
starting from the notions of atoms and calculate properties
of matter. It’s impossible without investigating the molecular
level (kinetic theory), van der Waals forces (electricity
and magnetism), electrons and nuclei (quantum mechanics), and
the mean field theory of crystals (spontaneous symmetry breaking).

Continuing this analogy (since I don’t have a better one), string theory would be
like the quantum theory of electrons and nuclei. Imagine trying to extract bulk
properties of matter from a many-body theory of electrons an nuclei! It can only
be done in hindsight. Too many sophisticated phenomena happen between an



Aangstroem unit and a centimeter.

I’m not saying that it isn’t worthwhile to study the theory we guess is
fundamental. I just have no confidence that one can stretch that theory from the
Planck mass to 10 TeV and make sensible predictions. That doesn’t mean the
theory is wrong, but that we aren’t smart enough to guess what happens at
intermediate energy scales.

18. a
October 25, 2006

anonymous, you answered mentioning many possible natural solutions to the
Higgs mass hierarchy problem. Do you still hope that dark energy will turn out to
be something natural, rather than an unnaturally small cosmological constant?

If not, it seems better to see nothing new at LHC and get a second stroke on
naturalness: a defeat naturalists vs anthropists = 0 : 2 would carry a strong
message, while an impact 1 : 1 would not clarify this big issue.

19. anonymous
October 25, 2006

Hi a:

There are as yet (as far as I know), no good “natural” solutions to the
cc problem. But logically speaking, all the evidence for the string landscape just
means that there are many vacua, some of which plausibly have small enough
lambda. It could be that they are “populated” by cosmology in such a way that
some dynamics enters in explaining the observed value. Needless to say, despite
very many attempts in this direction (with various modifications of the
Hartle/Hawking wavefunction, or more…questionable…approaches by Turok and
Steinhardt), nothing less tuned or more convincing than just a small
cosmological term explained by Weinbergs argument has emerged. But again,
the evidence for the landscape just means small lambda can be accomodated in
string theory, it does not necessarily mean anthropics has to be the explanation.

Arkani-Hamed and Dimopoulos and various others have tried to think of ways
that LHC could give evidence for un-naturalness. The attempts are kind of
forced, since there are good explanations for the higgs mass that come pretty
easily out of string theory (at least as easily as their more contrived, though very
testable, proposed “anthropic” models). But I agree if one of those models, or
“higgs only,” came out at LHC, it would be another big pointer to a new notion of
naturalness, very possibly indicating the landscape again.

20. relativist
October 26, 2006

Hi anonymous

“the evidence for the landscape just means small lambda can be accomodated in
string theory” – the word `evidence’ here has taken on a rather unusual



meaning. You presumably mean something like `theoretical support’ rather than
evidence in the usual sense of the word. Indeed Vilenkin tries to run it the other
way and say that the small value of Lambda (which is evidence in the usual sense
– it is an observed piece of data!) is evidence for the landscape – and for the
multiverse, which is not observable in any ordinary sense of that word. This
seems to be stretching ideas of scientific proof to a great degree – compare with
what is taken as adequate proof in say solid state physics or quantum optics.

21. Thomas Larsson
October 26, 2006

OT: I suppose everyone has noticed that physics/0610168 references our host.

22. anonymous
October 26, 2006

Relativist:

Yes, I just meant evidence for many vacua in string theory, using standard
physical techniques to abnalyze the vacuum structure. I did not mean there is
experimental evidence. But it is true that the many vacua may well turn out to
offer the best hope of accomodating (explaining??) The small cc in a quantum
gravity theory. Of course we would need other more traditional tests of string
theory to make this at all convincing, as all reasonable string theorists would
acknowledge.

23. Who
October 26, 2006

OT: I suppose everyone has noticed that physics/0610168 references our
host.

I noticed that. It is Hedrich’s paper reporting on a study he did for the German
equivalent of NSF, about the state of theoretical physics. I think our host had a
blog sometime back that was partly about Hedrich and some coverage in the
German press.

24. LDM
October 26, 2006

Referring to footnote 12 of the physics/0610168 about string theory and GR…

If you actually check what Feynman said in the “Feynman Lectures on
Gravitation”, page 30…you will see that the (so far undetected) graviton, does
not, a priori, have to be spin 2, and in fact, spin 2 may not work, as Feynman
points out.

This elevation of a mere possibility to a truth, and then the use of this truth to
convince oneself one has the correct theory, is a rather large extrapolation.

25. Anonymous 17

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0610168
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0610168


October 26, 2006

Has anybody noticed hep-th/0610241, which seems to be the start of non-
commutative geometry phenomonology. Connes and co-authors predict the mass
of the Higgs boson. String theory appears to be starting to fall behind.

26. Bert Schroer
October 26, 2006

I find this point which Hedrich revives quite interesting. The massless finite
helicity Wigner representation (say integer spin for simplicity) have all one
property in common, their inner products cannot be written in terms of integrals
over local densities. In order to do this (and also to implement interactions) you
have to introduce “potentials”(the vectorpotential for h=1, the metric potential
for h=2 where the field strength would be the linearized Lorentzian Riemann
tensor etc.). This creates a dilemma in the quantum theoretical setting (none if
one stays classical) since there is a No-Go theorem: there are simply no
covariant pointlike fields in the Wigner-Fock Hilbert space. There are two ways
out. Either you give up the Hilbert space in intermediate calculation and admit
ghosts (which of cause can only be used as “catalyzers” because you have to get
rid of them at the end of the calculation); this is the BRST cohomological setting.
The alternative is to use covariant potentials which however describe string-
localized fields (which fluctuate simultaneously in Minkowski- and the string-
directional de Sitter space). In both cases you end with potential fields whose
short distance behaviour is not worse than that of a scalar free field (in
contradistiction to the field strength whose scale dimension increases with the
helicity). The renormalizable interactions are precisely of the “gauge” kind
(although that language is not very appropriate in the second setting since you
never leave the physical Hilbert space) but for the sake of this discussion it
would be justified to call them all “gauge theories” (not only the case h=1).
In some sense the Einstein-Hilbert gravity interaction should be in this family of
interacting h=2 theories. But there is a profound conceptual problem: the
diffeomorphism invariance (according to Einstein an active transformation which
also changes the points) is not the same as gauge invariance (phase
transformation) which only effects the fibers over points.
I think it would be very interesting to re-investigate the issue of ref. 12 of
Hedrich using the gain in conceptual understanding.
By mere coincidence some of this points were discussed yesterday in the
samizdat blog.

27. D R Lunsford
October 26, 2006

Bert said

In some sense the Einstein-Hilbert gravity interaction should be in this family of
interacting h=2 theories. But there is a profound conceptual problem: the
diffeomorphism invariance (according to Einstein an active transformation which
also changes the points) is not the same as gauge invariance (phase
transformation) which only effects the fibers over points.



Yes, this is exactly the key point and why all attempts to make the gauge
potentials part of the metric via KK ansatz are doomed. Pauli already knew that.

-drl

28. D R Lunsford
October 26, 2006

The paper by Hedrich is outstanding and long overdue.

-drl

29. Bert Schroer
October 26, 2006

The word “phase transformation” may be misleading (I was already thinking
about coupling these higher helicity potentials as external fields to quantum
matter). I would expect these transformation to be linear (generalization of h=1
gauge transformations). I would be surprized if this issue has not been already
adressed in the literature. What is however important here is to start from the
Wigner representation theory in order to avoid playing formal games with ad hoc
higher tensor fields.

30. Bert Schroer
October 26, 2006

D R Lunsford
I did not know about Pauli’s criticism, very interesting! Where did you see this?
There is an independent much more profound argument against KK coming from
algebraic QFT. This is based on the observation that inner symmetries result (the
DHR analysis) from the representation theory of local observables. It is the
representation theory (modulo isomorphisms) of these local nets which leads to
the statistics of particles as well as to the existence of charge-carrying fields
which intertwine the charge sectors and encode the statistics into inner
symmetry properties of these charge carrying fields such that the original
observables are reproduced as the fixed point algebra of the field algebra. In 4
spacetime dimensions the emerging symmetry concept is that of compact
groups. If you would not have locality the possibilities of representations would
be too big and not be classifiable. The conceptual situation of observables
—charge carrying field algebra (i.e. its construction from the observables) is
precisely following Marc Kac’s dictum: “how to hear the shape of a drum”. It is
totally absurd to think that such a situation can emerge from little rolled up
spatial dimensions (KK is however possible in the classical setting, but is does
not solve any physical problem). But there is nothing which one can do against
collective madness; one just has to let it play out.

31. egbert
October 26, 2006

DRL said:



Bert said

In some sense the Einstein-Hilbert gravity interaction should be in this
family of interacting h=2 theories. But there is a profound conceptual
problem: the diffeomorphism invariance (according to Einstein an
active transformation which also changes the points) is not the same as
gauge invariance (phase transformation) which only effects the fibers
over points.

Yes, this is exactly the key point and why all attempts to make the
gauge potentials part of the metric via KK ansatz are doomed. Pauli
already knew that.

Is there a simple and obvious way to get from the first observation (diff inv is not
gauge inv) to the second (KK is doomed)? I’m probably missing something that’s
obvious to both of you, but it sounds like Witten is missing that same thing as
well, among others, so perhaps I can be forgiven for not seeing it right away.

32. D R Lunsford
October 26, 2006

egbert – Witten is a mathematical genius but Pauli was connected at the belly
button to the Universe, and his arguments win in my book. Having great skill at
math does not confer physical insight.

-r

33. woit
October 26, 2006

Please, this is not sci.physics. Stop trying to turn it into a discusssion forum for
your favorite ideas about GR. This is completely off-topic.

34. Bert Schroer
October 26, 2006

I agree with Peter that this does not fit the headline of this blog, sometimes an
interesting issue throws a weblog of topic.
It is however a subject which I addressed in my Samizdat article. So may be
Egbert I could answer your question over there. Another possibility is that you
use my email address. But then an interesting subject will be lost to the typical
reader of Peter’s weblog which is not fitting the purpose of a scientific weblog.
Since Peter is very interested in the use of representation theory for particle
physics he may actually also be interested to know arguments which show that in
the quantum setting there is a deep clash with the KK idea (independent of
Witten’s opinion).

35. egbert
October 27, 2006

Let’s continue at my new blog.

http://kaluza-klein.blogspot.com/
http://kaluza-klein.blogspot.com/


In fact, I propose that, whenever a conversation wanders into realms that aren’t
appropriate for the host blog, a new blog post should be instantiated somewhere
and a link posted to the original blog, so that those who wish to follow the
conversation can do so.

36. Bert Schroer
October 27, 2006

Egbert
when I tried to follow your suggestion to move my 2 last contributions under
Samizdat over to your new blog (as a kind of branched-off sub-blog to Peter’s)
and to start a more extensive discussion from there I realized that there must
have been a malfunction with Peter’s weblog because the list of names on the
right margin does not correspond to the content after opening. What worries me
even more is that only the continuation of my yesterday’s contribution appears
fully, the blog I wrote immediately before is incomplete (it lost 2/3 of its content)
and unforyunately I did not make a copy. So before moving over, let us wait and
see if Peter can check what happened.

37. Peter Woit
October 27, 2006

Bert,

I have no idea what the problem might be. What you see in the comment section
of the blog is all that there is.

38. Bert Schroer
October 27, 2006

O.K., maybe there was a malfunction in the uploading. Of course I can
reconstruct what I wrote and place it as a comment into Egbert’s comment
section, but I need some time (I will be able to do this today). So I invite all
reader’s who are interested in that particular issue to move later in the day to
Egbert’s weblog
http://kaluza-klein.blogspot.com/
(which I do not want to see as a competition to Peter’s but rather as a means to
continue with interesting points which are slightly off-topic).

39. C
October 27, 2006

Hi anonymous

“both warped and large extra dimension models have recently been found in
detailed studies of string compactification with flux.”

Could you provide a link to this work, or a hint such as the names of the authors,
to help me find the papers?

Thanks very much.

http://kaluza-klein.blogspot.com/
http://kaluza-klein.blogspot.com/


C

40. anonymous
October 27, 2006

Hello C:

There are by now lots of papers on these things, but I think it is reasonable to
point to:

For scenarios involving exponential warping like Randall/Sundrum, a standard
reference is now arXiv:hep-th/0105097 by Giddings et al. The references in that
paper and the citations to it provide a much larger guide to the relevant
literature. Those models are important in hep-th/0301240, the original “KKLT”
paper on flux compactification.

String derived models of large extra dimensions are described in
hep-th/0505076 by Conlon et al which focuses on phenomenology, and the
citations/references of that paper.

41. C
October 27, 2006

Hi anonymous

Thanks very much.

C

42. Thomas Love
October 27, 2006

Peter, Thanks for the link to Michael Dine’s talk. I listened to it and it was just
like being there. I fell asleep 15 minutes into his presentation and was awakened
by the applause at the end of his talk. I did go back the next day and listen to the
whole thing. His comments at the end seem to reflect the reality of the problems
with string theory, he was discussing the many states of string theory:

At 1:08:12 into the recording(slightly edited):

“You line up your graduate students. You give them each a barcode for one of
these states. They start calculating. They come back 6 months later and they’ve
calculated the second order correction. It looks pretty good. They come back two
years later they’ve calculated the third order. It looks pretty good. Twenty years
later they come back with the eighteenth order—it didn’t work. Ok, throw this
out.”

I only listened because Dine is at UC Santa Cruz, where I received my PhD. I’m
glad I got out in time. I wouldn’t want to spend twenty years getting a PhD! His
comments reminded me of why I left physics after one year of grad school and
switched to math: the whole paradigm of perturbation theory makes no sense
whatsoever!



Finite Generation of the Canonical Ring

October 26, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The last few weeks have seen the appearance of two papers giving very different
proofs of a quite important result in algebraic geometry, resolving a question that had
been open for a very long time, and in the process helping to make progress in the
classification of higher dimensional projective algebraic varieties. Readers should be
warned that this doesn’t have anything to do with physics, and my knowledge of this
kind of mathematics is highly shaky, so I’m relying largely on second-hand
information from people much better informed than myself.

The theorem in question concerns the “canonical ring” of a smooth projective
algebraic variety X, which is the graded ring R(X) defined by
$$R(X)=\oplus_{n=0}^\infty H^0(X, nK)$$
Here K is the canonical line bundle (top exterior power of the cotangent bundle) of X,
nK is its n’th tensor power, and $H^0(X, nK)$ is the space of holomorphic sections of
the bundle nK. This is also called the pluricanonical ring.

The new theorem says that this graded ring is finitely generated, and this implies
quite a few facts about projective algebraic varieties of any dimension. In particular it
implies the main goal of the “minimal model program” (also known as the Mori
program) for classifying higher dimensional algebraic varieties.

A proof of this theorem was claimed back in 1999 by Hajime Tsuji, but it appears that
there are problems with this proof. The arXiv preprint went through many revisions,
but was never refereed and published. A couple weeks ago, a group of four algebraic
geometers (Caucher Birkar, Paolo Cascini, Christopher Hacon and James McKernan)
posted a preprint on the arXiv claiming a proof. Yesterday, Yum-Tong Siu, a well-
known complex geometer from Harvard, posted another preprint, giving a very
different, more analytical, proof of this theorem. Siu notes that he has been lecturing
on this proof for over a year, first at last year’s Seattle conference on Algebraic
Geometry.

The mathematicians involved in creating these two proofs are well-known experts,
and it seems likely that both proofs are correct. Given that there are two of a quite
different nature, it now seems extremely likely that this theorem has been proved.

For more detailed explanations of this result and its implications, I’m afraid that
you’re likely to require someone who knows a lot more about algebraic geometry than
I do. Perhaps some of my more expert readers here can help out.

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
October 26, 2006

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pluricanonical_ring
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pluricanonical_ring
http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Mori.html
http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Mori.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/9908078
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/9908078
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0610203
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0610203
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0610740
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0610740
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=226
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=226
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=226
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=226


I know next to nothing about this, but I believe that Proj of the canonical ring
provides a nice model for the space.

2. Walt
November 3, 2006

I’m planning on spending some time looking into this later, since it’s not my area,
but it looks like this gives a minimal model for varieties of general type (i.e. most
varieties given by high-degree polynomials). This is a big step forward for the
minimal model program, which (in my understanding) splits birational
classification into two steps: find minimal models for varieties, and then
determine when varieties have multiple minimal models. I think that it’s hoped
that varieties of general type only have one. But as I said, it’s not my area.

3. xyz
November 3, 2006

That is not quite true. There can be more than one minimal model, but only one
canonical model (=Proj(R(X,K_X)).

4. Walt
November 5, 2006

Even for varieties of general type?

5. xyz
November 5, 2006

Yes. Why not? they are connected by flops and they are easy to construct. If a
variety is of general type, then it follows that the # of minimal models is finite.



Some Links

October 26, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Earlier this month there was a workshop on twisted K-theory held at Oberwolfach.
Here is a report, also slides from a talk there by Greg Landweber about the Freed-
Hopkins-Teleman theorem. Freed is giving a course on the subject this fall, and
Hopkins is giving a series of lectures about TQFT in Gottingen this week. Urs
Schreiber has reports on the lectures here and here. Also at the n-category cafe is an
advertisement by John Baez for the work of my new Columbia colleague Aaron Lauda
on TQFT, which I’ll second here. For yet more on TQFT, see notes by Kevin Walker
here, and the book by Bakalov and Kirillov, an early version of which is on-line.

Last week in Paris there was a conference dedicated to Joel Scherk, celebrating 30
years of supergravity.

There’s an interesting interview with Alain Connes on the French TV network ARTE
here. For his recent work on non-commutative geometry and the standard model, see
this preprint, and talks here from the on-going workshop at the Newton Institute in
Cambridge.

Comments

1. Adam Balm
October 26, 2006

Great. The first chance I had to see Alain Connes and it’s in Real Audio.

Anybody ever heard of youtube?

2. nit
October 27, 2006

Nice Alain Connes interview.
Somehow, Connes’ way of talking, maybe it’s the gestures, reminds me of
Feynman. Relaxed, confident, playful, enjoying the questions…
My god, I must say the interviewer is very charming!

3. Alejandro Rivero
October 27, 2006

There is audio (in English) for talk II and III in the Newton Institute website. I
strongly recommend to download them into your MP3 machine so you can heard
them while in the tube. Every talk recapitulates the previous one, so if you ony
can allow for one, start with III. In England, the series will continue November
the 9th, plus some another “one-short” talks around. I do not know if there is
some similar, or even more gossip-rich, presentations in France. Hints anyone?

http://www.mfo.de/programme/schedule/2006/41/Programme0641.pdf
http://www.mfo.de/programme/schedule/2006/41/Programme0641.pdf
http://math.uoregon.edu/~greg/Oberwolfach-talk.pdf
http://math.uoregon.edu/~greg/Oberwolfach-talk.pdf
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/dafr/M392C/index.html
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/dafr/M392C/index.html
http://www.uni-math.gwdg.de/andrej/hopkins.html
http://www.uni-math.gwdg.de/andrej/hopkins.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/hopkins_lecture_on_tft_infinit.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/hopkins_lecture_on_tft_infinit.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/hopkins_lecture_on_tft.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/hopkins_lecture_on_tft.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/lauda_on_topological_field_the.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/lauda_on_topological_field_the.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~lauda/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~lauda/
http://canyon23.net/math/tc.pdf
http://canyon23.net/math/tc.pdf
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/%7Ekirillov/tensor/tensor.html
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/%7Ekirillov/tensor/tensor.html
http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/sugra30/
http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/sugra30/
http://www.arte.tv/fr/connaissance-decouverte/science/Paroles_20de_20chercheur/1350636.html
http://www.arte.tv/fr/connaissance-decouverte/science/Paroles_20de_20chercheur/1350636.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610241
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610241
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/


There is detailed coverage in the October posts of the n-category cafe, and some
more sparse coverage in Motl’s.

4. Bert Schroer
October 27, 2006

“Nice Alain Connes interview”
this is indeed a very enjoyable style, remarkably different from that of those car-
salesmen which we often are exposed to.
As a physicist one notes that all mathematicians (perhaps with the exception of
Vaughn Jones and some others who entered QFT from subfactor theory) continue
to have that lighthearted attitude with respect to the Euclidean—Lorentzian
relation (and the related issue of localization) which for the mature quantum
field theorists are among the conceptually most subtle and delicate (and even not
generally valid) issues of particle physics.

5. Justin
October 27, 2006

Sorry for the somewhat off topic post, but here is a concrete sign that the
opinion of string theory is changing in the public’s collective unconscious. I was
reading an article on realclearpolitics about a controversial interpretation of the
polling data:

A few people did not like that argument. They accused me of
“rationalizing the results,” which, to an extent, is understandable. It is
not appropriate to start applying theories before you have offered some
initial testing of them – unless of course you are a Marxist or a string
theorist, neither of which I happen to be.

http://time-blog.com/real_clear_politics/2006/10
/a_republican_meltdown_part_ii.html

Ouch!

6. Clay Aiken
October 27, 2006

Thanks for the links Peter! I’ve been meaning to catch up on TQFT for some
time, finally my schedule will allow me to do this.

7. Matti Pitkanen
October 27, 2006

I read the articlle of Connes and like Bert Schroer I was astonished that he
mentioned only in brackets that the spacetime metric has Euclidian signature
and made no further comments about the significance of this. As a physicist
having at least second foot in this world I find it very difficult to understand how
a physicist proposing a unification of all known interactions can have such a
light-hearted attitude.

http://time-blog.com/real_clear_politics/2006/10/a_republican_meltdown_part_ii.html
http://time-blog.com/real_clear_politics/2006/10/a_republican_meltdown_part_ii.html
http://time-blog.com/real_clear_politics/2006/10/a_republican_meltdown_part_ii.html
http://time-blog.com/real_clear_politics/2006/10/a_republican_meltdown_part_ii.html


8. Tony Smith
October 27, 2006

Connes explicitly states in the pdf version of his talk “Spectral action and gravity
coupled with matter III” that is on the web at http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk
/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/1011/connes/all.pdf

“… The spectral action principle asserts that the fundamental action functional S
that makes it possible to compare different geometric spaces at the classical
level
and is used in the functional integration (after Wick rotation to euclidean
signature) to go to the quantum level,
is itself of the form … Trace (f( D / /\ )) …
where D is the Dirac operator and f is a positive even function of the real
variable while the parameter /\ fixes the mass scale. …”.

Maybe some people don’t like such use of Wick rotation, but Connes is model-
building,
and if he can construct a physically realistic model using such Wick rotation
then
in my opinion it will be so useful that it will be (and should be) as widely
accepted as are
some not-yet-rigorously proven aspects of the Standard Model
and
any objections as to rigor should be motivation for further work on the model
rather than justification for trashing the model.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

9. Bert Schroer
October 27, 2006

well Tony, that is what I meant by lighthearted. Something like Osterwalder
Schrader is not lighthearted.
But I agree with you that it is not illegetimate to do that and (as long as results
are interesting and one does not forget that there is a conceptual problem) defer
such questions to a later date (although this has been going on for more than a
decade). However it is only a theory after these quations have been settled.

10. Tony Smith
October 27, 2006

As to objections about localization,
Connes said in the pdf file that is on the web at http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk
/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/1011/connes/all.pdf

“… Assuming first that we deal with a classical manifold, one can form a number
of such invariants (under suitable convergence conditions) as the integrals of the
form
[Integral over M] F(K) sqrt(g) d^4x (9)

http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/1011/connes/all.pdf
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/1011/connes/all.pdf
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/1011/connes/all.pdf
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/1011/connes/all.pdf
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/1011/connes/all.pdf
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/1011/connes/all.pdf
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/1011/connes/all.pdf
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/1011/connes/all.pdf


where F(K) is a scalar invariant function … of the Riemann curvature K.
Such invariants, of the form (9) appear as the single integral observables i.e.
those which add up when evaluated on the direct sum of geometric spaces.

Now while in theory a quantity like (9) is observable it is almost impossible to
evaluate since it involves the knowledge of the entire spacetime and is in that
way highly non localized.

On the other hand, spectral data …
(the data of spectral lines are intimately related to the Dirac Hamiltonian, hence
to the geometry of “space”) …
are available in localized form anywhere,
and
are (asymptotically) of the form (9) when they are of the additive form
Trace (f(D / /\ )),(10)
where D is the Dirac operator and f is a positive even function of the real
variable while the parameter /\ fixes the mass scale. …”.

Again,
Connes is NOT ignoring the issues of localization and Wick rotation,
but is explicitly stating how he is building his model,
and
if his model is realistic, I think that it is useful.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

11. Alejandro Rivero
October 27, 2006

The goal in that paper was to get coincidence with Veltman’s Diagrammar. Let
me note that one of the first impulses, fifteen years ago, was Daniel Kastler, who
did a lot of the calculations of the Higgs potential in the old models.

12. Matti Pitkanen
October 27, 2006

The idea about spectral data of Dirac operator as a manner to code nonlocal data
locally is beautiful. I cannot avoid temptation to briefly mention (Peter can delete
this posting if it is too much about pet ideas) an approach in which Dirac
operator associated with lightlike 3-surfaces which by Diff^4 invariance can be
chosen to be fundamental dynamical objects. Vacuum functional is coded as a
Dirac determinant (appropriately defined) having interpretation as action
exponential characterizing interior dynamics of space-time. In this case
lightlikeness is the source of all superconformal symmetries, it defines parton
level dynamics as almost topological CFT, and it gives rise to quantum
gravitational holography. Everything would be lost by Euclidization trick.

13. C
October 28, 2006

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


On the topic of the conference in memory of Joel Scherk. Obviously Joel Scherk
did very great work, and it’s very tragic that he died. The proceedings of the
1979 Stony Brook supergravity conference, which were dedicated to his memory,
said he had diabetes, and got stuck somewhere without his insulin, and went into
a coma. But the Wikipedia article, which is just a stub, doesn’t mention diabetes,
and contains a link to a review of a book by Leonard Mlodinow, which contains a
paragraph that provides different information. Could anyone provide more
historical information?



Fit To Be Tied

October 27, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

This week’s Science News has a quite good article about the string theory
controversy by Peter Weiss, unfortunately available on-line only to subscribers. The
title is “Fit to be Tied: Impatience with string theory boils over”. There’s nothing
much in the article that will surprise anyone who has been following this story here. It
includes some accurate quotes from me and some from Lee Smolin, with the string
theorists represented by Zwiebach, Polchinski and Strominger.

Polchinski claims that experiments will soon probe some elements of string theory,
promoting the possibility that the LHC will observe extra dimensions. Zwiebach
points to work on black holes: “In string theory, the black hole can be seen as built
from strings and branes. It’s a spectacular insight.” Strominger on the one hand is
quoted as finding it inappropriate that Smolin and I are criticizing how string theory
research is conducted, while also saying he thinks that the way string theory has been
promoted has given the public the wrong impression: “I’ve felt for a long time that the
general public’s impression of what string theory had accomplished and how much of
it was correct was too positive.”

Comments

1. ObsessiveMathsFreak
October 27, 2006

“I’ve felt for a long time that the general public’s impression of what
string theory had accomplished and how much of it was correct was
too positive.”

I think the general public deserve a little more credit. I’ve spoken to many “lay”
people who regarded the string theory programs or newspaper reports they read
with a good degree of skepticism.

Now, the general public does regard things like Relativity and Quantum
Mechanics with skeptisicm when they first hear about them(who doesn’t), but at
least in these cases they can be shown experiments and effects which give
credance to the theory. Show anyone the double slit or Michealson-Morely
experiments and they can at least appreciate that the universe is not always as
logical as we think it is.

But with string theory, there are no experiments. It really is all just symbols on
paper, with only its supposed mathematical “beauty” holding it aloft. Faced with
this, all that can be presented to the public is 3D animations of vibrating strings,
and appeals to various scientific authorities(minus Feynman). Increasingly, more
dishonest methods like violin concerts and cooking shows used as well.

http://www.sciencenews.org/articles/20061021/toc.asp
http://www.sciencenews.org/articles/20061021/toc.asp


But I think general man on the street is not as guillable or as confused as certain
people take him to be.

2. r hofmann
October 28, 2006

I entirely agree with the statement that the general public in a more or less
working, technologically, morally, and culturally highly ambitious society should
not be regarded as an unknowing, unsuspecting, and uncritical something that
scientists can impose their fashion-of-the-day ideas on while standing on a
disconnected, elevated platform. After all, scientists, being themselves a part of
society, enjoy the privilege to unadulturatedly conduct their research just
because the broad public is materially supporting them. The only way to leave a
lasting impression on our collective conscience is the unearthening of scientific
truth that, by definition, is backed up by strong empirical evidence, that is, by
numerous and independent experimental confirmations of theoretical predictions
(Smolin’s ring of truth) and that, by historical experience, turns out to feed back
into future everyday life in one way or another.

3. anon
October 28, 2006

ObsessiveMathsFreak, I disagree.

I’ve had many friends approach me on this subject (I rarely initiate these
discussions on my own devices) and my general impression is quite the opposite.
The people I have discussed this with are usually people with a broad set of
interest and usually with some basic knowledge of math and physics and good
knowledge in say economics or history.

My perception is the opposite, I am usually received with a lot of distrust and
sometimes down right disdain when I say that string theory:

*hasn’t had any kind of experimental verification (both direct and indirect)
attributed solely to it
*doesn’t replicate all previous physical theories, not even a reasonable subset of
those (uniquely at least)
*is not a coherent theory with a well set of fundamental principles, but so far
only a set of rules glued together in an ad-hoc way

The reaction is usually one of the following:

*If it’s so bad, why is it so popular? Seems to me you are just ignorant about it
and just dismiss what you don’t know of (I am far from knowledgeable about
string theory but I think what I wrote so far is essentially true)
*If all these uber-smart people and prize-winners do it, things can’t be as you say
*But I read an article in a top notch newspaper/magazine where it said string
theory explains almost everything

I’ve even had one you didn’t know of the standard model (not serious sonce this
was not his field) but thought that what explained all those particles was string



theory and not the standard model (now this is serious).

The truth is, humans are generally stupid about things they have barely any
expertise on (myself included, and sometimes even about things they have
expertise on) and usually rely on authority to make judgements about the validity
of those subjects (this I try not to follow).

Sad but it’s the reality of things..

4. TheGraduate
October 28, 2006

One of the more interesting aspects of this debate has been the frequent
appearance of anti-democratic tendencies. Basically, one designates a population
whom one thinks is too ignorant to comment and then any comment from that
group is unwelcome. I suppose my point is that, there is nothing god given about
who gets to decide who is too stupid to possibly have anything useful to say. The
defacto result is that whoever has the power decides.

The only recourse for those excluded from the conversation, if they so choose, is
to make overt attempts at control such as using the media to amplify their
agenda.

In other words, without conversation one is left with an environment where
‘might makes right’.

The other points I would like to make are:

1. Too many people perform a bait and switch in this argument where they claim
it is about the good of science whatever that means. *This debate is about money
and resource allocation.*

2. Essentially string theorists argue that they deserve their allocation due to
their brilliance. Those opposing argue that 20 years without testable results
negates this argument.

3. Those opposing argue that equally failed (experimentally unsupported and
unverifiable) theories should be funded equally.

Overall the structure of the argument is very simple even if the details are
admittedly complicated. Even somebody with no background in physics should
be able to understand the flow of this argument.

5. Arun
October 28, 2006

Sorry for the digression, but there is no open thread here. Delete if appropriate.
I’m posting this because Richard Dawkins is invoking the anthropic principle as
an explanation (and as an explanation much superior to God. IMO, the anthropic
principle is no more scientific than God).

“We explain our existence by a combination of the anthropic principle and



Darwin’s principle of natural selection. That combination provides a complete
and deeply satisfying explanation for everything that we see and know.”

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/richard-dawkins/why-there-almost-
certainl_b_32164.html

Because the arguments are all mixed up with religion, Peter may not want to talk
about it here. But it hardly constitutes the “complete and deeply satisfying
explanation for everything we see and know”.

6. Bert Schroer
October 28, 2006

My comment: atheism is no protection against amok running metaphysics. To the
contrary, mixed with ST it even seems to facilitate the rise of metaphors at the
expense of scientific autonomy.

7. Ajax Minor
October 28, 2006

This recent paper by Anthony Zee and collaborators might be appropriate to
point out in this thread (or maybe in the one about ST phenomenology),

hep-th/0610231
Does string theory predict an open universe?
Authors: R. Buniy, S. Hsu, A. Zee
It has been claimed that the string landscape predicts an open universe, with
negative curvature. The prediction is a consequence of a large number of
metastable string vacua, and the properties of the Coleman–De Luccia instanton
which describes vacuum tunneling. We examine the robustness of this claim,
which is of particular importance since it seems to be string theory’s sole claim
to falsifiability. We find that, due to subleading tunneling processes, the
prediction is sensitive to unknown properties of the landscape. Under plausible
assumptions, universes like ours are as likely to be closed as open.

8. Juan R.
October 29, 2006

Anon,

Your collection of reactions is very interesting and highlights one of the true
problem of string theory; i mean social issues and misinformation of people and
noticeable consequences such as lack of funding of promising (but not so
popular) approaches and others.

I think that we can offer a reasonable reply to each one of reactions you listed.
Peter woit, maybe this could be interesting for the FAQ.

*If it’s so bad, why is it so popular?

Popularity is not synonim for scientific trust. Electromechanical classical models

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/richard-dawkins/why-there-almost-certainl_b_32164.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/richard-dawkins/why-there-almost-certainl_b_32164.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/richard-dawkins/why-there-almost-certainl_b_32164.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/richard-dawkins/why-there-almost-certainl_b_32164.html


of atom were very popular, but all popular models failed and just a single
revolutionary model fitted exp. data.

*If all these uber-smart people and prize-winners do it, things can’t be as
you say

Smartness and prizes are not proofs for scientific statements. The history of
science is full of Nobel winners and other smart guys were wrong regarding
some scientific statement. There is also well documented cases of entire
comunities of brilliant scientists promoting a wrong vision of the world. The next
paradigm is then labelled like scientific revolution.

*But I read an article in a top notch newspaper/magazine where it said
string theory explains almost everything

The same that above. People also read in top magazines about Pons’ cold fusion
but it was a sound scientific fiasco.



The Proof is in the Blogging

October 29, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Seed has a new article out by Stephen Ornes, called The Proof is in the Blogging,
about the way the story of Penny Smith’s solution to the Navier-Stokes problem
played out here. I’m quite fond of the photo included in the Seed article.

I’m not sure there’s anything more to be said about the Navier-Stokes story. One of
my colleagues pointed out that mathematics is one of very few subjects in which
bringing together a bunch of people with opposite views on what is true generally
leads to one or more of them agreeing that they were wrong.

There’s also a short article about this on Slashdot. Taking advantage of the arXiv
trackback mechanism, the author found the discussion of this on Lubos’s blog. I was
going to take the opportunity to complain about the arXiv censoring links to this blog,
but it turns out in this case there is one there. The ways of the arXiv are endlessly
mysterious, I have no idea what their trackback policy is these days.

Maybe it’s also relevant to mention that for some reason the hot news retailed here
about the proof of finite generation of the canonical ring is not attracting the kind of
attention indicated in the Seed picture.

Comments

1. Anon
October 30, 2006

Perhaps it’s only hep-th which doesn’t give you trackbacks?

2. Chris Oakley
October 30, 2006

It is interesting that the recent Navier-Stokes controversy was played out here
rather than sci.physics.research or sci.math.research, where it more naturally
belonged. I think that this is partly because the moderation takes too long on
these newsgroups (some of my posts on SPR have taken days). If they adopted
Peter’s policy of allowing posts to appear before deleting them rather than just
preventing what they see as irrelevant/obnoxious/uninformed posts at the outset,
the whole thing might work better.
Also, the collective quality control exercised by the moderators seems to be less
effective than Peter’s personal control. A bit like Communism vs. Capitalism.

3. TheGraduate
October 30, 2006

I didn’t have much to say during the Navier-Stokes case as I couldn’t think of

http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2006/10/the_proof_is_in_the_blogging.php
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/2006/10/the_proof_is_in_the_blogging.php
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=470
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=470
http://apple.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=06/10/26/2331213
http://apple.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=06/10/26/2331213
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/immortal-smooth-solution-withdrawn.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/immortal-smooth-solution-withdrawn.html


anything helpful to say. I’m sorry about the way it played out though. My
thinking is it wasn’t as bad as it seemed to the people most emotionally involved
in it, but I guess it must have felt that way.

Discussion boards take a lot of getting used to. People probably take them more
seriously than they should. (Some grow out of this and some do not.)

4. ObsessiveMathsFreak
October 30, 2006

I honestly don’t see what all the fuss is about. The system worked exactly as it
was intended. A preprint was posted on the arXiv, people viewed it, discussed it,
found problems, and gave the author quick and concise feedback. The preprint
was withdrawn, and the author can begin working on any problems found.

The system works.

Compare the quick turnaround to the tradiational publishing ringmarole. It could
have taken Smith over 18 months to find out her paper contained a flaw. The flaw
may never have been found at all. And if the paper, or the next version, had no
flaws, the journal may have had problems publishing it anyway.

The only problem in this paticular case is that Nature rushed the story to print. If
some less than professional scientific publications choose to base their stories on
preprints, that could deter people from posting preprints online so as to avoid
any publicity and potential embarrassment, and that would be a big setback for
the very good thing arXiv has got going.(Aside from unrelated censorship issues)

5. Deane
October 30, 2006

The system, in the sense of arxiv.org, works. I don’t think any of the fuss is about
that.

What stunned me was seeing how too many bloggers, commenters on blogs, and
“official” media such as Nature jumped on the bandwagon and touted Penny’s
work well before anybody with serious credentials had a chance to do a serious
assessment of her claim. People who appear to have no expertise in the subject
and have no way of understanding what was in Penny’s paper posted their own
personal (always positive) evaluations about Penny’s work.

You might ask what’s the big deal, but some of the people who did this promote
themselves as people who know math and how to judge what good math is. So
their misleading statements create a higher level of FUD than what we sheltered
pure mathematicians are used to.

All in all, I think as math gets more publicity and attention, mathematicians like
me are going to have to get used to the extra noise. Overall, I’d rather have the
attention. But I think a lot of my colleagues feel differently.

6. MathPhys



October 30, 2006

Yesterday, there was a retraction of a paper on math.ph from 2004 on smooth
solutions of 3D Navier Stokes.

7. MathPhys
October 30, 2006

PS That photo is great. You should have it framed 

8. anonymous
October 30, 2006

This was an extraordinary case. What I find annoying are the many small
mistakes present on arXiv. They get corrected in final published versions, but i)
the most read version is the first one; ii) too many authors think that fixing errors
in revised version without indicating them in the “comments” line is a good idea.

Please, instead of just writing “Comments: 26 pages, 7 figures, LaTeX” add
“sorry, when we posted version 1 we were drunk, now version 2 is ok” and I will
trust more your future works.

9. anthropologist
November 4, 2006

Now that I have read through all the comments on NS it does appear that Penny
overhyped things quite a bit. And while the system of peer review did work as
intended, the negativity she got is purely of her own making.



Again, Is N=8 Supergravity Finite?

October 29, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The main argument generally given for working on string theory is that it’s the only
way to get a finite theory of quantum gravity. One often hears claims that gravity
can’t be quantized using QFT, that string theory is needed to “smooth out the violent
space-time fluctuations at the Planck scale”, or some such explanation for the
inherent non-renormalizability of quantum field theories of gravity. From the earliest
days of their study, it was hoped that supergravity theories would have better
renormalizability properties, with the maximally extended supergravity, N=8
supergravity, the most likely to be well-behaved.

For years the general belief has been that N=8 supergravity is non-renormalizable,
based on the existence of possible counterterms at high enough order. The problem
has always been that calculating the coefficients of these counterterms is too difficult,
so one cannot be sure that one would not get zero if one actually did the calculation.
Last year I wrote here about a talk by Zvi Bern in which he mentioned that twistor
space methods for doing these kind of calculations were giving indications that these
coefficients might be zero. Tonight there’s a new paper out by Green, Russo and
Vanhove suggesting the same thing. Their arguments involve M-theory and
consistency conditions relating supergravity and the low energy limit of 10-d
superstring theory.

It would be quite remarkable if it turns out that this work by Michael Green, using
string theory and M-theory techniques, ends up shooting down the main argument for
why one has to abandon QFT if one wants to do quantum gravity.

Update: Next month at UCLA there will be an entire workshop devoted to this
question, entitled Is N=8 Supergravity Finite?

Comments

1. anon.
October 29, 2006

“It would be quite remarkable if it turns out that this work by Michael Green,
using string theory and M-theory techniques, ends up shooting down the main
argument for why one has to abandon QFT if one wants to do quantum gravity.”

I don’t see that they would shoot down the argument; one has to be able to break
SUSY without reintroducing nonrenormalizability. String theory allows one to
have reasonable, realistic soft SUSY breaking. I’m not sure that N=8 SUGRA can
do that.

(Not that the question isn’t interesting, and I would be happy to be corrected
with pointers to references!)

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=268
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=268
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610299
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610299
http://www.physics.ucla.edu/tep/workshops/supergravity/index.htm
http://www.physics.ucla.edu/tep/workshops/supergravity/index.htm


2. arnold
October 29, 2006

Hi,
a “naive” question. Why is it so important that there are no divergencies in a
quantum theory of gravity?

3. anon.
October 29, 2006

arnold,

That isn’t precisely what’s important — the technical property is
“renormalizability”, which means essentially that the theory is completely
specified by a finite number of constants. Certain divergences are OK in a
renormalizable theory, but in gravity they are usually too severe. One would need
infinitely many parameters to quantize general relativity naively, and hence one
would not really have a theory. You would always know at most finitely many
parameters, and thus could never actually calculate anything.

4. A.J.
October 29, 2006

Arnold,

One other reason that anon. didn’t mention: The sort of divergences that appear
when you try to quantize classical GR and supergravity have appeared
elsewhere, e.g. in Fermi’s theory of the weak interaction. (Although gravity is a
considerably more broken theory than Fermi’s ever was.) They usually indicate
that the degrees of freedom we’ve chosen — in this case, gravitons — might not
be valid at arbitrarily high energies.

5. Kea
October 30, 2006

I don’t see much evidence of them taking the MHV twistor techniques seriously,
so this paper can’t have much to do with that excellent talk by Zvi Bern.

6. MathPhys
October 30, 2006

Why can you softly break SUSY in a string theory, but not in a finite supergravity
theory?

7. arnold
October 30, 2006

thanks anon and a.j.

Let me try to explain again my doubt : in any theory one has all possible
operators allowed by symmetries, whose coefficients have to be fixed at some
energy scale by experiments.



Now, why does it matter if this coefficients are divergent or not?

8. Gordon
October 30, 2006

I have about 8 papers on derivative corrections in IIB superstring
theory and N=8. Including some matlab code that computes the
coefficients. You might find this one interesting:

On the finiteness of N=8 quantum supergravity.
Gordon Chalmers (Argonne) . ANL-HEP-PR-00-83, Aug 2000. 11pp.
e-Print Archive: hep-th/0008162

9. Gordon
November 2, 2006

By the way I have completed software in matlab that allows for
loop calculations of amplitudes. I dont plan on publishing all of
them for a while. Available on request for various theories.

10. Gordon
November 29, 2006

Recent article by Green, Russo, and Van Hove:

hep-th/0611273 [abs, ps, pdf, other] :
Title: Ultraviolet properties of Maximal Supergravity
Authors: Michael B. Green (Cambridge U., DAMTP), Jorge G. Russo (ICREA,
Barcelona & Barcelona U., ECM), Pierre Vanhove (Saclay, SPhT)
Comments: 10 pages

(reproduces my earlier arguments)

11. Johny
November 30, 2006

Gordon: (reproduces my earlier arguments)

Yet, they don’t seem to cite you.

12. Gordon
November 30, 2006

Well, Johny, it only took about 6 years and then sum.

Lets cite it then. I do.



Some Early Criticism of String Theory

October 30, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

From the “First Superstring Revolution” on, there have always been skeptics, even
though they often were not very vocal. Perhaps the most well-known piece of such
criticism was Paul Ginsparg and Sheldon Glashow’s Desperately Seeking
Superstrings, which appeared in the May 1986 issue of Physics Today. I recently
became aware of some other similarly critical articles by Noboru Nakanishi, and
copies of them have been made available to me. They are:

Comments on the Superstring Syndrome (also from May 1986)

“Superstring Theory” Syndrome (published in the popular magazine “Parity”,
September 1986)

Can the superstring theory become physics? (January 1993)

This last paper claims that “the bubble of superstring theory has … bursted”, which,
in 1993, was rather premature.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
October 30, 2006

Nakanishi makes an extraordinarily accurate point!

“I believe that any correct quantum theory should be able to be formulated in the
Heisenberg picture. As long as one does not give up the idea of adding the
interaction part to the free-field theory, one will never attain the fundamental
theory.”

There is so much truth in these two sentences!

-drl

2. Christine Dantas
October 30, 2006

G. Borner, in his book “The Early Universe – Facts and Fiction” (1988), also cites
Ginsparg and Glashow on page 223:

Let us hope that from its phase of floating around in the imagination, superstring
theory will be able to find some connection with reality. Let us wait and see
whether it succeeds or whether it ends up as the kind of thing that Pauli would
have characterized as being “not even wrong”.

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/9403001
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/nakanishi1.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/nakanishi1.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/nakanishi2.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/nakanishi2.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/nakanishi3.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/nakanishi3.pdf


Christine

3. Conrad
October 30, 2006

Speaking as an interested layman with a degree in philosophy, I have never
understood how it came to be that superstring theory became so entrenched as
THE theory. I always knew that the theory made no testable predictions. I always
suspected it to be something like Alfred North Whitehead’s theory of
gravity(anyone out there there ever hear of this- but it was once a big deal)- an
elegant theory written by a brilliant mathematician that ultimately goes no
where.

4. Chris Oakley
October 30, 2006

DRL – agreed. Also known as “Haag’s theorem”. In between progamming bouts
for the client, this is what I am looking at now.

5. Kea
October 30, 2006

This last paper claims that “the bubble of superstring theory has … bursted”,
which, in 1993, was rather premature.

Does that mean you think it has burst now?

6. Peter Woit
October 30, 2006

Kea,

I don’t know. There’s certainly a lot of noise, but is it the noise of a bubble
bursting or something else? Time will tell…

7. hack
October 30, 2006

There’s a saying that goes something like “Bubbles always last longer than you
think is possible, even after taking into acount for the fact that they always last
longer than you think is possible”.

8. ralf
October 30, 2006

Couldn’t one say that superstring theory has never been a part of physics as a
(once) serious science, but has rather always been a phenomenon of the
sociology of physics and the politics of academia and science funding? The exact
moment of the bursting of its “bubble” may have been/be (hopefully) different for
different people. For me there never was a “bubble” in the first place.
I think nobody who even considers the mere possibility that the entire physical
reality is a consequence of the super-Virasoro algebra should be considered a



serious physicist.

9. King Ray
October 30, 2006

String theory is a compendium of failed ideas… Kaluza-Klein, string theory of
hadrons, supersymmetry, supergravity, etc. Why would you expect to get the
correct theory by combining so many failed theories? I never found any of those
ideas aesthetically pleasing anyway, and all mixed together they are even less so.

10. Thomas Love
October 30, 2006

Are we now replacing string theory with bubble theory?

11. Kea
October 30, 2006

Are we now replacing string theory with bubble theory?

Exactly! By showing that string theory is merely a moduli space technique for
doing rigorous QFT one removes the necessity of landscapes, higher dimensions,
KK and all that.

12. JC
October 30, 2006

I vaguely remember the early 1990’s being a slump for string theory. Besides the
people who were working on mirror symmetry stuff, it looked like a number of
the hardcore string people were banging their heads on the heterotic string
(attempting phenomenology) without much success.

At the time I wondered whether the string bubble had actually bursted. I never
thought that string people would become interested in 11d supergravity or
supermembrane theory again. (In the mid-late 1980’s, some string folks thought
supergravity was a dead end).

13. D R Lunsford
October 30, 2006

King Ray – agreed! It always struck me as curious that something that appeared
so physically ad-hoc could generate so much interest. My conclusion was that the
interest was not coming primarily from physicists, rather mathematicians. I’ve
always thought that the popularity of string theory may have derived simply from
creating a large number of mathematicians during the Cold War, in a world short
on things remaining to be proved – and so they fell on string theory because it
was a fertile playground for mathematical speculation.

-drl

14. dark-matter
October 30, 2006



Amazing predictions from Ginsparg/Glashow and Nakanishi, 20 years ago.

Conrad:
For a philosophical essay see: http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0610168

ST will proceed by sheer momentum and the power of denial. Maybe there are
Miracles. LQG, having successfully dealt with quantization of GR (see
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605052) is now engaged in developing
couplings to matter fields and taking a crack at unification. It may or may not
produce something in the next few years. The best guide to developing a
replacement for ST is the LHC, gravitational waves experiments, and
satellites/telescopes. In another words, let the experimentalists take the baton
and bring in some much-needed facts.

15. arnold
October 30, 2006

The article by Glashow and Ginsparg is really good.
Thanks Peter.

I always wondered how a theory which makes no conceptual breakthrough (it is
just a naive hypothesis that matter is made out of strings) can have anything to
say about the world 16 orders of magnitude smaller than what we know!

If you think about it, special relativity was a conceptual earthquake, as general
relativity, and quantum mechanics.

String theory is just some naive generalization of Feynman diagrams to extended
objects. And in order to even hope to make sense it requires so many
adjustments (supersymmetry, more dimensions, some funny
compactifications to cure problems that were created by the theory itself,…) that
it becomes almost ridiculous.

16. King Ray
October 30, 2006

DRL,

Someone once told me to beware of people that mathematicians think of as
physicists and physicists think of as mathematicians.

I think also a lot of people have invested a lot of their careers in these failed
ideas and want to see them survive in some way, so they have jumped on the ST
bandwagon.

The string theorists just lack the nose for beauty and truth that Einstein had,
that tells one if one is on the right track or not. Going from the SM to ST is like
trying to deduce the shape of the whole iceberg from the part above water; it is
extrapolation, and that rarely works well. Maxwell only added one term to one
equation when he unified E&M, he didn’t add hundreds of more forces. Likewise
with EW theory.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0610168
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0610168
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605052
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605052


17. The Anti-Lubos
October 30, 2006

Conrad: Speaking as an interested layman with a degree in philosophy, I have
never understood how it came to be that superstring theory became so
entrenched as THE theory.

Read Peter’s book. Seriously!

18. Tony Smith
October 31, 2006

Noburu Nakanishi is professor emeritus at Kyoto University and co-author (with
Izumi Ojima) of a well-known book, “Covariant Operator Formalism of Gauge
Theories and Quantum Gravity” {World Scientific, 1990).

His most recent paper is hep-th/0610090 “Spacetime in the Ultimate Theory” in
which he is critical of both non-commutative geometry and superstring physics
models, saying:

“… Recently, the quantized spacetime has been revived owing to the fashion of
the non-commutative geometry. But the quantized spacetime seems to be
investigated in favor of the mathematical interest rather than the physical
requirement. … Hence the calculations concerning it often become no more than
mathematical exercises. Of course, one may claim that the quantized spacetime
is an approximation of string theory, but such an assertion implies that the
quantized-spacetime theory itself is not a candidate of the ultimate theory.
…
Some of the superstring people believe that it is fruitless to consider any other
theory because the superstring theory is the unique candidate of the ultimate
theory. I believe, however, that such an assertion is too much prejudiced,
because there are several fundamental difficulties in the superstring theory and
nothing of them have yet been resolved … there are absolutely neither
theoretical nor experimental evidences which justify the huge extension of the
theoretical framework done in the superstring theory.
…
utterly no superpartner-like particles predicted by SUSY are discovered. It is
quite unnatural
to assume that all superpartners have a mass so large that no present-day
accelerators can
produce them without exception … If NATURE does not adopt SUSY,
supergravity and superstring must be abandoned, and many people researching
them will become greatly embarrassed. …”.

His paper is NOT merely criticism of non-commutative geometry and superstring
models,
since
in it he propose a concrete model for spacetime (although not, in that paper,
extended to describe all the particles and fields of the Standard Model). You
should read the paper hep-th/0610090 and the book mentioned above for details,



but here are a few excerpts that might give an indication of his ideas:

“… The quantum theory of gravity thus constructed turns out to have a 16-
dimensional supersymmetry … based on the “16-dimensional supercoordinates”
x^mu, b_nu , c^r, c’_p , where c^r and c’_p denote the Faddeev-Popov ghost and
anti-ghost, respectively
…
More precisely, its superalgebra is the (8+8)-dimensional inhomogeneous
orthosymplectic superalgebra consisting of 144 generators. Of course, the affine
algebra is its subalgebra
…
In the framework of indefinite-metric quantum field theory … many unbroken
symmetries are available without predicting the existence of extra physical
particles, so that one can construct the action having a large (super)symmetry
which may unify the spacetime symmetry and internal symmetries without
contradicting the no-go theorem for the extension of the Poincare symmetry …
…
both the physical spacetime and the Lorentz symmetry of particle physics are the
secondary concepts appearing as a consequence of the spontaneous breakdown
of symmetries … the Nambu-Goldstone boson corresponding to the symmetric-
part generators of general linear transformations is nothing but the graviton.
This fact guarantees the exact masslessness of the graviton. …”.

The final sentence of his abstract in hep-th/0610090

“Any criticism on my opinion is welcome.”

is a welcome contrast to some of the attitudes seen in the USA high energy
theoretical physics community.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

19. Jeff
October 31, 2006

Peter,

Nice links. 

String theory – for all its grandeur – is still a work in progress, even though you
validly claim that 30+ years is a long time for a theory to be in development.
Ofcourse, maybe the unspoken understanding may be that so long as Edward
Witten thinks strings are a viable approach to QG and unification, the program
will continue on unhindered.

But my post is not on strings per se; I wanted your view on what ‘twistor theory’
has to offer for QG (or even unification). Roger Penrose writes in his latest work
(rather convincingly) that twistor theory has deep relations to physics that has
not been fully explored as yet (due in large measure to string theory’s dominance
of hep-th research). Do you think twistor theory might have good potential in the

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


future?

Regards,
Jeff

20. 1995
October 31, 2006

Things started going wrong in 1995.

Around 1985, string theory seemed to be what we need: a theory of quantum
gravity able of predicting its low energy QFT limit. Strings correctly become the
mainstream.

But in 1995 people working on string physics had achieved nothing, while people
working on string theory gave interesting results, showing that the theory was
more rich than initially envisaged. This complication was a bad news, but many
people were happy. Indeed, at this point the community was large enough to
allow a self-referential study of the mathematical aspects of a theory that was
loosing the initial physical motivation that turned it into mainstream.

String theorists now understood that they must start delivering truly good
physics. Either this happens within a few years, or will not happen.

21. D R Lunsford
October 31, 2006

King Ray – Smolin says that ST is probably a consequence of the Feynman/Dyson
“hard-nosed” approach to physics, where calculational virtuosity is the main
skill, and contemplation of fundamental issues is secondary. Naturally, physical
mathematicians are going to have a bigger role in such an enterprise than
mathematical physicists. And I agree on your comments RE beauty – that is,
beauty is a good guide, but you have to be able to see it first!

-drl

22. Bert Schroer
October 31, 2006

D R Lunsford
I don’t think it is quite that simple because for a long time (up to the early 80s)
ST did not have a mathematical attraction. It was Witten who showed that it can
be used as a vehicle which carries metaphoric physical ideas into interesting
mathematical conjectures.
Physically it had no historical connection; its birth was a shot from the hip, a
strange combination of the most crude phenomenology (of saturating the
intermediate state completeness property by an infinite tower of intermediate
one-particle states) with Beta-function engineering. It unfortunately happened at
a time when the success hubris from the standard model (see Phil Anderson’s
criticism) was in ascend and the conceptual control of of speculative proposals
out of the blue were on the decrease. Only in this way one can understand that



the result of a prescription was called S-matrix without ever checking whether it
even satisfies the most crude properties (e.g. multi-particle clustering) without
which that physical name is completely undeserved.
Feynman’s and Schwinger’s computational power was conceptually controlled
and not rampart.

23. Alejandro Rivero
October 31, 2006

Amusing coincidence that the criticism of Ginsparg/Glashow were published in
the “Reference Frame”. I guess that this article substantiated some of the gossip
about why hep@xxx was divided in hep-th and hep-ph (yep, and hep-lat, but that
can be more obvious). And actually it is the first physics/… paper, is it?

24. anonymous
October 31, 2006

a posteriori one should now admit that crackpot Noboru, crackpot Paul and
crackpot Sheldon correctly guessed many of the present problems. Still, I think
that their criticism was too early and that strings had been a very good attempt,
altough unfortunately the criticism of crackpot Peter and crackpot Lee might be
close to the end of the story.

25. D R Lunsford
October 31, 2006

anonymous – I don’t see how you can maintain this position in the light of
Nakashini’s extremely pointed criticisms. His essay is wonderfully to the point
and succinct and hits the main issues of principle, without even going much into
the technical details that Peter stresses. The paper linked by Tony Smith is also
very much to the point and filled with physical insight. His insistence on having a
Heisenberg representation for any final quantum theory is the best point in
physics I’ve seen made in public for a long time. It should be pointed out that
quantum theory was born this way. I think students should get a history course
taught out of “Sources of Quantum Mechanics” by van der Waerden.

-drl

26. Chris Oakley
October 31, 2006

Anonymous,

I am surprised that you failed to mention that crackpot Popper, who required
that physics should be based on mathematical models that are open to being
proved wrong by experiment.

27. Chris Oakley
October 31, 2006

Oh, and another thing, in case non-native English speakers are getting confused:



“burst” is the same in the past tense, and is therefore not a regular verb.

28. D R Lunsford
October 31, 2006

Chris – it is too bad the crackpot Dirac died in the same year as the Green-
Schwarz coup. I wonder what lame comments he would have made?

-r

29. Eamon
October 31, 2006

I don’t think that the bubble, if you can indeed call it that, will burst. I mean –
how would such a thing play out? Too much reputation, energy, and money has
gone into this.

What these older articles prove is that the shortcomings of string theory were
already observed and noted long ago. They were ignored then, and will probably
be ignored now. It even took off without a good connection to experiment. Why
would that hurt it now?

30. Chris Oakley
October 31, 2006

Here is an exercise for the reader. Subtitute one the following for “the bubble” in
Eamon’s first sentence:

(i) Enron
(ii) LTCM
(iii) Ptolemy’s epicycles
(iv) Alchemy
(v) Communism
(vi) Star Wars SDI
(v) The Hindenberg
(vi) Sony Betamax

31. Chris Oakley
October 31, 2006

… and finally

(xlci) my ability to count in roman numerals

32. Bert Schroer
October 31, 2006

Eamon
I agree with your pessimistic assessment.
Unless the most charismatic updater of ST returns to particle physics, i.e. to that
what he was doing before he met Atiyah, and hence through this very act
renounces ST (which we all agree is not particle physics) there will be no



change. However I doubt very much that ST will survive the passing of its
protagonists and Nobel supporters.
As a result of its predictive vagueness it will most probably survive LHC,
especially if new data resist satisfactory theoretical interpretation for a longer
period of time.
According to Phil Anderson one should expect that the duration of ST is direct
proportional to the hubris in the aftermath of the unmerited success of the SM,
but it is difficult to quantify hubris apart from registering (looking at its
aggressive supporters) that it is still going pretty strong.

33. Ari Heikkinen
October 31, 2006

Yes, exactly, there’s always been critics of string theory since its very beginning,
yet many researchers have found it interesting enough to continue working on it
over the years.

As far as I can recall, initially string theorists were called crackpots by
physicists, not vice versa.

I still don’t quite understand what’s the big deal about the critism now. There’s,
for instance, Glashow’s critism of string theory even in popular books about
string theory like Greene’s that’s been there long before Lee or Peter wrote their
books.

My point is, the critism is nothing new.

34. Bert Schroer
October 31, 2006

Can anybody explain why the title “crackpot” is so popular around Harvard? In
an earlier reaction of Peter to anonymous he suggested that there may be
something in the water around Harvard.

35. egbert
October 31, 2006

It’s not just Harvard. It seems to have become a fundamental part of the string
culture that, since nobody really understands what’s going on, reputation is
everything. When a string theorist meets some physicist, he rushes to judge that
person’s intelligence, and if that person says things that coincide with what the
string theorist has heard from people he respects, then the person is intelligent
and if he says the opposite he’s a crackpot.

In the KITP video where the journalist in residence talks about Lee’s and Peter’s
books, somebody in the audience proposes “taking a vote” about whether Lee
Smolin is a crackpot. The vote didn’t go ahead, perhaps because they knew they
were being recorded and broadcast on the internet. But from the general
hostility the audience was showing (even though they hadn’t read the books), I
think there can be little doubt about what the result of a vote would have been.
The grad students learning string theory at UCSB will develop their opinions of



who is an actual scientist and who is just some crazy crackpot in this
environment.

Susskind does something similar in his review of the books. He tells stories about
shipbuilders and explorers but in the end all he does is attack reputations.

36. Bert Schroer
October 31, 2006

Ari Heikkinen
I think there is a big difference if some individuals were called crackpots by the
particle physics mainstream (I don’t recall that this expression was in use in
those days, probably the majority used to think that this was “crazy stuff” or
something similar) or if string theorists think that everybody else is a crackpot.
The last situation reminds one of a group of ghost drivers who drive down the
highway in the wrong direction and shout at everybody who is driving the right
way because they are not yet aware of their mistake.
And by the way, this is one of the few instances where the majority was right.

37. Energex42
October 31, 2006

In my mind, this round of String Theory criticism is more credible. LQG is
making rapid progress, and creating a set of predictions. String Theory still have
nothing to say about predictions.

Ironically, String Theory may be saved one day because LQG manages to see
strings in an effective field theory.

38. Bert Schroer
October 31, 2006

No, please, it is not very effective.

39. steve
October 31, 2006

As an interested outsider (not a natural scientist), it has fascinated me how
strong the social policing within physics (and to an extent astronomy and
cosmology) is about crackpots. The structural reason for this is obvious–there
are a lot of people who don’t know what they are talking about who want to
participate in the conversation and/or fantasize themselves as the new Galileo. In
order for the conservation to be useful, the idiotic stuff has to be filtered out.

But the policing of crackpotism seems to me to go well beyond that. Even well-
credentialed people who go off the reservation get cast into the outer darkness.
It looks like most fields of science have foundational weak spots that everyone
agrees to leave alone while working on superstrucural puzzles (if you’ll pardon
the metaphor). Everyone in the field has some existential worry that those weak
spots will fail and bring down the whole structure, and they don’t like people
reminding them and pushing these issues to the foreground. So they declare



anyone who worries about these matters to be a crackpot as a way of eliminating
the cause of their anxiety. And by “shunning” these critics (in much the same
way closed religious communities like some Mennonite sects do) they can
exorcise the threat to communal well-being. Out of sight, out of mind. The
shunned are rendered powerless to influence anything during their lifetimes.

Objectively, the shunners may well be correct in their scientific beliefs more
often than not. But given a) the importance of the results if the “heretics” are in
fact correct, b) the stimulus to mainstream theory created by the heretics, and c)
the self-censorship that must cripple creativity when people want to avoid being
shunned, I think a bit more tolerance for others’ crazy ideas would be good right
now. Personally, if the core theory in my field had problems like getting the
vacuum energy wrong by 120 orders of magnitude, I’d be open to creative
suggestions, even if they seemed a little bit cracked.

40. TheGraduate
October 31, 2006

steve:

I like what you said. Of course, what you say is just a general scenario that may
or may not apply in individual circumstances. But I think it is a scenario that
does seem to play out often.

However, I am surprised that so few physicists are willing say, “Yes there is no
absolute proof of what I believe but I’m going to work on it anyway and since I
believe it’s the best idea, I am going to tell everybody else to work on it too.”

They seem to prefer quarreling over the subjective value of the inconclusive
evidence.

41. Chris W.
November 1, 2006

[My apologies; it looks like I neglected to properly close an <a> element in the
previous comment. Let’s try again…]

Steve,
I think one can interpret the tendency to label people crackpots in economic
terms, especially these days. It costs something to sympathetically and carefully
consider someone else’s ideas, including time taken away from pursuing
whatever research agenda one happens to be interested in. There is a strong
incentive to latch onto reasons for quickly dismissing an idea, if only to save time
for investigating other options, any of which may demand considerable effort.
Like most successful and ambitious professionals, scientists hate to waste time,
and look askance at (erstwhile?) colleagues who appear to be investing their
time carelessly.
In contrast, Michael Nielsen quotes Freeman Dyson, speaking of J. Robert
Oppenheimer:

… we can see the nature of the flaw which made his life ultimately

http://www.qinfo.org/people/nielsen/blog/?p=24
http://www.qinfo.org/people/nielsen/blog/?p=24


tragic. His flaw was restlessness, an inborn inability to be idle.
Intervals of idleness are probably essential to creative work on the
highest level. Shakespeare, we are told, was habitually idle between
plays. Oppenheimer was hardly ever idle.

In this context, one should recall Aaron Bergman’s repeated references to (and
laments on) the relentless pressure to produce substantive research output,
especially for younger scientists, and the general antipathy that most working
scientists have to philosophical discussion, which they regard as mostly fruitless,
if not altogether sterile and pedantic.
What I think many people are looking for at this stage in quantum gravity is a
galvinizing idea—something that is both original and clearly relevant, ie, appears
to be getting at the heart of the matter. (They also fear the paralyzing effect of
knowing too much, ie, tending to immediately think of convincing reasons to
suppose that any new idea couldn’t possibly work.) Until such an idea appears
there will be a lot of simmering frustration and some short tempers.

42. Garbage
November 1, 2006

Peter,

This is why this blog misses the oportunity to be a good place to discuss physics.
You have an interesting post on finiteness of N=8 SUGRA, which if true would
certainly produce a (though unrealistic) more *traditional* finite theory of
gravity, that doesnt count more than 8 comments. In the other hand, this one on
early critics of ST clicks 40 in a few days. It seems to me like you keep repeating
yourself over and over, and even though I agree ST has grown perhaps way too
far it should have ever been, and also particle physics needs to hit a *refresh*, I
dont see the point of constantly hammering the same nail to get a swarm of
mostly pointless comments. Do you really think that by doing that anything is
going to change by doing that? I guess it is fair to say there is a lot a ST hype out
there but jumping into the anti-hype wagon isnt going to help much.
I, as many physicists do , expect the LHC to clear the way for science soon.
And btw, the articles are fun reading 

G

43. Jeff
November 1, 2006

Garbage:

You hit the nail! :-)) with your remark. The problem is that with excess time to
spare, and not enough data to process, there really isn’t much else to discuss
except the latest gossip on our favorite blogs; everything else lies suspended in
animation. Only when LHC gives experimental results will the field move
forward.

As regarding string theory, I’ve heard rumors that even Ed Witten is beginning to
have doubts (I can’t exactly pinpoint where I heard this from; maybe it was from



Peter himself – referring to conversations between L. Susskind and Witten).

Continuing, if you believe ST is a dead-end (or overhyped) then perhaps you may
want to have a look through ‘twistor theory’. Roger Penrose, in his new book
‘The Road to Reality’ quite elegantly argues that physicists have grossly
overlooked [and sometimes undervalued] the twistor approach in favor of strings
(citing similar reasons as others, i.e. Witten’s overarching impact on current hep-
th research, the sometimes unethical behavior of some string theorists when
advocating the theory to lay audiences, string theory’s lion share of research
funding – frequently at the expense of other meaningful approaches, the media
hype over string theory, etc.); he also adds that twistor theory has some fairly
deep and robust properties – grounded primarily on physical! (NOT
mathematical) considerations – to uncover new insights into fundamental
physics.
[Penrose, as many may know, is twistor theory’s progenitor; however, given that
he has spent more than 40+ years working on the topic, and given his calm and
objective approach to writing on physics (as evidenced remarkably accurately in
‘Road to Reality’) I would not dismiss his claims as merely self-promotion;
anyway, this *is* Roger Penrose we are talking about.]

I guess if you are a serious grad student (or young researcher) and want a
clearer understanding of the current (theory) research landscape, Penrose’s
viewpoint may well not be an altogether bad start.

Regards,
Jeff

44. Bert Schroer
November 1, 2006

Garbage and Jeff
I agree with you that there is to much gossip and not enough scientific substance
in weblogs including this one.
But I think that N=8 Supergravity is not a good illustration of this point. Why
should a social construct like that be the subject of a meaningful discussion?
Rumors about its possible renormalizability appear cyclically as reports on the
sight of Nessy. Perhaps if somebody really succeeded to show nth order
renormalizability it is worthwhile to talk about the physical significance of such
an result but not in this stage.
The monomaniac preoccupation with quantum gravity siphons power away from
post SM innovative research and at the end also harms progress about gravity.
If you look at my contributions of the recent weeks you will notice that I have
been trying to get people interested in conceptual issues of actual research such
as
Is KK consistent with QFT (and ST for that matter)
Why the CC computations of adding energies contradict local covariance
Why the alleged connection of holography with QG is misleading and how this
led to wrong conjectures about AdS—CFT (a la Maldacena)
Why the objects of ST cannot be string-localized in any quantum-intrinsic sense
I admit that all these points require a certain amount of conceptual



sophistication and mathematical knowledge. But is this the reason why nobody
took them up or even asked meaningful questions?
I tried to adapt myself to the typical small talk on this blog with the subversive
intention to lure people into more serious questions which could be the starting
point of interesting discussions.
I do not see any point in repeating the lack of observational content of ST over
and over again. Most participants and readers know this deadly flaw and the ST
community has developed a thick skin.

45. JC
November 1, 2006

Bert,

Many folks I knew over the years felt that the biggest barrier to understanding
algebraic QFT, even on a “qualitative” level, is the level of mathematics involved.
Even with some knowledge of the mathematics involved, I’ve found that I still
don’t have a good understanding of it.

46. Tony Smith
November 1, 2006

Garbage said that Peter has “… an interesting post on finiteness of N=8 SUGRA,
which if true would certainly produce a (though unrealistic) more *traditional*
finite theory of gravity, that doesnt count more than 8 comments.
In the other hand, this one on early critics of ST clicks 40 in a few days … a
swarm of mostly pointless comments. …
This is why this blog misses the oportunity to be a good place to discuss physics.
…”.

Garbage fails to note that the first comment on this thread was NOT “pointless”
with resepect to substantive physics, but in fact dealt with Nakanishi’s view of
the fundamental status of the Heisenberg picture.
Also, other substantive physics points have been mentioned in this thread, such
as:
Penrose’s twistor theory;
Nakanishi’s use of indefinite metric;
the consistency of Kaluza-Klein with QFT; and
soft predictions from spin networks of deformed special relativity, elementary
particles as coherent excitations of quantum geometry, and disordered locality,
all discussed in hep-th/0605052 which was mentioned in comment 14 by dark-
matter.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – I note that Garbage him/herself has NOT submitted a comment to the
thread on the finiteness of N=8 SUGRA, and HAS submitted a comment to this
thread, and, further, posted the above-quoted comment as an AC.

47. Bert Schroer

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


November 1, 2006

JC
This is not the whole truth. The mathematical prerequisites are certainly not
more demanding than those in string theory where these days people use
category theory, gerbs, algebraic geometry, noncommutative geometry…..
I think the basic difference is that in ST you do not have to know their deeper
mathematical content; the metaphoric physical nature of ST allows you to
operate with a basically verbal knowledge and the rest can be done by
improvisation and massage.
AQFT continued von Neumann’s tradition on the mathematical side (but on a
meanwhile infinitely refined level) and tries to implement the Jordan plea of
disconnecting a more fundamental theory (QFT) from its classical bonds (the
AQFT as conceived first by Haag). Its mathematics consists only of refinements
of concepts which in their mode crude version you are certainly familiar with:
bounded and unbounded operators, operator algebras and their spacetime
encoding. It is the only setting of QFT in which there has been an independent
development on par with mathematics on a very deep level of conceptual
coalescence (the modular Tomita-Takesaki theory with an independent
development from the center of QFT: the thermal theory of open systems by
Haag Hugenholz and Winnink and the concept of modular localization which
started with Bisognano and Wichmann). Using metaphors of physics for the
advancement of mathematics or using existing mathematics to expand
metaphors of physics is not the same thing.
The distance which people maintain from AQFT has little to do with its high
demands on mathematics; it is more related to sociology and history. The same
people who have to take responsibility for the post SM hubris are also those who
consider it as a superfluous distraction from their grand design.

48. Particle Physicist
November 1, 2006

“The same people who have to take responsibility for the post SM hubris are also
those who consider it as a superfluous distraction from their grand design.”

It is also the people who developed the SM who consider AQFT as a superfluous
distraction, and fortunately so. Otherwise, we wouldn’t have QCD and a theory of
electroweak interactions today but were still stuck in the 50’s, roughly speaking.
Or can you point to any insight into the SM that was provided by AQFT?

49. Bert Schroer
November 1, 2006

I was not talking about the ideas which led to those important discoveries, the
hubris started afterwords. I never felt any antagonism before but rather a
division of labor. There are those who go out and find our truffles and there are
others who like to clarify and secure these findings in order to build a reasonable
trustworthy basis for starting new discoveries and this has never had a stifling
influence on the truffle seekers. The discovery of gauge theories was very
important but the situation is a long way off from being in the possession of a



trustworthy basis for the conquest of new phenomena (and I am reluctant to say
this, in the present conceptual quicksand even the future results of LHC may not
indicate the way out).
The point of view you are presenting is part of that post SM hubris. I suggest to
you to read what Phil Anderson has said about this problem.

50. Particle Physicist
November 1, 2006

Let me repeat the question: what insights related to standard model physics, and
beyond, would we miss if no one ever had dealt with AQFT?

51. Bert Schroer
November 1, 2006

What one is missing has more to do with how to get out of the present crisis
which already lasts for more than 3 decades. There are indeed suggestions of
how to get some conceptual progress on gauge theory in general and the Higgs
issue in particular. Some ideas you find in the last section of my Samizdat essay.
But the only presently already worked out innovations are in the area of QFT in
CST and black hole issues in particular the entropy of the quantum state which
causes the entropy associated with the Hawking radiation (also explained there).
But from the way you phrase your question it seems that you think of particle
physics in terms of a sport match with winners and losers (this seems to be your
attitude with respect to AQFT) or even worse in terms of a eliminationist anti-
conceptual ideology. Perhaps if there would be more than a handful of
researchers in algebraic QFT you would not still find yourself in that already 30
years discovered best quasiclassical straitjacket for the physical reality behind
the SM (from which all the globalized communities of enormous size have not
been able to get away).
It has been my experience in more than 40 years of professional activity that
particle physics needs many different talents to make progress.

52. Tony Smith
November 1, 2006

Bert Schroer compared Superstring Theory with Algebraic Quantum Field
Theory, saying:
“… in string theory … people use category theory, gerbs, algebraic geometry,
noncommutative geometry…. I think the basic difference [ from AQFT ] is that in
ST you do not have to know their deeper mathematical content; the metaphoric
physical nature of ST allows you to operate with a basically verbal knowledge
and the rest can be done by improvisation and massage …
AQFT continued von Neumann’s tradition on the mathematical side … and tries
to implement the Jordan plea of disconnecting a more fundamental theory (QFT)
from its classical bonds … It is the only setting of QFT in which there has been
an independent development on par with mathematics on a very deep level of
conceptual coalescence … “.

With respect to AQFT and Standard Model model-builders, Bert Schroer went on



to say that he ” … felt … a division of labor.
There are those who go out and find our truffles … gauge theories ….
and
there are others who like to clarify and secure these findings in order to build a
reasonable trustworthy basis for starting new discoveries …
The distance which people maintain from AQFT has little to do with its high
demands on mathematics; it is more related to sociology and history …”.

It seems to me that it would be a good thing to build bridges across the “division
of labor” between AQFT approach and the “truffle hunter” model builder
approach in which models are often built from gauge theory Lagrangians using
path integral quantization.

In a comment to another thread on this blog, Bert Schroer said “… hyperfinite
Type III_1 von
Neumann algebras … are the heart of local quantum physics …”,
but
I don’t see a road-map for exactly how the various parts of the von Neumann
algebra correspond to the various parts of a gauge Lagrangian / path integral
model.

Maybe a reason that ST people seem to have more political influence than AQFT
people might be that the ST people (even if by “improvisation and massage”)
take pains to describe purported connections between their ST models and
gauge Lagrangian / path integral models.

Without a road map to connect gauge Lagrangian / path integral models with the
relevant von Neumann algebras, it is understandable why the model builders
would feel distant from the AQFT people,
especially
if the main voice that the model builders hear from AQFT people is harsh
criticism of basic model builder tools such as path integrals, as opposed to
discussion of what kind of limiting processes etc might connect the two
approaches.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

53. woit
November 1, 2006

I kind of agree with Garbage that I wish people would post more substantive
comments, especially ones relevant to the more technical postings. I recognize
that this may be too much to expect; the number of people out there really
knowledgeable about some of these subjects is vanishingly small and
undoubtedly they have better things to do than contribute to this blog.

But, please avoid posting repetitive comments that just add to the noise level.
It’s true that many of the postings here deal with the same issue, the current
status and problems of string theory. This is largely because this is an active
story and new material keeps coming in, but the same general comments about

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


what’s wrong with string theory are not enlightening. I’m already deleting quite
a few of these, and will delete more in the future.

54. Ari Heikkinen
November 1, 2006

Peter,

It’s interesting that you encourage people to post more technical comments
instead of purely philosophical, yet the very first of the links to the papers you
posted (Glashow et al.) about early criticism of string theory is purely
philosophical without a single equation or proof. Yet they manage, in addition to
the criticism of string theory in that very paper, call Einstein, probably the
greatest thinker since Newton, incompetent (Quote: “He had to fail, simply
because he didn’t know enough physics.”).

I’m sorry to say, but it seems more and more to me as if different standards are
applied when evaluating the work of string theorists compared to evaluating
work of non-string theorists.

55. Peter Woit
November 1, 2006

Ari,

My comment had absolutely nothing to do with string theory vs. non-string
theory, other than noting that I’m already deleting a lot of repetitive comments
people write in here criticizing string theory, and encouraging people to stop
doing it. As far as comments here go, yes I do have a double standard: I virtually
never delete anything people write in that is positive about string theory, and/or
critical of my point of view on it, but often delete things that are negative about
string theory or just endorsing my criticisms.

Also, when I link to papers, it is definitely not because I agree with everything in
them. The ones mentioned here were mentioned for historical interest, just
because I only very recently became aware of the Nakanishi ones.

56. Bert Schroer
November 1, 2006

Particle Physicist
I think that there has been a misunderstanding, my statement should have been:
…..who consider it as a superfluous distraction from their grand new
designs”….”The word new was missing. If there was some hubris to their
achievements to discover the SM this is human, understandable and did not
cause any harm. I meant the hubris that one could get much more without any
additional conceptual physical investment. I think it is clear by now that those
ideas which were involved in the discovery of the SM and which people have
used for 30 years to get beyond are sapped.
Tony Smith
All these things you mention have been discussed in previous blogs of mine. They



have appeared in a specific context and taking them out of this context does not
move me to explain things for the nth time again just because weblogs do not
seem to have a memory for more than one week. I have got to know your point of
view (basically use the old ideas perhaps with slight updating) and I am not
trying to proselyte. There is a high entrance fee for AQFT and I am not offering a
cheaper rate to anybody (and answering all your questions and statements for
the nth time does not help anybody).
It is strange that you remind me of the only thing which I have in common with
ST, namely the conviction that more of the QFT as it is in the books is not taking
us out of our present misery.

57. TheGraduate
November 1, 2006

Peter,

It’s unfair of you to blame other people when you’re the one who hasn’t been
clear in a prominent place about what you want on your blog.

You said “But, please avoid posting repetitive comments that just add to the
noise level.”

What is ‘noise’ supposed to mean? If you have not defined it in an easy to find
place on your blog, how are people supposed to know? And on the issue of
repetitiveness … so agreeing with people is disallowed?

“As far as comments here go, yes I do have a double standard: I virtually never
delete anything people write in that is positive about string theory, and/or critical
of my point of view on it, but often delete things that are negative about string
theory or just endorsing my criticisms.”

This approach is very, very curious indeed. I am not how sensible it is to make
insulting you the easiest way of making sure a comment is not deleted but to
each his own.

58. Peter Woit
November 1, 2006

TheGraduate,

I probably should post somewhere some kind of “policy”, but the problem is that
it isn’t so easy to precisely formulate such a thing. In practice the main problems
have always been people who don’t know what they’re talking about, people who
want to change the topic of discussion to their pet interests, and people who
think it is a good idea to post comments that repeat others or their own, adding
nothing new. The best way I know of characterizing what I’m trying to achieve is
keeping the signal/noise ratio as high as possible. Sure, what I consider “noise”
someone else may consider signal and vice-versa. But if you’re writing a
comment that is adding nothing new to the discussion that people are likely to
find interesting, you shouldn’t do it, it’s that simple.



59. TheGraduate
November 1, 2006

Peter,

This may not seem plausible to you but asking others to live up to a standard
which you refuse to articulate truly is the definition of ‘unreasonable’.

60. Arun
November 1, 2006

Ari writes:

“Yet they manage, in addition to the criticism of string theory in that very paper,
call Einstein, probably the greatest thinker since Newton, incompetent (Quote:
“He had to fail, simply because he didn’t know enough physics.”).”

Ignorance is not the same as incompetence. Unless you mean to say that the
discoveries since 1955 are irrelevant to producing a theory of everything (e.g,
anomaly cancellation), Einstein certainly did not know enough physics. And it is
very likely we still do not know enough physics to produce a theory of
everything, despite all the ST claims to the otherwise.

Think about it – how would you express the fact that Einstein did not know about
quarks and QCD, among a great many things? “He did not know enough physics”
is certainly a legitimate expression of Einstein’s ignorance.

61. Peter Woit
November 1, 2006

TheGraduate,

I just articulated it as best I can: don’t post comments unless they’re adding
something new to the discussion that will be interesting to other readers (who
you should assume are smart and well-informed…).

And the only reason I’m not deleting your last comment arguing with me about
this is that you’re insulting me by describing me as unreasonable…

62. TheGraduate
November 1, 2006

Peter,

Well I certainly did not get into posting on your blog to insult you or any one
else. I only aim to accurately describe. I apologize. (You may delete this post
after you have read it, as it will have served its purpose.) I will try my best in the
future not to add to the noise. You may also delete the ‘unreasonble’ comment if
you wish. Although, it may not seem like it, most of my comments are aimed at
promoting better conversation.

Cheers.



63. Tony Smith
November 1, 2006

In my comment 52, I asked Bert Schroer “… exactly how the various parts of the
von Neumann algebra correspond to the various parts of a gauge Lagrangian /
path integral model. …”.

Bert Schroer, in reply said “… All these things you mention have been discussed
in previous blogs of mine. … I have got to know your point of view (basically use
the old ideas perhaps with slight updating) …”.

I agree that my point of view is to stay close to “the old ideas” of a gauge
Lagrangian / path integral model,
but
I do not see where Bert Schroer has in “previous blogs” explained “exactly how
the various parts of the von Neumann algebra correspond to the various parts of
a gauge Lagrangian / path integral model.”.

However,
I HAVE seen a dialogue in the thread in Peter’s blog “Schoer’s Samizdat” in
which:

Arun in comment 106 said something substantially equivalent to my present
question:
“… It seems to me [ Arun ] that AQFT practitioners find the Lagrangian path
integral method of QFT to be unreasonably successful.
Well, if AQFT is indeed the way to do QFT,
then the success (and limitations) of the Lagrangian path integral should be
explainable within AQFT.
Presumably the successful Lagrangian formulations are taking care
automatically somehow the setting up of the unique hyperfinite type III_1 factor
algebra, the modular positioning of a finite number of abstract monades, etc.,
etc. …”

and

Bert Schoer replied in comment 108:
“… “… arun,
this is all deja-vue, we (maybe without you) discussed this in this blog in
April/May. … I [ Bert Schroer ‘ will ignore this and answer it to the best of my [
Bert Schroer’s ] knowledge
1) Funct5ional integrals are extremely limited …
2) you cannot solve any 2-dim. massive system, even in case it admits a
Lagrangian presentation …
3) Most free fields cannot be characterized as being of Euler-Lagrange type
(above spin 2 I [ Bert Schroer ] do not know any) but their use is perfectly
legitimate in causal perturbation theory (where you only use interaction
polynomials in free fields) although the most important ones can

4) The Lagrangian approach where it works in your sense is an artistic device:
you write something on paper in good faith, develop it in perturbation theory,



see that it does not make sense (the integrals diverge) and
use your hindsight and good physical sense to repair it (renormalization) and
at the end you realize that you have a perfectly reasonable result which however
(if you try to check whether it its into your original functional representation)
fails to satisfies your original functional representation. …
The artistic device of functional integrals (in QM it is mathematical) works
because the whole idea of locality is so strongly incorporated that you cannot fail
to extract the right result (if you have a good covariant formalism which was not
available before 1949). …”.

In my view, Bert Schroer’s reply is only a negative attack on “the old ideas”, and
is NOT responsive to the issue raised then by Arun and now by me:

If the von Neumann algebras of AQFT describe physics as well as “the old ideas”
of the Lagrangian / path integral Standard Model,
then
what are the exact correspondences between von Neumann algebra and the
structures of “the old ideas” ?

Or,
does AQFT in its present state suffer from an ailment similar to that of the
numerous vacua of superstring theory, that is:
are there a lot of von Neumann algebras and nobody in AQFT can identify a
single one that corresponds to the Standard Model ?

From reading Bert Schroer’s hep-th/0610225, it seems to me that the latter is
the case, as he says there:
“… the physical reality of relativistic local quantum matter in Minkowski
spacetime originates from the (modular) positioning of a finite number of copies
of one abstract monade …
The rich content of a quantum field theoretical model including its physical
interpretation (particles, spacetime and inner symmetries, scattering theory….)
is solely encoded in the relative positions of a finite number of its monades …
The requirement is that the positioning should be natural within the logic of
modular operator theory (using the concept of modular inclusions and modular
intersections). For higher than 3 spacetime dimensions the presently known
descriptions still look somewhat
concocted …
there are some still rather vague ideas of how the fact that the S-matrix has the
interpretation
of a relative modular invariant … may be used in model constructions.
They are based on … the hope that its use (i.g. in a perturbative bootstrap-
formfactor program) could have a chance to improve this situation. I [ Bert
Schroer] expect
that by combining some ideas of the old S-matrix approach with this recent
framework of modular wedge localization one will obtain new insights into the
construction of QFT.
It is my [ Bert Schroer’s ] intense impression that … it is not possible to make
progress in
particle physics without a new problematization of the bootstrap-formfactor idea.



…”.

Bert Schoer’s appeal to bootstrap ideas to try to construct models in more than 3
spacetime dimensions indicates to me that AQFT suffers from a problem similar
to that of the many solutions of Superstring Theory:
a large and poorly described Landscape / Swamp of solutions,
with no known correspondence of any of them with the Standard Model.

In the absence of a concrete answer to the question raised by Arun in comment
106 of the “Schroer’s Samizdat” thread and my question in comment 52 of this
thread,
I will plod along using “the old ideas perhaps with slight updating”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

64. A.J.
November 1, 2006

Bert,

I think what Tony was suggesting is that it’s time for someone to write up an
“Introduction to Algebraic QFT for Particle Theorists”, showing how the essential
ideas of effective field theory (regularization, renormalization, anomalies, gauge
symmetries, and perturbative expansions) are interpreted in the “local quantum
physics” framework, in a language suitable for particle physicists. I don’t mean
that one shouldn’t use Tomita-Takesaki theory, of course, but that one should
treat it as something within the grasp of most particle physicists, rather than
claiming that “there is a high entrance fee” to AQFT. The essentials of factors
can be explained to anyone with a basic grasp of Hilbert spaces.

65. steve
November 1, 2006

Chris W: I like your formulation of the crackpot-policing issue in terms of time
allocation. From an econ background, it makes a lot of sense.

If passive ignoring were the only behavior directed at well-credentialed heretics,
though, it wouldn’t be such a striking phenomenon. The aggression or venom
involved in ridiculing, cutting off the funding of, and otherwise ostracizing the
people who keep picking at anomalies almost seems to take as much time as
would be required to address their concerns. I guess the number of active
persecutors relative to passive ignorers is pretty low, though, so your theory still
has a lot of power.

66. Chris W.
November 1, 2006

I, as many physicists do, expect the LHC to clear the way for science soon. (from
Garbage)

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


To the extent that one wants the in question science to be about quantum gravity
and unification, I wonder how much it will help. If the current theoretical
situation allows for millions of potentially applicable models, and fundamental
assumptions remain up in the air as one or the other of the models is refuted by
the data, then we’ll still be groping for a way to narrow the field on other than
purely empirical grounds. (I’m assuming here that the individual models will be
of limited interest by themselves.)

On the other hand, if one is mainly interested in taking the next small steps
beyond Standard Model, with some interesting anomalies to chew on, then a
return to doing science seems more likely…although that depends on what the
LHC turns up.

67. Bert Schroer
November 2, 2006

Dear contributers and readers
When I actively participated in the weblog for the first time in April this year, the
problem of alternatives to ST was an issue of considerable common interest. It
was in that context that I started to mention the algebraic approach to QFT
which most participants have only met (if at all) in the context of chiral theories
or factorizing models (since in both cases there is no Lagrangian Lagrangian
construction of such models) and whose contributions to 4-dim QFT are
meanwhile very impressive and everytime mor constructive and concrete.
I tried to convey a bit about its content but as time went on it got a bit out of
hand and I now realize that a weblog is not the right place. What caused me to
write these lengthy contributions was the lack of a good reference; the book of
Haag which was written in the late 80s as a nice motivating text (and it still
continues to be) which however does not intend to connect readers to the
technical level which would be necessary to reach a working knowledge (not to
mention the impressive progress during the last 2 decades).
I think the lack of a textbook which includes in addition to a presentation of the
concepts also sufficient technical-mathematical details makes any discussion on
a weblog very difficult. Even though there are only very few people working with
these methods, one would hope that this will change in the not so distant future.
Since weblogs are not the right place I will stop right here admitting: mission not
accomplished.

68. Sailor Moon
November 2, 2006

Ha! It looks like Ginsparg will let you make trackbacks to ~his~ papers!

69. Arun
November 2, 2006

While waiting for a up-to-date AQFT textbook, I’d just point out that the nature of
successful scientific theories is that they explain the apparent success and
limitations of previous scientific theories. Thus,in this sense, Special Relativity
contains Newtonian mechanics, General Relativity contains Newtonian



gravitation, and so on.

Anything that claims to supplant the Lagrangian/ path-integral/ perturbation-
theory Standard Model of electro-weak & strong interactions, which is our most
successful theory so far, needs to show how, in the appropriate limit, the
Standard Model emerges.

70. Tony Smith
November 2, 2006

Arun said that if AQFT (or anything else) “… claims to supplant the Lagrangian/
path-integral/ perturbation-theory Standard Model of electro-weak & strong
interactions, which is our most successful theory so far,
[ then it ] needs to show how, in the appropriate limit, the Standard Model
emerges. …”.

Alain Connes is certainly very knowledgeable about von Neumann algebras etc
and
he does take pains to connect his Non-Commutative Geometry (NCG) models to
the Standard Model (although I don’t think that he seems to be opposed to using
Lagrangians etc in his model-building).

In his paper with Chameseddine and Maroclli at hep-th/0610241, Connes says
“… The input of the model is extremely simple. It consists of the choice of a finite
dimensional algebra … a direct sum C + H + H + M3(C)
… geometric considerations on the form of a Dirac operator … lead to the
identification of a subalgebra … of the form C + H + M3(C) …”
(where C = complex numbers, H = quaternions, and M3(C) = 3×3 matrix
algebra).

Is there a way to show how that particular choice of algebra, in the context of
that NCG model,
would correspond to
a particular “(modular) positioning of a finite number of copies of one abstract
monade” from which, according to Bert Schroer’s hep-th/0610225, “the physical
reality of relativistic local quantum matter in Minkowski spacetime originates”
??

If there is, then it would help me to understand AQFT.

If not, then it might still be helpful to know why not,
and what are the difficulties in making such a correspondence.

If Bert can shed any light on that, I would appreciate him making at least one
more appearance on this blog thread to do so.
In any event, I thank Bert for a lot of interesting comments, which I have enjoyed
reading, although I regret that my understanding (although expanded from what
it was before I read) is limited.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


71. Marty Tysanner
November 3, 2006

Bert,

You commented:
I think the lack of a textbook which includes in addition to a presentation of the
concepts also sufficient technical-mathematical details makes any discussion on
a weblog very difficult.

Given your wealth of knowledge and experience, have you considered writing
something like a review article of the “state of the art” of AQFT, complete with
sufficient mathematical content to offer a path for those who might consider it a
serious subject for study? The advantage of an in-depth summary of this kind is
that you would have complete editorial control over the content and style.
Publishing costs are free, and so is the cost to the student…

This would be a significant undertaking, but it would be a potentially lasting
contribution, and one which would have far greater potential to interest the
wider community in the possibilities of AQFT than anything a weblog could offer.
Plus, even if you didn’t have time to finish the article you could post whatever
you have, and that would still offer something of substance to a potential student
of AQFT. Anyway, it’s just a thought…

72. Bert Schroer
November 3, 2006

The situation in the absence of a good pedagogical text is not that desperate as it
appears in my last blog. Different from ST talks and articles often start with
simple historically well-known results and problems. I have never seen a paper
or participated in a talk on AQFT which started with hyperfinite type III_1 factor
algebras, but I already found myself lost in talks (when I missed an early chance
to get away) which started with type II_1 superstrings (with most of the audience
nodding their heads approvingly). So it is not surprising that there are some very
good reviews of some central concepts in AQFT (modular localization, charge
confinement/liberation, local covariance of QFT in CST,…), but reading them
outside the reach of experts may be frustrating because there is nobody whom
you can ask if you get stuck. Certainly a normal weblog like this is not the right
place and it may be worthwhile to think about a better solution.
Concerning the question of writing a book about algebraic methods, I once
started to write some notes but then concluded that a time of rapid changes is
perhaps not the right one. I do intend to return to this project next year (after
having cleared up some pending problems as well as my desk).
What has been a bit frustrating to me is that that people always try to construct
an antagonism between the functional integral approach and the perturbation
theory resulting from AQFT ideas. In my earlier contributions (April-June) I took
great pains to clarify this issue of AQFT being inclusive; renormalized physical
correlation functions just don’t care about the (even mathematically illegitimate)
way you obtain them because you can check their correctness independent of the
sins you committed on the way to obtain them. The number of renormalizable



Lagrangian field theories is quite limited, there is a finite number of abstract
actions and the rest is obtained in terms of families by playing around with
varying numbers of field components (the last classified family was the gauge
theory family which was the only one which possesses the asymptotic freedom
property). But the number of non-Lagrangian families is infinitely larger as the
studied 2-dim. factorizing setting shows. In that case you classify your theories
by its simplest algebraic structure (as in case of chiral theories). I don’t see any
sense in craving for Lagrangian in 4-dim. while living quite comfortably with
algebraic classifications and constructions in lower dimensions.
Concerning contributions to particle physics of people with great mathematical
rigor, insight and talents like Connes and Witten I prefer to be silent because
anything critical I say, as objective as it may be, will be misconstrued as regicide
(whereas in reality I have an immense admiration for their mathematical
knowledge and skills). The furthest I went was in a weblog discussion in (I think)
May at this weblog with an anonymous participant named “the great inquisitor”.
He understood precisely what I wanted to convey and did not misuse it, neither
did anybody else (perhaps I have been just lucky).

73. N. Nakanishi
November 4, 2006

Looking at the discussions between Bert Schroer and the outsiders of Algebraic
QFT, I would like to comment that there is a standpoint in between theirs. I
emphasize that any of non-superstring, non-path integral formalism, and non-
perturbative approach does not necessarily implies Algebraic QFT, that is, there
is the most traditioinal approach, canonical operator formalism of Lagrangian
QFT. Recently, Abe and myself have developed a method for finding the solution
to the canonical operator formalism of QFT in the Heisenberg picture. I believe
that this method is quite natural, and several models have been explicitly solved
by this new method. For a review, see N. N., Prog. Theor. Phys. 111 (2004),
301-337.

74. Chris Oakley
November 5, 2006

Nakanishi-san,

I am not aware of your work, but it sounds interesting and will look it up when I
am in the library next.
I agree with the approach you describe above, although I would like to see the
Lagrangian formalism replaced by something that emanates entirely from
quantum considerations. I am (sort of) working on it…

75. Bert Schroer
November 5, 2006

Noburo
AQFT is a different method of implementing QFT it is not a different theory
which modifies any of the underlying principles of QFT (as ST or LQP). There is
no antagonism and I have tried (without much success) to get this message



across. Fortunately QFT is a totally intrinsic theory (it even contains the
concepts of its own interpretation) and the correctness of a result can be
checked without using the same methods which were used to derive it, it is
definitely not just a bunch of recipes as ST.
There are however problems for which the standard canonical quantization
methods fail. Take e.g. chiral theories, factorizing models, QFT in CST or the
question of computation of localization entropy (which I addressed in two of my
publications). If you know how to deal with those problems in a canonical setting
go ahead and do it; people on this weblog who are reluctant to learn trans-
canonical methods will be thankful.
I think we both are conservative. You are conservative about the formalism
whereas I am extremely conservative about the principles but care less about
what formalism you use to implement them. I have no problems to agree with
your critique of ST , supersymmetry and the so-called noncommutative theory.
all the best
Bert

76. N. Nakanishi
November 5, 2006

Bert:

I do not understand the contents of what you mean by “problems for which the
standard canonical quantization method fails”. In the method of Abe and myself,
the representation of the operator algebra is given by constructing the set of all
Wightman functions for the fundamental fields. If your problems can be discussd
in the Wightman framework, I guess that they can also be dealt with my method.
The important characteristic common to both canonical operator formalism and
Algebraic QFT is the existence of the operator level analysis. Izumi Ojima, my
colleague, who previously established canonical operator formalism of the Yang-
Mills field and is presently working in Algebraic QFT, has recently emphasized
the fundamental importance of avoiding the theories in which the representation
level is directly considered (such as path-integral formalism). I expect that he
makes some comments in this debate.

(By the way, my first name is Noboru.)

77. Bert Schroer
November 6, 2006

Noboru
For the three problems I mentioned previously I do not know how to compute
without using the setting of algebraic QFT.
The Wightman framework may be a nice way to present the structure of QFT, but
I am not aware of any model computation which has been carried out in terms of
them. The nonlinear positivity requirements are just too hard for any explicit
construction and all successful calculations I know start with a Hilbert space and
operators therein.



Particle Physics in Hawaii

November 2, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

This week in Honolulu there’s a major particle physics conference going on, a joint
meeting of the Division of Particles and Fields of the APS, and the Japanese Physical
Society, called the Joint Meeting of Pacific Region Particle Physics Communities.
Slides from the talks have started to appear here.

The conference is huge, with hundreds of talks (for some reason, attending a
conference in Hawaii seems appealing to many people), and I haven’t had time to look
at more than a few of them. Barry Barish gave a talk on international cooperation in
HEP, Dave Schmitz one about the status of MiniBoone, which is “in the endgame” of a
blind analysis of their neutrino experiment, with the black box containing their results
to be opened in the not too distant future.

Lots of talks about string theory, including a plenary talk by Polchinski partly about
AdS/CFT and attempts to use it to get information about QCD, partly about the
landscape and string vacua. There was also a remarkable talk by Wati Taylor entitled
Can String Theory Make Predictions for Particle Physics? Taylor begins by noting that
“If we could do experiments at greater than 1019Gev, answer would probably be Yes”.
“Probably” is different than the usual claims about this… His summary of the current
state of string theory and particle physics goes like this:

• String theory need not make predictions for particle physics below 100 TeV
• We can’t define string theory yet
• The number of suspected solutions is enormous, and growing fast
• Nonetheless, constraints on low-energy physics correlated between calculable

corners of the landscape may lead to predictions
• If not, probably need major conceptual breakthrough to have any possibility of

predictivity for low-energy particle physics
• Raison d’etre for string theory: quantum gravity

I don’t know why he chose 100 TeV here, presumably just because it is probably an
upper-bound on the likely energy scales particle physicists will be able to explore
during the lifetimes of anyone now living. He could just as well have picked a much
higher number. The only hope he sees for getting any kind of prediction using current
versions of string theory is by finding correlations between things like numbers of
generations and gauge groups when you examine large numbers of string vacua (this
is similar to the conclusion reached by Michael Dine, described here). In work with
Michael Douglas, he has found no evidence for this. Taylor also explains that the
standard 10500 number often given for the number of string vacua seems to be a
dramatic underestimate, and that it is even quite possible that the number is infinite
when one takes into account non-geometric compactifications. Fundamentally, his
conclusion seems to be that there is only a vanishingly small hope remaining of
getting any predictions about particle physics out of string theory, so it has to be sold
purely as a theory of quantum gravity, unless a miracle happens.

http://www.dpf2006.org/index.html
http://www.dpf2006.org/index.html
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/indico/confSpeakerIndex.py?confId=3
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/indico/confSpeakerIndex.py?confId=3
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=767&sessionId=221&confId=3
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=767&sessionId=221&confId=3
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=715&sessionId=74&confId=3
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=715&sessionId=74&confId=3
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=746&sessionId=25&confId=3
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=746&sessionId=25&confId=3
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=96&sessionId=168&confId=3
http://www.phys.hawaii.edu/indico/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=96&sessionId=168&confId=3
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=480
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=480


Taylor does make the case that string theory has found potential uses not in
unification, but in studying strongly coupled gauge theory (AdS/CFT) and in
suggesting new structures to try out in model-building. But at this point, he
characterizes low energy physics predictions from string theory as unlikely, their
appearance would just be an “unexpected bonus”. So, I guess the answer to the
question of his title is basically “No”. Despite this, he does end by advertising the
String Vacuum Project and listing the 17 prominent theorists who are asking the NSF
to fund it.

Comments

1. relativist
November 2, 2006

Taylor has an excellent summary of the state of string theory on his webpage at

http://web.mit.edu/physics/facultyandstaff/faculty/washington_taylor.html

He starts off by saying “String theory is currently the most promising candidate
for a framework in which to understand quantum gravity. It is still not possible,
however, to define string theory in a space-time background compatible with the
physics we see around us, and string theory cannot yet be used to make specific
predictions”.

2. JC
November 2, 2006

Peter,

(slightly offtopic)

Was there ever any “landscape” type thing in the days of supergravity, before
string theory (ie. late 70’s and early 80’s)?

(I looked up some old supergravity review papers the other day, and couldn’t find
much resembling the “landscape” silliness).

3. Alejandro Rivero
November 2, 2006

Due to a happy cumulation of circunstances, including or starting from the fact
of the mass of the tau lepton being 1.78 GeV, we happen to have one of the
outsiders of physicsforums giving a talk during a paralell session there. He went
to Polchinski’s, and did a brief comment here

4. King Ray
November 2, 2006

I agree that string theory is currently the most promising candidate for a
framework in which to understand quantum gravity; it keeps promising and

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=467
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=467
http://web.mit.edu/physics/facultyandstaff/faculty/washington_taylor.html
http://web.mit.edu/physics/facultyandstaff/faculty/washington_taylor.html
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?p=1145094#post1145094
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?p=1145094#post1145094


promising, but never delivers.

5. Kea
November 2, 2006

One of the speakers is blogging from the conference here:

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=140402

6. woit
November 2, 2006

Kea and Alejandro,

If people want to discuss this speaker’s talk, they’re encouraged to do so with
him over at PhysicsForums.

JC,
No, there never was anything like the Landscape back in the 70s or 80s. If
anyone had suggested working on classes of models that complicated and
unpredictive I doubt anyone would have taken them seriously.

7. Ralph Q.
November 3, 2006

No, there never was anything like the Landscape back in

I don’t think people knew how, or had the motivation, to study non-susy vacua
back then. Maybe the thrust in that direction came from the definitive
astronomical evidence that the CC is not zero.

8. Carl
November 3, 2006

After the talk by Washington Taylor , one of the questioners started out her query
with “I noticed that you avoided using the “A” word …”

Of course my mind leapt to the possibilities. Antimatter? Axion? Anomaly?
Asymmetry? Atheism? Astronomy? Angular momentum? Algebra? Accuracy?
Adultery? Ab initio? Aardvark?

Apparently the locals knew what was being talked about and the author, dared
by the questioner, used the word “anthropic” in his response. I guess that that’s
a bit of a dirty word among the stringers. This (parallel) talk was well attended
with standing room only.

The Polchinski (plenary) talk had two questions. The first was a request to
comment on Susskind’s alleged suggestion that we could be at the end of physics
in that we are at the “end of the reductionist paradigm”. The speaker wisely
avoided commenting on Susskind, but said he himself does not have a paradigm,
and that serious cosmologists have been worrying about this for >30 years, that
is, what is it that allows life.

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=140402
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=140402


The second question was about the abilitiy of a large extra dimension allowing
solving of the hierarchy problem. He speculated that maybe someone in the
audience knew the answer to this but he didn’t call on me by name (LOL), and
mentioned the embedding of 5-D theories in 10-D.

9. Matti Pitkanen
November 3, 2006

For some mysterious reason Susskind equates the lack of predicitivity with
giving up reductionism. Giving up reductionism in standard sense (reducing
physics to Planck length scale) need not mean lack of predictive power. For
instance, a loss of reductionism in the sense that there exists a hierarchy of
scaled up variants of standard model realized as dark matter hierarchy, does not
mean the loss of predictivity since fractality allows precise predictions using
scaling arguments.

The additional bonus is that there is no need to continue repeating that there is
no empirical input to guide the theoretician. Consider only biology: it serves as
fantastic gold mine of effects if one accepts the possibility that biology is
something more that mere complexity. I dare guess that the historians of physics
will see the dogmatic belief in reductionism as the deepest reason for the recent
crisis in theoretical physics.

10. Tony Smith
November 4, 2006

A potentially useful result that is contrary to conventional wisdom of the physics
community appeared in the Hawaii DPF meeting in a section on Low Energy
Tests of the Standard Model.

A contribution by Goran Senjanovic entitled “Grand unification and proton
decay: fact and fancy” has an abstract that stated:
 “… I review the minimal grand unification based on SU(5) and SO(10) groups,
with and without supersymmetry. I discuss the predictions for the proton decay
and show how they depend crucially on the fermion (and sfermion) masses and
mixings. …”.

Since the conventional view has been for years that proton decay experimental
observations have ruled out SU(5) GUT,
and since I saw no full copy of Senjanovic’s Hawaii contribution,
I looked up his arXiv postings, and found hep-ph/0204311 by Borut Bajc, Pavel
Fileviez Perez, and Goran Senjanovic with an abstract that stated:
“… We systematically study proton decay in the minimal supersymmetric SU(5)
grand unified theory. We find that although the available parameter space of soft
masses and mixings is quite constrained, the theory is still in accord with
experiment. …”.

A couple of years later, coauthor of hep-ph/0204311, Pavel Fileviez Perez, wrote
a paper (with Ilja Dorsner) at hep-ph/0410198 whose abstract stated:
“… We investigate model independent upper bounds on total proton lifetime in
the context of Grand Unified Theories with the Standard Model matter content.



… Our result implies that a large class of non-supersymmetric Grand Unified
models, with typical values alpha_GUT = [about] 1/39, still satisfies experimental
constraints on proton lifetime. …”.

In an even more recent paper, hep-ph/0601023, Pran Nath and Pavel Fileviez
Perez say in section 5.6:
“… In this section we discuss the possibility of finding an upper bound on the
total proton decay lifetime … one may focus on the gauge d = 6 contributions
since all other contributions can be set to zero in searching for upper limits …
any non-supersymmetric theory with alpha_GUT = 1/39 is eliminated if its
unifying scale is bellow 4.9 x 10^13 GeV regardless of the exact form of the
Yukawa sector of the theory.
Further, a majority of non-supersymmetric extensions of the Georgi-Glashow
SU(5) model yield a GUT scale which is slightly above 10^14 GeV.
Hence, as far as the experimental limits on proton decay are concerned, these
extensions still represent viable scenarios of models beyond the SM. …
For example in a minimal non-supersymmetric GUT based on SU(5) the upper
bound on the total proton decay lifetime is …[less than or equal to]… 1.4 x
10^36 years …”.

If non-supersymmetric SU(5) and SO(10) GUT models ARE consistent with
experimental observations,
and
if N=8 supergravity might indeed be finite ( see the thread in this blog citing the
UCLA workshop on 11-15 December 2006 described at
http://www.physics.ucla.edu/tep/workshops/supergravity/index.htm )
then
maybe they could be useful in building a physically realistic unified
theory/model.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – The proton decay ideas of Senjanovic, Perez, et al seem to be independent
of the ideas of Adarkar, Krishnaswamy, Menon, Sreekantan, Hayashi, Ito,
Kawakami, Miyake, and Uchihori expressed in hep-ex/0008074 that experimental
backgrounds in proton decay experiments may have been incorrectly defined,
and that different (and possibly realistic) background definitions would render
experimental results to be consistent with SU(5) and SO(10) etc GUTs. If Adarkar
et al are also correct, then the case for such GUTs is even stronger.

PPS – The UCLA workshop abstract says in part: “… The intimate connection of
N=8 supergravity to N=4 super-Yang-Mills theory will also be discussed. …”.
As is well known, quaternionic structure is key to the special properties of N=4
super-Yang-Mills theory,
and
N=8 supergravity has octonionic structure that may be useful in studying
finiteness of it and related physics models.

11. Not A Nobel Laureate

http://www.physics.ucla.edu/tep/workshops/supergravity/index.htm
http://www.physics.ucla.edu/tep/workshops/supergravity/index.htm
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


November 4, 2006

“The first was a request to comment on Susskind’s alleged suggestion that we
could be at the end of physics in that we are at the “end of the reductionist
paradigm”.

It’s not the end of physics, just the end of Susskind.

12. dir
November 4, 2006

100 Tev may come from the ultra high energy cosmic rays. their energy can be
as high as 10^{19} electron volts, or above, which means a center-of-mass
energy 100 Tev when they hit on protons in the air.



Events

November 4, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

Because of the book, people have contacted me with various requests to do one sort
of event or another, and I’ve agreed to do a few of these. Here’s a list in case any
readers of the blog are interested in showing up and saying hello:

• Monday November 6, 7pm, Princeton University Store. This one is coming up
soon, and it will be interesting to be back at the location of my graduate student
days, doing something I never would have believed was possible if you’d told me
back then that this would happen.

• Thursday November 16, 7pm, University of Minnesota, Campus Atheists and
Secular Humanists.

• Tuesday February 6, 7:30pm Cafe Scientifique, NYC.

Comments

1. anon
November 4, 2006

Very prudent not to do a book signing at Harvard or Stanford 

2. Alejandro Rivero
November 4, 2006

Princeton seems risky enough to me 

Btw, Peter, if during your signing tours you are pressed by Squarers of the Circle
and they have some kind of formulae beyond 1% experimental agreement,
remember I collect such, do not hesitate to pass them my email (sounds as a
good excuse to get free of them, too).

3. Peter Woit
November 4, 2006

I encourage people with the kinds of interest Alejandro describes to, in the
interest of efficiency, bypass me and contact him directly…

4. anthropologist
November 4, 2006

The book signing on Monday sounds like it could be worth attending. Is that
gonna be just about the book, or other things as well that have transpired since
that time?

5. Peter Woit

http://www.pustore.com/SiteText.aspx?id=2538
http://www.pustore.com/SiteText.aspx?id=2538
http://www.cashumn.org/events.php?day=16&month=11&year=2006
http://www.cashumn.org/events.php?day=16&month=11&year=2006
http://www.cashumn.org/events.php?day=16&month=11&year=2006
http://www.cashumn.org/events.php?day=16&month=11&year=2006
http://www.sciencecafenyc.org/Home.html
http://www.sciencecafenyc.org/Home.html


November 4, 2006

anthropologist,

I’ll probably be talking a bit about what’s in the book, but mainly about how the
book came to be and what is going on now. Also, it depends a lot on the
audience. I’ll try and discuss whatever they seem most interested in.

6. M
November 4, 2006

for Alejandro from M-theory: g2^2 = sinThetaW cosThetaW

7. luke
November 5, 2006

so atheists are against strings

8. Who
November 5, 2006

luke: so atheists are against strings

I expect you’re joking, and it’s ridiculous to generalize that broadly but
to make the obvious point: it is also possible that atheists are
interested in knowing how things actually are and want
to make up their own minds about it.

Peter’s book was #3 on the UK amazon physics bestseller list this morning
when I looked just now. It often is near top among all physics books, still after
being out in UK market for over five months. The book clearly has sales potential
and should be worth doing some talks and signings to promote.

9. Alejandro Rivero
November 5, 2006

to M:
:-DDD. Nah, you probably mean the criteria in formulae (10.6) of the pgd review.

But indeed if someone likes to indulge in such games, email directly me, not to
Peter, at al.rivero in my gmail.com account.

10. Thomas Love
November 5, 2006

Recieved a mailing from Scientific American Book Club which has NEW on the
list of available books. TWP was in last month’s mailer.
It is cheaper than what I paid, but I’ve already read it so the extra money was
worth it.

11. M
November 6, 2006

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2006/reviews/stanmodelrpp.pdf
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2006/reviews/stanmodelrpp.pdf


maybe sW cW = g2^2 seems too good to be true, but has nothing to do with the
usual definition of the weak angle as function of the ratio g2/g1 (reexpressed in
(10.6) of PDG in terms of observables).

To avoid that this gets deleted as off-topic numerology, let me try a strategy that
was quite successful in the old good pre-Woit era:

The prediction sW cW = g2^2 is conjectured to result (in the Neveu-Ramond
twisted formalism) from the Suguwara-Witten affine Lie algebra developed by
generalized super-M theory compactified on toric varieties of weighted complex
projective spaces associated with reflexive polyhedra.

12. Tommaso Dorigo
November 7, 2006

Hi Peter,

as far as events are concerned: I’m sure you know this already, but just in case
you don’t, there is a Discover.com online chat with Lisa Randall next Thursday
11/9 at 2pm,
“and the focus is string theory. Your insights would be valuable to this dialogue”
recites the email I just got from a Coco Ballantyne, inviting me to participate.

Can’t help laughing at my “insight” into string theory. But I will give the chat a
look!

Cheers,
T.

13. Peter Woit
November 7, 2006

Tommaso,

I got the same e-mail. Not sure if I’ll have time to tune into this, we’ll see.

14. whoman
November 12, 2006

Peter,
I’m a sciambookclub.com memeber and at last they have your book in the club
magazine. Below are the last two lines of the magazine review:
“String theorists, who have invested most of their careers to the topic, are loath
to abandon it – and some have criticized Woit in distinctly unprofessional terms.”
“In the face of many books from enthusiasts for string theory, NOT EVEN
WRONG presents the other side of the story.”

Of course I have put in my order.

15. Thomas
February 19, 2007



Hi

after reading your great book, it is absolut clear that string theory is a religion,
with the “flying string monster”, formerly known as flying spaghetti monster
(www.venganza.org), as their good 

Regards

16. Thomas Larsson
February 20, 2007

The previous poster is not me. Aren’t family names meant to be used?



String Wars, Part Deux

November 4, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Yesterday at the KITP in Santa Barbara, George Johnson gave a second talk and led a
discussion on the subject of the “String Wars”. The rather remarkable first session
was discussed here, here and here. This time people were much better behaved, and
the main topic was the media coverage of physics in general, and the past history of
the media interest in string theory, and what effects this might have had.

Johnson has put on his web-site copies of various articles from the NYTimes about
string theory. The first mention of superstrings was in a piece by Walter Sullivan back
in May 1985, just a few months after the “First Superstring Revolution” really got
going. This piece included cautionary comments from C.N. Yang about the lack of
even “a single experimental hint” and from Michael Green that “I’ve seen many
bandwagons come and go.” Interestingly, already at this time the main suggested test
of string theory was astrophysical or cosmological, with the Times referring to a
recent Nature article about the possibility of seeing effects of the “shadow matter”
that one gets from the other E8 in the E8 x E8 model popular back then (and still
popular to this day).

Much of the KITP discussion concerned what effect news stories and popular books
promoting string theory have had, with several people noting that they think they
have been responsible for the large number of students they have seen wanting to do
graduate work in string theory. Someone in the audience also pointed out that the
continual use of the modifier “super” seems to get people’s attention, with students
showing up wanting to study “supersymmetry” even though they didn’t know what it
was, and it was much harder to get them interested in, say, “diffractive scattering.”

The latest Nature Physics has a fairly sensible editorial (Tied Up With String?) about
the string theory controversy. Popular promotion of string theory continues today at
Stanford, where the Wonderfest Festival of Science is featuring Raphael Bousso and
Leonard Susskind discussing “Is the World Made of Strings?”

Comments

1. Kea
November 4, 2006

The second Johnson talk was positively dull compared to the first. I found myself
nodding off. And what’s the big deal with a 1000ft vertical of ice? That’s not that
high.

2. Kris Krogh
November 5, 2006

“. . .the continual use of the modifier ‘super’ seems to get people’s attention,

http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/resident/johnson3/
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/resident/johnson3/
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http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/george-johnson-at-kitp.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/george-johnson-at-kitp.html
http://asymptotia.com/2006/10/27/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-v/
http://asymptotia.com/2006/10/27/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-v/
http://sanacacio.net/string/
http://sanacacio.net/string/
http://www.nature.com/nphys/journal/v2/n11/full/nphys460.html
http://www.nature.com/nphys/journal/v2/n11/full/nphys460.html
http://wonderfest.org/
http://wonderfest.org/


with students showing up wanting to study ‘supersymmetry’ even though they
didn’t know what it was. . .”

That’s how you win in the “free marketplace of ideas.” Advertising.

3. Bee
November 5, 2006

Hi Kris,

exactly. 1000ft or not, Steve Giddings made a very important comment. Founding
agencies care about media coverage. That’s not good but likely true. I also find
public outreach an essential part of science, but its not good to distribute
research grants according to the efforts invested in advertisement. Something is
going wrong there…

Best,

B.

4. Kea
November 6, 2006

No offence to Steve Giddings intended. In reality, he is quite a nice guy.

5. Tony Smith
November 7, 2006

The blog of Christine Dantas now contains only format material, and this
statement

“Monday, November 06, 2006
The end.
I’ll only leave the post by Daniele Oriti on his upcoming book on Quantum
Gravity and on his current research.”

and the post by Daniele Oriti which discusses, inter alia,
“… Group Field Theory … as field theories describing the quantum dynamics of
the fundamental discrete building blocks of (quantum) space … they offer an
altogether new perspective on the issue of the continuum approximation and on
the emergence of a continuum spacetime. … It is the problem of showing that in
certain situations (to be identified) the fundamental ‘atoms of space’ described
by some GFT -condense-, so that a continuum spacetime emerges as a sort of
liquid …”,
which ideas sound very interesting to me.

Christine, thanks very much for leaving up the interesting ideas of Daniele Oriti,
and also thanks for an interesting blog as well as comments to other blogs.
I also liked very much Pedro’s “Outer Space”.

Your contributions will be missed, and I hope that you will come back when you
want to.



Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

6. urs
November 7, 2006

the continual use of the modifier ’super’ seems to get people’s
attention, with students showing up wanting to study ’supersymmetry’
even though they didn’t know what it was

Are students also lured into solid state physics this way? By superconductors? Or
by superfluidity? Maybe by the desire to learn about the supersolid state of
helium? Maybe even by studies of superconducting superfluids?

7. Who
November 7, 2006

Christine, thanks very much for leaving up the interesting ideas of
Daniele Oriti,
and also thanks for an interesting blog as well as comments to other
blogs.
…

Your contributions will be missed, and I hope that you will come back
when you want to.

I share Tony’s sentiments.

Thanks for a beautiful and informative blog, Christine. Sorry it got too
troublesome. I hope we continue seeing you here and at physics forums.

8. Peter Woit
November 7, 2006

Christine explains why she closed up her blog here:

http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=1153475&postcount=13

and a copy of Schroer’s latest that she mentions is here:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/schroer2.pdf

I’m sad to see what happened here. Her blog was an excellent example of a
positive contribution and one of the best in this are. The fact that the controversy
over string theory made it so difficult for her to keep doing what she was doing,
mainly about LQG, without getting caught up in an environment she didn’t have
the temperament for, is very unfortunate.

9. Bee
November 7, 2006

Hi Peter:

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=1153475&postcount=13
http://www.physicsforums.com/showpost.php?p=1153475&postcount=13
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/schroer2.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/schroer2.pdf


Thanks for the link to PF, it makes me feel slightly better. I just sent Christine a
long email apologizing for my last comment. I feel really bad about it since it
seems I did upset her quite a lot. I can’t even remember exactly what I wrote,
just that I didn’t like the insulting side remarks in Schroer’s paper, that this is
not going to solve any problem, and that it surprised me she would post this
writing. 1/2 hour later there were several other comments whose exact content I
can’t recall, and a last comment from Christine saying it’s been enough, or
something.

It makes me very sad to see her go, since her blog has been very balanced on
various topics, and I’ve always liked to read it. On the other hand, I can relate to
her problem with the journalist… – and I guess most of you around here know
that at some point it just takes too much time, and effort, to set every
misconception straight, and one wonders whether it’s worth it.

I also want to add for those of you who follow the so-called string wars only via
the media and the internet: the picture you get from what is actually happening
is badly distorted. There is some truth in what is written, but for most of the time
we get along pretty well and peacefully, and just do our research. How it comes
across in journal articles, or blogs, is like putting magnifying glasses on a spot on
your nose and then getting obsessed about it.

Yes, there’s some discussion about where the money goes and how to hire
people, but that discussion has always been there, and probably will always be
there, unless some government realizes that theoretical physics needs a grant
increase of at least two orders of magnitude. Yes, there are reasons not to like
string theory, there are also reasons not to like LQG, but there’s no reason to
retreat to name-calling and insults. If anything, I’d wish we’d focus on our
similarities, the scientific goals that we want to achieve, the reason why we went
to study physics in the first place.

I think, this was roughly the last sentence of my comment on Christine’s blog.

Best regards,

Sabine

10. Bert Schroer
November 7, 2006

I have participated in this blog for a couple of month always trying to stick to
physics, I think almost all my contributions had a physics content. Having been
insulted by anonymous bloggers and by you know who, I have nevertheless stuck
to the scientific content.
Please will anybody let me know where in my last contribution I insulted
somebody? I break taboos (but so does the owner of this blog), but this has
nothing to do with insults. Bee, you have all the advantages of anonimity on your
side which I do not enjoy, please let me know the insult I committed so I can
correct this or appologize.

11. Tony Smith



November 7, 2006

Peter linked to Christine’s explanation of why she ended her blog. In it, she said
that she
does “… not have the right temperament for “living in the blogosphere”.. …”.

It reminds me of a scene in the movie Batman in which Joker (Jack Nicholson)
says about Gotham City:
“Decent people shouldn’t live here. They’d be happier someplace else.”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Bee said “… most of the time we get along pretty well and peacefully, and
just do our research …”. That does not apply to those of us who are blacklisted
by arXiv,
unless Bee considers blacklistees to be outcast nonpersons.

12. Bert Schroer
November 7, 2006

I sent a corrected version of my paper to Peter, and I am sure that if he will be
back from his book presentation tour he will do the change. According to my best
knowledge neither version contains insults. The new version has some more
remarks about the history of the recent great profound discoveries of the
implementation of diffeomorphism covariance and the sufficient condition for
obtaining diffeomorphism invariance. The story starts with the construction of
the local covariant energy-momentum tensor by Wald and reaches its present
culmination in the two papers I cite (unfortunately not my own!). I am a particle
physicists and the advanced particle physics methods have impressed me more
than anything else. Is that insulting to the Perimeter or to KITP?

13. Bee
November 7, 2006

Dear Bert,

Yes. I did not say your paper had no physics content, and I am aware of your
contributions, which are interesting in many regards.

I made it explicitly clear that I was not referring to the scientific part of your
text. What I can’t approve of are general and unbalanced accusations of ‘mass
psychosis’, ‘mass cult’, ‘the scientific version of Stalinism’ and ‘faith based
mantra’, etc. This is just plain insulting for many string theorists, who are highly
qualified serious researchers. A picture of string theorists being blind
worshippers of some mass cult is as far off of reality as that of ‘alternatives’
eating muesli and reading Faust. Both of which are prejudices that I don’t want
to see distributed, no matter what reason you have to justify your claims: it’s not
going to help matters — if anything it will increase the gap that I sense dividing
our community (meaning: theoretical physicists). If we are going to disagree, we
should stay on scientific ground.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Dear Tony,

There are definitely things at odds in the way science is pursued today, and the
arxiv policies are a mystery not only to you. Regarding the question whether the
community today does too easily ‘outcast nonpersons’, Lee Smolin makes some
good points in his book there. Yes, these are issues that we should work on, but
not by calling other’s theories crackpotism or faith based science. This is not
constructive. My remark above referred to the fact that the string theorists I
have met are not more or less weird, aggressive, naive or stubborn than
theoretical physicists of other research directions (and I should add, there is
more to theoretical physics than strings and loops).

What bothers me, and you can already see this from this comment section, is
that name-calling gets far more attention than any kind of constructive criticism.
E.g. to come back to the original topic of Peter’s post: how come there’s been so
little discussion of this second part, but an enormous fuss about the first one? In
this second part there were some important (though hardly new) points raised:
as I wrote above, Steve pointed out that founding agencies might care about the
media coverage – this is certainly of some concern. Someone mentioned (what
I’ve also pointed out before), that the ‘string wars’ currently are a very US-
centered phenomenon. Then there was a very interesting contribution about
whether or not such media coverage as on the string-issue today does influence
young students. And if it does influence, in which way, etc.

Best,

B.

PS: Bee, you have all the advantages of anonimity on your side which I do not
enjoy,

My name is Sabine Hossenfelder, as you can easily find out from my blog. You get
plenty of details about me by googling my name. In fact, I do think that
anonymity is one of the big problems in this equation. E.g. it seems to me that
there are only a hand full of people echoing always the same silly sentences (it’s
quite ironing that George Johnson began his first talk trying to make that point
but nobody was really listening, they were all too busy echoing).

14. Kris Krogh
November 7, 2006

Hi urs,

The “supers” you cite are not theories, but physical phenomena that are actually
above others. The theories for these things have not-so-exciting names like
“BCS.”

I think marketing considerations do go into the naming of some theories, a
classic example being “quintessence.”

15. Christine Dantas



November 7, 2006

There is one thing that I would like to point out in this discussion. Bert Schroer
was absolutely not responsible for the ending of my blog! I encourage everyone
interested to read his paper. It is a polemical paper, yes. But it does have
important scientific comments that are deserved to be widely read and studied.

I pointed out over at PF that one of the reasons that I decided to end the blog
was that I was not having a good time dealing with polemics. So after posting
Bert’s paper over at my blog, this feeling that I just was tired of dealing with
polemics came out and I decided it was time to stop. This was a process that was
already happening for some time.

So, my last word on this issue here is: I appreciate Bert Schroer’s criticism on
string theory and his paper should be read with care. I do think there are some
points that he could have written differently, but that’s not what matters here.

I publicaly apologize to Bert Schroer in the case that this was the impression I
have given (that he was responsible for my decision to end my blog). Not at all.

Best wishes,
Christine

16. Bee
November 7, 2006

and isn’t it ironic…

17. Bert Schroer
November 7, 2006

Dear Sabine,
Now I know who you are (inasmuch as this is possible from weblogs). There is a
generation gap between us. I have seen impressive progress in particle physics
when there was no necessity to think about sociological aspects of science and
nobody (myself included) would use the style of communication as nowadays in
weblogs but even in papers, whereas you have grown up already in this deep
crisis of particle physics in the times of market values.
I spend 6 years under Stalinism (my neighboor in school was Helmut Karasek).
When we use the adjective “Stalinist” nowadays we mean total reality denial
coupled with the internalized belief that the worse things get so much the better
the glorious destination. I know that we have entered such a situation in physics,
I am not saying this to insult you or anybody else. People can be very intelligent
and serious and nevertheless being misled. Seriousness and intelligence are of
course necessary but by themselves no guaranty for innovative insights. You
misunderstood me completely if you think that I am denying the intelligence and
dedication to people in ST or LQG for that matter.
I used to think that hype, mass psychosis and collective delusion can only occur
outside of science (Nazism, Stalin ism.. can be updated) but never in science.
Well this is not true; we were only lucky that it hit us so late (see the remarks of
Phil Anderson). If you feel that this does not concern or affect you that is fine,



then just forget it and look at the scientific aspects. Maybe you can see that the
scientific world is not yet completely dominated by those communities which are
doing their best to steer particle physics into their barren mono cultures, but
there are still some concrete individuals (which Smolin describes abstractly),
which are not only in the possession of an underlying philosophy, but also have
very balanced harmonizing conceptual and technical skills (as in the good times
of Feynman. Schwinger…), but maybe not for long anymore; they cannot be
globalized and they cannot have descendants.

18. Christine Dantas
November 7, 2006

Hi Bee,

Yes, it is ironic… That’s a blogostuff fever I suppose….

And again, to make it clear: No one is responsible for the ending of my blog,
except myself. I openly apologize to anyone who believe that I have damaged
them for some reason, and that includes you, Bee.

I have created the blog and I have destroyed it. It was just a blog. It was useful,
nice, interesting? Good, I am happy I did something useful in this life! Now it’s
gone, like many things in life I suppose…

All the best,
Christine

19. Bee
November 7, 2006

Dear Bert,

Thanks for this statement. Please understand that in my perception your writing
can easily be misunderstood as being insulting, even if you didn’t mean it to.

whereas you have grown up already in this deep crisis of particle physics in the
times of market values.

Well, there will always be parts of science that flourish and others that people
loose interest in because it doesn’t seem to go anywhere. So far I haven’t
considered myself as growing up in a scientific crisis. As you also say, if there’s a
crisis then it is not simply one of scientific research, but a much more general
one. Many of the concerns about ethic values, or competition on the
‘marketplace of xxxx’, people blindly following fashions, etc definitely aren’t
specific for string theory, just apply them to any other field you can think of, from
politics to the cosmetic industry.

If you feel that this does not concern or affect you that is fine, then just forget it
and look at the scientific aspects.

It does certainly concern and affect me, otherwise I wouldn’t be here spending



my time writing this comment. I just think it would be better to disentangle the
sociological criticism from the actual research.

Best,

B.

PS: My comment from above overlapped with yours, so I hadn’t read your
comment when I wrote mine.

20. Arun
November 7, 2006

Of the three – “hype, psychosis and collective delusion”, I think the only one
applicable to string theory is hype. Since Stalinism and Nazism involved physical
coercion of their opponents, they are utterly inapplicable and inappropriate to
physics. Perhaps a more appropriate analogy, if one needs to be found, is that of
a stock market bubble. It is not necessary to elaborate on the analogy.

This : http://www.floor.nl/ebiz/gartnershypecycle.htm
is an even better analogy, in my opinion.

It is a pity that Christine Dantas decided to end her blog. But, Bee, don’t feel
badly.

21. Bee
November 7, 2006

Dear Christine:

My rather cryptic line from above referred to a typo in my earlier comment —
obviously, it didn’t mean to write ‘ironing’…  There’s no need to apologize, and
I don’t feel specifically damaged. I hope this is the right decision for you, and
you’ll be around. Best,

B.

22. Christine Dantas
November 7, 2006

Hi Bee,

I am alleviated that you are OK. I am also OK, and I believe Bert Schroer is OK
as well. Peter Woit, are you OK? Good! So everything and everyone seem to be in
their proper places. Good!

Now you can continue. 

Christine

23. Bert Schroer
November 7, 2006

http://www.floor.nl/ebiz/gartnershypecycle.htm
http://www.floor.nl/ebiz/gartnershypecycle.htm


Arun
O.K. Stalinism killed people, whereas in particle physics only careers but not
opponents of the dominating fad are destroyed. I think hype alone could not do
that, but let us get back to work.

24. TheGraduate
November 7, 2006

Bert,
One of the sad but unavoidable things about science on a limited budget is that
someone’s career is going to get ‘destroyed’. Someone, somewhere, is going to
have to quit and leave science. It might happen in high school, or graduate
school or somewhere along the tenure track. But it more or less has to happen
somewhere.
Given that physics jobs are neither being created nor destroyed but only
transformed from one form to another, I have often been confused about what
element of this string theory debate isn’t just a isolated power struggle between
different physicists. On the one hand you have string theorists who are
presumably trying to make advances in theoretical physics. On the other hand,
you have other non-string theorists who feel the same way and are doing the
same thing. Where is the symmetry broken?
You could call what the string theorists are doing similar to Stalinism (ie
organization for malicious purposes) or you can call it Fordism (after Ford of
Ford motor cars, or organization for positive and effective purposes).

25. Tony Smith
November 7, 2006

Bee said “… What bothers me … is that name-calling gets far more attention
than any kind of constructive criticism. …”.

Maybe the lack of constructive criticism is a direct consequence of the validity of
Feynman’s criticism:
“… I don’t like it that they’re not calculating anything. … why are the masses of
the various particles such as quarks what they are? All these numbers … have no
explanations …”.

If superstrings predicted a quark mass and LQG predicted a different quark
mass,
then
the old physics process of comparison with experiment (which old process did
lead to the last Big Thing in theoretical particle physics, the Standard Model)
could settle the question of which (if either) model is realistic.

In the absence of what Feynman wanted, the only thing left for superstrings and
LQG in their fight for funds is to engage in “name-calling”.
Further,
if an alternative model DOES produce realistic numbers, the only way they can
fight for funds against it is to “outcast” alternative model-builders as
“nonpersons”.



Therefore, it seems to me that, given human nature,
and the present state of superstring and LQG models (which get about 90% and
10%, respectively, of the theoretical particle physics funding in the USA),
it is inevitable
“… that name-calling gets far more attention than any kind of constructive
criticism. …”
and
that blacklisting exists.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

26. nontrad
November 8, 2006

An unfortunate turn of events….

With repeated mention of the ‘good old days’ (calculation and so forth) it seems
that this situation reiterates, in a round about way, the argument we’ve heard
many times before: Data!

My 2 cents, physics has always been about data; data historically drove the most
remarkable results…and I, for one, am convinced that it will again. Maybe not
tomorrow, but one of these days.

In the mean time, I suppose it’s a question of waiting this situation out.
Hopefully, we won’t let the tension get to us. The waiting room can be so boring.

In any event, all the best and best regards to you Christine.

27. Tony Smith
November 8, 2006

nontrad said “… physics has always been about data …”.

That is true, and experiments are still providing relevant important data.
For example,
as Tomaso Dorigo said on his blog at http://dorigo.wordpress.com/ by post dated
26 October 2006:
“… WZ production discovered!
… Yesterday the CDF collaboration blessed a new result on electroweak physics:
the measurement of cross section of the production of WZ pairs. …
we want to test the Standard Model … in [ all ] the available realm of predictions
it makes. The rarer a process, the better the chances that something does not
agree with the theory …
Now that we start seeing the very rare standard model processes yielding multi-
leptons … we still see no new physics …”.

In short,
new data is coming out, and it confirms the Standard Model,
with no non-Standard-Model-stuff like the supersymmetry of superstring theory.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/


The superstring and LQG models are not failing to meet Feynman’s standards for
want of data.
They are failing to meet Feynman’s standards because,
even after decades of work by many very smart people,
they have failed to produce calculations that describe ANY of the particle
masses, force strengths, Kobayashi-Maskawa parameters, much less to predict
the WZ results stated by Tomaso Dorigo.

That indicates to me that alternative approaches should be given substantial
support.

I would prefer that superstring and LQG funding remain level on the chance that
maybe somehow those workers might some day figure out a way to do some of
the calculations that Feynman wanted,
and
that new money be appropriated for alternative approaches.

The quest for new money for high energy physics theory alternative approaches
should (in my opinion)
be as important as the quest for new money for high energy experiments such as
the ILC.

Since the amounts of new money needed for theory are far less than the amounts
needed for such things as the ILC,
it should be at least as easy to get additional theory money as to get ILC money.
Perhaps the theory increase could be folded into ILC proposals.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – Now that the Democrats have won control of the USA House of
Representatives,
Dennis Hastert ( Illinois Republican ) will probably be replaced as Speaker of the
House by Nancy Pelosi ( California Democrat ).
The USA high energy experimental community has strongly advocated an Illinois
(Fermilab) site for the ILC, in large part to get support of Hastert as Speaker of
the House.
Maybe the USA high energy experimental community should rethink its
advocacy of an Illinois site in favor of a California site, which is not only the
home of Speaker-to-be Pelosi, but is also on the Pacific Coast and therefore
possibly more acceptable to other Pacific nations such as Japan.

28. M
November 8, 2006

TheGraduate,

speculations about quantum gravity have been fruitless: this causes struggles
among physicists. In healthy fields (like cosmology, neutrinos and hopefully
particle physics in 2010) struggles are about physics.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


29. urs
November 8, 2006

The “supers” you cite are not theories, but physical phenomena

The “supers” I cited were names for properties. So is the “super” in
“supersymmetry”.

I think marketing considerations do go into the naming of some
theories, a classic example being “quintessence.”

I agree, that’s a good example (since it is such a bad example: what a horrible
term).
Whether similar considerations made people say “super” instead of “graded”
back in the old days I can’t say. But I am somehow doubting it.

I know that, as a a student, I found the plethora of “supers” in physics appaling.
(But then, that’s also my reaction to most kinds of advertisement, so maybe there
is a point 

30. Bert Schroer
November 8, 2006

The “super” in superconductivity and superfluidity has the meaning of “ultra”
(trans, alem) whereas in supersymmetry it is hegemony, arrogance and
domination; this was its only purpose and everybody knows that. It in no way
goes beyond symmetry and contains it in a limit or by a phase transition. Once
such a misleading name has been given and used for some time it cannot be
changed (the word “string” in string theory is another case, from the point of
view of quantum localization it still continues to be point-like localized, it has
many more degrees of freedom as the irreducible object of QFT which is a free
field). I wish Urs would stop posting such nonsense on this weblog which after all
is dedicated to a critical evaluation of string theory and not about stupid names.
Peter, can you please finally exchange the first version of my draft (the one which
I sent to yesterday); on a server I could make a replacement on my own, but here
I cannot do it. My original purpose (when I dedicated it to the anniversary of
Christine’s weblog) was to present a profound analysis of all the claims in ST (I
think I did not forget any) in order to get a scientific discussion going and I
thought that this would have been a good place because it is also visited by LQG
researchers. All the people who bothered her should address me directly after
having red the corrected version (which I again kindly ask Peter to post).

31. anon
November 8, 2006

Bert,

“but there are still some concrete individuals (which Smolin describes
abstractly), which are not only in the possession of an underlying philosophy, but
also have very balanced harmonizing conceptual and technical skills (as in the
good times of Feynman. Schwinger…), but maybe not for long anymore; they



cannot be globalized and they cannot have descendants.”

Could you give us some names please just to make things concrete?

32. TheGraduate
November 8, 2006

As far as I know, Smolin named names but maybe I don’t know quite what you
mean … he had names like Penrose and Rovelli and others.

33. Bert Schroer
November 8, 2006

Anon
you just have to look at the updated last section of my paper (which Peter
hopefully will substitute today). A fascinating story started at the beginning of
the 90s by Bob Wald’s work about how to define the correct energy-momentum
tensor in QFT in CST and culminated tentatively in startling results about
diffeomorphism- covariance and its expected quantum invariance. The story is
certainly continuing and I (as somebody with a particle physics background) am
very excited about it. It is completely within an (albeit advanced, you may not
like this) particle physics (QFT) setting and does not create those large distances
with particle physics as we know it from the other approaches. It is certainly
closer to LQG than to string theory (that was the reason why I thought that
Christine’s weblog would have been a good place) if only the LQG people would
notice it. Just be patient for a couple of hours.

34. Bee
November 8, 2006

oh no! I lost my comment… what a waste of time… what was I about to say? …
I’ll try again…

Dear Tony,

high energy particle physics just might not be the way to proceed. Imo it’s
currently much more promising to focus on cosmology/astrophysics. We already
have evidence for physics that can’t be explained within the standard model, the
data is good, and getting better every year. If you think about it, collider
experiments aren’t exactly the smartest thing do to. It’s like examining leftovers
of a car accident and trying to figure out what the driver ordered for dinner the
evening before. Yes, that might not be good news for particle physicists, and yes,
everything was better in the old days, when we were all younger, when the
gasoline was less expensive, and the music was still music, but that’s the way life
goes.

it is inevitable “… that name-calling gets far more attention than any kind of
constructive criticism. …”

It is not. Name-calling is a cheap and easy way to get attention, whereas
constructive criticism requires time and thought. Blogs seem to favor an



atmosphere of fast and unreflected comments and reward upsetting statements
far more than qualified opinions. Unfortunately, this is more and more used by
the media – in print as well as online – to strongly polarize discussion and to
artificially enhance disagreements that otherwise wouldn’t excite anybody. This
then feeds back into the discussion in an upward spiral.

You decide for yourself what you pay attention to. That’s a good starting point I’d
say.

Best,

B.

PS: If that comment vanishes again in virtual Nirwana, I give up.

35. Bert Schroer
November 8, 2006

Maybe Bee, but I do not see how you can base your Astrophysics/Cosmology on
such a shaky particle physics basis as we have now (i.e. how you can live with
everytime more precise astrophysical observations and a shaky basis of
fundamental interactions which according to you does not need improvements).
I like your comparisions with car crashes but none of the big car-manufacturers
would sell anything without the security improvements of controlled car crashes.
The LHC may not do miracles expected by ST (perhaps less so by LQG), but at
least the hope to close some of the open ends seems to me realistic.

36. Tony Smith
November 8, 2006

Bee quoted me out of context as saying “it is inevitable “… that name-calling gets
far more attention than any kind of constructive criticism. …””
and
then hit the out-of-context straw man by saying “It is not. …”.

The very important omitted context was
“given human nature,
and the present state of superstring and LQG models (which get about 90% and
10%, respectively, of the theoretical particle physics funding in the USA),
it is inevitable
“… that name-calling gets far more attention than any kind of constructive
criticism. …””.

In that context, I stand by my statement because:

1 – Human nature in fights over funding in the present-day USA, where money is
GOD, is that anything goes. Just as in political campaigns (for example the
Tennessee Senate race), name-calling etc can be very effective. In fact, the
physics funding fights look a lot like political campaigns.

2 – The present state of superstring and LQG models is that neither of them can



make any substantive particle physics predictions, so that “constructive
criticism” fails because neither class of models has any concrete particle physics
calculations that can be constructively criticized. As John Baez said in a blog
comment on Ars Mathematica:

“… The unpleasant nature of the whole extended argument can be seen as a
collective cry of agony on the part of physicists trying and – so far – failing to find
a theory that goes beyond the Standard Model and general relativity. Both string
theorists and their opponents are secretly miserable over this failure. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

37. Bee
November 8, 2006

Dear Bert,

how you can live with everytime more precise astrophysical observations and a
shaky basis of fundamental interactions which according to you does not need
improvements).

I never said that our basis of fundamental interactions does not need
improvement. This is not my opinion. I said that I find it very possible that
astrophysical/cosmological data can give us the clues that collider physics hasn’t
yet delivered.

The LHC may not do miracles expected by ST (perhaps less so by LQG), but at
least the hope to close some of the open ends seems to me realistic.

Yes. There’s a reason why I’ve worked on LHC physics for the last years.

Dear Tony,

sorry for cutting your sentence in a confusing place. I still disagree with you.
Human nature in fights over funding in the present-day USA, where money is
GOD, is that anything goes. […] the physics funding fights look a lot like political
campaigns. . Indeed, but there’s no reason to throw hands up and say: well, it’s
in the human nature to adore money as GOD, and its inevitable to retreat to
name-calling, that’s just how we are. Maybe my picture of humankind is just
much more optimistic, or call it naive, but I don’t believe it’s actually money that
we are searching for — Instead, it’s what we think it represents. Especially in the
scientific community we should be able to realize that on the long run the winner
won’t be the one who has the best rhetorical skills. Everything else is
shortsighted, and hinders progress. Think future. Sadly enough, I agree on what
Baez said.

Best,

B.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


38. r hofmann
November 8, 2006

Sabine, I agree with Bert when he says that particle physics is in a deep crisis
considering the huge industry that went into virtually no gain of robust
knowledge and deep understanding over the last twenty years. Your present
opinion reminds me of my first three postdoc years when I didn’t see anything
wrong either in scientifically dealing with extra dimensions, susy and the like. In
my case I only slowly started to develop a belly ache about what was happening
around me, slowly but steadily. I would say people like Bert naturally have a
more global view on things because of their richer experience. My opinion is that
in Bert’s case this experience serves constructively and courageously to change
things for the better, he has demonstrated his scientific and social integrity in a
number of ways …

Viele liebe Gruesse von Ralf

P.S.: Schon mal was mit selbstdualen Yang-Mills-Feldern, Donaldson-Invarianten,
der Poincare-Vermutung, oder dem dreidimensionalen Ising-Modell zu tun
gehabt?

39. Tony Smith
November 8, 2006

Bee says that her “… picture of humankind is just much more optimistic …”.

I hope that Bee is right and I am wrong.

I would like very much to see (especially in the scientific community) that

competition is among IDEAS ( all relevant ideas being considered ) with the
outcome being decided by comparison with experiments

rather than

among people saying things like “You know, if you know Lee [Smolin], it’s
because he wants our money. It’s because he doesn’t have it that he wants to cut
us down. …” (quote from a KITP person in the first Johnson String Wars talk)
with the outcome being decided by dictates of authority / political power.

Maybe my relatively dark view is colored by my experiences.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

40. anonymous
November 8, 2006

Bee, what is the “evidence in cosmology/astrophysics for physics that can’t be
explained within the standard model” (apart from dark matter and cosmological
constant)?

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


41. Bee
November 8, 2006

Hi Ralf,

Sabine, I agree with Bert when he says that particle physics is in a deep crisis
considering the huge industry that went into virtually no gain of robust
knowledge and deep understanding over the last twenty years. Your present
opinion reminds me of my first three postdoc years when I didn’t see anything
wrong either in scientifically dealing with extra dimensions, susy and the like.

I see a lot of things going wrong, and I do agree that there’s been an unfortunate
pursuit of research directions that didn’t pay off. However, I don’t see this as
reason to get depressed, and proclaim a crisis in physics. If the LHC doesn’t
fulfill our dreams, well, then lets look elsewhere. E.g. in the CMB.

Even though I’ve worked on extra dimensions, that’s been mostly politically
motivated. I admit that I’m not particularly proud of that, but at least I still have
a job. As far as I am concerned, that is what’s going wrong. I don’t see a crisis in
high energy particle physics, I see a problem with the way research directions
and people are chosen and supported, for all further details, read Lee’s book, he
writes roughly what I also think, just skip the first three parts (and take off the
cover).

Ralf, Ralf, Ralf… give me a hint, have we met?

Best,

B.

PS: 1. Yes, 2./3./4. No.

42. Bee
November 8, 2006

Hi Tony,

I am genuinely sorry to hear about your bad experiences. I was stupid enough to
listen to the first talk, so I’ve heard all that crap. I would like very much to see
(especially in the scientific community) that competition is among IDEAS ( all
relevant ideas being considered ) with the outcome being decided by comparison
with experiments

So would I! I encourage you to make proposals at to how the present situation
can be improved in your opinion, or to distribute suggestions made elsewhere. If
we have to echo something, then that’s what we should echo.

Anonymous,

Isn’t that enough to begin with? I think one shouldn’t mix up the diverse data
that lead us to postulate DM/DE, I find that very dangerous. E.g. the evidence for
DE from high redshift supernovae, and that from WMAP. Then there’s (with some



statistical significance) the alignment of the low multipol moments (Joao’s axis of
evil), evidence for DE from structure formation, rotation curves of galaxies (yes,
it’s handy to explain both by the same stuff, but do we actually know that?) and
why is DM clustered in which galaxies how, do we understand that? Then (if I
recall that correctly) there’s a problem with the voids between visible structures
(they are too large), what about the Pioneer anomaly, the missing GZK cutoff
(okay, data isn’t too good here, but should become better soon)? I also think
there are some mysteries about the WMAP data, see e.g. the north-south
asymmetry… Hey, I am not even a cosmologist and can come up with all that!

Best,

B.

43. Bert Schroer
November 8, 2006

The corrected version of my article ST “deconstructed” is now available where
Peter yesterday placed the previous version:
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=489#comment-18997
For starting a critical evaluation of its content (a critical evaluation of all claims
ST made which I am aware of) this may not be a good place, so I should perhaps
ask Peter to post it at a more visible and accessible place.
There is of course no insult there since you can only insult individual persons and
not areas of research as ST or LQG. When the subject of critique is an area of
research (and naturally the associated monoculture of a globalized community)
then one may be breaking a taboo, but this could hardly be called an insult.
Critique and even taboo breaking is the oxygen of science (not only particle
physics) and anybody who wants to regiment this may as well close down physics
departments and research institutions. Nobody is served by acting according to
the maxim: Friede, Freude, Eierkuchen (I do not know how to translate this into
English)
My formulation is sometimes a bit shrill, but it is my experience that if one does
not penetrate the elevated noise level of the globalized market, the message will
not be noticed, as interesting and important it may be (I gave an illustration of
this in the epilogue of my article). Of course the level must be proportioned to
the content of the message, and I hope that I did not trespass this elementary
rule.
It would be very productive if one could get a discussion about those 7 or 8
claims from ST which I exposed as being flawed in the above paper. This would
give me the chance to (in a later stage) post something onto the hep-th server
which has been brought to a public test. If the details of my arguments are to
scars or unclear I can try to be more explicit. Of course string theorists are very
welcome, especially in case I misunderstood any of their claims.

44. Christine Dantas
November 8, 2006

Ok, a (partial) backup of the blog is available there:

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/astro-ph/0502237
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/astro-ph/0502237
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/astro-ph/0502237
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/astro-ph/0502237
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603308
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603308
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603308
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0603308
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=489#comment-18997
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=489#comment-18997


http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/

The blog morped into a Frankensteinian repository.

Anyway, now I think I can sleep well.

Christine

45. Christine Dantas
November 8, 2006

…morphed…

46. Bert Schroer
November 8, 2006

Dear Christine,
we had several email exchanges and there was at no time a problem or tension
between us. Nevertheless I think it is nice to mention this also publicly and to
express my sadness about having lost the most informative and equilibrated
Brazilian weblog.
Already before you closed down your weblog you mentioned the problems
outside your control which caused doubts whether the effort is worth it. You told
me that you are not located at one of the great scientific centers in Brazil and
that your have virtually no contact with the national physics community. I
advised you to only continue as long as you get some satisfaction and enrichment
of knowledge but that you should not do this for years only because your weblog
became institutionalized. I also mentioned that Brazil as a result of the large
distances between places of scientific activities and the grown number of
researchers should have 3-4 weblogs and it would be nice if you could continue
up to the appearance of others. Nevertheless, considering the circumstances a
couple of days later, I think that your decision was the right one. I of course still
have the hope that your example may animate other Brazilian physicists,
although they would have to work very hard to build up those connections you
had to the leading LQG people (or to other groups for that matter). But I also
have the advice that if you should find yourself ever in a situation of “saudade”
for your past activities then please return. It is not necessary to become enslaved
by a weblog, it is not like a pet which needs to be constantly fed.
com um beijo e um grande abraco
Bert
ps. I just saw that you have a new post which I will look at immediatly after
sending this one

47. anon.
November 8, 2006

“Especially in the scientific community we should be able to realize that on the
long run the winner won’t be the one who has the best rhetorical skills.
Everything else is shortsighted, and hinders progress.” – Bee.

It is not shortsighted but PERFECTLY LOGICAL for leading physicists to simply

http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/
http://christinedantas.blogspot.com/


rename the concept of “shortsightedness” as “TAKING ONE DAY AT A TIME”, ie,
rely on name calling of alternatives (crackpots, cranks…), which enables them to
keep what they perceive to be the “noise” level down (any alternative to
M-theory = noise, by definition).

Similarly, the rulers of the church on 17 Feb 1600 burned the monk Brother
Bruno to extinguish the noise he was making about astronomy. They weren’t
shortsighted, they didn’t pay any penalty! They were long dead and burned by
the time things changed. The censors only profit.

48. Christine Dantas
November 8, 2006

Dear Bert Schroer,

You told me that you are not located at one of the great scientific centers in
Brazil

Well, I am, but I am not working in a physics department.

Thanks for the blogging advice. Blogging is not for me. Not for the faint of heart.

Why don’t you set up your own blog?

Best wishes,
Christine

49. Bee
November 8, 2006

Dear Anon,

It is not shortsighted but PERFECTLY LOGICAL for leading physicists to simply
rename the concept of “shortsightedness” as “TAKING ONE DAY AT A TIME”, ie,
rely on name calling of alternatives (crackpots, cranks…), which enables them to
keep what they perceive to be the “noise” level down (any alternative to
M-theory = noise, by definition).

What do you think these ‘leading physicists’ are searching for? It is money, is it
fame? Or is it wisdom, knowledge, insights into the mysterious ways our universe
works. And what is the way to a fulfilled life? It is my believe that many
researchers have just lost track of their original motivations to become a
scientist. And it is awfully easy to loose out of sight what you were really looking
for if you are faced with what I like to call ‘reality constraints’ : you need a job, a
place to sleep, income to get your family through. It hurts me if I talk to my
colleagues and many, too many of them, tell me they’d rather work on this and
that, but they are sitting on that boring grant number xyz, and they need to come
up with a publication on a topic that’s completely outdated since at least a
decade. This IS unnecessary, and it is due to a mismanagement in our
community, which can be improved. And if we don’t do so, it IS shortsighted on
every level you can think of: start with Bush’s prime concern, the international

http://www.iae.cta.br/brazilianspaceprogram.htm
http://www.iae.cta.br/brazilianspaceprogram.htm


competitiveness. It’s not going to be helpful in any regard if theoretical
physicists call each other names, and all advertisement in Nature, Discover or
Physics Today isn’t going to make a promising and promising theory into reality.

There is something at odds with the values in our society, more seriously though
in the US, and it reflects not only in science. It is not logical to follow this path.
Do I really have to point out that money and a high citation index doesn’t make
you happy?

Best,

B.

50. Tony Smith
November 9, 2006

Bee says that she “… believe[s] that many researchers have just lost track of
their original motivations to become a scientist …
There is something at odds with the values in our society, more seriously though
in the US …”.

As to my opinion about “how the present situation can be improved”,
I am (in my dark view) pessimistic,
but
here is my best guess at a course of action:

Some institution (not an individual) should set up a program (maybe for 3 to 5
years duration) to study and compare and evaluate ALL approaches to
constructing unified physics models.

All the really obviously wrong ones should also be evaluated. Since it is easy to
specify flaws in obviously wrong models, not much time would really be wasted
doing that, and it would guarantee that EVERY approach got some consideration.

The only rules would be:
the evaluator should not be a worker on the approach being evaluated (thus
eliminating self-praise)
and
the evaluator should actually listen to (or read) and understand the approach (at
least enough of it to be accurate in making an objection to an approach)
and
an approach advocate should be allowed to append a supportive statement (the
only limitations being as to length and being in a reasonable format such as pdf
or LaTeX).

The evaluations (including statements etc) should then be put up on an
evaluation web site for the world to see and make comparisons.

Such a project would create some physicist jobs, which is good.
It should be made clear that an evaluator gets as much credit for working on a
flawed approach (and showing its flaws) as for “discovering” some approach that



turns out to be useful and realistic.

I don’t have enough experience in the world of grants to know how much it
might cost,
but here is a rough guess:
50 jobs at $200,000.00 per year total cost including overhead, taxes, benefits,
etc, would be $10 million per year;
for a 5-year program, that would be $50 million.

Since JoAnne Hewett said over at Cosmic Variance about the HEPAP committee
on which she serves:
“… our committee is only charged at looking at experiments that cost $20 Million
or more. …”.
it seems to me that $50 million over 5 years is a reasonable, even cheap, amount
to spend to get some sort of objective evaluation of the various approaches to
unified theory models.

Of course, if the dominant paradigms of superstrings and LQG were really
successful now, such a program would not be necessary,
but
as John Baez said (and Bee agreed): “… Both string theorists and their opponents
are secretly miserable over this failure … to find a theory that goes beyond the
Standard Model and general relativity. …”
and
such a program might uncover a realistic prospect that is currently off-the-radar
of the physics community.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – As to what institution might be good to do such work, I don’t know.
A problem with the biggest and richest North American universities and
institutes (Harvard, Stanford, Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, Kavli
Institute at Santa Barbara, Smolin’s Perimeter Institute)
is that their theoretical physics groups seem to be effectively monocultures for
Superstrings (or
Loop Quantum Gravity / Spin Foam in the case of Smolin’s Perimeter Inst.),
so they may be unable or unwilling to undertake a fair comparative evaluation.
Maybe the work could be done outside North America, say in Brasil or Japan or
Europe … ???

PPS – As an example of current interesting results that seem to be ignored by
most of the physics community,
that might be picked up and evaluated by such a program,
consider a contribution in the recent Hawaii DPF meeting in a section on Low
Energy Tests of the Standard Model by Goran Senjanovic entitled “Grand
unification and proton decay: fact and fancy” whose abstract stated:

”… I review the minimal grand unification based on SU(5) and SO(10) groups,
with and without supersymmetry. I discuss the predictions for the proton decay

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


and show how they depend crucially on the fermion (and sfermion) masses and
mixings. …”.

Since the conventional view has been for years that proton decay experimental
observations have ruled out SU(5) GUT, and since I saw no full copy of
Senjanovic’s Hawaii contribution, I looked up arXiv postings for him and his
coworkers (fortunately they are not blacklisted) and found hep-ph/0601023 in
which Pran Nath and Pavel Fileviez Perez say in section 5.6:

“… For example in a minimal non-supersymmetric GUT based on SU(5) the upper
bound on the total proton decay lifetime is …[less than or equal to]… 1.4 x
10^36 years …”,

so, it seems that neutrino proton decay measurements have NOT in fact ruled
out SU(5) GUT,
thus
contradicting a statement in the 2006 Particle Data Group Review 15. GRAND
UNIFIED THEORIES (Revised October 2005 by S. Raby (Ohio State University)):
“… Recent Super-Kamiokande bounds on the proton lifetime severely constrain
… with [lifetimes for varous decay paths greater than]… 5.0 x 10^33 yrs
…[and]… 5 x 10^33 yrs …[and]… 1.6 x 10^33 yrs …[and]… 1.7 x10^32 yrs …
These constraints are now sufficient to rule out minimal SUSY SU(5) …”
and
thus making even non-SUSY SU(5) GUT a viable component for building unified
physics theory models.

PPS – Nothing in the above is intended to be an attack on S. Raby or Ohio State.
The above-cited Review by Raby is very interesting and important. Even so, it
should be possible for civil people to “agree to disagree”, and any disagreement
over how such things as dimension-6 operators work should be seen as
furthering understanding, NOT personal competition.
Also, I like Ohio State and hope they win the USA football national championship
(oh dear, now I have to say that I really don’t fundamentally dislike Michigan,
Louisville, Rutgers, Boise State, etc).

51. JC
November 9, 2006

Bee,

Most people don’t know what they want out of “life”.

By default, many people end up choosing obvious things like money, power, etc …
In general, it tends to be things which can be “measured”, and which have a
“currency” in a particular group of peers, such as citations. Outside of physics,
or academia in general, a person’s citation numbers has very little to no
meaning. The average anonymous person walking by on the street does not care
about how many citations a particular physicist has.

I don’t have any idea as to what the “meaning” of life is. For me, it is certaintly
not string theory nor physics/math these days. I suppose if I still had a



“fanatical” mindset, I probably could make something like string theory the “be
all and end all” of my life. When I was younger, I was fanatical about all kinds of
stupid things like rock bands (ie. Pink Floyd, the Scorpions, KISS, the Michael
Schenker band, etc …).

52. Chris Oakley
November 9, 2006

Bee,

What you describe is unfortunate, but is hardly inexplicable. It follows from the
fact that most academic research is, indeed, academic: in other words, society
does not really care about the result. You will notice that when it does – e.g.
semiconductors, or some kinds of medical research, a system more based on
results and innovation emerges. The fact that research in theoretical physics is
infinitely kind to useless, tenured old fossils and infinitely harsh to bright, young,
sceptical people is because the first group have been allowed to dictate the
terms.

Until about 1850 Oxford did not allow dons to marry: when they married they
would leave, typically becoming country parsons or lawyers. This was healthy for
the research environment, as it kept the average age of researchers down.
Whilst I am not recommending a similar system for theoretical physics – which
would exclude you already (and I doubt in any case that anything will really
change) I have no doubt that a system that gave the whip hand to young people
like yourself would produce better research.

I am only sorry that I am not in a position to do anything about it.

53. r hofmann
November 9, 2006

Dear Sabine,
but I like the cover of Smolin’s book, and in particular ‘t Hooft’s
comment, and I started reading the book as soon as it became
available. Otherwise I stand in awe of your honesty.

Gruesse von Ralf

P.S. Wir sind uns kurz ueber den Weg gelaufen, als ich anfing, von Frankfurt Geld
zu beziehen und Du nach Arizona (?) gingst.

54. Chris Oakley
November 9, 2006

Apologies in advance for my rotten German, but …

Ich suchte ein anderes String theory Wortspiel hier, aber war enttäuscht.

55. Bee
November 9, 2006

http://citypaper.net/articles/2006/11/09/Strung-Out
http://citypaper.net/articles/2006/11/09/Strung-Out


Hi Chris,

Thanks for the link. I think I’ve just learned a new word: to denigrate. I should
try to memorize it, it might be useful at some point. Totally off-topic: My first
association to ‘strung out’ was this song (which nobody else seems to know).
Which is not a bad song, but maybe explains why I find the title totally whack.

I actually agree that the society mostly doesn’t care about what we do or don’t. I
think G. Johnson made a comment like this in the first part of his talks which
went like: the public doesn’t care one way or the other. Which caused quite some
laughter, he looked pretty puzzled. I don’t think this was meant as a joke.

But if you look on the ‘large scale structure’ of our daily struggles, and forget
about the nasty details, the ‘society’ does of course care about our aims, trying
to find questions to answers like: where do we come from, where do we go to,
what are we made of? Of course that more general part of our work has to be
communicated, that’s why I think Peter Woit, Lee Smolin, Lisa Randall, Brian
Greene, etc do a very important job with their books.

On the other hand, this ‘not caring about the details’ gives us fortunately room to
organize our own community, set our standards, and ensure quality – which is
hard for the public to judge on. Just that we haven’t payed sufficient attention to
that lately.

Dear Ralf,

AAH  Jetzt faellt der Groschen! Klar, Du hast mal an Stabilization of RS
models gearbeitet und in Frankfurt irgendwas ueber Kinks erzaehlt (und keiner
von den Heavy Ion Fritzen wusste wirklich worums geht)? Spaeter waren wir
zum Nach-Colloq Dinner im Bastos? Bist Du noch in Frankfurt? Gibts das Bastos
noch?

Best,

B.

56. anonymous
November 9, 2006

Various people here complain that the job market is too tough. But this is the
same as complaining that salaries are too high: the two things are linked.
Positions that would allow joung scientists to do long-term research without
worrying of being competitive must have a salary a few times lower that what
Tony Smith suggests. Otherwise people would start competing for these
positions.

57. Who
November 9, 2006

Ralf Hofmann says
but I like the cover of Smolin’s book, … Otherwise I stand in awe of your honesty.

http://www.lyricsdomain.com/3/cblock/so_strung_out.html
http://www.lyricsdomain.com/3/cblock/so_strung_out.html


the color is the blue of links. If you look at the date underneath the poster’s
name—right here—the book is that blue.

about things that matter, I admit she is awesomely honest, but if it doesn’t
matter she is able to feign insults for reasons of diplomacy and vocal balance.

when you point out ‘t Hooft’s mention of “the sweet vagueness of quantum
mechanics” you cause me to admire your ear for English style

high regards

58. Bee
November 9, 2006

Hi JC,

Most people don’t know what they want out of “life”.

By default, many people end up choosing obvious things like money, power, etc …

Yep. Many people go where money goes. That’s why there’s a discussion about
the funding in theoretical physics… I don’t know what I want out of life either,
but I think that many scientists have a pretty good idea what they want out of
science. Just that they don’t have the opportunity to realize that. And sometimes
just are afraid to speak out, in order not to appear naively idealistic, unrealistic,
philosophically biased, or – well, maybe ”pot-smoking hippies” 

I don’t have any idea as to what the “meaning” of life is.

Maybe its better this way. What if you knew the meaning of life but didn’t like it?

There is a theory which states that if ever anybody discovers exactly what the
Universe is for and why it is here, it will instantly disappear and be replaced by
something even more bizarre and inexplicable. There is another theory which
states that this has already happened. ~ Douglas Adams

Hi Who,

the color is the blue of links. It’s not. It has a definite green shade, I think its
close by RGB#009dfc. In fact, I think there’s an oil color that comes close:
Coelinblau (sorry, don’t know the English translation).

Best,

B.

59. TheGraduate
November 9, 2006

The internet says this is Coelinblau:

http://www.schmincke.de/media/images/news_ac_struktur/farbflaechen

http://www.schmincke.de/media/images/news_ac_struktur/farbflaechen/coelinblau.gif
http://www.schmincke.de/media/images/news_ac_struktur/farbflaechen/coelinblau.gif


/coelinblau.gif

60. TheGraduate
November 9, 2006

further update: it means “Cerulean blue” (a greenish blue pigment)

61. a.k.
November 10, 2006

to quote Bee:

“Just that they don’t have the opportunity to realize that. And sometimes just are
afraid to speak out, in order not to appear naively idealistic, unrealistic,
philosophically biased, or – well, maybe ‘’pot-smoking hippies.”

I remark that I disagree to the implicitly given perspective that the main
problems of modern physics root in the problem of formally preventing scientists
to transform their original ideas of what ‘life’ should be into ideas of what
‘science could be’. The search for an answer to ‘large scale questions’ of life or
existence by using the method of ‘exact sciences’ could in itself be the germ of
corrupting both the method and the aims. I tend to cite Horkheimer and Adorno
in these respects who already objected 50 years ago a tendency of ‘modern
rationality’, of the phenomenon ‘Aufklärung’ itself, to contain in a sense self-
induced and inevitable regression, the point where it is undecidable where
science turns into mythology and mythology turns into science. I strongly
support the viewpoint that high energy physics today, i.e. string theory have an
inherent tendency to represent mythological symbols of human existence in a
quasi-rational language and that it is to a large degree undecidable where the
scientific methods being constrained by falsifiablity and predictiveness, turn into
belief. In this sense, I support the more radical view of Bert Schroer in his
judgement of the state of string theory or JC’s viewpoint of identifying a
‘fanatical mindset’ to judge the borders of what can still be called science and
believe at the same time that these borders will define what was originally meant
to be ‘progress’.

62. Bert Schroer
November 11, 2006

Fortunately the “perfect” world of Bee never took hold of physics, not now and
certainly not in those days of great progress in particle physics of Pauli, LSZ et
al.
The big difference from pre- ST times and now is that irony, sarcasm and good
polemics served the course of particle physics. When my boss Harry Lehmann
told us (at the time when the Heisenberg nonlinear spinor theory entered the
media): great news, the spinor theory was able to successfully compute the
relative sigma-lambda parity up to a sign. Pauli was know for his acid humor, his
own personality included. 4 weeks before his death, after a beautiful colloquium
he gave in Hamburg, when he worn out and tired sat in his rotating chair which
he used in the 20s (called the Pauli chair) and fell into his swaying movement
like an orthodox Jew (the Pauli eigen-frequency) obviously in physical pains (4
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weeks later he died of stomach cancer) he said: “I think that Heisenberg lies still
heavily in my stomach”. This was the condensed form of his previous withdrawn
support of Heisenberg’s spinor theory which he still presented and defended
during a previous lecture tour through the US and it had more scientific content
than 1000 words.
In the times of ST this has been substituted by foul language (“crackpot”) void of
any meaningful content. Can you imagine Witten using irony? Even Lee Smolin’s
“bel-esprit” soft-spoken style is a new phenomenon. Contrary to the pre-ST ways
it is verbose and often repetitive. No Bee, I prefer not to be part of your nice new
world.

63. Bert Schroer
November 11, 2006

I forgot to add:
without the information-laden irony of Pauli, the title of Peter’s book would be at
least as long as that of Lee Smolin’s. There is nothing in the ST nomenclature
which could match this, even the new ironic use of “a theory of everything” does
not quite match the old style (and runs the risk of being misunderstood by the
young ideologues).

64. Bee
November 11, 2006

Oh, great, I see you’ve promoted me into proclaiming the perfect world. I should
maybe go and sympathize with the pot smoking hippies?

Dear Bert,

Fortunately the “perfect” world of Bee never took hold of physics,

The big difference from pre- ST times and now is that irony, sarcasm and good
polemics served the course of particle physics. […] Pauli was know for his acid
humor, […]In the times of ST this has been substituted by foul language
(”cra*kpot”) void of any meaningful content. Can you imagine Witten using
irony? Even Lee Smolin’s “bel-esprit” soft-spoken style is a new phenomenon.
Contrary to the pre-ST ways it is verbose and often repetitive. No Bee, I prefer
not to be part of your nice new world.

I completely fail to see how our personal sense of humor influences the way
science works. I hate to point it out, but did it ever occur to you that sense of
humor, and the way to lead arguments, differs from country to country? Your
problem might just be that the particle physics community has changed in its
composition. E.g. if you considered your text to be ironic, I am afraid I’ve been in
the US for too long. On the danger of distributing prejudices, in my opinions
Americans are just POLITE (in capital letters), and if I should describe their
sense of humor, I’d call it nice and naive. I definitely do prefer British humor. Imo
Lee Smolin’s “bel-esprit” soft-spoken style isn’t so much a new phenomenon, but
an American phenomenon. You wouldn’t believe how many times I stepped on
somebody else’s toes trying to make a joke I considered to be fairly innocent, but
which was perceived as plain offending (or not a joke at all).



I’ll give you another example where cultural differences play a big role. As I had
to learn some while ago (correct me if I’m wrong), it’s apparently not polite for a
Japanese to say ‘No’. So, they’ll try to get around saying so in a straightforward
way. If you don’t know how to interpret that, you’ll get a completely different
impression of their way to answer questions, which might come off as
incompetent. On the other hand, they’ll likely be pissed off because they feel
misunderstood.

Another point: yesterday there was a seminar here, which I missed, but several
people excitedly reported to me that X had a fairly loud argument with Y. So.
Back in Frankfurt that happened all the time. I’ve seen Russians working
together, which apparently just wasn’t possible without yelling at each other, and
occasionally slamming doors. Go try that with an American, and say good bye to
your paycheck (alternatively, you might end up in therapy, not a joke, I know a
case where that happened).

I would summarize it by saying that globalization has changed the scientific
community. If we don’t take cultural differences into account, it won’t work. In
that respect, scientific research isn’t so much different from the industry. Again,
this is another point where our community needs a management that’s missing
(how about giving seminars on cultural differences to your international
coworkers and how to acknowledge these).

But that’s definitely not the problem I tried to point out, and it seems to me
you’re talking about something different altogether.

I agree with you that our community suffers from a lack of criticism. The reason
for which I see in the necessity to advertise the own work as good as possible, to
make a big fuss about successes, and keep silent about problems. Read a
randomly picked abstract of a paper. How likely will you read a sentence like:
We’ve tried the approach zing-zong to the problem soundso, and show that it
doesn’t work for the reason blahblahblah. Trial AND ERROR is a big part of
science, but in times of short funding it’s become common practice to just not
mention any drawbacks (or if so, then not in public) .

That is a problem. And it’s a big one. I agree on that. It is necessary to have
constructive criticism. But it’s definitely not necessary to do that in a specifically
‘Paulian’ way.

Best,

B.

65. Bee
November 11, 2006

Bert, regarding humor, see also The Stupid Title List. Maybe we’re not such a
hopeless case, eh*?

*trying to feel Canadian
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66. Bee
November 11, 2006

Hi a.k.

I remark that I disagree to the implicitly given perspective that the main
problems of modern physics root in the problem of formally preventing scientists
to transform their original ideas of what ‘life’ should be into ideas of what
’science could be’. The search for an answer to ‘large scale questions’ of life or
existence by using the method of ‘exact sciences’ could in itself be the germ of
corrupting both the method and the aims.

Did I say that? If it came across as such, this is a misunderstanding.

What I tried to communicate is that I strongly oppose to shoulder shrugging
when one faces a mismatch between ‘that what is’ and ‘that what could be’, by
attributing it to an undefined concept like ‘human nature’. Thereby one implicitly
assumes that the own opinion is a minority opinion, and as a single person one
can’t do anything about it one way or the other. It’s like cursing capitalism
because the health care of low-income families sucks, but then shrugging
shoulders and saying ‘that’s the way it is, and capitalism is in the human nature’,
instead of remembering that democracy means you can do something about it.

To come back to science, when I talk to colleagues I notice that there is a broad
consensus that ‘what is’ is not ‘what could be’, but then again, who does
something about it? This applies to issues raised in Lee’s book (eg. who hires
whom how, and are the presently used criteria optimal? why has it become
necessary to work on ‘hot topics’ with somebody-famous), but in every day’s
work also e.g. to the peer review problem, or the completely ridiculous
requirement that research proposals essentially have to explain what results you
will have after 5 years. The recurring question about what the citation index
actually says. Or, to come back to what Bert has addressed: that the importance
of constructive criticism isn’t sufficiently acknowledged.

It is in this context that I think most scientists do indeed have an original idea
that is currently in conflict with reality, and I want to encourage them to do
something about it. My remark above referred to the way science is pursued, not
to the content of actual research fields (in which I agree that a scientist’s
original idea can very well be in conflict with reality, and that matching the one
with the other would mean corrupting both the method and the aims)

Best,

B.

67. Bert Schroer
November 11, 2006

Well Bee, that’s really funny especially in those cases where the humor is
involuntary. In Sid Coleman’s case it is probably functional humor related to the
content, one remembers very nice titles of his work in the 70s like “the double



well done doubly well”. In Susskind against Laughlin it is probably an attempt to
ridicule an unloved detractor of ST (but I did not open the article).
In your previous blog you put to much weight on US hypocritical behavior.
Although you do not use this term it is precisely this what you have in mind. That
is of course quite singular because it is such a normal everyday behavior in the
US that it almost goes unnoticed. When Bush says after Abu Ghraib in front of
international cameras with this slight cough in his voice: “we don’t torture, the
US does not torture” and the surprised rest of the world asks itself: well if the
US did not do it, who was it? Didn’t they have the supervision over Abu Graib?
this is an illustration of hypocrisy driven to perfection; the guy does not even
notice the contradiction between his claim and the facts. However this sort of
behavior I have never experienced during my 10 year stay within the academic
surrounding in the US; and although one may criticise string theorists in the way
of Phil Anderson, I do not think they can be accused of hypocrisy this is not part
of the US academic cultural traditions. Japanese politeness is a cultural trait
which includes academia but it has nothing to do with hypocrisy. Russian
academic discussion tend to be a bit more rough than German, but as a result of
the long reign of the Soviet system there was always a private political
frankness. During the time of the Russian Afghanistan campaign it would have
been inconceivable to be told by a Russian conscript in private that he fights in
Afghanistan for the protection of his country or any other “just” course. But
when the preemptive war in Iraq started probably most of the GIs internalized
that they were bearers of freedom and democracy; even Witten believed that the
war was justified by the argument of regime change.

68. Bee
November 11, 2006

In your previous blog you put to much weight on US hypocritical behavior.
Although you do not use this term it is precisely this what you have in mind.

I don’t. I think I made quite clear that I was pointing out there are different ways
to argue, and I am not willing to start a discussion about George W and torture
here, which doesn’t have to do anything with my concerns about theoretical
physics. Best, B.

69. Bert Schroer
November 17, 2006

Dear fellow physicists
I stop and say good by to all who engaged me in interesting discussions. It is not
only the spam-filter which irritated me but I find this whole enterprise unworthy,
regimented to rules which never were spelled out, and at the end and plainly
ridiculous.

70. Benni
November 25, 2006

Edward Witten admits indirectly that string theory is in trouble:
He writes:



http://schwinger.harvard.edu/%7Emotl/witten-nature-letter.pdf

He Writes about, what scientists can answer to critics of science, indirectly
referencing the case of string theory.
He writes, that he cannot answer the critics because this would add fuel to the
discussion (maybe because he has no arguments). And explains that he thinks
scientists should keep doing what they are doing and he hopes, some kind of
science may might even be useful one day. He is clearly indirectly referencing to
stringtheory here. And the case that “it even might be useful one day” is not an
optimistic one.
The words from wittel below could be understood as a confession of failure. Or at
least, as a not optimistic at all.

He writes:

The News Feature concerns radical environmentalists and
animal-rights activists, but the problem covers a wider area, often involving
more enlightened criticism of science from outside the scientific establishment
and even, sometimes, from within.

Responding to this kind of criticism can be very difficult. It is hard to answer
unfair charges of élitism without sounding élitist to
non-experts. A direct response may just add fuel to controversies. Critics, who
are often prepared to devote immense energies to their
efforts, can thrive on the resulting ‘he said, she said’ situation.
Scientists in this type of situation would do well to heed the advice in Nature’s
Editorial. Keep doing what you are doing. And when
you have the chance, try to patiently explain why what you are doing is
interesting and exciting, and may even be useful one day.

71. Peter Woit
November 25, 2006

Benni,

I saw the Witten letter. Hard to know what exactly to make of it, since he’s
leaving it very unclear what this all has to do with the string theory controversy.
In particular, the argument I’m making against string theory is not that the
problem is elitism. I’m actually all in favor of elitism myself.

72. Benni
November 25, 2006

I think the sentences on elitism are simply because he seems a little bit
depressed on what others say on his beautiful theory. They are simply because
he is in bad mood.

I further think Witten says clearly what he wants. He says that string theorists
should not discuss with critics like Smolin (this is the one who makes criticism
from within science, because he has published actively on Quantum Gravity).
String theorist should, according to Witten, not discuss with critics because then,

http://schwinger.harvard.edu/%7Emotl/witten-nature-letter.pdf
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the situation for their subject would even go worse.

Witten answered to this nature article, because there was advice on scientists
what to do with critics. Witten seemingly feared, that some string theorists
would answer Smolin…..

All in all, when the only thing you can do is: proclaiming that “what you do might
even be usefull at one day”…
You are actually saying (with the phrase “even might be”) that there is a very
good possibility that it won’t be usefull at all. The man who writes here has
clearly lost the last bit of optimism and admitts that he does this only becauese
he likes the math.

73. anon.
November 26, 2006

“I’m actually all in favor of elitism myself.”

Indeed.

74. ScienceLover
November 29, 2006

How can someone be elitist who leads a widely known public weblog? These
media are exactly what blurr the distinction between a small elitist, self-selected
community and a public audience delivered by press-speakers and mass media
journalists. The silent readers as well as the participant form a new kind of
public. I wonder a little about Wittens paternalistic attitude. What is science
becoming after abandoning the englighted reader? A secret society with clan
tattoos and corporatist ideals that tries to fascinate the people by the high fence
they are living behind?

75. Who
November 29, 2006

ScienceLover you make several good points in a short post. I look forward to
seeing more.

“…paternalistic attitude…abandoning the enlightened reader…fascinate the
people by the high fence…”

To try to answer your rhetorical first question, perhaps one can distinguish
between open-debate elites and sheltered inscrutable elites.

In both cases, the top people get to guide policy and influence how the money is
spent, but in the open case top scientists recognize they have a responsibility to
discuss differences of opinion in public—to educate the public, to explain, to
reason honestly in the open.

Someone who says he favors the research establishment being run by elite, but
who also has a blog that spotlights valid differences of opinion within the expert



community and in a sense forces more open discussion, may be acting
consistently.



Links

November 8, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Starting tomorrow there’s a workshop in London entitled M-theory in the City, in
some sense celebrating the 11th birthday of M-theory. There will be a reception on
Thursday evening, and the organizers of the workshop are noting that:

Recently there have been a variety of publications presenting a sceptical view of
string and M-theory. These have been reported extensively in both the national press
and various popular science journals.

and encouraging journalists interested in this topic to attend the reception and use:

the opportunity to discuss with the participants and question where string theory is
heading and address the recent criticisms string theory has faced.

Various and assorted quantum gravity news:

The latest Physics Today has an article by Lee Smolin entitled Quantum Gravity Faces
Reality (available only to APS members). People concerned about open access to the
scientific literature should note that sometimes professional societies like the APS are
among the worst offenders. It appears that Physics Today is one of relatively few
scientific publications that universities and other institutions are not even allowed to
buy electronic access to. I’ve been told that this restriction of electronic access to
subscribers is an intentional tactic of the APS to keep up its circulation figures and
thus advertising rates.

The latest Nature Physics has a report from Ashtekar about recent developments in
loop quantum gravity.

There’s a new paper on the arXiv by Baratin and Freidel that looks quite interesting.
It’s too bad that Christine Dantas has given up her blog that provided an excellent
location for discussion of this kind of quantum gravity research. I hope someone else
will pick up where she left off. Blogger Sabine Hossenfelder has a recent arXiv
preprint on Phenomenological Quantum Gravity.

I heard from my sister-in-law that NPR yesterday ran a segment on string theory, but
it was mostly about soccer. I found this hard to believe, but she was right, the story is
on-line here. NPR’s Richard Harris covered a soccer game in Santa Barbara between
visiting string theorists and laser physicists. The string theorists were trailing much
of the game, but finally won on a penalty kick they got due to a misunderstanding by
the laser physicists. The story does have some remarkable quotes from string
theorists about the prospects for the theory. Steve Giddings “is actually feeling
somewhat more optimistic about the fate of string theory these days”, arguing that
maybe the LHC will start producing strings (the article does note that “even most
string theorists say this is a real long shot”). David Gross says that the reason to do
string theory is that “…there’s nothing else. There’s no other game in town.” He
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acknowledges that string theorists don’t even know what the theory is, and are out on
a limb and trusting in faith:

Even those of us who work in the field aren’t really sure what string theory is or what
it’s going to be, Gross says. So when you’re in this kind of speculative, exploratory
science, it’s important to have faith because you’re out on a big limb. So I think it’s
really a question of whether we believe this is the right direction; and that I do
believe rather firmly.

Update: Lee Smolin has put up a letter on his web-site in response to queries and
criticisms he has received in response to his recent book.

Comments

1. Jonathan Vos Post
November 8, 2006

Hard to keep score. I’m not sure I understand the relationship between the
icosahedral symmetry of soccer balls, Lie groups for glueballs, and the apparent
confusion between theory and GOOOOOOoooooAAAAALLLLL!

2. Bee
November 8, 2006

Hi Peter,

thanks for the link to my paper. It’s not really a paper though, but just a writeup
of a talk I gave at the SUSY06. The full paper is hep-th/0603032, and there’s also
a brief summary of it’s content on my post The Minimal Length Scale. Best,

B.

3. anon
November 9, 2006

The fact that Physics Today follows such restrictive circulation policies shows.
It’s sooo umbearably dull.

4. M
November 9, 2006

a criticism for Smolin, about physics.

He carefully explains why unification is in trouble with proton decay. Later, when
discussing “phenomenology of quantum gravity”, he does not mention the Crab
nebula constraint (astro-ph/0212190 and later works), that forbids some
“quantum gravity” effects suppressed by one power of the Planck mass.

I would say that both scenarios start to have trouble with experimental data. And
of course in both cases one can avoid trouble in the standard way: if the simplest
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realization has problems, add complictations.

5. Ejjay
November 9, 2006

you know Peter, the string theorists are like these dilluded pot smking hippies,
thinking they have this beautiful theory that will one day cure cancer and bring
world peace.
And you are like this nasty party-pooping right wing bastard, who slaps them
around and telling them that their dreams are unrealistic and silly.

6. Matti Pitkanen
November 9, 2006

I have been wondering for more than two decades when people start to take the
absence of proton decays seriously and be ready to consider separate
conservation of B and L. I am also still wondering why the huge discrepancies in
mass scales of fermions (think of top/neutrino mass scale ratio) do not raise the
question whether mass scale might be a discrete dynamical variable. The
attempt to force quarks and leptons into same multiplets might have looked
natural when theoreticians discovered gauge groups but not anymore. In light of
proton stability and huge mass scale differences for leptons, I am really amazed
hearing people to claim that there is no data to guide theory building. What is
data if this is not it?

7. Tommaso Dorigo
November 9, 2006

Good point, Matti…
There is indeed tons of data to speculate on. I see a tendency of self-constraint in
the theorists in this respect. Why lepton and quark masses are what they are ?
Why the values of the CKM ? Oh, sure, the landscape…
T.

8. Lee Smolin
November 9, 2006

Dear M,

Thanks for mentioning that. I agree I did not give a complete survey of the field
of Planck scale phenomenology in either TTWP or the Physics Today article. My
own view, which is consisstent with what you say, is that order l_P effects
comingn from Lorentz symmetry breaking are already constrained by existing
data, especially the lack of a polarization odd variation in the speed of light with
energy. (The Crab nebula constraints are impressive but purists argue that there
could be loop holes due to the modeling required.) However, as I hope I’ve made
clear, the experiments leave room presently for possible order L_P effects
coming from deforming special relativity.

Thanks,



Lee

9. data lover
November 9, 2006

To Tommaso and Matti:

A lot of well known theorists work on/have worked on models attempting to
explain masses and mixings of the fermions out there. For instance to name a
few, barbieri, hall, murayama, etc… High energy theory is a fast moving field
based on what are the most promising and interesting directions at the time, so
one shouldn’t generalize that theorists aren’t interested in these things just
because you aren’t seeing a whole host of flavor symmetry papers at the current
time. However theorists are still interested and well aware of the shortcomings
of the SM, however from EFT reasons there are more pressing issues to be
solved in the SM, and presumably any succesful mechanism that explains the
value of V_{cs} won’t be able to be probed at the LHC.

As to the whole point of theorists not having data to guide them, this is a matter
of perspective. There of course is a lack of data saying this is what physics there
is beyond the SM, because up until now every experiment has always agreed
with the SM. On the other hand we have tons of data and everything agrees with
the SM which does inevitably guide model building in many ways. What most
people outside of the theory community(and some theory savy experimentalists)
don’t realize is that it is very hard to solve your favorite issue in the SM without
already having your solution be completely ruled out by other existing
experiments if it predicts new phenomena at energies the LHC will probe!

10. Tommaso Dorigo
November 9, 2006

Datalover, I think I do know a little bit about those studies of mass generations.
My point is that it is a minor branch of current theoretical effort, while it should
by all means be a major one.
And I know it is very hard to formulate things that fit something without being at
odds with some other data point. That, in fact, is the whole heart of the matter.
The standard model rulez! I bet we will not break it in ten years (I have already,
actually). But theory should try to fit the data, try and try. Present-day attempts
appear a bit like philosophy to me.

Cheers,
T.

11. Peter Woit
November 9, 2006

Ejjay,

Funny, I thought I was the pot-smoking hippie telling the up-tight right-wing
bastard string theorists that they needed to see the light, give up their uncool
and unworkable rigid ideology, let a thousand flowers bloom, loosen up and try



something new and different…

I do like the idea of Lubos as the pot-smoking hippie though.

12. Mahndisa
November 10, 2006

11 09 06

Well thanks for linking to Lee’s letter, Peter. Although I found it a bit verbose, I
was happy that he took the time to clarify his positions. As a student who has
learned a lot of this stuff from personal study, it was rather difficult to figure out
whose opinions I should listen to or not, as I relied upon more advanced persons
for input. After seeing many of his comments on other blogs and reading a few of
his papers, I appreciate the sanity of his approach, and his willingness to say that
stringy options aren’t a total impossibility, but that limiting our minds to only
string theory isn’t a good idea. Sounds reasonable to me:)

Have a nice day

13. Pindare
November 10, 2006

In the meantime Witten is still working on the Langlands program
http://math.berkeley.edu/index.php?module=announce&ANN_user_op=view&
ANN_id=63

14. Pot Smoking Hippie
November 10, 2006

Maybe if we all got together and got high we’d get along better.

15. anon.
November 10, 2006

… because extra dimensions are created by pot.

16. Tommaso Dorigo
November 10, 2006

There you go guys, if you put yourself into it you can create a hilarious thread for
once! (Of course I read and love all threads here, but I laughed at the last few
comments…)

And whoever was it that signed himself as a “pot smoking hippie” I bet it was not
what he faked to be… Good try at peace on earth, buddy, but we prefer to keep
fighting 

T.

17. Pot Smoking Hippie
November 11, 2006
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Actually, I’m not a he but a she, and I don’t fake anything. 

18. Mahndisa
November 11, 2006

11 11 06

Hello Peter:
I wanted to bring something to your attention that has been bothering me. You
have made a crusade out of pointing out the flaws in string theory methodology
and even dedicated threads to Motl. But I have not seen you address his posts
which are more pernicious than any ‘wrongness’ with string theory. If I am
mischaracterizing you, or am incorrect, pls forgive. But I am sick of visiting blog
sites where people are linked to this guy and his is spewing this racist nonsense.
As a physicists, I am really offended that more people haven’t delinked him or
taken him to task. How in the world can he mentor anyone with these attitudes?

I think that tunnel vision is a bane to science at large, which is why I can
appreciate this blog. However, tunnel vision in scientific ideas doesn’t even
compare to the evil of saying that one racial group is inherently more intelligent
than another. If any of the physicists who read this comment have heart, they will
consider what I have said because by linking to him, they are tacitly endorsing
his screwed up positions.

Lastly, to keep in line with the thread, LQG’s newest loopy oscillator by Corichi is
quite interesting and gives us some insight into regulating and approximating
the fundamental rep.

19. Benni
November 11, 2006

Peter, I agree with mahndisa. I also think it is time to delink him…

20. Peter Woit
November 11, 2006

Mahndisa,

Lubos is a grotesque racist, and his views on almost every topic are completely
idiotic. He does however occupy a very prominent position as someone that
string theorists have judged to be among the best young scientists in their
community, and many continue to support him. I suggest you discuss his
appalling behavior with them, not here.

The fact that I have a link to something in no way indicates any sort of approval
of it, in many cases quite the opposite.

21. Mahndisa
November 11, 2006
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Peter thanks for the response. I left the comment here because I knew it would
be read. Also since you link to him I had no issue bringing this up to you. As to
the position he occupies among string theorists, I will be leaving another
comment on other blogs about this.

Take Care.

22. anonymous
November 11, 2006

Mahndisa,

As a very junior string theorist, I can’t help but laugh at the contrast between
what peter said and what I hear from real string theorists. Lubos is widely
viewed as a lunatic in the string community, and people think it was only gross
midjudgement that got him a (relatively undesirable, non tenure track) juniorjob
at Harvard. I’m sure his colleagues there find him an embarassment. He hasn’t
been even a junior leader in this field for many years now.

23. Peter Woit
November 11, 2006

To correct “anonymous”

Lubos may be “widely viewed as a lunatic in the string theory community”, but
this doesn’t appear to be true at Harvard.

As for his job, I believe it is technically tenure-track, although Harvard does
rarely tenure people from these positions. The “gross misjudgement” appears to
be an on-going one: Lubos was hired as a Junior Fellow (not a job I’ve ever seen
referred to as “relatively undesirable”), then after dealing with him for a few
years, they promoted him to a junior faculty position, and seem to be keeping
him on.

Doubtless many string theorists do consider him an embarassment, but it’s
remarkable how hard it is to get any of them to say so publicly and put their
names to it.

Remarkably, the publicity material on Amazon for the forthcoming book by
Michael Dine about string phenomenology contains a blurb by Lubos. Evidently
Dine and the people at Cambridge consider him not to be a “lunatic”, but instead
a leading member of the community.

Please though, enough about Lubos here.

24. TheGraduate
November 12, 2006

The connection between science and marketting is getting so strong. I can just
see the thinking behind this soccer game story. Perhaps I am cynical but it comes
across as an ad for string theory. It is not unusual for a company being maligned



to then want to humanize itself.Think oil company executives hugging their kids
and watering plants.

Apparently now scientists have wised up about this. There was a similar story
with Yau in the Times “The Emperor of Math”. It was again basically a sort of
soft piece meant, I think, to prop up Yau’s maligned profile. It’s potentially a
good cause but is this the right method?

25. rumor
November 12, 2006

..then after dealing with him for a few years, they promoted him to a
junior faculty position, and seem to be keeping him on.

During one of Lubos’s rants he mentions that he only has a few more months left
to endure in the Republic of Cambridge.

I think his time at Harvard is done. I’m curious to see what department will be
willing to take on such a polarizing figure.

26. Who
November 12, 2006

Though age from folly could not give me freedom,
It does from childishness: can Fulvia die?

*
[Antony and Cleopatra Act I scene 3]

27. William
November 12, 2006

Pot-smoking hippies? I thought all the string theorists were getting high on LXD
(Large eXtra Dimensions).

28. Tony Smith
November 12, 2006

Peter, about the cover of the UK edition of your book:

Isn’t the cover particle physics event
the same event
that is shown on the cover of Freeman Dyson’s new book “The Scientist as
Rebel” ?

Since Dyson’s book is not (according to Amazon USA) to be released until
Tuesday 14 Nov 2006 (2 days from now), I have not yet read it,
but
the Amazon book description says in part:
“… An illuminating collection of essays …
His topics fall into four groups.
The first takes up contemporary issues in science, from cosmology to



nanotechnology to global warming.
The second group deals with questions of war and peace, particularly questions
of nuclear weapons and disarmament.
The third group is concerned with the history of science, especially physics, with
essays ranging from Isaac Newton, to Sir Ernst Rutherford and the discovery of
the structure of the atom, to Einstein and Raymond Poincar, to Norbert Wiener,
Richard Feynmann, and string theory.
The final section contains more personal and philosophical essays, dealing with
such questions as the differences between science and religion, and the relation
between science and the paranormal …”.

With respect to the “third group … essays ranging from … to … string theory”:
a 2003 web page at http://www.thirteen.org/bigideas/printable/about.html says:
“… Freeman Dyson returns to provide an alternate, skeptical assessment of
string theory. …”.

Since both you and Dyson have “alternate, skeptical assessment”s of string
theory, I wonder:

Does the common cover photo event on the two books signify that Dyson regards
you as one of the constructive rebels of science ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

29. Peter Woit
November 12, 2006

Thanks Tony,

Yes, the two covers ultimately are based on the same source, although I kind of
doubt that Dyson was trying to make the point you suggest. One reason this
happened is probably just that that image is in the public domain and easily
accessible. Look at the interactions.org ImageBank, it’s at

http://www.interactions.org/imagebank/search_detail.php?image_no=CE0057

The UK cover of my book was the third try. The first one involved a drawing of a
piece of string and seemed a bit too silly, the second one I vetoed since it looked
too much like the cover of “The Elegant Universe”. At that point I suggested that
they forget about strings and Calabi-Yaus and find a purely particle physics
image, since that would be more appropriate for the theme of the book. I pointed
them to the interactions.org ImageBank web-site, and that’s what they came up
with.

30. Who
November 13, 2006

There is now even a third book cover that has appeared this year with the same
image!
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http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/11/not-even-zong.html

31. Anonymous 17
November 13, 2006

I see Lubos Motl’s racist comments have been removed from his blog … there
are apparently some things that his colleagues (or possibly his administration) at
Harvard are unwilling to tolerate.

32. Who
November 13, 2006

NEW and TTWP have been #3 and #2 on the UK amazon physics bestsell list
whenever I looked today. It’s nice to see them doing well. #1 on the list is a new
book by Paul Davies called “The Goldilocks Enigma” about why the universe is
“just right” for life. Hard to beat a title like that.

33. Eric Dennis
November 13, 2006

I am no fan of Lubos, but I’ve seen no evidence that he is a racist. (Linking to a
psychometric study and stating simple statistical facts does not make one a
racist. In Lubos’ case, his target is not black people but rather leftist
intellectuals. Despite much incredulity on the part of the latter, it is in fact
possible to disagree with a leftist intellectual for reasons other than that one
hates black people.)

This issue is obviously way off-topic but the charge of racism is probably the
single most fear-provoking and consequential one in the modern acadamy, and it
should not be made lightly.

34. Peter Woit
November 13, 2006

Eric,

I don’t think Lubos hates black people, just that he thinks they’re stupid. He also
thinks women are stupid, Democrats are stupid, LQGer’s are stupid,
environmentalists are stupid, anyone who doesn’t believe in string theory is
stupid, and that I’m stupid.

But please, enough about him, on the whole it’s a really stupid topic, and the last
thing I want here is to have to deal with a stupid discussion of racism and “leftist
intellectuals”.

35. woit
November 13, 2006

I’m shutting off comments on this posting due to the behavior of “TheGraduate”,
who insists on repeatedly reposting the same comment about Lubos, using
different names, no matter how many times I delete it. Sometimes dealing with
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the comment section here is just incredibly annoying due to the obnoxious
behavior it attracts.



More Links

November 13, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

For some insight into the difficulties associated with being an untenured professor
and trying to get an NSF grant in astronomy, see this post (and comments) by Rob
Knop. For those innocent of the ways of academia, there’s a post by Doug Natelson on
what a well-organized faculty search is like (both of these via Angry Physics).

This week Witten will be giving two series of talks on gauge theory and geometric
Langlands, one at Berkeley, and one at Harvard. Unfortunately I won’t be able to
make it to either, perhaps someone who does attend some of the talks can report on
what Witten has to say, in particular on what might be new since his long paper with
Kapustin on the subject earlier this year.

Some of the talks from last month’s workshop on axions at the Institute for Advanced
Study are now on-line.

Honeywell is sponsoring an educational program involving Nobel Laureates in
chemistry and physics, called the Honeywell-Nobel Initiative. They already have
material on-line from Leon Lederman and Horst Stormer, and from one of their
promotional ads it looks like Frank Wilczek will also participate.

The Perimeter Institute has a new, improved web-site, with many online talks, both
scientific seminars and talks for the general public.

The Templeton Foundation also has a new web-site. This month the featured “Life’s
Big Question” is Do we live in a multiverse?

The European Mathematical Society has a newsletter.

Several people have noticed that the cover of the UK edition of my book is being
widely emulated, see here and here.

The folks at Axes and Alleys have a review of my book in their latest issue. It seems
that the members of the Royal Tractor Repair and Maintenance Society of Outer
Mongolia found the book quite confusing. I guess this is only fair, since I’ve always
found them quite confusing…

In case anyone is worried about the supply of unadulterated hype about string/M-
theory drying up, there’s a new book out by John Gribbin which I took a look at
yesterday in the bookstore.

Since the KITP does such a great job of providing a video record of the activities
there, informal talks at the string theory phenomenology program have provided a
fascinating public record of the way in which well-known string theorists are
struggling with the all-too-obvious collapse of any reasonable hopes for getting
predictions out of string theory. Last week there was an informal discussion with
Michael Douglas of the String Vacuum Project, which was quite fascinating to listen
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to. I had trouble hearing what David Gross had to say, which was a shame, maybe
someone with better ears who listens to this can report what they hear. Douglas
encountered objections from the audience when he claimed that if one could get
virtually any low energy physics out of one string vacuum or another, there was not
any point to the whole project, with someone making the now standard claim that this
situation is no worse than that of QFT.

Comments

1. anon.
November 13, 2006

John Gribbin’s expertise in scientific predictions was first confirmed when at
Nature in 1974, he came up with the money-spinning ‘Jupiter Effect’, which
bears an uncanny similarity in some respects to biblical prophecy, alas without
the confirmed predictions.

His book with Plagemann, ‘The Jupiter Effect’ (1977 edition paperback), stated:
‘in 1982, when the Moon is in the seventh house, and Jupiter aligns with Mars
and with the other seven planets of the solar system, Los Angeles will be
destroyed.’

Obviously, Dr Gribbin merely omitted to mention that this prophecy was fulfilled
in an alternative parallel universe of the cosmic landscape of string theory.

See http://www.gi.alaska.edu/ScienceForum/ASF5/526.html

2. Bee
November 13, 2006

Hi Peter,

Thanks for mentioning the Honeywell-Initiative. Coincidentally, I came across
their site today, but didn’t realize it’s new (I just assumed I had never seen it
before.) I found it a bit disappointing though, both in design as in content, but
then I guess they’ll stock up their database.

[…]a global education initiative designed to connect students across the globe
with Nobel Prize winners in Chemistry and Physics… […] The Honeywell – Nobel
Initiative establishes a forum for students worldwide to learn directly from Nobel
Laureates in Chemistry and Physics

Does somebody know if their concept of ‘global’ and ‘worldwide’ goes beyond
those who have an high-speed internet access?

Thanks also for the link to my blog, I hope you don’t mind the joke.

Best,

B.

http://www.gi.alaska.edu/ScienceForum/ASF5/526.html
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3. anon.
November 13, 2006

some other anon. wrote:

“His book with Plagemann, ‘The Jupiter Effect’ (1977 edition paperback), stated:
‘in 1982, when the Moon is in the seventh house, and Jupiter aligns with Mars
and with the other seven planets of the solar system, Los Angeles will be
destroyed.’”

Funny, I thought that was when peace would guide the planets and love would
steer the stars. I guess that prediction got superseded.

4. anonymous
November 14, 2006

it is highly surprising that the “now standard claim that this situation is no worse
than that of QFT” is standard. If the situation is no better than in QFT, what is
the purpose of studying strings?

5. Thomas Larsson
November 14, 2006

with someone making the now standard claim that this situation is no worse than
that of QFT.

I think I finally understand what is wrong with this statement. It is true that
there is an infinite landscape of QFTs, but it is the simplest ones that are realized
in nature. Already free theories give a qualitatively correct picture of photons
and phonons, and the simplest interacting theories are also realized in nature.
phi^4 theory (Ising model) is the generic critical point and phi^6 theory
(tricritical Ising) is the generic tricritical point, and among gauge theories,
nature has selected the ones with the smallest gauge groups.

You can in principle realize models deep inside the QFT landscape in nature.
E.g., phi^300 theory would be the generic 150-critical point, which can be
realized experimentally by fine-tuning 150 parameters, and the 150th RSOS
model exhibits such behaviour. But although such complicated models exist in
theory, they don’t exist in reality.

In contrast, the simplest string theories are deeply unphysical: neither 26 flat
dimensions and tachyons, nor 10 flat dimensions, unbroken SUSY and 496 gauge
bosons are compatible with observation. There might be complicated models in
the ST landscape which agree with experiments (or rather, have not yet been
ruled out), but the big difference compared to QFT is that the simple string
theories are wrong.

6. spacepig
November 14, 2006

Anonymous and TL:



It is implicit that by going to string theory one has solved also the problem of
quantum gravity. And, the people making this claim, all have in mind that (as
with QFT) one should look for some new “stringy” phenomenon that determines
which class of vacua is correct. Having observed this phenomenon, string theory
fits the data (including gravity), QFT does not, and one used experiment instead
of magical divination to find the correct description of nature.

Many people try to get you to falsely see the issue as: “strings have a landscape,
therefore we’ll never derive the correct vacuum without unforeseen
breakthroughs.” That is not the issue. We never derived the correct vacuum in
QFT either, we found it by experiment.

The only obvious tuning that is required is for the CC. And that is NOT just a
feature of string theory, it is a feature of ANY theory we currently have for the
CC. So to say it is analogous to requiring a highly tuned phi to the 150th QFT is
just wrong. Strings do not add any tuning that isn’t there in all approaches we
have to the current data. And it solves problems that other approaches don’t.

The whole landscape discussion in this sense has been deeply misleading. A
feature (that one can make more realistic models) has been turned into a bug
(how do we ever derive which of the much better models we now have is
correct??). Of course that has been done on purpose, both by Peter and Lee (who
dislike string theory),and by those string theorists whose dreams of changing
science into an exercise in mathematics (“derive the world from thought alone!”)
has been seemingly stymied.

7. woit
November 14, 2006

pig,

You’re engaging in pure sophistry, not science. A scientific theory is supposed to
predict the result of an experiment. String theory doesn’t do this, and the nature
of the landscape is the main reason why.

Here and at Clifford’s blog you spend your time anonymously attacking not only
me, but those string theorists (Dine, Taylor, Douglas) who are actually trying to
do science and get a real prediction out of string theory. They’re not dreaming of
“changing science into an exercise in mathematics”, they’re trying to do what
scientists are supposed to do, come up with a prediction of what an experiment
will see so the theory can be tested. What they’re finding is more and more
evidence that this is impossible.

8. John Baez
November 14, 2006

Peter writes:

A scientific theory is supposed to predict the result of an experiment.
String theory doesn’t do this, and the nature of the landscape is the
main reason why.



I think it’s wiser to take spacepig at his word. He says the problem of
determining the correct vacuum in string theory is comparable to the problem of
finding the right Lagrangian in quantum field theory: we should give up on
“deriving” it; it should be determined by experiment. That’s a consistent
position, though a strong retreat from the long-held hope that string theory
would relieve us of this need.

If we take this position, we should ask whether it’s possible to find a string
theory vacuum that matches existing experiments.

As far as I can tell, the vacua most people like to study don’t work: they are
manifestly supersymmetric, so they predict that for each boson (e.g. the photon)
there should be a fermion (e.g. the “photino”) of the same mass, and vice versa.
None of these “superpartners” have been seen. So, for string theory to have a
chance to match existing experiment, people need to find vacua that aren’t
supersymmetric.

One approach is to come up with a theory of “spontaneous supersymmetry
breaking” which could save the vacua that people like from being irrelevant to
physics – but as far as I can tell, this is very hard, so not much progress is
happening in this direction.

It seems the hard-core theorists mainly leave this crucial problem to
“phenomenologists”, who solve it by throw in ad hoc “soft supersymmetry
breaking terms” into the field theories that can be derived from string theory
vacua. To get theories similar to the Standard Model, this requires choosing over
100 new numbers. I don’t like all those free parameters. And what I like less is
that nobody knows where these “soft supersymmetry breaking terms” should
come from. As far as I can tell, they’re just stuck in by hand, out of desperation
at being unable to solve the supersymmetry breaking problem in a principled
manner.

In short: if string theory now demands that we choose a vacuum to match
existing experiments, it would be really nice if someone could find a vacuum that
match existing experiments!

Until then, Michael Douglas’ claim that string theory is “no worse” than ordinary
quantum field theory seems overoptimistic. Yes, we can get gravity, but no, we
can’t get matter that matches what we observe – not without extra ad hoc
assumptions that nobody is able to derive from string theory.

Saying we can get “virtually any low energy physics out of one string vacuum or
another” also seems overoptimistic. We can get lots of different choices of low
energy physics, but none of them match our universe – until one throws in extra
“soft supersymmetry breaking terms” by hand.

This at least is my impression. If progress has been made on this since I last
checked, I’d love to hear about it.

9. Bert Schroer
November 14, 2006



The view of spacepig about QFT is a caricature seen through stringy eyes. It has
nothing to do with what QFT really is. It starts with his metaphoric inflationary
use of the terminology “vacua”.
In QFT you have a dichotomy of algebraic structure and states. A theory is given
by the spacetime-indexed net of observable algebras and its “states of physical
interests” can be classified and hence belong all to the same theory. If there is a
spacetime symmetry group acting on the algebraic net one can define a
distinguished invariant state, the vacuum state, if there is no global symmetry
(as in the generic QFT in CST situation) there is no distinguished reference state
at all (in particular no vacuum). The total state space of the theory is a direct
sum of “superselection sectors” (no coherent superposition between sectors) and
the vacuum (if present at all) only belongs to one sector.
In a reasonable way of counting there is only a finite number of perturbative
renormalizable theories and renormalizability in the standard sense does not go
beyond spin 1. There are quadrilinear couplings between scalar fields and
Yukawa as well as gauge couplings up to spin 1, i.e. 3 types of couplings. The
only remaining feature which one can play around with are multiplicities
(different SU(n) or O(n) symmetry groups) but nobody with a rest of physical
reasoning left would compare this to the different physical principles which
underly the different string vacuua. QFT (even outside that perturbative setting)
is bound together by testable physical principles (e.g. dispersion relations for
scattering amplitudes); what bind string vacua together is metaphoric garbage.
In order to save QFT from such a metaphoric sellout by ST, I posted a paper in
todays hep-th.

10. woit
November 14, 2006

John,

As Thomas pointed out, and I’ve argued repeatedly, the difference between the
string vacuum case and the QFT case is that the simplest of a beautiful class of
QFTs (gauge theories) works incredibly well and makes a huge number of
confirmed non-trivial predictions, while the simplest string vacua are ruled out,
and one has to go to ever more complex constructions, just in order to match
some of the crudest features of the standard model.

The problem with supersymmetry breaking terms is that you don’t even know
what they are, just that they have to be big enough to avoid conflict with
experiment. People seem to have string vacua that do have large enough
amounts of supersymmetry breaking. It’s true that the state of current
technology is that no one can do accurate calculations of most things in these
vacua, but as far as I know there is no known reason that these things can’t give
the SM at low energy. And if one vacuum gives the SM, all indications are that
there will be essentially an infinity of others, ruining the hope of making any
predictions.

One could argue that one should pursue these studies as a way of potentially
falsifying string theory. If one could understand all string vacua and see that
none agreed with the SM at low energies, that would be something.



Unfortunately, understanding in that detail “all string vacua” looks hopeless, and
no one has seen any kind of argument that would allow a general conclusion that
some aspect of the SM can not be matched by a sufficiently complicated
construction.

11. spacepig
November 14, 2006

John;

Thanks, you got my point exactly. I do not mean to be attacking anyone in a
personal sense, I really think the quest to “derive” predictions from string theory
would be rather like the quest to “derive” the correct Lagrangian for nature. (It
is a bit different, in that the different Lagrangians are a superselection issue
while in string theory the vacua are part of one theory, but this is irrelevant
given the cosmological issues involved in probing one vacuum from another).

It is not true any longer that string theorists study only supersymmetric vacua.
Much of the fuss about the KKLT paper was that they proposed ways to break
supersymmetry while nominally retaining computational control (and keeping
the scale of breaking quite low, perhaps low enough to explain the hierarchy).
This has been expanded upon in many works which explain how to break
supersymmetry, in an apparently controlled way, in the framework of string
theory. By now there is a huge literature on this, and most of the landscape
papers that Peter and others deride, are actually working steadily to improve the
technology for supersymmetry breaking in string theory. The most recent burst
of activity in this regard has been tying the Intriliator-Seiberg-Shih models to
string constructions, but there are many other approaches too.

12. Anon
November 14, 2006

Bert,

What do you make of QFT’s like pure N=2 supersymmetric SU(2) Yang-Mills,
which have continuous families of inequivalent choices of vacuum state
(superselection sectors with inequivalent physics)?

13. Bert Schroer
November 14, 2006

John, it is simply not true that hard-core theorists do not look at the question at
spontaneous SUSY breaking. The result is that it cannot be spontaneously
broken in the sense as e.g. the Lorentz symmetry is broken in a thermal medium.
They found such under such circumstances it “collapses” (i.e. there is no
averaging which can save the symmetry in a highly mixed state, see my hep-th
paper for more details and references).
Again I emphasize that QFT models are bound together by common model-
independent testable (and tested!!) common principles. This is a hell of a
difference to the “vacuum problem of ST”.



14. spacepig
November 14, 2006

John:

I don’t know what Bert is talking about, but standard references which
discuss the issue of supersymmetry breaking include reviews like:

Poppitz and Trivedi, hep-th/9803107
Shadmi and Shirman, hep-th/9907225

The subject developed after Edward Witten described the possibility of
dynamical breaking of supersymmetry in the early 1980s, in the very famous
paper Nucl Phys B 188 p. 513.

As I said a significant recent effort has been devoted to making such models in
string theory in conjunction with other moderately realistic features, and it
seems pretty clear that one can do this, by now.

15. Bert Schroer
November 14, 2006

The word “spontaneous breaking”has a very precise conceptual and
mathematical meaning. Its consequence is that by forming mixed avaerage
states one still can recover symmetry (albeit in an artificial mixed state which
violates cluster properties). Such an averaging does not exist for supersymmetry
(the only known exception).

16. spacepig
November 14, 2006

Well, Bert, the references I gave are for the standard usage. These theories are
thought (by e.g. the thousands of people who work on string theory and also go
to SUSY 200X conferences each year) to be theories whose Hamiltonians are
supersymmetric, but which do admit admit a supersymmetric ground state. Or in
some cases (those with metastable susy breaking vacua), theories which possess
both supersymmetric ground states and long lived metastable quasi-ground
states.

It is quite possible you have some “rigorous” meaning in mind, which I do not
know about, but which is also not thought by the many phenomenologists who
work on the MSSM, to be all that relevant. I suspect when they discover SUSY
and some structure of soft terms at LHC, no one will care much about the
axiomatic QFT existence of the definition of breaking which you are worried
about.

17. spacepig
November 14, 2006

erratum:



I am sorry, I meant “…but which do not admit a supersymmetric ground state.”
Somehow I typed admit twice.

18. Bert Schroer
November 14, 2006

There is nothing “axiomatic” about a clear conceptual distinction between
spontaneous symmetry breaking and no symmetry (=broken symmetry), you
should not try to push common sense into some axiomatic or high-brow corner.

19. spacepig
November 14, 2006

The standard usage of “spontaneously broken” that I know of, states that a
theory exhibits spontaneous breaking if the hamiltonian exhibits a symmetry that
is broken by the ground state.

That is the sense in which I was using the term.

If you were using it in a different or more precise sense, the theories I mention
may not exhibit spontaneous breaking by your definition. They do by the
definition I gave.

This is important: it means that in the theories I mentioned, the divergence
structure is not sensitive to very high energies for certain processes. E.g.
corrections to the vacuum energy, are cut off at the scale of supersymmetry
breaking. So in principle it is finite and calculable.

20. Bert Schroer
November 14, 2006

This is not quite the correct definition. The diffeomorphism group of the circle
e.g. does not leave the conformal vacuum invariant (only the Moebius subgroup
has this property) but this group is by no means broken in chiral theories.
Your definition does not cover the breaking in thermal states. The problem there
is that the ground state Hamiltonian is not the same as the one which leaves the
thermal average state invariant (one cannot argue here with quantization boxed
and Gibbs states because they break the supersymmetry in an explicit manner).
Coming back to the statement of John, there is no mathematical theorem that
supersymmetry can never be spontaneously broken in vacuum state (presumably
you want it in such a way that the Poincare-group is conserved) but that special
“collapse” aspect in a heat bath (where any other symmetry is at most
spontaneously broken) makes the whole issue of spontaneous SUSY breaking
extremely suspicious. Fermions and Bosons are separated by the strongest
superselection rule in this world: the univalence superselection rule. My physical
explanation for the thermal collapse phenomenon: you only get SUSY by an
extremely fine tuning of coupling strength and such a fine tuning is extremely
unstable (more unstable than the fine-tuning problems which SUSY is supposed
to solve).

21. spacepig



November 14, 2006

OK. Well, supersymmetry can be spontaneously broken by my definition; that is
the definition the phenomenologists who work on the MSSM and its extensions
use; and theories with that kind of breaking of SUSY lead to the successful
prediction of unification of couplings, good dark matter candidates, and a
solution of the hierarchy problem. The recent landscape constructions
incorporate more or less this kind of supersymmetry breaking into string theory,
quite successfully. (Though by no means producing a fully realistic model of the
world — who knows if that is possible).

I have no knowledge of, or intelligent comment to make, about your definition.

22. Bert Schroer
November 14, 2006

No, the situation remains undecided. Whatever our definitions are, we don’t
spontaneously break a symmetry rather the question is whether nature permits
such phases (symmetric and phases with order parameters).
I think that your picture of breaking “by hand” is caused by a too formal reading
of the Schwinger-Higgs mechanism which is not a symmetry-breaking (even
though people use this misleading terminology). Local gauge transformations
have nothing to do with symmetry and hence cannot be broken. There is a hell of
conceptual distinction between the Goldstone spontaneous broken phase and the
Schwinger-Higgs description of interacting massive vectormesons even though
formally (in the Lagrangian approach) they look very similar.

23. spacepig
November 14, 2006

At this point, I can only make the sociological comment: the rest of the field
has already moved on, so in practice, the issue is decided. Spontaneously broken
susy plays a central role in many papers that appear each day on the arXiv. I
think this is well justified, but other readers will have to judge for themselves.

Just as the field has moved on (correctly or not), I will too. I have nothing else to
say about this subject.

24. Bert Schroer
November 14, 2006

o.k. I know that there is a difference between science and sociology and the only
thing what happened in this long discussion (which is now finished) is that you
confirmed this.

25. Peter Woit
November 14, 2006

As far as I can tell, this discussion of the formal status of supersymmetry
breaking is irrelevant. Partly because you don’t actually have a real underlying
theory that does what you want to discuss (no non-perturbative version of string



theory), partly because even if it does what you want (break supersymmetry),
you end up with all sorts of different classes of models. The simplest of these
models that doesn’t violate what you already know (the MSSM) has 105 extra
parameters in it, and no known reason these cannot have arbitrary values.

Using the word “success” in this context is a bit absurd. The bottom line is that
you can’t even tell us if the LHC will see anything at all. If it does happen to see
exactly the superpartners, you can extract predictions about some of their
behavior, but if these predictions don’t work out, all you’ve done is falsified the
simplest model, and you have an infinite array of other models you can use to
match the data. In that case you’re not testing a theory or predicting anything,
just parametrizing observations in a complicated way.

26. Bert Schroer
November 14, 2006

Fine, so there is after all a scientific conclusion.
Spontaneous supersymmetry-breaking is conceptually extremely suspicious and
phenomenologically (in the form of superstrings) totally futile.

27. JC
November 14, 2006

Years ago I first bought into the SUSY thing largely from the standard arguments
in favor of it, such as dealing with the hierarchy problem, unification of coupling
constants, etc … When I came to the realization it would take around 100 free
parameters to incorporate SUSY into the Standard Model, that’s when I was
turned off from SUSY initially. (Before that time, I thought the Standard Model
had too many free parameters).

When string theory became popular, I initially thought it could find an easy way
to reduce the number of free parameters in the MSSM. But so far that has not
happened yet in a convincing manner. At times I wonder why some theorists are
tolerant of the idea of zillions of free parameters. Do any string theorists today
believe in the idea that string phenomenology can completely determine the free
parameters of the Standard Model?

28. Anon
November 14, 2006

Finite temperature breaks supersymmetry, just as it break Lorentz invariance
(there’s a preferred reference frame, in which you are at rest, with respect to the
thermal bath).

This is not what people are talking about, when they talk about the spontaneous
breaking of supersymmetry (at zero temperature). As spacepig points out, there
are plenty of theories, in which the Hamiltonian (or Lagrangian) is
supersymmetric, but there is no supersymmetric ground state. Instead, there’s a
massless Goldstone fermion, which transforms inhomogeneously under
supersymmetry, etc…



The real setting, for phenomenology, is one in which one is looking at
supergravity, rather than global supersymmetry. The massless Goldstino is eaten
by the gravitino, in an analog of the Higgs mechanism.

Bert Schroer will complain that this statement is not solidly grounded in
quantum field theory. He is correct. Supergravity (or any kind of quantum gravity
theory) is not a QFT, as he understands the term. And, to really define
supergravity, it needs to be embedded in some UV-complete theory (like string
theory) that he would consider completely beyond the pale.

But I think he misunderstands even the case of globally supersymmetric QFTs, in
which supersymmetry is spontaneously broken.

29. spacepig
November 14, 2006

Hello:

Wow, the opinions here, about SUSY and its breaking, are totally nonstandard.
Anyone trying to “learn” about physics from blogs, beware!
Mr. Schroer has lightly dismissed the work of thousands of papers over a period
of 20 or more years, finding theories that exhibit spontaneous and dynamical
(spontaneous, nonperturbative) SUSY breaking.

JC: The MSSM does have approximately 125 parameters. However relatively
trivial symmetries, which are also required by data (things like R-parity, needed
to avoid proton decay), cut down the number. There are a few well motivated
scenarios with just a handful of parameters.

It is however a problem of some interest, usually now called the LHC inverse
problem, to try and figure out which version of the MSSM with soft breaking
parameters is the correct one, given some hypothetical LHC data that confirms
SUSY. It is not an easy problem, and indeed because of the large number of
parameters, one might have to wait for ILC or some other machine to really nail
down the model.

Most string theorists do not believe the use of the theory will be to determine
these (kinds of) parameters. It will be useful for phenomenology if and when
some stringy signature, like cosmic strings or moduli, shows up in experiments.
This is something peter continually refuses to acknowledge, but is a far more
likely scenario for contact, than classifying string vacua and then finding the
right one by brute force. It has been useful for more conceptual issues (like
singularity resolution and black hole entropy), solving gauge theories, motivating
new classes of models, etc. already. In fact it would be hard to gauge the
strength of its impact on these subjects over the past 20 years, it has been
enormous.
And, from the viewpoint of many established, contributing theorists in
many top departments, it has been very positive.

30. Bert Schroer
November 14, 2006



In my case it was not lightly; it would be much simpler for me if I permit myself
to use what Feynman called “excuses”.

31. Peter Woit
November 14, 2006

pig,

I agree that the most likely scenario for making contact between string theory
and phenomenology would be if astronomers find a cosmic string, study its
properties, and find that it has the properties elementary strings of cosmic size
are suppose to have distinguishing them from cosmic strings coming from a
Higgs field.

But there is not the slightest evidence for this, and there is no reason to expect it
other than pure wishful thinking. It also would be strong evidence for string
theory if, when LHC collisions begin, an angel appears out of the interaction
region with gold tablets explaining that the multiverse exists and is governed by
the laws of string theory. I just don’t see any reason to expect this to happen, but
you’re welcome to put your hopes in it. Just doesn’t seem like science to me.

32. spacepig
November 14, 2006

The cosmic string scenario seems more likely than the one with angels,
to me. As do scenarios with 5th forces (which is why several groups are doing
experiments to detect them). Or scenarios with low string scale (which is why
Lisa Randall wrote a popular book that recently won her the Lilienfeld prize,
about string-inspired scenarios which solve the hierarchy problem).

Particle physics has always progressed by “model building,” not by epiphanies
which predict the structure of the whole theory. You can make fun of this and say
“there is no guarantee any interesting model will be selected by the data,” and
you’re right. But there was no such guarantee for the past 100 years, and yet, we
did fine. The problem for the last 25 has been the lack of experiments that push
the energy frontier, the SSC cancellation didn’t help, and with LHC that will
finally be corrected. I expect the bottom up approach will continue to succeed,
with no need for angels, and interesting phenomena will continue to turn up.

33. Peter Woit
November 14, 2006

If we see a 5th force it will be quite interesting, but far from evidence for string
theory.

I certainly hope and expect that interesting phenomena will turn up at the LHC
or elsewhere, I just see no reason at all to expect that they will have anything to
do with a 10/11d string/M-theory with something very complicated done to the
6/7 extra dimensions.

Particle physics has not progressed due to model-building itself, it has



progressed due to people coming up with models that actually have to do with
the real world, based on finding testable, compelling models that both explain
things already seen, and predict things not yet seen, which are then confirmed.

That Lisa Randall’s popular book has received a prize is absolutely irrelevant to
the question of the validity of the models she discusses. You seem very
concerned with sociological rather than scientific evidence for models. If
someone decides to award a prize to my book, will that prove that string theory
has failed as an idea about unification?

34. spacepig
November 14, 2006

Peter, you fail to acknowledge that in fact string theory has been an inspiring
source of models that have to do with the real world, have testable and
compelling features, and predict things not yet seen. None of these models have
yet been confirmed. If one is, it will not be proof of string theory. But to pretend
string theory has not had this role, is really strange.

35. Peter Woit
November 14, 2006

pig,

String theory has inspired all sorts of things over the last 35 years, some of them
very important, some of them worthless. One thing it has definitely inspired is
some great mathematics. I don’t happen to be a big fan of the kind of
phenomenological models I think you have in mind; they appear to me to be
complicated, and don’t actually seem to really explain anything that we observe.
Maybe I’m wrong and the LHC will provide experimental evidence for them,
we’ll see. If so, that would be a positive thing to attribute to string theory
research. It wouldn’t mean though that the world is 10/11 dimensional, or that
string theory ideas about unification have anything to do with reality.

36. JC
November 14, 2006

spacepig,

How would you feel if the LHC and all other near-term future colliders (ie. built
and running before 2100), only found the standard model Higgs particle and
nothing else?

37. anon.
November 15, 2006

“… the opinions here, about SUSY and its breaking, are totally nonstandard.
Anyone trying to “learn” about physics from blogs, beware!” – Spacepig
(comment number 19,194)

Spacepig, you mean to write, surely, “… Anyone trying to ‘learn’ about orthodox



string theory which we claim is physics, from blogs, beware!”

“String theory has inspired all sorts of things over the last 35 years, some of
them very important, some of them worthless. One thing it has definitely inspired
is some great mathematics.” – Peter Woit (second to last comment).

Can you actually substantiate this claim, please? Please give a great equation
from string, and show how to solve it. Kaku in a New Scientist essay a year or
two ago wrote that he cried when he first saw the elegant simplicity and
predictive power of Dirac’s equation. Is there anything like that in the stringy
Calabi-Yau’s? I thought that the whole point is that the failure of string theory is
a mathematical failure to actually solve the extradimensional equations because
they’re so inelegant? Surely there is nothing useful in equations which can have
so many solutions?

38. Bert Schroer
November 15, 2006

Anon,
this is an issue on which I agree with you; perhaps one can bring it more to the
point by the following remarks.
It is not mathematical physics which is helpful for unifying mathematics but
rather “physical” mathematics i.e. metaphoric ideas about particle physics which
are produced most abundandly in the present crisis of particle physics. This is
pretty evident in the way physics ideas enter the Langlands program. It is not
the world (say the SM) as it is in nature, but rather the way Atiyah, Seiberg and
Witten… want it to jump over their e-m duality stick which is useful for
mathematics. The reason why this is successful is that mathematicians need once
in a while (especially for unification of their field) to get away from the rigor and
activate their free-floating imagination; metaphorical ideas from particle physics
are the ideal catalyzer for this.
What is fruitful for mathematics is a dead end for particle physics.

39. anonymous
November 15, 2006

spacepig,

you abandon the hope of predicting the vacuum. You abandon the hope of
making statistical predictions. You suggest that what theorists did so far is
enough. I agree that some scenarios would smell more stringy than others and
that finding just the SM at LHC would smell anthropic. But selecting a QFT
means selecting a QFT and does not mean proofing that string theory is the
theory of quantum gravity.

If you wish to abandon the scientific method, we can close now the issue about
string theory with the following pool:

a) it is 26th-century physics that fell by chance into the 21th century;

b) it is 21th-century archeology;



c) it is a fart in 11d space-time.

If instead you want to follow the scientific method, you must provide testable
predictions. In my opinion, if this cannot be done, string theory has to dissolve as
in c).

40. Tony Smith
November 15, 2006

Now that I have a copy of Freeman Dyson’s book “The Scientist as Rebel”, I see
in it some passages that, like its cover, remind me of Peter’s description of
superstring theory.

Dyson said:
“… At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the birth of modern science had
been proclaimed by … Bacon in England and … Descartes in France.
…
According to Bacon, scientists should experiment … and collect facts … until the
accumulation of facts would make clear the way nature behaves.
…
According to Descartes, scientists should deduce the laws of nature by pure
reason … Cartesian vortices were supposed to fill space … pushing celestial
objects along their orbits.
…
At the time when Newton made his discoveries, the learned men of England were
mostly doing science in the empirical styple of Bacon, but … believed in the
Cartesian theory of vortices because it was the only theory available.
…
In 1667 Newton … resumed his solitary existence in Cambridge. … He spoke to
nobody about his alchemical studies, and to almost nobody about his discoveries
in physics.
For him, alchemy and physics and theology were parts of a single enterprise,
three aspects of a single search for knowledge that God had placed within his
grasp. Since he was not free to talk about his theology, he saw no reason why he
should talk about his alchemy or his physics.
He might never have talked about his physics, if his friend Halley had not come
to Cambridge in 1684 begging him to publish what he knew. Then, once he had
started writing … he did not stop until he had finished the three volumes of the
Principia. …
In the first two volumes …[of] the Principia …[Newton]… built a grand edifice of
mathematices … and then in the third volume he … demonstrat[ed] with an
abundance of observational facts that nature danced to his tune.
As soon as the Principia was published and widely circulated,
the Cartesian vortices were dead. …”.

If Halley had not convinced Newton to publish the Principia, what would have
been the course of science ?
Would others (using Hooke gravity, Leibnitz calculus, etc) have produced a
Principia,
or



would Hooke gravity have remained as empirical physics and Leibnitz calculus
have remained as mathematics reasoning, with the Newtonian synthesis never
occurring ?

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – I guess I should say explicitly that the similarity that I see is that:
Baconian accumulation of facts = Standard Model plus gravity
and
Cartesian vortices = superstring theory
and
“the only theory available” = “the only game in town”
and
maybe a Newtonian synthesis ( a model using new or unconventional math
techniques that enables calculation of particle masses, force strengths, etc)
might be necessary to unify Baconian standard model plus gravity physicists with
Cartesian beautiful-math physicists.

PPS – As Dyson’s essay also said:
“… Newton himself was at heart a Cartesian …”.
That is borne out by the fact that Newton lived his life in accord with an Ovid
quotation on Descartes’s tombstone:
“Bene qui latuit, bene vixit.”
Sadly,
there exist today pressures against unconventional physics similar to the
pressures against unconventional theology in Newton’s time, and it may be that
even today some feel that they have a better life by hiding their true feelings.

41. Bourgeois Nerd
November 15, 2006

I’ve been trying to look at books that might have something to say about strings
and say to myself, “What would Peter think?” to evaluate it. I’m not very far into
it, but I was actually thinking that Gribbin’s book, though undoubtedly pro-
strings, was more skeptical than I’d thought it would be.

42. Jeremy
November 17, 2006

If you want to read the Axes & Alleys review online and not just in the PDF, you
can find it here:

http://www.axesandalleys.com/book-review/

43. Bert Schroer
November 17, 2006

Dear friends
I stop and say good by to all who engaged me in interesting discussions. It is not
only the spam-filter which irritated me but I find this whole enterprise unworthy,

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.axesandalleys.com/book-review/
http://www.axesandalleys.com/book-review/


regimented to rules which never were spelled out, and at the end and plainly
ridiculous.



More On Geometric Langlands (a Grand Unified
Theory of Math?)

November 14, 2006
Categories: Langlands

After mentioning in the last posting that Witten is giving talks in Berkeley and
Cambridge this week, I found out about various recent developments in Geometric
Langlands, some of which Witten presumably will be talking about.

Edward Frenkel has put a draft version of his new book Langlands Correspondence
for Loop Groups on his web-site. In the introduction he describes the Langlands
Program as “a kind of Grand Unified Theory of Mathematics”, initially linking number
theory and representation theory, now expanding into relations with geometry and
quantum field theory. The book is nearly 400 pages long, and to be published by
Cambridge University Press. Frenkel also notes that recent developments in
geometric Langlands have focused on extending the story from the case of flat
connections on a Riemann surface to connections with ramification (i.e. certain point
singularities are allowed). He has a new paper out on the arXiv about this, entitled
Ramifications of the geometric Langlands program, and he writes that:

in a forthcoming paper the geometric Langlands correspondence with tame
ramification is studied from the point of view of dimensional reduction of four-
dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory.

The title of the forthcoming Gukov-Witten paper is supposedly “Gauge theory,
ramification, and the geometric Langlands program.”

Presumably people attending Witten’s talks in Berkeley and Cambridge will get to
hear about this new story for the ramified case. For the rest of us, on his web-site
David Ben-Zvi has notes from talks this summer by Witten at Luminy where he
describes some of this. Ben-Zvi also has an announcement of a series of lectures on
geometric Langlands that he’ll be giving at Oxford next April. The summary of the
lectures says that he’ll “describe upcoming work of Gukov and Witten which brings
together geometric Langlands and link homology theory.” Link homology theory is
also known as Khovanov homology, and I wrote about this two years ago here,
advertising Atiyah’s speculation that there may be a 4d TQFT story going on,
something I always have found very intriguing. Ben-Zvi has recently lectured on
Khovanov homology at Austin, and began his lecture by saying that this material
relates “themes in 21st century representation theory” to 4d TQFT. He goes on to
cover some of the ideas about 4d TQFT and “categorification” that I was very
impressed by when I heard about them from a talk by Igor Frenkel a few months ago
(described here).

At first I thought Ed Frenkel’s claim that geometric Langlands was going to give a
Grand Unified Theory of mathematics was completely over the top, but seeing how
some of these very different and fascinating relations between new kinds of
mathematics and quantum field theory seem to be coming together, I’m more and

http://math.berkeley.edu/~frenkel/NEWBOOK/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~frenkel/NEWBOOK/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~frenkel/NEWBOOK/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~frenkel/NEWBOOK/
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.QA/0611294
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.QA/0611294
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP/lectures/wittenluminy.pdf
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP/lectures/wittenluminy.pdf
http://www.mathphyz.info/program.html
http://www.mathphyz.info/program.html
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~szendroi/langlands.html
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~szendroi/langlands.html
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~szendroi/langprog.html
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~szendroi/langprog.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=104
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=104
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP/lectures/khovanovhomology.pdf
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP/lectures/khovanovhomology.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=402
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=402


more willing to believe that investigating them will come to dominate mathematical
physics in the coming years.

Update: Slides from Witten’s Berkeley lectures are here. And many thanks to David
Ben-Zvi for the informative comments!

Comments

1. A.J.
November 14, 2006

Hi Peter,

Witten has only delivered one lecture so far, and it was devoted to reviewing
background material: mostly S-duality and a few words about topological
twisting, all of which can be found in the Kapustin-Witten paper.

2. Peter Woit
November 14, 2006

Thanks A.J.!
It would be great if you could keep us informed about the rest of the lectures…

3. SFB
November 14, 2006

It sounds like they are doing interesting math, but leaving physics to the LQG
crowd.

4. atrings
November 14, 2006

I agree with SFB for the “interesting math “,but not for the”LQG crowd”.

5. Richard
November 14, 2006

“At first I thought Ed Frenkel’s claim that geometric Langlands was going to give
a Grand Unified Theory of mathematics was completely over the top, but seeing
how some of these very different and fascinating relations between new kinds of
mathematics and quantum field theory seem to be coming together, I’m more
and more willing to believe that investigating them will come to dominate
mathematical physics in the coming years.”

Perhaps a domination of mathematical physics, but the claim of a grand
unification of mathematics is in fact way over the top unless you believe that
mathematics is nothing but mathematical physics. It probably all depends on
your own personal values, biases, points of view, and even whom you believe
owns mathematics. Recall Lubos’ wild claim that someday mathematics will be
completely subsumed by string theory?

http://math.berkeley.edu/index.php?module=documents&JAS_DocumentManager_op=viewDocument&JAS_Document_id=116
http://math.berkeley.edu/index.php?module=documents&JAS_DocumentManager_op=viewDocument&JAS_Document_id=116


6. onymous
November 14, 2006

I expect many of the people who have been working on geometric Langlands for
years would be kind of shocked to be called mathematical physicists, Richard. Do
they all instantly become mathematical physicists just because Witten got
interested in what they’re doing?

7. Richard
November 14, 2006

Onymous – I don’t believe I said that.

8. onymous
November 14, 2006

Apologies, I misread Peter’s original statement — didn’t notice that he
specifically singled out mathematical physics — and so misinterpreted your
“…unless you believe that mathematics is nothing but mathematical physics” as
an implication that geometric Langlands is mathematical physics. Never mind.

9. David Ben-Zvi
November 15, 2006

Hi and thanks for the references! (all notes on my page should be taken with
many grains of salt..)
I should point out that the preprint by Gukov and Witten doesn’t actually talk at
all about link homology, so my talk description was perhaps premature, but a
connection between
geometric Langlands and some kind of link homology is to be expected following
their ideas (cf Gukov’s Strings talk).
Cautis and Kamnitzer also have very interesting work in progress on such a
relation.

After all, geometric Langlands is a very general categorification
program in representation theory, so one would expect it to
relate to the kinds of categorifications that give rise to Khovanov homology.
There just aren’t too many fundamental structures associated with a semisimple
Lie group, and they all connect..

Of course it’s a joke to speak of geometric Langlands as
a grand unified theory… but the Langlands duality is certainly
among the broadest themes in math, a kind of nonabelian
generalization of the Fourier transform, and it’s extremely exciting
that we can view it in the geometric setting as electric-magnetic duality in four
dimensional gauge theories!

10. relativist
November 15, 2006

David Ben-Zvi says



“it’s extremely exciting that we can view it in the geometric setting as electric-
magnetic duality in four dimensional gauge theories!”

Can you expand on that? Sounds very interesting.

11. urs
November 15, 2006

it’s extremely exciting that we can view it in the geometric setting as
electric-magnetic duality in four dimensional gauge theories!

Can you expand on that? Sounds very interesting.

This is the insight of the Kapustin-Witten paper.

You can find a summary here.

12. urs
November 15, 2006

a kind of nonabelian generalization of the Fourier transform

Is it a nonabelian generalization, or isn’t it rather a categorification of the
Fourier transform?

It seemed to me that much of Langlands can be nicely understood as taking
place in categorified linear algebra. I have made remarks on how the Hecke
operator looks like a 2-linear map for instance here.

13. urs
November 15, 2006

It would be great if you could keep us informed about the rest of the
lectures…

If anyone feels like reporting on interesting lectures online, we have a guest
account for that over on the n-Café.

For instance we had David Roberts guest-reporting from a lecture by Brian Wang
here, similar to the many guest reports we had # at the string coffee table.

14. David Ben-Zvi
November 15, 2006

Urs:

“Is it a nonabelian generalization, or isn’t it rather a categorification of the
Fourier transform?”

well it’s both.. the main difficulty is the nonabelian nature
rather than the categorification, and that is where Langlands tells
us what to do (in the geometric or classical, noncategorified setting).

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000843.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000843.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000825.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000825.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/wang_at_austms_2006.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/wang_at_austms_2006.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000853.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000853.html


Categorifications of the Fourier transform have been
used for almost 30 years I think (starting with the Fourier-Deligne
transform, see eg Laumon’s first ICM), and the geometric Langlands
program suggests that one can extend this to nonabelian settings
(G-bundles on curves).

By the way maybe this is an excuse to air one of my pet
peeves, the use of the term “Fourier-Mukai”
to refer to any functor between derived categories given
by an integral kernel.. I would be surprised if an analyst
referred to any map on function spaces given by
integration against a kernel (or any matrix) as a Fourier transform, and the same
should hold in the categorified setting — in some
precise sense (due to Toen and which I’m badly paraphrasing)
all functors between derived categories are given by integral kernels!
“Honest” Fourier-Mukai transforms should have additional
structure and properties (for example taking convolution
to tensor product). Similarly not any duality is a T-duality!

15. urs
November 15, 2006

well it’s both.. […] Categorifications of the Fourier transform have been
used […] and the geometric Langlands program suggests that one can
extend this to nonabelian settings […]

Great, thanks! That’s what I was hoping some expert would say. Probably I just
talked to the wrong experts so far!

Because each time I’d ask a question along the lines

“isn’t an eigenbrane just a categorified eigenvector in some 2-vector space”

the answer I’d get would be something like

“no, 2-vector space only appear after we categorify Langlands itself, like
Kapranov discussed.”

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10
/quantization_and_cohomology_we_1.html#c005444

16. Peter Orland
November 15, 2006

I don’t know much category theory, but I thought that the
non-Abelian generalization of the Fourier transform is the character expansion
(or Plancherel transform in the non-compact case) for functions on non-Abelian
groups. Aside from a character formula, that is the simplest generalization.

Obviously, I am missing the point and something deeper is meant. Can anyone
explain this to a dumb theoretical physicist?

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/quantization_and_cohomology_we_1.html#c005444
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/quantization_and_cohomology_we_1.html#c005444
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/quantization_and_cohomology_we_1.html#c005444
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/quantization_and_cohomology_we_1.html#c005444
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/quantization_and_cohomology_we_1.html#c005444
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/quantization_and_cohomology_we_1.html#c005444


17. Peter Orland
November 15, 2006

I just wanted to add that the sort of examples I mentioned don’t help much with
non-Abelian duality in classical or quantum field theory. To perform a duality
transformation, a zero-curvature condition is Fourier transformed and the
parameter integrated over is the dual field. This only really works in the Abelian
case. There are non-Abelian generalizations of duality done this way, but they are
rather messy, and not obviously useful.

18. A.J.
November 16, 2006

Well, Witten finished his lectures, but ran out of time to say much of anything
about ramification. There’s just too much information to be covered in
(somewhat less than) 3 hours. Most of what he said is pretty well covered in
David Ben-Zvi’s notes, and in Urs’s posts on the subject, or in the Kapustin-
Witten paper for that matter.

We did get scans of his notes, so perhaps those will be available online one of
these days.

19. urs
November 16, 2006

Can anyone explain this to a dumb theoretical physicist?

One way to get an intuition for what is going on with these Hecke operators and
similar transformations is to consider the drastically oversimplified baby toy
example situation where the underlying spaces are in fact just – finite sets.

A vector bundle over a finite set is then just an array of finitely many vector
spaces.

Think of that as a vector whose entries are vector spaces. Such a beast is known
as a (Kapranov-Voevodsky) 2-vector.

The categorification involved here is that which takes the monoid of complex
numbers and replaces it by the monoidal category of complex vector spaces.

So we can imagine doing linear algebra with these vectors whose entries are
vector spaces by replacing sums of complex numbers by direct sums of vector
spaces and products of complex numbers by tensor products of vector spaces.

In particular, let X any Y be two finite sets and consider a vector bundle L over X
x Y .

By the above, this is now like a |X| x |Y| matrix with entries being vector spaces.
Using the above dictionary, we can define the categorified matrix product of L
with a 2-vector over Y, simply by using the ordinary prescription for matrix
multiplication but replacing sums of numbers by direct sums of vector spaces



and products of numbers by tensor products of vector spaces.

One can convince onself, that this categorified action of a 2-matrix on a 2-vector
can equivalently be reformulated in a more arrow-theoretic way as follows:

We have projections p1 and p2 from X x Y to X and to Y, respectively. This makes
X x Y into a span

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/klein_2geometry_vi.html#c005232

Given a 2-vector V -> X over X, we may pull it back along p1 to X x Y, tensor the
result componentwise with L and push the result of that back along p2.

This operation produces precisely the naive categorified matrix product that I
mentioned above.

But the nice thing is that this pullback-tensor-pushforward along a
“correspondence” like X x Y generalizes to vastly more interesting situations.

There is an entire zoo of well-known operations of this kind. The Fourier-Moukai
transformation is one example. The Hecke transformation that appears in
geometric Langlans is another.

In the above sense, all of these operations can be understodd as linear maps on
2-vector spaces.

A description of what I just said, including some helpful diagrams and links to
further material can be found here:

Fourier-Mukai, T-Duality and other linear 2-Maps.

20. urs
November 16, 2006

Concerning the abelian vs. nonabelian categorified Fourier transform:

there is something called the “classical limit” of geometric Langlands, as
decribed for instance here:

Pantev on Langlands, II

The Hecke operation in geometric Langlands is a generalization of the
categorified Fourier transformation: is a “2-linear map” in the sense of my
comment above

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=492#comment-19258

such that it coincides with the Fourier-Moukai transformation in this “classical
limit”.

In other words, the Hecke operation is a deformation of the Fourier-Moukai
transformation.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/klein_2geometry_vi.html#c005232
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/klein_2geometry_vi.html#c005232
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000825.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000825.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000807.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000807.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=492#comment-19258
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=492#comment-19258


21. Bert Schroer
November 16, 2006

I never understood what is the relation of elliptic cohomology (not that I don’t
know what it presents mathematically since I have followed the area with an
ever increasing distance since the days of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem) with
particle physics except that Witten has generated a certain enthusiasmus with
some particle physicists. Since I have learned to make a distiction between
physics and what (some) physicists are doing and since this blog (as Peter’s
book) is primarily about the present state of particle physics I think it is a
legitimate question to ask about its relation to particle physics. If this is not
permitted then this will be my last contribution to this blog.

22. Anon
November 16, 2006

To Peter Orland:

You are correct about the Plancheral theorem. But that tells you that if you know
the irreducible representations, and their dimensions/characters, you know how
to decompose functions. It doesnt tell you what the characters are.

In the first instance Langlands is a parameterization of irreducible reps, and a
determination of their character; roughly they are in bijection with conjugacy
classes in another group.

The categorification nonsense is an elaboration of this, to say *all* information
you can extract comes from this dual group.

23. Peter Orland
November 16, 2006

Urs and Anon,

Thanks for the responses. I understand that a character formula
of some sort is need to make Plancheral meaningful. What I worry
about is that even with such a character formula, there isn’t
enough for non-Abelian electromagnetic duality. In fact, I am skeptical a
USEFUL duality for pure Yang-Mills theorists exists.

To carry out a duality transformation, the Bianchi identity needs
to be imposed by integrating over a new field (in 3+1 dimensions, this field is a
one-form). Then we would like to integrate out the
orginal gauge field to obtain a action in this new field. Doing this
in practice is tough. There are tricks for doing it with certain character formulas,
but the dual theory is a mess, since the dual
fields are discretely valued (o.k. on the lattice, but without a good
continuum interpretation).

Are these new techniques are somehow better? If so, it would be very
interesting.



24. urs
November 16, 2006

In the first instance Langlands is a parameterization of irreducible
reps, and a determination of their character; roughly they are in
bijection with conjugacy classes in another group.

That’s the original “algebraic” Langlands thing.

The categorification nonsense is an elaboration of this, to say *all*

I think the categorification nonsense comes in when you pass from the original to
the geometric Langlands correspondence.

In the original Langlands setup, the Hecke operator is an ordinary linear map,
acting on a space of modular forms.

In the geometric version of the theory, it becomes the Hecke operator that acts
on derived coherent sheaves on some moduli space. And that guy is no longer an
ordinary linear map. But it is a categorified linear map, if you like (and also if you
don’t like it).

In particular, in a special limit it is nothing but a certain categorification of the
Fourier transformation.

25. urs
November 16, 2006

I never understood what is the relation of elliptic cohomology […] with
particle physics

Elliptic cohomology is not about particle physics. It is about string physics.

Elliptic cohomology is to strings like particles are to K-cohomology #.

But what is the direct relation of elliptic cohomology to geometric Langlands,
that made you bring this up here?

26. Bert Schroer
November 16, 2006

Interesting, so after all elliptic cohomology isn’t about particle physics it is
rather about ST. That’s precisely what I expected.

27. Bert Schroer
November 16, 2006

Urs
Interesting, so after all elliptic cohomology isn’t about particle physics it is
rather about ST. That’s precisely what I expected. I guess I got into the
Langland’s column by accident, but without this accident I probably would not
have received such a precise answer.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000862.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000862.html


28. urs
November 16, 2006

Interesting, so after all elliptic cohomology isn’t about particle physics
it is rather about ST.

Yes, check out the table at the beginning of the introduction of those notes.

Generalized cohomology theories are labelled by something called their
“chromatic filtration”.

The idea is that a cohomology theory of chromatic level p comes from the physics
of “p-particles” – otherwise known as (p-1)-branes.

K-cohomology has filtration 1. It corresponds to 1-particles (0-branes). Ordinary
points, that is.

Elliptic cohomology has filtration 2. It corresponds to 2-particles, otherwise
known as 1-branes or strings.

Ordinary (singular) cohomology has filtration level 0. There is a precise sense in
which it corresponds to 0-particles (or (-1) branes).

I expect this table is open ended. But I have never seen anything about
cohomology theories of chromatic filtration larger than 2.

29. urs
November 16, 2006

I am skeptical a USEFUL duality for pure Yang-Mills theorists exists.

It is a famous conjecture that 4-dimensional Yang-Mills theory has a duality
called S-duality.

Yang-Mills theories (in a given dimension, for a fixed number of supercharges)
are parameterized by a complex number

tau ,

the coupling constant, and a Lie group

G,

the gauge group.

For N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills, there is conjectured to be an isomorphism
between Yang-Mills theory for

(tau,G)

and that for

(-1/tau , G^L) .

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000862.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000862.html


-1/tau is, roughly, the inverted coupling constant (therefore: “weak-strong
coupling duality”) and G^L is the Lie group that is Langlands dual to G.

See the first few paragraphs of this, for instance.

That this is indeed an isomorphism of field theories is not a theorem, but it is
supported by enough evidence that makes everybody assume it is indeed true.
This is the S-duality conjecture.

Since the Langlands dual group appears in this conjecture, it has long been
speculated that there is indeed a relation between S-duality and the Langlands
program. But until recently nobody could really substantiate this.

The achievement of the Kapustin-Witten work is to show that for the special case
that the 4-dimensional Yang-Mills theory is suitably compactified down to two
dimensions, the S-dualiy conjecture for Yang-Mills theory is essentially
equivalent to the geometric Langlands conjecture.

All the ingredients of geometric Langlands, like those moduli spaces of bundles
and the derived coherent sheaves on them, can be understood in terms of field
configurations and boundary conditions of compactified N=4 super Yang-Mills
theory.

Notice that this amounts to further support for the S-duality conjecture, because
it increases the number of people that truest the S-duality conjecture by those
mathematicians that trust the geometric Langland conjecture.

But it might also be noteworthy that this suggests that the geometric Langlands
duality is only a tiny aspect of a much bigger story – since it is (apparently) just
the special case of S-duality applied to a very specific compactification of Yang-
Mills theory only.

30. Peter Orland
November 16, 2006

Urs,

Yes, I know about the S-duality conjecture (I would much more interested in a
similar conjecture about pure Yang-Mills than N=2 or N=4 Yang-Mills. Theories
with adjoint matter are very different from those we know about in nature).

Though a conjecture is nice, to really prove it operator equivalences are needed.
The procedure I discussed before, character expansions of the Bianchi identity,
etc., is the first step to find such equivalences. In Abelian theories, this is how
Kramers-Wannier duality works. There are some non-Abelian constructions due
to Sharachandra and Anishetty, they haven’t proved useful yet.

31. A.J.
November 17, 2006

Urs,

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000843.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000843.html


Their’s a mild caveat to be added to your statement that

All the ingredients of geometric Langlands, like those moduli spaces of
bundles and the derived coherent sheaves on them, can be understood
in terms of field configurations and boundary conditions of
compactified N=4 super Yang-Mills theory.

The geometric Langlands correspondence is stated in terms of D-modules on the
moduli stack of not-necessarily stable G-bundles. Kapustin & Witten’s work
doesn’t quite give full information about the moduli stack, but only its semi-
stable locus. As I far as I can tell, the relation between N=4 SYM and the
Langlands correspondence for D-modules on the full stack hasn’t been
completely spelled out.

32. ks
November 17, 2006

Question to Urs. First of all thanks a lot for all your explanations. You work on
cool stuff anyway ( though it is a little over my head at this time ). Do I
understand your research program correctly when I assume that You try to link
the standard model and ST in purely algebraic terms by means of higher
category theory? Hence when changing the algebraic setting they do not look
much different but are connected through certain higher morphisms?

33. Bert Schroer
November 17, 2006

Peter Orland
Conceptual realism demands to separate Kramers-Wannier duality (and its
structural extension the order-disorder issue) from speculative ideas. The o-d
duality is a local quantum physical phenomenon which has no known analog in
higher dimensions. Whereas o-d is a phenomenon which has a solid operator
algebraic intrinsic understanding (if you want I can provide you with recent
literature) there is nothing like this for the S conjecture.
By now Wikipedia has more material on wild conjectures than about genuine
results. There is the danger that we may be fooled to our own simulacrums and
metaphors in particular that conjectures solidify because they comes from
somebody with a high status in the community or because they have been
hanging around for a long time so that several generations have stepped on
them.

34. urs
November 17, 2006

wild conjectures

S-duality is certainly a conjecture, but hardly a wild conjecture.

I mean, that’s the point: S-duality is apparently as wild as geometric Langlands.

35. urs



November 17, 2006

Kapustin & Witten’s work doesn’t quite give full information about the
moduli stack, but only its semi-stable locus.

Right, thanks. There are probably a couple of such technicalities. I am not
working on this stuff, so it’s hard to keep them all in mind.

So what about that “classical limit” in which, apparently, geometric Langlands is
only proven so far. Does compactified SYM exactly coincide with the geometric
Langlands data in that limit?

36. David
November 17, 2006

A couple of comments: Kapustin-Witten’s theory does (as far as I
understand) cover the full stack of bundles, not just the semistable locus. The
sigma-model/mirror symmetry description
fails outside the semistable locus, but they emphasize
in the paper that the gauge theory sees the entire stack
of bundles — I think the problem is us geometers
have only been able in the past really to process
the classical aspects of the theory (solns of the equations of motion
etc) but quantum gauge theory is a lot smarter than we
are (speaking for myself at least). As far as I know they
can’t completely say what S-duality predicts off the semistable locus, but the
important point is it does actually apply there.

The classical limit of Langlands is only proven
generically, missing the hardest locus — it’s a beautiful
result and one of the best in the subject, but saying classical
geometric Langlands is understood is on the same
level as saying you understand (noncompact) Lie groups
when you understand their diagonalizable elements —
the hardest part involved unipotents..

Also I’m not sure I would think of Hecke operators as Fourier transforms – the
Hecke operators are the symmetries of moduli
of bundles (and sheaves on them), while the Fourier-Mukai
type transforms relate G and G^ the dual group.

One sense (of many) in which geometric Langlands is a nonabelian
categorified generalization of the Fourier transform is that while Plancherel
helps you decompose spaces of functions on a group,
geometric Langlands type results help you decompose the
CATEGORY of all representations of a group —
since these categories are not semisimple
there’s a big difference between listing irreducibles and their characters and
actually describing the structure of general
representations. (Geometric Langlands ideas
can be used to study for example the category



of Harish-Chandra modules for a real semisimple Lie group).

37. Peter Orland
November 17, 2006

Bert,

I cannot understand your explanation especially well. In my attempt to translate
your statement into simple language, I conclude you mean more conjectures
than solid statements dominate our field. I don’t need to be reminded of this,
since I have
seen it all over the literature for the last decade or so.

I was asking if the experts on Langlands believe a useful concrete electric-
magnetic duality transformation can be constructed from non-Abelian Fourier
transforms (character expansions). I suspect the answer is no, since no one gave
me a simple “yes”.

38. John Gonsowski
November 17, 2006

I’m probably mixing algebraic number theory with analytic number theory but is
there a relationship between elliptic cohomology and elliptic Mobius
transformations?

39. urs
November 17, 2006

Also I’m not sure I would think of Hecke operators as Fourier
transforms – the Hecke operators are the symmetries of moduli
of bundles

Oh, sorry, I misspoke if I said that. The Langlands correspondence is analogous
to the Fourier transform, exchanging skyscraper sheaves (analogous to delta-
functions) with Hecke-eigensheaves (analogous to plane waves). So, in this
analogy, the Hecke operator is like a categorified derivative.

40. Bert Schroer
November 17, 2006

I am afraid the sad truth is the answer is “no”. It is better to live in quantum
reality than to become complacent with a Disney version of it.
I was not trying to explain anything in technical terms but only pointing to the
obvious observation that Kramers-Wannier on a microscopic level (achieved by
Leo Kadanoff) was quantum from the beginning whereas the Seiberg Witten
duality is from a physical Disney dreamland which precisely of this is so useful to
a large part of mathematics. The kind of mathematics for which it had no use is
the operator-algebraic mathematical setting of QT which dates back to von
Neumann and has been enriched by the locality principle in AQFT. By the way
the manner Kadanoff has extracted (noncommutative) operator commutation
relations for the (what we nowadays call) the Ising primary fields from the



Euclidean lattice setting (via a partially guessed properties of the transfer matrix
formalism) had my deep admiration; the Leitmotiv of all my work with Swieca in
the early 70s was related to adapt ate Kadanoff’s order/disorder ideas to the
continuous setting of QFT; in many cases we even succeeded to read this back
into a continuous functional integrals setting by using an Aharonov-Bohm analog
language. Later, when I was working with Rehren on an algebraic approach to
chiral conformal QFT I remembered those Kadanoff ideas and we found a
completely explicit operator version of an “exchange algebra” for the conformal
Ising field theory from which it was possible to compute its n-point Wightman
functions. A historical review can be found in
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504206
but thinking about this now, I should have written much more about Leo
Kadanoff’s contributions; he really deserved a Nobel prize together with Wilson.
In those days we also convinced ourselves that this order-disorder idea has no
electric-magnetic counterpart in the full QFT setting.

41. Peter Orland
November 17, 2006

Bert,

I also worked extensively on duality. Like you, I concluded that
there is no simple operator equivalence between a non-Abelian
gauge theory and its dual. But there are intriguing exceptions
of systems with non-Abelian systems which do have duality
transformations and disorder operators. In my Ph.D. thesis I found lattice
systems with permutation-group $S_{N}$ symmetry which have nontrivial duals.
But I will spare people here from a list of more publications on the subject.

Regards,
Peter (O.)

42. Thomas Larsson
November 18, 2006

Conceptual realism demands to separate Kramers-Wannier duality (and its
structural extension the order-disorder issue) from speculative ideas. The o-d
duality is a local quantum physical phenomenon which has no known analog in
higher dimensions.

???

The 3D Ising model on a cubic lattice is Kramers-Wannier dual to Ising gauge
theory on the same lattice. Why is this not o-d duality in higher dimensions?

43. urs
November 18, 2006

I concluded that there is no simple operator equivalence between a
non-Abelian gauge theory and its dual.

http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504206
http://br.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0504206


Is this saying that you consider the S-duality conjecture to be in fact false?

If so, I’d be interested in the details of the assumptions that go into this.

I recall that Bert Schroer was (similarly ?) claiming that the AdS/CFT duality
conjecture (in the sense of Maldacena) is false, and that the correct duality
statement was along the lines of Rehren’s work.

In that case I got the impression that two rather different concepts were being
compared, and that in fact Rehren’s work had little relation to the setup
considered by Maldacena et al. Compare for instance Jacques Distler’s account.

The crucial difference in this case is that Rehren’s work was based on a fixed and
precise axiom set, while Maldacena’s work uses notions of quantum field theory
that have not been axiomatized yet.

For people like Bert Schroer this is reason enough to completely reject all QFT
that does not fit into the AQFT axioms. For other people, in contrast, the
restrictive applicability of the AQFT axioms is reason enough to reject those.

To some extent it is a matter of taste concerning which role of rigour you find
useful in physics research. I can easily tolerate both these standpoints. But I
would like to know in each case which one is assumed by which participant.

44. woit
November 18, 2006

Urs,

You keep ignoring the fact that Peter Orland is asking about pure YM theory, not
N=4 SYM. There’s a beautiful story about duality in non-supersymmetric abelian
gauge theories, and many people (including Peter) have tried hard to generalize
this to the non-abelian case. I gather that he’s trying to understand whether
geometric Langlands gives any insight into that problem, and as far as I can tell,
the answer is just no.

45. Peter Orland
November 18, 2006

Urs,

Sorry that I am giving long-winded answers to your questions. I am
mainly interested in advancing methods in asymptotically-free field theories and
in constructions which could eventually facilitate calculations. I try to learn other
stuff, because I can’t predict what I may need to know in the future. But I am
more interested in theoretical, rather than mathematical physics (as people
abuse use the term nowadays, to study mathematical techniques, rather than to
prove theorems).

I believe (after some years of trying to show the contrary) there is no USEFUL
version of Kramers-Wannier duality which is true for PURE non-Abelian gauge

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000987.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000987.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000998.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000998.html


theories. There are non-Abelian dualities for some special $S_N$-invariant
systems, which I mentioned above (there is also non-Abelian Bosonization in two
dimensions).

The general problem for duality in non-Abelian theories is constructing dual
fields with local commutation or anti-commutation relations. Supersymmetric or
other theories with adoint matter have some sort of charge-monopole duality –
but such theories are effectively Abelian. These theories are interesting in their
own right, but to my way of thinking, they are not as important as Yang-Mills
theories coupled only to fundamental (not adjoint) Fermion color charges, or
pure Yang-Mills theories.

There are other notions of duality in QCD. The ‘t Hooft loop is the disorder
operator. Unfortunately, there is probably no useful local dual-field-theory
formulation for which it is the order parameter.

46. urs
November 19, 2006

You keep ignoring the fact that Peter Orland is asking about pure YM
theory, not N=4 SYM.

In as far as I am ignoring anything, it is not on purpose. I’d be glad to be
enlightened.

Maybe I found Peter Orland’s statement

I concluded that there is no simple operator equivalence between a
non-Abelian gauge theory and its dual.

#

seemed to refer to arbitrary gauge theories.

I gather that he’s trying to understand whether geometric Langlands
gives any insight into that problem, and as far as I can tell, the answer
is just no.

Hm, maybe here is the source of the misunderstanding. Kapustin-Witten show
that geometric Langlands does give insight into the type of duality present in
N=4 SYM. So in far as this is different to other types of duality, geometric
Langlands apparently does not apply to these.

Supersymmetric or other theories with adoint matter have some sort of
charge-monopole duality – but such theories are effectively Abelian.

Could you expand on what you mean by “effectively abelian” here? Thanks!

47. Peter Orland
November 19, 2006

Urs,

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=492#comment-19352
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=492#comment-19352


By “effectively Abelian”, I mean that that the magnetic-monopole charge is well-
defined and quantized. In QCD or pure Yang-Mills, there is no precise definition
of magnetic-monopole charge.

In the Georgi-Glashow model (an the related deformation of N=2
supersymmetric gauge theory) a Higgs field breaks the gauge group
down to the Cartan subgroup. Thus there are Abelian monopoles,
with quantized charge, etc. These theories have a confined phase for sufficiently
small monopole mass, which goes back to Polyakov’s observations in the 70’s.
Duality for such theories is not so different from those of Abelian Wilson lattice
gauge theories. They are, however, quite different from QCD.

Now there is an old result made by many people (Fradkin, Shenker, Rabinovici
and others) that there is little difference between a Higgs field in a gauge theory
and a scalar field in that gauge theory without a Higgs potential. The basic point
is that the operator creating a massive vector Boson in the Higgs theory looks
just like the operator creating a “meson” built from scalars in the confined
phase. From this point of view, any theory with scalar matter
is not so different from a Higgs theory. In particular, it is possible
to define magnetic charge, no matter what the scalar potential happens to be. So
in such theories charge-monopole duality is a sensible concept.

The reason why the possibility of duality for Yang-Mills theories is interesting is
because it could yield insight into the confinement
phase. Some sort of magnetic condensation occurs, producing confinement and a
mass gap, as simulations show, but we want
to know why.

48. anonymous
November 19, 2006

Off-topic mathematical physics fun: Andre LeClair is claiming there’s a physical
system, which, on physical grounds, suggests the Riemann hypothesis is true.
Are there any experts around to comment on whether it’s plausible?

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0611043

49. relativist
November 22, 2006

For those like me who don’t know much about the Langlands programme but
would like to, a useful account is an older one by Frenkel: `Lectures on the
Langlands Program and conformal field theory’, at
http://www.arxiv.org/PS_cache/hep-th/pdf/0512/0512172.pdf

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0611043
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Esquire On The State of Particle Theory

November 15, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

You know things are getting strange when Esquire magazine starts running an article
on the current state of particle theory. As you might expect, their take on this is
rather odd. It centers around Nima Arkani-Hamed and begins with:

For a hundred years, physicists have been scraping away at the strange and
complicated phenomena obscuring the true face of our universe. Finally, a few brillant
young thinkers may be on the verge of getting the first real glimpse.

which is pretty much complete nonsense, totally ignoring the huge success of the
standard model in favor of the latest extremely speculative models promoted by some
people.

The Esquire writer talked to several theorists, including Lee Smolin and Laurent
Freidel at Perimeter, where he describes young postdocs as hanging out at a local
hipster bar, with one of their number describing string theorists as “the post 9/11
theocons”, afraid of anything new: “The string theorists just masturbate to their same
ideas.” The postdocs do note that at Perimeter string theorists and non-string
theorists get along fine. Freidel, a faculty member at Perimeter, is described as not
having slept for two weeks straight when he was working on a solution of QCD, with
his wife asking a colleague “Can you do something? He’s going insane.”

After describing Perimeter, the article then moves on to Witten and Maldacena at the
Institute in Princeton. Witten’s comments about the current state of things go as
follows:

Well, you can’t have your best year every year… I’ve lived through two periods, the
mid-eighties and mid-nineties, where for about six or seven years, roughly, there were
a lot of really interesting results that were also relatively easy. And I’ve also lived
through several periods by now where you have to work a little harder to get
something interesting.

Witten goes on to say that he is putting his hopes in the LHC and the idea that it is
likely to tell us something about the nature of electroweak symmetry breaking.

There’s some attempt to describe Maldacena and his AdS/CFT conjecture, which is
characterized as “a mind fuck, but not crazy.” The article then moves back to Arkani-
Hamed at Harvard, with “For crazy, you have to go about 250 miles north.” His view
of the current controversy over string theory is said to be “forget the antistring
polemicists! They’re just reactionaries! This could be the greatest discovery of our
time!”, and he heavily promotes the anthropic landscape and the idea that the LHC
will provide evidence for it. He says:

The mantra of string theory ten years ago was that the theory was smarter than you…
Well, exactly that–just follow the theory where it leads you and it leads to this

http://www.esquire.com/features/ESQ1206THEORY_188?par=msn_h%7Cesq%7Cemb%7C
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precipice. And now we have to decide what to do. So now a number of people are
deciding to jump… And I think that those of us that decided to take the plunge are
staring at the true nature of the beast for the first time.

Personally, I think if a scientific theory with no experimental evidence for it takes you
to the edge of a precipice and tells you to jump, the sensible thing to do is to say “No
Thanks!”, back away, and go find another theory. But that’s just me.

The latest New Scientist also has something about the string theory controversy, an
article by Michio Kaku entitled Will we ever have a theory of everything?, part of a
series of articles on “The Big Questions”. Kaku describes the controversy
dramatically:

It’s all-out war. The hostilities have begun. With guns blazing, daily salvos are being
fired by both sides. Welcome to the conflict raging within the rarefied world of
theoretical physics, where a civil war has erupted over string theory and a theory of
everything.

While I disagree with the far too rosy picture he paints of the prospects for string
theory, Kaku takes a very sensible attitude towards the whole thing:

So who’s right? Actually, both have a legitimate point of view. But far from signalling
a collapse in physics, this debate is actually rather healthy. It’s a sign of the vitality of
theoretical physics that people are so passionate about the outcome. Science
flourishes with controversy.

and ends, reasonably enough with:

One day, some bright, enterprising physicist, perhaps inspired by this article, will
complete the theory, open the doorway, and use the power of pure thought to
determine if string theory is a theory of everything, anything, or nothing.

New Scientist also asked various well-known physicists what they thought might
happen in physics in the next 50 years. Weinberg says that he hopes for a final theory
of particle physics, with discovery of superpartners a first step. Tegmark also hopes
for a final theory, one which will have us living in just one of many “parallel
universes”. ‘t Hooft hopes for a deterministic model that would unify quantum
mechanics and gravity, Randall for a new understanding of space and time, Carroll for
a theory of the big bang, Wilczek for a new golden age of particle physics catalyzed by
the LHC, Kolb for the discovery of gravitational waves and Vilenkin for the discovery
of a cosmic string. The most popular question on many these people’s minds is that of
whether or not we live in a multiverse (Tegmark, Rees, Krauss mention this). Among
mathematicians, Marcus du Sautoy suggests we’ll have a proof of the Riemann
hypothesis, Timothy Gowers favors P=NP.

Among all these and other scientists, I think the most plausible prediction comes from
my graduate school roommate, Nathan Myhrvold, who thinks a revolution will come
from materials science, with the development of new “metamaterials”, substances
with new, intricate synthetic structures.

Update: Somehow I hadn’t noticed that New Scientist also had a prediction from

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19225780.074-the-big-questions-will-we-ever-have-a-theory-of-everything.html
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Witten:

String theory will continue to be an extremely fertile source of new ideas. It will still
be viewed as the interesting candidate for quantum gravity, and may even be more or
less understood by 2056.

Interesting that he thinks that 50 years from now the situation will be much the same,
with string theory still just a “candidate” for quantum gravity, and he doesn’t predict
that we will have string-based unification of particle physics and gravity.

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
November 15, 2006

“One of PI’s initial faculty hires, Smolin, fifty-one, began his career in string
theory before becoming fed up with the lack of progress and turning instead to
loop quantum gravity, an alternate possible unified theory.”

2. Troublemaker
November 16, 2006

and use the power of pure thought to determine if string theory is a theory of
everything, anything, or nothing.

Mmmm, Aristotle-icious! I prefer the power of comparing empirical results to
theoretical predictions, but sure, pure thought is fun, too.

3. Chris Oakley
November 16, 2006

This is my favourite bit of the Esquire article:

A different, even more extreme explanation for the symmetry
breakdown is known as supersymmetry, which theorizes a set of
counterparts to our known subatomic particles that are embedded in
the architecture of space-time. Besides explaining electroweak
interactions, the discovery of supersymmetric particles, with cool
names such as squarks, sleptons, and selectrons, would be a huge boon
to string theorists, whose model of the universe depends upon them.

… so now I know something I was previously unaware of, i.e. that supersymmetry
explains something.

4. a
November 16, 2006

Actually, the precipice or feature or bug has little to do with smart string theory:
all models with extra dimensions have multiple vacua and/or moduli.



By the way, the most interesting observation about “is the weak scale
anthropic?” was made in hep-ph/9707380 (1997: when it was not a fashionable
string theory topic!), but this really brillant work is mostly ignored by popular
journals.

5. Mary
November 16, 2006

Another pop-culture mention of the string theory controversy: this Zippy the
Pinhead comic strip.

(Zippy is a weird, surrealist sort of strip, and doesn’t usually make even this
much sense…)

6. Pot Smoking Hippie
November 16, 2006

“Personally, I think if a scientific theory with no experimental evidence for it
takes you to the edge of a precipice and tells you to jump, the sensible thing to
do is to say “No Thanks!”, back away, and go find another theory. But that’s just
me.”

So, has your theory actually taken you anywhere besides another precipice?
Does it offer any more experimental evidence than any other theory? Perhaps the
string theorists are rappelling instead of free falling. Maybe the loop people
could try rappelling with chains made of their loops? It’s just a wild thought.

7. Bert Schroer
November 16, 2006

Pot Smoking Hippie,
How many joints are necessary to write a blog like yours?

8. Who
November 16, 2006

Hippie, I watch post-string QG research and have seen no indication that those
you call “loop people” have come to any metaphorical precipice. Progress
appears steady along several lines of investigation. Preliminary contacts with
matter and with classical gravity have been made (see recent papers by Rovelli
et al and Freidel et al). Lately some problems with the ground state appear to
have been gotten around (see Randono’s papers of this past week for some
recent results).

So you seem to be generalizing needlessly—-just because somebody like Nima
might see string research at a precipice which he believes the adventurous are
jumping off and meeting “the beast”, does not mean that non-string QG is in a
similar situation. I think, instead, it is beginning to unearth more fundamental
degrees of freedom from which space time and matter emerge at large scale.

9. Alejandro Rivero
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November 16, 2006

this one is from 1994:
space to let

10. Garbage
November 16, 2006

“Weinberg says that he hopes for a final theory of particle physics, with
discovery of superpartners a first step. Tegmark also hopes for a final theory, one
which will have us living in just one of many parallel universes. t Hooft hopes for
a deterministic model that would unify quantum
mechanics and gravity, Randall for a new understanding of space and time,
Carroll for a theory of the big bang, Wilczek for a new golden age of particle
physics catalyzed by the LHC, Kolb for the discovery of gravitational waves and
Vilenkin for the discovery of a cosmic string.”

There is a high chance any of this will happen. I mean:

1) No SUSY

2) One Universe

3) QM is not ultimately deterministic

4) I assume Lisa awaits XD, so here I’d so no more than 4 (and please no “four
more”!  )

5) I’m guessing a better theory of big bang is to understand the initial
singularity, keep waiting…

6) LHC will single out just the Higgs.

7) LISA will never launch, but perhaps/hopefuly LIGO II will see something.

8) Cosmic strings would be fun watching, in purple and red ;). Even if we find
such objects, how do we know they come from M-theory? magic?

And then what?

There is a high chance we’ll just see the Higgs and then new physics will have to
come in indirect ways, that is still very interesting. I would support ILC anyhow,
there is a lot of stuff to do/check, but not a completly mind f*ck I’m afraid…:)

Like Witten says, just a “little harder” 

In the mean time, keep on gnitabrutsam…

11. Bee
November 16, 2006

well, I can report the local hipster bar isn’t so hip anymore. besides this, I like

http://zippythepinhead.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=ZTP&Product_Code=30-May-94&Category_Code=
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the sentence:

Taking up residence here is a bit like joining the priesthood. You’re segregated
from the rest of the world, and your job is to get into God’s head and figure out
how the big damn machine works.

So, that’s then a priesthood that hangs out in the local hipster bar.

Sneakers and jeans rule

That makes a priesthood in sneakers and jeans that hangs out in the local hipster
bar. I should add, I learned that Canadians call their sneakers ‘runners’. But
better:

It’s like exploring a forest[…] as if it were a fort, planning a means of attack […]
as if the search for a unified theory were the world’s biggest game of sudoku.

And let’s combine that with what The New Yorker wrote:

a sort of Menshevik cell of physicists in Canada

Okay, so we have a Menshevik cell of priests in runners and jeans that – when it
doesn’t hang out in the local hipster bar – plans attacks on forests and plays
sodoku.

Also completely priceless: our universe is […] a giant DVD floating among an
infinite number of other DVDs and gravity is like a bottle of whiskey that has
been passed around the galaxy a few too many times.

Now I’ll go back into God’s head. Deus vobiscum.

12. language minder
November 16, 2006

‘There’s some attempt to describe Maldacena and his AdS/CFT conjecture, which
is characterized as “a mind f***, but not crazy.”’

Please asterisk-out the major parts of poor language, or your site will probably
be put on a parental hot list by search engines (as unsuitable for teenage kids
who need to know this physics controversy).

13. Tommaso Dorigo
November 16, 2006

Well said, garbage.

I already placed a bet which covers your points 1, 4, and 6, 1000 US$ says they
hold.

I am willing to bet 25,000 US$ on point 2, one and only one universe. I will make
the check payable in another universe, of choice of the winner, however. No,
seriously, I cannot bet more than a year of salary, but I would be happy to lose

http://www.newyorker.com/printables/critics/061002crat_atlarge
http://www.newyorker.com/printables/critics/061002crat_atlarge


that one bet too. Any takers ?

Cheers,
T.

14. Gil Kalai
November 16, 2006

When brilliant and hilarious Scott Aaronson came to town last month he was
much more enthusiastic to tell us about the recent physics controversies, the
new books about string theory, and the related blog excitements, than discussing
quantum computer’s skepticism. Scott surely got us interested!

What might happend for physics in the next 50 years? Good question! And what
the future be for string theory? Below are six alternatives:

This (light) piece is inspired by the (deep and serious) classic paper by Russell
Impaglliazzo on the five possible universes regarding computation and
cryptography. (Russel’s paper is also one of Scott’s favorite papers.)

Apart from the illustrative details (which are meant to be amusing) I regard each
of the six alternatives below as realistic. The second alternative can be regarded
as the current default cautiously-optimistic main-stream approach of the
scientific community which, perhaps, make it the most plausible.

Six Alternatives For String Theory’s Future

1. UTOPIA

String theory continues to progress and converges in a few decades to become a
solid part of our scientific understanding with plenty of empirical direct and
indirect confirmations and many applications to all other areas of physics. Some
of the landmarks after the “Maldacena conjectures” (1997) were the “Johnson
Postulate” (2009), the “Motl Ansatz” (2014), the “Diestel Paradigm” (2017)
followed by the powerful “E-F-W Calculus” (2022). String theory becomes the
“language of physics” perhaps even “the language of nature”. Every graduate
student
in physics is able to make string theory computations, and this is what most
physicists do. String theory represents a sound mathematical theory, in fact,
mathematics is now considered just as “the special case of string theory for
Plank constant 0”. A few exciting problems remain.

Peter Woit’s book “TRUE!” tops the NYT best sellers lists for 24 weeks.(In his
book Woit advises caution concerning applications of string theory to the area of
finance.)

2. TRIUMPH and ISOLATION

String theory continues to progress and converges in a few decades to a solid
part of our scientific understanding with convincing empirical direct and indirect

http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/
http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/
http://http//www.cse.ucsd.edu/~russell/average.ps
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confirmations but with little applications and relevance to other areas of physics.
Computations with string theory are extremely hard. (Computations based on the
E-F-W calculus are computationally infeasible even on the newly built “quantum
computers”.) Mathematical foundations of string theory as of earlier high-energy
physics remain shaky.

Peter Woit’s book “NOT WRONG!” hits the market,

3. PERPETUUM MOBILE

String theory continues to progress but it does not converge. String theory thus
remains a “useful divergent theory” whatever this means. More and more
exciting connections to mathematics are found. More and more conceptual
revolutions in the theory itself are taking place. (The latest is the “13th
superstring revolution”.) String theory leads to a whole new way to look at
physics and, even more, it is a scientific experience not seen before. The best
most brilliant minds are attracted to this theory as before.

The 17th edition of Woit’s “Not even wrong” appears.

4. DECAY

String theory continues to progress but the progress is slower, the attractiveness
of the theory seems smaller. String theory indeed looks more promising than
ever but while the success looks around the corner, string theory is not
sufficiently promising to attract the best people. Interest in physics is shifted to
other directions.

5. GLORIOUS FAILURE

A brilliant string theorist from Vanderbilt University discovers a potential feature
of supersymmetric string theory which contradicts basic physics insights.
Massive computations in the “String Vacuum Project ” confirm her discovery.
After several years of extensive research (with beautiful new connections to
mathematics found) it is now commonly accepted that string theory was falsified
and is no longer an option for a theory of everything. No alternative is seen at
sight. 20 prominent string theorists declare string theory as part of
“mathematical physics”, rather than a viable physics theory, and within 72 hours,
18 of them get lucrative offers from top mathematics departments.

Woit’s biography of Ed Witten “WRONG!!”, is the basis for a successful
Hollywood movie featuring Will Smith as Witten in the main role.

6. ALTERNATIVA

The alternative theory was discovered by cheer coincidence and like string
theory itself is based on a technical rather than conceptual idea. The starting



step was by an elderly mathematician from Bristol University seeking for
mathematical explanation for QEC suggests to replace the term(1/137)^k with
(1/137)^k (1-z)^(k(k-1)) where z is a constant smaller than and very close to one.
Strangely, this has led to some consistent theory and this technical variation
made quantum gravity easier. The next step came when a researcher from the
University of Tehran (inspired, in parts, by some rather general suggestions of P.
Woit, and the mathematical notion of “noise sensitivity”,) relates dark matter and
dark energy with representations of unbounded weights and dimensions. Such
representations are prominent in the new theory. (This new type of mass/energy
is called “the mess”.) The theory is then developed and brought to completion by
a New-Jersey based physicists N. Seiberg and E. Witten.

An extremely surprising feature of the new alternative theory is that the universe
is 3+1 dimensional.

The translation of the new addition of Woit’s “Not Even Wrong” to Czech has just
appeared.

_____________________________________________________________

(My subjective probabilities for the future of string theory, Utopia – 10%,
Triumph and isolation – 40%, perpetuum mobile – 10% decay – 20% failure – 15%
alternative found – 15%. Of course, some combination or an entirely different
scenarios that I missed are also possible.)

15. Jonathan Vos Post
November 16, 2006

Esquire has commented on Physics and Mathematics before. But in a fairly
superficial way.

Examples:

[The Physics of Immortality: Modern Cosmology, God and the Resurrection of the
Dead (Paperback)
by Frank J. Tipler]
“A doozy of a book… it’s 2001: A Space Odyssey meets The Divine Comedy.”
–Esquire.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Jump to: navigation, search

Cartoon physics is a joking reference to the fact that animation allows regular
laws of physics to be ignored in humorous ways or dramatic effects. For example,
when a cartoon character runs off a cliff, gravity has no effect until the character
notices and mugs an appropriate reaction.[1] Students of animation may hear of
the “commandment” “Animation follows the laws of physics – unless it is funnier
otherwise,” which is attributed to Art Babbitt.

The phrase also reflects the fact that many of the most famous American
animated films, particularly those from Warner Brothers and MGM studios,
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unconsciously developed a relatively consistent set of such “laws” that have
become regularly applied in comic animation.

The idea that cartoons behave differently, but not randomly, than the real world
is virtually as old as animation. Walt Disney, for example, spoke of the plausible
impossible (see The Plausible Impossible, 1956), deliberately mispronouncing
the second word so it rhymed with the first.

Specific reference to cartoon physics extends back at least to June of 1980, when
an article “O’Donnell’s Laws of Cartoon Motion”[2] appeared in Esquire
magazine.
[2] O’Donnell’s Laws of Cartoon Motion”, Esquire, 6/80, reprinted in IEEE
Institute, 10/94; V.18 #7 p.12.

Philip Rosedale: Building a world entire
By Tom Colligan
December 2006, Volume 146, Issue 6

“What’s that great line at the beginning of Metropolis? ‘Every epoch dreams its
successor’?” says Philip Rosedale, sitting at his cluttered desk in downtown San
Francis co, at the center of a large white room filled with white desks identical to
his own. “I think people have dreamed correctly, that the dream of something
like Second Life has always been true. I’ve just always felt as if this was coming,
and I just wanted to see it. I was just bored without it….”

A Physics Lesson: The Meniscus : Esquire : Jun 01, 2006. A Physics Lesson: The
Meniscus. By Barry Sonnenfeld. topic: Science …

Angry Physics: Can You Guess Which Sexy Woman Has a crush on Einstein?
Presenting the “other” side of academic physics, where people backstab and …
but I came across this teaser in Esquire about the sexiest woman of 2006. …

Nice to be noticed by Esquire. But does that mean that we should dress better
and hang out at the right watering holes to keep getting noticed? Kind of like
citing Einstein as a fasion expert on hairstyles, who also plays the violin, and
does something f***ing crazy with unified field theory in Princeton, and hangs
out with noted food minimalist Kurt Godel.

16. Who
November 16, 2006

Gil, I believe the scenario 4 “Decay” to which you attach subjective probability
10 percent has already occurred. The rate of publication has declined since 2002
and quality measured by objective standards has plummeted. Recent published
papers are no longer innovative enough to garner much citation. Judging by new
research, the signs are that independent and ingenious young people are getting
out of stringy research, or not entering in the first place.

What you say seems to apply to the present: “string theory is not sufficiently
promising to attract the best people. Interest in physics is shifted to other
directions.”
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Perhaps Scott can give you some hints as to where those other directions might
be.

17. anon
November 16, 2006

Nima Arkani-Hamed…”Well, exactly that–just follow the theory where it leads
you and it leads to this precipice. And now we have to decide what to do. So now
a number of people are deciding to jump… And I think that those of us that
decided to take the plunge are staring at the true nature of the beast for the first
time. ”

Wow, his glee and excitement are palpable; it’s like hearing the excited thoughts
of a lemming as it takes the plunge into icy artic waters

18. Aaron Bergman
November 16, 2006

Lemmings don’t actually do that, for whatever it’s worth.

19. amused
November 17, 2006

“Last year, when Freidel discovered a possible rigorous mathematical solution
for the strong force—which acts as the glue between protons, neutrons, and
nuclei, and which to that point had been studied only by approximation—he
didn’t sleep for two weeks straight.”

Can we expect a rigorous analytic proof of the mass gap in the coming future
then?
The low-key, understated way that LQG’ers describe their work makes such a
refreshing contrast with the giddy hype of string theorists.

20. anon
November 17, 2006

Bergman…”Lemmings don’t actually do that, for whatever it’s worth.”

Thanks for the reference. Disney’s pogrom of Mickey Mouse’s family. Looks like
they do jump, with the kind help of humans.

21. a
November 17, 2006

Tommaso, do you accept “just the SM at LHC” as evidence for an anthropic
multiverse? Notice that it is not a joke, it could be the hot issue in 2014. I cannot
accept your bet because this outcome might have a negative impact on your
2014 salary.

22. Thomas Larsson
November 17, 2006

http://www.snopes.com/disney/films/lemmings.htm
http://www.snopes.com/disney/films/lemmings.htm


The alternative theory was discovered by cheer coincidence and like string
theory itself is based on a technical rather than conceptual idea.

Gil, there seems to be one possibility that you don’t consider. That an alternative
theory based on a conceptual rather than technical idea is discovered, not by
coincidence but by following the idea’s internal logic. The theory predicts four
spacetime dimensions and m_p/m_e = 1836.

23. Bee
November 17, 2006

Hi Gil,

A 7th alternative:

Sorting out

String theorists will thoroughly focus their efforts towards a successful
description of nature, dropping all their nice but irrelevant distractions that are
maybe interesting maths but not physics. They will very possible go back to the
very basics, and try looking for sideways they might have missed. Very likely,
they will discover similarities to other approaches towards quantum gravity.
Hopefully, they will be open to them, and everything will converge towards the
same direction.

Best,

B. (always the optimist)

———————

The girl went through the back door into the garden, and called out, “You tame
pigeons, you turtledoves, and all you birds beneath the sky, come and help me to
gather:

The good ones go into the pot,
The bad ones go into your crop.”

Two white pigeons came in through the kitchen window, and then the
turtledoves, and finally all the birds beneath the sky came whirring and
swarming in, and lit around the ashes. The pigeons nodded their heads and
began to pick, pick, pick, pick. And the others also began to pick, pick, pick, pick.
They gathered all the good grains into the bowl. Hardly one hour had passed
before they were finished, and they all flew out again.

24. Who
November 17, 2006

Good point Thomas Larsson. It’s a possible scenario.

Gil, there seems to be one possibility that you don’t consider. That an
alternative theory based on a conceptual rather than technical idea is

http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/grimm021.html
http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/grimm021.html
http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/grimm021.html
http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/grimm021.html
http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/grimm021.html


discovered, not by coincidence but by following the idea’s internal
logic. The theory predicts four spacetime dimensions and m_p/m_e =
1836.

A sizable fraction of the crowd here seems momentarily reduced to sarcasm or to
heckling Bert. The basic cause, I think, is simple: non-string QG, it currently
happens, is where the interesting results are being obtained.

Let’s have a challenge: can anyone think of a 2006 string paper as consequential
as the pair Andy Randono just posted generalizing the Kodama state?

25. woit
November 17, 2006

Bert and others,

Stop posting comments that contain personal attacks on people and little else. If
one person does this, it’s bad enough, but then everyone else wants to join in the
fun and the comment section degenerates into hostile noise. I just deleted a half
dozen such comments, please stop posting them.

26. Who
November 17, 2006

“Die guten ins Töpfchen, die schlechten ins Kröpfchen.”

Aschenputtel (always the optimist)

27. plank
November 17, 2006

I can’t believe no one found this yet!
—————
(My subjective probabilities for the future of string theory, Utopia – 10%,
Triumph and isolation – 40%, perpetuum mobile – 10% decay – 20%
failure – 15% alternative found – 15%. Of course, some combination or an
entirely different scenarios that I missed are also possible.)
—————-
Well, (10 + 40 + 10 + 20 + 15 + 15)% = 110% > 100%

This can’t be a good sign.
People seam to be ignoring basic fundamental consitency checks here. Where
else?

28. plank
November 17, 2006

consitency checks => consistency checks

People seam => People seem

(I too make mistakes, although these are only “formal”, sorry)



29. Anon
November 17, 2006

“Let’s have a challenge: can anyone think of a 2006 string paper as
consequential as the pair Andy Randono just posted generalizing the Kodama
state?”

Kapustin and Witten
Frenkel, Losev and Nekrasov
Hofman and Maldacena
Intriligator, Seiberg and Shih
Arkani-Hamed, Motl, Nicolis and Vafa
Herzog, Karch , P. Kovtun, Kozcaz and Yaffe

to pick 6 random papers.

Peter might object that some of these papers aren’t sufficiently “stringy” to
count. But all of them use, in an essential way, ideas and techniques developed in
a stringy context. And, for the purposes of “bean counting,” all of them have
author lists who Peter would consider to be “string theorists.”

30. A String Theorist
November 17, 2006

“Let’s have a challenge: can anyone think of a 2006 string paper as
consequential as the pair Andy Randono just posted generalizing the Kodama
state?”

Ummm, how about hep-th/0511286, in which Witten’s open string field theory
was finally solved analytically, or hep-th/0610251, in which planar N=4 Yang-
Mills was finally solved analytically…

[OK, I generalized “2006” to “within the past year”.]

31. woit
November 17, 2006

who/A String Theorist,

Please take this kind of partisan LQG/string theory argumentation elsewhere.

32. MoveOn
November 18, 2006

“(I too make mistakes, although these are only “formal”, sorry)”

Plank => Planck

33. Chris Oakley
November 18, 2006



MoveOn,

You don’t know that that is a mis-spelling. In England we say that someone is “as
thick as two short planks” when they are not bright.

34. plank
November 18, 2006

“(I too make mistakes, although these are only “formal”, sorry)”

Plank => Planck

——–

That is deliberate. I have explained this but Woit censored it. Maybe he will
censor this post too, I am yet to understand the criteria.

Nice to see people are concentrating on really important things (spelling) vs real
mistakes where probabilities are greater than 1 and no need for normalization is
hinted.

I for one would like the author to update the “probabilities” with the “correct”
values, preferably summing less than 1 to accommodate some kind of other
option such as the one (quite relevant I might add) brought up by Larsson.

Again, on my censored post I wrote that if these “probabilities” have been
discussed without people making the most basic consistency checks, just imagine
what probably happens on more esoteric math/QFT that is sometimes discussed
here.

But then again, maybe I am “as thick as two short planks”

P.S: I would like to know where I can find the criteria used for deleting posts or is
it just discretionary.

35. You-know-who
November 18, 2006

plank wrote:

P.S: I would like to know where I can find the criteria used for deleting posts or is
it just discretionary.

—————

Criteria is simple, if your post help to sold more copies of Not Even Wrong then
is archived, otherwise it is deleted.

36. woit
November 18, 2006



Plank and I-don’t-know-who,

I spent much of yesterday on planes, and at various airports was kept busy using
my laptop to log in to my blog software and delete large numbers of comments
people were submitting that were mainly devoted to insulting someone or other.
I don’t remember Plank’s, but presumably it was part of one of several such
threads that I deleted wholesale.

Whether I delete comments depends on lots of factors, including what mood I’m
in. But if you submit a comment anonymously that’s not about the original
posting and that is insulting to anyone, there’s a good chance it will be deleted.

I of course strongly encourage people to post comments that will sell lots of
copies of Not Even Wrong and make me filthy rich, but if my policy was to delete
comments that don’t do this, the comment sections here would be extremely
short….

37. Tommaso Dorigo
November 20, 2006

Dear a (nonymous? gnostic? pologetic? posteriori? bominable? to name just a
few),

the future can’t be so bad as to both provide no further clues on fundamental
physics at the LHC experiments AND set the stage for yet another abominable
string of useless years of pondering on the sex of angels…

Cheers,
T.

38. plank
November 20, 2006

“the future can’t be so bad as to both provide no further clues on fundamental
physics at the LHC experiments ”

——-

Care for a justification as to why the future can’t be so bad?

Seems to me you are trying to end a faith based initiative with a belief. That’s
ironic to say the least.

But I’d love to hear WHY the future can’t be so bad. I sure hope it won’t, but
hope in something doesn’t guarantee it happening.

39. Arun
November 20, 2006

Question – isn’t the strong CP issue and whatever the cure is, say axions – also a
unconfirmed part of the Standard Model?



40. Peter Orland
November 20, 2006

Arun Says:

November 20th, 2006 at 11:24 am
Question – isn’t the strong CP issue and whatever the cure is, say axions – also a
unconfirmed part of the Standard Model?

Yes it is. The axion is the only simple-minded solution to the strong
CP problem.

There was an intriguing alternative suggestion that the CP violating term (which
is F*F) is a non-renormalizable operator if QCD is treated non-perturbatively
(perturbatively, it is marginal and perfectly okay). If that were true, such a term
would disappear at
low energies. Since we can’t do a non-perturbative renormalization of the theory
with this term, it isn’t clear whether this idea still has merit.

41. Tommaso Dorigo
November 20, 2006

I would also like to make a general remark here. If a theory predicts the
M_p/M_e ratio it does not mean it is The Theory, no more than if I come up with
an a posteriori explanation of a set of funny events in my data the explanation
has to be correct.

Don’t let’s forget. PREdictions have to PREcede observation, else a theory is just
a good try. Do we need more tries ?

So please come up with values for the neutrino mixing angles, Bs->mumu
decays, and other pieces of future reachable measurements, and not non-existing
stuff that we will not see. But fast, they are about to get measured.

T.

42. Jonathan Vos Post
November 20, 2006

I partly agree and partly disagree with Tomasso. There is still considerable
scientific value in a theory which RETRODICTS.

Retrodiction is making conclusions about previously gathered data, once
theoretical advances in the specific field of research have happened.

An example of this was the explanation of the already-observed perihelion shift
of the orbit of the planet Mercury. Newton’s theories of the laws of motion, which
in a deeper sense retrodicted Kepler, were unable to explain the phenomenon.
Einstein’s theory of general relativity was successful in the retrodiction.

Give me a retrodiction of M_p/M_e ratio, neutrino mixing angles, Higgs mass, or
the fine structure constant, and I’ll certainly pay attention. In some sciences, we



have huge data sets, computational problems, and retrodiction is the main
stream. Climate analysis, continental drift, there are many such examples.

43. Tommaso Dorigo
November 21, 2006

Ok Jonathan,

I have to agree with what you wrote above. My point was roughly that
retrodiction by itself is not enough. You also need predictions that can be
falsified.

Cheers,
T.

44. J.F. Moore
November 21, 2006

I’ve detected quite a tone of moderation in Kaku’s recent interviews. You may
recall this summer that he came out fervently (in the NYT?) bashing the Steorn
free energy loonies. Easy target, but Kaku in the past has talked so much about
wooly-headed nonsense that I was surprised to see him amongst those throwing
stones. The cynical part of me thinks he’s just mining new markets of less
credulous people to sell his backlog of books; but maybe, just maybe he is cluing
in to the winds of history and appropriately tacking?

As for Esquire, well, one might as well ask a theorist how to tie a Windsor knot
or for the name of their tailor.

45. Hitchhiker to the Galaxy
November 23, 2006

I’m reading NEW (Not Even Wrong), a brave book. Has Prof Sokal ever been
involved in string theory? He should write “Fashionable Nonsense II.” If strong
theoriests have not been able to decide on what M of M-theory should stand for,
what about Mirage-theory?

46. Who
November 23, 2006

Malarky

http://www.worldwidewords.org/qa/qa-mal1.htm

47. Jonathan Vos Post
November 24, 2006

With that clarification, I agree with Tomasso.

Given earlier estimates by various writers here on the possible outcome of the
String Theory debate, might there not be revisions in the light of Tomasso? That
is, (1) by what trajectories with what likelihood will String Theory or M-Theory

http://www.worldwidewords.org/qa/qa-mal1.htm
http://www.worldwidewords.org/qa/qa-mal1.htm


give apparently good retrodiction; and then ; (2) by what trajectories with what
likelihood will String Theory or M-Theory give a prediction as such; and finally
(3) by what trajectories with what likelihood will String Theory or M-Theory give
a prediction which is tested and found at least approximnately right?

An example, admittedly not Physics at all, gives a good example of how an author
who insists that she’s doing science, produces controversy with a brilliant book
of retrodiction. Only weakly can there be falsifiable prediction following: if traces
of the lost colonists are found inland, if letters or other documents germane to
the case are uncovered, for instance.

http://www.jhu.edu/%7Ejhumag/1101web/roanoke.html

Rethinking Roanoke

Seeking to solve the mystery of the “Lost Colony” at Roanoke, anthropologist Lee
Miller, MA ’87 (pictured at left) looks beyond the conventional culprits to spin a
tale of sabotage and intrigue.

By Dale Keiger

— Jonathan

Postscript: what would really put this on the map, and boost Woit to
bestsellerdom, would be a murder mystery involving String- and anti-string
theorists. If some of the people blogging here met face-to-face and one thing led
to another. Motive + means + opportunity = murder. Ladies and gentleman, one
of us here in this room is the murderer. [the light go out] [gunfire]

http://www.jhu.edu/%7Ejhumag/1101web/roanoke.html
http://www.jhu.edu/%7Ejhumag/1101web/roanoke.html


Langlands on Langlands

November 21, 2006
Categories: Langlands

In a forthcoming issue of the AMS Bulletin, there will be a long review by Robert
Langlands of the book p-adic Automorphic Forms on Shimura Varieties by Haruzo
Hida. The book itself is on a very technical subject, but the review includes long
sections by Langlands that are much more generally about the current state of the so-
called “Langlands Program”. While this inspired the “Geometric Langlands Program”
that I’ve written about here recently, it’s a quite different subject, one that is very
much central to research in number theory. Basically it deals with number fields
(extensions of the field of rational numbers), and the function fields of geometric
Langlands involve very different issues.

At the same time as making available his review, Langlands also made available
commented copies of his correspondence with various experts in the subject about a
draft of the review that he had sent them. Much of the review itself is likely to only be
accessible to experts, and this is even more true of the correspondence. Casselman
comments:

I also have the impression that you have edited this review for the pleasure of
experts, and that therefore the cutting-room floor is filled with the sort of stuff The
Naive Reader might appreciate.

The response to this from Langlands is:

I had in mind explaining more, but the editing was not a matter of choice but of
necessity. I did not understand enough to say more.

I suspect few people will be able to follow the discussion here, but it gives a good idea
of what is going on in an active but very difficult area of mathematics.

Both of these documents are from a fantastic resource, a web-site set up by Bill
Casselman which contains pretty much the complete works of Langlands on-line. If
you want to know more about the Langlands program and where it comes from,
there’s lots of material worth reading on the site. One of the more readable sources
for a beginner is the 1989 Gibbs symposium lecture on Representation theory- its rise
and its role in number theory.

For a lower form of entertainment, there’s another book review, of Leonard
Mlodinow’s Euclid’s Window, which appeared in the AMS Notices. The review is
pretty much completely over the top, beginning with the sentence:

This is a shallow book on deep matters, about which the author knows next to
nothing.

Update: I should also have mentioned that last month there was a small conference
at the IAS on The L-group at 40, in honor Langlands’ 70th birthday.

http://www.sunsite.ubc.ca/DigitalMathArchive/Langlands/hida/hida-ps.pdf
http://www.sunsite.ubc.ca/DigitalMathArchive/Langlands/hida/hida-ps.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/Automorphic-Varieties-Springer-Monographs-Mathematics/dp/0387207112
http://www.amazon.com/Automorphic-Varieties-Springer-Monographs-Mathematics/dp/0387207112
http://www.sunsite.ubc.ca/DigitalMathArchive/Langlands/hida/hida-footnote.pdf
http://www.sunsite.ubc.ca/DigitalMathArchive/Langlands/hida/hida-footnote.pdf
http://www.sunsite.ubc.ca/DigitalMathArchive/Langlands/intro.html
http://www.sunsite.ubc.ca/DigitalMathArchive/Langlands/intro.html
http://www.sunsite.ubc.ca/DigitalMathArchive/Langlands/pdf/gibbs-ps.pdf
http://www.sunsite.ubc.ca/DigitalMathArchive/Langlands/pdf/gibbs-ps.pdf
http://www.sunsite.ubc.ca/DigitalMathArchive/Langlands/pdf/gibbs-ps.pdf
http://www.sunsite.ubc.ca/DigitalMathArchive/Langlands/pdf/gibbs-ps.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200205/fea-langlands.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200205/fea-langlands.pdf
http://math.ias.edu/pages/activities/programs/conference-on-the-l-group-at-40.php
http://math.ias.edu/pages/activities/programs/conference-on-the-l-group-at-40.php


Comments

1. Peter Orland
November 21, 2006

Since I haven’t read Lenny Mlodinow’s book, I don’t know
if the review is a fair one. Apropos of nothing, I took classes
with Lenny at Berkeley before he turned into a writer for “Star
Trek” and author of pop-science books. The review reminds
me of the proverbial referee report, “This paper fills a
much needed gap in the literature.” (attributed, no doubt
falsely, to Paul Halmos).

But at any rate, I was impressed by Langland’s breadth of
knowledge of the classics of mathematics and of the history of
science in general.

2. Scott Aaronson
November 21, 2006

I haven’t read Mlodinow’s book either, but I feel certain that if I disliked it, it
wouldn’t be for the reasons given by Langlands. Lewd and tawdry jokes? Cartoon
caricatures of complicated historical narratives? A relentlessly late-20th-century
perspective? Sounds pretty good to me…

3. luny
November 21, 2006

On a somewhat unrelated note, check out the closing talk of the Quark Matter
conference,
http://www.sinap.ac.cn/qm2006/ppt/Nov.20/Plenary-15/Larry-McLerran-
QM061.ppt
slide 19 onwards.
The slides do not convey the extremely caustic sarcasm the speaker presented
them.
Considering the extremely political nature of this conference, this is interesting.

4. fh
November 22, 2006

“Sounds pretty good to me…”

You are joking, right?

5. Gumbi
November 22, 2006

Langlands ironically characterizes his own review as “the pedantry of… one
priggish mathematician” and I have to say that is pretty accurate. I have seldom
seen a more blatant or arrogant display of a reviewer showing off his superior
knowledge and mastery of every aspect of the subject covered by a book.

http://www.sinap.ac.cn/qm2006/ppt/Nov.20/Plenary-15/Larry-McLerran-QM061.ppt
http://www.sinap.ac.cn/qm2006/ppt/Nov.20/Plenary-15/Larry-McLerran-QM061.ppt
http://www.sinap.ac.cn/qm2006/ppt/Nov.20/Plenary-15/Larry-McLerran-QM061.ppt
http://www.sinap.ac.cn/qm2006/ppt/Nov.20/Plenary-15/Larry-McLerran-QM061.ppt


I suggest that Langlands put a tiny part of his amazing mind to the study of what
economists call “comparative advantage”. He will learn that even if he is better
than everyone at everything, there is still a role for the lesser minds of the world
to make their own efforts, poor though they might be compared to what the
great Langlands would have done if he had condescended to devote time to such
matters.

6. Kea
November 22, 2006

When I met him, I thought Langlands was very nice.

7. Scott Aaronson
November 23, 2006

You are joking, right?

Yes, but I also had a serious point. When we talk about the history of science (or
anything else), I don’t agree that we’re forbidden from generalizing, making
moral judgments, telling stories with heroes and villains, cracking jokes, or
asking questions that wouldn’t have seemed pertinent at the time but do seem so
now.

So for example, anyone who’s not a total philistine “knows” that Bertrand
Russell’s History of Western Philosophy and E. T. Bell’s Men of Mathematics are
worthless as intellectual history: “biased,” “simplistic,” “reductive,”
“romanticized,” and so on. In other words, the trouble with these books is that
they’re not dry as dust.

Wherever Russell and Bell get their facts wrong, one can and should take them
to task for it. But beyond that, they’re every bit as entitled to their romantic
visions of history as their critics are to their own.

8. Mark Hillery
November 23, 2006

When Robert Langlands’s review of Leonard Mlodinow’s book came out, the two
opinions I heard most frequently expressed, which coincided with my own, were
that a review that is this over the top says more about the reviewer than the
book, and that the AMS Notices should never have published it. Since I have
known Leonard for 30 years and enjoyed his books, I wrote to the then editor,
Harold Boas (who, weirdly enough, went to high school with Leonard Mlodinow –
six degrees of separation anyone?), criticizing the decision to publish the review.
Much to my surprise, I received a rather lengthy response. The main thing I
remember about it is that I was accused of making an ad hominem attack on
Robert Langlands. Why? I had suggested that in order to see what people who
want to write popular accounts of mathematics and physics are up against, it
might do Prof. Langlands some good to take a little time off from the Institute for
Advanced Study and teach a precalculus course at a large state university. It’s a
tough audience out there and capturing and keeping their interest is not easy.



Writing about science, and especially mathematics, for a popular audience is a
very different task than doing research in mathematics or writing scholarly
accounts of it. Doing it well takes hard work and a great deal of writing skill. I
have read several books by very good scientists, meant for a popular audience,
that were quite dull, because the writing was flat. Those of us who work in
science benefit from the efforts of those who work to make the public interested
in our subject.

9. fh
November 23, 2006

“But beyond that, they’re every bit as entitled to their romantic visions of history
as their critics are to their own.”

Whatever became of “Everyone is entitled to their own opinion, but not their own
facts.”?

Now we all are entitled to have our own mythologies, but just basic scholary and
intellectual ethics/honesty forbid the kind of trivializing and falsifying of history
for the purpose of entertaining.

Russel no doubt was very aware of the perspectives of the respective times he
writes about. This does not mean that we can not or should not analyze them
through a modern perspective, but to actually provide anything with any sort of
valuable insight one needs to understand first. Their internal consistency and
perspectives (as far as possible).

Something which by all appearances the author failed spectacularly at.

Russel uses western philosophy as a canvas to communicate certain insights and
structures in philosophy. That is, the book tells us (to some degree at least) about
Russell’s philosophy not about the historical philosophies. Therein lies (one of)
it’s value(s).

Also there is a difference between “biased,” “simplistic,” “reductive,”
“romanticized,” and “flat out wrong,” “ahistorical,” “without any understanding
of the matter” etc… In so far as Langlands review is accurate the author also
committed errors in terms of scholary precision that are unforgivable.

Then just as Russels use of a mythizised but essentially insightfull analysis of
history is remarkable and praiseworthy, this use of an essentially wrong mangled
and disfigured history for the sake of cheap entertaining is abhorrable.

10. lostsoul Ph. D.
November 23, 2006

The Langlands assessment of Euclid’s Window is renowned as an example of
OTT and sarcastic review – it must be (in)famous because even I have heard of it.
It owes its celebrity to its acerbic style (which other AMS reviewers have
cultivated in the past), and not to whatever it may convey about the book in
question (which I have not read, but have heard people speak quite highly of).



How different is it from some of the ordure heaped on Peter’s book of late?
Professional competence and, still less, genius do not guarantee civility and self
awareness; just because a fellow is an ass-hole, it doesn’t mean he’s wrong. But,
then again, it doesn’t mean he’s right either. The perils of popularisation, I
suppose.

11. Jonathan Vos Post
November 23, 2006

Mlodinow wrote a PhD dissertation on how QM would work in a universe with an
infinite number of spatial dimensions. This dazzled Gell-Mann, who had him
appointed to a major faculty position at Caltech. Then the story gets interesting.

Mlodinow has had successful teleplay writing during and after his tenured
Physics professorship at Caltech, a marvelous biographical book (Feynman’s
Rainbow), and collaboration with Steven Hawking, that will yield a new movie
next year. Might there not be a sour grapes effect here? I admire Langlands’
math very much, so far as I understand it. But this reminds me of Carl Sagan
being blackballed from the National Academy of Sciences by those jealous of his
popular success in books, TV, and film.

12. L group
November 23, 2006

It’s great that AMS published the review. It will have no impact on the popularity
of the book, as the readership of the Notices can form their own opinions and are
a drop in the ocean compared to the mass market. More exacting viewpoints,
such as Langlands’ or that of Weil in earlier times, are much less visible, and it is
good that they are represented from time to time.

13. JC
November 24, 2006

Jonathan Vos Post,

Was Mlodinow a postdoc or tenured faculty at Caltech? From reading his book, I
got the impression he was only a postdoc. What was amusing were Feynman’s
anti-string tirades, he wrote about.

14. Peter Woit
November 24, 2006

The talk mentioned by “luny” seems to be stirring up trouble, see

http://asymptotia.com/2006/11/23/nuclear-guy-goes-nuclear/

and

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/11/more-on-adscft-and-rhic.html

where there’s the usual Lubos attack on anyone who points out that string theory
is being over hyped.

http://asymptotia.com/2006/11/23/nuclear-guy-goes-nuclear/
http://asymptotia.com/2006/11/23/nuclear-guy-goes-nuclear/
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/11/more-on-adscft-and-rhic.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/11/more-on-adscft-and-rhic.html


Mark,

I also think the Langlands review of the Mlodinow book has more to say about
Langlands than about the book, and I think the AMS Notices should not have
published it.

Reading the many reviews of my book has provided a new perspective on book
reviews, and why they often have little to do with reality. While many reviewers
misunderstood what I had to say in the book, I can’t complain, since on the
whole, their misunderstandings led them more often to write positive things than
negative things. The one time I tried to contact a publication about whether they
were willing to correct something completely factually untrue that a reviewer
had written (KC Cole in the LA Times) was an eye-opening experience. The
people there made clear to me that their policy (and presumably the policy of
many places) is that:

1. While in the rest of the newspaper they care about factual accuracy, reviews
are opinion pieces and thus they have no problem with factually inaccurate
statements appearing in them.

2. The only standard for these reviews is whether the reviewer has some sort of
argument, no matter how irrational and crazy, for what they wrote.

15. D R Lunsford
November 24, 2006

Langlands says about his thesis

Examining again, after forty years, the verification of the basic estimates of the
second part, I found a large number of misprints, so that it would have been
difficult if not impossible to follow my arguments line by line. I have tried in the
present version to correct the misprints, but cannot be certain to have fully
succeeded.

The thesis remains, to my regret, my only active encounter with partial
differential equations, a subject to which I had always hoped to return but in a
different vein.

That is remarkable in a way. I wonder what he meant?

-drl

16. D R Lunsford
November 24, 2006

Mlodinow was apparently a writer on the Picard version of Star Trek. I think that
is the harshest review I’ve ever seen, of anything! Well no, Ebert’s 0-star movie
reviews are a lot like this..

I can’t say a word about Langlands as a mathematician but he is certainly an
entertaining writer. The review leaves one with an uneasy feeling for some



reason, as if culture itself, and not just mathematical culture, were in decline,
and he is lamenting the passing of it.

-drl

17. Jonathan Vos Post
November 24, 2006

JC:

From the Preface to “Feynman’s Rainbow: A Search for Beauty in Physics and in
Life” [Warner Books, May 2003):

“… this book is about my time just after graduation in 1981, when I was on the
faculty of the Calfornia Institute of Technology….”

“I had been given my fellowship…. Did I really fit in here, with two Nobel prize
winners down the hall….”

“This book tells the story of my first year on the Caltech faculty”

I admit to the ambiguity: does he mean that “faculty” includes “postdocs”?

I don’t think that Caltech had adjuncts, but they also had Instructors, such as my
friend Dr. Thomas McDonough. Instructores teach classes, so I suppose are
faculty, but not tenure track.

I’d ask Mlodinow directly, but he is sufficiently busy that he answered an email of
mine when I invited to speak on a track of an international conference where I
chaired 3 sessions, but explained why he had to decline the attractive offer due
to how busy he was.

Good question. I’m still not sure.

Do you agree with the possibility of my Carl Sgan / sour grapes analogy?
Amusingly, Brian Green had a bit part in the science fiction film “Frequency” and
now seems to have been an executive consultant or the like on the big-budget
feature “Dej Vu.”

Here we go again with Esquire Physics, or People Magazine Physics.

18. Heavy Ion Guy
November 25, 2006

Dear all,

At quark matter this year Larry did make some strong statements about string
theory. This was a response to one paragraph in Brian-Greenes Op-Ed piece in
the New York Times.

The full paragraph which makes reference to the heavy ion work is here “And in
a recent, particularly intriguing development, data now emerging from the



Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at the Brookhaven National Laboratory appear to
be more accurately described using string theory methods than with more
traditional approaches. ”

This statement in the public press should be called for what it is — a wild
exaggeration of the state of the theory in the heavy ion community. Larry’s main
point was that if such claims are to be made in the public press they should be
held to the same standards of scientific scrutiny as the “more traditional
approaches”. Larry was correct to sharply criticize this remark.

That being said, a number of people (who normally think about heavy ion
collisions) have recently been calculating transport coefficients with AdS which
they really wanted to know in QCD. These transport coefficients have been
inferred from hydro and kinetic models of the heavy ion reaction and generally
are smaller than what would be expected from a weakly coupled plasma. It is
important to emphasize that each of hydro/kinetic models have a number
assumptions that can certainly be challenged. Nevertheless to reproduce these
small transport coefficients with perturbation theory consistently requires an
extrapolation outside the domain of validity into the strong couplign regime. The
AdS/CFT provides a useful foil to extrapolations based on perturburation theory
into this regime. Many aspects of the strongly coupled N=4 plasma are markedly
different from the qualitative features of perturbation theory. It would be nice to
determine a relatively clean observable which would probe these qualitative
differences. I think that AdS/CFT is a phenomenological long shot, but it is good
(and relatively easy) fun.

19. JC
November 25, 2006

Jonathan Vos Post,

The Sagan/sour grapes analogy sounds a bit like what happens in many fields
and/or niches. “Serious” folks who find success in the popular media/culture, are
seen as “sell outs”.

Do you think it is related to how people like to “compare” themselves to others?
Many “serious” people see popular culture as something “low brow”.

20. Juan R.
November 25, 2006

This statement in the public press should be called for what it is — a
wild exaggeration of the state of the theory in the heavy ion
community. Larry’s main point was that if such claims are to be made
in the public press they should be held to the same standards of
scientific scrutiny as the “more traditional approaches”. Larry was
correct to sharply criticize this remark.

Ok, but would be remarked that calls for holding to the same standards of
scientific scrutiny in public press are not new. They are part of well-known
scientific ethics guidelines in other communities.



About stringers reactions, Clifford is right when states that there is nothing
wrong with being publicly excited by the possibility, though.

In the same vein, there is nothing wrong being publicly excited by the possibility
string theory leave us nowhere in main goals.

Still, Clifford fail to understand that Greene was critized not because claimed
possibilities but because claimed more accuracy becoming from the string part
when even there is not qualitative agreement with experimental data.

About Motl comments, i would cite

But physics is not just about the fundamental Lagrangians as some of
the idealized theorists could think. It is about the understanding of all
possible phenomena and about predicting of the outcomes of
experiments in a wide variety of physical situations.

That is just the reason because string theory is in trouble.

Unfortunately, Motl presents the same class of disturbed reasoning about string
theory that Greene. For instance Motl writes

The most far-reaching new technique in the research of strongly
coupled gauge theories is undoubtedly the AdS/CFT correspondence.

Just a few words after you discover that by most far-reaching technique means
that many people have very good reasons to expect that this tool will be the most
efficient one to understand questions about the strong force. But nobody proved
this, just again, like in last 40 years, we receive good hopes from stringers.

21. alfons
November 25, 2006

Also interesting (wrt NEW):

http://www.cbc.ca/thecurrent/2006/200611/20061124.html

22. Cynthia
November 27, 2006

I somewhat agree with Prof. Langlands’ criticism of Leonard Mlodinow’s
“Euclid’s Window”. Unquestionably, Mlodinow is considerably sloppy at
conveying “this math/physics pathway towards strings” to the lay public. He’s
especially bad at explaining this connection between Non-Euclidean geometry
and Einstein’s geodesics of spacetime.

Needless to say though, I’m still rather in shock to discover that Mlodinow holds
a PhD in physics. Yet I’m in ever greater shock to find out that he has a
specialized degree in perturbation theory, no less! I’d surmise, however, the
poor-quality of Mlodinow’s work is perhaps more of a reflection of his sub-
optimal skills as a pop-physics writer, and less of an intrinsic indicator of his
physics know-how.

http://www.cbc.ca/thecurrent/2006/200611/20061124.html
http://www.cbc.ca/thecurrent/2006/200611/20061124.html


Just think about it for a moment though, being a writer for “Star Trek” films,
Mlodinow isn’t required to compose meaty, substantive material; he simply needs
to create a script with lots of golly-gee-whiz wizardry.

23. foo
November 27, 2006

Why is the review of Mlodinows book by Langlands over the top? Is it factually
wrong?

If a book is as badly written as Mlodinows book seems to be, then a slamming is
appropriate, I’d say.

24. Bob
January 5, 2007

Nice discussion – very enlightening.



Media and Other News

November 25, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s filming going on outside my office window today, right at the entrance to the
Columbia Mathematics building. The film is Brief Interviews With Hideous Men, with
a screenplay based on the David Foster Wallace book of the same name.

On the way in here I stopped at a bookstore and took a look at the new Thomas
Pynchon novel Against the Day. Over at Cosmic Variance, Mark Trodden and Sean
Carroll are Pynchon fans and have postings about this. I was quite fond of Vineland
and enjoyed some of Pynchon’s earlier books, but he lost me with Mason and Dixon,
and this new one doesn’t look promising. From flipping through it, one important
topic seems to be quaternions and their relation to 4d space-time geometry, and a
group of characters are called the Quaternioneers. I almost bought the book, thinking
that it was my duty as a chronicler of the nexus of math, physics and popular culture
to read the thing. But when I picked it up, its sheer heft caused an immediate feeling
of discouragement, so I put it back down and will wait for reports from others.

There’s a new movie out this week called Deja Vu, and evidently string theory play a
significant role in its time-travel/multiverse based plot. My colleague Brian Greene
was scientific consultant on the film, and the Cosmic Log MSNBC blog has a story
about this, noting that he’s also involved in another time-travel movie project
(Mimzy), and appeared in yet a third (Frequency). The MSNBC story does explain
that time-travel is not a big topic of current physics research, but describes physicists
as “intrigued by the trippy concepts spawned by string theory – indicating that the
universe could follow any of 10500 possible courses, and that our course seems to be
going down just the right path to allow for the development of stars, galaxies and life”
(the story does note that some people have a problem with this and gives “Not Even
Wrong” a mention). While I gave up on the idea of spending $35 on the Pynchon book
and devoting endless hours to reading its more than 1100 pages, spending $10 and
devoting a couple hours to watching a cheesy movie seems like a much more viable
way of fulfilling my blogger duties, so I think I’ll be doing that this evening.

Continuing on the science fiction theme, next year’s Les Houches summer school will
be on the topic String Theory and the Real World.

In further media news, last week I talked with someone from the CBC radio program
The Current, and supposedly they were going to use some of this in a program on the
controversy over string theory that aired yesterday. Also someone tells me that this
past week’s issue of Der Spiegel has an article on this.

Finally, for some non-media science fact, the week before last there was a workshop
in Paris on High Energy Physics in the LHC Era. There were quite a few interesting
talks, including one by Albert de Roeck on post LHC accelerator possiblities (mainly
the SLHC, a luminosity upgrade of the LHC), by Alessandro Strumia on astrophysical
neutrino experiments, and by Fabio Zwirner on supersymmetry (see page 18 of his
slides for a good reason not to believe in supersymmetry). The summary talk was
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given by Luciano Maiani, who argued that the next machine after the LHC should be
a larger proton-proton machine, on the SSC size scale, to be built in the US (since it
wouldn’t even fit at CERN), with an electron-positron collider to be built at CERN.

Update: For a more general discussion of the question of whether new physics that
solves the naturalness problem will be visible at the LHC, see a recent posting by
Tommaso Dorigo, who is reporting on a conference going on in Bologna, especially
the talk by Andrea Romanino.

Update: The movie is completely generic, including no strings, but just a standard-
issue wormhole.

Comments

1. Moshe
November 25, 2006

Someone in the New Yorker seems to agree with you on Pynchon’s latest opus:

http://www.newyorker.com/critics/books/articles/061127crbo_books

2. Jud
November 25, 2006

Re the New Yorker review, “Pynchon writes for Pynchon,” “Pynchon writes that
way just to show he can,” and “Pynchon is too damned obscure” are common
complaints among Pynchon non-fans, famously including the Pulitzer jury that
reviewed Gravity’s Rainbow. Lots of these accusations of egotism and playing
with readers seem to stem from Pynchon’s use of humor. When the heck did we
start requiring our artists to be so solemn? Joyce’s “Ulysses” has pages and
pages of extended humorous vamps; what got him into trouble wasn’t the humor,
it was closing the book with 50 pages of a woman giving herself an orgasm. So
80 years ago, sex was the sin; now, apparently, it’s laughter.

3. M
November 26, 2006

It is exciting that, while this epoch of endless speculations is coming to an end,
we have no best guess for what LHC will see. Discovering if supersymmetry
anticipated LHC results by 20 years, or if we lost 20 years on a wrong
speculation will be a sensible issue, like discovering that strings predict things
univocally up to a 10^500 ambiguity.

Concerning colliders, a reasonable point of view is that now we don’t know if we
will need to do precision physics with a 500 GeV ILC or explore higher energies
with a SSC-like collider. So it would be reasonable to keep the second option
open, by working on the needed magnetic technologies, and by finding a better
name for it.

Moving all US resources to the first option will put the US in first position, if the
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physics case for a linear collider will turn out to be correct. If not, it will be
difficult to switch to the SSC-like option. The possibly wrong physics case for ILC
has been already presented to the congress by somebody who got a recent
Pinocchio award: are we sure it is a good strategy?

4. r hofmann
November 26, 2006

My personal feeling about the ILC is that there will be a lot of very clean new-
physics signals to be seen at such a machine nothing to do with supersymmetry. I
believe that hadron colliders at higher energies will be more or less redundant
judging from the lessons learned with the linear collider and LHC.

5. K.
November 26, 2006

It is very remarkable that the MSSM adds 100-odd parameters to the SM, yet it
seems to need a 1% level tuning in order to evade LEP bounds. In principle it
should be able to fit about 30 elephants wagging their tails, if one believes Fermi

As first light nears, the LHC saga is building up more and more suspense. Who
says particle physics is not thrilling?

6. Tommaso Dorigo
November 26, 2006

Indeed, it is thrilling.
And, that were not enough, there’s more. One of the most thrilling things is that
many of the people working in the experiments (Atlas and CMS) do not seem to
realize, as close as 1.5 years from serious data taking, how complex are things at
a hadron machine.

At the workshop I attended in Bologna Anna Maria Zanetti gave a very nice talk
on the experience in CDF with the start of Run II and the first problems with
data taking. I knew all of the stuff, so I could lay back and enjoy the terrified look
in the face of many at the sight of what a lost proton beam can do to your
apparatus, what fraction of the silicon sensors were burned by beam incidents as
the first few nanonarbs of data were being collected, and the ugly effects
resonance (not a particle, but the nasty effect of elastic forces at work) can do to
sensitive parts of your electronics – exemplified by wirebonds broken in scores in
the silicon readout as data taking causing lorentz forces passed through the
resonant frequency of the bonds.

I think it will really be exciting…

T.

7. King Ray
November 27, 2006



On the topic of science fiction, I don’t know if many people know that Harlan
Ellison and Sidney Coleman are childhood friends. I was at an LSC lecture given
by Ellison back in the 80’s at MIT in Kresge Auditorium and Harlan introduced
Sidney as a close friend and had him stand up in the audience.

8. D R Lunsford
November 27, 2006

Science fiction was much more entertaining when science fact had its act
together.

-drl

9. King Ray
November 28, 2006

Has anyone seen this?

http://www.physorg.com/news83924839.html

Cosmologists expose flaws in anthropic reasoning

Many scientists never liked it anyway, and now Glenn Starkman from
Oxford/Case Western and Roberto Trotta from Oxford show that too many
details—and too many unknowns—mean that anthropic reasoning gives
inconsistent values of the cosmological constant, some that are far from current
estimates. In their recent paper, “Why Anthropic Reasoning Cannot Predict
Lambda” (Physical Review Letters), Starkman and Trotta find that different ways
of defining the probability of observers in different universes leads to vastly
different predictions of the cosmological constant.

“The significance of our work is to offer a concrete example of how anthropic
methods of reasoning can be used to reach conclusions contradictory to those
usually arrived at,” Starkman told PhysOrg.com. “This suggests to us that
anthropic explanations of fundamental questions should be treated very
cautiously.”

…

10. Thomas Love
November 28, 2006

If “anthropic methods of reasoning can be used to reach conclusions
contradictory to those usually arrived at” perhaps it is not anthropic methods of
reasoning which are wrong. Perhaps the usual modes of reasoning are wrong.
Not that I believe in “anthropic methods of reasoning “.

11. Chris W.
November 28, 2006

TL,

http://www.physorg.com/news83924839.html
http://www.physorg.com/news83924839.html


I think the point that Starkman and Trotta are trying to make is that anthropic
reasoning provides way too much room for fudging, to the point where it can’t be
relied upon to yield coherent conclusions. That is, it can yield one set of
conclusions that contradict another set of conclusions previously arrived at by
anthropic reasoning.

12. Chris W.
November 28, 2006

More on the media front: A story for NPR by Robert Krulwich on manufacturing
universes in the lab, with Brian Greene and Andre Linde featured prominently:

“Just imagine if it’s true and there’s even a small chance it really could work,”
[Linde] said. “In this perspective, each of us can become a god.”

13. Chris Oakley
November 29, 2006

Re: the Universe Machine, I was not clear on how much customisation is
possible. Presumably you can adjust basic things like the total mass, amount of
dark matter and Hubble constant, but what about the finer adjustments? Could
you, for example, create a universe where the majority of what theoretical
particle physicists say to reporters is not total bullsh*t? That would be a
challenge.

14. Ari Heikkinen
December 1, 2006

So, the movie has to be cheesy because Brian Greene was their consultant on
science? I’m sure Greene, even though he’s a string theorist, is competent
enough to be a credible consultant for a film.

Just pointing this out, because you keep pointing out that people should read
your book first before commenting it, so wouldn’t it be only fair to first watch the
film and comment it afterwards?

15. Peter Woit
December 1, 2006

Ari,
You’re completely making things up I never wrote. I didn’t characterize the
movie as cheesy because Brian was a consultant, I characterized it as cheesy
because I think pretty much all big-budget thrillers with time-travel themes are
cheesy. I had seen the trailer for the movie, read reviews and other articles about
it, and all the evidence was that that this would be a cheesy movie. I often like to
see cheesy movies, so happily paid my money expecting to see a cheesy movie,
and was not disappointed.

16. anonymous
December 1, 2006

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6545246
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6545246


“I often like to see cheesy movies,”

(Ahem, perhaps you shouldn’t be so frank, or some bits of what you say in jest
will be quoted out of context by your enemies to make you sound cheesy.)

17. Chris W.
December 3, 2006

More on the media front: In the December 1 Science Journal (Wall Street
Journal) Sharon Begley focuses on anthropic reasoning, with special attention to
recent criticisms and research that bears on its alleged effectiveness in
answering substantive questions about things like the value of lambda.

In particular she discusses work published in August (in Physical Review D) by
Graham Kribs, A Universe Without Weak Interactions (hep-ph/0604027, 4 April
2006).

(Kribs is also a co-author of another interesting paper posted last April, on an
alternate derivation of some important AdS/CFT predictions — hep-th/0602110.)

18. Benni
December 5, 2006

Job Openings:

2 String theory professorships available in munich:

http://www.asc.physik.lmu.de/MATH/job_openings.shtml

# We expect to fill one W1 Junior professorship position (Junior research group)
within the Excellency Cluster “Origin and Structure of the Universe” on Extra
Dimensions, Strings and Branes (see here for more information). The
announcement will appear soon.

# We expect to fill one W2 Associate Professorship position as well as one W1
Junior professorship position within Elite Master Study Programme “Theoretical
and Mathematical Physics” (see here for more information). The announcements
will appear soon.

There aren’t many string theory professorships available in europe, and
especially in munich, theres lots going on on high energy theory:

especially here:
http://www.theorie.physik.uni-muenchen.de/asc/

here
http://www.mppmu.mpg.de/english/index.html

and here:
http://www.universe-cluster.de/

I think these are worthy positions to take.
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Benni



Two Reviews

November 29, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

Two reviews by physicists of my book and Lee Smolin’s have recently appeared.

The first is by David Lindley in the Wilson Quarterly. Lindley has written some
excellent popular books about physics, including one about quantum mechanics
entitled Where Does The Weirdness Go?, and he has a new one about the history of
the uncertainty principle that I look forward to reading. He is also the author of The
End of Physics: The Myth of a Unified Theory, which appeared back in 1993, and was
the first popular book I know of that explained that the project of finding a unified
theory of particle physics had started to run into trouble and was not making
progress. In some ways Lindley’s book was a precursor to John Horgan’s later The
End of Science, and Horgan acknowledges Lindley’s influence. Lindley notes that I
say a bit about his book in mine, saying I misstate one of his arguments. He has to be
right about this, so I’m rather curious to know what I got wrong (an internet search
shows that he has been pretty successful at keeping his e-mail address non Google-
accessible, so I haven’t yet contacted him to ask him about this). His description of
the books is reasonably accurate and straight-forward, and he ends with the following
observation:

As for string theory, it’s likely to unravel only when its practitioners begin to get
bored with their lack of progress. Like the old Soviet Union, it will have to collapse
from within. The publication of these two books is a hopeful sign that theoretical
physics may have entered its Gorbachev era.

December’s Physics Today has a review of the same two books by Kannan
Jagannathan, under the title Scrutinizing string theorists and their future. One
unusual aspect of the review is the peculiar description of the reviewer, unlike any
I’ve ever seen before in Physics Today:

Kannan Jagannathan is a professor of physics at Amherst College in Amherst,
Massachusetts. Though his background is in high-energy theory, he has no strong
stake or expertise in string theory.

It’s an indication of the highly partisan nature of the controversy these books have
stirred up that Physics Today seems to have found it necessary to include this sort of
unusual disclaimer. It appears true that Jagannathan is no partisan, but his disclaimer
of expertise on the subject covered by the books is associated with a rather
superficial take on the arguments these books are making. His only attempt to
evaluate whether there is anything to the claims Smolin and I make about the
problematic behavior of some string theorists is to have read Lisa Randall’s recent
popular book Warped Passages, and found that she doesn’t seem to share our
concerns.

While avoiding saying anything about the substance of my arguments, Jagannathan
does take exception to the style of some of them, suggesting I should use more
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“temperate rhetoric”, and avoid “anecdotes and private communications.” Perhaps
he’s right that tactically it would have been better for me to write a more impersonal
book, bending over backwards to appear to not be expressing personal opinions. For
better or worse, I chose to do something quite different; to write a very personal
book, expressing precisely what I think, and describing experiences that have led me
over the years to these opinions.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
November 29, 2006

The comparision with the Soviet Union is interesting. Acording Lenin, or more
properly according a reported talk of Lenin with one of the leaders of Spanish
anarchist union CNT, the system was foreseen to allow “about 50 years” (this
was 1927 or so), after which it would fall, expectedly towards anarcho-socialism.
This bit or the prediction was a sort of failure, but except on this detail Lenin
mechanism worked as a clockwork: not having internal renovation of
leaderships, the system burnt out itself.
Now, the hope with physics, or with string theory, is that science self-
implemented destruction mechanisms, rooting a theory without experimental
input, will work.

2. Thomas Love
November 29, 2006

Lindley’s new book: “Uncertainty: Einstein, Heisenberg, Bohr, and the Struggle
for the Soul of Science” sounds like an interesting read, but I’ll bet he doesn’t
mention that the uncertainty principle is classical physics, coming from any wave
phenomenon. It is in the classical theory of light and the classical theory of
acoustics.

3. D R Lunsford
November 30, 2006

Peter – you were entirely correct to write in the style you did – it reminds me of
Klein’s highly personal and very instructive style and humanizes the whole thing.
It’s an excellent book regardless of your point of view because the arguments are
logical and the facts are clear.

-drl

4. Tony Smith
November 30, 2006

An Amazon UK synopsis of Lindley’s 1993 book “The End of Physics: The Myth of
a Unified Theory” says in part:
“… the particle physicists …[in]… their attempts to reach … for a unifying theory
… and unable to subject their findings and theories to experimental scrutiny …



have moved into a world governed by mathematical and highly speculative
theorizing,
none of which can be empirically verified.
David Lindsey argues that a theory of everything derived from particle physics
will be full of untested – and untestable – assumptions.
And if physicists yield to such speculation, the field will retreat from the high
ground of science, becoming instead a modern mythology.
This would surely be the end of physics as it is known today. …”.

Since superstrings were dominant in high-energy physics theory in 1993, it is
obvious that Lindley was referring to superstring theory as the “… modern
mythology … the end of physics …”
Now. over a decade later, Lindley says that superstring theory
“… [i]s likely to unravel only when its practitioners begin to get bored with their
lack of progress …”
which indicates to me that Lindley disagrees with the hopeful view of Alejandro
Rivero that
“… science self-implemented destruction mechanisms, rooting a theory without
experimental input, will work …”.

Further, given such things as the videotaped reactions at KITP to Johnson’s first
talk, the blogs of Lubos Motl and Clifford Johnson, etc, it seems to me that it is
very unlikely that superstring “practitioners” will “get bored with their lack of
progress” at any time in the foreseeable future,
so
it seems to me that Lindley’s view is that if you want to do high-energy
theoretical physics in the forseeable future, your options are either:
do superstring theory or;
work in a relatively small niche field (tolerated as long as it stays in its place as a
small niche) like LQG or;
somehow make a living outside the established physics community, record your
work for posterity as best you can, and hope that, if it is correct, somebody 100
years or so from now might stumble across it.

In short,
superstringers own the City Hall of high energy theory, and you can’t fight City
Hall.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

5. A
November 30, 2006

Surely past years look like a Breznevian stagnation era. Since 1960 a failure
seemed likely but not unavoidable, so a whole apparatus of people who got
power thanks to communism, togheter with a few strong believers, could force
everybody to keep going for 30 more years in doing something that almost
nobody believed.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


And the end can take different forms.

Susskind could be a Gorbachev, who destroyed communism in an attempt of
changing it. Maybe Motl dreams to be a Kim, who still keeps pure communism in
North Korea. More likely, the end could be something constructive like in China.

6. Thomas Larsson
November 30, 2006

according a reported talk of Lenin with one of the leaders of Spanish anarchist
union CNT, the system was foreseen to allow “about 50 years” (this was 1927 or
so)

Nitpick: Lenin died in 1924.

7. Alejandro Rivero
November 30, 2006

Nitpicked. You forced me to check notes. Effectively, Angel Pestaña was sent to
Moscu in 1920, while Nin was sent in 1921 (1922?). I think the note I remember
was a comment from Buenacasa on the report of Pestaña back in Spain. Victor
Serge explains he was with Pestaña when they first meet Lenin, but he does not
mention this remark about the temporality of the dictatorship.

8. D R Lunsford
November 30, 2006

Tony – the entire thesis of the Lindley book is absurd, because we have working
example from 1865 – Maxwell’s unification of electricity and magnetism. This
introduced a new scaling constant called – let me think – oh yes, the speed of
light.

-drl

9. King Ray
November 30, 2006

I don’t think string theory will die until the funding is cut. I knew a guy in grad
school who got several postdocs doing string theory who told me he didn’t even
believe in it but he was getting all these great jobs doing it. I think it is wrong to
work on something in science you don’t even believe in just to make money and
get a job. Science is supposed to be a higher calling.

10. L group
November 30, 2006

Experimental input, although the ultimate source of the theory, is itself
overhyped in the discussions of string theory and theory in general. If ultimately
the only output of string theory is a more efficient formalism for QFT with no
additional physical predictions, that is itself a major contribution. Such an
existing or expected contribution may or may not justify the current levels of



interest in string theory, but neither does harping on the lack of current relation
to experiments.

11. Carl Brannen
December 1, 2006

On the topic of what will destroy string theory, a very interesting 800+ page
book is Collins’ on gravity waves. I would never have picked up a book on
physics by a “sociologist”, except that I took two graduate physics classes from
Joe Weber who is the subject of a good bit of the book.

The main subject of the book is how it is that communities of physicists reach
agreement on subjects that are debated. The author’s well supported contention
is that debate does not always change minds and that in the worst case debates
both sides are supported by well respected physicists. Since 99.99% of what we
know, we know not by direct experience but instead because we trust the
judgement of others (for example, I’ve never measured the mass of an electron),
the physics community has no way to decide the issue (think Einstein versus
QM).

Eventually, truth is decided when one side or the other gets an advantage at
minting graduate students, and the other side dies off. My guess is that the
advantage comes about partly by numbers, and partly by way of attractiveness of
the calculational techniques, but the author does not discuss this. After one side
or the other wins, history is then rewritten so as to make the side that died off
look like idiots and old fogies. And a new generation is taught that science is
100% correct.

One can argue that physics has done well with this technique of fighting over the
truth — most physicists believe that the foundations of physics are solid. But
from a sociological point of view, even if string theory is wrong, we can expect its
proponents to go to their graves unrepentant, and to dominate theory until they
retire.

12. Peter Orland
December 1, 2006

To Carl Brannen:

There are examples of scientific controversies which were resolved by
data and not by sociological forces (such as one side dying off). I don’t find
Kuhn’s thesis especially convincing.

People are naturally reluctant to abandon their theories and ideas for notions
suggested by others. Thus science tends to stay a conservative enterprise, in
which only the best thought out ideas eventually predominate. This may sound
overly idealistic, but it’s often true.

As an example, consider Harlow Shaply who refused to believe that
spiral nebulae were galaxies external to our own. In spite of his
heated arguments with Hubble and others, he eventually changed



his mind (and wrote a popular book entitled “Galaxies”). The point
is that Shaply didn’t have to die for the galaxy concept to win acceptance. There
are other examples (Hoyle and the steady-state vs big-bang universe is one).

Anyway, people really can be persuaded by evidence. observational
or otherwise, if only to save their own reputations (or in some cases, to get a
post-doc).

13. Johny
December 1, 2006

Peter Orland: let me add one more example to your list. Schroedinger refused for
a long time to accept Einstein’s photon idea. He was convinced by Bohr that
there was no other way to interpret the photoelectric effect. According to an
account by Heisenberg, the discussions were long and difficult. So much so that
Schrodinger fell ill, but still Bohr sat by his bed and went on discussing the issue.
In the end, Schrodinger didn’t die and accepted the particle nature of light.

14. Tony Smith
December 1, 2006

King Ray said that he “.. . do[esn]’t think string theory will die until the funding
is cut. …”
and
that he “… knew a guy in grad school who got several postdocs doing string
theory who told me he didn’t even believe in it but he was getting all these great
jobs doing it …”.

As King ray went on to say, “… it is wrong to work on something in science you
don’t even believe in just to make money and get a job …”.

In light of King Ray’s comment, it seems to me that the most accurate USSR
analogy for present-day superstring theory is Lysenkoism, which:
got dominant government funding;
viciously attacked competing approaches; and
had worker/supporters who knew about the flaws in Lysenkoism but supported it
anyway in order to continue getting funds and jobs, and to preserve positions of
prestige and political/funding power.

From a wikipedia entry at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysenkoism on
Lysenkoism:
“… mass-media presented him [Lysenko] as a genius who had developed a new,
revolutionary technique.
… Lysenko … was … supported by the … propaganda machine, which overstated
his successes and omitted mention of his failures.
Instead of making controlled experiments, Lysenko relied upon questionnaires
…”.

To me, that sounds a lot like the present-day superstring cult of personalities,
every one relying on praise from each other, similar to Lysenko’s
“questionnaires” whose replies consited mostly of sycophantic praise.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysenkoism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysenkoism


Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS –

15. Tony Smith
December 1, 2006

Sorry about the omitted PS –
I was going to remark about how long Lysenkoism lasted and how difficult it was
to bring down, but I found writing it to be too depressing if it is an indicator of
how long the superstring cult is to last and how difficult it is to bring down, so I
stopped writing after “PS -“.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

16. Graduate
December 1, 2006

I also though of Lysenkoism as a possible analogy to what is going on with string
theory. I didn’t find it satisfying.

1. For one thing, Lysenko was viewed as providing metaphorical evidence for the
validity of certain national policies (As Lysenko sought to vernalize wheat, the
soviet people where thought to be vernalized by the harsh policies of the Soviet
Union, becoming stronger and hardier with more harsh treatment; or so the
theory went). There is no such unholy alliance between string theory and
politics.

2. Another important distinction is that Lysenko ignored the results of actual
experiments. In string theory, there are no experiements for the theorists to
ignore.

I have one question however. I have been wondering about the way theoretical
physicists argue mathematics. I understand the mathematical way of proving
statements. But I’ve been confused by the way physicists argue in mathematical
sketches. How does one decide which of the debaters has ‘won’ ? It seems to me
entirely possible to string together plausible conjectures and get several
contradictory statements. And that indeed seems to happen often. I would
appreciate some insight into this aspect of theoretical physics culture.

17. Peter Woit
December 1, 2006

TheGraduate,

Physicists characterize all sorts of different things as a “proof at physicist’s level
of rigor”. These range from cases where one has overwhelming evidence from
numerical calculations that something is true and cases where something is true
for sufficiently well-behaved functions (and the exact characterization of “well-

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


behaved” has not been sorted out), to cases where the evidence is very
fragmentary and far from convincing. Traditionally physicists haven’t worried too
much about whether they really have a sold argument for a conjecture, since it
has often been the most efficient tactic to just assume things will work, and go
ahead and calculate under that assumption. If the calculations lead to
inconsistencies or disagreement with experiment, that’s the time to go back and
check assumptions.

One big problem with string theory is that the lack of any experimental tests
means that all you have to go on is the lack of inconsistency, and given the way
the theory is built on a lot of unproved conjectures, this can get problematic.

18. Tony Smith
December 1, 2006

Graduate said
“… Lysenko ignored the results of actual experiments.
In string theory, there are no experiements for the theorists to ignore. …”.

Actually (in my opinion) there are substantial experimental results that show
absence of supersymmetry,
and
those results (in my opinion) have been effectively ignored by superstringers
choosing successively heavier scales of supersymmetry breaking as successive
experimental results failed to see supersymmetry.

The superstringers (in my opinion) are acting in a way that Feynman considered
unscientific in the book Feynman Lectures on Gravitation” (Addison-Wesley
1995) at pages 22 and 23, where Feynman said:

“… a famous professor … asked “… how are you sure that the photon has no rest
mass? …
I [Feynman] answered … “… I would be glad to discuss the possibility that the
mass is not of a certain definite size. The condition is that after I give you
arguments against such mass, it should be against the rules to change the mass.”
The professor then chose a mass of 10^(-6) of the electron mass.
My [Feynman’s] answer …[was given]…
Then he [the professor] wanted to know what I would have said if he had said
10^(-12) electron masses …
[again, Feynman’s answer was given]…
After this, the professor wanted to change the mass again, and make it 10^(-18)
electron masses …
[again, Feynman’s answer was given]…”.

Feynman went on to say
“… We do not want to do similar things in attempting to construct a theory …
we should be prepared to put forth definite theories … and be prepared to reject
them if they are inadequate. “.

I think that superstringers have been in violation of Feynman’s standards for
some time,



and
that superstringers are, and have been for some time, effectively ignoring
experimental results indicating that superstring-type supersymmetry does not
exist.

It also seems relevant that now, with indirect evidence indicating that even the
LHC will not see superstring-type supersymmetry, superstringers such as Lubos
Motl are attempting to move the goalposts yet again, exemplified by Lubos Motl
saying on his blog, about superstring theory, such things as:

“… we are confident that an answer to these questions exists in the non-
supersymmetric case and it will be unique just like it was in the supersymmetric
cases. …”.

Contrast that statement
with Lubos Motl’s past view of supersymmetry as a fundamental part of
superstring theory, exemplified by his rejection (in 2004) of a non-
supersymmetric string theory model by saying “… “String theory” is a shorthand
for “superstring theory” …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

19. King Ray
December 2, 2006

Tony, very interesting analogy. I hadn’t heard of Lysenko before, but he definitely
reminds me of some people I have known.

I’m sure there are many people working on string theory that don’t really believe
in it; the one person I mention was just the one honest enough to admit it.

I think string theory is just a mutual admiration society; if you agree with
everything they say you are a super genius, otherwise you are stupid and a
crackpot. I don’t think many of them are actually that bright, and none of them
have any aesthetic sense or physical intuition such as Einstein had. They are
clearly not independent thinkers like Einstein either, but conformists.

20. Thomas Larsson
December 2, 2006

In string theory, there are no experiements for the theorists to ignore.

String theory predicts supersymmetry – not seen.

String theory predicts 496 gauge bosons – 12 seen.

String theory predicts extra dimensions – not seen.

String theory predicts a large and negative cosmological constant – the cc is
small and positive.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


String theory predicts proton decay – not seen.

Aether theory predicts aether wind – not seen.

But then again, Lorentz and Poincare didn’t count negative experiments any
more than Gross and Witten.

21. TheGraduate
December 2, 2006

“Between 1934 and 1940, under Lysenko’s admonitions and with Stalin’s
blessings, many geneticists were executed (including Agol, Levit, and Nadson) or
sent to labor camps. The famous Soviet geneticist Nikolai Vavilov, was arrested
in 1940 and died in prison in 1943.”

This is a quote from Wikipedia.

Look, there is really no comparing Lysenkoism and string theorists. There are
lots of historical examples of legitimate scientists who used their academic
power to exclude people who disagreed with them. One of these incidents would
be a more appropriate comparison.

22. Peter Woit
December 2, 2006

TheGraduate is right. Please stop with the highly exaggerated attacks on string
theory and string theorists. These are off-topic, not enlightening, and kind of
repetitive.

23. Ludmilla
December 2, 2006

>String theory predicts supersymmetry – not seen.

The jury is still out on susy, extra dimensions, the Higgs boson, etc. At least until
2008-2010.

Actually, it’s not so clear to me that string theory really predicts susy. One of the
most disappointing features of string theory (or, should I say, of string theorists)
is that no clear-cut predictions are made. That’s why some say it’s not even
wrong.

In my opinion, string theory is here to stay. Most likely not as a TOE, but as a
math-phys framework. Personally, I don’t believe in TOEs, stringy or otherwise, I
think it’s just a silly idea.

24. anonymous
December 3, 2006

Maybe the behavior of string theorists is more predictable than string theory:
here are my testable clear-cut predictions (or maybe just my worries) about their
official reaction to some possible future LHC results:



if LHC sees supersymmetry, eureka we have up to N=8 of them.

if LHC sees extra dimensions, eureka we have 6 or 7 of them.

if LHC sees technicolor, eureka we have AdS/CFT.

If LHC sees dark matter, eureka we have discrete gauge symmetries.

if LHC sees nothing new, eureka eureka we have the anthropic landscape.

Sorry for this non politically-correct comment, but I believe it’s true. Hopefully
the next few years before LHC will allow to improve the physics and/or the
sociology of string theory.

25. Thomas Larsson
December 3, 2006

The jury is still out on susy, extra dimensions, the Higgs boson, etc. At least until
2008-2010.

Sure. Every experiment that does not see evidence for susy or extra-dimensions
is irrelevant, such as muon g-2, B_s oscillations, permanent electric dipole
moment, no deviations from Newton’s law, etc.

H. A. Lorentz did not give up on aether theory that easily neither. For years he
discovered increasingly complicated, Rube-Goldbergesque constructions, instead
of accepting the obvious conclusion of the Michelson-Morley experiment. He
never went as far as making anthropic arguments, though (a large aether wind
might be incompatible with human life).

Of course, he had his reasons. Aether theory was the only game in town – it
follows from Newtonian mechanics and the Galilei group, which had passed
every test for 200 years. And he certainly did not care about some crackpot
patent clerk, who was ignored by everybody until Max Planck made him his
assistent in 1910.

26. dan
December 3, 2006

Dear Thomas Larsson,

“String theory predicts a large and negative cosmological constant – the cc is
small and positive.”

Hasn’t this been successfully addressed by the KKLT paper, which shows that
string theory can account for a small positive cosmological constant?

27. Ludmilla
December 3, 2006

Sure. Every experiment that does not see
evidence for susy or extra-dimensions is irrelevant, such as



muon g-2, B_s oscillations, permanent electric dipole
moment, no deviations from Newton’s law, etc.

No, every experiment that does not see susy, extra
dimensions, technicolor, preons, strings, whatever, is not
irrelevant. It just puts tighter bounds on each of those
possibilities. At some point those bounds can completely
exclude one of the possibilities, or at least make it
phenomenologically irrelevant.

As far as I know, all known models of new physics are
currently pushed into a rather uncomfortably tight region of
their respective parameter spaces by experimental data. But
we are not there yet. Ruling out susy (in its
phenomenologically significant variants) will take LHC data.

If you want to know my personal opinion, the MSSM and extra
dimensions will not be seen at the LHC. But then, opinion
is not fact. Also, that point of view does not solve any
problems and, in fact, makes them worse. Without susy, how
do you solve, for example, the LEP paradox and the dark
matter problem? I don’t have an answer, do you?

28. D R Lunsford
December 3, 2006

TL – that was hysterical. I can see that paper,

“Aether-Wind und Lebensmöglichkeit”

Poor Lorentz, he really was very brilliant. Relativity was so much simpler than
what he was doing.

-drl

29. Chris Oakley
December 3, 2006

TL – that was hysterical. I can see that paper,

“Aether-Wind und Lebensmöglichkeit”

I cannot. I doubt that, even in his darkest dreams, he would have contemplated
anything so ludicrous, and if he had, he would have being a laughing stock. Now
some prominent physicists try to make a laughing stock of those who do not
believe in the Anthropic Principle, which I suppose only shows how far we have
fallen.

30. anonymous
December 3, 2006

http://www.kuro5hin.org/story/2006/10/31/161746/39

http://www.kuro5hin.org/story/2006/10/31/161746/39
http://www.kuro5hin.org/story/2006/10/31/161746/39


“String Theory and the Crackpot Index

“…Certainly, Dr. Greene has been been working for a long time (10) on a
paradigm shift (10), towards which Einstein struggled on his deathbed (30). For
his effort, his theory has no equations (10) and no tests (50). With the starting
credit, that much makes 105 points.

“Is Dr. Greene a crackpot? No. But is this how physics should be presented to the
public?”

Wonder why Woit doesn’t discuss this stuff?

31. Peter Woit
December 3, 2006

anonymous,

I saw the story you mention, but the main answer to why I didn’t think it was
worth discussing is embedded in what you quoted. I think there’s a lot wrong
with string theory and how it is pursued, but Brian Greene is not a crackpot, and
neither are most string theorists.

I disagree with Brian about a scientific issue, the prospects for string-based
unification, and, as a result, also don’t think the kind of public promotion of this
idea he has engaged in is wise. But he’s a perfectly reasonable person, willing to
admit that string theory may be wrong, just trying to promote and pursue ideas
he believes in. I’ve known him for a long time, work in the same department, and
talk to him regularly. I think both of us see our disagreements as scientific ones
and want to avoid personalizing them. If you want to engage in Brian-bashing, do
it elsewhere.

32. Thomas Larsson
December 4, 2006

Hasn’t this been successfully addressed by the KKLT paper, which shows that
string theory can account for a small positive cosmological constant?

With 10^500 parameters one can fit 2*10^499 tail-wriggling elephants. Or the
value of the cosmological constant.

33. Thomas Larsson
December 4, 2006

No, every experiment that does not see susy, extra
dimensions, technicolor, preons, strings, whatever, is not
irrelevant.

Ludmila, I was responding to Graduate’s claim that “In string theory, there are
no experiements for the theorists to ignore.” So evidently he, as many other
string theorists, thinks that none of these experiments is relevant.

34. Ari Heikkinen



December 4, 2006

Speaking of books..

I’m soon ordering some books from amazon and just out of curiosity, was
thinking of buying a book about string theory and another that points out
problems with it.

I’d basicly prefer something with actual equations for backing up any claims
instead of merely philosophy (I already have Greene’s book about string theory,
but it was, although excellent read, a bit too basic without any equations
whatsoever), so while I’m leaning towards that Zwiebach’s “first course” book on
strings (based on searching on amazon), which one should I pick for a rebuttal
for it, Lee’s or Peter’s? What’s the difference? Wouldn’t want to end up buying
another book with just claims and nothing to back them up, be it critics or
advocates.

35. Steve Myers
December 4, 2006

I hope this isn’t entirely off topic, but I’ve been thinking about popular books and
articles on science. How good are they? When I read one on something I know
well I find they are too thin or skip the “hard” stuff that you need to understand
to even know what’s going on. There is a good book by Longair on physics but
would you classify it as popular? Scientific American, for example, is often too
thin and can give a wrong impression of a field.

When I think about explaining my own rather simple work in a popular way I find
that I have to explain FFT and signal processing, etc. What bothers me that even
a Dirac prize winner can make a mistake about entropy and the arrow of time,
what kind of mistakes are in stuff that I’m not familiar with — like Biochemistry?

This is a serious questions: can one even write a good popular book on a subject
— like theoretical particle physics without simplifying too much. I’ve discussed
this with my computer scientist son who says he knows of nothing in his field. I
know of & enjoy as light reading books by Gamow, Pagels, Einstein, Feynman,
etc., but to even have a vague idea of what’s going on in a field I don’t know of
any better or easier way than reading the technical stuff and working on a
problem.

36. Peter Woit
December 4, 2006

dan,

The problem with KKLT is that it “accounts for” a small CC by using a very
complicated Rube Goldberg setup (Susskind’s description), and if you believe
this works, you can “account for” just about anything, your theory is
unpredictive, and you’re not doing science. Thomas inaccurately characterizes
KKLT as have 10^500 parameters, which is not right, it’s 10^500 solutions, but
this doesn’t change the problem.



Ari,

My book has some more technical material than Smolin’s, but it is still written
without using equations, and it was not possible in this format to explain in
technical detail many things. I also included quite a few suggestions for more
technical further reading. One problem with Zwiebach’s book is that it only
covers a small part of the string theory story, not taking you very far at all into
the issue of how to connect string theory to real physics.

Steve,

I think there’s a wide variety of “popular” books out there. Quite a few
oversimplify and don’t even try and give a legitimate explanation of what is going
on. But some do an excellent job of giving an accurate picture of a field, even if a
true understanding of the subject requires spending a lot more time and working
out some basics techical details for oneself. To my taste, the best books I’ve seen
often take a historical point of view, showing how a scientific subject evolved to
the point it is now. Knowing the history of a subject is often a good place to start
when trying to learn the basics.

37. King Ray
December 4, 2006

I really enjoyed Abraham Pais’ Subtle is The Lord, a biography of Einstein with
equations along the way to his discovery of GR.

http://www.amazon.com/Subtle-Lord-Science-Albert-Einstein/dp/0192806726
/sr=8-4/qid=1165253958/ref=sr_1_4/002-0203434-5813668?ie=UTF8&s=books

38. John Gonsowski
December 4, 2006

A lot of things that string theorists talk about exist outside the context of string
theory. Brian Greene might talk about ten spacetime dimensions for string theory
but John Baez can talk about them outside string theory. Greene might talk about
exceptional algebras for string theory but Baez can talk about them outside
string theory. Green might talk about string theory worldsheets but Urs
Schreiber says there’s a deep connection between a worldsheet and Feynman
paths (Feynman was not a string theorist). Even the supersymmetry of
superstrings exists outside string theory (and there are other types of
supersymmetry too). The one nice thing about the anthropic landscape is that it
has quite a few critics who are string theorists. Given the politics of physics,
sometimes I think it might be easier just to pursuade string theorists to work on
different things under the string theory umbrella than to get them to downsize
their empire.

39. Who
December 4, 2006

I met a PhD student of Steve Giddings just in the past month—he was up from
Santa Barbara to hear some talks. He mentioned what his thesis research was

http://www.amazon.com/Subtle-Lord-Science-Albert-Einstein/dp/0192806726/sr=8-4/qid=1165253958/ref=sr_1_4/002-0203434-5813668?ie=UTF8&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/Subtle-Lord-Science-Albert-Einstein/dp/0192806726/sr=8-4/qid=1165253958/ref=sr_1_4/002-0203434-5813668?ie=UTF8&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/Subtle-Lord-Science-Albert-Einstein/dp/0192806726/sr=8-4/qid=1165253958/ref=sr_1_4/002-0203434-5813668?ie=UTF8&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/Subtle-Lord-Science-Albert-Einstein/dp/0192806726/sr=8-4/qid=1165253958/ref=sr_1_4/002-0203434-5813668?ie=UTF8&s=books


about: it wasn’t string theory though it was somewhat LIKE string theory—IIRC
it didnt need extra dimensions, maybe it lived in 4D like normal people. This is,
of course, vague gossip—but I remember getting a
sense of drift, of a program morphing into something else. It wasnt quite cool
anymore to be doing core string, so you emphasized the distance.

40. Ludmilla
December 4, 2006

Ludmila, I was responding to Graduate’s claim

Thomas, you quoted from my message, so I thought
reasonable to assume you were responding to me. I still
think so.

The jury is still out on susy, extra dimensions, the Higgs boson, etc. At
least until 2008-2010.

Sure. Every experiment that does not see evidence for susy or extra-
dimensions is irrelevant, such as muon g-2, B_s oscillations, permanent
electric dipole moment, no deviations

41. King Ray
December 4, 2006

Giddings is Witten’s student, isn’t he?

I agree that we should explore 4D theories more fully. Higher dimensional
theories have never been successful, going back to KK. I think by going to higher
dimensions people are taking the easy way out. There should be a theory entropy
statistic that is a measure of how complicated a theory is, and very complicated
theories should be avoided.

42. Thomas Larsson
December 5, 2006

Ludmila, your first post was a response to my statement “String theory predicts
supersymmetry – not seen.” Evidently you found this objectionable.

String theory predictions have always been wrong in the past. Why should the
LHC change this good old tradition?

43. Ludmilla
December 5, 2006

String theory predictions have always been wrong in the past. Why should the
LHC change this good old tradition?

 That’s a good joke. But the same thing could be said of you and every other
guy around. So, why should the LHC confirm any of your predictions, this one in
particular?



44. Thomas Larsson
December 5, 2006

Why susy or extra-dimensions are unlikely to be seen at the LHC? Perhaps
because other experiments put quite tight constraints on any deviation from the
SM – unitarity triangles etc. Susy already requires fine-tuning at the percent
level.

45. Tony Smith
December 5, 2006

Thomas Larsson said “String theory predictions have always been wrong in the
past. “.
Ludmilla replied “… the same thing could be said of you and every other guy
around. …”.

No.
Some models do make predictions that have NOT always been wrong.
Some aspects of my personal example can be found in the abstract at
http://arXiv.org/abs/physics/0207095 and in that paper.
My further work along those lines has been blacklisted by the Cornell arXiv,
but can be found on my web site.

I am not saying that my model is the only model that makes some correct
predictions, only that it is one example and that the one example is all that is
needed to refute Ludmilla’s allegation that predictions of “every other guy” have
“always been wrong”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

46. Ludmilla
December 6, 2006

one example is all that is needed to refute Ludmilla’s allegation

Tony: “every other guy” means roughly “one out of every two”. I have always
considered you as part of that privileged predictive half.

47. Tony Smith
December 7, 2006

Ludmilla, my apologies for misunderstanding what you meant by “every other
guy”
(half of the population,
as opposed to all of the population except Thomas Larsson)
and thanks for considering me to be part of the “predictive half”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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PS – My misunderstanding may have been an example of a linguistic version of
the ambiguous image phenomenon illustrated by the images at
http://www.questacon.edu.au/html/tg_p8a.htm
The way the human brain works with respect to such things is interesting, but
probably off-topic for discussion here.

http://www.questacon.edu.au/html/tg_p8a.htm
http://www.questacon.edu.au/html/tg_p8a.htm


Lots of Links

December 5, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Various things that I’ve run across recently that seem worth mentioning:

The proceedings of the big yearly lattice gauge theory conference that was mentioned
here, Lattice 2006, are now available here.

The New York Times today in its Science Times section has a very interesting article
by Dennis Overbye entitled China Pursues Major Role in Particle Physics. It tells some
of the history of particle physics in China, describes the BEPC accelerator in Beijing
which has just had a luminosity upgrade, and discusses the role China may play in
future accelerator projects, especially the ILC. A US physicist who sometimes works
at BEPC, Frederick Harris, is quoted as saying “The rate China is growing, this is
something they could contemplate hosting in 10 years.” Perhaps the future of high-
energy frontier accelerator projects really will be in China.

There’s also an associated article about the spring 1989 physics conference in Beijing
that overlapped with the Tiananmen Square massacre, with David Gross quoted as
saying “Until the shooting began, the visit was delightful.” He and Vafa describe the
bloody van that was supposed to be their transport, after it had been used to pick up
wounded students, two of whom died.

Physics World has an article about physicists willing to make bets, called Physicists
who fancy a flutter, featuring Tommaso Dorigo’s recent $1000 bet with Gordon Watts
and Jacques Distler over what the LHC will see.

New Scientist has a feature article Physics Goes Hollywood, about Costas Efthimiou
and a course he is teaching at the University of Central Florida. The idea of the
course is to have students watch movies, often ones with a sci-fi theme, then use real
physics to critique the accuracy of scenes in the movies. Costas is a particle theorist
who has worked on conformal field theories, and was a visitor here at Columbia for a
while, from what I remember. He has several papers about teachng physics using
films, most recently this one.

The Cao-Zhu paper giving the details of the proof of the Poincare conjecture that
originally appeared in the Asian Journal of Mathematics has now been posted in
revised form on the the arXiv. The revised version includes an apology to Kleiner and
Lott for not acknowledging the use of their work in the original version.

Geometric Langlands is definitely the hot topic of the moment, I just learned about
two more conferences about this that will take place soon. One is a Gottingen
Winterschule, on January 4-7, the second is a program on Langlands Duality and
Physics, to be held at the Schrodinger Institute in Vienna from January 9-20.

A couple weeks ago in Hamburg there was a conference on Kahler Geometry and
Mathematical Physics, held to celebrate the 100th birthday of Erich Kahler.
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Princeton will be hosting a conference next year entitled Geometry and the
Imagination in honor of Bill Thurston’s 60th birthday.

Dmitry Vaintrob, son of mathematician Arkady Vaintrob, has won a $100,000
scholarship from the Siemens foundation based on a research project in string
topology. For more discussion of this, and what it means for string theory, see here.

Update: Two more.

Giorgios Choudalakis took a poll back in August of grad-students, postdocs and
professors associated with Fermilab, asking them what they expected the LHC to find.
Here are the results. More about this at Fermilab Today.

A commenter points out that this week’s Zippy the Pinhead deals with one character’s
doubts about string theory. Over the last few years, the comic has often dealt with
string theory, to see this try typing “string” into this search page.

Comments

1. Tony Smith
December 5, 2006

Since the New York Times requires registration, I read an article on the
freeinternetpress.com web site that said in part:
“… China Pursues Major Role In Particle Physics 2006-12-05 … Dennis Overbye
..
The proposed I.L.C. would shoot electrons and positrons at each other with 500
billion electron volts of energy through a tunnel 20 miles long. An approximate
price tag will be announced when the international collider planning team meets
in Beijing this February.
… the jockeying for where to put the machine has already begun. The host
country for the collider would have the advantage of being the center of 21st-
century physics, but would have to bear a larger share of the cost.
Last spring, a report from the National Academy of Sciences urged the United
States to do what it takes to get it built here rather than in Europe or Asia, or
face the prospect of relinquishing traditional leadership in physics.
… Frederick A. Harris, a professor of physics at the University of Hawaii, who
works often at the Beijing collider … said, “The rate China is growing, this is
something they could contemplate hosting in 10 years.”
… Given the explosive growth of China’s economy and the vow of the country’s
leaders to emphasize science and technology, it is natural to wonder whether
some future particles will have Chinese names the way many of the bright stars
in the sky have Arabic names. …”.

It is interesting that the USA lobby to get the ILC located in the USA has been
proposing a site at Fermilab in Illinois, rather than a site on the Pacific Rim such
as California.
Since the USA lobby’s choice of Illinois was based heavily on the political
influence of Illinois Republican Dennis Hastert as Speaker of the House
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and
since the November 2006 elections changed the 2007 Speaker of the House from
Illinois Republican Hastert to California Democrat Pelosi,
it will be interesting to see whether the USA lobby will change its focus to a
California site, or even whether the new political situation will weaken the USA
lobby so that the eventual site for the ILC will be in Asia, such as Japan or China.

As Peter said, “… Perhaps the future of high-energy frontier accelerator projects
really will be in China. …”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

2. SSC
December 6, 2006

I am not so sure that we will need a linear collider with center-of-mass energy
equal to 500 GeV, not much above the old LEP. Maybe LHC will tell that it is
enough for studying spetroscopy of supersymmetric particles. Or maybe not:
LHC could instead suggest that we need to explore higher energies. While the
US probably have psychological problems with a SSC-like project, China might
like the idea of a SinoSuperCollider.

3. Mary
December 6, 2006

Since the readers of this blog are possibly the only people in the entire world
who will think these comics are funny, I can’t resist leaving another link: Zippy
the pinhead is doing string theory again.

I have no affiliation with Zippy, just an appreciation for the deeply surreal…

4. Chris Oakley
December 6, 2006

Re: Zippy: I don’t think that twins should get involved like that – or maybe the
inbreeding of its advocates is the key to the success of String Theory – ?

5. Garbage
December 6, 2006

I dont understand, how can “the SM Higgs” and “no new Physics” be separated
options?
Unless “no NP” means *nothing at all*, not even the Higgs, and that would be
more than New!!! 
I mean, somehow the EW Theory has to be unitarized, so *something* HAS to
happen, or is *nothing* a logical option? Could the theory break unitarity, at a
scale lower than the Planck scale so no QG effect (forget XD) and still make
sense, without *anything* ELSE happening?

I’d like to know what was in the minds of those 9%…
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6. J
December 6, 2006

I’m not sure whether China would play an important role in future particle
accelerator programs, but I am thinking that China will definetely be part of it.

7. Thomas Larsson
December 7, 2006

I mean, somehow the EW Theory has to be unitarized, so *something* HAS to
happen, or is *nothing* a logical option?

Was no aether wind a logical option for H. A. Lorentz?

AFAIU, no Higgs at the LHC would disprove QFT. Now that would be interesting,
but perhaps not very likely. But then again, what is most unlikely, no Higgs at the
LHC or no single top production at the Tevatron?

8. Garbarge
December 7, 2006

“AFAIU, no Higgs at the LHC would disprove QFT.”

which means that *some NP* has to appear to make up a consistent theory. I am
talking about the scenario where NOTHING is found.

“Was no aether wind a logical option for H. A. Lorentz?”

Jap, and that’s how Relativity was born, new physics at the time 

9. Who
December 7, 2006

Cosmic Variance has a short review of the two books
dated 07 December
by Polchinski
that will be appearing in American Scientist

http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/12/07/guest-blogger-joe-polchinski-on-the-string-
debates/

10. Who
December 7, 2006

Pankaj Jain (SUNY Buffalo and Kanpur IIT) thinks he has detected an axion

http://www.physorg.com/printnews.php?newsid=84633896

and the article has been published in an IOP electronic journal

Search for new particles decaying into electron pairs of mass below 100
MeV/c2
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P L Jain et al 2007 J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 34 129-138
doi:10.1088/0954-3899/34/1/009

article is available FREE for a limited time, but you have to create an account
and get logged in

http://www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/0954-3899/34/1/009

http://www.iop.org/EJ/article/0954-3899/34/1/009/g7_1_009.pdf

it does not seem to have been posted at arxiv.

11. Peter Woit
December 7, 2006

Who,

The “axion” result looks highly unbelievable. I find it very hard to believe that if
such a particle with that mass existed it wouldn’t have been seen before. Maybe
someone more expert can give a more informed opinion about this.

12. Matti Pitkanen
December 7, 2006

It is not long time when an axion candidate from optical rotation experiments see
posting of Lubos. The mass of this axion was in millieV range so that there is a
difference of 12 orders of magnitude as compared to this axion. This makes me
wonder why the term “neutral pseudoscalar particle” is not used instead of
“axion”: is the reason political?

These two are not the only candidate for neutral pseudoscalars. I add here my
comment to the blog of Lubos. The first evidence for pion/axion-like particles
created in heavy-nucleus collisions near Coulomb threshold in MeV range came
for more than 20 years ago. I developed a TGD based model for their strange
production characteristics for more than 15 years ago.

TGD explanation was based on what I called leptohadron physics with quarks
replaced by color octet excitations of electrons allowed by TGD view about color.
The production mechanism was creation of leptopions in strong non-orthogonal
E and B with action given by E.B. Coupling to photons is dictated by partically
conserved axial current hypothesis and identical with the coupling of pion/axion.
The mass of the lowest leptopion state is very nearly to 2 times electron masses.
Also heavier excitations on Regge trajectory are predicted: actually entire
spectroscopy of leptomesons and leptobaryons.

Exotic quarks with MeV mass scale and corresponding to Mersenne prime
M_127=2^k-1, k=127, characterizing electron, play a key role in TGD based
model of nuclei as string like structure with threads connecting nucleons having
quark and antiquark at their ends. The model explains tetraneutron and predicts
a new exotic states of nuclei.
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Quite generally, TGD predicts entire hierarchy of p-adically scaled up variants of
standard model physics with mass scales coming as powers of half octaves.
p=about 2^k. k prime or power of prime, are favored. Hence pionlike states
should exist at various length scales and serve as a signature of various scaled
variants of QCD like physics.

*Mass scale 8 MeV (compare with 7 MeV) would correspond to k= 11^2, and
thus power of prime.
*Mass scale of 16 MeV (compare with 19 MeV) to p=about 119=7*17.

Below a list of references about early evidence for pionlike states which people
for some reason probably related to shortcomings of ancient theories( want to
call axions.

1. A.T. Goshaw et al(1979), Phys. Rev. Lett. 43,
1065.
2.J.Schweppe et al(1983), Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 2261.
M. Clemente et al (1984), Phys. Rev. Lett. 137B,
41.
3. P.V. Chliapnikov et al(1984), Phys. Lett. B
141, 276.
4. L. Kraus and M. Zeller (1986), Phys. Rev. D 34,
3385.
5.. A. Chodos (1987), Comments Nucl. Part. Phys., Vol
17, No 4, pp. 211, 223.
6.W. Koenig et al(1987), Zeitschrift fur Physik
A, 3288, 1297.
7. C. I. Westbrook ,D. W Kidley, R. S. Gidley, R. S
Conti and A. Rich (1987), Phys. Rev. Lett. 58 ,
1328.

13. Thomas Larsson
December 8, 2006

“Was no aether wind a logical option for H. A. Lorentz?”
Jap, and that’s how Relativity was born, new physics at the time

This is not correct. The proponents of aether theory discovered much of the math
of SR, e.g. Lorentz transformations and Poincare algebra. But abandoning aether
theory, i.e. saying that Newton’s mechanics is wrong, was a step that they could
not take. It took Einstein to do that.

Noone denies that QFT has passed every test for 60 years. But Newton passed
every test for 200 years, and was nevertheless superseded by something better.
4D QFT has its problems (incompatible with gravity, renormalization
mathematically dubious), and if not even a Higgs shows up at the LHC, it will
have problems with unitarity as well. If so, a modification of QFT which
preserves unitarity seems necessary.

I don’t seriously think this will happen. But saying that the LHC must see at least
a Higgs to save unitarity is similar to saying that Michelson-Morley must see an



aether wind to save Newtonian mechanics.

14. Lux
December 9, 2006

If no higgs particle were observed, then the higgs sector of the SM would be
wrong. It would mean that the mechanism of SSB is different in nature from the
simplest possibility implemented in the SM. There are many Higgsless models
around, the LHC could tell us if any of them would be right in that case.

But it is the “Higgsless SM” that has problems with unitarity, not QFT. QCD is a
QFT, and it’s perfectly unitary whether there’s a HIggs in nature or not.

15. anonymous
December 10, 2006

Lux, the trouble is any “Higgsless” model necessarily requires a new particle at
or below 800 GeV-ish, which the LHC should be able to find. But 10% of the
people in the poll said “no new physics”, which seems logically inconsistent — do
those 10% of people really expect violations of unitarity? More likely they meant
“only an SM Higgs” and didn’t notice the other option?

16. Lux
December 10, 2006

“Nothing at all” is clearly not an option. If anything, without a Higgs electroweak
boson physics is going to get quite interesting.

17. Bob
January 5, 2007

“New Scientist has a feature article Physics Goes Hollywood, about Costas
Efthimiou and a course he is teaching at the University of Central Florida.”

Efthimiou is a well respected professor at UCF and an all-around good guy.



Polchinski Review at American Scientist and
Cosmic Variance

December 7, 2006
Categories: Not Even Wrong: The Book

This month’s American Scientist has a review entitled All Strung Out? of The Trouble
With Physics and Not Even Wrong by prominent string theorist Joe Polchinski, and he
has posted a slightly edited version of the review with some explanatory footnotes at
Cosmic Variance. I assume there will be a lot of discussion of it over there, perhaps
with Polchinski participating, so, even though I wanted to write some sort of response
here, I’ll leave comments off and encourage people to discuss this over at CV.

First of all I should say that I was quite pleased to see Polchinski’s review. While I
disagree with much of it, it’s a serious and reasonable response to the two books, the
kind of response I was hoping that they would get, opening the possibility of a fruitful
discussion. Unless I’ve missed something, the only review by a string theorist to
appear in a publication so far has been Susskind’s almost purely ad hominem one in
the Times Higher Education Supplement. There also are two other (not published in
conventional media) reviews by string theorists that I know of, a serious one by Aaron
Bergman, and a nutty one by Lubos Motl that Princeton University Press paid him to
write for some mysterious reason. I’ve heard that several publications have had a
hard time finding a string theorist willing to write a review of the books, which I
guess is not too surprising. It’s not obviously a rewarding task to involve oneself in a
controversy that has become highly contentious, and where some of the main points
at issue involve very real and serious problems with the research program one has
chosen to pursue.

Much of Polchinski’s review refers specifically to Smolin’s arguments; some of it deals
with the endless debate over “background independence”, and the “emergent” nature
of space-time in string theory vs. loop quantum gravity. I’ll leave that argument to
others.

Polchinski notes that I make an important point out of the lack of a non-perturbative
formulation of string theory and criticizes this, referring to the existence of non-
perturbative definitions based on dualities in certain special backgrounds. The most
well-known example of this is AdS/CFT, where it appears that one can simply define
string theory in terms of the dual QFT. This gives a string theory with the wrong
number of large space-time dimensions (5), and with all sorts of unphysical properties
(e.g. exact supersymmetry). If it really works, you’ve got a precisely well-defined
string theory, but one that has a low-energy limit completely different than the
standard model in 4d that we want. This kind of string theory is well-worth
investigating since it may be a useful tool in better understanding QCD, but it just
does not and can not give the standard model. The claim of my book is not that string
theories are not interesting or sometimes useful, just that they have failed in the main
use for which they are being sold, as a unified theory of particle physics and gravity.

The lack of any progress towards this goal of a unified theory over the past 32 years
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(counting from the first proposal to use strings to do unification back in 1974) has led
string theorists to come up with various dubious historical analogies to justify
claiming that 32 years is not an unusual amount of time to investigate a theory and
see if it is going to work. In this case Polchinski argues that it took about 50 years to
get from the first formulation of QED to a potentially rigorous non-perturbative
version of the theory (using lattice gauge theory). The problem with this analogy is of
course that in QED non-perturbative effects are pretty much irrelevant, with
perturbation theory describing precisely the physics you want to describe and can
measure, whereas with string theory the perturbative theory doesn’t connect to the
real world. When QED was first written down as a perturbative theory, the first-order
terms agreed precisely with experimental results, and if anything like this were true
of string theory, we wouldn’t be having this discussion. For the one theory where non-
perturbative effects are important, QCD, the time lag between when people figured
out what the right theory was, and when its non-perturbative formulation was written
down, was just a few months (Wilson was lecturing on lattice gauge theory in the
summer of 1973, having taken up the problem earlier in the year after the discovery
of asymptotic freedom).

Polchinski agrees that the key problem for string theory is its inability to come up
with predictions about physics at observable energies. He attributes this simply to the
fact that the Planck energy is so large, but I think this is misleading. The source of the
problem is not really difficulties in extrapolating from the Planck scale down to low
energy, but in not even knowing what the theory at the Planck scale is supposed to be
(back to that problem about non-perturbative string theory…).

Weinberg’s anthropic argument for the size of the cosmological constant is described
by Polchinski as a possible “prediction” of string theory, and he recommends
Susskind’s book as a good description of the latest views of string theorists. I’ve been
far too rude to Polchinski in the past in expressing my views about this “anthropic
landscape” philosophy, so I won’t go on about it here. He neglects to mention in his
review that many of his most prominent colleagues in the string theory community
are probably closer in their views on this subject to mine and Smolin’s than to his,
and that our books are the only ones I know of that explain the extremely serious
problems with the landscape philosophy.

Recently string theorists have taken to pointing to attempts to use AdS/CFT to say
something about heavy-ion physics as a major success of string theory, and Polchinski
also does this. I’m no expert on this subject, but those who are like Larry McLerran
have recently been extremely publicly critical of claims like the one here that
“Physicists have found that some of the properties of this plasma are better modeled
(via duality) as a tiny black hole in a space with extra dimensions than as the
predicted clump of elementary particles in the usual four dimensions of spacetime.”
My impression is that many experts in this subject would take strong exception to the
“better” in Polchinski’s claim.

Finally, about the “sociological” issues, Polchinski disagrees about their importance,
believing they are less important than scientific judgments, but I’m pleased to see
that he does to some extent acknowledge that there’s a serious question being raised
that deserves discussion in the theoretical physics community: “This convergence on
an unproven idea is remarkable. Again, it is worth taking a step back and reflecting



on whether the net result is the best way to move science forward, and in particular
whether young scientists are sufficiently encouraged to think about the big questions
of science in new ways. These are important issues — and not simple ones.”

Again, my thanks to him for his serious and highly reasonable response to the two
books.

Comments

1. Michael Bacon
December 7, 2006

I thought he treated you better than Lee. Apart from literary comments, and a
couple of other hits, his focus on “predictions” was correct, but a conclusion that
they are impossible seems a little over the top. Some of this other comments
were fair, others were not. How’s your book doing anyway?

2. LDM
December 7, 2006

Just because it is not ad hominem does not mean it is a good review…and it is
not…in the sense that a layperson reading it would get an incorrect view of the
challenges faced by string theorists.
Polchinski makes little effort to be accurate and his bias is clear. For example, he
incorrectly minimizes the lack of convergence (also mentioned by Penrose,
incidentally) of the pertubative expansion. He mentions black holes as an
application of string theory, when in fact these black holes are not ones we
observe, and scarcely qualifies as an application as is normally understood by the
meaning of the word.
I must say after reading this review, I unfortunately lost a certain amount of
respect for Polchinski.

3. r hofmann
December 8, 2006

From my own experience with him I agree with the statement that Polchinski is a
fair-enough person and surely one of the fastest thinkers available today (not
necessarily implying an important role in furthering our understanding of
fundamental physics). Since he likes to point out that there are nonperturbative
formulations of superstring theory I think it would be reasonable to mention the
resolution of the vacuum instability of perturbative bosonic string theory in the
presence of D-branes (Sen’s work) which to my mind takes away a major
motivation to introduce supersymmetry on the world sheet (just like the absence
of a naive Higgs sector in the SM may forbid mention of a so-called gauge
hierarchy problem).
As far as ADS/QCD as an ‘explanation’ for certain strong-interaction effects in
heavy-ion collisions is concerned I am convinced that these claims are
completely unfounded and dangerous because misleading.



4. MoveOn
December 8, 2006

“…which to my mind takes away a major motivation to introduce supersymmetry
on the world sheet…”

Are you sure you know what you talk about? Susy on the world-sheet is needed
to describe fermions, even in a theory that is not supersymmetric in space-time.

“As far as ADS/QCD as an ‘explanation’ for certain strong-interaction effects in
heavy-ion collisions is concerned I am convinced that these claims are
completely unfounded and dangerous because misleading.”

Is this conviction based on a similar deep understanding of the matters you
attempt to judge here?

5. r hofmann
December 8, 2006

MoveOn, I believe I know exactly what I am talking about! I was talking about
the vacuum instability of a purely bosonic string theory which seems to be cured
in the presence of D branes. My personal feeling about fermions is that they are
emerging phenomena in certain field theories (YM to be precise) and thus even
as a concept should not enter into something soooooo fundamental as a string
theory (be it supersymmetric or not in spacetime). I appreciate constructive
remarks for one thing. On the other hand, I have developed a certain immunity
against put-down attempts of hot-shot string educators.

6. wolfgang
December 8, 2006

Peter,

I am just curious; How many copies of your book have been sold until now?

7. MoveOn
December 8, 2006

R Hofmann: ” My personal feeling about fermions is that they are emerging
phenomena in certain field theories”….

Well, if you can provide a model in which the fermions we observe, quarks and
leptons that is, emerge from a YM theory, then surely many would appreciate it I
do know that via the spin-from-isospin mechanism, fermionic excitations can
occur in monopole backgrounds, do you mean something like that? But that
hasn’t to my knowledge lead to anywhere. And in fact there had been ideas
around a while ago where the superstring spectrum arises as some kind of
solitons from the bosonic string. Also that AFAIK didn’t lead to anywhere.

For the time being, such speculations are much more far fetched than
speculations about ordinary supersymmetric field and string theories. Same



applies to your apparent disbelief in the HIggs mechanism (I think it was you
who expressed that?). The moment you or someone else comes up with any
remotely working “alternative” model, that would be great and hundreds would
follow right away. But criticising string and/or susy field theories in a generic
manner, in the sense “I don’t like any of that” for ideological or whatever
personal feelings without having anything concrete in hands, is too cheap. Just
saying “fermions should be emergent” is in my humble opinion not enough to
constitute “constructive criticism”.

But constructve criticism is something I haven’t seen in this debate anyway. And
that’s no surprise.

8. Peter Woit
December 8, 2006

Not sure what happened here, thought I had turned off comments…

Still, I encourage people to discuss the Polchinski review over at CV. And stop
the off-topic and un-enlightening sneering and hostility.

As for how the book is selling, I have only a vague idea, based on the Amazon
rankings. As far as I can tell it’s doing better than the average book in this area,
but is far from a best seller. In other words, somewhat better than Susskind’s,
nowhere near Brian Greene’s. I’m quite happy that the book seems to be doing
better than I expected, but, no, it’s not going to make me rich. Publishers report
sales to authors I guess quarterly, with reports taking quite a long time to be
prepared. So, at this point the only sales report I have is from the end of June in
the UK, soon after the book went on sale.

9. r hofmann
December 8, 2006

MoveOn, ok let’s behave … Although Peter doesn’t like people being too explicit
about their own brain childs at this location I sketch you hereby what I believe a
lepton is. SU(2) Yang-Mills theory has a confining phase whose ground state is a
condensate of paired, massless magnetic center-vortex loops. Excitations above
this ground state are unpaired or twisted center-vortex loops, each
selfintersection point constituting a Z2 charge of mass Lambda (the YM scale). If
you want to read more about this I refer you to our papers. Peter, please don’t
see this as an advertisement, its just answering MoveOn’s question. In the
absence of any experimental evidence of susy but in the presence of anomalies in
z pinch experiments, PVLAS, and CMB low multipoles I don’t quite see why you
believe that admittedly speculative proposals of the kind sketched above are
wilder than the MSSM for example.

10. michael
December 8, 2006

Dear Ralf,

What you say about the bosonic string is not quite correct. Sen’s work has to do



with open string tachyons, the closed string tachyon instability remains.

Michael

11. M
December 8, 2006

The practical reason why studying non-perturbative phenomena is important is
that simple perturbative string models are not realistic. The fact that we now
know the extreme non-perturbative limit and that it turned out to be dual to
some other perturbative string (i.e. something unrealistic again) means no
progress on the above crucial issue.

12. huh?
December 8, 2006

Actually, in many models of physics that explain the electroweak scale,
nonperturbative effects are thought to explain the ratio M_W/M_P which is
tiny. This is true in models where susy explains the higgs mass, for instance.
That has driven a lot of interest in studying nonperturbative phenomena.
It is simply not true that people study them only when perturbation theory
“seems to give the wrong answer”; often, as in the case of susy mentioned
above, one carefully looks for circumstances where an effect is
nonperturbative, in order to explain a small ratio in nature. Many such
dimensionless small ratios exist in our standard models.

13. Michael Bacon
December 8, 2006

Somewhat better than Susskind’s, nowhere near Brian Greene’s sounds like just
the right spot.

14. M
December 8, 2006

huh?, I mean that string models in the weakly-coupled limit predict many non-
existing massless moduli (e.g. dilaton gravity instead of gravity): a careful
engineering work allows to (meta)stabilize all moduli, but this resulted in the
infamous landscape. Years ago the hope was that non-perturbative effects could
qualitatively improve the situation. However the present understanding of non-
perturbative effects via strong/weak dualities means that in the opposite strong
coupling limit one gets the same physics as in the weak coupling limit, and so
again the same problems.

15. Yatima
December 9, 2006

Well, “The Trouble with Physics” is in the list of “Best Books of 2006” in this
week’s “Economist”. Here’s the list for the heading “Science and Technology”:

The Revenge of Gaia: Earth’s Climate Crisi and the Fate of Humanity. By James



Lovelock.
The God Delusion. By Richard Dawkins.
The Omnivore’s Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals.
The Trouble With Physics: The Rise of String Theory, the Fall of Science, and
What Comes Next. By Lee Smolin.

Not an uncontroversial book selection, I would say.

16. Damysus
December 9, 2006

The edge.org in its last enquiry asked its correspondents to write a few lines
about what they believe, but cannot prove. I believe, but cannot prove, that
Ad/CFT with a dual QFT string definition will be found to be correct, but will
need a redefinition of dimensions (4+1) and the realisation of a very heavy
Higgs. Polchinski may be seeing a rather dim light at the end of a stringy
tunnel…



Yet More Links

December 12, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

The January Notices of the AMS is out. Two quite interesting articles, one of which is
an interview with my colleague Joan Birman. She just recently officially retired, but,
at the age of 79 is still very active in research and a major presence in the
department, an example to us all. The second is an article by Anatoly Vershik about
the Clay Millenium Prizes. Vershik argues that these million dollar prizes are not good
for mathematics, and that the story of the proof of the Poincare conjecture shows why.
Top mathematicians who think they have a chance of solving one of the Clay problems
are going to work on them whether or not the prize exists (the money certainly didn’t
motivate Perelman). The prizes give the public a deformed view of what is important
about mathematics and encourage unseemly squabbling about how “credit” for a
solution will be assigned. Vershik writes:

In my opinion, all this clamor and fuss show that this method of promoting
mathematics is warped and unacceptable, it does not popularize mathematics as a
science, on the contrary, it only bewilders the public and leads to unhealthy interest.

There’s an excellent article about James Clerk Maxwell in the December Physics
World. It’s the 175th anniversary of Maxwell’s birth this year. He lived only to age 48,
dying in 1879. The author of the article speculates that “Had he not died so young,
Maxwell would almost certainly have developed special relativity a decade or more
before Einstein.”

For an update on the US federal budget situation for science, see this AAAS web-
page. As far as I can tell, the situation is that (as often happens) the Congress has not
yet passed FY2007 appropriations for most of the government, including the DOE and
NSF, even though we’re now more than a couple months into the fiscal year. As a
result, these agencies are operating under a continuing resolution, without access to
the increased funds that were supposed to flow because of the “American
Competitiveness Initiative”. The new Congress will have to deal with this after it
convenes in January, and news reports I heard today said that Congressional leaders
were considering not producing new appropriations bills but running the government
on a continuing resolution for the rest of FY2007. Unclear to me what this means for
science funding, but it doesn’t sound good. Over the next few years, if the new
Democratic Congress makes a serious effort to bring the US federal budget deficit
under control, science funding may be under pressure.

At the Scientific American blog, J R Minkel has a story called Comic Books Looove
String Theory, about developments in the Ex Machina comic, which is about “a retired
semi-super hero turned Mayor of New York City who can control machines with his
mind.” In issue 10 a lunatic starts ranting

It’s not about the branes, it’s about the bulk. You were supposed to tell people…
Witten is close, but we’re closer.
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Minkel doesn’t mention the recent string theory themes in Zippy the Pinhead.

Witten’s new paper with Gukov mentioned here is now available. It is about 160
pages long and generalizes the earlier Kapustin-Witten paper to the ramified case.
This involves constructing “surface operators” in the 4d gauge theory, operators
attached to surfaces in much the same way ‘t Hooft operators are attached to curves.
Unfortunately it doesn’t discuss connections to Khovanov homology that Gukov
described in his Strings 2006 talk “Surface Operators in Gauge Theory and
Categorification” (I’d provide a link, but the Strings 2006 site seems to be down). The
authors also note that Frenkel and Gaitsgory have a “unified approach” to this
ramified case, but that “Unfortunately, we make contact here neither with the use of
conformal field theory nor with this unified statement. We hope, of course, to
eventually understand more.” So, there’s lots more to do…

If you want to get an idea of what it costs to run a theoretical physics center, check
out the report of the Michigan Center for Theoretical Physics. The interim director of
the MCTP is Gordon Kane, and they will be hosting a symposium next month to
celebrate his 70th birthday.

Over at Cosmic Variance, there’s a discussion of the new Martin Scorsese film String
Kings, which features “a scene showing work on an extension of the New Jersey
turnpike, involving string henchmen (disguised with hard hats and overalls) a large
cement truck and Peter Woit.” I guess this doesn’t seem like such a great plot idea to
me for some reason. Personally I’ve been thinking that the whole recent controversy
over string theory would make a great comic novel. The thing to do is to somehow get
David Lodge interested…

Update: The Strings 2006 site is back up, and the Gukov talk mentioned is here.

Update: More about the FY 2007 science budget situation from Science and from
FYI.

Comments

1. a
December 12, 2006

“Had he not died so young, Maxwell would almost certainly have developed
special relativity a decade or more before Einstein.”

That article states:

“A velocity appeared in his theory also, but with a different numerical value that
had no obvious physical meaning. Maxwell plugged Weber’s force ratio into his
equations and discovered to his utter astonishment that the velocity exactly
equalled the speed of light, which was then known experimentally to an accuracy
of 1%. With excitement manifest in italics, he wrote, “We can scarcely avoid the
inference that light consists in the transverse undulations of the same medium
which is the cause of electric and magnetic phenomena.”
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This isn’t true, (1) the ONLY numerical value by dimensional analysis using the
electric and magnetic constants is was 300,000 km/s, (2) Maxwell did not predict
c.

Dr Alan F. Chalmers’ article, ‘Maxwell and the Displacement Current’ (Physics
Education, vol. 10, 1975, pp. 45-9). Chalmers states that Orwell’s novel 1984
helps to illustrate how the tale was fabricated:

‘… history was constantly rewritten in such a way that it invariably appeared
consistent with the reigning ideology.’

Maxwell tried to fix his original calculation deliberately in order to obtain the
anticipated value for the speed of light, proven by Part 3 of his paper, ‘On
Physical Lines of Force’ (January 1862), as Chalmers explains:

‘Maxwell’s derivation contains an error, due to a faulty application of elasticity
theory. If this error is corrected, we find that Maxwell’s model in fact yields a
velocity of propagation in the electromagnetic medium which is a factor of [root
2] smaller than the velocity of light.’

It took three years for Maxwell to finally force-fit his ‘displacement current’
theory to take the form which allows it to give the already-known speed of light
without the 41% error. Chalmers noted: ‘the change was not explicitly
acknowledged by Maxwell.’

Weber, not Maxwell, was the first to notice that, by dimensional analysis (which
Maxwell popularised), 1/(square root of product of magnetic force permeability
and electric force permittivity) = light speed.

The whole story is an insult to any physicist of integrity. Fairy tales distorted
from historical facts don’t have a place in physics.

Maxwell never wrote the Maxwell equations in vector calculus. He had 20
differential equations and never summarized 4 or 5 key equations, which were
written by Heaviside. Hence the doubtfulness of the popular claim made
http://www.mathpages.com/home/kmath103/kmath103.htm that Maxwell
considered the need for a divergentless field using vector calculus and was led to
his discovery in the same way Einstein invented general relativity:

‘Just as the inclusion of the “displacement current” in Ampere’s formula was the
key to a Maxwell’s self-consistent field theory of electrodynamics, so the
inclusion of the “trace stress-energy” in the expression for the Ricci tensor was
the key to Einstein’s self-consistent field theory of gravitation. In both cases, the
extra term was added in order to give a divergenceless field.’

The most important thing Maxwell did do, which he isn’t given credit for, is
predicting the electron in the 3rd ed of his Treatise on Electricity and
Magnetism. (J.J. Thomson, editor of Maxwell’s Treatise, is given credit for
discovering the electron when he just measured the charge to mass ratio.)

2. D R Lunsford

http://www.mathpages.com/home/kmath103/kmath103.htm
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December 12, 2006

The claim that Maxwell would have discovered relativity is utter nonsense. There
is nothing in Maxwell’s work that even discusses these issues, and with good
reason – there were too many other basic problems to work on (and not just in
electromagnetism) and no experimental evidence at all for the relativity of
simultaneity. And just because Maxwell discovered that light is an
electromagnetic phenomenon, this in no way “points forward to Einstein and
relativity”. If anything, it points forward to Lorentz. But even that is a stretch.
What it does it to point into the mirror – at Maxwell himself, who needs no
context other than the one he provided himself.

-drl

3. Daniel Biss
December 12, 2006

I have to say that I don’t really understand Vershik’s argument. The prize had
nothing at all to do with stimulating mathematics research in the short term,
which he essentially admits in various points in the article; thus, explaining that
Perleman didn’t do what he did because of the prize is totally irrelevant.

What the prize did do was to generate a ton of media attention for topology and
Poincare. Vershik also addresses this and manages to conclude that it’s a bad
thing, mostly by inexplicably trying to blame the prize for the bad behavior of
various mathematicians. Um, I guess that’s possible, but I don’t really see it.

Here’s something I did see, though: in the weeks surrounding the
Poincare/Perleman media explosion, I had probably more than a dozen long
conversations about topology and the conjecture with non-mathematicians in
social situations — and I was never the one who brought it up. Sounds like the
prize generated press coverage which, in turn, generated a lot of discussions
about math. Which sounds like a success to me…

4. Peter Woit
December 12, 2006

Hi Daniel,

I have mixed feelings about it, posted about Vershik because I thought it was an
interesting and not often expressed point of view. The main thing about the Clay
prize that bothers me is the way it depends on picking a person to give the $1
million to, or even worse, trying to decide how to split it among several people.
Great mathematical results almost always involve the efforts of more than one
person, with no sane way of assigning percentages to each person’s
contributions.

If I had my druthers, the way it would work would be for the $1 million prize to
be awarded at the point the Clay committee agrees that the problem has been
solved (or maybe wait a couple years), but that the money should not go to the
people who solved it (who, after all, are likely to be rewarded by the university



star system with amounts adding up to over $1 million). Instead, the comittee
would give the money to some organization or organizations that could use it. In
the case of Poincare, giving the money to the support of Russian mathematics
research might be appropriate.

5. Chris W.
December 12, 2006

Almost any media phenomenon that attracts the attention of millions of people
will end up leaving one with reasons to be ambivalent about its effects.

That’s inevitable in a democratic mass culture, with enormous diversity in the
exposure of the audience to mathematics, not to mention the diversity of
individual temperaments and talents. In the case of the Clay Millenium Prizes it
seems quite reasonable that the balance might lean to the negative where the
culture of mathematics is concerned, for reasons like those Peter mentioned,
while leaning in the positive direction where the general public’s awareness and
interest in mathematics is concerned.

Whenever I reflect on the experiences that first excited my interest in the
sciences and mathematics, my positive appreciation for them is also mixed with a
certain rueful appreciation for their vulgarity or superficiality, as seen in
retrospect. It’s enough that one eventually attains that level of understanding
and is willing to talk about how one arrived at it. From this point of view there is
little point in deploring the original experiences and the ignorance and credulity
that might have accompanied them. I’m therefore inclined to agree with Daniel’s
apparently positive assessment, but then again I’m not a professional
mathematician.

That said, it is just as well that misgivings are publicly expressed, because that
can also contribute to public understanding of the practice of mathematics and
the motivations for doing it. Any thoughtful person with a genuine interest in the
subject can learn from the diverse viewpoints expressed in the discussion of the
Millenium Prizes.

6. Turkey Royale
December 13, 2006

Vershik, who is a serious mathematician, articulates a viewpoint not often
enough heard in The US (and western Europe?), namely that one studies
mathematics or physics or whatever for the love of the thing and the interest in
knowing and aesthetic reasons, and that the best mathematics/physics/etc.
comes out of research so motivated rather than out of programmatic, externally
directed, or `practically’ motived research.

Vershik expresses himself with care and with nuance; he is not dogmatic and it
was my impression that he takes seriously the motivations advanced by the Clay
Institute for its prizes. He certainly does give credit to the motivation of
stimulating youths with an interest in math, and he does not disparage the need
for educating the general public about math (judging from his extensive
professional involvements, he is well aware of the complexities of funding



mathematics research). As an aside he seems to want to put on record an
authoritative debunking of some of the claims made about Perelman, while still
respecting Perelman’s privacy (that is not providing correct information, simply
pointing out the incorrect); whether he succeeded, I don’t know, since I don’t
know the true state of affairs vis-a-vis Perelman.

Vershik does not agree with Paris Hilton than any publicity is good, whereas
many mathematicians in `the West’ do. One might crudely summarize his
critique as – perhaps amateur pornography is not the best way to promote
oneself.

Vershik operates with an implicit distinction between `unhealthy interest’ and
healthy interest in mathematics. He also worries that placing a priori value on
the solution of certain problems accords unnecessarily importance to those
problems, and perhaps makes the study of non-anointed problems, or themes,
more difficult. By the way, he clearly does not view mathematics as the business
of solving problems already clearly posed; I suspect for Vershik the activity of
researchers like Gromov or Thurston (who in some sense are anything but
problem solvers) is more congenial than was the activity of Erdos, although he
respects also Erdos.

His is not a simplistic `mathematics for mathematics sake’, although I may have
made it sound that way. On the other hand, it seems to me he is implicitly
critquing the programmatic, business part of scientific research in particular in
the US.

7. plank
December 13, 2006

“Maxwell never wrote the Maxwell equations in vector calculus. He had 20
differential equations and never summarized 4 or 5 key equations, which were
written by Heaviside.”

————

actually I think he did manage to summarize the equations using a quaternionic
formalism. It’s been quite a while since I’ve read this so I could be wrong.

8. David Corfield
December 13, 2006

On page 29 of this I expressed similar sentiments to Vershik’s. If the prizes have
any effect on mathematicians, it won’t be towards the greater openness to which
we aspire at the n-category café.

9. D R Lunsford
December 13, 2006

plank – That is right – that’s what really annoyed me about the relativity
statement – it ignored Heaviside, Gibbs, Lorentz, Hertz, Roentgen, and on and
on, all the people who discovered the phenomena and developed the theory
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before Einstein came along and put it all right.

For the record, Maxwell had his own phrases for div grad and curl (convergence,
slope, and twirl) and did in fact apply quaternions to his theory, sometime in the
early 1870s before his book was published. I don’t recall if it is in the book but I
think it is at least mentioned.

However he did not have grad – i d/dt, which you need to really do his theory
with quaternions. Had he had that, THEN he would have been one step away
from the Lorentz transformation.

-drl

10. Peter Shor
December 13, 2006

Of course, a novel about the string theory controversy (if it’s not one of those
postmodern novels) requires some kind of ending. Here are some possibilities.
(1) The string theorists are unexpectedly vindicated by LHC. (Many string
theorists clearly are hoping for this ending, even though it seems rather
unlikely.)
(2) The hero has a mental breakdown, quits theoretical physics, and writes a
semi-autobiographical best-selling novel. (Also unlikely.)
(3) Finer examination of the cosmic microwave background reveals a message
from God, in which He reveals the true workings of the universe. None of the
competing theories come even close to the right answer. (I’m not betting on this
outcome either.)

11. Chris W.
December 13, 2006

At risk of beating a dying horse, I’ll ask yet again what “vindication” of string
theory by results from the LHC is supposed to mean, in light of the string theory
Landscape, which seems capable of “vindication” by just about any result one
pleases.

Is this not the case? If so, why not? My assumption is that the current efforts to
statistically survey the structure of the Landscape represent fairly desperate and
ever more unpromising attempts to answer these questions. Without such
answers the above-mentioned hopes of many string theorists would seem to be
simple delusions, regardless of what the LHC reveals.

(All this reminds me of undergraduate attempts to prove some mathematical
assertion in the wee hours of the morning, which end pathetically in
“establishing” some tautology.)

12. Jonathan Vos Post
December 14, 2006

Is there really a Physics equivalent of this?



By definition, a [first order] Celebrity is someone who is famous for being
famous. Paris Hilton is a second order Celebrity: someone who is famous for
being unjustifiably a first order Celebrity. More and more, morning major
network “news” programs feature interviews with second order Celebrities who
have appeared on some “reality TV” show on the same network as the “news”
program.

Although there have been Physicists who became first order celebrities, although
treated as second order, such as Einstein, Sagan, and Hawking, I am not aware
of any true second order Celebrity Physicists, aside from TV personality
engineers masquerading as scientists, such as Bill Nye Science Guy, and the
debate raging about String Theory. Am I wrong?

13. Arun
December 14, 2006

Maxwell’s treatise on electricity and magnetism is viewable on books.google.com

14. Lame
December 15, 2006

Peter:

We are begging, BEGGING you to give us an actual technical argument here;
why do you ALWAYS rely on authority when any physics issue comes up? Much
easier playing pretend physicist on your blog huh? Sure impresses all your fans,
particularly convenient that it requires NO INTELLECTUAL EFFORT OR SKILL
on your part! Nice deal.

You remind me of those annoying undergraduates who talk a big game but don’t
actually KNOW anything. How about backing up your words with some content
for once? Can you do that without running away to Mommy/Daddy/d’Hoker and
Phong to bail you out when the discussion requires actual knowledge? Tell us
what is wrong with AMS with an argument other than “people who know tell me
there is something wrong with AMS”.

Lousy science journalists will fall for your act Peter, but you don’t fool a single
decent theorist.

15. Jonathan
December 15, 2006

The files from the strings 2006 talks still seem to be online and at least here in
China I can access them.
http://strings06.itp.ac.cn/?id=agenda_arr

If you really can’t see them from the US then e-mail me and I can speak to those
in charge of the site.

J

http://strings06.itp.ac.cn/?id=agenda_arr
http://strings06.itp.ac.cn/?id=agenda_arr


16. Peter Woit
December 15, 2006

Jonathan,

Thanks! The site seems to have just been temporarily down. I’ll add the link to
the Gukov paper.

Lame,

Thanks for the hilarious parody of the behavior of Jacques, Clifford, Lubos and
various of their anonymous allies over at Asymptotia. Very, very funny!

17. D R Lunsford
December 15, 2006

Arun – that is very nice – I see he does mention quaternions in passing but does
not attempt a systematic development (articles 618 and 619 in ch IX). That is
good because none was possible. It does make one wonder if he had considered
adjoining d/dt to grad.

-r

18. Ari Heikkinen
December 15, 2006

“Vershik argues that these million dollar prizes are not good for mathematics”

I couldn’t disagree more. I mean, if there’s a million dollar prize, it’ll make the
brightest minds pursue those ideas worth the prize.

I think the most useful problems to the human kind should have prizes worth
even more.

Surely, even Peter, as a mathematician, would gladly work on something worth a
million dollars prize, if that’s something he’d have a good intuition to work on.

19. Ari Heikkinen
December 15, 2006

And my only hope is that Peter Woit and Brian Greene can go have beers and
disagree with respect.. 

If they can’t, then science isn’t probably worth any funding from the
government’s perspective..

20. Peter Woit
December 15, 2006

Ari,

I’m not so sure the million dollars makes much difference on whether people



work on these famous, high-profile mathematics problems. If I thought I had a
good idea about how to solve one of them, I’d work on it, even if it didn’t have
the million dollars attached. Unfortunately I don’t have any promising ideas
about any of those problems, so it’s not an issue….

And don’t worry, I and Brian have never had a problem disagreeing respectfully,
and this is true of just about all the string theorists I know. The weird
unprofessional behavior of a small number of them in response to scientific
disagreements has very much surprised me in recent years.

21. nontrad
December 15, 2006

I’ve posted here several times, because I hang out here quite a bit; because I
appreciate whatever it is that I appreciate about it…

But, for whatever reason, it seems appropriate at this juncture to say that as far
as I am concerned NEW is well worth the effort and not *just* because I have
similar dispositions to concerns in, for a complete lack of anything better to call
it, the philosophy/economics/policies of today’s physics but because I find this
blog to consistently be a collection of excellent / affordable / cogent pieces of
writing about topics I find fascinating. It’s damn good blogging… is what I’m
saying!

But, I think it speaks volumes that unnecessarily aggressive posts repeatedly
appear here. Not that authors shouldn’t think twice about their statements: This
is the internet afterall and we all speak freely here. Instead, the record speaks
for itself.

22. Neville
December 15, 2006

In my experience, much of the general population views mathematics as a dead
subject, which reached its zenith with the discovery of long division. Many
scientists and engineers of my acquaintance seem to think mathematical
discovery was finished in the 19th century. The Clay Millenium Prizes publicize
mathematics as a living subject. Perhaps some youngsters will find inspiration in
the notion that mathematical mysteries abound.

23. mathjunkie
December 16, 2006

The author of the article speculates that “Had he not died so young, Maxwell
would almost certainly have developed special relativity a decade or more before
Einstein.”

What is the basis of saying that?

24. Steven H. Cullinane
December 17, 2006



The January AMS Notices now has online a letter from Birman on the Yau-vs.-
New-Yorker controversy.

25. I Care
December 18, 2006

The entire academic community needs to police itself (field by field) to ensure
that the same (more or less) review process be applied to every paper submitted
to a particular journal, regardless of how influential/famous/well-established its
author(s) or editor(s) may be. That may sound a bit idealistic, but if one is not,
one shouldn’t be working in the ivory tower anyway. Academic politics is
oxymoronic to me, if the area one studies is indeed objective and rigourous.

26. Peter Orland
December 20, 2006

I Care:

If large communities of people police themselves, they will
soon become victims of police brutality. Academic freedom
has drawbacks; nastiness, unfairness, etc. But policing academic
communities (even self-policing) will have ten times as much
of these drawbacks. If you think academic politics is bad, imagine
how it would be with acedemic aristocracy.

27. Moeen
December 23, 2006

Peter,

I’m not sure how you come to your conclusion. What’s wrong with setting ethical
standards in academic communities and making sure there are consequences for
people that violate those standards regardless of their fame or influence? I don’t
see how this would create an “academic aristocracy”, this is about ethics, not
politics, and with few people outside academic communities with an interest in
policing them, self-policing seems like a pretty good idea.

28. Peter Orland
December 24, 2006

Moeen,

There are such ethics. There are consequences. I know
pesonally of cases where famous people have had their
papers rejected because they did not meet certain standards (unfortunately, I
can’t tell you who who). There is peer
review. Sure, the system isn’t perfect. But yes, it IS about
politics.

In free academic communities, just as in free societies,
people often get away with unethical behavior. This problem



won’t be cured by imposing more control. A “self-policed” academia is inevitably
going to be policed by some selves
and not by other selves.

What people who advocate more control on any
society overlook; in a more rigorously-policed society, just
as in a self-policed state, MORE people get away with WORSE unethical
behavior. Rigorously-policed societies have more corruption, not less.

29. Moeen
December 26, 2006

Peter,

I’m not sure what you had in mind by self-policing, but all I was aiming for was
merely setting higher ethical standards for the entire community. It won’t help if
only some parts of the community impose higher standards an others don’t,
there has to be a consensus.

It is because the mathematics community failed to uphold better standards for
themselves that, as Joan Birman said, “the entire profession has received a very
public and very bad mark.” If academic communities fail to do so in the future,
the loss is their own.

I don’t think the analogy to police-states is a good one since the only examples of
such governments I’m aware of are usually responsible for various human rights
violations. Regardless, I was not trying to promote the academic equivalent of a
police-state, as that would have just been silly.

30. Maroc
December 27, 2006

Of course, a novel about the string theory controversy (if it’s not one of those
postmodern novels) requires some kind of ending. Here are some possibilities.
(1) The string theorists are unexpectedly vindicated by LHC. (Many string
theorists clearly are hoping for this ending, even though it seems rather
unlikely.)
(2) The hero has a mental breakdown, quits theoretical physics, and writes a
semi-autobiographical best-selling novel. (Also unlikely.)
(3) Finer examination of the cosmic microwave background reveals a message
from God, in which He reveals the true workings of the universe. None of the
competing theories come even close to the right answer. (I’m not betting on this
outcome either.)

31. Peter Orland
December 27, 2006

Moeen,

How can the community impose (your word, not mine) higher standards without
leading to abuse of authority? My point is



that the current system is flawed, but it does work. As long
as journal editors, referees and reviewers are human, there
will be mistakes and abuses. Do you really think this can be
resolved by some new system of authority?

The consequence of imposing good science is bad science,
just as the consequence of imposing good art is bad art.

32. Moeen
January 1, 2007

Peter,

I still do not see how if the community as a whole decides to set higher standards
for everyone, then that would lead to an abuse of authority. All this means is that
no matter how much influence you have, you’re still subject to the same rules as
everyone else. Sure the system works, but that doesn’t mean it can’t be better.
There doesn’t have to be a new system of authority just an improved one.

The analogy to art doesn’t work because what makes “good” art different from
“bad” art can be pretty subjective, whereas in science, and certainly math,
there’s a very clear difference: good science is accurate, bad science isn’t.

In any case, as far the events that Birman was referring to, Yau violated the
normal peer review process by pushing the Cao-Zhu paper into the AJM journal
by bypassing the editors, and no one called him on it. As a result, they seemed to
be implying that they were okay with this kind of behavior, damaging the
integrity of the profession. Seems like Yau is the one responsible for an abuse of
power here, not anyone else.

33. Peter Orland
January 1, 2007

Moeen,

I don’t think we are going to agree on this, so this is my last
effort against more stringent control of science, though I am
happy to hear your response.

How is this the system of authority going to be improved? I don’t
see how to do it reasonably. The final authority is the scientific community. As
long as the main goal of people in that community
is the truth, that is the best authority. Changing the power structure
will make things worse, not better.

I still think my anology with art is a pretty good analogy.
Consider how poor the general quality of science, as well as art
has been under totalitarian regimes (they both fare somewhat
better under authoritarian regimes, but not well).

It seems to me that the system worked very well on the



Poincare-conjecture affair. The Cao-Zhu paper was published, as
you say, but the reaction of the math community is clear. This
is a simple matter of democracy in action.

34. Jeff Holtz
February 1, 2007

Peter,

I agree. The math community has responded quite effectively to the manner in
which the Cao/Zhu article was published. But, I don’t think it has responded very
effectively to the downright plagiarism of Lemma 7.1.2 .

This document clearly shows that it was not just a accidental side step, but
deliberate copying from Kleiner and Lott. I’d be interest to hear opinions on why
there has been such a tempered response.
See this file:
http://www.cds.caltech.edu/%7Enair/pdfs/CaoZhu_plagiarism.pdf



02138

December 16, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a new magazine aimed at Harvard alums, named 02138 (after the local zip-
code), and its second issue has just appeared. Personally I’ve never quite understood
the phenomenon of people who retain a lifelong fascination with the fact that they
attended Harvard, but it seems that there are a lot of them, and the magazine is
partly aimed at them or at anyone with an interest in the place or its alumni. The
university already has an alumni magazine that it sponsors, but 02138 appears to
intend to provide something edgier and not so much along the lines of promotional
material.

This latest issue contains an article about the string controversy, written by John
Sedgwick and with a focus on the Harvard angle, including me, fellow Harvard grad
Brian Greene, and current Harvard faculty member Lubos Motl. The piece is called
Unstrung Heroes, and for the full thing I guess you’ll have to subscribe to the
magazine. I fear that Sedgwick has done an excellent job of accurately putting
together the most outrageous statements that he could find on this topic, including
some things I told him when he came down to New York a couple months ago. He also
got some interesting quotes from quite a few physicists about the current state of
string theory. These included Glashow, who “said he considers a big book like Woit’s
long overdue, because string theory has gone exactly as we imagined. If anything, he
adds, it’s even worse than it was.” Weinberg is quoted as saying:

The critics are right. We have no single prediction of string theory that is verified by
observation. Even worse, we don’t know how to use string theory to make predictions.
Even worse than that, we don’t really know what string theory is.

Cumrun Vafa “calls string theory the major leagues in the field of quantum gravity. As
for other theoretical pursuits, he derides them as little efforts here and there.” Barton
Zwiebach promotes string theory as possibly being able to “see the origin of the
universe, and the very meaning of how space and time are born and what they are.”
Michael Peskin claims that we might discover a universe that existed before time as
we know it began, while noting “But there is a big debate as to whether this idea
makes any sense.”

Sedgwick tells the story of Lubos Motl’s reference to me as the “black crackpot”, and
Lee Smolin as the “blue crackpot” (because of the colors of the covers of our books),
and his discussion of the desirability of my death. Lubos has evidently been told he’s
not supposed to say things like that anymore, and responded to a request for an
interview with “I don’t enjoy elementary human rights right now.” There’s a quote
which I think originated as a comment on my blog to the effect that Lubos has done
for the image of string theory “what the movie Deliverance did for canoeing holidays.”

Perhaps the most outrageous quote is an accurate one from me characterizing some
of my experiences criticizing string theory from a position outside the field’s standard
rigid hierarchy as being analogous to what happens when one messes with the

http://www.02138mag.com/
http://www.02138mag.com/
http://www.02138mag.com/magazine/article/1104.html
http://www.02138mag.com/magazine/article/1104.html


dominance hierarchy of a chimpanzee troupe. This leads to a lot of strange behavior,
flinging of shit, showing of behinds, and all sorts of bizarre behavior. In order to avoid
offending people I wasn’t referring to, I should explain that I had in mind specifically
some of my experiences when first starting this blog, see in particular the comment
section of this posting.

It’s a bit embarassing that I’m made out to in some degree be the hero of this piece,
the oppressed underdog that the author tries to set up in contrast to overlord Brian
Greene. Sedgwick sees the story of how string theory dominates an academic field
despite very limited achievements as quite analogous to the phenomenon he had
personal experience with of how “theory” came to dominate the humanities in
academia. I think there is something to the analogy, with both kinds of “theorists”
starting out as an insurgent minority needing a certain amount of fanaticism to
survive and expand their influence. Both groups revel in the complexity and obscurity
of their work, convinced that those who disagree with them are stuck in the past or
just too dumb to appreciate the great achievements of the difficult ideas involved in
the two kinds of “theory”.

Chris W. has pointed me to a site that brings together the two sorts of “theory”. It’s
called Scriblerus Press, is run by Sean Miller, who has a blog and is working on a PhD
thesis in English on the topic of “the cultural currency of string theory.” Scriblerus is
sponsoring and now looking for contributions to an anthology of short creative works
that deal with string theory in one way or another.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
December 16, 2006

one messes with the dominance hierarchy of a chimpanzee troupe.

Er, you have a curious instinct to put the finger on bogus science, if you are
referring to “Chimpanzee Politics“, of Frans de Waal. In the revised edition, he
explains (in the small letter) that the chimpanzee causing all the history was
received in the Zoo as a donation of “Disney on Ice” or a similar circus show.

2. luke
December 16, 2006

Peter can you get permission to post the article on this website?

3. Kris Krogh
December 16, 2006

For my money, Weinberg is among the most honest traders in the “marketplace
of ideas.” His advocacy of string theory has troubled me more than anyone
else’s. So this turn is a relief — maybe there’s a place for normal scientific
standards in theoretical physics.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=3
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=3
http://www.banyancollege.org/scriblerus/index.php?option=com_content&task=category&sectionid=11&id=27
http://www.banyancollege.org/scriblerus/index.php?option=com_content&task=category&sectionid=11&id=27
http://www.banyancollege.org/scriblerus/
http://www.banyancollege.org/scriblerus/
http://www.amazon.com/Chimpanzee-Politics-Power-among-Apes/dp/0801863368
http://www.amazon.com/Chimpanzee-Politics-Power-among-Apes/dp/0801863368


4. D R Lunsford
December 17, 2006

I should point out that I have been making this analogy of humanities to physics
since the 80s, and that they both lurk in the dark shadow cast by postmodernism.

-drl

5. Anonymous
December 17, 2006

Both groups revel in the complexity and obscurity of their work, convinced that
those who disagree with them are stuck in the past or just too dumb to
appreciate the great achievements of the difficult ideas involved in the two kinds
of “theory”.

Isn’t the situation broadly similar in cosmology, with Big Bang’s dark matter,
dark energy etc.?

6. Big Crimson
December 17, 2006

“Personally I’ve never quite understood the phenomenon of people who retain a
lifelong fascination with the fact that they attended Harvard, but it seems that
there are a lot of them, and the magazine is partly aimed at them or at anyone
with an interest in the place or its alumni.”

The university teaches this habit as part of its famous core curriculum, now
under revision. The mental habit of self-adulation provides an important basis for
the mental habit of donating money to wealthy institutions.

7. Troublemaker
December 17, 2006

Isn’t the situation broadly similar in cosmology, with Big Bang’s dark matter,
dark energy etc.?

Experimental cosmology is a field that…well, exists. Experimental string theory
doesn’t.

8. Michael
December 17, 2006

Dear Peter:

I just read one of your earlier posts (post=3 actually) giving some idea of your
academic background; it’s nice to know that while you have the requisite
background to provide thoughtful and meaningful commentary on current
theoretical physics (trends) and related areas, you don’t engage in the usual
ramblings and shouting that sometimes characterize other commentators. (I
always felt the mark of genuine scholarship was objectiveness, sound reasoning
and clarity of thought… something not particularly paid much attention to in the



current sub-culture of particle physics a la string theory.)

Well, anyhow, the reason for writing was to ask you the following:

1) You seem to view Representation theory an integral part of mathematical
investigations of current particle physics. Exactly how, I wonder? [I am new to
hep-th.]

2) You further view Atiyah’s works as fundamental to QFT-related studies. Can
you explain how? [Only an outline would do.]

3) I am reading “The Road to Reality”; there, Roger Penrose advocates twistor
theory; why, for example, do you not share the same level / degree of excitement
as Roger Penrose regarding his program? I would have thought that you, among
a handful of individuals who take objectiveness in research rather seriously,
would want to assist Sir Roger in his investigations as much as possible.

4) [Optional] Can you send me an e-copy of Coleman’s QFT notes (if you have
one)?

Thanks.
Michael

9. CapitalistImperialistPig
December 17, 2006

Peter,

Thanks. You just saved me $65. (I read the linked comments from Mark
Srednicki.)

10. Jonathan Vos Post
December 17, 2006

I suspect that 02138 is “edgier” (not in the Feynman diagram sense, which would
have some magazines “loopier”) to appeal to younger alumni. My father got his
degree at Harvard, cum laude, and maintained a lifelong love for his alma mater,
including dining almost daily at the Harvard Club in New York, buying me
Harvard neckties, rooting in “The Game” (Harvard-Yale football), and
snailmailing me articles cut from the harvard alumni magazine. However, my
father was 82 when he died, and the mainstream of magazine publishing appears
to have shifted considerably. I’d hypothesize that 02138 has “edgier” graphics
(further along the spectrum towards “Wired”) and a slant towards controverial
human interest stories.

Now, should Caltech change its almni magazine’s name from “Engineering and
Science” to “91125”?

11. D R Lunsford
December 17, 2006

CIP – Peter won that argument flat-out, and with dignity rather than arrogance.



-drl

12. CapitalistImperialistPig
December 17, 2006

D R – absolutely.

Bending over backwards to be fair to Mark, he’s probably not the first person to
go off half-cocked. The deliberate obtuseness on the SU(2) question was a bit
much though.

13. Tony Smith
December 17, 2006

Michael asked Peter “… [Optional] Can you send me an e-copy of Coleman’s QFT
notes (if you have one)? …”.

Coleman’s QFT notes were published in a 1999 Cambridge University Press book
entitled
“Quantum Field Theory for Mathematicians”
by Robin Ticciati, who, as the preface states, “… had audited Sidney Coleman’s
outstanding Harvard lectures and had taken very good notes. Equally fortunate, I
[Robin Ticciati] had Robert Brandenberger’s official solutions to all the
homework sets. … “.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

14. woit
December 17, 2006

Michael,

Your questions are good ones, but to answer them in detail would take more time
than I have now, and get into topics far afield from the posting. I’ll try and say a
bit though, in reverse order…

Lots of physicists, like me, probably have a yellowing set of notes from
Coleman’s course around, and many people have taught courses from these. The
Harvard web-site for the course (this semester taught by Lubos Motl, who seems
to be following Coleman’s notes) has a copy of such notes, see:

http://my.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?course=fas-phys253a&
pageid=tk.page.phys253a.dir.96baa9f5f565ad359215beb46d7685a9

About twistors: I’ve always been very interested in the geometry of twistors, and
long ago even wrote a paper about what they might have to do with the standard
model, one that I now think of as very naive. I think the fundamental problem
with twistors is that, while they provide a different and more interesting set of
variables to use in thinking about space-time geometry, no one really knows how
to relate these to particle physics, or how to use them in a quantum field theory

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://my.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?course=fas-phys253a&pageid=tk.page.phys253a.dir.96baa9f5f565ad359215beb46d7685a9
http://my.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?course=fas-phys253a&pageid=tk.page.phys253a.dir.96baa9f5f565ad359215beb46d7685a9
http://my.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?course=fas-phys253a&pageid=tk.page.phys253a.dir.96baa9f5f565ad359215beb46d7685a9
http://my.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?course=fas-phys253a&pageid=tk.page.phys253a.dir.96baa9f5f565ad359215beb46d7685a9


of space-time. This is a very deep problem, I’ll bet that someday it will be an
important part of future progress, but no one has been able to solve it yet.

About Atiyah. Atiyah’s work on index theory and K-theory is one of the great
advances of mathematics in the last half of the last century. It brings together
geometry, algebra and analysis in a fascinating way, with the Dirac operator
playing a crucial role. If you believe like me that the deepest ideas about
mathematics are related to physics, this looks like a promising place to be
searching for new ideas about physics. Atiyah himself did some things related to
QFT (work on anomalies), and a lot on the geometry of gauge theories. He
retired a while back and has not been as active as he was during the 70s and
80s. His student Graeme Segal has been someone thinking deeply about QFT
and CFTs more recently.

I highly recommend reading Segal’s notes on the subject that you can find on the
web. Trying to understand the full implications of this kind of mathematics for
QFT is still very much a work in progress, with many interesting things known,
but we’re far from a clear picture about this.

In general, Atiyah is also a master expositor, so his papers are well worth
reading. But as for his actual work on QFT, it’s fragmentary. One of the most
impressive things he did was to come up with the idea of a topological QFT,
convince himself that there had to be a TQFT for Donaldson theory, and for what
are now known as Gromov-Witten invariants, and then badger Witten about this
until Witten actually figured out that such theories really exist and how to define
them.

Representation theory is a huge subject, and it’s a great unifying idea in
mathematics. Some beautiful 1+1 d QFTs can be understood in terms of the
representation theory of loop groups and the group of diffeomorphisms of the
circle. These groups are infinite dimensional and their representation theory was
not well-understood until people started thinking about the relation to QFT. My
belief is that higher dimensional QFTs may have a close relation to the
representation theory of higher dimensional gauge and diffeomorphism groups,
but very little is known about this subject. We seem to still be missing some
crucial ideas. One idea that I’ve thought a lot about is that of using equivariant
K-theory, a subject that was developed by Atiyah and Segal, and brings together
representation theory and K-theory.

15. Memetician
December 17, 2006

Thanks for the post. I can’t say I’m going to run out and subscribe 02138, but my
interest is definitely peaked and I will check out the article next time I’m at the
Coop. I got a good laugh from your blog, and have been clicking on links going
deeper and deeper down the rabbit hole into the battle of string theory land.
How I love the chimp throwing shit analogy. And even better is the quote, “I
don’t enjoy elementary human rights right now.” HA! This is such great fodder . .
. very bloggeriffic.



16. woit
December 17, 2006

CIP,

Srednicki was the one at the George Johnson KITP talk to raise his hand when
Johnson said something like “no one thinks Smolin is a crackpot”, generating
much merriment from various chimps in attendance. From a quick look, his QFT
book appears to be detailed, competent, but not in any way original or
particularly insightful. Distler’s behavior in that comment section, and many
other later similar exchanges, is just bizarre.

One thing that has struck me is how it seems to be people like Srednicki, Motl
and Distler, who are nowhere near the top of the string theory hierarchy
(Srednicki is not even a string theorist), who get most frantic at the very idea
that someone who they see as an outsider or lower than them on the hierarchy
challenging in any way those at the top. They seem to be the ones with the most
emotionally invested in the maintenance of hierarchy. I’m not sure what this
means.

17. gunpowder&noodles
December 17, 2006

The fact that all three have given up research might also be relevant.

18. D R Lunsford
December 17, 2006

Pter – these people were always around. The Internets and the Googles give
them a voice.

-drl

19. D R Lunsford
December 17, 2006

Peter – yes twistors are fascinating, but hopeless for the current model of matter
with its insistence on point particles. The idea is very simple – make a line
geometry for spacetime rather than space – but with that, the point particle
becomes a derived object, and so there is no hope of twistors having an intrinsic
meaning for the usual model of matter. A new model of matter might have a
better expression in terms of line geometry. What twistors really point to is a
new model of matter.

-drl

20. Peter Orland
December 17, 2006

Just a quick comment to Gunpowder and Noodles:

Better not to write people off as having given up research, unless



you are sure. I’m not sure it hurts anyone, but it poisons the
dialogue (yes, I know that other people have already pumped
it full of toxin). I wouldn’t seriously write “hey, that Gunpowder
and Noodles sure doesn’t explode pasta like in the olden days”.

Anyway, I expect you get my point.

I think Mark wrote a few papers recently.

21. woit
December 17, 2006

I agree with Peter Orland. Enough with the less than accurate hostile comments.

22. Michael
December 18, 2006

Peter:

As regarding the [Optional] question, thanks! I’ll look through them; just wish
they had been type-written though.

Ahem… might you have his “Erice Lectures” in e-format as well? :-(=)

23. Michael
December 18, 2006

Sorry, wanted to make [grin] symbol.

24. MathPhys
December 18, 2006

“They seem to be the ones with the most emotionally invested in the
maintenance of hierarchy. I’m not sure what this means.”

I think it’s their way of being “more royal than the king”.

25. MathPhys
December 18, 2006

Coleman’s Erice lectures are copyrighted.

26. Michael
December 18, 2006

MathPhys:

I just asked if he [Peter] had them in e-format?

27. Michael
December 18, 2006

And by the way, sometimes authors make their works available free of cost, e.g.



Connes’ NG or Warren Siegel’s ‘String Field Theory’.

28. anonymous
December 18, 2006

it’s a pity that the Coleman lectures are too old to be freely available on arXiv;
maybe you can find the following file:

Coleman S. Aspects of symmetry (CUP, 1985)(L)(T)(207s).djvu

29. Peter Woit
December 18, 2006

I don’t have a copy of Coleman’s Erice lectures in electronic format, and if I did,
I wouldn’t be making it publicly available, since this can’t legally be done without
the publisher’s permission, and I see no reason they would give it. This web-site
is hosted on university equipment, and I’m sure the university does not want me
opening them up to possible legal problems by violating a publisher’s copyright.

In any case, I think having articles all available on-line is great, but for books and
monographs I hate trying to read such things online and would much rather have
a real book in hand. It’s also a shame that students are getting the idea that
anything that is not available on-line is not worth looking at. They should get
used to using whatever libraries they have access to (I realize there are some
people for whom this is a problem). Especially if you can get yourself to a
research physics or math library, they have an immense number of very valuable
books there which you’re not going to find on-line, and looking into these is time
well-spent.

30. anonymous
December 18, 2006

bringing dozens of physics textbooks in a laptop is so useful that many physicists
would buy good pdf copies of books that they already have. For the moment it
cannot be done legally, but it is reasonable to expect that authors and/or
publishers will realize that this pre-internet system is unconvenient for
everybody.

31. Roy Lisker
December 18, 2006

In regards to the Harvard Magazine “02138”. Residences of Cambridge
recognize that Harvard snobbery extends even to its Zip Code. Proles who live at
an 023139 Zip Code address are definitely looked down on.

32. MathPhys
December 18, 2006

” —- for books and monographs I hate trying to read such things online and
would much rather have a real book in hand.”



Peter, you’re so —- behind the times 

Here is something I recently found (which is not entirely, entirely off topic)

” —— Grothendieck is now convinced that the Devil is working to falsify the
speed of light. Schneps ascribes his concerns with the speed of light to his
anxiety about the methodological compromises physicists make. He talks
constantly, however, about the Devil, semi-metaphorically, sitting behind good
people and nudging them in the direction of compromise, of the fudge, of the
move towards corruption.”

33. a.n. onymous
December 18, 2006

when they make a book-like (tablet type laptop) PDF reader to replace books,
then electronic books will take off more. Something as cheap as a book, no
heavier or bulkier than a book, and whose batteries will last long enough to
actually read a whole book…

34. MathPhys
December 18, 2006

But can you take it to bed?

35. Tony Smith
December 18, 2006

Roy Lisker said about “Harvard snobbery” and the Harvard Zip Code 02138:
“… Proles who live at an 023139 Zip Code address are definitely looked down on.
…”.

Poor MIT.
Its address at web.mit.edu is given as
“… 77 massachusetts avenue cambridge, ma 02139-4307 …”.
I guess engineers are too close to the real world
to fit in with the “Warped Passages” among the “Hidden Dimensions” of Harvard
Intelligentsia.
Oh, wait !!
Harvard is planning to move its SuperStringers to Allston, which is 02134 !!!
( see http://www.allston.harvard.edu/ )
The indignity must be intolerable.
Maybe they can get their own magazine as a consolation prize.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

PS – However, at least MIT can hold its head up about its area code, 617.

36. LDM
December 18, 2006

http://www.allston.harvard.edu/
http://www.allston.harvard.edu/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


Regarding electronic books…Sometimes when one purchases the print version
from Amazon, there is an option to upgrade to an e version…which allows you to
highlight, underline, and add notes…as you would a print version.

The fact that 02138 is reporting the controversy on string theory as it is leads me
to believe that the mass media, thanks to NEW and TTWP, has pretty much
figured out that they were originally oversold on strings…
Now…when a salesperson oversells a product, he eventually loses credibility,and
eventually sales. I would expect that any granting agencies that have been
funding string related research adopt a similar tightening of the purse strings.

37. Peter Orland
December 18, 2006

LDM,

Don’t bet on it happening soon. Funding doesn’t work
that way. Panels and reviewers make the final decision
as to who gets funded – and these are mercurial. People
at the top have to get heavy-handed before there is change.

It is unfortunate (for who?, we might ask) that funding
agencies have been tough on non-string particle theory
(other that hard-core number crunching or phenomology).
I have to add that I think it would be just as unfortunate
for agencies to get tough on someone just because he or
she happens to do string theory. There is some really
interesting string stuff out there, in my humble opinion,
though almost all of it fits in the AdS/CFT (NOT AdS/QCD)
category.

But I reiterate, don’t hold your breath. Hell didn’t freeze over
in a day, as somebody famous said.

38. J.F. Moore
December 19, 2006

Regarding the theory/postmodern parallels with string theory, is there a physics
analog to Finnegan’s Wake? Specifically, an indecipherable monograph which
appeared to be (or perhaps was) written by a madman but was later adopted and
heralded as a masterpiece, and around which this dominant movement
coalesced? Just curious.

39. D R Lunsford
December 19, 2006

JF – I would say the bad times started with Bourbaki and their mouthpiece,
Dieudonne. Weyl, like Klein before him, strove mightly – and unsuccessfully – to
stem the tide of formalism. (See his book ‘The Continuum”.) I think now the
works of Bourbaki are thought of highly among academic mathematizers (for
reasons that are unfathomable to a poor physicist like me). Without the triumph



of formalism, string theory, inflation etc. would be inconceivable.

-drl

-drl

40. JC
December 19, 2006

D R Lunsford,

It’s amusing coming across some old K-6 math textbooks from the 1960’s which
covered the “New Math” program of that era. “New Math” attempted to cover
things like modular arithmetic (ie. clock math), set theory, groups, relations +
functions, limits, base-n arithmetic (where n is a base other than 10), etc … to
kids from kindergarten to grade 6 or 7. (Nowhere was there anything like
multiplication times tables). The guys who came up with “New Math” must have
caught the Bourbaki “virus”.

41. anonymous
December 19, 2006

MathPhys, your objection (“But can you take it to bed?”) was an important one a
few years ago. With current laptop technology, and up to copyright problems,
you can even take it to the toilet.

42. Michael
December 19, 2006

anonymous:

Hypothetically speaking… [kinda’ like O. J.’s ‘hypothetical’ new book soon to be
not out ;-)]

maybe I kinda’ did search for the file, but maybe I couldn’t find any freely
available copy. Just maybe where can I find a FREE copy… in a hypothetical
sense?

43. Peter Woit
December 19, 2006

About Bourbaki,

They definitely did very much influence the “New Math” and you certainly can
blame them for inflicting things like Venn diagrams and injective mappings on
grade-school kids. But the problems with string theory are not at all their fault,
or in general, not the fault of mathematicians at all. Just take a look at the great
majority of string theory papers these days. Many of them don’t involve
mathematics more sophisticated than what we teach our first and second year
undergrads, and the calculations are often very informal, based on very unclear
definitions, the complete antithesis of the Bourbaki philosophy, much more like
what Bourbaki was reacting against.



It’s also not true at all that the works of Bourbaki are now thought highly of
among research mathematicians. Their heyday was in the fifties and sixties; by
the late seventies and eighties, this kind of formalism was not so popular. My
impression is that now most mathematicians don’t ever look at most of the
Bourbaki volumes except every so often as a reference for some specific
definition or result, and no one thinks they’re a good place to try and learn
something from. The volumes on Lie algebras and groups, which were mostly
written by Borel, are probably the ones that people think most highly of and still
use. Even the people most interested in formalism are not interested in
Bourbaki, instead they care about Grothendieck’s work and use categories, a
point of view that Bourbaki never adopted (and this is one reason that the
Bourbaki project ground to a halt).

44. JC
December 19, 2006

Hopefully I’m not the only one who actually liked Bourbaki’s “theory of sets”
book. 

45. J.F. Moore
December 19, 2006

Peter,

Thanks for illuminating the topic. I was a bit confused by drl’s prior response. In
addition to what you say, my impression of Bourbaki is that what they wrote
wasn’t wrong, or nonsensical, or ‘not even wrong’, in the sense that the “two
theories” you refer to in this post just might be, but it just turned out not
ultimately to be possible to wrap it all up, which was the initial point. I am not
well read at all on ‘pure’ mathematics, though, so I could be totally off on that.
Maybe if I had been in grammar school in the 60s …

Anyway, I was probably asking about something that just doesn’t exist (a Rosetta
Stone of postmodern physics), which is probably a good thing.

46. Peter Woit
December 19, 2006

J.F. Moore,

I don’t know of any Rosetta Stone of postmodern physics, no analog of
Finnegan’s Wake for string theory. Pretty much ALL string theory papers were
being ignored by most theorists before 1984.

Bourbaki accomplished a lot of what it initially set out to do during the 30s,
which was to provide the details of a logically rigorous framework for certain
kinds of mathematics that people were working on. They did this for analysis and
algebra, but not for geometry (they couldn’t even agree on exactly how to define
a manifold, from what I remember). The problem is that mathematics evolves,
and as it does, ideas about what’s the right foundational material change.
Grothendieck’s new ideas about the foundations of algebraic geometry changed



the way mathematicians look at the subject, and made some of Bourbaki not
wrong, just incomplete and less interesting. I suspect a project like Bourbaki
needs to be reinvented and redone from the ground up every few generations.

47. D R Lunsford
December 19, 2006

Peter – what I know of Bourbaki comes from a mathematician friend who was
forced to endure it at Columbia and MIT. He had a satori about it and completely
retaught himself math from a non-formalist point of view, so he had both an
insider’s and an outsider’s perspective. I myself could never tolerate excessive
formalism so it never entered my consciousness directly. His awakening moment
came when he realized that after proving some complex existence theorems for
PDEs in his thesis, he discovered in his new career as an applied mathematician
that he couldn’t easily do a simple surface integral  This fact struck me like a
thunderbolt. Excessive formalism had led to a situation where a brilliant person
could not tackle a simple problem. I do see parallels with this and the rise of
unreasonable physics ideas. There is some input that must come from the
intuition about what makes physical sense. This intuition can’t be taught, and
without it, what is one going to say? The answer is to hide behind formalist
axiomatizing – the string hypothesis is really a formalist conception that is not
stimulated by physical necessity or experimental evidence. The postmodernist
will say – it doesn’t matter what you say, only the social context in which it is
said. This is very much at the bottom of what Smolin describes when he talks
about the milieu of string theorists.

-drl

48. Peter Woit
December 19, 2006

drl,

Abstract formalisms are just one kind of tool, and they can be used well or
misused. It’s certainly true that some people learn formalism without
understanding what it’s useful for, and just get wrapped up in it. Mathematics
suffered through a lot of that in the 50s-70s, and some people still suffer from
this. But most really good mathematicians know when to use abstract formalism
and when not, when this is an appropriate tool and when it isn’t. These days,
you’ll often hear mathematicians refer to certain formalisms as “abstract
nonsense”, as in “at this point in the proof, such and such can be shown by
abstract nonsense”. This terminology comes from an appropriate skepticism
about overvaluing abstract formalism.

It’s also true that what research mathematicians are often trying to do is to come
up with new tools. People spend a lot of time playing with new abstract
formalisms trying to understand what you can do with them (a good example
would be the n-categories you see people investigating these days). It’s not that
someone like John Baez doesn’t know how to do much more concrete things, it’s
that the more concrete ideas have been around a long time, and it’s pretty well



understood what you can and can’t do with them. If you want to find something
new, you have to try out different things, including new abstract ideas.

49. PatrickNewYork
December 19, 2006

Can Witten do hard integrals? Could he ever do hard integrals and solve tough
blood and guts PDEs by hand? How would he do on the putnam exam?

I’m not trying to put Witten down. I am just trying to get a handle on how he
thinks about math and physics. Does Witten just divine the closed form solution
to tough integrals and PDEs without doing all the hard algebra tricks.

I read some where that when Witten was a grad student, he solved Quantum
Field Theory course problems with a few few lines of deep conceptual reasoning
rather than grinding out a calculation over several pages. If this is true, maybe
someone should teach all theoretical students to solve QFT course problems this
way.

Same question about Graothendieck. CAn/did he do hard integrals and Putnam
type problems with ease.

50. Peter Woit
December 19, 2006

I don’t know much about Witten’s skills at doing integrals, but I’d guess that he
can do them as well as most theorists, while there are some people out there
much more skilled at this than him. His talents definitely lie in finding elegant
conceptual solutions to problems, rather than in finding brute force
computational solutions or being a master of computational tricks. Unfortunately
I think this is something that is hard or impossible to teach.

51. Neville
December 19, 2006

I have fond memories of Bourbaki’s Commutative Algebra. Some don’t. I seem to
remember some comment of Grothendieck to the effect that EGA started where
Bourbaki’s Commutative Algebra left off.

An Iranian interviewer asked Alain Connes about his very brief participation in
Bourbaki meetings. He said:

“Another reason to leave was that they had a life style which was unpleasant.
People would leave without saying good bye, being rude was the main feature of
the founders they seemed to cherish. I found it very irritating. Clearly the
founders did great things..”

This is the same interview in which Connes told the famous anecdote about a
physicist not thinking for himself:

“I went to Chicago in 1996, and gave a talk in the physics department. A well



known physicist was there and he left the room before the talk was over. I didn’t
meet this physicist for two years and then, two years later, I gave the same talk
in the Dirac Forum in Rutherford laboratory near Oxford. This time the same
physicist was attending, looking very open and convinced and when he gave his
talk later he mentioned my talk quite positively. This was quite amazing because
it was the same talk and I had not forgotten his
previous reaction. So on the way back to Oxford, I was sitting next to him in the
bus, and asked him openly how can it be that you attended the same talk in
Chicago and you left before the end and now you really liked it. The guy was not
a beginner and was in his forties, his answer was “Witten was seen reading your
book in the library in Princeton”!”

Speaking of Alain Connes, he told me something to the effect that the most
trivial paper he ever wrote involved string theory. Because of the string theory
connection, it’s also his most highly cited paper.

Any inaccuracy in the statement above is purely due to my own feeble memory.
However I’m pretty sure I’m recalling the gist of his remark correctly. The
phrase “most trivial” sticks in my mind.

52. yagwara
December 19, 2006

It has been fashionable for the past 20-30 years to bash Bourbaki – an attitude
promulgated particularly by Russian mathematicians. But it is difficult for a
mathematician trained today to appreciate how confused mathematics was at the
time. Each subfield had its own language, unspoken assumptions, and rules of
thumb. Simple things like the definition of a vector space, or even the definition
of a function, while they certainly existed in the research literature, were not
common currency.

The whole picture of mathematical objects as sets with structure, which we can
scarcely imagine thinking without, was the creation of Bourbaki. One can argue
that we need to move past it, but at the time, that foundation desperately needed
to be laid.

It is worth noting that Weil, one of Bourbaki’s prime architects, had a
particularly historical and organic vision of mathematics, and was appalled that
today’s mathematicians have not grown up reading Euler, Gauss, and Riemann.

53. Tony Smith
December 19, 2006

Peter said “… Bourbaki[‘s]… heyday was in the fifties and sixties …”.
yagwara said “… it is difficult for a mathematician trained today to appreciate
how confused mathematics was at the time. Each subfield had its own language,
unspoken assumptions, and rules of thumb. Simple things like the definition of a
vector space, or even the definition of a function, while they certainly existed in
the research literature, were not common currency.
The whole picture of mathematical objects as sets with structure, which we can
scarcely imagine thinking without, was the creation of Bourbaki. One can argue



that we need to move past it, but at the time, that foundation desperately needed
to be laid. …”.

Having studied math in the early 1960s, and having found Bourbaki to be a
useful anchor in my studies, I agree with the comment of yagwara.
It should be noted that the exercises in Bourbaki provided some useful concrete
realizations of the abstract main body of each volume.
It should also be noted that the Bourbaki Seminars published much interesting
work that did not all find its way into the formal Bourbaki series of books.

Peter said, further: “… Bourbaki[‘s]… volumes on Lie algebras and groups, which
were mostly written by Borel, are probably the ones that people think most
highly of and still use …”.
I also agree with that statement.
I would add that, almost in the spirit of the Lie Groups and Algebras volumes of
Bourbaki, and the exercises,
a later pseudonymous group of French mathematicians, Arthur L. Besse, wrote
such useful books as Einstein Manifolds (Springer-Verlag 1987).

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

54. Richard
December 19, 2006

Peter – “I suspect a project like Bourbaki needs to be reinvented and redone
from the ground up every few generations.”

I agree, although this becomes more difficult as mathematics becomes ever
larger in scope. On the other hand, as time passes and we continue uncovering
unexpected connections between different areas of mathematics, the need and
desire for updated and more sophisticated formal frameworks will become great.
It should be interesting.

55. Neville
December 19, 2006

I agree completely with yagwara’s statement “… it is difficult for a
mathematician trained today to appreciate how confused mathematics was at the
time.”

Looking at old mathematics books and papers, I sometimes felt lost in a forest of
words, trying to find the actual statement of a theorem, never mind the proof.

56. Neville
December 20, 2006

I seem to recall reading the Deligne started reading Bourbaki when he was 14
years old. Didn’t seem to do him any harm.

57. geometer

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


December 20, 2006

Does the term abstract nonsense really “comes from an appropriate skepticism
about overvaluing abstract formalism”, as Peter Woit suggested? I am not so
sure. Certainly, this expression has been in use for a while, e.g I saw it in Lang’s
Algebra written in early 60s. Was anyone skeptical back then?

I never really read any Bourbaki’s book, even though I own quite a few of them,
but I suspect many math textbooks that I did read were greatly influenced by
Bourbaki, and it sounds like a good history project to trace those influences.
(Maybe this has been done?)

I personally dislike math research written in Bourbaki’s style (which may be okay
for “dead math”). Unfortunately, this is how many (especially French)
mathematicians still write: theorem-proof-theorem-proof. This style of writing
has been the greatest of Bourbaki’s influences, I think. Rather I prefer the
authors who motivate everything, and explain what they want to accomplish
even when they cannot do it. I think, brevity is not always a virtue, and all too
often people hide behind brevity when they do not want to admit they do not
understand something.

58. Alejandro Rivero
December 20, 2006

Bourbaki’s group theory is still widely used for practical purposes, at least I have
seem high-calibre mathematicians to walk the library while checking against
Bourbaki.

It should be mentioned that not only Bourbaki come to the “new mathematics”
textbooks. Also the Groethendiek method to get a group out of a semigroup is
the preferred way to define integer numbers and then rational numbers in the
“new math” textbooks. Actually I liked it, and it is useful when one comes to
K-theory. The only think I do not like about the new mathematics is the algebraic
aproach to the proof of Pythagoras theorem.

By the way, if I recall correctly, Groethendiek’s father and Weil’s sister fought in
the same war. Probably they never met, because Simone was sent home after
some months, she was assigned to a anarchist patrol (in the aragonese border?)
and she accidentally put the foot inside the boiling pot they were using to cook
the food. On the other hand, both Groethendiek and Weil are famous because of
their anti-war postures.

59. Walt
December 20, 2006

A pet peeve of mine: The Grothendieck method to get a group out of a semigroup
is not by Grothendieck at all, but discovered years before. (The basic idea goes
back to Dedekind, but the specific construction of group from a semigroup was
pointed out by someone — I forget who — well before Grothendieck.)

60. mclaren



December 20, 2006

You have to wonder if the drift into vacuous untestable abstractions in both
literary and string theory forms part of a larger breakdown by Western culture
into an essentially medieval mindset.

We find untestable wallows in idle speculation not just in literary crticisim and
string theory, but also in music (the mania for set theory, aleatoric composition,
and other psuedoscientific conjurations which reduce the role of the composer to
nothing and consistently contradict the available data from psychoacoustics
experiments), in the arts (“conceptual” art in which, no matter how negative or
contemptuous the reaction from thepublic, the artist always claims “That’s the
entire point of the piece”) politics (phoney think tanks set up to deny global
warming, teaching creationism rather than evoution, claims that “We found the
WMDs in Iraq”) religion (rapture frenzy), economics (rational choice theory
which confidently predicts that MLK’s voting rights drive of the early 1960s
could not have happened), finance (the disastrous reign of Merton & Scholes at
Long Term Capital Management) and almost everywhere else you look in modern
Western society.

Over the past 20 years, our brightest minds seem to have drifted into self-
delusion, arguing about vacuous terminology with no verifiable connection to
observed reality. We’ve seen it just about everywhere in Western culture over the
past 20 years, from politics to theoretical physics. It’s a form of dementia which
induces people to ignore measurable reality and disappear into word games and
mathematical calisthenics with no objectively verifiable connection to anything
we can observe.

New Dark Ages?

Whatever is going on, it’s disturbing. When simple straightforward statements
like “Science has to involve experimentally testable hypotheses” become the
focus of fierce controversky by some of the most respected minds in physics,
we’re in big trouble.

61. Jeremy
December 20, 2006

Y’know, we had considered interviewing Brian Greene and Mr. Motl for our piece
on Not Even Wrong, but we felt the book stood on its own (and I really didn’t
want to interview Lubos). I understand the need to create controversy, but it’s
stupid. It’s already there. Why make more?

62. D R Lunsford
December 20, 2006

mclaren – ah men. see what you lost.

beyond postmodernism is narcissism, and for that, no answer.

-drl



63. LDM
December 21, 2006

“Science has to involve experimentally testable hypotheses” become the focus of
fierce controversky by some of the most respected minds in physics, we’re in big
trouble.

There is no controversy…
Can you imagine something similar in Biology, Chemistry, Medicine, etc adopting
a similar view. I cannot. Anybody who thinks an eventually testable hypothesis is
not needed has stopped doing science — by definition. Period. And anybody who
advocates such a view has just become a non-respected mind in physics.

64. Aaron Bergman
December 21, 2006

Anybody who thinks an eventually testable hypothesis is not needed has stopped
doing science — by definition. Period. And anybody who advocates such a view
has just become a non-respected mind in physics.

Good thing nobody thinks that, then.

65. Alejandro Rivero
December 21, 2006

Walt, indeed I had always suspected of Dedekind (and his methods to define
numbers). But I was actually very surprised in the graduate courses in K-theory
when they finally explained us about these virtual bundles, then the teacher
menaces us with “The Groethendiek Construction”, and next day he comes with
a argument we knew from the elementary school 

66. ME
December 21, 2006

“Can you imagine something similar in Biology, Chemistry, Medicine, etc
adopting a similar view. I cannot.”

—————

I can imagine, it’s happening.

* Take for instance all the people in those fields who say clinical trials regarding
the efficiency of ADD medication is not needed (or that they exist when they
don’t).

* the thousands of people “diagnosed” as manic-depressive (oh! sorry, “bipolar”)
on the basis they have a brain chemical imbalance that never gets measured.
Similar things (worse) for the physiological reasons behind schizophrenia.

* I could find others

The current situation in HEP is bad, but not nearly as bad in some of the fields



you mention…

At least in HEP most people agree there is a problem and (I think) are trying
genuinely to address it. Other fields usually don’t even see the problem.

Why do you think most scientific frauds happen in the so called “life sciences”. I
know, most research happens in those fields, but I “think” that even after
normalizing in some meaningful way, it would still be quite higher than in
Physics.

Bottom line: things are rough in Physics but they haven’t even reached that point
on the other fields you mention and thats not a good thing.

67. woit
December 21, 2006

Aaron is correct, in that few if any string theorists believe it is all right if string
theory doesn’t eventually produce a testable hypothesis. They’re not saying that,
and it isn’t fair to say that they are.

But what many of them are saying is much the same thing, and almost as
dangerous. The way I read Susskind and many other string theorists, they are
claiming that string theory remains the most promising approach to a unified
theory and deserves to continue to dominate research in this field, even though
they believe it inherently leads to an exponentially large number of different
kinds of physics, and there is no plausible known way to use it to legitimately
predict anything. While they are not claiming it is fine for the the theory not to
predict anything, they are saying that it is an acceptable situation to have a
theory which now can only be used to make “anthropic” predictions (and they
claim the CC “prediction” as such a success). While not having any ideas about
how to ever get real predictions out of the theory, they acknowledge the
importance of ultimately doing so, making dubious historical analogies like “well,
it took more than 2000 years to get predictions out of the theory that there are
atoms”. In practice I don’t see much difference between saying it is all right that
your theory doesn’t predict anything, and saying that you hope that some day it
will, with these hopes not appearing to be much more than wishful thinking.

68. a
December 21, 2006

actually, the analogy with ancient greeks seems a good one. For some time it was
nice to debate theories about atoms, water, fire, etc, etc, etc. At some point
greeks realized that the net result of all these speculations was empty words and
get bored. Real progress started 2000 years later, when it was possible to
experimentally explore atoms.

Quantum gravity seems in a similar situation. String theory shows that quantum
gravity does not need to imply a predictive theory of everything able of
predicting something at low energy, and that does not need to imply new
detectable effects (such as violations of Lorentz invariance from spacetime
foam). If today we have no way of experimenting quantum gravity, people will



continue trying fascinating speculations until they will get bored by the lack of
real progress.

69. John Gonsowski
December 21, 2006

In the beginning, string theory was supposed to have a GUT and GUTs do make
predictions. I still think a GUT is the best way to get predictions out of string
theory. Course anything other than a minimal GUT would worry me cause the
GUT could be tweeked to fit the data maybe. One can have a minimal GUT even
in a SUSY model, right? One could maybe have a correct GUT and an incorrect
overall string theory but the correct GUT would be quite wonderful just by itself.

70. Peter Orland
December 21, 2006

John,

The main purpose GUTs have served was to promote the construction of huge
neutrino detectors. This was timely,
but there are reasons not to take this kind of unification
too seriously.

There were two theoretical “successes” of GUTs. One
was the prediction that the sum of electric charges in
each generation of quarks and leptons is zero. The
other was that there seems to be a common unification
scale for the U(1) and SU(2) of the Schwinger-Glashow-
Ward-Weinberg-Salam model and the SU(3) of QCD.

The first “success” is a fake – it is necessary to insure
that anomalies (quantum breaking of gauge invariance)
are absent. It turns out that the sum of electric charges
in each generation has to be zero anyway, to eliminate
anomalies from the standard model. So GUTs buy nothing
here.

The second “success” just tells you that there is probably
some sort of unification at 10^{16}eV. This is a huge scale,
not as lofty as the Planck scale, but still way up there. And
it is by no means clear that the wherever the theories unify,
the unification is a GUT.

I think even Georgi and Glashow are skeptical about GUTs
these days, though I wouldn’t want to put words in their
mouths.

71. James Graber
December 22, 2006

John, Peter O., Peter W. and anyone else:



About GUTs: Long ago, people used to talk about SO(10), SU(4)xSU(4), and
flipped SU(5)xU(1), after SU(5) was ruled out. Now you almost never hear about
them. Does anyone care any more? Could LHC produce any results which would
significantly favor or disfavor these GUTs? Or is only proton decay relevant?

By the way, there was a Harvard magazine called “Cambridge 38″ way back in
1958. This old chestnut never dies.

Best,
Jim Graber

72. Peter Orland
December 22, 2006

James,

The main problem is that the unification scale is very high.
I don’t know if the LHC will have any bearing. There are,
however, new generations of astrophysical neutrino
detectors which might (Ice Cube for example). The details
of neutrino mixing does tell us something about what
happens at scales of the order of the unification mass.

A neutrino experimentalist or phenomenologist would know
more about all this than I do.

73. mclaren
December 24, 2006

Dr. Woit astutely remarked:

“While they are not claiming it is fine for the theory not to predict
anything, they are saying that it is an acceptable situation to have
a theory which now can only be used to make `anthropic’ predictions
(and they claim the CC `prediction’ as such a success).”

Several questions:

Q: What is the difference between a HEP theory which predicts anything
you could possibly observe, and a HEP theory which predicts nothing?

Q: What is the difference between an elegant scientific theory with
so many adulterations and encrustations and baroque modifications, like
current string theory which has now turned into M-theory, that it becomes ugly
and intractable…and an outright kludge that’s ugly and intractable to start with,
like the Ptolemaic epicyclic system?

Q: What is the difference between saying “it took 2000 years to
experimentally verify the existence of atoms, so it could conceivably
take that long to experimentally verify string theory” and “it took
2000 years to experimentally verify the existence of atoms, so it



could conceivably take that long to experimentally verify [feng shui /
ufology / orgone energy / (ad nauseum)]”?

Q: What is the difference between a theory like the phlogiston
theory of heat, which was pursued for several hundred years
without success, and string theory if we pursue it for another
50 or 100 years without producing any experimentally falsifiable
predictions?

Q: If people like Motl claim that it’s okay to continue to
pursue string theory for decades or perhaps generations
before getting testable numbers out of it, what’s the time
limit? How long is long enough? 50 years? 70 years? 100
years? 200 years? Longer?

Q: How can the statements “String theory is currently the dominant
theory in HEP” and “there are no viable scientific alternatives
to current string theory in HEP” be falsified, given that
current HEP grad students find themselves forced either to work
in string theory to get tenure, or find another profession?

Bonus question: Isn’t this like saying to a young Russian
economist circa 1970 “Marxist-Leninist dialectical materialist
theory is (and must be) the one correct theory of economics,
for there is at present no other viable theory of economics in
the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics”?

On a more serious note…

The big question remains whether string theory can produce any slight but
experimentally observable departures from the Standard Model at energies
much lower than those required to reach the Planck scale. If so, we have a real
shot at observing something that might confirm or disconfirm string theory. No
possible accelerator built by humans could reach the energies required for
unification — but are there subtle phenomena which would emerge at energies
reachable by either the LHC or its successors, or astronomical observations,
which string theory predicts, but which lie outside the Standard Model?

At present I’m not aware of any. Are there any?

Planck’s quantum hypothesis implied the photoelectric effect, which was
observed. De Broglie’s matter wavelength implied Bragg diffraction, which was
observed. Einstein’s general theory of relativity implied the bending of starlight
around massive objects, which was observed. Quantum chromodynamics implied
the Casimir effect, which was observed.

What slight but experimentally detectable effects does string theory imply? Are
there any (which are not predicted by the Standard Model, that is)? If not, can
we call it a scientific theory?

74. Walt



December 24, 2006

Does anyone else feel sorry for the Ptolemaic epicycle system?

75. Jonathan Vos Post
December 25, 2006

Excerpt from Pharyngula science blog
http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2006/12/blank_post.php

(medieval): Nature abhors a blank post.

(modern): Blank posts are spontaneously filled by virtual posts and antiposts.

(postmodern): String Theory (strings of alphanumerics) has failed to make any
useful predictions on a Blog Theory of Everything. Or, more properly, Character
String Theory predicts a “landscape” of over 10^500 possible blogs in a
blogmultiverse.

See, for instance,
Not Even Wrong
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/

Posted by: Jonathan Vos Post | December 25, 2006 02:41 PM

76. woit
December 25, 2006

Walt,

Some commenter here pointed out that Ptolemaic epicycles are at least much
better than string theory. They make loads of experimentally verifiable
predictions.

77. Jonathan Vos Post
December 27, 2006

J.F. Moore’s question, and the mention of ancient Greeks, and Ptolemaic
astronomy are connected.

For instance, J.F., Aristarchus may not have been thought mad, but his
heliocentric theory was ignored for a millennium, until Copernicus rediscovered
it.

www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Mathematicians/Aristarchus.html

Democritus was not thought mad, and was seriously discussed by Epicurus (who
sort of predicted chaos theory in cosmology) and Lucretius (so long ago that
science was disseminated in poetry). But most people thought that atoms were
only a philosophical construct, until Dalton updated them. Until Einstein’s
quantitative analysis of Brownian motion, many scientists STILL thought atoms a
mere calculational convenience.

http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2006/12/blank_post.php
http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2006/12/blank_post.php
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/


Odds are good that some other obscure ancient pre-Socratic Greek theorists will
be rediscovered in some exciting future way. Those folks were actually in favor of
experiments. That died out, for reasons unclear to me (Aristotle?) and ivory-
tower theory dominated until the modern era.

The attack on String Thory is, in part, a historical analogy to the debate between
pre-Socratics and later natural philosophers on the value of empirical methods.

I can’t recall the author and title of a science fiction story about someone who
created a hierarchical theory of genius. He systematically searched the trash
heaps of insane asylums for ideas thought mad that turned out to be true, but
ahead of their time. In the story, he found a few. Wasn’t Grassman thought mad,
and eventually accepted the claims, with his algebra filled with nilpotents.
Turned out right, but ahead of its time.

78. Jonathan Vos Post
December 29, 2006

So the cosmos is not a dodecahedron embedded in a 5-dimensional composition
of 4 elements plus Quintessence, but rather of strings of phlogiston?

And these string can be plucked in a Pythagorean mathematical harmony so as
to become the electric fluid?

I have not the Humor to follow this, but wonder what the soothsayers determine
from the portents on how long such a theory will be accepted.

As pointed to by Ars Mathematica, here’s a wonderful quotation, and fascinating
paper, on the
misapplication of scientific statistical methodology, which might just as well be
applied to String Theory by its critics.

“… a potent but sterile intellectual rake who leaves
in his merry path a long train of ravished maidens but
no viable scientific offspring….”

From:
“The Earth is Round (p ‘less than sign’ .05)” by Jacob Cohen, 1994.
http://camargue.unibas.ch/cohen1994.pdf

79. XPM
January 1, 2007

I can’t recall the author and title of a science fiction story about
someone who created a hierarchical theory of genius. He
systematically searched the trash heaps of insane asylums for ideas
thought mad that turned out to be true, but ahead of their time.

The story (or more precisely, a “review” of a fictitious story) “Odysseus of Ithica,
New York.” in Stanislaw Lem’s A Perfect Vacuum.

http://camargue.unibas.ch/cohen1994.pdf
http://camargue.unibas.ch/cohen1994.pdf


Scott Aaronson For Sale

December 21, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

Scott Aaronson has adopted a sensible attitude towards the controversy over string
theory, announcing in a new posting entitled Mercenary in the String Wars that his
allegiances in this “War” are for sale to the highest bidder. I encourage all my
extremely wealthy financial backers to take him up on this.

He seems to have reached this decision after enjoying an all-expenses-paid vacation
in the Bay Area courtesy of the Stanford string theorists, despite having a great deal
of sympathy for the criticisms being made of string theory. While there, he gave a talk
for which he makes his notes available, on the topic of Computational Complexity and
the Anthropic Principle. It’s quite entertaining, although the fact that anyone is
seriously debating the kind of issues Scott discusses is a good indication of how far off
the rails string theory has gone.

Scott seems surprised to discover that, in private discussion, string theorists are far
more reasonable than he expected from their writings, from the behavior of string
theory bloggers like Lubos, and from his conversations with Greg Kuperberg, who is
convinced that string theory critics are “intellectually non-serious” (I forgot to
mention in my last posting that Kuperberg was someone else I had in mind when
quoted in 02138). His experience agrees with my own, that in private conversation I
find that most string theorists and I agree much more than one would guess. In such a
context I’ve just about always found them more than willing to admit that the current
situation of string theory is disturbing, progress has ground to nearly a halt, and that
the whole landscape business is extremely problematic. That these attitudes are not
well reflected in the public utterances of string theorists I think is due to several
factors. Given the problems facing the theory, many find it best to just avoid being
quoted publicly, and those who do talk to the press feel that their field is to some
extent under unfair attack in the media and they should make their best effort to
defend it. Those who spend their time vigorously defending string theory as a healthy
research program, attacking its critics on blogs and elsewhere, often represent only a
tail in the statistical distribution of views and behaviors of the string theory
community.

I also suspect that one reason Scott found the Stanford string theorists behaving
more reasonably than he would have guessed is that the last year or so has not been
kind to their early hopes that statistical calculations would allow some sort of real
predictions to emerge from the anthropic landscape. It has become increasingly clear
that this kind of idea just can’t work, for reasons that have been extensively discussed
here.

I predict a lively discussion in the comment section over at Scott’s blog, and
encourage people to use that venue. Already John Preskill has weighed in with what
he thinks is an unintentional double entendre about Susskind: “When I listen to Lenny
Susskind, I really believe that information can come out of a black hole.”

http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=181
http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=181
http://www.scottaaronson.com/talks/anthropic.html
http://www.scottaaronson.com/talks/anthropic.html
http://www.scottaaronson.com/talks/anthropic.html
http://www.scottaaronson.com/talks/anthropic.html


Update: Scott is pretty funny, but I have to admit that Lubos is completely hilarious.

Comments

1. hack
December 21, 2006

string theory critics are “intellectually non-serious”… this sounds alot like the
language used by neoconservatives against critics of the Iraq war. Interesting
parallel.

2. M
December 21, 2006

I think that

a) judging string theorists from Lubos, and
b) judging string theory from our anthropic vacuum

are equally misguided approaches. One event is not enough to meaningfully test
a statistical distribution.

3. Peter Woit
December 21, 2006

hack,

Because of my desire to keep politics out of this blog I’ve avoided so far giving
into the temptation to draw parallels between the string and Iraq fiascos, but it
is hard to resist. In both cases most sensible people agree things are going badly,
with those in authority resisting calls for pulling out and accusing their critics of
not providing a tolerable alternative. Also, in both cases most people I know
think not much is going to improve until Nov. 2008, when US presidential
elections, and LHC experimental results, both promise about a 50% chance of
some positive changes in the situation.

4. stringhater
December 21, 2006

It is easy to criticize a scientific endeavor, if it is speculative it is crazy, if it is not
speculative, it is going nowhere, or it is not cutting edge, the speculations might
or might not develop into facts, if they dont they an easy target, crazy
speculations which were obviously never going to work, if they do, they are often
incremental, something you can brush off as insignificant, it doesnt achieve all
you had hoped, well that happens all the time, science is normally incremental,
Peter Woit, you find it so easy to criticize the science of others, what about your
own, has it progressed more than all those whom you so easily criticize? Oh, wait
a minute, you don’t seem to have any science, well that explains a few things.

5. wazoo

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/12/academia-and-scientific-integrity.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/12/academia-and-scientific-integrity.html


December 21, 2006

The anthropic principle seems to have weird effects on people. I wonder whether
people really argue in those terms? And, at Stanford?

What’s going to happen when those graduates start reaching the higher rungs at
Hewlett Packard? I don’t know… I think those slides gave me a horrible
hangover…

6. Yatima
December 21, 2006

wazoo said:

What’s going to happen when those graduates start reaching the higher rungs at
Hewlett Packard?

What do you _think_ will happen? The usual stuff: Winning contracts, eliminating
co-workers, mooching and smooching, the odd superfluous management book;
maybe some pretexting and an invitation to a board of enquiry. Business is quite
unlike physics. It is even quite unlike engineering.

While “Computational Complexity and the Anthropic Principle” is certainly not a
great contribution to string theory (IMHO of course), it certainly is fun reading.
Though I’m not sure whether, assuming that “There is no physical means to solve
NP-complete problems in polynomial time” holds in the universe (which I agree
with), the sentence “There is no way to reach a solution to an NP-complete
problem in polynomial time in the multiverse” is necessarily true or even
meaningful. Where is Greg Egan when you need him?

…but for this evening I have the Complexity Zoo to admire.

7. anon
December 21, 2006

Scott Aaronson’s talk mixing the everett multiverse and the anthropic principle
is…breathtaking…Not-Even-Wrong “physics” of monumental proportions.

The huge complexity zoo makes it starkly clear that complexity theory is a very
young field. Those guys need a classification theorem that will reduced the
number of complexity classes by a factor of 10, at least.

8. Scott Aaronson
December 21, 2006

Those guys need a classification theorem that will reduced the number of
complexity classes by a factor of 10, at least.

I’ve heard that complaint more often than I can remember, but I’ve never found
it particularly well thought-out. Do chemists need a classification theorem that
would reduce the number of elements — say, by collapsing nitrogen with helium?
The bottom line is that there are a lot of complexity classes because there are a

http://qwiki.caltech.edu/wiki/Complexity_Zoo
http://qwiki.caltech.edu/wiki/Complexity_Zoo


lot of models of computation. Furthermore, we know that collapse can’t be the
general rule of the Complexity Zoo — for example, since P!=EXP, we must have
either P!=NP or NP!=PSPACE or PSPACE!=EXP (and most likely all three of
them).

If you’re serious about wanting a classification theorem, can you tell me anything
concrete about what such a theorem should look like? This blog is no place for
critics and naysayers — I want to see a positive proposal! 

9. Not Even Not Even Wrong
December 21, 2006

Scott,
chemistry has the periodic table, which is a classification and probably just the
sort of “reduction” that anon was talking about.

10. Scott Aaronson
December 21, 2006

Yes, but it’s a messy classification, where some rows contain 2 elements, others
8, and others 18, and the properties of an element can be deduced from the
column it’s in except when they can’t…

I could give you a “classification” of complexity classes in exactly the same
sense. Here, I’ll even start: P is to NP is to BPP, as E is to NE is to BPE, as EXP is
to NEXP is to BPEXP…

11. Chris W.
December 21, 2006

Actually, Hack, neoconservatives have started directing the accusation of “non-
seriousness” against the Bush administration. Don’t ask me why it took so long.
From “Neo Culpa” in Vanity Fair:

Kenneth Adelman: “The most dispiriting and awful moment of the
whole administration was the day that Bush gave the Presidential
Medal of Freedom to [former C.I.A. director] George Tenet, General
Tommy Franks, and [Coalition Provisional Authority chief] Jerry [Paul]
Bremer—three of the most incompetent people who’ve ever served in
such key spots. And they get the highest civilian honor a president can
bestow on anyone! That was the day I checked out of this
administration. It was then I thought, There’s no seriousness here,
these are not serious people. If he had been serious, the president
would have realized that those three are each directly responsible for
the disaster of Iraq.”

12. Arun
December 22, 2006

Thomas Friedman, NYT pundit and pontificator, had a bunch of rules for the
Middle East in his column, which I have presented here removing one sentence.

http://www.vanityfair.com/politics/features/2006/12/neocons200612?printable=true&currentPage=all
http://www.vanityfair.com/politics/features/2006/12/neocons200612?printable=true&currentPage=all


“Rule 1: What people tell you in private in the Middle East is irrelevant. All that
matters is what they will defend in public in their own language. Anything said to
you in English, in private, doesn’t count. …. In the Mideast, officials say what
they really believe in public and tell you what you want to hear in private.”

I’m wondering whether Friedman Rule 1 is applicable in a wider circle than just
the Middle East.

(w.r.t. “… in private conversation I find that most string theorists and I agree
much more than one would guess.”).

13. Chris Oakley
December 22, 2006

Stop! Stop! Enough politics! This is getting like Lubos’s blog!

14. Robert Musil
December 22, 2006

Surely there can be few means of evidencing the “non-seriousness” of a scientific
discussion than for its participants to decend into political analogies of which
they generally have little expertise. “Not Even Wrong” is an admirable, serious
discussion maintained by a remarkable man.

The political infection is a mistake. A very big mistake.

15. Peter Woit
December 22, 2006

OK, OK, no more politics. But at least no one has brought up global warming….

16. A String Theorist
December 23, 2006

Hi Peter,

In a comment above you indicate your belief in the possibility that experimental
results from the LHC could lead to an improvement in the string theory situation.

Do you believe we might actually discover TeV scale strings, black holes, or extra
dimensions?

It seems that if we “only” discover some kind of supersymmetry, or Higgs (even if
it is not the standard Higgs but something more exotic), that will have no impact
on string theory (other than sociological) because any such scenario can likely be
embedded in some version of string theory.

To summarize: it’s really hard for me to imagine any experimental result that
would have an impact on string theory.

17. Peter Woit
December 23, 2006



A String Theorist,

What I meant about the LHC was not that it would have anything to say about
string theory, but that it might tell us something exciting and unexpected, most
likely about electroweak symmetry breaking. If this happens, many theorists
would just drop string theory and work on whatever new direction the
experiments are indicating. This would improve a lot the situation of particle
theory, not the situation of string theory.

18. Thomas Larsson
December 23, 2006

To summarize: it’s really hard for me to imagine any experimental result that
would have an impact on string theory.

For almost 20 year, Ed Witten repeatly stated that string theory makes one
prediction, supersymmetry (and one postdiction, gravity). Hence if SUSY is
disproven at the LHC, there are two possibilities:

1. Witten was right and string theory is wrong. Then there seems to be no point
in pursuing string theory.

2. Witten was wrong. Since Witten’s enthusiasm was the main reason for being
interested in string theory in the first place, there seems to be no point in
pursuing string theory.

19. Arun
December 23, 2006

Perhaps the so-far-unsuccessful scientific effort to detect gravitational waves –
which I think is at least as old as the first string revolution – can be examined for
clues as to how patient one needs to be with respect to scientific discovery?

20. no
December 23, 2006

general relativity was proposed in 1915, made a firm postdiction for the
perihelion of Mercury and a few firm predictions; the first one was quantitatively
confirmed in 1919 (just after WWI, that caused some delay).

String theory predicts supesymmetry, maybe around the weak scale, maybe a bit
above, maybe around the string scale (which could be anywhere below the
Planck scale), maybe at any intermediate scale, maybe split, maybe super-split
(on 1st April).

Arun, I think there is some difference.

21. Arun
December 24, 2006

no, I specifically mean LIGO!



22. MathPhys
December 24, 2006

Am I reading Lubos right? Is he preparing himself for leaving academia?

23. YBM
December 24, 2006

I’d guess that Lubos is actually searching desperately for an excuse, feeling he’s
likely to be fired soon.

24. PPKR
December 25, 2006

$2 for scott

25. gw
December 25, 2006

lubos’s low-degree of psycosocial intelligence (esp., inability to detect
sarcasm/clearly identifiable marks of non-seriousness) leads me to conclude that
he has asperger’s syndrome. he should be checked.

26. Eli Rabett
December 25, 2006

Two short comments. First, the interesting question about Motl is what next. He
is not stupid, which either means he has some plan for the future that fits in with
his behavior, or he is stupid (see a) or he has a cushy job lined up somewhere
else (Czech Republic??) where his behavior and lack of production will not make
a difference so he can indulge himself.

Scott Aaronson makes a fundamental mistake. While the periodic table may
appear messy to a physicist, it is a huge reduction from the number of possible
molecules, and the key organizing principle in chemistry. As a minor note, the
original table, based on reactions with oxygen and hydrogen WAS rectangular,
however there are a large number of other forms which may appeal to you (in
roughly chronological order)

27. Jonathan Vos Post
December 25, 2006

“There is no way to reach a solution to an NP-complete problem in polynomial
time in the multiverse” is necessarily true or even meaningful. Where is Greg
Egan when you need him?”

Or Charles Stross, or Rudy Rucker, or Vernor Vinge, all of whom write great
fiction about such questions.

28. Hans
December 25, 2006

http://www.meta-synthesis.com/webbook/35_pt/pt.html
http://www.meta-synthesis.com/webbook/35_pt/pt.html


I have Aspergers Syndrome myself and studying theoretical physics. And I can
say, Lubos is a hard case of this desease.

I have run in similar problems on internet forums as he does on his blog.
When discussing about things in which feelings of other persons would be
involved, everyone could see my “mathematical thinking style” unable to recover
emotions of other people (at least as fast as a normal people should)

An extreme case, where this lack of empathy is seen, is this post of lubos:
http://mrigmaiden.blogspot.com/2006/08/zero-divergence-blogroll.html

Although the grandma of the poster has died, lubos attacks the physical ideas of
this female student. He relies on physics having no connection to how the
attacked person might feel.

From my experiences, I have learned, that it is best for a person with AS, only to
comment seldom on things where feelings of toughts of others are involved. And
when, then one has to put words like “I think” or “in my opinion” Or “maybe” or
“as I understand” in ones sentences. This is, because the mathematical thinking
style makes a person with AS believe, he/she knows the world for sure.

But this isnt. Since persons with AS have only a rather small connection to
others feelings, and so, they miss important facts in their analysis.

One can live with AS almost without being seen as excentric. But only if one
represses oneself on discussions that could be connected with others feelings.

If I would open a blog and discuss opinions of sociology or personal feelings on
what others are doing (calling people working on LQG as crackpots is not a
scientific statement), It would be my death.

But exactly this is the problem here:
It is correct, that LQG is not developed that far as string theory is (because of
the lower number of researchers). So lubos is calling researchers in this field as
crackpots. Because they are working on a theory that is not developed that
much. His mathematical analysis leads to a conclusion and then he insults the
researchers.

It is correct, that most females have not so much scientific interests than males.
This statement can be based on sociological data as on brain functional analysis.
Lubos sees this, and now tries to find more facts. He then looks for IQ studies of
woman, and states this loudly. Without thinking, that he will insult some women.
(But however, it is not intelligence, but different interests, (it can be shown that
woman are, on the average, more interested in living objects), why, regrettably,
so few woman study physics. Here lubos has lack of knowledge of sociological
data, but he presents his poor evidence loudly as facts. With no care, of insulting
anyone. Sentences, like “I think” or “Maybe it is” or “this might be an interesting
result”, or any sign of open-mindedness for other meanings are not present.

This is typical for AS. A person with a mathematical mind takes some data as
axioms. And then, all other opinions are wrong.

http://mrigmaiden.blogspot.com/2006/08/zero-divergence-blogroll.html
http://mrigmaiden.blogspot.com/2006/08/zero-divergence-blogroll.html


And he will present his thinkings without any knowledge how others feeling.

I think for him it would be the best, simply to SHUT DOWN HIS BLOG
IMMEDIATELY and concentrate himself working on some papers. He has ruined
his life with his blog.

In Munich, I’ve heared Suesskind complaining personally about Lubos Blog! If
Lubos would not have this blog, almost everyone would employ a former Harvard
professor. (But of course, Lubos won’t shut down his blog, because he thinks that
he was always right, seeing no insults he has made. He writes that he “does not
enjoy elementary human rights now”, and this shows no insight, that he has done
something wrong)

Lubos should furthermore only comment on sociological items, when he has
thought of seriously, what others might think of his sentence.

This is something, one can expect from an intelligent man, even if he has AS or
not.

And then, when he finds out, that he has no or not much ideas of, what others
might think on his sentences, he should go to a therapist, who gives him some
hints).
Then he should try to train this ability.

For Lubos, this is the only way to go.

A first check if he should go to a doctor is this test from Cambridge:

http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/9.12/aqtest.html

29. Eeyk
December 25, 2006

This kind of “diagnosis-at-a-distance” doesn’t strike me as particularly serious.
On the other hand autism, in any of its different forms and degrees, does not
explain, for example, why should anyone write a long piece of gratuitous,
deceitful publicity for Micros*ft in their own blog. Just plain stupidity of the
garden variety is more than enough for that.

Demographically speaking, people afflicted with Asperger syndrome are
relatively rare. Guys like Lubos, look for one and you’ll find dozens.

30. John A
December 25, 2006

Hans, that’s very insightful. I’d never thought of Lubos like that but it makes a
lot of sense. Lubos does not recognize certain behaviors that he displays are
exactly the same sorts of behaviors he criticizes in others.

I’ve had some run-ins with some climate scientists (and one or two journalists
and mad bloggers) but I have never, ever wished them physical harm. The idea
that Lubos could wish that of Peter Woit is beyond reprehensible, its inhuman.

http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/9.12/aqtest.html
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I think Lubos could shut down the blog, if and only if, he could be convinced that
the blog was detrimental to his work even if it is remarkably popular. If I was
looking to employ Lubos, then I’d insist that he shut down the blog.

I know a professor at Harvard who told me that he is not allowed to run a blog
nor respond to people on blogs. I’ve no idea how or why Lubos gets away with it.

There IS a crisis in physics and nobody knows how to begin to solve it. A theory
of quantum gravity that makes testable predictions is as elusive today as it was
in Einstein’s time.

31. Hans
December 25, 2006

Eyek wrote
>Demographically speaking, people afflicted with Asperger syndrome are
relatively rare.

No. It affects 0,05% in the general population.

Most of these people become mathematicians or physicists or engineers.
In physics they aren’t rare. At least, they are as rare as people in academic
positions on western universities whishing others to die because they have other
opinions.

Again: This post here:
http://mrigmaiden.blogspot.com/2006/08/zero-divergence-blogroll.html
indicates behaviour that only someone without empathy can have.

For example, these points of behaviour would led to a diagnosis by a doctor
(DSM-IV):

#1) Restricted repetitive & stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests and
activities, as manifested by at least one of the following:
## 1A) encompassing preoccupation with one or more stereotyped and
restricted patterns of interest that is abnormal either in intensity or focus.
(Lubos hates LQG and does String theory only. I think he is preoccupied with
string theory to an abnormal intensity. Some would say he is a “String theory
fanatic”. That does count here.)

He fullfills one criteria of #1. so we go to step #2

# 2 The disturbance causes clinically significant impairments in social,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

(When others think his behaviour is rude, or excentric, and telling him this often,
and Harvard forbids him to write what he wants, this could count as a significant
impairment. At least then, when Lubos becomes unemployed and does not get a
job, because of his blog. It is to say here, that many professors with AS do not
fulfill the point above. But this point is not present in many other diagnostic
criteria. That is, we could use the criteria by Gilbert or ICD10, were this is not

http://mrigmaiden.blogspot.com/2006/08/zero-divergence-blogroll.html
http://mrigmaiden.blogspot.com/2006/08/zero-divergence-blogroll.html


present, if we want him diagnosed)

# 3 There is no clinically significant general delay in language
(Lubos speaks fluently and theres no reason to believe he had suffered from
language delay in the past)

# 4 There is no clinically significant delay in cognitive development other than in
social interaction
(Lubos is a bright guy. Otherwise he would not be able to do string theory)

# 5 Qualitative impairment in social interaction, as manifested by at least two of
the following

## 5A) lack of social or emotional reciprocity
(Aaronsons post was humour. This is seen by most healthy adults. But not by
lubos, who lacks appropriate emotional reciprocity and takes Aaronsons post in
fact by word)

To fully qualify for a diagnosis, he must now fulfill one of the following points:

## 5B) marked impairments in the use of multiple nonverbal behaviors such as
and gestures to regulate social interaction
## 5C) failure to develop peer relationships appropriate to developmental level
## 5D) a lack of spontaneous seeking to share enjoyment, interest or
achievements with other people

Of course, I cannot check B,C,D online! But I think he fulfills 1A, 2, 3, 4, 5A.

For a doctor, it would be important now, if he also fullfills 5b or 5c or 5d. He only
needs to fullfill one point and then case closed.

Or one could look at maybe DSM-IV or ICD-10 where other diagnostic criteria
are stated. Maybe there IS case closed then.

32. MathPhys
December 25, 2006

I must admit I was stunned to read Lubos’ reaction to Aaronson’s post.
Something’s wrong with that young man.

33. woit
December 25, 2006

Please, please, enough about Lubos’s supposed psychological problems, this isn’t
on-topic or worth this much discussion, and mostly seems to me rather ill-
informed anyway. I have no idea what he’s alluding to about leaving academia.
The most amazing thing about him has always seemed to me the fact that his
string theory colleagues seem to consider him a serious scientist, the best young
one they can hire, and to this day, as far as I know, have not taken any steps to
try and bring his point of view on string theory into some sort of alignment with
reality.



34. woit
December 25, 2006

Arun,

I don’t really see any relation between LIGO and string theory. One has known
what sorts of gravitational waves GR predicts for a long time, they have been
indirectly observed in binary pulsars, and direct observation is a very tough
technical problem. The current LIGO has always been known to not be sensitive
enough to definitely see a signal.

35. Hans
December 25, 2006

Sorry, for these discussion about Lubos. It will never occur on this Blog anymore.

I made this post because people out there, who are to give him a new job, after
his time at Harvard is over, can understand Lubos better.
Lubos may feel, that no one would give him a new job in academia because of his
behaviour. He may feel, that he is in some sense “outside” of the community. And
therefore, he writes that he looks forward to leave it.

It is important for future employers to recognize, that they deal with someone,
whose papers should be read with greatest interest, but his insulting writings on
other people are simply not to be taken seriously or as rude. It is important for
employers, that Lubos does not intend to be rude, naive, or odd in any way.
I think, Lubos just thinks he makes (mathematically) correct statements.

One should judge him on his papers and on nothing else.

I would give him a research scientist position, were he can write papers without
influence of anything social other than simple situations as lecturing, for
example (here one speaks logically derived sentences to a silent audience. He
will have no problems with lecturing).

It is important to have a non perturbative string theory. And this part of his
research might be the reason for giving him a job at Harvard.

He should be given a position, were he can develop this further.

36. Scott Aaronson
December 26, 2006

Thanks, Hans — I have no idea if your analysis is correct, but it did help to put
Luboš’s apparent vitriol against me and others in a different light.

Scott Aaronson makes a fundamental mistake. While the periodic table may
appear messy to a physicist, it is a huge reduction from the number of possible
molecules, and the key organizing principle in chemistry.

In exactly the same sense, the “zoo” of complexity classes is a huge reduction in
the number of possible computational problems, and the key organizing principle



in theoretical computer science. The zoo and the periodic table are both
relatively messy, but still much simpler than the alternatives.

37. Graduate
December 26, 2006

Hans,

No offense intended but maybe you should go post all this stuff on Motl’s blog
where he might have a think on it. Whether he has AS or not, you do seem to
have some helpful insight into his behavior so maybe you will know how to get
things across to him in a way that will help.

Cheers.

38. Hans
December 26, 2006

I think this won’t help. He would simply delete my comments, without any
thinking.

The problem is, that he belives he is strictly correct. He thinks simply:

String theory=most developed theory of Gravity
=>String Theory=Science
=>critics of String Theory=anti-scientists.
Anti scientists=crackpots
As a scientist one must fight against crackpots
=> one must fight strongly against any critique of String theory.

That is all. There is no space for other opinions, meanings and thinkings or even
humour in his mental structure.

Maybe his colleagues tried often, to explain him, that there are allways different
opinions out there. Maybe they have given up, because telling him this has no
effect on him. (At least Susskind, who, in Munich, projected a big photo of a prof.
Lubos Motl, Harvard, with his beamer, that was signed with the phrase
“Susskind is senile”, seemed to found it strange, that such statements are in a
blog from a Harvard professor. I think, in Stanford, he won’t get a job these
days).

To say that there’s a point in life, which he misses completely is, in my opinion
best done by a friend (if he has such) or a colleague, whom he has some respect
of. At best of course a String theorist.

And not an anonymous crackpot coming from a crackpot blog of the internet.

Also: In a one to one conversation, these problems might be not present. Since
here, one has a wider context (as facial expressions), which makes it easier
detect, if some words are not appropriate as in online writings.
It might be, that in a one to one conversation, he is seen by his colleagues as



merely a “shy” man. So one could forgive his colleagues, when they dit not tell
him something.

Also, I think although Lubos is not allowed by Harvard, to comment on “not even
wrong”, he even might read this postings here, just for couriosity. Here, he can
read them twice, without deleting them.

Aaronson might complain to Harvard because lubos called him “the ultimate
example of a complete moral breakdown of a scientist”
and “a corrupt piece of moral trash. ”

I think such a complain should be made to Harvard. In it it should be
emphasized, that no one can take Lubos seriously after reading his texts.
Aaronson could write, that Harvard should protect Lubos from himself by
shutting down his blog which continues to contain insults.

39. Eeyk
December 26, 2006

No. It affects 0,05% in the general population.

Five in ten thousand is what most people would call “relatively rare”.

At least, they are as rare as people in academic positions on western universities
whishing others to die because they have other opinions.

“Empathy-impaired” persons are not necessarily afflicted with AS. Many other
conditions can lead to a lack of empathy. Even more so, non-empathic people are
not necessarily mentally ill, just as non-musical people are not necessarily deaf.

I understand your viewpoint, and your opinion on this might well be correct, but
I think it takes more than bad net.behavior and over-the-top blogposts to
diagnose someone with a mental illness or personality disorder.

40. Hans
December 26, 2006

Well, I think this is rather going off topic here.
I simply wanted to give Lubos or employers of Lubos some advice. Not more. And
this will definitely be the last reply on that topic.
We should discuss on physics now.

But to answer Eeyek shortly:
He wrote:
“non-empathic people are not necessarily mentally ill”

It is a spectrum. One says, that “non-empathic” people are ill, when they run into
problems with environment or their lack of empathy is simply striking. That’s all.

To answer the second point:
I have met people diagnosed with AS on internet forums. Unfortunately some
hard cases behaved in a way, exactly with the same writing style (when it comes



to social naivity, misunderstanding, (unfortunately) aggression, insults,
fanaticism on topics, collecting data, repeating facts, repeating contents) as I see
it from this Harvard professor. The reason for my conclusion comes from at least
70 samples with AS. The fact that I’ve seen exactly this behaviour only and I
emphasize ONLY in harder cases with AS, is the reason for calling him
unfortunately a “hard” case in the post above.

I don’t want to go into detail here, even if I could do it easily, because this is a
physics blog.

Maybe Lubos has no AS. But then he would be a very good imitator of a harder
case of this disease. It is difficult to imitate a disability.

Just for fun: http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=111

41. Hans
December 28, 2006

Lubos now says, that he might go to Kenya
http://www.haloscan.com/comments/lumidek/6952878876388094292
/?src=hsr#689412

Wonder, if they need there any sort of a stringtheorist. At least, it was Czech
fighter jets which they definitely wanted in Kenya.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corruption_in_Kenya
Would have cost them Sh 12.3 billion. Maybe they think Lubos gives a good
warlord (or what so ever).

Well, as Lubos has some experience with countries whereis not much freedom of
speech as was in former communist czech and as is in Kenya till today:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/4765250.stm

I don’t think one really has to fear about him there.

42. Chris Oakley
December 29, 2006

Lubos now says, that he might go to Kenya

Fine by me, especially if he has no access to the internet there.

43. Hans de Vries
December 29, 2006

Lubos now says, that he might go to Kenya, “Wonder, if they need there
any sort of a string theorist ”

Do not underestimate Kenya’s head of Internal Security Michuki. He knows very
well that String Theory is currently our only hope for the development of gravity
guns, or wormholes generators for rapid troop deployment, just to name a few.

Be sure that Security chief Michuki did read the literature and books on
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advanced physics directed to the general public. Without doubt he has the means
and will to provide Dr. Motl with his own secret lab in the jungle to lay the basis
for a grandiose vision of a great pan African empire.

For Dr.Motl, Africa will be just as good as any starting place to free the world of
Climate fanatics, Islam, feminist, liberals, democrats, communist and worst of
all: crackpots (String theory skeptics). There are already signs of an emerging
united African front (including Mogadishu warlords) in the struggle against the
latter.

(Read the text associated with the Image here)
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/12/intellectuals-beat-allah-in-somalia.html

Regards, Hans

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/12/intellectuals-beat-allah-in-somalia.html
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Holiday Links

December 26, 2006
Categories: Uncategorized

A random collection of links, on the whole not having anything to do with the
holidays:

A Stanford Physics Student in Berkeley is now An American Physics Student in
England, and reports from the DAMTP Christmas party, where people were supposed
to be wearing “Sci-Fi” costumes, that one physicist came in a black t-shirt with the
following printed on the front:

The Anthropic Landscape of String Theory

Leonard Susskind. hep-th/0302019

As far as I can tell, of string theory papers written during the last four years, this is
the second most heavily cited (the first is the KKLT one that inspired it). How dare
these English people act as if this is some sort of joke?

Raymond Streater’s Lost Causes web-site has always been a wonderful source of
anecdotes and opinions. He has a new book coming out any day now from Springer
entitled Lost Causes in and Beyond Physics which I’ve just ordered and am looking
forward to reading. Streater’s web-site also includes a pretty hilarious commentary
on Lubos Motl’s typically absurd review of one of Streater’s earlier books, the
deservedly famous PCT, Spin and Statistics and All That, written with Arthur
Wightman. I had never realized I was in such good company.

From Streater’s web-site I also found a link to an interesting talk by Guralnick on
some of the history he was involved in of work on symmetry breaking in QFT during
the sixties which ultimately led to the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model and what is
now known as the Higgs mechanism. The talk tells how leading physicists
discouraged work on these ideas as “junk” that wouldn’t lead anywhere and would
ensure that one couldn’t get a job. During these years the dominant opinion was that
S-matrix theory was the route to future progress, with QFT a dead-end.

Back when I was a physics graduate student I remember every so often picking up a
copy of the journal Foundations of Physics and flipping through it, trying to read some
of the articles. From what I remember, at the time it struck me as a semi-crackpot
phenomenon, mixing a few serious attempts at thinking about foundations with large
heaps of nonsense. It seemed clear to me then that serious theorists worked on very
different things, trying to understand gauge theories and the Standard Model. A
friend of mine who was also a graduate student back in those days recently told me
that now the current mainstream literature strikes him as much like that found in the
old days in journals like Foundations. I don’t know what this means for physics, but
Springer recently announced that Gerard ‘t Hooft (one of the main creators of gauge
theory) is taking over as editor-in-chief of the journal. Maybe in times like ours in
which there is no experimental guidance, work on foundations should get new
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emphasis (I think this is one of the points in Lee Smolin’s recent book).

If one wants an overview of recent developments in the interaction of math and
physics, one could do a lot worse than read the proposal from various mathematicians
and physicists in the Netherlands entitled The Fellowship of Geometry and Quantum
Theory (via Klaas Landsman’s web-site).

John Baez’s student Derek Wise has a well-written paper about Cartan connections,
and John provides some commentary in his latest This Week’s Finds in Mathematical
Physics. I’ve always been fascinated by Cartan connections, since they provide a
framework linking very general ideas about geometry with Lie groups. As John notes,
they provide a joint generalization of the Riemannian and Kleinian points of view
about geometry. They also seem to provide a natural mathematical framework for
thinking about the relation between GR and gauge theory. Besides the references
given by Wise, one should also note that Kobayshi-Nomizu, the standard reference
text among mathematicians on geometry from the point of view of connections, is
very much inspired by the idea of a Cartan connection. It seems likely to me that if we
ever figure out how to properly understand geometrically how to unify gravity and the
standard model, these ideas will be part of the story (although much else will also be
required, including an understanding of the role of spinors, and of the geometry
behind quantization).

Finally, for comic relief, Kris Krogh pointed me to a talk by Michael Berry from a few
years ago, where he describes his experience back in 1985 at CalTech when he was
working on quantum physics and zeta-functions, and met up with some of the local
string theorists:

I met one of them, who asked what I was working on. When I told him, he fixed me
with a pitying stare. “Yes, we have zeta functions throughout string theory. I expect
the Riemann hypothesis will be proved in a few months, as a baby example of string
theory.”

Update: Several people have pointed out that the Susskind t-shirt or the report about
it contain a typo. The correct reference is hep-th/0302219

Update: There’s an interview with me posted on Scienceline, the web-site of the NYU
Science, Health and Environmental Reporting Program, with the title Stringing Up
String Theory.

Update: Yet another interview, this one with Lee Smolin at IEEE Spectrum on-line,
called Thread-bare Theories.

Comments

1. andy
December 26, 2006

I once talked to our librarians about the peculiar inclusion of “foundations of
physics” with the other physics books because it appears to be a philosophy
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journal. Apparently the LOC decides where it is shelved for most libraries.

2. Peter Shor
December 26, 2006

Can I put in a plea for less scorn in physics? I don’t really want to defend the
foundations of physics, as much of the research in this field really was, and
probably still is, junk. But the dismissal of the whole field as garbage by the vast
majority of mainstream physicists is, in my opinion, a large part of the reason
that the profound differences between classical and quantum computation
weren’t discovered earlier. The field of quantum computation was thus ignored
by the mainstream and founded by crackpots, outsiders (such as me), and the
occasioual genius who didn’t care what other people thought. This, of course,
was greatly to my benefit. (I’ve changed my mind. More scorn! More scorn!)

If the string theorists are wrong, the scenario will undoubtedly be repeated in
the case of quantum gravity. Is anybody paying attention to the work of Alain
Connes, a genius and an outsider?

3. Tony Smith
December 27, 2006

Peter Woit said “… Kobayshi-Nomizu, the standard reference text among
mathematicians on geometry from the point of view of connections, is very much
inspired by the idea of a Cartan connection. It seems likely to me that if we ever
figure out how to properly understand geometrically how to unify gravity and the
standard model, these ideas will be part of the story (although much else will
also be required, including an understanding of the role of spinors, and of the
geometry behind quantization). …”.

In that context, might it be useful to revisit the 1980s work of Meinhard Mayer,
A. Trautman, et al, on the geometry of gauge theories, which work extended the
1960s Kobayashi-Nomizu material from a gauge physics point of view ?
Examples of such work include:
Hadronic Journal 4 (1981) 108-152;
and
New Developments in Mathematical Physics, 20th Universitatswochen fur
Kernphysik in Schladming in February 1981 (ed. by Mitter and Pittner),
Springer-Verlag 1981, especially the articles entitled
A Brief Introduction to the Geometry of Gauge Fields;
The Geometry of Symmetry Breaking in Gauge Theories; and
Geometric Aspects of Quantized Gauge Theories.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

4. Tony Smith
December 27, 2006

Peter Shor asked “… Is anybody paying attention to the work of Alain Connes, a
genius and an outsider? …”.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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Actually, Peter Woit has had at least two entries on this blog about Alain Connes:

December 2005 at http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=313
which has links to a Tehran interview and workshop

and

October 2006 at http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=482
The latter entry has links to
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610241 (a paper by Chameseddine and Connes in
which they calculate “… a Higgs mass around 170 GeV and a top mass
compatible with present experimental value …”, clearly (in my opinion) the type
of results that superstringers would love to have but have been unable to get)
and
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/webseminars/pg+ws/2006/ncg/ (a Cambridge
workshop on noncommutative geometry)
as well as
a link to an interview with Connes at
http://www.arte.tv/fr/connaissance-decouverte/science
/Paroles_20de_20chercheur/1350636.html

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

5. Paul Jackson
December 27, 2006

Peter Shor is right; we need more tolerance in Physics. On the other hand, there
may be wisdom in Henry Ford’s aphorism: “History is bunk” (or did he mean
Philosophy?). But the equivocal stance is a futile one. So I say — strength to
Peter Woit, who is anything but equivocal.

There is also room in physics for folk like Eduard Prugovecki, a Toronto
physicist-mathematician-philosopher who explored the prehistory of the String
Wars (aka the Renormalisation Wars). A long and informative article of his is at:

http://individual.utoronto.ca/prugovecki/EpistemicPerspectives.html

It does not appear in the archives of this Blog, but should be more widely known.

6. Michael
December 27, 2006

Hi Peter,

[this is somewhat off-topic but closely related to your post]

You once blogged that Graeme Segal would conduct a seminar at Columbia
during December. Has he held his seminar yet?

7. woit
December 27, 2006
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Michael,

Segal gave a long lecture at a one day conference organized by Dennis Sullivan
at the CUNY Graduate Center in December. He also gave a long series of
lectures here at Columbia this past semester.

The lectures were about various topics in QFT, and he is writing a book on the
subject. I’ve been trying to think of various tactics that might encourage him to
get the book done more quickly. One of them would be to put my own notes from
his lectures on-line, but given their state, I decided that that would be mean.
Some of this material is already in lectures that you can find on-line written up
by Segal himself.

8. Matt
December 27, 2006

First of all, I can name the Anthropically attired physicist, but I’m not sure if he
would want to be “outed”, so I’ll just send him a link to the post.

Secondly, Andy said, “I once talked to our librarians about the peculiar inclusion
of “foundations of physics” with the other physics books because it appears to be
a philosophy journal.”

It’s a physics journal alright, just not one that only publishes papers that
calculate the cross-section of somethingorother. I realize that makes it not
recognisable as physics to a large section of the physics community. Compare
with Stud. Hist. Phil. Mod. Phys. if you want to see what a philosophy journal
looks like. In my opinion, creating artificial boundaries between “physics”,
“philosophy”, “mathematics” and even “computer science” these days is part of
the problem with modern physics. Foundational questions are studied mainly by
philosophers, physicists and mathematicians, but they each bring a different
approach to the subject and have different goals in studying it, so we’re best off
treating it as an interdisciplinary subject rather than cordoning it off as
“philosophy”. In any case, who cares where Found. Phys. goes in the library? Is
there anyone left who wouldn’t prefer to access it on the web instead?

On the other hand, I agree that Found. Phys. has had a rather checkered history.
It has gone through eras where editorial policy was particularly bad, but right
now it seems to be more or less on track, so have a look at a recent issue and see
what you think. I’d urge caution in judging it too harshly though. After all, even
the esteemed PRL contains a large proportion of misguided papers. Even if
technically correct, they often do not have the significance for the subject
claimed by the authors. The main difference is that PRL covers technical work at
the forefront of modern physics, so it is difficult for a casual reader to judge the
quality of papers outside their field. On the other hand, Found. Phys. covers the
foundations of subjects that any educated physicist ought to know something
about, so it is much easier to spot the garbage.

9. Doug Natelson
December 27, 2006



Found. Phys. is not the only journal that has gone through, shall we say,
interesting periods. Look up Nature 251, 602 (1974) for an example.

10. Perry
December 27, 2006

If a paper uses the word epistemology, it is philosophy!

11. Kris Krogh
December 27, 2006

Michael Berry’s talk reminds me very much of Richard Feynman. The full text is
here.

12. Chris Oakley
December 28, 2006

Re: Streater/Wightman, I would be grateful if some kind reader of this blog
would find it in their hearts to update the Wiki entry for Haag’s theorem with
authoritative, up-to-date information. This is, after all, one of the main things
tackled by this book.

Re: Eduard Prugovecki – thank-you, Peter Jackson, for drawing attention to
Prugovecki, who arguments against renormalization are more learned and
eloquent than my own. I was sorry to see that he died relatively young.

13. Chris Oakley
December 28, 2006

Sorry: Paul, not Peter Jackson.

14. D R Lunsford
December 28, 2006

This was very nice to see in print:

http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/EPR.html

The whole Streater page is just pure fun!

-drl

15. D R Lunsford
December 28, 2006

Peter Shor – I don’t see Streater as being scornful at all, just wickedly sarcastic,
almost like H. L. Mencken. You get the strong feeling he has looked deeply into
many of these lost causes himself and knows why they fail, and like any good
explorer, is pointing out the potholes and cliffs to avoid.

His comments about quantum cosmology, wave fn of the universe, many worlds
etc are however genuinely and rightfully scornful. Perhaps there is not enough
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scorn in physics!

-drl

16. Mauricio
December 28, 2006

the correct hep-th number of Susskind’s article is hep-th/0302219

17. LDM
December 28, 2006

Kobayshi-Nomizu is a standard reference and needs to be more widely known
among physics students, but look as you may, you will not see semi-Riemannian
manifolds discussed. Also it is somewhat weak in that this standard reference on
geometry contains not one picture in either of its 2 volumes. It reminds one of
the criticism of Lamb’s Hydrodynamics — you can read it and still not know that
water is wet.
Volume 2 of Spivak is vastly superior for a physicsist in that it gives a good
analysis and motivation of the different approaches to connections, which is
more what a physicist needs…in other words, if you really want to understand
the history and motivation of the subject, read Spivak.

18. woit
December 29, 2006

LDM,

I agree that Spivak is much more readable than Kobayashi-Nomizu. It’s much
longer and does things in much more detail and at leisure. However, one thing I
noticed when teaching a course on this and using both as a reference is that
there are some pretty sizable chunks of Spivak where the proofs are more or less
directly copied out of Kobayashi and Nomizu.

On the whole, Kobayashi-Nomizu is not a good book to learn the subject from.
But once you know what is going on, it is an excellent reference, with beautifully
concise arguments.

19. D R Lunsford
December 29, 2006

peter – a friend pointed that out about the Feynman lectures – useless
didactically, but invaluable once you knew what was happening. I never
reconciled myself to this idea, having learned math from Klein and physics from
Sommerfeld. There is no reason to be obscure when writing a text.

-drl

20. Matt
December 29, 2006

Perry said, “If a paper uses the word epistemology, it is philosophy!”



I know this is meant as a joke and I can assure you that the humor is not lost on
me. Similarly, you can tell you are in a philosophy talk if the speaker ever talks
about “cashing out” an idea.

However, you can find an increasing number of papers that use the word
epistemology, or at least its cousin epistemic, in good old Phys. Rev., since they
are beginning to take foundations seriously again in the wake of quantum info
and quantum computation. That either means that Phys. Rev. is now publishing
philosophy, or that it is genuinely possible to write a paper that bridges the gap.
I’ll leave you to decide which is the case.

21. Louise
December 29, 2006

If you can’t see the stars from Manhattan, then check out ASTRONOMY
magazine: “WHAT IF STRING THEORY US WRONG? If it is, the dark matter,
dark energy and cosmic inflation are in big trouble.”

22. Peter Woit
December 29, 2006

I’ll take a look at the latest Astronomy, but dark matter, dark energy, and
inflation really have nothing to do one way or another with string theory.

23. anon
December 29, 2006

Not sure where to post this, but you and your book were mentioned in a year-in-
review episode of Talk of the the Nation’s Science Friday. One of the panelists
admitted to having written one of the most negative reviews of your book and
spewed some ignorant nonsense. Thought you might enjoy listening to it and
getting annoyed.

24. Peter Woit
December 29, 2006

anon,

Thanks, but I think I’ll pass on the opportunity to hear more from K.C. Cole. Her
review was by far the most amazingly bizarre one of the many I’ve seen. I made
the mistake of wasting my time complaining to her that she had misrepresented
what I wrote in the book about neutrinos. In response she wrote back to explain
that she, unlike me, was an expert on neutrino physics and had lectured to
physicists on the subject. Yesterday I was talking with someone who has worked
her, but will resist the temptation to repeat what he had to say about her.

25. Sebastian Thaler
December 29, 2006

The webcast of the Science Friday segment to which anon refers above can be
found at http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6696466 and the

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6696466
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6696466


discussion of Woit’s and Smolin’s books begins at 30:40.

26. LDM
December 30, 2006

K.C. Cole is not a scientist — and certainly could not do a real neutrino
calculation if her life depended upon it. NPR/sciencefriday should have its funds
cut for exposing our children to her incompetence.

27. Michael
December 30, 2006

Peter,

[again, partially off-topic but relevant nonetheless]

Do you know when, approximately, Segal will post his notes on the arXiv and/or
when his (presumed) book will come out?

Michael

28. Peter Woit
December 30, 2006

Michael,

I didn’t get the impression Segal was close to having a book done, and I don’t
think he intends to write up notes from these lectures, so unfortunately I think it
will be a while before this material appears in a finished, public form.

29. Alejandro Rivero
December 30, 2006

“Is anybody paying attention to the work of Alain Connes, a genius and an
outsider?”

I am  and it is a very difficult work to follow, in the side related to gravity. He is
up to conjuring all his previous experience on KMS states plus the new work
with Marcolli on Qlattices, in order to get a vision of gravity “as symmetry
breaking”.

Is anybody paying attention? Yes. Will anybody dedicate the effort needed to
follow him? I doubt it. At least in the gravity related issues. I am a bit more
optimistic in the question of producing examples and or classification of spectral
triples. And then there is the part about the standard model. Barrett at
Nottingham was putting attention recently, and it receives sporadic attention
from here and there, more or less at the level of any other GUT model.

30. TomH
December 30, 2006

K.C. Cole was a so-called “science reporter” for the Los Angeles Times a few



years ago. I found nearly everything she wrote to be exceedingly annoying, both
in style and content.

31. fh
December 30, 2006

From what I’ve seen people are very aware of Connes work, but nobody really
knows what to do with it.

I know that there are a couple of guys in Denmark trying to apply Loopy
techniquees to Connes style geometry, but it’s tough from a technical point of
view AND doesn’t really seem to conect to the conceptual physical questions that
seem appropriate….

Ah yes, the reference is:
hep-th/0601127

32. Shantanu
December 30, 2006

Peter and others, happy holidays. Have a look at Steinn’s blog
http://scienceblogs.com/catdynamics/2006/12/dissed_by_the_best.php
on how he shifted from string theory to astrophysics

33. a
December 31, 2006

it would be interesting to have a presentation of Connes works in a style more
accessible to physicists, focussed about their physical motivation and predictive
power (does it restrict the QFT particle content and couplings?), rather than
about applications to quantum gravity.

34. Peter Orland
December 31, 2006

I don’t mean to be too discouraging, but I don’t see what is
so exciting about Connes’ approach to the standard model.
He takes a complicated, successful theory and makes
it even more complicated, just to facilitate his ideas. It
all seems badly motivated.

35. D R Lunsford
December 31, 2006

Peter – you actually should listen to Cole. I have never in my life heard such
indescribable bullshit. How does this non-entity, who without doubt cannot even
understand Aristotle, not to say Kepler or Galileo, much less Newton or Einstein
or beyond, presume to tell an interested listener what physics is about?

It is extraordinary. Imagine if such a person gave medical advice, or piloting
advice, or firefighting advice. “Well it’s only physics.” Wrong – physics is

http://scienceblogs.com/catdynamics/2006/12/dissed_by_the_best.php
http://scienceblogs.com/catdynamics/2006/12/dissed_by_the_best.php


important. Most of modern life came from it.

I am stunned.

-drl

36. Jonathan Vos Post
January 1, 2007

Michael Berry’s 1985 CalTech anecdote is extremely funny. But one shouldn’t
overgeneralize. Caltech has, for a century or so, been a place where there are
always SOME Mathematicians who listen to what Physicists are saying, and vice
versa. John Schwarz is not a universal template, and is a gracious host at
swimming pool parties I’ve attended.

The intersection once included, to pick a few luminaries almost at random, Harry
Bateman, Dr. Robert A. Millikan, Dr. Theodore von Karman, Linus Pauling,
Feynman, Gell-Mann, Witten, Stephen Wolfram, Hawking, and at the moment
includes Barry Simon and Kip Thorne. The fact that it produced people second
rate in both, such as myself, should not be held against it.

37. Peter Shor
January 3, 2007

Peter Orland:
Connes actually has a prediction for the Higgs mass in his latest paper (hep-
th/0610241). True, it seems to assume the probably incorrect “big desert
hypothesis” that there’s no new physics between the Higgs scale and the Planck
scale, but I believe this is still more than any of the alternative approaches can
achieve. So it seems to me (who knows nothing about it) that Connes’ approach
must be introducing some new constraints somehow. And since I know Connes is
really smart, my opinion is that it’s worth paying attention to.

On the other hand, it looks very hard and I’m not planning to try to figure it out
myself, so I probably shouldn’t be criticizing other people for not trying to figure
it out themselves, either.

38. Peter Orland
January 3, 2007

Peter Shor,

Please understand that though I admire Connes,
I don’t find the prediction of one number especially
impressive. Fits are not physics.

One needs a new idea (or a dramatice experimental
result) which is fundamentally simple. This is different
from being mathematically or calculationally simple.
By fundamentally simple, I mean a theory with few
hypothesis leading to a strong consistent framework



(like Maxwell’s equations or General Relativity).
Connes idea, to my way of thinking, is not simple
in this sense. No principle points to his non-commutative
scheme the way the principle of equivalence pointed
to Riemannian geometry into gravity.

39. Peter Orland
January 3, 2007

P.S. (by which I mean Peter Shor)

I think it is better to find an idea interesting and
not pursue it (as you are doing), than dismiss an
idea because you don’t want to learn about it.
I hope that that is not what I am doing.

Many people in high-energy theory arrogantly
dismiss an idea as nonsense because they don’t
want to make an effort to understand it. I only
add this remark because I do not want my writings
above to reinforce this contemptuous behavior.

40. Peter Shor
January 3, 2007

Peter Orland,

I didn’t mean to imply that you are one of the people who arrogantly dismiss
ideas because they don’t understand them.

I have assumed that worrying about how to quantize space-time led to non-
commutative geometry. Since I don’t understand any of this, I could be
completely wrong.

Peter Shor

41. Peter Orland
January 3, 2007

Peter,

I don’t think that quantization of space-time definitely
implies that geometry is non-commutative. Non-commutativity
is just one proposal.

All we are sure of is that there is some cut-off scale less
than or equal to the Planck scale 10^{-33}cm, at which
GR breaks down. This may have no implication for the
standard model (I can’t imagine how it wouldhave such an
implication).

Unless there is some fundamentally simple idea that



points to what should happen (by “fundamentally
simple”, I don’t mean easy to understand. See my above
remarks) there are lots of ways to cut off gravity.

Some schemes for cutting off gravity are more
philosophically attractive than others (depending
on your philosophy) but there is no compelling principle
yet which tells us how to chose. Some people would
chose string theory because of renormalizability or
finiteness, but it isn’t clear to me that it’s the only way.

An interesting problem would be to put in just a silly
momentum cut-off into gravity at the Planck scale and
ask if there are any observable consequences. For example,
there would be Planck-sized unitarity violation. That could
conceivably imply some nonconservation of probability
that one might be able to test. Maybe Kuzmin has thought
about this, since he and his collaborators had suggested that
violations of certain precepts at the Planck scale could have
macroscopic consequences.

One aproach would be to ask what sort of cut-off scheme
would naturally explain flatness. By this I mean both
approximate cosmological flatness and the fact
that space-time fluctuations don’t seem to grow to
macroscopic size (this is a problem in path integrals of
random manifolds). I had a crazy proposal to solve
this problem, which I called the “critical solid”, but
some of the assumptions of the proposal need
to be changed slightly. I eventally would like to look
at this problem again, but I am too busy with non-perturbative
aspects of gauge theories.

42. Peter Orland
January 3, 2007

I just looked up V. A. Kuzmin’s papers on SPIRES. It seems he has
looked at violation of CPT at the Planck scale, but not of unitarity.

43. Alejandro Rivero
January 4, 2007

The requeriment of a “new idea” is sort of misleading. Gauge theories were
stressed by Pauli, the nonabelian version from Yang-Mills can not score as a
“radical new” idea, and the point of using SU(2) times U(1) would not score even
as “new”.
It is more about ideas evolving in paralell to experimental input, and in this
sense Connes´s model is performing well: it transmuted ten years ago to go from
electroweak to include colour, and now in transmutes again to include neutrinos.
Still, it is not definitive, because it is not really exploiting the new mathematical



setup (for instance, the fact of SU(3) being separated from the electroweak part
in the bivector field formulation, as it appears in the red book, would add some
insight about the quarks and it doesn’t – yet).

44. Peter Orland
January 4, 2007

Alejandro,

I didn’t say that I am skeptical of Connes’s idea because it is
not new. I am skeptical because it makes the standard model
more complicated and solves no problems. In this sense I don’t
think the idea is a fundamental advance.



What Are You Optimistic About?

January 1, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Every year John Brockman’s Edge Foundation asks a large number of people in
science and technology to write a short piece answering a chosen question, and this
year the question is What Are You Optimistic About?

Among particle physicists, the overwhelming thing to be optimistic about is the LHC.
For instance, Lawrence Krauss writes:

I am optimistic that after almost 30 years of sensory deprivation in the field of particle
physics, during which much hallucination (eg. string theory) has occurred by
theorists, within 3 years, following the commissioning next year of the Large Hadron
Collider in Geneva, we will finally obtain empirical data that will drive forward our
understanding of the fundamental structure of nature, its forces, and of space and
time.

Others who also mention the LHC include Lisa Randall, Charles Seife, Lee Smolin,
Adam Bly, Maria Spiropulu, Karl Sabbagh, Frank Wilczek, Paul Steinhardt and Corey
Powell.

Wilczek describes himself as optimistic that “physics will not achieve a theory of
everything”, taking the point of view that he hopes nature will continue to surprise us.
He also denigrates the search for a fundamental theory of everything by noting what
it has led to in the case of the string theory landscape:

At this point the contrast between the grandeur of the words “Theory of Everything”
and the meager information delivered becomes grotesque.

Alexander Vilenkin on the other hand is optimistic about the multiverse and the
anthropic landscape, saying it is implied by string theory, “our best candidate for the
fundamental theory of nature”, and that he thinks that statistical predictions will be
possible.

The person I agree with most is Gino Segre who writes:

So why am I optimistic? Because I believe that controversy, with clearly drawn out
opposing positions, galvanizes both sides to refine their opinions, creates excitement
in the field for the participants, stimulates new ideas, attracts new thinkers to the fray
and finally because it provides the public at large with an entrée into the world of
science at the highest level, exhibiting for them heated arguments between great
minds differing on questions vital to them. What could be more exciting?

That sort of optimistic point of view on the whole string theory controversy is one that
I hope more theoretical physicists will take, with string theorists acknowledging that
there are serious questions that have been raised and that are worth debating.

Personally I’m a lot more optimistic now than I was a year ago that a more realistic
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view of string theory has started to take hold in many quarters, and that perhaps
particle theory will move towards a healthier state. Like the Edge contributors, I see
the fact that the LHC is now not far off as a cause for optimism. Perhaps it will
produce the sort of surprising new insight into electroweak symmetry breaking
needed to show the way forward. Even if it doesn’t do this, the likely failure to see
superpartners or extra dimensions may encourage theorists to give up on ideas that
don’t work and try and strike out in other directions.

Comments

1. mclaren
January 1, 2007

With minds like this on the job, there’s every reason to be optimistic about string
theory:
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/38718

2. Renormalized
January 1, 2007

That story from the onion has been floating around the internet for 5 years and
was totally fabricated by a student.

3. hack
January 1, 2007

A fabricated article in the Onion? Say it isn’t so!

4. Tony Smith
January 2, 2007

In his 2007 Edge answer to “What Are You Optimistic About?”, Steve Grand said:

“… The Strong Possibility That We’ve Got Everything Horribly Wrong

The thing I’m most optimistic about is the strong possibility that we’ve got
everything horribly wrong. All of it. Badly. …

Sometimes we manage to convince ourselves that we have a handle on what is
going on, when in fact we’re just turning a blind eye to a mass of contradictory
information. We discard it or ignore it (or can’t get funded to look at it) because
we don’t understand it. It seems to make no sense, and it can take us a while
before we realize that the problem doesn’t lie with the facts but with our
assumptions. Paradigm shifts are wonderful things. Suddenly the mists clear, the
sun comes out and we exclaim a collective “aha!” as everything begins to make
sense. What makes me so optimistic about science right now is that there are
plenty of these “aha” moments waiting in the wings, ready to burst energetically
onto the stage. We’ve got so much completely wrong … and I think a lot of our
standing ideas and assumptions about the world are about to turn inside-out, just
as our much older, religious ideas did during the Enlightenment.

http://www.theonion.com/content/node/38718
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/38718


My guesses for prime candidates would include quantum theory and our
understanding of matter, but those aren’t my field …

My field is artificial intelligence, but I’m sad to say that this subject started on
the wrong page of the map many years ago and most of us haven’t woken up to it
yet. We keep our eyes firmly on the route and try not to look to left or right for
fear of what we might see. … the digital computer has dominated the AI
paradigm, through failure after dismal failure. …”.

I suggest that Steve Grand’s selection of “quantum theory” as a “prime
candidate” may be accurate,
and
that the last paragraph in the quote from him would be just as accurate if
“artificial intelligence” were changed to “quantum theory”
and
“the digital computer” were changed to “superstring theory”
and
“the AI paradigm” were changed to “the high-energy theoretical physics
paradigm”.

It would be interesting to compare the sociology of theoretical physics and of AI
studies over the past couple of decades or so.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

5. normalized
January 2, 2007

There is no cause for optimism. People shouldn’t go into science if they’re
prejudiced, because nature doesn’t conform to most prejudices. Ideally to the
mainstream of the 19th century, the geological record should have turned out to
support Biblical Creationism. It didn’t. Tragic for all those mainstream guys.

String theory is insulated too well to be disproved directly, but if the predictions
of an alternative theory were confirmed, then that would make string theory look
a waste of time. Even though string theory can’t be disproved, it would be
discredited.

Therefore, it is guaranteed that all alternatives that might make contact with
reality will be attacked most strongly as crackpot by the mainstream.

Weaker alternatives, which look as pathetic as string theory regarding
experimental falsification, will be looked at slightly more tolerantly by the
mainstream.

Similarly, lame attacks on string theory will be tolerated but convincing attacks
will be answered with strong abuse. There is no way anything can improve. What
if people don’t like nature? Suppose string theory turns out wrong. What will
stringers do? Call nature ‘crackpot’ and storm off in a huff? Obviously, they want
to postpone that evil day indefinitely.

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
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6. Michael
January 2, 2007

Question:

With the LHC about to begin its first run, and supposing that both the Higgs
boson and superpartners are discovered, respectively, what then would
theoretical physics look like for the next few years?

Answer, anyone?

7. Ari Heikkinen
January 2, 2007

Or, it could turn out that LHC does nothing but make the widely adobted we-
need-a-bigger-accelerator syndrome even stronger.

My question about LHC is that has there ever been any realistic estimate of
energies required to arrive at anything even remotely useful (I mean, worth the
cost, considering the huge amounts of money these things cost to build) ?

To me it somewhat appears that everyone’s just guessing and no one even knows
what’s it supposed to reveal.

8. QM
January 2, 2007

Ari, that’s why research is more interesting than burocracy.

9. nontrad
January 2, 2007

Back in the day, when I was doing physics (around ’97-ish) and listened to
various pros and cons of matrix / M / this and that theory bandied about in
various hallways, the killjoy phrase I heard most often was ‘If LHC sees no SUSY
then that’ll be it for ST ‘. Almost invariably, once that card made it to the table
even the most zealous proponents tended to stare down at their shoes while the
conversation turned to other matters.

Most important for my young ears: This magic phrase didn’t come from minor
weights; some of the speakers had seen more then one ‘revolution’ in their time.

So….as far as I am concerned….based on my very limited experience….it’s ALL
about LHC. ALL about LHC.

10. Seth
January 2, 2007

To Notrad: what I’ve heard, most recently, is that the LHC can’t prove String
Theory and can’t kill it either. You can always move the Supersymmetry up to a
higher energy scale.



And speaking of killjoys, this isn’t the year to be optimistic about LHC. We’ll be
months into 2008 before real data and analysis of energy frontier physics start to
arrive.

11. Hans
January 2, 2007

In the 10 dimensional theory, ST is certainly supersymmetric. However: LHC
won’t see this length scale. The compactified theory that it faces to must not be
supersymmetric.

But when SUSY is not seen at LHC, there would exist no clue at all, that ST is the
correct way. “When we don’t see SUSY at LHC, then we need good advice” said
Dieter Luest.

So, LHC can’t kill ST but in can reduce remaining hopes that one can describe
physics with it, which can be observed.

12. Yatima
January 2, 2007

Tony Smith says:

It would be interesting to compare the sociology of theoretical physics and of AI
studies over the past couple of decades or so.

This has probably been done somewhere. Sociology should be similar in a
general sense. There are the ‘Notable People’: Minsky comes to mind.
Apparently his paper on the limits of “perceptrons” was a major fator in funding
cuts for artificial neural networks. Everyone piled into symbolic computation
after which some new results and disillusionment with the symbolic approach led
to a revival of the ANN approach etc. There are the ‘SSC’ programs like ‘Ffth
Generation’ and ‘Strategic Computing Initiative’. These yield little empirical data
but generally lead to nowhere and/or mutate into something else due to
changing goals and the realization that one has aimed too high.

Thing is, the problems are of fundamentally different nature. While ThPhys pulls
into the direction of an overarching and hopefully elegant/compact description,
“Intelligent System Studies” (to avoid the AI moniker, which has become overly
stale lately) has given up the delusion of finding ‘The Intelligence Algorithm’ a
long time ago. Said delusion has been called ‘Physics Envy’ – by whom I don’t
remember. Some still ride against qualia strawmen or sundry shadows in Searl’s
Room or they go off orthogonally into QM or whatnot (no disrespect to Penrose
intended) but this gets tiresome quickly to anyone who remembers his brain is
such a polynomial kludge that the may be unable to find his own socks in the
morning.

I’m always ready to be surprised by fundamental shifts but at this point I would
be surprised to be surprised if I may say so.

A paper about the “messiness” by Cherniak. Still good:



“Undebuggability and Cognitive Science,” Communications of the ACM, 31
(1988) 402-412

My excuses for this digression into non-physics.

Happy new Year to Peter Woit … and the rest of the crew.

13. nontrad
January 2, 2007

Seth,

Thanks for the thoughts; see you after LHC 2007.

Best regards,

nontrad

14. Chris W.
January 3, 2007

As I recall, some time ago on Cosmic Variance JoAnne Hewett said that if the
LHC doesn’t turn up something pretty interesting within a few years then
experimental particle physics in the U.S. is in for some very dark days. Actually,
she may have said this in a comment. Perhaps she can offer a reprise (or a
correction) here…

15. from EU
January 3, 2007

some time ago there was a post at CosmicVariance about this topic, and I was
very surprised in hearing that apparently everybody thinks that the past and
present situation in the US is fine, that SLD had been as successful as LEP, etc.
Elsewhere one hears different opinions. Let me present two facts, that can be
checked

1) A few years ago, many experimentalists in Europe didn’t like that a large
number of US experimentalists joined LHC without giving a proportionally large
contribution to its construction. One of the arguments in favor of this decision
was the danger of a collapse of the high-energy experimental community in US
before LHC.

2) Tevatron, “the biggest accelerator in world”, actually has a circumference
smaller than HERA, than LEP/LHC, than the old SppS.

16. Michael
January 3, 2007

Don’t worry if particle physics bites the dust within the next few years… there’s
Financial Engineering to go into for all those out-of-work young postdocs.

http://www.glue.umd.edu/~cherniak/cherniak-CommofACM-1988.pdf
http://www.glue.umd.edu/~cherniak/cherniak-CommofACM-1988.pdf
http://www.glue.umd.edu/~cherniak/cherniak-CommofACM-1988.pdf
http://www.glue.umd.edu/~cherniak/cherniak-CommofACM-1988.pdf
http://www.glue.umd.edu/~cherniak/cherniak-CommofACM-1988.pdf
http://www.glue.umd.edu/~cherniak/cherniak-CommofACM-1988.pdf


17. island
January 4, 2007

Actually, she may have said this in a comment.

In *this* forum:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=445#comment-14668
If the worst case scenario plays out, and the LHC discovers nothing, then that is
the end of particle physics as we know it. And that includes string theory. They
may think they are immune, but they are not – they will fall due to lack of
funding with the rest of us.

I can’t wait, because I’m fairly certain that you’ll be able to hear John Horgan’s
shouts of vindication from just about anywhere on Earth.

18. Thomas Larsson
January 4, 2007

If the aether wind does not turn up in the Michelson-Morley experiment, it just
means that something like split aether theory is right.

19. Chris W.
January 4, 2007

Island,

Yes! I’m sure that’s the one. Thanks for tracking it down.

20. Steven H. Cullinane
January 4, 2007

For a rather different “entrée into the world of science,” see page 56 of this
week’s New Yorker (issue dated Jan. 8, 2007).

21. Eli Rabett
January 4, 2007

Steve I just put the NYorker cartoon up Great minds, etc…

22. MDL
January 4, 2007

I’m optimistic that someday one of these searches:

site:http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/ “minimum description length”
site:cosmicvariance.com “minimum description length”

or one of the first ten links (I gave up after that) returned from this search:

“string theory” “minimum description length”

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=445#comment-14668
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=445#comment-14668
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/


will find a discussion of the relevance of the minimum description length (MDL)
principle to the issue of the scientific status of string theory. MDL is, after all, a
common criterion for selecting among theories in machine learning, when all of
the theories can fit all of the data.

That discussion would likely start with the argument that — provided both
theories can be made to fit all the data! — the criterion for preferring one
physical over the other should be lesser size, as expressed in some reasonably
primitive and unbiased representation in which all expressions can be reduced to
bit strings. (See also Kolmogorov complexity.)

Someone then would doubtless speak up and claim that MDL sidesteps
objections that the use of anthropic arguments destroys scientific criteria, then
someone would object that having even one real number could make complexity
unbounded, and someone would respond that this suggests that comparing the
number of free real-number parameters in each theory is a better basis for
preference than is MDL in the conventional sense. Then I would expect to see
arguments about the status of real numbers, particularly the unbounded-
complexity sort, no doubt leading someone to assert that all parameters are
actually rationals, citing Pythagoras.

It will be a lot of fun to see all that, and to see where it leads. Maybe some day.

23. J.F. Moore
January 4, 2007

I can’t wait, because I’m fairly certain that you’ll be able to hear John Horgan’s
shouts of vindication from just about anywhere on Earth.

I think he is more reserved than that. For one, unless LHC science is a total bust,
ILC will certainly follow, so that is another decade of pining enabled, with a
couple of years for someone to win (or not) a Nobel Prize in time to resolve the
Horgan-Kaku long bet:

http://www.longbets.org/12

24. wab
January 5, 2007

Let’s say that all LHC finds is a very broad HIggs at well over 500 GeV. I would
not bet on an ILC in that case.

25. Ari Heikkinen
January 5, 2007

Interesting comments from Kaku on that “longbets” link. Lot’s of “if”‘s and
“might”‘s tho.

26. plank
January 5, 2007

http://www.longbets.org/12
http://www.longbets.org/12


“Personally, I feel no need to prove the theory experimentally, since I believe it
can be proven using pure mathematics.” (Kaku)

Interesting indeed!

How does one prove a theory about reality using pure mathematics?

You may prove that it reproduces all phenomena you’ve observed by now at best.
But for that there exist good theories already. So what is really needed is
predicting something unknown and getting EXPERIMENTAL verification of that.

I for one would like to know how to prove, say Newton’s laws of motion using
only pure mathematics.

27. Thomas Larsson
January 6, 2007

You may prove that it reproduces all phenomena you’ve observed by now at best.
But for that there exist good theories already.

There are many interesting numbers not explained by current theories, e.g. the
spectrum of particle masses.

28. plank
January 6, 2007

“There are many interesting numbers not explained by current theories, e.g. the
spectrum of particle masses.”

Right, I wasn’t precise enough. I should have written that many theories explain
a lot of the data we have. Those theories are “incompatible” but they still explain
a lot.

So yes, retrodiction of unknown relations already experimentally verified, say
mass ratios, mixing matrices constraints or something like that, would also be a
breakthrough.

My point is, even if your objective is explaining all that has been observed, you
can’t do it with pure mathematics alone. You need experimental data in order to
check that theory. And if you predict anything new, to be “sure” you need to
verify that too.

When a physicist writes “Personally, I feel no need to prove the theory
experimentally, since I believe it can be proven using pure mathematics.” (and
this seems like not a very uncommon idea among his peers) I think there is
genuine reason to be concerned.

I understand that theoretical physicists need to be hardheaded.
Imagine if Galileo didn’t ignore air friction and all that! To this day we would
have only Aristotelian Physics. A feather doesn’t fall like a stone. Everyone can
see this on their daily experience. But, Galileo made an hypothesis (model) and
verified that model experimentally with controlled conditions he though



reproduced the assumptions his model made.

You can’t expect to say that the distance of falling bodies varies with time like
the sum of the first n odd integers (he did say this, because \sum_{k=1}^n
(2k-1) = n^2) and expect that reality conforms to your intuitions because the
fact that summing the first odd integers you get a perfect square is so beautiful.



FY 2007 Funding Issues

January 5, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

As mentioned here earlier, the last Congress decided to not pass most new FY 2007
spending bills before leaving town, putting these off until the new Congress convenes,
and running the government on a continuing resolution, mostly at last year’s
spending levels. There is speculation that the new Congress may decide to not even
try to put together and pass FY 2007 spending bills (the fiscal year started Oct. 1),
instead just funding things by a continuing resolution for the rest of the year, mostly
at FY 2006 levels. The Fermilab director Pier Oddone has issued a statement about
the implications of having to run Fermilab at the FY 2006 funding level for the rest of
the year. These would be dire, including having to take such measures as completely
shutting down the lab and furloughing its employees for a month.

This would be extremely bad news for Fermilab, coming at a time when they have
been having great success with getting the Tevatron to run at ever greater luminosity.
The machine has just set new records for weekly luminosity, monthly luminosity, and
initial luminosity (you can follow their progress here). While everyone is
concentrating on the LHC, the Tevatron remains the only machine in the world
running at the high-energy frontier, and the most likely source of any surprising new
information about beyond standard model physics during the next couple of years. It
would be a great shame if budget problems were to have a negative impact on this.

I don’t have any information about what the impact of these budget problems might
be on particle theory or on mathematics. For mathematics, the impact may not be so
great since, after several years of sizable budget increases at the NSF, the FY 2007
budget request for mathematics at the NSF contained only a 3.2 percent increase.

There’s a quite interesting interview in the latest (February) issue of the Notices of
the AMS with William Rundell. Rundell was the director of the mathematics part of
the NSF until last summer. He describes how during his tenure the NSF emphasized
“single-researcher” or “PI” grants, saying that:

If you take any block of time from NSF’s beginnings to now and you ask, what were
the best years for the DMS single-investigator grants or for senior researcher
increases?, the answer is the period of 2001 through 2005.

Rundell notes that during this time the number of grants went up by only a small
amount, maybe 10 percent, but that the value of each grant “went up enormously”.
Before 2001, people were being given at most one month of “summer support”, now
junior people get two months, and senior people often a month and a half or two
months. While inflation and average university raises have been around 2 to 3
percent, the academic star system has had stars (the people most likely to be getting
these grants) receiving 6 to 7 percent raises, 10 percent promotion raises, and big
hikes in salary when they move. So, the bottom line is that a lot more money has been
going to a small segment of the mathematics research community.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=499
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=499
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/SpecialCorner.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/SpecialCorner.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2007/today07-01-03.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2007/today07-01-03.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/now/tevlum.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/now/tevlum.html


The interviewer states that “Most mathematicians believe PI grants are the most
important part of the DMS”, but I wonder whether that is really true. Rundell also
explains that the current system leaves most mathematicians with not much
motivation to lobby for an increased NSF budget, especially if most of the increase is
going to go to a small number of well-paid people:

I think it is probably true that the mathematicians who get the money aren’t pulling
their weight for justifying us to get more. And on the other hand, those people who
are disenfranchised have no incentive to do that.

Personally I’ve never understood the logic of devoting such a large part of the NSF
research budget in math or theoretical physics to increasing the salary of the best
paid people in the field, although I hear that once one achieves such a status the
reasons become much clearer. Besides the “summer salary” though, these grants do
fund many things that are important for the health of university math departments,
especially supporting graduate students. Rundell claims that over this same period
the NSF has doubled its support for graduate students. This is probably reflected in
the data contained in another article in the new Notices, an annual survey of new
doctoral recipients. This survey finds the number of Ph.D.s awarded last year in
mathematics to be 1245, the highest number ever recorded. Four years ago this
number was at a local minimum, with 948 mathematics Ph.Ds awarded.

Also supposedly suffering from funding problems is the high energy theoretical
physics group at Harvard, where, according to one of its faculty members, because of
feminism the university has been unable to afford competent computer support. As a
result the group has recently had to shut down its web server
(schwinger.physics.harvard.edu), and evidently has had several of its machines
broken into, with no administrator around to deal with this. There’s a huge on-going
problem with university computer systems which seems to be the same thing that
happened at Harvard. Many groups of hackers have broken into a large number of
insufficiently well-protected university unix systems, often installing trojanned
versions of the SSH software. The trojanned SSH client programs then gather
people’s usernames and passwords as they are typed in when SSH is used to login to
another system. These are used to break in to yet other systems. Since SSH is the
fundamental tool used to manage logins between different machines at most
universities, this is a very difficult problem to deal with.

One reason I’ve mentioned this is to warn people to be very careful about using SSH,
especially using it to login from a system not at your home university, since the SSH
program on the machine you are using may be trojaned. Better to use your own
laptop, with its own SSH software. I’d like to discourage posting of comments about
computer security here, since most such comments just spread misinformation of one
kind of another, just making problems worse. There are many other places on the
internet to get information about and discuss these issues.

Update: There’s more about the 2007 NSF budget here.

Update: Today’s NY Times has an article here. It seems that many other labs,
including RHIC and Jefferson Lab, are facing similar problems.

http://www.ams.org/notices/200702/06first-report.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200702/06first-report.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200702/06first-report.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200702/06first-report.pdf
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/01/abolishing-computer-cluster.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/01/abolishing-computer-cluster.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/01/hackers-from-irc.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/01/hackers-from-irc.html
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/315/5808/24
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/315/5808/24
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/07/washington/07funding.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/07/washington/07funding.html


Comments

1. plank
January 5, 2007

just regarding ssh. Try using private/public key (DSA for instance) authentication
when possible and most of those problems go away. And don’t login *from* a
computer you don’t trust (even when using keys)

If LHC finds nothing people are expecting (SUSY, higgs) nor anything completely
unexpected (my favourite) then budgets will get far more stringent in the future.

2. Grammar Nazi
January 5, 2007

“Congress may decide to not even try and put together and pass FY 2007
spending bills”

“try and”? Shame

3. Peter Woit
January 5, 2007

OK, OK, Grammar Nazi,

When I proofread the posting I did think that the writing was worse than usual,
but also that I was too busy to do much about it. And, hey, standards on internet
blogs are low in general, right?

4. Kevin
January 5, 2007

Simply put, I do not believe Fermilab’s Pier Oddone. Inflation is about 3%/yr.
Thus, if 2007 funding is at 2006 levels, they will have to cutback by 3%, not close
down for a month (an 8.3% decrease).

Besides, when was the last time Fermilab produced any good work? 1976? They
have hardly established a good track record in the last few decades, and better
they live within a budget than that my taxes go up.

5. Peter Woit
January 5, 2007

Kevin,

Oddone gives a detailed justification in his letter to the DOE. This far into the
fiscal year there are strong constraints on what he can do to save money,
especially since supposedly there are no major capital spending projects going
on that could be stopped or slowed down. His estimate for what they can save by
shutting down the lab for a month is 3 percent of the budget. You’re not going to
get an 8.3 percent savings since what you save by turning off the lights and



furloughing people is only part of your operating costs. You’ll continue to need
some people to stay there, and you morally can’t do things like shut off medical
benefits to your furloughed employees.

If you really don’t think Fermilab produces any good work, you shouldn’t be
arguing for saving $11 million by shutting the place down for a month, but for
saving billions by shutting it down permanently (along with the rest of US HEP
research, which hasn’t done any better than Fermilab). And please, everyone,
take the aggrieved arguments pro or con about taxation levels to other blogs
hosted by people willing to tolerate them.

6. Peter Orland
January 5, 2007

In defense of Farm ‘n Lab…. I agree that nothing earthshaking is
has come out in a long time. An important consideration, however,
is that there are standard nuts and bolts measurements, such as
more accurate values for masses and widths, soft-scattering
measurements, etc. This is physics, even if not the exciting kind.

I have a question for experimentalists or phenomenologists
who might be reading. Will measurements at the Tevatron be
useful for interpreting LHC data? I think they should, since
the background at the LHC will be hard to subtract otherwise.
Someone else would certainly know for certain.

7. Peter Orland
January 5, 2007

If Grammar Nazi is reading, there is no need to chastise me. Re-reading
my last sentence fills me with shame.

8. anonymous
January 6, 2007

Kevin:
1976? For most of us, the discovery of the top quark was certainly good work.
Perhaps you meant 1996? In any case, the Tevatron has put lots of limits on new
physics, and has precisely measured a lot of Standard Model parameters. It also
does good B physics.

Grammar Nazi:
“Try and” is perfectly grammatical in typical English usage. Surely you have
better things to do than carry on a pedantic crusade based on arbitrary rules?
For instance, you can go to this post at Language Log to see “try and” being used
by a coauthor of the Cambridge Grammar of the English Language.

9. pheno answer
January 6, 2007

backgrounds have already been measured, and will be much worse at LHC.

http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/003751.html
http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/003751.html


Observing tops, Z, W… at LHC will help in calibrating LHC detectors.
People moving from Tevatron to LHC will bring their expertise.

The main goal of Tevatron was and is discovering something new just before
LHC. This would have some scientific value, because Tevatron detectors and
backgrounds are already understood. Nevertheless it seems to me an example of
poor competition: Tevatron runII is not really needed for physics and needs a lot
of resources. For comparison, CERN preferred to close LEP (despite the hints for
a higgs, leaving the next strike to Tevatron) and go on with the next big project.
Hopefully this will turn out to be a good and brave decision.

10. Michael
January 6, 2007

The more I read your blog the progressively more skeptical I become about a
meaningful career in hep; maybe ‘financial engineering’ isn’t such a bad move to
make if you want a remote chance to make a decent living *AND* use all the new
tricks and skills you pick up during your studies.

How say you, Pete?

11. Chris Oakley
January 6, 2007

The more I read your blog the progressively more skeptical I become
about a meaningful career in hep; maybe ‘financial engineering’ isn’t
such a bad move to make if you want a remote chance to make a
decent living *AND* use all the new tricks and skills you pick up during
your studies.

I am not any of the Petes, but I have done a fair amount of Financial Engineering
after doing a PhD in HEP theory. What you need to be a Financial Engineer is
knowledge of probability theory and the ability to solve PDEs. Also, programming
skills are essential. However, you are unlikely to be using any techniques you
learned after your first degree. The reason that employers choose PhDs is that
there is hot competition for the jobs and PhDs look better on paper.

12. D R Lunsford
January 6, 2007

Peter – do you think there is a niche for physicists/mathematicians with
professional-level computer knowledge to run these university systems? I would
think such a person could better serve the needs of physics/mathematics faculty.

-drl

13. Peter Woit
January 6, 2007

drl,



I do think it is a good idea for physics/math departments to consider having their
systems managed by a permanent person with a Ph.D. who teaches and has some
sort of faculty position. This has worked well here in the Columbia math
department, with me and my predecessor (but then I would think that..). The
main problems I’ve seen with departmental computer systems occur when one
tries to run them with grad students or poorly paid/part-time computer
administrators, who don’t stay in the job very long. If you want a reliable
computer system, you need to have someone smart in charge of it who is around
long-term, and has the authority to enforce standards and spend the money
needed to ensure reliability. The security and spam difficulties associated with
running mail servers and multiuser unix systems are huge, and the day is long
gone when a faculty member or grad student could set these things up and get
them working reliably in their spare time.

14. Peter Woit
January 6, 2007

Michael,

I think Chris is right that most “financial engineering” jobs don’t use that much
sophisticated mathematics. But they certainly are much better paid, with much
better job prospects than in academia, especially if you want to live in a place
like New York or London. At the moment half of all personal income in
Manhattan comes from the financial industry, and extrapolating from past
trends, that should soon approach 100 percent. Not clear to me what the future
holds…

Mathematics is a perfectly healthy field, theoretical physics much less so, with
the problems I discuss ad nauseam here. Experimental HEP in the US has
serious questions about its future. For both theory and experiment, the future
should be a lot clearer 4-5 years from now after initial results from the LHC. If
the LHC doesn’t find something that disagrees with the standard model,
experimental US HEP will be in big trouble, theoretical physics will also be in
huge trouble if it continues down the same road it has been following.

15. C
January 6, 2007

Hi Peter Orland,

“Will measurements at the Tevatron be useful for interpreting LHC data?”

“Tevatron-for-LHC Report: Preparations for Discoveries,” hep-ph/0608322, has
some information about this.

Regards,
C

16. ssh?
January 6, 2007



Peter, sorry for asking a question about computers, but maybe you are in a
unique position also for this issue. I would like to understand if forbidding direct
ssh access (to everything, including the http server) is an exaggeration. To users
like me it seems more annoying than having some hackers, but our professional
administrators have a different opinion, and, being not competent enough, I
cannot understand if they are right, or if they like to have a too easy life.

17. Peter Orland
January 6, 2007

C,

Thanks!

18. Peter Woit
January 6, 2007

ssh?,

Unfortunately, at the present time there is a good case to be made for severely
restricting people from logging in to accounts that can run a shell from machines
that one doesn’t trust. There are just too many compromised machines out there,
and if someone logs in from one of them, a group of hackers now can and will get
into the account. From a shell account, even if they don’t know much they can
cause significant trouble. If they are very knowledgable they can probably get
root access and cause huge amounts of trouble (compromising many accounts on
the system, trojaning ssh so they can get into other systems, trojaning the
system software so that the server needs to be completely rebuilt, etc. etc.).

Security is always a balancing act between making it convenient or at least
possible for people to do things over the network that they need to do, and
protecting systems by minimizing the number of potentially dangerous network
connections. There’s no easy answer to this…

19. Ari Heikkinen
January 6, 2007

“I do think it is a good idea for physics/math departments to consider having
their systems managed by a permanent person with a Ph.D. who teaches and has
some sort of faculty position.”

That wouldn’t work. Having someone who teach as system administrator “when
they have time” only means the systems will basicly be left unmanaged and the
only thing they end up doing is add or remove a few accounts now and then.

It’s a full time job trying to keep up to date with security updates and especially
trying to anticipate any possible future attacks (then again, just avoid windows
and you’ll automatically avoid most of the security problems of today).

20. Peter Woit
January 6, 2007



Ari,

“That wouldn’t work.”

Well, my experience is definitely that it can work. My colleagues here in the
Columbia math department seem to be quite happy with how the computer
system runs, and it’s basically run by me, at the same time that I teach one
course per semester (some semesters a seminar for the graduate students giving
them practice teaching, which requires little preparation). Before I took over this
job, it was done on a similar basis by someone else, and people were also happy
then with how it worked. It would not work if the person involved had a much
larger teaching load. It also can take quite a few years to get a computer system
stabilized, secured, and working in a reliable, secure and easy to maintain
manner.

And no, avoiding Windows is not the solution to all problems. The problems the
Harvard theory group seems to have had which required shutting down their
systems had nothing to do with Windows. And Windows/Mac/Linux arguments
and evangelism are completely off topic. Don’t even think of it…

21. Ari Heikkinen
January 6, 2007

Just to add to my previous post, I use them all. There’s different sets of problems
each one solves the best.

22. Chris W.
January 7, 2007

Regarding computer and network security see this sobering article:

Attack of the Zombie Computers [botnets] Is Growing Threat
(NY Times, 1/7/2007)

(Windows XP Home Edition, not to mention Windows 98, has for years been
considered a botnet disaster waiting to happen.)

23. Bastard Operator from Hell
January 7, 2007

Ok, Peter’s idea to take discussion about security issues elsewhere sure is a good
thing:

1) “trojanning” is a wrongly spelled verbing of a bastardization of “installing a
trojan horse program”. What happens is that the SSH client is either replaced or
“debugged” by something that captures password information. Thus,
“compromising the SSH client” is the phrase to use.

2) Plank says: “Try using private/public key (DSA for instance) authentication
when possible and most of those problems go away.” They do not and DSA is
NOT a recommended algorithm for public key cryptosystems. However, “two-

http://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/07/technology/07net.html?ref=technology&pagewanted=print
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/07/technology/07net.html?ref=technology&pagewanted=print


factor authentication” will alleviate some problems.

3) Ari says: ‘Having someone who teach as system administrator “when they
have time” only means the systems will basicly be left unmanaged’ Ab-so-lutely.
It’s fun to do half-assed system administration from time to time (don’t we all
love to tinker) but how can you ever dot the i’s and cross the t’s on a network
with more than a handful of servers, workstations and users ? This is a high-
dimensional space and the inevitable random walk will quickly take you into the
regions that are labelled ‘here be downtime’. Not to be insulting but I have noted
that often people are somewhat optimistic regarding the true state their network
is in, especially if they have an academic background. Ah the good old times
when all our data was on a single harddisk under the teaching assistant’s desk
(no, it was not in the backup pool either).

Also…where’s the documentation?

4) Two words: Tripwire or Radmind.

Bu enough of this, enjoy the Sunday.

24. Eeyk
January 7, 2007

“trojanning” is a wrongly spelled verbing of a bastardization

It’s interesting how wrongly spelled verbings of bastardizations can be
absolutely clear and meaningful. “Trojanned ssh” simply says it all in just two
words…

25. CD318
January 7, 2007

I can speak to life sciences. An NSF proposal on which I was PI scored in the top
15% was declined; less than 10% of submissions can be funded at present (in
recent years around 20% have been funded). Fortunately we can scrape by for
awhile on other funding sources but for others this will be the difference
between surviving and not.

26. CD318
January 7, 2007

Kevin typed: “Simply put, I do not believe Fermilab’s Pier Oddone. Inflation is
about 3%/yr. Wellllll… belief != data, and the Consumer Price index != inflation
of scientific equipment and supplies (which are increasing faster), or of the cost
of electricity required to run the experiments. Moreover, the cost/time of running
a scientific experiment is not constant, even in constant dollars. In addition,
nothing in the above post indicates that Fermilab itself is going to see a 3% cut.
It is common, even when agency budgets are flat to implement across-the-board
cuts that are considerably more severe.

In other words, it is obvious that you are operating in a severely data-deficient



state, and that your beliefs, while strongly felt, are not based on much beyond
strong feelings. Finally, I would note that the Republican congress and the
President were planning to DOUBLE the NSF physical science budget over the
next several years, and I doubt that the Democrats will scuttle that particular
plan. So you might want to avoid getting too excited about a one-year 3% cut.
Over the longer term, what you want is simply not going to happen.

27. Peter Woit
January 7, 2007

OK, OK, will fix the bad spelling…

28. Who
January 7, 2007

I suggest
trojan’d

the double n doesn’t look right—it puts the stress on the second syllable
but neither does trojaned.

Verbing is just fine in this case.

29. Jimbo
January 7, 2007

So how much funding for the Tevatron would be required to keep it running until
the new budget is cranked out ? I’m guessing on the order of ~500 M$$…..
Perhaps Jim Simon could talk to Bill Gates, Steve Ballmer, Matt Lesko, Sir
Richard Branson, and other high-tech philanthropists, and they could in turn
network to their peers….shortly, in a geometric progression, the bread might be
made available if these parties were made aware of how dire the straits are….?



Astronomy Posting

January 8, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

When I was young, my main scientific interest was in astronomy, and to prove it
there’s a very geeky picture of me with my telescope on display in my apartment,
causing much amusement to my guests (no way will I ever allow it to be digitized, I
must ensure that it never appears on the web). By the time I got to college, my
interests had shifted to physics, and since that time I’ve hardly at all kept up with
what is going on in astronomy. Like everyone, I’m still fascinated by the amazing
pictures coming out of the field, and like most particle physicists, I’m deeply jealous
of astronomers for the fact that they have a wealth of exciting new data to work with,
together with promising prospects of lots more to come.

This week there’s a big meeting of the American Astronomical Society going on in
Seattle, producing lots of astronomy news. Many bloggers are in attendance,
including Rob Knop, Steinn Sigurdsson, Phil Plait, and C.C. Petersen. Rumors that
celebrity couple Sean Carroll and Jennifer Ouellette were there turned out to be
partially unfounded. Lots of press releases are being generated, including one from
the University of Washington full of the usual overhyped claims about cosmic
superstrings.

This week’s Science has a special issue on particle astrophysics, with lots of articles
worth reading, including a nice summary of the exciting things happening in the field
by Adrian Cho. He reports that many experimental particle physicists have moved into
the field, partly because of the opportunities there, partly because of the difficult
situation of experimental particle physics, especially in the U.S. Michael Turner is
quoted explaining that the particle physicists have brought to the field some
ambitious ideas, due to their habit of “thinking big”:

These are not people who are afraid to ask for big things, and they’re used to people
saying yes.

An example of this is the IceCube neutrino experiment being put together under the
ice in Antarctica, employing 400 researchers and costing $271 million.

Turner also has an article summarizing the situation in cosmology, where he notes
that many string theorists are now pinning their hopes on making some connection to
the real world in this context:

Nowhere in particle physics are the stakes higher than for string theory. If string
theory is to live up to its billing as “the theory of everything” rather than, as some say,
a theory of nothing, it needs a home run. Because most of its current predictions
exceed the reach of terrestrial laboratories, many string theorists are pinning their
hopes on a cosmological home run, such as a fundamental understanding of inflation
(or a more attractive alternative), a solution to the puzzle of cosmic acceleration, or
insight into the nature of the Big Bang itself.

http://www.aas.org/meetings/program.html
http://www.aas.org/meetings/program.html
http://brahms.phy.vanderbilt.edu/~rknop/blog/
http://brahms.phy.vanderbilt.edu/~rknop/blog/
http://scienceblogs.com/catdynamics/
http://scienceblogs.com/catdynamics/
http://www.badastronomy.com/bablog/
http://www.badastronomy.com/bablog/
http://www.thespacewriter.com/
http://www.thespacewriter.com/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/01/08/cosmos-reveals-the-cosmos/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/01/08/cosmos-reveals-the-cosmos/
http://uwnews.washington.edu/ni/article.asp?articleID=29374
http://uwnews.washington.edu/ni/article.asp?articleID=29374
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/summary/315/5808/55
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/summary/315/5808/55
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/315/5808/56
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/315/5808/56


For something truly bizarre, check out the cover story of the February issue of
Astronomy magazine, entitled “What if string theory is wrong?” (mentioned earlier
here). It confirms me in my opinion that I shouldn’t write about things I don’t know
much about, like astronomy, since it’s by an astronomer who clearly knows very little
about particle physics, especially about supersymmetry:

Supersymmetry is a mathematical principle that allows force-carrying particles, such
as photons and gluons, to transform into one another. It also allows the unification of
gravity with other forces because its particle, which some call the graviton, can
transform into one of the other force-carriers…. If extra dimensions don’t exist, then
supersymmetry doesn’t either… Without supersymmetry, some physicists have proven
that the energy of empty space would be so enormous the universe would instantly
collapse. Only by understanding physics beyond the standard model can we hope to
understand how the vacuum works and the universe’s dark side. And only string
theory appears able to serve as a reliable mathematical guide to that larger universe.

Lenny Susskind provides the usual over-the-top outrageous quote:

It is hard to find a serious paper about particle phenomenology that doesn’t in some
way use the tools of superstring theory.

The author seems to believe that there’s some sort of experimental evidence of string
theory and that it is just like general relativity:

While string theory is sparse on experimental validation, the situation is not so
different from general relativity in its early days, when difficult mathematics made
calculating a prediction extremely challenging.

and somehow thinks that string theory is the only hope for the future of physics:

Without superstring theory, we’d lose the intriguing prospects for the multiverse, with
its infinite and eternal creativity in spawning new universes… More immediately, dark
matter and dark energy would remain imponderable enigmas, shorn of any clues
about where they come from. Astronomers can live without knowing the quantum
properties of gravity. But to learn that 96 percent of the cosmos is unknowable would
be a bitter pill to swallow. It would be even worse for physicists. Without a logical
framework in which to pose and answer questions, our inquiries into the fundamental
aspects of the physical world would devolve into semantic quibbles.

Some days I think that there’s definitely a more realistic view of string theory out
there, other days I’m not so sure…

Update: It seems that Edward Witten is attending the AAS meeting, although not
speaking there. See the comment from David Cobden, and Steins Sigurdsson’s blog
entry from the conference Trendspotting, where he reports:

On a completely unrelated note, Ed Witten was spotted wandering the halls…
Now there is always some cosmic string or quantum cosmo thingy going on here, but
what we ask (and, yes, I did actually ask), was he doing in the extrasolar planet
session?

http://www.astronomy.com/asy/default.aspx?c=ci&id=24
http://www.astronomy.com/asy/default.aspx?c=ci&id=24
http://riofriospacetime.blogspot.com/2006/12/holiday-gifts.html
http://riofriospacetime.blogspot.com/2006/12/holiday-gifts.html
http://scienceblogs.com/catdynamics/2007/01/trendspotting.php
http://scienceblogs.com/catdynamics/2007/01/trendspotting.php


Ed likes exoplanets!
Dood.

Update: Science a Gogo has an article about this, String Theory? Knot!, which uses
my characterization of Susskind’s quote as “over-the-top”, but then uses the wrong
quote, using something from the Astronomy magazine article which wasn’t written by
Susskind.

Update: The University of Washington press release on cosmic superstrings, based
upon a poster presented at the AAS meeting, has made it to Fox News (via Lubos).

Comments

1. gunpowder&noodles
January 8, 2007

“Without superstring theory, we’d lose the intriguing prospects for the
multiverse, with its infinite and eternal creativity in spawning new universes…”

I don’t know why, but I find that quote laugh-out-loud funny. One pictures
mournful physicists lamenting the good old days when the multiverse had infinite
and eternal creativity.

2. Chris Oakley
January 9, 2007

Google Translate

Translate Text

Original text:

Without superstring theory, we’d lose the intriguing prospects for the
multiverse, with its infinite and eternal creativity in spawning new
universes…

Breathless Popular Science Hype to English

Superstring theory requires more than 3+1 dimensions, which is
unfortunate as there is no compelling reason to believe that there are
any extra dimensions.

3. M
January 9, 2007

maybe all your quotes are meant to be somewhat overhyped, so I should not add
that IceCube was built thanks to the experimentalists who spent many years
developing the necessary technology with smaller experiments (from Baikal to
Amanda), and because astrophysics suggests that a km^3 detector is needed to
probably start seeing neutrino events from astrophysical sources.

http://www.scienceagogo.com/news/string_theory.shtml
http://www.scienceagogo.com/news/string_theory.shtml
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,243964,00.html
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,243964,00.html


4. Tommaso Dorigo
January 9, 2007

Thank you for the quotes from Astronomy. I have always preferred Sky and
Telescope to it, but it does not harm to be given additional good reasons now and
then…

Cheers,
T.

5. John A
January 9, 2007

While string theory is sparse on experimental validation, the situation
is not so different from general relativity in its early days, when
difficult mathematics made calculating a prediction extremely
challenging.

General Relativity: published 1915.
First exact solution (Schwarzschild)- 1916
Prediction of perihelion shift of Mercury – c. 1916
Bending of spacetime by gravity (Eddington) 1919
Gravitational Red Shift (Pound/Rebka) 1959

String Theory: [this line unintentionally blank]

6. Bee
January 9, 2007

It is hard to find a serious paper about particle phenomenology that doesn’t in
some way use the tools of superstring theory.

What exactly might he mean with ‘the tools of superstring theory’?

7. LDM
January 9, 2007

Susskind, by making such unfounded statements, must realize he only succeeds
in destroying any scientific reputation he may have enjoyed.
As far as Physics is concerned, if he truly believes his statement and is not just
engaging in some form of self-promotion, then he is truly delusional.

8. Ari Heikkinen
January 9, 2007

“Without superstring theory, we’d lose the intriguing prospects for the
multiverse, with its infinite and eternal creativity in spawning new universes…”

Actually, you don’t lose anything. I don’t need string theory (or any other theory
or even any math) to conclude that we’re in a bubble called the “universe” (or
anything you want to call it) and anything (if anything) out there outside this
“bubble” could be called another “dimension” (again, whatever you like to call



it).

And even with this purely philosophical reasoning I’m not going to be any more
right or wrong than any other reasoning of whatever might be out there or not.

It’s kind of like what’s going to happen after death. There’s lots of theories of
what might happen with each one as likely to be right or wrong, as no one’s
came back to tell what really happened.

So my message to all physicists who happen to read this is: instead of wasting all
your life on theories which aren’t even remotely useful for anything practical
why not instead do something useful, like figure out how to get fusion reactors
working (and when it comes to funding, this is where the money should go).

9. Thomas Love
January 9, 2007

Lenny Susskind said:

It is hard to find a serious paper about particle phenomenology that doesn’t in
some way use the tools of superstring theory.

Obviously Susskind doesn’t know how to do a literature search.

10. Chris W.
January 9, 2007

But to learn that 96 percent of the cosmos is unknowable would be a bitter pill to
swallow.

Is Susskind referring to the multiverse here? If so, shouldn’t that be
“99.9999999…. percent of the cosmos is unknowable”?

11. Dan
January 9, 2007

Dear Peter & co,

How successful has been string cosmology, including Randall’s & Sundrum
braneworld models? How successful has loop cosmology been? I understand that
there probably isn’t much in the way of hard quantitative predictions, but what
about soft or generic predictions, that would differ and be potentially observable,
from current SM+GR? (i.e I am aware string cosmology offers SUSY-partners as
DM candidates. Anything else?)

curious
Dan

12. Peter Woit
January 9, 2007

Dan,



As far as I know, none of “string cosmology”, braneworld models, loop cosmology
make any predictions, hard, soft, generic or whatever. The SUSY dark matter
candidate is a feature of SUSY, not of strings, branes, loops…

13. Dan
January 9, 2007

Hi Peter,
Ok thanks. When I google there are a lot of hits, such as arxiv.org/abs/astro-
ph/0303499 and arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0303499 but I am unsure what real
astronomers think

14. Robert Musil
January 9, 2007

“[T]o learn that 96 percent of the cosmos is unknowable would be a bitter pill to
swallow. It would be even worse for physicists. Without a logical framework in
which to pose and answer questions, our inquiries into the fundamental aspects
of the physical world would devolve into semantic quibbles.”

Perhaps the author is suggesting that if string theory must be abandoned for
whatever reason, its cultists will (must!) Drink The Coolaid instead of soldiering
on in a purposeless world! The IAS as Jonestown! Well, in that case, maybe it will
be sherry, not Coolaid.

15. Peter Orland
January 9, 2007

Paul Says:
January 9th, 2007 at 6:03 pm
a) If three-dimensional space (let’s omit the “fourth dimension of time”, for a
moment, reason given below) is “curved” by gravity, what is it curving into? For
example, if you place a bowling ball on a bedspread, it is curving *from* the
second dimension *into* the third dimension.

Paul,

The answer to your question is very subtle. To understand curved
space, it isn’t necessary to curve that space into anything. This was discovered
by Gauss and Riemann, and is a fact of “intrinsic geometry”.

To see how this works, imagine a curved sheet of rubber. Draw
coordinates (that is a graph) on the rubber. Now mash it flat into the plane. The
coordinates will remain on the sheet, but won’t be
flat. The intrinsic curvature is still there, due to the stresses
rubber. On the other hand, if you take a flat piece of rubber
and bend it (without otherwise straining it), it remains intrinsically
flat, though there is now what is called extrinsic curvature.

Einstein’s equations of gravity relate the intrinsic curvature of
spacetime to matter. They say nothing about extrinsic curvature,



i.e. how space-time is embedded in some space of more than
four dimensions.

Implicit in your question is another about curvature of
three-dimensional space, as opposed to four-dimensional
space-time. Many popular books incorrectly explain
gravity as being due to curvature of space. The bowling-
ball/bedspread picture is NOT really the right way to think
about gravity. In the most natural (either comoving or
Schwartzchild) coordinates, the spatial curvature is
extremely small. Newtonian gravity is not at all related to
spacial curvature, in these coordinates, but in space-time
curvature. There is some curvature of three-dimensional space, responsible for
some of the shift of the perihelion of mercury,
but it is very small.

The physical way to think about gravity is this… In so-called
comoving, or inertial coordinates, space falls into energy
(which by E=mc^2 includes matter). Particles in this space fall
with it. The bedsheet is slightly curved by the bowling ball, but
Newtonian gravity is due to the bedsheet being sucked into the
bowling ball!

One can choose other coordinates, where spacial curvature
is big, but they are not particularly useful.

16. anonymous
January 9, 2007

Dan, there are plenty of specific models of inflation in string theory. They can
involve things like a brane and an anti-brane in the extra dimensions which move
toward each other and annihilate. While they move, the universe is expanding
(inflation); when they annihilate, lots of particles are produced. Contrary to what
Peter says, any specific model of this type does make specific numerical
predictions for things like the CMB power spectrum. The trouble is that there
are a lot of models of this type, and not enough numbers measured well by
experiments to select among them, at least so far.

17. woit
January 9, 2007

Please Peter O. and others. This kind of discussion of the basics of GR is off-topic
and has nothing at all to do with the posting. This is not intended as a general
physics discussion forum, which is something I have no interest in hosting or
trying to moderate.

anonymous,

Again, there is no such thing as a “prediction” of string cosmology, or a
“prediction” of brane world scenarios about cosmology. These ideas cannot tell
you what the next generation of experiments is going to see, or the one after



that. There are so many variants of these models and lots of parameters, so
much so that these ideas are vacuous in terms of making anything anyone would
call a legitimate prediction. If you disagree, tell us what “string cosmology” or
brane-world scenarios says the next generation of CMB experiments will see,
and be willing to agree that string theory is wrong if they don’t see this.

18. Aaron Bergman
January 9, 2007

Specific models make specific predictions. Nothing’s going to say that string
theory is wrong, but various scenarios make unambiguous predictions and are
falsifiable.

19. Peter Woit
January 9, 2007

Aaron,

“string cosmology” is not falsifiable
“brane world cosmology” is not falsifiable
I have no idea about loop cosmology.

Sure, you can come up with highly complicated, highly speculative models that
don’t really explain anything about observable physics but make “predictions”. I
could make up a “scenario” which involves God writing the lyrics to Lucy in the
Sky With Diamonds in Morse code and imprinting these in the CMB at a certain
amplitude. This would make definite predictions, and be completely falsifiable.

20. Robert Musil
January 10, 2007

I’m not an astronomer, but I sent your quotes to the astonomers I know (there
are not that many – but they do include people working at Harvard-Smithsonian).
They weren’t even aware that string theory offered any explanation whatsoever
for Dark Energy and Dark Matter. They tell me the most likely candidate for Dark
Matter is “axions”, which are hypothetical particles that arise from
supersymmetry in the standard model (no strings there). The most likely
candidate for Dark Energy is said to be some kind of small positive vacuum
energy due to something about the vacuum or fields that we don’t understand
(again, no strings needed). These astronomers agree that while positive vacuum
energy many constrain string theory, there are no constraints of any sort from
string theory to observations.

For the record: The astonomers I asked are actually now directly involved in
observation projects regarding Dark Energy and Dark Matter. Just thought I’d
mention that.

21. LDM
January 10, 2007

Aaron Bergman,



“Nothing’s going to say that string theory is wrong.”

Please. Look up the definition of the science method somewhere and then
rethink your statement.

There is another quote by Pauli, lesser known, but perhaps with more scientific
content and less sarcasm than the title of Peter’s book. Pauli pointed out that
there is always a continuum of theories that agree with a given phenomena, but
the test of a theory is that it predicts something new.

Note Pauli did not say postdict.
Note that string theory fails this test miserably.

Pauli arrived at this observation, in my opinion, because his genius was so great
that he could and did easily discover alternate formulations and approaches.

There is so far no compelling reason to believe string theory in its current form
and considerable reasons not to, that is unless you are like Susskind and have
invested your professional identity with it…and also consider yourself one of the
fathers of the theory.

22. anon y mus
January 10, 2007

Dan & other anonymous,

models with parallel branes in extra dimensions have been studied hoping that a)
their potential energy naturally gives the flat potential needed for inflation; b)
their final collision generates the particles we see.

However a) turned out to be false, after that the size of the extra dimensions is
stabilized. Furthermore b) when inhomogeneties in the matter density can be
computed, their spectral index comes out very tilted, unlike the observed one.
And c) in any case the idea that some God liked to start the Universe putting two
perfectly parallel branes looks as naive as the ancient oriental cosmology where
the Earth stays above a turtle above a turtle…

23. anon y mus
January 10, 2007

correction: probably this cosmology is not naive from the modern point of view of
String Naturalness: perfectly parallel branes can be justified by invoking the
Anthropic Principle.

I am sorry, but for a moment I forgot that Susskind told us that we must use the
tools of superstring theory to do something serious.

24. r hofmann
January 10, 2007

Dear Ari,



`So my message to all physicists who happen to read this is: instead of wasting
all your life on theories which aren’t even remotely useful for anything practical
why not instead do something useful, like figure out how to get fusion reactors
working (and when it comes to funding, this is where the money should go). ‘

I agree with you. All philosophizing about mere matters of belief,
such as the multiverse, is even culturally irrelevant if our very culture won’t
survive the looming climatological catastrophe we
will have to face in the absence of a viable alternative to the present way of
fueling or energy needs. I personally believe that fusion with
magnetically confined plasmas will be viable if we manage to
apply genuine knowledge gained about electroweak symmetry breaking
(theoretically and at the LHC) to this problem.

High regards.

25. Lee Smolin
January 10, 2007

Dear Dan,

Regarding loop quantum cosmology, this is a class of models, not yet the full
quantum field theory. Nonetheless within them, there is a universal mechanism
for eliminating the initial singularity. That mechanism implies modification of the
power spectrum, at a level that may be observable in future CMB observations,
as argued in astro-ph/0411124. Whether this leads to predictions from the full
theory rather than models is the subject of ongoing work, see for example astro-
ph/0611685.

26. Dan
January 10, 2007

Dear Lee Smolin & both anonymous

thanks. It seems string cosmology is also a class of models as is loop cosmology?
Incidentally Lee, I’ve been hoping you and Bilson publish a followup preon paper

27. Aaron Bergman
January 10, 2007

“string cosmology” is not falsifiable
“brane world cosmology” is not falsifiable
I have no idea about loop cosmology.

Sure, you can come up with highly complicated, highly speculative models that
don’t really explain anything about observable physics but make “predictions”.

Actually, some of them aren’t particularly complicated, and they do make honest
predictions. I don’t understand what your problem with this is. The models can
be ruled out.



28. Landscape vegetable
January 10, 2007

How long will it take to rule out 10^500 models? How many per second can be
ruled out? To do it within 1000 years (3*10^10 seconds) would mean ruling out
~10^490 models per second. The universe is only 4*10^17 seconds old, so to do
it over the age of the universe would require ruling out only ~10^483 models
per second.

It reminds me of SDI in 1985. Objectors to SDI dismissed it by working out that
all the computers needed to shoot down Soviet missiles would take thousands of
years to program. It’s too bad that nobody influential is using this argument
against the Landscape.

29. anonymous
January 10, 2007

Peter says the models “don’t really explain anything about observable physics,”
but for most of us having a reasonably simple model of how inflation could work
is pretty nice. As for what “anon y mus” says, I suggest reading more of the
literature — it’s not always about exactly parallel branes, and there are some
viable scenarios. It turns out one doesn’t even necessarily need slow-roll, brane
inflation has suggested scenarios where the kinetic term matters more than the
potential. Anyway, Dan, yes, brane cosmology suggests various models, which as
Aaron says are falsifiable. What it doesn’t do is suggest a unique model, but
neither did old, field-theoretic inflation. So I don’t really know what Peter’s so
worked up about.

30. LDM
January 10, 2007

anonymous ,

If string theorists have to resort to an extremely speculative idea like inflation as
evidence for an even more speculative idea, string theory, than that itself is
telling. I do not consider such models meaningful.

31. Lee Smolin
January 10, 2007

Dear Dan,

Loop quantum cosmology must be a set of models for two reasons: 1) they
incorporate diffrerent models of the inflaton. 2) They describe reductions to
different homogeneous cosmologies, i.e. FRW, Bianchi I, Bianchi IX etc. These
are harmless, they do not represent different low energy theories or low energy
phenomenologies as do the string cosmologies. Moreover there are no fine
tunings in the main results, such as the removal of singularities or corrections to
the CMB spectrum.

At the same time, one would like to do better and know if the predictions found



are genuine predictions of full quantum gravity rather than a quantization of a
reduced set of degrees of freedom. This is the aim of some current work.

There is also a more speculative direction of work in which we postulate that, if
geometry emerges from a low energy limit of a purely quantum geometry it may
do so in a phase transition which leaves observable signatures. This work is very
recent, see hep-th/0604120, and hep-th/0611197, but it appears that one can
make distinct predictions for CMB observations on the basis of a few simple
assumptions about that conjecttured phase transition, see astro-ph/0611695.

Thanks re preons. Work is presently underway, in collaboration with several
people.

Thanks,

Lee

32. Peter Woit
January 10, 2007

Aaron,

“I don’t understand what your problem with this is. The models can be ruled
out.”

You decided to not quote the part of my comment that answers this, here it is
again:

“I could make up a “scenario” which involves God writing the lyrics to Lucy in
the Sky With Diamonds in Morse code and imprinting these in the CMB at a
certain amplitude. This would make definite predictions, and be completely
falsifiable.”

There’s more to doing science then coming up with “scenarios” based on pure
speculation, you actually need some sort of evidence for them. What string
theorists are doing now is saying that string theory can’t tell us anything about
low energy physics, but it is science because it can tell us about cosmology.
When asked what it tells us about cosmology, the answer is “in general, nothing,
but it leads to all sorts of scenarios”. And the only evidence for these “scenarios”
is that they are somehow compatible with the idea of string theory unification,
determining low energy physics. The whole thing is kind of absurd.

33. Peter Woit
January 10, 2007

anonymous,

I just don’t see how introducing branes improves the situation at all as far as
“having a reasonably simple model” is concerned. It seems to do quite the
opposite.

34. Aaron Bergman



January 10, 2007

There’s more to doing science then coming up with “scenarios” based on pure
speculation, you actually need some sort of evidence for them. What string
theorists are doing now is saying that string theory can’t tell us anything about
low energy physics, but it is science because it can tell us about cosmology.

Not everything has to be seen through this prism of string theory, spawn of satan
or harmless diversion. If I just called them string inspired models, would that be
ok? Take DBI-inflation, for example. Outside of its string theory inspiration, is
there anything that makes it worse than other models for inflation?

35. Peter Woit
January 10, 2007

Aaron,

Working on speculative ideas that really have nothing to do with string theory,
and justifying this not because of evidence for the ideas, but because they are
“string-inspired” doesn’t seem to me like a healthy way to do science. It’s also
kind of intentionally misleading, intended to get people believing that “string
theory makes predictions”, and writing completely absurd articles for Astronomy
magazine.

36. anon y mus
January 10, 2007

Dear anonymous-who-wants-literature-for-problem-a): see pages 22,23 of hep-
th/0610102 for a short review. In my opinion the fact that the generic idea does
not help is more important than the fact that one can avoid some problem by
cooking up specific models.

37. Aaron Bergman
January 10, 2007

Working on speculative ideas that really have nothing to do with string theory,
and justifying this not because of evidence for the ideas, but because they are
“string-inspired” doesn’t seem to me like a healthy way to do science.

People aren’t working on string-inspired models because they’re string-inspired,
but because they are new models. There are lots of models for inflation, some
string-inspired, some not. I think they’re all worth investigating, don’t you?

38. Aaron Adams
January 10, 2007

If ever there was a gauntlet thrown at the feet of an apartment visitor with a
cellphone camera, this is it:

“…there’s a very geeky picture of me with my telescope on display in
my apartment, causing much amusement to my guests (no way will I



ever allow it to be digitized, I must ensure that it never appears on the
web).”

39. Ari Heikkinen
January 10, 2007

I don’t think it’s entirely fair to say that just because you’re not making any
predictions you’re not doing science.

Take early days of aerodynamics, for example. All they were doing was trying to
understand what’s happening in their wind tunnels, that is, trying to understand
real world phenomena.

Even though they weren’t making any predictions (at the time), everyone in the
field still seem to think they were doing science.

40. kuos
January 10, 2007

Susskind is right.

String theorists occasionally use algebra, hence algebra is one of the “tools of
superstring theory”.

Very few serious particle phenomenology papers avoid the use of algebra. QED.

41. Peter Woit
January 10, 2007

Ari,
Experimentalists don’t need to be making predictions, but theorists are supposed
to, and it’s theorists I was talking about.

Aaron B.,

Well, in general I don’t think all possible models (of inflation, or of anything else)
are equally worth investigating. One is supposed to be concentrating on those for
which one has a good scientific reason. If your only reason for deciding to work
on one class of models is that it’s “string inspired”, that seems to me to be a
problem.

42. wow
January 10, 2007

This discussion of inflation is quite interesting. I can’t think of *any*
development that was important in yielding the eventual standard models of
cosmology and particle physics, that Peter couldn’t criticise along the same lines.

Gauge theory? Just a model. Can’t make a unique prediction, because it isn’t a
unique model. Since you can’t falsify gauge theory, its not science.

Einstein’s theory of gravity? Has an infinity of solutions. If your favorite FRW



cosmology doesn’t match data, you could choose a different solution. Thats not
science.

In both cases, people chose a framework, built models as best they could, and
eventually found that ONE describes nature pretty well. For gauge theory that
happened to be 3-2-1. For Einstein gravity, initially, the flat FRW solution (which
has since been augmented). Other people chose other frameworks, tried to build
good models, and failed. String theorists are working in exactly the same way:
they choose a framework, and try to build a model that is itself predictive and
falsifiable. Smolin uses his framework. Thats fine. As long as each model is
testable, there is no problem with the plethora of models being suggested.

Claiming that these are string theory models of inflation, is no more or less
misleading than saying that the various Lambda CDM cosmologies (specified by
many parameters) are all simple versions of GR + the standard model. The
model is far from unique. So what?

43. Chris W.
January 10, 2007

(from Ari) All they were doing was trying to understand what’s happening in
their wind tunnels, that is, trying to understand real world phenomena.

And that doesn’t involve making predictions? I don’t mean predictions of the
“future,” but just predictions of, say, what velocity field you’ll get in the
neighborhood of an specific airfoil positioned in a certain way in the wind tunnel.
You may have such observations already in hand, which you try to reproduce
with an application of the Navier-Stokes equations or some less general model. If
you succeed, then you say, okay, let’s predict what will happen if we reposition
the airfoil or change its shape in a certain way, whose presumed effects we know
how to calculate. It’s the results of this follow-up testing that are of the greatest
interest; we want to know if the initial agreement was merely a fluke.

Admittedly, the results of such tests may reflect more on our methods of
approximating a solution to the model, or on our choice of relevant free
parameters, than on the fundamental assumptions of the model itself, but that’s
part of the problem of testing the model—find ways to confront the central
assumptions with crucial tests, ie, tests whose evaluation is not overly dependent
on incidental aspects of the model’s formulation.

String theory seems to have evolved in such a way that crucial observational
tests, as opposed to tests of internal consistency or correspondence to (at least
some) important aspects of the Standard Model, are impossible to formulate. The
best criticism then becomes a meta-criticism—that string theory seems designed
to make such testing impossible or in some sense beside the point. (Of course the
apparent freedom to choose a background spacetime has played an essential role
in all this.)

In the face of this situation one can continue to imagine that one has understand
something about nature that wasn’t understood before, but the same can be said
of any number of metaphysical ideas. Susskind seems to be protesting the



abandonment of this “opportunity” to understand nature. Perhaps there still
remains such an opportunity in string theory, but the current situation demands
a much deeper response than a proliferation of convoluted variants on Kaluza-
Klein models, an interminable exploration of the Landscape, invocations of the
Anthropic Principle, or exploration of the vast array of mathematical
ramifications of the theory’s formalism.

44. Peter Woit
January 10, 2007

wow,

Sorry, but I find these claims that there is no difference between the predictivity
problems of string theory, and those of gauge theory or GR to just be absurd, and
I can’t believe that anyone makes these claims seriously.

For about the 100th time, the difference is not hard to understand. Gauge theory
and GR are quite simple, rigid structures, and at the time they were suggested,
they correctly postdicted huge amounts of observed physics, and made huge
numbers of predictions, some of which were quickly testable.

String theory unification, whether applied to particle physics or cosmology
postdicts virtually nothing and predicts nothing. Unlike the case of gauge theory
or GR, there simply is no scientific evidence for the idea, nor any plausible
prospects for getting any soon. Unlike the case of gauge theory or GR, attempts
to connect string theory unification to real world physics aren’t based upon solid
predictions that follow logically from certain simple principles. Instead there’s a
whole industry of complicated and ugly Rube Goldberg constructions which don’t
explain anything, but are are designed purely to avoid contradicting the rules of
logic or what is already known about physics.

45. dan
January 10, 2007

Dear Lee Smolin,
I am aware that the symmetry reduced loop quantum cosmology may have good
semiclassical description but not LQG.

Incidentally would you mind if I cut and paste your comments to wiki here

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loop_quantum_cosmology?

A hobby of mine is to update wiki’s entries on LQG
(I.e I added material on preons and Kodama state, for example)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loop_quantum_gravity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preon

46. David Cobden
January 11, 2007

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loop_quantum_cosmology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loop_quantum_cosmology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loop_quantum_gravity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loop_quantum_gravity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preon


I heard about something quite funny and moderately relevant today at the AAS
meeting. One of our newer students was giving a poster on detecting
gravitational waves from cosmic strings. He described to me how someone with
a high-pitched soft voice came up to talk to him, and how the other students
around him suddenly went completely silent. The stranger was quite interested
and said something like “you’ve got to look at radiation from cusps”. Student:
“Kinks?” Stranger: “No, cusps.” Student: “You seem to know quite a lot about
string theory.” Audience: smiles! Yes, the man himself, on the lookout for
experimental verification!

47. F.
January 11, 2007

It seems strange that every harmless motion and remark of a
prominent physicist seems worth commenting on here.
What happens?
F.

48. woit
January 11, 2007

F.,

Well, one role of this blog is to retail gossip and keep people up to date on the
activities of the celebrities of our field, and for those of us interested in particle
theory and mathematics, Witten is bigger than Britney Spears, Paris Hilton and
Lindsay Lohan all rolled into one. He has a very large influence on the direction
of the field, so for instance if it turns out he has given up on particle theory and
decides to devote himself to the study of exoplanets, that would be explosive
news. No, I don’t think it’s happening. More likely, like many of us, Witten just
thinks a lot of this astronomy stuff is cool.

49. David Cobden
January 11, 2007

Dear F.,

What seems strange to me is that anyone could think that EW’s remark was the
point of the comment. Oh well.

Dave

50. FFF
January 11, 2007

Can Witten go to the toilet while attending a string theory seminar without
worrying that it might be interpreted as an explosive news?

51. wow
January 11, 2007



Actually, gauge theory (and field theory as a whole) was criticized in much the
same way as you are criticizing string theory, for about 20 years following the
original Yang-Mills paper. This culminated in the bootstrap/S-matrix movement
where the irrelevant technical “rube goldberg” details of field theory, which was
itself not unique and far from well defined, could be swept under the rug.

Of course this was badly misleading. Field theory is difficult and nonunique. It is
also deep, beautiful, and correct. My guess is that this is true of string theory as
well. A difference seems to be that string theory is unique, but has many
solutions, while field theory is fundamentally non-unique. But this is not an
important difference.

52. D R Lunsford
January 11, 2007

Peter,

Like you I started with astronomy and dropped it in college. Recently I acquired
a good 10″ telescope and let me tell you, the thrill is still there! You’ll enjoy
having one, I recommend it. It’s also more fun now that I understand light and
the universe a lot better than I used to.

-drl

53. D R Lunsford
January 11, 2007

Tommaso,

“Astronomy” has always been a miserable sensationalist rag. It also had the bad
effect of debasing Sky&Telescope by forcing them to compete on a more glossy
level. In a sense it annihilated with the old S&T and they both disappeared in a
burst of advertising dollars.

-drl

54. woit
January 11, 2007

wow,

The difference between QFT and string theory has nothing do with questions
about uniqueness. The simplest QFT in the class of gauge theories (QED)
accurately describes nature to absurd precision, makes an infinite number of
non-trivial predictions, all of which turn out to work when you test them. This
remains true of the only slightly more complicated non-abelian gauge theories
and the standard model.

People did not argue against QFT that is was untestable, they were testing it all
the time. They argued that it couldn’t describe the strong interactions, and that
appeared to be the case until the discovery of asymptotic freedom. There has



never been any time when people studying QFT were claiming that it was
impossible to get predictions out of it because there were too many QFTs.

If you want to make an argument that string theory will someday triumph the
way QFT did, you could try and claim that someday we’ll better understand
string theory, and realize that it has some surprising property like asymptotic
freedom that will make its current problems describing nature go away. Maybe,
but there’s no evidence for that now.

55. woit
January 11, 2007

drl,

I still have an old 8″ telescope, don’t get to use it very much in New York City
though…

56. wow
January 12, 2007

The history of qft is not as you say. There were two periods of significant
“discouragement” due to people who thought the structure should be easier and
more unique than it is.

If you read about QED (see Dysons many accounts), it is clear that by the mid
40s, after 15-20 years of worrying about relativistic quantum mechanics, most of
the old heroes of qm (Dirac, Schrodinger,…) Thought a fundamentally new
structure to replace qm (not QED) was needed. It was the new generation
(feynmanm schwinger etc) that saw that the old complicated theory, could indeed
be made to work. They needed rube goldberg contraptions to explain loop effects
and it took 25 years before the correct wilsonian understanding of
renormalization was attained.

Then, later, the chicken littles appeared when the theory of strong interactions
required novel features of qft.

The analogy is quite clear. Understood poorly, qft is very difficult, nonuniqe, and
even seems ambiguous (due to misunderstandings of renormalization). The
aesthetic worries were irrelevant (science doesn’t demand uniqueness, just that
one avatar of the theory be a good approximation of nature).

57. Thomas Larsson
January 12, 2007

Wow: Funny, I used exactly this summary of the history of QFT in the
introduction to my contribution to this book. However, I don’t see how it can be
construed to support string theory. Adding tons of unconfirmed (and increasingly
unlikely) “new physics”, like susy, extra-dimensions, fundamental extended
objects, 496 gauge bosons, or 10^500 universes is more like the new physics
that Oppenheimer and others thought was necessary to cure the infinities of
QED.

https://www.novapublishers.com/catalog/product_info.php?products_id=3848
https://www.novapublishers.com/catalog/product_info.php?products_id=3848


58. Peter Woit
January 12, 2007

Wow,

I have read a bit about the history of QFT… Earlier I was referring to the post
40s history of the subject, but I don’t think your interpretation of the earlier
history holds water.

From the very beginning in the late 1920s, QED had a huge amount of
experimental backing. First-order perturbation theory was well-defined, and
gave extremely accurate, testable predictions of a huge variety of experimentally
measurable effects. The problems with higher order perturbation theory were a
matter of principle, but practically of little significance. The measurement of the
Lamb shift made clear that higher-order effects were real and the theory had to
explain them, which was rather quickly done.

It’s true it took 15-20 years to sort out the problems of how to renormalize QED,
but for a large chunk of this period, most physicists were either trying to save
their skins or working on war-related projects. People were worried that QED
might very well be inconsistent, but I don’t know of anyone who was worrying
that it was consistent, but experimentally untestable.

And the reason people took seriously Feynman and Schwinger’s renormalization
methods, whether or not they found them to be of a “Rube Goldberg” nature,
was that these methods gave extremely accurate and experimentally confirmed
predictions for things like the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron. If
Feynman and Schwinger had been doing higher order perturbation theory
calculations using complicated methods, but getting no predictions out of them,
just a bunch of excuses for why QED couldn’t make predictions, absolutely no
one would have taken them seriously.

59. wow
January 12, 2007

I haven’t actually heard any string theorists say the theory will not lead to
predictions, once (by whatever fortuitous experiment) the correct class of
solutions is found. I have heard you say this many times, but apparently the
rather large community of technical experts on string theory, does not believe
your statement. To me, this looks like what critics of field theory would have
been saying in the 30s and 60s. And the response of the string theorists, is
similar to what the wise folks who kept working in the natural extension of
existing theory (QFT) did.

The absence of data at the relevant energy scale is indeed different. This is not a
problem of string theory, and has haunted
beyond SM physics for 20 years. To attack string theorists and not the huge
number of phenomenologists who worked on supersymmetry, technicolor, large
extra dimensions, randall sundrum scenarios, little higgs models, or whatever,
seems silly to me. One could just as easily make ad hominem remarks about the
10s of thousands of papers there with no experimental confirmation of the ideas.



And these remarks would be just as silly: the goal of the endeavor is to divide up
the space of models so * when interesting signatures are SEEN *, one will know
what this means about where we live in theory space.

String theorists do the same thing with their framework. If Smolin had a
framework I imagine he would also do this, though I have never understood in
what sense he does have one.

60. Peter Woit
January 12, 2007

wow,

I’m sure people working on string theory hope that it will some day lead to
predictions, but there aren’t any now, and the problem is that at this point
there’s not a plausible scenario for how this is going to happen. You seem to be
saying that you believe in a “fortuitous experiment” that will indicate that the
string theory landscape picture is correct by providing evidence for a certain
class of string theory solutions. That’s logically possible, but I don’t see any
evidence for this scenario other than wishful thinking based upon a firm
conviction that string theory has to be true. Yes, this judgement about the
plausibility of your scenario is a personal one, but I’m pretty sure that it is
shared by a large fraction of particle theorists who are not string theorists.

Beyond the standard model particle phenomenology has, like string theory, had
very little success over the last 20 years. With no experimental guidance, it’s a
very hard problem. Like string theory, some ideas about particle phenomenology
are overhyped by their enthusiasts. But I just don’t see the same unhealthy
domination of the subject by a single idea that is not working. Phenomenologists
are at least trying lots of different ideas (even if none of them are especially
promising). The idea of getting beyond the standard model physics out of some
kind of string/M theory on a 10/11 space has not just failed to work out the way
people hoped, but it continues to dominate a large fraction of particle theory
research. Given the lack of any other successful ideas, there’s no reason some
people shouldn’t work on it, but people who do so should acknowledge that
things are not going well, and that probably other quite different ideas are
needed.

The day technicolor models are pursued by large groups of theorists who create
institutes devoted their study, won’t hire people who don’t work on these models,
write books and TV shows about the glories of technicolor, and start up blogs
devoted to calling anyone who doesn’t believe in technicolor an imbecile, I’ll
start writing postings pointing out the problems with what they are doing.

61. Thomas Larsson
January 12, 2007

To me, this looks like what critics of field theory would have been saying in the
30s and 60s. And the response of the string theorists, is similar to what the wise
folks who kept working in the natural extension of existing theory (QFT) did.



“The critics are right. We have no single prediction of string theory that is
verified by observation. Even worse, we don’t know how to use string theory to
make predictions. Even worse than that, we don’t really know what string theory
is.”
-Steven Weinberg

62. anonymous
January 12, 2007

“and start up blogs devoted to calling anyone who doesn’t believe in technicolor
an imbecile”

Hey, I bet Ken Lane can be persuaded to do that!

“But I just don’t see the same unhealthy domination of the subject by a single
idea that is not working. Phenomenologists are at least trying lots of different
ideas (even if none of them are especially promising).”

Wah? I guess by one idea you mean “the right theory is a string theory.” At the
same level of generality phenomenologists generally go from the idea “the right
theory is a QFT for which the SM is a low-energy effective theory.” There is of
course lots of diversity in what phenomenologists do, but at the same time there
is diversity in stringy model-building (intersecting brane models, flux
compactifications, etc.). I don’t see what you’re doing as an apples-to-apples
comparison.

63. M
January 12, 2007

wow, many phenomenologists are interested in if/which new physics keeps the
weak scale naturally small (supersymmetry or technicolor or…?) because
colliders are now exploring physics at the weak scale. This is not only an
important issue, it also is an issue that will be clarified, probably soon at LHC.
The present attempts could be right, or could be wrong, but cannot be not-even-
wrong.

64. wow
January 12, 2007

M:

Many of the things explored by model builders (including the most influential
ideas of the past decade or so) were either directly
or indirectly but obviously influenced/inspired by string theory
ideas. I am not saying this as “an arrogant adherent of string theory” — this is a
fact that the originators of the models would freely admit. It is true of the
Randall/Sundrum works on warping and anomaly mediation; it is true of the
large dimensions works which not coincidentally blossomed right after D-brane
gauge theories became a topic of interest; it is true of new ideas in SUSY model
building which took off from Seiberg’s classic works, which in turn were inspired
in part by thinking precisely about string theory moduli spaces. It is true of the

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?m=200612
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?m=200612


recent resurgence of interest by cosmic string theorists, who see the reasonable
motivation for new possibilities of strings with smaller tension that play a very
subleading role in structure formation. It is true of most attempts to build models
relevant for Planck, that would show measurable non-Gaussianity or
gravitational waves (specially the former; ideas about the latter go back to the
origin of inflation, but have been considerably influenced by theoretical
considerations of quantum gravity more recently).

So, M, even the things that you say are defensible because in some very short
term they are “relevant” to near term experiments, have a history that shows the
value of the more formal research going on in particle/string theory.

65. Chris W.
January 13, 2007

The aesthetic worries were irrelevant (science doesn’t demand uniqueness, just
that one avatar of the theory be a good approximation of nature). (- wow)

Right, I got it; that’s good. So, one should make sure that one’s theory has as
many “avatars” as possible, with as much diversity as possible, to maximize the
likelihood that one of the them will be a good approximation of nature. After all,
nature can be anything at all, and science is fundamentally trial and error, so we
want to make sure the options available for those trials really cover the bases.
Works for me. It looks like string theory and its offshoots are doing a heckuva job
then.

(Karl Popper used to talk about how important it was for a theory to restrict the
observations that one might anticipate making. Man, what a crock of s*** that
was…)

[  ]

66. M
January 13, 2007

wow, what you say about extra dimensions is true, and probably their connection
with strings also is the main reason why these ideas attracted so much attention.
Experiments will tell if it was worthy.

I prefer to look at physics rather than at physicists: recent decades will be likely
remembered for the following fundamental discoveries: the cosmological
constant, inflationary cosmology and structure formation, solar neutrino
oscillations, atmospheric neutrino oscillations. Strings played no role there.

67. Kyrie
January 14, 2007

recent decades will be likely remembered for the following
fundamental discoveries: the cosmological constant, inflationary
cosmology and structure formation, solar neutrino oscillations,
atmospheric neutrino oscillations



I would add to this list the definitive observational proof of the existence of dark
matter. And maybe also the experimental proof of the CKM model of CP violation.

68. M
January 19, 2007

I hope that next years will be the crucial ones for both topics.
Dark Matter could be seen in direct detection experiments and produced at LHC.
The second topic you suggest could be part of a more general issue: since 30
years theorists think that the SM must be replaced at the weak scale by some
new physics that solves the hierarchy problem, but since 30 years experiments
(colliders, CP,…) fail to find it. If this negative trend continues at LHC, I would
consider it as a fundamental discovery, more fundamental than e.g.
supersymmetry. But I don’t know how this could be explained to funding
agencies…

69. Ari Heikkinen
January 23, 2007

“cosmic superstrings”

So any “fluctuation” whatsoever on whatever measuring device and it’s evidence
for cosmic superstrings? Come on, even Hoagland would have more reasoning
for his theories than that.. 



Various Stuff

January 11, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

This week I’m getting ready for the start next week of the spring semester. I’ll be
teaching the second half of our graduate course on Lie Groups and Representations,
something I also did a few years ago, at which point I wrote up some notes and put
them on-line. This year, since the students covered somewhat different material
during the first semester, I’ll be covering some different topics, hoping to both write
up some notes on the new topics, and improve the older notes. We’ll see how much of
that I have time for. Throughout academia, others are also trying to figure out what
they’ll be talking about during the new term, for example see Clifford Johnson’s
recent posting. He’s teaching a course on string theory, something about which he
seems to be a tad bit defensive. Actually his outline syllabus doesn’t really indicate
what he will cover, referring to aspects of perturbative and non-perturbative string
theory, gravity and quantum field theory, which pretty much includes most of modern
physics. Perhaps, like some of the rest of us, he hasn’t quite yet decided what exactly
to talk about…

A future course that some people might be interested in is a summer school to take
place in Seattle on Lattice QCD and its Applications.

An American Physics Student in England has a review of QFT textbooks for beginners.
He neglects to mention a couple of my favorites (maybe just because they are ones I
learned from during my student days): Quantum Field Theory by Itzykson and Zuber,
and Pierre Ramond’s Field Theory: A Modern Primer.

I saw the above link first at Dorigo Tommaso’s blog, which also contains all sorts of
news about interesting results coming out of the Tevatron, including a new, more
accurate value of the W-mass. See for instance here, here, here, and here. About the
new W-mass measurement, there’s also a Fermilab press release, and an article in
Nature. It may yet turn out that the Tevatron is the place where the Higgs is first
seen.

Also in Nature is an interesting article by Frank Wilczek about recent lattice QCD
results showing that QCD leads to a nucleon-nucleon potential with hard-core
repulsion.

Notes from the talks at last week’s Gottingen Winterschule on Geometric Langlands
are now available.

From Peter Teichner’s web-site, a new preprint by him, Hohnold and Stolz describing
8 different models for real K-theory, one of which is in terms of supersymmetric
quantum mechanics. The paper is dedicated to the memory of Raoul Bott, whose
periodicity theorem is a large part of this story.

From Michael Douglas’s web-site, there are slides from his recent colloquium talk
here at Columbia on Supersymmetric Gauge Theory: an overview. He also has a new
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preprint out with Denef and Kachru entitled Physics of String Flux Compactifications.
The autthors go over the arguments for the Landscape and devote significant space to
discussing whether or not string theory is testable. They explain why hopes that one
could use a statistical, anthropic argument to predict whether supersymmetry
breaking happens at low or high scales haven’t worked out. There’s a somewhat
mystifying claim that “in fact string/M-theory does predict a definite distribution of
gauge theory and matter contents”, referring to various papers which don’t contain
anything like a definite string/M-theory prediction of such a distribution.

As for the testability of string theory, the authors first note that while there are all
sorts of exotic phenomena that one might imagine finding that are consistent with
string theory, none of them are required by string theory, so:

Thus, while string theory can offer experimentalists many exciting possibilities, there
is little in the way of guarantees, nor any clear way for such searches to falsify the
theory.

They then go on to give what they see as four possibilities for testability:

1. “Swampland” arguments showing that string theory can’t possibly lead to a low
energy effective theory that agrees with what we see. Unfortunately, there seems to
be no such plausible argument, with all arguments of this kind so far only ruling out
string theory as a source for very different physics than what we observe.

2. String theory must be true because there is no other possible theory of quantum
gravity. They completely ignore LQG, but do admit that “one should not take this too
seriously until it can be proven that alternatives do not exist”, mentioning the
possibility of finiteness of N=8 supergravity.

3. Maybe the LHC will discover new physics that clearly is the result of a string
theory compactification.

4. Maybe they will be able to make statistical predictions using the landscape.

These seem to me extremely weak and problematic arguments. 3 appears to be little
more than wishful thinking that a miracle will happen and save the day, and all efforts
over the last few years to pursue 4 seem to lead to insuperable difficulties for very
fundamental reasons. In the end, the authors acknowledge this, writing “ultimately
convincing evidence for string theory will have to come from observing some sort of
exotic physics”, and putting their hopes in string cosmology, especially the hope of
seeing networks of cosmic superstrings or signals in the CMB corresponding to non-
linearities in the DBI action.

After this dismal summary of the situation and of prospects for the future, the authors
decide to end with conclusions more or less directly opposite to the ones their
arguments naturally lead to:

We conclude by noting that while the present situation is not very satisfactory, there
is every reason to be optimistic… There are many well-motivated directions for
improving the situation, and good reasons to believe that substantial progress will be
made in the future.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0701050
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0701050


Update: One more. There will be a public debate over the anthropic principle later
this month, involving David Gross, Lenny Susskind, and others. More information
here.

Comments

1. A.J.
January 11, 2007

American Physics Student in England also forgot to mention Zinn-Justins’s
Quantum Field Theory & Critical Phenomena”, which about as good a QFT
textbook as currently exists. I always appreciated the fact that they explain
Wilson’s perspective on effective field theory in the introduction, before doing
even a gaussian integral.

2. Mark
January 11, 2007

Hi Peter,

Whats your favorite reference for Lie algebras? I remember you once mentioned
Bourbaki.

3. Peter Woit
January 11, 2007

Mark,

Kind of depends what you want to do with them. Bourbaki is unusually readable,
but better might be a standard mathematical textbook, best-known algebraic one
may be Humphreys. More for geometers, there’s Fulton and Harris. If you’re just
learning the subject, a concise discussion is in the first part of the short book by
Carter, Segal and McDonald. For physicists, who don’t care about arbitrary fields
and really want to compute things, there are lots of references, and they might
find Fulton and Harris readable. The beginning chapter on Lie algebras by
Jurgen Fuchs in his book Affine Lie Algebras and Quantum Groups is nice, lots of
computational details in Howard Georgi’s book.

4. Thomas Love
January 11, 2007

I cut my teeth on Robert Hermann’s Lie Groups for Physicists (which I really
cannot recommend) and Robert Gilmore’s Lie Groups, Lie Algebras and Some of
their applications (now from Dover). Gilmore has a new version at:

http://www.physics.drexel.edu/~bob/LieGroups.html

Thanks, Peter, for making your notes available. I’ll read them soon. My major
complaint about most books on Lie algebras is that they deal with matrix reps
and ignore reps via differential operators as is done is courses in differential

http://www.physics.mcgill.ca/events/trottier-symposium/poster.pdf
http://www.physics.mcgill.ca/events/trottier-symposium/poster.pdf
http://www.physics.drexel.edu/~bob/LieGroups.html
http://www.physics.drexel.edu/~bob/LieGroups.html


geometry.

5. Chris W.
January 11, 2007

In line with the variety of items above, I thought I would pass along a blog
posting about a new open access journal, mentioned in a comment on CV:

PhysMath Central

(..open access, but commercial.)

6. Thomas Larsson
January 12, 2007

As a student, I preferred Ramond over Itzykson and Zuber because it wasn’t so
prohibitively big. IZ is a better reference, though.

A second drawback of IZ, which I have become increasingly aware of during
recent years, is that small print is unfriendly to middle-aged eyes.

7. Peter Orland
January 12, 2007

The book by Sattinger and Weaver on Lie groups and algebras is not
bad. It’s pretty rigorous, and much of it is in language physicists can
understand. The best thing about it is that it’s short. The chapters on
classification of semi-simple Lie algebras are pretty good (except the proof of
Engel’s theorem is impenetrable – I had to find that someplace else).

I also second Peter W.’s endorsement of Segal’s lectures, in the book
with Carter and MacDonald.

8. amused
January 12, 2007

A minor quibble with Wilczek’s nice article: When he mentions the limitations of
the calculation of Aoki & co (e.g. quark masses larger than their physical values)
he neglects to mention that the calculation is also “quenched”, i.e. fermion
determinant in the path integral is set equal to 1 and hence the effects of
vacuum polarisation by quark-antiquark pairs are ignored. I’ve no idea to what
extent this affects the result; presumably its qualitative features – in particular
the hard core repulsion – would remain, but quantitatively the inter-nucleon
potential could be quite different. At any rate, going from quenched to full
(unquenched) QCD certainly affects the results for hadron masses, reducing the
discrepancies with experiment from ~10-30% to ~1-2% in the high-precision
lattice calculations that Wilczek mentions (but surprisingly doesn’t give a
reference to). The problem with having to do calculations at larger quark masses
is not so serious since one can extrapolate to physical values (via chiral
perturbation theory), but there is no similar solution for unquenching – you just
have to get a powerful enough computer and do unquenched calculations from

http://egglikeabirdsegg.blogspot.com/2006/12/details-about-physmath-central.html
http://egglikeabirdsegg.blogspot.com/2006/12/details-about-physmath-central.html


the beginning. So this seems a more serious challenge as far as removing the
limitations of Aoki & co’s work goes.

Btw Peter, do you ever think about returning to the lattice? There are interesting
things going on these days, including mathematical things. E.g. it is now
understood how to formulate fermions on the lattice with chiral symmetry, exact
chiral zero-modes etc, so the notion of index makes sense and one can ask
whether it coincides with the (your!) lattice topological charge of the background
gauge field, as it should (for sufficiently smooth fields) according to index
theorem. Numerical studies indicate that this is the case, but there is no
analytical proof so far. So if you ever feel like returning to this topic there’s a
research problem for you right there.

9. liealgebras
January 12, 2007

Jacobson’s old book on Lie algebras is quite readable and very cheap (its a
Dover). It also goes into more depth than most the current standards (it’s an
algebra textbook not a geometry textbook).

10. Peter Woit
January 12, 2007

amused,

I actually got interest in the things I’ve been working on for many years when I
started thinking about chiral lattice fermions. It has always seemed to me that
which lattice gauge theory does a beautiful job of taking advantage of the
geometric nature of gauge fields, the discretization of fermions completely
ignores the geometry of spinors, and maybe there is a better way of doing things.

Anyway, this led me to other questions and problems I’m still struggling with,
going back to the lattice problem to see if anything I’ve learned about spinor
geometry can be useful there is on my ToDo list, something I should try and find
time to work on.

11. a
January 12, 2007

Off topic, but talking about books, does anyone know a good introduction to
differential geometry? Last time I looked at the first chapter of Do Carmeno, it
seemed to have bunch of errors. Spivak is very nice, but perhaps a bit thick. Any
other suggestions?

12. amused
January 12, 2007

Peter,

Sorry if this is getting off-topic, but chiral fermions on the lattice are in pretty
good shape these days in the overlap/Ginsparg-Wilson formulation. It certainly



doesn’t have the obvious beauty and naturalness of the lattice gauge field
formulation, but on the other hand, given the obsticle of the Nielsen-Ninomiya
no-go theroem, it might be as good as it gets. At any rate, many things work out
as they should, including chiral gauge anomalies and their relation to families
index theory. People haven’t tried to describe general aspects of spinor geometry
in this formulation though – it’s all been usual spinors coupled to gauge fields on
flat spacetime so far.

13. Peter Orland
January 12, 2007

Peter,

As amused said, the problem is solved for QCD. The status of
spectra and some other numbers of QCD is actually looking
very good.

On the other hand, regularizing the standard model with the
lattice is in poor shape. Genuine chiral fermions are a problem.
The Nielsen-Ninomya theorem is a potential problem with
any cut-off, not just the lattice (in fact, Nielsen and Ninomiya
did not use a lattice). It may be that this problem points
to some new physics beyond the standard model.

14. anonymous
January 13, 2007

Peter (Orland),

Can you elaborate on that? I was under the impression that Nielsen-Ninomiya
comes from some index theorem based on putting the theory on a torus. So it
looks to me like it has more to do with IR regulation than with UV regulation. So
couldn’t you just take the finite-volume regulator to be on some other topology
with a different value of the characteristic class appearing in the index theorem,
and take the infinite volume limit of that?

(I realize I might have some major misunderstanding here, since I’ve only heard
the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem discussed briefly a couple of times.)

15. Jimbo
January 13, 2007

Neither American Student in England, nor any of the respondees has mentioned
the new player in town, by Mark Srednicki, chair of the physics dept. at UCSB:
http://www.physics.ucsb.edu/~mark/qft.html

In my humble opinion, it will shortly blow Peskin & Schroeder Out of the
proverbial water. Our QFT instructor, immediately upon discovering Srednicki’s
new text, not even due out until Feb., dropped P&S immediately in favor of it.
Check it out !

http://www.physics.ucsb.edu/~mark/qft.html
http://www.physics.ucsb.edu/~mark/qft.html


16. amused
January 13, 2007

Peter Orland,

It is true that the lattice formulation of the Standard Model hasn’t been
accomplished yet, but nevertheless I still consider the lattice formulation of
chiral gauge theories (not just vector ones like QCD) to be in relatively good
shape. The fundamental obsticle represented by the N.-N. no-go theorem has
been overcome by the overlap/Ginsparg-Wilson approach, and it has been shown
to correctly reproduce the anomaly structure of the continuum formulation.
What remains is to construct the chiral fermion measure (or “perfect phase” in
the overlap terminology) such that the lattice theory is gauge invariant when the
usual (continuum) anomaly cancellation conditions are satisfied. This has already
been done for gauge group U(1) but not yet for the nonabelian cases (including
Standard Model). There are no fundamental obsticles to accomplishing this; it is
“just” a hard technical problem. The prospects of this being sorted out any time
soon are bleak though since no one seems to be working on it. (Some of us would
like to but then we’ld soon be out of a job…)

17. Peter Orland
January 13, 2007

Amused,

I am not so sure that the non-Abelian case is just a technical problem.
Also the U(1) solution is very complicated, and it is not so clear that
it is satisfactory.

18. A Rivero
January 13, 2007

I-Z was my textbook, and I do not like it. Actually I wonder if someone learning
mainly from it got to do research on QFT. It was a transition book, for a
generation who was too late to use the Bjorken et al books and too early to enjoy
the new books.

19. Chris Oakley
January 13, 2007

Re: Srednicki, I too thought it was better than average, and it is nice to find a
QFT reference that is more the thoughtful, useful pedagogical text and less of
the cookbook.

Having said that, I did feel the need to send an e-mail to the author pointing out
a problem with the common SL(2,C) conventions used in the supersymmetry
community. As in some other areas, I seem to be the only one who worries about
these things, but this particular problem cost me at least a day of my not-very-
valuable time when I was a graduate student.

20. amused

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/epsconv.pdf
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/epsconv.pdf


January 13, 2007

Peter O.,

“I am not so sure that the non-Abelian case is just a technical problem.”

All I can say is that it’s my strong impression after having worked on it and
tallked to others who have worked on it.

“Also the U(1) solution is very complicated, and it is not so clear that it is
satisfactory”

If you have found something unsatisfactory in Martin Luscher’s argument I
suggest you write and tell him about it. (It seemed fine to me when I studied it.)

21. Peter Orland
January 13, 2007

amused,

Just so I understand what you are saying….

Are you stating that it has been resolved that chiral fermions, e.g. neutrinos have
a good lattice formulation?

22. Peter Orland
January 13, 2007

… and that everything works when coupling said particles to gauge fields?

23. Peter Orland
January 13, 2007

I am looking over Luescher’s papers to say exactly what he says.

24. amused
January 13, 2007

Peter O.,
Before coupling to gauge fields, chiral fermions such as neutrinos do indeed have
a good lattice formulation now. And they continue to do so if you couple to U(1)
gauge fields in an anomaly-free representation. For coupling to nonabelian gauge
fields the situation is still unresolved at the nonperturbative level. (At the
perturbative level things have in fact been resolved and everthing is fine.) As I
mentioned above, the remaining problem in this case is to construct a chiral
fermion measure such that the theory is gauge-invariant when the fermions live
in a representation of the gauge group which satisfies the usual (continuum)
anomaly cancellation conditions. (There is a priori an arbitriness in the phase of
the chiral fermion measure, and the challenge is to determine a suitable phase
factor (as a function of the lattice gauge field) such that the chiral fermion
determinant becomes gauge invariant.) Actually there has already been
substantial progress on this for electroweak gauge group U(1)xSU(2) but not yet



a complete solution. It’s a difficult technical problem – as you mentioned, the
U(1) case itself is already pretty complicated – but i don’t see any fundamental
obsticle to things working out.

This is getting quite off-topic from Peter W.’s original post, I hope we aren’t
testing his patience too much… Anyway I have to go to bed now (it’s 4am here)
so won’t be able to get back to this until tomorrow…

25. Louise
January 15, 2007

Dr Woit, you may enjoy Sharon Begley’s column in the WSJ January 5: “Giant
Swiss Collider May Reveal Secrets About Origins of Mass”

“If the LHC creates superpartners, the results will be spun as fiercely as a
political campaign debate. String theory, which asserts that the basic
constituents of matter are tiny vibrating strings that exist in 11 or 12
dimensions, requires supersymnetry. Thus stringsters may hail signs of
superpartners as their long-sought vindication. But rival theories posit
superpartners too, so if the LHC finds them it wouldn’t uniquely support string
theory.”

“Supersymnetry is a vital part of string theory, so if the LHC doesn’t find it, that
would argue strongly against string theory,” says physicist Lawrence Krauss of
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland. “If it is observed, you can say that
string theory has not been disproved, but not that it has been validated.”

The article also contains quotes by Lee Smolin. I can post the whole thing if you
wish.

26. lostsoul Ph. D.
January 15, 2007

More or less off topic – Anjana Ahuja (the London Times 15th Jan.) flags up NEW
(and Lubos’ Reference Frame) as an ‘exciting arena for gladitorial spats … over
string theory’. Somehow, she manages to make the Sage of Harvard appear to be
the more reasonable of the combatants: his mildest ever invective (‘crackpot’) is
paired with what must ahve been Peter Woit at the end of a very hard day.

27. King Ray
January 15, 2007

Chris Oakley: thanks for posting a link to your explanation. I will have to think
about this some more. Do you have a link or reference for Penrose’s
conventions? I don’t have his book handy. I want to make sure that my
conventions are consistent.

If we take the contravariant symbol to be the inverse of the covariant symbol (a
la the metric in GR), which would make them negatives of each other when
viewed as matrices, we have eps^(ab)*eps_(bc) = delta^a_b. Then we have
eps^(ac)*eps_(cd)*eps^(bd)=delta^a_d*eps^(bd)=eps^(ba)=-eps^(ab). Thus it



doesn’t seem that having them be inverses of each other and obtaining each
other by raising and lowering indices are consistent, assuming raising and
lowering are done with the second index. I hope my notation is clear.
contravariant indices are preceded by a ^, and covariant indices by a _. I think if
you had them not be inverses of each other, but be the same then you would get
eps^(ab) by raising the indices of eps_(ab). Is that what Penrose does?

28. Peter Woit
January 15, 2007

For those wondering what “lost soul” is referring to, see

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0,,20909-2547760,00.html

The quote is from here

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=490

and taken out of context. It was part of a response to commenters who wanted
me to remove links to Lubos’s blog because of the racist nonsense he spews.

29. Chris Oakley
January 15, 2007

I think that String Theorists should be grateful to Lubos for his efforts in keeping
public interest alive in a subject that might otherwise die for lack of
experimental support. It would appear that many of them are.

King Ray: I will try and keep this short, but Penrose’s handling of SL(2,C) –
which is of course a pre-requisite to twistors – I got from lecture notes, not a text
book, although I am sure that there will be printed references somewhere. The
notes on my web site spell out my understanding of this matter. The covariant-
contravariant relationship does not require the ε identities as you give them – it
only requires that the transformations under group action are inverses of each
other. Your identities in fact almost apply with Penrose’s conventions, apart from
a few sign differences. Yes, obtaining ε^{AB} by raising the indices of ε_{AB} is
the thing that matters, and it is indeed what Penrose’s conventions guarantee.
My point is that if one does not have the same rule for raising/lowering indices of
preserved tensors as other tensors, then all hell will break loose.

30. King Ray
January 15, 2007

Chris, if the covariant and contravariant 2D Levi-Civita symbols are not inverses
of each other, and you use the second index of each to raise or lower indices,
then if you raise a spinor’s index and then lower it you get back the same spinor.
If your LC symbols are not inverses of each other (i.e., are the same), then you
get the negative of the spinor you started with (like a complex structure squared
acting on the spinor since eps^2=-I). I think the way others are doing it is ok so
long as you know that when you raise the indices of the covariant LC symbol you
get the opposite of the contravariant LC symbol. Maybe they should have two

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=490
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=490


different symbols. Maybe all could be made good if you raise with one index and
lower with the other and make covariant and contravariant LC symbols equal?
I’ll have to see what Penrose does.

31. King Ray
January 16, 2007

I looked up Penrose’s raising and lowering conventions in Penrose and Rindler,
Spinors and space-time, Vol. I, and Penrose has covariant and contravariant LC
symbols the same, and lowers with the 1st index and raises with the 2nd. I guess
a good mnemonic would be L1R2.

32. King Ray
January 16, 2007

Chris, thanks for bringing up this issue. I may adopt Penrose’s convention. The
only problem I have with it is remembering which issue to raise with and which
to lower with, which is why I always preferred to raise and lower with the 2nd
index.

In summary, I think Srednicki’s conventions are consistent, you just have to keep
in mind that eps contravariant is not gotten from raising the indices of eps
covariant. I can’t see any problems if you keep that straight.

It must be 20+ years since I looked at Penrose’s book, so thanks for getting me
to do that. I also saw a nice set of identities in there that are all worked out.
Penrose and Rindler also have a nice appendix on spinors in n dimensions in Vol.
II.

33. Chris Oakley
January 16, 2007

King Ray – right. But one must have ε_{AB} = ε^{AB} or the bad things alluded
to in my note will happen. See also here, eqs. 3.31-3.35.

34. Chris Oakley
January 16, 2007

In summary, I think Srednicki’s conventions are consistent, you just
have to keep in mind that eps contravariant is not gotten from raising
the indices of eps covariant. I can’t see any problems if you keep that
straight.

Yes, but that means that ε_{AB} is not a tensor. I would definitely call that a
problem. It means that every time you raise or lower its indices you have to
remember to change the sign as well.
PS: If you are who I think you are (I have only just twigged), then I apologise for
a somewhat brusque reply to an earlier post from me. Peter, fortunately, deleted
it.

35. King Ray

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/RQM.pdf
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/RQM.pdf


January 16, 2007

Chris,

Thanks for the link to your document, I will look at it more carefully later.

I agree with you 100% in that it is an abuse of notation to use epsilon for both
contravariant and covariant LC symbols if you use Srednicki-like raising and
lowering. Like I said above, they really should have different symbols in that
case, but using the same symbol is ok if you don’t assume that they are related
by raising and lowering indices. Penrose’s convention is definitely less confusing
as far as that goes, although harder to remember since you raise and lower with
different indices.

I did not see the post you referred to, so no harm was done. I am not sure who
you think I am, but I am probably not that person unless Peter told you who I am.
I prefer to be anonymous, one reason for which is that I have many friends and
acquaintances in the string community. In the past, I have gone on long walks
with Penrose and Newman on a number of occasions.

36. King Ray
January 16, 2007

Also, yes, you must have eps^(AB) = eps_(AB) in Penrose’s convention as I
alluded to previously. Otherwise raising and then lowering gives you a minus
sign as I stated above.

37. peter_pan
January 17, 2007

Peter,
I don’t follow your blog, so there’s no way that I know whether you know or you
don’t know about the following workshop in KITP. with both string theorists and
numerical GR and looooooooooooooooooooooooooooopists.
Here is the link:
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/singular_m07/

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/singular_m07/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/singular_m07/


News From All Over

January 16, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Last summer the entire editorial board of the prestigious journal Topology resigned,
in protest over the high prices that Elsevier was charging. It was announced today
that a new journal called the Journal of Topology is being launched by many of the
same people. It will be published by the London Mathematical Society, printed and
distributed by Oxford University Press, and the first issue should appear in January
2008.

There’s a recent report from HEPAP evaluating how far along the field is towards
reaching certain set “long-term goals” (where “long-term” here is not a very long
time-scale).

The New York Times Science Times section has a new columnist, John Tierney.
Tierney has been with the paper for a long time, writing columns about New York and
on the Op-Ed page, typically from a consistently Libertarian perspective. He also has
a blog (where he promises to “rethink conventional wisdom about science and
society”) and explains his conversion to science journalism by writing that he “always
wanted to be a scientist but went into journalism because its peer-review process was
a great deal easier to sneak through.”

The Templeton-funded magazine Science and Spirit, dedicated to bringing science
and religion together, has a new issue out. It contains an interview with Max Tegmark
about the Foundational Questions Institute. There’s also an article called The World
on a String about the anthropic landscape and the problems with string theory.
Susskind and Wilczek are quoted saying positive things about the multiverse, Krauss
and I on the other side of the question. Finally there’s a review of my book by David
Minot Weld with the title Stringing Us Along. It’s pretty accurate, although it’s not
true that the book describes string theory as “totally without scientific merit” (that
would be the string theory anthropic landscape…). Weld appears to be the son of ex-
Massachusetts governor William Weld.

The Templeton foundation has a new web-site, and has announced a moratorium on
new proposals over the next few months while they change their grant-making
process. The web-site gives various information about the grants they have made in
the past. I hadn’t realized that they make grants in mathematics. There was one last
summer for about $16,000 to W. Hugh Woodin for research in mathematical logic.

New institutes devoted to “foundations” appear to be popular, with Templeton Prize
winner Paul Davies starting up one at Arizona State University to be called Beyond:
Institute for Fundamental Concepts in Science. This was announced by ASU president
Michael Crow, who before he left for ASU was Executive Vice Provost here at
Columbia and in charge of overseeing research and various “strategic initiatives”.

In the bookstore this past weekend I saw a new glossy book from National Geographic
called Theories For Everything: An Illustrated History of Science. Lots about physics,
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but as far as I could tell, no mention of the Standard Model, Glashow, Weinberg, QCD,
etc, but a whole page about string theory. In their version of physics history, one skips
from Feynman to black holes, Hawking and string theory.

The coverage of string theory in popular media these days is decidedly mixed. A
couple weeks ago I attended a performance of the play “Strings” by Carole Bugge, for
a review, see here. It wasn’t bad as a play, and reminded me of another similar one
from a couple years back, String Fever. But I’m kind of dubious that this sort of thing
actually communicates any accurate understanding of physics to anyone. The play
deals with themes of adultery, loss and 9/11 with a plot based on the train ride
supposedly during which Steinhardt and Turok came up with the ekpyrotic scenario
(the play’s train ride is jazzed up with a woman cosmologist, who is sleeping with the
two other physicists). Unfortunately the playwright’s understanding of all this seems
to be based on little more than watching a British TV show on the topic. In the
pamphlet distributed to the audience various popular books on string theory and
physics are recommended, together with much more dubious sources, like the film
“What the Bleep Do We Know?”

There does seem to be a much more skeptical take on string theory getting out into
the media these days. A recent episode of Numb3rs featured Judd Hirsch telling his
genius mathematician son Charlie that string theory is “bogus”, more or less the same
insight into the universe as that of late sixties hippies, everything is “vibes”. String
theorist Larry has been shot off into earth orbit for some reason.

As mentioned here and at Cosmic Variance, the New Yorker recently actually ran a
cartoon about the string theory controversy. If that’s not an indication that something
has made it into the zeitgeist, I don’t know what is. Besides the New Yorker, string
theory features in Zippy the Pinhead and recent Doonesbury cartoons, as well as one
from Rodrigo Alonso entitled Pulling Strings that he sent me recently.

Update: What is it with Harvard string theorists and climate change?

Comments

1. Peter Orland
January 16, 2007

As I skimmed Tegmark’s interview, I learned that he hopes his
foundation will merit new Einstein’s. It reminds me a bit of
Smolin’s question as to why there are no new Einsteins, indicating
that the current scientific environment discourages ultra-creative
people.

What strikes me as misguided about all this is that the real
Einstein met obstacles every inch of the way until 1905 (when
he published all his results in a mainstream journal). I don’t see
today’s scientific environment as being worse than 1905’s.
I think it’s much better. In 1905, many people who did
science had to be independently wealthy (not most of the
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people we read about – they were lucky enough to have their
talents recognized).

I also wonder how these people would react if a new Einstein
finds some breakthrough in an area of physics other than quantum gravity or
multiverses?

2. island
January 16, 2007

Davies is an atheist… just to clear the air of any possible misunderstanding.

Interesting factoid:

Davies has pre-released and then withdrawn the book that you reviewed Peter,
on two separate occasions now, in the U.S.

It is now scheduled for its third release sometime in mid-April under then new
title of, Cosmic Jackpot: Why Our Universe Is Just Right for Life: instead of
The Goldilocks Enigma, like it was in the U.K. and elsewhere.

http://www.amazon.com/Cosmic-Jackpot-Universe-Just-Right/dp/0618592261
/sr=1-1/qid=1167149428/ref=pd_bbs_1/002-8082944-3852846?ie=UTF8&
s=books

3. hack
January 16, 2007

Thompson is indeed a string theorist from Harvard, but a cursory glance does
not reveal any obvious tendencies towards Lubos style crackpotism on the issue
of climate change. It would be interesting to hear what he has to say on the
issue.

4. Jason
January 17, 2007

On climate change I don’t see how Lubos is a crackpot. He clearly knows more
about it than Al Gore for example.

5. Anti-Lubos
January 17, 2007

On climate change I don’t see how Lubos is a crackpot.

Hahahahahaha. Hahahahahahahahahahaha. Hahahahaha.

6. Ari Heikkinen
January 17, 2007

“On climate change I don’t see how Lubos is a crackpot.”

Ok, seriously, that must be the funniest thing I’ve ever read here. I’m actually
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laughing. 

Would actually be interesting to hear what Thompson has to say about the
climate change considering in another Harvard string theorist’s dimension
greenhouse effect apparently don’t exist at all while that same person apparently
considers himself the allknowing expert on the subject dismissing actual experts
in the field as charlatans and anyone who disagrees with his conclusions a
crackpot.

Surely if Thompson’s that bad I’ll never take anything anyone from Harvard says
seriously no matter what degrees they might have.

7. Peter Woit
January 17, 2007

I don’t know anything about Thompson, and have no reason to believe that he
has anything other than sensible and well-informed views on climate change. It
just seemed remarkable that there’s this much interest in climate change in the
fairly small community of Harvard string theorists.

8. Ari Heikkinen
January 17, 2007

I actually have a question about this:

Can string theory actually be used to (or tell) anything about the earth climate,
perhaps temperature changes as correlated to measured amounts of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere considering known amounts of carbon dioxide emitted
due to burning of fossil fuels worldwide (according to EIA in the US that was
27000 million metric tons of carbon dioxide worldwide total in 2004) ?

9. Peter Woit
January 17, 2007

Ari,

No.

10. Chris W.
January 17, 2007

Looks like some young string theorists are keeping their options open, and
working on something whose relevance is unquestionable. More power to ’em…

(LM, on the other hand, is probably consulting for Exxon-Mobil.)

11. anonymous
January 17, 2007

Ari and Peter,

Dave is a very bright guy who had an interest in environmental issues long



before coming to Harvard. While I can’t speak for him, I do know that he is a
very reasonable fellow and, as far as I could tell, has a sensible take on climate
change.

12. Clark
January 17, 2007

Cal State’s eccentric Professor Larry Fleinhardt ( Peter MacNicol ) is
moonlighting as senior presidential advisor on the new season of 24, which is
also a Numb3r.

13. Robert Musil
January 17, 2007

I don’t think a diversion here into climate warming is a good idea. And I don’t
think calling anyone a “crackpot” is going to be any more effective a rhetorical
technique for commenters on this blog than it has been for Lubos. That’s the
kind of weapon that mostly backfires.

For what’s its worth, Harvard has pretty high profile people on various sides of
the climate warming issue. For example, Willie Soon and Sallie Baliunas, both at
Harvard Smithsonian, have published papers suggesting that solar variability is
more strongly correlated with variations in air temperature than any other
factor, even carbon dioxide levels. Obviously, this is not a view held by a majority
of climate scientists. But these people are far from “crackpots.”

Here’s a Wikipedia article with some links:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sallie_Baliunas

Of course, I don’t want to be construed as endorsing her views. But I do want to
be construed as opposing calling people “crackpots” without justification far
exceeding what Lubos or his critics have mustered to date and further opposing
bringing up global warming here in the first place.

14. Aaron Bergman
January 17, 2007

Soon and Baliunas? Seriously?

15. Peter Woit
January 17, 2007

Please, all. The global warming debate is definitely off-topic here, unless you
have a specific insight into the interest certain string theorists are taking in it.

From what I can tell, there’s a long list of other blogs where those interested in
this debate can discuss it, sometimes even with people who actually know
something about the subject. Please take such discussion there.

16. Jonathan Vos Post
January 17, 2007

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sallie_Baliunas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sallie_Baliunas


Close, but no cigar, Clark.

The school on the hit show where professors include Charlie Eppes (David
Krumholtz), Dr. Larry Fleinhardt (Peter MacNicol), and Amita Ramanjuan (Navi
Rawat), is ‘Cal-Sci’ (based on Caltech). Caltech’s IP attornies were ready to
approve this; but CBS legal staff had last-minute cold feet and invented ‘Cal-Sci’
which, in any case, is not “Cal State.” I’m quite clear on this, as I was a Physics-
turned-Math graduate of Caltech, one of my professors was NUMB3RS’s Math
Advisor Gary Lorden, and my son is about to graduate with a double B.S. in Math
and Computer Science from Cal State L.A.

Oddly enough, in real life, Judd Hirsch (who plays Alan Epps) has a bachelor’s
degree in Physics! At least, that’s what he told me…

17. nontrad
January 17, 2007

Yikes,

In an attempt to get back on topic, (and this may be off topic…sort of reaching
out on a limb here) did anyone read Banks’ most recent lanl posting
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0701146 discussing entropy in the early universe? I
ask since this paper repeatedly discusses various ‘beliefs’ and ‘religions’, which
seems relevant to Peter’s post above.

Now, I only ask since I do and have, to some degree, followed Bank’s work for
reasons related to some of his early work in nuclear physics and some vaguely
related matters…

Prior to reading / skimming Bank’s recent article (which I went over very early
this morning), I was unaware that a certain someone posted on their blog about
this article. So this might be hot water to raise this topic. And forgive me if I’m
stirring the pot here by raising this subject: That’s not my intention.

Instead, in reading this article I was reminded of the time when (over a decade
ago) Coleman, Polchinski, Susskind and others wrote articles about the ‘Attack of
the Giant Wormholes’ and ‘Revenge of the Giant Wormholes’ etc in NPB. A time
when…well things didn’t look promising at all.

Even Banks states in his article that there are concerns about ‘calculating the
number of angels that dance on the head of a pin’ in these matters. By
comparison, the recent HEPAP report seems far more cogent, sober, constrained,
rational and realistic…

Aren’t these two very very different in nature?

18. woit
January 17, 2007

nontrad,
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I also took a look at the article by Banks, but decided it wasn’t worth the time
needed to try and figure out exactly what he was talking about, life is too short.
This kind of absurdly speculative discussion of anthropic/cosmological topics
seems to me highly unlikely to ever lead anywhere, and it’s questionable whether
it’s science at all. I also noticed that at times Banks appeared to be to some
extent making fun of the subject, which is encouraging, because the whole thing
does seem a bit nuts.

Anyway, sorry but I can’t help you understand this paper. There’s always Lubos,
but his endless posting about this appears to just be the usual stew of
misinformation about physics and claims that anyone who disagrees with him is
stupid. I wonder what Banks thinks about how his student turned out…

19. Peter Orland
January 18, 2007

nontrad

Banks did not do nuclear physics in the old days. He worked on lattice gauge
theories (and did primarily analytic, not numerical research).
This subject is part of nonperturbative, relativistic quantum field theory.

20. Steve Myers
January 18, 2007

I glanced at Banks paper. Immediately I thought of Wells’ “Dr. Moreau” & the
monkey-man’s Big Thinks & Little Thinks. It seems real science has more to do
with the little thinks than those Big Ideas.

Does it come to this: Second Law implies no low entropy implies no
consciousness implies no me. But I only know that because I am; therefore, I am
not if and only if I am. Will that get me a Templeton grant?

21. CapitalistImperialistPig
January 18, 2007

Tierney a science columnist? I predict that he will vigorously contest with Gregg
Easterbrook for lamest science columnist award – if his political columns provide
any hint.

22. Ari Heikkinen
January 19, 2007

If there’s a transcript or perhaps audio (mp3?) somewhere of that Thompson’s
talk perhaps post a link here? Thanks.

23. Ari Heikkinen
January 19, 2007

“While teaching at Harvard, he developed software that allows blind students to
read papers in physics and mathematics. As the lead researcher in Harvard’s



Alternative Fuel Vehicle Project in 2001, David assembled recommendations that
led to the use of environmentallyfriendly biodiesel in all of Harvard’s trucks and
buses.”

I’m sure he’s a very reasonable guy based on all this and I acknowledge it’s
unreasonable to prejudice solely based on another person’s musings on the
subject.

24. Maynard Handley
January 21, 2007

“But I’m kind of dubious that this sort of thing actually communicates any
accurate understanding of physics to anyone.”

I think most physicists would agree that the way in which “relativity” transmuted
to “relativism” in the first half of the 20th C
(a) had buggerall to do with physics
(b) provided apparent support for a set of occasionally dubious ideas, which,
right or wrong, should have stood on their own, unbuttressed by big words
hijacked from physics.

OK, we all agree with this — and yet we are supposed to cheer, or at least shut
up, when other physics ideas (entropy, chaos theory, string theory, [coming up
next: phase transitions and spectroscopy]) are misused as hooks for artworks.
Personally I think the tolerance of the scientific community for this sort of thing
is quite daft.
If you can write a kickass play about phase transitions, well you’re obviously
some sort of genius and good for you. But if what you are writing is a play about
how life is sort of like phase transitions as you misunderstand them, well let’s
leave it to the theater critics to talk about the play part, but we, the physicists,
should be criticizing misunderstood physics wherever we see it not be, with with
the subtle condescension of diminished expectations, praising a playwright for
using some of our words, and look, he almost got them in the right order, how
precious.

Simile and metaphor have their place in art, fine, but we don’t tell botany
students to make a special point of reading “My love is like a red red rose”.



2006 Topcites

January 18, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Every year the people running SPIRES put together a list of the most heavily cited
papers in their database. I’ve discussed here in the past the listings for 2003, 2004
and 2005. Up until 2003 these appeared with a discussion by Michael Peskin of many
of the papers on the list and their significance, but he hasn’t done this for the past
couple years. This year, instead of waiting for the SLAC people to put together the
list, I decided to generate one myself. I’m not enough of an expert with SPIRES to get
it to just give me the list for 2006, but it was an interesting exercise to go through the
lists generated by various searches just using their “topcite 50+, topcite 100+, etc…”
feature, together with restrictions on dates. I think I was able to compile a complete
list of papers with 150 or more citations, and post-1990 papers with 100-150. I was
just looking at papers in particle theory (hep-th, hep-ph, hep-lat), not experimental
(hep-ex) papers or astrophysics (astro-ph) papers, and was not counting survey
articles. I’ve put the full list on a separate web-page, Most Heavily Cited Theoretical
Particle Physics Papers 2006.

There are of course lots of caveats about any conclusions drawn from counting
citations, but these numbers do give some solid data about what is going on these
days in particle theory research. Two topics from nearly a decade ago continue to
dominate these citation counts: AdS/CFT and brane-world models. By far the most
heavily cited paper is the original 1997 one by Maldacena (546 citations), and the
number of such citations has actually increased significantly over the number in 2004
(451) and 2005 (436). Research into AdS/CFT heavily dominates current particle
theory research, but, remarkably, this research has not led to any recent heavily-cited
papers on the subject. After a flurry of activity in 1998-2000, the only 21st century
paper on the topic with over 100 citations in 2006 is the 2002 paper on pp-wave
backgrounds by Berenstein et. al.

Overall, the list provides a very depressing view of the first six years of 21st century
theoretical particle physics, with only eight post-2000 papers getting over 100
citations. These break up neatly into 4 hep-th string theory papers and 4 hep-ph
phenomenology papers. Besides the 2002 pp-wave paper (hep-th/0202021) the other
three string theory papers are all about the landscape, with the KKLT paper (hep-
th/0301240) getting by far the most citations (238), followed by hep-th/0105097
(Giddings, Kachru, Polchinski) with 150, and Susskind’s hep-th/0302219 (“The
Anthropic landscape of string theory”) with 109.

The heavily cited phenomenology papers are mostly compilations of theoretical fits to
experimental data: hep-ph/0201195 (parton distributions, 193 citations), hep-
ph/0405172 (neutrino oscillations, 133 citations), hep-ph/0406184 (CKM matrix, 118)
and hep-ph/0506083 (neutrino mass matrix, 103 citations).

While getting this list together, I also accumulated some other data, including lists of
recent papers with citation counts in the range of 50-100, and will try and put this
together and write about it sometime soon.
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Some other data one might want to take a look at is the arXiv monthly count of
submissions (I found out about this from a posting at physicsforums). It shows the
number of HEP submissions growing until about 2002, more or less flat since then,
although each of the last two years have shown slight declines.

I’ll avoid the temptation to make extensive editorial comment on the meaning of these
numbers, but I find it hard to believe that anyone could claim that they reflect a
healthy field. The domination of non-phenomenological particle theory research by
landscape studies is especially disturbing.

Comments

1. Tony Smith
January 18, 2007

Peter said “… a posting at physicsforums). It shows the number of HEP
submissions growing until about 2002, more or less flat since then, although
each of the last two years have shown slight declines. …”.

2002 was the year that the Cornell arXiv began (or greatly expanded) its
blacklisting actvity. A 14 October 2002 e-mail message from register-
query@arXiv.org (not addressed to me, but it was forwarded to me which is how
I know the quote is accurate) referred to:
“… a large pool here – typically flagged by reader complaints …”.

Without regard to whether or not any particular person (me or any other) should
have been blacklisted,
it appears that 2002 marked the establishment of a policy of using “reader
complaints” as a basis for rejection of submissions from people in the “large
pool”.

I am not surprised that the establishment of such a policy coincides with a
flattening of the number of submissions, followed by slight declines.

I (for the record I am not disinterested in such matters) feel that this does indeed
not “reflect a healthy field”.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

2. anon
January 18, 2007

As far as I know, which is very little, there are a few “referees” working ad-
honorem for the arXiv. Submissions are not evaluated in detail but, rather, by
their abstracts. The number of preprints actually rejected is allegedly extremely
low, and consists of obviously nonsensical submissions. I don’t think those very
few rejections should have any impact on the global statistics of a given research
field.
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3. student
January 18, 2007

Hi Peter,
“Overall, the list provides a very depressing view of the first six years of 21st
century theoretical particle physics, with only eight post-2000 papers getting
over 100 citations.”

I’m not sure how you did the search but you somehow missed all these papers
with over 100 citations:

hep-th/0011089, hep-th/0109152, hep-th/0308089,
hep-th/0308055, hep-th/0309187, hep-th/0404257,
hep-th/0404116, hep-th/0403047, hep-th/0312171,
hep-th/0301006, hep-th/0301006, etc.

So, it’s not so depressing 

4. anon
January 18, 2007

“…with only eight post-2000 papers getting over 100 citations” during the year
2006.

For example, the famous paper by Maldacena got 546 citations in 2006, and 436
in 2005.

5. woit
January 18, 2007

student,

I was talking about number of citations/year, specifically the number in 2006. For
instance, the first paper you mention has more than 100 citations, but over more
than six years. It looks like during 2006 it had only 7 citations.

6. matt visser
January 18, 2007

Peter: When did you compile your data from Spires? — There was an
(unannounced) bug with their database search routines for most of Wed 17 Jan
which caused large numbers of articles to be unfindable using the standard
search interface… As “student” points out:

“I’m not sure how you did the search but you somehow missed all these papers
with over 100 citations:

hep-th/0011089, hep-th/0109152, hep-th/0308089,
hep-th/0308055, hep-th/0309187, hep-th/0404257,
hep-th/0404116, hep-th/0403047, hep-th/0312171,
hep-th/0301006, hep-th/0301006, etc.”



Spires now seems to be functioning normally, and it would be worth double-
checking your searches.

7. woit
January 18, 2007

Matt,

I did the searches the evening of the 17th, and a few this morning (the 18th).
Earlier in the day I had been trying various things on SPIRES and once or twice
noticed some anomalous behavior. But while I was doing the searches, SPIRES
seemed to be fine, and all the numbers I was getting appeared to be consistent.
In particular I was going through the 2005 topcites list as a starting point, and
the 2005-2006 numbers tend to be similar with a couple interesting exceptions
(interest in pentaquarks dropped like a stone in 2006…).

Again, this is 100 citations/year, not total citations. If anyone can point to a paper
that isn’t on my list that got over 100 citations, please let me know.

8. anonymous
January 18, 2007

Peter, why do you think lots of recent papers should have over 100 citations in a
year in a healthy field? It’s not at all clear to me that this is a measure of the
health of a field. One could argue the opposite, that it’s a sign of a healthy
diversity of research topics.

Also, it seems to be a stretch to say that non-phenomenological theory is
“dominated” by landscape studies. A quick look at the past week of hep-th shows
about 4 or 5 landscape-related papers (things like moduli stabilization) out of 66
total papers. That is hardly “domination.”

9. Yatima
January 18, 2007

Dont’ know whether this link has shown up already, but here goes:

Interview with Lee Smolin in the IEEE Spectrum Magazine:

http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/jan07/4812

Nothing unusual.

10. woit
January 18, 2007

anonymous,

Particle theory has always been a field where promising new ideas quickly
attract a lot of attention, with lots of people soon writing papers trying to exploit
the new idea and see what they can do with it. I just don’t see any evidence for
the claim that what is going on here is that there are as many promising new

http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/jan07/4812
http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/jan07/4812


ideas as there used to be, but people are not pursuing them, rebelling against
particle theory’s traditonal trendiness and going for diversity. It seems to me that
the evidence is overwhelming that the post 2000 period for particle theory has
been characterized by an historically unprecedented dearth of new ideas.

The dominance of landscape studies that I was writing about is not an absolute
dominance in terms of numbers of papers being written, but a dominance in the
area of new ideas that the community has chosen to pursue. The data about
which recent papers are getting most heavily cited is unambiguous.

To put it crudely and bluntly: sure, lots of people are not working on the
landscape, far more are working on AdS/CFT or on other topics. But they’re not
writing papers that many other people think contain promising ideas worth
pursuing. The landscape people are the only ones recently to be writing papers
that inspire many others to follow them and work on the same thing.

11. Who
January 18, 2007

anonymous, here is something to help you decide about the health issue that
concerns you
in year 2000 there were twenty-one recent string papers (papers that appeared
in the past five years 1996-2000) which got 100+ cites in 2000

in year 2006 by Peter’s list there were three recent string papers (papers that
appeared in the past five years 2002-2006) which got 100+ cites in 2006

we are talking healthy field and comparing. You ask:

Peter, why do you think lots of recent papers should have over 100
citations in a year in a healthy field? It’s not at all clear to me that this is
a measure of the health of a field. One could argue the opposite, that it’s
a sign of a healthy diversity of research topics…

Maybe it will help make it more clear to you if you compare 2000 with 2006 and
see if there is a more healthy diversity of research topics now in 2006 than there
was in 2000, since the cite numbers are so much less.
I think if you go back and look at the titles and abstracts of some of those 21
papers you will decide not. But here is the 2000 list if you want to try.

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/topcites/top40.2000.shtml

12. anonymous
January 18, 2007

It’s unfortunate that we don’t have a good database of complete particle theory
citation counts stretching back to the 40s or earlier; I strongly doubt that it’s
always the case in any given year that there are lots of good new ideas that get
over 100 citations in one year, within a year or a few of their publication.

The “100 citations” mark is a bit high to extract meaningful information from, I

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/library/topcites/top40.2000.shtml
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think. Let’s look at one recent paper that “many other people think contain[s]
promising ideas worth pursuing”: Intriligator, Seiberg, and Shih, hep-
th/0602239, already has 52 citations. Surely by any reasonable standard this is a
paper that has inspired other people to follow up on it. Other recent trends, just
off the top of my head, include the study of energy loss in quark-gluon plasma,
integrability in N=4 SYM, and trying to understand general constraints on
infrared modifications of gravity. There are plenty of papers on all of these
topics, but not necessarily one extremely highly-cited and very recent paper that
kicked off the trend. They don’t meet your criteria for what is trendy, but I think
most people in the field would say they are healthy trends.

For that matter, hep-ph/0507005, “Bootstrapping multi-parton loop amplitudes in
QCD” by Bern, Dixon, and Kosower, has 57 citations. That might not match your
standards, but 57 citations in a year and a half for a highly technical paper is
impressive, and I don’t think anyone can argue that this is not good and highly
relevant physics.

13. anonymous
January 18, 2007

Who, your comment appeared as I was writing mine: I don’t think it’s fair to
expect any given year to match the explosion of work that followed AdS/CFT and
the beginning of extra-dimensional model building. The fact that a few major
new ideas appeared at that time doesn’t mean that more recent new ideas are
completely useless. For that matter, many of the most important papers in the
history of theoretical physics failed to provoke the sort of flurry of new papers
that AdS/CFT did. AdS/CFT is a sociological anomaly.

14. woit
January 18, 2007

anonymous,

Personally I happen to think the various work you quote is among the best work
going on in particle physics, but it’s not very promising that it will ever lead to
important progress in the field. That’s just my opinion, and you’re welcome to
dismiss it as such, and instead claim that in your opinion the best current work
in particle theory is every bit as promising as that of any other period.

But the numbers I’m discussing here are not matters of opinion but solid facts
about exactly how particle theorists are voting with their feet about what’s an
idea worth working on and what isn’t. If you have facts to back up your claims,
let’s hear them. SPIRES data does go quite a ways back, I just noticed that they
now have “topcites” lists going all the way back to 1974. If you look at any of the
lists from before the last few years you’ll see large numbers of recent papers
amongst the most heavily cited ones. For something really dramatic, take a look
at the first one, 1974. The overall number of papers was much lower, with the
most heavily cited papers getting 150-200 citations, unlike the 3-500 we see now,
but virtually every paper on that 1974 topcite list is a recent one from the
previous six years.



1974 was an unusual year, just after the birth of the standard model, but the data
for more than 30 years is there. If you can find some evidence in it to support
your claims, lets hear it.

15. woit
January 18, 2007

anonymous,

If you think 2000 is an unfair year to pick, pick any other one. For instance pick
1997, right before AdS/CFT. Of the 6 most heavily cited theory papers, guess
how many were written during the previous 4 years? ALL of them.

16. Graduate Student
January 19, 2007

It seems that the paper by Minahan and Zarembo hep-th/0212208 has around
100 citations in 2006.

17. woit
January 19, 2007

Graduate Student,

My SPIRES search gave 94 citations for the Minahan-Zarembo paper in 2006.

18. Bee
January 19, 2007

Overall, the list provides a very depressing view of the first six years of 21st
century theoretical particle physics,

That’s probably because you’ve excluded astro-ph?

Anyway, looking at your list I should have cited at least half of the papers you
listed at one point or the other, not sure if I actually did though. E.g. the PYTHIA,
CTEQ, global neutrino fits etc, it’s fairly easy to accidentally cite a paper
referring to an older version, and those guys usually don’t complain. Its still
puzzling me why journals have no policy on what has to be cited and what hasn’t.
Admittedly, I think it would be as important to have a policy on what papers are
not to be cited. There are just too many people who cite papers that have only a
vague connection to their work, or because they know the authors, or because
the author is one of those who will sent you an email saying ‘I want to draw your
attention to MY VERY INTERSTING PAPER… ‘

Interesting post, thanks.

Best,

B.

19. Kasper Olsen



January 19, 2007

Peter,

your measure seems quite arbitrary; for example, some new ideas generate a lot
of new papers since many “relatively simple” things can be worked out in the
beginning (like what has happened with AdS/CFT), other ideas take longer to
generate new papers since the ideas can involve things which at least some
people have a harder time understanding (like with the geometric Langlands
program).

So,
(1)how would you quantify your claim, that “but I find it hard to believe that
anyone could claim that they [those numbers ]reflect a healthy field.?

(2)Have you compared with another field of research which you consider as
being “healthy”?

(3) Have you tried to do the same “statistical” analysis in some sub-field of
mathematics, for example? And what would then be your conclusion?

-Kasper

20. Peter Woit
January 19, 2007

Bee,

Sure, astrophysics and cosmology are quite healthy subjects, unlike particle
physics. While I was making up this list, I was looking at papers that appeared in
astro-ph that had large numbers of citations to see if any had much relevance to
particle physics. The only candidates were papers about the vacuum energy and
things like “phantom energy”. It’s certainly true that astrophysical observations
of a CC pose a serious challenge to fundamental particle physics, but
unfortunately I don’t think anyone has a promising idea about what to do about
his.

Kasper,

I very explicitly quantified my claim: a healthy field is one that is generating
significant numbers of promising new ideas, and the best objective standard I
can think of is to look at what work people are citing in their current work, and
how much of it is recent. If you have a better objective standard, let’s hear it and
let’s see some objective evidence that particle theory is doing well these days.

Your conjecture seems to be that maybe the current situation is different than
the one of the past in that now there is plenty of progress and promising ideas
out there, but, unlike in the past, few people are working on these ideas. I don’t
believe this, and don’t see any evidence for it. If you have some evidence that
this is what is going on, that this explains the difference in numbers between
now and the past, let’s see the evidence.



I’m a great fan of the recent work on geometric Langlands, but I don’t think
large numbers of people are going to work on it anytime soon. This is not
because it is difficult (which it is), but because it doesn’t appear to show any
obvious promise as an idea about solving particle physics problems.

If you want an example of a healthy field, as Bee suggests look at astrophysics. I
don’t have time to generate numbers, but if you look at the 2005 SPIRES topcites
list, you’ll see that most of the astrophysics papers listed there are recent ones.

I haven’t tried to do the same exercise in mathematics, it would be complicated
because there are lots of sub-fields, lots of overlap of sub-fields, and much
smaller communities working on the same problems. Mathematics definitely has
more and less healthy sub-fields; one could probably identify some that are
pretty moribund, with few promising recent ideas. The subfields of math that
dominate major research universities appear to be quite healthy though, with for
instance the solution to the Poincare conjecture and Fermat’s Last Theorem in
recent years. I know of no reason to suspect that you would see a big difference
in the fraction of heavily cited papers that are recent now versus in the past in
most subfields of math.

21. Michael
January 19, 2007

I recently read that Steven Weinberg considered the most important task ahead
in theory research was to understand better the various effective field theories in
hadron physics. He felt deep insights – and perhaps important new physics – lay
within these structures.

I’m wondering if any theorist(s) are paying much attention to his views
(sufficiently more than to AdS/CFT research)?

Michael

22. Michael
January 19, 2007

Oh, and by the way, I was curious about another issue:

Besides string theory research, were there any other theory paper(s) [hep-th,
hep-ph, hep-lat, or (also) math-ph] that generated interest within the field?

I think the era of effective field theories is beginning to dawn on the research
horizon. Any comments to this view?

Michael

23. Peter Woit
January 19, 2007

Michael,

Weinberg’s views about the importance of effective field theories are the



dominant paradigm in particle physics, and this has been true for 30 years or so.
There is no danger that these views (or others of Weinberg) are being ignored.

24. wow
January 19, 2007

Hi:

Actually, if you look for *why* the so-called landscape papers you mention are
well cited, the reason is not much to do with what you regularly bash as
“landscape studies.”

A few of the citations are from papers about anthropics or the multiverse.

The vast majority are from papers that try to build realistic models: that is
papers that are trying to achieve realistic inflation, or particle physics, or both,
in a concrete string model. While you can call this “landscape studies,” most
people would probably call it model building. One can argue about whether one
should try to build models of realistic physics all the way from the planck scale
down using string theory, but this is a pretty traditional goal of particle physics
(starting with GUTs where speculations about ridiculous energy scales became
fashionable). Arguably almost all papers on SUSY are motivated by this goal also
(with unification being one of the pillars that drives SUSY model building).

25. Graduate Student
January 19, 2007

So Minahan and Zarembo are almost there. Nevertheless I think this is an active
area of research in hep-th. I don’t know if you consider this area to be part of
string theory (via AdS/CFT) or QFT…

26. foo
January 19, 2007

If you think arXiv rejects papers which are obviously nonsense, search for papers
by Mueckenheim. I’ve spotted a few others, but can’t remember right now.

27. woit
January 19, 2007

wow,

One of the papers is Susskind’s anthropic manifesto. Sure, the citations of the
other two often come from “landscape” model-building that doesn’t necessarily
involve anthropics. But I still think this kind of model-building is highly
problematic. The models are inherently complicated and ugly, unmotivated by
any physical evidence that points to them, and seem able to reproduce virtually
any extension of the SM that one wants, leading to a real question about whether
this kind of model-building is normal, falsifiable science at all.

28. gunpowder&noodles



January 19, 2007

“There are just too many people who cite papers that have only a vague
connection to their work, or because they know the authors, or because the
author is one of those who will sent you an email saying ‘I want to draw your
attention to MY VERY INTERSTING PAPER… ‘”

I don’t see anything particularly harmful in this. I’m sure you know how irritating
it is when people who ought to cite you fail to do so, and I just don’t want to be
one of *those* people who only cite the works of famous people. Look at the cites
for Witten’s Geometric Langlands papers: most of them just seem to think that
having that name on their paper will miraculously render it more likely to be
published. That is pathetic, but, again, what harm does it do? There is a lot of
talk these days about how there are too many bad papers on the arxiv. By people
whose papers are, of course, uniformly excellent.

29. Michael
January 20, 2007

Peter,

If this is the case – that Weinberg’s view(s) have remained, and continue to
remain, the most important paradigm in particle theory – surely his research
program is worth persuing for young grad students and postdocs. Why spend so
much of ones efforts on ‘string theory’ and such when (arguably) the most
important research direction is staring us in the face? Am I [simply?] missing
some information / insight into the field or does such a view seem quite obvious
and relevant; I still don’t know why SO MANY of the brightest in the field spend
time with strings and other highly speculative ideas when EFT may be the most
important direction of research for the current generation (to perhaps the next
or beyond) of physicists.

Any idea, feedback, etc?

Also, would you happen to know where CP violation studies currently stand? Is
CP violation studies directly related to EFT research?

Michael

30. David I. Santiago
January 20, 2007

Peter, I am somewhat puzzled that you did not consider theoretical condensed
matter physics papers. After all, they are not only an important part of
theoretical physics, but they have for a long time been influenced
and have influenced particle theory and quantum and conformal field theory.

31. woit
January 20, 2007

David,



One reason for this is that condensed matter theory papers aren’t in SPIRES, but
more importantly, I just don’t know very much about the subject, which seems to
be a good reason for me not to write about it….

Michael,

Most “string theory” papers ARE effective field theory papers. Effective field
theory is an extremely general idea which almost everyone is using. The problem
in this field is that nobody has a good idea WHICH effective field theory will get
us beyond the standard model (which most people believe is an effective field
theory itself).

32. Michael Bacon
January 20, 2007

Daved Deutsch is joining the debate as well regarding string theory. In the
December 9 issue of New Scientist he comments on string theory as follows:

“I think it’s unlikely that a research programme of that kind can work. Even if
you found the right mathematical object, you probably wouldn’t even recognise it
because you wouldn’t know how it corresponds with the world. For example, if
someone had invented quantum theory purely as a mathematical model, how
would they ever guess that its multi-valued variables correspond with quantities
that we measure with single values? After all, it assigns multiple values to
observable quantities simultaneously. I would warn against expecting the answer
to come from a new mathematical model. It should be the other way around: first
find what you think might be the solution to a problem, then express it as a
mathematical model, then test it.”

33. woit
January 20, 2007

About the Deutsch quote. I haven’t looked at the original article, but if he’s really
refering to string theory, I don’t think his argument makes any sense. To defend
string theorists, they are not working with “purely mathematical models”, with
no idea how to connect them to quantities we can measure. Their problem is
quite different: when they do try and use string theories to model a unified
theory of gravity and particle physics, the simplest forms of string theory are
inconsistent with what we observe, and making the theory more complicated to
get around this makes the theory consistent with almost anything and thus
unpredictive.

34. anonymous
January 20, 2007

Michael wrote: “I recently read that Steven Weinberg considered the most
important task ahead in theory research was to understand better the various
effective field theories in hadron physics. He felt deep insights – and perhaps
important new physics – lay within these structures.”

Do you have a link or a reference for this? I feel like there’s a miscommunication



between you and Peter in this discussion, because I don’t think Weinberg would
say that the most important task ahead is for people to understand “effective
field theory” in the general sense Peter is interpreting it as. Pretty much
everyone in the field understands that. I expect Weinberg means particular
effective field theories (hence, “in hadron physics”), probably formalisms like
SCET.

35. Peter Orland
January 20, 2007

Peter,

I know that this is not your meaning, but
to many people the number of times a
paper is cited is the main indicator of how
valuable the work is. I would not dispute
that the number of citations is a parameter
which has some use, but the emotional
reliance on this number is, in itself, unhealthy.
Are we to evaluate ourselves the same way
chairs, deans and provosts evaluate us?

I was at a large string theory conference
some years ago and one speaker who had
been giving many talks “challenged” the
audience with the question, “What will
be the next string theory paper to garner
500 citations?”. Everyone seemed highly
animated and thrilled by this disgusting,
prurient line of thought. I mentioned to a
young string theorist, who had been very
excited by this question, that the number
of citations is much less significant than
an experimental prediction. He replied
that if this were to happen in string theory,
he would switch to pure mathematics. I
interpret this to mean he was actually
indimidated by the thought of confronting
real science.

I realize that you are trying to make a
particular point with SPIRES and the
time-dependence of citations. Part of the
reason for the phenomenon you mention
is that people to believe that highly-cited
papers must be good, so those are the
papers which garner more citations. This
is symptom of the short-term scholarship
in our field.



36. Chris W.
January 20, 2007

Speaking of citations, would you believe a spill-over of eternal inflation and the
multiverse into evolutionary biology? See q-bio.PE/0701023:

… I argue that the many-worlds-in-one version of the cosmological
model of eternal inflation implies that emergence of replication and
translation, as well as the major protein folds, by chance alone, as
opposed to biological evolution, is a realistic possibility and could
provide for the onset of biological evolution. …

37. M
January 21, 2007

Nobody presently knows what future good physics is, and citations allow to do a
democratic pool. It will be interesting to wait some decades and measure the
correlation between good physics and highly cited physics. Probably the result
will be what Feynman described as:

“Nobody was permitted to see the Emperor of China, and the question was, What
is the length of the Emperor of China’s nose? To find out, you go all over the
country asking people what they think the length of the Emperor of China’s nose
is, and you average it. And that would be very “accurate” because you have
averaged so many people. But it’s no way to find anything out; when you have a
very wide range of people who contribute without looking carefully at it, you
don’t improve your knowledge of the situation by averaging.”

38. Q
January 21, 2007

M, it is more democratic to take a consensus by averaging guesses than by
imposing a particular person’s guess. At least this process has the benefit of
eliminating all extreme guesses, which are crazy enough to have a chance of
being correct.

39. M
January 21, 2007

Q, ultimately some experimentalist will decide for everybody, and many top-cited
papers will end up in the trash. Science is not democracy.

I agree that in the meantime citations might be a good alternative, but without
forgetting its limitations, like the one you mention. Quoting Winston Churchill:
“democracy is the worst form of government except all the others that have been
tried”.

40. Kyrie
January 21, 2007

Nobody presently knows what future good physics is, and citations

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/q-bio.PE/0701023
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/q-bio.PE/0701023


allow to do a democratic pool.

I guess you meant a “demographic poll”? But I agree with you: since nobody
knows yet what new physics is going to be, citations reflect what most people in
the field is working on, but not necessarily where the good physics is.

and many top-cited papers will end up in the trash. Science is not
democracy.

Once a paper has a few thousand citations, it will remain in the top cited list for
a very long time. If it’s more than 2000, then it will remain there for decades to
come, maybe even forever…

Funny thing is, if susy and/or extra dimensions are not seen at the LHC, several
papers on either subject will be stuck in the top-cited list in HEP, even though
nobody is going to be working on that anymore…

41. Kyrie
January 21, 2007

On a related note, there’s not only the list of top-cited papers. I read in the
December issue of Physics Today that there are five new books on susy and/or
susy phenomenology. I don’t doubt all of them are very good books. I wonder
how many good books on susy and its phenomenology are there now in the
market. One dozen? Several dozens?

In this respect, I think there are two scenarios for LHC physics, and both look
equally ludicrous to me.

In the first scenario susy is observed at the LHC. The idea that the discovery of
new particles has not only been predicted, but actually preceded by more than a
dozen books about them is definitely preposterous.

Just imagine that between 1946 and 1976 people had been very busy writing
large numbers of books about the Upsilon and b physics… does that make sense
from a historical perspective? It’d be like a movie played backwards, and equally
hilarious 

The second, no less ludicrous, scenario is that susy is not observed at the LHC.
Then, what are historians of physics going to make of the last 30 year period?
What are they going to have to say about an entire community working for
decades on a field, to the extreme of writing several dozen books about it, when
actually there will be no hint of the relevance of that field to nature? Again, it’d
be a very funny situation…

42. Peter Woit
January 21, 2007

I’d like to make clear that it certainly is not my opinion that number of citations
indicates a paper’s value. These citation numbers are interesting purely for
providing an objective measure of what topics particle theorists are working on,



and what past ideas people have decided are worth pursuing and are using to
write new papers. It’s no secret that I think there’s a serious problem with the
choices that are being made and would like to see very different ones….

43. Amos Dettonville
January 21, 2007

Regarding the Deutsch quote, I think he may have been trying to make a more
general point, since he referred to “a research programme OF THAT KIND”. He
apparently thinks string theory is (or at least was) a research program whose
modus operendi was to rely heavily on purely mathematical criteria in seeking a
“mathematical object” that corresponds with the world. I guess it’s debatable
whether the string program fits that description, but this seems to be the KIND
of program that Deutsch thinks is unlikely to be successful.

As I understand it, Peter thinks this criticism doesn’t actually apply to the string
program. Rather, he says, the string program has been driven by empirical
factors, and those factors have falsified the notions arrived at by purely
mathematical criteria, so the program can’t be criticized for total reliance on
abstract criteria, ignoring empirical facts. He thinks the problem with the string
program is in how it has responded to the (what he sees as) empirical
falsification, by introducing so much flexibility that it becomes essentially
unfalsifiable – thereby rendering it incapable of making any definite predictions.

I think the comments of Deutsch and Woit describe two different problems that
can afflict a research program. The string program has probably suffered from
both at different times. The fundamental premises underlying the string model,
with the extra dimensions, etc., seems (to me) to have been motivated largely by
abstract considerations of the kind that Deutsch argues are unlikely to lead to
genuine increased understanding of physical phenomena. But I also agree with
Peter that, at the present time, the string model seems to have morphed from
what once was hoped (and hyped) to be a rigidly unique structure into an almost
infinitely flexible curve-fitting formalism (like Ptolmey’s epicycles and deferants)
that could be fit to just about any conceivable set of facts.

I suppose, in a way, the two problems are related, i.e., any program devoid of
new physical ideas and relying heavily on mathematical criteria, is likely to
arrive (at best) at a more sophisticated curve-fitting model.

As an aside, I don’t think there is necessarily anything wrong with devising a
better curve-fitting formalism for expressing physical theories. My problem with
the string program is that I think a lot of its prominence and funding, etc., has
been and still is driven partly by the aura generated by the original hype, which
presented string theory as having this marvelously rigid and unique structure,
e.g., it ONLY works in this many dimensions, and it REQUIRES this and that, so
the impression was given that this program was leading to the unique logically
viable structure, which must therefore be true. It isn’t surprising that this
prospect got a lot of people (even those with no knowledge or expertise in
physics) excited, and the news was on the “front page” of the popular press.
Now, decades later, very few people in the field would make those such claims,



but the retractions and back-pedaling have much less loudly publicised than the
original claims. As a result, I think the string program has continued to benefit
from some residual public excitment and hype that, in retrospect, was not
justified. So, I think the books of Penrose, Smolin, and Woit are useful in
countering some of that effect, and highlighting the fact that the feature of the
string program that was originally its main selling point (unique prediction of the
logically necessary structure of the universe!) is now very much in doubt.

44. King Ray
January 21, 2007

String theory is definitely Ptolemaic… it is to the standard model as Ptolemy’s
cycles and epicycles are to Kepler’s laws and Newton’s theory of gravity. The
ultimate theory is supposed to be simpler than the standard model…

45. Chris W.
January 21, 2007

I must say I think Deutsch is right on target in the following sense: At this point
in the development of string theory, the problem has become, at best, a
combination of (1) “what mathematical structures should or must the theory
contain” and (2) “what is the right way to set up a correspondence of these
structures with observations we can make, or theories that have already tested
[ie, the Standard Model]”. The theory has evolved in such a way that it allows
enormous latitude for fiddling at both levels, as if its developers imagined that
such room for fiddling is what one ought to have in a good theory. In short, the
apparent conclusion has become that there is a vast multiplicity of options, any
one of which might become “the flavor of the month” as observations come in, ad
infinitum.

The seeds for this situation arguably existed in the theory from the start,
inasmuch as it began as a stab at understanding the strong interaction, and
evolved—based on some formal features of the theory—into an approach to
unification and quantum gravity. A clear a priori motivation for the relevance of
those formal features to the new context has never been articulated. Similarly,
the linking of internal symmetries and spacetime (Poincare) symmetries formally
described by supersymmetry has never been understood physically.

In contrast, Einstein’s motivations for replacing the spacetime of Minkowski by a
Riemannian spacetime were clear, because he took pains to make them so. He
tried very hard to minimize the arbitrariness of his choices. Neither experiment
nor mathematical insight (much less mere technical virtuosity) is enough for this.
What Einstein had at that time, it seems to me, was a deep insight into what
physics was about. An essential aspect of such insight is appreciating the
empirical facts of prior theories’ successes, while knowing that these theories
cannot be fundamentally correct.

46. Thomas Larsson
January 22, 2007

What Einstein had at that time, it seems to me, was a deep insight into what



physics was about.

It might be added that the really big breakthroughs of the previous century (SR,
GR, QM and renormalization) all involved thinking deeply about observers and
observability. I see no reason why QG should be different.

47. Jester
January 22, 2007

One could look at these results from an optimistic side. Apparently, there was
recently no hype that could fool a large part of the community (like the 2004
paper about split supersymmetry, hep-th/0405159, 104 citations in 2005).
But seriously, i really think there is more interesting work going on now than in
the last few years, though it does not pass the 100+ trigger. Two examples from
my domain: a composite Higgs of hep-ph/0412089, 47 citations in 2006, and a
bottom-up approach to AdS/QCD, hep-ph/0501128, 53 citations in 2006.

48. Travis
January 23, 2007

Good to see that you are making use of the SPIRES database, however, as
someone else mentioned, there was an anomaly in our citation data for about 12
hours during the time you were searching. This was due to an error in some new
code that we had to release to be able to track citations to the upcoming new
arXiv.org ids, as well as tracking other citation forms. For this reason I would be
a bit suspect of your data, and I’m sorry that our unfortunate bug caused a
problem at the wrong time for your analysis. Beyond that bug there can be some
other anomalies, since data mining the database can actually be a bit tricky and
it helps to really understand the data and the system.

This year we plan to release the topcites lists on the 31st of January, so your wait
will not need to be too long. In the future, if you (or anyone reading this) have
some statistical questions like this that we don’t answer via the regular lists, feel
free to contact us directly at spires AT slac.stanford.edu and we can often
generate such lists and statistics much faster, and more accurately than you can
via the web interface. We can’t devote too much time to these things, but we can
certainly help when we can. See http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/play for
examples of this sort of thing.

Best Regards,
Travis
SPIRES Database Manager

49. Peter Woit
January 23, 2007

Thanks Travis,

I’ve spot-checked the numbers I found earlier, and the ones I checked seem to
agree with what SPIRES reports now. Looking foward to seeing your results. I
did also gather data on theory papers from the last few years with citations in

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/play
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/play


the range 50-100 in 2006. Before writing about that I guess I’ll wait and see if
your numbers are any different than mine.



Various and Sundry

January 22, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Later this week there will be a mini-workshop at City College organized by some of
the CUNY particle theorists, on the topic of Yang-Mills Theories: nonperturbative
aspects. The schedule of talks is here, I’m planning on attending some of them.

Also this week, Witten is speaking at the IAS on Wednesday with the title “Operator
Expansion Product of ‘t Hooft Operators”. I’d like to go down to Princeton to hear
this, but have to teach here around the same time, so won’t be able to attend the talk.
Maybe someone who does attend will tell us about what Witten had to say.

There’s an interesting new particle theory blog, called Resonaances, and written by
someone in the CERN Theory Group (who for now is operating anonymously as
“Jester”, also commenting here). It includes reports of talks at the recent Winter
School on Strings, Supergravity and Gauge Theories, discussion or recent ideas about
supersymmetry breaking using metastable vacua, and scary photos from the
Christmas party, which included someone playing a Borat/Theorat character and
Wolfgang Lerche as the string pope, intoning the following prayer:

Our Witten, which art in Princeton,
Hallowed be thy name.
Thy Nobel come,
Thy will be done,
In CERN as it is in the US.
Give us this day our daily string,
And forgive us our theory,
As we forgive those who do phenomenology.
Lead us not into experiment,
And deliver us from tests.
For thine is the arXiv,
Hep-th and math-AG,
For ever and ever,
Amen

Over at Tommaso Dorigo’s blog, he’s spreading wild rumors about a Higgs signal seen
by CDF. He does acknowledge that this “signal” is not the sort of thing one should
take seriously, almost certainly a statistical fluctuation. With the Tevatron getting
closer to the point where it might actually see the Higgs, and the LHC sooner or later
starting to produce data, I look forward to the prospect of lots of rumors being put
out by bloggers of Higgs or SUSY signals. I remember many years ago that there
were always new rumors of things being seen at experiments, which just about always
turned out to not actually be there. In recent years the large experimental
collaborations have done a better job of acting responsibly and not letting wild
rumors get out. Maybe the blogging phenomenon can play a useful role in getting the
irresponsible rumor game going again. Any CDF/D0 people who want to send me
rumors that I can then irresponsibly help propagate are encouraged to do so.
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I just got a copy of a new textbook about Lie groups and their representations, called
Compact Lie Groups, by Mark Sepanski. I had been frustrated that there wasn’t a
book out there of just the right level with the same perspective I’m taking during the
next few weeks of my graduate course, but Sepanski looks just right. From what I’ve
seen so far of it, I recommend it highly as a place to learn about things like the Peter-
Weyl and Borel-Weil theorems.

Another interesting book I recently acquired is Terry Gannon’s Moonshine Beyond the
Monster, which is highly readable as well as entertaining, and contains a wealth of
information about affine lie algebras, “modular moonshine”, vertex operator algebras
and conformal field theory, and much more.

There are two new textbooks now out about string theory and attempts to get the a
unified theory of particle physics out of it, by Michael Dine, and by Katrin and
Melanie Becker and John Schwarz. I haven’t had a chance to look at either very
carefully, but they both seem to neglect to mention that this idea doesn’t work. The
thing that most amazes me though is Dine’s choice for one of the three luminaries of
the field to get a blurb from that might convince people to buy the book: Lubos Motl.

Update: John Conway, the CDF experimenter whose potential Higgs signal was
mentioned here, has joined the Cosmic Variance team, and his first post is one of a
series giving the details of this story.

Comments

1. A quantum diaries survivor
January 22, 2007

 spreading rumors is fun indeed!

But I will defend strenuously my reputation if put to trial on this one! I just about
posted blessed results (shown at conferences) of a reasonable analysis observing
a 2-sigma bump _somewhere_ in one spectrum… I am not guilty, your honor!

Of course, part of the fun in discussing these kind of bumps lies in the fact that
usually only those who know better understand that a 2-sigma bump like that has
_zero_ significance (because the mass is unknown, and a bump _has_ to happen
somewhere).

All others, who are fascinated by the chance that a higgs is there, of course want
to dream on, and I let them do so by presenting some additional suggestion… I
claim innocence on this count too, your honor.

Cheers,
T.

2. yagwara
January 22, 2007

Thanks for the pointer to Terry Gannon’s book.
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On lie groups, do you dislike Brocker and tomDieck for some reason? I ask
because I have been wanting to go back and (re)learn some of this stuff and that
was one of the books I was planning to use.

3. Peter Woit
January 22, 2007

yagwara,

Brocker, tomDieck is probably my favorite book among the older ones, although
unfortunately it doesn’t discuss Borel-Weil theory. The Sepanski book is in some
ways similar to Brocker, tomDieck, but simultaneously shorter, covering fewer
things that are not so important, and getting to Borel-Weil theory.

4. kuos
January 22, 2007

Lot’s of SUSY/String textbooks coming out, each one destined to become a
classic. Perhaps a last ditch effort to cash in before LHC makes 20 years of
theoretical research obsolete?

5. wolf
January 23, 2007

Regarding the Cuny workshop, it seems to be entirely devoted to two spatial
dimensions. Maybe with an eye on applications to critical phenomena/statistical
mechanics?

6. Shantanu
January 23, 2007

Peter did you find anything interesting/controversial at the KITP workshop
on singularities at : http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/singular_m07/

7. Peter Woit
January 23, 2007

wolf,

I don’t know if there are any applications of 2+1d YM to stat mech. I think the
main reason people are interested in 2+1d YM is as a toy model for trying to
solve 3+1d YM non-perturbatively. In 1+1d YM is exactly solvable, in 3+1d
there’s very little we know how to do analytically. 2+1d is intermediate in
difficulty…

Shantanu,

My main interest is in particle physics, so I fear the kind of quantum gravity
discussions going on at that workshop just aren’t something I’m interested
enough to follow closely. The workshop does appear to have both LQG and string
theory people participating on an equal footing, so I guess that’s something
worth noting.

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/singular_m07/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/singular_m07/


8. Thomas Love
January 23, 2007

Peter, I just noticed this on your side bar:

Categories
Not Even Wrong: The Book (24)
Uncategorized (476)

That’s a total of 500 posts, a landmark which should be acknowledged.
Congratulations!

9. A quantum diaries survivor
January 23, 2007

Congratulations ??? What a lazy bum! I have 670 posts out and I’ve been around
for a third of the time…

Of course… Hehm… My posts are not quite as interesting, and… Hhruumph…
They get a hundredth of the traffic…. And hmmm… I do not have a tenth of the
comments to answer. Oh well.
Congratulations, Peter!

T.

10. Who
January 23, 2007

Yes! Congratulations on reaching the 500 mark, Peter, with a blog that clearly
makes a uniquely valuable contribution.
Also must say I was very glad to see the home-made 2006 topcites. I wouldn’t be
surprised to learn that their appearance accelerated Spires and
prompted them to decide on bringing out the official list by 31 January, the date
Travis mentioned in this post:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=508#comment-21399

11. Peter Woit
January 23, 2007

Thanks T. and T., although you may be slightly premature, I think there might be
two posts that are in both categories…

Just upgraded the blog software to WordPress 2.1. If anyone notices any
anomalies, let me know.

12. z3
January 23, 2007

Heads up on Distler and Rothstein’s paper in the upcoming issue of PRL
discussing possible LHC tests of string theory, or rather it’s generic assumptions
— analyticity, unitarity, and Lorentz invariance — through W boson scattering

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=508#comment-21399
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=508#comment-21399


events.

13. stevem
January 23, 2007

As regards the CUNY Yang-Mills workshop, what exactly is the current status of
non-perturbative analytical calculations of things like mass gap, string tension
and confinement? I had heard/read somewhere that the string tension can be
estimated for (2+1) YM and is comparable to values obtained from lattice sims.
The talks will probably cover such things. Hopefully, they will appear online as
the first one looks especially interesting. Or maybe someone attending will
report on them. The emphasis seems to be on (2+1) YM. It still seems unlikely
that (3+1) YM for SU(3) can ever be solved exactly. Maybe a string dual can be
found to pure qcd, but again this seems unlikely, at least right now. Also, does
anyone know if any progress has been made on the YM millennium problem? I
presume you would have to prove existance of quantum YM and a mass gap
strictly in (3+1) and not in (2+1)?

14. wolf
January 23, 2007

z3, those generic assumptions of string theory — analyticity, unitarity, and
Lorentz invariance — look vaguely familiar to me. Could it be that I have seen
them some place else? Maybe some theory not involving strings?

15. Peter Orland
January 23, 2007

Stevem,

There will be several things discussed at the CCNY meeting.

Right now, what most people are doing in 2+1 dimensions are new strong-
coupling methods. In 2+1 the strong-coupling mass gap is proportional to the
coupling squared, and the string tension (determined by working out the vacuum
state) is proportional to the coupling to the fourth power. These results were
shown by lattice strong-coupling methods (not computer simulations) a long time
ago, but some new mathematical methods which are quite interesting have been
developed to study them.

I will also present some work I have been doing for the last few years
on a weak-coupling method for understanding confinement, which
works only in 2+1 dimensions. The method used two coupling constants, which
are arbitrarily small in units of the UV regulator. The
gauge theory studied this way is not rotation invariant, but quarks
are confined and adjoint sources are not (for a finite number of
colors. There is also an interesting picture of string excitations.

I think what most people hope to gain from the meeting (at least I do) is an
approach to confinement in 3+1 which works for weak bare coupling constant.



Since Peter W. will be going to some of the talks, perhaps he can give
his evaluation of the meeting.

16. z3
January 24, 2007

Wolf, these principles are not shared by all theories of QG. So a test of them
amounts to a weak test of string theory, in that there’s a very low probability
string theory would be falsified thru an observed violation of these requirements,
but the lack of any violation also only increase our confidence in string theory by
a negligible amount. There is quite a bit of publicity stunt in calling this a test of
string theory, but there is some physical motivation in it as well.

17. John Conway
January 24, 2007

“Wild rumors” ??

I gave the talk at the Aspen particle physics conference where we broke the
news of the results of our search. I was the one who “let the wild rumor out.”

We showed what we saw, pure and simple. It’s not anything to get excited about
statistically, clearly. People did get excited, though, because this is about the
Higgs after all!

You try to suggest it’s “irresponsible” to show your results honestly in public,
and discuss them afterwards in the hallway or blogs or wherever…well, that’s
just irresponsible of you. So there.

And, T., there certainly does not *have* to be a bump somewhere. For us we
would only expecet such a thing about 2.5% of the time; we are working on
refining that number, as I said at Aspen. It’s tricky, as you know.

What are results do show is that *if* the Higgs is there, at an enhanced rate at
high tan beta, we could nail it at the Tevatron before the LHC (on which I also
work) does. Now wouldn’t that be interesting?

18. Peter Woit
January 24, 2007

John,

My comments about Tommaso’s posting were a bit tongue-in-cheek. I do think
HEP experimentalists are behaving incredibly responsibly these days, rarely if
ever promoting signals of marginal statistical significance. Maybe I’m wrong, but
I remember this happening much more often 20-30 years ago. I admit to a bit of
nostalgia for this kind of activity, for seeing people get excited by possible
signals (even if they almost always have their hopes dashed later). So I think
maybe a bit more irresponsibility would be a good idea, and I was trying to
encourage any inclinations in that direction that Tommaso might have. The only
problem is how to keep it out of the science coverage in the press that goes out



to the general public…

19. Tommaso Dorigo
January 27, 2007

Yes, John, the mentions of “rumors” and “irresponsibility” were made with half-
joking tone, both above and in my blog.

As for the significance, I totally agree, it is tricky indeed. My opinion is that the
CDF signal would be the typical way a 160 GeV Higgs would show up in a
statistically-limited analysis such as ours, but it is just as well the typical bump
due to a weird fluke in the data.

We search the Higgs in tens of different mass distributions, in various final
states. We HAVE to have a 2-sigma bump somewhere at some point! Of course,
you can shrug your shoulders and claim that you are only concerned with your
own analysis, but as long as rumors spread only when signals grow above the
(say) 2-sigma mark (or if more vocal people start crying wolf at 1.5-sigma, as in
LEP II – hruuumpf), we are giving the world a wrong perception of the data if we
do not qualify those 2-sigmas. Not your job, of course, so no criticism is implied
to you, but rather on the way we publicize our scientific output.

And I agree with Peter when he says these days we are a bit over the mark with
our “protection” of our own data. We’ve been colleagues for 14 years, and you
certainly have a very well informed opinion on how I think of the whole matter…
Just think of the superjet affair 

In any case, congratulations for your intriguing result, John!

Cheers,
T.

20. Tommaso Dorigo
January 27, 2007

And, Peter, the problem of discussing results among peers without the matter
getting known by newspapers is not solvable.

During the last four months I have been contacted to comment or explain new
results posted in my blog by no less than five journalists from Nature, New
Scientist, Physics World, Scientific American, Physics Today… (And as you know I
am grateful for your directing traffic to my blog now and then, without which I
would be a lesser known blogger).

These people do look for “leaks” in the blogosphere. They have grown smart!

That, combined with the tough bylaws of my experiment, totally prevents me
from real leaks in my blog. What I can do is to hint at things to come. As I did in
the post on John’s signal, where I hinted at the fact we will bless a Z->bb signal
in CDF soon, and that a few tens of higgs decays could be there if the MSSM
signal were true…



Cheers,
T.

21. Peter Woit
January 27, 2007

Tommaso,

One solution of course is that if you can’t leak on your blog, you could write me,
and I could then spread rumors from my blog… If journalists called me I would
deny everything, claim I just made it up.

A major problem with this whole blogging thing is that some of the best rumors I
hear from friends and colleagues I just can’t use, mainly because it would be too
obvious where they came from, and the people involved would get annoyed and
never tell me anything again. My hopes to become a leading physics/math gossip
columnist are unfortunately difficult to realize.



Physicists Develop Test For “String Theory”

January 24, 2007
Categories: This Week's Hype

Press releases claiming that a “test for string theory” has been found appear with
some regularity, notwithstanding the fact that no one actually knows how to test
string theory. The latest one comes from the University of California at San Diego,
where the press office today put out a press release entitled Physicists Develop Test
For “String Theory”. The story has been picked up by the media, appearing here and
here and probably soon in many other places.

This latest claim about a “test for string theory” is quite remarkable and even more
bogus than usual. It is based on a paper which has nothing to with string theory and
doesn’t do a string theory calculation at all. The paper first appeared on the arXiv last
April with the title Falsifying String Theory Through WW Scattering, and was
extensively discussed here. In October a new version of the paper was put on the
arXiv, with a changed title Falsifying Models of New Physics via WW Scattering (and
this was discussed here). I’m guessing that the removal of the claims about string
theory from the title was due to a referee at PRL not being willing to go along with
such a title, although maybe there’s more to the story and if so I’d be curious to know
what it is.

The year is just beginning, but I’m already willing to award this press release the title
of “most outrageously misleading string theory hype of 2007”. It is going to be
extremely hard for anyone else to match it.

Update: The Distler et. al. overhyped press release continues to spread
misinformation to the public, getting more and more ridiculous as it spreads. The blog
Tech.Blorge.com reports about string theory that:

Until now, experimental verification has not been possible; but researchers at the
University of California, Carnegie Mellon University, and the University of Texas are
planning a definitive test with the future launch of the Large Hadron Collider…

This then made it to Slashdot, which put out a story under the headline String Theory
Put to the Test, which starts off with:

… scientists have come up with a definitive test that could prove or disprove string
theory. The project is described as…

and then goes on to give a description of the LHC project.

I think the people responsible for this should be ashamed of themselves.

Update: Not to be outdone by UCSD, Carnegie-Mellon has also issued a press release
about this. More also here and here.

Update: More at Digg, SpaceDaily, Science Frontline, etc., etc.
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Update: Yet another major university issues a misleading press release about this:
from the University of Texas Team of Theoretical Physicists Develop a Test for String
Theory.

Update: The Resonaances blog has a posting explaining what is actually in the Distler
et. al. paper, while describing the press releases, with their pretensions that the
authors have found a way to test string theory at the LHC, as “hilarious”.

Update: Sabine Hossenfelder wrote in to point out that New Scientist now has an
article about this, with the title New particle accelerator could rule out string theory.
The article quotes hype from string theorist Allan Adams as well as from Distler,
ignoring Distler’s co-authors and describing him as “leader of the team” that solved
the problem no one else had been able to solve, figuring out how to test string theory
at the LHC. Funny, but as far as I can tell, this great advance in the testability of
string theory is not being covered at any of the string theory blogs. I wonder why…

Comments

1. andy.s
January 24, 2007

The authors are saying it tests Lorentz invariance, analyticity, and unitarity, the
ingoing assumptions for ST.

I guess the first one means relativity is valid, the last one means all operators are
unitary (?); I have no idea what analyticity means.

Are any of these likely be violated at the LHC?

2. r hofmann
January 24, 2007

In general, unitarity of the S matrix puts a bound on the growth of cross sections
with energy, the so-called Froissart bound. In particular, if the SM-calculable
bound is heavily violated by experiment (LHC) then the SM is inferred to be
embedded into something more general which takes over at high energies.
Personally, I strongly believe that the latter will happen on grounds that have
nothing to do with susy, Xdim, and string theory for that matter.

3. Jester
January 24, 2007

It’s a pity the authors chose to advertise this way since, after all, they did a very
interesting work. Most of us used to think that in a low-energy effective quantum
field theory any higher-dimensional operators consistent with the symmetries are
allowed. Now we know that at least the signs of certain operators are
constrained by very general arguments. Only very bizarre theories could violate
these constraints (and string theory is not bizarre enough). There is also the
earlier paper by Arkani-Hamed et al. [hep-th/0602178], which discusses these

http://www.utexas.edu/opa/news/2007/01/physics25.html
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matters from a somewhat more general perspective.

4. Bee
January 24, 2007

You have a funny typo there, never heard of WWW Scattering 

In October a new version of the paper was put on the arXiv, with a changed title
Falsifying Models of New Physics via WWW Scattering (and this was discussed
here).

5. Peter Woit
January 24, 2007

Thanks Bee. I guess I thought the author’s paper has more to do with scattering
bogus claims via the World Wide Web than scattering W particles…

6. Tony Smith
January 24, 2007

The UCSD press release by Amy Pavlak and Kim McDonald has as its title
“Physicists Develop Test for ‘String Theory’”
The press release said in part:
“… “Since we don’t have a complete understanding of string theory, it’s
impossible to rule out all possible models that are based on strings,” said
Rothstein. …”.

The title and the statement by Rothstein seem to be contradictory.

Further, the press release said that the “… test sets bounds on … three
mathematical assumptions –
Lorentz invariance (the laws of physics are the same for all uniformly moving
observers),
analyticity (a smoothness criteria for the scattering of high-energy particles after
a collision) and
unitarity (all probabilities always add up to one). …”,
so
it seems that the press release could just as well be entitled “Physicists Develop
Test for ‘Bootstrap Theory’”,
about which Peter Woit said in blog comments in July 2006:
“… the bootstrap program … was wrong, and wrong in very much the same way
that string theory is … If you look at Chew’s writings from that era, there’s a lot
of the same kind of wishful thinking you see in string theory. Not knowing about
asymptotic freedom of gauge theory, you could argue that the bootstrap was “the
only game in town” … To some extent, lots of people who had worked on the
bootstrap and early versions of string theory just picked up where they had left
off when string theory came back into fashion in 1984. There really only was a
period of about 10 years (1974-1984) when QFT was completely dominant. …”.

It is also interesting that Ed Witten studied under David Gross and
David Gross studied under the leading advocate of bootstrap theory, Geoffrey



Chew.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

7. A quantum diaries survivor
January 24, 2007

Well, the first link quoted above is a rather imprecise but not dishonest account
IMHO. In particular, I appreciated the sobering quote by Distler:

“If the bounds are satisfied, we would still not know that string theory is
correct,” said Distler. “But, if the bounds are violated, we would know that string
theory, as it is currently understood, could not be correct. At the very least, the
theory would have to be reshaped in a highly nontrivial way.”

Of course, there is a small step still needed to fill the gap from what Distler
acknowledges and the fact that nobody really takes seriously any theory implying
violation of those three principles, and the article fails to make it.

T.

8. Peter Shor
January 24, 2007

So does this mean that now any test of general relativity is now also going to be
a test of string theory? And that Hulse and Taylor received their Nobel prize for a
successful test of string theory?

9. Ari Heikkinen
January 24, 2007

I guess it’s not just a string theory problem, I mean, how do we know that any
“new breakthrough” that’ll be claimed even on LHC will be anything but a
desperate attempt to make something out of some nonsense just to give even
some justification for all the money spent on building it?

10. Tony Smith
January 24, 2007

Ari Heikkinen said: “… how do we know that any “new breakthrough” that’ll be
claimed even on LHC will be anything but a desperate attempt to make
something out of some nonsense just to give even some justification for all the
money spent on building it? …”.

LHC is almost certain to produce results with respect to Higgs and the Tquark
that will substantially improve understanding of the Standard Model.
The Standard Model is very far rom “nonsense”.
Increased understanding of it is very important with respect to real (i.e., testable
by experiment) physics,
and (in my view at least) fully justifies the cost of building the LHC so that its

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


enegy/luminosity regions can be explored and better understood.

As to “how do we know” claimed results of LHC will or will not be “nonsense”,
it is the same as with all accelerator experiments:
You read the papers, look at the data, and study the analysis techniques. If you
find something that doesn’t look right to you, then say so and if your criticism is
correct it will eventually become part of the results.

There WILL be data that if properly analyzed WILL increase our understanding
of the Standard Model, and, since that is what the LHC was designed to do, it
WILL be worth the money spent on it for that purpose.

There is a big difference between deciding to spend money on a machine to do a
specific task (for the LHC, to explore the Standard Model in a given region of
energy and luminosity)
and
spending 90% of high energy theory money on something that is substantially
divorced from experimental results, and has produced no such results for
decades, and is sociologically operated like a private club.

Tony Smith
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/

11. Peter Woit
January 24, 2007

Tommaso,

I think there actually is an honesty problem with the Distler quote. His paper
does not involve any string theory calculation in any way, so claiming a “test of
string theory” is very problematic. In addition, as far as I can tell, what seems to
have happened with that paper is that a PRL referee made them change it to
remove the claim from the title about having a “test of string theory”. If this is
right, to issue a press release about the PRL paper describing it as a “test of
string theory” takes real chutzpah. If there’s another explanation for why the
paper’s title was changed, I’d like to know what it is.

12. Peter Woit
January 24, 2007

Ari and Tony,

Please try and keep your comments on-topic.

13. anonymous
January 24, 2007

Tommaso said:

“the fact that nobody really takes seriously any theory implying violation of those
three principles”

http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/
http://www.valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/


But at least a few people take seriously loop quantum gravity, which as I
understand it does violate at least one of these principles….

14. A quantum diaries survivor
January 24, 2007

Ok, I confess I did not read the paper  shame on me!

I guess I am getting dangerously close to having to rely on incorrect press
accounts to know what is going on, at least in
string theory.

As a matter of fact, I remember discussing in my blog (guess with who, with
Jacques Distler) the very issue of theoretical papers being too cryptic for a
“normal” experimentalist to even conceive reading. If I recall correctly, he
claimed that it was not string theory’s fault, because it has never been easy for
experimentalists to read cutting-edge theoretical papers.

T.

15. Peter Woit
January 24, 2007

Tommaso,

Actually that paper is pretty readable, partly because it doesn’t involve string
theory. Some experimentalists might actually find it more readable than many
theorists, since it is a story about the behavior of scattering amplitudes. This is
closer to what experimentalists have real experience with these days, unlike
theorists who often spent much of their careers working on more speculative
stuff.

16. Ari Heikkinen
January 24, 2007

Peter,

The point I was trying to make (ok, perhaps it was badly worded as an example)
was that upfront announcements of scientific “breakthroughs” is nothing new.
It’s been done throughout the history by scientists, the media and by others, not
just by string theorists.

Speaking of the announcement in question, don’t they claim this one could only
prove string theory wrong, not right (Quote: “But, if the bounds are violated, we
would know that string theory, as it is currently understood, could not be
correct.”) ?

So if they think they can prove string theory wrong this way then what’s the
problem? Also, the pdf you link (on arxiv) still reads “Falsifying String Theory
Through WW Scattering” so what’s wrong with that?

17. Peter Woit



January 24, 2007

Ari,

I put two links there. One is to the original version of the paper, with the claim
about string theory in the title, the second is to a revised version of the paper
uploaded several months later, where the title has been changed to remove the
reference to string theory. Given the timing of this, it seems likely that the
revised version is the refereed one, and that the referee is responsible for
insisting on the changed title.

You might want to go back and read the extensive discussion about this whole
topic that occurred here and that I linked to, involving one of the authors of the
paper. I don’t want to repeat all those arguments, but the gist of the matter is
that the assumptions made by these authors are actually the fundamental ones
made in QFT. So, what is actually true is that if their bounds are seen to be
violated, it is QFT, not string theory that is falsified. These same assumptions
apply to perturbative string theory, but since one doesn’t really know what non-
perturbative string theory (M-theory) is, they don’t apply to string theory in
general.

18. onymous
January 24, 2007

My attempts to comment anonymously keep getting rejected, I’m not sure why.

Here are two things that are being overlooked in this discussion:

1. Yes, both QFT and string theory have these basic properties, but not
necessarily every theory does. LQG, for instance, is sometimes claimed to violate
Lorentz invariance.

2. These bounds reveal ways that low-energy physics is sensitive to very high-
energy physics. It is true that in QFT these positivity criteria are always satisfied,
so QFT would be falsified by violations of them. However, it’s not the case that in
low-energy effective QFT these criteria are always satisfied. So what is falsified
is that at very high scales, the theory describing our world is not a QFT. But we
already know that, because of gravity! So QFT is already falsified. Given that
QFT is falsified, we can ask what are other sensible theories of high-scale
physics. One is string theory. Violation of these positivity conditions would, then,
falsify string theory. This is not trivial. They would not necessarily, for instance,
falsify LQG.

19. Peter Woit
January 24, 2007

onymous,

Sorry about your problems with the spam filter (Akismet). The new version of
WordPress has a newer version, which may have different behavior.
Unfortunately it is is completely unconfigurable, and it does sometimes tag



comments as spam for no obvious reason (sometimes it does this to MY
comments…). I do generally check the spam queue once or twice a day, so if you
just wait a while, your comment should appear after a while.

I just don’t think it’s accurate to say that violation of these bounds would falsify
string theory (and, if you look at the wording in the published version of the
paper, I think you’ll see the authors don’t say this, perhaps because a referee
wouldn’t allow them to). What might be falsified is perturbative string theory
(and presumably this is what the authors mean by the locution “generic models
of string theory” used in their paper), but that is already falsified. One needs
some sort of non-perturbative string theory or M-theory to get the kind of string
theory backgrounds needed to get realistic physics. Not knowing what this
M-theory is, you don’t know if it will satisfy the relevant assumptions.

20. Ari Heikkinen
January 24, 2007

Ok, I got your point, the first three versions of the paper in question are titled
“Falsifying String Theory Through WW Scattering” and claim “If no light
resonances are found, then a measured violation of the bound would falsify
string theory.”.

But in the fourth version of the same paper the title was changed as “Falsifying
Models of New Physics via WW Scattering” and the claim was changed as “As a
corollary, if no light resonances are found, then a measured violation of the
bound would falsify generic models of string theory.”.

As far as I can recall from Greene’s book, there wasn’t any mention of “generic
models” of string theory, so exactly what’s meant by that?

21. Peter Woit
January 24, 2007

“generic models” of string theory doesn’t actually have any well-defined
meaning, as far as I know. It’s a bizarre locution I’ve never seen anywhere else,
and was presumably introduced here to satisfy a referee who told the authors
that their assumptions were not obviously satisfied by all string theory models.

As I explained in my previous comment, the problem is that only for perturbative
string theory (and some unrealistic non-perturbative versions) do you have any
kind of definition of the theory, and thus can check whether it satisfies the
assumptions being made. For the kind of fundamental theory that string theorists
hope exists and produces standard model physics, the existence of such a theory
is purely conjectural, and one doesn’t know if it will satisfy the assumptions.

22. mclaren
January 24, 2007

Yes, I was just about to post about this misinformation. You have to admire the
sophistry involved in these kinds of press releases. Since string theorists claim
that string theory susbsumes all the rest of physics, it therefore follows that any



test which confirms any theory anywhere in physics necessarily confirms string
theory.

Good thinking. That kind of incisive reasoning will surely get us to a Theory Of
Everything “real soon now”…that is, if we don’t experience The Singularity first.
Or find WMDs in Iraq…

23. Aaron Bergman
January 24, 2007

In related news, I recently saw a non-black non-raven.

24. Jack Lothian
January 24, 2007

I have not read the paper (& probably would not understand it) but the press
release reads as a form of lying to me. In the release, facts are selectively stated
in such a way as to mislead people who are not experts in the field. The release
is written in such a way that they encourage the layman to jump to erroneous
conclusions. In my opinion, here is an analogy of what they are doing.

I claim that I have an investment strategy that can return your investments plus
100% in as little as 2 months. Furthermore I have a scientific test that was used
to validate my strategy. It showed scientifically that the return on your
investment will always be positive. Of course some investors will be more
successful in using my strategy than others. So just send me a few thousands
dollars & I will give you my scientific investment strategy.

Is this a form of fraud? I say yes & the press release uses a similar argument to
imply the test will validate string theory when in fact it will just show string
theory is one many different possibilities and outcomes. And one of the
possibilities that will be still open is that string theory is not even wrong.

25. Johan
January 24, 2007

Why would LQG be Lorentz-invariant? It’s not a theory of flat spacetime. For an
enlightening discussion, see http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2003-11
/msg0056792.html . Someone well known to NEW readers makes a cameo
appearance.

26. gunpowder&noodles
January 24, 2007

I guess what people mean by “Lorentz invariant” is “Lorentz invariant in the
limit of flat spacetime”. By the way, are you sure that that thread is not some
kind of forgery designed to suggest that LM doesn’t understand basic GR?

27. student
January 25, 2007

http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2003-11/msg0056792.html
http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2003-11/msg0056792.html
http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2003-11/msg0056792.html
http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/2003-11/msg0056792.html


GR (as well as string theory, which is also generally covariant) contains
Minkowski spacetime as a solution. On the other hand, it is not clear if LQG can
produce a flat Minkowski spacetime as a solution. In fact, there is a claim that
the DSR is a limit of LQG and that the Lorentz violating effects in DSR can be
tested experimentally (Lee Smolin keeps mentioning GLAST and other
experiments). Hence, if the Lorentz violating effects are found experimentally it
would be an indirect evidence of the LQG. The Distler, et. al. paper claims that
the Lorentz violating effects can be tested at the LHC as well. If such effects are
found the perturbative string theory would be invalidated. If they are not found,
theories like LQG and DSR would get a big blow but string theory would still
survive, although this would not “prove” string theory.

28. Garbage
January 25, 2007

I find rather amusing Peter’s insistence on the inquisitor referee cutting off any
reference to ST. It looks as if he was that referee ;). The paper was finally
accepted with a revised title AND (quote from the latest version): “argument
completely revisited, stronger and more pertinent bounds given”.
This version thus make stronger connection to tests of New Physics at LHC, via
WW scattering, including ST and any other candidate for a High Energy
completion of the SM which obeys LI, Unitarity and Analyticity. There are a few
technicalities which are not the case to discuss now (like a heavy Higgs
scenario). However, as a matter of principle, the logic I think is clear.
Namely, tests of GR are of course tests of low energy ST (and also low energy
LQG), but also tests of any other *classical* theory of spacetime and low energy
physics. What’s propossed in this paper is a test of the high energy behavior of
scattering amplitudes and hence of high energy ST, since the latter is one of the
few theories (and some claim perhaps the only one) we have to complete the SM
(including gravity) in the UV. Furthermore, if the way out of ST (as Peter claims)
is thru a yet non-existent M-theory, violations of the bounds will put strong
constraints on the possible non-perturbative definitions of ST, which by itself is,
needless to say, extremly important/interesting.

G

29. milkshake
January 25, 2007

The old filter in WordPress was triggered by multiple links or some notorious
subject lines.

The new Akismet goes after comments that have multiple exclamation marks. It
also filters out very short posts that look like they were bot-generated for driving
up ranking of single website (typical one is “interesting point, I agree”)

30. Thomas Larsson
January 25, 2007

I guess what people mean by “Lorentz invariant” is “Lorentz invariant in the
limit of flat spacetime”. By the way, are you sure that that thread is not some



kind of forgery designed to suggest that LM doesn’t understand basic GR?

From what I recall of that spr thread (you might be able to find some comment
by myself there, I don’t remember), this was one of the few occasions when I
agreed with LM. He disagreed with people who claimed that diffeomorphism
symmetry is empty just because you can choose curvilinear coordinates in
Newton theory. Like a theory with global phase symmetry is a gauge theory,
because you can choose different coordinate systems in different fibers 8)

A freely falling observer sees a Minskowki spacetime. GR has a local Lorentz
symmetry in this sense.

31. press release
January 25, 2007

Garbage, the fact that the test needs a heavy Higgs is not a tecnicality, since
data suggest a light Higgs.

Anyhow, violations of unitarity etc at the Planck scale would give effects
100000000000000000000000000000000 smaller than what LHC can measure.

Furthermore, hep-th/0602178 presented the basic idea earlier and correctly.

32. Matti Pitkanen
January 25, 2007

For quite an interesting idea about a possible reduction of Poincare group to its
subgroup as a fundamental symmetry (implying that CP also ceases to be a
symmetry) see the Very Special Relativity of Glashow and Cohen. See also the
little article here.

33. D R Lunsford
January 25, 2007

Shame is the main thing missing in all areas of modern culture. It’s one of those
passe’ emotions like love and loyalty. But don’t you feel good about yourself?

-drl

34. Arun
January 25, 2007

Is this the reasoning?

Suppose the Standard Model is an effective theory valid upto some scale A.

We can add higher-dimension terms to the SM Lagrangian and put bounds on the
coefficients of these terms.

Suppose those bounds are found to experimentally violated, and suppose our
assumption that the SM effective theory is valid to some scale A is still true, then
it must be that one or more of Lorentz invariance, analyticity of the S-matrix,

http://www.newscientist.com/contents/issue/2587.html
http://www.newscientist.com/contents/issue/2587.html
http://www.df.unibo.it/honorem2006/Glashow-laurea-eng.pdf
http://www.df.unibo.it/honorem2006/Glashow-laurea-eng.pdf


etc., is violated and string theory is cannot be true.

The assumption that the SM effective theory is valid to some scale A and not
some lesser scale B is presumably checked by the same set of experiments that
find violation of the bounds on the coefficients of the higher-dimension terms?

Thanks in advance for clarifications!

35. Peter Woit
January 25, 2007

Please, this is not the place to discuss various people’s confusions about the role
of the Lorentz group in GR. In the paper in question here the Lorentz group has
to be a global symmetry, this is not the case in GR.

36. Peter Woit
January 25, 2007

Garbage,

So, it’s true that a referee wouldn’t allow the paper to be published with a title
claiming that its authors had a test that could falsify string theory? If so, don’t
you see a bit of an ethical problem with the authors having their universities
issue press releases based on publication of the paper in PRL entitled “Physicists
Develop Test for “String Theory””?

37. press release
January 25, 2007

Arun, these constraints come from Quantum Field Theory. So, if LHC can only
probe energies at which some QFT applies (the Standard Model or whatever
else), these constraints are automatically satisfied. To test if quantum gravity
violates locality/unitarity/etc, one must do experiments sensitive to quantum
gravity. But if we knew how to directly test quantum gravity, we would have no
need of inventing indirect tests.

38. onymous
January 25, 2007

Trying again to post this:

“So, if LHC can only probe energies at which some QFT applies (the Standard
Model or whatever else), these constraints are automatically satisfied.”

No, this is not true, unless I misunderstand what you’re getting at. An effective
QFT can perfectly well describe everything happening at LHC energies, but the
constraint can still be violated because the UV completion is something more
exotic. In that case the effective QFT will have some unusual signs, but this
doesn’t mean it’s not a valid effective QFT for low-energy physics. This is sort of
the whole point of this type of study, as emphasized in the Adams et.al. paper
(hep-th/0602178): analyticity tells you about how far-UV properties manifest



themselves in IR behavior. In this way it is possible (but not likely!) that
properties of quantum gravity could make themselves known at much larger
distances, very indirectly. Unfortunately this only happens if the theory of QG is
exotic enough.

Also, above: “Anyhow, violations of unitarity etc at the Planck scale would give
effects 100000000000000000000000000000000 smaller than what LHC can
measure.” This isn’t clear to me either: do you have some particular example of a
nonunitary theory in mind? In general modifying quantum mechanics is
dangerous, e.g. the Banks/Peskin/Susskind argument that superficially plausible-
looking modifications of QM lead to order-one violation of unitarity even at low
energies (http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep
/www?j=NUPHA,B244,125).

39. amused
January 26, 2007

onymous’s point in his first comment above seems fair enough: Basically, if I
understand rightly, if physics at high (Plank scale) energies is described by a
quantum theory (of point particles, strings, or whatever) then Lorentz
invariance, analyticity and unitarity imply certain positivity constraints in
effective QFT descriptions at lower energies, and in particular in the Standard
Model. These can apparently be tested in WW scattering, and if they are found to
be violated it implies that a quantum theory description at Plank scale (with the
aforementioned 3 properties)doesn’t exist. Since string theory is supposed to
have these properties, it in particular gets invalidated. Peter’s objection that
string/M-theory hasn’t been constructed yet (at least at the nonpertubative level)
is strictly speaking correct, but to me it seems excessively trench warfare-like. If
the constraints are found to be violated in WW scattering it would certainly be a
heavy strike against string theory as a road towards describing Plank scale
physics.

Kudos to the authors for coming up with this interesting and potentially
important result. But the string-hype way in which it is being presented in the
press is lamentable. Casual readers will come away with the impression that
string theory has finally made a testable experimental prediction, just like e.g.
electroweak theory predicting the vector bosons and their masses. The limited
nature of the “prediction” in this case should have been emphasized, and the
authors can’t escape some responsibility for this not having been done.

40. amused
January 26, 2007

“…imply certain positivity constraints in effective QFT descriptions at lower
energies, and in particular in the Standard Model.”

Er, I guess that should have been “…and in particular at energies above the
standard model ones but still accessible at the LHC.”
The SM itself, being a QFT, automatically satisfies the positivity constraints…

41. Garbage

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=NUPHA,B244,125
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=NUPHA,B244,125
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=NUPHA,B244,125
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=NUPHA,B244,125


January 26, 2007

“Anyhow, violations of unitarity etc at the Planck scale would give effects
100000000000000000000000000000000 smaller than what LHC can measure.”

As pointed out by onymous (although the reference to Banks et al. deserves
further comments on), this is by no means totally clear. For instance, violations of
LI generates dim

42. Garbage
January 26, 2007

Peter,

I posted a longer comment. Not sure what happened. There is something strange
going on here. Unfortunately I posted it as I wrote it and I dont really feel like
writting it again. Hope it can be retrived, otherwise it will be left to the reader’s
as an exercise to fill the (much longer) gap…

G

43. press release
January 26, 2007

Let us assume that quantum gravity is at the Planck scale (10^16 TeV) and
violates unitarity/analiticity/causality/etc: it would give effects suppressed by
10^16 TeV.

But LHC is sensitive to new operators suppressed at most by 100 TeV. Operators
induced by quantum gravity are too small to be seen. Whatever is their sign, it
can be approximated with zero: LHC is not testing quantum gravity. LHC is
testing QFT. Any QFT (whether or not it comes from strings and whether or not it
is the Standard Model) predicts no violation of causality, no Vedic spirits, etc.

Discovering Vedic spirits at LHC would be very interesting, but a paper that tells
“if LHC sees Vedic spirits we would have to rethink string theory” is not very
interesting.

44. N. Nakanishi
January 26, 2007

I’d like to comment that Lorentz invariance can be violated spontaneously in the
ordinary framework of local QFT based on the
manifestly Lorentz-invariant action. As is well known, the regulator theory can
remove all ultraviolet divergences, but it is usually rejected as unphysical
because it violates the unitarity of the physical S-matrix. However, this belief is
not true if the regulator masses are complex. That is, what is violated in the
relativistic complex-ghost field theory is not unitarity but Lorentz invariance!
This fact was found 36 years ago. Please see N. N., Prog. Theor. Phys. 116 (2006)
873 or hep-th/0609206. Earlier references are contained therein.



45. Arun
January 26, 2007

amused wrote:

Basically, if I understand rightly, if physics at high (Plank scale) energies is
described by a quantum theory (of point particles, strings, or whatever) then
Lorentz invariance, analyticity and unitarity imply certain positivity constraints
in effective QFT descriptions at lower energies, and in particular in the Standard
Model. These can apparently be tested in WW scattering, and if they are found to
be violated it implies that a quantum theory description at Plank scale (with the
aforementioned 3 properties)doesn’t exist.

To which I add : doesn’t this argument assume that there is nothing beyond the
standard model until the Planck scale? If WW scattering at LHC shows
something new, then (in the absence of string theorists) wouldn’t we be normally
looking for new particles at the LHC energy or a little higher rather than
drawing implications for the Planck scale?

46. Peter Woit
January 26, 2007

Sorry about that G, but the rest of your comment seems to have vanished into
the ether. I’m afraid that this blog software, like most others, has problems when
you try and use the “less than” symbol. It inteprets it as opening an HTML tag,
which never gets closed, so I guess it just deletes the symbol and everything
after it. If someone knows of some way the software can be modified to not
behave like this, let me know. Otherwise, people should just be warned to be very
careful using “less than” or “greater than” symbols, realizing that WordPress
may do something very undesirable when it encounters them.

47. Chris Oakley
January 26, 2007

Hi Garbage,

One can of course use &lt; for < and &gt; for > as per standard HTML.

48. amused
January 27, 2007

Arun,

As I understand it, the argument in the paper doesn’t make any assumption
about where the new physics shows up; it could be anywhere between the SM
and Plank scales (although it shouldn’t be too close to the SM scale, otherwise
some complications arise according to the paper). The point is that if the physics
at some or other high energy scale scale is described by a quantum theory with
S-matrix having the usual properties, then that alone implies certain constraints
on the effective QFT descriptions of physics at lower energies (specifically, on the
coefficients of a couple of terms in the general expression for a chiral Lagrangian



describing a spontaneously broken electroweak gauge theory provided the Higgs
mass isn’t too light). These bounds can apparently be probed by WW scattering
at the LHC. Say the bounds are found to be violated in some future experiment
at energies above the SM. That would imply that the physics at any higher
energy scale, and in particular at the Plank scale, can’t be described by a
quantum theory with S-matrix having usual properties (otherwise the bounds
wouldn’t have been violated). Since string theory is supposed to be (a road
towards) such a quantum theory, it would be pretty much dead as a
consequence.

“press release”,

I don’t get your point in your last comment. The paper doesn’t claim to be saying
anything specific about the structure (operators etc) of whatever theory
describes physics at the Plank scale.

49. press release
January 27, 2007

amused,

here are a few other observations that would similarly falsify current theories
(including string theory): a 4th generation of quarks only, a W that moves faster
than light, new vectors that do not fill an adjoint representation, perpetual
motion, an anti-commuting boson, a new lepton doublet without its neutrino,
nonconservation of energy, antigravity, time machines, a fundamental particle
with spin 3, etc.
Why do you think that WW scattering is more interesting?

50. Arun
January 27, 2007

The abstract says:

“We show that the coefficients of operators in the electroweak chiral Lagrangian
can be bounded if the underlying theory obeys the usual assumptions of Lorentz
invariance, analyticity, unitarity and crossing to arbitrarily short distances.
Violations of these bounds can be explained by either the existence of
new physics below the naive cut-off of the the effective theory, or by the
breakdown of one of these assumptions in the short distance theory. As a
corollary, if no light resonances are found, then a measured violation of the
bound would falsify generic models of string theory. ”

I repeat what I posted earlier, that in the absence of string theorists, we’d greet
the violation of the bounds with gleeful cries of new physics below the naive cut-
off.

51. Amos Dettonville
January 27, 2007

I must say this is an ingenious approach to establishing the falsifiability of a



theory, one that I had not thought of before. I wonder if Popper ever thought of
it, or commented on it. There are some extremely fundamental premises
underlying essentially all scientific thought, and so an observed violation of one
or more of those premises would automatically falsify just about every scientific
theory. For example, according to my theory, the electrostatic force of a charged
particle falls off (at least approximately) as the square of the distance, so if
someone discovered that it actually falls off as the cube of the distance, my
theory would be falsified. Likewise, according to my theory, it’s impossible to
construct a perpetual motion machine, so if someone ever constructs a perpetual
motion machine, my theory is falsified. I can dream up endless “tests of my
theory” this way… but does this really count as falsifiability in the sense of a
robust scientific theory?

Maybe the notion of falsifiability should include an extra condition: If a particular
empirical finding would falsify not only my theory, but also virtually every other
theory, then it shouldn’t be counted as a test of my theory in particular. For
example, a test of Lorentz covariance, or analyticity, or anything of this
fundamental nature, ought to be simply described as tests of those properties. It
seems inappropriate to label such tests as “tests of string theory”.

I’m actually surprised that the press releases haven’t taken the opportunity to
call these “Tests to Falsify Einstein’s Theory of Relativity!”, since a violation of
Lorentz covariance would surely be more significant as a violation of relativity
(an actual existing theory) than of “string theory” (a hypothetical theory that may
or may not actually exist, and that may or may not actually be falsified by this
result, depending on what, if anything, the theory turns out to be).

52. Aaron Bergman
January 27, 2007

I repeat what I posted earlier, that in the absence of string theorists, we’d greet
the violation of the bounds with gleeful cries of new physics below the naive cut-
off.

I’d think you’d find that, if you were to talk to string theorists, they would be
extremely excited if new physics, any new physics, would be found.

—

[If something would falsify] virtually every other theory, then it shouldn’t be
counted as a test of my theory in particular.

I’d think a modicum of research would show that there are plenty of attempts by
people to construct theories that violate most subsets of unitarity, Lorentz
invariance and analyticity. Lee Smolin, to pick an example, seems to believe (at
least some portion of the time) that LQG is not Lorentz invariant.

53. Amos Dettonville
January 28, 2007

It doesn’t take any “research” to know that people have examined the possibility



that (for example) Lorentz invariance might be violated. Indeed, Lorentz himself
theorized about this. But surely Lorentz invariance is (and has been for quite
some time) accepted as one of the best supported empirical facts, and it is
implicit in all the *standard* (for lack of a better word) modern theories (as
opposed to research porgrams or ideas for theories) of physics. I’d think a
modicum of thought would suffice to realize that if Lorentz invariance were ever
found to fail, any implications it may (or may not) have for the highly speculative
research program known as “string theory” (or LQG etc) would be utterly
insignificant compared with the implications for the very foundations of modern
physics, i.e., actual theories that actually exist today. A falsification of relativity
would be staggering news… but not because of what it does or doesn’t say about
“string theory”.

My point is that it’s silly to tout failure of Lorentz invariance as falsification of
the hypothetical “string theory” (whatever that may or may not turn out to be),
when in fact it would falsify the foundations of all the successful EXISTING
theories of physics.

54. amused
January 28, 2007

press release,

The odds are against any of those things turning up, don’t you think? If it turns
out, as many people seem to expect, that string theory can accomodate whatever
new physics is found at the LHC, then these bounds at least give one way that it
could still potentially be falsified.

Arun,

“I repeat what I posted earlier, that in the absence of string theorists, we’d greet
the violation of the bounds with gleeful cries of new physics below the naive cut-
off.”

If the violation isn’t accompanied by the mentioned “light resonances” then the
conclusion about breakdown of one of the assumptions on the short-distance
theory is inescapable. (And existence of string theorists was not one of those
assumptions…)
If the light resonances are there, then the bounds would need to be modified –
that’s what I was alluding to in the “some complications arise” part of my last
comment.

“

55. N. Nakanishi
January 28, 2007

One should not confuse the Lorentz invariance of the fundamental action with
that of the physical S-matrix. As I emphasized previously (January 27, 2007 at
6.14 am), Lorentz invariance can be violated SPONTANEOUSLY in the ordinary
framework of QFT without contradicting the fundamental principle that the



action integral is Lorentz invariant. Therefore, this theory can be a theory which
coincides with the standard theory in lower energies. Furthermore, if one
accepts the violation of Lorentz invariance, it is possible to remove all ultraviolet
divergences without violating the unitarity of the physical S-matrix.

56. woit
January 28, 2007

Amos,

I think that pretty much everyone except Distler et. al. who has ever thought
about what it means to test a scientific theory understands that your test of the
theory is supposed to involve characteristic features of that theory, and that
you’re supposed to actually do a calculation involving such characteristic
features in order to come up with anything that can legitimately be called a
“test”.

The way some string theorists recently seem willing to throw out the most basic
things about what it means to do science in order to make rather absurd claims
for their research never ceases to amaze me.

57. Garbage
January 28, 2007

Peter & Amos,

I disagree with the claim that the bounds are not a test for whatever New
Physics (NP) is out there in the UV. The magic of the EFT formalism is that one
doesnt really need to know what is it like but what sort of basic principle
respects. If the bounds are violated these principles must be re-thought, or the
other possibility is NP at a much lower scale than we think.
To partially answer press release at the same time. If these basic assumptions
break down naively at the Planck scale, it isnt a priori true that they wont show
up at lower scales. For instance, the breaking of LI could generate operators in
teh EFT which are not Planck supressed (This is easy to understand once the
1/Mpl gets killed with the UV cuttoff scale).
Unitarity in the other hand goes tied to the notion of evolution. Therefore, it is
also possible that Planck scale violations get enhanced by
a mixture of its time and energy dependence (recall the disp relation will not get
thru unless SS*=Id).
Yet another possibility is that the fall off of the scattering amplitude does not
obey the Froissart bound and, as in the cae of LI, small violations will get
amplified by the cutoff scale.

In spite of all the possible scenarios we could come out with, the EFT spirit tells
us we can still do some predictions based on simple assumptions without a
complete knowledge of the UV completion. If the bounds are violated we will
know one or more of these assumptions are wrong, or there is a light resonance
out there we havent found. This is a robust prediction which will falsify all the
models of NP which rely on such premises. All we know so far of ST falls into
that class. LQG or others, might not. This is a non trivial test of the High Energy



behavior of scattering amplitudes, needless to say does not conflict with classical
GR since, for instance, the assumed LI in LQG are of quantum origin. As such,
this is a test of quantum gravity or GUT if you wish, for which ST claims to give a
description of…

G

58. confused
January 28, 2007

I don’t understand what you’re all so upset about with this paper. The authors
note that not all low energy effective field theories can be UV completed to some
string theory. This is important and it runs contrary to what most anti-string
people claim. Furthermore, it’s not true that any quantum theory of gravity
which anyone takes seriously will automatically satisfy unitarity, lorentz
invariance, etc – LQG doesn’t. So this seems to provide some nontrivial
information about physics beyond the standard model. Obviously this can’t be
used to verify string theory but it could, in principle, falsify it (modulo
assumptions which look quite reasonable to me). This is EXACTLY what you guys
are always complaining about: string theory can’t be falsified. But when
somebody presents some small progress in the direction of showing that string
theory can be falsified you people all complain about it, rather than praise the
authors for at least trying.

As for the hype, yes, of course, the title somewhat overstates the claim but it’s
not an outright lie (they don’t need to do a full string theory calculation to know
that string theory respects unitarity, etc). All the authors have done is what
everybody does: try to motivate people to actually read their paper. Do you also
have “ethical” objections to giving your paper a playful/funny title in an attempt
to attract attention?

59. Peter Woit
January 28, 2007

confused and Garbage,

My problem is not with the actual content of the paper. The authors are claiming
to have some bounds which, in the extremely unlikely event they are violated,
would indicate the existence of some new physics. The problem is that this is
very different than having a “test of string theory”. They don’t actually use string
theory in any way at all in their paper, in particular they don’t show that string
theory satisfies the assumptions they are making (and no one knows if whatever
non-perturbative string theory is, whether it will satisfy these assumptions). It’s
quite simple: the paper is simply not about string theory at all, so it can’t in any
sense be “progress in the direction of showing that string theory can be
falsified”. There’s nothing wrong with trying to show string theory can be
falsified, there is something wrong with claiming you can show this when you
can’t.

“All the authors have done is what everybody does: try to motivate people to
actually read their paper. Do you also have “ethical” objections to giving your



paper a playful/funny title in an attempt to attract attention?”

Unfortunately the title of the press release doesn’t seem to be a joke, although it
really is one. Yes, I do see an ethical problem with giving a paper a misleading,
dishonest title in order to get people to read it and it appears that a PRL referee
had the same problem. I see an even bigger problem with issuing misleading and
dishonest press releases, which is what the authors have done here.

60. onymous
January 28, 2007

no one knows if whatever non-perturbative string theory is, whether it will
satisfy these assumptions

You keep saying this, but we do know that string theory is a theory satisfying the
rules of quantum mechanics, so I don’t see how unitarity could ever be violated
by nonperturbative effects. It also seems hard to believe that analyticity would
ever be violated, because it encodes causality properties. Lorentz invariance, you
might be able to raise questions about, I suppose (maybe you can turn on a small
background B field or something?). So if you were going to try to argue that a
realistic string theory could violate one of these principles, I guess that Lorentz
invariance would be the place to start. In any case, within the paradigm of string
theory on 4D Minkowski space times a compact manifold, the assumptions seem
pretty much unimpeachable, right? No matter what nonperturbative physics is
happening to stabilize the compact manifold, it doesn’t change the far short-
distance properties of the theory. “Nonperturbative” doesn’t automatically mean
“we have no clue.”

61. Peter Woit
January 28, 2007

onymous,

Getting 4D Minkowski space X a stabilized compact manifold is just one aspect
of what you hope your non-perturbative string theory, whatever it is, will look
like at large distances. You don’t know what is going to happen at arbitrarily
short distances. With very little trouble you should be able to find many places
where prominent string theorists such as Gross, Witten, Seiberg, etc. go on
about how understanding non-perturbative string theory will require us to give
up our conventional notions of what space and time are. I don’t see how you can
reconcile this with claiming that you know that non-perturbative string theory
involves a 4D Minkowski space structure and associated analyticity properties
down to arbitrarily short distances. It seems to me that Gross, Witten, Seiberg,
etc are saying the exact opposite, and that they would be happy to claim that
violation of the bounds in question is evidence for string theory, not that it
falsifies it.

62. Amos Dettonville
January 28, 2007

Just to be clear: I don’t dispute that the violation of Lorentz invariance would



falsify one of the basic premises of any theory or any research program that
takes Lorentz invariance as one of its basic premises. I’m just observing that this
includes essentially all *existing* successful theories, as well as many/most
research programs for new theories. Lorentz invariance is a very fundamental
feature of existing physical theories, and the fact that its violation would
undermine some speculative directions of research into future theories (“new
physics”) strikes me as secondary to the fact that it would falsify the foundations
of all existing theories.

Perhaps one can take the phenomenological view that existing theories are not
based on any degree of Lorentz invariance beyond what has been experimentally
verified, so if a violation were found outside those limits, it wouldn’t affect
existing theories. But that seems like a rather obtuse interpretation of current
theories. Surely the point of a scientific theory, like relativity, is not just to be a
catalogue of known empirical results, but to predict things beyond what has
already been measured, and to place the phenomena in a coherent conceptual
framework. If a measurement conflicts with the prediction of a theory, even in a
region beyond what has been tested before, then the theory is falsified. We may
still accept that the theory “works” approximately within a limited range, but it is
nevertheless falsified in its previous sense.

I hope we can all agree that relativity predicts that Lorentz invariance is never
genuinely violated (more or less by definition), so if a violation is found, relativity
is falsified. All I’m saying is that, to me, the falsification of relativity itself would
be far more significant than the undermining of one or more speculative
research programs based on (among other things) relativity. Notice that the
paper in question points to Mattingly’s 2005 paper in Living Reviews in
*Relativity* for a discussion of possible Lorentz invariance and its implications.

Note to N. Nakanishi: You commented about something that might be termed
“violations of Lorentz invariance” in existing QFT, but the authors of the paper in
question seem to conceed that the kind of Lorentz invariance they are talking
about would in fact conflict with QFT, so they seem to be talking about what I
would call a genuine violation of Lorentz invariance (see Mattingly’s paper for
the meaning of “genuine”).

Note to confused: I’m uneasy about giving playful/funny titles to scientific papers
“in an attempt to attract attention”. I suppose if the title is understood to be an
inside joke, then it would be okay, but I don’t think it is being presented as a joke
when reported in the popular press. Reporters don’t seem to “get” the fact that it
is a joke, i.e., that the falsification being discussed would undermine not just
some avenues of string research but essentially all existing theories of physics.
My objection to this practice is that it doesn’t just attract attention, or serve as
an amusement, it also seems to mislead. I’m all for whimsy, but I think we should
strive to avoid using whimsy to mislead people… and there seems little doubt
that people have been misled in this case (see all those press releases).

63. Garbage
January 28, 2007



“…It seems to me that Gross, Witten, Seiberg, etc are saying the exact opposite,
and that they would be happy to claim that violation of the bounds in question is
evidence for string theory, not that it falsifies it.”

At least not the kind of ST we have so far and that’s definitely a powerful claim.
If the bounds are violated, and ST wants to stay up there, better start taking
those ‘give-up’ ideas seriously.

In the other hand, there is people who would say ADS/CFT provides a
non-perturbative definition of ST. If that is the case, violations of the bounds
would certainly throw that option out of the window, since we know the FT side
is well behaved (In fact that is what convinced Hawking that BH evaporation was
unitary after all. Although that might not be the case).

The paper uses assumptions about the UV completion of the SM. So far ST is
*perhaps* the only theory at hand, which happens to obey these in most of its
current forms. Therefore, the bounds are a test for what we know or hope of ST. I
agree there is too much of a hype behind this, but yet I see no incorrect
statements in the paper nor in the authors’ claims in the press.

I would be happy to see more paper like this coming out, and certainly it would
be great if the bounds are violated and the string community starts to ‘give-up’ in
any way 

64. Garbage
January 28, 2007

Amos,
LI can be violated in the vacuum (or a given state) and yet be there as a full
symmetry of the action. In LQG the starting action is Einstein theory, its
quantization introduces the foamy structure which might break LI. The LQG
people would claim Einstein theory is recovered in the (h goes to 0) classical
limit. The same people would tell you that the space of physical state is invariant
under the whole diff group, and gauss law (local Lorentz). The same could
happen to Unitarity depending on the choice of time variables even though there
is an underlying unitary theory.
For the scattering amplitudes, String theory so far doesnt seem to violate LI nor
the other assumptions (see the original Adams et al. paper).

G

65. woit
January 28, 2007

Garbage,

“At least not the kind of ST we have so far and that’s definitely a powerful claim”

The “kind of ST we have so far”, perturbative string theory, AdS/CFT, and a few
versions of M-theory in special backgrounds, are already falsified. You can’t get
the standard model as low energy physics out of any of them. Claims that string



theory can lead to the standard model have to invoke some hoped for, but not yet
understood non-perturbative theory. The question of “is string theory falsifiable”
is only non-vacuous if it refers to conjectural versions of string theory that solve
the problems of known versions of string theory. For these conjectural versions
you can’t say one way or another whether they satisfy the conditions at issue.

66. onymous
January 28, 2007

“Claims that string theory can lead to the standard model have to invoke some
hoped for, but not yet understood non-perturbative theory.”

You do know about the work of Braun et al on the heterotic MSSM, yes? Or of
Verlinde and Wijnholt? There’s not exactly “not yet understood non-perturbative
theory” that’s crucial there. There’s no mystery about the short-distance physics.
The models aren’t perfect yet, true, but they’re not as far from reality as you
seem to think.

(Cosmology might require not-yet-understood physics, but I don’t see any
obvious connection to the short-distance questions we’re talking about here.)

67. woit
January 28, 2007

onymous,

The models you discuss involve an ad-hoc choice of background, in particular an
ad-hoc choice of a 4d Lorentz invariant background. This background is
supposed to be determined by the unknown non-perturbative theory fundamental
theory. As far as I know, they are not yet successful at reproducing the standard
model.

The question is not whether people have looked at models with 4d Lorentz
invariance, the question is whether string theory has to lead to models with this
invariance, and there is no argument for this.

68. Garbage
January 28, 2007

“The question is not whether people have looked at models with 4d Lorentz
invariance, the question is whether string theory has to lead to models with this
invariance, and there is no argument for this.”

There will be if the bounds are violated….forget about it….

G

69. Bob McNees
January 28, 2007

I know I’m late to the party, but I feel like I need to comment on this. There are
four versions of the paper available at the arXiv. None of them contains the



phrase “test of string theory”. They do, however, refer to the potential for
“falsifying string theory”.

I’m going to assume that everyone here understands the difference between
these two things.

The “press release” appears to have been put together by UCSD’s news service
and subsequently picked up by their counterparts at CMU and UT. In fairness, I
can see how some of the quotes, taken without reference to either the rest of the
press release or the actual paper, deserve to be argued with. But Peter’s “most
outrageously misleading string theory hype of 2007″ also contains these quotes:

“If the bounds are satisfied, we would still not know that string theory is
correct,” said Distler. “But, if the bounds are violated, we would know that string
theory, as it is currently understood, could not be correct”

“In other words, string theory—as articulated in its current form—would be
proven impossible.”

Wow. So basically, the most outrageously misleading statement about string
theory for 2007 is that an experiment can not confirm string theory, but it can
falsify it. How did such a radical idea ever make it through the peer-review
process?

I can’t imagine why Peter – who is, of course, free to delete this post if he likes –
would be upset by the prospect of a legitimate proposal for falsifying string
theory (Yes, I know … along with several other theories). I mean, it’s not like he’s
getting royalty checks from a book whose title implies that this is not possible,
even in principle.

70. N. Nakanishi
January 28, 2007

Reply to Amos Dettonville: You seem to misunderstand my claim.
There are two, mutuall equivalent, perturbation theories, “old” and “Feynman”.
The latter is manifestly covariant, that is, if the action is Lorentz invariant then
the “Feynman” S-matrix is automatically Lorentz invariant, as long as no new
situation is encountered. The necessary new situation encountered is the
introduction of complex delta function. This is not an artificial procedure.
Indeed, if one calculates the S-matrix by means of the “old” perturbation theory,
one obtains exactly the same Lorentz-noninvariant result without introducing
any new concept.

71. Amos Dettonville
January 28, 2007

Reply to N. Nakanishi:

Maybe you can help me understand what you’re saying if you would comment on
the following quote from Mattingly’s 2005 review paper on Lorentz Invariance
(which is cited in the “string falsification” paper):



“As we have seen, over the last decade or two a tremendous amount of progress
has been made in tests of Lorentz invariance. Currently, we have no
experimental evidence that Lorentz symmetry is not an exact symmetry in
nature. ”

Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Are you saying there IS evidence
of violation of Lorentz Invariance? Or are you saying current theory entails such
violation, even though it has not yet been detected? Or are you saying something
else completely? If the latter, could you explain the relevance to the subject
under discussion?

72. N. Nakanishi
January 29, 2007

Reply 2 to Amos Dettonville:
I never positively assert the violation of Lorentz invariance, but I think that the
main subject of this debate is the possible violation of Lorentz invariance. I
believe that the spontaneous violation of Lorentz invariance is much more
probable than the extra dimensions, string theory, etc. My aim is to remind
people of the fact that even if LHC experiment indicates the violation of Lorentz
invariance, it is still possible to explain it in the framework of the manifestly
Lorentz-covariant QFT.
(As an experimental evidence of the possible violation of Lorentz invariance,
some people point out the observation of extremely high-energy cosmic-ray
particles, because they should collide with 3K cosmic background photons.)

73. woit
January 29, 2007

Bob,

You totally ignore the scientific argument repeatedly made here that the Distler
et. al. paper does not provide a way of falsifying string theory (an argument that
the PRL referee seems to have agreed with). While ignoring the scientific issue,
your only argument is to make a sleazy accusation that I’m just trying to make
money.

Completely pathetic.

74. Bob McNees
January 29, 2007

I don’t ignore the argument, I disagree with it. Perturbative string theory gives
you an S-Matrix with well-defined properties. If you demonstrate a violation of
these properties, you have falsified the theory. Yes, a lot of other things go along
for the ride. If you see the kinds of violations they discuss, it would be hard to
reconcile those observations with conventional QFT. One way of falsifying string
theory is showing that properties it should have at all scales are violated at the
scales you have just gained access to.

That is a scientific argument. You are free to say “they should come up with



something that targets string theory more precisely, as opposed to such a wide-
swath of theory space”. Sure, that would be great. But it doesn’t make their
argument unscientific.

Is it the press release you disagree with? The way it might be interpreted in the
popular media? Because that’s where I think you are being hypocritical. Where
was your indignation when the press releases were being issued on your behalf?
You just wrote a book describing your views on string theory, and you gave it a
title implying that string theory cannot be falsified. The publisher issued press
releases and advertisements, as publishers are wont to do, claiming that you
*show* that string theory cannot be falsified. I read your book and considered
your complaints, and I don’t agree that you have demonstrated a “lack of
falsifiability”. Why do you get to announce that in a press releases?

I don’t think you are “just trying to make money”. I think you genuinely want
people to know what you think about string theory. You just chose a forum that
uses advertising and press releases to drum up interest, and now you’re upset
that it might cut the other way. At least people can download and read the peer-
reviewed article for free.

75. Peter Woit
January 29, 2007

Bob,

You continue to ignore the scientific argument I was making. Perturbative string
theory is already falsified, it makes predictions that disagree with experiment.

I gave my book a title implying that string theory cannot be falsified, because, in
its current state, the way it is being pursued, it can’t. I’m willing to stand by that
claim, and have spent a lot of time discussing and defending it here and
elsewhere and will continue to do so.

The marketing materials prepared by a publisher trying to sell a book are not
directly comparable to a press release issued by a university on behalf of one of
its faculty members, but if you want to make that comparison, fine. I don’t think
I’ve seen everything the marketing people at my two publishers have written and
may be using, but I am willing to stand behind everything that they’ve shown me
and asked me to look over. This is mainly the jacket copy on the books. I argued
with the US publisher and insisted that they use language that, while it was not
the way I would want to present my arguments, was language that I could stand
behind and back up. I assume that the authors of this paper similarly are willing
to stand behind what has been issued in their name. If they’re not, it would be a
good idea for them to say so publicly.

It’s a very simple distinction: String theory IS “not even wrong”, it is not testable
in its current state, and honest researchers in the field acknowledge this.

76. D R Lunsford
January 29, 2007



Bob McNees said

None of them contains the phrase “test of string theory”. They do, however, refer
to the potential for “falsifying string theory”. I’m going to assume that everyone
here understands the difference between these two things.

This is just sophistry. There is no difference other than one of language. I am
going to assume you know the difference between actual physical
experimentation and the vagaries of language.

-drl

77. Jack Lothian
January 29, 2007

My wife has had hundreds of press releases issued in her name & she has read
everyone of them before release & edited most of them before release. This is a
pretty common practice. The idea that press releases are generated by faceless
gnomes who never communicate with the so-called authors of the release is not a
true picture of how most press releases are issued. Shame on you for suggesting
this, even our lowest politicians know that they can not get away with this kind
of defense. It ranks right up there with the dog ate my homework excuse. I
believe the odds are that these authors saw this press release before it was sent
out & they approved it. Thus the authors publically endorsed the view that their
paper presented a “test of string theory”.

I agree with Lunsford that your arguments are a form of sophistry.

78. urs
January 30, 2007

Peter wrote:

Perturbative string theory […] makes predictions […].

#

79. Q
January 30, 2007

The first […] is ‘is already falsified,’
The second […] ‘that disagree with experiment’.

It’s supersymmetric unification scheme predicts a massive cosmological
constant.

The SU(3) force predicted by string for low energy, using the known SU(2) and
U(1) force strengths, is wrong by current experimental data (four times outside
the experimental standard deviation).

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=510#comment-21646
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=510#comment-21646


Should Peter have called his book simply ‘Wrong’? ‘Not Even Wrong’ refers only
to the non-falsifiable ‘predictions’ like unification of all forces at an energy of
10^19 GeV, extra dimensions rolled up in Planck scale manifolds, prediction of
gravitons, superpartners, branes, etc., that can’t be checked falsifiably by
experimentation…

80. woit
January 30, 2007

Urs,

If you actually have an argument, it would be helpful if you would make it. I’ve
made one: purely perturbative string theory doesn’t give standard model
physics, it’s wrong. Attempts to get around this by invoking complicated
backgrounds, generated by non-perturbative effects like branes are non-
predictive and not even wrong. If you have an answer to this argument, let’s
hear it.

81. Thomas Larsson
January 30, 2007

Wrong, completely wrong, not even wrong.

Bosonic string, superstring, M-theory.

82. John Gonsowski
January 31, 2007

Let’s say Gross comes up with some very good math to link string theory to QCD
(perhaps giving QCD it’s own emergent spacetime while string theory has some
other spacetime)… would this then allow Gross to justifiably claim QCD as a test
of string theory?

83. Peter Woit
January 31, 2007

The “test of string theory” discussed here has nothing to do with a string theory
dual for QCD. There may very well be such a thing, and if it can be shown to be
exactly dual to QCD, then every test of QCD would be a test of that string theory.
The claims in the Distler et al. paper are not about this, but about testing the
idea of string theory as a unified theory of particle physics and gravity

84. Arun
February 2, 2007

What’s your opinion of this “verification of string theory” method?
http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v98/e051301
doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.051301

85. woit
February 2, 2007

http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v98/e051301
http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v98/e051301


Arun,

I haven’t looked at the paper very carefully, but I guess Shiu/Underwood. are
claiming that in certain brane-inflation models, for certain ranges of parameters,
you can in principle see effects of the warped compactification on the CMB. I
have no idea whether these effects are something one could imagine practically
measuring anytime in the forseeable future for realistic parameter values.

They don’t claim in the PRL paper to be able to “test string theory”, but they
have issued a press release, which seems to me an unwise thing for theorists to
do to promote this kind of very speculative result:

http://www.news.wisc.edu/13422.html

The press release is entitled “Physicists find a way to “see” extra dimensions”,
which is nowhere near as misleading as the Distler et. al. press releases. It does
contain claims about string theory that are likely to mislead people, especially
Shiu’s quote that “This provides a rare opportunity in which string theory can be
tested.” It would have been a good idea for him to make clear that string theory
is not being tested, but a very specific “string-inspired” model of extra
dimensions, and that not seeing the effects they study (which is extremely likely)
doesn’t in any way provide evidence against string theory.

This is kind of like the endless claims one heard after Randall-Sundrum that the
LHC would “test string theory” since in principle extra dimensions could be of
TeV scale, and in principle they could come from string theory. People seem to
have stopped making that particular “test of string theory” claim for one reason
or another.

It will be interesting to see how many inaccurate press stories are generated by
this press release.

http://www.news.wisc.edu/13422.html
http://www.news.wisc.edu/13422.html


Links, Links, Links…

January 25, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Too much going on, hard to keep up with all the things that seem worth mentioning.
Here are some quick ones:

There was a meeting on Geometric Langlands involving mathematicians and
physicists last week at the Schrodinger Institute in Vienna. David Ben-Zvi has notes
for the talks.

There’s an interview with John Baez and Urs Schreiber, partly about blogging. I
personally take credit for first referring to him as a “proto-blogger”, thus making him
feel bad (although it was intended as a compliment…) and encouraging him to
modernize:

So, I started getting a little frustrated about being called a ‘proto-blogger’. I would
joke that I felt like being introduced as like, ‘Homo erectus: Very smart for its time,
with the first stone tools’. It made me feel sort of old!

Victor Rivelles reports from the Latin American String School in Bariloche. Notes are
online.

Michael Creutz has a new paper claiming that rooted fermions are not just “ugly” or
“bad”, but “evil”. See here for some commentary on The Evil That is Rooting.

William Fulton is giving an excellent series of lectures here at Columbia every Friday
afternoon, on the topic of Equivariant Cohomology in Algebraic Geometry. Ex-
Columbia undergrad Dave Anderson, now Fulton’s student at Michigan, is writing up
notes.

There’s a proposed new newsgroup “sci.physics.foundations”, which some readers
here might find interesting, and which would be a better place for a lot of the
discussions which people try to start here, which I then try and stop because I don’t
want to moderate them. More about this here, and some discussion here.

Comments

1. Cynthia
January 25, 2007

Most ironically, perhaps, the Earth’s axis of evil (the stuff of mankind, no doubt)
is spilling over into the greater realm of Universe. God only knows, I suppose.;)

2. Jay R. Yablon
January 25, 2007

http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP/lectures/Langlands.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP/lectures/Langlands.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP/lectures/Langlands.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP/lectures/Langlands.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/interview2.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/interview2.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2007/01/latin-american-school-on-strings-2007.html
http://rivelles.blogspot.com/2007/01/latin-american-school-on-strings-2007.html
http://cabtep5.cnea.gov.ar/workshops/lass07/
http://cabtep5.cnea.gov.ar/workshops/lass07/
http://cabtep5.cnea.gov.ar/workshops/lass07/lectures.html
http://cabtep5.cnea.gov.ar/workshops/lass07/lectures.html
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/2007/01/evil-bad-diseased-or-just-ugly.html
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/2007/01/evil-bad-diseased-or-just-ugly.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-lat/0701018
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-lat/0701018
http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/~dandersn/eilenberg/index.html
http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/~dandersn/eilenberg/index.html
http://vacuum-physics.com/spf/
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Thanks, Peter, for letting folks know about the new Usenet group
“sci.physics.foundations” which we are seeking to start up in the near future.

A primary goal of our group is to use the power of the internet as a platform for
scientific collaboration on an international basis among serious physics
researchers seeking to gain a deeper understanding of nature. We are hoping
that this group will evolve into a model of enlightened, mutually-supportive
scientific collaboration, going beyond the “gotcha” and one-upsmanship
mentality that has so pervaded many other physics discussion groups.

The moderators and proponents all believe that conservative scientific method is
fundamental to scientific discovery and advancement. This includes the
persistence to conduct trials, the courage to make and admit errors, the open-
mindedness and flexibility to correct errors, and the recognition and acceptance
that in the end, nature, not personal philosophy or predisposition, popular
fashion or paradigm, or greatest availability of research funding, is the ultimate
arbiter of whether our theories are correct. In part, nature presents herself via
other knowledgeable people of good will who are willing to look at someone
else’s theories-in-trial, collaboratively point out what nature has already
validated to be true which is possibly being overlooked or contradicted, and
kindly suggest corrective measures. As such, with the goal of contributing to the
advancement of scientific knowledge, sci.physics.foundations will make use of
the newly-available power of the internet to augment “feedback” to serious
research during its formative, stages of trial, error, and correction, from people
of like-interest around the world.

Please review our RFD at http://vacuum-physics.com/spf/, post your support at
http://groups.google.com/group/news.groups.proposals/browse_frm/thread
/aa4bfd6d8bf61111/6f20a6d40961a4b6#6f20a6d40961a4b6, and then join us
the collaboration once sci.physics.foundations begins.

3. mclaren
January 25, 2007

Apropos of nothing in particular, a pop sci discussion of string theory in Wired
magazine (that notable peer-reviewed scientific journal :->) which once again
gets it mostly wrong and glosses over far too much, here:
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/15.02/bigquestions.html?pg=3#messy

(Scroll down to “Why Is fundamental physics so messy?”)

At least the author sounds more skeptical than was the case for pop sci reporters
a few years ago. Though how anyone can call “fundamental” current models of
physics, which systematically fail to successfully unify the Planck scale with GR,
remains unexplained.

4. Christine
January 26, 2007

For what is worth, at LASS07 I could only count 2 women participating out of
100 people (although I could have missed some with abbreviated first names)…
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Is this the usual rate at other string schools?

5. Chris W.
January 26, 2007

McLaren, note the author of that little piece—science writer George Johnson.
Brian Greene and James Gleick also contributed to the article (“The Big
Questions”) among others.

6. Q
January 26, 2007

Proof that female physicists value predictions and evidence?

7. D R Lunsford
January 27, 2007

Thanks Peter for mentioning SPF – any interested readers should go to
news.groups.proposals and offer support.

-drl

8. D R Lunsford
January 29, 2007

What we need is a few good patent clerks.

-drl

9. Jonathan Vos Post
January 29, 2007

Regarding what Christine says, my wife is a Physics professor, also with first
name Christine. She and I anecdotally suspect that Physics is still the most male-
dominated field of science. Does anyone have current data which supports this
(or alternatively disproves it), such as APS surveys?

10. Chris W.
January 29, 2007

In keeping with the eclectic nature of this post, there is a new paper on the arXiv
with a peculiar single-word title, O’KKLT
. The authors are well-known, and the subject matter is quite interesting.

11. Chris W.
January 29, 2007

Correction: It’s not that new. (Duh) It was just updated, but was originally posted
on 16 November.

12. alex
January 30, 2007
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Sorry to interrupt such an intelligent discussion about women in physics, but…

The message that pops up when I put the cursor over a topic in the “Latest
Comments” sidebar now says the last comment was “37 years and 1 month ago”.

13. woit
January 30, 2007

[comment about Lubos Motl’s views on women deleted]

alex,

Will look into that bug. If anyone expert on wordpress and the “latest comments
plugin” has an idea what the problem might be, let me know.

14. mclaren
January 30, 2007

The problem is obvious. The comment in question was travelling at very nearly
the speed of light.



Short Items

January 30, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Discover Magazine has just announced a competition, calling on people to submit
videos to them that “clearly explain perhaps the most baffling idea in the history of
the world: string theory”. The challenge is called String Theory in Two Minutes or
Less, and the winner gets featured in an upcoming issue of Discover. In related news,
one of my correspondents suggested making my postings available as YouTube
videos, but I think I’ll resist any temptation to go that route.

Michael Peskin was here at Columbia yesterday, giving the physics colloquium, which
was mainly about prospects for detecting at the LHC the kind of supersymmetric
WIMP that is supposed to make up dark matter. On his web-site there are slides
which more or less correspond to the talk he gave. The bottom line is that he believes
that over the next 5-10 years we’ll be seeing evidence for such a WIMP from all of
three different sources: astronomy (GLAST), direct detection experiments, and the
LHC. The claim is that the LHC should be able to detect the existence of such a
particle (although it’s not easy…) and maybe even measure the mass to 10 percent.

Experimental HEP bloggers keep putting out gripping multi-part stories about what
it’s like to be dealing with collider data that is not conclusive, but has anomalies that
promise the possibility of something new and exciting. See the latest from John
Conway and Tommaso Dorigo.

There’s a new mathematician’s blog out there, John Armstrong’s The Unapologetic
Mathematician. He promises “I’m sure I can come up with a good rant once a week or
so. Actually, I’ll set that as a goal.”

NPR’s last Science Friday program dealt with experimental HEP physics, featuring
David Barney (CMS), Jacobo Konigsberg (CDF) and Barry Barish (ILC).

I managed to get to a few of the talks at last week’s City College workshop on non-
perturbative Yang-Mills that was mentioned here recently. Unfortunately I couldn’t
get up there on Friday and missed talks by Maldacena and Freidel that I would have
liked to see, but did make it to some of the talks on Thursday and Saturday. It appears
that progress in 3+1d remains limited, but quite a lot of work is going on with new
analytical methods for dealing with 2+1d, which can be tested by comparison with
extensive results from lattice gauge theory computer simulations.

Max Karoubi has a new paper on the arXiv, Twisted K-theory, old and new. It traces
the origins of the subject back to nearly 40 years ago, explaining the original
mathematical motivations, old and new results, and relations between them.

Over at edge.org, my friend Nathan Myhrvold has his photos and an essay about
penguins. OK, besides Nathan’s background in the quantum gravity business, this has
nothing to do with math or physics. But the things are damn cute…
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Update: A commenter points out that I should also advertise a bit an event taking
place downtown here in New York next week. I’ll be talking at the Cafe Scientifique,
which will take place at 7:30 next Tuesday evening, at the Rialto Restaurant in Soho.

Comments

1. Long John Silver
January 30, 2007

>Discover Magazine has just announced a competition, calling on >people to
submit videos to them that “clearly explain perhaps the >most baffling idea in
the history of the world: string theory”. The >challenge is called String Theory in
Two Minutes or Less

Sounds a bit like All-England Summarize Proust Competition.

2. Kea
January 30, 2007

The competition is only for Americans (read the terms).

3. John Armstrong
January 30, 2007

Thanks for the nod. Hopefully I can manage to keep up with this thing.

and LJS:
Green, in his first book, wrote about, wrote about fa la la
Green, in his first book, wrote about, wrote about
He wrote about
Green, in his first book
He wrote about….

4. Q
January 30, 2007

‘The winning video will be selected by Columbia University physicist Brian
Greene, best-selling author of The Elegant Universe and The Fabric of the
Cosmos, and broadcast via a prominent spot on the homepage of Discover.com.’ –
http://www.discover.com/twominutesorless/

I hope that someone who is really deserving of the publicity and hype wins. (Say,
someone really expert, with a Czech accent.)

5. Sebastian Thaler
January 30, 2007

Peter-

Another item worth mentioning for the benefit of your readers in the NYC area: a

http://www.sciencecafenyc.org/Calendar.html
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certain critic of string theory is scheduled to appear at Cafe Scientifique in lower
Manhattan on the evening of February 6th. It should be a good time; the speaker
has an interesting blog….

6. woit
January 30, 2007

Thanks Sebastian,

I’d forgotten that I did intend to mention that again here, will add something on
to the posting.

7. mclaren
January 30, 2007

Really, this sounds like Monty Python’s “Semaphore version of Wuthering
Heights.”

8. Chris Oakley
January 31, 2007

Peter –

I would love to go to your talk, but unfortunately will not be in New York on that
day. This title: “Not Even Wrong: The Failure of String Theory And the Search for
Unity in Physical Law” is a bit of a mouthful. Is it too late to change it to just “Is
String Theory bullsh*t?”

9. Bee
January 31, 2007

well. that’s how progress is made. why study a decade when you can just look at
some 2-min videos at YouTube, and everything is explained? it seems to me the
adjective ‘baffling’ was very carefully chosen.

Thanks for the penguin-link 

10. Thomas Love
January 31, 2007

I thought the objective was to put the entire final theory on the back of a T-shirt.

11. Seth
January 31, 2007

As a student on ATLAS, I’m curious what you meant by your comment that “it’s
not easy” to detect the existence of supersymmetric WIMPs at the LHC. I admit
it’s very possible I’m missing something, but I had thought that simply finding
WIMPs was a much easier (and quicker) study than many others at the LHC.

It’s true in some sense that nothing in particle physics is easy, but as the slide in
Peskin’s talk notes (on page 58), we do think we have a handle on kinematic



variables that will point to the existence of such particles. In particular, the
effective mass (usually the scalar sum of missing transverse energy and the top
four jets) plots often look rather different than the Standard Model, even with
relatively little data.

There’s a lot of active work being done on how best to do these studies. There
are refinements that may improve the situation considerably, like playing with
the details of the cuts or the exact variable one plots. There are also problems
that need to be understood better, in particular having a firm estimate of the
standard model background and the error on that estimate.

The search for heavy non-interacting particles is one that can be done even with
fairly early LHC data, and might yield promising results quite quickly. Other
studies, like the ones analagous to the Tevatron “bump-hunting” that you’ve
linked to, will require much more care and better estimates of systematic errors,
and so would seem to be much harder.

Figuring out what kind of WIMP we’re dealing with, and maybe measuring its
mass—now those things will be hard.

12. Peter Woit
January 31, 2007

Seth,

The reference to “not easy” was just a reference to the general difficulty of
extracting this kind of signal, not a claim that it was difficult compared to lots of
other signals people are looking for, which are even harder. Peskin in his talk
was emphasizing the huge sizes of the backgrounds to be dealt with at the LHC
(perhaps because he does want people to keep in mind the case for the ILC).

Thanks for your informative comment about this!

13. Tommaso Dorigo
February 2, 2007

From Chad Orzel’s blog:

“You’ll be happy to know that Peter Woit has already bowed out (suggested
concept: standing in front of a whiteboard, hopping up and down, and yelling,
“It’s crap! Crap crap crap crap crap!” for two minutes).”

Where did you suggest that Peter ? I must be missing something.

Cheers,
T.

14. D R Lunsford
February 2, 2007

Chris O – or “Not Even Brown”



-drl



SLAC 2006 Topcites

February 1, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

A couple weeks ago I generated a list of the theoretical physics papers that were most
heavily cited during 2006, according to the SLAC database, and discussed it here.
Today the people at SLAC put out their own lists for 2006, which are quite interesting
to go through. Their data is quite consistent with mine, although the numbers are
very slightly larger, since a small number of new citations have been added into the
database over the last couple weeks, I think mainly from papers which for example
appeared on the arXiv in January 2007, but carried 2006 dates (e.g. write-ups from
2006 conferences).

The main list covering all HEP papers is dominated these days by astrophysics-related
papers. Out of the 50 papers on the list I count only about 15 particle theory papers,
and 3 review articles. The only post-1999 hep-th paper that makes the list is the KKLT
landscape paper. To make the top 50, a paper needed to get 152 citations or more.

The list I put together goes deeper, down to papers with 100 citations, but SLAC has
also put out something even better: 2006 lists of 50 most-heavily cited hep-th and
hep-ph papers. To make the hep-th list, a paper had to have 62 or more citations.
Looking over the 20 or so post-2000 papers on this list gives a good idea of what
topics have been popular in recent years: the landscape, dark energy, and various
aspects of AdS/CFT, and a small number of other topics. There are also several review
papers on the list. Anyone interested in understanding what topics are attracting
attention in particle theory research these days should find it quite interesting to go
through this list, and spend some time taking a look at and learning about any of
these papers that are unfamiliar.

Comments

1. Bee
February 1, 2007

thought you might be interested, in case you haven’t yet seen

New particle accelerator could rule out string theory
22:04 01 February 2007
NewScientist.com news service

2. Peter Woit
February 1, 2007

Thanks Bee, I hadn’t seen that particular piece of string theory hype, will add it
to the relevant posting. To relate to the current topic, the paper in question has
been cited a total of 5 times since it appeared last April.
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3. gunpowder&noodles
February 1, 2007

Do many string theorists really deny that the subject is in poor shape these days?
The only one I can think of is Clifford Johnson. Most of the ones I know freely
admit that there is a stalemate, but claim [I think rightly] that there is no
alternative on the market……

4. woit
February 1, 2007

gunpowder,

I’ve found the last few years that when I speak to string theorists privately
they’re willing to admit that things are not going well, but they are very loathe to
say this publicly. The active string theorists with blogs (Clifford/Jacques/Lubos)
all publicly claim that things are fine with string theory, that at most what is
going on is that the field is a bit less active than at some other times.

I agree there’s no obvious alternative on the market (as far as particle theory
goes, for quantum gravity there’s LQG). If there were a promising alternative
idea particle physics unification, string theorists by now would be willing to jump
ship. The problem is how do you encourage people to do the kind of work
necessary to come up with alternatives?

5. Garbage
February 2, 2007

“To relate to the current topic, the paper in question has been cited a total of 5
times since it appeared last April.”

Well, the final (published) version if I recall right came out in october…LHC yet
to come!
Nevertheless, it is kinda fun Peter makes such remark. I cant even imagine the
type of ranting he would spit out if it had more than 100+ by now 
The article in the New Scientist is however really poor I admit. If it makes it into
‘the economics’ then I would start to worry 

G

6. Pindare
February 2, 2007

Those who think there is no alternative on the market should perhaps have a
closer look at the recent work of Connes, Chamseddine, Marcoli, Barrett,
Cartier…

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610241
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0608221
http://www.ihes.fr/IHES/Scientifique/Seminaires/seminaire.php?theme=3
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In a recent video interview available here
http://www.arte.tv/fr/connaissance-decouverte/science/1350636.html

Connes says (chapter 18 at 3:50, translated from french): “[…]when you look at
the table which I have made […] you realize that the dimension of a point is not
zero, it is six! […] This is somehow consistent whith what people do in string
theory *but* they look for an ordinary space of dimension 6 while the space that
one finds with the formula is not an ordinary space, it is a non-commutative
space, so they could not find it. […] it is of metric dimension 0 but of dimension 6
in the sense of K-theory […]”

He then says they make predictions (Higgs, Top) which must be tested in two
years time by LHC data to see wether or not their model is right.

7. Who
February 2, 2007

as a way to track the quality of string research activity we can count the number
of recent string papers that made the “top 50” list last year and compare this
with how many made it in previous years.

As you mention, in 2006 only one recent string paper made the top 50. By recent
I arbitrarily mean published in the last five years: 2002-2006.

However in 2000 I count TWENTY that made the top 50 list. Here by recent,
published in the past five years, I mean a 1996-2000 publication date. Going
from twenty down to one is a remarkable decline.

8. Peter Woit
February 2, 2007

Who,

To be fair, only in recent years has SPIRES included the astrophysics data. If you
exclude astrophysics papers, I suspect a couple more particle theory papers
would make the top 50. Still, the change since 2000 has been extremely
dramatic.

9. mclaren
February 2, 2007

“The active string theorists with blogs (Clifford/Jacques/Lubos) all publicly claim
that things are fine with string theory, that at most what is going on is that the
field is a bit less active than at some other times.”

That parrot’s not dead! He’s just sleeping!

10. Who
February 2, 2007

lovely and apt Pythonism 
John Cleese: This is an EX-PARROT!

http://www.arte.tv/fr/connaissance-decouverte/science/1350636.html
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http://www.mtholyoke.edu/~ebarnes/python/dead-parrot.htm

11. woit
February 2, 2007

I can’t resist referring to an ancient piece of creative writing of my own:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=9

12. Who
February 2, 2007

From the looks of it, astrophysics has been included since 2001 (and in Peskin’s
reviews for 2002 and 2003 what gets top billing is already cosmology, after
which neutrinos. So I think it is fair to compare the years
2001-2006 (the top 50 have been determined on about the same basis in each
year)

2001: 14 recent string papers in top 50
2002: 13 papers
2003: 8 papers
2004: 3 papers
2005: 3 papers
2006: 1 paper, the one you mentioned by KKLT.

recent defined as published in the past five years, e.g. in 2001, published
sometime in 1997-2001
Over this time period I don’t think the decline can be ascribed to the inclusion of
astro-ph because that was done throughout.
Good point though. I will exclude 2000 and earlier, since on quick inspection
astro doesn’t seem to have been included before 2001.
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Shameless Enthusiasm

February 1, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The write-up of Larry McLerran’s summary talk at Quark Matter 2006 has now
appeared. This talk created a bit of a stir since McLerran was rather critical of the
way string theorists have been overhyping the application of string theory to heavy-
ion collisions.

McLerran explains in the last section of his paper the main problem, that N=4
supersymmetric Yang-Mills is a quite different theory than QCD, listing the ways in
which they differ, then going on to write:

Even in lowest order strong coupling computations it is very speculative to make
relationships between this theory and QCD, because of the above. It is much more
difficult to relate non-leading computations to QCD… The AdS/CFT correspondence is
probably best thought of as a discovery tool with limited resolving power. An example
is the eta/s computation. The discovery of the bound on eta/s could be argued to be
verified by an independent argument, as a consequence of the deBroglie wavelength
of particles becoming of the order of mean free paths. It is a theoretical discovery but
its direct applicability to heavy ion collisions remains to be shown.

McLerran goes on to make a more general and positive point about this situation:

The advocates of the AdS/CFT correspondence are shameless enthusiasts, and this is
not a bad thing. Any theoretical physicist who is not, is surely in the wrong field. Such
enthusiasm will hopefully be balanced by commensurate skepticism.

I think he’s got it about right: shameless enthusiasm has a legitimate place in science
(as long as it’s not too shameless), but it needs to be counterbalanced by an equal
degree of skeptical thinking. If shameless enthusiasts are going to hawk their wares
in public, the public needs to hear an equal amount of informed skepticism.

Another shamelessly enthusiastic string theorist, Barton Zwiebach, has been giving a
series of promotional lectures at CERN entitled String Theory For Pedestrians, which
have been covered over at the Resonaances blog.

Zwiebach’s lectures are on-line (both transparencies and video), and included much
shameless enthusiasm for the claims about AdS/CFT and heavy-ion physics that
McLerran discusses. His last talk includes similar shameless enthusiasm for studying
the Landscape and trying to get particle physics out of it. He describes intersecting
D-brane models, making much of the fact that, after many years of effort, people
finally managed to construct contrived (his language, not mine, see page 346 of his
undergraduate textbook) models that reproduce the Standard Model gauge groups
and choices of particle representations. Besides the highly contrived nature of these
models, one problem with this is that it’s not even clear one wants to reproduce the
SM particle structure. Ideally one would like to get a slightly different structure,
predicting new particles that would be visible at higher energies such as will become
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available at the LHC. Zwiebach does admit that these contrived constructions don’t
even begin to deal with supersymmetry-breaking and particle masses, leaving all
particles massless.

He describes himself as not at all pessimistic about the problems created by the
Landscape, with the possibility that there are vast numbers of models that agree to
within experimental accuracy with everything we can measure, thus making it
unclear how to predict anything, as only “somewhat disappointing”. He expects that,
with input from the LHC and Cosmology, within 10 years we’ll have “fully realistic”
unified string theory models of particle physics.

The video of his last talk ran out in the middle, just as he was starting to denounce my
book and Lee Smolin’s, saying that he had to discuss LQG for “sociological” reasons,
making clear that he thought there wasn’t a scientific reason to talk about it. I can’t
tell how the talk ended; the blogger at Resonaances makes a mysterious comment
about honey…

Finally, it seems that tomorrow across town at Rockefeller University, Dorian Devins
will be moderating a discussion of Beyond the Facts in Sciences: Theory, Speculation,
Hyperbole, Distortion. It looks like the main topic is shameless enthusiasm amongst
life sciences researchers, with one of the panelists the philosopher Harry Frankfurt,
author of the recent best-selling book with a title that many newspapers refused to
print.

Update: Lubos brings us the news that he’s sure the video of the Zwiebach lectures
was “cut off by whackos” who wanted to suppress Zwiebach’s explanation of what is
wrong with LQG.

Update: CERN has put up the remaining few minutes of the Zwiebach video.

Comments

1. Robert
February 2, 2007

I am not saying that everything is solved in intersecting brane worlds and I
would agree that they are only understood as long as susy is unbroken. But if you
say that all particles are massless you should say the same about the all the
fermions in the standard model. Only the Higgs has a genuine mass terms.

But just as in the standard model, there are yukawa type couplings between the
higgs and the fermions in intersecting brane worlds. Once the Higgs takes a vev
(and this is allowed by the equations of motion) the fermions are massive.

It is one of the features of intersecting brane worlds that left and right handed
fermions and the higgs all live at different intersections of pairs of stacks of
branes and there is a triangle of branes which has these three particles living at
its corner. You can stretch a (euclidean) string (instanton) over this triangle and
this gives the yukawa coupling in the low energy theory proportional to exp of
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minus the area of this triangle. As the families are supposed to arise from
multiple intersections of the stacks as they wrap around the torus where all this
is living, triangles of roughly equal geometric area give rise to exponentially
different yukawa couplings, a feature many find attractive.

You can say many things about why intersecting brane worlds are not realistic
(susy, loads of scalars from bulk moduli) but the mass pattern is one of the pros
of these models.

2. D R Lunsford
February 2, 2007

“String Theory for Pedestrians”

I suppose this is a typically post-modernist reference to “Lie Groups for
Pedestrians”, the semi-famous and mega-annoying book by Harry Lipkin. I
remember thinking the title offensive, did not regard myself as any kind of
pedestrian, and didn’t need a boy scout to escort me across the street of math-
physics to the far curb of understanding. I think that book was the beginning of
the end of my positive attitude about modern mathematics and its practitioners.
Instead I decided to learn from fellow pedestrians Lie and Klein.

-drl

3. D R Lunsford
February 2, 2007

Looking through the transparencies, one finds the following typical example of
sophistry in action:

The String Theory Landscape

String theory shares with Einstein’s gravity a
problematic feature.

Einstein’s equations of gravitation admit many
cosmological solutions. Each solution represents a
consistent universe, but only one of them represents our observable universe.

Hmm, the last time I checked, this is just an initial-boundary value problem for a
set of differential equations combined with a set of massively iffy assumptions
about the early conditions in the Universe. What this has to do with the
metaphysical ethos of the string landscape is beyond my pedestrian ability to
understand. Hey! what did I just step in? TAXI!!

-drl

4. urs
February 2, 2007

But that’s precisely what that “landscape” is: a space of solutions to something



generalizing Einstein’s equations.

5. Peter Woit
February 2, 2007

Urs,
That’s great news. Perhaps you can let us know exactly what the equations are
that generalize G=8piT so we can use them to make predictions about the
results of experiments.

6. urs
February 2, 2007

A string vacuum is a certain 2dCFT. “Geometric string vacua” describing 2dCFTs
that can be written as sigma-models are determined by what is called the “string
background field equations”, which are something like Einstein-Dilaton-Maxwell
gravity with various other fields — like those infanmous “fluxes” — and various
higher correction terms.

In principle, the “landscape” is the space of solutions of these field equations.

Like in any KK-like theory, physics in 4d is sdetermined by how these solutions
look like in the compact directions. There are many such solutions, hence many
ways to have physics in 4d.

7. woit
February 2, 2007

urs,

From your description, it appears to me that not only do you not know what the
exact equations in question are, but you don’t even know what exactly what
space the equations live on. Perhaps, instead of just telling us that the equations
that determine a string background are called the “string background field
equations”, you could write them out explicitly, or point us to somewhere where
this has already been done.

8. The man
February 2, 2007

Hey Peter,

Urs is spewing nonsense, but your sneering attitude towards him in the last few
posts can’t help but remind me of Clifford’s attitude towards you in his “tempest”
posts.

9. woit
February 2, 2007

The man,

Thanks for the good advice.



I do get frustrated by the continuing mystification that surrounds the issue of the
current state of attempts to get unified particle physics out of string theory.
Opinions can reasonably differ about hopes for the future, but the question of
what is now known about string theory ground states is a straight-forward one,
and string theorists should stop “spewing nonsense” on the subject.

10. Q
February 2, 2007

Asking questions for clarification is not sneering. Clifford, Lubos and Jacques
certainly attack because they can’t psychologically face string theory’s failure as
physics.

If you want to see real sneering, ask one of those string theorists about
alternatives like Smolin’s work.

11. z3
February 2, 2007

Another “test of string theory” paper appearing on PRL, by Gary Shui et al. This
time, it’s using CMB data to measure the geometry of compact dimensions.

12. woit
February 2, 2007

z3,
See my comment about this week’s “test of string theory” in the other thread.

13. paul
February 3, 2007

Has anyone read this article?
http://www.ccnmag.com/news.php?id=4789

Sounds very promising!

14. Ari Heikkinen
February 3, 2007

You actually make a very good point about the “mystification” issue.

As far as string theory is concerned, if you ask for something with actual
equations, they’d give you a long list of big (and expensive) books to read and
then suggest no one would understand them anyway unless they take 5-10 years
courses in somewhere like Harvard (and it works, I’m still curious about what’s
so special there in string theory math).

So my question still remains: is there any single (self contained) book (or
whatever) with equations, say something like 500+ pages that would explain
what’s in Greene’s book with actual equations? There’s been many suggestions,
but buying them all would surely be waste of money..

http://www.ccnmag.com/news.php?id=4789
http://www.ccnmag.com/news.php?id=4789


15. a.n. onymous
February 3, 2007

No, it wouldn’t be a waste of money from the perspective of the authors of those
books. You can’t have too much learning…

16. woit
February 3, 2007

Ari,

I haven’t actually seen the book, but from its table of contents the new Becker-
Becker-Schwarz book sounds like the closest thing to what you are looking for. It
is 700 pages of difficult material, and really understanding this is definitely a
multi-year project. Then there’s the problem that the book doesn’t actually seem
to really explain how bad and generic the problems of this research program are,
or that any contact with experiment is at best far in the future, at a time-scale
that is receding into the distance…

17. luzo
February 3, 2007

“It should be said at the outset that, as of yet, there has been no experimental
verification of string theory. Also, no sharp prediction has been derived from
string theory that could help us decide if string theory is correct.”

Quote from Zwiebach’s book (chapter 1.3 right at the beginning).
This seems very reasonable to me and in stark contrast with say Kaku’s claim
that one could prove string theory using only pure mathematics.

The part I’ve seen from his lecture at CERN follows the same spirit as this quote
from the book.

18. Uncle Enzo
February 4, 2007

About this CMB test of string theory, first of all you need sensitive enough data.
Let’s suppose you have this. Doesn’t the article assume there are extra
dimensions in the first place? Obviously you can come up with another
explanation for the CMB patterns which don’t assume extra dimensions. Plus,
let’s suppose you narrow down the possibilities of geometries with the data. If
the resulting 4D physics (at low energies) doesn’t match what we observe, then
there’s a piece of evidence falsifying string theory.

19. Q
February 4, 2007

‘If the resulting 4D physics (at low energies) doesn’t match what we observe,
then there’s a piece of evidence falsifying string theory.’

But string theorists can take all falsification to be a mere ‘anomaly’, as they



already do with failures of string theory already (supersymmetry falsely suggests
a really massive cosmological constant, for example). Science doesn’t come from
experimental disagreement, because the theory gets modified, just as general
relativity getting a small positive CC in 1998 to fit observations:

‘Scientists have thick skins. They do not abandon a theory merely because facts
contradict it. They normally either invent some rescue hypothesis to explain
what they then call a mere anomaly or, if they cannot explain the anomaly, they
ignore it, and direct their attention to other problems. Note that scientists talk
about anomalies, recalcitrant instances, not refutations. History of science, of
course, is full of accounts of how crucial experiments allegedly killed theories.
But such accounts are fabricated long after the theory had been abandoned. …
What really count are dramatic, unexpected, stunning predictions: a few of them
are enough to tilt the balance; where theory lags behind the facts, we are
dealing with miserable degenerating research programmes. Now, how do
scientific revolutions come about? If we have two rival research programmes,
and one is progressing while the other is degenerating, scientists tend to join the
progressive programme. This is the rationale of scientific revolutions. …
Criticism is not a Popperian quick kill, by refutation. Important criticism is
always constructive: there is no refutation without a better theory. Kuhn is wrong
in thinking that scientific revolutions are sudden, irrational changes in vision.
The history of science refutes both Popper and Kuhn: on close inspection both
Popperian crucial experiments and Kuhnian revolutions turn out to be myths:
what normally happens is that progressive research programmes replace
degenerating ones.’

– Imre Lakatos, ‘Science and Pseudo-Science’, pages 96-102 of Godfrey Vesey
(editor), ‘Philosophy in the Open’, Open University Press, Milton Keynes, 1974.

20. Robert
February 5, 2007

In case anybody is really interested in how to compute corrections to G=8pi T
here is what you have to do: Write down the sigma model for a string
propagating in an arbitrary background geometry given in terms of G,B and phi
(let’s take RR fluxes to be 0 for the moment or use Berkovitz’ formalism). Then
do a world sheet loop computation (i.e. expansion in alpha’ which plays the role
of hbar in that theory) of the beta functions (in terms of G, B, and phi). For any
order of alpha’ this is a well defined procedure and there is no arbitrariness.
Then you get the background equations of motion by requiring the beta functions
to vanish. This is explained in detail in GSW Ch. 3.4 at the one loop level (i.e. the
first alpha’ correction) and has been computed if I am not mistaken up to four
loops.

This should answer your question of how string theory generalised the Einstein
equation. I described a perturbative computation but this is not any worse than
elsewhere in particle physics.

21. woit
February 5, 2007



Robert,

The problem with the perturbative calculation you suggest is that it doesn’t lead
to something realistic with broken supersymmetry and stabilized moduli. For this
you need non-perturbative phenomena: where are branes in your calculation?

This is the difference between string theory and standard QFTs used in particle
physics. In string theory the perturbative ground state doesn’t give you what you
want, so you make some assumptions about what possible ground states may
come out of the full theory, ending up with an incredibly complex set of
possibilities. In the Standard Model, the electroweak ground state is exactly the
unique perturbative one, which you understand well, and for the QCD ground
state you have a well-defined non-perturbative theory that you can use to
calculate numerically what it is, and get a unique answer.

What if you didn’t know how to formulate QCD non-perturbatively, perturbative
QCD didn’t correspond to anything observed, and people went around claiming
that non-perturbative QCD, whatever it was, led to a huge number of different
possible ground states, so many that you couldn’t use the theory to predict
anything. Would anyone take this seriously?

22. andy
February 5, 2007

I really “liked” this comment of Lubos’s, in reference to Zwiebach’s lectures:

The goals of high-energy theorists have always been, are, and will be much more
ambitious and abstract than a particular dirty experiment, whether or not an
unrefined and uncultural observer of science likes it or not. Barton’s focus only
reflects the experimental character of the location where he gave the lecture.

23. Thomas Larsson
February 5, 2007

The problem is not that string theory disagrees with a particular dirty
experiment, but that it disagrees with pretty much every dirty experiment, to the
extent that it says something about reality at all.

I realize that I might sometimes sound wacky, but in one respect I am very
conservative: I simply don’t think that disagreement with experiment is a good
thing.

24. andy
February 5, 2007

I hope it’s clear that “liked” = ROTFL!

25. Thomas Larsson
February 5, 2007

Andy, sorry!



26. andy
February 5, 2007

Thomas, no problem. It’s hard to be nuanced on a blog.

27. wolf
February 5, 2007

much more ambitious and abstract than a particular dirty experiment,

Delubosional… 

28. Coin
February 5, 2007

They’re trying hard, using various tools from Germany of the 1930s
they can find, to hide the simple fact that every informed person knows
about the status of that theory, namely that loop quantum gravity
almost certainly doesn’t work – and the two recent popular books are
cheap porn for undemanding consumers. It has become effectively
impossible to both report about the actual current status of physics as
well as to keep the talk publicly available.

I wonder what percentage of the talks will have to be doctored,
preordained, or censored before other people start to realize that there
is a problem. Be sure that once more than 50% of talks are doctored or
censored, it will already be too late because those who don’t exactly
believe that science should be made by free scientists who are not
intimidated will already be in charge.

Huh?

29. woit
February 5, 2007

“cheap porn for undemanding consumers”

People have complained that the book is too hard for the average reader, maybe I
should get the publisher to put the above blurb from Lubos on the back cover.

30. Robert
February 6, 2007

Peter, I don’t understand your reply. I fail to see how the choice of vacuum
influences this beta function calculation which is in some sense local at a point
on the world-sheet. It is one way to obtain the low energy field equations and all
discussions of KKLT etc of the many vacua actually talk about the _solutions_ of
these equations. There is little doubt about the equations.

I had thought the standard line of attack here would have been to mention that
the corrections are alpha’ corrections and are thus important only if center of
mass momenta get close to the Planck scale and are thus unlikely to observe in



the real world soon. Which is followed by a philosophical discussion if this theory
is really a different theory from GR from which it doesn’t differ at everyday
energies.

31. woit
February 6, 2007

Robert,

You can choose any background you want and try and do perturbative string
theory on it, but string theorists keep telling us that string theory is a unique
theory with no adjustable parameters. The theory is supposed to tell us what the
possible lowest energy (or metastable) states of the theory are. Doing this
requires a full non-perturbative string theory, and no one knows what this is.

32. urs
February 6, 2007

Doing this requires a full non-perturbative string theory…

That might be.

But, by definition, the “landscape” of string theory is the space of “perturbative
vacua” which, in string theory, is a space of certain 2d CFTs. For a subset of
these (the geometrical ones), this space is the space of solutions of a
generalization of Einstein’s equations.

DRL’s quote, which got this discussion started, is therefore accurate in the realm
of perturbative string theory.

33. woit
February 6, 2007

Urs,

The “landscape” of string theory is supposed to be the set of all vacuum states
(or metastable states) of string theory, this is what is physically relevant. Again,
you can’t actually know what this set is until you have a non-perturbative string
theory.

34. Robert
February 6, 2007

Peter, you are moving the goal posts. The question was

Perhaps, instead of just telling us that the equations that determine a
string background are called the “string background field equations”,
you could write them out explicitly, or point us to somewhere where
this has already been done.

I gave you the answer and now you complain that I did not answer the different
question “What are the vacua of string theory?”. The corrections to Einstein’s

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=514#comment-21775
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equations can be computed without knowing the answer to the second question.

35. Peter Woit
February 6, 2007

Robert,

These are questions about physics, so what I was asking for is something that
answers a question about physics. I don’t doubt that you can write down
equations that no one knows how to connect to physics, I’m claiming you can’t
write down equations that answer physical questions.

In particular, I don’t believe that, from string theory, without knowing which
vacuum state we’re in you can write down a universal modification of Einstein’s
equations. Without knowing the vacuum state you don’t even know how many
large dimensions there are or what the string coupling is.

As Lisa Randall once pointed out: “sure, string theory predicts GR… in 10
dimensions”.

36. urs
February 6, 2007

Since it seems we are arguing about a definition, let’s look at the literature to
see what people actually do when they say they study the “landscape”.

The review
Fux Compactifications
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610102

by Douglas and Kachru might help.

They go through lots of examples, write down the generalized Einstein actions of
string theory background fields and find the solutions to their equations of
motions.

For instance take the first example, p. 29. The generalized Einstein-Hilbert
action of relevance is equation (36), the ansatz for solving its equations of motion
(finding its extrema) starts in equation (41).

You can search for “Einstein equations”.

They also do discuss (p. 4) that invoking “nonperturbative effects” is one aspect
done in this business, but necessarily so. So if you don’t believe in these
nonperturbative effects there is still a lot of ordinary landscape remaining.

Finally, maybe one comment: unfortunately this review does seem to take that as
granted, but it might be worth pointing it out: the very reason for calling these
solutions to the string background equations — which, recall, determine
conformal sigma-models — “vacua” is that given any such 2-dimension CFT in
perturbative string theory we imagine regarding its n-genus correlators to be the
n-loop amplitudes of a perturbative expansion of something about that very

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610102
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610102


“vacuum”.

37. Peter Woit
February 6, 2007

urs,

The equation you point to has an undefined term in it that the authors call
“S_loc” which they don’t specify other than to say that this is where you can put
in things like D-branes and orientifold-planes. A non-perturbative theory is
ultimately required to know what consistent choices can be made for such terms,
as well as to understand whether these equations actually correspond to a valid
approximate calculation in a ground (or metastable) state of the theory.

38. urs
February 6, 2007

I’d think D-branes and orientifold planes would still be part of the perturbative
landscape, in that they are captured just by looking at 2-dimensional CFT:
backgrounds with these features still correspond to points in the space of
2-dimensional superconformal QFTs with central charge 15.

But I do completely agree that whenever some author invokes aspects of
“nonperturbative string theory” it might at best be a well-motivated guess.

I also agree that it might be that perturbative string theory is
phenomenologically unviable, that there is no hope to get reasonable physics
from studying the “perturbative landscape”, i.e. the space of c=15 2d SCFTs.
Might be.

All I wanted to say is that the “perturbative landscape” of string theory —
despite its silly name and the fact that we have no good real understanding of it
at all and no matter how much we trust its prospects regarding phenomenology
— is a well defined mathematical entity — and that many points in this space do
indeed correspond to solutions of (natural) generalizations of Einstein’s
equations.

39. Robert
February 6, 2007

The number of large dimensions or the value of the coupling constant are
properties of the solutions to these equations not of the equations. And these
equations definitely hold outside the branes in the bulk. And this equation is easy
to check: just create some Planck scale curvature using some mass/energy
distribution, and measure the graviational (and other) fields. Then you can check
if they obey these alpha’ corrected equations. This should be independent of the
vacuum you select at infinity. And if the coupling (in terms of the dilaton) is not
too big, non-perturbative corrections should as well be controlable (being of
order e^-1/g or smaller).

40. Peter Woit



February 6, 2007

Robert,

So, your modification of Einstein’s equations depends on which ground state
you’re in, but knowing what these ground states actually are depends on
knowing what non-perturbative string theory is (which you don’t).

What people are talking about often when they talk about a”string theory
background” is some sort of semi-classical approximate ground state built on a
specific 10d geometry, adding branes, fluxes, etc. The problem is, without
knowing the underlying non-perturbative theory, you don’t know how well these
reflect an actual ground state of the theory. You can argue that for special
regions of parameter space you expect the semi-classical approximation to be
good, but generically there’s no reason to expect this.

So, the equations you are trying to sell as analogous to G=8piT come in an
infinite number of sets of equations, you don’t know what space parametrizes
this infinite number, and whatever it is, on most of it these equations reflect an
approximation which is probably no good and has nothing to do with physics.

I still think there’s a problem with the analogy of solutions in GR and string
backgrounds….

41. Aaron Bergman
February 6, 2007

So, your modification of Einstein’s equations depends on which ground state
you’re in, but knowing what these ground states actually are depends on
knowing what non-perturbative string theory is (which you don’t).

How exactly did you go from what Robert said to that?

42. woit
February 6, 2007

Aaron,

Actually this discussion has gone far from the original origin which was Urs’s
claim that the Landscape is just like solutions to G=8piT.

As for what I wrote, is it or is it not true that the modification of Einstein’s
equation in string theory depends on the background (i.e. ground state)?

43. Aaron Bergman
February 7, 2007

In the perturbative string? No. The condition is just that the sigma model be
conformal. You write down a general sigma model and write down the beta-
functions. It’s done in Polchinski I.3.7, for example.

44. urs



February 7, 2007

And the beta functions one gets are, incidentally, for strings in pure gravitational
and dilaton backgrounds, those used by Perelman to complete Hamilton’s
program of solving the Poincaré conjecture.

45. Peter Woit
February 7, 2007

Aaron,

I know the argument in Polchinski, which deal with backgrounds large compared
to the string scale. My question is whether this holds once you introduce other
structures a la KKLT to stabilize the moduli.

46. Aaron Bergman
February 7, 2007

The perturbative string should properly be thought of as giving equations on the
set of 2D QFTs of which sigma-models are only a part. The solutions to these
equations are the 2D CFTs. (This is background independent on the classical
level. To do background-independent quantization is trickier.)

When you start talking about moduli stabilization, however, one is talking about
the 4D effective theory. This, by necessity, depends on the choice of
compactification. Nonetheless, the theory is what you get from compactifying the
string theory equations on your choice of CY. The final issue is the question of
nonperturbative corrections. These are dealt with on a somewhat ad hoc basis in
string theory because we a nonperturbative formulation of string theory in
general. These do depend on the choice of background, ie, solution to the
equations of motion. But this isn’t particularly different than how one deals with
instantons in ordinary QFT.

47. Amos Dettonville
February 7, 2007

Is Lorentz invariance optional in any of the known approaches to string theory? J.
Distler’s paper implies that Lorentz invariance (among other things) is a
necessary attribute of string theory, or at least of what he calls “canonical string
theory”, whereas others seem to argue that string theory could be pursued in a
non-Lorentz-invariant context. Can anyone clarify this? Does the “landscape” of
possible string theories include some in which Lorentz invariance does not hold?

A related question: Is the “landscape” outside of what Distler calls “canonical
string theory”? If so, at what point would the “landscape” become canonized?

48. Nature
February 8, 2007

“and that many points in this space do indeed correspond to solutions of
(natural) generalizations of Einstein’s equations.”

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/02/huisken_on_uniformization.html
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Urs, what do you mean by ‘natural’?

49. urs
February 8, 2007

Urs, what do you mean by ‘natural’?

On the one hand, nothing deep. I just added this remark to indicate to those who
didn’t know it that its not a bunch of weird generalizations in all kind of silly
directions, but just the natural kind that you would expect: everything remains
generally covariant, with various fields (p-forms, spinors, etc) all appearing
coupled to GR in terms of scalar invariants cooked up from covariant derivatives.

While I think there is a also a deeper sense in which the string background
equations are “natural”, this is here not the place to discuss that. Suffice it to say
that these generalizations are not chosen by hand but all appear automatically
from an underlying principle. And not just in string theory #.

50. Robert
February 8, 2007

Urs, while I agree with your notion of naturalness you should not forget to point
out that the naturalness is of the form of the equations but there are numerical
coefficients for which a range of values would be natural but which get specific
values in string theory. How many of them there are depends of course on the
symmetries you assume your theory to have (for example N=8 susy fixing a lot of
relations).

51. Peter Woit
February 8, 2007

Urs and Robert,

You both insist on discussing features of string theory backgrounds that are
known not to correspond to the real world. The real world is not N=8
supersymmetric. It’s highly misleading when you promote string theory by
promoting aspects of it that are known to be completely inconsistent with its use
as a unified theory that corresponds to the real world.

52. urs
February 9, 2007

Robert,

right. I vaguely indicated that there is more to the effective string background
action than just being a form of GR coupled naturally to various sorts of matter.
As you indicate, it is not just any coupling of dilaton, p-forms, spinors, etc to
gravity, but a very particular one.

53. urs
February 9, 2007

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/02/huisken_on_uniformization.html
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You both insist […]

We are just ansering a technical question:

“In which sense is a point in the landscape like a solution of Einstein’s
equations.”

Answer: “From the point of the perturbative formalims: in every sense.”

Clarifying this technical question is independent of evaluating its implications for
phenomenological physics.

It’s highly misleading when you promote string theory […]

I think in this thread neither Robert, Aaron nor me has done any promotion. I
need to promote string theory no more than I need to promote, say, the
tricategory 3Grp.

In order to clarify facts (facts like: “what is a point in the landscape, technically“)
it helps to pause for a while with promoting this or that.

54. Robert
February 9, 2007

Maybe Peter is right and there is no point of discussing technical facts about
theories. Maybe it’s better to make just claims and not discuss if details of these
claims are right or wrong.

But still, just for the record, since there still seems to be some confusion: You
have to differentiate between the theory (i.e. the equations of motion) and the
state. All we are saying is that there are certain parts of the theory that are
considered to be well understood (here: corrections to the classical equations of
motion) while Peter keeps saying “but you don’t know the state” which is true
but irrelevant for the first question as we try to argue. In addition, I see no
reason why the world cannot be in a state with completely broken
supersymmetry of a theory which has N=8 susy.

All the trouble with (absence of practically performable) experimental checks of
string theory is that generically low energy questions depend crucially on the
state (which as I said is unknown) while high energy questions (e.g. Regge
scaling, higher curvature corrections) tend to be less dependant on the vacuum
you are in.

55. Peter Woit
February 9, 2007

Robert,
I never said there is no point in discussing technical facts about theories. My
only point is that if you are going to make claims about how the equations of
string theory are “natural” and much like the equations of GR, you need to make
clear if you are talking about some approximate version of string theory that can



be rigorously shown to have nothing to do with the real world, or about a version
of string theory that is a candidate for a unified theory.

Urs did helpfully reference a precise source for the equations he was discussing
as “natural”. I pointed out to him that those equations contain explicitly an
undefined term the authors call “S_loc” where they put in ad hoc contributions
which are necessary to stabilize moduli, and which I don’t believe can reasonably
be called “natural”.

As for you argument that string theory predictions at high energy don’t depend
on the state, I don’t buy it. There seems to be an ideology among string theorists
that the vacuum state, which governs what we can actually m easure, is a non-
perturbative phenomenon (and thus we don’t know what it is), but that higher
energy states (at energies we have no hope of probing) can be studied
perturbatively. I see no reason for this to be true about the universe other than
wishful thinking.

56. onymous
February 9, 2007

There seems to be an ideology among string theorists that the vacuum state,
which governs what we can actually measure, is a non-perturbative phenomenon
(and thus we don’t know what it is), but that higher energy states (at energies
we have no hope of probing) can be studied perturbatively. I see no reason for
this to be true about the universe other than wishful thinking.

Why not? It’s true of plenty of field theories. A lot of the nonperturbative stuff
invoked for moduli stabilization is really just ordinary field theory (e.g. gluino
condensation).

57. Peter Woit
February 9, 2007

onymous,

It’s not true for theories like QCD where the vacuum state is a truly non-
perturbative phenomenon, and you can’t understand the higher energy states
just using perturbation theory.

There are other arguments for why you won’t necessarily see 10d weakly-
coupled string behavior (Regge trajectories) at high energy. What about
M-theory? What about black holes?

The problem is that, not knowing what non-perturbative string theory is, string
theorists are invoking it when perturbative string theory gives them something
that disagrees with observation, then saying it can be ignored when they claim
they can make predictions (safe from ever be confronted with experiment) at
high energy.

58. Anon
February 9, 2007



“It’s not true for theories like QCD where the vacuum state is a truly non-
perturbative phenomenon, and you can’t understand the higher energy states
just using perturbation theory.”

The high energy behavior of QCD isn’t given by perturbation theory?

Really?

59. Amos Dettonville
February 10, 2007

On the question of whether Lorentz invariance is necessary for string theory,
here’s what Smolin says in Ch 14 of The Trouble with Physics, where he talks
about the possible breakdown of special relativity:

“String theory predicts that no matter how distant their sources are from one
another, photons of different frequencies travel at the same speed. As we have
seen, string theory does not make many predictions, but this is one; in fact, it’s
the only prediction of string theory that can be tested by present technology…
[[Interesting that Smolin wrote this prior to the recent announcements about the
possibility of testing string theory]] …

“Would string theory survive…? Certainly all known string theories would be
proved false, since they depend so heavily on special relativity holding. But
might there still be a version of string theory that could be consistent with [the
breakdown of Lorentz invariance]? Several string theorists have insisted to me
that even if special relativity were seen to break down or be modified, there
might someday be invented a form of string theory that could accommodate
whatever the experiments see… There are a lot of ways to change the
background of string theory so that there is a preferred state of rest… What
puzzles me is why string theorists think this helps their cause… To me it’s more
an indication that string theory is unable to make any predictions…”

Well, not being a specialist in this field, I must say that while I appreciate Smolin
at least addressing the question directly (which hardly anyone else seems willing
to do), the answer is slightly odd, because Smolin has worked in the area of
string theory, and yet his only way of even trying to answer this fundamental
question is to refer to what some un-named string theorists have insisted to him.
The way he phrases it, it seems clear that he himself doesn’t feel qualified to
answer this question, although he does add the remark that “there are a lot of
ways to change the background so there is a preferred frame”. If this is true,
then why does he need to rely on the un-named string theorists to “insist” to him
that it is possible?

I suppose this just illustrates that one can’t ever really falsify a research
program, since a program can also change course and accommodate new
information. Theories may be falsified, but research programs just fade away if
and when people lose interest. Still, I find it troubling that even respected
specialists in string theory don’t know such a fundamental thing about their
theory, as whether or not it must be Lorentz invariant.



One other comment: Smolin says the known versions of string theory ASSUME
Lorentz invariance. He does not say they predict it, nor have I ever heard anyone
else claim that string theory predicts Lorentz invariance. We don;t start with a
tabula rosa, and miraculously deduce Lorentz invariance from the string
principle (or some such thing). Rather, Lorentz invariance is simply assumed, as
a postulate. Hopefully it’s clear that the possibility of falsifying a postulate or
assumption of a theory is quite different from falsifying a prediction of a theory.
Likewise, when one says “string theory makes no falsifiable predictions” this is
quite different from saying “the known string theories don’t assume any physical
principles that can be falsified”. The former is the charge of the critics of string
theory, whereas Distler et al are really only addressing the latter, which is at best
only tangentially relevant to string theory.

60. woit
February 10, 2007

Anon,

Yes, really. The spectrum of states in QCD above the ground state consists of
protons, neutrons, pions, etc., not free quarks and gluons. This spectrum is the
analog of the Regge trajectories people claim that string theory predicts.

Asymptotic freedom and the ability to use perturbation theory to study scattering
in certain high energy regimes is a different issue.

61. anon.
February 10, 2007

The spectrum of states in QCD above the ground state consists of protons,
neutrons, pions, etc., not free quarks and gluons. This spectrum is the analog of
the Regge trajectories people claim that string theory predicts.

In fact, the spectrum of QCD does at least approximately consist of Regge
trajectories, if you go to large N_c. But real-world QCD has 3 colors, and
violations of quark-hadron duality die off: at large s, rho(s) ~ constant. So in real-
world QCD, perturbation theory does work at least for many quantities at large
momentum, whether Euclidean or Minkowski.

(This is not to say that perturbation theory is any good for things like the total
proton-proton cross section at high energy, of course. But you said the
spectrum.)

62. woit
February 10, 2007

anon,

I was giving QCD as an example of a QFT where non-perturbative QFT
determines both the ground state and the states above the ground state.
Perturbative QCD just doesn’t work at all here, for either the ground state, or for
the states above the ground state (these states cannot be understood in terms of



gluons and free quarks).

Whether QCD states can be understood in terms of perturbative string theory is
a completely different issue. The problem there is not that you don’t know the
ground state because it is determined non-perturbatively, the problem is that you
don’t know what the string theory is.

63. anon.
February 10, 2007

By “higher energy states”, I assumed you meant “states well above the QCD
scale”, since that’s what the other Anon seemed to be talking about. And
perturbation theory is perfectly good there, in a precise sense.

The states in QCD are, obviously, created by gauge-invariant operators acting on
the vacuum. A two-point function of gauge-invariant operators can be expressed
in terms of a spectral function rho(s). For s >> Lambda_QCD, perturbation
theory calculates this up to small corrections by analytically continuing the
Euclidean result and taking the discontinuity across the cut.

Of course resonances appear at small s and are not calculable in perturbation
theory. But large s is perturbative. So it is not true that perturbative QCD doesn’t
tell you about states above the ground state, if you go to sufficiently high
invariant mass.

64. Peter Woit
February 10, 2007

anon,

I don’t think

“the vacuum state is a truly non-perturbative phenomenon, and you can’t
understand the higher energy states just using perturbation theory.”

or

“The spectrum of states in QCD above the ground state consists of protons,
neutrons, pions”

was in any way ambiguous. I was talking about the states of the theory above the
ground state, precisely the analog of the low-lying states in Regge trajectories
that string theorists always say are a prediction of string theory, despite the non-
perturbative nature of its ground state. The question of what happens at very
large invariant mass is a quite different one. I was obviously not making claims
that there is no kinematical regime in which perturbation theory is useful in
QCD, but was referring explicitly to a regime where it clearly isn’t.

Again, I seem to never be able to get string theorists to address this point: if the
ground state is determined by some unknown non-perturbative string theory
mechanism, why do string theorists often claim that they can reliably use



perturbative string theory to predict the energies of the low-lying states (the
ones lying on a Regge trajectory) above the ground state?

65. Moshe
February 10, 2007

Strong feeling of deja vu, but let me try…if the string coupling is zero there are a
bunch of massless modes (moduli) and a bunch of massive modes lying on Regge
trajectories, giving characterisitc soft scattering etc. etc., This is the picture to
zeroth order in the string coupling.
\
Working in small but non-zero coupling and including the tiny corrections due to
instantons, gluino condensation, small fluxes etc. all those masses shift a tiny bit.
This does not change the picture much, except that the would be massless modes
are now massive, with a tiny mass compared to the string scale.
\
The analogy to QCD is misleading since the coupling is small, and consequently
all non-perturbative effects are tiny. The vacuum and all massive modes are still
approximately the perturbative ones.

66. Peter Woit
February 10, 2007

Thanks Moshe,

One comment is just that your argument assumes very small string coupling, for
generic values of the string coupling there’s no reason to believe that Regge
trajectories etc. persist.

But I’d really like to understand exactly what the status of the KKLT backgrounds
is. Besides the effects you mention, they need to invoke the introduction of a
specific set of anti-D3 branes. With these, is everything really under control?
Gross seems to be fond of claiming (see his remarks in Toronto a couple weeks
ago) that since one doesn’t understand non-perturbative string theory, there is
no reason to believe that these constructions give you consistent vacuum states,
especially in a cosmological context. Is he wrong? If he’s right, and non-
perturbative effects can destabilize these states, how do you know they won’t
destabilize higher states?

I’m willing to accept that it’s possible that string theorists can come up with a
self-consistent scenario involving vacuum states whose properties are under
control, modulo some assumptions about the true non-perturbative theory, and in
such a scenario you get Regge trajectories, etc. But even so, this is just going to
then be a small corner of the landscape. Generically you’re not going to have
perturbative control, so can’t claim that “if we just had a big enough accelerator,
string theory predicts we’d see Regge trajectories”.

67. Moshe
February 10, 2007

I am not sure what Gross referred to, I would have to look at the talk. It is true



that one is always limited to constructions with calculational control. In such
perturbative constrcutions Regge behaviour is a robust feature. Even if there are
non-perturbative corrections invalidating the claims about the vacuum, the
Regge behavior would still be there as long as the coupling is small.

68. Peter Woit
February 10, 2007

Moshe,

I’m not sure I’m convinced that if non-perturbative corrections make your
vacuum state no longer a vacuum state they won’t have significant effects on
higher energy states. And, if unknown non-perturbative effects need to be
understood to find the true vacuum state, in general I see no reason why they
might not affect the Regge behavior of higher states.

Gross’s comments were in the context of a public debate over anthropics. He
said what he has said in many other talks: no reason to accept the landscape
since we don’t know what string theory really is, suspect that space and time are
emergent phenomena but don’t know what they really are, don’t understand
time-dependent backgrounds necessary for a consistent cosmology.

69. Arun
February 10, 2007

You may want to listen to Nima Arkani-Hamed’s Perimeter seminar of Feb 8,
where the claim is that given the small positive cosmological constant and the
neutrino masses where they are, and the Standard Model in 3+1 dimensions,
there is a landscape of vacua with one dimension compactified. i.e., given the
Standard Model Lagrangian, you cannot compute the ground state.

70. Peter Woit
February 10, 2007

Arun,
I did watch the beginning of that talk, but didn’t have time to watch the whole
thing. Not clear to me what the point was, perhaps that you can ruin the
Standard Model and make it as useless as string theory by replacing our 3 large
flat spatial dimensions by various compactifications. Just seems like a good
demonstration of why you shouldn’t study these kinds of backgrounds.

71. Arun
February 11, 2007

Peter,

My initial reaction was the same as yours. But!

If the arguments hold up, it means if given } a 3+1D QFT + General Relativity +
small positive cosmological constant + massless/light degrees of freedom like
the Standard Model (i.e., the photon, graviton and light neutrinos)}, then that



model has an infinite number of compactified vacuums, apart from the 3 large
flat spatial dimensions vacuum. I presume that the only reason we didn’t see this
before is because we didn’t look, we assumed that the 3 large flat spatial
dimensions vacuum is the natural and the only vacuum solution.

I also gathered that this is not a generic problem with QFT + GR, but rather a
problem with models that are like the Standard Model at low energy and that
have a small positive cosmological constant. In other words, we are fine-tuned to
have a landscape in the Standard Model!

Without any reference to string theory, the Standard Model + GR has a
landscape problem. Of course, the anthropic solution is simple in this case, it
involves only one choice, we pick the vacuum with the large flat spatial
dimensions, because that is the one we live in, and that is that. But unless there
is a physical/mathematical argument that rules out the compactified vacua,
philosophically, we are not very far from the string theory landscape issue.

-Arun

72. Q
February 11, 2007

‘… the Standard Model + GR has a landscape problem. Of course, the anthropic
solution is simple in this case, it involves only one choice, we pick the
vacuum with the large flat spatial dimensions, because that is the one we
live in, and that is that. But unless there is a physical/mathematical argument
that rules out the compactified vacua, philosophically, we are not very far from
the string theory landscape issue.’

I disagree; the case of knowing the right solution from observations (three flat
spatial dimensions) is not an anthropic selection. That’s observational input, not
anthropic reasoning.

Anthropic solutions are entirely different. Suppose a metastable vacuum which
produces the SM is discovered in the string theory landscape. You would defend
that solution by the anthropic argument, not because you have directly observed
the Calabi-Yau manifold on the Planck scale and determined the right solution by
direct observation.

Anthropic solutions are based on indirect reasoning not directly observing the
type of dimensions. I.e., Hoyle said predicted the cross-section for the triple
alpha fusion to create carbon because he ruled out other paths and knew carbon
exists, not because he observed the triple alpha process in the lab.

There’s no similarity between the anthropic selection of a SM from the string
theory landscape, and the landscape of GR or SM where you aren’t using the
anthropic principle to select a solution, you are using direct empirical evidence
about the dimensions etc. to choose a solution.

73. student
February 11, 2007



“I disagree; the case of knowing the right solution from observations (three flat
spatial dimensions) is not an anthropic selection. That’s observational input, not
anthropic reasoning.”

To me the “observational input” argument sounds just like the anthropic
agrument. Here is why: We know the right solution from observations because
we can make those observations in the first place. If the SM vacuum were
AdS_3XS_1 instead of dS_4 we would not be here to make those observatons and
use the three flat spatial dimentions as the input.

In other words, the “observational input” argument still DOES NOT EXPLAIN
“Why?” the SM vacuum is dS_4 and not AdS_3XS_1. “Observational input” must
have an explanation, don’t you think?
According to Nima, the SM Largangian plus Gravity with a tiny CC has a huge
landscape of vacua. Finding a selection mechanism, other than “observational
input”, such that the dS_4 vacuum is selected by dynamics would be a much
more compelling answer.

74. Amos Dettonville
February 11, 2007

I agree with “Q” that the GR and SM solutions are based on direct empirical
observation, not on indirect anthropic reasoning. On the other hand, I think
Arun’s comment highlights the need for one other ingredient, namely, Occam’s
razor. We can’t claim that if there were compactified dimensions we would be
able to directly observe them. If they existed, we would only be able to infer their
existence indirectly, by the effect(s) they have on observable physics. Now, we
have not, so far, observed any physical phenomena that imply the existence of
compactified dimensions, but it doesn’t follow that we can confidently
extrapolate this to make predictions about new (previously unexamined)
phenomena. I guess what Arun is saying is that, lacking some kind of generic
argument ruling out compactified dimensions, the ability of GR/SM to make
predictions outside out existing base of experience is placed in doubt. I
understand that argument, but I don’t think it carries much weight against
GR/SM, because they adhere fairly closely to Occam’s razor, i.e., they propose
the simplest vacuum consistent with observation. Granted, we could postulate
more complicated vacuua with unseen dimensions, but we choose the simplest
one that works. This choice is fairly unambiguous, and although it is vulnerable
to falsification (i.e., we can’t be absolutely certain that the results extrapolate
into new territory), this falsifiability is a good thing. Each time GR and/or SM
avoid falsification in a new observation, it is justifiably counted as a success for
those theories.

In contrast, if we have a theory that is intrinsically committed to the existence of
many unobserved compactified dimensions, but which provides no unambiguous
criteria for specifying those dimensions, then we are in a much more
problematical position, because we are precluded from applying Occam’s razor
to simplfy down to a falsifiable theory. We face a hugh number of highly complex
theories, with no clear way to choose between them. This is especially
disappointing considering that the original excitement surrounding string theory



was that it seemed to be leading toward a unique mathematically consistent
theory. I know some people still hold out hope that a unique solution may emerge
(a position that Susskind has characterized as “faith-based”), but as it stands
today, it seems that the most salient attribute of string theory is its NON-
uniqueness.

75. woit
February 11, 2007

Arun,

I still think that trying to claim that the most successful physical theory ever
developed, which makes an absurdly large number of very non-trivial predictions
which all agree completely with experiment, is on the same footing as a theory
which predicts nothing is just silly sophistry.

I’ve made this point repeatedly, but here it is again in this context: the point is
that the SM vacuum state is exceedingly simple and symmetric. It is not some
random background of huge complexity based on choosing a complicated
compactification, fluxes, D-branes, etc., etc. It is this simplicity that makes the
theory predictive. There would be a compelling string model worth taking
seriously if a simple choice of background led to something that didn’t disagree
with what we know about physics. The problem with string theory is that getting
it to look like the real world involves adding in a Rube Goldberg-like array of
complicated mechanisms designed to evade the fact that simple mechanisms
don’t work. This is the hallmark of what happens when you start with a wrong
theory and try and make it agree with experiment.

Sure, you can ruin the predictivity of the Standard Model and make it not agree
with experiment by putting it in a complicated background. So what???

76. student
February 11, 2007

“I don’t think it carries much weight against GR/SM, because they adhere fairly
closely to Occam’s razor, i.e., they propose the simplest vacuum consistent with
observation.”

SM +GR do not propose/select the vacuum. The observational fact that we live in
dS_4 is used as input but not explained. To me, the Occam’s razor argument
would select a 4D Minkowski vacuum as the simplest, not a dS with a tiny
cosmological constant – indeed, a very unnatural choice!

“Sure, you can ruin the predictivity of the Standard Model and make it not agree
with experiment by putting it in a complicated background. So what???”

Peter, what exactly do you mean by the “complicated” background?

Is 4d Minkowski less complicated than dS_4? So, why do we live in dS _4 and not
in Minkowski vacuum? The “absurdly large number of very non-trivial
predictions which all agree completely with experiment” would be “ruined” if our



vacuum were AdS_3XS_1 instead of dS_4, according to Nima. The point is that
there is no dynamical mechanism in the SM + GR which would select the
vacuum. So, the ony option so far is to use the “observational”/anthropic
argument to “explain” it.

77. student
February 11, 2007

Correction:

The “absurdly large number of very non-trivial predictions which all agree
completely with experiment” would NOT be “ruined” if our vacuum were
AdS_3XS_1 instead of dS_4, according to Nima.

78. woit
February 11, 2007

student,

As I wrote, I didn’t watch all of Arkani-Hamed’s talk, and I still have no idea
whether he had a more serious point to make than the silly one about “the
standard model has a landscape problem just like string theory” which is all I
was getting from Arun’s summary.

deSitter space is not that much less simple than Minkowski space, (it’s also a
homogenous space).

79. student
February 11, 2007

Peter,
The statement that “the standard model has a landscape problem” is not silly.
Nima’s discovery that the SM is just as happy to live in AdS_3XS_1 as opposed to
dS_4 with a very tiny CC begs for an explanation as to why we ended up in the
latter. To me, a 4d Minkowski vacuum seems to be a more “simple”/”natural”
outcome than either of the two choices above. This “SM landscape” problem may
be in the same category as the “string landscape” problem. It is the question of
identifying a correct vacuum selection mechanism.
There is nothing “silly” about this question. If one can find such a mechanism for
the SM+GR, the same mechanism may apply for the string landscape.

80. Peter Woit
February 11, 2007

student,

The “string landscape problem” is just caused by the fact that people have taken
an idea that doesn’t work (string theory based unification), added huge amounts
of structure to it to evade the fact that it doesn’t work, and now are trying to find
some way out of this mess other than the obvious one (admit this doesn’t work
and try something else).



There certainly are specific choices that go into the standard model that
distinguish it from other equally simple theories: why the specific dS
cosmological background we are in (rather than AdS3xS1 or whatever)? Why
SU(3)xSU(2)XU(1)?, etc. If you can solve any of these problems you’ll be very
famous. And not because you’ve figured out something that may help understand
the string theory landscape…

81. Amos Dettonville
February 11, 2007

student,

I don’t understand what you mean when you say GR does not propose a vacuum
(specifically 3+1 dimensional spacetime, with a cosmological constant very close
to zero). In alleged contra-distinction to this, you assert that “The observational
fact that we live in dS_4 is used as input but not explained.” Well, that’s true, but
it doesn’t conflict with what I said. It’s just repeating what I said. To “propose” is
not to “explain”. And we’re in agreement that this proposal is based on
observational facts. Indeed this is the whole point: the attributes of a theory like
GR can be pinned down rather fully by observable facts. GR doesn’t contain a
large amount of free structure that is unconstrained by observable facts. I think
Peter’s point is that, in contrast, string theory has taken on a great deal of
structure that is unconstrained by observable facts. This is what makes it
problematic.

You wrote:
“To me, the Occam’s razor argument would select a 4D Minkowski vacuum as
the simplest, not a dS with a tiny cosmological constant -indeed, a very unnatural
choice!”

Well, if 4D Minkowski spacetime was sufficient to save all the phenomena, I
imagine it would be the preferred model. But it is pretty much impossible to
reconcile the equivalence principle with mass-energy equivalence in the context
of 4D Minkowski spacetime, so these observationally-based principles motivate a
more general spacetime, and this generalization allows for the possibility of a
non-zero cosmological. The economy, logical coherence, and connection to
observable fact of general relativity is a far cry from the extravagant
constructions of string theory.

Having said that, there’s no denying that general relativity is an incomplete
theory, as Einstein himself often emphasized. The stress-energy tensor is really
(at best) just a place holder for some more meaningful representation of the non-
gravitational constituents. Also, being a differential theory, GR obviously requires
the specification of boundary conditions of some sort, and the imposition of
energy conditions, etc., things the theory itself doesn’t seem to constrain. So
nobody would argue that GR is the last word. But I do think it presents a striking
contrast to string theory.

82. Anon
February 11, 2007



“The ‘string landscape problem’ is just caused by the fact that people have taken
an idea that doesn’t work (string theory based unification), added huge amounts
of structure to it to evade the fact that it doesn’t work”

The existence or nonexistence of a large number of vacua of a theory is a
property of the theory, not of the motivations of those studying it. If I understand
correctly, Nima claims that the existence of a large number of vacua is a
property that the SM+GR shares with string theory.

If so, then you can’t wish the landscape away, by blaming it on the nasty string
theorists.

83. Q
February 12, 2007

‘The point is that there is no dynamical mechanism in the SM + GR which would
select the vacuum. So, the ony option so far is to use the
“observational”/anthropic argument to “explain” it.’ – Student, February 11th,
2007 at 2:54 pm

Observational facts are just not anthropic arguments, and shouldn’t be confused
with them. The string landscape effort is based on neither observational facts nor
anthropic predictions. The anthropic argument says that one set of observed
facts (eg, the existence of carbon) predicts something else (eg, the rate of fusion
of three alpha particles into carbon) which can be checked and confirmed in the
lab.

For example, Hoyle used the anthropic principle to correctly predict a nuclear
energy level at 7.6 MeV, which was then confirmed!

” “Most anthropic insights are made with the benefit of hindsight. We look at the
Universe, notice that it is close to flat, and say, ‘Oh yes, of course, it must be that
way, or we wouldn’t be here to notice it.’ But Hoyle’s prediction is … is a genuine
scientific prediction, tested and confirmed by SUBSEQUENT experiments. Hoyle
said, in effect, ‘since we exist, then carbon must have an energy level at 7.6
MeV.’ THEN the experiments were carried out and the energy level was
measured. As far as we know, this is the only genuine anthropic principle
prediction…”

– http://www.novanotes.com/jan2003/anthro1.htm

Even if a solution to the string theory landscape which was in ad hoc agreement
with the SM was found, that is not an anthropic prediction. To get an anthropic
prediction, you would have to find a solution to the landscape which is not
merely consistent with the SM, but which says something further than can be
checked in the lab.

With as many as 10^500 solutions, if any do include the SM, there would have a
wide spectrum of nearby solutions which also do that, but which have variations
regarding the extra physics they include that can be checked. So the problem
will persist that the theory is sufficiently vague (due to having so many slightly

http://www.novanotes.com/jan2003/anthro1.htm
http://www.novanotes.com/jan2003/anthro1.htm


different solutions) that it won’t be falsifiable by the method of Hoyle’s
successful anthropic prediction.

84. Arun
February 12, 2007

I think I appreciate better Peter’s and Amos’ points, after some thought. The SM
has a few dozen things put in by hand, if we have to add another, a vacuum
selection principle, no big deal, we still have a theory from which we get a lot
more back than we put in. We have a predictive theory.

If the anthropic principle led to a theory from which we get out more than we
put in, I don’t think anyone would be complaining very loudly. However, with the
landscape, to put it dramatically, the sum total of human knowledge is
insufficient to determine the vacuum.

85. Peter Woit
February 12, 2007

Anon,

“If so, then you can’t wish the landscape away, by blaming it on the nasty string
theorists.”

I don’t wish the landscape away, I’m agnostic about it. Gross thinks the
calculations that lead to it are not reliable, other string theorists think they are.
My point is that if you believe that you have reliable calculations that show that
your theory has extremely complicated “backgrounds” in it, that the simple ones
don’t look at all like the real world, so you have to go to very complicated ones
just to evade contradiction with experiment, it means your theory is wrong, and
scientific ethics say you should abandon it.

This is the landscape problem, and any claim that the SM has the same problem
is just sophistry.

86. Anon
February 12, 2007

“My point is that if you believe that you have reliable calculations that show that
your theory has extremely complicated “backgrounds” in it…”

What does “extremely complicated” have to do with it? (“complicated”, being
very much in the eyes of the beholder)

I thought the “landscape problem” was that the theory has a large number of
vacua. Period. No qualifiers about how “complicated” they are.

87. Peter Woit
February 12, 2007

Anon,



“I thought the “landscape problem” was that the theory has a large number of
vacua. Period. No qualifiers about how “complicated” they are.”

The number of vacua is not really the point, the problem is the nature of the
vacua combined with their number. If the theory had one free parameter and you
could calculate everything in terms of this parameter, you could say it had “an
infinite number of vacua”, but this would not be a problem. You just need one
measurement to fix this and get a predictive theory. If there were a small number
of complicated vacua, you could separately calculate things in each vacuum,
compare to experiment, and see if one matched.

It is the combination of the complexity and the large number of vacua that both
allows the string theory landscape to evade being confronted with experiment,
and makes the whole setup non-predictive.

And no, “complicated” is not purely in the eye of the beholder.

88. anon
February 12, 2007

“It is the combination of the complexity and the large number of vacua …”

I don’t see what the alleged complexity has to do with the issue.

If your theory has a large number of inequivalent vacua and if the low-energy
physics is different in these different vacua, then you run the risk of losing
predictivity.

I don’t see why it matters whether these vacua are “simple” or “complicated.”

89. Peter Woit
February 12, 2007

anon,

“If your theory has a large number of inequivalent vacua and if the low-energy
physics is different in these different vacua, then you run the risk of losing
predictivity.”

You’re ignoring the example I gave of a simple set of an infinite number of vacua.
Again, the problem is not inherently the number of vacua, it’s the combination of
large number with their complicated structure. Simple versus complicated
matters because simple situations are easier to do calculations in than
complicated ones.

The other reason “complicated” matters is because “complicated” is what
happens when you try and evade failure. If you start out with a simple model,
find it disagrees with experiment, then add new more complicated structure to
evade this, as you keep doing this it becomes more and more clear that your
starting point was wrong. That is exactly what has happened as people have
constructed more and more complicated string theory backgrounds.



90. anon.
February 13, 2007

It’s kind of puzzling that you’re so hostile toward Nima’s talk. I guess you
stopped watching before he explained that there are new ways to access deSitter
solutions that don’t involve the usual picture of tunneling and eternal inflation?

91. Anon
February 13, 2007

“Again, the problem is not inherently the number of vacua, it’s the combination
of large number with their complicated structure. Simple versus complicated
matters because simple situations are easier to do calculations in than
complicated ones.”

If you need to compute the physics of 10^500 vacua, before you can determine
which one we live in, and extract predictions for low-energy physics, then it
really doesn’t matter whether each individual vacuum is “simple” to do
calculations in.

Conversely, if you can extract predictions without going to such extraordinary
lengths, why does it matter that each individual vacuum is “complicated”?

” … failure …”

I think you are mixing up your personal distaste for anything related to “string
theory” with whatever scientific point there is to be made about Nima’s lecture
and the landscape.

92. woit
February 13, 2007

anon.,

My hostility to the talk was just due to the claims about “the standard model has
the same problem as the landscape”. Perhaps there was some actual substance
to the talk, I haven’t heard any from the commenters here. A “new way to access
deSitter solutions” sounds more substantive, but just isn’t the sort of thing I’m
especially interested in, maybe other people are.

Anon.,

You seem to just be unwilling to acknowledge that I’ve given you an example
showing that in cases of simple theories a large or infinite number of vacua is not
a problem at all. The point is simple: simple theories are simpler to calculate in,
for complicated theories, the calculations are, well, complicated…

93. Anon
February 13, 2007

“You seem to just be unwilling to acknowledge that I’ve given you an example
showing that in cases of simple theories a large or infinite number of vacua is not



a problem at all.”

Your example, with a continously degenerate vacuum, is in flat contradiction with
experiment (because it contains a massless scalar field with dangerous couplings
to ordinary matter, exactly as in a string compactification with unfixed moduli).
Therefore, it is relevant, neither to the discussion of Nima’s talk in particular nor
to the landscape problem in general.

“The point is simple: simple theories are simpler to calculate in, for complicated
theories, the calculations are, well, complicated…”

A tautology which, again, is irrelevant to the landscape problem.

94. Peter Woit
February 13, 2007

Lots of theories have parameters in them, my example is only “in contradiction
with experiment” if you want to insist on the string ideology that your unknown
non-perturbative string theory will have no free parameters. If you want to make
my example consistent with the ideology, just have the free parameter only take
discrete values. The issue is whether observable physics depends in a simply
calculable way on the parameter, not whether it is continuous or discrete.

Again, the landscape problem is not that there are lots of vacua, as the above
example shows, it’s that the vacua are very complicated, it’s difficult to calculate
relevant physical observables reliably in them AND they come in essentially
infinite variety.

95. Anon
February 13, 2007

“If you want to make my example consistent with the ideology, just have the free
parameter only take discrete values.”

A theory with free parameters (whether or not those parameters take on only
discrete values) is not the same thing as a theory with many (discrete) vacua.

So, no, your example doesn’t shed any light on the landscape problem.

“Again, the landscape problem is not that there are lots of vacua, as the above
example shows, it’s that the vacua are very complicated,…”

That’s not what everyone else , including Nima, means, when they use the
phrase “the landscape problem.”

Thanks for clarifying that thats what you mean.

96. Peter Woit
February 13, 2007

Anon,



If you don’t like my calling them “free parameters”, replace “free parameters”
with “vacua” and read what I have to say again.

When I repeatedly write here that the landscape problem is due to both the
number and complexity of the vacua, your deleting one half of this (about the
number), putting what I have to say in quotes and saying that my definition of
the landscape problem is different than other people’s is just a ridiculous tactic.

Since you seem to be on first-name basis with Nima and invoke him in everyone
of your comments, perhaps you might want to contact him and ask him if all
there is to the landscape problem is that the number of vacua is large.

97. Lee Smolin
February 13, 2007

Dear Q,

The Hoyle argument is not a “prediction” of the anthropic principle. The Hoyle
argument is based on a fallacy in which an extra statement is added to a correct
argument, without changing its force. The correct argument is as follows:

A The universe is observed to contain a lot of carbon.
B That carbon could not have been produced were there not a certain line in the
spectrum of carbon.

Therefor that line must exist.

To this correct argument Hoyle added a statement that does no work, to get:

U Carbon is necessary for life.
A The universe contains a lot of carbon
B That carbon could not have been produced were there not a certain line in the
spectrum of carbon.

Therefor that line must exist.

You see that U does no work. One way to see it is that if the prediction turned
out to be wrong one would not question U, one would question the calculations
leading to B.

I have found that every single argument proported to be a successful prediction
from the AP has a fallacy at its heart. See my hep-th/0407213 for details.

What has been so disheartening about the current debates re the landscape is
that all this was thought through a long time ago by a few of us and it has been
clear since around 1990 what an appeal to the landscape would have to do to
result in falsifiable predictions. The issue is not the landscape per se but the
cosmological scenario in which it is studied. The fact that eternal inflation can’t
yield anything other than a random distribution on the landscape is the heart of
the impass, for that leads to the AP being pulled in in an attempt to save the
theory and that in turn leads to a replay of old fallacies.



Thanks,

Lee

98. Anon
February 13, 2007

‘If you don’t like my calling them “free parameters”, replace “free parameters”
with “vacua” and read what I have to say again.’

I did. Now it makes no sense at all.

“Since you seem to be on first-name basis with Nima and invoke him in everyone
of your comments, perhaps you might want to contact him and ask him if all
there is to the landscape problem is that the number of vacua is large.”

Nima’s argument is that fairly generic theories (like the Standard Model), when
coupled to gravity, have a landscape of vacua.

You want to claim that what Nima finds is not a landscape because all those
vacua are “simple,” whereas, in the landscape, the vacua are “complicated”
(whatever the heck that means).

Clearly that means that you and he disagree about the definition of “landscape.”
I’m just pointing out that the majority of high energy theorists, who use the term,
are referring to his definition, not yours.

99. woit
February 13, 2007

Anon,

I didn’t define what the landscape is (everyone agrees we’re talking about the
space of vacua of a theory), I was telling you what the landscape PROBLEM is.
You believe the problem is the large number of vacua, not their complex
properties, I’m telling you that it is both.

For the N’th time: If the landscape consisted of an infinite number of vacua,
labeled by a discrete parameter (say an integer), and we could calculate all
physical observables easily in terms of that integer, there would be a landscape,
but no landscape problem. You just would have to compare the result of that
calculation to observation, and see if, for any integer, the results matched. An
infinite number of vacua is not inherently a problem, the problem is whether you
are able to calculate things and match to experiment.

I don’t know what Arkani-Hamed’s “landscape of SM vacua” looks like and
whether it’s one in which you can easily do calculations or not, and thus whether
or not it suffers from the same problem as the string theory landscape does.
Whether or not it does, claiming that “the SM has the same landscape problem
as string theory” is sophistry.



100. Q
February 13, 2007

Dear Lee,

Thank you. As you write, the observation that people exist does not go into
Hoyle’s prediction, so the anthropic argument is not involved in the actual
prediction.

The observations of the amount of carbon and of the beryllium bottleneck (that
prevents significant carbon being formed by reactions other than the fusion of
alpha particles) are no more anthropic than other astronomy or nuclear physics
observations.

Hoyle’s prediction was claimed to be ‘the only genuine anthropic principle
prediction’, according to John Gribbin and Martin Rees’s Cosmic Coincidences,
quoted at http://www.novanotes.com/jan2003/anthro1.htm

Your link to http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213 is extremely helpful and it
surprises me that, in fact, there aren’t any genuine anthropic predictions that
have been confirmed. I thought it was just weak physics but not it looks like
rubbish. My motto in future will have to be nullius in verba.

101. Anon
February 13, 2007

And, for the N’th time, the problem has nothing to do with the alleged
complexity of the individual vacua in question.

“If the landscape consisted of an infinite number of vacua, labeled by a discrete
parameter (say an integer), and we could calculate all physical observables
easily in terms of that integer, there would be a landscape, but no landscape
problem. … An infinite number of vacua is not inherently a problem, the problem
is whether you are able to calculate things and match to experiment.”

In your alleged non-example, one can calculate, once and for all, the values of all
physical observable in these different vacua as a closed-form function of a single
(or several) integer(s).

If that’s your definition of “simple,” then I’m afraid that there are no simple
theories of any physical relevance to the real world.

Some quantities (super-renormalizable couplings, like the cosmological constant)
will vary wildly between different vacua, even if (as Nima and others have
argued) other, renormalizable, couplings do not vary appreciably.

There are plenty of field theory examples (much simpler than the Standard
Model) that exhibit this behavior, when coupled to gravity.

I’m sorry that this observation causes you such psychological distress.

102. woit
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February 13, 2007

Anon,

You are completely devoted to missing the point here. Obviously my example was
over-simplified, but the fundamental point is simply that of whether or not you
can calculate things and compare them to experiment, i.e. do science.

In the SM you can, extremely successfully. In the string theory landscape people
have failed utterly to calculate anything that can be compared to experiment in
any way. Examining why that is might be worthwhile, claiming there’s no real
difference is absurd.

Thanks for your concern about my psychological well-being, I assure you that I’m
feeling just fine, the only psychological distress coming from mild annoyance
that I’m wasting my time trying to have a serious discussion with someone who
doesn’t seem interested in this.

103. urs
February 14, 2007

In the string theory landscape people have failed utterly to calculate
anything that can be compared to experiment in any way.

While I don’t want to disagree with the general statement that there are no
useful predictions yet, the above statement is not quite strictly true.

One thing that is rather easily determined for most vacua is for instance the
gauge group of the effective 4-dimensional theory. That can be compared to
experiment.

And that’s one of the main properties that people in string model building (=
landscape point finding) check. They discard lots of vacua with the wrong gauge
group and find vacua with gauge groups that come closer to the real thing by
passing from simple to more involved vacua.

It is true that those vacua with the right gauge group that have been found so far
are rather involved, as far as their “algorithmic complexity” goes (i.e. concerning
how many pages you have to fill to define it). Although that does not preclude
(nor suggest, of course) that there might not be a complicated looking Rube-
Goldberg vacuum which is later realized to be “algorithmically non-complex” in
that it, say, is the unique one with a certain property, whatever.

Please note well: I am not discussing whether or not we should be happy or non-
happy with string theory and its space of solutions. We all know each others
opinion on that already. All I want to address here is a technical point, namely if
or if not people have managed to compute from a given string vacuum something
that can be compared with the real world.

104. woit
February 14, 2007



Urs,

You’re well aware that one can get just about any gauge group one wants out of
the landscape. When I wrote about comparing theory with experiment, I was
referring to the standard scientific notion of testing one’s theory by making
experimental predictions and checking them, something that is impossible in the
landscape situation.

105. Thomas Larsson
February 14, 2007

Urs, would you say that a negative, or at least non-positive, cosmological
constant is a falsifyable prediction of AdS/CFT?

106. urs
February 14, 2007

Peter, Thomas,

let me recall what I was commenting on:

Peter described how to proceed with a physical theory that has more than one
solution

(http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=514#comment-22316)

[for each solution] […] calculate all physical observables […] compare
the result of that calculation to observation, and see if, […] the results
matched [observation]

Then he remarked that

(http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=514#comment-22319)

[for string theory solutions] people have failed utterly to calculate
anything that can be compared to experiment in any way #

I was just pointing out that this is not quite true.

Lots of string solutions are known, lots of properties have been computed for
them, like gauge group, number of generations, particle content in general,
number of large dimensions.

Most choices one has tried don’t match observation. To match even these basic
properties with observation one has to look for rather peculiar solutions. (Some
that do match these basic properties do exist, though. Most famously maybe the
solution by Braun et al.)

I do agree with you all, though, that no useful prediction has come out of string
phenomenology so far.

107. woit
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February 14, 2007

urs,

If you look at the history of this, I think you’ll find that what has been going on is
not at all what I was talking about: computing the predictions of a theory,
comparing to experiment, and admitting failure if they don’t match. It has been
something rather different: computing gauge groups + representations in simple
examples, finding they don’t match the observed SM, choosing more complicated
examples, computing again, finding they still doesn’t match, etc, reaching a
present point of working with complicated examples that still are very
unphysical, and not even having any idea whether the gauge groups +
representations one has laboriously made match by ad hoc methods are even the
ones that you want (what if the LHC discovers a new force or new particles?).

108. urs
February 14, 2007

Peter,

in your example,

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=514#comment-22316

how many integers would you check before you “admit failure”?

I should say that I agree very much that checking lots of convoluted examples,
one by one, with no guarantee that there is at least one that works is not
particularly uplifting.

What is, at times, much more enjoyable are more bottom-up approaches, where
one tries to identify some hidden underlying structure of our standard model,
which maybe suggests where to look for a UV completion.

I am particularly thinking of Connes’ way of encoding the entire standard model
in the data of a spectral triple – and now rather elegantly so.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/09
/connes_on_spectral_geometry_of.html

Sometimes I imagine that if I were a model builder, I would try to use that
information to look for string backgrounds that have a chance of reducing to
Connes’s spectral triple.

Notice that string backgrounds do tend to ordinary spectral triples on target
space in the point particle limit:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000844.html
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Riordan Review of The Trouble With Physics

February 3, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Lee Smolin’s The Trouble With Physics will be out soon in the UK, available February
22 according to Amazon.uk. This month’s Physics World has a very good review of the
book by Michael Riordan, under the title Stringing physics along. Before his current
incarnation as an historian of science, Riordan worked as an HEP experimentalist for
many years, going on to write one of my favorite books about the development of the
Standard Model, The Hunting of the Quark.

The review is very well done, and I especially like his description of string theory as
not a theory, but “instead a dense, weedy thicket of hypotheses and conjectures badly
in need of pruning.” The one place where I really disagree with Riordan, is where, like
many other people, he explains the landscape issue and characterizes the problem
with string theory as “it got caught up in its own mathematical beauty.” I don’t think
that that’s the problem with string theory in general, and it’s certainly not the
problem with the landscape arm of string theory research, which is explicitly devoted
to the idea (see for example Susskind’s book) that the universe is something of
spectacular mathematical ugliness.

Riordan goes on to make the claim that the way string theory is being pursued is of
danger to science in general, since its continual evasion of any possibility of
confrontation with experiment is of the same nature as “intelligent design”. Riordan
writes “To me, string theory and intelligent design belong in the same speculative,
unproveable category.” He ends with the recommendation “The Trouble With Physics
deserves a wide, careful reading by all physicists concerned about the future of our
discipline.”

Comments

1. Keith Thompson
February 3, 2007

Speaking of string theory:

A cartoon.

2. Thomas Larsson
February 3, 2007

Science Fashions and Scientific Fact
Michael Riordan
Physics Today, August 2003, page 50

3. woit
February 3, 2007
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Keith,
That cartoon appears as a graphic in the Riordan article.

4. Aaron Bergman
February 3, 2007

To me, string theory and intelligent design belong in the same speculative,
unproveable category, and Smolin apparently agrees.

I think I’ve already used this line somewhere, but the fundamental difference
between string theory and intelligent design is that string theory aspires to be
science.

5. woit
February 4, 2007

Aaron,

It’s not that simple, intelligent design also aspires to be science.

I do agree there’s a fundamental difference: physicists should know better.

6. Aaron Bergman
February 4, 2007

Intelligent design pretends to do so, but we all know that it’s a facade.

7. mclaren
February 4, 2007

“,,,the fundamental difference between string theory and intelligent design is
that string theory aspires to be science..”

Alas, all pseudoscience aspires to be science. The difference twixt science and
pseudoscience is that genuine science offers us a reliable guaranteed way of
detrermining whether those aspirations are destined to be fulfilled.

I keep asking the same question over and over again, but no one ever gives a
credible answer — specify the experimental results which can be performed and
will categorically disconfirm string theory’s predictions.

8. John Gonsowski
February 4, 2007

Physicists should know better than to go too much past what the known math is
saying. Philosophers can go wherever they want but the two disciplines should
be kept more separate than they sometimes are.

String theory is an attempt to link some fairly well known ideas. If the math to do
this linking was well known, there’d be plenty of existing experiments to use.
Adding extra stuff has to either explain new things or link old things. String
theory seems to be overly trying to find new ways to verify old things that they



hope to link to other old things some day. That’s kind of not all that important at
this point (except maybe for public relations if it gets interpreted to be more
than it is).

9. mclaren
February 4, 2007

“String theory seems to be overly trying to find new ways to verify old things
that they hope to link to other old things some day.”

Occam’s Razor.

10. King Ray
February 5, 2007

There seems to be an Orwellian (1984) aspect to string theory…

11. amused
February 6, 2007

I’m no string lover but have to take issue with Peter’s description of Riordan’
review as “very good”. From the review:

“To evade comparisons with dross reality, for instance, string theorists have
invoked an unseen “metaverse” of parallel universes corresponding to the
“landscape” of 10^500 possible solutions that might exist”

No, the landscape was a derived consequence of the theory, not something
invoked or put in by hand to “evade comparisons with reality”. I’m sure most
string theorists would have much preferred there to be a unique vacuum from
which unique predictions could be derived. (And yes, I hate the landscape just as
much as everyone else here, but that’s beside the point.)

“But at least these ideas [loop quantum gravity and others] lead to firm, testable
predictions by which they can be judged and – if found lacking – rejected. This is
science”

String theorists talk about the possibility of evidence for ST from cosmic strings
— I don’t want to defend the credibility of that, but are the “firm, testable”
predictions from LQG any more credible?
Also, has it been shown that LQG doesn’t have a landscape problem similar to
string theory? Has it been shown that LQG can be coupled to matter in such a
way that a unique low energy effective theory is obtained which contains the
Standard Model in Minkowski spacetime?

Riordan writes “To me, string theory and intelligent design belong in the same
speculative, unproveable category.”

Having once called on string theorists to denounce Lubos for comparing ST to
the theory of evolution (see here for the outcome  ) I now feel obliged to
denounce Riordan for comparing ST to ID, and also Peter for his uncritical

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/09/from-the-sublime-to-the-ridiculous/#comment-6788
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reporting of it. Nothing good will come from this derision of the research efforts
of serious scientists who are following their best judgement in a difficult
situation. (Disagreeing with their judgement is quite different to mocking them
by comparisons to the ID nutters.) Much better imo to keep hammering the
stringers on their weakest point: the unearned hegemonic position of ST in
formal particle theory, and the ills that follow from it. Such as string theorists
having been hired into faculty positions “at a disproportionally high level not
necessarily commensurate with ability in all cases” (to quote SLAC’s JoAnne
Hewett), with some of them having chosen ST for the reason that “well, you
know, that’s the way things are going” (an actual quote from an acquaintance of
mine who switched to ST as a postdoc and got a good faculty position out of it. I
can hardly blame him, he had a family to support…)

12. woit
February 6, 2007

amused,

I didn’t intend to imply that I support everything Riordan writes, some of it is
highly oversimplified.

Actually I don’t think Riordan has it completely wrong to say that the Landscape
arises from trying to avoid problems with experiment. The point is that simple
string backgrounds have massless moduli fields and so predict new long range
forces. If we saw these, this would be considered a huge confirmation of string
theory. But they’re not there so people have constructed more and more
complicated “backgrounds” to stabilize the moduli, leading to the landscape
problem.

As for ST and ID, I don’t agree with Riordan’s broad-stroke characterization of
string theory, there are plenty of string theorists who are not fanatics and are
intellectually honest. But there are also some who are highly intellectually
dishonest and/or complete fanatics, as bad as any of the IDers (and this includes
the two most prominent string theory bloggers). The anthropic landscape is no
more based on legitimate science than ID is, and the way that research program
has gained serious attention is disturbing.

13. amused
February 7, 2007

Peter,

“The anthropic landscape is no more based on legitimate science than ID is”

The anthropic landscape isn’t science in the usual sense, but is still quite
different from ID. String theorists who work on this can reasonably claim that
they are simply following to its logical conclusion what in their judgement was
the best road forward in particle physics at the time. Our response to that would
be that they were following what in hindsight was a bad road, and should try to
find another one. But still, the fact remains that the anthropic landscape,
although not science itself, was nevertheless arrived at in a reasonably scientific
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way by serious scientists. In contrast, ID is nothing more than a cover for
promoting religion.

14. Aaron Bergman
February 7, 2007

It’s not as if string theorists put the landscape of vacua into the theory by hand;
it’s always been there.

I really think you should reconsider your characterization here. It is both false
and tremendously offensive. What you’ve never seemed to realize is that the vast
majority of the people working on landscape related things have done so for the
express purpose of being able to make predictions. Now, you might not like their
philosophy, and maybe you think they’re out to destroy science in order to save
string theory, but to compare them to the intellectual dishonesty that is ID is
something I’d hope you would think long and hard about before doing.

15. Peter Woit
February 7, 2007

Aaron and amused,

Yes, the anthropic landscape was arrived at by standard deductive scientific
arguments. The problem is what happened when people got to it. Many
physicists have properly acknowledged that if your theory leads to something
grotesquely ugly and complicated that can’t provide legitimate scientific
predictions, you have to acknowledge that your theory is wrong and try
something else, and that this is the conclusion the anthropic landscape forces on
one. Some people refuse to acknowledge that this is what has happened, and I
don’t see their behavior as fundamentally different than that of the IDers. They
are giving up on the standard scientific method because it conflicts with their
ideology.

I’ve repeatedly made the scientific argument about why the anthropic landscape
is not science, I don’t see any point to trying to make claims about what is in the
hearts of either string theorists doing this or IDers promoting their views. That
said, I think the recent flurry of press releases issued by universities about “tests
of string theory” are every bit as dishonest as the press releases coming out of
the Discovery Institute.

16. Aaron Bergman
February 7, 2007

I hope you would consider all the implications of what you are saying when you
make comparisons with ID and ask whether such comparisons are necessary for
you to make your arguments.

Reading a bit more on the history of the ID movement might help, too.

17. Thomas Larsson
February 7, 2007



to compare them to the intellectual dishonesty that is ID is something I’d hope
you would think long and hard about before doing.

It seems much more fair to compare string theory to aether theory. The aether
theorists were serious scientists – Lorentz won the Nobel prize and Poincare was
one of his generation’s best mathematicians, like Gross and Witten. They had
good reasons to view aether theory skeptics to be crackpots – aether theory is
more or less an inevitable consequence of Newtonian mechanics and a finite
speed of light, and the latter was experimentally proven beyond reasonable
doubt. And they kept ignoring experimental data contradicting aether theory
(Michelson-Morley, photo-electric effect), just like string theorists ignore
experiments (no SUSY or extra-dimensions, positive cc contradicts AdS/CFT). It
is an interesting empirical fact that the physics establishment kept believing in
aether theory for 20 years after Michelson-Morley, i.e. for some five years after
the crackpot patent clerk’s annus mirabilis.

18. Thomas Larsson
February 7, 2007

BTW, no LQGist can IMO can be compared to the top aether theorists.

19. Peter Woit
February 7, 2007

Aaron,

I’m well aware of the implications of what I am saying. I really wish string
theorists would seriously consider the implications of issuing dishonest press
releases and pursuing pseudo-scientific research programs. This is doing real
damage to the credibility of science among the general public.

20. Aaron Bergman
February 7, 2007

I’m well aware of the implications of what I am saying.

I’m not sure you do. That’s why I suggested reading up on the history of the ID
movement.

21. 1uk3
February 9, 2007

LOL Peter when you compare string theory and its advocates to ID and its
advocates you are just as ridiculous as certain string theorists who say that
skepticism about string theory is analogous to “skepticism” of “darwinism”.

Here’s what Lubos said once:

“I think that the analogy between evolution and string theory is a rather fair one.
In neither case, we have a practical method that would indeed allow us to kill the
whole framework by a single observation. In both cases, there are hundreds of



details that must be answered by a more detailed work. In both cases, someone’s
emotional feelings that evolution is too cruel or extra dimensions are too
religious are completely irrelevant for science’s opinion.”

22. Peter Woit
February 9, 2007

1uk3,

Yeah, sure, the idea that some string theorists behave like intellectually
dishonest fanatics is just ridiculous….

23. Aaron Bergman
February 9, 2007

I see. Reductio ad Lubos.

24. Peter Woit
February 9, 2007

Aaron,

Lubos is often the best example, embodying many of the problems with the
behavior or string theorists in a pure form, something one rarely sees in nature.

But, even among those string theorists with blogs, he’s not the only example. At
least he doesn’t have Harvard issuing press releases…

25. Aaron Bergman
February 9, 2007

You know, I’m not particularly interested in playing this game. We’re not talking
about all the people you dislike or people who dislike you; we’re talking about
whether it is fair to compare string theorists to proponents of intelligent design.
This relates to very specific questions about motivation, methods and intellectual
honesty. If you think those comparisons are appropriate, I think you’ve gone
beyond the pale. If you just want to talk about how the bad bad people are doing
bad bad things, then I’ve got better things to do.

26. Peter Woit
February 9, 2007

Aaron,

I’m not making blanket accusations about “string theorists are as bad as IDers”,
and I’m not making any judgements about who is “bad, bad” or likable or
dislikable. You and others assure me Distler can be a charming guy, I’ve heard
the same from many people about Lubos, and from what I’ve seen of Susskind,
he certainly has his charm too.

This doesn’t mean I don’t have serious problems with the scientific arguments
that they make, and the tactics they sometimes employ in making them. There



are well-understood norms of what an intellectually honest scientific argument
is, and my claim is that at times these people have violated these norms, and all
the evidence that I’ve seen is that they have done so for ideological reasons.

What’s “beyond the pale” I think is not my views about this (which, by the way
are shared by a sizable number of people in the physics community, not just
Riordan, try asking around), but the kind of unprofessional behavior that some
string theorists have decided to engage in. It’s doing a lot of damage to physics
and to the credibility of the field. I’m not going to apologize for or stop pointing
this out.

27. Amos Dettonville
February 10, 2007

Aaron, in view of your rejection of any sort of comparison between string theory
and Intelligent Design (ID), it’s interesting to recall this from Smolin’s book:

“In a recent interview, Susskind claims that the stakes are to accept the
landscape and the dilution in the scientific method it implies or give up science
altogether and accept intelligent design (ID) as the explanation for the choices of
parameters of the standard model: ‘If, for some unforeseen reason, the
landscape turns out to be inconsistent … as things stand now we will be in a very
awkward position. Without any explanation of nature’s fine-tunings we will be
hard pressed to answer the ID critics. One might argue that the hope that a
mathematically unique solution will emerge is as faith-based as ID.’ ”

Granted, he phrases this in the ambiguous form “one might argue”, but it seems
clear that he is saying that, barring some kind of anthropic guide through the
landscape, string theory is as faith-based as ID. Was Susskind “beyond the pale”
in making that statement? Was Smolin beyond the pale for paraphrasing it as he
did?

28. Aaron Bergman
February 10, 2007

I suggest you reread the passage. I don’t agree with what Susskind says, but
there is no way to go from the text you quoted to the paraphrase, “barring some
kind of anthropic guide through the landscape, string theory is as faith-based as
ID.”

29. Amos Dettonville
February 10, 2007

Aaron, I’ll conceed that my paraphrase may have been off the mark. Susskind
said “if the landscape is inconsistent” whereas I said “barring some kind of
[should have inserted “consistent”] anthropic guide through the landscape”.
Admittedly those are two different conditionals. On the other hand, I don’t think
they are as unrelated as you do. Susskind’s “if the landscape is inconsistent”
could be taken to mean different things, especially in view of his other
statements, where he refers to faith in the emergence of a unique solution. From
what would a unique solution emerge “if the landscape is inconsistent”? He also



talks about having nothing to determine the constants of nature in that case…
and it’s well known that he thinks the anthropic principle is the key to selecting
from among the landscape of possibilities. But if the landscape itself is
inconsistent (whatever that means), we wouldn’t need any kind of guide to select
the right one. But anyway… disregard my paraphrase…. the point of my message
wasn’t to paraphrase him, but to note that he made a comparison between string
theorists (admitedly in a hypothetical situation) and proponents of ID. (By the
way, I’m a bit surprised you didn’t also object to Smolin’s paraphrase, which if
anything was even more tendentious than mine.)

Forget the paraphrases. Just focus on what Susskind actually said. I see that you
don’t agree with him, but my question was whether Susskind went beyond the
pale by even suggesting that those who believe string theory may somehow
produce a unique solution are comparable to proponents of ID. Do you disagree
that this is what he implied? I guess it all depends on what he meant by “if the
landscape is inconsistent”. It’s a rather muddled conditional, because even if the
landscape IS consistent, surely there could still be theorists who think a unique
solution could somehow emerge. In fact, we might more easily believe this if the
landscape IS consistent than if it is not.

Taken in its entirety, I admit that it’s not easy for me to assign a self-consistent
meaning to Susskind’s remarks, but I do think it’s clear that he was, in some
way, comparing how some string theorists might behave in some circumstances
to how the proponents of ID behave. I suppose you could argue that his
comments don’t apply, because his conditional (landscape inconsistency) is both
counter-factual and inconceivable, but then what was the point of his comment? I
think you have to admit that he was acknowledging that string theorists could
end up seeming like ID proponents. Does this put him “beyond the pale”?

30. Aaron Bergman
February 10, 2007

Do you disagree that this is what he implied?

Of course. He didn’t say anything close to that. What Susskind is saying (and he
thinks he’s being clever — sigh) is that the universe looks fine tuned for the
existence of life. Either we have to accept that the universe was designed for us
or we have to accept some sort of multiverse and anthropic explanations. This is
an old, old argument. Regardless, Susskind is using ID in a nonstandard way,
referring to the design of the universe rather than the usual critiques of
evolution. It is the people propounding the latter that are subject here.

31. Amos Dettonville
February 10, 2007

Here’s an exact quote:

Susskind: “One might argue that the hope that a mathematically unique solution
will emerge is as faith-based as ID.”

Then I asked Aaron if he thought “Susskind went beyond the pale by even



suggesting that those who believe string theory may somehow produce a unique
solution are comparable to proponents of ID. Do you disagree that this is what he
implied?”

And now Aaron replies:

“Of course. He didn’t say anything close to that.”

This is fascinating, in a peculiar sort of way. We have two statements:

(1) “One might argue that the hope that a mathematically unique solution will
emerge is as faith-based as ID.”

(2) Susskind suggested that those who believe string theory may somehow
produce a unique solution are comparable to proponents of ID.

Now, I will conceed that (1) and (2) are not identical, but I find it hard to accept
that they are not even close.

By the way, Susskind isn’t using ID in a non-standard way. The idea of intelligent
design (of the universe) has been debated for thousands of years, going back at
least to the ancient Greeks, and has been featured prominently in the thinking of
many great scientists and philosophers. The adoptation of these arguments by
anti-evolutionists is what is non-standard.

32. Aaron Bergman
February 11, 2007

Oh good. Now we can play definition games. Why don’t you google “Intelligent
Design” and find me the first link that doesn’t deal with anti-evolutionism of
some sort. (What you’re referring generally goes by ‘the argument from design”
or the “teleological argument”. In modern usage, “intelligent design” almost
invariable refers to the argument against evolution, and, more importantly,
before we started playing Susskind-gotcha-games — isn’t it fun? — it was the
subject of this thread.)

Regardless, Susskind is not making a comparison between string theorists and
IDers in general. What he is saying is that he believes that the belief in a single
vacuum of string theory is not currently supported by the preponderance of the
evidence, so that belief is “faith-based”. He hides behind a “one might argue”
because he’s not actually making the comparison; he just thinks its clever to
juxtapose the hope of some that string theory may have a unique vacuum with
the faith that IDers have that a designer exists.



LHC Prospects

February 3, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Just to show that New Scientist doesn’t always get it wrong, there’s an unusually
good article in this week’s issue by Davide Castelvecchi about prospects for new
discoveries at the LHC. Besides the usual story, he concentrates on the question of
how the data will be analyzed.

For one perspective on the problem, he gives an amusing quote from Ian Hinchliffe of
Atlas who says:

People always ask me, “If you discover a new particle, how will you distinguish
supersymmetry from extra dimensions?”. I’ll discover it first, I’ll think about it on the
way to Stockholm, and I’ll tell you on the way back.”

Nima Arkani-Hamed optimistically claims that “The most likely scenario is that we’re
going to have a ton of weird stuff to explain,’ and Castelvecchi quotes him and others
as promoting a new sort of “bottom-up” data analysis. Here the idea (various
implementations exist under names like VISTA and SLEUTH) is that instead of looking
“top-down” for some specific signature predicted by a model (e.g. the Higgs,
superpartners, etc.), one should instead broadly look at the data for statistically
significant deviations from the standard model. Castelvecchi mentions various people
working on this, including Bruce Knuteson of MIT. Knuteson and a collaborator have
recently promoted an even more ambitious concept called BARD, designed to
automate things and cut some theorists out of a job. The idea of BARD is to take
discrepancies from the standard model and match them with possible new terms in
the effective Lagrangian. Arkani-Hamed is dubious: “Going from the data to a
beautiful theory is something a computer will never do.”

While the article focuses on the LHC, the role of such “bottom-up analyses” may soon
be explored at the Tevatron, where they have a huge amount of data coming in, and
have already put a lot of effort into the “top-down” approach (for the latest example,
see Tommaso Dorigo’s new posting on CDF results about limits on Higgs decays to
two Ws.) For the next few years all eyes will be on the LHC, but it will be the Tevatron
experiments that will have a lot of data and be far along in analyzing it. Maybe
lurking in this data will be the new physics everyone is hoping for, and it will be of an
unexpected kind that only a broad-based “bottom-up” analysis might find. Doing so
may raise tricky questions about what is statistically significant and what isn’t, and
require a lot of manpower, at a time when these experiments will be losing lots of
people to the LHC and elsewhere.

Comments

1. AGeek
February 3, 2007

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19325881.600-the-large-hadron-collider-bring-it-on.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19325881.600-the-large-hadron-collider-bring-it-on.html
http://www.sciencewriter.org/
http://www.sciencewriter.org/
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0602101
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0602101
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/02/03/results-of-1-fb-1-search-for-h-ww/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/02/03/results-of-1-fb-1-search-for-h-ww/


“Beating a grand master in chess is something a computer will never do.”

Sorry, couldn’t resist.

2. luzo
February 3, 2007

«“Beating a grand master in chess is something a computer will never do.”

Sorry, couldn’t’t resist.»
———–x———–

Well, you should have!

Chess has a very deterministic set of rules which the computer has to follow to
reach an optimal well defined state (winning the game).

Extracting Physics from raw data implies induction and not deduction from well
defined rules and defining the optimal outcome may actually be part of the
problem.

This is why I think this analogy is flawed.

3. Jonathan Vos Post
February 3, 2007

Von Neumann and Morgenstern invented Game Theory. John Forbes Nash, Jr.,
took it deeper, using polytope theory in his famous (but rarely read) PhD
dissertation.

John H. Conway et al then produced a Theory of Everything for games, including
the transfinite and non-standard, of which Chess is merely a single point on the
landscape of all possible games.

John Baez has explained by Category theory what (“^” means exponentiation) is
the structure of Chess^Go and Go^Chess.

In a tournament, you don’t care what your opponent’s metatheory of Chess is, or
whether thery consider Checkers to be in the same Calabi-Yau space with Chess.
You simply want to falsify their theory, by winning!

The analogy is thus: in the World Tournament of Physics, who wins the
interminably protracted String Theory versus Everyone Else International
Grandmaster Championship.

4. Tommaso Dorigo
February 4, 2007

Well, Luzo… “the computer”, one day (quite soon, some say) will have induction,
too.
The singularity is near…
Cheers,



T.

5. luzo
February 4, 2007

“Well, Luzo… “the computer”, one day (quite soon, some say) will have induction,
too.
The singularity is near…”

————x————-

It has been near for some 20 years now without almost any concrete evidence
that it’s getting closer.

Kind of reminds me of a TOE that has also been very promising for about a litle
over 20 years and has delivered very litle when one demands concrete substance
or even something to back one’s “faith” in it.

Sorry, now I was the one that couldn’t resist 

Induction is not the problem, the biggest problem (in my opinion) is that knowing
when you have an optimal outcome is not even evident.

Bottom up approaches work in order to indicate a possible theory and then work
top bottom to verify it.

6. Seth
February 4, 2007

Going from data to a beautiful theory is something a computer will never do,
sure. Going from data to an effective Lagrangian, though, seems a more
possible—at that point, though, the theorists will still have to step in.

I don’t expect BARD to be useful so much as a tool for discovering new physics,
as for pointing people in the right direction on what to look for via more
traditional methods with the next round of data.

7. AGeek
February 4, 2007

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Writing down all terms of a QFT action
consistent with Lorentz invariance and renormalizability can certainly be
reduced to a perfectly mechanical task; fitting experimental data to them too. As
noted by Seth, the result may not be “beautiful” to some – but then, so what?

luzo: the term “Singularity” does not refer to old-style AI (though your claim that
the latter has “delivered nothing” is wide off the mark), it refers to the
extrapolation of long-term historical trends in a wide range of technological and
economic areas, all pointing to the year 2050 or thereabout as the time when
they go essentially vertical on the time scale of (contemporary) humans.

If you are an optimist like Kurzweil, you take this to mean that we will then break



through to a whole new regime (human minds transferred to immensely faster
electronic substrate, or whatever technology Intel will be peddling by then). If
you are a pessimist, you take it to mean that 2050 or so the latest possible time
when our civilization becomes unsustainable (runs out of gas and other
resources maybe, Peak Oil and all that). Me, I prefer to be an optimist, since I
fully plan to be around well after 2050. 

8. luzo
February 4, 2007

AGeek, thanks for clarifying the singularity point. I was indeed referring to old
style AI (since it’s what is related with the post) but didn’t actually say it
delivered nothing. I intended to say initial prospects were FAR too optimistic. Go
and ask some working in AI in say the early 1980’s whether they ever thought
that by 2007 human computer interaction would be taking place using such
contrived tools as the ones we are using right now. Most if honest will say they
probably though by 2007 things would be much more advanced. Some would
even thing that my doubts regarding things like BARD would be as irrelevant by
2007 as doubting the earth isn’t flat.

From my life experience I have to say things look to be slowing down and I still
haven’t seen the often mention (and desired) “paradigm shift”. This in almost
every field from Physics, social structure, Biology, etc. Nothing really interesting
and corroborated for decades now. Physics at leats had this in the early 20th
century, other fields are still lacking.

Regarding Physics, I’m not a pessimist and I do hope the time we are living now
is analogous to say the time when Kelvin was very old. Neither do I think the
things that need explanation currently will remain without one for much longer,
neither do I hope that explanation can be made with the tools we currently have.
I’m not a big fan of singularities in human behaviour.

Regarding the LHC, I tremendously doubt automatic data analysis alone will give
us any theory that predicts yet unobserved phenomena. I could be wrong though.

What I am really hoping for is for some really unexpected event observed at the
LHC. Without a good wake up call from mother nNature this stagnation will most
likely persist.

One criterion for beauty is efficiency and conciseness (for me at least):)

9. Alexey Petrov
February 6, 2007

Strange point. I thought that all the people who do “low” energy phenomenology
(including myself): B or D-physics, Peskin-Takeuchi parameters stuff, flavor-
changing neutral currents in quark and lepton sectors, do just that — advocate a
bottom-up approach by providing new low-energy observables which should be
used in a combined analyses with direct studies at the LHC… after all, that’s how
any particular model’s parameter space is constrained…



10. Tommaso Dorigo
February 6, 2007

About NS getting things wrong, a friend (David Orban) pointed me to a short
article on the Higgs boson in the latest edition of the New Scientist, also online,
which quotes me…

In it, my name is misspelled! 

T.

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19325893.400-hints-of-higgs-in-the-blogosphere.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19325893.400-hints-of-higgs-in-the-blogosphere.html


Odds and Ends

February 3, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

John Baez has a new issue of This Week’s Finds. He has a lot of interesting things to
say about Euler characteristics and how you measure sizes in a category. Among
many things I learned from Graeme Segal when he was here last semester was the
idea of thinking of the Faddeev-Popov prescription in the path integral approach to
gauge theory as reflecting the fact that one should think of gauge fields as a category.
The category is the category whose objects are bundles with connection, and gauge
transformations are the automorphisms of these objects. The general principle that
when you count objects in a category you need to divide by the number of
automorphisms provides a sort of motivation of the Faddeev-Popov calculation.

The US FY 2007 budget situation for math and science, which was looking very bad
just recently, has taken a huge turn for the better as the House has voted to increase
funding for the DOE Office of Science and the NSF. More information about this here,
here, here, and here. Looks like Fermilab and RHIC will emerge from the budget
process unscathed. Soon the president’s FY 2008 budget proposal will be unveiled,
and we’ll see what the new Democratic majority will do about science funding.

This week’s press release announcing a “test of string theory” is from the University
of Wisconsin (also here, here, and undoubtedly elsewhere). It’s no competition at all
for last week’s spectacular press releases about “string theory tests”, but like the
many other examples of the genre it is designed to make claims about string theory
highly likely to mislead unsuspecting readers. I made some comments about this here.
It’s not really that hard to come up with these “tests of string theory”, since “string
theory” now has been invoked to justify studying a huge variety of different kinds of
models, and is compatible with just about anything. All you have to do is find one, no
matter how complicated, obscure and lacking any evidence or motivation, where you
can choose the parameters so as to create effects not visible to current experiments,
but perhaps visible to potential experiments, even ones many decades down the road.
Without too much trouble you should be able to get a paper about this published, and
at that time your university press office will surely be happy to put out a press release
for you announcing that “Researcher(s) at University X have discovered a way to test
string theory.” This has been going on for years, and people seem to never tire of it.

Sean Carroll seems to find it amusing that many articles on the arXiv can now be
thought of as a new form of performance art. John Horgan, who got a lot of grief
years ago for accusing physicists of engaging in “ironic science”, should really enjoy
this.

Update: The Distler et. al. media juggernaut rolls on, informing the world that : The
LHC, due to be finished by and running by the end of the year, may rule out the string
theory, as well as the work by Distler and his colleagues offers something profound –
a way to actually test string theory, and that if Distler’s bounds are satisfied, it would
provide a weak support for string theory. The last article quotes Distler to the effect
that string theory is just an “effective theory”, which I’m sure will clarify this for the
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public.

Update: The Shiu et. al. “test of string theory” press release has also led to lots of
misleading stories. For an example check out Physicists devise test for string theory,
where you’ll learn that “the University of Wisconsin theorists predict that upcoming
experiments on the European Space Agency’s Planck satellite will have the sensitivity
needed to prove the case for string theory.” Somehow I suspect string theorists will
not give up on string theory if the Planck data doesn’t work out, and there won’t be
any press releases…

Comments

1. Sean Carroll
February 3, 2007

I do find it amusing, although (of course) it has nothing to do with “many,” or
“now,” or irony, etc etc.

2. Eli
February 3, 2007

FaDDeev

3. newcomer to QFT
February 3, 2007

It would be great if you have a chance to report more on Segal’s Eilenberg
lectures.

4. Jonathan Vos Post
February 3, 2007

Sean Carroll actually wrote about arXiv “Poetry” as opposed to “many articles on
the arXiv can now be thought of as a new form of performance art” as
summarized.

Here’s the difference: the paper (whether on the page or electronically
published) can be poetry. The presentation at a conference (and on digitized
video) can be performance art. Some physicists write great papers but give
boring, confusing lectures. Some write trivial papers but give exciting oral
presentations. A handfull (again, I’m a protege of Feynman, and coauthored
poetry with him) can do both outstandingly well.

Over in the Math world (but he also did Physics) Sato won the Wolf prise, but
was famously bad at presentations, so that his work was essentially ignored for
many years, despite his time at the Institute for Advanced Study.

5. Peter Orland
February 3, 2007

http://www.eetimes.com/news/latest/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=197003747
http://www.eetimes.com/news/latest/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=197003747


Peter

It is good that mathematicians are thinking about
how to study gauge-orbit space, via stacks or
category theory, or whatever they think is
useful. Having said that, the best progress on
this front (in the last ten years), has been made
by physicists.

There are ways to parametrize orbit space which are
more effective than the old methods – Karabali and
Nair deserve some credit for this, and I will claim some
for myself as well. It is now clear how to solve Gauss’s
law in axial gauge for a lattice gauge theory. So far
these techniques physicists have developed have been
applied only to 2+1-dimensional QCD, but we all thinking
hard about 3+1.

It’s always good to have new points of view, but mathematicians
working on this problem might do well to familiarize themselves
with the progress made by the small community of physicists who
still work on non-perturbative methods.

6. woit
February 4, 2007

Eli,

Thanks, fixed.

Sean,

Sorry for any misrepresentation of your views. Maybe I’m just in a lousy mood
today, but the kind of thing you are finding amusing here I find depressing.

7. Ralf
February 4, 2007

“Performance art” or “ironic science” are nothing but euphemisms for fraud. If
one does not believe in the scientific merit of one’s projects one is committing
fraud whenever one applies for funding and whenever one delivers a report on
these projects. That is not a question of personal opinion. Any judge is well
aware of this.

Fundamental physics is not merely in a crisis, it has ceased to exist. At some
point it will need to be completely rebuilt on an entirely new foundation. But can
do that when the entire field has been taken over by frauds, conmen, Witten
adulators and Einstein heir wanna-bes? Everything is suffocated by an
atmosphere of dishonesty, fundamentally faked convictions and the need to keep
silent about the most obvious facts that rule out the b—s— to avoid losing the
funding. Today, fundamental physics is nothing but lies in order to preserve



funding and employment. It never occurred to me that one day I would have to
be ashamed of being a theoretical physicist. What honest physicist could let any
Ph.D. candidate pass who cannot debunk 99.9% of the subject matter of today’s
“research?” And if someone spells out this truth, he finds himself publicly
contradicted by people of whom he knows perfectly well that, in private, they
agree with him completely.

8. Richard
February 4, 2007

If Sean had given no clue that this was in fact a real abstract, I would have
assumed that it was either a joke or fake physics babble in a science fiction story.
I wonder what would happen to a math paper submitted to arXiv with an
abstract that read like this.

9. John Baez
February 4, 2007

Thanks for the plug! Euler characteristic and homotopy cardinality are really
cool, and I love how Leinster has begun unifying them using the notion of the
Euler characteristic of a category.

I first ran into the idea of “dividing by the number of symmetries” when learning
how to compute Feynman diagrams. At the time I thought it was really weird.
Why should a more symmetrical thing count for less. Later I saw it made sense
and was part of a big story involving groupoid cardinality and ultimately
homotopy cardinality.

By the way: I don’t think Sean was trying to list abstracts that qualify as
“performance art” or “ironic science”. The first one, by Jackiw and Pi, looks like
good solid condensed matter physics (at first glance anyway).

10. Peter Woit
February 4, 2007

John,
The counting for Feynman diagrams with symmetries is Segal’s favorite example
of the principle. I was less impressed by this than the Faddeev-Popov idea, since
Feynman diagrams are pretty much completely understood, whereas the non-
perturbative quantization of gauge theories still seems to me to be something we
haven’t gotten to the bottom of (as Peter Orland also notes).

It’s also intriguing to me that there are these generalizations of the “counting in
a category” idea that seem to apply to spaces and use volumes (not just
counting). I first saw this idea in the long Atiyah-Bott paper on Yang-Mills on
Riemann surfaces, where they note interesting relations to Tamagawa numbers.
This has always intrigued me, never known quite what to make of it…

About Sean’s posting: I just mentioned it because I was very much struck by how
he was amused by and seems to think highly of something like studying brane
cosmologies where the branes “zoom and twirl around like multi-dimensional

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/counting/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/counting/
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.CT/0610260
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.CT/0610260
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.QA/0601458
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.QA/0601458
http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0701760
http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0701760


figure skaters”, whereas this seems to me a typical example of what’s wrong
with theoretical physics these days. Nothing against this paper in particular, but
the fact that there’s a huge subject of research out there so outlandishly
speculative and divorced from standard notions of scientific testability is not
funny.

11. Jonathan Vos Post
February 4, 2007

First, I loved John Baez’s latest posting about Euler characteristic of a category.
Coincidently, I had just supplied my wife with some material on Euler
characteristics for a Physics course she was teaching to university students
majoring in fashion design. I supplied pages from B. Datta and A. K. Upadhyay,
“Degree regular triangulations of the double torus”, Forum Mathematicum,
18(2006)6, pp.1011-1025. These are to be treated as clothing patterns to be cut
from cloth and sewed with edges identified, and the genus of the 3-D finished
assemblage observed; after first sewing patterns for Platonic solids, asked to fill
out a table of numbers of vertices, edges, and faces, and being led to discover
Euler’s formula for convex polyhedra.

Second, “If one does not believe in the scientific merit of one’s projects one is
committing fraud whenever one applies for funding and whenever one delivers a
report on these projects.” Fraud is defined on nolo.com as “Intentionally
deceiving another person and causing her to suffer a loss. Fraud includes lies
and half-truths, such as selling a lemon and claiming ‘she runs like a dream.'”

Bringing funding into the picture allows one to determine a specific dollar figure
for damages. But who has “standing” to sue? Whose ox is gored? A friend of
mine was several consecutive years denied funding for an astronautical
engineering concept he’d presented at conferences, then on his web site, and
finally as an award-winning refereed paper in an engineering journal. The next
year, another person (PhD in Physics) won exactly the Federal grant in question,
for substantially the same material, even using the keyword which my friend had
in fact coined and first published. The grant-winner (as I witnessed) both
admitted and denied having read my friends’s earlier work, could not explain
where he got the keyword for the title of his grant application, and has been
extremely hostile my friend and me subsequently. The grant in question was
$75,000. My friend hired an attorney, who cocluded that proving fraudielent
intent was allmost impossible, that intellectual property rightd were diminshed
by open online and journal publication, and that the matter was not worth
pursuing in court. My conclusion: the well-publicized frauds in science are about
faked research data. The less-publicized but more common are about “lies and
half-truths” and theft of intellectual property, but that these are diffult to pursue
in court.

Remember the Math teacher who sued McDonalds, disputing how many billions
of burgers had been sold? The judge agreed with the arithmetical argument, but
denied that the teacher had been injured through the lies or half-truths, and thus
had no standing to sue or prevail.



For string Theory, to use the Talmudic formulation, “whose ox is gored?” How
can a Physicist hope to prove in court that he or she has been actually damaged
by being denied hiring, promotion, tenure, or grants?

12. Ralf
February 5, 2007

The damaged parties are the federal government as represented by the funding
agencies like the NSF and the DoE. I don’t see how it is much different from, say,
welfare benefit fraud or tax fraud.

13. relativist
February 5, 2007

“The Distler et. al. media juggernaut rolls on, informing the world that : The
LHC, due to be finished by and running by the end of the year, may rule out the
string theory, … the work by Distler and his colleagues offers something
profound – a way to actually test string theory”.
So if this is true, a genuine test as advertised, then if it comes out negative,
presumably Distler, Green, Greene, Motl, Johnson, et al. will all give up string
theory and do something else.
Does anyone believe that??? Not likely!

14. King Ray
February 5, 2007

String theory would make a strategic retreat to higher energies…

When theories retreat to higher and higher energies when confronted with
experiment, they are probably wrong. Or not even wrong.

15. Michael
February 5, 2007

Why are you in such a lousy mood, Peter? Did your research suffer a setback?

16. woit
February 5, 2007

Michael,

Nope, research is fine, but progress is slow. I’m spending a lot of time working
on the graduate course in representation theory that I’m teaching. It’s time well
spent since it is giving me new ideas and deepening my understanding of the
subject. Always a pleasure to hear from charming anonymous string theorists
such as yourself…

17. Amos Dettonville
February 6, 2007

The Feb 5 issue of Time magazine includes a full-page article under the banner
“The Geometry of Music: A composer has taken equations from string



theory to explain why Bach and Bebop aren’t so different”. Tymoczko has
gotten a lot of coverage in the press over the past few months (for reasons that
aren’t obvious to me), but I’m just now noticing how prominently the “string
theory” angle is being played. According to Time, “Borrowing some of the
mathematics that string theorists invented to plumb the secrets of the physical
universe, he has found a way to represent the universe of all possible musical
chords in graphic form”.

They note that Tymoczko, a composer from Princeton University, is the first
music theorist to have a paper published in the journal Science. His idea, for
those who have somehow not heard about it yet, is that the universe of chords
consists of “weird multi-dimensional spaces known as orbifolds”. The simplest
chords, consisting of just two notes, reside in a space like a Mobius strip. More
complex chords “inhabit spaces that are as hard to visualize as the multi-
dimensional universes of string theory”.

Harvard Magazine reports that “Tymoczko spends time with scientists and it was
a physicist who suggested the orbifold upon hearing his description of the
musical map’s properties. Tymoczko notes that physicists are forever using
music as a metaphor for their work; now, he says, music can reciprocate.” This
article goes on to say Noam Elkies helped Tymoczko with the math.

It occurs to me that this might be bigger news than people have realized. For
years, string theorists have lamented the fact that “we don’t really know yet
what string theory is about”. Maybe now we know. It isn’t a theory of physics at
all… It’s about music! Or more specifically, it’s a way of encoding traditional
musical styles and pleasing chord progressions. But seriously, to the extent that
“orbifolds” (in the sense used by Tymoczko) were invented by string theorists,
this seems consistent with my impression that the mathematical machinery of
string theory is actually a giant curve-fitting framework of almost limitless
flexibility that can be fit to almost any subject. Does this marvelous applicability
of mathematical techniques to music theory imply that this is the true final
theory of music? Or is it a case of “When you have a hammer, every looks like a
nail”? Interestingly, though, Tymoczko acknowledges that his theory won’t really
help anyone write better music. It essentially is just an attempt to represent
formally some of the knowledge that composers have always known intuitively.
Oddly enough, all the articles talk about chords, but none of them talk about
rhythm, timbre, or any of the other aspects of music.

18. Jun Xian
February 6, 2007

I am the writer of one of the last articles quoted and I have a few issues that I
would like to see clarified.

Firstly, Distler’s meaning is not correctly interpreted in this quotation. I quote
from the article directly:
– “Distler said that a successful outcome in the experiment, however, should not
be seen as anything more than a weak support for string theory. The results of
the experiment can effectively rule out certain quantum field theories but not



serve as verification.”
The full quote speaks for itself.

Secondly, an “Effective Field Theory” is not simply a field theory that is
‘effective’. The reason why the article specifically placed these words in
quotations is because it is a specific term referring to an approximate theory
describing physical phenomena. I would hope the authors do their research
adequately before quoting in a manner meant to misconstrue others’ opinion.

Thank you.

19. Ralf
February 6, 2007

Amos,

I stipulate that absolutely nothing of any denotative content about string theory
(which is not a theory) has ever been or could be conveyed to anyone who is not
a physicist or a mathematician (or graduate student therein). There is absolutely
no shortcut around the shift in the conception of physical reality of 1926 (and the
less drastical ones between then and 1974). The physics illiteracy of the general
public is a necessary condition for the rise of propagators of patent nonsense to
the echelons of academia. People not just don’t know anything about it, they
don’t even know enough to be aware that they don’t know anything. (That
includes anyone who doesn’t know about Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
mechanics.) And this won’t change until it is acknowledged.

20. Ralf
February 6, 2007

String theory is the tantrum that spoiled rotten brats throw because they had to
face the reality that they are not the Übermenschen that their inferiority
complexes compell them to see themselves as.

21. Astro
February 6, 2007

You have all heard of NURBS: nonuniform rational B-strings.

22. woit
February 6, 2007

Jun Xian,

Seeing WW scattering that satisfies unitarity, Lorentz invariance and analyticity
would not in any sense provide weak support for string theory. It would say
nothing at all about string theory one way or another, and Distler’s claim
otherwise is just dishonest and intentionally misleading.

I know what an “effective field theory” is. Your text contains several inaccuracies
about the relation between string theory and quantum field theory. It is not true



that “String theory is the most successful of various quantum field theories..”,
string theory is not a quantum field theory. It is also not an “effective field
theory”. It’s not surprising that you’re confused about the relation between QFT
and string theory, given that Distler et. al. have been on a campaign to try and
confuse the issues in this case (their results apply to QFT, have nothing to do
with string theory).

Instead of repeating unskeptically misleading claims about the significance of his
work by a scientist, it would have been a good idea in your reporting to consult
some other particle theorists than the authors of this paper, in order to see see if
the author’s claims are supported by their colleagues in this field.

23. Steven H. Cullinane
February 6, 2007

Some further details on “dividing by the number of symmetries”… The “general
principle” mentioned by Peter and John sounds a lot like old-fashioned Polya-
Burnside enumeration. (See John’s “Week 147.”) The “big story” paper
mentioned by John is “Categorified Algebra and Quantum Mechanics, by Jeffrey
Morton, which cites two papers by Joyal dealing with the combinatorics of
“structure types” (as does John’s “Week 185”). For details of the connection
between old-fashioned Polya-Burnside enumeration and Joyal’s structure types,
see a 1999 dissertation, “Graphical Enumeration: A Species-Theoretic
Approach,” by Leopold Travis. The Travis paper is pure mathematics rather than
physics, and so may appeal to a wider audience than the “big story” paper.

24. Jun Xian
February 6, 2007

Well, if you understood what an effective field theory is, perhaps you should not
have stated “The last article quotes Distler to the effect that string theory is just
an “effective theory”, which I’m sure will clarify this for the public.”, which is a
rather overt attempt of yours to mislead the public, in my opinion.

Not to mention that I clearly stated in my article that Distler’s words were to the
effect that it could ONLY serve as a refutation if the WW scattering did NOT
satisfy the bounds. Looked at from a different angle, failure to disprove can be
taken as an extremely weak support.

I admit to making some technical mistakes in the article, which have since been
corrected. However, I do not appreciate the exploitation of my personal failure at
understanding as a method to attack Distler’s work.

I have nothing for or against either side of the issue. As such I have no quarrel
with you concerning the truth of his theory or otherwise. I simply would not like
my article to be misquoted and hence cause undue misrepresentation of Distler’s
work, no matter it’s value.

Thank you.

25. woit



February 6, 2007

Jun Xian,

My quotes from your article were accurate, and included a link to the actual
article so that anyone who wanted to could see them in context.

Now you’ve turned the “weak support” from your article into “very weak
support’. Again, the accurate statement is that if these bounds are satisfied, this
has nothing to do with string theory. It would not provide “weak support” or
“very weak support”, it would have nothing to say at all about the subject.

I don’t blame you for technical mistakes. This is a difficult subject and non-
experts are going to have trouble understanding it. The inaccurate statements in
your article seem to me to be the direct result of Distler’s misleading you about
the significance of his work.

26. Big Red
February 6, 2007

Amos Dettonville,

Tymoczko’s father was a sort of logician/philosopher of mathematics and his
sister is an assistant prof in math at Michigan. This might be the simplest
explanation for any affinity he might have for mathematical ideas.

27. hooman
February 6, 2007

I know this is a bit off the topic, but your title is Odds and Ends and I could not
resist…
Is this what Lubos is driving these days?
http://www.toyota.com/vehicles/2007/matrix/m_theory.html
the add says ” a theory you can’t wait to put to test! ”

Has anyone studies the impact of string theory on consumer products yet, or
vice-versa?

28. mclaren
February 7, 2007

Hesitated to mention Tymoczko’s paper because it leads to such an obvious
swamp of pseudoscience. The ultimate end point is Keely’s Sympathetic
Vibratory Physics:
http://www.svpvril.com/musicuni.html#TOP%20musicuni

And of course Bruce Cathie’s series of ufology books, including “The Harmonic
Conquest Of Space” (1998):
http://www.amazon.ca/s?ie=UTF8&rh=n%3A952076&page=15

Tymoczko’s twaddle is such obviously vacuous pseudoscience it requires little
discussion. But the fact that Tymoczko saw fit to trumpet some alleged

http://www.toyota.com/vehicles/2007/matrix/m_theory.html
http://www.toyota.com/vehicles/2007/matrix/m_theory.html
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http://www.amazon.ca/s?ie=UTF8&rh=n%3A952076&page=15


connection with string theory seems ominous. It suggests the thin membrane (or
should I say “brane”?) which separates mathematically valid but entirely
speculative science from “that Serbonian bog,” as John Clerk Mawell remarked
in his Rede Lecture of 1876, “which has swallowed whole armies of scientific
music-makers and musical men of science.”

I suppose we must draw a distinction twixt speculative untestable nonsense
which is nonetheless based on known laws of physics and contains valid
mathematical procedures (though never leading to a testable calculation) and
the outright gibberish purveyed by the John Keelys and Hans Keysers and Bruce
Cathies of the world. But frankly, if you can’t test any of it, I don’t care for such
fine distinctions.

Incidentially, there’s a veritable Himalayan mountain of musical pseudoscience
dealing with harmonics and eigenfucntions and various and sundry crackpottery.
Tymoczko is just the tip of the iceberg.

http://www.altered-states.net/barry/update95/index.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/eso/sta/sta19.htm
http://www.sacredscience.com/archive/Kayser.htm

And so on. A tidal-wave-sized sewage spill of superstition masquerading as a
mathematico-musical “theory of harmonics.” Classic neo-Platonic number
mysticism, acoustical gematria pure and simple. Perhaps string theory could be
renamed “cosmological gematria”…?

29. Chris Oakley
February 7, 2007

I suppose you need a compact vehicle to navigate the compact dimensions. And
you would need pretty good cornering to handle the 10^-35 m (or thereabouts)
radius. No doubt Toyota have thought of all of that.

30. Alex Nichols
February 7, 2007

King Ray Says:
February 5th, 2007 at 4:26 pm
“When theories retreat to higher and higher energies when confronted with
experiment, they are probably wrong. Or not even wrong.”

Strictly speaking, the alchemists were NOT WRONG, even if they never did find
the Philosopher’s Stone
– Lead CAN transmute to Gold.

Upon discovering thorium changing to radium, Rutherford said to his assistant.
“For Christ’s sake, Soddy, don’t call it transmutation. They’ll have our heads off
as alchemists.”

About 60 years later, Gold was produced in reactors. Without a handy
Supernova, you’ll never make a living at it though.

http://www.altered-states.net/barry/update95/index.htm
http://www.altered-states.net/barry/update95/index.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/eso/sta/sta19.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/eso/sta/sta19.htm
http://www.sacredscience.com/archive/Kayser.htm
http://www.sacredscience.com/archive/Kayser.htm


31. Thomas Larsson
February 7, 2007

Has anyone studies the impact of string theory on consumer products yet, or
vice-versa?

It is not yet as successful as cold fusion.

32. Thomas Love
February 7, 2007

I’ve been aware of the connections between music and mathematics for a long
time. Back in 1999 I was walking through a university book store and saw a book
on harmonic analysis in the music section. I already owned the book, so I put it
in the mathematics section. The next day, it was back in the music section. I
returned it to the math section. The next day, it was back in music at which point
I gave up.

33. Chris W.
February 7, 2007

Thomas Love,

You should have affixed a Post-It Note (or something) that sarcastically
suggested to the bookstore staff that they open the book and flip through a few
pages before jumping to conclusions about the subject matter. Then again, it
probably wouldn’t have helped……

34. Chris W.
February 7, 2007

It seems that in the minds of many people, including many journalists (and even,
I suspect, more than a few mathematicians) that theoretical physics and
mathematics have become an undifferentiated mush.

An interesting question: How does one explain to somebody that applying an
aspect of a physical theory’s formalism to a problem in an otherwise unrelated
field is not the same as applying the theory to said field, and that identifying and
characterizing the abstract structures underlying such cross-applicable
formalisms is what mathematics—as opposed to the natural sciences that employ
mathematical formulations in their theories—is all about.

[By the way, Dmitri Tymoczko evidently has a sister who is a mathematician
(Michigan).]

But this long history of learning how not to fool ourselves—of having
utter scientific integrity—is, I’m sorry to say, something that we
haven’t specifically included in any particular course that I know of. We
just hope you’ve caught on by osmosis.

The first principle is that you must not fool yourself—and you are the

http://www.adobe.com/products/coldfusion/
http://www.adobe.com/products/coldfusion/
http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/~tymoczko/
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easiest person to fool. So you have to be very careful about that. After
you’ve not fooled yourself, it’s easy not to fool other scientists. You just
have to be honest in a conventional way after that.

I would like to add something that’s not essential to the science, but
something I kind of believe, which is that you should not fool the
layman when you’re talking as a scientist. I am not trying to tell you
what to do about cheating on your wife, or fooling your girlfriend, or
something like that, when you’re not trying to be a scientist, but just
trying to be an ordinary human being. We’ll leave those problems up to
you and your rabbi. I’m talking about a specific, extra type of integrity
that is not lying, but bending over backwards to show how you are
maybe wrong, that you ought to have when acting as a scientist. And
this is our responsibility as scientists, certainly to other scientists, and
I think to laymen. —Richard Feynman, “Cargo Cult Science”



Quick Links

February 7, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Alexey Petrov, a particle theorist at Wayne State University, has a blog worth
following called Symmetry Factor. He has news about the 2008 budget request for
HEP at the DOE, which according to him includes a 12.7% increase in the final 2007
number and a 3.7% increase for 2008 above that (not sure where his numbers come
from). This would be a very healthy increase over these two years. Research in the
physical sciences has become a big priority for the Bush administration for some
reason, it’s a major part of the “American Competitiveness Initiative”. The NSF is also
seeing a large increase in its FY2008 request: 8.7%. For various news stories about
this, see here, here, here and here. Still unclear what will happen to this budget
request in Congress where the Democratic majority will be in control. They have been
sympathetic to science research spending in the past, but may or may not want to go
along with the emphasis on the physical sciences embodied in this request. Then
there’s the small matter of the huge US government deficits to consider. Somebody,
someday might decide to try and do something about them.

Maybe I’ve been a bit unfair in the past to the Templeton Foundation, which recently
issued this statement.

The IAS held a workshop last month on Homological Mirror Symmetry, notes are
available here. Next month there will be a part two, which will mainly concentrate on
Geometric Langlands. The schedule is here.

Via Jonathan Shock, the news that particle physicist Nick Evans has written a particle
physics murder mystery entitled The Newtonian Legacy, and is making it available on-
line for free. I’ll definitely be reading it soon.

Last evening I gave a talk here in New York downtown at the Cafe Scientifique. I
think the talk went quite well: the place was packed, the audience attentive and asked
quite a few good questions. Up next month is Glennys Farrar of NYU, who will be
talking about dark matter. This event is pretty new, organized largely by Stefanie
Glick who just got it started last fall. Also in New York are two other similar monthly
science events: Secret Science Club, organized by Dorian Devins at Union Hall in
Brooklyn (Janna Levin will be there tonight), and Columbia’s Cafe Science, which
features Columbia faculty members (my colleague John Morgan will be speaking with
Sylvia Nasar next week).

Comments

1. Peter Orland
February 8, 2007

Hi Peter,
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I don’t think you have been so unfair to the Templeton foudation in the past. In
my experience most seriously religious people may accept certain scientific facts
on the surface, but have a very unscientific point of view at their core. I have
even heard more compromising religous types talk about how God guides
evolution, that the Big Bang was a conscious act of Creation, etc. I don’t want to
be nasty or contemptuous of people who want to experience religion in some
way through science, but to start putting the Big Kahuna(s) in the middle of
scientific facts is wrongheaded at best, dumb at worst. To an atheist like me
(most scientists as well, I think), this seems to be lot of excess baggage.

Now I’ll probably get email threatening my death by cancer.

2. Alexey Petrov
February 8, 2007

Dear Peter,

Thank you for referencing my blog! My numbers regarding the budget increase
are from the Under Secretary Orbach’s presentation of the 2008 budget request,
see footnote on page 4. The pdf file of this presentation is here:
http://www.science.doe.gov/Budget_and_Planning/Budget_Rollouts/DrOrbach-
FY2008-SCBudgetRollout-Feb05-stakeholders.pdf

Regards,

–Alexey.

3. QWERTY
February 8, 2007

DEAR PROFESOR WOIT,

PLEASE DO NOT ENDORSE SYLVIA NAZAR. SHE HAS SOILED THE
REPUTATION OF THE ENTIRE MATHEMATICS WORLD WITH HER UPSIDE
DOWN ARTICLES ABOUT SHING TUNG YAU.

ALSO (ABOUT THE MIRROR SIMMETRY) I KNOW ABOUT THE SYZ
CONJECTURES BECAUSE THEY ARE JUST ABOUT SPECIAL LAGRANGE
MANIFOLDS, BUT WHERE SHOULD I LEARN ABOUT TRIANGLED AND
DERIVED CATEGORIES TO LEARN HOMOLOGICAL MIRROR SIMMETRY? AND
WHERE CAN I LEARN WHAT IS A STACK AND WHY I NEED IT IN
GEOMETRICAL LANGLANDS PROGRAMS?

AND HAS EDWARD WITTEN AND ANTONY KAPUSTIN AND SERGAY GUKOV
ACTUALLY DONE NEW MATHEMATICS ABOUT GEOMETRIC LANGLANDS OR
IS IT JUST TALKING ABOUT IT IN THE LANGUAGE OF STRING THEORY

4. Peter Woit
February 8, 2007

QWERTY,

http://www.science.doe.gov/Budget_and_Planning/Budget_Rollouts/DrOrbach-FY2008-SCBudgetRollout-Feb05-stakeholders.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/Budget_and_Planning/Budget_Rollouts/DrOrbach-FY2008-SCBudgetRollout-Feb05-stakeholders.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/Budget_and_Planning/Budget_Rollouts/DrOrbach-FY2008-SCBudgetRollout-Feb05-stakeholders.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/Budget_and_Planning/Budget_Rollouts/DrOrbach-FY2008-SCBudgetRollout-Feb05-stakeholders.pdf


I’m not endorsing anyone, please don’t engage here in pro or anti Yau diatribes, I
want nothing to do with that and will delete any further comments of this kind.

Derived categories are what you get when you generalize homological algebra to
consider not just the homology groups of complexes, but complexes up to
homotopy. For an introduction, see

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0001045

Stacks are useful whenever you want to work with objects with symmetries.
Instead of thinking about the points of the space, you think about the category
whose objects are points, morphisms symmetries. There’s a collaboration
underway to write a new textbook on the subject, with preliminary versions of
some chapters here
http://www.math.unizh.ch/index.php?pr_vo_det&key1=1287&key2=580&
no_cache=1
You might try reading the introductory chapter.

I don’t know geometric Langlands well enough to know whether the
Witten/Kapustin/Gukov work provides mathematical insights that the
mathematicians working on this were not already aware of. The recent work of
Witten and Gukov does seem to correspond to topics that mathematicians in this
area are actively working on. I hope to make it down to the IAS in March to learn
more about this.

5. island
February 10, 2007

I’ve never been able to completely uncover the true underlying motivations of
Templeton, but Paul Davies is a publicly professed atheist who was forced to
accept the Templeton prize only because they fund research into strong
interpretations of the anthropic principle, and somehow, I just don’t see the
Discovery Institute doing this. Davies and others are forced to take money from
them because nobody else will fund research into the most apparent implications
of the observed universe, so I’d imagine that he’d tell people to get their
dogmatic anticentrist priorities straight, or get over it, because they’re
unfounded belief system is no better than the idists.

I know for a fact that “leading” IDists, including Bill Dembski, do not like, nor do
they support the position of the Templeton Foundation, so Templton certainly
does not fit the profile of your standard fanatical ID proponents who would abuse
science in order to force religion into the high school curriculum. Other than
that, this isn’t high school, children, so if a person wearing a cross around their
chest is also holding science in their hand, then you should get over it and listen
to them, because your otherwise unfounded paranoia will destroy ya…

The “leap of faith” needed to accept the existence of a multiverse is
greater than that normally expected of scientists, which is to assume
the unexplained existence of the laws of physics, although it is perhaps
less than that required for belief in a cosmic designer who made a
universe fit for life.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0001045
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0001045
http://www.math.unizh.ch/index.php?pr_vo_det&key1=1287&key2=580&no_cache=1
http://www.math.unizh.ch/index.php?pr_vo_det&key1=1287&key2=580&no_cache=1
http://www.math.unizh.ch/index.php?pr_vo_det&key1=1287&key2=580&no_cache=1
http://www.math.unizh.ch/index.php?pr_vo_det&key1=1287&key2=580&no_cache=1


-Paul Davies

Perhaps? … 



ILC Price Tag

February 8, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The “Reference Design Report” for the ILC was released today, and here’s a
presentation about this from Barry Barish, the director of the ILC GDE (Global Design
Effort). The most closely held numbers in the report have been the cost estimates (see
here for a document about the status of cost estimates that warns “don’t post cost
estimates on public web or wiki sites!”).

The cost estimate comes out to $4.87 billion for the technology components, $1.78
billion in site-specific costs, 13000 person-years of labor, and two detectors (no cost
estimate for these). In round numbers, roughly $10 billion. The machine would
consist of two 11km linacs end-to-end, with an interaction region in which two
detectors could be moved in and out. The biggest part of the cost is the cost of the
linacs, which would accelerate electrons and positrons to tunable energies with
collisions at center of mass energy between 200 and 500 Gev. A possible future
upgrade of the machine would take it to 1 Tev.

The plan for the future is to start working on a “Technical Design”, a much more
detailed design that would show exactly how to build the machine. The hope is to
make a decision on whether to build the ILC around 2010, based on what the LHC has
found, and on how much progress CERN has made on the much more ambitious CLIC
design. Construction would take 7 years, so the earliest such a machine could be in
operation would be around 2017.

The full report is here.

Update: More at Science magazine and the New York Times.

Update: Joanne Hewett has an excellent detailed posting about this over at Cosmic
Variance.

Comments

1. kuos
February 8, 2007

A small price to pay to test string theory and find our place in the multiverse!

2. Tony Smith
February 8, 2007

Peter said “… The “Reference Design Report” for the ILC … cost estimate comes
out … [i]n round numbers, roughly $10 billion …”.

A competing way to spend a comparable amount is on a new aircraft carrier ($8

http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1024912
http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1024912
http://www.linearcollider.org/newsline/pdfs/GDE_Status_20070204.pdf
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http://www-ilcdcb.fnal.gov/cost_estimate_status.pdf
http://www-ilcdcb.fnal.gov/cost_estimate_status.pdf
http://media.linearcollider.org/rdr_draft_v1.pdf
http://media.linearcollider.org/rdr_draft_v1.pdf
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/315/5813/746
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/315/5813/746
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/08/science/08cnd-collider.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/08/science/08cnd-collider.html
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/02/08/designing-the-next-big-machine/
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billion in construction cost alone) .
According to a navydata web page:
“… The CVN 21 Program is the future aircraft carrier replacement program for
USS Enterprise and CVN 68-Class aircraft carriers. …
The total cost to build the lead ship … CVN 78 … is $8.1B in FY08$.
The Navy expects to award the CVN 78 construction contract in FY08 with an
expected delivery in FY15. …
the total ownership cost for CVN 78 … over its 50 year service life … is expected
to be $26.8B …”.

In short, by foregoing a new navy aircraft carrier, the USA fund its share of the
ILC and have around a couple of billion left over (maybe to fund high energy
theory alternatives to superstring theory?).

According to an 8 February 2007 Reuters article by Edmund Blair:
“… Iran’s Revolutionary Guards test-fired missiles on Thursday …
“These missiles, with a maximum range of 350 km (220 miles), can hit different
kinds of big warships in all of the Persian Gulf, all of the Sea of Oman and the
north of the Indian Ocean,” senior Revolutionary Guards naval commander Ali
Fadavi said.
Fadavi was also quoted by the state broadcaster’s Web site as saying that the
500-kg (1,100-lb) warhead of this missile had the capacity to sink “all kinds of
big warships” …”.

A military commentator, Gary Brecher, said back around December 2002:
“… A few years ago, a US submarine commander said, “There are two kinds of
ship in the US Navy: subs and targets.” …”.

Why doesn’t the USA forgo building a new big target for enemy missiles,
and
use that money toward building the ILC ?

The carrier construction cost alone is over 80% of the total ILC cost estimate,
and should by itself more than cover the USA contribution toward the
international ILC project.

Tony Smith

PS – Here is a bit more from the military analysis web page mentioned above:
“.. The fact that big surface ships are dinosaurs is something that’s gotten
clearer every decade since 1921. … the aircraft carrier is now: a big, proud,
expensive…sitting duck. Aircraft carriers came out of WW II looking powerful,
but that was before microchips. …
what about Iran? … The Iranians are … smart, they’re dedicated, and they hate
us like poison. … Give the Navy the benefit of the doubt and say they get 90% of
the incoming missiles. You still end up with a dead carrier. …
… if Iran gets involved, those carriers won’t last one day. … And the sickest part
is that the admirals and the captains and the contractors all know it. …
it won’t be the brass who die. It’ll be the poor trusting kids on those carriers
who’ll die, the poor suckers who thought they’d get free training and a world



tour, or even get the chance to “defend America.” They’ll die not even believing
what’s happening to them as the whole giant hulk starts cracking up and sliding
into the water. …”.

3. Q
February 8, 2007

‘Construction would take 7 years, so the earliest such a machine could be in
operation would be around 2017.’

Who is predicting that the LHC won’t provide the evidence for the real
electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism within 10 years?

Or is this new project really more concerned with searching for massive stringy
bosonic superpartners?

4. Peter Woit
February 8, 2007

Q,

The LHC will actually reach higher energies than the ILC, but if it finds
something interesting, it may be very difficult to study it due to the much more
complicated nature of proton-proton vs. electron positron collisions.

Basically, if the LHC finds nothing new in its accessible energy range except the
expected SM Higgs, it will be hard to make the case for the ILC. If, as people
hope, something new shows up, depending on what it is, the ILC may be needed
to study it. One popular example is supersymmetry. Some people expect the LHC
to see all sorts of superpartners, and the ILC would be a much better machine
for studying these (IF their masses are low enough) than the LHC. In general, if
the LHC finds that there’s something more interesting going on in electroweak
symmetry breaking than a scalar Higgs, again the ILC may be the right machine
to study the phenomenon. All depends on exactly what it is….

5. Tony Smith
February 8, 2007

Q asks “… is this new project [ the ILC ] really more concerned with searching
for massive stringy bosonic superpartners? …”.

No.
Although the ILC might see stringy stuff such as superpartners if they exist (my
opinion is that they do not exist),
that is not why I think that a high-energy lepton collider such as the ILC should
be built. Here is why a non-superstringer like me wants to build such a thing:

The ILC could do a lot more precision tests of the Standard Model than LHC can
do, so the ILC could either:
1 – find more subtle new stuff than can be seen at the LHC
or



2 – verify the Standard Model to much greater precision.

Either result would be significant.

For example, the EPP2010 report said in part:
“… The ILC will probe the Standard Model with unprecedented precision …
involving the masses, lifetimes, and reaction rates of W and Z particles, top
quarks, possibly Higgs particles, and others. If the Standard Model survives
these tests, physicists will gain a new level of confidence in its validity and
scope.
…
Even such a basic property of the Higgs particle as its spin cannot be easily
measured at the LHC. The Standard Model requires that the Higgs particle has
no spin … If a Higgs particle is discovered, the spin can
be measured straightforwardly by determining the rate at which it is produced at
different energies at the ILC. …”.

Therefore, I disagree with Peter when he says “… if the LHC finds nothing new in
its accessible energy range except the expected SM Higgs, it will be hard to
make the case for the ILC …”.

Tony Smith

6. wab
February 8, 2007

My colleagues also argue point 2) about high precision measurements of the
standard model. That arguement may sell to high energy physicists but I think it
will be a hard sell to the other parts of the APS, let alone the general public… so
we’d better hope for positive discoveries from the LHC.

7. graviton383
February 8, 2007

The $6.7 billion number is in `European’ accounting & does not include
overhead, contingency or any money for detectors. In `US accounting’ the total
is closer to $15B…

8. Robert Musil
February 8, 2007

At this point it seems quite unlikely that the ILC will be funded unless it is
adopted by one or more Asian economic power (most likely China, but maybe
India and/or Japan) seeking to make an essentially nationalist political statement
about having “arrived” in the advanced world. The problem is that even the
Standard Model, with all of its vaunted (perhaps excessively vaunted) cleverness
and accuracy of prediction, has not made much difference on any politically
significant issue … still less to anything that a Western politician could point to
as justification for spending over $10 Billion in tax money … or even a
substantial portion of that inevitably-to-bloat figure. Once one moves to
questions outside the Standard Model things get even flakier and harder to



justify financially and politically. So what’s the point from a political perspective?
That’s the main reason why the old Super Conducting Super Collider eventually
came to be seen as mere “pork” in the US Congress. That “pork” perception led
to its defunding, since there were other pork projects with far more influential
constituencies than any that supported the SCSC. (The LHC builders were lucky
that Europe loves this kind of pork, but even Europe’s appetite for physi-pork
seems sated by the LHC itself.) It’s hard to imagine what question the ILC
possibly could settle or illuminate that would justify its cost in the political
theater. Unfortunately, it’s all too easy for academic researchers to imagine just
such a question that matters to them … which speaks mostly for the political,
economic and historical detachment of the current crop of academic researchers.
Undemocratic Asian nationalism appears to be the ILC’s only hope, which is one
reason why China is a better hope than democratic Japan or India. But that is
slender hope indeed.

9. heh
February 8, 2007

And here I thought Robert Musil wrote The Man Without Qualities, not
Comments Without Quality. The most likely location for the ILC at this point
seems to be Fermilab. There has been no serious talk, as far as I am aware, of
building it in China or Japan. The way to sell the US Congress is to point out that
(a) the energy frontier will have been in Europe for some time, and (b) the US
tradition of particle physics experiment will be practically dead if we do not build
the ILC. Appeal to the fear that the US is slipping far behind in science and
technology. Talk about the technological spin-offs that come from accelerator
R&D.

10. heh
February 8, 2007

Sorry, I meant “no serious talk… of building it in China or India.” Japan is a
possibility but does not seem likely.

11. David Heffernan
February 9, 2007

In response to Robert Musil and heh, Japan is a very serious contender to host
the ILC. The Japanese High Energy Physics Advisory Panel agreed that investing
in R&D on the linear collider, and then hosting the machine, was the “highest
priority” for HEP in this country. The government has already formed a
committee to investigate funding and advise how to bring the machine here.

It goes without saying that the host nation will have to make a significant
investment in the project, and as far as I am aware the Japanese government is
the only one seriously prepared to pay for the privilege at the moment.

12. Robert Musil
February 9, 2007

David Hefferman:



I agree that Japan is certainly a possibility as an ILC host to the extent there is
any such possibility. Japan has the money and the brainpower – and in some
quarters of the electorate an unfulfilled desire to show the West that Japan has
“arrived,” perhaps by using ultra-expensive particle physics as a demonstration.
But any such desire is uninformed atavism. Japan has nothing to prove – it
“arrived” in technology and science a long, long time ago. It may be possible to
politically exploit such atavism to support the ILC, but that’s a slender reed
indeed.

Forming a committee to investigate funding and advise how to bring the machine
to Japan is very far indeed from actually spending a major piece of $10 to $15
Billion and (probably) way up. In my opinion it is very premature to suggest that
the Japanese government is seriously prepared to pay for the privilege. The
Japanese High Energy Physics Advisory Panel does not make the decision as to
whether the government of Japan is going to spend that kind of money on the
ILC or instead on, say, a suspension bridge to some fishermen’s island that
happens to lie in the district of some well connected national representative.

It would also be premature to count China out. The New York Times article to
which Peter linked above points out:

“The location of today’s announcement, at the Institute for High Energy Physics
in Beijing, underscores the growing role and ambition of Asia, particularly Japan
and China, to become major players in high-energy physics, a field that has been
dominated by the United States and Europe in the last century.”

The fact is that if China were willing to host and fund the project, there is a very
good chance it would be built there. Moreover, Chinese government processes
are almost completely non-transparent, so there is no way to know if senior
government people might at some point latch onto the ILC as a nationalist vanity
project. That would be quite consistent with many other things the Chinese
government is now doing. Of course, the price tag for the ILC is pretty big
compared to almost anything.

Europe, on the other hand, is extremely unlikely to host ILC with the LHC
already up and running. Unlike China’s non-transparent system, the absence of
any serious voiced interest from Europe tells a lot about what the Europeans are
likely willing to do. If there were serious interest, some sort of response along
the lines of those of Japan described by Mr. Hefferman would be in view. Nothing
is in view.

What about heh’s argument that “The way to sell the US Congress is to point out
that (a) the energy frontier will have been in Europe for some time, and (b) the
US tradition of particle physics experiment will be practically dead if we do not
build the ILC. Appeal to the fear that the US is slipping far behind in science and
technology. Talk about the technological spin-offs that come from accelerator
R&D.” Well, it’s hard to take this argument seriously given historical precedents.
All of these arguments were made repeatedly in support of the Super Conducting
Super Collider and they did not work. Nothing has changed since then for the
positive.



The fact is that there are many forms of science and technology, and it is a very
hard political sell to explain to the public and their elected representatives why it
means much if the US “falls behind” in this particular technology – which means
virtually nothing to the lives of the people writing the tax checks. Other forms of
technology clearly matter to taxpayers. A few years ago the EU came together in
the so-called “Lisbon Accord,” which stipulated that Europe would become the
world capital of intellectual property development. Silicon Valley laughed, and
the Europeans don’t talk too much about that silly accord and its ambitions now.
Falling behind in that technology clearly means a lot to elected officials, as the
existence of the Lisbon Accord demonstrated.

13. Haelfix
February 9, 2007

As much as I would love to see the ILC become a reality, and would gladly donate
generously out of my pocket to achieve such, I do see the political baggage such
a thing costs.

There really isn’t a great justification for spending those sums of money, outside
of the simple answer ‘just to know more’. A lot of the claimed side effects of
spawning new technology and so forth tend to be overblown. Nasa gives this line
everytime they have a new plan to send people to Mars/moon/etc and after
decades of this, the politicians have grown a little skeptical (justifiably so too).

You know the usual line we get at cocktail parties
‘Exactly what use is your field, and how does it benefit me?’
I now simply state ‘99% chance that it leads to absolutely no pragmatic app in
our lifetime, and perhaps never’

14. Steve Myers
February 9, 2007

HEP got spoiled after WWII because of the fear of the bomb & the Russians & so
$$$ weren’t hard to get. There’s money for crazy stuff like Reagan-Bush-Bush
Star Wars but not for basic research; and the Pentagon (Carriers, planes, etc.)
always gets what it wants no matter how useless. Maybe getting across the idea
that basic research is important for its own sake has to start in grade school?
But if ILC is built my guess is it will be in China. Also, a not irrelevant note: as of
Nov 2006 major foreign holders of US Treasury securites (in billions): Japan
637.4, China 346.5, UK 223.5. So whatever funds the U.$. contributes will be
borrowed from Japan & China.

15. dark-matter
February 10, 2007

Whether ILC proceeds or not depends on reality in the 2017 era. First, the
technical case: no ILC-class machines will be built by anybody unless LHC
discovers something absolutely astonishing (like the discovery of nuclear energy
decades ago) that has the potential to disrupt human fundamentals, opening up a
new direction, and points to major military implications.



Suppose such discovery occurs. Then the major powers will want to jump in and
build the next machine to exploit it. What machine depends on what is
discovered. The proposed ILC design is based on current theoritical knowledge
and its projections. BUT these projections have largely been discredited in the
eyes of the politicians and a sizable portion of the public. That’s why everybody’s
looking for the real thing, LHC, for guidance and not theories. So if the next
machine is to be built, it is very unlikely to be this ILC.

As for China, it certainly wants to participate in the next big machine but won’t
insist having it on its soils. China knows it just doesn’t have the ability to build
any of the sophisticated components and support systems, including computing
facility. Those who can actually design and build it have the greatest say on
location.

Unless there’s a dramatic change in the reputation of USA in the next decade, an
ILC type machine will not be built there. The mess with the Space Station
construction have just about destroy the chance of any country, even friendly
ones, wanting to do such an international project again. USA is looked upon with
high suspecion – everything must have a military angle, there’s the American
way or the highway, unreliable funding from Congress even after treaties and
contracts were signed, high-handed politics at every turn. So if US wants the
next machine it on its soil, it must do it alone and take the lead on everything.
But if Congress does see a justification for this huge investment, it will do it.
Afterall, $20B is chump change if the politics is right. An game-changer
discovery by the LHC, supported by theoritical work, will make the politics right.
Otherwise, the money will continue to go to space-based instruments for
fundamental physics.

16. mclaren
February 10, 2007

By way of comparison, America spends 5 billion a year on potted plants. We can
easily afford it. The tragedy is that we’d rather build mythical “missile defense”
systems that don’t work (40 billion so far and counting, no end in sight) than
create machines that explore the basic constituents of the universe.

Robert Musil remarked: “The problem is that even the Standard Model, with all
of its vaunted (perhaps excessively vaunted) cleverness and accuracy of
prediction, has not made much difference on any politically significant issue …
still less to anything that a Western politician could point to as justification for
spending over $10 Billion in tax money … or even a substantial portion of that
inevitably-to-bloat figure. Once one moves to questions outside the Standard
Model things get even flakier and harder to justify financially and politically.”

And there’s the irony. Neutrino mass is arguably outside the Standard Model.
Although the SM can be fudged and fiddled to include neutrino mass, the SM
never predicted it. And how was neutrino mass discovered? With a relatively dirt-
cheap experiment. A big tank of cleaning fluid and some photomultipliers. No 10
billion dollar investment, no 20 mile long superconducting accelerator.



Maybe we’re better off w/o the ILC. Maybe we need to follow Rutherford’s
example and experiment smarter, instead of experimenting bigger.

Many have said it before, but it bears repeating: the 3 biggest experimental
results over the last 20 years didn’t come from giant accelerators. They came
from a tank of cleaning fluid in a mine shaft and a couple of relatively
inexpensive satellites. Maybe the glory days of the giant accelerators are past.

17. Tommaso Dorigo
February 10, 2007

Dear mclaren,

the Standard Model could not “predict” the neutrino masses, any more than it
allows the prediction of the mass of charged leptons or quarks. I personally think
that the neutrino masses force an extension of the Standard Model more or less
as revolutionary as a rearrangement of the furniture in the kids’ room forced by
the arrival of a new baby.

Mind you, I am not trying to derate the significance of a measurement that we
had all been waiting for, a confirmation of tens of years of chlorine experiments
and helioseismology – although I believe the discovery of the top quark, just as
unsurprising, was not less important -and indeed a confirmation of the Standard
Model.

Anyway, I concur – maybe we do not need the ILC. And I personally hold that it
won’t be built, despite the US ambitions to bring back HEP frontier experiments
to their soil or Japanese or Chinese pride. That is because the LHC will, IMO, not
discover anything else than a regular Higgs boson…

Cheers,
T.

18. mclaren
February 10, 2007

“This discovery shows that it is likely that the Standard Model, proposed in the
1970s to describe the fundamental forces and particles that make up all matter,
is incomplete.”

(..)

“Theoretically, neutrinos can change from one flavor to another only if they have
mass. The Standard Model, however, assumes neutrinos are without mass.”

Global Team of Scientists Upends Standard Model With Discovery of Neutrino
Oscillation, Mass
9 Jluy 2004
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2004/07/040709082752.htm
—–
“Within the Standard Model, the neutrino has a zero mass…”

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2004/07/040709082752.htm
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2004/07/040709082752.htm


Didier Verkind, 5/20/1999
http://wwwlapp.in2p3.fr/neutrinos/ankes.html
—–
“Neutrinos are exactly massless in the Standard Model, but recent experimental
observations show neutrinos oscillating between different flavors.”
Beyond the Standard Model, 2007, Glenn Elert
http://hypertextbook.com/physics/modern/beyond/
—–
“However, the Standard Model predicts that neutrinos have no mass!”
The Latest Experiments Detecting Neutrinos Suggests They Have Mass,
http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/archive/15f4.pdf
—–
I’d be delighted to be proven wrong, since in that case I would learn something.

So I’d ready and willing to believe that all of the above statements are incorrect
and the SM does indeed predict a non-zero mass for neutrinos. All you have to do
is prove it.

Please provide four (4) peer-reviewed journal articles showing that the SM
predicted non-zero neutrino mass prior to the discovery of oscillating neutrinos.
Please provide the volume number, issue number, page number, principal author
and co-authors for each of the peer-reviewed HEP journal articles. Since I have
cited 4 articles, you’ll need to provide 16 counter citations.

I look forward to seeing them.

19. Peter Woit
February 11, 2007

mclaren,

While, before there was convincing evidence for neutrino masses, people often
thought of the standard model as the model with zero neutrino masses, it was
clear to everyone that adding in neutrino mass terms was a very simple
extension of the model, one that experimental evidence might some day require.
When this evidence appeared I don’t remember anybody being especially
surprised. It’s kind of a game with language whether you want to emphasize the
importance of neutrino masses (they show the standard model is wrong!), or
denigrate their importance (they’re a trivial extension of the standard model!).

20. Tommaso Dorigo
February 11, 2007

Ditto, better than I could have myself.

Cheers,
T.

21. a
February 11, 2007

http://wwwlapp.in2p3.fr/neutrinos/ankes.html
http://wwwlapp.in2p3.fr/neutrinos/ankes.html
http://hypertextbook.com/physics/modern/beyond/
http://hypertextbook.com/physics/modern/beyond/
http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/archive/15f4.pdf
http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/archive/15f4.pdf


I don’t see how neutrino masses can be considered as part of the Standard
Model, since we do not yet know what the theory of neutrino masses is.

More likely neutrino mass are of Majorana type, and give us a window at physics
around 10^14 GeV. This physics might “just” be a few right-handed neutrinos: it
would be less exciting than what nowadays theorists like to dream. But it is not a
dream.

Otherwise, neutrino masses could be of Dirac type. While this possibility just
needs a few more more Yukawa couplings, their extreme smallness and the lack
of a Majorana masses makes this possibility the unlikely one: crazy new physics
is needed to justify it.

22. Aaron Bergman
February 11, 2007

The standard model doesn’t have any renormalizable operator that gives rise to a
neutrino mass, but there’s a dimension five (?) operator that does so. By the
usual rules of effective field theory, this operator is suppressed by the mass-scale
of the new physics whatever it may be.

23. woit
February 11, 2007

a,

Unless the LHC discovers something really new, I think the neutrino sector is by
far the most promising place to look for new insights, but I think it confuses
things to state this as “neutrino masses are not part of the standard model”.
These days the standard everday model of particle physics is the version with
neutrino masses, and when people refer to the “Standard Model”, that’s often
what they mean. I think a better way to describe the situation is to make the
point that the neutrino sector is the part of the standard model that we
understand least well. We don’t know the mass matrix completely, there are lots
of interesting questions about it, and answering these questions may give
insights into degrees of freedom that really are completely separate from the
standard model.

So, I think it’s just a question of language, with my own preference being to
think of neutrino masses as the most poorly understood aspect of the Standard
Model. It’s of course also accurate to insist on thinking of them as an extension
of the Standard Model. Both choices of language refer to exactly the same
physics and mathematics.

24. a
February 11, 2007

Peter and Aaron,

years ago QED was the theory, Fermi described radioactivity adding non-
renormalizable operators suppressed by the weak scale, and this lead to the



Standard Model. Today the Standard Model is the theory, we (likely) have to add
non-renormalizable operators suppressed by a new scale, 10^14 GeV, and we
don’t know to which new “Standard Model” this could lead.

It is true that neutrino masses were theoretically expected, but it is also true that
almost all theorists expected smaller neutrino masses (suppressed by the GUT
scale) and with small mixing angles. Theorists suggested “build Kamiokande to
discover proton decay”, and Kamiokande discovered atmospheric neutrino
oscillations with large mixing angle. This is the most recent triumph of theory.

25. Tommaso Dorigo
February 12, 2007

Dear a,

neutrino masses were not just theoretically expected. They were predicted from
experimental measurements of neutrino capture rates that date far back in the
past. Indeed, the first chlorine experiment results to claim a deficit in solar
neutrinos was Homestake in 1968.

About the reason for building super-kamiokande: I would like to read it in SK’s
technical design report. I think that the discovery of neutrino oscillations was
one strong motivation, no less than proton decay.

Cheers,
T.

26. a
February 12, 2007

dear Tommaso,

the name is enough: the “nde” in kamiokande stands for “nucleon decay
experiment”.

About the Chlorine anomaly: ironically it started to be accepted after that it was
realized how small-mixing-angle oscillations could explained it; this explains the
importance of 2002 experiments, that established that it was due to large-
mixing-angle oscillations.

About the top: its non-discovery would have been very important, as it is one
example of those crazy things incompatible with accepted theories (including
string theory, as some people like to emphasize).

27. Thomas Larsson
February 13, 2007

Neutrino oscillations were certainly a mainstream idea many years before the
discovery. At least it was so in the spring of 1981, when I gave an undergraduate
seminar about the topic, in a course which nominally was about nuclear physics
but was called CERN physics by the students (CERN-Physik statt Kernphysik).



28. wolf
February 13, 2007

Neutrino oscillations were first proposed by Bruno Pontecorvo in 1957, if I’m not
wrong. They were not included in the SM at the time of its formulation simply
because then there wasn’t any experimental clue as to whether neutrinos really
oscillate or not

29. a
February 13, 2007

Potentecorvo 1957 paper was wrong: nu nubar oscillations don’t exist.

Anyhow there is a big difference between doing things and talking about doing
things. Today we talk about supersymmetry, extra dimensions, etc:, but what
would be really interesting is discovering them.

30. wolf
February 14, 2007

Well, Yang and Mill’s 1954 paper was also wrong since isotopic gauge invariance
does not exist. Isospin is just a global broken symmetry.

Wrong ideas often turn out to be the best ones. That’s why string theory might
well have a bright future.

31. Eugene Stefanovich
February 14, 2007

wolf:

Wrong ideas often turn out to be the best ones. That’s why string theory might
well have a bright future.

That’s the best endorsement of string theory I’ve seen so far.

32. mclaren
February 14, 2007

Tommaso;
Thanks for pointing out that nuetrino masses were theoretically predicted by at
least some members of the HEP community long before neutrino oscillation was
discovered. I didn’t know that. It’s always great to learn something new.

You remarked: “It’s kind of a game with language whether you want to
emphasize the importance of neutrino masses (they show the standard model is
wrong!), or denigrate their importance (they’re a trivial extension of the
standard model!).”

I have to disagree with that claim because a number of cosmologists have
suggested neutrinos with non-zero mass as the mechanism behind dark matter.
While I don’t know the details on the theoretical status of this idea, and there



has been a good deal of debate about the exact mechanism behind dark matter,
it’s safe to say that anything that might make up 80-plus percent of the mass of
the universe is not just “a game with language.” Let’s put it another way: when
the SM assumed zero neutrino mass, oscillating neutrinos were out as an
explanation for dark matter. When the SM was extended to include neutrino
mass, that became a possible source of the missing mass. That seems like a
significant difference to me. (OF course the missing mass could still be
superpartners or who-knows-what-all, but the big difference there is that we
have hard experimental evidence for neutrinos with mass, while to date we have
no hard experimental evidence at all for superpartners.)

BTW, it’s also fair to say that whatever extensions are required to the SM to
accomodate neutrino mass do seem to be minor. My point wasn’t that the SM is
significantly “broken” in any way by the discovery of neutrino mass. Rather, I
was trying to point out that there are areas in which the SM can be tested and in
which it has to be modified, leading to potentially fruitful new physics.

Common sense would suggest that spinning out mathematical computer models
of imaginary multiverses which can never be experimentally tested fails to
qualify as fruitful physics.

33. AGeek
February 21, 2007

Lessons learned?

http://www.npl.washington.edu/av/altvw84.html

Just something which I happened to stumble upon tonight.

http://www.npl.washington.edu/av/altvw84.html
http://www.npl.washington.edu/av/altvw84.html


The Newtonian Legacy

February 10, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Instead of doing the work I had planned, I spent much of today having a very
enjoyable time reading the mystery novel The Newtonian Legacy by particle theorist
Nick Evans. A copy is available at his web-site here, and there’s a FAQ about the book
here (I pretty much agree with his LHC predictions).

The book is well-done, very entertaining, and a good read that keeps you wanting to
know what will happen next. It includes lots of popular-level explanations about
particle physics and the ideas particle theorists are studying these days, so it might
be an excellent way to introduce someone to these ideas. It is set at a fictional
theoretical physics research institute in England, and many of the characters are
particle theorists of one stripe or another (string theorists, phenomenologists, lattice
gauge theorists).

The novel includes quite a few amusing portrayals of characters embodying the
current sociology of particle theory: a postdoc trying to decide whether to write into
the Rumor Mill to tell them he is on a short list at a place he’d rather not go to in
hopes of getting other places to offer him a job, a lattice gauge theorist who stalks out
of a string theorist’s talk in disgust, postdocs comparing the string theory landscape
to religion, a self-satisfied American physicist from the West Coast convinced that
string theory has the answers to the ultimate questions of science, and quite a few
others.

The main character, Carl Vespers, is a particle theorist who, besides getting involved
in the investigation of a mysterious death and having people trying to kill him, has to
contend with more than one attractive woman throwing themselves at him, tempting
him away from his long-distance girlfriend. All in all, a highly accurate portrayal of
the life of a typical particle theorist. Highly recommended.

Comments

1. Eric Baum
February 11, 2007

Hi Peter,
Rudy Rucker’s Mathematicians in Love is an amusing sci-fi set around the
academic world.

2. s k san
February 11, 2007

“has to contend with more than one attractive woman throwing themselves at
him, tempting him away from his long-distance girlfriend. All in all, a highly
accurate portrayal of the life of a typical particle theorist.”

http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/~evans/
http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/~evans/
http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/~evans/NL/
http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/~evans/NL/
http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/~evans/NL/FAQ.html
http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/~evans/NL/FAQ.html


I just love your sarcastic sense of humour

3. Jonathan Vos Post
February 12, 2007

I agree with the Rudy Rucker novel recommendation. His PhD, by the way, was
in Mathematical Logic.

Going through old emails, I found that I’d made a wry commentary on TV
popularization of String Theory, and the human side of the academic world, as
follows:

BLACK HOLE BIRTHDAY
——————-
by Jonathan Vos Post
copyright (c) 2003 by Emerald City Publishing
——————-

At midnight, you turned 50,
alone, in your underwear,
eating a bowl of Cheerios
and wondering — where did all your friends go?

What happened to that commune
with the famous scientists
who liked to keep you around
to remind themselves how smart they all were?

What if you had taken her up,
that reactor engineer
from the 747
who propositioned you, mid-funeral?

The years blurred past you, passing
like the billboards high above
Koreatown — ideograms
you can’t understand, don’t remember.

Palm trees blaze, torches roaring,
dropping Kentucky Fried rats
into the scummy hot tub,
where you once played underwater Scrabble.

All your extra dimensions
are compactified, rolled up
too tight to be detected.
In String Theory, your strings are out of tune.

They all ran away from you,
galaxies of hangers-on,
accretion disks of neighbors.



What remained imploded to a black hole.

The light of your former world
drools down the gravity well
and, even if you got it,
you can’t escape the event horizon.

——————–
1200-1230
7 Nov 2003
——————–

That’s my complex emotional response
to the NOVA series on String Theory, combined with an interview of Art
Garfunkel in Modern Maturity magazine. Poetry, and most art in general,
attempts to reflect the complexity of the real world…

— Professor Jonathan Vos Post

4. r hofmann
February 12, 2007

Congratulations to Nick Evans. I had an enjoyable weekend reading his book.
The book is manifestation of his talent to use very subtle terms and intelligently
arranged combinations thereof to bring his convictions across. The
entertainment frame is professional novel writing.

I like Dr Evan’s decision to make his brainchild freely available.

5. Scott Aaronson
February 13, 2007

Thanks, Peter — I read Newtonian Legacy over the weekend, and it was superb!
But for the accurate discussions of electroweak symmetry breaking, one would
think Evans turns out potboilers for a living. Unlike many academic novelists, he
actually knows how to develop interesting characters and (especially) keep a plot
moving. I hope the fact that the novel is free won’t deter people from reading it.

The similarities between the Phi and PI (Perimeter Institute) are a bit too striking
to be dismissed as coincidental.

6. Peter Woit
February 13, 2007

Scott,

So the financial backer of PI and his wife are just like their analogs in the Evans
book, and live next door to the Institute? Wow….

7. anon.
February 13, 2007



Peter is suddenly finding that vacation to Waterloo more appealing 

8. Scott Aaronson
February 14, 2007

So the financial backer of PI and his wife are just like their analogs in the Evans
book, and live next door to the Institute? Wow….

Mike Lazaridis does live right here in Waterloo (his company shares a parking lot
with the Institute for Quantum Computing), and comes to some of our events to
give speeches about how amazing we are. Admittedly, I don’t think he’s involved
with any “Historical Society,” and I’ve never met his wife.

9. Cynthia
February 14, 2007

Hi Peter!

Come to think of it, we, as avid consumers of pop-physics, oughta just throw out
all those cheesy authors from the lesser sciences–including from the humanities,
of course–that have this incredibly annoying tendency to write about physics
with utter recklessness, not to mention with sheer listlessness.

After all, it’s becoming increasingly clear that physics is blessed with a whole
host of brilliant writers which–believe it or not–just so happen to be active
workers (including players, of course;)) in the field.

Needless to say, thanks for sharing this story written by a genuine fellow in the
field. In fact, I’ve gotta confess, what Nick Evans has put together truly makes a
most enjoyable read!

Thanks again!
Cynthia



Today’s Links

February 12, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The March issue of the Notices of the AMS is out. Excellent summaries of the
mathematical work of the 2006 Fields medalists and interviews with three of them
(everybody except Perelman). By the way, does anyone know if the 2006 or 2002 ICM
proceedings are available on-line (the AMS is advertising the published books for the
2006 ICM, 3 volumes for $428)? There’s also an interesting article about Jim Simons
and “Math for America”, the New York City based program designed to encourage
people with a mathematics background to go into teaching. The program is partially
funded by a yearly charity poker tournament attended by various people in the
financial industry. I’d heard from one of them about this, but didn’t realize the scale
on which they were operating. Last year’s tournament brought in $2 million.

This year’s Fields Medalist Terence Tao has an article submitted to the Bulletin of the
AMS entitled What is Good Mathematics? See here for commentary from David
Corfield.

Last month McGill University sponsored a large public symposium on the Anthropic
principle that attracted overflow crowds, and featured Paul Davies, George
Efstathiou, David Gross and Lenny Susskind. Gross and Susskind made more or less
precisely the same points they have been making publicly about the string theory
anthropic landscape for the last 4 years. You can watch the video for yourself here.
Susskind seemed a bit less of an aggressive salesman of the anthropic point of view
than in the past, acknowledging that the question of how you put a measure on the
multiverse (this is needed if you want to make even statistical predictions) still has no
solution. Gross made his usual points that accepting the landscape is premature,
since we don’t know what string theory is, don’t understand the “emergent” notions
of space and time it seems to lead to, and lack consistent time-dependent states
describing something consistent with what we know about cosmology.

Besides the Becker-Becker-Schwarz and Dine fat textbooks on string theory that have
just come out, another one is due out soon. It is by Elias Kiritsis and is called String
Theory in a Nutshell (at nearly 600 pages, kind of a big nut). Princeton University
Press is bringing it out in May. One of the leading physicists chosen to give a blurb is
Harvard’s Lubos Motl, who also features on the Dine book. Evidently people who
write string theory textbooks and their publishers feel his endorsement will do a lot to
sell the books. Some of his recent postings refer to me as a “Communist” of a more
“primitive and fanatical” sort than the ones he had to contend with during the Soviet
era. I’d like to make clear that my political tendencies lean more toward some
combination of anarcho-syndicalism and Clintonism than Soviet Communism. He also
refers to the loyal readers of my blog as “human waste” (that’s you, folks…)

Comments

http://www.ams.org/notices/200703/comm-fields-new.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200703/comm-fields-new.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200703/comm-fields-interviews.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200703/comm-fields-interviews.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200703/comm-mfa.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200703/comm-mfa.pdf
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/preprints/Expository/goodmath.dvi
http://www.math.ucla.edu/~tao/preprints/Expository/goodmath.dvi
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/02/why_do_i_bother.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/02/why_do_i_bother.html
http://www.physics.mcgill.ca/events/trottier-symposium/
http://www.physics.mcgill.ca/events/trottier-symposium/
http://mediasite.campus.mcgill.ca/trottiersymposium07.html
http://mediasite.campus.mcgill.ca/trottiersymposium07.html
http://www.amazon.com/String-Theory-M-Theory-Modern-Introduction/dp/0521860695
http://www.amazon.com/String-Theory-M-Theory-Modern-Introduction/dp/0521860695
http://www.amazon.com/Supersymmetry-String-Theory-Beyond-Standard/dp/0521858410
http://www.amazon.com/Supersymmetry-String-Theory-Beyond-Standard/dp/0521858410
http://www.amazon.com/String-Theory-Nutshell-Elias-Kiritsis/dp/069112230X
http://www.amazon.com/String-Theory-Nutshell-Elias-Kiritsis/dp/069112230X
http://www.amazon.com/String-Theory-Nutshell-Elias-Kiritsis/dp/069112230X
http://www.amazon.com/String-Theory-Nutshell-Elias-Kiritsis/dp/069112230X
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8456.html
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8456.html
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8456.html
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8456.html


1. John Stanton
February 12, 2007

Dear Peter,

keep your way!

The agressions of a certain Harvard professor are typical of
frustrated people that did not defend themselves in situations
when it was necessary, and then, out of shame, pass
on the received agression to others in situations where they
are not appropriate.

I guess it would do him a lot of good to have a wife and kids.

Continue on your way!

John

2. Chris Oakley
February 12, 2007

He also refers to the loyal readers of my blog as “human waste” (that’s
you, folks…)

Funny that he should say, specifically, human waste.

It does rather support the notion that he might be an extra-terrestrial.

3. Peter Woit
February 12, 2007

I forgot to add that, besides Princeton and Cambridge University Presses, the
other media organization getting its material from Lubos is the Drudge Report.
See
http://www.drudgereport.com/flash.htm

4. Clark Goble
February 12, 2007

Thanks for the text book list. There are lots of people who were physics majors
who’d love to be able to try and get up to speed on some of the latest in
theoretical physics but are unsure how to proceed. I knew Weinberg had a series
of QFT texts, the fourth of which dealt with string theory. However I’d gotten
some negative comments on them.

I wonder if there are any good ones on Loop Quantum Gravity?

5. Oleg Tchernyshyov
February 12, 2007

Greetings to all,

http://www.drudgereport.com/flash.htm
http://www.drudgereport.com/flash.htm


I happen to be the one to whom Dr. Motl recommended this blog in those rather
strong terms after I spent a week at his blog. The recommendation was
apparently triggered by my comment in which I pointed out that calling your
opponent a communist is unwise for a couple of reasons (e.g. communists can be
good scientists, too, as exemplified by Lev Landau, who was a communist at
heart). That comment was promptly made to disappear by the freedom-loving
host.

Anyway, here I am looking forward to learning some things from your blog.

Oleg Tchernyshyov

6. c.w.
February 12, 2007

on the subject of jim simons and math for america, see also the item on CBS
evening news and a video interview:

http://tinyurl.com/23mxzr

7. wolf
February 12, 2007

Clark, Weinberg’s book consists of three volumes with the third discussing
supersymmetric field theory. I haven’t read the third volume in any detail. The
first two, however, are the best QFT texts I know of in terms of technical
accuracy, depth, and conceptual insight. Personally, I don’t like his choice of
notation and conventions, but that’s a minor issue to me.

8. Clark
February 12, 2007

I have his first volume although I confess I wasn’t a huge fan of it. I think it’s one
of those texts that might have been better for folks already familiar with the
topic rather than learning from it. (Just IMO – others disagree but I know a few
people I’ve talked to came away with the same opinion) Sorry about getting that
volume number wrong. I could have sworn there were four, not three.

Anyway, I just figured I’d drop a note of appreciation from the masses no longer
in schooling but who maintain their physics interest. Textbook recommendations
are always welcome.

9. Lee Smolin
February 12, 2007

The now standard textbook on loop quantum gravity is “Quantum Gravity” by
Carlo Rovelli, Cambridge University Press. There are older books by Ashtekar
and Gambini and Pullin and a book in press with a rigorous approach to LQG by
Thomas Thiemann, also CUP.

10. gunpowder&noodles

http://tinyurl.com/23mxzr
http://tinyurl.com/23mxzr


February 12, 2007

I don’t agree that the Susskind et al symposium was the same old same old. In
particular, Susskind was *very* much more tentative, with no declarations that
his stuff is just straightforward, *standard* QFT and cosmology, and no claims
that there is absolutely no alternative. For him, this was a very subdued
performance. And on the other hand, Gross was much more specific than usual,
pointing out for example that LS’s proposal for creating new universes probably
doesn’t work. I wouldn’t be surprised to see LS start putting out papers to the
effect that the landscape doesn’t work and that this is the greatest crisis in
history.

11. Amos Dettonville
February 13, 2007

In the McGill discussion, I found it interesting that Davies and Efstathiou both
posed essentially the same question to their fellow panelists, and yet the answers
they elicited were quite different. Prefacing his question, Davies pointed out that
if we imagine the “pre-existence” (in some Platonic sense) of a large set of
physical laws, one of which is operative in our particular universe, then this set
of laws is being imposed by some system of meta-laws, by a process that is, by
definition, outside of the physical laws of our particular universe. His alternative
is some kind of co-emergence of the universe with its laws, rather than
imagining them to be imposed from some unknown (and presumably
unknowable) “outside”. He then asked the other panelists to comment on this.
Susskind at first demurred, and Gross basically just said the question was not
(presently) within the realm of science. He likened it to the philosophical
question “Why is there something rather than nothing?” Susskind concurred,
saying that Davies’s question was profound, but couldn’t really be addressed
scientifically…

But here’s what I found interesting: The next question was from Efstathiou, who
asked the other panelists what they thought the prospects were for being able to
compute the prior probability of various sets of physical laws within the
landscape. Now this was a question that Susskind grasped immediately, noting
that he himself had included this very question on his list of important areas of
study during his earlier remarks. He didn’t seem overly confident of being able
to solve it any time soon, but he definitely recognized it as a legitimate and
important scientific question. But…

Am I wrong, or was Efstathiou’s question really just a re-phrased version of
Davies’ question – the question that had just been declared unscientific? Surely
to determine prior probabilities for all the alternative universes, what’s needed is
an understanding of the very meta-laws and outer machinery that Davies had
asked about. The difference between the two questions was just that Davies
expressed the idea verbally in terms of laws being imposed from outside,
whereas Efstathiou expressed the idea in the form of an equation involving what
he called the prior probabilities (corresponding to Davies’ imposition of laws
from the outside). I guess Susskind was just more used to thinking about it in the
terms that Efstathiou used, and didn’t recognize it in the terms that Davies used.



Gross gave a fairly consistent answer to both questions, i.e., he responded to
both by saying they were not scientific – at least not at the present time. He
didn’t fall for the ”delta function” trap, i.e., he wasn’t phased when Efstathiou
suggested that if we discount the possibility of a (non-trivial) prior distribution of
possible laws, then we are basically arguing for a delta-function distribution,
aligned perfectly with the needs of a universe that has the seemingly special
properties of our universe. Gross seemed to recognize this as essentially a repeat
of Davies’ question, so his answer (again) was that we don’t know enough about
the whole realm of possible modes of existence (why something rather than
nothing?) to even think about this in a scientific way.

I didn’t sit through the all audience questions, but I was bugged by the first guy
who attributed the “why something rather than nothing” question to Leibniz. It’s
been a long time, but I distinctly recall this question being famously bandied
about by the Scholastics in the Middle Ages (“Why be there soe much something
and not much more nothing?”), and it was an ancient question even then.

12. human waste
February 13, 2007

About Lubos, his behavior (blogging instead of working on strings) suggests that
he agrees with Peter, but cannot accept that a macho like him is scientifically
impotent. Maybe he could find the solution to his problem in some spam e-mail.

More seriously, my opinion about Weinberg books:

Volume 1 (QFT introduced in a non standard way) looks worse than the standard
way.
Volume 2 of Weinberg (advanced QFT) is very good.
Volume 3 (supersymmetry): people who worked on supersymmetry wrote better
books.

13. island
February 13, 2007

I wouldn’t be surprised to see LS start putting out papers to the effect
that the landscape doesn’t work and that this is the greatest crisis in
history.

This being the case, and if he was true to his word, then he’d be obligated to join
the Davies/Wheeler side of the “debate”… or maybe he’ll take-up preaching… 

As things stand now, we will be hard pressed to answer the IDists if the
landscape fails.
-Lenny

Surely it would make more sense for him to ask Lee Smolin what we have in
common with black holes.

14. stinking human waste
February 13, 2007



As another sample of stinkin’ human waste, of the worst kind – I have been a
communist in my early days, although I have successfully recycled myself into a
social-democrat- I should say that we all need to be wary of the anti-communism
of such patriots as Lubos Motl, who comes -let’s not forget it- from a ex-
communist country, and was certainly the subject of brainwashing. Beware!

Cheers,
QDS

15. Greg Biffle
February 13, 2007

Hello Peter,

I was wondering if you and Smolin were planning on appearing on a panel with
Gross, Davies, et al.

I think that it’s time that the physics establishment starts inviting you guys to
String Theory conferences.

Smolin has written several papers on string theory, and a bestselling book.

Do you have any reflections on how long it will take before you are invited to
participate in conferences, and add you valuable insigts to the debate?

Indeed, I imagine that this blog is read far more often than the books of Davies,
Gross, et al combined.

Either your book or Smolin’s pointed out that the average age of the tenured
professors is approaching sixty.

As creativity is the domain of the young, and arrogance the domain of the old
who have failed to create when they were young, should not Lenny Sussking ste
down?

16. Peter Woit
February 13, 2007

Greg,

I think it would be a good idea for talks at string theory conferences to include a
more self-critical take on the subject and more serious discussion of the
difficulties it faces, but I think this should be done by string theorists themselves,
not by me. Lee Smolin often has pointed out that string theory conferences
rarely include discussion of alternative approaches to quantum gravity, and that
it would be a good thing for them to do so. I think he’s right about that, and that
this is starting to change.

As for things like the Toronto symposium, which feature more philosophical talks
by elder statesmen of the field like Gross and Susskind, obviously I’m not
remotely in their class. They have had long careers of tremendous
accomplishments, and have earned the right to have a prominent role in such



things and have people pay attention to what they have to say (and possibly
disagree with it…).

Some people have invited me to speak in various contexts. I’ve already done
some of this and there are several events planned for the future that I’ll be
involved in. I think I’m personally getting more than enough attention, and I’d
prefer to see more public debate within the particle theory community about the
problems of string theory, with other people doing this, not me.

I also don’t think the problems with string theory are generational or have
anything to do with age. The anthropic landscape is not something being
promoted just by an older group of physicists; many if not most of its proponents
are younger. If anything, the problem of string fanaticism is most pronounced in
the generations of physicists who have gotten their Ph.Ds. since 1984 and
sometimes don’t know much about the parts of particle theory that have nothing
to do with string theory. Older physicists often have seen ideas come and go, and
have a more skeptical attitude about the claims made for string theory than do
less-experienced youngsters.

17. The Anti-Lubos
February 13, 2007

This may not be appropriate here, and I hope that Peter will delete this comment
if he feels that way, but I would like to advertise for a new blog that I’ve just
created, Deleted by Lubos. I invite anyone who has posted a comment to Lubos’s
blog only to have him subsequently delete it to come to this new blog and post
what they had to say.

18. Chris Oakley
February 13, 2007

As creativity is the domain of the young, and arrogance the domain of
the old who have failed to create when they were young, should not
Lenny Susskind step down?

Whether Susskind is uncreative, superannuated and arrogant or not, I think that
I speak for the majority of the human waste who post here in saying that if the
Anthropic Landscape is the best you can come up with, then you should at least
have the decency not to brag about it.

19. Eugene Stefanovich
February 13, 2007

human waste:

More seriously, my opinion about Weinberg books:

Volume 1 (QFT introduced in a non standard way) looks worse than the standard
way.

I would like to defend Weinberg’s Volume 1.

http://deletedbylubos.blogspot.com/
http://deletedbylubos.blogspot.com/


First, I should note that QFT is a tough subject. Much more difficult than QM.
You can easily teach yourself to write Lagrangians, calculate Feynman diagrams,
renormalize things, and still don’t understand exactly what you are doing. I tried
to learn QFT by myself. After 10 years, half-a-dozen textbooks, and countless
journal articles I still couldn’t grasp the big picture. This all changed after I read
Weinberg’s Volume 1: “the lightbulb” turned on in my head. The difference was
made exactly by Weinberg’s non-standard approach. He places particles first and
fields second. He doesn’t worship the gauge invariance principle, but uses it as a
pragmatic tool. This makes everything logical and crystal clear.

Some Weinberg’s papers written in the 1960’s are very good as well, e.g.,

S. Weinberg, “The quantum theory of massless particles”, in Lectures on
particles and field theory, vol. 2 (Brandeis Summer Institute in Theoretical
Physics, 1964).

Though, I would agree that Weinberg’s Volume 1 should not be your first QFT
textbooks. Sometimes, especially in the 2nd part of the book his writing becomes
too abbreviated for a beginner to follow. For starters, I would recommend earlier
books by Schweber and Bjorken & Drell.

20. Greg Biffle
February 13, 2007

Hello Peter,

I understand taht you have to be nice on your blog, but what have Gross and
Susskind really achieved?

What is the Gross eqution and Sussking equation?

And too, even if they did achieve great things (in higher dimensions, as we can’t
see them here), does not their arrogance trump their acheivement?

For as Einstein and Socrates reminded us, are not a man’s greater achievements
contained in the way they humble themselves before the unknown?

A certain arrogance has reigned the culture, and they’re all in it togther. Kaku
praises Greene who praises Gross who praises Susskind, but eventually a Lubos
shows up, and the bluff gets called.

You would think that Susskind would have the courage to denounce Lubos, but
he doesn’t–now whay is that?

21. defense
February 13, 2007

Greg: What on earth are you talking about? Gross has a nobel prize and I don’t
think anyone of sound mind could question that both Gross and Susskind have
made major contributions. I have met both and find them each to be quite
modest and friendly, not at all arrogant as you claim. Also, I can assure you that



at the McGill symposium Gross most certainly did not excessively praise
Susskind.

About Lubos: did it ever occur to you that maybe Gross just doesn’t care about
Lubos? Maybe he just prefers to spend his time doing something other than
badmouthing his collegues.

22. Peter Woit
February 13, 2007

Greg,

Well, Gross has a well-deserved Nobel prize for co-discovering asymptotic
freedom and thus QCD, for a start. His achievements are undeniable.

Susskind has nothing on that level, but still quite a lot to his credit. One example
would be Kogut-Susskind fermions.

I don’t think Susskind does not denounce Lubos out of a lack of courage. Is he in
any position to denounce someone for being arrogant, not very concerned about
the usual standards of what is science and what isn’t, fanatically devoted to
string theory, and prone to over-the-top statements in public? This is kind of
many string theorist’s problem with Lubos: as far as physics goes, he just takes
many of their attitudes and beliefs to an extreme.

23. Peter Woit
February 13, 2007

defense,

I agree with you that it’s likely that Gross’s attitude towards Lubos is just that
it’s best to try and ignore him. Do you have any insight though into why at least
some string theorists think so highly of Lubos that they put endorsements from
him on the cover of their books?

24. Peter Shor
February 13, 2007

Do string theorists actually get to decide whose endorsements get put on the
cover of their books? Or is this the publisher’s prerogative?

25. Peter Woit
February 13, 2007

Peter Shor,

In my limited experience, publishers do allow authors to vet jacket copy, meaning
that they send it to you and ask you if there is anything you strongly object to. In
this case, there are two different publishers involved. I find it very difficult to
believe that both publishers, besides having editors so clueless as to think that a
Motl endorsement would be a good selling point, also did not let the authors
know what endorsements were going on their books.



26. anon.
February 13, 2007

Blogdom has reached a new low when an an uninformed commenter can call
Gross and Susskind arrogant and claim they haven’t accomplished anything.
Greg Biffle, you might want to reconsider your own arrogance: you clearly know
nothing about the last four decades of particle physics and have no right to judge
those who do. You might want to read up on the development of the Standard
Model in the 70s and reconsider whether to take Gross and Susskind seriously.

27. defense
February 13, 2007

Peter,

I really can’t speculate as to why some string theorists might want Lubos’
endosement on their books. It may be, as you would argue, that they endorse
some toned-down version of his position. It may also be that they simply don’t
follow his blog and aren’t familiar with the kind of stuff he says there. Or maybe
they respect him as a theorist and are simply willing to disentagle his published
work from his blogging activities.

28. LDM
February 13, 2007

Evidently people who write string theory textbooks and their publishers feel his
endorsement will do a lot to sell the books.

Well perhaps, but personally, I tend to ignore anything written by Lubos. Any
endorsement by him I could never trust to be well reasoned or balanced, so I
simply ignore it. I would also question the business acumen of any publisher that
used him as an endorser, given the negative comments on his blog and
elsewhere.

29. woit
February 13, 2007

One of the wonderful aspects of running a blog like this is that every so often
someone decides to engage in a campaign of harassment by repeatedly posting
racist or otherwise obnoxious comments. By using different names and
anonymized internet addresses, they can keep this up for quite a while.

Someone from the University of Toronto at Scarborough has been doing this
quite a bit today, and you may see their comments here every so often when I’m
not logged in and able to delete them. The computer people at the University of
Toronto tell me that they think they have identified the person doing this, so
perhaps some action can be taken that will convince them to stop this
harassment, if necessary through lodging a complaint with the police.

Ah, the joys of the internet….



30. Chris W.
February 13, 2007

Amos,

What you pointed out—the differing responses by Susskind, but not Gross, to
Davies’ and Efstathiou’s distinct formulations of essentially the same question—
is revealing of what seems to be a widespread syndrome. It can be described as a
propensity to mask philosophical confusion behind what appears at first to be a
well posed physical or mathematical question.

Consider the phrase “prospects .. for being able to compute the prior probability
of various sets of physical laws within the landscape”. The obvious question to
ask here is, compute with what, if not a prior set of physical laws (or, if you like,
meta-laws)?. If one admits this, then one would have to explain what point there
is in talking about “sets of physical laws” within in the landscape, instead of
talking about a single physical law (or single set of laws?) that gives rise to the
landscape, with its implications—or lack thereof—for the observable universe.

This episode strikes me as indicative of the sheer dismissiveness and indifference
that Susskind and many of colleagues seem to show towards any kind of serious
critical philosophical reflection on what they’re doing. This seems pretty darn
close to what Einstein had in mind when he referred to a certain physicist as
someone who could calculate, but couldn’t think.

31. Jeff Moreland
February 14, 2007

Maybe the publishers of these stringy textbooks feel that Lubos is well known for
controversy, and that his name will help sell the books, regardless of what people
think of him.

32. mclaren
February 14, 2007

Doesn’t anyone find it disturbing that idle speculations about the landscape can
be described as a “theory”? Maybe there is a multiverse, maybe there isn’t.
Maybe we’re only one of many universes floating in higher-dimension space,
maybe we aren’t. And maybe there are pink unicorns on some planet circling a
star in the Andromeda galaxy and maybe there aren’t. None of that baseless
daydreaming qualifies as a “theory.”

Show us how oi disconfirm the hypthesis. Then you’ve got a theory. If there’s no
way to experimentally disconfirm it, it’s not a “theory,” it’s idle speculation,
smoke and mirrors, all hot air with no substance.

The other thing I find objectionable is calling all those empty slots for physical
constants “parameters.” If we called ’em what they really are, “fudge factors,” I
bet people’s opinions would change in a hurry.

VERSION 1: “By proper selection of parameters, one of the 10^500 possible



universes can be made to match experimental observations.”

VERSION 2: “By proper selection of fudge factos, one of the 10^500 fudge factor
outputs can be made to match experiment observations.”

Version 2 doesn’t sound so good, does it?

33. Pindare
February 14, 2007

Most of the Proceedings of the 2002 ICM have been posted to the arxiv. Some for
the 2006 one too, try
http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/search?a=&t=&q=icm&c=&n=40&s=Listings

Also note that Tao’s “What is Good Mathematics?” will appear soon on the arxiv
with feedback incorporated (at least he says so on his website, the version you’re
pointing to being dubbed ‘old version’).

34. anon on the hudson
February 14, 2007

Clintonism!!! God help us. Did you enjoy Clinton’s bombing of the Serbian
civilian population(and the chinese embassy which could have trigered WW3)

Back to Math/Physics. Okounkov claims he never participated in the high
powered russian math olympiads I thought this was an interesting comment. I
wonder what percentage of current elite mathematicians and physcisists
participated in Math olympiads. Did Thurtston and Witten participate in math
olympiads. If so how well did the do.

Supposedly, Stallings entered Princeton graduate school with an English degree.
I was told he majored in English at arkansas. Maabe I got this story wrong. It t’s
been a while since I was told this by one of his Princeton classmates(a classmate
who has since passed on)

35. jeff
February 14, 2007

In defense of lubos motl, his criticisms of lqg etc are interesting because they’re
always rather specific about the physics.

36. poochie
February 14, 2007

You realize, folks, that Lubos-related discussion accounts for at least a third of
the traffic on this site. Peter, if you banned Lubos related discussions, your hit
counts would probably drop like a rock.

Peter-vs-Lubos is the “Itchy & Scratchy Show” of the Quantum Gravity world.

37. M
February 14, 2007

http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/search?a=&t=&q=icm&c=&n=40&s=Listings
http://front.math.ucdavis.edu/search?a=&t=&q=icm&c=&n=40&s=Listings


jeff, not always. For example the answers by Smolin in the (undeleted!)
comments to

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/02/doubly-special-relativity-is-just.html

show that he missed the point. And maybe lqg experts stopped answering to
Lubos when he later started putting too many insults.

38. woit
February 14, 2007

Jeff,

M is right, I think if you try and seriously read what Lubos has to say about LQG
(as about most topics), it’s a mishmash of some valid comments and some
complete misunderstandings (with a heavy helping of insults thrown in). He does
do a good job of acting like he knows what he’s talking about, even when he
doesn’t, and has impressed many people this way.

poochie is right that the Lubos discussion is pretty absurd. The guy is incredibly
entertaining though, and the phenomenon of string theorists putting
endorsements from him on their books still strikes me as weird beyond belief.

39. Greg Biffle
February 14, 2007

Hello All,

I understand that the seventies were a great time for physics.

But it saddens me that that gives Gross & Susskind license to monoplize the
future of physics too, when the truth is, they have stood idly by while the vast
string theory juggernaut rolled itself up into a ball that has so much gravitation
mass that it sucks the lion’s share of NSF funding.

Do we really need more string theory books with blurbs from lubos?

Why is it that theoretical physicists–the supreme gate keepers of the Laws of
Nature and Mind of God–have not the power to remove Lubos’s comments?

Lubos is far more famous for his politcial, and sometimes racist, rantings, than
he is for physics. He is far more famous for leaving Harvard than perfoming any
physics while there.

And yet, in Lenny & David’s ST world, his endorsement is worth being printed on
the back of a book. . .

Jut what is going on here?

40. Chris Oakley
February 14, 2007

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/02/doubly-special-relativity-is-just.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/02/doubly-special-relativity-is-just.html


He is far more famous for leaving Harvard than perfoming any physics
while there.

I’d hate it if Harvard were to kick him out. It would make the job of anti-stringers
so much harder.

41. CapitalistImperialistPig
February 14, 2007

Peter,

I bought Michael Dine’s book, and, so far at least, like it quite a bit.

I have a theory as to why Lubos’s blurbs wind up on such books. Suppose we
stipulate that it’s impossible to have a rational discussion with Lubos (except
maybe for the elect) and that his views on a whole range of issues are bizaare,
fanatical, wrong, and expressed in terms that would lead to a short life in less
civilized neighborhoods. The fact remains that he is a very bright guy who is
willing to read books very carefully and give the authors detailed and helpful
advice.

If he likes your book, you get a nice blurb. His blurb on Dine’s book told me
exactly what I wanted to know about it. Sieberg and Arkani-Hamed wrote nice
blurbs too, but their info was far less relevant to my decision to buy it.

42. Q
February 15, 2007

Lubos does have a sense of humor. He has the funny Antiworld physics song
playing in the background on his blog:

He was sitting there,
floating in the air….
With a smile on his face …
we jumped into hyperspace. …
He was an anti-man.
He lived in an anti-world.
He had an anti-dog.

Full lyrics and download: see http://musiclub.web.cern.ch/musiclub/bands
/cernettes/songs/antiworld.html

43. Steven H. Cullinane
February 15, 2007

Corfield, in the remarks Peter cites, says, “I’ve been pushing for philosophers of
mathematics to address the problems of values other than truth.” Such values
lead naturally to… Hollywood!

44. woman
February 15, 2007

http://musiclub.web.cern.ch/musiclub/bands/cernettes/songs/antiworld.html
http://musiclub.web.cern.ch/musiclub/bands/cernettes/songs/antiworld.html
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“but cannot accept that a macho like him is scientifically impotent.”

scientifically? Why does he hates women?

45. human waste
February 15, 2007

“scientifically impotent”: I mean that he likes hard-core science (where
everything is either right or wrong), string theory started as a hard-core science,
but it now looks not-even-wrong. Since getting hard-core results seems now
unlikely, barking against the landscape and biting Woit and Smolin is a good
alternative.

46. Greg Biffle
February 15, 2007

Questions to ponder are:

Would the advancement physics be helped or hurt if:

1) logic and reason were held superior to hype and speculation
2) lubos motl had to back up his words with facts
3) kaku/davies/susskind, now in their sixties, stepped down with their religious
prophecies to make way for simple logic and reason
4) NSF funded proposals based on logic, reason, and elegance, instead of how
many time the words “m-theory” or “String theory” appeared
5) Ed Witten/Kaku/Susskind/Gross/Davies/et al. took some responsibility for the
crisis and provided some moral leadership, humbling themselves before physics
and reality, and admitting, as Smolin and Woit point out, ST abject and complete
failure to advance physics so far
6) Prestigious university presses stopped using Lubos Motl as a referee and
blurb-generator until he published a single legible paper in physics, or even a
blog post that advances physics
7) Physicists such as Woit and Smolin were given more weight in the realm of
physics than journalists such as KC Cole et al, who freely attack the truth of their
books, and still find employment at prestigious institutions of learning and
publications.
8) Polanski, Greene, Witten, Kaku, Davies, Susskind, or any one of thousandn of
string theorists or NSF agents who read this blog stepped forth to stand up for
science, reason, and truth, and pass judgment on KC Cole, Lubos, and the
decaying bureacracy that was just yesterday the tragic String Theory
juggernaut.

We all know what will be best for science, and it brings to mind the words of Max
Planck,

An important scientific innovation rarely makes its way by gradually
winning over and converting its opponents: What does happen is that the
opponents gradually die out. -Max Planck

The true genius of the string theorists is that instead of making ST the domain of



an indvidual, as the advancement of science has ever been, they wed it to
groupthink and immortal government bureaucracies. Thus even when they are
gone, thousands of snarky postcos, who don’t even believe in ST, will yet defend
it as a means to get a job.

The only prerequisite to become a string theorist is the iwllingness to sacrifice a
life of truth and beauty and physics for power and prestige, and that is the trap
lubos has fallen into.

For what happens when the false reality comes crumbling down?

They lash out at not those who are bringing it down, but those who are noticing
that it is tumbling on down, such as Smolin and Woit.

There’s a lot of nervousness out there, as King Sussking and Witten and Gross
still wield so much bureaucratic power. Every young physicists is asking
themselves,

“I know it’s all BS, but if I want a job and a family–I’ve got to go with the flow,
and echo the ST mantra–give us a year, or two, or thirty, or a thousand, and we
will figure it out, because we are smarter than you.”

Imagine the poor, tormented souls, but such is the price one pays for going into
physics and then playing politics to get ahead. For “those who live by the sword
shall die by the sword.” Let’s wish them all the best–let’s hope that NSF stops
breeding this malicious dependency on groupthink and snarky, mean-spirited
mythology at conferences in Aspen and Prague.

And let’s all look forward to tomorrow’s renaissance in physics that shall go not
to politicians, but to Smolin’s “seers”–those who grappble with the big
questions–those who walk right on by the meaningless, masturabatory math as
Odysseus sailed on by the sirens, and start approaching physics as that which it
is–physics–simple, elegant physical models underlying reality.

47. Peter Woit
February 15, 2007

Greg,

Please don’t post rants like this here, it’s really not helpful at all, since so much
of what you write is highly exaggerated and caricatured. Besides getting some
people’s names wrong, you are completely misjudging many people’s influence.
For example, I don’t think there are any physicists at all who care in the slightest
what KC Cole thinks. This kind of thing just convinces people that critics of
string theory are as far gone and fanatical as Lubos, just in the opposite
direction, please don’t do it here any more.

48. Greg Biffle
February 15, 2007

Thanks Peter.



Thanks for running this blog and your kind, even-handed, level-headed spirit.

You’re doing a lot more for the advancemnt of physics than perhaps you even
know.

Your spirit brings to mind a poem by Rudyard Kipling–“If.”

If
A poem by Rudyard Kipling

If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too;
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or, being lied about, don’t deal in lies,
Or, being hated, don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise;
If you can dream – and not make dreams your master;
If you can think – and not make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with triumph and disaster
And treat those two imposters just the same;
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to broken,
And stoop and build ’em up with wornout tools;

If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breath a word about your loss;
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: “Hold on”;

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with kings – nor lose the common touch;
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you;
If all men count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run –
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,
And – which is more – you’ll be a Man my son!

Best,

Greg

49. Ari Heikkinen
February 16, 2007



“He also refers to the loyal readers of my blog as “human waste” (that’s you,
folks…)”

I don’t think anyone should take his rants too seriously, as he seems to consider
anyone who disagrees with his conclusions on any matter (and I don’t even mean
string theory here) a crackpot or an idiot.

It’s freedom of speech folks, ofcourse, but you don’t have to take everything you
read seriously.



Updates

February 15, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Terry Tao’s article What is Good Mathematics?, written for the Bulletin of the AMS, is
now available at the arXiv.

There’s a new article also on the arXiv by Zvi Bern et al. explicitly constructing the
3-loop 4-point amplitude of N=8 supergravity. They find various extra cancellations
beyond those expected from supersymmetry, and argue that this and other
calculations “strongly suggest that N=8 supergravity may be finite.” The innumerable
claims made over the years at the beginning of pretty much every string theory book
or popular article that you definitely can’t quantize gravity just using QFT are now no
longer operational. There is quite a lot of interest in this topic, with an array of
possible computations that need to be done in order to sort this out. Just at the
Mathematics Institute at Oxford the past few weeks there have been talks related to
this by David Dunbar, Kellogg Stelle, Bo Feng, and Michael Green. The Resonaances
blog has a report about a talk by Lance Dixon, one of the co-authors of the new paper.
Also a nice report on a talk about supersymmetry by David Kaplan, who gives an
excellent definition of fine-tuning of parameters: “a model is fine-tuned if a plot of the
allowed parameter space makes you wanna puke” (accompanied by an illustrative
plot of the situation in mSUGRA).

I’m waiting for the above news about supergravity finiteness to hit the media, perhaps
some of the people working on this need to get to work on their press releases.
There’s yet more press about the Distler et. al. “test of string theory.” The Daily Texan
has an article called Test May Prove Far-out Theory, where Distler explains how the
LHC seeing effects consistent with unitarity, analyticity and Lorentz invariance will
provide “more evidence” for string theory. The reporter who wrote this called me up,
and includes a garbled version of what I had to say. I was trying to be polite and stick
to just pointing out that the paper at issue was not a string theory calculation and its
title had been changed to remove reference to string theory, something I suggested
the reporter might want to ask the paper’s authors about. He seems to have not taken
up my suggestion. I probably should have just used more straight-forward language,
something along the lines of “dishonest bulls**t”.

The US Congress finally finished dealing with the FY2007 budget, sending a bill to the
president which he’ll sign. It restores money to the NSF and DOE, avoiding a freeze
at FY2006 levels that looked possible for a while and would have forced shutdowns at
Fermilab and RHIC.

Finally, Capitalist Imperialist Pig informs us that Princeton is taking the occasion of
shutting down its parapsychology lab to also close down its string theory program and
redirect the funds to research on global warming. Somehow I suspect this may be a
bit of an exaggeration, but they do seem to be making moves away from string theory
and towards phenomenology, sponsoring workshops next month on Physics at LHC:
From Experiment to Theory, and Monte Carlo Tools for Beyond the Standard Model
Physics.
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Update: Here’s a link to the Kaplan talks on SUSY.

Comments

1. Greg Biffle
February 15, 2007

Lance Dixon was a TA of mine when I was an undergrad.

I think he was a postdoc at the time, but he was better than the professor, and
we always went to his sessions.

I look forward to reading his paper! Thanks!

2. kuos
February 15, 2007

Question for discussion: how many of these attributes identified by Tao apply to
string theory?

• A field which becomes increasingly ornate and baroque, in which individual
results are generalised and refined for their own sake, but the subject as a
whole drifts aimlessly without any definite direction or sense of progress;
• A field which becomes filled with many astounding conjectures, but with no
hope of rigorous progress on any of them;
• A field which now consists primarily of using ad hoc methods to solve a
collection
of unrelated problems, which have no unifying theme, connections, or purpose;
• A field which has become overly dry and theoretical, continually recasting and
unifying previous results in increasingly technical formal frameworks, but not
generating any exciting new breakthroughs as a consequence; or
• A field which reveres classical results, and continually presents shorter,
simpler,
and more elegant proofs of these results, but which does not generate any truly
original and new results beyond the classical literature.

3. John A
February 15, 2007

At last, Princeton has the guts to shut down PEAR aka “if you stare hard enough
at random numbers you’ll see a pattern”

4. Q
February 15, 2007

“… Princeton is taking the occasion of shutting down its parapsychology lab to
also close down its string theory program …”

These are unifiable, at least according to the paper of Nobel Laureate Professor
Brian Josephson of Cambridge University, http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012 :

http://agenda.cern.ch/fullAgenda.php?ida=a063387
http://agenda.cern.ch/fullAgenda.php?ida=a063387
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012


“String Theory, Universal Mind, and the Paranormal … A model consistent with
string theory is proposed for so-called paranormal phenomena such as extra-
sensory perception (ESP). Our mathematical skills are assumed to derive from a
special ‘mental vacuum state’, whose origin is explained on the basis of
anthropic and biological arguments, taking into account the need for the
informational processes associated with such a state to be of a life-supporting
character. ESP is then explained in terms of shared ‘thought bubbles’ generated
by the participants out of the mental vacuum state. The paper concludes with a
critique of arguments sometimes made claiming to ‘rule out’ the possible
existence of paranormal phenomena.”

I suspect that those who don’t like string theory have formed a conspiracy to
suppress research into paranormal extra dimensions, or ESP mental vacuum
states, in case paranormal research come up with some evidence to support
M-theory. Hopefully string theorists like Lubos Motl (who is deeply concerned
about global warming issues) will take great comfort from the fact that the
money being spent by Princeton on string will in future go to global warming.

5. JustAnotherInfidel
February 15, 2007

From what I recall, people tried to do model building with N=8 SUSY a long time
ago because it automatically contained a graviton, and so was automatically N=8
SUGRA. There are 28 spin = 1 bosons in the multiplet, which look suspiciously
like the adjoing of SO(8). But SO(8) doesn’t contain SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1), and I
don’t know any more than this. I guess one could study, say, N=8 SUSY SO(10)
or something, and have SUSY break at the planck scale to N=1 SUSY.

I dont know—does anyone know about any phenomenology which has been
studied along these lines?

6. kramnik
February 15, 2007

The point with this is not that N=8 might be the TOE that we want. Rather, if it is
finite it’s probably due to some as yet unknown deep symmetry which we don’t
know about. Determining whether it is finite, and if so why, will be a major clue
to uniting gravity with the rest of physics.

7. andy
February 15, 2007

At first I was sure that it was a joke, but the phrase “mental vacuum state” does
in fact appear in the abstract referenced by Q.

8. CapitalistImperialistPig
February 15, 2007

Peter,

My remark about Princeton’s getting out of the string theory business was



unmitigated bullshit. I thought I had implied that pretty clearly in the post, and
apologize to anyone who was thereby misled.

Mea culpa!

9. Jean-Paul
February 15, 2007

The only reason to be excited about finitness of N=8 sugra is that it’s an
existence proof of a finite QFT with spin 2. From the particle physics point of
view this is as irrelevant as the vanishing of c.c. in N=1 case.

10. Gordon
February 15, 2007

CapitalImperialistPig:
No need to apologise–we all know your comments are always
unmitigated bullshit.

11. Thomas Larsson
February 16, 2007

I don’t see why one should be excited if N=8 sugra were finite. That theory
certainly has as least as much problems with experiments as string theory.
Besides, QFT infinities are not just a nuisance, but something which explain
some experiments via anomalies, e.g. pion decay. Could really that effect be
reproduced if the SM were embedded in some finite field theory?

12. A String Theorist
February 16, 2007

Hi Peter,

In the abstract, at least, they were very careful to quantify the word “finite” with
by saying “perturbatively finite.” I don’t know anyone who even would speculate
that N=8 might actually be finite also NON-perturbatively. Presumably the non-
perturbative completion of N=8 supergravity would be some string theory.

Take N=4 Yang-Mills theory as an example. It is perturbatively finite, and its
non-perturbative completion is a string theory (namely, type IIB string theory on
AdS5 x S^5).

13. CapitalistImperialistPig
February 16, 2007

Ah Godon, coming from you, that means so much!

14. Tim
February 16, 2007

Peter,



you write “on the arXiv by Zvi Bern et. al. explicitly” but “et” means “and” in
latin and is not an abriviation thus needs no dot.

Tim et al.

15. woit
February 16, 2007

A String Theorist,

I’ve heard many claims about string theory providing an “ultraviolet completion”
of a QFT, but you are the first person I’ve heard claim that it provides a “non-
perturbative completion” of QFT. Actually, I think you just got this completely
backwards: every string theorist I’ve heard say anything like this has said it in
the other direction. No one knows what non-perturbative string theory is, but
AdS/CFT can be interpreted as saying that the N=4 SYM QFT (which is believed
to make sense non-perturbatively) provides a “non-perturbative completion” of
string theory, where we only have a perturbative definition.

Thomas,

I think kramnik has it right. The point is not that N=8 supergravity is a viable
TOE, it is that this result says there is some structure in it we don’t understand
that is causing unexpected cancellations improving its ultraviolet behavior. The
conventional wisdom that QFT’s involving gravity inherently have bad behavior
in the ultraviolet looks like it is just wrong. This may be quite analogous to what
happened with asymptotic freedom: up until 1973 the conventional wisdom was
that QFTs in general had bad ultraviolet behavior, behavior that furthermore was
inconsistent with observed high-energy scaling. That change in conventional
wisdom killed off string theory once, it could happen again…

Tim,

Thanks, I always forget that. Fixed.

16. Robert Musil
February 16, 2007

According to the NY Times, various “legitimate” scientists visited PEAR’s and
even gave them money from time to time. There is a unconfirmed rumor that Ed
Witten was hard at work trying to move thought bubbles with his mind when the
Princeton Dean rudely turned off the PEAR’s lights, plunging the special ‘mental
vacuum state’ into darkness and making Ed stub his toe on the way out.

17. A String Theorist
February 16, 2007

Hi Peter,

Yes I realized right after submitting the post that I was being imprecise.

The essential problem, as you point out, is that we don’t have a non-perturbative



definition for “N=8 supergravity”. I would bet that if someone someday finds
such a definition, it will end up being a string theory.

18. Hmm
February 16, 2007

It is a stunning indication of americas descent into mediocrity that you are now
being contacted by journalists to give views on *scientific* rather than sociology-
of-science matters. Wow. Its enough to have a blog; you don’t need to have a
record of research accomplishment or to even understand the technical claims
being made. God help us all!

19. A String Theorist
February 16, 2007

Oops, I hit submit before I was finished.

About N=4 Yang-Mills, I never said that string theory provides the non-
perturbative definition of YM.

I said that the non-perturbative completion of the theory (which you may take to
be a Feynman path integral, or lattice I suppose) is a string theory (i.e., in a
certain regime of parameter space, it describes relativistic strings).

20. Scott Aaronson
February 16, 2007

The reporter who wrote this called me up, and includes a garbled version of what
I had to say … I probably should have just used more straight-forward language,
something along the lines of “dishonest bulls**t”.

Peter, I’m having the same problem these days talking to journalists who want to
bullshit up their quantum computing stories (“the world’s first commercial
quantum computer has been unveiled, able to solve NP-complete problems in a
heartbeat…”). I patiently explain to them why the story doesn’t mean anything
like what they think it does, but I get the sinking feeling, even as I’m talking,
that the article will have zero mutual information with anything I say. If you ever
figure out how to dissuade a journalist from writing the misleading piece he or
she wants to write, please let me know.

21. woit
February 16, 2007

A String Theorist,

Thanks for the clarification. I still think it’s kind of misleading to talk about a
“non-perturbative” completion of N=4 SYM. By itself N=4 SYM is inherently a
non-perturbative theory (even if we don’t completely rigorously understand it).
One doesn’t talk about the “non-perturbative completion” of QCD, QCD is just
inherently a non-perturbative theory, and going to a supersymmetric version
doesn’t change this.



I haven’t thought much about this, but it’s not clear to me that you can’t just
define N=8 supergravity non-perturbatively as the path integral, and try and
make sense of this. If this works, you would have a purely conventional QFT for
quantum gravity. Like many QFTs it might have some regime where a string
theory approximation was useful, but I don’t think that would justify calling it a
string theory since it is fundamentally defined in terms of quantum fields, not
strings.

Hmm,

My, some of you string theory partisans are charming, especially the ones too
cowardly to put their names to their ad hominem attacks. I’ll leave it to informed
people to decide who was giving this reporter honest, accurate information, me
or Jacques Distler.

Scott,

Similarly, if you figure how how to stop journalists from writing the “quantum
computers solve NP-complete problems in a heartbeat” story, let me know and
maybe it will help me figure out how to dissuade them from the “string theorists
figure out how to prove string theory” stories which they are being continually
led to write.

22. Thomas Larsson
February 16, 2007

My concern about combining anomalies, which are experimentally confirmed
consequences of QFT infinities, with a finite theory are not original. I essentially
took the argument from Roman Jackiw, hep-th/9911071, which ends with

“one very important lesson we should take from quantum field theory is not to
banish all its infinities. Apparently the mathematical language with which we are
describing Nature cannot account for all natural phenomena in a clear fashion.
Recourse must be made to contradictory formulations involving infinities, which
nevertheless lead to accurate descriptions of experimental facts in finite terms. It
will be most interesting to see how string theory and its evolutions, which
purportedly are completely finite and consistent, will handle this issue, which
has been successfully, if paradoxically, resolved in quantum field theory.”

23. anon
February 16, 2007

“I’ll leave it to informed people to decide who was giving this reporter honest,
accurate information, me or Jacques Distler.”

Since you complain that the reporter misquoted you, are we to assume, in
contrast, that he quoted Distler accurately?

24. Peter Woit
February 16, 2007

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9911071
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9911071


anon,

I don’t think people need to or should base their decisions about this on what the
reporter has either of us saying, since he for good reason had trouble
understanding what is going on. In my case, you can judge from what I’ve
written here on this topic as to its scientific accuracy. In Distler’s you can read
the press release the university issued for him, or consider the many other press
stories quoting him on this topic. My scientific claim is simple, and it seems that
a PRL referee agreed: Distler’s paper isn’t about string theory so can’t claim to
have a test of it. Distler seems to be quite clear in his claims to the press that he
has a test of string theory that can be performed at the LHC.

Up to you to consider which of those two claims is more scientifically accurate.

25. Robert Musil
February 16, 2007

Peter,

“The reporter who wrote this called me up, and includes a garbled version of
what I had to say … I probably should have just used more straight-forward
language, something along the lines of “dishonest bulls**t”.”

In general, those who deal frequently with the media come to understand that
when a reporter calls asking to speak one has two choices: Speak, and be
misquoted – or refuse to speak, and be misinterpreted.

I pray you have the widom to choose correctly.

26. Chris W.
February 16, 2007

Scott and Peter,

I’m afraid that the people you need to dissuade are the editors that have final say
on what gets published. (Maybe it goes higher than that.) I suspect that in most
cases a reporter who is conscientious in this sense would have trouble
continuing to report on science-related stories; he or she would be told that they
can play ball, take other assignments, or get fired.

Perhaps there is an editor out there who would like to take issue with this. If so,
please post a comment, preferably with some helpful explanation. Try not to
blame it on the great unwashed public, ie, your alleged readers.

27. Tim
February 16, 2007

Peter,

You write “My, some of you string theory partisans are charming, especially the
ones too cowardly to put their names to their ad hominem attacks.” and this is
not the first time you bring up such a remark.



Did I miss the sign “If you post here, you are obliged to give your real name!”?

You chose this type of forum yourself and you know very well that posts can
remain anonymous, so why complain? If you chose a different forum (refereed
journal, arxiv, conference, etc) for letting the world know what you think, all
responses would bear the real name of the respondent. However it is by your
own free choice that you use a blog which implies by the very nature of this
forum that responses can and will remain anonymous.

Your complaining is analogous to a writer who refuses the advice of his publisher
to order high quality paper for a new book but later on complains that the books
are worn out too quickly.

Tim

28. Ari Heikkinen
February 16, 2007

“close down its string theory program and redirect the funds to research on
global warming”

Heh, that’s funny, as I thought the biggest web-advocate of string theory thinks
that global warming is utter nonsense (sorry, couldn’t resist:).

29. island
February 16, 2007

Tim, Peter often knows or can find out who the anonymous posters are, yet he
generally keeps their secret from the public, (unless he is being severely
harassed), while calling them out for being too chicken to claim responsibility for
their unsubstantiated bullshit.

Shut up.

30. Peter Woit
February 16, 2007

Tim,

I don’t encourage people to post anonymously here; I think it would be best if
people always used their real names. Personally I don’t post comments on other
blogs without using my real name, although I can imagine some unusual
situations in which I might choose to do so. But my policy certainly is to allow
anonymous comments, and I realize there are many legitimate reasons for
people to choose not to use their names. If someone wants to engage in
anonymous attacks on me, I’m allowing that. I also have every right to refer to
people who decide to do this as “cowardly”.

31. Peter Woit
February 16, 2007

island,



Thanks for the supportive comment, but do try and keep the hostility level
down…

It is also true that it’s often not too hard for me to figure out who anonymous
commenters likely are. For instance, in the case of “Hmm”, his comment was
posted from a somewhat unusual and precisely identifiable location, making it
not hard to, with a small amount of research, make a pretty good guess as to
who he is.

32. Rugs
February 16, 2007

I have a friend that is an editor for a newspaper (I will leave his name, my name
and his paper anonymous so we can remain friends) and when we had a mutual
friend die in an accident I got to watch how he dealt with reporters. He wrote
out every statement and read the statements to reporter’s one word at a time
making sure they wrote each word as he had intended. He was very concerned
about how the circumstances of our friends’ death were reported. He not only
understands how sloppy note taking can lead to bad reporting he also knows that
a sensational story can help a reporters career better than a boring one. Though
he doesn’t believe it is done intentionally (I feel a little differently) he does feel
human nature will push a simple story in the wrong direction. I don’t know if
knowing how a newspaper editor deals with reporters is any help but I sure
found it enlightening.

33. Peter Woit
February 16, 2007

Chris W.,

I should say that my experience over the last year or so with quite a few
reporters is that they try hard to get things right. They’re not experts in the
science involved, and, faced with people making contradictory or hard to
evaluate claims, they do the best they can. With one exceptional case of behavior
that was worse than I would have guessed goes on, I’ve been pleasantly
surprised by the competence and degree of professionalism of almost everyone
I’ve dealt with.

The problem with the “physicists finally discover how to test string theory”
stories mostly doesn’t come from the people reporting these stories, it more
often comes from the scientists involved.

34. Michael
February 16, 2007

Peter,

suppose N=8 sugra is finite and exists at the quantum level. In order for your
conclusion that it is a theory of quantum gravity besides string theory to hold,
you’d still have to show *that*, namely that it cannot be realized as a string
theory. Absent such a proof you could make that claim already about N=4 SYM,



which is a sugra theory on an AdS space written in funny variables.

Until someone does this for you (clearly you are not capable of it yourself), it is
much more plausible to say that N=8 sugra resisted embedding into string
theory so far simply because it doesn’t exist beyond perturbation theory.

So even if I swallow all the ifs buts and maybes you interjected, your line of
reasoning has more holes than swiss cheese. Your thinking is really very flaky.

35. Eric
February 16, 2007

Michael, the gravitational degrees of freedom in a SUGRA theory are pretty
straightforward to isolate (in contrast to the surprising case of AdS/CFT). If N=8
SUGRA were shown to be finite and a sensible quantum theory, no convoluted
rewriting of the theory in a dual string picture, or showing that you can get N=8
SUGRA in particular backgrounds ,will change the fact that you have found a
non-string theory of quantum gravity.

36. Michael
February 16, 2007

Dear Eric,
How can you say that isolating the degrees of freedom is “pretty
straightforward” if you cannot even show that the theory exists? There might just
be another “surprise” in stock for you.

The smart money remains on the reverse logic: N=8 sugra cannot be embedded
into string theory, because it doesn’t exist beyond PTB.

37. Peter Woit
February 16, 2007

Michael,

You anonymous string theorists are all such polite folks, always a pleasure to try
and have a discussion about scientific issues with you.

“N=4 SYM, which is a sugra theory on an AdS space written in funny variables”

That’s just not true. Even if you believe everything conjectured about AdS/CFT,
N=4 SYM is supposed to be exactly dual to a full, non-perturbative string theory,
not to supergravity on AdS.

It’s kind of hilarious to see string theorists claiming that N=4 SYM should be
understood as a string theory, when they don’t know how to define non-
perturbative string theory, except as N=4 SYM.

I don’t think the argument “OK, QFT can also give you finite terms in
perturbation theory, just like string theory, but it may have problems non-
perturbatively, unlike string theory (wait a minute, we don’t know what string
theory is non-perturbatively, other than through the QFT…)” is going to fly.



38. Michael
February 16, 2007

“such polite folks”

Stop whining and talk about the issue!

“That’s just not true.”

For large radius, my statement is perfectly accurate; the generalization is
obvious. My point was well taken.

You have failed to address the hole in your logic, which I pointed out. Thanks for
nothing!

39. Eric
February 16, 2007

Michael,

I’m not even anti-string theory, but you don’t make sense, and your point is
definitely not well taken. Since one of the things you do in SUGRA is quantize the
metric, you’ve got a perturbative spin-two field staring you in the face, giving
you gravitational interactions, just like the relevant closed string mode in string
theory: this is very easy to isolate.

For the large radius limit of an AdS space, yes it is supposed to be well-described
by a SUGRA, but this is just an approximation, there’s nothing really to
“generalize.”

40. Peter Woit
February 16, 2007

Michael,

Despite your rudeness I’m trying to have a serious discussion with you. I have
addressed the issues here, you haven’t. The discussion is not about a limiting
case of large radius. All you seem to be able to do here is talk about “the smart
money”. If you know of an argument showing that N=8 supergravity can’t be
defined outside of perturbation theory, but string theory can, let’s hear it.

41. Michael
February 16, 2007

Peter,
I may have an opinion, but I do not know if N=8 sugra exists. I simply pointed
out that under the assumptions you made your logic still had a gaping hole, and
it remains so.

You are trying to sidestep the issue and claim `string theory isn’t better`.
Perhaps. Bananas. Whatever. It does not reduce the number of holes in your
argument.



42. CapitalistImperialistPig
February 17, 2007

Ari – Yes, that was whatever point there was of my little “joke.” Lubos had just
deleted a global warming comment of mine when I wrote the post.

43. CapitalistImperialistPig
February 17, 2007

Michael said: “suppose N=8 sugra is finite and exists at the quantum level. In
order for your conclusion that it is a theory of quantum gravity besides string
theory to hold, you’d still have to show *that*, namely that it cannot be realized
as a string theory. ”

If this is the “hole” you keep talking about, you are pegging your argument on a
pretty flimsy support. Whether some QFT can be realized (I think you really
mean represented) as a string theory is irrelevant to the question of whether
there is a QFT of gravity. Perhaps the second law of thermodynamics can be
realized as a game of parchesi – if so, it would certainly be amusing, but it would
hardly show that parchesi is essential to the description of the world.

44. gunpowder&noodles
February 17, 2007

Michael’s comments are so funny — especially “My point was well taken” [Haha,
I thought *other* people are supposed to say that!] that I suspect he is pulling
Peter’s leg. Unlike, sadly, “Hmm”, whose determination not to have a sense of
humor is known far and wide.

45. Steven H. Cullinane
February 17, 2007

Q: Regarding thought bubbles– Thanks for sharing.

46. ObsessiveMathsFreak
February 17, 2007

And for examples of What is Bad Mathematics, see Jean-Pierre Serre’s How to
Write Mathematics Badly.

47. mathjunkie
February 17, 2007

What is the importance of that N=8 supergravity exists? Does it mean that it can
replace String theory?

48. Alex Nichols
February 18, 2007

There are now two papers:
1) http://www.arxiv.org/pdf/hep-th/0702112
-based on point particles

http://www.xanga.com/m759/571049774/the-stuff-that-dreams-are-made-of.html
http://www.xanga.com/m759/571049774/the-stuff-that-dreams-are-made-of.html
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=8266735963828183844&q=how+to+write+mathematics+badly
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=8266735963828183844&q=how+to+write+mathematics+badly
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=8266735963828183844&q=how+to+write+mathematics+badly
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=8266735963828183844&q=how+to+write+mathematics+badly
http://www.arxiv.org/pdf/hep-th/0702112
http://www.arxiv.org/pdf/hep-th/0702112


2) http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610299
-based on strings

Both claim to be u-v finite.

Question: At what sort of energy levels would it be possible to exclude either 1 or
2?

49. Arun
February 18, 2007

If I understand correctly, crucial to the Bern et. al. argument is the use of the
KLT (Kawai, Lewellen, Tye) tree-level relations, orginal expressing tree-level
closed-string scattering amplitudes in terms of pairs of open string ones, which
in the low energy limit of compactifaction to four dimensions relate N=8
supergravity and N=4 super YM tree amplitudes.

Unless this step could be discovered independently, it would appear that a
digression into string theory is essential to the (possible) discovery of viable QFT
gravity theories.

50. Peter Woit
February 18, 2007

Alex,

This isn’t an experimental question, it’s a purely theoretical one about whether
these higher order terms are finite or not. In principle it’s a straightforward
calculation, and one can just calculate. The problem is that the calculation is so
difficult that people have to use indirect arguments and make some assumptions
in order to get an answer at high orders.

51. onymous
February 18, 2007

Alex, from your comment it seems you think that the papers you link to are about
two different theories, one stringy and one involving point particles. This is not
the case. Both are about N=8 supergravity in four dimensions, they are just
approaching it from different directions: you can get to this theory by
compactifying 11D maximal supergravity.

In general the question of whether this is a “field theory of gravity” or a “string
theory of gravity” is not well-defined. As with any interesting field theory, there
are nonperturbative effects. In gravitational theories these contribute exp(-1/g)
terms, which are understood in string theory to be associated with branes. So
solitonic objects are inescapable in this theory, even if it is perturbatively finite.
(The solitons are associated with the divergence of the sum of the perturbative
theory, which will diverge even if the individual terms are finite.) N=8
supergravity is part of the same family of theories as M-theory (the UV

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610299
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610299


completion of 11D sugra), which includes both theories with light strings and
those without.

In any case, it certainly isn’t a typical local QFT of spin-2 objects, the usual
difficulties with constructing local observables in quantum gravity apply to N=8
supergravity even if it is finite.

52. JustAnotherInfidel
February 18, 2007

“The conventional wisdom that QFT’s involving gravity inherently have bad
behavior in the ultraviolet looks like it is just wrong. ”

I don’t think this is the conclusion that the authors are claiming—in the last
paragraph they seem to imply that stringy effects are still needed to get all of the
cancellations needed:

“The result presented here, in conjunction with the allloop-order evidence from
unitarity [13] and string theory hints of additional cancellations [7, 8, 9], strongly
suggests that N = 8 supergravity may be ultraviolet finite.”

53. woit
February 18, 2007

JustAnotherInfidel,

The reference is to independent duality arguments of Green et al. that do have to
do with string theory, but have implications for pure supergravity. What is being
discussed here is not string theory, it is a QFT, N=8 supergravity, and the
question is whether the terms in this perturbation series are finite. String theory
methods may be useful for showing this (although the Bern et al. paper under
discussion does not use string theory), but the claims are being made about a
theory that does not involve strings, and is a conventional QFT. It is precisely this
conventional QFT that people have in the past believed had bad high energy
behavior, but now it appears this may not be true.

54. Gordon Chalmers
February 20, 2007

I havent checked the blog for a while, but I would like to point out that it is
straightforward to obtain a nonperturbative formulation of N=8. Take the
nonperturbative formulation of IIB string theory compactified on a six torus and
decouple the massive modes. I believe the exact S-matrix of IIB string theory is
known, and for that matter, after decoupling the massive modes so is the exact
matrix of N=8 sugra. Of course the exactitude of the S-matrix relies on the belief
of S-duality
so consider it a hypothetical exactness until duality is shown.

By the way in case you are interested there do seem to be some early articles on
obtaining the standard model with some technicolor type of arguments but that
is all. The theory seems to be nonviable unless the standard model gauge group



changes, which is in fact possible if you read some more about string bits.

Also, just as a plug, I am in fact the first person to argue for finiteness in a
concrete manner, and to this day my arguments are
repeated almost by everyone except for Bern et al, who use the
no-triangle hypothesis in a convincing manner.

55. Vogelsang
February 20, 2007

Also, just as a plug, I am in fact the first person to argue for finiteness
in a concrete manner, and to this day my arguments are repeated
almost by everyone

Could you please provide some references?

56. gordon chalmers
February 20, 2007

Would yould you like that with at symbols or what?
I could give you the references, which you could look up, or I could give you the
200 papers that I have catalogued which are unpublished.

Which is which is what I know of.

Gordon

57. gordon
February 22, 2007

There are further cancellations at 3 loops and beyond which are not accounted
for by the no-triangle hypothesis. These cancellations occur in two and three
loops. They are not accounted for by any symmetry and the integral functions are
absent and they are many. So the theory is probably secretly hiding a symmetry
which noone has encountered before. The theory is probably finite, and if you
dont like my comment why dont you ask me or Zvi Bern for details: but they are
unproven.



Richter, MiniBooNE and an Eternal Feast

February 18, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

At the big AAAS conference held in San Francisco the past few days there was a
session on “A New Frontier in Particle Physics”, about the LHC and the promise of
physics at the TeV scale. Burton Richter’s talk there on Charting the Course for
Elementary Particle Physics is now available at the arXiv.

Richter uses the “It was the best of times; it was the worst of times” line from Dickens
to characterize the current state of particle physics. He expects the LHC to begin
operations at full energy in summer 2008, with physics results beginning to appear in
2009. As for the ILC, at the earliest it would be completed in 2019, and he sees no
chance of it being built if the LHC doesn’t find something new by 2012. He also sees a
luminosity upgrade of the LHC being considered next year, one which would take
place after the machine had been running for 5 years or so.

He also discusses the MiniBooNE experiment at Fermilab, a neutrino experiment that
is late in reporting results. They are doing a “blind analysis”, not “opening the box”
and looking at the final answer from their data until the last moment. Richter is
dubious about this, saying: “I never did like blind analyses”, claiming that they
prevent experimenters from seeing problems in the data, and he worries that the
MiniBooNE result (which is trying to check results from the LSND experiment that
disagree with the standard picture of neutrino physics) will be inconclusive.

We should know soon, I see that on March 1 there is a colloquium scheduled at
Princeton by one of the MiniBooNE experimenters on “New Neutrino Oscillation
Results from the MiniBooNE Experiment”. For a recent talk about MiniBooNE given
at Columbia, see here. This talk did also definitely mention the possibility of an
inconclusive result, requiring a more sensitive experiment that might take place at
the SNS (Spallation Neutron Source) in Oak Ridge.

Also at the AAAS meeting was yet another session on the wonders of the multiverse
called “Multiverses, Dark Energy and Physics as an Environmental Science,”
featuring the usual Stanford team of Linde and Susskind, with Lawrence Krauss
brought in to provide a little bit of reality. Stanford has put out a press release
promoting Andrei Linde’s talk at the meeting. Linde goes on about what he calls
101000 vacua, and how they are “an unexpected gift from string theory… an eternal
feast where all possible dishes are served.” He seems to be positively gleeful about
the “Alice’s Restaurant” aspect of this pseudo-science, where “you can get anything
you want…”

Update: For the YouTube generation, Stanford has a video here.

Update: Jon Bagger’s talk at the AAAS is available here.

Update: Various reports on the AAAS multiverse session including here, here (Wired
blog, couldn’t get in the room, too full), and here (New Scientist blog, describes the
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session as “you might have mistaken the proceedings inside for a stand-up comedy
act”).

Comments

1. Q
February 19, 2007

Linde goes on about what he calls 10^1000 vacua, and how they are “an
unexpected gift from string theory… an eternal feast where all possible dishes
are served.”

A string miracle, hallelujah! Regarding the eternal feast, Christians should be
impressed with this blessing, for it way exceeds the miracle of Jesus feeding the
four thousand (Mark 8:1-9),

In those days the multitude being very great … they did eat, and were filled …
And they that had eaten were about four thousand: and he sent them away.’

2. Steven H. Cullinane
February 19, 2007

Christians, as a web search shows, use the phrase “eternal feast” to refer, not to
an earthly repast, but to Heaven. Few of them are likely to find the Heaven of
string theory more appealing.

3. A
February 19, 2007

Interesting reporting about MiniBoone. You may already know this but the co-
spokesfolk for this experiment, Janet Conrad and Mike Shaevitz, are both at
Columbia.

4. Hans de Vries
February 19, 2007

Christians should be impressed with this blessing, for it way exceeds the miracle
of Jesus feeding the four thousand.

Christians use the phrase “eternal feast” to refer, not to an earthly repast, but to
Heaven

Then the joy must be because the number of the beast, 10^666, has been finally
beaten. This makes all the difference between a Universe expanding into the
eternal Heavens or one collapsing back into Hell fire. :^)

Regards, Hans

5. Bee
February 19, 2007



A string miracle, hallelujah! Well, you don’t actually need to turn water into
wine, you just have to convince everybody that it is wine.

6. Arun
February 19, 2007

“Well, you don’t actually need to turn water into wine, you just have to convince
everybody that it is wine.”

Does this have to do with the question – what is reality?

7. Steven H. Cullinane
February 19, 2007

Or “What is Kool-Aid”?

8. Chris W.
February 19, 2007

It sounds like Andrei Linde has irrevocably jumped the shark.

9. Louise
February 19, 2007

You would have enjoyed hearing Larry Krauss’ intro to the AAAS session: “Why
scientists have gone mad.” He said that supernova data “naively implied” that
the universe was accelerating. Introducing Lenny Susskind, Krauss asked
rhetorically if strings were a sinking ship. The room was very crowded!

10. Bee
February 20, 2007

“Well, you don’t actually need to turn water into wine, you just have to convince
everybody that it is wine.”

Does this have to do with the question – what is reality?

Well. Everything has to do with the questions what is reality, no? But in this case
I was more thinking about ‘marketplace’ tactics. Like, you don’t need to actually
produce the best pizza, you just need to convince everybody it IS the best pizza
(alternatively, you can make sure all competitors go broke, then you have the
one-and-only best-and-worst pizza).

PS: I don’t want to get spam-filtered, so I won’t include a link, but check Lubos
for a 2007 edition of the landscape, I had to laugh quite a lot.

PPS: And make sure to turn down the volume before you do.

11. a quantum diaries survivor
February 20, 2007

By 2012, the upgrade of the LHC (SLHC) will probably be almost completed. So

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jump_the_shark
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we will have many years to delve in Standard Model boredom, undisturbed by
new R&D for the suppressed ILC…

T.

12. Vogelsang
February 20, 2007

So we will have many years to delve in Standard Model boredom,

If the SM is boring to you, why not switching to some other area of physics?
Astrophysics and nanophysics for example are currently very active, with lots of
experimental/observational results to feed theory.

13. Thomas Love
February 20, 2007

I just read on a google group:

Lubos Motl (a Czech national) pressured to resign from Harvard’s physics
department
because of his vicious shotgun public polemical attacks on Woit, Smolin,
Penrose and even Susskind!

Is it true?

14. Peter Woit
February 20, 2007

Thomas,

That’s from Jack Sarfatti, and I think he’s about as reliable a source of
information as Lubos, and in this case the origin of this claim is some comment
from Lubos about resigning from Harvard. No idea whether he is leaving
Harvard, in the last few years he has repeatedly talked about it.

As far as I’ve ever been able to tell, the theorists at Harvard are fine with
Lubos’s attacks on people who criticize string theory (or his much more mild
criticism of Susskind). On the other hand, his spending all his time on a blog
devoted mainly to global warming and other right-wing causes, while not doing
much in the way of physics research, may make their decision about whether to
keep reappointing him much more difficult.

Sarfatti also has been distributing a description of the AAAS talk, which
evidently he and Sean Carroll both attended. He claims that Susskind called his
talk “Rats Leaving the Sinking Ship”, in this case the sinking ship of the
“reductionist” view of string theory, that it is based on simple mathematical
principles and makes unique predictions.

15. the+ed
February 20, 2007



Newton delayed the publication of his gravity law for many years in order to get
a quantitative confirmation. Other scientists who proposed religion-sensible
theories similarly waited for scientific evidence.

Now, we have no evidence for the String Anthropic Eternal Fest, no tests, no
ideas about how to devise a test, a few years of attempts resulted into interesting
papers but no physics, all this could end up with a failure. But we have some
guys who publicly promote this new religion.

This is more dangerous than the old-fashioned string hype, that only irritated
people within the physics community. Suppose that LHC will find nothing new:
this would support anthropic views, but are we going to tell “we are the new
pope, give us 10Giga$ for new experiments”?

16. Garbage
February 20, 2007

“But in this case I was more thinking about ‘marketplace’ tactics. Like, you don’t
need to actually produce the best pizza, you just need to convince everybody it IS
the best pizza”

Wouldnt that make it the BEST pizza anyhow? 
There seems to be some degree of objectivness around these sentence which
might not apply to the REAL world….

G

17. Peter Orland
February 20, 2007

I want to echo Vogelsang’s song. There is a lot of interesting physics to do. So
why do so many people stay in string theory?

I think one reason is that string theory is a field in which it is relatively easy to
come up with a tractable problem. Some of
these problems have more intrinsic value than others, but in any case, writing
papers, getting grants, etc. is much easier if you
know exactly what to do. Some of the work done is very
interesting and most of it isn’t.

It is also interesting that string theory appears to be a bigger
field than it is. You can do almost anything formal and call
yourself a string theorist. This isn’t a joke. I haven’t published anything string-
theoretic in a while, but when I attended a
lattice-gauge theory workshop at the KITP a few years ago, a postdoc there said,
“but you aren’t a lattice-gauge theorist.
You’re a string theorist”. My experience suggests that in some eyes , almost any
high-energy theorist not doing phenomenolgy or numerics is a string theorist.

18. Phil
February 20, 2007



Dr. Woit,
Your book is good, but too technical for a mass audience and not technical
enough for specialists. Maybe if you really want to do damage to string theory,
you should write a more academic book. I did get a sense you were trying to do
that with this book, but ran into too many referees.

19. Peter Woit
February 20, 2007

Phil,

The book as published is pretty much as originally written. Referee problems
kept Cambridge University Press from publishing it, but commercial publishers
agreed to publish it in the form I wrote it. It’s not for everyone, and was intended
to be more the sort of thing an academic press would publish than something
really commercial. Given that, I did try to make it as readable as possible, and
have been pleasantly surprised at how many different kinds of people have told
me they enjoyed it and got something out of it. I think there is a market out there
for things that are more intellectually challenging than a lot of the standard
popular science fare.

As for more technical discussions, the blog is aimed at a narrower audience and
I’ve probably beaten to death here the question of what the technical problems
of string theory are. Many of them are not anything abstruse: you don’t need to
have a lot of technical knowledge to see what the problems are with the
anthropic landscape, for instance. I certainly hope in the future to write some
much more technical things, but they won’t be about string theory…

20. Q
February 22, 2007

Stanford’s video http://news-service.stanford.edu/news/2007/february21/videos
/180_flash.html only has a few seconds of Andrei Linde talking, about three-
quarters of the way through, about the failure of string to accommodate
observed cosmology. The eternal feast is edited out.

21. D R Lunsford
February 22, 2007

th+ed,

I believe Newton delayed publication because he was just disgusted with Hooke
and the environment he represented, and generally a sour and suspicious
person, and basically quit and went home with his football. He already knew he
was right.

-drl

22. the+ed
February 22, 2007
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as far as I know, Newton wanted to check that the gravitational field that
explains the orbit of the Moon is quantitatively the same that explains the fall of
apples. So, Newton had to do a difficult integral over the volume of the Earth,
and (without knowing the Gauss theorem) this computation needed years.

Anyhow “Hypotheses non fingo” is a better slogan than “Hooke is a jerk”.

23. D R Lunsford
February 24, 2007

the+ed – re this last comment..

This illustrates in stark terms the real problem with physics. A lot of (supposedly)
smart people have taken over, with no knowledge of either history or, really, the
real world.

Ah! now i get it. You rotated the real world by pi/2, and made it imaginary.

-drl



Assorted Links

February 22, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Alain Connes is now a blogger, contributing to the new Noncommutative Geometry
blog. There will be a conference in his honor next month in Paris.

Today and tomorrow there’s a HEPAP meeting going on in Washington, with some of
the presentations available here. Excluding the SLAC linac, which is getting moved
around in the budget, the DOE HEP FY208 budget request is for $782 million, a very
healthy more than 16% increase over FY2006. There’s also an HEP demography study
being discussed, which somehow involves “tagging” and “tracking” HEP physicists,
and they seem to be having trouble with the tagging. Not clear what sort of analysis
will be performed on the data once all HEP physicist tracks have been reconstructed.

Next month on the 28th there will be a debate on the topic of

Does string theory merge general relativity and quantum mechanics to explain the
origin of time, space, and the universe? Or is it extraordinarily complex mathematics
that has nothing to do with physics, and so explains nothing?

between Lawrence Krauss and Brian Greene at the Smithsonian Natural History
Museum in Washington. I recall attending a similar debate at the Museum of Natural
History almost exactly six years ago here in New York, also featuring Krauss and
Greene. Some things seem destined to never change…

Comments

1. Jimbo
February 22, 2007

Hopefully, the Krauss/Greene debate will be a more or less balanced affair. In the
aftermath of David Gross’s colloquium here at the U. of Oregon, it is clear that
the stringers are on the defensive, big-time, & are sending out their heaviest
artillery to ramrod their case to the general community of physicists & grad
students.
Gross’ lecture was notable only for its ineloquence, non-technicality, and being
conducted very much from a bully pulpit here, cutting off a faculty member in
mid-sentence who asked a reasonable question. All else listened, intimidated into
silence for the entire 90 mins.
The chair (a former Princeton colleague) allowed him to run ~30 mins over the
normal hour, effectively crushing opportunities for questions, and virtually all
bolted after the obligatory applause for a nobelist. It was a sales pitch thruout,
and not even colloquial.

2. woit
February 22, 2007
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Jimbo,

My first substantive post on this blog 3 years ago was about what sounds like
pretty much the same talk from Gross. Things definitely haven’t changed at all.
That talk, here at CUNY, also went on for 90 minutes, but there was time for
questions. I don’t think that going over time is something Gross does to thwart
questions about string theory. same with cutting someone off; my impression is
that’s the sort of thing he has always done, mainly because he’s quite quick, not
very patient, and at least thinks he knows what a questioner is talking about
before they’ve finished stating their question.

3. Thomas Love
February 23, 2007

Since Lawrence Krauss and Brian Greene are repeating a debate they had 6
years ago, I have to conclude that there in good money in it for them.

I heard David Gross speak at the March 13, 2005 conference on The Legacy of
Einstein’s Science. Totally unimpressive.

4. Peter Woit
February 23, 2007

Thomas,

I doubt that either Krauss or Greene are doing this for the money. What’s
striking to me is how incredibly static this field has become, with string theorists
like Gross just digging in their heels, refusing to admit that there’s any problem
that needs to be addressed. The attitude these days seems to be to just give up,
sit on one’s hands and talk about how the LHC will solve all problems by giving
us wondrous insights into the nature of space and time, etc… I see very little
hope of positive change over the next couple years, and predict that in 2009 the
same debates will be going on and Gross will be giving the same talk. After that,
maybe the LHC results will start changing things. All depends on what they are…

5. Thomas Love
February 23, 2007

The debate on the question:

“Does string theory merge general relativity and quantum mechanics to explain
the origin of time, space, and the universe? ”

should be interesting since it is impossible to “merge general relativity and
quantum mechanics”. The two theories are mutually incompatible. A new theory
which includes some aspects of each is necessary.

6. a quantum diaries survivor
February 23, 2007

Things will change, Peter. Just give it time… As much as I wish them a long life,



the two debaters will die one day. And old ideas die with those who support
them…

Cheers,
T.

7. Zathras
February 23, 2007

So what was the Krauss/Greene debate 6 years ago like?

8. woit
February 23, 2007

Tommaso,

Unfortunately what I find scariest these days are the ideas supported by people
who are likely to outlive me… The fact that in a few short years we may no
longer have to listen to as much propaganda about “new dimensions of space
and time are right around the corner” is definitely something to look forward to.

Zathras,

It also included Glashow and Jim Gates on opposite sides, with Lisa Randall there
to espouse an in-between point of view. The discussion was polite, but very much
the same as what one hears these days, minus the Landscape, which hadn’t yet
come on the scene. Krauss even quoted at one point from the writings of an
unknown guy who had just posted a polemical article about string theory on the
arXiv. As I said, not much has changed.

9. Greg Biffle
February 23, 2007

I see a lot of troubling passisivity which is in part to blame for the “trouble of
physics.”

Many people are of the mind–oh–it will come to pass.

Oh–it makes good entertainment, year in and year out.

Oh–they are fine fellows, and nice, and provide good PR for NSF.

Oh–let them be. Of course it makes no sense, but join the group and get a
postdoc and trips to Aspen.

I have been a bit shocked to see all too many SCIENTISTS sit idly by as science
is redefined to suit the political aspirations of entertainers and showmen.

Our major crisis is not that new ideas aren’t being accepted (even though they
aren’t), but that false ideas are being institutionalized.

I thought that Not Even Wrong and The Trouble With Physics would have had a



greater impact, but now Greene is celebrating with Discover Magazine’s contest
to see who can come up with the best two minute summary of ST.

I wonder how many entries trumpeting the wisdom and truth in NEW and TTWP
will be considered.

10. mclaren
February 25, 2007

A conjecture: “In the limit as new experimental results approach zero, the state
of HEP approaches Dianetics.”

11. D R Lunsford
February 25, 2007

Biffle said

Our major crisis is not that new ideas aren’t being accepted (even though they
aren’t), but that false ideas are being institutionalized.

Yes, that is the exact point.

-drl

12. Johan Richter
February 26, 2007

Terence Tao has a sort of blog as well. Check out “whats new” under his
hoempage.



The Dynamics of Cats on Yarn Theory

February 23, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Over at Dynamics of Cats, Steinn Sigurdsson has a posting on Yarn Theory, to some
extent a review of Lee Smolin’s The Trouble With Physics. Steinn is an astrophysicist,
but started out life as a string theorist before getting disillusioned with the subject.
His account of his early career is well worth reading, doing a good job of capturing
the atmosphere around 1990 at Caltech, a major center of string theory research. He
was working on orbifold heterotic string compactifications, discouraged by how many
there were. Not much has changed…

His general point of view on string theory is that it has led to the discovery of a family
of unified theories, but that it is missing some basic principle that would tell us which
is the true theory and why. He is sympathetic to Smolin’s criticisms of the
dysfunctional way theoretical research is being pursued, focusing efforts on one very
speculative idea and making it unlikely that people who chose to try and work on
others will be able to make careers for themselves:

… a lot of people will not only not believe that this is a real problem, they will make
sure nobody else believes you either. Someone out there quite likely is already on the
right track to the true theory, but their odds of survival in the current academic
system are not wonderful. We may just have to wait a generation or two for a good
approach to be rediscovered, which is a shame, cause some of us want to know!
Now!!

… points on groupthink, and the systematic bias which discourages innovation and
risk taking by young researchers hit painfully home – it is all too true, and yet it self-
perpetuates because the mechanisms which reinforce conservatism in science are
there for reasons. The system is flawed, and possibly broken, but the fix is not as
simple as Smolin suggests – funding agencies are terrified of funding bad science,
since there is so much pretty good science it is safe to fund, and as a community
scientists are very harsh when bad science is mistakenly given precious resources.

It is the same market flaw that gives us beautiful flawless large red apples in
supermarkets – with no taste. To get the old intense flavour varieties that everyone
loves when they taste, we would have to choose small bruised discoloured apples
when we shop, and leave the flawless big red apples with no taste in the bins. But
collectively we do not, and the market responds. All for the fear of being the one
department head consumer to go home with an occasional rotten apple. The real
shame is that the big red shiny tasteless apples are rotten just as often, they just look
so good sitting there, waxed and sprayed, in the bin. ‘Course if you only get to buy
one apple every three years you learn to be very conservative in your choice; don’t
want a rotten or even tart apple this decade.

I think Steinn gets to the rotten core of the problem here. There are very good
reasons for conservatism in deciding what kinds of research to encourage, but with
the very difficult situation that particle physics now finds itself in, the standard
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mechanisms for making these decisions have led to a seriously problematic situation.
There are various things one could imagine doing to help get out of this, but even
getting started on a discussion of them first requires that the powers-that-be in the
field acknowledge the existence of a problem, and that has yet to really happen.

On a completely different subject, there’s a new preprint by Michael McGuigan which
manages to cite both Not Even Wrong (the book), and a Lubos Motl blog entry. The
citation of my book seems unnecessary, surely there are other sources critical of
string-based unification that have priority. The article is about the “see-saw”
mechanism for getting the right magnitude of the cosmological constant, and it is for
this that Lubos’s blog gets a citation. This does seem to be a more promising idea
about the CC than many. I for one think it will be a wonderful development if the field
of particle theory turns around, stops promoting pseudo-science justified by the
Weinberg anthropic CC “prediction”, and heads instead in a more promising
direction, all based on an entry in Lubos’s blog…

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
February 23, 2007

fear that is where string theory went. It discovered a family of theoretical
approaches and solutions which clearly encompass an essential truth of quantum
gravity and its union with the standard model and post-standard model physics,
but we missed on the deep guiding principle which tells us how to select the true
theory (such as it is) and where the exact theory came from and leads to.

A comment like this is simply mysticism. You don’t discover “essential truths” in
physics. There are no “inessential truths”. If something is right in context, then it
is right. String theory has never been right in any context. In fact, to coin a
phrase, it’s not even wrong.

The current blog is essentially unique. It is empty of both mysticism and
shameless egotism. It is wonderful that we have at least one physics blog with
these properties.

-drl

2. D R Lunsford
February 23, 2007

Oh Peter, I saw your book in Barnes and Noble. It made me smile. Well done!

-drl

3. David Corfield
February 24, 2007

We’re having a discussion relating to ‘groupthink’ over at the Café. I agree that
its unacknowledged presence is at the root of the problem. You may enjoy the
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Thom quotation in this comment.

4. mclaren
February 24, 2007

Delightfully tongue-in-cheek take on string “theory”:
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0011065

5. Ralf
February 24, 2007

The citation of my book seems unnecessary, surely there are other sources
critical of string-based unification that have priority.

This is an unwarranted condescension towards the author who probably knows
best what has “priority” for him. Your “modesty asides” are becoming annoying.
This is about the last thing one wants to hear from someone who put himself in
the public sphere, after all. The fact that he cites you does not mean that he
grants you the authority to tell him whom to cite. There are good reasons for
prefering to cite you rather than those “other sources”, and I don’t think I have
to spell them out. You’ve been overrating these sources all along.

6. a quantum diaries survivor
February 24, 2007

Ralf.

I think there is a good point in not putting oneself at the forefront – you are not
the first one to fall if things turn awry, while in case you are running for the prize
you can always make that extra step later.

I do not think that is the reason of Peter’s acknowledgement that others have
been doing what his book does before him or more authoritatively. But it is a
good reason nonetheless…

T.

7. Peter Woit
February 24, 2007

Ralf and Tommaso,

It just seems a bit peculiar for me to be getting credit for the fairly obvious idea
that string theory based unification is an idea that hasn’t worked out. Many
particle theorists have always thought this, and some have expressed themselves
publicly on the topic over the years. I am happy to take some credit for
successfully drawing a lot more attention to this issue, but that’s a bit different.
If the LHC finds supersymmetry, with a pattern that identifies a particular
compactification of string theory, producing real successful predictions, that will
certainly make me look like a fool. I’m willing to take that chance…

8. Chris Oakley
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February 24, 2007

Yes, but here is an example of string theory based unification that has worked
out.

9. srp
February 24, 2007

One modest proposal to attack the groupthink problem, and the red apple
problem, not just in physics but in the rest of the US scientific community:
Establish a source of money (say a private foundation) that makes grants to
research proposals that have been rejected by the NSF (or NIH) BUT have
extreme variance in ratings from the panelists. The benefits of this idea are;

1) Breakthrough research (as well as plausible but wrong ideas) is likely to
polarize expert opinion.

2) Disagreements about the prospects of a research proposal suggest that there
might be high information content in the outcome of the research.

3) At least some qualified people consider the research interesting and feasible.

4) Nobody has to rewrite their proposals! Anything that gets scientists to spend
more time doing science and less time writing proposals to do science makes me
a happier citizen.

A colleague once said to me that if two academics have the same opinions, one of
them is redundant. I wouldn’t go that far, but the spirit of the idea applies to this
proposal. Maybe Templeton should shift some of its resources in this direction…

10. Peter Orland
February 24, 2007

The groupthink problem is inherently unsolvable. Any foundation or
organization which is designed to encourage ideas outside the norm
will have its own set of preferences (or prejudices). A foundation
which rejects NSF proposals will have its own criteria, which will either
quickly conform to groupthink or fade into obscurity.

The situation isn’t new. There is always resistance to new ideas. Organizations
which attempt to change the situation disappear
or merge into the mainstream in order to survive (the Nobel
foundation is a good example. Nobel prizes were origninally
supposed to encourage junior people who hadn’t yet made their
most significant contributions).

The only way to deal with groupthink is make an effort to change
what the group thinks. That is a realizable goal, but only after a lot of yelling and
screaming.

11. srp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5MLNMgpywk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5MLNMgpywk


February 25, 2007

Peter: I’m sorry if my suggestion wasn’t presented clearly.

I’m not proposing a foundation to “reject NSF proposals.” I am proposing that
someone fund NSF-rejected proposals that had high variance in the ratings they
received from the NSF review panels.This agency wouldn’t have groupthink–they
wouldn’t have to have any-think–because they would work off the scores already
generated by the NSF evaluators. And since they would fund proposals where
the reviewers for the NSF DISAGREED with one another, groupthink in
evaluation would be ruled out from the start.

This idea may be impractical for a number of reasons, but I don’t think an ex
cathedra statement that groupthink is inevitable, without showing specifically
why this exact mechanism would fail, is very persuasive. And “changing what the
group thinks” isn’t a big help if it just creates a new set of unsupported
orthodoxies.

12. Arun
February 25, 2007

srp, it sounds like a good idea. Maybe bring it to the attention of the Bill and
Melinda Gates foundation?

13. Nathan Myers
February 25, 2007

Arun: very funny. George Soros, perhaps?

14. Nathan Myers
February 25, 2007

How appropriate that someone would move from string theory to astrophysics.
Astrophysics is in much the same state, today, except in lacking eloquent voices
like Smolin’s and Woit’s to puncture it.

15. mclaren
February 25, 2007

I would disagree strongly that astrophysics experiences anything like the
degeneration we observe in string “theory” (how can it be called a scientific
theory when it fails to make any experimentally faslsifiable preidctions?).

Astrophysics remains vibrant and fertile because _new experimental data keep
coming in_. This is the real Achilles’ heel of HEP right now. The data at energy
ranges and luminosities and cross sections required to disconfirm even low-
range estimates on the superpartners, let alone the Higgs, has simply not been
there. We reached the limits of current accelerators and hit a wall. You can only
do so much, and then you have to build a whole new machine — which nowadays
takes decades. Calibrating the detectors on these accelerators is a gigantic
undertaking. The computer technology involved is simply staggering. You’re



talking about events so rare, and amounts of data so large, that it boggles the
mind.

By contrast, with astrophysi9cs you just send up a new satellite. Or sometimes
not even that — dump some cleaning fluid in a tank underground and set up
photodetectors. That’s cheap! It’s quick. It’s easy compared to building an ILC or
LHC. So astrophysics has been awash in new experimental results, while HEP
has been starved for ’em. That to me is the core of the problem in HEP right now.

16. Q
February 25, 2007

Nathan, I recall that Peter answered this point before. The small positive
cosmological constant, or some alternative idea which does the same job, is
required to fit GR to the observations of supernovae redshifts, explaining why
gravity isn’t slowing down the recession.

String theory by contrast provides speculative explanations for things which are
not observed, such as unification at the Planck scale (inventing supersymmetry
to explain that speculation), and inventing gravitons (inventing supergravity to
explain gravitons). String theory thus ‘explains’ speculations, not observations.

The point Peter made before about cosmology is that at least it is being led by
observations, unlike string theory.

Mainstream models for observations might turn out wrong, but that’s better than
being not even wrong. Approximations like flat earth theory, caloric, and
phlogiston could later be disproved by evidence. Epicycles could provide an
endlessly complex mathematical way of representing observed data, but were
eventually replaced by Kepler’s simpler laws for convenience, which in turn
could be explained by a simple inverse square force law.

String theory doesn’t even model or duplicate any existing observations, so it is
worse than Ptolemy’s epicycles: Feynman’s criticism of string theory was largely
that it doesn’t address the parameters of the standard model. It’s not even wrong
because it doesn’t even model anything known to exist.

17. Peter Orland
February 25, 2007

srp,

You took my misprint too seriously. I garbled the message earlier.
Yes, I know you didn’t mean another round of rejections.

I also have no objection to your idea of some private foundation funding
proposals rejected by the NSF (or DOE). The more funding, the better.

My point was that such measure would not cure the groupthink sickness,
whatever their other virtues might be.



18. Peter Orland
February 25, 2007

Just to add. The reason I don’t think groupthink would be cured
is because any such private funding would quickly succumb to
the same pressures the NSF and DOE have to deal with. Maybe not
in the first year or two, but before the funding could alter the
course of the field.

19. Peter Orland
February 25, 2007

Nathan,

To add my voice to those above…

Experimental cosmology is thriving. The theorists have not caught up
with the data yet. Explaining dark matter wil take more investigation
(maybe particle physics experiments), and nobody has a clue about
dark energy. This is a healthy field, even if theorists haven’t satisfactorily
explained what is going on.

20. Kyrie
February 25, 2007

>This is a healthy field, even if theorists haven’t satisfactorily
>explained what is going on.

I’d change “even if” to “because”.

21. Christine Dantas
February 25, 2007

Hi,

John Baez has just released his Week246 writing about your book and Smolin’s.

Christine

22. srp
February 25, 2007

Peter: Still not reading what I wrote. The proposed innovation isn’t really a new
funding SOURCE. It is a new funding RULE, a rule which explicitly prevents
groupthink by funding ideas which draw high-variance, divergent responses from
reviewers. If you have a theory as to how this RULE could be corrupted by
groupthink, I would be interested.

I tossed out the idea that a private foundation might implement this rule only
because I see significant political obstacles to its adoption by the standard
funding agencies. The essence of the proposal is not the funding source,
however.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week246.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week246.html


23. Amos Dettonville
February 25, 2007

The idea of a rule that forces a group of people not to make decisions based on
“groupthink” is sort of interesting… in a paradoxical sort of way. As described by
“srp”, it seems to rely on at least some pre-existing non-groupthinkers, because
he says to award money to proposals that meet with very divergent responses. In
a pure “groupthink” environment, there wouldn’t BE any divergent responses
(more or less by definition), so the scheme would only have a chance if we
suppose there are some non-group thinkers in the system with votes that matter.

But this raises the interesting question of whether a scheme could be devised
that would actually enable a pure groupthink environment to free itself from its
own groupthink. Suppose everyone agrees on what they should do… but they are
worried that they might all be suffering from groupthink. How could they
address this worry? I’m reminded of a Seinfeld episode in which George decided
that, from now on, he was going to do the opposite of whatever he thought he
should do in every situation.

But seriously, I think the folks at google and other search engine designers have
considered how groupthink can cause their search criteria to go unstable,
because they feed back to themselves. (Give high ranks to pages that have lots of
links, and those pages then tend to get even more links, which gives them even
higher rankings…) If you notice, they sometimes “dither” their rankings, to
“shake things up” a bit, and see if other pages would rise to the top after a re-
shuffle. (Dithering is a technique carried over from control theory.) Maybe what
the funding agencies need is a little dithering. (Off topic, but I suspect a healthy
human mind must have some degree of “dithering” (not to be confused with
blithering), or it would just become fixated on a small number of specific things.)

24. Ralf
February 26, 2007

Why is it that nobody is taking down string theory from its very inception and
input? Why bother with any of its “content” in the first place?

Doesn’t “supersymmetry” really mean not understanding the nature of fermions
and bosons? Doesn’t “GUT” really mean not understanding the nature of the
observed gauge interactions? Isn’t the idea that virtually any observed structure
is due to some kind of spontaneous symmetry breaking (and the “anthropic
principle”) transparently the cynical nihilism of intellectual bankruptcy?

Up to now progress in the understanding of fundamental structures has always
been marked by an increase in simplicity and efficiency and explanatory
prowess.
The principles associated with string theory are not only “not even wrong”, they
are of fundamental stupidity and lack of sophistication. The undeserving heirs
squandering the wealth the fathers worked so hard to gain. To truely believe in
string theory one must have never understood any physics in the first place. It’s
so 19th century!



25. Chris W.
February 26, 2007

Amos,

Another way to describe that healthy tendency to dither might be a tendency to
get bored and frustrated with whatever rut one has gotten into, due to social
influences, financial inducements, or one’s own overripe enthusiasm.

mclaren,

I think that allegedly tongue-in-cheek take on string “theory” (hep-th/0011065)
was intended fairly seriously. What the hell—it beats someone’s posting yet
another goddawful braneworld scenario.

26. srp
February 26, 2007

Amos: My understanding, not based on systematic data but anecdote, is that in
real life there are many grant proposals to the NSF and NIH that receive high-
variance scores–some judges love them and some hate them. Supposedly, these
usually get rejected with only the proposals that get high scores from all
evaluators funded (and not always all of those, depending on budgets). So
whether or not it can happen in theory, divergent evaluations appear to be an
empirical phenomenon. Maybe a moderate psychological level of groupthink is
institutionally amplified by the current rules of only funding proposals that
everyone agrees on.

Dithering, simulated annealing, and other ideas for randomly jiggling things to
get away from being trapped on local peaks may be good analogies for what I’m
suggesting. One common approach to avoiding groupthink is to use dialectical
processes, such as an adversary system, to surface as many points as possible for
and against something. But that only works if the judges of the dispute aren’t
subject to groupthink. My proposed rule finesses that problem.

Another approach is to cultivate multiple funding sources drawn from
sociologically separate communities. The military and ARPA used to function this
way to a degree, but I’m not sure that still holds true for basic science. There are
lots of people in Congress and the bureaucracy who argue for “rationalizing” the
system by centralizing decision-making in a body like the NSF.

27. Peter Orland
February 26, 2007

srp,

I am still skeptical. How does one re-evaluate proposals with diverging
scores to encourage diversity of ideas? One institution which does essentially
such a re-evaluation is the Physical Review, as you probably
know. I don’t think their refereeing policy has specifically encouraged
more directions of research (nor, do I think it was intended to).



Though re-evaluation proposals might not be a bad idea, I can’t see
it altering the dominant culture.

28. Benni
February 26, 2007

John Baez sais something on NEW and TTWP

29. Benni
February 26, 2007

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week246.html

30. srp
February 26, 2007

Peter O: Here’s one way to do it: A scientist whose grant proposal got rejected at
the NSF submits the same proposal to the hypothetical new funding source,
along with the reports and scores of the NSF review panel that rejected him. The
new funding agency sorts these proposals according to the within-panel variance
in NSF ratings. It then funds the highest-variance proposals first and works its
way down the list until it exhausts its budget (or the proposals start to look too
gamy).

I am not aware of the Physical Review process (I’m not a natural scientist), so if
they do something similar I would be interested to hear how it works (in both
senses).

31. Ralf
February 26, 2007

How do you write a proposal if what you have is an idea that might lead to a
breakthrough, but you can’t possibly put the idea itself in the proposal because
that would effectively mean giving it away? Doesn’t the funding process virtually
exclude anything that doesn’t fall under “normal science”?

32. srp
February 26, 2007

Ralf: Wow! Are these panelists really that unethical that you can’t report your
ideas without them ripping you off? That would be a lot more serious problem
than groupthink.

In any case, I’m not saying that my proposal would guarantee funding to all
breakthrough ideas, merely that current proposals that have more breakthrough
potential than average could be funded.

33. Peter Orland
February 26, 2007

srp,

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week246.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week246.html


Here is the Physical Review refereeing process (as far as I can
tell from my experience submitting and refereeing papers). Most
papers are sent to two referees. If there is one rejection and one acceptance it
goes to a third referee. If that referee rejects it, it
usually goes back to the author with a rejection from the editors.
The author can (and often does) challenge this assessment.
Sometimes the editors can make a clear judgement of rejection or acceptance –
but if they can’t, it goes to another referee. And so on.
If the author can get two acceptances, the paper is usually published.
So at some level, the process resembles your suggestion.

While in principle I like your idea, I am not sure it would work
effectively if real money is involved. Financial considerations will
eventually make the people running your system unwilling to take too many
risks.

34. lostsoul Ph. D.
February 27, 2007

An insight into peer review, as practised in the UK, circa 1980, long before
science became as venal as it is today. (And this is tawdry applied
physics/engineering, in which the stakes are not that high, and one is thus less
likely to compromise one’s mortal soul.) A barely post-doctoral physicist puts
together a paper, relating to a finer point of detail relating to laser operation,
and submits it to a respectable journal. Nothing, beyond the usual politesse of
receipt, is heard for several months; thereafter discreet enquiries elicit only the
reassurance that due process is in hand. Some nine months on, the second
referee’s report arrives, which grudgingly accepts that the substance of the MS
is sound, but would benefit from some experimental verification (contact with
reality, hep-th dudes) which the referee would be happy to provide, in a joint
publication. Honour amongst thieves or what? And if a trip to Stockholm was up
for grabs? Oh dear.

35. Chris Oakley
February 27, 2007

Hi lostsoul,

The private sector is much better. If my own experience is anything to go by,
then I cannot say that people behave any more honourably, but at least they are
scrabbling for something more tangible than glory. It is also a thing that can be
exchanged for goods or services.

36. srp
February 27, 2007

Peter O: You’re right that any attempt to institutionalize behavior at a non-profit
foundation is quite difficult. Random personnel turnover eventually leads to a
critical mass in management and among trustees who want to circumvent or
change the deceased founder’s original vision. John MacArthur probably
wouldn’t be too thrilled with today’s MacArthur Foundation, and I wouldn’t even



want to try to estimate the rpms in Henry Ford’s grave over the antics of the
Ford Foundation.

On the other hand, if a founder’s mandate is fairly narrow and specific, it can
only be overturned by the trustees going to court and proving that changing
conditions have made that mandate non-practicable or absurd. That doesn’t
happen very often. So, for example, a foundation that was tasked to give out
college scholarships to people residing in a given town would be hard to mess
with unless the town became depopulated or colleges became obsolete and
disappeared.

Anyway, I am off this thread. Thanks for the feedback.

37. amused
March 1, 2007

“There are very good reasons for conservatism in deciding what kinds of
research to encourage, but with the very difficult situation that particle physics
now finds itself in, the standard mechanisms for making these decisions have led
to a seriously problematic situation.”

Yep. As best I can tell, the main citerion for determining who gets jobs is: “Which
influential senior physicists are you buddies with, and what have you done to
help advance their research programs?” This might work fine when the way
forward is clear, e.g. during the development of the Standard Model. After all,
senior influential physicists usually get to be that way for a reason, and young
people could do much worse than to follow their lead. But in a situation where,
to paraphrase Polchinski, there is “remarkable convergence on an unproven
idea” it might be good for physics if there was a possibilty for people to work on
other things and still have the chance of a career. Btw, “other things” doesn’t just
mean the QG alternatives of Smolin&co but also the various topics in formal
theory that Susskind refers to as “near-coast exploration”. Physics advanced
quite far by near-coast exploation in the past, so it might be a good idea to allow
it to continue in the present rather than forcing everyone who wants a career to
go off on some or other epic voyage.

Actually there is an easy way to fix this situation if people really want to: Take
away the NSF/DOE funding which currently goes to individual faculty members
or research groups to hire postdocs and use it to fund postdocs directly via an
open competition. Schemes like this already exist, e.g. the EU’s Marie Curie
fellowships. A crucial feature of the scheme would be that the applications are
assessed by a broad committee with representatives from all areas of theoretical
physics. Then the string theory member of the committee will have to explain to
colleages from condensed matter and atomic physics why string theory applicant
X, who has never done anything on his own but whose famous advisor has
declared him to be “brilliant”, is more deserving of support than non-string
applicant Y who has published single-author papers in PRL. Many, perhaps most,
of the people supported under such a scheme will be the same ones who find
support under the current system, but there will also be others following more
independent paths who currently don’t have a chance. For it to be worthwhile



the scheme would have to be supplemented with a similar one at the junior
faculty level, e.g. along the lines of the UK’s PPARC Advanced Fellowships, but
with assessments again being made by a broad committee with representatives
from all areas. If the reps are all from particle theory it will just be buddies
rubbing each others backs and the outcomes will be no different than under the
current system.



Various…

February 26, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The Princeton Physics department colloquium on “New Neutrino Oscillation Results
from the MiniBooNE Experiment” scheduled for this Thursday has been canceled. I
wonder what is going on with that. Have they not opened the box yet on their result,
or did they do so and have a problem with what they found? Other talks about
MiniBooNE results are still scheduled for March 14th in Manchester and March 17th
in Montreal (the abstract of this last one is ambiguous about whether there will be
results “MiniBooNE’s oscillation path and what may lie beyond, will be presented”) .
The MiniBooNE colloquium has been replaced by a Nikita Nekrasov talk on “The
Mathematics of String Theory”. Not sure if I’ll make a trip down to Princeton that
day; Nekrasov’s talks are usually worth hearing, but I’d prefer to hear a more
technical talk about his recent work, which is quite interesting.

John Baez’s latest “This Week’s Finds” is largely about the controversy over string
theory and my book and Lee Smolin’s. As usual, John’s take is quite level-headed.
Faced with people who claim that string theory is “the only game in town”, John
advocates leaving town, striking out and looking for another place to live and work,
maybe even starting a new one. Some comments about this at his blog.

On Friday at Fermilab Michael Chanowitz gave a talk on Precision Electroweak Data
and the Direct Limit on the Higgs Mass. He updates previous work on these fits,
including recent CDF and D0 values for the top and W masses. The new, presumably
better, top quark mass values from CDF and D0 are lower than those of a couple
years ago, with recent CDF results about 170 GeV. The main interest in these fits is
that they give you a predicted value of the Higgs mass, although not a very accurate
one. The lower top mass drives down the predicted Higgs mass, to the point where it
is starting to get in trouble with the fact that LEP showed it had to be heavier than
114 GeV at 95% confidence level. The fits to all data give a most likely value for the
Higgs mass of 85 GeV, with only an 18% probability of it being over 114 GeV.

Chanowitz devotes a lot of attention to the one measured value that deviates the most
(3 standard deviations) from that predicted by the other data: the forward-backward
asymmetry in b-quark production at the Z-pole. If you throw this out from the fit, on
the grounds that it is less reliable than the other data since it doesn’t match the SM
as well, your Higgs mass really goes down, to a most likely value of 48 GeV, with only
a 2% chance of it being above 114 GeV. Hard to know what to make of this, evidently
it’s hard to come up with a model that would explain the anomalous forward-
backward asymmetry while not ruining the rest of the fit. Maybe this is a first
indication that the SM is not the full story….

Update: This just in, from Michael Nielsen. Seems like this is the month for Fields
Medalists to become bloggers. First Alain Connes, now it’s Terry Tao. Will Grisha
Perelman be next?

Update: Well, not Grisha Perelman, but today the latest mathematician blogger is
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David Goss. Goss is a specialist in the mathematics of function fields over finite fields,
and his first post includes comments about how ideas have entered this very different
field from physics, as well as remarks about the work of Bost and Connes that
expresses zeta-functions in term of partition functions of statistical mechanical
systems.

Update: A couple more. The talks at the recent AAAS session on A New Frontier in
Particle Physics are available (some in a weird format I’ve never seen before which
works on Internet Explorer, not Mozilla ). Also some remarks by DOE’s Raymond
Orbach at the HEPAP meeting where he seems to be raising an important question:
even if the ILC is built, it may not be ready until the mid-2020s or later, and the
Tevatron and SLAC B-factory will be closing down relatively soon, so “I would like to
re-engage HEPAP in discussion of the the future of particle physics. If the ILC were
not to turn on until the middle or end of the 2020s, what are the right investment
choices to ensure the vitality and continuity of the field during the next two to three
decades and to maximize the potential for major discovery during that period?”

Update: Fermilab director Pier Oddone discusses the Orbach letter and the need for
planning for the possibility of a long wait for the ILC in today’s Director’s Corner at
Fermilab Today:

I am requesting a steering group composed of members of our laboratory and the
community under the leadership of Deputy Director Kim to produce a detailed plan
for positioning the field and Fermilab in the next two decades for a robust program of
discovery based on accelerators. I am asking for such a plan by August 1st.

Comments

1. Kea
February 26, 2007

Perhaps you could mention Tommaso’s excellent ongoing commentary on the
Higgs.

Maybe this is a first indication that the SM is not the full story…

Well, hardly. Cosmology has been troubling for a while now.

2. LDM
February 26, 2007

For the last few decades, astrophysicists have been making amazing discoveries
in fundamental physics: dark matter, dark energy, neutrino oscillations, maybe
even cosmic inflation in the very early universe! — John Baez

Baez should confine his commentary to math. Dark matter, dark energy, and
cosmic inflation are still speculative ideas, not confirmed discoveries.
What has happened to scientists? The need to publish and self-promote must
never be allowed to overtake the scientist’s responsibility to disseminate
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accurate information to the public.

3. Marco
February 27, 2007

If I read well, the MiniBooNE talk at McGill that you mention already took place
in March 2006 (i.e. one year ago).
By the way, I’d be a bit surprised if the collaboration announced results in an
individual invited talk at some university. They might choose a more formal way,
e.g. at Fermilab, so I am keeping an eye on the Fermilab events list.
Please keep covering news&rumors on this topic, thanks!

4. 1uk3
February 27, 2007

why not Grisha Perelman? It would be a nice way for him to spend some of his
free time.

5. Q
February 27, 2007

The hyperlink to David Goss’s first blog post in your second update doesn’t work
because “http://” is duplicated…

6. Peter Woit
February 27, 2007

Q,
Thanks, fixed.

7. island
February 27, 2007

Baez should confine his commentary to math. Dark matter, dark energy, and
cosmic inflation are still speculative ideas, not confirmed discoveries.

My experience with the thinking of John Baez tells me that he’s not making the
kinds of assumptions about the true nature of our observations that many string
theorists make when he says that. Which means that he’ll now step-in to prove
that I don’t know what the heck he thinks… 

What has happened to scientists? The need to publish and self-promote must
never be allowed to overtake the scientist’s responsibility to disseminate
accurate information to the public.

It has also been my observation that there is a rather large gap between the
rigor that is expected for accepting conclusions made about Relativity, and those
of QM.

It isn’t pretty in the latter case… and “Katie bar the door”… beyond that.

8. Ari Heikkinen



February 27, 2007

It’s kind of nice that experts begin to start blogs. That way the general public
can ask questions from them and get expert answers on their time and for free.

9. Coin
February 27, 2007

The lower top mass drives down the predicted Higgs mass, to the point where it
is starting to get in trouble with the fact that LEP showed it had to be heavier
than 114 GeV at 95% confidence level. The fits to all data give a most likely value
for the Higgs mass of 85 GeV, with only an 18% probability of it being over 114
GeV.

What kinds of bounds will the LHC be able to fix on the mass of the Higgs; and is
the maximum mass it will be able to probe at enough that if the LHC doesn’t find
the Higgs, we can start asking questions like what if the Higgs as we think of it
doesn’t actually exist?

10. srp
February 27, 2007

Is there any significant effort in the physics community to develop new
accelerator concepts that can get to higher energy without costing as much as a
couple of aircraft carriers? I recall reading years ago about plasma-wave
concepts, but haven’t heard much since. A physicist (whose identity I can’t
remember) once told me that getting that idea to work would be as hard or
harder than magnetic-confinement fusion, but I have no way of knowing if that
opinion is general among accelerator physicists.

It seems to me that if there are any radical ideas out there, now is the time to
break ’em out. The public is daunted by the prospect of building multi-kilometer,
multi-billion dollar extravaganzas for such esoteric (to the public) purposes.
(Personally, I’d rather build you guys a giant accelerator than pave over more of
West Virginia for the glory of Robert Byrd, but my priorities are not shared in the
broader political system.) Anything that mght make higher energy more
affordable, even if it takes time to develop, strikes me as something the physics
community should embrace.

11. Martin Griffiths
February 28, 2007

There has been some recent progress with plasma wakefield technology: see
here.

12. Peter Woit
February 28, 2007

srp,

I’ve written about this at least a couple times on this blog, see for instance:

http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/11/2/13/1
http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/11/2/13/1


http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=339

As far as I can tell, turning these exotic ideas into workable HEP accelerators is
conceivable, but still a long way off (50 years?). The idea I’ve heard that sounds
closest to something that might work is to use this kind of acceleration as an
“afterburner”: at the end of a long conventional linac like the ILC, double the
beam energy using this kind of technology.

13. Thomas Love
February 28, 2007

Just found a jewel:

“It is very important that we do not all follow the same
fashion… It’s necessary to increase the amount of
variety… and the only way to do this is to implore you
few guys to take a risk with your lives that you will not
be heard of again, and go off in the wild blue yonder to
see if you can figure it out.” Richard Feynman(1965),
Nobel prize in physics award address.

Take a risk or string yourself up.

14. A.J.
February 28, 2007

SRP,

There’s a lot of work being done on plasma wake acceleration being done right
now. See for instance this expository piece in Nature, from Feb 15 2007.

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v445/n7129/full/445721a.html

Still a lot of problems to be solved, of course, but they’re making progress. And I
don’t imagine that the energy losses would be any worse than in synchotrons.

15. Neville
February 28, 2007

Maybe I’m blind, but I couldn’t find the wild blue yonder text in Feynman’s
terrific Nobel lecture. I discovered a slightly expanded version of the quotation
elsewhere. It would be nice to have the complete original text.

16. Neville
February 28, 2007

For obvious reasons, I should have described Feynman’s address as mostly
terrific.

17. srp
February 28, 2007

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=339
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=339
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v445/n7129/full/445721a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v445/n7129/full/445721a.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1965/feynman-lecture.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1965/feynman-lecture.html
http://www-dft.ts.infn.it/~gozzi/credofey
http://www-dft.ts.infn.it/~gozzi/credofey


Thanks for the references on plasma wakefield technology. Those articles were
actually more encouraging than I thought. Problems, but the sort of thing that
could actually be solved, and some signs of substantial progress.

So let me ask: Is this research at the point that it is primarily resource limited or
idea limited? In other words, if more people and apparatus were directed to
developing these technologies, would things get sped up significantly? Or is this
still a matter of waiting for inspiration to strike on some currently unsolvable
problems?

Because if these technologies could be brought on line much faster with more
resources, I would definitely try an argument like, “Well, if you don’t want to
fund the ILC, will you at least give us (pick your percentage) of it to work on
plasma wakefields and afterburners?” From an advocacy standpoint, it’s a lot
easier to sell research on cool new breakthrough technology than on expensive
applications of old technology. It also has the advantage that it might be the
smarter policy.

18. JoAnne
March 1, 2007

The box (MiniBooNe) is still closed. I heard they were on step 2 of a 6 step
process to open the box. It will be another month or two…

The LEP results on the forward-backward asymmetry of the b-quark are
puzzling. This measurement depends on the product of the electron’s couplings
to the Z boson and the b-quark couplings to the Z-boson, and is 3-sigma off from
the expected Standard Model value. However, individual measurements of both
the electron’s (at both LEP and SLC) and the b-quark’s (at SLC) couplings are
bang on the Standard Model expectation.

19. Peter Woit
March 1, 2007

Joanne,

Thanks for the MiniBooNE news (or rumors…) and the comment on the
anomalous forward-backward asymmetry result. It does sound like this anomaly
can’t be new physics, but then, where is the Higgs???

20. anonymous
March 10, 2007

see http://neutrino.pd.infn.it/conference2007/Talks/Shaevitz.ppt for the most
recent MiniBooNE talk.

http://neutrino.pd.infn.it/conference2007/Talks/Shaevitz.ppt
http://neutrino.pd.infn.it/conference2007/Talks/Shaevitz.ppt


Symmetry Magazine

February 28, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a new issue of Symmetry magazine out. It is a bimonthly magazine about
particle physics put out by SLAC and Fermilab, and often has interesting and
informative articles. But, even though I generally read the whole thing when it comes
out, I’ve always had a feeling that, somehow, there was something missing. This latest
issue kind of explains why.

In a very well-done article about the BaBar experiment and B-physics, John Ellis is
quoted, explaining the origin of the name “penguin diagram” as follows:

That summer, there was a student at CERN, Melissa Franklin, who is now an
experimentalist at Harvard. One evening, she, I, and Serge went to a pub, and she
and I started a game of darts. We made a bet that if I lost I had to put the word
penguin into my next paper. She actually left the darts game before the end, and was
replaced by Serge, who beat me. Nevertheless, I felt obligated to carry out the
conditions of the bet.

For some time, it was not clear to me how to get the word into this b quark paper that
we were writing at the time…. Later…I had a sudden flash that the famous diagrams
look like penguins. So we put the name into our paper, and the rest, as they say, is
history.

If you look up the original source of this, you find a bit more of an explanation of
where that “sudden flash” came from. Here’s the full second paragraph:

For some time, it was not clear to me how to get the word into this b quark paper that
we were writing at the time. Then, one evening, after working at CERN, I stopped on
my way back to my apartment to visit some friends living in Meyrin where I smoked
some illegal substance. Later, when I got back to my apartment and continued
working on our paper, I had a sudden flash that the famous diagrams look like
penguins. So we put the name into our paper, and the rest, as they say, is history.

Lots of other articles worth reading in the magazine, including one by an
undergraduate at Humboldt State in California about taking a science course that
explained how physical reality is stranger than any fiction, ending with the anthropic
principle and the theory of evolutionary cosmology. The course is called Cosmos, and
you can check out its web-site. Maybe I’m wrong, but I get the impression that John
Ellis is not the only physicist out there who may have at one time or other sampled
the agricultural products of Humboldt County…

Comments

1. island
February 28, 2007

http://www.symmetrymag.org/cms/?pid=1000418
http://www.symmetrymag.org/cms/?pid=1000418
http://www.symmetrymag.org/cms/?pid=1000424
http://www.symmetrymag.org/cms/?pid=1000424
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9510397
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9510397
http://www.symmetrymag.org/cms/?pid=1000429
http://www.symmetrymag.org/cms/?pid=1000429
http://www.humboldt.edu/~cosmos/2faqsaboutcosmos.html
http://www.humboldt.edu/~cosmos/2faqsaboutcosmos.html


ending with the anthropic principle and the theory of evolutionary cosmology

A true anthropic cosmological principle *necessarily* defines a Darwinian
Universe… which indicates that physicists pursuing this idea should be looking
for a mechanism that enables a universe with pre-existing volume to “leap/bang”
to higher orders of the same basic configuration… now, pass the bong, “hippie”…

2. Steve Myers
February 28, 2007

On Cosmos-type classes. Maybe it’s possible to understand the physics without
the math but I doubt it. I’ve found people who say that or “feel” that are just
kidding themselves. If you can’t do the problems, I don’t think you understand
the material. Would they say the same thing about their bank account?

3. Chris Oakley
February 28, 2007

I think that the likely explanation is that the game of darts was one of the things
that Ellis hallucinated while smoking the illegal substances.

4. Arun
February 28, 2007

“Aspects of Symmetry”, Selected Erice Lectures, Sidney Coleman
The 1979 lecture, 1/N, on the large N limit of SU(N) theories:

“For the baryons, things are not so good. Witten’s theory is an analytical triumph
but a phenomenological disaster”.

For some reason, I found it very funny.

5. Jimbo
March 1, 2007

Looks like High-Times at Humbolt High ! And we only thought that such libations
were confined to UC Santa Cruz ! Without doubt, one of the best physics course
advertisements I’ve ever seen, and I’ll bet his enrollment saturates in the first
week.
And lets not forget, that Sagan & Glashow both were heads (am I leaving
anybout out ?), so there must be somethin to it.
Should be a lotta phun !

6. Thomas Love
March 1, 2007

The biggest difference between science and science fiction is that fiction has to
make sense. The biggest difference between science and mathematics is that
science has to match reality. Mathematics can be used to model fictional
universes as well as the one we live it. That is the problem with the landscape:

http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/2007/02/our-darwinian-universe.html
http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/2007/02/our-darwinian-universe.html
http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/2007/02/our-darwinian-universe.html
http://evolutionarydesign.blogspot.com/2007/02/our-darwinian-universe.html


too many fictional universes and we are not sure that there is one which matches
reality! My PhD is from UC Santa Cruz and I got high by thinking about higher
dimensions, no agricultural substances necessary!

7. island
March 1, 2007

But it is *people* who carelessly abuse the counterintuitive aspects of some
theories to rationalize their way round appearance of absurdity that appears
with others, thereby enabling them to avoid the most natural extensions in order
that they might dodge causality and first principles in order to use “selection
effects” to choose from a hypothetical and mathematically derived woulda’
could’a shoulda’ “what-if” landscape, instead of doing real physics.

This goes WAY far back before ST became the only game in town though… That’s
the kind of thing that Einstein used to bitch about… a LOT!

8. Greg Biffle
March 1, 2007

I spent the weekend reading original papers by Bohr, Einstein, and Heisenberg.

Oddly enough, there was no mention of drug use, nor cutesy-wootsie dart games,
nor insider wink-wink-nudge-nudge let’s get some cash from NSF to meet again
next year for more darts and drugs.

Physicists of yore seemed quite content to contemplate reality, and thus left us
with lasting physics.

There seemed no peer-pressure back then to smoke up in those glorius original
papers.

I hope that by and by we (and journals) can return to supporting physicists
concentrating on advancing physics and contemplating the beauty and natural
wonders of the world that surrounds us, rooting it all in humility, logic, reason,
and a dedicated search forr the truth.

9. Coin
March 1, 2007

I spent the weekend reading original papers by Bohr, Einstein, and
Heisenberg.

Oddly enough, there was no mention of drug use, nor cutesy-wootsie
dart games, nor insider wink-wink-nudge-nudge let’s get some cash
from NSF to meet again next year for more darts and drugs.

Clearly your mistake here was not including some Feynman in the mix.

10. Peter Woit
March 1, 2007



Greg,

I’m deleting your latest comment. Please do not post rants and personal attacks
on people here. You’re just adding heat and no light to the discussion. There’s
too much of this already.



Short-term and Long-term

March 1, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s an article in this week’s Science magazine by Adrian Cho entitled Dreams
Collide With Reality for International Experiment. It’s about DOE Undersecretary
Orbach’s warning to HEPAP (mentioned here) that current plans were too optimistic
about the time-scale for the ILC, leaving a potentially dangerously long period with
few US HEP experiments in progress.

Some physicists who had proposals for experiments (BTeV and RSVP) that were
canceled in favor of going ahead full steam with the ILC were not amused:

Meanwhile, Orbach’s call for a program of smaller projects evoked jeers from
researchers whose experiments had been cut. “This is really stupid and very
frustrating because we had a program,” says Sheldon Stone, a physicist at Syracuse
University in New York who worked on an experiment called BTeV that would have
run at the Tevatron collider at Fermilab.

While experimentalists are worrying about the short-term, string theorists seem to be
taking the long view. In his talk on String Theory: Progress and Problems at the
recent conference celebrating the centennial of Yukawa and Tomonaga, John Schwarz
ends with the conclusion

Even if progress continues to be made at the current rapid pace, I do not expect the
subject to be completely understood by the time of the Yukawa-Tomonaga
bicentennial.

I don’t find his claims about a current rapid pace of progress very convincing, and the
idea of the entire next century of theoretical particle physics being dominated by the
kind of unsuccessful more and more complicated string theory constructions we’ve
seen for the last 25 years doesn’t seem like something to look forward to.

Turning from the difficulties of the future, Howard Georgi gave a wonderful talk on
The Future of Grand Unification at the same conference, which was actually mainly
about the past, largely devoted to telling the story of how he and Glashow came up
with the first GUT models. He emphasizes the kinds of manipulations of
representations of Lie algebras that he and Glashow were masters of and used to
construct many different kinds of models. There’s also an advertisement for his
wonderful book on the subject, the text for his course where I first many years ago
encountered this subject. This semester I’m teaching my own course on the same
material, from a rather different point of view, emphasizing geometry. It remains one
of the most beautiful and central parts of modern mathematics as well as physics.

Comments

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/315/5816/1203
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/315/5816/1203
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/315/5816/1203
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/315/5816/1203
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAPORBACHremarks2-22-07-FINAL.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAPORBACHremarks2-22-07-FINAL.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=526
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=526
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0702219
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0702219
http://www2.yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~yt100sym/program.html
http://www2.yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~yt100sym/program.html
http://www2.yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~yt100sym/files/yt100sym_georgi.pdf
http://www2.yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~yt100sym/files/yt100sym_georgi.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/Lie-Algebras-Particle-Physics-Frontiers/dp/0738202339
http://www.amazon.com/Lie-Algebras-Particle-Physics-Frontiers/dp/0738202339


1. Peter Orland
March 1, 2007

Hi Peter,

I am surprised you are waxing so poetically about GUTs. GUTs
have no real successes, with the noteworthy exception that
experiments to detect proton decay were built (and found
something else). The GUT unification scale isn’t really all
that convincing as physics – it isn’t even completely clear
that there IS unification, since the matching of the Weinberg-Salam
and QCD scales is so rough. I remember the vanishing total
charge of each generation (for anomaly cancellation) was
considered a success. But later it was pointed out that it has
nothing to do with GUTs specifically.

Something’s there at higher energies, but why should it be a GUT?

2. Peter Woit
March 1, 2007

Peter,

I thought Georgi’s talk was fascinating to read through, but that doesn’t mean
I’m a huge fan of GUTs. One nice thing about the GUT story is that Georgi shows
how particle theory is supposed to work: he and Glashow came up with a
tolerably simple model which does offer some sort of explanation of some of the
questions the standard model doesn’t answer (I do think the way fermions fit into
the spinor representation of SO(10) is intriguing). They then made real
predictions based on it (proton decay), and when these didn’t work out they gave
up (Georgi points out that he stopped working on GUTs in the early 80s). What
they didn’t do was keep coming up with more and more complicated models
trying to evade failure. Once that seemed to be what was happening, I think they
changed their attitude to “this doesn’t seem to be working. Maybe it’s true, but
making more complicated models is a waste of time”, and went on to try other
things.

The main problem with the GUT idea is that it’s not a very satisfactory sort of
unification, since you’ve just moved many of your problems into a new Higgs
sector. The electroweak Higgs sector is already the source of most trouble,
adding a new Higgs sector with similar problems doesn’t seem like a promising
way to make progress.

It is a wonderful mathematical exercise in Lie algebra technique, even if these
higher rank groups don’t end up having anything to do with physics.

3. Benni
March 1, 2007

As to the ILC thingy…
I find it somekind strange that physicists want it.



The ministry of research in germany recently stated that it is unlikely for
germany to apply for becoming Hamburg an ILC site.

Well, after some asking around why, it becomes clear, that there is research
underway at various universities in germany to increase the energy of particle
beams with many new techniques (some, in fact optical).

It seems that the german ministry of research has decided to leave the ILC to US
america and then, after 20 years or such, build a new linar collider of much
higher energy!

At this time then, you in the US will have a wonderful ILC without any value!

Whatever State wants to get the ILC site, I wonder what to do with this rather
low energy collider, when not a single hint of supersymmetry can be found. Is it
not likely, that this will be a machine, which will have almost nothing to
measure?

4. Coin
March 1, 2007

There’s also an advertisement for his wonderful book on the subject
[Lie Algebras in Particle Physics]

If you don’t mind me asking, what would you say would be the level and nature
of required background knowledge for this book?

5. Benni
March 1, 2007

As to peter, what he says about GUT: I think that is absolutely correct. Glashow
and Georgy are very honest researchers of the good old school.
The behaviour of some theorists, everytime when an idea does not work (in
Feynmans words) to come up with a “fix-up” and look what happens if you add a
parallel-world, hyperspace or a new unobserved differend standard-modell as
hidden sector is simply what would be considered as scientific misconduct in
experimental science. Expecially when they overhype these theories in press
releases and refuse to mention any of their problems. When one looks at the
Susy and sting propaganda one simply gets scared, since they often do not
mention even the obiousliest problems

This is the same behaviour as of an experimentalist, who measured something
and before publication deletes all his data which might be problematic.
For example why after the appearance of
Phys. Rev. D 20, 403 – 408 (1979) http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v20
/i2/p403_1 does anyone continue to write propaganda material like:
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0203114 where it is statet that there would exist “a
consistent pictures of breaking susy” and let experimentalists in fact believe,
that such a theory would exist?

6. Peter Woit

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v20/i2/p403_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v20/i2/p403_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v20/i2/p403_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v20/i2/p403_1
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0203114
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0203114


March 1, 2007

Coin,

It’s a textbook for a graduate physics course, basically what a mathematician
would call a physicist’s take on Cartan-Weyl theory, with lots of examples worked
out. I took the course near the end of my undergraduate years, but I was a
ridiculously ambitious student and took lots of courses that were over my head
(this one was only a bit over my head… and Georgi was a good teacher).

The background needed to go through the book is basically quantum mechanics
and a good grasp of how angular momentum and spin works in that subject.

Benni,

I think most people agree that the case for the ILC depends on the LHC first
finding evidence of some new physics that can be studied at ILC energies. One
reason I suspect Orbach is saying the ILC may take a while is that it may take a
while for the LHC results to arrive. New accelerators and detectors often take a
while to get working properly.

If the LHC does find something new that the ILC would be the right tool to study,
it would make sense to build it, and building it in the US will solve the problem
of what’s next for US HEP research. This is what people are preparing for, but it
is a bit of a gamble. Things like laser acceleration technologies are a long ways
off, I strongly doubt having an accelerator of that kind ready 20 years from now
is feasible.

7. Coin
March 1, 2007

Thanks.

8. JC
March 1, 2007

Peter,

*slightly offtopic*

What specific courses did you take in undergrad that were “over your head”?
(Besides the Georgi group theory course).

9. Peter Woit
March 1, 2007

JC,

By far the most ridiculous thing I did was take a quantum field theory course in
my second year (taught by Roy Glauber). I did come in with advanced standing
due to taking a lot of AP exams, so technically I was a junior, but still… That year
I started out taking a classical mechanics course from Arthur Jaffe, and sitting in



the QFT course to see what it was about. A few weeks into the semester I
realized that the classical mechanics seemed boring and required doing lots and
lots of hard problem sets that had to be handed in on time, whereas the graduate
course just had a few problem sets due every so often. So I went to see my
advisor (Shelly Glashow), who, when I asked him if I could drop one and enroll in
the other, irresponsibly said “Sure, whatever you want, I don’t want you to be
unhappy…”. He would sign pretty much anything, if you could find him.

This is definitely getting off-topic, enough about misspent youth.

10. Domenic Denicola
March 1, 2007

Re: Schwarz’s attitude, I too was rather perturbed by it when I went to talk to
him last term about frontiers in physics. He said he didn’t think we would have a
Theory of Everything before he died, which seems to me to be overly pessimistic.
Maybe it’s just the naivete of youth (I’m an undergraduate freshman), but it
seems to me there are enough people poking around in the right directions that
we should stumble upon something, and probably in the next 10–15 years.
Maybe working on string theory for so long engenders pessimism, heh.

11. JC
March 1, 2007

Domenic Denicola,

I use to think exactly like you 20+ years ago, when I was younger and naively
bought into string theory. It took me a long time to eventually figure out that
string theory wasn’t all that it was cracked up to be.

12. Peter Woit
March 1, 2007

Domenic,

I’m about 15 years younger than Schwarz, so probably have a bit longer than
him. If you extrapolate from the last 25 years, both Schwarz and I will be long
gone before there’s serious progress towards a TOE.

But, unlike him, I’m more optimistic. What strikes me about the Standard Model
is both how incredibly good it is and how much beautiful, deep mathematics it
involves. Besides gravity, most of the problems it leaves unresolved have to do
with electroweak symmetry breaking. If either the LHC tells us what is really
going on there, or someone figures it out without experimental guidance, we may
very well end up with a theory that deserves to be called a TOE.

13. Zing
March 2, 2007

Undersecretary Orbach’s remarks is his ‘politically correct’ way of saying the
ILC is dead. Kaput. So forget about it. There is simply no justification for such an



expensive machine. It is the wrong machine for the wrong time. We can try again
in 10 years’ time.

14. a
March 2, 2007

Maybe LHC will tell that ILC has a strong physics motivation. Today we have a
strong argument against ILC (high-energy physics needs moving to more
advanced technologies) and a strong argument in favor of ILC (it would keep the
US high-energy physics community alive). Small experiments have been killed to
emphasize the last argument (without explicitly mentioning it), but maybe it is
not the best strategy.

It seems unavoidable that high-energy physics will become (for both
experimentalists and for theorists) a part-time job: one big experiment every 30
years and in the meantime progress on astrophysics, neutrino physics, and
whatever lower energy physics that happens to be interesting. Trying to do this
transition in a smooth way could be the way of exploring physics up to the
maximal possible energy.

Theorists often don’t like near-cost navigation, but being interested only in big
projects (such as a Theory of Everything) can be suicidal.

15. Thomas Love
March 2, 2007

In “Lie Algebras and Quantum Mechanics” (1970), Robert Hermann wrote
theoretical physicists

“…are like greyhounds all chasing the same rabbit, never really catching it, but
periodically convincing themselves that it is not worthwhile chasing this
particular one any longer, and going off after another.” (p. x)

It looks like Schwarz has given up.

16. Benni
March 2, 2007

BTW: Peter, do you often speak with Glashow? Because in your book, where you
write about symmetry principles and group representation theory, these chapters
look, as if they could be written from Glashow himself (At least it looks like this,
when one looks at what Glashow is trying now with group theory). It seems
indeed as if your book belongs to somewaht that could be called a “Glashow-
school”. Is this correct?

17. Peter Woit
March 2, 2007

Benni,

I haven’t talked to Glashow since I was a student, and am definitely not a



member of a “Glashow school”. I suspect that, other than agreeing with me
about a lot of the problems of string theory, we see things very differently. In his
book Georgi (who definitely is in the “Glashow school”) warns very explicitly
about the seductive danger of making too much of representation theory,
treating it as more than a device for doing approximate calculations. From his
point of view, I’ve definitely gone too far and been seduced, since I see
representation theory as a fundamental principle of physics. In general Georgi
and Glashow are both pretty suspicious of abstract mathematics (one reason
they didn’t become string theorists), quite the opposite of my belief that progress
in particle theory will require more mathematics, not less.

18. Benni
March 2, 2007

Well now, Glashow does such things involving group theory:
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0601236
(I for me, of course find this somewat misleading and wrong. But it is refreshing
to see that some people try their own new ideas).

19. JC
March 2, 2007

Peter,

How common is it for particle theorists to be suspicious of abstract
mathematics? (Excluding string theorists).

Some of my previous colleagues who did string phenomenology, were not really
interested in the overly abstract math stuff. On the other hand, a few other string
colleagues were heavily into the abstract math stuff (ie. stuff related to mirror
symmetry, etc …).

20. woit
March 2, 2007

JC,

I think particle theorists are all over the map on this issue these days. Some are
highly suspicious, some are quite enamored of abstract math. For something
related, see my next posting….

21. D R Lunsford
March 3, 2007

Peter said

The main problem with the GUT idea is that it’s not a very satisfactory sort of
unification, since you’ve just moved many of your problems into a new Higgs
sector. The electroweak Higgs sector is already the source of most trouble,
adding a new Higgs sector with similar problems doesn’t seem like a promising
way to make progress.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0601236
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0601236


This is exactly the point – embedding the gauge group is not the real problem,
and that is why SU(5) seemed doomed to me from the beginning. In the “real”
theory this embedding will be explained naturally and perhaps the heroic effort
will be seen in a new light and will not simply be recorded as a failure. I think in
some sense the failure of GUT, which was certainly unexpected, coming hard on
the heels of the failure to find a UFT for light and gravity, demoralized the
community of physicists, and so string theory had a fertile ground of
disillusionment in which to take root.

-drl



Weinberg in Physics Today

March 2, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The March issue of Physics Today is now available. It contains a piece by Steven
Weinberg based on a banquet talk he gave to a group of postdocs. He describes his
own memories of his time as a postdoc, writing that “Many of us were worried about
how difficult it seemed to make progress in the state that physics was in then.” This
was the heyday of S-matrix theory and he comments:

Some people thought that the path to understanding the strong interactions led
through the study of the analytic structure of scattering amplitudes as functions of
several kinematic variables. That approach really depressed me because I knew that I
could never understand the theory of more than one complex variable. So I was pretty
worried about how I could do research working in this mess.

He describes envying the previous generation of 10-15 years before his time, that of
Feynman, Schwinger, Dyson, and Tomonaga, thinking that all they had had to do was
sort out QED, and speculates that they in turn had envied the generation before them
since quantum mechanics was even easier. I can see that he’s trying to provide
encouragement, ending with

So the moral of my tale is not to despair at the formidable difficulties that you face in
getting started in today’s research… You’ll have a hard time, but you’ll do OK.

Postdocs in high energy physics these days do need some encouragement, but I also
think they need some recognition from their elders that they’re facing a different
situation than that faced by earlier generations. Coming into a field that has not seen
significant progress in about 30 years is a different experience than what Weinberg or
previous generations of particle physicists had to deal with. High energy physics is
now facing some very serious problems, of a different nature than those of the past,
and I think these deserve to be mentioned.

In the same issue, Weinberg makes another appearance, in an exchange of letters
with Friedrich Hehl about the torsion tensor in GR. Hehl takes him to task for his
comments in a previous letter that torsion is “just a tensor”, pointing out that it can
be thought of as a translation component of the curvature. Weinberg responds that he
still doesn’t see the point of this:

Sorry, I still don’t get it. Is there any physical principle, such as a principle of
invariance, that would require the Christoffel symbol to be accompanied by some
specific additional tensor? Or that would forbid it? And if there is such a principle,
does it have any other testable consequences?

Actually, Weinberg is rather well-known for taking the point of view that GR is just
about tensors, and that their geometrical interpretation is pretty irrelevant, so it’s not
surprising that he doesn’t see a point to Hehl’s comment. In his well-known and
influential book on GR, he explicitly tries to avoid using geometrical motivation,

https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.2718758
https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.2718758
https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.2718758
https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.2718758
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_3/16_2.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_3/16_2.shtml
http://www.amazon.com/Gravitation-Cosmology-Principles-Applications-Relativity/dp/0471925675
http://www.amazon.com/Gravitation-Cosmology-Principles-Applications-Relativity/dp/0471925675


seeing this as historically important, but not fundamental. To him it is certain physical
principles, like the principle of equivalence, that are fundamental, not geometry.
There’s a famous passage at the beginning of the book that goes:

However, I believe that the geometrical approach has driven a wedge between
general relativity and the theory of elementary particles. As long as it could be hoped,
as Einstein did hope, that matter would eventually be understood in geometrical
terms, it made sense to give Riemannian geometry a primary role in describing the
theory of gravitation. But now the passage of time has taught us not to expect that the
strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions can be understood in geometrical
terms, and too great and emphasis on geometry can only obscure the deep
connections between gravitation and the rest of physics.

This was written in 1972, just a few years before geometry really became influential
in particle physics, first through the geometry of gauge fields, later through geometry
of extra dimensions and string theory. I recall seeing a Usenet discussion of whether
Weinberg had ever “retracted” these statements about particle physics and geometry.
Here’s an extract from something written by Paul Ginsparg, who claims:

back to big steve w., when he wrote the gravitation book he was presumably just
trying to get his own personal handle on it all by replacing any geometrical intuition
with mechanial manipulation of tensor indices. but by the early 80’s he had effectively
renounced this viewpoint in his work on kaluza-klein theories (i was there, and
discussed all the harmonic analysis with him, so this isn’t conjecture…), one can look
up his research papers from that period to see the change in viewpoint.

Comments

1. Sean Carroll
March 2, 2007

Weinberg’s point that the torsion is “just a tensor” is an attempt to draw a
distinction with the Christoffel part of the connection, which is not a tensor. You
can’t just stick a term like (connection)^2 into the action, but there’s no trouble
at all sticking in a term like (torsion)^2, or any of a million other terms. There
aren’t any symmetries that give you any information at all about what the
dynamics of the torsion should be, or how it should couple to other fields. So you
can write down whatever action you like. (In particular, there’s no obstacle to
giving the torsion a mass at the Planck scale.) Consequently, there is no
conceivable way that you could detect some new field and say “aha, that must be
the torsion.”

2. Peter Woit
March 2, 2007

Sean,

Isn’t this just like the curvature then?

http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/1999-10/msg0018600.html
http://www.lns.cornell.edu/spr/1999-10/msg0018600.html


Won’t your particles couple to it in a very specific way, since you’re not changing
the Dirac equation, just allowing spin-connections that are not torsion-free? I
assume that’s the kind of physical prediction that Hehl is talking about.

3. Tony Smith
March 2, 2007

Peter said that Paul Ginsparg said “… by the early 80’s … big steve w. [Weinberg]
had effectively renounced this viewpoint [of]… replacing any geometrical
intuition with mechanial manipulation of tensor indices …”.

I think that Paul Ginsparg is correct about that. At the 1984 APS DPF Santa Fe
meeting, Weinberg gave a talk “Unification Through Higher Dimensions” in
which he not only discussed “The Kaluza-Klein Idea” but also concluded by
discussing “Research Directions” including “The SO(32), N+4=10 Green-
Schwarz theory”.

At that same meeting John Schwarz gave a talk (on work with Shahram Hamidi)
entitled “A Unique Unified Theory That Could Be Finite And Realistic”, in which
he discussed “SO(32) and E8xE8 superstrings” with respect to finding “the
correct low-energy (compared to the Planck mass) theory in four dimensions
with which to make contact”.
Swarz went on to say that “In collaboration with J. Patera, we have classified all
the chiral N=1 theories that satisfy the one-loop (and hence two-loop) finiteness
conditions. The list includes theories based on E6, SO(10), SU(5), and SU(6) that
can describe three or more families without mirror partners. However, if we also
require the occurrence of elementary Higgs fields in representatins that can give
realistic symmetry-breaking patterns, then one unique scheme is singled out. …
The unique model that is potentially finite and realistic is based on the gauge
group SU(5). …
To be perfectly honest, we are not sure how seriously this should all be taken.
The three-loop calculation could result in a dramatic failure and is therefore of
utmost importance.
The connection between superstring compactification and finite four-dimensional
theories is only a speculation … It need not be true in general.”.

IIRC, during the talk by Schwarz, Weinberg stook in the rear door of the lecture
room. Many of the physicists at the meeting were on the edge in deciding
whether or not superstring theory would be the new fashion for theoretical
physics, and were looking to Weinberg for a sign about which way to go. At the
end of the talk, Weinberg commented that he was favorably impressed, and in
my opinion that comment had some influence in the establishment of superstring
theory as the fashion and paradigm for the next 20+ years.

It is interesting that in his 1984 Santa Fe talk Schwarz presented, on grounds
related to what I think of as “real physics”, a “unique unifed theory”
and
that Schwarz proposed a direct test of that “unique” theory by doing three-loop
calculations
and



that even though the “unique” theory failed to be a realistic model, superstring
theory advocates refused to acknowledge the failure,
and even now, over two decades later,
they continue to “work” on stuff that has
more and more complex structure (to avoid theoretical failure)
and
less and less contact with experimental observations (to avoid refutation by
experiment).

Tony Smith

4. Eugene Stefanovich
March 2, 2007

Weinberg is also famous for his non-orthodox views on QFT. For example, he
writes on page 200 of his “The quantum theory of fields” vol. 1:

Traditionally in quantum field theory one begins with such [Klein-Gordon] field
equations, or with the Lagrangian from which they are derived, and then uses
them to derive the expansion of the fields in terms of one-particle annihilation
and creation operators. In the approach followed here, we start with the
particles, and derive the fields according to the dictates of Lorentz invariance,
with the field equations arising almost incidentally as a byproduct of this
construction.

To me this suggests that Weinberg does not consider fields as being fundamental
physical quantities. However in another place (http://www.arxiv.org/hep-
th/9702027) he seems to be contradicting himself:

In its mature form, the idea of quantum field theory is that quantum fields are
the basic ingredients of the universe, and particles are just bundles of energy
and momentum of the fields.

It is also interesting to see the evolution of Weinberg’s views on the local gauge
invariance principle. On page 990 of Phys. Rev. 138B (1965), 988 he writes (after
short introduction to what he calls “extended gauge invariance”)

The only criticism I can offer to this textbook approach is that no one would ever
have dreamed of extended gauge invariance if he did not already know
Maxwell’s theory.

I read it as an admission that he doesn’t know how to justify the gauge
invariance principle, except by the fact that it works. I find this attitude
somewhat refreshing when compared to the modern textbook dogmatic
approach. He continues:

In particular, extended gauge invariance has found no application to the strong
or weak interactions, though attempts have not been lacking.

This was in 1965. Long before electroweak theory and QCD. Do we know better
today why there should be local gauge invariance? Besides the fact that it works.

http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/9702027
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/9702027
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/9702027
http://www.arxiv.org/hep-th/9702027


5. JC
March 2, 2007

Tony,

Has anyone done this particular three-loop calculation mentioned by Schwarz?

6. Moshe
March 2, 2007

The way I read the torsion issue is that it is an irreducible representation of the
Lorentz group (= a tensor), so when coupling to gravity or anything else you just
write the most general couplings consistent with symmetries, since there is no
symmetry that will prevent them from being generated.
\
On the other hand, treating this tensor like “torsion” entails presumably very
specific way of coupling to matter, in other words setting some of the possible
couplings to zero.

7. Sean Carroll
March 2, 2007

No, particles don’t have to couple in any specific way. Ordinarily we decompose
the covariant derivative into (d+G), where d is the partial derivative and G is the
connection coefficients. And they have to come along with each other, since each
alone is not a tensor. But with torsion this becomes (d+C+T), where C is the
Christoffel part of the connection and T is the torsion. But there isn’t any reason
they have to come together! (d+C) by itself is a perfectly good covariant
derivative, and T is a perfectly good tensor. In a low-energy effective theory, we
would expect T to couple to anything it was allowed by symmetries to couple to.
And there aren’t really any symmetries to prevent it from being massive and
coupling indiscriminately.

More here: http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9403058

Geometry is fun for inspiration, but physics plays by its own rules.

8. gunpowder&noodles
March 2, 2007

On the other hand, it is clear that the generic connection does have torsion. The
restriction to zero torsion connections is a very strong one, so it should be
justified. Setting something equal to zero is not the same as saying that it *has*
to be zero for physical reasons.

Traditionally, students were told that torsion had to vanish because non-zero
torsion, being a tensor, would violate the equivalence “principle”. [Basically,
anything about GR that one doesn’t understand is referred to that so-called
principle.] People apparently didn’t notice that the same idea can be used to
“prove” that the curvature tensor also has to be zero.

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9403058
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9403058


Hehl had a very influential paper about torsion in Rev Mod Phys in about 1977.
People interested in the subject should read that. Torsion certainly would be
observable, but it hasn’t been: for some reason the torsion tensor of our
Universe is zero. Nobody knows why.

9. Tony Smith
March 2, 2007

JC asked “… Has anyone done this particular three-loop calculation mentioned by
Schwarz? …” [ for his “unique” string theory SU(5) “unified theory” ]

Yes. As might be expected, after Schwarz made his 1984 Santa Fe talk, a lot of
work was done on that SU(5) structure.

For example,
in Physics Letters B, Volume 160, Issues 4-5 , 10 October 1985, Pages 267-270,
D. R. T. Jones and A. J. Parkes wrote a paper entitled “Search for a three-loop-
finite chiral theory”. Its abstract stated:

“Grand-unified theories have been constructed out of supersymmetric SU5
theories which are finite at one and two loops. We investigate the three-loop
divergences in these models and find that they can never be three-loop finite. We
present an example based on E6 of a three-loop-finite chiral theory.”

The Jones-Parkes paper was received by Physics Letters on 19 June 1985, about
7 months after the Santa Fe meeting (which was from 31 October 1984 to 3
November 1984).

Tony Smith

10. Joseph Smidt
March 3, 2007

I tend to agree with Weinberg. When I took GR I thought geometry was front and
center in importance. Now taking QFT, I am beginning to think that geometry
distracts from particles and fields and other fundamental quantum ideas.

I also liked what Sean Carroll said in a comment on his blog. He said you should
be careful wanting to axiomatize relativity. I’ve given this a lot of thought and it
seems every time we axiomatize a theory we end up having to alter things here
and there to fit nature. I’m beginning to think it is more important to have an
evolving theory which evolves with experiment.

11. Levi
March 3, 2007

“That approach really depressed me because I knew that I could never
understand the theory of more than one complex variable.”

Sorry to isolate this bit of quotation from Weinberg, but it reminded me that I
have never seen a good clear text on multi-variable complex analysis, Does



anybody here know of one?

12. Peter Woit
March 3, 2007

Sean,

You can certainly, as a consistent low energy theory, write down all sorts of
things. But, if your Lagrangian is supposed to be a fundamental one, and your
only fields are spinors and the spin-connection (metric, but not necessarily
torsion-free), then there’s one simplest Dirac equation (standard covariant
derivative, i.e. “minimal coupling”), and you can ask what the implications of
assuming that are. I haven’t really looked at Hehl’s papers, but am just assuming
that’s what he does. Forgetting questions of aesthetics, philosophy or whatever,
Hehl claims to have predictions (even if not practically testable), and Weinberg
seems to be saying he doesn’t see this (although his wording is unclear). Is Hehl
right?

I agree that the problem with torsion is that you don’t know what its dynamics is.
If you start looking at all consistent possible couplings to all physical fields,
maybe you can’t predict much of anything. Presumably Hehl is making some sort
of assumptions about this dynamics.

Joseph,

The problem with the “GR involves geometry, QFT” doesn’t point of view is that
the it turns out that the very particular QFT that governs the real world (the
Standard Model) is very much a geometrical theory (gauge fields=connections,
field strengths=curvature, matter fields=sections of associated vector bundles
with connection).

The point of talking about “axioms” is just so you make explicit what your
assumptions are, and being clear about that is generally a good idea.

13. Moshe
March 3, 2007

Peter, interjecting again…GR certainly is not a fundamental theory, as it is not
renormalizable.It is an effective field theory at low energies, so you can only
make sense out of it if you allow all possible couplings (they run with scale, so it
is meaningless to just set them to zero, zero at what scale?). So, if you add to
your theory that particular tensor, there is no way to ensure it couples precisely
like a torsion. If I got it right, that is the issue discussed.

14. Sean Carroll
March 3, 2007

I think Moshe and I are in agreement. Things like “simplicity” and “aesthetics”
and “geometry” might inspire you to think about theories with certain
symmetries and certain degrees of freedom. But once you have that, you should
write down all of the possible terms consistent with the symmetries; if they’re



not there in the fundamental Lagrangian (whatever that means), they’ll be
generated at low energies by radiative corrections.

There are many specific models with torsion, and each individual one may very
well make predictions. But there is no possible observable that would allow you
to conclude that a certain new degree of freedom was the torsion. It’s just a
tensor, as someone once said.

(In fact, classic “Riemann-Cartan theory” doesn’t even give the torsion a kinetic
term, for the very bad reason that it’s not there in the Einstein-Hilbert action;
since the Einstein-Hilbert action didn’t have torsion at all, that’s just silly. If you
don’t give it a kinetic term, it’s just a Lagrange multiplier and you can integrate
it out, leaving some non-renormalizable contact interactions.)

15. Peter Orland
March 3, 2007

Levi,

There are few readable texts on several complex variables. I assume you mean
subjects like polydiscs, Hartog’s theorem, envelopes of holomorphy, etc. The best
known texts are by Bochner and Martin and by Vladimirov, but these are quite
old and it isn’t clear how useful they are nowadays.

A short book which is to the point is the paperback by Narsimhan. A more
sophisticated text by is by Krantz.

16. Peter Orland
March 3, 2007

Sorry that’s Narasimhan.

17. woit
March 3, 2007

Moshe and Sean,

I understand the effective field theory philosophy that our Lagrangians are just
effective low energy theories, so all you have is what you think you know about
the symmetries of the theory to constrain terms in the Lagrangian, and non-
renormalizable terms like the Einstein-Hilbert one occur with powers of the
energy scale at which the effective field theory is no longer valid.

But I’m just not convinced by it. The fact that asymptotically free gauge theories
make sense at all energy scales makes me suspect that they’re not just effective
field theories for something more fundamental. I think it continues to be a valid
thing to do to try and make sense of QFTs not just as effective low energy
theories, but as fundamental theories, valid at all energy scales. If you try and do
this, there are three sources of problems:

1. Elementary scalars like the Higgs. They’re bad news for lots of reasons, and



quite possibly are just effective fields, not part of the fundamental theory (e.g.
technicolor). Maybe the LHC will clear this up…

2. The U(1) gauge coupling. Maybe there are GUTs, and the U(1) unifies with a
non-abelian group, is asymptotically free above a certain energy scale.

3. GR. Maybe the people claiming N=8 supergravity is finite are right. Maybe
there are fundamental Lagrangians that give consistent dynamics at all energies,
with an Einstein-Hilbert term, other terms having some specific structure. There
seems to be something going on in supergravity that we don’t understand,
causing extra cancellations. Maybe the LQG people are right, and if you quantize
your theory differently you’ll get something that makes sense. Maybe part of this
story is that, just like SU(2) and SU(3) connections are fundamental fields in the
non-gravitational part of the theory, the spin connection is a fundamental field,
not necessarily torsion free, and its torsion components may have some well-
defined dyamics, with measurable consequences.

I’m still curious about Hehl’s claims of a prediction, and what assumptions they
make. Any comments about those?

18. Sean Carroll
March 3, 2007

I’m happy to admit that there is some fundamental high-energy Lagrangian, but
what we actually observe at low energies is the low-energy effective field theory.
For example, the gauge field-strength tensor doesn’t involve the torsion at all, so
there is no “fundamental” coupling between torsion and photons. But there is a
coupling between torsion and fermions, and between fermions and photons, so
voila — at low energies you get an effective coupling, suppressed by the Planck
scale, between torsion and photons. And so on — there’s nothing in the dynamics
of “torsion” that protects it from being just another propagating tensor field at
low energies.

I believe that Hehl is referring to classic Einstein-Cartan gravity, in which the
torsion is non-propagating. You can integrate it out to leave a four-fermion
interaction, suppressed by the Planck scale. Observable in principle, but not
relevant to any conceivable experiment.

19. Peter Woit
March 3, 2007

Sean,

OK, I think it’s clear now that you and I were just talking about two different
things. I was discussing a conjecturally fundamental Lagrangian, you the
effective low energy Lagrangian relevant to what we actually measure. In
principle the low energy Lagrangian is derivable from a fundamental one, should
it exist, but I certainly acknowledge there’s no problem-free candidate for such a
thing at the moment.

20. D R Lunsford



March 3, 2007

I am so happy that Weinberg is still Weinberg!

Yes, torsion in GR proper is a lost cause because of reducibility. But, you can
make a theory where torsion is a sort of gauged electromagnetic duality, and
there it is interesting. Since a charge-pole system has an intrinsic angular
momentum independent of spin, and since asymmetry of the connection is
associated with intrinsic angular momentum, torsion becomes very interesting.
But I have other things to work on.

The Weinberg book on GR is far and away the best one to be had, even now. The
approach is thoroughly geometrical, in spite of the author’s own statements. See
this thread on SPR.

-drl

21. JC
March 3, 2007

Peter,

Is there a possibility that there does not exist a “fundamental” Lagrangian?

Or maybe higher energy physics (ie. higher than the electroweak scale) cannot
be quantitatively described in a Lagrangian/path integral framework?

22. D R Lunsford
March 3, 2007

Sean Carroll said

Consequently, there is no conceivable way that you could detect some new field
and say “aha, that must be the torsion.”

You could if you could find a magnetic monopole.

-drl

23. Peter Woit
March 3, 2007

JC,

By “Lagrangian” I was referring to the standard QFT setup, in your favorite
formalism: path-integral, Hamiltonian, or whatever. Sure, at scales we haven’t
probed yet, QFT may no longer describe things. Maybe it will need to be thrown
out in favor of string theory or something else. But there’s no evidence for this,
and, to me, the fact that asymptotically-free QFTs give mathematicallly beautiful
theories that are highly constrained and perfectly consistent at all energy scales
seems very striking. Maybe nature has got a better idea, and these are just low
energy approximations, but I haven’t seen a convincing better idea.

http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/8e2e60b47346f05a/0df8f57385cfc6a7?lnk=st&q=weinberg+lunsford&rnum=2#0df8f57385cfc6a7
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.research/browse_frm/thread/8e2e60b47346f05a/0df8f57385cfc6a7?lnk=st&q=weinberg+lunsford&rnum=2#0df8f57385cfc6a7


24. D R Lunsford
March 3, 2007

JC,

This is the approach of David Finkelstein as I understand it – if you are
philosophically comfortable with that, then you should investigate his work.

-drl

25. Chris W.
March 3, 2007

Can anyone clearly state the presuppositions behind the assumption that a
“fundamental” Lagrangian exists? Is there a way to know that one doesn’t exist,
or must we settle for simply observing that we haven’t found one—ie, all the
candidates have problems—and their are some general reasons to be skeptical
that we will find one?

26. Moshe
March 3, 2007

One more comment, possibly redundant…The use of EFT does not commit you to
the form of the fundamental theory. Even when you have a complete description,
such as in QCD, it is still useful to use various EFT (such as chiral PT, soft
collinear EFT, etc.) in different regimes. That is why I don’t like the expression
“EFT philosophy”. It is not a philosophy, it is just a self-consistent approximation
scheme.

27. D R Lunsford
March 3, 2007

Chris,

My own view is that the Lagrangian is the embodiment of the idea of a
conservation law, and insofar as physics is the study of conservation laws, it
involves a Lagrangian. Finkelstein believes instead that physics is about
processes, and that conservation laws are derived ideas in the limit of many
processes.

-drl

28. Peter Woit
March 3, 2007

Chris W. and DRL,

Sorry, but this discussion has moved far off-topic into a kind of discussion I don’t
want to have to try and moderate here. Please stick to comments relevant to
what Weinberg had to say in Physics Today.

29. Levi



March 3, 2007

Peter Orland,

Thanks! I’ll take a look at those books.

30. Tony Smith
March 3, 2007

Levi asked “… Does anybody here know of … a good clear text on multi-variable
complex analysis … ? …”.

In addition to the references given by Peter Orland,
from my old (1960s) college days, a book entitled “Analytic Functions of Several
Complex Variables (Prentice-Hall 1965) by Gunning and Rossi is an introduction
that I like.

The Gunning-Rossi book is based on polydiscs, which are different from unit
balls,
so you might also want to look at the book “Function Theory in the Unit Ball of
C^n” (Springer-Verlag 1980) by Walter Rudin. As Rudin said in his preface:
“… Around 1970, an abrupt change occurred in the study of holomorphic
functions of several complex variables. Sheaves vanished into the background,
and attention was focussed on integral formulas and on the “hard analysis”
problems that could be attacked with them … The ball is the prototype of two
important classes of regions that have been studied in depth, namely the strictly
pseudocomplex domains and the bounded symmetric ones. …”.

If you are interested in the bounded symmetric domains, a standard reference is
the book “Harmonic Analysis of Functions of Several Complex Variables in the
Classical Domains” (AMS Translations of Mathematical Monographs Volume 6
1963) by L. K. Hua (whose life story in China is very interesting but probably off-
topic here).

Two recent books with a lot of interesting further details are:
Analysis on Symmetric Cones (Oxford 1994) by Jacques Faraut and Adam
Koranyi; and
Analysis and Geometry on Complex Homogeneous Domains (Birkhauser 2000) by
Jacques Faraut,Soji Kaneyuki, Adam Koranyi, Qi-keng Lu; and Guy Roos.

Of course, the above is far from an exhaustive list, and you can find a lot more
fascinating stuff to read if you are interested.

Tony Smith

31. Levi
March 3, 2007

“The Gunning-Rossi book is based on polydiscs, which are different from unit
balls”



Right, and for various reasons I am more interested in the unit ball.
Unfortunately, the book by Rudin is hard to get ahold of these days. Thanks for
the help, though, and I know I’m off topic so I will leave it at that.

32. nontrad
March 3, 2007

I have to agree with Peter on his point about asymptotically free theories. QCD,
for example, from it’s number of parameters to its mathematics and
experimental verification is a very very interesting theory. To speak loosely, I’ve
always regarded QCD as a paradigm.

GR, on the other hand, (where I’ve spent more then a few idle moments) is, as
much as everyone has ever wanted it to be anything other, a much much more
difficult situation (including the work of….insert bigwig buzzword names here
from A to Z).

And here on this blog and elsewhere, we all know this! Bottom line, GR is a
stumbling block that is not simply the speed bumb that the success of
SU(2)XU(1) or the success of SU(3) might suggest. Instead, GR is more like an
Everest of some kind… and like Everest just waiting for the right person (who as
far as I am concerned will arrive one of these days).

When I was first learning GR I read Weinberg’s book and considered his
comments about geometry and, simply, I was confused. A primary source of my
confusion was Chandra’s comments about how GR is ‘indistinguishable’ from a
geometric view point. If the two are indistinguishable then why have a
preference? Why not use the tool for the job that gets the job done? After all,
who really cares? Afterall, this isn’t philosophy…this is physics borne out of a
history that includes Bethe’s calculations…meaning always have a calculation!

Well, it’s probably obvious that I have a dog in this fight…. and I suppose I do.

33. Thomas Larsson
March 4, 2007

IIRC, Schrödinger was very excited about torsion in the 1940s, thinking that it
was a means to reconcile gravity with QM. Einstein, having thought about and
dismissed torsion 25 years earlier, made him change his mind. There was a paper
about this on the arxiv a number (5-7) of years ago.

34. Benni
March 4, 2007

Lubos has now a discussion on Weinberg vs Hehl.
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/03/steven-weinberg-vs-weird-physicists.html

He calls The editor of “Annalen der Physik” and former chief of the workgroup
“gravitational physics” in germany a “weird physicist” because Hehl’s theories
would not come close to experiment….

http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/03/steven-weinberg-vs-weird-physicists.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/03/steven-weinberg-vs-weird-physicists.html


(german gravitational physics was rather good, because not completely devoted
to fashions like strings. In Germany, traditionally many approaches are
considered. I do not like it, when our (small) gravitational physics is malighed
this way. Hehls theories are not more weird and disconnected from experiment
than string theory is. People like Lubos would be called as ill-suited here because
Lubos follows standard-fashion, not able to create own ideas.

I do not know, If someone should bring this to attention of the professional
association of gravitational physics in germany:
http://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/GR/organisation.htm
maybe someone has the time to send an email to the responsible persons:
http://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/GR/kontakt.htm

35. woit
March 4, 2007

Benni,

I don’t think people should be contacting the (large number) of targets of
Lubos’s unprofessional behavior. If people see a problem with it, and don’t want
to do what is generally considered to be the sensible thing (ignore him), it would
make more sense to contact those of his colleagues who have promoted him, and
now appear to tolerate if not encourage his behavior.

36. Benni
March 4, 2007

Yes. But this must be done by german gravitational physicists. That is, one must
first inform the GRE group of the German DPG about Lubos, so that Ehlers, Hehl,
Kiefer, Nicolai and Fraundiener can take the appropriate actions.

The point is:
German theoretical physics suffers since the second world war when Hitler had
forbidden jewish physics and relativity.
Due to the speculative nature and risky business of this research, government
was and is very sceptical of it and would to this day not create any new
professorships studying relativity. In Germany, there are (without the AEI) only
around five relativity groups. And this groups are generally under the pressure
of a majority of experimenters who think that they simply do not need this
research which has no connections to any sort of experiments.

So, it is very bad, if the small theory group in germany is maligned from someone
outside.

Since the only reason to install new theoretical professorships for german
government would be the pressure, that germany will lose important competence
to the US. (This is the reason why they agreed to fund some strin projects
recently).

If a Harvard Professor calls a german gravitational physicist as “weird” it could
have consequences for the small group in Germany.

http://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/GR/organisation.htm
http://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/GR/organisation.htm
http://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/GR/kontakt.htm
http://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/GR/kontakt.htm


37. woit
March 4, 2007

Benni,

I doubt that scientific policy decision-makers in the German government are
reading Lubos’s blog, so presumably would be unaware of his nonsense about
Hehl, unless you bring it their attention.

If they are reading Lubos’s blog and taking it seriously, German science has a lot
worse problems to worry about….

38. Benni
March 4, 2007

Of course, policy makers are not reading Lubos blog.

But maybe experimentalists, who are curious about theoretical physics and want
a good reason to set an experimentalist on the chair when Hehl becomes
emeritus.

Or other members of the Harvard group can read this, who are then, after some
look at the publications of Hehl, finding out, how strange Germans theoretical
physics is (not string theoretic).

In fact, German policy makers often get their referees from foreign countries. In
this situations, such entries of Lubos blog do not help when one wants to enlarge
a research group.

39. gunpowder&noodles
March 4, 2007

Benni: don’t worry, LM will soon be leaving Harvard, because he is being
persecuted by left-wing academics on the grounds that he thinks that GR is
nothing but perturbation theory around Minkowski space. He also thinks that
topologically non-trivial spacetimes are possible but they, too, are perturbations
around Minkowski space, and this too is anathema among leftist academics. In
short, LM’s 1920s style understanding of GR is politically unacceptable in
Cambridge, so he has to leave and that will solve your problem.

40. Benni
March 5, 2007

Haha,
Well, I know at least one Gravitational physics group in germany (the one of
Dehnen in Konstanz) which was destroid because Dehnens chair was after his
retirement not taken again.
This chair was stopped because a majority of experimentalists (solid state
physicists and optical physicists who thought that theoretical research on
cosmology and general relativity is not worth doing.



Well, and this here might have been a reason too:
(I’ve wondered everytime who the referee of the Bogdanoff Hoax paper in class
quant grav was. In his Math-Zentralblatt review of the Bogdanoff paper, it seems
clearly that Heinz Dehnen did not get their joke:
http://zmath.impa.br/cgi-bin/zmen/ZMATH/en/quick.html?first=1&maxdocs=3&
type=pdf&rv=Heinz+Dehnen&format=complete

41. Benni
March 5, 2007

An interesting thing to note might be, that Hehl, whom Lubos calls a weird
physicist has much more publications in prestigious journals than Lubos and
even very much more citations!

and well, it seems that Lubos fears consequences. He writes now on his blog (I
wonder what this is about. In every case, the german GR association should be
informed about Lubos):

Lubos wrote:
There’s just far too much organized influence terrorizing people in science.
Whenever your results or conclusions of your work disagree with a sufficiently
large group of ignorants, they will attack you personally in the worst possible
ways. They will present the fact that your results reject their preconceptions as
your moral flaw.

I am looking forward to be away from the focus of these intellectual bottom-
feeders who exist not only on Not Even Wrong and who enjoy a silent approval
by many of the leftist officials in the Academia.

42. Peter Woit
March 5, 2007

Benni,

Please, enough about Lubos. People who want to read his rantings can go to his
blog. He generates a vast amount of this kind of stuff, devoting attention to it
would overwhelm any sort of intelligent discussion. Enough.

43. King Ray
March 6, 2007

Peter, et al, thanks for posting on this topic. I found many of the links and
comments very interesting.
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Semi-precise Predictions

March 4, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Many string theorists seem to have decided to react to the criticisms of string theory
that have recently been getting a lot of attention by going to the press with claims to
have experimental tests of string theory that can be performed in the very near
future.

The latest of these claims has nothing at all to do with the aspect of string theory that
has come under criticism, its failure as a unified theory of gravity and particle
physics, but instead involves the conjectural use of string theory as an approximation
method in QCD. The main problem with this idea so far is that it involves not QCD but
a related theory (N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills), and it is very unclear exactly what
the relation is between the calculation and the real world. For some earlier comments
about this, see here. John Baez also has a summary, and the Backreaction blog of
Sabine Hossenfelder and Stefan Scherer has a very extensive explanation here.

Last week the AIP Physics News site carried a story entitled String Theory Explains
RHIC Jet Suppression, which dealt with recent work by Hong Liu, Krishna Rajagopal
and Urs Wiedemann concerning the jet quenching parameter, which describes how
charmed quarks move through a quark-gluon plasma. In the AIP story, Rajagopal
claims that their calculation “agrees closely with the experimentally observed value”,
and that other related calculations “make a specific testable prediction using string
theory.” This story was picked up by Scientific American, which has a story by JR
Minkel. According to Scientific American, “trying to fit the QCD-like theory to reality
makes the results only semi-precise, Rajagopal says,” alluding to the problem of doing
the calculation in the wrong theory. Maldacena is quoted about this as follows:

It’s like saying you are trying to study water, but instead you are studying alcohol…
We certainly know it’s not the correct theory, but maybe it behaves in the same way.

Theorist Ulrich Heinz is even more skeptical:

Even if any of the numbers worked out by accident, I don’t think it would validate the
approach… If they predict the color of an apple, and somebody looks at a pear and
finds it has the same color, would you say that the prediction was correct?

Other recent claims by Shiu et al. and Distler et al. to be able to make predictions
using the string theory approach to unifying physics are covered in the latest issue of
Plus magazine, in a story entitled Stringent Tests. According to this story

It seems that string theory, so far the strongest contender for a physical “theory of
everything”, may soon be put to the test for the first time. Two separate teams of
physicists have just published work describing how to compare the theory’s
predictions with reality….

Neither of the two new tests will be capable of verifying string theory once and for all.
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If the results concur with its predictions, then this is just some further evidence for its
correctness, not absolute proof. But the tests’ ability to falsify string theory, or at least
certain aspects of it, means that a philosophical barrier has been overcome.

On a somewhat related note, I’ll soon be traveling to Italy, giving talks in Rome and
Pisa on the topic of “Is String Theory Testable?”.

Comments

1. Kea
March 4, 2007

The only way to sort out this mess is to REALLY figure out QCD. Why don’t we
spend our time doing that instead of playing cowboys?

2. kramnik
March 4, 2007

Fancy new string-theory-inspired methods to calculate amplitudes in
supersymmetric theories do have relevance to the real world. For one thing,
purely gluonic QCD tree amplitudes actually coincide with the analogous ones in
susy theories. At loop level, one can add appropriately chosen susy amplitudes in
a clever way and end up with a qcd amplitude.

(i’m not for a minute defending the ridiculous pseudo-predictions you’ve
reported on recently, Peter)

3. Peter Woit
March 4, 2007

There’s no denying that string theory has inspired a lot of important ideas, both
in math and in physics. The field would be a lot healthier if people would just
admit that trying to get a TOE out of string theory doesn’t work, and if they
really want to keep doing string theory, instead focus on trying to better
understand those parts of the theory that might lead to something interesting.
Trying to better understand QCD via AdS/CFT is a perfectly reasonable thing to
be doing, although over-enthusiastic claims about where that project is don’t
help matters. And it would be nice if there were more encouragement for people
trying to understand QCD or other non-perturbative QFTs using non-string
theory methods.

4. A String Theorist
March 4, 2007

“The field would be a lot healthier if people would just admit that trying to get a
TOE out of string theory doesn’t work.”

It depends on your definition of “TOE”.

If by “everything” you mean something like “the Standard Model, along with

http://www.phys.uniroma1.it/DipWeb/seminari/2007/07marzo/0308Woit.html
http://www.phys.uniroma1.it/DipWeb/seminari/2007/07marzo/0308Woit.html
https://indico.pi.infn.it/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=17
https://indico.pi.infn.it/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=17


whatever (if anything) supplements it at the next 10 orders of magnitude (or so)
in energy”, then I think that the vast majority of praciticing string theorists (it’s
hard to think of any exceptions) would happily admit this.

However, many string theorists have a broader definition of “everything”,
roughly something along the lines of “the set of all possible consistent quantum
theories of gravity”.

5. Peter Woit
March 4, 2007

A String Theorist,

Interesting to hear that almost all string theorists have given up on getting
particle physics out of string theory. Maybe you’re right, most of the ones I talk
to are certainly pretty pessimistic about it, although not necessarily willing to
give up on the idea.

Besides the usual arguments about whether string theory has actually produced
a “consistent quantum theory of gravity”, I’m not sure I see the point of a
research program devoted to generating “the set of all possible consistent
quantum theories of gravity” based on the idea that they’re all extremely
complicated, ugly and untestable. This will certainly keep one busy for a long
time, but why do it?

6. Peter Orland
March 4, 2007

Kea,

There is a very tiny group of people who still try to figure out QCD.
Unfortunately, it’s a tough problem. The best we can do now is try to solve
related models which we hope are relevant, much as the string theorists do.
Whose models are better is in the eye of the beholder, and will
continue to be so until QCD is finally understood.

7. Thomas Larsson
March 5, 2007

String theory is testable, even
supertestable

8. Q
March 5, 2007

If a theory predicts something, that only validates the theory if there is evidence
the theory is the only one possible. Ptolemy’s epicycles-based mathematical
model of the universe allowed predictions of where the planets would be at any
time. As a spin-off, it also led to new mathematical methods. It’s practitioners
were extremely enthusiastic about it being the final theory of everything, so they
tried to block all nonsense of alternative ideas without investigating them (one

http://www.aip.org/pt/cont9702.html
http://www.aip.org/pt/cont9702.html


turned out to be more predictive!).

Falsifiability isn’t the key. Newton’s theory failed to predict the precession of the
perhelion of Mercury, but that didn’t lead to dumping the theory. Today the
Pioneer anomaly doesn’t falsify general relativity. An error in prediction is just an
anomaly. This would be true for string theory if it made a predictive error. The
real problem for string theory is that it isn’t based on an facts.

Time and again the scientific method in physics has been to

collect data
summarise the data by empirical maths
check the maths by predictive extrapolations
come up with a theory for the maths that predicts more
check it experimentally/observationally

The basis of M-theory is religious belief in spin-2 gravitons, planck scale
unification, and the 6/7 extra-dimensions which are required to make string
explain these speculations. It’s not factual physics.

9. Thomas Love
March 5, 2007

Peter: You mentioned your trip to Italy which reminded me of a famous Italian
story about strings: Pinocchio! In the Disney version, Pinocchio sings: “I’ve got
no strings to hold me down…”

10. Eric Mayes
March 5, 2007

The best way to test string theory is to construct a realistic MSSM model derived
from string theory that can be tested by LHC. In this regard, please see our
upcoming paper (Chen, Li, Mayes, Nanopoulos).

11. thomas
March 5, 2007

This post conflates a number of questions that are
really quite distinct:

1) Can string theory predictions for physics beyond the
standard model be tested? (Do such predictions exist?)

2) Can string dualities (like AdS/CFT) be tested?

3) Are AdS/CFT results useful for QCD phenomenology?

I would argue that the answers are:

1) Maybe. A definitive test in the near future would
certainly seem to require a lucky break.



2) Absolutely.

3) Yes. I agree with you that “semi-precise” in is an
unfortunate choice of words. At present, this is clearly
a qualitative rather than a quantitative exercise.

12. A String Theorist
March 5, 2007

“I’m not sure I see the point of a research program devoted to generating “the
set of all possible consistent quantum theories of gravity” based on the idea that
they’re all extremely complicated, ugly and untestable. This will certainly keep
one busy for a long time, but why do it?”

They are not *all* extremely complicated, ugly and untestable. Some of them,
such as for example topological string theories or maximally supersymmetric
ones, can be quite simple and beautiful. For the same reasons, these are also the
most well-studied (“under the lamppost”).

As far as testability, there is absolutely no reason to expect any observational
consequences of quantum gravity below 10^19 GeV. We might get luck, of
course (large extra dimensions, braneworld, cosmological signatures, etc…)

13. Peter Woit
March 5, 2007

Thomas,

I think some of the people promoting this work to the press would actually like to
see some of these issues conflated in the public mind…

You’re also conflating different things, by using the term “test” in quite different
contexts.

I’ll agree with you about 2), duality conjectures like AdS/CFT coming from string
theory can be tested. Whenever you manage to compute things that correspond
on either side of the duality, whether they match is a test of the conjecture. But
this is something completely different from an experimental test of a theory.
You’re testing the conjecture that two theories are related, not testing whether a
theory has anything to do with the real world. If you go around telling people
“string theory is testable”, meaning that you have tests concerning whether a
certain string theory is related to QCD, you are being misleading.

About 1), that’s what I’m writing a talk about. I’d claim that the conventional
understanding of the phrase “test a theory” means to use distinctive features of
the theory to make falsifiable predictions about what you will see if you do a
specific experiment, acknowledging the theory is wrong if you don’t see what
you predicted. By this definition, string theory is not testable. Attempts to use
different definitions of “testable” again sometimes seem to be motivated by a
desire to obscure this point.



As for 3), sure, this is an uncontrolled approximation, maybe it’s qualitatively
useful. That’s fine and an interesting thing to work on, but people should avoid
misleading the public about what is going on.

14. A String Theorist
March 5, 2007

Oops, I clicked submit again before I was finished:

We might get lucky, but this fact has been clear for decades — it’s not as if there
has been some massive conspiracy on the part of string theorists to cover up
elementary dimensional analyisis.

“This will certainly keep one busy for a long time, but why do it?”

Different people will give you different answers, but fundamentally the reason
people study string theory is that it interests them. Some people study the
distribution of prime numbers, others study pre-Columbian musical rituals. Most
people find both of those topics, as well as string theory, to be uninteresting
wastes of time. But they don’t start blogs, or write books, about their prejudices.

15. A Non-Scientist Observer
March 5, 2007

The March 5 observation by AST misses the point. Of course, many people study
many things for their own sake. The difference is that they do not make
extraordinary claims about what they are doing. No one studying prime numbers
has asserted that they are on the verge of explaining huge swathes of the natural
world, at least, not since Pythagoras. If string theorists said “Hey, this is just
esoteric math stuff that is fun” there would be no real issue. In fact, it appears
that many make profound claims, and other string theorists implicitly endorse
those claims by not opposing them.

16. Thomas Larsson
March 5, 2007

However, many string theorists have a broader definition of “everything”,
roughly something along the lines of “the set of all possible consistent quantum
theories of gravity”.

Some days ago, I stumbled across the Wikipedia entry about Paul Ehrenfest. I
learned a number of things, e.g. that Ehrenfest’s suicide probably had something
to do with his youngest son having Down’s syndrome. What really caught my eye,
however, was the title of his 1912 inaugural lecture: “About the crises of the
light-ether hypothesis”. My point is that in 1912, i.e.

* 25 years after the Michelson-Morley experiment,

* 12 years after Planck’s formula for blackbody radiation,

* 7 years after Einstein’s explanation of the photo-electric effect and discovery of

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Ehrenfest
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special relativity,

mainstream physicists realized that there was a crisis in ether theory.

How could an obviously wrong idea keep its hold for such a long time? Clearly
because most physicists considered it as “the set of all possible consistent
theories of light”.

It seems to me that string theory is following the trail of ether theory, exactly one
century behind.

17. Bee
March 5, 2007

Hi Peter,

thanks for the link.

Trying to better understand QCD via AdS/CFT is a perfectly reasonable thing to
be doing, although over-enthusiastic claims about where that project is don’t
help matters.

I think the sentence you quoted: ‘make a specific testable prediction using string
theory’ has been very carefully formulated. Krishna Rajagopal gave a colloquium
here at PI some weeks ago about his calculations, and he has definitely not made
any over-enthusiastic claims. For me it looks like this: there is a model that has
turned out to agree with some observables. Now people are using it to make
actual predictions to see how far its range of application extends. Whether or not
one can justify why this is (or isn’t) a useful approximation (in certain regions of
the phase diagram) is a different question. For sure one would like to understand
that better.

In case somebody is interested, there’s video, audio and slides at the PI websites

Probing the Properties of Quark-Gluon Plasma

(I hope the link works, they keep moving the item IDs which drives me nuts. In
case the link is broken, search the seminar series by speaker.)

What concerns me most about the AdS/QCD hype is that suddenly so many
people jump on the topic. For one, even if it turns out to be the greatest model
for heavy ion collisions ever, there will be only limited demand on people
working on it. But what’s worse is that it means all these people have previously
worked on something so fascinating that they are willing to drop it from one day
to the next.

Best,

B.

18. Peter Woit
March 5, 2007

http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=50&Itemid=83&lecture_id=4196
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=50&Itemid=83&lecture_id=4196


Bee,

Thanks for the explanation and link to Rajagopal’s talk.

A String Theorist,

The problem is that the non-ugly string theory backgrounds provably don’t relate
to the real world. If you want to amuse yourself by studying string theory
backgrounds that you know can’t ever be related to the real world, purely for
your intellectual entertainment, that’s fine, but you should be honest about it,
and then compete for resources with lots of other people who have their own
arcane intellectual interests. Somehow I’ve never seen this description of string
theory research on a grant proposal or research statement from someone trying
to get a job.

Some of these things (especially topological strings) do involve some wonderful
mathematical structures, and they’re under active research by many people in
the mathematics community. If this is what you want to do, great. I do suggest
though that you might want to try and get a job in a math department. You’d find
there some very smart people who know a lot about what is already known about
the relevant mathematical structures, and an active, healthy research field.

19. Benni
March 5, 2007

Your talk in Pisa is somewhat funny:
https://indico.pi.infn.it/categoryDisplay.py?categId=24

March:
29 Raphael Bousso (Berkeley), Predictions in the Landscape
20 Paolo Gambino TBA
19 – 21 Supersymmetry, Supergravity, Superstrings
15 Peter Woit Is String Theory Testable?

First you, and then, when the audience has learned something, comes Bousso!

It is important, that you traven to europe. Since some departments think of
installing LARGE string departments.
It would be important that you say, string theory should be installed, but only
with small groups, for investigation of QCD or purely mathematical physics and
under all circumstances, not as the only game in town for fundamental particle
physics.

Otherwise it is the danger, that Europe makes the same mistakes as theorists did
in the US.

20. grant
March 5, 2007

“Somehow I’ve never seen this description of string theory research on a grant
proposal or research statement from someone trying to get a job.”

https://indico.pi.infn.it/categoryDisplay.py?categId=24
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How often do you think it happens that people who study pre-columbian music
rituals or prime number distributions write grant applications reading “my
reseach is completely esoteric and without practical applications, focusing on
some details of a field which most people consider to be an uninteresting waste
of time”?

21. Peter Woit
March 5, 2007

grant,

Obviously my comment was a bit sarcastic. In grant or job applications, people
try and make the case for the widest possible significance of their work. But the
honest ones don’t write things that they privately acknowledge to be untrue.
Claiming that what you are doing is going to lead to predictions about beyond
the standard model physics when you know very well this is not possible is not
honest.

Look, I know people who study prime number distributions, and have seen their
grant and job applications. These documents make a case for studying prime
number distributions for their intrinsic interest and give legitimate arguments
about the significance of this kind of research for the rest of mathematics.

22. puzzled
March 5, 2007

Peter, this is hilarious! Are you seriously saying that you will give talks on a
subject on which you’ve never ever worked in your entire life? Writing a blog
about it is fine because one can blog just about anything but giving a talk at a
university??? And you complain about the lack of professional attitudes on the
part of certain string theorists?

23. Peter Woit
March 5, 2007

puzzled,

If you’re unhappy with the concept of my giving these talks, take it up with the
physicists who invited me to do so, I can assure you that the talks were not my
idea. Quite a few physicists read this blog, and many of them seem to find what I
have to say well-informed and worth listening to. Also, I hate to break this to you,
but it’s not the first time I’ve given a public talk about this at a university.

As a relevant example, I don’t see why only people who have written papers on
the landscape should be giving talks about it and the problems it raises. It might
be a good idea to hear from people who have experience as Ph.Ds and postdocs
in particle theory, have spent a lot of time learning about the issue and debating
it with others, coming to the conclusion that “working” on the landscape by
writing papers about it is not a good idea.

And, you know, it’s really tiresome how many string theorists seem to be



unwilling to put their name publicly to their critical comments here. That is
something I find highly unprofessional.

24. Peter Woit
March 5, 2007

Eric,

Sorry your comment initially got caught in my spam filter for some unknown
reason.

If the LHC sees super-partners, how can you tell they came from a string
theory.?In particular, what values of the MSSM parameter space are predicted by
string theory, or does string theory say nothing about this?

25. A String Theorist
March 6, 2007

A propos your suggestion that string theorists should look for jobs in math
departments:

Of course as you know several string theorists have gone to math departments. I
think this movement will pick up steam in the next few years. In fact, this year is
the first year that (barely) more than half of the “string theory” jobs listed on the
rumor page are actually in math departments.

26. Gina
March 7, 2007

It is very nice to see the overall moderate tone of the post and remarks. I was
impressed by Peter’s sentence “There’s no denying that string theory has
inspired a lot of important ideas, both in math and in physics”. Recognizing this
while playing a role of “devil’s advocate” regarding string theory is perfectly
fine.

Attempts to make predictions via string theory should be welcomed by
everybody. As we often try to make predictions on humans based on mice,
predicting the behavior of water based on alcohol and of apples based on pears
is reasonable.

27. JUAN R.
March 7, 2007

A String Theorist Said:

It depends on your definition of “TOE”.

If by “everything” you mean something like “the Standard Model, along
with whatever (if anything) supplements it at the next 10 orders of
magnitude (or so) in energy”, then I think that the vast majority of
praciticing string theorists (it’s hard to think of any exceptions) would
happily admit this.



However, many string theorists have a broader definition of
“everything”, roughly something along the lines of “the set of all
possible consistent quantum theories of gravity”.

When String Theory was initially promoted as “the only serious candidate to
TOE”, string theorists defined “everything” like everything (not just extension of
SM or a quantum gravity theory) in papers, lectures, and books.

String Theory was promoted in that way to general public also.

For this reason string theory is sometimes described as possibly being
the “theory of everything” (T.O.E.) or the “ultimate” or “final” theory.
These grandiose descriptive terms are meant to signify the deepest
possible theory of physics—a theory that underlies all others, one that
does not require or even allow for a deeper explanatory base.

It is fine if you want change now the meaning of “everything” in basis to the
recent String Theory fiasco as a sensible TOE. It is fine if now the superb String
Theory is now to be promoted like just some kind of QCD recipe.

It is not fine you want change history.

28. Jonathan Vos Post
March 7, 2007

The prime number theorist might well include this in the grant application:

My theory, with a little more work, will solve important problems in Physics. See:

“Applications of Statistical Mechanics in Prime Number Theory”
Marek Wolf

http://secamlocal.ex.ac.uk/people/staff/mrwatkin/zeta/wolfgas.htm

Wolf begins by briefly referring to the general phenomenon of the ‘number
theory – physics crossover’. Two references to the application of prime number
theory to quantum chaology in particular are given [1,2,3]. Two mathematical
properties which are normally associated with physical systems have been
detected in the distribution of prime numbers by Wolf himself, namely
multifractality [4] and 1/f noise [5]. A paper which numerically calculates
Lyapunov exponents (familiar to chaos theorists) for the distribution of primes is
mentioned [6]. Finally an article is cited [7] wherein the authors apply the
Wiener-Khintchine formula, which relates spectral densities and the
autocorrelation function, to the problem of the distribution of pairs of primes
{p,p+2}.

29. A String Theorist
March 8, 2007

Juan R:

Your quote about the “theory of everything” is precisely in accord with my

http://secamlocal.ex.ac.uk/people/staff/mrwatkin/zeta/wolfgas.htm
http://secamlocal.ex.ac.uk/people/staff/mrwatkin/zeta/wolfgas.htm


original post.

String theory IS a theory of everything, including many things (such as
topological strings, an example I gave above) which do not actually “exist” in our
universe.

But even though it is the deepest possible theory of physics, it’s not going to tell
you what the next winning lottery number is (any more than it will tell you what
the mass of the electron is).

30. Q
March 8, 2007

No, it’s not a theory because it doesn’t explain anything about real phenomena.
It links gravitons nobody has ever seen to Planck scale unification nobody can
see, using extra-dimensions that have to be explained away by a Calabi-Yau
manifold which gives the string a massive landscape of 10^500 solutions of
particle physics.

Explaining (by further speculation) a few speculations about gravitons and
unification isn’t a theory of everything. It’s not even a ‘theory’ about
speculations, it’s just vague hype that isn’t tied down to any known facts. The
claim it’s the “deepest possible theory of physics” suggests you have a disproof
of LQG and every suggested alternative. Where are these disproofs?



Kap

March 5, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a short memoir out this evening on the arXiv by Peter Freund about the
algebraist Irving Kaplansky, universally known as “Kap”, who died last year at the age
of 89. Freund worked with Kaplansky at Chicago during the mid-seventies on the
classification of Lie superalgebras, and comments about the relations between math
and physics at that time. He also claims that Kaplansky told him with assurance that
Hopf algebras couldn’t possibly be of relevance to physics, and that Andre Weil was
the greatest living mathematician, since he called all the courses he taught
“mathematics”, and lived up to this title. Freund also tells a well-known story about a
talk by Weil at Chicago that he heard about first-hand from Kaplansky.

Freund’s piece is based on his talk at the recent memorial event held for Kaplansky in
Berkeley at MSRI. His student Hyman Bass has a wonderful presentation describing
Kaplansky’s life and work.

I have my own personal recollections of Kap since he was director of MSRI the year
that I was a postdoc there (1988-9), a year during which I unfortunately had only a
few short conversations with him. The conversation with him I remember best was
our first, which occurred on the phone. In early 1988 I was working part-time
teaching Calculus at Tufts and had applied for several full-time mathematics jobs for
the next year, not at all sure that there was any chance this would work out, since my
Ph.D. and first postdoc had been in physics. When the call came from Kap offering me
a job at MSRI for the next year I was elated, partly because Berkeley is one of my
favorite places to live as well as being an excellent place to work in both mathematics
and physics. During our conversation Kap told me a bit about his work on and
continued interest in supersymmetry. I didn’t really have the heart to tell him that
because my own inclinations are so geometric, I’d always found supersymmetry and
superalgebras a tantalizing but very frustrating subject.

No Comments

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0703037
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/physics/0703037
http://www.msri.org/calendar/specialevents/SpecialEventInfo/270/show_specialevent
http://www.msri.org/calendar/specialevents/SpecialEventInfo/270/show_specialevent
http://www.msri.org/calendar/attachments/specialevents/270/Kap-BassPresentation_MSRI_022307_fin.pdf
http://www.msri.org/calendar/attachments/specialevents/270/Kap-BassPresentation_MSRI_022307_fin.pdf


Some Quick Links

March 7, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

John Horgan keeps moving his blogging activities to different locations, the latest one
is here.

For a truly sad and distressing story about what has happened to Billy Cottrell (who
was mentioned snarkily by me long ago here), see this LA Weekly article and a
Clifford Johnson posting. The abuse of people going on in this country associated with
labeling them “terrorists” is just appalling and deeply shameful.

More from Steinn Sigurdsson on Yarn Theory.

Cern Courier reports on the recent Axion workshop at Princeton and the 2006 Quark
Matter conference in Shanghai.

Lee Smolin’s book is out in the UK, here’s a review from the Financial Times.

The latest London Mathematical Society newsletter has a review of Not Even Wrong.

David Ben-Zvi was here last week and gave a wonderful colloquium talk on Langlands
duality, loop spaces and representations of real groups. Much of was somewhat
general philosophy about a new way of thinking about these topics, and this was quite
compelling, although I need to find a sizable chunk of time to sit down and really
understand what he is doing. If I can do this, maybe I’ll then take a stab at trying to
explain this here. He did convince me that one needs to think not only about stacks,
but derived stacks. There’s a long foundational document about this by Jacob Lurie
(see here), something more readable from Bertrand Toen.

This semester Edward Frenkel is running a seminar on Topics in the geometric
Langlands program. The slides of a talk by Ben Webster that are there are wonderful.
One problem with this field has always been how unreadable much of the material
about is. People like Webster and Ben-Zvi are starting to do a great job of explaining
what is going on in a form that others have some chance of following.

Later this month the IAS will have a conference related to this topic, next year a
whole program.

I’ll be travelling most of the next week and a half or so, so blogging will be light to
non-existent. Behave.

Comments

1. LDM
March 7, 2007

http://www.stevens-tech.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/
http://www.stevens-tech.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=111
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=111
http://www.laweekly.com/general/features/a-terrible-thing-to-waste/15782/
http://www.laweekly.com/general/features/a-terrible-thing-to-waste/15782/
http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/07/when-physicists-go-bad/
http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/07/when-physicists-go-bad/
http://scienceblogs.com/catdynamics/2007/03/strings_and_apples.php
http://scienceblogs.com/catdynamics/2007/03/strings_and_apples.php
http://cerncourier.com/main/article/47/2/14
http://cerncourier.com/main/article/47/2/14
http://cerncourier.com/main/article/47/2/19
http://cerncourier.com/main/article/47/2/19
http://cerncourier.com/main/article/47/2/19
http://cerncourier.com/main/article/47/2/19
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/4d0f4510-bfe8-11db-995a-000b5df10621.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/4d0f4510-bfe8-11db-995a-000b5df10621.html
http://www.lms.ac.uk/newsletter/357/357_06.html
http://www.lms.ac.uk/newsletter/357/357_06.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~urban/colloquium/spring07/BenZvi.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~urban/colloquium/spring07/BenZvi.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~urban/colloquium/spring07/BenZvi.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~urban/colloquium/spring07/BenZvi.html
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~lurie/
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~lurie/
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0604504
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.AG/0604504
http://math.berkeley.edu/~frenkel/SEMINAR/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~frenkel/SEMINAR/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~frenkel/SEMINAR/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~frenkel/SEMINAR/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~frenkel/SEMINAR/langlands-02-20.pdf
http://math.berkeley.edu/~frenkel/SEMINAR/langlands-02-20.pdf
http://math.berkeley.edu/~bwebste/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~bwebste/
http://math.ias.edu/pages/activities/conferencesworkshops/workshops/workshop-on-homological-mirror-symmetry-and-applications-ii.php
http://math.ias.edu/pages/activities/conferencesworkshops/workshops/workshop-on-homological-mirror-symmetry-and-applications-ii.php
http://math.ias.edu/pages/activities/special-programs/new-connections-of-representation-theory-to-algebraic-geometry-and-physics.php
http://math.ias.edu/pages/activities/special-programs/new-connections-of-representation-theory-to-algebraic-geometry-and-physics.php


It is simply heartbreaking to hear of someone being denied their physics (and
other) books and writing materials, being denied access to the kind of work
where their skills might best be put to use – Clifford
What rubbish.
You break the law. You go to jail. You loose freedoms. Anybody who can
understand string theory can undoubtledly understand this.
However, the terrorist charge, based on the “evidence” in the links, looks
wrong…yes, therefore the sentence should be reduced accordingly.

2. Choo
March 8, 2007

Uh. Yes, you lose freedoms. But if you read the article, this is not what they are
complaining about. They object to the mischaracterization and voodoo fear of
Billy’s science training, taking his papers away as a “fire hazard” and
inconsistent treatment on account of his “terrorism” label. Now, I actually lean
towards calling him at least some sort of an economic terrorist, but not if it
encourages this kind of result.

3. yeti
March 8, 2007

The notion that Billy Cottrell should have gotten leniency because of his intellect
and talent is offensive.

The notion that someone should get 7-8 years in jail for what he did is also
offensive.

The notion expressed in the LAWeekly article that ELF does not exist is
ridiculous. Maybe it has no clear organizational structure, but the folks are out
there. Go to Oregon.

4. D R Lunsford
March 8, 2007

Peter – bon voyage – I promise to behave 

5. amused
March 8, 2007

“I’ll be travelling… Behave.”

An incitement to wreak havok if ever there was one 
Proposals for discussion topics in Peter’s absence:
— Einstein, Dirac and Feynman were all wrong
— discussion of papers banned from arxiv
— vilification of prominent string theorists
— psychoanalysis of Lubos
— mysticism in physics
— supernatural phenomena (have you seen ghosts?)



6. Chris Oakley
March 8, 2007

Re: Billy Cottrell, I think that the authorities have got it right. If only one could
use this “fire hazard” excuse to stop people working on String Theory at
universities.

7. joseph smidt
March 9, 2007

It’s unfortunate what this country will automatically do to people if you are ever
labeled a terrorist.

This kid deserves to be behind bars but it is terrible he is treated so differently
just because he is smart and currently labeled as a terrorist. Also, if he could be
productive with books why not give him some. We are we against prisoners
making the world, or at least a small corner of it, a better place?

8. Ralf
March 9, 2007

Methinks, Tony Sudbery is no Alain Connes.

9. relativist
March 9, 2007

Seeing this section is labelled `quicklinks’, and given the broad interests of this
blog, I think it is appropriate to point out new work by one of the best quantum
theorists around, just placed on the arXiv, as follows:

quant-ph/0703060:
Title: A Topos Foundation for Theories of Physics: I. Formal Languages for
Physics
Authors: A. Doering, C.J. Isham

This paper is the first in a series whose goal is to develop a fundamentally new
way of constructing theories of physics. The
motivation comes from a desire to address certain deep issues that arise when
contemplating quantum theories of space and time. Our basic contention is that
constructing a theory of physics is equivalent to finding a representation in a
topos of a certain formal language that is attached to the system. Classical
physics arises when the topos is the category of sets. Other types of theory
employ a different topos. In this paper we discuss two different types of language
that can be attached to a system, S. The first is a propositional language, PL(S);
the second is a higher-order, typed language L(S). Both languages provide
deductive systems with an intuitionistic logic. The reason for introducing PL(S) is
that, as shown in paper II of the series, it is the easiest way of understanding,
and expanding on, the earlier work on topos theory and quantum physics.
However, the main thrust of our programme utilises the more powerful language
L(S) and its representation in an appropriate topos.



quant-ph/0703062
Title: A Topos Foundation for Theories of Physics: II. Daseinisation and the
Liberation of Quantum Theory
Authors: A. Doering, C.J. Isham

This paper is the second in a series whose goal is to develop a fundamentally
new way of constructing theories of physics. In this paper, we study in depth the
topos representation of the propositional language, PL(S), for the case of
quantum theory. In doing so, we make a direct link with, and clarify, the earlier
work on applying topos theory to quantum physics. The key step is a process we
term `daseinisation’ by which a projection operator is mapped to a sub-object of
the spectral presheaf — the topos quantum analogue of a classical state space. In
the second part of the paper we change gear with the introduction of the more
sophisticated local language L(S). From this point forward, throughout the rest
of the series of papers, our attention will be devoted almost entirely to this
language. In the present paper, we use L(S) to study `truth objects’ in the topos.
These are objects in the topos that play the role of states: a necessary
development as the spectral presheaf has no global elements, and hence there
are no microstates in the sense of classical physics. Truth objects therefore play
a crucial role in our formalism.

quant-ph/0703064
Title: A Topos Foundation for Theories of Physics: III. The
Representation of Physical Quantities With Arrows
Authors: A. Doering, C.J. Isham

This paper is the third in a series whose goal is to develop a fundamentally new
way of viewing theories of physics. In paper II, we studied the topos
representations of the propositional language PL(S) for the case of quantum
theory, and in the present paper we do the same thing for the, more extensive,
local language L(S). One of the main achievements is to find a topos
representation for self-adjoint operators. This involves showing that, for any
physical quantity A, there is an arrow $\breve{\delta}^o(A):\Sig\map\SR$, where
$\SR$ is the quantity-value object for this theory. The construction of
$\breve{\delta}^o(A)$ is an extension of the daseinisation of projection
operators that was discussed in paper II. The object $\SR$ is a monoid-object
only in the topos, $\tau_\phi$, of the theory, and to enhance the applicability of
the formalism, we apply to $\SR$ a topos analogue of the Grothendieck extension
of a monoid to a group. The resulting object, $\kSR$, is an abelian group-object
in $\tau_\phi$. We also discuss another candidate, $\PR{\mathR}$, for the
quantity-value object. In this presheaf, both inner and outer daseinisation are
used in a symmetric way. Finally, there is a brief discussion of the role of unitary
operators in the quantum topos scheme.

quant-ph/0703066:
Title: A Topos Foundation for Theories of Physics: IV. Categories of
Systems
Authors: A. Doering, C.J. Isham

This paper is the fourth in a series whose goal is to develop a fundamentally new



way of building theories of physics. The previous papers in this series are
concerned with implementing this programme for a single system. In the present
paper, we turn to considering a collection of systems: in particular, we are
interested in the relation between the topos representation for a composite
system, and the representations for its constituents. We also study this problem
for the disjoint sum of two systems. Our approach to these matters is to
construct a category of systems and to find a topos representation of the entire
category.

10. Vogelsang
March 9, 2007

>new work by one of the best quantum theorists around,

Relativist, just out of curiosity, are you Doering or Isham?

11. Peter Orland
March 9, 2007

Fellow scientists,

Let’s maintain our sense of shame. No abstracts on Peter Woit’s
blog please! That’s what archive is for.

12. Who
March 10, 2007

The UK paperback edition of Peter’s book is scheduled to come out 7 June 2007.
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Not-Even-Wrong-Continuing-Challenge/dp/0099488647
/ref=pd_sbs_b_2/026-3303388-4063638

The publisher is Vintage. Evidently people are already advance ordering because
the UK amazon sales rank (among all books) is currently #6,726.

The US paperback edition is scheduled to come out in September:
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Not-Even-Wrong-Failure-Physical/dp/0465092764
/ref=ed_oe_p/026-3303388-4063638

Currently Smolin’s book is #1 on the UK amazon physics bestseller list and
Peter’s book (hardcover) is #7
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/bestsellers/books/278409/ref=pd_ts_b_nav
/026-8303087-5718006

Both are doing rather well, I’d say, judging by their sales ranking among all
books. For example Smolin’s book is currently #49
among all books that UK amazon sells, as can be seen here:
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Trouble-Physics-String-Theory-Science/dp/0713997990
/ref=pd_ts_b_1/026-3303388-4063638?ie=UTF8&s=books
That is pretty astonishing for a physics book, because it is #49 in competition
with popular genre—detective, cookbooks, selfhelp, humor, diet, fantasy, Harry
Potter, and so forth.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Not-Even-Wrong-Continuing-Challenge/dp/0099488647/ref=pd_sbs_b_2/026-3303388-4063638
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Not-Even-Wrong-Continuing-Challenge/dp/0099488647/ref=pd_sbs_b_2/026-3303388-4063638
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Not-Even-Wrong-Continuing-Challenge/dp/0099488647/ref=pd_sbs_b_2/026-3303388-4063638
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Not-Even-Wrong-Continuing-Challenge/dp/0099488647/ref=pd_sbs_b_2/026-3303388-4063638
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Not-Even-Wrong-Failure-Physical/dp/0465092764/ref=ed_oe_p/026-3303388-4063638
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Not-Even-Wrong-Failure-Physical/dp/0465092764/ref=ed_oe_p/026-3303388-4063638
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Not-Even-Wrong-Failure-Physical/dp/0465092764/ref=ed_oe_p/026-3303388-4063638
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Not-Even-Wrong-Failure-Physical/dp/0465092764/ref=ed_oe_p/026-3303388-4063638
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/bestsellers/books/278409/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/026-8303087-5718006
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/bestsellers/books/278409/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/026-8303087-5718006
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/bestsellers/books/278409/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/026-8303087-5718006
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/bestsellers/books/278409/ref=pd_ts_b_nav/026-8303087-5718006
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Trouble-Physics-String-Theory-Science/dp/0713997990/ref=pd_ts_b_1/026-3303388-4063638?ie=UTF8&s=books
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Trouble-Physics-String-Theory-Science/dp/0713997990/ref=pd_ts_b_1/026-3303388-4063638?ie=UTF8&s=books
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Trouble-Physics-String-Theory-Science/dp/0713997990/ref=pd_ts_b_1/026-3303388-4063638?ie=UTF8&s=books
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Trouble-Physics-String-Theory-Science/dp/0713997990/ref=pd_ts_b_1/026-3303388-4063638?ie=UTF8&s=books


13. yagwara
March 15, 2007

Off topic, but I just had to share this someplace:

http://www.tenthdimension.com/

What makes this so weird is that it is a crackpot site, but it presents no red flags
(at least to me). It is a beautifully designed site (no CAPITAL LETTERS IN
DIFFERENT COLOURS) and the animation is lovely. Moreover, it starts out
completely sane in dimensions 1-4. Then it turns to complete garbage.

I’ve sometimes seen real physicists’ websites that look like crackpottery at first
glance, but this is the first time I’ve seen crackpottery that looks totally
professional at first glance.

(Although in retrospect, the inclusion of a category for “songs” should have given
me pause.)

14. Ptolemy
March 15, 2007

yagwara: he seems unaware that 10 dimensional superstrings are composed of a
worldsheet of 1 time dimension and 1 spatial dimension, plus 8 other dimensions
to include supersymmetric particle physics, 6 of which are accounted for the the
Calabi-Yau manifold.

But if you examine anthropology objectively, you find the coincidence that we
have 10 fingers (and also 10 toes) which is the same number as the number of
superstring dimensions! Anthropic ideas are currently used (in default of
anything else) in string theory to try to select the standard model from the
landscape of 10^500 models string theory includes.

The anthropic principle implies that the reason for particle physics being the way
it is, is due to the fact that we are around to see it. Anthropically, we have ten
fingers and ten toes, and most commonly we use base ten. So, we have evolved
with as many fingers/toes as there are supersymmetric dimensions. Coincidence?

Remember, as a great Harvard assistant professor once wrote, ‘God wrote the
world in the language of superstring theory’.

Thus, it’s logical that God made the superstring from 10 dimensions, so that
people can use their fingers to count them.

As for the eleven dimensional supergravity bulk in M-theory, can it be a
coincidence that he square root of 137 is merely 6% higher than the number
eleven?

But the anthropological fact we have 10 fingers is quite irrefutable. So it is
pretty water-tight evidence for string theory being on the right track. In addition,
because 2 of those fingers are really thumbs, we have 2 thumbs plus 8 other

http://www.tenthdimension.com/
http://www.tenthdimension.com/


fingers. This is exactly like the 2 dimensional worldsheet, plus 8 added
dimensions for conformal symmetry of particle physics. Don’t try to tell me this
is coincidence. It first suggests that the anthropic principle is valid (the world is
the way it is because people exist!), plus it indicates that there are hidden clues
in evolution which tell us about string theory.

15. LDM
March 15, 2007

yagwara,

Red flags are obvious, although it is a beautiful flash application.

In part 5, he mentions part five “waves of probability” from Quantum Physics.
There are no waves of probability in Quantum Physics.

16. yagwara
March 15, 2007

LDM,

Oh yes, certainly, if you get to section 5 you’re already waist deep in crazy. I just
meant there were no red flags at first glance.

Usually you can look at a website from across a room and tell in an instant if it is
a crackpot site.

17. Robert Musil
March 16, 2007

According to the Economist magazine the LHC may lose out on the discovery of
the Higgs (http://www.economist.com/science
/displaystory.cfm?story_id=E1_RRTDJRR&login=Y – subscription required):

To find [the Higgs], scientists at the European particle-physics laboratory, CERN,
in Geneva, are building what will, when it starts up later this year, be the world’s
most powerful particle smasher. This machine, known as the Large Hadron
Collider, is designed especially to look for the Higgs boson. But the Europeans
may be pipped at the post by rivals working at what is the highest-energy
collider working today, the Tevatron, at the Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory (Fermilab) near Chicago.

18. Anon
March 16, 2007

On a totally unrelated note:

http://www.math.uchicago.edu/~arinkin/langlands/Illusie.wav

is an audio clip of Luc Illusie reminiscing about Alexander Grothendieck, his
work, etc.

http://www.economist.com/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=E1_RRTDJRR&login=Y
http://www.economist.com/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=E1_RRTDJRR&login=Y
http://www.economist.com/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=E1_RRTDJRR&login=Y
http://www.economist.com/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=E1_RRTDJRR&login=Y
http://www.math.uchicago.edu/~arinkin/langlands/Illusie.wav
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Just thought you’d like to know.



Is String Theory Testable?

March 17, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

I’ve been traveling in Italy for the past ten days, and gave talks in Rome and Pisa, on
the topic “Is String Theory Testable?”. The slides from my talks are here (I’ll fix a few
minor things about them in a few days when I’m back in New York, including adding
credits to where some of the graphics were stolen from). It seemed to me that the
talks went well, with fairly large audiences and good questions. In Pisa string theorist
Massimo Porrati was there and made some extensive and quite reasonable comments
afterwards, and this led to a bit of a discussion with some others in the audience.

I don’t think the points I was making in the talk were particularly controversial. It was
an attempt to explain without too much editorializing the state of the effort to connect
the idea of string-based unification of gravity and particle physics with the real world.
This is something that has not worked out as people had hoped and I think it is
important to acknowledge this and examine the reasons for it. In one part of the talk I
go over a list of the many public claims made in recent years for some sort of
“experimental tests” of string theory and explain what the problems with these are.

My conclusion, as you’d expect, is that string theory is not testable in any
conventional scientific use of the term. The fundamental problem is that simple
versions of the string theory unification idea, the ones often sold as “beautiful”,
disagree with experiment for some basic reasons. Getting around these problems
requires working with much more complicated versions, which have become so
complicated that the framework becomes untestable as it can be made to agree with
virtually anything one is likely to experimentally measure. This is a classic failure
mode of a speculative framework: the rigid initial version doesn’t agree with
experiment, making it less rigid to avoid this kills off its predictivity.

Some string theorists refuse to acknowledge that this is what has happened and that
this has been a failure. Most I think just take the point of view that the structures
uncovered are so rich that they are worth continuing to investigate despite this
failure, especially given the lack of successful alternative ideas about unification of
particle physics and gravity. Here we get into a very different kind of argument.

It was very interesting to talk to the particle physicists in Rome and Pisa. They are
facing many of the same issues as elsewhere about what sort of research directions to
support, with string theory often being pursued as an almost separate subject from
the rest of particle theory, leading to conflict over resources and sometimes heated
debates between them and the rest of the particle physics community. Many people
were curious about how things were different in the US than in Europe, but I’m afraid
I couldn’t enlighten them a great deal, mainly because I just don’t know as much
about the European situation, although I’ve started to learn more about this on the
trip. Several wondered if the phenomenon of theorists going to the press to make
overhyped claims about string theory was an American phenomenon. I hadn’t really
noticed this, but it does seem to be true. While the hype starts in the US, it does
travel to Europe, with the US very influential in this aspect of culture as in many

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/testable.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/testable.pdf


others. In the latest issue of the main Italian magazine about science, there’s an
article explaining how certain US theorists have finally figured out how to test string
theory with the new LHC…

Comments

1. Levi
March 17, 2007

“The fundamental problem is that simple versions of the string theory unification
idea, the ones often sold as “beautiful”, disagree with experiment for some basic
reasons.”

This seems similar to the situation with Grand Unified Theories. I gather that
SU(5) was the “beautiful” version, and when that version ran into problems
much of the beauty went out of GUTs. It’s interesting to contrast this with cosmic
inflation, where Guth’s original version didn’t quite work, but Linde and others
found forms of inflation which worked better, and WMAP data gives a reality
check.

I should mention that I’m not a physicist, just a casual reader, so if I’m
misinformed I hope somebody will point it out.

2. Arun
March 17, 2007

It would be nice to know what Porrati said, if at all possible.

3. Joseph Smidt
March 17, 2007

Great Post. I thought your comments on US/Europe string culture were
interesting. Thanks for the slides.

4. Irish physicist
March 17, 2007

Off-topic – but congratulations on 3 years of blogging and Happy St. Patricks day
too!

5. woit
March 17, 2007

Irish Physicist,

Thanks! I hadn’t realized that the blog was started on a St. Patrick’s day. Surely
some sort of homage to the Irish was unconsciously intended.

Arun,



I can’t recall exactly what Porrati’s points were, except that he said that he had
five of them, and none of them were things that I really had a substantive
disagreement with. Some of them were (from memory, and in loose translation,
surely he would express these differently)

1. String theory shouldn’t be thought of as a theory that leads to a unique,
predictive model, but instead as a very general framework, like QFT, valuable for
the different kinds of models it allows.

2. He mentioned the “swampland” idea, that one could try and characterize
those low energy theories that come from an ultraviolet completion like string
theory.

3. His main point I think was that as long as there was no alternative way to
unify particle theory with quantum gravity, string theory would continue to be a
main focus for people to pursue. Kind of the “only game in town argument”.

4. He may also have mentioned the use of string theory in heavy-ion physics, in
regimes where lattice gauge theory has trouble providing results.

I guess I’m missing at least one…

6. anon.
March 17, 2007

Porrati’s 1st point is with all due respect exactly the argument that defended the
use of epicycles by both Ptolemy and Copernicus: it seemed to be a very useful
framework of ideas. (Ptolemy used epicycles in the earth-centred universe, c.
150AD. In 1543, Copernicus used epicycles in his final model of the solar
system.)

As a ‘general framework of ideas’, the false theory of epicycles was invaluable to
Ptolemy, Copernicus and generations of physicists. But that useful approximate
framework was really false, as Kepler eventually discovered. So in the end both
the earth-centred universe and its general framework of ideas were discredited.
Will the string theory framework of ideas similarly mislead generations?

What is so interesting is that it seems to be disconnected from reality not just
with regard to its failure to make testable predictions, but also at the input end.
Instead of having solid input, everything which has been put into string theory is
completely speculative. It is less testable than either of the epicycle theories, and
has less solid evidence.

People now laugh at the idea that a theory was once constructed in which the
stars and planets were carried around the earth while imbedded in closed
crystalline shells. At least that false model was an attempt to interpret data.
Perhaps people will cry with pity in the future, reading how physicists defended
10/11 dimensional M-theory in the 21st century, without providing any evidence
at all.

7. Chris W.



March 17, 2007

The pre-Copernican astronomers could be excused on the basis of
epistemological naivete; their successors largely invented the understanding of
science that is now being invoked in discussions of string theory.

String theorists can’t be so excused. They should have known better, and should
know better now. Certainly ‘general frameworks of ideas’ are important; they set
the context for formulating problems. This is why metaphysics is important in
science, even though most metaphysics ultimately proves worthless.

The questions that must be asked now with respect to quantum gravity and
unification concern the problem formulation. (Shiing-Shen Chern, who discussed
the matter with Einstein in the 1940s, recognized this as the essential work of
the physicist.) The alternatives to string theory in quantum gravity challenge the
received wisdom in this regard, and for this reason alone are important. In this
context Porrati’s main point (as stated by Peter, and echoed by many of Porrati’s
colleagues) strikes me as a complete crock. The string theorists who adopt this
attitude are the least likely to arrive at the crucial insights into the problem. One
can hope they’ll at least have the good sense and simple honesty to recognize
those insights when they appear, although I’m less and less optimistic about that.

8. Vijay Shankar
March 17, 2007

There seems to be many differences in opinions unfortunately based on
nationality. What people would want Physicists to come up with is a theory that
holds in all frames or an experimental method that would help us test all the
theories. Until then, we can’t stop someone crying foul whenever there is a news
about ‘revolutionary’ theories.

9. tomj
March 17, 2007

My question is: what is the difference between no theory and one which cannot
be tested?

I cannot figure out why string theory is a theory. It barely ranks as a hypothesis,
and a poor one, very close to what my teenager would come up with. It is 100%
mental.

A theory, at minimum, should cover all the facts known, but as Einstein once said
(something like): a theory should be as simple as possible, _but_ no simpler. The
implication is that there has to be a careful balance, and the theory _must_ track
data. How else could the complexity of theory be measured? Yes, you can predict
new facts, but first you have to account for known facts. We have to start with
the abilities of the observer. And the first ability is that of objectivity, and
objectivity begins with the repudiation of belief.

If a theory cannot be any simpler than necessary, how … really … how can a
theory be more complex than necessary? If over simplification is a sin,



complexity is beyond sin. A ‘theory’ (or set of words and math) which can
‘explain’ everything ‘after the fact’ is useless. Can someone please explain to me
this: do physicists really believe that it is possible to formulate a complete
description of the universe which will be testable? Because one possible reality is
that we are incapable of this. We have thousands of years of data to suggest this
conclusion, and only wishful thinking to suggest otherwise.

I like the name of the book, it is important to echo prior thinking. But it might
have been even more valid to call it ‘Beyond Reason’. Everyone seems to think
that they have reason, that they think logically. And as long as we can avoid
testing our reason and logic, we can continue to ‘think’ and ‘believe’ whatever
we want. And if we become dogmatic in these untested beliefs, what is this?
Science is not belief. Science is experiment. And experiment is based upon
question, the antithesis of belief. Science is not an answer, science is a method.

10. Ptolemy
March 18, 2007

‘I cannot figure out why string theory is a theory.’ – tomj

Gerard ‘t Hooft:

‘Actually, I would not even be prepared to call string theory a “theory” – rather a
model or not even that: just a hunch. After all, a theory should come together
with instructions on how to deal with it to identify the things one wishes to
describe, in our case the elementary particles, and one should, at least in
principle, be able to formulate the rules for calculating the properties of these
particles, and how to make new predictions for them. Imagine that I give you a
chair, while explaining that the legs are still missing, and that the seat, back and
armrest will perhaps be delivered soon; whatever I did give you, can I still call it
a chair?’

– http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=258#comment-5030

Peter Woit’s argument of why a non-predictive framework is not science can be
found on p211 of Not Even Wrong (UK ed.):

‘An explanation that allows one to predict successfully in detail what will happen
when one goes out and performs a feasible experiment that has never been done
before is the sort of explanation that most clearly can be labelled ‘scientific’.
Explanations that are grounded in … systems of belief and which cannot be used
to predict what will happen are the sort of thing that clearly does not deserve
this label. This is also true of … wishful thinking or ideology, where the source of
belief … is something other than rational thought.’

11. r hofmann
March 18, 2007

`Several wondered if the phenomenon of theorists going to the press to make
overhyped claims about string theory was an American phenomenon. I hadn’t
really noticed this, but it does seem to be true. While the hype starts in the US, it

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=258#comment-5030
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does travel to Europe, with the US very influential in this aspect of culture as in
many others.´

There are many examples of theoretical physicists
working in the US (foreigners and US citizens) who do extraordinarily good work
but on the short run are screened by those that produce overhyped newspaper
headlines. My general impression is that the US culture supports the go for
extremes in generating scientific opinion, publicizing of `results´, and network
formation. This may be helpful in projects where a focus of resources is needed
(Cobe, WMAP,…). On the theoretical side, however, it may at times just produce
entropy, a lack of well-fermented orginality, and thus no gain in robust
knowledge.

12. Stacy
March 18, 2007

A note on inflation, inspired by Levi’s comment:
Actually, the situation with Inflation is quite analogous to that with string theory.
The original idea was beautiful, and made a simple prediction (the universe
should be flat) which solved the coincidence problem (to do with the evolution of
the density of the universe). These together were compelling and propelled the
theory to the dominance it enjoys today. But it did suffer problems (like a
graceful exit from inflating) which have not entirely been solved. Worse, the
compelling aspect of the flatness prediction – confirmed by the WMAP satellite –
was that the density parameter should be unity – all in mass – in order to solve
the coincidence problem. But it isn’t all in mass – we have now to invoke dark
energy. This makes the coincidence problem worse.

In other words, the compelling part of Inflation that led us all to believe it not
only doesn’t work, but has made worse the problem it originally seemed to solve.
I can’t help wondering if future generations of sociologists will debate whether
speculative theories like string theory and Inflation were ever distinguishable
from some sort of mathematically motivated religion.

13. matteoeo
March 18, 2007

I agree with Stacy, I think cosmology suffers just the same problems as string
theory. Cosmologists can produce potentials that would suit to any possible
dynamics of inflation and produce the desired spectrum of cosmic background
radiation, without actually deriving them from the properties of the known QFT
particles. The worse, cosmology at the moment is a melting pot of the most un-
scientifical theories and hypothesis in town: dark energy, cosmological costant,
strings and GUTs (early universe), inflation, higgs boson, quintessence,
supersimmetry. In cosmology it seems one could just say whatever he wants
without too much care about scientific estabilished facts. I was impressed once
reading some articles that showed that accelerated expansion of the universe
could be explained without any reference to cosmological costant and dark
energy, but just owing to some very peculiar relativistic effect (I can give
references if any of you is interested). The point is: before inventing theories



about the universe, shouldn’t we study general relativity a lot better? And,
before unifying gravity and the quantum, shouldn’t we try to understand the
basis of QFT and the geometrical structure of QM, and the very profound
implications of GR itself?

14. woit
March 18, 2007

Please, cosmology is off-topic. I’m not a cosmologist and don’t want to moderate
discussions about cosmology.

15. Alex Nichols
March 19, 2007

I don’t think the epicycles analogy is correct.
That’s an example of an incorrect theory that was disproved by subsequent
observation, rather like to the ether theory.

The suggestion being made is that string theory is incapable of falsification
because it can’t be tested.
Possibly true, but there are compelling reasons for believing that extended
entities that fluctuate are the only possible basis for observable space-time.
This could include strings, loop quantum gravity, spin foams, spin networks etc…

Were it found that the higgs boson is a fundamental particle by the the LHC, all
of these would be disproved.
But aren’t the problems of falisfiability at high energy (planck or horizon size)
equally true for all the other theories?

Perhaps all the effort shouldn’t be going into one avenue of research. When it
comes to funding though, governments may simply decide that we need more
effort in applied physics, such as energy production.

16. Alex Nichols
March 19, 2007

BTW, could this finding have any heterotic implications? :-

http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2007/e8.html

17. CapitalistImperialistPig
March 19, 2007

The problem with particle physics, if it is a problem, is that we don’t have any
new particles, and the very good theory we have for those particles looks pretty
much like a kludge – all those undefined parameters hovering there like
epicycles – which were very highly predictive, by the way.

String theory is a heroic attempt to go beyond the SM, but so far hasn’t proven
predictive in a confirmable sense. My guess is that we might be stuck without
more input from the Universe, which is why everybody is pinning their hopes on

http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2007/e8.html
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the LHC.

Maybe it will provide some clue that makes it possible to turn ST into a
predictive theory, maybe it will make it more unlikely that ST has any reality, and
maybe it will be mute on ST and other subjects.

Only the last would be a bad outcome.

18. off topic
March 19, 2007

sorry to be off-topic, but let me point out that simplest inflation predicts
Omega_total = 1: it is what we measure, and the fact that the total involves some
components we don’t understand has nothing to do with inflation. Simplest
inflation models also naturally produce a spectrum of scalar adiabatic Gaussian
cosmological perturbations with spectral index ns = 1 +- 1/60. Each word has a
precise meaning, and it agrees with data. (The deviation of ns from 1 is not yet
safely seen).

People tried and try to invent alternative to inflation, but it is not easy because
inflation turned out to be good succesful physics. For example alternative models
based on “simple string cosmologies” suggested wrong kinds of perturbations
(isoentropic, ns not close to 1, etc), and a significant amount of additional
complications seems needed to get what inflation naturally does.

19. matteoeo
March 19, 2007

I’m sorry I went off topic and I will retain from writing again, but nevertheless I
think it’s interesting to see how the scientific method has been mistreated and
pseudo-scientific claims are made in almost any field of natural sciences and
humanistic “sciences”.
Or do you think that this bad string theory story is just an occasional mistake
soon to be recovered?
My question was: do we know enough of the physics of the 20th century before
adventuring in the physics of the 21st? I don’t think this question is off-topic.

20. Peter Woit
March 19, 2007

matteoeo,

There are all sorts of problematic claims made in different sciences. I just don’t
want this blog turned into a discussion forum about all of them, but want to keep
it focused on things I know about and am willing to moderate discussions of. The
question of the evidence for inflation is an interesting one, and “off-topic” makes
to-the-point comments, but I’m not an expert on this, and there are good blogs
out there run by people who are, so that’s where the discussion should really
take place.

My point of view is certainly that the Standard Model QFT remains poorly



understood in many ways, and that problem deserves more attention. There are
lots of other issues in physics that aren’t well-understood, but again, I don’t want
to moderate discussions of issues I don’t know much about.

21. Robert
March 19, 2007

If your words were as reasonable as your slides congratulations for this nice
presentation. For the philosophy of science section of the German Physics
Societey I had indended to give a talk with a very similar subject (but of course
slightly different conclusions). Unfortunately for personal reasons I could not
attend the conference.

Just a minor point of nitpicking (and we have discussed this before): When you
say there is no clear cut experimental prediction I would qualify that with “to be
performed with currently available experimental technology”. Otherwise I
strongly believe your claim is wrong, at least if a weakly coupled description
exisists (that is there is — possibly after a duality — a stringy description with g

22. Robert
March 19, 2007

Sorry for the sudden end of the previous comment. I wanted to say g less then
less than (i.e. \ll in TeX) 1 but typing that froze my firefox (probably the script
that does the preview. Luckily, I did not lose the post as after a few minutes it
popped up a box asking me if I wanted to cancel a script. So I could still press
the submit button. But there seems to be a bug either in the script or in firefox…

23. Robert Musil
March 19, 2007

Peter,

Please correct me if I mistake your views, but I believe you have several times
made clear that while you harbor skepticism over many aspects of string theory
as physics, you believe that much extraordinary and important mathematics has
resulted from string theory. The “Mirror Conjecture” is one such example.
Admiration for string theory mathematics spin-offs is widely shared by many of
the worlds leading mathematicians.

But there are some very troubling aspects to even this, very real, admiration for
string theory inspired mathematics – at least to my eye. It’s trivial to formulate
the Mirror Conjecture: Just flip the Hodge array on the diagonal and ask for a
variety. But nobody bothered to ask the question before M-theory was posited.
Moreover, the first few examples of the Mirror Conjecture are not hard to prove
(although the entire conjecture is), yet nobody bothered to investigate them
before M-Theory was posited. One main (or at least common) example that
supposedly demonstrates the mathematical importance of the Mirror Conjecture
– finding those curves – was being pursued (apparently) by exactly two
Norwegians on a computer before the Mirror Conjecture came up. Yet the Mirror
Conjecture is supposed to be ultra-important mathematics. There is something



very strange here.

Perhaps what is strange here is reflected (oops! and unintentional pun) in the
constant references to physics in all mathematical programs regarding the
Mirror Conjecture (or at least the ones with which I am familiar). “Golly,” the
mathematicians seem to say, “What I’m noodling over has relevance to the real
world! It must be important mathematics!” But if it turns out that string theory is
not important physics, I believe it would be a first if the associated mathematics
were really all that important – regardless of the level of enthusiasm it has
inspired. After all, string theory inspired quite a lot of ill-considered,
unchallenged enthusiasm as physics for quite a while.

In other words, I can’t shake the sense that the enthusiasm over the Mirror
Conjecture (for example) has itself a hall-of-mirrors aspect: Mathematicians
(even very good ones) love it supposedly because it is “intrinsically” wonderful
mathematics. But it’s a strange kind of intrinsically wonderful mathematics that
nobody gave a dam about before the physics came along in the form of string
theory – even though it’s wonderful mathematics whose formulation is trivial and
whose first few examples are easy and whose supposedly important applications
nobody cared about enough to work on but two Norwegians (not that I have
anything against Norwegians, mind you).

Of course, on the other side of the hall of mirrors we find the string theorists
reassuring themselves that their theory must be important (or even correct)
because the mathematics is so wonderful. Bing, bing, bing goes the wonderful
image across the hall – each time a little more distorted as it recedes.

Personally, I find this hall of mirrors aspect of things disturbing, perhaps because
I associate halls of mirrors with lower-budget hotel lobbies trying to look bigger
than they are. Somehow I get a similar feeling from the mathematical spin-offs of
string theory.

Do you have anything to say on this?

24. r hofmann
March 19, 2007

Dear Robert Musil,

although I have no idea about the Mirror Conjecture what you say about it and
its embedding into the modern relationship between physics and mathematics
strikes me as an intelligent observation. Thanks for the info.

25. David B.
March 19, 2007

Dear Robert:

Mirror symmetry is not just about “flipping the Hodge diamond”.

When you say



“But it’s a strange kind of intrinsically wonderful mathematics that nobody gave
a dam about before the physics came along in the form of string theory.”

You are trivializing the contribution from physicists and mathematicians. The
truth is that mathematicians had not suspected that the problem of counting
curves in Calabi-Yau manifolds (a typical problem of enumerative geometry)
could be related to the theory of deformations of the complex structure on the
mirror geometry.

You are also trivializing the problem by making statements like “even though it’s
wonderful mathematics whose formulation is trivial and whose first few
examples are easy”.

The formulation is not trivial at all, and it took quite a while before someone
produced a complete mathematical proof of the first few examples.

I don’t like these misinformed statements about the relationship between
research in string theory and mathematics. They seem to be crafted for
purposefully misleading the public at large.

Many profesionals use simple statements like “flipping the hodge diamond” when
giving presentations in order to explain the simplest aspects of mirror symmetry
to an uninformed audience, and to try to give them something they might relate
to. In this way they can share the excitement of the subject. Don’t mistake those
statements for the research that is done in the subject.

26. Peter Woit
March 19, 2007

Robert (non-Musil),

The slides pretty accurately reflect what I said. In this talk I wanted to just as
clearly as possible state the facts of the matter and avoid any editorializing.

One thing that I should have put in the slides was a comment about the issue you
raise, the claim that the testability problem for string theory only arises at low
energy, that if we could do Planck scale experiments, it would be testable. I think
we’ve probably discussed this before, but I would claim that the string theory
framework continues to be not testable even at that scale. As you acknowledge,
even a qualitative prediction of the kind I assume you have in mind (standard
distinctive aspects of perturbative string spectra or scattering amplitudes) rely
on the string coupling being small enough for the perturbation approximation to
be good. Such a prediction is not falsifiable, since it could be evaded simply by
saying “well, maybe the string coupling really is not small enough”.

In practice, it is true that if we could do experiments at arbitrarily high scales,
we’d presumably see what the structure of quantum gravitational effects is, and
would see whether this looked at all like anything that had ever shown up in
studies of string theory.

Robert (Musil)



David B. is right. The “Mirror Conjecture” and the associated mathematics it has
generated go far, far beyond what you mention and are much deeper than
“flipping the Hodge diamond”. As an example of this, next week at the IAS they’ll
be an important mathematics workshop on “Homological Mirror Symmetry”,
focusing on relations to the geometric Langlands program. This is a very active
and important area in matthematics. It has pretty much nothing to do with
attempts to unify physics via string theory, but it’s great mathematics, and
maybe someday it will turn around and inspire some physics.

27. Robert Musil
March 19, 2007

Peter,

Thank you for your as-always thoughtful response. David B. seems a very
intelligent and knowledgeable (if somewhat excitable) fellow, but he is certainly
not right in mischaracterizing me as asserting that the Mirror Conjecture ends
with the Hodge Diamond formulations. Indeed, I’m not aware of any
comprehensive formulation of the Mirror Conjecture. Manifolds with mirror-
symmetric Hodge tables are called geometrical mirrors. My point in this regard
is (and was) that the Hodge Diamond formulation is trivial to state and notice
and that nobody had bothered to do either prior to the positing of M Theory. Yet
now that very formulation is deemed to be inherently wonderful mathematics. Of
course, this is not an argument for dismissing or downgrading the significance of
any version of the Mirror Conjecture. But to start the discussion it does help to
get the question right.

Nor is David B.’s assertion that there are no easy examples of Mirror Symmetry
right. Indeed, it is not that hard to find references to this fact in papers by
central practitioners in the field. Of course, some of the known examples were by
no means easy.

As for the geometric Langlands program, I’m not knowledgable in the area of
mathematics. I realize that geometric Langlands is an active area of research
considered promising by many very smart people. But promise and “rich”
structure alone didn’t make string theory great – or even important – physics.
I’m not sure if I see why one can already conclude that Geometric Langlands is
great mathematics – and evaluating the importance of Mirror Conjecture
relationships to GL is another step after that.

28. Peter Shor
March 19, 2007

If somebody comes up tomorrow with a beautiful new theory which unifies
gravity and QM and is much simpler than string theory, and if the LHC produces
results that agree with its predictions, I assume that nearly all the string
theorists will drop their current research and jump on the bandwagon.

The real question is (a) without any hints of an alternative, are any of them going
to abandon string theory research, no matter how unpromising it looks and (b)
whether a hint of a promising alternative is enough, or whether it takes a fully



formed theory. For instance, if the LHC produces a Higgs mass close to that
predicted by Connes, are any of the string theorists going to take this as a hint
that maybe they’re on the wrong track, and Connes on the right one?

Any wagers on this?

29. Kea
March 19, 2007

Any wagers on this?

What are we betting on? How long it will take the String theorists to figure out
what’s going on? Actual experimental outcomes at the LHC? Oooohhh, this is
fun.

30. A.J.
March 19, 2007

Several comments for Robert Musil:

1) The relationship between Hodge diamonds predates M-theory by several
years. It’s part of the story physicists like to tell about M-theory and a simple
example of a mirror phenomenon, but I don’t think it’s of deep importance. More
of a decorative note.

2) I’ve never heard anyone claim that the existence of manifolds with mirror
hodge diamonds was the important or deep part of the story. Complaining that
others are calling it “inherently wonderful mathematics” seems like a bit of a
straw man. Who exactly has said this?

3) What is important, as David B. more or less pointed out, is that we can relate
moduli spaces of complex structures to moduli spaces of symplectic structures.
This is incredibly non-trivial, and potentially very useful.

4) While I agree that “This shows up in string theory” isn’t necessarily a good
rationale for a mathematical research problem, I think it’s a poor reason to
dislike good mathematical ideas. And the notion that there’s a topological field
theory which carries information about the space of curves and maps to a fixed
target has proven to be a fertile source of algebro-geometric ideas.

31. A.J.
March 19, 2007

Peter (Shor):

If the Connes et al prediction comes out right, I imagine that some people will
take the hint and start working on it. On the other hand, I’ve also seen some
stringy speculation around the fact that the noncommutative space in Connes,
Marcolli, & Chamseddine has KO dimension 6.

32. Robert Musil
March 19, 2007



A.J.,

You are quite right in that current interest in mirror manifolds is due to the idea
is that along with the equality h1,1(X) = h2,1(Y ) of moduli numbers of Kahler
structures on X and of complex structures on Y, the whole symplectic topology on
X is equivalent to complex geometry on Y, and vice versa. In that sense perhaps I
should have been more explicit about the means of establishing the Hodge
equivalences. But the first examples of this equivalence are not hard, nobody
was looking at them, etc.

I’m not sure what you mean by “The relationship between Hodge diamonds
predates M-theory by several years,” unless you are referring to the earlier
computer results. I’m not aware of any general Hodge diamond conjecture that
predated the positing of M Theory.

All that being said, I don’t see why my points don’t still stand. For example, while
I don’t mean to be snide or obtuse, neither do I see why the assertion that
something is “a fertile source of algebro-geometric ideas” is a very good basis for
concluding that those ideas or their source are important. The argument seems
to completely assume its conclusion. Am I missing part of your point?

There is clearly great and broad enthusiasm for some mathematics derived from
(or spun off from) string theory – much of it among very smart and accomplished
people. But there was (and is) just such enthusiasm for string theory itself – an
enthusiasm only recently seriously challenged. That challenge has been made
from one redoubt: In physics one at least has the check on the products of such
enthusiasms that at some point or other those products must be
EXPERIMENTALLY TESTABLE (although, as this blog cogently points out, some
string theory practitioners are struggling mightily to avoid even that check).
There is no such check in mathematics. So how do we know that the
mathematics spun off from string theory are not just empty enthusiasms? It’s just
silly to deny that a lot (as Peter points out, perhaps not all) of the enthusiasm is
derived directly or indirectly from string theory itself. To make matters worse,
some of the best mathematicians speaking to the public about mathematics spun
off from string theory often make claims for its importance that are absurdly
over the top (Michael Atiyah, for example). Certainly just asserting that one
thing or another is “great mathematics” or the like doesn’t advance matters,
does it? What does?

33. A.J.
March 20, 2007

Robert:

OK first, most of the ideas of mirror symmetry predate M-theory by several
years. The former is part of the body of evidence for the latter. If you want more
direct evidence: Kontsevich’s homological mirror symmetry lecture is from the
summer of 94; Witten’s M-theory announcement from the fall of 1995.

Second, why are we still talking about Hodge equivalences? This is a hint that
there’s something interesting going on, not the end goal of any major research



efforts.

I don’t understand what your metric for “importance” is. But it seems to me that
algebraic geometers have judged Gromov-Witten theory to be important and
interesting because of the ideas it’s brought into their field, not because it’s
connected in some way to a much larger program in a different field. So, yes, by
this standard, it’s important. If you mean important in some other sense, I really
don’t have anything to say to you.

My point basically is this: You have a reasonable abstract point about a potential
relationship between relative levels of enthusiasm about physics and
mathematics, and a cute metaphor about hotel mirrors to go with it. But I think
you’re quite wrong to single out mirror symmetry as an example of the
phenomenon you’re talking about.

And I suspect you will have a hard time finding actual examples. It’s true that
some mathematicians like to talk and daydream about important physics
connections, but I think you’ll find that the physics-derived ideas which
mathematicians have really taken the time to develop intensely have been those
which are useful and interesting as as mathematics.

34. Robert Musil
March 20, 2007

A.J.,

You mention “I don’t understand what your metric for “importance” is.” Well,
let’s take that seriously. Terry Tao advanced a set of criteria for “bad
mathematics” that I believe were discussed in this blog a while back:

• A field which becomes increasingly ornate and baroque, in which individual
results are generalised and refined for their own sake, but the subject as a whole
drifts aimlessly without any definite direction or sense of progress; or

• A field which becomes filled with many astounding conjectures, but with no
hope of rigorous progress on any of them; or

• A field which now consists primarily of using ad hoc methods to solve a
collection of unrelated problems, which have no unifying theme, connections, or
purpose; or

• A field which has become overly dry and theoretical, continually recasting and
unifying previous results in increasingly technical formal frameworks, but not
generating any exciting new breakthroughs as a consequence; or

• A field which reveres classical results, and continually presents shorter,
simpler, and more elegant proofs of these results, but which does not generate
any truly original and new results beyond the classical literature.

Is it clear that the mathematics spun off from string theory has avoided each of
these? It seems at least arguable that one, perhaps more, of these criteria fit



uncomfortably well. Not that an answer to this would end the discussion, of
course.

35. Robert Musil
March 20, 2007

A.J.,

I first want to be very clear that I appreciate your thoughtfulness and intelligent
comments. I also want to apologize in advance for popping in this second post
before you have a chance to respond to or digest the first.

With respect to Kontsevich’s seminal address at ICM, Zurich 1994, it is worth
keeping in mind that Kontsevich’s himself characterized what he was doing as
follows (I quote from his address):

“Mirror Symmetry was discovered several years ago in string theory as a duality
between families of 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifolds (more precisely, complex
algebraic manifolds possessing holomorphic volume elements without zeroes).
The name comes from the symmetry among Hodge numbers. For dual Calabi-Yau
manifolds V, W of dimension n (not necessarily equal to 3) one has
dim Hp(V,q) = dim Hn−p(W,
q). ….

“We describe here a not yet completely constructed theory which has potentially
wider domain of applications than mirror symmetry. It is based on pioneering
ideas of M. Gromov on the role of ∂-equations in symplectic geometry, and
certain physical intuition proposed by E. Witten.”

The relevant references to Witten’s “intuitions” are to two papers: Topological
sigma models, Commun. Math. Phys. 118 (1988), 411-449 and Two-dimensional
gravity and intersection theory on moduli space, Surveys in Di. Geom. 1 (1991),
243–310.

I believe these quotes address several questions and concerns expressed in your
posts above (why we are talking about Hodge numbers, for example). I also
believe these passages support my points.

36. A.J.
March 20, 2007

Robert:

Tao didn’t give that list as criteria for bad mathematics. It’s just a list of dangers
(somewhat exaggerated as Tao admits) which might have detrimental effects on
the development of a field. I think it’s misleading to treat it as checklist for
identifying “bad mathematics”.

That said, the only danger I see being remotely applicable is is the 2nd one. But I
don’t think it’s a particularly great danger. For one thing, judicious borrowing of
physical intuition has a pretty good track record. (Donaldson theory, Chern-



Simons, knot polynomials, mirror symmetry, Seiberg-Witten theory, and so on.)
And for another, mathematicians have a habit of concentrating on problems they
think are solvable. No one is butting heads with 4d Yang-Mills theory right now,
because it’s probably out of reach. But there’s lots of motion in the Gromov-
Witten theory of orbifolds right now; people are getting things done.

37. A.J.
March 20, 2007

Robert:

I don’t see how the Kontsevich quotes support your points. Perhaps you’d care to
explain? You’ll probably have to take some care to spell out carefully what you
mean, since we seem to be talking at angles.

Some of the confusion may stem from the term mirror symmetry. The symmetry
gets its name from the duality of the hodge diamonds, but it’s just a name. The
actual set of ideas involved is considerably richer than the name implies. Most of
it has been developed in the years since Kontsevich’s lecture.

38. David Williams
March 20, 2007

Hello
Please have mercy on an old scocial science Phd.

I have had, basically, only a pragmatic and professional education except for a
couple of biology courses and a stint as a biology teaching assistant (where I first
encountered the scientific method) but I have indulged my interest in
popularized science writing. I use this information in debating the champions of
religion.

In debate the basic successful argument is that Science is not based on belief but
on questioning and testing. Recently, String theory has become widely accepted
in physics. I love the idea in the sense that it tells us that the universe is a
symphony. HOWEVER, String theory appears to arrive at the position of a
Unified Field Theory only by relying upon
a. mathematical solutions b. solutions that require positing multiple universes.

May I ask you these questions.
In your opinion are mathematical solutions the equivalent of an empirical test?
Although I’m told (and I simply have to accept or not – at the level of my math
and science skills) that M theory will offer an opportunity to empirically test
String Theory. I cannot, to my satisfaction, imagine an empirical test for multiple
universes.

And, If empirical tests are not available by the very nature of String Theory is
this idea no better than religious belief?

I am inclined, therefore, to simply leave String theory to it’s own devises and
conclude that it lacks scientific credibility and that we are stuck with the



contradictions between General Relativity and Quantum Dynamics. We would
otherwise be as lacking in evidence as the religious. Why have physicists so
departed from scientific standards?

Hope you will be able to spare the time answer this query.

David P. Williams, PhD
3181 Micmac St. Halifax
Nova Scotia Canada B3L 3W3
(902) 454

39. tomj
March 21, 2007

David,

I have similar concerns. String theory is hyped or hoped beyond belief. This is
serious, because if a scientist is supposed to be exact and careful about their
theory, their work, etc., why doesn’t this carry over into their public
descriptions?

I somehow stumbled across this site a few weeks ago. But for several years I
have firmly believed that there was something not right about the ‘theory of
everything’ crowd.

At that point I was trying to track down some more concrete details about these
theories. But nothing concrete ever appeared. Instead, I ran across some made
up cafeteria dialog between a string theorist and (I guess) a LQG theorist. I think
the point of the dialog was to highlight the lack of evidence for either theory, but
more important for me was another principle: science is about the unknown, not
the known or the unknowable.

If science is expanded to cover the unknowable, you forfeit the ability to apply
Occam’s razor. Occam’s razor isn’t a theory, it isn’t a law of nature, it is a check
on logic: it requires experiment. If a theory has no experimental results, how can
you compare it to one that does? If a theory predicts unknowables like multiple
universes, how can this win out over a theory that predicts only the one we
experience?

My problem with the proponents of string theory is that their ideas fall into the
category of ‘known’ or ‘unknowable’. That is, their statements lead me to believe
that they know something (strings are the basic building blocks of everything) or
their theory covers stuff we can’t know (multiple universes, etc.). In the first
case, they are lying, or using language in a very sloppy way. If they are sloppy
with English, why should I think that they are not sloppy in their math or logic?

What I don’t understand is that if a scientist makes wild statements that they
‘know’ something or that their theory implies ‘unknowable’ realities, why
shouldn’t I remember their unscientific approach? Either put up, or shut up.

Known = technology



Unknown = science
Unknowable = fantasy

40. r hofmann
March 21, 2007

A.J.,

it’s of undeniable educational value to follow the debate between Robert Musil
and yourself.

`No one is butting heads with 4d Yang-Mills theory right now, because it’s
probably out of reach.’

This statement is, however, outright false and confirms
pretty much the relevance of Terry Tao’s above quoted criteria.

Best, RH

41. Ralf
March 21, 2007

David and tomj,

String theory/M-theory is a speculative research program which therefore would
not be covered at all in the popularized science press if the latter were
responsible. Officially, string theory is “accepted” exactly as that. In practice this
doesn’t stand in the way of string theorists taking over high energy physics, in
part because the field has been short of new ideas for three decades. In such
cases the subjective criteria for what can be regarded “reasonable” ideas
become rather flexible. The “scientific method” exists only in the imagination of
philosophers of science. “Occam’s razor” cannot be “applied” like a theoretical
analog of a lab test.

People can be honestly deluded about things that are crucial to their identity, like
their love life, their social life or their professional world. In addition, string
theorists view themselves as intellectually superior to everybody else, which
automatically degrades any objections brought up by those.

Finally, in reality there is simply nothing about string theory that can be related
to laypeople. Anybody who writes about it is only heaping nonsense on a
foundation of nonsense which again rests on a foundation of nonsense. It is utter
intellectual dishonesty to pretend otherwise. Supersymmetry, by itself, cannot
possibly be assessed by a non-physicist. Every account makes it appear much
more reasonable than it is. Grand Unification sounds almost like a no-brainer if
one doesn’t know the details. The technical details on which string theory is
built—and which are never even mentioned in the popular press—render it, in
my opinion, deranged and demented. And it is exactly this wide gap between
actual physics and string theory that—perversely—facilitates the public’s
susceptibility for it. The public never registered anything from the Schrödinger
equation onward because they don’t like the absence of visualizability.



That is why they prefer the faux visualizability of General Relativity—and of
string theory, of course. Physics is not the Riemannian geometry of the 19th
century. It was Einstein, after all, who commented that one should explain
everything as simply as possible—but not simpler.

42. a
March 21, 2007

dear David,

let me try to give an answer to your “Why have physicists so departed from
scientific standards?”. It is oversimplified and caricatural, but I think it captures
a relevant aspect of the question. Do you believe that an average rational human
being would choose option A or B?

Option A is what is happening now.

Option B is “I spent my life working on strings, but, contrarily to what press said,
initial hopes mostly disappeared. Maybe I could start doing some other physics,
but I only have expertise in strings, that is a highly specialized topic: so I resign
from my academic job”

43. A.J.
March 21, 2007

R. Hofmann:

Sorry about that. I was not expressing myself clearly. (Why can’t you people just
read my mind?!) A precise formulation: “Few if any mathematicians are
attempting to construct 4d Yang-Mills theory in the sense required by the Clay
Millenium prizes.” Obviously plenty of people are thinking about 4d Yang-Mills in
a non-rigorous fashion, or trying to work out various facts about its topological
analogues. But no one’s managed to do anything interesting as far as
construction & mass gap goes.

44. r hofmann
March 21, 2007

A.J.,

I see … That problem was formulated by E. Witten and a famous Harvard
mathematical physicist, right?

Best, RH

45. A.J.
March 22, 2007

Yes,

I don’t know anything about how the Clay Foundation works, but at the least the
problem description was written by Edward Witten and Arthur Jaffe.



46. Ari Heikkinen
March 22, 2007

Peter,

Just a couple of questions, when you say:

‘The fundamental problem is that simple versions of the string theory unification
idea, the ones often sold as “beautiful”, disagree with experiment for some basic
reasons.’

Do you mean by this that what’s in Greene’s book (that “beautiful idea”) of
particles being tiny vibrating strings of which amplitude and wavelength
corresponds to different masses and force charges of them and that those
“extra” dimension are curled up in Calabi-Yau shapes are what disagree with
experiment?

‘Getting around these problems requires working with much more complicated
versions, which have become so complicated that the framework becomes
untestable as it can be made to agree with virtually anything one is likely to
experimentally measure.’

And by this something that Greene’s book don’t mention?

47. Peter Woit
March 22, 2007

Ari,

One of the main problems is that you have to do something to fix the size and
shape of the Calabi-Yaus, and the only ways people have found to do this involve
introducing a lot of complex, ad hoc structure. This is the “moduli problem”, and
I don’t remember what Brian says about it in his book. His book was written now
quite a few years ago, before people had any solution at all to the problem. Back
then I suspect there was a lot more optimism that a simple solution could be
found.



E8 Media Blitz

March 20, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Last Friday night when I was in Rome I received e-mails in quick succession from two
science journalists asking what I thought about a new mathematical result, the
“mapping of E8” that was going to be announced at a press conference on Monday.
Information sent to journalists was embargoed until Sunday night at 11pm, but the
first journalist sent me a copy of the brief press release and told me that there was a
longer one available. Reading the press release left me still baffled about what this
could be about: what was the “century old problem” that this group of 18
mathematicians had solved? The obvious interpretation of “mapping of E8”, mapping
it as a geometrical object, didn’t make sense since that’s a well-understood problem.
The group E8 is a 248 dimensional space, but its local geometry is the same
everywhere and completely understood in terms of its Lie algebra. The global
topology is interesting, but also well understood.

I wrote back to both journalists that the best person I knew to comment on this and
its possible relation to physics would be John Baez, and asked to see the longer press
release. It wasn’t much more enlightening, but it did have a link to a web-site with
details. After spending a little time reading this I understood that “mapping of E8”
was a calculation of the structure of representations of the split real form of E8, and
decided that I was on vacation and not about to try and quickly write a blog posting
about this.

Well, here are the press releases from MIT and AIM, and David Vogan did give a
public talk about this yesterday at MIT. The media blitz was quite effective, getting
the story into not just the usual suspects (there’s a good version of the story by JR
Minkel at Scientific American), but also achieving a wide distribution in much less
usual places such as today’s New York Times, the BBC, le Monde, and many, many
others. I think this may be getting about as much attention as the proofs of Fermat’s
Last Theorem and the Poincare Conjecture. There are also a huge number of blog
postings, and I’m very pleased with myself to note that by far the best is the one by
John Baez (crucially supplemented by the first comment there, from David Ben-Zvi),
so I at least sent the journalists to the right place.

For mathematical details, John’s posting and the comments there are the best place to
go besides the technical papers linked to from the AIM site.

While the calculation is a computational tour de force, and the computational
methods may be useful elsewhere, the level of hype in the press releases, especially
about the possible relations to physics, is somewhat disturbing. The AIM page on E8
and Physics contains statements such as

…once one adopts the basic principles of string theory, it can be argued that we live
in the universe we live in because it is the only one that is possible.

as well as making the highly misleading claim that the new calculation has something
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to do with heterotic string theory.

What initially confused me about the press release is that, with the standard
interpretation of what one means by “E8”, the “E8” that appears in heterotic string
theory, there is no open problem to be solved. The group is well-understood, and so is
its representation theory. As a compact Lie group, the representation theory of E8 is
part of the standard Cartan-Weyl highest weight theory, and was worked out long ago.
To read about this, there’s an excellent book by Frank Adams about the
representation theory of E8 and other exceptional Lie groups, called Lectures on
Exceptional Lie Groups. It is this representation theory that appears in the heterotic
string story. For more about E8, and one of the stranger things I’ve seen in a math
paper, you might want to look up a 1980 paper by Frank Adams called “Finite
H-spaces and Lie Groups”, in the Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra.

What the new result is about is something quite different, the “split real form” of E8.
The classification of compact Lie groups proceeds by classifying their Lie algebras,
giving a well-known list, with E8 the largest of the exceptional cases. In doing this,
one complexifies (works over the complex numbers), studying the complex semi-
simple Lie algebras, which are the Lie algebras of the complexifications of the
compact Lie groups. In the simplest example, one studies SU(2) by complexifying its
3d Lie algebra (R^3 with vector product), i.e. studying the Lie algebra of SL(2,C)
instead. Finite dimensional unitary representations of SU(2) correspond to
holomorphic representations of SL(2,C), and the same correspondence works in
general between finite dimensional unitary reps of compact Lie groups and
holomorphic representations of their complexifications.

Given the complexified group, one can ask if it has other “real forms”, i.e. subgroups
other than the compact one which would have the same complexification. In the case
of SL(2,C), there is another real form: SL(2,R). The representation theory of SL(2,R) is
a vastly more complicated subject than the case of SU(2). One reason is that the
group is non-compact. Geometrical constructions of representations like the Borel-
Weil construction give infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations. The
case of SL(2,R) is difficult enough (and a central topic in number theory), but the case
of representations of general real forms of semi-simple Lie groups is extremely
difficult and complicated. Representations are infinite-dimensional and labeled by
“Langlands parameters” instead of highest weights. This theory has been pretty well
worked out over the last 30-40 years or so, with the case of E8 one where it was
known how to do calculations in principle, but they had so far been computationally
intractable. Dealing with this is the new advance.

What actually is calculated are things called “Kazhdan-Lusztig” polynomials; for an
explanation, see John’s blog. These tell one how to build arbitrary irreducible
representations out of something simpler which one does understand, certain induced
representations called “standard” representations. The numbers involved here also
have a beautiful geometrical and topological interpretation. This is a generalization of
what happens in the compact case, where the cell decomposition of the flag variety
governs how irreducibles are built out of Verma modules.

So, this is a result about the structure of the irreducible representations of one of the
real forms of E8 called the “split” real form. As far as I know it has nothing to do with
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heterotic string theory. The only thing I can think of that physicists have worked on
that might make contact with this result is the work of people like Hermann Nicolai
and Peter West trying to get physics out of Kac-Moody algebras like E10 and E11. I
have no idea whether they have run into the split real form of E8 subalgebras and the
representation theory of these in their work. In Pisa I had the pleasure of meeting
blogger Paul Cook, a student of Peter West’s who is now a postdoc in Pisa and has
worked on this kind of thing. Perhaps he would know about this.

Update: I hear from Jeffrey Adams that he has put together a web-page about this,
aimed at mathematicians, and designed to explain the nature and significance of this
result. It’s quite clear and does a good job of this, accessible if you have a bit of
background in representation theory. If not, you may at least enjoy his comment on
the media attention:

This leaves the question of why this story took off in the press. For us, that is harder
to understand than the Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vogan Polynomials for E8.

Comments

1. Matti Pitkanen
March 20, 2007

Dear Peter,

I think that AIM link is to an older posting of John Baez which is not
about the recent calculation but about compact form of E_8.

2. Peter Woit
March 20, 2007

Matti,

Not sure which link you mean. The “E8 and Physics” link is on the main page
announcing the new result. It does just refer to the compact case and links to an
old Baez piece about this. I think it would be better if they made clear that this is
rather different than the case they’re issuing a press release about.

The analogy in SL(2,C) would be trying to promote a new result about SL(2,R)
representation theory by claiming that it had do with the physics of spin (SU(2)).
They’re two very different things….

3. Aaron Bergman
March 20, 2007

The split real form of E8 shows up when you compactify 11D SUGRA on an
8-torus. In particular, all the fields organize them into representations of the
group (except for the scalars which organize themselves into a sigma model into
the homogeneous space E8/K where K is the maximal compact subgroup). This is
the inspiration for the ideas of Nicolai, West, Ganor and others about exceptional
symmetries in M-theory.

http://ppcook.blogspot.com/
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4. Cody
March 20, 2007

Is it common for mathematical results to be announced via press release? What
kind of coverage could anything less than a result like FLT hope to get?

5. Peter Woit
March 20, 2007

Thanks Aaron,

Very interesting. Do you know if there’s any possible application of this
calculation to that story?

Cody,

No, it’s not common to announce math results this way. I’m rather surprised at
how successful it was in getting attention. Lots of universities and other
organizations issue press releases about the work of their people, but normally
these are mostly ignored by the general media. Sounds like AIM has a really,
really good person handling this.

6. John Baez
March 20, 2007

Thanks for the plug!

One of the people on the Atlas team, Jeffrey Adams, just let me post an email
explaining more about what they calculated.

7. Matti Pitkanen
March 20, 2007

Peter,

Yes,I meant “E8 and physics”. By the way, the flag manifold discussed in the page
of John Baez is similar to that appearing in the construction of modular
representations in Langlands program.

8. J
March 21, 2007

I just tried to read that about 5 times and now I want to hit my head on my desk
because I am lost after about the first 8 words. 

9. Turkey Royale
March 21, 2007

The tone of your post is unfortunately negative. You have allowed your antipathy
to all things stringy to mislead you into misreading what has been done and what
has been claimed to have been done. Look at the Atlas webpage and you will find
nothing about string theory, only a coherent project to describe representations
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of real reductive groups. The split real form of E8 being the largest exceptional
simple real Lie group, the calculation of things like its character table is
impressive both theoretically and computationally. The goal of representation
theory is not to know in the abstract how to find representations, rather to know
the representations and how to decompose their tensor products. When G has
many, and their structure is complicated, it is at first bewildering how one might
even organize a map (a page in an atlas) of the representations of G. This is what
the Atlas project is after.

There is a certain tendency to wish to find the exceptional simple real Lie groups
in nature, but this tendency has really very little to do with a mathematician’s
interest in these groups.

10. Dug
March 21, 2007

To assist readers in better understanding the E8 relation to the Leech Lattice,
the Monster and [string] physics, consider:

1 – The Terry Gannon arXiv paper ‘Monstrous Moonshine: the first 25 years’ [33
pages with 124 references].
http://www.arxiv.org/PS_cache/math/pdf/0402/0402345.pdf

2 – This appears to form the framework of the Gannon book, ‘Moonshine Beyond
the Monster’ [477 pages, 575 references].

Lieven le Bruyn refers to [1] as a survey paper at ‘Never Ending Books’.
http://www.neverendingbooks.org/?p=133

11. Robert Musil
March 21, 2007

Peter,

This is a worthy but quite modest result. But the hype surrounding it that has
been confected by the people involved is just embarrassing. That the media have
fallen so badly for that hype is just one more testament to how intellectially
impoverished reporters and media outlets have become.

The classification of irreducible unitary representations of reductive Lie groups
has been a central focus of David Vogan’s work for over 30 years. But no general
picture has emerged, not even a conjectural one. For the last few years he has
been making a computational assault. But for this kind of question a
computational approach all but concedes defeat. The original goal was a
computer program that would tell you whether or not a parametrically inputted
potentially unitary representation is actually unitary. Hypothetically, if there
were a conceptual description of the irreducible unitary representations for all
representations other than the split real form of E8 (rather than computational
description), the omission would be of much concern to no one. Conversely for a
computational approach, a general answer would not add all that much to an
answer for all cases other than E8.

http://www.arxiv.org/PS_cache/math/pdf/0402/0402345.pdf
http://www.arxiv.org/PS_cache/math/pdf/0402/0402345.pdf
http://www.neverendingbooks.org/?p=133
http://www.neverendingbooks.org/?p=133


The matrix that relates the irreducible (unitary or not) representation to the so-
called standard representations is called the “Kazhdan-Lusztig matrix.” This
effort computes the Kazhdan-Lusztig matrix for E8, as well as the inverse of that
matrix. The algorithm to do this in all cases is well known. The only problem was
that some of the matrix entries are very large integers, so computation for E8
required too much computer memory. Someone I will not name – someone who
has not even been credited publicly in all this hype — suggested to the Adams-
Vogan group that they perform the E8 computation modulo several large (but not
too large) primes. That reduces the amount of memory enormously and the
actual answer can then be reconstructed. This is exactly what the Adams-Vogan
group now has done. The program can run on a laptop for groups other than E8.
The hype (although not the result) is risible because just knowing the Kazhdan-
Lustig matrix is parsecs from solving the unitarity problem.

12. Michael
March 22, 2007

Peter, if I needed an opinion about a scientific breakthrough, you’d be my first
choice as well. I’ll keep you on speed dial…

13. Peter Woit
March 22, 2007

Turkey Royale,

To the extent my comments were negative, they referred not to the Atlas project
or its web-pages, just to the AIM web-pages and press release. I think the
material there about relations to physics is seriously misleading, and one of the
main things I wanted to do in the posting was to clearly explain what the issues
are, something I don’t see getting explained anywhere else on the web or in the
media.

As for the significance of this as pure mathematics, sure, it’s an impressive piece
of work, especially as a computational achievement. The fact that the AIM people
managed to get it so much attention is quite a phenomenon. In one sense it’s
great: if every mathematical advance of this magnitude was widely covered in
the press, that would be wonderful, and there would be a lot more press stories
about math. But, given how traditionally only the most dramatic millennium-prize
sort of advances normally get covered, I do think it’s a good idea to offer some
perspective on this one.

14. Robert Musil
March 22, 2007

I particularly enjoyed digesting this hi-calorie forkfull of hyperblather
(http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/ussciencemathematicsfrancegermany):

“Today string theorists search for a theory of the universe by looking at E8 X E8.
The scientists said the magnitude of the E8 calculation invited comparison with
the Human Genome Project. While the human genome, which contains all the
genetic information of a cell, is less than a gigabyte in size, the result of the E8

http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/ussciencemathematicsfrancegermany
http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/ussciencemathematicsfrancegermany


calculation, which contains all the information about E8, is 60 gigabytes in size,
they said.”

But this implied claim that the mathematicians who “have successfully mapped
E8” have accomplished something about 60 times as difficult and important as
the biologists “mapping” the human genome raises a difficult issue: How is it
that the marketing geniuses who developed and sold string theory failed to call it
“Strand Theory” instead? After all, if it were called Strand Theory the facile
equation of (1) the importance of this branch of physics without a testable
hypothesis or prediction and (2) the ultra-important and practical structure of
DNA (which comes in the most famous double strands of all!) could have been
enormously facilitated in the mind of the public. As it is, the Adams-Vogan group
(or at least their publicists) have to labor mightily to insinuate that their result is
as epoch making as the mapping of the human genome at the same time they are
laboring to imply that E8 contains – through a completely preposterous and non-
existent string theory connection – something like the “genetic code” of particle
physics.

Gosh, they must be tired. And all of that extra labor could have been eased so
much by just one simple change in nomenclature!

It just makes you wonder where their heads were at when they were poking
them into all those extra dimensions.

15. turkey royale
March 24, 2007

Peter,

My post did not intend to defend the hype-seekers and fame-mongerers, just to
say that the culpability for the allusion to string theory did not appear to belong
to the representation theorists in the Atlas Project. That is not to say that their
efforts merit or do not merit press coverage; the folks actively seeking press
coverage are the same folks all the time scheming to dominate this or that aspect
of academia, and they are very tiresome for the rest of us who just want to
modestly understand a few modest things within our comprehension.

In this sense, I think you are basically right to criticize the publicity seeking
efforts of AIM. Overstating one’s case undermines one’s credibility in the eyes of
those who know something.

I think the unnamed suggestor mentioned in Musil’s post was Noam Elkies.

16. Jeffrey Adams
March 25, 2007

Now that the dust has settled I would like to make a comment about the
attention this story has gotten in the press.

The goal of the Atlas of Lie Groups and Representations is to classify the unitary
dual of a real Lie group G by computer. A step in this direction is to compute the



admissible representations of G, including their Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vogan
polynomials. The computation for E8 was an important test of the technology.
While an impressive achievement, it is but a small step on the way towards the
unitary dual, and not remotely as important as the original work of Kazhdan,
Lusztig, Vogan, Beilinson, Bernstein et. al.

Nevertheless, because of the nature of the result, the Atlas team
and the American Institute of Mathematics decided this would
be an excellent opportunity to educate the public about research in pure
mathematics. The intended audience of this campaign was the general public,
and it was undertaken for the benefit of mathematics awareness as a whole, and
not for the Atlas project itself. We are happy to have been successful in raising
awareness of mathematics research worldwide.

For more information see some details about the Atlas project.

http://www.liegroups.org/AIM_E8/technicaldetails.html
http://www.liegroups.org/AIM_E8/technicaldetails.html


String Theory Debates

March 22, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

This seems to be the month for string theory debates, with two a couple weeks ago in
the UK involving Lee Smolin, and another featuring Lawrence Krauss and Brian
Greene scheduled for next week in Washington D.C. The Washington Times has an
article about this.

Smolin’s book has just appeared in the UK, and there have been lots of (very positive)
reviews. See here, here, here, here, and here.

Besides talks (for a report on the one at Cambridge by a skeptical American physics
student in England, see here), there were two debates. One featured Smolin, Philp
Candelas, Simon Saunders and Frank Close and was held at Oxford; for a report, see
here. It appears to have been a respectful and reasonable public airing of a few of the
issues where string theorists and some of their critics disagree.

A couple days earlier though, a debate in London between Smolin and Mike Duff (also
involving philospher Nancy Cartwright) had a very different nature. According to the
report from one attendee, after Smolin started things out by arguing his case:

Smolin sat down. Duff stood up. It got nasty.

The trouble with physics, Duff began, is with people like Smolin…

Duff is described as “string theorist and man for whom, one imagines, the words ‘self’
and ‘doubt’ do not often rub shoulders”, and seemed to think it was a good idea to
answer criticisms of string theory with vociferous ad hominem attacks. Lubos Motl
and Clifford Johnson both found Duff’s behavior an excellent example for all string
theorists, inspiring Clifford to write part VII of his extended attack on me, Smolin and
our two books. He admitted somewhere around part V or VI that he actually hadn’t
looked at the books and had no intention of doing so, and he’s pretty steadfast in that
attitude. It never ceases to surprise me that people like Clifford don’t realize that,
much as they may enjoy engaging in or listening to personal attacks on me and
Smolin, this just doesn’t do a lot for the credibility of their field. String theorists often
complain that Smolin portrays them as arrogantly dismissing any criticism, but they
should realize that behavior like Duff’s doesn’t help them at all on this issue, quite the
opposite.

Duff pretty obviously has a double standard for popular books about string theory.
He’s quite capable of being polite, writing a very respectful review of Susskind’s The
Cosmic Landscape for Physics World. His review of Smolin’s book in Nature Physics is
something very different, much more like his performance at the debate. The review
begins by misquoting Smolin, based upon something that was in the proof copy of the
book he had (which the author hasn’t had a chance to look at), but was different in
the published version. After the review, he had been informed about this, but still
seemed to think it was a good idea to use this as ammunition in his personal attack on
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Smolin during the debate.

One of his main points was that it is ridiculous to claim that string theory has not
made any progress since the 80s. Obviously there are some areas in which there has
been progress in better understanding the theory, but, as far as the central issue, that
of getting any predictions out of the idea of using strings to unify physics, it’s
interesting to follow the link that someone with a waggish sense of humor at Nature
put at the bottom of the page of Duff’s review. It’s a story from 1986 entitled Where
Now With Superstrings?, and it reports on the views of string theorists at the time,
roughly one year after the early developments that caused so much enthusiasm for
string theory as a unified theory. The problem of too many vacua was something
people were starting to worry about, but the feeling was that:

… another problem of non-uniqueness in superstring theory, the variety (thousands)
of possible four-dimensional worlds it allows, is showing some signs of resolution.

The “progress” on this more than twenty years later is that instead of “thousands”,
the number has moved up to the exponent, and we’ve now got the “Landscape” of
101000 or so possible four-dimensional worlds. Any “signs of resolution” of this are
long vanished. Just as physicists are now waiting for the LHC next year, those of 1986
were waiting for the Tevatron to start up the next year, with Weinberg claiming that
the mass range to be explored by the Tevatron was “a very plausible mass for them to
have”. The reporter wrote that:

If the Tevatron sees no superparticles, supersymmetry will lose its value in the
hierarchy problem, and hence half its motivation.

So, I guess Duff is right that it’s inaccurate to say that things haven’t changed with
the prospects for string theory since 1986, since the situation now is a lot worse than
it was then.

If you want to listen to the debate, audio is available on-line here, with a transcript to
appear shortly. For another kind of audio showing what this is all about, see this
posting from Sabine Hossenfelder.

Comments

1. Bee
March 22, 2007

Hi Peter,

thanks for the link. You know what I really don’t understand is why some string
theorists apparently deliberately try to make the situation worse for themselves.
In my opinion, the smart thing to do is definitely no to argue with their
interpretation of the author’s intentions or psychological problems. For the
public opinion – what many pretend to be oh-so concerned about – they could
just have turned it into a reasonable discussion about funding in theoretical
physics, instead of getting upset about a would-be here or there.

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v322/n6080/pdf/322592a0.pdf
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v322/n6080/pdf/322592a0.pdf
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Best,

B.

2. Peter Woit
March 22, 2007

Bee,

I agree. One of the weirder aspects of being involved in these arguments is
sometimes watching people on the other side engage in self-destructive behavior.
I think both Lee and I have often had the experience of feeling that we could do a
better job of defending string theory research than many string theorists seem
capable of.

Especially in private, most string theorists I know have no trouble admitting that
the situation is pretty discouraging for string theory right now. Those who feel
this way aren’t likely to agree to review the books or get into a debate on the
subject in public, since it’s kind of a no-win situation. String theorists who do
take on these assignments are often the most fanatical true believers around,
and this is all too obvious. It would be very much in the interest of more sensible
string theorists to speak up for themselves, and not let their least convincing
colleagues be the ones to publicly represent their field.

3. Joseph Smidt
March 22, 2007

Great post. Thanks for the heads up about the debate.

4. JC
March 22, 2007

Sometimes folks will just hang themselves with their own rope, with very little to
no encouragement from others. This is very common in politics and religion, than
in science.

5. Erik
March 22, 2007

I’m an undergraduate—I’ve only been reading this blogs for about 6 months or
so. It is generally quite informative and enjoyable, and I appreciate your updates
(although the overly technical discussions obviously go over my head for the
most part, which I expect). I occasionally read most of the blogs that you link to,
so I’m familiar with many of the harsher posts, but this latest round following Dr.
Smolin’s and Dr. Duff’s debate seems a bit worse than usual—particularly nasty
and biting. I guess I’m just wondering to what extent this type of behavior is…
“normal?” Is this most common in this particular branch of physics? I guess the
claims being made are pretty weighty and the stakes are certainly pretty high in
this branch. And finally, for all the little flurries of posts and responses that these
things set off in the “blogosphere,” do you think the theoretical physics
community at large experiences something similar?



6. Peter Woit
March 22, 2007

Erik,

I think you’ll find that academics in general are no better or worse behaved than
the population at large. String theory is a bit of a special case: a huge amount of
effort has gone into it and a lot of people have a lot invested in it, while it hasn’t
worked out as they had hoped. Under the circumstances, lots of people in the
field are unhappy with the current situation, but mostly quietly, and behaving
reasonably in a difficult situation. Unfortunately, some are reacting with less
than reasonable behavior. The blogosphere kind of encourages some of this, but
it’s not just a blogosphere phenomenon.

7. DB
March 22, 2007

It’s interesting, resurrecting that 1986 story. It shows how some (by no means
all) string theory practitioners have transformed a once promising speculative
path into a quasi-religious quest. I think Einstein, with his fruitless 30 year quest
for a unified field theory, ignoring the wonderful empirical successes of quantum
theory along the way, is at least partly responsible for the emergence of this
attitude. I think it is no coincidence that Princeton, where Einstein conducted
this quest, is today the locus of string theory research. Today’s practitioners of
this doomed tradition could do with some of his humour and humility.
I can’t just blame Einstein though, and I often wonder why it is that other great
physicists, Newton, Weinberg, Schrodinger – have shown a willingness to
become side-tracked into the realms of metaphysics in their later years, albeit to
very different degrees in each case. An age-related onset of rigidity of thinking,
allied to a diminution of creative powers perhaps?

8. Peter Woit
March 22, 2007

DB,

The problems with string theory unfortunately can’t be blamed on people getting
old. That’s a well-known problem in the sciences, and biology has an effective
way of dealing with it. Many of those most fanatically devoted to the string
theory ideology are quite young, with new converts coming up through the ranks
all the time.

9. Bee
March 22, 2007

Peter Woit said: Especially in private, most string theorists I know have no
trouble admitting that the situation is pretty discouraging for string theory right
now. Those who feel this way aren’t likely to agree to review the books or get
into a debate on the subject in public, since it’s kind of a no-win situation. String
theorists who do take on these assignments are often the most fanatical true
believers around, and this is all too obvious. It would be very much in the



interest of more sensible string theorists to speak up for themselves, and not let
their least convincing colleagues be the ones to publicly represent their field.

This is also my perception, and I hope some of the ‘more sensible string
theorists’ take your advice.

(Though I suspect that in some cases the stage for a debate is set such that
controversy is expected or even hoped for. In a certain sense, it must be boring
for the public to hear that in most cases theoretical physicists get along with
each other pretty well.)

10. Aaron Bergman
March 22, 2007

The problem, I think, is that there are at least three different debates going on
simultaneously. The first is a discussion of the merits of string theory. At least
speaking for myself, I think this is a perfectly legitimate debate to have. There’s
a lot of misinformation out there, but these are generally scientific questions and
can be discussed scientifically. I don’t believe I’ve ever personally attacked
anyone for raising a criticism of string theory.

Secondly, there is the debate about how to best encourage risk-taking and new
ideas in the field of theoretical physics. This is a much more difficult debate to
have because I don’t think there are any easy answers.

The real problem, however, is the third “debate” which is really a series of
attacks on string theorists and the string theory community. This is a personal
debate and has often led to personal responses. I can’t imagine anyone finds it
surprising that people often respons as such when their reputations as scientists
are attacked.

I don’t see any real hope of disentangling these debates.

11. Aaron Bergman
March 22, 2007

BTW — let me take this opportunity to give a short version of the response I’d
like to give on the issue of the cc over at Asymptotia — I have someone visiting
so I don’t have the time to do an extended version. The short story is that you
can look at contributions to the cc in SUGRA and nonSUGRA situations:

SUGRA:

1) Bare cc — related to superpotential
2) vacuum corrections — related to susy breaking scale
3) symmetry breaking
4) condensates

nonSUGRA
1) bare cc — free parameter
2) vacuum corrections — divergent, presumably cutoff by Planck scale



3) symmetry breaking
4) condensates

(and probably stuff I’m forgetting)

Now, given these charts which I hope you agree with, I don’t see how the
statement that the cc-problem is worse in susy situations is supportable.

12. Ari Heikkinen
March 22, 2007

There’s also the question wether string theory is physics or philosophy based on
mathematical reasoning.

My observation is that even suggesting the latter seems to be taken as an insult
by atleast some string theorists.

13. Peter Woit
March 22, 2007

Aaron,

I don’t really disagree with your charts. The point I keep trying to get across is
that, as you note in your chart, in the SUGRA case the scale that appears is the
SUSY breaking scale, and that is something well-defined enough for us to
actually measure it. We have an experimental bound of around 100 GeV, and if
low-energy SUSY exists, maybe the LHC will give us not just a bound, but a
number. Problem then is that this number is at least 10^60 times too big, and
this is what pretty much everyone describes as the “CC problem”.

In nonSUGRA the situation is just different, there is no such thing as a SUSY
breaking scale, so you don’t have this problem. You do have the problem that
vacuum corrections are divergent and so the CC is ill-defined, but that’s a
different problem than in the SUGRA case. It’s somewhat a matter of taste which
is the worse problem, but I think it’s a sustainable point of view that having a
theory in which a question is well-posed, but the answer is completely wrong, is
worse than having a theory in which the question is ill-posed. Being wrong is a
worse thing to happen to a theory than being not even wrong, since at least you
can hope that further understanding will move you from not even wrong to
maybe right, but wrong is just wrong.

14. Aaron Bergman
March 22, 2007

I don’t see how you can distinguish the divergent computation in nonsusy
situations from susy situations; it’s the exact same calculation. You can even
send the susy breaking scale to the planck scale and interpolate between the
models.

15. Peter Woit
March 22, 2007



Aaron,

About the “third debate”. I think most string theorists are careful not to engage
in personal attacks, and in particular I think that you’re not someone who has
done this, other than at times expressing exasperation with Lee, which isn’t
especially unreasonable. But I think it’s highly unfair of you to characterize
either Lee or me as being responsible for this situation because we started
personally attacking string theorists. I don’t think there’s anything at all in either
of our books that could be characterized that way. In his other public statements
(as well as in all private discussions I’ve ever had with him), I know of no case
where Lee has personally attacked anyone. I’ve by now written thousands of
pages about string theory and string theorists on my blog and others, and
undoubtedly have, in a small number of cases, out of exasperation, made
comments about people that I regret. Recently, I have made very specific
accusations about the personal behavior of some people, and those I don’t
regret.

Sure, both Lee and I think there is a wide-spread problem with how string theory
research has all too often been conducted. He gives examples of what he sees as
problematic in his book, I do so in my blog and in my book. These aren’t
“personal attacks” on people, they’re specific complaints about specific behavior
and decisions, which we see as coming out of, not personal failings of specific
people, but an organization of research that is not working.

This is very different than the wholesale personal abuse both Lee and I have
been subjected to. You know very well that I can give you large numbers of
examples of this (Lubos Motl and his supporters at Harvard, Susskind, Duff, Peet,
Srednicki and the other jeering bozos at the George Johnson talk at the KITP,
Jacques, Clifford, “Hmm”, “Michael”, and others). The problem with this “third
debate” is real, but it’s not of our making.

16. Chris W.
March 22, 2007

Ari:
There’s also the question wether string theory is physics or philosophy based on
mathematical reasoning.

My observation is that even suggesting the latter seems to be taken as an insult
by at least some string theorists.

That’s because they have such a dismissive (and not particularly well-informed)
attitude towards philosophy. Not surprisingly, string theory is not particularly
coherent or well-considered as philosophy.

In contrast, Einstein’s thinking was a thoughtful, careful, and original
philosophical thinker, largely because he saw philosophical thinking as playing
an essential role in physics. In particular he saw it as an antidote to ill-
considered and uncritical reliance on mathematical formalism in physics. He
paid a certain price for this; in 1921 the Nobel Committee looked askance at the
philosophical cast of Einstein’s writing on special and general relativity.



17. Mike C.
March 22, 2007

I’m a little confused about the big problem with the landscape. The Standard
Model appears to have a huge landscape of physically distinct compactified 2+1-
dimensional vacua, many with a radius around 10 microns. A tiny intelligent
creature living in one of those vacua would be forced to deal with vacuum
selection. We would laugh if such a creature tried to explain the mass of his
electrons based on some fundamental necessary principle. And since the
existence of these 2+1-dimensional vacua depend only on low-energy physics,
any theory that contains the Standard Model at low energies would also have to
contain this landscape of 2+1 dimensional vacua.

So why is it a surprise that a theory with extra dimensions should have a
landscape of vacua? If it must contain a landscape of 2+1-dimensional vacua,
why is it a surprise that it should have a landscape of 3+1-dimensional vacua?
And if the Standard Model has a landscape, why are we so upset to see other
theories with a landscape, especially since any theory that contains the Standard
Model will already have to contain its landscape?

I guess I just don’t see the big deal here, but perhaps I’m mistaken!

18. Chris W.
March 22, 2007

Mike C.,

1) Please be a bit more specific about the Standard Model’s physically distinct
compactified 2+1-dimensional vacua.

2) If we were the tiny intelligent creatures in question then we would eventually
conclude that the theory is worthless, because our observers and theorists could
play this game (until ‘O’ gets fed up):

O: I have some observations I would like to account for within your
theory.

T: Given a choice of vacuum X, I can show your observations are fully
consistent with my theory.

O: Oops, wait a minute, I made a mistake. The data I just gave you was
wrong. Here is the corrected data. Can you account for it?

T: Sure, no problem. Give me a minute and I’ll find another vacuum
that will do the trick. (I’ve got lots of ’em.) ….. Okay, here you go.
Vacuum Y will do it.

O: What the hell is up? I made up all this data! Can you tell me what
you couldn’t account for? Describe some results that I should not
observe under specified circumstances—circumstances that I can
independently verify! I need predictions from you with minimal wiggle



room—none of this vacuum selection crap.

T: [Yawn…] Sorry, but that’s not the way the game is played these
days. There are some older ideas (limiting cases of my theory, in a
certain sense) that you might find more agreeable, but I don’t find
them particularly interesting; they’ve already been tested. The goal is
to achieve agreement with observations, and that’s what I’m giving
you. If you don’t like it then maybe you should consider another line of
research.

O: You really don’t get it, dude. I’ll grant you this; you know a lot more
mathematics than the average astrologer. A lot of good it does you…

19. Mike C.
March 22, 2007

Chris,

I understand that you don’t like the landscape. But my point was that the
Standard Model has one, whether you like it or not. (Check out a recent paper on
the archive for this. Distler also discussed it in his blog recently.) This is the
vanilla Standard Model, with its tiny cosmological constant and small (but
nonzero) neutrino masses. No SUSY, nothing funny. And this landscape contains
a near-continuum of 20 micron-sized 2+1-dimensional vacua. And a tiny
intelligent creature living in one of these vacua would never be able to find a
theory that predicted the values of the couplings and masses he saw, because we
know full well that he’s living in just one of many vacua, all of which have
different laws of physics.

But since the existence of these vacua is independent of any UV completion of
the Standard Model, any other theory that extends the Standard Model at high
energies will have to contain this landscape of 2+1-dimensional vacua, and thus,
in particular, contain a landscape, whether we like it or not. The only question is
whether a UV completion of the Standard Model must contain a landscape of
3+1 dimensional vacua, or if there is a unique 3+1 dimensional vacuum. But
that’s a pretty strong assertion! (And would be of little consolation to our tiny 1
micron sized friends.)

20. woit
March 22, 2007

Mike,

The big deal about the landscape is that it’s a framework in which you can’t
make any experimentally testable predictions, so it’s not science. Not being
science is a big deal. If you want to do science, you have to come up with
predictions that can be tested to see if your theory is right. In the landscape
framework, you inherently can’t do that.

The Standard Model is a 4d flat space QFT that makes an infinite number of
predictions, many of which have been tested to very high accuracy. This is



completely different than the landscape, and claiming that it’s all the same is just
sophistry. We’ve already had this discussion here, I think a couple times. I
haven’t looked closely at the Arkani-Hamed et. al. paper about this that recently
came out. Maybe there’s something interesting there. But if the claim is that it
shows that there’s no difference between the Standard Model, which is highly
predictive and testable, and the landscape, which is completely non-predictive,
that is obviously nonsense.

21. Mike C.
March 22, 2007

Peter,

So sorry to keep bothering you about all this, but it came up in the comments,
and I thought it would be an interesting discussion!

You should check out their paper. It doesn’t say that the 3+1 dimensional
vacuum of the Standard Model isn’t unique. It is, as far as the Standard Model is
concerned. The Standard Model predicts a unique 3+1 dimensional vacuum. But
the paper does shows that there exists a landscape of physically distinct
compactified 2+1 dimensional vacua in the Standard Model, many with physics
almost the same as in our 3+1 vacuum for objects that are small enough, and
intelligent creatures could conceivably live in them, if they were small enough (~
1 micron).

So what are these creatures supposed to do? They live in a landscape! Are they
supposed to say that landscapes are bad and hence spend eternity looking for a
reason why their electrons have the precise mass they do? We large creatures
would laugh at them!

But the other is that any theory that contains the Standard Model would have to
contain this landscape of 2+1 dimensional vacua, since the existence of this
landscape depends only on low-energy physics. So there’s no question about
theories having a landscape. The only question is whether they have a landscape
of 3+1 dimensional vacua. Let’s hope there are no 4+1 dimensional creatures
laughing at us!

22. woit
March 22, 2007

Aaron,

About SUSY/non-SUSY. Sure, you can put in broken supersymmetry as a
regulator of the vacuum energy in a non-SUSY theory, then take it to infinity. But
in one case it’s a regulator, in the other it’s a physical, measurable scale. Having
a theory with a divergence that you don’t know how to regularize without
introducing trouble is bad. Having a theory that makes a robust prediction that is
off by a factor of 10^60 is also bad, in a different way. Again, personally I think
making a flat-out wrong prediction is worse than not being able to make a
prediction. If you feel the other way, fine. Hard to argue about it though, they’re
two completely different things. It just seems a bit ridiculous to me when I hear



people saying it is an advantage of supersymmetry that you can calculate the
vacuum energy in it, when the result comes out absurdly wrong.

23. Aaron Bergman
March 22, 2007

It’s really not true when people say that you can’t calculate the vacuum energy
in non-susy theories. It’s a free parameter. The cosmological constant is
superrenormalizable, and the divergence can be dealt with in the usual manner.
Thus, the cc problem is a fine tuning problem, not a problem of an incorrect
prediction. In SUSY theories, the only difference is that the renormalization is
finite and the bare term is constrained to be related to the superpotential. From
the point of view of effective field theory (which is the only way I understand
QFT), it all seems the same to me.

Putting things another way, would you agree that SUSY at any scale below the
Planck scale helps the fine tuning problem for the Higgs mass?

24. Chris W.
March 22, 2007

The paper Mike mentioned is evidently the following:

Quantum Horizons of the Standard Model Landscape
(hep-th/0703067 — Authors: Nima Arkani-Hamed, Sergei Dubovsky, Alberto
Nicolis, Giovanni Villadoro)

25. woit
March 22, 2007

Mike,

Sorry, but I still don’t see why I’m supposed to be interested in these 2+1 d
compactifications. They have nothing to do with the real world, and I don’t buy
the analogy with the string theory landscape. Sure, maybe we’re some random
point in some landscape of some 4+1d QFT, or some 10 d string theory or
whatever. Could be. But if you want to claim that going on about this is doing
science, you have to come up with a way of testing what you are doing. If what
you are doing inherently can’t lead to a testable prediction, I don’t know what
you want to call what you are doing, but it isn’t science. Does the Arkani-Hamed
et. al. paper suggest any way to test landscape ideas? If it does, let’s hear it. If it
doesn’t, any claims it makes about the landscape are not science.

26. woit
March 22, 2007

Aaron,

I don’t see the relevance of the philosophical argument about fine-tuning. I’ve
repeated endlessly what I see as the difference here. One case involves a
physically measurable number (that is wrong), the other doesn’t. If that’s not an

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703067
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703067
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703067


important difference to you, fine, just say so. But then we’re operating with
different value systems, and aren’t ever going to agree on what is “better” or
“worse”.

27. Mike C.
March 22, 2007

These 2+1 dimensional vacua appear to exist, in our real world. And any theory
that contains the Standard Model should contain this landscape of 2+1
dimensional vacua. That’s a prediction. The Standard Model predicts their
existence. So I’m a bit confused about why you’re not interested in them. The
upshot is that any theory that contains the Standard Model contains a landscape.
Do you disagree?

28. Aaron Bergman
March 22, 2007

No.

In both cases, there is not an incorrect prediction. One can tune the cosmological
constant by balancing the quantum corrections against the bare term in both the
supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric theory. (Or, more properly, in the sugra
and nonsugra theory.) The cosmological constant problem is always a fine tuning
problem. It’s just whether you are fine tuning a formally divergent quantity (such
as with the Higgs mass) or a finite quantity (such as the Higgs mass in
supersymmetric theories.)

29. Chris W.
March 22, 2007

Mike, the fundamental issue remains:

O: … Can you tell me what you couldn’t account for? Describe some
results that I should not observe under specified circumstances
—circumstances that I can independently verify! I need predictions
from you with minimal wiggle room—none of this vacuum selection
crap.

In the presence of the string theory landscape what is excluded, and more to the
point, what is excluded that isn’t already excluded by the Standard Model? If the
answer to the latter question is “nothing” then we have an untestable pseudo-
answer to the questions left open by the Standard Model. Some people may find
this pseudo-answer appealing, but if it had been known 20+ years ago that this
is where we were going to end up, few people would have bothered to continue
down this path.

(And for those who take general relativity as a theory of spacetime structure
seriously, and understand how deeply this viewpoint on the theory challenges the
foundations of quantum theory, string theory and its offshoots have very little to
offer—unless some major new insights are achieved into string theory’s bearing
on this question. If so I doubt we’ll still be calling it string theory.)



30. woit
March 22, 2007

Mike,

No, these 2+1 dimensional vacua do not exist in our real world. Our real world
has 4 large dimensions. You’re talking about some other worlds which have
nothing to do with ours. Again, tell me how I am going to learn anything at all
about the real world by thinking about these things. If there’s a proposal for this,
it might be interesting. If there’s not, I just don’t see any reason to pay attention
to this.

31. Mike C.
March 22, 2007

These other vacua can be connected to ours by interpolating geometries. They
have to be very far away, though, because their opening angles are small. But if
the universe is large enough, then they really must be out there. That’s a
prediction. Though, obviously hard to test.

32. Chris W.
March 22, 2007

These 2+1 dimensional vacua appear to exist, in our real world.

Really? And how would you verify their existence? Let’s assume the “Standard
Model predicts their existence,” as documented (allegedly) in hep-th/0703067.
How would this prediction be checked? Bear in mind that most predictions of
existence are inherently problematic; a failure of attempted verification can
always be dismissed on the basis that one didn’t look hard enough. (Question
begged: How hard is hard enough?)

33. woit
March 22, 2007

Aaron,

Talking about it as a fine-tuning problem, as you say, in one case you are “fine
tuning a formally divergent quantity” which isn’t a well-defined thing to do, and
you can’t characterize the size of the fine-tuning. In the other you are fine-tuning
something you can experimentally measure, and the size of the fine-tuning
required is known and huge. If you think this is an acceptable thing to do, fine,
do it and there’s no CC problem.

If you think there is a CC problem, then in the second case it has a well-defined
size (huge), in the first it doesn’t. I just don’t buy the argument that it’s better to
have a huge problem than an ill-defined one.

34. woit
March 22, 2007



Mike,

You’re not telling me how to experimentally see these other vacua. Do Arkani-
Hamed et.al claim that they have new, in principle observable, predictions based
on the standard model? If so, that would be much more interesting than empty
analogies about landscapes. Where in their paper do they make these
predictions?

35. Aaron Bergman
March 22, 2007

Talking about it as a fine-tuning problem, as you say, in one case you are “fine
tuning a formally divergent quantity” which isn’t a well-defined thing to do, and
you can’t characterize the size of the fine-tuning.

Of course it is well-defined. How does this situation differ from the Higgs mass?
The Higgs mass is quadratically divergent. The hierarchy problem is that the
measured Higgs mass is much less than the cutoff scale. The cosmological
constant problem is that the measured cosmological constant is much less than
the cutoff scale. I don’t see how you’re distinguishing the two cases.

36. Arun
March 22, 2007

Mike C.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=412#comment-23310

37. woit
March 22, 2007

Aaron,

The difference between the two cases is, as I keep repeating again and again,
that in one case you are talking about an experimentally measureable number, in
the other case there is no such number (you don’t know what the “cutoff scale”
is).

In the case of the hierarchy problem, trying to use supersymmetry to resolve it
makes sense since the electroweak symmetry breaking scale may not be too
different than the SSYM breaking scale (although experiment is on the way to
ruling this out). In the case of the CC, it doesn’t work at all, in a spectacular way.

This has become a complete waste of time. In one case the problem is
characterized by an experimentally measured number that we know to be
completely of the wrong magnitude, and in the other, no such number exists.
Sorry, but this is a difference. Again, If you don’t think it’s relevant, fine. I think
it is, but there is no way to “prove” that it is or isn’t.

This all goes back to your complaints that what I wrote in my book about
supersymmetry was not accurate. I don’t agree at all. The book gives an accurate

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=412#comment-23310
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characterization of the reasons why supersymmetry breaking is a problem. I’m
not going to repeat these here, except to say that getting the completely wrong
scale for the CC is one of those problems. This is not some weird idea I came up
with, but conventional wisdom in the field.

38. Mike C.
March 23, 2007

I’m a little confused. If you have a well-tested theory (and no theory known to
humankind is better tested than the Standard Model), and the theory, without
modifying it in any way, predicts something that is difficult to observe (in this
case, a landscape of 2+1 dimensional vacua, which would appear to us observers
as cosmic black strings and other black objects if we found one), are we
supposed to reject such phenomena? If the universe is big enough, these things
will exist, at least if the Standard Model—with the presently observed c.c. and
our best estimates for the neutrino masses—is in fact the correct low-energy
description of the universe. Are we supposed to insist otherwise? Unless you
modify the Standard Model in some way, then it predicts these phenomena. The
Standard Model, as it now stands, predicts the existence of a landscape of vacua.

So, there are two questions here:
1) If the Standard Model predicts the existence of certain phenomena, though
they may never be experimentally observed, why insist that they don’t exist and
that we shouldn’t think about them? There may be intelligent life out there in the
universe that we will never ever observe, but does that mean that they can’t
exist? The universe is probably much bigger than the part we will ever be able to
see, but does that mean that if a given well-tested theory predicts that it’s
bigger, do we just reject that prediction?
2) Why do we live in this noncompact 3+1-dimensional vacuum, when there are a
huge number of other vacua predicted by the Standard Model with the same
physics all the way up to 20 times the Planck scale, at least for objects that are
smaller than 10 microns, other than because of the anthropic principle?
3) If the Standard Model predicts the existence of a landscape of other vacua,
which can be interpolated smoothly into our own over large spatial distances,
and the existence of these vacua depend only on low-energy physics (as is the
case), then doesn’t any high-energy extension of the Standard Model have to
contain a landscape as well, at least a landscape of 2+1 dimensional vacua? So
why criticize a theory that has a landscape?
4) If any such extension must have a landscape at least of 2+1 vacua, why is it so
hard to imagine that there is a landscape of 3+1 dimensional vacua as well?
Doesn’t the onus now turn to people to prove that it doesn’t happen? Just
because it hurts predictivity somewhat, does that mean nature doesn’t work that
way? I wish I could predict all the species of animals on the earth today, but I
can’t. It’s a bunch of historical accidents. Nonetheless, zoology and
paleontonlogy are still a sciences, because we can make predictions about a
limited class of phenomena.

39. Mike C.
March 23, 2007



By “two questions” I meant four. I can’t count—so sue me!

40. C. G.
March 23, 2007

Mike,

I think you’re getting confused between theory and experiment. The thing is, the
standard model is a hugely successful phenomenological theory of particle-
particle interactions, but, at the end of the day, it is still just a model. To believe
that anything you can derive from it is absolute truth implies an implicit faith in
the idea that the model is completely and absolutely correct. This I believe is a
mistake, because to render reality to a theoretical artifact is not really the way
physics should be done; physics should be based on real experimental
observations.

41. Mike C.
March 23, 2007

C.G.

You make a lot of demands. Quantum mechanics predicts a lot of stuff that has
been experimentally tested and verified. So does GR. But they both also predict a
lot of strange stuff—well within in the physical regimes (energy regimes, length
scales, etc.) in which they are known to be valid—but that we may never be able
to see, and that at least we are not guaranteed to be able to rule out. Are we
simply to insist that any such predictions that they make simply don’t exist? Do
things only exist if they can defintely be observed, even if an astoundingly
accurate model predicts that they should exist and they might but not definitely
be observable some day? It’s like a fortune teller who predicts everything
perfectly, but also starts telling you about things that you can’t be guaranteed to
check with your own eyes.

I’m reminded of what Feynman used to say about all this. He asked why nature
should care what we human beings liked. The behavior of nature simply isn’t up
to any of us human beings. All we can do is try to figure it out and not be too
prejudiced.

42. M
March 23, 2007

dear Mike C.,
I tried to have a look at the first pages of the paper you suggest, and it seems
that what they find is just that the SM compatified to 2d can have one or a few
vacua plus a quasi-flat direction i.e. some light scalar. That vacuum arises
because neutrino masses are comparable to the cosmological constant, and likely
this is an accident that has nothing to do with the string landscape. I don’t
understand why they choose the name “landscape” for this simple situation.
Probably their little 2d animals would have some fun in understanding what goes
on, but I fail to see why we 3d animals should get interested in it.



43. Mike C.
March 23, 2007

So is this whole debate really about the demand that no prediction of a theory be
believed—not matter how well-tested the theory—unless that prediction is
guaranteed to be experimentally checkable? I suppose that’s a demand you can
put on science, but it seems rather restrictive. Who are we to demand that
nature must behave that way?

44. Mike C.
March 23, 2007

I guess the reason I disagree with that argument is that any theory of nature that
addresses really, really high-energy questions is going to make lots of predictions
that we cannot be assured of being able to experimentally verify, hopefully along
with many predictions that we can be guaranteed to be able to verify so that we
can decide if the model is good. But the ratio of the first kind of prediction to the
second kind is inevitably going to get bigger and bigger as we approach greater
and greater physical extremes. That seems unavoidable. And so should we
always pretend that the first kind of prediction—those that may be testable but
that are not guaranteed to be testable—just don’t exist?

An example. Suppose just for the sake of argument that string theory is correct.
Suppose that it suddenly makes a huge number of extremely nontrivial
predictions that we know we can test, and we test them and they turn out
correct. But suppose that there’s idea how to do an experiment that would
literally let us see these strings floating around. (It might be possible, but it’s not
assured that such an experiment is possible, say.) Do we then insist in this case
that there are really no strings?

45. Mike C.
March 23, 2007

Correction: missing “no”
But suppose that there’s *no* idea how to do an experiment that would literally
let us see these strings floating around. (It might be possible, but it’s not assured
that such an experiment is possible, say.) Do we then insist in this case that there
are really no strings?

46. Aaron Bergman
March 23, 2007

I don’t see how we have an experimentally determined quantity anywhere here
except for the actual value of the cc (or, analogously, the Higgs mass). The SUSY
breaking scale gives us a cutoff with respect to which we can express the fine
tuning of the cc. We don’t know what the SUSY breaking scale is. It could be at
the TeV scale (which would be nice), but it could be elsewhere. It could be at the
Planck scale. And, if there were no SUSY at all, we’d still have a cutoff at the
Planck scale. Are you claiming that these two cutoffs should be thought of
differently? They’re both experimentally measurable, either through the
detection of supersymmetric partners, or quantum gravitational effects.



Are you saying that because we don’t know the physics beyond the QG cutoff,
there could be some mechanism that natural accomplishes the needed fine
tuning? If so, I don’t see why you couldn’t make a similar argument for the SUSY-
cutoff cc. If we don’t know, we don’t know, susy or not. But from the point of view
of effective field theory, I don’t think it matters.

47. woit
March 23, 2007

Mike C.

You are claiming that Arkani-Hamed et. al. have discovered that the Standard
Model implies the existence of “cosmic black strings and other black objects”.
What exactly are their properties, and how could we produce them? Where in
their paper do they make this claim? I have trouble believing this. The SM is not
a quantum gravitational theory and it appears to me that you need to calculate
topology-changing transition amplitudes, but lack a theory where such a
calculation makes sense.

If string theory make a lot of testable predictions, and they’re correct, the theory
is verified, and this has nothing to do with whether you can “see strings”. The
problem with string theory has nothing to do with conceptual difficulties about
whether or not you can “see strings”. Fine if the strings are not observable
themselves. But a theory has to make predictions of some kind, and string theory
just doesn’t.

Aaron,

SM + GR tells you nothing at all about how this “Planck scale” cutoff is supposed
to work and you have no hope of doing experiments to see what happens. SUGRA
gives a very precise understanding of what happens at the SUSY breaking scale,
and people are spending billions of dollars to go out and measure this. These are
just different situations. Again, for the N’th time, having a theory in which the
question is well-posed is different than having one where it isn’t.

48. Arun
March 23, 2007

The best analogy I can think of is that in the Standard Model 3+1 large flat
dimensions is an experimental input/theoretical assumption/whatever – asking
why 3+1 dim in the context of the SM is ill-posed (and maybe even with SM +
GR).

It is in string theory that the question of the number of experimentally
observable dimensions comes up, and in a nasty way, because the theoretical
answer is different.

—
Mike C., the physicists in the 2+1 dimensions in the (SM+GR) world don’t have
these interesting theological debates, because in their world, (2+1) quantum
gravity is tractable, and so the biggest single motivation for string theory (that it



retrodicts gravity) is simply not there.

49. andrea
March 23, 2007

Hi all,

assume tomorrow someone comes up with a Rube Golberg compactification of
string theory, with a lifetime say about 10^10Gyrs, which fits everything we
know about particle physics and cosmology: how’s that different from Newton’s
“hypotheses non fingo” about the 1/r^2 dependence of the gravitational forces?
It works, and this is all that matters… i’m not saying it’s likely (as a matter of
fact, it don’t think it is), i’m just saying i see no reason to get worked up on the
landscape issue.

On the other hand, it is very likely that string theory compactifications cannot
yield all conceivable quantum field theories at low energies, but only a “small”
subset of them (e.g. if something like the “gravity as the weakest force”
conjecture holds). Should one prove a rigorous theorem about this and find this
subset experimentally ruled out, string theory would be falsified.

To sum up: string theory is undoubtedly way overhyped and has probably slowed
down the progress of more down-to-earth theoretical physics by attracting many
smart guys, but i don’t find compelling reasons for saying it is not still worth a
shot, expecially given the fact that the nonzero CC makes the landscape picture
a lot less unreasonable.

50. Peter Woit
March 23, 2007

Andrea,

The problem with the Rube Goldberg compactifications is that they are
insufficiently rigid to be predictive. It’s not just a matter of finding one that fits
what we already know, you have to find one that does that and is rigid enough to
make falsifiable predictions. If the failure of every “prediction” can be fixed by
going to a slightly different compactification, all you’re doing is coming up with a
really ugly way of parametrizing experimental results.

As for the “Swampland”, the problem is two-fold. All the things that people are
looking at as supposedly not able to come out of string theory already don’t look
like the real world, so you can’t use this to falsify string theory. In addition,
swampland proponents have this problem that sometimes when they announce
that something can’t come from string theory, experts write into their blog
explaining to them how to do it. “You can’t get X from string theory
compactifications” often just means that no one has tried hard enough to do so.
Yet another addition to the Rube Goldberg chain may do the trick. As long as you
don’t know what non-perturbative string theory is, your arguments that “you
can’t get that from string theory” are going to be dubious.

51. M



March 23, 2007

dear Andrea,

have you read “The Library of Babel” by Borges?

String theory seems to be a similar story. If tomorrow you scan 10^200 string
vacua, you can probably find one vacuum that fits all the physics we know, and
you get a Nobel prize. If on sunday you finish the work scanning the 10^500
remaining vacua, you can find 10^300 more vacua that fit everything, and you
get an igNobel prize.

52. Mike C.
March 23, 2007

Arun,

You are not correct. These vacua only look like they’re 2+1 dimensional to large
creatures like us. Tiny creatures, however (~1 micron), would see 3+1
dimensions, with one dimension wrapping around if they move along it far
enough. Their physics—including gravity—is 3+1 dimensional and looks almost
exactly the same as ours, all the way up to energies 20 times the Planck scale
(when you start making black holes bigger than 20 microns) except for variations
of all their coupling constants and masses. Read the paper to see why. So gravity
is no more tractable for them than it is for us, and they still would have no
explanation for the values of those coupling constants.

53. Mike C.
March 23, 2007

I must say that I’m a little bit disappointed with many of the commenters here. It
seems like a lot of people here are making assertions and demands without
having done their reading. People read the first two pages of a paper, for
example, essentially just to find things that support their argument, and then
start spouting things that aren’t true. A lot of the comments indicate that people
don’t understand or haven’t read the relevant material. I’m feeling a lot of
prejudice here. Can’t we all be a little more open minded?

54. woit
March 23, 2007

Mike,

You’ve come here, posted 13 comments, full of sophistry about the landscape
which you base on a 44 page paper, which you refuse to answer my questions
about. You seem to expect me and others to drop what we are doing and go read
this 44 page paper. Sorry, everything I heard about it indicates to me that my
time would be better spent reading other papers. It’s not even the topic of this
posting at all. This isn’t a general discussion forum where you can just appear,
start going on about what interests you, and expect others to go out and spend
their time thinking about what you want them to think about, unless you’ve got a



lot more compelling argument.

55. Brett
March 23, 2007

I don’t think it’s especially interesting that there is a “landscape of vacua” in
theories in which some of the space-time directions are compactified. I say
“landscape of vacua”–in quotes–because at the quantum field theory level, the
different compactifications correspond to different theories; the underlying
space-time is an element of the definition of the field theory. In a quantum
gravity theory, maybe these are different states of the same underlying theory,
but the standard model is not a quantum theory of gravity.

It’s no real surprise that by choosing different compactifications, one can get
significantly different physics, because the compactifications themselves are
ingredients in defining the theory. The parameter space of the theory includes
the space of compactification manifolds. In order for these theories to be
interesting physically, some additional conditions must be met; otherwise, we’re
just adding extra free parameters. If there were any experimental indications
that some of the dimensions of our universe were compact (either one of the four
we see, compactified on a large scale or additional ones on small scales), this
would be a very interesting subject. Or if having compact dimensions allowed a
natural solution to some kind of hierarchy problem. Of course, there are various
proposed “solutions” of such hierarchy problems using extra dimensions, but
they are not natural. If we clean up a known hierarchy by introducing
unnaturally sized extra dimensions, we haven’t solved anything, just moved the
fine tuning into a new set of free parameters we’ve introduced just for that
purpose.

If we want to allow for the possibility that one of the four dimensions we see is
actually compact, and that somewhere far away in the universe, the
corresponding compactification scale is quite small, that’s fine. This introduces a
new generalization of the standard model, and maybe it’s what the universe
really looks like. But it’s very much like introducing a new sector of particles
near the Planck scale, with new free parameters, but hardly any new predictions
for feasible experiments.

56. M
March 23, 2007

Mike C., I don’t see what these tiny creatures can teach us. In the case of
strings, 10^500 vacua come out because you start with fields with a few 10d
Lorentz indices and compactify many dimensions. These ‘features’ are not
present when you compactify the SM to 2+1 dimensions.

Anyway I agree that theories with compactified dimensions tend to have many
vacua, as discussed e.g. in the book by Smolin.

The true problem is: can we get good physics from the big string landscape? If
the best we can do is debating about tiny creatures, then better to move to
biology.



57. dan
March 23, 2007

Hi Peter,

you wrote “As long as you don’t know what non-perturbative string theory is,
your arguments that “you can’t get that from string theory” are going to be
dubious.”

How do you feel about physicists pursuing a non-perturbative string theory as a
frontier of HEP?

thanks

58. Peter Woit
March 23, 2007

dan,

Finding a useful non-perturbative string theory is the big problem in string
theory, and many people have worked on this over the last few decades and
continue to do so. It would be great if there were progress on this, I just don’t
see much recently.

59. andrea
March 23, 2007

brett,

the paper on standard model landscape is actually on standard model + general
relativity landscape, so spacetime geometry is genuinely dynamical… that said, it
goes neither here nor there as far as physics is concerned.

peter,

i don’t get the rigidity argument: a single unit switch on one of the handles of the
Rube Goldberg machine will generically lead to very large changes of the low
energy physics (different number of flavours, or different gauge groups or
planckian change in the CC). Nearby vacua don’t give nearby physics.
If at least one vacuum is found which matches the physics we know, then one can
make all sort of predictions: if they are verified we keep it and make other
predictions, if not one is free to look for another one (typically very far away). No
need to say that there may exist no vacuum with the right properties, but if
Nature actually worked that way i’d be somehow disappointed, but i would not
be shocked.

I’ve been following this debate for a while, and some string theorists have way
passed the line of a civil exchange of ideas, but aside from that, the string
community rightfully shows off its achievements (overhyping is unavoidable in
the free market of ideas) and attracts smart guys because it is a very fashionable
subject. The only way to put an end to this fashion before it eventually dies out is



to take a swim in the swampland and falsify it. Sort of a catch22…

60. Peter Woit
March 23, 2007

Andrea,

For the reasons I mentioned, I just don’t think the “swampland” has anything to
do with actually falsifying string theory. If it did, maybe I would work on it… The
string theory backgrounds people have most closely investigated are the ones
that look most like the standard model, there are all sorts of these and absolutely
no argument I am aware of that suggests the possibility of ruling out the
standard model as a low energy effective theory for some string theory.

I just don’t believe that we’re going to find a single specific background that
matches the standard model (which would then predict other things). There are
solid arguments that it is inherently impossible to even identify those
backgrounds with the right CC, much less the right CC and everything else. If
one figures out how to overcome this, it would have to be by being able to
precisely figure out the implications of large classes of vacua at once. If one can
do that, I don’t see why one won’t end up with a large number of vacua with the
SM properties, not just one or a small number.

In any case, given the current state of the theory, this kind of discussion is pretty
much a theological one. I just don’t think one can deny that what is happening is
a classic example of failure: simple models disagree with experiment, so you are
forced to more complicated ones. These are designed to be so complicated that
you can’t analyze them and confront them with experiment. Once this happens
you are supposed to give up, not conduct philosophical arguments trying to
justify continuing.

61. Anon
March 23, 2007

“You seem to expect me and others to drop what we are doing and go read this
44 page paper. Sorry, everything I heard about it indicates to me that my time
would be better spent reading other papers.”

And you complain that Clifford Johnson won’t read your book?

“It’s not even the topic of this posting at all.”

But you’ve devoted space in previous blog postings to trashing this paper that
you haven’t read.

62. Peter Woit
March 23, 2007

anon,

Actually, I haven’t mentioned the Arkani-Hamed et.al. paper in any of my



postings. You’re quite right that if I was writing a posting about it and not
reading it, that would be reprehensible.

What I have done is responded to various commenters here who have written in
claiming that “Arkani-Hamed et. al. show that the SM has the same landscape
problem as string theory” by telling them that, while I don’t know what is in the
paper, that statement is obvious nonsense, and explained why. I’ve also asked
them to back up what they were saying, telling me what the evidence for this
claim was from the paper, but haven’t gotten an answer. Presumably this is
because the paper doesn’t really make that claim.

Again, there are lots of interesting things I don’t have time to learn about, so the
properties of the SM compactified on very non-physical backgrounds just isn’t
very high on the list.

People write in here everyday with all sorts of claims based upon all sorts of
misunderstandings, quoting lots of different papers. I’m not about to read them
all, but will continue to point it out when people are spouting nonsense.

63. Anon
March 23, 2007

“while I don’t know what is in the paper, that statement is obvious nonsense, and
explained why.”

It seems to me that MikeC has both read and understood the paper.

Aren’t you on pretty thin ice calling his account of what’s in it “sophistry” ?
Especially, since it mirrors what previous commenters have said and which you
have previously called “nonsense.”

64. Tim
March 23, 2007

Peter,

You quot a reporter from the event:

“The trouble with physics, Duff began, is with people like Smolin…”

This posting of yours demonstrates very well that you are no different than the
bad journalists and popular science reporters that you often complain about.
This whole blog is full of misquotations and misinterpretation like the one above
just as there are loads of misquotation and misinterpretation in bad populer
science papers. I hope this will convince you and the audience here that what
you are doing is not science but bad popular scientific journalism.

If you would have cared to check your facts — indeed a minimal requirement for
any journalist — you would have found that what Michael Duff has said is the
following:

“The trouble with physics, ladies and gentlemen, is that there is not one Lee



Smolin but two.”

Michael Duff went on explaining that the speaker before him — Lee Smolin —
presented arguments which are perfectly fine and one can only agree with them.
On the other hand his book is not of this nature but has rather many inaccuracies
and went on explaining what he disliked in the book. Hence his opening sentence
“there is not one Lee Smolin but two”, which in the light of true facts becomes
something completely different than what you quoted in your posting. The mp3
audio from the event is available to everyone including good and bad popular
science writers but of course only the good ones will take the initiative to
actually check it.

Here it is: http://www.rsa.org.uk/audio/lecture050307.mp3 and it was avaiable at
the time of your posting.

Now I’m sure you will be ready to explain us all that your blog consists of
hundreds of postings and so few have misquotations and misinterpretations such
as the one above so everything is okay. Just the same argument any journalist or
popular science magazine would pull when confronted with lies and distortion in
their magazines “oooh, we have been publishing thousands of articles in the last
20 years and it’s actually a proof of our high standards that only a couple of
articles are completely false” and of course they would not be discomfortable
with pulling the same argument over and over again and no matter how many
times they are caught they would still continue to publish their magazine
because that is what they live on.

The same behaviour that one can observe in the attitude of corrupt politicians.
Although they might know they are not telling the truth and they know that they
will continue to be distorting events but they have no other choice because that
is what they live on and they are not couregous to say “okay, I’ve been caught
too many times, it’s time to stop and actually look for a real job”.

Best regards,
Tim

65. Tim
March 23, 2007

Oh, and I forgot the always winning argument “some of my opponents were
telling bigger lies than me so why should I resign?”

Best,
Tim

66. Chris Oakley
March 23, 2007

“The trouble with physics, ladies and gentlemen, is that there is not
one Lee Smolin but two.”

Or there could be just one Lee Smolin, the illusion of two being a result of

http://www.rsa.org.uk/audio/lecture050307.mp3
http://www.rsa.org.uk/audio/lecture050307.mp3


lensing by galactic-scale superstrings.

67. Peter Woit
March 23, 2007

Tim,

What I put in quotes is not a misquotation. It is an explicit quote from the report
by someone who was there that I linked to. It does not purport to be a direct
quote of what Duff said. It is a direct quote of how that person chose to
characterize what Duff said. It reflects precisely how that person interpreted
what he was hearing Duff say.

If you can point to a legitimate misquotation, even one, anywhere in the
thousands of pages I’ve written here, please do so. Otherwise you should not
make the kinds of accusations you are making. The one you mention was
completely accurate, and included reference to the source it came from, so
people could determine for themselves its reliability. Sure, they can also listen to
the audio file, which I also linked to, and judge for themselves whether that
report was accurate.

68. Peter Woit
March 23, 2007

Anon,

For about the 10th time, what I called sophistry is the claim that “the SM has the
same landscape problem as string theory”. I explained repeatedly here and
elsewhere why that claim is sophistry and nonsense.

69. Tim
March 23, 2007

Peter,

I think we are getting into a problem in linguistics. The statement “your posting
contains a misquotation and is hence misleading” holds. I did not say that you
quote someone inaccurately, indeed, you quote the bad reporter accurately. The
bad reporter on the other hand does misquote Michael Duff and hence your
posting does contain a misquotation.

A good journalist certainly does not want to quote people saying misleading
statements without clarifying that the person just quoted was indeed saying
something misleading because if he did so he would himself be misleading his
audience.

This is just what has happen in your case, you uncritically have taken over a
quotation from someone that is very misleading and even insulting to a third
person. You did not research the subject of your post although you have known
full well that the quotation you quote will put a third person into an
embarrassing light.



It is indeed the duty of every good journalist to give an impartial view, give the
chance to anyone attacked by any of his quoted respondents to defend
him/herself and check whether his sources are accurate or not. Failure to do so
due to the fact that the respondents and other sources of his article are
supportive of his preconception results in poor, biased, partial and activism
oriented journalism something that is very far from a professional stand point.

In simple terms: repeating a lie (although accurately giving the source) without
actually checking it and commenting on its untruefulness is called: propagating
lies.

Best,
Tim

70. Anon
March 23, 2007

“For about the 10th time, what I called sophistry is…”

You accused MikeC of engaging in “sophistry” when all he has done is
(accurately) recount what is in Arkani-Hamed et al’s paper.

That’s pretty much the same thing as accusing Arkani-Hamed et al of engaging
in “sophistry.”

But you’d never do that … because you haven’t read their paper. Right?

71. Q
March 23, 2007

‘In simple terms: repeating a lie (although accurately giving the source) without
actually checking it and commenting on its untruefulness is called: propagating
lies.’ – Tim,

Tim, you’ve just contradicted yourself. You earlier stated that you want Peter’s
quote to be corrected to Duff’s lying claim to the effect there are two Lee
Smolins!

If you want quotes to not include lies, then it would be impossible to quote much
said by some defenders of string theory.

For example, is the following quote a lie, because string theory predicts
unobserved gravitons (instead of really predicting real gravity):

‘String theory has the remarkable property of predicting gravity.’ – Dr Edward
Witten, M-theory originator, Physics Today, April 1996.

Should I ‘correct’ Witten’s remark when I quote it, so I’m not propagating lies
myself. Say to something like:

‘String theory has the stupid property of predicting unseen gravitons and
nothing checkable about gravity.’ – Dr Edward Witten, M-theory originator,



Physics Today, April 1996.

Would that make things nice and accurate in your view? 

72. Tim
March 23, 2007

Q,

Thank you for taking time to respond. No, that would not be accurate. The
following would, if I suppose that you think that the quote from Witten is wrong:

” ‘String theory has the remarkable property of predicting gravity.’ – the above
quote is from Dr Edward Witten, M-theory originator and has appeared in
Physics Today, April 1996. I don’t agree with Dr Witten’s opinion for this and this
reason.”

In order for everyone to understand, the professional way for Peter to write his
posting would have been this:

“””
According to the report from one attendee, after Smolin started things out by
arguing his case:

Smolin sat down. Duff stood up. It got nasty.

The trouble with physics, Duff began, is with people like Smolin…

Now it turns out that I have checked what Duff said and the reported quoted is
above is in fact lying, because Duff said

“The trouble with physics, ladies and gentlemen, is that there is not one Lee
Smolin but two.”

My opinion is however that Duff is wrong in saying the above because of this and
this reason.
“””

Is it clear now?

If not let me give another example. I’m living in Germany so let’s imagine I hang
posters all over Berlin with the following content “Jews are killing Christian
babies – see: Protocols of the Elders of Zion”. Am I quoting accurately? Sure I
am. Can people check the facts? Sure they can and they will find exactly what I
am stating, namely that if they look up the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, they
will find the quote I chose to post. Am I propagating lies? Sure I am. Is it
impossible to quote from the Protocols of the Elders of Zion? Sure it isn’t, all I
need to do is make clear that it is a forgery something along the lines: “Jews are
killing Christian babies – as can be read in the well known forgery Protocols of
the Elders of Zion which nobody takes seriously in a civilized country”

I’m going to so much detail because I still believe that people like Peter can be



convinced to change track and do somthing useful for the physics community
instead of propagating lies and becoming irrelavant laughing stocks.

Best,
Tim

73. Peter Woit
March 23, 2007

Anon (and why is it that all you guys are anonymous, anyway?)

For about the 11th time, the claim that “the SM has the same landscape problem
as string theory” is sophistry, see earlier iterations for the explanation why. It’s
sophistry whoever is making it, but the ones I know about are the ones writing in
anonymously to my blog.

Tim,

In the quote I repeated, Duff’s words are not in quotes and it is pretty clear that
the person who wrote it is not giving a transcription of what Duff actually said,
but the impression it left him with. He makes clear that is what he is reporting,
and he explains why. Listening to what actually happened I think one can
understand why this person had that impression of Duff’s remarks.

I’m extremely careful in what I quote here. If something is in italics or quotation
marks, it is an accurate quote from a source that has been indicated, and I have
taken trouble to make sure that it is accurate and not taken out of context. In
this case, what I wrote starts with “According to..”, and explicitly gives the
source. Everything I wrote is completely accurate.

On the other hand, you choose to make the accusation “This whole blog is full of
misquotations and misinterpretation” and are not able to give any evidence of
this. I think you have no evidence for this, and for you to make that kind of
accusation is dishonest.

74. The man
March 23, 2007

Peter,

You often mention that *most* string theorists are reasonable and the type of
string theory partisans that (often anonymously) post here are a strong minority.

After seeing the sampling of anonymous posts here, and at Clifford’s, I’m
beginning to doubt that. Where’s the evidence the most string theorists don’t
behave like this?

75. Anon
March 23, 2007

“For about the 11th time, the claim that ‘the SM has the same landscape
problem as string theory’ is sophistry,…”



Nowhere in his comments here does MikeC use the phrase “landscape problem.”
Nor does the phrase appear anywhere in Arkani Hamed et al’s paper.

And yet you accused MikeC of engaging in sophistry.

As far as I can tell, he has given an accurate rendition of what’s in the paper. So,
if anything, you are accusing Arkani Hamed et al of sophistry.

Which might be OK if you had read their paper.

76. Aaron Bergman
March 23, 2007

At the risk of being annoyingly socratic, let’s say that there was susy at 100 TeV.
Would you say that this ameliorates the fine tuning in the Higgs mass?

77. Mike C.
March 23, 2007

I’m a little disappointed. I visited this blog, and saw that there was a mention of
the landscape in the original blog posting. I was curious if the folks here had
seen the recent work showing that the Standard Model has a landscape of a very
similar form to that found in string theory, consisting of a continuum of lower-
dimensional vacua. I pointed out a recent paper on the subject, which
demonstrated the existence of these physically inequivalent vacua, and showed
that they are perfectly acceptable solutions to the Standard Model + gravity with
interpolations to our 3+1 dimensional vacuum. The paper also had the upshot of
showing that any theory that contains the Standard Model must contain this
landscape of 2+1 dimensional vacua, since their existence depends only on low-
energy physics, and in particular, any theory containing the Standard Model has
a landscape, by definition of what the word landscape means.

Instead Peter has repeatedly called me a “sophist” and people have told me that
they can’t be bothered even to look at the paper and clearly aren’t even reading
my posts. Well, fine. Perhaps I’m a sophist. But Peter, you’re a dick.

I’ve got better things to do with my time too. Perhaps one day you guys will stop
just for a moment and question your assumptions and prejudices. More likely,
you’re too confident in your ideology. I feel sorry for you.

Cheers,
Mike

78. Jean-Paul
March 23, 2007

I looked at the paper on 2+1 landscape. It deals with another nonsense extension
of SM. Nonsense in, nonsense out.

79. woit
March 23, 2007



Aaron,

Maybe it’s just late at night, but I can’t even tell what point you are trying to
make, or how what you are asking is responsive to my last comment here (is it?).
I think it has been quite a few iterations since any substantive new point was
made by either of us.

Mike,

I spent a lot of time trying to have a discussion with you, involving 13 comments
here by you on my blog. You completely refused to address the points I made in
response to you or answer the questions I asked you about the argument you
were making, instead just endlessly repeating yourself and insulting me.

The Man,

On days like this, I must say that it becomes hard to maintain the point of view
that most string theorists are reasonable. I still choose to believe that there’s a
silent majority out there, and the anonymous commenters don’t reflect the
behavior of most string theorists. My experience dealing personally with string
theorists is very different. Only on very rare occasions have I run into
unreasonable behavior in personal interaction. Anonymous blog comments
unfortunately I think encourage this. You can behave like a complete jerk at no
personal cost to yourself or your reputation by hiding behind anonymity. That’s
why people generally choose to do this.

80. Aaron Bergman
March 24, 2007

I’m just trying to understand how your philosophy applies to the case of another
fine-tuned parameter.

81. a
March 24, 2007

dear Mike C., I read the section about “The SM landscape” and I confirm that the
landscape exists only in the title: what they find is one 2+1d vacuum with one
light scalar. A honest landscape is much bigger.

82. Peter Woit
March 24, 2007

Aaron,

It seems to me you keep ignoring the point I’m making (you don’t have to agree
with it, you just have to acknowledge that it’s there), and trying to discuss
something else.

As for the hierarchy problem, it’s different, but the existence of a physically
measureable 100 Gev or so SSYM breaking scale is also relevant. In the
hierarchy case it’s a feature (you’re trying to use supersymmetry to explain why



the Higgs is around 100 GeV), in the CC case it’s a bug because it’s the wrong
scale.



All Sorts of Links

March 23, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The LHC is the cover story on this week’s issue of Science magazine, with three
articles on the topic here, here and here.

Also in this week’s Science is an article about the “spin puzzle”, the fact that
accelerator experiments with polarized particles give results for protons that are
different than what one would expect from a naive quark model. The general
assumption seems to be that this is a QCD effect, one that is tricky to calculate. I’ve
always wondered if there is any chance that there is some sort of spin-dependent
behavior of quarks different than that predicted by QCD. I don’t know of any work by
people trying to come up with such models, but maybe it’s out there. I’d love to hear
from some expert on this about whether the experimental results really do point to a
serious possibility of something going on other than standard QCD.

A new book of interviews of scientists has recently appeared, Candid Science VI by
Istvan and Magdolna Hargittai. It contains interviews with David Gross and Frank
Wilczek. The authors ask both of them about their interactions with Wigner, and what
they think of various other famous Hungarian scientists. Wilczek explains why he has
made various moves over his career, that he was quite influenced by Peter Freund as
an undergraduate, why he thinks it took so long to get the Nobel prize, and that his
motivation for working on the beta-function calculation was to know if the
electroweak model had the same Landau pole problem as QED.

Gross talks about his background and relation to Judaism, and also about his Nobel
prize work. He remains enthusiastic about string theory, and characterizes opposition
to string theory in many physics departments as due to people not wanting to learn it
because it is hard work, as well as fear that if they hire string theorists, all the good
graduate students will go work with them. There may be something to what he says,
but I think it’s out of date, and times are changing.

I hear from David Derbes, who put together Dyson’s 1951 Lectures on Advanced
Quantum Mechanics that were mentioned here earlier, that World Scientific is
publishing them as a book this month. Profits will go to the New Orleans Public
Library, where David grew up.

The two new Fields medalist bloggers each have fascinating blog entries on
Millenium problems. Terry Tao writes a long explanation of Why Global Regularity for
Navier-Stokes is Hard. He also comments about the recent New York Times piece
about him and about math education issues. The comment sections of his postings
have some very interesting discussions going on.

Alain Connes has a wonderful posting about Le reve mathematique, especially his
mathematical dream of proving the Riemann hypothesis using non-commutative
geometry. He notes that the first goal is to come up with a non-commutative geometry
version of a proof for the function field case. More about this in a recent posting on
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the same blog by David Goss.

Comments

1. Thomas Love
March 23, 2007

I was delighted to hear that David Derbes, who put Dyson’s 1951 Lectures on
Advanced Quantum Mechanics into LaTex was contributing the proceeds to the
New Orleans Library. I met David when I taught at Tulane University. He wrote
his PhD under the direction of Higgs. He was teaching at the high school in N.O.
from which he graduated, as a form of service. I was quite impressed by his
knowledge and his discription of particles as broken symmetries help me in my
work.

2. Uncle Enzo
March 23, 2007

description, not discription.

3. wolfgang
March 23, 2007

Peter,

I am certainly not an expert on this, but I know that the so called “proton spin
crisis” has been discussed for many years (at least since the 90s) and there are
tons of papers and various proposals about it. You find them e.g. by searching for
“proton spin crisis” on the arxiv or at Google scholar. I was always surprised that
this “crisis” did not get much attention outside of the lattice-QCD and related
communities, because (as you already wrote) it might very well indicate that
something is wrong with QCD as we know it.

4. Peter Woit
March 23, 2007

wolfgang,

I’ve also noticed papers on this over the years, periodically tried to read more
about it to see if there was any chance there was something wrong with QCD.
Never got far with this, so I was hoping to find a real expert who had some feel
for the situation. I agree that it’s surprising this problem has not attracted more
attention in the particle theory community. Even if it’s not evidence that will
upend the standard model, it seems to be one of the least understood corners of
particle physics, with experimental anomalies to guide one to better
understanding, and new data coming in.

5. Kris Krogh
March 23, 2007



Peter,

Quote from a web page on the standard model of particle physics:

“So far every experiment test of the standard model has confirmed the
predictions of the theory.”

I think I’ve seen similar statements on this blog. In light of what was initially
called the proton “spin crisis,” which has not gone away, how can this be said?

6. Brett
March 23, 2007

A first principles calculation of how the spin of the proton is distributed among
its constituents would be extremely difficult. So there is no really good prediction
coming just from QCD to compare things to. Assuming that almost all the spin is
on the valence quarks (or rather, appropriately dressed “constituent quarks”)
turns out to give quite good predictions for such things as the neutron/proton
magnetic moment ratio. But if you look at the scattering off the quark spin, this
model gives wildly wrong answers. So this very simple-minded model is wrong.
What are needed (and what people have worked on developing) are
calculationally tractable models that capture more of the essential features of
QCD and explain why very simple models can give accurate results for specific
quantities.

7. Kris Krogh
March 24, 2007

It seems when a simple-minded calculation agrees with standard model, that’s
taken as a vindication. If not, no crisis, we just need to do more work. Heads I
win, tails we flip the coin again.

8. lostsoul Ph. D.
March 24, 2007

Ther is currently a paper that purports to disprove the RH, posted on the arXiv
at

http://arxiv.org/abs/math.NT/0703367

This has not received the media attention that the cataloguing of E8 has (though
there has been a rustle in the hedgerow of the blogosphere); is this because it
may be wrong (I am not qualified to judge, though the approach looks pretty
much ‘old school’ to me) or perhaps down to the author’s lack of a good PR unit?

9. modestproposal
March 24, 2007

great blog but may I suggest that you put a description and some few key words
in your html so that when searching on google you get an idea of what the blog is
about – like lubos’s “The best theoretical physics blog that the search engine can

http://arxiv.org/abs/math.NT/0703367
http://arxiv.org/abs/math.NT/0703367


offer you”.

10. Chris Oakley
March 24, 2007

Kris,

Yes, but since we do not really know how to do bound states for QFT in general
and the Standard Model in particular the proton spin crisis is only a crisis for ad
hoc, string-and-sealing-wax models used to plug this gap in our understanding.

11. woit
March 24, 2007

lostsoul,

That paper on the RH has all of the hallmarks of a wrong paper: dramatic claims
to do something no one else has been able to do in over a hundred years, no
evidence of a new idea that other people haven’t looked at, a long technical
argument, full of opportunities to go wrong. Remember, papers on the arXiv are
not refereed, and even when they contain errors, the authors do not always
acknowledge this and retract them. I have no idea if an expert has tried to go
through that paper and the kind of problem most would expect to exist.

12. Kris Krogh
March 24, 2007

Hi Chris,

Your comment reminds me of an item from the Feynman biography by Gleick:

When a historian of science pressed him on the question of unification in his
Caltech office, he resisted. “Your career spans the period of the construction of
the standard model,” the interviewer said.

” ‘The standard model,’ ” Feynman repeated dubiously. . . .

The interviewer was having trouble getting his question onto the table. “What do
you call SU(3) X SU(2) X U(1)?”

“Three theories,” Feynman said. “Strong interactions, weak interactions, and the
electromagnetic. . . . The theories are linked because they seem to have similar
characteristics. . . . Where does it go together? Only if you add some stuff we
don’t know. There isn’t any theory today that has SU(3) X SU(2) X U(1) —
whatever the hell it is — that we know is right, that has any experimental check.
. . . “

13. Peter Orland
March 24, 2007

The spin puzzle is neither a verification or a disproof of QCD. In
the simple quark model, the quark masses in a nucleon are



consituent masses. These are much greater than the current
masses, which are actual masses. Most of the constituent
mass is glue and virtual quarks – which should have an effect
on any experiment measuring spin or magnetic moments. Nobody
has calculated how this works, I believe.

14. Doug Natelson
March 28, 2007

Peter – Frank Wilczek gave a talk yesterday at Rice, and I asked him about the
QCD spin situation. I have a new blog posting discussing this. In short, he says
there is no problem with the QCD calculations or measurements; both say that
the proton ends up as spin-1/2. Rather, the problem is that people’s intuitions
don’t like that the calculations say that much of that spin comes from the gluon
field.

15. Peter Woit
March 28, 2007

Thanks Doug!

(His posting is at http://nanoscale.blogspot.com/2007/03/frank-wilczek-talk-part-
two.html)

16. Jennifer Kovinski
April 18, 2007

Navier Stokes Equations and Euler’s Equations.
It’s very brave of Penny Smith who persists in working on one of the hardest and
still fruitless areas of mathematics–namely the Navier-Stokes and Euler’s. From
what I know, there are now only a handful of mathematicians who are still
working on it: Peter Constantin is the most stubborn one among them. If you look
at Clay Math’s official problem description, you will notice that there are
virtually no significant results. Humans have only moved a few steps in a
thousand miles of the journey, yet, the problem seems to be that, the road
doesn’t exist, and one has to find a road to move forward. Sadly, all those leading
experts in this field now become inactive simply because of the difficulty posted
by the problems. I admire Dr. Smith’s persistence. Her works are certainly good
contributions to the field. I read about her papgers and preprints, left alone the
mistakes, it doesnt seem to me that even the mistakes were abscent, each of the
claims (correct or incorrect) still need to be proved, which is an extremely
essential process. I, as well as my colleagues in Europe, don’t believe that the
claims have any usefulness in resolving the Navier-Stokes Equations. But
nevertheless, good efforts. It’s inspiring–hope more mathematicians would try
it…

http://nanoscale.blogspot.com/2007/03/frank-wilczek-talk-part-two.html
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Is String Theory Testable? (Part II)

March 24, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

I recently noticed that, around the same time I was preparing my slides for a talk
about Is String Theory Testable?, Michael Douglas was doing something similar,
preparing a talk on Are There Testable Predictions of String Theory? There’s a certain
amount of overlap in our presentations, and people might find it interesting to
compare them.

Douglas goes over much the same story I do, but reaches different conclusions. For
him, string theory does “make predictions”, just lots and lots of incompatible ones, so
the problem is that:

none of the ideas which have been suggested so far are guaranteed signatures of
string theory. We would be happier with one prediction, which could lead to a decisive
answer either way.

This is the sort of thing I would call a prediction, so I guess we agree that they don’t
exist. Douglas ends by noting that the one way he can think of to get such a
prediction is through a statistical argument based on counting vacua and the
dynamics of eternal inflation. He doesn’t mention the argument given in my talk that
this is already falsified (by the lifetime of the proton), or that such arguments
inherently lead to calculations that are inherently intractable and can never be done
(this argument is due to him and Denef, it is surprising that he doesn’t mention it).

Along the way, Douglas does make a couple claims about things that he thinks the
statistical anthropic landscape arguments disfavor, especially varying constants and
large distance modifications to gravity. Seeing these would falsify our current theory,
but would not falsify string theory, since it can accomodate them, although perhaps
not within Douglas’s statistical framework.

One of the more surprising responses I’ve seen to my recent claims that string theory
has failed as an idea about unification because it’s inherently untestable comes from
Mark Srednicki, who writes (in the context of mentioning an MSNBC interview with
Brian Greene):

We see that the big issue for Brian, and for just about all scientists (though with the
apparent exceptions of Lee Smolin and Peter Woit), is what is TRUE. Not what
corresponds to some philosophy of what science is or is not. Lee writes that the
landscape must be rejected because “it would mean the end of our field” (page 165).
It should be obvious that this is not the basis that is traditionally used for accepting or
rejecting a theory! Peter’s (essentially the same) argument that string theory must be
rejected because (at the moment) it does not appear to be sufficiently predictive (for
Peter) is also irrelevant to the question of whether or not string theory is TRUE.

If the landscape is right, we may never get anything more than circumstantial
evidence that it’s right. But that’s often the case in science. We’ve been spoiled in

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/testable.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/testable.pdf
http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~mrd/test3.pdf
http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~mrd/test3.pdf
http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/13/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-vii/#comment-34584
http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/13/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-vii/#comment-34584


particle physics by having extremely precise data and highly predictive and
quantitative theories for the past few decades. Most of the rest of science has not
been so lucky. Perhaps we will not be so lucky going forward. The only way to find out
is to do more work and see where it leads.

Srednicki’s reaction to the lack of testability of string theory seems to be that
testability is not what matters. What matters is what is TRUE, and it’s perfectly
logically consistent for string theory to be of such a nature that we can never test it.
The problem with this point of view is that science is not so much about what is true
as about how one knows what is true about the world. Religious believers are also
interested in what is true and think they know what this is, but science is different
since it provides a means for deciding what is true. Scientific ideas about the universe
are true when they make predictions that can be checked in a convincing way. Ideas
that can’t be experimentally checked in some way, directly or indirectly, may or may
not be true, but they’re not scientific ideas, rather something of a different nature.

Comments

1. Tim
March 24, 2007

Peter,

“….. the one way ….. to get such a prediction is through …….. this is already
falsified (by the lifetime of the proton)”

Ooooops, did you just say that string theory has been falsified? Consider
changing the title of the blog to “Wrong”.

Best,
Tim

2. hack
March 24, 2007

Srednicki is really making a fool of himself. History has not looked kindly on
people who were sure they knew what was TRUE and didn’t see the need to
prove it.

3. Robert Musil
March 24, 2007

Lee Smilin has posted a fairly extensive rebuttal to Srednicki, including to
Srednicki’s (mis)use of the quote from Smolin’s book and Srednicki’s suggestion
that scientific “TRUTH” can be divorced from falsifiable predictions – with most
scientists favoring the divorce. Here:

http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/13/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-
vii/#comment-34765
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Some excerpts:

“Dear Mark,

“Your selective quotation of me badly misstates my position. Not only do I
acknowledge that the landscape is a possibility, I invented the idea, named it and
was the first to explore its consequences, in papers from 1992 on. My issue,
since then has been how we can continue to make falsifiable predictions if the
landscape is true. …. I hope my point of view is clear: the landscape may or may
not be a real feature of string theory-evidence is that I was right and it is. But if
it is we are not relieved of our obligation to test the theory by making falsifiable
predictions for doable experiments. There is at least one scenario that stands
both as an existence proof that this can be done and as a challenge to observers
to falsify. Any newer proposal for doing physics on the landscape then has to do
at least this well.

“Thanks,

“Lee”

4. tomj
March 24, 2007

I thought I had included this quote on the previous thread on this subject, but it
isn’t there. Probably too long?

Anyway, from pg 22 of Albert Einstein’s _Relativity_:

“We thus require a definition of simultaneity such that this
definition supplies us with the method by means of which, in the present case, he
can decide by experiment whether or not both the lightning strokes occurred
simultaneously. As long as this requirement is not satisfied, I allow myself to be
deceived as a physicist (and of course the same applies if I am not a physicist),
when I imagine that I am able to attach a meaning to the statement of
simultaneity. (I would ask the reader not to proceed farther until he is fully
convinced on this point.)”

My question is that in the case of String Theory, if there are definitions being
used, do they satisfy the above requirement? Can String Theorists point to any
concept they use, and words they use whose definition includes a method of
deciding something significant?

5. John Armstrong
March 24, 2007

I agree completely that the debate isn’t about what is true so much as how
physics is done. You emphasize the epistemological nature of science as a
method of coming to knowledge about the world.

There’s a parallel, altogether dirtier line, though: the debate is about what
physics we will choose to fund. The danger isn’t that physics will wander in the



Landscape with no guiding stars, it’s that we will spend all of our time (and
money!) wandering while we could have spent it on other possible lines of
research.

6. Chris W.
March 24, 2007

..and of course the assertion of the Landscape’s existence must be TRUE,
because its existence follows from principles that we know to be TRUE, right?
Just as a reminder, what are those principles again? And how, again, are we to be
assured of their truth, and know their proper application and interpretation?

7. Chris Oakley
March 25, 2007

In abandoning Occam’s Razor in favour of brand loyalty to a particular
speculative idea Srednicki drives another nail into the coffin of Scientific
Method. To take the most optimistic analogy, supposing that Newton had
proposed Lorentz Contraction and Time Dilation in 1700. This would be “true”,
or at least more true than the dynamics he actually did propose, but with what
justification could anyone living then abandon commonsense notions of space
and time if they are not presented with a compelling reason to do so?

8. Peter Shor
March 25, 2007

When Marc Sredinski writes

If the landscape is right, we may never get anything more than
circumstantial evidence that it’s right. But that’s often the case in
science.

what kind of science is he talking about? I wouldn’t think it could be any other
kind of physics, chemistry, or biology – the fields commonly referred to as the
hard sciences.

9. Thomas Larsson
March 25, 2007

I learned something new today from this comment of Mark Srednicki’s:

“For example, the string picture of black hole evaporation requires huge
violations of macroscopic causality;”

Note the comment by “Elliot” a few lines below:

“If string theory predicts violations of causality, I am not sure this is type of
assertion that would lead many “string agnostics” (of which I count myself as a
member) to readily adopt the faith. Of all the scientific principles, causality is in
my mind one of the fundamental cornerstones. “

10. Peter Shor

http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/23/questions-and-answers-about-theories-of-everything/#comment-34804
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March 25, 2007

Is there actually a string picture of evaporation of black holes? I have not found
any discussion of string theory and the black hole information paradox which
looked more concrete than unfounded speculation.

11. Peter Orland
March 25, 2007

I think people are getting off track here and criticizing Mark
Snrednicki for something he didn’t say. He never said that the
landscape or even string theory is true. He said that it is
important to get at what is actually true. If you substitute
the synonym adjective “factual” for the word “true” in his
statement, perhaps, what he says seems less controversial.

There are other issues raised by Mark’s remarks, such as making
assertions about other Peter and Lee (which I disagree with), and
how one gets to the facts or TRUTH (which is where issues of falsifiablity are
important). He’s absolutely right, however, in that science is about
understanding reality, not the scientific method.
The method is only a method, not the goal – it is the proverbial
finger pointing to the moon. There are no rules in science beyond finding out
what is.

12. TCO
March 25, 2007

Why don’t the physicists figure out how to make a room temperature
superconductor? And why (if they are so smart, and these problems so trivial)
was High Tc found experimentally, rather than with theory or modeling?

13. Peter Orland
March 25, 2007

Sorry, misspelled Mark’s name above – Srednicki.

Petre Drolan

14. woit
March 25, 2007

I don’t think I’m criticizing Srednicki unfairly. I reproduced here his argument
pretty much completely, and in later comments on the same thread he says that
he strongly disagrees with the statement that string theory needs to make
falsifiable predictions.

It’s kind of absurd that Srednicki is criticizing Smolin for having too rigid a view
of science, since, if you read Smolin’s book, you’ll see that he sees himself in
some degree as a follower of the philosopher of science Paul Feyerabend, famous
for his “anarchistic” philosophy of science, that there is no fixed “scientific



method”. Like Smolin I’ve also read Feyerabend and found myself in sympathy
with this sort of idea. Sure, there is no fixed way to get to scientific truths, and
all sorts of things should be tried. Personally, I’m partial to a semi-mystical belief
that deep ideas about physics and about mathematics go together, so one should
try and see if one can make progress in physics by concentrating on the deepest
mathematical structures that seem to connect to physics. Other people have
reasonable arguments about why this is a dumb idea that can’t work.

In the end though, however one gets to it, the crucial thing about scientific truth
is not that it is truth, but that the rules of logic together with experimental
observation provide convincing evidence that it is truth, evidence that cannot be
denied without violating logic or the evidence of one’s senses. The current
situation, with people like Srednicki promoting the idea that the landscape
doesn’t need to make predictions in order to become accepted as our dominant
scientific theory of the physical world, is really dangerous to science, both
internally and externally.

The attitude of Srednicki and too many string theorists these days seems to be
that it is all right if the theory turns out to be non-predictive, that what is
important is that it “has won out in the marketplace of ideas”, i.e. achieved
dominance in terms of things like NSF grants and faculty positions. The current
situation is that he and others feel comfortable publicly jeering at those, like
Smolin, who challenge this notion as “crackpots” (he has admitted to doing this).

I don’t think this is about the landscape so much as it is about whether the
conventional standard we insist on for recognizing a scientific truth will be
upheld, or fall by the wayside because it requires some people to acknowledge
failure. I disagree with Smolin about the landscape, but we agree about the
crucial point: it has to make convincing, conventional scientific predictions,
otherwise it’s not science.

15. matteoeo
March 25, 2007

Peter Orland,

also bad science has no rules, beyond finding out what isn’t. So, how can you
distinguish them? I guess you can’t or you know somebody upthere that tells you
what TRUE is.

16. Peter Orland
March 25, 2007

Matteoeo,

I think you misread my message. I said nothing of the sort you
impugn to me (no prophet or messiah I!). In particular, I don’t
think I was defending what you regard as bad science, which I
assume is the landscape (I also think the landscape is bad science).
Your question as to how to distinguish good and bad science is an important one,
but seems more like a peccadillo directed towards me than a serious remark. But



go ahead and metaphorically scream at me some more, if you like. I’m not proud.

Peter,

As you know, I also don’t like the prevailing attitudes of string
theorists. I was not agreeing with the purpose of any attack on
you or Lee Smolin. I was just pointing out that one of Mark
Srednicki’s points, which he was being criticized for here, was
a valid one. I don’t think of scientific facts as TRUE in capital
letters, nor do I think the term has much meaning these days.
It has been abused by religionists beyond repair. In this I think Feyerabend (from
whom I took a class at Berkeley) is absolutely right. Nor do I think ideas are
scientific if they can’t be either verified or falsified.

17. matteoeo
March 25, 2007

Peter (Orland),

believe me I’m not screaming at you. Maybe I’m mistaken, but then I don’t really
understand sentences like “There are no rules in science beyond finding out
what is.” What is what?

I think just the opposite, that science (from latin cognosco = I know) is the
colletion of facts you know because their existence respects a few rules that
were formulated long before Feyerabend was born, and that in a way belong to
the logic of smart people without necessarily being taught of, al least until they
stick up with an obsessive idea and direspect their own logic (but this is normal,
since it’s very hard to mantain a critical thinking just about anything. That’s why
phylosophers needed to formulate the Scientific Method as a painful rule).
Scientific facts are a representation and a modelling of “what is” but they’re not
it – unless we embrace Pitagoreans’ idea that the world is numbers.

I think it’s very important to distinguish “what is” from “what is knowable”. This
is a problem that mathematicians were facing after Goedel’s theorem, and I
think QG might encounter similar questions, indipendently of the approach – the
AP in the Landscape is an example of that, of a strange and maybe circular
overlap of thinking and meta-thinking. But that’s just a silly idea. Anyway
something unknown (and unknowable, define it God or whatever) will always
resist the attacks of scientists. Would you call that science?

As to Feyerabend, he was a great “dadist” thinker, but I think that his ideas on
imaginative and inductive thinking had such great resonance because for half a
century almost any field in science improved in a seemingly very fanciful fashion
(owing to the technology mostly, which did very quickly “selective pressure”, to
use biological comparison à la Smolin).

But now I think that String Theory failure is the demonstration that Feyerabend’s
ideas are flawed. I almost regard him as (partly) responsible of all this. I know
Popper isn’t as appealing, but he might end to be the only guy who really said
something correct (besides the no-democracy-suicide statement).



Hope to have convinced you I wasn’t just yelling.

18. Peter Orland
March 25, 2007

Matteoeo,

Now that you have stated your position in more detail, I
see you have something interesting to say. Maybe you
are right that today’s trends indicate that Paul Feyerabend’s
ideas are flawed. I’ll have to think about it…

19. Q
March 25, 2007

Chris, Newton’s motto, “hypotheses non fingo” (feign no hypotheses), kept him
safe. Newton worked from data to formulate checkable laws, something that’s
fast becoming a heretical approach today, and is the opposite to string theory.

20. Who
March 25, 2007

Matteo:
But now I think that String Theory failure is the demonstration that Feyerabend’s
ideas are flawed. I almost regard him as (partly) responsible of all this. I know
Popper isn’t as appealing, but he might end to be the only guy who really said
something correct (besides the no-democracy-suicide statement).

What is the no-democracy statement. I did a search and came up with this quote
of Popper:

“Dictatorship is morally wrong because it condemns the citizens of the state—
against their better judgement and against their moral convictions—to
collaborate with evil if only through their silence… It transforms any attempt to
assume one’s human responsibility into an attempted suicide.

21. CD318
March 25, 2007

“I think people are getting off track here and criticizing Mark
Snrednicki for something he didn’t say. He never said that the
landscape or even string theory is true. He said that it is
important to get at what is actually true.”

Well, even that much is wildly off-base. Science does not lead us
to truth. At best, science allows us to generate models that, to a
greater or lesser extent, are consistent with observation and
experiment and allow extrapolation to observations and
experiments yet unmade.

I wonder if Snrednicki has ever bothered to think with any



seriousness at all about how one might define “truth.”

22. matteoeo
March 25, 2007

who,

I think this is a little off-topic here. Anyway I coined the epression no-democracy-
suicide to make it short. Popper wrote that in a democracy people cannot vote
the end of the democratic regime itself, and for example the beginning of a
dictatorship – it might sound obvious but it’s not, it’s based on a logic argument
and it would be an interesting task to read modern Constitutions and actually see
if there’s some explicit article about this (I know italian has). Very boring reading
from Popper, but foundamental, The Open Society and its Enemies.

As to QG and strings, I’d like to know if anyone has ever had the feeling I
expressed, that there might be some foundamental inconsistency in unified
theories, such as in mathematics Goedel’s theorem (and Chaitin’s reformulation),
or if you think that there must be a theory, at all costs.

23. A String Theorist
March 25, 2007

Well we really have wandered off onto an epistemological tangent, haven’t we?

One of the marvelous things about scientific progress is that our understanding
of which questions admit scientific answers evolves over time.

To use a somewhat tired, but very appropriate example: a long time ago there
was interest in trying to derive the orbital radii of the planets from some
fundamental principle.

Happily we now understand that this particular question is one which science
does not, and CANNOT answer. This is NOT a failure of science! In fact, it
represents a great triumph of science—Newton’s UNIVERSAL law of gravitation.
By giving up the hope for scientific answers to a few of the “old questions” about
the particulars of our solar system, we gain in exchange the answer to infinitely
many “new questions”—namely the dynamics of any gravitating system
anywhere in the universe.

Similarly, and this is the essence of Srednicki’s point: it is a logical possibility
that, perhaps, there will NEVER be ANY scientific explanation for “why” the
unbroken gauge group of the Standard model is what it is, or why the Yukawa
couplings are what they are.

You are still welcome to work on those problems—and if you find a solution, no
doubt fame and fortune will certainly be yours! But, again, you must accept the
*logical possibility* that no explanation exists.

String theory finds itself in the awkward stage half way between realizing that
the “old questions” that people used to be interested in, such as calculating the



electron mass from first principle, are in fact unanswerable, and not yet being at
the stage where we understand what the correct “new questions” are.

Historically some of the most exciting and productive times in physics have
occurred as similar “boundaries” between old and new understanding were
crossed.

24. matteoeo
March 25, 2007

who,

I’ve read my own post once again and I found that my bad english induced me to
an error – I meant “including the no-democracy-suicide statement”, and not
“besides”. Sorry for that.

25. Peter Orland
March 25, 2007

CD318,

I have a feeling this is getting off-topic, so I
won’t blame Peter W. for deleting my comments.
I just can’t resist to responding to what you
have said about “truth”. As I said above, the term
has lost its meaning, but maybe we should try
to restore that meaning.

Outside of what anyone said, including Sredncki, Smolin
or Woit, you have to be careful when you say science
does not lead us to the truth.

If “truth” is something absolute, then it’s a rotten useless
string of letters. If instead by “truth”, you mean
facts (which are not immutable, but can change)
then there is no problem with the term. A model
which works well in predicting data is true, even
if it doesn’t give us the whole truth.

Even a famous theorem could be untrue if the
assumptions are found inconsistent, but I am willing
to accept a theorem whose assumptions I accept
and whose proof I understand as true. Most of us
often use the word “true” in this sense (perhaps
even you). Abuse of the term by religious types
and even some scientists has led to our reluctance
to use it. Perhaps we should try and reclaim the word
from the abusers.

No good scientist or mathematician is willing to take
for granted that no ideas are right. Newtonian dynamics



is right – so why can’t we say it’s true, under certain
circumstances.

I think scientists should not feel uncomfortable with
refering to scientific facts as true. Otherwise they
play into the hands of those who equate science
with religion or a only a cultural phenomenon.

Anyway, I won’t say any more about this.

26. Peter Woit
March 25, 2007

A String Theorist,

The problem with the string theory landscape is not that it can’t predict the
electron mass, it’s that it can’t predict anything at all. Nothing. If it made even
one convincing standard sort of scientific prediction (for instance, allowing
calculation of some experimentally measurable number to better than 1%, a
number not calculable in the standard model), then it would be science. But the
evidence is pretty strong now that it can’t do that. What I find remarkable is the
way many string theorists and string theory partisans are reacting to this rather
conventional sort of failure (it’s not really unusual to find that one’s speculative
idea doesn’t work because it doesn’t predict anything). Instead of admitting
failure, they’re trying to change the rules of what science is. It’s pretty amazing
to see Srednicki and others arguing that a theory that can’t be experimentally
tested is a viable scientific theory.

Sure, maybe Yukawa couplings are environmental and we’ll never be able to
calculate them. But if you want to claim to be doing science, you have to come up
with not just excuses, but some kind of predictions. What is going on now is that
string theorists are turning Feynman’s criticism of them: “string theorists don’t
make predictions, they make excuses” into a new philosophy of how to do
science.

27. matteoeo
March 25, 2007

sorry Peters, I can’t resist being nasty:

“Even a famous theorem could be untrue if the
assumptions are found inconsistent”

If the assumptions of a theorem are inconsistent (and thus the hypothesis is
false), then the theorem is true (Ex Falso Quodlibet). The conclusion might
eventually be wrong.

Anyway you can’t just renormalize the meaning of words so as to be always in
agreement with others. “Truth” as is meant by Srednicki is not “Facts”,
otherwise we would be talking about SM (as does the string theorist) instead of
strings. Scientific facts cannot change with time, their interpretation might.



28. Peter Woit
March 25, 2007

Peter,

I didn’t say that science doesn’t lead us to truth. It certainly does, if there’s any
meaning at all to the notion of a truth about the physical world (and I think there
is). My point is just that what distinguishes science from other human activities
is not that it makes claims about what is true, but that it provides a method to
reliably discover truths. I find it amazing to see supposedly serious scientists
suggesting abandoning this in the case of the string theory landscape.

Religion also claims to lead to truths about the universe, and provides its own
methods for getting there: consult the Bible, pay attention to what the pope says
when he’s speaking ex cathedra, etc. I think it will be very sad if physicists
abandon conventional ideas about the scientific method in order to prop up a
failed research program.

29. anon.
March 25, 2007

‘I think scientists should not feel uncomfortable with refering to scientific facts
as true. Otherwise they play into the hands of those who equate science with
religion or a only a cultural phenomenon.’ – Peter Orland

But happens when there is a radical overhauling of a scientific theory? Examples:

‘Fifteenth century Europeans “knew” that the sky was made of closed concentric
crystal spheres, rotating around a central earth and carrying the stars and
planets. That “knowledge” structured everything they did and thought, because
it told them the truth. Then Galileo’s telescope changed the truth.’

– James Burke, ‘The day the universe changed’, Little, Brown and Company,
Boston, 1986, p.9.

Other examples of ‘false truth’ abound: vortex atoms were the truth to Kelvin,
mechanical aether was the truth to Maxwell, phlogiston, caloric, cold fusion,
UFOs, alien abduction, etc., are all truth to cult believers.

The problem is that ‘true’ has always been emotional and hence poorly defined
for science, yet well suited to religion. Critics of such ‘truth’ sound unreasonably,
or immoral:

‘What is truth?’ – Pontius Pilate (Mark 15:2)

Popularising string theorists make a vague appeal to being the truth without
having to actually make any checkable prediction.

30. Peter Orland
March 25, 2007

Well I was sort of finished with this topic, but a lot of people are



still respondingto my last comment, implying that I am defending
or attacking things that I am not, respectively, defending or attacking. It’s very
exasperating. I never said tentative theories (string theory or vortex theory
included) should be considered true. I was just answering CD318’s comments
above about the word “truth”.

My last point was just this: are we forbidden from saying
something is true? It all depends on what you mean by
“true”. In common usage, the word just means factual.
Most of us say it every day. Are any of you prepared never
to use the word again in day-to-day life? If not, why can’t
we use it as scientists? Just because some
people (and not everybody) attach a lot of extra meaning to
it doesn’t mean we should. In particular, I think the word
needs to be rescued from those (perhaps some of the people
writing here) who take it too seriously.

Before responding to what you think I am saying, please
read twice.

31. Peter Orland
March 25, 2007

By the way Peter, I never implied that you said science does not lead to
the truth.

32. dark-matter
March 25, 2007

Come on guys. 21th century and here we are debating about ‘truth’. ‘Truth’ can
be defined any way. There are hundreds of truths on any one thing. Science is
about being ‘correct’ A theory confirmed by experiments is correct, yielding
correct predictions, the basis of reliable knowledge that have built our modern
society. They give Nobel prizes for a theory being correct, not being ‘true’. Leave
the ‘truth’ stuffs to philosophers, theologians, etc.

33. Chris W.
March 25, 2007

The first sentence of a blog post by graduate student Jo Guldi:

You might understand or not, but I write farce because I’m not
convinced I have a handle, let alone a monopoly, on the truth.

Somehow this seems apposite.

34. Chris W.
March 25, 2007

(PS: Note the name of this particular blog.)

http://landscape.blogspot.com/2006/08/jo-in-wilderness.html
http://landscape.blogspot.com/2006/08/jo-in-wilderness.html
http://www2.blogger.com/profile/08314226220044323074
http://www2.blogger.com/profile/08314226220044323074


35. Peter Orland
March 25, 2007

Dark-Matter, isn’t the conventional meaning of “true” in everyday
usage is the same as “correct”? So why is one word better than the
other? That is really all I am trying to say here.

36. Arun
March 25, 2007

Physics, then and now

A quote from C.N.Yang, seen by chance, to contrast with the quote from
Srednicki.

37. Jean-Paul
March 25, 2007

String Theorist — Your argument about planetary orbits is yet another
propaganda trick pulled by AP desperados, that appears in the introduction part
of all Arkani-Hamed talks (at least of those that I attended). Yes, we do not
understand initial conditions for many motions in the Universe, and its not a big
deal that we do not understand them for the solar system which is in our nearest
proximity. However, you cannot compare this ignorance to our lack of
understanding of say electron’s mass which is relevant not only in our proximity,
but everywhere that we know in the Universe. If you want to consider the solar
system at the same footing as the Universe, then you must subscribe to the
multiverse faith which puts the solar system and the observed Universe at the
same footing, as minuscule parts of a “bigger” story. Blah blah blah…

38. Changcho
March 26, 2007

Peter W. wrote: “The attitude of Srednicki and too many string theorists these
days seems to be that it is all right if the theory turns out to be non-predictive,
that what is important is that it “has won out in the marketplace of ideas”, i.e.
achieved dominance in terms of things like NSF grants and faculty positions. The
current situation is that he and others feel comfortable publicly jeering at those,
like Smolin, who challenge this notion as “crackpots” (he has admitted to doing
this).”

This is also the viewpoint of people like LuMo. I agree that such a philosophy (if
it can be called that) is a danger to science.

39. King Ray
March 27, 2007

String theory is no longer a science but a religion.

40. mclaren
March 28, 2007

http://arunsmusings.blogspot.com/2007/03/physics-then-and-now.html
http://arunsmusings.blogspot.com/2007/03/physics-then-and-now.html


Precisely. Once someone claims that what matters is not whether a claim is
testable but whether it is true, we have passed out of science and into the realm
of religion.

Did Jesus rise from the dead after he was crucified?

We can’t test that hypothesis — but what matters is not whether it’s testable, but
whether it’s TRUE.

Is Mohammed the one true Prophet of God, the only God, praise be to his Name?

We can’t test that hypothesis — but after all what matters is not whether it’s
testable, but whether it’s TRUE.

Is the Buddha the one Englihgtened one?

We can’t test that hypothesis — but what counts is not whether it’s testable, but
whether it’s TRUE.

This is the kind of self-deluded attitude that led people commandeer a pair of
757s and steer them into the twin towers. Thank you, but I’ve had quite enough
of that kind of mindset.

If a claim is true, provide evidence for it. Otherwise, shut up.

41. dan
March 28, 2007

Hey Peter,
Since Lubos deletes your comments, have you considered debating it out over at
http://www.physicsforums.com?

http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=162163&page=2

“On the other hand, people like smolin and woit – especially woit – lost their
battle in the arena of science long ago and are now trying to win it in the court of
public opinion. Their books and comments are clearly meant for lay people who
can be easily convinced of anything so that even if they prevail here – and it
really doesn`t matter for research in quantum gravity either way – the victory
would be a Pyrrhic one at best. Since they`re both no doubt already aware of
this, one must wonder why they pour so much of their energy into this campaign
of manipulation and misinformation.”

42. tomj
March 28, 2007

“Precisely. Once someone claims that what matters is not whether a claim is
testable but whether it is true, we have passed out of science and into the realm
of religion.”

This is a common theme, very understandable. But an interesting thing is that
the religions that I am familiar with make lots of statements (similar to scientific

http://www.physicsforums.com/?
http://www.physicsforums.com/?
http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=162163&page=2
http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=162163&page=2


principles) which can be applied to actual situations. The results can be judged,
and the principle can be upheld or diminished. This process is not entirely
personal, and therefore has some potential to be scientific. But religions have
many facts which can never be verified. Maybe because they are singular events
which occurred long ago.

From what I understand, in string theory there are no verifiable facts, at all.

Religion is already about something, maybe wrong, maybe mixed with
unverifiable facts, but in general there is some useful advice, verifiable without
the need to believe something you cannot test.

But equating string theory as it is being describe with religion, is quite the
compliment for string theory.

43. Peter Woit
March 28, 2007

dan,

There’s a limit to how much time I want to spend debating these topics. That’s
one reason I wrote the book, to get the case I wanted to make written down in
one place. People can read it and judge for themselves.
While lots of string theory partisans are announcing they refuse to read it, quite
a few physicists and mathematicians have, and I’ve been pleased with the
response. String theorists were going on a lot at one point about how there was
no longer an argument, since their theory had triumphed in the “marketplace of
ideas”. Now that it’s not doing so well there, you hear this argument a lot less….

44. dan
March 29, 2007

Well thanks Peter,

Have you considered publishing technical articles in HEP/ARXIV critiquing string
theory results such as string theory’s derivation of BH entropy?

Peace.

45. Peter Woit
March 29, 2007

dan,

Lee Smolin has already done precisely what you suggest. As far as I can tell, his
paper doing this (hep-th/0303185) has pretty much been ignored, especially by
string theorists. I’m not so interested in quantum gravity, but have thought of
writing up the arguments in my lectures in Italy in a more formal way to post on
the arXiv. I suspect they would be ignored just as much in that form as in any
other, which is an argument for spending my time writing up not that, but other
things.



46. Aaron Bergman
March 29, 2007

Ignored? Say, rather, disagreed with, for reasons I’m sure you don’t want to hear
yet again.

47. Thomas Larsson
March 29, 2007

math-ph/0603024 more or less disproves string theory. Therein I make the
simple observation that the Laurent or Fourier polynomial version of an algebra
of gauge transformations is incompatible with nonzero charge unless there is an
anomaly. Since nonzero charge evidently exists, and the relevant gauge
anomalies in 4D do not exist in string theory, the latter is wrong.

E.g., for conformal symmetry the argument is simply this. If the charge L_0 != 0,
then all L_m != 0, because
[L_m, L_-m] = 2m L_0.
Hence nonzero charge implies that there is no “local” part of the gauge algebra
which is represented trivially, and unitarity then requires an anomaly. But this
argument applies equally well to other gauge symmetries, provided that we
consider the Laurent polynomial version of the gauge algebra.

AFAIK, this argument has never been disagreed with, only ignored.

48. John
April 1, 2007

“If it made even one convincing standard sort of scientific prediction (for
instance, allowing calculation of some experimentally measurable number to
better than 1%, a number not calculable in the standard model), then it would be
science.”

String Theory is Mathematics. Are u saying Mathematics isnt a science?Truth in
science HAS to be mathematically consistent. String Theory maybe viewed as
some mathematical religion but at least it satifies the law: Thou shall be
mathematically consistent. (Unlike pretty much all the other theories proposed).

49. anon.
April 2, 2007

“Truth in science HAS to be mathematically consistent.” – John

You’re not even wrong! See http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/

“The shell game that we play … is technically called ‘renormalization’. But no
matter how clever the word, it is still what I would call a dippy process! Having
to resort to such hocus-pocus has prevented us from proving that the theory of
quantum electrodynamics is mathematically self-consistent. It’s surprising that
the theory still hasn’t been proved self-consistent one way or the other by now; I
suspect that renormalization is not mathematically legitimate.”

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0603024
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0603024
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/


– Richard Feynman, Nobel laureate 1965 (quote from Feynman’s book, QED).

“[Renormalization is] just a stop-gap procedure. There must be some
fundamental change in our ideas, probably a change just as fundamental as the
passage from Bohr’s orbit theory to quantum mechanics. When you get a number
turning out to be infinite which ought to be finite, you should admit that there is
something wrong with your equations, and not hope that you can get a good
theory just by doctoring up that number.”

– Paul Dirac, Nobel laureate 1933

Mathematics is used in science as a tool and language for patterns and
quantities.

If a mathematical model for physical phenomena were completely scientific and
consistent, it would be the end of scientific research!

50. Peter Woit
April 2, 2007

John,

“String theory” (interpreting those words to mean the version of the theory that
tries to unify physics) is not mathematically consistent. It has no non-
perturbative definition that works, the perturbative definition is based on a
divergent series. There’s a conjecture that a mathematically consistent definition
exists for which the perturbative definition is an asymptotic series, but no one
knows whether this conjecture is true.

51. dan
April 8, 2007

Peter Woit Says:

March 29th, 2007 at 12:19 pm
dan,

Lee Smolin has already done precisely what you suggest. As far as I can tell, his
paper doing this (hep-th/0303185) has pretty much been ignored, especially by
string theorists. I’m not so interested in quantum gravity, but have thought of
writing up the arguments in my lectures in Italy in a more formal way to post on
the arXiv. I suspect they would be ignored just as much in that form as in any
other, which is an argument for spending my time writing up not that, but other
things.

Peter,
Thanks for sharing this with me, I’ve looked at it. I infer from reading it that in
string theory, spacetime is nondyanmical as it is in GR. Perhaps particle physics
can be explained in terms of some for of quantum gravity. Have you had a chance
to look at Wen’s papers attemping to demonstrate that particle physics and arise
as emergent states analogous to the phonon in condense matter physics? i.e



http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0508020 implies that some form of quantum
gravity gives rise to particle physics.

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0508020
http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0508020


Censored Comments From Asymptotia

March 26, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Warning: There’s not much science in this posting, just mostly people behaving
badly. You would be well advised to skip this one, unless you find this kind of thing
entertaining…

Long ago, as a public service, I set up a posting to hold comments censored by Lubos
Motl, since his preferred way of dealing with people who make comments he finds
hard to answer is to delete them. It appears that now a place for inconvenient
comments censored by Clifford Johnson at his blog Asymptotia is also needed. If you
have a copy of a substantive comment deleted from there or want to discuss one of
these, you can use the comment section here.

Since the first thing censored was one of my comments, I’ll provide a little
background, then reproduce the censored material I have access to.

This exchange began with this comment from Clifford, which seemed to me to be little
more than an out-of-control personal attack and rant, so my only response to it was:

Clifford,

As time goes on and the failure of string theory becomes more apparent, you are
starting to rant in a manner which is converging with that of your junior colleague at
Harvard. You should get a grip.

Not very long after I wrote this comment, the following comment appeared from
Lubos Motl:

Dear Mr Woit,

your answer to Prof Mark Srednicki is absurd. The quark theory that Mark was
writing about talks about physics at essentially the same energy scale as the effective
theories with hundreds of hadrons from the first part of his story, namely hundreds of
MeV. Also, the quark theory would be hard to test using the normal experiments at
the QCD scale – which is essentially a low-energy scale – because one would have to
calculate very complicated properties about bound states of quarks, and there are
many of them etc. QCD is only easily testable at higher energies where it becomes
weakly coupled.

Mark’s gedanken experiment was designed to be isomorphic to the situation of string
theory and if there is a difference, then the difference is that the natural scale of
string theory is way above the observable scale so that the gap in string theory is
greater than in the nuclear story, not in the other way around as you incorrectly
wrote. Every physicist who has read Mark’s comment knows it and understands it.
The only reason why you argue that there is a significant difference between the two
examples is that you don’t understand how these theories actually work.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=412
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=412
http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/23/questions-and-answers-about-theories-of-everything/#comment-34927
http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/23/questions-and-answers-about-theories-of-everything/#comment-34927


The fact that you find quantum gravity uninteresting is not surprising for me at all. At
any rate, the key arguments – the mathematical robust ones – about questions such as
the information loss came from string theory and everyone who was interested in
these things – such as Stephen Hawking – knows this, too. Hawking admitted that the
information is preserved primarily because of the AdS/CFT correspondence.

Concerning the anthropic principle, every scientist who has a sufficient talent and
who has looked into it understands that there have emerged all kinds of reasons – not
just pure string theory research – to think that the anthropic picture could be correct
which is why this possibility must be seriously investigated, together with other
possibilities. The people who are completely ignorant about everything could of
course share your simple-minded and radical opinions but I think it would be a very
bad idea if the people who are ignorant were deciding about the direction of the
research done by the people who are not ignorant. You are effectively confessing that
your goal is to manipulate people who can be easily manipulated – because they know
nothing about the current state of knowledge in high-energy physics – and use them
as a political force. I think it is deeply immoral and unscientific.

Dear Clifford, your value has increased in my eyes after the individual above
compared you to me!

All the best
Lubos

This was followed by a similar comment attacking Smolin for what he had written
about the black hole information paradox, and Smolin responded with a short and
polite answer (I don’t have copies of these).

Clifford has edited my original comment, removing “in a manner which is converging
with that of your junior colleague at Harvard”, and replacing it with “…snip … –
personal reference deleted -cvj”. He has also removed the comments from Lubos and
the response by Smolin, replacing them with this comment. Here he claims to have
deleted these comments without reading them, since, for undisclosed reasons, he has
a policy of deleting all comments from Lubos. Whatever the reason for this policy, he
does want to make clear to everyone that he has a high opinion of Lubos as a
scientist, and for his work at the Reference Frame “widening the discussion” about
physics:

Since I have a great deal of respect for his ability as a physicist, however, if he was
making a physics point in his comments, perhaps he might make it on his blog and
link to this discussion via trackback. I thank him for his physics contributions and
widening the discussion.

Comments

1. Chuckles
March 26, 2007

You are quite correct of course; as demonstrating things to be true, or deduction

http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/23/questions-and-answers-about-theories-of-everything/#comment-34985
http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/23/questions-and-answers-about-theories-of-everything/#comment-34985


from axioms and postulates is the province of mathematics and hardly that of
science – even less of the wildly speculative endeavor in physics known as string
theory. Perhaps Johnson misunderstood your point. Though how he could have is
beyond me – since you pointed out so generously that logically consistency is
hardly the defining feature of good science.

2. Ari Heikkinen
March 26, 2007

“I thank him for his physics contributions and widening the discussion.”

Heh, I thought his main contributions have been to denounce most of his
colleagues (other than string theorists) as crackpots, idiots or otherwise
incompetent people (kind of strong claims considering when you walk in say any
city and look around there isn’t anything that would have anything “string
theory” in it).

3. Chris Oakley
March 26, 2007

I am posting this comment in the hope that it will be deleted, along with the
other comments, and remainder of the post. Sorry, Peter, but I am sure that you
have got better things to do.

4. Hmmm
March 26, 2007

I question any self respecting scientist whose policy it is to leave up a Lubos
comment…..regardless of what is says.

5. Nigel
March 26, 2007

The following sentence among others ‘snipped for brevity’ from my comment
http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/23/questions-and-answers-about-theories-of-
everything/#comment-34707

‘What’s completely unique about string theory is that it has managed to acquire
public respect and credulity in advance of any experimental confirmation.’

I’m not upset about this. It should have been written differently:

‘String theory is completely unique in science because

(1) it’s based entirely on unobservables (unobserved spin-2 gravitons,
unobserved supersymmetric partners for all observed particles for unobserved
unification near Planck scale, unobserved extra dimensions, unobserved branes),

(2) it fails to predict anything checkable after decades of research,

(3) it is hyped and celebrated in advance of success.’

http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/23/questions-and-answers-about-theories-of-everything/#comment-34707
http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/23/questions-and-answers-about-theories-of-everything/#comment-34707
http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/23/questions-and-answers-about-theories-of-everything/#comment-34707
http://asymptotia.com/2007/03/23/questions-and-answers-about-theories-of-everything/#comment-34707


6. Peter Woit
March 26, 2007

Chuckles,

Yes, that was my point. One can have rigorous theorems telling one about the
properties of the mathematical formalism one is using to model the real world,
but you can’t have a “theorem” about the real world. You have to do experiments
to test whether your formalism accurately models the real world.

7. tomj
March 26, 2007

It seems to me that the problem is exactly in widening the discussion. Maybe the
tipoff should have been wide terms like ‘theory of everything.’ There is no
method to distinguish what is in or out, that very idea seems to be the only thing
not accounted for in the ‘theory of everything’. Maybe string theory is ‘wide
science’, much better than exact science.

8. Peter Woit
March 26, 2007

Nigel,

I don’t want to encourage you or others to write repetitive critical comments
about string theory either on Clifford’s blog or elsewhere. If you do this on my
blog I’m likely (depending on how busy I am…) to delete it, so I certainly don’t
criticize Clifford for deleting this kind of thing from his.

9. Theo
March 26, 2007

Surely the “great deal of respect for his ability as a physicist” comment referred
to Smolin, who was the most recent antecedent?

10. relativist
March 26, 2007

“… he has a policy of deleting all comments from Lubos”. Seems eminently
sensible to me. Greatly improves the tone of the discussion.

11. DB
March 26, 2007

Theo,
I think Clifford’s comment refers to Lubos, not Lee Smolin, as it goes on to
mention “his blog”. AFAIK, Smolin does not have a blog.

12. Carl Brannen
March 26, 2007

What I’ve been surprised by him in the recent tempest has been his willingness



to criticize books that he’s never read based on his reading of comments made
by people who also refused to read it. I’m amazed that Clifford puts up with me
as much as he does. Maybe it’s because I’m a big Clifford algebra fan.

I might as well ask for you to add LaTex in comments like Clifford has. (Makes
whining sound.)

13. Peter Woit
March 26, 2007

Theo,

It’s quite clear he is referring to Lubos, not Smolin, partly because of the
reference to the blog (Lubos has one, Smolin doesn’t).

Despite repeated attempts, I never was able to get Clifford to criticize in any way
Lubos’s behavior as a string theory defender of the faith. It seems he approves of
that, just can’t tolerate what he sees as Lubos’s racism and sexism. Many string
theorists seem to find Lubos very sound when it comes to physics, a crackpot on
other topics. Personally I find him rather consistent.

Carl,

There is LaTeX in the comments (if not in the preview), but I’m a much less
tolerant guy than Clifford when it comes to off-topic comments, even if they are
about one of my favorite topics, Clifford algebras.

14. LDM
March 26, 2007

I tend to agree with Chris Oakley …

HOWEVER, Blogs are a new phenomena…and as many people put stock in what
they read in blogs (not just physics blogs for that matter), there could be some
real value in a site that tracks deleted comments to Asymptotia otherwise you
can get this mechanism:

1) Somebody (a journalist?) searchs Google , finds Blog A
2) He finds some statement on Blog A that answers his query
3) Accept this answer as fact because he found it on the internet (sad, but this
happens)

…but, now add:
4) Peter’s proposed site would presumably show up in a Google search and thus
be a partial remedy to 3)

Granted, this may not be Peter’s original motivation, but such a site would be
useful.

15. John Baez
March 26, 2007



I find it a bit tendentious to use the term “censorship” to describe what people
are doing when they delete unwanted comments on their blogs. Maybe it’s true
according to some definitions of this term. But, at least in the United States,
“censorship” has a connotation of “violation of the First Amendment right to free
speech”. This right is not violated when Prof. X deletes Prof. Y’s comments on
Prof. X’s blog — just as it’s not violated when a newspaper refuses to publish a
given letter to the editor.

Of course, it’s somehow more annoying to put a comment on a blog and then
have it deleted, than it is to submit a letter or article for publication and not have
it accepted. It’s there — and then it’s gone! Censorship!!!

This annoyance is part of the price we pay for a quick exchange of comments.
The older, slower system of moderated newsgroups was closer to newspapers,
where articles must be accepted for publication before anyone sees them.

But even in the old days, when I was moderating sci.physics.research and I’d
refuse to accept an article, I’d sometimes get accused of “censorship”. I found
that a bit tiresome. Hence this mini-rant.

Go ahead — censor me. 

16. Peter Woit
March 26, 2007

Hi John,

The “censorship” thing here is a bit tongue-in-cheek, maybe I should put smileys
in there or something. Like you I’ve had all too much experience trying to
moderate on-line discussions, have done plenty of “censoring” in my time, and
think a certain degree of it is healthy and necessary.

This posting isn’t really about “censorship”, but just a little documentation of
Clifford Johnson’s behavior, which a few people fanatical enough to follow the
details of some of these obscure battles in the string wars might want to know
about (didn’t you read the “Warning” at the top?)

Personally I thought it was pretty funny late last night, when, after responding to
Clifford’s Lubosian rant (“Do you actually teach any young people physics? Or
any science? I dearly hope not.”) by pointing out that it was, well, Lubosian,
Lubos immediately wrote in with more of the same and a message of support for
Clifford. Clifford’s reaction to this, deleting my comment, claiming not to have
read Lubos’s, and praising him for his talents as a physicist and for “widening
the discussion”, was, as he says, priceless. I couldn’t help myself, I had to share.

I keep telling people my next book is going to be a comic novel, cut and pasted
from various blog entries and e-mails. I really need to keep this material
somewhere….

17. roy
March 26, 2007

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Censorship
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Censorship


I really do think that you’re making a fuss out of nothing here. Clifford is
perfectly correct in removing personal attacks. If he does not do that consistently
you could accuse him of hypocrisy though. Otherwise I think these string
discussions are becoming more and more like pointless rants; someone–all of
you– need to drag it back squarely to physics. It is not nice to see scientists
wallow in this sort of personal attack laden filth. And Lubos should be kept away
from all discussions– he is simply incapable of writing anything without insulting
someone, and it seems, people like to write equally silly things about
him.(Including probably this comment!) That said, I don’t see why he should not
be respected as a physicist. His papers are all right.

Please, please, all of you, get back to physics and mathematics and stay there.
Much nicer that way.

18. Peter Woit
March 26, 2007

Roy,

Clifford is not “removing personal attacks”, he is making them (“Do you actually
teach any young people physics? Or any science? I dearly hope not.”). You could
ask him, but I’m pretty sure the reason he removed Lubos’s comments (which
were similar in tone to his own) had nothing to do with them being “personal
attacks”, but because he feels that Lubos is a racist and sexist (and it’s pretty
embarassing to have someone like that appear on one’s blog, behaving in much
the same way as oneself…).

19. Roy
March 26, 2007

I agree Peter, Clifford should have removed that bit as well. It was nasty and
personal. I think in general it would be a good idea if people could simply control
their tempers. I’m not taking any sides here– too many people are looking at this
thing as something of a trench warfare.

On Lubos, even if Lubos weren’t sexist or racist, he should be prevented from
spewing his juvenile rants on anything. He has an uncanny ability to reduce a
discussion to a brawl. That alone merits removal of his comments. One should
perhaps give Clifford a benefit of doubt on the Lubos point.

All I am trying to say is that people should be a bit more respectful when in a
scientific discussion– after all this is not, and should never be, personal.

20. Peter Woit
March 26, 2007

Roy,

I do agree with you that personal attacks don’t belong in scientific discussions.
When people start making them, it’s often a sign that they’re on the weak side of
the scientific argument. I’m sure I’ve too often responded intemperately to a lot



of the attacks that have come my way, I wish I had the much more even-
tempered demeanor of Lee Smolin, who manages to respond politely no matter
what sort of abuse he is subjected to.

But I really do wish people would read my warning, and only those who enjoy
this nonsense would bother to pay attention to this posting.

21. Chris Oakley
March 27, 2007

Peter,

Since the post is still here, let me expand on what I was saying earlier, probably
supported by LDM above. The battle (deflating ST hype) is won … when
journalists write something about String Theory now, they generally call you or
Lee Smolin up for the “sceptical” view. They did not do that before. The only
purpose served by getting into pissing contests with String Theorists in the
blogosphere is in getting them to reveal themselves as more crazy than those
who criticise them. With Lubos that battle also is won. With the others I really do
not think it is not worth the extra stress. Far better just to keep us updated on
what is happening in the world of physics, plus your own efforts to use
representation theory to solve QFT problems. I personally am sceptical of the
latter, so prove me wrong!

22. woit
March 27, 2007

Oh no. If you don’t find this entertaining Chris, it looks like I’ve lost what I
thought of as my hard-core audience.

OK, no more. Off to Princeton to learn about the latest developments on the
representation theory and QFT front….

23. Chris Oakley
March 27, 2007

For a blog to be good it has to be entertaining, informative, or both, and Not
Even Wrong normally scores highly on both. I still savour the discussion about
galactic-scale superstrings. The background noise here – which was considerable
– mostly only enhanced the entertainment.

24. tomj
March 27, 2007

The Clifford post had this statement: “No-go theorems (and things in that spirit)
are often the starting point for wonderful discoveries in science.”

I’ve been wasting my time reading Einstein’s _Relativity_, which says something
of the antithesis of this. I’ll quote in a second, but I just want to also ask if Peter
believes that physicists don’t have theorems, or if theorems are the same as
theories? My concept is that we start with observation. This leads to speculation

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=123/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=123/


and maybe curiosity and prediction and more focused observation. Maybe a
theory falls out. This is a process known as the scientific method. String theory,
as described here and everywhere is stuck somewhere in this loop, but has never
completed even one cycle, there is no feedback as of yet. So we have to have a
theory to advance beyond where we are, but how to advance? Shouldn’t we start
with data which doesn’t fit our current theory, or some principle which is easy to
verbalize or quantify which could be applied to current theory. For instance, the
anthropic principle doesn’t fall into this category because there is no
unexplained data, and it isn’t clear how to apply it to current theory.

The quote from _Relativity_ (pg 66):

“No fairer destiny could be allotted to any physical theory, than that it should of
itself point out the way to the introduction of a more comprehensive theory, in
which it lives on as a limiting case.”

The link between current theory and a future theory must be done via the clear
statement of some principle. It is speculation if the principle is useful. But the
starting point should be the immediate recovery of the current situation. It
should explain why we are deluded to think our current theory is incomplete.
There must be some benefit, maybe even some beauty.

I’m not sure why anyone has to understand string theory to ask for the principle
upon which it is speculated to rest. It is like being given a map but not knowing
where you are on the map.

25. amused
March 28, 2007

Peter, don’t worry, some of your audience finds this stuff most entertaining. We
want more! 
If stringers sling mud at you it is perfectly natural and appropriate to sling some
back…

One thing I find striking in these “discussions” is the contrast between the knee-
jerk reactions and simplistic views/arguments of the younger hard-core stringers
(Aaron Bergman is an exception)
and the more reasonable, balanced and intelligent responses of senior stringers
such as Polchinski and Harvey. Anyone have a theory for why that might be?

26. Peter Woit
March 28, 2007

amused,

Glad to hear someone else is amused by the spectacle. That people who consider
themselves among the smartest in the world would behave this way and make
these kinds of arguments seems to me quite a fascinating part of the human
comedy.

People behave very differently in the face of legitimate criticism, a lot of this is



just differences in character and emotional makeup. But string theory fanaticism
does seem to be at its worst among the young. Lubos, Clifford and Jacques have
spent their entire professional lives during the period of string theory
dominance, trained in the subject at the heights of enthusiasm for the theory. I
think they have a real problem even conceptualizing the idea that some of the
core beliefs they were inculcated with could be wrong. To them, anyone claiming
that must clearly just be ignorant, or not have learned the subject as well as they
have.

Older people trained during the height of enthusiasm for gauge theory may often
have more of a perspective on all this. Another factor sometimes at work is that,
at least for some people, as they get older they get a bit wiser, and less often act
like jackasses.

27. Leonard Ornstein
March 28, 2007

A scientist ideologically may be a ‘Platonist’: one who believes reality can be
modeled by an ideal, yet-to-be-discovered set of absolutely TRUE, mathematical
‘laws’, which will exactly describe what can be observed;

or a pragmatist: one who looks at models as provisional guesses, that ALWAYS
must depend upon realty checks.

Cliff Johnson and Mark Srednicki construct arguments that make it appear that
they’re Platonists…but not all of the time. If they were, it would be easy to see
the source of their chagrin with critics of ST, and there wouldn’t be much point
in arguing the matter further.

I tried this out on them, on Questions and Answers on the Theory of Everything-
Asymptotia #36. I wasn’t censored…but drew no response!

(I was “trained (even before) the height of enthusiasm for gauge theory.”)

28. King Ray
March 28, 2007

There is no doubt that string theorists are very intelligent, however they lack
physical intuition, an aesthetic sense of beauty and simplicity, and are not
independent thinkers (how could so many independent thinkers all think the
same way?).

Einstein always felt that his greatest assets were his nose (physical intuition), his
sense of beauty and simplicity, and his ability to think independently.

You could be the greatest machete brush clearing person in the world, but if you
always go off in the wrong direction in the jungle, that is not going to help you.
Your ability will just allow you to get further off track more quickly.

29. JC
March 28, 2007



Peter,

Do you remember any prominent bootstrap analytic S-Matrix old timers, being
really vocal about string theory after 1984? (I can’t think of any offhand). Folks
like Geoff Chew seemed to be relatively silent on the subject of string theory.

30. Nigel
March 28, 2007

‘I don’t want to encourage you or others to write repetitive critical comments
about string theory either on Clifford’s blog or elsewhere.’ – Peter Woit

My point is how unique string theory is in being the world’s only grossly
celebrated failed theory! Clifford earlier made the repetitive statement that
string theory is not unique, so the controversy over it could equally apply broadly
in academic science to funding problems facing any non-mainstream projects.

This is false since every other known mainstream theory in science has some
kind of evidence behind it!

Therefore, it is a new point – not a repetitive criticism – that string theory is the
only known example of a mainstream theory both unfounded on experimental
fact and unable to produce checkable predictions, existing anywhere in science.
Even the mainstream model of cosmology, the Lambda-CDM, is an ad hoc a fit of
general relativity to the observed data, which is checkable to a certain extent by
extrapolation and new data coming in. String theory is not even an ad hoc way to
explain the standard model of particles, gravity or the small cosmological
constant. It’s a religion.

Has anybody ever emphasized before how unique the mainstream string theory
crisis is? If string theorists do succeed in changing the definition of ‘science’ to
mean uncheckable mainstream speculations about ‘truth’, this might infect
science widely, supporting the merger of religion and mainstream science.

31. Peter Woit
March 29, 2007

JC,

By 1984 it was 20 years after the heyday of the bootstrap, and the kind of string
theory and mathematics being used was completely different than the analyticity
techniques of the bootstrap, so the two things had little to do with each other.

On the other hand, the younger people who during the late 60s and early 70s
worked on dual models and early versions of string theory were quite
enthusiastic about the rebirth of string theory after 1984 (Veneziano, Susskind,
Mandelstam, Kaku, etc., etc….).

32. adam
April 2, 2007



I notice that Motl’s wikipedia page is again up for deletion. Also that it appears
that a mention of Motl can get comments deleted elsewhere or, at least it seemed
that way to me when I made a reference to him in a CV comment that seemed to
get deleted. But maybe I am just senile and forgot to submit it, or there was
something else in my post that was so offensive that it Could Not Stand. Given
the ‘he who must not be mentioned’ type of references in comments in, say, Chad
Orzel’s April Fool’s blog entry, I guess that I just missed some collective attempt
to starve Motl of the ‘oxygen of publicity’.

I agree with John Baez that deleting blog comments isn’t the Crime of the
Century; it is, after all, that blogowner’s own sandpit. I am not sure what is
achieved by deleting all of Motl’s comments, however; he might be considered to
be unpleasant by many but his manner is not generally as offensive as his ideas
(some will feel that that’s damning with faint praise), although he is rude.

I personally find Motl’s attitude to people that question string theory irritating:
he appears like a ‘You puny humans, YOU CANNOT UNDERSTAND!’ movie
villian. His social and political opinions, which I generally don’t share, he is
generally prepared to debate openly and in a more considered fashion, it seems
to me. Clifford may have his objections the wrong way around, if it really is for
Motl’s beliefs that he’s deleting the comments, rather than for the way that he
expresses them. I don’t know what Clifford’s thinking, however. I certainly have
no idea what Motl’s thinking.

33. Peter Woit
April 2, 2007

adam,

Deleting comments, not just by Lubos, but by anyone who mentions his
existence, I think is a tactic designed mainly to deal with the fact that he is a
huge embarassment to string theorists, an embarassment that they would like to
hide and eliminate any reference to. There is a case to be made for automatically
deleting Lubos’s comments because of his behavior, but I don’t see the case for
deleting comments that refer to this. The guy is a major figure in the string
theory community, with many people in it having a high opinion of him, and not
seeming to have a problem with his behavior. Two out of three of the very recent
string theory textbooks carry Lubos’s endorsement on their covers, a fact which
speaks for itself.

Clifford Johnson makes it pretty clear that it’s not Lubos’s tactics in arguing for
string theory that he has a problem with (he allows personal attacks in his
comment section, often anonymous ones, engages in them himself, and writes
approvingly of others). He goes so far as to praise Lubos as a physicist and thank
him for “widening the discussion”.

34. adam
April 2, 2007

Peter: It’s a damn good thing that William Shockley never had access to blogs.
He’d probably feature pretty high up anyone’s* ‘evil winners of the Nobel Prize



in Physics’ list.

If Motl really does get comments deleted because his other opinions are
embarassing to people in his field, that’s pretty silly. There have always been
nasty or otherwise unloveable people in physics and every other area of human
endeavour. One thing that is genuinely interesting to me about the string theory
debate in which you are engaged is that the phony politeness (at least in the
public eye) of the academic physics community is evaporating somewhat as the
debate heats up. I know that there have been hot debates before, but this is the
first one where I’ve met some of the combatants (rather briefly, in most cases,
and not including yourself or Motl).

*Anyone except Motl, perhaps.

35. Peter Woit
April 2, 2007

adam,

The nature of the debate certainly has been an eye-opener about human nature.
Especially seeing someone mild-mannered like Clifford Johnson descend into
irrationality, Lubosian attacks and ranting as his view of the world is threatened
has been something amazing to watch.

The number of people involved is still a small fraction of the string theory
community, and the attitudes of most of the string theorists I know (adjusting for
how likely they are to be polite in what they say to me) seem to be pretty
different. While they’re not happy about my activities, and annoyed especially at
some of the unfair public criticism that has come their way because of this,
they’re well aware that string theory has serious problems and is not doing well
(some are willing to characterize the field as “in crisis”). I’ve not run into any
string theorist who, in private conversation, has told me that he thinks string
theory research is doing fine.



Princeton Workshops

March 26, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Last week Princeton hosted a workshop on Physics at LHC: From Experiment to
Theory. Many of the slides of the talks are available here. The talks covered a wide
range of ground, from theory not obviously relevant to the LHC to reports on the
status of experiments. The talk by Michael Tuts of ATLAS reports that they may be
roughly 5 weeks behind schedule, with nominal schedule setting the start of beam
commissioning at 450 GeV late in November. 7 TeV beams won’t be available until
summer 2008, with first physics run perhaps in July, and about 10-100 pb-1 during
2008, giving similar statistics to what the Tevatron has today for some processes. It
looks like it may be the 2009 run that will most likely produce data that will go
beyond the Tevatron results, although if the Higgs mass is about 150 GeV, there may
be evidence in the 2008 data. Plans for a luminosity upgrade in 2015 are already
proceeding.

There was also a plan for a meeting of the String Vacuum Project at the workshop,
with a discussion paper available here (via their Wiki).

This week, also down in Princeton, but at the IAS, there will be a Workshop on
Homological Mirror Symmetry and Applications, mainly devoted to recent work on
geometric Langlands and its relation to mirror symmetry. Since I had to teach I
couldn’t make it down there today, so unfortunately missed the first talks by Kapustin
and Witten, as well as that of Edward Frenkel, but I’m looking forward to going down
tomorrow and maybe later in the week to hear some of the talks.

Comments

1. Robert Musil
March 28, 2007

So, what happened?

2. Peter Woit
March 28, 2007

Nothing too exciting to report I fear. I attended the talks by Witten, Kapustin and
Gukov, which were just about the Witten-Kapustin and Witten-Gukov papers, not
something newer. The Witten and Gukov talks were exceptionally clear. In both
the Kapustin and Gukov talks, Witten was in the audience and often ended up
being the one to respond to questions from other audience members.

Witten was mainly talking about ‘t Hooft loop operators. He tried to jazz things
up a bit by telling the mathematicians that studying moduli spaces of bundles in
2d using a 4d QFT was a way of dealing with a problem that they knew, that you
have to think about not just the space of bundles on a Riemann surface, but the
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stack (geometric Hecke operators need to be defined using the stack). He also
referred to the construction of the ‘t Hooft loops as a “categorification”.

I noticed few physicists there; the physicists in Princeton don’t seem too
interested in following Witten into this area. IAS math will have a whole program
next year which will include more activity in this area.

As always, lunch at the IAS was excellent, and many interesting people there to
talk to.

3. Robert Musil
March 28, 2007

Peter,

I’ll be very interested to hear what comes of all this by the end of the week. As I
mentioned previously, I’m no expert in Geometric Langlands, but I’m not aware
of any spectacular results that have come out of this project to date. Of course,
there are lots of indications (even to a non-specialist such as myself) that the
project has lots of promise and talented researchers.

But my impression is that the GL project was mostly interesting for its intriguing
promise, not its existing results. More specifically, here’s an outline of my
understanding:

Many attempts have been made towards a proof (or good understanding) of
original Langlands conjecture, which of course applies to number fields. Those
attempts have for the most part met with very limited success (one might say,
that they’ve mostly “hit the wall”). My impression is that most of the researchers
focusing on the original Langlands conjecture have come to believe that we’re
laking some essential geometric idea. So far, some new geometric ideas have
emerged from the Geometric Langlands project – but these are ideas that pertain
with some success to the function field case. However, I am not aware of a real,
complete proof even in that case. Nevertheless, the ideas seem real, new and
potentilly powerful, which is what I have understood to have generated high
expectations for Geometric Langlands – expectations which may or may not be
fully warranted.

All that being said, I am not aware of any significant role played by Homological
Mirror Symmetry in any of these new and promising geometric ideas – at least
the ones that I have heard about.

Am I wrong about the existing state of GL? Is some exciting new idea in
Geometric Langlands predicated on Homological Mirror Symmetry expected to
be revealed in this workshop?

4. Robert Musil
March 28, 2007

Just to be clear:



My comments above contemplate Gaitsgory’s fine work as well as the suggestive
papers of Kapustin and Witten (Electric-Magnetic Duality and the Geometric
Langlands Program) and Hausel and Thaddeus (Mirror symmetry, Langlands
duality, and the Hitchin system). Thanks.

5. Aaron Bergman
March 28, 2007

I can talk a little bit about the role of homological mirror symmetry in geometric
Langlands (although I’d probably be better off letting DBZ do it :)). In the physics
formulation of the conjecture, one ends up with a mirror symmetry between the
A- and B-models on certain Hitchin moduli spaces. This is in contrast with the
mathematical conjecture which is an equivalence between categories of sheaves
on the contangent bundle to Bun_G and D-modulies on Bun_Gdual (or something
like that). To get that, Witten and Kapustin give some physics arguments that the
A-model on a contangent bundle gives rise to D-modules on the base. I think this
is a new idea (obviously, it is presaged somewhat by the work of Hausel and
Thaddeus). Along the same lines, I don’t think people had been aware that
geometric Langlands has the structure of a 4D TQFT. On the math side, the
connection between A-branes and D-modules has been proved in certain cases by
Getzler and Nalder and Nadler. In the general situation, however, I think there’s
a lot more to be said, however, especially in regards to worldsheet instantons.

6. David Ben-Zvi
March 28, 2007

Robert,
There are many things to say about your question, but I think it’s
quite fair to say

1. the original Langlands program is doing spectacularly well, and is far from
stuck at a wall.
2. there are spectacular applications to representation theory as well as to the
classical Langlands program that have come from geometric Langlands ideas.
3. there are strong connections between geometric Langlands and
homological mirror symmetry, at least the hyperkahler version thereof.

I don’t feel qualified to say much about 1, other than
to mention Richard Taylor, Michael Harris and many others working in that area
and proving fundamental conjectures in the area since
Wiles’ breakthrough – a recent meeting in Luminy on
Langlands program left the uninformed spectators (eg me) in complete awe at
the astonishing rate of progress in the area.

For 2 I would focus for example on the work of Bezrukavnikov and collaborators,
and that of Ngo and Laumon. Roman B. (together with Mirkovic, Rumynin,
Ginzburg, Arkhipov, Finkelberg etc)
has been proving a host of conjectures in “classical” representation theory, or
what you might call Lusztig-world, in particular
Lusztig’s conjectures tying modular representaitons with



representations of quantum groups or affine algebras. Also there’s a profound
understanding of (affine) braid group actions on various categories coming from
this work of Roman that relates to many geometric problems, and work of
Bridgeland and others.

One of the most exciting things is the work of Ngo. Ngo was able to look at one
of the fundamental geometric aspects of geometric Langlands, the Hitchin
fibration, in a brand new way and use it with Laumon to prove the fundamental
lemma for unitary groups (and maybe soon for other groups) — this being one of
the central problems in the CLASSICAL Langlands program.
There are a bunch of other concrete consequences of geometric
Langlands ideas outside of its internal problems, but that’s maybe enough for
now.

Finally for 3 I would point (besides the papers you mention)
to the work of Donagi-Pantev, in which geometric Langlands
is proved (in a certain degenerate limit, on an open subset)
using T-duality (Fourier-Mukai transforms). I would also point
out the work of Nadler and Nadler-Zaslow connecting Fukaya
categories on cotangents to constructible sheaves,
a key step in bridging the homological mirror symmetry
picture of Kapustin-Witten to geometric Langlands.

7. Aaron Bergman
March 28, 2007

(Damn — why do I always confuse Getzler and Zaslow? Apologies.)

8. A.J.
March 28, 2007

Aaron,

What do you have in mind about the worldsheet instantons? I thought they were
supposed to be trivial?

While we’re on the subject of vague geometric Langlands speculations, I’ve
always wondered what’s supposed to happen to twisted N=4 at large N. Is there
any sort of AdS dual theory?

9. Robert Musil
March 28, 2007

David –

Many thanks for your very able and enlightening thoughts. That’s a lot to think
about, which I will try to do. Thanks again.

10. Robert Musil
March 28, 2007



Aaron –

I also appreciate your thoughtful and reasonable response, which I am also going
to try to think about.

11. Aaron Bergman
March 29, 2007

Hi AJ —

I’m not sure I’m remembering this correctly, but I think the issue is the
composition of cc – cc – A strings. There are no instanton contributions to the cc
-cc strings or to the cc – A strings, but there might be to the composition law.

12. Peter Woit
March 29, 2007

Thanks David!

From many conversations with my colleagues here at Columbia, I can vouch for
the fact that experts think that there have been big advances in the classical
Langlands area during the last year or two, especially Taylor-Harris on Sato-Tate,
and Ngo-Laumon on the fundamental lemma.

It also seems to me that there has been an increase in the interest of the rest of
the math community in geometric Langlands ideas, and this is not just due to
Witten’s work and the relation to mirror symmetry. The connections to other
subjects that David mentions have been part of this, as well as efforts by him, Ed
Frenkel and others to make these ideas more accessible. A few years ago the
widespread perception was that you had to speak Russian and hang out in Hyde
Park to have any hope of understanding anything about geometric Langlands,
but that has definitely started to change.

13. Robert Musil
March 29, 2007

Peter, Aaron and David –

A first, partial thought:

I don’t mean to be harsh or dismissive, but my impression of the work
concerning the relationship of mirror symmetry to geometric Langlands is that
these papers strongly resemble the physics literature in this area: Written as fast
as possible and largely motivated to stake a claim. Lots of claims to have “thrown
up bridges” and the like, without too much in the way of bridge engineering
detail. Of course, it is entirely possible that some of these ideas will yield real
progress, but (for me, at least) it’s far too soon to tell at this point in time.

I’m still thinking about your responses.

14. Peter Woit
March 29, 2007



RM,

My colleague Michael Thaddeus (with Tamas Hausel) was investigating this
example of mirror symmetry several years ago, motivated I think partly by the
hope that the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow picture could be worked out in this case,
partly by the connection to geometric Langlands. That work was pretty standard
mathematics, no connection to physics.

The more recent Kapustin-Witten and Gukov-Witten papers really are written
from a physics point of view, and I think it’s up to mathematicians to ultimately
figure out how much insight they provide into the mathematics. This is not easy,
given the very different point of view, grounded in difficult aspects of QFT. There
have been amazing mathematical successes coming from this kind of activity in
the past (Seiberg-Witten, knot invariants, counting curves on threefolds, etc.),
we’ll see what this leads to. I agree that it’s still unclear…

15. David Ben-Zvi
March 29, 2007

I don’t think there’s anything tentative at this point
on the relation between geometric Langlands and T-duality.
Not being a physicist I can’t vouch for the relation of this particular
T-duality with mirror symmetry, but Kapustin-Witten explain
it is precisely a hyperkahler instance of mirror symmetry.
From the math point of view if we take homological mirror
symmetry as our reference point, then geometric
Langlands is very close to fulfilling that requirement:
it relates B-branes on one space to D-modules on the dual.
Now you have to decide how close D-modules are to A-branes,
and that’s a big part of the argument in K-W, and on
the math side is the topic of Nadler&Zaslow’s work.
Unfortunately we don’t yet actually have a definition of the category of A-branes
outside of the Lagrangian objects (Fukaya category)
so it’s hard to ask the question, but there’s no doubt
the two are very closely related.. I’m not surewhat else you would
look for as “real progress”..

16. Robert Musil
March 29, 2007

David and Peter-

I’m not ignoring your most recent points, but one of David’s earlier points is in
my mind right now – and there’s not that much room up there. I think it is
unquestionable that Taylor-Harris, for example, represents real and tremendous
progress in establishing the Langlands conjectures for local fields. But
establishing the Langlands conjectures for local fields may (in my opinion as a
non-specialist) be best viewed as finally making the global conjectures precise.
That formulation is a kind of progress on the global case (“real” number field
Langlands). But I think it is highly unlikely that Taylor would say that



establishing the global conjectures (as now more precisely defined) has been
moved significantly closer by his or anyone else’s work under discussion.

17. woit
March 29, 2007

RM,

I believe you’re thinking of earlier work by Taylor-Harris, not the recent Sato-
Tate work I was referring to. I’ll leave it to people more knowledgable than me to
comment on the significance of their local Langlands stuff, but the recent Sato-
Tate results are for number fields, not local fields. In my pitiful understanding of
the subject, they generalized Taylor-Wiles to symmetric tensor powers.

18. Robert Musil
March 29, 2007

Peter –
Well, OK. Sato-Tate pertains to global fields and generally fits into the original
Langlands program. But so does the Taniyama-Shimura theorem – and I think it’s
going rather far to view Taniyama-Shimura (and Fermat?!) as essentially features
of the original Langlands program. The original Langlands program is vast and
visionary, bold and sweeping. But – again speaking as a non-specialist – I don’t
think it’s best practice to see all progress made in any area of mathematics the
Langlands program touches as significant progress in
the establishment of non-abelian global calss field for number fields
.
This all reminds me of a quip recently made by an Anglican bishop following
some nasty theological dust-up at a bishops’ conference that
pretty soon even the Ayatollah might wake up and find that he’s an Anglican!

19. Robert Musil
March 29, 2007

Peter –

I’m sorry if this post is redundant, but I’m concerned that my last one was
obscure (in part, but not totally, because of its embarrassing typos, for which I
apologise).

Sato-Tate deals with points on elliptic curves reduced mod p for all p – and
definitely pertains to global number fields. Moreover, Langlands personally has
had interesting things to say about Sato-Tate. But while Sato-Tate generally fits
into the Langlands program and pertains to global number fields, it does not
seem best practice (to me, as a non-specialist) to view Sato-Tate as a creature of
the Langlands program. After all, Taniyama-Shimura (and Fermat!) also
generally fit into the Langlands program and pertain to global number fields. In
my opinion, Sato-Tate and Taniyama-Shimura can well be taken as evidence that
the original Langlands program is on target. But I don’t think any of these things
significantly advances us towards a proof of a global nonabelian class field
theory for number fields.



So, in summary, I don’t think Sato-Tate is a significant advance of the classical
Langlands program, even though Sato-Tate is a very significant advance!

20. bb
March 30, 2007

Disclaimer: I am, at best, an interested outside to number theory and might
suffer from severe delusions about the mathematical content of what I say.

Robert,

I think it’s incorrect to claim that Shimura-Taniyama does not represent a
significant advance towards the global Langlands program, and to claim that it’s
“rather far” to view the former as being a “feature” of the former. Here’s why:

The Langlands program relates automorphic representations and Galois
representations over global fields (or, more philosophically, automorphic objects
and geometric ones). Given class field theory, the first non-trivial case is the two
dimensional one. In this case, there’s a standard method to produce tons of
interesting examples on both sides. For the automorphic side, one takes (weight
2) modular forms, and for the Galois side one takes the Tate modules (homology)
of elliptic curves defined over such fields. Given this, the natural question to ask
is if these two are Langlands-related (i.e: have the same L-function)? In this
sense, Eichler-Shimura and Wiles’ theorem provide the first non-trivial instance
of the Langlands program — the former says that such forms have associated
geometric objects, and the latter produces an inverse association.

Of course, I realise that this doesn’t quite prove it (even for n=2, where it’s still
actively being researched by Kisin and company!), but it still seems like a fairly
significant advance towards Langlands’ conjecture to be able verify it in the first
non-trivial case one can write down!

21. Robert Musil
March 30, 2007

bb –

As one non-specialist to another, I think I mostly agree with you. “Eichler-
Shimura and Wiles’ theorem provide the first non-trivial instance of the
Langlands program?” Of course, although I might quibble about the “first”
qualifier, since I think lots of earlier examples by Langlands and others were
“non-trivial.” Maybe Fermat is the first “spectacular” example. Sato-Tate? Ditto.
These results are all – to my limited understanding – very good examples of the
kinds of things Langlands and his school explicitly wanted to be able to get at
with the classical Langlands program. That’s why I think that “Sato-Tate and
Taniyama-Shimura can well be taken as evidence that the original Langlands
program is on target.”

So, yes, seeing that various “predicted” by the classical Langlands program are
correct and can be proved using techniques of the type Langlands and his school
advanced is definitely progress. And in that sense I see David and Aaron as being



definitely and completely correct in pointing out that classical Langlands
techniques have NOT “hit a wall” in reaching such spectacular and wonderful
examples.

But, as preliminary and possiblly epistomological quibble, Fermat rather
predates Langlands, and lots of people made lots of progress on Fermat before
Wiles – and not just Faltings. Sato-Tate is from 1960, Taniyama-Shimura from
1955, etc. Each of these conjectures have many lives and characteristic
techniques that are independent of the Langlands project, even though the
Langlands project had (has) something important to contribute to their
resolutions. Wiles’ critical use of Galois deformation in proving Fermat is not
really part of the Langlands project, either – a fact that even the Langlands-
imperialists (that a joke) at Columbia Math have admited in public writing! So I
don’t think these conjectures are best thought of as mostly creatures of the
Langlands project. Rather, the Langlands project exists in large measure (but not
solely) to contribute some techniques that address such conjectures!

But my second, more basic, point is that it is my impression (as an outsider) that
the leading people in this field believe that (1) the classical Langlands program is
a huge mass of conjectures, of which we are only beginning to scratch the
surface, which tells us what the structure is, and (2) some powerful new
geometric ideas are needed before real progress towards Langlands’ goal of a
class field theory for nonabelian global number fields. My further impression is
that Geometric Langlands is thought to be a good place to look for such ideas.

None of that is intended as criticism. No one could reasonably critize Taylor or
Harris or Shahidi or anyone else just because they don’t yet have the tools to
complete the clasical Langlands program and are looking at GL (among other
places) for new ideas!

Anyway, I go on far too long and I don’t mean to dominate Peter’s blog. So I’ll
shut up now.

And, Peter, what’s wrong with Hyde Park? I love Hyde Park!



Quick Links

March 28, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Shelly Glashow is traveling around, giving talks bashing his childhood hero Isaac
Newton (and noting that he was “surely one of the greatest intellects the world has
known”). He’ll be at NYU tomorrow talking on The Errors and Animadversions of Sir
Isaac Newton. For a copy of his talk, see here, (and here for a summary in Catalan).

Tonight is the Lawrence Krauss – Brian Greene string theory debate in DC, and next
week in Berkeley Krauss is debating John Terning on the subject, at an event entitled
Extra Dimensions and String Theory: Physics of the Future or Pure Mathematics? The
event is organized by the FQXI funded organization Multiversal Journeys.

Krauss was at the cosmology conference that Tommaso Dorigo has been reporting on,
giving a dinner talk dissing anthropic reasoning and pointing out that cosmology has
a “miserable future”, since everything is receding from us. His main conference talk
was evidently not very optimisitic about near-term prospects for learning more about
dark energy or dark matter.

For more about non-commutative geometry and number theory, David Kazhdan is
giving a talk at Harvard on April 18 with the following abstract:

Discussion of Alain Connes formulation of the Andre Weil’s theorem. . Alain Connes
found a very interesting way to interpret the results as a computation of an
asymptotic of a family of operators of finite rank.

Lieven le Bruyn has a discussion of Plato’s cave and a recent paper Modular shadows
and the Levy-Mellin infinity-adic transform, by Marcolli and Manin, who motivate
their title by relating Plato’s cave and holography in AdS/CFT.

Update: The Washington Post’s publication Express has an article about Lawrence
Krauss and the problems of string theory, entitled Frayed String.

Update: Science has a report on the debate. Also, there’s a report (with audio) from a
blogger at the Hooded Hawk blog.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
March 29, 2007

Glashow’s piece slagging off Sir Isaac makes interesting reading. I was aware of
the fact that Newton was not above petty jealousies or obsessions with alchemy,
astrology and other less-than-scientific pursuits, but one does wonder about
Glashow’s motivation in drawing attention to these … is he preparing the ground
for some revelations about his own life, i.e. that he is a laudanum addict, a
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practising astrologer and necromancer and one who, despite the present
evidence, secretly admires Superstring Theory? We should watch this space.
Further revelations may be on the way.

2. DB
March 29, 2007

If his paper had included a proviso along the lines of “it’s easy to criticise from
the vantage point of 350 years of hindsight” I might be inclined to indulge
Glashow. Rather than speculate on how Newton would have conducted himself in
the modern era, Glashow might be better advised to imagine how he himself
might have fared in the mid seventeenth century. A pity there are no new
insights in this article, other than to learn that Glashow’s childhood innocence
has been cruelly undermined.
Comparisons with Einstein are just silly. Einstein was no mathematician and no
experimentalist, so why on earth compare them? And Einstein was no saint
either! Instead of wallowing in the human defects of his subject, Glashow would
serve his bright agenda (which I support) better by emphasising how scientific
achievement enables humans to leave behind a legacy which outshines the feeble
reality of their ephemeral personalities.
By the way, Asberger should read Asperger (after Hans), somebody may be
casting a spell!

3. steveM
March 29, 2007

Another of Newton’s bizarre beliefs was that the law of inverse
squares was already to be found in Pythagoras. He was also
the first physicist to go into finance when he became Master of the Mint and sent
forgers to the gallows without a second thought. Despite his intellect Newton
also made a huge blunder when he lost £20,000 in the stock market–a colossal
sum in its day, and still quite substantial even today–specifically when the South
Sea Bubble collapsed. He then remarked ” I can compute the motion of heavenly
bodies but not the madness of people”. The quote also suggests that dealing with
people and the subtleties of human
relationships was not his forte

4. dan
March 29, 2007

It’s been claimed Newton had Asperger’s Syndrome.

5. Peter Shor
March 29, 2007

Is attacking Newton for using way too many significant digits fair? The theory of
and proper use of significant digits is second nature to scientists now, but I don’t
think it’s a priori obvious, and I can’t believe it was actually around at the time.

6. Kea
March 29, 2007



Another of Newton’s bizarre beliefs was that the law of inverse
squares was already to be found in Pythagoras.

This is not bizarre. It is true.

7. Chris Oakley
March 29, 2007

Inspired by Glashow via Peter, I went to the antechapel of Trinity College,
Cambridge today where there is a statue of Newton. He looks like a P.E. teacher.
Maybe all this grouchy behaviour was only because he missed a vocation here.

8. Uncle Enzo
March 29, 2007

How come my comment was deleted?

9. woit
March 29, 2007

Sorry Uncle Enzo, but there are certain topics which, once broached, lead to
large numbers of comments by tedious ideologues, so I don’t post about these
and will ruthlessly delete comments about them. These include evolution,
religion, climate change, and others I dare not even mention…

10. Robert Musil
March 30, 2007

Could Newton have been the model for Templeton the Rat in Charlotte’s Web?

11. Robert Musil
March 30, 2007

I was a little disappointed that Glashow didn’t mention any of the drubbing
Newton took from Jonathan Swift in Gulliver’s Travels. In fact, the original
Frontispiece of “Gulliver’s Travels” [ a cartoon of Gulliver himself, reproduced
here: http://www.jaffebros.com/lee/gulliver/morley/fp.jpeg%5D may be a likeness
of Newton. [See: http://links.jstor.org
/sici?sici=0035-9149(199607)50%3A2%3C191%3AITFO'T%3E2.0.CO%3B2-6%5D

Swift saw Newton as the essence of the immoral (or at least amoral), abstract
reasoning scientist, and was especially annoyed at Newton’s scheme to debase
Irish coinage, which Swift believed was immoral and callous. In the book,
Gulliver travels to the Flying (Floating) Island Laputa (Spanish “la puta”: the
whore – Swift considered excessive rationality to be whorelike). The inhabitants
are distracted with very narrow interests – mathematics and music. Their clothes
do not fit and are decorated with astrological symbols and musical figures. They
listen to the music of the spheres, believe in astrology, worry constantly that the
sun will go out and live in badly built houses. They are speculative and
rationalistic philosophers who are pathetic failures as philosophers, reasoners
and men. They are devoted to the most ethereal of abstract music and
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mathematics — but cannot play music well or figure accurately enough to build
houses or tailor clothes (The tailor’s mistake is directed at Newton based on the
mistake made by a printer in one of the figures Newton used in computing the
distance of the earth from the sun). They are completely incompetent in practical
affairs.

Gulliver is then lowered from floating Laputa to Lagado, where the crops are
poorly managed, people wear ragged clothing, and the houses are in bad
condition – except for the house of the governor of Lagado. He tells Gulliver that
40 years before some Lagado residents visited Laputa and came away with a
smattering of mathematics. They built an academy to carry out their projects
they learned in Laputa. The Grand Academy of Lagado is a satire on the Royal
Society, of which Newton was then President. At the Academy of Lagado,
scientists are attempting to extract sunbeams from cucumbers, turn human feces
back into food, erect buildings from the roof down, plow farmland with pigs,
make marbles soft enough to stuff pillows and pincushions, breed sheep whose
entire bodies are bald, and have students learn mathematics by swallowing
wafers on which formulas are written.

And there’s more.

12. stevem
March 31, 2007

I just read Glashow’s interesting article right through. Despite his flaws, or
perhaps even because of them, Newton remains a fascinating character. Yes, he
got a lot of things wrong and was into a lot of strange stuff, but every so often his
immense intellectual powers would just come to the surface. In 1696 Bernoulli
challenged his colleagues to solve the “brachistochrone problem”, which asked
what is the curve between two displaced points along which a body acting under
gravity alone would follow in the shortest time. The deadline for the problem was
6 months but Leibniz requested it be extend to one and half years. Newton, then
55, received the challange at 4pm on Jan 29, 1697. By the following morning he
had invented the essence of calculas of variations, solved the problem and sent
off the solution anonymously. But everyone knew who had solved it with
Bernoulli remarking: “we recognise the lion by his claw”.

Jonathan Swift’s attack on the scientific community you mention in the third
book of Gulliver’s Travels arose from the discussions of the “Scriblerus Club”.
This was a group of disgruntled Tory writers who formed themselves into a
literary society, and which met in the rooms of St James’s Palace. The Scriblerus
Club set out to redicule the learned societies of the day and Newton, being a big
shot in the government establishment and the dominant scientific figure, was top
of their hit list of course. A play in 1717 has a character called “Dr Fossile”, who
is a pompous wig-wearing scientist and the jokes clearly suggest it is a satire of
Newton. For example, he is asked by a foreign philospher/adventurer who can’t
speak good English: “vat do you tink of de new methode of de fluxions of de
quantity?”. To which he replies” the greatest quantity I ever knew was three
quarts a day”. He is also asked if he can see a “star as big as the moon in the
daylight”. Looking through his telescope he (Fossile) replies” I can spy no other



celestial body but the sun”.

13. anon.
March 31, 2007

Newton isn’t necessarily the only physicist or mathematician under attack since
Gulliver’s Flying (Floating) Island, Laputa, is powered by a loadstone (magnetite
rock). This is satire on Kepler’s theory that the planets orbit the sun due to
magnetism, not on Newton who came up with gravity. Ever since Gilbert
discovered that the earth is a magnet in 1600, it had been assumed to be the
force acting between planets. Descartes had Cartesian vortices filling space to
account for the planetary motions, while Kepler moved a step forward by
suggesting magnetism. Newton killed off Cartesian vortices by showing that the
inverse square law of gravity based on Kepler’s planetary laws, supplied with
Galileo’s data for acceleration at earth’s radius, correctly predicted the moon’s
known centripetal acceleration.

Newton’s fluxions, not his physics, came under attack from those who claimed it
is irrational and religion. Bishop George Berkeley in 1734 wrote The Analyst; or
a Discourse Addressed to an Infidel Mathematician: Wherein it is examined
whether the Object, Principles and Inferences of the modern Analysis are more
distinctly conceived, or more evidently deduced, than Religious Mysteries and
Points of Faith.

If you have a rectangular block height y and width x, then it’s area is the integral
of y*dx over the range of x: area = N*y*dx = (x/dx)*y*dx = xy, where N is the
number of slices. Although this works, there was an argument that it is
effectively multiplying infinity (ie. x/dx) by zero (ie. dx) which seemed irrational.

The full text of Bishop Berkeley’s attack is online: http://www.maths.tcd.ie
/pub/HistMath/People/Berkeley/Analyst/Analyst.pdf

14. Robert Musil
March 31, 2007

stevem –

One has to be a fascinating lion to have people fussing after 350 years over the
mistakes and flaws – instead of just trying to remember the accomplisments!

15. Jonathan Vos Post
March 31, 2007

“Another of Newton’s bizarre beliefs was that the law of inverse squares was
already to be found in Pythagoras”

Besides being true, this is part of a much more interesting point: that Newton,
for all his battles on priority, seemed to believes that he was primarily
rediscovering the “secrets of the ancients.”

Okay, his last published paper was on the Penny, that’s sensible, given his job in
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charge of the Royal Mint (and how nice for an alchemist to have access to all the
nation’s gold!). But his last book was on the Secrets of the Pyramids.

A fine novel with Newton as protagonist is:

Dark Matter: The Private Life of Sir Isaac Newton: A Novel, by Philip Kerr

# Paperback: 352 pages
# Publisher: Three Rivers Press; Reprint edition (October 28, 2003)
# Language: English
# ISBN-10: 1400049490
# ISBN-13: 978-1400049493

Publishers Weekly review:

Holmes and Watson provide the template for this very satisfying historical
thriller from Kerr (The Grid, etc.), with Sir Isaac Newton acting as great
detective and one Christopher Ellis serving as narrator. It’s 1696, and a series of
murders are plaguing the Tower of London, where the middle-aged Newton has
recently assumed (as in real life) the position of warden of the royal mint, with
the younger Ellis (again as in real life) serving as his assistant. Like Holmes, the
cold and cerebral Newton relies on rationalism the scientific method to solve the
crimes, while Ellis, quick with sword, pistol and temper, brings the emotional
counterweight provided by Conan Doyle’s Watson. The murders are accompanied
by esoteric clues, most notably encrypted messages and alchemical references,
that spur Newton to their resolution as forcefully as does his intense sense of
duty, for the killings seem to involve not only a plot to disrupt a recoinage
necessary to continue England’s war with France, but also a conspiracy to
commit religious genocide against a backdrop of incessant tensions between
Catholics and Protestants. The mystery elements of the novel provide a sturdy
spine for the book’s main flesh: its robust recreation of life at the end of the 17th
century. Ellis’s fluid narration sets the tone, illuminating a London beset by
pestilence, poverty, whores and ruffians, noblemen grave or foppish, opium dens,
brothels and grisly executions, and a bright array of historical figures including,
in the role of blackguard, Daniel Defoe. There’s an erotic/romantic subplot
involving Ellis and Newton’s niece, but the main focus is on the two leads. Both
are well drawn, though Newton, ostensibly the novel’s center, is less compelling
than Ellis’s full-blooded youth. That disparity, and an overly complex plot, are the
drawbacks of what is, withal, a most gripping and well-appointed entertainment.
Copyright 2002 Cahners Business Information, Inc.



Not Good

March 30, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

This latest news from the LHC does not sound good. One hopes it won’t affect the
LHC schedule.

Update: Also discussed at the Resonaances blog from CERN.

Update: Latest (4/3/07) news here.

Comments

1. Peter Orland
March 30, 2007

Does anyone know if all nine of these assemblies can be modified? Or
do they have to be rebuilt from scratch? How many will needed altogether? More
than nine?

2. tomj
March 30, 2007

It sounds like the loads were never taken into consideration during design, and
overlooked during multiple reviews, which seems weird because they were
testing for the load, which shows up under several expected conditions during
normal and abnormal operation.

3. Yatima
March 30, 2007

These things happen in engineering. (Independent) Verification and Validation
_can_ miss things. Then costs go up (politically difficult) or the supplier will be
asked to fix things at his expenses (leading to finger-pointing, more delays and
lower quality). Grin and bear it.

Just be happy that this project is not called “Galileo” (yes, I have a stack of GAL
requirements on my desk)

4. woit
March 31, 2007

Please, stop with the off-topic comments that have nothing to do with the
magnets at CERN, I’ve had to delete a thread of these.

5. anon
March 31, 2007

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/20070329_page01.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/20070329_page01.html
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http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/20070403_page01.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/20070403_page01.html


It’s just another delay tactic of the string theorists.

6. Haelfix
April 1, 2007

The vibe from experimentalists in my department who work at CERN range the
entire gamut of the map. So I don’t really have any good inside information about
it. One seems to think its not a big deal, whereas some others are furious about
it and already booking plane tickets. Its quite hush hush though, as I can’t coax
much information out of them.

My best guess from what I felt is some delays, but perhaps not as bad as some
thought.

7. Aymar resigns>>Resonaances
April 1, 2007

[…] the start of the LHC will be delayed by several years. Following these
reports, the CERN Council had a special meeting today, during which Director
General Robert Aymar resigned from his post. I assume full responsibility for
what has happened, he said […]

8. Chuckles
April 1, 2007

I think its about time to start a String Theory Costs ticker, just like all those Iraq
War Costs tickers on so many websites. Until people are convinced that we are
actually spending good money day after day on what is quickly becoming cultic
activity within the realms of natural science, the kind of public reevaluation we
need will not be forthcoming.

9. Ari Heikkinen
April 4, 2007

“These things happen in engineering.”

Actually no.

When you design a pressure vessel (as I understand it was) you have to be right,
you can’t just wait for it to explode and fix it later.

10. Bob
April 5, 2007

Well, of course oversights happen while developing any major project. What is
very troubling here — and every project manager’s nightmare — is that the
“longitudinal forces” that caused the failure were, according to Fermilab, never
accounted for in the specs and were not identified as potential problem by the
external oversight reviews.

The latest update from Fermilab is at (http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today
/20070403_page01.html).
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John Horgan Discussion With George Johnson

March 31, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Bloggingheads.tv now has some video up with an interesting discussion between John
Horgan and George Johnson on a range of topics. One segment is entitled String
theory deemed load of crap!, and discusses the controversy over string theory. Both
Horgan and Johnson agree that things are not look good for a physical theory when
there start being public debates on the subject. Johnson also discusses his time at the
KITP and mentions this blog. He seemed to be particularly struck by the behavior of
the participants at the session he ran there which involved a lot of bashing of Lee
Smolin, with Mark Srednicki raising his hand when Johnson said he didn’t think
anyone would call Smolin a crackpot.

Johnson also described the “echo chamber” effect of blogs like this one. I guess I
better keep this going by blogging about his commentary about my blogging…

Update: Sean Carroll has a posting about this over at Cosmic Variance entitled String
Theory is Losing the Public Debate. Probably best if people join the discussion over
there, which so far includes John Horgan and others.

Update: If you like this sort of thing, more blog discussions about string theory here,
here, and here… and here and here.

Comments

1. Gina
March 31, 2007

When both Horgan and Johnson seem to agree that “string theorists are the
smartesr people not going to wall-street” [a quote from their discussion] it makes
you think that it is not just string theory [right or wrong] that is losing the public
debate but the scientific endeavor as a whole.

2. anon.
March 31, 2007

Gina, seeing that string theorists can’t calculate anything which turns out to
concern the universe we happen to live in, I can understand why Wall Street
wouldn’t require them. Checkable predictions are often required in the stock
market…

3. Coin
March 31, 2007

Johnson also described the “echo chamber” effect of blogs like this one. I guess I
better keep this going by blogging about his commentary about my blogging…
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Quick! Somebody write a blog post responding to Woit’s blogging about
Johnson’s commentary about Woit’s blogging!

4. Kea
March 31, 2007

Unfortunately I can’t view this clip on my computer. But it sounds very
interesting. Thanks, Peter.

5. Arun
April 1, 2007

There is an interesting claim there in the comments. If true, on Monday,
everyone who doubted string theory will have egg on their face.

6. Chris Oakley
April 1, 2007

I was forwarded this from a former HEP colleague, who allowed me to post it on
condition that I remove the sender’s & receiver’s e-mail.

I am not sure quite what to make of it. If it is what it appears to be, then I am
surprised that nothing got out earlier. I guess that we can expect a public
announcement soon, though. You heard it here first!

[Snip]
But for Lee, Peter Woit and the club of disgruntled losers that follow
them, we would have made an announcement in January.
[Snip more personal attacks]
As you see, with Joe’s insight, there is anomaly cancellation in 3+1
dimensions and the theory exists perturbatively at all orders, with no
infinities – not even cancellations, just finite! The tree-level amplitudes
agree with the SM, and the (finite) loops, which Joe calculated in
December not only get the Lamb shift and electron anomalous
magnetic moment absolutely right, but get a new value for the muon
a.m.m. that suddenly puts it back into 1 s.d. territory vis a vis
experiments … this really is one in the eye for the superstring critics,
and just as they were beginning to get far too much air time.
[Snip more personal attacks]
the so-called “wild goose chase” has turned out to be nothing of the
sort! – as for supersymmetric partners, the SS breaking puts the
photino at 1.35 TeV, the selectron at 1.1 TeV, and the squarks between
1.2-1.5 TeV – all within reach of the LHC! So we will find out very soon,
but personally I have no doubt.
[Snip lengthy comment about CERN politics]
It seems our intuitions were right … superstring theory doesn’t just
feel right – it probably IS right! And that’s not the half of it – Mike’s
group have come up some amazing stuff on the QG side – wormholes,
time travel – everything you ever fantasised about. He’s is a bit cagey
about this, and isn’t likely to make an announcement until he’s checked
and double-checked the sums, but it seems that they’ll soon have



something to give to the experimenters, and if it turns out to be right,
it extends GR in truly mind-blowing ways!

7. Thomas Larsson
April 1, 2007

Chris, don’t forget which day it is today.

8. Chris Oakley
April 1, 2007

Thomas! Don’t spoil this before anyone in the US has even got out of bed! Peter –
I implore you to delete this and the previous comment!

9. Mondrian
April 1, 2007

Chris,

that was too obvious anyway. Enjoy this one before Peter will get out of
bed and delete it:

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=706444693144627950&q=lubos+motl

10. anon.
April 1, 2007

Mondrian, can you provide an English translation from the Czech in that google
video, please?

11. Mondrian
April 1, 2007

No, sorry.

12. anon.
April 1, 2007

I was wondering if it is Lubos’ 2-minute explanation of string theory.

13. Mondrian
April 1, 2007

Seems likely. In that case I would really appreciate if he could do an english
version too, maybe including a quick enumeration of string vacua.

14. Chris Oakley
April 1, 2007

That clip with the prancing Lubos has only made me hungry for more string
theorist music videos. What about, for example
• Brian Green as Alice Cooper, singing “I wanna be elected”.

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=706444693144627950&q=lubos+motl
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=706444693144627950&q=lubos+motl
http://www.discover.com/twominutesorless/
http://www.discover.com/twominutesorless/


• Peter West as Pete Townsend, including the climactic destruction of his “axe”
on stage.
• Susskind as a “Kiss” lead singer. He has the attitude – all he needs is the eye
makeup.

15. mclaren
April 1, 2007

Left a comment at Cosmic Variance, but did want to mention here that Sean
Carroll’s analogy twixt the theory of evolution and string “theory” (so-called)
seems unacceptably inaccurate.

For an analogy to hold, there must be some points of similarity between the two
items being compared. Darwinian macroevolution, with libraries full of
supporting evidence, does not make a valid comparison with string “theory” (so-
called) because at present stringy speculations have not a single piece of hard
experimental evidence to back ’em up. Indeed, unlike Darwinian macroevolution,
string speculations at present make not even a single testable prediction.

Too, as usual Peter Woit seems to be getting quoted so grossly out of context that
it’s almost not worth correcting the record. It’s sort of like taking a historian’s
offhand remark that his grandfather died in WW I but his granfather was only
one man, and misquoting it to try to “prove” that the historian is denying the
existence of WW I because “only one person died in the entire war.”

Dr. Woit mentioned that he’s surprised that string theorists have done such a
poor job defending string theory in public.

I’m not.

To effectively defend a point in debate, you must cite evidence and logic to back
up your point. The string theorists have no evidence. That leaves them with
hand-waving, which is bound to be an extremely weak debating tactic. As
Aristotle remarks in his Rhetoric:

if we have no evidence of fact supporting our own case or telling against
that of our opponent, at least we can always find evidence to prove our
own worth or our opponent’s worthlessness.

And isn’t this exactly what we find happening with string theorists?

16. rho
April 1, 2007

anon, there is nothing about string theory in that video. It is just the Czech title
song for the cartoon series of “Tom and Jerry”.

Anyway, there is something seriously irritating to see this…

17. anon.
April 1, 2007



Sean Carroll has now denied in a comment on his blog that he was comparing
string theory to evolution.

18. anon.
April 1, 2007

On the subject of 1 April, Google has put up one at http://www.google.com/tisp/
and if you follow to http://www.google.com/tisp/install.html and then click on
professional installation service you get the error report mentioning grand
unified theories:

‘The requested URL was not found … (far less plausible, but theoretically
possible, depending on which ill-defined Grand Unifying Theory of physics one
subscribes to), some random fluctuation in the space-time continuum might have
produced a shatteringly brief but nonetheless real electromagnetic
discombobulation which caused this error page to appear. …’

– http://www.google.com/tisp/notfound.html

19. anonymous
April 1, 2007

I guess everyone has heard by now. There is a forthcoming paper (by Ludwig
Poehlmann) concerning the fatal flaw in the implementation of extended objects
such as strings and branes. This appears to be the nail in the coffin for some of
the mainstream theories.

20. wolfgang
April 1, 2007

Ludwig Poehlmann = Archimedes Plutonium ?

21. Michael
April 1, 2007

“Sean Carroll has now denied in a comment on his blog that he was comparing
string theory to evolution.”

Well, he clearly did compare the situations: public debate over string theory and
public debate over evolution. I don’t know how to take his comment on evolution.
Is he more skeptical of evolution due to the outcome of the debates, or does he
simply not care anymore?

22. Haludza
April 1, 2007

I believe Sean Carroll was simply saying that the existence of public debate of a
physical theory doesn’t necessarily imply that it’s on shaky ground. These
debates will tend to happen if there’s some perceived public interest in what’s
being debated!

So, clearly, evolution is debated because it touches some nerves and not due

http://www.google.com/tisp/
http://www.google.com/tisp/
http://www.google.com/tisp/install.html
http://www.google.com/tisp/install.html
http://www.google.com/tisp/notfound.html
http://www.google.com/tisp/notfound.html


primarily to whether the evidence suggests it.
Carroll only compares string theory and evolution in so far as they’re things
involving scientific questions which are being debated.

23. Peter Woit
April 2, 2007

Arun,

The amazing thing about that paper

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703280

is that Sean Carroll and others seemed to be pretty convinced that it is an April
Fool’s joke, but its authors seem to be serious (and it was submitted on March
29, not April 1). Looks to me like people in string theory have completely lost the
ability to distinguish between a joke and serious science.

24. anon.
April 2, 2007

“The electron mass is about 6.5 times larger that the expected value, while the
muon mass is about 40% smaller.” – http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703280 p4

What’s the experimental error bar/standard deviation on the electron and muon
masses, nowadays?

25. Peter Orland
April 2, 2007

It doesn’t look like a joke to me. Assuming it is technically right, the
right question to ask is, “how many parameters are put into this
theory/model to get something realistic”. If the number of
parameters is more than the number of observables, the idea isn’t
useful (I think this is the case). If the numbers are equal, it is a parametrization.

26. wolfgang
April 2, 2007

anon.,

the reason (according to the paper) the electorn and muon come out wrong is
their low mass and the fact that the calculation is tree-level only.
They provide a reference to a paper in preparation which shall discuss and “fix”
this issue ( I assume based on some approximation at 1-loop ).

27. Chris Oakley
April 2, 2007

They provide a reference to a paper in preparation which shall discuss
and “fix” this issue ( I assume based on some approximation at 1-loop ).

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703280
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703280
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703280
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703280


I will look forward to seeing this paper on April 1, 2008.

28. april fool
April 2, 2007

Peter,

Doesn’t it seems more likely that the speculation about

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703280

being a joke has more to do with the fact that it hadn’t yet appeared on the arxiv
and that nobody had read it when they were speculating that? I’m not defending
(or, for that matter, deriding) the physical content of the paper but I just don’t
see what part of this paper could be interpreted as funny. I don’t claim to have
read the whole thing very carefully, but if the paper is a joke, then it doesn’t
seem to be a very funny joke to me.

29. anon.
April 2, 2007

Wolfgang, why would one lepton mass be underestimated while another be
overestimated? I could understand if both lepton masses calculated were both
too low because of some vacuum corrections.

Other questions: To what degree are the predictions subjected to the arbitrary
assumptions of the model? How much variation is there in the predictions if you
take other assumptions? Obviously if this is wrong, at most it will only falsify this
particular model in a landscape of models.

On the other hand, can even this model be falsified? Or – by making small
adjustments – can it be fine-tuned to fit virtually any LHC data? On p4 they list a
lot of parameters they “choose” to plug into the model in order to make it
generate the masses they want. To what extent it this just numerology?

30. Peter Woit
April 2, 2007

april fool,

Sure, if you look at the paper, you realize it’s not funny, and thus not likely to be
an April Fool’s joke. But, based on the claims made in the comment section at CV
about the paper by one of its authors, Sean Carroll and others assumed it had to
be a joke. We have a situation right now where there’s a whole field of “string
phenomenology” full of researchers making claims like this, with most theorists
well aware that there is no hope that these claims can be sustained, so assume
they are some kind of a joke if made around April 1.

This is kind of like the situation with the Bogdanov papers. They clearly weren’t
a joke because they weren’t funny. What was disturbing was that mainstream
journals were publishing stuff that was pretty universally acknowledged to be

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703280
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703280


nonsense by the physics community.

31. Michael
April 2, 2007

“What was disturbing was that mainstream journals were publishing stuff that
was pretty universally acknowledged to be nonsense by the physics community.”

there’s also the Schon scandal (2001/2002).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Hendrik_Sch%C3%B6n

i don’t know if this publishing “total nonsense” started with Sokal or not. while
it’s possible to dupe a bunch of lit crit postmodernists with a physics article, it
should (in theory) be harder for a physicist to dupe another physicist.

32. Phen Phen
April 2, 2007

Mayes’s comment on CV: “Eric Mayes on Mar 31st, 2007 at 11:54 pm”

Submission history: “Thu, 29 Mar 2007 20:03:58 GMT (11kb)”

unless there is a delay in the arxiv, the paper was sitting there the entire time
people were labelling it a joke. or did i look at the wrong paper? all those stringy
papers look the same to me.

33. Peter Woit
April 2, 2007

Phen Phen,

arXiv papers don’t appear until a set time later when they are made publicly
available in a batch. From the submission date, this paper would normally not be
available until 8pm Eastern time on Sunday April 1. Someone did claim that the
arXiv schedule did seem to be different this weekend, with that paper available
earlier (or, maybe, if you accessed the paper by number you could get it, listings
were just not yet available). I think most of the people who assumed it was a joke
did so based on the description of the paper’s claims made by one of its authors,
don’t know if any of them actually accessed the paper and looked at it. Since the
claims in the comment were similar to previous claims by this author, I assumed
it probably wasn’t an April 1 joke.

34. Eric
April 2, 2007

Apparently, someone had access to the preprints before they actually came out. I
made my post in reaction to previous posts such as one by PW that string theory
couldn’t make contact with particle physics. Hopefully, you guys will realize that
it can. Can you admit it?

35. april fool

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Hendrik_Sch%C3%B6n
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Hendrik_Sch%C3%B6n


April 3, 2007

Peter,

“…based on the claims made in the comment section at CV about the paper by
one of its authors, Sean Carroll and others assumed it had to be a joke. We have
a situation right now where there’s a whole field of “string phenomenology” full
of researchers making claims like this, with most theorists well aware that there
is no hope that these claims can be sustained, so assume they are some kind of a
joke if made around April 1.”

But, at least according to the authors, those claims were sustained! Presumably
people thought it was an april fool’s day joke because it’s a bold claim. One
might interpret this as meaning that the paper is extremely important…

“This is kind of like the situation with the Bogdanov papers. They clearly weren’t
a joke because they weren’t funny. What was disturbing was that mainstream
journals were publishing stuff that was pretty universally acknowledged to be
nonsense by the physics community.”

I don’t see how it’s anything like the Bogdanov affair. In that case a paper that
was clearly nonsense got published in a peer reviewed journal. In this case
people heard a bold claim about a potentially important result (nobody had
actually seen the paper) on a blog and thought it might be a joke just because
the problem the authors claim to have solved is a difficult one. In the case of the
Bogdanov affair the problem, presumably, was a lazy referee who didn’t actually
read the paper. In this case I don’t see why you think this reflects so poorly on
Sean Carroll and friends. Nobody had actually read the paper.

36. Peter Woit
April 3, 2007

“One might interpret this as meaning that the paper is extremely important…”

It seems to me you’re joking here, making my point that this field has a real
problem with telling the difference between a serious scientific argument and a
joke.

I wasn’t criticizing Sean Carroll. He’s quite right to have thought that these kind
of claims were a joke, because it’s not possible to take them seriously as science.
Other commenters here have already pointed out why.

37. Thomas Larsson
April 4, 2007

It might be emphasized that it was a strong string advocate, Sean Carroll, which
jumped to the conclusion that news of successful stringy phenomenology had to
be an April’s fool. I don’t think that Peter ever claimed that the paper was a
deliberate joke.



Various Stuff

April 3, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The list of speakers for Strings 2007 is now available. Titles of talks are not available,
but as far as I can tell they’re not taking up Lee Smolin on his suggestion that they
have someone there to talk about developments in the LQG approach to quantum
gravity that string theorists might find interesting. Also, no mathematicians on the list
and fewer mathematically inclined string theorists than at Strings 2006. One
experimentalist from CERN (Rolandi), presumably to talk about the LHC. Lots and
lots of people who work on the landscape and various string compactification
schemes, with the Stanford group well-represented.

If you’re in Princeton tomorrow there are a couple of interesting math talks. The talk
by Simons at the IAS on Some Results in Differential Cohomology (with Sullivan,
presumably about this) should set some kind of historical record for the highest net
worth of a speaker giving a technical math talk. Ed Frenkel is giving the colloquium
at the math department on Langlands Correspondence for Loop Groups; I wish I had
time to go down there to hear it.

The conference in Paris on non-commutative geometry in honor of Alain Connes is
continuing this week. Fabien Besnard reports on the talk by Michael Atiyah, where
evidently there was some commentary on the role of mathematical beauty in physics,
and warning to the young that working on the kind of idea he was discussing would
be dangerous for their careers. And no, in French “Physique Retardee” does not carry
the same meaning as a naive translation to English would imply…

The web-site of representation theorist Ivan Mirkovic has lots of interesting things,
including notes about geometric Langland and the recent work of Witten-Kapustin-
Gukov. Another interesting representation theorist web-site is that of Alistair Savage,
which includes various lecture notes and an overview about quivers and geometric
representation theory.

See here for the program and some lecture notes from the recent spring school at
Trieste. Especially interesting are the lectures by Martin Schmaltz about Physics
Beyond the Standard Model and the LHC. The Resonaances blog also has a report
about a recent talk by Schmaltz at CERN. The bottom line seems to be that, contrary
to what was previously thought, in many of the kinds of supersymmetric models
supposed to come from string theory, you can’t run the observed scalar superpartner
masses back up to the unification scale, so, even if you see such things, you won’t get
information about grand unification out of them. Schmaltz gives a graphical
representation of the reaction of various people to this. I’m in category A.

Tommaso Dorigo has an excellent suggestion for experimental collaborations worried
about the information that their blogging members are putting out. Don’t fight them,
join them! He suggests that large experiments like CDF, D0, ATLAS, CMS should be
putting out a collaboration-approved blog, getting their story out to the public
through this medium.

http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/041_speakers.htm
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Update: I realized there is another event I should mention. This Saturday I’ll be
giving a talk at a symposium at the University of Central Florida in Orlando,
organized by the Society of Physics Students and the Campus Freethought Alliance.
Also speaking there will be Jim Gates, who presumably will be taking a somewhat
more optimistic view of string theory. I’m still trying to figure out what to talk about,
current plan is to cover some of the material in my book, emphasizing the parts
everyone ignores that are not about string theory…

Comments

1. Who
April 4, 2007

the emblem on the main page of the Strings ’07 website
is a 1789 oil painting by Goya called THE BLIND CHICKEN
(La Gallina Ciega) or translated into English “Blind Man’s Buff”.

The blindfolded girl is in the center of a circle of dancers,
who elude her attempts to strike them.

There is a sunset, the players are aristocrats, it is pretty but
inexplicably melancholy.

To get further information about the Strings ’07 conference,
click on individual dancers in the circle.
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/

To me, the blindfolded young lady looks like M-theory, something which so far
has never been seen, surrounded by elusive entities who joined by the duality of
holding each other’s hands. No one is like Goya.

2. Peter Orland
April 5, 2007

Among the list of speakers at Strings ’07 are Bern
(maybe N=8 supergravity is finite) and Beisert (advances
in N=4 Yang-Mills and the AdS/CFT conjecture). These
are important topics and both a bit out of the current
string mainstream. Without this small diversity of focus
(that is, something other than usual string stuff) the
meeting would probably feel like Strings 1907.

http://collegefreethought.org/Cosmos/
http://collegefreethought.org/Cosmos/
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/


MiniBooNE Announcement

April 6, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

It seems that the MiniBooNE neutrino experiment at Fermilab is finally ready to
announce results. A talk next Wednesday, 11am, at Fermilab by Janet Conrad and
William Louis has been scheduled, with title Initial MiniBooNE Oscillation Results.

Via Alexey Petrov, who explains the significance and teases that there’s a rumor that
MiniBooNE sees “something interesting”…

Comments

1. A
April 6, 2007

Hi Peter, The results will also be released at Columbia by Mike Shaevitz – at the
same time. It will be at 1pm EST in rm 428 Pupin Hall.

2. Brett
April 7, 2007

I wouldn’t be surprised if every MiniBooNE PI is giving a talk on Wednesday. Rex
Tayloe has one at Indiana.

3. JA
April 8, 2007

Your speech in Japan was terrific, Peter!

http://www.youtube.com/v/qYgZYkTYUaQ

4. Chris Oakley
April 8, 2007

He’s very persuasive … if I lived in Japan, I’d vote for him. Or not. Whatever he
wanted.

5. Peter Woit
April 9, 2007

A,

Thanks, I’ll be there to hear the results first-hand!

6. Marco
April 9, 2007

http://theory.fnal.gov/jetp/
http://theory.fnal.gov/jetp/
http://apetrov.wordpress.com/2007/04/05/countdown-to-april-11/
http://apetrov.wordpress.com/2007/04/05/countdown-to-april-11/
http://www.youtube.com/v/qYgZYkTYUaQ
http://www.youtube.com/v/qYgZYkTYUaQ


Thank you for the heads-up. Any idea whether one of these talks (ideally the one
at FNAL) will be available in streaming on the web?

7. Marco
April 9, 2007

Yes, it looks like the streaming will be available here:
http://www-visualmedia.fnal.gov/live.htm

8. V
April 9, 2007

If MiniBooNe announces that they have evidence for a sterile neutrino, does
anyone have an idea of how this fits in with the Standard Model? To me, the most
natural explanation would be that this a a fourth generation right-handed
neutrino which has a strongly suppressed Majorana mass so that the seesaw
swings the other way and gives the fourth-generation left-handed neutrino a
mass ~50 GeV.

9. D. V. Ahluwalia-Khalilova
April 9, 2007

If MiniBoone sees something like a sterile neutrino, its phenomenological
consequences would strongly depend on the CP properties of the component(s)
beyond the three mass eigenstates. For this twist to the problem, see hep-
ph/0702049.

http://www-visualmedia.fnal.gov/live.htm
http://www-visualmedia.fnal.gov/live.htm


Talks at UCF

April 9, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

This past weekend I was at the University of Central Florida, participating in a
symposium organized by Costas Efthimiou of the physics department there. It was
sponsored by two student organizations, the university’s Society of Physics Students
and Campus Freethought Alliance. There were two speakers, Jim Gates and myself. I
suspect that the organizers and many in the audience were hoping for some fireworks
between Gates and myself, taking opposite sides on the controversy over string
theory, but I fear that we disappointed them.

My talk was entitled The Challenge of Unifying Particle Physics, and my intention was
to avoid spending much time going over the problems of string theory, since I’m
pretty tired of that, and instead to try and explain to the audience some of the basic
facts about symmetries, representations and quantum mechanics, together with an
outline of the current state of efforts to unify physics. Gates gave a very general talk
about particle physics, unification and string theory, featuring a lot of very impressive
graphics he has developed as part of a multi-media course called Superstring Theory:
The DNA of Reality.

In the end, there wasn’t that much for us to disagree about. My critique of string
theory as a unified theory is based on the claim that the idea of using strings in 10d
doesn’t work because the variety of possibilities for handling the extra 6 dimensions
makes predictions impossible. Gates has always been skeptical about extra
dimensions and wasn’t about to defend them, let alone the landscape. I take his
general attitude to be similar to that of Warren Siegel, who he collaborated with in
the past, and who explains his point of view here. Recently Gates has been very much
interested in representation theory, in his case the representation theory of
supersymmetry, where he and collaborators see fundamental problems still to be
resolved, and have new ideas about using Clifford algebras to attack them. For one of
their recent papers written from the more mathematical end of the problem, see here.

I very much enjoyed my time in Orlando; high points were getting to meet with and
talk to some of the physics students there, meeting someone who sometimes
comments here who came to the talk, and especially getting the chance to discuss
things with Jim, who I found to be impressively knowledgeable and thoughtful about
every topic that came up.

Comments

1. Anton
April 9, 2007

Siegel has many funny parodies on his web site. The one I liked a lot is “THe
Official String Blog”:

http://www.physics.umd.edu/ep/gates/gates.html
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http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/~siegel/parodies/atchoo.html

2. A.J.
April 9, 2007

Hey Peter,

Out of curiosity, is there anything Siegel says in his research summary that you
disagree with?

3. woit
April 9, 2007

AJ,

There are lots of different things in Siegel’s research summary. On the whole I’d
say his interests are just in a different direction than mine. Lots of questions
about string theories and superspace, whereas I just think there are much more
interesting things to think about, especially various aspects of gauge theory.

I think Siegel gets it right that the 10 d string is a doomed idea about unification.
I’d be willing to believe his work on 4d strings might someday lead to new
insights into QCD. But I don’t see any evidence that different ideas about string
theory are going to give any insight into unification, and I’m basically agnostic as
to whether string theory is particularly useful as s theory of quantum gravity.

4. Hendrik
April 9, 2007

Dear Peter,

Concerning the mathematical problems involved with obtaining a consistent
SUSY QFT, you may be interested in the obstruction theorem of Kishimoto and
Nakamura at Commun. Math. Phys. 159, 15–27 (1994). A strategy for
circumventing this obstruction recently appeared in http://arxiv.org/abs/math-
ph/0604044

5. A.J.
April 10, 2007

Hi Peter,

I wasn’t expecting you to say anything about D=4 strings.
But I was struck by how sober and even-handed Siegel’s general comments on
string theory are. No excited language, no wild claims. This sort of thing was the
norm in conversation when I was a physics grad student, but seems rather rare
in the blogotub.
As for conclusions about string theory, I personally tend towards Siegel’s 2nd
option: There’s something vaguely right about string theory, but no reason to
believe that the various models which have been written down are correct. For
one thing, they strike me as far too geometrical. I just can’t bring myself to
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believe that our world is described by anything as neat and clean as a Calabi-Yau
manifold, or a bunch of intersecting branes.

6. Chris Oakley
April 10, 2007

“Superstring Theory: The DNA of Reality” sounds a bit like “Superstrings are the
language in which God wrote the world”. Presumably this was not one of the
things you agreed about – ?

7. Coin
April 10, 2007

So, a question?

This jumped out at me from Siegel’s research summary:

In fact, the only property of string theory not found in particle theory is Dolen-
Horn-Schmid duality, which states that summing poles in one channel gives the
same result as summation in another channel. This is also the only
experimentally verified result of string theory.

I have to confess I don’t really understand this… well… at all. A quick hit on
Google indicates only that “channels” apparently means “momentum channels”,
whatever those are. However:

One of the most common (and common for good reason) criticisms of String
Theory floating around right now is that it hasn’t made any testable predictions.
One of the running themes I’ve noticed reading blogs like this is seeing String
Theory proponents offering up various results of String Theory as “predictions”,
but those results turning out under analysis to not fairly qualify as such.

Siegel carefully words his page in a way that seems to be almost intentionally
avoiding calling the Doren-Horn-Schmid thing a “prediction”, and I imagine if it
were easily classified as such it would have been brought up elsewhere. But as
he describes it, it is a result which is (1) predicted by String Theory (2) predicted
by string theory uniquely, or at least not predicted by “particle theory” (3) borne
out by experiment. These three things are generally the conditions I would think
of when judging whether a scientific theory has made a “prediction”. If it is a
prediction, it certainly doesn’t sound like a large or significant one, but based on
the limited information I have it certainly does seem to be better than nothing.

What vaguely is this Doren-Horn-Schmid thing, if it’s not too much trouble to
ask? Would you say that it qualifies as a “prediction” made by String Theory? If
not, why not?

8. Doug
April 10, 2007

Peter,



I just want to commend you for your efforts to shed light on this highly
specialized subject. You seem to appreciate how difficult it is for non-specialists
to grasp what is going on, and are willing to use your gift for clear articulation to
help out.

However, your last slide is most revealing:

1) The math of the SM is poorly understood in many ways.
2) We don’t understand the representation theory of gauge groups.
3) Future progress might require unification of mathematics.

What are the chances that you are willing to prepare a talk elaborating on those
three points?

9. woit
April 10, 2007

Coin,

What Siegel is talking about concerns the idea of using strings to model the
strong interactions. This goes back to the late sixties, early seventies, and there
are good reasons to believe this is sensible. Some observed aspects of the strong
interactions do appear to be well-described by a string model (but no one has a
completely successful model). This has nothing to do with using strings to unify
gravity and the standard model, which is what isn’t working at all.

AJ,

Yes, the way string theory is represented in the blogotub does a disservice to the
field. There’s a well-known line from Yeats “The best lack all conviction, while
the worst are full of passionate intensity”

I think Siegel and Gates see themselves as somewhat out of the mainstream of
string theory. Gates at UCF explicitly said they he was in a minority, and not just
because of the color of his skin…

Chris,

No, I don’t agree with Gates about using that kind of metaphor. I think he sees
himself as trying to be careful to distinguish speculation from solid science, but
at the same time trying to transmit something about these ideas to a very large
audience, including transmitting the enthusiasm of the scientists involved. This
seems to me a very tricky business, all too easily giving people the impression
that something that is very speculative and without experimental foundation is
on a similar footing to something that we have a lot of evidence for.

10. woit
April 10, 2007

Doug,

At some point I do hope to write more on these topics, although at the moment



I’m much more trying to find time to push my own ideas about these things
further along. To make clear exactly what I had in mind with those points, here’s
a more specific version:

1. We don’t understand non-perturbative gauge theories, especially ones with
chiral fermion couplings very well at all. This is not just a mathematical problem,
but a conceptual one, and new mathematical ideas might help.

2. The representations of a gauge group in 1d are understood, this is the theory
of loop group or affine Lie algebra representations. This theory allows us to
understand certain 1+1d QFTs, especially WZW models. In higher dimensions,
very little is known, probably including the fundamental question of what the
right sort of representations is to look for.

3. Absent experimental guidance, new ideas about unification may have to come
from mathematics. Mathematics and physics seem to be connected in a very
deep way, and understanding this connection may be our only way to make
progress if we can’t probe higher energy scales experimentally.

11. King Ray
April 10, 2007

Peter, great talk at UCF, and it was a real pleasure to meet you in person! Thanks
also for autographing my book.

12. JJ
April 10, 2007

Hi Peter:

I would like to know if you have had the chance to read Tegmark´s last paper . It
was discussed briefly at the N-Category Café . Although highly especulative I
found it worth reading.

13. Peter Woit
April 10, 2007

JJ,

I did take a look at the Tegmark paper you mention. Philosophically I think I’m
somewhat in agreement with him about the “Mathematical Universe
Hypothesis”, but to me it seems that to get anything out of it you need to
understand what the fundamental mathematical structures out there are in a
much more sophisticated way than he is doing.

14. mclaren
April 10, 2007

String theorists seem to be using the term “prediction” and “predictive” in a non-
standard way. For example, Jacques Distler claims that “string theory is highly
predictive” but when asked for published HEP journal articles making
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experimentally verified prediction, the string theorists refuse to provide any.

Moreover, the 3 big results from experimental HEP-related physics of the last 20
years were not predicted by anyone. Not by the SM and not by string theorists:
neutrino oscillation, dark matter, dark energy.

Some will jump in to claim dark matter was predicted by the string theoretic
superpartners but no one knows whether dark matter is due to superpartners. It
could just as well be due to neutrino oscillation, or something else might be
going on that we’re just not aware of yet. And no published HEP experiment has
yet verified the existence of superpartners. In some cases, we haven’t even
experimentally verified the existence of the original SM particle (graviton), let
alone the superpartner (gravitino). So it sounds like that’s really putting the cart
before the horse.

So when people like Siegel say “This is also the only experimentally verified
result of string theory,” it’s not clear what they mean. In the sense that string
theory collapses down into all of current physics at low energies, string theory
can be technically said to have lots of experimentally verified results… But
they’re trivial results. The real test of a new theory isn’t whether it reproduces
the results of a perfectly adequate existing theory like the Standard Model. It’s
whether the new theory predicts phenomena which aren’t predicted by the old
theory, and which are then confirmed by experiment.

So far I’m not aware that string theory has done that.

15. theoreticalminimum
April 11, 2007

Peter,

Maybe you should fix the following in your slides:

pp 4, 5 : “different from”, not “different than”
p 11 : -1 factor missing in Schrodinger equation.
p 21 : At the time “it” was unclear…
p 24 : As several generations of new accelerators have [been] come…
p 24 : “… everything they have seen is compatible with the predictions of the
SM” – Even neutrino masses? Dark matter?(?)
p 29 : 1974 “Used” to quantize…
p 31 : .. as to whether any “is” possible.

Feel free to delete this comment after you’ve read it.

16. Warren
April 11, 2007

mclaren Said:

So when people like Siegel say “This is also the only experimentally
verified result of string theory,” it’s not clear what they mean…The real



test of a new theory isn’t whether it reproduces the results of a
perfectly adequate existing theory like the Standard Model. It’s
whether the new theory predicts phenomena which aren’t predicted by
the old theory, and which are then confirmed by experiment.

Please see my previous sentence on that same webpage:

“In fact, the only property of string theory not found in particle theory is Dolen-
Horn-Schmid duality…”

So far, no one has been able to derive DHS duality from any particle theory, the
Standard Model in particular.

Coin Said:

What vaguely is this Doren-Horn-Schmid thing, if it’s not too much
trouble to ask? Would you say that it qualifies as a “prediction” made
by String Theory?

In particle physics, you need to sum over exchanges of particles in both the s & t
channels:

Figure 1

In string theory, you only have to sum over just s or just t, not both: The 2 sums
are equal. That’s because either sum represents the exchange of a string
worldsheet, which when stretched thin in one direction (s) or the other (t) looks
like a particle worldline in that direction. Here’s a more complicated worldsheet
for string scattering (I guess I need more figures on my webpages):

Figure 2

I guess you could call DHS duality more of a “postdiction”: The 1st string (then
called “dual model”) amplitude was derived by requiring this property.

17. Peter Woit
April 11, 2007

theoreticalminimum,

Thanks for the editorial assistance. I fear that those slides ended up getting
created under too much time pressure, so there’s a lot wrong with them, some of
which you’re helping fix.
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Math and Physics Roundup

April 10, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The latest “This Week’s Finds” by John Baez discusses Felix Klein and his “Erlanger
Programm”, which essentially was the idea that geometry should be understood as
the study of Lie groups G, their subgroups H, and coset spaces G/H. This,
supplemented with Cartan’s notion of a connection, allowing things that only locally
look like G/H, is very much at the heart of our modern view of geometry. John gives
links to quite a few things worth reading by and about Klein here. Another very
interesting document is Klein’s own history of 19th century mathematics
“Development of mathematics in the 19th century”.

I’m very much looking forward to the next installment of TWF, where John promises
some insights into Hecke algebras. He also has a wonderful posting that generated an
interesting discussion at the n-category cafe on the topic of mathematical exposition,
entitled Why Mathematics Is Boring.

For some more mathematics blogging of the highest possible quality, see Terry Tao’s
postings on his Simons lectures at MIT, here, here and here.

I wrote a bit about the LHC Theory Initiative here last year. They have just announced
the award of two graduate fellowships and say that they will be awarding
postdoctoral fellowships in the future. Unclear from this if they were successful in
their efforts to get NSF funding, the solicitation of applications for the fellowship just
mentions an older grant to Johns Hopkins.

NPR has run a two part series on the LHC (here and here). The first part features
CERN theorist Alvaro de Rujula. I had the great pleasure of taking a particle theory
course from him when I was a student at Harvard a very long time ago. He cut an
impressive figure, and provided a survey of the subject that was both enlightening
and entertaining.

Scott Aaronson provides quotes from someone else (Gian-Carlo Rota) whose lectures I
attended around the same time, including one that ends “You and I know that
mathematics, by definition, is not and never will be flaky”. I kind of agree with the
sentiment in the full quote, but my experience with Rota back then was a rather weird
one. For some misguided reason I had decided that since category theory was the
most abstract kind of mathematics I had heard of, it would be a good idea to take a
course on it. The only course on the subject was a graduate course down at MIT
offered by Rota, so I started going down there to sit in on it. A few lectures into the
course Rota all of a sudden announced that he had decided that only those students
actually enrolled for credit should be taking the course, and that the several of us who
were just auditing should leave. So we did, somewhat mystified (it’s not like the room
was over-packed or anything). To this day, I still don’t know what that was about.
Perhaps Rota knew that he was doing me a favor by stopping me from thinking about
category theory at that point in my education, when in retrospect it seems likely that
it really would have been somewhat of a waste.
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There’s a lot more about Rota at this web-site. His capsule reviews in the back of the
journal he edited, Advances in Mathematics, provided outrageous entertainment for
many years (although some might at times think that they were, well, flaky…).

Comments

1. Coin
April 10, 2007

(Gian-Carlo Rota) whose lectures I attended around the same time, including one
that ends “You and I know that mathematics, by definition, is not and never will
be flaky”… although some might at times think that [Rota was] well, flaky.

Ahh, you must be careful always not to mistake mathematics for mathemeticians

2. ObsessiveMathsFreak
April 11, 2007

I don’t understand physicists’ almost fetish like obsession with Lie groups. I
know it’s nice and all, but I’m a bit confused as to what use all this mathematical
theory is to the physics community? I thought physicists “just want the
numbers”. I’m finding it hard to believe that you make use of all this when you
compute electron shells, solve GR equations, etc, etc. Do you make use of it?

3. Peter Woit
April 11, 2007

OMF,

Computing electron shells is a classic application of representation theory of the
SU(2) group. Angular momentum operators correspond precisely to a basis of
the Lie algebra of SU(2), all that stuff in QM books about how to use them to
analyze atomic spectra is pure SU(2) group theory and representation theory.

For particle physics, you definitely need SU(3), not just SU(2), and this is a quite
non-trivial example of a Lie group. Then there’s all that stuff about energy,
momentum, special relativity: the Poincare group. Lie groups are extremely
useful in physics.

4. MathPhys
April 11, 2007

Peter,
While I never liked Rota’s book reviews in Advances (I found the ones I read too
superficial), I highly recommend his “Indiscrete Thoughts”, which is a collection
of biographical sketches of matehmaticians he knew and many shorts essays on
various topics.

If you have no time for anything else in the book, please read the 4 page
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biographical sketch on Alonso Church (who was a professor of logic at Princeton
when Rota was a student there). And the one on Solomon Lefshetz. Pure gold.

5. andy
April 11, 2007

Well, back in the days when I was doing nuclear structure shell model
calculations, it very often was the case that diagonalizing the two-body matrices
in a basis of irreducible representations of SU(3) — the “nuclear SU(3) model”
[not to be confused with QCD SU(3)!] — gave very nice and elegant results that
had a physical “meaning” (rotational bands). However, that’s probably not what
you meant! 

6. Brett
April 11, 2007

Except for 18.03 (Differential Equations–the largest class at M.I.T.), Rota disliked
teaching large classes. I don’t know exactly why this was, but it was something
that he was completely open about. He would frequently try to convince anyone
who thought that they weren’t “getting it” to drop a class, as well as other tricks
like asking those not enrolled to leave (but if they came back at the next lecture,
he wouldn’t actually care). To his common refrain, “If you do not see this, I
cannot explain it!” he would sometimes add, “And you should drop the course
now!” Other professors certainly tried to winnow their classes down to what they
felt were more manageable sizes too; only Rota was the least subtle. Perhaps this
had something to do with his popularity, since most of his upper-level classes
were indeed partially populated with people not up to grasping the material.

7. ObsessiveMathsFreak
April 12, 2007

Except for 18.03 (Differential Equations–the largest class at M.I.T.),
Rota disliked teaching large classes.

He didn’t paticularly like teaching that either. Well, at least not as much as he
would have liked.

I always find it uplifting to encounter such diatribes from experts in the field,
especially when one always found the subject opaque. It’s nice to see
mathematics presented in a more human light instead of the rather dry and
almost dogmatic presentations you normally get. It’s a bit like Feynman’s
lectures, almost half apologising for the subject instead of handing down edicts
from above. I think it’s better to learn a more fallable subject than a polished
one.

8. Coin
April 14, 2007

He didn’t paticularly like teaching that [link goes to fascinating Rota talk on
teaching undergraduate Ordinary Differential Equations courses] either.
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Wow. I feel almost kind of ill reading this link. In a lot of ways it’s like reading a
laundry list of the reasons why the DiffEQ classes I took as an undergraduate did
not go well.

—

Something that interested me in that link– in one brief section of that talk Rota
appears to be advocating using differential algebra not as an advanced tool for
those people who already have a firm grounding in working with differential
equations, but actually as a teaching tool for giving introductory students a
better understanding of what exactly is happening when differential equations
are worked with. Is this tactic Rota proposes something which there are actually
examples of out there in the world? I would be very interested to see an example
of such a thing, since I personally find I have a much easier time with those
mathematical subjects where I have been given a clear idea of how the math is to
be viewed in the light of abstract algebra (or some other tool which similarly
forces the foundational or axiomatic parts of the mathematical techniques at
hand to be made explicit). Rota makes reference to “Cohen’s book of the
twenties” as an example of an introductory treatment of differential algebra;
does anyone have any idea what book exactly is being referred to here, or even
which “Cohen” he refers to?

9. anon.
April 15, 2007

Maybe: Abraham Cohen, ‘An elementary treatise on differential equations’, 2nd
ed., 1933?

10. Coin
April 15, 2007

Sounds like it, thanks.

11. D R Lunsford
April 27, 2007

Klein and Weyl are somewhat like Maxwell and Einstein as a pair. As time goes
on, my respect for them just grows and grows – the luckiest thing that ever
happened to me academically was to be shown the books “Elementary
Mathematics from and Advanced Standpoint” at an early stage.

Thanks for that pointer.

-drl



MiniBooNE Results

April 11, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

I won’t bother to write up something about the background of today’s MiniBooNE
results, since Tommaso Dorigo has already done a better job than I ever could. He
also provides a link to where the live feed of the seminar will be, starting at 11am
CDT. I’ll be in class at that time, but an hour later will try and attend the local
seminar here at Columbia featuring Mike Shaevitz discussing the results.

And the result is….

No mu-neutrino to electron-neutrino oscillations of the sort that would explain the
LSND result and require an extension of the Standard Model (beyond giving masses
to the 3 known neutrinos). MiniBooNE was designed specifically to look for this, and
has successfully ruled it out at 98% confidence level. They do see something
anomalous in their data at low energy, but it is not compatible with being due to the
kind of neutrino oscillations they were looking for. It’s also true that they just first got
a look at this data two weeks ago, still have a lot of work to do to see if there is some
sort of background contamination they hadn’t expected at these energies, or
something they didn’t know about low energy cross-sections. Maybe it will take them
a while to sort this out, but the bottom line is that what they were looking for is
definitely not there.

Press release here, paper to come soon.

Update: For an excellent description of the result from Heather Ray, one of the
MiniBooNE experimenters, see this guest posting at Cosmic Variance.

Update:

Warning: serious people should stop reading now, the rest is a low form of
entertainment.

For something truly hilarious, you really should be following Lubos’s continually
evolving misunderstandings of this experimental result, which he has taken as a
reason for launching into another bizarre rant about me and Lee Smolin. As near as I
can figure out, Lee and I are responsible for the misguided idea of designing an
experiment like MiniBooNE to check into the possibility that LSND was seeing
evidence of a sterile neutrino. His posting keeps changing (its URL is miniboone-
confirms-lsnd, title now “Miniboone Refutes LSND”), with the early versions saying:

Evidence for several types of neutrino oscillations have been known for a decade or
more. That includes atmospheric neutrino oscillations, solar neutrino oscillations, and
a lab experiment called LSND in Los Alamos.

A simple oscillation in between two neutrino flavors – electron neutrino and muon
neutrino – was a natural candidate to explain the observations but it couldn’t explain
details of the LSND data which is why the LSND results were questioned. Another
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natural candidate was a two-flavor oscillation that includes a sterile neutrino, a new
kind of neutrino without a charged partner.

Today, Fermilab’s MiniBooNE experiment has confirmed that the LSND results were
correct and a more subtle explanation than the simple two-flavor oscillation is
necessary. The result rules out the possibility that the observed oscillation is a two-
flavor oscillation involving a new sterile neutrino. Their results indicate that there is
something surprising that doesn’t fit the most obvious model.

He does seem to have more recently gotten a clue about this and noticed that it
doesn’t confirm the LSND results, editing his posting and adding the standard
obsessive rant. I see that in his previous posting (about a Harvard faculty meeting),
according to him the proposed new Harvard core curriculum states that “All of
science education must lead to increasing food production for the working class in the
next 5 years ”.

It seems that I am not only determining the course of neutrino experiments, but also
setting the Harvard core curriculum. My powers are truly immense…

Update: Lubos has now changed the file-name from “miniboone-confirms-lsnd.html”
to miniboone-refutes-lsnd.html, and deleted the comments from people explaining to
him that he was confused. The new version starts off with:

I have erased several comments that only increased the amount of confusion, changed
the filename to break links from crackpots’ blogs, and hope that the text below is now
more or less OK.

Comments

1. a quantum diaries survivor
April 11, 2007

Well, Peter, thank you: as they say around here “drink what you like, it’s on me”.

I think it will be quite interesting to see if they kill their own upgrade or what…

Cheers,
T.

2. Shantanu
April 11, 2007

Unfortunately I am getting a “User Limit Exceeded” message. looks like
lots of people have connected.

3. Thomas Love
April 11, 2007

http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1025099

http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/04/miniboone-refutes-lsnd.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/04/miniboone-refutes-lsnd.html
http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1025099
http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1025099


has the results

4. andy
April 11, 2007

Nothing! (except for a weak anomaly at the lowest energy which they’re trying to
hype.)

5. Doc Snyder
April 11, 2007

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/BooNE-box.html

6. John
April 11, 2007

Lubos is getting a little flak in his comments I see. ha.

7. Peter Woit
April 11, 2007

John,

Don’t worry, he has dealt with that problem in the usual way.

8. Bob Jones
April 11, 2007

Peter,

I guess I am one of the less serious readers of your blog. And apparently you
have REALLY pissed Lubos off. I only read his blog by linking from yours…and
now he is blocking that with a hilarious message that reads:

“Error
Sorry but I really don’t intend to share readers with that particular aggressive
liar, parasite, and crackpot. If you find it appropriate to read Not Even Wrong,
you’re just not welcome on The Reference Frame. This type of direct links won’t
work. I’ve had huge problems with the scum pumped onto my blog by the Not
Even Wrong website. I apologize if you’re not a part of it but there’s no way to
distinguish.

You can open motls.blogspot.com if you wish.

L.M.”

Wow!! Thanks as usual for the useful information and sometimes
entertainment!!!

9. gunpowder&noodles
April 11, 2007

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/BooNE-box.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/BooNE-box.html


Still, I’d rather read LM’s [current] summary than Heather Ray’s hilariously
anticlimactic and infinitely tedious explanation of the fact that they didn’t find
*anything*…..

10. Heinrich
April 11, 2007

This blog is not totally correct. True, miniBooNE ruled out standard neutrino
oscillations as a solution for the LSND anomaly, but that possibility was already
at the verge of being ruled out by combinations of results from solar,
atmospheric, reactor and collider neutrino experiments. On the other hand we
proposed a spectacular solution to the LSND anomaly involving neutrino
shortcuts in extra dimensions, published in Phys.Rev.D72:095017,2005 [hep-
ph/0504096]. If you look at Fig. 5 in this paper, you will see that for a choice of
the resonant energy in the region 200-300 MeV we not only predicted the small
counting rate for electron neutrino events above 475 MeV, but also the large
rates in the 300-475 MeV region!
While the anomalous effect seen by miniBooNE might have a conventional
explanation, it might well be the first hint for extra dimensions of spacetime!

11. mclaren
April 11, 2007

Like most people, as soon as I encounter the word “Lubos” or “motl” I stop
reading.

Clearly something odd is going on with neutrinos. Does anyone have any take on
whether this new result rules out neutrinos as the putative source of the missing
dark matter? I.e., as I understand it, neutrino oscillation of the standard kind
requires that neutrinos have mass, which in turn implies that they might be
responsible for some or all of the missing matter.

Does this new result, in short, imply anything about neutrino mass?

12. Kea
April 12, 2007

mclaren

No, it doesn’t rule out DM sterile neutrinos that appear in weird CP sectors, as
Dharam points out.

13. Matti Pitkanen
April 12, 2007

The neutrino energies of LSND and MiniBoone are 60-200 MeV and
300-1500 MeV and oscillations in LSND mass range are found to be absent
above 500 MeV. Evidence for oscillations is found below 500 MeV.

Hence LSND and MiniBooNE are consistent if one accepts that neutrino mass
scale depends on its energy as TGD strongly suggests. For details see the posting



at
my blog page.

Matti Pitkanen

14. Kris Krogh
April 12, 2007

We’ll also hear the preliminary results from another major experiment this week.
Those from Gravity Probe B will be announced Saturday at the meeting of the
American Physical Society in Florida, preceded by a NASA press/media event.
(My prediction: general relativity fails.)

15. woit
April 12, 2007

mclaren (and others),

Remember, this is a null-result. All that happened is that this experiment was
looking for something specific seen by LSND inconsistent with the standard
picture of three massive neutrinos (the masses and abundances are considered
too small to explain dark matter), and they showed it’s not there. You can’t claim
this as evidence for your favorite exotic theory. The only anomaly they see is the
low energy one, and this is based on data they just first looked at two weeks ago,
and have not had the time to properly evaluate. They are in no way claiming this
as a reliable measurement, their only claim is to have ruled out the supposed
oscillations.

16. Thomas Larsson
April 12, 2007

OT: A review of NEW and TWP by Martin Gardner can be found here. He ends by
quoting Glashow’s poem.

17. tomj
April 12, 2007

So if it rules out the inconsistent LSDN result, that is pretty important science,
isn’t it?

Does this mean that the LSDN result is no longer considered a valid result, like
oops, never mind?

18. Peter Woit
April 12, 2007

tomj,

Yes, the importance here is ruling out LSND, specifically the idea that it was
seeing neutrino oscillations. The experiments were not the same, so you can still
try and come up with something consistent with both LSND and MiniBoone, but
that is very hard.

http://matpitka.blogspot.com/2007/04/lsnd-and-miniboone-are-consistent-in.html
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/2007/04/lsnd-and-miniboone-are-consistent-in.html
http://www.newcriterion.com/archives/25/04/m-is-for-messy/
http://www.newcriterion.com/archives/25/04/m-is-for-messy/
http://www.cithep.caltech.edu/macro/songs/glashow.html
http://www.cithep.caltech.edu/macro/songs/glashow.html


19. Thomas Love
April 12, 2007

The two experiments, LSND and MiniBoone, yielded inconsistent results. Doesn’t
that mean we need a third experiment to see which was correct? It doesn’t seem
right to accept MiniBoone uncritically just because it is more recent.

20. Bee
April 12, 2007

but didn’t LSND use anti-neutrinos where MiniBoone has neutrinos? I mean, yes,
MiniBoone rules out the sterile neutrino scenario (which, as Heinrich pointed out
was pretty much ruled out by the SNO neutral current data anyhow), but if one
argues there might be an asymmetry between nu/anti-nu this does neither
confirm nor refute LSND?

21. Bee
April 12, 2007

Thomas: the point is in the 3-flavor scenario LSND is inconsistent with the other
neutrino data (lots of: solar, atmospheric, reactor). You need to come up with
some ad hoc additional explanation to incorporate LSND (like e.g. sterile
neutrinos) if you believe their data analysis is correct (LSND data is commonly
excluded for global fits of neutrino osci). MiniBoone has re-checked the LSND
energy sector and did not find any evidence against the standard 3-flavor
scenario and its parameters (mix. angles, \Delta m^2).

22. Peter Woit
April 12, 2007

Bee,

Yes, in principle anti-neutrinos could behave differently, and I gather MiniBoone
is now running with anti-neutrinos, but I don’t know if they will have the
statistics to directly test LSND. Also, I don’t know how hard it is to construct
models where antineutrinos would oscillate but not neutrinos, without violating
CPT or running into contradiction with other experiments.

23. tomj
April 12, 2007

What is the importance of the results being collected in this tamper proof box? Is
this just a metaphor for computer data that nobody can see while the experiment
is being run?

24. Peter Woit
April 12, 2007

tomj,

It’s not that it’s tamper-proof. The idea of a “blind” analysis like this is to try and



do the data analysis while not knowing how the choices one makes affect the
final result, to keep oneself from subconsciously skewing one’s choices to get a
certain result. The problem with a blind analysis is that you may miss problems
with the data that only show up in the final result, not in the partial results you
allowed yourself to look at. This may be the cause of the low-energy anomalies
they found in their final result.

25. Brett
April 12, 2007

For neutrinos and antineutrinos to oscillate differently, you need CPT violation,
and you can’t break CPT very easily. To have CPT violation, you need to give up
Lorentz symmetry, or locality, or unitarity, or energy positivity, or something
equally basic. You can’t just resolve the discrepancy between LSND and
MiniBooNE by introducing a “CPT-violating mass”; no such operator exists. You
instead have to introduce a neutrino mixing interaction that violates one of the
conditions that I mentioned, and–very importantly–these kinds of exotic
operators will not give oscillations with the same L/E dependence that is seen in
mass oscillations. For example, with Lorentz violation, it would be quite possible
to have oscillations only at lower energies (where they were seen by LSND)
without actually violating CPT, and thus have the oscillations in both neutrinos
and antineutrinos.

26. M
April 12, 2007

even LSND interpretations based on sterile neutrino(s) were already significantly
incompatible with bounds from other neutrino experiments: this is why viable
models for LSND already involved ingredients such as extra dimensional sterile
neutrinos with CPT-violating varying masses. Using these tools, it is probably
possible to write down models that fit both the anomalies in MiniBoone and
LSND.

About the part of the post that serious readers should not read, I signalled to
Lubos that what he wrote in the comments to his post contains mistakes in both
neutrino physics and string theory. But instead of censoring his comments, he
preferred to censor mine.

27. H-bar
April 12, 2007

I get forwarded to this site from the link to Lubos’ posting:
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/~motl/crackpot-not-even-wrong.html

28. Wolf-gang
April 12, 2007

by introducing a “CPT-violating mass”; no such operator exists.

I think Gabriela Barenboim has found one though I don’t have the arXiv
reference handy now.

http://www.physics.harvard.edu/~motl/crackpot-not-even-wrong.html
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/~motl/crackpot-not-even-wrong.html


29. Bee
April 12, 2007

now how did that happen? I certainly haven’t said I want to break CPT to explain
LSND, it doesn’t even seem to me remotely appealing. I was just wondering why
an experiment set up to clarify LSND wasn’t as close to the LSND experiment as
possible to begin with.

30. Ari Heikkinen
April 12, 2007

Heh, that bit in your “entertainment” section nicely proves that people who think
are experts at everything (no one is) will sooner or later end up making
themselves look like fools.

31. M
April 12, 2007

Bee, because LSND and MiniBoone have many persons in common, so they
cannot confirm LSND by repeating it. This is why they did a blind analysis and
moved from neutrinos to higher energy anti-neutrinos, that are detected in a
different way.

The present unclear situations arises because MiniBoone was planned to confirm
or exclude LSND oscillations, but in the meantime the oscillations suggested by
LSND had been indirectly disfavored by other experiments, and more exotic
interpretations have been proposed.

For example, one proposal was oscillations among active neutrinos (without any
sterile neutrino) with CPT-violating masses, but this was indirectly excluded by
KamLAND. At this point both CPT-violating masses and sterile neutrinos were
considered socially acceptable, so that desperate theorists could move to sterile
neutrinos with CPT-violating masses…

32. Thomas Love
April 12, 2007

Brett Says:

“For neutrinos and antineutrinos to oscillate differently, you need CPT
violation…”

But we live in a sea of neutrinos. We do not live in a sea of antineutrinos. It
would be very possible “For neutrinos and antineutrinos to oscillate differently”
if that oscillation is due to the interaction with the background sea.

We do not need CPT violation.

33. Brett
April 12, 2007

Barenboim’s model is indeed CPT-violating, with a term that can be cast in a



form that looks like a mass. It gets around the CPT theorem by being nonlocal,
something which tends to cause a lot of problems when nontrivial interactions
come into play. (I don’t claim that this particular model necessarily suffers from
those problems though; I myself have worked on similar Hilbert-transform-type
nonlocal models that can circumvent some of the usual difficulties.)

I don’t think this theory has a mass term in the usual sense though. The theory
has non-canonical commutation relations for the field, which is problematic for a
particle interpretation. More generally, in theories that violate one or more of the
conditions that ensure CPT, different notions of the mass (which are equivalent in
ordinary physics) may diverge. The inertial mass, gravitational mass, rest energy,
and location of the pole in the propagator will not generally coincide.

34. Bee
April 12, 2007

Bee, because LSND and MiniBoone have many persons in common, so they
cannot confirm LSND by repeating it.

This seems to me like a rather weird reason. If its a scientifically performed
experiment it shouldn’t depend on the persons.

so that desperate theorists could move to sterile neutrinos with CPT-violating
masses…

That’s what I am afraid going to happen. Everybody whose model is in danger
now will jump and add some extra parameters, try to get published before also
this window closes …

35. Matti Pitkanen
April 12, 2007

I would still emphasize that the neutrino energy ranges in LSND and MiniBoone
60-200 MeV and 300-1500 MeV. Low energy in MiniBoone means something still
above LSND and at low energies the effect was found. For some reason this point
has not been emphasized explicitly in blog discussions and has not prevented
people from drawing quite strong conclusions in most blog discussions.

To me the result says that the two experiments are consistent if one accepts the
possibility that neutrino mass depends on neutrino energy measured with
respect to rest frame defined by laboratory. This combined with relativistic
invariance of course means that neutrinos must have rather delicatate kind of
interaction with matter. For my own proposal see my blog.

36. Marco
April 13, 2007

Bee,
I think the point in not repeating the exact same experiment is that you want to
have different systematics. The important quantity that governs oscillations is
L/E (= baseline of the neutrino beam / energy of the neutrinos). The strategy for

http://matpitka.blogspot.com/2007/04/lsnd-and-miniboone-are-consistent-in.html
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/2007/04/lsnd-and-miniboone-are-consistent-in.html


MiniBooNE was to increase both L and E with respect to LSND, while keeping a
similar L/E. At a different Energy, one has different cross sections, different
backgrounds etc etc: in short, different possible sources of systematic errors. But
since the L/E was similar, if the LSND result had been due to (oscillation)
physics, it should have popped up. Which it did not.

As for more “extreme” theory models: well, what M was saying in the comment
above is that CPT violation + sterile neutrinos has already been put on the
market (hep-ph/0308299), because CPT violation alone or sterile neutrinos alone
were already in trouble before MiniBooNE. It’s up to your taste to like it or not.

Now let’s see what these “desperate theorists” (as you said) will find to explain
that little excess at low energies in MiniBooNE. For the moment, hats off to
Heinrich’s model (see his comment above)! It’s certainly a bit of an extreme
model, but they had predicted something like this sort of excess. I think he is
celebrating with some good Alabama whiskey…

37. Bee
April 13, 2007

Hi Marco,

 I’ve played around some years with extra dimensional neutrino models, and
believe me, some of them were far more extreme. These models with mass
varying neutrinos – well, interesting, but I admittedly find it very implausible.
But yes, I see. I guess the intention was to check several points in which LSND
was different but not mingling them all together?

Hi Matti,

thanks for pointing out that the energy range was different as well, I must have
missed that. I would suspect though that if there really is an effect in this case
it’s less a neutrino effect, as a data analysis problem. As Marco mentions, for
analyzing the detected neutrinos you need 3 factors: production (how many
start), oscillation (where do they go), and detection (cross-section). I can’t recall
all the details but at some point I tried to figure out how the cross section for
neutrinos are modeled in the monte-carlo analysis and found some are based on
really poor data. Best,

B.

38. Bee
April 13, 2007

I mean, look at the available data points in the

39. Bee
April 13, 2007

sorry, I always forget that HTML doesn’t like ‘smaller than’ …



What I meant to say, look at the available data points in the region smaller than
.5 GeV

http://www-boone.fnal.gov/cross-sections/boone_reference.html

And this is for neutrinos. For anti-neutrinos it’s even worse.

(Peter, feel free to delete the previous comment)

40. Marco
April 13, 2007

Hi Bee,
first of all, I have also played with neutrinos in extradimensions, but my models
were perfectly natural and incredibly compelling. 

But since we are on the topic, here is my partial list of things proposed for LSND,
and we could rate them on a scale of “extreme” or “plausible”: it could be an
interesting exercise in the sociology of science. I am not sure it is very scientific
though. (I don’t cite references but of course I can provide them. And if I’m
forgetting some category I’d like to know.)

– the well known sterile neutrinos with about 1 eV mass (but they were
disfavored by a number of things even before MiniBooNE, among which
cosmology)
– Heinrich’s model: sterile neutrinos + one extradimension with hawaiian waves
(how does this score??), still it predicted the right thing for MiniBooNE.
– models with CPT violation in the usual 3 neutrinos: disfavored, so people
moved to CPTv+sterile
– on another side: models with Mass Varying neutrinos (their mass varies
according to the matter around them, or according to the density of other
neutrinos), both for LSND and for a connection to Dark Energy
– and now: can you guess what’s coming? yes, people also proposed Mass
Varying Sterile Neutrinos

So you see you definitely need to work as soon as possible on a model of Mass
Varying Sterile CPTviolating ExtraDimensional neutrinos, but maybe our friend
M above is already on it.

More seriously, I think this shows that the LSND anomaly was really hard to
reconcile with a number of things. So it’s good that MiniBooNE settled the issue.
Unless, of course, we have now something anomalous again from MiniBooNE
itself…

41. Bee
April 13, 2007

Hi Marco,

but my models were perfectly natural and incredibly compelling yeah, yeah,
that’s what I say in my talks as well  . Regarding your partial list, I would add

http://www-boone.fnal.gov/cross-sections/boone_reference.html
http://www-boone.fnal.gov/cross-sections/boone_reference.html


the above mentioned uncertainties for the cross-sections. I mean, one could go
so far to ask if they have actually measured the oscillation with knowing the
cross-section or vice versa. I am generally sceptic about having only one extra
dimension, not to mention that this most often doesn’t really explain anything. It
just gives you another parameter. For all points the question is: why would such
an effect only be important for the neutrinos? Best,

B.

42. Marco
April 14, 2007

Hi Bee,
I tend to agree that neutrino cross sections (and their energy dependance) are a
delicate point. I think however that the MiniBooNE people have been very
careful on this, using data from other experiments etc. Still, if you find some flaw
let us know.

If I understood correctly, your other comment is that it looks a bit artificial that
people invoke all those exotic things always for neutrinos and not for other
particles. I.e.: why should neutrinos always be the odd ones in town?

Well, yes, but I think that in reality there is a different reason for any one of the
oddities invoked. Some are more convincing, some are less.
For example, when one says “sterile neutrino” one really is taking a shortcut to
say: one of all the possible “spin 1/2 fermions that are neutral under the SM
SU(2)L x U(1)Y gauge group”; and since there are many of these on the market
(from SuSy, from additional simmetries, even from strings!…) a sterile neutrino
is not toooo exotic. If in addition it is light for some reason, the mixing with the
ordinary neutrinos is likely, so here we are.
For the case of extra-dimensions, you know, once you have bought a large extra-
dimension you should make the most of it and put in it everything that can fit, so
the graviton and also a sterile neutrino, because they are not tied to our brane
by SM forces. So here we are again having neutrinos play the exotic.
For the case of Mass Varying Neutrino models, I think the motivation was the
observation that the density of Dark Energy in the Universe today is similar to
the energy density of massive neutrinos today, so DE and neutrinos could be
coupled. So again neutrinos end up being singled out.
And so on.

But of course the underlying reason in all this might be (more mundanely) that
neutrinos are the least tested of the Standard Model particles, so we still have
freedom to play.
Sorry if I talked too much.
Best, Marco

43. Bee
April 14, 2007

Sorry if I talked too much. No problem. You can’t beat me. I managed to give a
talk today which I though would take one hour, but I wasn’t finished after two



hours.

Regarding extra dimensions and neutrinos, what I found intriguing about this
approach is that it explains why the neutrino IS the odd one out. The reason
being that a right handed neutrino (if there is one) does not carry any charges of
the standard model (electrically neutral, electroweak singlet), and therefore –
like the graviton – is not bound to the brane. One doesn’t have to invent another
sterile (left handed) neutrino (though one can of course, one can always make
things more difficult).

But yes, it always seems to me kind of odd to include a new feature but then only
include it for part of the particles. It would seem more natural to assume it exists
for all particles (but it might be only observable for some).

Regarding the cross-section, I am sure the MiniBoone people have been careful!
It is just not clear to me what the errorbar on that cross-section is (its a line! can
it be there is no errorbar to it?). The point I was trying to make is if I look at the
data points it seems to me there aren’t so really many (in fact, none) in the
relevant energy region. If I look at the paper from which the curve comes, it is
not clear to me how large the theoretical uncertainty is (there is a lot of talking
about Method I and II, and I admit I didn’t look into to details), and whether this
uncertainty can be fixed with the data points in the higher energy region? I’m
not saying this is a flaw, this is just something I don’t understand.

Best,

B.

44. CG
April 15, 2007

Sorry to cut in, but I have a rather naive question which seems somewhat
tangential to your discussion, though theoretically based, rather than
experimental. I was really wondering what the basic arguments were in favour of
only having 3 flavours to each of the particle families (eg neutrinos) in the
Standard Model. From a lay-scientist’s point of view (mine), it does not seem at
all obvious why this should be the case. i.e, why not 4? 5? 6? infinity?

Thanks.

45. woit
April 15, 2007

CG,

In the standard model, particles come in generations, with one neutrino in each
generation. We’ve seen all the particles in three generations, no evidence at all
for a 4th generation, although in principle there could be one (or more). In
addition, the observed decay width of the Z particle implies that there cannot be
more than three low mass neutrinos. If there is a 4th generation, it has to be
unlike the others, having a neutrino of a much much higher mass than the other



3.

46. CapitalistImperialistPig
April 15, 2007

Poor Lubos,

I worry that he is losing touch with the real world. You would think Harvard
could afford to find medical help for whatever it is that’s really bugging him. I
fear that a rather brilliant mind is going largely to waste.

47. D. V. Ahluwalia-Khalilova
April 16, 2007

The L/E for the MiniBoone at 475 MeV is nearly coincident where KARMEN data
starts, while LSND’s L/E range has an overlap with that very line for 2nu
oscillation analysis (as chosen by MIniBoone).

The KARMEN, LSND, and MiniBoone data are hard to understand in the context
of any oscillation analysis (irrespective of any mismatch between the CP
properties of the SM and the sterile mass eigenstates). Indeed, neutrino sterility
should come from some new physics; and one has a big playing field for that.
But, in the absence of a constraining principle, or strong experimental data, such
a game is at best a good mathematical science fiction.

48. Thomas Larsson
April 16, 2007

The MiniBooNE paper is now available on the arxiv.

49. island
April 16, 2007

CIP said:
I worry that he is losing touch with the real world. You would think Harvard
could afford to find medical help for whatever it is that’s really bugging him. I
fear that a rather brilliant mind is going largely to waste.

Lumo’s behavior is highly typical of extremists and fanatics who grasp at any
straw that they can reach in order to rationalize their belief system in the face of
reality. He initially attempted to do exactly that when he first heard them talking
about the low energy descrepancy and “other exciting physics”.

I would expect to find lubos trying to vindicate string theory long after it’s dead
and gone to the rest of the world.

50. Robert Oerter
April 16, 2007

CG:

As far as the math is concerned, the Standard Model can accomodate any

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0704.1500
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0704.1500


number of particle families, and hence any number of neutrinos. (Note: only one
neutrino per family.)

There are two independent ways we know there are only 3 neutrinos in nature.
One is the decay rate of the Z0 particle. Since the Z0 can decay into a neutrino
and an antineutrino, the more families there are, the faster the Z0 must decay.
The decay rate has been measured and shows there are 3 families.

Secondly, in the first millisecond after the Big Bang, extra neutrinos would affect
the amount of hydrogen, deuterium, and helium that gets produced.
Astrophysicists have measured the relative amounts of these in intergalactic
space, so they can constrain the number of neutrino species out there. Their
results also give 3 families.

51. Bee
April 16, 2007

Hi CG,

I was about to write the same as Robert. One should add that this applies for
flavour neutrinos with masses smaller than 1/2 times the Z0 mass (somewhere
around 45GeV) , you find a very brief summary here. Best,

B.

52. CG
April 16, 2007

Thankyou very much Bee and Robert for your comments. I still admit that I find
the idea of there only being 3 families very strange, though it is possible that, if
there were heavier eigenstates, they might not be stable, ie only the first 3
eigenstates are stable, and hence are observed. Or it is possible that the notion
of being able to think of a neutrino as a particle also becomes meaningless after
reaching a certain energy because the local structure of space encompassing the
object is no longer properly Lorentzian, but I am starting to wander into the
realm of the highly speculative here.

Nonetheless, I just want to clarify– since the Z_{0} has a finite energy (~45GeV,
you said I think)– surely this limits the analysis of which you speak to the
measurement of neutrinos of mass less than or equal to this value? So you could
have very heavy neutrinos that you are missing? Or is that a silly question? I
understand that the first few neutrino flavours are [[extremely]] light, and a
significant mass difference between families 3 and 4 (presuming there is a 4)
seems very unlikely.

Alternatively, I suppose, you might have that the transition between Z_{0}’s and
eigenvalue 4 neutrinos is forbidden by limitations on how the geometry can
degenerate, hence making it possible for mass

53. CG
April 16, 2007

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2005/reviews/lightnu_s007.pdf
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2005/reviews/lightnu_s007.pdf


(continued from last post)

54. CG
April 16, 2007

less than 45 GeV evalue 4 neutrinos to occur, but again this seems very highly
speculative.

(for some reason my last post got clipped too, I have no idea why >

55. Peter Woit
April 16, 2007

My spam filter ate my original response to CG, which I just liberated.

There is some number of generations above which you lose asymptotic freedom,
but otherwise, any number of generations is possible. Particles in the second and
third generation are already unstable, if there are higher generations they would
also be unstable. The only way to get more generations of the same kind as we
know now would be if their neutrinos are very massive so that the Z can’t decay
into them.

If you start speculating about new generations with neutrinos having completely
different properties due to changing the structure of spacetime, you can get all
sorts of things, but unfortunately I have to discourage attempts to engage in this
kind of speculation here….

56. Marco
April 17, 2007

CG,
on the issue of the number of generations and number of neutrinos I can only
add that the observations of the abundances of Helium and Deuterium (ie the
predictions of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis: BBN) actually constrain the total
number of active + sterile neutrinos (with some caveat). The SM generations are
instead active by definition.
So I would keep the Z decay as the main “argument” for having 3 light SM
neutrinos, with BBN being a more general probe.

Incidentally, while it is true that BBN finds roughly 3 neutrinos, some analyses in
these days claim that other cosmological probes give evidence for more than 3
neutrinos. The extra ones have therefore to be sterile. But it’s still uncertain
ground.

Bee, regarding the cross sections you may be right in having some uneasiness.
Maybe one could ask someone in the collaboration for more details.
Best, Marco

57. Bee
April 18, 2007



Hi Marco,

Maybe one could ask someone in the collaboration for more details.

That’s what I did, but haven’t yet come to any conclusions. Check my blog every
now and then, I will try to write something if I can answer that question. Best,

B.

58. Marco
April 19, 2007

Bee said:
Check my blog every now and then .
Of course! No need to say: I already do so…
Thanks,
Marco

59. E.
April 21, 2007

If there turns out to be a fourth generation, it will be discovered at LHC. There
are strong constraints on such a fourth generation, but who knows?

60. Bee
April 23, 2007

so that desperate theorists could move to sterile neutrinos with CPT-violating
masses…

That’s what I am afraid going to happen. Everybody whose model is in danger
now will jump and add some extra parameters, try to get published before also
this window closes …

Here we go, these people really move fast:

http://arxiv.org/abs/0704.2593
CPT and lepton number violation in neutrino sector: Modified mass matrix of
neutrino coupled to gravity
Authors: Monika Sinha, Banibrata Mukhopadhyay

Abstract: We study the consequences of CPT and lepton number violation in
neutrino sector. […]

The oscillations between different kinds of neutrino
and antineutrino flavor have been observed form solar,
atmospheric and LSND data. The three pieces of observation
indicate three values of mass-squared difference
of three different orders. With three families of neutrino,
one can obtain only two independent mass-squared differences.
Therefore, observations require the introduction

http://arxiv.org/abs/0704.2593
http://arxiv.org/abs/0704.2593


of fourth neutrino which must be sterile in the standard
model. But many difficulties arise with the introduction
of fourth neutrino as discussed in literature (e.g. see [1]).

As an alternate proposal to accommodate the results,
many authors have proposed CPT violation in neutrino
sector [2, 3, 4]. One can either introduce a new particle
(sterile neutrino) or allow CPT violation to take care of
all experimental results with present data. However, very
recently, MiniBooNE results have been declared which
shows that LSND experimental results can not be explained
simply by neutrino oscillation.

61. orlando
May 4, 2007

Hi

to comment about the Limit from Z0 decays. This limit did not say that you only
have 3 neutrinos.
The Z0 width count number of left neutrinos!!
If you have any lighter massive neutrinos then half Z0 mass then you always
have 3 effective neutrinos, because the the unitarity constraint.

There is a mistake between flavor eigenstates and mass eigenstates.
If you have very heavy massive neutrinos, above half Z0 mass, then you test
steriles neutrinos because the heavier states are suppressed.

The best, Orlando Peres

62. orlando
May 4, 2007

MINI-BOONE and LSND are correct. In this week appear a paper that says that
that can made compatible the negative resulys of MINI-BOOne and positive
results of LSND.

They work in 3+2 scenario, with CP violation. why CP violation? because LSND
measure anti-neutrinos and MINI-BOONE measures neutrinos.
The paper is http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.0107.

They compute for all parameters the best fit point and found out for a slight non-
zero CP phase you can have a stronger suppression of nu_mu -> nu_e probability
and non-zero anti nu_mu -> anti nu_e probability.

The values for difference of masses is around 1 eV^2 and 2 eV^2.

the best, Orlando Peres

http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.0107
http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.0107


String Kings – The Director’s Cut

April 13, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

I just learned from Cosmic Variance that a review of the Director’s Cut version of
String Kings is now out. It seems that the Director’s Cut version includes more scenes
featuring a certain “man on the edge” in New York City…

Comments

1. milkshake
April 13, 2007

In the String Kings III the crime syndicate with its new ruthless and increasingly
decoherent Czech boss comes crashing down in a violent showdown and in the
final visceral balcony scene the gutters of arXiv will be overflowing with freshly-
spilled data

2. Kea
April 13, 2007

OK, I laughed a lot. But the film is a little light on its female casting.

3. Jimbo
April 13, 2007

If this does’nt cause you to crack up repeatedly, you are BAD CRAZY ! My only
critique of the casting is that Segal is approx. 1/2 meter taller than Brian Greene
!

4. joe
April 14, 2007

The movie “The Red Violin” could be used as parody of the futility/tragedy of ST.
Links: 1, 2, 3

From this review are some hauntingly relevant remarks on the hubris of
“Beauty”:

“The soul is born in beauty and feeds on beauty, requires beauty for its life.”
— James Hillman

“..is a spiritually rich and musically sublime drama about the soulful dimensions
of beauty. It also presents some of the ways in which beauty has been perverted
by people’s hubris and their treating it as a commodity.”

“..predicting a long journey [ Italy, Austria, Oxford/England, China, Montreal ]
characterized by moments of great happiness and disaster”

http://sciencemobster.wordpress.com/2007/03/28/string-kings-the-directors-cut/
http://sciencemobster.wordpress.com/2007/03/28/string-kings-the-directors-cut/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/12/12/the-string-kings/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/12/12/the-string-kings/
http://www.sonyclassical.com/music/63010/
http://www.sonyclassical.com/music/63010/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Red_Violin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Red_Violin
http://www.culturevulture.net/Movies/RedViolin.htm
http://www.culturevulture.net/Movies/RedViolin.htm
http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/red_violin/
http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/red_violin/
http://www.spiritualityandpractice.com/films/films.php?id=2015
http://www.spiritualityandpractice.com/films/films.php?id=2015


“New York expert Charles Morritz (Samuel L. Jackson) appraises it as “the
perfect marriage of science and beauty.”

As I understand it, the ST “gang” is fixated & in love with mathematical beauty?

Is this movie an example of “Life imitating Art [ which is itself imitating Life ]”?

“Theory & Experiment”:

I was impressed by one scene, where the violin teacher schools the student on
the important of Theory:

“violin..cheese.
There’s something about your playing that eludes me..I’ve decided to analyze it
systematically with a scientifc method.
First , your bowing. And your left hand phrasing. Your detache, ornamention, and
your taste.
And theory! Theory, too, is important
You need a lot more than inspriation to play the violin.
You need method, you must think.. and work.
..
if you play well, you’ll enjoy the finest fare. My boy, play well, and there will be
cheese.
violin..cheese”

The ST critics are claiming that 2 decades later of “stringing”, there is no sign of
“cheese”. I guess ST gang would claim the critics are guilty of “Whine”, or as the
popular phrase goes “If they bring the Whine, I’ll bring the Cheese”. As pointed
out recently, ST conferences should have a “Alternatives” to ST for balance..thus
making it a “Whine & Cheese” exhibition.

BTW, there was a good sequence where the female Communist party leader said
“Sometimes the teacher can learn from the student”. This is reminiscent of
Feynman’s philosophy, of not taking a position where teacher-student interaction
is non-existent (like at IAS/Princeton). Take this metaphor further, maybe a
“counter-point” to ST by critics could be useful to ST development.

There is also a good sequence about “dogma VS revolution”:

“The [ Communist Chinese ] authorities denounce Western music as decadent
and the old music teacher reminds them that Beethoven was a great
revolutionary.”

Is ST “revolution” (its intention), or just a dogma by the “Gang of 4”?

5. Jonathan Vos Post
April 14, 2007

It still doesn’t sound like Space Opera. Close, but not hitting on all 20 criteria.

Brian W. Aldiss, in his anthology “Space Opera” [Garden City NY: Doubleday,



1974]
identifies various key indicators of “Space Opera” as (if I may interpolate
from his delightful introduction):

(1) Style and Mood staunchly traditional
(2) Hitherto unknown places to explore
(3) Continuity between Past and Future
(4) Tremendous sphere of space/time
(5) A pinch of reality inflated with melodrama
(6) A seasoning of screwy ideas
(7) Heady escapist stuff
(8) Charging on with little regard for logic or literacy
(9) Often throwing off great images, excitements, aspirations
(10) The Earth should be in peril
(11) There must be a quest
(12) There must be a man to match the mighty hour
(13) That man must confront aliens and exotic creatures
(14) Space must flow past the ports like wine from a pitcher
(15) Blood must run down the palace steps
(16) Ships must launch out into the louring dark
(17) There must be a woman fairer than the skies
(18) There must be a villain darker than a Black Hole
(19) All must come right in the end
(20) The future in space, seen mistily through the eyes of yesterday

Well, not all these indicators are valid even for each of the stories he’s
assembled, but his list is indicative.

For details, see:

http://www.magicdragon.com/UltimateSF/thisthat.html#spaceopera

6. Kea
April 14, 2007

…and they somehow missed the large Elephant walking through Manhattan.

http://www.magicdragon.com/UltimateSF/thisthat.html#spaceopera
http://www.magicdragon.com/UltimateSF/thisthat.html#spaceopera


News From the Landscape and Elsewhere

April 17, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

At the big annual APS meeting, now going on in Jacksonville, of the 9 plenary talks,
one is about particle theory. The talk is entitled “String Theory, Branes and if You
Wish, the Anthropic Principle” and it was given by Shamit Kachru of the Stanford
group. Here’s the abstract, which besides the usual claims that string theory is “our
most promising framework for a unified theory of the fundamental interactions” and
that “the underlying theory is unique”, also makes the claim to have “testable ideas
about inflation and particle physics”. No clue what these ideas are, so I don’t know if
they include the testable prediction the landscape makes about the proton lifetime.
Also unclear why the Anthropic Principle is being demoted to “if You Wish”. Lots of
experimental talks on particle physics at the conference, here’s a Fermilab press
release on CDF and D0 results discussed at the meeting. Lawrence Krauss was
speaking on “Selling Physics to Unwilling Buyers”, I wonder what that was about.
More about the meeting at the Physics Meetings blog.

David Ben-Zvi has put up on his web-site his lecture notes from last week’s series of
lectures in Oxford on geometric Langlands. As usual, a very readable survey of the
subject, emphasizing links to representation theory.

For another source of material about representation theory and the (non-geometric)
Langlands program, see the web-site hosted by the Clay Mathematics Institute
devoted to the collected works of James Arthur.

There’s yet another round of discussion on bloggingheads.tv between science writers
John Horgan and George Johnson. This week the LHC and the state of particle physics
are some of the topics they consider.

From Fermilab, various new sources for discussion of the future of experimental
particle physics include:

A web-site for the steering group tasked with developing a roadmap for future use of
US accelerators. This week’s meeting includes a presentation on reconfiguring the
Fermilab accelerator complex to produce larger numbers (factor of 3 more) protons,
for use by neutrino experiments and others.

The Fermilab Physics Advisory Committee met on March 29-31, here are the
presentations and report.

Last week there was a workshop devoted to considering what effect early data from
the LHC would have on plans for the ILC (via Tommaso Dorigo).

Finally, Steven Miller, author of “String Kings”, has a new blog he is working on,
devoted to essays on mathematical physics, theoretical biology and the history of
science.

Update: Two more.

http://www.aps.org/meetings/april/plenary.cfm
http://www.aps.org/meetings/april/plenary.cfm
http://absimage.aps.org/image/MWS_APR07-2006-000067.pdf
http://absimage.aps.org/image/MWS_APR07-2006-000067.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/tevatronresults.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/tevatronresults.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/tevatronresults.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/tevatronresults.html
http://physicsmeetings.blogspot.com/index.html
http://physicsmeetings.blogspot.com/index.html
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/~benzvi/
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/~benzvi/
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~szendroi/langlands.html
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~szendroi/langlands.html
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~szendroi/langlands.html
http://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/~szendroi/langlands.html
http://www.claymath.org/cw/arthur/
http://www.claymath.org/cw/arthur/
http://bloggingheads.tv/video.php?id=245
http://bloggingheads.tv/video.php?id=245
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/Longrange/Steering_Public/
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/Longrange/Steering_Public/
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/March2007PACPublic/OpenAgendaPACMarch2007.htm
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/March2007PACPublic/OpenAgendaPACMarch2007.htm
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/March2007PACPublic/March2007PACReportPublic.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/March2007PACPublic/March2007PACReportPublic.pdf
http://ilcagenda.linearcollider.org/conferenceTimeTable.py?confId=1358
http://ilcagenda.linearcollider.org/conferenceTimeTable.py?confId=1358
http://stevem2500.wordpress.com/
http://stevem2500.wordpress.com/


Seed magazine has a series of “cribsheets” about science. For physics, they cover
nuclear power, the elements, and now string theory. The lack of predictivity of the
theory is given a positive spin as being due to the “rich diversity” of string theory. At
Cosmic Variance, Sean Carroll approvingly refers to this as “it only refers glancingly
to the anthropic principle, which is a much more accurate view of the state of
discussion about string theory than one would get by reading blogs.”

Nature has an article about the state of the LHC and the possibility that the Tevatron
might be the first to see the Higgs. LHC project manager says that they were already
running about 5 weeks behind schedule before the problem with the quadrupoles
appeared, but says “In my view the magnet problem has been blown out of
proportion… It is a very small part of a bigger picture.” If the schedule slips much
more, there might not be time for an engineering run in 2007, and the first science
run might be delayed until later in 2008.

Update: Thanks to commenter F. for pointing to the slides from Kachru’s talk. It’s a
clear presentation of the moduli stabilization problem and the techniques that he and
others used to solve it, while at the same time making the landscape problem much
worse. The “testable” ideas mentioned in his abstract are the usual sort of thing
behind claims like this: not actual tests of string theory, but effects in certain very
specific models among the infinite variety of ones you can get out of string theory.
Kachru doesn’t much address the issue of whether the landscape framework is
testable science in the conventional sense, other than to describe people’s attempts to
use eternal inflation to explain how the vacuum gets selected and try and get physics
out of this as “notoriously confusing.” He also describes counting of vacua as favoring
high-scale supersymmetry breaking, so maybe there is a prediction: no
supersymmetry at the LHC.

Update: For the latest from FNAL on the LHC magnet problems, see here.

Comments

1. Tim
April 17, 2007

Peter,

“No clue what these ideas are, so I don’t know if they include the testable
prediction the landscape makes about the proton lifetime.”

Would you ellaborate on that? The landscape makes an experimentally testable
predition?

Best,
Tim

2. Peter Woit
April 17, 2007

http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/uploads/cribsheet9.pdf
http://www.seedmagazine.com/news/uploads/cribsheet9.pdf
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/04/18/string-theory-cribsheet/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/04/18/string-theory-cribsheet/
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v446/n7138/full/446836a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v446/n7138/full/446836a.html
http://www.aps.org/meetings/multimedia/upload/kachru.pdf
http://www.aps.org/meetings/multimedia/upload/kachru.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/Magnetupdate.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/Magnetupdate.html


Tim,

One of many problems with the anthropic landscape is that conservation of
baryon number is rather special, typical vacua will have baryon number violating
interactions. The bounds on the proton lifetime are something like 10^32 years,
whereas, anthropically, all that is needed is for only a small fraction of protons to
have decayed since the big bang (10^10 years ago). So, unless you can find a
landscape argument for why the GUT scale has to be so high (and I don’t know of
any) protons should decay much, much faster than they do in the real world. The
landscape folks seem to take the attitude that they can claim “testable
predictions”, while ignoring the fact that similar or even better grounded
“testable predictions” of the scenario are already falsified.

3. dan
April 17, 2007

Peter,
Proton decay experiments have falsified SU(5) and SUSY-SU(5), I am unsure
about SO(10), but if GUT as a class are all falsified, whether through proton
decay experiments or lack of monopoles, would this falsify stringy unification
scenarios, or for that matter, the need for SUSY in GUT unification?

Thanks
Dan

4. woit
April 17, 2007

dan,

I don’t think you can falsify GUTs as a class, since you can always find models
with longer proton lifetimes than can be measured, in particular this is true for
some SUSY-GUTs. In stringy unification scenarios you can get any proton lifetime
you want, so, again, you can’t falsify these.

What you can falsify is the idea that we’re at some generic, anthropically allowed
point in the string theory landscape, and this has already been falsified by not
seeing proton decay.

5. Dan
April 17, 2007

Hi,
thanks for answering my question. I infer though that all stringy unification
scenarios are extensions of GUT scenarios, which may or may not be physical
(and the simplest sort, SU (5) and SUSY (5) has been ruled out).

6. anon.
April 18, 2007

Dan,



Because SU(5) has been ruled out, it is at least wrong, which is a whole class
better than the not even wrong status of string based unification, where there’s a
landscape of theories too big to ever rule out. However, the way that some
unification schemes can be fiddled to keep falsification at the door, is familiar:

‘Many physicists are working very hard trying to put together a grand picture
that unifies everything into one super-duper model. …

‘Somebody makes up a theory: The proton is unstable. They make a calculation
and find that there would be no protons in the universe anymore! So they fiddle
around with the numbers, putting a higher mass into the new particle, and after
much effort they predict that the proton will decay at a rate slightly faster than
the last measured rate the proton has been shown to decay at.

‘When a new experiment comes along and measures the proton more carefully,
the theories adjust themselves to squeeze out from the pressure. … The phoenix
just rose again with a new modification of the theory that requires even more
accurate experiments to check it.’

– R. P. Feynman, QED, London, 1990, p150.

This is the interim step between definitely falsifiable theories, and definitely
unfalsifiable stringy M-theory. It must be a sociological issue. Mainstream
physicists didn’t want to risk to their careers of being experimentally refuted
after working on and popularising a falsifiable theory, so in the 1980s they
started getting excited about theories that were increasingly ‘safe’ from
experimental tests.

The usual claim that extradimensional string theory started out with the hope of
being checkable but gradually the initial optimism has proved exaggerated, is
maybe bit too kind to the string theorists. It didn’t have any experimental
evidence at the beginning, just a lot of hype and ‘hopeful possibilities’ (which
isn’t worth a dime in science, where facts alone count and hope is just faithful
religion).

7. John A
April 18, 2007

Peter,

what do you think of this?

Although the theory is not definitive, Sparling explains that several
major ideas in current physics would likely play a role (such as
condensed matter physics, category theory, non-commutative
geometry, string theory, and the structure of superfluids). Such
connections might also point the direction to a unified theory, though
currently speculative.

“My work can be seen as a strong antidote to the present air of
pessimism surrounding modern fundamental physics,” Sparling said.

http://www.physorg.com/news96027669.html
http://www.physorg.com/news96027669.html


“As is well-known, string theory has been roundly criticized for its lack
of predictive power. String theorists have been reduced to an absurd
reliance on the anthropic principle, for example. Here I have a clear-
cut prediction, which goes against the common wisdom, which gives
experimenters a target to go for: first find the extra dimensions, then
decide their signature (a very tough homework assignment!). Of course
I could be proved wrong, but the effort to decide is surely worthwhile.

“Actually, in the area of philosophy, I am in opposition to string theory,”
he said. “It is a top down theory: dream up something that works in
some high dimension and then try to finagle some way of reducing to
fit in with the lower-dimensional theory. My approach is bottom up:
take the existing four-dimensional theory seriously and try to build up
from it. This is very tough to do. Hopefully my ideas work. Note that
my work only constitutes a possible beginning at a more inclusive
theory.”

8. woit
April 18, 2007

John,

I’d really like to avoid turning this into a forum to discuss very speculative ideas
like Sparling’s, this is something I don’t have the time or energy to moderate and
would quickly get out of control. A couple quick comments though: in general I
think the idea of using twistor geometry is promising, it is a very fundamental
idea about 4-dimensional geometry. I haven’t looked yet to see exactly what
Sparling is doing, but all attempts like this I’ve seen in the past don’t reproduce
the standard model QFT set-up. My feeling is that you need not just the typical
kind of kinematical idea about finite-dim symmetries that people are trying, but
some new insight into the structure of gauge theories that would make non-
trivial use of spinor geometry.

9. Christine
April 18, 2007

It must be a sociological issue. Mainstream physicists didn’t want to risk to their
careers of being experimentally refuted after working on and popularising a
falsifiable theory, so in the 1980s they started getting excited about theories that
were increasingly ’safe’ from experimental tests.

I often find such statements disturbing. In the same line, it has been argued
elsewhere that string theorists have invested their whole careers in string theory
and with the lack of experimental confirmation (or lack of predictability, for what
is worth) they are making use of desperate arguments like the anthropic
interpretation for the landscape, as a new shift in paradigm of the scientific
method, etc.

Well, what sounds odd to me is that there is a basic principle that any scientist
learns very early: failure is much more common than success. Or, better yet, as
Thomas Edison have (presumably) said:



I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.

Whether string theory will turn out to be right or not, is not the problem here,
but simply the fact that one should not make claims in advance before effectively
succeeding. So, if some string theorists are doing such a thing, yes, they would
be wrong in a very basic sense.

On the other hand, independently of making anticipated claims or not, if things
look bad enough so that there is a possibility that string theory will not be
successful, that would not be the case for desperation.

What, if a scientist fails? How much is that bad? It’s part of the game!

Winners x losers is a strong paradigm of the american society, and I often find it
funny from my latin american perspective. Yes, it can lead to useful
achievements in some aspects, but not always. But it makes no sense to see
scientists as winners or losers. Great scientists had their moments of discovery
and failure.

So I can only conclude that the problem stands on the following general basic
issues:

1. You should never make anticipated promises in science. Things might work, or
might not, and the latter is much more common than the former.

2. In science, there are no winners or losers, but the advancement comes, in
general, from brilliant people, clever experiments, incremental work, some luck
and opportunity windows, failure (yes!), and, finally, (using another quote from
Edison):

one percent inspiration, ninety-nine percent perspiration.

The bottom line is a very obvious thing: any good scientist does not fear failure,
does not make anticipated claims, and are not winners or losers. They’re are
just… scientists.

I do not have doubts that there are many good scientists working in string
theory. So I can only agree that the sociological issue has a share of importance
in the whole issue, which, for what is worth, will be very interesting from the
point of view of the history of science.

Christine

10. Peter Woit
April 18, 2007

Christine,

I agree that most scientific research is speculative and ultimately won’t work
out. So people should be expecting to spend most of their time on ideas that will
fail, or lead to very modest advances, and there’s nothing wrong with this. The
problems people are addressing now in particle physics are extremely difficult,



and one should expect essentially everything one tries to not work. What bothers
me is that I don’t see people trying a lot of different things, and giving up on
ones that don’t work. Instead, effort continues to pour into a narrow range of
ideas, especially string theory, even when a huge amount of evidence has
accumulated that the idea of getting a unified theory out of a 10 or 11
dimensional string theory is inherently unpredictive and can’t work.

This seem to me to involve two big questions which I don’t think are being
addressed, a positive one and a negative one:

1. How do you encourage people to try something new, different than what other
people are doing, given that it is most likely to fail? Can one provide incentives
so that young people do not feel that they are probably committing professional
suicide when they try and do something new and ambitious?

2. How do you get people to acknowledge that an idea that they have a huge
amount invested in doesn’t work, once it becomes clear that this is the case? In
the past, experimental results provided discipline of this sort, now we see a
whole field devoted to ideas that inherently cannot be confronted with
experiment, and thus are immune to this kind of discipline.

11. anon.
April 18, 2007

‘How do you get people to acknowledge that an idea that they have a huge
amount invested in doesn’t work, once it becomes clear that this is the case?’ –
Peter Woit

You can’t do that. If people are irrational enough to believe in an elaborate guess
which just interconnects assorted speculative unobservables (gravitons,
supersymmetry, standard model unification at near Planck scale energy), without
any connection to observables, and without any hope of making falsifiable
predictions from the landscape, it won’t be possible to get them to give up!

It’s like trying to debunk religion or UFOs, it can’t be done because there’s no
evidence to be discussed, there’s nothing physical to be scientifically examined.
In a free country, people are entitled to believe in failed theories, crazy ideas,
and whatever they want. The basis of the problem is groupthink, is the illusion
that because it has a lot more people than alternatives, you get the the ‘so many
people can’t all be wrong’ dogma being used to defend the mainstream, despite
the lack of science. The only way they could be defeated is by losing research
grants, with the media ignoring their arrogant, unsubstantiated claims.

12. Christine
April 18, 2007

Dear Peter Woit,

Yes, the two points you make are important.

1. The system must definitely be reformulated. Negative results are results.



Lessons learned are results. New ideas should be incentivized up to the point
that they can be scrutinized by the scientific method. Number of papers cannot
be taken as the absolute measure of a scientist’s achievement.

2. Such an acknowledgement must arise from two fronts: an internal one, in
which a good scientist will eventually reach at, and from an external consensus,
which depends on how the system is structured (item one above).

However, these are simple views that I have, from a simpler world. I understand
the issue is in reality much more complex than the solutions above suggest.

Christine

13. andy
April 18, 2007

Christine: you said Number of papers cannot be taken as the absolute measure
of a scientist’s achievement.

A noble aspiration. Regrettably, the real world does not work that way.

Sorry if I come across like a cynic. But I’m old enough to be allowed to be one.

But I respect your idealism.

14. Tim
April 19, 2007

Peter,

You wrote:

“One of many problems with the anthropic landscape is that conservation of
baryon number is rather special, typical vacua will have baryon number violating
interactions. The bounds on the proton lifetime are something like 10^32 years,
whereas, anthropically, all that is needed is for only a small fraction of protons to
have decayed since the big bang (10^10 years ago). So, unless you can find a
landscape argument for why the GUT scale has to be so high (and I don’t know of
any) protons should decay much, much faster than they do in the real world. The
landscape folks seem to take the attitude that they can claim “testable
predictions”, while ignoring the fact that similar or even better grounded
“testable predictions” of the scenario are already falsified.”

Now I’m at a complete loss regarding your point of view. You published a book as
well as hundreds of blog postings about string theory and landscapeology being
‘Not Even Wrong’ because no testable prediction emerges from these ideas. At
the same time you acknowledge that there is an experimentally testable
prediction from the landscape (right or wrong, doesn’t matter at this moment).

You changed your mind? Or what’s going on? Why not change the title of the
blog to ‘Wrong’ from ‘Not Even Wrong’ if your motivation for the title is the lack
of an experimentally testable prediction? Will you release an errata to your



book?

Please explain what you think about these matters because until now I went into
great pain of understaning what you really mean and just when I thought I get
your point (with or without agreeing with it, that doesn’t matter at this moment)
I’m just completely lost again as to what the heck your message is.

Best,
Tim

15. Christine
April 19, 2007

But I respect your idealism.

Thanks. And I am sure I’m one of the last idealists living today.  Enjoy yourself!

In any case, it is really difficult to have an objective measure of a “good scientist”
or the potential of a young researcher, something that you can only (in general)
have some judgement in a posteriori cases or when you work closely with that
person. So it’s more a question of acknowledging these fragile points and to
decide whether one is willing to take some risks and incentivize diversity or
other means as a possible paradigm for a healthy scientific activity. This is
something I tend to agree with Smolin.

One other thing is the question of being very precise in defining the status of
one’s subject of investigation. One should be extremely careful in making use of
some established convention that specifies what a theory (with “T” or “t”,
whatever) is, what a hypothesis is, what a set of conjectures is, what a model is,
what an idea is, etc. I believe these terms are at some level reasonably
distinguishable, but sometimes are used indiscriminately under different
meanings in papers, talks, etc. In this respect, I think that the high energy
community should attempt to reach a consensus on the status of string theory.
Somewhat in analogy, astronomers met and changed the status of Pluto as no
longer a planet as it was realized for some time that it did not fit the convention
of what a planet is.

Christine

16. woit
April 19, 2007

Tim,

The point is the following: the landscape allows virtually anything, so one can’t
use it to make predictions. The anthropic landscape idea is something more
specific, it’s that one can make statistical predictions based on the idea that we
must be at a “typical” point of the anthropically allowed region of the landscape.
The proton decay argument shows that we’re not, and this is wrong. People
pushing this I suppose can argue that they still haven’t worked out exactly what
all the states in the Landscape are, and until this is done, one can’t be sure of



what will happen. But all the evidence is that there’s no reason for protons to be
so stable.

So, oversimplified: landscape not even wrong, anthropic landscape wrong.

The situation is more complicated than just the true statement that “string
theory makes no falsifiable statements”. “string theory” is not a well-defined
single thing. Many versions of string theory do make falsifiable predictions that
are wrong, generically string theories predict several completely wrong things.
In order to evade these predictions, people have come up with these very
complicated constructions designed to evade falsification.

17. Will
April 19, 2007

Regarding Kachru’s demotion of the Anthropic Principle to “if You Wish”, this
may be a nod to the cyclic model of Steinhardt and Turok, which of course uses
string- and brane-theoretic ideas but is emphatically anti-anthropic (as is clear
from their paper “The Cyclic Model Simplified”).

18. gina
April 19, 2007

Peter: “1. How do you encourage people to try something new, different than
what other people are doing, given that it is most likely to fail? Can one provide
incentives so that young people do not feel that they are probably committing
professional suicide when they try and do something new and ambitious?”

Well, my opinion is that you should NOT encourage people to do
things that are most likely doomed to fail with little chance for something to
show for their efforts. If they do take high risk projects, there is no way to avoid
the high chance of a serious damage to their career, the way they are judged by
others, and most importantly their self-judgement. There are no riskless risks.

There is one thing you can do. It is to have a culture were high risk ideas are
examined, and read, and people think about them and comment on them, and
mainly criticize them. In this aspect, when it comes to the string theory debate
the people on the string theory side are overall much better.

19. Thomas Love
April 19, 2007

Christine said:

“I think that the high energy community should attempt to reach a consensus on
the status of string theory. ”

I don’t believe that’s possible right now. Physicists don’t like to abandon a theory
until they have a new theory to work on (one must publish, even if it is junk) and
it is unlikely that a new theory would be accepted quickly. There are (at least 10
fundamental issues on which quantum theory and general relativity are



incompatible, even if our choices are choosing from column q or from column r,
there are 2^10 =1024 possible choices (it is possible that neither is correct).

20. E.
April 19, 2007

Peter,
You like to claim that string theory ‘doesn’t work’. Do you have proof of this
statement beyond arguments against the landscape? If the difficulty of
connecting with experiment is your sole criteria, then I would counter that this is
not a problem with string theory, but a problem of a lack of experimental data at
high energies. ANY theory of quantum gravity will have the same problems.
Hopefully, within the next year this situation will begin to change as LHC begins
to produce data. The smart money is on TeV scale supersymmetry which, while
not proving string theory, is strong evidence in it’s favor. Precision experiments
that follow should allow us to determine the exact mechanism by which SUSY is
broken, information which will help the string theorist. You should keep in mind
that what we call string theories are really just perturbative limits of M-theory,
which is largely unknown. We need experimental data to get beyond
perturbation theory.
PS: I look forward to seeing you eat crow within the next two years.

21. Christine
April 19, 2007

Thomas Love wrote:

Physicists don’t like to abandon a theory until they have a new theory to work on

That is certainly *not* what I have suggested. Please read my comment again.

Christine

22. Christine
April 19, 2007

E. wrote:

If the difficulty of connecting with experiment is your sole criteria (…)

Hm. I think it’s more than in time for Peter Woit to write a FAQ about his main
arguments.

Christine

23. E.
April 19, 2007

Christine,
Difficulty connecting with experiment is the ONLY possible argument against
string theory. String theory is the ONLY framework which allows one to combine
quantum mechanics, gauge theory, and gravity in a consistent way. If Peter has



the ability to refute this statement, then I’d like to see a paper by him on the
arXiv which is also submitted to a refereed journal. He can pontificate all he
wants, but this is not scientific.

24. anon.
April 19, 2007

E., you’re missing the point even if all alternatives like LQG with its prion
particle model really are dismissable; the connection to experiment is the ONLY
possible criterion of science. String theory connects only to speculations;
alternatives have less speculation in them, and fewer degrees of freedom.
They’re more factual, which is science. Eg, see Feynman video explaining

“It doesn’t make any difference how beautiful your guess is…”

– http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozF5Cwbt6RY

25. E.
April 19, 2007

Anon,
Again, the problem is not with string theory, but the fact that the energy scales
involved are so large that experiments are difficult if not impossible. String
theory can make contact with experiment, however it is difficult at this stage to
make predictions since we are working with approximations to M-theory. At
present, we can only show that it’s POSSIBLE for string theory to describe our
world, and then try to work backwards. Yours and Peter’s arguments would
essentially argue against the entire enterprise of quantum gravity, not just string
theory, on the basis that it’s difficult to make experimental predictions. Any other
theory you want to bring up will have the same problem. However, there is only
one theory which is mathematically consistent with the potential to do the job,
and that is string theory.

26. Christine
April 19, 2007

Gina,

Woit wrote:

people should be expecting to spend most of their time on ideas that
will fail, or lead to very modest advances, and there’s nothing wrong
with this. The problems people are addressing now in particle physics
are extremely difficult, and one should expect essentially everything
one tries to not work. What bothers me is that I don’t see people trying
a lot of different things, and giving up on ones that don’t work.

So it is not that he is “encouraging people to do things that are most likely
doomed to fail with little chance for something to show for their efforts”. It has
to do with the nature of the frontier of knowledge that high energy physics
represents today in the search for a quantum gravity theory or the unification of

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozF5Cwbt6RY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozF5Cwbt6RY


fundamental interactions. It has to do with acknowledging the difficulties
involved. So it is to encourage people to work in a difficult subject, yes, but with
the expectation that ideas might turn out (more frequently than desired) to be
wrong, so one has to be extremely cautious and willing to accept failure as part
of such an endeavor. Such eventualities should not be seen as a failure in their
scientific careers, but part of it. But yes, the system as structured today is not
ready to identify such eventualities as part of the effort, nor is open to encourage
new ideas. In consequence (at least, in part), the system ends up to be also
insensitive to some undesired distortions.

Christine

27. anon.
April 19, 2007

“Again, the problem is not with string theory, but the fact that the energy scales
involved are so large that experiments are difficult if not impossible. …” – E.

That is a pathetic defense and it is a fault of string theory. A good theory should
not build upon unobservables that can’t be checked. This is the whole trouble:
string provides solutions for non-existent, imaginary problems on scales that can
never be onserved, and in the process requires more uncheckable speculation.

28. Christine
April 19, 2007

E. wrote:

I’d like to see a paper by him on the arXiv which is also submitted to a refereed
journal.

You are not alone in such a desire (but it should not necessarily be a paper by
Peter Woit). For a long time I am willing to see a detailed technical
argumentation in a refereed journal on the status of string theory, critically
assessed. I would expect to see such a paper written even by a string theorist. In
any scientific field, it is natural for the researcher to assess the pros and cons,
the open problems and discoveries, of their current investigations.

Christine

29. Thomas Love
April 19, 2007

E. Says:

“String theory is the ONLY framework which allows one to combine quantum
mechanics, gauge theory, and gravity in a consistent way. ”

Can you prove that?

30. E.
April 19, 2007



Anon,
It isn’t string theory’s fault that nature has placed the unification scale at
10^{16} GeV. Perhaps those ancient Greeks theorizing about the existence of
atoms were pathetic as well, since they couldn’t possibly perform experiments to
test this idea.

31. E.
April 19, 2007

Dear Thomas Love,
This statement was proved in 1984 by Green and Schwarz.

32. Peter Woit
April 19, 2007

I think I’ve made the arguments I want to make about what the problems with
string theory are clearly and in detail in many places. For one version I
recommend
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/testable.pdf

Maybe I should write up this sort of thing as a formal paper to put on the arXiv,
but I’d rather spend my time on other things. I simply don’t believe that doing so
would have the slightest effect on the views of string partisans like E., who have
a long list of unshakable ideological beliefs that just don’t correspond to reality
(like the belief that the 1984 Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation proves that
“String theory is the ONLY framework which allows one to combine quantum
mechanics, gauge theory, and gravity in a consistent way. ”) For the less
partisan, there are now plenty of places people can read what I and other string
theory critics have to say, see how string theorists respond, and make up their
own minds. A few years ago only one side of this argument was readily publicly
available, that has changed a lot.

Some string theorists do still seem to believe that the LHC will see
supersymmetry, with a pattern of supersymmetry breaking that will correspond
to a specific class of string backgrounds, that will then used to make real
predictions. From talking to many string theorists, my impression is that the
“smart money” no longer has much faith this is going to happen and would not
be willing to bet on it. What I’m seeing are people well aware that this hope is
looking more and more unlikely to work out, so they are hedging their bets, to
make sure that they won’t be eating crow a few years from now.

33. Christine
April 19, 2007

E. wrote:

This statement was proved in 1984 by Green and Schwarz.

About this paper, here is an interesting comment from one of the authors:

This week’s citation classic: the Consistency of Superstring Theory.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/testable.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/testable.pdf
http://www.garfield.library.upenn.edu/classics1993/A1993LJ13600001.pdf
http://www.garfield.library.upenn.edu/classics1993/A1993LJ13600001.pdf


Green writes:

A fundamental problem of all present formulations of string theory is
that they are based on an approximation scheme in which the
geometry of the space and time through which the string is moving is
treated nonquantum-mechanically and is an input to the theory.

34. anon.
April 19, 2007

“It isn’t string theory’s fault that nature has placed the unification scale at
10^{16} GeV. Perhaps those ancient Greeks theorizing about the existence of
atoms were pathetic as well, since they couldn’t possibly perform experiments to
test this idea.” – E.

1. You don’t know for sure that unification occurs at 10^{16} GeV.

2. ‘Atom’ is Greek for not splittable. All the Greek ideas about the atom turned
out completely wrong.

35. island
April 19, 2007

The message that I continually get is that LGQ has failed and String Theory is
pursued as the only avenue left, while Peter Woit points out that this isn’t even
science, yet nobody sees this as the first sign that quantum gravity and the
standard model are in deep trouble, rather, they point back to the other failed
solution as the better solution because it’s the only “other” game in town that
doesn’t include *as many* unproven or semi-established assumptions.

People keep crying-out for a new Einstein, and how we need “seers”, but their
insights must be conditionally attatched to one of the only two games in town, or
the consensus will kill Albert with its momentum to hell.

36. Chris W.
April 19, 2007

PS: (on anon’s comment) Greek atomism was, from a modern perspective, a
largely metaphysical hypothesis, notwithstanding some remarkably insightful
comments on familiar observations by the Greeks, made in light of atomism. In
the hands of Newton and his successors this metaphysical hypothesis was
ultimately extraordinary fruitful, insofar as it inspired powerful ideas that were
truly testable against observations.

I’ll take E.’s comment as an admission that the founding assumptions of string
theory are essentially metaphysical. That’s fine; metaphysical ideas have had an
important place in the development of scientific theories, as have criticisms of
undisciplined metaphysical speculation by Mach and others. (Einstein arguably
appreciated this creative tension better than anyone else ever has.)

However, by now it has become apparent that the putatively scientific spawn of



string metaphysics is an interpretive mess. The appeal to observations that
might be made with the LHC is cold comfort, because the interpretation of those
observations will be as much a mess as the theoretical ideas employed in the
interpretation. A whole generation of researchers have been encouraged to
accept this state of affairs as normal, and even as defining a new way to do
science. It’s not; instead, it is a sign of a profound crisis, the response to which
has been a largely myopic exercise in technically clever model-building that
leads nowhere.

Nobody will be eating crow in the next two years. The string theory community
should be eating crow now, but collectively they show no inclination to do so.
Instead, I expect we’ll see a slow dimunition of interest, and an increasingly
restless search for alternative ideas. Edward Witten already seems to have
moved on (to Langlands and other purely mathematical topics).

37. Thomas Love
April 19, 2007

anon. Says:

” ‘Atom’ is Greek for not splittable. All the Greek ideas about the atom turned out
completely wrong.”

No, the English borrowing of the word to describe the items in the periodic table
was wrong. The atomoi of the greek philosophers are the proton, the electron,
the neutrino and their antiparticles.

38. a
April 19, 2007

Peter, I don’s see why the proton longevity falsifies anthropic arguments. If the
weak scale is small for anthropic reasons, and if the Standard Model (or
something like the SM) is the full physics below the Planck scale, then effective
theory arguments imply that the proton decay rate is suppressed by 4 powers of
the Planck scale i.e. that the proton has a uselessy long lifetime.

Certainly, anthropic arguments would have been much more convincing if the
proton lifetime were just anthropically long.

39. Peter Woit
April 19, 2007

a,

Sure, but according to the statistical landscape philosophy, I see no reason why
the SM (or something like it) should be all there is below the Planck scale. That’s
a very special theory: generically string vacua have larger gauge groups, and all
sorts of Beyond SM physics. If you claim we are living in some generic,
statistically likely such vacuum, it will have much faster proton decay, and
anthropic considerations won’t save you.



I think to avoid this argument, you have to come up with some reason that vacua
like the SM are statistically favored over others. All that I’ve seen of actual
attempts to look at large numbers of vacua don’t show anything like this at all.

40. E.
April 19, 2007

Peter,
Are you against string theory or just the landscape? I can assure you that many
string theorist do not particularly care for the landscape or anthropic reasoning
either.

41. A.J.
April 19, 2007

E.

That paper doesn’t even claim to prove the results you’re ascribing to it. It
argues that the SO(32) and E8 x E8 string theories _might_ be consistent, not
that the string theories are the only possible such theories. You’re really not
helping anyone by making such wild claims.

42. E.
April 19, 2007

Dear A.J.,
Green and Schwarz proved that the string theories were quantum mechanically
consistent and necessary included gravity, for two choices of gauge group,
SO(32) and E8 x E8, as you say. I would agree that if someone came up with an
alternative theory that had these properties, it would be important and people
would pay attention to it, but certainly this is not the case to date. LQG is
interesting, but I don’t think it’s possible to construct gauge theories within its
framework.

43. Peter Woit
April 19, 2007

E.

It’s not a question of whether string theorists “like” the landscape or not. Either
pertubative string theory on these sorts of backgrounds makes sense, and you
have a theory that is unpredictive, or else it doesn’t, in which case you don’t
have a theory. Either way, the idea has failed.

44. A.J.
April 19, 2007

Dear E.,

I’m not very impressed by the argument that string theory must be the only
consistent quantum gravity theory because it’s the only theory we’ve found in



the last 30 years which might be consistent. Quantum gravity is probably the
hardest problem theoretical physicists have ever looked at, so we should
probably let a few more centuries pass before putting much faith in arguments of
this form.

At the very least, I want to see a compelling argument that Connes’ non-
commutative geometry theories aren’t low energy approximations to a consistent
theory of quantum gravity.

45. E.
April 19, 2007

Dear Peter,
I disagree with you that the idea is failed. We simply do not have the complete
theory in our hands, only pieces. At present, it really is the only theory that has
the potential to explain everything. That isn’t to say that people shouldn’t work
on alternatives, as Schwarz and others did in the 1970’s when string theory was
decidely out of favor. Perhaps one of those alternatives will be shown to have the
same special properties of string theory, but until that day string theory will hold
the most interest. It’s much more likely that additional progress will be made in
uncovering nonperturbative aspects of string theory that will lead to unique
predictions.

46. E.
April 19, 2007

Dear A.J.,
If there is another alternative, that would be great. I don’t argue against other
approaches, I only point out that at present string theory is the only contender.

47. A.J.
April 19, 2007

Dear E.,

That’s the trouble with words, I guess. When you wrote

String theory is the ONLY framework which allows one to combine
quantum mechanics, gauge theory, and gravity in a consistent way.

many of us didn’t realize that you were only referring to frameworks that we
know of. Anyways, if what you’re saying isn’t really different from the standard
explanation of string theory’s current state, then we don’t need to continue this
conversation.

Best,

48. Tim
April 19, 2007

Peter,



You seem to be really losing it. You can’t claim that string/M-theory is ‘Not Even
Wrong’ and at the same time claim that string/M-theory is ‘Wrong’.

Several people already have tried to point out to you what the problems are with
your line of reasoning, but you failed to listen. I tried as well, but you failed to
pay attention. In addition you think that you have something better to do than
writing a technical research paper which clearly demonstrates that you have no
intention of entering into real technical (or professional) discussions.

You are really like a classic internet troll. Everyone tries to explain to him that
what he does is wrong, he doesn’t listen, serious people give up explaining,
others, mostly who are new to the internal keep explaining, they give up, yet new
people come to whom the phenomenon is new, try to explain, doesn’t work, give
up, etc, etc, and the troll remains a troll and always finds innocents who try to
talk to him without any progress in anything. No real audience, no real content.

Best,
Tim

49. Peter Woit
April 19, 2007

E,

“additional progress will be made in uncovering nonperturbative aspects of
string theory that will lead to unique predictions.”

People have been repeating this line for more than twenty years now, while
everything that has been learned about non-perturbative string theory (branes,
M-theory, AdS/CFT…) has led in exactly the opposite direction, to a wider variety
of phenomena that don’t look at all like they give the SM in any sort of unique
way. As far as I can tell, string theorists have no reason at all for the belief that
this is going to change except for pure wishful thinking.

50. Peter Woit
April 19, 2007

Tim,

As far as I can tell you’re not even bothering to read what I wrote in response to
your comment about “Wrong” vs. “Not Even Wrong”, preferring to launch into a
personal attack on me, all from the cover of anonymity. And I’m an “internet
troll”….?

51. Coin
April 19, 2007

” ‘Atom’ is Greek for not splittable. All the Greek ideas about the atom
turned out completely wrong.”

No, the English borrowing of the word to describe the items in the



periodic table was wrong. The atomoi of the greek philosophers are the
proton, the electron, the neutrino and their antiparticles.

Hm. Wikipedia:

In about 485 BC, the Greek philosopher Parmenides stated the
ontological argument against nothingness, essentially denying the
possible existence of a void. In c.460 BC, Greek philosopher Leucippus,
in opposition to Parmenides’ denial of the void, proposed the atomic
theory, which reasoned that everything in the universe is either atoms
or voids; a theory which, according to Aristotle, was stimulated into
conception so to purposely contradict Parmenides’ argument. In the
years to follow, specifically in about 450 BC, Leucippus’ pupil
Democritus went on to further develop the atomic hypothesis
using the term atomos, which means “uncuttable”.
…
The earliest views on the shapes and connectivity of atoms was
that proposed by Leucippus, Democritus, and Epicurus who
reasoned that the solidness of the material corresponded to the
shape of the atoms involved. Thus, iron atoms are solid and
strong with hooks that lock them into a solid; water atoms are
smooth and slippery; salt atoms, because of their taste, are
sharp and pointed; and air atoms are light and whirling,
pervading all other materials.[2] It was Democritus that was the
main proponent of this view. Using analogies from our sense
experiences, he gave a picture or an image of an atom in which
atoms were distinguished from each other by their shape, their
size, and the arrangement of their parts. Moreover, connections
were explained by material links in which single atoms were
supplied with attachments: some with hooks and eyes others
with balls and sockets.[3]

I personally didn’t know most of the things in that article so I’m finding it kind of
interesting; either way, though, whether we view the greek atoms as atoms or
some other class of even more fundamental particle, it doesn’t appear that any
versions of the atomic hypothesis that particularly resemble reality were
proposed until Newton and Boyle. (Although the “hooks and barbs” idea, at least
as Descartes formulated it after resurrecting the idea, seems to have a certain
conceptual resemblance to valence electrons and shells).

So, E brought up the greek atomic theory as an analogy to String Theory, to
observe that the greeks correctly postulated the atomic principle long before the
ability to directly observe atoms was close to being available. Were I to try to
make an analogy to String Theory here, it would be more to observe that even if
the basic string hypothesis were someday found to be accurate, it could well be
that every single other idea that today comprises String Theory is utterly wrong,
just as the atomic hypothesis is right but the sensation of cold is not, as
Democritus’ version of Atom Theory would lead us to conclude, caused by atoms
with pointy ends.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_molecule#Early_views
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_molecule#Early_views


Another possible analogy to string theory suggests itself if you ask the question
of why the greeks were able to correctly hit on the idea of fundamental
atoms/particles, but then get all of the details wrong. One possible answer to
that question is that the greeks were, as far as I can tell, working off of purely
philosophical methods, with no particular effort being made to follow the modern
strategy of developing testable or falsifiable hypotheses. Without at least some
effort or ability to check their progress against reality, they were unable to see
when at some point or other they started off on a wrong track in a minor way (for
example, assuming atoms took simple geometric shapes), and after following
that wrong track to its logical conclusion wound up with a theory of matter
which was “elegant” and self-consistent but unfortunately, with the technology of
a couple thousand years later, is observably obvious as totally wrong. There is
probably a similar trap waiting in the modern era for anyone who tries to do too
much by purely mathematical methods and does not at some point start seriously
asking the question of how to verify against experiment…

It would be interesting to check a more in-depth history of the atomic hypothesis
to see exactly at what point the idea of experimental science first became
explicitly involved in the formulation of atomic theory, and see whether this had
an immediate impact on the ability of the theorizers to come close to the way
atoms or fundamental particles actually work.

52. E.
April 19, 2007

Coin,
I should point out that many scientists did not believe in the existence of atoms
as late as the early 20th century. However, there were others, such as Boltzman,
who used the concept of atoms to construct mathematical theories, e.g.
statistical mechanics.

53. E.
April 19, 2007

Dear Peter,
I would disagree with you that the progress in understanding nonperturbative
aspects of string theory has made the situation worse. The ‘landscape’ has
always been with us, despite Susskind. String theory is a deep theory with a rich
structure. It may take a much longer time before we really understand it. Thus, I
would say your criticisms are premature.

54. Coin
April 19, 2007

E: Right, but Boltzmann’s ideas– even if they were poorly accepted in their time–
were not dependent on pure thought, philosophy or mathematics, but were
fundamentally testable and falsifiable. Boltzmann’s ideas about statistical
mechanics were mathematical, but the math was such that it could predict
things which could then be tested, even with the limited technology of his day.
There are things about the behavior of gases which Boltzmann’s mathematical



theories based on the atomic model uniquely explain as an unambiguous
consequence, and which mathematical theories based on other models of matter
did not explain at all. In terms of process this is all quite different from or pre-
Renniasance atomic theory or even modern String Theory.

55. Peter Woit
April 19, 2007

E.

The “landscape” has not always been with us. What was with us before the
landscape was the moduli stabilization problem, and the hope that non-
perturbative effects would stabilize moduli and lead to only a small number of
consistent vacua. Instead they led to the landscape in its incarnation as an
exponentially large number of stabilized vacua.

56. E.
April 19, 2007

Peter,
As I said, the problem of 10^{600} vacua has been with string theory from the
beginning. The additional stabilized vacua via fluxes is just the same problem
recast in a different form. In all probability, these vacua will turn out to be an
artifact of our current perturbative formulation of string/M theory.

57. E.
April 19, 2007

Coin,
Perhaps a better analogy would be to DNA. From a single object, a wide diversity
of living creatures are possible, a landscape if you will.

58. Coin
April 19, 2007

An analogy from what to what? That just seems unrelated to anything in this
thread so far.

Anyway, a random question on a totally different subject:

Peter Woit wrote:

Some string theorists do still seem to believe that the LHC will see
supersymmetry, with a pattern of supersymmetry breaking that will
correspond to a specific class of string backgrounds, that will then
used to make real predictions. From talking to many string theorists,
my impression is that the “smart money” no longer has much faith this
is going to happen and would not be willing to bet on it.

What has to happen before the supersymmetry hypothesis can cease to be taken
seriously by the scientific community entirely? My understanding is that



supersymmetry is like proton decay– it can always avoid falsification by just
tuning up the numbers. If an experiment fails to demonstrate proton decay, we
can still say proton decay occurs but at a half-life so high the experiment
wouldn’t have been able to detect it; if an experiment fails to demonstrate the
existence of supersymmetric partners we can still say the partners exist but at a
mass so high the experiment wouldn’t have been able to detect it.

However, there was a point where the lower bound on proton decay eventually
got so high that people just stopped taking it seriously; I understand when we
got to the current result of proton decay having minimum half-life 10^35 years,
that was considered the same as demonstrating proton decay not to occur.

Does this same thing eventually happen to supersymmetry? While it would be
great if they were found, if supersymmetric partners are not found by the LHC,
will we start to assume they do not exist? What about the VLHC? What energy
scale do we have to reach before physicists can no longer propose
supersymmetric partners can still be found while keeping a straight face?

59. woit
April 19, 2007

Coin,

I don’t think proton decay bounds are as good as you say, more like 10^33 at
best. As far as I know, typical SUSY GUTs are not ruled out at this level. Typical
non-SUSY GUTs are, and this caused people to lose interest in them. If you use
the constraint of unifying couplings, that fixes the GUT scale, you can’t just move
it up.

For supersymmetry, you can move up the breaking scale, but at some point you
lose the ability to claim that SUSY stabilizes the electroweak breaking
scale/Higgs mass. This is actually already in trouble, the current bounds mean a
significant amount of fine-tuning is required. I think if the LHC doesn’t see
supersymmetry, it will be hard to take seriously the idea of supersymmetry
stabilizing the Higgs mass, but people may still keep claiming that the world is
supersymmetric, just at unreachably high energies.

If you look at Tevatron predictions, you see a lot of people claiming that they
were pretty sure the Tevatron would see SUSY. This failure didn’t slow them
down much, but an LHC failure might.

60. E.
April 19, 2007

Coin,
SUSY SU(5) has essentially been ruled out by the proton lifetime, however other
SUSY GUT’s such as flipped SU(5), SO(10) and Pati-Salam are still viable. As
Peter correctly points out, if SUSY is to solve the gauge hierarchy problem, then
we expect TeV scale superpartner masses. If LHC doesn’t see SUSY, then we’re
screwed. However, I don’t think this is very likely.



My earlier comment was making an analogy of strings to DNA. DNA is a
fundamental object, but can lead to many possible solutions. In this way, it is like
the landscape. Even though we know the structure of the DNA molecule, we
don’t yet know how to predict exact features of the lifeform that would arise
from this DNA. You could of course make a similiar analogy to atoms, which
gives rise to a ‘landscape’ of molecules.

61. a
April 20, 2007

E., there is a little problem with your analogy: we can see cats and dogs and
many animals and hydrogen and oxigen and many molecules, but I have never
seen another universe. Can you post a picture of it?

62. Lee Smolin
April 20, 2007

Dear E,

You say, “LQG is interesting, but I don’t think it’s possible to construct gauge
theories within its framework.” In fact, there are a number of papers showing
how to incorporate gauge theories coupled to gravity in LQG, see for one
example in spin foam models, 0207041. For the hamiltonian framework there are
earlier papers, for example Thiemann’s papers which described coupling to
gauge fields, fermions and scalars-and even earlier. There is also a literature
about using LQG methods to study quantum Yang-Milsl theories, indeed the loop
representation was first introduced by Gambini and Trias in this context, for the
most recent work in this area see the recent papers of Florian Conrady. And
before you ask, yes there are also papers on incorporating supergravity, in both
path interagral and hamiltonian frameworks.

Please, could you be so kind in the future as to check the literature or check with
someone in the field before making false statements.

Thanks,

Lee

ps as to how long the landscape has been with us, the earliest reference I know
of to the issue of a vast number of equally consistent vacua is Strominger’s 1986
paper on Torsion in Superstring Theory. He makes a clear statement that there is
a problem with predictability. But Peter is right that many experts claimed for
years afterwards that moduli stabilization and susy breaking would lead to a
unique and predictive ground state. Those few of us who argued otherwise were
definitely in the minority.

63. F.
April 20, 2007

Thanks for the link to the Jacksonville meeting.
Kachru’s talk is a nice review of some of the current



directions in string theory. The very informative
slides of the talk are here:
http://www.aps.org/meetings/multimedia/upload/kachru.pdf

Cheers, F.

64. E.
April 20, 2007

Lee,
Thanks for the information on LQG. Has anyone been able to construct Standard-
like models within this framework and can it make predictions for particle
masses, gauge couplings, etc.? If not, then I’d like to see Peter et. al. hold it to
the same standard that they hold string theory. From what I know, the main
argument for LQG is that it is background independent, whereas string theory is
supposedly not.

65. E.
April 20, 2007

Lee,
Just a thought, but is it possible that LQG is equavalent to Matrix theory? The
quantized area and volume of LQG seem to me to be very similar to D0 branes….

66. urs
April 20, 2007

literature about using LQG methods to study quantum Yang-Milsl
theories

Here is a question I have:

any gauge theory may certainly be described by conceiving their configurations,
which are bundles with connection, in terms of the corresponding holonomies.
Smooth holonomy maps are equivalent to smooth bundles with connection.

In many (most?, all?) discussions in the context of LQG, people enlarge the
configuration space from smooth holonomy maps to “generalized connections”,
namely to holonomy maps which need neither be smooth, nor even continuous.

Doesn’t this step loose a lot of structure? For instance the possible nontriviality
of the gauge bundles is lost (as every bundle in Set trivializes, as opposed to
bundles in Top or in C^infty).

Isn’t much of the difficulty in LQG of making contact with what are called
“semiclassical” structures ultimately due to this enlargement of configuration
space?

Can one expect to capture Yang-Mills theory — even classically — when
connections are replaced by “generalized connections”?

Finally: are you aware of the work by Freed-Moore-Segal? This is in spirit very

http://www.aps.org/meetings/multimedia/upload/kachru.pdf
http://www.aps.org/meetings/multimedia/upload/kachru.pdf


close to the concerns of LQG, in that one studies configuration spaces of
connections and their quantization, but stays within the context of smooth
connections. (Difference is that they consider only abelian connections at the
moment, but also for higher degree.)

They find interesting, and rather subtle, quantization effects. I doubt that any of
these interesting structures would survive a passage from smooth to
“generalized connections”.

Or is there an idea of how to recover information about smooth connections from
information about “generalized connections”?

67. Peter Woit
April 20, 2007

Urs,

This kind of technical discussion of LQG, while interesting, is completely off topic
and not something I know know anything about. Unfortunately I can’t let this
blog turn into a general discussion forum for whatever people are interested in,
because I don’t have the time or energy to moderate such a thing. There are a
small number of people in the world who can give you an informed answer to
your question, I suggest you contact them directly.

68. E.
April 20, 2007

Peter,
I would argue that string theory is also something that you’re not an expert on
(how many papers have you written on the subject?), but that doesn’t stop you.
LQG should be part of the discussion, since it’s one of the supposed alternatives
to string theory. The question is, is LQQ also ‘not even wrong’ since it doesn’t
make any predictions either?

69. Thomas Larsson
April 20, 2007

E,

What is worse, not making any predictions after 2,000 man-years or not making
any predictions after 20,000 man-years? If you put the bar at 10,000 man-years,
it seems like funding to string theory to be nullified at once, whereas LQG has
another 8,000 man-years to go.

Not that I believe much in LQG, but that’s another matter.

70. Peter Woit
April 20, 2007

E.,

I have a Ph.D. in particle theory, and have spent a sizable fraction of my time



during the last 23 years learning about string theory, following the subject
closely, and discussing it with many experts. I’m quite comfortable that I know
what I’m talking about when I criticize it. String theorists seem to often feel that
the way to respond to my criticisms is, when their scientific arguments fall apart
(e.g that Green-Schwarz proved that string theory is the only possible theory of
quantum gravity), to try and attack my credentials and my right to speak on this
topic. This tactic hasn’t worked for them so far; it’s kind of transparent that it’s
what one does when one has lost a scientific argument.

I’ve spent a much, much smaller time learning about LQG, and, as you must
know if you read this blog, my main interests are in particle theory and in
mathematics, not in GR or in quantum gravity. I leave the arguments about
whether LQG or string theory is a better theory of quantum gravity to others,
and stick to what I know about, particle physics. As a purely sociological matter
though, the main problem with string theory is the way it overwhelmingly
dominates the formal end of particle theory research, despite its complete failure
to tell us anything about particle theory beyond the standard model. By contrast,
the amount of effort being devoted to LQG seems to me quite reasonable and
healthy.

71. E.
April 20, 2007

Peter and Thomas,
Don’t get me wrong, I have absolutely nothing against LQG. I merely make the
point that it suffers from the same issues that you constantly ascribe to string
theory, namely predictability. As for time and money allocation, if more people
thought LQG gravity had the same potential as string theory, I’m sure that it
would get more attention.

Peter: A quick check on Spires shows that you haven’t been an active researcher
in nearly twenty years. At any rate, if you have legitimate arguments against
string theory, write a paper on it and submit it to the arXiv and a peer-reviewed
journal. That’s the proper place to have this debate, not in the public arena,
where it is essentially just grand standing.

72. dan
April 20, 2007

Peter wroite “it will be hard to take seriously the idea of supersymmetry
stabilizing the Higgs mass, but people may still keep claiming that the world is
supersymmetric, just at unreachably high energies.”

Would there be any credibility to this claim, that there is SUSY at unreachably
high energies, should LHC not find SUSY? A major reason for accepting SUSY to
begin with was stabilizing Higgs mass against radiative corrections. Another was
that it would allow GR to be renormalizable.

73. Cecil Kirksey
April 20, 2007



E:

Peter can defend himself, but I am a lay person (retired engineer) and I have a
valid legitimate argument against string theory: After 22-23 years ST has not
made single quantitative connection with the real world, none, nada, zilch, nil.
Got it! It is based on two premises that were and still have not been validity, i.e..,
> 4 dimensions and supersymmetry. Why continue to pursue some theory that
has no connection with the real world?? I cannot think of a single instance in
physics research where this has occurred for 20 odd years can you??

74. Walt
April 20, 2007

Wow, E, you just totally lost this argument.

75. Ptolemy
April 21, 2007

E.,

String is the mainstream theory, hogging the limelight. There’s no mention of
LQG in the popular media. However, LQG certainly sticks closer to trying to
model phenomena that can be observed. This should really be a paradox for all to
worry about: why have people have lost faith in simplicity?

If Peter discusses LQG as well as string, that will be convenient to string
theorists, who will be able to say he’s just against everything. This is the
opposite of the facts, it seems, since the problem is that there needs to be more
alternative ideas, not consensus on unchecked speculation like string.

String is unique – and thus singled out for criticism – because it is entirely based
on unobservables and speculation of the uncheckable variety. Excuse unification
problems and quantum gravity problems by introducing unobserved extra
dimensions. Excuse the huge landscape of models resulting therefrom by using
the anthropic principle. Excuses for speculative failures.

76. Arun
April 21, 2007

I wish we knew who E was – what I mean is his intellectual history. I’d like to
know where E got the notion that Green and Schwarz proved in 1984 that
““String theory is the ONLY framework which allows one to combine quantum
mechanics, gauge theory, and gravity in a consistent way”. Was it in a physics
classroom? Seminar? Who was the speaker? etc.

______

On a different note, it seems to me that the Wilsonian teaching about
renormalization was that a landscape of high energy theories would all lead to
pretty much the same low energy effective theory; and now string theory is
telling us that a landscape of low energy effective theories results from a single



high energy theory. We cannot bootstrap ourselves from having to examine each
energy scale experimentally; there is no point at which we know enough that
physics can become axiomatic and deductive like mathematics.

____

77. Peter Orland
April 21, 2007

It is interesting that E. questions Peter W.’s competency by
discussing his lack of publications in SPIRES. I wish people
who disagree with Peter would stop using this tactic, which
ultimately undermines whatever else they have to say.

So E:

1) Peter is a mathematician these days. So what if his papers
aren’t on SPIRES?

2) Can’t someone who is not working in an area be capable of
making an evaluation of that field? By necessity, we all have
to do this, to decide what to work on, or simply to maintain
perspective. We often look at ideas in high-energy
physics and classify them as useful or as dead ends, even if
we haven’t actually written papers on these ideas.

78. woit
April 21, 2007

I’ll let E’s arguments speak for themselves, but I’ve often been hearing from
string theorists his complaint that criticism of string theory outside a peer-
reviewed scientific publication is somehow illegitimate.

I would have some sympathy for this were it not for the huge amount of pro-
string hype produced for public consumption over the last twenty-some years:
from magazine articles to books to TV and radio programs, etc., etc. Much of this
material is highly misleading and gives a completely inaccurate picture of the
state of string theory research, so much so that it leads to people like E.
repeating exaggerated and bogus claims like the one about Greene-Schwarz.
One reason for my book was to provide scientists and the public with the other
side of this story. One can argue pro or con about whether conducting debate on
this topic publicly is a good idea, but I don’t think one can argue that the earlier
status quo, only pro-string hype allowed in public, was a healthy or honest
situation. I know of a few string theorists who were privately unhappy with the
public hype, no examples of any string theorists who publicly expressed any
displeasure, until public criticism of the theory started to get attention.

79. James
April 21, 2007

It’s quite sad, that someone really spends time writing anti-string theory books



and blogs, when he could be doing real research instead. So far, no one has a
unified theory that works, but that does not mean one should not pursue the
goal. But I admit: philosophising and nagging about problems is easier than
doing the real work!

80. Peter Orland
April 21, 2007

Hey James!

Read what I just wrote about E. above.

81. woit
April 21, 2007

James,

I’m not in any way opposed to pursuing the goal of a unified theory, quite the
opposite. I just happen to think that the current way string theory is being
pursued and promoted is very much hurting the pursuit of that goal and someone
should speak up about this. Preferably someone other than me, but that wasn’t
happening. Sure, I’d rather be spending my time on more positive pursuits, but I
just don’t see the problems with string theory being addressed. Instead I see a
refusal to seriously address legitimate criticism, continued outrageous and
misleading hyping of the theory, coupled with ad hominem attacks on anyone
who dares to make such legitimate criticism. Given these circumstances I’m not
too motivated to shut up about what is going on.

82. E.
April 21, 2007

Peter,
To me, your complaints about the ‘attention that string theory receives by the
media’ don’t seem to have anything to do with science. It really just seems like
you and others are envious of that attention. Particle physicists have had the
same experience for years from condensed matter physicists who feel that it
receives too much money and attention. In fact, such jealousy is partially what
lead to the cancellation of the SSC in 1993. There are reasons that people pursue
string theory having to do with science that have nothing to do with how
‘glamorous’ the subject is in the popular culture.

83. Peter Orland
April 21, 2007

E.

You are off the mark here. The issue isn’t high-energy physics
versus others in the science community. The issue is how to
allocate time and resources within high-energy physics.

84. E.



April 21, 2007

Peter O.,
Very little money actually goes to theory at all when compared to other science
disciplines. However, I don’t think attacking string theory is going to help this
situation. Personally, I would like to see all areas of high-energy physics receive
more money, not just string theory. I do think that within the string theory
community itself, too much influence over what topics are important is in the
hands of too few people, in particular the Princeton/Harvard/Stanford groups.

85. E.
April 21, 2007

Also, for those who like to think of LQG as a viable alternative to string theory,
the basic problem with it is perturbative renormalizability. As Lee Smolin pointed
out, it may be possible to include gauge theory within the framework of LQG, but
not in a unique way. One of the reasons for the initial excitement of string theory
is that it was found that the anomalies canceled for only two choices of gauge
group SO(32) and E8 x E8, in particular since E8 contains within it groups like
SO(10) which hold great phenomenological interest.

86. Peter Orland
April 21, 2007

E.

When you say “Very little money actually goes to theory at all
when compared to other science disciplines. However, I don’t
think attacking string theory is going to help this situation”,
it seems as though you mean we should shut up about our
concerns for the field, because others might get wind something
isn’t right. Such arguments are used to persuade people not
to rock the boat within every elite. Should goverment officials,
police, etc., not dispute what their communities do, because it
hurts their image? On the contrary, disputing how a community
often helps that community.

I think a serious debate (even peppered with nasty insults, as this
one seems to be), might increase positive public interest in
high-energy physics. In fact, I think it is already doing that.

87. E.
April 21, 2007

Here’s a suggestion, why doesn’t Peter Woit denote all money he receives from
his book and speaking engagements to people studying alternatives to string
theory?

Peter O.: There’s nothing wrong with debating the merits of string theory. I think
it holds up well in an honest debate. It’s the attacks that have nothing to do with
science that are not helpful. They only serve to give the impression among the



public that physicists don’t know what they’re doing and will in the end hurt all
of high-energy physics. I do believe that the discovery of SUSY at LHC will
provide some vindication, since this has been theorized on for thirty years
‘without showing any results’.

88. Peter Orland
April 21, 2007

E.

Attacks are not helpful? Then what was all that about Peter W.’s publication
record? Why this nonsense about his donating his
money to alternatives?

89. anon.
April 21, 2007

‘Here’s a suggestion, why doesn’t Peter Woit denote all money he receives from
his book and speaking engagements to people studying alternatives to string
theory?’ – E.

Smolin and Woit, the biggest critics who have written books, are both working on
alternatives to string. The revenue from their writing and presentations (if these
are actually commercial ventures??) isn’t a reliable or sustainable way to fund
alternatives!

‘It’s the attacks that have nothing to do with science that are not helpful. They
only serve to give the impression among the public that physicists don’t know
what they’re doing and will in the end hurt all of high-energy physics.’ – E.

It’s not the attacks but string theory which isn’t even a speculative-yet-falsifiable
theory, let alone science. The physicists working on non-falsifiable ideas, whether
these are in mathematics or telepathy like Josephson’s http://arxiv.org
/abs/physics/0312012 or supersymmetry, aren’t acting as physicists or scientists
when they do this.

Seeing the amount of public hype these people sell in books, it’s fortunate there
is some public-arena backlash, or the public would remain duped.

90. Peter Orland
April 21, 2007

By the way, E. a lot of theoretical physicists who work on supersymmetry
are not as optimisitic as you are about its vindication at the LHC.

http://www.strings.ph.qmul.ac.uk/~dsb/dbwager.pdf

91. E.
April 21, 2007

Anon: I respect Lee Smolin and the work he has done.

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012
http://www.strings.ph.qmul.ac.uk/~dsb/dbwager.pdf
http://www.strings.ph.qmul.ac.uk/~dsb/dbwager.pdf


Peter O.: I would say that only a small minority are not optimistic about the
discovery of SUSY at LHC. There are some very good reasons why we should see
it. At any rate, we’ll soon find out. Who knows, maybe there will be some nice
surprises. For the critics of string theory, I would say wait a couple of years until
we have the results from LHC. If there is no SUSY, it would indeed be a big blow
to string theory.

92. E.
April 21, 2007

To add one note, as John Ellis has said, it is only the optimists who accomplish
anything.

93. Peter Orland
April 21, 2007

E., said “I would say that only a small minority are not optimistic
about the discovery of SUSY at LHC. ”

I think you are wrong about this. I don’t have any hard
statistics, but I talk with a lot of theorists and most privately think
superpartners won’t be seen. I don’t know if they would admit to
this in public.

By the way, since you bring up the subject of optimists, I am an optimist. My
guess is that the LHC will eventually show us
something nobody anticipated. It’s not very optimistic to
think that all we’ll find is what people have predicted for
decades.

94. island
April 21, 2007

I would say wait a couple of years until we have the results from LHC.
If there is no SUSY, [or higgs] it would indeed be a big blow to string
theory [and the standard model].

Amen

95. E.
April 21, 2007

Peter O.,
Of course, there are the large extra dimensions people who believe TeV scale
gravity will solve the hierarchy problem and the experimentalists at LHC will
have black holes coming out of their ears, but don’t count on it.

96. E.
April 21, 2007

As for what we’ll find at LHC, I think we can say that if the Higgs mechanism is



correct, then you have to solve the hierarchy problem. There are two ways to
solve the hierarchy problem, either there is TeV scale SUSY or the Planck scale
is really TeV scale and gravity only seems weak because of large extra
dimensions. If the Higgs mechanism isn’t correct, then we’ll be back at the
drawing board.

My guess is that there may be some new states discovered besides the
superpartners, perhaps the quarks and leptons of a heavy fourth generation or
something completely exotic.

97. Reader
April 21, 2007

After reading some of the comments over at Clifford Johnson’s blog I just have to
ask…if E. and James have actually bothered to read Woit and Smolin’s books?
And bets on their answers?

98. E.
April 21, 2007

Reader,
Yes, I’ve read them both.

99. woit
April 21, 2007

Peter O.

Thanks for the link to the betting document, very interesting. I suspect even
fewer would now be willing to bet on SUSY at the LHC.

E.,

The total income so far from my speaking engagements would support one
postdoc for about one week. As for the book, it hasn’t quite yet earned back its
advance, a sum which, after taxes would support a postdoc for about one
semester. I suspect people’s ideas about the amount of filthy lucre I’m making on
the backs of hard-working string theorists are unfortunately exaggerated.

I don’t think one or more postdoc- years to support people for whom there are no
permanent jobs would change much. What’s required is a change in what is
going on at the places that train the next generation of theorists. If Harvard or
Princeton will offer me a discount and endow a permanent faculty position for
non-string formal particle theory using the funds generated by my book and
speaking engagements, I’m willing to make the donation.

100. M
April 22, 2007

E.: actually, if instead LHC finds that the hierarchy problem is a fake problem
(e.g. by discovering no new physics beyond the Standard Model), this would be a



great victory for anthropists, and a great Phyrric victory for string-landscape-
anthropists.

101. N. Nakanishi
April 22, 2007

I would like to make two comments.

1. Even if LHC does not observe Higgs boson, it is still possible to save the
standard model by slightly modifying it within the framework of the manifestly
covariant quantum field theory. See hep-th/07042645.

2. I believe that the Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation condition is based on
the claim of the existence of gravitational anomaly by Alvarez-Gaume and Witten.
But they committed a fundamental mistake. They confused the T*-product
quantities with the T-product quantities. Those are different for the matrix
elements containing the energy-momentum tensor, because its expression
contains time differentiation in contrast to the current in gauge theory. The
argument based on the path integral is also misleading, because the path
integral gives the T*-product quantities only. For detail, see Prog. Theor. Phys.
115 (2006), 1151 or hep-th/0503172 v2.

102. E.
April 22, 2007

M: I’m not sure how this would help the anthropists. If the Higgs mechanism is
right, then you have the hierarchy problem. If the Higgs mechanism isn’t right,
then we have no idea how to break the electroweak symmetry and generate mass
for the quarks and leptons. I don’t think technicolor is a viable option.

For those who don’t think LHC will see SUSY (or hope that it doesn’t), all I can
say is we’ll see who’s right within two years or so.

103. Cecil Kirkey
April 22, 2007

Peter:

Your last response gives me an opportunity to ask for further explanation on the
funding for theoretical physics research. If I am a capable theoretical researcher
all I need is pencil and paper and access to the internet. I could get a job
teaching at a CC and work at night or even become a patent clerk. I heard that
has worked in the past. Why does a post doc need outside funding?

I guess this goes back to the whole issue that you and Lee and to some degree
Bee have written about, i.e., giving capable people the opportunity to pursue
their OWN research interests. How are they being prevented from that? The
financial rewards should come AFTER a demonstration of capability; before that
you only have potential.

I know of no first job where one can pursue their own interests and get paid a



good salary unless you are a professional athlete.

To a layperson this seems like a major issue driving the anti-ST dialogue that is
why I am asking about it. Thanks.

104. Eugene Stefanovich
April 22, 2007

Cecil Kirkey:

I like your ideas.

If I am a capable theoretical researcher all I need is pencil and paper and access
to the internet.

I would add to this list a good scientific library nearby.

I could get a job teaching at a CC and work at night or even become a patent
clerk.

The great advantage of this arrangement is that you are free from various
artificial pressures, such as the pressure to publish or the pressure to
groupthink.

Eugene.

105. M
April 22, 2007

E.: the weak scale might be unnaturally small because of anthropic selection, see
hep-ph/9707380. See you within 3 years or so.

106. JC
April 22, 2007

*offtopic post*

Cecil, Eugene

Teaching at a CC is ok, though a full time assignment may be quite heavy. (ie.
You may have to do all the grading too).

What’s NOT ok these days, is teaching high school physics and/or math. It’s a
complete nightmare these days. (Long story, which I won’t go into).

107. anon.
April 22, 2007

‘If I am a capable theoretical researcher all I need is pencil and paper and access
to the internet.’ – Cecil

‘I would add to this list a good scientific library nearby.’ – Eugene



Maybe you also really need to interact with other people in the field, attend
conferences, give talks, put papers with preliminary results on arxiv and submit
papers to journals? Otherwise – although in isolation you will be safe from the
perils of groupthink and consensus – with no critical discussion and feedback,
there’s no motivation to tackle hard questions needed to make progress and
generate interest? Patent clerks haven’t been doing much theoretical physics
since Einstein resigned as one in 1909 to become a lecturer.

108. E.
April 22, 2007

M,
Hmmm..I’m not sure how an unnaturally low weak scale keeps the Higgs from
getting radiative corrections that give it a Planck scale mass…unless the Planck
scale is small too. How do you explain this without large extra dimensions? Also,
what about the logarithmic running of the coupling constants and their
unification, with SUSY, at 10^{16} GeV? Coincidence and/or illusion?

109. Peter Orland
April 22, 2007

E. (and M.)

The radiative corrections to the Higgs mass don’t have to be
of order the Planck scale. This means that the bare Lagrangian
has to be fine-tuned, but this is an esthetic problem, not
a fundamental one (maybe this esthetic problem could be
solved by condensation of top-prime pairs, should there be
more generations).

And as to the last two questions I think extra dimensions and unification of
running couplings are not illusions but delusions.
There is no field-theoretic or string-theoretic derivation of
dimensional compactification to four dimensions. The existence
of a unification scale is not so obvious as people seem to believe.

110. Eugene Stefanovich
April 22, 2007

‘If I am a capable theoretical researcher all I need is pencil and paper and access
to the internet.’ – Cecil

‘I would add to this list a good scientific library nearby.’ – Eugene

‘Maybe you also really need to interact with other people in the field, attend
conferences, give talks, put papers with preliminary results on arxiv and submit
papers to journals?’ – anon.

Yes, these things should be certainly present. However, being a patent clerk does
not reduce ones ability to do all these things. Maybe just a little bit.



111. E.
April 22, 2007

Eugene,
I think the idea of some brilliant, young guy working out secrets of the universe
in isolation is a nice, romantic idea. Sadly, it really isn’t practical anymore. The
complexity and sophistication of modern theoretical physics is such that it’s
almost impossible to work on it in one’s spare time and without working with
others.

112. E.
April 22, 2007

Peter O,
It’s always possible that we’re in for surprises. Perhaps it is only an aesthetic
judgement, but I think that fine-tuning and the anthropic principle were made for
each other. Personally, I believe that the simplest and most natural explanation is
best. Clearly SUSY falls into this category.

113. Peter Orland
April 22, 2007

Ok, if you think the supersymmetric standard model is
simple and natural. I think it’s an abomination!

114. E.
April 22, 2007

Personally, I think the MSSM is very beautiful.

115. Cecil Kirkey
April 22, 2007

E said:

“The complexity and sophistication of modern theoretical physics is such that it’s
almost impossible to work on it in one’s spare time and without working with
others.”

So why should anyone, before proving themselves, be paid a full time salary to
set around and think about modern theoretical physics with or without the direct
inputs of others?? Do the work first and then get compensated.

It seems like as soon as some person gets recognized and rewarded with a
tenured or life time position the output really falls. One example that readily
comes to mind is Alan Guth. One shot in the dark, great position and then
essentially no significant output. At least from what I can judge.

116. E.
April 22, 2007

Cecil,



Students in theory are expected to start proving themselves in grad school. One
usually needs a substantial publication record to just get a postdoc, which are
highly competitive, but don’t pay especially well. It usually then takes several
postdocs before one is able to get a full-time untenered faculty job. It is not an
easy road.

117. Peter Orland
April 22, 2007

Cecil,

Alan Guth did other important things besides inflation. I suggest
Peter W.’s blog not be used as a forum to point out the shortcomings
of individuals, whether real or apparent (which I would argue is
the case, in this instance).

118. urs
April 23, 2007

This kind of technical discussion of LQG, while interesting, is
completely off topic and not something I know know anything about.

Sorry. I thought it would be okay to reply to Lee Smolin’s comment.

119. Gina
April 23, 2007

Dear Christine,

You quoted Peter Woit who wrote: “people should be expecting to spend most of
their time on ideas that will fail, or lead to very modest advances, and there’s
nothing wrong with this.” and added among other things: “But yes, the system as
structured today is not ready to identify such eventualities as part of the effort,
nor is open to encourage new ideas.”

You certainly raise interesting points, and I should think about them more. As a
quick reaction let me say that the notion of success is a multi-scaled notion, so I
think people are expected to be successful at least on some scale. Thinking only
about the largest scale is not healthy. This is why I disagree with Peter’s quote
above. As for changes in the current system it can be interesting to discuss
alternatives. But I am not aware of any good suggestion.

120. Christine
April 23, 2007

I think people are expected to be successful at least on some scale.

Dear Gina,

Well, most people would like to succeed in life. The notion of success, however, is
highly subjective and varies from people to people, from culture to culture. What
do you mean when you say “people are expected to be successful” — expected by

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=549#comment-24720
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=549#comment-24720


“whom”?

I do agree with you (if I understood you correctly), that there are many “levels”
of success. I think it is a healthy posture to acknowledge success as not an
absolute thing. Also, it is not something to pursue “above everything”, but only
up to the point where you are not damaging someone else in order to achieve it.

In science the notion of success should be, in principle, formal, that is, related to
the issues I have outlined previously. One should first be very precise about the
terms “theory”, “hypothesis”, “idea”, etc, and the level of success on them
measured against an objective standard. Mainly, the scientific method sets the
machine running, and a sober community of scientist evaluates the progress
from time to time — if they are in the position to do so.

Under such a basis is where — at some level — the success of string theory is
supposed to be evaluated. First, is it a theory? Second, having defined what it is,
then in its present stage, what is the objective evaluation of it from the scientific
community?

One question that often comes is: are really only string theorists able to evaluate
string theory? Is the rest of the community really excluded from such an
evaluation, even at the more conceptual level? Even given a set of objective
criteria that string theory (or whatever) should fulfill, if is is to be considered a
theory (or whatever)?

How deep are the intricated technical issues of string theory, how fundamental
they really are in order to set the stage for its conceptual understanding, so that
it fixes a clear frontier against debate to a larger community? What is exactly
such a frontier?

I do not have really many suggestions to offer, but hope to read reasonable ideas
in due time.

Christine

121. Cecil Kirkey
April 23, 2007

Peter Orland:

I was not picking on Alan just using him as an example of someone who
apparently has not published much original work after his inflation idea. I did
check AXIV. I think it only goes back to 1992 though. My comment was meant to
indicate that sometimes researchers are rewarded with a good position with
maybe the expectation that they will continue to make break throughs and then
end up contributing very little. Maybe the person ends up being a great teacher
or not.

122. Thomas Love
April 23, 2007



E said:

“I think the idea of some brilliant, young guy working out secrets of the universe
in isolation is a nice, romantic idea. Sadly, it really isn’t practical anymore. The
complexity and sophistication of modern theoretical physics is such that it’s
almost impossible to work on it in one’s spare time and without working with
others.”

Young? What’s youth got to do with it? It is a myth that only the young can do
innovative physics. Just learning the necessary mathematics can take many
years.

Why work with others? “Inspiration was never known to strike a committee.”

Really good ideas are radical and more than likely will be shot down in a group
setting by mediocre minds (to use Einstein’s phrase).

123. anon.
April 23, 2007

‘As for changes in the current system it can be interesting to discuss alternatives.
But I am not aware of any good suggestion.’ – Gina

The change needed to the current theoretical high energy physics is to bring it
into line with experimentally-substantiated scientific disciplines by discouraging
the complacency which string theory has introduced over the past twenty years.
It was fine for people to investigate strings in the 80s, but it’s now well and truly
failed. M-theory is not the crowning glory of physics, a grand unified theory of
everything, but is more like a dunce’s tin foil hat. It’s simply better to wear no
hat than that of a charlatan or, at best, loser.

High energy theoretical physics is the one science in existence which is currently
crowned by a piece of ‘theory’ which isn’t a single theory but 10^500 theories,
and which is neither based on experimental data, not falsifiable even in principle.
Falsify one in the landscape of 10^500 string theories, and you get nowhere
because there are always plenty more where that came from.

M-theory is to physics what parapsychology is to psychology. It will certainly be a
success in generating overwhelming media interest and drawing in excited
gullible crowds at circus time (attracting the losers who read horoscopes and
believe in other faith-based-phenomena), but it is damaging to scientific
discipline, a travesty to the objectivity needed by genuine physicists, and frankly
it’s no more than mathematical metaphysics.

124. E.
April 23, 2007

Just out of curiousity, suppose that we find one string theory vacuum that
completely describes the world we live in and even predicts something that is
later discovered. Would this constitute proof that string theory is on the right
track?



125. Peter Orland
April 23, 2007

Cecil,

That’s not the point – you shouldn’t use this blog as a forum for
critically evaluating individuals. It just upsets people without
contributing anything positive. It is not just that I don’t agree
with your evaluation (use SPIRES, not arxiv).

126. E.
April 23, 2007

Cecil,
What did Einstein do in the last thirty years of his career?

127. anon.
April 23, 2007

‘Just out of curiousity, suppose that we find one string theory vacuum that
completely describes the world we live in and even predicts something that is
later discovered. Would this constitute proof that string theory is on the right
track?’ – E.

No it wouldn’t prove it, because it would likely be a coincidence, seeing that it is
just one theory picked out of a landscape of 10^500. If one monkey at a
typewriter types out a poem, it’s impressive evidence for monkey intelligence.
Not so if the monkey is just one selected from 10^500 monkeys at typewriters,
because there is then the large possibility that it is merely coincidence.

The landscape of alternative’s to string theory is not that big. Even if everyone
on earth has an alternative idea, that’s say 10^10 theories, which is trivial (one
part in 10^490) compared to the oft-quoted string theory landscape population
of 10^500 theories. It’s just a lunacy that people want to investigate the string
theory landscape when it will be a failure whatever it produces, instead of trying
new things, like modelling the facts of the particle physics using new techniques,
to gain deeper insights into the masses and symmetry breaking problems before
experimental results come in from the LHC.

128. E.
April 23, 2007

Anon,
I disagree that it wouldn’t prove string theory. If there was one string theory
vacuum that completely discribed our universe in every detail and was
predictive, I would hardly think this is a coincidence. We simply then have the
problem of understanding why this particular vacuum is selected. If we ever find
such a vacuum, perhaps the answer to this question will present itself.

129. anon.
April 23, 2007



E., if you write down 10^500 different sets of predictions at random, one of them
may turn out to be ‘right’, without actually being the correct theory, merely
because of the coincidence that such a large number of possibilities holds.

Vagueness, i.e., a big landscape, increases the probability of agreement to nature
by pure coincidence. The larger the number of possibilities, the greater the
chance of agreement by coincidence.

As for ‘proof’, physics is about useful theories. String has popularly claimed to be
useful since it is claimed to have been proved a renormalizable theory of
quantum gravity and perturbatively finite, but it turned out that Mandelsham out
proved it finite for certain types of infinite terms, and only three out of an infinite
number of terms in the perturbative expansion are really known to be definitely
finite. The Maldacena conjecture, hailed as a great result, again is unproved. So
M-theory is not even proved to do what it claims with mathematical rigor.

Whatever the best fit in the 10^500 theories of string is to the real universe, it
will need to have its Calabi-Yau manifold fixed to prevent the moduli or
parameters of the extra dimensions from drifting in nature due to instabilities in
each particle containing the 6 rolled up extra dimensions. This requires moduli
stabilization with a Rube-Goldberg type machine, involving fields to hold the
extra dimensions in place. The whole thing is so artificial and convoluted, it’s just
epicycles, caloric or phlogiston all over again, minus the (faked) ‘evidence’ of
experimental agreement that epicycles, caloric and phlogiston had.

What you hope for is that string theory will advance from being not even wrong
to being wrong like epicycles, caloric and phlogiston. Dream on.

130. JC
April 23, 2007

What would be hilarious is if in the year 2100, some kid finds a “theory’ which
replicates all the “exact” solutions to the S-matrix of the Standard Model, with
only high school math (ie. basic algebra).

131. E.
April 23, 2007

Anon,
You’re completely wrong. If string theory can provide a complete description of
our world and can make predictions that turn out to be right, it is progress, even
if we cannot understand why a particular vacuum is selected. As I’ve pointed out
in my previous posts, string theory as we currently understand is a perturbative
formulation. We do not have the ‘real’ theory, only approximations. If we could go
beyond the perturbative description, it may be that the vacuum that corresponds
to our universe is selected. However, in the absence of the nonperturbative
description, we can only work backwards.

Also, I should point out that much of what you say are inaccuracies quoted
directly from Smolin’s book.



132. anon.
April 23, 2007

“You’re completely wrong.” – E.

If I’m completely wrong, I take it you have just proved the Maldacena
conjecture? And you’ve just found the long awaited proof that perturbative string
theory is finite?

“If string theory can provide a complete description of our world and can make
predictions that turn out to be right, it is progress, even if we cannot understand
why a particular vacuum is selected.” – E.

That’s exactly Ptolemy’s argument in favour of the ‘progress’ of using epicycles
to model the earth centred universe in 150 AD. Except, string theory doesn’t
even model anything real and observable in a predictive way, unlike epicycles.

“If we could go beyond the perturbative description, it may be that the vacuum
that corresponds to our universe is selected. However, in the absence of the
nonperturbative description, we can only work backwards.” – E.

No, you can work forward from empirical facts and build theories on those, like
Newton’s dictum, hypotheses non fingo. You can make checkable predictions
from a theory which is built on a framework of solid facts. You can’t do that with
a theory based on unobserved extra dimensions, branes, gravitons,
supersymmetric partners, unification at 10^16 GeV, and other wishful thinking
or abject, non-checkable speculative guesswork.

“… much of what you say are inaccuracies quoted directly from Smolin’s book.” –
E.

Now you are being vague and inaccurate, much like string theory. Name one
inaccuracy, instead of making up such vague, guesswork speculation.

133. E.
April 23, 2007

Anon,
People like you really aren’t worth my time.

134. E.
April 23, 2007

Anon,
Can you prove that perturbative string theory isn’t finite? And what does
Ads/CFT have to do with my arguments? It’s clear to me that you really don’t
know very much except whatever propaganda Woit and Smolin have told you,
which you just repeat.

135. Michael Bacon
April 23, 2007



E wrote: “If string theory can provide a complete description of our world and
can make predictions that turn out to be right, it is progress, even if we cannot
understand why a particular vacuum is selected.”

Well yes . . if it could do those things it would be progress, but it can’t, can it? I’d
be curious who thinks it is even possible to provided a “complete” description of
the world and make “predictions”, while not be able to undersand why a
particular vacuum is selected?

136. woit
April 23, 2007

I’ve been under the weather with a migraine headache the last day or so, in
retrospect probably should have deleted most of the comments in this thread. If
people have something substantive to say, please do so, but I’ll delete any more
repetitive and pointless bickering, whether it’s pro or anti-string theory. And
Peter O. is right, this isn’t the right place for public expression of views
denigrating particular people.

137. Cecil Kirkey
April 23, 2007

Peter:

Sorry to offend. You and Lee and Bee to some degree have suggested that part of
the problem in fundemental theoritical physics is the alck of a system that allows
a young researcher to pursue their OWN interests. My point in the posts was to
try to understand exactly how these people are being stopped from doing
whatever research they choose.

Tenured positions are rewarded on past accomplishments and maybe future
expectations. But I think if an objective study was done in theortical physics that
the output of tenured researchers is significantly less than that of non-tenured
researchers.

I see NO reason why any researcher cannot work on something other than string
theory and prove themselves worthy and then earn a coveted tenured position
based on accomplishments and not potential.

138. Peter Orland
April 23, 2007

Cecil,

People can win tenure on either accomplishments or potential. Most
Universities want people who can win grant money. Generally speaking, potential
wins out over accomplishment in this regard.

A small number of physicists have obtained tenured positions doing
neither exclusively string theory, phenomenology nor numerical lattice work, but
instead pursuing their own ideas over their entire careers. They are lonely,



ignored and happy.

139. Peter Woit
April 23, 2007

Cecil,

I don’t think you’re very aware of what the realities are for young theorists. It’s
not just that they need to get tenure. Typically they are in postdoc positions with
terms of maybe three years. Starting such a position, knowing that in two years
you’ll have to apply for another postdoc (competition is stiff) or a tenure-track
job (competition is extremely stiff), should you try and work on something
outside the mainstream, assuming that in those two years you’ll have impressive
enough results to convince hiring committees to hire you? It’s not an easy
position to be in. I think anyone who knows how the system works, and looks at
the pressures and incentives it puts on young people, has to acknowledge that
this is a major reason why few young people work on very ambitious ideas.

I think you’re also highly unrealistic about the possibilities for doing important
work in this area in spare time after a full-time job. Few people have the energy
for this, and contact with smart people (grad students, colleagues, visiting
people from other institutions) with similar interests is invaluable and something
you’ll not get.

140. Eugene Stefanovich
April 23, 2007

Peter,

What you described is just a perfect recipe for groupthink.

You correctly pointed out that current system forces young people to stick with
mainstream ideas. Then you suggested that the benefit of remaining within this
system is the opportunity to interact with other people (who presumably are
sticking with the same mainstream as well and pulling you inside the same
vicious circle).

Can we assume that if these “smart people” have something interesting to say,
they already published that in the arXiv? So that I can benefit from their ideas
while keeping a safe distance from the deadly mainstream current?

141. woit
April 23, 2007

Eugene,

Universities are not so homogeneous, they often contain people who have found
a way not to work on mainstream ideas. Even people who work mainly on
mainstream ideas often cannot avoid having acquired some wisdom on one topic
or another. One can make progress just by oneself, but having smart people who
know things you don’t know to talk to is often very helpful. And not everything



they know is on the arxiv, or, especially for mathematicians, if it’s there it may be
in a form that is much much harder to get at than by talking to someone who
understands the field and can explain the basic ideas. Mathematics is still in
some ways an oral tradition.

The other great benefit of universities is getting the opportunity to teach, if you
can do it at a quite advanced level. Teaching something to people is an
invaluable way of learning it deeply oneself.

My own experience has mostly now been in math departments, where I have
learned a huge amount from colleagues, talks and from teaching. It’s true that
this is an environment inherently pretty far removed from current mainstream
particle theory and its concerns.

142. anon.
April 24, 2007

Peter, have you heard any whispers leaking from Brian Greene’s office at
Columbia about the progress of deciding a winner for Discover magazine’s
competition for a 2 minute explanation of string theory? The deadline was about
6 weeks ago. Must be a tough call to decide the best one.
http://discovermagazine.com/

143. Peter Woit
April 24, 2007

anon.

For some reason, neither Brian nor the people at Discover have decided to
consult me about the choosing of the winner for that competition…

144. Dan
April 24, 2007

Personally I think you should have been consulted as a dissenting voice in the
PBS Nova special Elegant Universe, along with computer graphics with the
problems with string theory and supersymmetry.

145. Coin
April 24, 2007

Um, wasn’t that all the way back in 2003?

146. island
April 24, 2007

Coin and Dan together make a good point, though, I think. Peter and others have
been saying the same thing for many years, but professional and popular
recognition didn’t occur with any real impact until Peter and Lee started writing
books about it, so at least now, future “specials”, (and his peers), will more
seriously consider his, Lee’s, and others’ dissenting opinions are real concerns of

http://discovermagazine.com/
http://discovermagazine.com/


physicists that should be considered with the rest, rather than to allow things to
appear to be more than they really are strictly for the advancement of egos and
popularity. That cannot be good for science.

147. Shantanu
April 26, 2007

Peter, sorry for the OT comment as this is FYI. I was looking at the webcast
of the on-going
black hole conference at STSCI. although all talks are superb, you will be
interested in the talk by
Horowitz which is on black holes in string theory (and in particular the
discussion ) See the answers to Narayan and Livio’s questions.

http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive/SpringSymposium2007
http://www.stsci.edu/institute/center/information/streaming/archive/SpringSymposium2007


Witten on Gauge Symmetry Breaking for
Mathematicians

April 25, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Edward Witten has a new expository article, aimed at mathematicians, to appear at
some point in the Bulletin of the AMS, but now available here. It’s based on
colloquium-style lectures to mathematicians he has given over the last few years
(including here at Columbia) and is entitled “From Superconductors and Four-
Manifold to Weak Interactions”. The paper is organized around describing various
aspects of gauge-symmetry breaking, but pretty much sticks to aspects of the
problem that don’t involve the full quantum theory, just analysis of classical
Lagrangians.

He begins with a description of the Landau-Ginzburg model of superconductivity, and
various physical phenomena that it describes including the Meissner effect,
Abrikosov-Gorkov flux lines, and Type I and II superconductors. Solutions for a special
case are described using complex-analytic techniques. Exploiting an analogy to the
Landau-Ginzburg case, he next takes up the Seiberg-Witten equations and their use
by Taubes to get invariants for symplectic 4-manifolds and existence theorems for
pseudo-holomorphic curves in them.

Witten’s final topic is electroweak gauge symmetry breaking and the Higgs
mechanism in the Standard Model. He ends by remarking that in the superconducting
case the analog of the Higgs field is just an effective field for a different underlying
physics, and mentioning technicolor as an implementation of something similar in the
electroweak case, while noting that precision electroweak data shows no signs of
anything other than an elementary Higgs field. He comments “But it is always
possible that the right alternative has not yet been proposed” and explains how the
LHC should definitively see a Higgs particle if the SM is correct since current bounds
place its mass between 115 and 200 GeV.

The paper is purely expository, and aimed at mathematicians. It’s interesting to see
that, even though there aren’t any really new developments in the area of gauge
symmetry breaking, Witten clearly sees it as a fundamental problem every bit as
deserving of being explained to non-physicists as string theory.

Comments

1. Bee
April 25, 2007

Hi Peter,

don’t forget to have a toast on the guy who said

http://www.ams.org/bull/0000-000-00/S0273-0979-07-01167-6/home.html
http://www.ams.org/bull/0000-000-00/S0273-0979-07-01167-6/home.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/04/wolfgang-pauli.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/04/wolfgang-pauli.html


“Das ist nicht nur nicht richtig, es ist nicht einmal falsch!”

Best,

B.

2. Jimbo
April 25, 2007

Peter,
Accd’g to the latest results (4/15/07), the new upper bound on the Higgs boson
mass is ~144 Gev at the 95% CL:
http://www.physorg.com/news96040503.html
This and the lower bound U cite, put the mean at about 130 Gev.

J

3. woit
April 25, 2007

Thanks B.,

I’ll definitely remember to toast Pauli on his birthday before the evening is out!

4. DB
April 26, 2007

Jimbo wrote:

“Peter, Accd’g to the latest results (4/15/07), the new upper bound on the Higgs
boson mass is ~144 Gev at the 95% CL:
http://www.physorg.com/news96040503.html
This and the lower bound U cite, put the mean at about 130 Gev.”

At the end of the quoted article is the link to the next article:
“Mathematician suggests extra dimensions are time-like”

Oh well, the real physics was nice while it lasted.

5. Daniel Doro Ferrante
April 26, 2007

Hi Peter,

Just to point out a couple of things:

(a) One can find a more detailed historical account of the facts leading to the
discovery of Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking in the following link: A Physics
History of My part in the Theory of Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking and Gauge
particles with a mix of modern ideas (PDF, 194Kb).

(b) Thus, in all fairness, there should have been a link [in Witten’s article] to

http://www.physorg.com/news96040503.html
http://www.physorg.com/news96040503.html
http://www.physorg.com/news96040503.html
http://www.physorg.com/news96040503.html
http://chep.het.brown.edu/stlouis-v4.pdf
http://chep.het.brown.edu/stlouis-v4.pdf
http://chep.het.brown.edu/stlouis-v4.pdf
http://chep.het.brown.edu/stlouis-v4.pdf
http://chep.het.brown.edu/stlouis-v4.pdf
http://chep.het.brown.edu/stlouis-v4.pdf


Global Conservation Laws and Massless Particles (GHK). As can be seen in
Spontaneous Breakdown of Symmetry in Axiomatic Theory (page 515) and
Spontaneous symmetry breaking in local gauge quantum field theory; the Higgs
mechanism, there are some “subtleties” treated in the GHK which had not been
previously considered — and those were important for the future development of
the ElectroWeak symmetry breaking and the Standard Model.

Lastly, i would personally say that there have been some “new developments” in
this area: Computational High Energy Physics Group at Brown. For instance, we
have some new numerical methods (which we’re still improving and sharpening)
that are able to deal with Symmetry Breaking and different phases in a given
QFT (something that ordinary Monte Carlo simulations cannot do): We’ve been
using some Stochastic Quantization techniques, together with some techniques
from Wiener Polynomial Chaos, and have been able to tackle the issue of
symmetry breaking in simulations of QFT quite well. Also, we’ve been working
on the relation between Symmetry Breaking and Topology Change (there will be
a new [sequel] paper coming out on this topic shortly); a topic that has potential
implications to Quantum Gravity at large, once it deals with Topological
Transitions, explaining them in terms Symmetry Breaking (and Morse Theory).
So, i think the playfield is still active… 

Cheers, Daniel.

6. Jimbo
April 26, 2007

DB,
Suggest U keep an open mind. That mathematician is Penrose’s former student,
George Sparling. U might be impressed if U attempted to read the article. Itzhak
Bars has also investigated Xtra time-like dimensions as well.

7. Kea
April 26, 2007

Jimbo

That’s fantastic! Thanks for the link. FINALLY, some decent physics makes the
news.

8. Daniel Doro Ferrante
April 27, 2007

Just a quick note in order to stress points (a) and (b) of the comment above:
Both, Weinberg’s (PDF, 76Kb) and Salam’s (PDF, 1.16Mb) Nobel Lectures credit
GHK and, in fact, Salam goes as far as saying that he was tutored by Kibble [in
the technique of Symmetry Breaking]. Furthermore, Glashow’s (PDF, 59Kb)
[Nobel Lecture] also cites GHK and Symmetry Breaking, albeit in a “funny”
remark (see paragraph 3 of page 498 — here i mean “funny” under the context
given by Bob Marshak’s remarks on the 3rd Shelter Island conference).

And, to drive those points home, note the acknowledgements in Spontaneous

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v13/i20/p585_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v13/i20/p585_1
http://www.jstor.org/view/00804630/di002688/00p02422/0
http://www.jstor.org/view/00804630/di002688/00p02422/0
http://www.springerlink.com/content/u26gv53813601720/
http://www.springerlink.com/content/u26gv53813601720/
http://www.springerlink.com/content/u26gv53813601720/
http://www.springerlink.com/content/u26gv53813601720/
http://chep.het.brown.edu/
http://chep.het.brown.edu/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=550#comment-24882
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=550#comment-24882
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1979/weinberg-lecture.pdf
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1979/weinberg-lecture.pdf
http://nobelprize.org/nobelfoundation/publications/lectures/index.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobelfoundation/publications/lectures/index.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1979/glashow-lecture.pdf
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1979/glashow-lecture.pdf
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Symmetry Breakdown without Massless Bosons. 

Cheers, Daniel.

9. joseph smidt
April 27, 2007

Thanks for posting this. I love these kind of papers.

10. Jonathan
April 29, 2007

Hello,

We invite you to discuss science in our open forums. Subscription to the forum is
anonymous.

http://readingmen.org/forum/index.php

11. anon.
April 29, 2007

Jonathan, is your invitation to the ‘reading men’ science forum open to women as
well as to men? Or are women excluded? I hope women are included, for a
variety of reasons.

12. Kea
April 29, 2007

Too late. We’re boycotting it.

13. anon.
April 30, 2007

Kea, ‘boycotting’ is a sexist term.

14. Kea
April 30, 2007

Oops, sorry! Personcotting.

15. anon.2
April 30, 2007

I like how some blogs make it difficult to tell when someone is joking. Charles
Boycott is the source of the eponym.

16. Jonathan
May 6, 2007

as I wrote registration is anonymous. We do not check, gender:))

17. Jonathan

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PR/v145/i4/p1156_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PR/v145/i4/p1156_1
http://readingmen.org/forum/index.php
http://readingmen.org/forum/index.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Boycott
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Boycott
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Boycott
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Boycott


May 22, 2007

We have changed our domain name. Now, It is
http://advpubl.org/

and the forum is at
http://advpubl.org/forum/index.php

Thanks.
J.

http://advpubl.org/
http://advpubl.org/
http://advpubl.org/forum/index.php
http://advpubl.org/forum/index.php


Various Events and Other News

April 29, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Upcoming events in and around New York, including several I’m planning to attend:

The New York Academy of Sciences is having an evening of lectures this Wednesday,
hosted by Frank Wilczek, on the topic of Expanding Frontiers of Physics and
Cosmology. Speakers will be Max Tegmark and Nima Arkani-Hamed.

The YITP at Stony Brook is having a symposium to celebrate its 40th anniversary, and
many former students, faculty and postdocs will be in attendance. I plan to definitely
spend Thursday out there, maybe also Saturday.

One reason I likely won’t be out at Stony Brook on Friday is that I’d like to attend at
least some talks at another event that will be downtown at the new location of the
New York Academy of Sciences. It’s the 9th Northeast String Cosmology Meeting, co-
sponsored by Columbia’s ISCAP. Edward Witten will be among the four people
speaking.

There will be an event entitled When the Scientist Becomes the Story at NYU next
week, on May 8th, featuring a discussion about John Nash and Francis Crick with
their biographers.

Much farther in the future will be next year’s program on representation theory,
algebraic geometry and physics at the mathematics division of the IAS in Princeton.
This will include a conference November 26-30 with a title reflecting my favorite topic
“Gauge Theory and Representation Theory”. Presumably much of the focus will be on
the Geometric Langlands program.

Closer in time, but farther in distance, I’ll be speaking at a science festival called
FEST in Trieste on May 18th. In June my book is supposed to be coming out in an
Italian edition. I have to be in London the evening of May 23rd, then will head back to
New York the next day. Currently trying to come up with a plan for how to spend the
time in between, with the leading possibility a train trip through the Alps to Geneva,
then a stop in Paris on the way to London.

In other news:

Lee Smolin has put up on his web-site a response to the review of his book and mine
by Joe Polchinski.

On the Fields Medalist blogging front, there’s a report from Terry Tao about a
symposium at UCLA where he and three other Fields medalists gave talks. He gives a
detailed description of the talks, including one by Richard Borcherds on QFT that
sounds somewhat mystifying to me. Alain Connes at his blog gives his take on some of
the talks delivered at the recent conference in his honor.

I’ve recently for no particular reason run into various interesting domain-names that
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some mathematicians and physicists are using for one purpose or another:
monodromy.com, cohomology.com, and stringvacua.org.

A couple links mentioned by commenters here that deserve more visibility:

Neutrino Unbound is a site devoted to all things neutrino.

An interesting document concerning a bet made several years ago about whether
supersymmetry will be found at currently (or soon-to-be) accessible energies is
available here. Maybe someone can think of a way to get more particle theorists on
the record about this…

Update: For upcoming events really far afield from here, I should mention that the
new Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics in Beijing is starting to get organized.
Jonathan Shock reports that there will be an opening ceremony at the end of May, a
two month program on Quantum Phases of Matter starting in June, and a program on
String Theory and Cosmology in the fall.

Update: I’ve just heard that Discover Magazine has chosen the finalists in its “String
Theory in Two Minutes or Less” contest. No, I didn’t enter. Here they are.

Comments

1. CapitalistImperialistPig
April 29, 2007

Peter,

Thanks for pointing out Polchinski’s review and Smolin’s response. This is dialog
that actually is instructive – and which was unfortunately missing from some
earlier reviews of your book and Smolin’s by ST er’s.

If the protagonists will concentrate on the physics, as I think you and Lee did,
and as Joe seems to have, the debate not only becomes more informative but
more pleasant to observe.

2. Peter Woit
April 29, 2007

CIP,

I think both Lee and I have been surprised at how little serious, substantive
public reaction our books have gotten from string theorists, with Polchinski one
of the welcome exceptions. I certainly have found that, in private discussions,
most string theorists and I find lots of common ground, and that we agree about
much more than we disagree. The kind of fanatical response that one sees on
various blogs I don’t think reflects the views of many serious string theorists,
although it does provide evidence of some of the sociological problems afflicting
the subject.

http://www.monodromy.com/
http://www.monodromy.com/
http://www.cohomology.com/
http://www.cohomology.com/
http://www.stringvacua.org/
http://www.stringvacua.org/
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http://www.strings.ph.qmul.ac.uk/~dsb/dbwager.pdf
http://www.strings.ph.qmul.ac.uk/~dsb/dbwager.pdf
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2007/04/upcoming-kitpc-events.html
http://jonstraveladventures.blogspot.com/2007/04/upcoming-kitpc-events.html
http://discovermagazine.com/twominutesorless
http://discovermagazine.com/twominutesorless


3. Marco
April 30, 2007

Just a short request: if your stop in Paris becomes reality, and if some public
event is planned for it, please don’t forget to mention the details here so that one
can attend. Thanks.

4. Thomas Love
April 30, 2007

Peter said:

“Maybe someone can think of a way to get more particle theorists on the record
about this…” (supersymmetry).

Suppose we speak our piece here? Supersymmetry will never be found. It was
one of those crazy ideas that wasn’t crazy enough.

5. V
April 30, 2007

My prediction: Low energy supersymmetry will be discovered within the next
two years, as well as the Higgs. Huge triumph for the theoretical physics of the
last thirty years. Certain people will be humbled.

6. Ari Heikkinen
April 30, 2007

About that Smolin’s response, you still have to admit that those top string
theorists (like Greene or Kaku) are still damn good at public relations and selling
string theory to the public.

I wish I had as good speaking and presentation skills as say Brian Greene..

7. Coin
April 30, 2007

From Smolin’s response thing:

the technical argument I had in mind… begins with the fact that supersymmetry
requires that the cosmological constant be zero or negative
…wait… what?

Is this true? I’d never heard anything about this, and it seems like if it were true
it would be a big enough deal to have come up before now– since there are
indeed still people who expect we will see supersymmetry at the LHC, yet we’ve
got this Dark Energy thing now that at is at least analogous to the positive
cosmological constant. Right?

If this isn’t too big a question to ask within a a blog comment: Why does
supersymmetry require that the cosmological constant be nonpositive, if indeed
it does?



8. Aaron Bergman
April 30, 2007

The condition is for unbroken supersymmetry. It arises because the only term in
the SUGRA lagrangian that can give rise to a cosmological constant is negative
definite. Once you break SUSY, however, you can have positive contributions and
are able to get a positive cc.

9. Coin
April 30, 2007

That helps a lot, thanks.

10. woit
April 30, 2007

Coin,

There’s more to it than what Aaron writes. If you want more of the story and
some references to follow, it should be possible to extract the physics from the
vitriolic attacks by multiple string theorists on me in this thread:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=454

11. Thomas Larsson
May 1, 2007

I once saw a quote by Witten in APS News, where he said that the discovery of
the negative cc was the most disturbing fact he had ever learned. My impression
is that it is not so much the magnitude as the sign which is troubling; de Sitter
space apparently lack the right kind of asymptotic regions where you can put
holographic data, cf hep-th/0106109. You can almost hear from its name that
AdS/CFT will run into problems if spacetime is de Sitter rather than anti-ditto.

12. Cecil Kirkey
May 1, 2007

Peter:
Re: String Theory Videos

I looked at a couple of the videos and they finally inspired me to ask your opinion
of the following.

Assuming ST to be correct for sake of argument are particles really strings or do
the physics suggest that all interactions can be modelled AS IF the particles
were strings?

This has always bugged me. What is the reality? Vibrating strings, tension, total
unobservable properties. I suppose that this is really a big question on what
constitutes physical reality, but don’t physical theories attempt to model reality
not actually describe what reality is?

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=454
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=454
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106109
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0106109


In this same vein when the string is quantized it leads to the requirement of
more 4 dimensions. Is there more than one way to quantize a system or is
quantization unique? Do you know of any work that attempts to avoid
quantization of a classical system and just start right away with an already
defined quantized system? Thanks for the feedback.

13. Jean-Paul
May 1, 2007

You’ve got to live with it: the world is NOT holographic — it is truly
4-dimensional. QCD is NOT holographic, it is NOT topological. Standard model is
NOT a topological QFT.
Welcome to the world of real dynamics where you have to work harder than just
to count instantons and everything is fixed by some analycity constraints. I
wished we paid more attention to the failure of (bootstrap) S-matrix theory.
Actually, the most interesting non-perturbative results in QCD were obtained
long ago, just after it replaced the S-matrix approach to strong interactions.
Later, holomorphic SUSY took the bandwagon on another funride, diverting
attention from serious dynamical problems: the bootstrap lesson was quickly
forgotten.

14. Peter Woit
May 1, 2007

Cecil,

People can have different philosophical viewpoints, but to me what is physically
“real” at a fundamental level is whatever are the fundamental elements of our
most successful physical model. Right now, that’s the standard model, so certain
quantum fields are the fundamental things. If string theory were right, it would
be something different, depending on what was the successful string theory
model (e.g. it might be quantized fields on the space of strings, or matrices if you
believe some versions of M-theory, or something else).

It’s somewhat of a mystery that our most successful quantum theories are
formulated by “quantizing” a classical system. One can come up with quantum
theories that don’t arise in this way, the quantum mechanical formalism is
inherently more general.

15. V.
May 1, 2007

Cecil,
Very good question. I think the idea of the elementary particles being extended
objects is supposed to model the fact that the spacetime geometry breaks down
at the Planck length. It may very well be the case that quantiziing a classical
string is accurately modeling reality, provided that the different ways that it may
vibrate are restricted, e.g. through compactification of extra dimensions. That is
to say that the extra dimensions and their compactifed geometry aren’t actually
‘real’, but rather a mathematical device required to model the ‘true’ reality with
a classical string. In this view, their will be one and only one compactification



that corresponds to the true theory, while the landscape of string vacua is a
mathematical artifact left over from starting with a classical object.

16. Chris Oakley
May 1, 2007

Cecil,

Quantization is far from being unique. One can very easily get contradictory
results by choosing the “wrong” Poisson brackets to turn into quantum
commutators. What rescues the situation is the restrictions on the space of
possible quantum solutions owing to group-theoretical considerations. For
example, the basic Poisson bracket to commutator substitution for [x, p] follows
from the notion that the Q.M. momentum operator is the generator for space
displacements – Planck’s constant merely being a scaling factor determined by
our unit of classical momentum; similarly for time displacements and rotations to
get the Q.M. Hamiltonian and angular momentum operator.

For quantum fields the basic Poisson bracket → commutator quantization fails for
all but the simplest case – hence (e.g.) the need for Gupta-Bleuler quantization
for helicity 1. But once again the situation is rescued by group theory – in this
case the need to produce a spectrum of physical states that are an irreducible
unitary representation of the Poincare group.

If you are interested, have a look at these notes on my web site that develop QFT
without mentioning quantization.

17. Chris W.
May 1, 2007

Thomas,

In mentioning Witten’s remark, did you mean to write “discovery of the positive
cc”? See the exchange between Coin and Aaron Bergman.

18. Chris W.
May 1, 2007

V,

Would it be fair to say, given the viewpoint you sketched in response to Cecil,
that the classical string might eventually be understood as a classical image of
something embedded in spacetime, which arises from some more primitive
“pregeometric” object in a dynamical substrate that generates spacetime as a
kind of mean-field classical approximation?

Maybe this should become a central element in the effort to push string theory
forward, instead of ongoing elaboration on differential geometry and its abstract
connections with other areas of mathematics, in which questions of ontology
(and the early misgivings of Green and Schwarz) have been largely pushed aside
as irrelevant.

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/RQM.html
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/qft/RQM.html


19. Leonard Ornstein
May 1, 2007

Peter:
We try to approximate aspects of reality with what our senses and instruments
detect and measure. We appreciate that, at best, the measurements can only be
incomplete approximations, subject to measurement noise and (in spite of our
best efforts), possible undetected bias.

These observations are used to try to generate self-consistent models of that
reality. And we use further observations to determine the closeness of match
between the models’ predictions and what we can access of that reality.

Against this background, it’s difficult to understand “what is physically ‘real’ at a
fundamental level is whatever are the fundamental elements of our most
successful physical model”.

Unobservable singularities and infinities, at least temporarily, would become part
of your reality. That reality is a compromise of the moment (and might not easily
provide motivation for going beyond present observation).

It may be the best we presently can do. (And I appreciate the compelling and
amazing matches between QED predictions and magnitudes like that of the fine
structure constant.) But QED still ‘only’ a model.

The Platonist believes that in the limit, the ideal model will ultimately provide
more perfect descriptions of reality than our senses and instruments can ever
provide; and that theoretical physics will be indistinguishable from a branch of
mathematics..except for its ‘content’ of ‘physical reality’.

Your ‘definition’ above implies that you are a Platonist. This seems to conflict
with my understanding of your usual positions in this blog…and in your book!?

20. V
May 1, 2007

Chris,
Yes, I’m trying to say something similiar to this. Most string theorists would say
that M-theory will be such a formulation. One of the striking things about
perturbative string theory is that the strings are quantized, but the spacetime
they live in is purely classical.

21. Peter Woit
May 1, 2007

Leonard,

Sure, I’m a Platonist, even often describing my views as radically Platonist. Many
people don’t seem to have read my book very carefully, a large part of it is about
the relation of mathematics and physics, claiming that they are very deeply
connected, and it ends by suggesting more attention to this.



We know the world through our senses and through experiment. These are how
we know that our mathematical models of physics have to do with “reality”, and
are not just random abstract structures. I’ve always made clear that I don’t
object to string theory on the grounds that many people do, that it is “too
mathematical”. My objections to it are two-fold:

1. When you try and use string theory to make a model of reality, you are forced
into huge amounts of complexity and ugliness.

2. String theory is inherently unpredictive, there is zero experimental evidence
for it.

I see 1. and 2. as closely related problems.

22. V
May 1, 2007

Dear Peter,
I have to take objection with your first point that string theories models are
complex and ugly. On the contrary, models in Type II theory involving
intersecting D-branes are very geometric and beautiful, and the standard model
is very naturally accomadated. Regarding your second point, perhaps there is
some validity to this at present. However, this may not always be the case as
further progress is made.

23. a quantum diaries survivor
May 1, 2007

Hi Peter,

since bets on supersymmetry are mentioned here, let me mention that I had a
more substantive bet open on my site last year.

Jacques Distler and Gordon Watts have bet respectively 750$ and 250$ with me
that new physics (SUSY, or something else beyond a SM Higgs) will be found at
the LHC within two years from having collected 10/fb per experiment. If SUSY is
found, I lose $1000. If
nothing is found, I win $1000 with which I can try to cheer up my saddened soul.

Cheers,
T.

24. Peter Woit
May 1, 2007

V.,

I’ll just quote Zwiebach, page 346, about these models:

“the models seem contrived, at least in the sense that they are engineered to
give the physics that we observe, rather than obtained naturally as the simplest
solutions to string theory. The Standard Model is an intricate construct, and



present-day attempts to describe it within string theory are not simpler.”

25. Nameless
May 1, 2007

Smolin mentions in his reply to Polchinski’s review that N=4 SYM has not been
rigorously constructed yet. I wonder (and this is certainly the most stupid
question ever asked in this blog) whether N=4 SYM is asymptotically free?

26. Peter Woit
May 1, 2007

Nameless,

The N=4 SYM beta-function is zero, so the coupling constant doesn’t run, there’s
an ultraviolet fixed point at non-zero coupling. It’s not asymptotically free, since
the coupling doesn’t go to zero.

One of the big problems with using string-gauge duality to understand QCD is
exactly this: you don’t get asymptotically free theories like QCD.

27. V
May 1, 2007

Peter,
If you’d ever get your hands dirty with real work, you’d actually have a better
sense of these models, rather than relying on a comment in Zweibach’s book.
There are many, many constraints that one must satisfy in order to build realistic
models, so that it very definitely not contrived. See hep-th/0612087 for a
beautiful example.

28. woit
May 1, 2007

V,

Sorry, but that looks completely contrived to me. Then again, it may look less
contrived to those doing the contriving….

29. Nameless
May 1, 2007

One of the big problems with using string-gauge duality to understand
QCD is exactly this: you don’t get asymptotically free theories like
QCD.

And even in the conformal case, only the large N limit, I gather?

Thanks for your reply!

30. V
May 1, 2007



Peter,
I doubt very seriously that you have the knowledge and experience in either
string theory or particle theory to make such judgments. In any case, you will
claim everything is contrived since it suits your purposes, regardless of the
reality. I would have some respect for you if had something postiive and
constructive to say, rather than just continually nagging.

31. woit
May 1, 2007

V.,

You’ve chosen to remain publicly anonymous, while making it clear to me who
you are. I really don’t think you’re in a good position to attack my or anyone
else’s credentials, and in any case that’s not something you have any business
doing from behind the cover of anonymity. Please cut it out.

32. kuos
May 1, 2007

Wow V, the number of matter generations in that beautiful noncontrived model
only differs from reality by 33%. You’ve made a believer out of me.

33. dave tweed
May 1, 2007

V wrote “There are many, many constraints that one must satisfy in order to
build realistic models, so that it very definitely not contrived.” I want to
understand the logic implied by this statement. Are you saying (where “we” just
means “people who understand string theory”) “We understand genuine
principles of physics (which aren’t just “we need to end up with a realistic
model” conditions in disguise) that give lots of constraints. If we build a model
which satisfies those constriaints, we get a realistic model” or “We know various
things must be constrained to get a realistic model. If we build a model satisfying
those constraints, we get a realistic model”? I’m just trying to understand
precisely what is being claimed.

34. V.
May 1, 2007

Peter:
By no means have I let you know who I am anonymously. You can make whatever
assumptions you like. I point to this model as one that I’m familiar with which is
very simple, yet from it comes the entire structure of the MSSM. All essentially
from a set of numbers which are all plus/minus one.

kuos:
How do you know there won’t turn out to be four generations, with the fourth
generation being heavy? In any case, is this not an experimental prediction?

Dave:



In constructing models, there are many nontrivial consistency conditions which
must be satisfied such as tadpole cancellation, conditions for supersymmetry,
K-theory charge cancellation, etc.. Never mind getting the right matter
spectrum.

35. Aaron Bergman
May 1, 2007

And even in the conformal case, only the large N limit, I gather?

No. The AdS/CFT conjecture in its most powerful form holds for finite N.
Gauge/geometry duality is also not only restricted to CFTs.

36. dave tweed
May 1, 2007

V, I’m not a physicist so I don’t understand what those terms mean in detail, and
in the details you seem to have avoided commenting one way or another on
whether these conditions are _primarily understood on their own terms_, or just
understood as necessary in order to avoid producing features in concrete
instances of the model which are not realistic. To put it another way, suppose
tomorrow we were to observe something that implied, eg, “incomplete tadpole
cancellation” happened in the universe (whatever that might mean), presumably
the fact that it’s a consistency condition of string theory means no variety of
string theory would be unable to model this, right? (I’m just trying to clear up
what seem like vagueness about which conditions are put in to ensure a match
the observed world — and could be removed if experimentally falsifed — and
which are logically inviolable parts of the mathematics.)

37. dave tweed
May 1, 2007

Ugh: double negative is just a typo, should be “no variety of string theory would
be able to model this”.

38. anon.
May 1, 2007

Peter wrote:

One of the big problems with using string-gauge duality to understand QCD is
exactly this: you don’t get asymptotically free theories like QCD.

Aaron wrote:

Gauge/geometry duality is also not only restricted to CFTs.

It might be worth expanding on these two statements for the benefit of the
reader who doesn’t know about gauge/gravity duality. I would say they are both
correct. First, there are *non*conformal theories for which the duality is really
under control. These are not asymptotically free theories, but theories which are



strongly coupled even in the UV. The canonical example is Klebanov-Strassler,
but there are many others.

For asymptotically free theories, the trouble is that the gravity side becomes
strongly coupled when the gauge side is becoming weakly coupled. One can get
interesting theories in the same universality class as gauge theories of interest;
e.g. Witten found a supergravity black hole background in the universality class
of nonsupersymmetric Yang-Mills. This background seems to have a tunable
parameter that can be adjusted to reach the true non-SUSY Yang-Mills, but the
problem is that in trying to take this limit one runs into a regime where
calculations cannot be done. Similar almost-dual backgrounds exist for theories
with flavor (Sakai-Sugimoto, etc.).

In that sense, gauge/gravity duality provides something much like the lattice
strong-coupling expansion: a way of calculating in a theory very much like the
theory of interest, weakly coupled where the dual is strongly coupled, with a
limit one can take to reach the theory of interest (and no phase transition when
taking that limit). In both cases the desired limit is not tractable, but
qualitatively most of the properties of the theories are similar. In the case of the
lattice, the desired limit actually can be done (with difficulty) on a computer, at
least for calculating simple enough quantities. There’s no analogue of that for
the gravitational dual.

39. dave tweed
May 1, 2007

Third post: in case it’s not clear, I’m not looking for an explanation of any of
these things, just a clear statement “we have most of the model conditions as an
unavoidable requirements of string theory” or “most of the model conditions are
motivated by the need to obtain a realistic model”, just in order to understand
what level of claim for these sorts of string theory model is being made.

40. Nameless
May 1, 2007

Thanks, Aaron.

41. V.
May 1, 2007

Dave,
The requirements that I mentioned are basically for internal consistency at the
quantum level, and these requirements must be satisfied apart from any
considerations of matching the model to observed physics. For example, if the
tadpoles are not cancelled there will be what’s call a triangle anomaly. Once
these conditions are satisfied, one would like to have the gauge group and
matter representations of the MSSM, a full set of Yukawa couplings (necessary
for generating mass), and gauge coupling unification.

In intersecting brane models, this is accomplished by having different stacks of
D-branes which wrap around the compactified dimensions. Every time the



different stacks intersect, there is chiral matter localized at the intersection. The
idea is to have a configuration which gives the standard model. However, as
mentioned above, it is not possible to have any possible configuration, as this is
seriously constrained by the need for internal consistency. The model that I
pointed out has basically the simplest possible configuration, where the different
D-branes wrap around each compactified direction exactly once.

42. Peter Orland
May 1, 2007

V.

One of the reasons some people get frustrated with string theory
as a fundamental description of the universe is that arbitrary
scenarios are invoked. Intersecting D-branes are of academic
interest for constructing models with particles of different colors and flavors;
that doesn’t mean that this is how quantum numbers arise in
nature.

The problem is that there are no dynamical calculations in string
theory. No dynamical calculation shows that there is Calabi-Yau (or any other,
including KK) compactification. No dynamical calculation shows that certain
brane configurations dominate (including the one you advocate). This is what I
always found unsatisfying about attempts to do string phenomenolgy, even back
in the eighties – there are plenty of scenarios, but no analysis. Landscape
advocates go even further in this respect. They have openly given up on
justifying these scenarios.

43. V
May 1, 2007

Peter,
You’re right that at present there are no dynamics that would choose the specific
vacuum presently known. However, I think this is because we don’t have the
complete theory. If we can find a vacuum which correspond very closely to our
universe, we may be able understand why this vacuum is selected, which may in
turn lead to a complete formulation of the theory. In any case, it would be
remarkable if we can find a model which provides a complete description of
physics as we know it, and it would be even more remarkable if this model made
predicitions that were later born out.

At the present, we don’t know why the Standard Model gauge group is what it is.
Afterall, a large number of gauge groups are possible and it has many free
parameters. Does that stop particle physicists from using it? Absolutely not!
However, some people like Peter Woit would claim that the Standard Model is
‘contrived’ and arbitrary. It may very well be, but that does not mean it’s useless
or that it doesn’t help us get closer to the truth.

It will probably turn out that we will find a string theory model that completely
describes our universe which may be regarded as an effective theory just as the
standard model is an effective theory. However, it will be at a deeper level. Only



later we will understand why it is chosen.

44. Thomas Larsson
May 2, 2007

In mentioning Witten’s remark, did you mean to write “discovery of the positive
cc”?

Oops.

45. woit
May 2, 2007

V.
I don’t think the Standard Model is contrived, quite the opposite. I think all
attempts to get it out of string theory are contrived.

46. Nameless
May 2, 2007

Anon, thanks to you too. I’ll refrain from asking further questions… that’s what
review articles are for.

47. V.
May 2, 2007

Peter,
String theory models are no more contrived than the Standard Model itself. The
standard model can only make predictions after fixing it’s free parameters by
hand. We have no reason for choosing SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) in the SM except that it
seems to work. We have no explanation for the charges in the SM except they
seem to work. We have no explanation for the masses in the SM except they
seem to work. Any string theory model will essentially do the same thing, except
that it will provide a geometric explanation of all of the above AND unify the SM
with gravity. Perhaps we will not be able to understand why this structure arises
for some time, but it will still be useful, especially if it can make other
predictions.

48. Peter Shor
May 2, 2007

There are 19 parameters in the standard model. Assuming each of these on
average needs around 4 significant digits to get similar physics to ours gives one
chance in 10 ^ (-84) we would have a universe looking fairly close to this one.
This chance appears to be significantly better than you get with the string theory
landscape.

Is this a good measure of the “contrivedness” of a theory? I don’t think so, but I
don’t buy the argument that string theory has no free parameters, so it’s less
contrived.



49. V
May 2, 2007

I think you guys would be a lot better off if you’d stop worrying about the ability
to uniquely determine the universe we live in. We’re clearly not there, yet. The
goal should be to effectively describe our world in a predictive way, regardless of
the uniqueness question. Making aesthetic judgements is rather stupid at this
point. If it works, that’s what’s important. We can worry about the ‘why’ question
later.

50. King Ray
May 2, 2007

V, if you require anomaly cancellation and that the global gauge group of the SM
is S(U(3)xU(2))=SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)/Z_6, you get a unique solution for the
hypercharges (and hence the electric charges), assuming anomalies cancel out
within a family (the “Poor Man’s Unified Field Theory”). The SU(2) and SU(3)
reps of the quarks and leptons are inputs though.

51. V
May 2, 2007

King Ray,
Sorry, the Standard Model by itself cannot explain the charges, although it’s true
that they are constrained by anomaly cancellation. To explain the charge
quantization, you have to go to a Grand Unified Theory such as SU(5).

52. Peter Orland
May 2, 2007

I think it’s interesting that V. says aesthetic judgements are stupid. The
justification of string theory by those leading the field was largely aesthetic, way
back in the eighties. Now that so many people are totally committed to the
strings, this justification seems to have been dropped.

53. King Ray
May 2, 2007

V, anomaly cancellation gives two different solutions, one the true solution and
the other a bizarre solution. The bizarre solution is not consistent with the global
group S(U(3)xU(2)), leaving a unique solution if you assume that amomalies
cancel within each family, and that the global group is S(U(3)xU(2)).

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v43/i8/p2709_1

54. V
May 2, 2007

Peter,
The justification for string theory has always been it’s potential for unification of
quantum mechanics and the standard model with gravity, rather than aesthetics.

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v43/i8/p2709_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v43/i8/p2709_1


There are some hardcore hurdles that string theory has been able to hurdle. Like
it or not, it is in fact the only known possible candidate for unification at the
present time.

King Ray,
It sounds to me like what you’re doing might be equivalent putting the standard
model reps into representations of SU(5). Perhaps you’ve discovered grand
unification without realizing it?

55. King Ray
May 2, 2007

V, S(U(3)xU(2)) indeed embeds into SU(5) in block diagonal form. However,
S(U(3)xU(2)) does not have the extra gauge bosons (from the off block diagonal
entries) that SU(5) does that lead to proton decay. It was because S(U(3)xU(2))
embedded into SU(5) so well that made SU(5) look so attractive initially.
S(U(3)xU(2)) is a U(3)xU(2) theory with the U(3) and U(2) determinants related.

The charge quantization and ratio prediction comes from intra family anomaly
cancellation and taking the global structure of the SM to be S(U(3)xU(2)), which
identifies six elements of SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1).

There are 13 possible choices for the global gauge group of the standard model,
and of them only S(U(3)xU(2)) is consistent with the quarks and leptons that we
have observed in nature.

It is well accepted that the global group of the SM is S(U(3)xU(2)) and not
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1). See O’Raifeartaigh’s book, for example.

56. Peter Orland
May 2, 2007

V.

Yes, we all know that that was the reason people were attracted to
string theory. But it isn’t clear that it is the only way to have quantized
gravity. Between the energies we study experimentally and the Planck mass,
there are many possibilities. Quantum gravity can be said to
be a theoretical success over this entire (enormous!) range. What string theory
does beyond this range is provide a cut-off at the Planck mass.

Now there are other ways to cut off gravity at 10^{-33}cm. A very
crude example is some sort of Regge calculus. So I don’t find the
unification of gravity with quantum mechanics to be a very
convincing argument for string theory. Any judgement as to
how one wants to cut off the theory at the Planck mass is
going to be an aesthetic one.

I am not against studying quantum gravity using string theory (I have even
written a few string papers). I have no opinion as to the best way to cut off
gravity in the ultraviolet. But it’s one thing to study something, quite another to



think there is no alternative.

57. V
May 2, 2007

Peter,
If there is another (serious) way to study quantum gravity, then it would be great
and I’m sure people will pay attention. One thing that should be kept in mind
regarding the debate about string theory, is that one of the driving forces in it’s
development over the last several years is a lack of experimental data. Because
of this, there has been no other way to study these problems. I wonder what the
development of theory over the last 15 years would have been like if the SSC had
been constructed? Perhaps it would



Three String Theory Textbooks

May 2, 2007
Categories: Book Reviews

Until very recently, someone who wanted to begin studying string theory seriously
had really only three possible textbooks available:

• Superstring Theory (1987), by Green, Schwarz and Witten. This is a two-volume,
massive 1000 page treatment of the quantization of the superstring and ideas
about Calabi-Yau compactifications dating from right after the First Superstring
Revolution in 1984.

• String Theory (1998), by Polchinski. In two volumes and 900 pages this covers
most of what is in Green-Schwarz-Witten, while also surveying D-branes, the
second Superstring Revolution, and much of what was learned about string
theory during the decade after GSW.

• A First Course in String Theory (2004), by Zwiebach. This is the textbook for an
undergraduate course, so is at a lower level than the other two books.

Very recently three new string theory textbooks have appeared, each aimed at
providing a textbook for an advanced one-year graduate course, assuming a
background in quantum field theory and the standard model. Each of them is quite a
bit shorter, while trying to cover much more than Polchinski and GSW. This is a
daunting task. Polchinski in his introduction noted how difficult it was to cover even
in 900 pages a literature of size around 10,000 papers. These new books are trying to
cover a literature probably twice as large in sometimes half as much space. As a
result all three of them necessarily often have a rather telegraphic feel, more that of a
review article than the usual sort of introductory textbook.

I’ve spent some time reading through all three books over the last couple months, and
here are some impressions. Just as these books are too short to really cover the
subject, my comments here will be much too short to do justice to the 1800 pages or
so of material in the books.

Michael Dine’s Supersymmetry and String Theory actually probably shouldn’t be
thought of as a string theory textbook (and on page 310 the author notes “This is not
a string theory textbook”). The first 300 pages have nothing to do with string theory,
instead consisting of an introduction to the Standard Model, beyond Standard Model
Physics (especially supersymmetry), and cosmology. The last 175 pages of the book
give a very sketchy survey of string theory, concentrating on prospects for getting
unification and particle physics out of it. Dine starts out with the standard
promotional material for this idea, but does clearly explain the fundamental problems
such as that of moduli stabilization that have led to the landscape and the ever-more-
clear failure of this idea. He ends with a chapter about this and about the anthropic
landscape. The main concern of most string theorists over the past 10 years, AdS/CFT
duality, gets just two pages. For other reviews of the book, see one by Jacques Distler,
and one by Lubos Motl (whose endorsement of the book’s contents as “state-of-the-art
picture of reality” appears on the book’s cover). One peculiarity is that when he turns
to general relativity and string theory, Dine switches his convention for the sign of the

http://www.amazon.com/Supersymmetry-String-Theory-Beyond-Standard/dp/0521858410
http://www.amazon.com/Supersymmetry-String-Theory-Beyond-Standard/dp/0521858410
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001161.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001161.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/12/supersymmetry-and-string-theory-beyond.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/12/supersymmetry-and-string-theory-beyond.html


metric. Perhaps the book is best thought of as mostly an introduction to
supersymmetry in particle physics, with the string theory material an outgrowth of
that central topic.

String Theory in a Nutshell, by Elias Kiritsis, is one of what I guess Princeton
University Press intends to be part of an “in a Nutshell” series, beginning with Tony
Zee’s Quantum Field Theory in a Nutshell. Zee’s is a wonderful book, although it’s
best for someone who has already taken a QFT course and wants to get further
insight into the theory, or read as a supplement to a more detailed text like Peskin and
Schroeder. The Kiritsis book is not much longer than Zee’s (they are both somewhat
less than 600 pages), but is much more intended as a standalone textbook for a one-
year string theory course, replacing Polchinski. It contains a wealth of exercises,
nearly 500 of them (and the author warns that some are hard enough to have been
the subject of research articles). While the book begins with the standard promotional
pitch, Kiritsis does acknowledge that it may turn out that the subject is “an
intellectual classical black hole”. He pretty much completely ignores the moduli
stabilization problem and the landscape. AdS/CFT gets a long chapter of about 70
pages, with 62 exercises. I don’t know of any other reviews yet, but Lubos Motl’s
endorsement (which doesn’t appear on the cover) can be found in Princeton
University Press’s promotional material for the book.

The most complete of the three books is String Theory and M-theory, by John Schwarz
and the Becker sisters. It is more than 700 pages long and is intended as the textbook
for a year-long graduate course, taking students from the basics of string theory to
the latest ideas about flux compactifications and moduli stabilization. Trying to cover
such a huge subject in this space means that it is done in much the “in a nutshell”
style of Zee’s QFT text. As a result many sections of the book have more the feel of a
review article for a general audience than that of a textbook for students. The
calculations leading to the landscape are covered in some detail, and there’s a
discussion of anthropic arguments and statistical calculations. Like Kiritsis, a 70 or so
page discussion of gauge-string duality is provided. There’s a review by Capitalist
Imperialist Pig, and a short mention from Lubos Motl. No endorsement from Lubos on
the book, instead it carries endorsements from the leading figures of the subject
(Arkani-Hamed, Gross, Strominger, Vafa and Witten).

I found all three books quite interesting to spend some time going through, as they
each in their own way provided an overview of the current state of string theory as a
unified theory of particle physics. Of the three, Becker-Becker-Schwarz I think gives
the most complete coverage of where the subject is at. Dine is a separate case, since
it’s mostly about other things. As you might guess I’m highly dubious of the idea of
teaching this sort of material in a standard class for graduate students. The
fundamental problem is that the very speculative idea that these books are devoted
to, that you can unify particle physics using 10/11 dimensional string/M-theory
together with compactification and branes in order to make the extra dimensions
invisible, is one that has by now pretty clearly failed. Dine comes the closest to
explaining how problematic the situation is, Kiritsis is at the other end, choosing to
not explain the nature of the problems. These books attempt to cover a huge
literature which consists of failed attempts to make some sort of connection with the
real world, and I can’t think of any other field of physics or mathematics where there

http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8456.html
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8456.html
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8456.html
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8456.html
http://www.amazon.com/String-Theory-M-Theory-Modern-Introduction/dp/0521860695
http://www.amazon.com/String-Theory-M-Theory-Modern-Introduction/dp/0521860695
http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2007/01/string-theory-bbs-review.html
http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2007/01/string-theory-bbs-review.html
http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2007/01/string-theory-bbs-review.html
http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2007/01/string-theory-bbs-review.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/12/becker-becker-schwarz-sold-in-great_11.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/12/becker-becker-schwarz-sold-in-great_11.html


are graduate-level textbooks that could be characterized in this way. Unfortunately,
much of what has been successful about string theory is ignored in these books.
Mirror symmetry, which has had a huge effect on mathematics, is not even mentioned
by Dine, gets a couple pages in both Kiritsis and Becker-Becker-Schwarz. While
ignoring string theory’s mathematically most interesting insights, these books lead
students into a horrendously complicated thicket of speculative ideas that generally
don’t work, but provide enough grist for decades of research projects to come. Any
student who chooses to follow this path will need to devote many years to mastering
this material, a one-year graduate course is not going to do the trick. There’s no
particular reason to believe that this kind of training is one that will lead to a solid
background in techniques that are likely to have more success in the future.

Comments

1. King Ray
May 2, 2007

Hmmm… The latest edition of Ptolemy’s Almagest is 693 pages. It seems that
these overly baroque theories need longer texts to explain them. You would hope
that the ultimate theory would be explainable in 10’s of pages.

2. baroque
May 2, 2007

“You would hope that the ultimate theory would be explainable in 10’s of pages.”

I would? Are you aware of any reasonable treatment of any nontrivial aspect of
physics which can be explained coherently in 10 pages?

3. Peter Woit
May 2, 2007

baroque,

These books aren’t like Peskin and Schroeder, explaining in detail how to do
calculations that can successfully be compared to experiment. Mostly they’re
quite sketchy. Dine does the Standard Model in under 20 pages, and all of
cosmology in 9 pages.

But, the problem with these string theory textbooks is not their length. Peskin
and Schroeder is 800 pages long, but it explains in detail how to do a wide range
of calculations that can be successfully compared to experiment. Nothing in any
of the thousands of pages in these books allows you to compute anything that
can be compared to experiment. The Almagest is definitely better on that score.

4. King Ray
May 2, 2007

baroque, if you can’t explain your theory in 10’s of pages, I think you’re on the
wrong track, as is becoming slowly apparent to almost all on the string theory



front.

Look at Einstein’s The Meaning of Relativity, Landau and Lifschitz’s Mechanics,
etc. for some beautifully simple expositions.

Beauty and Simplicity should be the key characteristics of the ultimate theory.

5. Arun
May 2, 2007

“The latest edition of Ptolemy’s Almagest is 693 pages. It seems that these overly
baroque theories need longer texts to explain them.”

De Revolutionibus is 330 pages as per Wikipedia.

6. ali
May 2, 2007

Hi peter,
What do you think of the princeton university’s latest press release?
http://www.physorg.com/news97339219.html
Thanks

7. Peter Orland
May 2, 2007

Some years ago, I remember that Princeton supposedly dropped
their field-theory course and taught string theory instead. I presume this has
since been recognized as a mistake, but I don’t know for certain.

8. marketing
May 2, 2007

I’d argue differently. If anybody is considering writing a book on these topics,
they better make sure it comes out in the market right now. Two years from now
will most likely be too late to try and sell this stuff. Whatever the LHC might
bring, the name of the game will be phenomenology.

9. Peter Orland
May 2, 2007

Ali,

This is interesting stuff, but the article fails to mention that the
gauge theory which is (probably) equivalent to the string theory
is N=4 Yang-Mills. This is very different (even qualitatively) from QCD, the gauge
theory of the strong interactions.

10. King Ray
May 2, 2007

I think this is the paper of Klebanov’s in question:

http://www.physorg.com/news97339219.html
http://www.physorg.com/news97339219.html


http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0611135

I think that all the overhyping and distorting of results for press attention is
hurting string theory, since they can’t deliver on their hype. I’m sure some
interesting math is going on in AdS/CFT, but it may not be related to the real
world.

11. Aaron Bergman
May 2, 2007

Some years ago, I remember that Princeton supposedly dropped
their field-theory course and taught string theory instead.

I doubt that. Both classes were certainly taught when I was there.

12. Peter Orland
May 2, 2007

Aaron,

This was a long time ago. I heard about it around 1987

13. Jack
May 2, 2007

http://discovermagazine.com/2007/feb/cover

I’m not sure I understand this, but from what I’m reading it sounds like parts of
string theory was experimentally verified/tested. Is this so?

14. Peter Orland
May 2, 2007

Jack,

That is not how RHIC experiments should be interpreted. What they
study is high-energy nuclear collisions, with goal being a plasma of
quarks and gluons. There is no test of fundamental string theory
(of gravity and matter) here.

Here is what is going on. The formalism of string theory is used by some
theorists to try to describe QCD, the theory of these quarks and gluons. The
problem is that it really only describes what is called the strong-coupling
approximation. Such approximations are not new – since 1974, there has been
the lattice strong-coupling expansion, which is a non-computer-based
calculational scheme. Such approximations gave us the first hints that QCD
might really confine quarks.

Unfortunately the strong-coupling approximation is not necessarily
a good approximation. The old-time lattice people abandoned it
in favor of numerical methods. There are unphysical aspects of
this sort of approximation (lattice artifacts, or unphysical particles

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0611135
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0611135
http://discovermagazine.com/2007/feb/cover
http://discovermagazine.com/2007/feb/cover


from the string).

Now people are claiming that the stringy strong-coupling methods
are a good way to study QCD, and to understand RHIC physics. But
the real problem with any strong-coupling approach is that you can’t
renormalize the theory – that is remove the ultraviolet cut-off. For
this reason, I think such approximations are highly questionable.

I go to a lot of talks on this stuff, and I always raise this issue. None of the
speakers have addressed it, at least not to my satisfaction.

15. J
May 3, 2007

What do you think of the 3 early books? Any comments?

16. valon
May 3, 2007

Peter,

In your review of the String books you wrote:
” Mirror symmetry, which has had a huge effect on mathematics, is not even
mentioned by Dine, gets a couple pages in both Kiritsis and Becker-Becker-
Dine.”
Did you perhaps mean BBS?

Regards.

17. woit
May 3, 2007

valon,

Fixed

J.,

I haven’t looked at the earlier books closely recently, so don’t want to say much.
In general, I think they are much less sketchy, actually work through a lot more
of the details of how you quantize a string, which is an interesting thing to do.
From what I remember GSW also has much more details about Kahler geometry,
which could be useful. But I should look at the books again before making more
comments.

18. anon.
May 4, 2007

How about other books dealing with string theory in slightly a less spiritual, and
more practical, way? For example, check out the Red String Book: The Power of
Protection (Technology for the Soul) by Berg, http://www.amazon.com/Red-
String-Book-Protection-Technology/dp/1571892486

http://www.amazon.com/Red-String-Book-Protection-Technology/dp/1571892486
http://www.amazon.com/Red-String-Book-Protection-Technology/dp/1571892486
http://www.amazon.com/Red-String-Book-Protection-Technology/dp/1571892486
http://www.amazon.com/Red-String-Book-Protection-Technology/dp/1571892486


If you’d take a more holistic approach to string, instead of blindly Popperian one
you take, you’d see it differently. The people who complain that religions are
wrong or ‘not even wrong’, ignore the great success of religion as a cultural,
groupthink activity.

19. David
May 4, 2007

Anon.
I’m not sure if your post was tongue in cheek or not. I’ll assume not. That said,
I’m reminded of Francis Crick’s remark that over the last 2000 years philosophy
has been spectacularly unsuccessful at dealing with science. I’m also reminded
of attending a philosophy of science conference in the late 1970’s where the
discussion was about the importance of betweenness in groups of billiard balls as
important for the philosophical understanding of atoms & molecules. They
seemed to have missed quantum theory. Thus, while Popper may have
contributed something to science, I don’t think any of us (at least at this blog)
believe that the standard philosophical approach of ONLY thinking will lead to
great advances. Feynman often said that no matter how beautiful the theory, if it
doesn’t agree with experiment it’s wrong. The point of science is to understand
nature. We can only tell how well we are doing by comparing our theories with
what nature actually does. If anyone is more spiritual and less practical, it seems
to me he/she is on the string side of the debate. That doesn’t mean thinking is
unimportant but at some point one must compare the thinking with nature. If I
misunderstood your post, sorry.
Best,
David

20. theoreticalminimum
May 8, 2007

I recently came across a few shared folders of ebooks on esnip, from which I
found links to some of the books mentioned by Peter, from which those
interested can download the books in djvu or pdf formats. I would like to merely
extend those links to this post, with the hope that Peter won’t be having too
many misgivings about this seeming act of “free-education-resource-for-all”
débauche. They are:
Superstring Theory (Green, Schwarz, Witten)
Volume 1 [http://www.esnips.com/doc/db4a2a3a-79f4-4dfb-9101-839a297f0ca3
/Green-M.,
-Schwarz-J.,-Witten-E.-Superstring-theory,-vol-1]
Volume 2
[http://www.esnips.com/doc/f904e73d-fb9c-4e06-907c-94e1a565cf4f/Green-M.,
-Schwarz-J.,-Witten-E.-Superstring-theory,-vol-2]
String Theory Volume 1 [DJVU] , Volume 2 [DJVU] (Polchinski),

A First Course in String Theory [DJVU] (Zwiebach),
String Theory and M-Theory: A Modern Introduction [PDF] (Becker, Becker,
Schwarz).

http://www.esnips.com/
http://www.esnips.com/
http://www.esnips.com/doc/db4a2a3a-79f4-4dfb-9101-839a297f0ca3/Green-M
http://www.esnips.com/doc/db4a2a3a-79f4-4dfb-9101-839a297f0ca3/Green-M
http://www.esnips.com/doc/db4a2a3a-79f4-4dfb-9101-839a297f0ca3/Green-M
http://www.esnips.com/doc/db4a2a3a-79f4-4dfb-9101-839a297f0ca3/Green-M
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http://www.esnips.com/doc/f904e73d-fb9c-4e06-907c-94e1a565cf4f/Green-M
http://www.esnips.com/doc/58ca9551-cac8-4985-b7c1-c3516a780762/Polchinski-J.---String-theory-I,-Bosonic-Strings
http://www.esnips.com/doc/58ca9551-cac8-4985-b7c1-c3516a780762/Polchinski-J.---String-theory-I,-Bosonic-Strings
http://www.esnips.com/doc/79fee07f-717c-4563-8e6c-bffed4b3b060/Polchinski-J.---String-theory-II,-Superstrings
http://www.esnips.com/doc/79fee07f-717c-4563-8e6c-bffed4b3b060/Polchinski-J.---String-theory-II,-Superstrings
http://www.esnips.com/doc/31222d8e-dc6e-474d-a847-2084cc348789/Zwiebach---A-First-Course-in-String-Theory
http://www.esnips.com/doc/31222d8e-dc6e-474d-a847-2084cc348789/Zwiebach---A-First-Course-in-String-Theory
http://www.esnips.com/doc/515b226b-61d7-4ea0-b111-e0da3fe08a5c/Katrin-Becker,-Melanie-Becker,-John-H.-Schwarz.---String-theory-and-M-theory-(CUP.2007)
http://www.esnips.com/doc/515b226b-61d7-4ea0-b111-e0da3fe08a5c/Katrin-Becker,-Melanie-Becker,-John-H.-Schwarz.---String-theory-and-M-theory-(CUP.2007)


Michael Dine provides lecture notes of a course he taught in 2002, which
carries almost the same title (Beyond the Standard Model: Supersymmetry and
String Theory) as his book. They might be worth checking out, whether or not
one unfamiliar with the book would be thinking about significant overlaps with
the book’s content (maybe Peter would be in a position to inform us here).

Eh ben voilà quoi!

http://scipp.ucsc.edu/~dine/ph290/Physics_290.html
http://scipp.ucsc.edu/~dine/ph290/Physics_290.html


Princeton Physicists Connect String Theory With
Established Physics

May 2, 2007
Categories: This Week's Hype

The latest press release hyping a string theory paper in a misleading way comes from
my alma mater Princeton, which I find quite depressing. According to yesterday’s
press release, entitled Princeton physicists connect string theory with established
physics:

String theory, simultaneously one of the most promising and controversial ideas in
modern physics, may be more capable of helping probe the inner workings of
subatomic particles than was previously thought, according to a team of Princeton
University scientists.

The theory has been highly praised by some physicists for its potential to forge the
long-sought link between gravity and the forces that dominate within the atomic
nucleus. But the theory — which posits that all subatomic particles are actually tiny
“strings” that vibrate in different ways — has also drawn criticism for being
untestable in the laboratory, and perhaps impossible to connect with real-world
phenomena.

However, the Princeton researchers have found new mathematical evidence that
some of string theory’s predictions mesh closely with those of a well-respected body
of physics called “gauge theory,” …

This has nothing to do with the controversial failed project of using string theory to
provide a unified theory of particle physics and gravity. What it is about is another
check of something not very controversial at all: the pretty much universally believed
idea that a very special un-physical quantum field theory, N=4 supersymmetric Yang-
Mills theory, at strong coupling can be described by a weakly-interacting string. This
AdS/CFT correspondence is now almost ten years old and a significant amount of
evidence for it has accumulated. What the press release is referring to is this paper
by Igor Klebanov and collaborators, which studies numerically an integral equation
derived in this paper.

The press release has already led to stories here and here, with presumably many
more to come. Should make Slashdot any moment now….

Comments

1. anon.
May 3, 2007

Maldacena’s unproved conjecture of a correspondence between 5-d AdS (anti de
Sitter) space and 4-d stringy Yang-Mills conformal field theory (CFT) is one of the
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best things to come from string theory related research. I just love the fact that
by the holographic principle, that 4-d particle physics resides as a brane or
surface on a 5-d anti de Sitter space.

On the negative side,

*AdS has a negative cosmological constant, instead of a positive one,

*N=4 Yang-Mills CFT isn’t consistent with 10-d supersymmetry.

Other conjectured unproved correspondences which can under limited
conditions model real phenomena to some extent include:

*by using phlogiston theory, you can model combustion without oxidation, which
was very handy at one time,

*by using caloric you can model heat without needing kinetic and radiation
theories, again, a useful simplification at one time (Ca/KR correspondence)

*by using Ptolemy’s epicycles, you can actually model planetary motions in the
solar system, which was simple for astrologers (Pt/SS correspondence)

*by using the FitzGerald-Lorentz aether you can model the contraction of moving
bodies without needing special relativity, which is oh so useful for crackpots
(FL/SR correspondence)

So the evidence of adS/CFT correspondence conjecture holding fairly well,
implies that maybe people should start taking seriously other models that are
similarly based on totally unphysical assumptions?

2. John W.
May 3, 2007

Something is better than nothing. With all this arbitrary mish-mash of ideas
being thrown around maybe ideas may evolve to bring more meaning into the
current fundamental physics discourse; until that time more raving and ranting…

Oh, and by the way, Peter, you still haven’t written anything substantial on Rep
Theory and Particle Physics for the advanced undergrad. May we expect
anything of that sort within the next several months?

Regards

3. F.
May 3, 2007

Thank you for the exciting news. I think the numerical confirmation of Beisert’s
inspired guess how a gauge theory in the asymptotically free high-energy limit is
smoothly connected to a string theoretical description at lower energy is a
tremendous step forward, well worth some publicity.
Cheers, F.



4. ruleman
May 3, 2007

F., nobody –I think– doubts that this is interesting stuff. And potentially highly
useful. Well deserving of publicity.

But when the main author says,

“We have previously been able to study these interactions in detail only
at the high-energy conditions within particle accelerators, but with
these findings we may be able to describe what’s happening inside the
atoms that make up rocks and trees. We cannot do so yet, but it
appears that the math of string theory could be what we need to bridge
this gap.”

he’s clearly saying something untrue. Much is known about the strong
interactions in the low energy regime, and there are a variety of tools that have
been successfully used to describe them.

After all, if the above quote is true, then, how well do they fit the Roper
resonance? Can they predict the masses of the meson and baryon decuplets? Or,
more to the point, what is the ratio of the rho to proton masses in their theory?

I mean, can they really do what has never been done before, as they claim? Can
they do better than lattice QCD, chiral effective models, QCD sum rules, as they
claim? Bring on the numbers then, we are eager to check ’em.

5. andy
May 3, 2007

The press release isn’t all hype. Consider the following:

This is not to say that string theory is likely to become accepted as an overall
explanation of subatomic physics anytime soon. Klebanov’s team has found a
bridge between established physics and a mathematical theory, which is only one
step toward solid experimental proof that the world is actually constructed of
tiny vibrating strings. And even this bridge applies to only one facet of gauge
theory. Bridging this gap for other facets will be necessary to enable physicists to
understand fundamentally the interiors of the protons and neutrons that make
up the earth beneath our feet.

I think that’s fair enough. “Other facets” clearly refers to QCD.

6. Jean-Paul
May 3, 2007

F., could you please explain what do you mean as “asymptotically free high-
energy limit”? I though that N=4 SYM was a finite theory…

7. Thomas Love
May 3, 2007



Peter wrote:

What the press release is referring to is this paper by Igor Klebanov and
collaborators, which studies numerically an integral equation derived in this
paper

Both of the links lead to the same paper

8. Peter Woit
May 3, 2007

Thomas,

Fixed.

9. F.
May 3, 2007

Jean-Paul,
you are right, of course. I am referring to:

“Beisert said that his team’s work provided a useful abstract proof of the
transition between weak and strong interaction strength, but that numerical
evidence had been lacking.

“The result of Klebanov’s group gives beautiful numerical evidence for the
validity of our proposal,” ”

Cheers, F.

10. Kasper Olsen
May 4, 2007

Peter,

Actually, string theory already is a “unified theory of particle physics and
gravity”; whether it is a correct description of reality is yet to be seen…

best, Kasper

11. Herbert
May 4, 2007

Other folks will also find it depressing that Princeton is Peter Woit’s alma mater.
But the press release is exciting and Dr (!) Woit should be praised for promoting
it.

12. gunpowder&noodles
May 5, 2007

Lubos Motl also objects to this story. On the grounds that somebody used the
word “controversial” in connection with string theory.



By the way, LM has recently written a screed on the 2nd law of thermodynamics
that is decidedly non-mainstream; borderline crackpot in fact. I mention this
*not* to start another anti-LM tirade, *nor* to initiate a discussion on the 2nd
law, but as a warning to those who, like me, previously thought that he always
knows what he is talking about on technical issues of physics. Evidently he
doesn’t. Oh well. We’ll just have to read his technical writings with a few more
grains of salt.

13. Web King
May 5, 2007

Couple of week back I read the review of the Director’s Cut version of String
Kings. It seems that the Director’s Cut version includes more scenes featuring a
certain “man on the edge”.

14. John W.
May 5, 2007

Peter,

[Somewhat off-topic, but I thought you may be one of only a handful of people to
give an honest + critical feedback.]

What do you think is specifically important about the following works? (I’m
assuming you may have perused through one of them in your academic studies; I
apologize if you haven’t):

“Topology, Geometry and Quantum Field Theory: Proceedings of the 2002 Oxford
Symposium in Honour of the 60th Birthday of Graeme Segal”

and

“Geometry, Topology and Quantum Field Theory (Fundamental Theories of
Physics)”
– P. Bandyopadhyay

Thanks.
John W.

15. anon.
May 5, 2007

‘Actually, string theory already is a “unified theory of particle physics and
gravity”; whether it is a correct description of reality is yet to be seen…’ –
Kasper Olsen

It’s not even a unification of particle physics and gravity. It’s merely a unification
of the (ill-founded in view of the landscape) speculation that string can model
particle physics, with the speculation that by M-theory you can include gravitons.
To call string theory a unification of particle physics and gravity is misleading
hype. Maybe instead you should call it a unification of unphysical speculations



about particles and gravity.

Saying that string is does unify particle physics and gravity, but then afterwards
adding that it has not yet been shown to be the correct unification, is the cause
of all the confusing hype problems. You need to be completely clear and call
string a speculative unification scheme.

16. V.
May 5, 2007

Dear Anon,
String theory does in fact unify particle physics and gravity into a consistent
structure. This is not speculation. You are right that we cannot say at the present
why the specific vacuum which corresponds to our universe is chosen. However,
I think the defiinition of particle physics is more broad than just the Standard
Model. Do you have any reasons within the bounds of quantum field theory for
believing that the structure of the Standard Model is unique and no other
vacuum structure is possible?

17. Kyrie
May 5, 2007

You are right that we cannot say at the present why the specific
vacuum which corresponds to our universe is chosen.

And what, exactly, it is that you can say at the present time? Does string theory
predict susy or not? Does it predict extra dimensions or not? Does it predict light
scalars or not? And what are the corresponding mass scales?

18. X.
May 5, 2007

gunpowder & noodles wrote:
“By the way, LM has recently written a screed on the 2nd law of thermodynamics
that is decidedly non-mainstream; borderline crackpot in fact.”

LM’s opinions on thermodynamics are about as accurate as his ones on
computers, numerical analysis, and climate science. BS.

19. V.
May 5, 2007

Kyrie,
What we can say is that string theory provides a consistent unification of
quantum mechanics and gravity. Supersymmetry and extra dimensions are
generic predictions. The physical properties of the universe that we live in
corresponds to a specific solution. In order to make predictions, this specific
solution must be found first. When and if this solution is found, we may be able
to say why this solution is selected. However, even in the absence of such a
selection principle, this solution would allow us to completely describe the
physics of the universe we live in. So, you should give string



theorist/phenomenologist time to discover this solution. Then, and only then, will
we be able to make specific predictions about our universe.

20. kyrie
May 5, 2007

V., being on the right track to a consistent unification of quantum mechanics and
GR is what most people would call an important research program. It is
reasonable to expect that, if successful, such program will have a lot to say about
particle physics — and gravity.

But saying that string theory does in fact unify particle physics and gravity is
very different. It implies, among other things, that particle physics can be
derived from ST. And also that there are concrete predictions for future
experiments. I think it’s still quite far from that. There are interesting generic
predictions from ST, as you say, that have actually motivated a lot of model
building. But no specific ones, as far as I know, not even about orders of
magnitude.

And then, the possibility cannot (so far) be logically excluded that even if particle
physics and gravity actually are unified in nature, that unification is not ST.

21. AnOn
May 5, 2007

Kyrie,

I think that you’re missing the point. All V is saying is that string theory is a
quantum theory of gravity which can incorporate gauge theories, etc. V is not
arguing that it necessarily has anything to do with our universe (though, of
course, it might) just that it successfully merges gravity and particle physics.
Some people think that this fact alone alone is impressive. I’m not aware of any
other research programme which can make this claim. The only thing which
comes close is LQG which, of course, doesn’t predict anything about particle
physics either.

22. matteoeo
May 5, 2007

string theory does in fact unify particle physics and gravity

I think it might at most unify particles and the graviton, which is different from
unifying particles and gravity and very far from unifying particle physics to
gravitation.

23. V.
May 5, 2007

I think there should be define what we mean when we are talking about particle
physics. Are we talking about all possible gauge theories in general or just the
Standard Model gauge theory which describes our universe?



24. Yatima
May 5, 2007

A not-quite-serious Saturday Evening post:

http://www.angryflower.com/dating.gif

25. kyrie
May 5, 2007

I agree, semantics seems to be a problem here. By particle physics I understand
what is measured in particle accelerator (and cosmic rays) experiments. And
which is, so far, perfectly well described by the SM (minus some technicalities).

26. Peter Woit
May 6, 2007

John W.

I know nothing about the second reference, but the first is the proceedings of a
conference I attended honoring Graeme Segal on his 60th birthday. It contains
his notes on conformal field theory, which is a very interesting document. Most of
it is research-level articles, as usual a mixed bag. Some very interesting, some
not. But definitely a document that is more aimed at experts, not so much an
expository book.

And it doesn’t look like I’ll have time in the near future to write up anything at an
undergraduate level. At the moment, still trying to understand relations between
Langlands stuff, representation theory and QFT, as well as continuing to work on
BRST. Next year I’ll be teaching our graduate course on representation theory
for the full year, hope to find time to generate a better set of notes, covering a
wider part of the subject.

27. John W.
May 7, 2007

Thanks Peter.

Regards.
John W.

http://www.angryflower.com/dating.gif
http://www.angryflower.com/dating.gif


All Sorts of Stuff

May 5, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

For up-to-the-minute news about the Higgs, far better informed than any media
source could ever be (and thus a great example of why blogs are changing the way
the media works), your best bet is Tommaso Dorigo’s blog. His latest posting explains
well what the current state is, and predicts that, with the data expected from the
Tevatron through 2009, they should be able to have 2.5-3 sigma evidence for a 115
GeV Higgs if it is there, or if it’s not, rule it out at 95% confidence level up to 130 GeV.
He shows a recent plot from D0 based on 1 fb-1 of data, and discusses the fact that
D0’s limits on a Higgs are not quite as good as expected at low mass. When similar
data from his own experiment (CDF) becomes available, it will be interesting to
compare the results. Not being able to rule out a low-mass Higgs at the expected
level probably just means that it’s harder to do than expected. But there’s another
possible interpretation: maybe there’s something there….

Tommaso also has a posting about a new Physics World article discussing the recent
blog-centered discussion of statistically-not-very-significant sightings of a possible
new particle that could be a supersymmetric Higgs. Evidently these events have
caused some consternation within CDF and D0 about the possible implications of
bloggers in their midst and how this changes communication of their results to the
public.

This month’s Blog Life column in Physics World covers Not Even Wrong, accurately
and well.

On the mathematical side of things, Terry Tao continues to come up with amazingly
good blog entries. His latest is a series of three postings (here, here and here),
reporting on my colleague Shouwu Zhang’s lectures at UCLA on the topic of rational
points on curves. This is a fundamental issue in number theory and arithmetic
geometry, and the fact that Tao is a great mathematician, but not an expert, may have
a lot to do with why his explanation of Shouwu’s lectures is relatively easy to follow.
One of the problems with academia is that one’s illustrious colleagues (like Shouwu)
get invitations to give lecture series like this elsewhere, but not at their home
institutions. So, while I didn’t get to hear Shouwu’s lectures, Tao’s account of them is
excellent compensation.

For an interesting article by a young philosopher about the question of beauty in
physics, see this article in Perspectives in Science (based on his doctoral
dissertation).

On May 22 the CUNY Graduate Center program on Science and the Arts will host an
event entitled String Theory for Dummies. Unfortunately I’ll be out of town that day…

A couple weeks ago there was a workshop in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem on String Theory:
Achievements and Perspectives, honoring the sixtieth birthday of Eliezer Rabinovici
and Shimon Yankielowicz. Videos and some transparencies from the talks are
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available here. Susskind gives his usual propaganda for the anthropic string
landscape, but seems rather defensive, starting off saying that he “feels like he’s at
the center of a circular firing squad” (which maybe does describe what is going on in
string theory these days), and that “some people say I’m a traitor” or that “my ideas
are dangerous.”

Gross ended the conference with a remarkable discussion of the current state of
string theory. He put up various cartoons illustrating the fact that the public
perception of string theory has turned rather negative (including the recent one from
the New Yorker: “Is String Theory Bullshit?”), but took solace in a recent use of string
theory in an advertisement for women’s bikinis. He declared that “I am still a true
believer in the sexiness of string theory”, and that he continued to think it is clearly
on the right road. But, after giving the standard list of string theory achievements, he
did admit that he was much less optimistic than 20 years ago, and spent some time
discussing what he sees as the main failure to date: the continuing lack of a
fundamental dynamical principle behind string theory. The question “what is string
theory?” still has no real answer, and he has “the very uneasy feeling that we’re
missing something big, that semi-classical intuition fails”, and that this will make the
landscape disappear. Perhaps most remarkably, Gross admitted to some
discouragement about AdS/CFT. He noted that the recent Klebanov et. al. results
promoted by press release as connecting string theory with physics were actually due
to an impressive gauge theory calculation. According to him, what has happened is
that gauge theory techniques have proved more powerful than string theory
techniques. He went on to discuss the landscape, explaining that he found the
anthropic principle impossible to falsify, completely against the way physics has made
progress in the past, and just “an easy way out”. Gross ended his talk by pointing out
that 90 percent of the conference talks used supersymmetry, and that currently there
was a “really weird situation”: supersymmetry was an essential tool, but there was
absolutely no evidence for it. He said that he continues to believe that supersymmetry
will be found at the LHC and has been willing to take 50/50 bets on the subject for
bottles of wine, etc.

I haven’t yet had time to listen to many of the other talks, it looks like there are quite
a few worth listening to, although as usual recently a depressingly large amount of
landscape-based rather philosophical and pseudo-scientific argumentation.

I spent Thursday out at Stony Brook at the celebration of the 40th birthday of the ITP.
It was great to catch up with many people I haven’t seen in nearly twenty years, hear
what a lot of ex-Stony Brook people are doing, and meet some interesting new people
(including some blog readers!).

Yesterday I spent much of the day downtown at the headquarters of the New York
Academy of Sciences, which was hosting this semester’s Northeast String Cosmology
Meeting, organized by Brian Greene and others from Columbia. The setting was
pretty amazing, up on the 40th floor of the new 7 World Trade Center building, which
has a spectacular view of lower Manhattan. Richard Bond gave a talk on topics
concerning inflation and the CMB. He ended with lots of detailed calculations of CMB
effects due to cosmological models involving string theory compactifications,
especially a “Roulette Inflation” model. The joke was that God does not just play dice
with the universe, but roulette also. In the question period Neil Turok politely pointed
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out that he was randomly choosing initial conditions, and getting very different
imprints on the CMB, so wasn’t really able to predict anything. Nima Arkani-Hamed
spoke on “Quantum Horizons and the Landscape”, talking about very general
philosophical issues of horizons in AdS, the landscape, whether there are any “sharp
observables” in this context and associated limits on the applicability of effective field
theory. He ended by claiming that the situation is like that of the quantum theory in
1911, with the angst people are experiencing due to the landscape just like the
difficulties physicists faced early in the century in going from classical physics to
quantum physics. He didn’t mention that the old quantum theory was making lots of
verified experimental predictions, whereas he is giving talks on whether, even in
principle, the landscape can predict anything. Seems kind of different to me.

Among the many people there was Alan Guth, who, according to this blog entry
someone pointed me to, has started “to have been converted over to thinking that
anthropic arguments might have some merit.”

While I found these two talks depressing and all too symptomatic of the sad state of
this subject, there was a huge bright spot at the workshop. Witten gave a really
amazing talk about 2+1 d gravity. He has some fascinating new ideas about this, but
they deserve a completely separate posting, which I’ll try to get to writing up
tomorrow…

Comments

1. island
May 5, 2007

Leonard Susskind said:
some people say I’m a traitor” or that “my ideas are dangerous.”

If he’s talking about the fact that he wants to abandon the scientific method
without a tested and proven theory, then yeah, he’s dangerous.

Or the fact that he wants to “conditionally” abuse strong interpretations of the
anthropic physics in order to blackmail others, maybe?

If, for some unforeseen reason, the landscape turns out to be
inconsistent – maybe for mathematical reasons, or because it disagrees
with observation – I am pretty sure that physicists will go on searching
for natural explanations of the world. But I have to say that if that
happens, as things stand now we will be in a very awkward position.
Without any explanation of nature’s fine-tunings we will be hard
pressed to answer the ID critics.

Anybody want to take bets on how fast Lenny retreats and becomes a traitor to
his strong anthropic interpretation without the landscape, if the landscape does
fail?

2. Kea

http://saudijack.blogspot.com/2007/04/fascinating-chat-with-alan-guth.html
http://saudijack.blogspot.com/2007/04/fascinating-chat-with-alan-guth.html


May 5, 2007

willing to take 50/50 bets on the subject for bottles of wine

Oh, goody! I’ll take him on. There are some great pinot noirs from Central Otago
that I don’t think he’d turn his nose down at (although he won’t be winning the
bet).

3. Aaron Bergman
May 5, 2007

They certainly made it a challenge to watch the talks.

4. M
May 6, 2007

The complain that I hear is: “life was better before that Susskind promoted the
anthropic landscape, he made a disaster”.

This reinforces my opinion that many string theorists abandoned physics for
something else. The physics of string theory is anthropic? Then better to address
it.

5. usuck
May 6, 2007

even u can appreciate Witten’s genius. You look so 60s’, update your outlook
man.

6. Jeremy
May 6, 2007

I’m a bit sauced off that The New Yorker contained a cartoon like that. I wish I
could find it.

7. Peter Woit
May 6, 2007

Jeremy,

Here it is:

http://www.cartoonbank.com/item/123525

Yes, maybe you were ripped off…

8. Jeremy
May 7, 2007

Oh, probably not. That thought’s not SO uncommon, is it? Plus actually looking
at it, the most I could surmise is that if by the unlikely chance the writer saw our
stupid little ad, it was merely an inspiration.

http://www.cartoonbank.com/item/123525
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Witten on 2+1 Dimensional Gravity

May 6, 2007
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Uncategorized

The high point of Friday’s string cosmology workshop here in New York was Witten’s
lecture on his new ideas about 2+1 dimensional quantum gravity. I’ll try and
reproduce here what I understood from the lecture, but this (2+1 d quantum gravity)
is not a subject I’ve ever followed closely, so my understanding of the topic is very
limited. It does seem clear to me though that Witten has come up with a striking new
idea about this subject, linking together some very beautiful mathematics and
physics. He has yet to write a paper on the subject, but presumably there will be one
appearing relatively soon. I also suspect this is what he’ll be talking about at Strings
2007.

Witten began by stating his motivation: to study fully quantum black holes in an
exactly solvable toy model. There’s no exactly solvable model in 3+1d, and 1+1d is
too simple, so that leaves 2+1d. Assuming 2+1d, for positive cosmological constant Λ
he is suspicious that the theory is non-perturbatively unstable and one can’t get
precise observables, for Λ=0 one doesn’t have black holes, so that leaves negative Λ,
here the vacuum solution is anti-deSitter space, AdS3.

Quantum gravity in AdS3 is related to 2d conformal field theory. There have been
studies of AdS3/CFT2 as a lower dimensional version of string/gauge duality, but here
he uses not string theory on AdS3, but a quantum field theory. In a question
afterwards, someone asked about string theory, and Witten just noted that perhaps
what he had to say could be embedded in string theory, and that the recent Green et.
al. paper showing that one can’t get pure supergravity by taking a limit of string
theory did not apply in 3d. If one wants to interpret this new work in light of the the
LQG/string theory wars, it’s worth noting that the technique used here, reexpressing
gravity in terms of gauge theory variables and hoping to quantize in these variables
instead of using strings, is one of the central ideas in the LQG program for quantizing
3+1d gravity. Witten was careful to point out though that there was no 3+1d analog
of what he was doing, claiming that one can’t covariantly express gravity in terms of
gauge theory in 3+1d (he said that LQG does this non-covariantly).

For negative Λ the theory has so-called BTZ black hole solutions, discovered by
Banados, Teitelboim and Zanelli back in 1992, and it is for the quantum theory of
these black holes that Witten is trying to find an exact solution. The technique he uses
is one that goes back to the 80s, that of re-expressing the theory in terms of SO(2,1)
(or its double cover SL(2,R)) gauge theory, where the action becomes the Chern-
Simons action. More precisely, the Einstein-Hilbert action

$$I_{EH}=\frac{1}{16\pi G}\int d^3x\sqrt{g}(R +2/l^2)$$

(here the cosmological constant is $\Lambda=-1/l^2$) gets rewritten as an
SO(2,2)=SO(2,1)XSO(2,1) gauge theory with connection
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$$A= \begin{pmatrix}\omega & e \\ -e & 0 \end{pmatrix}$$

where &\omega; is a 3X3 matrix (the spin-connection), e is the 3d vielbein, and the
gauge theory action is the Chern-Simons action

$$I=\frac{k^\prime}{4\pi}\int Tr(A\wedge dA+\frac{2}{3}A\wedge A\wedge A)$$

with $k^\prime=\frac{l}{4G}$ (that 4 may not be quite right…).

Witten wants to exploit the relation between this kind of topological QFT and 2d
conformal field theory that he first investigated in several contexts (including one that
won him a Fields medal) back in the late eighties. He notes that in this context the
existence of left and right Virasoro symmetries with central charges
$c_L=c_R=\frac{3l}{2G}$ was first discovered by Brown and Henneaux back in
1986, and he refers to this discovery as the first evidence of an AdS/CFT
correspondence. If one really does have a CFT description, one expects that the
central charges can’t vary continuously, but that 2+1d gravity will only make sense
for certain values of $l/G$, but Witten notes that there is no rigorous way to find the
right values one will get upon quantization.

He then goes on to make a “guess”, adding to the action a multiple of the Chern-
Simons invariant of the spin connection

$$I^\prime=\frac{k}{4\pi}\int Tr(\omega\wedge d\omega + \frac{2}{3}\omega
\wedge\omega\wedge\omega)$$

Now the theory depends on two parameters: $l/G$ and an integer k.

Using the fact that SO(2,2)=SO(2,1)XSO(2,1), one can rewrite the total action as the
sum of two Chern-Simons terms

$$I= \frac{k_L}{4\pi} \int Tr(A_-\wedge dA_-+\frac{2}{3}A_-\wedge A_-\wedge
A_-)$$
$$ \ \ + \frac{k_R}{4\pi}\int Tr(A_+\wedge dA_++\frac{2}{3}A_+\wedge A_+\wedge
A_+)$$

for connections

$$A_{\pm}=\omega\pm e$$

Now instead of $l/G$ and k we have $k_L,k_R$ and these are quantized if we take the
gauge theory seriously. By matching Chern-Simons and gravity the central charges
turn out to be

$$ (c_L, c_R)= (24k_L, 24k_R)$$

and holomorphic factorization is possible in the 2d CFT for just these values

Looking at just the holomorphic part, we have a holomorphic CFT with central charge
c=24k and ground state energy -c/24=-k (note, now a different k than before…).

The partition function is expected to be ($q=e^{-\beta}$)



$$Z(q)=q^{-k}\Pi_{n=2}^\infty \frac{1}{1-q^n}$$
The first term in the product is the ground state (AdS3), the only primary state, with
the other terms Virasoro descendants (excitations of the vacuum from acting with the
stress-energy tensor and derivatives).

Witten then goes on to note that this expression is not modular invariant, so one
expects other terms in the product, corresponding to other primary states. By an
argument I didn’t understand he claimed that these would be of order $q^{1}$, at an
energy k+1 above the ground state, and his proposal was that it would be this
modular invariant function that would include black hole states.

In these units the minimum black hole mass is M=k, but here one is getting states
only at mass M=k+1 and above. This is because the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of
the M=k black hole is 0, so it doesn’t contribute to the partition function.

Witten claimed that this proposal gives degeneracies of states that agree with the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy formula. As an example, for k=1 the partition function is
given by the famous J-function

$$J(q)=j(q)-744=q^{-1}+196884q+\ldots$$

and thus for a black hole of mass 2 the number of primaries is 196883 and the
entropy is ln(196883)=12.19, which can be compared to the Bekenstein-Hawking
semi-classical prediction of 12.57 (one only expects agreement for large k,M).

The number 196883 is famous as the lowest dimension of an irreducible
representation of the monster group, and this partition function is famous as having
coefficients that give the dimensions of the other irreducibles (“modular moonshine”).
There is a conjecture that there is a unique CFT with this partition function. If so, it
must be the CFT that has the monster group as automorphism group. It has always
seemed odd that this very special CFT didn’t correspond to a particularly special
physical system, but if Witten is right, now it has an interpretation in terms of the
quantum theory of black holes in 2+1 dimensions.

Anyway, that’s what I was able to understand of what Witten had to say and what he
was claiming. Other people have worked on this problem in the past, for a recent
review article on this topic by Carlip, see here. Carlip describes the understanding of
the problem at the time as “highly incomplete”, and one of the explanations he
describes relates the black hole problem to the Liouville theory. A question from the
audience after the talk asked about this, and Witten indicated that he thought the
Liouville theory explanation did not work.

I’m no expert here, so unclear on the details, why some of these things might be true,
and what the implications might be, but this does seem to be a remarkable new idea,
involves beautiful mathematics, and seems to provide promising insight into a crucial
lower dimensional toy model. I suspect it will draw a lot of attention from theorists in
the future.

For this posting, I especially encourage any comments from people more
knowledgable than myself who can correct anything I’ve got wrong. I also strongly
discourage people who know little about this from contributing comments that will
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add noise and incorrect information. Bad enough that I’m trying to provide
information about something I’m not expert on; if you can help that’s great, but if not,
please don’t make it worse…

Update: Lubos has picked up on this, which he describes as having been “leaked”,
and gives the usual argument that this must be part of string theory.

Comments

1. Coin
May 6, 2007

Assuming 2+1d, for positive cosmological constant Λ he is suspicious that the
theory is non-perturbatively unstable and one can’t get precise observables, for
Λ=0 one doesn’t have black holes, so that leaves negative Λ, here the vacuum
solution is anti-deSitter space, AdS3.

Stupid question: Why not?

What happens if you just take a certain amount of mass and drop it into an area
of zero-cosmological-constant 2+1d space less than that mass’s Schwarzschild
radius, or whatever?

2. Peter Woit
May 7, 2007

I just deleted almost all the comments on this posting, since, besides one helpful
comment pointing out a typo, they were doing what I specifically requested
people not to do. Please try and resist the temptation to add to the noise level
here. If you have an informative and substantive comment, please post it, but the
level of not-worth-reading comments followed by people pointlessly bickering
about them has gotten really annoying. This creates an environment I wouldn’t
want to participate in myself.

Coin,

I don’t know what the physical interpretation is, but I assume the point is that
the BTZ solutions don’t exist for zero CC. Maybe someone more familiar than me
with this has insight into why this is.

3. anon
May 8, 2007

2+1 is special: For lambda = 0, Ricci = 0 implies Riemann = 0; there’s no
Birkhoff theroem in 2+1. So, a vaccum equation in 2+1 is just flat space. No
curvature, so no black holes.

More intuitively, in 3+1 one can consider the lower bound of a tottally collapsed
gravitational object (Schwarzschild radius = 0) as a critical point between wave
dispersion and gravitational / self attraction. Consider a radially ingoing
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gaussian profile of energy; say some field. For small amplitude the dispersion will
exceed the self attraction and the solution puts the field on the boundary at
future infinity. With increasing amplitude, eventually one finds the critical point
and black holes thereafter.

In 2+1, for Lambda >=0 there is not the same mechanism of self attraction; so
no black holes. It’s all dispersive instead.

4. Coin
May 8, 2007

woit/anon: Thanks!

Anon, I think that actually makes sense, but I do have one question. What
happens if, in flat (i.e. zero cosmological constant) 2+1 space, you accumulate
mass into an object so dense that its escape velocity is greater than the speed of
light? Would it simply not be for some reason possible to construct such an
object in flat 2+1 space? Or would it be possible for such an object to exist, but
the object would not be or behave like a black hole (i.e. no singularity forms)?
From what you’re saying it sounds like the latter would be the case.

5. anon
May 8, 2007

Well, you’re thinking very intuitively about the situation, which is fine.

However, there’s an important distinction between vacuum and matter solutions
and an important relationship as well. In 3+1 there’s a good understanding that
collapse of a matter solution will produce a singularity and subsequently an
asymptotic final state that is a pure vacuum solution (all matter confined
asymptotically to the singularity and so no matter elsewhere; e.g., a pure
vacuum solution). The Oppenheimer Snyder analysis points the way / motivates
the passage from a matter solution towards a vacuum solution final state, which
logically (but not historically) is a primary impetus for looking closely at the 3+1
vacuum space of solutions. Hence consideration of Ricci = 0 solns (vacuum by
defn of the Einstein equation). Einstein’s original motivation for looking at Ricci
= 0 was different, perhaps explaining why it took the prescient work of
Schwarzschild and then Oppenheimer and Snyder after that.

Thus, the motivation for immediately jumping to Ricci = 0 solutions assumes the
given of tottal gravitational collapse (which in turn presumes ideas like escape
velocity).

Interrogating 2+1 for Ricci = 0 finds a suprise: All vacuum Ricci = 0 are flat.

Hence no total gravitational collapse; hence no analogous escape velocity.

2+1 is different and has special arguments.

HIH



6. rob
May 8, 2007

Coin,

The idea of a black hole as an object near which the escape velocity is greater
than one is a purely newtonian idea. Laplace famously wrote a paper about it,
and someone else before him, but that’s another story. The precise definition of a
black hole in general relativity is considerably more complicated than that.

But anyway, let’s think about black holes in 2+1d newtonian gravity. Whereas in
3 spatial dimensions the gravitational force from a point particle goes as the
inverse of the square of the distance, in 2 spatial dimensions it just goes as just
the inverse of the distance. This is just like the electric field of a line charge.

Anyway, if the force goes as one over the distance, then the binding energy goes
as the log of the distance. So it would take an *infinite* amount of energy for a
test particle to escape to infinity in 2+1d. Escape velocity isn’t a meaningful
concept in 2+1d newtonian gravity, because there just isn’t any escape.

7. John Baez
May 9, 2007

anon writes:

2+1 is special: For lambda = 0, Ricci = 0 implies Riemann = 0; there’s
no Birkhoff theroem in 2+1. So, a vacuum equation in 2+1 is just flat
space.

Gotta be a bit careful here. Everything you say is true, but you can have metrics
that are vacuum solutions of (2+1)-dimensional general relativity everywhere
except for a singularity. For example, there are solutions where space looks like
a cone. A cone is flat except at the tip, where the curvature is infinite. These
solutions act like point particles – not black holes.

The cool part is that there’s an upper bound on the mass of the particle in these
solutions. More precisely, and even more cool, the mass of a particle is only
defined modulo the Planck mass! It makes no sense to talk about a particle with
mass greater than the Planck mass… past this point, the mass just ‘wraps
around’: a particle like this is the same as a very light particle.

By the way, this stuff is true classically: no quantum gravity required! The reason
is that in 2+1 dimensions one can define the “Planck mass” – a quantity with
units of mass – using just Newton’s constant G and the speed of light c. One
doesn’t need Planck’s constant!

All this is much more sensible than it sounds at first sight. For more details, try
week232. For even more details, try my paper with Derek Wise and Alissa Crans.

But anyway, yeah: there are no black holes in (2+1)-dimensional gravity when
the cosmological constant vanishes… or is positive. One doesn’t need to
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understand quantum gravity to see this: it’s just GR.

It’s nice to see equations on your blog, Peter! Good, sound, serious stuff – not
just people fighting!

8. anon
May 9, 2007

Very cool!
Thanks John

9. John Baez
May 10, 2007

coin writes:

But anyway, let’s think about black holes in 2+1d newtonian gravity.

This is interesting to do, but general relativity in 2+1 dimensions is funny.

Unlike the more familiar (3+1)-dimensional case, it does not reduce to
Newtonian gravity in the limit of small masses moving much slower than the
speed of light!

For example, it’s pretty easy to see that in 2+1 dimensions, general relativity
does not allow one small mass to orbit another in a circular orbit. Newtonian
gravity does.

So, in 2+1 dimensions, ‘Newtonian black holes’ are a poor guide to the behavior
of general-relativistic black holes — much worse than in 3+1 dimensions, where
John Michell successfully computed what’s now called the ‘Schwarzschild radius’
way back in 1784, using Newtonian gravity! (His calculation was repeated by
Laplace around 1795.)

All this makes (2+1)-dimensional general relativity a rather odd subject to use as
a warmup for real physics… but it’s very pretty. Most researchers in quantum
gravity have not been able to resist its charms — there are lots of papers about
it.

10. amanda
May 10, 2007

“All this makes (2+1)-dimensional general relativity a rather odd subject to use
as a warmup for real physics…”

Then why is Witten’s work interesting? I’m not being sarcastic — I genuinely
want to know what we might learn if people push on with this thing.

11. Kochemasov Gennady,RFNC VNIIEF,Sarov
May 10, 2007

A.V.Pushkin (1947-2004) from Russian Federal Nuclear Centre –VNIIEF (Sarov)
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used in nineties The Monster Group as hardware for calculations of important
dimensionless physical constants, and not only them. Very succinct exposition of
his approach you could find in his presentation on the Second Int. Sakharov
Conf., Moscow, 1996 (Proc. of this Conf. were published by World Scientific
Publ.,1997).Here I place the annotation of this work.
“MONSTROUS MOONSHINE” AND PHYSICS
A.V.Pushkin
The paper presents some results obtained by the author on the quantum gravity
theory. This theory proves related to geometry of Cayley projective plane and the
algebraic structure of the theory to the commutative nonassociative Griess
algebra. The theory symmetry group is the automorphism group of Griess
algebra: “Monster” simple finite group. Knowledge of the theory symmetry
allows observed physical quantities to be computed in the “zeroth”
approximation. Results of the calculations, including those for fine structure
constant ~ 1/137 and proton to neutron mass ratio, are presented, with the
theory-controlled accuracy of the “zeroth” approximation being higher for some
of them by 1–1.5 orders of magnitude than the accuracy of modern
measurements.
If it is interesting to somebody I can send full text and additional information.
Gennady Kochemasov, RFNC VNIIEF.
My home e-mail: ggk44@mail.ru..

12. Peter Woit
May 10, 2007

amanda,

In terms of physics, 2+1 gravity isn’t what one ultimately wants to know about
(although, for mathematics, Witten’s claims may make it turn out to be very
interesting). It’s a toy model. If one needs to develop new ideas and new
techniques for solving a problem (which is what I think quantum gravity needs),
then most of the time you have to first start with simpler cases, with toy models,
in order to develop these new ideas and techniques. Witten seems to have found
a new sort of relationship between a fully quantum gravity theory, gauge theory,
and a simple conformal field theory. Yes, it’s in 2+1d, not 3+1d, but it’s a new
idea, and until one completely understands how it works and what one can do
with it, whether or not it will help with the 3+1d problem is unclear. I think
Witten would also argue that sorting out the conceptual problems of a fully
quantum, exactly solvable, theory of 2+1d black holes may give insight into the
more difficult conceptual problems in 3+1d, where there seems to be no hope of
an exact solution.

About the work of Pushkin: this seems to have nothing to do with the topic of this
posting, Witten’s recent work, but I’ll leave the comment, suggesting that people
who want to discuss that contact the author.

13. Kochemasov Gennady,RFNC VNIIEF,Sarov
May 10, 2007

To Peter Woit. I think that your comment about the work of Pushkin and the topic
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of this posting is not exactly correct, The reason very simple: Pushkin really
thought that he solved the problem of quantum gravity and had strong support
for such conclusion.If this true(I am not expert in QG, but I had many talks with
Sasha), then this posting had projection on wright direction.And it is good news.
For explaining my point of view I place here one more citation from Pushkin
book(in Russian):“In the superstring theory a striking progress has been
achieved recently: as few as five theories remain which are actually based on two
lattice types in 16-dimensional space. Moreover, it has been proved that they are
non-perturbative equivalents and as such are the limiting cases of the more
general single theory. What last step should be made in the superstring theory in
the direction of the construction of a single theory? Of course, this step is the
gravity quantization, which will result in disappearance of the last dimensional
scale in the theory, viz. the fundamental string scale. Then the theory will
possess the local scale invariance properties and may perform quantitative
calculations with non-perturbative methods by translating algebraic relation
between physical quantities to different scale levels, including to the level of
ordinary phenomena appearing in continuum motions in standard conditions.”
Here I pass long but important part of text and proceed:”In geometrodynamics,
i.e. upon the gravitation quantization, even this last dimensional scale
disappears. In the language of the lattice theory in spaces this means that there
should be the only possibility to avoid the need of appearance of dimensional
scale: the fundamental root amount is equal to infinity (i.e. there is no separated
cell) and the Weyl vector is therewith light-like, which also requires no a priori
scale. It is evident that the last requirement is readily formalizable at the level of
the elementary problem of Diophantine equation solutions . Having solved it, you
will find those values of dimension of hyperbolic spaces , which determine the
lattice arrangement of the geometrodynamics.”

14. urs
May 10, 2007

I genuinely want to know […]

It may be helpful to emphasize, as Peter mentioned above, that

a) there is a well-known relation between 2-dimensional conformal field theory
and 3-dimensional Chern-Simons theory for a given gauge group G. This is a
deep and powerful relation between two classes of field theories.

b) it so happens that for particular choices of gauge group, Chern-Simons theory
becomes equivalent to 2+1 dimensional gravity.

This is probably a “coincidence of low dimensions”: two classes of structures
which are by themselves rather different happen to coincide when both are
restricted to sufficiently degenerate cases (here: gravity restricted to sufficiently
low dimensions), simply because there is not enough room for them to differ:

here both the Chern-Simons action and the Einstein-Hilbert action (in its Palatini
formulation) must be suitably invariant functionals pairing a connection 1-form
and a 3-manifold. There are not that many possibilities for that, in a sense.



So the idea is: (quantum) gravity in general is an awefully complex issue, which
we arer having a hell of a hard time coming to grips with. After we are
sufficiently frustrated about our lack of progress in the general case (or even the
one case, 3+1 dimensions, which we started off being interested in), we fall back
to the observation that if only we constrain one parameter (the number of
dimensions) sufficiently, suddenly everything becomes tractable.

Before we embarked on the quest for quantum gravity we had been optimistic
that progress is possible for the cases that we were really a priori intersted in
and didn’t care about that unphysical 2+1-dimensional case.

But now that frustration with the general case is high enough, the case we
previously looked down on suddenly appears much more charming.

So we say: “Let’s then at least fully work out everything in that toy example.
Better than getting nowhere.”

And then it turns out that even the toy example is demanding enough and that
we should maybe have trained our skills at this from the very beginning.

15. anon
May 10, 2007

Hopefully, someone will correct me.

In 3+1 there are some deep problems with quantum gravity. One of which is the
problem of time and others related to the problem of quantifying the geometry
(or the arena) on which physics occurs.

Some writers originally approached 2+1 as a ‘laboratory’ (or as Peter calls it a
toy model) where problems like the problem of time or the quantization of
geometry could be considered towards the end of generating intuition / ideas
about the 3+1 problem.

16. Aaron Bergman
May 10, 2007

it so happens that for particular choices of gauge group, Chern-Simons theory
becomes equivalent to 2+1 dimensional gravity.

As I understand it, this is not at all clear. It is true that there are classical
transformations that take one to the other, but the relation of the quantum
theories (whatever they may be) is not obvious.

17. urs
May 11, 2007

it so happens that for particular choices of gauge group, Chern-Simons
theory becomes equivalent to 2+1 dimensional gravity.

As I understand it, this is not at all clear. It is true that there are classical
transformations that take one to the other, but the relation of the quantum



theories (whatever they may be) is not obvious.

Ah, is it not that Witten in his approach effectively defines 2+1D quantum GR to
be G-Chern-Simons, for suitable G?

18. urs
May 11, 2007

(Hm, in the preview of the above comment the nested blockquote did work. )

19. Jens
May 11, 2007

As I understand it, this is not at all clear. It is true that there are
classical transformations that take one to the other, but the relation of
the quantum theories (whatever they may be) is not obvious.

Indeed, even the classical theories are not equivalent, since in the CS
formulation degenerate metrics are included. As a consequence, the gauge
equivalence classes of Einstein-Hilbert gravity and “CS gravity” are not the
same, see for instance gr-qc/9903040 for an elaborate discussion.

As Urs points out, Witten, in his -88 paper, rather takes the CS formulation as the
definition of 2+1D quantum gravity

20. John Baez
May 11, 2007

One has to just take some definition of 2+1-dimensional quantum gravity, study
it, and see if ‘acts like a quantization of general relativity in 2+1 dimensions
should’ — bearing in mind that general relativity in 2+1 dimensions has a lot of
weird features, and quantization will make things even weirder!

There are a number of BF theories and Chern–Simons theories that have a claim
to describing gravity 2+1 dimensions, depending on the signature of the metric
and the value of the cosmological constant. Derek Wise will give a thorough
listing of these in his thesis (due in a few weeks).

As Jens notes, all these theories allow degenerate metrics, unlike Einstein-
Hilbert gravity. That may be okay; one just need to see what happens, especially
upon quantization.

The more realistic theories have Lorentzian signature, so they have noncompact
gauge groups, which introduce a lot of technicalities that people don’t fully
understand yet. For example: the representation theory of noncompact quantum
groups and noncompact affine Lie algebras.

21. Rado
May 12, 2007

For those you want to take a look on a simple example (among many) of 2+1
Gravity and 2-d CFT relation, you can take a look here [hep-th/0411060].
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This papers starts with 2+1 CS gravity as used by Witten and derives 2-d Ward
identities which are characteristic from CFT and known for long time. The key is
to considers proper boundary terms, inpired by AdS/CFT correspondence.

22. urs
May 14, 2007

One way to think of a realization of the relation

G-WZW theory on 2D-bundary G-CS theory on 3D-bulk

seems to be to think of membranes in a Horava-Witten setup:

the membrane, propagating in some spacetime, couples to the supergravity
3-form C, which looks like

C = CS(A_e8) + CS(A_so(10,1)) + dB,

where A_e8 is an e_8 connection and A_so(10,1) an so(10,1)-connection and
CS(…) are the corresponding Chern-Simons terms.

Varying the membrane configurations is a lot like varying the pulled back
connections A_…, hence a lot like variation of a Chern-Simons functional on the
membrane.

So we might expect a corresponding WZW theory on the boundary of the
membrane. And indeed, for the e8 part we do: that should be the internal current
algebra CFT of the heterotic string.

But what about the SO(10,1)-part?

At least naively, it should somehow split, locally, into the SO(2,1)-part tangential
to the membrane and an SO(8)-factor transversal to it.

Possibly the SO(8)-WZW model may be merged with the E_8 one some way or
other. What would be left is an SO(2,1)-CS theory on the membrane. Since that’s,
roughly, workvolume gravity — as discussed in the above thread — , it looks a
little like part of the worldvolume kinetics of the membrane.

I am just saying this in the hope that somebody out there recognizes something
in these observations that can actually be made a little more precise. I have here
three Lie 3-algebras corresponding to the above three ingredients lying around,
and I would like to fuse them back to the one thing they came from. It vaguely
looks like understanding the above should help understand this problem. Or vice
versa.

23. Peter Woit
May 14, 2007

Urs,

Do you really believe that a good way to think about the relation between the
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simplest 2d conformal field theories (WZW models), and simple 3d QFT with a
single, beautiful term in the action (CS) is to embed everything in 11 dimensions,
and try and relate things to 11d supergravity and an unknown M-theory?

24. urs
May 14, 2007

Do you really believe […]

Yes.

By the way, maybe in what I wrote above I am being stupid with seeing a
problem here where the formalism is trying to tell me that there is no problem:

On p. 79 of Wiaeo? the authors define a Chern-Simons theory parameterized by a
G-bundle E->X to involve only those bundles with connection, which can be
obtained from pullback of E along some map Sigma : M–>X. Then one only varies
those maps Sigma.

That’s precisely the situation we have for the 3-form coupling of the membrane!

Hm…

25. R
May 18, 2007

It is really nice to read unpublished newest ideas in physics as blog and to have a
chance to post a comment though I am a simply beginner of string theory.
I cannot tell well but I am wondering newest 2+1 D doesnot mean usual spatial
2D + time D but spatial D + time D + extra D (or spin geometry?).

Regards,

26. John Baez
July 13, 2007

I say a bit more about Witten’s new idea in week254.

In particular, since Urs and some of his collaborators know a lot about how to get
3d topological quantum field theories from 2d rational conformal field theories,
some of them may enjoy trying to extract a 3d TQFT from the c = 24 conformal
field theory Witten is considering as dual to 3d quantum gravity in his new work
– the one that has the Monster group as symmetries.

If Witten’s ideas are correct, this 3d TQFT could be a kind of “improved version”
of Chern-Simons theory when it comes to describing 3d quantum gravity. This
seems like a strange idea, but perhaps interesting.

(I’m not sure this field theory is a rational conformal field theory, or has been
proved to be so. I believe Borcherds, Frenkel, Lepowsky and Meurman only
consider it as a vertex operator algebra. I hope it extends to a rational CFT. But,
this could be hard to show, even if it’s true.)

http://math.berkeley.edu/~teichner/Papers/Oxford.pdf
http://math.berkeley.edu/~teichner/Papers/Oxford.pdf
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week254.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week254.html


Crash Course

May 7, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

This week’s New Yorker has a quite good article on the LHC and the state of particle
physics with the title Crash Course. One of the main themes of the article is that of
the rivalry between experimentalists and theorists. There’s a quote from Leon
Lederman:

If I occasionally neglect to cite a theorist, it’s not because I’ve forgotten,… It’s
probably because I hate him.

CMS experimentalist Robert Cousins describes worries that triggers designed with
too much attention paid to theorists could be disastrous:

There are famous high-energy-physics experiments that missed discoveries because
they weren’t writing them to tape… This is why we try not to be too specific about
which theoretical speculations we care about. We add up all the energy, and if it’s a
huge number we write that event to tape. If on one side of the detector it’s a not-so-
huge number, but there is nothing on the other side, so it’s a huge imbalance, we get
excited about that, and we write that to tape, too.

The only theorist interviewed is Nima Arkani-Hamed, who, while consuming
prodigious numbers of espressos, describes the perception of theorists by
experimentalists as:

There is a sense among many experimentalists that theorists are a bunch of
irresponsible little spoiled brats who get to sit around all day, having all these fun
ideas, drinking espresso and goofing off, with next to no accountability.

and jokes that theorists will need to get a “Deep Throat” among experimentalists in
order to get access to any raw LHC data.

As for the state of the LHC, the Resonaances blog at CERN describes rumors from
“well-informed sources” that the low-energy test run scheduled for late this year is
likely to be cancelled, with a physics run at full energy not likely until summer 2008.

Comments

1. Christine
May 7, 2007

I read in the article that

As of 2000, at least ten thousand scientific papers on supersymmetry, and
several thousand more on string theory, had been written.

http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2007/05/14/070514fa_fact_kolbert
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2007/05/14/070514fa_fact_kolbert
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2007/05/lhc-rumours.html
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2007/05/lhc-rumours.html


So what has been learned from those thousand and thousand of papers? What is
the best review paper available?

Thanks,
Christine

2. anon.
May 7, 2007

Christine, Einstein said if 100 geniuses all believe in the same thing, at least one
of them should be able to provide some solid reasoning, and if they can’t do that,
you begin to wonder how ingenious they really are. That was in 1931 when 100
Authors Against Einstein was published. Supersymmetry is pretty similar. So
many people can’t all be wrong in their prejudiced opinions, even though they
have no solid evidence and furthermore – with the landscape problem – no
conceivable way of ever getting any solid evidence. What’s been learned is that
the landscape undermines the credibility of the subject, but the inertia of
groupthink continues.

3. Chris Oakley
May 7, 2007

So what has been learned from those thousand and thousand of
papers?

I am sure that quite a lot has been learned, but I doubt that any of it is relevant
to the LHC.

Re: the New Yorker article, I am curious about some of the more wacko
speculations as to what the LHC might produce, e.g. extra dimensions or mini
black holes. How would one know? In the time-honoured particle physics
tradition, all the LHC experiments use measured position and momenta of
detectable particles to infer properties of the unstable particles that may have
created them using relativistic kinematics. One may be able to enlarge the table
of known particles by analysing these data, but how does one go from this to
demonstrating the existence of extra dimensions or mini black holes? In these
cases one would surely need to have a clear idea of how these esoteric ideas
impacted the list of known particles and their properties first – something that at
present is clearly lacking.

Maybe I am missing something here. Does the LHC have an experiment
specifically designed (e.g.) for catching mini black holes? (other than in the
funding, obviously).

4. Peter Woit
May 7, 2007

Christine,

As far as attempts to use supersymmetry and string theory to connect to the real
world, the three books I wrote about recently each review this. Dine is strongest



on supersymmetric field theory, Becker-Becker-Schwarz on string theory. Lots
has been learned about string theory and supersymmetry that is irrelevant to the
real world, but there’s such a variety of things that I don’t know a single source
that reviews them.

Chris,

There are “brane-world” models in which the quantum gravity scale is low and
you can estimate cross-sections for producing black-holes, and what the
experimental signatures would be if you produced them. There’s a whole
industry of people doing this. Of course it’s pretty much completely unmotivated,
there’s no reason at all to believe that the quantum gravity scale is around 1 TeV,
carefully set so as to have zero effect at the Tevatron, but a dramatic effect at the
LHC. Then there’s the problem that these things maybe should already have
shown up in neutrino experiments.

As far as I can tell virtually no one believes that this kind of thing will be seen at
the LHC, but a lot of people go on about how exciting it would be it this happens.

5. Aaron Bergman
May 7, 2007

Supersymmetry is pretty similar. So many people can’t all be wrong in their
prejudiced opinions, even though they have no solid evidence and furthermore –
with the landscape problem – no conceivable way of ever getting any solid
evidence.

There are many, many conceivable ways of getting solid evidence for
supersymmetry. And what, exactly, does supersymmetry have to do with the
landscape anyways? Can we please try to keep our attacks of various directions
in high energy physics straight?

For Chris, in various extra dimension models, people have worked out the
relevant accelerator signatures. As an example, for certain TeV scale gravity
models, you can produce graviton that leaves the brane and thus manifests as
missing energy. There are many others, but I’m not really up on this stuff.
Similarly, small black holes have accelerator signatures as worked out, for
example, by Giddings and Thomas (and again, probably many others).

6. David
May 7, 2007

Chris & Peter,
I heard Lisa Randall give a talk last year mod(details) when she said that some of
the things in her book should be testable at the LHC. It might be interesting to
have a guest posting to hear about the details.
Best,
David

7. Peter Woit
May 7, 2007

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0106219
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0106219


David,

I think Lisa Randall is at one extreme of the spectrum in terms of believing in
these models, since she is one of the people who came up with them. But from
what I remember of her book, even she doesn’t claim a strong belief that these
things will be seen at the LHC.

8. Deep Throat
May 7, 2007

Nima Arkani-Hamed must know something if he mentions me like that. Maybe
my throat is too deep….

And I doubt theorists would be able to do anything with “raw LHC data” anyhow.
Probably they would get as far as to re-discover partons, but not much more.
Raw LHC data will be as raw as the tail of a live cow can be called “rare filet”.
Not easy to digest if you don’t kill the cow first.

Cheers,
DT

9. Peter Woit
May 7, 2007

Deep Throat,

I think the LHC experiments should seriously consider providing “raw data” to
any theorists who complain. The results might be amusing to watch.

10. Anti-Crackpot
May 8, 2007

Can someone please explain to me the reason for your skepticism about
supersymmetry? String theory is one thing, but I think calling supersymmetry
unmotivated and crazy is just plain wrong. Those of you who think this way must
have never really studied particle physics. Otherwise, you would be aware of
how simply and elegangly supersymmetry solves a hosts of problems.

11. ruleman
May 8, 2007

simply and elegangly supersymmetry solves a hosts of problems.

Also, half the particle spectrum has already been observed, and about 20% of the
couplings measured.

But it must be mentioned that at least one prominent staff theorist at CERN (who
most certainly has studied particle physics) claims that the MSSM is minimal
with respect to its credibility… We’ll see, in due time.

12. Chris
May 8, 2007



Dear Peter,

I know it’s forbidden to mention one’s own paper on your blog, but my paper
arXiv:0704.1476 is definitely an attempt to take TeV-scale gravity very seriously.
There’s unfortunately a very large amount of work still to do to have predictions
ready for the LHC, but it’s doable, and I’m going as fast as possible.

The most generic prediction of TeV-scale gravity is that the effects will turn on
extremely fast at a certain energy, due to the very rapid increase with energy of
graviton effects. Below a certain energy, that could very well lie between 2 TeV
and 14 TeV, there will be nothing detectable, and above that energy, a large
fraction of the large transverse momentum processes selected at the LHC will
see large fractions of missing energy as gravitons are radiated into the extra
dimensions. In this respect it will be similar to the J/psi.

With regard to why it should happen at the LHC:

(1) TeV-scale gravity makes it easier to fit a small cosmological constant; and

(2) There’s a natural factor of 1/10 (a loop factor) between the topologically
stabilized breaking of the Horava-Witten E8 to the Standard Model, and the
radiative breaking of SU(2) x U(1) in modern versions of the Coleman-Weinberg
mechanism, see e.g. hep-ph/0509122 by Chishtie, Elias, Mann, McKeon, and
Steele.

With regard to neutrinos, Maltoni and Schwetz have shown in arXiv:0705.0107
that MiniBooNE and LSND can be in perfect agreement if there are two sterile
neutrinos, i.e. a (3+2) scheme, due to a new CP violating phase. The E8
breakings in subsection 5.6 of 0704.1476 lead automatically to a number of
Standard Model generations plus an unrelated number of sterile neutrinos, so
can accomodate 3 + 2.

Best regards,
Chris

13. Peter Orland
May 8, 2007

There are a number of reasons why high-energy experimentalists have hostile
feelings towards theorists (as expressed by Lederman
in his book). Unlike, say, condensed-matter physics, there is rarely
much contact between experimentalists and any but the most
phenomenological theorists. That is because neither theorists
nor expermentalists are doing something which has serious
impact on the activities of the other group.

The experiments are very hard to do but produce no fundamental results (let’s
hope that will change soon). Hence theorists work on problems with low stakes
(like unifying particle physics with quantum gravity) alienating the
experimentalists.



14. Hans de Vries
May 9, 2007

One can appreciate Michael Peskin’s recent effort to refocus the theorists
attention to real world LHC issues, like finding traces of new particles in the
rather complicated background of the jets.

(Although he lures them with an highly optimistic picture of finding both SUSY
physics and dark matter particles at the 100 GeV scale.)

http://video.tau.ac.il/Lectures/Exact_Sciences/Physics/stringfest
/OnDemand.html?6
(Needs Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher)

Regards, Hans

15. Bee
May 9, 2007

I heard Lisa Randall give a talk last year mod(details) when she said that some of
the things in her book should be testable at the LHC. It might be interesting to
have a guest posting to hear about the details.

Hi David,

regarding predictions of models with extra dimensions at the LHC, see

Extra Dimensions

and

Micro Black Holes

Best,

B.

16. Bee
May 9, 2007

Btw, Peter, thanks for the pointer to the article, it’s really well written and worth
reading. I didn’t know that quotation by Wilson, I like it a lot.

am I the only one who finds the random comics in the middle of the page kind of
disturbing?

17. J
May 9, 2007

Bee, certainly you are not. I totally agree with you.

18. theoreticalminimum

http://video.tau.ac.il/Lectures/Exact_Sciences/Physics/stringfest/OnDemand.html?6
http://video.tau.ac.il/Lectures/Exact_Sciences/Physics/stringfest/OnDemand.html?6
http://video.tau.ac.il/Lectures/Exact_Sciences/Physics/stringfest/OnDemand.html?6
http://video.tau.ac.il/Lectures/Exact_Sciences/Physics/stringfest/OnDemand.html?6
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/07/extra-dimensions.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/07/extra-dimensions.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/09/micro-black-holes.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/09/micro-black-holes.html


May 10, 2007

“… while consuming prodigious numbers of espressos… ”
Apparently, Nima could gobble up “no less than six cups of espresso” during a
1.5-hour interview! Kolbert also reports a similar kind of feat.
Wow! Assuming it is not decaf, this is hell of a lot of caffeine in the bloodstream!
This is almost literally turning oneself into a machine running on caffeine.
Now, I wonder whether this is the physics equivalent of the often-talked-about
amphetamine intake of some mathematicians (if the latter is still happening).

19. Steve Myers
May 11, 2007

Being a guy who gets paid to gather & analyze data I was most impressed by the
amount of data that has to be massaged. Always the hardest problem is
extracting information from the data. With that problem even the crudest model
helps a lot. Even a bad theory is better than none — so I guess even a bad
theorest is worthwhile.

20. David
May 11, 2007

Bee,
Thank you.
David

21. Alan Reifman
May 14, 2007

Tonight, the NY Times website has a link to an article about the LHC that
apparently will run in Tuesday’s papers (the online version is dated May 15).

http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/15/science/15cern.html

The Times article covers similar ground to the New Yorker one — i.e., both the
physical construction and science of the LHC — and is similarly lengthy.

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v433/n7021/full/433010a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v433/n7021/full/433010a.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/15/science/15cern.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/15/science/15cern.html


New Blogs and Other Stuff

May 12, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Here’s a few new blogs I’ve run across recently:

• The FQXi organization now has a blog called FQXi Community.
• Rantings of an Angry Physicist is not another Not Even Wrong, but an interesting

blog so far devoted to explaining what is going on in Steve Carlip’s quantum
gravity course.

• The new open access journal PhysMathCentral has a blog. It’s “open access” in
the sense that it promises to indefinitely provide free access to published
articles. Funding comes from the authors of the articles, who have to come up
with an “article processing charge” of around $1500. I’ll be curious to see if this
funding model works out, but have my doubts. From what I remember, back in
the 1970s, the fact that APS journals were charging authors a similar “Page
Charge” fee was one of the reasons why many prominent theorists stopped
publishing in the Physical Review and started publishing in commercial journals
like Nuclear Physics B, thus entrenching commercial publishers like Elsevier. It’s
unclear to me now how many authors will be willing to pay to publish when they
can publish for free in other (often commercial) journals.

Robert Bryant, a great geometer in the Cartan-Chern tradition, now at Duke, has
accepted the post of next director of MSRI at Berkeley. Robert was here at Columbia
recently as a visiting professor, and I think he’s a wonderful choice for leading MSRI.

The Geometry, Topology and Physics Seminar at UCSB has some material from talks
there on-line. Last month there was a quite interesting talk by Sergei Gukov on gauge
theory and “arithmetic topology”, meaning some analogies between 3-manifold
topology and number theory.

For the past few days in Brussels there has been a Solvay workshop on “Gauge
Theories, Strings and Geometry” . Talks are available here.

From the Fermilab Steering Group trying to develop a strategic roadmap, there’s a
presentation about possibilities for higher energy colliders than the LHC or ILC. Ideas
discussed include a doubling of the LHC energy using new 17 Tesla magnets, and a
huge proton-proton collider called the VLHC to be built deep underground, in the
Chicago area.

Next month in Paris there will be a Smolin/Damour debate about string theory, see
Dispute chez les physiciens.

For an interesting article I just ran across about Geoffrey Chew and S-matrix theory
during the 1960s, see here.

Comments

http://www.fqxi.org/community/
http://www.fqxi.org/community/
http://angryphysicist.wordpress.com/
http://angryphysicist.wordpress.com/
http://www.physmathcentral.com/
http://www.physmathcentral.com/
http://blogs.openaccesscentral.com/blogs/pmcblog/
http://blogs.openaccesscentral.com/blogs/pmcblog/
http://www.msri.org/communications/articles/ShowArticleInfo/125/show_article
http://www.msri.org/communications/articles/ShowArticleInfo/125/show_article
http://www.math.ucsb.edu/~drm/GTPseminar/
http://www.math.ucsb.edu/~drm/GTPseminar/
http://www.math.ucsb.edu/~drm/GTPseminar/notes/20070413-gukov/20070413-morrison.pdf
http://www.math.ucsb.edu/~drm/GTPseminar/notes/20070413-gukov/20070413-morrison.pdf
http://www.solvayinstitutes.be/Activities/Upcoming/WorkshopGaugeTheories/Talks.html
http://www.solvayinstitutes.be/Activities/Upcoming/WorkshopGaugeTheories/Talks.html
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/Longrange/Steering_Public/files/070430_HighEnergyColliders_VS.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/Longrange/Steering_Public/files/070430_HighEnergyColliders_VS.pdf
http://www.cite-sciences.fr/francais/ala_cite/college/v2/html/2006_2007/cycles/cycle_254.htm
http://www.cite-sciences.fr/francais/ala_cite/college/v2/html/2006_2007/cycles/cycle_254.htm
http://web.mit.edu/dikaiser/www/NucDem.pdf
http://web.mit.edu/dikaiser/www/NucDem.pdf


1. anon.
May 13, 2007

English translation of the link to the news of the Smolin-Demour debate
(courtesy of babelfish).

2. Thomas Larsson
May 13, 2007

Re Geoffrey Chew, the latest issue of Cern Courier has an article about another
favorite of yours.

3. wolfgang
May 13, 2007

anon.

thanks for the translation, but when it says “theory of the cords of quantum
gravity”, do you think the original was strings or loops 8-?

4. Peter Woit
May 13, 2007

In French “theorie des cordes” is used to denote string theory, although “corde”
is a word used to mean something more like a rope than a string. I’ve never
understood why the translation isn’t “ficelle” which would be more accurate.

The French do have in their language the concept of “un string”, but it means
something a bit different, leading to snickering if one translates the term that
way…

5. theoreticalminimum
May 13, 2007

The French do have in their language the concept of “un string”, but it
means something a bit different, leading to snickering if one translates
the term that way…

Oh, come on Peter! I thought you would show us some of that French audace,
and translate that term away (not that it needs translation for informed readers
of this blog). I even found out that, may I say well-endowed, members of the so-
called “string mafia” have made it to the Tour de France! I mean, could any
unification program get that much sexy?! ;-P

The debate between Smolin and Damour would, I believe, be worth listening to.
It would be of a kind different from the ones that took place before, e.g.
Smolin/Duff. Damour is one of the leading experts in general relativity and,
though having written a few papers in string cosmology, is not, I would be
inclined to say, a full-fledged string theorist. So, at least in that respect, it would
be interesting enough to look forward to knowing to what extent Damour agrees
and disagrees with Smolin.

http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/trurl_pagecontent?lp=fr_en&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cite-sciences.fr%2Ffrancais%2Fala_cite%2Fcollege%2Fv2%2Fhtml%2F2006_2007%2Fcycles%2Fcycle_254.htm
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/trurl_pagecontent?lp=fr_en&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cite-sciences.fr%2Ffrancais%2Fala_cite%2Fcollege%2Fv2%2Fhtml%2F2006_2007%2Fcycles%2Fcycle_254.htm
http://cerncourier.com/articles/cern/47/4/16/1
http://cerncourier.com/articles/cern/47/4/16/1
http://cerncourier.com/articles/cern/47/4/16/1
http://cerncourier.com/articles/cern/47/4/16/1
http://bigpicture.typepad.com/writing/images/butterflieslscape.jpg
http://bigpicture.typepad.com/writing/images/butterflieslscape.jpg
http://marc-blog.kataplop.net/images/divers/sloggi_string_2.jpg
http://marc-blog.kataplop.net/images/divers/sloggi_string_2.jpg


6. John Baez
May 13, 2007

Speaking of string-loop debates, Hermann Nicolai is helping run a conference in
Bad Honnef called “Quantum Gravity: Perspectives and Challenges”, during April
14th-16th, 2008. It’s supposed to be a kind of reprise of the 2003 workshop on
“Loops vs. Strings” at the Albert Einstein Institute. It looks like I’ll be going —
maybe in my new role as someone who has serious doubts about both
approaches.

I’m not exactly relishing the prospect, but I think it’ll be good to have people
there who aren’t committed to either approach, but know a little about both.
Solving physics problems by gladiatorial combat between “teams” doesn’t seem
very productive.

7. Markk
May 13, 2007

“Solving physics problems by gladiatorial combat between “teams” doesn’t seem
very productive.”

Yes but from reading history it does seem to be productive at defining specific
problems which can be attacked. Or at least agreeing on areas where those
problems lie.

8. Harry
May 14, 2007

Concerning “cordes” and “ficelles”, “ficelles” is in french associated with a few
quite negatively connoted expressions : “celui qui tire les ficelles” = the one who
is hidden and makes this others act, “les ficelles d’un art” = the hidden
processes of an art. An old meaning (XVIIIth) is also “crafty” (i. e. “il est très
ficelle” = he’s very crafty).

I guess that’s the reason why “cordes” (which sounds solid and thick) has been
chosen.

9. Christine
May 14, 2007

For what is worth, in portuguese the translation of “string theory” is “teoria de
cordas”, following the french term.

10. Alejandro
May 14, 2007

Same in Spanish (“cuerdas” rather than “hilos”). Perhaps the often-used analogy
to vibrating strings in musical instruments can explain it? “Cuerda” normally (i.e.
without context) would mean “rope” in Spanish, but string instruments are called
“instrumentos de cuerdas”. I gather the same happens in French.

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0403112
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0403112


11. Aaron Bergman
May 14, 2007

FWIW, Lee Smolin and Erik Verlinde will be appearing on a two person panel at
the end of the month.

12. Who
May 14, 2007

Actually the October 2003 conference at the Albert Einstein Institute that
Hermann Nicolai, Abhay Ashtekar and others put together was called
“Strings meets Loops”

and the emphasis, by all I could tell from outside, was on productive exchange.
There was a fifty-fifty balance of talks. Nicolai gave the opener and Ashtekar
gave the concluding talk.

Seemed like a good idea. I’m glad that something along those lines is scheduled
for 2008. Long overdue. Just want to correct a slight oversight int what John
Baez said: the conference was not called “Strings VERSUS Loops”, or Loops vs
Strings, or anything versus. AFAIK the organizers’ idea was a friendly meeting of
equals.
==quote==
Speaking of string-loop debates, Hermann Nicolai is helping run a conference in
Bad Honnef called “Quantum Gravity: Perspectives and Challenges”, during April
14th-16th, 2008. It’s supposed to be a kind of reprise of the 2003 workshop on
“Loops vs. Strings” at the Albert Einstein Institute. It looks like I’ll be going —
maybe in my new role as someone who has serious doubts about both
approaches.
==endquote==

13. Who
May 14, 2007

Typo: the conference was called STRINGS MEET LOOPS
http://www.aei.mpg.de/english/contemporaryIssues/seminarsEvents/pastEvents
/index.html#2003
I learned about it from John Baez, who posted the schedule sometime around the
first week of October 2003, IIRC, but i can’t find it in TWF.

14. Viri
May 14, 2007

Regarding theoreticalminimum’s language reference links  I must say that in
Portuguese String Theory is translated as “Teoria das cordas” “corda” being
strong as opposed to “fio”.

Now the really funny part is that the pictures he linked where of “tangas” (the
underwear) and that is a synonym of bullshit and has a derogatory meaning in
many other contexts, usually when someone is trying to fool someone else.

http://www1.phys.uu.nl/drstp/Conferences/Dalfsen/2007/schedule.html
http://www1.phys.uu.nl/drstp/Conferences/Dalfsen/2007/schedule.html
http://www.aei.mpg.de/english/contemporaryIssues/seminarsEvents/pastEvents/index.html#2003
http://www.aei.mpg.de/english/contemporaryIssues/seminarsEvents/pastEvents/index.html#2003
http://www.aei.mpg.de/english/contemporaryIssues/seminarsEvents/pastEvents/index.html#2003
http://www.aei.mpg.de/english/contemporaryIssues/seminarsEvents/pastEvents/index.html#2003


I too think the musical instrument analogy explains these translations to
romance languages.

15. Michael
May 14, 2007

Peter,

Sorry to go off subject. But I was wondering if you knew of any
colloquium/seminar type events held regularly in the New York City area over
the summer. Or if you knew about any upcoming lectures of interest in areas
such as cosmology or particle theory. I’m having some trouble finding out about
things that go on off the academic calendar. Thanks!

-Michael

16. Peter Woit
May 14, 2007

Michael,

Sorry, but I don’t know of any colloquium/seminar activities in the area this
summer. People pretty much only schedule those during term time, assuming too
many people are away and it is hard to get together an audience during the
summer. In the New York area there are two summer programs I know of:

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork5/
at Stony Brook, and

http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/

at the IAS. The IAS program you probably need to have applied for to attend the
lectures.

17. Chris W.
May 14, 2007

The conference that Aaron pointed to (re Smolin and Verlinde) also includes this
intriguing talk:

Jürg Fröhlich (ETH Zürich) — “Atomism and quantization”

I wonder what exactly that will be about.

18. Travis
May 23, 2007

Regarding Open Access, while Open Access options are currently limited to
“author pays” there is an initiative in Europe called SCOAP3 that would shift the
payment for Open Access to the funding agency level. Few, if any, proponents of
Open Access in HEP think that authors would choose to pay if the money could
go elsewhere. But by earmarking, or simply paying as a consortia, funding

http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork5/
http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/itp/conf/simonswork5/
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/


agencies can engineer this shift.

This is important for physicists to think about, as one essential reason for moving
this direction is the preservation of the peer review process against the
cancellation of overpriced journals by underfunded libraries who no longer have
much reason to spend money on HEP journals (why pay for articles already on
arXiv?).

Salvatore Mele gave a colloquium at SLAC recently about this topic, see:

http://www2.slac.stanford.edu/colloquium/details.asp?EventID=204

for more information, including links to the SCOAP3 documents.

19. Peter Woit
May 24, 2007

Thanks Travis!

I was just as Oxford, where the editorial board of the Elsevier journal Topology
all recently resigned, leaving to found another journal. The latest issue of
Topology came in while I was there, a real collector’s item. The page that
normally lists the editors is blank. No one knows if Elsevier will try and keep the
journal going…

http://www2.slac.stanford.edu/colloquium/details.asp?EventID=204
http://www2.slac.stanford.edu/colloquium/details.asp?EventID=204


All LHC, all the Time

May 15, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The LHC media blitz is in full swing, with last week’s long New Yorker article now
followed by an unusually long and detailed New York Times piece titled A Giant Takes
On Physics’ Biggest Questions. Dennis Overbye does an excellent job of covering the
story. Besides the experimentalists actually involved in building the machines, he
quotes theorists John Ellis, Joe Lykken, Nima Arkani-Hamed and Michelangelo
Mangano. To distinguish this piece from the New Yorker one, here it’s Mangano who
is the one who consumes a lot of espresso. There are side-bars about the recent
problem with the Fermilab magnets and about the implications for string theory (not
much). There’s a multimedia component to the Times coverage, with interactive
graphics, a slide show, a podcast (an interview with Arkani-Hamed, described as “one
of the physicists at the center of the project”), and a video.

I do fear all this LHC coverage is peaking too early. With still probably at least a year
to go before the machine even starts taking data, the coverage may already be
generating an LHC overexposure problem: see Chad Orzel’s new posting Tired of the
LHC. If Chad is already complaining about this, boy is he going to be grumpy about it
by a year from now…

The New Yorker keeps its physics theme going this week with cover art that includes
a blackboard full of basic equations from quantum mechanics.

The NY Times article includes the usual not very cogent explanation of the role of the
Higgs. For something much better aimed at explaining Higgs-hunting to the general
public, see the online interactive presentation Hunt for Higgs, part of a web-site
about the LHC called Big Bang.

Blogging may be light the next week or so since I’ll be traveling. First stop is Trieste,
where I’ll be speaking at 5pm on Friday as part of a large event there called FEST.
From there I’ll make brief visits to Geneva, Paris and London, back here in New York
late next week.

Comments

1. Ari Heikkinen
May 15, 2007

All the better to hype it now and give it as much coverage as possible, as when
it’s running a year or two from now it’ll probably end up finding nothing useful
anyway.

Then again, maybe some LHC hype makes it possible to collect some money for a
few other projects while LHC is still being built..

http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/15/science/15cern.html
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http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/15/science/15magnet.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/15/science/15magnet.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/15/science/15string.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/15/science/15string.html
http://www.nytimes.com/ref/science/20070514_CERN_GRAPHIC.html
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2. sinus
May 15, 2007

it’ll probably end up finding nothing useful anyway.

Maybe the notion of “useful” has been blurred by calling the Higgs boson “God
particle”, and string theory the “Theory of Everything”. Those suggest that
nothing short of finding “God” or “Everything” is good enough.

I think discovery of, at least, new phenomena related to the EW interactions is
guaranteed (by the usual arguments). Whatever is found, even if it’s “just” the
SM Higgs, will be a Real Natural Phenomenon (TM), infinitely more useful than
any speculative fantasy about gods and everythings.

3. Anti-Crackpot
May 15, 2007

I think its likely that within two years, the particle physicists and string theorists
will be sipping champagne, and all of the stupid people who think it will find
nothing will dissappear into the vacuum.

4. Walt
May 15, 2007

It’s rare you see such a pure expression of bravado outside of sports bars. Like: I
think it’s quite likely in two years the Philadelphia Eagles will have won two
Super Bowls, and all the stupid Patriot and Colts fans will disappear into the
vacuum.

5. Anti-Crackpot
May 15, 2007

Walt,
Physics isn’t sports. The people who doubt that LHC will find anything, don’t do
so for rational reasons. They actually hope it won’t. The overwhelming liklihood
is that there will be significant discoveries.

6. jb
May 16, 2007

I think you two should put some money on this.

7. plank
May 16, 2007

How can anyone seriously say whether or not new phenomena will be found at
the LHC?

Really, how? Either way it’s “faith” based.

Now saying string theorists will be sipping champagne is another thing since I
would like to know of a possible discovery that would legitimately justify that.



Just an example.

8. anon.
May 16, 2007

The string theory landscape is so big, they probably will be sipping champagne
in two years whatever the LHC discovers, because they will be able to pick out a
vacuum which resembles the physics, whatever that physics turns out to be.

That’s the whole brains of string theory! Whatever nature turns up, it’s
impossible not to come up with some version of string theory which can include
that. String theory predicts everything remotely possible, so we it is right before
doing the experiments. The experiments just help us identify the correct model. I
can’t understand why people (apart from Prof. Anti-Crackpot) don’t understand.

Physicists can start celebrating string theory now, because it can’t be falsified,
there’s no sensible alternative with as much hype as string, and even if there was
a fashionable ‘sensible’ alternative, it would be likely to be extremely boring
compared to the 11 dimensional 10^500 models of the string multiverse.

9. Anti-Cackpot
May 16, 2007

Plank,
If we weren’t able to seriously say that there’s a strong liklihood of discovery,
LHC would not have been funded. The Higgs and supersymmetry will both likely
be discovered. They are both well-motivated theoretically. You should understand
that these are not just things theorists invent because they’re nice. These are
really necessary pieces that need to be added to the Standard Model.

10. anon.
May 16, 2007

These are really necessary pieces that need to be added to the Standard Model.

The Higgs or something else to unitarize WW scattering, yes. Supersymmetry,
no.

11. Bob
May 16, 2007

I don’t understand this discussion about the LHC. Surely it will find new
phenomena, irrespective of whether they can be related to string theory. in some
sense, failure to find a Higgs boson in the expected energy range would drive
high energy physics forward even more strongly than would the confirmation of
a mass within the currently favored limits. Either result would be great.

High energy physics is presently unbalanced between theory and experiment,
and in serious need of experimental data in new energy regimes. *That* the LHC
will provide one way or another.



12. Anti-Crackpot
May 16, 2007

Anon,
If there is a Higgs boson, then supersymmetry is essentially required to to
stabilize the Higgs mass, otherwise known as the hierarchy problem. There may
be other ‘solutions’ to this, but none of these is natural. The existence of
supersymmetry is probably just as necessary as the existence of anti-matter, as a
necessary symmetry of nature.

13. observer
May 16, 2007

It seems to me that there’s been a curious drift in the rhetoric on this blog of
late. It looks to me like SUSY is being taken as synonymous with string theory,
which it’s not (the latter clearly requires the former, the reverse is not true).
SUSY is theoretically well-motivated and quite predictive. It should be possible
to rule SUSY out with future experiments, unlike string theory. So why is
everyone so pissed off about SUSY?

14. Peter Woit
May 16, 2007

observer,

I seriously considered deleting just about all the comments on this posting. Our
string-theorist troll “Anti-Crackpot” generates lots of content-free responses.
Please, no more of this on both sides. In general please resist posting contentless
comments that do little except aggressively express an opinion, without even
bothering to justify it.

Sure, SUSY is better motivated and more predictive than string theory. But I
think there recently has been a reaction to the fact that SUSY has received and
continues to receive an overwhelming amount of attention, despite the fact that
SUSY scenarios are far from convincing (generally due to the fact that SUSY-
breaking leads to all sorts of trouble). Many SUSY proponents way back when
vigorously claimed that evidence for it would show up at the Tevatron. The fact
that that didn’t happen, and that effects also haven’t shown up in precision
electroweak data, I think has caused a lot more skepticism about whether it will
be seen at the LHC.

But, it is very different than string theory, will get a real test at the LHC, and
we’ll find out one way or another within a few years. If the LHC sees nothing, the
idea that supersymmetry stabilizes the electroweak scale will be conclusively
dead.

15. plank
May 16, 2007

«These are really necessary pieces that need to be added to the Standard
Model.»



OK, suppose both are discovered beyond reasonable doubt. In what way does
that corroborate String Theory?

Neither of those ideas were created in a String context, or am I wrong?

If there were some specific predictions from ST regarding SUSY breaking or the
higgs mass I could understand, but to my knowledge there is nothing serious
close to this.

So my question stands, what should be discovered at the LHC in order to justify
string theorists “sipping champagne”?

And what would justify its demise.

These are important questions that should be answered *before* the actual data
is analyzed, otherwise I’m afraid anything will be hailed as a victory for ST.

16. Peter Shor
May 16, 2007

Since almost anything the LHC is likely to find will be shown to be consistent
with string theory, I predict that the string theorists will be sipping champagne
three years from now, no matter what the LHC finds.

17. Anti-Crackpot
May 16, 2007

Peter,
I could reply to your insult about being a string-theorist troll, but let’s not go
there. Let’s leave that for Lubos. I’m really more of a particle physics person
than a string theorist.

My opinion on the reason for the sentiment against supersymmetry on your blog
is that it is due to the fact that it is a necessary component of string theory,
which you strongly disfavor. Otherwise, it’s hard to understand why anyone
would be so against it., especially since it’s well-motivated theoretically and
testable. It seems to me that there is a strong current against mainstream
particle physics on this blog, and I feel I must go against this.

18. Anti-Crackpot
May 16, 2007

Plank,
String theorists will be happy if supersymmetry is discovered because it is a
necessary part of string theory. Don’t forget that SUSY was actually discoverd in
string theory first, before being formulated in normal particle physics by Wess
and Zumino.

19. Peter Woit
May 16, 2007

Anti-Crackpot,



My opinion about supersymmetry in general is mixed, there are many things
interesting about it. As for the MSSM, I’ve always been a skeptic, even back
pre-1984 when string theory became popular. There’s a whole chapter in my
book about the problems with supersymmetric extensions of the standard model,
this is an issue independent of string theory.

I’m getting really sick of the contentless bickering here. Please, all parties stop.
Comments containing zero information, just some an expression of opinion
backed by at best best a vague, tired talking point will be deleted. I can’t believe
anyone is getting anything at all from this kind of discussion, other than the idea
that reading the comment section here is a waste of time.

20. JC
May 16, 2007

Anti-Crackpot,

Wasn’t SUSY first discovered around 1970 by Likhtman and Golfand?

21. Anti-Crackpot
May 16, 2007

Peter,
I’m not sure that there has been much bickering in this thread, or that the posts
have had zero content. If you don’t like people disagreeing with you then
perhaps you should shut down the blog altogether. Perhaps my statement about
the ‘stupid people dissappearing into the vacuum’ was a little harsh, and I
apologize.

As for supersymmetry, it’s fine to be skeptical. The main point I want to make is
that the subject is one that should be taken seriously and not just be dismissed
as the musings of idle string theorists, whether or not it turns out to be right or
wrong.

22. Anti-Crackpot
May 16, 2007

JC,
Yes, it may have been, but if I remember correctly they were in the Soviet Union
at the time, so noone in the west knew about their work.

23. Coin
May 16, 2007

Don’t forget that SUSY was actually discoverd in string theory first, before being
formulated in normal particle physics by Wess and Zumino.

When and where?

24. Anti-Crackpot
May 16, 2007



Coin: Ramond, Schwarz, and Neveu in about 1971-1972.

25. M
May 16, 2007

Anti-Crackpot: I don’t know if supersymmetry was first invented by string
theorists or by communists, but surely the discovery of supersymmetry would not
imply that communism is right nor that string theory is right.

The reason why LHC is interesting is not that we know that LHC must discover
supersymmetry, but that we do not know what LHC will find, and exploring
higher energies is the only way of sorting out physics at higher energies. Even if
LHC will tell that we lost decades on a wrong idea, it will be progress, and this is
why I prefer to work on testable weak-scale physics rather than on quantum
gravity.

26. dan
May 16, 2007

Peter Woit wrote “But, it is very different than string theory, will get a real test at
the LHC, and we’ll find out one way or another within a few years. If the LHC
sees nothing, the idea that supersymmetry stabilizes the electroweak scale will
be conclusively dead.”

Hello Peter, if LHC does not find SUSY-partners, and yes I’ve read your book
NEW cover to cover, and therefore does not stabilize the electroweak scale, it
doesn’t seem to me that there’s no compelling reason (other than string theory
hype) to continue to pursue this as serious research. In otherwords, if SUSY
doesn’t stabilize the elctroweak scale, while SUSY can be broke all the way up to
the planck scale, there is no reason to believe it is a symmetry of nature if there
is a LHC null result. (Presumably the theoretical difficulties of breaking SUSY
and flavor changing neutral currents and large CP violations others in
combintation to a LHC null result should pretty much discredit the theory).

27. Anti-Crackpot
May 16, 2007

M,
You’re right that the discovery of supersymmetry would not prove string theory.
However, since SUSY is a necessary ingredient, it would certainly suggest that
string theory is in the right direction.

28. Michael Bacon
May 16, 2007

The discovery of SUSY might suggest that string theory moving in the right
direction. But that’s not the issue, is it? The problem is that the failure to
discover SUSY wouldn’t disprove “string theory.” Apparently, that’s impossible!

29. Anti-Crackpot
May 16, 2007



Michael,
The honest truth is that if SUSY is not found at LHC, most interest and support
of string theory will completely evaporate. Unless, of course one of the large
extra dimensions/ brane world scenarios turns out to be true. In that case, there
will be KK states and black holes galore, and string theory will be experimentally
confirmed.

30. anon.
May 16, 2007

The honest truth is that if SUSY is not found at LHC, most interest and support
of string theory will completely evaporate.

Nonsense — you can find plenty of string theorists who claim that high-scale
SUSY breaking is actually favored, or at least not disfavored. It’s not at all clear
at the moment what string theory has to say about what is likely at the TeV-scale.

Also, above:

then supersymmetry is essentially required to to stabilize the Higgs mass,
otherwise known as the hierarchy problem. There may be other ’solutions’ to
this, but none of these is natural.

Again, nonsense; technicolor is natural, for instance. It just happens to be highly
disfavored by precision data. There is also the possibility that the Higgs mass is
simply tuned. There is absolutely no argument that SUSY is “required” or
“essentially required” by the SM. There are only debatable aesthetic or
philosophical reasons for liking it.

31. Anti-Crackpot
May 16, 2007

Anon,
Sure, it’s always possible that the SUSY breaking scale will be high enough that
the superpartner masses will be unobservable at LHC. However, then SUSY
would not be able to solve the hierarchy problem, and so would lose much of it’s
justification. If this happens, I don’t think people would take SUSY seriously,
regardless of what ‘plenty’ of string theorists say.

I don’t think that technicolor is particularly natural. Besides the fact that it
doesn’t work, it has always seemed rather ugly and contrived to me. On the
contrary, supersymmetry solves the hierarchy problem, gives us gauge
unification, and provides a dark matter candidate. Keep in mind that
supersymmetry was not originally invented to solve these problems. This is what
I would call natural. The fact remains that something beyond the standard model
is required and supersymmetry is the best bet for that somethting, by far. Thus,
all of your statements are complete nonsense!

32. Mikka
May 17, 2007



Hi Peter,

Peter, you clearly have little beyond trivial knowledge of what physics is really
about… I have come across only ONE! paper by you in the last upmteen years
that was worth reading through (‘Particle Physics and Representation Theory’).
Clearly you spend way!! too much time trying to be critical of theories you have
already decided upon are unworthy of further study… and yet you continue to
quip over and over on them… sigh!

If you are genuinely a physics researcher you would engage in one of the
following activities:

1. Doing physics research… of whatever kind there is to be done… (i.e. in
condensed matter theory, astrophysics, biophysics, chaos theory, etc.);

2. Writing up beautiful notes for Weinberg’s QFT texts and distributing them
freely on the net;

3. Doing both with one hand tied behind your back.

Regards,
Mikka
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33. island
May 17, 2007

Anti-Crackpot Says:
The fact remains that something beyond the standard model is required…

The false assumption being that the resolution to the problems can’t possibly
come from something fundamental that was missed along the way.

I beg to differ.

34. anon.
May 17, 2007

On this question of distinguishing supersymmetry from string theory stuff, I
thought that ‘superstring’ is an abbreviation of supersymmetric string theory,
and since M-theory unified the five theories in 1995, string is in effect
synonymous to superstring?

Many string predictions are supersymmetry predictions: unification at 10^19
GeV, s-particles with unpredictable energy, etc.

I don’t see how any experimental result will be able to confirm or deny
supersymmetry or string predictions.

By the time you have enough experimental data to be meaningful, you will have
resolved the problem experimentally. What use is theory in that case? Dirac



predicted the energy of antimatter particles, Pauli predicted the energy of
neutrinos, and the Standard Model predicted the energy of weak gauge bosons.
There’s nothing like that kind of prediction from string/supersymmetry. String is
a great theory for yellow bellies, scared of experimentally refutation.

35. JC
May 17, 2007

anon, Anti-Crackpot,

If string theory ever falls out of favor in physics departments, it will most likely
still be pursued in math departments. Some areas of string theory have very
interesting mathematics (ie. mirror symmetry, etc …), that some mathematicians
would still be interested in.

On the other hand if supersymmetry is not seen at the LHC, it wouldn’t be
surprising to susy phenomenology fall out of favor and eventually die shortly
thereafter. Though possibly some hardcore SUSY true believers will still work on
it. Analytic S-Matrix theory falling out of favor in the early 1970’s, didn’t stop
Geoff Chew from continuing work on it well into the 1980’s.

36. sinus
May 17, 2007

“If” susy is found… “if” KK states are found… “if” substructure is found… Those
are some big “if”s. The bottom line is that physics at the TeV scale is going to be
experiment-driven. With exactly zero predictions, theory has lost the LHC train.

37. L-Train
May 17, 2007

I stumbled on your website, trying to find information about a theory about
gamma ray bursts that has been written up in general interest publications, such
as the Economist. I am a layman (although with a scientific background —
chemistry), but I have a paranoid interest in particle physics.
The theory that I was wondering about was Dr. Clavelli’s theory that GRBs are
produced by a spontaneous SUSY transition in white dwarves. From what I
understand, GRBs are generally thought to be caused by exploding stars, and if
anything, GRBs tend to not occur in galaxies where there are not very many
elements heavier than helium, which seems to negate this idea. I was wondering
whether Clavelli’s ideas (regarding GRBs and spontaneous SUSY transitions in
general) are taken very seriously in the physics community as a whole.

38. CW
May 17, 2007

L-Train,

Cosmic Variance would be a better blog for you to monitor, given your apparent
interests. It also links to other blogs that focus on astrophysics.

http://cosmicvariance.com/
http://cosmicvariance.com/
http://cosmicvariance.com/


39. Anti-Crackpot
May 17, 2007

Sinus,
Supersymmetry makes a very specific prediction: for every Standard Model
fermion, there is a corresponding boson. If these states are discovered, then
supersymmetry will be confirmed. We cannot at this point make specific
predictions about the mass and mixings of the supersymmetric specturm
because we can’t say exactly how SUSY is broken. However, if SUSY is to explain
the hierarchy problem, then the states must be TeV scale.

40. Walt
May 17, 2007

Anti-Crackpot: You are clearly offended by the existence of skeptics. Whether or
not SUSY is confirmed, would physics have been better off if there were no
skeptics? Clearly not.

41. Anti-Crackpot
May 17, 2007

Walt,
What offends me is skeptics who spread misinformation.

42. anon.
May 18, 2007

What offends me is skeptics who spread misinformation.

So the landscape dwellers who are certain without hope of solid confirmation
that there are 10^500 universes each with 6/7 extra dimensions curled up in
different versions of the Calabi-Yau manifold, don’t offend you? Bullshit with the
stamp of mainstream consensus is inoffensive, while objections from skeptics of
the mainstream which contradict the mainstream claims are offensive
misinformation? Quite right too!

Maybe you need to increase your ability to take offense, however. Be also
strongly offended by people with alternative ideas. That’s spreading
misinformation, if the ideas don’t fit into the mainstream consensus, the
superstring framework. One other thing to take offense from (when you get more
sophisticated): experiments. Experiments are just an embarrassment to an
irrefutable theory.

43. a quantum diaries survivor
May 18, 2007

Hello Peter,

sorry for dribbling most of this nonsensical thread about who believes what and
why it is stupid to/not-to  My comment is rather about the point made in the
post, i.e. that there is an over-exposure of the LHC quite a bit too early.



There are physicists who have spent the better part of their last 15 years
designing, building, simulating, testing, assembling the giant detectors that are
now almost ready to take data. These people have invested maybe half of their
career in the project. It is them who will arrive tired to the first day of data
taking, unfortunately. These experiments are really too long shots in this respect.
However, I really see no alternative, but can only hope that the next efforts will
be based on more readily available technology and funds, such that the hiatus
between the TDR and the data becomes more reasonable.

I agree, the media are overhyping an endeavour that is either too old or too
young to be meaningfully in the headlines. It is now clear that LHC will have no
chance of having produced enough data to see the Higgs boson before mid 2009.
And even SUSY particles, which some simple minds believe will pop into view the
moment the detector is turned on, will have to wait until then to be discovered, if
ever.

My two pence ? The LHC is getting its share of spotlights because now is the
time to start financing its upgrade, the SuperLHC. Projects on R&D for detectors
to be installed in CMS and Atlas to sustain 10^35 luminosities are already under
way…

Cheers,
T.

PS have fun in Trieste, and stay away from Casinos in Slovenia!

44. Aaron Bergman
May 18, 2007

Bitter much?

45. Anti-Crackpot
May 18, 2007

Anon,
I don’t think that I’ve been making an argument for string theory or the
landscape. My arguments have been strictly in favor of SUSY. It is quite possible
for the world to be supersymmetric and string theory to not be right. As far as
skepticism is concerned, I’d like to hear real alternative ideas rather than just
arguing against supersymetry on the basis that we haven’t yet observed the
SUSY partners. If LHC does not observe them, then your skepticism will be
justified and shared by many particle physicists. However, we know that the
SUSY scale should be 1 TeV or less to solve the hierarchy problem, so there’s no
point being skeptical until the range of energy has been explored.

46. anon. #1
May 18, 2007

At the risk of feeling like I’m banging my head against a brick wall, let me point
out some things that seem to be misconstrued or not known by at least some of
the people discussing this here:



1) It would be nice if the hierarchy problem turns out to have a solution. On the
other hand, it might not; the universe might just be described by a fine-tuned low
energy effective field theory.

2) SUSY does solve the hierarchy, as does technicolor (whether you think it looks
“natural” or not, it certainly is technically natural). Technicolor is highly
disfavored by precision data. SUSY is also disfavored by precision data, just less
so. (This is called the “little hierarchy”.) You can’t think seriously about TeV-scale
SUSY models without running into LEP data. There is no beautiful model that
can solve the hierarchy problem, fit the data, and that doesn’t have some ugly
kludges and/or fine-tunings built in somewhere.

3) There is a nice model that has gauge coupling unification, dark matter, and no
real difficulties with precision constraints. It’s called split supersymmetry, and it
does not solve the hierarchy problem.

4) String theory does not have much of anything to say about whether there is
TeV-scale SUSY at this point. There seem to be lots of vacua with high-scale
SUSY breaking. There are some approaches that claim to favor TeV-scale SUSY
(e.g. claims that M-theory on G2 compactifications tends to have TeV-scale SUSY
breaking once the cosmological constant is tuned to zero), but there doesn’t
seem to be any reason the theory would prefer those vacua.

47. r hofmann
May 18, 2007

Anti-Crackpot,

seems there was quite some indoctrination going on during your scientific
education.

If you had ever deeply thought about 4D Yang-Mills and its relation to real
physics (meaning ideas, concepts and quantitative predictions that are
experimentally falsifiable) you would have had your answers concerning
alternatives to the present doctrines for solving the hierarchy `problem´.

I wont react on any of your comments.

48. Anti-Crackpot
May 18, 2007

Anon,
I don’t really understand why you are so upset. I only make the well-known point
that supersymmetry is currently the best candidate for new physics and that it is
clearly testable. I do not claim that it’s the only possible solution, only that it’s
the most plausible solution. As for string theory, I guess I need to repeat that my
arguments in favor of SUSY have nothing to do with string theory.

r hoffman,
I have a Ph.D. in theoretical physics, having learned from some of the very best
particle phenomenologists and string theorists in the world. I think I know what



I’m talking about it and have no trouble with your empty statements.

49. anon.
May 18, 2007

It is quite possible for the world to be supersymmetric and string theory to not
be right. … I’d like to hear real alternative ideas rather than just arguing … –
Anti-Crackpot

Well, your pseudonym doesn’t encourage me to believe your claim about wanting
to hear ‘real alternative ideas’. String and SUSY have had 25 years of
mainstream support to work out the details. The common problem with any
alternatives is that they are haven’t had 25 years of mainstream funding,
interest, and development. So you’ll be able to dismiss them by definition as non-
mainstream, for being less well investigated than string and SUSY. There are
several real alternative ideas but this blog is not a free for all discussion of them.
The question is, if you’re an anti-crackpot, why are you so keen on invisible
superpartners which increase the tunable Standard Model parameters from 19
to 125 or more, without delivering any useful additional predictions in return.

The worst type of physics is that which like phlogiston, a wonderful solution to
why burned things weigh less than unburned things, but is always totally useless
for quantitative predictions, and finally turns out to have misled everyone. So if
you’re really believe you’re an anti-crackpot, I’m afraid you may need to buy a
new mirror.

50. King Ray
May 18, 2007

The true crackpots may be those who believe in string theory, supersymmetry
and higher dimensions. Time will tell who the true crackpots really are.

51. David B.
May 18, 2007

Dear anon.

There is one prediction of the MSSM that you seem to be missing and it is the
most important prediction that makes the model testable: the lightest Higgs has
to have a mass that is lower than the mass of the Z particle at tree level. With
loop corrections one can make this number bigger, but not too big. The model
barely gets by with the current precision data and bounds.

Indeed, one of the most important reasons that made supersymmetric models
appealing was that the higgs selfcoupling constant was
unified with the gauge coupling constants of the standard model.
Unfortunately because the MSSM does not break supersymmetry spontaneously,
that was not enough to fit data. The extra parameters that are added to the
MSSM to break susy in the most “general way that does not spoil the advantages
of having supersymmetry” do not change this prediction.



If the higgs that is found at the LHC is not sufficiently light, then the MSSM will
be ruled out. I find that to be quite a useful prediction.

52. Anti-Crackpot
May 18, 2007

Anon,
Since we do we claim that the supersymmetric partners are ‘invisible’. On the
contrary, they should be observed at LHC if supersymmetry is right. In any case,
if your alternative ideas are so good, then I would suggest writing a paper on
them. If they turn out to be right, then you’ll win the Nobel. You should really
refrain from lumping SUSY in with string theory. There is some relation between
the two, but they are not entirely the same.

If and when supersymmetry is discovered, the following work will be to
understand the mechanism by which it is broken. At that point, we will be able to
make some predictions, such as the relic neutralino (assuming this is LSP)
density and from that get a handle on the composition of the dark matter. Are
there any of you who believe dark matter isn’t real?

53. Christine
May 18, 2007

Are there any of you who believe dark matter isn’t real?

Science is facts; just as houses are made of stone, so is science made of
facts; but a pile of stones is not a house, and a collection of facts is not
necessarily science.
Jules Henri Poincaré (1854-1912)

There are in fact two things, science and opinion; the former begets
knowledge, the latter ignorance.

Hippocrates (460 BC – 377 BC)

I do not see how this is a question of believing or not.

BTW, see http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.2462

(sorry: html tag for the link seems not to be working in the preview)

54. Christine
May 18, 2007

BTW, I have worked for some time with dark matter models. So, as I said, it is not
a question of believing or not.

55. Anti-Crackpot
May 18, 2007

Hi Christine,
Sorry, I was a little loose with my language. What I meant was, is there anyone

http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.2462
http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.2462


who denies that there is strong evidence for the existence of dark matter? There
is a lot of evidence for it coming from many independent directions such as
galactic rotation curves, microlensing and CMB. If it does indeed exist, then this
is another line of evidence that the Standard Model needs to be extended since
the dark matter cannot be baryonic or composed substantially of neutrinos.

56. Walt
May 18, 2007

Anti-Crackpot, you originally said “I think its likely that within two years, the
particle physicists and string theorists will be sipping champagne, and all of the
stupid people who think it will find nothing will dissappear into the vacuum.”
There’s nothing in this statement about skeptics who spread information
(whoever that is supposed to be); it’s about the existence of skeptics at all. It’s
not a healthy attitude. Nature will turn out to do what nature does, whatever our
aesthetic judgement tell us.

57. M
May 19, 2007

If supersymmetry will be found, “stupid people” will start working on it rather
than sipping champagne or disappearing into the vacuum. However,
supersymmetry missed a number of oppurtunities for showing up, and LHC is the
last call. If supersymmetry will not be found, then those people who spent their
life working on supersymmetry will be really upset.

Peter thinks that it is unhealhy that so many string theorists have been hired,
and here we could have a similar situation: various phenomenologists built their
career working on supersymmetry, and LHC might tell that their research
activity was irrelevant. Anti-Crackpot, do you guess who would pay for this
situation? I mean: if you are a joung post-doc who works only on supersymmetry,
you should consider extending your research activity.

58. anon.
May 19, 2007

Christine: thanks for that link to http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.2462 which is
important. The ‘evidence’ for dark matter and dark energy is based on
mainstream consensus in a very weak way, like claiming that the existence
gravity is evidence for M-theory because M-theory predicts gravity, or claiming
that SUSY must be real because, if you don’t have SUSY, the three SM force
strengths won’t naturally converge at the Planck scale.

59. anon.
May 19, 2007

There is one prediction of the MSSM that you seem to be missing and it is the
most important prediction that makes the model testable: the lightest Higgs has
to have a mass that is lower than the mass of the Z particle at tree level. … –
David B.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.2462
http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.2462


Unless the model makes a prediction which is unique enough (which usually
means precise enough) that no other theories are likely to make the same
prediction, then the prediction is not a convincing test for the model. Even if the
MSSM was the only possible SUSY, the confirmation of that prediction would still
be dubious. If the MSSM Higgs isn’t found then they can just find another SUSY
model which is even harder to experimentally refute.

Similarly, in the case the string theory landscape, individual vacua are testable,
since each has a definite set of parameters and therefore makes concrete
predictions; the problem is that there are so many different vacua that it isn’t
falsifiable. A theory which comes in many versions, like epicycles or string and
SUSY, is likely to contain superficially impressive models by sheer coincidence.

60. Michele
May 19, 2007

Is there a way to get your talk at FEST? I would have liked to be there but I
missed it. Thanks.

61. a quantum diaries survivor
May 19, 2007

Speaking of SUSY at the LHC, Marcela Carena gave a nice seminar in CDF
yesterday. You might want to give a look at two plots she showed about discovery
reaches of a MSSM Higgs by Atlas and CMS, in my blog.

Cheers,
T.

62. Anti-Crackpot
May 19, 2007

Anon and Walt,
For some reason I keep having to make this point, but supersymmetry is testable
directly as the supersymmetric partners of the known fermions and gauge
bosons may be produced and detected in collisons at the LHC. The present
situation is no different than the previous search for the top quark, which took
twenty years to be discovered after the bottom. Why? Because of it’s very large
mass! Now, you guys, arm-chair scientists that you are, should be aware that
such a large mass was anticipated by those working with no-scale supergravity
and radiative electroweak symmetry breaking, where a large top mass is
required to drive the Higgs mass-squared to a negative value.

63. sinus
May 19, 2007

such a large mass was anticipated by those working with no-scale
supergravity and radiative electroweak symmetry breaking,

Today there are models with Higgs masses large, small, and intermediate. Those
are not really predictions, since there are no solid reasons which one of those



models is experimentally correct, if any. Some of those models may even give
Higgs masses in the correct range, and still be completely wrong.

To give another example, naive SU(5) gives essentially all the correct low energy
physics, since it contains the SM, yet it doesn’t work.

If radiative SB and supergravity models (of which there are many) were
validated by the large top mass, as you seem to suggest, why is people wasting
their time with other approaches that ostensibly failed to predict the top mass?

64. Anti-Crackpot
May 19, 2007

Sinus,
Regarding SU(5), there is one piece of low-energy physics on which it is
spectaculary wrong: neutrino masses. As far as the Higgs is concerned, it’s mass
is very sensitive to such things as the top mass and the type of soft-SUSY
breaking that is assumed. In the models, one can change the top mass by a few
GeV and this causes the Higgs mass to change a lot. In the minimal supergravity
models (mSUGRA), the gaugino masses (m_{1/2}) and scalar masses (m_0) are
universal, but their actual values are unknown. The Higgs mass and low energy
superpartner spectrum depends very much on these values.

65. Haelfix
May 19, 2007

Susy is still fine, but its getting perilously close to where its not fine anymore.
Everyone hopes the lightest superpartner as well as the Higgs arises somewhere
before 140 GEV or else we run into major phenomology problems elsewhere.
Things become much less well motivated, nonminimal and contrived.

If we find SUSY at say 500 GEV, and nothing other than a bare Higgs scalar
before that, everyone will be horribly confused.

66. L-Train
May 20, 2007

CW:

Thanks for your reply, but this blog may actually be a useful place to get some
info on the topic of SUSY, and whether a transition to a SUSY state is possible at
this point in the evolution of the universe, as predicted by Clavelli. You guys,
after all, are debating about SUSY.

67. Anti-Crackpot
May 21, 2007

For the anti-stringers, there is a guest post at CV by Joe Polchinksi in reaction to
Smolin’s reponse to his earlier review.

68. Peter Woit



May 21, 2007

I’m still traveling, won’t be back home until late Thursday. So, for now I won’t
write anything much about the Polchinski posting. In any case, it’s mostly
specifically an on-going discussion with Lee Smolin, and I know I don’t like it if,
when someone is arguing a question with me, someone else tries to be helpful by
taking my side, often making arguments I wouldn’t really agree with.

It’s also true that Polchinski is just writing about quantum gravity, not about
particle physics, where he’s well known to be a proponent of the anthropic
landscape point of view. I’m not too interested in getting involved in arguments
about who has the better theory of quantum gravity that can’t be tested. It would
be interesting to see Polchinski try and defend the idea of 10/11 d string-theory
based unification against the claim that virtually no predictions are possible,
except vague sorts of statistical “predictions” that are often wrong.

69. elzoro
May 23, 2007

Off-topic but worth mentionning: Fields medalist Richard Borcherds (known
among other things for his work on the Leech lattice, Monstruous Moonshine
and axiomatic QFT) now has a blog http://borcherds.wordpress.com/

70. Peter Woit
May 24, 2007

Thanks elzoro,

Maybe soon every Fields medalist will have a blog…

http://borcherds.wordpress.com/
http://borcherds.wordpress.com/


This Week’s Hype

May 24, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Still traveling, but will be back soon. This week’s bogus “test of string theory” is
described in a NASA press release about three satellite-based experiments that would
look for violations of the equivalence principle. From the press release:

…it could provide the first real evidence for string theory. String theory elegantly
explains fundamental particles as different vibrations of infinitesimal strings, and in
doing so solves many lingering problems of modern physics… The equivalence
principle could offer one way to test string theory…

“Some variants of string theory predict the existence of a very weak force that would
make gravity slightly different depending on an object’s composition,” says Will.
“Finding a variation in gravity for different materials wouldn’t immediately prove that
string theory is correct, but it would give the theory a dose of supporting evidence.”

…string theory makes a range of predictions about how strong this new force would
be, so it’s possible that the effect would be too small for even these space-borne
instruments to detect.

Does string theory predict violations of the equivalence principle? From a posting on
Lubos Motl’s blog:

In reality, it will probably be impossible to falsify string theory because string theory
is probably correct and you can’t ever falsify correct theories.  But if string theory
were wrong, there would be thousands of ways to falsify it, even in the very near
future. Although string theory predicts many new phenomena whose details are not
uniquely known, it also implies that many old principles are exactly valid. If string
theory is correct, the superposition principle of quantum mechanics, Lorentz
invariance, unitarity, crossing symmetry, equivalence principle etc. are valid to much
higher accuracy than the accuracy with which they have been tested as of 2006.

If you believe that string theory is wrong, just prove any of the theories predicting all
the bizarre phenomena like Lorentz symmetry breaking, breaking of unitarity, locality,
rotational invariance, and so on. I think that all these things are badly motivated – but
it’s mostly because I know that it seems that they can’t be embedded in string theory.
If you don’t believe string theory, you should believe that anything can occur and
every new test of Lorentz invariance has a potential to falsify special relativity. Every
new test has a potential to falsify the equivalence principle. And there are dozens of
such examples. Without string theory, all these laws are approximate accidental laws
and symmetries. I assure you that string theory will pass every new test of this type
and its foes will always lose. String theory allows us to redefine what proposals about
new physics are reasonable and what proposals are not, even without the exact
knowledge of the vacuum.

I guess it’s all right that I don’t have time to comment on this, since no comment

http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2007/18may_equivalenceprinciple.htm
http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2007/18may_equivalenceprinciple.htm
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/falsifiability-in-physics.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/falsifiability-in-physics.html


seems necessary…

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
May 24, 2007

This paper from a 2005 conference on tests of the Equivalence Principle has a
table (table I, p. 3) showing some experimental limits on deviations from the E.P.;
briefly, these are – neutral bulk matter: 10^-12, atoms: 10^-9, neutrons: 10^-3
and charged matter (electrons): 10^-1. I guess that the new experiment (STEP)
will be able to bring the “neutral bulk matter” limit down to 10^-17 – or not,
depending on what it finds.

The neutral bulk matter tests involve systems where the electrical charges are in
balance to a much greater extent than one part in 10^12, and I wonder whether
one could not just say “case proven” here and concentrate on the limit for
charged matter instead. Such experiments, though, seem to be hard to carry out
as they require the measurement of tiny deflections of single electrons due to
gravity. See here, for example.

2. anon.
May 24, 2007

‘I guess it’s all right that I don’t have time to comment on this, since no comment
seems necessary…’ – Peter Woit

Glad that you are not wasting time on fruitless arguments.

Lubos is correct. Physics proceeds by asserting a theory is true and must be
believed until it is disproved. Even when the theory is disproved, you must
continue using it until a better theory comes along. It is very arrogant of certain
people to assert that a person’s defense of extradimensional dogma isn’t physics.
You must first prove string wrong, and provide the correct theory to go in its
place.

3. Rick
May 24, 2007

anon, it should go without saying that what you’ve said is nonsense. Science
doesn’t proceed via theories that -cant- be disproven nor bring much to the table.

I’d say a theory can’t be taken seriously unless it can propose a way in which it
could conceivably be disproven, even if it has some amazing utility and explains
many things. Unfortunately string theory fails all 3 of these tests so it’s even
more useless than a generally unfalsifiable theory.

4. Me
May 24, 2007

http://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/2forschung/gravi/publications/papers/2005DittusLaemmerzahl.pdf
http://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/2forschung/gravi/publications/papers/2005DittusLaemmerzahl.pdf
http://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/2forschung/gravi/publications/papers/2003DittusLaemmerzahlSelig.pdf
http://www.zarm.uni-bremen.de/2forschung/gravi/publications/papers/2003DittusLaemmerzahlSelig.pdf


annon is obviously nothing but a troll.
Don’t waste time answering him.

5. anon.
May 24, 2007

‘There is an unwritten precept in modern physics… which states that in physics
“anything which is not prohibited is compulsory”.’

– O. Bilaniuk and E. C. G. Sudarshan, Physics Today, May, 1969, p43.

6. Yatima
May 24, 2007

You must first prove string wrong, and provide the correct theory to go in its
place.

*Cough*. Gentlemen, it seems to me that the word you are looking for here is
“sarcasm”.

7. anon.
May 24, 2007

Yatima, take the situation of the procession of the perhelion of Mercury, which
was a weak point in Newton’s theory for centuries (it was eventually cleared up
by general relativity).

The situation with string theory will be identical if it is found to disagree with
experiments: you have to go on using string theory until a new theory comes
along which reduces to string theory as an approximation. So even if it is
experimentally ‘disproved’, we will continue to use string theory until we resolve
the problem, which may take centuries!

However, as Lubos points out, it is more probable statistically that the landscape
is not entirely false. Think of the 10^500 vacua as a lottery. Become a string
theorist, and it’s like having 10^500 lottery tickets: you own virtually
conceivable theory going. It’s a monopoly!

8. russellman
May 24, 2007

The situation with string theory will be identical if it is found to
disagree with experiments:

I agree. Problem is: there’s every reason to suspect that ST will never be found
to disagree, nor agree, with any experiment. That’s why it’s not (even) wrong.

9. King Ray
May 24, 2007

I think it is stretching the term theory to call string theory a theory. Apparently
wikipedia agrees:



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory

“The term theory is occasionally stretched to refer to theoretical speculation that
is currently unverifiable. Examples are string theory and various theories of
everything.”

Also, from wikipedia,

“In physics, the term theory is generally used for a mathematical framework —
derived from a small set of basic principles (usually symmetries – like equality of
locations in space or in time, or identity of electrons, etc) — which is capable of
producing experimental predictions for a given category of physical systems. ”

Where are string theory’s predictions? I don’t think string ‘theory’ is even a
theory!

10. Steve
May 24, 2007

anon., I’m not sure if you understand how the scientific process works in physics,
so let me just give you a quick run-down:

(1) Someone sees something and guys “Hmmm…why did that happen?”
(2) Another someone sets up a series of experiments and comes up with a bunch
of data about what happened. Publish.
(3) A theorist sees this data and goes “Hmmm…I wonder if I can figure out why
this happened…” Using existing theories, said theorist tries to explain the data.
(4) If every theorist decides “We dunno”, you start inventing a “new” theory.

The burden isn’t on experiments to falsify theory, it’s on theorists to try to come
up with an explanation of an experiment using existing, thus far unfalsified,
theories. String theory reverses the roles. Physics isn’t dictated by who has the
cooler theory, it’s dictated by what God decided the universe should look like,
and what the experimentalists consequently see.

11. anon.
May 24, 2007

“Physics … it’s dictated by what God decided the universe should look like, …” –
Steve

Well, maybe your understanding of physics is about 500 years out of date. But
thanks for your attempt to enlighten me 

12. DB
May 24, 2007

It’s interesting that a number of fairly eminent members of the general relativity
community have made soothing overtures to the string community of late.
Clifford Will and Thibault Damour are names to be reckoned with in the field of
experimental tests of general relativity. I expect they believe variants of string

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory


theory can in principle be tested in the same way as Dicke’s scalar-tensor theory
of yore. However, I fear they are getting involved in an elaborate and expensive
version of whack-a-mole. They will be welcomed with open arms by a community
desperate for external validation.

13. kuos
May 24, 2007

If correct theories are not falsifiable, then by Lubos Logic it follows that non-
falsifiable theories must be correct.

14. King Ray
May 24, 2007

I don’t know why string theory doesn’t just declare that it is all possible theories
and then declare victory… It is getting close to that point now… another 10 years
maybe and then they’ll do that.

String theory reminds me more of a Fourier series expansion that can fit
anything than a physical theory.

15. Peter Shor
May 24, 2007

Rick says

I’d say a theory can’t be taken seriously unless it can propose a way in which it
could conceivably be disproven, even if it has some amazing utility and explains
many things.

Isn’t it the case that any theory which has amazing utility can be disproved. If a
theory doesn’t predict anything, then shouldn’t it be considered (like Borges’
Library of Babel) by definition useless.

16. Chris W.
May 24, 2007

I guess one should have expected Lubos to misrepresent the established usage
(in discussions of the philosophy of science) of the word “falsifiable.” (Sigh…)

17. pathetic and obnoxious mug of vitriol
May 24, 2007

Great post. If Motl’s original text was absolutely hilarious, quoted in this context
it’s irrepressible so… A masterpiece of polemical counterpoint…

18. mclaren
May 25, 2007

Lubos is correct. Physics proceeds by asserting a theory is true and
must be believed until it is disproved. Even when the theory is



disproved, you must continue using it until a better theory comes
along.

This is wise and accurate. Physics proceeds via proof by assertion. Not only is no
evidence required to demonstrate that any assertion made in physics confirms
with observables, the very attempt to require evidence for any assertion in
antiscientific and, indeed, anti-rational. The very essence of the rational skeptical
mindset which characterizes the modern Western world is credulous belief in any
unsubstantiated claim regardless of how many experimental observations it
contradicts.

In other breaking new, the earth is cubical in shape, 12 = -1, and plogiston will
soon replace gasoline in our cars, effectively ending the Peak Oil crisis.

19. Cecil Kirksey
May 25, 2007

Peter:

I hope this is not considered OT but it is somewhat related to the issue being
discussed. Suppose someone wants to become a theoretical physicist. The person
obtains a PhD at a good university with a well known advisor; then he/she is able
to obtain several postdocs and finally he/she is able to receive a position at a top
notch university or research center. My question is this: How does this person
judge the success of their research career? By the number of papers published in
PEER reviewed journals? By being a great teacher of up and coming other
theoretical physicists? By obtaining research grants based on proposals reviewed
by PEER occupied committees? By having their name appear in lay publications?
Write a successful textbook or book for the layperson? Or win a Nobel Prize?

Other than the last criterion couldn’t everything also apply to say a person who
desires to do research in say medieval Germanic literature?

Without some connection to the real world (RW) how does one define the success
of one’s career as a theoretical physicist? Is it just PEER review?

20. woit
May 25, 2007

Cecil,

If you manage to get a tenured position at a top-notch university, you’re more of
a “success” as a theorist than 90 percent of the other people who got Ph.D.s in
the subject. If you don’t consider that “success” you’re basically an insecure
neurotic. Beyond that, once you have a permanent job allowing you to pursue
what you want, all the different things you mention are possible things to work
on and aspire to. Up to you to judge how well you succeed at what you try and
do. Different people value different things, and the approval of certain very
specific groups of ones peers is something different people care about to
different extents.



21. tomj
May 25, 2007

I wonder if it is possible to concede a point to the string theorists: their theory is
true and can’t be falsified. So why don’t we just move on. I don’t see the point of
a theory which cannot be falsified. If a particular experiment can neither prove
nor disprove a particular theory, then why even discuss the theory with respect
to the experiment?

My daughter was required to design an experiment for her 8th grade science
class. She decided to measure the some ill-defined difference between skimmed
milk, 2% and whole milk, by bring the different samples to a boil. The measured
variable was time to boil. If she were to claim that this experiment falsified string
theory, how would a string theorist show that the experiment was not applicable?

22. Cecil Kirksey
May 25, 2007

Peter:

Thanks for the reply. But I was more interested in the research part of being a
successful theoretical physicist. How does one judge that aspect of their career?
After all discovering a new theory of nature does not happen that often. So in
this age of ST, LQG and other estoric ideas how does one define being a
“success” other than position? Which is usually governed by how your PEERS
judge you.

23. Aaron Bergman
May 25, 2007

I can’t contain my curiosity. What exactly does P.E.E.R. stand for?

24. Chris Oakley
May 25, 2007

Aaron,

I think it is “Person Expecting Endless Rubbish”

25. Coin
May 25, 2007

In other breaking news… 12 = -1

Ah, Z13.

26. Simplicissimus
May 25, 2007

When I clicked the link in “From a posting on Lubos Motl’s blog”
(which refers to http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/10/falsifiability-in-physics.html)
I arrived at http://www.physics.harvard.edu/~motl/crackpot-not-even-
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wrong.html.
I’m not familiar with string theory. But I am familiar with standards of civilized
communication. Is this the famous Harvard university?

27. Eugene Stefanovich
May 25, 2007

Cecil:

Medieval scholars designed ingenious ways to count the number of angels
dancing on the head of a pin. No doubt, they earned respect from their peers,
well-paid positions, and all that… at about the same time when Galileo and
Giordano Bruno were grilled by inquisition, one of them quite literally. So, in
those times “success” and “progress” were not synonyms. Do you think they are
synonyms now?

28. Cecil Kirksey
May 25, 2007

ES:
That seems to be the issue.

I guess I need to be more more clear. If you are a theoretical physicist and do not
contribute to a theory that makes connections to the RW can you be successful?
Yes or no? Exactly what does a theoretical physicist do if there are data to
support his or her pet ideas? You can teach, but what about the research? Or
maybe theoretical physicist needs a different definition. (Of course I am not sure
what a theorteial physicist actually does so maybe someone who is such an
animal can define his or her job description.)

29. anon.
May 27, 2007

‘If you are a theoretical physicist and do not contribute to a theory that makes
connections to the RW can you be successful? Yes or no?’ – Cecil

That’s the same as asking if string theorists are successes. Consider dictators
who think they have the answer to everything, and suppress dissent. Fellow
dictators may respect them, and financially they may be a success. That’s all that
counts to them.

What would be a failure in their book is someone like Mallory who set off to
climb Everest in 1924 and didn’t return. A ‘success’, in the dictator’s book, is a
label attributed by others to someone who makes a vast fortune and acquires
power and through that power, respect (though that may be respect through
fear, rather than respect from genuine admiration).

Newton and Darwin both came up with their discoveries and held back from
publication for decades until they had built up a convincing set of evidence to
support them. They didn’t build careers on the back of revolutionary discoveries.
Copernicus wrote his book when he was an old man. String theory is the very
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opposite of this tradition; it’s got no solid evidence yet it is deemed a popular
success because it has acquired mainstream credibility.

30. philippe
May 29, 2007

Since money is always involved, I tend to see theoretical physics as a big fashion
show. You can’t tell what is or isn’t successful before a substantial amount of
time or generations have passed. I don’t think anybody can claim enough
hindsight at present to carefully judge the situation in theoretical physics or the
“success” of anything in a less relative way. Let the fashion show continue…and
its models trip.



The Empire Strikes Back

May 25, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

After last month’s posting at Cosmic Variance about how String Theory is Losing the
Public Debate, Sean Carroll seems to have decided to go on the offensive (or
defensive…), with a piece in New Scientist entitled String theory: it’s not dead yet,
which he reproduces and has a posting about here.

I can’t really disagree with Sean about either title. Yes, string theory is losing the
public debate, and no, it’s not dead yet. Some of Sean’s claims in the New Scientist
piece are descriptive claims about the behavior of theoretical physicists:

String theorists are still being hired by universities in substantial numbers; new
graduate students are still flocking to string theory to do their Ph.D. work…

Ideas about higher-dimensional branes have re-invigorated model-building in more
conventional particle physics… Cosmologists thinking about the early universe
increasingly turn to ideas from string theory.

All of these are true enough (although the word “re-invigorated” might not be the
most appropriate one), but don’t address the value judgment of whether any of this
activity is a good thing or not. One could also come up with other evidence for
continuing activity in string theory, such as the large number of press releases being
issued claiming to have found new ways to “test string theory”, but the fact that these
have all been bogus is relevant to evaluating whether this activity is a good thing or
not.

Sean’s positive case for string theory is mostly about its role as a quantum gravity
theory, acknowledging that the Landscape is a problem, and that progress has slowed
since the mid-90s (although more accurate would be “come to a dead halt, now
moving backwards..”). He describes that period as “it seemed as if there was a
revolution every month”, displaying the predilection for over-the-top hype that has
characterized much string theory salesmanship over the years. His claims about the
achievements of string theory vary from relatively modest exaggerations (“The theory
has provided numerous deep insights into pure mathematics”) to standard misleading
propaganda:

“a promising new approach has connected string theory to the dynamics of the quark-
gluon plasma observed at particle accelerators” (connected? wonder how strong the
connection is…)

“it is compatible with everything we know about particle physics” (and also
compatible with just about everything we know to not be true about particle
physics…)

“Michael Green and John Schwarz demonstrated that string theory was a consistent
framework” (there’s a lot more to consistency than canceling that anomaly…)
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“It was realized that those five versions of the theory were different manifestations of
a single underlying structure, M-theory” (would be nice if we knew what M-theory
actually was…)

In the comment section Sean explains how string theorists have no intention of
standing behind what used to be considered the main “prediction” of the theory, TeV-
scale supersymmetry:

If the LHC discovers supersymmetry, string theorists will be happy, but if it doesn’t
there’s no reason to give up on string theory — the superpartners might just be too
heavy.

So, prospects for string theory remain bright, since with each new experiment the
situation is: heads they win, tails doesn’t count.

Also at Cosmic Variance is the latest in an exchange between Joe Polchinski and Lee
Smolin, entitled Science or Sociology? (some earlier parts of the exchange are here).
I’m mostly resisting the impulse to get involved in various parts of that argument
since Smolin doesn’t need my help: the points at issue don’t seem to me central to the
claims of his book, and his positions and what he wrote in the book are perfectly
defensible.

While I don’t see the point of arguing about things like how conjectural the AdS/CFT
duality conjecture is (pretty damn conjectural I’d think though, since no one even
knows what the definition of one side of the duality is…), it is interesting to see what
it is that Polchinski finds most objectionable about Smolin’s criticisms. In the context
of an argument about how much of a problem the positive CC was considered to be by
string theorists in the late 90s, he strong objects to Smolin’s description of “a group
of experts doing what they can to save a cherished theory in the face of data that
seem to contradict it”, going on to describe the work on moduli stabilization that led
to the landscape as “a major success” which Smolin is trying to paint as a “crisis”.
Ignoring the argument about who thought what back then (although if you really care
about this, for some relevant evidence, see the Witten quote), in a larger sense “a
group of experts doing what they can to save a cherished theory in the face of data
that seem to contradict it” describes precisely the behavior of Polchinski, Susskind,
Arkani-Hamed, and many others in the face of the disastrous situation created by the
“major success” of moduli stabilization.

The “anthropic landscape” philosophy is nothing more than an attempt to evade
failure, and it is an failure of scientific ethics of a dramatic kind. Once one
understands a speculative idea dear to one’s heart well enough to see that one can’t
make any conventional scientific predictions using it, ethics demands that one admit
failure. Instead we’ve seen scientists announcing a new way of doing science, even
writing popular books and magazine articles promoting this. Most physicists
(including even a sizable fraction of string theorists) are appalled by this behavior. If
you don’t believe me, consult a random sampling of the faculty in your nearest
physics department, or watch Susskind’s recent talk in Israel where he describes
himself as at the center of a circular firing squad.

Polchinski ends by claiming that Smolin’s case for “group-think” and for a
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“sociological” problem with string theory is “quite weak”. This problem is obviously
hard to quantify and a matter of perspective. While I don’t doubt that Polchinski sees
himself as not suffering from “group-think”, if he were, he obviously wouldn’t think
so. One thing I think is undeniable about the “sociology” of all this is that the blog
phenomenon has put a lot of evidence out there for any unbiased observer to judge
for themselves, and this is one of the main reasons for what even a fervent string
theory proponent like Sean Carroll has noticed: string theorists are losing this debate.

Anyone who regularly follows the most well-known blogs run by string theorists
pretty soon becomes convinced that they have a real problem. Lubos Motl is the Id of
string theory on uncensored display. The fact that his colleagues promoted him and
show signs of only having a problem with his politics, not his behavior as a scientist (if
they have any problem with his calls for my death or other attacks on me, I’ve never
seen evidence of it) is truly remarkable. Two out of three recent string theory
textbooks prominently carry his endorsement. All another prominent string theorist
blogger, Clifford Johnson, has to say about Lubos is “I thank him for his physics
contributions and for widening the discussion.” This was in the context of an eight-
part personal attack on Lee Smolin and me for having written books that Clifford
steadfastly refuses to read. The other of the three prominent string theory bloggers is
renowned for his sneering attacks on the competence of anyone who dares to criticize
string theory, issues press releases claiming tests for string theory that other
physicists describe as “hilarious”, while misusing his position of responsibility at the
arXiv to stop links to criticism of string theory articles from appearing there. Among
those string theorists without their own blogs who choose to participate in the
comment sections of others, a surprising number seem to think that it is an ethical
thing to do to post often personal attacks on string theory critics from behind the
cover of anonymity. Less anonymously, a large group of string theorists at the KITP
seem to have thought it was an intelligent idea to act like a bunch of jeering baboons,
on video, for distribution on the web.

This kind of public behavior and the lack of any condemnation of it by other string
theorists is what has convinced many physicists and others that, yes, string theory
does have a “sociological” problem. I have to confess that my experience over the last
couple years has caused me to come to the conclusion that the string theory
community has a much greater problem with personal and professional ethics than I
thought when I wrote my book. The fact that so many string theorists have decided to
respond to my book and Smolin’s not with scientific arguments, but with
unprofessional behavior I think speaks volumes for the strength of their scientific
case, and this has been noticed by their colleagues, science journalists, and the
general public. While I applaud Polchinski for behaving professionally in his response
to the two books, I suggest that he should take a look at the behavior of many of his
colleagues and ask himself again whether or not there might be a sociological
problem here.

Comments

1. kasper Olsen
May 25, 2007



Dear Peter,

Who cares, if we physicists are losing the (public) debate?

At some points it has seemed, that real scientists are also
losing the debate in the US over the Intelligent Design movement.

Progress will not — in the end — be driven by sociology, or superstition.
But instead by something completely different. This something is what is usually
called “truth”….

-Kasper

2. Coin
May 25, 2007

relatively modest exaggerations (”The theory has provided numerous deep
insights into pure mathematics”)

Do you disagree with that statement as written then?

3. Domenic Denicola
May 25, 2007

This was quite a polarizing post. And yet from what I’ve seen, I can’t really
disagree with any of it.

Coin, re: pure mathematics: I think the issue may be one of degree. I don’t know
if “numerous” and “deep” are the appropriate qualifiers here. Although I’m not
knowledgeable enough to say for sure, I think that string theory really hasn’t
contributed all that much to mathematics, at least from the perspective of
mathematicians who are actively working toward “numerous deep insights”
instead of developing new tools mathematical tools as needed.

4. Peter Woit
May 25, 2007

Kasper,

What’s going on is not “physicists losing the public debate”, but string theorists
losing the debate among physicists. You might try asking your non-string
theorists colleagues their opinion of string theory these days…

Coin,

While string theory has contributed to mathematics in various ways, as I wrote, I
do think that saying it has provided numerous deep mathematical insights is an
exaggeration.

5. J
May 26, 2007



Peter,

The problem here is that lots of non-string theorists know very little about string
theory and just follow the trend of “hating” string theory. At least I konw many
people of this type. Nevertheless, I agree with you that string theory is in big
trouble and some string theorists are too biased about it.

6. Peter Woit
May 26, 2007

J,

Sure, few people actually understand much about string theory. In the past the
hype surrounding the subject led to a lot of people being very impressed by it. As
it has become clear that much of this was hype, and the problematic “sociology”
becomes more manifest, this is leading to a backlash and to people “hating”
string theory. “Hating” isn’t a reasonable reaction to a scientific theory, but it is a
reaction to the hype and to the behavior of some string theorists.

7. outsider
May 26, 2007

…how conjectural the AdS/CFT duality conjecture is (pretty damn conjectural I’d
think though, since no one even knows what the definition of one side of the
duality is…)…

How can they talk about this duality if they don’t know both sides? What do
string theorists say if they explain the duality??

8. Aged String Theorist
May 26, 2007

Peter….

*wheeze-exhale*

I ..am ..your ..father!

*wheeze-exhale*

More seriously, I agree with you on the fact that the statement that string theory
“is a fundamental theory of physics” is “not even wrong”, but to suggest that
string theory is completely useless (I don’t know, maybe I am taking you out of
context here) is perhaps a bit of an over exaggeration. I am sure that there are
many stringy inspired pieces of mathematics that will be of great interest to
mathematicians for years to come, and potentially many more reserves of
mathematical complexity that have yet to be tapped. Though I must admit that I
could be wrong here, I think certainly one has to acknowledge that there is a
whole community of theorists working in the area that think that there is
definitely SOMETHING there, so, maybe there is! Just maybe not the
fundamental “theory of everything” that has been (dishonestly?) hyped in the



media. Something to think about anyway.

9. Math Grad Student
May 26, 2007

As someone who knows little about the physics involved, but a lot about the math
(I’m finishing my Ph.D. in representation theory & algebraic geometry this
summer), I can say that from my point of view Peter is completely right about
physicists losing the argument from a sociological standpoint. I’m a long-time
reader of this blog as well as other physics blogs and it has been amazing to see
Peter (as well as Lee Smolin elsewhere) being unflappably polite while being
subject to the most absurd ad hominem and personal attacks. I can’t speak to the
substance of the posts arguing physics, but when string theorists claim that
Peter has no authority since he isn’t publishing academic papers (as though this
has any bearing at all on his arguments) or call him a crackpot or worse, it only
makes them look bad. Add to this the vicious postings by string theorists on their
own sites that don’t address the substance of Peter’s arguments but only hurl
insults in his direction, and consider Lubos’ quite unhinged nature — my own
personal favorite post of his is the one where he claims women can’t do physics
or math — and it’s no surprise string theorists are losing on the public relations
front.

As for the claims of physicists that string theory has greatly enhanced
mathematics, I can only say that I am unaware of this impact in my field. I know
that string theory has had an impact on enumerative algebraic geometry (eg
work of Kontsevich on curve counting) but it’s not valid to claim that the impact
has been huge. In fact it seems like string theorists are taking the shiniest new
baubles from mathematics and claiming them as part of string theory. A case in
point is new claims that geometric Langlands has import in string theory —
maybe I’m off base here, but can anybody tell me how the hell, say, Hecke
eigensheaves on a moduli stack have anything to do with string theory?
Undoubtedly QFT has had an impact on representation theory, especially the
infinite-dimensional flavor, but string theory? Color me unconvinced.

10. Peter Woit
May 26, 2007

Aged String Theorist,

I’m quite sure I’ve never claimed string theory is “completely useless”. It’s a
huge subject, many parts of which remain worth pursuing. But the idea of
unifying physics with 10/11 d string/M-theory really has pretty conclusively
failed, and string theorists should start publicly acknowledging this instead of
allowing Landscape pseudo-science to flourish and continuing to promote
misleading hype about the theory.

The relation of string theory to mathematics is a really complicated subject, with
one reason for this being that a big part of the story is 2d conformal field theory,
which is an independent subject. Just as it would be a really good idea for
physicists to think clearly about what string theory ideas have failed and which



have led somewhere, the same is true about the interaction of string theory and
mathematics. Hype about “numerous deep insights into pure mathematics” isn’t
really helpful.

11. Aaron Bergman
May 26, 2007

I think it’s a pretty silly exercise to bicker about the extent to which string theory
has influenced mathematics. In certain fields (Gromov-Witten theory, for
example), string theory has inspired many results; in others not so much.

To answer the specific question, the moduli stack can be approximated by the
Hitchin moduli space which arises when placing the equations of a particular 4D
TQFT on a Riemann surface. (It’s been argued that working on the stack is
equivalent to working in the full 4D context, but I don’t think that’s been made
precise.) One then gets a 2D model of maps into this moduli space. Using ideas
from topological string theory, we can identify boundary states of this field
theory with objects in the derived category. There are specific operators in the
4D theory called ‘t Hooft loops which operate on boundary states and thus give
functors on the derived category. The Hecke eigensheaves are the same things
as “eigenbranes”.

12. Eric Mayes
May 26, 2007

Peter,
As far as I can tell, the only people who believe that string theory has failed are
you and your accolytes. This certainly is not the opinion of most high-energy
physicists and you should stop misrepresenting this fact. Basically, this a
pseuodo-controversy created by you and others, just as creationists try to give
the impression that there is a controversy over evolution. It’s irritating, but in
the end irrelevant.

13. Peter Woit
May 26, 2007

Aaron,

Referring to the 2d sigma model involved as a “string theory” seems to me to be
rather gratuitous. You’re not summing over surfaces, you’re not summing over
metrics, it’s an interesting TQFT with little relation to physical string theory. As I
wrote in the previous comment, it really would be useful to keep straight what is
what, and not try and muddy the waters. The QFT/Langlands story is about
gauge theory and TQFT, not about string theory.

Eric,

You really should get out more…

14. Aaron Bergman
May 26, 2007



Referring to the 2d sigma model involved as a “string theory” seems to me to be
rather gratuitous.

I wasn’t aware I did that.

15. Peter Woit
May 26, 2007

Aaron,

“Using ideas from topological string theory, we can identify boundary states of
this field theory”

It requires fairly close reading of this to realize that there’s no string theory
here, just a use of “ideas from topological string theory”, which aren’t about
string theory.

16. Eric Mayes
May 26, 2007

Ok, Peter, say that in a few years when you’ve been completely forgotten, and all
of the emnity you’ve created comes home to roost.

17. Aaron Bergman
May 26, 2007

Ummm, yeah. Ok.

18. Math Grad Student
May 26, 2007

. . . so am I understanding this correctly, that geometric Langlands really
pertains to QFT and less to string theory? I’m already aware that there are
connections to QFT (cf Edward Frenkel’s notes on the topic).

As for Eric Mayes’ comments, they are a classic example of what Peter is talking
about — even though I don’t know a lot about evolutionary theory it’s patently
obvious that intelligent design and arguments against evolution by religious nuts
are unscientific. However, although I don’t know the physics involved, it is NOT
patently obvious that Peter is being unscientific; in fact it doesn’t seem like that’s
the case at all. It’s pretty great that Eric has come along to underline precisely
the point that Peter makes, which is that ad hominem attacks have taken the
place of reasoned conversation, and that this is making string theorists look
pretty bad to those of us who don’t know physics on a deep level.

19. woit
May 26, 2007

Math Grad Student,

Witten (with Kapustin and Gukov), over the last few years has been exploring the
relation between certain 4d topological QFTs and geometric Langlands. He



relates the 4d TQFT to 2d TQFT based on maps from a 2d space with boundary
(such as the upper half plane) to the Hitchin moduli space of bundles over a
Riemann surface. Langlands duality then is related to mirror symmetry between
two such TQFTs.

This is one sort of relation of QFT to Geometric Langlands, but there’s another
quite different one, that is explained in many of Edward Frenkel’s articles and
lectures. There use is being made of ideas from conformal field theory (and
especially vertex operator algebras) to do explicit constructions in geometric
Langlands. As far as I know the relationship between these ideas and Witten’s
newer ones is not understood, but maybe someone better informed than me
knows something about this. If so, I’d love to hear about it…

20. Aaron Bergman
May 26, 2007

so am I understanding this correctly, that geometric Langlands really pertains to
QFT and less to string theory?

Yes. As I said (which apparently Peter thought was deeply hidden in my opaque
prose), some ideas that had their origin in string theory have gone into the
analysis, but all the theories are topological QFTs. Strangely enough, these do
not seem obviously related to the CFT stuff that Frenkel discusses in his notes.

In regards to the increasingly tiresome string PR wars, I’d suggest reading
various more formal reviews of the relevant books as opposed blog comment
threads which involve a vanishingly small fraction of the community.

21. tomj
May 26, 2007

One question which keeps coming to my mind is if physicists believe that you
have to fully understand (or even partially understand) their theory to discuss
certain grand ideas in scientific thought.

One is Occam’s razor. One arm of this principle is that a new theory must fully
describe the same results as another theory, with less assumptions or somehow
more simply.

Another principle is the ability to predict results prior to experiment. This seems
important because if the theory doesn’t predict results, it is impossible to argue
that the theory even applies to the experiment.

Underlying both of these principles is the bedrock assumption: physical
experiments are required, and any theory, or any part of any theory, which does
not deal directly with the observable world is by definition un-necessary, it is
dead weight, and must be discarded using Occam’s razer.

What I’m getting from the string theorist’s side of the debate is that their theory
is more important than these principles, so the principles themselves must be
incorrect. It’s a neat trick.



22. Math Grad Student
May 26, 2007

I see. Thanks for the information on TQFTs — I have Frenkel’s paper and I’m
planning on reading through it. It’s good to have some sort of rough overview of
the picture when reading about the interface between mathematics & physics,
which I often find confusing. Frenkel’s book on geometric Langlands & loop
groups comes out in a month also, and I’m hoping it’ll be readable — the
preprint version of the book from his website included a forward in which he said
that the book should be accessible to a bright undergraduate or beginning
graduate student, which made me feel kind of dumb.

23. woit
May 26, 2007

Math Grad Student,

Frenkel’s comment about that book being accessible to someone with an
undergrad math background is one of the funniest things I’ve seen in the math
literature. That he might be serious about it is one of the scarier things…

24. Aaron Bergman
May 26, 2007

The deal is this:

1) Quantum mechanics and general relativity are incompatible
2) There are currently no experiments that probe regimes where this
incompatibility is important.

Given (2), there are two options. The first is just to not work on number one. This
applies to string theory, loop quantum gravity, causal dynamic triangulations and
any other theory you can think of. None of them had made anything remotely
resembling a falsifiable prediction.

The thing is, people don’t having a problem in front of them and not working on
it. So people have their favorite ideas for working on (1). Most people who have
thought about these questions think that string theory is the best of the various
ideas out there. And so they work on it.

25. Tom
May 26, 2007

In the end, none of this matters. The LHC will turn on and either end the debate
or end particle physics. If we find something, it will clarify the direction theory
needs to head. If we find nothing, we will all be working at hedge funds.
Personally, I’m hoping for the latter. I’ve always wanted a sailboat.

26. Intellectually Curious
May 26, 2007



Math Grad Student wrote:

“it’s patently obvious that intelligent design and arguments against evolution by
religious nuts are unscientific.”

While it is true that some arguments by some ‘religious nuts’ are unscientific, it
is not true that intelligent design and (all) arguments against evolution are
unscientific. There are plenty of reputable scientists who believe that the
universe was designed and created, and whose reasons against the evolution
theory are based on scientific facts. See here for a list.

At any rate, I thought the comment was irrelevant to the current discussion and
sounded like a ‘cheap shot’ coming from certain string theorists :-), which was
out of character of your other posts. (Your first one, for example, was fair,
unbiased, and well-argued.)

27. Peter Woit
May 26, 2007

Any further attempt to use this blog to carry on the ID vs. evolution debate will
be ruthlessly suppressed. Don’t even think of it…

28. Coin
May 26, 2007

Frenkel’s book on geometric Langlands & loop groups comes out in a month
also, and I’m hoping it’ll be readable

Does “loop groups” in this context mean the same thing as holonomy groups?

29. Peter Woit
May 26, 2007

No,

a loop group is just the group of maps from the circle into a group, with point-
wise multiplication.

The holonomy group is something different. Given a connection, it’s the group
generated by parallel transport around a loop.

30. Coin
May 26, 2007

I see, thank you.

31. Amos Dettonville
May 27, 2007

It’s interesting that while string researchers themselves have the strong
impression that trememdous progress has been made at various times (e.g., “it
seemed as if there was a revolution every month” in the mid 90s), from an
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outsider’s perspective there appears to have been no progress or change at all,
at least for the past 20 years or so. I base this largely on the popular book
“Superstrings, A Theory of Everything”, edited by Davies and Brown, published
in 1988. The book (in case anyone here hasn’t read it) is a fascinating collection
of interviews with prominent string researchers, conducted in 1987, exactly
twenty years ago. Those interviewed were Schwarz, Witten, Green, Gross, Ellis,
Salam, Glashow, Feynman, and Weinberg.

Re-reading this book recently, the overwhelming impression I got was that
absolutely nothing has changed in the past twenty years. In fact, it seems to me
that the popular chronology of string theory (first revolution, second revolution,
etc.) is wrong, or at best misleading, because already in 1987 we find every
aspect of the present discussion, including the unification of the various versions
into a single over-arching theory, the idea of invoking higher-dimensional
surfaces (instead of just one-dimensional strings), the huge number of possible
vacuum states due to the various ways of curling up the extra dimensions, the
prospect of needing to appeal to the anthropic principle as a way of choosing
between them, the possibility of formulating the theory in four dimensions from
the start, the issue of “background independence”, the difficulty with the
cosmological constant and the fact that we don’t know how to break
supersymmetry without producing an excessively large CC, acknowledgement of
uncertainty about whether it has really been fully proven that string theory will
be completely finite in every sense and to all orders, and the over-riding lament
that “we don’t understand what string theory is”, and we seem to be missing
some fundamental principle. And so on.

There was also a discussion of the sociological issues, noting the “totalitarian”
aspects of the string research community, and questioning whether it’s a good
idea to focus so much one speculative idea. The book even contains a tinge of
“flame war”: The interviewer mentioned that Feynman was quite critical of string
research, and Green began his response by saying “I would not have thought
that this was the kind of approach to physics that Feynman would favor”. (How
did that get past the editors? It’s the only ad hominen comment in the book.)

It may be that experts in string research could “date” those interviews, but my
guess is that most people would find them indistinguishable from blog
discussions typed this morning. (Just about the only give-away is that they say
“the LEP stands a good chance of detecting the Higgs”, whereas now one says
“the LHC stands a good chance of detecting the Higgs”.) And yet, as I said, the
string researchers themselves have the impression that they have been
progressing (at various times since 1987) at breakneck speed. I can only assume
that the research has generated several internal problems that have been
tackled and resolved, giving workers in the field the impression of progress,
despite the fact that, in overall terms, the program hasn’t budged since 1987.

Here’s a nice succinct question and answer.

Interviewer: It seems at the moment that this must be a rather major obstacle to
further progress in the theory – not knowing how the higher dimensions curl up.



Witten: We would be much happier if we understood how the higher dimensions
curl up and therefore what the vacuum state of the theory is.

32. marcus
May 27, 2007

Amos Dettonville,
Thanks for the pointer to that 1987 book. It was recently republished in an
attractive-looking paperback edition, I see.
http://www.amazon.com/Superstrings-Everything-P-C-Davies/dp/052143775X

It is available new for $20 or so, (not counting shipping) and I see that used
copies are for sale for $0. 47 on the same basis. How can anybody resist an up-
to-date book on string theory for 47 cents?

Though others may have missed your reference to 1986 anticipation of M-theory,
I think that must be what was meant here:

…the popular chronology of string theory (first revolution, second revolution,
etc.) is wrong, or at best misleading, because already in 1987 we find every
aspect of the present discussion, including the unification of the various
versions into a single over-arching theory, the idea of invoking higher-
dimensional surfaces (instead of just one-dimensional strings), the huge number
of possible vacuum states due to the various ways of curling up the extra
dimensions, the prospect of needing to appeal to the anthropic principle as a way
of choosing between them,…

33. ali
May 27, 2007

Hi Peter,
I have a kind of off-topic question. Do you have any idea why DARPA is funding
geometric langlands program? I mean, it is a military agency and I cannot see
the motivation behind it. I am not in this field but this is pure math as far as I can
see

34. LDM
May 27, 2007

If Sean’s claim

String theorists are still being hired by universities in substantial numbers; new
graduate students are still flocking to string theory to do their Ph.D. work…
is true, then the perceived loss of the public debate is moot -it would still appear
to be business as usual. I only care about the public opinion in this debate to the
extent it can influence the allocation of academic and research funding…

If somebody wants to study string theory on their own — fine, just don’t ask the
tax payers to support their delusion under the guise of conducting physics
research. Get a philosophy grant instead.

http://www.amazon.com/Superstrings-Everything-P-C-Davies/dp/052143775X
http://www.amazon.com/Superstrings-Everything-P-C-Davies/dp/052143775X


.

35. Cecil Kirkey
May 27, 2007

I would like to second Amos. I have had the book in question for several years as
well as other string theory books (sorry Peter I have NOT yet bought your book
but intend to). I can maybe see why some researchers would really be interested
in ST, but how to get rid of all those extra dimensions!!!

Aaron:
It maybe the “only game in town” but could it just be a suckers game? Just
asking.

36. Aaron Bergman
May 27, 2007

String theory could certainly not be the correct theory of quantum gravity. It’s
lucky, then, that it has inspired many new ideas in the field of phenomenology
and mathematics. In addition, the AdS/CFT conjecture gives us a new way to
understand gauge theories. It might be disappointing if gauge/geometry duality
is the only connection between string theory and more traditional physics, but it
is still a remarkable discovery that deserves further investigation.

37. Peter Woit
May 27, 2007

ali,

From the DARPA web-site:

http://www.arpa.mil/dso/thrust/math/fathm.htm

I think DARPA has traditionally been willing to sometimes fund basic research
whose possible military applications are pretty far-fetched. This seems to be a
pretty extreme example.

38. David Ben-Zvi
May 27, 2007

Peter,
There are certainly relations between the CFT type
approach to geometric Langlands and the 4d TFT one –
I think most of the fundamental structures in geometric
Langlands can (or will) be seen from this POV.
I think the key to this is understanding the Kapustin-Witten
TFT in codimension three, i.e. on the circle, but sadly I think
neither the algebra nor the TFT (I self-censored after saying “math” and
“physics”  ) is sufficiently developed to make such statements precise. I’ll just
say that both sides are pretty definitely about loop groups.

http://www.arpa.mil/dso/thrust/math/fathm.htm
http://www.arpa.mil/dso/thrust/math/fathm.htm


In fact I think 2d gravity/topological strings will soon
become relevant to the geometric Langlands story —
at the very least the “space of string states” seems to appear when you try to
relate representation theory of loop groups to that of groups..

39. LDM
May 27, 2007

Peter and Ali,

DARPA of course has zero interest in string theory as a physical theory…It is only
interested in any mathematics that string theory may have influenced and
whether or not such mathematics can be used in defense:
“The fundamental mathematics developed in this program is expected to have
broad significance in basic science and several avenues of possible long-term
defense impact, including quantum algorithms and devices; cryptography; fast
structured algorithms for signal/image processing and other DoD-critical
applications; and high-density data coding”

Public key encryption as a secure cryptosystem relies on the mathematical
assumption of the difficulty of factoring large numbers — a difficulty which
apparently has never been proved. Hence the DARPA interest in number theory
and Langlands.

Quantum algorithms and devices (mentioned by the DARPA link) refer to
quantum computers (and also quantum key distribution)—the development of
quantum computers would give an exponential increase in factoring speed ,
rendering public key encryption broken.
On the other hand, a successful development of quantum key distribution would
solve the problem of secure distrubition of encryption keys, which would
immediately make the one time pad cryptosystem (known to be secure) practical.

The DARPA funding looks reasonable.

40. ali
May 28, 2007

LDM, thanks for the insight. I know NSA is also very interested in quantum
computers too for obvious reasons. I just did not know geometric langlands
program could have any such practical realization. I am not in this field

41. Professor Doctor Galileo Galilei
May 28, 2007

Galileo lost the public debate.

In much of the US so did Darwin.

Not sure the public debate is very relevant for sciencitific questions.

42. anon.



May 28, 2007

What I don’t like about military funding of science is that if anything interesting
comes up, it will be classified secret to stop enemies knowing about it. This
probably won’t stop the enemies finding it, because you always get leaks from
the Dr Klaus Fuchs sort, but it will prevent the interesting applications being
known widely.

43. changcho
May 28, 2007

“…but it will prevent the interesting applications being known widely.’ Perhaps,
but only for a little while…

44. mclaren
May 29, 2007

String theorists are still being hired by universities in substantial numbers; new
graduate students are still flocking to string theory to do their Ph.D. work…

Ideas about higher-dimensional branes have re-invigorated model-building in
more conventional particle physics… Cosmologists thinking about the early
universe increasingly turn to ideas from string theory. — Sean Carroll

All of these are true enough (although the word “re-invigorated” might
not be the most appropriate one), but don’t address the value judgment
of whether any of this activity is a good thing or not. One could also come
up with other evidence for continuing activity in string theory, such as
the large number of press releases being issued claiming to have found
new ways to “test string theory”, but the fact that these have all been
bogus is relevant to evaluating whether this activity is a good thing or
not. — Peter Woit

Fascinating. When I made essentially the identical point in a comment on the
Cosmic Variance blog, Sean Carroll deleted my post.

In particular, I went on to make a further point in the comment which Carroll
deleted. Namely, that there’s nothing radically new about the peculiar properties
of string theory as science. Irving Langmuir called this kind of activity
“pathological science,” and he gave a famous lecture on the subject:
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~ken/Langmuir/langmuir.htm

Examples of pathological science include Blondlot’s N-rays, mitogenetic rays, the
Davis-Barnes effect, and the Allison effect. I would add to that list phlogiston,
alchemy, hard AI, and the luminiferous aether. (Some will doubtless disagree
about hard or GOFAI, but the evidence there seems pretty clear after 50 years.
Look at the CYC project for a classic example.)

Sean Carroll claimed that string theory is unique because it has gone on so long
without getting experimentally tested in such a way as to definitely disconfirm it,
but that’s actually not correct. Each of the above examples of pathological

http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~ken/Langmuir/langmuir.htm
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~ken/Langmuir/langmuir.htm


science never got an experimental disconfirmation which proponents of the
theory accepted as definitive. The supporters of N-rays, for example, tried to
wriggle out of Wood’s report by claiming that N-rays don’t operate according to
Snell’s law, that Wood didn’t know how to read the scintillations properly, that
Blondlot was tired during that particular experiment, etc.

We hear exactly the same kinds of excuses today whenever new data places a
lower bound on the possible mass of the superpartners. I.e., the string
supporters simply move the bar.

There’s nothing new about any of this. We see this in pathological science for at
least the last 100 years, and if you count phlogiston, going back several hundred
years.

The scientists who came up with phlogiston weren’t stupid. There were
superificially convincing reasons to believe in it — metals lost weight when
heated, gained weight when heated. It seemed credible. (Turned out to be
oxides, not phlogiston.)

There are likewise some superficially convincing reasons to believe in string
theory, particularly the mathematical ones. The problem is that regardless of
how convincing it might seem, string theory hasn’t generated testable falsifiable
experimental predictions.

One of the biggest problems with string theory is that (like all patholgoical
science) it has not been fertile in a scientific sense. It has proven mathematically
fertile. Lots of new and wonderfully fascinating math has come out of it. But
after 30 years, no new areas of physics have been opened up to investigation by
string theory and explored with experiments. This is very different from the case
with, say, quantum theory. Initially, quantum theory merely offered a way of
explaining the absorption lines of the simpler elements like hydrogen and
helium, in particular the Ballmer series. But then quantum theory got applied to
crystalline solids and you got band-gap theory of semiconductors, and that led all
sorts of fascinating research and a wealth of new experimental results. Likewise,
LInus Pauling applied quantum mechanics to organic chemistry, and that led to
incredibly productive areas of research, including X-ray crystallography and
eventually the decoding of the structure of DNA. Again, quantum theory was
applied theoretically by Dirac to predict negative energy states, leading to the
prediction and soon the discovery of the postiron, and antimatter, which opened
the door to a vast new realm of experimental research in particle physics. Dirac
certainly did not imagine Gell-Mann’s “eightfold way” when he made the
prediction about negative energy states, but Dirac’s work proved incredibly
fertile.

All these cases involved experimental predictions which led to further
epxierments, and opened up huge new areas of active and productive research.

What huge new areas of productive research has string theory led to in 30 years?

Where are the experimentally testable falsifiable predictions from string theory?
Where are the experiments based on string theory predictions which have



opened up vast new areas of active productive research, and led to new
technologies and new realms of applied science?

There are none. String theory has not been fertile.

That’s a big warning sign.

Another big problems is string theory’s prediction of 10, or, possibly, 11
dimensions (depending whether you adhere to M-theory or not). Every scintilla
of experimental evidence we have amassed in the entire history of physics so far
converges on the conclusion that we live in a 4-dimensional world — 3
dimensional of space, one dimension of time. There is not a single shred of
experimental evidence pointing to the physical existence of more than 4
dimensions in our universe.

There’s no reason why compactificaiton couldn’t be theoretically correct, mind
you — it’s just that there’s absolutely no experimental evidence to support it.
And, if compactification occurs anywhere near the Planck length, the energies
required for an experimental test lie far beyond anything anyone can hope to
reasonably produce in any possible particle accelerator. That makes
compactification unfalsifiable. And that’s yet another big problem for string
theory.

The parallels between string theory and other types of pathological science, like
N-rays or mitogenetic rays, run even closer. Drs. Woit and Smolin seem to have
played a similar role to the physicist Robert Wood in the N-ray affair — except
that Wood pointed out that Blondlot’s experimental results were incorrect,
whereas Woit and Smolin are pointing out that the string theorists aren’t even
making any predictions that anyone can provide experimental results to test.
(That’s even worse than the case with Blondlot’s N-Rays.) And we’re getting
much the same kinds of responses from string theorists that the N-ray
proponents gave back in the early 1900s.

Viz., critics of the theory “don’t really understand it and thus are not qualified to
comment.” (Rejoinder: I don’t need to understand the mathematical details of a
theory to know whether it has produced an experimentally testable falsifiable
prediction. This is the same faulty argument as claiming “You can’t judge who
won the Olympic sprint, since you’re not a world-class runner.” Yes I can. I don’t
need to be a world-class runner to see who crossed the finish line. )

And again, proponents of the pathological science claim to have tests of the
theory — except that the tests turn out to be phoney. We’re seeing this now with
string theory. Each time a new “test” of string theory gets announced, it turns
out to be pure twaddle.

And again, proponents of pathological science resort to censorship of critics.

None of these tactics ever works. Eventually a scientific theory must produce
experimentally testable falsifiable predictions, or it dies. This is why it’s hard to
see how string theory can be accurately described as “alive and kicking.” Its
proponents continue to flail around in search of some way of generating testable



falsifiable predictions from their theory. Jacques Distler’s swampland approach
with statistics on the vacua represents one approach, Ed Witten’s latest toy
model represents another. These are all valiant efforts, and there’s certainly a
great deal of furious activity going on…but the simple fact remain that all this
furious activity on the part of string theory never seems to lead anywhere. We
never get a unique falsifiable hard number out of string theory for, say, the mass
of the Higgs — a number that’s solid and unique and can be disconfirmed by
experiment. We never get a single hard testable fasifiable number for the
compactification length. Maybe Ed Witten’s new 2d + 1 approach will finally give
hard testable numbers. But I can tell you this…I’m not going to hold my breath,
based on past experience.

The acid test of a theory of physics remains: What does it take to disconfirm
it? What experimental results will disconfirm your theory? String theorists
have never been able to answer this crucial question.

That’s the sign of what Hubert Dreyfus called “a degenerating research
program.” It seems clear to most unbiased observers that the string theory
reserach program is degenerating badly. Despite all the furious activity by string
theorists, no falsifiable testable numbers are coming out of the equations.

Some string theory proponents have made an analogy with the early days of
quantum chromodynamics. Initially, those equations blew up and produced
infinities — then renormalization was discovered, and things settled down.
However, it’s important to remember that renormalization was invented and
applied within a very short time. The gap between QCD and hard testable
numbers was only a handful of years. (Gell-Man and Low actually invented the
renormalization group in 1954, though Fisher typically gets the credit for it.)

It’s now been three decades for string theory. Still no hard testable numbers.
That doesn’t seem analogous to the QCD situation. In fact, it’s not analagous to
any case in theoretical physics that comes to mind, other than pathological
science.

That’s my take on why string theory is losing the battle for credibility. As for the
continued hiring of string theorists, institutional inertia is the simplest
explanation. Linda Rosa’s critique of the “therapeutic touch” studies appeared in
1996 and to sensible skeptical observers, that closed the case.
http://www.quackwatch.org/01QuackeryRelatedTopics/tt.html

But hospitals still hire therapeutic touch “experts” 11 years later.
Hubert Dreyfus’ book What Computers Still Can’t Do appeared in 1979…but
universities continue to hire and grant tenure to researchers pursuing “hard” AI.
In economics, Rational Choice theory is currently on the outs, and its record of
failed predictions (Martin Luther King’s voting marches in the deep south
couldn’t have occurred because of the low utility function) is leading to a
widespread abandonment of that particular theoretical framework. But, once
again, some universities do continue to hire and grant tenure to Rational Choice
theorists in their economics departments.

http://www.quackwatch.org/01QuackeryRelatedTopics/tt.html
http://www.quackwatch.org/01QuackeryRelatedTopics/tt.html


This is human nature. People aren’t perfect. It takes time for groups of people to
absorb information and reach conclusions, even more time for institutions to
form a consensus.

A consensus about string theory apepars to be forming within the HEP
community. I would be surprised if string theory is still around in any significant
way in another generation.

45. anon.
May 29, 2007

‘… Eventually a scientific theory must produce experimentally testable falsifiable
predictions, or it dies. …’ – mclaren

In order to debunk string, you need to bring a new game to town, or the
gamblers will only play at strings. You seem to be assuming that the field is
competitive. The only competitions are those inside mainstream string theory,
because it’s the only game in town.

46. Eugene Stefanovich
May 29, 2007

anon.:

In order to debunk string, you need to bring a new game to town, or the
gamblers will only play at strings. You seem to be assuming that the field is
competitive. The only competitions are those inside mainstream string theory,
because it’s the only game in town.

In my humble opinion, entire post-Standard-model theoretical physics looks like
one big casino. People throw around outrageous ideas hoping to hit the jackpot.
For some reason, the “string table” attracted more gamblers than other equally
destructive games. The only solution is to stop gamble and to switch to some
constructive work. It may be slow and boring, but that’s the only way forward…
in my humble opinion.

47. mclaren
May 29, 2007

In order to debunk string, you need to bring a new game to town…

Apodictically wrong. If a scientific theory persistently fails to produce testable
falsifiable predictions, it debunks itself.

48. Zathras
May 30, 2007

In order to debunk string, you need to bring a new game to town…

Apodictically wrong. If a scientific theory persistently fails to produce testable
falsifiable predictions, it debunks itself.



These two quotes demonstrate the difference between the theoretical conception
of the practice of science and science as actually practiced. Since science is a
human enterprise, there will always be a disconnect between the two. The
practice of string theory shows this disconnect. Science as practiced will
continue to have these problems. You might define the problem away by saying
that what they are doing is not science, but that does not correct the actual
practice issue.

49. Peter Shor
May 30, 2007

I don’t know that string theorists are behaving that differently from scientists in
other fields. It is (and should be) very difficult to dethrone an established
scientific theory. The problem in this case is that string theory somehow became
an “established scientific theory” with what many people consider only the
flimsiest circumstantial evidence in favor of it.

How did this happen? There were several decades with no experimental
evidence for anything beyond the Standard Model, and during the 80’s and 90’s,
string theory looked very promising, so it got established as the leading
contender to unify gravity and quantum mechanics during this time. Now, even if
somebody comes up with a promising alternative theory at this point, sociology
means that it will be very hard to battle the particle physics establishment.

50. anon.
May 30, 2007

‘… Now, even if somebody comes up with a promising alternative theory at this
point, sociology means that it will be very hard to battle the particle physics
establishment.’ – Peter Shor

String theorists say that the problem of alternatives being starved of funds and
prestige is the same sociological issue that always arises in all the sciences, and
string theory is therefore not a special problem. But in other mainstream
theories (e.g., the big bang, evolution, etc.) there is plenty of evidence for the
theory.

String, despite lacking evidence, must be defended using aesthetic (‘beautiful
ideas’) and romantic (‘all the real geniuses believe in string theory’) arguments,
backed up with serious-sounding assertions that nobody has any other serious
ideas.

This seems to be the reason why string is preventing the development of
alternatives. Who can develop a theory to rival strings which will be taken
seriously by anybody? Will an alternative need to be developed secretly for
decades to accumulate as many results as string, before being published with an
expensive fanfare of hype, press conferences, advertising, etc? How on earth can
any conceivable alternative capture the limelight from a 10/11-d multiverse
theory? Who will pay the slightest attention? Alternatives to rival string theory
may require as much effort as has gone into string theory. How can that ever
happen in the current high energy physics climate?



51. Peter Shor
May 30, 2007

It’s possible that the LHC will find something interesting, and this will lead to
the next 10 years of hiring in particle theory in physics departments being
predominantly non-string theorists (unless the string theorists turn out to be the
ones who explain what the LHC finds). This would greatly reduce the political
power of string theory. However, I think this is only likely to happen if substantial
new and different physics is required to explain the LHC results.

52. Aaron Bergman
May 30, 2007

However, I think this is only likely to happen if substantial new and different
physics is required to explain the LHC results.

Have you looked at hiring patterns over the past few years?

53. locrian
May 31, 2007

What? Students are still flocking to string theory? Bummer for them.

Don’t get me wrong, every grad student I know involved in it is having a blast.
The thing is, every grad student I know trying to get a job afterwards is just
freaking miserable. Saying that string theorists are still being hired by
universities in substantial numbers (assuming we actually believe it) hides the
fact that many of those universities are little better than high schools and many
of the jobs are temporary – and don’t even ask about the pay.

One soon-to-be-phd actually approached me the other day and told me flat out
not to finish my degree in physics. I suppose the lesson here is: be careful
studying string theory; it may be more than some public debate you lose.

54. Chris Oakley
May 31, 2007

One soon-to-be-phd actually approached me the other day and told me
flat out not to finish my degree in physics.

Bad advice. Finish your physics degree and then do something other than String
Theory afterwards.

55. Christine
May 31, 2007

Peter Shor wrote:

unless the string theorists turn out to be the ones who explain what the LHC
finds

Homework exercise: find a scenario that string theory *cannot* explain.



As far as I understand it, isn’t it the main problem? Is it not the question that
string theory is able to accommodate a huge plethora of solutions? So the only
condition I see that would make string theory falsifiable would be in a situation
were a physical phenomenon was found such that it *could not* be
accommodated in string theory by any means.

Christine

56. Peter Woit
May 31, 2007

Aaron (and others),

I’d be interested to hear about it if anyone has any actual numbers about this
they can point to, other than personal impressions that the job market for string
theorists sucks (the job market for all theorists has sucked since 1970, one needs
some numbers to see if there have been real changes in relative suckiness…).

My own impression from seeing who is getting hired is that, while leading string
theorists are going around giving talks about how one should ignore the fact that
current versions of string theory can’t predict anything, because we don’t know
what string theory really is, if you actually work on the fundamentals of string
theory, trying to make progress on figuring out what string theory “is”, your job
prospects are dim. On the other hand, if you work on “connecting string theory
with real physics”, doing things like “string phenomenology”, then you have a
better chance of getting a job, even though most people acknowledge that this
kind of research is not likely to go anywhere.

57. Aaron Bergman
May 31, 2007

Homework exercise: find a scenario that string theory *cannot* explain.

As always, I fall back on my amazement that, given the inability of anyone to
produce a single vacuum consistent with the real world, people immediately
postulate that everything is permissible. But whatever.

For Peter: You can read the rumor mill just as well as I can. In fact, contrary to
my expectations (and that of others I know), this year was surprisingly good for
formal string theorists. By that, I mean four were hired to physics departments.
In addition, there were three more positions (offered or hired) in math
departments. Add to that 2 more, maybe, and you get the string theory jobs in
this country and Canada. A rough count (I’m lazy) gives me at least twice times
as many phenomenology/astro jobs as that.

58. Peter Woit
May 31, 2007

Aaron,

I did take a look at the latest rumor mill (hey, what’s up with Frederik going to



Harvard?) and I just lost all sympathy for string theorist’s complaints about the
job situation. By my count there are 32 research jobs offered, very roughly half
to people who haven’t worked on string theory at all, half to people whose
research has some connection to string theory (often black holes), even if
tangential. This is consistent with your count of formal string theorists.

This number of jobs is dramatically higher than it was a few years ago, both for
string theorists and non-string theorists. I remember looking at these numbers
carefully several years ago, and estimating 15-20 jobs/year, consistent with one I
just picked at random (2000) and counted, giving 19 jobs.

So, looks like all the hullabaloo generated by my book and Lee Smolin’s has
caused a huge increase in hiring of both string theorist and non-string theorists
(or maybe all the people hired 1960-70 are finally starting to retire or croak…).

Anyway, if you believe the Mill, it looks like the job situation for particle
theorists, string and non-string, is better than it has been at any time for nearly
forty years.

59. locrian
May 31, 2007

Aaron,

I don’t understand. Is 9 positions really a good number? My university alone will
produce 3 graduates by the end of the year. Peter was looking for numbers, so do
you have an idea of how many string theory students are graduating and how
that compares to the 9 positions that opened up in a good year?

60. locrian
May 31, 2007

Peter,

I am curious as to your source for your information. I’d love to compare other
physics disciplines as well. To be honest, the job market still sounds pretty awful
to me, regardless of how it compares to past years.

61. Peter Woit
May 31, 2007

locrian,

Yes, 9 positions is a good number. These are tenure-track positions at
universities that support research, and such positions have always been very
scarce in this field compared to the number of people getting Ph.Ds in it.

I looked very carefully at these numbers when I was doing research for my book
about 5 years ago. The best estimate I could find was that there were about 80
students a year in the US getting particle theory Ph.Ds, with roughly ten of them
ending up in a permanent position. This was based on the fact that the rumor



mill was showing roughly 15 hirings into tenure track jobs/year, and an estimate
that a third or so of those would not turn into permanent hirings (people would
not get tenure or would move some place else).

So, the job situation in particle theory has been awful, and this has been true
since 1970. It does appear though that the job situation may be moving from
awful (10-15% of Ph.Ds getting permanent research jobs) to less awful (20-25%
of Ph.Ds getting permanent research jobs). But, in any case, if you go into this
field and get a Ph.D., you’re still pretty sure to not be able to get a job working in
it (and pretty much certain to not get one unless you’re working on one of the
hot topics in string theory or phenomenology).

62. Aaron Bergman
May 31, 2007

Where’d you get half and half? It looked around 2:1 to me.

9 is a good number compared to previous years. Objectively, most people who
graduate in string theory won’t get jobs.

63. Chris Oakley
May 31, 2007

Peter: yes, but that is not a reason to pass up the opportunity of doing a physics
Ph.D. if one has the opportunity. There are employers outside academic research,
and they, generally, are impressed by a Ph.D. in a hard science (although
whether (e.g.) the anthropic landscape could be classified as such is debatable).
As for the increased hirings of String Theorists since the publication of “Not
Even Wrong”, I would attribute it to the aura of glamour that you have endowed
the subject with by lambasting it publicly.

64. Peter Woit
May 31, 2007

aaron,

I’d characterize things as more like 1/3 string theory, 1/3 hard-core
phenomenology, 1/3 less easy to characterize (often cosmology, black holes), but
of this last 1/3 a significant number have at least one paper claiming to be
related to string theory.

But, I don’t think we disagree about the bottom line, the job situation for string
theorists is better than ever (although that for phenomenolgists maybe even
more so).

65. Aaron Bergman
May 31, 2007

I’d say that this year was a surprisingly good year, especially for formalists. Who
knows what next year will be like?



66. Chris W.
May 31, 2007

As always, I fall back on my amazement that, given the inability of anyone to
produce a single vacuum consistent with the real world, people immediately
postulate that everything is permissible. But whatever.

Aaron,

Then tell the prominent theorists who have been acting like a Landscape
containing vacua consistent with the real world (however few) is a foregone
conclusion to put up or shut up. I’m getting pretty tired of your insistence that
people like Leonard Susskind are unrepresentative of most string theorists, while
the community of which he is evidently a part allows his viewpoint to gain so
much traction. (One should recognize the efforts of David Gross to counteract
this phenomenon.)

Let’s restate the problem. Either:

(1) string theory leads inexorably to a landscape of solutions, none of which are
consistent with observation or the success of the Standard Model, requiring the
abandonment of string theory as a failed project (which is inherently nothing to
be ashamed of);

(2) string theory leads to a landscape of solutions, some of which are consistent
with observation and the success of the Standard Model, but offers nothing but
shallow, after-the-fact empirical criteria for selection (“curve-fitting”) of these
solutions, leading to invocations of the Anthropic Principle;

(3) string theory leads to a landscape of solutions, and also incorporates clear
criteria for ruling out all but a small family (an equivalence class?) of these
solutions on a priori grounds, which thereby become testable, along with the
underlying assumptions of string theory itself.

One possible source of the criteria for (3) would be a non-perturbative
formulation, or at least some empirically fruitful insights into the required
features of such a formulation.

For the record, (2) is logically possible, but is an abdication scientifically—a 21st
century version of Ptolemaic astronomy. Physics could have resorted to such a
resolution of its problems at any point in its history. On what basis should it
become acceptable now? Skeptics of the significance of fundamental scientific
discoveries have always invoked variations on the argument that alleged
agreement of theories with observation is a fraud and a fabrication, an
inscrutable accident of some practical use but telling us nothing about reality, or
a kind of tautology, following inevitably from the structure of our minds and
senses or the structure of our theories. The risk of vulnerability to these
arguments is always present, as is the risk of outright refutation by observation
for theories with genuine empirical import. If we choose to run the latter risk we
can have no final guarantee of success.



[Thanks, Christine.]

67. anon.
May 31, 2007

I don’t understand Peter’s claims that comparable numbers of offers go to string
theorists and phenomenologists. Let’s look at the current rumor mill data. If we
neglect job offers from math departments, there are only 6 string theorists with
offers out of 32 total theorists with offers. If we count the ones from math
departments, it’s 10 out of 36: close to 1/3, but still substantially less. And the
remainder is really dominated by phenomenology, not just 1/3: there are 22
offers to phenomenologists. Below I list the people with offers, categorized
appropriately (all due apologies for filing people in boxes, but I want to counter
the misperception that’s being spread in this thread):

String theory (10 offers, 4 from math departments)
————–
Frederik Denef
Bogdan Florea (math dept)
Yang-Hui He (math dept)
Matthew Headrick
Chris Herzog
Liam McAllister
Michael Schulz
James Sparks (math dept)
Diana Vaman
Johannes Walcher (math dept)

Phenomenology (22 offers)
————–
Kev Abazajian
Kaustubh Agashe
Rouzbeh Allahverdi
Mu-Chun Chen
Antonio Delgado
Patrick Fox
Ayres Freitas
Michael Graesser
Yuval Grossman
Dan Hooper
Jamal Jalilian-Marian
Ryuichiro Kitano
Ian Low
Markus Luty
Alexander Penin
Tilman Plehn
Stefano Profumo
Yuri Shirman
Peter Skands
Philip Stevens



Tim Tait
Liantao Wang

Other (theoretical cosmology, mostly — 4 offers)
—————
Alfredo Lopez-Ortega
Alberto Nicolis
Dejan Stojkovic
Andrew Tolley

68. woit
May 31, 2007

anon,

You might consider actually reading what I write. I didn’t write: “comparable
numbers of offers go to string theorists and phenomenologists”, I wrote

“1/3 string theory, 1/3 hard-core phenomenology, 1/3 less easy to characterize
(often cosmology, black holes)”

Among your 26 “non-string theorists” are many whose work is not so easy to
characterize, but is not what I would call “hard-core phenomenology”. One
example is Nicolis, who has been hired here at Columbia, whose recent work is
in the “Swampland” program.

69. anon.
May 31, 2007

Notice I put Nicolis in the “other” category. I’m pretty sure that all 22 of the
people I listed as phenomenologists are, in fact, phenomenologists, whether or
not you think they are “hard-core.” One could always further subdivide them as
collider phenomenologists, astroparticle phenomenologists, model-builders,
etc….

70. anon.
May 31, 2007

Also, while Nicolis is not readily classifiable as either a string theorist or a
phenomenologist, he is nonetheless a first-rate theorist and a good example of
how the theory community doesn’t exclude people with good, non-mainstream
ideas.

71. Aaron Bergman
May 31, 2007

Chris W. —

String theorists fight about this stuff all the time, often quite vociferously.

72. woit
May 31, 2007



anon.

My definition of “hard-core phenomenologist” was more or less someone who
interacts with experimentalists and computes numbers they care about.

I don’t know Nicolis at all, but characterizing as non-mainstream someone who
has been part of the Harvard theory group, one of Arkani-Hamed’s main
collaborators, and working on the “swampland” program that has been heavily
promoted by leading string theorists seems to me rather bizarre.

The only reason I chose him as an example was that I started going down the list
at the Rumor Mill and he was the first clear case of what I meant by a non hard-
core phenomenologist who has done work related to string theory. So, he was an
example purely because “C” for “Columbia” comes early in the alphabet. One
could waste a lot of time going through the rest of the alphabet…

73. dan
May 31, 2007

Chris,
I agree with your scenario 1-3. How do we decide which of these are most
reasonable and when?

Let’s say the MSSM is true. Well LHC results are not yet online, and the MSSM
is just as unpredictive as string scenario 2.

It might look like scenario 1 to Peter now, NEW, but maybe after another 50
years of intense sustained research, with LHC results and bootstrapping from
that, 2 or 3 actually holds.

Of course it’s possible string theory it’s actually 1, and it is starving off
alternative research directions which is what Lee says is the Trouble with
Physics.

My own opinion: if LHC doesn’t find SUSY-partners, or its results cannot be
accounted for or embedded in, a string theory scenario, I hope the HEP
community pursues alternative research directions.

2 alternative post-SM post-string HEP research directions I’d like to see
investigated is Smolin’s preon braiding, and condensed-matter analogues such
as Volvovik’s fermionic points.

Dan

74. JC
May 31, 2007

Sometimes a “negative” result can be just as interesting, such as if the LHC
doesn’t find anything at all. (ie. No Higgs particle and nothing else).

75. Dipankar Ray
May 31, 2007



“Coin,

While string theory has contributed to mathematics in various ways, as I wrote, I
do think that saying it has provided numerous deep mathematical insights is an
exaggeration.”

Let me quote from Faddeev/Atiyah’s description of Witten’s work, in the
Proceedings of the ICM
(you can see the text here: http://www.icm2002.org.cn/general/prize/medal
/1990/Witten/page1.htm ):

“…Although he is definitely a physicist (as his list of publications clearly shows)
his command of mathematics is rivalled by few mathematicians, and his ability to
interpret physical ideas in mathematical form is quite unique. Time and again he
has surprised the mathematical community by a brilliant application of physical
insight leading to new and deep mathematical theorems.”

The citation goes on to detail Witten’s insights into Morse Theory, the Index
Theorem, Rigidity Theorems, and Knot theory. Essentially, by 1990 Witten had re-
invented all of that century’s work in geometry, using his string-theory
heuristics.

By the way, this was back in 1990, so it doesn’t count his later work on Sieberg-
Witten, or the recent stuff on Geometric Langlands; forget his and other people’s
(Candelas, etc) work on Mirror Symmetry, which has completely blown open
Moduli of Curves, and deeply influenced the work of Kontsevich and Okuonkov,
to name just two Fields Medalists who’ve benefited from string theory…

Just to give one personal example: in 1990, I don’t think anyone expected that
there would be a connection between Weyl’s asymptotic formula and Mumford’s
conjectures on the Moduli of Curves; the glue of this particular connection turns
out to be Witten’s conjecture, and the various proofs by Kontsevich,
Pandharipande/Okounkov, and Mirzakhani. That one conjecture has also inspired
great work in combinatorics, in representation theory, etc.

As you say, you yourself have written about some of this. Can you explain to me
what your criterion for “numerous deep mathematical insights” is, as this
certainly qualifies in my book…

76. woit
May 31, 2007

Dipankar,

Your Atiyah/Faddeev quote does not mention string theory, precisely because the
work that Witten got the Fields medal for has nothing to do with string theory. To
say “Essentially, by 1990 Witten had re-invented all of that century’s work in
geometry, using his string-theory heuristics.” is non-sense, I don’t believe that’s
what Atiyah or Faddeev actually wrote. In particular, the work on morse theory,
supersymmetry and the index theorem predates Witten’s interest in string theory
and has absolutely nothing to do with it.

http://www.icm2002.org.cn/general/prize/medal/1990/Witten/page1.htm
http://www.icm2002.org.cn/general/prize/medal/1990/Witten/page1.htm
http://www.icm2002.org.cn/general/prize/medal/1990/Witten/page1.htm
http://www.icm2002.org.cn/general/prize/medal/1990/Witten/page1.htm


If you’re interested in where Witten’s work came from, you might want to try
reading my book, which has a chapter on the subject.

77. Chris W.
May 31, 2007

Aaron,

That’s good to hear…

78. Dipankar Ray
May 31, 2007

“Essentially, by 1990 Witten had…” was from me, not Atiyah. I almost didn’t put
it there, since I could guess what the response would be. And indeed, I made a
mistake: I should have said “Essentially by 1995…,” and perhaps I should have
ended with the canonical locution “using his path-integral oracle”.

Had I done that, then I could have made the following list of results:
– Morse theory
– Atiyah-Singer Index theorem
– Donaldson Theory
– (you get the point)

These are (I think you’ll agree) several of the handful of crowning
accomplishments of 20th century geometry. And I’ll note that this is why Witten,
at the AMS Alg Geo conference at Santa Cruz in 1995, made the (very
compelling to everyone I knew who was there) argument that, in the future, QFT
would be a field of mathematics alongside of algebra and analysis, and would
probably subsume differential geometry, algebraic topology, and even parts of
alg geo).

Certainly, this does _not_ mean that he re-invented algebraic topology, hodge
theory, etc, in terms of the basic definitions. But he definitely re-cast our
understanding of such things, in much the same way that Grothendieck re-cast
our understanding of algebraic geometry. Atiyah and Bott have both written
about how Witten completely re-organized the way that _they_ think about Morse
theory, about their own work on Yang-Mills, etc. Similarly, Witten’s results on
Atiyah-Singer and Donaldson theory weren’t just new proofs, they were
fundamentally new ways of thinking about these problems, very much “deep
insights”. A flurry of work and consolidation and connections followed, in each
case (as I’m sure your colleague John Morgan would agree).

You distinguish between this work of Witten’s and “Witten’s interest in string
theory”. I find this disingenuous, though perhaps it is exactly this point that
distinguishes our world-views.

Green Schwarz and Witten is copyrighted 1987. That tells me that Witten was
pretty busy thinking about String theory precisely when he made his great
original math discoveries. And certainly the Seiberg-Witten work and the
Geometric Langlands work is from his “string theory” era, if we are to try and



force “periods” onto his career?

But I think this is a key point: I believe that String theorists are by and large
engaged in a basic, long-overdue, formal, fundamental study of QFTs. QFTs are
where the problem started, since they showed (1) the incredible power of
perturbative methods, (2) the lack of mathematical rigor in the methods, and (3)
underscored the depth of the problem Einstein had wasted the last ~30 years of
his life pursuing (Feynman-Schwinger-Tomonaga showed us how successful QFT
was, and thus how crazy it was to think that the problem of unification was a
tractable problem in 1920).

The Jaffe-Quinn school was one approach, but it got bogged down. String theory
has become the de facto place where a basic study of QFTs is taking place (and
why not, since if you’re a budding grad student hoping to learn QFT, you
probably want to turn to your phenomenologists and your string theorists, since
they’re the experts on QFT in your department, no?).

The actual sociological problem might be this: Einstein was lucky; Gauss and
Riemann had already discovered the necessary math for him, so he didn’t have to
invent it for GR. Unfortunately “mathematicians” like you and me are blogging
when we should be proving hard math theorems; as an indirect result, physicists
studying QFTs are having to invent the mathematics for themselves. One can
easily imagine that Einstein and a handful of grad students would have taken
>20 years to invent Riemannian Geometry; well, it’s taking us >50 years to
invent the necessary math for QFT. So it goes.

Because of this world-view of mine (shared by many, I think), separating the
results that Witten obtained by studying QFTs from his work in string theory –
well, this is very weird to me, since it was surely his interests in string theory
that had him write his papers on TQFTs, etc.

79. woit
May 31, 2007

Dipankar,

I really suggest that you learn some of the history of this subject, you might find
it enlightening. Just one example: Witten’s work on Morse theory and
supersymmetry (which is the foundation of his work on TQFT) dates from 1980,
his interest in string theory began around 1983, with his first paper on the
subject in 1984.

The “path-integral” is not “string theory”. These are two very different things.
QFT is not string theory either. You’re welcome to your view that I am
“disingenuous” or “weird” for pointing out that many of Witten’s most important
ideas come from another source than string theory, but this happens to be a fact.
The interaction between different ideas about physics and mathematics is a
complicated and extremely interesting subject, I’d suggest you try learning
something more about it than that everything is due to “string theory”.

80. Dipankar Ray



May 31, 2007

Your reply seems to prove my point: you distinguish between supersymmetry and
string theory here, while I believe elsewhere the lack of experimental evidence
for supersymmetry is an oft-repeated example of one of the failures of string
theory (perhaps not by you? my problem here is undoubtedly that I’ve arrived
late to a debate where all the principal players are already nursing wounds from
attacks from all sides).

Certainly, when Zumino said (in the 70s) that supersymmetry implied SU(n)
holonomy, that wasn’t string theory either. And yet SU(n) holonomy and the
exchange of supersymmetries are exactly the key features of Mirror Symmetry.

In ’81, Witten was writing about Kaluza-Klein theories, and the “Supersymmetry
and Morse Theory” paper wasn’t published until 1982 (of course I don’t doubt
you that it was written earlier – this is before my time). In general, most of these
geometry results come from duality of one kind or another.

Your point is that I should read more and learn to distinguish between
supersymmetry and string theory, whereas my point is quite clearly that I think
these are false distinctions that ignore the fundamental point: in reality we’re
paying people to study QFTs.

Couldn’t I use your same arguments to say that string theorists themselves are in
a different field today than they were 20 years ago? The string theorests of today
are basically studying a completely different subject (geometric langlands?
category theory?) from the string theory of 20 years ago.

The commonality between string theory then and now? Some mix of
supersymmetry, kaluza-klein, and the basic (distinguishing) notion that the
fundamental objects of the universe are strings.

You seem to be saying that only the last element is string theory. I’m saying that
all of it is QFT (my version of “can’t we all just get along?”)

I commented on this thread, because it seemed to me that you were saying that
this interaction between math and physics hasn’t provided deep insights for
mathematics, which sounded like bad advice for a beginning grad student. Now I
see you’re drawing a particular distinction (one which I don’t agree with, and not
because I’m so ignorant of the literature/history, as you suggest; rather my
interpretation is fundamentally different).

If I were a beginning grad student in math, I might easily conclude from your
comments that reading Witten’s papers wasn’t fruitful. That sounded really bad
to me; in fact, Kontsevich’s ’94 ICM talk tells me that, if you’re interested in
math, you might do very well indeed to think hard about physics in general, and
string theory in particular.

With that, I should withdraw.

81. Dipankar Ray



May 31, 2007

…woops, memory failing me, I think Zumino only showed U(n) holonomy…

82. woit
May 31, 2007

Dipankar,

“you distinguish between supersymmetry and string theory here”

“If I were a beginning grad student in math, I might easily conclude from your
comments that reading Witten’s papers wasn’t fruitful.”

This is just completely ridiculous. Supersymmetry and string theory are two
different things, and I’ve written voluminously about both of them and about the
importance of Witten’s work, on this blog and in multiple chapters of my book. In
all of these places I’ve made it very clear that I have the highest opinion of
Witten’s work, that the experience of reading some of his papers has been
among the greatest intellectual experiences of my life. But, you know, he’s
written more than 300 papers, despite what you think they’re not all about string
theory, and, surprisingly enough, some are more interesting than others.

83. Dipankar Ray
May 31, 2007

I came to your website because a friend pointed me to your informative post
about the abc conjecture. Because I liked to that post, I went to the previous
post, and then read about how you thought Sean Carroll was mildly exaggerating
string theory’s influence on math, followed by comments that were fairly
condescending towards Polchinski, both of whom I have a lot of respect for. This
surprised me – especially the comment about string theory’s influence. So I read
the comments, to see if anyone else questioned this statement. Someone did, and
your comment reinforced the point that string theory was no big deal to
mathematicians.

So I didn’t read your voluminous writings about how great Witten is. I
reasonably conclude that others might first encounter your website the way I
did, and draw the conclusions about your opinions that I did. Hence my post.

My mistake to post in the first place – I didn’t know what I was up against. You
clearly have long ago formulated very strong opinions on all of this, and seem to
be very ready to jump down my throat when I question the validity or (more
importantly) _usefulness_ of the distinctions that you’ve drawn.

You’ve clearly rejected my umbrella metaphor, that physicists are drawing false
distinctions between what they do, when all they’re trying to do is understand
QFT. I don’t see any point to string theory, or supersymmetry, or Kaluza-Klein
theories outside of understanding QFT, and so hence it’s all QFT to me.

Fine, you reject this. But you still don’t address my other points: that Witten was



_thinking_ about string theory, and hence using string theory heuristics to guide
his work on moduli of curves, on seiberg-witten, on geometric langlands. that in
itself is interesting and deep.

Second, that mathematicians studying QFT in general and (yes) string theory in
particular (or at least conjectures that grew out of string theory) resulted in deep
work not only in mirror symmetry, but in fundamental algebraic geometry
(Mumford’s conjecture, which was proven by Madsen and Weiss largely because
of the renewed interest around moduli of curves sparked by Kontsevich’s proof of
the Witten conjecture), in combinatorics (Ravi Vakil’s article in the Notices gives
a nice presentation of that work), and in representation theory.

There are more examples, obviously (Givental’s work is of course important, and
there are a number of conjectures in that area that have fallen recently, and I
think we’ll find that Okounkov’s work will soon combine with Werner/Schramm’s
work to show the power of stochastic methods in general; certainly Okounkov is
influenced by string theory). Renewed interest in old topics, new problems
solved – all of this is at least in part due to mirror symmetry. I wouldn’t be
surprised if the geometric langlands thing led to similar revolutions throughout
math.

anyways…

Very harsh language in addressing me. Did I do/say something to deserve
condescension like “Despite what you think they’re not all about string theory”? I
apologize about the mistake I made about a Zumino paper from the 70s, but
perhaps you could cut me a little slack on a comment on a blog, and consider
that I’m not a complete idiot? I don’t think it requires stupidity and/or ignorance
to disagree with you on the precise borders between gauge theory,
supersymmetry, QFT, TQFT, and string theory. While clearly these are separate
topics, they are interconnected in everyone’s head. It’s like saying that the
fundamental theorem of algebra is only a theorem in analysis, cause there’s no
algebra involved in the proof (unless you do the Galois theory proof, or
somesuch…) – technically true but misses the point a little, I’d say.

Actually, forget what I’d say. Your views are also not representative of either the
physics or the math communities, and your admonishment/directive for me to
read your book are not convincing me that these communities have a reason to
change their behaviours, nor does your condescending tone elicit in me an
overwhelming compulsion to buy your book.

84. Peter Woit
May 31, 2007

Dipankar,

You’re the one who came here, started posting highly misleading comments that
showed you don’t know what you’re talking about (no, path integrals,
supersymmetry and string theory are not all the same thing), and started
insulting me as being “disingenuous” and “weird”. Given that behavior, I’ve
actually tried to respond as politely as I can manage, giving you some factual



information you might consider before going on in the way you do about Witten,
TQFT and string theory. If you read more than a couple postings on this blog, you
might find, in addition to a point of view that challenges your prejudices, some
accurate information of interest.

85. amused
June 1, 2007

Re. the discussion of jobs to string/brane theorists vs others, one curious aspect
revealed by the rumor mill page is that the string/braners are generally being
hired sooner after their PhD, and with fewer papers. Now why might that be?…
I guess their brilliance must just be so abundantly clear that there is no need for
them to prove themselves over longer periods, in contrast to the non-string
plodders.

86. Aaron Bergman
June 1, 2007

Care to cite evidence that string theorists are being hired younger than non
string theorists?

87. amused
June 1, 2007

It was a pain, but here’s some data: it’s the people listed as having recieved job
offers at research uni’s on the current U.S. rumor mill page as of this moment.
I’ve ordered it according to the year they got their PhD’s, and in the format
“Person – N – topic(s)” where N is their current number of publications
according to Spires. The people in each PhD year are listed in order of
increasing N. Simple data analysis follows below.
—————————
2006:
McAllister 12 string cosmo

2004:
Tolley 13 stringy cosmo
Profumo 38 astro, susy pheno
Skands 39 susy pheno

2003:
Headrick 16 string
Hooper 78 astro

2002:
Nicolis 16 cosmo (recently stringy)
Sparks 17 string
Fox 17 branes, some susy pheno
Florea 20 string
Delgado 25 brane models
Chen 34 pheno (beyond SM)
Herzog 35 string



Kitano 37 susy pheno
He: 55 string
Freitas 61 susy pheno

2001:
Low 27 pheno (branes & trad)
Stojkovic 29 cosmo (non-string)
Walcher 30 string
Vaman 33 string
Abazajian 37 astro

2000:
Allahverdi 42 cosmo (susy & stringy)

1999:
Denef 27 string
Graesser 31 susy pheno, some branes and astro
Penin 55 pheno (trad)
Tait 56 pheno (trad & branes)

1998:
Agashe 44 pheno (beyond SM, branes)
Plehn 70 susy pheno (brane-free)

1997:
Shirman 29 susy pheno, branes
Jalilian-Marian 58 pheno (trad)

1996 & earlier:
Luty 68 susy pheno, cosmo, a bit of branes
Grossman 90 pheno (mostly trad)

Excluded from data:
Wang (since he already got a job last year)
———————

Average PhD year for string theorists (including stringy cosmology): 2002

Average PhD year of those for whom strings and /or branes is a major component
of their research: 2001

Average PhD year of those for whom strings/branse is not a major research
component: 2000

That’s a less pronounced difference than I had expected, but it’s still definitely
there. Also, there is a clearly discernable tendency for string/brane theorists to
have fewer paper than other job recipients in the same PhD year, although there
is admittedly a fair bit of fluctuation in that.

88. anon.
June 1, 2007



amused: your counting is also a little skewed because several of the
phenomenologists are moving from one faculty job to another (Grossman, Luty,
…)

89. Coin
June 1, 2007

Care to cite evidence that string theorists are being hired younger than non
string theorists?

And if it is true, does it mean “string theorists are more likely to be hired” or
“string theorists are more likely to be young”?

90. LDM
June 1, 2007

“I guess their brilliance must just be so abundantly clear”

Maybe somebody can explain this to me, because I just don’t understand. How is
it even possible to be brilliant in a subject like string theory as there are no
experiments (and likely never will be) to validate or invalidate your work…The
“Not even wrong” logic would to me imply, also, “Not even brilliant”, since
physical correctness of ones work is a requirement of ones work also being
brilliant. Or have I missed something here?

Therefore, I conclude any hiring of string theorists cannot be based on brilliance,
at least not in string theory, no matter how much they might wish to think
otherwise…

91. ok
June 2, 2007

I have a dumb question:
Why can’t String Theory be thought of as a 2-d QFT(CFT)? I mean, what makes
ST to be different from just a particular 2-d CFT?

92. woit
June 2, 2007

ok,

A CFT is defined on a fixed Riemann surface with conformal structure. To get
perturbative string theory, you need to integrate over all Riemann surfaces (i.e.,
sum over the genus, and integrate over the moduli space for each genus. This
introduces a new parameter, the string coupling.

And this (divergent) series is supposed to be an asympotic series for the true
string theory, whatever that is. You’re supposed to be including branes, M-theory,
etc….

93. amused
June 2, 2007



anon.: Ok, I wasn’t aware of that, but I suspect it also applies to string theorist
Denef. It surprises me that the rumor page doesn’t list these people under
`faculty shuffle’.

LDM: In fairness to string theorists I think there is a reasonable formal theory
sense in which ST work can be “brilliant” despite the lack of connection to
experiment. The ads/cft correspondence and dualities between various theories
are examples (at least in my book). Whether brilliant string work is overhyped
and oversold compared to brilliant work on non-string topics is a completely
different question…

94. LDM
June 3, 2007

Amused,

The whole point is to get a number. When I was in grad school, I knew a very
bright Chinese student who had devised a formulation of QFT in terms of
measure theory, which he thought was significant because he viewed the concept
of a measure space somehow more “fundamental”. But unfortunately, he could
not get any new predictions with his new theory.
Similarly, who cares about Maldacena’s Ads/Cft, if it does not ultimately get
related to an experimental number?
An example of a duality which I would currently consider superior to Ads/Cft,
from the point of view of physics, would be the Legendre transformation. This is
an example of a duality which actually does produce measurable numbers, in
both classical mechanics and thermodynamics.

95. Urs Schreiber
June 3, 2007

A CFT is defined on a fixed Riemann surface with conformal structure.

Usually, a 2-dimensional CFT is defined on all Riemann surfaces. (Except,
possibly, in some older statistical mechanics literature.)

In a quite precise way, a CFT is a functional that reads in “Riemann surfaces with
marked points” and spits out numbers (the “correlators”).

The basic idea of perturbative string theory is that one defines a theory on some
“target space” by looking at a sum of values of a fixed 2-dimensional CFT
evaluated over all Riemann surfaces.

The choice of the fixed CFT here is the choice of “target space background”.

This idea is supposed to be the direct generalization of how perturbative
quantum field theory works: there we sum the correlators of 1-dimensional QFT
(known as “relativistioc quantum mechanics”) over all 1-dimensional graphs of
sorts.

Instead of pairing 1-dimensional QFTs with graphs, as perturbative quantum



field theory on target space does, perturbative string theory pairs 2-dimensional
QFTs with surfaces (to be thought of as “smeared graphs”).

96. Peter Orland
June 3, 2007

Urs,

Of course, you are right: it is the modern terminology to define
a CFT as something on any given Riemann surface. But it is not
an especially physical viewpoint, at least not for some situations. Should we
define any quantum field theory on all manifolds of a given dimension? Why stop
there, and not consider all dimensions? Just as with CFT, one could regard any
QFT as a functional giving correlators from the manifold.

I think the utility of such a definition depends on the problem
being studied.

97. ok
June 3, 2007

Thanks everyone for the clarification.

98. amused
June 4, 2007

LDM,
Studying the structures of QFT’s (of point particles, strings,…) with the aim of
getting deeper insights into them, finding relationships between them etc is a
valid activity in its own right, even if it doesn’t lead directly to numbers that can
be compared to experiment. It is intrinsically interesting (in the same way that
pure math is interesting), and the ideas generated and lessons learnt may later
turn out to be very important for “real physics”. (Yang-Mills theory was an
example.) Actually there is quite a bit this kind of activity going on in particle
theory these days, ST is far from the only case. For example there is the “fuzzy
physics” approach to QFT’s, and a few years back there was quite a bit of
“quantum groups” activity with luminaries like Faddeev being involved. I don’t
think any of that was likely to directly lead to new numbers to compare to
experiments. The point was to generate new theoretical insights. The complaint
that ST doesn’t produce new (or any!) numbers applies just as well to those other
activities. The reason no one complained about them though was that they never
became so dominant in formal particle theory to the extent that people who
chose not to work on them were putting themselves at a disadvantage
careerwise.

99. urs
June 4, 2007

it is the modern terminology to define
a CFT as something on any given Riemann surface. But it is not an
especially physical viewpoint, at least not for some situations. Should



we define any quantum field theory on all manifolds of a given
dimension?

Yes, indeed, we should!

That’s one way to make precise what an n-dimensional quantum field theory is: it
is a functor

nCob –> Hilb

namely a rule which reads in n-dimensional manifolds with boundary, assigns
Hilbert spaces to the boundary components (the “spaces of states”) and assigns
linear maps between these to the manifolds themselves: this is the quantum
propagator

U(t)=exp(it H)

in simple cases, or, more generally, the path integral for the given states on the
boundaries.

If this sounds obscure and “remote from physics”, notice that this is, read the
other way around, nothing but a clean formalization of what the “path integral”
defining the QFT should really be.

Ever wondered how physicist manage to start their papers by writing down an
ill-defined expression called the path integral and then nevertheless extracting
lots of interesting results at the end of their paper?

There is a simple reason behind this: while the definition of the path integral as
an integral mostly makes no sense at all, it often happens that this definition is in
fact never used at all! Instead, what is being used are a list of properties that the
path integral supposedly satisfies.

The most important of these is “sewing”: this says that evaluating the path
integral for a process from A to C is the same as doing it from A to B and from B
to C and “summing over all intermediate states”.

It is common practice in math to isolate those properties of the objects under
considerations which are actually used in the constructions, theorems and
proofs.

Here, it is essentially the sewing law (and also the unitary condition). The
technical term for something satisfying such a law is a “functor”.

So, we notice that whatever the path integral actually is, it is at least required to
be a functor that reads in cobordisms and spits out morphisms of Hilbert spaces
(or numbers, “correlators” if the manifolds fed in have no boundary.)

Once we are at this point, we do the obvious and declare that every such functor
qualifies as a “path integral”, hence as defining a quantum field theory.

So an n-dimensional quantum field theory is — by definition — a functor from



n-dimensional cobordisms to Hilbert spaces.

For a discussion of this geared towards physicists, check out some notes by
Kevin Walker.

Just as with CFT, one could regard any QFT as a functional giving
correlators from the manifold.

And indeed, one does!

The slogan is this:

Quantum field theory is the study of representations of cobordism categories.

But it’s tough working out in detail what these functors are like, obviously. Most
of the progress has been made, of course, for the simplest cases: topological field
theory in 0,1,2,3 dimensions and conformal field theory in 0,1,2 dimensions.

With the advent of Khovanov homology, people are now with more intensity
attacking 4-dimensional topological QFTs in this precise sense, see the recent
Conference on Link Homology and Categorification in Kyoto and especially
Gukov’s talk Gauge Theory and Categorification

I think the utility of such a definition depends on the problem being
studied.

Certainly. Especially, if the problem is “understanding what’s going on” and
“organizing one’s concepts” this is very useful.

100. Peter Woit
June 4, 2007

‘So an n-dimensional quantum field theory is — by definition — a functor from
n-dimensional cobordisms to Hilbert spaces.”

This is a starting point for TQFT, not for QFT in general.

101. Peter Orland
June 4, 2007

Urs,

It is not true that path integrals are not well-defined, except after the
fact. This is a comon misconception. In regularized QFT’s, there is absolutely no
problem with the path integral. They are often studied numerically (that’s what
lattice Monte Carlo people do) and, in some cases, even evaluated analytically!

As I said, defining field theories on arbitrary manifolds depends on
the problem under scrutiny. Standard analytic methods,
1. perturbation theory, 2. strong-coupling methods, 3. semiclassical
approximations, 4. exact S-matrices and form factors, 5. the Bethe Ansatz, and 6.
conformal FT methods using the trace anomaly, all of which have applicability in

http://canyon23.net/math/tc.pdf
http://canyon23.net/math/tc.pdf
http://canyon23.net/math/tc.pdf
http://canyon23.net/math/tc.pdf
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/05/link_homology_and_categorifica.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/05/link_homology_and_categorifica.html
http://www.math.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~nakajima/07_Link%20homology%20and%20categorification/20070515%20S.Gukov%20Gauge%20theory%20and%20categorification.pdf
http://www.math.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~nakajima/07_Link%20homology%20and%20categorification/20070515%20S.Gukov%20Gauge%20theory%20and%20categorification.pdf


at least some field theories do not require any but flat manifolds.

102. Aaron Bergman
June 4, 2007

This is a starting point for TQFT, not for QFT in general.

TQFT is a particularly simple example of this sort of axiomatization, but it is not
hard to extend to QFT in general. Just choose add more and more structure to
the objects in your cobordism category. (I’m beginning to become somewhat
skeptical of this particular axiomatization beyond the 1-categorical structure, but
that’s just me.)

In regularized QFT’s, there is absolutely no problem with the path integral.

That’s true, but I think it can be quite hard to regularize a QFT
(nonpertubatively!). Even then, to really talk about the full QFT, one needs to
prove the existence of the continuum limit (presumably varying the couplings as
you decrease the lattice spacing.) This is, needless to say, rather hard.

103. Peter Orland
June 4, 2007

Aaron,

I am not sure to what extent we disagree on this matter (perhaps not
at all).

As I tried to explain above, path integrals can in some cases be
evaluated analytically. No one who works with them seriously
questions their utility. Proving the existence of the continuum limit
is always the issue, but, generally speaking, path integrals have a better track
record on this than other methods do. A stunningly
better track record!

For example, mathematical physicists (Nelson, Glimm, Jaffee, Simon, Frohlich,
Aizenmann, Balaban) getting nowhere with the Wightman axioms had some real
success after switching to Euclidean path-integral methods in the 70’s.
Furthermore, semiclassical methods
(DHN techniques in 1+1, confinement in compact QED) are best
understood with the path integral.

Sometimes other methods work better for specific cases
(integrable QFT’s in 1+1 for example) , but for all-around utility
the path integral has no serious rivals.

104. Aaron Bergman
June 4, 2007

I’m all for path integrals. There are, I’m led to believe, some reasonably tought
no-go theorems about the nonexistence of interesting measures on spaces of



functions, however, so it remains a very interesting question as to what exactly a
path integral is. I sometimes can’t help but feel that the lack of a proper
definition after all these years might mean that we’re missing something
important. But, then, the success of lattice gauge theories certainly speaks
against that.

In some sense the axiomatizations of Atiyah and Segal and co. are an attempt to
do an endrun around the lack of a proper definition of the continuum path
integral. What it is an attempt to capture, I think, is the local nature of the path
integral, that it must obey gluing and the existence of states in a Hilbert space to
express that gluing. The structures expressed in these axioms clearly are
present, but I doubt capture the whole story. One possible extension is the idea
of a hierarchy of n-categorical structure, but the lack of a proper definition of the
objects involved makes it tough to figure out how to go from usual physics to
these rather abstract notions.

(To quote Dan Freed: “I define a mathematician’s category number to be the
largest n such that he/she can think about n-categories without getting a
migraine.”)

105. Kea
June 4, 2007

“I define a mathematician’s category number to be the largest n such that he/she
can think about n-categories without getting a migraine.”

LOL! Cute. Guess for physicists we can reduce n to, say, n – 3.

106. Peter Orland
June 4, 2007

Aaron,

Forget all the no-go theorems (or rather, take them with a grain of salt).
Lattice path integrals are rigorously defined. The mathematicians who
have problems with them are geometers, not analysts, and the real
basis of path integrals is analysis, not geometry. The only issue is how to
renormalize the answer. If there is a critical point in the space of couplings,
there is a continuum limit (and then one has to address issues
of triviality).

107. Aaron Bergman
June 4, 2007

I’m not sure we’re arguing, although I’m under the impression that there are still
issues with chiral fermions and global symmetries. I’d just really, really like to
see a proof of the existence of the continuum limit in an interesting QFT — the
triviality issues, as I understand them, generally reflect the existence of a
Landau pole, right? I’m not sure it’s fair to say that its only the geometers that
have problems — no-go theorems in measure theory count as analysis in my
book, and analysts like to prove things just as much as any mathematician.



108. Peter Orland
June 4, 2007

Aaron,

I repeat that path integrals are healthy, and the best way to
look at quantum field theory in most cases.

There are of course subtleties, but the issues you are raising
are not fundamental difficulties with the path integral. There
are problems with putting the standard model on a lattice,
for example, but the origin of these is related to the
Nielsen-Ninomya theorem, which is also a problem in any regularization.
Luescher may have solved this problem.

The Landau pole only suggests triviality of some QFT’s. It’s
less meaningful than generally believed. There are better
arguments for triviality (Ginzburg’s criterion, epsilon
expansions, 1/n expansions, polymer methods) for
scalar field theories.

There are no measure-theoretic no-go theorems, at least none
which are meaningful. Look at constructive field theory for
example (I listed a bunch of names earlier). The
measure-theoretic issues for Euclidean path integrals
were first addressed by Mark Kac a long time ago. Edward
Nelson also worked on the foundations of this subject.
Take a look at Simon’s book on Functional Integrals.

109. Aaron Bergman
June 4, 2007

Look, I agree that path integrals are the way to go, but if there were no
difficulties, there would be existence proofs for interesting QFTs in four
dimensions. There aren’t. I’d love to believe this is just a result of the technical
complexities of the limit, but until someone actual proves something who knows?

110. Peter Orland
June 4, 2007

Aaron,

Yes, of course there aren’t existence proofs of four-dimensional theories (though
there are existence proofs of two and three dimensional theories).

Anyway, I don’t think rigorous existence proofs are the first step towards
understanding the continuum limit (I say this as someone
who has spent some time trying to see how rigorous methods in
lattice field theory work). What we want is a good way to calculate physical
quantities in that limit, using some sort of controlled approximation scheme. This
is where perturbation theory fails for theories like QCD. If that can first be done,



and it is a big if, then
we can worry about cleaning up the arguments mathematically.

111. Aaron Bergman
June 5, 2007

I’d like both thank you very much. I can say that because I’m not actually
working on the subject :).

112. Thomas Larsson
June 5, 2007

“This is a starting point for TQFT, not for QFT in general.”

TQFT is a particularly simple example of this sort of axiomatization, but it is not
hard to extend to QFT in general. Just choose add more and more structure to
the objects in your cobordism category.

Is this so? My impression, admittedly based on what I saw 15 years ago, is that
the point with topological theories is that they are locally trivial – there are no
local dofs. With only finitely many global dofs, it is hardly surprising if you don’t
encounter the really difficult problems of QFT, which have to do with infinitely
many local dofs.

113. Peter Orland
June 5, 2007

Thomas,

Actually there is a sense in which some topological field
theories are nontrivial. As I understand it, their correlators are
purely topological, but they do have nontrivial degrees
of freedom. The original models of Floer and of Witten
(not Chern-Simons) are examples.

114. urs
June 5, 2007

The functorial definition of QFT is not restricted to topological theories. Put any
structure S you like (conformal, Riemannian, etc) on your cobordisms, and you’ll
get a corresponding S QFT (conformal, etc).

TQFTs are just the best understood cases. But 2-d CFT is now also pretty well
understood. Full rational 2-d CFT is pretty much completely understood this way.
And, actually, only this way. (See this for more.)

And, as I said, this is nothing but making sense of the concept of a path integral.
If you happen to have a path integral which already makes sense by itself, all the
better. Then you have a way to construct such a functor using functional
integrals. But if your path integral happens to be ill-defined, you might still be
able to construct your functor otherwise.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/01/ffrs_on_uniqueness_of_conforma.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/01/ffrs_on_uniqueness_of_conforma.html


At our workshop taking place currently the main focus is on understanding
functorial Riemannian 2-d QFT.

(That’s because Stephan Stolz and Peter Teichner noticed recently that to get
elliptic cohomology over points (knows as modular forms) from the landscape of
2-dimensional QFTs, one doesn’t necessarily need to restrict attention to
superconformal ones. Supersymmetry alone implies that the torus partition
function is a modular form (see this preprint for more).

115. urs
June 5, 2007

In regularized QFT’s, there is absolutely no problem with the path
integral.

In most QFT cases which are physically interesting, there is absolutely no clue
what the measure on the space of fields should be which we would like to
integrate over.

116. urs
June 5, 2007

I’m beginning to become somewhat skeptical of this particular
axiomatization beyond the 1-categorical structure,

We hadn’t really mentioned extended QFT yet.

But it is true, that the idea is that in the end n-dimensional QFT is really an
n-functor on extended n-cobordisms instead of just a 1-functor on n-cobordisms.

This, too, though, is closely related to the path integral: namely to evaluating the
path integral with certain boundary data kept fixed. The idea goes back to Dan
Freed, at least, who does present it in path integral language in his papers from
the beginning of the 90s (see the references given here.)

Hopkins and Freed are proposing, at least in talks, refinements of this idea to
infinity-functors. As mentioned here.

117. Peter Orland
June 5, 2007

“In most QFT cases which are physically interesting, there is absolutely no clue
what the measure on the space of fields should be which we would like to
integrate over.”

False.

118. Peter Orland
June 5, 2007

Urs,

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/05/workshop_on_elliptic_cohomolog.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/05/workshop_on_elliptic_cohomolog.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000862.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000862.html
http://www.nd.edu/~stolz/SusyQFT.pdf
http://www.nd.edu/~stolz/SusyQFT.pdf
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/09/freed_on_higher_structures_in.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/09/freed_on_higher_structures_in.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/hopkins_lecture_on_tft_infinit.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/hopkins_lecture_on_tft_infinit.html


I don’t want to be a churl, but I am a bit sensitive about this
issue, since I have worked on it for most of my career, and
often hear statements such as yours. So let me just mention
that I gave examples above where the measure is perfectly
fine. The problem with the field theories we’d like to understand
better is not in defining the path integral (which can be
regularized), but in removing the cut-off.

119. Aaron Bergman
June 5, 2007

With respect, Peter, that’s like saying that taking the limit isn’t important in the
Riemann integral. The whole point of defining the path integral rigorously is to
remove the cutoff.

120. Peter Woit
June 5, 2007

Aaron,

I don’t see where Peter is saying that taking the limit isn’t important. But there
are physically interesting theories (e.g. Yang-Mills) where conjecturally we think
we know how to take the limit, and there is a huge amount of numerical evidence
to back up this conjecture.

121. Peter Orland
June 5, 2007

Just to add to what Peter W. said:

There are examples above where the limit CAN be taken. In particle
scalar field theories in 3 Euclidean dimensions. One can also
prove that the 5 dimensional case has no interacting limit (and
argue the same in 4d, though not yet rigorously).

Since no one has solved QCD, we don’t yet know what the limit
is, and it has not proved to be an interacting theory. Nobody
who works on this problem doubts that the limit exists, however.
Formal renormalizability on the lattice (just perturbation theory
with a lattice cut-off) certainly indicates that the limit
exists, though it is not a proof. In any case, if you are theoretical
physicist, you want a calculational scheme more than a formal
proof.

I have some experience with this sort of problem, so I think
I have some feeling for what doesn’t work (which is most
of what people have tried). Perhaps the formal ideas Urs is
discussing are mathematically interesting, but they do not
shed light on the real problems of four-dimensional theories.

122. Aaron Bergman



June 6, 2007

If you believe Borcherds’s notes on QFT, there does not exist a Lebesgue
measure on the relevant spaces, so assuming that such a limit exists, I’d like to
understand precisely what this is.

The reason why this would be useful is that there are field theories that don’t
admit nice Lagrangian descriptions. It seems reasonable to me that there are
plenty of “measures” that aren’t simply exponentials of integrals of functions
involving the fields and their derivatives. I’d like to know what they are.

123. Peter Orland
June 6, 2007

Aaron,

I don’t seem to able to get my view through to you or Urs. That
may have to do with the choice of problems we work on. Unlike
the two of you, I actually work on non-perturbative aspects of gauge theories an
other field theories, and have for some time. That’s why I have been very
insistent that much of the issues you raise are not the right issues.

I am aware that there are field theories which do not (at least yet)
have Lagrangian descriptions. But…

The field theories we NEED to know about for the purpose
of understanding experiments in high-energy or condensed-matter
physics (possibly with the exception of some special CFT’s) admit
a Lagrangian description.

The measure-theoretic issues Borcherds worries about may be important in
certain approaches to QFT. They may give insights of one sort or another. But
they may not be relevant to real problems of
QFT (confinement, for example). I repeat (for the fourth or fifth
time) the path-integral measure on Euclidean lattices is fine
(and mathematical physicists, by which I mean people who
know measure theory agree). Trying to convince yourself it isn’t
won’t lead to progress. Proving that there is a continuum limit
is not the main issue – there is no doubt that
an asymptotically free theory has a continuum limit as the
bare coupling vanishes. The problem is to understand the properties
of that limit. Then, once that is done, one can try to clean
things up mathematically.

My philosophy on such problems is that we need to study them
any way we can that yields a bit of progress. For myself, this usually (though not
always) means inventing techniques rather than theorems.

124. Aaron Bergman
June 6, 2007

http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0204014
http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0204014


I think we’re talking past each other. I agree that the questions you discuss are
all interesting. I agree that lattice gauge theories are beautiful, well-defined
things. I’m not convinced, however, that the existence of the continuum limit is
necessarily a boring technical detail. I was trained as a physicist; you won’t find
me arguing that all progress must necessarily involve rigorous theorems.
Nothing could be further from the truth. However, I think it is important that
things do get cleaned up in the end, and it is somewhat disturbing to me that
QFT has not yet been cleaned up. If it’s just ugly technical analysis, I’d like to
know that. If it’s a sign of some deeper obstruction, I’d like to know that, too.

This all goes back to the old question of what is a QFT. I think Wilson has
certainly led us in the direction of a possible answer in the case of Lagrangian
field theories. I want to know what the general structure this leads to. As a
physicist studying the standard model, perhaps this isn’t so interesting, but as
someone who wants to study thing beyond the standard model, understanding
fully what a QFT is strikes me as very interesting.

Not to belabor the obvious too much, but this isn’t an either/or proposition; there
are lots of interesting questions out there. If I had more cajones, maybe I’d even
work on it, but I don’t at the moment, and I think I’ll stick with my derived
categories for the time being. Technical analysis was never my strong point
anyways :).

125. Peter Woit
June 6, 2007

Aaron,

The reference by Borcherds is just to the well-known fact that the things
physicists write as “Dx”, a putative infinite-dimensional version of the
translation-invariant Lebesgue measure, don’t make sense, even for a free
particle moving in R^n. But there is a measure in this case that does make
sense, Wiener measure. Even in quantum mechanics, to make sense of the path
integral as a measure, you need to do two things:

1. Euclideanize
2. Include some version of [tex] e^{-\frac{1}{2}\int |{\dot x}|^2 [/tex] in the
measure to get Wiener measure, not the non-existent Lebesgue measure

126. Peter Orland
June 6, 2007

Aaron,

I never said the existence of the limit is a boring detail. I said
it is a secondary detail.

127. Aaron Bergman
June 6, 2007

Hmmm — I read Borcherds’s statement as more general than that (ie, the



nonexistence of measures on field spaces — besides the Gaussian case, of
course), but looking around Wikipedia, it looks like he probably does mean the
more basic statement you refer to, however.

I thought there were some more general no-go theorems, but I can’t seem to
think of where I heard about them at the moment.

128. Aaron Bergman
June 6, 2007

(And, after googling a bit, it doesn’t look like the Gaussian measure exists in
higher dimensions, but it’s not too hard to get around that in a well-defined way)

129. Arun
June 17, 2007

Not to belabor the obvious too much, but this isn’t an either/or proposition; there
are lots of interesting questions out there.

Is there a list of well-formulated questions about QFT out there somewhere, kind
of like a Hilbert’s problems?



Proof of the abc Conjecture?

May 26, 2007
Categories: abc Conjecture

While I was traveling this past week, there was a conference held here entitled
L-functions and Automorphic Forms, which was a celebration of the 60th birthday of
my math department colleague Dorian Goldfeld. From all I’ve heard the conference
was a great success, well attended, with lots of interesting talks. But by far the
biggest excitement was due to one talk in particular, that of Lucien Szpiro on
“Finiteness Theorems for Dynamical Systems”. Szpiro, a French mathematician who
often used to be a visitor at Columbia, but is now permanently at the CUNY Graduate
Center, claimed in his talk to have a proof of the abc conjecture (although I gather
that, due to Szpiro’s low-key presentation, not everyone in the audience realized
this…).

The abc conjecture is one of the most famous open problems in number theory. There
are various slightly different versions, here’s one:

For each $\epsilon >0$ there exists a constant $C_\epsilon$ such that, given any
three positive co-prime integers a,b,c satisfying a+b=c, one has

$$ c < C_ \epsilon R(abc)^{1+\epsilon}$$ where $R(abc)$ is the product of all the
primes that occur in a,b,c, each counted only once.

The abc conjecture has a huge number of implications, including Fermat’s Last
Theorem, as well as many important open questions in number theory. Before the
proof by Wiles, probably quite a few people thought that when and if Fermat was
proved it would be proved by first proving abc. For a very detailed web-site with
information about the conjecture (which leads off with a quotation from Dorian “The
abc conjecture is the most important unsolved problem in diophantine analysis”), see
here. There are lots of expository articles about the subject at various levels, for two
by Dorian, see here (elementary) and here (advanced).

As far as I know, Szpiro does not yet have a manuscript with the details of the proof
yet ready for distribution. Since I wasn’t at the talk I can only relay some fragmentary
reports from people who were there. Szpiro has been teaching a course last semester
which dealt a bit with the techniques he has been working with, here’s the syllabus
which includes:

We will then introduced the canonical height associated to a dynamical system on the
Riemann Sphere. We will study such dynamical systems from an algebraic point of
view. In particular we will look at the dynamics associated to the multiplication by 2
in an elliptic curve . We will relate these notions and the questions they raised to the
abc conjecture and the Lehmer conjecture.

For more about these techniques, one could consult some of Szpiro’s recent papers,
available on his web-site.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~cope/GoldfeldConference.htm
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~cope/GoldfeldConference.htm
http://www.math.unicaen.fr/~nitaj/abc.html
http://www.math.unicaen.fr/~nitaj/abc.html
http://www.nyas.org/publications/sciences/pdf/ts_03_96.pdf
http://www.nyas.org/publications/sciences/pdf/ts_03_96.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~goldfeld/ABC-Conjecture.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~goldfeld/ABC-Conjecture.pdf
http://math.gc.cuny.edu/faculty/szpiro/People_Faculty_Szpiro.html
http://math.gc.cuny.edu/faculty/szpiro/People_Faculty_Szpiro.html


The idea of his proof seems to be to use a and b to construct an elliptic curve E, then
show that if abc is wrong you get an E with too many torsion points over quadratic
extensions of the rational numbers. The way he gets a bound on the torsion is by
studying the “algebraic dynamics” given by the iterated map on the sphere coming
from multiplication by 2 on the elliptic curve. I’m not clear about this, but it also
seems that what Szpiro was proving was not quite the same thing as abc (his
exponent was larger than 1+ε, something which doesn’t change many of the
important implications).

Maybe someone else who was there can explain the details of the proof. I suspect that
quite a few experts are now looking carefully at Szpiro’s arguments, and whether or
not he actually has a convincing proof will become clear soon.

Update: I’m hearing from some fairly authoritative sources that there appears to be a
problem with Szpiro’s proof.

Comments

1. CG
May 26, 2007

This would be most remarkable and exciting if true! I seem to recall that the
good professor Terry Tao mentions the opinion of another mathematician, Shou
Wu Zhang, on how the abc conjecture could be proved, namely, saying that it
would follow if one assumed enough variants of the BSD and RH conjectures.

http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2007/05/04/distinguished-lecture-series-iii-shou-
wu-zhang-“triple-l-series-and-effective-mordell-conjecture”/

So if abc is true, while it is obviously not strong enough to provide any
information about these other extremely famous conjectures, the remark of Shou
Wu Zhang seems to indicate that at least it doesn’t rule them out (in their full
generality) by contradiction.

2. David S-D
May 27, 2007

I’m told by a mathematician friend that abc doesn’t imply Fermat; it implies
asymptotic Fermat (sufficiently large exponents).

3. Steve
May 27, 2007

I agree with David S-D…in particular, on the site about the ABC conjecture
which you link to, the consequence is said to be:

“that there are only finitely many solutions to the equation x^n+y^n=z^n with
gcd(x,y,z)=1 and n> 3.”

4. Peter Woit

http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2007/05/04/distinguished-lecture-series-iii-shou-wu-zhang-%E2%80%9Ctriple-l-series-and-effective-mordell-conjecture%E2%80%9D/
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2007/05/04/distinguished-lecture-series-iii-shou-wu-zhang-%E2%80%9Ctriple-l-series-and-effective-mordell-conjecture%E2%80%9D/
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2007/05/04/distinguished-lecture-series-iii-shou-wu-zhang-%E2%80%9Ctriple-l-series-and-effective-mordell-conjecture%E2%80%9D/
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2007/05/04/distinguished-lecture-series-iii-shou-wu-zhang-%E2%80%9Ctriple-l-series-and-effective-mordell-conjecture%E2%80%9D/


May 27, 2007

I should have been more precise. It’s true that abc only implies Fermat for big
enough n, but Fermat is known to be true by other methods for a large range of
n, so abc would finish the proof (without Taylor-Wiles). You do have to check the
coefficient you get in abc to make sure the ranges overlap, they do for Szpiro’s
proof.

5. kasper Olsen
May 27, 2007

Peter,

The way you phrase the abc-conj above, it appears that C_\epsilon depends on a,
b and c. The way I would phrase it would be to say,
that given any epsilon > 0, there exists a constant C_\epsilon
such that for any triple of positive integers a, b, c with a+b = c and gcd(a,b,c)
=1… [etc]. Agree?

-Kasper

6. Peter Woit
May 29, 2007

Kasper,

Yes, that’s right, I should have written things in another order to make that clear.
The constant doesn’t depend on a,b,c. Maybe I’ll change it now…

7. gaddeswarup
May 29, 2007

According to Wikipedia Szpiro announced a proof of the ‘Weak abc conjecture’.
The paper http://www.math.columbia.edu/~goldfeld/ABC-Conjecture.pdf
mentions a ‘weak abc conjecture’.

8. surlygrad
May 30, 2007

How does abc connect to dynamical systems?

9. Peter Woit
May 31, 2007

surlygrad,

No real connection to conventional dynamical systems. What is being used here
is iteration of an algebraic map of the sphere to itself.

10. Z
June 2, 2007

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~goldfeld/ABC-Conjecture.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~goldfeld/ABC-Conjecture.pdf


Rumours at my institution say that it is Emmanuel Ullmo, from University of
Orsay, who is currently proof-reading the manuscript.

11. layman
June 4, 2007

I think it would be informative to flip between this blog and that of Dr. Lubos
Motl – after all, it doesnt hurt to listen to a range of opinions. Unfortunately,
when you follow a link from this blog, you get a message refusing you entry and,
worse, refusing return.

So flipping is difficult. Too bad. Hope he changes his policy.

12. Peter Woit
June 4, 2007

layman,

I think you should take that up with Lubos, not much I can do about it. I suppose
you could try posting a comment about this on his blog and not mine (although
he’ll probably delete it, following his policy of deleting comments he disagrees
with).

He put that page in place the day I pointed out here that his posting claiming the
MiniBoone experiment had confirmed the LSND result was wrong (actually the
opposite was true).

13. blank
June 7, 2007

Hi,
What is your opinion about the recent paper posted in archive by T Pati
disproving Riemann Hypothesis?

14. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

That the Pati paper actually disproves the Riemann hypothesis seems extremely
unlikely, and I don’t know of anyone who has taken it seriously. The arXiv
contains a large number of claims about the proof/disproof the the Riemann
Hypothesis which are incorrect. The Pati paper is presumably also incorrect, but
to find out why you need someone with some expertise who is willing to spend
their time reading the paper and looking for the error. Perhaps the paper will get
refereed and this will happen.

15. blank
June 7, 2007

I heard rumors that the paper has been submitted for publication (may be
annals). The interest lies in the fact that Pati is a respected figure in India.
Moreover, he is not known to have such false claims before.



16. blank
June 7, 2007

Speaking about Riemann Hypothesis , recentle some suggestions were made by
Alain Connes towards solution of Riemann Hypothesis by borrowing ideas from
physics and may be non commutative geometry.

Can you shed any light on this , are there people seriously trying to prove the
most important problem in number theory by borrowing ideas from physics?
Because that will have great implications……

17. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

Over the years people have tried all sorts of ideas related to physics on this
problem. Connes has some ideas related to non-commutative geometry, but has
not claimed to have a proof of RH. My understanding is that in the case of RH for
function fields (where a proof by other methods exists), there is progress on
finding a proof by Connes’s methods. For comments by him about this, see this
posting on his blog:

http://noncommutativegeometry.blogspot.com/2007/03/le-rve-mathmatique.html

18. Peter Woit
June 10, 2007

via Ars Mathematica, here’s a link to a discussion of what is wrong with the Pati
argument:

http://guests.mpim-bonn.mpg.de/kroetz/RH.pdf

http://noncommutativegeometry.blogspot.com/2007/03/le-rve-mathmatique.html
http://noncommutativegeometry.blogspot.com/2007/03/le-rve-mathmatique.html
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Even More Stuff Than Usual

May 31, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Here are various things of interest that accumulated while I was away:

Last week there was a conference in Florence on the early history of string theory,
some of the talks are available here.

Lots of blogging activity among Fields Medalists: there’s a lot worth reading in Terry
Tao’s reporting on a series of lectures by Yau at UCLA here, here and here. At the
blog of fellow Fields Medalist Alain Connes, there’s mention of on a recent conference
at Vanderbilt (slides here), as well as a report from Connes about a recent conference
on the philosphical ideas of Wolfgang Pauli. Finally, yet another Fields Medalist,
Richard Borcherds, has a blog. Not only do Fields Medalists like to have blogs it
seems, but they also like to use them to discuss physics…

Some other blogs I’ve run across include A Strange Universe, from gravitational wave
physicist Warren Anderson, which includes his Dire Straits inspired Papers For
Nothing. Also John Armstrong’s The Unapologetic Mathematician, which has a lot of
expository material, and Julie Rehmeyer’s MathTrek, a blog at the Science News web-
site.

Steven Weinberg has canceled a planned public talk at an event to be held in
conjunction with PASCOS 2007 at Imperial College in London in July, an event
celebrating the 50th anniversary of the arrival of Abdus Salam at Imperial. In a letter
to Mike Duff (available here), Weinberg says that he is boycotting the event in
response to news of a boycott of Israel by the British National Union of Journalists,
due to his belief that there is no possible explanation of this other than widespread
anti-Semitism in Britain “especially in the intellectual establishment” or “a desire to
pander to the growing Muslim minority in Britain.” Note: any attempts to use mention
of this news to justify attempts to carry on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in the
comment section of my blog will be ruthlessly suppressed.

As usual, Tommaso Dorigo is doing a great job of making current collider physics
actually seem exciting and interesting. He’s now spreading rumors of a 4-5 sigma
excess of multi-b-jet events being seen by D0. What does CDF data show? He’s
keeping his mouth shut about that… Maybe there will be some excitement at the
upcoming summer conferences…

There’s a new Harvard College magazine about math, run by undergraduates called
The Harvard College Mathematics Review. The first issue contains an article by Noam
Elkies about the abc conjecture, and one by Dennis Gaitsgory about how not to teach
linear algebra.

Via Mathephysique, here’s an interview with theorist Edouard Brezin.

I keep running across more and more web-sites of theory groups that are putting up
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material from their theory seminar talks. The latest is the HEFTI Seminar Archive at
Davis.

Mike Hopkins gave a Distinguished Lecture Series in Toronto recently. Only audio
from the talks is available on-line, and I can attest that forcing someone to try and
follow a talk they are interested in like Mike’s The Topological WZW Space of
Conformal Blocks just by listening to the audio without always being able to tell what
he is writing on the board is just cruel.

Via the n-Category Cafe, notes from a recent conference in Kyoto on Link (also known
as Khovanov) homology and categorification. Lots of interesting talks to read, but I’m
especially fond of the abstract of Dror Bar-Natan’s talk, which begins:

I’m over forty, I’m a full professor, and it’s time that I come out of the closet. I don’t
understand quantum groups and I never did.

Now I don’t feel so bad. Also, for inspiration, check out his Dream Map.

Update: A Chicago network news show has a recent segment about Fermilab and the
hunt for the Higgs.

Update: The D0 rumor has made it to Slate.

Comments

1. Joe S
June 1, 2007

Here’s an interesting link in response to Wienberg’s decision and providing an
other side to the story:

http://counterpunch.com/jensen06012007.html

Regards

2. Mike Wiest
June 1, 2007

Hi,

I’m not able to read your entire site, but I have a general question about your
critical stance toward string theory. My superficial understanding has it that
there are many possible vacua of the “theory,” each corresponding to different
physics, and we don’t know which is the “true” vacuum, so one says the theory
makes no predictions and cannot be falsified.

However, I thought I had come across schemes that claimed to reproduce the
standard model with very few parameters. (I don’t remember details; the one
author I can remember is Dmitri Nanopoulos; this was in the late 90’s). Are these
claims false? And if not, doesn’t it count as huge progress to go from a 19 free-
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parameter theory to one with few parameters and a theory of quantum gravity to
boot?

Thanks!

3. Peter Woit
June 1, 2007

“Are these claims false?”

Yes.

No one has been able to use string theory to calculate any of the standard model
parameters in terms of the others. If you don’t believe this, try and find a string
theory prediction of the one still unknown SM parameter (the Higgs Mass) in
terms of the others, or a string theory prediction of anything that will be seen at
the LHC.

It would be huge progress if string theory (or any other theory) was able to
reduce the number of free parameters in the SM, but this has not been done. Any
claims otherwise are intentionally misleading.

4. Eric Mayes
June 1, 2007

Peter,
Your statements are not entirely correct. The model that we present in hep-
th/0703280 is very close to reproducing the three-generation MSSM, including
the standard particle masses and mixings. We can make predictions of the
superparticle spectrum and Higgs mass with essentially only five parameters,
the moduli VEVs and the gravitino mass. We can restrict the range of these
parameters by demanding that the relic neutralino density is in the range to
produce the observed dark matter density. To be fair, this is only one vacuum
among many and we haven’t completely addressed the issue of moduli
stabilization, however the model is testable in that either this vacuum will
correctly predict the pattern of superpartner and Higgs masses or it won’t. By
the way, the model generically predicts the Higgs mass to be in the range
117-121 GeV.
Just want to point this out. Hopefully, this doesn’t trigger another round of angry
post.

Cheers,
Eric

5. M
June 2, 2007

dear Eric, you do not have any string prediction for the Higgs mass. You just
ASSUME tanBeta = 46 (page 3 of your paper) because you know that, according
to a computation done 15 years ago in quantum field theory, this gives m_higgs =
91 GeV + (top loop correction) such that the Higgs mass is slighly above the LEP



bound m_HIggs > 115 GeV. Had you ASSUMED a lower tanBeta, you would have
obtained a Higgs mass that contradicts the LEP bound.

6. A quantum diaries survivor
June 2, 2007

Alas, M, your comment is at the very essence of the problem that plagues HEP
today. What is the predictiveness of a model (say Supersymmetry, or string
theory, or whatever) that contains (many) new parameters that can be adjusted
to provide whatever outcome one wants ?

I remember years ago, when many expected SUSY would be discovered in a
discrepancy in the sides of the CKM triangle… The Bs mixing delta M was
expected to be 30/ps or so. Now it is 18+-1/ps, the triangle closes beautifully and
what do susy theorists do ? They cook up a “MFV scheme” to keep away from
inconsistencies. M is for “minimal”, to imply they have grown accustomed to
walking on tiptoes to avoid perturbing the beautiful consistency of the SM.

I wonder how much sense that does. Given the large phase space allowed to
SUSY parameters years ago (masses of SUSY particles at 80-100 GeV, large
effects in BR through loops, etcetera), and a “flat prior” assumption for their
values, wouldn’t it be reasonable to compute the “confidence level” of SUSY
today ? We would find we have excluded it at well more than 95% confidence
level.

Mind you, I do not usually give too much weight to “95% confidence levels”. They
are not very meaningful if you do not specify the probability distribution you
have integrated. For instance, the direct limit for the higgs at 114 by LEP II is
very strong, because if you go even slightly below 114 the probability becomes
zero quickly – they would not have missed the higgs at 112. An example of the
other kind is the “upper 95% cl limit” from indirect fits of SM observables at 166
GeV: even 200 GeV is not wildly unlikely – it just entails one or two wrong
measurements of electroweak parameters.

My bottomline is: a theory which can be tuned to give just about any possible
outcome is not a theory, it is an exercise. Not worth investing a large part of a
budget of funding agencies!

7. A quantum diaries survivor
June 2, 2007

And I would like to add something to my previous comment. I remember that in
the late eighties and early nineties, when the top quark had not been found yet,
theoretical predictions for its mass used to follow closely the lower limits from
experiments: some theoretical calculations indicated a mass of x+-x/3, then a
direct limit would arrive at 1.2*x, and a new prediction then would be published
at (1.5+-0.3)*x. New collider data would then exclude masses lower than 1.6*x,
and guess what, new predictions would foresee masses around 1.8*x…

It looks like some theorists love to have a bet out which makes it possible for
them to dream hitting the jackpot. I am not implying these are not serious



scientists – just that the game is a bit silly.

8. Peter Woit
June 2, 2007

Eric,

Your model, like all such things, not only doesn’t reproduce the SM with fewer
parameters, but actually adds more undetermined parameters. And, in any case,
it isn’t a “prediction of string theory” anyway.

9. The Professor in Black
June 2, 2007

Cool Dire Straights song/link.

Many of you are familiar with Johnny Cash’s song “San Quentin,” which he
perfomred in front of the inmates of San Qunetin, during one of his famous
prison concerts.

It has recently come to light that he also traveled the world, singing to those who
were placed in non-tenured postdocoral/lectureship postitions by string
theorists–those everlasting prisons for today’s freethinkers.

The Man in Black sang,

String Theory, you’ve been livin’ hell to me
You’ve hosted me since nineteen eighty three
I’ve seen ’em come and go and I’ve seen them die
And long ago I stopped askin’ why

String Theory, I hate every inch of you.
You’ve cut me and have scarred me thru an’ thru.
And I’ll walk out a wiser weaker man;
Mister Congressman why can’t you understand.

String Theory, what good do you think you do?
Do you think I’ll be different when you’re through?
You bent my heart and mind and you may my soul,
And your m-brane walls turn my blood a little cold.

String Theory, may you rot and burn in hell.
May your walls fall and may I live to tell.
May all the world forget you ever stood.
And may all the world regret you did no good.

String Theory, you’ve been livin’ hell to me.

Johnny Cash said to the exiled postdocs, “I was thinking about you guys
yesterday. I’ve been here three times before, and I think I understand how you
feel about some of the things. It’s none of my business how you feel about some
of the things, and I don’t give a damn about how you feel about some of the



things. But anyway, I tried to put myself in your place and I believe this is how I
would feel about String Theory” — Johnny Cash @ The San Quentin String
Theory Conference

10. Ralf
June 2, 2007

Exoneration. – Asked whether she agreed with the characterization of the
present as the “age of the fakers,” somebody insisted on the caveat that the
popular rendering of string theory can be a source for subjective cosmological
mysticism, along the lines of, say, a romance novel. Thus, it would not be fair to
refer to string theorists as fakers, if they were marketing it like dime store
romance novels.

11. Chris Oakley
June 2, 2007

Professor in Black,

I’m sure that this Johnny Cash ballad will take its place alongside that other
classic of the genre, “He ain’t heavy, he’s my supersymmetric partner.”

12. Chris Oakley
June 2, 2007

Ain’t no selectron, at less than 10 TeV
Ain’t no squark that a detector can see
But I won’t give up on supersymmetry:
Just need more time, and more money.

(… or something like that)

13. Yatima
June 2, 2007

> A Chicago network news show has a recent segment about
> Fermilab and the hunt for the Higgs.

Umm… very nice. When did that annoying style of explaining everything through
movie-teaser soundbites become so prevalent? “Shake the Higgs loose”? Oh well.

And there’s an allusion to the ILC at the end! Let’s not get carried away though,
the Real World has a way of crushing dreams.

14. Joseph Smidt
June 2, 2007

“As usual, Tommaso Dorigo is doing a great job of making current collider
physics actually seem exciting and interesting.”

Thanks for the heads up.



15. Mike Wiest
June 3, 2007

Thanks very much for the helpful responses from different perspectives, and the
bittersweet lyrics. I appreciate the specific examples without overwhelming
technical detail.

So, to press a little further, I think I understand the point that the various string-
derived particle spectra represent putative vacuum states that might not really
be the true and stable ground state of String Theory, so we may want to avoid
calling such theories “predictions” of string theory. But if we can find one or
many of these theories that describe known physics and unify all the forces–can
we afford to discard them? We would perhaps need to stop thinking of string
theory as a fundamental theory, but isn’t just having a unified description a major
step forward? Aside from counting free parameters, if we have a theory that’s in
some sense arbitrary, like the standard model, but it does unify all the forces…
isn’t it superior (even if we KNOW it’s not the true vacuum of the theory)?

Doesn’t string theory unify the forces, if considered as merely a
phenomenological description rather than a fundamental theory? Forgive my
ignorance, but do we actually have any other theory that does this?

Finally, since you were all so straightforward, I have to demonstrate my
ignorance again to ask this–is there any other theory of quantum gravity that is
finite or renormalizable?

Muchos thanks!

16. Peter Woit
June 3, 2007

Mike,

The true ground state of string theory is presumably known, it’s one of the
supersymmetric ones like flat 10d space-time. Problem is that this ground state
looks nothing like the real world. What string theorists are doing now is looking
at metastable possible ground states that might look more like the real world.
But they are extremely complicated and exist in huge number and variety. The
bottom line is that string theory is not able to predict anything at all. To claim
that you have “unified” physics with a theory that doesn’t predict anything just
makes no sense.

People now think N=8 supergravity might be finite, and there’s a whole research
program pursuing another idea about quantum gravity (loop quantum gravity)
which arguably has been as successful as string theory in terms of coming up
with a quantum gravity theory.

17. Mike Wiest
June 3, 2007

Peter,



When you say string theory is not able to predict anything at all, I’m taking you
to mean that we have no principled way of choosing among the huge number of
ground states that (might) look like the real world. But are you saying that even
if we pick one of those adequate ground states we don’t have a unified
description of the the forces? Because the parameters are still too
unconstrained? Or is it because we can’t tell if any single one of the promising
ground states is “adequate”?

I don’t quite see why it makes no sense to think of each “adequate” quasi-ground
state as a consistent unified description of all the forces. I mean, we can’t derive
the weak mixing angle in the standard model but we were pretty happy to get
the weak interaction unified with the electromagnetic, right?

If our situation is that we have too many adequate theories, isn’t that better than
none?

Thanks for your patience!

18. Peter Woit
June 4, 2007

Mike,

There are two huge problems here, one of practice, one of principle:

1. In practice, one doesn’t know what the full, non-perturbative string theory is,
so one is working with various approximations and assumptions. As a result, for
each conjectural metastable ground state, all one can get are various crude
approximate “predictions”, you can’t actually extract any accurate predictions of
SM parameters.

2. In principle, even if you had a full theory and could do reliable, accurate
calculations in it, the number and variety of these states is so huge that no one
has a credible proposal about how to get a prediction of anything out of studying
them.

In electroweak unification, sure you can’t predict the Weinberg angle, but you
can predict a huge number of other things and test these predictions. The
problem with superstring theory unification is not that there are things it
currently can’t predict, but that it can’t predict anything at all. Again, trying to
sell people on how wonderful your unified theory is, when it can’t predict a
single thing about anything, is obviously problematic.

19. Mike Wiest
June 4, 2007

Hi Peter,

I’m thinking of “predictions” as being an orthogonal dimension to “unification.”
If I accept that these theories (or “schemes”) make zero predictions, do they still
give me a unified description of the fundamental forces? Even if we have to fit



every single parameter to experiment, don’t we have something we didn’t have
before, namely, a way of seeing all the forces as arising out of one kind of stuff?

Sorry if I’m sounding like a not-too-bright broken record. You seem to feel that a
unified theory is not a unified theory if it doesn’t make any predictions. But isn’t
there a difference between a unified description as I’m imagining exists in string
theory, as opposed to the mere aggregate of interactions that we have in the
standard model?

Maybe your point is that if you can’t do reliable calculations in any of these
theories, then you don’t have any unified description to speak of. Are you saying
something to the effect that, even if I set all the parameters, we don’t know how
to calculate cross-sections and whatnot? So the indeterminacy is not just in the
parameters, but somehow the theory turns to mush if you try to calculate
anything even given the parameters?

In that case, would it not even qualify as a theory of quantum gravity? Am I
wrong to believe there is a consistent quantum theory of gravity in there
somewhere? (“No, Mike, you’re NOT EVEN wrong…”)

I do appreciate the importance of being able to predict things…but I also tend to
see unification as valuable in itself.

20. Peter Woit
June 4, 2007

Mike,

As far as I’m concerned, you’re just not doing science unless you can test your
theory against experiment, i.e. make predictions with it and check them. One of
the main reasons we want a “unified” theory is that by relating different parts of
physics we should get more predictions we can check, not less. A “unified”
theory that can’t predict anything is just not a scientific theory.

21. tty
June 4, 2007

just to add a new stuff not included in your blog, there’s a good article by Smolin
in New York Review of Books, about some new books on Einstein.

22. Peter Woit
June 4, 2007

tty,

Thanks for mentioning that, I was going to include it on this list, but seem to
have missed it. There’s a detailed posting about this and discussion at Cosmic
Variance.

23. Mike Wiest
June 5, 2007



Peter,

I think you’ve just about convinced me. It would seem that if one’s putative
unification doesn’t constrain the different sectors by relating them to each other,
then nothing really got unified. If I think of an example where the unification
seems substantive but no new predictions are made, I’ll get back to you…

But–is it a finite theory of quantum gravity? Or again, because it is so
unconstrained, do you say there is no theory there?

24. A quantum diaries survivor
June 5, 2007

Hi Peter,

about PASCOS: I will attend the conference for a couple of days (so what, your
readers are entitled to ask). I will be presenting CDF tests of the Standard Model
(so what ?). Nothing, just to mention that I will try to blog about what I hear
there. I think I will not understand much of the stringy talks, but at least I hope
to give some report of the cosmology part.

Cheers,
T.

25. Peter Woit
June 5, 2007

Mike,

String theory really isn’t a finite theory of quantum gravity. It only gives the
terms in a perturbation series, and it is these that are supposed to be finite. The
series doesn’t converge (it’s presumed to be a divergent, but asymptotic series).
Conjecturally, there is some non-perturbative finite theory, to which this series is
asymptotic. But, even if this conjecture is true, the problem is that the evidence
then is that you’ll end up with not one theory of quantum gravity, but 10^500….

26. Mike Wiest
June 6, 2007

Sweet!

Gotta love that.

What does divergent but asymptotic mean? Can you really be divergent and at
the same time get asymptotically close to a finite number?

27. Peter Woit
June 6, 2007

Mike,

Asymptotic series are ones that become arbitrarily accurate for arbitrarily small



coupling, also they get closer to the true answer as you compute more terms up
to some point, where they start getting worse. Depending on how small your
coupling is, in some cases they can give quite accurate results, even if there is an
inherent limit to this accuracy. In QED the perturbation series is presumably just
asymptotic, but quite accurate. In string theory you have no idea since you don’t
know what the coupling is. But, when you only have an asymptotic series, it’s
misleading to claim you have a finite theory.

28. Mike Wiest
June 11, 2007

Aha. Why would QED be “presumably” only asymptotic with a coupling of 1/137?
Because you know things change at the Planck scale (or before)?

Thanks Peter.

29. Peter Woit
June 11, 2007

Mike,

There’s an old argument (due to Dyson), that in QED the way things depend on
the coupling constant [tex] \alpha [/tex] can’t be an analytic function at [tex]
\alpha=0 [/tex] since the vacuum is unstable for even infinitesimal negative
coupling constant. Only for analytic functions will you get the power-series
converging to the true answer. So, you expect to only have an asymptotic series
in QED, this is independent of how big the coupling is. Since the coupling is quite
small, even though the series is only asymptotic, at low order one expects it to be
very accurate (which it is). More detailed arguments imply that the series
expansion should get better and better up to order around 137, only for higher
order calculations than that does it start to get worse. So, for all practical
purposes, the series expansion is fine.

30. Mike Wiest
June 18, 2007

Interesting.

Thanks!



Endless Universe

June 2, 2007
Categories: Book Reviews

There’s a new popular book about cosmology now out on bookstore shelves, Endless
Universe by Paul Steinhardt and Neil Turok. The authors are the inventors of a
competing model to inflationary cosmology, variously called “ekpyrotic” or “cyclic”
cosmology. They describe coming up with the same idea simultaneously during a
lecture at Cambridge on M-theory by Burt Ovrut back in 1999. Ovrut was describing
his work on the Horava-Witten scenario, which involves two parallel branes (we live
on one of them), and during the lecture both Steinhardt and Turok started wondering
about whether one could explain the big bang as a collision of branes. They went up
to discuss this with him after the talk, and continued the discussion on a train ride to
London that evening to see a performance of the play Copenhagen. This train ride
was a central part of a 2002 BBC TV program Parallel Universes and a recent play
Strings by Carole Bugge that I saw performed here in New York late last year.

The book is very much an advertisement for cyclic cosmology, and devotes a lot of
space to doing something which is rarely done, explaining the problems with
inflationary cosmology. Steinhardt has worked extensively on coming up with viable
inflationary models, and a large part of the book explains the story of this research.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the book is the story that Steinhardt and Turok
each tell about their careers and how they ended up working together on this
alternative to inflation. The problems with inflation are described in the context of
promoting their cyclic model of branes colliding, moving apart and then back together
in a repeating pattern. They heavily sell the idea that a cyclic model with no
beginning of time is conceptually much preferable to a standard inflationary model in
which the universe emerges at a given time. Reading this made clear to me why, at
the recent String Cosmology meeting here in New York, Turok was so persistently
questioning one speaker about whether everything he was doing didn’t just depend
on an unmotivated choice of initial conditions.

Steinhardt and Turok do a pretty good job of demolishing the inflationary multiverse
and the associated Anthropic Landscape philosophy that has become so popular in
recent years. They correctly describe the main problem with the inflationary
multiverse as the lack of any way to test the idea, even in principle, making it not
really a scientific idea at all. As for the testability of their own theory, they devote an
entire chapter to the question of contrasting its predictions for the CMB with those of
inflation. They claim that both cyclic and inflationary cosmology make the same
predictions for the WMAP results (implicitly criticizing the commonly made argument
that WMAP provided strong support for inflation). The one possible test that they
point to that could distinguish the inflation and cyclic scenarios is the expected more
sensitive measurement in coming years of a possible B-mode polarization signal due
to gravity waves in the CMB. They claim that inflation predicts a significant amount of
B-mode polarization, whereas the cyclic model doesn’t. Unfortunately, from what I
can tell by looking at the recent literature on “string cosmology” (e.g. here), various
inflationary scenarios can give a wide range of amounts of such polarization, with
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stringy models like “brane inflation” and “modular inflation” leading to essentially
none, just like in the cyclic case. So, I guess the cyclic model is in principle falsifiable,
if next generation CMB experiments turn up measurable B-mode polarization. But if
this doesn’t happen, I don’t see how one is ever, even in principle, going to distinguish
experimentally between the cyclic and inflationary scenarios, which will make this
whole area of research highly problematic.

On the whole the book seems to me to be too much of an advertisement for a very
speculative idea, and I don’t think the public needs more of this in this kind of format.
I didn’t notice anything in the book about what the case against cyclic cosmology
might be, so anyone who wants to find out the other side would have to go on a
search of the scientific literature, something most members of the public might not be
able to do. Most strikingly, since the cyclic model is based on brane ideas motivated
by string theory, the book contains endless hype about string theory, without so much
as a word about its problems. One would have to read extremely carefully to realize
that there is not a shred of experimental evidence for string theory. As for recent
public debates about the problems of string theory, the authors just pretend they
don’t exist. They give a long list of recent popular books in this area, such as those of
Susskind and Vilenkin promoting the Landscape, but somehow neglect to include the
two such books that have taken a critical point of view on string theory.

Associated with publication of the book, it looks like there will be various stories in
the media promoting the cyclic vs. inflationary debate, trying to make it into a modern
version of the old steady-state vs. Big Bang controversy. On the Edge web-site there’s
a recent piece by Turok, which gives a good explanation of his current research and
point of view. From NPR, there’s a very recent radio show about the cyclic model,
entitled Forget the Big Bang Theory, where “renegade physicist” Turok’s model is
described as “fighting words in the halls of science.”

Comments

1. anon.
June 2, 2007

They claim that inflation predicts a significant amount of B-mode polarization

Many people would disagree with that. The well-known Lyth bound suggests that
observable B-mode polarization implies Planckian field values. This is extremely
difficult to obtain in string theory; see work by Baumann and McAllister, for
instance. It’s also not very plausible in effective field theory, where one expects
potentials to get Planck-suppressed corrections and flatness at trans-Planckian
scales would be difficult to explain. There have been attempts to circumvent this
with, e.g., inflation driven by large numbers of axions, but nothing very
compelling. An observation of large tensor signal would cause a real theoretical
crisis, I think.

2. Kris Krogh
June 2, 2007
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Peter,

Glad to see you shine a little light on cosmology, another near-monopoly situation
with many parallels to string theory. Who says the Big Bang is “the only game in
town?”

3. Coin
June 2, 2007

Who says the Big Bang is “the only game in town?”

Ah, be careful, that’s the kind of statement that you’ll tend to see quote-mined on
Talk.Origins later 

My understanding of the “cyclic universe” model described here is that it does
not supplant the traditional big bang model (at least the big bang model as the
layman would understand it), but rather extends it. Is this not correct?

4. Kris Krogh
June 2, 2007

Hi Coin,

Haven’t read the book, but the universe had a beginning in BB. Somehow
“Endless Universe” doesn’t sound like that to me.

5. M
June 3, 2007

Inflation predicted that primordial inhomogeneities are adiabatic, Gaussian and
with a quasi scale-invariant spectrum. All of this was later confirmed by WMAP
and other observations.

Bounce cosmologies have problems in postdicting these features. First,
cosmological singularities in string theory are not understood well enough to
know if a bounce really occurrs. Second, perturbations generated “before” the
bounce do not need to be scale-invariant, in gross disagreement with
observations (maybe some miracle happens during the bounce: we do not
understand this critical phase). This can be fixed in specific models: by assuming
ad-hoc potentials, by introducing extra fields.

This is why many cosmologists do not consider ekpyrosis as a serious competitor
to inflation. And somebody jokes that ekpyrosis sounds like a beautiful name for
a new illness…

6. Alex Nichols
June 3, 2007

‘Ekpyrosis’ is actually an old term derived from the Stoic philosophers, implying
that the universe was created “out of fire”.
Certainly, the observational evidence implies that the early universe was very
hot.



S & T also revived the term ‘Quintessence’ in their cyclic model, originally the
Aristotelean “5th element”, through which the stars and planets were believed to
move.
They use it as an explanation for ‘dark energy’, suggesting that it’s a slowing
rolling force (currently increasing), which explains recent obervations on cosmic
expansion.

Cyclic Cosomologies were quite popular in the early 20’s, based on a closed
universe with a negative cosmological constant.
For example, the Friedmann, Walker, Roberton, Le Maitre models.

In the 1930’s, Richard Tolman showed that this would lead to an entropy build-
up, so that each cycle would become larger than the previous one, eventually
leading to a situation where gravitational attraction would be insufficient to
cause re-contraction. This severely reduced the model’s explanatory power and it
went out of favour.

Then in the 1960’s Penrose and Hawking showed that gravitational singularities
would form in any big-bang scenario based on General Relativity. This would
erase the information from previous cycles. They didn’t accept that there was
any evidence that the “big-bang” was preceded by a “big crunch”. Penrose in
particular, has argued that there is no reason why a ‘crunch’ would lead to a
‘bounce’.

As current thinking is that the cosmological constant has a small positive value,
gravitational cyclic models based on General Relativity and the Friedmann
equations are not in favour.
A quantum or string based description of the events approaching a big bang
singularity would be required to explain what actually caused such an event.
This is what Steinhardt and Turok are attempting to provide with the idea of a
brane collision.

So far, it hasn’t been disproved by the WMAP results and future experiments
such as the Planck satellite should be able to provide tests of the polarisation of
the CMB and Spectral tilt.

A more radical view of the situation would be that it’s not meaningful to try and
explain ‘the universe’ as a physical system and that valid physics can only be
performed locally.

In such a view there is an extremal indentity between the singularity and cosmic
horizon. As one approaches either, quantum and or string effects are essential in
explaining what happens, but it’s only possible to infer these theoretically, rather
than directly measure them.

S & T certainly do list a series of observational consequences of their model that
can be tested.

7. island
June 3, 2007



Then in the 1960’s Penrose and Hawking showed that gravitational singularities
would form in any big-bang scenario based on General Relativity. This would
erase the information from previous cycles.

Interesting, if you project relativity backwards to the point where inflation is
alleged to end, then that is also where you conveniently find “thermalization”,
reheating or, “Ekpyrosis”.

The singularity arrises only if this isn’t indicitive of a big bang in a universe that
has pre-existing volume… which would *not* erase information from previous
cycles.

8. Peter Woit
June 3, 2007

Alex,

At least in the book, their claim is that their model has the same observational
consequences as inflation, except for the CMB polarization.

9. Navneeth
June 3, 2007

Associated with publication of the book, it looks like there will be various stories
in the media promoting the cyclic vs. inflationary debate, trying to make it into a
modern version of the old steady-state vs. Big Bang controversy.

It has made it to Slashdot. 

10. matteoeo
June 3, 2007

I’m an italian physics undergraduate student. Although I took several classes in
GR and cosmology, I’m no expert. But it doesn’t take an expert to understand
that the state of cosmology is pretty messy. I think that there is some very smart
speculation going on, but on the whole it seems to me that cosmology is too
young a science to really tell something about the universe. What mostly strikes
me is that cosmology uses as ingredients all kinds of speculative (sometimes
unscientific) hyphotesis and still unknown objects: higgsboson, SUSY breaking,
superpartners, strings, branes, dark matter, dark energy, CC, quintessence,
extended quintessence, GUTs an GUT simmetry breaking, and so on. As a result
you can adjust inflation so to have almost any CMB, but this is not really
scientific. If every ingredient had a 50% possibility to come out true, which is the
probability that cosmology makes sense at all?
I’ll tell you why I feel so uncomfortable with cosmology. A few years ago italian
cosmologists and theoreticians Matarrese, Riotto, Notari and american Kolb
showed (here) that today’s accelerated expansion might be explained as the
effect of inhomogeneities in the matter distribuition (super-Hubble wavelenght
fluctuation modes), which combined with standard GR act as a cosmological
costant in the Friedmann equations (they assume inflation). So standard GR and
a better comprehension of complex behaviour of matter coming out from the fact
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that the universe is not homogeneous at all might rule out ad hoc-CC and DE.
But what is most interesting is to read the thread of arguments that these pepers
raised, with all kinds of objections, mostly of a very general flavor: no go
theorems for irrotational matter to cause negative pressure (doesn’t apply to
their case though), a discussion on whether or not these effects might suffice to
give negative pressure and the need for a non-perturbative approach, whether or
not one can use Friedmann equations and modify them while assuming an
inhomogeneus universe and so on.
I’m not publicizing their idea, which I cannot evaluate; but I strongly believe that
this whole thing shows that the very foundations of Cosmology (Cosmological
Principle above all) are not understood and questionable, that all sorts of very
general problems are not at all estabilished, and thus work in the field is easy to
criticize (cosmologists dismantling others’proposals). I also think that before
assuming all kinds of hyphothesis a much better understanding of GR dynamics,
complex systems and collecive phenomena should be gained.

11. Alex Nichols
June 3, 2007

re Penrose/Hawking:-

During the 1990’s Penrose suggested that the boundary condition of a collapsing
universe could be distinguished by a large Weyl tensor.
Hawking agreed but said it was determined by the no boundary proposal.
Turok later worked with Hawking on an inflationary model based on this, but has
moved on since then.

12. Malo Juevo
June 3, 2007

The paper by Kolb et al. was known to be obviously wrong from the moment it
appeared. Working out precisely what the error was turned out to be not so easy,
but perturbations around Robertson-Walker spacetime have been well
understood long enough that something like this would not have been missed.
The calculations in the paper are quite intricate, making it very difficult to keep
track of what the range of validity of perturbation theory is at each step.
However, if one looks at it very carefully, the perturbative technique is not valid.
In some sense, this might be expected, since the whole point of the paper is to
claim that a certain variety of perturbations are singular, yet the paper is done
entirely in non-singular perturbation theory.

13. Peter Woit
June 3, 2007

If you have informed comments about Steinhardt-Turok, please post them. But
this is not a general Cosmology discussion board, and I can’t and won’t moderate
such a thing, so if it’s not about Steinhardt-Turok or their book, don’t post it
here.

14. Ari Heikkinen
June 3, 2007



Peter,

It appears to me that “Endless Universe” is more like speculation on a new
theory than it’s cosmology, so could you suggest a good university level book
(preferably self contained) on modern cosmology which would include all the
relevant observations of the universe and their related math, but in a manner
that it would explain what’s seen, without trying to speculate on any specific
theory?

15. Cynthia
June 4, 2007

In the “Edge” transcript, Turok uses the term “_mdash” not once but three
times: “realistic&mdashspoils”, “bring&mdashlike”, and
“argument&mdashhand”. Although the meaning of the term “m&dash” is pretty
obvious (to me, that is), does anyone know if it’s really proper to be using this
term in essay format?

16. Chris W.
June 4, 2007

Cynthia,

The occurrences of &mdash in the text are due to sloppy HTML editing on
somebody’s part; I doubt Turok had anything directly to do with it. &mdash; (—)
is an HTML 4.0 character entity.

[Example: Web developers do make mistakes—sometimes.]

See this reference.

17. clarity
June 4, 2007

Peter,

I just want to make a few distinctions which are, I think, a little muddy in your
posting. First off: inflation, brane inflation and the multiverse/anthropic
landscape are all distinct. The simplest inflationary scenario is very well
supported by the data and is certainly testable (it’s already been tested!).
Particular string theory embeddings of inflation (such as brane inflation) may or
may not be falsifiable, though there isn’t currently a way to rule out inflation
from string theory (however, a positive signal for tensor modes would give
stringy inflation a hard time). Eternal inflation and the multiverse are both
controversial, even among proponents of inflation and are certainly not
necessary parts of the puzzle. Inflation doesn’t necessarily have anything to do
with anthropic arguments and many cosmologists dislike anthropism as much as
you do.

18. Peter Woit
June 4, 2007
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clarity,

Sorry if I wasn’t clear, I am aware of the distinctions you mention, and that
simple inflationary scenarios do have some real experimental support (as well as
problems that Steinhardt and Turok do a good job of describing). I didn’t mean
hear to be criticizing this kind of thing, I think it’s serious science (brane
inflation and eternal inflation/multiverse are a different story).

19. clarity
June 4, 2007

Peter,

Thanks, I just wanted to be sure that you weren’t trying to lump all those things
in together. The problems with inflation are largely conceptual and, to my mind,
many of these problems have deep quantum gravity issues at their core.
Personally (you are likely to disagree with this) I think that it will be hard to
completely resolve all the problems of simple inflationary scenarios without
coming up with some kind of UV complete, quantum gravity version of the story.
So in this sense I don’t think that brane inflation (and similar scenarios) are
nearly as poorly motivated as you think they are. I’m not trying to argue that any
of these string theory inflation models actually solves any of the outstanding
problems of inflation, just that trying to embed inflation into a quantum theory of
gravity is probably a step in the right direction. (I should probably mention that I
don’t think that the ekpyrotic/cyclic scenarios offer much, if any, resolution to
these problems, but that’s another story entirely…)

20. Peter Woit
June 5, 2007

clarity,

My own general view is that to understand inflation you will need to understand
the beyond Standard Model physics that is driving it. Quite possibly this requires
a good theory of quantum gravity. Historically I guess the hope was that maybe
inflation came from some kind of Higgs sector, but I gather that doesn’t work.

The problem with all string theory inflation scenarios that I’ve seen seems to me
to be exactly the same as the problem string theory has with getting particle
physics: compactification. You have to invoke complicated compactifications in
order to avoid conflict with what is known, and this ruins predictivity. I’ve looked
a bit recently at brane inflation papers (including a recent Klebanov et. al. one
this evening), and the constructions just look complicated, ugly, and with no hope
of leading to real predictions.

21. clarity
June 5, 2007

Peter,

“My own general view is that to understand inflation you will need to understand



the beyond Standard Model physics that is driving it. Quite possibly this requires
a good theory of quantum gravity.”

We agree on this for sure. The thing that makes the quest to embed inflation into
beyond-the-standard-model physics interesting is the fact that inflation is not at
all a generic property of sensible theories of high energy physics. Typically the
requirement of sufficiently many e-foldings puts stringent (often prohibitive)
constraints on the underlying theory. This is one of the main points of the recent
Baumann et al. papers – it’s very difficult to tune the potential to be flat enough
(even though a naive parameter counting suggests it should be simple). The fact
that it’s so difficult to come up with concrete, working models of inflation in
string theory suggests, to me, that the models which do work will be at least
somewhat predictive. (I’m still working through the paper you mention so I won’t
comment on how falsifiable this scenario is, though I think that a large tensor
signal would rule it out for sure.)

Of course, as you mention, there are aesthetic issues and I won’t claim that these
constructions aren’t complicated. It’s not clear to me how complicated is “too
complicated” when dealing with these kinds of theories, there’s certainly some
personal prejudice involved in making that call. Given that it’s far from obvious
that one can construct concrete, explicit, successful inflationary models in string
theory, I think that any example (even a complicated one) is interesting.

22. Peter Woit
June 5, 2007

clarity,

I think even the authors of the paper I mentioned acknowledge how problematic
the whole thing is, since they end their paper with:

“Finally there is a pressing need for a more natural model of string inflation than
the one we have presented here”.

which is equivalent to saying that they believe the model they are working with
is highly unnatural and clearly they have little faith that it reflects the real world.

Personally, looking at the calculations done in this and similar papers, the whole
thing seems to me completely absurd. You’re invoking a huge amount of
complicated structure, and trying to explain just a few observable numbers. This
is hopeless. It’s not an aesthetic question, it’s a question of whether the number
of assumptions that go into your calculation is larger than the number of
observable predictions you can derive from it, and thus whether your framework
is predictive.

Falsifiability is not enough to make a legitimate testable scientific theory. My
theory that everything that happens in the universe happens because it is
controlled by a malevolent being with 11 toes is falsifiable, because an
omnipotent malevolent being with 10 toes may put in a public appearance at any
moment. The fact that a complicated cosmological model predicts no measurable
effects of primordial gravitational waves is not enough to make it a testable



model in the usual sense. You have to come up with measurable effects that are
characteristic of the model, and distinguish it from others. I don’t see anything
like that even conceivable with the string inflation models people are working
on.

23. wow
June 6, 2007

Several experts now think cosmic strings from brane inflation (admittedly a very
model dependent phenomena) may be distinguishable from the traditional
abelian Higgs model networks due to different properties of intercommutation as
well as (p,q) flavor structure; this is not obviously true or false, but is in any case
a potential distinguishing signature that experts are sorting out.

A similar thing could be said about non-Gaussian signatures that
arise from inflation with D-branes governed by the DBI action, in
the regime where the kinetic structure is important (not slow roll).
Experts on non-Gaussianity (including the WMAP team) use this
model as a reference point to bound non-Gaussianities.

So I think your claim that characteristic measurable effects
aren’t “even conceivable” is not held by most of the people who
actually try to build inflation models, or test them experimentally.

24. Peter Woit
June 6, 2007

wow,

Your first example starts out “assume we observe a network of cosmic strings…”,
something which most people would describe as an extremely unlikely event.
From there you go on to note that this is a very model-dependent phenomenon
and it’s not clear if you can even distinguish it from non-string theory cosmic
strings. Sorry, this just doesn’t sound to me like a plausible test of brane inflation
models: you’re starting assuming something that isn’t going to happen, then
acknowledging that even assuming this, you can’t necessarily make any
predictions.

Your second example again assumes that we observe something that conflicts
with simple inflationary models. Fine, but is this really a distinctive signal that
one is seeing brane inflation? I can’t help but suspect that if such an effect is
observed, people will have no trouble coming up with many very different models
that would explain it.

25. wow
June 6, 2007

By definition, a “distinctive” signature has to be something that
is not common to almost all models. So such things will be, at some level,
unlikely. I suspect most working theoretical cosmologists would assign
significantly greater probability to observing a cosmic string network, or non-



Gaussianity, than they would to theoretical consistency (let alone experimental
verification) of the Ekpyrotic/Cyclic scenario. I agree that most would also
suspect absence of all these things; but that is just saying that vanilla inflation
will look good, and we won’t know the correct model at the level of a very
specific potential or (in higher dimensional scenarios) compactification manifold.

My point was that signatures with roughly this likelihood constitute a major
portion of what phenomenologists work on/hope for, and experimentalists try to
measure, since by virtue of their somewhat rare nature they are very instructive
when found. And it is quite conceivable to a majority of active workers in
theoretical cosmology that such signatures are forthcoming sooner or later, to
the extent that major current experiments use models motivated in this way as
benchmarks. For me this puts your claim that there are “no conceivable”
singatures of such models, in a more realistic context.

26. clarity
June 6, 2007

Peter,

You’re way off about wow’s comment about large nongaussianity. Many theorists
have worked very hard to come up with inflationary models which have large
nongaussianity and there are, currently, very few examples. Among those few
examples most of them could be observationally distinguished by the shape and
running of the nongaussianities which contain a wealth of information about the
underlying theory. So a future observation of large nongaussianity (which is
entirely possible) which is consistent with the results of DBI models would
certainly be strong evidence for brane inflation. This is the position of most
people who work on cosmological nongaussianity. It’s not true that many other
models could explain the same observation.

27. Peter Woit
June 6, 2007

clarity,

I’m making no claim to expertise in this area, so will take your word that there
are few ways to get non-gaussianity. Can’t help though being suspicious that if
it’s ever observed, people will find more….

28. clarity
June 6, 2007

Peter,

Of course there might be more ways to get big nongaussianity that nobody has
thought of yet. I would be surprised if there are lots more ways, however,
because there has been a lot of activity in trying to construct models with f_NL
>> 1 and the list of models considered seems pretty exhaustive to me. It’s clear
that large nongaussianity requires something pretty novel to occur either during
inflation or else shortly afterwards.



Also, it’s worth pointing out that the bispectrum constains a lot of information
and is rather model-dependent so if, as you say, many more models with big
nongaussianity are discovered it still seems likely that they’ll be (at least in
principle) distinguishable from DBI.



All Landscape, All the Time

June 5, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

There seems to be a peculiar trend going on in the particle theory community. Just
about all theorists I talk to, correspond with, argue with on blogs, etc. claim to be
quite unhappy with the Landscape, and insist that most of their colleagues share this
view. On the other hand, all evidence is that Landscape research is becoming
increasingly influential at the highest levels of the string theory community. The most
prominent yearly string theory conference, Strings 07, will soon be taking place in
Madrid, and titles of many of the talks there have just been announced. The largest
contingent of speakers is from Stanford, and it appears likely that landscape studies
will be the most popular topic at the conference, with various aspects of AdS/CFT
running a close second. Just counting the number of times “Landscape” appears in
the title of a talk, so far there are 4 such talks out of 31 with announced titles. Last
year at Strings 06, out of about 50 talks, 2 had “Landscape” in the title. Naively
extrapolating this eternally inflationary trend to the future, pretty much all Strings 1X
talks should be about the Landscape…

Another indication of where the field is going is the yearly TASI summer school aimed
at training graduate students in particle theory. This year the topic is “String
Universe”, and several of the lecture series are about the Landscape, with two having
“Landscape” in the title. Videos of the talks are being made available now, even as the
summer school is going on. I learned about this from Clifford Johnson, who writes that
the talk he most wanted to look at and recommends to everyone is Raphael Bousso’s
on “Cosmology and the Landscape”.

Harvard’s Lubos Motl traditionally has been a landscape skeptic, but in recent
months he has been writing more and more positive things about this subject. His
latest posting advertises a new paper by Raby and Wingertner calculating statistics
on (an extremely small piece of) the heterotic landscape.

Update: Lubos has written a posting entitled Landscape 2007 in response to this one.
His point of view seems to be that although he doesn’t like the Landscape, he doesn’t
have a workable vacuum selection principle, and as time goes on and no such
principle is found, this makes the Landscape more and more likely to be correct. He
doesn’t seem to even consider the possibility that the existence of the Landscape and
the lack of a vacuum selection principle means that string-based 10/11d unification is
just a failed idea. I suspect his point of view may be widely shared among string
theorists, explaining the simultaneous unhappiness with the Landscape and its
increasingly widespread adoption as a research program.

Comments

1. ObsessiveMathsFreak
June 5, 2007

http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/041_speakers.htm
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Just about all theorists I talk to, correspond with, argue with on blogs,
etc. claim to be quite unhappy with the Landscape, and insist that most
of their colleagues share this view. On the other hand, all evidence is
that Landscape research is becoming increasingly influential at the
highest levels of the string theory community.

Have you taken into account that you may be persona non grata among
Landscape researchers. Of course it may also be the case that you have become
ad hoc confessor for the String Theory community, whom they go to in secret
outside the group to confess their doubts and heresies. I hope you’re not abusing
your position by giving them your own book to buy and read as a penance!

2. anon.
June 5, 2007

It’s about a year since Lubos was converted from his heresy. In his June 18,
2006, blog posting entitled Top twelve results of string theory, Lubos’ top result
number 12 was:

‘The existence of the landscape, a large enough set of metastable solutions that
the cosmological constant can adjust to a value small enough as to allow
organized structures (which require many bits and many cycles).’

He wrote that this result was added at the suggestion of Prof. Polchinski. It’s
kinda confusing to me to see the landscape hailed as a top result of string theory,
something to be proud of.

Should Prof. Baez now revise his crackpot index so that it doesn’t include
theories which are endlessly adjustable and so can’t make falsifiable predictions?

3. Peter Shor
June 5, 2007

Could it be that everything else in string theory is just too hard to get any
significant results in?

4. Bhabha
June 5, 2007

There seems to be a peculiar trend going on in the theoretical physics
community. Just about all theorists I talk to, correspond with, argue with in
letters, etc. claim to be quite unhappy with the theory of relativity, and insist that
most of their colleagues share this view. On the other hand, all evidence is that
relativity research is becoming increasingly influential at the highest levels of
the theoretical physics community.

Letter from journalist X.Y. to his friend Z.V. in 1920.

(Note for the nitpicker: I do not think the landscape is comparable to relativity
but merely would like to point out that the fact that a particular theory is
unwelcome in scientific circles and yet it gains momentum can not and should



not be interpreted as a defect.)

5. Peter Woit
June 5, 2007

Peter Shor,

Yes, I think that’s basically why landscape studies are so popular. The huge
variety of possible “vacua” provide a huge number of possible calculations you
can do, many of which are not very hard. So, instead of trying to solve a hard
problem (actually find a legitimate way to unify physics via string theory, or work
on an alternative), people do this, even though it can’t ever lead anywhere.
Seems pretty dysfunctional to me…

6. Peter Woit
June 5, 2007

Bhabha,

“I do not think the landscape is comparable to relativity”

Than why write a comment making the analogy?

I’ll point out that my comment that most physicists are unhappy with the
landscape is not my argument that there is something wrong with it. I’ve made
that scientific argument at great length here and elsewhere.

7. wolfgang
June 5, 2007

Peter,

> Clifford Johnson, who writes that the talk he most wanted to look at and
recommends to everyone is Raphael Bousso’s on “Cosmology and the
Landscape”

this is quite different from what Clifford wrote.
“I glanced for a while at Raphael Bousso’s first lecture in the series “Cosmology
and the Landscape”, and it was clear and very well presented.”

8. King Ray
June 5, 2007

Einstein particularly despised those physicists who looked for the thinnest part
of a board and then drilled as many holes as they could there.

Sounds like the problem with the landscape, string theory, toy models, etc. is
that physicists are looking for something that they can calculate and publish,
regardless of whether it has any relevance to the real world. That seems
secondary.

Physicists need to knuckle down, think hard for years and try to solve some real



problems instead of darting off to higher or lower dimensions when things get
too difficult. I think they publish too much. Just pick up any copy of Phys Rev D;
99% of the theories are inconsistent with each other, so therefore 99% of them
are wrong. Or not even wrong.

9. Ptolemy
June 5, 2007

Wolfgang, your quotation is a bit incomplete, missing:

“(This is not entirely surprising – Raph is always an excellent lecturer.)

“This is great! I’m going to make some time to work through some of this
wonderful material over the next month. Anyone else?”

10. Peter Woit
June 5, 2007

wolfgang,

I exaggerated slightly, but the fact remains that the Bousso talk on the landscape
was the one Clifford chose to spend his time watching, not others, and I think his
comments read as an encouragement to others to spend their time watching this
talk. Since Clifford is known to complain that critics emphasize too much the role
of the landscape and associated pseudo-scientific argumentation in current
string theory, I thought it odd that he chose to watch and recommend the Bousso
talk, which is about as pseudo-scientific as these things get, rather than
something else, like one of the talks on aspects of AdS/CFT, which he often
complains doesn’t get enough attention.

Note: The above comment is as originally written, but it was not written as
carefully as I would have liked. The clause “which is about as pseudo-scientific as
these things get” was intended to refer to the advertised topic of Bousso’s series
of talks, not specifically to his first talk.

11. anon.
June 5, 2007

OK, I’m puzzled by your count of which topics are dominating string theory (but
then, I usually am). I see four titles explicitly mentioning the landscape, maybe
two more that are landscape-related. That’s all. Are you counting anything
related to, say, inflationary model-building as ‘landscape’?

12. anon.
June 5, 2007

Also:

I thought it odd that he chose to watch and recommend the Bousso talk, which is
about as pseudo-scientific as these things get

I watched the first Bousso lecture: it was a very straightforward description of



deSitter space, FRW cosmology, and why there is a cosmological constant
problem. Things that anyone interested in cosmology should know. Are you
referring to a later talk?

13. Eric Mayes
June 5, 2007

I wonder what Einstein would think about those who like to sit and criticsize, but
who don’t ever do anything themselves.

14. Peter Woit
June 5, 2007

anon,

I chose to stick to counting whether “landscape” occurs in the title to avoid
issues of interpretation, as well as not knowing what will actually be in some of
these talks. I’ll accept your count of 6 landscape related talks. I count 4 talks on
AdS/CFT, no other single topic with more talks than this. I don’t think my
characterization of the landscape as the topic with the single largest number of
talks is incorrect.

I didn’t watch the Bousso talk, made the assumption that his series of talks with
the title “Cosmology and the Landscape” would cover similar material to his
recent papers on the subject. If the first talk didn’t mention the nonsense about
the landscape, and that’s why Clifford was promoting it, my apologies to him,
although I think it would have been a good idea for him to explain that the
reason that it was a good talk was that it didn’t deal with half of its title.

15. Peter Woit
June 5, 2007

Hi Eric,

And I wonder what Einstein would think of those who devote their energies to
defending the practice of bogus pseudo-science by engaging in personal attacks
on anyone who dares to point out that this is what is going on?

16. John Baez
June 5, 2007

Should Prof. Baez now revise his crackpot index so that it doesn’t
include theories which are endlessly adjustable and so can’t make
falsifiable predictions?

No, this item on the crackpot index still stands:

50 points for claiming you have a revolutionary theory but giving no
concrete testable predictions.

I’m not saying string theory is crackpot physics. Whether someone wins the 50
crackpot points depends on what claims they make for this theory.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/crackpot.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/crackpot.html


17. Eric Mayes
June 5, 2007

Hi Peter,
I only point out that the people who criticize the most also happen to be those
who contribute the least. In my experience, such people make noise in order to
give the appearance of being relevant. I’m the not criticizing you, by the way.
Generally, I have no problems with your arguments, only that sometimes your
statements are too extreme, i.e. that string theory is ‘pseudo-science’ and string
theorists are dishonest, etc.. You could make your points without this vitriol.

Anyway, you’re right that not too many string theorists like the anthropic
principle. However, most except the reality of the Landscape. It’s just not
possible to answer the vacuum selection problem right now, as your nemesis
points out in his recent comments. This question will have to eventually be
answered if string theory is too be viagle, and I think it’s healthy to point this
out.

Best,
Eric

18. Joseph Smidt
June 5, 2007

“Videos of the talks are being made available now,”

As always, thanks for the heads up. This bog is great!

19. Joseph Smidt
June 5, 2007

bog = blog (Above)

20. Michele
June 6, 2007

Dear Peter,

You are sure of the failure of superstring theory?
I think that if the Theory of String is “very elegant” also only from the point of
view mathematical, it could not be wrong completely.
I am looking forward of receiving Your answer at this my opinion.

21. Michele
June 6, 2007

I’m studying string theory from about seven years. You think really that the
string theorist, hence also me, are visionary?
For me You are a long way off from the truth and I’m sorry that You have not
again understood the beauty and the elegance of mathematical verity.
I hope that You answer at these my two observations.



22. Thomas Larsson
June 6, 2007

I wonder what Einstein would think about those who like to sit and criticsize, but
who don’t ever do anything themselves.

Quite a good point, because Einstein’s time was not completely unlike ours. It
didn’t take an Einstein to see that the Michelson-Morley experiment in 1887 was
problematic for ether theory, but it did take an Einstein to discover special
relativity. So what would Einstein think about those who liked to sit and criticize
ether theory, but who didn’t ever came up with special relativity themselves?

23. matteoeo
June 6, 2007

michele,

while you wait for Woit’s answer (which surely won’t come up until next US
morning), I would like to ask you a few questions, just to warm the night up:
– why in your view is string theory such a beautiful theory? where does its
beauty come from? I happen to think just the opposite, that string theory is a
kind of messy zoo with no rules and principles in it, and no elegance at all.
– why should this questionable elegance be a piece of reality, if no experiment is
ever going to falsify or validate ST?
– what is truth in science? You sound to me like a sort of mistic or religious when
you talk about “verity” (which is not an english word by the way, maybe “truth”
might work better)
– have you read Woit’s book or a wide selection of his blog entries?

24. Yatima
June 6, 2007

Is it really important what Einstain would have thunk before 1905? Maybe he
would have been too busy examining patent applications?

Einstein just went for simplicity – he got rid of the Ether altogether (which was
actually not disproved by the MM experiment series) and reused the Fitzgerald-
Lorentz equations to good effect:

… the introduction of a light-ether will prove to be superfluous since, according
to the view to be developed here, neither will a space in absolute rest endowed
with special properties be introduced nor will a velocity vector be associated
with a point of empty space in which electromagnetic processes take place.

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/HistTopics/Special_relativity.html

On the other hand, his post-GR opinions on force unification might be of more
interest.

25. matteoeo
June 6, 2007

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/HistTopics/Special_relativity.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/HistTopics/Special_relativity.html


michele,

I have more questions for you. I understand you’re a young italian string
theorist. Since a great deal of the string debate is on sociological issues, such as
funding and student recruitment, I think these topics might be interesting:
– after seven years study, do you handle it well enough to work on it and publish?
– during these years, did you also try to take a look at alternative theories of
gravity, or on advances in the mathematics of QFT, or any other subject?
– how did you get involved in ST? Did you choose by yourself or were you
strongly addressed by some professor?
– when you chose, were you aware of the state-of-the-art of ST?
– did popular books such as Greene’s “L’universo elegante” have any role?
– in case SUSY weren’t to come up at LHC, would you keep studying ST? have
you ever thought of abandoning the theory in case it didnt’ lead to any significant
improvement, and try to study something new?

26. Michele
June 6, 2007

I think that is perhaps a big exaggeration suggest that string theory is
completely useless.
I am sure that are many stringy inspired pieces of mathematics (with regard
some sectors of string theory) that will be of great interest to mathematicians for
years to come.
This is, for me, the mathematical “beauty” of string theory.

27. Michele
June 6, 2007

I’m not a young string theorist. I am a studious of mathematics and theoretical
physics.
I think that also you have not again understood the mathematical beauty….

28. Michele
June 6, 2007

For matteoeo

Who are you, please?
I’m looking forward to read the answer of Prof. Peter Woit.
However, I’ve read many books of string theory (Polchinski, Green-Schwarz-
Witten) and more than 500 papers concerning various sectors of string theory.
I’ve also published 13 papers. I’ve “trust” in the mathematical beauty of string
theory and I’m sure that the next experiments with LHC can be the confirm to it.

Message for Italian peoples

Purtroppo mi rendo conto che ci sono molte persone e molti studiosi di vedute
limitate e che non hanno rispetto per quella che loro definiscono “astrattezza”
della scienza matematica.
Ma chi ha fede fino in fondo verrà ricompensato degli sforzi di anni e anni di



studi pazienti e sacrifici inenarrabili.

29. matteoeo
June 6, 2007

michele,

the point has been made very frequently in this blog’s threads that one should
distinguish ST’s merits as a mathematical tool and as a theory of something
physical. I also question the fact that the theory itself is beautiful; the study of
strings has boosted a great amount of study in many areas of mathematics and of
mathematical QFTs, and has revealed very beautiful truths (which are
tautologies and have nothing to share with the platonic “truth” you talk about)
belonging to these areas, but is ST itself a beautiful theory? I really don’t know,
do strings themselves have any very simple and beautiful mathcmatical content?
Maybe anomaly cancellation. Or is it just an instrument that reflects other
theorys’ light?
If you distinguish among mathematical achievements and physical world
description, you can also say that from the physiscs point of view ST is
completely useless, since it cannot calculate anything.

30. matteoeo
June 6, 2007

LHC cannot confirm ST, since ST doesn’t predict anything hat has to do with
LHC; what could happen is that LHC does not falsify it, which surely will be the
case since ST is not fasifiable. as to your italian message, what stries me more is
the use of the word “Faith”, which in my view shouldn’t belong to science. Will
you still have faith after LHC will show no sign of SUSY?
Anyway I’ll stop posting since this is becoming a personal argument and at the
moment there is no moderation. And also the topic was “anthropic landscape”
rather than ST in general. Sorry Peter.

31. Peter Woit
June 6, 2007

Michele,

I’ve never written anywhere that “string theory is completely useless”. String
theory is a mixed bag, ranging from some wonderful mathematics to some
appalling pseudo-science. This posting is about the “Landscape”, an increasingly
active part of string theory research which is mathematically extremely ugly, as
well as showing no signs at all of having any connection to physics. This is what
I’m criticizing here as pseudo-science. If you’re interested in my views on string
theory in general, there’s a huge amount of this here on the blog, and my book
has just come out in Italian…

32. Chris Oakley
June 6, 2007

Like the host of this blog – and no doubt many others – I find Lubos’s climbdown



over the anthropic principle somewhat puzzling, especially as this does not seem
to be based on any new evidence coming to light. I would advance the following
explanation: although the String Theory community values Lubos’s services as a
cheerleader, they do, at the same time, recognise that he is a loose cannon, and
have sent him to special clinic for reprogramming, a bit like Alex in A Clockwork
Orange. The new Lubos, although just as hostile to critics of S.T. will now no
longer resist the encroachment of anthropic arguments, or any other pseudo-
science that comes his way, provided that it comes from the right sources.

33. woit
June 6, 2007

Apologies to John Baez, whose comment above spent all night in the spam queue
of my blog software. It gets very suspicious when people use links in their
comments, unfortunately it doesn’t seem to be configurable in any way.

34. Thomas Larsson
June 6, 2007

Chris, the anthropic landscape is the language in which God wrote the world.

35. Michele
June 6, 2007

Dear Peter

I would Thank You for Your advices. I’ve determined to read Your new book.
Now, I’m writing You for ask You with regard the “Loop Quantum gravity”, you
think that it can be a good alternative theory as regards string theory?

36. Brett
June 6, 2007

I just want to point out that “verity” most certainly is an English word, one of
which I happen to be rather fond.

37. matteoeo
June 6, 2007

strange, my dictionary doesn’t quote it but I see on Word Reference it exists,
must be very rare. sorry for that.

michele, would You like to answer my question about faith and science?

38. Michele
June 6, 2007

matteoeo

I believe in mathematics and this has not a metaphysics meaning.

39. AGeek

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Clockwork_Orange/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Clockwork_Orange/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Clockwork_Orange/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Clockwork_Orange/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Clockwork_Orange/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Clockwork_Orange/


June 6, 2007

King ray wrote: “Physicists need to knuckle down, think hard for years and try to
solve some real problems instead of darting off to higher or lower dimensions
when things get too difficult. I think they publish too much.”

True. Alas, this has a cause, known as “publish or perish”. So either you
pick/invent some easy problem which you can use to generate a lot of papers in a
fairly limited amount of time, or you’re out of academia and need to get a Real
Job(TM) to put food on the table. And then you won’t have much if any time to
think about physics.

So academia ends up being populated by people doing things which they don’t
really believe in, holding on to the hope that some day, they’ll end up having the
time to do what they really would like to. Somehow. Someday.

Easy to criticize, but try to come up with a workable alternative.

Maybe somebody smart enough to do something really worthwile in theoretical
physics should also be smart enough to become independently wealthy in a
reasonable amount of time (a decade or so)? Then the best course of action
might be to just fire all theoreticians and funnel the funds to experimental
physics instead. An LHC is out of reach for individuals, so it can only be built
using public funds. Not true of model building and theory.

40. Leonard Ornstein
June 6, 2007

Michele

“Believing” in anything for a while, is at least a temporary metaphysical act of
faith.

Any social contracts to deal with something as “given”, without proof, such as
commitments to axiomatics of logic, mathematics, language, etc., are all
equivalent to metaphysical acts of faith. So none of us, scientist or
mathematicians, should decry metaphysic “belief” too vigorously. We can’t avoid
it.

But one shouldn’t loses track of the difference between metaphysical, unprovable
models, and those which (although also essentially metaphysical) are able to be
supported or refuted by empirical observation. Because this distinguishes
scientific models, and the scientific enterprise, from most other (including
mathematical) models and disciplines.

The argument to which you should try to respond is that String Theories and the
Landscape currently don’t pass this test, as Science.

41. fynn
June 6, 2007



Thanks for pointing to the link to the TASI2007 lecture videos (via “Asymptotia”).
Meanwhile I listened there to the first three lectures by Bousso on the c.c.
problem, and found them very illuminating indeed. Without going into too much
technicalities associated with string theory he makes a convincing point that the
anthropic argument, taken seriously, is in fact not a mere tautology, and far from
trivial, since it obliges to demonstrate that there are sufficiently many choices
for the c.c. in the theory, and to derive from the theory a mechanism how these
choices are populated in a way consistent with the observations about our
universe.
Very recommendable lectures, also for non-experts.
Cheers, Fynn.

42. Chris Oakley
June 6, 2007

AGeek — you could be on to something there.

43. Alex Mikunov
June 7, 2007

Bousso’s talk mostly based on his previously published papers, e.g.
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0702115
He’s basically trying to substitute Weinberg’s “observers require galaxies” with
something like “observers obey the laws of thermodynamics”
What really bothers me is that, since superstring/M-theory is supposed to explain
[among other things] thermodynamics as well, it’s like saying “observers obey
the laws of superstrings”. This, of course, leads nowhere [at least logically].
(Correct me if I’m wrong)
Thus, it’s obvious to assume that we need some sort of a meta-theory approach,
maybe similar to what we have in mathematical logic/proof theory

44. Raphael Bousso
June 7, 2007

Peter,

A few years ago, you wrote about the Einstein issue of the Scientific American:

“One article in the magazine doesn’t really have much to do with Einstein and I
believe would make him gag if he were still around. The article, entitled “The
String Theory Landscape” is by Raphael Bousso and Joe Polchinski. In it they
claim credit for the pseudo-scientific idea of “explaining” the value of the
cosmological constant by the existence of the “landscape” and the anthropic
principle. It’s sad to see this nonsense being purveyed by the most respected and
well-known popular science publication in the US.”

After Joe commented on this on Jacques Distler’s blog
(http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html), you offered an
apology:

“First of all, you’re right that the tone is quite objectionable and I’d like to

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0702115
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0702115
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html


apologize to you for it. I sincerely regret writing that posting in that way, and
you’re right to object to it. But while I agree with you about the civility issue
here, I disagree with you about the issue of whether this kind of thing is
legitimate scientific discussion. The example you give is a low point for my blog
[…]”

I am not qualified to judge the competition for low point on your blog, but the
depth of your contrition is illustrated well by a more recent posting:

“I thought it odd that he chose to watch and recommend the Bousso talk, which
is about as pseudo-scientific as these things get”

which, amusingly, prompted one of your readers to inform you of its content. I
can’t help admiring the frankness of your reply,

“I didn’t watch the Bousso talk […]”,

but the episode tempts me to quote the question that Welch asked McCarthy. You
can google it as an exercise in checking sources.

45. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

Raphael,

The only thing I regret here is that I did not express myself precisely in one of
the comments I wrote, with the “about as pseudo-scientific as these things get”
clause applying to your talk when I meant it to apply to the advertised topic of
your lectures. I’ll add something to the end of that comment to make that clear.

No, I didn’t watch the talk, but I have read your recent papers, as well as a wide
variety of other promotional material by you and others for the anthropic
landscape, including your Scientific American article with Polchinski. I’m not
about to apologize for referring to any of that as “pseudo-science”, since that’s
what it is. I can assure you that, privately but perhaps not to your face, a large
number of physicists express themselves in even stronger and less civil manner
about this topic. After I apologized to Polchinski for some of the language used
about the Scientific American article, I received several e-mails from people
complaining to me that I had no business apologizing, since my description was
completely accurate.

Many people besides me, including many of the leaders of the particle theory
community, feel that what you and others are doing to (quite successfully)
promote an inherently untestable research program is extremely dangerous for
physics. I’m not going to apologize for forcefully making this case here.

46. nigel cook
June 7, 2007

If you think it permissible to bring up the McCarthy era as an analogy to
criticisms of the cosmic landscape, you may escalate the hostilities because



others will draw analogies between string propaganda and the propaganda of
certain historical dictatorships, etc.

The following question in my opinion can more appropriately be directed to those
who popularize pseudoscience, than to those who combat it:

‘Have you no sense of decency?’ – http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches
/welch-mccarthy.html

47. Bee
June 7, 2007

well, the landscape is definitely a topic that attracts a lot of attention and very
many interesting developments have been made in this field. I am presently at
the String Phenomenology (this year near Rome) and we’ve just had a very
stimulating talk by Keith Dienes who closed (among other things) with stating
“just as in astrophysics, botany, and zoology, the first step in the analysis of a
large data set is enumeration and classification” (slides not yet online, should be
shortly). He made his points well, his talk was (as always) very good (as well as
entertaining), and I understand the attempt of ‘That’s what we have, now let’s
deal with it’ – which is imho as risky as courageous. Nevertheless I can’t avoid
finding the landscape botanics somewhat depressing.

48. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

Bee,

The problem is that the landscape of supposed string vacua is NOT a “data set”.
Actual data about the real world is worth spending time enumerating and
classifying. Endlessly complicated and useless constructions that reflect nothing
except the failure of a certain research program are not worth spending time on.
The fact that this is a rather easy activity to engage in, that you can keep
yourself busy for years doing it, generating lots of papers, doesn’t mean it’s
worth doing.

49. Eric
June 7, 2007

Peter,
If you think studying string theory vacua is is not worth your time, then you
definitely shouldn’t spend any time on it. However, leave the rest of us who think
it’s worthwhile alone. I don’t see how it’s any of your concern what the rest of us
choose to study.

50. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

Eric,

If you don’t want to hear my opinions on “string vacua” and want to be left alone

http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/welch-mccarthy.html
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/welch-mccarthy.html
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/welch-mccarthy.html
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/welch-mccarthy.html


to pursue their study, all you have to do is not read this blog.

51. Eric
June 7, 2007

Ok, I won’t read it anymore. I recommend this to everyone.

52. Peter Shor
June 7, 2007

In mathematics, I have the impression that the criterion for tenure is not
counting papers, but counting really good papers. Is this different in physics? Do
many mediocre papers get you tenure?

53. Bee
June 7, 2007

The problem is that the landscape of supposed string vacua is NOT a “data set”.

Oh well. By now, you must know that I think the whole landscape is a bug not a
feature. But I think the term ‘data set’ was just used in a somewhat vague
context, referring not to ‘data’ as measurements, but as quantifiable features
within that landscape of possibilities. Of course you can classify that stuff – isn’t
that what mathematicians do all the time? There’s a vast number of possible
mathematical structures, one can categorize them and count them, and find all
kinds of interesting relations etc etc. If you like, you can try to calculate the
probability for finding 9112001 within the first n digits of \pi or try to explain
why there are more puddles than lakes, or why the number 17 is the most
random number there is. See, I like maths, I also like zoology and botany, but I
don’t want it to be sold as physics. Plus I wouldn’t want to categorize 10^500
things, whether vacua, herbs or butterflies. Best,

B.

54. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

Peter,

People in physics do tend to write more papers than people in mathematics, but
at good institutions, you’re going to need to have written good papers to get
tenure, not just a lot of mediocre ones. Of course, then the debate is about what
is a “good paper”, which is not so clear in a field like string theory unification,
where no one is making real progress.

Of course, if it’s too hard to write good papers, then, in terms of getting tenure,
more mediocre ones is better than fewer.

55. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

Raphael,



I did today watch your third TASI lecture on-line. In it you explain to the students
that the Landscape is a “great success for string theory”. After watching it, I’ll
stand by my characterization of what you presented to the students as
“pseudoscience”.

56. Christine
June 7, 2007

Bee wrote:

Of course you can classify that stuff – isn’t that what mathematicians do all the
time? There’s a vast number of possible mathematical structures, one can
categorize them and count them, and find all kinds of interesting relations etc
etc.

It took 60 Gigabytes to store information on the exceptional Lie group E8…
Analogously, if one considers the landscape as some type of mathematical
structure per se, one would still have to deal — at some point — with an
incredibly huge amount of information, no?

57. Dave B
June 7, 2007

What if the string theory is the correct theory of quantum gravity and the
landscape is real? Can we really dismiss a theory just because it contains a
feature we don’t like? It’s not impossible that the existence of our universe is
completely random. Perhaps this is not a comforting thought, but it doesn’t
invalidate string theory. Rejecting string theory on this basis is as foolish as
Einstein rejecting quantum mechanics because of its probablistic nature.
Perhaps there are simply limits to our ability to know everything and make
predictions.

58. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

Dave B.

Yes, it’s possible that the landscape is real, it’s possible that we live in a Matrix
overseen by superior beings, etc., etc. But an explanation is only scientific if it is
possible to use it to make predictions which can be tested against experiment.
This is scientific method 101, and it’s something the Landscape people aren’t
doing. They don’t have a plausible idea about how to test their theory, even in
principle. This is why I claim it is pseudo-science, not science.

59. Dave B
June 7, 2007

I don’t think it’s fair to compare the landscape and string theory to some
crackpot fantasy. It is a consistent body of work based upon solid mathematical
underpinnings and well-motivated physically. I think your objections are
philosphical rather than scientific. I don’t think it’s true that string theory is not



able to make predictions ‘in principle’, it just may not be possible right now for
technical reasons. If quantum mechanics has taught us anything, it’s that it’s
impossible to know and predict everything. You would reject quantum mechanics
as ‘unscientific’ because it cannot predict the outcome of every experiment and
can only give statistical probabilities. Why is it so hard to believe that the
properies and existence of our universe would be any different?

60. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

The problem with the landscape is not that it doesn’t predict everything, it is that
it does not predict anything. QM makes a huge number of testable predictions,
which have been confirmed, the landscape makes none (and the reasons for this
are not “technical”, but inherent in the whole concept). One of these is science,
one is pseudo-science.

61. Dave B
June 7, 2007

No, the landscape predicts a discrete set of possible vacua, any one of which
could be a description of our universe. QM does the same. For an invidual
measurement, QM can only make statistical predictions by assigning probablities
to a large set of possible outcomes. You can only test QM by performing a large
number of individual measurements. IT CANNOT PREDICT THE OUTCOME OF
AN INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENT. I’m sure that the landscape of string theory is
the same, only it’s not presently known how to assign probabilities to the
different vacua.

62. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

Dave,

You have no idea what you’re talking about. QM makes both exact and statistical
predictions. The landscape of string theory is not the same. It makes no
predictions whatsover.

63. Eugene Stefanovich
June 8, 2007

Dave B.:

I don’t think it’s fair to compare the landscape and string theory to some
crackpot fantasy. It is a consistent body of work based upon solid mathematical
underpinnings and well-motivated physically.

I would disagree about solid mathematical underpinnings. In my opinion,
physicists were never interested in a rigorous mathematical (definition/axiom
/theorem) formulation of their theories. Theoretical physics was always a
patchwork of mathematical proofs, plausible guesses, and outrageous
hypotheses. For centuries this worked fine, because experiment provided a



mechanism of “natural selection”: stupid theories couldn’t survive experimental
tests. Now we don’t have the culture of mathematical rigor, and we don’t have
experimental censorship. In these conditions, the only factor of “natural
selection” is sociological: if you managed to gather more supporters than your
opponent, then your theory won.

64. Anonymous
June 8, 2007

In response to Raphael Bousso, Peter Woit wrote, “No, I didn’t watch the talk,
but I have read your recent papers, as well as a wide variety of other
promotional material by you and others for the anthropic landscape … I’m not
about to apologize for referring to any of that as ‘pseudo-science’, since that’s
what it is. I can assure you that, privately but perhaps not to your face, a large
number of physicists express themselves in even stronger and less civil manner
about this topic.”

For those who weren’t able to track down the question that Welch asked
McCarthy, here’s a clue: “in February 1950, an undistinguished, first-term
Republican senator from Wisconsin, Joseph McCarthy, burst into national
prominence when, in a speech in Wheeling, West Virginia, he held up a piece of
paper that he claimed was a list of 205 known communists currently working in
the State Department. McCarthy never produced documentation for a single one
of his charges, but for the next four years he exploited an issue that he realized
had touched a nerve in the American public.” From “Basic Readings in U.S.
Democracy”, http://usinfo.state.gov/usa/infousa/facts/democrac/60.htm

65. Thomas Larsson
June 8, 2007

Godwin’s Law:
As an online discussion grows longer, the probability of a comparison involving
Nazis or Hitler approaches one. Once such a comparison is made, the thread is
finished and whoever mentioned the Nazis has automatically “lost” whatever
debate was in progress.

It seems to me that McCarthy can be substituted for Hitler, and that prof. Bousso
thus has lost the argument.

66. Bruno
June 8, 2007

Could it be that the Landscape is welcomed by the proponents of Intelligent
Design? As soon as it is established by reputable physicists that the very delicate
fundamental features of the universe were created as an extremely improbable
choice out of an astronomical number of possible choices, the religiously minded
will triumph.

I think science shouldn’t give up trying to explain observations.

Best regards,

http://usinfo.state.gov/usa/infousa/facts/democrac/60.htm
http://usinfo.state.gov/usa/infousa/facts/democrac/60.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Godwin's_Law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Godwin's_Law


Bruno

67. Peter Woit
June 8, 2007

In response to “Anonymous” who left the address “anonymous@anon.com”,

Raphael chose to write in here and say what he had to say under his own name,
which I greatly respect. It’s a very unfortunate aspect of this debate that many
people feel unwilling (often for good reasons) to publicly get involved in it in any
way. If anyone doubts though that there is strong opposition to the idea that the
Landscape is a “great success” of string theory, or that there is a widespread
opinion that it is not normal science and is a bad thing for the field, pick a
random sample of physicists and ask them privately. Or note that Susskind, the
most well-known proponent of the Landscape, recently described his experience
as that of being at the center of a circular firing squad.

68. wow
June 8, 2007

The situation is considerably more nuanced than you describe,
Peter.

Most string theorists now believe there is a landscape, in the
sense that the semiclassical approximation to the theory has a
huge number of consistent, metastable (or in supersymmetric
or AdS cases, stable) vacua.

Most string theorists are not yet willing to
buy into anthropic reasoning; they view the situation above as
disturbing, but as one that can perhaps be “saved” by a selection
principle. The detailed nature of this principle is however never
discussed (some people talk about Hartle Hawking wavefunctions
or whatever, but there is no indication at all that this helps).

The belief in a large number of consistent vacua is supported by
a large body of mathematical work of varying levels of rigor, since
the theory does not allow exact computations in most cases of
interest. But the evidence is now accepted as fairly decisive by
most theorists. This was clear even at Strings 2005, the location
of the infamous anthropic poll which also demonstrates the point
about hostility to anthropic reasoning. It has only become clearer
over the past 2 years.

It will be interesting to see how many can continue to deny the
efficacy of anthropic reasoning about the CC as the years pass,
if the wished-for dynamical miracle does not materialize.

69. Peter Woit
June 8, 2007



wow,

I’m not sure what “most” string theorists think, it’s certainly true that the
situation is nuanced, with many people having trouble figuring out how to deal
with it.

I suspect that your point of view may be somewhat influenced by the part of the
world you are in, but, sure, what I was writing about in the posting was the
increasingly widespread degree of acceptance of the Landscape as a well-
founded aspect of string theory. Yes, more and more string theorists
acknowledge that it is a feature of the semi-classical approximation to the theory
in a metastable ground state. But there are two possible reactions to this:

1. These are physically relevant ground states for the full theory. To get the SM
and actual physics out of this, then opinion splits between anthropic/statistical
argumentation (also known as pseudoscience…) and belief that a cosmological
selection principle will save the day (also known as wishful thinking…)

2. These are probably not physically relevant ground states for the full non-
perturbative theory, whose properties we do not understand yet at all. From
everything he says, I take this to be David Gross’s point of view, and that of many
other people, including almost all the string theorists I know personally and have
discussed this with.

I find 2. to carry too much wishful thinking for my taste, although it’s nowhere
near as bad as the wishful thinking that Hartle-Hawking will save string theory
by picking out a point in the landscape. The point of view of proponents of 2. is
often that better understanding non-perturbative string theory is in any case an
interesting research program that, even if it fails as a TOE, quite possibly will
lead to other important results (a solution of QCD, new mathematics, etc.)

I would guess that there are more string theorists in camp 2. than in camp 1, but
I don’t have very good statistics. Maybe at Strings 2007, this question can be put
to a public vote…

70. wow
June 8, 2007

Hi Peter:

Thats interesting. I don’t know any who hold view 2; the
AdS/CFT correspondence pretty much kills this point of
view for many of the AdS vacua, since the field theories are well defined and
hence show that string theory really does have these exact, well defined
superselection sectors giving distinct stable solutions. One could hope all
metastable
De Sitter or Minkowski vacua are just artifacts of the semiclassical
approximation, but I don’t know any string theorists who really
believe this (well, maybe Tom Banks; you say D. Gross, though this doesn’t
coincide with my understanding from actual discussions I’ve witnessed).



Point of view 2. would require all kinds
of miraculous failures of perturbation theory, and in normal physics, we haven’t
seen this happen. (Almost our entire understanding of general relativity and
quantum field theory is not “nonperturbative” in this sense, and we use them
quite successfully every day; the Standard Model is not fully asymptotically free
and this doesn’t hamper us, GR cannot be quantized without invoking string
theory, etc.).

Clearly, we must be talking to different (very large) samples of string theorists.

71. Peter Woit
June 8, 2007

wow,

My understanding of Gross’s point of view is purely based on several of his talks
I’ve attended, and an even larger number of talks of his accessible in one form or
another on the net. His two main oft-repeated points are that “we don’t know
what string theory is”, and “string theory will require us to replace space (and
probably time) by something else”. I take these to mean he has in mind
something more drastic than a Hartle-Hawking or other cosmological selection
mechanism for one of the metastable vacua in the landscape, but maybe I’m
wrong.

One other confusing aspect of this question is that of identifying who is a “string
theorist”. Many people I talk to who have written quite a few papers on string
theory, or even most of their papers on string theory, will say things like “maybe
I’m not really a string theorist”, or “I might be a string theorist, but I’m not part
of the ‘string theory establishment'”. It’s also true that my sample is weighted
towards those working on the more mathematical ends of string theory. But I
also notice that publicly many “establishment” string theorists answer criticisms
of string theory by claiming that the theory is still extremely poorly understood,
with some clearly having in mind a time-scale of another 100 years before real
contact with experiment is made. They often make the point that multiple new
“revolutions” may be needed, and I take this to mean that they see the currently
known string vacua constructions as far from the final story about how
unification will come out of string theory.

72. Mark Srednicki
June 8, 2007

Peter Woit says:
“To get the SM and actual physics out of [the landscape], opinion splits between
anthropic/statistical argumentation (also known as pseudoscience…) …”

On what basis do you believe that it is impossible for the parameters of the SM
to be randomly determined?

It will indeed be disappointing if it turns out that the parameters of the SM
(possibly including the number and type of gauge groups and the
representations of the matter fields) cannot be predicted from a more



fundamental theory, because it turns out that they are in fact the result of a
random process in some sort of multiverse. But I don’t see how you can know,
right now, that this cannot possibly be the case.

And if it can possibly be the case, then it is surely wrong to label investigations
of this possibility as pseudoscience.

After all, we don’t say that the physics of planet formation is pseudoscience
because we can’t use it to calculate the number of planets in out Solar System
and their distances from the Sun; we don’t say that geology is pseudoscience
because we can’t use it to calculate the shapes of the continents.

And if string theory turns out to be compatible with a great variety of models of
low-energy physics, then in this regard it’s no better or worse than quantum field
theory. Should we declare that quantum field theory has failed because it cannot
be used to calculate the parameters of the SM?

73. Peter Woit
June 8, 2007

Mark,

I’m pretty sure we’ve had exactly this argument before, and the answer to your
points is in some of my responses to the comments above. But, again:

The problem with the landscape is not that it doesn’t predict everything, but that
it doesn’t predict anything. This is very different than QFT, which makes a host of
testable, verified predictions. Sure, it is possible that all parameters, gauge
groups, representations of the SM are environmental. It’s also possible that they
are chosen by an omnipotent being who wanted us to have a cozy place to live. If
you want to do science, not pseudo-science, your theory has to make distinctive,
experimentally testable predictions that will allow it to be checked. If you know
of such a prediction made by the anthropic landscape program, let’s hear it. The
only ones I know of are either

1. pure wishful thinking on the order of “maybe if we calculate observables in all
10^500 vacua, the statistics will have a narrow peak and we can make a
prediction”. There is not a shred of evidence for this, in any of the by now many
calculations people have been doing, nor any argument at all why this should
happen.

2. fairly solid arguments that completely disagree with experiment. The most
well-known is the anthropic landscape prediction of the proton lifetime, which is
many, many orders of magnitude too low.

The reason the landscape is pseudoscience is that you can’t use it to make
testable predictions. If you are willing to make some assumptions that do allow
non-trivial predictions, they often come out completely wrong. This kind of
activity is just not science.

74. Eric Mayes



June 8, 2007

Peter,
Name one prediction that QFT alone can make without any input information, i.e.
gauge groups, gauge couplings, and matter content. All of these things must be
put into QFT by hand, and then and only then can you make predictions. As Mark
has said, this is no different than string theory, which for a given vacuum would
be just as predictive. If the vacuum which corresponds to the physics of our
universe could be found, then this would be just as predictive as the QFT
Standard Model. In fact, it would likely be more so since it would include gravity.
The real questions are 1) does such a vacuum exist and 2) how is this vacuum
selected. I think we would be a lot better off if we focus more on the first
question and leave the second question for later.

75. Peter Shor
June 8, 2007

Eric,

I don’t see how you can possible call quantum field theory a failure given its
successful predictions over the last 30 years. The success of quantum field
theory is not that it actually predicts anything a priori, but that once you
constrain your quantum field theory by using the results of experiments, it
predicts the results of other, apparently completely unrelated experiments. Can
string theory do this? Right now, absolutely not.

If string theory is to be able to do this, I believe you will have to address one of
the following questions: (a) are there effective quantum field theories that are
not allowed by string theory? or (b) is there any reasonable way to actually select
the vacuum? I don’t believe that the landscape studies that Peter Woit is
disparaging address either one.

76. anon.
June 8, 2007

‘… this [QFT] is no different than string theory, which for a given vacuum would
be just as predictive. If the vacuum which corresponds to the physics of our
universe could be found, then this would be just as predictive as the QFT
Standard Model. In fact, it would likely be more so since it would include
gravity.’ – Eric

Yeah, all you need to do is to be sure that the 1 in a 10^500 vacuum is the right
one. Easy:

1. choose the best vacuum you can identify (ie one with a small positive cc,
assuming that the cc is a real constant and is not evolving with time, as some
recent cosmological studies with gamma ray bursters suggest)

2. use it to make new predictions.

Now the clever bit:



if the things it predicts don’t show up, then it’s the wrong one.

You then pick out another one of the 10^500 and start again. Eventually you’ll or
some distant stringy descendent will get there, providing that string theory is the
right theory…

Of course, if you’re wrong, no worries. You’ll be dead and buried for billions of
years before the entire 10^500 possibilities have been experimentally refuted.

I think this is the point about the landscape. Of course, if some version of string
theory is reality, and if the it could ever be identified, then yes, it might be able
to predict things in principle. You’re kind of missing the small problem that
nobody has ever given any scientific evidence that this might be the case.
Consistency with spin-2 gravitons and supersymmetry isn’t scientific evidence
since there is no evidence for either, they’re just guesses.

QFT works because its easy to plug experimentally found data into it, which
identifies the real vacuum, and get predictions. You can’t do this with string
theory because you don’t know the state of the unobservably small rolled up
dimensions in the Calabi-Yau manifold which determine the details of the particle
physics. You have to guess one of 10^500 possibilities before plugging
experimental data into it to get a prediction. That’s why it’s a total failure.

77. woit
June 8, 2007

Eric,

The bottom line is simple and you have no argument against it: your theory has
to produce a distinctive, experimentally testable prediction, otherwise belief in it
is a matter or faith, not science. The landscape doesn’t do this, or, to the extent it
does, people ignore disagreement with experiment. This is pseudoscience, not
science.

Saying “But my unpredictive and untestable theory is better than the SM,
because it also includes an unpredictive and untestable gravity sector!” doesn’t
change the fact that you are asking people to believe something about the world
that can’t possibly be checked. This isn’t science.

78. Eric Mayes
June 8, 2007

Peter S.,
I think you misunderstand me, I have not called QFT a failure. However, it should
be recognized that the standard model is but one QFT out of many possible
QFT’s. One has to build a model consistent with QFT and then make predictions
within this model, but by itself QFT can do nothing. String theory is the same.
Regarding whether or not string theory can make predictions of some
parameters in terms of others once it has been constrained by experiment, the
answer is yes. We are presently doing this.
As far as the landscape studies that Peter W. disparages, I agree that they are



not likely to go very far.

79. woit
June 8, 2007

Peter Shor,

The “swampland” program does try and address the problem of identifying
effective QFTs that can’t come from string theory. The problems with this
program are that:

1. Showing that some class of models that don’t look like the real world can’t
come from string theory doesn’t provide evidence that string theory actually has
something to do with the real world.

2. String theory is still so ill-defined that it’s not clear you can say that string
theory can’t produce some model or other. People keep on coming up with new
compactification schemes. Typical “swampland” arguments don’t actually have
anything to do with string theory, but try and argue that the existence of gravity
rules out certain kinds of effective QFTs.

80. Paolo Bizzarri
June 9, 2007

Eric,

I understand that the problem of SM against ST is that SM is much more
constrained.

You are saying that you are predicting some values, given some other values as
parameter (a specific selection of the vacuum).

Is this a falsifiable prediction?

In SM, if an experiment would reveal a different value for some of its
parameters, we could not simply say “Ok, so we have to tune this and this other
parameter”.

Am I right?

81. Eric Mayes
June 9, 2007

Paolo,
The model is as constrained as the CMSSM. Most of the so-called ‘tunable’
parameters are the F-terms which define how supersymmetry is broken. It’s
possible to get many different spectra with these five parameters, however the
spectra are constrained by phenomenological considerations. If for a given set of
values for these parameters the model can get the right values for ALL of the
superpartner masses, then the model would completely describe low-energy
physics. If it can’t reproduce the superpartner masses, then the model is
falsified. Keep in mind that all of the parameters in the model are tightly



constrained by requiring supersymmetry at the string scale, gauge coupling
unification, and the correct CKM masses and mixing for the normal SM particles.

82. Paolo Bizzarri
June 13, 2007

Eric,

just a very dumb question. Which are the right values of the superpartner
masses?

Thank you.

83. alex
June 19, 2007

“Which are the right values of the superpartner masses?”

My guess is that they should be compatible with things like the LEP lightest
chargino bound ~104GeV, the LSP should be neutral and such that the relic
density is within the experimental bounds. The”right” spectrum should result in
radiative EWSB as well as precision gauge coupling unification at two-loops. It
should give the correct value for the Z-boson mass, etc.

84. Peter Woit
June 19, 2007

alex,

In other words the “right values” are the ones compatible with experiment? OK,
hard to argue with that…..

85. Karla
June 19, 2007

I think what’s meant by the ‘right’ values are the experimentally measured
superpartner masses, once they have been found by LHC. Presumably, the
spectrum of superpartner masses is calculable within the model given a set of
input parameters (the soft terms), and the correct superparticle masses may or
may not be obtained for some value of these input parameters.

86. alex
June 19, 2007

Sure, if your model predicts, for example, gluino LSP then it’s obviously not the
“right” spectrum. But apart from experiments, the standard precision gauge
coupling unification and REWSB should also be naturally realized in the model,
according to my biased opinion.



Imposter String Theorist at Stanford

June 6, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

In recent years many people in the particle theory community have been wondering
what’s going on with the Stanford theory group, as it has become dominated by work
on things like the anthropic landscape. It turns out that, for a while now, there was
someone there who even they were wondering about. Her name is Elizabeth Okazaki,
and evidently for the last four years she has

attended graduate physics seminars, used the offices reserved for doctoral and post-
doctoral physics students and — for all intents and purposes made the Varian Physics
Lab her home

this despite the fact that she has no formal affiliation with the university. Some press
stories about this are available from The Stanford Daily (more here) and the San
Francisco Chronicle.

According to the Stanford paper, students interviewed said that Okazaki:

claimed to be a visiting scholar in the humanities, looking to provide an
interdisciplinary perspective on string theory. On several instances, she has said that
she was working with Physics Prof. Leonard Susskind, one of the world’s most
respected string theorists.

but

Susskind told The Daily that Okazaki was not officially associated with him or his lab
in any way.

“As far as I know, she has no official connection with anyone in the physics
department,” Susskind said. “In fact, as far as I can tell, she has a very limited
knowledge of physics itself.”

The story in The Stanford Daily on-line has a long associated comment thread,
containing (besides a lot of nonsense) some comments from people in the Stanford
physics department that provide more insight into the situation.

The San Francisco Chronicle article quotes Stanford graduate student Surjeet
Rajendran about the situation as follows:

A university has a lot of weird people… Some of the faculty are weird, some of the
grad students are weird. So you don’t really know who’s who. And you feel rather, I
guess, rude asking them, ‘What the hell are you doing?’

For another perspective on this, see Scott Aaronson’s posting on The Groupies of
Science, where he makes the point that “Science Needs More Groupies, Not Less”,
and argues that:

http://daily.stanford.edu/article/2007/5/25/imposterIiFourYearsInVarian
http://daily.stanford.edu/article/2007/5/25/imposterIiFourYearsInVarian
http://daily.stanford.edu/article/2007/5/29/physicsLabSquatterBannedFromCampus
http://daily.stanford.edu/article/2007/5/29/physicsLabSquatterBannedFromCampus
http://www.sfgate.info/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2007/05/26/MNG5JQ2AP01.DTL
http://www.sfgate.info/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2007/05/26/MNG5JQ2AP01.DTL
http://www.sfgate.info/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2007/05/26/MNG5JQ2AP01.DTL
http://www.sfgate.info/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2007/05/26/MNG5JQ2AP01.DTL
http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=243
http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=243
http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=243
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When we discover a stowaway on the great Ship of Science, why throw her overboard
when we could make her swab the decks?

Comments

1. island
June 6, 2007

Swab the decks???… Imposter???… Hell, she’s bound to be the closest thing to a
real physicist in the whole department… and they should put her in charge of it…

2. Professor Doctor Fatrear
June 6, 2007

I find the title of your post completely disingenuous. This woman was the typical
friendly crackpot/nutjob that can be found in the halls of every math/physics
department in which I have ever spent even a few days. To call he an `impostor
string theorist’ suggests that string theory has something to do with her
situation, which it clearly doesn’t in any serious sense.

These people survive because people’s hearts are mostly kind and no one feels
like going to the (sometimes considerable) effort of driving away a mostly
harmless occassional nuisance.

The nutjobs with tenure are different matter.

3. Michele
June 6, 2007

Dear Peter,
I would you like to thank You for Your advices. I’ve determined to read Your new
book.
I’m now writing you because I want ask You with regard the “Loop Quantum
Gravity”, You think that it can be a good alternative theory as regards the string
theory?

4. Peter Woit
June 6, 2007

PDF,

The title of my post is not “completely disingenuous”, it is only partly
disingenuous. Sure, I’m making a bit of fun of the Stanford string theorists,
perhaps somewhat unfairly. On the other hand, given Susskind’s behavior over
the past few years, I don’t think it’s a coincidence that this woman without a firm
grasp on reality decided to claim affiliation with him, or that she gravitated to
string theory rather than some other subject.

Not knowing the details of the Stanford situation, I’m not expressing any opinion



about what they should have done or not done, or criticizing them about this.
Academia’s tolerance of eccentricity and various hangers-on is a good thing and I
see nothing wrong with this, quite the opposite. People like Okazaki do put one
in a difficult position about what to do about them.

5. Peter Woit
June 6, 2007

Michele,

LQG is really off-topic here and I don’t want to start up a discussion of it.
Personally I choose to concentrate on particle physics, not quantum gravity,
since only in that case does one have good hopes of testing one’s ideas if they’re
successful. Among approaches to quantum gravity, LQG seems to me a very
interesting one, with some appealing features. But again, this is another topic,
and the last thing I want to do is have another bout of LQG vs. string theory
warfare going on here.

6. Professor Doctor Fatrear
June 6, 2007

I’ve seen a woman without a firm grasp on reality gravitate to singular integral
operators and a scrawny man who understood them very well. I remember a
departmental stalker who was very into Penrose tilings, convinced half the
department had it in for him, and spent a lot of time promoting basic physics on
the web. These people are complicated, show up everywhere and in all
disciplines, and have their good points as well as their bad ones. What happens
in math and physics is that we can tell the difference between crackpots and
people with wild ideas because we have some more or less objective criteria to
work with (fortunately there are no objective criteria in music). On the other
hand, you seem to be implying that Susskind also does not have a firm grasp on
reality, and that seems a bit extreme; even were he a pathologically lying
sycophant of the dean citing himself in every one of his two hundred repetetive
articles, his behavior would be well within academic norms, and I guess he is not
that bad.

7. Aaron Bergman
June 6, 2007

I’ve seen a woman without a firm grasp on reality gravitate to singular integral
operators and a scrawny man who understood them very well.

I’ve seen things you people wouldn’t believe. Attack ships on fire off the shoulder
of Orion. I watched C-beams glitter in the dark near the Tannhauser gate. All
those moments will be lost in time, like tears in rain. Time to die.

(sorry)

8. Peter Woit
June 6, 2007



PDF,

I don’t disagree with your characterization of the various types that inhabit
academia. But yes, I happen to think that Susskind and other promoters of the
anthropic landscape (quite a few of whom are based at Stanford) don’t have a
firm grasp on reality, not in their everyday lives, but in the specific research
program they have chosen to pursue. Sure, this is not really out of academic
norms, which involve tolerating some degree of research of dubious sanity. But
(see previous posting), the fact that this stuff is becoming increasingly influential
and popular at the very center of the field is pretty disturbing.

9. Stanford grad student
June 6, 2007

There’s been a bit of a mischaracterization in the media, I think, of Elizabeth
Okazaki’s situation. It’s been made to sound as if she was a crackpot looking to
rub elbows with the string theorists, hoping to push her theories. In reality, I
think that her interest in science, if she even has one, was entirely peripheral to
her actual goal, which was to live in the building. This was a point that the news
reports tended to underemphasize, that she lived in, as in literally slept in and
ate in and occupied space in, the physics building for four years, and that this
was what was freaking out the grad students. She is a homeless person, and she
saw a great opportunity to take up residence in a building full of people who, as
we saw, wouldn’t bother her, so she did. (And frankly, who can blame her? If I
had to choose between the streets and the student lounge of the physics
building, I’d do the same thing she did.)

Anything to do with string theory or attending seminars or claiming to work for
Lenny Susskind was just part of her cover story. “Wait, who are you? What are
you doing here?” “Oh, I, uh, work for Lenny Susskind, yeah, that’s it.” “Hmm, all
right, carry on.”

This is why I found it amusing that Lenny would focus on the fact that “she has a
very limited knowledge of physics itself.” He, like many others, missed the point
entirely; she wasn’t there for the physics, she was there for the roof.

10. jhk
June 6, 2007

Quite entertaining, but really nothing out of the ordinary. When I was at Stanford
there were much weirder people hanging around the department.

If you’re ever at Stanford, be sure to go to the physics library and look up a Ph.D.
thesis by a Mr. Kenneth Uzo. And be sure to look at which faculty members
signed off on it.

11. anon.
June 6, 2007

‘Some of the faculty are weird, some of the grad students are weird. So you don’t
really know who’s who.’ – Surjeet Rajendran



All faculty and graduate students should wear suits (as was the case until the 60s
hippy culture came in). Better still, they should be forced to wear a beard and
smoke a pipe (as occurred a century ago).

12. lostsoul Ph. D.
June 6, 2007

I have always depended on the kindness of stringers

13. stevenm
June 6, 2007

From the article:
“If she were a large, intimidating man, there’s no doubt that something would be
done,” he said. “There’s a huge bias against appearances and it’s prevented
people from taking action. I can’t see any reason why our department is special.
This could really happen all over the place.”

I can testify to this. My hobbies have always been weightlifting and weight
training and when I studied in the US I slept in the offices overnight for a while
at one point (with permission) while trying to find an apartment. Then one night I
had an encounter with two security guys who were doing their rounds about
2am, and who quickly called for backup. I did have the appropriate ID and
explained the situation. After that on subsequent nights they did’nt bother. I
think they assumed I had something to do with the football team. This was a
private university within the top 10 in the US and they had resources, and so
security was quite tight. This was also back in the 90s before 9/11 and the
paranoia that followed. There were also signs on the outside doors (and which
you needed an electronic key to open) saying that anyone on the premises who
had no right to be there would be prosecuted and probably jailed. The tolerance
in the Stanford situation only persisted because it involved a small asian woman
who no-one perceived to be a threat. A man of middle-eastern origin, a black
man or scary white men (like myself :)) doing the same thing would be very
quicky dealt with.

14. Coin
June 6, 2007

…so, um, is it bad that when initially confronted with a story about someone just
persistently showing up at grad student seminars and pretending as if they
belonged there, my initial response is “Whoa! That sounds like a pretty good
idea! I wonder if I could get away with that?”

^_^;

I do want to agree with “Stanford grad student” that it is really important here to
distinguish between what Scott Aaronson is calling “Groupies of Physics”, and
someone who is simply a homeless person pretending to be a student in order to
gain access to the facilities. The distinction is important because the latter aren’t
fundamentally interested in science, just not freezing. I also think the latter are
more common than most people realize (though I don’t think most aim as high as



Ms. Okazaki did)– I knew of at least one at my college who I eventually figured
out was literally living in the 24-hour computer lab…

15. anon
June 6, 2007

I think Scott Aaronson’s opinion is quite shallow. If academia wants to forge
honest ties with society, they can do no better than to collaborate with private
industry and entrepeneurs, so that real jobs, in the periphery of physics, are
created. Scott wants groupies, and he wants to hire them to “swab the decks”.
Only someone who thinks he is so special he should have serfs to serve him
would think that way. College Professors already have a bunch of poorly paid
workers(graduate students) who write papers for them. Do these aristocrats
need an additional class of poorly paid servants

16. lostsoul Ph. D.
June 6, 2007

Stevenm

She could have been a ninja in drag. Way back, when I was a post grad in
Cambridge UK, a dude used to crash out at a course I attended. He was middle
aged, smelly and, as the young might have it, gross. And he snored. And yet he
took the whole course; he was given the benefit of the doubt. And, no, it wasn’t
Perelman. If it were not for the fear instilled by those who hope to govern us, we
could all kick back and make , within reason, a little bit of space for others.

17. Puny Geek
June 6, 2007

Stevenm says: “The tolerance in the Stanford situation only persisted because it
involved a small asian woman who no-one perceived to be a threat.”

I generally agree with the comment above, except that #1 Asian women are not
always small (but generally are). and #2 If she was a young attractive white
woman, she wouldn’t have been annoyed by others, much less getting kicked
out.

I have seen so many cases when an attractive white/caucasoid woman was
treated much better than an attractive asian woman, unless the asian woman is
an object of fetishism. From my observation, the attitude towards women in
male-dominated society seems pretty harsh, unless the women is super smart,
“HOT” by their standard, or submissive to the males.

Of course, I cannot make a judgement about the case without knowing all the
details, and I think a stranger *living* in a department is rediculous.

18. Changcho
June 6, 2007

Yes, I’ve met Susskind and I think the post was a just a little bit unfair to him. I



believe I’ve seen situations similar to this in LeConte as well. The situation
seems pretty much to be like what “stanford grad student” wrote.

To A. Bergman, that was great! Those lines from Blade Runner have always
stayed with me ever since I saw the movie for the first time.

19. Peter Woit
June 6, 2007

jhk,

Googling out of curiosity turns up the following from the Palo Alto newspaper in
1997

“OUT OF THE CLOSET . . . When a Stanford math professor smelled smoke as
he prepared students for a midterm exam last week, he followed its source to a
nearby closet. Inside was a man sitting, smoking a pipe. “Can I help you?” the
man asked as the math professor opened the closet door, according to Stanford
police captain Raoul Niemeyer. The man–37-year-old Kenneth Uzo of Fremont–
asked the professor if he would please close the door. The professor did so and
then called the police. Niemeyer said that Uzo, who graduated from Stanford in
1992 with a Ph.D. in physics, is known to Stanford police as a habitual
trespasser. He has been issued with a stay-away letter, Niemeyer said.”

I wouldn’t criticize anyone for signing off on the Ph.D. thesis of a problematic
student. Put yourself in their position: you look at the thesis, you have some sort
of thesis defense. Even if it’s pretty bad, you then have two choices.

1. Pass the student, at which point the department has no more official
connection to them and you can reasonably expect them to leave and not be
heard from again.

2. Fail the student, in which case they’ll presumably continue as a student,
working on an “improved” thesis, and you’ll have to keep dealing with whatever
their undesirable behavior was.

20. LDM
June 6, 2007

Educators in academia who typically are supported by our tax dollars should be
reminded that they are role models and one of their jobs outside of research is to
develop the minds of their students. They are not being paid to exploit
groupies… and encouraging and/or recruiting groupies would be ethically
questionable.
NOW, to put this in perspective, some years ago, a young man named Steven
Spielberg did a similar thing at Universal Studios. He would show up everyday
and pretend to be an employee so that he could study his craft by watching films
being made and by associating with people who were already doing what he
wanted to do. The guards assumed he was an employee as did everyone else.
And eventually, his knowledge of film making impressed Universal Studios
sufficiently that he was given a seven year contract, before the age of 21. I don’t



think he was ever called a groupie.

21. Ron
June 6, 2007

I hope these two incidents back to back (Elizabeth Okazaki and Azia Kim) don’t
create a backlash to make Stanford a less trusting and open community. I
attended as an undergraduate between ’84 and ’90, stopping out every other six
months to work my way through school. Their policies were very student-
friendly: one could leave at any time and return at any time, no questions asked.
While working, I still spent a fair bit of time on campus between being enrolled.
It is easy to see how Okazaki and Kim were able to take advantage of the
situation. I’ve done so myself in other circumstances. http://www.PacificT.com
/Story Stanford’s trust in and respect for its students are a good thing.

22. Fabien Besnard
June 7, 2007

I also have some anecdotes about strange people in academia… One that I have
witnessed myself is about a guy at Jussieu campus. He was always in the library
whatever the hour, whatever the day. Nobody I talked to could tell me who he
was. He read all kind of books, generaly in few minutes only… He had been
nicknamed the ghost of the library. Someone told me, but I can’t vouch for that,
that he was seen someday on his knees in the middle of the street, holding a sing
reading ‘je veux une femme !” (I want a woman !).

23. J
June 7, 2007

Interesting. What is more interesting is that we have a similar guy here in China,
a guy named Jia-zhong Chen. He stated that he is a professor of Harvard and
somehow managed to get a position in one of the top universities (Zhejiang
University) in China as a visiting scholar. He also claimed that he had published
several “important” papers in PRL, which is not true. There are some other fake
stuff that he has used for his cheating behavior. Oh, by the way, he even has
never been accepted by any graduate school.

24. jhk
June 7, 2007

From the comments to the Stanford Daily article: ” it sounded like she was
regularly getting in and out of relationships with different guys around Varian as
well as SLAC.” I know being a grad student or postdoc can get pretty lonely, I
wonder how many guys took the bait.

25. Jonathan Vos Post
June 7, 2007

Though Scott might not repair washing machines to keep
groupies around, I suspect that he would repair Turing
machines.

http://www.pacifict.com/Story
http://www.pacifict.com/Story
http://www.pacifict.com/Story
http://www.pacifict.com/Story


Are science fiction authors a kind of “science
groupies”? Science fiction readers? People who
subscribe to Scientific American? People who blog
about science? People who watched “A Beautiful Mind”
or “Goodwill Hunting” or “A Brief History of Time” or
the hit CBS-TV show “NUMB3RS?” People who attend
lectures for the free coffee and cookies beforehand?

Some “science groupies” — a small fraction, but not
zero — become productive scientists. The outstanding
examples include Fritz Zwicky.

There is an overlap between “science groupies” and
crackpots. Howveer, it can be NP to distinguish
these. One generation’s crackpots includes the next
generation’s pioneers of the paradigm. Crackpots know
this.

Living 5 miles from the Caltech campus, where I earned
my first degrees, I visit campus at least once a week,
attending seminars, chatting with professors,
students, staff. Since I am not currently a professor
(have been, in 2 fields) — does that make me a
groupie?

Secretaries at Caltech, especially Math and Physics
are trained to handle crackpots who walk in with
manuscripts on proving Einstein wrong, squaring the
circle, classifying solutions of Fermat’s Last
Theorem, and the like. The secretaries tell me that
the crackpots sometimes explain that they hope, by
dropping off their manuscripts, to instantly become
professors, when their genius is recognized, a la
Ramanujan.

Is any nonscientist who dates a scientist actually a
science groupie? How do you know that?

The last time that I saw people living in a dorm who
were not students, they turned out to be a pair of
rogue cops doing an unauthorized undercover
recreational drug sting, and busted an essentially
innocent senior the day before he graduated, having
had to have his parents, just arrived in town for the
ceremony, bail him out of jail.

Which reminds me. Tomorrow is the simultaneous Caltech Presidential
Inauguration and graduation, with Jared Diamond as commencement speaker.
Dr. Jean-Lou Chameau, who has served as Caltech’s president since September
1, 2006, will be inaugurated in a simple ceremony at the start of Caltech’s 113th



annual commencement on June 8. This bucks the tradition of university
presidential inaugurations that involve a week of lectures and dinners, capped
off with a large inauguration ceremony. Chameau felt his inaugural should reflect
his priorities. Within the audience, how many of the people should one
characterize as groupies?

Groupies? Drugs, sex, rock & roll, and quanta.

26. Brain Greeen
June 7, 2007

Clearly Peter is a string groupie, someone who tries to put meaning in his own
life from string theorists’ reflected glory.

27. Michael
June 7, 2007

The story would have been much more relevant (cooler) had Okazaki actually
been interested in the physics at Stanford. Still, her situation is, though unknown
to most, a minor but definitely important breach of a very expansive and
secretive contingency within the halls of America’s most heralded institutions:

Here we are then, countrymen. Artists who would be starving and homeless as
well, we work by day in research-and we’ve come to love science: i do-but i am
no scientist of your trimmings, Peter Woit. And yet the title hangs on my door as i
type.

But what business do ”they” have here?? Here? In this well-fenced depot of
creativity? One might surmise they have merely been fortunate enough to
mistake the gatekeeper for a teacher.

And so it goes that science brains reduced are, simply, obsessively objective
artist brains who choose to model their reality with quantities over colors, tones,
and words. Perhaps you will see it other way around. Modelers of observation.
All of us. Just happens to be that the spies are justifiably more eager to spray
their notings rudely, if even astutely on the walls of the Colluseum. Good clean,
class penetrance I suppose. Wait. Is that what we’re afraid of?

28. MathPhys
June 8, 2007

I liked very much the statement that “A university has a lot of weird people…
Some of the faculty are weird, some of the grad students are weird”.

How true. In fact, universities that have policies that one way or another bans
such people, are not universities. They are businesses or something, but not
seriously academic universities.

29. Chris W.
June 8, 2007



More or less in this vein, read and listen to Ron Avitzur tell “The Graphing
Calculator Story,” about developing software at Apple (for the first Power PC
Macs) as an unpaid former contractor who had to sneak into the building in
which he was working.

(By the way, Avitzur is a Stanford graduate; he was a physics major who
subsequently moved into software engineering.)

30. Ron
June 8, 2007

While working sixteen hour days, seven day weeks, months on end, unpaid, folks
at Apple occasionally said to me: “I see you here when I get in in the morning. I
see you here when I leave at night. And I’m working twelve hour days! What are
you doing?!” I looked them in the eye and said in a deadpan voice: I’m in training
for physics graduate school.My Stanford experience prepared me for working at
Apple. My fellow undergraduates had a theorem regarding the difficult nature of
our studies: either we had been through worse already and could handle it, or if
we had not been through worse before this would set the standard by which all
future troubles would be compared so that after this nothing would phase us.

31. More Asian Female Squatters, please.
June 8, 2007

The Okazaki girl was kicked out as a byproduct of the A. Kim dorm-squatting
case, i.e., people contacted the Stanford student newspaper about her case once
the Kim story broke.

32. Stanford grad student
June 8, 2007

The Okazaki girl was kicked out as a byproduct of the A. Kim dorm-squatting
case, i.e., people contacted the Stanford student newspaper about her case once
the Kim story broke.

Well, it was the perfect opportunity. There had been complaints about Okazaki
for years, and the department dragged its heels like hell.

33. Chris W.
June 9, 2007

…nothing would phase us.

That should have been “faze,” but “phase” is an understandable substitution for
a physicist or engineer. Perhaps it was a double entendre. 

(No knock intended; as you’ll see from his narrative, Ron is an excellent writer.)

34. what?
June 10, 2007

I’ve read every comment in this post and I still don’t understand what a homeless

http://www.pacifict.com/Story/
http://www.pacifict.com/Story/
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7497796873809571567
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7497796873809571567
http://www.pacifict.com/ron/
http://www.pacifict.com/ron/
http://www.pacifict.com/Story/
http://www.pacifict.com/Story/


girl living in the Stanford physics building has to do with string theory.

35. Peter Woit
June 10, 2007

what?

Instead of reading the comments, you might try readng the posting where I
quoted part of the article that explained that this woman was passing herself off
as a visiting scholar in the humanities, in the physics department because she
was working on string theory with Susskind.

36. MathGirl
June 12, 2007

Better still, they should be forced to wear a beard and smoke a pipe (as occurred
a century ago).
Oh yes, like in the good old days, when women weren’t allowed at universities at
all…

37. surlygrad
June 12, 2007

I totally understand the part about why no one bothered her. We had a student
who, for reasons not to be discussed, lost his funding, and decided to just move
into the grad student offices (eat, sleep, etc.). The rest of us really had no idea
how to react or deal with the situation. It was unpleasant and there were hygiene
issues

Eventually things got straightened out (the student got funding again), but it was
very very weird and awkward for about six months.

38. a.k.
June 28, 2007

one could wonder if anyone was interested what happened to Okazaki after she
had been ‘kicked out’ of the department, it is interesting to note the low degree
of ‘solidarity’ (in a yet to be defined way) with her situation reflected in the
above postings, whether she had been actually interested in physics from any
valid viewpoint or not or did academic work in any valuable way in these four
years or not- her fate (and those similar cases described described above)
exemplifies what in europe would be cosidered as ‘the darker side of america’
and explains why hardly anyone, for instance in germany, tends to deny the value
of certain achieved social standards, i.e. to formulate certain rights concerning
appartment and minmum social funding.

39. kathleen_conformal_strings
July 12, 2007

Hmm…



I think someone like that could be a nice addition to any physics or math
department… Her funny presence could be a form of relief as well as mourn all
bundled up with a bit of curiosity, compassion, and disgust.

I’ve seen her in the department myself. I can’t speak of this lady as being very
distinct from any weirdo to whom I would go to interact with… There are others
which appear and disappear with changing mood.

She’s a confused person herself and it’s remarkable how she tries to be as
ecstatic as possible in that confusion. Alas, her confusion has seeped into the
minds of all the geeks there and turned their being from inside out, rather
unnecessarily.

Why oh why, just leave her alone, guys. Is it surprising that such people with
their wierd (but reasonable) sets of intrigues exist? Don’t let this dueling go on
for decades, coz’ who knows it wears someone out. Otherwise, let’s just commit
to confusion and see if it all can be reasoned necessary.

It all just leaves me laughing…

Back to quantum conformal gravity, Pontrjagin, and superpotentials…

|Kat>



Dispute Chez Les Physiciens

June 7, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Yesterday evening there was a public debate about string theory held in Paris,
between Lee Smolin and Thibault Damour. So far, accounts of the debate have
appeared in Le Monde and at Fabien Besnard’s blog Mathephysique.

The Le Monde article is not very informative, but indicates that Damour defended
string theory against charges that it was not testable by claiming that it predicted
“possible classes of experimentally testable phenomena” at the LHC. Besnard gives a
more detailed account, describing how Damour answered these charges of lack of
testability with: “Lee, a subtle thinker, surely doesn’t believe himself the naive
Popperian position he is defending”. He also evidently claimed that string theory was
testable because it would be confirmed if a violation of the equivalence principle was
found (he really should talk to Lubos, see here). Remarkably, he also claimed that
observation of the kind of DSR dispersion relations that Smolin thinks LQG leads to
would not be a problem for string theory, since one could also get them out of string
theory (here I think he needs to talk to both Lubos and Jacques Distler).

Update: I hear that the event was recorded, and audio should be available by the end
of the week at the web-site linked to above.

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
June 7, 2007

This translation is from google, so I apologize if it gets it wrong:

LS explained why certain violations of the relativistic relation of
dispersion were predicted by the quantum theory with loops, and that
if they were not observed, that would refute the theory,

Strange, isn’t it, how Lee always leaves that (incorrect) impression.

It’s worth pointing out that while most of the scientific community works by
some combination of positivism and falsificationism (which isn’t nearly as
contradictory as historically indicated), the philosophy of science has moved
beyond both as I understand it. There’s a lot of stuff out there about the
problems with “naive falsificationism”, for example — I’d guess that’s what
Damour is referring to.

2. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

Aaron,

http://www.cite-sciences.fr/francais/ala_cite/college/v2/html/2006_2007/cycles/cycle_254.htm
http://www.cite-sciences.fr/francais/ala_cite/college/v2/html/2006_2007/cycles/cycle_254.htm
http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-920183@51-916338,0.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-920183@51-916338,0.html
http://math-et-physique.over-blog.com/article-6756132.html
http://math-et-physique.over-blog.com/article-6756132.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=559
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=559
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604255


The way string theorists are hiding behind philosophy of science is just
ridiculous and less than honest. String theory makes no predictions, that’s all
there is to say about it right now. You can honestly argue that maybe once we
understand non-perturbative string theory, this will change, but invoking
subtleties about the philosophy of science to claim that string theory really is
testable is just dishonest. And claiming that string theory can be tested by
looking for violations of the equivalence principle is just absurd.

3. Aaron Bergman
June 7, 2007

And here I thought I was just clarifying a point of philosophy….

4. anon.
June 7, 2007

Babelfish translations: Le Monde and Mathéphysique.

5. Lee Smolin
June 7, 2007

Aaron,

Please listen to the recording. I was quite precise. I said that LQG pointed to
possible new phenomena which were characteristic quantum gravity effects. I
gave as an example of such a possible phenomena, DSR , but I also said that
there were no agreed upon precise predictions. I also said that I had written a
paper deriving such an effect at a semiclassical level, but without a precise
coefficient, and I also emphasized that my more rigorous colleagues were as yet
unconvinced by this. I also said at least one other time that neither string theory
nor LQG had so far made precise predictions by which they could be falsified.

Lee

6. Coin
June 7, 2007

The cords of the discord agitate the cosmologists

C ‘ is a scientific argument with old. A controversy as the time offers
any hardly any more. Wednesday June 6, in the City of sciences, in
front of several hundreds of researchers, students or simple curious,
two scientists of high flight discussed one of most attractive – and more
inaccessible for the common run of people – constructions of physics:
the theory of the cords. For the charge, the American Lee Smolin,
researcher in Institut Perimeter of Ontario and signatory of the
lampoonist Nothing goes any more in physics (Dunod, 2007).

Oh, how I love Babelfish. I think their new name for Smolin’s book is maybe
actually an improvement.

http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-920183@51-916338,0.html&lp=fr_en
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-920183@51-916338,0.html&lp=fr_en
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://math-et-physique.over-blog.com/article-6756132.html&lp=fr_en
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://math-et-physique.over-blog.com/article-6756132.html&lp=fr_en


7. Aaron Bergman
June 7, 2007

I don’t know what you said; there doesn’t appear to be a recording available yet.
What I was commenting on is the continuing propensity (and the above is far
from the only instance of this) of your listeners to come away with the
impression that deformed dispersion relations are a prediction of LQG.

It seems odd, no?

8. Yatima
June 7, 2007

Babelfish serendipity:

…and signatory of the lampoonist Nothing goes any more in physics (Dunod,
2007).

That is actually the correct translation for the french title “Rien ne va plus en
physique”. Far stronger than “The trouble with…”.

“lampoonist”, however, is clearly wrong – “pamphlétaire” has the meaning of
“written by a firebrand”.

In other news, one can detect despondency at Slate, whereby the tought of the
Standard Model soon being buttressed by a Higgs sighting and not much
happening thereafter causes depression. Strings only feature on page 2:

But what happens if the Higgs turns out to be just right? Well, then the standard
model predicts that you’d need a machine roughly a quadrillion times more
powerful than the LHC to find anything new. (…) Though some theorists
—proponents, for instance, of string theory—speculate about what such an
accelerator might find, few other physicists take them seriously.

9. Coin
June 7, 2007

Yatima: Ah, thanks for clarifying.

10. Garbarge
June 7, 2007

“And claiming that string theory can be tested by looking for violations of the
equivalence principle is just absurd.”

I dont think that is absurd, I actually believe that is a very important venue. If GR
is *wrong*, and not just due to higher order curvature effects, then we will know
for sure ST, in its current form, cannot be right. The same about Lorentz
Invariance, unitarity and analyticity.
The quibble though lies on how big of an effect can this be and whether can it be
measurable. To attack the building blocks of a theory, otherwise adjustable to
10^500 different scenarios, sounds like the only possible route to success (or

http://www.slate.com/id/2167563/nav/tap3/
http://www.slate.com/id/2167563/nav/tap3/


failure depending on which side you want to jump on). What’s wrong with testing
the only few properties all these vacuum solutions actually share!

Of course, violations of these sacred principles will radically modify our views
and intuition about the world, but as a side dish will put the ST community on
stage for a big change whereas LQG people may even celebrate after all 

11. Peter Woit
June 7, 2007

Garbage,

My objection is to what I take to be Damour’s claim that an observation of a
violation of the equivalence principle would be evidence for string theory. If you
believe Lubos, string theory predicts no violation of the equivalence principle, if
you believe Damour, it predicts a violation. They need to get their story straight,
but can’t, because string theory can accomodate virtually anything.

12. theoreticalminimum
June 7, 2007

I have a problem with this rhetoric:
““le désaccord sera toujours nécessaire à l’avancée de la science”“
[“disagreement will always be necessary for the advancement of science.”]
This statement is, I believe, vacuous and incorrect. I think that, within a
community consisting of different groups of people motivated in exploring
different ideas, disagreement will always naturally occur when these ideas are
confronted with each other, or with any form of philosophical discussion. What
really counts as progress in science is that, at some point, repeated
confrontations bring the members of the community to realise that they have to
agree on the correctness or incorrectness of an idea. This agreement is the
advancement. Unless we can all agree that some theory is right or wrong, we
can spend decades disagreeing, and science will not take a definite step forward.
In other words, disagreement is necessary for the exploration of ideas, but
ultimately, we have to agree on what makes sense so that we can move on.

13. Fabien Besnard
June 8, 2007

Lee, I wish I were more precise about your statements on my blog. Indeed you
emphasised that LQG does not yet make precise predictions everyone agrees
about, and I’ll make an update. Still, I think the point is not really there, it is
more a matter of principles. If I understood well, you wanted to show that in
principle LQG is falsifiable, and when you asked Damour about the impact of
DSR, should it be observed, on string theory, his answer was that ST could
accomodate both DSR and no DSR. Would you agree with this version ? This is
why I said that in principle, supposing some consensus is reached in the LQG
community about DSR and supposing GLAST experiment sees it, one would be a
in strange situation with in one hand a falsifiable theory passing a popperian test
and on the other hand an incompatible, non-popperian one, claiming it does not
care…



14. Fabien Besnard
June 8, 2007

I must also say that Thibault Damour never said that String Theory could be
confirmed by some experiments at the LHC, contrarily to what the Le Monde
article says. In fact, if I correctly recall, TD said he was not optimistic about this.

15. Bee
June 8, 2007

Hi Peter,
thanks for the links, should listen to that audio. Reg DSR, this is quite ironic. I
am reasonably sure there is a comment of mine from last year somewhere in the
blogosphere that says I’m waiting for a string theorist to claim they can have
DSR as well. I’m just done with the String Pheno conference, giving a talk (half-
ways) about DSR – can’t say I had the impression anybody was particularly
interested in it (but then, it was before the first coffee break…). Best,
B.

16. Brett
June 8, 2007

The claim that string theory can’t violate the equivalence principle or Lorentz
invariance isn’t justified either. It’s very hard to study nonperturbative effects in
string theories, but in off shell string field theory, there are operators that
certainly could give rise to spontaneous breaking of these symmetries. In the
twenty-six dimensional bosonic version, it seems that this does not actually
occur, but at the same time, there doesn’t appear to be a fundamental reason
why this is so; it’s just a matter of which local minimum happens to the global
extremum of the effective potential. And for more “realistic” string theories, the
question is still open.

17. Question for Aaron
June 8, 2007

Aaron Bergman wrote:

“I don’t know what you said; there doesn’t appear to be a recording available
yet. What I was commenting on is the continuing propensity (and the above is far
from the only instance of this) of your listeners to come away with the
impression that deformed dispersion relations are a prediction of LQG.

It seems odd, no?”

I assume Aaron is just as scandalized by, and as prone to criticize, the much
larger number of instances where string theory papers or lecture(r)s leave their
audience with the impression that string theory makes predictions comparable to
the above. That should go without saying, right?

18. Aaron Bergman
June 8, 2007



Everyone can be prone to overstatement, but string theorists haven’t gone out
writing books trashing their colleagues and setting themselves up as standard-
bearers of scientific virtue.

19. anon.
June 8, 2007

‘… but string theorists haven’t gone out writing books trashing their colleagues
and setting themselves up as standard-bearers of scientific virtue..’ – Aaron

That’s the problem! Instead of going out and trashing not-even-wrong hype and
‘setting themselves up as standard-bearers of scientific virtue’, they do the
opposite…

20. Question Answered.
June 8, 2007

So the “overstatement” of LQG predictions is not different from string theorists’
numerous overstatement of stringy predictions, but Aaron finds other reasons for
criticizing only the first? Thanks for confirming that the diss was bullshit.

21. woit
June 8, 2007

QA,

I think I see what Aaron is saying. He’s attacking someone from outside his
group for doing something that he wouldn’t criticize if it were done by someone
inside his group, because that outsider accused people in his group of engaging
in “groupthink” behavior.

Sorry Aaron, I know the above is a bit unfair. But, you know, string theorists
would get a lot more sympathy if there were evidence of significant internal
criticism by string theorists of the excesses going on in their own community.
Some days I feel like sending a bill to some leaders of the string theory
community for doing work that they should be doing.

22. Aaron Bergman
June 8, 2007

Actually, it seems to me that you’re acceding that it was perfectly legit.

If your only response is that, well, string theorists make overstatements too, then
perhaps we’re all kinda the same. There are people who are overly enthusiastic
and curmudgeon’s all around. Nobody is more blinded by groupthink than
anyone else, and there are mountain climbers and valley crossers everywhere.
Lots of people are doing their best to figure out hard problems, and there’s no
monopoly on virtue centered in Ontario.

Which was sort of my point.

HTH!



23. Aaron Bergman
June 8, 2007

To PW: I don’t like to criticize my colleagues in public because I generally don’t
think it’s, well, collegial. LS, on the other hand, has chosen to write an book, a
fair fraction of which, his protestations to the contrary, is precisely attacking his
colleagues. I think that makes his own hypocrisies fair game, and I don’t feel
particularly collegial towards him.

24. Chris Oakley
June 8, 2007

Aaron & others,

The important issue for the select group to which most of you belong — a group
financed by tax dollars — is to carry out your mission of discovering the workings
of nature with the maximum of energy and integrity. If anyone wants loyalty, they
should get a Cocker Spaniel. This so-called quality is totally contrary to the spirit
of scientific enquiry and leads to the kinds of closed shops that Peter W., amongst
others, has been justifiably complaining about all along.

25. Aaron Bergman
June 8, 2007

I don’t think exposing the private fights of science (not all of which are
substantive) to the public helps anyone.

(Of course, with the recent recording of talks at conferences and the like, the
line between public and private has been somewhat blurred.)

26. Coin
June 8, 2007

I don’t think exposing the private fights of science (not all of which are
substantive) to the public helps anyone.

As a member of the public, I kind of have to say I disagree.

The public of course shouldn’t be settling scientific disagreements or whatever,
but I think keeping people informed is an unqualified good unto itself.

27. tomj
June 8, 2007

Here is an idea: when physicists use ordinary language, and pretend that the
ordinary meaning somewhat applies to what they are talking about, then
ordinary idiots which understand the ordinary meaning have every right to ask
questions.

My main complaint with much of modern physics is that common words (not
phrases or sentences) are used to describe or tag new ideas. The effect is very
similar to teenagers overusing common language for new (private) meanings.



Forget about the philosophy of science, how about the philosophy of language?
People who call themselves scientists and who can’t get these basic philosophies
right probably shouldn’t be proposing theories.

A philosophy is a framework, it contains principles, ways of comparing more
concrete frameworks. Even theories are frameworks, but they are of a more
concrete nature. String Theory and the Landscape bs appear to be meta-
frameworks, above theory, similar to a philosophy. Viewed in this way, it is easy
to see why you cannot disprove it: it is above theory. Only theory deals with data.

The problem with these meta-frameworks is that they use mathematical
language as a means of definition. The effect is to mismatch the language with
the level of use. Example: if the general principle of relativity can be described
as a result of assuming that the laws of nature are the same in any inertial frame
(as defined in GR), which is a pretty simple philosophical principle, how can a
heavily mathematical theory be somehow above this? Mathematics is not going
to be above philosophy. Experiment and the resultant data is not going to be
above theory. And by above, I don’t mean more important. Experiment and data
are the foundation. You cannot throw out data based upon a new theory or
philosophy. This is exactly what is happening with ST, etc. These are frameworks,
above theory, somewhere near philosophy.

But the problem: philosophy and the resultant frameworks are relatively easy to
describe, even if the implications are difficult or impossible to appreciate. ST,
etc. somehow fail this test in a huge way. Somehow the details are chased
around in an attempt to connect them with experiment or even theory. Unable to
catch up with the facts, with data, the only thing left is a repudiation of the
theories which are based upon the known facts. It is almost like concluding that
the speed of light is infinite because nothing can catch up to it.

28. Lee Smolin
June 8, 2007

Dear Fabien,

Check the recording when it is available, but what I remember Thibault said is
that string theory could accomodate broken lorentz invariance, as there are
many vacua that have this property. Given that this was a non-technical debate in
front of a popular audience I choose not to belabour the difference between
broken and deformed lorentz invariance (which I suspect he understands well.)
From what I know, no one has demostrated a form of interacting string theory
consistent with deformed lorentz invariance, although Magueijo and I found
evidence for consistent free bosonic string theories with this property. I know of
string theorists who are now working on this problem, and from a much deeper
point of view, but so far as I know they have not published yet.

Aaron, your whole discussion assumes that I exaggerated. I insist that a listen to
the tape will show what I said was quite precise and true, indeed I went out of
my way to emphasize that 1) many of my colleagues do not think there is strong
enough theoretical evidence for the conclusion that 3+1 LQG is DSR and 2) even



me who thinks there is agrees that I can only calculate the effect semiclassically
up to an undetermined dimensionless constant.

29. Aaron Bergman
June 8, 2007

I insist that a listen to the tape will show what I said was quite precise and true

That may be true, but it’s not my point. As I have already stated said point in
multiple threads, I won’t belabor it any further.

30. M
June 9, 2007

Aaron, around 1995 the LSND collaboration published a paper claiming a new
discovery and one young member of the collaboration, instead of signing the
collegial paper, published another single-author paper explaining why he did not
believe in the result.

In the same years, no young string theorist questioned the mono-vacuistic
ideology of string gurus, or complained about how the theory was irrealisticaly
presented to the public.

Sometimes good science needs a departure from loyalty.

31. Bee
June 9, 2007

Hey Tomj,

philosophy and the resultant frameworks are relatively easy to describe, even if
the implications are difficult or impossible to appreciate

Whether or not you think philosophy is ‘relatively’ easy is a very relative
statement. I happen to think maths is much easier than philosophy for the
‘simple’ reason that it only deals with well defined objects and not to a
considerable amount with interpretations of words or juggling with undefined
things. I have no idea what you want to say with your comment, do you think
physicists should not use words from the ‘ordinary language’ to describe objects
because it might confuse the public?

Forget about the philosophy of science, how about the philosophy of language?
People who call themselves scientists and who can’t get these basic philosophies
right probably shouldn’t be proposing theories.

Well, the problem is that ‘the public’ most often doesn’t understand that the
theory is not made out of words but of equations. Every description that tries to
avoid these equations might seem simpler but is never quite as accurate, and
rarely manages to capture the elegance of an idea (my opinion). The obvious way
to avoid this is just to learn the ‘language’ of mathematics, instead of accusing
scientists to abuse ‘ordinary’ language. ‘Reading’ maths is neither a mystery nor



complicated to learn (definitely not more complicated than, say, Polish), it’s just a
way to decipher equations. Whether you learn how to ‘speak’ it, is another issue.
I’d wish the prejudice that maths is a nerdy thing (whereas French isn’t) would
end up in the trash bin. This trend however is supported by dropping equations
from pop sci books, and articles etc. because it ‘scares’ the readers.

Best,

B.

32. Bee
June 9, 2007

Oh, and regarding DSR and so on, see e.g.

DSR
The Minimal Length Scale

or the slides to my yesterday’s talk. Currently too tired to repeat what I’ve
written there. The point is instead of understanding st as a theory of an extended
object with standard SR, I am considering a model of ‘standard’ point particles
with the additional property of reproducing the presence of a minimal lenght
alias UV regulator or generalized uncertainty relation respectively. Thus, strings
with standard SR are instead described by point particles with funny special
relativistic properties (applies off shell). Plus point is, it’s not necessarily an
string-only approach (the only assumption I make is that the underlying theory
has something like a minimal length). Differences to DSR Lee is talking about
can be found in hep-th/0603032 (there are several, the most important one being
my modification is offshell only, see also gr-qc/0412004 cmp. section IV about the
Snyder basis and note that p^2 is the square of the four- not the three
momentum). With greetings from Warsaw,

B.

33. Aaron Bergman
June 9, 2007

M — do please note the word “public”. If you think there haven’t been
disagreements over just about every point of theory by string theorists young
and old, then you haven’t hung around string theorists very much (or physicists
in general for that matter.)

The other point people seem to have missed is the difference between criticizing
one colleagues and criticizing their work. There are papers on the arXiv
contradicting other papers every day. A common pastime at lunches in various
string groups is to try to figure out why the papers of the day are wrong without
reading more than the abstract :). This is a good thing. Similarly, if someone
wanted to write a book about the problems with string theory, I’d probably
disagree on some of the substance, but I wouldn’t throw a huge fit. Lee, on the
other hand, isn’t just disagreeing with string theory; he’s attacking string
theorists as scientists. Criticizing one’s colleagues in this manner in a book

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/12/deformed-special-relativity.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/12/deformed-special-relativity.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/05/minimal-length-scale.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/05/minimal-length-scale.html
http://th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de/~hossi/Physics/sp071.pdf
http://th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de/~hossi/Physics/sp071.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0603032
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0603032
http://arxiv.org/ps/gr-qc/0412004
http://arxiv.org/ps/gr-qc/0412004


aimed at the public is something I find extremely objectionable.

34. anon.
June 9, 2007

‘… he’s attacking string theorists as scientists. Criticizing one’s colleagues in
this manner in a book aimed at the public is something I find extremely
objectionable.’ – Aaron Bergman

You just need to lighten up a bit, Aaron. Ridicule is a tradition:

‘Oh, my dear Kepler, how I wish we could have one hearty laugh together! … And
to hear the professor of philosophy at Pisa labouring before the Grand Duke with
logical arguments, as if with magical incantations, to charm the new planets out
of the sky.’ – 1610 letter of Galileo Galilei to Johannes Kepler,
http://www.catholiceducation.org/articles/science/sc0043.html

35. Chris Oakley
June 9, 2007

Aaron,

I find your attitude to be a little too convenient. I see neither LQG nor String
Theory as providing any insights other than the limited utility of signposting
blind alleys, but whereas Smolin expresses himself with invariable politeness and
tolerance, your own Motl throws insults around like they are going out of
fashion. Why is Smolin “extremely objectionable” and Motl not? I would be
interested to know.

36. nardex
June 9, 2007

Peter,

I’ve read that “the study of strings has boosted a great amount of study in many
areas of mathematics and of mathematical QFTs, and has revealed very beatiful
truths belonging to these areas”.
Thence, for You this is not important for the string theory itself?
This is the “because” that you says that the string theory is “not even wrong”.
I think that any theory that “has boosted a great amount of study in many areas
of mathematics” is a useful theory.
Looking forward to receiving your kind answer

All my esteem

37. Aaron Bergman
June 9, 2007

Chris, why not do a little googling?

38. Eric Mayes
June 9, 2007

http://www.catholiceducation.org/articles/science/sc0043.html
http://www.catholiceducation.org/articles/science/sc0043.html


I’d like to propose the following theorem:

Any theory of quantum gravity which provides the UV completion of quantum
field theory will have a landscape of consistent vacua.

The reasoning behind this is that quantum field theory can incorporate a large
number of consistent models, and so it follows that a theory of quantum gravity
which incorporates QFT will do the same. Thus, even if Lee’s loop quantum
gravity is able so someday encompass QFT, it will have the same landscape
problem of string theory.

39. Chris Oakley
June 9, 2007

Hi Aaron,

OK.

Search #1A: “Smolin” “Insult”; top match

In the debate, Michael said that “to put Stephen Hawking on the same
page as Lee Smolin is an insult to the people of this audience” (which
was more of an insult to Lee Smolin), yet even Hawking no longer
believes there are singularities, and for the very same reason Smolin
does not, and the very same reason Barrow does not, and the very
same reason I gave in the debate: every going theory of quantum
gravity, including Hawking’s, eliminates them.

Search #1B: “Smolin” “Scorn”; top match

Smolin points accurately to some of the real problems with the
sociology of university life, and seems filled with scorn for those who
think that nothing can be done about it.

Search #1C: “Smolin” “Vituperation”; top match

It seems to me that the RANCOROUS VITUPERATION is confined to
the minor figures.

I don’t see Smolin or Witten as rancorous squabblers at all, or David
Gross…or JB for that matter. They all seem to be above the squabble.

Smolin had some serious points about policy and science in general,
which he made politely and respectfully (I thought)

Now let’s try

Search #2A: “Motl” “Insult”; top match (on this blog 9/11/2005)

Happy birthday Peter. I’ve enjoyed reading your blog, with the
exception of Motl’s insult-laden comments, and I look forward to
buying a copy of your book when it comes out.



Search #2B: “Motl” “Scorn”; first relevant (also on this blog)

Now that it’s available again, the Rumor Mill has the striking news that
Harvard has chosen for a faculty position one of its postdocs: Lubos
Motl. Lubos is well-known as undoubtedly the most rabidly fanatic
string theorist around, always willing to heap abuse and scorn on
anyone who questions the idea that string theory is the language in
which God wrote the world.

Search #2C: “Motl” “Vituperation” ; find the same as with “Smolin” – then this:

lubos motl has published is objections to loop quantum gravity which
lee smolin responded to.

what are some common objections to string theory, esp in NEW, what
do string theorists think of these objections? lubos motl calls peter’s
book crap, gives it 1 star on amazon. (then it got deleted).

——————————————————————————–

marcus08-27-2006, 04:30 PM
what good does animosity and vituperation do?

I don’t think it does much good.

Need I say more?

40. Aaron Bergman
June 9, 2007

Say more? I have no idea what your point is. It’s certainly not relevant to mine.

41. The man
June 9, 2007

Perhaps a fitting cousin of string theory for which “not even wrong” also applies:

http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/000024.html

42. Kris Krogh
June 9, 2007

Aaron,

The point seems clear enough and Googling was your idea. What can you come
up with?

43. Aaron Bergman
June 9, 2007

Chris asked why Smolin was objectionable and Lubos was not. Seems to me that
that’s assuming facts not in evidence.

http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/000024.html
http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/000024.html


44. Kris Krogh
June 9, 2007

Hi Aaron,

Maybe Google is attesting to some facts here.

45. Kris Krogh
June 9, 2007

Are you agreeing now that Smolin is not objectionable?

46. mclaren
June 9, 2007

Haven’t these people ever heard of Occam’s Razor? The claim that some
fabulously elaborate conjecture which makes no testable falsifiable predictions is
nonetheless verifiable because the simpler proven theory of physics (The
Standard Model) to which it reduces in the limit is testable, is just breathtakingly
ignorant and shockingly foolish.
If we accepted this crackpot reasoning, then every crank conjecture without a
shred of evidence would be considered “testable” because the standard physics
on which the crazy conjecture gets piled (without a shred of evidence to justify
it) is known to be testable.
Ridiculous but obvious example: ESP is good solid science because it’s based on
conjectured “ESP waves” (whose precise nature remains conveniently undefined
— as undefined as the actual nature of the alleged strings in string “theory” )
which follow the familiar laws of physics, and since the familiar laws of physics
are testable, ESP must be solid verifiable science too.
Other examples of this gross abuse of Occam’s Razor in physics are so obvious
it’s insulting even to discuss them, but since these Ivy League physicists seem to
persist in this bizarrely defective reasoning, I guess someone has to point out the
obvious.
History is littered with elaborate conjectures that reduced to familiar solid
physics in the limit, but which turned out to be unnecessary idle speculation. The
most obvious example is the luminiferous aether. As late as 1925 reputable
physicists were giving lectures abou “the crisis in the ether.” Experiments were
being done to try to detect the ether as late as the mid-1920s. None succeeded in
showing any evidence of the ether. That was the crisis. The solution to the crisis
turned out to be simple — throw out the ether as an unnecessary conjecture. Use
Occam’s Razor. Do not multiply superfluous entities. Problem solved.
It’s getting unutterably wearisom to hear all this talk about string “theory.” It’s
not a theory, people, it’s a conjecture _at best_. Let’s call it what it is: the String
Conjecture. It’s not a theory since it hasn’t even advanced to that stage yet. It’s
not even an hypothesis yet. It’s just people blwoing mathematical smoke up our
asses.
Moreover, the String Conjecture is a baseless conjecture. There’s not a single
shred of evidence in all of physics for the conjecture that we live in a universe
with more than 4 physical dimensions. There’s not the merest scintilla of
evidence in the entire history fo physics that there exist any universes other than



our own, let alone that multidimensional “branes” can come into contact with
one another in 11 (or 26) dimensional space and set off Big-Bang-type events.
There’s not the smallest tincture of evidence from any physics experiment ever
done that ultra-tiny strings exist in 11 (or 26) dimensions and give rise to all the
elementary particles with their vibrational modes.
All this stuff is science fictional conjecture. There’s no evidence for any of it. The
science ficitonal part isn’t fatal — after all, the notion that particles are also
waves is science fictional conjecture, but that weird wave/particle duality
conjecture was forced upon us by overwhelming masses of evidence. The string
conjecture isn’t required by any evidence, it’s just some neat math. At this point,
the string crowd will predictably point out there was no evidence for the
neutrino when Fermi hypothesized it. But that analogy is fatally flawed. Fermi
based his hypothesis on a rock-solid law of physics, the conservation of
momentum. If we throw that out, we’re all in trouble. So a strange conjecture
like the neutrino was preferable to the much more unpalatable conclusion that
momentum conservation was violated. This is the same principle David Hume
used in his reasoning. Choose the conclusion that requires the least miraculous
operation of the universe, and you’re usually correct
But unlike the case of the neutrino, no such rock solid principle of physics
requires us to posit the string conjecture. 11-D strings are just idle speculation,
with no hard evidence to back it up.
Well, the problem is that ‘the public’ most often doesn’t understand that
the theory is not made out of words but of equations.
Once again, this string speculation is not a theory. It’s a conjecture. It’s a
baseless conjecture, derived from no physical evidence, just math.
Anyone can make a wild conjecture from elegant mathematics and then posit
outlandish disconnected results. For example:
“Green’s Theorem requires that we live in an 11-dimensional universe in which
all elementary particles are made up of vibrating strings.” No it doesn’t. Green’s
Theorem is just a set of equations, and they don’t require that strings or higher
dimensions exist, they’re just empty mathematics which makes no predictions
about observed reality.
So how is that different from string “theory”? Like the vacuous nonsenical
conjecture above, string ‘theory” doesn’t require that strings or higher
dimensions actually exist, string “theory” only describes such hypothetical
constructs IF THEY DO EXIST. Like my absurdly meaningless Green’s Theorem
example, string “theory” makes no testable falsifiable predictions about observed
reality. Like my ridiculous example involving Green’s Theorem, no basic physics
requires us to make that conjecture.
Really, too many supposedly educated physicsts suffer from a weirdly
superstitious awe of mathematics. Just because you write down an equation,
however elegant, doesn’t mean it has any necessary relationship with reality. The
math can be true and beautiful and yet flagrantly contradict observed reality. The
Banach-Tarski paradox is the most obvious example of beautiful and indisputably
true mathematics which completely contradicts observed reality, but you find
these kinds of weird results littered throughout mathematics. The kind of naive
Platonism we get from the string conjecturists is just bizarre. Don’t any of these
string people know that there exist other options beyond naive Platonism? Did
John Dewey and David Hume not exist? Where were these people during



Philosophy 101? Asleep?
Wake up, people! There’s nothing magical about equations, they’re just mental
models — not reality itself. Just because someone writes down a beautiful series
of interlocking equations doesn’t mean they must be true. Keats’ claim “Truth is
beauty and beauty truth, that is all ye know and all ye need to know” may sound
passable for art or poetry, but it fails disastrously in science. A physics theory is
NOT a set of equations, it’s a testable hypothesis with a rational mechanism
behind it that happens to be embodied in equations. The equations are not
always required for a theory to be solid science, as the second laws of
thermodynamics demonstrates. That law of physics was valid for quite a long
time before Boltzmann and later Maxwell put the second law of thermodynamics
on a firm mathematical footing.

47. Peter Woit
June 9, 2007

nardex,

You’ve already asked that off-topic question under another name and it has been
discussed here. String theory is “not even wrong” as an idea about unification in
physics, this has nothing to do with whether it is useful in mathematics or in
other areas of physics.

All,

The comments here have gotten pretty much completely off-topic, not to mention
not making much sense. If you have something substantive to say relevant to the
posting, please do so, but otherwise please just stop it with the pointless
argumentation, rants, etc.

48. Eric Mayes
June 9, 2007

Dear Mclaren,
This are many compelling reasons for introducing strings and it is far from being
‘baseless conjecture’.

This really sad thing about this debate is that there are so many ignorant people
out there who are easily manipulated by these fallacious arguments. If we’re
honest, you have to admit that what is being peddled is us-against-them -ism. In
this picture, string theorist are elitists who live in their Ivy League ivory towers
telling the common-folk who really no better what to believe, while the populist
heroes Woit and Smolin are the defenders of rationally and common sense. The
truth is that the serious people who are really doing physics will continue to
study string theory because it offers the best chance to make progress, by far.

49. Peter Woit
June 9, 2007

Eric,



In blog comment sections you’ll find some examples of uninformed populist
nonsense, but neither Smolin nor I, with our Harvard and Princeton backgrounds
are this kind of populist. I freely admit to a certain elitism, and work at an Ivy
League institution (something there are problems with, but they don’t have to do
with the level of science and math done here).

My last comment trying to stop the flow of off-topic comments doesn’t have seem
to have succeeded, so I’ll just start deleting such comments now. This may be
elitist of me, but I’m not going to tolerate having the comment section here taken
over by arguments so dumb that no informed person is going to read it or
participate in it.

50. Aaron Bergman
June 9, 2007

Are you agreeing now that Smolin is not objectionable?

No.

51. vicar
June 9, 2007

Aaron said: “A common pastime at lunches in various string groups is to try to
figure out why the papers of the day are wrong without reading more than the
abstract :). This is a good thing.”

Oh yes, that’s a really good thing.
In reality, this sort of attitude is exactly what Smolin means by groupthink. You
look at the abstracts and if they do not agree with your preconceptions you have
a good laugh and move on to the next victim. The only papers you actually look
at are those by names you recognise as being a member of the gang. I have
heard some unbelievably naive things being said on the basis of this “let’s just
glance at the abstract and decide that the paper is wrong” procedure. This is
essentially LM’s approach, and it has led him to write some things that gave me
a very bad case of vicarious embarrassment. As for example what he has said
about equivalence principle violation over the years, things that would not be
tolerated in an undergraduate in any respectable university.

52. Aaron Bergman
June 9, 2007

Here it was that I thought groupthink meant mindlessly agreeing with the status
quo and not questioning things said within the group. Now, apparently
disagreeing with papers counts as groupthink, too. I’m so confused.

(I hasten to add that the subject of such lunchtime conversations is most often
string papers, but now, of course, string theorists will be accused of only looking
at string papers and nothing else. Groupthink! And so it goes on….)

53. mclaren
June 9, 2007



Eric Mayes remarked:
There are many compelling reasons for introducing strings and it is far from
being ‘baseless conjecture’.

Compelling mathematical reasons. Not compelling experimental evidence. If I’m
wrong, please provide the title, volume number, issue number and page numbers
of the peer-reviewed HEP journal that has published experimental results
confirming the predictions of string theory that would compel us to believe that
string theory is the next necessary step in HEP.

This really sad thing about this debate is that there are so many ignorant people
out there who are easily manipulated by these fallacious arguments.

Show me the evidence. That’s all that counts. Show me the HEP experiments
providing evidence for string theory. Everything else is irrelevant. The two
biggest pieces of experimental evidence in HEP in th last 20 years, dark energy
and oscillating neutrinos, weren’t predicted by string theory.

If we’re honest, you have to admit that what is being peddled is us-against-them
-ism.

People are asking for hard experimental evidence. You can’t have experimental
evidence for or against a scientific theory if the theory doesn’t even make
testable predictions. Without testable predictions or experimental evidence pro
or con, the “theory” is not even wrong.

In this picture, string theorist [sic] are elitists who live in their Ivy League ivory
towers telling the common-folk who really no [sic] better what to believe, while
the populist heroes Woit and Smolin are the defenders of rationally [sic] and
common sense. The truth is that the serious people who are really doing physics
will continue to study string theory because it offers the best chance to make
progress, by far.

At some point, you have to recognize that a theory isn’t making predictions and
no one knows how to squeeze or tease it into making testable predictions. At that
stage, the whole project has become what Hubert Dreyfus calls a degenerating
research program. From the nonsensical philosophical arguments now being
offered in favor of string theory and judging by its persistant inability to make
testable falsifiable prediction, string conjecture seems to be a degenerating
research program.

Eric Mayes’ claim here is the same as Sean Carroll’s faulty argument — string
conjecture is valid science because physicists are still working away at it. That’s
faulty because it doesn’t matter how many people work at an area of
investigation if it produces no tangible results. Thousands of physicists worked
worldwide investigating the ether in the 1920s but no results came from that line
of investigation. It was a degenerating research program. Physicists eventually
abandoned it.

It doesn’t matter how many people investigate string theory if it continues to fail
to produce testable falsifiable predictions. If you’re not making predictions that



can eventually be tested in a laboratory, you’re not doing science. It’s just that
simple.

54. CapitalistImperialistPig
June 9, 2007

Peter,

You said “My objection is to what I take to be Damour’s claim that an observation
of a violation of the equivalence principle would be evidence for string theory. If
you believe Lubos, string theory predicts no violation of the equivalence
principle, if you believe Damour, it predicts a violation. “

Doesn’t a dilaton violate the equivalence principle? I thought it had to be
massive to confine the violation to short distances.

55. CapitalistImperialistPig
June 9, 2007

Aaron,

Your assertion that theoretical physicists should keep their disagreements
private is pretty darn medieval. It’s not in keeping with the history of physics or
science generally, and it’s dishonest to hide such disagreements from the people
paying the bills.

56. Aaron Bergman
June 9, 2007

My god, does nobody read what I say? Or am I really that unclear?

Let me quote it again: The other point people seem to have missed is the
difference between criticizing one colleagues and criticizing their work.

57. Bee
June 10, 2007

The other point people seem to have missed is the difference between criticizing
one colleagues and criticizing their work.

hum… I wonder how the ‘sociological’ part of the book had been discussed had it
not been written by a physicist but by someone working in, say, the sociology of
sciences? I suspect, then the criticism would be it was not written by a
‘colleague’ who knows the field?

Hi Vicar,

In reality, this sort of attitude is exactly what Smolin means by groupthink. You
look at the abstracts and if they do not agree with your preconceptions you have
a good laugh and move on to the next victim.

nah, you’re mixing up cognitive biases, what you’re talking about is called

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases


confirmation bias:

`a tendency to search for or interpret new information in a way that confirms
one’s preconceptions and avoid information and interpretations which contradict
prior beliefs. It is a type of cognitive bias and represents an error of inductive
inference, or as a form of selection bias toward confirmation of the hypothesis
under study or disconfirmation of an alternative hypothesis.’

and is btw also exactly what Polchinski criticizes about Lee’s book Regarding
group-think: you interpret the reaction of string theorists to your book as more
evidence for your point of view.

Entertaining, eh? We can probably spend the rest of our days accusing each
other of faulty thinky, or other logical and formal fallacies. I esp. like the Texas
sharpshooter fallacy, anybody wants to write a book about it?

Sorry, Peter, couldn’t resist – this comment section has just gotten too silly.

-B.

58. Peter Woit
June 10, 2007

Some of the most common automated spam robots operate by posting comments
consisting of a generic phrase of indeterminate reference, or a snippet from a
previous comment, followed by such a phrase. I’ll just point out that the
comments from some people here recently are indistinguishable from those of
the spam robots (just that they don’t have a link to a web-site trying to sell
something in the “web-site” field).

59. Peter Woit
June 10, 2007

CIP,

In general, massless moduli fields can give violations of the equivalence
principle. That’s why some string theorists say “string theory predicts violations
of the equivalence principle”. But we don’t see such long-range forces, so string
theorists argue that the fields must be massive and short range, and concentrate
recently on models where this is true. Some like Lubos, then start going on about
how “string theory predicts no violations of the equivalence principle.” The
whole thing is kind of ridiculous.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confirmation_bias
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confirmation_bias
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US Particle Physics Planning

June 11, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Last week both SLAC and Fermilab hosted “Users Meetings”, providing a forum to
discuss the current status and future plans of the two laboratories. The SLAC agenda
is here, and talks from previous years are available here, with this year’s perhaps
available later.

The Fermilab meeting was also celebrating the 40th anniversary of its first Users
Meeting, which was held back in 1967 at a time when Fermilab was under
construction, with plans for a 200 GeV fixed-target machine underway, led by director
Robert Wilson. This year’s talks are available here. The status of the Tevatron is
described in Roger Dixon’s talk. Already the machine has delivered nearly 3 fb-1 of
luminosity to the two experiments there, half of this over the last year. They are
projecting to have 6-7 fb-1 by the end of FY 2009 (a bit more than two years from
now). The current plan calls for operation of the Tevatron only until the end of FY
2009, and a year or so ago there was even some discussion of shutting it down before
then. With the machine operating well, a healthy US HEP budget, the LHC startup
now not until 2008, and some cautious optimism that that the Tevatron might be able
to accumulate enough data to see the Higgs under some scenarios, it looks like no
one is about to shut the Tevatron down early, rather the question will be how much
extra time to give it. There seems little point to shutting it down as long as the LHC is
not producing results that make it obsolete, and no one knows yet how long that is
going to take. While those running Fermilab would like to know what they will be
doing several years in advance so that they can plan and budget, it may be difficult to
do this since no one knows what will happen with the LHC.

Fermilab is in the middle of a long-range planning exercise, with a Steering Group
meeting trying to put together a plan by August 1. They have many of their materials
available on-line. Some of the discussion revolves around the question of the ILC, with
talks showing that in principle it would be possible to start construction of the ILC in
2012 and have it built by 2019, but few people believe that things will happen this
fast. Whether building the machine makes sense will depend on what is seen at the
LHC. Other scenarios are under discussion, for example see here. Other than the
LHC, the main things one could conceive of building at Fermilab would be a more
intense proton beam (proton driver), or accelerating muons to provide a “neutrino
factory” and perhaps ultimately a muon collider.

While US HEP has a difficult task ahead to figure out what to do after the Tevatron
shuts down and the energy frontier moves to CERN, at least the budget situation is
looking a lot better than it was a few years ago. At the Users Meeting, there was a
presentation by the DOE’s Robin Staffin showing budget figures that included a 6.8%
increase planned for FY2008, after a 5.9% increase from FY2006 to FY2007. For some
reason the federal government seems to have decided to put significantly more money
into fundamental physics research, and HEP is benefiting from this. For more about
the general situation with the Federal science research budget, see this recent talk by

http://www-group.slac.stanford.edu/sluo/meeting/2007-annual/2007AnnualMtg_Agenda.pdf
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John Marburger, the director of Office of Science and Technology Policy.

For the budget situation in mathematics, see this report in the latest Notices of the
AMS about the NSF budget numbers. After flat budget numbers for the past couple
years, there was a 3.3% increase for mathematics research in FY2007, and the
proposal for FY2008 has a 8.5% increase. Math is cheap compared to HEP, with the
NSF spending on math (which is the bulk of federal math research funding) only
about a quarter the size of the HEP budget. The AMS Notices article also computes
numbers for what fraction of the NSF budget goes to different fields, noting that in
FY2004 18.3% was for math, 20.9% for physics, while the FY2008 proposal goes
17.8% to math, 23.6% to physics.

Update: Also at SLAC, this week the DOE is there to review the lab. Presentations
prepared for the DOE are on-line. Michael Peskin gave a presentation about the work
of the theory group. He highlighted (besides hopes about the LHC) the work of
SLAC’s Lance Dixon on computing perturbative QCD amplitudes, including its
relation to N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills and to the conjectural finiteness of N=8
supergravity.

Comments

1. Eric
June 11, 2007

Peter, Thurston is celebrating 60th birthday at Princeton
http://www.math.princeton.edu/Thurston60th/

2. DB
June 12, 2007

Isn’t it interesting that while the US is the undisputed world leader in string
theory research, it has not led the way in experimental HEP since the 1970s.?
Remember that the only reason the Tevatron is currently the world’s most
powerful collider is because CERN’s LEP was shut down to build the LHC. Oh,
and just before the LEP shutdown we were also told about events that “might”
indicate that the Higgs had been seen there. MiniBoone was interesting, but a
pale shadow of Kamiokande and Sudbury. By substituting “cheap” math for real
physics, is it such a surprise that we end up with string theory?

3. alex
June 12, 2007

You say the NSF spending on math is only a quarter of the HEP budget, but go
on to quote figures making the NSF budget for math not much smaller than for
physics as a whole (17/18 % compared to 21/24 %). Are you talking about a
different budget the second time?

4. Peter Woit
June 12, 2007

http://www.ams.org/notices/200706/tx070600748p.pdf
http://www.ams.org/notices/200706/tx070600748p.pdf
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/programreview/2007/Agenda_2007.htm
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/programreview/2007/Agenda_2007.htm
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/programreview/2007/PeskinPlenary.pdf
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/programreview/2007/PeskinPlenary.pdf
http://www.math.princeton.edu/Thurston60th/
http://www.math.princeton.edu/Thurston60th/


alex,

Math is funded mainly by the NSF, and the NSF gives comparable amounts to
math and physics. But HEP is mainly funded by DOE, and it is this funding that is
much greater than math.

DB,

The US HEP problems can be traced back to the SSC debacle. I don’t think that’s
something that can be blamed on the string theorists…

5. Zathras
June 12, 2007

Within physics, is HEP getting a smaller portion of the pie? Any other areas that
are getting significantly more than they had before?

6. Intellectually Curious
June 12, 2007

“By substituting “cheap” math for real physics, is it such a surprise that we end
up with string theory?” -DB

Now, I understand why math is cheap, since one needs only paper and pencil
(and usually a trash can) to do pure research. But what is “cheap math”?

7. John H.
June 13, 2007

Peter, with so much money being spent on HEP research, if neither LHC nor ILC
provides new and meanigful data this may summon the end for particle physics…
atleast for some time to come. Then what?! What will all those who devoted half
of their lives (and sometimes more for senior researchers) do? What will they
have to show for their lives’ efforts…

Just a thought…

8. Coin
June 13, 2007

Peter, with so much money being spent on HEP research, if neither LHC nor ILC
provides new and meanigful data this may summon the end for particle physics

Even if this is so, is it at all possible that this would be not the end of
experimental particle physics, but just the end of collider experiments?

I mean, if it were ever absolutely, truly necessary to do so, surely there’s some
way to do frontier fundamental particle research even if there’s no funding for
new ubercolliders.

9. John H.
June 13, 2007



Sure, HES [High-Energy Speculation]… 

10. DB
June 13, 2007

Experimental HEP research is increasingly using the astrophysics channel –
which has a long and distinguished history of discovery from the muon
(Anderson, 1936) to the charged pions (1947) to the neutrino oscillations at
Kamiokande and Sudbury. Expect continued growth in the placing of
sophisticated detectors in orbit – why the ISS is not being better exploited for
this purpose is a mystery to me.
The US remains the world leader in astrophysics with the infrastructure to
design and deliver the best in class detectors so if, as I expect in maybe ten years
time, non-terrestrial HEP once again becomes the dominant mode of particle
physics research, it is perfectly placed to retake the lead. However, when I look
at Nasa’s funding priorities, its scaling back on its science budget, Europe and
Japan’s resolve, I just wonder.

11. Peter Woit
June 13, 2007

John,

It’s not the experimentalist’s fault if it turns out Nature has decided to look
exactly like the Standard Model up to 1 TeV or more. Finding out about Nature is
what experimentalists do, and they have been and are doing it. Sometimes what
they find out is dramatic and unexpected, sometimes not, but it’s still valuable to
know what actually happens. The fact that the Standard Model is so good is in
itself a very interesting experimental result.

What is worrisome about the post-LHC future is that, if the SM still holds, no one
has a plausible idea about how to do what physicists have always done: keep
trying to find out what happens at higher energy and shorter distance scales.
The LHC will provide a jump of a factor of 7 in energy, but there’s no affordable
technology out there that could give us another such factor anytime soon.

12. Matteo Martini
June 15, 2007

Peter Woit wrote:
” The LHC will provide a jump of a factor of 7 in energy, but there’s no affordable
technology out there that could give us another such factor anytime soon ”

What about the Super LHC?

The maximum integrated luminosity increase of the existing options is about a
factor of 4 higher than the to the LHC ultimate performance, unfortunately far
below the LHC upgrade project’s initial ambition of a factor of 10

13. Matteo Martini
June 15, 2007



Sorry,
I did not write the sentence was quoted from Wikipedia:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Super_Large_Hadron_Collider

14. Thomas Larsson
June 16, 2007

Matteo, SLHC gives higher luminosity, not higher energy. More collisions, but at
the same energy.

15. Matteo Martini
June 16, 2007

Thomas,  

thanks for your reply.
What about the VLHC?
200TeV, instead of 7+7TeV?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Very_Large_Hadron_Collider

16. Peter Woit
June 16, 2007

Matteo,

As the Wikipedia article mentions, the “VLHC” idea would require a machine
hundreds of kilometers in size, and the cost would likely be prohibitive. There’s
little chance of such a thing being built within the next few decades.

17. Matteo Martini
June 16, 2007

Peter,
thanks for your comment.
I have read something the VLHC, in this file, http://vlhc.org/Limon_seminar.pdf,
written by P. Limon, and, it is stated that:
1) the technology needed to build a VLHC, is available today; and
2) if we can afford a linear electron collider, we can afford a VLHC ( do not
understand the exact meaning of this sentence, though.. )

What do you think?

18. Peter Woit
June 16, 2007

Matteo,

The problem with the VLHC is not the technology, but its size. It would be bigger
than the failed SSC project. Given that the SSC was going to cost more (in
constant dollars) than the ILC is supposed to, I suspect the VLHC would be
significantly more costly than the ILC to construct.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Super_Large_Hadron_Collider
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Super_Large_Hadron_Collider
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http://vlhc.org/Limon_seminar.pdf


19. Matteo Martini
June 16, 2007

OK
Let` s hope something completely new comes out from LHC, then.
Than, there will be maybe hope that the world` s governments could decide to go
ahead, one day, with a bigger Hadron Collider.
Please, not that, last year the defense budget of the U. S. alone was over USD400
billions ( http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy2007/defense.html )
Since the estimated cost of the ILC is around USD5 billions (
http://www.linearcollider.org/pdf/RDR_Machine%20Overview_v5-1.pdf ), I think
there is still room, if there is any compelling reason for governments, to go
ahead, and build a machine significantly larger than the ILC.
Note, that world powers did not have any problem to pop out some USD95
billions for the Space Station ( http://www.space.com/news/spacestation
/gao_iss_inquiry_010619.html ).
I did not really read of any real practical outcome and scientific progress, from
that expensive program.
Please, note that the figure I gave above ( USD$400 billions+ ), is the budget of
only 1 year, and, of only 1 country.
The cost of building any machine, such as the VLHC, would have to be split in
many calendar years, therefore, reducing the cost per year to a fraction.
Also, collaboration and splitting costs between nations, would provide a further
reduction of the expenses for each nation.
The bis point, in my opinion, is: will we really find something new next spring?
Will some theorist, come out with a brand new theory that requires a 50 TeV
machine to be proven, but, that could change our lives and spur progress?
If yes, there could be reasons, in the near future, to work for an even bigger
Collider.
If not, maybe, we will be stuck with the Standard Model for another 100 years.

20. Nuttata
June 17, 2007

>If not, maybe, we will be stuck with the Standard Model for another 100 years.

No reason to complain, it could have been much worse. Look at high Tc
superconductivity, for example. Those guys have been stuck for more than
twenty years, and they don’t even have a theory. At least the SM does work.

But there’s no way the LHC could possibly leave us entirely empty-handed. Some
kind of EW symmetry breaking must be there, and/or some unitarity-restoring
sector. “Nothing” is not in the menu, as soon as the experiment is up and
running.

21. Matteo Martini
June 17, 2007

As far as I can see, human progress of the last 100 years, has been mainloy
driven by breakthroughs in elementary physics.
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The inventions of the:
– semiconductors ( in the early 70s ), which lead to the birth of the modern
electronic and informatic business ( Intel, AMD, Microsoft, Google and the
modern IBM );
– the discovery of the DNA, in the early 50s ( at the basis of genetics and modern
biochemistry );
– laser optics ( which lead to the development of current optical cables, and
made it possible the birth of companies like Cisco systems and of the internet );
– the future quantum computing?
were, almost all, based on the discoveries of the behaviour of the atom, and,
based on general relativity and quantum mechanics

If you look at the ” old ” industries ( such as: avionics, rocket industries, car
business, machines of all kinds ), there has been nothing really new in these
fields, in the last 40 years, at least.
The car engine, it has been the same in the last 100 years, and, after the man in
the moon, in 1969, no big advancement in space exploration too.
Planes, are not inherentically new, after the invention of the jet engine ( made in
the sixties ).
This is because, all the ” old ” mechanical industries, basically, use the 3 laws of
physics, discovered by Newton in the late 1600s.

The same is happening with the ” new ” industries ( informatics, semiconductor
business, .. ), there is still a lot of innovation, there, but, for how long??

In my opinion, if we do not advance, to the next level of knowledge of particle
physics, human progress will probably, reach a halt in 20-30 years..

Just my opinion, though..

22. sinus
June 18, 2007

The car engine, it has been the same in the last 100 years, and, after
the man in the moon, in 1969, no big advancement in space exploration

I beg to disagree. It is true that the most basic ideas involved in the explosion
engine have not changed. But today’s cars, and their engines, are very different
from those of 100 years ago. The technology involved in those differences is
highly non trivial and, in many ways, revolutionary.

Regarding outer space exploration, we’ve been living a golden age of cosmology
for more than ten years now. Cosmological and astrophysical knowledge has
undergone many revolutions in the last two decades or so, due to enormous
advances in space exploration which produced large amounts of high quality
data. To quote but one example: several dozen extrasolar planets have been
discovered, whereas none was known during the XX century.

23. Matteo Martini
June 18, 2007



Sinus wrote:
I beg to disagree. It is true that the most basic ideas involved in the explosion
engine have not changed. But today’s cars, and their engines, are very different
from those of 100 years ago. The technology involved in those differences is
highly non trivial and, in many ways, revolutionary

Matteo:
Yes, there have been many substantial innovations in the car engine, as well as in
the commercial aviation business ( look at the A380 ), but, the basic structure of
the car engine, as well of that of the plane, has not changed in the last decades.
Current car engines use the Otto cycle, or the Diesel cycle, to provide energy,
and, these cycles have been discovered more than 100 years ago.

Sinus wrote:
Regarding outer space exploration, we’ve been living a golden age of cosmology
for more than ten years now.

Matteo:
I beg your pardon.
I meant human space exploration.
There is nothing revolutionary, in this field, since the man on the moon, dated
1969.
If we have to go to Mars today, we would still use rockets, and a lot of fuel.



Random Collection of Stuff

June 14, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Pretty much everybody in the math community seems to be getting a blog. Many of
the new bloggers are quite good research mathematicians (including even some
Fields Medalists). Two very new ones are:

Secret Blogging Seminar: Named after a “Secret Russian Seminar” at Berkeley, a
group blog of several ex- and current Berkeley math graduate students (Ben Webster,
A.J. Tolland, Scott Morrison, Noah Snyder and David Speyer)

Math Life: The blog of UT Austin’s number theorist Fernando Rodriguez Villegas

A few things I learned from the Secret Blogging Seminar postings and following
associated links:

The Microsoft Research group at UCSB working on “topological quantum
computation” is now known as Station Q, and has a web-site.

Googling “Secret Russian Seminar” led to the web-site of Scott Carnahan, a student
of Richard Borcherds who will be a postdoc at MIT this fall. Carnahan has some
interesting sets of notes there, including notes from Borcherds’ 2004 course on QFT.
Back in 2001, Borcherds had taught an earlier version of this course, and notes taken
by Alex Barnard are available. According to Carnahan, Borcherds began the 2004
course with the comment:

Some of you might remember I gave a class a few years ago on the standard model. It
ran into a few technical problems, the main one being the fact that I didn’t know what
I was talking about. I’ve learned a thing or two since then, and I’m going to try again.

I’ve finally been making some progress in understanding some mathematics
associated to BRST; if this keeps making sense I hope to get something written about
it this summer. I recently noticed that the pretty much incoherent Wikipedia entry on
the BRST formalism, has been joined by another incoherent one on BRST
quantization. Both entries contain the warning at the top “This article or section may
be confusing or unclear for some readers”, which is an understatement.

A new issue of Symmetry Magazine is out, and it contains a report on the recent
string theory debate in Washington between Brian Greene and Lawrence Krauss. An
editorial noted how amazing it is that this sort of thing drew 600 people willing to pay
$25. There’s lots of interest out there in fundamental physics in general, and this
controversy in particular.

Can’t remember where I saw this earlier today, but there’s a famous quotation I
hadn’t heard before from economist John Kenneth Galbraith which seems to apply
well to the current situation in string theory:

Faced with the choice between changing one’s mind and proving there is no need to
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http://sbseminar.wordpress.com/
http://frvillegas.wordpress.com/
http://frvillegas.wordpress.com/
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/villegas/research.html
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/villegas/research.html
http://stationq.ucsb.edu/
http://stationq.ucsb.edu/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~carnahan/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~carnahan/
http://math.berkeley.edu/~carnahan/qft.html
http://math.berkeley.edu/~carnahan/qft.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0204014
http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0204014
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BRST_formalism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BRST_formalism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BRST_quantization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BRST_quantization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BRST_quantization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BRST_quantization
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/cms/?pid=1000475
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/cms/?pid=1000475
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/cms/?pid=1000481
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/cms/?pid=1000481
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/cms/?pid=1000477
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/cms/?pid=1000477


do so, almost everyone gets busy on the proof.

Update: One more. Adrian Cho at Science Magazine has an article about the debate
going on over how long to run the Tevatron. The chair of the P5 panel is saying that
they will recommend running through 2009, but that “It would take some unusual
circumstances to justify running beyond 2009.” But, if the LHC takes longer to get
working correctly than planned (there’s a history of this with new accelerators), and
Tommaso’s Dorigo’s rumors of sightings of a Higgs at the Tevatron ever start to firm
up, it’s going to be hard to justify starting to tear the machine down…

Update: Yet one more about math blogging. Lieven le Bruyn has changed his blog
from NeverEndingBooks to Moonshine Math (also known as NeverEndingBooks, v. 2).
He begins with a wonderful blog posting about the j-function which explains one of
my favorite remarkable facts about numbers:

$$e^{\pi\sqrt{163}}=262537412640768743.99999999999925\ldots$$

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
June 14, 2007

One thing that all this time on the internet has made clear to me is that
physicists have done a pretty poor job of communicating that our understanding
of QFT has changed. Renormalization is still communicated as this form of black
magic that we do only because it gets the right answer. I would say that we now
have a good understand of how it works. We even have a reasonable conjecture
(see the previous discussion with Peter Orland) of how one might going about
defining a quantum field theory via path integrals, and how the process of
renormalization relates to that definition. Maybe someone should write a popular
science book about effective field theory…

On another note (again from reading the notes on Borcherds’s lectures), as I
understand it, the idea of using the nonisomorphism of Pin(1,3) and Pin(3,1) to
distinguish the signature of spacetime is wrong. There are eight ways (IIRC) to
extend the Spin group to deal with the full orthogonal group of which two are the
Pin groups. I don’t know of any physical reason to distinguish the various
choices.

2. anon.
June 14, 2007

Regarding BRST: recently I was trying to understand the old paper by Thierry-
Mieg that interprets the ghosts as vertical components of the connection on the
principal bundle. The antighosts are still ad hoc. After this the literature appears
to bifurcate in several directions, and I can’t tell which if any of them give a clear
explanation of the full BRST structure with both ghosts and antighosts. Can you
point me in the right direction? Is there one authoritative reference?

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/316/5831/1551
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/316/5831/1551
http://www.neverendingbooks.org/
http://www.neverendingbooks.org/
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=JMAPA,21,2834
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=JMAPA,21,2834
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=JMAPA,21,2834
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=JMAPA,21,2834


3. Chris Oakley
June 15, 2007

Aaron,

I would love to be able to regard renormalization at something other than black
magic, but it really does not help when someone of Borcherds’ standing comes
out with a statement like this:

In general, renormalization is used to cancel out the terms you get
from poles. This is a rather bizarre process by which terms are inserted
that depend on the coupling constant, so that the resulting poles
exactly cancel out the poles you get from the analytic continuation. The
main justification for why it works is that the answers you get agree
with experiment to some absurd number of significant figures.

(See the previously-linked lecture notes).
I nominate you to write this book on effective field theory. I will look forward to
reviewing it on Amazon.

4. matteoeo
June 15, 2007

I think Michel Le Bellac “Des phénomènes critiques aux champs de jauge” (don’t
know the english name), part II (from chapter V on), is a great introduction to
path integrals, renormalization and effective field theories ad could be studied in
a QFT course (obiously also part I should be studied to undersand the statistical
mechanical basis, but part II is pretty much independent).

5. Thomas Larsson
June 15, 2007

The canonical reference is Henneaux and Teitelboim.

6. Johan Couder
June 15, 2007

Aaron Bergman says: “…Maybe someone should write a popular science book
about effective field theory… ”
Chris Oakley says: “…I nominate you to write this book on effective field theory. I
will look forward to reviewing it on Amazon.”

I second that. There is more than one book on quantum mechanics out there at
an “intermediate level”, i.e. in between the puerile pop science books and
graduate level textbooks.
But as for QFT ? Feynman wrote a nice book on QED for the math-disabled, and
Schumm did his best to explain the Standard Model [at least better than Peter
did  ] to the lay person without using too many silly analogies (as in say
Randall’s “Warped passages”). Some of us laypersons have asked MacMahon to
write a “QFT Demystified” book (he wrote fairly good ones on QM and GR.), but
he seems more interested in doing a “String Theory Demystified” version.J :-))

http://www.amazon.com/Quantization-Gauge-Systems-Marc-Henneaux/dp/0691037698/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1/102-7759854-5021762?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1181895892&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Quantization-Gauge-Systems-Marc-Henneaux/dp/0691037698/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1/102-7759854-5021762?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1181895892&sr=8-1


7. Peter Woit
June 15, 2007

anon,

Thomas is right that Henneaux-Teitelboim is about the best there is. But they
don’t have much to say about the geometrical interpretation of the formalism
they are working with, that’s what has always remained obscure to me.

8. A quantum diaries survivor
June 15, 2007

Hi Peter,

please fix the link to Adrian Cho’s article (need to remove one extra http).
Curiously, he did not cite me in his piece although he interviewed me on the
issue, while you do cite me in the same paragraph when you cite him. Your
psychic powers at work ? :-°

Cheers,
T.

9. Peter Woit
June 15, 2007

Thanks Tommaso, fixed. I guess I do have psychic powers…

This whole discussion about the Tevatron seems a bit odd. From Cho’s article,
the cost of running the thing is 4% of the US HEP budget. It’s the only thing in
the US producing HEP data at the high energy frontier, and it’s not like anyone
has an obviously better idea for an HEP experiment that is not getting funded.
I’m not seeing why the plan is not to just keep running it, only starting to shut it
down after the LHC has definitively started producing the kind of results that
would make the Tevatron data of little to no interest.

10. anon.
June 15, 2007

Thomas, Peter: Thanks, I have heard of that book but I haven’t obtained a copy
yet. I am hoping to find something explicitly geometric, though….

11. A quantum diaries survivor
June 15, 2007

Peter, I think the money issue is only part of the deal. By keeping the Tevatron
alive, the US HEP program maintains that it is a good idea to invest on an
alternative to LHC, while a lot of effort has been done and is currently ongoing to
try and make the US participation in ATLAS and CMS as visible and clear as
possible.

There is thus a contradiction between keeping the Tevatron on the scene
indefinitely and putting money and effort in the CERN endeavour. That is only



embittered by the fact that scientists that could be useful at CERN are enticed
into continuing to work at the Tevatron.

From the outside, the choice of spending some 30-50M$ a year for a few more
years of Tevatron running beyond 2009 is a no brainer – there are even things
that the Tevatron is better at doing than the LHC at full power. But from the
point of view of dictating the strategy of US HEP, it looks like the decision is a bit
tougher.

Cheers,
T.

12. Hendrik
June 15, 2007

Dear Peter and Thomas, concerning BRST, a few remarks;-

The classical (geometric) version of BRST is mathematically in good shape (cf.
e.g. Stasheff arXiv:hep-th/9112002v1) and even connects with quantum theory
through geometric quantization, cf. Duval e.a. in Commun. Math. Phys. 126,
535-557 (1990).

However a purely quantum BRST constraint reduction procedure
cannot rely on the classical theory (due to the problems with quantization maps –
check out Gotay e.a. on Groenewald-Van Hove obstructions). For quantum BRST
the theory is in much worse shape, with only a few sporadic rigorous papers, e.g.
by Horuzhy.

There is not one BRST in method in heuristic physics, but several.
Broadly speaking, there is the Hamiltonian version (as in the
book by Henneaux and Teitelboim or in the Russian BFV school),
and the Lagrangian version (as in the papers by Kugo and Ojima),
and these come in several different flavours.
The Hamiltonian version starts from a set of quantum constraints
and give an algorithm for constructiong the BRST charge Q,
whereas the Lagrangian version starts from a set of gauge
transformations and “replaces” the gauge parameters by anticommuting ghost
fields to obtain the BRST graded derivation d.

Whilst on the surface these two methods seem quite similar,
(with an obvious connection in d = graded commutator with Q)
there are subtle differences in the actual constructions
involved. The Hamiltonian version is the more problematic
one of the two;- it is quite easy to produce quantum constraint
systems where Hamiltonian BRST produces different results from
the usual Dirac method, or is inconsistent, e.g. by producing a nonpositive
physical space, or the wrong physical observables. This has been noted in a
number of places in the heuristic literature, but usually an ad hoc “fudge” is
invoked to get out of such tight spots. In the rigorous literature the failure of
BRST has also been noticed, cf. e.g. Landsman and Linden, Nuclear Physics B Vol
371, 415-433 (1992) or McMullan, Commun. Math. Phys. Vol 149(1), 161-174



(1992). I also have an (unpublished) preprint on the breakdown of Hamiltonian
BRST which I can email to you if
you’re interested.

On the other hand, the Lagrangian BRST is applied almost exclusively to gauge
theories (i.e. where there is a gauge potential, not just a nonphysical degree of
freedom), and closely follow Kugo and Ojima. A good example is e.g. the book by
Scharf “Quantum Gauge Theories: A True Ghost Story” where their threatment
of QEM can be made rigorous, and it produces the correct results. Whether
Lagrangian BRST can be made into a general quantum constraint reduction
procedure still remains to be seen (but I have not followed the recent literature
on BRST so might have missed it).

I am aware that the real appeal for BRST comes from the path integral approach,
but from the operator point of view I still cannot see how quantum BRST is an
improvement over a simple Dirac constraint approach. Unnecessary and
problematic formalism.

13. Hendrik
June 15, 2007

Dear anon, I think that Bonora and Cotta-Ramusino in Commun Math Phys,
87(4), 589-603 claim to have an improved version of Thierry-Mieg’s paper on
BRST. This is fully geometric (hence classical).

14. Scott Carnahan
June 15, 2007

It’s a bit surprising to see that those QFT notes got publicity – I had mostly
intended them for fellow grad students who didn’t feel like taking notes. Most of
the comments that I took down (e.g. Allen Knutsen’s remark about Pin groups)
were basically off-the-cuff, so they should be taken with a grain of salt.

I should mention that I don’t think Borcherds’ ending comment about
renormalization is completely representative of his viewpoint, and he may have
been just tired and cynical. He is aware of effective field theories (and they are
mentioned in the 2001 notes), and he has said several times that all of the
ingredients for making perturbative quantum field theory (and in particular
renormalization) mathematically rigorous already exist in the published
literature, but that writing them down together is highly nontrivial.

Tao’s blog entry on the Fields medalist lectures has a shorter but more recent
representation of his work.

15. theoreticalminimum
June 16, 2007

For anyone who wants to have a look at the “Quantization of Gauge Systems”
book, a djvu copy can be downloaded here.

16. Chris Oakley

http://djvu.504.com1.ru:8019/WWW/80d297fa75af25986919d5adcd80be9a.djvu
http://djvu.504.com1.ru:8019/WWW/80d297fa75af25986919d5adcd80be9a.djvu


June 16, 2007

Scott,

Borcherds’ comment about renormalization may have been unguarded, but that
does not mean that it did not accurately reflect what he thought. The argument
about rigour is one that no-one ought to have. The rigour of a scientific theory
one ought to be able to take for granted. Certain assumptions lead to certain
consequences. The consequences may not be in accordance with experiments,
but there should never be an issue about whether they connect with the
underlying assumptions or not. Can you imagine a distinction being made
between axiomatic and non-axiomatic classical mechanics? I once got an e-mail
from an “axiomatic” field theory post-doc saying that I was trying to be “holier
than the pope” in requiring rigour in quantum field theory, but why am I being
unreasonable? Is there any mathematical cheating going on in going from
Newton’s universal law of gravitation and the derivation of elliptical planetary
orbits obeying Kepler’s laws, or between Maxwell’s equations and the calculation
of the force between two current-carrying wires? Why should there be two sets
of standards, one for QFT and one for everything else?

17. Thomas Larsson
June 16, 2007

Hendrik, I would be interested in your preprint. You can find contact information
on the arxiv.

When you talk about problems, is it the BRST method that breaks down, or do
people make mistakes when applying it? One need to honor certain regularity
conditions, but it is nevertheless possible to make subtle errors. E.g., thm 17.2 of
H&T is flawed already for the harmonic oscillator, because it only works as
stated if you say that the oscillator has a gauge symmetry. The reason is that
there are “Noether identities” of the form (17.8) due to the fact that the
equations of motion has solutions. The difference is that the index &alpha runs
over a (d-1)-D manifold for solutions, and over a d-D manifold for genuine gauge
symmetries.

18. Hendrik
June 16, 2007

Dear Thomas, expect my email on Monday. Regarding:

“When you talk about problems, is it the BRST method that breaks down, or do
people make mistakes when applying it?”

I do mean the stronger statement;- if you take Hamiltonian BRST (as expressed
in the book by H&T) seriously as a constraint algorithm, then it fails when
applied to some simple constraint systems. To get the right answer additional
assumptions are necessary (which of course means that you know the right
answer by other means).

The input of a quantum constraint system is simple,- it is a *-algebra A of

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0701164
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0701164


operators (on Hilbert or Krein space with some common dense domain), together
with a set C of distinguished elements which you want to set to zero
(constraints). It is easy to generate such pairs (A,C) for which the Hamiltonian
BRST fails.
Dynamics (i.e. a one-parameter automorphism group of A) is independent from
this;- just assume a dynamics which preserves the constraints. In any case
Hamiltonian BRST is a kinematic procedure, dynamics adjustment is not part of
it.

It is not even clear to me that if you start from equivalent constraints (i.e. they
produce the same physical state space) that Hamiltonian BRST will produce the
same physical algebra.

I have to emphasize again that Lagrangian BRST (which is closer to the classical
geometric version) is not a general constraint algorithm, it is just for gauge
theories. For these (at least the ones which can be analyzed rigorously) it seems
to produce the right result.

19. Johan Couder
June 18, 2007

for those who thought i was kidding … McGraw-Hill is releasing David
MacMahon’s “String Theory Demystified” on December 24, 2007. (search for the
title at McGraw-Hill’s website if you like)
Apparently: “Using the proven Demystified format, this book elucidates the
highly mathematical and complex topic of string theory, covering key topics such
as particle physics, quantum field theory, D-brane physics, and different types of
strings. YOu will learn the mathematical tools necessary to truly decipher string
theory.”
How mainstream can you get ? Eagerly awaiting the “ST for Dummies book” 

20. anon.
June 18, 2007

David MacMahon’s “String Theory Demystified” on December 24,
2007.

Brilliant. I’m writing Santa for a copy for the book as part of my next Christmas
present, plus a sexy supersymmetric partner and hopefully also an extra
dimension (just to the new supersymmetric partner and I achieve perfect
unification at high energy). 

21. Chris Oakley
June 18, 2007

Achieving perfect unification with your supersymmetric partner on an
uncomfortable Planck scale must be very hard.

22. Prestito
June 18, 2007



Well, really a nice idea make a blog about this argument. My best compliment
about that.

23. Matthew
June 18, 2007

“Is there any mathematical cheating going on in going […] between Maxwell’s
equations and the calculation of the force between two current-carrying wires?”

As a matter of fact, there is. It’s a bit hazy in my mind, but I do know there’s all
sorts of problems in defining various “fundamental” things in classical E&M. For
example, the radiation-reaction problem. Fuzzy things like pre-acceleration.

All the same sorts of problems that show up in QFT as a matter of fact. It’s just
that, as Aaron pointed out, we know a lot more about their origin and how to
solve them.

24. anon.
June 19, 2007

It’s a bit hazy in my mind, but I do know there’s all sorts of problems in defining
various “fundamental” things in classical E&M.

Put current into a transmission line (pair of wires) by connecting them to a
battery, and you get a continuous flat-topped logic pulse propagating along the
transmission line at light speed for the insulator.

This violated Ampere’s law of circuits because the current pulse doesn’t know in
advance if there is a complete circuit at the far end of the line, or an open
circuit.

Maxwell’s whole genius was adding an ‘extra current’ to Ampere’s law which can
flow across space between the two wires (even across a vacuum), completing the
circuit while a transient flows into an open circuit!

What happens when you do the experiment with sampling oscilloscopes is you
find that the energy reflects back from the far end of the transmission line. If it’s
an open circuit at the far end, the reflected current adds to the energy flowing
in, so the transmission line charges up, a little like a capacitor.

All the same sorts of problems that show up in QFT as a matter of fact.

Maxwell’s extra current was supposed to be due to the displacement of virtual
fermions in the vacuum, which polarize in an electric field. The vacuum
‘displacement current’ consequently flows in direct proportion to the rate of
change of the electric field, dE/dt.

Nice theory, and it predicts light. Problem is, QFT involves a vacuum polarization
due to pair production of virtual fermions, only at high energy (above
Schwinger’s electric field strength threshold for pair production, or the IR cutoff
energy for particle scatter). So below the IR cutoff, Maxwell’s displacement



current mechanism is in difficulty. However, the correction is easy to see:
electrons are accelerated by electric fields in the conductors, so they radiate
transversely. Each conductor behaves as an antenna radiating an inverted
version of the radio signal from the other one. At large distances from the power
line, the superimposed radio signals cancel out perfectly. The conductors are
therefore just swapping this radio energy, and the resulting effect of the swap is
equivalent to having a ‘displacement current’. So you still justify the Maxwell
equations when you dig deeply, though his original theory is wrong.

25. Peter Woit
June 19, 2007

Enough about E and M, this is completely off topic.

26. Scott Carnahan
June 19, 2007

Chris,

I think mathematical rigor in a physical theory is an admirable thing, but history
seems to indicate that it is not strictly necessary for progress. In particular, your
example of celestial mechanics illustrates that people like Newton could make
useful physical predictions using the theory of fluxions without the precision of
epsilons and deltas that appeared two hundred years later. For another example,
much of early quantum mechanics used objects like the Dirac delta, which was
not made mathematically precise until Schwartz formulated the theory of
distributions in the late forties. Quantum field theory is currently in the
intermediate stage, like Kepler’s laws in the early 1800s.

I don’t think this sort of work should be rejected for a lack of rigor, because in
the end, physicists are communicating ideas and calculational heuristics to other
humans, not a proof-verifying computer. If an idea allows us to build a simpler
mental picture of a process, or a heuristic consistently yields answers that agree
with experiment, I think it increases our understanding of the universe, and
some sloppiness should be tolerated. It is also occasionally useful for
mathematicians who require rigor to have some bold theoretical leaps charted by
people who aren’t burdened by such restrictions.

27. Intellectually Curious
June 19, 2007

Scott,

If I understand your comments correctly, you seem to suggest that
mathematicians are “proof-verifying computers,” and that they should
occasionally make some “bold theoretical leaps.” But mathematical proofs
require imagination and creativity as well as rigor in thought, and
mathematicians are far from the automatons that you seem to depict they are.
They are more like poets in this regard. And in order to do creative research,
they do have to take bold theoretical leaps sometimes.



Arghh, I guess even some physicists (assuming you are one) misunderstand the
nature of the mathematician’s work. Well, at least you didn’t think – as many
members of the public do – that their work involves crunching numbers all day
long. 

28. Chris Oakley
June 19, 2007

Scott,

The important thing is that, when have a botch-up, you recognise it as such. The
problem is that most QFT books & lecture courses sell renormalization like
dishonest salesmen, harping on the miraculous achievements and hardly
drawing attention to the caveats (such as my comment #461 here).

29. Hendrik
June 19, 2007

Peter, following on from your quote:

“Faced with the choice between changing one’s mind and proving there is no
need to do so, almost everyone gets busy on the proof.”

There is a recent article in “Reason” supporting this exact point:
http://www.reason.com/news/show/120455.html

30. Peter Woit
June 19, 2007

Hi Hendrik,

Thanks for pointing to the “Reason” article.

Also, thanks a lot for the comments on BRST, quite helpful and interesting. I
think you’re right that Hamiltonian BRST has a lot of problems with it, and in its
present state is a very unsatisfactory formalism.

It’s closely related to Lie algebra cohomology, and there’s the same philosophical
issue there: why not just look at the invariant part of a representation, what’s the
point of looking at a complex, whose 0-cohomology is the invariant piece you
want?. Anyway, Lie algebra cohomology has had some real uses in representation
theory, I’ve been trying to understand those for quite a while, only recently have
some promising ideas that seem to connect to BRST, we’ll see what that leads to.

Mathematicians have some really interesting theorems under the slogan of
“quantization commutes with reduction”, but the connection of this to BRST
remains unclear.

31. emyl
June 19, 2007

>“quantization commutes with reduction”

http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate/
http://www.reason.com/news/show/120455.html
http://www.reason.com/news/show/120455.html


but that is not true, as far as I know. At least, not in gauge theories.

32. Peter Woit
June 19, 2007

emyl,

Not sure what you have in mind. I was being too telegraphic perhaps, here’s a
survey article about exactly what I meant:

http://www.ams.org/bull/1996-33-03/S0273-0979-96-00661-1
/S0273-0979-96-00661-1.pdf

33. emyl
June 20, 2007

peter,

thanks for the reference, looks quite interesting. What I had in mind were some
examples quite similar to the one given in that paper after the statement of the
central “theorem”, as they call it. Regards.

http://www.ams.org/bull/1996-33-03/S0273-0979-96-00661-1/S0273-0979-96-00661-1.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/1996-33-03/S0273-0979-96-00661-1/S0273-0979-96-00661-1.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/1996-33-03/S0273-0979-96-00661-1/S0273-0979-96-00661-1.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/1996-33-03/S0273-0979-96-00661-1/S0273-0979-96-00661-1.pdf


The Triple-Scoop

June 15, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Experimenters at the Tevatron have released data showing the existence of a new
baryon, built out of a down, strange and bottom quark, and having a mass of 5.774 +/-
.019 GeV. It has been given the name “Ξb“. The FNAL press release is referring to this
as a “triple-scoop” baryon, since it contains one quark from each of the three
generations. Tommaso Dorigo has a new posting about this.

Postings on this blog tend to involve a certain amount of discussion of bad behavior
by theorists, so I guess I should point out here that this story comes with some
accusations of less than good behavior by experimentalists in the way this was
announced. The press release is all about the announcement of this discovery by the
D0 experiment, and about their paper, which was submitted to the arXiv Tuesday
night. It turns out though that D0’s competition, CDF, also has had the same result for
a while, and it had already been “blessed” but not officially announced. So CDF was
“scooped” at the last moment for the “triple-scoop”, and I imagine there are dark
accusations going around about how D0 might have found out about this and rushed
out the paper and press release. Supposedly there is an informal one-week
notification period that the two experiments normally observe to keep this kind of
thing from happening. Anyway, looks like they’re trying to fix it up a bit: the FNAL
web-site contains a “special announcement” of back-to-back seminars about this, D0
at 1pm, which will “immediately be followed” by a CDF seminar. The D0 seminar is
called

First observation of a new b-baryon, Ξb

whereas the CDF seminar is entitled

Observation of a new b-baryon, Ξb

Comments

1. Chris
June 15, 2007

It should be down, strange, and bottom quark.

Best regards,
Chris

2. Peter Orland
June 15, 2007

I remember similar behavior concerning the upper bound on
the number of light neutrinos in the late 80’s. The SLC (sort of

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/Dzero_baryon.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/presspass/press_releases/Dzero_baryon.html
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/06/15/and-so-about-cascade-baryons/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/06/15/and-so-about-cascade-baryons/
http://arxiv.org/abs/0706.1690
http://arxiv.org/abs/0706.1690


the ILC scheme, except the two beams came from the same machine)
at SLAC had a very small number of events (I think less than 30). Some people at
Fermilab were also working at the SLC detector (I forgot the official name) and
made sure to get their results out first. Shortly
therafter the SLC was dismantled.

3. Peter Woit
June 15, 2007

Chris,

Thanks! fixed.

4. Coin
June 15, 2007

I guess I’m trying to figure out exactly what the result or relevance of finding
this particular particle was. I think I get what they found, and I get that it’s
historically impressive, but I’m not sure what it means for physics.

Is the idea that the fact this particle exists is a surprise, and gives theorists some
new work in explaining how it’s possible? Or was this something they were
hoping or planning to find, which validates a prediction of some previous bit of
theory? Is the idea that now that this weird crossgenerational baryon has been
found, they can do some experiments to explore its properties and thus maybe
learn something new about the exact nature of the mysterious quark
generations? Or is the spirit just “Golly gee gosh, look at this weird-looking thing
that we got to come out of the accelerator”? (Note that I’m not saying this last
possibility is at all a bad use of research time.)

Also, does the existence of this thing mean they have to modify any of those
nonets or decuplets or whatever that they use to classify hadrons?

5. stefan
June 15, 2007

Coin,

the place of this “cascade-bottom” in the baryon multiplets has been known since
long – see at Physics News Graphics for a graphical representation of the
respective multiplet:

http://www.aip.org/png/2006/270.htm

I would be surprised if anything had to be modified in this scheme. The point is,
of course, that most of these baryons have not been observed yet, although
probably no one doubts that they exist.

Interestingly, the Particle Data Group already lists the Cascade-bottom, if only as
a “1-star” particle (meaning “Evidence of existence is poor” – see
pdg.lbl.gov/2007/listings/s060.pdf). These first hints at its existence were found

http://www.aip.org/png/2006/270.htm
http://www.aip.org/png/2006/270.htm
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2007/listings/s060.pdf
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2007/listings/s060.pdf


about ten years ago in the DELPHI and ALEPH experiments at CERN, but there
seems to have been no mass determination at that time. It would be interesting
to know how the Fermilab results fit to these earlier data.

I don’t know if this is possible in practice, but it may be interesting to compare
the now measured mass of the Xi_b with lattice calculations – for the bottom-
charm meson B_c, there has been a quite spectacular agreement between lattice
results and experimental data (see e.g. Physics News Update 731, May 2005).
Moreover, all kinds of quark potential models used to describe the properties of
hadrons work best for heavy quarks such as the bottom. So, it may be possible to
check some predictions of these models against experimental data.

6. ObsessiveMathsFreak
June 15, 2007

To paraphrase Tom Lehrer

And then I write
By morning, night,
And afternoon,
And pretty soon
My name in Dnepropetrovsk Fermilab is cursed,
When he finds out I published first!

Although, D0 is at Fermilab too….

7. Coin
June 15, 2007

Stefan, thanks!

8. csrster
June 20, 2007

Hmm. Triple-scoop. Must have ice-cream.

9. andy
June 20, 2007

I hope that you tolerate an off topic post, Professor Woit.
Someone claiming to be Lubos Motl says that he is leaving science. In the
comment area on Tommaso Dorigo’s blog
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/06/19/a-small-peter-woit/
I apologize if it turns out to be a hoax. I think that I have always been surprised
by the vitriol from this man. But at the same time I think that the criticism
against string theorists should have always sound more like “you thought outside
the box on a tough problem but you are a valuable scientist and you should move
on to another approach” and less like “we think you are an idiot.”

10. Peter Woit
June 20, 2007

http://www.aip.org/pnu/2005/split/731-1.html
http://www.aip.org/pnu/2005/split/731-1.html
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/06/19/a-small-peter-woit/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/06/19/a-small-peter-woit/


andy,

Lubos has been saying for a while that he was leaving Harvard after this
academic year, and I gather that that’s what’s happening. I don’t know what he
intends to do, but perhaps he’ll keep doing physics, just not at Harvard.

11. A quantum diaries survivor
June 21, 2007

Yes, Lubos is “retiring”, but he will continue to think about science. And I bet a
dime or two he’ll continue blogging about it too!

T.

12. Jim
June 21, 2007

So does this mean that Lubos was denied tenure at Harvard?

13. woit
June 22, 2007

Jim,

Lubos is leaving a tenure-track job at Harvard, but he hasn’t been there long
enough to have reached the point where they would have to decide about tenure.

14. JC
June 22, 2007

Peter,

I thought assistant professor jobs at Harvard were NOT tenure-track? (ie. To get
tenure at places like Harvard, one has to actually apply and compete for a
separate tenured job opening? At other less prestigious places, it’s largely an
administrative change of job title after a committee review. )

15. woit
June 22, 2007

JC,

I don’t know exactly how things work at Harvard, but I was under the impression
that assistant professor position’s like Lubos’s are nominally tenure-track,
although mostly they don’t lead to tenure, and people who accept them are well-
aware of this. There are several highly prestigious places in the US like Harvard
where most senior hiring is done from outside, but typically there is a tenure-
track system in place, even if most people in it don’t actually get tenure.



Assorted News

June 22, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Yesterday Sean Carroll and I appeared on the BBC Radio 4 program The Material
World, in a segment on String theory – knot good enough?, about the controversy over
string theory. The segment started with a piece from the play Humble Boy by
Charlotte Jones, in which the main character is working on string theory. I don’t think
anything either of us said was particularly controversial or would be in any way
surprising to a regular reader of either of our blogs. The same program had a
segment on the multiverse three weeks ago.

Some more titles of talks at next week’s Strings 07 have appeared. Witten’s talk is
entitled “Three-Dimensional Gravity Revisited” and presumably will be about the new
ideas described here. So, at least one talk there will be about a non-string theory
approach to quantum gravity more along the lines of the LQG program. The schedule
doesn’t seem to include any discussion session like the one at Strings 05 where the
audience voted against the anthropic landscape.

A competing conference to Strings 07, Loops 07 will be taking place at the same time
next week, but in Mexico, not Madrid. It’s much smaller, with less than a third as
many participants. There will be one plenary talk on string theory, Moshe Roszali
speaking on “Background Independence in String Theory”.

As the hunt for the Higgs is heating up at Fermilab, and CERN has officially
announced the delay of LHC startup until next May, there’s a group of filmmakers
who may be well-positioned if something exciting is found at the Tevatron. For the last
few years 137 Films has been making a film to be called The Atom Smashers,
following scientists working at FNAL. Filmmaker Clayton Brown is keeping a blog
about this.

Yet another bogus “possible signature for string theory”. Even Lubos doesn’t seem to
believe this one, so I’ll just quote his argument:

My personal guess based on our work on the weak gravity conjecture is that the black
hole bound is also satisfied in string theory for localized macroscopic objects, up to
small corrections. This belief of mine is supported by the observation that Gimon &
Hořava don’t have any explicit solution for their “superspinar”.

Christina Sormani tells me she has created a Wikipedia article on the proof of the
Poincare conjecture, see here. For the latest on Perelman, see here.

Comments

1. anon.
June 22, 2007

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/science/thematerialworld_20070621.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/science/thematerialworld_20070621.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/science/thematerialworld_20070531.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/science/thematerialworld_20070531.shtml
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/041_speakers.htm
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/041_speakers.htm
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=555
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=555
http://www.matmor.unam.mx/eventos/loops07/
http://www.matmor.unam.mx/eventos/loops07/
http://press.web.cern.ch/Press/PressReleases/Releases2007/PR06.07E.html
http://press.web.cern.ch/Press/PressReleases/Releases2007/PR06.07E.html
http://press.web.cern.ch/Press/PressReleases/Releases2007/PR06.07E.html
http://press.web.cern.ch/Press/PressReleases/Releases2007/PR06.07E.html
http://137films.org/
http://137films.org/
http://theatomsmashers.blogspot.com/
http://theatomsmashers.blogspot.com/
http://arxiv.org/abs/0706.2873
http://arxiv.org/abs/0706.2873
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/06/superspinars.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/06/superspinars.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamilton%E2%80%93Perelman_solution_of_the_Poincar%C3%A9_conjecture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamilton%E2%80%93Perelman_solution_of_the_Poincar%C3%A9_conjecture
http://ub7com.livejournal.com/202268.html
http://ub7com.livejournal.com/202268.html


‘String Theory – knot good enough?

‘Radio 4 Drama’s science season continues on Saturday with Charlotte Jones’
play Humble Boy. In it, a young physicist turns to String Theory in an attempt to
unite the irreconcilable in his life. But is he doomed to failure?’

Sounds fairly realistic … will have to listen in tomorrow.

2. Michael
June 22, 2007

hehehe

http://xkcd.com/c171.html

3. Aaron Bergman
June 22, 2007

So, at least one talk there will be about a non-string theory approach to quantum
gravity more along the lines of the LQG program.

???

4. Peter Woit
June 22, 2007

Aaron,

If Witten is talking about the same thing I heard him talk about, it’s an approach
to quantum gravity that involves non-perturbative quantization of the 3d version
of Ashtekar variables, no strings anywhere to be seen.

5. Aaron Bergman
June 22, 2007

I think it’s unseemly to speculate on what other people are working on, so I
probably should just be quiet. I’ll just say that it’s silly to frame this as a LQG vs.
string thing. Witten invented the Chern-Simons quatization of 2+1D gravity way
back when.

6. Christine
June 23, 2007

For the latest on Perelman, see here.

Well, I know next to nothing of the russian language, but tried one of those
online translators, and giving some discounts to the usually terrible literal
translations and other funny effects, I did not like what I read. Ridiculous.

7. AGeek
June 23, 2007

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/science/thematerialworld_20070621.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/science/thematerialworld_20070621.shtml
http://xkcd.com/c171.html
http://xkcd.com/c171.html


Tried Babelfish. They are making fun of him for riding the subway in sneakers
rather than driving a Lamborghini in Guccis, after he turned down a million
dollar reward?

How profound.

8. anon.
June 23, 2007

Babelfish translation

9. Peter Woit
June 23, 2007

Aaron,

The LQG comparison may be silly (but only very slightly so…), but I think it’s
remarkable that for the second year in a row Witten’s talk at Strings XXXX will
not be about string theory. And, I strongly suspect his talk will be by far the one
with the most interesting new ideas.

10. Kris Krogh
June 23, 2007

Peter,

Your Perelman link — how would you feel if people followed you with cell phone
cameras and posted it to the web?

11. Peter Woit
June 23, 2007

Kris,

I don’t think it would bother me, if it was a rare event. A lot of it would certainly
get annoying. Perelman may feel quite differently, I have no idea. I couldn’t read
the Russian comments, and if they’re stupid and disrespectful, that’s a shame.

12. Viri
June 23, 2007

in English via google language tools

Can someone who actually knows russian translate this?

13. Eugene Stefanovich
June 23, 2007

Here is my try at translation of the Perelman “news”.

Almost forgot. Recently I met Perelman in St. Petersburg subway. Yes, that same
crazy scientist who proved the Poincare conjecture. They wanted to give him

http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://ub7com.livejournal.com/202268.html&lp=ru_en
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://ub7com.livejournal.com/202268.html&lp=ru_en
http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fub7com.livejournal.com%2F202268.html&langpair=ru%7Cen&hl=en&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&prev=%2Flanguage_tools
http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fub7com.livejournal.com%2F202268.html&langpair=ru%7Cen&hl=en&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&prev=%2Flanguage_tools


Fields medal and 1 million bucks, but he told everybody to fuck off.

He boarded at subway station Kupchino and left at Victory Park. During that
time I discreetly took pictures of him on my cell phone. The picture quality is
bad, but that’s all I have.

He looked like an accomplished tramp; he also had a huge fingernail on his little
finger that he used to constantly probe in his mouth. Terrible. Nobody
recognized him except myself, that was somewhat strange. However, my surprise
disappeared when I tried to tell about this encounter to my acquaintances: less
than one out of five heard anything about Perelman. Although he was shown on
TV many times.

14. Aaron Bergman
June 23, 2007

How’z’bout we wait for the talk and then see what’s in it?

15. Pavel Krapivsky
June 23, 2007

Here is a translation of a note about Perelman:

I almost forgot! A few days ago I met Perelman in St. Petersburg’s metro. Yes,
that crazy scientist who proved Poincare conjecture. They wanted to give him a
Fields medal and 1,000,000$, but he said — go fuck yourself. So Perelman got in
on “Kupchino ” station and he got off on “Park of Victory” and all the time when
he was in the car I was recording him on my phone. Quality is poor, but it is what
it is.

He looks like a homeless. He has a very long nail on his pinky, and he pecked in
his mouth with this nail. Awful. Apart from me, nobody recognised him which
was sort of odd. Yet I am not surprized anymore — when I described the story to
my friends, at most one out of five ever heard about Perelman. Although there
were many programs about him on TV.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Overall, the author uses quite illiterate Russian, and I am not surprised that it is
hard to translate mechanistically. The following comments are totally useless,
and many are indeed stupid and stinky, so after reading such comments one may
want to take a shower.

16. Peter Woit
June 23, 2007

Aaron,

Well, I heard him give a talk with pretty much the same title a few weeks ago
here in New York. During the talk he brought up the question of LQG, noting that
in 3d you could covariantly express gravity in terms of a gauge theory, that the
way this was done in 4d (LQG) was non-covariant. I’m not sure I really



understand this point, maybe he will elaborate at Strings or in a paper.

In the question session afterwards someone asked him about whether what he
was doing could be embedded in string theory. His only answer was to note that
recent arguments claiming to show that you can’t decouple supergravity
completely from string theory in a limit failed in 3d, implying that even if you
embedded what he was doing in string theory, it could be completely decoupled
from the string theory. There was nothing at all about string theory in his talk.
Perhaps he has come up with an important connection to string theory in the last
few weeks, perhaps there is some less important connection to string theory
which he’ll mention in Madrid but didn’t mention in New York. But, as far as one
could tell from his talk here, the important new idea he has about 3d gravity
doesn’t have anything to do with string theory.

17. Richard
June 23, 2007

Not even having the benefit of the translation yesterday, I thought that these
pictures and the picture taker — not Perelman himself — were a bit creepy.

18. gunpowder&noodles
June 24, 2007

I wonder who decides the list of invited speakers. There are some pretty odd
choices there — some people whose recent papers have hardly been cited, and
others whose talks are clearly going to be re-runs of talks given many times
before……the only novel-looking talks are those of Verde and Vafa.

19. Chris Oakley
June 24, 2007

Er … Pavel, what was wrong with Eugene’s translation?

To tell the truth, I am a bit disappointed with Perelman. I was hoping that he
would be wearing a T-shirt with “F*** the IMU” on it.

20. Viri
June 24, 2007

«Er … Pavel, what was wrong with Eugene’s translation?»

I think Pavel meant that the article’s author used “illiterate Russian” not Pavel
and thats why machine translations of it suck even more than usual. (seems clear
to me)

Regarding the 1 in 5 ratio who knew of Perelman, I bet all of them know who
Paris Hilton is. She achieved so much after all…

21. Chris Oakley
June 24, 2007

Eugene is a Russian speaker!



22. Peter Woit
June 24, 2007

gunpowder,

I presume the speakers are chosen by the “International Advisory Committee”

http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/020_organization07_contents
/021_international_ac.htm

Have you considered that the very small number of talks that sound like they’ll
have novel ideas might be due to something other than the advisory committee
not doing the best possible job of coming up with speakers?

23. Aaron Bergman
June 24, 2007

Well, the paper is out, and it’s about finding dual CFTs for 3D gravitational
systems. So, I suppose it depends on whether you call AdS/CFT string theory or
not.

24. LDM
June 24, 2007

The Pavel Krapivsky and Eugene Stefanovich translations are correct… with
Eugene capturing just a little more correctly (for examples Eugene gives the
translation “bucks”, which is what the author wrote, whereas Pavel gives “$”,
normally understood as dollars, which is not what was written.

However, both I think did not capture the true flavor of the obscenity, because
while there are a variety of ways to say “**** you” in Russian, the one chosen
was one of the strongest…so strong in fact that some Russians will not utter it
and will prefer a euphemistic, watered down form. It is also doubtful that a
machine translation would get the obscenity, because нахуй correctly written
should be two words, на хуй…which I will not translate here for reasons of
decorum.

What is NOT correct is the statement that Perelman appears often on Russian TV.
I get 16 channels of Russian and Ukrainian TV, and have yet to see Perelman on
the news.

25. Peter Woit
June 24, 2007

Aaron,

Invoking the letters AdS/CFT doesn’t make it string theory. This isn’t
string/gauge duality since there are no strings on the AdS side.

People have looked a lot at exactly this AdS_3/CFT_2 correspondence, trying to
relate string theory on AdS_3 to 2d CFT. This gets very complicated and ugly
from what I can tell. What Witten has done is throw out the strings on the AdS

http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/020_organization07_contents/021_international_ac.htm
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/020_organization07_contents/021_international_ac.htm
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/020_organization07_contents/021_international_ac.htm
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/020_organization07_contents/021_international_ac.htm
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0706.3359
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0706.3359


side, making things much simpler, and it seems, much more interesting.

26. Aaron Bergman
June 24, 2007

Strangely, most string theorists don’t feel the need to live in such pigeonholes.

27. Kea
June 24, 2007

On page 37, Witten does mention the possibility of embedding this into a string
theory.

28. gunpowder&noodles
June 24, 2007

“Have you considered that the very small number of talks that sound like they’ll
have novel ideas might be due to something other than the advisory committee
not doing the best possible job of coming up with speakers?”

I really wouldn’t presume to judge that. What I do know is that, if I were on that
committee, I would find some diplomatic way of telling the invitees, in the
strongest possible terms, that we don’t want to see the nth re-hash of a talk
claiming that eternal inflation is absolutely guaranteed to work, that
3-dimensional gravity is really cool despite the abundant evidence that it is
utterly unlike 4-d gravity, etc etc etc.

29. M
June 25, 2007

sorry Peter: I stopped after reading the 1st sentence of the abstract, because it
looks one more paper that studies irrelevant physics in order to find interesting
mathematics.

Is this recent theoretical trend healthy for physics? Please search “FIND A
WITTEN AND TOPCITE 500+” on SPIRES: how many of these 46 super-papers
should an experimentalist read? And what about other theorists that do Witten-
style research without being Witten?

30. joe
June 25, 2007

There was a New Yorker article about Perelman, Yau & others pursuing the
Poincare Conjecture proof:

http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2006/08/28/060828fa_fact2?currentPage=10
http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2006/08/28/060828fa_fact2?currentPage=11

… and said that he was dismayed by the discipline’s lax ethics “It is not
people who break ethical standards who are regarded as aliens,” he
said. “It is people like me who are isolated.”
…

http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2006/08/28/060828fa_fact2?currentPage=10
http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2006/08/28/060828fa_fact2?currentPage=10
http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2006/08/28/060828fa_fact2?currentPage=11
http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2006/08/28/060828fa_fact2?currentPage=11


As for Yau, Perelman said, “I can’t say I’m outraged. Other people do
worse. Of course, there are many mathematicians who are more or less
honest. But almost all of them are conformists. They are more or less
honest, but they tolerate those who are not honest.”
…
The prospect of being awarded a Fields Medal had forced him to make
a complete break with his profession. “As long as I was not
conspicuous, I had a choice,” Perelman explained. “Either to make
some ugly thing”—a fuss about the math community’s lack of
integrity—“or, if I didn’t do this kind of thing, to be treated as a pet.
Now, when I become a very conspicuous person, I cannot stay a pet
and say nothing. That is why I had to quit.” We asked Perelman
whether, by refusing the Fields and withdrawing from his profession,
he was eliminating any possibility of influencing the discipline. “I am
not a politician!” he replied, angrily.
..
Mikhail Gromov, the Russian geometer, said that he understood
Perelman’s logic: “To do great work, you have to have a pure mind. You
can think only about the mathematics. Everything else is human
weakness. Accepting prizes is showing weakness.” Others might view
Perelman’s refusal to accept a Fields as arrogant, Gromov said, but his
principles are admirable. “The ideal scientist does science and cares
about nothing else,” he said. “He wants to live this ideal. Now, I don’t
think he really lives on this ideal plane. But he wants to.”

!!

He quit his job as a mathematician, because of his discovery..because his
notoriety would force him to deal with the unethical idiots.

You now understand Perelman’s MIND (totaly Ideality, VS Reality=Corruption),
which accounts for his isolation. The latter is perceived as eccentricity, the
extreme language FU!.

This reminds me of the quote:

“An unreasonable man tries to Change the World, a reasonable man adapts to
it..we need more unreasonable men”
— Revolution VS Evolution

“Captain Pike has an illusion, and you have reality. May you find your way as
pleasant.””
— “The Menagerie”/Star Trek, Talosians final message to Capt. Kirk

Perelman changed the world of mathematics, & has “retired” into a world of
mathmatical-ideality (“illusion”..mathematics is said to be imaginary by a famous
mathematician)

ST is an “illusion” (all math, no connection with real-world experiment), & after
20 years needs to be “retired”. The Star Trek quote refers to 2 paths: Reality &
Illusion. “Not Even Wrong” is accentuating that the Illusion is going no where.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Menagerie_(TOS_episode)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Menagerie_(TOS_episode)


31. Thomas Larsson
June 25, 2007

I am confused about what Witten tries to do. Wasn’t CS theory for general group
G solved 20 years ago, with all correlators being framed knot invariants which
can be readily computed from G. Why not just put G = SO(2,1) and be done with?

In my understanding, the difference between a spin connection and a SO(2,1)
gauge connection is that you have a vielbein which can be used to write down
the Einstein-Hilbert action,. But the CS action does not depend on the vielbein,
so I don’t see what special about spin connections in this case.

Anyway, it is striking that there are two unphysical assumptions: D = 3 and a
negative cc. Witten suggests in section 1.2 that a world with positive cc (like the
one we may be living in) is always at best metastable, which is pretty close to the
anthropic worldview.

32. Peter Woit
June 25, 2007

M,

I agree the Witten paper has no direct physical relevance, and there’s no reason
experimentalists should be reading it. But it’s a fundamental new idea about
gauge theory, gravity and mathematics, and as such it may some day lead to
something directly physically relevant. I think a lot of Witten’s best work should
be thought of as analogous to some of the best work of experimentalists
developing new detector technologies and acceleration techniques. There’s no
reason a theorist should be reading the papers of people who are making
advances on using lasers to accelerate particles, and this work is not of any
immediate use in HEP, but it is very important that someone is doing this kind of
thing, and it is the sort of thing that may lead to important breakthroughs in the
future.

Thomas,

CS theory is just not well understood at all for cases like this of non-compact
space and groups. One of the interesting things about Witten’s work is that I
think it shows how little we understand about what many people think of as
simple gauge theory QFTS which are completely understood.

33. Peter Woit
June 25, 2007

Aaron,

I was making no comment at all about string theorists, I was making comments
about string theory. You seem a tad defensive…

I won’t be surprised a few years from now when string theorists are working on
4d gauge theory approaches to quantum gravity using Ashtekar variable,



insisting what they are doing should be called “string theory”. I think Nati
Seiberg made the comment to a reporter a couple years ago that whatever
theorists had some success with in the future, they would call it “string theory”.

34. urs
June 25, 2007

Classical Einstein gravity may be formulated as a theory of SO(n,m)- and/or
ISO(n-m)-connections. This basic fact underlies the approach of LQG just as well
as many developments in the study of supergravity, which is usually best
understood as a gauge theory for the super Poincare Lie algebra.

The crucial point of LQG is 2-fold

1) conceive the space of all these gauge connections as a space of holonomy
functors

2) pass from the space of ordinary (smooth) connections to the larger one of
“generalized connections” (essentially dropping smoothness and continuity of
the holonomy).

It is mainly the second point here which makes LQG different from other
approaches of quantizing gravity. I don’t think that Witten is talking about
quantizing Chern-Simons using “generalized connections”.

But I do very much agree that it is good that attention is being paid to
understanding gravity as a theory of gauge connections. Of smooth connections,
in particular. One look at the LQG program anew, without passing to generalized
connections.

35. urs
June 25, 2007

One look at the LQG program anew […]

One should look at […]

36. Aaron Bergman
June 25, 2007

I was making no comment at all about string theorists, I was making comments
about string theory.

I just think it’s amusing that anything you think is interesting you define to not
be string theory. I think most of the rest of world would consider AdS/CFT as
part of the circle of ideas generally called “string theory”.

You seem a tad defensive…

Are you really going to play the “defensive” game? It doesn’t put you in very
good company.

http://instapundit.com/archives2/006517.php
http://instapundit.com/archives2/006517.php


37. Pavel Krapivsky
June 25, 2007

There is nothing wrong with Eugene’s translation, I just submitted mine before I
saw his. LDM rightly says that it is hard to “capture the true flavor of the
obscenity”.

38. Peter Woit
June 25, 2007

Aaron,

Most of the world considers AdS/CFT to be “string theory” because the AdS side
of the correspondence is a string theory. I seem to be repeating myself, but it’s a
simple fact that in Witten’s paper the AdS side of the correspondence is NOT a
string theory. Claiming that what Witten is doing in this paper is “string theory”
is simply dishonest.

39. Aaron Bergman
June 25, 2007

And I think that’s all there is to say on the subject.

40. marcus
June 25, 2007

Peter said:
Claiming that what Witten is doing in this paper is “string theory” is
simply dishonest.

Urs said:
One look at the LQG program anew, without passing to generalized
connections.

One convenient way to do that—combining a fresh look with an illustrative
comparison—is to follow Laurent Freidel’s recent online seminar talk of 15 May.

Matter coupling to 3d quantum gravity and effective field theory

The link to the series of online LQG seminars is at

http://relativity.phys.lsu.edu/ilqgs/

The direct link to the PDF of Laurent’s slides is
[url]http://relativity.phys.lsu.edu/ilqgs/freidel050807.pdf[/url]

The direct link to the MP3 audio of his talk is
[url]http://relativity.phys.lsu.edu/ilqgs/freidel051507.mp3[/url]

A key point which Laurent makes at the outset is that because matter is present
the system has infinitely many degrees of freedom and that he is intentionally
restricting himself to using analytical tools which apply to the 4D case (with

http://relativity.phys.lsu.edu/ilqgs/
http://relativity.phys.lsu.edu/ilqgs/


matter) as well. He explicitly excludes AdS/CFT.
In the work described in the talk, the authors get Feynman diagrams of matter
out of spinfoams (the “paths” of spacetime geometry evolving in a path-integral
picture).

Since both talks are recent and concern 3D gravity, they make an interesting
side-by-side comparison and allow the fresh look that Urs mentioned.

41. Changcho
June 25, 2007

Perelman is a very intriguing character. I liked the quote from joe about needing
more “unreasonable men” to change the world.

LDM: I have been studying a bit of the Russian language, but strangely enough I
could not find the insulting expression in my russian textbook ;-), thanks!
However, from your post I should be very careful about that insult as you imply
that it is very strong…

42. urs
June 25, 2007

Why is theoretical physics harder than mathematical physics? Witten gives a
good explanation on p. 10:

We make at each stage the most optimistic possible assumption.
Decisive arguments in favor of the proposals made here are still
lacking. The literature on three-dimensional gravity is filled with claims
(including some by the present author [6]) that in hindsight seem less
than fully satisfactory. Hopefully, future work will clarify things.

43. M
June 25, 2007

Peter, I do not understand your analogy: nobody would worry that people who
develop lasers might have lost contact with the reality. On the contrary, the
physical relevance of a certain kind of theoretical work looks questionable, even
taking into account that sometimes progress comes from unexpected directions.
I wonder what Newton would have achieved by studying topological supergravity
in lower dimensions.

44. urs
June 25, 2007

One convenient way to do that—combining a fresh look with an
illustrative comparison—is to follow Laurent Freidel’s recent online
seminar talk of 15 May.

What I meant is that it is still an open (though possibly also still intractable)



problem to find the quantized configuration space of smooth connections in the
case of either Yang-Mills theory or of Einstein gravity, or of any other non-trivial
nonabelian gauge theory.

I am talking about the analog of the “LOST theorem

href=”http://de.arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0504147

or the analogous result be Ch. Fleischhack

http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0407006

by CH. Fleischhack — but for smooth connections.

In fact, this has been done in the case of abelian (but possibly higher)
connections by Freed, Moore and Segal. They find a couple of very interesting —
and very subtle — quantum effects. Precisely this kind of analysis ought to be
done for Yang-Mills and/or Einstein gravity in Palatini form.

Clearly nonbody can do it right now. But that’s the interesting problem to solved.
I would appreciate if people started looking into this problem more seriously.
Freed-Moore-Segal demonstrate that there is gold to be found here…

45. elzorro
June 25, 2007

Not sure if it has been mentionned on this blog already but there has been a
quantum gravity school in Poland last march organized by John Barrett and
Hermann Nicolai covering some string theory, some LQG, and some stuff related
to noncommutative geometry and to quantum groups. Some of the lectures notes
are online, all the talks being available as mp3s http://www.fuw.edu.pl/~kostecki
/school.html

46. LDM
June 25, 2007

M:
The history of the laser is the opposite. Some very great physicists did think it
was crazy. When Townes met Niels Bohr in Denmark and explained to him the
idea behind the maser, he said “but that is not possible”. Townes never could
convince him.
Von Neumann had the same reaction (but later changed his mind).
Noted Columbia theorist Llewlen Thomas said flatly it could not work, and
stopped talking to Townes. All this is recounted by Townes in chapter 5 of his
book “How the laser happened”.

So in some sense, the laser analogy is not too bad, but contrary to Peter’s
opinion, the theorists can learn a lot from experimentalists, as the laser history
shows.

If I cared to refute Peter’s analogy, I would prefer to cite an observation of

http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0407006
http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0407006
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000868.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/archives/000868.html
http://www.fuw.edu.pl/~kostecki/school.html
http://www.fuw.edu.pl/~kostecki/school.html
http://www.fuw.edu.pl/~kostecki/school.html
http://www.fuw.edu.pl/~kostecki/school.html


Ulam’s in regard to Von Neumann:
“Von Neumann was the master of, but also a little bit the slave to, his own
technique. When he saw that something could be done, he let himself be carried
away on tangents. My own feeling is that some of his work on classes of
operators or on quasi-periodic functions, for example, is very interesting
technically, but to my taste not terribly important; he could not resist doing it
because of his facility.” – Adventures of a Mathematician, pg. 78.

Witten results are technically interesting to mathematicians, but to my taste, not
terribly important for real physics.

47. Peter Woit
June 26, 2007

M,

Another way of saying my analogy is that every scientific field is limited in what
it can do by the limits of its tools. What Witten is doing is trying to come up with
new understanding of the basic tools of fundamental physics, QFTs. Personally I
think a deeper understanding of the relation of math and QFT may lead to new
tools that might ultimately allow the solution of fundamental problems in HEP.
Sure, this hope is very speculative and maybe wrong, but I think it’s as
promising a speculative idea as any others out there at the moment.

It’s hard to tell where new ideas like Witten’s will lead, maybe nowhere. But at
least he’s coming up with new ones, not endlessly working on the same tired
ones that don’t work like most people.

48. M
June 26, 2007

LDM, I didn’t know this history, but I insist that inventing the laser might have
been successful physics or unsuccessful physics. In any case, physics.

Peter, in some speculations I see the effort to come back with results (e.g. today
the arXiv:0706.3688 paper by Chamseddine and Connes), while a too large
fraction of hep-th now looks disconnected from reality.

Anyhow, let’s wait 30 more years to see if we will better understand physics by
studying things like gravity in 2+1 dimensions, the SM landscape in 2+1
dimensions, etc.

49. Kea
June 26, 2007

Witten’s criticism of the gauge theory approach, mentioned by Distler (who was
at the talk), would seem to apply to both strings and Woit’s favoured QFT
thinking.

50. anon.
June 27, 2007



Kea, I note that you quote Lubos’ remark on your blog:

“Well, I happen to think that if Edward Witten started to work on loop quantum
gravity, as defined by the existing contemporary methods and standards of the
loop quantum gravity community, it wouldn’t mean that physics is undergoing a
phase transition. Instead, it would simply mean that Edward Witten would be
getting senile. We all admire him and love him, if you want me to say strong
words, but he is still a scientist, not God.” – Lubos Motl

This kind of gives the impression that Ed Witten risks being deemed as “senile”
and “not God” but merely “a scientist” if he did take more interest in Loop
Quantum Gravity. Maybe that’s why he doesn’t?

51. LDM
June 27, 2007

M:
Since that particular laser history is not taught in the textbooks, it is safe to say
more than a few physicists are unaware of it.

Regarding your comment:
Anyhow, let’s wait 30 more years to see if we will better understand physics by
studying things like gravity in 2+1 dimensions, the SM landscape in 2+1
dimensions, etc.

Well of course, there’s no need to wait 30 years, you can simply decide now that
these approaches are sterile, and so strike out on your own…and if these
approaches are not likely to go anywhere in terms of physics, you have
drastically increased your chances of discovering something interesting by not
studying them.

52. evankeane
June 27, 2007

Ah i noticed this paper on the violation of the Kerr bound while perusing the
arXiv … was wondering if you would mention it!

Evan Keane



Strings 2007

June 25, 2007
Categories: Strings 2XXX

Strings 2007 is starting today, and already there seem to be a large number of
different laptops connecting to this blog from wlan.uam.es. I’m hoping that some of
their owners will write in here with news of how the conference is going. I’ll also try
and add links here to any blog and press coverage of the conference that I see or hear
about.

Witten’s new 83 page paper entitled Three-Dimensional Gravity Revisited appeared
on the arXiv last night and presumably this is the detailed version of what he’ll be
talking about in the first of tomorrow’s talks at the conference. It corresponds pretty
much to what he talked about here in New York a few weeks ago, which was
described here. I assume many of those laptops at the conference are being used to
download and read copies of Witten’s paper. At his blog, Clifford Johnson notes that
he won’t be at Strings 2007, and hopes that this will ensure that there will be an
exciting breakthrough announced there, just like what happened when he decided not
to attend Strings 1995.

As I write this, I see that string theorist Jacques Distler is there live-blogging. Here’s
the first of his reports.

Update: Some of the slides of the talks are already on-line. The slides for Witten’s
talk are available here.

Update: There’s an interesting posting here by Jacques Distler about the Witten talk,
and, for those who enjoy such things, quite a rant from Lubos here, prompted by my
comment that in this case Witten is investigating quantum gravity using non-
perturbative QFT, not strings.

I’ve been reading Witten’s paper a bit more carefully, and it raises all sorts of
interesting issues. He makes the point that even in 3d, we really don’t know exactly
what “non-perturbative pure quantum gravity” is. He uses the Chern-Simons
formulation of 3d gravity in terms of gauge theory to motivate his guess at the correct
boundary CFT, and then once he has that he has something much more well-defined
to study.

This is a bit reminiscent of the compact, non-gravitational situation. There Chern-
Simons theory works fine perturbatively, but to understand the non-perturbative
theory one connects it to a CFT on the boundary, in this case the Wess-Zumino model
(this is the story that got Witten a Fields medal).

Update: B. Yen has set up a video-blog for Strings 2007, where there will be iTunes
podcasts of the conference available.

Update: Latest report from Jacques Distler is that, since Witten’s one, which he got
to write about:

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0706.3359
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0706.3359
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=555
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=555
http://asymptotia.com/2007/06/25/strings-2007/
http://asymptotia.com/2007/06/25/strings-2007/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001333.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001333.html
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/witten.pdf
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/witten.pdf
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001335.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001335.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/06/is-witten-working-on-loop-quantum.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/06/is-witten-working-on-loop-quantum.html
http://strings07.blogspot.com/
http://strings07.blogspot.com/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001343.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001343.html


there have been some very cool talks

(emphasis in the original), but he can’t tell us even which ones they were since his
laptop is malfunctioning. Slides of the talks are available here. I’ve looked through
them and, besides Witten’s, don’t see anything I would describe as “very cool”, but
maybe that’s just me.

Update: All the talks are on-line now and I just looked through the last of them, and
watched the summary talk by Gross. Lisa Randall discussed recent calculations of
black-hole production at colliders, with the bottom line being that even in the unlikely
event the gravity scale is within reach of the LHC, existing bounds already pretty
much rule out the possibility of seeing the kind of dramatic effects from black hole
production that have been widely advertised as something that might be seen at the
LHC.

Gross noted that the conference was much less mathematical than last year’s,
possibly because Yau was not involved in organizing it. He was most enthusiastic
about describing the many talks on AdS/CFT, especially the Beisert talk which told
about recent progress in getting an exact solution of N-4 SYM. Some talks referred to
possible applications of AdS/CFT not just in QCD and heavy-ion physics, but in
condensed matter physics (using the duality to get info about relevant CFTs). He told
about Polchinski’s speculation that “maybe AdS/CFT will solve high Tc
superconductivity”, but dismissed it with “sounds great, but seems unlikely to me.”
He dealt with the landscape talks by flashing them by quickly, in a lower and less
enthusiastic voice, noting that they made up at least a quarter of the talks at the
conference. He dealt similarly with the cosmology/anthropic talks, describing
Bousso’s as “an attempt to make the anthropic principle precise if not respectable.”

After the summary, he gave his own take on the state of string theory, saying that one
had to be honest about the lack of falsifiable predictions and that now he had a slide
headed “The Failures of String Theory”. He continues to feel that the main failure is
because we “don’t know what string theory is”, that something is missing, some
principle that would pick out not a “vacuum” but a “cosmology”, one perhaps using
new ideas about what space and time are. He said he was not too upset by the
landscape, because “we don’t know what the rules are” in string theory, so one can’t
argue that string theory implies the landscape. He appeared to feel that he is losing
the debate, complaining that this used to also be the opinion of his colleagues, but
that they were going over to the other side because of the cosmological constant,
saying that if another explanation of the CC was found 90% of the anthropicists would
come back to his side. He tried to minimize the size of the CC problem, measuring it
with respect to a supposed 1 TeV SSYM breaking scale and working in energy, not
energy density units, so it is only too small by a factor 1016. He compared this to
Dirac’s famous large number problem (which Dirac tried to solve not anthropically,
but by time-varying constants, leading to a prediction that was falsified), which was
finally “explained” by asymptotic freedom. His message to the anthropocists was “just
because you don’t know an explanation doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist”.

Finally he mentioned that Strings 08 will be at CERN, Strings 09 in Rome, and no one
has yet agreed to host Strings 10. He argued that the series of Strings conferences
“must go on”, because they are “like the canary in the coal mine”, and if they stop

http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/


that would be a very bad sign for string theory.

I’m curious to know what those in attendance thought of this; it wasn’t exactly a
rousingly optimistic portrayal of the state of the subject…

Update: There’s an article in El Pais about the conference and about the state of
string theory. My Spanish isn’t perfect, but as far as I can tell the piece was pretty
much pure unadulterated hype, of the sort that it is one goal of the Strings XX bashes
to generate.

Update: Jacques Distler finally got his computer fixed, and posted about one example
of what he considered a “very cool talk” with exciting new ideas. Unfortunately, it
seems the ideas are not that new, since a commenter wrote in to his blog to point to
papers from four and a half years ago that do pretty much the same thing.

Comments

1. A quantum diaries survivor
June 26, 2007

Hi Peter,

I wonder why three international conferences dealing with strings one way or
another are being held at more or less the same time around the globe. I of
course would not have dreamt of going to Strings 07, while I am indeed going to
Pascos next week, which has some strings flavor but admittedly is also devoted
to particles and cosmology. But die-hard stringers might have had to make a
difficult choice.

By the way, I will try to report from there, but I will be there only for a couple of
days so I can’t really promise anything…

Cheers,
T.

2. marcus
June 26, 2007

here is a sample exerpt from the talk by Witten, slides 14 – 16:
==quote==
First of all, I am only going to consider the case of negative cosmological
constant.
Currently there is some suspicion that quantum gravity with Lambda > 0 doesn’t
exist non-perturbatively (in any dimension) with positive cosmological constant.
The reason for this is that it does not appear to be possible, with Lambda > 0, to
define precise observables. This is natural if it is the case that a world with
positive cosmological constant (like the one we may be living in) is always
unstable.

If that is so, then a world with Lambda > 0 doesn’t really make sense as an exact

http://www.elpais.com/articulo/futuro/universo/idea/alternativa/elpepufut/20070704elpepifut_1/Tes
http://www.elpais.com/articulo/futuro/universo/idea/alternativa/elpepufut/20070704elpepifut_1/Tes
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001346.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001346.html


theory in its own right but (like an unstable particle) must be studied as part of a
larger system.

Whether that is the right interpretation or not, since I don’t know how to define
any precise observables, I don’t know what it would mean to try to solve 2+1-
dimensional gravity with Lambda > 0, since it isn’t clear what we’d want to
compute.
==endquote==

Unfortunately this sounds like a rationalization. Perhaps it is a question of what
tools one uses, as you suggested in comment to your previous post:
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=570#comment-26394
If one set of tools for studying the world fails to provide observables, then before
declaring the world we “may be living in” to be “like an unstable particle” it
seems a sensible reaction would be to look around for better technical means.
Am I missing some essential part of the message? Maybe others would comment
on this passage.
__________________

3. Thomas Larsson
June 26, 2007

Marcus,

Witten’s argument is exactly what leads to anthropic principle: if our dS universe
is only a metastable vacuum, it is probably an ugly mess from a landscape of
possibilities, and there is no beautiful selection principle to guide us. Declare
defeat, and work on mathematically nice but physically wrong things, like 3D
and AdS.

This is a unavoidable problam if all observables in QG are global, because dS
space lacks the right asymptopia where the global observables can live. AFAIU,
the only way around this dilemma is if there are local observables in QG after all;
then we don’t have to worry about the lack of global observables.

Indeed, we know for sure that there are local observables in classical GR –
Rovelli’s GPS coordinates. Now, these are only partial observables, but we could
make them complete by reading a local clock. Without leaving my car (if I had
one), I could use my fancy GPS equipment to read off my GPS coordinates, and
read off the dials of my watch to get proper time, and get a local, complete
observable. This observable is local, because I don’t have to visit a holographic
screen in an AdS region of the multiverse (i.e. outside our visible dS universe) to
make this observation; I can stay in my car.

4. Peter Woit
June 26, 2007

Marcus,

I think this debate over dS observables is completely irrelevant to the Witten
paper. All he is doing is referring to that debate and noting that the arguments in

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=570#comment-26394
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=570#comment-26394
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his paper involve the AdS case, and don’t apply to the dS case. He’s not making
any claims in this paper of any new ideas or understanding about the dS case.

5. Jim Clarage
June 26, 2007

If I were still in theoretical physics I’d eagerly await next year’s Strings 2008.
For it will mark the 175th anniversary of Hamilton’s article on optics and
planetary motions where he invokes the spirit of Bacon:

In every physical science, we must ascend from facts to laws… and unity arises
from variety: and then from unity must re-deduce variety, and force the
discovered law to utter its revelations of the future.

Or if I can quote again with inlines relevant to science nearly two centuries later:

In every physical science [even string theory], we must ascend from facts to
laws… and unity arises from variety: and then from unity must re-deduce variety
[i.e., must reproduce the standard model], and force the discovered law to utter
its revelations of the future [i.e., make novel and testable predictions of future
experiments].

6. Peter Woit
June 26, 2007

Hi Tommaso,

One reason there are a lot of string theory conferences (20-30 a year) is that
there are a lot of string theorists. And conferences are concentrated in the
summer months when people don’t have to teach. Typically there are a few
smaller “satellite” conferences organized before and after the main Strings
conference, at locations not too far away. I gather there are some of these going
on around now. Will look forward to your reports from PASCOS!

7. Eugene Stefanovich
June 26, 2007

Jim Clarage:

I don’t think that string theory should be blamed exclusively for the stagnation in
modern theoretical physics. I think that the fundamental problem was best
expressed by Mark Srednicki in his reply to Chris Oakley on Cosmic Variance

And I don’t agree at all with your statement that while “it would be very nice to
explain SM parameters, but establishing a mathematical framework free of
inconsistencies has to be done first.” Historically, progress in physics has almost
never been made this way. It almost always came by somebody futzing around
with some not-fully-baked theory, until something interesting popped out.

This “futzing around with some not-fully-baked theory” was very successful until
1960’s. But, apparently, it doesn’t work anymore. I think that the chance that

http://www.maths.tcd.ie/pub/HistMath/People/Hamilton/LightPlanets/
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http://www.maths.tcd.ie/pub/HistMath/People/Hamilton/LightPlanets/
http://www.maths.tcd.ie/pub/HistMath/People/Hamilton/LightPlanets/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate


something will “pop out” is close to zero. Maybe it is time to stop relying on
random attacks and switch to a methodical and organized siege: Decide which
physical principles are truly important (the principle of relativity? laws of
quantum mechanics?…) and build a rigorous axiomatic mathematical framework
around these principles.

8. hmmm
June 26, 2007

Decide which physical principles are truly important (the principle of
relativity? laws of quantum mechanics?…) and build a rigorous
axiomatic mathematical framework around these principles.

Well that’s the whole problem isn’t it. That’s like saying “…to become a
gazillionaire we need to decide which business idea is the right one and build a
rigorous business around that…”

9. Eugene Stefanovich
June 26, 2007

hmmm,

That was my point. I have an impression (please correct me if I am wrong) that
there is no much interest in designing a sound plan and building the “business”
from ground up. Just look at talks at String 07 or any other similar gathering.
People are trying to prove theorems without even knowing what their axioms
are. These are conjectures based upon previous conjectures. Using your analogy,
they try to become gazillionaires by gambling in a nearby casino. Srednicki
thinks this is the way to go. I respectfully disagree.

10. Coin
June 26, 2007

Using your analogy, they try to become gazillionaires by gambling in a nearby
casino.

Well, they have to. It’s the only game in town.

11. Coin
June 26, 2007

So I’m afraid a lot of this is beyond my current level of understanding, but I’m
trying to figure out– it’s been commented several times that Witten’s Strings
2007 paper here doesn’t seem to have much to do with string theory. However, it
does seem like it has a lot to do with AdS/CFT correspondence. In fact, it seems
like he’s *using* the AdS/CFT correspondence; as I understand this he’s
analyzing black holes in 3-dimensional AdS spacetime by reasoning about the
equivalent 2-dimensional conformal field. That’s AdS/CFT, right? So here is
basically what I’m trying to figure out:

1. This paper seems to somehow be using AdS/CFT without talking about strings.



I didn’t actually realize you could do that. Is there anything “special” about CFTs
that correspond to spaces with strings, or is it just a matter of whether you
choose to describe the space as containing strings?

2. Although the paper doesn’t explicitly talk about strings, would it make sense
for the ideas in this theory to be followed up, in either a later paper by Witten or
somebody else, by linking these ideas to string theory or simply adding strings to
the toy model described here? If so, what would that look like? Like, would it
make any sense to drop strings into the toy model here and analyze their
interactions with a BTZ black hole?

12. Peter Woit
June 26, 2007

Just a reminder. If you want to have general philosophical discussions about
physics, please find some other forum. If you have something substantive to say
specifically about the topic of this posting, String 2007, please do so.

13. Peter Woit
June 26, 2007

Coin,

When people talk about “AdS/CFT” duality, they normally are talking about a
relationship between string theory on five-dimensional AdS space (really AdS
times a 5-sphere, the strings need 10 dimensions) and a supersymmetric gauge
theory on its 4d asymptotic boundary. More generally, one hopes that this string-
gauge duality works for different sorts of geometries. One could try and do this
with 3d AdS space, and people have worked on that.

But this is just not what Witten is doing. He’s not looking at string theory on the
AdS space, he’s looking at pure gravity, and at a Chern-Simons gauge theory, and
trying to understand their relation. Pure gravity and string theory on AdS are
just two very different theories. What Witten is doing just isn’t a string/gauge
duality. I don’t see what you’re going to achieve by adding string theory to this
story, and I suspect if Witten thought one could get anything that way, he’d
certainly be mentioning it in his paper or talk at the conference. Strings are
mentioned zero times in his talk

14. ori
June 27, 2007

Let us leave alone for a moment the question of whether the recent paper of
Witten has anything to do with String theory or not.

What it clearly implies, is that variable changes as those promoted by Ashtekar
and used in LQG can not be correct, and have nothing to do with the quantum
version of gravity (which is expected to have black holes to start with). Thus, in
the most well understood situation of 3d gravity, where the variable change is
clean and covariant (unlike 4d) Witten shows that this avriable change is
menaingless in quantum level.



Should we still expect that 4d LQG tricks do makes sense ? certainly not. This is
a complicated non covariant version of the 3d case, and one should not expect
any conclusion besides that LQG has no meaning after quantization.

Thus, one of the conclusions of Witten’s paper is that LQG does not make any
sense.

15. Peter Woit
June 27, 2007

Ori,

Witten does not claim that using gauge variables and the Chern-Simons action
has nothing to do with quantum gravity. He actually uses these to produce the
correct central charge of the boundary CFT. Here’s what he actually does say
about this:

We know that Chern-Simons gauge theory is useful for perturbation
theory, as was explained in that section, and we hope that it is useful
for understanding some nonperturbative questions. We used the gauge
theory approach to get some hints about the right values of the
cosmological constant (or equivalently of the central charge) simply
because it was the only tool available.

The variables that do seem to be useless for non-perturbative quantum gravity in
3d are string variables. Witten doesn’t mention strings at all in his talk and gives
no indication that he thinks they have anything to do with this problem.

Unfortunately I don’t think this tells us anything one way or another about 4d,
but if one could have the kind of success there starting with Ashtekar variables
that Witten seems to have starting with Chern-Simons in 3d, that would be quite
spectacular.

16. Ori
June 27, 2007

Peter,

I want to avoid misunderstanding and confusion. Forget for a moment how
Witten derives whatever he derives, this is a matter of taste. The invariant
physical conclusion is that the non perturbative complition of 3d gravity has
nothing to do with the gauge theory !

Similar conclusion is expected to hold for the 4d case, where there would not be
enough dof in the gauge theory to create black holes, as in the 3d case.

Most of the people here are laymen, and I want to make sure that they
understand that Witten’s conclusion is that the gauge theory variables are bad.
This was known to Seiberg for some time, apparently. This leaves no hope that
any interesting insight can be derived from gauge theory formulation of 4d
gravity, for obvious reasons. Thus, LQG seems to have been falsified.



Unrelaed comment for experts : The way Witten derives some central charges
does uses gauge theory variables. This is, however, incorrect since the gauge
theory variables dont make much sense. Witten admits this is the case, and
wishes he had a better way to derive the central charges. He could, as well,
guess the correct values by some factorization and absence of gravitational
anomalies requirements. This is the second way he motivates these charges,
which is much more convincing.

One should not confuse the physics conclusion (which is that the Chern-Simons
formulatoins have nothing to do with gravity) with the technical details (which is
an incorrect derivation of some central charges, which is as good as a guess).
Note that the reason CS has nothing to do with gravity is independent of the
ability of disability to derive these central charges.

17. Ori
June 27, 2007

Another comment is that Peter is correct that there are no stringy variables in
the story. However, the construction of the paper is a very particular example of
something which was well known is string theory : AdS/CFT. This also shows that
the results obtained in string theory in this context are much more general,
because similar techniques can be applies in non supersymmetric non stringy
cases.

18. gunpowder&noodles
June 27, 2007

“Thus, LQG seems to have been falsified.”

Oh, come. It’s extremely clear that all of Witten’s [brilliant] work on this is
strictly dependent on the 3D context. There is not a clue about how to extend
*any* of this stuff to the enormously different 4D case. I have no time for LQG,
but enthusiasts for it could quite legitimately point out that 3D gravity has been
studied intensively for years, and so far it has told us exactly nothing about 4D
physics. There’s no reason to suspect that this is about to change.

For all my admiration for EW, and gratitude to him for the way he has changed
the subject, I have to summarize the situation as follows: he has shown that
gravity with the wrong sign of the CC in the wrong dimension is wrongly
described by Chern-Simons. Next talk please.

19. Peter Woit
June 27, 2007

Ori,

Your claims that Witten has shown that “gauge theory variables are bad” etc. are
directly contradicted by what Witten actually wrote, including the part I quoted
above. You’re putting lots of highly tendentious claims in his mouth which are
not in his paper and were not in his talk (or in the one I heard here in New York).
I think Witten is someone who is very careful to say precisely what he means. In



this case he is being very clear that the question of how to properly understand
3d non-perturbative quantum gravity is very much still up in the air. Here’s what
he writes:

We make at each stage the most optimistic possible assumption.
Decisive arguments in favor of the proposals made here are still
lacking. The literature on three-dimensional gravity is filled with claims
(including some by the present author [6]) that in hindsight seem less
than fully satisfactory. Hopefully, future work will clarify things.

This is very different than claiming that he has shown that “the non perturbative
complition of 3d gravity has nothing to do with the gauge theory !” and falsified
the whole idea of using gauge theory variables.

20. Ori
June 27, 2007

The conclusion from your comment is that you have misunderstood the paper
completely. You have picked some quotations out of context, and that is it.

Witten clearly write that the CS theory can not be the correct non perturbative
complition, he said it explicitly in strings and it is written in the paper. This is the
whole point of the paper, if you claim otherwise, you have misunderstood the
paper and the talk. Let me quote for you :

“There is, however, an even more serious problem with the idea “gauge
theory=gravity in 2+1 dimensions”…. ”

He has couple of such arguments against the 3d description via CS theory, which
in the overall sum to what I said.

You may keep thinking whatever you want, I am the last to care, I was only
willing to make sure that readers of this blog will be aware of the correct
statements.

To gunpowder&noodles :

If you had read the paper, you would have understood that the arguments
against the gauge theory description are completely general, and can be
extended to 4d as well. Witten also says that theories with positive cosmological
constant probably have no non perturbative complition (unless embedded in a
more complete model), so it is not clear what is the point in trying to quantize de
sitter backgrounds, without a stable ads ground state

21. Ori
June 27, 2007

Another way to proceed, is that u answer a question (Instead of putting more and
more out of context quotes to defend yourself).

There are BTZ black holes in 3d. If CS is the correct way to quantize gravity than



there should be extremely many states in the topological CS theory. What are
they ? 

Of course, there are no such states (since CS is a topological theory), which is
the main point in Witten’s paper (and the strings talk). This means that CS has
nothing to do with the full quantum theory of pure gravity.

22. dont be misleading!
June 27, 2007

I would like to recall ori that is possible to written the BTZ black hole as a
solution of CS theory. It was done many years ago by Malrof and other people.
Look at ArXives.

Thus, the quantum CS theory also contains BH, as is part of they are part of its
classical spectrum.

23. woit
June 27, 2007

Ori,

I certainly don’t claim that Chern-Simons is the “correct way to quantize
gravity”. For one thing, as Witten states, non-perturbatively the situation of 3d
gravity remains unclear. The problem is not necessarily even well defined: maybe
there is more than one consistent non-perturbative theory that has the right
classical limit. Witten has made a very interesting proposal about a distinguished
boundary CFT that might deserve to be called the “right” boundary CFT for non-
perturbative pure gravity. I don’t think he claims at all to know what if any 3d
variables and Lagrangian treated non-perturbatively with conventional path
integral techniques would lead to this theory.

This problem corresponds to something that has always bothered me in the
simpler compact Chern-Simons-Witten theory. The standard thing people say
there is that, even non-perturbatively, the theory is defined by “integrating [tex]
e^{ikCS[A]} [/tex] over the space of connections A”. This is kind of nonsense.
Try actually doing this integral, e.g. by putting it on a lattice, and you start to see
what the problems are. While the CS action is fine for generating a perturbation
theory, non-perturbatively it doesn’t completely define the theory. What Witten
does in that case is use the CS action to motivate what the boundary theory is
(WZW), and then uses that to actually do computations. Even in that case, the CS
action isn’t the full story about the non-perturbative theory, but it definitely is
true that you want to be using gauge theory variables.

Anyway, there’s a very interesting story going on here, and gauge theory
variables are definitely part of it.

24. Peter Woit
June 27, 2007

Thanks dbm,



I was wondering about Distler’s claim that “We would not, for instance, ever see
the BTZ blackhole from the gauge theory”, which didn’t seem to make sense
since the gauge theory gives the same classical equations and the BTZ black hole
is a classical solution.

25. A quantum diaries survivor
June 27, 2007

Peter,

your links to lubos’ blog get dumped to a unwelcoming page, you should know
this by now, or is it an attitude to ignore the fact ? 

This time though I will second the auto-embargo of Lubos. I intended to read his
rant, but now I changed my mind… He is probably happier that way.

Cheers,
T.

26. Peter Woit
June 27, 2007

Tommaso,

I’m not ignoring it, just figure it adds to the entertainment value…

27. Aaron Bergman
June 27, 2007

What I think Jacques meant (although I haven’t asked him) is the microstates of
the BTZ black hole — it’s hard to imagine where they are in a topological theory.

28. urs
June 27, 2007

microstates of the BTZ black hole — it’s hard to imagine where they
are in a topological theory.

The Einstein-Hilbert action functional can be rewritten as a Chern-Simns action
functional in 3d. So if the former has an extremum somewhere (like a black hole
solution), the latter must have, too. After all, they are equal. No? What am I
missing?

29. urs
June 27, 2007

it’s hard to imagine where they are in a topological theory.

One more thing:

consider pure gravity in any dimension d. Consider a d-dimensional topological
space, possibly wtih boundary. Suppose you could make sense of the EH path



integral over all metrics on that space, possibly with prescribed boundary data.
Shouldn’t the answer depend solely on the topology of the chosen space?
Shouldn’t it in fact give you a functor from d-dimensional topological cobordisms
to some flavor of vector spaces? Wouldn’t that be exactly as for Chern-Simons
theory?

The only real distinction which I can see between the EH formulation and the
corresponding gauge theoretic (Palatini) formulation of gravity is that the former
vaguely suggests not to include degenerate metrics, while the latter vaguely
suggests to include them.

30. Aaron Bergman
June 27, 2007

No? What am I missing?

Microstates. You’re thinking about the classical solution which is a macrostate.

31. urs
June 27, 2007

No? What am I missing?

Microstates. You’re thinking about the classical solution which is a macrostate.

Hm.

Suppose I did the CS path integral over connections with the constraint that the
vielbein be invertible.

What would be the difference between using the EH action functional in the path
integral from using the CS action functional? Both are equal. Both are defined on
the same domain. What’s the difference?

32. urs
June 27, 2007

(Sorry, there is a blockquote missing. The comment preview did correctly show
the nested quotation which I did include.)

33. Aaron Bergman
June 27, 2007

Isn’t that question aking to, suppose I did the path integral for the EH action in
4D? Do you know how to quantize CS theory with that constraint?

(Witten talks about this in his original paper, BTW.)

34. urs
June 27, 2007

Do you know how to



Right, of course I don’t.

The only thing I really know here (beyond knowledge of folk lore and plausibility
arguments that all get so confusing after a while) is this:

for every modular tensor category, I can construct

A) a 3-dimensional TQFT

B) a 2-dimensional rational CFT

C) such that they are holographically related.

If that tensor category happens to be the representation category of loops in G,
then

A) is G-Chern-Simons theory

B) is the WZW model on G

C) is the fact that states of Chern-Simons are conformal blocks (precorrelators)
of WZW.

It is strongly assumed that this can be extended beyond rational CFTs. But only
for rational CFTs this has been done in detail.

In any case, there should be other modular tensor categories, or variations
thereof, and there should be other realizations of A,B,C. I would like to see if
what Witten is talking about could be (classes of) other realizations of this. It
ought to be, since he is in effect arguing that A should be defined in terms of B.

35. joe
June 27, 2007

The videos seem to be working for me (USA, west coast). Somewhere else,
someone mentioned some download bandwidth issues.

I need to contact the program chair (name & email) to get permission to do some
tests with their videos. Can’t find it on the Strings ’07 website, just the
webmaster emails. Help? (I went to the IFT sponsor site, but the Miembros
section has a generic list of staff.)

36. ori
June 27, 2007

Hi, “dont be misleading!”

You seem to completely misunderstand the point. It is correct that the classical
BTZ solution was written long time ago, as any other classical solution (eg
gravitons near the boundary). However, the BTZ entropy can not be accounted
for by the quantum CS theory in any reasonable way (and here Witten says
“although there were some attempts in the past…”).

http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/


Thus, the CS theory does not appreciate the thermodynamics of black holes and
can not explain their entropy. Hence, CS can not describe in the quantum level
anything like gravity (this is a correct invariant physical conclusion which means
that the gauge theory variables are meaningless after quantization and can at
best serve for some unmotivated guesses).

A similar thing happens in 4d as well, where the gauge theory variables of LQG
dont make sense after quantization.

37. ori
June 27, 2007

Urs,

>”The only real distinction which I can see between the EH >formulation and
the corresponding gauge theoretic (Palatini) >formulation of gravity is that the
former vaguely suggests not to >include degenerate metrics, while the latter
vaguely suggests to >include them.”

You are correct, and this difference is very very crucial !! if not this difference
the theories were equivalent. In all known examples in string theory the non
perturbative formualtion has never included degenerate metrics. Also here, this
is the fundamental reason for the failure of CS variables in the quantum level.
Similarly, in 4d, the gauge theory variables (and LQG) break down for the same
reason.

38. Arun
June 27, 2007

In 4D, LQG has enough degrees of freedom to account for black hole entropy,
therefore I do not buy Ori’s A similar thing happens in 4d as well, where the
gauge theory variables of LQG dont make sense after quantization..

It may very well be that LQG does not make sense for other reasons.

39. dbm
June 27, 2007

hi uri,

I think that despite phylosphical considerations, facts are facts.

And the first fact is that you don need to consider the CS formulation of GR to
admit configurations wih a degenerated vielbein, is enough to consider the first
order formalism in which the vielbein and the spin connection are regarded
independent fields, this theory, automatically, admits a solution where all the
fields are zero. Furthermore this first order formulation of GR can be done in any
dimension.

The second fact is that it has been proved, long ago, that the first order
formalism, is off shell equivalent to the usual metric formulation, that is: the set



of configurations where the vielbein is not inverible is of measure zero.

I would say that all this bla bla, of witten and the degrees of freedom of GR, and
that in string theory the invertibility of the metric is a serious thing, contradict
not only his paper on the soulbility of GR, but also his papers on topological
quantum field theory, and topological gravity of the 80’s.

I really dont like his arguments and I even think that his last paper deserve
further analysis, for instance is no possible that the guy doesnt obtain the right
value for the entropy for BH of mass=2 and says, ok, for larger k a better
agreement will be obtained.

Come on!

40. Carol
June 27, 2007

I want to live in the dimension where a story can earn you a Fields medal, and
shouting loud enough releases a graviton.

41. ori
June 28, 2007

dear dbm,

The entropy for k=1 is not expected to match since you compare a semi-classical
entropy given by the BH formula to an exact calculation of microstates.

In this regime, semi classical analysis makes no sense since the black hole is
very small and gravity is strongly curved. Therefore, the fact the results are
similar is a good surprise.

The fact that for larger k there is a better and better agreement is a strong
indication that what Witten did is correct.

Of course, this is correct regardless of you liking or disliking this.

42. Arun
June 28, 2007

How do black holes form in 2+1 classical gravity? (i.e., with no gravitational
radiation)?

43. dbm
June 28, 2007

Dear ori,

So, please explain me, why in every realistic situation in which we can actually
compute the entropy beginning with the microscopical description it COINCIDE
with our thermodynamical result.



Thanks!

44. ori
June 28, 2007

Dear ori,

>So, please explain me, why in every realistic >situation in which we can
actually compute the >entropy beginning with the microscopical >description it
COINCIDE with our >thermodynamical result.

>Thanks!

I assume you refer to systems which are not gravitational. The explanation is
trivial : The result coincides with the thermodynamic result in the limit where
the system is large. For example, even in the system of free spins which contains
N spins the result will not coincide with the thermodynamic result for finite N,
there are logarithmic corrections (Stirling’s formula) etc.

Note that to count states correctly one also needs to have a weakly coupled
description of the degrees of freedom, and for the word thermodynamics to make
sense there needs to be a classical description of the system.

In the case k=1 the black hole is very small, so it is not a macroscopic system
and also the system has no good classical description. Thus, you basically
extrapolate formulas illegaly and you should not be surprised that you get a
somewhat different result.

I don’t have any idea what you meant by your comment, anyone who has ever
studied statistical physics know that there is never agreement with
thermodynamics beyond the strict limit of infinite number of dof, sorry.

45. dbm
June 28, 2007

Ori,

You are right, in the theormodynamic limit.

However, I still insist in my point of the offshell equivalence of CS theory, and
2+1 GR, I mean the facts that I previously mentioned.

The first fact is that you don need to consider the CS formulation of GR to admit
configurations wih a degenerated vielbein, is enough to consider the first order
formalism in which the vielbein and the spin connection are regarded
independent fields, this theory, automatically, admits a solution where all the
fields are zero. Furthermore this first order formulation of GR can be done in any
dimension.

The second fact is that it has been proved, long ago, that the first order
formalism, is off shell equivalent to the usual metric formulation, that is: the set
of configurations where the vielbein is not inverible is of measure zero.



46. ori
June 28, 2007

I am happy you agree (and you should withdraw your “come on” comment).

The mistake in your other statement is the sentence

“the set of configurations where the vielbein is not inverible is of measure zero.”

Nobody knows how to formulate the non perturbative gravity path integral (it is
not necessarily the naive one with Haar measures)
and hence, you can not deduce the measure of degenerate metrics correctly,
sorry.

In fact the work of Witten CLEARLY shows that the effect is not a measure zero
one, and leads to substantial non perturbative differences in the two theories
(which naively differ by measure zero).

47. ori
June 28, 2007

btw, one should expect this set of non invertible metrics to be very important
also in higher dimensions.

48. dbm
June 28, 2007

But, consider the paper gr-qc/0303113. My argument is as follows, if the first
order, palatini, formalism admit naturally a degenerated viebein, and these
people has shown that it coincide, off shell, with the second order metric
formalism. ..

There is some level of tension between that paper and your last setence!

btw, thanks for the discussion, is fun.

49. ori
June 28, 2007

I will study the paper, perhaps tomorrow. I don’t wanna give sloppy answers.

50. amuseds
June 28, 2007

Meanwhile at the pinnacle of the ‘Superstringy Universe’ edifying discourse on
the subject can be found, such as

…. So PW is basing his monster conjecture on a single footnote! Well, I’ve always
been leery of a man with a foot fetish. Such a man reminds me too much of a gay
shoe saleman several years back who kept marveling at my feet as though I was
Cinderella in the flesh trying on glass slippers. I swear, I recall feeling both



deeply annoyed and genuinely embarrassed by the whole ordeal!

And since then I’ve come to realize that it takes a real man to become captivated
by the more noteworthy parts of my body. In a way, I suppose, PW is nothing
more than that faggot shoe salesman at Nordstrom’s.

….PW’s site would have already petered-out (no pun intended) if it weren’t for a
few top contenders, such as Aaron. That being said, I must make mention that
Lubos was (and always will be) Peter’s toughest challenger – without having a
single close second coming from behind him!

Now I’m totally clueless when it comes to military matters, but it seems pretty
obvious to me that the only sure-fire way to stamp out PW’s site is to battle it out
of existence, not to simply let it fizzle out – like an open can of coke. Moreover,
I’ll go out on a limb and say that because his site is essentially limited to a single
narrow issue, this severe handicap will work to hasten its demise.
…

Now back to the discussion of the relevance of gauge theory to quantum
gravity…

51. hmmm
June 28, 2007

…. So PW is basing his monster conjecture on a single footnote! Well,
I’ve always been leery of a man with a foot fetish. Such a man reminds
me too much of a gay shoe saleman several years back who kept
marveling at my feet as though I was Cinderella in the flesh trying on
glass slippers. I swear, I recall feeling both deeply annoyed and
genuinely embarrassed by the whole ordeal!

And since then I’ve come to realize that it takes a real man to become
captivated by the more noteworthy parts of my body. In a way, I
suppose, PW is nothing more than that faggot shoe salesman at
Nordstrom’s.

….PW’s site would have already petered-out (no pun intended) if it
weren’t for a few top contenders, such as Aaron. That being said, I
must make mention that Lubos was (and always will be) Peter’s
toughest challenger – without having a single close second coming
from behind him!

Now I’m totally clueless when it comes to military matters, but it
seems pretty obvious to me that the only sure-fire way to stamp out
PW’s site is to battle it out of existence, not to simply let it fizzle out –
like an open can of coke. Moreover, I’ll go out on a limb and say that
because his site is essentially limited to a single narrow issue, this
severe handicap will work to hasten its demise.
…

Whoa!!! who said what now.



52. Peter Woit
June 28, 2007

Please, Lubos’s craziness is bad enough, but if you start discussing here the
commenters on his blog, that way lies madness…

53. gunpowder&noodles
June 29, 2007

Ori declaims:

“If you had read the paper, ”

No need to remind us that you’re a string theorist…..

“you would have understood that the arguments against the gauge theory
description are completely general, and can be extended to 4d as well.”

Wow. Do tell us, in mathematical detail, how to perform that feat. Or at least
refer us to EW’s paper. Chapter and verse please. And no “clearly a similar
argument” stuff please.

54. ori
June 29, 2007

Dear “gunpowder&noodles”,

Gauge theory decriptions contain in their path integral solutions which
correspond to degenerate metrics in the gravitational description. These are not
measure zero, as was previously thought (the absence of degenerate metrics
gives rise to a different non perturbative complition).

You may or may not be convinced, it is not important. There will certainly be
people who will keep thinking in the gauge theory variables direction although it
was proved incorrect for d=2 and d=3. I presume that sensible people
understand this point very well and will take it into account.

The situation has changed, since previously one could argue that the change of
vairables is regular apart from a measure zero set of configurations. The same
argument was presented for both 3d and 4d (in the 3d case even Witten himself
was actually incorrect). Now that this argument is known to be incorrect for 3d
and 2d it is most conceivable that the 4d case, which has the same singular locus
, and essentially the same ambiguities, should not be described by gauge theory
variables

55. Peter Woit
June 29, 2007

ori,

Can you point me to somewhere where anyone has actually done the Chern-
Simons integral non-perturbatively (in a non-abelian theory)? As far as I’ve ever



been able to tell, this integral is just inherently ill-defined, you’re integrating a
phase over an infinite-dimensional space, and there is no “measure” here with
any reasonable properties that would allow you to talk about some
configurations being “measure zero”. The problem is very fundamental, it exists
even in simple QM analogs of the CS theory. If you actually try and discretize the
Chern-Simons functional integral and do the the (finite) integral, it appears that
there is no way to get an answer which is not completely dependent on how you
do the cutoff.

56. urs
June 29, 2007

somewhere where anyone has actually done the Chern-Simons integral
non-perturbatively

I this lecture, Mike Hopkins hinted at a way how to do it. But didn’t really
explain it.

57. Peter Woit
June 29, 2007

urs,

That’s not at all what I’m talking about, since that kind of very abstract
“integral” has no notion of “measure” or “measure zero”. What I don’t believe
exists is the kind of standard integral used to define path integral quantization:
an honest measure in the cut-off theory that, when you integrate appropriate
quantities against it gives well-defined answers when you remove the cut-off.

58. urs
June 29, 2007

that kind of very abstract “integral” has no notion of “measure” or
“measure zero”.

Yes, as I said. He hinted at a way how to do it, but didn’t explain it.

59. Arun
June 29, 2007

Very brash out of ignorance, I’d say that in 2+1 pure gravity black holes have no
way to evaporate (or to form) perturbatively, there being no radiation. So
perturbation theory cannot take you from a non-black hole sector of states to a
blackhole sector of states. I would guess that in 3+1 pure gravity neither
condition holds.

60. Yatima
June 29, 2007

The presentation PDFs really need abstracts.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/hopkins_lecture_on_tft_chernsi.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2006/10/hopkins_lecture_on_tft_chernsi.html
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/rolandi.pdf
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/rolandi.pdf


An LHC status report This I can understand more or less.

A talk from ‘SUSY 2012’ uncovered today!

Baryons from Instantons in holographic QCD Hmmm….

Andrei Linde in Amazing Mr Universe mode

61. Jonathan Vos Post
June 29, 2007

A122505 Arises from energy spectrum of three dimensional gravity with negative
cosmological constant, in analysis by Edward Witten.

n……………a(n)
–……………—–
1……………24
2……………24
3……………95
4……………..1
5………….143
6……………..1
7………….262
8…………-213
9………….453
10……….-261
11……………?
12……………?
–……………—–

Can anyone extend this integer sequence, to be properly credited for said
extension in the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences? If so, please have at
it…

62. gunpowder&noodles
June 30, 2007

PW said: “don’t see anything I would describe as “very cool”, but maybe that’s
just me.”

No doubt you are willing to make an exception for Bousso’s talk. His theory
makes “thousands” of predictions. That is so cool that it suffers from frostbite.
It’s almost as cool as the funereal garb and manner he affects in his classes. In
fact I would put it right up there with Paris Hilton.

63. anonym
June 30, 2007

To Ori,

http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/rolandi.pdf
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/rolandi.pdf
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http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/seiberg.pdf
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/sugimoto.pdf
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http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/linde.pdf
http://gesalerico.ft.uam.es/strings07/040_scientific07_contents/transparences/linde.pdf
http://www.research.att.com/~njas/sequences/A122505
http://www.research.att.com/~njas/sequences/A122505
http://www.research.att.com/~njas/sequences/A122505
http://www.research.att.com/~njas/sequences/A122505


Really basic question.
Witten’s work is for AdS background only.
I think LQG can handle dS case. (I am not an expert on LQG but just curious
about your logic.)

Then how can you say EW’s work rules out LQG?

I think you can not say anything definite like this one especially when you rely on
very incomplete arguments.

64. ori
July 1, 2007

Well, dS is argued not to exist alone, but only when there is also some AdS
around as well. So, Witten’s work applies. You should think of dS as an unstable
particle. Such a system can not be described completely without referring to the
correct ground state (which is AdS).

65. ori
July 1, 2007

and btw, I don’t know which of the arguments you call “incomplete”. An
argument is not a proof certainly. However, it is complete as an argument since it
addresses the correct question, and suggests the correct answer convincingly or
not, this depends on you (If you only “argue” you can not convince everybody, for
this you need a proof. However, wise people often don’t need a proof at all).

66. hmmm
July 1, 2007

However, wise people often don’t need a proof at all

In which case wise people are often wrong and usually less wise than they think.

Well, dS is argued not to exist alone, but only when there is also some
AdS around as well. So, Witten’s work applies. You should think of dS
as an unstable particle. Such a system can not be described completely
without referring to the correct ground state (which is AdS).

A wise person should also add that the above statement may have nothing what-
so-ever to do with the universe in which we live.

However, in Witten’s opinion, it could be relevent to all those 2D beings living in
rubber sheet world.

67. Thomas Larsson
July 1, 2007

Well, dS is argued not to exist alone, but only when there is also some AdS
around as well.

IOW, if observations don’t agree with your pet theory, observations are



irrelevant. It might be true in this case, but it is nevertheless a classical crackpot
argument.

If we take the positive cc seriously, it inevitably leads to the conclusion that QG
must have local observables, since there are no global observables in dS. The
lession from CFT, viewed as diff-invariant field theory on the circle, is that
diffeomorphism symmetry is only compabitible with locality in the presence of
diff anomalies (multi-dimensional Virasoro algebra).

68. GH
July 1, 2007

Jonathan Vos Post asked:
—————————
n……………a(n)
–……………—–
1……………24
2……………24
3……………95
4……………..1
5………….143
6……………..1
7………….262
8…………-213
9………….453
10……….-261

Can anyone extend this integer sequence, …?
—————

Here:

739
-833
1169
-1168
2172
-2505
3104
-3581
5255
-6449

69. Viri
July 1, 2007

Gross’s talk:

http://s4.video.blip.tv/0440000555536/Strings07fri-
DGrossKITPSantaBarbaraPerspectives815.flv

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=305#comment-6341
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=305#comment-6341
http://s4.video.blip.tv/0440000555536/Strings07fri-DGrossKITPSantaBarbaraPerspectives815.flv
http://s4.video.blip.tv/0440000555536/Strings07fri-DGrossKITPSantaBarbaraPerspectives815.flv
http://s4.video.blip.tv/0440000555536/Strings07fri-DGrossKITPSantaBarbaraPerspectives815.flv
http://s4.video.blip.tv/0440000555536/Strings07fri-DGrossKITPSantaBarbaraPerspectives815.flv


the real interesting part starts around 25:00.

70. anonym
July 1, 2007

Orid said

“You should think of dS as an unstable particle. Such a system can not be
described completely without referring to the correct ground state (which is
AdS).”

Maybe I don’t understand correctly the meaning that dS corresponds to
metastable state. Anyway let me ask it to you. Do you think our universe is
metastable? If observation tells me this “according to our present knowledge”
then I would think that there is some problem in our understanding rather than
think our universe is metastable. Also this is one of what I am saying as “many”
incomplete arguments. You seem to overly trust a theory which is at best a
consistent approximation to the reality. You should think your present
understanding could be very wrong although you may think it is your best at this
point.

71. Urs Schreiber
July 2, 2007

I do not understand in which sense it can be true that “gauge variables for
gravity are bad”, as ori said here:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=571#comment-26430

I can imaging that there is some true statement sounding vaguely similar, but as
such I am having a hard time making sense of that.

We are talking about two different sets of coordinates for one and the same
configuration space: that of metrics.

It is true that there are ISO(2,1)-connections which correspond to degenerate
pseudo-Riemannian structures.

But there are also metrics that correspod to degenerate Riemannian structure,
clearly.

I am willing to consider the question whether or not to include degenerate
metrics in the path integral. But formulating a metric in any of the many
equivalent ways there are can hardly change anything about the physics.

Unless, of course, it suggests some different procedure for how to go beyond
perturbation theory. But all this is shrouded in mystery right at the moment.

Also, it would seem that those interested in string theory should be fond of the
idea of encoding Riemannian structures in terms of ISO(n,1)-connections. As far
as I am aware, that is the only sensible way to handle supergravity.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=571#comment-26430
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=571#comment-26430


72. Haelfix
July 4, 2007

Its definitely extremely puzzling, and also whats so damn interesting about the
paper, at least to me.

Assume for a second you solve both methods exactly. The difference (if indeed
there is one after careful analysis) should then sum up to the contribution of
degenerate metrics in the path integral *I think*.

This suggests a strategy for 4D. Use gauge variables, then ansatz the form of the
contribution from 2d, 3d and see what we get.

73. Haelfix
July 4, 2007

I should say ‘ansatz the form of the degenerate metrics from 2d, 3d intuition’ and
then sum them together.

74. Chris W.
July 4, 2007

Speaking of taking things seriously, recall this remark of Steven Weinberg’s, in
The First Three Minutes (1977):

“This is often the way it is in physics. Our mistake is not that we take our
theories too seriously, but that we do not take them seriously enough. It is always
hard to realize that these numbers and equations we play with at our desks have
something to do with the real world.”

75. M
July 7, 2007

Actually, the article in El Pais mentions the problems of strings: here are the key
sentences:

“… la verdad es que la complejidad de la teoría está resultando enorme. Los
mismos especialistas creen que esto se debe a que no es aún una teoría
terminada. Por ejemplo, de las diferentes soluciones que encuentran a sus
ecuaciones no saben cómo elegir la que realmente corresponde a nuestro
universo.

…no ha podido despegarse de la principal crítica: la falta de experimentos en
perspectiva que verifiquen si es correcta. …

… Para otros muchos, la ausencia de predicciones experimentales de una teoría
física después de 20 años de desarrollo, es un inconveniente que no se puede
pasar por alto en modo alguno.”

76. Indrajeet Patil
July 15, 2007

https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?format=pdf&post-type=post&order-date=asc&order-menu=asc&statuses%5B%5D=publish&dates%5Bafter%5D=&dates%5Bbefore%5D=&show_site_title=1&show_site_tagline=1&show_site_url=1&show_filters=1&show_date_printed=1&show_credit=1&show_title=1&show_date=1&show_categories=1&show_featured_image=1&show_content=1&show_comments=1&post_page_break=on&columns=1&font_size=normal&image_size=medium&links=include&rendering_wait=200&print-my-blog=1#comment-26521
https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?format=pdf&post-type=post&order-date=asc&order-menu=asc&statuses%5B%5D=publish&dates%5Bafter%5D=&dates%5Bbefore%5D=&show_site_title=1&show_site_tagline=1&show_site_url=1&show_filters=1&show_date_printed=1&show_credit=1&show_title=1&show_date=1&show_categories=1&show_featured_image=1&show_content=1&show_comments=1&post_page_break=on&columns=1&font_size=normal&image_size=medium&links=include&rendering_wait=200&print-my-blog=1#comment-26521


Is it true that Witten is no longer working in string theory?

77. Peter Woit
July 15, 2007

Indrajeet,

During the last year Witten has written two long papers, neither of them about
string theory. I don’t know what he spends his time working on. Besides the
topics of the two recent papers (3d gravity and TQGT/geometric Langlands),
quite likely he continues to spend some time thinking about string theory.



Too Much Good Stuff

June 30, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

I’ve been finding recently that an increasing serious problems with blogs is that there
are too many good ones with material worth reading. I’ve learned quite a lot recently
from many well-informed blog postings, but the sheer number of these makes it hard
to find the time for other things one should be doing.

I’ll violate my usual rule of sticking to math and physics and report that my brother
Steve is joining me in the family blogging business by being involved as Publisher in a
new venture that just launched this week called Xconomy. Basically it’s a blog based
up in Cambridge, with offices in Kendall Square, devoted to news about what they call
the “exponential economy”, that part of the economy responsible for what is perhaps
too optimistically described as exponential growth in certain areas. They’re focusing
on events and news relevant to new technology, especially bio-technology, businesses
in the Boston area. For some interesting blog postings by their CEO Bob Buderi about
what it’s like to start up this sort of business, see here and here. For a nice posting
about Doc Edgerton, see here.

Back to physics and math, over at Backreaction there’s an excellent posting on the
GZK cutoff and high energy cosmic ray experiments, and a report from Loops 07 sent
in via Blackberry by Sabine Hossenfelder.

An American Physics Student in England tells about a recent conference on Heavy
Flavour Physics, giving a very nice overview of what is going on in that field.

The latest This Week’s Finds in Mathematical Physics from John Baez is out (available
here, blog entry and comments here). It’s a wonderful description of the various
mathematical patterns that the standard model particles fit into. Most well known is
what happens in SU(5) and SO(10) GUTs, where one can fit the fermion quantum
numbers into something that can equivalently be described as the spinor
representation in d=10, or the exterior algebra $\Lambda ^* (\mathbf C ^5)$. John
goes on to explain various possible connections to the exceptional groups, including a
recent idea from Garrett Lisi about how to use E8 to get three generations.

The blog entry comments discuss two recent papers by Chamseddine and Connes
about their non-commutative algebra approach to this question of mathematically
characterizing the SM degrees of freedom. The papers are on the arXiv, entitled A
Dress for SM the Beggar, and Why the Standard Model. Because of these papers and
Witten’s recent one, John seems to be getting a bit more optimistic about physics,
writing “I get the feeling that theoretical physics may not be quite so stagnant after
all!”

All sorts of interesting stuff at the Secret Blogging Seminar, including yet more about
Connes: a “review” by A. J. Tolland of the first quarter of the new book by Connes and
Marcolli (available here), which A. J. claims has the title Noncommutative Geometry,
Quantum Fields, Kitchen Sinks and Motives. Like the earlier fat book on non-
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http://www.xconomy.com/
http://www.xconomy.com/2007/06/27/startup-profile-xconomy/
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commutative geometry by Connes, it’s an amazing document, ranging widely over
physics and mathematics, covering ground from QFT to the Riemann hypothesis, at a
level varying from expository sections on well-known subjects to more speculative
research-level discussions. I’ve just started looking at it, may bring along a copy for
summer vacation reading when I head up to a lake in New Hampshire tomorrow.

Other interesting things at the same blog include reports (here and here) from Ben
Webster about talks by Sergei Gukov on categorification and gauge theory (about
which he has a new expository paper here), as well as about an earlier talk by Gukov
on Arithmetic Topology and Gauge Theory.

Also worth reading are posts from Ben Webster about centers of blocks of category O,
various comment section discussions with David Ben-Zvi at both this blog and the
n-category cafe, and a series of postings by David Speyer about quadratic reciprocity
and geometric class field theory (I’m running out of energy to provide links…).

From Ben-Zvi (who could run a really great blog if he chose to…) there are notes from
the recent conference at Northwestern on non-commutative geometry. These include
an intriguing lecture by Beilinson, as well as lectures by Nadler and Ben-Zvi himself
about their recent work which connects geometric Langlands with questions about
more conventional representation theory using striking ideas about how to handle
loop spaces. They have a recent paper about this, which has been very high on my list
of things I wish I understood better ever since David gave an inspiring talk about this
here a couple months ago.

Finally, one more thing definitely worth looking at in light of Witten’s new work: an
expository and historical article by Jim Lepowsky about the story of the relation of
vertex operator algebras and the monster group. He explains what is so remarkable
about the specific vertex operator algebra that Witten is connecting to 3d gravity on
AdS, including the ways in which it is conjecturally uniquely the “smallest” such
structure in a specific sense.

Comments

1. Garrett
June 30, 2007

Mathematicians are wonderfully nonlinear complex systems — one little
perturbation and good stuff flies in all directions!

Although relating the three fermion generations to E8 triality got John
interested, I’m actually assigning ALL standard model and gravitational fields to
elements of Lie(E8). There’s a link to this description in TWF, but here it is
directly:

Deferential Geometry

The above site (my research wiki) has a one paragraph summary and a link to a
talk (slides and practice audio) I just gave here in Morelia. In five words…
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“everything in an E8 connection.” This includes putting the gravitational spin
connection and frame together in this connection too, which should be looking
like a familiar thing to do right now… 

2. Garrett
June 30, 2007

Oops, bad link. This one should work:

Deferential Geometry

3. Bee
June 30, 2007

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the link. What I didn’t write in the post is that there’s some
preliminary data from Pierre Auger which apparently confirms the presence of
the cut-off – I expect it will be presented at that Cosmic Ray conference next
week. Also, I have a second post about the Loops 2007 with some photos, but
admittedly little content. I hope the slides to the talks will be on the website
soon. E.g. Fotini’s talk (about non-locality) was very interesting, and so was
Garrett’s 

The conference closed today with a discussion session (moderated by Carlo
Rovelli) where everybody was asked to give the most optimistic prediction what
he/she will be talking about at the Loops 2017 – and what the probability is for
that to actually happen. It was very interesting (much of it based on what the
phenomenology will hopefully teach us in the soon future). It was recorded and I
hope the audios will be available on the websites as well.

Best,

B.

4. Kris Krogh
July 1, 2007

Hi Bee,

Can you tip us off on the the cut-off energy seen? Is it exactly the GZK
prediction?

Cheers,

Kris

5. James
July 1, 2007

Regarding the use of the word ‘exponential’: Any increasing function on a finite
interval grows faster than a non-trivial exponential function. So I would say the

http://deferentialgeometry.org/
http://deferentialgeometry.org/
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use of the word above is not so much optimistic as it is next to meaningless.

6. M
July 1, 2007

Bee: various Auger talks at ICRC 2007 already appeared on astro-ph, including
some energy spectra. For example see arXiv:0706.2096

7. Fabrizio
July 2, 2007

Hi Garrett.
I just saw your great wiki and started to have a look into E8: the idea of unifying
all in a single connection is really nice.

I just wonder if you can really avoid the problem of mirror fermions. For example
the Cl_7 model of Trayling suffers (at least to me) of that problem: there is a
duplication of the fermions, since the (algebraic) spinor has 8×8 complex = 128
real components, that is twice the components of a SM family, 16×2 complex=64
real. (and antiparticles are usually already taken care by the 16 weyl fermions of
the SM)…

Cheers,
Fabrizio Nesti

8. Garrett
July 2, 2007

Hi Fabrizio,

This is a good question. Before I answer it, let me tell the story of how the
connection came together. I was working mostly with GR and spinors using
Clifford algebra, when I saw Trayling’s nice description in Cl(7). But his model
made more sense to me in Cl(1,7), and after playing with it a bit I was able to
combine Trayling’s description with the spin connection and frame of GR, with
the Higgs entering in a nice way. But this only had one generation of fermions.
When I saw E8, it matched this exact structure, along with two more blocks of
fermions. This made me very happy, so I’ve been telling people about it, even
though there’s still some things to figure out.

Now, your question. Trayling solves it by either dropping the “mirror” fermions,
or including them as anti-fermions. Without looking at the big picture, there’s no
good reason to do one or the other. But in the big picture it’s more clear what’s
going on. If we start with the compact real form of E8, there are no mirror
fermions — each fermion block has the correct number of real degrees of
freedom. But the real form has SO(4) as a subgroup, whereas we want SO(1,3) —
the Lorentz group, with the corresponding action on the blocks of spinors. To fix
this, we could start with a complex form of E8, such as would be built from
complex Cl(8) bivectors — but this has twice the desired degrees of freedom for
all particles, kind of like supersymmetry. This would include the “mirror” fermion
problem you describe. Instead, we use a real form of complex E8, built from a



complex representation of Cl(1,7). This has the same degrees of freedom as
compact E8, with no mirror fermions, and has the Lorentz group as a subgroup.

Now, I don’t know WHY it’s right to start with this real form of complex E8, other
than because it works. The answer to this will have to come from whatever even
big picture emerges. 

I hope this answers your question, but here’s some more nitty-gritty detail. If you
look at the big matrix, each generation of fermions is a 4×4 block, with each
entry a 2×2 block representing a Weyl spinor. Each of these Weyl spinors has 4
real degrees of freedom, which can be reassembled into a column of two complex
numbers — the way we usually work with them.

Best,
Garrett

9. ok
July 2, 2007

For those who are interested:

Geometrically Engineering the Standard Model: Locally Unfolding Three
Families out of $E_8$

http://arxiv.org/abs/0704.0445

10. ori
July 2, 2007

µ is a nice letter

11. Fabrizio
July 3, 2007

Hi Garrett,
yes, that is what I was asking. One must have a sort of reality condition on the
Cl_7 (or Cl_1,7) spinors, but this puzzled me, since spinors always carry a
complex representation… On the other hand, mirror fermions can not be
decoupled by making them heavy, because chiral fermions can not have a gauge
invariant mass term.

Incidentally, this is what led me to consider that Cl_4 is actually enough, if one
considers everything in LR-symmetric way: you can unify just isospin with
gravity, and strong interactions are just internal geometrical symmetries (my
0706.3304). This approach also leads back to Peter Woit’s inspiring NPB paper of
1988, where he introduced spinors on a 4-dim complex spacetime, and our world
is a real section of that…

If now in E8 one can fit the fermions in the (OxO)3 part of the gauge field (64×3
real fields) I expect that doubling is no longer a problem because one can use the
would-be mirror family (S8-) as the second generation… (and the vector (V8) as
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the third).
If this works (e.g. strong spinor charges, triality.. work well) it is really nice!

Fabrizio

12. trd
July 4, 2007

Hi Garrett.
I just saw your great wiki and started to have a look into E8: the idea of unifying
all in a single connection is really nice.

I just wonder if you can really avoid the problem of mirror fermions. For example
the Cl_7 model of Trayling suffers (at least to me) of that problem: there is a
duplication of the fermions, since the (algebraic) spinor has 8×8 complex = 128
real components, that is twice the components of a SM family, 16×2 complex=64
real. (and antiparticles are usually already taken care by the 16 weyl fermions of
the SM)…

13. Venkatesh Rao
July 4, 2007

Hello Peter:

I finished your ‘Not Even Wrong’ and Lee Smolin’s ‘The Trouble with Physics’ a
few weeks ago. I posted a review on my new blog that you might like to check
out:

Review

I am a systems theorist by training, not a physicist, so I hope I haven’t gone too
far out on a limb in my assessment of the debate. Thanks for a great read, you’ve
done the planet a service with this book (and this blog)! I spent several
weekends ploughing through both books and it was very rewarding, if
exhausting, work. I think my comprehension was between 10-50% through most
of the read, but even that left me feeling illuminated.

14. Aaron Bergman
July 4, 2007

Don’t believe everything you read. Check out the various reviews of Lee’s book
on cosmic variance, for example.

15. nutcase
July 7, 2007

More good stuff:

arXiv:0707.0005
Higgs Physics as a Window Beyond the MSSM (BMSSM)
Michael Dine, Nathan Seiberg and Scott Thomas

http://www.ribbonfarm.com/2007/07/04/book-reviews-the-trouble-with-physics-not-even-wrong/
http://www.ribbonfarm.com/2007/07/04/book-reviews-the-trouble-with-physics-not-even-wrong/


Interesting read… but… is it just me or is it very unusual finding a purely
phenomenological paper coauthored by N.Seiberg? Are the winds changing in
high energy physics?

16. Bee
July 23, 2007

Here is the promised update:

GZK cutoff confirmed

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/07/gzk-cutoff-confirmed.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/07/gzk-cutoff-confirmed.html


Less Stuff Than Usual

July 10, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

I was on vacation for a while, but haven’t been posting much mostly since there’s not
that much to write about. Like every summer, there are huge numbers of string
theory conferences going on all over the world, but from looking at the talks that are
available, the subject is about as dead as it has been for the last couple years, with
essentially no new ideas. The reaction of string theorists to all the criticism that they
have been getting in recent years about the lack of any connection of string theory to
the real world seems to have been to rename their conferences things like String
Theory and the Real World.

One other reason I haven’t been writing as much is that there are an increasingly
large number of quite good math and physics blogs out there, run by other people
who are doing a great job of writing about the kinds of news that I’ve often posted
items about. There’s a mini-revolution going on in research-level mathematics
blogging, with various Fields medalists being joined by groups of some of the best
graduate students and post-docs around. Following on the heels of Berkeley’s
wonderful Secret Blogging Seminar, there’s Cornell’s Everything Seminar and the
Max Planck Institute in Bonn’s Vivatgasse 7 (mainly about arithmetic algebraic
geometry).

Also at the Max Planck Institute, a couple weeks ago there was the yearly
Arbeitstagung, a conference devoted to recent mathematics research and run in a
somewhat unconventional way. The concept is to mostly not schedule talks and
speakers in advance, but to instead just try and get a group of the best possible
people to show up, and then to more or less democratically decide on who should
speak about what, depending on who has something new to talk about. The first
Arbeitstagung was organized by Friedrich Hirzebruch exactly 50 years ago, back in
1957, partly with the goal of bringing Germany back into the mainstream of
mathematics research after the post-WWII period. Hirzebruch remained the organizer
for many years (and was also director of Max Planck), and was there this year to give
the opening lecture, on The first Arbeitstagungen in 1957, 1958 and 1962. At the first
Arbeitstagung in 1957 some of the talks announced dramatic new results in
mathematics, including the birth of K-theory. Grothendieck’s talk included the first
definition and use of K-theory (of coherent sheaves on a projective algebraic manifold)
in his proof of what is now known as the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem.
Hirzebruch had worked some of this out more concretely before, and he reported on
his work with Borel-Hirzebruch which links up representation theory, characteristic
classes and topology in a fundamental way. Bott was not there, but had recently
discovered Bott periodicity, and over the next few years Atiyah used this and the
Dirac operator to reformulate Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch as a general index
theorem in the context of differentiable manifolds, proving the theorem with Singer,
and lecturing about it at the 1962 Arbeitagung. Hirzebruch gives an excellent
description of some of this history. The talks are all available online, but I fear that
there was nothing discussed this year that seems to reach the heights of what was
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being discovered back in those early days 50 years ago.

The latest news on the LHC schedule is: close the machine April 2008, beam
commissioning starting May 2008, first beams at high energy July 2008, about exactly
one year from now.

The Notices of the AMS has a wonderful set of articles this month about George
Mackey, I wrote a bit about him here.

The Harvard string theory group will be minus not just Lubos Motl this coming year,
but also Nima Arkani-Hamed, who will be on leave (I’m not sure where he’s going or
what his plans are). I hear that the two of them had a joint goodbye party.

Starting today, Arkani-Hamed is pushing the multiverse at the String Theory and the
Real World conference. For the hundredth puff-piece about how wonderful the
anthropic multiverse pseudo-science is, see the article Islands in the Sea, at fqxi.org.

Bloomberg.com is carrying a review of Endless Universe, the recent Steinhardt/Turok
book I wrote about here. The author of the review seems to have noticed the same
thing about the book that I did:

Given the recent controversy surrounding string theory — the publication last year of
Lee Smolin’s “The Trouble With Physics” and Peter Woit’s “Not Even Wrong” — it’s
disturbing that Steinhardt and Turok don’t even address their dependence on it. Does
their model work if string theory is wrong?

My sense is that it doesn’t, but they never even face the possibility — lending
inadvertent weight to Smolin’s and Woit’s complaints that string theory is strangling
physics. I hope the authors can someday publish a second edition in which they don’t
treat string theory as the only game in town.

Despite its problems, string theory does now have a shop and a blog.

Update: The news is that Arkani-Hamed will be moving from Harvard to the Institute
for Advanced Study.

Update: In case any one was worried that Lubos’s move back to Europe would end
his entertainining rants about the stupidity of anyone expressing skepticism about
string theory, don’t worry. The latest is Bloomberg: another idiotic article, which
begins:

Elizabeth Lopatto is the name of the latest breathtaking idiot who was hired
to write about theoretical physics for Bloomberg. I am periodically amazed
that the newer journalists are always able to exceed the degree of mental
breakdown of their predecessors.

and then goes on from there…

Comments
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1. JC
July 10, 2007

The “fatigue” of some string conferences in recent years, looks a lot like the
similar “fatigue” of those GUT and supergravity conferences from the early-mid
1980’s (before string theory became very popular), when those subjects were
losing their luster.

2. Who
July 10, 2007

Though age from folly could not give me freedom, It does from childishness: can
Fulvia die?

Could someone bring me up to date?

The Harvard string theory group will be minus not just Lubos Motl this
coming year, but also…

I’ve not been keeping track of the Motlodrama. Why will Harvard be
“minus” the abovenamed asset next year?

3. anon.
July 10, 2007

Thanks for the link to the article ‘Islands in the Sea’, which states on page 3:

To grasp just how large a number this [landscape of metastable vacua]
is, try writing it out longhand: a 1 followed by 500 zeroes.

100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

No matter how staggering a figure 10^500 is, though, it has the same
status as any other number. In fact, if the multiverse is infinite, 10^500
possible vacua do not exhaust it. “Very large is still finite,” says
Vanchurin of this strange state of affairs. “So there is a finite number of
values, but an infinite number of regions, where those values are
realized. If you take each one of those 10^500, there are infinitely
many places in the multiverse where
these values take place.”

Of course, they are right to emphasise that, despite the fact that string theory
can’t be falsified, one of it 10^500 vacua might still be the real world.

Similarly, you can’t falsify religions because they are too vague and contain
caveats like ‘Do not put the Lord your God to the test …’ (e.g., Deuteronomy 6:16
and Matthew 4:7).

Don’t you think that instead of being so negative about the failure of string
theory to make falsifiable predictions, you should start to be more positive and
point out its great success as an invincible religion? One of the great drawbacks



to other religions is the lack of mathematical obfuscation in them, and the fact
that anyone can read their secrets. A religion based around mathematical
speculation has valuable advantages over existing religions: 1) Infidels can be
dismissed by the high priests as merely mathematically illiterate ignoramuses; 2)
Hollywood stringy sci-fi films can be made as powerful propaganda tools to
convert the heathen masses to string theory; and 3) String theory, unlike regular
religion, is a theory of everything unobservable, so it is like knowing the mind of
God; hence it really is the one true religion, if correct (it is be impossible to
disprove, so it is correct for religious purposes).

Suppose that the assumptions which make the landscape of string theory finite
sized turn out to be false, and the landscape is really infinite in size. (This is
quite possible if dark energy turns out to be a misunderstanding of experimental
facts, like phlogiston theory.)

In that case, string theory will come in an infinite number of forms. Since infinity
is the biggest possible number in mathematics, it then must contain the real
universe we see because the probability that a set of infinite possibilities will
contain reality must be equal to 1, mustn’t it?

On the other hand, the probability that any particular vacua, selected at random
out of the infinite number of vacua, will be equal to 1/infinity = 0.

4. Peter Woit
July 10, 2007

Lubos has left his position at Harvard and returned to the Czech republic, not
clear what his future plans are. I don’t know the full story of why he left Harvard.

5. Anon
July 10, 2007

Peter, you are and apparently always will be a critic, and I mean that in the worst
possible way. To complain the way you do without adding anything to the solution
of what you complain about only calls attention to your own inadequacies.
That being said I enjoy many of the math and physics links.
Good luck,
Anon

6. Peter Woit
July 10, 2007

Anon,

Well, I got into this critic business because no one else was doing it and it
needed doing. I’d be happy to hand off the job to someone else, but there don’t
seem to be many takers (possibly because of all the abuse about one’s
inadequacies from anonymous and other sources that comes with the role…)

Anyway, another reason for fewer posts is that something I’ve been working on
for a very long time finally seems to be working out and I’m spending more time



on that. Maybe I’ll turn out to be not so inadequate after all, maybe not, we shall
see…

Glad you enjoy at least some of the material here!

7. Coin
July 10, 2007

One of the great drawbacks to other religions is the lack of mathematical
obfuscation in them, and the fact that anyone can read their secrets.

I take it you are not familiar with the works of William Dembski.

8. gunpowder&noodles
July 10, 2007

“but I fear that there was nothing discussed this year that seems to reach the
heights of what was being discovered back in those early days 50 years ago.”

Exactly. Theoretical physics is far from being alone in its malaise. And some
might argue that the influence of Grothendieck and people like him play the
same role in mathematics that string theory plays in physics. Too much hype, too
few real results.

9. Peter Woit
July 10, 2007

gunpowder,

I think mathematics and theoretical physics are both experiencing one problem
that is similar: they’re victims of their own success. As you figure things out, you
do the easier things first, what remains are more and more difficult problems.

But Grothendieck’s story is quite different than that of string theory, in some
ways it’s more like the Standard Model. During the 50s and 60s he came up with
ideas that are the foundation of the way algebraic geometers now think, and they
do this because it actually successfully solves problems. It is true that the kind of
abstraction Grothendieck pursued is something that led many less talented than
him into fruitless areas. There was a reaction against this in the 70s and 80s,
with a rather balanced view about abstraction emerging.

I actually find it surprising how much progress mathematics is able to make
despite its increasing difficulty. The proofs of the Poincare conjecture and
Fermat’s last theorem in recent years are striking examples.

There’s nothing like the landscape going on among top-level mathematicians,
and I don’t think the problem with string theory is that of too much empty
abstraction. Rather the problem is the refusal to admit that a specific, concrete
idea has failed, that of getting particle physics out of a 10/11d string/M-theory.

10. ali
July 10, 2007



Hi Peter,
I was not following Lubos’s story either. Can it be that he was denied tenure or
something like that?

11. Tom Whicker
July 10, 2007

On the opening page for the “String theory and the real world” conference, they
state:

“String theory has given us new insights into quantum gravity, and has provided
non-perturbative techniques for analyzing dynamical questions and computing
observable predictions. It has suggested a variety of candidate solutions for all of
the generally recognized problems of fundamental physics: the hierarchy
problem, the cosmological constant problem, the nature of dark matter, and the
origin of the fundamental constants. ”

Is there any support for any of this? Or is it generic ad copy?
Regards to all, TW

12. mathjunkie
July 11, 2007

Sad to hear that Lubos has left Harvard.

13. mathjunkie
July 11, 2007

Was Lubos’ leaving due to his radical way of defensing string theory on his
personal web that caused Harvard to do something that Lubos hated very much?

14. Peter Woit
July 11, 2007

ali + mathjunkie,

Lubos wasn’t there long enough to come up for a usual tenure decision so I don’t
think it was that. If his colleagues in the theory group had any problems with
how he was defending string theory, I never heard about it.

Tom,

It’s ad copy, based on some kernel of truth, but highly misleading. The part about
providing a “variety of candidate solutions” to the great problems of physics is
laughable in a way since it tries to make a virtue out of the theory’s main
problem, that of being consistent with almost anything.

15. mathjunkie
July 11, 2007

Peter, thanks for your rely.



Just found that Lubos put down on his personal web “Pilsen, CZ” as his current
location. So, Lubos is back to his country where he grew up. Anyway, we can still
watch how he defends string theory there.

16. lyme
July 11, 2007

# mathjunkie Says:
Sad to hear that Lubos has left Harvard.

All the circumstantial evidence suggests it was the opposite that actually
happened.

Personally, I’m glad this long foreseen parting has at last happened.

The Harvard tag gave Lubos a credibility he doesn’t deserve and would never
had gained by himself. His blog is full of lies, half truths and deliberately
misleading information just about everything and everyone, from computers to
politics, from physics to pedagogy, and everything in between.

Right now, as far as his internet personna is concerned, he’s just another nut
with a blog, one among thousands, lost somewhere in Central Europe. Who could
care less what he says?

17. Joe
July 11, 2007

lyme,
I agree with you. Lubos has become another Peter Woit.

18. lyme
July 11, 2007

Lubos has become another Peter Woit.

That’s what he would like to think… There’s a long distance from Pilsen to
Columbia, and not just geographically… Time will tell what he will become, it’s
still too early to draw conclusions.

But, as far as I’m concerned, the crucial difference between one and the other is
that I’m able to answer your post because it’s still there for me and everyone to
read.

19. woit
July 11, 2007

Please stop it with the personally insulting comments, about Lubos or about
anyone else.

20. lyme
July 11, 2007



As soon as I opened the “string theory blog” you cite, I knew there was
something wrong… The photos there are just too good to have been shot by
physicists…

21. wow
July 11, 2007

Arkani-Hamed will be joining IAS starting this fall. Apparently,
the powers that be in Princeton think more highly of his work
than you do, Peter.

22. Peter Woit
July 11, 2007

wow,

Thanks for the news. Interesting to hear that the inner sanctum of what
Polchinski describes as the “cult of monovacuism” will now include one of the
most vigorous proponents of the anthropic multiverse. Susskind must be
rejoicing at fresh evidence of the capitulation of resistance…

23. IMHO
July 11, 2007

In my humble opinion. From a political and marketing standpoint, Motl was a
walking liability for both the department and university. The physics department,
at arguably the world’s most famous institution, housed a racist, sexist, attack-
dog who would scream as loudly as he could to anyone and everyone….what an
embarassment!

I’m surprised, and somewhat disheartened, he lasted as long as he did.

24. Peter Woit
July 11, 2007

IMHO,

Again, I wish people would stop it with the loaded characterizations of Lubos’s
personality.

From what I hear, he can be quite charming personally, with the attack-dog
screaming act restricted to his internet activities. Some people really don’t do
well when you give them a keyboard…

It doesn’t surprise me that Harvard put up with him so long (and for all I know,
they were willing to continue to do so, with him being the one who decided he
had enough of it there). Universities in the US, at least in principle, have a very
strong prejudice in favor of not restricting free speech. My guess is that much of
Lubos’s problem was that he seemed to be putting all his time and energy into
ranting on the blog, not doing research. If he had been producing impressive
papers about string theory in between the ranting, I don’t think he would have



had much of a problem.

What did surprise me was the apparent unwillingness of his string theorist
colleagues to forcefully tell him that the kind of response to scientific criticism
he was engaged in was both inappropriate and damaging to their interests, or to
take any action to distance themselves from what he was doing. As far as I was
ever able to tell, he felt he was expressing the views held privately by his
colleagues, with the only difference between them and him being that he was
more honest and willing to stick up for what he believed. I have some reasons to
believe that he wasn’t unreasonable to think this, in particular given a few of the
anonymous Cambridge-based attacks I’ve been the target of.

Unfortunately I think Lubos’s conviction that anyone who criticizes string theory
must be an incompetent idiot, with their criticism of string theory something
morally reprehensible deserving of personal attack, is not unique to him, but
shared by some influential people. When I first started publicly criticizing string
theory, I was shocked by how many people told me they thought I was doing
something very brave and foolhardy. There has for quite a long time been an ugly
atmosphere in the particle theory community over this issue, and Lubos’s
behavior makes quite clear what the nature of the problem is.

25. Ivone FitzGerald
July 11, 2007

Hi Peter,

I enjoyed reading your book and Lee Smolin’s as well. I’ve just been reading your
comments on the LHC, and do you know what? It’s my considered prediction that
there’ll be a Higg’s boson found within six months of the machine switched on in
May next year, with considerable excitement. But come July 2009 – 10 there’ll be
string theory conferences saying where the hell are the predicted black holes?

Will they still carry on with string theory then? Unfortunately, yes. They’ll make
excuses such as: The LHC wasn’t powerful enough. Lets build one the
circumference of the Earth and then we’ll get a result. Dream on!

Let’s face it. Once the Higg’s boson is proved to exist, it’s a monumental waste of
money building ever larger more expensive colliders for all they’ll produce is yet
more Higg’s bosons. We’re better off researching into the known anomalies
produced by varying basic so called “constants”.

I’m not a physicist. I’m doing natural history and archaeology, but even I can see
this hole that the physics community has dug itself into.

26. Peter Woit
July 11, 2007

Ivone,

I think it will be longer than that to find the Higgs. Even if all goes well, the
machine won’t start producing real data of any interest until July. And, if history



is any guide, it may take quite a while to get the LHC working the way it is
supposed to. Analyzing the data from these very complicated experiments is also
a long and time-consuming business, and the Higgs is not the easiest thing to
look for. Personally I think I would bet on a Higgs in 2010…

The string theorists aren’t really predicting black holes, they don’t expect to see
them. That possibility is a remote one and doesn’t happen in most popular
versions of string theory.

What we’re all hoping for is not just the discovery of the Higgs, but studying its
properties and finding something unexpected, or finding not a Higgs, but
something else that plays the same role. Depending on what the LHC sees, there
may or may not be a convincing case for spending the money on higher energy
accelerators.

27. m.
July 11, 2007

lyme, the distance from Central Europe (as well as from China, India and other
places you look down upon) to Columbia is of the same order of magnitude as
most places in the US – proved by many a faculty list.
Pilsen, in particular, is a nice city with more than thousand years of history,
which has given us the Pilsner beer,
Skoda motor company, music of Smetana and goals of Pavel Nedved…

28. Oles
July 11, 2007

“From what I hear, he can be quite charming personally, with the attack-dog
screaming act restricted to his internet activities.”

Having known Lubos for the past few months in and out of the class room, I
found him to be quite inspiring as a teacher and deeply considerate as a person.
Of course on many non-physics topics he struck me, at times, as being hopelessly
misguided or ill-informed. Yet I never recall him being arrogant and unwilling to
listen. His web persona is something of a mystery to many. At any rate, his
wonderful sense of humor, physical insights and, most of all, great kindness will
be remembered by several of us.

29. Arun
July 11, 2007

Oles, that is good to know. Let us hope then he lands up at a place without an
internet connection, so that the dark side find no expression.

30. lyme
July 11, 2007

and other places you look down upon

I don’t look down upon anything. I’ve been there, done that, and know exactly



what I’m talking about. And yes, Czekia is at exactly the same distance from the
Ivy League as Tennesee. But on the way out distances dilate very fast, much
faster than on the way in. The clock is ticking quite fast for Lubos.

31. Chris W.
July 11, 2007

On the internet, nobody knows you’re a dog.

On the internet, nobody knows you’re really a nice guy.

32. amused
July 12, 2007

So Lubos finally made good on his threat to leave Harvard (and academia?)… it’ll
be interesting to see what his next move is. Maybe a job at his hometown uni,
but considering the love and admiration he expresses on his blog for Czech
president Klaus, and his interest in science-related political stuff in general, it
wouldn’t surprise if he has lined up some government job there. Perhaps we can
look forward to the spectacle of future Education Minister Motl imposing string
theory on the Czech high school curriculum… At any rate, good luck to the guy,
he’s been an entertaining character (modulo the repugnant sexist/racist stuff he
sometimes spouts). Will be interesting to see if/how his blog style changes now
that he is presumably “unleashed” and able to “enjoy basic human rights”.

33. Neville
July 12, 2007

something I’ve been working on for a very long time finally seems to be
working out and I’m spending more time on that

Sounds like you’re having a fine adventure. Good luck!

34. mathjunkie
July 12, 2007

Just had this thought:
If Peter hadn’t pointed out the improper aspects of string theory (like being
untestable), Lubos would not have fighted back and he would have more time
doing research. He might have made breakthroughs and…then he would go to
IAS…

But the above is just for fun. 

35. The Lone Haranguer
July 12, 2007

Never mind all that – seen today’s New Scientist?

36. woit
July 12, 2007

http://www.unc.edu/depts/jomc/academics/dri/idog.html
http://www.unc.edu/depts/jomc/academics/dri/idog.html


TLH,

Thanks, already on it. See next posting…

37. milkshake
July 13, 2007

Oles: If you are a team member in good standing, Lubos can be very nice to you.
(But you are wrong about the sense of humor – Lubos likes the sarcastic put-
downs but he laughs only to his own jokes, the jokes of his peers and to the
slapstick kind of stuff.) A narcissic, brilliant and agressive guy with twenty chips
on his shoulder is not the best kind of advisor that one can have in the grad
school.

He seriously compares himself to Feynman and Jesus Christ (but not to Borat).
He actualy wants is to be loved and admired by all the smart people while
defeating the idiots who get in the way of progress.

38. IMHO
July 16, 2007

Peter Woit Said:

It doesn’t surprise me that Harvard put up with him so long (and for all
I know, they were willing to continue to do so, with him being the one
who decided he had enough of it there). Universities in the US, at least
in principle, have a very strong prejudice in favor of not restricting free
speech.

That’s easy to say and well-and-good in principal, until it starts costing Harvard
Corporation money…Prestige and image have value also.

Maybe I put to much faith in the ethics and morals of the physics community, but
I can’t imagine many condoning Motl’s behavior (at least in private). You often
mention most string theorists unwillingness to publicly “take any action to
distance themselves from what he was doing”. That may be true, but a lack of
public admonishment is not the same thing as approval.

Either way, at the end of the day it’s hard to imagine any scenario where a
Harvard Asst. Prof who “decided he had enough of it there” chooses to leaves
Harvard and the American Scientific establishment behind to mingle with Borat.

39. IMHO
July 16, 2007

Actually, a simple google search gives a reasonably plausible explanation.

http://www.physicsbanter.com/particle-physics/79483-lubos-motls-forced-
resignation-harvard.html

40. woit

http://www.physicsbanter.com/particle-physics/79483-lubos-motls-forced-resignation-harvard.html
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July 16, 2007

IMHO,

I’m quite sure that the claims by Sarfatti that he was responsible for getting
Lubos fired are nonsense. I would think that Lubos’s colleagues would consider
complaints from a source like Sarfatti a point in Lubos’s favor, not a reason for
firing him.

I don’t claim that Lubos’s string theory colleagues approved of how he was
defending string theory, but I never saw any evidence at all that they
disapproved of it enough to tell him to cut it out.

41. IMHO
July 16, 2007

Woit said:

I’m quite sure that the claims by Sarfatti that he was responsible for
getting Lubos fired are nonsense.

Oh yes, I’m sure those particular claims are nonsense.

What was of interest to me was the information that there was a forced
resignation as far back as January. If true, it now seems that the Harvard Physics
Department is not as morally and ethically bankrupt as they first appeared.

42. milkshake
July 16, 2007

The asset/liability ratio was decreasing for quite some time and finally even his
suporters agreed that Lubos was not worth the constant aggravation.

I don’t think Sarfatti can claim credit Lubos for himself – for example about 5
years ago there was a minor affair when Lubos discovered that a (politically-
correct + pompous) lecturer of slavonic studies in Glasgow misrepresented his
old czech degree as a Ph.D. – the degree in question was roughly equivalent
something intermediate between MS and Ph.D. Lubos allerted Glasgow uni,
called the lecturer a commie spy colaborator and suggested he should commit
suicide. As a result the lecturer threatened a legal action and complained at
Harvard. Lubos was reportedly on the occasion ordered by his superiors to take
his extracurricular interests easy and to stay out of the spotlight. He managed,
for about 3 weeks.

43. Peter Woit
July 16, 2007

milkshake,

I hadn’t heard that part of the Lubos story before, presumably it has to do with
this:



http://www.blisty.cz/art/9429.html

In Lubos’s latest posting, it seems that I’m the villain of the latest Die Hard
movie…

44. milkshake
July 16, 2007

Yeah, it is this stuff – for many months the same e-zine even had a free advert on
its sidebar for the Motl’s czech translation of the Elegant Universe and would
post some Lubos articles there. You can imagine how it progressed from there.

45. amused
July 17, 2007

IMHO wrote: “…at the end of the day it’s hard to imagine any scenario where a
Harvard Asst. Prof who “decided he had enough of it there” chooses to leaves
Harvard and the American Scientific establishment behind to mingle with Borat.”

unless he/she is a free spirit who is also a fanatic and a bit of a nutter. Not
everyone in this business is a careerist, and different people value different
things. Just look at Perelman. Lubos has been writing for a long time on his blog
about his distain for Cambridge and academia in general, so my bet is that it’s
more a case of him jumping than being pushed.

46. IMHO
July 17, 2007

amused said:

my bet is that it’s more a case of him jumping than being pushed

His entire self worth is wrapped up in an unwavering belief in his superior
scientific intellect….and he chose to leave academia???

I’ll take that bet any day of the week!

47. anon.
July 17, 2007

IMHO, you have got the facts a bit wrong. He was just an undercover secret
agent working for an anti-string conspiracy, and his had to leave Harvard before
his cover was blown (when his ‘defense’ of string theory had become obviously
self-defeating).

48. Chris Oakley
July 17, 2007

It’s true – Lubos was a gift to us String sceptics. He’s going to be hard to
replace.

49. amused

http://www.blisty.cz/art/9429.html
http://www.blisty.cz/art/9429.html


July 17, 2007

Ok IMHO, I’ll wager US$100 on it (that he jumped rather than was pushed).
And Chris, I don’t see the big difference between Lubos entertaining us from
Harvard or from Czekia. Chances are he’ll be even more entertaining from
Czekia!

50. Chris Oakley
July 17, 2007

Amused,

It’s not a question of that. The point is that now Lubos will just be another
dissident like Nigel Cook, Jack Sarfatti, Thomas Larssen, Danny Ross Lunsford,
Matti Pitkannen, Tony Smith, me and – for all I know – you. Much easier to
ignore than a Harvard Assistant Professor.

51. IMHO
July 17, 2007

How do we determine the truth Amused?

52. amused
July 17, 2007

Chris,
You are of course right that the Harvard connection confers prestige, but, unless
academia has become more of a joke than I realized, his Harvard position was a
reflection of his status in the string community rather than the source of it. If he
continues (or resumes) research in Czekia and it goes well, I don’t see why his
status should change. There are other examples of prominent string theorists
working in offbeat places, e.g. Berkovits in Sao Paulo.

IMHO,
At some point stories of what happened will emerge, and if these converge to a
fixed point re. jumped or was pushed then I think we can assume it’s the truth. If
they don’t converge it will be more difficult. I suggest we ask Peter to adjudicate.
Do we have a bet?

53. gunpowder&noodles
July 17, 2007

Gentlemen, gentlemen: False dichotomy alert. If you think that there is a sharp
distinction between push and jump then you don’t know much about academic
politics.

54. IMHO
July 18, 2007

Amused,

No, I don’t think so. It seems kind of Schadenfreude.



55. amused
July 18, 2007

IMHO,
Ok, but next time you say “I’ll take that bet any day of the week!” bear in mind
that someone might actually take you up on it! 

56. Vacuum
July 23, 2007

Motl had a publication record of 23 papers with only 1253 citations to them (and
no publications in the last year). I don’t think Harvard would hire a postdoc with
such a record, let alone award tenure to Assist Prof (to compare, Clifford
Johnson’s record is 75 papers with 2724 citations). So I think he was denied
tenure at Harvard.

57. Peter Woit
July 23, 2007

Vacuum,

Clifford Johnson is quite a bit older, getting his Ph.D. nearly 10 years before
Lubos, so you can’t compare those numbers. They’re more than acceptable for a
Harvard postdoc, although his recent lack of publications might be a problem.
Again, he hadn’t been at Harvard in a tenure-track position long enough to come
up for a tenure decision in the usual way.



String Theory: The Fightback

July 12, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The public perception of string theory has definitely changed over the last few years,
with the latest evidence this week’s cover story in New Scientist, which begins:

It’s the theory everyone loves to hate.

The article (available fully only to subscribers, I fear) is entitled String Theory: The
Fightback, and its story line is that, because of all this criticism, after nearly 25 years
of work, finally:

string theorists themselves have realised they must find ways to put their
models to the test. They may still be far from being able to observe a string
in a laboratory, but experiments planned for the near future – and even one
currently under way – could provide tantalising evidence either for or
against string theory…

Now the string community is fighting back by devising creative, if indirect,
ways to look for signs of strings – from hidden dimensions to ripples in
space-time and other potential signatures of a stringy universe. The time
has come to put string theory to the test…

Critics should take heed. Experiments now show that string theory may be
testable after all. One study at a time, string theorists seem to be homing in
on models that will make specific, falsifiable predictions.

What follows is the usual misleading hype of bogus “tests” of string theory, of the sort
I’ve written about extensively here. They are:

• The networks of cosmic superstrings promoted by Polchinski.

For one of my postings about this, see here. More than three years ago Polchinski and
the KITP at Santa Barbara issued a press release about this trumpeting the idea that
such superstrings could be observed by LIGO “over the next year or two.” The
problem with this kind of “test” of string theory is that you can easily come up with
string theory models that produce lots of cosmic superstrings (already falsified), no
observable amount of cosmic superstrings (can’t use to test string theory), or
precisely the amount of cosmic superstrings such that no hint of them would be seen
until now, but there would be networks of the things lurking just below the threshold
of measurability, to be discovered by the next generation of experiments (highly
unlikely, pretty much pure wishful thinking). Polchinski has now stopped talking about
LIGO and a year or two, and instead is promoting measurements of pulsars and five to
ten years:

According to Polchinski, though, our best bet for observing gravitational
waves emanating from strings is to use pulsars. A pulsar is a rapidly
spinning neutron star that fires out a beam of electromagnetic radiation as

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19526121.200-string-theory-the-fightback.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19526121.200-string-theory-the-fightback.html
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it rotates, like a lighthouse. These flashing beacons act as some of the most
accurate clocks in the universe, and a gravitational wave rippling between a
pulsar and Earth would disturb the otherwise precise timing of the pulses
arriving here. The most likely cause of such fluctuations would be black
holes colliding, but waves from strings would yield a unique timing pattern
that would make them stand out. “Over the next five to 10 years,” Polchinski
says, “these will probe the most interesting models.”

My colleague Brian Greene is quoted about this, making the essential point about this
kind of “test”:

Sure, catching sight of a cosmic string would be a boon for string theory,
but is there any observation that would serve as a death knell? For many
sceptics, it’s not that string theory is so hard to prove correct that puts
them off, but rather that you can’t falsify it. “I’m not aware of any test that if
it fails will prove string theory wrong,” says physicist Brian Greene of
Columbia University in New York. “That’s a real headache. You’d like to
have a situation where you have a prediction, and if it’s right the theory is
right, and if it’s wrong the theory is wrong.”

• Quoting this recent paper, supposedly “according to Linde and Kallosh, no string-
based inflation model can possibly create detectable gravity waves”.

The problem is that the quoted paper doesn’t actually say that. Here’s the paper’s
concluding paragraph:

However, a possible discovery of tensor modes may force us to reconsider
several basic assumptions of string cosmology and particle phenomenology.
In particular, it may imply that the gravitino must be superheavy. Thus,
investigation of gravitational waves produced during inflation may serve as
a unique source of information about string theory and about the
fundamental physics in general.

Given the wealth of possible string theory scenarios, I have no doubt that if an imprint
of gravity waves is found in the CMB, there will be string theory models that would
“predict” it. As for the idea that not seeing such gravity waves would be evidence for
string theory, here’s what Glashow has to say:

Not everyone thinks these tests will be useful, however. “Not seeing
something is hardly evidence for string theory,” says Nobel laureate
Sheldon Glashow of Boston University, Massachusetts, an outspoken critic
of string theory. He feels that such a result would mean very little. “String
theorists are very wise. They can come up with a way to explain anything.”
String theory is simply not testable, he says. “There are an enormous
number of string theories and they describe zillions and zillions of
universes, none of them observable in any way. It sounds to me like angels
dancing on the head of a pin.”

• String theory is being tested at RHIC and, conjecturally AdS/QCD makes predictions
about strong interaction physics.

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0704.0647
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0704.0647


“We’re still very far from being able to say, here is the exact string theory
that describes QCD,” Susskind says. “But the connections that show up
between nuclear physics and string theory are fascinating. Sceptics won’t
consider this evidence for string theory, but nuclear physicists will use
string theory and in time discover how accurately it describes these
experiments.”

What Susskind is neglecting to mention here is that these are tests of whether string
theory is a useful way to do calculations in an already tested theory of the strong
interactions, and has nothing to do with the question of testing the idea of string
theory as a unified theory of quantum gravity and particle physics.

Also in New Scientist, there’s a story about Neil Turok’s recent talk at PASCOS
entitled “Is the Cold Spot in the CMB a Texture?” which links to the string theory
article. Evidently there’s a patch of CMB where the temperature is anomalously low
(the probability of this happening supposedly being 2 percent) and one can speculate
that this may be due to a topological defect of some kind. Amusingly, the online
version of the New Scientist article includes an interpolated editorial comment that
someone forgot to take out before publication:

Turok presented the findings at a conference on particles Hi Anil. This
threw me a bit. We say the team noticed previous work by Turok, and then
before we know it Turok is the one presenting the work. When did he join
them, strings and cosmology at Imperial College London last week.

Comments

1. Coin
July 12, 2007

Evidently there’s a patch of CMB where the temperature is anomalously low (the
probability of this happening supposedly being 2 percent) and one can speculate
that this may be due to a topological defect of some kind.

The article is available only to subscribers. I was wondering– will it be possible
to more easily tell whether or not this cold spot is coincidence after any
particular future CMB observation experiment?

2. Jonathan Vos Post
July 12, 2007

“…New Scientist… interpolated editorial comment that someone forgot to take
out before publication:

Turok presented the findings at a conference on particles ‘Hi Anil. This threw me
a bit. We say the team noticed previous work by Turok, and then before we know
it Turok is the one presenting the work. When did he join them…”

Or, this tunneled through from elsewhere in the multiverse. Bound to happen

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19526123.900
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19526123.900


now and then. Duality with Boltzmann brains. Or something else within epsilon
of unfalsifiable, in the Landscape.

“What’s the frequency, Kenneth?”

3. joe
July 13, 2007

M. Disney (observational galactic astronomer) was an “alarmist/whistle-blower”
to cosmology back in 2000. It seems to parallel P. Woit/”Not Even Wrong”, in that
large-scale (cosmological) questions are cursed with not having the proper data.
Without data, you have only theory..hence “religion”.

The Case Against Cosmology

http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0009020
[ interesting references to particle physics & LHC..who can do actively do
“experiments”. Astronomers can only passively observe ]

Is not the below a striking parallel to the ST quagmire?

Given statements emanating from some cosmologists today one could
be forgiven for assuming that the solution to some of the great
problems of the subject, even “the origin of the Universe” lie just
around the corner. As an example of this triumphalist approach
consider the following conclusion from Hu et al. [1] to a preview of the
results they expect from spacecraft such as MAP and PLANCK
designed to map the Cosmic Background Radiations: “. . .we will
establish the
cosmological model as securely as the Standard Model of elementary
particles. We will then know as much, or even more, about the early
Universe and its contents as we do about the fundamental constituents
of matter”.

We believe the most charitable thing that can be said of such
statements is that they are naive in the extreme and betray a complete
lack of understanding of history, of the huge difference between an
observational and an experimental science, and of the peculiar
limitations of cosmology as a scientific discipline. By building up
expectations that cannot be realised, such statements do a
disservice not only to astronomy and to particle physics but they
could ultimately do harm to the wider respect in which the
whole scientific approach is held. As such, they must not go
unchallenged.

It is very questionable whether the study of any phenomenon that is
not
repeatable can call itself a science at all. It would be sad however to
abandon the whole fascinating area to the priesthood. But if we are
going to lend this unique subject any kind of scientific respectability
we have to look at all its claims with a great circumspection and listen

http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0009020
http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0009020


to its proponents with even greater scepticism than is usually
necessary. This is particularly true when the gulf between observers
and theoreticians is as wide as it usually is here. Either side may be
more inclined to accept the claims of the other than they should. As an
extra-galactic observer addressing a mostly theoretical audience I want
to emphasise the very many caveats that should always be attached to
the observational side of this field

The First Crisis in Cosmology Conference

http://www.ptep-online.com/index_files/2005/PP-03-03.PDF

4. anon.
July 13, 2007

New Scientist uses the same article ‘template’ for lots of pseudoscience where
old discredited ideas are being worked on, provided that the ideas seem exciting.
It did an article some years back which was pretty much the same but about
‘cold fusion’.

(The synopsis for that PR stunt was something like: ‘Everyone loves to hate cold
fusion because it was overhyped a bit at first, but now people are starting to get
tantalizing glimpses of real physics from it, blah, blah…’, followed by some
experimental work which gave results of no statistical significance, and a lot of
wishful thinking from experts. I think that issue sold out fast. New Scientist
should be commended for knowing how to write copy that sells. Pity it’s totally
misleading, but that’s sci fi for you: it’s popular, but it’s also scientific fiction
until some solid evidence shows up.)

I’m just waiting for New Scientist to write a defense of creationism:

‘creationists themselves have realised they must find ways to put their models to
the test. They may still be far from being able to observe the act of creation in a
laboratory, but experiments planned for the near future – and even one currently
under way – could provide tantalising evidence either for or against creation…’

5. Nigel
July 13, 2007

“String theorists are very wise. They can come up with a way to explain
anything.” – Sheldon Glashow

I’m surprised to see such a sarcastic comment from a such Nobel Laureate like
Sheldon Glashow being quoted. String theorists are (correct me if I’m wrong)
just human beings, so presumably they have feelings and don’t like sarcasm
(unless, of course, the mental ability of string theorists to believe that the world
has 6/7 extra dimensions without evidence, is linked to a genetic mental
condition which makes them invulnerable to ridicule). Those string theorists who
believe that they reside in the universe where the anthropic principle has

http://www.ptep-online.com/index_files/2005/PP-03-03.PDF
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selected the existence of the Not Even Wrong blog to occur on the internet,
might feel upset and hurt by such sarcasm. But many of the other string
theorists, believing that they spread over the segment of the landscape of the
multiverse where physics is fairly close to our own but not quite close enough to
include this blog, might remain deluded, if they really exist.

6. Peter Woit
July 13, 2007

Joe,

I’d rather people discuss mainstream cosmology on blogs run by cosmologists,
but I’ll just point out that, whatever its problems, mainstream cosmology is an
extremely solid and respectable science compared to “string cosmology”.

7. M
July 13, 2007

Joe, the “Case against Cosmology” is just a few months older than “String
theory: An Evaluation” (physics/0102051). In these years cosmology made
enormous progress, while the main development in strings has been the
rediscovery of the anthropic principle.

8. Bee
July 13, 2007

sadly, the criticism you raise above holds for a lot of other theoretical approaches
as well. I understand you are mostly concerned about string theory, but the
problem is much more general than that. if I look at the arxiv, it seems it has
become quite normal to cook up more or less meaningful ‘theories’ or ‘models’
that have a lot of ‘motivation’ but no connection to reality whatsoever (despite an
impressive amount of calculations and references). now the fashion changes to
“needs phenomenology”. being a phenomenologist, I certainly don’t mind, but in
many cases there either is no phenomenology (a ‘qualitative’ prediction is no
prediction, one can always shift parameters out of experimental range, so what’s
the point), or there is phenomenology but no sensible model (i.e. one that is in
disagreement with the standard model, or worse, one can’t be sure whether it is
in agreement or disagreement with anything), or there is phenomenology and a
model but one can’t learn anything from it (e.g. there must be one hundred
different ‘models’ that ‘motivate’ why a breaking of Lorentz symmetry is ‘natural
to expect’ – so if we measure it what do we learn from that besides that it is
broken?).

9. Peter Woit
July 13, 2007

Bee,

I agree that this is a more general problem, but the string theory situation still
seems to be a unique one. There’s lots of dubious theoretical work out there (one
reason being that coming up with a good new idea in this field is extremely



hard), but most of it is pursued by smaller groups of people with lower profiles in
the community. What is going on here is outrageous overhyping and misleading
of the public by a rather large group of people at the absolute top of the
academic hierarchy. I don’t know of anything quite analogous in other subjects.

It’s interesting to note that the people New Scientist found willing to promote
bogus “tests” of string theory are mostly the same ones promoting the anthropic
landscape.

10. Bee
July 13, 2007

Hi Peter,

but the string theory situation still seems to be a unique one

I agree. I am just saying one doesn’t cure the problem by demonising one field –
there is the danger such unfortunate distractions from questions relevant to
physics just shift somewhere else.

Best,

B.

11. publius
July 13, 2007

I just came accross a quote by chilean writer and filmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky
(el Topo, Sacred Mountain, ‘El Incal’ comics (with Moebius)) that beautifully
resumes the situation with string theory, the landscape and what it is doing to
fundamental physics:
” Failed Theory:
A Philosopher who couldn’t walk because he stepped on his beard, cut his feet”
It is interesting to notice the string-like nature of long beards…

12. island
July 13, 2007

Coin asked:
The article is available only to subscribers. I was wondering– will it be possible
to more easily tell whether or not this cold spot is coincidence after any
particular future CMB observation experiment?

This is already the second confirming indicator of the reality of the anomalies,
and it’s not just a coincidence when the motion of the Earth around the Sun, (the
ecliptic), also traces-out the goldilocks zone of the observed universe.

So, give em another 20 or 30 years to explain it away without giving equal time
to the most apparent indication of the evidence, since that’s the way science is
done now a-days!

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0704/0704.0908v1.pdf

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0704/0704.0908v1.pdf
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Extragalactic Radio Sources and the WMAP Cold spot

To create the magnitude and angular size of the WMAP cold spot
requires a ~ 140 Mpc radius completely empty void at z greater than
or equal to 1 along this line of sight. This is far outside the current
expectations of the concordance cosmology, and adds to the anomalies
seen in the CMB.

Adds what?… a greater need for more time and excuses not to introduce the
smoking gun into evidence?

13. Peter Woit
July 14, 2007

Coin,

The rest of the article says that Turok presented calculations about what the
next generation Planck experiment should see in the CMP if these topological
defects really do exist.

All,

Please take general attacks on and discussion of the conventional cosmological
model elsewhere. I’m not an expert, not very interested, and not willing to
moderate or host a discussion of this topic.

14. jkowalskiglikman
July 14, 2007

Hi,

Perhaps my question is a bit out of topic, but I am wondering what “quantum
gravity” means in the context of string theory. What is being quantized? How one
gets the semiclassical limit? What is the conceptual relation between quantized
microscopic degrees of freedom and the semiclassical description in terms of
gravitational field? Does string theory incorporate equivalence principle? Is it
any direct way to get any prediction concerning, say, orbits of planets in Solar
System and string corrections.

All these must be a textbook stuff, but I could not find any clear discussion.

Thanks

J

15. Peter Woit
July 14, 2007

J.

Unfortunately this is pretty much off-topic, and full answers to the questions you
ask have long answers. You might do better to try this question on the blog of a



string theorist like Jacques Distler or Clifford Johnson. These questions are
addressed in the standard string theory textbooks, although the answers are
confusing, largely because while it is clear what string theory is supposed to be
for strings propagating on a fixed background, string theorists want to use this
to deal with varying backgrounds.

16. mclaren
July 22, 2007

New Scientist‘s article about string “theory” proved particularly disappointing.
The weasel words came thick and fast — “may allow for a test of string theory”
and “could lead to verification of the theory.” Same kind of deceptive wording
you find in a prospectus for a dodgy hedge fund.
Why is it so difficult for reporters to simply write “string theory has not yet made
a single falsifiable prediction”?

17. anon.
July 22, 2007

Mclaren, reporters must write what sells the paper or their editors won’t publish
it.

Journalism, even science journalism, is a little bit different from the scientific
ideal.

There’s also a sense of groupthink involved. New Scientist is not the only journal
which reports fashion rather than real news.

At the end of the day, journals are there to put food on the tables of the
journalists and editors who produce them. If they reported news that doesn’t
excite the crowds into buying it, they would lose readers, prestige, advertisers,
distribution, prizes awards for popular science journalism, massive salaries, etc.
(Plus, they would risk being strung up by all those who believe string is sacred
writ.)

18. Vladimir Trifonov
July 22, 2007

(A part of) My paper “GR-friendly description of quantum systems”
(IJTP, DOI 10.1007/s10773-007-9474-3, http://www.springerlink.com/content
/w3175m02836610t4/?p=e2f0a2261a4248e69cdb5eb78668af77&pi=2 )
may be of interest to members of this community.
It is also available at http://members.cox.net/vtrifonov/ (PDF).
Best regards,
Vladimir

19. mclaren
July 23, 2007

With regard to string theory, Dr. Woit remarked:
What is going on here is outrageous overhyping and misleading of the public by
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a rather large group of people at the absolute top of the academic hierarchy. I
don’t know of anything quite analogous in other subjects.

Eh?
You don’t?
I certainly do. Indeed, the examples have grown so flagrant it’s hard to overlook
’em. “Hard” AI has been guilty of “outrageous overhyping and misleading of the
public by a rather large group of people at the absolute top of the academic
hierarchy” for at least 50 years. In 1967 tenured the Princeton computer science
“genius” David Gelernter confidently predicted “Within 10 years, the best
mathematician in the world will be a computer.” In 1974, Marvin Minsky, head of
the MIT AI Lab, predicted “human-level” intelligence from computer programs
by the early 21st century,. and superhumanly intelligent AIs shortly thereafter. In
1984, Douglas Lenat (leader of the CYC project) predicted that by 1994 CYC
would be going online and reading online text independently in order to increase
its knowledge base.
None of these wildly overhyped predictions have come close to reality.
Meanwhile, all the most respected AI researchers now admit AI has hit a “dead
end” and call AI “brain dead” and “a degenerating research program.”

For an excellent overview of the pervasive failure of “hard” AI, see:
http://www.skeptic.com/the_magazine/featured_articles
/v12n02_AI_gone_awry.html

In his 1959 article “There’s Plenty Of Room at the Bottom,” Richard Feynman
inaugurated the idea of nanotechnology, a subject expanded to science-fictional
lengths in K. Eric Drexler’s 1987 magnum opus Engines of Creation. Despite 20
years of incessant hype, Drexler has produced not one single scientific advance
which would bring his fantasies of molecule-sized computers and “assemblers”
closer to reality. In fact, Drexler hasn’t even done any basic research — instead,
he’s spent all his time doing PR.

Undeterred by these unpleasant realities, computer science professor Vernor
Vinge has confidently predicted “The Singularity,” an alleged explosion of
technology in which “hard” AI combined with Drexlerian nanotechnology and
genetically engineered supermen to allow science fictional scenarios like mind
uploading into computer, immortality, people with IQs of 20,000, nanomachines
capable to tearing apart any object and rebuilding it atom by atom into any
desired form.

Despite all this wild hype (including truly crazed predictions by spinsmeisters
like Ray Kurzweil and Hans Moravec that “hard” AI is not only possible, but
imminent, and that most of the people in his audience will live long enough to
upload their minds into superhumanly intelligent computers), signs of actual
progress in genetically engineering supermen, or producing human-level
intelligent AI programs, or building Drexlerian nanomachines, have proven
impossible to discern.

This does not seem to have daunted any of the spinmeisters, who continue to
trumpet the alleged imminence of The Singularity “any day now” even while
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researchers in computer science and materials science and molecular biology
have run into roadblock after roadblock and brick wall after brick wall. Indeed,
the more research molecular biologists do into the genetic code, the more their
results challenge previouly accepted models of how DNA works:
http://www.bioresearchonline.com/content
/news/article.asp?docid=e87b8231-8a15-43bc-8ba4-bb7b65b028ee

Rather than being on the brink of genetically engineering mythical supermen
with IQs of 20,000, it seems more likely that researchers are now finding out
that almost everything we thought we knew about the genetic code is wrong, and
we must go back to square one.

Jaron Lanier has written about the outrageous overhyping and misleading being
done by the bizarre quasi-religious “rapture of the nerds”-style cult that has
developed around these fantasies of “hard” AI that’s supposedly “right around
the corner” and purportedly imminent genetic engineering to enhance human
traits like intelligence and allegedly soon-to-be-built nanomachines able to revive
the dead and literally turn water into wine:
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/lanier/lanier_index.html

Lanier calls this crackpot cult “cybernetic totalism,” and he points out that it has
taken over surprisingly large parts of previously respectable computer science
and materials science and molecular biology.

I’m seeing a direct parallel here between the increasingly wild hype and ever
more bizarrely hubristic predictions (“I expect the Riemann Conjecture will be
proved within several years as a baby example of string theory”) of string theory
and the increasingly wild hype (mind uploading! immortality! superhumanly
smart AIs! genetically engineered uebermenschen!) and ever more bizarrely
hubristic predictions (people in this audience will live long enough to live
forever! — Ray Kurzweil) touted by the crackpot cult of the Singularitarians.

For that matter, I see a direct parallel twixt the radical disconnect from reality
we observe in American foreign policy (“We have to fight them over there so we
don’t have to fight them over here”), and these bizarre cults of string theory and
“hard” AI and The Singularity in the sciences which have similarly cut
themselves off from reality and now float into a fantasy realm of multiverses and
branes, superhumanly smart AIs and nanoengineered diamond-based power
plants the size of a matchbox allegedly able to power a city.

It’s as though — in a wide variety of different areas of American life — otherwise
sensible rational professionals (computer science professors (Vernor Vinge’s and
Hans Moravec’s delusion of The Singularity), theoretical HEP physicists (string
theory), economists (The Laffer Curve), foreign policy analysts (Project for the
New American Century), materials scientists (Drexlerian nanotechnology),
molecular biologists (genetic engineering to enhance traits like intelligence
which have never even been successfully defined or definitively measured)) have
drifted off into la-la land and now live in a fantasy world of their own imagining,
immune to inconvenient facts and inappropriate logic.
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Far from being an isolated example, string theory seems to me paradigmatic of a
much wider dysfunction and pathology in American intellectual life.

20. dave tweed
July 23, 2007

`Meanwhile, all the most respected AI researchers now admit AI has hit a “dead
end” and call AI “brain dead” and “a degenerating research program.”’ This is a
difficult case because the scope of the field referred to by AI tends to be
understood differently by different people: does, e.g., computer vision research
fall within its purview? I think the hardcore AI people claim it as a branch of AI –
partly so they can point to some of the deployed examples – whilst most people
working in vision don’t consider it AI. So there are lots of vigorous and, I think,
non-degenerate research programs in areas that some might claim as AI. In
addition, lots of computer research does get evaluated on (semi-) objective
problems and is generally improving. Most is still a long way from being reliable
and safe enough for real world deployment, but there is meaningful, measured
progress.

The key differences from Peter’s view of string theory is that AI people don’t
claim anything but a hard AI approaches to problems is not going to work, and
there are lots of people working at problems hard AI “thinks it owns” using
different techniques, eg, simple formula learning in data mining problems. (I’ve
emphasised what I think is Peter’s view just because I don’t have the knowledge
to know if he’s right.)

21. mclaren
July 23, 2007

Dave Tweed makes some excellent points. However, the boundary lines twixt
cosmology and HEP are fairly blurry too, so if we use your criteria a good
argument could be made that “lots of people” in cosmology are actually working
on string-related physics.

The problem with playing these kinds of word games is that they obscure
everyday commonsense realities. Namely, sensible people know there’s a
whopping big difference between “hard” AI and machine vision, just as sensible
pople know there’s a whopping big difference between string theory and
cosmology.

For one thing, cosmologists talk about things that can be measured. And
cosmologists construct models that can be falsified.

Moreover, few string “theorists” have claimed to my knowledge that it’s the only
approach that can work – instead, they’re claiming it’s by far the most promising
approach. “The only game in town” doesn’t mean the only possible approach,
just by far the best one in the judgment of the string supporters.

LQG research continues, just as artificial vision research persists in computer
science indepddent of GOFAI. So Dave Tweed’s remarks on that score constitute
a straw man.



What Dave Tweed’s verbal calisthentics tend to obscure, I think, is the hard cold
fact that for both “hard” AI and string theory, it’s clear to any reasonable person
that these approaches have broken down. They’re just not working. There are no
practical results in the real world, and no sign of any path that would lead to
practical results in the real world.

This seems true of other fields as well. Merton & Scholes’ 1997 Nobel Prize
followed by the bankruptcy of Long Term Capital Management, a hedge fund
that used their economic theories to allegedly eliminate risk in investing but
went broke instead, offers a prime example. By any definition Merton and
Scholes qualify as the “absolute top of the academic hierarchy” in economics by
reason of their Nobel Prize. The disastrous collapse of LTCM under the guidance
of their economic theories surely fits the definition of “outrageous overhyping
and misleading of the public.”

Merton and Scholes represent only the tip of the iceberg. We’ve been seeing an
awful lot of “outrageous overhyping and misleading of the public by a rather
large group of people at the absolute top of the academic hierarchy” over the
last 15 to 20 years, and in academic fields far outside physics. Dave Tweed’s
verbal gymnastics about the exact definition of “hard” AI tends to obscure this
valid and significant point.

22. Me
July 24, 2007

«This seems true of other fields as well. Merton & Scholes’ 1997 Nobel Prize
followed by the bankruptcy of Long Term Capital Management,»
————–
Maybe I’m just nitpicking but Merton & Scholes didn’t win a Nobel prize in
Economics, they couldn’t since that prize doesn’t exist.

They won the 1997 Swedish Bank prize in Economics in memory of Alfred Nobel.
Regardless of that, it’s considered the pinnacle of an economist’s career. Nice
info I didn’t know.

23. mclaren
July 24, 2007

You’re quite right about the Swedish prize for economics — Alfred Nobel never
stipulated an award for economics. Thanks for the correction.

24. Chris Oakley
July 24, 2007

Er … excuse me, but Merton and Scholes were most definitely not responsible
for the LTCM disaster, directly or indirectly … they were merely roped in to
provide some kind of academic imprimatur to a venture that was always going to
be risky. They had virtually no part on the day-to-day decision making, which was
done by Meriwether and a handful of maths PhDs he brought with him from
Salomon Brothers. The Nobel-equivalent prize they won was for developing an
option pricing formula based on the notion that stock prices undergo a random



walk — demonstrably not what happens but their formula nonetheless proved
useful as a kind of reference point.

25. dave tweed
July 24, 2007

In Mclaren’s original comment, the “hard” modifier to AI wasn’t consistently
there so it wasn’t clear whether you were claiming “hard AI” or “AI” was dead. I
don’t like the name AI because it’s not agreed whether it’s merely generating
results which humans generate by intelligence, or the computer should be doing
this “in an intelligent way”. However, there are lots of institutes around the
world that have “AI” in their names that have people working on both “hard AI”
and other problems so we’re stuck with it. I was more pointing out to non-
computer science readers that the situation isn’t quite as black-and-white as you
suggested, and certainly your viewpoint is not universally held.

Mclaren wrote “I think, is the hard cold fact that for both “hard” AI and string
theory, it’s clear to any reasonable person that these approaches have broken
down.” This may well be true. However, my understanding of the criticism of
string theory is that string theorist’s totally dominate all theoretical particle
physics and quantum gravity research. This isn’t the case for “areas of research
that some people could be call AI”: lots of people doing non-“hard AI”-
approaches are working on some of these problems. It’s certainly not more
difficult to get an academic job working in these areas without being a “hard AI”
person, something claimed to be difficult in theoretical physics for non-string
theorists.

Basically, I understand Peter’s objections to ST be based both on technical
problems in their program and their excessive sociological power and abuses of
it. The first may be true of “hard AI” but the second definitely isn’t because in
academic circles they don’t have much power to abuse. Of course the general
media is a different thing because talking about immortality or the singularity is
going to get journalists’ attention much more than talking about simple model
learning for data mining against credit card fraud prevention, etc. I think this
says more about journalists than it does about academic AI though.

26. Who
July 24, 2007

However, my understanding of the criticism of string theory is that
string theorists totally dominate all theoretical particle physics and
quantum gravity research…

Basically, I understand Peter’s objections to ST be based both on
technical problems in their program and their excessive sociological
power and abuses of it.

Dave, this does not bear on your argument concerning Artificial Intelligence, but
is merely a point of information.

From the statements of European non-string quantum gravitists, and my own



observation of current research, I gather that the string dominance and abuse of
sociological power which you mention is less of a problem outside the US.

A German PhD student now in the UK recently referred to the situation in the US
as “extreme”. I believe string virtual monopoly is primarily a millstone around
the neck of US theory research, and only secondarily worldwide. In his
expressed view, funding for non-string QG study and research is satisfactory in
Europe and the UK.

What we are seeing is a kind of “brain drain”, as new PhDs in quantum gravity
migrate out of the US. A 2006 Penn State PhD won a European (Curie) fellowship
and went to postdoc in the UK. Another recent Penn State PhD went to Canada.
Penn State has the only non-string QG group in the US (more than one faculty)
and is the only place in the country regularly turning out non-string QG
physicists.

String has such a stranglehold on theory research support that these young
people have limited options in the US. No matter how brilliant the trackrecord
they have to leave the US to continue in their chosen line of research. But these
are precisely the people one would want to keep if one has any hope of
diversifying research in US departments!

The ESF (European Science Foundation) started a special QG arm in 2006 which
is already well-funded and active.
http://www.maths.nottingham.ac.uk/qg/
US postdocs are currently working in Utrecht, Marseille, several places in
Canada, and the UK.

So when one speaks of the crippling of theory research due to abuse of excess
power, one should probably qualify that by saying that it is progress in the US
that is retarded—and not necessarily elsewhere.

27. mclaren
July 25, 2007

Er…excuse me, Chris Oakley, but your claim is not supported by the available
evidence:

Scholes’s and Merton’s involvement in LTCM has led commentators to ask
whether the company’s failure reveals basic errors in the assumptions
underpinning their work with Black on option pricing. Dunbar, for example, says
that these assumptions are ‘flawed’ – a common conclusion in discussions of
LTCM. If Dunbar and the others are correct it would be a matter of real import,
given how central these techniques have become to the global financial system.
But the extent of the technical dependence of LTCM’s trading on Black-Scholes-
Merton reasoning is unclear until there is more information in the public domain.
http://www.lrb.co.uk/v22/n08/mack01_.html

Merton himself was interviewed on camera in the PBS Frontline special “The
Trillion Dollar Bet.” He himself states on camera that LTCM consittuted a test of
his options pricing theory method of eliminating risk from investments. He went
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on to waffle and hedge that it was unclear whether the theory was wrong, or
whether the boundary conditions were violated and thus it wasn’t a valid test.

The assertion that Merton & Scholes had nothing to do with LTCM’s collapse is
the standard rewriting of history we find with all these kinds of huge failures
nowadays. Ronald Reagan wasn’t a senile crackpot who hired an astrologer to
time his White House meetings, he was The Man Who Won the Cold War. Merton
and Scholes weren’t actually invovled with LTCM, they were jsut there for
publicity purposes as window dressing. Ten years or so down the road we’ll start
hearing that the Iraq war wasn’t a giant debacle but a huge success and papers
will start appearing showing graphs to prove how marvellous the Iraq mess has
been for the Palestianian peace process,, how much it has improved the Middle
East, and so on. Standard stuff.

Merton was responsible not only for inventing the Black-Scholes formula, but
also for founding LTCM
http://www.portfolio.com/views/blogs/market-movers/2007/05/22/bob-merton-
sees-no-more-market-panics

Black, Scholes and Merton’s solution to the problem was far-reaching, but their
basic idea was simple and elegant. They showed how to construct a ‘replicating
portfolio’: a continuously adjusted set of investments in both the underlying asset
and government bonds or cash that would have exactly the same pattern of
returns as an option. In an efficient market, the price of the option has to equal
the cost of the replicating portfolio. If those prices diverge, there is risk-free
profit to be made…
http://www.lrb.co.uk/v22/n08/mack01_.html

That’s the explicit model on which LTCM claimed to have based their
investments. Draw your own conclusions.

28. Peter Woit
July 25, 2007

mclaren,

This discussion of the problems of LTCM is both completely off-topic (and, from
the little I know based on reading a book on the subject and talking to people in
that industry, pretty far off-base). I’d really like this blog to stick to topics in
math and physics I’m competent to moderate, the kind of discussion you want to
engage in belongs on a very different blog.

29. Chris Oakley
July 25, 2007

Can’t argue with that – but McLaren, you’ll have to give me an e-mail address if
you want to continue the discussion. Your comments, BTW, suggest that you have
never worked in the business. I have.

30. Ronald Mirman
July 26, 2007
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Physicists believe that if their theory disagrees with experiment they can just say
it hasn’t been possible to test it yet. Yet string theory has made a testable
predication: the dimension. And that is wildly wrong. Moreover it has long been
known that physics would be impossible in any dimension but 3+1 (which it
totally uninteresting since it agrees with reality). For proof see my OAIU book in
the booklist in my blog, which also has discussion of many other things wrong
with string theory. Science blog
impunv.wordpress.com
or
impunv.blogspot.com

Political blog
randomabsurdities.wordpress.com

The politics should be ignored except by those who like nasty remarks about
George Bush.



Carroll and Johnson on Bloggingheads

July 14, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s an interesting exchange today between Sean Carroll and George Johnson on
bloggingheads.tv. They cover a range of topics, including the controversy over string
theory and the role of blogs. Johnson describes his time last fall at the KITP, telling
about drinking very expensive Scotch with Steve Shenker, and many discussions with
the string theorists there who were concerned that they were getting bad publicity
and didn’t know what to do about it. Some were concerned that Lubos Motl was not
exactly representing them well.

Sean gives a fairly standard defense of the landscape (“maybe it really is the way the
world works”), with no discussion of the main problem with the landscape, that it
shows no signs of making falsifiable predictions that would make it legitimate science.
Some other points of the discussion include speculation about “what if Feynman and
Gell-Mann had blogs?”, and Sean’s analogy of the string/LQG debate with
mainstream/”heterodox” academic economics.

Update: Sean has his own posting about this.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
July 14, 2007

Well – it’s over an hour, but I saw it through. Once again, we discover that Sean
does not care whether the String Theory Landscape is ugly or not, he just cares
about whether it is right.

With all due respect to Sean, this is not the sort of view that a scientist should
take. “Right” and “wrong” imply certainties, a luxury never afforded to the
scientist. There are only good explanations and bad explanations. Invokes the
Anthropic Landscape being a bad explanation, one should, at that point, or,
maybe even before, be seeking something better, and if this involves discarding
twenty years of work, then so be it.

2. SnarkFest
July 14, 2007

A mildly fanciful elaboration:

“Maybe it really is the way the world works. If so, we’ll never be able to test this
entrancing conjecture. We’ll have to content ourselves with asserting it, and
reveling in the irrefutability of the assertion. It will be the greatest achievement
of the human mind since G. W. F. Hegel proved that the solar system contains
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seven planets.”

3. mr.M.
July 15, 2007

I’m glad this debate happened and i wish there will be more in future. It’s more
interesting if debaters don’t agree and they debate the issue.

4. Chris Oakley
July 15, 2007

“…It will be the greatest achievement of the human mind since G. W. F.
Hegel proved that the solar system contains seven planets.”

Well … just get them to de-list Uranus and Neptune, just like they have already
done for Pluto, and he will have been right!
The S.T. equivalent, I suppose, would be Susskind (or whoever) altering the
definition of the term “science” to allow the Anthropic Landscape to be
respectable.

5. AGeek
July 15, 2007

Two related questions come to mind:

1) If some string theorists are concerned that someone is not representing them
well, why don’t they represent themselves? Who’s out there blogging, besides
Motl, Clifford and Distler?

2) How come Carroll is seen taking the pro-string side of the debate so often?
Not only is he not a string theorist, it is questionable if he can even be
considered a physicist. Is there really nobody more suited than him for the “job”?

6. Peter Woit
July 15, 2007

AGeek,

Sean is definitely a physicist, although definitely not a string theorist. It is a
somewhat weird situation that he’s taking a leading role defending the theory.

One of Sean’s main arguments for string theory is that it has been victorious “in
the marketplace of ideas”, i.e. it has achieved its dominant position in particle
theory by convincing theorists it is the way to go. My take on why more sensible
string theorists than Lubos haven’t tried to mount a serious defense of string
theory against its critics is that they know that they would not fare well in open
debate. String theory has not been doing well in the “marketplace of ideas”
recently, and that’s not because Lee Smolin and I are marketing geniuses. I’ve
been told that one prominent string theorist has said that he wanted to write a
book refuting Lee’s book and mine, but couldn’t bring himself to, since he would
have to directly refer to us by name. For the moment, I think string theorists
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have made the tactical decision that they won’t do well in an open marketplace
of ideas, that entering it would just give serious criticism more exposure. If you
were promoting an idea like the anthropic landscape, wouldn’t you do what you
could to stay away from forums where you would have to answer your critics?

7. AGeek
July 15, 2007

Carroll’s academic degrees are all in astronomy

http://preposterousuniverse.com/cv.html

Based on that, and on what I’ve seen of his work, I wouldn’t call him a physicist.

His talk of “marketplace of ideas” has been criticized by others as trivially
flawed: in academia, you don’t have producers and consumers, with the latter
only concerned with choosing the best product offered by the former; everybody
is a producer. Imagine ten Apples all trying to sell iPods and iPhones to each
other… the metaphore may reveal Carroll’s level of understanding of economics,
but little else.

If I were promoting an idea like the anthropic landscape, I guess I’d concentrate
on the people who really count for the bottom line. That would be funding
agencies and workers in more or less related fields, especially cosmology. I
would probably not worry too much about the general public unless there were a
real outcry about wasted funding threatening to turn into political action.

8. DB
July 15, 2007

Carroll is very slick. Very PR savvy. Very mediagenic. I think you’ll see more of
him as “the acceptable public face” of string theory. Motl was a PR disaster for
string theorists – and a boon to critics. My bet (but what do I know anyway) is
that Sean would like to carve out a niche for himself in the lucrative area of
popular science presentation. A guy as smooth as Sean will be able to turn on a
dime and dump the string theorists whenever he wants.

9. Peter Woit
July 15, 2007

DB,

“lucrative area of popular science presentation”

I know for a fact how much Sean made in one of his recent media appearances,
since I was promised a check of the same size. After taxes, the sum is in the high
two figures. I doubt bloggingheads pays even that well.

As far as I can tell there are extremely few physicists or cosmologists making
enough money from “popular science presentation” to support even an extremely
modest lifestyle. My guess is that you could count them on one hand, with
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fingers to spare. I doubt Sean is doing this because it’s “lucrative”, because it
really isn’t, except in very unusual cases (basically I think you need to have a
successful TV show). People’s motivations are complicated, and I think every
scientist who makes it part of their mission to get ideas about science before the
public has some mixture of an altruistic desire to enlighten others and a less-
altruistic desire to get attention for themselves. Rarely does money have much to
do with it at all, it seems to me.

10. DB
July 16, 2007

Peter,
Fair point. It doesn’t usually pay well, although a bestselling book can be a real
moneyspinner (e.g. Brief History of Time), especially if tied into a successful TV
show (e.g. Sagan’s Cosmos).

Anyhow, Sean’s May rallying call in New Scientist

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/dn11882-string-theory-its-
not-dead-yet.html
is having the requisite effect today:

http://space.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn12261&feedId=space_rss20

If I’m not mistaken, dark energy is Sean’s area, so it will be interesting to read
his take on this.

11. Bee
July 16, 2007

@AGeek above: Reg. the ‘marketplace of ideas’, you might find this interesting.

12. Bee
July 16, 2007

sorry, off-topic, but you just have to see this paper

Search for Future Influence from L.H.C
Authors: Holger B. Nielsen, Masao Ninomiya

“When the Higgs particle shall be produced, we shall retest if there could be
influence from the future so that, for instance, the potential production of a large
number of Higgs particles in a certain time development would cause a pre-
arrangement so that the large number of Higgs productions, should be avoided.”

what an ingenious idea! Peter, one shouldn’t worry, I think ST just has a
backward causation: Every potential observability of stringy effects just causes a
pre-arrangement such that the observation is avoided. Thus, no observation is
the correct prediction. Best,

B.

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/dn11882-string-theory-its-not-dead-yet.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/dn11882-string-theory-its-not-dead-yet.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/dn11882-string-theory-its-not-dead-yet.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/dn11882-string-theory-its-not-dead-yet.html
http://space.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn12261&feedId=space_rss20
http://space.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn12261&feedId=space_rss20
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/03/science-and-democracy-iii.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/03/science-and-democracy-iii.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/0707.1919
http://arxiv.org/abs/0707.1919


13. Peter Woit
July 16, 2007

Bee,
Thanks for mentioning the Nielsen-Ninomiya paper. I noticed it, was thinking
about writing something about it since it is so bizarre, but couldn’t think of
anything sensible to say…

14. gunpowder&noodles
July 16, 2007

Maybe the NN paper is some kind of elaborate joke? Write on a piece of paper,
“THE LHC WILL HAVE ITS FUNDING CUT OFF” and see what happens to Higgs
observations……

15. Eric Mayes
July 16, 2007

I’m pretty sure this paper has absolutely no connection to string theory. Isn’t it a
little unfair to give lay readers the impression that it does?

16. Peter Woit
July 16, 2007

Eric,

My, my, you string theorists are mighty defensive these days.

I made no connection of this to string theory at all. But now that you mention it,
one could note that this paper at least proposes a falsifiable test of their idea at
the LHC, which is more that string theory is able to do…

17. Eric Mayes
July 16, 2007

Peter,
Bee made the connection with string theory. However, there are several
falsifiable tests of string theory at LHC, namely supersymmetry and large extra
dimensions. You may claim that a discovery of either of these does not prove
string theory, however either of these would be very strong evidence in it’s favor.

18. Peter Woit
July 16, 2007

Eric,

You seem to have a non-standard definition of “falsifiable”. Supersymmetry and
large extra dimensions are not falsifiable predictions. Their status is the usual
one of string theory “tests”: if we see them, that’s great for string theory, if we
don’t, no problem. Heads we win, tails doesn’t count…

19. Eric Mayes



July 16, 2007

Peter,
Sure, it’s falsifiable. All we need is a big enough collider. Now, it may be that
LHC isn’t big enough, but this a technological liimitation not a fundamental one.
However, it is clearly possible to find evidence in favor of string theory at LHC,
even if LHC will not be able to rule it out.

20. Peter Woit
July 16, 2007

Eric,

“there are several falsifiable tests of string theory at LHC”

“Sure, it’s falsifiable. All we need is a big enough collider. Now, it may be that
LHC isn’t big enough”

Funny the way these string theorists keep changing their story when you point
out to them that they’re wrong…

21. Eric Mayes
July 16, 2007

Peter,
Do you deny that it’s possible, in principle, to find evidence in support of string
theory at LHC?

22. Peter Woit
July 16, 2007

Eric,

Sure, although I don’t think it’s likely. But it’s really a tedious waste of time
dealing with the comments that you keep posting here which make completely
false claims (e.g. “there are several falsifiable tests of string theory at LHC”),
which you never acknowledge are untrue, instead continually returning here to
make the same false claims again and again.

23. Eric Mayes
July 16, 2007

Peter,
If you don’t think it’s likely that supersymmetry will be found at LHC, then you
are in for a rude awakening. Supersymmetry, by the way, is the smoking gun of
string theory.

24. Chris Oakley
July 16, 2007

Sure, Eric. Superstrings being – let me guess – the language in which God wrote
the world – ?



Just for the benefit of lay readers – Supersymmetry is, and always has been in
conflict with experiment. No pair of known particles are classifiable as
supersymmetric partners of each other (fermions and bosons of adjacent spin
would need to have the same mass). So supersymmetry is wrong. It does not
agree with experiment. The talk is therefore about broken supersymmetry, which
means a supersymmetric theory that has been doctored according to a well-
defined procedure known, through abuse of the word “spontaneous”, as
spontaneous symmetry breaking. However, the ways in which the broken
supersymmetric theories can be constructed are legion, and however little
evidence appears for supersymmetry in LHC and similar experiments, it is
always possible to claim that supersymmetry is still there, but is broken at a
higher energy.

25. super
July 16, 2007

Chris,

It seems to me a little dishonest to say that SUSY is “doctored” because it must
be broken in nature. The gauge symmety of the standard model is also broken,
which doesn’t mean that it’s wrong.

26. Eric Mayes
July 16, 2007

Chris,
Yes, we know supersymmetry must be broken at low energies. However, there
are very good reasons for the superpartners to have 1 TeV scale masses, just in
the range that will be probed by LHC. Now, it’s possible that the superpartner
masses will be much greater than this, but in this case we are giving up
naturalness and introducing fine-tuning into the Higgs potential. One could make
the case that the reason for some people to introduce the anthropic landscape is
to justify unnaturalness and fine-tuning.

27. Thomas Larsson
July 16, 2007

“However, there are several falsifiable tests of string theory at LHC, namely
supersymmetry and large extra dimensions. ”

Theorem
Supersymmetry will not be discovered at the LHC.

Proof: String theory predicts supersymmetry (Witten 1984-2002). String theory
predictions are always wrong. Hence supersymmetry does not exist, and will in
particular not be found at the LHC. QED.

Corollary
Lubos Motl will lose his experimental-susy-by-2006 bet.

28. Eric Mayes



July 16, 2007

Thomas,
I thought string theory predictions were ‘not even wrong’, so doesn’t this
invalidate the proof of your theorem?

29. ori
July 16, 2007

Regardless of whether string theory is right or wrong, it is consistent
mathematically, and does decribe on the purely formal level unified quantum
gravity. I think that any theoretical physicist interested in these ideas must know
string theory, even if he does not believe it. It has proved useful in calculating
highly non trivial objects in gauge theories, with lots of possible uses to real QCD
(see Alday-Maldacena for instance) and needless to say, many results in
mathematics.

30. lyme
July 16, 2007

Nielsen, who has made superb contributions to HEP in the past, has been saying
that kind of crazy things for a long time. Somehow, scalar particles seem to
trigger a kind of mystic madness in him.

Or maybe he’s just joking, which would be equally crazy. I’ve seen him speak at
the ICHEP conference in 1996, saying the same kind of nonsense. Cracking the
same joke time and again for eleven years would certainly not be a sign of
mental health…

31. woit
July 16, 2007

ori,

The line “string theory is mathematically consistent” is stated as a fact in its
favor quite often, but maybe you can tell me precisely what theory it is that is
mathematically consistent. Is it

1. the string perturbation expansion?

according to d’Hoker/Phong, in flat space this is well-defined through two-loops,
quite possibly it is well-defined at any order, and quite possibly you can extend
this to other backgrounds. But all evidence is that it’s a divergent series. You
can’t sum it, and you can’t cut it off at fixed order without violating unitarity.

2. non-perturbative string theory?

last I heard, no one knew what that was. In some special cases, via making the
AdS/CFT conjecture a definition, I suppose you could define it in terms of a QFT,
but then it’s not so clear why you shouldn’t just be studying QFT. In this context,
string theory is just a conjectural approximate calculational method for certain



QFTs, something which is quite interesting, but not necessarily fundamental, and
not necessarily of interest to all particle theorists.

32. Who
July 16, 2007

this just out. Can anyone enlighten me as to its possible significance?
http://arxiv.org/abs/0707.2283
Conformal Gravity Challenges String Theory
Philip D. Mannheim
8 pages. Proceedings write-up of talk presented at PASCOS-07, Imperial College
London, July 2007
(Submitted on 16 Jul 2007)

“The cosmological constant problem and the compatibility of gravity with
quantum mechanics are the two most pressing problems in all of gravitational
theory. While string theory nicely addresses the latter, it has so far failed to
provide any compelling solution to the former. On the other hand, while
conformal gravity nicely addresses the cosmological constant problem (by
naturally quenching the amount by which the cosmological constant gravitates
rather than by quenching the cosmological constant itself), the fourth order
derivative conformal theory has long been thought to possess a ghost when
quantized. However, it has recently been shown by Bender and Mannheim that
not only do theories based on fourth order derivative equations of motion not
have ghosts, they actually never had any to begin with, with the apparent
presence of ghosts being due entirely to treating operators which were not
Hermitian on the real axis as though they were. When this is taken care of via an
underlying PT symmetry that such theories are found to possess, there are then
no ghosts at all and the S-matrix is fully unitary. Conformal gravity is thus
advanced as a fully consistent four-dimensional alternative to ten-
dimensional string theory.“

33. Peter Woit
July 17, 2007

who,

Please, this has nothing to do with the posting, and this is not a general
discussion forum for new ideas about quantum gravity. The idea of “conformal
gravity” has been around for a very long time, with lots of people claiming to
have ideas about how to deal with the problems caused by its fourth order
action. This is one more, I have no idea whether it works. You should use another
forum to discuss this issue.

34. Bee
July 17, 2007

Hi There,

I’ve put some remarks on the bizarre paper here. In case it wasn’t clear, my
above comment about string theory was meant as a joke.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0707.2283
http://arxiv.org/abs/0707.2283
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/07/whats-new.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/07/whats-new.html


@Eric,

you write Do you deny that it’s possible, in principle, to find evidence in support
of string theory at LHC?. It seems to me you are kind of missing the point. The
question is not whether there is ‘in principle’ a ‘possibility’ to find something or
the other, but whether there is a prediction it has to be found, or otherwise the
theory the prediction was made with is falsified. The problem is if the LHC
doesn’t find anything like SUSY or extra dimensions, you can still argue ST has
not been outruled.

– B.

35. ori
July 17, 2007

Peter,

it is string theory as a whole on all of its thousands of papers with independent
calculations which have never contradicted each other. Surely, the whole object
is not yet well defined mathematically and non perturbatively, but this does not
stop people who are physics-minded to do many non trivial calculations and
reach fascinating conciusions which have tought us many lessons in mathematics
and physics (and were confirmed in many independent ways).

36. Peter Woit
July 17, 2007

Ori,

“string theory is consistent mathematically”

“the whole object is not yet well defined mathematically and non
perturbatively”

It’s pretty misleading to go around telling people that you have something
mathematically consistent when you don’t have a definition of what it is…

37. Eric Mayes
July 17, 2007

Bee,
Science is about research and discovery. Sure, it’s true that we can’t guarantee
that we’ll find anything, but this is the case with any theory. This is what we like
to call ‘research’.

38. anonymous
July 17, 2007

Eric,

It is most definitely *not* the case with any theory. Einsteins theory of general
relativity made specific concrete falsifiable predictions. If those predictions did



not pan out then the theory would have been proved wrong.

String theory is not like that. String theorists have not offered any falsifiable
prediction. Unless and until string theory can offer up a real prediction you can
not lump it in with ‘any theory’, but of course you already know all of this.

Eric, why do you insist on tip toeing around the elephant in the room? It has
been pointed out time and time again and you are obviously intelligent enough to
see it, so why do you ignore it and use word games to prance around it like it
isn’t right in front of your face?

39. Santo D'Agostino
July 17, 2007

Eric,

The terms “theory” and “prediction” are sometimes used in non-traditional ways,
and that has made some discussions of string “theory” unproductive. I note that
recently there has been some movement towards using these terms in their
traditional sense. For example, David Gross has said that we don’t know what
string theory is, and Barton Zweibach has said (in his textbook) that string
“theory” makes no “sharp predictions”. Traditionally, there is only one kind of
scientific prediction, so the phrase “sharp prediction” is not a return to standard
usage, but at least it acknowledges that there is a problem.

Is there a string “theory” calculation for the specific mass of a particle that has
not yet been observed? Or some other specific quantity that has never been
measured? If so, then we have a prediction. If not, then let’s just admit this. And
if there is no prediction, then it’s difficult to see how anything measured in any
experiment could provide support for string “theory”.

I have no problem with any individual person pursuing research in string
“theory”. It has a number of features that seem to promise great riches.
However, “we don’t know what it is yet” precludes it being called a scientific
theory. A possible scientific theory in formation, maybe, but not a theory.

All the best,
Santo

40. anon2
July 17, 2007

anonymous,

Suppose Einstein had instead invented a scalar-tensor theory. This theory can be
made to look arbitrarily close to GR by making the scalar heavier and heavier. It
will predict some fifth force which, if seen, would confirm the theory. However,
the theory can never be ruled out, you just get stronger and stronger upper
bounds on the scalar mass. Would you consider this theory “not even wrong” and
accuse its advocates of promoting religious nonesense in the guise of physics?



41. anonymous
July 17, 2007

“Would you consider this theory “not even wrong” and accuse its advocates of
promoting religious nonesense in the guise of physics?”

Yes, I would say they were “not even wrong.”

OTOH, I wouldn’t say they were promoting religious nonsense. String theory
might well be a useful mathematical tool, but it is not a scientific theory. It offers
the observer no predictions, no scaffolding on which to better understand the
real physical world.

String theory is just speculation(s). It is a proposal for some 10^500 possible
scenarios that -might- be happening at scales and magnitudes completely beyond
our ability to penetrate. It does not offer one iota of explanation for the large
mysteries of physics that have been discovered during string theories incubation.

When the special theory and quantum mechanics were being developed theorists
had some shocking mysteries they were struggling to understand. The constancy
of the speed of light… The mysterious nature of the photon… The theories
developed during this time helped explain the what and why of these
experimental phenomena.

The same can not be said of string theory. With string theory, if some new and
shocking experimental finding or observation comes along the string theorists
run along not long after and shout, “We can fit that in string theory too!”

Glashow’s comment hurts the sensibilities of string theorists so much because it
cuts so close to the truth.

42. Peter Woit
July 17, 2007

anon2,

When I accuse landscape proponents of engaging in pseudo-science, it is
because they are promoting something very different than what you describe,
something that makes no predictions of any kind (or to the minimal extent that it
does, some are already falsified), not predictions that depend on a parameter.

Sure, it’s conventional scientific activity to speculate about what happens when
you extend tested theories by adding one or more parameters, and trying to put
bounds on these. If there were a unique string theory, with just an undetermined
scale, extracting predictions from it and putting bounds on the scale would be a
standard kind of scientific activity. But that’s not what string theory is like.
Instead you have exponentially large numbers of possibilities, any of which still
contains an undetermined scale (or scales). This is not conventional science, and
resembles in no way a one-parameter scalar-tensor theory.

43. Eric Mayes



July 17, 2007

Does quantum field theory by itself offer any falsifable predictions? The answer
is no, it does not. To get any predictions, you must input into the theory
information such as gauge groups, particle masses, gauge couplings, all of which
are not fixed by the theory itself. Does this mean that QFT is not science?
Absolutely not. The same is true of string theory.

On the other hand, there are theoretical and mathematical criteria that may be
used to falsify various candidate theories of quantum gravity. To date, string
theory is the only such theory which passes these test, which is the reason it is
studied.

44. King Ray
July 17, 2007

“The value of a principle is the number of things it will explain.”—Ralph Waldo
Emerson

45. woit
July 17, 2007

King Ray,

String theory promises to explain everything, but so far explains nothing. So, it
achieves the highest possible quotient of promised value/actual value
(infinity/zero). Perhaps this is why string theorists like to describe it as the “most
promising” principle for unifying physics.

Then there’s the landscape, which explains everything with the explanation that
it can’t be explained…

46. Santo D'Agostino
July 17, 2007

Eric,

You said:

“Does quantum field theory by itself offer any falsifable predictions? The answer
is no, it does not. To get any predictions, you must input into the theory
information such as gauge groups, particle masses, gauge couplings, all of which
are not fixed by the theory itself. Does this mean that QFT is not science?
Absolutely not. The same is true of string theory.”

I agree with you, except for the last sentence. Would you please describe a
calculation from string theory that goes through a process analogous to the one
you describe for QFT and results in a (specific numerical) prediction?

If, at the very least, it is possible using string theory to calculate quantities that
have already been measured, and whose values are well established, then string
theory might qualify as a scientific theory (there are other criteria as well). If not



even that is possible, then one might say it is a theory in development, and so
work on it would certainly qualify as scientific activity, but how could you call it a
theory?

All the best,
Santo

47. anon.
July 17, 2007

Santo, you are right. In quantum field theory, the few inputs to the standard
model can easily be found from observed data, based on experiments. But for
string theory, there are many vital inputs that can’t be found from experiments,
because they describe features of the 6 compactified dimensions which (are
supposed to) exist at the unobservably tiny Planck scale. Hence string theory is a
failure.

48. King Ray
July 17, 2007

Peter, you have hit the nail on the head once again.

As Feynman said, if string theory is so great then they should be able to calculate
the mass of the electron. Forget about predicting superpartners, just show us a
calculation for the mass of the electron!

I think the string theorists are dodging honest work; they are so divorced from
reality that they don’t even know when they are lost. They seem to be divergent
rather than convergent thinkers. To get something done you have to limit the
possibilities you’re going to explore.

I would start by eliminating the extra dimensions, and stop spending so much
time in 2 and 3 dimensions, which in a lot of cases seems to be just avoiding the
difficulties in 4 dimensions. Also, if you can’t handle 4 dimensions, how are you
going to handle 11?

If there is no evidence for something, such as extra dimensions, then why should
you believe in it with such vigor?

49. ori
July 17, 2007

Peter,
such a situation occured many times in history. I am sure that if you lived in the
era of Dirac you would go around and say that whatever Dirac does does not
make any sense since this strange delta function object is not well defined, and
you can not say that you do something well defined when you don’t have
axiomatic understanding of it…

This is why physics is physics and math is math, and it is good that it is this way.
The sole fact that people have been able to compute so many non trivial things



(mutually consistent) without a rigorous definition of the theory clearly implies
that there is such a definition, and it will be found in the future.

Your objection have been raised many times in the history, and was never
relevant. Whenever something in physics works, even if it seems ad-hoc, it must
make sense in some more well defined frame work. The examples are too many
to list, but I am sure you understand this point very well.

I also wish to emphasize that all string theorist are very interested in finding a
more natural and more axiomatic framework to unite whatever they were doing
in the last 25 years – this is not something which is being ignored. The evidences
for the existance of such a formulation is overwhelming, there is no doubt that
the theory is mathematically consistent (in similar way that Dirac’s delta
functions turned out to be not an ad hoc object with no clear rules for the game)
as I said.

50. Peter Orland
July 17, 2007

Ori,

Criticizing string theory is like criticizing the Dirac delta function? Are you
kidding?

51. Eric Mayes
July 17, 2007

King Ray:
Regarding the calculation of the mass of the electron, please see hep-
th/0703280.

Santo:
I agree, string theory has not reached the level of maturation of QFT with the
Standard Model. Keep in mind that this is only because the Standard Model is
operative at low energy where there is a lot of experimental data.

What is needed is a string theory model which completely describes the low-
energy physics of the Standard Model and can make detailed predictions for
physics beyond the Standard Model. Even if some parameters need to be fitted
by hand to get agreement with the Standard Model, once this is done all of the
other (new) physics should be fixed as well. The problem would be if there are
many string theory models which reproduce the standard model exactly, yet have
completely different predictions for new physics. I don’t expect this to happen.

Again, I would like to make the point that it is possible for string theory to be
falsified by theoretical criteria alone, although this hasn’t happened. Peter’s
main argument that it isn’t falsifiable is wrong for this reason alone. In addition,
it is always possible that new, unexpected phenomena will be discovered that are
not compatible with string theory.

52. King Ray



July 17, 2007

Eric, do you really think the true theory is that complicated? You put in a lot of
fitting parameters and are still off by a factor of 6.5 on the electron mass;
wouldn’t that seem to say that your model cannot fit the SM?

53. anonymous
July 17, 2007

Eric,

“In addition, it is always possible that new, unexpected phenomena will be
discovered that are not compatible with string theory.”

Please describe these hypothetical phenomena.

54. alex
July 17, 2007

“Please describe these hypothetical phenomena.”

I believe that violation of unitarity is incompatible with ST.

55. Lee Smolin
July 17, 2007

Eric,

“Does quantum field theory by itself offer any falsifiable predictions?” Yes,
certainly it does: the existence of antiparticles, with the same mass and opposite
charges as known particles, is a direct consequence of the axioms of special
relativistic quantum field theory. So are the relation between spin and statistics
and the CPT theorem. The existence of antiparticles and CPT were predicted
before they were tested and they and the spin-statistics connection are
confirmed by many experiment and to a large number of decimal places.

One can add to this the classic tests of QED, the magnetic moments of the
electron and muon and the Lamb shift, which hold robustly to many decimal
places, independently of the strong and weak interactions, higher generations
etc. The fact is one can make extremely successful predictions without knowing
very much at all about what the gauge groups and mass spectra are, using only
the well confirmed fact that there is an unbroken U(1) gauge symmetry coupled
to light fermions.

This gives us confidence that the axioms of QFT are reliable over a wide range of
scales. There is not a single comparable success in string theory or any post
standard model theory.

Thanks,

Lee



56. Tim
July 17, 2007

Hi Lee,
Sure, antiparticles are a necessary ingredient of any QFT. However, can you
predict the specific particles that will be present in your theory from first
principles? Absolutely not. You have to assume a gauge group, from which it will
follow that the matter content will be representations of this gauge group, with
the only constraint that all anomalies must cancel. You cannot determine from
first principles what the matter content, masses, or charges of your QFT will be.
The Standard Model is just that, a model which happens to be a QFT, and in this
regard it is not unique.

57. Eugene Stefanovich
July 17, 2007

Alex said:

I believe that violation of unitarity is incompatible with ST.

Violation of unitarity is incompatible with common sense. Total probability for all
alternatives simply cannot be greater (or less) than 1. Quantum mechanics +
preservation of probabilities = unitarity (Wigner theorem).

58. Chris Oakley
July 18, 2007

Sure, antiparticles are a necessary ingredient of any QFT.

They are only “necessary” if you require a charge conjugation symmetry such as
CPT.

59. Santo D'Agostino
July 18, 2007

Eric,

You said:

“What is needed is a string theory model which completely describes the low-
energy physics of the Standard Model and can make detailed predictions for
physics beyond the Standard Model. Even if some parameters need to be fitted
by hand to get agreement with the Standard Model, once this is done all of the
other (new) physics should be fixed as well. The problem would be if there are
many string theory models which reproduce the standard model exactly, yet have
completely different predictions for new physics. I don’t expect this to happen.”

About your last sentence: Until there is an actual string theory that makes actual
predictions, it is hard to know what can be expected.

You also said:



“Again, I would like to make the point that it is possible for string theory to be
falsified by theoretical criteria alone, although this hasn’t happened. Peter’s
main argument that it isn’t falsifiable is wrong for this reason alone. In addition,
it is always possible that new, unexpected phenomena will be discovered that are
not compatible with string theory.”

Yes, agreed, any theory can be falsified if it is logically inconsistent, and this
does not require any experimental input. However, the point about falsifiability
that has repeatedly been made by a number of people is that because no
predictions have yet been made by string theory, it is impossible for any
experimental result to falsify it. This is what I take the “not even wrong” label to
mean.

All the best,
Santo

60. Eric Mayes
July 18, 2007

Santo,

I’d like to emphasize that it may very well be possible to make definitive
predictions in the near future and there very well may be experimental results in
the future that may be able to confirm or falsify it. In my opinion, the claim that
string theory is not falsifiable is itself ‘not even wrong’ because we really don’t
know what new developments or discoveries my be found in the future. Saying
we shouldn’t study string theory because we do know enough about it yet to
make predicitions is rather dumb. How are we ever going to understand it well
enough to make predictions if we don’t study it? Why not give up on
experimental high-energy physics as well since we’ll never be able reach Planck-
scale energies?

61. Vince
July 18, 2007

I think one reason why antiparticles are necessary in QFT comes from the desire
to preserve causality. Look at Peskin and Schroeder.

62. anonymous
July 18, 2007

Eric,

“In my opinion, the claim that string theory is not falsifiable is itself ‘not even
wrong’ because we really don’t know what new developments or discoveries my
be found in the future.”

You seem to have a problems with the present tense. Right now, at this very
moment, string theory is ‘not even wrong’ because it makes no predictions of any
value. Saying that it ‘may very well be possible in the near future’ to make
predictions doesn’t obviate the fact that — right now — it does not.



The FSM ‘may very well be possible in the near future’ to falsify. However, the
FSM, as it stands now is ‘not even wrong.’

63. Eric Mayes
July 18, 2007

Anonymous,
This is the nature of research in progress. I’m really getting tired of this abuse of
Pauli’s phrase ‘not even wrong’. He certainly didn’t mean it in the strict, limited
way that you and Peter use it. Essentially, he meant that a theory was ‘half-
baked’, i.e. not consistent. The inability to test a theory due to current practical
limitations is not a valid reason for dismissing a theory.

64. Eric Mayes
July 18, 2007

As an example, consider the theory that intelligent life exist elsewhere in the
universe. This idea is almost certainly right, however I can’t think any way to
disprove the idea. Is this idea ‘not even wrong’?

65. anon2
July 18, 2007

Eric,

Lots of perfectly reasonable theories will be “not even wrong” in the sense
advocated in this comment section. Your theory about intelligent life and the
scalar-tensor theory I mentioned earlier are examples. As Peter points out, string
theory has more tunable parameters than scalar-tensor gravity. However, string
theory also has stronger theoretical motivation: the desire to find a consistent
quantum theory of gravity.

Like much of what is discussed here it seems to me to be really a question of
personal prejudice. Does the potential future promise of string theory justify the
effort that’s currently being put into it. Many people think “yes”. Some people
think “no”. This is fine because everybody is allowed to choose her own research
programme. I’m don’t see what all the fuss is about.

66. Eric Mayes
July 18, 2007

Anon2,
I agree with you completely.

67. anon.
July 18, 2007

‘… everybody is allowed to choose her own research programme. I’m don’t see
what all the fuss is about.’ – anon2

Silly me! I thought the whole problem was that string theory is hyped to be the



‘only consistent theory of quantum gravity’.

I was evidently deluded, since I thought that such marketing of currently non-
falsifiable string theory made life hard for those who are pursuing other research
programmes. Of course, I see the light now! Everyone is free in spirit to choose
their own research programme, they just aren’t generally free in practice to
actually pursue it, unless by chance they have chosen string theory…

68. Santo D'Agostino
July 18, 2007

Eric,

I have no argument with your last comment addressed to me, particularly the
parts of it that are directed at others. (For example, I have never suggested that
individuals should study or not study any particular subject.)

One ought to be painstakingly honest about the state of one’s field of study, for
the benefit of scientists outside the field, incoming graduate students, and also
lay people. (And perhaps for our own benefit most of all.) I have met many lay
people and students in the past decade with distorted views about string theory.
Advocates of string theory could largely disarm many of its critics simply by
being honest and direct about the state of the subject.

Scientific theories make predictions about the results of future experiments, then
the experiments are carried out. If the experimental results match the
predictions, within acceptable limits, then fine. If not, then the theory is
discarded or modified. That is how the game is played.

You have not responded to my requests for predictions of string theory, although
you imply that there are some, just at energies that are too high to access now.
Are there any? If there aren’t any, then fine, but let’s be honest about that. Let us
say, OK, it’s not a scientific theory yet, it’s in development, Eric Mayes finds it an
interesting subject to work on, no problem. Best wishes to Eric Mayes, we hope
he comes up with some good ideas that turn this into a proper scientific theory.
Repeat, I have no quarrel with your research choices, Eric, and I sincerely wish
you well.

But in the meantime, let’s not delude ourselves into thinking that the next
experiment can produce results that will either support or falsify string “theory”,
when there is no theory yet.

69. Eric Mayes
July 18, 2007

Ok, here are my predictions. Supersymmetry and the Higgs will be discovered at
LHC with the Higgs mass between 116-121 GeV.

70. Santo D'Agostino
July 18, 2007



Eric,

Is your prediction for the Higgs mass based on a string-theory calculation? And
your statement that supersymmetry will be found at the LHC does not qualify as
a prediction unless it is quantitative.

All the best,
Santo

71. alex
July 18, 2007

ST predicts the existence of superpartners but it does not make a unique
prediction about the SUSY breaking scale and mass spectrum.
It’s clear and simple – the existence of superpartners is a generic prediction of
ST.
Their mass spectrum depends on how SUSY is broken but that’s a second
question for which there is no unique ST prediction yet.

So, what! In the SM you need 19 parameters as input. Once the scale of m_3/2 is
fixed, lots of SUSY models will be ruled out just based on this one input
parameter.

In my biased opinion, SUSY is the best candidate to explain the dark matter so
based only on this assumption the LHC has a pretty good chance to discover
superpartners. There are of coures many other well known reasons (stabilizing
the hierarchy, radiative EWSB, heavy top, precision gauge coulpling unification,
etc) to expect that TeV scale SUSY is around the corner.

72. King Ray
July 18, 2007

Old news, but what about this?

http://www.cosmosmagazine.com/node/714

Which SUSY models does this screw up?

73. alex
July 18, 2007

“Which SUSY models does this screw up?”

“The MSSM does not lead to any significant deviation from the SM expectation
for CP violating phenomena such as de
N, εK, ε/ε and CP violation in B physics; the only exception to this statement
concerns a small portion of the MSSM parameter space where a very light ˜t
(m˜t

74. alex
July 18, 2007

http://www.cosmosmagazine.com/node/714
http://www.cosmosmagazine.com/node/714


“The MSSM does not lead to any
significant deviation from the SM expectation for CP violating phenomena such
as d^e_N, ε_K, ε’/ε and CP violation in B physics; the only exception to this
statement concerns a small portion of the MSSM parameter space where a very
light ˜t (m˜t less than 100 GeV) and χ+ (mχ ~ 90 GeV) are present.”

Sourse:
Flavour and CP violation in supersymmetry
Antonio Masiero and Oscar Vives

75. Uncle Enzo
July 18, 2007

‘Source’, not ‘Sourse’.

76. alex
July 18, 2007

Thanx!

77. Santo D'Agostino
July 18, 2007

Alex,

You said,

“ST predicts the existence of superpartners but it does not make a unique
prediction about the SUSY breaking scale and mass spectrum.”

The existence of superpartners is an assumption of ST, not a prediction. And it
would be more accurate to say that ST makes no prediction about the SUSY
breaking scale and mass spectrum.

The word “prediction” has a precise meaning, and ought to be used with care.

All the best,
Santo

78. Chris Oakley
July 19, 2007

Vince,

Re: antiparticles, I don’t agree. Causality, or at least spacelike commutativity is
connected with the spin statistics theorem, but has nothing to do with the
existence of antiparticles. Yes, naive quantization of the Dirac equation leads to
particle/antiparticle pairs of the same mass, but one could with equal validity
just 2nd quantize Majorana spinors which have no such property.

79. Peter Woit
July 19, 2007



I just deleted a sequence of comments by Santo and Eric, which, on Eric’s part,
mainly consisted of the sort of insults about incompetence and stupidity that
some string theorists seem to feel is the best way to defend their point of view.
Please stop this.

This discussion has pretty much degenerated, and I’ll cut off any more comments
that aren’t well-informed and to the point. Before posting a comment here that
carries on a pointless argument, ask yourself if you’re writing something that a
sensible person would find informative and worth spending their time reading. If
the answer is negative, restrain yourself.



Various News

July 17, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a potentially important new paper on the arXiv from Terry Tomboulis, entitled
Confinement for all values of the coupling in four-dimensional SU(2) gauge theory.
Tomboulis claims to prove that SU(2) lattice gauge theory has confining behavior
(area law fall off of Wilson loops at large distances) for all values of the coupling at
the scale of the cutoff, no matter how small. This conjectured behavior is something
that quite a few people tried to prove during the late seventies and eighties, without
success. Tomboulis is one of the few people who has kept seriously working on the
problem, and it looks like he may have finally gotten there. The method he is using
goes back to work of ‘t Hooft in the late 1970s, and involves considering the ratio of
the partition function with an external flux in the center of SU(2) and the partition
function with no such flux. For a recent review article about this whole line of
thinking by Jeff Greensite, see here. For shorter, less technical articles by Tomboulis
about earlier results in the program he has been pursuing, see here, here, and here.

As far as I can tell, even if this holds up, it won’t get Tomboulis the million-dollar Clay
prize being offered for the solution of the Yang-Mills Millenium Prize Problem. There
the problem is stated as rigorously constructing Yang-Mills for any gauge group, not
just SU(2), showing that it has the expected properties, and a mass gap. I don’t know
whether Tomboulis’s methods can prove that there is a mass gap. In any case, I also
don’t know why the Clay prize asks for a mass gap rather than confinement, which
seems more physically relevant.

The latest HEPAP meeting was this past weekend in Washington and presentations
are available here. The news from the DOE is that it looks like Congress will approve
a FY 2008 HEP budget at or above the White House request of $782.2 million, an
increase of at least 4%. This will include $60 million for ILC R and D (up from $42
million in FY2007). This will include funds for site surveys in the US, which in
principle will include sites other than Fermilab, although I find it hard to believe a US
site other than Fermilab would end up being chosen.

There’s a report from the University Research subpanel that puts near the top of its
recommendations “A higher priority in the overall HEP program should be given to
funding directed at university-based theoretical particle physics for the purpose of
increasing the number of HEP-grant supported graduate students.” Given the
continuing high ratio between students getting Ph.Ds in particle theory and jobs for
them when they get out, I would have thought the priority would go to finding ways to
fund jobs for students once they get out, rather than increasing the number of Ph.Ds.

There’s a recommendation from the P5 panel that the Tevatron should definitely run
through FY2009, and in September they’ll start looking at the case for running even
longer than that. There’s also a discussion of “European reaction” to comments from
the DOE’s Ray Ohrbach that the US needs a plan in case the ILC doesn’t start
happening soon. Typical reaction from the Europeans was said to be that the US is
not a reliable partner, and makes unilateral decisions without consultation. CERN has
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recently been promised a budget supplement over the next few years that could pay
for an LHC upgrade (they were in hock over the LHC), and by 2016 that would be
done and paid for. At that time CERN will have money to spend on a new big project
and a higher energy linear collider using CLIC technology would be a possibility (the
semi-joke made was that the work advancing this possibility is now going on mainly in
the US, at SLAC).

A progress report from the Fermilab Steering Group, which is supposed to report to
the Director on Aug. 1, included extensive discussion of “Project X”, a proposal to
dramatically increase the power of proton beams by building an 8 GeV proton linac.
Part of the idea is that building this smaller linac would help get experience needed
for doing the ILC.

Also at Fermilab, I noticed that they have a web-site devoted to the history of the
place, and here is a recent talk by Adrienne Kolb on the subject.

According to CNN, one of the “Geniuses who will change your life” is Harvard’s (soon
to be Princeton’s) Nima Arkani-Hamed, who is described as follows:

Nima Arkani-Hamed thinks big. He has a theory that our universe is one of
an infinite number of universes — meaning the largest thing we can wrap
our minds around is actually pretty tiny

He didn’t pull the “multiverse” out of thin air, though. After becoming a
Harvard professor at age 30, Arkani-Hamed first made a name for himself
by suggesting that our universe is five-dimensional. Then he moved on to
the multiverse, theorizing that our own universe has a hidden feature called
“split supersymmetry,” which means that half of all particles have partner
particles.

The theory will be tested soon in Switzerland’s brand-new Large Hadron
Collider (LHC), and if the LHC finds Arkani-Hamed’s partner particles, it
could prove that the multiverse is real — and that our place in it is that
much smaller.

The claim that if you see split supersymmetry, this proves that the multiverse is real
seems pretty much laughable to me.

Clifford Johnson is in Aspen, at what its director describes as a “summer camp for
physicists”. He has a posting about his experiences there, describing how the big
topic of conversation is the recent Strings 2007 conference. He asks for people to
write in telling about which of the Strings 2007 talks they found most interesting
(although so far, a half day later, no one seems to have taken him up on this). Like
Jacques Distler, after Witten’s talk, Clifford seems to be most impressed by Seiberg’s
talk on BMSSM (Beyond the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model) physics,
based on his recent paper with Dine and Thomas. The idea is that, even with its 105
extra parameters, the MSSM still requires a lot of fine-tuning to get around the LEP
bound on the Higgs mass, so you should analyze adding even more terms to the
Standard Model besides the minimal supersymmetric ones. Distler was very excited
by the Seiberg talk, arguing that these results should have been found years ago but
weren’t. Various people wrote into his blog to point out to him that this wasn’t right,
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that mostly these things had been done a while ago, including by several authors back
in 2003 (see hep-ph/0301121 and hep-ph/0310137). Seiberg et. al. issued a revised
version of their paper where they added quite a few references, including one to work
back in 1999 by Alessandro Strumia (hep-ph/9906266) where he already discussed
the impact of the two operators identified by Dine et. al on the Higgs mass.

Update: The debate over string theory really has reached the general public, at least
in New York: a few months ago there was a cartoon in the New Yorker, this week, it
has made the New York Magazine web-site celebrity coverage.

Comments

1. Peter Orland
July 17, 2007

Peter,

As you say, the string tension (which is experimentally known through
Regge trajectories) is more significant than the mass gap, or
lightest-glueball mass (light glueballs have large widths, can mix with
multi-quark states and so the experimental situation is not as clear).

Maybe the reason the Clay foundation set things up the way they did, is that
most people suspected the gap would be easier to prove than confinement. If
Terry Tomboulis is correct, however, extending the method to proving a gap is
probably not out of the question. He uses a real-space renormalization group
argument to compare quantities at strong bare coupling to those at weak bare
coupling. The quantity he studies isn’t the string tension, but another quantity,
essentially the vortex condensate, which he uses to bound the string tension.

I am spending time reading the paper carefully…

2. Bitter T
July 17, 2007

I guess the reason why more hep phd fellowships are necessary
is because we may need, in the near future, even more of these data analysis
slaves working for ongoing/upcoming experiments.
Or maybe we are just short of new permanent positions and, since it’s so difficult
to defend our area’s research merit these days, it’s much easier to appeal to
‘education purposes’ (what a dragon hunter does? on the very least, he teaches
others to hunt dragons!)

Whatever it happens to most of these young physicists after phd is not of much
interest; they may spend part of their most creative years with an illusion of a
life in physics, but the fact is that, from the very beginning, there would never be
enough places for all, just a bright tiny minority. It’s a sad truth in these days of
high specialization and changing technology, but these physicists are disposable.
They won’t be hired, they will be replaced by new, cheaper, phd students.
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3. Garbarge
July 18, 2007

“Nima Arkani-Hamed thinks big. He has a theory that our universe is one of an
infinite number of universes”

In which part of the landscale did that happen?

“Arkani-Hamed first made a name for himself by suggesting that our universe is
five-dimensional.”

They forgot to add he also discovered 3+1 and time travel.

“Then he moved on to the multiverse, theorizing that our own universe has a
hidden feature called “split supersymmetry,” which means that half of all
particles have partner particles.”

He’s been busy, he also came out with SUSY, SUGRA, the Heterotic string and
last episode of ‘numbers’.

“The theory will be tested soon in Switzerland’s brand-new Large Hadron
Collider (LHC), and if the LHC finds Arkani-Hamed’s partner particles”,

Are we looking for the Arkino too?

“it could prove that the multiverse is real — and that our place in it is that much
smaller.”

This is too complicated to even attempt analysis…

Clearly the CNN people is an example that the reporter’s brain is ‘much smaller’
than we would like it to be…fortunately there is a universe out there where
Physics is financed by Ted Turner… 

4. Chris Oakley
July 18, 2007

BRITNEY: Forget Peter Woit. Forget Lee Smolin. They don’t know sh*t. I’ve done
the calculations. I have a unique compactification that gets all the correct gauge
groups and fermion masses. Yeah, yeah … I know. Don’t worry – I’ll post my
results on Arxiv later this month!

5. amused
July 18, 2007

“In any case, I also don’t know why the Clay prize asks for a mass gap rather
than confinement, which seems more physically relevant.”

If I remember rightly, existence of mass gap implies confinement but the
converse is not true. So mass gap existence is the stronger statement. It also
seems like a perfectly physical statement – it means there are no massless
physical states in QCD (in contrast to QED where there are massless photons). A
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simple intuitive way to see why mass gap implies confinement is this: If gluons
were not confined then we would have free massless gluons in the physical QCD
spectrum, in contradicton with the existence of a mass gap (i.e. nonzero lower
bound on the physical energy spectrum). Same thing for massless quarks.
(Well that’s how I understand it at any rate; if I’ve got something wrong then
hopefully someone will correct me.)

6. DB
July 18, 2007

There’s also a discussion of “European reaction” to comments from the
DOE’s Ray Ohrbach that the US needs a plan in case the ILC doesn’t
start happening soon.

It seems Europe was also reacting to Orbach’s statement: (quoted in Wormser’s
report)

US wants « order of magnitude leadership »

7. Alessandro Strumia
July 18, 2007

hello,
thanks for signaling my paper hep-ph/9906266. It has no collaborators because
nobody was interested in its main topic: testing a model of extra dimensions at
the weak scale with precision data. While completing it, I started to believe that
experimental bounds make extra dimensions an unplausible solution to the
hierarchy problem, and furthermore another paper appeared with a similar
analysis.

At this point, instead of being wise and trashing my little paper, I spent a week-
end trying to improve it: adding the aside remark about how non-renormalizable
operators raise the MSSM Higgs mass, and writing the introduction in a ironic
mood, e.g. “string theory is currently an example of a theory with no parameters
that makes no calculable predictions”.

I hope that having anticipated something of Strings 2007 and something of anti-
Strings 2007 can be considered as good irony.

8. David
July 18, 2007

If the gauge field is massless, one can calculate and see that the wilson loop
satify the perimeter law. So masslessness implies lack of confinement. The
converse then must be true. I agree that this is not the same thing as actually
calculating the gap.

9. J
July 18, 2007

Ah, the CNN is speaking.



10. Peter Orland
July 18, 2007

David and Amused,

It isn’t quite that simple.

Gauge fields which are coupled to adjoint Higgs fields have no massless
excitations, but do not confine.

Confinement implies a mass scale, but that isn’t quite the same
as a (mass) gap between the ground state and first excited state.
There is an example of confinement with massless particles. This is
the case for a version of compact QED in three dimensions (the reason is that
this theory has two mass scales, which should not be the case for QCD in four
dimensions. One can tune the gap to be zero, for
fixed string tension, by choosing one of these scales).

On the other hand, any method yielding confinement ought to
powerful enough to settle the issue of the mass gap.

11. David
July 18, 2007

I agree it’s not so simple as that, Peter O.

But the counter example you give is that mass gap does not imply confinement.
My point is that since absence of mass implies absence of confinement,
confinement should imply mass gap.

This of course does not mean that mass gap implies confinement. So I do not
think the Higgs case is a counter example.

To summarize, since masslessness implies the perimeter law, presence of a mass
gap is a necessary but not sufficient condition for confinement.

The case of 3 D or 2 + 1 D compact QED is interesting. What are the two mass
scales? The charge has a mass scale and there is also the cutoff. If we work on a
lattice the cutoff is the lattice spacing. If we work on the continuum and obtain
compact QED by spontaneously breaking and SU(2)
gauge theory with the helping hand from a Higgs field, the cutoff is the
symmetry breaking scale. So I agree that 2 + 1 D has two mass scales.

What I do not agree with is that 2 + 1 D compact QED exhibits confinement with
massless photons. First go to Polyakov’s 1977 Nuclear Physics B paper or his
book “Gauge Fields and Strings” and you see that confinement is accompanied
by mass generation for the photon.

That the photon cannot be massless if there is confinement can also be
understood in simple terms from Wilson loop calculations. I will use latex
notation and hope is not too confusing.



The Wilson loop is

\langle \exp{\oint_C A_\mu (x) ds^\mu} \rangle =

\exp{ \oint_C \oint_C D_{\mu \nu} (x – x’) ds^\mu ds’^\nu }

where D_{\mu \nu} (x – x’) is the gauge field propagator which is gauge variant
of course. The Wilson loop is gauge invariant because the integrations over
closed paths lead to zero for the gauge variant parts of the propagator.

Now to the point, if we use the massless propagator we do not get an area law
for the Wilson loop in 2 + 1 D (the same thing happens in 3 + 1 D ). Hence if the
photon is massless there is no confinement.

So even though 2 + 1 D has two mass scales it is not true that one of them can
be tuned to have confinement and a massless photon. It is possible that one of
the mass scales can be tuned so that the photon becomes massless, but at such a
point the theory does not confine.

12. amused
July 18, 2007

David, I don’t understand your reasoning at all. The gauge fields in QCD are
necessarily massless – a mass term would break gauge invariance. However, the
massless quanta of the gauge fields – the gluons – are not physical states of the
QCD Hamiltonian (in contrast to photons in QED) since they don’t satisfy the
nonabelian Gauss Law constraints (they aren’t color singlets). The question that
then arises is: can one have color singlet states consisting of a number of
essentially non-interacting free, deconfined gluons? Such a state would be
massless (since the individual gluons are massless), implying that QCD does not
have a mass gap. But there is no sign of such states in experimental low energy
hadronic physics (which is where we would see them if they existed). Lattice
studies indicate that color singlet purely gluonic states do exist in QCD – the so-
called glueballs – but they are massive (quite heavy in fact) and have yet to be
seen in experiments afaik.

The lightest state in hadronic physics is the pion, which definitely has nonzero
mass, so if QCD is to describe hadronic physics like it is supposed to then mass
gap is implied by experiment. This makes it very natural that proof of mass gap
should be a criterion for the Clay prize.

13. amused
July 18, 2007

Peter O., my post crossed with yours, I’ll go back and read what you wrote now.

14. David
July 18, 2007

To summarize if A implies B, then it is true that not B implies not A.



Masslessness implies no confinement, thus confinement implies mass gap.

I understand there are nontrivial issues with extracting certain information from
a non-Abelian gauge theory and this is an understatement. And calculating the
gap might be a herculean task. But as long as the lack of mass means no
confinement, it seems that confinement implies a mass gap.

On the other hand like I said and Peter O.’s Higgs phase example shows
perfectly, the presence of a mass gap certainly does not imply confinement!

15. David
July 18, 2007

Peter O.

I would love to hear your take on the paper. It’s strengths and its weaknesses or
open questions.

16. amused
July 18, 2007

If I understand correctly, Peter O.’ counter-example to “mass gap implies
confinement” involves spontaneous breaking of gauge symmetry, resulting in
massive gauge field. In that case the intuitive argument I gave in my first post
breaks down. Is there a counter-example where gauge symmetry is not broken
(as in QCD)?

Btw, the “if I remember rightly, mass gap implies confinement” in my earlier
comment was referring something I once heard Pierre van Baal say (in reference
to QCD). It is possible I might be remembering wrongly though…

David, I will need to go and read up on these things again to check your claim
that massless gauge field implies perimeter law (it’s been a while..). Did Wilson
really require massive gauge field when he derived the area law in strong
coupling lattice QCD? I don’t remember that!

17. David
July 18, 2007

amused,

As I said I have never stated that mass gap implies confinement as that is
explicitly false.

What is not false is that confinement implies mass gap because masslessness
implies lack of confinement.

Once again A implies B is equivalent to not B implies not A, but does not say
anything about not A implying not B, and in fact this last statement could very
well be false.

No Wilson did not require a massive gauge field directly. But in his paper he did



calculate that a massless gauge field implies no confinement. Therefore on can
conclude that confinement implies mass gap.

Mass gap certainly does not imply confinement and a very good counter example
is the “spontaneous breaking” of gauge symmetry mentioned by
Peter O. where there is a mass gap but no confinement.

18. Peter Orland
July 18, 2007

David,

I wrote a paper when a dumb grad student, publ. in
Nucl. Phys. 1982, where it is shown that in the
STANDARD continuum limit of 3D CQED, the mass
gap vanishes, with fixed string tension. This is
because there are two scales, namely the coupling constant
and the monopole fugacity. If one changes the monopole
fugacity, it is possible to keep the gap in the continuum
limit (though I did not mention this in the paper). Appropos of
nothing, the paper is mainly about generalized gauge theories of
p-form fields, their solitonic p-branes, duality and confinement
phases. Anyway, the masslessness of the (confining) continuum limit
was shortly therafter proved rigorously by Gopfert and Mack.

Now presumably there is only one scale in QCD, so this should not
happen. The question is what standard of rigor you demand. It is
not utterly inconceivable though that the gap could vanish
(with all other excitations massive), though I would be greatly
surprised if this happens.

Now essentially what Tomboulis does is show that one can
run the bare coupling all the way to the strong-coupling
region. If his paper is right, there is “no doubt” there is
a gap – I mean that I would be convinced, but that’s
not yet a proof. What would be interesting is an estimate
of the gap (he does have an estimate of the string tension).

As far as the question of the paper being right is concerned, I don’t have an
opinion yet. I am spending all my spare time trying to figure it out. Right now I
am a little bogged down in how Tomboulis
understands and uses reflection positivity.

19. David
July 18, 2007

Peter O.,

I could buy what you say and I’ll definitely check out your paper.

But I would like to know how do you scape the Wilson loop argument. This



confuses me. If you calculate the Wilson loop with a massless propagator in 2 +
1 D and 3 + 1 D, one does not obtain an area law. I would take this to mean no
confinement. So what gives?

Is it that we have confinement without an Area law? How does this come about?

Is it an order of limits issue because the point at which the gauge fields just goes
massless is critical point and one needs to be very careful?

20. amused
July 18, 2007

David,

“As I said I have never stated that mass gap implies confinement..”

No, it was me who stated that.

“Once again A implies B is equivalent to not B implies not A, but does not say
anything about not A implying not B, and in fact this last statement could very
well be false.”

I think we can agree on that.

“No Wilson did not require a massive gauge field directly. But in his paper he did
calculate that a massless gauge field implies no confinement.”

Now I’m really confused. I was under the impression that Wilson derived the
area law using the “Wilson action” describing massless gauge fields, and without
sneaking in a mass for the gauge field anywhere along the way. Is this correct or
is it not correct (yes or no please).

“Mass gap certainly does not imply confinement and a very good counter
example is the “spontaneous breaking” of gauge symmetry mentioned by Peter
O. …”

I’m sure it is an excellent example, but unfortunately not so relevant for the
situation I happen to be interested in which is where gauge symmetry is not
broken (as in QCD).

21. Peter Orland
July 18, 2007

“But I would like to know how do you scape the Wilson loop argument. This
confuses me. If you calculate the Wilson loop with a massless propagator in 2 +
1 D and 3 + 1 D, one does not obtain an area law. I would take this to mean no
confinement. So what gives?”

OK, David, I think you are assuming that the Wilson-loop can be
reliably computed by gluon emission and absorbtion by a source. This is what
perturbation theory tells us (there are of course corrections of more exchanges
and higher loops), but it is very misleading for QCD, where gluon exchange is



only meaningful at short distances. The contribution for large separations on the
loop is not given by a finite number of gluon exchanges (in fact, most of the
serious people in this field think of gluon exchange as a red herring).

In contrast, strong-coupling expansions don’t give any gluons, just
glueballs. The problem with these expansions is that there is no
reason to assume they don’t have a finite radius of convergence. They
are at best a caricature of the continuum limit, and they tell us little
about high-momentum physics.

22. David
July 18, 2007

amused, if you go to Wilson’s paper he calculates his famous loop with massless
gauge fields and shows that it does not satisfy the area law.

The bare fields are massless; you are correct in this. The question is whether the
long distance renormalized gauge fields are massless. For the this last case there
certainly is no confinement.

He did this to show that QED for weak coupling which has massless gauge fields
does not confine.

He then goes on to argue strongly, not show, but good enough to convince me.
that for strong coupling the Wilson loop satisfies the area law and does there is
confinement. He did not calculate the mass gap nor explicitly state
that it ha gap, but given that masslessness implies no confinement it is certainly
implicit.

Now, Peter O. tells me that one can show that 2 + 1 D CQED confines without a
mass. Like I told him I could take his word on this, but it baffles me since one
can calculate the Wilson loop for a massless gauge field
in 3 + 1 D and 2 + 1 D and it does not satisfy the area law. So it looks that the
has a case where there is confinement without and area law.
How can this happen, I do not understand. I would love for Peter O. to clarify as I
would learn something new. I can buy it but I remain sceptical until I understand
it better.

Does this help amused?

23. David
July 18, 2007

Peter O., Thanks

Yes I agree that going to the strong coupling expansion is non trivial and in a a
sense I was using perturbative thinking

24. Peter Orland
July 18, 2007



Amused,

Wilson’s original paper did strong-coupling expansions for
pure gauge theories. In these expansions there is a gap
and confinement. It isn’t that one implies the other, but
that both are consequences of the the theory being
weakly-correlated.

25. David
July 18, 2007

One question Peter O.

In your work on confining massless 2 + 1 CQED. Are the massless excitations
gauge fields? I would think not, but I am not sure.

26. Peter Orland
July 18, 2007

David,

That’s a good question. From what I remember, they are just
photons – the correlation function of the field strength
looks just like ordinary free QED.

27. amused
July 18, 2007

David, thanks for your efforts to explain. I will need to go take a look at Wilson’s
paper again to remember how this all hangs together. One immediate objection I
have to your argument is that the renormalized gauge fields could acquire mass.
Surely gauge invariance (Ward Identities) prevents this?
Anyway, it is well past my bedtime here on the other side of the world, so I’ll
have to take a break from the discussion for the time being.

28. David
July 18, 2007

Yes amused, Ward identities prevent this. I misspoke by saying that the aguge
fields have mass. It is thought that the spectrum is fully gapped. So what is
believed is that the gauge fields disappear from the spectrum, but you have
things like Gluballs that have mass so the spectrum is gapped.

This is believed for many reasonable arguments and I buy them. But it has never
been proven even semi rigorously I believe.

In Wilson paper all of this does not hang fully together. This beliefs and the
reasonable arguments that point to them was built slowly through the mid 70’s
to the early 80’s both from lattice gauge theory and from continium QFT.

29. jhk
July 18, 2007



It’s pretty amusing how people like Distler get all excited over something when a
celebrity like Seiberg says it, but not so much when a nobody said it years
before. Same thing happened with the anthropic landscape. Modern physics is
just a fashioin show.

30. Peter Orland
July 18, 2007

David,

I think if you read Wilson’s paper carefully, it is quite sensible. He
was very careful.

31. amused
July 18, 2007

Peter O. and anyone else,
I’m pretty sure I remember hearing from a very authoritative source (P. van B.)
that mass gap implies confinement in QCD. If this is true it would explain why
the Clay prize asks for proof of mass gap but doesn’t mention confinement. Can
anyone out there confirm this?

David,
what you wrote in your last comment seems to be converging to what I had
written earlier. Is there anything we still disagree on?

32. Kea
July 19, 2007

Has anybody here actually read the Witten-Jaffe text?

33. amused
July 19, 2007

I just took a look at it now (the article is
here). No mention there about mass gap implying confinement (or the
converse)… A fundamental physical aspect of the mass gap that they emphasize
is that it implies YM interactions are short-range (which they must be if QCD is
to describe the strong nuclear force).

34. Peter Orland
July 19, 2007

amused,

I don’t know what Pierre’s argument was. There is no rigorous
proof or estimate of the gap from the assumption of confinement
(that I am aware of, and I have worked on this, on and off for a long
time). There are lots of physical argument; I gave one above,
assuming there is one scale. One expects that $K=M^{2}/\sigma$ is
universal for this reason, where $\sigma$ is the string tension and

http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Yang-Mills_Theory/yangmills.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Yang-Mills_Theory/yangmills.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Yang-Mills_Theory/yangmills.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Yang-Mills_Theory/yangmills.pdf


$M$ is the gap. So can $K$ be zero? I say certainly not, but my statement is not
a calculation or an estimate of $K$.

By the way, Terry’s argument, if it is right, does imply a mass
gap for another field theory, namely the principal chiral SU(2)
1+1-dimensional nonlinear sigma model.

35. David
July 19, 2007

In Wilson’s original paper if you go to the last paragraph of the second column of
page 2447 and about two thirds of the first column of of page 2448. Wilson
calculates his loop for a massless gauge field propagator in 4D (or 3+1 D) and
shows that it satisfies the perimeter law.

Therefore massless gauge field leads to perimeter law, that is no confinement. At
least in 4D masslessness implies no confinement and thus confinement implies
mass gap. Now as amused said if is the gauge field
that acquires the mass there seems to be conflict with Ward identities. A possible
resolution is that the gauge fields disappear from the spectrum and what is
gapped are objects like glueballs, but no ones know for sure

Now mass gap in gauge theory does not imply confinment. The Higgs phase is a
counter example. Now it is believed that if there is no symmetry breaking and
there is mass gap in a gauge theory it has to confine. There are reasonable
arguments for this, but no one knows for sure.

So amused, I think I agree mostly with you except on the statement that a mass
gap necessarily implies confinement. Although I confinement probably implies a
mass gap. Peter O. said that he has a counter example in his early paper. I have
not gotten around to reading and studying the paper.

36. Peter Orland
July 19, 2007

“In Wilson’s original paper if you go to the last paragraph of the second column
of page 2447 and about two thirds of the first column of of page 2448. Wilson
calculates his loop for a massless gauge field propagator in 4D (or 3+1 D) and
shows that it satisfies the perimeter law.”

David,

This is assuming one can calculate the loop by gluon exchange. Wilson is just
pointing out that perturbation theory won’t work,
not that a gap is necessary for confinement.

37. Peter Orland
July 19, 2007

If you use a massive propagator you will also find a perimenter law.



38. David
July 19, 2007

Peter O.

Wilson was pointing out that a massless propagator leads to a perimeter law.

I agree that if the theory is strongly coupled there are important corrections that
might invalidate this thinking. But I would say that these corrections
would have to violently change the nature of the gauge field propagator
so that it does not correspond to propagation of a massless excitation.

The interpretation of the gap is my reading, but as I just said I agree that
nonperturbative effects could invalidate this thinking. So I am not fully dogmatic
and this reading could be wrong. I’ll check out your paper too. I have just been
caught up with other things.

39. David
July 19, 2007

Peter O. I agree with your comment of the massive propagator.

40. Peter Orland
July 19, 2007

OK David, I’d be interested in any other comments you have.

41. amused
July 19, 2007

Thanks for the replies Peter O. and David. I guess Pierre must have had some
physical/heuristic argument in mind like you said. (Or it could be that I’m just
misremembering what he said, in which case I’ll be glad that I’m anonymous if
he ever sees this!)

42. Neville
July 19, 2007

Peter Orland said:

Maybe the reason the Clay foundation set things up the way they did,
is that most people suspected the gap would be easier to prove than
confinement.

That’s the way I’ve got it figured. Connes, Jaffe, Wiles and Witten
were looking for problems with high probablity of solution. Just look at their
their past behavior! Wiles picked Fermat’s Last
Theorem for its tractability, while Connes and Witten pursued the low risk roads
of Noncommutative Geometry and String Theory.

The Poincare Conjecture is another good example. Heck, the writing was on the
wall before that Perelman character showed up.



As for the Riemann Hypothesis, a string theorist said it best to Michael Berry:

Back in 1985, visiting CalTech, I had just started studying some
quantum physics related to some mathematics called the zeta function,
itself related to a famously untransparent mathematical speculation
called the Riemann hypothesis… At the same time, CalTech was a
centre of superstring theory… I met one of them, who asked what I was
working on. When I told him, he fixed me with a pitying stare. ‘Yes, we
have zeta functions throughout string theory. I expect the Riemann
hypothesis will be proved in a few months, as a baby example of string
theory.’

Special note to Asperger sufferers: Try not to take this message too seriously.

43. Peter Orland
July 19, 2007

Neville,

It’s not that I don’t appreciate your light-hearted remarks, but both
problems – confinement and the gap – were always regarded as
super-tough. I can’t read anyone’s mind, but I was just trying to
guess the Clay F.’s motivation.

44. Garbage
July 20, 2007

Somehow out of topic, and maybe not on the various news theme:

I found there is a loops 07′ conference also in Czech republic, Lubos’ land, in
Charles U. indeed…

http://www.karlin.mff.cuni.cz/~loops07/

I am sure he will find this rather amusing too 

No idea how loops are related to Agriculture though… 

45. amused
July 21, 2007

Just a few final thoughts on mass gap vs. confinement in QCD (sorry I can’t
resist). A mass gap certainly implies that any particles corresponding to massless
excitations of the fields must be confined in some way, since otherwise there
would be states describing free massless particles in the physical spectrum. In
particular, gluons must be confined; this ties in with the point emphasized by
Jaffe & Witten that mass gap implies that the YM interactions are short-range.
Similarly, massless quarks must also be confined. On the other hand, this
reasoning does not imply confinement of massive quarks. I guess one can invoke
a scale argument in this case, as Peter O. did, to see why confinement is
expected, but it is of course not a proof.

http://www.karlin.mff.cuni.cz/~loops07/
http://www.karlin.mff.cuni.cz/~loops07/


Actually, for QCD to have a mass gap the quarks must be massive, since
otherwise there would be massless Goldstone bosons associated with the
spontaneous chiral symm. breaking (i.e. the mesons would be massless).
From looking at the Jaffe-Witten article it seems there are 3 reasons why mass
gap rather than confinement was chosen for the Clay prize problem:
(1) Its physical significance: implies that YM interactions are short-range.
(2) Simpler to formulate than confinement: it just means the physical energy
spectrum has a strictly positive lower bound.
(3) Potential mathematical significance: since mass gap implies that the
interactions are short-range, it makes it potentially easier to extend results from
YM on R^4 to YM on general 4-dimensional spacetime manifolds.

46. Peter Orland
July 21, 2007

Amused,

Confinement doesn’t just mean that particles disappear from the spectrum. It is
COLOR confinement. The excitations which do appear
are color singlets. There are no asymptotic particle states with color.

47. Anonymous
July 21, 2007

Peter Orland says:

I can’t read anyone’s mind, but I was just trying to
guess the Clay F.’s motivation

I suspect this may be right. In a conversation I’ve had with one of the problem’s
formulators (although we weren’t specifically discussing the mass gap vs.
confinement issue), he said that they tried to give the simplest formulation which
would prove the type of result he wanted.

48. amused
July 21, 2007

Peter O,
I know that. But without knowing about QCD dynamics one could envisage color-
singlet states describing a collection of deconfined gluons (as I mentioned in an
earler comment). Something like a very dilute, spread out glueball. Such a state
would have effectively zero mass, and is therefore excluded by mass gap.

49. amused
July 21, 2007

Anonymous,
“Simplest formulation” isn’t the same as “easier to prove”, which was what Peter
O suggested. But yes, as mentioned above, I also got the impression from the
Jaffe-Witten article that a reason they chose mass gap rather than confinement
was because the problem was simpler to formulate.



50. amused
July 21, 2007

Whoops, just realized that it isn’t possible to have states which are both color-
singlet and describe a collection of free gluons or quarks at the same time.
(There would have to be gluon strings between the quarks, or closed gluon loops,
etc…). So I take back what I wrote earlier, sorry ’bout that.

51. F
July 22, 2007

Hi Peter,

Definitely off topic comment, so won’t be offended if you delete this, but wanted
to mention the ironic fact that you and Lubos share a lot in common these days;
you both posit that a long held cherished theory receiving huge amounts of
funding may have a hidden political agenda in the face of growing evdence that
the theory may not be as infallible as once thought; hence the vehemence in
attacks against dissenters. In your case it’s string theory, and in his case, global
warming theories driven by man-made CO2. Both of you risk ridicule by these
powerful lobbies, but both of you assert rational and normal scientific inquiry
have led you to these conclusions. A nice one-to-one mapping, don’t you think?!
Just food for thought….

52. mclaren
July 22, 2007

Delightful. With 105 parameters, the current string “theory” has made itself
thoroughly unfalsifiable, since whatever gets observed can be back-predicted by
tweaking one of those 105 parameters. Yet now an alleged “genius” proclaims
that we need more parameters? What for, to render the “theory” even more
unfalsifiable than it already is?
Everyone in the theoretical HEP community should be working overtime to
reduce the number of free parameters in string “theory,” not increase ’em.
Instead of BMSSM, they may want to shorten the abbreviation:
BS.

53. Yatima
July 23, 2007

> In your case it’s string theory, and in his case, global warming
> theories driven by man-made CO2.

Oh Yeah. The first is an exploration of mathematical space with highly
speculative application to the present reality. The second is an all-but-certain
empirically validated internationally recognized and obvious-to-the-meanest
intelligence ongoing modification of the supporting environment, with only
Exxon-supported dead-enders and right-wing talk show hosts still in vociferous
denial.

Definitely the same thing.



54. anon
July 23, 2007

If Woit, Lubos, Distler and Johnson were businessmen:

Woit:
Boys, here is our ledger; it shows that we haven’t made any profit for decades. I
don’t know how to fix this, but something has to change, or we’ll go broke.

Lubos:
Of course we are making a profit. Woit is a dumb bastard who doesn’t know how
to add. Anybody who says we aren’t making a profit has an IQ of 80, or is a
woman, or a communist. Look, just yesterday we sold 10 cents worth of string in
Nebraska. You see, this shows we’ve been making a profit for decades.

Distler:
Wow, we are making a huge profit. The smartest people in the world have been
saying we are making a profit for decades. So many smart people can’t be
wrong. I just read a paper by Seiberg et al where they point out for the first time
ever that 2 + 2 = 4. You see, we are making progress in giant leaps.

Johnson
Boys, we might not be making *too much* of a profit *right now*(wow, you see, I
am so open minded), but that is just a blip. It’s just a tempest in a teapot. Wow, I
enjoy the life of a string theorist so much; all that deep thought; did I tell you
about my latest vacation?

55. F
July 23, 2007

Yatima,

Read your own comment again (the second part); do you notice that it has a
remarkable similarity to the comments Peter Woit used to receive from Lubos in
the early days when he espoused on the invincibility of string theory? I have no
strong opinion on the content being discussed (in either field), since I am not
qualified to do so, but I did want to highlight some rather _abstract_ similarities
between the two bloggers. You’ve helped illustrate my point.

56. Chris Oakley
July 23, 2007

Weinberg:
Woit is right. We are not making a profit. No – I don’t remember saying that
Super String International was the most profitable corporation in the world two
years ago.

Susskind:
This talk about Super String International – that I founded 40 years ago – being
unprofitable is just nonsense. SSI has now completely broken away from the
traditional accounting practises that hamper our competitors. The far more



significant Mark-to-Ideas-Markets shows that the company is, and continues to
be, an enormous success. Yes, I can give you a very good price if you want to buy
my stake in the company.

57. Coin
July 23, 2007

Definitely off topic comment, so won’t be offended if you delete this,
but wanted to mention the ironic fact that you and Lubos share a lot in
common these days; you both posit that a long held cherished theory
receiving huge amounts of funding may have a hidden political agenda
in the face of growing evdence that the theory may not be as infallible
as once thought; hence the vehemence in attacks against dissenters. In
your case it’s string theory, and in his case, global warming theories
driven by man-made CO2. Both of you risk ridicule by these powerful
lobbies, but both of you assert rational and normal scientific inquiry
have led you to these conclusions. A nice one-to-one mapping, don’t
you think?!

Uh, I don’t think I’ve ever seen Woit or anyone else claim that String Theory has
a “political agenda”.

This said, having encountered Lubos’ interactions with climate-related blogs, I’ve
actually noticed a mapping between these two things as well, but I’m not sure
that I’m seeing the same thing you’re seeing.

I don’t exactly see the “dissenter” parallels you seem to be claiming here,
because it seems to me that the nature of the consensus toward String Theory as
a promising research program in physics, is very different in both scope and
nature from the nature of the consensus in climatology that global climate
change is real and serious.

But when I compare the string theory blog fights to the global climate change
debate, I do kind of tend to identify a one-to-one mapping, with the string theory
doubters mapped to the mainstream climatology supporters— because in each
case, these are the sides who are spending most of the time talking about
evidence and rigorous connection to experiment. This is, personally, the rubric I
would tend to use to identify which side of a scientific controversy to tend to give
the benefit of the doubt to when I am unqualified to make a determination as to
which side is right.

58. anon.
July 25, 2007

Uh, I don’t think I’ve ever seen Woit or anyone else claim that String
Theory has a “political agenda”.

That which is blatantly obvious to all, need not be said by anyone.

Since string theory doesn’t have a scientific agenda, i.e., falsifiability, it has a
political agenda instead. (Politics is defined as the process of making decisions



via groupthink and consensus.)



My Life With Stephen

July 23, 2007
Categories: Book Reviews

Jane Hawking, Stephen Hawking’s ex-wife, has written a book about her life together
with Stephen, which has recently appeared here in the US under the title Travelling
to Infinity: My Life With Stephen. At around 400 pages, it’s an abridged version of the
600 page Music to Move the Stars: A Life With Stephen, which appeared in the UK
back in 1999. A US production company, Film and Music Entertainment (FAME), has
acquired an option to make a movie of the book (weirdly enough, the contract is on-
line), but I don’t know whether the movie is actually going to get made.

The Hawking’s separation in 1990 and later divorce was widely covered in the media,
and the book doesn’t dwell on the depressing details. Stephen went to live with one of
his nurses, Elaine Mason (who at the time was married), and later married her. Jane
later married Jonathan Jones, a musician she had met a decade earlier, partly through
her church choir, and who developed a close relationship with her and the rest of the
Hawking family during the 80s. At the time of the UK edition of the book, there was
little contact between Jane and Stephen, but it appears that Stephen is now in the
process of getting divorced from Mason, and has re-entered Jane’s life.

Up until the publication and huge success of A Brief History of Time, the Hawkings
were not especially well-off, and dependent on others (including the MacArthur
Foundation) for the high costs associated with Stephen’s care. After 1989 though, the
book and other projects brought in huge sums of money, which made him a wealthy
man and perhaps played some sort of role in the collapse of the marriage.

The Hawkings were married back in 1965, at a time when Stephen’s illness had
already become apparent, and his prognosis for long-term survival was not good at
all. For the next 25 years, Jane spent most of her time in the back-breaking labor of
caring for an invalid husband while raising three children. While Stephen went from
success to success, the center of attention due to his brilliant scientific work and
triumph over his disability, Jane received little support, encouragement, or
recognition for the sacrifices she was making, and one would have to be a saint to not
develop some resentment for the situation and for the way it ended. She tells the
whole story in some detail, and it’s in many ways a rather sad one.

Among the sources of conflict between them were: religion (she was a believer, he a
fervent atheist), his family (described as definitely not nice to her), and his devotion to
physics:

I sensed that there was yet another partner lurking in our already
overcrowded marriage. The fourth partner first appeared in the form of a
trusted and quiescent friend, signalling the way to success and fulfilment
for those who followed her. In fact she proved to be a relentless rival, as
exacting as any mistress, an inexorable Siren, luring her devotees into deep
pools of obsession. She was none other than Physics, cited by Einstein’s first
wife as the correspondent in divorce proceedings.
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She describes how, during his work on black holes leading up to the discovery of
Hawking radiation, Stephen would isolate himself:

For Stephen those periods of intense concentration may have been useful
exercises in cultivating that silent, inner strength which would enable him
to think in eleven dimensions. Unable to tell whether it was oblivion or
indifference to my need to talk that sealed him off so hermetically, I found
those periods sheer torture, especially when, as sometimes happened, they
were accompanied by long sessions of Wagnerian opera, particularly The
Ring Cycle, played at full volume on the radio or the record player. It was
then, as I felt my own voice stifled and my own spontaneity suppressed
inside me, that I grew to hate Wagner.

Jane also tells the story of Stephen’s first public talk on black hole radiation, after
which the chairman of the session, J.G. Taylor:

…sprang to his feet, blustering, “Well, this is quite preposterous! I have
never heard anything like it. I have no alternative but to bring this session
to an immediate close!”

After this brusque cut-off of any questions, she describes how later she observed:

Still blustering and indignantly muttering to his students, J.G. Taylor stood
behind me in the queue, unaware of my identity. I was rehearsing a few
cutting remarks in Stephen’s defence when I heard him splutter, “We must
get that paper out straight away!”

After she reported this to Stephen, he sent his paper off immediately to Nature,
where the referee turned out to be Taylor himself. The article was first rejected, then
finally accepted after a second referee was consulted. It appeared in the March 1
1974 issue with the title Black Hole Explosions?. Taylor’s paper (with P.C.W. Davies as
co-author) arguing that Hawking was wrong appeared a few months later as Do Black
Holes Really Explode?. After writing many papers on string theory during the late
eighties, more recently Taylor has devoted his time to the study of neural nets and
consciousness.

While Jane quite liked many of the relativist colleagues of Stephen’s that she was
meeting, especially if they weren’t in a group talking about physics, she was much
less impressed by the particle theorists that Stephen started spending his time with
after the mid-seventies as his work concentrated on quantum gravity and unification:

Nor, I have to confess, did the set of scientists with whom Stephen was now
associating attract me in the least. On the whole, particle physicists were a
dry, obsessive bunch of boffins, little concerned with personal contact but
very concerned with their own scientific reputations. They were much more
aggressively competitive than the relaxed, friendly relativists with whom we
had associated in the past.

Despite Stephen’s disability, the Hawkings did an immense amount of traveling,
especially for professional purposes, and Jane describes her impressions of the places
they went and people they met. One of the few things she gets wrong is the name of
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Andrei Linde’s wife, Renata Kallosh, who they met on a trip to Moscow. Linde is now
one of the most fervent proponents of the anthropic principle, which appears at one
point in the book as Jane tells about early debates between Stephen and Brandon
Carter during the late sixties and early seventies. She describes it as philosophically
close to the medieval Ptolemaic universe, trying to put man at the center of all things.

The book is mostly not a book about physics though, but very much about what it was
like to struggle with caring for someone coping with a grave disability, a difficult and
not always rewarding task even in this remarkable case of someone who has
overcome obstacles and achieved about the highest pinnacle of success possible.

Comments

1. gunpowder&noodles
July 23, 2007

This is what brings me back to this blog: well-written articles that I could not get
elsewhere, even if I don’t agree with many of them. No parochial poliitical crap
that I could get anywhere [cf Cosmic Variance]. No boring, rambling diatribes
about God-knows-what [Reference Frame]. Better watch out for Sabine H.
though, she is catching up with you….

2. anonymous coward
July 23, 2007

In my mind I need to qualify that final “success”… he achieved about the highest
pinnacle of scientific success, yes. But shouldn’t success in life have something
to do with how you care for your family?

Out of curiosity, are there good examples of leading scientists who were noted
for having great family lives?

3. Peter Woit
July 23, 2007

Thanks gunpowder,

Sabine does have a great blog, I’m glad to see that there are more and more of
them around. It’s not a competitive sport…

ac,

Actually most of the leading mathematicians I know well enough to know about
their families seem to be quite successful there too. On the whole I think
mathematicians and physicists do no worse in this area than other people.
Hawking’s story is a very unusual one, with unusually difficult problems both he
and his wife had to face.

4. Flerp
July 24, 2007



Feynman’s family life, his first wife’s very untimely death notwithstanding, seems
to have been mostly happy.

5. Christa
July 24, 2007

Hi Peter,

Good story. But am I being excessively critical or is Stephen Hawking
(somewhat) overestimated as a professional physicist (by both general audiences
and academic colleagues, albeit I presume less by the latter)? I can understand
the general sympathy given him as someone suffering from ALS AND doing
worthwhile physics, but how much has he actually contributed other than his
earlier works – which by far aren’t necessarily uncommon. It seems more and
more that he is a celebrity / physicist than a genuine heir to Einstein, et. al.
However, when credit is due one should receive it by all means, but excessive
credit is going the wrong way.

Einstein, Dirac, Weinberg, etc. deserve to be regarded as major figures as they
produced genuinely worthwhile results which have made major impacts on
theory physics, but I am not quite as certain regarding Hawking’s contributions.

Maybe it’s just me…

6. Large Atom
July 24, 2007

ac:

“Success” is a relative and subjective term; relative in that, what is “success” for
one may be unimportant to another; and subjective in that, there should be no
way to quantify it.

What if one does not have a “family”, by the way, and we define a part of success
using such a term? Is this person somehow not able to ever fully achieve it?

7. Arun
July 24, 2007

Feynman’s family life, his first wife’s very untimely death notwithstanding, seems
to have been mostly happy.

No, his infidelities were endured and caused pain.

8. Chris Oakley
July 24, 2007

Christa does have a point. I am not questioning his achievements as a
mathematician, but unlike the other notables mentioned, nothing Hawking has
done has made any impact on physics, and given the difficulties in establishing
the existence of black holes, never mind checking for radiation from them, may
never.



As regards Feynman’s moral character, I refer the interested reader to my
Amazon review of “Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman”. Feel free to add more
unhelpful votes (currently 4 out of 4).

9. Steve Myers
July 24, 2007

It’s easy to judge a life from the outside. Also a good rule to follow: never trust
the opinion of an ex-wife.

10. SteveM
July 24, 2007

It is fair to say that if Hawking was able bodied then the general public simply
would never have head of him. However, his condition coupled with the type of
work he does has certainly captured the imagination of the public and created
that rarest of things–the celebrity scientist. Easy to see how it must have put a
huge strain on his marraige though. I like Hawking’s way of thinking and doing
things. His papers are usually clear and readable and his contributions to
general relativity are important. Also, his radiating black hole work was the first
time ideas from both quantum mechanics and gravitation came together in a
consistent and very tantalising way; and of course, people are very much still
thinking about that.

11. A quantum diaries survivor
July 24, 2007

You do not need my appreciation Peter, but I concur with gunpowder… Great
post, and always a pleasure to read you.

Cheers,
T.

12. island
July 24, 2007

The highest pinnacle of success possible can easily mean that Hawking holds
Newton’s chair, which was held prior to him by Paul Dirac. It doesn’t require any,
“what have you done for me lately’s” for the statement to be reasonable and
correct.

I thought that the ideas that he presented at GR-17 were pretty interesting stuff
though.

13. Garbage
July 24, 2007

Hey,

For anyone interested, there is an enjoyable paper by Page about Hawking
calculation and some historical notes.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/customer-reviews/0553256491/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/customer-reviews/0553256491/


http://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-th/0409024

I think the credits should go to Zeldovich also, but as usual there is always a
russian who did everything first…

I agree Hawking wont get upgraded to Einstein’s level, but try to do math
without pencil and paper, and let alone talk about not being able to do so! I even
have troubles splitting the bill at the restaurant sometimes, I dont want to even
try to imagine being in his shoes…

14. anon on the hudson
July 25, 2007

I wasn’t going to respond to ths post. But the more I thought about Steven and
Jane Hawking the angrier I became.

There is something morally rancid about Steven and Jane Hawking. As other
people on this thread have pointed out, without the affliction of Amyotropic
Lateral Scelerosis, 99.9 percent of the general public would have a clue as to
who Steven Hawking is.

Amyoptropic Lateral sclerosis has given Steven Hawking massive celebrity
status that he would never would have experienced if he did not have ALS-his
enormous contributions to Black Hole theory notwithstanding.

The celebrity status that ALS has given Steven Hawking has made Steven
Hawking a wealthy man. I have no problem with this.

However, Steven Hawking and his wife Jane have never-with the exception of a
minor bleat last year about stem cells-used Steven’s celebrity status to raise
conciousness among the general public in the UK and the US and to call for a
massive increase in goverment funding of ALS research and goverment support
to his fellow PALS(people with ALS)

Instead we get a celebrity sob story loaded with stories about Steven’s randy
behavior. No doubt, a movie will soon follow, and Jane and Steven Hawking will
be the wealthier for it.

In the mean time……ALS research will continue to remain underfunded and
inefested with ego-maniac ALS researchers with marginal scientific talent(this is
a good description of the Columbia Presbyterian Lou Gherigs center).

The suffereing for over 90 percent of PALS and their caregivers-CALS- is many
orders of magnitude worse than Steven and Jane Hawking’s suffering Under the
circumstances, Steven and Jane Hawking have lived quite comfortably. Awash in
$$$$$ these days, active social life, appearances on national TV and….a chance
to act in a Star Tek next Generation episode!!!!.

For over 90 percent of PALS, every second, every minute every hour, every
week,every month and every year is a living hell. Most PALS either commit
suicide by not traching or are tricked into not traching by family members and

http://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-th/0409024
http://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-th/0409024


hospice staff into not traching( One British legal scholar argues that under
Anglo-American legal theory, tricking PALS into not traching, especially by
medical profressionals, should be considered a very serious crime)

Steven Hawking was waited on hand and foot by a well paid nursing staff. In
America, the majority of PALS are “taken care of by” by either a five dollar an
indifferent home home health aid worker-many times not fluent in english-who
often doze off in a chair for several hours or a nursing home where they decide
to commit suicide after they become completely locked in.

I’m not intertsted in the “devout Christain” Jane’s Hawking’s sob story and tales
about her husbands feynmanesque infidelitities.

Steve Hawking could have used his celebrity status-bestowed upon him by
Amyotropic Lateral Scelrosis-to raise pressure both in the UK and the US
goverment to massively increase funding for ALS research and goverment
support for PALS. Steven Hawking choose not to do this.

Think off all the public appearances Stevn Hawking has made in the US. Steven
Hawking has been on shows such as Larry King numerous times. So many blown
opportunities. A real man in his condidtion would have used his appearances to
make very strong statements about the lack of funding for ALS research and lack
of goverment support for PALS locked in their bodies locked in a room with
caregiver- year after after year in some situations.

Here is What Steven Hawking could have said on the Larry King show:”The US
invasion of Iraq cost 11 billion dollars a week and will cost at least a trillion
dollars when it is all over. These billions could have been spent curing
Amyoptripic Lateral Sclerosis one of the worst diseases known to man. I am very
forutnate to have a very strong support system. However, for my fellow American
PALS, life is a living hell. This is outrageous. Put this money into curing
Amyotropic Lateral Sclerosis and other underfunded small market disease.
Eleven billion dollars a month for the invasion and occupation of Iraq? Eleven
billion dollars could have cured this terrible disease many times over.

I don’t care how many children Steven Hawking has sired. In my book, a real
man-especially one whose his fame and forutne is a direct conseqence of being
aflicted with Amyotropic Lateral Sclerosis-with Hawking’s clebrity status and
wealth would have demostrated a much higher degree of solidarity with his
fellow PALS.

America, the nation with the largest number of PALS and their CALS, has made
steven Hawking a wealthy man. His chidren and grandchldren will be
economically secure for sure.

15. Molnar
July 25, 2007

I don’t have a problem with people taking potshots at Hawking for his physics or
his marital behavior (although I’m not about to throw any stones in those areas),
but I think “anon on the hudson” has a misconception of what is considered good



manners in most of the world outside the U.S. In most places with which I am
familiar, it is considered perfectly acceptable to use one’s fame to proselytize
(politely) on behalf of unfortunates who do not share one’s own affliction, but not
on behalf of those who do; such a plea is typically considered self-serving, even if
others are also in need, and may well backfire. Perhaps 25 years of Thatcher and
Blair have brought the U.K. closer to U.S. standards on this, as well as the
somewhat related (in term of social acceptance) behavior of aggressive self-
promotion – I can’t say. But as someone who has a 50% chance of getting ALS
myself, I can say that I would never expect Hawking to do what anon asks.

16. Kyle
July 26, 2007

Anon coward,

John Bardeen had a good family life. About the only complaint his family
sometimes gave was that he worked very hard. As Peter pointed out, I think most
physicists have good family lives – at least as good as the profession will allow.
Now that college and graduate education for physicists is breaking the decade
mark regularly and they often have three to ten years of temporary employment
afterwards, keeping a good family life is tremendously difficult.

As to the post,

Thanks for the review. However I generally disagree with the statement that
Hawking has achieved “about the highest pinnacle of success possible.”
Obviously only he can tell us that for sure, but I have always considered his work
at the same time very impressive, and not a fraction as important as people try to
sell it as – much like Guiness world record holders. This includes his scientific
and public outreach works.

I also consider the “weirdo super genius” identity that the public and physicists
have conspired to create bad for the discipline, and both Einstein and Hawking
are great examples of it in action. The public likes the idea that to be smart
enough to work in something as esoteric as physics, we must have some terrible
malady that makes up for the perceived difference in intelligence. Of course
most of this difference in intelligence is fictional, but everyone deems it in their
best interests to continue the charade.

In other words, I’m not overwhelmed with Hawking’s accomplishments, and I
feel he has done negative things for the public’s understanding and perception of
physics. This doesn’t constitute a great success in my book.

I am quite sure others will vehemently disagree.

17. M
July 26, 2007

Hawking started quantum gravity, by showing that it could be a flourishing field.
And that at least it sells books.



We will see if this field leads somewhere or if the final word will be a footnote in
textbooks about astrophysical black holes: “we can ignore Hawking radiation
with respect to radiation emitted by ambient matter”.

18. Who
July 26, 2007

In other words, I’m not overwhelmed with Hawking’s
accomplishments, and I feel he has done negative things for the
public’s understanding and perception of physics. This doesn’t
constitute a great success in my book.

I am quite sure others will vehemently disagree.

Perhaps others do so, but I heartily agree and thank you for putting it succinctly.

19. relativist
July 26, 2007

Chris Oakley says “nothing Hawking has done has made any impact on physics”.
This is not true. According to Google Scholar, the black hole radiation paper has
had 2999 citations. Hawking’s next three best papers each have had over 1000
citations, and a further 8 have over 400 citations. No matter how you try to decry
his work, this is a huge impact. The fact that he has had a major impact on
physics rather than just mathematics is also made clear by the talks at his 60th
birthday meeting (published in “The Future of Theoretical Physics and
Cosmology”, edited by Gibbons et al).

20. Ck
July 27, 2007

Molnar – what absolute rubbish.

Christopher Reeve campaigned relentlessly and tirelessly for his own cause –
“self interest” as you so inappropriately put it. He was widely admired and
supported for his extraordinary efforts.

How do you categorise famous people who have had breast cancer, for example,
and then go on to help raise funds for that health problem? Or prostate cancer,
and so on?

How to you view parents of sick children who make it their life’s work to raise
research funds and to gain gov’t and public support for “their” cause, all out of
“self interest”, because they hold hopes of a miracle for their child?

Your comments are ignorant.

Look at the real world for goodness sake. People don’t randomly “take up a
cause”, there is almost always a personal connection for them, whether it be a
friend or a relative, or yes, even themselves! If this was NOT the case the arse
would fall out of medical fund raising and research efforts in the blink of an eye.



You owe “anon on the Hudson” an apology, not for the rest of your opinion, but
for being so blindly wrong about medical awareness and fund raising efforts.

21. anon on the hudson
July 27, 2007

CK

I am not interested in a knock down debate with molnar. To even write about Lou
Gherigs disease causes me great pain.

In discussions on ALS websites, PALS and their CALS have expressed

great diappointment that Steven Hawking and his ex-wife Jane have not used
their celebrity status to bring much greater attention to the issue of the
immorally low level of funding for Amyopropic Lateral Sclerosis research.

I don’t want to be mean about this, but a case can be made that Steven Hawking
has acted in a self-serving way.

Unfortunately, Steven Hawking gives the general public the impression that
Amyoptropic Lateral scelerosis is a disese that a person can live with. If a PAL
does not have a strong support system-which most PALS do not-Amyotropic
Lateral Scelrosis is not a disease that most PALS can live with. As I mentioned
previously, most PALS do not get trached(suicide).

In recent years, the “great” Steven Hawking has taken to making grand
pronouncements about the future of humanity. Some of these pronouncements
are ignorant and borderline stupid(humans will be replaced by robots in a few
decades).

Steven Hawking probably thinks he is making a grand contribution to humanity
by pontificating about the fate of humanity.

Well, if Steven Hawking is the least bit interested in making an important
contribution to humanity beyond his work in quanum gravity, he may want to
start with something as urgent and close by as the indescribable suffering of the
99.9 percent of his fellow PALS who are not in a position to use the terrible
affliction of Amyotropic LAteral Scerosis to make themselves a wealthy celebrity.

Most PALS I know, if they were as wealthy and famous as Steven Hawking, would
hammer home unrelentingly on TV and during public speaking engagements one
point:99.9 percent of people with Amyotropic Lateral Sclerosis will die a horrible
death or commit suicide unless the US goverment puts at least one billion dollars
a year into ALS research.

For the last four months of his life, my brother was quadraplegic in a medical
bed. He had a deep interest in cosmology. I bought several of Professors
Hawkngs popular books. I would flip the pages for him as he read. I did this to
distract him this horrific disease.



If Steven Hawking wants to make a nontrivial contribution to humanity outside
of his work in physics he might consider making a very public statement along
the following lines:the Iraq war costs the American people 11 billion dollars a
month. If this money was spent on curing ALS-just one month of the Iraq
war!!!!-a cure for for Amyotropic Lateral Sclerosis could be found very soon.

This would be a much better use of his celebrity status-bestowed upon him by
Amyoptropic Lateral Sclerosis-than making stupid statements about human
beings being replaced by robots in twenty to thirty years.

It’s not too late Steven Hawking and Jane Hawking.

22. Howking
July 27, 2007

Relativist, Chris Oakley did mean “impact on stablished physics”.

Just count how many Nobel Prizes for physics Hawking won.

23. Chris Oakley
July 27, 2007

There seem to be very few on this thread who are prepared to identify
themselves. Obviously “Anon on the Hudson” has a tale to tell. It would be
interesting to hear more, and although I respect his/her wish for anonymity, I do
not quite understand it.

Re: Hawking and physics: If citation counts were all that mattered, then all of
the Nobel prizes for physics in recent years would have gone to String Theorists.
Luckily, the subject has not gone off the rails completely (although sometimes I
wonder), and the Swedish Academy, at least, recognises that for something to be
called “physics” it has to be verified experimentally.

24. Molnar
July 27, 2007

CK: Your sole counterexample to the theorem does not satisfy the conditions
(Christopher Reeve was American), and the rest of your post is just handwaving:
zero marks out of ten. Try to be a bit more rigorous next time.

Hudson: My only point about your post was that we should be sensitive to
cultural differences. Being reserved about personal issues and keeping a stiff
upper lip is a bigger part of British culture than American (or at least it was not
too long ago).

25. Juan R. González-Álvarez
July 28, 2007

“Hawking started quantum gravity, by showing that it could be a flourishing
field.”

Are you sure M?



The first papers in quantum gravity were from Rosenfeld on the 30s. In the 30s
the idea of the graviton was already introduced. Rovelli calls the prehistory of
quantum gravity.

Hawking first ‘important’ paper on BH radiation was on 1974. But it was not
about quantum gravity but an aplication of QFT on curved spacetime.

Four years latter Hawking revives the Wheeler-Misner-Feynman
approach in the form of “Euclidean quantum gravity”. That is where Hawking
enters in quantum gravity, a field however Hawking does not star.

Now if you have some time, count the multiple names between Rosenfeld 1930
and Hawking 1978: Bronstein, Feynman, Wheeler, Dirac, DeWitt, Pauli,
Finkelstein, Weinberg, …

26. Steve Demuth
July 29, 2007

Several things trouble me about Anon the Hudson‘s postings.

First, the equation of refusal to be “trached” with suicide, is I think, morally
extreme. The right to refuse invasive life-exending medical procedures is widely
recognized in the western world to be without the moral taint of suicide. It is a
huge step backward in our understanding of autonomy in the context of medical
care to assert otherwise.

Secondly, the explicit criticism of the Hawkings for not “raising consciousness …
and advocating for massive increases in government funding” is at least
problematic. The Hawkings may have made this choice for base reasons, but
they may equally well have done so for morally sound and rational reasons. They
may have concluded, for example, that however costly and devastating ALS is in
their lives, it does not deserve to be a higher priority of government biomedical
research that it already is. ALS after all is a rare disease (an average incidence
in countries with primarily European populations of 4 per 100,000, and
significantly less than that in non-European populations) that strikes people
fairly late in life (average onset in the early 50s) that is not communicable or
known to be environmentally triggered. In other words, as bad as it is, it appears
to be a random act of nature that, compared with many conditions, destroys
relatively few total years of productive life in society worldwide.

I know a little bit about ALS, and the impact it has on people’s lives, having seen
a friends parent die of the disease, and having friends of my own with the
disease. I certainly do not discount the real anguish Anon on Hudson no doubt
feels through some close personal connection with the affliction. But I don’t think
the response posted here with respect to Hawking is a productive use of that
pain. Dying from a terrible disease by refusing treatment is not suicide, and
could, for some, be a courageous and morally uplifting assertion of agency over a
disease that has relentlessly ravaged their potential for agency. Choosing not to
be a public advocate for spending on one’s own condition is not automatically a
selfish act. It could well be a defensible, unselfish, decision that one’s own
afflictions are not necessarily, by virtue of being one’s own, a priority for the



world.

27. anon
July 30, 2007

In Hawking’s defense, I believe he has been an outspoken advocate for people
with disabilities in general, even if not for people with ALS in particular. For
example, in his various visits to developing countries he has been quite vocal in
his support for improved wheelchair access and the integration of people with
disabilities into society.

So perhaps he has simply chosen carefully which battles to fight.

28. Tanya A.
September 13, 2007

Anyone who read Jane Hawking’s memoir, especially the first version of it, and
paid any attention will be aware that they both did a lot of campaigning for ALS
victims when they were married. After their divorce, Jane tried to become
involved again but found herself blacklisted because of her separation from
Stephen, since Stephen’s name carried more weight.

I don’t want to say either one is a saint, or conversely to be too hard on either
one of them because they were subjected to inhuman pressures (both of them)
and turned out (both) to be only human. But they have always struck me as
decent people and their bad moments as only human, and yes, it’s important to
remember that charity is done somewhat differently in the UK. To accuse either
of them and especially Jane of being indifferent to the potential uses of their
fame to help others is simply ignorant. Jane Hawking continues to be very active
in charitable causes, including for autistic children (she has an autistic
grandson). And Stephen Hawking has been working to raise environmental
awareness of late.

Again, nobody’s perfect. But “morally rancid” is untrue and unfair. Please read
the book before you make such comments.



Quick Links

July 24, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The New York Times has an article this morning by Dennis Overbye in its Science
Times section about the hunt for the Higgs and the various rumors that were
circulating earlier this year. It does a good job of accurately summarizing and
reviewing the situation (although of course the blogs were and remain the place to go
for breaking news, up-to-date and accurate information…). Steven Weinberg recalls
the time back in 1977 when he quickly wrote up a paper with Ben Lee about a model
concocted to explain rumored “trimuon” events (which turned out not to be there).
There are quotes from bloggers Tommaso Dorigo, Gordon Watts and John Conway,
and, in a new posting on his blog, Gordon is now trying to deny that he uses the term
“Dude” in actual conversation. Unfortunately, anyone at D0 who knows anything
seems to have clammed up, no more rumors that I’m aware of about whether they’re
seeing anything exciting.

The 2007 Europhysics Conference on High Energy Physics is going on in Manchester,
England, and many of the talks are already on-line. This is a conference more aimed
at experimentalists than theorists, so there doesn’t seem to be much new in the
theory talks. There are so many experimental talks that I think I’ll have to wait for the
summary talk to appear to figure out what to pay attention to.

There’s a long list of things I was going to write about, but Sabine and Stefan at
Backreaction got there first (here, here and here):

• Nature has a special section on the LHC. Very good and much more in depth than
most of the huge amount of press coverage of this story. Especially interesting is the
article by Chris Llewellyn Smith telling the history of how the LHC came to be.

• The LHC Theory Initiative, a now NSF-funded project that will provide some graduate
fellowships and post-docs for people working in phenomenology relevant to the LHC,
is being promoted with a University of Buffalo press release. It claims that currently
Europeans dominate the field of LHC phenomenology, so the NSF funding is needed
to stop this “outsourcing” of crucial high-tech employment to foreigners. HEP in the
US is quite an amazing industry, the only one I know of that outsources technical
work to countries where the labor costs more than it does in the US….

• This year’s award for most ludicrous hep-ph paper is likely to be won in a walk by this
one. Tommaso is even better than Sabine on the topic.

There’s a new chapter out of the particle physics novel The Newtonian Legacy
(blogged about here) by Nick Evans. Not often that the Cern Courier carries material
about Higgsless models and lingerie in its pages…
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July 24, 2007

Dude! I really don’t use that word normally!

2. Gordon Watts
July 24, 2007

Dang it. How do you edit comments you’ve left?? 

3. Kasper Olsen
July 24, 2007

Concerning Holger and Ninomiya’s paper:

Yes the idea is crazy, and contrary to what we know, but I don’t think it is fair to
call it “ludicrous”. If you accept some of the premises — which of course might
be very hard — then certainly the idea is not foolish, or completely unreasonable.

Try to read the paper, and present your own reason for why you think it is
“ludicrous”.

Kasper

4. DB
July 24, 2007

Tommaso titles his review:

respectable-physicists-gone-crackpotty

Could it be, that as an alternative to such an archaic and defective way of
relieving oneself, they are in fact taking the piss?

5. A quantum diaries survivor
July 24, 2007

Kasper,

the idea is dangerously bordering into the ludicrous, but I accept that it is still
valuable science to test for backward causation.

However, the idea that 5000 physicists financed by fixed fractions of the GNP of
participating states accept to put at stake 20 years of efforts spent designing,
building, and making operative the most daring enterprise in physics ever, to
look for an effect preventing higgses from being produced, or worse, saving the
LHC from a flood or an explosion, or people from being injured (sic) is
O U T R A G E O U S
and brings shame to their purporters and embarasses most of the reasonable
physicists working for the CERN experiments.

Cheers,
T.



6. matteoeo
July 24, 2007

holger-ninomyia’s theory seems to be testable at least in principle, so it might
still be better than ST in a sense…

anyway is everybody really sure it is not a joke? maybe they tried to write
nonsense with the previous paper (“hit by bad luck”) and, noticing no reaction,
they have worsen it.

7. A quantum diaries survivor
July 24, 2007

Matteoeo, that would be a bit too much of a walk on the wild side. And if we have
to live with either theorists who build non-testable theories or theorists who
build theories whose testability depends on playing cards or “turn the bottle”
kind of games, based on the chance of shutting down billion dollar experiments, I
sincerely take the former.

Cheers,
T.

8. Arun
July 24, 2007

I liked this from Overbye (emphasis added)

Joe Lykken, a Fermilab theorist who said he first learned of the rumored bump
the old-fashioned way, over lunch in the laboratory cafeteria, said: “Pre-blog, this
sort of rumor would have circulated among perhaps a few dozen physicists. Now
with blogs even string theorists who can’t spell Higgs became immediately
aware of inside information about D Zero data.”

9. Peter Woit
July 24, 2007

Arun,

Funny, but the dissing of string theorists by their colleagues has become so
common-place that I didn’t even really notice Lykken doing this…

10. Tony Smith
July 24, 2007

Arun quoted Joe Lykken as saying
“… Now with blogs even string theorists who can’t spell Higgs became
immediately aware of inside information about D Zero data. …”,
which supports my feeling that a lot of today’s theoretical physicists are so
wrapped up in superstring abstract math that they don’t have the time and
energy to really understand the Standard Model well enough (i.e., at a level of
detail similar to that set out in the review sections of the Particle Data Group



publications) to realize what fascinating stuff is being done at Fermilab and will
be done at LHC.

Further support comes from the Resonaances blog, which in a 1 July 2007 post
entitled “Nima’s Marmoset” said:
“… Nima Arkani-Hamed [formerly at Harvard and now at Princeton IAS]… gave
another talk …[at]… CERN … advertising his MARMOSET … a new tool for
reconstructing the fundamental theory from the LHC data …
Nima pointed out …[that]… at the dawn of the LHC era we have little idea which
underlying theory and which lagrangian will turn out relevant …
Nima says that this new situation requires new strategies … The idea is to study
physical processes using only kinematic properties of the particles involved.
Instead of the lagrangian,
one specifies the masses, production cross sections and decay modes of the new
particles. The amplitudes are parameterized by one or two shape variables. This
simple parameterization is claimed to reproduce the essential phenomenology
that could equally well be obtained from more complicated and more time-
consuming simulations in the standard approach …
MARMOSET is a package allowing … Monte Carlo simulations of physical
processes. As the input it requires just the new particles + their production and
decay modes. Based on this, it generates all possible event topologies and scans
the … parameters, like production and decay rates, in order to fit the data. The
failure implies necessity to add new particles or new decay channels. In this
recursive fashion one can extract the essential features of the underlying
fundamental theory. …
Proffesionals say that MARMOSET does not offer anything they could not, if
necessary, implement within half an hour.
On the other hand, it looks like a useful tool for laymen. …”.

In short,
Nima says that the Standard Model Lagrangian should be ignored
because
“… we have little idea which underlying theory and which lagrangian will turn
out relevant …”
even though the Standard Model has passed EVERY experimental test for over
30 years, and there is NO experimental observation whatsoever indicating that
the Standard Model is not the relevant “… underlying theory and … lagrangian
…” for physics at the LHC.

I disagree with Nima, and feel that the Standard Model Lagrangian (unless and
until some experimental result disagrees with it) should be the primary basis for
analysis of data from the LHC.

As a layman who supports the Standard Model, and whose physics model
includes the Standard Model as a subset, I resent the characterization of
MARMOSET as “… a useful tool for laymen …”,
especially when
it seems to be primarily a tool designed by superstring theorists to enable them
to avoid troubling their highly trained minds (a la Majikthise and Vroomfondel)
with the details of the Standard Model.



Tony Smith

11. ObsessiveMathsFreak
July 25, 2007

# This year’s award for most ludicrous hep-ph paper is likely to be won
in a walk by this one. Tommaso is even better than Sabine on the topic.

At one point I was regretting it, but right now I am so glad I picked mathematics
instead of physics. The field is … a disaster.

What we have got here, is a failure of process.

12. Eric Mayes
July 25, 2007

Actually, physics is quite healthy. It’s only because of the efforts of certain people
to mislead and disparage that you have this impression.

13. Xerxes
July 25, 2007

This arxiv paper appears to have been cribbed from the plot of “Einstein’s
Bridge”, a novel in which the reason for the SSC being canceled was that time-
traveling physicists sabotage the effort in order to prevent a dire future
catastrophe associated with particles produced there. Take SSC–>LHC and time-
traveling physicists–>consistent histories interpretation of QM, and it seems a
near match.

14. H-I-G-G-S
July 25, 2007

The amusing thing about the Lykken quote is that not that long ago
he was selling himself as a devoted string theorist on NOVA. He, like
the author of this blog, is an opportunist.

NOVA: What is so compelling about string theory to make you want to devote
your career to it?

Lykken: I think when a lot of people go into theoretical physics, they’re looking
for the big answers to the big questions. String theory holds out the promise that
we can really understand questions that you might not even have thought were
scientific questions—questions about how the universe began, questions of why
the universe is the way it is at the most fundamental level. The idea that a
scientific theory that we already have in our hands could answer the most basic
questions is extremely seductive. Of course, for this to really happen, string
theory first of all has to be right, which we don’t know, and then we have to be
able to test it and understand it eventually in experiments.

String theory itself probably won’t be understood even in my lifetime at the
deeper level. But I do think that there are ideas coming out of string theory that



we will test and we will confirm hopefully in experiments, and that’s what I’m
really hoping for. I want to see during my career that at least some of these big
ideas coming out of string theory we’ll actually get our hands on and see that
they do happen in the real world.

15. Peter Woit
July 25, 2007

HIGGS,

OK, I see that there is one string theorist who can spell the word…

You may be right that there is a certain amount of rats/sinking ships going on
here. As for the accusation against me of “opportunism”, I’ve been saying things
critical of string theory and the behavior of string theorists for a very long time.
When I decided to start doing so publicly, many people told me I shouldn’t do
this, that it wouldn’t be good for me at all, and that I’d become the target of
personal attacks, often anonymous ones…

16. Aaron Bergman
July 25, 2007

Apparently people can’t even make jokes these days.

17. anon
July 25, 2007

Aaron, you are not even funny.

18. Tom Whicker
July 25, 2007

Higgs,

To say “String theory itself probably won’t be understood even in my lifetime at
the deeper level” is to beg the question that there
*is* a deeper level to string theory. It is similar to Jackson Pollock
putting the last drips of paint on “Full Fathom Five” and saying
“I may never fully understand this art work.”

TW

19. anonymous
July 25, 2007

It seems to me that being skeptical of string theory has become fashionable of
late. I’m pretty sure this is a phenomenon of those who aren’t skilled and smart
enough to work in string theory. Some of these people are crackpots, and some
are real physicists who work on topics which are a little out of the mainstream
(i.e. ‘alternative approacjes). I guess they think being skeptical makes them look
smart, even though these people generally produce nothing of their own. It’s
always easier to sit back and criticsize than to do some actual work.



20. Aaron Bergman
July 25, 2007

Aaron, you are not even funny.

But do the lurkers support me in e-mail?

21. Peter Woit
July 26, 2007

anonymous,

Well, I’m pretty sure that you and other string theorists’ conviction that
skepticism about string theory “is a phenomenon of those who aren’t skilled and
smart enough to work in string theory” is a phenomenon of people crippled by a
pathological degree of arrogance.

22. wat happened to Lubos?
July 26, 2007

Maybe it’s inappropriate to ask here but I’m curious to know if Lubos has been
fired or if he voluntarily resigned. If he did get fired, was it due to his blunt
remarks and disrespect for other academic researchers?

23. amused
July 26, 2007

I’m pretty sure that if string theorists were as smart as they think they are then
ST papers would be dominating the pages of PRL, just like the papers by the
smartest mathematicians dominate the pages of Ann. Math. and Invent. Math.
(Of course, string theorists profess not to care about journals any more, but it’s
hilarious to see how keen many of them are to submit to PRL whenever they
think they have a chance.)

24. anonymous
July 26, 2007

Most string theorists don’t like to publish in PRL because it’s too restricitive. It’s
difficult to communicate results in string theory to a broad, general audience
within the four page limit. Most string theory papers will be found in JHEP,
Nuclear Physics B, Physical Review D, or Physics Letters B.

25. amused
July 26, 2007

Well, string theorists don’t seem to have any problems when it comes to hyping
their work in the general press, where the audience is even more broad and the
restrictions more severe…
It’s no more difficult to communicate results in ST than in other areas of formal
theory, and from what I’ve seen most string theorists love publishing in PRL just
as much as the rest of us, even though they are a bit reluctant to admit it 



26. DaveC
July 26, 2007

My impression is that the peer expectations amongst string theorists don’t push
them towards PRL as they do the rest of us. At the same time there is surely
some awareness that most of their results don’t actually meet the PRL broad
interest requirement. On the other hand the arrogance of anonymous is laid out
as clear as day before us here. Does s/he think any physicist outside string
theory (the vast majority of us, remember) is going to be impressed by moaning
about the four-page limit?!

More on-topic, Gordon has called me ‘dude’ quite a few times. He shouldn’t be
allowed to get away with denying it, but I also hope he doesn’t stop.

27. Amos Elberg
July 26, 2007

I have the same question about Lubos…

28. random dude
July 26, 2007

Dudes, why does this Gordon Watts dude have a problem with the word `dude’?

29. SnarkFest
July 26, 2007

Skepticism about X is a phenomenon of those who aren’t skilled and smart
enough to work in X.

Now that’s a nice rhetorical trick! I think I’ll start using it…

30. mclaren
July 26, 2007

Snarkfest’s comment seems apropos. The comment by anonymous that
skepticism of string theory is a phenomenon of those who aren’t skilled and
smart enough to work in string theory is nothing but the old long-debunked ad
hominem argument. Anyone who disagrees with my arguments is too stupid to
understand them, therefore not worth bothering to refute.

The 2 obvious problems with this kind of ad hominem argument are:
[1] it is demonstrably untrue, since highly skilled and knowledgeable phycisists
like Peter Woit and Lee Smolin and Steven Wienberg have been vocal about their
skepticism of string “theory”; and [2] the implication behind this kind of ad
hominem argument is that we cannot apply the generally accepted requirements
of the scientific method to string “theory” because string “theory” is so allegedly
complex and so purportedly sophisticated.

Let’s review the generally accepted requirements for a scientific theory, shall
we?



(A) To qualify as a scientific theory, it must have a rational basis and must use a
maethmatical framework to describe nature. String “theory” qualifies on this
point.

(B) To qualify as a scientific theory, the mathematics must yield testable
falsifiable predictions. String “theory” fails on this point.

(C) To qualify as a scientific theory, the theory must be fertile and give rise to
additional insights about the physical world which in turn can be tested and
confirmed or disconfirmed, and lead to additional areas of productive research.
String “theory” also fails on this point.

The entire purpose of the scientific method and the peer review process is to
insure that people who not extreme insider experts in a narrow niche field can
nonetheless make a general evaluation of claims by other researchers. To claim
that each field of scientific knoweldge is so esoteric and so advanced that no one
outside that tiny subspeciality is qualified to evaluate the validity of papers
published in that field, is to deny altogether the utility of peer review and, in
effect, to abandon the scientific method. If that were really the case, only the
handful of specialists in any given field would ever be qualified to judge the
validity of that science, which means that essentially everyone would be
UNqualified to evaluate whether ANY science was valid.

Nope. Wrong.

Peer review works. The scientific method works. I don’t have to know all the
details of the latest experiments in shotgunning out blocks of conserved junk
DNA in mice to know that it heralds some important new discoveries about the
relationship between the various kinds of RNA and the traditiional paradigm of
information transmission through the genome. I don’t have to know these details
in order to eb sure the science is valid, because these papers have been
published in peer-reviewed scholarly joujrnals, and their results have been
replicated by other researchers.

String “theory” does not even qualify as a scientific theory because it has made
no testable falsifiable predcitions and no resarch data (obviously) have been
published in peer-reviewed scholarly journals replicating those findings. It’s not
necessary to know anything more than that to become skeptical that string even
qualifies as “theory.” If we deny this chain of logic, we must abandon the peer
review process and throw out the scientific method.

31. mclaren
July 27, 2007

…Being skeptical of string theory has become fashionable of late. I’m
pretty sure this is a phenomenon of those who aren’t skilled and smart
enough to work in string theory.

The old ad hominem fallacy.

Ad homneim arguments won’t convince anyone that string is a “theory,” but



falsifiable testable predictions might.

Got any?

32. anon.
July 27, 2007

mclaren, if string ever made any truly falsifiable predictions, nearly everyone in
that subject today would run away, for fear of it being disproved. You don’t have
the intelligence to grasp that not having any falsifiable predictions actually
makes a science more attractive to slow thinkers. If they try working in a fast
moving research program which makes falsifiable predictions, their future is
insecure.

The brains behind all big corporate research efforts involving many people is
lack of falsifiability. It is a great benefit in many areas, not just religion but also
politics, and now string theory. You just need to become more broad minded,
then you’ll begin to understand how stupid your comments are. You’re under the
illusion that string theory should be a ‘shut up and calculate’ discipline. The
whole point is that it’s a ‘shut up and speculate’ subject. The less likely it is to
ever make a falsifiable prediction, the stronger it becomes, since moronic critics
can’t disprove any of it.

33. lyme
July 27, 2007

Steven Wienberg have been vocal about their skepticism of string
“theory”;

As far as I know, S. Weinberg is an advocate of ST, though not a practitioner
himself.

34. lyme
July 27, 2007

Maybe I should give some basis to my opinion.
See hep-th/9702027 and hep-ph/0401010, for example. A short quote from the
latter paper,

I am emphasizing here that it took a long time before we realized what
these ideas
were good for partly because I want to encourage today’s string
theorists,
who I think also have good ideas that are taking a long time to mature.

35. schtirlitz
July 27, 2007

“highly skilled and knowledgeable phycisists like Peter Woit and Lee Smolin and
Steven Wienberg”
LOL, very amusing indeed!



36. schtirlitz
July 27, 2007

“To qualify as a scientific theory, the mathematics must yield testable falsifiable
predictions. String “theory” fails on this point.”

Is the existance of the Higgs boson a falsifiable prediction of the Standard
Model?

37. schtirlitz
July 27, 2007

Oops, I meant EXISTENCE

38. Peter Woit
July 27, 2007

mclaren,

Please stop posting rants here. This isn’t helpful and does nothing to encourage
informed discussion, quite the opposite.

schtirlitz,

Yes the existence of the Higgs is a falsifiable prediction of the Standard Model.
All its properties, including its spin, charge and all couplings to all known other
particles are predicted. There is one undetermined parameter in the Standard
Model, the Higgs self-coupling, which, if known, determines its mass. The LHC
should be able to cover the entire energy range where effects of the Higgs are
supposed to show up, no matter what the self-coupling. If the LHC sees no sign
of the Higgs, the Standard Model is falsified. We’re hoping this happens….

39. schtirlitz
July 27, 2007

Thanks Peter! I agree, although the Higgs mass cannot be predicted, there exists
an upper bound which the LHC covers. BUT it only becomes falsifiable once the
LHC comes about.
OK, then a similar question:
Was the existence of the 3-rd generation of quarks a falsifiable prediction? It
seems to me that there was a huge uncertainty about the top mass in the context
of the SM. Am I wrong? If the top mass were ~O(few TeV), would the SM have
been falsified?

40. Peter Woit
July 27, 2007

schtirlitz,

As I’ve often written about here, the notion of “falsifiability” is not such a simple
one. Different theories contain different amounts of wriggle room, from one
extreme where nothing is adjustable to another where almost eveything is. The



Higgs is a good example of a conventional falsifiable theory, with one
undetermined parameter, and a vast number of highly precise predictions with
zero wriggle room that can be made and tested for each value of that parameter.

Once the tau was found in the mid-seventies, the SM predicted a bottom and top
quark with specified properties, except for two undetermined parameters, the
masses. The bottom quark mass was fixed by the observation of the Upsilon in
1977. After that, I believe there were various upper bounds on the top quark
mass from precision electroweak experiments, but I don’t remember the details
of that story.

41. schtirlitz
July 27, 2007

Thank you for your answer Peter but to be honest, I’m not satisfied with it. I
agreed with your answer about the HIggs mass but don’t you think that the
discovery of Upsilon was a lucky thing in itself?
I thought that the answer to my question was trivial:
The existance of the 3-rd generation was not falsifiable since, for example, the
masses could not be fixed by the theory. It took about 20 years of searching to
discover the top – a clear indication that it’s existence, predicted way back in the
early seventies was pretty much in the same category as either technicolor or
superpartners or extra dimensions right now – unfalsifiable!

42. Peter Woit
July 27, 2007

schtirlitz,

I don’t have time to look up the references, with a little effort you can find them
yourself, but precision electroweak measurements implied a specific range of
values for the top quark mass. Before its discovery there were only a range of
values for the mass such that the SM was consistent with all the data. The SM
made a falsifiable prediction that there would be a top quark with specific
properties in a specific mass range. A particle with exactly these properties was
found in exactly the predicted mass range. This is a textbook case of a
conventional sort of testable, falsifiable scientific prediction.

The other things you mention are a mixed bag each with different degrees of
wriggle room.

43. lyme
July 27, 2007

Without claiming any expertise in these matters, I’d say that without a 3rd
generation there’d be no CP violation in the SM, and it’d go down the
experimental drain.

With a non-standard 3rd generation, without a top, there’s no anomaly
cancellation in the SM and, again, it’s falsified.



No top = no SM.

44. schtirlitz
July 27, 2007

“Before its discovery there were only a range of values for the mass such that
the SM was consistent will all the data.”

But the data you are referring to was only available a few years before it was
discovered. It took 20 years of data collection to nail it down! It was unknown
upriory what its mass range would be. The SM itself does not require it to be
that much heavier than the other quarks, does it?

So, by the same token MSSM pheno people can say that there exists, for
instance, a gluino with very specific properties and the upper bound on its mass
still undetermined for the lack of precision data, just like was the case for the
mass of the top quark in the 70s. If the LHC discovers a gluino it will be just like
the dicovery of Upsilon you mentioned above – a lucky accident!

45. schtirlitz
July 27, 2007

“With a non-standard 3rd generation, without a top, there’s no anomaly
cancellation in the SM and, again, it’s falsified.”

Nope, the anomalies cancel in each successive generation.
It was CP violation by K_0 that prompted Kobayashi and Maskawa to suggest the
existence of the 3rd generation.

But again, low scale superpartners have been suggested to stabilize the
hierarchy, explain the electroweak symmetry breaking (why the Higgs mass
parameter turns negative), dark matter, gauge couling unification, etc. The
MSSM has many input parameters which can in principle be fixed by precision
data, so what? It’s just like the Standard model in the 1970s when a lot of its
parameters were not fixed!

46. Eric Mayes
July 27, 2007

Schtirlitz,
Don’t forget that the top mass was predicted to be very heavy by radiative
electroweak symmetry breaking in minimal supergravity back in the early 80’s,
which is another strong piece of evidence for the ‘not even wrong’ theory called
supersymmetry.

47. Peter Woit
July 27, 2007

1 undetermined parameter or 105, it’s exactly the same! A theory that has been
tested precisely 1000s of times or one that predicts almost nothing, exactly the
same!!



Geez….

48. Eric Mayes
July 28, 2007

Peter,
It seems to me that supersymmetry predicts much more than ‘almost nothing’. In
addition to radiative electroweak breaking and a correspondingly large top mass,
it predicts the existence of superpartners to the known particles, which are
estimated to be in the TeV scale range. Your point seems to be that this idea is
useless since we cannot predict what the precise masses and mixings of these
states will be, since this depends on the exact mechanism by which
supersymmetry is broken. I and others have pointed out that this is no different
that the situation in the 60’s and early 70’s when the Standard Model was just
beginning to emerge from the fog. You seem to be in denial about this and
oblivious to the way science actually works.

49. Peter Woit
July 28, 2007

“oblivious to the way science actually works”

Eric,

You really should consider whether ad hominem attacks and insulting people is
the right way to carry on a scientific discussion.

I’m not going to review the history of the Standard Model here, it’s a
complicated story, one that is very different than the story of supersymmetry.

50. lyme
July 28, 2007

Nope, the anomalies cancel in each successive generation.

That’s what I meant. After the Upsilon was discovered there had to be a top for
the anomaly to vanish.

But, more to the point, and I’m speaking only for myself, I wouldn’t say susy is
not even wrong. My personal opinion is, it’s theoretically compelling but
phenomenologically ugly due to the abnormal obesity of its superrenormalizable
sector… But it might well happen that either an experimental discovery or a
theoretical breakthrough give it the plastic surgery it needs to be pretty again.

51. lyme
July 28, 2007

schtirlitz , there’s perhaps one more point that deserves clarification.
When you say “Was the existence of the 3-rd generation of quarks a falsifiable
prediction?” the answer is that its non-existence would have led to an enormous
crisis in particle physics.



On one hand, the SM would have been unable to explain CP violation in the K0
system even in principle. On the other hand , the SM was supported by an
enormous amount of other data. That’d have been the kind of phenomenological
contradiction that would have led to the prediction of a third generation.
Historically, experimentalists did a good job, got lucky, and found the Upsilon
before that hypothetical crisis happened.

But the non-discovery of susy would not lead to any crisis, because there is not a
single experimental datum supporting it. Unlike the case of the 3rd generation,
the absence of superpartners at the TeV scale would just mean that susy is
another smart theoretical idea which happens not to be realized in Nature.

That scenario is certain to happen in the next few years: There are lots of smart
theoretical ideas around for physics beyond the SM, but it is extremely unlikely
that all of them will be phenomenologically relevant no matter how many good
theoretical arguments back them.

52. Eric Mayes
July 28, 2007

Peter,
Stating a fact is not an ad honimem attack. This just seems to be your fall-back
position whenever you are losing the debate. At any rate, you can’t continually
make ad honimen attacks on string theorists as you have done and then complain
when they respond in kind.

53. Gphillip
August 1, 2007

Peter, I don’t believe that just because the SM doesn’t predict everything
possible it is necessarily falsified. It may be a bit incomplete, but that has yet to
be proven. So far, every model of reality ever conceived has been a bit
incomplete. I would really be more surprised if this one wasn’t. Now, if it made
predictions that that were proven false by experiment, which I’m not positive the
LHC can do, the we’re off in search of a better model, which I have no doubt we
will be doing someday anyway.

Loved the LHC Roulette paper. You Dudes and Dudettes need to lighten up and
smile now and then. Of course it was a very dry joke and greatly enjoyed. Yes,
one can actually demonstrate reverse causation, of a sort. Unfortunately, the
effect cannot be separated from random events until present measurements are
made. So the Eigenvalues did collapse before the measurement was made.
Unfortunately you can never detect that until after the measurement is made.
It’s the same effect of trying to use entanglement to communicate faster than
light. Yes, the signal will arrive faster than light (which can be constructed into a
reverse causation scenario), but the signal can’t be resolved from random noise
without a key (or the results of another measurement) that must arrive by pokey
old light speed.

But hey! Keep trying Dudes and Dudettes. If we can ever get this one right we’ll
make a killing at the casino! And keep smiling. Life is short.



University Grants Program Subpanel Report

July 27, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The HEPAP University Grants Program Subpanel has just issued a report, concerning
the “University Grants Program” in US HEP, that part of the DOE and NSF high
energy physics budget which supports research based mainly at universities (as
opposed to government laboratories such as Fermilab). Obviously this is the part of
the HEP budget that is of most direct concern to university researchers, especially
theorists, who receive most of their government funding this way (a small number of
theorists are supported by national labs, not universities).

On the experimental side much of the report is concerned with how to manage what
will happen over the next few years as many researchers move from working on
experiments in the US to the LHC, in particular how to deal with the higher travel and
living expenses this will require. I’ll concentrate here on some comments on the
extensive parts of the report that deal with theoretical particle physics.

The report is surprisingly light on actual budget data, with few specific numbers
about past budget trends, current budget levels or future budget plans. 2006 NSF
university grant funding is given as $19 million for experimental particle physics, and
$11.8 million for particle theory, astrophysics and cosmology. DOE university grant
funding is described as about $110 million per year, with no breakdown between
experiment and theory. The only historical data given is that this kind of DOE funding
peaked in 1992, at a level of $150 million in current dollars, supporting a total of
1685 people back then, as opposed to 1495 in 2005. The main budgetary
recommendation of the report is that 1 % of the total US HEP budget (about $8
million) be redirected to the university grants program as the SLAC and Fermilab
collider programs wind down over the next few years.

The recommendations for theoretical particle physics mostly concern funding for
graduate students, calling for increasing the number of graduate students in particle
theory, especially students working on calculations directly relevant to LHC
experiments:

Funding directed at university-based theoretical particle physics for the
purpose of increasing the number of HEP-grant-supported graduate
students should be given a higher priority in the overall HEP program.
Support for students and postdocs doing calculations related to upcoming
experiments is particularly urgent.

Though the universities are strong in formal theory, there has been a
decline over the years in conventional particle theory (phenomenology), for
a variety of reasons. Phenomenology embraces a number of different areas,
including data analysis, collider physics, computational physics,
perturbative QCD, lattice field theory, model building, flavor physics, and
neutrinos; it overlaps with such areas as strings, astrophysics, and
cosmology. All these areas are important; but those directly connected with

http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/ugpsreportfinalJuly22,2007.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/ugpsreportfinalJuly22,2007.pdf


the LHC are increasingly critical. The entire LHC experimental program
requires a strong theoretical component involving calculating Standard
Model backgrounds and new physics processes, together with interpreting
the experimental results and teasing out their implications. However, the
number of theorists working on such topics in the United States, especially
at the universities, is inadequate. For example, there are only a handful of
people in the U.S. working on computational physics, such as event
generators. Many more will be needed to fully utilize the physics potential
of the LHC. It is important that much of this effort be centered at
universities because (a) much of the experimental analysis will be done at
universities, and (b) a university presence is needed to attract graduate
students. A general concern is the overall decline in the agencies’ support
of graduate students in theory, both formal theory and phenomenology. This
decline makes it difficult to train a sufficient number of students. The
problem is aggravated by increasing competition for the limited number of
available teaching assistantships (TAs) from students in other subfields of
physics.

A key component of a strong Terascale physics program (at the LHC and the
ILC) is a strong theoretical program involving the calculation of Standard
Model backgrounds and new physics processes, together with
interpretation of the experimental results. However, as pointed out in this
report, the number of theorists working on such topics in the United States,
especially at the universities, is inadequate. Addressing this vital need
requires an additional level of effort.

Overall, the field of high energy physics faces several critical manpower and
infrastructure problems. Declining graduate student support affects the
intake of new physicists and therefore the future of particle physics overall.

The report gives no actual numbers (which, presumably are available, since the DOE
and NSF should have counts of how many students they support each year), but,
based on responses from a survey of university grant PIs, it says that the number of
grant-funded RAs for HEP grad students has been decreasing, with, especially for
theorists, student support having to come from TAs:

The overwhelming response stressed that the level of (NSF and DOE) grant
support for RAs for graduate students is insufficient and has indeed been
declining over the last decade. At the same time, respondents noted that the
cost of supporting a graduate student on a grant has increased, especially
because of stricter university requirements regarding tuition remission and
fringe benefits.

As a result, particle physics groups routinely rely on other sources of funds
for all or part of their graduate student support. One major resource is TA
positions for particle physics students, addressed in more detail below.
Some respondents noted that their universities have limited fellowship
support for some students. A handful also mentioned seeking outside
support from other federal agencies. Many said that they had been forced to
turn away qualified students due to a lack of grant support. Some also



indicated that students had turned down the chance to join a particle
physics research group because other departmental areas could promise
steadier RA support, rather than a mixture of TA and RA support…

Survey respondents brought up several difficulties caused by this reliance
on TA support. First, spending time as a TA slows senior students’ research
progress (increasing their time to graduation) and hampers experimental
students’ ability to travel to particle physics labs. Second, TA support is also
currently a declining resource for particle physics at many institutions,
because university administrations are providing less overall TA money to
physics departments, departments are reducing the number of semesters
any student may spend as a TA, or other physics subfields are requesting
more TA slots. Third, if a particular research group (usually particle physics
theory) makes unusually large demands on the available TA slots, this
creates friction and resentment within the department as a whole.

The report has no mention at all of what the desirable level of particle theory Ph.D.s
might be from a larger perspective. There is zero discussion of the relationship
between how many such Ph.Ds are produced, and how many jobs doing particle
theory research are likely to be available in the future. This is presumably because
the authors are well aware that there remains a huge imbalance between the number
of smart people getting Ph.D.s in this subject, and the number of opportunities for
them to make a career in the subject. The reference to “friction and resentment
within the department as a whole” over TAs makes clear what one of the main
concerns driving this recommendation is. The amount of power and influence one’s
group has in an academic department, including prospects for being allowed to hire
more people, is heavily influenced by how much grant money one brings in, especially
how much funding for the graduate program one can provide. This is made even more
explicit at another point in the report:

Because of eroding support, more and more theoretical graduate students
are being required to teach more and more of the time. This is unfortunate
for at least two reasons: first, it lengthens the time to degree; and second, it
signals to physics departments a hint of declining support for HEP research,
exacerbating hiring worries.

While the report mentions the need to find some more money for postdocs (since
those working on experiments will need to travel to Europe more often), it
emphasizes support for grad students, not postdocs. It does this even though it is
postdocs who are doing much of the most original work in the field, and the small
number of postdocs (and junior faculty positions) is what makes career prospects for
particle theory students extremely problematic. I can’t even really make sense of this
one paragraph from the report that deals with this:

Given the choice between hiring more graduate students and taking on a
postdoc, many faculty members will opt for the latter when faced with
limited available funding. However, while this may seem be the best solution
in terms of immediate research workload, the long-term negative effects of
this choice on the field as a whole are clear.



One of the most interesting things in the report is the set of numbers from survey
responses about how many grant-supported theory researcher are working in which
areas, and what hiring plans by area are for the next 5 years. Figure 3 on page 43
divides theory researchers into six categories, and gives counts for how many are
working in each category now, how many expected in 2012. The number of string
theorists is supposed to drop from 103 to 84, “field theorists” from 91 to 77, “model
builders” from 88 to 70, and “QCD/Lattice QCD” from 50 to 41. “Particle
phenomenologists” are supposed to increase from 188 to 194, and “astrophysicists
and cosmologists” from 136 to 176. Obviously boundaries of these fields are unclear,
especially since string theory in recent years has to some extent moved away from
formal theory, with more people describing themselves as “string cosmologists”,
“string phenomenologists”, “string-inspired model-builders”, and much of the
attention of the field devoted to trying to do QCD calculations with string theory.

If you take these numbers seriously, a grad student would be nuts to work on
anything except cosmology or phenomenology, since all other subfields show about as
many people leaving them as would be accounted for by retirements, so essentially no
new hiring. My suspicion though is that these numbers reflect what departments say
they would like to do, not what they will do. Most departments now say they want to
hire in the areas of cosmology and phenomenology. But faced with the fact that
competition for the best people in those areas is tough, and finding it much easier to
get good people in other subfields, I suspect there will continue to be quite a lot of
hiring in these other subfields, in string theory especially, which seems to be what
looking at the latest data from the Rumor Mill shows.

Given the huge and supposedly increasing dominance of these numbers by the
“particle phenomenology” category, the report’s call for an urgent increase in funding
to produce more phenomenologists is not so easy to understand. However, the
authors make clear that what they want to see is more of a very specific sort of
phenomenology: people working on things like event generators to precisely calculate
standard model backgrounds for the LHC experiments, something which has always
been more popular in the Europe than in the US. The recent NSF-funded “LHC
Theory Initiative” is specifically designed to address this, and is being promoted with
nationalistic calls to fight the “outsourcing” of these calculations to European
theorists. The authors of the report are calling for more Ph.D.s in conventional,
experiment-based phenomenology, not more Ph.D.s in string theory or “string
phenomenology”. They choose to do so, for obvious political reasons, not by calling
for a reallocation of resources within the field of particle theory, but for new
resources for this purpose, even if it will lead to a smaller fraction of particle theory
Ph.D.s being able to find jobs doing the research they have been trained to do.

Comments

1. AGeek
July 27, 2007

Can the creation of event generators really be considered “theory”? You get a
Lagrangian from a model builder, plug it into an automated Feynman diagram

http://www.buffalo.edu/news/8738
http://www.buffalo.edu/news/8738


package, obtain matrix elements ready to plug into a standard procedure
skeleton, do a little debugging and testing, and presto, there’s your new event
generator. Is it “theory” just because you don’t get to pull cables?

2. Coin
July 27, 2007

For example, there are only a handful of people in the U.S. working on
computational physics, such as event generators.

I’m not sure I understand this sentence. “Computational physics” means
computer simulations of physics processes? What is an “event generator”?

3. Peter Woit
July 27, 2007

Coin,

An “event generator” uses Monte-Carlo methods to, given a model (e.g., the
Standard Model), generate “events” with statistically the expected properties,
where the “events” correspond to, say, events at a collider. The way you test your
model is to run these events through a further simulation of what they will do in
your detector, then compare the Monte-Carlo results to your data.

For perhaps the most well-known of these, see

http://www.thep.lu.se/~torbjorn/Pythia.html

AGeek seems to think that the development of this kind of software is not
“theory”, but I think many people would disagree, including some who would
claim that AGeek’s attitude is what’s wrong with particle theory these days…

4. Zathras
July 27, 2007

So what justifies the huge increase in cosmology positions over the next 5 years?
Is there a perception it has been neglected recently?

5. AGeek
July 27, 2007

I confess: I don’t think that the development of event generators is theory. It’s
programming, and pretty elementary programming too, to the point that I don’t
see why it could not be completely automated, given an existing simulation
framework.

Surely an unwillingness to label trivial technical work “theory” is not the worst
ailment afflicting particle physics these days? Some might say that the opposite
is true…

6. J
July 27, 2007

http://www.thep.lu.se/~torbjorn/Pythia.html
http://www.thep.lu.se/~torbjorn/Pythia.html


More fundings for graduate students? Is this really gonna happen?

7. LDM
July 27, 2007

“The Role of Computation in Physics” By Bradley A. Shadwick in the January
2007 issue of Computing in Science & Engineering clearly and intelligently
explains how computation fits into theory and what its limitations are.
I would never consider computation or simulation to be physics theory per se
(though Stephen Wolfram it would appear has a different, yet fundamentally
misguided view), but instead it is a potentially potent tool, which when wielded
correctly, can do what all tools do – amplify our own feeble abilities, which in this
case means help us solve equations.

8. IMHO
July 27, 2007

Peter said:

While the report mentions the need to find some more money for
postdocs (since those working on experiments will need to travel to
Europe more often), it emphasizes support for grad students, not
postdocs…..I can’t even really make sense of this one paragraph from
the report that deals with this:

For all of your insight regarding the health of the field, you sometimes seem
naive with regards to politics. Money talks and you can’t seem to see that you
have won…..or maybe it was Smolin that won….either way, be gracious in victory.

9. Peter Woit
July 27, 2007

IMHO,

I’d be curious to hear what you actually think about the politics. Whether or not
my views on it are naive, I’m always interested in maybe learning something.

I definitely noticed that at least this panel is not calling for more funding for
string theory, but more funding for phenomenology and a redirection of most
hiring to cosmology don’t seem to me to be the answers to what ails particle
physics. Seeing that already fewer theorists describe themselves as “field
theorists” than “string theorists”, and physics departments plan on reducing the
number of field theorists further is rather discouraging…

10. Alexey Petrov
July 28, 2007

But faced with the fact that competition for the best people in those areas is
tough, and finding it much easier to get good people in other subfields…

Not necessarily. For instance, our department is (almost religiously) trying to



hire a biophysicist. For several years. No success so far — and it is
understandable — we don’t have any yet and we are not Harvard (although we
do have a decent Medical School). So it really depends on the way a particular
department is run and on the vision of its administration/administration of the
College, etc. Usually, however, it does not work to the advantage of HEP…

And even people who used to be particle physicists, but now are astrophysicists
(and there are many) do not help — their move from HEP to astro is viewed by
other faculty as a sign that HEP is dying out and there is no point in investing in
it by hiring more faculty.

11. reply from a phenomenologist
July 30, 2007

this is a reply to AGeek, who thinks that people who work on event generators
are not really particle theorists.

Of course this claim depends on one’s definition of theorist. But let me point out
that constructing event generators is much more than lagrangian +
programming. There’s a whole jungle of physics between the raw experimental
data and inferring terms in a lagrangian, and experience shows that you need
bona fide particle theorists to do the job. Experimentalists can’t do it, string
theorists can’t do it. And hired programmers certainly can’t do it. I appreciate
this isn’t obvious, but that’s the way it is.

12. AGeek
July 31, 2007

Dear phenomenologist, it is certainly true that “There’s a whole jungle of physics
between the raw experimental data and inferring terms in a lagrangian”, but
that is not what building event generators is about. As I wrote, “You get a
Lagrangian from a model builder”. What you are describing is the job done by
the model builder. Event generators are derivative work used to extract
predictions from a Lagrangian provided by a model builder in a form directly
comparable to experimental data: the information flow is the reverse of what you
describe. (You may be thinking of Marmoset; that’s something much more
ambitious than I have in mind.)

In principle, it is of course possible that somebody building an event generator
also constructed the underlying model. Such a person would be model builder
with a handy technical skill, comparable to being unusually good at doing
integrals.

13. Peter Woit
July 31, 2007

AGeek,

You’re misinterpreting “phenomenologist”, who was just pointing out to you that
the relation between terms in a Lagrangian and experimental data is quite
complicated, involves a lot of physics, and this is what event generators are all



about. You seem to think that writing down terms in a lagrangian is non-trivial
physics, whereas designing an event generator that allows you to compare these
to experiment is “a handy technical skill, comparable to being unusually good at
doing integrals”. An equally good case could be made that writing down terms in
a Lagrangian is “a handy technical skill”, with the non-trivial physics requiring
real knowledge and sophistication being the connection to experiment.
Something leads me to suspect that you’ve written down terms in a Lagrangian,
but have never written an event generator…

14. AGeek
July 31, 2007

Peter Woit,

you are misinterpreting me, who am simply pointing out that the trivial technical
task of building event generators does not involve sorting out the relation
between terms in a Lagrangian and experimental data.

Writing down any terms in a Lagrangian is indeed fairly trivial. The generation of
all terms compatible with a given set of symmetries and other conditions can
also be automated. Writing down terms relevant to our world without performing
an exhaustive search of the entire theory space, now that’s something which sets
a Weinberg apart from a marmoset.

BTW, your suspicion is incorrect. I have done both. It may interest you that I did
the event generator thing before having ever laid eyes on a QFT textbook, simply
by being a good geek and having a superficial, undergrad level understanding of
particle physics. Unfortunately, it quickly became clear to me that the people
doing it for a living did not have a knowledge of physics significantly beyond
mine either. They had stopped learning and growing once they had found this
little niche where they could provide a service in demand.

15. Peter Woit
July 31, 2007

AGeek,

Apologies for my incorrect suspicions.

My own experience though is that the phenomenon of people who have “stopped
learning and growing once they had found this little niche where they could
provide a service in demand” applies just as well in other much more abstract
parts of the field.

16. string theorist
July 31, 2007

>It may interest you that I did the event generator thing before >having ever
laid eyes on a QFT textbook, simply by being a good >geek and having a
superficial, undergrad level understanding of >particle physics. Unfortunately, it
quickly became clear to me that >the people doing it for a living did not have a



knowledge of >physics significantly beyond mine either.

This is a shockingly arrogant (and narrow-minded) statement, if by `event
generator’ you mean what is normally meant by an `event generator’, that is
pythia, herwig, etc. Do a SPIRES search on people who do write event
generators. events radiate in the initial and final states, jets are produced,
partons shower to create more jets, hadrons decay. how many jets should you
expect? how many hard? how many soft? how much missing energy how often?
none of this is at all obvious from the Lagrangian.

That said, the kind of event generator someone could write without having done
any QFT was indeed probably not a great achievement in particle theory.

Anyway, what next? those people who do multi-loop computations don’t do
particle theory either, they just have a handy technical skill in doing integrals?
and the cosmologists who do N-body simulations, maybe they should be
reclassed as computer support officers, after all the real physics was all done by
Einstein.

on the other hand: writing down a half-arsed model whose only virtue is that it
hasn’t been ruled out yet; that, now that takes a *real* physicist.

17. AGeek
July 31, 2007

Dear “string theorist”, I think we are talking past each other.

First of all, how to handle parton showers, jets, hadron decays: it is perfectly
true that “none of this is at all obvious from the Lagrangian”. Because, as you
surely know, this all happens at strong coupling. So it’s handled by a
phenomenological model motivated by, but not derived from, first principles.
Essentially it’s a messy piece of code which parametrizes experimental data.

If you want to call this an “event generator”, then your statement that “the kind
of event generator someone could write without having done any QFT was
indeed probably not a great achievement in particle theory” is rather
questionable. Because, as you point out, “none of this is at all obvious from the
Lagrangian”, and little knowledge of QCD beyond an intuitive understanding of
gluon strings stretching and breaking up goes into the code handling it.

Second, this hadronization stage is not something which you have to worry about
every time you create an event generator. It’s encapsulated in the simulation
framework which handles all the output from your event generators, by which I
mean procedures working with elementary particles according to matrix
elements derived from a Lagrangian. The typical job of creating an event
generator consists in writing such a procedure, which takes a list of elementary
particles as input and produces a list of elementary particles as output, and
linking it into the framework.

18. M
August 1, 2007



I heard this same debate some years ago, when a young physicist expert of event
generators sent a public letter to his influential collaborators writing something
like: “my advisor warned me that developing event generators is not considered
theory, so in order to get a position I need to stop our collaboration and move to
something else.”

19. locrian
August 6, 2007

I’ve heard a number of people argue that studying high energy physics is a more
reasonable career choice now because of the opportunities for employment
created by the LHC. It seems to me, after reading the report and this post, that
this isn’t true. The number of new permanent jobs created isn’t going to be
significant compared to the number of graduates that are going to be produced.

In other words, rather than making the profession more healthy, the LHC may
just give graduate students a more comfortable ride to nowhere.

In what way am I being too cynical?



Really Quick Links

July 31, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The Fermilab Steering Group is about to come out with its report. Their roadmap for
Fermilab proposes that if the ILC project is delayed “Fermilab should pursue
additional neutrino and flavor physics opportunities”, in particular with “Project X”, a
high-intensity proton linac. One of their remaining tasks is to pick a name for Project
X.

In the category of magazine articles that I hear have just come out, but I don’t have a
copy of, and aren’t available on-line, there’s

• a cover story about the state of particle physics and string theory by yours truly in the
latest Cosmos magazine

• an article about Lisa Randall in Vogue.

The talks at the recent Imperial College event in honor of Abdus Salam are now on-
line. This is the event Steven Weinberg boycotted, but Gerard ‘t Hooft was there to
talk about Salam and the state of theoretical physics. His talk was entitled “The
Grand View of Physics”, and is available here.

Among the recent large “’07” conferences with talks available on-line are:

• Loops ’07, mainly on LQG.
• SUSY ’07, mainly on supersymmetry.
• Lattice ’07, mainly on lattice gauge theory. Blogging from Georg von Hippel, including

a description of today’s Creutz–Kronfeld celebrity deathmatch over rooted fermions.

Comments

1. Thomas Larsson
July 31, 2007

Randall (from Backreaction).

2. Yatima
July 31, 2007

As you can see, Lisa has been reading NewScientist.

3. Coin
July 31, 2007

And for some reason my chief response is: goodness, there are people who still
use blackboards?

4. Jonathan Vos Post

http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/Longrange/Steering_Public/
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/Longrange/Steering_Public/
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/Longrange/Steering_Public/report/roadmap-2007-07-27.doc
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/Longrange/Steering_Public/report/roadmap-2007-07-27.doc
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/Longrange/Steering_Public/Name-ProjectX.html
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/Longrange/Steering_Public/Name-ProjectX.html
http://www.cosmosmagazine.com/issues/2007/16/
http://www.cosmosmagazine.com/issues/2007/16/
http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2007/07/31/vogue/
http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2007/07/31/vogue/
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/physics/conferences/salam50/programme.htm
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/physics/conferences/salam50/programme.htm
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/physics/conferences/salam50/programme.htm
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/physics/conferences/salam50/programme.htm
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/gthpub/Salam_07.pdf
http://www.phys.uu.nl/~thooft/gthpub/Salam_07.pdf
http://www.matmor.unam.mx/eventos/loops07/program.html
http://www.matmor.unam.mx/eventos/loops07/program.html
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?view=standard&confId=6210
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?view=standard&confId=6210
http://www.physik.uni-regensburg.de/lat07
http://www.physik.uni-regensburg.de/lat07
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/2007/07/lattice-2007-day-two.html
http://latticeqcd.blogspot.com/2007/07/lattice-2007-day-two.html
http://www.physik.uni-regensburg.de/lat07/hevea/creutz.pdf
http://www.physik.uni-regensburg.de/lat07/hevea/creutz.pdf
http://www.physik.uni-regensburg.de/lat07/hevea/kronfeldlat07.pdf
http://www.physik.uni-regensburg.de/lat07/hevea/kronfeldlat07.pdf
http://www.style.com/vogue/feature/072407/popup/slideshow3.html
http://www.style.com/vogue/feature/072407/popup/slideshow3.html


July 31, 2007

Coin:

“… goodness, there are people who still use blackboards?”

I assumed that she was using a whiteboard, but that a symmetry-breaking field
from an adjacent brane had acted upon the color-space somewhere between Lisa
and the wall.

5. Sebastian Thaler
July 31, 2007

Peter-

Congrats on the COSMOS article–I believe that magazine is sold at my local
Barnes & Noble and I’ll look for this issue. By the way, I notice that Lee Smolin’s
book is now out in softcover. Are there plans for a softcover edition of your book?

6. Peter Woit
July 31, 2007

Sebastian,

Cosmos is a well-known Australian popular science magazine, I’d be surprised if
it’s available in the US, but maybe it is. My book is also supposed to be coming
out in softcover. I haven’t seen any copies of that edition yet, but it should be out
sometime in the next few weeks.

7. Intellectually Curious
August 1, 2007

Coin,

I for one think that students actually do learn better from having to take notes at
the same time the professor is writing on the blackboard. It builds discipline and
helps them think (or at least remember the material). Young people nowadays
who rely too much on technology also rely it to think for them. They don’t know
how to think anymore. It’s sad.

8. ObsessiveMathsFreak
August 1, 2007

And for some reason my chief response is: goodness, there are people
who still use blackboards?

I cast thee out!!

9. Gphillip
August 1, 2007

Interesting article on the state of string theory. I agree with the “It’s a bust” side.



People should remember that physics is just a model of reality. It is not and never
will be reality itself. Reading “The Computational Universe” it’s clear that to
have a completely accurate model of the universe would require something with
the size and energy of the Universe itself to run the model.

So on the end, a model is only as good as it’s predictive ability, and simpler is
better. String theory is neither simple nor does it produce a useful and new
fundamental predictive ability. Even worse, string theory leads us to a conclusion
that the universe is this way because this is the way God made it. That’s great if
one is seeking a physical proof of a divine being, but it’s a complete dead end for
modern physics.

So what’s next? Or at least, what are the characteristics of what’s next? Well, it
should be simple in concept. String theory started out simple in concept, that
everything was just vibrating strings of energy, but it’s formulation led us to a
point where even thousands of the brightest physicists and mathematicians can’t
completely understand it. Next, the theory must be modular or expandable. That
is, as new concepts are understood, the theory must be capable of incorporating
those new concepts without having to be completely reworked. Here I make the
reasonable assumption that no theory will ever be a completely accurate model
of the universe. If that’s so, then new concepts will be formulated and proven as
long as curious physicists draw breath.

Finally, no matter how simple or complex, restricted or free ranging, the model
must provide new fundamental predictions that can be experimentally verified.
In my own humble opinion, and in that of many in the field, this is (was?) the
death of string theory. It turned out not to be a theory of everything, but a theory
of anything. In order to give the theory the necessary degrees of freedom to
back-predict things already known, it forward predicts things that are
inconsistent with our known universe, and an almost infinite amount of them at
that.

I don’t know what the next theory will be, but looking through the literature I see
several possible good candidates. My personal favorite is a quantum gravity
theory that the universe is made up only of a continiuous fluid, perhaps a space-
time fluid with no particle size. In that theory the particles we measure are only
qualities of that area of the fluid. Those qualities can be represented by a field
similar to a tensor field that that can be represented by a suitable sized matrix of
terms which act on the fluid. From what I’ve read, it will still take extra
dimensions of either time and/or space (an extra curled up dimension of time
simplifies things greatly). But it should come as no surprise at this point that
additional dimensions will be required to represent the degrees of freedom
needed to model our universe. This is my current favorite because as additional
concepts are proven they can just simply be added to the existing matrix
creating an ever more accurate model.

In any case, string theory is dead. Long live the next greatest thing.

10. dan
August 1, 2007



Peter,
for those in the US without access to the Cosmo article, is there anyway we can
read your article?

11. locrian
August 1, 2007

Heh, did no one notice? From the Cosmos webpage:

“Includes perspectives from leading experts, such as Michio Kaku, co-founder of
string theory. . .”

Hahaha. The charlatans win again.

12. Peter Woit
August 1, 2007

dan,

Sorry, but I myself don’t even have a copy yet of the magazine, in paper or
electronic form, so I don’t know what the edited version looks like, or what other
people have to say. But as for my piece, what I sent them wouldn’t be anything
new to anyone who regularly reads this blog…

13. Chan Tun
August 1, 2007

as Michio Kaku, co-founder of string theory. . .”

Hahaha. The charlatans win again.

I’d almost agree with this, except I wouldn’t call charlatan someone with more
citations than I. At 2000+ citations, it’s going to be some time before I have the
arrogance of calling Kaku a charlatan. But I wouldn’t bother to disagree if
someone with the proper credentials called him so. The question, Locrian, is
what you have to show in your record that outdoes Kaku’s.

14. Peter Woit
August 1, 2007

Kaku wrote some of the early papers on string field theory, and thus has some
claim to be a co-founder of string field theory. Unfortunately the “field”
sometimes gets dropped by the press..

And please, stop the attacks on people as “charlatans” or whatever, it’s
obnoxious and just lead to pointless hostility, something this subject doesn’t need
more of.

15. locrian
August 1, 2007

Chan Tun,



That question of my record versus Kaku’s is actually something that has been
mentioned here before. It’s something I’m quite comfortable with, for reasons
that might not be obvious. However, it’s also a terrifically inappropriate subject
for Peter’s Blog.

Kaku’s designation as the “co-founder of string theory”, on the other hand,
seems an entirely appropriate subject. It speaks volumes about the way the
media interacts with the scientific community and the public.

16. ttn
August 1, 2007

I had no idea Robert Stadler was working at Fermilab…

17. Coin
August 1, 2007

I for one think that students actually do learn better from having to take notes at
the same time the professor is writing on the blackboard.

My comment was meant to be taken in the sense of “…as opposed to
whiteboards”.

Kaku wrote some of the early papers on string field theory, and thus has some
claim to be a co-founder of string field theory.

Is string field theory in some way related to Ads/Cft, or otherwise something
which might have ongoing uses as a mathematical construct even in the absence
of string theory proper?

18. Peter Woit
August 2, 2007

String field theory has nothing to do with AdS/CFT. It’s a field theory, where the
fields are defined not on space-time, but on the infinite-dimensional space of
open or closed strings in a space-time.

19. ad
August 4, 2007

Why did Steven Weinberg “boycott” the event held at the Imperial college in
honor of Abdus Salam?

20. woit
August 4, 2007

ad,

His letter explaining this is available here:

http://www.engageonline.org.uk/blog/article.php?id=1036

http://www.engageonline.org.uk/blog/article.php?id=1036
http://www.engageonline.org.uk/blog/article.php?id=1036


21. Maynard Handley
August 5, 2007

“Coin,

I for one think that students actually do learn better from having to take notes at
the same time the professor is writing on the blackboard. It builds discipline and
helps them think (or at least remember the material). Young people nowadays
who rely too much on technology also rely it to think for them. They don’t know
how to think anymore. It’s sad.
”

Gee, if only there were a way to establish the truth or falsity of such beliefs?
Some sort of objective method for probing whether assertions about the world
are true or not. We could call it, I don’t know, the scientific method, or
experimentation, or something.

Isn’t the whole problem with education that it is based on “I for one think that
students actually do learn better…” rather than anyone (apart from Carl Wieman
http://name99.org/blog99/?p=33 ) actually testing these hypothese?

22. Arun
August 6, 2007

Maynard Handley: I think we have to distinguish between what works on the
whole versus what works for the best students, which is a priori not the same.

http://name99.org/blog99/?p=33
http://name99.org/blog99/?p=33


Another Journal Board Resigns

August 6, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Last year about this time the entire editorial board of the Elsevier journal Topology
resigned, this August it’s the turn of the Springer journal K-theory. The editors of this
journal have all resigned, issuing the following statement:

Dear fellow mathematicians,

The Editorial Board of ‘K-Theory’ has resigned. A new journal titled ‘Journal
of K-theory’ has been formed, with essentially the same Board of Editors.
The members are A.Bak, P.Balmer, S.J.Bloch, G.E.Carlsson, A.Connes,
E.Friedlander, M.Hopkins, B.Kahn, M.Karoubi, G.G.Kasparov, A.S.Merkurjev,
A.Neeman, T.Porter, D.Quillen, J.Rosenberg, A.A.Suslin, G.Tang, B.Totaro,
V.Voevodsky, C.Weibel, and Guoliang Yu.

The new journal is to be distributed by Cambridge University Press. The
price is 380 British pounds, which is significantly less than half that of the
old journal. Publication will begin in January 2008. We ask for your
continued support, in particular at the current time. Your submissions are
welcome and may be sent to any of the editors.

Board of Editors
Journal of K-theory

The subscription cost for the Springer journal had been $1590, $1325 for electronic-
only access.

I notice that while the editorial board of Topology has resigned, that hasn’t caused
Elsevier to stop publishing and selling the journal. While I’m sure that a recent paper
copy of the journal that I saw did not carry the names of the editors that resigned, the
online version of the journal appears to still carry the names of the old editors, giving
no indication that they have resigned. As far as I know, Elsevier has not been able to
recruit a replacement editorial board, but they are still selling the journal, at a yearly
subscription price of $1665.

Update: Via the comment section, there’s the related news that

• The Ecole Normale Superieure has chosen to no longer have Elsevier publish the
journal Annales Scientifiques de l’École Normale Supérieure; the new publisher will
be the non-commercial Société Mathématique de France. The Elsevier website states:

As of 2008 no longer published by Elsevier, please contact publisher Societe
Mathematique de France for details.

and, unlike the case of Topology, they appear to be no longer trying to sell
subscriptions to the journal. Presumably the ENS controlled rights to the journal and
its name so was able to simply remove it from Elsevier, unlike the case of the former

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=442
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=442
http://www.springer.com/west/home/math/math+journals?SGWID=4-40012-70-35677085-0
http://www.springer.com/west/home/math/math+journals?SGWID=4-40012-70-35677085-0
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/600714/description
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/600714/description


editorial board of Topology.

• Bruce Bartlett reports that a wiki called MathSciJournalWiki has been set up, devoted
to providing information about scholarly journals, especially in mathematics.
Members of the math community are encouraged to contribute to it.

Update: It turns out that there may be more to this story. See in particular the
comment posted here by Andrew Ranicki, who says that no papers submitted to
K-theory since April 2006 have been forwarded to Springer, and that he and Wolfgang
Lueck will be acting as interim managing editors for the Springer journal to sort out
this situation.

Comments

1. Coin
August 6, 2007

As far as I know, Elsevier has not been able to recruit a replacement editorial
board, but they are still selling the journal, at a yearly subscription price of
$1665.

What content, if any, has the journal contained during this time?

2. milkshake
August 6, 2007

Even if a journal withers, the publishers have copyright to journal archives and
those will continue to be valuable source of subscribtion for many years to come.
But something should be done now because the current scientific journal
subscription rates are a bloody robbery.

In related news, the profits from CD publishing is way down, the major music
publishing houses are laying off their staff and/or are being sold for a fraction of
their past market value.

http://www.prospect-magazine.co.uk/article_details.php?id=9735

3. DB
August 7, 2007

Evidence of a many-journal theory and particularly apposite given:

http://blog.sciam.com/index.php?title=many_worlds_in_oxford

:))

4. anonym
August 7, 2007

Is there an ‘official’ publication of the letter ? The text, as cited above, does not

http://www.sunclipse.org/eigenpedia/index.php/Main_Page
http://www.sunclipse.org/eigenpedia/index.php/Main_Page
http://www.prospect-magazine.co.uk/article_details.php?id=9735
http://www.prospect-magazine.co.uk/article_details.php?id=9735
http://blog.sciam.com/index.php?title=many_worlds_in_oxford
http://blog.sciam.com/index.php?title=many_worlds_in_oxford


even has a date. The homepage of A.Bak, the managing editor, has no reference
to the letter.

5. anon.
August 7, 2007

Scientific publishing can be a very lucrative business. The great Robert Maxwell
made his first fortune from setting up scientific publishers Pergamon Press,
whose journals had no limits on articles sizes (expensive page charges to authors
institutions ensured that long articles were in fact most welcome).

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/1249739.stm

Of course, for readers, you end up with two types of problem:

(1) The journals either become filled with long papers from collaborations of
authors who can share out the page charges, which drives out smaller groups
and individual researchers from such journals as they can’t afford to publish
there, or alternatively:

(2) The publisher keeps page charges low but makes a fortune by selling the
journal at an enormous cost, so the reader in an out-of-the-way place has
extreme difficulty in seeing the journal at all.

Many college libraries only have a fraction of the total number of paper journals.
To keep costs down, most journals are only available online over a university
intranet, so the journals become subscription versions of arXiv. I think there’s a
problem here, since it’s harder to study a lot of mathematics on a screen than in
a printed journal. Hence the three internet layers:

*The www (no restrictions on authors or readers)

*Arxiv (authors endorsed by peers; no restriction of readership)

*Online paid-for journals (papers restricted by peer-review; readership restricted
to academic institutions, etc., which pay for access)

So the more money the poor reader in Outer Mongolia has to pay in order to
read your scientific paper, the more elite and respectable you become as a
public-spirited scientist!

6. Peter Woit
August 7, 2007

anonym,

The letter was an e-mail dated Monday August 6 from Anthony Bak, forwarded
by Dan Grayson to the K-theory announcement mailing list that he manages.

7. Bruce Bartlett
August 7, 2007

http://www.math.uni-bielefeld.de/~bak/
http://www.math.uni-bielefeld.de/~bak/
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/1249739.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/1249739.stm


Dear fellow concerned academics,

This is great news!

There have been some discussions going on at the n-category cafe and
elsewhere, discussing whether the community should run a wiki devoted to math
and physics journals, aiming to fight back against the greedy practices of the
large publishing comglomerates by exposing their awful prices and policies.

If you think the time is ripe for a “MathSciJournalWiki”, then pitch in a hand and
help out! The current embryonic site can be found here. So far it has accessed
the data from the AMS survery in 2004.

I’ve just added this great news about the editors of K-Theory resigning to the
front page of the site. But I’m an awful HTML coder, and I’m sure one of you
could improve things.

Remember, it’s a wiki. We’re all in this together, we all contribute as equals. You
are in charge of the site!

8. Laurent
August 7, 2007

Dear Peter,

You should notice too that the “Annales de l’école normale supérieure” have
stoped their publishing with Elsevier. Here is part of an email I recevied a few
months ago
“’J’ai le très grand plaisir de vous annoncer que l’Ecole Normale Supérieure,
après avoir dénoncé le contrat avec Elsevier concernant l’édition et la diffusion
des Annales de l’ENS, a signé un nouveau contrat de partenariat avec la SMF”
I would have difficulties to transalte “dénoncé le contrat” in english but this
means the contrat has been volontary broken. Starting in 2008 they will be
edited by the SMF, a nonprofit association (not a firm) and (knowing the usual
prices of the SMF) this will be much cheaper !

9. Peter Woit
August 7, 2007

Thanks Bruce and Laurent,

I’ll add the news from you two to the main posting.

10. anonym
August 7, 2007

Thanks for the clarification.
It is funny, though, that Geometry&Topology (and some others)
journal has become non-free meanwhile, approximately at the same time when
Topology moved to a different publisher.

And it is funny that on Topology&Geometry old website the papers are still

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/07/web_spamming_by_academic_publi.html#c011149
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/07/web_spamming_by_academic_publi.html#c011149
http://sbseminar.wordpress.com/2007/07/20/websites-someone-that-isnt-me-should-make-mathjournalwiki/#comment-360
http://sbseminar.wordpress.com/2007/07/20/websites-someone-that-isnt-me-should-make-mathjournalwiki/#comment-360
http://www.sunclipse.org/eigenpedia/index.php/Main_Page
http://www.sunclipse.org/eigenpedia/index.php/Main_Page
http://www.emis.de/journals/UW/gt/
http://www.emis.de/journals/UW/gt/


downloadable for free; on the new one, they are not (and it has no link to the old
website, and no link to arxiv publications).

At the same time, we are changing the price structure and access to our
journals. The journals were started by a group of enthusiasts who dedicated their
time freely. For long-term stability of the journals, this group of enthusiasts is
gradually being replaced by permanent paid staff. The income generated by
subscriptions in the presence of a free on-line version was not sufficient to cover
this new structure and we have been forced to start to charge for on-line access.
However all our publications will continue to be stored in the arXiv and therefore
freely available to individuals. However access to our main sites will only be
allowed from an IP address in a subscribing institution. All readers are
encouraged to persuade their libraries to take out electronic subscription.
Electronic access will be open and free for all publications after a period of two
years.

11. Bruce Bartlett
August 7, 2007

Hi Peter,

It’s great news to hear about the Annales Scientifiques de l’École Normale
Supérieure now being published by a non-commercial society. Thanks a lot for
adding the link to the MathSciJournalWiki to the main section. I think I’d prefer
it if it said something like “Bruce Bartlett reports that a wiki about mathematics
journals has been setup, where any member of the mathematical community is
free to contribute skills or ideas”, the idea being that it’s a wiki, and that it’s run
by the community.

12. woit
August 7, 2007

OK, Bruce, I changed the wording. Good luck with that project!

13. bob
August 7, 2007

Presumably there are still articles in the pipeline that were accepted under the
current Editorial Board, which may make it dicey for libraries to cancel K-Theory
immediately. This may also be why Elsevier is able to publish Topology under the
names of the resigned Editorial Board.

14. Alexey PEtrov
August 7, 2007

Putting papers on ArXive would not solve the problem, as they are not peer-
reviewed (one can start a standard discussion on whether or not one needs peer
review). There are other possibilities — keep journal on-line only (see JHEP) or
keep per-page charges, but let the authors keep the copyright and distribute the
journal free (see Advances in High Energy Physics from Hindawi publ.).

http://msp.warwick.ac.uk/
http://msp.warwick.ac.uk/


15. Henry Walloon
August 7, 2007

University research is, in part, funded by the tax payer.

There seems a basic issue of fairness to demand that the interested amateur pay
again to be allowed to read the consequences of his or her investment.

The point by Alexey about the need to preserve peer review is a good one
however.

16. Coin
August 7, 2007

Alexey, is there some obvious way that an Arxiv-like system with peer review
could be organized? My understanding is peer reviewers have to be paid; how
much of a journal’s operating costs does this make up? Would there be any value
in taking a system like the Arxiv with free publication and tacking on the ability
for peer review to be provided for some kind of fee?

17. A.J.
August 7, 2007

Coin,

Peer reviewers are generally not paid, not in any sizeable amounts. People peer
review because a) it’s essential to scientific progress, and b) the system does not
work if no one peer reviews.

18. David Savitt
August 7, 2007

The news about K-Theory and Ann. Sci. ENS is heartening, but I’m concerned
that at least in the short term this will increase total subscription costs for
university libraries rather than decrease them. Many or most university libraries
have package subscriptions to major publishers such as Springer and Elsevier,
and I have a hard time imagining that the Elsevier price will go down when Ann
Sci ENS is dropped from the package (or do I not understand how these
packages work?); in the meantime we will need to purchase a new, separate
subscription from the SMF. One plausible outcome might be that my library is
not able to afford the separate Ann Sci ENS subscription, or at least that it will
make it much easier for the library to cancel Ann Sci ENS at some future
moment of belt-tightening. So I am nervous. If this is indeed a problem, could
various national professional mathematics organizations consider forming a
consortium and offering a journal subscription package in the way that major
publishers do?

19. Matt Daws
August 8, 2007

Following David Savitt’s comment, I have a similar worry. Many of these big



journals now have “electronic-only” options, where the subscribing institution
gets electronic access, but only while they continue to subscribe. I always
thought these were dangerous, as obviously if you cancel your subscription, you
loose everything. It’s a pain to have to go and look at paper journals, but as a
pure mathematician working in a slightly unfashionable field, I find myself doing
this a lot anyway. I guess many libraries thought that with big names like
“Topology”, the odds of wanting to cancel the subscription were low. We don’t
know what Elsevier will do with Topology, but it’s quite possible it will continue,
but as a much weaker publication. Some universities might loose a lot if they
cancel their subscriptions.

This said, the LMS recently moved their publications to Oxford University Press,
and they have provided full electronic access to all the past issues (I believe,
many of these were scanned and converted by OUP). But then the LMS moved
from CUP to OUP in, I guess, convivial circumstances.

20. Bee
August 8, 2007

Hi Peter,

Off topic, but thought you’d be interested: The recent New Scientist issue has a
nicely written article about neutrinos which says:

Last year Päs, who is based at the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa, together
with Sandip Pakvasa of the University of Hawaii in Honolulu and Thomas Weiler
of Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee, looked at neutrinos from the
perspective of string theory. This led them to suggest that sterile neutrinos,
unlike most of the particles and forces that we see, can take short cuts through
one of the normally invisible higher dimensions that string theory provides for,
and so appear travel through time (NS, 20 May 2006, p 34).
Their model indicated that if a sterile neutrino time-travelling through extra
dimensions has an energy that lies in a particular range, if will flip into a normal
neutrino (hep-ph/0611263). “We published a graph predicting just the excess of
electron-neutrino events at low energy observed by Miniboone,” says Päs.
So does this, or one of the other possibilities opened up by Miniboone, mean that
it has caught sight of the theory of everything that will, everyone hopes, one day
unite the fundamental forces?

(typos are entirely mine).
From Neutrinos: The key to a theory of everything (access restricted).

What do you think about that?

Best,

B.

21. woit
August 8, 2007

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0611263
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0611263
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19526151.700-neutrinos-the-key-to-a-theory-of-everything.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19526151.700-neutrinos-the-key-to-a-theory-of-everything.html


Bee,

I did see that, but New Scientist articles with over-hyped claims about physics
that invoke string theory are just too numerous to take the time to discuss, so
I’m mostly just ignoring them.

As for this particular speculative idea, it also seems best to ignore it. I’d wait to
see if there’s any confirmation of the excess of events at low energy seen by
MiniBoone, and even then, I strongly suspect there will be a less exotic
explanation of the phenomenon than new kinds of particles travelling through
extra dimensions…

Personally I’d really rather continue to ignore this, but if someone has an
intelligent comment about this that they must share, please do so not here
(where you would be interfering with an interesting discussion of another
subject), but at the next posting, which should appear soon…

22. Bee
August 8, 2007

Hi Peter:

Thanks. I agree on the ‘exotic’ explanations. It’s interesting though there is such
a large a market for this. Conservatism doesn’t seem to sell well these days.
Otoh, maybe it would be misplaced in NEW scientist. Best,

B.

23. Alexey Petrov
August 8, 2007

Coin:

As A.J. said already, referees are not paid for their services. As far as I know from
my limited experience, members of the Editorial Board are not paid either. The
main costs of online journals are associated with running the servers, processing
contracts with subscribers, and paying to people who do all those technical
things. I think the closest thing to “peer-reviewed ArXiv” is the Journal of High
Energy Physics (JHEP). It does require subscription fees (which are infinitesimal
compared to Elsevier’s ones). Also, all of the accepted papers are available on
ArXiv, which is nothing but a “virtual” preprint storage facility (supplemented by
the “endorsement system”).

24. John Baez
August 13, 2007

Peter –

I think if you talk to some of the other editors of K-Theory (not the managing
editor), you’ll get a much more strange and disturbing story about what actually
happened here.



25. Andrew Ranicki
August 13, 2007

Statement on K-theory

========

In January 2007 the editors of “K-theory” resigned, following a request by the
then managing editor Professor Anthony Bak. As announced in August 2007,
some of them are intending to start a new “Journal of K-theory” to be published
elsewhere. Unfortunately no manuscripts submitted to “K-theory” have been
forwarded to Springer by the managing editor, since April 2006. We have been
asked by Springer to act as interim managing editors, in the first instance to deal
with these papers. We ask authors who have submitted papers to “K-theory”
which have not yet been published to please contact one of us as soon
as possible.

Wolfgang Lueck (Muenster) lueck@math.uni-muenster.de
Andrew Ranicki (Edinburgh) a.ranicki@ed.ac.uk
13th August, 2007

26. robin2
August 14, 2007

A number of years ago my wife temped for a while at one of Elsevier’s offices.
She couldn’t understand why academic journals used publishers at all. Obviously
the contributors don’t get paid, and as has been pointed out generally neither do
the reviewers nor the editors. So all the publishers are really doing for their
money is acting as intermediaries between the editors and the printers.

27. Syksy Räsänen
August 14, 2007

Commercial journals are indeed redundant. Alternatives for open and free
journals have been discussed on CosmoCoffee at

http://cosmocoffee.info/viewtopic.php?t=276 and

http://cosmocoffee.info/viewtopic.php?t=280 .

A pilot project, RIOJA, has already been set up:

http://cosmocoffee.info/viewtopic.php?t=826 .

28. Dylan Thurston
August 16, 2007

In principle journals are also supposed to do copy-editing, which they have to
pay for. In practice most commercial journals manage to severely degrade
papers by copy-editing them. Geometry and Topology, on the other hand, does a
great job with copy-editing in my experience, which may explain why they had
trouble covering their costs.

mailto:lueck@math.uni-muenster.de
mailto:lueck@math.uni-muenster.de
mailto:a.ranicki@ed.ac.uk
mailto:a.ranicki@ed.ac.uk
http://cosmocoffee.info/viewtopic.php?t=276
http://cosmocoffee.info/viewtopic.php?t=276
http://cosmocoffee.info/viewtopic.php?t=280
http://cosmocoffee.info/viewtopic.php?t=280
http://cosmocoffee.info/viewtopic.php?t=826
http://cosmocoffee.info/viewtopic.php?t=826


Various Stuff

August 8, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

As anthropic pseudo-science spreads through the particle theory community, I’m
finding it harder and harder to tell what’s a joke and what isn’t. Maybe I’m wrong, but
I fear that recent examples from hep-th contributors and prominent physics bloggers
aren’t actually jokes, largely because if they are, they’re not funny.

The book Universe or Multiverse?, based on a series of Templeton Foundation
supported conferences, and published by Cambridge University Press, is finally out.
It’s edited by Bernard Carr, whose ventures into pseudo-science include not just this,
but a stint as director of the Society for Psychical Research. He’s also on the board of
directors of the Scientific and Medical Network, where his blurb tells us that:

My interests span science, religion and psychical research (which I see as
forming a bridge between them)… My approach to the subject is mainly
theoretical: I’m particularly keen to extend physics to incorporate
consciousness and associated mental and spiritual phenomena.

The memoir by Jane Hawking that I recently wrote about contains her recollections of
both Don Page and Bernard Carr (since they worked with Hawking).

I just ran into my editor at Cambridge University Press, who found that opposition
from string theorists made it impossible for Cambridge to publish my book a few
years ago, with one of their arguments being that doing so would damage the
reputation of the Press. Publishing pseudo-science like this however seems to be fine.
Yes, I’m aware that this book also contains criticism of anthropic arguments, and
probably has some of the most intelligent and informed writing on the subject, but
still… I suppose I should get a copy of the book and write a review (I’ve already read
many of the articles, they’re available as preprints on-line), but the thing costs $85,
the Columbia library doesn’t have a copy, and I’m not sure I should encourage them
to buy one.

This week’s string theory hype: Universe’s Stringy Birth Revealed by Young Czech
Physicist, which is not about Lubos Motl, but about an award to Martin Schnabl.
Schnabl’s work on string field theory is one of the more interesting recent results in
string theory, but the title of the article is, well, complete bullshit.

There will be an opening celebration in October for the Berkeley CTP, which was
founded a few years ago and recently moved into renovated quarters. The BCTP is
just one of a bunch of other CTPs that have been founded in recent years, including
the MCTP and the PCTP (and one dead one, the CIT-USC CTP). The center’s web-site
and opening conference appear to be heavily dominated by string theory, quite a
change from a few years ago, when Berkeley was one of the leading US physics
departments where string theory was not so dominant.

The PCTP has begun construction of its new home in Jadwin, the physics building at

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0708.0573
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0708.0573
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/08/07/unusual-features-of-our-place-in-the-universe-that-have-obvious-anthropic-explanations/
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Princeton. Artist’s renderings are here. An art historian friend once told me that the
proper technical name for the architectural style of Jadwin was “brutalist”. The new
construction will add lots of glass, perhaps mitigating the “brutalism”. The large
Calder featured in front of the building is called “Five Disks: One Empty”, and it has
its own rather brutal history. It collapsed during construction, killing two of the men
working on it. According to a local Princeton web-site:

The steel structure has four disks, one of which was originally painted
orange, in a fervor of enthusiasm for the school’s colors. The structure was
named “Many Disks: One Orange,” but then all of them were painted orange
in anticipation of the artist’s visit in 1971. Upon seeing the structure, he
asked that all the disks be painted black, and renamed it to its current title.

Over at SciTalks August is String Theory Month, and they’ll have Jonathan Shock as
guest blogger later in the month.

At the Stony Brook YITP, the fifth of a series of workshops funded by Jim Simons on
mathematics and physics, but mainly devoted to string theory, is now going on. Talks
are online here.

Some online conference summary talks that one might want to take a look at are
those of Michael Dine at the IAS PITP summer school, and John Ellis at SUSY 07. Both
Dine and Ellis discuss prospects for observing supersymmetry at the LHC. Dine lists
some of the reasons one might be skeptical that this will happen, including string
theory anthropic landcape arguments (he avoids using the term “anthropic principle”,
insteard referring to it as “NBN, that principle which cannot be named”). Ellis recalls
his own role in the “discovery” of supersymmetry by UA1 back in 1984, indicating it’s
likely that there will be such premature claims again at the LHC if anything at all
anomalous is seen by the experiments. He also discusses the possibility of searching
for long-lived particles produced at the LHC by using the muon system to locate
where they left the detector, and then taking core samples of the surrounding rock to
look for them.

For some excellent detailed postings about recent experimental HEP results from
Tommaso Dorigo, see here and here. For blogging from CHARM 07 by Alexey Petrov,
see here.

David Vogan has a wonderful expository piece about the recent heavily publicized
results on the representation theory of E8; it’s intended for a future issue of the
Notices of the AMS.

The September issue of the AMS Notices is now available. It includes an article about
“Higgs Bundles”, a version of the Higgs that physicists won’t really recognize, and a
book review of Lee Smolin’s The Trouble With Physics. The review is quite positive
about the book and mostly a straight-forward summary of what it is in it. The
reviewer, like many mathematicians, had been misled by a lot of the hype about string
theory, and so found Smolin’s book quite enlightening. In particular, about M-theory,
he writes:

This explanation was, to me personally, a great shock since I had always
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believed M-theory was a complete theory.

Comments

1. reader
August 8, 2007

The book review you mention has an amusingly unconventional view of the job
market in particle theory. Writing about Smolin’s seers, it says

“still others have jobs but are taking risks with their careers for the future of
their science (’t Hooft and Penrose).”

That ‘t Hooft and Penrose needed to fear for their careers was not something
that had previously crossed my mind….

2. Bee
August 8, 2007

what bothers me is not if people have interests that go beyond science, and
include psychology, religion, mountain climbing or blogging, but if they mingle
up fact with fiction and blur the border between knowledge and believe.

3. Peter Woit
August 8, 2007

reader,

The reviewer does get a few things wrong, and if it were a review of my book and
not Smolin’s (which would be more appropriate, since mine was partly aimed at
mathematicians, he whines…) I’d take the time to write about them.

4. ???
August 8, 2007

I read the link about “Universe’s Stringy Birth Revealed by Young Czech
Physicist”.

Do I understand correctly that hep-th/0511286 won an EURYI award and that
“Most awards are between €1,000,000 and €1,250,000, comparable in size to the
Nobel Prize”?

5. prague_phys
August 8, 2007

Martin Schnabl: Actually here in Prague we are very happy that somebody from
Czechia got this prestigious prize. We are even more happy that it is not Lubos
Motl.

6. Peter Woit



August 8, 2007

Bee,

It seems to me that Carr doesn’t see his interest in religion and psychic research
as hobbies distinct from his professional interest in science, but rather they are
to him all related things, and he’s interested in bringing them together and
blurring the distinctions. This blurring of science with non-science is something
that physics traditionally didn’t tolerate, it’s a shame that this is changing.

7. DB
August 8, 2007

Peter Woit wrote:

This blurring of science with non-science is something that physics
traditionally didn’t tolerate, it’s a shame that this is changing.

Why so many mainstream physicists remain silent about the public thrashing
that physics is receiving at the hands of the snake-oil salesmen of string theory is
the great mystery to me. Most physicists I know love their subject deeply, and
yet seem content to bury their heads in their textbooks or fiddle about in their
labs while Rome burns. Cowardice? A desire not to wash dirty linen in public?
Earlier you called the title of an article “complete bullshit”. That’s the kind of
forthright comment Richard Feynman might have made.
I don’t know whether Sean Carroll had his tongue in his cheek when he wrote
that drivel. But he was probably sitting at Richard Feynman’s desk in Caltech
when he wrote it. Makes you think, doesn’t it?

8. Someone
August 8, 2007

To ???:

Yes, the press release implies that the amount is comparable to that of a Nobel
Prize but it’s really an unfair comparison.

The Nobel Prize gets wire transferred to your bank account.

A research grant gets sent, usually a little bit at a time for several years, to your
University or Institute which, after taking a 50%-ish cut, lets you use the money
to hire graduate students and postdocs, but definitely not to put into your bank
account.

Still it enough money to start a very healthy research group (especially with
European postdoc salaries as small as they are!).

9. ???
August 8, 2007

thank you. Still it looks surprising: hep-th/0511286 has only 40 citations.
Our friend Lubos wrote hep-th/0601001: another czech string theory paper with
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40 citations: does he deserve €1,000,000?

10. Cecil Kirksey
August 8, 2007

Peter:
Your comment about pseudo-science fits in very nicely with a subject that I have
been thinking about lately: What constitutes a valid scientific question? Forty
years ago asking what happened prior to the big bang was NOT a valid physics
question, but now it seems that it is. Does God exists? Not valid. A 100 hundred
years ago: what mechanism gave the sun all its energy? Get the idea? Does the
validity of the question vary with time? If so at what point does the question
transition from being a non-valid question to a valid question? I have read
basically that the question should be open to prove or disprove. Does ignorance
about how to proceed to prove or disprove a statement mean the question is
valid or not valid? Thanks for your and other commentors thoughts.

11. Coin
August 8, 2007

This blurring of science with non-science is something that physics traditionally
didn’t tolerate, it’s a shame that this is changing.

Just out of curiosity, do you feel the same way about Roger Penrose and his
recent adventures in “quantum consciousness” with Stuart Hameroff?

12. Peter Woit
August 8, 2007

Cecil,

A question is a scientific question if possible answers to it can be (at least in
principle) put to a convincing experimental test. There are lots of subtleties one
can get into, but the anthropic landscape pseudo-science doesn’t involve them, it
just inherently produces either no predictions or wrong ones.

I’m thoroughly sick of having to endlessly go over the kinds of scientific
methodology 101 questions we normally teach elementary school children, just
because some people are trying to argue about methodology in order to evade
the overwhelming evidence that their scientific research program has failed.

Unless someone has something particularly new and intelligent to say about this
issue, please discuss it elsewhere.

13. Bee
August 8, 2007

Hi DB:

Most physicists I know love their subject deeply, and yet seem content to bury
their heads in their textbooks or fiddle about in their labs while Rome burns.



Cowardice? A desire not to wash dirty linen in public?

I’ve made the same experience. It’s a shoulder shrugging that upsets me very
much, but one that is not restricted to physics or science but seems to be a more
general phenomenon. People look at me and say ‘that’s just the way things are’
without even considering that they might be able to influence the direction in
which we are drifting. Look at politics. Different questions, same problem.
People focus on their own work, and miss the big picture. They are aware of the
problems, but ironically are too busy to change anything about it. Maybe even
too busy to think about it.

But there’s no higher power that will ensures quality of research. It’s due to us.
If we don’t care, if we don’t criticise, if we passively take what we get and adapt
to it, we will go down with that ship. That’s one of the reasons why I think
Peter’s blog is useful. One can share or not share his disliking of string theory,
but he’s reliably taking track of things, has an opinion and doesn’t keep his
mouth shut. That’s also why I think Lee’s book is important: to remind us that we
should think about what science is, and what it should be.

I spend a lot of time trying to understand other people’s works, and I’m not
exactly polite if I come to the conclusion that it doesn’t make sense. Various
people have pointed out that I am wasting my time with that. Maybe they are
right. In a career-wise sense. But I have the impression we’re running into a
situation where more and more people are writing more and more things that
nobody really can or wants to follow, yet nobody cares. It only takes a critical
amount of people who cite each other and a vague untopic can inflate
exponentially.

Best,

B.

PS: Some more thoughts on the above here.

14. Peter Woit
August 8, 2007

Coin,

I don’t know anything about Penrose/Hameroff, and the relation between
quantum theory and consciousness is not something I personally have any
interest in thinking about. Surely there is lots of flaky, unscientific work in this
area, but I’m not about to spend my time learning about it, figuring out what is
flaky and what isn’t, and writing about it until it starts dominating particle
theory research. There’s a large number of such topics that I intend to keep
ignoring, and to keep encouraging people to discuss not here but elsewhere.

15. Kea
August 8, 2007

This blurring of science with non-science is something that physics traditionally
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didn’t tolerate…

Hmmm. Perhaps excluding Newton, Leibniz, Einstein, Penrose, Wigner (who has
commented on the need for a consciousness theory underlying QM) ……. Your
attitude is very indicitive of the narrow mindedness of scientists in the Age of
Business, and clearly not based on having actually studied the research in
question.

16. Cecil Kirksey
August 8, 2007

Peter:
Please do not get hyper! I clearly understand that what is sufficient for a valid
scientific question is: can it be proved or disproved by some experiment or
observation that by the consensus of the community is possible. However, I was
more interested in the time issue. Does a question today that is deemed invalid
become valid as scientific progress is made? If so what determines this
transition? This I beg to differ is not taught in science 101 or I would not be
asking the question. Just think about pre-big bang physics. Is this valid now and
not valid 40 years ago?

17. Peter Woit
August 8, 2007

Cecil,

Our understanding of physics changes with time, so do our experimental
techniques. As these change, some questions become scientific ones. For pre-big
bang physics to be a scientific issue, you have to come up with potential
experimental tests, even indirect ones. I haven’t seen any convincing arguments
for such tests. People are welcome to try to turn this into a scientific question,
others are welcome to ignore them if they think they’re getting nowhere.

18. LDM
August 8, 2007

I agree with Bee…

I am only a little unclear as to why the book “Universe or Multiverse?” should be
singled out.
String theory is not testable and likely never will be, hence ANY book, article, or
preprint on it must at worst be considered pseudo-science…or in the most
charitable case, mathematics.

19. Peter Woit
August 8, 2007

LDM,

“String theory” is a varied and complicated subject. Most of it is not pseudo-
science, although a lot of it is probably just wrong science.



Anthropic pseudo-science has gotten a big push from string theory, but string
theorists are far from the only ones engaging in it. Personally I feel it is a much
more dangerous phenomenon than string theory: having a scientific field
dominated by work on a wrong idea is bad, having it dominated by work that has
simply given up on science is worse.

20. Yatima
August 8, 2007

Does a question today that is deemed invalid become valid as scientific progress
is made? If so what determines this transition?

INSUFFICIENT DATA FOR A MEANINGFUL ANSWER

(From an Asimov story called ‘the last question’ I think)

The relation between quantum theory and consciousness is not something I
personally have any interest in thinking about.

I would say this is a healthy attitude as QM/C arguments never make it seriously
past the first strawman. Marvin Minsky’s handwaving explanations are still good
enough at the current level of knowledge. But now back to fundamentals…

21. gunpowder&noodles
August 8, 2007

Regarding Sean Carroll’s post: are you saying that you don’t believe in the
“Sensible Anthropic Principle”? Surely not?
SC thinks about these things because he is interested in the arrow of time. This
is a major, major feature of our world about which we understand essentially
squat. Understanding this thing is real physics, and I find it very hard to
understand why you would be opposed to this. On the other hand, you got all
excited about Ed Witten’s excursion into science fiction — that nonsense about
three-dimensional spacetimes. Now *that* is bullshit! The probability that we
will learn anything useful about our universe by studying 3-dimensional
spacetimes is laughably small — and I’ m leaving aside the obvious disconnect
from anything even remotely falsifiable. SC’s investigations are hard science by
comparison.

That there is a lot of crazy stuff out there is obvious. But it really doesn’t help to
have the attitude that anything that looks strange must be pseudo-science. I
think you are being unfair to SC.

22. Peter Woit
August 8, 2007

gunpowder,

Very specifically, what struck me was the end of Sean’s posting:

“The post-Big-Bang lifespan of the universe is very plausibly infinite. And yet, we



find ourselves living within the first few tens of billions of years (a finite interval)
after the Bang.

That last one deserves more attention, I think.”

which I still find hard to believe is not a joke.

Sure, I think the probability of Witten’s work on 3d gravity providing real insight
into the 4d world is infinitely greater than the probability that thinking about this
question will lead to any sort of scientific insight.

23. AngryPhysicist
August 8, 2007

Gunpowder wrote:

Now *that* is bullshit! The probability that we will learn anything useful about
our universe by studying 3-dimensional spacetimes is laughably small — and I’ m
leaving aside the obvious disconnect from anything even remotely falsifiable.

Perhaps, but quantum gravity simplifies drastically in 2+1 dimensions.

For example, the Riemann tensor linearly depends on the Ricci tensor (if I recall
correctly; I’m writing this from the middle of nowhere on my laptop!). See Steve
Carlip’s book Quantum Gravity in 2+1 dimensions for details.

Also, additionally, the free bosonic string is Lorentz covariant in 2+1 dimensions.

The constraint equations in canonical gravity, from my understanding (again, if I
recollect correctly!), is far simpler than they are in 3+1 dimensions.

This allows us to think more qualitatively about the problems posed to us by
quantum gravity, e.g. the problem of time, etc. I do not know about you, but I
would much rather deal with simplified equations that allow us to think about the
more interesting parts of quantum gravity.

Compare this to merely doing the mechanics and monkeying around with
nonlinear equations.

I’d rattle on more, but as I have said, I’m writing this in the middle of nowhere.

24. Dr. E
August 9, 2007

Since the publication of TTWP and NEW, it seems pseudoscience has augmented
and advanced with a new boldness. Is this right? I did not expect this. What
might be possible explanations? Has all just been in the pipeline? Or have they
gained newfound courage, as they have found that NEW and the TTWP didn’t
affect the funding nor press?

Just wondering what everyone thought. And where is it all headed?
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25. csrster
August 9, 2007

“The post-Big-Bang lifespan of the universe is very plausibly infinite. And yet, we
find ourselves living within the first few tens of billions of years (a finite interval)
after the Bang.

That last one deserves more attention, I think.”

Is that so ridiculous? We are apparently living in a dark-energy dominated
universe at a time when the ratio dark-energy/non-dark-energy is of order one.
Doesn’t that require an explanation? And isn’t there even a fairly obvious one
that a much older universe would be too tenuous to support life?

26. gunpowder&noodles
August 9, 2007

““The post-Big-Bang lifespan of the universe is very plausibly infinite. And yet,
we find ourselves living within the first few tens of billions of years (a finite
interval) after the Bang.

That last one deserves more attention, I think.”

which I still find hard to believe is not a joke. ”

I guess the point is that: we find ourselves on a rock because life is not possible
elsewhere. Carroll is perhaps speculating that the fact that we find ourselves so
early in the history of the universe is evidence that the late universe is hostile to
life.

I would agree with you that this is not really an interesting question. What
happens to the arrow of time in the remote future, by contrast, is a very
interesting question because thinking about it may throw some light on the
whole gigantic mystery of where the arrow comes from anyway.

“Sure, I think the probability of Witten’s work on 3d gravity providing real
insight into the 4d world is infinitely greater than the probability that thinking
about this question will lead to any sort of scientific insight.”

Well, we’ll see. I’m *very* confident that this work will sink without a trace. Well,
it might eventually get cited by other lost souls working on 3D “physics”, but
that will just prove my point. 3D is just so utterly different from 4D that parallel
universes seem tame by comparison. Try telling a differential geometer that you
are studying 3D manifolds because you are confident that this will tell you
something about Seiberg-Witten theory….

Still, you may be right, in which case it will be shown that thinking about
questions that seem to be wildly irrelevant to real physics is a good thing to do.
SC is doing that very thing, is he not? Why is it ok for Witten to think about other
universes — and 3D universes are about as “other” as they come — and not for
other people?



27. Mark Hillery
August 9, 2007

In regard to the “Centers for Theoretical Physics,” it would be nice to see a little
truth in advertising. The ones at Berkeley and Michigan (at least from a quick
perusal of its web site), and the defunct Caltech/USC one concern (or concerned)
themselves only with theoretical high-energy physics and cosmology. These
subjects are only a small subset of theoretical physics. The Princeton center
seems to have members who are interested in condensed-matter theory and
biophysics, and is, therefore, more broadly based. If you are going to have a
center that studies only high-energy theory and cosmology, call it a center for
high-energy theory and cosmology, not a center for theoretical physics.

As a Berkeley graduate, I was particularly disappointed when they set up their
center to see that it would be so narrowly focussed. Why no condensed-matter
theory? It also could have been a good opportunity to branch out into new fields.
For example, there is excellent work going on in the computer science and
chemistry departments there in theoretical quantum information, but not much
in physics. It might be useful for the physicists to find out what is going on in this
field at their own university.

All of us tend to be somewhat parochial in our views, but let’s not enshrine our
parochialism in the names of institutions.

28. Ted
August 9, 2007

Peter:

Your description of David Vogan’s expository piece on E8 as “wonderful” is an
understatement. For us amateurs who are trying to understand this magnificent
edifice of mathematical physics at the beginnnig of the 21st century, these toss-
off links that you provide are pure golden nuggets.

I thank you.

29. Peter Woit
August 9, 2007

csrster,

I don’t see how you read the “coincidence” problem of the dark matter/dark
energy ratio being of order one into what Sean wrote. But in any case, if for
some reason that was what he actually meant to say, characterizing this as
“deserves more attention” would be rather bizarre since it’s one of the most well-
known problems in cosmology.

30. Bee
August 9, 2007

Hi Dr. E,



What does the E stand for? Enlightenment?

Since the publication of TTWP and NEW, it seems pseudoscience has augmented
and advanced with a new boldness. Is this right? I did not expect this. What
might be possible explanations? Has all just been in the pipeline? Or have they
gained newfound courage, as they have found that NEW and the TTWP didn’t
affect the funding nor press?

Just wondering what everyone thought. And where is it all headed?

I think your perception is incorrect. What I notice – and what I welcome – is that
there is more discussion about the question what is science, pseudoscience, and
where we are headed. I find that a healthy development. I hope there will be a
practical outcome of that which allows researchers to refocus their efforts on
real science, and not to waste time on politics, networking, or advertisement.
One has to ask why pseudo-scientific ideas gain popularity. Because they are
cheap to produce and they sell well. It’s the Walmart of science. You get
everything, it looks okay, but if you try to use it will fall into pieces.

Best,

B.

31. Peter Woit
August 9, 2007

B. and E.,

I think B. is right that the publication of the two books has definitely intensified
the discussion of and raised awareness about the issue of the problematic state
of string theory. As far as string theory propaganda to the general public goes,
there’s definitely less of it, and science journalists in particular are much less
likely to report unskeptically string theory hype. String theorists are well aware
that they don’t have much of a counter-argument against the arguments of the
two books, so they have chosen to mostly keep quiet and hope the controversy
dies down. Within physics departments in general I think there also is more
skepticism about string theory (often unfortunately taking the form of
generalized skepticism about any kind of formal or mathematical theory) and a
preference for work that is “phenomenological” and uses little mathematics.

Among the powers that be in the particle theory community, my impression is
that the overwhelming sentiment is that doing anything about the problems laid
bare by what has happened over the last twenty years is just too painful a
prospect, that it would damage too many people’s interests and entrenched ways
of thinking and doing business. Instead, people are putting all their hopes in the
idea that the LHC will soon solve the problem, so they don’t need to address it
now. The standard tactic in theory survey talks is to put up lots of pictures of the
LHC, talk about the “coming revolution” in particle physics, and ignore the
ongoing disaster of the current state of the subject.

32. Changcho



August 9, 2007

“One has to ask why pseudo-scientific ideas gain popularity. Because they are
cheap to produce and they sell well. It’s the Walmart of science. You get
everything, it looks okay, but if you try to use it will fall into pieces.”

Bee, that is priceless!!

33. Jeff Moreland
August 9, 2007

Peter,
Your last note seems very bleak, but perhaps the situation is not really that bad.
For reasons that both you and Lee Smolin mention in your books, change is not
going to be too rapid, but perhaps things really are beginning to improve.

34. Tony Smith
August 9, 2007

Peter mentioned “… The BCTP is just one of a bunch of other CTPs that have
been founded in recent years, including the MCTP and the PCTP (and one dead
one, the CIT-USC CTP). …” and referred also to “… the Stony Brook YITP …” and
“… IAS PITP …”.

With all those ITPs around, and with the dominant paradigms of superstring
theory and loop quantum gravity failing to produce any model that predicts by
calculation the things that might be observed at LHC (and have already been
observed by experiments elsewhere),

one might think that some (even one) of them might set up some sort of forum in
which non-standard ideas could be presented, reasonably condsidered, and
evaluated in some detail (all in public for all the world to see).

As a blacklisted outsider with a predictive model, my wish that such a forum had
existed years ago would be selfish, but now age and health concerns probably
would prevent me from using it,
so now my comment is directed mostly on behalf of the many other outsiders
whose models may be at least in part correct, and may therefore be useful in
understanding those things as to which
superstring theory and loop quantum gravity have failed to provide
understanding.

Peter has stated WHY such a forum does not (and probably will not) exist,
saying:
“… Among the powers that be in the particle theory community, my impression is
that the overwhelming sentiment is that doing anything about the problems laid
bare by what has happened over the last twenty years …
would damage too many people’s interests and entrenched ways of thinking and
doing business.
Instead,
people are putting all their hopes in the idea that the LHC will soon solve the



problem,
so they don’t need to address it now. …”.

Hoping “that the LHC will soon solve the problem” seems preposterous,
since neither superstring theory nor loop quantum gravity have come to grips
with the sort of detailed observational data that already exists, much less what
the LHC might produce.
Such false hopes lead to absurdities such as “Nima’s Marmoset” being the sort
of thing favored by ITPs (Nima now being at IAS).

Tony Smith

35. Peter Woit
August 9, 2007

Jeff,

I’m more optimistic in the longer term. By 3-4 years from now, either the LHC
will have given us some new insight into electroweak symmetry breaking, or it
will begin to be clear that there is no “coming revolution”, and problems have to
be faced up to. In the meantime though, the hep-th part of the arXiv will remain
a rather grim and depressing scene…

36. Tony Smith
August 9, 2007

Peter, you say that, if LHC finds no “new insight into electoweak symmetry
breaking, then “… 3-4 years from now … the LHC … will begin to …[make it]…
clear that there is no “coming revolution”,
and problems have to be faced up to …”.

Is that true ?

How would “… the powers that be in the particle theory community …[be able
to]… do … anything about the problems ..[without]…
damag[ing] too many people’s interests and entrenched ways of thinking and
doing business …” ?

Wouldn’t it be easier for “the powers that be” to protect “many people’s interests
and entrenched ways” by just keeping on forever doing what they have been
doing for the past two decades ?

If they can keep on now even though you and Lee have clearly shown “the
problems”, why won’t they just keep on keeping on forever,
since they control the grants, jobs, funding, ITPs, etc ?

Even if you and/or Lee showed an example of a model that worked,
why would “the powers that be” pay any attention to it.
Wouldn’t they just attack you and/or Lee and your model as Oppenheimer did
Bohm and his model,
saying



“… If we cannot disprove Bohm, then we must agree to ignore him ..” ?

Since they control the jobs, grants, funding, ITPs, etc, wouldn’t
the maxims
“he who has the gold rules” and “them who has gets”
indicate that you and/or Lee and your model wouldn’t stand a chance ?

Tony Smith

37. anon.
August 10, 2007

‘If they can keep on now even though you and Lee have clearly shown “the
problems”, why won’t they just keep on keeping on forever, since they control
the grants, jobs, funding, ITPs, etc ?’ – Tony Smith.

The real issue is not more of the same, but further degeneration. ArXiv’s general
physics section in 2003 tolerated hosting Prof. Brian Josephson’s anthropic-
string theory paper: http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0312012

It’s more scary when such anthropic papers appear in the high energy physics –
theory section of arXiv: http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0708.0573 The string landscape
has given the anthropic principle credibility with leading physicists.

38. Peter Shor
August 10, 2007

Everybody seems to be making fun of the giraffe paper without reading it.
Skimming the paper, it estimates the height of the tallest animal that can fall
over and get up without serious injury, and comes up with something between
the height of a man and a giraffe. However, googling, I see on several websites
the interesting fact, or at least urban legend, that if an adult giraffe falls over on
its side in the wild, it is unable to get up and it dies. So, if we believe these
websites, this paper may actually be pretty accurate in its estimate (at least for
mammals … I presume nobody knows whether T. Rexes that fell over were able
to get back up).

Putting that aside, you can ask the questions: Why should this paper be on hep-
th? And does it tell us anything interesting about the anthropic principle or high
energy physics. I don’t think there’s a good answer to the first question, and I
think the answer to the second question is definitely “no”.

39. Peter Woit
August 10, 2007

Peter S.,

I don’t doubt that the paper may contain a reasonable argument about the size of
giraffes. But it seems to be either a joke or a sign of the times that both the
author of the paper and the hep-th moderator think this is appropriate material
for hep-th. The moderation of hep-th is supposed to be minimal for “endorsers”,
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but even so, there have been cases in the past where the hep-th moderator
rejected papers by such physicists (including one by Susskind) on the grounds of
obviously being inappropriate.

In other news, the two plenary speakers in the cosmology session at this week’s
philosophy of science conference in Beijing are: Sean Carroll and Don Page.

40. a.k.
August 10, 2007

@gunpowder: at least concerning Seiberg-Witten invariants, three dimensions
can be of interest for differential geometers, this even could have a physical
flavour, there are some not-so-old papers by Nicolaescu/Nemethi (accessible on
Nemethi’s site) concerning relations between Seiberg-Witten invariants of (3-
dimensional) links of isolated complex surface singularities whose link is a
rational homology sphere, certain topological quantities of the link and the
geometric genus of the singularity itself, for certain special types of singularities
(Gorenstein) this reduces to an equality of the Seiberg-Witten invariant on the
link and a certain fraction of the signature of the Milnor fibre, which is a
surprising relation, at least for me.

This might, by the way, fit into a picture described by Torsten Asselmeyer some
time ago in a paper deriving the cosmological constant by interpreting spacetime
as bounding a certain Brieskorn sphere, a natural choice for spacetime would
then be the Milnor fibre of a certain Brieskorn polynomial and one could possibly
ask how physical restrictions on its signature trabnslate into restrictions on the
values of ‘allowed’ Seiberg Witten invariants on its link, using the above
relations (of course one had to check the ‘Gorenstein’ condition)..

41. D R Lunsford
August 11, 2007

1.2×10^11 coefficients to calculate! We need an “E8@home” project 

-drl

42. D R Lunsford
August 11, 2007

Peter, this paper by Vogan is just great – thanks for pointing that out!

-drl

43. D R Lunsford
August 11, 2007

Peter,

Anthropocentrism is easily understood as the natural expression of the
narcissistic era we inhabit. Many of the people who endorse such ideas leave one
with a sickly feeling of being in the presence of an unctuous and self-absorbed

http://www.renyi.hu/~nemethi/
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exquisite, who is not man enough to confront real problems because they provide
no source of narcissistic supply. The way to deal with narcissists is to confront
them boldy, and then they tend to just shut up – as you and Smolin have
demonstrated to some extent, with your books.

-drl

44. a.k.
August 11, 2007

DRL, your description easily applies to to the main conception of any ‘abstract’
science, would it be philosophy, mathematics or physics, the driving theme in all
these concepts has a narcissistic corollary, the point is possibly that one should
be aware of this.

45. Who
August 11, 2007

drl,

most science bloggers I can think of are doing a real service and putting in real
intellectual effort now and then, besides entertainment value. I can only think of
a couple who seem above all to want adulation of their personality or who
cultivate a charmed flock of not-so-bright admirers—to a first approximation
maybe these people are harmless. You may well agree, if not please say.

Just thinking about what you wrote and trying to apply it (as a test case) to the
very few narcie web-celebs that I can think of—the few media-personality types
that sometimes seem a bit heavy on the narcissist side.

you draw a connection between self-absorption and resorting to the Anthropic
(lack of) P.

you indicate that you think one can “deal with” or “confront” such folks and you
say the recent books (NEW and TTWP) demonstrate this. It might be optimistic
to think that when confronted they will “tend to shut up”
==================
you may have some good insights here, but I find myself putting on the brakes.
Even if there is a cultural connection between these things, just on a practical
level I don’t see any need to confront media-narcissism per se. It’s just irritating.

do you see a broader problem?

I agree with you that resort to the anthropic excuse is a corruption of empirical
tradition—I just split it off from people who crave the limelight and showcase
their personality: they could be harmless—the real enemy being confusion of
solid science with pseudo.

46. D R Lunsford
August 11, 2007

http://www.healthyplace.net/communities/personality_disorders/narcissism/faq76.html
http://www.healthyplace.net/communities/personality_disorders/narcissism/faq76.html


Who,

Yes the science bloggers for the most part go a great job (with notable
“variances”). Without them there would be little hope.

The site mentioned has a detailed description of the cerebral narcissist. Read it
through and go down the list of theoretical excrescences and their authors. You
will be convinced. Of course, this is a broad cultural phenomenon in the West
that touches all areas of life – so why should the academy be spared?

One thing to remember is that the narcissist, while rather pathetic when
exposed, is anything but harmless.

-drl

47. Peter Woit
August 11, 2007

Please, enough personal attacks on people, either retail or wholesale.

In this case, it seems to me that a bunch of people invested a lot of time and
effort in an idea that turned out to be wrong. They don’t want to admit they were
wrong. This isn’t exactly unusual human behavior, especially among academics.

48. D R Lunsford
August 11, 2007

Sorry Peter, I did not intend to attack anyone in particular, but I would point out
this work:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Culture_of_Narcissism

It applies with great accuracy to academic life, at as I have experienced it.

I do no think this is a matter of simply refusing to admit being wrong. In the
past, when a breakthrough was made, scientists were only too happy to admit
they were wrong, because there did in fact seem to exist a fundamental desire to
know what was right, regardless of who cooked up the solution. The best
example is Pauli, kicking himself for missing the Dirac equation, of which he was
initially critical. “With his [Dirac’s] fine sense of physical realities, he finished his
argument before it was started” was his recantation. I think this desire to know
what is right, has gone missing. Alistair Cooke predicted it exactly in the early
70s – enthusiasm would become a substitute for talent (he was talking about the
arts in particular), with bad results.

Reading Lasch is a very rewarding experience. I highly recommend it.

-drl

49. Intellectually Curious
August 11, 2007
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“…there did in fact seem to exist a fundamental desire to know what was right,
regardless of who cooked up the solution…I think this desire to know what is
right, has gone missing.”

A wise professor once told me that there are the real scientists and then there
are the politicians. (And he was talking about those with Ph.D.’s in the sciences.)
I think his statement holds true for these people regardless of their career
choice, whether they’re actually engaging in scientific research or not. A real
scientist at heart will have great respect for truth over ego, period. Though
he/she, with human weaknesses and all, may not be perfect all the time, his/her
true desire nevertheless will be clear over time.

50. The Vlad
August 12, 2007

“In this case, it seems to me that a bunch of people invested a lot of time and
effort in an idea that turned out to be wrong. They don’t want to admit they were
wrong. This isn’t exactly unusual human behavior, especially among academics.”

Dear Peter,

Don’t you mean “an idea that turned out to be not even wrong”? 

Best,

The Vlad

51. D R Lunsford
August 13, 2007

I stumbled across a fine paper by GFW Ellis examining the philosophical issues
that underlie cosmology – it has pertinent statements about anthropocentrism –
when anthropic arguments are sensible and when they are not. In particular, this
can be applied to Weinberg’s original paper, allowing it to be seen in proper
context as exhibiting a selection principle.

Here:

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0602280

-drl

52. D R Lunsford
August 13, 2007

And while we’re reading Ellis:

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0102017

..in which a new ultimately strong version of the AP is revealed to the reader,
namely:
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“..life not only must exist [in any Universe], but once it has come into existence
must continue to exist until the end of the universe..” – the Completely
Ridiculous Anthropic Principle or CRAP.

-drl

53. anon.
August 13, 2007

See also Prof. Smolin’s http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0407213

“It is explained in detail why the Anthropic Principle (AP) cannot yield any
falsifiable predictions, and therefore cannot be a part of science. Cases which
have been claimed as successful predictions from the AP are shown to be not
that. Either they are uncontroversial applications of selection principles in one
universe (as in Dicke’s argument), or the predictions made do not actually
logically depend on any assumption about life or intelligence, but instead depend
only on arguments from observed facts (as in the case of arguments by Hoyle
and Weinberg). …”

54. island
August 13, 2007

Lee is just wrong about that. For example; the goldilocks enigma quite
specifically predicts that life won’t be found on Mars or Venus due to the
runaway effects that these planets are subject to that anthropically balanced
planets do not succumb to, and this prediction about life is being tested as we
speak.

It ain’t all about the multiverse, regardless of what “popular opinion” has to say
about it…

The Goldilocks Enigma and Mediocrity

55. Peter Woit
August 13, 2007

Please, unless you’ve got something new and interesting to say about the
anthropic principle, don’t post comments about it here. One of the surest signs of
pseudo-science is that it leads to endless and tedious arguments that can never
be resolved, and that drive away anyone sensible. Do this over at Cosmic
Variance, not here.

56. Mainland
August 13, 2007

… never be resolved, and that drive away anyone sensible. Do this over
at Cosmic Variance, not here.

Peter, it is hard to do that over at Cosmic Variance because there is a scarcity of
sensible people to be driven away.
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heh heh, sorry if offtopic, just a little joke.

57. Alon Levy
August 13, 2007

Peter Woit\’s War On Science Will Fail!!!!!!

58. Chris Oakley
August 14, 2007

Alon Levy’s war on HTML will fail. Using backslash to quote characters only
works in TEX.

59. Matt Robare
August 18, 2007

I think it’s obvious why publishing pseudo-science is okay: it sells. People are
interested in psychic powers or whatever. Meanwhile you violate “scientific
consensus,” which makes you an arch-heretic. Look at what happens to anyone
who questions global warming.

60. String Fan
August 19, 2007

This explanation [that M-theory is not a complete theory] was, to me
personally, a great shock since I had always believed M-theory was a
complete theory.

The only shock is that the reviewer is shocked: the very name of M-theory was
chosen to emphasize its incomplete status. If one knew just a single fact about
the subject, it would be this. Evidently the reviewer possesses no background
knowledge whatsoever on the subject of the book he is reviewing. You can hardly
blame his ignorance on `string hype’, but of course in Peter Woit’s universe
string theorists are always wrong, and everything is their fault.

61. Ralf
August 19, 2007

Did anybody notice this footnote in arXiv:0708.1917v1 [hep-th]: THE EARLY
YEARS OF STRING THEORY: A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE by John Schwarz?

1 Since the history of science community has shown little interest in string
theory, it is important to get this material on the record. There have been
popular books about string theory and related topics, which serve a useful
purpose, but there remains a need for a more scholarly study of the origins and
history of string theory.



More of the Usual Sorts of Things

August 14, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

On the pseudo-science front, the Resonaances blog describes a talk at CERN by string
theory enthusiast Jim Cline, about a variant of the anthropic principle called the
“Entropic Principle” as “pushing the idea to the edge of absurd.” For beyond the edge
of absurd, there’s today’s NYT Science Times section, which features a piece by John
Tierney about the ideas of philosopher of science Nick Bostrom. Bostrom runs a web-
site called anthropic-principle.com and has made a career for himself in the anthropic
principle business which now has him running a Templeton Foundation-funded
Institute at Oxford called the Future of Humanity Institute. The New York Times
article is about Bostrom’s idea that there’s a significant probability that our universe
is just a simulation being conducted by a more advanced civilization, an idea that he
considers to be one of the “interesting applications” of the anthropic principle. He has
yet another web-site, simulation-argument.com, where he propounds this argument.
Tierney supplements the NYT article with an on-line discussion of how we should we
all behave, given that we are just simulated creatures. Maybe we should be trying to
entertain our creators so they will not turn off the simulation? Anyone who thinks it is
a good idea to discuss these questions seriously is encouraged to do so at Tierney’s
site, not here.

Today’s Science Times also has an interview with Gino Segre, who has a new book
called Faust in Copenhagen: A Struggle for the Soul of Physics, about the 1932
conference in Copenhagen hosted by Neils Bohr at the time of the beginnings of
modern nuclear physics. Segre says that he became a physicist for an unusual reason.
His father was an historian, brother of Emilio Segre, the co-discoverer of the
antiproton, and the two siblings were estranged. When he was 15, Segre’s father told
him “I think you should become a theoretical physicist, and I want you to surpass your
uncle”, and he did as he was told.

American Scientist has a review of the Segre book, together with David Lindley’s
recent Uncertainty: Einstein, Heisenberg, Bohr, and the Struggle for the Soul of
Science.

American Scientist also has an interview with Frank Wilczek about books he is
reading and that have influenced him. He strongly recommends a book by an author
I’d never heard of, Olaf Stapledon’s Star Maker.

Unfortunately two well-known scientists, mathematician Atle Selberg, and physicist
Julius Wess, are no longer with us.

Victor Kac is giving a series of lectures on vertex algebras in Brazil, with video to be
available here.

A Turkish mathematician, Ali Nesin, ran into trouble with the authorities for running
a mathematics summer school without permission. Alexandre Borovik has set up a
web-site with a petition about this. Latest news is that the summer school has been
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re-opened, although Nesin still may face charges of “education without permission”.

Comments

1. John Baez
August 14, 2007

Star Maker is dated, but it’s a classic attempt at SF on a truly cosmic scale. Start
with Stapledon’s Last and First Men, though. It’s a history of the human race
over the next 2 billion years.

2. Martin Kochanski
August 14, 2007

It’s a pity that even previously sane people like Frank W. Tipler have gone round
the bend over simulation. The whole thing is equally grotesque from a
theological and a physical point of view.

Here’s a paper with a general reductio ad absurdum of all possible simulation
arguments: On Not Simulating a Universe.

3. Tony Smith
August 14, 2007

Freeman Dyson, in his book “Disturbing the Universe” (Harper 1979), said,
about the Dyson Sphere idea that is commonly attributed to him:

“… I [Dyson] took the idea from … Olaf Stapledon’s “Star Maker” .. which I
[Dyson] picked up in Paddington Station in 1945 …[the]… passage …[said in
part]…
“… every solar system … was … surrounded by a gauze of light traps, which
focused the escaping solar energy for intelligent use …” …”.

Tony Smith

4. John Baez
August 15, 2007

I must be an unimaginative idiot. Reading good science fiction gets me fired up
and makes me want to do something cool… like math and physics. It’s had that
effect on me ever since I was a kid.

I urge mathematicians to get ahold of Greg Egan’s new story Glory, about two
xenomathematicians unearthing artifacts from a species called the Niah, who
had a very long tradition of mathematics, but then mysteriously died out.

Here’s a quote:

“The Big Crunch” had always been a slightly mocking, irreverent term, but now
she was struck anew by how little justice it did to the real trend that had
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fascinated the Niah. It was not a matter of everything in mathematics collapsing
in on itself, with one branch turning out to have been merely a recapitulation of
another under a different guise. Rather, the principle was that every sufficiently
beautiful mathematical system was rich enough to mirror in part – and
sometimes in a complex and distorted fashion – every other sufficiently beautiful
system.

5. still waiting...
August 15, 2007

Hi Peter,

Some time back you wrote [or rather I think I initially managed to encourage
you, and you gleefully agreed :-)] that you would write something up (for
undergraduates) on Rep Thry and particle physics. Do you still intend to do so? If
yes, when may we expect the initial draft? [I’ve been sorta’ waiting for some
months now.]

There’s definitely tremendous to be gained from studying RT; although I am by
no means qualified [or even knowledgable] as practicing physicists would have
it, I nonetheless sensed from reading Penrose’s for-laypersons-with-theory-
physics-interests ‘Road to Reality’ that RT is a really important (i.e. big deal!)
area. I’m more interested in this area, as well since Weyl / Atiyah (persons who
are heavy-weights without question) took such deep interests in these topics…

Just wondering what drove them in this direction the way they were driven.

Regards

6. Fabien Besnard
August 15, 2007

I’ve written my own refutation of Bostrom’s argument some time ago, on a
logical ground. It’s there.
If you don’t mind english mistakes you can try this version.
I should really rewrite some parts but I don’t have the time for that.

7. Fabien Besnard
August 15, 2007

I mean it’s there in french or there in english. Sorry about this.

8. Yatima
August 15, 2007

“Un raisonnement qui s’autodétruit” … end of story.

Greg Egan is still writing? I thought he went hermitian in disgust at the
continuing move to the Dark Side of John Howard and the World in general.
Anyway, Egan on Simulation is a Good Read

9. Peter Shor
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August 15, 2007

If you believe in the simulation argument, you should give up working on
quantum gravity. It gives a very easy way to reconcile quantum mechanics and
general relativity: There’s a bug in the code. When the first black hole
evaporates, the universe crashes.

And apologies to Peter Woit if this starts up an off-topic subthread, but I felt I
just had to mention the idea.

10. Peter Woit
August 15, 2007

I’ve deleted several comments of the “SF sucks!” “No it doesn’t!” variety, and
don’t want to really encourage general discussion of SF here, something I have
very limited interest in.

still waiting…

Sorry to report that it doesn’t look like I’ll be writing up anything at an
undergrad level about math and QM any time soon. This year I’ll be teaching our
representation theory graduate course, and concentrating on working on that
and on research. Maybe sometime in the future I’ll get involved in trying to teach
this topic to undergrads, then would write something up.

11. Garbage
August 15, 2007

“Anyone who thinks it is a good idea to discuss these questions seriously is
encouraged to do so at Tierney’s site, not here.”

I wonder Peter why do you mention it in the first place? 

Sad to hear Julius Wess is gone, he may have taken SUSY with him, we will soon
find out…

12. John Baez
August 16, 2007

Peter wrote:

I’ve deleted several comments of the “SF sucks!” “No it doesn’t!”
variety, and don’t want to really encourage general discussion of SF
here, something I have very limited interest in.

Okay. Unfortunately, you deleted a comment saying “SF is for unimaginative
idiots”, but kept my reply saying “I must be an unimaginative idiot”. 

On a completely irrelevant note: I urge you to think of blog entry titles that are
slightly more fun and informative than “Various Stuff”, “More of the Usual Sorts
of Things”, etc. You can just pick one of the things you’re talking about and
highlight that.



13. Peter Woit
August 16, 2007

John,

OK, OK, I should have just deleted your comment too.

I’ve nothing against SF, read a lot of it when I was young, still do every so often
(I’m actually now reading an SF novel someone gave me). But probably the main
reason I find myself getting annoyed with discussions of it here is that generally
it’s pretty irrelevant to the science I’m concerned about. Not only that, but a
huge amount of damage is being done to that science by an increasingly large
number of people who seem unable to tell the difference between science and
science fiction. So, while in happier times I might enjoy discussions of SF for
their inspirational value, at the moment I’d rather keep science and science
fiction separate.

14. anonymous
August 16, 2007

I don’t see why Bostrom’s ideas about simulation are absurd. Could you explain
your dismissal of them?

15. Peter Woit
August 16, 2007

anonymous,

What’s absurd is the idea that this sort of thing is science. It’s very much in the
same category as religion, and different people can have different opinions about
how worthwhile theology is, but it is inherently not science and it’s absurd and
somewhat disturbing to find it in the Science Times section of the NYT.

16. Thomas Love
August 16, 2007

Who needs fiction when we have string theory?

17. anonymous
August 16, 2007

It’s not in the category of religion by any dictionary definition of religion that I’m
aware of. It’s a speculative hypothesis, and maybe not the best thing for the NYT
to be taking up their science column space with.

18. mclaren
August 16, 2007

Tierney supplements the NYT article with an on-line discussion of how
we should we all behave, given that we are just simulated creatures.
Maybe we should be trying to entertain our creators so they will not
turn off the simulation?



Tierney’s behavior seems highly entertaining, at least to me. If he persists with
this kind of peuodoscience gibberish I’m sure the hypothetical observers from a
higher civilization will fall all over thesmelves laughing at his antics.

Not directly on topic, but speaking of the rise of pseudoscience, the Daily Mail
has an article lamenting the rising tide of superstition masquering as science:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2007/aug/15/endarkenment

And just to show that this isn’t just an aesthetic or educational issue, Goldman
Sachs just lost a billion and a half bucks by buying into mindless mathematical
pseudoscience:
http://www.dailyreckoning.com.au/wall-street-math/2007/08/16/

There’s an odd link to high energy physics in the Wall Street story, since it turns
out that HEP physicists who can’t find work within the field wind up working on
Wall Street churning out incomprehensibly complex financial instruments and
wacky numerological schemes for allegedly “predicting” the market. Instead of
“brighter than a thousand suns,” in this case it’s “dimmer than a thousand Uri
Gellers.”

19. manyoso
August 17, 2007

“It’s not in the category of religion by any dictionary definition of religion that
I’m aware of.”

Sure it is. At least it is metaphysics at best. The same thing as saying that we’re
all living in someone else dream. Anyways, it is most definitely not science.

This is very much like saying the earth might really be only 3000 years old and
$DEVIL just made it seem like its much older to fool everyone.

IOW, it is all hocus pocus claptrap what ifs and doesn’t belong in any science
discussion.

20. Peter Woit
August 17, 2007

Please, if you want to comment on what’s science here, that’s fine, it you want to
just talk about religion, please don’t do it here.

21. Steve Myers
August 17, 2007

On Wilczek interview: Russell’s “History of Western Philosophy” is first class
(with a good explanation of his theory of descriptions for non-logicians) and
Weyl’s “Philosophy of Math …” impressed me 40 years ago. Weyl was a great
mathematician — but even Pauli admitted he could do physics.

22. Mainland
August 17, 2007

http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2007/aug/15/endarkenment
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2007/aug/15/endarkenment
http://www.dailyreckoning.com.au/wall-street-math/2007/08/16/
http://www.dailyreckoning.com.au/wall-street-math/2007/08/16/


It’s not in the category of religion by any dictionary definition of
religion that I’m aware of. It’s a speculative hypothesis, and maybe not
the best thing for the NYT to be taking up their science column space
with

anonymous,

I appreciate your concern about keeping the categories straight.

Re Bostrom idea that we and our universe are a simulation run by smart aliens
for reasons known only to themselves, could it be called a
proposed myth or an explanatory fantasy intended for belief?

Peter points out that Bostrom’s proposition is not science and he puts it “very
much in the same category as religion”. You reply that you aren’t content with it
in that category but would rather call it a “speculative hypothesis”.

But an hypothesis is often thought of as testable. Something that could become
science if a way to test it could be found. There is a fine line between that and
mythology—more a difference in nuance.

Myths, I suppose, come to be believed largely because they appeal to the
imagination—-that is for literary or poetic reasons. As stories they delight us and
bring about a willing suspension of common sense.

Another category that might work is garbage. One could consider Bostrom’s
ideas as either mythology or garbage, whichever one prefers.

In the end the greatest harm done by pseudoscience is the corruption of
language

23. anonymous
August 17, 2007

Presumably it will be possible within the century either to create such
simulations or prove that they are impossible. If we can prove that they are
impossible, with a yet-to-be-discovered proof in a yet-to-be-initiated field of
computer science, then Bostrom’s idea will be falsified. If it turns out that it is
quite easy for us to create many such simulations, then his idea will gain some
credibility, but won’t be proven. However, if that happens then you can bet that
many people will turn their attention to figuring out ways of checking whether
this is a simulation or not. Just because it’s very speculative does not mean that
it’s not a valid hypothesis about the universe. It most certainly is a scientific
hypothesis, even if discussion of it today should rightly be considered philosophy.
Lucretius, Epicurus, Democritus et al. were philosophizing when they wrote
about atomism, and had no means at their disposal for testing their speculative
hypothesis. This doesn’t mean that atomism was a “proposed myth”, to use
Mainland’s phrase (see above). It was a hypothesis about the nature of the
universe that was borne out much later. Bostrom’s idea is analogoug. Let’s not
be so quick to dismiss it as “hocus pocus claptrap”, as manyoso did above. One
could easily have said the same about Lucretius et al., and no doubt the



manyosos of antiquity did so with a good conscience.

24. Cheeky Bastard
August 17, 2007

Dear anonymous, even if you were to prove that the kind of simulation
envisioned by Bostrom is impossible in our universe, you could not logically
conclude that our universe is not a simulation. For all you know, the laws of
nature of the universe in which our simulation is running could be completely
different from the laws ruling the simulation. Maybe somebody with a really
twisted sense of humor invented quantum mechanics just to see how intelligent
beings would rationalize it. 

25. Peter Woit
August 17, 2007

“Just because it’s very speculative does not mean that it’s not a valid hypothesis
about the universe. It most certainly is a scientific hypothesis…”

This is exactly the kind of nonsense that is taking over some subfields of
theoretical physics and threatening to destroy them as successful ways of
gaining reliable knowledge about the universe. It’s depressing and seems to be a
waste of time to keep explaining over and over again the basic principles of what
science is and how it works. No matter what, people who want to do pseudo-
science because it’s a lot easier than science will keep on justifying absurd, and
inherently untestable speculation, claiming that “how do you know that a miracle
won’t happen if we work on this? If we do, maybe we’ll find a real test!”

People who do this behave exactly the same way as every crackpot I’ve ever
made the mistake of arguing with, trying to draw you into an endless
investigation of the dense thickets of their idiocy. Arguing with someone who
thinks the “simulation argument” is a scientific hypothesis is just this kind of
waste of time. Over at Cosmic Variance, Sean Carroll, who has a much higher
level of tolerance for this kind of thing than I do, refers to the simulation
argument as “meaningless”. If people do want to argue about it, you might have
better luck with him.

26. Peter Woit
August 17, 2007

I don’t want this blog to be dominated by pseudo-scientific discussion, especially
when I don’t know that the people doing this are serious scientists. This is the
kind of thing that destroys what I am trying to do here, trying to provide a place
for serious discussions between people who know what they are talking about.
I’ll be deleting most such pseudo-science comments, especially ones that are
anonymous and such that I don’t have any reason to believe their author knows
what he/she is talking about.

27. Luiz
August 17, 2007



“Over at Cosmic Variance, Sean Carroll, who has a much higher level of
tolerance for this kind of thing than I do, refers to the simulation argument as
“meaningless”. If people do want to argue about it, you might have better luck
with him.”

Peter,
Directing the crackpots to Sean Carroll is just mean 

Just thought you could use a joke…
Cheers.

28. anonymous
August 17, 2007

“This is exactly the kind of nonsense that is taking over some subfields of
theoretical physics and threatening to destroy them as successful ways of
gaining reliable knowledge about the universe.”

Peter, this is exactly the kind of rudeness that has ruined the blogosphere. My
comments are not nonsensical.

“It’s depressing and seems to be a waste of time to keep explaining over and
over again the basic principles of what science is and how it works.”

I have a solid understanding of the basic principles of science and how they
work. I don’t need you to explain them to me, although I’d be curious to hear
how your interpretation of them would lead you to lump Bostrom’s ideas in with
religion. I’m a trained scientist, and I’ve studied the philosophy of science as
well. I know you have a bone to pick with the way that speculative ideas in
physics have caused the field to go astray, and I agree with you that these sorts
of ideas should never be given too much importance. I don’t think Bostrom’s idea
is important either. But they are interesting and stimulating to think about from
time to time, even if we don’t take them very seriously because we cannot decide
them one way or the other. This doesn’t mean that they don’t qualify as
hypotheses. I suppose Newton wasn’t doing science when he hypothesized that
light was comprised of corpuscles? Never mind that this hypothesis was
eventually testable. Would you maintain that such a hypothesis is crackpottery
just because testing it is beyond the means of science at the time that the
hypothesis is put forward? How about in Mathematics? Would you lump
mathematical conjectures in with religion as well? It is one thing to fight against
speculation becoming dominant, and I’m glad that you are fighting that fight, but
it’s quite another to dismiss any speculation by saying it’s religion. I know you’ve
had a hard slog over the years, sparring with people like Lubos etc., and I know
it’s probably exhausting, but don’t let it turn you into a bitter reactionary.

29. Cheeky Bastard
August 17, 2007

Dear anonymous, as I tried to point out above, the simulation “hypothesis” is not
testable even in principle, not just as a matter of technological limitations. Like
the existence of God, or the proposition that the universe was created just a



second ago along with all your memories, fossils in the ground and
paleontologists pointing to them as proof against creationism, it’s just
unknowable, untestable and therefore outside the realm of science. Believing in
something unknowable is an act of faith, and so could reasonably be labeled as
“religion”, in some wide sense of the word.

…and yes, the anthropic landscape, as well as cosmological scenarios enertained
by (among others) Sean Carroll, falls in the same category…

30. Peter Woit
August 17, 2007

anonymous,

I don’t see what the problem is with “lumping Bostrom’s ideas in with religion”.
They’re not science and have similar characteristics: grandiose speculation
about the nature of the universe which some people enjoy discussing for one
reason or another, but that is inherently untestable, and completely divorced
from the actual very interesting things that we have learned about the universe
through the scientific method. I don’t happen to be such a person, and I don’t
want this blog to turn into a discussion forum for those who do enjoy this.

Sorry to be rude (and I’ll point out that I’m a lot less likely to be rude to people
willing to put their name to what they have to say) but the thing which is likely to
lead me sooner or later to have to give up and shut down this blog is not the
Luboses of this world, but the large number of people who want to turn this into
a discussion forum for crackpottery and various forms of pseudo-science.

31. Raghav Gupta
August 17, 2007

I, for one, am very much interested in someone coming up with a formal theory
proving that it is impossible for an entity to “simulate” itself accurately, or even
another lesser advanced entity for that matter. That is the only way to
permanently debunk this kind of science.
On my blog, I’ve pointed out how hard (or actually, why it’s impossible) it is
simulate even a teaspoon of water accurately. The only true way to make the
simulation behave like water, is to have water itself.

32. anonymous
August 17, 2007

Peter, I will gladly refrain from commenting on things like this in the future if you
feel that such comments bring down your blog. If it bothers you to have people
discussing things here which you consider to be crackpottery, you should
probably refrain from posting about those things. My comments were discussing
the post that you yourself wrote.

As for my anonymity, I don’t see how it’s a problem unless people use it for
purposes of trolling and being rude.



33. Robin Hanson
August 17, 2007

We can distinguish hypotheses that are easy to check now, that might be checked
in the next decade or so but at great expense, and ones that might take centuries
or more to check. We can also distinguish “rich” hypotheses that if true would
lead to many other interesting hypotheses, from “sterile” ones that even if true
might not lead to much else interesting.

I could see your complaining that Bostrom’s hypothesis is not worth much
attention both because it is sterile, in that you can’t see much else it would lead
to, and because you guess it will take a long time to check. But throwing out the
word “psuedoscience” at such hypotheses seems to me way out of line. That
word should be reserved, I think, for hypotheses that have a very low probability
of being true.

Nick’s hypothesis has a decent chance of being true, and he offered a solid non-
obvious analysis which raised the probability in many minds. If NYT readers also
find the hypothesis interesting, I can’t see why that isn’t enough reason for them
to publish a discussion of it.

34. Robin Hanson
August 17, 2007

If people come to accept that the word “science” only refers to ideas that can be
checked soon, no matter what their other merits, they will become less
interested in science, and more interested in whatever that other area is, where
interesting but not soon checkable ideas are discussed.

35. Phillip Huggan
August 17, 2007

“Bostrom runs a web-site called anthropic-principle.com and has made a career
for himself in the anthropic principle business which now has him running a
Templeton Foundation-funded Institute at Oxford called the Future of Humanity
Institute”

I too think assigning simulation arguments even a modest probability based upon
a priori anthropic principle reasoning, is silly. I guess this would be 1/3 of FHI’s
mission (though decision theory logic in a philosophy department is hardly out of
place). To my knowledge, the other two thirds are examining regressive events
and existential risks, particularly those initiated by future technologies.
Surely we will come to a point where some of these technologies are
engineerable and/or some similiar technologies will require MSDS handling
instructions like those contemplated by the FHI thinktank. At that point, the
existential risk knowledge base Bostrom made a career for himself in developing,
will likely come in handy (until the aliens turn off their Earth-etch-a-sketch).

36. Douglas Knight
August 17, 2007



an increasingly large number of people who seem unable to tell the difference
between science and science fiction.

Could you quantify or otherwise elaborate on that?
I’m skeptical that this problem has gotten worse in the last 30 years. I’m not
even sure it’s gotten worse in the last 50 years.

37. gunpowder&noodles
August 17, 2007

“…and yes, the anthropic landscape, as well as cosmological scenarios
enertained by (among others) Sean Carroll, falls in the same category…”

There is a vast gulf fixed between speculation designed to explain some
undoubted fact, and speculation for its own sake. SC’s speculations are aimed at
things like the arrow of time. This is a prime example of an observed fact about
our world that needs to be explained, and for which there is no plausible
explanation currently on the market. The simulation theory, by sharp contrast, is
designed to explain…umm…what exactly?

In 1908 or so, Einstein was saying, “Maybe gravity is curved spacetime.” It was
not a testable idea at that point; it was a suggestion for a place to start looking
for a testable idea. But the main point is that it was an attempt to explain
something that is experienced by all of us every moment, and yet was deeply
mysterious. Exactly like the arrow of time. If we are going to dismiss all
“speculative” ideas, then how are we going to make any progress?

Then again, as I have said before, it seems that all speculations are equal, but
some are more equal than others: it’s pseudo-science to speculate about other
universes, but it’s perfectly ok to speculate about other numbers of spacetime
dimensions, particularly those numbers which are obviously physically
irrelevant. Such as 3.

38. John Rennie
August 18, 2007

Olaf Stapledon is one of those quintessentially British authors (born about 15
miles from where I’m typing this). I read “First and Last Men” when I was about
12 and thoroughly enjoyed it, though I suspect I’d find it a bit naive if I reread it
now. I’d go along with John Baez and recommend reading “First and Last Men”
before any of his other books, as the later books can be hard work.

39. The man
August 18, 2007

Wow, the NYT science section article on virtual worlds was really silly —
especially wicked was the part where ppl were estimating probability that we’re
in a matrix. I expect (and hope!) that next few days the paper will publish several
letters from angry physicists saying that whatever it is, it is certainly not science.
However, with this anthropic disease spreading rapidly in string community,
perhaps its not likely. Peter, you should certainly write them a letter.



“The Future of Humanity Institute”! hehe, reminds of the “The Human Fund” of
Seinfeld.

40. mclaren
August 18, 2007

Sean Carroll, who has a much higher level of tolerance for this kind of
thing than I do, refers to the simulation argument as “meaningless”. If
people do want to argue about it, you might have better luck with him.

It’s absolutely hilarious to hear Sean Carroll describe the simulation argument as
“meaningless,” since presumably he’s referring to the argument’s untestability.

[long rant about Sean Carroll and string theory deleted, together with
complaints that Sean deletes long rants posted as comments on his blog. This
kind of thing adds conveys no new information to anyone, just increases the
volume level and level of personal hostility]

41. anonymous
August 18, 2007

“I could see your complaining that Bostrom’s hypothesis is not worth much
attention both because it is sterile, in that you can’t see much else it would lead
to, and because you guess it will take a long time to check. But throwing out the
word “psuedoscience” at such hypotheses seems to me way out of line. ”

Thank you Robin Hanson, for cutting through the noise and restoring some
sanity to this discussion. I think your comment is the last word on the subject.

42. anonymous
August 18, 2007

I see that there is a discussion of this discussion at the following link:

http://www.overcomingbias.com/2007/08/pseudo-criticis.html

43. Richard
August 19, 2007

I’ve a response here.

44. GeniusNZ
August 19, 2007

I note (as I do on my site) that Bostrom’s simulation argument DOES NOT defeat
the dooms day argument. WSince it uses the same sort of argument the two
should come as a package.

The dooms day argument applies jsut as effectively to the simulation as it did to
the universe as a whole. It also applies to the people running the simulation. If
we take the Dooms day argument to say we have maybe 5 generations to go
unless we instigate major population control (which seems unlikely). The

http://www.overcomingbias.com/2007/08/pseudo-criticis.html
http://www.overcomingbias.com/2007/08/pseudo-criticis.html
http://pixnaps.blogspot.com/2007/08/scientism.html
http://pixnaps.blogspot.com/2007/08/scientism.html


question for the simulation argument is then what will we do in those 5
generations and how many simulations will the other 50 billion odd people run in
those 5 generations and how soon will we be able to totaly emulate a human
experience.

45. AnonymousToo
August 19, 2007

Just because something is not science, doesn’t mean that it isn’t important. The
simulation argument is philosophy, since it cannot be tested empirically.
Philosophy can be science depending on your definition of science.

46. anonymous
August 20, 2007

You should retract the false statement about them being funded by Templeton
(they’re not).

47. Peter Woit
August 20, 2007

anonymous,

Quite likely I misread something. Bostrom’s CV says he has held a personal
Templeton grant, and that he was partly responsible for a $2 million grant from
Templeton that funded a center at Oxford recently, but that was a different
institute. The first item on their latest report about planned fund-raising
activities is about their plan to try and get money from Templeton.

I’ll change the text, pointing to this comment so that it is clear that they want to
be Templeton-funded, but aren’t at the moment.

Looking into this a bit further, the question of the funding of this institute is a bit
confusing. The initial announcement of the institute refers to a founding grant of
$1,940,000 from a private donor (see here), but the full report of the institute
makes no mention of this, referring instead to three much smaller private grants.

http://seti.sentry.net/archive/bioastro/2005/Aug/0087.html
http://seti.sentry.net/archive/bioastro/2005/Aug/0087.html


Ask a String Theorist

August 17, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Over at Uncertain Principles Chad Orzel is taking a break and turning over his blog
temporarily to, among others, string theorist Aaron Bergman, who has started things
off with a posting called Ask a String Theorist. In my experience, Aaron is
significantly more reasonable than other string theorists who have been active
bloggers, so his postings should be worth paying attention to.

So far though, his response to a question about the testability of string theory has
been

I think I’d like to avoid that subject for now (and possibly for a long time
more)

and he promises some advertising for AdS/CFT, as well as a three-part series of
postings on the multiverse. For better or worse, I think he’ll do a good job of
reflecting mainstream thinking among string theorists.

Update: Unfortunately, so far the person answering questions about string theory at
Uncertain Principles is not Aaron but Lubos Motl. The problem for string theorists is
that he represents all too accurately their views, so they can’t justify censoring him.
Not even when he calls them “sissies” for not vigorously defending string theory the
way he does…

Comments

1. Kasper Olsen
August 17, 2007

Peter,

The way you present it, it seems that Aaron is avoiding the subject of how to test
string theory, or whether string theory IS testable. Well, what he is saying is
more than the above:

“For Johan, I think I’d like to avoid that subject for now (and possibly for a long
time more). I collected many of my thoughts in my review of Peter Woit’s book. I
hope you find it interesting.”

Kasper

2. Peter Woit
August 17, 2007

Kasper,

http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2007/08/ask_a_string_theorist_1.php
http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2007/08/ask_a_string_theorist_1.php


From what I remember (and I just quickly looked at Aaron’s review of my book
again), he doesn’t address the subject of how to test string theory in that review,
so his reference to the review does not address the commenter’s question.

I think it would be a lot healthier if string theorists would just straightforwardly
publicly answer this criticism the way just about all of them I talk to do privately:
“No, based on our current understanding of string theory, we can’t test it. We
hope that by learning more about it we will someday come up with something
testable.”

3. solar-neutrino
August 17, 2007

Hi Peter,

This (i.e. Aaron’s) guest-post site seems like a good place to ask meaningful
string-theory-related stuff. Considering the steadily growing counter-views on
string theory’s relevance to real-world physics, Aaron and others may give non-
stringy persons some ill-frequently-affored opportunities to enquire into /
question current developments (or lack thereof) in the area. Still, I think it’s not
worth the time and energy to constantly harp about string theory’s lack of
relevance to real-world physics (certainly following the last several years’ of
hyper-conjectural research); the case, I think, seems to have been made and
generally acquiesed by most “reasonable” physicists (if not all highly acclaimed)
that this line of research does not seem to produce the initially sought-for theory
of everything / quantum gravity.

Why waste so much of one’s professional career (that too at a reputed research
institution providing modest / good funding in hep / gr-qc; which by the way is
scarce to begin with) trying to ‘debunk’ a theory whose likely merit seems
greatly-in-question and more so day by day…

Digression::
Personal views with stark anti-Lubos rhetoric (I needed the ‘anti-Lubos’ effect to
add poignancy; no offense intended to LM or his followers).

————————————————————————————–

Lubos was a Harvard university idiot; but you have much more sense and can
discern what is of value vs. what is pure junk. String theory – with standard
qualifiers and caveats included – seems more and more like pure junk… If you
would like to do what I am led to assume you are trying to do (i.e. help bring
‘physical’ research back into physical research endevours) why not highlight
works of those who share the very same point of view as you, viz. Roger Penrose,
et. al. This can be more valuable for the purpose in question than simply more of
the same remarks, since it adds a further layer of reasoning to cast doubt on
string theory’s mis-perceived status as the ‘only game in town’, and frees more
young people to engage and analyze the research frontier for themselves.

————————————End-of-Digression—————————-



Regards,

Now off to the 10th dimension…

4. Peter Woit
August 17, 2007

solar,

I don’t disagree that, since to a large degree the point about the problems of
string theory has been made with some success, it might be a good idea for me
to focus more on other things.

Many people misunderstand my critique of string theory though. The problem
with string-based unification is not that it’s “too mathematical” or “insufficiently
physical”, but that it’s a wrong idea. My own interests lie very much in the
mathematical end of things, and I believe what is needed is as much new
mathematical ideas as new physical ones. I will try and do more to write about
what I see as promising new ideas here on the blog, although unfortunately
these remain difficult to come by and few and far between.

5. Aaron Bergman
August 17, 2007

I’m afraid I have a very prosaic desire to avoid that particular topic. It’s very
controversial, and I’m really, really tired of it. That could change, but for now
that’s the story.

6. Aaron Bergman
August 18, 2007

The problem for string theorists is that he represents all too accurately their
views, so they can’t justify censoring him.

It’s not my blog, Peter, and even if it were, whether or not someone accurately
reflects my views would have very little bearing on whether I’d consider deleting
their comments. Is that so hard to understand? I hear there’s a long history to
this idea of not censoring speech you disagree with. Maybe you should look into
it.

And, for that matter, I’m not “string theorists”. I’m one string theorist guest-
blogging on a friend’s blog. Kay?

(and people wonder why there aren’t more string theorists blogging….)

7. Peter Woit
August 18, 2007

Aaron,

Actually I’ve got a lot of experience dealing with the issue of “censoring speech”
in blog comments… Much of the censoring I do these days is deleting hostile and



repetitive attacks on string theorists.

As for Lubos, he’s posting on a blog you’re now responsible for. You can’t make
the usual claim that he’s not your problem to deal with. Personally I don’t think
you should censor him, I think he’s wonderful and he’s my best ally. It seems to
be your decision to allow him to be the one to answer questions people are
answering, just chiming in yourself with “as Lubos says”, while letting his claims
stand unchallenged that:

“my comments do represent the opinions of a vast majority of the people who
actually care about the real science”

and that you don’t express these opinions the same way because you’re a “sissy”.

Your choice how to deal with this, obviously it’s not an easy one.

8. Aaron Bergman
August 18, 2007

I think I’ll trust in my readers to be able to figure things out themselves. For now,
I think I’d much rather be out walking around NYC. It’s a very nice day.



Latest on K-theory Journal Situation

August 17, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

As reported here last week, the editors of the Springer journal K-theory have
announced that they (or at least most of them) are resigning and starting up a new
journal to be published by Cambridge University Press. Earlier this week, an
announcement was made (in the comment section here, and on Andrew Ranicki’s
web-site) that Ranicki and Wolfgang Lueck would be acting as interim managing
editors for Springer, in the first instance to deal with papers submitted to the journal
since April 2006 but not forwarded to Springer.

Here’s the latest e-mail about this from Anthony Bak (via the K-theory announcement
list run by Dan Grayson):

Springer: Large backlogs, poor production of manuscripts and high prices

Professors Lueck and Ranicki reported correctly in their article of August
13 that we did not deliver manuscripts to Springer for K-Theory since April
2006. However, since April 2006 Springer published issues 35/1 – 37/4
(beginning in June 2006). This proves that in April 2006 Springer had a
backlog of more than 1200 pages. This backlog contained papers delivered
to Springer as early as December 2004. Moreover, as of now Springer has
not exhausted its backlog.

The majority of the former editors of K-Theory felt that Springer was
handling manuscript production and publication in an unprofessional way
over several years while, nevertheless, charging much too high a price.

Authors of accepted papers which have not been delivered to Springer were
informed that their papers can be accepted for the new Journal of K-theory.
Authors of papers in the refereeing process were told that they could
resubmit to the new journal and the refereeing of their papers would not be
interrupted.

Anthony Bak
a.bak@gmx.net

While what Ranicki and Bak have to say is consistent (no papers were sent to
Springer by the editorial board after April 2006, Bak explains what happened to
them), there are some odd things going on. One oddity is that the issues Bak refers to
(35/1-37/4) as being published since April 2006 carry dates before or at April 2006.
No issue of the journal dated after April 2006 has appeared on-line (and presumably
not in print, I can’t check since it appears that Columbia is now getting this journal
on-line only).

Over at EUREKA Science Journal Watch, some rumors about this have been posted
(Update: these rumors have been removed due to concerns about their accuracy) ,

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=581
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=581
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=581#comment-27410
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=581#comment-27410
http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/state.txt
http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/state.txt
http://www.eurekajournalwatch.org/
http://www.eurekajournalwatch.org/
http://www.eurekajournalwatch.org/index.php/K-Theory
http://www.eurekajournalwatch.org/index.php/K-Theory


including one that claims that Bak made over 1 million dollars in the process of
switching the journal to Cambridge. Maybe there’s something I don’t understand
about the economics of journal publishing, but this seems like a very unlikely number.

Update: From the same source (Grayson), a statement responding to Bak from Lueck
and Ranicki. They say they do not want to keep the Springer K-theory journal going,
but do want papers already accepted to it to appear in a final issue of the journal if
the authors agree. It appears that the rumor about Bak and a million dollars probably
refers to a lawsuit that Bak is pursuing against Springer.

K-theory – statement
====================

In this statement we, Wolfgang Lueck and Andrew Ranicki, want to give
some explanations to the mathematical community concerning the journal
“K-theory” published by Springer and the anouncement of a new “Journal of
K-theory” to be published by Cambridge University Press.

Three weeks ago we were asked by Springer to do two things.

1.) Can we take care of the submissions to K-Theory which were delayed by
the former managing editor Tony Bak?

2.) Are we willing to try to reconstitute the board for K-Theory so that the
journal can be continued?

1.) We agreed to do this without really knowing how urgent and unpleasant
the problem was. On August 13th we issued a statement on the internet to
ask authors of papers submitted to “K-theory” whose papers had not yet
been published to contact us, so that we could take care of them. From the
answers we have received so far it is clear that not only had Bak
deliberately withheld papers from Springer, but he also withheld
information about the papers from editors and (worst of all) the authors
themselves. By contrast, when the entire editorial board of Topology
resigned from Elsevier in 2006 they made sure that all submitted papers
were handled correctly, and to our knowledge no author suffered any delay.

We were also informed that Bak has started a legal proceedings against
Springer, demanding a certain of amount of money for himself. The editorial
board of “K-theory” were not informed of the lawsuit. The details will only
be revealed once the lawsuit is finished. Although we do not know the
details, we dislike the idea of an editor starting a legal proceedings against
a publisher. There are more elegant ways of handling conflicts.

2.) When Springer asked us to relaunch K-theory, we requested that the
price should be reduced to 50 cents per page. Springer readily agreed.
Incidentally, Bak never discussed the price of “K-theory”, either with
Springer or the editors. However, since it seems to be clear that the new
“Journal of K-Theory” will be launched anyway, we have decided not to try to
continue “K-Theory”, but simply to make certain that all the papers which
have been delayed by Bak can be published in a final issue of “K-Theory”.



Authors of such papers are free to publish their papers anywhere they
choose.

We think that this is the best solution for the community, which would not
be best served by two journals in the field.

In view of the mess we are encountering and trying to clean up, we ask the
question whether the new “Journal of K-Theory” can be launched with Bak
as Managing Editor? This should not detract from the excellent work Bak
did in setting up “K-theory” in 1988.

We want to emphasize that we have no personal gain from our actions.

Wolfgang Lueck (Editor Topology 2002–2006, Journal of Topology since
2006, Math. Annalen since 1998 (Managing Editor since 2004), Comment.
Math. Helv. since 2003, Geometry and Topology since 2005, Groups,
Geometry and Dynamics since 2006)

Andrew Ranicki (Editor K-theory, 1990-2007, Forum Mathematicum since
1998, Algebraic and Geometric Topology since 2000)

17th August, 2007

Update: More from Ranicki:

The resignation of the editors of “K-theory” in January 2007
=======================================

by Andrew Ranicki

On 29th January 2007 the managing editor of “K-theory” Tony Bak
circulated an e-mail to all the editors asking us to resign, and included a
suggested form of words. The reasons for the resignation were to be
dissatisfaction with the technical aspects of the publication of the journal,
and the high price of the journal.

The problems with the publication did not seem to me sufficiently major to
warrant such a mass resignation, especially as Catriona Byrne of Springer
had written to the editors on 17th January 2007 carefully explaining the
Springer side. She stated that the technical problems would be resolved by
transferring the production of the journal to Heidelberg, but the problem
was that the managing editor had not passed on any papers to Springer
since April 2006 — see my statements with Wolfgang Lueck for some
further details:
http//www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/state1.txt and
http//www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/state2.txt

The journal price had never been discussed by the editors collectively. (I
was told later that it was not an issue raised by Tony Bak with Springer.) So
I found the suggested form of words in the proposed resignation letter



I assume you continue being dissatisfied with the price Springer charges for
K-Theory.

distinctly odd. I resigned on 30th January, having first made sure that the
one paper I was handling for K-theory was taken care of, only writing to
Tony Bak that:

I am writing to inform you that I am resigning my position as an editor of
the journal K-theory, effective immediately.

In an addendum to the actual letter of resignation I wrote

As it happens, I was never particularly dissatisfied with the price Springer
charges for K-theory. Since practically all interesting work is available on
the internet and there are so many journals anyway, the price of journals is
not such a big issue for me. Tuition fees, the interest of students in
mathematics, and workloads/salaries of professors are much bigger issues!
The received dates business seemed a minor (if annoying) technical
problem: the submission date to the arxive is a much better way of
establishing priority for those that care about such things.

Tony Bak’s email of 29 January 2007 concluded with

Please keep the matter strictly confidential, till Springer is notified. I shall
let you know when this is.

In retrospect, I should not have gone along with this, and should have sent a
copy of my resignation letter to Springer at the time. When Tony Bak
circulated the announcement of the founding of the new “Journal of
K-theory” on 27th July 2007, I had learnt my lesson, and immediately replied
with a copy to all the editors and to Springer

Dear Tony
Thank you for the announcement of the new “Journal of K-theory”, and the
invitation to join the editorial board. However, for a variety of reasons, I
cannot accept this invitation.
Best regards
Andrew

PS I am copying this message to Joachim Heinze of Springer.

At the time, none of the editorial board expressed an interest in my reasons.
They know the reasons now.

18th August, 2007

Comments

1. anonym
August 17, 2007



I find it appalling if “not all the editors on record as signing the resignation letter
actually signed it”. It is quite disturbing that this accusation is not immeduately
refuted or indeed supported by members of editorial board.

2. Peter Woit
August 17, 2007

anonym,

I should stress that the information you are quoting is very much a rumor,
something to keep in mind before getting too appalled by it.

I wouldn’t be surprised if the truth of the matter was less disturbing. Keep in
mind that editorial boards of journals like this are fairly large, including some
people who are busy and may not be all that much involved with the journal.
There may have been a misunderstanding about who agreed with what action in
this case, and the people involved may reasonably feel it is not necessary to
publicly respond to rumors by explaining themselves and the details of the
situation.

3. anonym
August 17, 2007

oh if it is just a rumor not to be taken seriously…but it is still somewhat
disturbing that there was distributed a letter claiming the entire board resigned
but no resignation letter signed by members of the board. but that’s just a part
of the whole mess I suppose.

4. Anthony Bak
August 17, 2007

To clarify missunderstandings shown in comments above:
All members of the editorial board of the journal “K-Theory” resigned in writing.
In this regard Prof. Ranicki and I are in agreement.
I will comment on the statemant of Lueck and Ranicki in more detail soon.

5. Matthias Kreck
August 28, 2007

Open letter to the editorial board of K-theory (old or new)

Dear editors,

an article in “Nature” (http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/nature.txt)
appeared containing the following information:

1.) Accepted articles for K-theory where not forwarded to the publisher by the
editorial board since April 2006.

2.) The editorial board which resigned in January 2007 did not inform Springer
about this step.

http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/nature.txt
http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/nature.txt


You will notice that I say “the editorial board” and not “Bak”. It is my view that
the hole board is responsible. Of course it can delegate something to the
managing editor but the responsibility remains that of the board.

It can happen that a managing editor beguiles the other members of the board,
but as soon as this becomes clear and the others don’t act, the accuse is the
accuse of the full board. It is very hard to believe that nobody in the board
noticed the withholding of papers (in which case he had to inform the rest of the
board), but since several weeks it is impossible not to know this. And if the
statements above are not true there was enough time to correct them.

To avoid misunderstanding. I am fighting for lower prize for Journals for more
than 10 years and had harsh discussions during my time as director of the
Oberwolfach Institute with all representatives of publishing houses I could speak
to. I am one of the initiators of the Banff protocol. But this fight loses its
justification if it is not based on credibleness.

Sincerely,

Matthias Kreck
Drector
Hausdorff Research Institute for Mathematcs
Universty of Bonn



Message to Our Overlords

August 19, 2007
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Uncategorized

It turns out that the Future of Humanity Institute has a blog, and I’m being attacked
there by Robin Hanson for my criticism here of the “Simulation Argument” as not
science and not belonging in the NYT Science Times. In the NYT article Hanson
discusses what survival strategies we should pursue in order to try and convince the
Overlords of our simulation to keep us around.

In the comments here and on other blogs, Hanson and his supporters have been
criticizing me for refusing to spend time answering their arguments. I just want to
make clear that the reason I am not doing this is that it is possible that the Overlords
read this blog, and I don’t want them to get the impression that I am willing to waste
their time or mine on this kind of stupidity. Please guys, this absurd debate is
none of my doing, don’t turn us off!!!

Comments

1. John Armstrong
August 19, 2007

Smullyan: “I don’t believe in astrology because I’m a Scorpio, and Scorpios never
believe in astrology.”

2. wolfgang
August 19, 2007

Is it really coincidence that Karl Rove resigned exactly at the same time people
finally figured out that we live in a simulated, fake world?

3. Frank-Leonardo Quednau
August 19, 2007

Well, your argument of this not being science is quite right, is it not?
When I first read about it, I was thinking that they were shamelessly copying
from ideas of spirituality, in a sort of mutilated way. After all, we are also an
inherent part of that what runs this ‘simulation’ here, as much as our simulations
are part of us, being shaped by our creativity and power to do such things.

4. Cheeky Bastard
August 19, 2007

If I were to run such a simulation, I guess a primary motive would be to see how
long my simulated critters would take to figure out that they are living in a
simulation. Even if this were not a primary motive, once it became generally
accepted among the critters that their world is a simulation, any prediction from

http://www.fhi.ox.ac.uk/
http://www.fhi.ox.ac.uk/
http://www.overcomingbias.com/
http://www.overcomingbias.com/
http://www.overcomingbias.com/2007/08/pseudo-criticis.html
http://www.overcomingbias.com/2007/08/pseudo-criticis.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=583
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=583
http://pixnaps.blogspot.com/2007/08/scientism.html
http://pixnaps.blogspot.com/2007/08/scientism.html


the model would be of questionable value to my real world, so I would no longer
see much sense in continuing the experiment.

So if you don’t want to get turned off, you’d better disbelieve the simulation
argument as vocally as possible.

Unless of course I am running a batch of experiments exactly to find out how
individuals and societies react to this knowledge, perhaps because I have
become convinced that my own universe is simulated… but then, unless I am
totally stupid and/or enjoy sitting around waiting for a long time, I would insert
this knowledge into the simulation manually, so as to get to the beef quickly.
Let’s see, who came up with the simulation argument? Nick Bostrom. So if our
universe is a simulation, Nick Bostrom is an avatar of the Codemaster. Or at the
very least His Prophet.

But if the simulation is being run to see how people react to the knowledge that
they live in a simulation, and the critters decide that they just don’t believe it,
then the experiment has failed and there is no longer any point to keeping it
running.

So in this case, if you don’t want to get turned off, you’d better believe and
support the simulation argument as vocally as possible.

Oh great…

5. anonymous
August 19, 2007

“Please guys, this absurd debate is none of my doing, don’t turn us off!!!”

I don’t think the Overlords will buy this, since it was in fact you who threw the
first stone in this exchange.

6. DB
August 19, 2007

Kirk: Spock, options please.

Spock: It seems the Overlords are trying to make sense of an ancient human
belief system known, if I am not mistaken, as “string theory”.

Kirk: Well, why aren’t they responding to our hailing frequency.?

Spock: If my hunch is correct Captain, they appear to have created a simulation
of an arcane version of this theory known as The Landscape. It appears to be
causing a serious drain on their resources.

Kirk: Hunch Spock? It’s not like you to play guessing games.

Spock: I apologize Captain, but with String Theory, one is obliged to adopt
unconventional modes of reasoning. Being part human, I have made a special
study of supposedly irrational conduct among human scientists. I have concluded



that in many instances the behaviour can be explained by primitive tribal
bonding customs.

Kirk: Spock, this is no time for social anthropology…Yes, what is it Checkov?

Checkov: Kapitan, look. Zomethink eez happening vit ze alien craft.

Spock: If I may Captain, I believe they have concluded that their experiment has
led to an irretrievable situation and may be intitiating a reboot.

Kirk: Reboot my ass Spock! Don’t you know what this means?

Spock: It had occurred to me Jim.

Kirk: Scotty give me everything you’ve got!! Get us out of here.

Doors fly open. Star fleet admirals walk in.

Admiral Gross: I’m sorry Jim. But you’ve failed the test.

Kirk: But why?, what else could I do?

Admiral Gross: You just don’t get it Jim. String Theory is always the answer. You
only had to offer the Enterprise’s Warp Coils for the Overlords to complete their
simulation. You lost your nerve just when the solution was in sight. I’m sorry,
Commander Motl, please take over.

7. Theo
August 19, 2007

What amazes me is that in the NYT article Tierney initially talks about this as an
amazing new idea that he, at least for one, has never thought of before. From
this, I conclude that his imagination atrophied a long time ago. This is stuff we,
and many others no doubt, discussed as teenagers – if not before…

…and Tierney and Boston get paid for this? Sign me up! I could pump out such
articles for the NYT or research for the “Future of Inanity Institute”, as a second
job, for a few minutes each evening.

8. a.k.
August 19, 2007

..I remark that I agree to Theo’s statement, however even noting that the state or
validitiy of a theory of quantum gravitation won’t probably ever depend on the
validity of Bostrom’s argument, the question remains if anything in *reality* will
EVER depend on the validity or the existence of a quantum theory of gravitation.
Peter is right if he argues that the arguments of science fiction literature are
largely decoupled from scientific reasoning, but they furnish a ‘sociological’
background and justification for (parts of) the scientific method iself and predict
the validity of the latter mentioned question. I personally mostly disliked science-
fiction literature for its tendency to postulate a ‘vertical’ arrow in human history,
which tends to correspond to and psychologically transform vertical arrows in



current human societies, this is the reason why Bush promotes the ‘Mars’-
mission. I wonder if there is a ‘Bukowski’ of SF-literature, possibly he would be
closest to reality.

9. Yatima
August 19, 2007

To be totally OT while still getting back to base reality and pleasing our
transdimensional overlords, New Scientist has a short review of William Byers’
“How Mathematicians Think” wherein Gregory Chaitin comes out in favour of
the New New Math, with more intuition and less slavish rigor. Chaitin writes:

“What went wrong [with math]? Well, it started around the end of the 19th
century with David Hilbert’s vision of complete formalism, of proofs so thorough
a computer could check them. It was a vision widely propagated by the French
Bourbaki school of mathematics, which, strangely enough, preferred a rigid,
Prussian vision of maths rather than their own more sensual tradition.

Twentieth-century mathematics decided to eschew words, ideas, diagrams,
examples, explanations and applications in favour of formulae. (…) it is not
creative, it leads nowhere. Not surprisingly, fewer and fewer students are now
attracted to mathematics. The subject is quietly dying.

To create a new field of mathematics, you have to feel comfortable with paradox,
with creative tension, with sloppy and dangerous new ideas, and you have to
want to rock the boat, not conform slavishly. As Byers stresses, perfectly
formalised ideas are dead, while ambiguous, paradoxical ideas are pregnant with
possibilities and lead us in new directions: they guide us to new viewpoints, new
truths.”

It is not apparent to me that the subject is dying – is it really? String theorists
might possibly disagree. Well, something to put on a late-summer reading list.

10. Root@matrix.net
August 19, 2007

I am the sysadmin responsible for running the simulation.

First, I would like to apologize for having to resort to this quantum stuff after the
late 1800’s. You see, with you starting to observe more and more of the
“universe” we started to run out of computational power so doing monte-carlo
became a necessity and this still manifests itself as what you known as quantum
phenomena.

Second I would also like to apologise for that glitch in Utah regarding cold
fusion. They were right, but it was a glitch (known for some time I might add)
that was confined to Utah so we never though that people would pick it up. We
were wrong and the guy who debugs had a hard time fixing that one. We still
don’t know whether we introduced some unexpected side-effect elsewhere so if
you guys discover something that later turns out not to be reproducible you can
always suspect what happened.



Regarding the LHC we are still debating what we will show you. I don’t make
these calls (upper management does) but due to lack of resources we might not
introduce anything new. Having or not having a Higgs is still under heated
debate. SUSY is just way too complicated (too many free parameters) and we are
running low on storage as I write so wouldn’t count on that for now.

Regarding quark confinement, forget it. It’s just a kludge the programmers
introduced so you won’t be able to figure that one out. You can’t, there is really
no reason for it. The guy devising the theory that explains matter really messed
things up and we had to solve it this way. Sorry.

By the way, I almost forgot to mention. Of all the ~6E9 humans most are not
really “sentient” and have no “free will”. They are just extras we added to keep
things interesting for the others and to accommodate the population grows laws.
Plus extras are very easy to simulate and sometimes we just simulate the whole
group and add a bit of random noise in each “individual”. The real people never
even suspect the end-result.

Roughly there are as much “sentient” and “cogent” humans now as in the
beginning (roughly 5% now). The world/Earth is really 6 thousand years old and
the entire fossil record was just a way for you guys to believe there was
something before and to add more fun to the simulation. Religions fall under this
category also and the afterlife if existed would be being stored o tape.
Reincarnation does exist but only for those 5% I mentioned. What you usually
feel as past memories are pieces of reused storage blocks that weren’t
completely erased, just recycled. Allocating the memory at birth with calloc
instead of a simple malloc would solve this but we like the fun factor due to the
current implementation.

Finally, as for you being afraid of us pulling the plug, I must say so far the ratings
have been very good and as long as Lubos is around and has a blog I will
personally run a subset of the simulation out of my own pocket as long as I can
just for the fun of it.

If you guys have any questions feel free to ask me, no one will actually believe
me so I don’t think I’ll mess the simulation. Besides, humans are not the crux of
this experiment. I bet you didn’t see that one coming.

If anything goes wrong, I’m root and I can always delete things, logs included
and management would remain oblivious.

11. LDM
August 19, 2007

The idea has more in common with “The 13th Floor” (…a very enjoyable movie) ,
not the “Matrix”, as the NYT says…
The idea is not new and a least goes back to 1964 and a SF work called
Simulacron-3.
I was surprised to learn that Oxford would associate itself with such an institute
as the Future of Humanity Institute …very disappointing.



12. superuser
August 19, 2007

>I was surprised to learn that Oxford would associate itself with such an
>institute as the Future of Humanity Institute …very disappointing.

apparently fluff and fluffers are computationally cheaper…the Overlords though
have promised to restore some sanity in the simulation once they recover from
the 23-dimensional stock-market crash which occured some
qcmplx(0.0q0,10.0q0) years ago according to the clock of _their_
simulation.

13. Kea
August 19, 2007

Clearly, if we were a simulation we would have been turned off LONG ago.

14. Richard
August 19, 2007

Just curious: do you think it is generally good intellectual practice to mock an
argument just because you find the conclusion antecedently implausible, and
without regard for the quality of its reasoning?

And for the record: I did not criticize you “for refusing to spend time answering
their arguments.” Read my post — that’s a blatant misrepresentation. I have no
objection to silence; I criticized you for the ignorant things you said —
specifically, your assumption that all non-testable hypotheses are rationally on a
par. (I don’t much care about Bostrom’s particular argument. My concern is the
knee-jerk scientism.)

15. Peter Woit
August 19, 2007

Yatima,

I did see that review. I think Chaitin is quite wrong about the current state of
mathematical research, in which Bourbaki has little influence. Mathematicians
actually do mathematics every day in the way Chaitin claims they don’t. But,
when they write things down, they are highly concerned about doing so
completely precisely and unambigously, and being extremely clear about what
they understand and can prove and what they don’t. Describing a subject that
has seen the solution of Fermat’s Last Theorem and the Poincare Conjecture in
recent years as unhealthy just doesn’t correspond to reality.

16. amused
August 19, 2007

“Let’s see, who came up with the simulation argument? Nick Bostrom”

I thought it was Douglas Adams. (He also pointed out that it’s the mice who are



running the show.)

17. Kaj Blunt
August 19, 2007

What happens to us if there is a thunderstorm up there and lightning
hits their computer? Do they have adequate electric
surge protection??

18. root@matrix.net
August 20, 2007

“What happens to us if there is a thunderstorm up there and lightning
hits their computer? Do they have adequate electric
surge protection??”

Yes we do. We have several UPS and if things get really bad every month we do a
full backup. Upon data restoration you guys experience what you call “déjà vu”
because after all, things are simulated once more from the checkpoint to the
point where there was trouble. This has happened before on more than one
occasion though not because of lightning. Lets just say your California power
outages seemed like déjà vu to us.

19. root@matrix.net
August 20, 2007

“He also pointed out that it’s the mice who are running the show.”

Mice are certainly not “running the show”. Of that I can assure you. And neither
are dolphins.

20. Christine
August 20, 2007

Clearly, if we were a simulation we would have been turned off LONG ago.

No, Kea, we *have* already been turned off. But we haven’t noticed.

(There is a story that goes more or less like this: a guy had this particular
worship that the world would come to an end in the year 1980 or so. He had
many followers. After 1980 he still had many followers. In an interview, he was
asked: “What do you have to say about the fact that 1980 has passed and nothing
happened? The world has not ceased and still you manage to have so many
followers. How can this be?”. The man looked at the journalist with an
ashtonished face and replied: “No, I was right. The world *has* ended. But no
one has noticed it”.)

21. Vishnu
August 20, 2007

I’m a student of physics from the Indian Institute of Technology,.. I got here by
accident. What is going on in here?! Who is root@matrix.net ? And why does he

mailto:root@matrix.net
mailto:root@matrix.net


pretend to be some kind of guy who has set up some simulation into which we’ve
been put and why doesn’t anybody bother to put him in his place?!

22. manyoso
August 20, 2007

“Mice are certainly not “running the show”. Of that I can assure you. And neither
are dolphins.”

I knew it! It is the cows, right??!! Oh, man, wait till I tell Jack and collect on that
bet… 

23. Walt
August 20, 2007

Vishnu: It’s because what if he’s telling the truth? I’m not going to take the kind
of chance.

24. Magnus
August 20, 2007

Considering that Boström is a philosopher and not a scientist, he is really just
doing his job. I guess one can object to the rather vulgar ways in which he is
promoting his ideas, but yet again, I guess this is not the place to criticise him
for that  If the AI people actually some day will produce something that will
pass the Turing test, then this kind of ideas will probably be interesting for the
general public. It is not too unlikely that this will happen within the next 30
years, so if some university decide to sponsor Boström, they may be acting with
some forethought. I also find Boströms ideas truly valuable, in that it clearly
exposes the anthropic principle for what it really is, namely metaphysics. I think
that many physicist will accept anthropic reasoning in the now common stringy
form, when they are also confused by all the shiny quantum bells and whistles
that comes with it. But in Boströms form, I think that it is obvious for anyone,
that the anthropic principle has nothing to do with science.

25. Robert McNees
August 20, 2007

I, for one, welcome our new simulation overlords.

26. RA
August 20, 2007

“And why does he pretend to be some kind of guy who has set up some
simulation into which we’ve been put and why doesn’t anybody bother to put him
in his place?!”

Vishnu:
He is not pretending…the fact that he knows too much can only mean that he is
one of the IT guys running the show..ups…I meant system administrators…
correction: System Administrator

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_Space_Homer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_Space_Homer


Nobody puts him in his place because if we do so, we get unplugged…just like
what happens in this simulation in the so-called “democracy mode”

27. overlord
August 20, 2007

Ok, you got us, the jig is up, I guess.

Sorry for the inconvenience. Look, it was just research, ok? It passed IRB and its
led to several published papers, so dont get all indignant.

Anyhoo, we have funding until the end of next semester so we’re going to leave
the simulation running at least until then. If you have any questions for us, I’m
here to answer them, and I’ll try my best.

28. anonymous
August 20, 2007

Shtetl-Optimized has a post about this discussion:

http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=265

29. bored antropic
August 20, 2007

A variant of the anthropic principle claims that we exist in the dullest, bored
simulation possible. SF authors have long time played with the possibility of
using simulations to implement worlds were laws of physics can be locally weak,
allowing for superheros, or science is completely broken, allowing for mythical
sagas or for reality of alternative belief systems. From the recent literature you
can read for instance Richard Garfinkle’s “Celestial Matters” or, in spanish,
Javier Negrete’s “El mito de ER”. Garfinckle does not use explicitly the
simulation argument, but Negrete likes to invoke it in the appendix. In “El mito
de ER”, it is said that the simulation is actually a video game whose object is to
forge heros who are uplifted to the (non enjoyable) status of players.

30. andy.s
August 20, 2007

Wasn’t Nick Bostrom plugging the Doomsday Hypothesis a few years ago?

31. milkshake
August 20, 2007

there is an old Asaac Asimov story about a smart guy who guessed that we were
taking part in elaborate simulation and our sense of humor was one of the
adjustable test parameters. His discovery made our overlords to re-design the
experiment and all the bawdy jokes (about running over your mother-in-law
when backing in the driveway etc) suddenly ceased to be funny.

32. lostsoul Ph. D.
August 20, 2007

http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=265
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What’s with the fancy flashing red shit? Just pull the plug. God knows, when a
cold wind blows, it can turn your head around.

33. Smith-Kingsley
August 20, 2007

do you think it is generally good intellectual practice to mock an argument just
because you find the conclusion antecedently implausible, and without regard for
the quality of its reasoning?

Apparently Mr Woit thinks it is also generally good intellectual practice to
disregard pertinent questions such as the one quoted above. His procedure
seems to reverse Gandhi’s motto: first they ridicule you, then they ignore you.

34. Me
August 20, 2007

The reason nobody places root@matrix.net in his place is because nothing
separates his posts from the opinions of the guys who supposedly proposed this
simulation argument in the first place.

Both are as scientific and plausible. Both are religious like in the sense you get
nothing from them apart from psychological sustenance.

This simulation idea is anything but original. I had it when I was a young child
and thought this was all a test (I didn’t know the word simulation) and later met
more people (at least a guy for sure) with the same idea (he developed his idea
closer to puberty) but with small perturbations.

This is just childish talk and not in a good way.

35. SnarkFest
August 20, 2007

I do not wish to hide the fact that I can only look with repugnance…
upon the puffed-up pretentiousness of all these volumes filled with
wisdom, such as are fashionable nowadays. For I am fully satisfied
that… the accepted methods must endlessly increase these follies and
blunders, and that even the complete annihilation of all these fanciful
achievements could not possibly be as harmful as this fictitious science
with its accursed fertility.

Immanuel Kant

The character of honesty, that spirit of undertaking an inquiry together
with the reader, which permeates the works of all previous
philosophers, disappears here completely. Every page witnesses that
these so-called philosophers do not attempt to teach, but to bewitch
their reader.

Arthur Schopenhauer
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36. Richard
August 20, 2007

The commenters in this thread appear not to know the difference between an
“idea” and an “argument”.

As per my earlier comment (nicely highlighted by Smith-Kingsley there – thanks),
I would have expected minimal scientific literacy to impart the importance of
method (i.e. reasons) when assessing claims.

37. Arun
August 20, 2007

Not all ideas deserve respect or a methodical response.

38. Richard
August 21, 2007

My point is that what Bostrom presented is not an idea at all, but an argument.

(It’s very revealing when the people upthread suggest that Bostrom is engaged
in the same kind of activity that they did as a kid. Imagine a stoner responding to
Darwin, “Woah, dude, I totally imagined that all living creatures were related!”
Kinda misses the core of his contribution, no?)

What you guys are doing is the equivalent of someone who responds to a
counterintuitive scientific finding by saying “Don’t be silly, everyone knows that
can’t be right,” instead of checking their experimental methods. You’re looking
at the output, rather than the process — the data or reasoning that led to the
conclusion.

That’s just bad intellectual practice. I mean, any old fool ought to know better.
But a scientist especially.

39. Arun
August 21, 2007

Someone presented another argument that the earth is flat. I refuse to look at
the data and reasoning that led to the conclusion. It is called not wasting one’s
time, a useful intellectual practice.

40. Richard
August 21, 2007

My impression of the dismissive responses here is that they’re motivated more
by the intrinsic weirdness of Bostrom’s conclusion, rather than because it
conflicts with a better-established body of knowledge. But even if you’re right,
that still doesn’t explain why everyone here is fixating so on the disliked
conclusion. Their time would be better served by focusing attention elsewhere.

The core of my complaint is this: if you are going to spend time discussing
Bostrom’s argument at all, then you really should discuss the argument, and not



just its conclusion.

41. SnarkFest
August 21, 2007

From Scott Aaronson, a nicely balanced assessment:

Greg, we basically agree for once. The trouble with debating whether
the universe is a computer is not so much that it’s “unscientific” as that
it’s boring: it doesn’t explain anything, or generate serious predictions,
or even lead to nontrivial theorems. As we’ve known since Turing, the
notion of computation is so general that it encompasses pretty much
anything.

Or to put it differently, there’s very little to say about the idea that
wouldn’t occur to a nerdy 12-year-old. (The idea can, however, be
played for entertainment value, and to their credit Bostrom, Hanson,
and Tierney all write in a way that suggests they don’t take themselves
quite seriously.)

Now, there’s a crucial caveat, which might be causing some of the
confusion. Even though “Is the universe a computer?” is itself a boring
question, it happens to be extremely close in ideaspace to lots of rich,
nontrivial, interesting questions. …..

This often seems to be true of questions of the form “Is X really a Y?”—if X and Y
are real, and of independent significance. There are interesting ways to discuss
such questions, and also sterile, pointless, and pedantic ways to discuss them. A
cynic would say that many professional philosophers have a penchant for the
latter.

42. Me
August 21, 2007

“Imagine a stoner responding to Darwin, “Woah, dude, I totally imagined that all
living creatures were related!” Kinda misses the core of his contribution, no?”

You are missing a major point yourself. Darwin’s ideas had a core. He had
observations and suggestions on things to observe to reinforce his theory.
Whether it was falsifiable at the time is tricky but it had substance.

Here we have nothing but a probability (estimated using Bayes’ theorem from
what I read) that we live in a simulation without any means of confirming or
disproving that and no new insight coming from it.

This is quite comparable with what I wrote before about what many children
think about these matters.

Until you present us with something substantial that is a consequence of your
ideas this is just the same under “fancier clothes”. So far you have given us
nothing but speculations about the legality or morality of some actions in a

http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=265#comment-13972
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possible future civilization descendant from humans.

Again, many kids do this, the only real difference is that they are not at a
University and don’t know Bayes’ theorem.

43. mr.M.
August 21, 2007

You are wrong on FHI according to: http://www.overcomingbias.com/2007/08
/pseudo-criticis.html#comment-80101439

44. Peter Woit
August 21, 2007

mr. M.,

I’ve already addressed that here:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=583#comment-27608

45. Pablo Stafforini
August 21, 2007

But even if you’re right, that still doesn’t explain why everyone here is fixating so
on the disliked conclusion. Their time would be better served by focusing
attention elsewhere.

Importantly, it doesn’t explain why Peter Woit chose to spend some of his time
researching Bostrom’s CV while refusing to even consider the merits or demerits
of the simulation argument. It is also remarkable that Woit has decided not to
address Richard’s question in the comments above: even if his dismissal of
Bostrom’s argument is intellectually defensible, it is surely unacceptable for him
to remain silent on the general epistemic principle that underlies that dismissal.

46. Peter Woit
August 21, 2007

Pablo,

I spent time looking into the funding of FHI because I had written something
incorrect about it, and doing what I can to ensure the information I disseminate
on this blog is accurate matters a great deal to me.

I’m not about to engage in debate with people who want to discuss the
“simulation argument”, any more than I’m going to do so with creationists who
show up here and want to complain about my relatively hostile attitude toward
religion. For many reasons, which have been spelled out repeatedly by several
people here and at Scott Aaronson’s blog, I happen to be completely sure that
that would be an utter waste of my time.

47. Pablo Stafforini
August 21, 2007
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1. The objection is not that you failed to discuss the simulation argument; the
objection is that you failed to defend or even state the general principle that you
think entitles you to ridicule rather than discuss that argument.

2. The analogy with creationism is disingenuous, since the simulation argument
is not intended to establish a claim that contradicts a well-established body of
scientific knowledge. The reasons behind your dismissal of the argument seem to
be rather that, as Richard said, you find its conclusions antecedently implausible.
The principle that we are entitled to dismiss an argument intended to establish a
conclusion which we find antecedently implausible, however, is not nearly as
plausible as the principle that we are entitled to dismiss an argument intended to
establish a conclusion which contradicts a well-established body of scientific
evidence. If you are indeed relying on this latter, controversial principle, you
should at least say it loud and clear. Preferably in red blinking text.

48. Pablo Stafforini
August 21, 2007

I meant former, not latter.

49. manyoso
August 21, 2007

No. The dismissal of the ‘simulation argument’ has nothing to do with Bostrom’s
conclusion.

If Bostrom had concluded the opposite and found little likelyhood we are living in
a simulation it would not make one difference. The dismissal has to do with the
argument rather the subject matter itself.

Again, what people object to is the fact that Bostrom’s arguments were
presented as even tangentially related to science. I think this has been well
established. All of Bostrom’s arguments and ideas are little more than mental
masturbation and should not be found in the Science section of the Times.

I went to the blog mentioned in the post to see what they could possibly criticize
with Peter’s post and all I found was a bunch of hemming and hawing about the
unfathomable difficulty in defining ‘science’ at all as opposed to ‘philosophy.’ It
seems the only way to justify Bostrom’s wanking appearing in the Times is to
define science downward. Is it any wonder that people think this is a waste of
time?

50. manyoso
August 21, 2007

Should be: “The dismissal has nothing to do with the argument rather the
subject matter itself.”

51. Greg Egan
August 21, 2007



Richard wrote:

The core of my complaint is this: if you are going to spend time
discussing Bostrom’s argument at all, then you really should discuss
the argument, and not just its conclusion.

I think people are perfectly entitled to both express an opinion and choose their
own particular level of engagement with arguments, or even whole classes of
arguments. If, for example, every physicist had to give a detailed rebuttal to
every claim for a perpetual motion machine, they would spend all their time
doing nothing else, but that should not prevent them from expressing an opinion
that it’s very unlikely that the claim in question is interesting, fruitful, or correct.

That said, if you really want to hear some objections to Bostrom’s argument:

(1) He invites us, inappropriately, to quantify the probability that we are living in
a simulation. He is free to make conjectures and advance lines of argument that
he believes make the hypothesis more likely, but this quantification is unjustified.
Why? Because it is in the nature of the hypothesis that our own experience and
knowledge of our simulated universe, S, are potentially completely irrelevant to
the universe U in which the proposed simulation is taking place. Bostrom
catalogues versions of the hypothesis where there are reasons for S to resemble
U to varying degrees, but the existence of the logical possibility that no
reasoning about S can tell us anything about U is enough to undermine any
scheme to allocate meaningful probabilities to any version of the hypothesis.

If we decide instead to quantify the probability that our own descendants will
run various classes of simulation, that’s a different matter, but rather than being
intrinsically meaningless the numbers are then merely so subjective as to be
useless. Like the Drake equation, maybe it’s worth writing down some of the
relevant quantities initially, but once you come clean about the margins for error
in some of them, you need to admit that the information content you’ve ended up
with is essentially no different than saying “well, it’s not impossible”.

(2) Bostrom suggests that we must accept that either [a] civilisations will be rare
and short-lived, [b] there is some reason why simulations will never take place,
or [c] we are highly likely to be a simulation. He is enthusiastic in presenting
arguments that seem to raise the likelihood of simulations taking place, but he
doesn’t pay sufficient attention to the distinction between simulations in general
taking place, and simulations of the universe as we have experienced it taking
place.

There are good reasons to believe that any advanced technological civilisation
will run simulations of some kind, and it’s a fact that we already simulate many
interesting processes ourself: weather, population growth, the spread of
pathogens, the formation of structure in the universe, etc. And if we accept as
unsettled either way the question of whether computers can support
consciousness, we can give that hypothesis the benefit of the doubt and allow for
the logical possibility that simulations will include conscious beings. (This is,
however, a step that is enough to destroy any meaningful allocation of



probabilities. All we have on this issue are opinions.)

OK, so it’s logically possible that simulations will include conscious beings, but
let’s look more closely at the detailed character of our own experience.

(i) Our history encompasses an enormous amount of suffering, both by humans
and animals. Some of this is due to human actions, some due to “natural causes”.
Intelligent beings — and most of all, intelligent beings whose ancestors we
closely resemble — are highly likely to have anticipated this. Our own
technological cultures are moving towards an attitude where animal
experimentation, factory farming, etc. are becoming less acceptable, and (if it
was accepted that beings in a simulation were conscious), the idea of a
simulation that included Auschwitz, Darfur, or a few hundred thousand years of
brutal evolutionary history would be utterly repugnant to most people. [Of
course attempts to argue anything from our own experience are ultimately futile,
but if Bostrom wants to do so in one direction, he ought really to do it in both.]

(ii) We appear to occupy a universe with a very detailed physical structure at all
scales, and hence very large computing requirements. Someone interested solely
in, say, our evolution or social history could easily have contrived a different
cosmology and fundamental physics in order to lessen the computational burden,
and though it’s conceivable that we are being selectively fed high-resolution
information that does not exist when it’s not required, maintaining consistency
while “cheating” would itself be computationally very difficult. And although we
face the hurdle of having no knowledge of what counts as “an impractically large
computer” outside the simulation, we can still note the unambiguous inefficiency
of the process. Sim City does not employ lattice QCD, and however large our
computers get, I suspect that it never will.

(iii) Even our own civilisation, with its limited technological and intellectual
achievements, is perfectly capable of reaching useful conclusions about
evolution, history, psychology, cosmology, etc., with software and other means
that fall far short of simulating conscious beings. Rather than needing or
wanting to simulate a complete universe, it’s likely that a more advanced
civilisation would become more skilled at making intelligent computations that
answer specific questions of interest efficiently. We’re asked to contemplate a
civilisation with the kind of technology and resources such that uploading their
own minds would be commonplace, and (certainly by the time they were capable
of simulating even the Earth, let alone our whole universe) they would be likely
to have a very detailed theoretical understanding of the computational basis of
conscious experience. This would equip them with a host of strategies for
avoiding any need to simulate us to the level where we experienced anything,
whatever psychological questions they happened to be interested in. In
combination with the issues of morality and efficiency, this leaves very little
motivation for something like our universe to be created as a simulation.

Pro-Bostrom commentators will have a host of “Yes, but maybe …” reasons why
it’s possible that my objections don’t apply. To which my reply is, “Yes, but so
what?” I happily concede that it is not completely logically impossible that we
are living in a simulation … but everyone knew that all along. Bostrom has



contributed nothing but a few unoriginal and highly selective arguments, along
with some false dichotomies and a strategy for deluding ourselves that we can
allocate probabilities to these scenarios.

So, a few dim reporters have mistaken Bostrom’s waffling for a startling
breakthrough in Bayesian anthropic reasoning, but if Peter Woit or anyone else
thinks this is all worth no more than a despairing groan — and a complaint that
it is part of a deplorable general trend — that’s entirely reasonable. I’ve spelled
out some of my own reasons why I think a groan is the appropriate response, but
there’s nothing intellectually wrong with just emitting the groan. Life is too short
for anyone to be compelled to refute every scrap of useless nonsense at length,
but that should not preclude them from calling it nonsense. Of course that
judgement will sometimes be spectacularly wrong — we can all pick historical
examples — but we’re each still entitled to prioritise our expenditure of
intellectual energy.

52. Yatima
August 22, 2007

This must be what is traditionally called an “epic thread”.

53. ks
August 22, 2007

He [Bostrom] invites us, inappropriately, to quantify the probability that we are
living in a simulation.

“You must wager; it is not optional… Let us weigh the gain and the loss in
wagering that God exists… If you gain, you gain all; if you lose, you lose nothing.
Wager, then, without hesitation, that He exists.”

Blaise Pascal

54. Greg Egan
August 22, 2007

If you gain, you gain all; if you lose, you lose nothing.

Did Pascal notice that there were religions in the world other than Christianity,
some with gods that were much more irritable than the Christian god if you
didn’t do a great deal more than merely believe in them? Maybe it just wasn’t
wise to mention that quandary in his particular religious milieu. Perhaps the
Future of Humanity Institute can come to the rescue and tell us the odds for
being punished or rewarded for Aztec-style human sacrifice; I’m sure someone
there has a rigorous Bayesian argument about this.

Hey, what am I doing giving that idea away for free … if I can interest Columbia
University Press in my book Blood Sacrifice or Holy Communion: Can the Hidden
Dimensions of Physics Help Us Decide? I might be up for the Templeton Prize!

55. Allan
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August 22, 2007

From the classical paradigm
“God the Ultimate Clockmaker”
(Newtonian Physics)
to the contemporary paradigm
“God the Ultimate Video-Game Player”
what will be the next?

(There will be one, I’m just sorry I won’t live to see what it is)

56. ks
August 24, 2007

At least Pascal showed some manifest interest in different cultures and their
relevance towards his own discourse. Unfortunately I didn’t find good links for
further examination.

About book titles:

Blood Sacrifice or Holy Communion: Can the Hidden Dimensions of Physics Help
Us Decide?

Go for it. I’d also like:

Lords of other worlds. What hidden dimensions can unveil about them.

57. John Morales
August 25, 2007

I fing Greg Egan’s comments very interesting, as I recall reading various stories
by him regarding this very concept. Years ago.

Well-thought out and very good stories, too, that made me think.

58. Gphillip
August 29, 2007

This is why we need more experimentalists. Left unto themselves, theorists will
contemplate their navels so deeply that they can never find their way out. Please
hurry with new data before our best and brightest are lost forever.
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The Usual

August 20, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Blah, blah, more anthropic pseudo-science on hep-th, blah, blah, blah,

On the basis of a static support condition depending on the tensile strength
of flesh rather than bone, it is reasoned here that our size should be subject
to a limit inversely proportional to the terrestrial gravitation field g, which
is itself found to be proportional (with a factor given by the 5/2 power of the
fine structure constant) to the gravitational coupling constant. The upshot,
via the (strong) anthropic principle, is that the need for big brains may be
what explains the weakness of gravity.

blah, blah, blah, this pseudo-science is on hep-th because of blah, blah, blah.

Blah, blah, blah written for Templeton-funded conference, blah, blah, Science-Religion
Interaction in the 21st Century. Usual blah, blah, turn science into religion, blah, blah
Institute for Interdisciplinary Research in Science, Philosophy and Religion.

Apologies for the repetitive nature of some recent postings. I can’t even stand to write
them any more, but still think someone should be documenting the descent of particle
theory into pseudo-science and complaining about it.

Comments

1. reader
August 21, 2007

well if you don’t like it, just ignore it. or read about future influences on the LHC
on hep-ph.

2. Steve
August 21, 2007

The abstract here looks mostly OK because it is based on the weak form of the
anthropic principle. This is good but controversial science because it advocates
using all of the data that are available to the observer, rather than ignoring part
of the data (i.e. the existence of the observer). Surely, any objection to this paper
has to be with the details of the reasoning done with the weak anthropic
framework, rather than with the weak anthropic framework itself? Perhaps that
is what you intended to convey in your posting, but I nevertheless get the
impression that anthropic reasoning is all no-go territory for you.

Glancing through the paper, I notice that the strong anthropic principle used in
the last section is not the usual intelligent-designer version of the SAP (which I
hasten to add I do not support). It’s a pity that the author has overloaded the
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definition of “strong” in this way.

3. DB
August 21, 2007

At least you have the guts to stand out from the complacent majority of
physicists who appear to believe their subject is so inherently strong that it can
withstand any and all assaults from pseudo-scientists. The fact that you are a
mathematician, and no longer a practicing physicist, makes it even more galling.
I believe they are awaiting the LHC to scatter these parasites and restore dignity
and respect to the field.
In the main, I think they will be proven right, and the period between the LEP
discoveries underpinning the Standard Model in the 1980s and the LHC will be
seen as a dark period in particle physics, vividly illustrating the primacy of
experiment as the touchstone for progress in physics.
However, their continuing silence, and refusal to defend their field – relying only
on their faith in experiment, has resulted in the rest of physics being tarnished
by association, with many prospective students taking one look at this field, at
the famous institutions which now lend their name to this rubbish in return for
money, at its debased coverage in the popular and scientific press, and run for
the hills.
So yes, they will probably be vindicated. But it is likely to be a Pyrrhic victory.

4. alex
August 21, 2007

In your most recent posts you are starting to sound a bit unhinged, you should
consider taking a break perhaps?

I am reminded of The reference Frame during some of its wobblier moments –
the content is quite different of course, but the feeling of suddenly lurching off
into a somewhat deranged rant is similar.

5. Peter Woit
August 21, 2007

alex,

Thanks, you’ve got a point. I’m considering joining together with Lubos to form a
united front denouncing and battling the “enemies of science”.

6. gunpowder&noodles
August 21, 2007

You get eastern Poland, Lubos gets the western bit.

7. Arun
August 21, 2007

The upshot, via the (strong) anthropic principle, is that the need for big brains
may be what explains the weakness of gravity. (from the abstract, emphasis



added).

Maybe a useful thing to do in these circumstances is to spell out (yet again) what
constitutes a scientific explanation.

e.g., the theorem (strong gravity) + (some additional assumptions) implies (no
big brains) added to (we have big brains) means that gravity cannot be strong,
but does not constitute an explanation, any more than the observation of big
bang Helium abundance is consistent only with three light generations does not
constitute an explanation of three generations.

8. Fritz
August 21, 2007

I wonder what’s the point of the “referee” system, and the “endorsers”, in arXiv,
if they are allowing this kind of BS to be posted, and to make things worse in a
completely wrong section of arXiv. By contrast, Nielsen’s and Nanomiya’s BS
about the LHC was remarkably on-topic 

9. Mainland
August 21, 2007

If you are weary, you could ask Carlo Rovelli to guest-post for a few days, more
or less same way Chad has asked Aaron. He writes well and enjoys discussion.

If Rovelli didn’t have time to stand in for you, he might suggest someone.

10. Michael T
August 21, 2007

I think you protest too much.

11. Anders R
August 21, 2007

i’ve gotten the impression that sting theory (which apparently isn’t a complete
theory) is so “open” that if something new turns up that apparently contradicts
some of the more popular properties of a bunch of string theories, some dude
can just make up a new string theory that takes this new stuff into account. i’m
studying biology so i’m not a good judge of this but is there in any way possible
to falsify string theory with something that turns up in the large hadron collider?

12. Peter Woit
August 21, 2007

Anders,

No, there is no known way to falsify string theory with possible results from the
LHC. And this is both off the topic, and something that has been discussed
endlessly here already.

13. Anders R



August 21, 2007

i have another question i’d like to ask though, even if it’s off topic because i don’t
know where to post it otherwise. since the publication of lee smolins book and
your book, have you noticed any significant shift in which people are getting
those jobs that i think at least lee talked a lot about. apparently it was very
difficult, back then anyway, for a young theoretical physicist who wanted to get a
career in the theoretical physics field if they didn’t work on string theory.
perhaps all this debate has manage to achieve a positive change in how
resources are being distributed within the field?

14. Peter Woit
August 21, 2007

Anders,

I don’t know if all this has helped the job prospects in the area Lee is most
concerned about, LQG. That’s an interesting question, but the numbers of jobs
each year are so small it would be hard to see a trend in any case.

In particle theory, string theorists still seem to be getting hired at about the
same rate as before. There’s a general trend in physics departments that they
would like to move out of particle theory, and get into cosmology.

As for the kind of mathematical approaches to quantum field theory I think are
most promising, there’s interesting things going on in mathematics departments,
nothing much at all in physics departments.

15. Kea
August 21, 2007

Brandon Carter? No way! These guys must be posting these papers as a joke to
show up the arxiv for what it has become.

16. D R Lunsford
August 21, 2007

Perhaps the worst thing about that Carter paper was his overweening dismissal
of Dirac’s argument, as if he understood anything Dirac did. What a mess. I still
can’t believe this is happening. This entire scenario needs to be exposed by a
deep historical analysis of what went wrong in academia. I blame the NSF.

I was listening to an interview with Paul Fussell, the historian. He regrets the
loss of literacy, not in the sense of reading skill, rather, of being familiar with
literature and having a broad perspective because of it. It’s much the same way
in science. Who is there to talk to? When I meet new people, they often ask me to
explain things to them that I can’t even think about without getting pissed. That
is truly the worst part of all this.

-drl



17. Kris Krogh
August 21, 2007

I think Brandon Carter means it, Kea. Looking at his papers on ArXiv, there’s
another titled “Micro-Anthropic Principle for Quantum Theory.” Pretty sad…

18. Tony Smith
August 21, 2007

D R Lunsford said “… What a mess. I still can’t believe this is happening. This
entire scenario needs to be exposed by a deep historical analysis of what went
wrong in academia. …”.

Over on Sean Carroll’s blog Count Iblis said that in the hep-th paper 0708.2743
Albrecht and Inglesias (of UC Davis)
“… point out that by messing with time you can map a particular set of laws of
physics to any other laws of physics. …”.

In their paper, Albrecht and Inglesias say:

“… We are used to doing physics by stating the physical laws which we believe
may be true, and then calculating predictions based on those laws in order to
test them against observations of the physical world.

The clock ambiguity appears to completely undermine this approach to physics.
…

This work was supported in part by DOE Grant DE-FG03-91ER40674 …”.

Therefore, my tax money is being used by DOE to fund a paper saying that
efforts to do physics by:

1 – constructing physical-law models
2 – and calculating predictions based on those laws
3 – in order to test them against observations

is “completely undermine[d]”

Although they do have some fine print (in the body of the paper but not in its
abstract) involving “the continua we use to construct theories of fundamental
physics” and their use of “freedom to choose a clock subsystem arbitrarily” and
“use of the covariant approach”,
it seems clear to me that an attack on the scientific methods used by scientists
from Kepler to Feynman as being “completely undermined” is
the basic thrust and purpose of their paper.

I think that it is a shame that their attack is accepted by the Cornell arXiv as OK
for hep-th, while I am blacklisted from posting new results of my physical-law
model which allows computation of particle masses, force constants, etc, that are
testable against observations.

Tony Smith



PS – Albrecht and Inglesias are not alone in attacking the Kepler-Feynman way of
doing physics. The Resonaances blog in a 1 July 2007 post entitled “Nima’s
Marmoset” said:
“… Nima Arkani-Hamed [formerly at Harvard and now at Princeton IAS]… gave
another talk …[at]… CERN … advertising his MARMOSET … a new tool for
reconstructing the fundamental theory from the LHC data … Nima pointed out
…[that]… at the dawn of the LHC era we have little idea which underlying theory
and which lagrangian will turn out relevant …”.
In short,
Arkani-Hamed says that the Standard Model Lagrangian should be ignored
because
“… we have little idea which underlying theory and which lagrangian will turn
out relevant …”
even though the Standard Model has passed EVERY experimental test for over
30 years, and there is NO experimental observation whatsoever indicating that
the Standard Model is not the relevant “… underlying theory and … lagrangian
…” for physics at the LHC.
So,
I would add Harvard and Princeton IAS to the list of institutions that should hang
their heads in shame
for
supporting attacks on the process of building physics models in the old-fashioned
way of requiring inclusion of the Standard Model and Gravity as subsets and
demanding calculability of observable quantities such as particle masses, force
strength constants, etc.

19. Jimbo
August 22, 2007

Hey Reader,

Anybody who thinx Nielsen’s paper on future influences at the LHC is `off the
wall’ needs to read John Cramer’s novel `Einstein’s Bridge’ to realize, as always,
SciFi precedes Science. Some of its icons, Verne, Wells, Asimov, Hogan, Cramer,
Benford, etc., have received advanced waves from the future, & distilled their
dreams into literary visions !

Seriously, Peter, the summer has a way of exhausting one’s tolerance for BS…
Maybe U should take a vacation, & just chill out for a while. We all love U &
support U, but burnout is a real bummer.

20. Harry
August 22, 2007

Peter W.,

Maybe you could create a categorie for your posts about anthropic pseudo-
science (as the one you made for your book).
Just a thought.

21. amused



August 22, 2007

I think the time to really start getting worried will be when papers like this begin
to appear in PRL. Hopefully it will never come to that… Actually I’m very happy
to see papers like this on hep-th, it will hopefully help to kill the idea that the
arxives make journals redundant. The powers that be in the hep-th field would
like nothing better than for that idea to take hold, so that journals such as PRL
stop mattering. Then they won’t have to care about whether their research
(anthropic landscape or whatever) is considered interesting and important by the
broader physics community, and they won’t have the embarrassment of having
the value of their work measured against the value of work on other topics.
Moreover, hiring decisions will be based solely their say-so without any annoying
semi-objective measures to consider or irritating questions along the lines of “if
your student/postdoc is so great, why didn’t he/she prove it by publishing a few
papers in PRL?”. Absence of any form of quality measure besides their own
opinions would suit the powers that be very nicely.
(Sorry, couldn’t resist jumping on my hobbyhorse once again. I’ll dismount now.)

22. Tony Smith
August 22, 2007

My apoologies for misspelling the name “Iglesias” in my comment here.

Tony Smith

23. european observer
August 22, 2007

Tony,

I am confused by your comments relating to LHC physics and the work the
marmoset people did? Where do you believe that they said to forget the SM? The
starting point of the entire project as I understand is to get at SM+X, and what is
X. With that in mind I think you are misreading the Lagrangian comment, and it
should be interpreted as the beyond the SM theory/lagrangian that is unknown.
I’d just venture to be more polite and not make grandiose statements about
institutions based on remarks in an anonymous blog.

24. Peter Woit
August 22, 2007

Tony,

Please don’t post such far off-topic comments. Marmoset has nothing to do with
the posting, and a tendentious discussion of it here is way out of place.

25. Bee
August 22, 2007

sure you can falsify string theory at the LHC. you just need to verify the
existence of more than 7 extra dimensions. probability for this to happen I’d



estimate to be about 10^-500

(see e.g. hep-ph/0503178)

but yes, that would be just string-theory-as-we-understand-it-today.

26. Who
August 22, 2007

Hi Bee,

sure you can falsify string theory at the LHC. you just need to verify
the existence of more than 7 extra dimensions.

I think maybe you can falsify the usual versions of LQG already if LHC can show
the existence of even ONE extra dimension. But I would not estimate odds.

but yes, that would be just string-theory-as-we-understand-it-today.

Perhaps string-theory-as-we-understand-it-today could handle being falsified
simply by wearing a pair of falsies. It could just put on two more styrofoam
compact extra dimensions and be falsified but proud.

27. woit
August 22, 2007

Bee,

Surely you don’t think string theorists are not capable of coming up with models
with more than 11 dimensions?

28. Jim Clarage
August 22, 2007

As a biophysicist I find it telling that anthropic arguments are used by HEPs and
not BIOs.

So called “fundamental” quantum physics cannot actually predict the existence
of even the simplest life forms (e.g., bacteria) let alone the existence of large-
brain organisms. The proposition:

Standard Model –> bacteria

cannot be demonstrated theoretically– only experimentally.

Note: what I am saying is not equivalent to declaring that life is somehow
mysterious or supernatural or designed. I am simply making an epistemological
point, not a theological one.

In this sense HEP does not make testable predictions about biological
experiments. Which is why my inner-biologist finds these papers Peter is
exposing so disturbing.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503178
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503178


Other “softer” branches of science of course can and do make such predictions.
For instance one not-so-past prediction of biology was the proposition:

Life –> (sunlight) + (oxygen) + (temperatures in range 15-25 C)

It was falsified with the discovery of thermophilic bacteria. These organisms can
live even with the negation of all three of the above variables. It was a shock to
biological sciences.

Thus the folly of anthropic-HEP theoretically ruling in or out various HEP
theories (or regions of the landscape) based upon presently understood
terrestrial data for biochemical and biophysical variables.

Put another way– sans the pesky biology training– there is a crucial Aristotelean
logical difference between:

Large Brain –> Observers

and

Observers –> Large Brains

Anthropic reasoning tends to conflate these two. We (biologists, physicists, any
scientists) simply do not know, either via prediction or observation, what
constitutes the appropriate measures for sentient/observant life. To think we do,
and furthermore to think that measure is Man would actually make Narcissus
and even most post 1200’s theologians blush. And in this sense it gives even
(modern) religion a bad name.

Think about it, with your large brains.

29. Bee
August 22, 2007

Hi Peter:

I have high respect for string theorist’s inventiveness and therefore believe they
might indeed be able to explain more dimensions.

Hi Who:

What about LQG do you think is specific for 4 dimension? As far as I know the
setup does not exclude/support any specific number of dimensions? Best,

B.

30. D R Lunsford
August 22, 2007

Bee,

This isn’t poetry or music. Inventiveness is not needed. Insight is needed. Your



post makes me realize how hopeless it all is. This simplest truths are forgotten.

-drl

31. Who
August 22, 2007

Hi Who:

What about LQG do you think is specific for 4 dimension? As far as I
know the setup does not exclude/support any specific number of
dimensions? Best,

B.

I think you are right if you mean canonical LQG as defined in the 1990s or
whenever—the setup could be done in any d. But what comes to mind when I
think of the research speakers at Loops 07 were actually talking about is mostly
specific to dimension.
Rovelli spinfoam dynamics is d = 4. Smolin braided networks would come
unbraided if embedded in one higher spatial dimension.
For Ambjorn it is a big production to jack up from 3D to 4D. CDT is different in
each dimension and must be reformulated. Although not at the conference, for
Freidel going from 3D with matter to 4D with matter means introducing new
mathematical tools (2-groups I think maybe).

So in the actual work that people are doing, I think the step from 3D up to 4D is
seldom trivial, if ever. The theories and models they are actually developing
would, I think, be instantly out the window if tomorrow we saw more spatial
dimensionality.

On the other hand I have to defer to your view of the field since it’s your
business. BTW I thought your Loops 07 talk was excellent—I’m glad the slides
and audio are online.

32. Yet another grad student
August 29, 2007

Dear Peter,

This is just my opinion, but I think it might be more useful to take time to help
graduate students in Cosmology (theory and phenomenology, sans string theory)
by explaining the current status of particle physics to them. A nice introductory
text on QFT (I know many exist, but are they all that well-written?) might also be
in order.

33. Peter Woit
August 29, 2007

Yet another grad student,

For the current status of particle physics, there’s always my book…



But for something that actually explains things in detail, I’ve looked at most of
the QFT books. Zee is good but way too sketchy for most people, Peskin and
Schroeder is a standard for good reasons. I liked Ramond’s book quite a bit.

But I suspect students in cosmology would find more useful not a hard-core QFT
book, but one devoted to the phenomenology of the Standard Model. I’ve seen
such books out there, but never looked at them closely enough to recommend
any one in particular. Maybe other people have recommendations..

34. AGeek
August 29, 2007

http://www.amazon.com/Gauge-Theory-elementary-particle-physics
/dp/0198519613

After all these years, still hard to beat. Which says something about the status of
the subject. 

http://www.amazon.com/Gauge-Theory-elementary-particle-physics/dp/0198519613
http://www.amazon.com/Gauge-Theory-elementary-particle-physics/dp/0198519613
http://www.amazon.com/Gauge-Theory-elementary-particle-physics/dp/0198519613
http://www.amazon.com/Gauge-Theory-elementary-particle-physics/dp/0198519613


Hidden Dimensions

August 22, 2007
Categories: Book Reviews

At lunchtime today I stopped by the excellent local bookstore Labyrinth Books,
looking to see what was new. In the science section, I noticed a pile of copies of
Hidden Dimensions: The Unification of Physics and Consciousness. As with the rest of
the many “physics and consciousness” books I’ve seen over the years, I spent a few
minutes looking at it to see if there was any evidence of something different or
interesting about this one. Apparently not, so I was about to file it in the large
category of things best ignored, when I decided to check to see who had published
the book.

I was shocked and dismayed to see that the publisher is Columbia University Press,
where the book is part of the Columbia Series in Science and Religion. Two of the
other eight books in the series are by the same author, B. Allan Wallace, including one
entitled Buddhism and Science: Breaking New Ground. In defense of Columbia
University Press, the people there don’t actually seem to be reading these books or
their promotional material for them, since the blurbs for Buddhism and Science at the
CUP site and on Amazon include

“ fascinating and captivating book. Without a doubt it will be the definitive
text on Holbein’s famous painting for some time to come.”
—Aparna Sharma, Leonardo Reviews

which comes from a review of The Ambassador’s Secret: Holbein and the World of the
Renaissance, which just happened to be in the same issue as a review of Buddhism
and Science.

Wallace’s background in physics consists of an undergraduate joint major in physics
and philosophy of science at Amherst. He’s the author of many other books, including
some on Buddhism and physics such as Choosing Reality: A Buddhist View of Physics
and the Mind. He has a web-site here and is founder and president of the Santa
Barbara Institute for Consciousness Studies.

Here and here you can read some samples of Hidden Dimensions, and make up your
own mind what you think. As far as I can tell it’s pretty generic material of this kind,
full of crackpottery invoking quantum mechanics, extra dimensions, etc. etc. It’s more
or less in the same vein as What the Bleep, but with more of a Buddhist and less of a
self-help angle.

Unfortunately, it’s not just Columbia University Press that is promoting Wallace’s
ideas. He also gave the keynote address at a symposium here last year on Mind and
Reality. You can watch an interview with him standing not too far from my office here.

I really was intending to avoid writing this kind of critical blog posting for a while.
After enraging lots of philosophers, I fear that now I’ll enrage lots of Buddhists, in
particular by having no interest in wasting time discussing Wallace’s ideas. But I’m

http://www.labyrinthbooks.com/
http://www.labyrinthbooks.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Hidden-Dimensions-Unification-Consciousness-Columbia/dp/0231141505
http://www.amazon.com/Hidden-Dimensions-Unification-Consciousness-Columbia/dp/0231141505
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/cup/catalog/data/978023114/9780231141505.HTM
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http://www.columbia.edu/cu/cup/catalog/data/CSSR.HTM
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profoundly embarrassed that the institution where I work is promoting this sort of
thing, so thought I better publicly say so. This all appear to be the responsibility of
the Center for the Study of Science and Religion, which has recently been made part
of the Earth Institute, run here at Columbia by economist Jeffrey Sachs. Like pretty
much all of the many institutions out there devoted to bringing science and religion
together, it has received funding from the Templeton Foundation.

Comments

1. DB
August 22, 2007

Richard Dawkins, in “The God Delusion” has an interesting section on how he
experienced at first hand the Templeton Foundation methods. He reports having
been the one “token atheist” (his description) out of ten speakers invited to
speak at a Templeton run conference, only to find out later via John Horgan’s
investigations, that many of the other speakers had been paid 15,000$ to attend.
As you may know, he is highly critical of the Foundation.

2. Chris Oakley
August 22, 2007

If there’s anyone from the Templeton Foundation reading this, I would like them
to know that I, too, can be bought. For a mere $1,000 I am prepared to add the
following paragraph to the end of a paper I am currently writing about Quantum
Electrodynamics:

“For all I know there may be a connection between all of this and religion,
although as yet I am unsure as to what it is.”

C. G. Oakley M.A., D. Phil. (Oxon.)

3. Michael Bacon
August 22, 2007

Actually, you probably won’t “enrage” lots of Buddhists. That would be tough to
do. Most should just shake their heads and smile knowingly . . . .

4. milkshake
August 22, 2007

Templeton foundation is not evil – some years ago they gave award to Freeman
Dyson, and its probably the best thing they could have done with their money.

(When Dyson writes in the popular books that consciousness is perhaps on some
mysterious level involved in quantum mechanics and that “the universe knew we
were coming”, he is not annoying because he separates the facts from his
somewhat mystic personal beliefs. He presents his beliefs as such, as hopes and
dreams. )

http://www.columbia.edu/cu/cssr/
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/cssr/
http://www.earth.columbia.edu/
http://www.earth.columbia.edu/
http://www.metanexus.net/lectures/winners/columbia.asp
http://www.metanexus.net/lectures/winners/columbia.asp


When I was in the highschool in mid 80s, I ran across a discussion in a pop
science magazine about antropic principle and multiverse and apparent fine-
tuning, Dyson being opposed by a biologist S.J. Gould – and I thought it was a
very exciting stuff! (Gould made a very strong point against the fine-tuning
argument then.)

5. Coin
August 22, 2007

The Templeton Foundation is tough to get a handle on. They’re funding
everything from pure religious apologia to pseudoscientific nonsense to
borderline Intelligent Design to both sides of this little Woit, Smolin and Co.
Versus String Theory war, with grants going to both Tegmark-style anthropicists
and several people at the Perimeter Institute.

As far as I can tell they are legitimately well-meaning and are in fact generally
honest about what they are and what they’re doing, just occasionally very very
confused…

6. Peter Woit
August 22, 2007

Coin,

I don’t doubt that the people at Templeton are well-meaning, and some of what
they fund is worthwhile. The problem is that they have a lot of money, and one of
their main goals is to bring religion and science together, blurring the distinction
between the two, and effectively often promoting pseudo-science. I doubt they
know or care much about string theory, but they’re quite fond of the anthropic
principle. It fits in well with the vaguely religious world-view that puts human
beings and concern with the “purpose” of the universe at the center of things.

Anyway, sure they’re a mixed bag, but they’re putting a lot of resources behind
the promotion of a point of view that I happen to think is dangerous for science.

7. anonymous
August 22, 2007

I’m no fan of Templeton, but I’d gladly take their money, provided it was offered
with no strings attached.

8. Al T
August 22, 2007

Well there is Spong’s Law of Theophysical Asininity, which states:
Whenever a person appeals to quantum physics as the basis for a theological or
religious principle, he is making an ass of himself.

9. Coin
August 22, 2007

http://www.privilegedplanet.com/
http://www.privilegedplanet.com/
http://disputations.blogspot.com/2007_05_01_archive.html#6963017698278192061
http://disputations.blogspot.com/2007_05_01_archive.html#6963017698278192061


The problem is that they have a lot of money, and one of their main goals is to
bring religion and science together, blurring the distinction between the two…
sure they’re a mixed bag, but they’re putting a lot of resources behind the
promotion of a point of view that I happen to think is dangerous for science.

That is a completely reasonable perspective.

10. dir
August 23, 2007

religion is just a personal belief, so its content should stay in somewhere science
does not reach and care

11. Haelfix
August 23, 2007

Big institutions like Templeton have so much money, they usually have difficulty
finding the best ways to spend it. So they fund *everything*.

It boils down to a bunch of people in a room on a deadline with a lot of cash and
likely horribly vague guidelines on what to spend it on. Worse, its likely many of
those people/interns don’t even have an education in physics, so they have
difficulty sorting through the forest of absurdities out there.

I find it difficult to assign to much blame to that, after having gone through the
sheer horror of grant writing to anything other than the NSF. People literally
have absolutely no idea what we do.

12. Olivier
August 23, 2007

It seems that lot of scientists, pretending represent “pure science” are very
upset, to say the least, by people trying to understand the universe, not only
describe it. Lot of them have strong “rationalistic” and “atheistic” views, and
they use science for promoting their ideas. The best example is Dawkins, which
supposedly based only on “facts”, is doing in fact atheistic propaganda, for which
he has no other arguments than his personal opinion. Science by itself is mere
description : it cannot say anything else than what directly appears to our eyes.
It’s obvious that conclusions on universe and life will use other arguments than
spectral radiation shifs or temperatures.

13. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
August 23, 2007

Haven’t been here for a while.

All I can say is that I share the dismay at the mere notion of a program to
promote the “convergence” of scientific and spiritual understanding. I’m not one
of these reflexive religion haters that pollute the blogosphere with bigotry and
invective, but everyone has a line that they must draw, even if it necessarily
offends some of those on the other side. I should think at absolute minimum that



line must be drawn at what is by its very definition a variety of experience
inscrutable by any material means known or in any way conceivably or
inconceivably possible. These are fundamentally incompatible “ways of
knowing”, without even coming near the issue of whether or not one way or the
other is to any degree accurate or not.

I can’t even come up with a real-world analogy to compare the cognitive
dissonance that must be required to reconcile the twain by any means. I don’t
think there exists a more patently impossible epistemological enterprise. That it
claims even a modicum of legitimacy through anthropic physics is the aspect that
is the most…what’s the word I want…terrifying? Yes, terrifying. We laugh at
things like “What the Bleep Do We Know”, but if there’s some critical mass being
approached, stuff like this isn’t funny, if it’s being accepted by well-motivated
skeptics who nonetheless defer to the expertise of the better-credentialed.

14. JJD
August 23, 2007

Please rest assured that many of us Buddhists are as skeptical as you about the
current fad of “explaining” so-called Buddhism in terms of so-called science or
vice versa. On the one hand, consciousness is explained with quantum theory
and extra dimensions (still waiting to hear how dark matter is involved), and on
the other hand isolated and mis-characterized elements of Buddhist practice
(mindfulness and meditation) are currently fashionable in mental health clinics.
Superstition, quackery, and incompetence are easy to find in either domain, and
they are the real problem, not just the silly instances where a scientific quack
tries to explain personal identity or a religious quack tries to explain space-time.

Good science and good mathematics are based on principles and practical
discipline which have taken thousands of years to work out. It seems all too easy
to get an undergraduate degree or even a PhD in science or math without a firm
grasp on those principles and that discipline. This is part of why your blog is
needed.

15. Molnar
August 23, 2007

The Buddhism angle is all wrong. Physics actually proves Christianity. Or maybe
Islam. Definitely not Buddhism.

16. srp
August 27, 2007

Low Math needs to read up on basic history of science. Kepler, Newton, and
many of the physicists of the Enlightenment believed that their work elucidated
either “the mind of God” or the details of God’s handiwork. We atheists have no
monopoly on scientific curiousity.

17. Dan
August 27, 2007

http://improbable.com/2007/08/23/physics-report-christianity-versus-islam/
http://improbable.com/2007/08/23/physics-report-christianity-versus-islam/


I, too, have laughed at the hand-waving which seems to occur in many popular
books linking quantum physics with mysticism. Yet, I’m not sure exactly what
your problem was with Wallace’s book, given that you provided no more than
blanket statement regarding the absurdity of even trying to reconcile physics
and consciousness. I don’t know much about the Templeton Foundation (beyond
what was said here), but as a number of your commentators have noted, if
someone likes what you’re doing and they want to support you, you don’t turn
them down without a good reason.

As for Wallace, he appears to have a rather different aim from the average, feel-
good, pop physics/mysticism authors. Specifically, he seems not to be critiquing
science qua the attempt to gain understanding of the universe through rigorous,
reproducible methodologies. Rather, he is critiquing scientists who dogmatically
hold philosophical positions without any empirical basis. To quote from the
selection you linked to:

“All subjective experiences, including consciousness itself, remain invisible to
objective scientific observation. A growing number of scientists and philosophers
of mind believe they have the solution: simply declare that conscious states are
equivalent to their neurophysiological
correlates or to higher-level features of the brain. The physical processes in the
brain that are equated with mental processes are believed to have a dual aspect:
they are physically measurable processes, consisting of ordinary electrochemical
events of a kind quite familiar to
physicists and chemists, but somehow, inexplicably, they are also subjective
experiences. The rationale for this quasi-dualistic position is that mental
phenomena appear to be nonphysical, but this appearance is misleading,
for they are realized as neural events, which are their essential nature.

“It is as if mental phenomena, despite their undeniably subjective, nonphysical
appearance, are being granted admittance into the world of nature by being
equated with well-understood physical phenomena. Scientists have yet to
identify the neural correlates of consciousness, so no one even knows yet what
those hypothetical neural processes with a dual identity might be.”

Perhaps, then, you find fault with his future research plan. For he seems in the
other selection to suggest that there exist methodologies within the
contemplative traditions, especially Buddhism, which might shed light on
precisely these phenomena (consciousness, subjective etc.).

Why is that a problem? If the methods are rigorously noted, and the conclusions
arrived at can be verified (or not) by anyone else who follows out the
methodology, I’m not sure why that would be a problem, beyond the fact that
those conclusions would not be accessible to everyone regardless of training.

Wallace specifically singles out mathematics as having a formal similarity to the
program he is suggesting (I might single out Brouwer’s intuitionism):

“[T]he practice of higher mathematics takes place within the mind of the
mathematician and is then communicated to other mathematicians. Writing



equations on a chalkboard is simply a kind of public behavior that may or may
not result from the internal process of understanding proofs and devising
theorems. A mathematically uneducated person may be taught how to write
down the same equations, but when subjected to interrogation by a qualifi ed
mathematician,
will clearly not understand what he has written. Mathematicians do commonly
converse among themselves in a kind of language that is
unintelligible to nonmathematicians, and the same is true of experts in all fields
of science. So there is no reason in principle that researchers could not receive
professional training in observing mental phenomena and learn to communicate
among themselves about their experiences. However, this is a major undertaking
that neither philosophers nor cognitive scientists have yet tackled.”

Similarly, if I present the radical conclusion of a new experiment, my results are
not thrown out unless numerous independent researchers have attempted my
experiment, using my methodology, and have failed to get the same results.

If a rigorous set of methods existed for investigating consciousness and
subjective experience, what would be the problem with using them? On what
grounds could we throw out the results?

Perhaps I have failed to meet your criticism. Or perhaps you merely meant to
offer up a baseless ad hominem. Perhaps, however, your position is worth
reconsidering. And, without question, my position is worth reconsidering. Any
suggestions as to where I could start?

18. Peter Woit
August 27, 2007

Dan,

My criticism of the Wallace book has nothing to do with the issues you bring up,
but with his specific claims about physics, especially things like quantum physics
and extra dimensions. I read enough of the book (not just the chapters available
on-line) to convince myself that the author was spouting sizable amounts of
nonsense about physics. The world is full of similar nonsense, and it would be
both a full-time job and a waste of ones life to argue the details of this with
people.

19. Mike
August 28, 2007

Peter,
Are you not debating the details of extra-dimensional string theory? Was there
some more specific claim that led to this conclusion?

I was considering buying this book until I read your review, now I don’t know. I
have read parts of Alan Wallace’s participation with the Dalai Lama in the
conference with David Finkelstein from Georgia Tech, Anton Zeilinger from the
University of Vienna, Piet Hut from IAS, George Greenstein and Arthur Zajonc
from Amherst; all well recognized academic physicists. Are they all engaged in



“generic material of this kind, full of crackpottery”?? Is this the “similar
nonsense” you’re talking about? Or does Alan reference the “others” from the
“Bleep”?

20. Peter Woit
August 28, 2007

Mike,

The reference to extra dimensions that I saw in Wallace were nonsense, those of
string theorists are completely different.

The people you mention are a mixed bag, unlike Wallace they’re trained
physicists, but some of them are capable of engaging in similar nonsense from
time to time. Again, for the last time, I consider this a complete waste of time,
including examining and discussing the contributions to the Dalai Lama
conference you reference. Please stop trying to discuss this here and find a
venue run by someone who wants to engage in or encourage such discussion.

21. Dan
August 29, 2007

Hey Peter,

Sorry for wasting your time further, but I thought that you might appreciate
having it pointed out that, while rhetoric often holds sway in the minds of
masses, facts are the standard of science.

As you might have realized, I respect Wallace, for his genuine humility amongst
other things. His work regarding science has seemed to me to be both rigorous
and fair without being unequivocally laudatory. He certainly has an agenda, but
he’s honest and clear minded about it, and doesn’t just try to sweeten up the
“medicine” with a little quantum physics. So I was somewhat surprised to
discover that a Columbia mathematician/physicist had thrown his latest work
into the bin with “What the Bleep” and such junk.

However, I’m disappointed that you cannot bring up a single point at which he
errs. Clearly, you have better things to do than write critical blog postings all
day, so I don’t expect you to answer this, but you did spend the time to write the
initial post, presumably because, as you say, “I’m profoundly embarrassed that
the institution where I work is promoting this sort of thing, so thought I better
publicly say so.”

Perhaps such a strong condemnation should just be ignored when the condemner
can’t even remember or enunciate his reasons for condemning. Whatever “this
sort of thing” is, it seems fair to hypothesize that you simply don’t know. Perhaps
you might try to be a little less embarrassed in the future about things you don’t
know.

Or, perhaps you know, but you can’t tell us because it’s top-secret, classified
information too sensitive for a public blog posting! Should we just take your



opinions on authority, then? And while you’re at it, where are those damned
WMD’s?

22. Peter Woit
August 29, 2007

Dan,

Sorry, but I don’t find Wallace’s book to demonstrate “genuine humility”, but
instead found it full of breath-taking arrogance. He announces that these
“materialist” physicists have got quantum mechanics all wrong, while not
understanding much at all about the subject himself.

I think that virtually any trained physicist you talk to will tell you the same thing,
and has a similar reaction to the book as nonsense. Maybe you can find one of
them who wants to waste his time going over the details of this nonsense. It’s not
going to be me.

23. Dan
August 29, 2007

Alright. Thanks for the reply, though. Guess I’ll have to read it and see for myself.

24. Louise Martinez
September 6, 2007

Where Alan Wallace is coming from in my opinion, is from egocentricity. Perhaps
it wasn’t always that way. But if you have attended a retreat of his you will see
how he is trying to impress you with how many teachers he has had, and his
connection to His Holiness the Dalai Lama, which leaves one thinking on how he
is banking on this relationship.



Nature on K-theory Controversy

August 22, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Nature has an article this week by Jenny Hogan about the K-theory journal situation
reported on here, under the heading Strife proves hard to solve for K-theory. The
article does show how real journalists do some things much better than bloggers, like
calling up and interviewing the relevant people to sort out what happened. Hogan
talked to Catriona Byrne, the mathematics editor at Springer, who claims that the
managing editor of the journal, Anthony Bak, was sacked in January 2007, since he
had stopped forwarding papers to them since April 2006. Also in January, Bak asked
the editorial board to resign, which they did, although Byrne claims that Springer
didn’t find out about this until May.

Much of the controversy about this has to do with the question of how papers
accepted after April 2006 were handled, with claims being made that some editors
and authors were unaware that they were not being forwarded to Springer for
publication. One of the editors who is unhappy about this is Eric Friedlander:

Eric Friedlander at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, a former
editor at K-Theory, is in principle sympathetic to the switch. “There is a lot
of concern in the mathematics community about the cost of journals,” he
says. But on 17 August, Friedlander wrote to Bak to say that despite being
named as a member of the editorial board of the new journal, he was not
willing to serve “because I cannot endorse the process by which you have
withheld manuscripts submitted to K-Theory and proceeded without
consultation with authors and the editorial board”…
Friedlander is uncomfortable that papers were held up: “Our responsibility
is to review mathematics that is submitted to us and disseminate it.”

Update: For the perspective of one of the authors affected, see here.

Update: For a letter to the editors of K-theory from Matthias Kreck, see this
comment.

Comments

1. John Baez
August 23, 2007

How do you know Catriona Byrne is the one who told Jenny Hogan that Bak had
been sacked in January 2007? It’s quite possible, but I don’t see that it’s certain
— not from from my reading of the Nature article, anyway.

It’s a small detail — but Byrne works for Springer, so she’s one of the interested
parties in this dispute.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=585
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=585
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v448/n7156/full/448846b.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v448/n7156/full/448846b.html
http://ende.cc/mewt/index.php/2007/08/23/all-that-k-theory-stuff/
http://ende.cc/mewt/index.php/2007/08/23/all-that-k-theory-stuff/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=585#comment-27940
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=585#comment-27940
http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/nature.txt
http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/nature.txt
http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/nature.txt
http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/nature.txt
http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/editor/nature.txt


I told you this thing was a can of worms… and I somehow doubt all the worms
have wriggled free yet.

2. Peter Woit
August 23, 2007

John,

You’re right that it’s just my assumption that Byrne either told Hogan that Bak
had been sacked, or confirmed this if she had learned it elsewhere. If Hogan did
learn this elsewhere, I can’t imagine that she didn’t at least try and get
confirmation from Byrne. And she printed it as fact…

3. John Baez
August 24, 2007

Okay, thanks. I’m just trying to get the facts straight over at EUREKA.

http://www.eurekajournalwatch.org/index.php/K-Theory
http://www.eurekajournalwatch.org/index.php/K-Theory


Massive Plagiarism Scandal

August 23, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

From Ars Mathematica I learned about an article at Ars Technica describing a scandal
involving plagiarism of theoretical physics papers by about 20 different people, some
of them students at the Middle East Technical University in Ankara. Many of the
papers were refereed and published in well-known journals, and one made it into
what is now perhaps the most well-known particle theory journal, the Journal of High
Energy Physics.

According to Dr. Sarioglu, two of the authors of this paper were graduate
students with a prodigious track record of publication: over 40 papers in a
22-month span. Dr. Karasu, who sat on the panel that evaluated their oral
exams, became suspicious when their knowledge of physics didn’t appear to
be consistent with this level of output. Discussions with Dr. Tekin revealed
that the students also did not appear to possess the language skills
necessary for this level of output in English-language journals (METU
conducts its instruction in English).

This caused these faculty members to go back and examine their
publications in detail, at which point the plagiarism became clear. “All they
had done was literally take big chunks of others’ work using the ‘copy and
paste’ technique,” Dr. Sarioglu said, “steal from here and there to cook up
an Intro which is basically the same stuff in all their manuscripts, carry out
some really trivial calculations such as taking derivatives of some simple
functions, and write up the results in the format of a paper.” The
department chair was informed and started an internal investigation; the
university’s Ethics Committee has since become involved.

In the mean time, the faculty and administration at METU are attempting to
do some damage control. The university’s president personally sent a letter
to the Journal of High Energy Physics requesting that the paper be
withdrawn—a request that, as noted above, has yet to be acted upon.
Meanwhile, the faculty members mentioned above are working with the
arXiv administrators to ensure that any plagiarized work is removed.

The Ars Technica article emphasizes the role of the arXiv in this, since the plagiarized
papers first appeared there and are still available there, although arXiv
administrators have replaced the latest versions of the papers with a notation
“withdrawn by arXiv administrators due to plagiarism”. I don’t actually think the
arXiv is the real scandal here, rather the fact that refereeing standards in theoretical
physics are now so low that obviously plagiarized papers don’t seem to have much
trouble getting into even the best journals in the field. Some of the other journals that
published plagiarized papers from this same group of people include:

• General Relativity and Gravitation (here and here). The situation of the second of
these is really confusing, since according to the arXiv it plagiarizes a paper by a

http://www.arsmathematica.net/archives/2007/08/22/plagiarism-at-arxiv/
http://www.arsmathematica.net/archives/2007/08/22/plagiarism-at-arxiv/
http://arstechnica.com/articles/culture/plagiarism-and-falsified-data-slip-into-the-scientific-literature.ars
http://arstechnica.com/articles/culture/plagiarism-and-falsified-data-slip-into-the-scientific-literature.ars
http://www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/1126-6708/2006/12/078
http://www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/1126-6708/2006/12/078
http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.2930
http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.2930
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0607104
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0607104


completely different group in India, one that the arXiv lists as having “excessive
overlap” with an earlier paper by the Turkish plagiarists.

• Modern Physics Letters (here and here)
• International Journal of Modern Physics (here, here, here, here and here)
• International Journal of Theoretical Physics (here, here and here)
• Journal of Mathematical Physics (here)
• Progress in Theoretical Physics (here)
• Fortschritte der Physik (here)
• European Physics Journal (here)
• Foundations of Physics Letters (here and here)
• Chinese Physics Letters (here and here)
• Chinese Journal of Physics (here)
• Czech Journal of Physics (here and here)
• Fizika (here)
• Nuovo Cimento (here)
• Acta Physica Polonica (here and here)
• Acta Physica Slovaca (here and here)
• Pramana Journal of Physics (here and here)
• Astrophysics and Space Science (here, here, here and here)

There are also other papers by some of the same authors which the arXiv does not list
as plagiarized (published in Nuclear Physics B, here, Classical and Quantum Gravity,
here, International Journal of Modern Physics, here and here) .

Remind me again, why is it that universities are paying large sums to get these
journals?

Update: My guess is that most theorists are just going to ignore this and pretend it
didn’t happen. As far as I can tell, the journals involved haven’t even bothered to add
a notation to the articles still available on-line to note that they are plagiarisms, much
less do anything to stop this from happening again. But at least Lubos agrees with
me:

The journals and arXiv are clearly flooded with papers that no one cares
about which is why this thing can happen.

Comments

1. Robert
August 23, 2007

Try searching the arXiv for ‘plagiarizes’ in the abstract.

For our master program, we had an applicant whose application material looked
very promising but for whom a letter of recommendation said ‘this is a good
student, however, see [a search query to the arXiv]’. It turned out, as an
undergraduate student (why on earth do you need publications at that stage?) in
mathematics he had taken two papers from the arxiv and resubmitted them after
just changing the title and of course the names of the authors.

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0505078
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Now you could argue that math is healthier than HEP as this was discovered by
one of the original authors but on the other hand it was simpler as beyond the
title all the wording was kept (including the abstract).

This is so stupid! Of course we did not accept this student for our program
although we might have without this act of plagiarism.

2. Rien
August 23, 2007

There is a tool for looking for plagiarism of webpages called Copyscape. Maybe
the arxiv should have something like that… or the journal editors.

3. Rien
August 23, 2007

Ah, it seems they already have such a system at arXiv.

4. woit
August 23, 2007

Rien,

Another idea would be to insist that refereeing be done by physicists who either
know the literature of their field or are willing to look into it when they don’t
know it so well…

This may be too difficult to achieve these days, but if that’s the case, admitting
this and shutting down these journals would be a good idea.

5. Rien
August 23, 2007

Another idea would be to insist that refereeing be done by physicists
who either know the literature of their field or are willing to look into it
when they don’t know it so well…

What an unorthodox idea! 

I would say this is more the fault of the journals than of the referees though. I
sometimes get sent papers that are only very tangentially related to my own
research, so what do you do then: send it back or try to cobble something
together. I have done both.

One would think that just going by the number of reserachers active in any given
subfield, they should have managed to send at least one of those plagiarized
papers for refereeing to one of the researchers that they plagiarized from…

6. Amos Dettonville
August 23, 2007

I was once reading some papers in the physics arXiv on a subject of interest to

http://www.copyscape.com/
http://www.copyscape.com/
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_3/30_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_3/30_1.shtml


me, and came across what struck me as a particularly lucid and insightful paper
from someone at a University in Portugal. The more I read, the more impressed I
became… “Damn (I though), I couldn’t have written this better myself…” And
then it dawned on me: I HAD written it myself. The ENTIRE paper (about 12
pages) had simply been cut and pasted, verbatim, from an article of mine that is
accessible on the web. The only things different were the abstract, the “author’s”
name, and one page of unintelligible nonsense that the guy had appended at the
end.

Just for fun, I searched for other papers by this individual, and immediately
found another where he had done exactly the same thing with another of my
articles.

Now, I know plagiarism is fairly routine in academic papers, and I usually just
ignore it, but this “cut and pasting” of a whole paper verbatim seemed
particularly blatent, so I sent an email to the arXive, pointing out the two papers
and the web sites they were stolen from. To my surprise, the arXiv rather
promptly took down the offending papers, replacing them with a note about
plagiarism, and sent me a message saying they had contacted the University to
inform them of the situation. At that point I was sort of impressed (and
surprised) at the level of ethics, although I was actually feeling a little sorry for
the “author”, whose career I naively imagined had been irrepairably damaged.
As it turned out, I was worried for nothing… About a week later, revised versions
of the papers re-appeared on the arXiv, essentially unchanged, but with two or
three statements inserted here and there, saying “As explained in reference [x]”,
with a reference to my articles. So (apparently), all is well.

On another related point, there has been a recent rash of plagiarized
mathematics web sites, apparently by some people in Russia or one of the
“stans”. Their exact identity is unclear, but their mode of operation is to copy
whole web sites, including the entire directory structures, and then convert all
internal links to eliminate any reference to the original site, re-directing them to
the bogus site. (They must have fairly sophisticated tools to do this.) Then they
give the site a new name, and invent some people, complete with phony
biographies, credentials and photos, who claim to be the authors of the material.
They then begin to send emails to other people with mathematics web sites,
asking them to link to the bogus site (presumably to increase traffic and raise
their google rankings).

The ultimate objective of this activity is not clear (to me), but I suspect it is to
generate traffic for some kind of phishing activity… I understand the term of art
is “social engineering”. They are hosted on either blacklisted ISPs in the US, or
else ISPs in Russia, so they are fairly untouchable from a legal standpoint.

7. anonym
August 23, 2007

I know plagiarism is fairly routine in academic papers, and I usually just ignore it

that’s what many people say : don’t bother.



8. Intellectually Curious
August 23, 2007

“Now, I know plagiarism is fairly routine in academic papers…”

Please tell me it ain’t so. I thought even self-plagiarism (where you copy portions
of, say, an introduction from your previous paper to another paper even though
the two sets of results do not overlap) is frowned upon because of copyright
issues.

If the problem is so routine, then where’s the scandal? Or do different
fields/subfields have different ethical standards?

9. Bee
August 23, 2007

I am shocked. Seriously, I am really shocked. What is the world coming to? This
is 20 people who did that not only once but in an organized and repeated way, I
can’t believe that. I mean, why on earth would one do that. Don’t they have no
interest in doing ‘real’ science. Didn’t they ever think about what they are doing
to the field?

Sure, one part of the problem is the lacking quality control of peer review. But I
think this problem goes back to the sheer amount of papers that get published
(or want to get published). And this again goes back to the pressure people have
to publish – which not only means that referees get many requests, but they have
themselves pressure to publish papers… Taken together (too many publications,
pressure to publish fast, lacking quality control) this is bound to get worse, not
better, it’s a downwards spiral. The technological improvements that today allow
us to have ‘rapid communications’ and an overflow of available information DO
influence the way research is done, and it’s about time to realize that it’s
necessary to figure out how to best deal with these changes. How about slowing
down the ever faster spinning world of science and give people some TIME to
think about what they really want to achieve with their work (publications?
citations?).

Best,

B.

10. Godfather
August 23, 2007

I wonder, are the chief editors of those journals going to be fired for extreme
incompetence? Or are editors going to remain as unaccountable as always have
been?

Imagine that a group of high school students looted a famous museum. What
would the scandal be, the looting by the students or the incompetence of the
museum’s management?



11. Demonic Gerbil
August 23, 2007

And to think I’m trying to do research and get published the old fashioned way…

12. Marty Tysanner
August 23, 2007

I agree with Bee. It is surprising that someone aspiring to a career in science
would try to establish themselves through systematic plagiarism. One wonders
what brings them into science at all — certainly it doesn’t seem to be a love of
discovery, deeper understanding, and desire to contribute to a body of
knowledge. It would require an exceptional level of self deception for a plagiarist
to look back on past unoriginal work with any satisfaction at all. The whole
notion is incompatible with the goals and ideals of science.

However, the problem seems quite solvable, at least in principle. Since most
submissions of papers are now done electronically, it should be very possible to
look for matches between an incoming paper and a database of electronically
submitted and digitized papers. Warning flags could be raised if a paper had
more than some minimum number of sentences or paragraphs in common with
another paper. A paper would be rejected prior to the refereeing stage until any
plagiarism issues are resolved. The arXiv would be one excellent place to
implement this.

There are already companies like turnitin.com that perform this service for e.g.
high schools, but perhaps a more sophisticated system would be needed than
that. And such a system would have problems of its own. Computing resource
requirements would be substantial, although they could be reduced by
restricting comparisons to papers in the same field or subfield, or restricting
searches on hot topics to the past few years. A highly motivated plagiarist might
find ways around the system, such as systematically changing a word or two in
each sentence, although there may be search techniques that can get around
that. Anyway, in principle…

13. a quantum diaries survivor
August 23, 2007

Oh, Bee, shocked… Come on, see things in perspective. There are people of low
moral standards everywhere. It is only a piece of luck that they did not start a
career in politics, surgery, computer science, law, economics, aviation, …..

I think this is one alarm bell, and I totally concur with Peter (’cause of course, I
am a “small Peter Woit” according to lumo) when he asks what are Universities
paying for when they send hefty sums to Elsevier and the likes.

But shock… I am shocked for Britain’s decision to extradate a lesbian to be
lapidated in Iran today (see my blog), no room for publishing shocks today.

Cheers,
T.



14. Thomas Love
August 23, 2007

It has been obvious to many that scientific journals will be out of business in the
near future, they are too slow and cost too much. On-line journals will take their
place. What we need is a way to rate on-line articles.

But then again, I’ve talked to many researchers who say they don’t have time to
read because they are too busy writing.

15. Peter Woit
August 23, 2007

As usual, of course I agree with Tommaso… The fact that there are people out
there trying to game the academic system doesn’t qualify as shocking. What is
shocking is how many supposedly reputable journals publish blatant plagiarism.
The refereeing system in theoretical physics is completely broken and no one
seems to care or be willing to do anything about it. This is not news, the
Bogdanov scandal was a good example several years ago, but this is even worse.

One interesting question is how many times these authors had their papers given
to a competent referee, one who would recognize the plagiarism and report it
back to the journal and to the arXiv. Out of their many, many paper submissions,
how often did that happen? Virtually never, I suspect…

I don’t agree with Marty that what is needed is a “turnitin” system. The problem
is not the blatant plagiarism like this, but the amount of unoriginal and shoddy
work being published by theoretical physics journals, including even the best
ones. At least in the case of this kind of plagiarism, it is clear to everyone what is
going on. If referees are willing to allow this, they’re certainly going to allow a
lot of papers through that are little more than older work superficially rewritten.
Either these journals should find a way to get papers competently refereed, or
they should shut down and stop defrauding the institutions that are paying them
for supposedly doing a competent job of “peer review”.

16. milkshake
August 23, 2007

There is large amount of unoriginal crap published in lesser chemistry journals,
too (there were some recent high-profile cases of fraud and plagiarism too, but it
is less common).

What really gets me are research groups that never checked the literature
before starting their project. They re-discover some stuff done 15 years ago and
they re-brand it as a tremendous achievement of their own. When it is pointed
out to them that there is a nearly identical precedent which they failed to
acknowledge, they try to carefully weasel their way around it in an obscure “note
added in print” instead of re-writing/retracting their paper.

17. Arun
August 23, 2007



Good old Nicolai Ivanovitch Lobachevsky! His method, it lives on!
Bozhe moi!

http://members.aol.com/quentncree/lehrer/lobachev.htm

18. jhk
August 23, 2007

“This paper has inappropriate amounts of overlap with the following papers also
written by the authors or their collaborators.”

Uh oh. If they’re gonna start cracking down on this, it will jeapordize the physics
community’s favored method of padding CVs and boosting citation counts. This is
playing with fire.

19. Marty Tysanner
August 23, 2007

I also agree with Tommaso that people of low moral standards occupy all niches
of society. However, I think that choosing a career in scientific research is
qualitatively different than choosing the path of politics, surgery, engineering,
law,… It seems unlikely that most people can be truly successful in science
without some kind of passion for the subject — there had to be something that
made it initially interesting enough to go through the pain of graduate school
and beyond. If I were trying to maximize success in terms of money, power, and
popularity with the opposite sex, I don’t think I would choose science! Those
kinds of rewards seem to come a little more automatically through some other
career paths…

That is what what makes it surprising to me that prospective scientists would
resort to outright plagiarism. In the long run, if someone is viewed as
“successful” due to copied work, it seems probable that others will eventually
find out their success is not genuine and all will come crashing down. In the
meantime, the usual “rewards” for a huckster will not come nearly as readily as
in other fields.

Like Peter, I am not actually convinced that what is needed is an automated
system for detecting plagiarism. My point was that the problem of blatant
plagiarism should be solvable in principle by such a system. Whether the
problem is serious enough to warrant such a step is a different question.

The problem of how journals can reward or cajole referees so that they take the
task seriously is also a different and difficult question. If a referee doesn’t do it
out of a sense of professional responsibility or for other noble reasons, and the
reward system within universities or labs is not in place to encourage it for less
noble reasons, then short of outright payment for services it seems there aren’t a
lot of good options. And pay-per-paper refereeing doesn’t seem likely to lead to
lower journal costs…

20. Bee
August 23, 2007

http://members.aol.com/quentncree/lehrer/lobachev.htm
http://members.aol.com/quentncree/lehrer/lobachev.htm


Hi Tom,

Sure, there are “people of low moral standards everywhere”, but this is not just
one guy who copied a paper, it looks like it was an infectious and spreading
disease that apparently was considered to be a good idea for whatever reason.
That’s why I am shocked. I mean, what is the next level? Pseudo-scientists trying
to hack SPIRES and to push their citation level? Scientific terrorist attacks that
delete gr-qc? Or, actually, the next logical step would be the computer code that
produces finished papers that are not so obviously plagiarisms (along the lines of
this paper recipe maybe?). I mean, people accuse me occasionally that I am too
idealistic, but yes I admit I am troubled by people who willingly damage the field
for no other reason than their immediate advantage (which btw I think is very
shortsighted even for themselves).

Unlike Peter however, I don’t think the blame goes entirely to the journals.
Enforcing a better peer review system is definitely going to help in this regard,
but it’s curing the symptoms, not the cause. Ask what leads people to act this
way. Remove their incentive. It’s being judged by number of publications, by
quantity instead of quality, that is a trigger. It’s the glass wall that surrounds
North America whether you realize it or not. It’s time pressure. It’s PUBLISH OR
PERISH. It’s a society that values status (career! career! career!) over wisdom.
It’s a community that punishes those that don’t fit into scheme A that causes
outsiders to fake their selection criteria – it’s survival of the fittest, right?

Best,

B.

21. Zul
August 23, 2007

«Amos Dettonville Says:
August 23rd, 2007 at 11:27 am

I was once reading some papers in the physics arXiv on a subject of interest to
me, and came across what struck me as a particularly lucid and insightful paper
from someone at a University in Portugal.»…

Title of the paper please or even better, link in the arXiv.

22. LDM
August 23, 2007

Interesting.

Did it ever occur to anyone that the failure was much earlier…probably in high
school? Does anyone think it is possible that “copy and paste” is a skill that first
gets honed and rewarded in high school?

Yes, there are issues with the journals and the review system, but computers just
by themselves have lowered the quality of education in more than a few areas.

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/06/paper-recipe.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/06/paper-recipe.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/06/paper-recipe.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2006/06/paper-recipe.html


Copy and paste we have just seen. More insidious is the eroding of the
knowledge base. The person who goes to the library and scours the books in the
aisles for what he/she needs is forced to do some extra mental work and thereby
assimilates more knowledge in the field. A computer search is too easy and you
miss out on becoming familiar with the literature in your field.

23. J
August 23, 2007

Oh my. What is wrong with this “top” journals?

24. D R Lunsford
August 23, 2007

Most of even legitimate papers (meaning, not stolen) is so worthless – how can
you honestly judge it? What’s the point of stealing bullshit?

This is all surreal. Thank God I escaped this cesspool.

-drl

25. Sidious Lord
August 24, 2007

When searching the arXiv for plagiarizes

http://arxiv.org/find/all/1/abs:+plagiarizes/0/1/0/all/0/1

one also gets a paper co-authored by Ginsparg himself

http://arxiv.org/abs/cs/0702012

describing the plagiarism detection in arXiv. This is quite recent too.

26. Peter Orland
August 24, 2007

I am not shocked at all by these events (though I am
smugly and undeservedly pleased that Phys. Rev. D, in
which I have been publishing as of late, is not on the list).

What I am amazed by is that the authors of the original
papers did not notice what was going on. Plagiarism is
an old story, and it’s gone on as long as there has been
literature. Here is what is stunning; none or few of the
victims seemed to have been aware of the crime. Had they
known, they would have alerted the faculty of this department
much sooner and it would not have got this far. This is a
new phenomenon.

I think what is going on is that theoretical high-energy
physics has become almost entirely literature-driven, as

http://arxiv.org/find/all/1/abs:+plagiarizes/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/all/1/abs:+plagiarizes/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/abs/cs/0702012
http://arxiv.org/abs/cs/0702012


opposed to idea-driven (for practical reasons, it is not
experiment-driven, at least not for another year or so).
As Milkshake noted above, people dress up old ideas
with new buzzwords and try to pass them off as original
work.

People are far more obsessed with producing papers on
trendy topics, and don’t care much about their ideas. If
the paper itself instead of its content is the desired
product, then no one cares if the content may be found
elsewhere.

27. dave tweed
August 24, 2007

Regarding LDMs comments:
“The person who goes to the library and scours the books in the aisles for what
he/she needs is forced to do some extra mental work and thereby assimilates
more knowledge in the field.” I think it’s a mixed bag. On the one hand, looking
at bound journals in the library does require some extra thinking which can help
understanding, but, partly because libraries only take a selection of the journals
in a field and partly because its difficult to do more than follow author-supplied
references in printed papers it can lead to following “the popular consensus”
whilst the internet search does offer the opportunity of discovering a relevant
search phrase in the body of a technical report ostensibly about a different
subject that gives you another avenue. Being completely honest, back when my
library did primarily take paper journals, the biggest advantage was that the
library was in a building five minutes walk away which helped wake you during a
mid-afternoon low-spot.

“A computer search is too easy and you miss out on becoming familiar with the
literature in your field.” With the proliferation of publish opportunities,
particularly in fields where conference publications are much closer to the
leading edge than the eventual journal versions, is it really possible to become
familiar with the literature just by going to a typical university library? I try and
do a reasonable amount of reading, but I know that if I did “fully comprehensive”
reading at current publication volumes I wouldn’t do any new research so I
somewhat take a chance I may be unwittingly duplicating someone else’s work
published in a minor journal. Of course, if it’s pointed out to me that I have
duplicated some existing work then the work becomes “not novel”.

28. Matt Daws
August 24, 2007

Is it just me, or did anyone else notice this:

prodigious track record of publication: over 40 papers in a 22-month span

No, that’s not “prodigious”. That’s comediarily impossible in theoretical physics.
Why did anyone think for a moment that this was possible?



I’m a mathematician, not a physicist, but I do sort of agree with Peter Orland. If
papers which were basically copies of my own were published in top
mathematics journals, then I would definitely notice. Heck, I’d notice when they
were posted on the ArXiV. Is this because people have essentially ceased to read
the top physics journals?

29. klien4g
August 24, 2007

To Arun: How was Lobachevsky ever involved in plagiarism (pace Lehrer’s
song)?

But its very depressing to hear about the ‘po-mo’-isation of physics.
Perhaps, its because upto the early 20th c. those really interested in the sciences
landed up doing it and now since there are so many more people competing for
just about any profession one cares to name, the sciences has become just
another job one chooses to do — not ready to put up with the grueling work
hours of investment banking, well how about some condensed matter physics–
but oops, how does one learn originality and creativity??!!

30. anon
August 24, 2007

Marty suggested

Since most submissions of papers are now done electronically, it should
be very possible to look for matches between an incoming paper and a
database of electronically submitted and digitized papers.

Rien pointed out earlier in the comments that this is already being done on the
arXiv.

I agree with Bee that it’s the publish-or-perish ideology that’s to blame here… we
are becoming less like universities and more like corporate thinktanks.

31. AGeek
August 24, 2007

Dear anon, corporate think tanks are generally expected to produce something
useful, so they are subject to objective evaluation. That’s a big step up from
academic “publish or perish”, where it’s the killing of trees that seems to matter
most. 

32. LDM
August 24, 2007

D R Lunsford’s comment “Most of even legitimate papers (meaning, not stolen) is
so worthless – how can you honestly judge it? What’s the point of stealing
bullshit? This is all surreal. Thank God I escaped this cesspool.”
is one I tend to sympathize with…but really how many academics who’s careers
have been built on this system would admit the same?

http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_3/30_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_3/30_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_3/30_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_3/30_1.shtml


It should be clear by now that the “publish – or – perish” meme does not result in
high quality. In fact, since quality by definition is harder to produce, it is clear
that low quality papers will tend to be the norm.
It is time to kill the “publish – or – perish” meme. People who are passionate
about science will still publish by virtue of their passion for science anyway —
but they won’t be forced to produce what is essentially, in many cases, scientific
waffle.

33. amused
August 24, 2007

Well this isn’t good, but people shouldn’t get too carried away and draw overly
generalized conclusions. As far as refereeing standards go, I think it’s important
to distinguish between two classes of papers. The first consists of the papers
which address issues of central importance to a subcommunity of sensible
researchers. My impression is that refereeing standards are generally pretty
good here (although everyone has a bad experience from time to time). The main
complaint that could be made, I think, is that papers making too incremental
advances are getting through. On the other hand, for the papers in the second
class (which consists of all the papers not in the first class) refereeing can be
very sloppy, even when the papers are submitted to supposedly top journals. For
the simple reason that referees are loathed to invest time and effort in reading
and evaluating papers that don’t interest them. Recommending publication is a
quick and easy option; it can be quite a pain to reject a paper since then you will
have to spend time dealing with the authors’ outraged rebuttal. Of course, a
person may simply refuse to referee a paper that isn’t interesting to them, but
then it will just get sent to other people, and if the paper belongs to the second
class it can eventually happen that someone just waves it through or it ends up
being refereed by a incompetent person.

This obviously isn’t a good situation, so what can be done about it? Well, as I’ve
harped on about elsewhere I think we should take a look at how things are in the
maths community. Probably the lesser maths journals are afflicted with problems
similar to the physics ones, but on the other had it seems that the maths folks
have been successful in maintaining high standards for their top journals. I doubt
this is just because they are more conscientious than us. A mathematician who
gets sent a paper to referee for Ann. Math. has a significant selfish motivation
for doing a good and careful job: Her own high standing in the broader maths
community comes in large part from having published papers herself in Ann
Math and similar journals, so she will want to make sure those standards are
maintained because if they slip then the prestige that she has derived from
publishing there (and will derive from future publications) slips as well. Contrast
this with the situation in physics (or at least h.e.p.): Someone who gets sent a
paper to referee for, say, JHEP, has very little selfinterest in doing a good job –
there is little prestige to be had from publishing in JHEP because the threshold
for getting published there is not high. Your paper might make a major advance,
but it is published side by side with others making small incremental advances
and the occasional paper full of vacuous nonsense (yes I’ve seen them) or even
containing plagiarism. So how is anyone to know the high quality of your paper
just from the fact that it got published in JHEP? So you get almost no prestige



from publishing in JHEP, and therefore have nothing personal at stake in keeping
its standards high, hence no selfish motivation to do a good job with refereeing.

From these considerations an obvious solution would be to establish “high
quality” journals in physics just like the mathematicians have. But this would
require a major change of culture in physics. In physics, as far as I can tell, a
person’s prestige and standing is derived not from where they have published, or
how many papers they produced, but what clique they belong to. Of course
within their own subfield the person’s standing will be determined by the actual
work they have done, but when they are being evaluated by a dean and
committee members from outside their field it will be their connections and the
power of their senior supporters that count the most. In maths, as far as I can
tell, publications in top journals can trump connections to powerful people, but
not so in hep physics. Some outsider can publish in PRL until they are blue in the
face but it won’t help them a shred when they are up in competition against the
student of Nathan Seiberg or the postdoc of Joe Polchinski. The current situation
suits the powers that be just fine, so I don’t foresee it changing anytime soon.
But maybe if we heap enough scorn and contempt on them it might eventually
have some effect.

34. MathPhys
August 24, 2007

My experience with alerting people to cases of plagiarism that they should know
about (for example, pointing out to a supervisor that one of his students is into
that) is that they just don’t want to hear about it. It’s too awkward and too much
trouble to deal with. Unless of course the vicitim finds out and formally
complains.

35. Phil
August 24, 2007

Peter Orland said

“What I am amazed by is that the authors of the original
papers did not notice what was going on.”

As an author of one of the original papers I would like to respond to this. In my
case a section of one of my papers gr-qc/9803014 was copied almost verbatim.
This section was actually an introductory piece describing the equations of the
L-T model which are very old. The rest of the paper they wrote was very different
and was not taken from mine. If they had plagiarised my original ideas I would
probably have noticed it, but I would not notice the copying a few standard
equations and text unless I read every paper in the archive and have a very good
memory for how I wrote things a few years ago.

I think they got away with it for so long because they were quite careful not to
copy whole papers. I think it is their supervisors who should have become aware
of it, assuming they were not complicit. The journal referees may also have a
case to answer but I think you would have to check each paper in detail to see if
there was really anything that they should have been suspicious of. At least we



can be satisfied that the system of independent outside review for doctorates
caught them out in the end.

Personally I am more concerned about cases of plagiarism where people copy an
idea and rework it without giving credit to people who did similar work
previously. These days there are many people who do research work and leave
academia never to return. Later their ideas can become more relevant and
someone else picks them up. Since the person left they may not follow the
“reinvention” of their ideas and even if they do it is very difficult to point out
their priority. For example the arxiv does not accept backtracks from outsiders.

It would be nice if something could be done about that.

36. Hüseyin Nail Karaaslan
August 24, 2007

Oh! Aristoteles!
Back to the middle ages, scholastic thinking!!
I worry about the future of the science in the developing countries..
Hardworking graduates start to work at the private enterprises and companies, a
few prefer studying science academically..
Governments have to consider this situation carefully and try to plan and
organize a logical application about science..

37. Godfather
August 24, 2007

Recommending publication is a quick and easy option; it can be quite a
pain to reject a paper since then you will have to spend time dealing
with the authors’ outraged rebuttal.

And who is responsible for finding competent referees, overseeing the editorial
process, and taking a final decision on the basis of that process?

Let’s not forget that it is not referees who accept papers for publication, it’s
editors who do. That’s precisely their job.

On the other hand, we do not know whether all of these plagiarized papers were
actually refereed. Editors can, and often do, take editorial decisions without
consulting referees.

38. ppsh
August 24, 2007

Example when authors did found plagiat. I got reference few days ago. First
paper is original and second is identical plagiat with only title changed.

1. Original: Optimization of ionic conductivity in doped ceria
David A. Andersson, Sergei I. Simak, Natalia V. Skorodumova, Igor A. Abrikosov,
and Borje Johansson
3518–3521 PNAS March 7, 2006  vol. 103  no. 10



2. Plagiat: Determination of dopant of ceria system by density functional
theory K. Muthukkumaran ; Roshan Bokalawela ;
Tom Mathews 198; S. Selladurai
J Mater Sci (2007) 42:7461–7466

39. Godfather
August 24, 2007

Example when authors did found plagiat. I got reference few days ago.

I’m impressed… I had never seen anything like that before. The entire paper is
copied word by word and figure by figure.

40. Bee
August 24, 2007

@Matt Daws

No, that’s not “prodigious”. That’s comediarily impossible in theoretical physics.
Why did anyone think for a moment that this was possible?

It’s not impossible. I know personally several people who have published about
20 papers per year over a period of several years. I don’t want to comment on
the quality of these papers. Things like this however depend strongly on the field
one is working in, and just counting items on the publication list doesn’t mean
very much. To begin with, it’s quite common to take papers apart in the smallest
possible bits that can be published separately – wouldn’t it be stupid if you
didn’t, it’s like throwing away a paper for free.

Unfortunately, many funding agencies are not aware of that (or pretend to be not
aware, or ignore the issue on purpose). See, there is the primary goal to fund
good researchers. But this is not a useful prescription in many regards, it’s too
vague and too complicated. Instead, there are some secondary requirements that
have been worked out over the decades that indicate interesting research and
that allows faster judgement. One is the number of publications.

However, the problem starts if people instead of aiming for the primary goal
(good research) try to be ‘smart’ by targeting the secondary criteria (many
publications) directly. That’s why I said above: remove the cause, not the
symptoms – otherwise the problem will only reappear elsewhere. That is to say:
rethink presently applied secondary criteria. Do they still satisfactory match with
the primary goals?

Best,

B.

41. ppsh
August 24, 2007

I think plagiat is really stupid thing at modern times. Too easy to discover and to



prove. Which is not the case for pure fraud. How can referee decide if some
experiments described in the paper were really performed or not? Or was result
of computer simulation exactly that one as described ? In worst case author can
admit some undeliberate errors and to publish corrigendum. Almost risk free if
author wil not claim too much as did Hendrik Schön

42. anonym
August 24, 2007

To Phil the author of gr-qc/9803014 :

If they had plagiarised my original ideas I would probably have noticed it, but I
would not notice the copying a few standard equations and text…

Just to make sure : so does their paper have an original contribution (which is
non-trivial)?

43. Phil
August 24, 2007

anonym, are you asking if my paper gr-qc/9803014 has an original contribution
or if the paper gr-qc/0607083 which plagiarised it has an original contribution?
My one does, of course, but I will assume you are asking about gr-qc/0607083 

Ok I have done some further checking with the help of google. The next
paragraph after the one copied from mine turns out to be copied from gr-
qc/0011087 which is about teleparallel gravity. I have had a quick read and I
cant make much sense of gr-qc/0607083 overall. The L-T model which was
copied from my paper is standard GR whereas teleparallel gravity is a
generalisation with torsion. I dont see how these are being used consistently.
Indeed I dont see the equations of the L-T model being used later on. I may be
missing something but the paper looks like nonsense to me.

At least this one was not published.

44. Mr. Mustela
August 24, 2007

I once witnessed a smallish plagiarism scandal first hand. Since then I am
convinced that many plagiarists simply see nothing wrong in it because they
have a completely different understanding of the system than we do. That
explains the level of “stupidity”, or callousness, that is involved.

The case I am talking about is funny. A PhD student turns in a thesis. Large
swaths of it are copied and mashed together from published papers – dig this –
from his supervisor! It took a while for him to accept that there was any problem
with this, and in fact was surprised that the supervisor didn’t find this flattering.
From all I can tell, he never understood the problem to any level of depth. He
just accepted it and tried to adapt (personally, I think the real scandal is that he
got a second chance).



I am sure that for many plagiarists, a paper is nothing but a self-important swath
of glibberish that bears names on it. It being published just means that the
people named enjoy the favor of the gods, and thus are great. And being great is
the purpose of life, isn’t it? They can’t, even if they have some technical chops,
see anything but self-important drivel in any article they read, cannot imagine
that anyone sees anything else, and essentially just want the favor of the gods.
Plagiarism is just a side effect of wanting to play it risk free and use the same
incantations that have worked before. You know, not everyone can come up with
original glibberish that sounds right.

I agree with peter that it is a very bad sign when such approaches start to work
too well.

45. SnarkFest
August 24, 2007

Mr. Mustela,

Your characterization, which strikes me as completely on-target, describes the
ultimate in cargo cult science.

Automated plagiarism detection does suggest a low-overhead solution for online
papers—clearly flag the work as plagiarism, and leave it in place, with the
“authors'” names. Provide canned queries on the relevant sites that list the
plagiarized papers, and prominently identify and rank the plagiarists for their
achievements…as plagiarists. They want recognition and notoriety? Fine, give
’em recognition and notoriety.

Of course, in practice some innocent people could be caught in the net. (Recall
William Proxmire’s Golden Fleece Awards.)

46. Coin
August 24, 2007

Automated plagiarism detection does suggest a low-overhead solution for online
papers…Of course, in practice some innocent people could be caught in the net.

Considering how many papers go online before publishing these days, it does at
least seem that Journals should use automated plagiarism detection at least as a
first pass. A good way to do this would be to run all submitted papers through a
plagiarism detector first thing, and have anything that triggers the detector be
simply punted to a human editor for review, just in case; since journals do not
accept that many papers, they surely have the time to run a simple tool and filter
out false positives by hand.

I actually kind of hesitate to even suggest something this simple; after all, I’d be
shocked to learn they weren’t doing it this way already, as the same is widely
done for, say, papers handed in for undergraduate classes. Looking at how many
different journals this one group hit before they got caught, however, it looks like
apparently they’re not doing it this way already…

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cargo_cult_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cargo_cult_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Proxmire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Proxmire


47. Rien
August 24, 2007

Bee wrote:

It’s not impossible. I know personally several people who have
published about 20 papers per year over a period of several years. I
don’t want to comment on the quality of these papers. Things like this
however depend strongly on the field one is working in, and just
counting items on the publication list doesn’t mean very much. To
begin with, it’s quite common to take papers apart in the smallest
possible bits that can be published separately – wouldn’t it be stupid if
you didn’t, it’s like throwing away a paper for free.

I know what you mean, and it annoys me endlessly. I have tried a couple of times
when I was refereeing papers like that to get editors to reject the paper on the
grounds that it is just the Nth iteration of the same paper by the same authors.
People just rerun their numerical codes with slightly different parameters and
call that a paper.

But maybe the new anti-plagiarism system at arXiv will detect those papers too!

48. amused
August 24, 2007

Plagiarism can have many different shades of gray and it isn’t always simply a
case of cutting and pasting from someone’s paper. I had an experience a few
years back of someone rederiving a result from one of my papers, supplementing
it with a physical interpretation (which I had been aware of but didn’t consider
interesting enough to mention) and then passing it off as entirely his own work
(it got published in JHEP). He referred to my paper in a sentence “See Ref.[X] for
related work”. It’s not so easy to know what to do in this situation; his
rederivation and formulation of the result is presented quite differently to mine
and it wouldn’t be obvious to others unless they invested a fair bit of time into
checking the technical details. I have toyed on and off with the idea of writing a
paper to point out that his paper and mine are not only “related” but are in fact
essentially identical modulo some padding, but am loathed to take time out for
this which I could be spending on real research.

49. hyperbolic geometry footnote
August 25, 2007

klein4g,

Lobachevsky is the protagonist in Lehrer’s song because of the well known
multiple discovery of noneuclidean (hyperbolic) geometry. Credit for this
discovery, and for the later construction of specific models, is emphasized
differently in different countries.

50. Phil
August 25, 2007



In case anyone is interested to hear more about my original paper that got
plagiarsed, I have written something about it in my blog here

51. Log Lady
August 25, 2007

As another war story, about 20 years ago I refereed and rejected a geophysical
paper. It seemed pretty clear to me that the junior author had written his own
computer program based on someone else’s Masters thesis and used the thesis
results to check it. So far, so good. He could have then used the program to do
something new. But then he wrote his own paper and submitted it as new work
without even any reference to the thesis. I pointed out to the editor that the work
was not new and roughly fifteen of the figures in the paper were identical to the
figures in the thesis. (Really identical. After all, he wanted to check his program,
didn’t he?) I expected never to see the paper again, but it was published a couple
of years later. The senior author, an accomplished schmoozer in the field, had
simply hammered away at the refereeing process, demanded a more
“reasonable” reviewer, and outlasted the periodic changes in editor and
associate editor.

I don’t read the journals anymore. The papers are too poorly written and I don’t
have time to find and correct the errors. If I have an idea, I troll the internet for
useful information. When I write a paper, I feel no obligation to pad it with
references to everyone that ever expressed a thought about the subject. I only
include references that I personally found useful and that were well-written
enough that I would recommend them to others. Unless I am specifically writing
a review paper, acknowledging everyone who made any contribution to the area
simply buries important references in a cloud of fluff.

52. Bee
August 25, 2007

Hi Rien:

Indeed, that’s exactly what I mean. And yes, it is endlessly annoying.
Coincidentally, I yesterday came across this Wikipedia entry about the ‘Least
Publishable Unit’

Besides this, some remarks on the arXiv plagiarism check. Last year or so, I
noticed they were fiddling around with something because upon submission of a
paper I got a message saying my paper was rejected because it seemed to be a
copy of an already existing paper. I had a look at this other paper (turned out I
knew the author), and there were about no similarities except that I accidentally
had picked the same title (well, it was a proceedings article, how creative does
one have to be for that?). So I sent a complaint to the arXiv guys, and they
resolved the problem (very promptly and within only a couple of hours I have to
say.)

So I was somewhat sceptical about the whole thing, but by now I came to like it.
There have been at least two groups of people who have been posting papers
(repeatedly) where the whole introduction was made of copies from my papers.

http://eventsymmetry.blogspot.com/2007/08/white-hole-model-of-big-bang-in-recent.html
http://eventsymmetry.blogspot.com/2007/08/white-hole-model-of-big-bang-in-recent.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Least_publishable_unit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Least_publishable_unit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Least_publishable_unit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Least_publishable_unit


It’s not that the actual content was a plagiarism, but I found it really annoying
nevertheless. I mean, I spent quite some while writing this stuff, and then there
come some guys and just copy it? I have sent them emails once or twice, which
didn’t change anything. Coincidentally I had to referee some of their papers
where I send a note to the editor about it. The result of that however was that
they replaced the copies from my papers with copies from somebody elses paper
(I happened to recognize also his writing). I should add in both cases, they cited
the original work. (And in both cases it considerably improved the English of the
manuscript.)

One way or the other, the first some pages of their recent papers still have close
resemblance to mine, but they have rearranged the sentences noticeably. I guess
this is because they ran into problems with the arXiv filter, and so I really
welcome it.

Best,

B.

53. Alfred Holden
August 25, 2007

Plagiarism is form of flattery. Though without honor it has been practiced since
time began. Concentric waves of thought emulating successive authors’ works.

Good work is rare. Plagiarism merely reinforces existing work. One could speak
of the stress that belies the academic professions to publish. With Universities
and Colleges expanding, the pressure for new works taxes the professions.

It is an age of mediocrity. A broad band of white noise.

Occasionally, we hit a chord. Sometimes we have a tune.

Think of those who have rewritten history countless times to where we accept
things on faith alone. Where objects become larger than life, where they aquire a
life of their own.

The philosopher’s stone, the journey towards enlightenment, the means to all
ends.

The brightest of our students search for this. It is what gave rise to alchemy in
the ancient Near East, Egypt, Greece and India. It became the “holy grail” of
Western alchemy.

In the view of spiritual alchemy, making the philosopher’s stone would bring
enlightenment upon the maker and conclude the Great Work.

Disambiguation is the result of the process of resolving conflicts as in plagiarism,
where the author strives to conclude the “Great Work”.

54. a.k.
August 25, 2007



..one could remark that, this does mainly concern PhD thesis, that it can be
probably more honest to summarize used results clearly, even if it has a
copy/paste character, than to seemingly ‘rework’ the material and give the half-
informed reader the illusion to have creatively invented a whole area. We should
be all quite aware (Einstein was, by the way), that we only make more or less
tiny contributions to an area thousands of brilliant thinkers have smoothed and
brightened long before we even existed. Given that at least PhD-thesis are
expected to be to a certain degree ‘self-contained’, there is inevitably a certain
degree of redundancy to existing papers and results, the creativity to arrange
these results ‘nicely’ (seeming to be ‘orginial’) could be more effectively
adressed to exploring new ideas, this is at least my point of view.

55. Kris Krogh
August 25, 2007

Einstein quote: “The secret to creativity is knowing how to hide your sources.”
Can’t say I agree with that one.

56. Amos Dettonville
August 26, 2007

Kris,
Can you cite a reference for that Einstein “quote”? I know it’s in circulation, and
was used as the motto for a book accusing Einstein of being an “incorragible
plagiarist”, but when John Stachel (Einstein scholar) reviewed that book, he
mentioned that he knew of no actual reference for that quote. To my ear, it
sounds like another of those “sayings” (like the recent one about mankind only
surviving for 3 years if the bees all disappeared) that someone decides to
attribute to “Einstein” to make it sound more authoritative (or something).
Anyway, I’d be interested if you know the source.

57. (withheld)
August 26, 2007

I once had a paper that an ESL coauthor wrote, and noticed that the English
suspiciously improved in places. I simply copied the sentences into Google and
they popped up on pubmed and other indices as imbedded in other papers. I was
furious, and let this guy know that this was unacceptable and his career (or at
least our collaboration) was over if it wasn’t fixed immediately and never
happened again. What was most stunning was that he kept referring to it as a
copyright issue, rather than grasping that there was fundamental dishonesty
involved.

And that was just a few sentences mostly in the intro, actually kind of irrelevant
to any deep original thoughts in the paper. I can’t conceive of what kind of
mentality it takes to copy a whole paper with results. Far beyond that is the
mentality of an editor who won’t pull such a paper immediately and permanently
ban the offending author from its pages.

58. a.k.
August 26, 2007



..one could add that from my point of view, the actual problem in mathematics,
physics and related sciences is that, in contrary to the ‘classical’ sciences as
philosophy, there is no ‘citation culture’ in the exact sciences, it was inherent
over thousands of years (refering to Euclid et al.) that mathematical findings are
‘unpersonal’, they tended to be results founded by large groups, collectives of
mathematicians. From this point of view, a ‘citation culture’ wasn’t needed, up to
the present, the actual training of mathematicians involves to a large degree to
‘transform’ collective knowledge into subjective knowledge, where this borders
to simple ‘plagiarism’ is often impossible to decide. What I want to express is
that excessive plagiarism is to a certain degree a (deformed) continuation of
‘well-accepted’ methods in the exact sciences, assuming this, the discussion is
not that ‘black and white’ anymore as it may seem.

59. Kris Krogh
August 26, 2007

Amos,

I think you’re right. In most compilations of Einstein quotes, that one is included.
But, searching the web just now for the source, I couldn’t find one. Thanks for
setting me straight!

60. Intellectually Curious
August 26, 2007

Dear (withheld),

I agree that what your co-author did certainly was wrong, but I can’t help but
think that if he (assuming it’s a male) were a native English user, he could’ve
easily paraphrased those copied sentences and not be accused of being a
plagiarist. But would this make him any more honest if the original source was
not cited? So I can see why your colleague might insist on this being a copyright
issue rather than one of dishonesty, especially when those sentences do not
involve “any deep original thoughts.” I’m not defending him, of course, but I can
sort of see his point.

I think whether a person is a true plagiarist should be judged over a period of
time rather than being judged based on one “gray-area” incident. This person
must be warned/educated, of course, as you rightly did so, but perhaps be also
given the benefit of the doubt.

It’s just my opinion based on what little I know about your specific case. Maybe
the incident crossed a darker shade of gray than I thought…

61. (withheld)
August 26, 2007

I.C.: It is a point to ponder, I agree. I hadn’t realized until it happened how I’d
internalized the “thou shalt not plagiarize” commandment from my own
education. Apparently it is not all that universal.



I came to the conclusion for myself that it is somewhat arbitrary. It certainly
looks very very bad if you are caught copying verbatim, whereas paraphrasing
without citing is more in the realm of poor etiquette (by consensus). Since this
guy was a student who was quibbling already, it didn’t make sense to me to be
nuanced in my criticism. I thought well of him otherwise and wanted him to
know that people would frown on doing such things.

That’s all tiny potatoes compared to what Peter’s post was about, though. I’m
still stunned thinking about it. The gall…

62. Intellectually Curious
August 27, 2007

Those of us who’ve been educated in the West know that plagiarism typically
means copying verbatim. But I’ve encountered researchers from various cultures
who would never consider stealing (original) ideas but would be more careless
with borrowing words from others to describe, say, common concepts and
definitions. To them, the intent is not to improperly claim credit but to find a way
to express themselves more effectively and correctly in a language foreign to
them. These otherwise reputable individuals should be told that in such matters
the letter of the law is just as important as the spirit of the law.

63. Paper Laundrer from Pakistan
August 27, 2007

A huge help can be made available by ACM, IEEE and other big publishing
organization to conference and journal editors by providing free or low-cost
“plagiarism’ check and mechanism to scan through short-listed papers before
publications.

This sort of events can cause serious embarrassment to the Conference
Organizers, Universities and even the countries involved.

64. Jim
August 27, 2007

Actually I had one problem in my career with distinguishing what is plagiarism
an what is not. In an invited topical review I reviewed work of other authors and
I wrote “the following theorem was proven in [Reference]” and then I copied the
two-lines theorem verbatim. I did not consider this to be plagiarism, since I
properly referred to the author’s work, but then I was attacked by the author
that this is plagiarism and that I should have used quotation marks when writing
down the theorem or I should have rephrase the theorem. I do not think that it is
a good idea to rephrase theorems every-time they are mentioned and I did not
see in the literature theorems in quotations marks either. What is your opinion?
Fortunately, I did not have to write another review since that time.

65. Intellectually Curious
August 27, 2007

Jim, your case clearly was not plagiarism because 1) you were reviewing the



original author’s work; and 2) the correct reference was given with no ambiguity
of whose theorem you were describing. Maybe he/she was simply unhappy with
your review and tried to find an excuse to attack the reviewer.

How many ways can you use a precise language like mathematics to write a
theorem or definition without repeating parts of someone’s text or without
altering the intended meaning with unnatural wording and phrases?

66. CJ
August 27, 2007

I do not know if this helps, but Professor Irving Hexham at the University of
Calgary wrote a useful guide on academic plagiarism:

http://www.ucalgary.ca/~hexham/study/plag.html

67. RPenner
August 28, 2007

Outrageous as academic plagiarism is, here’s a case of pityful commercial
plagiarism:

Some author named “Sapphire” wants people to buy its new book about time
travel (via meditation). For some reason, Amazon.com has many wholly
plagiarized “reviews” of this book, which have been lifted from blogs and web
dialogues (including a dialog I had on quantum theory). No truly important work
was stolen (the writing aspires to be pop physics at best) but neither were any
salient points about the book in question. Amazon, has been less than helpful
over the months with the “reviews” re-appearing and the public criticism being
quashed. Further, the pro-Sapphire advocates describe this as an attempt to
persecute Sapphire by a James Lorel. All power to James Lorel in his quest for
reviews which make sense and his anti-plagiarism stance! I only regret that I no
longer have a personal stake in this.

http://amazon.com/gp/product/1424315956
(See the review by Columbia University’s “Doctor of Physic” which was lifted
from Wikipedia’s article on “Time Travel”)
http://forum.physorg.com/index.php?showtopic=12352&view=findpost&
p=191221
(James Lorel drops by Crackpot Central to inform us willful infringement, now
removed by Amazon.)

68. Kerim
September 5, 2007

For those who have a hard time understanding the logic behiind such plagiarism:
For countries that work hard to close the scientific gap there are often attractive
incentives and prizes for publishing more such as cash bonuses per publication,
or harsh requirements such as publising certain number of papers for
graduating, getting a tenure or proffesorship. Obviously these people, especially
the two grad students were simply making “good money”. I dont think they cared

http://www.ucalgary.ca/~hexham/study/plag.html
http://www.ucalgary.ca/~hexham/study/plag.html
http://amazon.com/gp/product/1424315956
http://amazon.com/gp/product/1424315956
http://forum.physorg.com/index.php?showtopic=12352&view=findpost&p=191221
http://forum.physorg.com/index.php?showtopic=12352&view=findpost&p=191221
http://forum.physorg.com/index.php?showtopic=12352&view=findpost&p=191221
http://forum.physorg.com/index.php?showtopic=12352&view=findpost&p=191221


about their scientific career, they were simply frauding the university. I heard
that they are being sued by the university to get back some 30K $ they were paid
as bonus during these two years.

69. ahmet
September 8, 2007

As a graduate student physics in Turkey, I feel that the plagiarism scandal is only
the tip of the iceberg. For those who are following a career in physics like me
have no idea how they published 59 papers in 22 months span. It would be
considered as an act of greedy graduate student who has no ethics of science.
But they are the member of the university in which are seeking Ph.D. degree
under the supervisors of its faculty. Most of the papers had gone though review
of their supervisors and their supervisors’ names were appended to the papers.
Somehow their advisors were encouring these naive graduate students to
publish.

Let me say what will happen next. The universities(up to now four) involved in
the massive ring of paligiarism will open investigation about the case. They will
impute the paligiarism to graduate students. Their advisors will say their names
were added on papers without their consent. The graduate students will be
discharged from the universities. So the case will be closed.

70. surferrr
September 8, 2007

This year 1st time METU is not in the list of the top 500 universities in the world.
It seems that METU is going down in many ways. In this or that department , you
see a russian or an azerbaijani writing a paper and putting his name and the
names of a few more on it then having it printed. Next you see these people
promoted to associate professorship or full professorship. To have a little fun ,I
plagiarized the following from a page in the math department in METU :

1. Terzioglu, T.; Yurdakul, M.; and Zahariuta, V. On some normability conditions.
to appear in Math. Nachr.

2. Abdeljawad, ;T and Yurdakul, M On some dual conditions in quasibarrelled
locally convex spaces. FJMS, 16/3, (2005), 291-300.

3. Abdeljawad, Thabet; Yurdakul, Murat The property of smallness up to a
complemented Banach subspace. Publ. Math. Debrecen 64 (2004), no. 3-4,
415-425.

4. Terzioglu, T.; Yurdakul, M.; Zahariuta, V. Factorization of unbounded operators
on Köthe spaces. Studia Math. 161 (2004), no. 1, 61-70.

5. Djakov, P.; Terzioglu, T.; Yurdakul, M.; Zahariuta, V. Bounded operators and
isomorphisms of Cartesian products of Fréchet spaces. Michigan Math. J. 45
(1998), no. 3, 599-610.

6. Djakov, P. B.; Önal, S.; Terzioglu, T.; Yurdakul, M. Strictly singular operators



and isomorphisms of Cartesian products of power series spaces. Arch. Math.
(Basel) 70 (1998), no. 1, 57-65.

7. Djakov, P. B.; Yurdakul, M.; Zahariuta, V. P. Isomorphic classification of
Cartesian products of power series spaces. Michigan Math. J. 43 (1996), no. 2,
221-229.

8. Djakov, Plamen B.; Yurdakul, Murat; Zahariuta, Vyaceslav P. On Cartesian
products of Köthe spaces. Bull. Polish Acad. Sci. Math. 43 (1995), no. 2, 113-117.

9.Yurdakul, M. A remark on a paper of J. Prada, Arch. Math. (Basel) 61 (1993),
no. 4, 385-390.

10. Terzioglu, T.; Yurdakul, M. Restrictions of unbounded continuous linear
operators on Fréchet spaces. Arch. Math. (Basel) 46 (1986), no. 6, 547-550.

71. Özlem
September 12, 2007

I am impressed, shocked !
As a graduate who studies math. physics in Turkey, I can’t believe in my eyes!
METU is an exclusive University here and I cannot understand that how these
students could be successful in their sufficiency exams during PhD before thesis?
Science is not a score, science is not only a paper and not money…
What a shame!

72. just borrowing
October 11, 2007

Nature 449, 658 (11 October 2007) | doi:10.1038/449658a; Published online 10
October 2007

Plagiarism? No, we’re just borrowing better English

Ihsan Yilmaz1

1. Physics Department, Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University, Çanakkale, Turkey

Sir

The accusations made by arXiv that my colleagues and I have plagiarized the
works of others, reported in your News story ‘Turkish physicists face accusations
of plagiarism’ (Nature 449, 8; doi:10.1038/449008b 2007) are upsetting and
unfair.

It’s inappropriate to single out my colleagues and myself on this issue. For those
of us whose mother tongue is not English, using beautiful sentences from other
studies on the same subject in our introductions is not unusual. I imagine that if
all articles from specialist fields of research were checked, similarities with other
texts and papers would easily be found. In my case, I aimed to cite all the
references from which I had sourced information, although I may have missed
some of them.



Borrowing sentences in the part of a paper that simply helps to better introduce
the problem should not be seen as plagiarism. Even if our introductions are not
entirely original, our results are — and these are the most important part of any
scientific paper.

In the current climate of ‘publish or perish’, we are under pressure to publish
our findings along with an introduction that reads well enough for the paper to
be published and read, so that our research will be noticed and inspire further
work.



This Week’s Hype

August 25, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Today Slashdot brings us the news that Gamma Ray Anomaly Could Test String
Theory. As usual with such media claims about the testability of string theory, this is
complete nonsense. The story is based on this Scientific American blog posting, which
in turn is based on this paper by the MAGIC gamma ray telescope collaboration.

The claims about testing string theory aren’t in the paper, but appear to come from
string theorist Dimitri Nanopoulos who claims that he predicted (or, more accurately,
“suggested”) the kind of effect seen by MAGIC using string theory. As far as I can tell
though, just about no string theorists except Nanopoulos and his collaborators Nick
Mavromatos and John Ellis actually believe this. Mavromatos and Nanopoulos also
believe that string theory is responsible for the way that our brains work, here’s the
abstract of one of their papers on this:

Microtubule (MT) networks, subneural paracrystalline cytosceletal
structures, seem to play a fundamental role in the neurons. We cast here
the complicated MT dynamics in the form of a 1+1-dimensional non-critical
string theory, thus enabling us to provide a consistent quantum treatment of
MTs, including enviromental friction effects. We suggest, thus, that the MTs
are the microsites, in the brain, for the emergence of stable, macroscopic
quantum coherent states, identifiable with the preconscious states.
Quantum space-time effects, as described by non-critical string theory,
trigger then an organized collapse of the coherent states down to a specific
or conscious state.

Claims have been made by many string theorists that not only does string theory not
predict this kind of violation of Lorentz invariance, but exactly the opposite: string
theory predicts no such violation. String theorist Jacques Distler earlier this year even
went so far as to have the University of Texas issue a press release trumpeting his
claims to have shown that string theory is falsifiable, using a calculation based on the
assumption that string theory preserves Lorentz invariance (either his colleagues or a
PRL referee wouldn’t let him make this claim in the paper the press release was
based on, but that’s another story…).

Claims have been made (although there is controversy about this), that the main
competing quantum gravity research program, Loop Quantum Gravity, predicts this
sort of violation of Lorentz invariance, and this would be one way of distinguishing it
from string theory. Lubos Motl has a new posting about the MAGIC result, mainly
concerned with knocking it down since he fears that it will be used as evidence for
LQG and against string theory.

It seems to me that in any case, the actual experimental evidence here is far too weak
to support any claim that a violation of Lorentz invariance has been shown. Among
the usual nonsense on Slashdot, there was the following sensible comment about the
MAGIC result from an astrophysicist:

http://science.slashdot.org/science/07/08/25/019234.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/07/08/25/019234.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/07/08/25/019234.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/07/08/25/019234.shtml
http://www.scientificamerican.com/blog/post.cfm?id=hints-of-a-breakdown-of-relativity
http://www.scientificamerican.com/blog/post.cfm?id=hints-of-a-breakdown-of-relativity
http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.2889
http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.2889
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9505401
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9505401
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=510
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=510
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/08/magic-dispersion-of-gamma-rays.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/08/magic-dispersion-of-gamma-rays.html


What they are saying is that there are still details we don’t understand
about AGN like Markarian 501. So, while this effect could be a first sign of
quantum gravity (*not* string theory in particular, as others have pointed
out), it could also simply be something going on in the intrinsic spectrum of
the flares themselves. I’d personally consider the second explanation more
likely at this stage.

As they also point out, one approach to sort out the ambiguity would be to
observe other flary AGN at different redshifts (distances). One could then,
for example, see if the delay gets shorter or longer as the distance changes,
as one would expect with a quantum gravity effect due to propagation to
Earth.

Utterly Off-topic, But How Can I Resist Mentioning: According to this blog entry
by a USC student, not only am I the “archnemesis” of string theorist blogger Clifford
Johnson, but also

If string theory were a vampire, he’d be Buffy.

I’ll have to consult my friends and colleagues on the resemblance to Buffy question,
personally I don’t see it.

I don’t know about vampires, but these “tests of string theory” are kind of like the
living dead, staggering around trying to get their teeth into people and turn them into
string theory partisans. No matter how often you blow their heads off with a shotgun,
more keep coming…

Update: Lubos and I seem to be in complete agreement about this experimental
result and the Nanopoulos et. al. explanation of it. This situation appears to have
driven him over the edge.

Update: See Backreaction for a more detailed posting about the MAGIC result.

Comments

1. Yatima
August 25, 2007

Microtubule (MT) networks, subneural paracrystalline cytosceletal structures,
seem to play a fundamental role in the neurons.

Yes, and it’s called scaffolding. “Trigger an organized collapse of the coherent
states down to a specific or conscious state”? Where do I find the paper that
equates a “collapsed quantum state” to the “conscious state” (aka. the “unicorn
state”, often hinted at in dark, confusing tales, never actually photographed in
the wild).

Still, that paper is dated “1995”, and if I remember well, “Microtubules ->
Consciousness” inferences, sometimes via Quantum Mechanics, sometimes via
old-school Turing Computation made several appearances in Artificial Life

http://heycalifornia.blogspot.com/2007/08/string-theory.html
http://heycalifornia.blogspot.com/2007/08/string-theory.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/08/magic-rational-arguments-vs-propaganda.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/08/magic-rational-arguments-vs-propaganda.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/08/magics-observation-of-gamma-ray-bursts.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/08/magics-observation-of-gamma-ray-bursts.html


proceedings at those time. Even Sir Penrose entered the game. Extremely
speculative. Overall, an approach that went precisely nowhere. Anyway, an area
to not get into.

Maybe I should be happy to languish in engineering.

2. ks
August 25, 2007

Maybe I should be happy to languish in engineering.

I guess each discipline has its own no go areas that can be colonialized / made
up by members of others as their eccentric hobby. Roger Penrose could do all
kinds of speculations about mind, Goedels theorem and quantum gravity. As a
cognitive scientists his reputation was done but as a mathematician he won’t
endanger his credibility or “core competence” by doing such excursions ( as long
as they aren’t too mad ).

3. Moshe
August 25, 2007

If a theory violates LI at high energies, say the Planck scale, standard
renormalization group suggests that at low energies this will manifest itself by a
series of relevant, marginal and irrelevant operators. Bounds on such Lorentz
violations at accessible energies are extremely tight, no current experiment will
improve those bounds. So, high energy breaking of LI is to my knowledge
sufficient grounds for falsifying a theory, or at least casting very strong doubts
on it (spontaneous violation is a different story).

Also to my knowledge LQG does not predict such violation, and Lee does not
claim it does. He only claims it might once we understand things better. It
escapes me why that should be a good thing, but maybe I am missing something.

4. Eric
August 25, 2007

Peter,
John Ellis and Dimitri Nanopoulos happen to also be the second and fourth most
cited high-energy physicists, with Witten first and Weinberg third. Thus, you’re
attempt to try to dismiss them as crackpots just isn’t going to fly.

5. sophia
August 25, 2007

The link to Motl’s blog leads to something very amusing. Check it out.

6. bhabha
August 25, 2007

Eric,

You are seriously underestimating Peter’s capabilities. Being the second and



fourth most highly cited high energy physicist (more precisely, phenomenologist)
does not deter Peter from declaring him/her to be a non-sense creating pseudo-
scientist. Actually, the more famous person is called a crackpot here the better,
because more controversy brings more readers to this blog. It doesn’t work like
in science that you have to create quality content in order to get noticed, in the
blogosphere the more crazyness you produce the more attention you will get.
Pretty much like in mass media which of course includes blogs these days. So
don’t be surprised to see more top cited phenomenologists, string theoriests,
non-string theorist, etc, etc, getting on Peter’s public enemy list!

Bhabha

7. Eric
August 25, 2007

bhabha,
I would never underestimate Peter’s abilities capabilities, especially in regards to
using underhanded tactics. 

Regarding the statments about Lorentz violation in string theory, what Lubos and
Distler refer to is critical string theory. It’s possible to get this effect (frequency
dependent speed of light) in non-critical string theory.

In regards to the LQG vs. string theory debate, I think this is one more bit of
evidence that there is some overlap between the two theories, and they may be
part of the same larger theory as Lee has suggested.

8. Peter Woit
August 25, 2007

Eric and Bhabha,

Unlike you I’m not personally attacking anyone, but discussing their scientific
arguments. The argument that the MAGIC results give evidence for string theory
is, scientifically, nonsense, and it would be hard to find anyone other than
Nanopoulos, Mavratos and Ellis who would disagree. I can’t help noticing that
string theorists rarely admit that these bogus “tests for string theory” are
indefensible, preferring to instead personally attack me for pointing this out,
invoking not science but citation counts in their defense.

9. Eric
August 25, 2007

Peter,
First, the MAGIC results are very interesting and cannot be dismissed. Second,
such an effect is of interest not just for string theory, but for quantum gravity in
general including LQG. Third, Ellis, Nanopoulos, and Mavromatos did predict
this effect several years ago, as you may discover on the arXiv.

Regarding your statement that noone other than ENM takes these results
seriously, how do you know? Have you talked with all string theorists and



phenomenologists to get there opinion, or are you just relying on what you heard
from Lubos and Distler?

What’s next, trying to undermine their credibility by mentioning that they once
wrote papers with Hagelin?

10. Peter Woit
August 25, 2007

Eric,

If you want to provide us with a list of string theorists and phenomenologists
who think that the MAGIC results give evidence for string theory and thus that
the Slashdot headline is not nonsense, go right ahead.

11. anon.
August 25, 2007

John Ellis and Dimitri Nanopoulos happen to also be the second and fourth most
cited high-energy physicists

This isn’t so difficult when John Ellis single-handedly writes as many papers as
any random group of ten other physicists. Writing a lot and getting cited a lot
does not in itself make one a great physicist.

12. hack
August 25, 2007

” What’s next, trying to undermine their credibility by mentioning that they once
wrote papers with Hagelin?”

In fact their papers with Hagelin were their high point. It’s been all downhill
since then.

I’ve actually read more Nanopoulos/Ellis papers than I care to admit. I have to
laugh when I hear Nanopoulos claiming to have predicted something. It’s a
million monkeys with typewriters type of situation.

13. milkshake
August 26, 2007

Microtubules are huge proteins, maybe 4 orders of magnitude over than the
scale where you can observe quantum effects with neutral molecules. (If
somebody tells me that it is possible to see interference pattern by shooting tiny
molecules like ammonia in vacuo through a double slit, and that scale of the
effect can comparable with the actual size of ammonia molecule, I can believe
that.)

Looking for quantum effects in the mechanics of a living cell is completely New
Age.

14. Luboš Motl



August 26, 2007

I was told about this new article on this spamblog. You may visit my blog to see
some clarifications of the statements made by the individual behind this
spamblog.

15. Brett
August 26, 2007

It’s not clear whether Lorentz violation is a consequence of string theory or if it’s
forbidden by string theory. The same holds for loop quantum gravity. However, if
you’re going to look for signs of Lorentz violation, there are many ways to go
about it, and looking for an energy dependence in the speed of light is not the
most sensitive. Because of the vector character of light, the speed of light is such
theories generally depends on polarization as well as energy. Searches for this
kind of birefringence are much more sensitive than experiments that look for
differences in photon arrival times. Indeed, I know that another high-energy
telescope experiment already has much better data on photon arrival time
differences, but they have refrained from publishing it, in part because it is not
competitive with the polarization bounds.

16. Who
August 26, 2007

Because of the vector character of light, the speed of light is such
theories generally depends on polarization as well as energy.

Not true Brett, numerous papers about this from non-string QG researchers
have ruled out polarization dependence.

Indeed, I know that another high-energy telescope experiment already
has much better data on photon arrival time differences, but they have
refrained from publishing it, in part because it is not competitive with
the polarization bounds.

In that case they are doing the QG community a disservice by not publishing,
because the polarization bounds are irrelevant. You should urge them to publish.

I assume you mean they have data which would constrain (if not rule out)
energy-but-not-polarization dependence, and that is precisely what I see being
discussed.

My sense is we have a ways yet to go with this issue.

17. Lee Smolin
August 26, 2007

Brett is right that polarization odd variations in the speed of light are already
ruled out at planck scale by observations of polarized radio galaxies, but
polarization even variations in the speed of light are not because they cause no
bifringence. The latter are, however, a possible consequence of a deformation



rather than breaking of Poincare invariance. If an experiment has data on photon
arrival time variation with energy it must, because of the limits on parity odd
variation, be parity even, and hence, if there is no other explanation, it could be
a detection of a deformation of poincare invariance (so called “doubly special
relativity”).

Thanks,

Lee

18. Brett
August 26, 2007

On what grounds can a polarization dependence in the speed of light be ruled
out? One can make an assumption that quantum gravity will have certain
features, such as no birefringence, but this will limit the terms in the low-energy
effective action to a measure zero subset of the full parameter space of Lorentz
invariance violation.

To me, it seems rather wishful thinking to hope that quantum gravity will have
such a profound signature as Lorentz violation, while not interacting with the
spin structure of the electromagnetic field. There is no compelling reason why
this should be the case. The interactions that avoid birefringence deserve to be
tested (and I strongly recommended that the data I saw be published), but they
are only a peculiar subset of the possible Lorentz-violating interactions. One can
always write down a nonrenormalizable interaction which all previous
experiments have been insensitive to, but which a new configuration will test;
yet selling it as a profound new test of quantum gravity is illogical. (And all
renormalizable varying speed of light theories can indeed be bounded by
birefringence.) And if you want to make a generic statement about how well
Lorentz invariance has been tested, it behooves you to look at the best bounded
sectors, not the worst.

19. Amnetic
August 26, 2007

You may visit my blog t

But, Lubos, you have a message in your site saying you don’t want readers from
this blog.

20. sophia
August 26, 2007

“If string theory were a vampire, he’d be Buffy.”

Hah. It’s occurred to me that string theory is to real physics as a drag queen is to
a real woman. Unlike real women, drag queens are expertly groomed, and
beautifully made up, but when the moment of truth arises, who would you rather
be with?



On the other hand, the results of this experiment are quite predictable. That’s
one thing drag queens have going for them, unlike string theories.

21. Moshe
August 26, 2007

Lee and Brett, regardless of the new and exotic phenomena that you are
discussing, I see no reason Lorentz invariance violation at the Planck scale
should be automatically a small effect at low energy. Most conservative estimates
based on the existence of LV relevant and marginal perturbations to the standard
model (I believe the number of those is 46) makes Lorentz violation basically
already falsified, based on existing experimental results. Unless one finds a way
to fine tune away a lot of really large violations I am not sure why we are
discussing those tiny sub-sub-leading effects.

22. Lee Smolin
August 26, 2007

Dear Moshe and Brett,

Parity odd variation of the speed of light with energy is ruled out to at least order
10^-3 [l_{Planck} Energy] by observational limits on bifringence from polarized
sources. See gr-qc/0102093. This is a prediction of lorentz symmetry breaking,
therefor it is reasonable to infer that lorentz invariance is not broken at order
l_{Planck}. But deformation of Poincare symmetry is another thing entirely,
there is still a ten parameter global symmetry algebra constraining
renormalization effects, so Moshe’s considerations can be answered directly;
these are the leading effects of deformed Poincare symmetry. Since the
symmetry group is still present it does rule out as many terms as ordinary
poincare symmetry, and one of them is a parity odd varation in the speed of light
coming from the usual dimension five term seen in lorentz symmetry breaking.

To be more precise the Casimer invariant of the deformed Poincare algebra is no
longer quadratic in energy and momentum, leading to corrections to the speed of
light. Thus, deformed Poincare symmetry can imply an order l_{Planck}
variation in the speed of light with energy, which is parity even and therefor not
ruled out. Therefor if the right interpretation of the observations reported by the
MAGIC collaboration is a modification of spacetime symmetry it must be a
deformation and not a breaking of Poincare symmetry-because the latter is
already ruled out by experiment, but the former is not. The same holds for the
observations Brett hinted about.

23. LDM
August 26, 2007

Lee,

Regarding the paper gr-qc/0102093 (You also mention the same on page 226 of
TTWP)…the assumption made in the paper

“If we assume that linearly polarized photons are



detected, and unambiguously identified with a source at cosmological distance z,
without any significant interaction
in between, we may be immediately sure that (6) is not strongly violated.”
is too large of an assumption, in my opinion.

Cosmological data has traditionally been the poorest data of all the sciences, and
you want to draw definite and strong conclusions about physics at the Planck
scale based upon it? This to me is very wishful thinking.

24. Brett
August 26, 2007

Moshe,
I agree with you about naturalness, which is why I think it’s more important to
concentrate on renormalizable forms of Lorentz violation. Indeed, there is no
known reason why Lorentz violation, were it to exist, should be small. Lorentz
violating interactions are, of course, technically natural, since they receive no
radiative corrections from Lorentz-invariant physics, but if they actually exist,
they must either be finely tuned, or they must be suppressed by some unknown
mechanism.

The number of dimension three and four Lorentz-violating operators that can be
constructed out of standard model fields is much larger than 46. With just one
generation of fermions and the electromagnetic field, there are about 150. Of
course, many of those mix under renormalization. The number of different
symmetry types is still greater than 46 though. Actually, how many different
physically meaningful operators there are depends on whether you consider only
flat spacetime or whether you consider working in a curved background, and
exactly how which terms are physical under which circumstances is not
completely understood.

25. Lee Smolin
August 26, 2007

LDM,

I understand reservations about claims of positive results because there could be
other explanations, but the claim in gr-qc/0102093 is a negative result. Do you
believe that there could be leading order lorentz symmetry breaking which
produces bifringence, which is then masked by some ordinary astrophsyical
effect so that no bifringence is seen? What physics do you have in mind that
could reverse rotation in the plane of polarized radio waves so its effects were
not seen?

It seems to me reasonable to infer that lorentz symmetry breaking is not present,
in this case the experiment and the more theoretical argument discussed here by
Moshe agree.

Thanks,

Lee



26. LDM
August 26, 2007

Thanks Lee, probably I was a little ambiguous. Sorry. I will see if I can phrase
this more precisely…

I am not arguing either for or against Lorentz violation, I am only arguing
against using the cosmological data as you have done…

In the TTWP, page 226, you mention that the travel time can be “billions of
years” for the photons in question. So we are talking about large distances.

Now, in the paper, we also have the statement
“comparing the time of arrival of rays at different energies emitted
simultaneously from the
same source, one can test the validity of this prediction”

I am assuming that time of arrival that is being discussed is based on our
distance from the source of photons. (If it is not, and you do not need to know
the distance, then I am wrong, and please accept my apologies for wasting your
time.) The problem is that cosmological distances are very uncertain, to quote
from M Berry “Principles of Cosmology and Gravitation”:

“How do we know the distances and densities quoted? The Universe is charted
by a sequence of techniques, each of which takes us out to a greater range of
distances – to the next level of the ‘cosmic distance hierarchy’. Each level is less
reliable than the last, so that there is considerable uncertainty about the
measurements of very great distances.”

So, it would seem
we have considerable uncertainty in our data…but in TTWP, you are talking
about measuring differences of 1/1000 of a second, which it seems to me is a
fairly precise or certain measurement…The impression I have is we do not have
that kind of accuracy. And so you cannot meaningfully use the cosmological data
in the way you are attempting to, which is to measure differences of 1/1000 of a
second over large cosmic distances.

27. Moshe
August 26, 2007

Thanks Brett, the number 46 came from the Coleman-Glashow paper, if the
number is bigger I am even more worried…

Lee, the fact that global symmetries are preserved by renormalization, and
therefore can be used to forbid otherwise possible interactions, this fact was
established through a series of theorems in the 1960s and 70s, those theorems
apply to ordinary global symmetries.

If there is some deformed version of Poincare symmetry it is then natural to ask
if it is preserved by renormalization. If not it doesn’t give any restriction on the
form of the low energy EFT. If it is preserved maybe it limits the allowed



interactions in some way, but even then it seems to me it will take a miracle to
allow small violations of LI while by forbid much the numerous much large
effects.

28. Eric
August 26, 2007

LDM,
The different arrival times are for different gamma rays emitted at the same time
from the source with different frequencies, and no you don’t need know the
cosmological distance precisely. Once only needs the distance to be large so that
the difference in arrival times is measurable. Essentially, the higher frequency
gammas interact with the vacuum and slow down, just as a light ray does when
going through some medium, otherwise known as refraction.

29. Moshe
August 26, 2007

garbled the last sentence, the last few words should be “while forbidding the
numerous much larger effects”. Those effects refer to all the renormalizable
terms Brett discussed, not just the dimension 5 operator discussed by Lee.

30. anon.
August 27, 2007

“And so you cannot meaningfully use the cosmological data in the way you are
attempting to, which is to measure differences of 1/1000 of a second over large
cosmic distances.” – LDM

I think you completely misunderstand. If two photons of different energies arrive
1 millisecond apart from the same gamma ray burster or whatever, the accuracy
of that measurement (relative time of 1 ms difference) is independent of the less
accurate cosmological distance ladder which estimates how far the gamma ray
burster is from you. You simply don’t need to know exactly how far away the
source is, in order to detect that photons are travelling at different speeds…

31. LDM
August 27, 2007

Thank you anon. .Yes, perhaps I misunderstand…but let me ask you, the two
photons that arive 1 millisecond apart from the GRB, how do you know that the
photons did not leave the GRB 1 millisecond apart too?
And more to the point that is bothering me, what are the error bounds on these
measurements?

32. anon.
August 27, 2007

LDM, if the 1 ms delay is not caused by differences in photon speeds, then
similar delay times whould show up in the time-dependent energy spectra of
gamma ray bursters, regardless how far away they are. If the delay is caused by



differences in photon speeds, then the furthest sources should show the biggest
delays.

33. Lee Smolin
August 27, 2007

Dear Moshe,

I agree, an important question is whether deformed poincare symmetry is
preserved by renormalization. My argument assumed yes, but you are right that
this needs to be shown, I am not sure of the status of this in various approaches
to QFT with deformed poincare symmetry but will check.

Dear LDM,

We seem to be at cross purposes, the paper gr-qc/0102093 does not use arrival
times, it uses the absence of bifrengence in observations of polarized radio
galaxies. The MAGIC claim does use arrival times, as do limits using lower
energy gamma ray bursts set to M_QG. There are several ways this is addressed
in the literature: 1) as anon mentions one can hope to get redshifts for enough
events and see if there is a correlation with distance, 2) by using very short
bursts and bounding the dispersion relation by the overall length of the signal, 3)
by a better understanding of the source. None of these apply to the MAGIC
claim.

The MAGIC paper uses another argument based on extremizing energy flux.
Does anyone know how reliable this kind of argument is? Is it used elsewhere in
astrophysics?

Lee

34. Arun
August 27, 2007

LDM, if the 1 ms delay is not caused by differences in photon speeds, then
similar delay times whould show up in the time-dependent energy spectra of
gamma ray bursters, regardless how far away they are. If the delay is caused by
differences in photon speeds, then the furthest sources should show the biggest
delays.

which would be detectable provided gamma ray bursters at all eras are
essentially identical.

35. Moshe
August 27, 2007

Thanks Lee.

36. alex
August 27, 2007

Hi Lee,



I’m confused by the terms “deformation” and “violation” of Lorentz symmetry. It
seems to me that if the lagrangian contains some terms which are invariant
under the “deformed” Lorentz symmetry but NOT invariant under the usual
undeformed Lorentz symmetry, such terms would therefore violate the usual
Lorentz symmetry since they are not invariant under it, right?

Thanks!

37. Bee
August 27, 2007

Thanks for the link!

38. Cecil Kirkey
August 28, 2007

This thread is interesting but…Does ST predict a LI violation or not? What is the
difference between critical and non-critical ST? Are they both derived from the
same assumptions? If they are do we now have two families of ST? And if these
ST guys predicting LI violation are not really preaching the true ST why don’t
the true ST guys stand up and refute them openly?

39. Mr. String
August 28, 2007

Cecil,
Non-critical string theory involves strings propagating in a dimension of
spacetime less than the critical dimension of ten. The resulting anomalies are
cancelled by exciting the Liouville mode (linear dilaton) of the strings. The
statement that string theory strictly obeys Lorentz invariance is true only in the
context of critical string theory.

40. manyoso
August 29, 2007

So which version of String Theory, critical or non-critical, to String Theorists
believe corresponds to the real world? …oh wait

41. sasay
August 29, 2007

This situation appears to have driven him over the edge.

Who is this Lubos that you mention? Is he affiliated to an academic institution?
He seems to refer to L. Susskind with strange reverence, is he another squatter
at Stanford?

42. Hendrik
September 10, 2007

A somewhat belated item has appeared in New Scientist on
the MAGIC “test” of string theory at:



http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19526204.300-finally-
a-magic-test-for-string-theory.html

http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19526204.300-finally-a-magic-test-for-string-theory.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19526204.300-finally-a-magic-test-for-string-theory.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19526204.300-finally-a-magic-test-for-string-theory.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19526204.300-finally-a-magic-test-for-string-theory.html


This Summer’s Online Talks

August 27, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

All sorts of schools and workshops occurring this summer have been putting up
materials from the talks on-line. Sometimes this is just an audio recording of the talk,
which can be very frustrating if you’re interested in the details of a subject, leaving
you desperately trying to guess what symbols on the blackboard correspond to the
scratching noises and words from the speaker that you are hearing. Best is a set of
slides used by the speaker, together with audio or video of the full talk. Some
examples worth looking at include:

• String Theory and the Real World, this year’s les Houches summer school.
• Cosmology and Particle Physics Beyond the Standard Models, this year’s Cargese

summer school.
• Summer School on Particle Physics, Cosmology and Strings at Perimeter.
• Simons Workshop in Mathematics and Physics at the YITP in Stony Brook. Definitely

the worst offenders in terms of having interesting talks available, but audio-only.
Blogger Aaron Bergman is there, but doesn’t seem to be very interested in telling us
what is going on.

• Anton Kapustin gave a Master Class on Electric-Magnetic Duality and the Geometric
Langlands Programme at the CTQM in Aarhus this summer. Video of the talks is here.
The KITP in Santa Barbara will be hosting a Miniprogram on this topic next summer.

• At CERN there’s a program on New Physics and the LHC taking place. Suitably
snarky commentary available at the Resonaances blog, starting with “the theory talks
were ranging from not-so-exciting to pathetic”, and going on to describe one of the
experimental talks, which can’t really avoid being exciting as less than a year remains
before the LHC is supposed to start taking data. The experimenters at CERN are
looking over their shoulder at the Tevatron, where Tommaso Dorigo reports that they
are still not seeing a Higgs, but getting remarkably close to being able to rule out the
existence of one at 95% confidence level for a mass range near 160 GeV. For a new
compilation of Higgs mass predictions, see here.

• One more, suggested by a commenter: SLAC ran a summer school on Dark Matter:
From the Cosmos to the Laboratory.

Off-topic, department of Humor: The New York media just can’t get enough of
theoretical physics these days, with the New York Observer running a column Ask a
Theoretical Physicist.

Comments

1. Shantanu
August 27, 2007

Peter, you forgot to add this year’s SLAC summer school on dark matter,where
almost all talks(except for the ones on the last day) have been archived.

http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/houches07/lectures.shtml
http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/houches07/lectures.shtml
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http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0708.3344
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http://www.observer.com/2007/ask-theoretical-physicist
http://www.observer.com/2007/ask-theoretical-physicist
http://www.observer.com/2007/ask-theoretical-physicist
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2. Aaron Bergman
August 27, 2007

One ‘n’.

And trust me, myself trying to relate talks is not a good idea for anyone involved.

3. Peter Woit
August 27, 2007

Sorry Aaron, fixed.

Well, you could at least be blogging about any scandalous gossip about physicists
or mathematicians that you’re learning…

4. Thomas Love
August 29, 2007

Peter said:
“Simons Workshop in Mathematics and Physics at the YITP in Stony Brook.
Definitely the worst offenders in terms of having interesting talks available, but
audio-only.”

But it isn’t audio-only! If you click on the titles in blue, you’ll get a printed
version.

5. Peter Woit
August 29, 2007

Thomas,

Problem is that the talks I was most interested in following, based on the
speakers and their topics, were ones that are audio only.

6. Chris Borokowski
August 29, 2007

The “Ask a Theoretical Physicist” column appears to be the latest in a series of
attempts to make fun of how incomprehensible the world has become to even the
average educated person. Great find.

7. Zathras
August 30, 2007

The “Ask a Theoretical Physicist” column is just ripped off from the Onions “Ask
a….” series, such as Ask a Man Getting Yelled At By His Wife Over The Phone At
Work or Ask a Bee.

8. Yatima
September 1, 2007

This Dark Matter overview from SLAC’s summer school certainly beats any BBC

http://www.theonion.com/content/node/37348
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/37348
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/37348
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/37348
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/37408
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/37408


“science” emission. Good stuff.

http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2007/talks/Turner_081007.pdf

http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2007/talks/Turner_081007.pdf
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2007/talks/Turner_081007.pdf


This Month’s Hype

September 3, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The September issue of Physics World is out, featuring a 13 page advertising
supplement for string theory which is pretty much unadulterated hype. The same
issue includes an editorial which takes the point of view that the only problem with
string theory is that:

String theorists need to do much more to explain their field’s genuine links
to experiment

String theory’s lack of falsifiability is minimized as a problem, and the fact that it
“raises several philosophical issues, such as the role of anthropic reasoning” is listed
as a point in its favor. As for those who complain that string theory predicts nothing,
in particular nothing about what will happen at the LHC, they are told to just shut up:

With CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC) due to switch on next year, now
is the wrong time to slam string theory for its lack of predictive power.
While not able to prove string theory is right, the discovery of
supersymmetric particles at the LHC would give it a major boost…

The fact that string theory doesn’t predict supersymmetry visible at LHC scales is
actually acknowledged in the advertising supplement by Kachru and Susskind.

The few quotes from string theory skeptics allowed seem chosen to be those that put
string theory in the most favorable possible light (except for Phil Anderson, who is
reduced to hostile spluttering by Polchinski’s claims that string theory may explain
high Tc superconductivity). This allows the editorialist to conclude:

However, the richness of string theory that has become apparent in the last
decade, and its increasing contact with the real world, gives theorists
something to shout about. This is why our main feature on the subject,
which started with fairly modest intentions, has ballooned into the longest
ever to appear in Physics World. As the views of even many non-string
theorists in the article make clear, the theory still holds all the potential it
ever did to revolutionize our understanding of the universe.

The critique of string theory by Smolin and myself is pretty much completely ignored
or dismissed, with Susskind quoted as having come up with a new insulting term for
us (to him we’re “Smoit”, evidently he likes that better than the “Swolin” favored by
those in Santa Barbara). The claim is made that

few string theorists think that the sometimes negative portrayal of string
theory in the popular arena recently has had much of an effect other than to
irritate people.

Amidst the endless misleading hype contained in the Physics World piece, there’s

http://download.iop.org/pw/PWSep07strings.pdf
http://download.iop.org/pw/PWSep07strings.pdf
http://download.iop.org/pw/PWSep07strings.pdf
http://download.iop.org/pw/PWSep07strings.pdf
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/30917
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/30917


some that simply is demonstrably completely untrue. The most egregious example
might be the discussion of Witten’s Fields Medal which claims that it was awarded
him due to his work on string theory compactification spaces:

.. with the study of 6D “Calabi–Yau” spaces making Witten in 1990 the first
physicist to be awarded the prestigious Fields Medal

The quotes from Witten himself don’t include any of the hype about connections to
experiment. He describes string theory as something very poorly understood, with
even the fundamental equations of the theory unknown, and no good ideas about how
to find them, leading to the danger that even if his vision is correct, realizing it may
just be too hard:

It’s incredibly rich and mostly buried underground. People just know bits
and pieces at the surface or that they’ve found by a little bit of digging, even
though this so far amounts to an enormous body of knowledge… There is an
incredible amount that is understood, an unfathomable number of details. I
can’t think of any simple way of summarizing this that will help your
readers. But despite that, what’s understood is a tiny, tiny amount of the full
picture.. One of the greatest worries we face is that the theory may turn out
to be too difficult to understand… This is certainly a question that interests
me… but if I don’t work on it all the time, it’s because it’s difficult to know
how to make progress.

Unlike Witten, many of the other string theorists quoted seem to have no problem
with issuing streams of highly misleading hype claiming “predictions” of string theory.
For instance, from David Gross:

String theory is full of qualitative predictions, such as the production of
black holes at the LHC or cosmic strings in the sky, and this level of
prediction is perfectly acceptable in almost every other field of science,” he
says. “It’s only in particle physics that a theory can be thrown out if the
10th decimal place of a prediction doesn’t agree with experiment.

I don’t know how to characterize this kind of claim that string theory is as predictive
as other scientific theories, just not able to get accuracy to 10 decimal places, as
anything other than out-and-out dishonesty. If someone could come up with a
legitimate, distinctive, testable prediction of string theory that gave even the correct
order of magnitude for some experimental result, that would be a huge breakthrough.

Michael Green, while describing the landscape and its potential to allow for a small
CC as “an enormous success” for string theory, is one of several string theorists
characterizing the status of string theory as being just as good as that of QFT, with
the landscape not a real problem at all, just a “supposed” one:

This supposed problem with a theory having many solutions has never been
a problem before in science.

Several people promote the anthropic point of view, with Susskind describing it as the
third superstring revolution, one that is even more of a revolution than the others.
Polchinski adds



In terms of changing the way we think about the world, the anthropic
landscape is certainly as big as the other revolutions

while Susskind’s colleague Shamit Kachru is described as “in the middle”, sensibly
pointing out that it would have been a stupid thing for people to do, once they
realized that the ratios of sizes of planetary orbits were environmental, to start
claiming that “there is a deep anthropic lesson to be learned from Newtonian gravity.”

All in all, I think that the picture the Physics World article presents of the reaction of
leading string theorists to the failure of the superstring unification project is a
depressing one. Instead of acknowledging in any way this failure and considering
what can be learned from it, on the whole they seem to prefer to abandon science for
anthropic pseudo-science, to spout misleading claims of bogus “predictions” of string
theory, and make indefensible claims that the lack of predictivity of string theory is
not unusual for a science.

On the other hand, among string theory skeptics, I fear that the attitude of Howard
Georgi is all too common:

I have been critical in the past of some of the rhetoric used by string-theory
enthusiasts,” says Howard Georgi of Harvard University, who coinvented
the supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model in 1981. “But I think
that this problem has largely corrected itself as string theorists learned how
complicated string theory really is. I am concerned about the focus of young
theorists on mathematical details, rather than what I would consider the
real-world physics of scattering experiments, but with any luck the LHC will
take care of that by reminding people how interesting the real world can
be.”

The problem with string theory is not too much mathematics and a lack of effort
towards making connection to real world experiments, but that it is a wrong idea
about unification, and thus cannot ever explain the standard model or predict what
lies beyond it. The recent move among string theorists to hype bogus claims about
connections to experiment, abandoning the search for greater mathematical insight
into string theory as just “too hard”, retooling themselves as more salable “string
phenomenologists” and “string cosmologists” is not a healthy trend. It is based on
adopting the Susskind-Polchinski “multiverse” revolution in the received wisdom
about how to do fundamental physics, slowly turning a once great subject from a
science into a pseudo-science.

Update: Lubos is beside himself with glee over the Physics World article, see here
and here (don’t miss the photo-shopped “Smoit” graphic of me and Lee Smolin). For
something more reasoned, there’s a short piece at Wired.

Comments

1. Domenic Denicola
September 3, 2007
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few string theorists think that the sometimes negative portrayal of
string theory in the popular arena recently has had much of an effect
other than to irritate people.

They have a surprise coming to them, then. A general attitude of eye-rolling
toward string theory is prevalent at the Perimeter Institute (at least, in the
quarters I associated with), and almost every undergraduate I’ve spoken to at
Caltech things string theory is just a “not even wrong” mess. The view seems to
be “OK, maybe they have some idea what they’re talking about, but it doesn’t
seem promising. I’ll let someone else work on that stuff, while I try something
more likely to be correct.”

The point is, you guys have had an impact, so be sure you know that :).

2. M
September 3, 2007

The editorial contains the sentence: “String theory is guided by problems in the
real world – for instance the entropy of black holes”. Who wrote this must be
either a string theorist or a humorist.

3. A.J.
September 3, 2007

Peter,

I don’t usually get involved in the string theory arguments, but since it’s a 3-day
weekend (and I’ve been working all weekend):

I think ‘t Hooft is right (and now I’ll put some words in his mouth). Theoretical
physicists aren’t doing science or the public any favors by arguing in public, in
layman’s terms, about the merits and de-merits of string theory. It’s just too easy
for people who don’t understand the technical details to get wrong ideas about
speculative research.

We’ve seen this in one direction for some time now, with many laymen being
quite convinced that string theory was already a done deal. (I even remember a
WPI professor, not a particle physicist himself, who told me when I was 17 that
grand unified theories were pretty well-verified.) And now we’re seeing it in the
other direction, with for example, many slashdot denizens (and Caltech
undergrads apparently) convinced the string theory is basically a fraud. This
isn’t much of an improvement; we still have people with firm opinions and no
understanding.

I’m personally hoping that these two public impressions will eventually cancel
out, leaving people with a more or less correct impression. String theorists do
have their hands on something quite interesting, maybe even a good framework
for building quantum gravity models, but their research is quite premature. (So
it goes: it took mathematicians 3 centuries to prove Fermat’s Last Conjecture.)
Said framework has a lot of problems, but most of these problems — no vacuum
selection, landscape of solutions, no preferred extension of the Standard Model,



no sensible computation of the cosmological constant — are shared by the
effective field theory framework we’re currently using. The string theory
framework might be the correct one, or maybe not. We don’t have any way of
telling without experimental data. In this sense, I thought the Physics Today
article wasn’t that bad.

So, let me make a modest suggestion: Scientists have to talk to the public, and
they’re obligated to give some explanation of the ideas they’re working on. But it
would probably be better for everyone involved if scientists and science
journalists remembered that, when we’re talking about things we have no
experimental evidence for, the question is usually vastly more interesting than
the proposed solution. If I’m going to read about an attempt at computing the
half-life of a de Sitter geometry, I want 75% of the article to be about dark
energy, the sign of the cosmological constant, and why anyone is thinking about
metastability of geometries with positive cosmological constant.

4. Yatima
September 3, 2007

Karl Rove, who famously claimed to have made the “reality-based community”
irrelevant, seems to have landed his new job at Physics World, then? String
theory as an analytical tool to study the quark-gluon plasma? And there is that
famous E8 picture…

Gerard ’t Hooft of the University of Utrecht, who
shared the Nobel prize in 1999 for his work on electroweak
theory, thinks that discussions about the merits
of theories should be limited to professional circles.

But they already are! This must be an appeal to have the door to the ivory tower
walled in from within. Or to shut down blogs?

5. Dr. E
September 3, 2007

The fact that they are resorting to calling Peter and Lee names says it all.

During the Einstein Bohr debates, I wonder if Einstein snarked “Beisenberg” or
“Heisenger” or “Heisenbohr” or “Schreisenberg.”

Alas, there was a time when honor, reason, and logic ruled physics.

6. woit
September 3, 2007

Hi A. J.,

I agree with ‘t Hooft that the issues here are complex, and not really appropriate
for a discussion at a popular science level. On the other hand, sometimes they
are the subject of inappropriate mystification: no, you don’t need to work
through the details of the KKLT mechanism to understand what the landscape



problem is. At this blog I do try and provide a discussion of these issues at an
appropriate level, and in the book I tried also to not dumb down things past the
point where a serious, accurate argument was being made.

I certainly see lots of ignorant arguments used to condemn string theory, just as I
see equally ignorant arguments used by string theory partisans. Maybe they
cancel each other out. But I’m actually not really that interested in the question
of how good the public understanding of the string theory issue is (although I’d
argue it’s much better now than a few years ago, and I hope I had some role in
causing that). What I do care about is the understanding of these issues among
physicists and mathematicians, and that’s who the blog and the book are both
aimed at.

It certainly would be much better if this discussion was carried on at a more
serious level. Unfortunately, many well-known string theorists seem to have
decided not to respond to serious scientific criticisms in a serious way, but
instead to dismiss them by calling Lee Smolin and me names, and going to the
press with the kind of less than honest hype that dominates the Physics World
piece. I don’t think blog entries by undergraduates who don’t understand these
issues well are a big problem. The kind of misleading claims being put out to the
public by leading physicists like Gross are.

7. anonymous
September 3, 2007

Hi Peter,

Just wanted to say, great post.

Keep up doing your thing. 

Anonymous

8. Theo
September 3, 2007

Hi Peter,

I, as I imagine many others, appreciate the time you take to put these issues into
context and the commentary you provide on various articles/resources.

I am not at a level of understanding where I could put up novel arguments for or
against string theory myself but I feel able to follow much of what yourself and
others blog about. Reading the ebb and flow of ideas for and against the various
theories being put forward to advance our understanding makes me feel a small
part of history in the making (if only mainly at the level of spectator).

I would disagree with t’Hooft and others that it is not useful to have such
discussions in public. “Layman” who can follow most of what is being said (or are
even interested) are likely to be slightly above your average layman in terms of
their knowledge of physics. Thus, on average, will be able judge the arguments



in an appropriate way.

e..g I don’t have to be able to write an original paper concerning
compactification on Calabi-Yau manifolds to appreciate the difficulties you raise
in relation to the landscape – and if you did not discuss such issues I would
possibly be swallowing string theory hype hook line and sinker. On the other
hand I am sensible enough, as no doubt others are, not to take everything you
say as gospel either, and take information from multiple sources to form my own
opinion.

Theo

9. Thomas Larsson
September 4, 2007

AJ, what is there to understand? The simple fact is that every natural string
theory suggestion (supersymmetry, extra-dimensions, 496 gauge bosons, non-
positive cc, …) is pretty much ruled out by experiment. Even susy with two layers
of excuses (broken, and with R-parity conservation to kill dim-4 operators) is
disfavored by experiments at the Tevatron and elsewhere. Surely intelligent
laypersons can understand that a theory which disagrees with experiments is in
trouble.

In fact, the situation for string theory is quite similar to that of ether theory. In
both cases, there is one thing that should happen but did not (ether
wind/supersymmetry) and one thing that could not happen but did (photoelectric
effect/positive cc). And in in both cases, the strong proponents include a Nobel
laureate (Lorentz/Gross) and a top mathematical physicist (Poincare/Witten).

Another similarity is that it takes a long time for a flawed theory to die. If you
look at the title of Paul Ehrenfest’s inaugural speech, you will see that ether
theory was still alive in 1912, 25 years after the Michelson-Morley experiment
and seven years after some crackpot patent clerk discovered special relativity.

10. A.J.
September 4, 2007

Peter,

I’m happy to leave the hype disposal to you. I’m glad that someone is doing it.
But I’d rather see the science journalists doing it themselves. (My favorite posts
here are your comments on mathematics.)

On a related note: that someone’s making jokes with your name and Smolin’s is
normal human nature, however unfortunate. Reporting said joke in a “serious”
publication, on the other hand, is odd and rather tasteless.

——–

Thomas,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Ehrenfest
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Ehrenfest


If you read more carefully, you’ll notice that I said essentially nothing about
string theory as source of particle physics models, except to note that it shares
many of the qualitative flaws of our current framework. I said it was a barely
apprehended framework for building quantum gravity models. I don’t expect
useful predictions about TeV scale particle physics from it; indeed, given how
much of the framework is probably missing, I don’t see much reason to take such
suggestions seriously.

What makes string theory interesting, to my mind, is that it’s a good context for
testing out ideas about gravity, black holes, and quantum geometry. So our
theoretical intelligent layperson ought to be skeptical when she reads articles
about large extra dimensions, colliding branes, and TeV scale supersymmetry.
But she should also feel a little wonder maybe at the computations of black hole
entropies. Even though this behavior should be fairly universal, it’s amazing to
see the correct constants coming out of a microscopic accounting.

In short, it’s an interesting set of ideas. It’s probably good for something. We
should keep it mind, even if we choose to work on other things, since we gain
nothing by trashing it. (After all, thinking about the problems with the ether
theory helped Einstein find relativity.)

11. Coin
September 4, 2007

I said it was a barely apprehended framework for building quantum gravity
models. I don’t expect useful predictions about TeV scale particle physics from it;
indeed, given how much of the framework is probably missing, I don’t see much
reason to take such suggestions seriously. What makes string theory interesting,
to my mind, is that it’s a good context for testing out ideas about gravity, black
holes, and quantum geometry.

In your perception, is this what string theory researchers* are currently using
the theory for?

Assuming for the moment that you’re right about what makes string theory
important: do you think it is possible for string theory to produce useful progress
and insights if, rather than attempting to attack it as a framework for testing out
ideas about gravity and quantum geometry, those working on it are approaching
it as a model for predictions about particle physics, or as a set of ground rules
that lets you build 10^500+ configurations of Calabi-Yau manifolds [one of which
is expected to describe the Standard Model], or as some other similarly literal
interpretation of the theory?

* Given that I’m sure it is silly to try to think of “string theory researchers” as a
homogenous bloc.

12. Thomas Larsson
September 4, 2007

AJ, perhaps it is because I am a physicist that I react strongly when people
ignore that every testable string theory prediction is plain wrong. However, I feel



strongly about this, and something that has been suppressed for 25 years. Ether
theorists didn’t just give up after the Michelson-Morley experiment neither –
after all, ether theory was the best developed theory of light and arguably the
only game in Newtontown.

Besides, string theory is hardly a successful theory of quantum gravity, because
such a theory must explicitly involve the detector’s properties. Every physical
experiment is an interaction between a system and a detector, and the result
depends on the physical properties of both. Typically we want to extract only
those aspects of the experiment that are independent of the detector, which
means that we implicitly assume that the detector’s charge is small (so we can
ignore its backreaction on the fields) and that its mass is large (so we can
measure both the detector’s position and velocity to arbitrary precision). This
assumption, which is built into theories like QFT and string theory, clearly breaks
down for gravity where mass and charge are the same.

13. milkshake
September 4, 2007

The Five Stages of Coping with Catastrophic News

1. Denial 2. Anger 3. Bargaining 4. Depression 5. Acceptance

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%BCbler-Ross_model

14. Chris Oakley
September 4, 2007

Oddly, “swoit” and “swolin” both appear in the Book of Zweig, but as verbs. If I
may quote:

25. And bravely did Lubos of Bohemia join the fray. And he laughed as
he smote the Pope’s enemies. And he was tireless in his smiting, and
rested not by day and not by night. “Loons! Feminists! Communists!
Anti-Science Crackpots!” he called from his steed known as Reference
Frame, emblazoned with the Harvard University crest. “With my Sword
of Truth and Mace of Righteousness I will punish ye for your impiety
and ignorant foolishness!”

26. But so eager was Lubos in his smiting that soon the people did say,
“Who is this Czech knight who doth smite so eagerly and so
indiscriminately? For are not many of those he doth smite, and with
such tirelessness, learned men, whose schooling in scientific arts oft
exceeds that of the upstart himself?”

27. And the Pope of the Superstringers, beholding the smiting of Lubos
from afar, and the dismay of the people, summoned him to the Land of
Princeton to take counsel.

28. “Lubos,” the Pope did say. “Of thy loyalty I have no doubt. By thy
wisdom I do question. Thou must understand – our enemies are subtle.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%BCbler-Ross_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%BCbler-Ross_model


Doing battle with them is oft foolish as they will merely retreat only to
reappear with a host of the ignorant taxpaying public, who they have
indoctrinated with their lies. Against this host, we cannot hope to
prevail. For thy own good, I must send thee back to the Land of
Bohemia. Continue thy smiting if thou must, but sport not longer the
Banner of the Land of Harvard. Go!”

29. But as he departed, Lubos had to run the gauntlet of ignorant
hordes who the Anti-String had stirred up. Swoiting Lubos with angry
taunts as he passed by were science journalists, and non-String
physicists, swolin with righteous wrath. Lubos was incensed that those
who understood not even the meaning of a Calabi-Yau manifold should
even dare to have an opinion on the sublime Stringy arts.

15. Chris Oakley
September 4, 2007

Correction: swoit->smoit

16. Matthew Chalmers
September 4, 2007

Dear Peter

Is it really true that in writing 12,000 words about the status of string theory I
have only made one mistake? That’s the best news I’ve heard all day! Perhaps
you can do better after a second or third read (try the more technical 750 word
text-box titled: “Why can’t string theory predict anything?” on p42 for starters).

On a more serious and hopefully constructive note, however, your post raises
important issues about the role of balance (and thus objectivity) in science
journalism and blogs. Journalists, who normally don’t have an axe to grind and
can therefore go into a new field with an open mind, often aim to achieve
balance by seeking a mixture of expert opinion (for example, by printing the
quotes of 10 eminent non-string theorists alongside those of 11 string theorists
in an article surveying the scientific status of string theory). Because blogs tend
to be read by narrower audiences that hold similar views as the author’s,
balance is presumably less of an issue.

However, I’m sure that anybody interested in the current debate surrounding
string theory would still be interested to hear your reasons for deciding not to
even mention RHIC in the context of the Maldacena conjecture when you
“evaluate” string theory in the second half of the paperback version of Not Even
Wrong, for instance. Could this be the same logic that prevented you from
acknowledging the presence of three other articles in the same September issue
of Physics World (pp14–19) that were written by yet more non-string theorists, in
particular by philosophers of science? These pieces tackle anthropic reasoning
and the issue of testability head-on, and may help your readers reconcile your
own somewhat perplexing stance on string theory — i.e. if the theory is, as you
routinely point out, unfalsifiable then how can you be so certain that it has
already failed?



Oh, and one last thing: next time you want to make a point, get out there and
find your own quotes to back it up.

Matthew

17. Cheeky Bastard
September 4, 2007

Since Matthew Chalmers is gracing this blog with his presence, maybe he could
elaborate a bit on what ‘t Hooft actually said. Was it literally that “discussions
about the merits of theories should be limited to professional circles”, or is this
an extrapolation? It does sound dangerously close to “shut up an pay”, a position
which, when taken by a public employee addressing the tax payers, has only one
legitimate answer: you’re fired.

18. JE
September 4, 2007

How can one be so sure that it has already failed?

Well, just because in mainstream scientific reasoning the terms “unfalsiable” and
“physical theory” had been always considered as mutually exclusive.

19. Arun
September 4, 2007

Remarkably, after nearly 40 years, we still don’t know what string theory truly
is,” exclaims Gross. “From the start, string theory was a set of rules for
constructing approximate solutions in some consistent classical background –
and that’s all it still is.”

How then can it be called a theory of quantum gravity?

20. Arun
September 4, 2007

What I quoted above is at odds with

The most important is that string theory provides a finite (i.e., non-divergent),
consistent, quantum theory of gravity that reduces to general relativity at large
distances and low energies.

21. Jon Lester
September 4, 2007

I am somewhat worried about this hype by Physics World. It implies that this
community of theoretical physicists is indeed very powerful to manage
information (beside positions). This situation has no precedents in the history of
physics.

It will not be a beatiful result of our generation to be remembered as the worst
ever.



Jon

22. woit
September 4, 2007

Matthew,

I can’t help pointing out that the mistake you made about Witten’s Fields medal
indicates you didn’t bother to read my book, since there’s a whole chapter in it
about the subject of Witten’s contributions to mathematics and what he won the
Fields Medal for. It does appear that you skimmed it enough to notice that it
doesn’t contain mention of the latest string theory hype about heavy-ion physics.
There are a couple reasons for that, the most important being that the book was
written in 2002, and the hype about this subject began in 2005, by which time I’d
found a publisher willing to publish it, and the manuscript was being copy-edited
and out of my hands. If I were writing the book today, I suppose I would discuss
the subject, including the awarding of a “Pinocchio award” by a heavy-ion
physics expert to string theorists for their misleading claims about this that you
uncritically repeat.

As for why I didn’t discuss the other articles about string theory in the same
issue of Physics World, the reason is also pretty simple: I don’t have access to
them since there appears to be no online access available through my institution
(Columbia) and I’m not a member of the IOP. I wrote about what I have access to,
if someone is willing to send me copies of the other articles I’d be interested to
see them and probably would write about them then.

“if the theory is, as you routinely point out, unfalsifiable then how can you be so
certain that it has already failed?”

You’re not making any sense here. A scientific theory that can’t be falsified is a
failed scientific theory. The argument, which does require getting into
technicalities, and involves making informed scientific judgments, is about
whether there is any hope of the current situation changing, and getting
falsifiable predictions out of string theory. I’ve argued here at length why I think
this is hopeless, others have different opinions.

I very much respect the large amount of work you did on this, including the
many people you talked to and the large number of relevant quotes from experts
that you gathered. That’s not what I do though. When I’m writing about string
theory as science here on the blog, I try to stick to writing about things that I
actually understand, and what I write is based on my own judgments and my own
understanding. People who disagree with these often write in here to do so, and
that often leads to an interesting discussion. When I write about the public
perception and debate over string theory, sure, I discuss what string theorists
are telling journalists. Again, thanks for all your work on getting this sort of
material together.

Much of my comments on your article were aimed not at you, but at the many
string theorists who talked to you. I find a lot of their claims outrageous, and
their willingness to make highly misleading and overhyped claims about the



state of string theory disturbing. At the same time they are doing this, other
string theorists often complain that string theory has gotten a bad rap just due to
the over-hyped claims made for it in the past. Anyway, it’s your job to accurately
transmit what experts have to say to the public, and I have no problem with your
role in doing that.

But, for some reason you decided in your article to strongly take one extreme
side of a scientific controversy. That’s rather unusual, and I think it deserves a
commentary like mine that points this out. You not only ignored the arguments
on the other side of this controversy made by Smolin, me and others, but you
adopted a framing of the issue that I think even most string theorists would find
dubious. The claim that string theory is “rooted in experimental data”, and your
emphasis on the LHC doesn’t reflect my impression of the opinions of most string
theorists, who readily admit that the LHC can’t in any standard way “test” string
theory, and that the tenuous connection of string theory to experiment is a huge
problem. It appears that you didn’t bother to contact anyone who is actually an
LHC expert, either the people working on the experiments or the theorists with
expertise in analyzing collider data. If you asked such people what they thought
of the idea of the LHC “testing string theory”, you might have gotten some
strong quotes disagreeing with the thrust of your article.

23. Bee
September 4, 2007

“It’s only in particle physics that a theory can be thrown out if the 10th decimal
place of a prediction doesn’t agree with experiment.”

A) Nobody ‘throws out’ a theory that agrees in 9 decimal places. One might want
to clarify in which limit it is suitable.

B) Ever heard of General Relativity? I believe this blog has plenty of readers that
would be thrilled to hear about a deviation in the nth decimal place.

The above Witten quotation about digging out knowledge leaves me wondering:
if string theory is not the looked for ToE, then what is it? And should one dig it
out whatever it is?

Besides this, I guess we should be grateful your name is not Peter Wirch.

-B.

24. another anon.
September 4, 2007

Dear anon.,

About the 10^500. One thing which is known to all experts, but you will not be
told on this blog, is that in the most studied case where the 10^500 means
anything, and also where the number came from, (technically, this case is called
IIB flux compactifications), for many (not all, but a lot of) physically relevant
quantities the `10^500 different cases’ collapses into a single unknown number.



The effect of these 10^500 choices on low-energy physics then collapses into the
presence of a single unknown number in the low energy theory. Big deal – you
have one number you need to fix by hand, and then (for a lot of problems) your
10^500 has gone away.
So the notion that the 10^500 solutions makes the theory unpredictive is not at
all true and is in fact highly misleading. Indeed, people who work on this area
are currently very excited rather than depressed.

This situation is present all the time. The Standard Model has an *infinite*
number of possible varieties – there are twenty or so numbers that have to be fed
in by hand. Of course this doesn’t make the Standard Model not science.

Another anon.

25. alex
September 4, 2007

2anon:
I’m not sure if I can answer your question completely but here is what I know. In
the original KKLT construction, the integer fluxes which fix the values of the
complex structure moduli enter through the so called flux superpotential W_0.
Now, W_0 is indeed a very complicated function which can take on an
exponentially large number of discrete values. However, if you read string
phenomenology papers (by Choi et al. for example) based on the KKLT
constructon you will notice immediately that the corresponding particle
phenomenology always depends on the fluxes through a single parameter – W_0
and not on the individual flux contributions.
Hence, in practice, all these comlicated flux configurations, while useful to tune
the cosmological constant, completely decouple from particle physics.

26. woit
September 4, 2007

Note: “another anon” is responding to a comment by “anon” that I deleted. The
first “anon” is someone who specializes in submitting off-topic comments here
attacking string theory and string theorists, usually in an uninformed way. I have
to waste a lot of my time deleting them, and I’m really, really unhappy about this.
This whole business of overuse of anonymous comments is annoying. If you want
to make a scientific argument here, there rarely are good reasons for you to not
be willing to put your name to them.

Please, anyone who is not happy with string theory or string theorists, I ask you
to not use my blog comment section as a place to vent about this. If you don’t
have something well-informed and relevant to say in a comment, don’t post it.
There’s more than enough very pointed criticism of string theory and string
theorists going on here, adding your own adds nothing, and if it contains
inaccuracies, all it achieves is to give string theory partisans a reason to dismiss
the serious arguments being made here.

As for the arguments of “another anon”, they have nothing to do with the topic of
this posting, and are an argument against a straw man argument I’ve never



made. Yes, the situation with the landscape is far more complicated than the one
specific compactification mentioned. If you look at one very specific
compactification and just vary the fluxes, sure you can’t get anything you want.
But you also can’t get a prediction of anything, because a different choice of
Calabi-Yau, branes, other background information will give you something
different.

I’m afraid I’m going to cut-off any more discussion of this right now since it has
nothing to do with the topic of the posting, the Physics World article, unless you
are claiming that the study of flux compactifications makes string theory testable
at the LHC, in any standard usage of the term “testable”.

Also, please do me a favor and allow a few minutes after an uninformed comment
by “anon” attacking string theory appears before responding to it to give me a
chance to delete it. I know arguing with “anon” is a lot easier than arguing with
me, but still. The line in his comment about how I was going to delete it should
have been kind of a giveaway in this particular case.

Also, please consider putting your name to what you have to say, unless you have
a very good reason not to.

27. DB
September 4, 2007

From the editorial:

But string theory can be criticized for how it has promoted itself. Since
the mid-1980s, many string theorists have oversold their subject by
making grandiose claims about a “theory of everything”. Although that
tendency has disappeared, it no doubt diverted some physicists from
other, potentially more useful, lines of research in theoretical physics.
Meanwhile, string theorists have not responded well to recent attacks
based on the theory’s lack of testable predictions, most preferring to
keep quiet rather than to engage in debate.

That’s pretty serious criticism actually, given the perennial shortage of resources
in particle physics, and the standards of integrity expected of scientists.

28. JD
September 4, 2007

Peter:”unless you are claiming that the study of flux compactifications makes
string theory testable at the LHC, in any standard usage of the term “testable”.”

In Type IIB flux compactifications one can derive a reliable prediction for the
pattern of the gaugino masses. See Nilles and Choi for the related work.

29. Thomas Larsson
September 4, 2007

JD:



So you are claiming that the non-discovery of gauginos at the LHC will disprove
string theory 

30. Matthew Chalmers
September 4, 2007

Peter – a quick skim through the Notes pages of your book reveals that you
should be awarded a Pinocchio prize yourself (e.g. you appear to have had no
trouble in fitting in an Edge quote from Phil Anderson in 2005, nor in quoting
from Krauss’s 2005 book, Randall’s 2005 book or Susskind’s 2005 book). Recall
that the APS announcement of the RHIC result was in March 2005, with plenty
of hints coming out from late 2004.

As for my not making any sense about your stance on string theory, you should
consider broadening your philosophy of science slightly by reading Lakatos and
others. Your entire attack on string theory seems to me to be based on a
convenient but narrow and overly simplistic Popperian view of testability (i.e.
falsifiablility) that is simply one interpretation of how science progresses — and
certainly not the consensus view among philosophers of science.

Stringscape is not an attempt to give an overview of the “debate” surrounding
string theory based on echoing yours and Smolin’s arguments while completely
ignoring the views of string theorists and other theoretical physicists. That has
been done to death in the last year or so, as I set out in the first few paragraphs.
Rather, the article is an attempt to bring something new to the debate by giving
Physics World readers a non-partisan overview of where string theory — a
scientific research programme that, for better or for worse, dominates current
research in fundamental theoretical physics — stands today. (As it happens, the
other three more interpretive string-related articles in the September issue do
address the broader anthropic etc debate, although none mention your blog or
book I’m afraid).

My article could of course have turned out quite differently if all 10 of the non-
string theorists I interviewed had been more critical. But they weren’t. Similarly,
I could have turned up at Strings07 in Madrid to find a bunch of deluded nut-
bags dealing only in abstract mathematics and talking in tongues. What I did
find, however, was a bunch of mostly extremely able theoretical physicists trying
their damndest to understand nature at its most basic level. The overwhelming
impression I got, and which I have tried to convey in the article, is that string
theory is simply not yet developed to the point where it can make the
“falsifiable” predictions that physicists need before they can know for sure
whether it is a viable physical theory. Rather, it is a compelling framework for
unification that also happens to have all these great applications in mathematics,
black-hole physics and, most importantly for physics perhaps, quantum field
theory.

You still don’t seem to get my earlier point that as a journalist I have no vested
interested in whether string theory is portrayed in a positive or negative light.
Since you claim only to blog about the things you understand, perhaps you
should find something else than science journalism to criticize — after all, it’s not



that hard an approach.

31. JD
September 4, 2007

“So you are claiming that the non-discovery of gauginos at the LHC will disprove
string theory ”

Please point to the phrase where I made such a claim.

32. Peter Woit
September 4, 2007

Matthew,

Thanks for raising the level of discussion here by calling me a liar. One of the
depressing things I’ve learned during this string theory debate is how many
people think the correct response to legitimate criticism of the content of
something they have written is to launch a personal attack.

Some of the things you mention were among a small number of additions and
changes made to the text in November 2005, after it was copy-edited, before it
went to the typesetter (the manuscript was delivered to the publisher in the
summer of 2005). Sure, by that time people were discussing the application of
AdS/CFT to heavy-ion physics, but it only became a major talking point for string
theorists starting in 2006. I made no claim in my book to deal with every
overhyped claim made for string theory, doing so would have made it a much
longer book.

This issue in any case has nothing to do with what I was criticizing in my book,
the failure of string theory as an idea about unification. If you look at page 192 of
the book you’ll see this subject referred to as

…a much more promising area, that of trying to find a superstring
theory dual to QCD. The AdS/CFT correspondence described earlier
provides some hope that progress can be made in this direction…

which remains an accurate description of the situation, minus the hype
surrounding the attempt by many people to use rather tentative results about
heavy-ion physics to deflect attention from the failure of the string theory
unification program, which is something quite different.

The other thing I get a lot of from people I’ve criticized accurately is sneering
put-downs about how ignorant I am (“you should consider broadening your
philosophy of science slightly by reading Lakatos and others”). Actually I’ve read
Lakatos (and others), and am well aware that “falsifiability” is a tricky subject. If
you read my book (you really should do this, you might learn some things) you’d
find a long discussion about the problems with falsifiability and a lot of evidence
that I don’t have a “convenient but narrow and overly simplistic Popperian view”
of this issue. What counts as a convincing test of a scientific theory is a tricky
issue, but it is uncontroversial that there is no such thing possible for string



theory unification at the moment, and, as I said, I’ve argued extensively that any
hopes for this in the future have little to back them up other than wishful
thinking.

Finally, I don’t know or care whether you have a vested interest in string theory
or not. Honestly, I know nothing about you beyond having read the 13 pages that
you wrote. What I wrote here was a response to claims made in those 13 pages,
by you and people that you interviewed, many of which are highly misleading.
I’m willing to debate those claims further if you want, but I really think you
should start by stopping personal attacks on me, and informing yourself what my
views on this subject actually are, rather than making up naive and uninformed
ones to argue with.

33. Peter Woit
September 4, 2007

JD,

I already spent a lot of time looking into claims of “predictions” of gaugino mass
ratios that refer to Nilles and Choi. These turned out to be quite misleading, see
the discussion at Cosmic Variance, one of my relevant comments is

http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate
/#comment-241803

As far as I can tell, the situation here is just like in anything else in “string
phenomenology”: for certain specific classes of models you have constraints on
what you’ll see, but there are no general constraints. If you don’t see one
particular pattern, you can find another class of models that will give you what
you want.

34. Thomas Larsson
September 4, 2007

JD:

You used the phrases “LHC”, “reliable predictions”, “gaugino masses” in you
previous post. But of course this does not mean that string theory reliably
predict gauginos at the LHC, only that you want to create such a false
impression.

35. JD
September 4, 2007

Peter. You had said: “unless you are claiming that the study of flux
compactifications makes string theory testable at the LHC, in any standard
usage of the term “testable”.”
I’ve read the discussion you pointed to and then looked at my original post and I
see no problem. I still claim that flux compactifications (discussed in Nilles and
Choi) yield robust predictions for patterns of gaugino masses.

http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate/#comment-241803
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate/#comment-241803
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate/#comment-241803
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate/#comment-241803


I agree that there are no general string theory constraints on how SUSY is
broken but since you specifically mentioned flux compactifications, I have to say
that the corresponding phenomenology has been worked out.

For Thomass Larsson: It is well known that in its current state, string
phenomenology does not give a definite answer about the scale of SUSY
breaking, just like the standard model without experimental input does not
predict the higgs mass or the top quark mass. So what? If we are lucky and the
superpartners are discovered at the LHC we may be able to identify the
particular class of string compactifications by studying the pattern of gaugino
masses, why is this so controversial?

36. chris
September 4, 2007

another anon., this is really priceless argumentation. it reminds me of a seminar
i once sat through by some few body model-builder. it involved ‘free’ quarks with
pion exchange ans should explain the nucleon spectrum. this guy claimed he had
no free parameters whatsoever.
finally, he had to admit, that the model contained an arbitrary function
describing the interaction potential. he pulled some arguments that no, this
means no free parameters and this function almost presents itself.

but he was just doing phenomenology. so i excuse him even if he needs infinitely
many parameters to describe what essentially is a theory with one parameter
(qcd in the massles limit). but hey, wow! the lanscape can do that too. i am
seriously impressed 

37. JD
September 4, 2007

Chris, I think you got confused about another anon’s point. Your analogy is
incorrect. Read the KKLT paper and you’ll understand what another anon meant.

38. M
September 4, 2007

Matthew, I would like to comment on your sentence: “The overwhelming
impression I got, and which I have tried to convey in the article, is that string
theory is simply not yet developed to the point where it can make the
“falsifiable” predictions”.
String theory started with the hope that maybe quantum gravity implies testable
predictions on observable low energy physics. String theory was partially
developed, and a more realistic and pessimistic expectation emerged. No matter
how much you develop the theory, you will never get any prediction, if no
prediction exists.

39. CCDGator
September 4, 2007

Dr. Woit,



I’m not sure if this is the appropriate place for this, but I’ll post anyway. I am not
a specialist on one side of the debate or the other (I’m a chemist who knows a
little bit about such things as quantum mechanics, symmetry, and group
representation theory). I read your book during the summer and found it to be
quite an eye opener and well worth reading. I was previously under the
impression that “M-Theory” was some kind of unification of several string
theories and in some sense a complete theory. I enjoy looking at your blog from
time to time.

Thank you.

40. Bee
September 4, 2007

Hi Peter:

Sorry for abusing your hospitality, but in case anybody drops in here after
reading Lubos’ totally distorted summary of this comment section, I want to
point out that I’ve never said David Gross is a moron (as Lubos has managed to
read, I wonder if he’s taking pills to achieve that?), the comment above was
addressed to Peter (you might recall – the guy who writes this blog) and the
words ‘your name’ refers to ‘Peter Woit’s name’. One should have thought this is
obvious.

I just want to leave that clarification here since I’m afraid Lubos will delete my
comment at his post. I should add that I am pretty much pissed off by so much
unjustified viciousness, and I am (eventually) going to remove links to TRF (what
I should have done much earlier I guess).

Best,

B.

41. Peter Woit
September 4, 2007

Bee,

Surely you should know by now that paying any attention to Lubos is virtually
always a big mistake. The Chalmers article seems to have gotten him really
excited, finally seeing his point of view reflected in the media, after a year of
having to read much more accurately skeptical pieces about the problems of the
theory.

The only surprising thing he says though is his claim that PI offered him a job. If
someone who knows what’s behind that story wants to tell me about it on deep
background, I wouldn’t mind…

42. dan
September 4, 2007



“The problem with string theory … it is a wrong idea about unification, and thus
cannot ever explain the standard model or predict what lies beyond it.”

Peter,
Would you still stand by this statement if LHC and other experiments support the
idea of both theoretically and experimentally, the idea of something like a SUSY-
SO(10) GUT, and as such, could be embedded within a string theory?

43. ori
September 4, 2007

It is amusing to see a group of people with nearly zero knowledge in high energy
physics arguing whether a group of Nobel proze winners is correct or not. Who
should I believe ? 

44. ori
September 4, 2007

proze->prize …

45. ori
September 4, 2007

A quote from Bee :

” Ever heard of General Relativity?”

Well, should we tell David that you think he has not heard of GR ?

46. Peter Woit
September 4, 2007

ori,

Thanks for making it clear that Bee’s comment

“so much unjustified viciousness” is an accurate description of other string
theorists besides Lubos Motl.

Besides the insults, do you have any commentary on the actual blog posting?

47. Matthew Chalmers
September 4, 2007

Dear Peter

The reason why I decided to post a comment on your blog this morning, in
response to your labeling an article that I had written a dishonest and misleading
advertising supplement based almost entirely on unadulterated hype, was to
raise a couple of points about the differences between blogging and journalism
(and how the two interact with one another). This is a topical issue for those of
us who work in traditional media outlets — and presumably for those who read



and write blogs too — and has already led to some interesting episodes between
scientists and journalists.

A great example of this was the “bump-hunting” saga at Tevatron earlier this
year, which led to an article in New Scientist magazine (see
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/27731). Once high-energy LHC data
begin to pour in a year and a half or so from now, and blogger-members of the
Higgs groups in the ATLAS and CMS collaborations start getting excited, it will
be a real challenge to know when best to break the story of a possible Higgs or
some other discovery. Indeed, journalists aside, these large collaborations are
going to have to deal with problems of their own involving how to manage the
blogging activities of physicists.

In retrospect, however, Not Even Wrong was probably not the place to try and
have such a discussion, given that, for instance, you are not actually involved in
string theory/high-energy physics research yourself. And since our brief
exchange has turned into pointless pedantry and apparent confusion over what is
personal and what is fair-game, I would guess that readers are not going to get
much more from it either.

More to the point, it is late and it feels as if I have been looking at that bloody
UA1 W-event all day. This stuff must tie up hours of your time!

Matthew

PS I posted a hard copy of the September issue to you last week, in which you
can read the other articles that I mentioned – that is, if you’re at all interested in
taking someone else’s opinion on string theory on board.

48. Peter Woit
September 4, 2007

dan,

Sure, I’ll stand behind that statement until someone comes up with a plausible
way of getting real predictions out of string theory. I think the great hope of
some string theorists is that the LHC will see not only supersymmetry, but a
pattern of supersymmetry breaking that corresponds distinctively to a certain
kind of string background. Based on this they might then be able to make real
testable predictions. This seems to me to be nothing but wishful thinking, we’ll
find out in the next few years.

Turning the question around, do you think string theorists are willing to change
their minds about string theory if no evidence of a supersymmetric GUT turns up
at the LHC?

49. Peter Woit
September 4, 2007

Matthew,

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/27731
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/27731


To be accurate, I did not describe your article as dishonest. Unadulterated hype
swallowed whole from experts spouting it, yes. Dishonest, no. The one thing I
described as “dishonest” was the quote from David Gross. He’s one of the greats
of the field, with tremendous accomplishments to his name, but the quote was
not an honest characterization of the situation.

Actually, I do spend large amounts of my time working on trying to find new
mathematical techniques in quantum field theory, which is a form of research
into HEP theory. Unlike you, I have a Ph.D. in the subject and have devoted much
of my life to its study. But if it makes you feel better to attack me personally and
imply that I don’t know what I’m talking about, go right ahead.

The relation between blogging and journalism is certainly an interesting and
complicated topic. Maybe we can discuss it some other time, in a less heated
context. Yes you’re right that sometimes this blogging business takes up too
much time. It’s our first day of classes here and I should be preparing my course.

Thanks for sending me a copy of Physics World, I’ll look forward to seeing it.

50. Bee
September 4, 2007

ori: as I’ve said over at trf, the comment above is what it is, namely a ‘comment’.
It comments on the the statement made, which I found disturbing in its
generality, and is addressed to the readers here, including the author of this
blog. when I wrote the above, I wasn’t even aware who was quoted, but that
doesn’t change that the comment is in my opinion appropriate. if you want to
make a complete fool out of yourself, go ahead and tell David Gross that you
think I think the message didn’t get across very clearly the way he was quoted.

besides this, Lubos has changed the ‘moron’ into ‘completely silly’ and I guess
his post will undergo further fly-by changes. I honestly don’t have time for that
crap – I certainly don’t want to end up in Pilsen or something, so I better go back
to work now.

Best,

B.

51. Tony Smith
September 4, 2007

Peter Woit said to Matthew Chalmers “… Unlike you [Matthew], I [Peter] have a
Ph.D. in the subject ..”.

According to physicsworld.com
“… Dr Matthew Chalmers is Features Editor of Physics World. He joined the
magazine in 2002 after completing an MSc in science communication at Imperial
College London. He obtained both his physics degree and

his PhD in particle physics from Glasgow University,



after which he spent a year working in quantitative finance in Amsterdam. …”.

Also, I would like to know Matthew’s personal opinions about the stability of
fancy-math finance hedge funds etc in the event that the USA housing market
declines and oil prices increase,
and
(to stay on-topic) how it might compare with the stability of conventional
superstring theory in the event that LHC finds no sign of supersymmetry.

Tony Smith

52. jhk
September 4, 2007

“It is amusing to see a group of people with nearly zero knowledge in high
energy physics arguing whether a group of Nobel proze winners is correct or
not. Who should I believe ?”

Which group of Nobel proze winners would that be Ori? Gross and Weinberg, or
Glashow and Anderson? Who should I believe?

53. Dan
September 4, 2007

Of course string theorists would continue hyping string theory in the event of an
LHC null result, but aren’t susy-extentions of the SM, and GUT models also
suffer from a lack of predictivity, and is as unable to predict what the LHC will
see, in detail, as string theory?

54. Peter Woit
September 4, 2007

Tony,

As I wrote to Matthew, I know nothing about him besides the fact that he’s the
author of that article. So, good journalism practice would have indicated that I
should have checked before I wrote that he didn’t have a Ph.D. in particle theory.
Upon further investigation, it turns out that he does have a Ph.D, but in
experimental, not theoretical particle physics.

And please, don’t even try and carry on a discussion of prospects for hedge funds
here…..

55. Peter Woit
September 4, 2007

Dan,

I’ve never been a fan SUSY extensions of the standard model, or GUTs, precisely
because they aren’t very predictive. For SUSY, the problem is that don’t know
what breaks supersymmetry, and this ruins predictivity. Non-susy GUTs are
actually better since they often make more robust predictions. The SU(5) non-



supersymmetric GUT was so good on this score that it was falsified (no proton
decay at predicted rate).

56. Eric
September 4, 2007

Peter,
Aren’t GUTs and supersymmetric theories only qualitatively predictive at low
energies because we lack information about the theories at high energy? Would
the standard model not have the same problems without experimental data
which is input into the theory? Does the fact that they are unable to predict
everything from first principles mean that they aren’t science? In your myopic
definition of science this is apparently the case. The point that has been made to
you over and over is that string theory is no different than this. The only reason
we are currently unable to make detailed predictions from first principles is that
we lack knowledge, not because there’s anything fundamentally wrong with the
theory. In point of fact, string theory is the right direction and I don’t think
anybody who works on it needs to apologize for this.

57. Peter Woit
September 4, 2007

Eric,

No, the problem with supersymmetric theories is not that “we lack information
about them at high energies”, it’s that you have to break the supersymmetry.
This is not a “high energy” effect. Non-supersymmetric GUTs are often quite
predictive, in the SU(5) case so much so that it was falsified.

“Does the fact that they are unable to predict everything from first principles
mean that they aren’t science?”

No, they’re science because they make a lot of testable predictions that have
been confirmed. The problem with string theory is not that it can’t predict
everything from first principles, but that it can’t predict anything at all.

“The only reason we are currently unable to make detailed predictions from first
principles is that we lack knowledge, not because there’s anything fundamentally
wrong with the theory.”

The problem with string theory is not that it doesn’t make “detailed predictions”,
but that it makes no predictions, none at all. Zip. Nada. Detailed or not detailed.
If you work hard on a very speculative idea for more than 20 years ad it doesn’t
do what you want, the simplest hypothesis for why is that there is something
fundamentally wrong with the idea.

58. alex
September 4, 2007

Peter Woit said:
“I think the great hope of some string theorists is that the LHC will see not only



supersymmetry, but a pattern of supersymmetry breaking that corresponds
distinctively to a certain kind of string background. Based on this they might
then be able to make real testable predictions.”

Surprisingly, I must say that I fully agree with you on this point Peter. I hope the
readers of your blog notice this comment of yours.

Peter Woit then said:
“This seems to me to be nothing but wishful thinking, we’ll find out in the next
few years.”

There several indirect hints pointing to TeV scale SUSY so I don’t share your
pessimism here.

59. Eric
September 4, 2007

Peter,
The exact way in which supersymmetry is broken is the major part of the
information at high energy which we are lacking and this is a big part of the
information that will be able to answered once information from LHC/ILC is
available. Probably the detailed way in which SUSY is broken will be understood
from string theory. Regarding string theory, it will be possible to make detailed
predictions once the correct vacuum which describes our universe is found.

60. alex
September 4, 2007

Eric, see my comment above.

61. Bogs Dollocks
September 4, 2007

After reading the original post and the comments and seeing that theoretical
HEP has descended into Ubu pata-phyics I’m soooooooooooooo glad that I left
what has become a completely sterile field. There are so many interesting other
physics problems to work on.

The mental gymnastics that people are prepared to perform as to what
constitutes a “theory”, a “prediction’ and a “measurement” are truly depressing
– I’m completely gobsmacked.

Hope the LHC find something interesting, otherwise it’s lights out.

62. LDM
September 4, 2007

I do think the article does have a bias towards string theory and is more of the
usual hype.
However, every time a string researcher comes out with a new idea, how many
science journalists have the background to dig up the relevant paper, read it, and



decide if how much is pure speculation and how much is not? This has to be a
tough job. But the real problem is the string researchers themselves for putting
out the hype to begin with.

Ori,
Perhaps you refer to the 1949 Nobel? It is possible to get a Nobel in physics that
resulted from an idea that, while brilliant and fruitful theoretically, is later
discovered to be wrong.

63. Arun
September 4, 2007

Peter,

Hasn’t there been a shift in the past few years from string theory as “THE theory
of everything” to string theory as “a general framework (like QFT or Hamiltonian
mechanics) within which a theory of everything may one day eventually be fit”?

If so, isn’t that an improvement in the state of affairs?

64. Peter Woit
September 4, 2007

Arun,

I don’t see it as an improvment, since it’s just an argument for why string theory
research should continue to dominate the subject, despite failing as a theory of
everything. The question that has always most concerned me is how one can
encourage research into other “general frameworks” than string theory. We
know fairly well by now how string theory works as an idea about unification (not
at all), so the question is how to find some other framework that is more
promising.

65. Eric
September 4, 2007

Peter,
If your potrayal of the current state of string theory research were anywhere
near accurate, people would be looking for other frameworks to study quantum
gravity in droves. However, this is clearly not the case. The string theory
community continues to grow. The simple fact is that the Science World article is
an accurate picture of how most scientists view string theory. I would advise that
you face up to this and stop deluding yourself.

66. Arun
September 4, 2007

Peter,

Reality legislates what is physical theory, but speculation is a matter of taste.
Whether a particular line of speculation is going to be fruitful is a matter of



individual judgment.

What I mean is that if Nobel Laureate X makes a falsifiable claim, any ordinary
soul can judge it for oneself (the beauty of science!) but if Nobel Laureate Y says,
I have a hunch this is the way to go, then we’ve entered a rarified atmosphere
where “which hunches of yours have panned out?” becomes an unanswerable
argument.

Strings may be zero as a theory of physics but dominant as a line of speculative
research depending on the interests of the most prominent researchers.

67. happyday
September 4, 2007

I honestly don’t have time for that crap – I certainly don’t want to end
up in Pilsen or something, so I better go back to work now.

This thread is extremely interesting (light years beyond the distinctly soft
dullness of CV, for instance), but Bee’s post just made my day. I like it so much I
can’t help quoting it, even though I have nothing to add.

68. anonymous hater
September 4, 2007

Woit,

I object to your entire approach. In this post there’s no physics, no math, just
abstract meta-objections. It’s facile and glib to say that there is no way to
concretely debunk a theory that makes no testable predictions, but it’s also
plainly laughable when one is talking about something plainly as rich
conceptually (whether or not physically correct) as is string theory. It’s extremely
difficult for any individual to speak coherently about the totality of something as
large as a unification program like string theory without eliding details and
nuance; at this level it is always possible to raise some objections. Science is
done incrementally and the rub is always in the details.

The entirety of your critique seems to involve quoting various authorities, pro
and con, and analyzing the sociology behind their pronouncements. Let’s
remember that despite being a celebrated asshole, Wigner was as good a
physicist as there has been.

69. Shantanu
September 5, 2007

Eric, I also know of some people who long before Peter wrote his book/had a blog
gave up string theory ,because it had no connections to real world and moved to
grav. waves or LQG or astrophysics.

70. Josh
September 5, 2007



Peter, I used to be a reader of your blog. But I have carefully compared
Chalmers’ thirteen-page work stuffed with interesting physics with your rants
and you just seem to be a gigantic loser. It seems that Leonard Susskind is right
when he says that you failed as a physicist and now you try to revenge to the
world. 2 minutes and 40 seconds from the beginning of http://www.kqed.org
/.stream/anon/radio/forum/2006/07/2006-07-31b-forum.mp3

My advise is to shut this website down. Bye, Josh

71. Chris Oakley
September 5, 2007

Josh,

Susskind may well have his wires crossed here. Insofar as he has an academic
job, it is not true to say that Peter “never made it as a physicist” and he never
“became a [professional] programmer”. Someone suggested on this blog that he
was in fact referring to myself, in which case it would be a bit like saying that LS
“never made it as a plumber” as my leaving HEP had little to do with my abilities
& everything to do with my choice of research topic.

But I wonder … LS now asks us to gleefully accept the possibility that creating
scientific theories is just a matter of finding the right point or points in the
Anthropic Landscape, and, by implication, stronger and more deductive
frameworks are not worthy of sponsorship. Look up the definition of “physics” in
the dictionary as ask yourself – who really “never made it as a physicist”?

72. Peter Woit
September 5, 2007

Josh,

I see you’ve been reading Lubos. And after that, you think I’m a gigantic loser?

For more about the Susskind interview, see:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=437

You string theory partisans are really charming…

73. mathjunkie
September 5, 2007

Peter and Lee look alike!

74. hard gluon
September 5, 2007

Let’s remember that despite being a celebrated asshole, Wigner was as
good a physicist as there has been.

Wigner was an asshole? How come? I had never heard about that before.

http://www.kqed.org/.stream/anon/radio/forum/2006/07/2006-07-31b-forum.mp3
http://www.kqed.org/.stream/anon/radio/forum/2006/07/2006-07-31b-forum.mp3
http://www.kqed.org/.stream/anon/radio/forum/2006/07/2006-07-31b-forum.mp3
http://www.kqed.org/.stream/anon/radio/forum/2006/07/2006-07-31b-forum.mp3
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=437
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=437


75. Peter Woit
September 5, 2007

anon,

Sorry, but writing anonymous comments into blogs referring to people as
“assholes” doesn’t say much for your judgment. And whether or not any
particular physicist fits that description has nothing at all to do with what I write
here about string theory.

For the record, I often saw Wigner around the when I was a graduate student
and he was already a quite elderly emeritus professor. If asked to rank members
of the department on an “asshole” scale, my impression is that he wouldn’t even
make 50th percentile. Maybe he mellowed in his old age, but you’re the first
person I’ve ever heard characterize him this way.

76. chris
September 5, 2007

Chris Oakley,

suskind has more under his belt than those recent antropic speculations. no
matter what he does now, he has an established record.
or would you claim einstein failed as a physicist, because after 1916 he basically
screwed everything up (couldn’t come to grips with quantum mechanics, dreamt
up crazy unified theories and not much else)?

good physicists tend to get weird in their old age and suskind is a very good
example.

77. Cee
September 5, 2007

Bee,

why did you backdate your post about Lubos?

78. Bee
September 5, 2007

because I don’t want him to get more attention than absolutely necessary. I will
change the date to today if September goes into the archives.

79. Chris Oakley
September 5, 2007

Hi Chris Anonymous,

AFAIC anyone who invokes the Anthropic Landscape has not made it as a
physicist. I am not directing that just at Susskind.

Maybe I should have phrased it differently. Try “is demonstrating that wisdom

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/08/lubo-motl.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/08/lubo-motl.html


does not necessarily come with age.”

80. Cheeky Bastard
September 5, 2007

Chris, I think you should show some consideration for poor old guys who never
made it as programmers and became professional physicists.

81. Chris Oakley
September 5, 2007

What – like Richard Feynman?

82. sanity
September 5, 2007

One question that was raised was whether string theory
requires SUSY GUTs. The answer is no; string theory
requires neither low energy SUSY nor GUTs; indeed,
although this is not covered accurately
in the article, the Bousso-Polchinski
mechanism and several frameworks for moduli stabilization
apply (and are in some ways actually simpler) also at higher
scales of SUSY breaking. Phenomenological clues do hint
at low energy SUSY, which would be very interesting to
discover. But it is important to recognize
that its absence does not affect the status of
string theory as a theory of gravity; in fact many of the most
important developments and open questions in this area, such
as those involving spacetime singularities, involve supersymmetry
breaking scales of order the KK or string scale.

83. chris
September 6, 2007

hi Chris Oakley,

to some extent i agree with you. i myself can’t reconcile antropic reasoning with
the very nature of physics. but you know, science has strange ways of
progressing.

i always have to think about kepler, e.g. whose middle age mystic speculation
about the harmony of spheres ultimately led him to meander his way to find the 3
laws.

for suskind in particular, i (as a lattice physicist) am confronted with one of his
brilliant insights on an almost daily basis. even if he decides to become a
spiritual medium tomorrow it does not annul this particular achievment.

so, yes, i don’t buy any of the stuff he is doing at the moment, but he has
definitely ‘made it as a physicist’ no matter what.



84. Anders R
September 6, 2007

i don’t understand how you cannot understand something that doesn’t exist. the
ultimate string theory must be constructed by humans, and if it hasn’t been
constructed yet it doesn’t exist.

85. Anders R
September 6, 2007

this was regarding the witten quote:

“It’s incredibly rich and mostly buried underground. People just know bits and
pieces at the surface or that they’ve found by a little bit of digging, even though
this so far amounts to an enormous body of knowledge…”

86. Bee
September 6, 2007

Hi Anders R: That’s actually an interesting question. I guess it greatly depends
on what one means with ‘existence’. In how far does a mathematical structure
‘exist’ before it is understood by humans? Does something ‘exist’ that doesn’t
have any (known) relation to ‘reality’ (another ambiguous word)? Does
something ‘exist’ that is only an idea, or maybe not even yet an idea, or maybe a
not even wrong idea? I think it matters in this context what one is trying to dig
out there… Best – B.

87. Anders R
September 6, 2007

yeah i guess that if you see mathematics as a sort of structure that
mathematicians find out more and more about then it makes more sense.

88. dan
September 8, 2007

I understand that string theory does not require SUSY GUT’s, but if LHC does
detect SUSY, this would presumably imply some sort of SUSY GUT, which
presumably could be embedded in some sort of string theory, and all string
theories have a quantum gravity sector. String theorists do not commit
themselves to low-energy SUSY phenomology that will be seen at LHC, of course,
but should SUSY be seen I’m not sure that calling string theory unification
scenarios are failures in that remote event.

Does string theory succeed as a theory of quantum gravity? I am aware of
objections that it is not background independent, nonetheless it does have
gravitons.

89. Peter Woit
September 8, 2007



dan,

String theory unification will remain a failure as long as it can’t predict anything,
and seeing SUSY at the LHC by itself won’t change that. The only way it will
change is if you see SUSY, together with a SUSY breaking pattern that is
naturally explained by a specific class of string theory backgrounds. That’s what
string theorists are hoping for, but I see zero reason for it other than wishful
thinking.

The debate about background independence and string theory has been carried
on at this blog and many others upwards of 100 times by now. Unless there’s
something new about this, please don’t start the same discussion all over again
here.

90. dan
September 23, 2007

Dear Peter,

What do you think is the most promising solution to the hierarchy problem if you
don’t believe in SUSY? Technicolor models and top quark condensates don’t
seem any better than SUSY.

thanks
Regards
Dan

91. Peter Woit
September 23, 2007

dan,

Actually I’ve never been convinced by the arguments about the hierarchy
problem. For one thing, we have no strong evidence for a GUT scale. For
another, given our lack of knowledge about quantum gravity, we don’t even know
that the size Newton’s constant necessarily means that quantum gravity happens
at the Planck scale. So, it’s not even clear there’s a problem. To me the real
problem has always been that of actually understanding what is causing
electroweak symmetry breaking. Once we know that, let’s see if we still have a
“hierarchy problem”. Hopefully the LHC will set us on the right track….

92. dan
September 23, 2007

Peter,
thanks for sharing that with me, I think that your view is why some string
theorists disagree with you so strongly. While proton decay hasn’t yet been
observed as required by GUT’s, stringers believe the matter/antimatter
symmetry and violation of baryon number implies some sort of GUT, and that the
most popular SUSY-GUT can be embedded in a string theory framework.



Dan

93. Eric
September 23, 2007

Dear Peter,
It seems that you’ve never heard of radiative electroweak symmetry breaking
which occurs in supersymmetric theories, in particular ‘no scale’ supergravity
models. The large top quark mass was anticipated 25 years ago when this
mechanism was first discovered.

No compelling evidence for SUSY? How about:

1) Solution to the hierarchy problem.
2) Gauge coupling unification.
3) Well-motivated dark matter candidate
4) g-2 for the muon
5) Dyamical electroweak symmetry breaking.

It’s clear why you’re in the math department and not even a real
particle physicists.

94. dan
September 24, 2007

Eric,

Peter does address 1-3 in NEW (though I didn’t realize reading NEW that he
“never been convinced by the arguments about the hierarchy problem”)

you may factually disagree with PW, but he does state in NEW, if you bothered to
read it, that “Gauge coupling unification” comes off 10 percent too high, and that
SUSY “Solution to the hierarchy problem” has its own problems (i.e 105 extra
parameters, u problem, symmetry breaking mechanism, ad hoc introduction of
R-parity, vacuum energy and cc too high, flavor changing neutral currents,
lepton flavor changing, potentially large cp violation). If you bothered to read his
book you’d know this.

DM is compelling evidence for anything.

Still, PW, I don’t recall you addressed in NEW
points 4 & 5

4) g-2 for the muon
5) Dyamical electroweak symmetry breaking.

regards
Dan

95. Peter Woit
September 24, 2007



dan,

I was going to resolve to stop wasting time responding to string theorist trolls
like Eric who seem to think that posting bad arguments and personal attacks on
me helps their cause.

Besides the book, one of many places I’ve discussed the issue of supersymmetry
is here:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=97

It’s a discussion of a talk by Witten I attended on exactly this question. Unlike
Eric, Witten did not claim that there is “compelling” evidence for supersymmetry.
He gave several very tentative points of evidence for supersymmetry, together
with several tentative points of evidence against. He certainly didn’t include
Eric’s ridiculous claim that the g-2 discrepancy is compelling evidence for
supersymmetry (it isn’t, even assuming it is really there, which is not clear, there
are many, many ways of getting such a discrepancy other than supersymmetry).
There are various claims about a “prediction” of the top mass from
supersymmetry, but this is based on various assumptions and never was much of
a “prediction”. I’d have to go look up the history, but from what I remember most
discussion of this appeared after the top quark was already discovered. I’m
pretty sure that there was never a point at which any supersymmetry partisan
ever announced that supersymmetry was wrong if the top mass didn’t have a
certain value.

96. Eric
September 24, 2007

Dan,
Peter’s arguments against gauge coupling unification are incredibly misleading.
He says that it comes out 10% wrong on the strong coupling if you start out at
the estimated unification scale and run the RGE’s to the electroweak scale.
However, this ignores the fact that there is an inherent uncertainty (of about 1%)
on the actual unifcation scale, as well as an uncertainty on the value of the
strong coupling constant at the electroweak scale. Thus if you start at the high
scale, you are merely compounding the same uncertainty multiple times.

As far as the ‘wild-claims’ that SUSY + radiative electroweak symmetry breaking
predicts a large top quark mass, this is standard knowledge which you will find
in every textbook on the subject. The prediction of the large top mass was done
in the early 1980’s, well before there was any other reason to suspect it to be so
large.

97. Peter Woit
September 24, 2007

Eric,

If you can produce a reference from the period before the top quark mass was
measured in which a supersymmetry advocate said that supersymmetry was

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=97
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=97


wrong if the top quark was not in a definite mass range (rather than just that one
of many supersymmetry scenarios gave a possible mass range), please do so.

98. Eric
September 24, 2007

Peter,
As an example, have a look at

S. Ferrara, D.V. Nanopoulos, and C.A. Savoy, Physics Letters B 123:214,1983.

and various successor papers. Also you might have a look at a textbook published
in 1989, ‘Particle Physics and Cosmology’ by Collins, Martin and Squires, or the
popular science book by Gordon Kane on supersymmetry.

This work on dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking in no scale supergravity
is very well known. In fact, all computer programs such as Isajet, SuSpect, etc.
which calculate the Higgs mass and low energy superpartner spectrum use this.

99. Peter Woit
September 24, 2007

Eric,

Sorry, but you are really wasting my time. I made the mistake of looking at the
paper you mention. It doesn’t contain anything like what I asked for. It’s just the
same sort of unsuccessful model that you are now, a quarter century later, still
working on, and still promoting as “supersymmetry predicts the fermion
masses”. This wasn’t true then, and it isn’t true now, for reasons that people
have repeatedly pointed out to you.

100. Eric
September 24, 2007

Peter,
You should be embarassed by your complete ignorance of particle physics and
phenomenology. This is a very basic result which is widely used in just about
every calculation used today and for you to not even be aware of it is apalling.

101. Peter Woit
September 24, 2007

Eric,

I’m not ignorant of that calculation, I just don’t think it’s compelling evidence for
SUSY. I asked you to provide a reference claiming that this was a definite
prediction of SUSY (as opposed to something model-dependent), and you
responded by quoting something that doesn’t do this at all and continuing to
insult me. If you were arguing against string theory I would long ago have put
you on my block list as someone ill-informed who added nothing but
misinformation and/or hostility to the comment section here. Since I don’t want



to be accused of censorship, I guess I’ll continue to allow your misinformation
and stupid personal attacks to appear here. But you’re really not doing a good
job of representing advocacy for string theory…

102. Eric
September 24, 2007

Peter,
You’re just playing games to avoid having to concede the point on this issue.
Everyone knowledgable knows this result and it is a standard (generic) part of
SUSY phenomenology. For the record, I do have a Ph.D. in high-energy physics
and am intimately familiar with the current status of the subject. Certainly, more
so than you.

On the subject of personal attacks, I seem to recall being rererred to by you a
few comments back as a troll. Care to answer for that?

103. Peter Woit
September 24, 2007

Eric,

I’ll stand by the “troll” comment, see:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_troll

104. Eric
September 24, 2007

Peter,
I hardly think pointing out errors in your statements as deliberately posting
comments to stir up controversy. The fact remains that you don’t seem to be
aware of basic developments in a subject for which you pass yourself off as an
expert. Dyanmical electroweak symmetry breaking is just one example. You
argument regarding gauge coupling unification is also completely wrong. It’s
hard to say whether you just don’t know what you’re talking about or if you’re
just fundamentally dishonest, but the net result is that many people end up being
mislead by your comments.

105. alex
September 24, 2007

Peter:”If you can produce a reference from the period before the top quark mass
was measured in which a supersymmetry advocate said that supersymmetry was
wrong if the top quark was not in a definite mass range (rather than just that one
of many supersymmetry scenarios gave a possible mass range), please do so.”

I think that the answer is obvious in the context of MSSM. Indeed, if the top
were light, there would be no REWSB and extra stuff would have to be added to
the MSSM to accomplish this. And indeed, all the standard MSSM packages
automatically incorporate this to generate the higgs mass etc.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_troll
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_troll


Eric, Peter has asked you a carefully worded question to which there is an
obvious answer – “many supersymmetric scenarious”, whatever they are, don’t
predict a heavy top.

Supersymmetry by itself is just a framework and, of course, such a specific
prediction (heavy top) without a concrete model is impossible and Peter knows
this and that’s why he asked you this ridiculous question.

106. Peter Woit
September 24, 2007

alex,

Thanks for the clarifying comment.

107. Eric
September 24, 2007

Alex,
Yes, I know that Peter was just playing word games to avoid the issue. The
bottom line is that in the MSSM and similar models, the electroweak symmetry
breaking scale is determined dynamically. For this to work a large top mass is
required, and this was realized in the 80’s long before the top was discovered.
Peter’s tactic is to play ignorant and try to obfuscate because he knows that this
completely undermines his arguments that there is no evidence for SUSY.

108. Coin
September 25, 2007

Hi,

What does “dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking” refer to in this context,
and why are Dan and Eric considering it to be evidence for supersymmetry?

109. Peter Woit
September 25, 2007

Eric,

Alex was pointing out to you that your claim that supersymmetry requires a large
quark mass is incorrect. This is a claim about certain models, it’s not true in
others.

110. Chris Oakley
September 25, 2007

Eric,

“I can construct supersymmetric models in which the top quark must be heavy.
Therefore supersymmetry requires a heavy top quark”. If a child presented you
with this kind of reasoning then you might feel duty bound to correct them. I
certainly would. The fact it seems to be perfectly acceptable amongst particle



physicists now just shows how far the subject has fallen. It seems that what was
once the hardest of hard sciences is now just a mushy neverland where optimism
matters more than fact, hype more than reasoning, and who you suck up to more
than the substance of your research. You are welcome to it. All of it.

111. Eric
September 25, 2007

Dear Peter and Chris,
You guys are really into convoluted bs and self-deception. What we’re talking
about it the MSSM, and a heavy top mass is required in the MSSM to radiatively
break the electroweak symmetry. I’m not sure what other supersymmetric
models you’re talking about that wouldn’t require a heavy top. Any model which
includes the standard model and TeV scale supersymmetry will have this feature.
So, stopping misleading yourselves and others with your desperate attempts to
deny any evidence for supersymmetry. It’s just sad.

112. Peter Woit
September 25, 2007

Eric,

Perhaps you should stop insulting people long enough to ask someone about this
who actually knows what they’re talking about. Your claim

“Any model which includes the standard model and TeV scale supersymmetry will
have this feature.”

is just not true, as Alex tried to point out to you:

“Eric, Peter has asked you a carefully worded question to which there is an
obvious answer – “many supersymmetric scenarious”, whatever they are, don’t
predict a heavy top.”

113. Eric
September 25, 2007

Peter,
What Alex has said is incorrect. It is simply not true that many supersymmetric
scenarios don’t predict a heavy top. Well, it might be true if that scenario does
not include electroweak symmetry breaking or if your model doesn’t include TeV
scale SUSY or the standard model.
For your reference, here are publications you should look at if you want to
educate yourself:

Ibanez and Ross, Phys. Lett. B110, 215(1982)

L. Alvarez-Gaume, M. Claudson and M. Wise, Nucl. Phys. B207, 96(1982)

K. Inoue, A. Kakuto, H. Komatsu and S. Takeshita, Prog. Theor. Phys. 68
927(1982)



As Alex pointed out, this is a standard, generic feature of SUSY phenomenology
and is a feature of every computer program used to obtain low-energy SUSY and
Higgs spectra. Why do you suppose the uncertainty in the top mass is so
important in calculating the expected Higgs mass?

Again, I would expect any real particle physicist to be well aware of this, so
either there are large holes in your education or you are deliberately being
deceptive.

114. Peter Woit
September 25, 2007

Eric,

You just continue to do the same thing endlessly: posting comments that are a
combination of insults and misinformation. Alex, who I suspect has no great
sympathy for my point of view, has tried to politely explain to you that you’re
wrong. Maybe someone else wants to try their hand at this, but it’s rather
obviously a complete waste of time.

115. Eric
September 25, 2007

Peter,
I think you have misinterpreted Alex’s post. He was not being supportive of your
postition. Read it more carefully.

116. anon.
September 25, 2007

This discussion is ridiculous. The physics here is quite simple: if you start out
with non-tachyonic masses for the Higgses in the MSSM, you have to drive one
of them tachyonic to get EWSB. How can that happen? Well, if you look at the
RGEs, it’s the contributions from Yukawas that push the mass terms toward
being tachyonic. So yes, you need some large Yukawas to get radiative EWSB.
No one disagrees with that, right? Anything else is semantics.

117. observer
September 25, 2007

need some large Yukawas to get radiative EWSB

but how large is “large”? A top at 30 GeV would be considered “heavy” w.r.t. to
the other quarks, but that’s not a prediction of the real top mass.

118. anon.
September 25, 2007

observer: the statement that you need large Yukawas for radiative EWSB in the
MSSM is a very general one. To get a precise numerical prediction, you need a
model.



119. observer
September 25, 2007

As usual, the devil is in the details… Thanks!

120. non-a
September 25, 2007

“To get a precise numerical prediction, you need a model.”

So what. Given the cornucopia of free dimensionful parameters in the MSSM it’s
hardly surprising some of them can be adjusted to get a heavy top.

121. Eric
September 25, 2007

non-a,
There’s no need to adjust any parameters to get a large top mass in the MSSM.
One needs a large top mass to obtain EWSB, so the two things are related
generically.

122. alex
September 25, 2007

Eric, I just wanted say that you fell into Peter’s trap by using the loose language
and saying that the heavy top is evidence for supersymmetry while referring to
the MSSM. We all know you were not talking about N=4 SYM when you referred
to supersymmetric models. The bottom line is that there is plenty of indirect
evidence for MSSM and it will be exciting when the superpartners are
discovered.

123. alex
September 25, 2007

Eric, I have a question to you since we’re having this discussion. If you take split
SUSY with scalar masses at about the GUT scale or slightly lower, is there
enough RGE running to drive (m_hu)^2 negative? If not, how do they achieve
EWSB?

Thanks!

124. Eric
September 25, 2007

Alex,
I’m not an expert on split SUSY, and where I come from we would not discuss
such models in polite company, but here goes. My understanding is that they use
the ‘little Higgs’ mechanism where strong dynamics at some high (few TeV) scale
are employed a la technicolor for EWSB. Such models also give up solving the
hierarchy problem, although they can apparently manage to maintain gauge
coupling unification. In my humble opinion, split SUSY is very contrived and



artificial which is the result of giving up a large amount of SUSY.

Of course you could always consider super split supersymmetry, which would
have no way of explaining the top mass, EWSB, or the hierarchy problem, since
this is just the normal standard model. Peter Woit would probably use this an
example where a supersymmetric model doesn’t predict a large top mass. 

125. anghe
September 25, 2007

Eric,

if we conducted a poll among the CDF and D0 collaborations that discovered the
top and measured its mass for the first time, how many of them, do you think,
would be convinced that the top quark mass was predicted by SUSY theorists
before their discovery?

126. Eric
September 26, 2007

Anghe,
Most CDF and D0 colloboraters would agree that a large top mass was
anticipated from radiative EWSB, and the fact that the top turned out to have
such a large mass as one of the reasons for them to pay attention to SUSY.

127. anon.
September 26, 2007

Eric wrote:

My understanding is that they use the ‘little Higgs’ mechanism where strong
dynamics at some high (few TeV) scale are employed a la technicolor for EWSB.

Your understanding is completely wrong. (Doesn’t anyone ever look things up
before talking about them on a blog?) If you want supersymmetric-looking
unification with a split spectrum in a natural theory, you might try something like
that. But split supersymmetry is just the MSSM with a split spectrum.

128. Peter Woit
September 26, 2007

Eric,

Have you checked this with “most CDF and DO collaborators”? Just a wild guess,
but I would suspect that they might tell you that a “large” top mass was
anticipated not because of SUSY, but because the top was not seen at “low”
mass.

129. Eric
September 26, 2007

Anon,



I think it would depend on the amount of splitting in the spectrum. I’m sure there
are split models where you can get EWSB and others where it isn’t possible and
you need something else. In any case, split SUSY is inherently unnatural since I
can’t think of any reason why some supersymmetric partners would have large
GUT scale masses and others wouldn’t. This only works if you believe in fine-
tuning which leads you to anthropic reasoning.

Peter,
The several CDF and D0 collaborators that I know as well as those at CERN were
well aware that a large top mass was anticipitated by SUSY. As has been pointed
out to you now by several people, this is a very well known result. Using exactly
the same idea it’s pretty easy to calculate that the Higgs mass should be in the
range 114-121 GeV using the current top mass of 170.9 +/- 1.8 GeV. All of the
experimentalists know this.

130. Chris Oakley
September 26, 2007

they might tell you that a “large” top mass was anticipated not because
of SUSY, but because the top was not seen at “low” mass.

A fine piece of reasoning. This is the same kind of inexorable logic that explains
why you don’t find many termite nests near places where anteaters hang out.



Is There Intelligent Life On hep-th?

September 5, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

There are yet more hep-th articles on the anthropic principle this week, following
recent ones devoted to the implications for fundamental physics of the heights of
giraffes and sizes of brontosaurus brains. The TASI summer school designed to train
particle theory graduate students this year featured talks by Raphael Bousso
expounding the anthropic landscape pseudo-science as a “solution” to the CC
problem. His lecture notes are now available. In them he does refer to one problem
that plagues this subject, that of how to identify the intelligent observers whose
probability of existence everything depends on:

The problem of characterizing observers, especially in vacua very different
from ours, remains challenging.

Last night a new paper on this subject appeared on the arXiv, by Maor, Krauss and
Starkman, making the point about anthropic arguments that:

arguments of these sort (see for example ) strongly rely on the assertion
that we must be typical observers, an assertion without sound fundamental
scientific basis at the current time.

The authors end with a conclusion about what you can learn from anthropic
arguments:

Finally, the correlations illuminated by anthropic reasoning imply that what
we ultimately learn from anthropic arguments is that the existence of us
and the existence of the observed value of Lambda do not contradict each
other. That is nice, but hardly surprising.

In their acknowledgment section they thank Bousso for “lively discussions”. He
thanks lots of people in his acknowledgments section, but not them. I don’t know
about this question of intelligent life in other pocket universes, but the question of
whether there’s intelligent life on hep-th these days seems to still be open.

Comments

1. Alfonso Martinez
September 5, 2007

Even shorter, “correlation is not causation”.

If only David Hume could witness what sort of science we do nowadays! Not to
speak of the use we give to the money provided by our funding agencies, of
course.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.0573
http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.0573
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http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.2367
http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.2367
http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.4231
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http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.0502


2. locrian
September 5, 2007

Thanks for the quotes from the Maor paper. That last one was perfect.

It’s a shame they need quoting, though.

3. SnarkFest
September 5, 2007

When people who have demonstrated an attitude towards philosophical
reflection ranging from dismissiveness to outright contempt have philosophical
ideas of their own (whether or not they acknowledge them as such) the results
can generally expected to be crap.

This is just another case in point.

(Of course this is not to say that crappy ideas, and execrable formulations of
ideas, can’t originate with professional as well as amateur philosophers.)

4. Greg Egan
September 5, 2007

Another good paper on this topic is “Are We Typical?” by Hartle and Srednicki:

Bayesian probability theory is used to analyze the oft-made assumption
that humans are typical observers in the universe. Some theoretical
calculations make the selection fallacy that we are randomly chosen
from a class of objects by some physical process, despite the absence
of any evidence for such a process, or any observational evidence
favoring our typicality. It is possible to favor theories in which we are
typical by appropriately choosing their prior probabilities, but such
assumptions should be made explicit to avoid confusion.

5. Jim Clarage (astonished biophysicist)
September 5, 2007

I admit the quick skim of Bousso’s lecture notes got my attention (section 7)
where he reports that his developments have

changed the status of string theory: the theory has made contact with
experiment

But as I read more carefully I am shocked that reasoning such as,

Moreover, it is reasonable to suppose that regions without galaxies do
not contain any observers.

survives unchecked in any university who’s lectures (they are lecture notes
afterall) are attended by other disciplines, e.g., biologists, psychologists,
cognitive scientists. As I’ve posted here before, even most modern theologians
would blush at such anthropocentric reasoning. It genuinely goes beyond

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0704.2630
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0704.2630


anything Ptlolemy or any other pre-Copernican cosmologists might have guilty of
about Man’s central place in the universe and its laws.

6. Ori
September 6, 2007

So why wouldnt you send some intelligent paper instead of writing content-less
postings on the blogosphere ?

If you are so smart you must have some good ideas (with equations and not just
words)

7. chris
September 6, 2007

because he is woit the destroyer, not woit the constructor.

oh, you still need formulas these days to go on hep-th :-)? a yes, the giraffe’s
height is related to plancks constant by more than words i forgot.

i wonder, if one could formulate a meta-antropic principle:
given any kind of universe, if an inteligent observer evolves (s)he will always
develop a theory of why the universe has to be such as to support this particular
form of intelligent observer.

8. dragon
September 6, 2007

What I also find startling about Bousso’s lecture notes is the style, the way he
heaps scorn on people who are stupid enough to disagree with him. I’m told that
this is indeed his personal manner, but to see it coming out in ”lecture notes” is a
bit of an unpleasant surprise.

9. D R Lunsford
September 6, 2007

You know, there is a symmetry that may have been overlooked – the giraffe can
face any direction and still maintain his height. So there should be a gauge
theory of giraffe perambulation. No lion’!

-drl

10. Shantanu
September 6, 2007

Peter, forget about all this. Did you find anything interesting from
the Lepton-photon symposium(slides now online). also what do you think
about the “Beyond Einstein” decision, now that it is out.
Thanks

11. Peter Woit
September 6, 2007



Shantanu,

As far as I can tell, there was nothing really exciting announced at lepton-photon,
just lots of solid progress. Rumors of hints of a Higgs didn’t pan out…

As for “Beyond Einstein”, I just don’t know enough to have an informed opinion.

12. Jack
September 7, 2007

Nowadays these physicists have gone to a different field (philosophy). Physics
concerns, in fact, what is measurable.

It is also clear that this kind of philosophy has no more scientific foundations that
the hypothesis that there is a God, who has built the Universe and all that exists.

13. oxo
September 8, 2007

If these guys are correct, then LQG has been measured..

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0708.2889

14. gravitonto
September 8, 2007

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0708.2889

I think naive dimensional analysis and order-of-magnitude guesstimates are not
the most solid possible basis for such a revolutionary claim as the authors make.
But, what the heck, J. Ellis is the second most cited author in HEP, so I guess it
must be true: quantum gravity has finally been experimentally discovered.
hoooo-rrrraaaaayyyy!!!

15. woit
September 8, 2007

oxo and gravitonto,

You folks are in the wrong posting, this was discussed a while back, see

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=591

16. gravitonto
September 8, 2007

Sorry about that. I guess I should have known that preprint couldn’t possibly
have gone unnoticed and undiscussed here…

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0708.2889
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0708.2889
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0708.2889
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0708.2889
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=591
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=591


Updates on Plagiarism Scandal, Journal of K-theory

September 5, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Plagiarism Scandal

Today’s Nature has an article by Geoff Brumfiel with more details on the plagiarism
scandal described here. At last count it involves 15 authors, 67 papers on the arXiv, of
which about 35 were refereed and published, in 18 different journals. The arXiv has
set up a special page with information about this. As far as I can tell from checking a
few examples, most of the published papers are still available online at the journals,
with no indication of their plagiarized nature. One exception is the plagiarized paper
at JHEP, which has now been removed, with the notation

This paper has been removed because of plagiarism. We regret that the
paper was published.

As far as I know, neither JHEP nor any of the journals has given any indication of an
intent to change their refereeing procedures because of this scandal.

Journal of K-theory

The editors of the new Journal of K-theory have issued a public statement, explaining
in detail their plans for how to handle papers submitted to the older journal, K-theory,
where they had resigned as editors.

Comments

1. Thomas Love
September 5, 2007

It does make me wonder about the quality of the refereeing.

2. Jon Lester
September 6, 2007

The way the review process is applied in physics is a scandal.

Jon

3. chris
September 6, 2007

Then do you have any suggestions on how to improve it? remember: referees are
not payed, they take time off from pursuing their own work and, this is the most
important point i never see properly expressed, they are there to check the
scientific soundness and impact of the work. they are not there to check spelling,
grammar, fraud or plagiarism. when i get a paper to referee, i assume that the

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v449/n7158/full/449008b.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v449/n7158/full/449008b.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=590
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=590
http://arxiv.org/new/withdrawals.aug.07.html
http://arxiv.org/new/withdrawals.aug.07.html
http://www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/1126-6708/2006/12/078
http://www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/1126-6708/2006/12/078
http://noncommutativegeometry.blogspot.com/2007/09/news-on-k-front.html
http://noncommutativegeometry.blogspot.com/2007/09/news-on-k-front.html


authors were honest. if i don’t, i wouldn’t even know where to start. should i
redo the whole work or what to see if it is reproducible? sure, the key
argumentation and drawing of conclusions are tractable, but if someone says,
this and that is the outcome of a particular experimental setup or a one year
calculation on a supercomputer reveals this number as a result – how can you as
a referee challenge that? you have to rely on the honesty the authors.

it is similar with respect to plagiarism. ideally, of course, you should know all the
literature in the field of the paper that you are refereeing. but honestly, there are
certain topics that are pursued by only one group of people worldwide and
unless you want them to self-referee, someone a bit outside has to be chosen.
you can’t seriously expect them to dig thru all the literature in search of
plagiarism. this is not what referees are supposed to do!

and on a final note: why the revelation of plagiarism such a scandal for the
refereeing system? it just shows, that basically it works. the culprits have been
identified and you can be quite sure that their career is over. and given the fact
that in order to be of any relevance, a paper has first to be noticed, it just
absolutely floors me how these people think they could ever get away with it and
have some advantage from plagiarizing. as soon as the work really becomes
known, the plagiarization is soon uncovered.
the same by the way is true for fraud. remember the guy claiming to have
produced element 117 (or was it 118?)? he stated an experimentally falsifiable
wrong statement. just by common sense there are only 2 future prospects for
such a statement: either nobody cares in which case you have to ask yourself
what the motivation was for cooking up the fraud in the first place. or people are
interested and will inevitably uncover the fraud.

so i would say that what we witness here is good proof that science is healthy
and has self-correcting mechanisms that work.

4. prague_phys
September 6, 2007

Look at the webpage of ALİ HAVARE,

http://www.mersin.edu.tr/apbs.php?id=335

one of the persons involved. Most of his (former) students, such as Yetkin,
Aydogdu, Salti and Korunur were involved as well. Wonder who was the head of
the gang.

5. Elisha Feger
September 6, 2007

The K-Theory journal situation still makes my head hurt, no matter how much I
read up on it.

6. matt
September 6, 2007

http://www.mersin.edu.tr/apbs.php?id=335
http://www.mersin.edu.tr/apbs.php?id=335


Elisha, can you check the reference number 25, page 343 in K-theory Volume 36
(2005) in the printed version (not online version)
to get an example of the `seriousness’ with which Springer has been treating the
manuscripts of K-theory!!

7. Peter Woit
September 6, 2007

chris,

I don’t see how this is evidence of a healthy system at work. If the authors had
bothered to change the wording and notation when they plaigiarized, no one
would be the wiser.

One of the main roles of the referee is to determine whether the result claimed
in a paper is not just correct, but original. If a referee knows nothing about
whether the main result claimed in a paper is something that has been done
before, and they don’t want to take the time to look into this, they shouldn’t be
refereeing the paper. What this scandal shows is that getting unoriginal (and
uninteresting) work published in most theoretical physics journals is almost
trivially easy. One reason for this is that the results are of such little interest that
no one other than the referee is likely to actually read the paper and notice that
it isn’t original.

The journals should either find a way to do the kind of peer review that they are
claiming to do (and charging lots of money for), or admit that it just can’t be
done any more and give up. In the meantime, it might be a good idea to deal with
the current situation by putting warning labels on these journals saying
something like “the editors haven’t been able to determine if these papers
contain original research or not”.

8. chris
September 6, 2007

hi peter,

actually i agree with you. and for all practical purposes, these warning labels are
already there i would say. because from personal experience i conclude that what
counts (in a positive sense) is the recognition of a paper and not journal
reference (on the negative, having a preprint without journal reference is a very
big warning sign). i think there is consensus that a lot of published work is not
worth the paper it was printed on. but i think there is equal consensus, that it is
more worthwhile to push ones own research than debuking others unless they
make very strong claims or do something that affects you personally.

i am not saying that this state of affairs is ideal. but i see it as the prize to pay for
the ease of information exchange. what it ultimately boils down to is that in
order to judge a papers merits you actually have to read and understand it
yourself.

so in all honesty, classical journals in my opinion are outdated already. they do



have some merit, but the speed of todays research just makes a close to 100%
identification rate of ‘good’ papers illusionary. the problem in my opinion comes
in when what they do publish is taken as gospel. when selection committees
count the number of papers rather than reading the 3 topcited ones. but i see
this as a problem on the recipient side. a judgment based on metadata of a
persons publication record is just not foolproof. today probably less than decades
ago.

for plagiarism specifically i can only repeat my claim, that the only way it can
stay undiscovered is when nobody cares about the research and nobody has
suffered negative consequences. it is kind of sad that people exist who wish to
populate this corner. but i doubt that much more resources of serious scientists
should be spent to explicitly search for them in cases where their plagiarism has
next to no effect.

but to be constructive, let me ask what you think journals or referees should do?
since refereeing can only be sensibly done by active researchers, this implies
that more thorough refereeing will leave less time for research.

9. Jon Lester
September 6, 2007

Peter,

What makes me feel sad about the peer review system in physics is that good
ideas may fail to go through while rubbish, just because is well recognized
fashion, can easily get published on the most important journals. What is worst
are the reasons for rejecting a paper that are generally unsound, but now,
besides the reviewers, publishers tend to hide also the editors. No person takes
on responsibility for the large number of errors the system is badly doing in this
historical period.

A paper of mine was rejected by a DAE of PRL because “His work has had no
response by the community. I do not understand what he is doing”. Other
“reasons” like these can be found as I have a large file of published papers and a
lot of unpublished ones and it would be really fun to get the reports of such
reviewers known, after so long time, to see how badly they turn out to be wrong.
I think there is a lot of people out there in similar situations but we are all silent
because we fear to have our other papers no more published.

I worked in almost all field of physics but the absolutely worst situation is in
particle physics. A referee claimed that “QCD lattice computations do not reflect
reality” to reject a paper of mine. So, there is a lot of people out there wasting
time, money and resources!

There is again a lot to say. For the moment I stop here. But I would like to
discuss what could make a paper publishable and what should mean
“important”, a criteria largely questionable and deemed to the taste of the single
person. In this way is truly easy to suggest rejection on questionable personal
feelings.



Jon

10. chris
September 6, 2007

hi jon,

did you try to submit said paper to another journal than prl and did it make it?

honestly, i think that every paper which is not totally meritless will certainly find
a journal these days.
and even if that should happen, if the paper reaches 50 or 100 citations it
doesn’t matter that much anymore. people will get curious as of why it didn’t
make it. and if it doesn’t recach that, well, chances are nobody would have cared
anyways.

11. hard gluon
September 6, 2007

when i get a paper to referee, i assume that the authors were honest. if
i don’t, i wouldn’t even know where to start.

Then you shouldn’t referee. If you don’t know the field well enough to know
whether a result is original or not, accepting to referee is dishonest on your part.

12. Jon Lester
September 6, 2007

Hi chris,

Yes, I did it and I get it accepted in a few days by the editor. I think (my personal
judgement) that the paper does worth that.

Jon

13. Eugene Stefanovich
September 6, 2007

hard gluon said:

“Then you shouldn’t referee. If you don’t know the field well enough to know
whether a result is original or not, accepting to referee is dishonest on your
part.”

I think your judgment is too harsh. In our age of narrow specialization, there
could be only 2 or 3 people in the world (including the author) who know exactly
the background of each particular manuscript. Often these people are either
collaborators or rivals, in which cases it doesn’t make sense to ask them to
review the paper.

For the rest of us it could be almost impossible to read all the references in the
reviewed work, to repeat all calculations, or redo the experiment. So, it is



impractical to ask the referee to give a 100% “seal of approval”. If that would be
possible and only “correct” papers appeared in print, then scientific journals
would be 100 times thinner than they are now.

This is not only unrealistic, but also dangerous, because increasing the barrier
for publication may prevent novel non-mainstream ideas from being published.
My attitude is that “s**t happens”, and that one or two plagiarized papers will
not have any effect, except for the embarrassement to their authors. There are
things much more dangerous for the health of science. String theory and
anthropic groupthinks are high in this list. We should be thankful to Peter for
keeping focus on these areas.

Eugene.

14. hard gluon
September 6, 2007

I think your judgment is too harsh.

Maybe it is, hence my nickname :). Besides, nobody is infallible and plagiarism
may be hard to detect. Yet, take for example the paper “Brane-world black holes
and energy-momentum vector”. I’m sure there are many people out there who
are involved sufficiently in the field of black holes in brane worlds to realize
whether that paper is lifting its results from some other recent papers. After all,
twenty years back nobody was studying brane worlds.

to repeat all calculations, or redo the experiment.

That is obviously something a referee should never do. If there are obvious (to an
expert) mistakes, those should be pointed out. But if the results reported in a
paper look consistent and plausible enough to an expert eye, no further checking
should be necessary. It’s the author’s business, I think, to take care that their
results are correct. It is their professional reputations that is at stake.

Having said this, I must say that once a referee found a factor 1/2 wrong in a
complicated equation for a cross section in a manuscript I submitted. He/she
thought it was a typo. Well, it wasn’t, it was a calculational mistake, and to this
very date I have no idea how that referee caught it… This happened some time
ago, I’m not sure that kind of quality refereeing happens very often these days.

15. ali
September 6, 2007

Hi Peter,
I happen to be from turkey originally so I know the environment there quite well.
These folks in question hardly know any english at all. If you asked them to give
a 10 minute presentation in english about anything, they wouldn’t be able to. The
system gives promotion based on bean counting in turkey these days so the
strategy is “publish as many as you can” without any regard to quality. That is
why most of the papers in question are published in obscure journals. Nobody
cares where you publish. Turkey as a country is yet to publish one single paper



in science or nature.

16. Ian
September 6, 2007

when i get a paper to referee, i assume that the authors were honest. if i don’t, i
wouldn’t even know where to start. should i redo the whole work or what to see
if it is reproducible?

One thing I’ve started doing with every paper I review is pick a handful of
phrases, from the intro, the discussion, the results, and just run them through
Google. It takes less than five minutes but has at least a chance of picking up
plagiarism. (So far, thank God, I haven’t found any, and I hate to think of what I’d
have to do if I did.)

You’re right, you can’t repeat experiments. If you’re lucky, you have experience
with a close-enough system to notice if something is plausible or not. You can
also take a few minutes to mentally work through a protocol; there’s a well-
known instance where a reviewer caught a case of fraud because he realized the
experiment as described would have taken thousands of tissue-culture flasks.

Editors are supposedly looking at figures more closely nowadays, including using
some automated techniques that will pick up simple fakes. (I’m in biology, and I
don’t know if other fields have similar approaches.) I do look with a skeptical eye
at figures, but I’m not sure that I’d pick up any but the crudest forgeries.

17. Highly Cited Researcher
September 7, 2007

Ali,

It’s the same all over the Mediterranean (Spain, Italy, Greece, etc.). Promotion
depends on the count of papers weighted by impact factor. The more self-
citations the better. Governments and universities looking for `objective’ criteria
for evaluation impose such requirements. The commercial journals depend on
this to survive; the journal is outrageously expensive, but can count on a large
number of mediocre scientists looking for `impact’ to submit their articles. That
the publisher produces three journals in the same area is no surprise either; the
author and his friends rotate journals, citing each other into the university
administration. Once there they see to it that more `objective’ criteria for
promotion are imposed, favoring ambitious mediocrities like themselves, because
such people are incapable of challenging them scientifically, and are easily made
dependent.

18. chris
September 7, 2007

hi ian,

“One thing I’ve started doing with every paper I review is pick a handful of
phrases, from the intro, the discussion, the results, and just run them through



Google.”

that actually is a really good suggestion!

19. prague_phys
September 7, 2007

Highly Cited Researcher, we have similar system here in eastern Europe. My
opinion is that if bureaucrats wants numbers, then total number of citations and
determination in which decile the author is in terms of citations in his subfield
would be much much better than what we have, though still far from ideal.

20. la dernier fois
September 7, 2007

Just like that googling idea, isn’t it natural to suggest a similar service from the
arxiv? A referee would get a candidate-to-be-paper, run a quick search there
(arxiv), if too many similarities come up, well… then she/he’s done already!

but, wait… there’s really nothing similar already?

because, if there isn’t, well… I guess plagiarism is just being asked for…right?

21. ali
September 7, 2007

Highly cited researcher,
I am aware of it. It would be more appropriate if people paid attention to the
journal the article was published as well. For instance, in china, government
pays 1000 dollars per impact factor of the journal the article was published. If
you publish one article in science, you receive 30K from the government so there
is an incentive to publish in high reputation journals. In countries like greece and
turkey, there is no such thing. People can barely speak english, let alone write
articles about black holes.

22. Anonymous Referee
September 7, 2007

Coincidentally, I was just asked to referee a paper (not found on the arXiv) by
different Turkish authors (although from one of the institutions involved), which
was also plagurized. However, in this case, the stealing was obvious merely from
following up on the paper’s references. It looked like the authors had no idea
they were doing anything wrong! I’m not sure what to make of this, except that
all this plagurizing must be emblematic of a serious misapprehension of
scientific ethics in some corners of the Turkish physics community.

23. Ingwer Angström
September 7, 2007

Ali i take it that you have some idea about the status of the status of the physics
community in turkey but please don’t extrapolate it to greece. There are many



good greek researchers and people actually do speek english. On the other hand
it’s true that the greek ( i guess the turkish too) goverment prefers to buy
weapons (20000 million € in the next 10 years) than to seriously invest in
research. That’s sad but it will not change soon.

24. Anon.
September 8, 2007

“For instance, in china, government pays 1000 dollars per impact factor of the
journal the article was published. ”

Is this true?! Does anybody know?

25. Paul
September 23, 2007

I agree totally with you about Berlinski. His ‘tour of the calculus’ might be the
worst book I’ve ever read. One more reason for me to buy yours…

26. Ilja
September 30, 2007

Peter Woit Says “What this scandal shows is that getting unoriginal (and
uninteresting) work published in most theoretical physics journals is almost
trivially easy. One reason for this is that the results are of such little interest that
no one other than the referee is likely to actually read the paper and notice that
it isn’t original.”

What do you expect in a world of “publish or perish”? If people are forced to
publish, they will publish. Even if they don’t have anything interesting to say.

27. JDR
October 1, 2007

Trust me, it’s not just physics that publishes rubbish. It’s a huge problem that
needs to be solved. As Ilja implied, publish or perish needs to be changed and it
needs to be changed by us. If you don’t have anything worthwhile to say, don’t
say it. If we all exercise restraint and only publish what is really worth something
(and we all know when that happens, and it doesn’t happen that often) we can
start to change things.

Yes, it may mean not landing the coveted “position”, and it may mean teaching in
community college or non-tenure positions. But isn’t it worth the price to be able
to say ” I may have only published X number of papers, but they really meant
something”. I can’t help but feel this is a personal responsibility issue (as most
are).



Book Reviews

September 7, 2007
Categories: Book Reviews

Note: For a Romanian translation of this post, see here.

Felix Berezin

Misha Shifman has edited a wonderful book about the mathematician Felix Berezin,
which recently appeared with the title Felix Berezin: Life and Death of the
Mastermind of Supermathematics. Berezin was a Soviet mathematician largely
responsible for many new ideas about “supermathematics”, working out the analog
for anticommuting variables of many standard concepts in analysis. Path integrals for
fermions crucially use an analog of the standard integral that is now known as the
Berezin integral.

Berezin began his mathematical career working with Gelfand on representation
theory. While Gelfand thought very highly of him, at some point the two of them had a
falling out, which is alluded to without any details in several of the contributions to
this book. Since Berezin’s mother was Jewish, his professional life was often difficult
due to the anti-semitism that was prevalent in the Soviet mathematical establishment.
Between this and being on the outs with Gelfand, he had continual problems with
things like getting his papers published, as well as being able to travel or effectively
communicate with people in the West.

Tragically, Berezin died at the age of 49, under somewhat unclear circumstances on a
trip to Siberia he took with a geological team. The largest segment of the book is a
wonderful and touching piece by Elena Karpel, who lived with him for many years
(they had a daughter together, Natasha). Karpel describes their life together in detail,
as well as the circumstances following his death. It is a moving portrayal of a complex
relationship of two highly intelligent and cultured people, with one of them, Berezin,
extremely seriously devoted to his work, one cause of stress in his relations with
Karpel. Together with contributions from his colleagues, the book gives a fascinating
portrayal of the mathematical culture that Berezin was an important part of.

With his interest in quantum mechanics, quantum field theory, path integrals, and
anticommuting variables, Berezin helped to transform the field of mathematical
physics into something much more modern. His book written during the sixties, The
Method of Second Quantization remains one of the classics of quantum field theory. I
remember being especially impressed by his paper with Marinov Particle spin
dynamics as the Grassmann variant of classical mechanics, which gives an amazing
interpretation of the physics of a spin-1/2 particle by invoking anti-commuting
variables in a very simple way. The book contains a summary of some of Berezin’s
scientific work by Andrei Losev, and this article is available on-line.

The Mathematician’s Brain

Princeton University Press seems to be trying to corner the market on popular books
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about mathematics, bringing out in quick succession a novel about mathematics (A
Certain Ambiguity), a book about The Pythagorean Theorem, and two books trying to
explain what it is that mathematicians do: How Mathematicians Think by William
Byers, and The Mathematician’s Brain by mathematical physicist David Ruelle. The
Ruelle book is the only one of the four that I’ve had a chance to read.

The New York Sun recently published a review of The Mathematician’s Brain by David
Berlinski. It’s one of the great mysteries of the popular science book business why
anybody publishes the writings of Berlinski. His recent claim to fame is as an affiliate
of the Discovery Institute, critic of Darwinism and proponent of Intelligent design, but
he has also authored various popular books, including some on mathematics. Some
web-sites claim that he has a Ph.D. in mathematics from Princeton, but it appears that
the truth of the matter is that he was in the philosophy department there, writing a
doctoral thesis on Wittgenstein. His writings on math and science that I’ve seen over
the years have always struck me as singularly incoherent and confused.

Berlinski actually doesn’t do that bad a job with the Ruelle review, picking up on one
of the things that might interest mathematicians and physicists about the book, the
part about Alexandre Grothendieck (I confess to skimming some of the material
explaining what mathematicians do, since I spend far too much of my life watching
them do it). Ruelle has some interesting stories to tell about Grothendieck and the
IHES, where they both worked for many years. The IHES was founded in the late
1950s by Leon Motchane, who had studied mathematics before going into business.
Ruelle describes well the IHES during the 1960s, including the various conflicts
which existed between Motchane and the IHES members, one of which ended up
leading to Grothendieck’s resignation.

Ruelle also has quite a lot to say about the structure of power in mathematics, and
how the desire for recognition and honors motivates people. His portrayal of
mathematicians is a very well-rounded one, examining not just how they do
mathematics, but how they live their lives, noting that:

But one should not forget that, besides beautiful mathematical ideas, there
are many more obscure things that crawl in the mind of a mathematician.

Many of the footnotes in the back are well worth reading, such as one that tells us:

As my wife puts it, there are fewer bastards and fewer frauds among
mathematicians than in the general population, but maybe also fewer
amusing people!

Ruelle also tells a favorite anecdote I’ve heard from several mathematicians. The
version I’ve heard is somewhat different than Ruelle’s, and goes:

At the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, a visitor once came up to
Armand Borel and asked him

“Do you know about algebraic groups?”

Borel answered that, yes, he did. The visitor then went on
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“Good. Can I ask a stupid question then?”

to which Borel responded:

“That’s two already.”

La Theorie des Cordes

A colleague brought me back from France a science fiction novel written by the
Spanish writer Jose Carlos Somoza. In French the book is called La Theorie des
Cordes (String Theory), but the Spanish and English versions have the title Zig Zag.
The plot revolves around a discovery about string theory that allows physicists to look
back into the past. It begins with some promise, describing the world of theoretical
physics as seen from Spain, with references to Witten and other theorists. But it soon
degenerates into a long tale revolving around a threatened attractive young female
scientist. The string is somehow responsible for forcing her into sexual depravity and
the prospect of nearly infinitely long and horrific bloody torture, with time suspended
and no end in sight. OK, I guess maybe this does have to do with present-day particle
theory, except for the sexual depravity part…

Reviews by Atiyah in the Notices

The October Notices of the AMS contains very interesting reviews by Michael Atiyah
of two books about Bourbaki: Bourbaki: A Secret Society of Mathematicians by
Maurice Mashaal, and The Artist and the Mathematician by Amir Aczel. Atiyah speaks
from personal experience, knowing many of the members of Bourbaki and their work
well, and having attended one of the Bourbaki gatherings where they hashed out the
text of one of their books. He gives an excellent summary of the Bourbaki story and
its place in recent mathematical history, finding the Mashaal book to be both highly
readable and reliable on the facts and personalities involved. As for the Aczel book,
he’s much more dubious. Aczel tries to claim an important impact of Bourbaki on
sociology and structuralism via Claude Levi-Strauss, but Atiyah is not convinced by
this, and takes issue with what Aczel has to say about Grothendieck, someone Atiyah
knew well. Atiyah’s characterization of Grothendieck goes as follows:

I greatly admired his mathematics, his prodigious energy and drive, and his
generosity with ideas, which attracted a horde of disciples. But his main
characteristic, both in his mathematics and in social life, was his
uncompromising nature. This was, at the same time, the cause both of his
success and of his downfall. No one but Grothendieck could have taken on
algebraic geometry in the full generality he adopted and seen it through to
success. It required courage, even daring, total selfconfidence and immense
powers of concentration and hard work. Grothendieck was a phenomenon.

But he had his weaknesses. He could navigate like no one else in the
stratosphere, but he was not sure of his ground on earth—examples did not
appeal to him and had to be supplied by his colleagues.

He ends with the following critical remarks

Aczel’s total endorsement of Grothendieck leads him to make such fatuous

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0061193712
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statements as: “Weil was a somewhat jealous person who clearly saw that
Grothendieck was a far better mathematician than he was.” Subtle balanced
judgement is clearly not Aczel’s forte, and it hardly encourages the reader
to take seriously his confident and sweeping assertions in the social
sciences.

Comments

1. chimbote
September 7, 2007

I share your appreciation for Berezin’s book and his paper with Marinov. Those
were among my first reading assignments when I started my phd.

2. Jason Starr
September 7, 2007

You might also mention another quote from Atiyah’s article, which seems to be a
pronouncement on EGA (among other things):

“Where I part company with Aczel is in his assertion that Bourbaki made a fatal
mistake in his not taking Grothendieck’s advice and rewriting its foundations in
the new language of category theory. Aczel believes that Bourbaki had turned its
face away from the future in not following Grothendieck. I doubt whether history
will come to this verdict. Grothendieck’s own EGA, as well as the general fate of
the over-confident universalists, might suggest otherwise.”

3. Thomas Love
September 7, 2007

It is easy to check if someone has a PhD in math. I went to the mathematics
geneology website:

http://www.genealogy.ams.org/

and checked out David Berlinski. He isn’t listed. Neither are you Peter, because
your PhD is in Physics. There are two Thomas Loves. How weird is that.

4. Moeen
September 7, 2007

Thomas,

Keep in mind that while the Math Genealogy website is a good resource, it is not
comprehensive since all of the information on their database is entered
voluntarily by individuals. So not only is it likely not comprehensive, but may
even be wrong in some cases.

5. John Baez
September 8, 2007

http://www.genealogy.ams.org/
http://www.genealogy.ams.org/


The anecdote about Armand Borel only makes sense if you know his specialty
was algebraic groups. He’s the author of the well-known book Linear Algebraic
Groups.

6. Arun
September 8, 2007

The anecdote about Armand Borel only makes sense if you know his specialty
was algebraic groups.

One can deduce that from the anecdote and the fact that it is worth repeating.

7. Peter Woit
September 8, 2007

In my experience, the anecdote is invariant under the interchange of Armand
Borel and Andre Weil, as well as substitution of various fields of mathematics. In
Ruelle’s version it is Weil, and his is the streamlined, one question version: “may
I ask a stupid question?” “You just did”

Jason,

I also was struck by that comment of Atiyah’s, but I guess it’s not too surprising.
I wouldn’t have guessed that he’d be a big fan of EGA.

8. Chris Oakley
September 8, 2007

Reminds me of this, concerning Dirac:

One famous lecture he gave in Canada: at the very end of the lecture
during questions one of the members of the audience stood up and
said, ‘I don’t understand the equation you have written on the top
right-hand of the blackboard’. Dirac was silent. People were waiting.
And then one of the chiefs in the front row said, ‘Professor Dirac would
you care to respond to the member of the audience’. And he said, ‘Well
that wasn’t a question it was a comment’.

9. Clark
September 9, 2007

Subject to being deleted for being utterly off topic, some of you may not have
noticed that in last summer’s Clay Institute, there were 3 self-contained lectures
by Manin from the ground to the frontier. As an aside there were some very
funny moments such as when he admitted that he could never remember how
the weights are specified in modular forms.
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/SummerSchool_20060810-1430_Manin
/avi/SummerSchool_20060810-1430_Manin_xvid.avi
http://www.uni-math.gwdg.de/aufzeichnungen/SummerSchool
/SummerSchool_20060811-1430_Manin
/avi/SummerSchool_20060811-1430_Manin_xvid.avi

10. gaspard
September 9, 2007

About the Aczel book: the only connection I have heard of between
mathematicians and Claude Levi-Strauss is that a PhD student of Levi-Strauss
had to stop ethnological trips for health reasons and then turned to math. His
name is André Avez, who among other things coauthored a book with V.I.Arnold
on Ergodic Theory in the 1960s. Perhaps there have been interactions with
Bourbaki too, but I don’t know them.

11. David Berlinski
September 9, 2007

I have never claimed to have a Ph.D in mathematics from Princeton University.
My Ph.D. from Princeton is in philosophy. This is what my resume says; it is how
I am described at the DI website; and it is how I am described on the dust jacket
of my books. If there is a website that claims otherwise, I revile and denounce it.
As long as I am correcting misapprehensions, I might add that I am a critic of
intelligent design and not one of its supporters. In this regard, you might
consider my essay “Has Darwin met his Match,” in the December 2002 issue of
Commentary. It is devoted perceptively to attacking Johnson, Behe and Dembski.
I cannot say that my friends at the DI were pleased to see what I wrote, but they
were made wiser by reading it. My feelings toward intelligent design remain
what they have always been: Warm but skeptical. Nonetheless, I regard the
general hysteria about these issues as intellectually disgusting. As for the
question why so many editors are interested in publishing what I write, I suspect
that this is because so many readers are interested in reading it.

12. James Milne
September 9, 2007

I was at IAS at the time of the “Borel” anecdote, and knew all the people
involved. I believe my version is the most accurate.
http://www.jmilne.org/math/apocrypha.html

13. Mike
September 9, 2007

David Berlinski,

Thanks for answering the question, I am one of your readers, and find your
“humor” interesting. You might have noticed a pattern of, as Dan says, ” baseless
ad hominem” !

14. Peter Woit
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September 9, 2007

David Berlinski,

One of your most prominent on-line biographies

http://www.anova.org/bio/berlinski.html

starts off

“Berlinski (Ph.D. in mathematics, Princeton University) is a lecturer and
essayist.”

Another

http://www.researchintelligentdesign.org/wiki/David_Berlinski

starts off

“David Berlinski (born in 1942 in New York City) is a mathematician. He is the
author of works on systems analysis, differential topology, theoretical biology,
analytic philosophy and the philosophy of mathematics..”

and yet a third

http://www.coldwatermedia.com/berlinskireviews.shtml

claims that you were a “Fellow of the Faculty in Mathematics” here at Columbia.
I don’t know what this refers to since presumably it was long before my time
(I’ve been here about 20 years).

You’ve done an excellent job of convincing people you’re a professional
mathematician, including PZ Myers who writes:

“This is a guy who is a competent mathematician with a degree from Princeton”

I’ll stand corrected about your views on “Intelligent Design”, but direct people to
the same post by Myers for a discussion of your views on the theory of evolution:

http://pharyngula.org/index/weblog/comments
/berlinski_i_cant_believe_im_wasting_time_on_this_guy/

And, to anyone who would like an excuse to start arguing about evolution here,
don’t even think about it.

15. Peter Woit
September 9, 2007

Many thanks to James Milne for the source for the more accurate anecdote, as
well as the link to the web page of other ones. Anyone who is not aware of his
web-site

http://www.jmilne.org/math/index.html
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and the fabulous array of high-level expository writings about mathematics
there, should definitely take a look.

16. Peter Woit
September 9, 2007

Gaspard,

Andre Weil did contribute an appendix (entitled “Sur l’etude algebrique de
certains types de lois do mariage”) to Levi-Strauss’s book “Les structures
elementaires de la parente”

17. David Berlinski
September 9, 2007

Thanks for the links. Of the three you cite, the first is incorrect. I shall correct it,
The second and third are correct:

Witness

On Systems Analysis: An Essay on the Limitations of Some Mathematical
Methods in the Social, Political and Biological Sciences, The MIT Press, 1976.

The Rise of Differential Topology, LITP, Universite Paris, 7, 1980.

My essays about theoretical biology, catastrophe theory, model theory (with
Daniel Gallin), epistemic logic, and philosophy are scattered in various journals.
Just look around: You’ll find them. If not, I’ll be happy to send them to you.

I am now more than sixty five years old, and a great many things in my life took
place before your time. I was a Fellow of the Faculty in the department of
mathematics — courtesy entirely of Lipman Bers — in 1973. I did nothing of
value and achieved no distinction. I have never suggested otherwise.

I have made no effort to convince anyone of anything. On the other hand, I have
taught mathematics for many many years, both in the United States and in
France, and I have written more than eight books about mathematics. I regard
myself as a writer — nothing but, but if anyone asks, I know a lot about
mathematics.

I am quite sure that P.Z. Myers disapproves of my views concerning Darwin’s
theory of evolution. I have been exhilarated by his criticisms.

18. Peter Woit
September 9, 2007

Thanks for the clarifications about your mathematics activities. I suppose I
should know about why readers are interested in your books since at one point a
copy of “Black Mischief” was on my bookshelves (can’t seem to find it, maybe it
didn’t survive one or another move over the years). Good luck with the Darwin
denialism business…



19. Mike
September 10, 2007

I can’t believe you found that link, Peter, lol.

And David, very much looking forward to “The Devil’s Delusion” !

20. Patrick Orlando
September 10, 2007

I disagree with Prof. Woit’s comments on Dr. David Berlinski’s popular math
books. I have read them all and he is an excellent writer able to describe the
heart of the mathematical ideas in plane language. His style is very readable and
his made up converstions with historical figures are very good. I only have a B.S.
in Physics from Columbia so I guess they are on my level.

21. The man
September 11, 2007

I take two issues with Atiyah’s comments on Grothendieck. First, his comment
“both of his success and his downfall” betrays a nasty petty streak in Atiyah. I
doubt Grothendieck, or a lot of other people, see his path after IHES as
“downfall”. In fact, Grothendieck, very courageously, resigned and went his own
way because of his ethics and morality. Sticking to what you feel is right is not
called “downfall”, as least not in the ass-kissing power-hungry circles I’m
guessing Atiyah moves in (given how far up the non-academic ladder he’s gone).
This phrase pretty much betrays Atiyah’s worldview. Similarly, I’m sure Atiyah
would classify Grothendieck’s turning down Crafoord (or Perelman’s decision) as
blunder etc, however not the way others would see it.

Second, his comment that Grothendieck didnt deal with examples is meaningless
if it doesnt interfere with Grothendieck’s ability to do good correct maths. So he
should have given some examples where Grothendieck was led to publish
incorrect math cause of it.

22. Peter Woit
September 11, 2007

The man,

Your attack on Atiyah is really uncalled for. From my personal experience with
him and everything else I know about him, he’s an extremely decent and
responsible person. He has gotten where he is through his fantastic
mathematical achievements (which are at the level of Grothendieck’s), and his
encouragement of other people’s. You claim that you are “sure” he would be
critical of Grothendieck and Perelman for turning down prizes says more about
you than him. I’ve never heard any evidence that he was critical of them for this,
and I doubt that that would be his attitude at all. His comments about
Grothendieck’s style of mathematics not being grounded in examples, and his
uncompromising nature being part of the reason he stopped doing math at the
level he was doing it during the 50s and 60s are not at all controversial, but



rather widely-held opinions by mathematicians who know the subject and its
history. His comments on Grothendieck seemed to me well-balanced, recognizing
his amazing achievements while not engaging in hero-worship.

23. The man
September 11, 2007

Peter,

You missed my point. I agree that he was not doing mathematics at his earlier
levels post ’70. What I’m disagreeing is whether it should be called his
“downfall”. For example, if some mathematician stops doing mathematics to
address political issues or protest nuclear armament etc., that’s his priority
(which some would call a very nobel one). Calling it a “downfall” is 1. very
demeaning to the person, and 2. betrays your own priorities. If Atiyah’s priorities
are not with urgent political issues, there is no reason to demean others whose
are.

24. woit
September 11, 2007

The man,

I don’t think that Atiyah was specifically calling the decision to stop doing math
and do other things Grothendieck’s “downfall” or criticizing his priorities. He
was referring explicitly to Grothendieck’s “uncompromising nature”. If you read
accounts by friends and allies who were very sympathetic to his political
activities, I think you’ll find that many of them feel that the way he went about
such activities was unproductive or even counter-productive, exactly because of
this “uncompromising nature”.

I found “Recoltes et Semailles” a fascinating document to read, but at the same
time a sad one. Grothendieck’s “uncompromising” personality unfortunately
evolved in later years to something that could be described as paranoid and
delusional, and I think this is actually what Atiyah had in mind by referring to a
“downfall”.

25. Jonathan Vos Post
September 11, 2007

From the second of the AMS Notices articles on Alexander Grothendieck.

One striking characteristic of Grothendieck’s mode of thinking is that it seemed
to rely so little on examples. This can be seen in the legend of the so-called
“Grothendieck prime”. In a mathematical conversation, someone suggested to
Grothendieck that they should consider a particular prime number. “You mean an
actual number?” Grothendieck asked. The other person replied, yes, an actual
prime number. Grothendieck suggested, “All right,take 57.”

26. shameless ass-kisser
September 13, 2007



The man,

I think you at least partly misinterpret Atiyah’s use of `downfall’. I understood
that Atiyah was speaking about Grothendieck’s mathematics as much as
anything else – the next paragraph he speaks explicitly of Grothendieck’s
`weaknesses’. I warrant Atiyah feels he is as good a mathematician as
Grothendieck, and in a position to point out weaknesses as well as strengths of
the man’s approach to mathematics; moreover, there is a tendency (cultlike?) to
idealize the math and the man, and Atiyah may be gently (I think he speaks
gently) suggesting that neither is healthy. He later refers obliquely to the failure
of EGA; this can only be taken as a judgment by a very serious mathematician
that EGA did not attain its own goals. Atiyah also calles Grothendieck a
`phenomenon’ and refers to his courage and concentration. Nowhere in these
paragraphs does he refer to Grothendieck’s lifestyle or politics, except to say
that Grothendieck’s failures as a mathematican, and his failures as a man, were
both rooted in what Atiyah calls an uncompromising nature. And we should
remember that Grothendieck was, at least, a terrible father.

27. Carl Brannen
September 21, 2007

Woit:

I may not like your blog, but I loved your book and couldn’t put it down. I
recommended it to my father who bought it quite some time ago, but it sat
around on his shelf. He has a PhD in math. His comment in an email today:

Started on “not even wrong”. I like the perspective
it gives.



La Faillite de la Theorie des Cordes?

September 11, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

It appears that the release of the French edition of Lee Smolin’s book (entitled Rien
ne va plus en physique ! : L’échec de la théorie des cordes) has stirred up quite a lot
of attention to the string theory controversy over there. A correspondant wrote to tell
me that this month’s edition of the French popular science magazine La Recherche
has the controversy over string theory on the cover (La theorie des cordes dit-elle le
vrai?) and four articles on the subject inside. Unfortunately I don’t have a copy of the
magazine or on-line access to the articles, but just to an English language summary.
It’s hard to tell from this exactly what’s in the articles. One of them is an interview
with the historian of science Peter Galison, who seems to describe string theory as
having “initiated a new way of seeing, crucial for the future of physics.” No idea what
that is about, but I hope it’s not about the string theory landscape….

The string theorists of the Paris region have a web-page, which recently has acquired
a defensive section about La faillite de la theorie des cordes? It encourages people to
read Polchinski’s review of my book and Smolin’s (my response to this is here), as
well as papers critical of LQG. The same web-page also has links to other information
sources about string theory, including to two blogs. Personally I don’t think Jacques
Distler’s blog is much of an advertisement for the subject, but sending people to
Lubos Motl’s is a pretty funny thing to do….

Comments

1. Jean-Paul
September 11, 2007

From Amazon.fr:

Biographie de l’auteur
Chercheur en physique à l’Institut Perimeter (Canada), Lee Smolin a été baptisé
” nouvel Einstein “.

So French will take it seriously. They take anything written by Americans very
seriously.
By the way, there are no serious superstring defenders in France, so it’s a
completely different battle ground than elsewhere.
Unlike in Germany, students are able to escape to more interesting research
areas.
You will see talk-shows trashing strings etc — it will be really amusing…

2. Bee
September 11, 2007

Faites vos jeux, Ladies and Gentlemen, rien ne va plus.
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3. Coin
September 11, 2007

It encourages people to read… papers critical of LQG

Actually, I’d be curious what those are.

What are the papers that critics of LQG would be likely to recommend on the
subject? I lack the french skills to effectively tease this out from the link.

4. Peter Woit
September 11, 2007

Coin,

To find the papers you just need to click on the links in the relevant paragraph.
Don’t worry, no danger that you’ll hit a link that is not critical of LQG…

5. SnarkFest
September 11, 2007

Peter Galison was interviewed recently for the Scientists’ Nightstand
(American Scientist). His acknowledged influences and recent reading are
somewhat revealing.

More on Galison from Steve Hsu:

Both my friend and I are great admirers of Galison. After earning his
doctorate in the history of science, he wrote a second dissertation in
particle theory under Howard Georgi while a junior fellow at Harvard.
Other than particle theorists turned science historians like Sam
Schweber or Abraham Pais (see here and here), I can’t think of anyone
more qualified to work on the (underdeveloped) history of modern
physics.

6. Who
September 11, 2007

in case anyone is unfamiliar with *la faillite* the website name translates to

The Bankruptcy of String Theory?

and this is a damage control website concerned with defending the self-respect
and self-importance of the string theorizing community.

this must be that the idea of string bankruptcy is already current in
people’s minds, so therefore the defenders wish to challenge
this prevalent notion, so they put a question mark on it and call
their site: String Bankruptcy?

a kind of Enron case judging by this interesting French reaction.
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7. chris
September 12, 2007

“Actually, I’d be curious what those are.

What are the papers that critics of LQG would be likely to recommend on the
subject? I lack the french skills to effectively tease this out from the link.”

read this: hep-th/0501114

really fun and good to see on what kind of shaky assumptions LQG is built, too.
my personal favorite: the ‘pulverization’ of space to obtain vanishing inproduct of
graphs on different support.

8. Lee Smolin
September 12, 2007

The issues raised by those Nicolai et al were not new and were well understood
already in the LQG world many years ago. They are the main reason many
workers switched to formulating dynamics in a path integral formulation in the
late 90s, and they do not apply to those formulations of dynamics. They also do
not apply to the currently studied approaches to the hamiltonian formulation of
dynamics such as the master constraint formulation. Thus, the criticisms of that
paper ignore roughly the last ten years of work in the field.

There have been several responses to that paper, including arXiv:hep-th/0608210
and arXiv:0705.2222. This has also been discussed in previous blog entries,
which I assume you can find by searching.

The vanishing of the inner product between states of different support is not an
assumption and not shaky, by the uniqueness theorem proved in gr-qc/0504147
and math-ph/0407006 it is a necessary consequence of the requirement of having
a diffeomorphism invariant measure on functionals of a connection.

Lee

9. Christophe de Dinechin
September 13, 2007

I subscribe to La Recherche, and have read this article. There is not much in
there that you won’t know already. I would guess that this is mostly a news
article related to the French translation of Lee Smolin’s book, which was
recently published here.

The first part that is essentially an interview of Lee Smolin with a bit of historical
background and context. The second part is an alternative viewpoint entitled “4
successes of strings”, these being: a quantum description of gravity, the
possibility to unify all forces, better understanding of astrophysical phenomena,
beginning of an answer on the nature of space-time. The third part lists various
competing space-time theories, unfortunately omitting a pet favorite of mine
(Nottale’s scale relativity), but referring to LQG, CDT and non-commutative



geometry. Finally, part 4 is an interview with Peter Gallison on the criteria to
judge a theory, where he essentially answers that a good theory is one we can
apply, like Newton’s laws, even after we realize it’s wrong…

About “faillite”, while “Who” is right that this word in French may translate as
“bankrupcy”, it may also translate as “failure”, and that’s how I personally read
it in that particular context (as I suspect most other French natives would).

I have made a quick reference to that article in a recent post on my own blog,
although this is not the main topic of the post. Peter, feel free to delete that last
paragraph if you feel it’s off topic.

10. Who
September 13, 2007

That’s interesting Christophe,
how would you translate this phrase in the French title of Smolin’s book which
Peter gave in the original post?
L’échec de la théorie des cordes

Does *faillite* convey a different flavor from *échec”?

11. Peter Woit
September 13, 2007

Who,

“Echec” is more like “defeat”, or incomplete defeat, as in “setback”. The word
comes from chess (“check”, but not necessarily “mate”).

“Faillite” is well-translated as “failure” in this context (same root), but also
specifically is used to mean bankruptcy (economic failure), so carries some of
that connotation.

12. Christophe de Dinechin
September 13, 2007

Hi Who,

Peter seems to know French pretty well. I would add that “faillite” also conveys a
sense of lost credibility, and in that sense, it may be a better translation of the
original intent.

13. Who
September 14, 2007

Thanks both Peter and Christophe. I was interested in how you hear that.
Trying to understand the French context better I just checked amazon.fr and
found Smolin’s book (which has a preface by Alain Connes) had salesrank 2021,
while for comparison the two Brian Greene books in French translation had
ranks 13,720 and 22,437. I could find no other string books with better sales
than those two. So it appears that if a French reader picks up a book about

http://grenouille-bouillie.blogspot.com/2007/09/shrug-of-resignation-in-physics.html
http://grenouille-bouillie.blogspot.com/2007/09/shrug-of-resignation-in-physics.html


string theory it is most apt to be the one by Smolin.

Peter mentioned the etymology of *faillite* so I glanced in the the Petit Larousse
(the Webster’s analog, not a French-English dictionary) which gives the primary
meaning as the commercial one, bankruptcy in other words. Larousse explained
the etymology by saying the word came into French from the Italian FALLITO.
This has the primary meaning of bankruptcy in Italian, same root as “default” I
suppose. It also has the secondary figurative meaning of failure. Thought you
might like to know the French word does not derive from the French verb faillir
“to err, to miss, to fail etc”, but instead was brought over from Italian and was
originally applied specifically to commercial collapse: bankruptcy.

I agree with Peter that *echec* has a much less drastic connotation. Setback is
very good. To hold an enemy force in echec is to hold it “at bay” rather than
destroy it. The word is more like “unsuccess” than failure or collapse.

So the book subtitle merely suggests that string has stalled and is not making
progress, while the website name uses the actual word for bankruptcy, connoting
collapse and, as Christophe suggests, loss of credibility.

It’s interesting how words sound to different people. Thanks again for “lending
me your ears.”

14. Peter Woit
September 14, 2007

Who,

I don’t think it makes sense to compare sales figures for books that have come
out recently with ones that have been out for a long time. I’m quite pleased with
how well my book sold, and Lee’s sold even better, which is great. At least in the
US though, I don’t think either of our books came anywhere near doing as well
as Brian’s, and suspect the situation in France isn’t that different.

In any case, no matter what the sales figures, the two books have done
remarkably well in terms of getting attention for the issues that both of us were
trying to raise, and providing a counter-balance to the overly optimistic story
about string theory that was dominant until recently.

15. Who
September 14, 2007

My goodness! I see that the French edition of your book is due to be released in
a couple of weeks—-3 October 2007.
http://www.amazon.fr/M%C3%AAme-pas-fausse-th%C3%A9orie-question
/dp/2100503936/r

MÊME PAS FAUSSE

and they arent even doing hardbound first, they are going right to the paperback
edition for the, as it were, mass market. Market should be ripe.

http://www.amazon.fr/M%C3%AAme-pas-fausse-th%C3%A9orie-question/dp/2100503936/r
http://www.amazon.fr/M%C3%AAme-pas-fausse-th%C3%A9orie-question/dp/2100503936/r
http://www.amazon.fr/M%C3%AAme-pas-fausse-th%C3%A9orie-question/dp/2100503936/r
http://www.amazon.fr/M%C3%AAme-pas-fausse-th%C3%A9orie-question/dp/2100503936/r


Looks like old one-two punch. French Smolin comes out in April and French Woit
in October.

Hope you take some earthly pleasure in this, Peter.

16. T.
September 15, 2007

About “Même pas fausse”, yet another frenchman’s opinion:

Unfortunately, I’m not sure “Not even wrong” can really be translated in french
without conveying a childish meaning.

This is because in france “Not even true” is a phrase that is really only used in
playgrounds. It’s a 100% clue that the person who said that is a child. So “Not
Even Wrong” has a very strong childish argument flavor, and is less powerfull
than in english.

But I hope I’m wrong and it will sell, cause the book is great.

17. Who
September 15, 2007

T. please give an example of a situation in which the phrase might be used.
Peter sorry if this is off topic, I’m curious to know how the phrase comes across
in French.

18. T.
September 15, 2007

mm, well it would go something like:

Child 1: “You looser !”
Child 2: “Not even true ! You’re the looser !”

I insist that no adult would ever use “même pas vrai”, except if he deliberately
wanted to look childish for some reason.
So “Même pas faux” is funny and smart, but still is associated to an argument
taking place between children. (in my humble opinion)

19. Christophe de Dinechin
September 15, 2007

I agree with T. It’s also associated in my mind with another childish phrase,
“même pas mal” (I’m not even hurt), which a three years old would typically say
after falling from the cupboard where he was trying to steal forbidden sweets.

All in all, I find it’s a rather good title, but with a very different connotation from
the original “Not even wrong”, even if it’s a litteral translation. Funny.

20. Hendrik
September 17, 2007



Another review of “The trouble with physics” just appeared on the ArXiv at:

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0709.1728

21. Coin
September 17, 2007

Hm. Are book reviews on the ArXiv common?

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0709.1728
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0709.1728


Various and Sundry

September 11, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

It seems that if you’re a Fields Medalist, you now have to have a blog. The latest of
these is a new blog from Timothy Gowers. His blog will also function as a blog for the
upcoming Princeton Companion to Mathematics that he is editing, and he has started
a discussion about the possibility of a wiki devoted to “mathematical tricks”.

Rigorous Trivialities is another new mathematics blog, one of the rare ones not being
run by a Fields Medalist.

Mathematics will now have its own “rumor mill” to gather information about job
searches, to be called the Mathematics Job Wiki. It appears to have been set up by
Greg Kuperberg, “who however recuses himself from handling confidential e-mail and
is not the wiki moderator”. All we are told about the moderator is that “someone
without a current tenure-track appointment will read e-mail sent to the Wiki
Moderator.”

Gerard ‘t Hooft has translated his lecture notes on Lie Groups and Physics from Dutch
into English, increasing by about two orders of magnitude the number of people who
can read them.

Math and physics geeks are now certifiably cool, as the TV show Numb3rs goes into
yet another season, and is joined by The Big Bang Theory. New York magazine got
together a group of Columbia physics grad students to take a look at the show and
discuss.

The early history of string theory is getting lots of attention these days, especially
because of a conference on the subject last May. Some related articles have now
appeared on the arXiv, from Di Vecchia and Schwimmer, Ramond and Schwarz. At
Caltech, an Oral Histories project has made available the transcript of a long
interview with Schwarz.

Hendrik, a commenter here, pointed out that there’s more of the latest string theory
hype concerning results from the MAGIC telescope, originally discussed here. Now
New Scientist has weighed in with an article entitled Finally, a MAGIC test for string
theory? According to the article, Mavromatos and collaborators say that their (non-
critical) string theory model “predicts the 4-minute delay exactly”. Polchinski is
quoted to the effect that this would falsify (critical) string theory. LQG is completely
cut out of the deal, with no mention of it at all. They really need to do a better
marketing job. The way things are now, any supposed evidence of quantum
gravitational effects is automatically evidence for string theory, in one version or
another.

For the latest attempt to market string theory to astrophysicists, see this new article
on astro-ph. The abstract begins not by acknowledging that string theory can’t make
any predictions about cosmology, but by claiming instead that the problem is
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Attempts to connect string theory with astrophysical observation are
hampered by a jargon barrier, where an intimidating profusion of
orientifolds, Kahler potentials, etc. dissuades cosmologists from attempting
to work out the astrophysical observables of specific string theory solutions
from the recent literature.

Update: Slashdot has a thoroughly worthless article about this last paper, based on
the New Scientist article about it.

Comments

1. Zul
September 11, 2007

« 1
This lecture course was originally set up by M. Veltman, and subsequently
modified and extended
by B. de Wit and G. ’t Hooft.
»

The notes are not ‘t Hooft’s lecture alone.

2. Thomas Love
September 11, 2007

The Princeton Companion to Mathematics articles are great. Thanks for the link.

3. Hendrik
September 11, 2007

Dear Peter, thanks for having a look at the NewScientist MAGIC-string article.
NS seems to be giving a bit of limelight to strings at the moment;- there are two
more recent string + cosmology items at:

http://space.newscientist.com/article/mg19526204.000-heretical-cosmologist-
does-away-with-the-big-bang-.html

http://space.newscientist.com/article/dn12628-can-string-theory-accommodate-
inflation.html

4. Peter Shor
September 11, 2007

Amusingly enough, in his book Smolin says that some of the first people to
propose doubly special relativity were studying non-commutative geometry,
which has been completely left out of the current race for credit (or blame?).

5. Luboš Motl
September 12, 2007

http://science.slashdot.org/science/07/09/12/1946214.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/07/09/12/1946214.shtml
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LQG is cut out not because their marketing is weak – e.g. Smolin’s marketing
would instantly allow him to work in the Amsterdam’s Red Light District – but
because the physicists who work on this “theory” are not serious scientists.

6. gunpowder&noodles
September 12, 2007

Well, Lubos, I would guess that it is *far* safer to patronize the girls in
Amsterdam than to rely on the services of some *free-lance* harlot. If you see
what I mean.

Anyway, I hope that PW is not insinuating that critical and non-critical strings are
on the same plane. Clifford Johnson claims that they are, but Lubos set him
straight on that one: non-critical strings, lke non-critical humans, are definitely
inferior to the critical variety. So a falsification of critical strings would be a
heavy blow to most string theorists.

7. Johan Couder
September 12, 2007

“Gerard ‘t Hooft has translated his lecture notes on Lie Groups and Physics from
Dutch into English, increasing by about two orders of magnitude the number of
people who can read them.”

Now, now, Oppenheimer learned Dutch in 6 weeks and even lectured in the
language ! Not that difficult for a theoretical physicist.

8. Peter Orland
September 12, 2007

Oppenheimer was already fluent in German
(he worked in Goettingen), and with six weeks
and a good mind, it doesn’t seem impossible
to learn Dutch (the two written languages are
rather similar). I wonder if this comment will
anger any Dutchmen out there.

9. chris
September 12, 2007

“LQG is cut out not because their marketing is weak – e.g. Smolin’s marketing
would instantly allow him to work in the Amsterdam’s Red Light District – but
because the physicists who work on this “theory” are not serious scientists.”

says who? your infailable papal highness? this is the kind of quality contributions
we need for constructive discussions. thank you.

10. Warren
September 12, 2007

Did you want to give a link to that astro-ph article in the last paragraph?



11. Peter Woit
September 12, 2007

Thanks Warren, link added.

It’s the same paper that got promoted in New Scientist, the second of the two
links Hendrik gave. The point of the paper is just to show, for one special version
of string theory and the simplest possible choice of a Calabi-Yau, that the moduli
fields don’t give you the kind of scalar potential you want for inflation.

12. spring theorist
September 12, 2007

hey lubos, it seems that this blog is the only game in town… 

13. D R Lunsford
September 12, 2007

Thanks for the t’Hooft lectures. Those things are always fun to read. His
presentation is startlingly clear.

-drl

14. Bee
September 12, 2007

Reg. MAGIC, see also: MAGIC’s observation of gamma ray bursts

15. jkowalskiglikman
September 12, 2007

Peter Shor was kind enough to mention the non-commutative side of DSR.

However DSR based on non-commutative kappa-Minkowski space and kappa-
Poincare algebra does not predict any sizable modification of GZK cutoff (and it
seems that we have been right in that) and also no energy dependent speed of
light (so that if the MAGIC result is confirmed we are out of business.) Thus
there is no reason for us to take part in the race for credit in this case.

16. Amitabha
September 12, 2007

It’s a sad year for strings if Warren Siegel doesn’t write a parody even after the
end of the Strings conference.

17. Who
September 12, 2007

The only QG approach I think likely to gain credence if the MAGIC result is
confirmed is Martin Reuter’s QEG, with its surprise finding that gravity is
renormalizable. Dispersion can arise from the running of the action at high
photon energies, and the corresponding running of the metric. This paper, for

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/08/magics-observation-of-gamma-ray-bursts.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/08/magics-observation-of-gamma-ray-bursts.html


instance, only considers dispersion of massive particles, not photons, but can
nevertheless give some idea
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0607030
Modified Dispersion Relations from the Renormalization Group of Gravity
F. Girelli, S. Liberati, R. Percacci, C. Rahmede (SISSA and INFN)

(In reply to Bee’s post with link to MAGIC discussion at her blog, and also to
Jerzy Kowalski-Glikman’s comment that confirmation of MAGIC result would put
DSR out of business. It certainly might be confirmed and there ought to be at
least one approach that would prosper from this. :D)

18. Hendrik
September 18, 2007

On “The Edge” at:

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/einstein07/einstein07_index.html

there is a debate between Brian Greene, Walter Isaacson and Paul Steinhardt
where the loose subject is Einstein’s scientific values. However, after the first
third of the debate, the main topic very much becomes string theory, with some
pretty sharp criticisms aired against string theory (mostly known to the readers
of this blog). I’m not sure that those points are satisfactorily answered, but at
least Brian Greene does admit there are problems.

19. Peter Woit
September 18, 2007

Thanks for pointing that out Hendrik, I suppose I should write a short posting
about it…

20. Hendrik
September 20, 2007

Thanks Peter, I enjoyed your review. It seems to be hard to keep the monster of
the Anthropic “principle” under control;- at the moment Steven Weinberg is
embracing it at NewScientist at: http://www.newscientist.com/blog/space
/2007/09/is-there-human-link-to-dark-energy.html#nbicomments

21. Aaron Bergman
September 20, 2007

Embracing it? He started it.

22. LDM
September 29, 2007

“Now, now, Oppenheimer learned Dutch in 6 weeks and even lectured in the
language ! Not that difficult for a theoretical physicist”

…you may wish to know that Oppenheimer, upon learning that two of his friends
were reading Dante in the original, also spent a month to learn enough Italian to
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read Dante outloud to them.
Dirac was unimpressed, and told him he was wasting his time. Indeed, Dirac one
time refused a couple of books that Oppenheimer offered him since “reading
books interfered with thought”.

The one language, other than English, that would be essential for a physicist to
learn is German, since there are so many great physics papers, in German, that
have not been translated to English.
As example, Sommerfeld’s ingenious treatment of the diffraction problem, solved
exactly using images on a Riemann surface, in his 1894 paper, was just recently
translated into English in 2004.
Einstein’s collected papers became available in 1987 in English (prior to that you
could get Einstein’s works in Russian, however  )



Physics World on String Theory

September 13, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Despite my abusive treatment of his article Stringscape here recently, Matthew
Chalmers was kind enough to send me a copy of the September issue of Physics
World, which contains three shorter pieces about string theory (available on-line only
to subscribers).

One of the articles is by Fred Goldhaber and entitled Scientific faith put to the test.
It’s a scathing attack on the anthropic string theory landscape program, describing it
as “antiscience” (rather than my favorite, “pseudo-science”). Goldhaber characterizes
this sort of research as “antiscience of the left”, with its adherents promoting the idea
that we can’t ever understand some things since they are due to chance. He contrasts
this to the “antiscience of the right”, which promotes the idea that we can’t
understand things because they come from supernatural origin, and finds both
attitudes equally unscientific. As for where antiscience comes from, he has this to say:

On the left, I think that it stems from arrogance (“If I can’t figure it out, no-
one ever will”). On the right, I think it comes from defensiveness (“If
science is right, religion must be wrong, and that can’t be”). In the end,
antiscience on both side boils down to vanity. While we need to stay alert for
the vanity of those advocating antiscience, we also should guard against
vanity in the name of science.

He ends on a more optimistic note, writing that he does see a difference in those on
the “left”. They remain physicists, and if someone finds a “promising route to picking
out the right solution to string theory”, they would leap to pursue it. He doesn’t
speculate on what they would do if someone shows that string theory just inherently
can’t ever predict anything…

Philosopher of science Steven Weinstein has a piece with the title Philosophy pulls
strings, which tries to make the case that string theory is leading to some new
interaction between physics and philosophy, since it “forces us to tackle issues that
cross both disciplines.” As far as one of his topics goes, the anthropic pseudo-science,
the main role I see for philosophers is to forcefully point out to the scientists involved
that they are doing something intellectually highly disreputable and should stop. He
also discusses a much more non-trivial and interesting topic, that of the philosphical
questions about space and time raised by quantum gravity, a subject where
philosophers may or may not end up having something quite useful to contribute.

Philosphers Nancy Cartwright and Roman Frigg contribute a very interesting article
about how scientific theories are evaluated, entitled String theory under scrutiny .
The make the important point that immediate experimental testability of a theory is
not all there is to deciding whether something is science or not. When scientific ideas
are new, they often are not understood well enough to be able to extract definitive
predictions from them. Theorists are generally engaged in research programs, the
end result of which is supposed to be something experimentally testable. In order to
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evaluate a research program, you can’t just note that it isn’t predicting anything, you
have to evaluate its prospects for reaching its stated goals. They describe good
research programs as “progressive”:

Good research programmes are those that are progressive, i.e. those whose
theories get better and better, even if individual theories face serious
difficulties at certain times.

The fundamental problem with string theory is that, as far as its central goal of
unifying physics goes, over the last nearly 25 years it has not only not made any
progress toward explaining anything about particle physics, but, quite the opposite.
Everything that has been learned about string theory makes it more and more clear
that the original hopes for getting unification this way were just misguided and can’t
work. The derivative here is the wrong sign.

There are areas in which string theory has had successes, notably in mathematics and
in strongly-coupled gauge theories. But these are really different research programs,
and the fact that progress has been made in them doesn’t change the facts about the
colossal failure of the unification program. Cartwright and Frigg try and put various
other “dimensions” on the string theory research program, including that of
“elegance and simplicity”, writing that:

Radical string critics would then conclude that string theory is progressive
only in the dimensions of elegance and simplicity (in the sense that the
theory only contains one class of basic objects – strings – from which all the
basic particles and forces follow), while being largely stagnant in the other
dimensions.

As a “radical string critic”, I don’t see things this way. According to M-theory, “string
theory” is not a theory of “one class of basic objects”. Strings are just part of a hugely
complicated picture, one which at the moment is neither elegant nor simple. String
theorists hope that there is some elegant and simple underlying theory, but they have
not been able to come up with it despite a huge amount of work. Whatever underlies
M-theory, it may be something very complicated. Perhaps M-theory is just a rather
obscure corner of a story very different than what string theorists are hoping to find,
one that may tell us some interesting things, but just doesn’t have anything to say
about how to unify particle physics.

Comments

1. M
September 13, 2007

Now I understand why Lubos hates the anthropic string landscape: it is
“antiscience of the left”.

2. R
September 13, 2007



The article by Cartwright and Frigg is available here.

3. Jon
September 13, 2007

Hi Peter,

While your views do have merit, I don’t think the current string-theory situation
will change any time soon. Supposing string theory *is* found to lack in its
substantive goal of unifying physics, what other alternatives do you think has the
same degree of appeal… I’m not aware of any. (Certainly LQG and the host of
other programs don’t carry the same intellectual appeal and challenge to grad
students and postdocs).

In short, either strings or nothing.

4. Peter Woit
September 13, 2007

As for what has the same degree of appeal as a failed idea that has become a
pseudo-science (the landscape), well, actually just about anything at all….

More seriously, I’ve always said that the problem is not that there are good ideas
about unification being ignored, but that there aren’t good ideas (at all, string
theory now clearly isn’t one). So the question is how to change the reward
structure to encourage people to come up with new ideas. I don’t see any
evidence that particle theorists of any influence are taking this problem
seriously. At the moment the attitude seems to be that the best thing to do is to
hide one’s head in the sand and wait for experimental results from the LHC to
save us. From what I’ve been hearing lately, people may have to keep their heads
in the sand longer than they expected….

5. Elegant Simpleton
September 14, 2007

Is Yang-Mills field theory elegant or simple? To see the elegance one needs to
have studied for many years, both geometry and physics. To see the simplicity –
well I don’t see that it’s all that simple – unless one sees it within the context in
which it arose – in which case one needs to know a lot already.

The criteria of elegance and simplicity are aesthetic judgments made within the
context of expertise. To find a particular treatment of Galois theory elegant one
has to first know several treatments of Galois theory, understand them, and have
thought about the difficulties involved in describing the theory coherently. Not
everyone has the preparation to do this. To someone without the preparation, no
approach appears either elegant or simple.

Pauli’s way of handling tensor algebra was neither elegant nor simple, though it
worked.

6. Kasper Olsen

http://www.romanfrigg.org/writings/string_theory_under_scrutiny.pdf
http://www.romanfrigg.org/writings/string_theory_under_scrutiny.pdf


September 14, 2007

Peter,

Nancy Cartwright and Roman Frigg are philosophers; they are able to throw
names like Kuhn, Lakatos and Popper into the stringscape, but not much else.

If you tell them, that e.g. the mass shell condition is this and that, they will have
no idea what you mean; if you tell them, that the string sigma model is this and
that, they will have no idea what you mean; and if you tell them, that the string
tension is related to the Regge slope parameter by a certain relation, they also
will have no idea of what you mean.

Elegant Simpleton is correct here in saying, that “The criteria of elegance and
simplicity are aesthetic judgments made within the context of expertise” and
therefore their views on a string is of little interest. Except for other
philosophers, I guess.

7. dragon
September 14, 2007

The record of philosophers intervening in physics is mixed. Sometimes it has
been worthless; other times it has made more sense than what physicists have
said about the same issue. The most extreme example of this that I know is the
case of work on the arrow of time. Huw Price

http://www.usyd.edu.au/time/price/

has made genuine contributions to our understanding of this. Whereas Lubos
Motl claims that the arrow arises from the structure of language, from the way
we ask questions. That’s right, LM thinks that a postmodernist analysis is the
only way to go. In short, if you want real philobullshit, an over-confident physicist
is the man to ask. So the views of philosophers on physics should not be
dismissed out of hand.

8. Chris Oakley
September 14, 2007

So the views of philosophers on physics should not be dismissed out of
hand.

Being less crazy than LM is not really setting the bar very high.

9. Thomas Love
September 14, 2007

I’m not comfortable calling string theory “Antiscience”, it is more specialized, so
call it “Antiphysics”. “Certainly Repulsive AntiPhysics”.

10. tytung
September 14, 2007

http://www.usyd.edu.au/time/price/
http://www.usyd.edu.au/time/price/


The relation between philosophy and fundamental physics is subtle and complex.
Remember, Einstein himself is more philosophical, and less mathematical, than
most of his contemporary physicists.
That the philosophers are not equiped with detailed physics knowledge doesn’t
mean that they are unable to give valuable insights into it.
As I see it, all science is to investigate nature within a set of assumptions,
philosophy attempts to step outside and examine them.

11. Christophe de Dinechin
September 15, 2007

I liked the observation that bad science can stem from arrogance. I believe that
there is a big gap between what is actually being delivered and what is actually
known when you look in the details.

I’ve tried to put that in a humoristic way, imagining what would happen if MacOS
X had been introduced by Brian Greene instead of Steve Jobs. I’m not sure
anybody other than me will find it funny  but I thought I’d share anyway.

12. dragon
September 16, 2007

“Being less crazy than LM is not really setting the bar very high.”

But a lot of people respect his views on technical questions in physics [if in no
other field]. So he provides an example where someone supposedly competent in
physics has been led into serious error, in *physics*, by doing philosophy badly.

13. Eric
September 16, 2007

There’s nothing wrong with LM’s knowledge or views on physics. However, he
just appears to be very intolerant of those with views which differ from his. In
regards to those with crackpot views (and let’s be honest, there are a lot of these
types populating the blogs), I can sympathize. However, he can also be extremely
rude and insenstive to even those who are not crackpots.

Of course, in regards to his views on other subjects, LM is clearly a crackpot
himself.

14. Kris Krogh
September 16, 2007

The philosopher Grete Hermann correctly identified a fatal error in John von
Neumann’s pivotal “proof” of the impossibility of hidden variables in quantum
mechanics. While that proof was widely cited, she was totally ignored for twenty
years, until John Bell took up her case. She is still little-known, since the history
of physics is written by physicists. (Usually ones with a preference for the
Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics.)

15. lisistrata

http://grenouille-bouillie.blogspot.com/2007/09/why-are-there-no-computer-science.html
http://grenouille-bouillie.blogspot.com/2007/09/why-are-there-no-computer-science.html


September 17, 2007

There’s nothing wrong with LM’s knowledge or views on physics.

If you’re talking about his published work, I believe you. I’ve not read it, so
there’s no reason for me to doubt your words.

If you’re talking about his views on physics as they appear in his blog, then I
strongly disagree with you. Statements like the SU(2) symmetry group of weak
interactions can be derived from unitarity, or that the existence of neutrinos can
be deduced from the existence of charged leptons, or that experimental results
are neither important nor needed, that’s what I would call plain ignorance both
of physics and its history…

16. Kasper Olsen
September 17, 2007

Kris,

Grete Hermann was also a mathematician, and this alone made it possible for
her to understand the math involved; just being a philosopher would not have
been enough to identify this “error” in von Neumann’s argument.

17. Kris Krogh
September 17, 2007

Kasper,

Yes, Grete Hermann was also a mathematician. But I think Tytung has a point:

As I see it, all science is to investigate nature within a set of assumptions,
philosophy attempts to step outside and examine them.

She avoided an assumption of von Neumann’s, which David Mermin describes as
“silly.” (Maybe I would use a different adjective.) Why, in twenty years, didn’t
physicists notice a silly mistake in a fundamental proof?

We need more people willing to think outside the box, like Einstein and Bell.

18. notaphilosopher
September 17, 2007

Eric said: “There’s nothing wrong with LM’s knowledge or views on physics.”

I think you are missing dragon’s point. He is referring [I think] to an argument
LM had with Anthony Aguirre [a genuine expert] about the origin of the second
law of thermodynamics. To everyone’s surprise, LM went all philosophical and
claimed that the low entropy at the beginning of time does not need to be
explained because when we ask questions, we always ask about the future based
on what we know about the past. *Therefore* there is nothing to explain. Here is
a concrete example where LM was talking nonsense *about physics* because he
got the philosophy wrong. Of course everyone who disagrees is an idiot, is



“humiliating Boltzmann” etc etc all the usual crackpottery, but that is just the
icing on the cake: the point is that LM became a *physics* crackpot, at least for
the time being, because he thinks he can play philosopher. Of course Kasper O
might argue that LM might have avoided making a fool of himself by staying
away from philosophy altogether and trying to think about a physical basis for
the arrow of time…….



US/LHC

September 13, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Yesterday a new web-site was launched by the DOE and NSF, called US/LHC, which
will be devoted to the role of the US in the LHC project. Besides news and
descriptions of the science and the experiments, it will also include blogs by several
physicists involved in experiments at the LHC. This new web-site joins several other
similar ones, most notably one devoted to the ILC, and an umbrella one for US
particle physics called Interactions.

I’ve sometimes wondered whether this huge publicity onslaught for the LHC is a good
idea. Just as this new web-site is coming on-line, I’m starting to hear unconfirmed
reports of possible very serious delays in the LHC startup, ones which may push back
the beginning of experiments by a year or more. The current schedule includes no
extra time for cooling down sectors of the machine which have to be warmed up to
deal with one problem or another, and this cooling is a tricky months-long process. If
these rumors turn out to be true, this will be good news for the Tevatron, which will
have the energy frontier to itself for longer than expected. But it will definitely be
very bad news for CERN and for particle physics in general, both of which have just
about all of their eggs in this heavily publicized basket.

Update: From the comments here and e-mail I’m getting, it appears that others are
hearing these same rumors: the first physics runs are likely to be in 2009, not 2008,
due to problems that have shown up as they have started cooling down some sectors
of the machine.

Update: Peter Steinberg at the US/LHC site blogs about the conundrum of whether
he should be dealing with “gossip from unverified or anonymous sources”, and
decides he’d better not. I suspect one consideration is that his blogging role puts him
in a sort of unofficial spokesman capacity, which is rather incompatible with rumor-
mongering. On the other hand, I don’t have this problem…

An informed commenter reports in the comment section about details of some of the
problems that have cropped up in the last month, and that the “best guess” for the
delay that these will cause is about two months. This would move the start of a
physics run from next July to next September.

Update: Via the Resonaances blog, here’s the video of a September 13 colloquium
talk by Lyn Evans about the LHC commissioning. Evans describes in detail two of the
problems that have shown up that motivated some of the rumors: leaks that have
appeared during the first cool-down of certain sectors of the machine, and problems
with some of the plug-in modules that interconnect the magnets. It remains unclear if
these problems will cause slippage in the schedule, and if so, how much. News about
what is going on with these problems is posted here.

Comments
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1. Paul Guinnessy
September 13, 2007

My story in this month’s Physics Today magazine Multiple problems push LHC
start to next spring might answer some of your questions.

2. Peter Woit
September 13, 2007

Thanks Paul,

I did see your article, and what I’ve been hearing recently involves some of the
same problems you describe there. But what I’ve heard is that the problems are
more serious than originally thought, and that the startup date of next July will
have to be pushed back. Maybe this is wrong, so I’d be curious to know if your
sources for that article are still saying that things are on track for next July.

3. A quantum diaries survivor
September 14, 2007

Hi Peter,

I also am hearing of about one year of delay of startup (pilot run end 2008, first
data end 2009), due to some structures that may have broken during cooldown
and need replacement. Yours is the fourth source of more or less the same
information, so I would say it may well be not confirmed, but it is a pretty solid
piece of bad news.

Cheers,
T.

4. Thomas Larsson
September 14, 2007

This is sad news. However, Tevatron II also had a lot of initial problems, not to
mention the SSC debacle. The CERN people have spoiled us with a track record
of completing their projects on budget and ahead of time.

5. Coin
September 14, 2007

So these USLHC blogs. Should we expect them to be more or less independent?
Or will the DOE or somebody be looking over their shoulders every moment
monitoring the content?

I really like this idea of scientists on big projects like this blogging, because it
seems like potentially a great way for the public (i.e. me) to get interesting and
unusual information about the experiment as it progresses. Unfortunately, this
potential seems to be in direct conflict with the NSF/DOE’s likely goal in setting
up this web page in the first place– that is, as a vehicle for generating publicity
for the experiment, probably positive publicity.

http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_9/32_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_9/32_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_9/32_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_9/32_1.shtml


Let’s say the most pessimistic comments on this page turn out to be right, and
the LHC has some delays coming. Will we see candid posts from the USLHC
scientists about the delays and what they mean as they happen? Or will these
blogs be only for reporting good news?

6. A quantum diaries survivor
September 14, 2007

Coin,

I can’t answer your question, but what I can say is that I am blogging, I work in
CDF and CMS, and I am rather erring on the side of dispersing more news than I
should, according to many of my colleagues. That is because I believe outreach is
more important than obsessing about what the funding agent could read in
distorted press reports.

So the bottomline is, read it in my blog!

Cheers,
T.

7. Peter Woit
September 14, 2007

Coin,

An interesting question. If these reports turn out to be accurate and serious
delays are ahead, it will be interesting to see how the bloggers and the website
handle it. It looks like the website itself will be maintained by people hired
specifically to do outreach for the project, and their job depends on putting out
whatever those responsible for running the project want to be made public. On
the other hand, the bloggers are scientists. I doubt they are being paid much if
anything to do this, so they have freedom to write about what they want to,
although also presumably will feel some obligation not to embarrass the
sponsors of the web-site.

In any case, it you want relentlessly upbeat blogging about how wonderful
everything is in this area of science, there are some very prominent blogs you
can go to for this, and they aren’t even sponsored by the DOE or NSF.

8. anonymous
September 14, 2007

I don’t know of any rumours about a delay in starting LHC. What I do know is
that CERN is presently in the process of choosing a new director general who
will take over in Jan 2009.

9. peter
September 14, 2007

we’ve known for a long time now that the LHC will come on line on April 21,



2009:

http://www.sfwriter.com/scff.htm

”
Day One: Tuesday, April 21, 2009

A slice through spacetime . . .

The control building for CERN’s Large Hadron Collider was new: it had been
authorized in A.D. 2004 and completed in 2006. The building enclosed a central
courtyard, inevitably named “the nucleus.” Every office had a window either
facing in toward the nucleus or out toward the rest of CERN’s sprawling campus.
The quadrangle surrounding the nucleus was two stories tall, but the main
elevators had four stops: the two above-ground levels; the basement, which
housed boiler rooms and storage; and the minus-one-hundred-meter level, which
exited onto a staging area for the monorail used to travel along the twenty-
seven-kilometer circumference of the collider tunnel. The tunnel itself ran under
farmers’ fields, the outskirts of the Geneva airport, and the foothills of the Jura
mountains. …

10. Yatima
September 14, 2007

> choosing a new director general

But that is not correlated with the rumors about delay, right? Delay may be a
good thing. Hearing about the compressed schedule to go live next year with no
preliminary testing made me cringe. These tricks never work out, except –
maybe maybe – if you know exactly what you are doing (i.e. you are doing it for
the fifth time or so).

Now… will politicians head for the door upon hearing this or is LHC funding still
assured? On the other hand, I probably don’t understand the funding thing. Paul
writes: “Construction of a new $150 million injector will start in 2012 when
CERN finishes paying off the loans it took out to build the LHC”.

They took out loans? With what collateral?

11. Coin
September 14, 2007

Dorigo, I do read your blog and it’s a great example of what I would say we can
hope for from blogging experimentalists, off the top of my head it would be that
or the kind of thing that John Conway (but not that John Conway, apparently?)
occasionally posts at Cosmic Variance. If the USLHC blogs manage to
occasionally give us that level of insight into the project I’ll be ecstatic. Of
course, I’m not picky, I guess anything’s better than trying to get one’s science
news from the popular press?

[CERN] took out loans? With what collateral?

http://www.sfwriter.com/scff.htm
http://www.sfwriter.com/scff.htm


Perhaps if the loans are not paid, the banks will repossess the rights to the Z
Boson. I mean consider how many Z Bosons there are in active use, the licensing
revenue from those things must be enormous.

12. JoAnne
September 15, 2007

By international treaty, CERN recieves a fixed stipend each year from each
member country. These stipends form their budget for current operations as well
as R&D and construction of future facilities. In order to build the LHC in a timely
manner (rather than having the constuction stretched out for more years), CERN
took out loans against their future stipends. Each year after the LHC
construction is finished, CERN will repay part of the loans with the fraction of
these fixed stipends that is not used for current operations. Given the fixed
amount of these stipends, it is known (and set by agreement) that the full
amount of the loans will be repaid in 2011. Thus in 2012, there will be money
available from the fixed stipends for new projects. This is a fantastic and stable
funding model. Sure wish we could fund science in the US this way!

I haven’t heard any rumors about further delays yet, but would not be surprised.
In fact, I think we should anticipate a certain amount of small issues to arise as
they commence operations. It is much better than they turn on the machine
carefully and correctly!

13. Less of a dreaming optimist than JoAnne
September 15, 2007

“It is much better than they turn on the machine carefully and correctly!”

–> I hope the previous commenter does not imply that there are other ways to
start running a 14 TeV proton accelerator, whose beams carry the energy of an
aircraft.

Unfortunately, it is not because of care and attention to detail that the thing will
probably be delayed. Rather, there are things that need servicing along the
tunnel – many of them – and even figuring out where they are isn’t easy! Imagine
being in the situation when it does not seem that silly the plan of running tennis
balls through the beam pipe to figure out where a few hundred among 4000
pieces blocking the path are, and having to dream of teams of grad students
cycling around the tunnel to find out. It’s just that bad.

No, I would not give the picture those soft rosy tones JoAnne likes to paint. The
further delay, if confirmed, is a disaster to a large number of people who were
counting on real data first at the end of 2007, then in 2008, then “a little in 2008
– 1 or 10/pb, and then 2-3/fb in 2009 – but we’ll publish W and Z cross sections
end 2008!”, and now apparently not more than minimum bias until late 2009. For
a theorist and assistant professor, sure, no hurry. But for a grad student who
spent the last few years building things in the hope to finish his PhD in glory, it is
a hammer blow. And it is not much less so for a fresh post-doc who has been
hired to do data analysis and will instead spend three years doing Monte Carlo
studies, not publishing anything meaningful.



Let’s just hope that the rumors coming from CERN have been amplified through
the echo of the caverns.

14. Ellipsis
September 15, 2007

Here is what I hear (gosh, why is there no better public source for these things
than a blog by a mathematical physicist which is supposed to be about the
problems with string theory?):

There are two problems which have cropped up in the past month:

1) Vacuum leak in arc 8-1

2) Problems with the “plug-in modules,” which are the interconnects between
dipoles. About 1% of them (in sector 7-8) failed and were damaged during the
cooldown recently.

It is not clear how much time fixing these will add to the schedule, although
apparently a year would be extremely pessimistic. Unless other problems crop
up (not unlikely), the best guess (and it is a guess at this point — that is why
you’re not hearing any official statements) for the amount of time this will add to
the schedule is approximately 2 months or so. That’s a guess. Apparently the
CDF spokespeople have announced they thought the delay would be longer, but
remember that CDF is looking for an extension on Tevatron running time (and its
spokepeople are not the most knowledgeable about this situation). Relax and
wait until the people who know, know better.

As for the US LHC blogs, personally I certainly wouldn’t worry about any active
censorship or anything like that. I might be a little more concerned about them
just becoming boring “corpora-blogs” because of their restricted mission and
focus. Wait and see.

15. JoAnne
September 16, 2007

Dear Less of a dreaming optimist than JoAnne:

I have been waiting for data at the TeV scale since the summer of 1983. That was
my first summer of doing research and was when it was announced that the US
was going forward with the SSC. Fast forward, past all the super-collider
calculations I did, to the Fall of 1993 when the SSC was cancelled and my
paycheck was being paid by an SSC Fellowship.

You have no idea what it means to wait. I have most likely been waiting longer
for data at the TeV scale than you have lived. Believe me, you and your career
will survive the waiting. Life (and physics) as we know it will not end.

Yes, the LHC is already delayed and likely will be delayed more. But, after
waiting 25 years, the very large numbers of people that have worked so hard and
have waited so long already will find that it is OK to wait another year or so. And



yes, the waiting will be because the people in charge of starting operations are
careful. They will only test one segment at a time, carefully, so that a
catastrophic event does not occur. And a safe startup will happen, precisely
because of attention and care to detail.

16. Less of a dreaming optimist than JoAnne
September 16, 2007

JoAnne,

sorry, but I am older than you figured, I have a job, and it does not depend too
much on LHC turning on or being canceled. I do, however, feel concerned for the
tens, maybe even O(hundred), people that do not have the luxury option of
waiting, and have to drop out of the field because they have to go on with their
lives rather than living through 10-year PhDs. Seeing physics at the TeV scale is
sure nice, but I do not shed a tear if our children will do it rather than us. There
are sociological implications that to me are more important.

17. Ellipsis
September 16, 2007

I don’t think anything related to these current issues has the remotest chance of
turning a 5-year PhD into a 10-year one. Agreed that it is clearly somewhat of a
concern when startup has been “a year from today” for a year now, but there
haven’t been any true disasters … yet. This is life, and funding agencies,
employers, and just about everyone working on the projects have anticipated this
level of issues. I think you should save the major complaints for when the
beampipe gets a vacuum leak inside the CMS silicon, or when joule heating
breaks the rest of the PIMs, or something like that. There are plenty of things
that could go majorly wrong, and might — you’re early (if ever). And that will be
life too if it happens. How else do you suggest science progress?

18. Ellipsis
September 16, 2007

Furthermore, even if a disaster does occur, in that case it is likely that the
Tevatron would be kept running until things improve. Most people working on
the LHC also work on another project, partly because of the possibility of these
kind of issues. It is fundamentally different than the SSC. I think very few will
have to leave the field, even if a disaster occurs. Students can be shifted to a
different project if necessary. People are more careful this time around.

19. observer
September 16, 2007

Pessimistic,

whining about a (possibly inexistent) one-year delay is ridiculous. Such delays
are to be expected, with a certain probability, so anybody working on this should
know what their chances are and take appropriate precautions. If someone is
betting their phd on a certain date and time for the start of operations, they’re



making the wrong bet.

To extend JoAnne’s description of the consequences of the SSC cancellation, I
know many people who went into finance and computing in those days, who
didn’t even work in SSC physics. At least one who didn’t even work in particle
physics proper, but in astroparticle physics. There was a big crunch in the job
market and everybody paid a price.

20. Less of a dreaming optimist than JoAnne
September 16, 2007

I confirm what I said above: it is not this -not yet confirmed- delay by itself what
makes things bad. It is the addition of a small series of them.

Imagine you are a grad student who started in 2003 with the idea of finishing in
2008 with a thesis including enough data to see low-mass SUSY. As the delays
pile up, you find your planning fall to pieces, and you are now looking at a thesis
plan that will only be concluded in 2010-2011 -if everything else goes well-, when
you originally thought you would be a post-doc, with a decent salary, and maybe
a life. You are forced to consider bailing out.

And there are countries where PhD cannot be extended: they last three or four
years, period. You started two years ago, and now you know your work will not
make a dent, because you will only include Monte Carlo studies in it.

Further, there are problems with opening new positions for data analysis at LHC:
in some countries the delays may end up causing a hole in the time profile of
openings.

I am not a catastrophist: I first of all hope things will not turn out to be as bad as
I heard claimed. Second, I think solutions can be found – especially to funding
issues, which as far as CERN is concerned JoAnne has well explained aren’t real
troublesome. But I insist that the concern is sociological first of all. JoAnne has
waited for 20 years, with a salary ? She can wait three more, and we with her.
Younger people might be in more trouble.

21. Peter Woit
September 16, 2007

Ellipsis,

Many thanks for the helpful informed comment about the LHC status.

I agree that the problem with blogs sponsored by the labs or funding agencies is
not likely to be censorship, but that the writers may try and avoid anything
controversial to avoid embarrassing their sponsors. And, due to their official
connection, rumor-mongering is problematic since what the bloggers write will
be seen as having some semi-official status.

On the other hand, with no such connections myself, I’m more than happy to
engage in (responsible) rumor-mongering, and encourage informed sources who



want to let the rest of the world know what is going on to take advantage of this.
Either with their names attached, or not, depending on which is more
appropriate…

And this applies not just to depressing news about delays, etc. If you have
information about a new Higgs signal or some-such, that would be even more
welcome.

22. Ellipsis
September 16, 2007

Hi Peter,

Thanks. Note that all LHC hardware status info is in principle completely public
— you can get all the dirty details at
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc (see especially the nonconformities section).
Understanding what is really a big problem and what is more easily fixed
requires some detailed knowledge, the vast majority of which I need explained to
me as well (and was, thanks to a chain of people). You can bet that I will not be
releasing any rumors about the Higgs or any other premature info that is not
supposed to be public before release (for good reason). Physics results are
fundamentally different than hardware status. When physics results are released
they are meant to be definitive statements about nature and the universe.
Leaking physics results which may or may not be correct confuses the ultimate
goal of teaching the public the workings of the universe. I think that’s something
to be avoided. I definitely think Steinberg’s statement (which I saw too) is overly
restrictive if he means that they won’t even talk about the most recent hardware
status, which is public info. Hopefully his/their self-imposed restrictions will not
reduce them to just posting what they had for lunch.

23. Peter Woit
September 16, 2007

Ellipsis,

I had poked around the site you mentioned, surprised to see how much detailed
information is available about how the project is going. But I’d also quickly
realized that you need an expert to tell you which problems are serious and
which aren’t.

I understand the distinction between the LHC status info and physics results,
which are a different question. But even there, I personally don’t see a problem
with discussion of rumors of in-progress experimental analyses, as long as this is
a discussion aimed at physicists and makes clear that this is work in progress
and no claims are yet being made. The tricky part of this of course is the public
nature of blogs, which, even when they are aimed at other scientists, are
monitored by science journalists who are likely to try and report preliminary
results to a wide audience, with the caveats getting sometimes lost in the
process.

Theorists don’t seem to suffer from this problem, with many of them seemingly
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happy to have highly misleading versions of their work reported, perhaps since
the general misfortune of the theorist is to almost never have anyone pay
attention to what they are doing. I agree that it wouldn’t be a good thing to have
the typical level of New Scientist reporting on theoretical work spread to
reporting of experimental results.

24. Peter Steinberg
September 17, 2007

Ellipsis – I will never report on my lunch on the US-LHC site (you can check my
non-LHC blog for that here)! Of course, I will pass along any substantiated
information I come across, but I remain reluctant to pass along non-trivial
interpretations of information from anonymous bloggers who heard things from
insiders, which was the issue in my Conundrum post.

25. woit
September 17, 2007

Peter,

Just to insist on precision of terminology: if a blogger is someone with a blog,
there aren’t any anonymous bloggers involved here. There are anonymous blog
commenters, one of whom (Ellipsis, whose identity is not known to me) gives
good evidence of knowing what he or she is talking about.

Other than that correction though, I don’t think there’s anything wrong with
your decision not to discuss these rumors on your blog, since it is part of the
official LHC outreach effort, and information confirmed by those responsible at
the LHC is not yet available. As for the rest of us though, I see no reason not to
blog about information coming in either from reliable sources I know the identity
of, or credible information from anonymous sources.
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Steinhardt on the String Theory Crash

September 18, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The Edge web-site has something new up they call Einstein: An Edge Symposium
(thanks to commenter Hendrik for pointing this out). It’s an exchange between Walter
Isaacson, Paul Steinhardt and Brian Greene, nominally about Einstein, but ending up
turning into a discussion of whether and how string theory has “crashed”.

Steinhardt forcefully makes the same point I’ve made ad nauseam here: the anthropic
string theory landscape is not a valid scientific research program, but simply the kind
of thing you end up with when a speculative idea fails.

In my view, and in the eyes of many others, fundamental theory has crashed
at the moment. Instead of delivering what it was supposed to deliver—a
simple explanation of why the masses of particles and their interactions are
what they are—we get instead the idea that string theory allows googols of
possibilities and there is no particular reason for the properties we actually
observe. They have been selected by chance. In fact, most of the universe
has different properties. So, the question is, is that a satisfactory
explanation of the laws of physics? In my own view, if I had walked in the
door with a theory not called string theory and said that it is consistent with
the observed laws of nature, but, by the way, it also gives a googol other
possibilities, I doubt that I would have been able to say another sentence. I
wouldn’t have been taken seriously…

But what angers people is even the idea that you might accept that
possibility—that the ultimate theory has this googol of possibilities for the
laws of physics? That should not be accepted. That should be regarded as
an out and out failure requiring some saving idea…

What I can’t accept is the current view which simply accepts the
multiplicity. Not only is it a crash, but it’s a particularly nefarious kind of
crash, because if you accept the idea of having a theory which allows an
infinite number of possibilities (of which our observable universe is one),
then there’s really no way within science of disproving this idea. Whether a
new observation or experiment comes out one way or the other, you can
always claim afterwards that we happen to live in a sector of the universe
where that is so. In fact, this reasoning has already been applied recently as
theorists tried to explain the unexpected discovery of dark energy. The
problem is that you can never disprove such a theory … nor can you prove
it.

Steinhardt dismisses attempts to hypothesize that maybe the landscape is somehow
predictive as follows:

Do you mean as derived from string theory? I don’t believe that’s true. I
don’t believe it’s possible…
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Well, I believe that if you came to me with such a theory I could probably
turn around within 24 hours and come up with an alternative theory in
which property X wasn’t universal after all. In fact, you almost know that’s
true from the conversation that’s been happening in the field already, where
someone says, these properties are universal and these others are not. The
next day, another theorist will write a paper saying, no, different properties
are universal. There are simply no strong guidelines for deciding…

If a version of string theory with a googol-fold multiplicity of physical laws
were to be disproved one day, I don’t think proponents would give up on
string theory. I suspect a clever theorist would come up with a variation that
would evade the conflict. In fact, this has already been our experience with
multiverse theories to date. In practice, there are never enough
experiments or observations, or enough mathematical constraints to rule
out a multiverse of possibilities. By the same token, this means that there
are no firm predictions that can definitively decide whether this multiplicity
beyond our horizon is true or not.

After some prodding, Steinhardt makes clear that he is not claiming that string theory
as whole has crashed, that it is just the landscape that is the crash. While insisting
that people need to acknowledge that the landscape is simply a scientific failure, he
holds out hope that some fix to string theory may still be found:

…it’s that point of view which is a crash, and needs a fix. I am not arguing
that string theory should be abandoned. I think it holds too much promise. I
am arguing that it is in trouble and needs new ideas to save it.

There’s also some discussion about what Einstein would have thought of string theory
and the landscape, with Steinhardt of the opinion that Einstein would have liked
string theory with its unification via geometry of extra dimensions, but that he would
have rejected the landscape:

Einstein took gravity and turned it into wiggling jello-like space, and now
string theory turns everything in the universe, all forces, all constituents
into geometrical, vibrating, wiggling entities. String theory also uses the
idea of higher dimensions, which is also something that Einstein found
appealing.

What I was commenting on earlier was where the string program has gone
recently, which I described as a crash. I can’t say for sure how Einstein
would view it, but I strongly suspect he would reject the idea.

Three years ago I expressed the opinion that the promotion of the anthropic
landscape would make Einstein gag, which so upset Joe Polchinski that he used this to
argue that trackbacks to my blog should not be allowed on the arXiv (even though this
was not about an arXiv paper, but a Scientific American article). At one point I
regretted having used that expression, feeling it was somewhat over the top and
inappropriate. In retrospect, seeing what has happened over the past three years, I’ve
changed my mind. The kind of thing that would make Einstein gag has moved from
popular science articles to regular appearance in the lectures and scientific articles of
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leading figures in particle physics. This would probably not just make him gag, but
send him into a serious fit of depression.

Comments

1. Tom
September 19, 2007

As an uninformed member of the peanut gallery, may I propose a new ground
rule for this debate? Namely, that the dead be allowed to rest in peace and not
forced to weigh in with their (imagined) opinions on the matter.

2. chimpanzee
September 19, 2007

“Every absurdity has a champion to defend it.”
— anti-religion website

I had a conversation with Wolfgang Haken a few yrs ago

[ UIUC mathematician (whose father was Max Planck’s PhD student) who proved
the 4-color theorem with K. Appel, using computer ]

who was working on cosmology in his retirement. He was very vocal about the
“infinity of solutions” curse, & thought the scenario was hopeless! This, from
someone who solved a famous combinatorial math problem.

He mentioned something very interesting:

“If you have not made a mistake, you have not been a great scientist!”

He pointed out “Even David Hilbert was wrong!”. The moral of the story is “You
have to try a lot of ideas” (shotgun approach, as per L. Pauling). This mirrors D.
Gross statement “You have to try” (the W. Churchill quote).

I think what P. Woit & L. Smolin are saying is that ST (over 20+ yrs) isn’t getting
it done (“crash”), & it’s time to admit failure. Move on.

“An honest man can make a mistake, but only fool persists in doing so”

“No matter how far you have gone down the wrong path, turn back.”
— Old Turkish proverb

3. amused
September 19, 2007

An interesting discussion, and this part seems potentially explosive!:

GREENE: […] But just so I understand; you’re saying that this one particular way
in which one may think about string theory—for which the endpoint is many
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many universes—is unacceptable.

STEINHARDT: Right. I claim it needs to be fixed.

GREENE: But you also agree—just so it’s clear—that’s not a crash in string
theory per se; that’s a particular way of approaching the theory that you would
not advocate because the endpoint would be unacceptable. You need to go
further…

STEINHARDT: That’s right; so it’s just what you were saying; some people say
that is the endpoint, and I’m saying that’s not acceptable. If you believe that, it’s
time to abandon it.

GREENE: But it’s those people who’ve crashed.

Wow, take that Susskind & Co!

4. tytung
September 19, 2007

Regarding the points raised by Steinhardt…I think it need to be made more
clearly. An ultimate theory may allow certain physical facts as something that is
selected by chance, and other universe, if allowed to exist, may take other
possibilities. The candidates are the values of physical constants. I can’t even
imagine that these values can be determined in some ultimate theory, free of any
constants.

5. mclaren
September 19, 2007

Since the Uncertainty Principle made Einstein gag, this criterion should not be
used as a measure of the measure of a physical theory.

6. chris
September 19, 2007

tytung,

i think this is not the point. of course a theory with no constants to fix would be
the ideal one. but take e.g. QCD. how many free parameters does it have? one
plus the quark masses? how about the 3 in the SU(3) gauge group? why not 4? is
that a free parameter?

i think the trouble with the landscape is quite different. imagine, that QCD would
not directly lead to the hadron spectrum or confinement (let’s assume for now,
that they are sufficiently well established). let’s assume that we only have an
effective theory of hadrons and we conjecture a fundamental theory behind it
that first needs to break the ground state symmetry down to a subgroup in a very
specific way. and let’s imagine that there are zillions of other plausible patterns
that we are not able to exclude because of either internal consistency or
experiment.



now, even if the fundamental theory would have only one free parameter (or
zero, if you want), the unsatisfactory feature is, that it leaves you with *no
prediction*. only if you pile additional external assumptions upon the theory
(how the symmetry is broken) can you arrive at a descriptive theory.

the point with the landscape is exactly this. your fundamental theory may be nice
(assuming it can ever be formulated correctly), but unless you pile ‘anthropic
reasoning’ on top of it (=invoke god at this point) it does not predict anything. it
just does not.

it totally floors me to see how string theory can claim to have improved the state
of affairs in quantum gravity. the original problem was lack of predictiveness. at
this level, quantum gravity (the QFT with the einstein-hilbert action) is just doing
fine! well, it is nonrenormalizable perturbatively (on first inspection), but what
the heck. if you fix an infinite number of parameters, it is just fine. and even you
can in principle fix them all with observations.
even more so, there is strong evidence piling up that the QFT of gravity is
nonperturbatively renormalizable. so it seems, that the original problem of
nonpredictability will eventually turn out to be an intermediate technical
difficulty.

now compare that to the currently claimed nonpredictability of the antropic
string landscape. the only reason i can imagine that this is not dead as a valid
candidate for a physical theory is that too many people have spent too many
years hunting the phantoms and won’t admit they went the wrong way. it is just
absurd.

7. milkshake
September 19, 2007

Chance selection in the Ultimate theory: How many chance-selected parameters
would you be willing to accept?

“A multiverse encompassing every alternative compatible with our theory is
possible according to the theory – so it could have been a combinatorial process
that picked the winning numbers in our corner of the multiverse”

This is just productive as saying: “Our creator is a mysterious dude who laid out
the universe according to his subtle wisdom”.

In both cases you can fit all the known facts in, with the help of scriptures and
some scholastic reasoning.

8. Thomas Larsson
September 19, 2007

Mr Academic Failure Motl now decrees that the Albert Einstein Professor in
Science at Princeton University is an incredibly stupid crackpot. It is really funny
when AFM says that one of the leading theorists responsible for inflationary
theory say “many breathtakingly dumb and bitter things about inflation” 
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9. Thomas Love
September 19, 2007

Peter said: “The kind of thing that would make Einstein gag has moved from
popular science articles to regular appearance in the lectures and scientific
articles of leading figures in particle physics. This would probably not just make
him gag, but send him into a serious fit of depression. ”

From what I’ve read about Einstein, he would neither gag nor become
depressed, he’d be laughing his head off. As am I.

10. King Ray
September 19, 2007

To quote Einstein from his book The Meaning of Relativity:

“More complex field theories have frequently been proposed. They may be
classified according to the following characteristic features:

(aa) Increase of the number of dimensions of the continuum. In this case one
must explain why the continuum is apparently restricted to four dimensions.

(bb) Introduction of fields of a different kind (e.g. a vector field) in addition to the
displacement field and its correlated tensor field g_ik (or scriptg^ik).

(cc) Introduction of field equations of higher order (of differentiation).

In my view, such more complicated systems and their combinations should be
considered only if there exist physical-empirical reasons to do so.”

From this one might deduce that Einstein would not favor additional dimensions
unless there was empirical evidence for them, which there is not. Also there does
not seem to be a good explanation for why the continuum appears to be 4
dimensional insteand of some other number.

Once you give yourself too much mathematical freedom, there are too many
possible theories and you end up with a mess like the landscape.

(I had to double the letters because it was turning the c in parentheses into a
copyright symbol)

11. King Ray
September 19, 2007

I should also add that almost all of Einstein’s 30+ year search for a Unified Field
Theory was confined to four dimensions. He rejected the Kaluza-Klein idea using
higher dimensions.

12. Thomas Love
September 19, 2007

But the use of higher dimensions goes back even further.



Robert S. Cohen wrote a fascinating introduction to the 1956 Dover reprint of
Heinrich Hertz’ The Principles of Mechanics. :
In the writings of Descartes, there is sketched just such an
efficiently running world-machine, devised without forces or energies, built of
rigidly connected space-time atomic entities. Although he was an advocate of the
mathematization
of physical reality, Descartes was driven to admit the inadequacy of ordinary
space-time geometry to explain inertia and gravitation. These two properties of
bodies, perhaps to be supplemented by other non-geometric properties in later
investigations, seemed to require more than the pure mathematics of Euclidean
geometry, but Descartes asserted that they should be analyzed by a higher
geometry of many dimensions. “By dimension,
I understand nothing else than the mode and aspect in respect
of which a subject is considered to be measurable. Thus, it is not only length,
breadth and depth which are dimensions; gravity is also a dimension, speed is a
dimension of motion…
and so on with innumerable other dimensions of this sort”
(Rules for the Guidance of our Mental Powers, Rule xiv, tr. N. K. Smith).

Thus, according to Descartes, we need a dimension for each physical quantiy we
can measure!

There iare certainly “physical-empirical reasons to do so”

13. sophia
September 19, 2007

Peter,

Forgive me for even contributing here. I’m not a scientist, just an interested
observer. But I do have a question that may be relevant.

I followed the link and began to read. After a while I began laughing and then
wincing and then, yes, gagging. Why? Well, stand back and survey the scenery:
three intelligent men, two of them credentialed scientists, wondering what a
dead man would think, because they have reached (sorry) a dead end. That’s not
so pathetic it’s funny? To me it is.

Don’t get me wrong: I revere Einstein as much as the next good American does,
but dudes, he’s dead. Wondering what he would think is ludicrous. What is this,
science or a seance?

I gave up here:

“I think most of us in the field absolutely will never have faith that this approach
is right until we do make contact with data, but it would be great to have the
insight of the master as to whether he feels that this smells right.”

What does it matter what Einstein would think? What matters is what Brian
Greene and Paul Steinhardt think!! What are THEIR insights?? And what is this
business about “contact with the data”, as if “the data” are alien beings that we



conjecture about but have never met??

OK, that’s three questions.

14. JPL
September 19, 2007

Hi Sophia,

Sorry to barge in but Einstein is quite alive, at least, a lot more so than the
String Theory landscape! I am sure that this sounds silly to you, 3 grown (but
living) men speculating about what a dead one would think, but in Physics this is
hardly what it seems. Einstein is one of the few figures whose own sense of
proportion and aesthetics has impacted the discipline enough that one can
justifiably refer to it some 60 years after he passed and thus the argument makes
sense and can be consistently addressed and narrowed as you see above.
I would dare add that what Einstein would think matters much more than what
Steinhardt, Greene or Isaacson think, otherwise they would not think to add that
bit to their own opinions, now would they?

15. Peter Woit
September 19, 2007

Sophia,

I agree that the “What would Einstein think?” question is kind of silly. He is
rightly revered for his contributions to physics, but the greatest of these were
from a very different time a century ago, when physics was facing very different
challenges. This kind of question functions like “Would Jesus drive an SUV?”
questions, as a rhetorical device for people to invoke what they see as high
principles by embodying them in a prestigious figure.

Of course, I’m personally convinced that Einstein would strongly dislike string
theory, and I’ll construct a long, detailed argument about why this is true. Well,
maybe not today…..

16. Glenn
September 19, 2007

In my more depressed moments, when pondering this topic, I wonder, “What if
they’re right?”

That is, what if the fundamental nature of the universe really is the unprovable
‘landscape’ or some other critter we can’t disprove?

If that’s true, we’re doomed to an endless search for a ‘truth’ that lies outside
the area we’re willing and able to search, like the drunk in the old joke who lost
his keys in a dark alley, but is looking for them next to the street because the
light’s better over here.

I can only hope that “Science” isn’t about to hit then end of a centuries-long



winning streak…

17. King Ray
September 19, 2007

Cheer up, we are just in a long period between paradigms, if you believe Kuhn’s
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.

They say that a camel is a horse designed by a committee. I think string theory is
physics designed by a committee. The efforts of a large group can never match
the aesthetics of a single extraordinary genius like Einstein.

It will take a new idea, probably by a single person, to make the breakthrough
needed to have a successful theory of quantum gravity and a unified field theory.

18. Changcho
September 19, 2007

Paul Steinhardt said “…if I had walked in the door with a theory not called string
theory and said that it is consistent with the observed laws of nature, but, by the
way, it also gives a googol other possibilities, I doubt that I would have been able
to say another sentence. I wouldn’t have been taken seriously…”

Steinhardt is, of course, right. A ‘theory’ that gives you “a googol other
possibilities” isn’t scientific, simply because a good science (at least good
Physics) puts limits on what is and isn’t possible.

19. anonymous
September 19, 2007

“This would probably not just make him gag, but send him into a serious fit of
depression.”

But that’s not saying much; it was also true of Einstein and QM.

20. Eugene Stefanovich
September 19, 2007

anonymous said:

“But that’s not saying much; it was also true of Einstein and QM.”

As far as I know, Einstein never questioned the correctness and usefulness of
quantum mechanics. He just thought that it is not the ultimate description of
nature and that there should be a more fundamental underlying theory. That’s
why he was reluctant to work on QM.

String landscape is different: it does not explain or predict anything. So, it is
questionable whether it belongs to science.

Eugene.



21. Belizean
September 19, 2007

And we should not forget that virtually every competent theoretical physicist
alive today understands general relativity better than Einstein ever did.

22. King Ray
September 19, 2007

Belizean said:

“And we should not forget that virtually every competent theoretical physicist
alive today understands general relativity better than Einstein ever did.”

That’s an arrogant statement. I know of at least one very prominent string
theorist who couldn’t even write down the formula for the Christoffel symbols in
terms of the metric tensor when he was teaching a class on GR.

I don’t think anyone today understands GR as well as Einstein did; he invented it,
after all. It takes a lot more intelligence and insight to make a discovery than to
understand it after the fact. Standing on the shoulders of giants doesn’t make
you a giant.

23. Thomas Love
September 19, 2007

Thanks for the link to the Edge Symposium. For me, the most interesting
statement was :

ISAACSON: There’s a wonderful book that Einstein wrote called The Evolution of
Physics with Leopold Infeld in 1938, which is not easy to find. I’ve gone over it
again two or three times because I just love the way it was written. It was
written to make money for both of them, because it’s the 30s, and Hitler, and
refugees and stuff. It’s a popular book, but it has a deep philosophical argument,
and the publisher is reissuing the book because I was pushing them to get it out
there.

The deep philosophical argument is that it will be a field theory approach that
will work. It starts with Galileo; he talks about matter and particles, and just
makes the argument that in the end it is all going to be reconciled through field
theory. It’s about whether there is going to be a great distinction between a field
theory and a theory of matter.

24. Anders R
September 19, 2007

i wonder if einstein would have gone into theoretical physics at all if he was a 16
year old student who was about to make a choice for college.

25. Anders R
September 19, 2007



in the year 2007 that is

26. Mr. Mustela
September 19, 2007

The fundamental issue seems to be that no progress has been made in the last
20-30 years on those fundamental questions. The anthropic principle succeeds as
a theory by explaining that failure, if not much else. As such, it is probably a
step in the right direction.

The Woit-Smolin alternative rejects that theory, and instead blames part of the
academic system for the failure. Personally, I believe that if there is no promising
idea today (as Peter said a few posts ago) then it is unlikely to be the failure of
the system. The system is bad, but not that bad. A good idea wouldn’t be ignored
for that long. Stolen? yes, no problem. But not ignored.

To me, a better approach would be to think of better explanations as to why we
are making so little progress. If possible, ones with a backdoor to be able to
validate them, of course.

In this light, it seems to me that the true value of the anthropic principle has
been overlooked. Sure, it is awful from the point of view of getting an
explanation of concrete phenomena. But as an attempt to explain the limits of
our current methods, it works better than not.

27. a quantum diaries survivor
September 19, 2007

Sophia,

you should read “Conversations with Einstein’s brain” in “The mind’s I” by
Daniel Dennett… Appropriate for the current conversation!

Cheers,
T.

28. Coin
September 19, 2007

The anthropic principle succeeds as a theory by explaining that failure, if not
much else. As such, it is probably a step in the right direction.

Seems to me like more of an excuse than an explanation, frankly…

But as an attempt to explain the limits of our current methods, it works better
than not.

Well, for what reason must we conclude that our current methods have limits at
all?

29. tytung
September 20, 2007



Chris,

I was trying to say that one should distinguish those features of our world are to
be explained in an ultimate theory from those that should not (because they can
not).
Regarding predictability, I think if it postulates some entity like string, then in
principle the theory allows these to have observable effects, albeit one that is
technically unavailable.

30. chris
September 20, 2007

“The fundamental issue seems to be that no progress has been made in the last
20-30 years on those fundamental questions”

this is definitely false. see e.g. http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles
/lrr-2006-5/
or also see how far LQG has come. i think we are on the verge of proving the
renormalizability of quantized GR. and it might not take a genius but hundred
people working out the tedious details in a decade long struggle. better to
abandon romantic views of heureka moments that come out of nowhere.

31. Thomas Larsson
September 20, 2007

One important thing that Steinhardt points out is that the Landscape is really at
odds with observation. If the laws of physics fluctuate throughout the multiverse,
there might be some fluctuations already in our observable universe. However,
no such fluctuations are observed…

Of course, this is not a hard argument. The fluctuations may take place on
length-scales that are much larger than the size of the universe. Nonetheless,
this fits well into the standard pattern: whenever some experimental signature is
suggested by string theory (susy, extradimensions, laws-of-physics fluctuations,
…), you can be sure that it is not observed. Maybe the Lord is trying to tell us
something by that.

OTOH, if string theory does not predict a Landscape, it is difficult to see how it
can accomodate a nonzero cc 30 orders of magnitude below the Planck scale. So
in that case string theory is probably ruled out by observation anyway.

32. dan
September 20, 2007

Dear Peter Woit,

How do you feel about Briane Green’s contribution, for example,

“…..When you look at the framework within which the standard model of particle
physics sits, namely relativistic quantum field theory, you do find that there are a
google, if not more, possible universes that that framework is capable of
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describing. The masses of the particles can be changed arbitrarily and the theory
still makes sense, it’s internally consistent; you can change the strengths of the
forces, the strengths of the coupling constants…..”

“…..So how is that any worse than string theory?….”

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/einstein07/einstein07_index.html

33. sophia
September 20, 2007

Peter,

Sometimes I feel that no matter what I say on a comment, it’s misleading.

I wasn’t 100% clear, so let me rephrase.

I have no objections to anyone, in any discipline, getting iinspiration in a general
way from the great practitioners of their field. So, in that limited sense, “what
would Einstein think?” is no big deal. If that helps grease your mental wheels, go
for it.

But I do not think that’s what’s going on here. What is going here is bullshit,
desperation and non-thought. It’s actively anti-science- not even non-science.

The invocation of the numinous name of Einstein is the dead giveaway. I’ve
noticed that with physicists there’s a tremendous amount of prophet-
wannabeism, and there are two favorites whose names always seem to pop up
when all else fails: Einstein and Feynman. Somehow, Dirac doesn’t do the trick….

I don’t want to get off a nitpicky thing about Jesus, but since you mentioned him,
I’ll respond to it, because it underscores further my problems with “what does
the master think”-ism.

Invoking Einstein’s name when you are out of ideas is much worse than asking
whether Jesus would drive an SUV or vote Democratic, because no one knows
exactly what Jesus said, there are canonical and non-canonical sources, and so
on.

But everyone knows what Einstein said. He left a recorded, written body of work
that is unambiguous and free for all who care to, to access.

And that’s the reason the business about making “contact with data” and having
“the insight of the master as to whether he feels that this smells right” drove me
so crazy.

If one of your students said that to you, what would you say to him or her?

If someone came to me and said that, I’d say, “Forget about channeling Einstein.
Think your own thoughts. Come to your own conclusions. Make your own damn
contact with the damn data. No contact? No data? Think some more.”

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/einstein07/einstein07_index.html
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/einstein07/einstein07_index.html


Am I making any sense to you?

34. Peter Woit
September 20, 2007

sophia,

I pretty much agree with you. I don’t think the “what would Einstein think?”
question is an interesting or useful one.

In my experience, it’s not actually a question physicists spend much time
thinking about. It’s the sort of thing that comes up when someone is looking for a
hook that will get the public’s interest. Basically Einstein gets dragged into any
discussion of any kind about physics, no matter how inappropriate, because
people figure that makes the discussion something the public can relate to. It’s
not a good thing, but relatively harmless compared to lots of other things…

35. Arun
September 20, 2007

Peter,

I think Einstein gets dragged into the whole thing because he is supposedly the
exemplar of figuring out something about the world purely by power of thought.
The implicit assumption in today’s research programs is that it is possible to
perform similar feats and bootstrap ourselves from Standard Model QFT + GR to
a way more comprehensive theory. Whether a given line of inquiry is fruitful is
now a matter of taste, and Einstein becomes the arbiter of taste.

36. Peter Woit
September 20, 2007

dan,

I really should write up a FAQ and include this issue of “QFT and string theory
are on the same footing, lots of both..” Sure, by choosing arbitrary gauge groups,
particle representations, etc, you can get an infinite number of QFTs. But the
reason QFT makes predictions is that one of the simplest possible such choices
works just about perfectly. If simple choices of QFT disagreed with experiment,
and you had to go to extremely complicated sets of choices in order to avoid
contradicting experiment, never actually getting to anything that you could test,
then QFT would be in the same situation as string theory. It’s not as simple as
just noting the “number of theories”.

37. Anders R
September 20, 2007

regarding what you’ve said sophia, i definately agree about the prophet
wanabeeism, especially within theoretical physics. i think there seem to be large
amounts of name dropping going on, especially among string theorists.



38. Eric
September 20, 2007

Simple choices of QFT do disagree with experiment. For example, wouldn’t it be
simpler for the weak interactions to be described by SU(2) rather than
SU(2)xU(1) as originally proposed by Glashow? However, this is not how nature
is working. And isn’t this whole symmetry breaking business horribly
complicated? Wouldn’t nature prefrer unboken symmetry since it is simpler? Or
shouldn’t physics be described by SU(5) instead of SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)? And
why are there three generations when one would be much simpler, and for that
matter why doesn’t the Standard Model predict the masses of each generation?
QFT only makes predictions because there is experimental data available at the
low energies at which it is valid. The problem with string theory is that it is a
theory which is valid at very high energies, at which experimental data is sorely
lacking.

39. Arun
September 20, 2007

The problem with string theory is that it is a theory which is valid at very high
energies, at which experimental data is sorely lacking.

What high energy experimental data are you looking for? Assume I can
accelerate protons and anti-protons to Planck scale energies and collide them.
What are the predictions?

40. Peter Woit
September 20, 2007

Eric,

Last I heard, string theory was supposed to be valid at all energies…

Very convenient to have your scientific research be on a theory which is not valid
at any energy scale we’ll ever be able to reach.

I don’t claim that the Standard model is the simplest possible choice among
gauge theories, I do claim that it is one of a relatively small number of the
simplest ones, so one can compare to experiment by looking at a small number of
possibilities (not 10^500), which is exactly what people did in discovering the
standard model during the 1960s and early 70s.

41. ScienceLover
September 20, 2007

[calling Einstein] is not a good thing, but relatively harmless compared
to lots of other things…

That’s why it is funny as if it were some sort of a sketch: 3 men are discussing
theoretical physics. Then they get stuck. Silence. They look at each other and
after a while one of them breaks the silence: “What would Einstein say?” The



discussion recovers and although it was at a dead end one of them claims that
Einstein would be certainly impressed by the great theory he and his colleagues
worked out.

42. Eric
September 20, 2007

Peter,
If you read my comment very, very closely you’ll see that I state that string
theory is valid at high-energies as well as low energies where it should reduce
down to conventional QFT. What string theory does is unify QFT with a
perturbative formulation of quantum gravity. As such it is much more ambitious
than QFT. However, the situation today is no different than if you had a
formulation of QFT, but didn’t know anything about the weak or strong
interactions. There is no possible way to deduce the standard model from QFT
alone.

43. Peter Woit
September 20, 2007

Eric,

No, you can’t deduce the standard model from pure thought about QFT alone.
You have to learn how to calculate things in tractable QFTs, compare to results of
experiment, identify the right QFT, then make predictions and test them.

In string theory what you are doing is doing calculations in tractable string
theories, comparing them to experimental results, seeing they don’t agree, trying
for 25 years to find some way around this and failing, then, instead of giving up
and trying something else, telling everyone that the problem is just that it’s “too
early to tell”, you need to do more calculations (10^500), and then maybe it will
work. And trying to also tell people that the problem is those damn low energies,
that surely at unmeasurably high energies your calculations would agree with
experiment.

44. Eric
September 20, 2007

Peter,
You are presupposing that experimental data exist to guide you to identify the
right QFT. The problem for the last 25 years has been a lack of any experimental
data at energies a magnitude above the EW scale. Once this data is available,
hopefully from LHC/ILC, this situation will change drastically. I sometimes
wonder if this isn’t why you seem so excited anytime there is a rumour of a delay
in starting up LHC. Such a delay gives you that much more time before things
come crashing down.

45. Peter Woit
September 20, 2007

Eric,



There’s plenty of experimental data out there to guide people trying to do
unification, the problem is string theory can’t reproduce it.

Funny how you think the electroweak scale is the problem, that string theory has
something to say just above the electroweak scale, but not below it. That’s
nonsense.

I in no way think a delay in the LHC is a good thing. Quite the opposite. Any
delay just delays the date at which the standard nonsense about finding evidence
of string backgrounds in LHC data comes crashing down.

46. Eric
September 20, 2007

Peter,
Yes, string theory can describe the current low-energy data below the weak scale
and there is at least one string model which does so. The question of whether or
not such models may uniquely predict the parameters of the standard model is
presently unanswered. For this, the problem of moduli stabilization must be
completely addressed and this is where a lot of the current work is focused. In
this respect, string theory is currently no better than QFT.

47. Anders R
September 20, 2007

“You are presupposing that experimental data exist to guide you to identify the
right QFT. The problem for the last 25 years has been a lack of any experimental
data at energies a magnitude above the EW scale”

maybe the experimental data is there, but the theoretical phycisists who are
working on it right now just aren’t competent enough to work out what it is.

48. Anders R
September 20, 2007

sorry peter i didn’t see that you wrote almost the same thing

49. David B.
September 20, 2007

Dear Peter and Anders:

Saying there is plenty of data out there to guide people trying to do unifcation is
not accurate. The current situation is like trying to find New York City by the
following algorithm:

it’s not London, it’s not Paris, It’s not Geneva,…

Any model of high energy physics will impact the low energy physics by the
addition of non-renormalizable couplings. This is at best an indirect
measurement. Most of these are beyond current experimental bounds (meaning
experiments are consistent withthe standard model), and this fact only indicates



that either the unification scale is too high to see, or the correct theory has a
huge conspiracy to cancel all possible signatures in the low energy physics.

As it stands, this does not give you any information on what the theory is, but it
definitely gives you a lot of information on what it is not.

50. Amos Elberg
September 20, 2007

Einstein got “dragged” into the thing because the thing is a symposium about
Einstein. An Einstein tribute. I think its entirely appropriate during such a
symposium to ask other physicsts what Einistein would have thought. The
ensuing discussion is pedagogically useful.

51. Peter Woit
September 20, 2007

Hi David,

My point about unification wasn’t that there’s a lot of information about beyond
the standard model physics. There certainly isn’t, and that’s a huge problem. But
the standard model itself is both extremely well tested, and has quite a few
features that we don’t have an explanation for. All I meant is that any idea about
unification should explain one or more of these features in a convincing way. The
fact that string theory doesn’t do this, but instead has turned into a set of
excuses about why it’s impossible to explain such things, is for me the main
reason to be skeptical about it.

52. dark-matter
September 20, 2007

We now have Prof Steinhardt, a scientist of considerable stature, clearly stating
the string landscape of googles is unacceptable to science. The implication of
this to string theory itself has been laid out in this thread. He knows he is
speaking to the large community of string theorists. He should also know he is
indirectly speaking to the funding agencies. The message is: if you believe it is
unacceptable, then you should do the right thing. If you are a researcher, move
on. If you are responsible for funding, also move on. He is on your side.

53. ?
September 21, 2007

Prof. Steinhardt may have considerable stature with some people, but
after his ekpyrotic and cyclic clowning, it isn’t with serious particle
or gravitational theorists. He is actually selling his own competing
“theory” in his rants against string theory.

54. Eugene Stefanovich
September 21, 2007

? said:



He is actually selling his own competing “theory” in his rants against string
theory.

Is it a bad thing? Isn’t it the job of theorists to produce and sell theories?

Eugene.

55. chris
September 21, 2007

for those of you who claim that over the last 25 years there has essentially been
no discoveries in experimental hep, let me briefly remind you about the
following:
.) discovery of W and Z
.) discovery of the t quark and its mass
.) lower limit on SM higgs of 115 GeV (beyond treelevel susy!!)
.) flavor mixing in the b meson sector
.) neutrino masses and mixing (making a perturbatively renormalizable SM
contradict experiment!!!)
.) cmb fluctuations
.) measurment of the deceleration parameter, baryonic and dark matter/dark
energy densities
.) measurment of muonic g-2

that’s a lot i would say.

56. chris
September 21, 2007

oh, and i forgot the spectacular LEP Z-pole data.

57. Peter Orland
September 21, 2007

Chris,

Most of these experimental results were anticipated. I think
the only one on your list which does suggest some really new
physics is neutrino mixing (whose details are not yet fully
determined). Maybe muonic g-2 could also lead to something.

Exciting experimental discoveries are those which nobody or
only a few people expect. I am not denying that it is necessary
to look for anticipated results, but they don’t make me jump
up and down.

58. chris
September 21, 2007

dear peter,

i largely agree with you. but i want to point out, that the absence of new



particles per se is not always totally unexciting. for example, would you really
have anticipated, that all the LEP Z-pole data and b-meson CP violation would be
compatible with the SM? in 1983, would you really have made a bet that the
higgs was heavier than 115 GeV? that the top was even heavier? that there will
be no baryon number violation detected at all?

of course in some way this is anticlimactic, but it is extremely surprising (at least
to me) that the SM describes data so well.

59. Arun
September 21, 2007

On the other hand, the SM does not describe the majority of the mass/energy in
the universe.

60. Brett
September 21, 2007

The detailed data is surely very interesting, and it does tell us quite a bit that we
didn’t know before. However, most of what it is telling us is that the theory we
already had worked out is good to quite a bit higher energy scales than we might
have expected. We learn a lot about physics at higher scales, but what we learn
is that there isn’t anything new there. Hence, the experimental data, while
providing information, provides no positive guidance about what the new physics
should be.

For what it’s worth, the particular measurements that I would pick out as telling
us useful negative information about low-scale new physics are: the stability of
the proton (which is a really strong condition on GUTs), CP tests with B mesons
(which find nothing other than CKM effects, strongly constraining superweak
theories), the large masses of the top and Higgs (since they place strong
constraints on supersymmetric unification), and neutrino oscillations. The last
one may sound odd, since it is really evidence of new physics, but the new effects
are limited to the neutrino sector. The smallness of the observed neutrino masses
suggests (via the see-saw mechanism) that the scale at which new fundamental
physics enters is large.

61. dark-matter
September 21, 2007

To: ?
Prof Steinhardt joins the group that says string theory biggest ‘prediction’, an
infinite solutions of physical reality for our single universe, is not only clearly
dead end, it is absurd. It is not science and implies those who continue to pursue
it is folly. Of course, every expert has all the rights to choose to be folly. But not
on taxpayer’s money.
Prof Steinhardt credibility, his scientific output, and his various professional
engagements, are such that it is folly of me to engage seriously with your
assertion.

62. David



September 21, 2007

Arun made an interesting comment about the SM not describing dark
matter/energy. I can’t see how we can have a TOE at least until we have more
information about dark matter/energy. Have I missed something?

63. Coin
September 21, 2007

I can’t see how we can have a TOE at least until we have more information about
dark matter/energy. Have I missed something?

I’m really not the person to ask, but I think the idea is that hopefully a TOE today
would predict what the information about dark matter/energy is eventually going
to tell us, once we have the technology to collect that information– or, at least,
the TOE might offer us some possibilities about what sort of thing dark
matter/energy might be, which we would then be able to select among.

This might be a little too optimistic, but it’s maybe worth a shot. Occasionally in
the past theoretical physics has managed to jump ahead of theoretical physics in
a similarly spectacular fashion, and anyway, we do have some indications about
dark matter/energy’s nature, if not its details.

64. hyans
September 22, 2007

Three years ago I expressed the opinion that the promotion of the
anthropic landscape would make Einstein gag, which so upset Joe
Polchinski that he used this to argue that trackbacks to my blog should
not be allowed on the arXiv (even though this was not about an arXiv
paper, but a Scientific American article).

So this is, then, the solution to the trackback mystery? I don’t know if it was
reported before here or elsewhere, but it’s probably news to many people
besides myself. Interesting story. Probably interesting only at the anecdotal level,
but interesting nevertheless.

65. Peter Woit
September 22, 2007

hyans,

Can’t say that I really know what the “solution to the trackback mystery” is. I
was referring to the blog comment of Polchinski here:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html

Privately I’ve heard that there is more to the trackback mystery than that
Jacques Distler hates me because of my criticism of string theory. And if you take
a look at the trackbacks attached to papers promoting the anthropic landscape, I
don’t recall noticing any critical ones being allowed. Somehow though, I doubt

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000760.html


that this effort at censorship is particularly effective, since anyone who reads
physics blogs has probably come across me explaining my views on this far too
often.

Anyway, I’ve long ago given up on fighting this particular issue, on the grounds
that it’s a waste of time. The amount of dishonesty exhibited by the people
involved was quite an eye-opener for me.

66. Ori
September 22, 2007

Peter said

” But the reason QFT makes predictions is that one of the simplest possible such
choices works just about perfectly. If simple choices of QFT disagreed with
experiment, and you had to go to extremely complicated sets of choices in order
to avoid contradicting experiment, never actually getting to anything that you
could test, then QFT would be in the same situation as string theory ”

This is complete nonsense. According to what you decide that SM is amongst the
simple gauge group ? it is actually one of the complicated ones !! There many
many theories, much much simpler than SM and they don’t describe nature. It is
not 5 or 10 theories simpler than the SM , it is infinty !

For instance, if we say that a guage theory is simple if its perturbative expansion
is simple, which is pretty well defined criterion than clearly infinitely many SUSY
theories are much simpler than the SM.

There are severe inconsistencies, like the one I point out here, in all Peter’s
claim. I wonder what Einstein would think of Peter 

67. Marion Delgado
September 22, 2007

If that’s your criticism, you shouldn’t imply with the title of your book and blog
that you’re depending on Popper’s criterion. I realize it started with Pauli, but
the fact is that in the modern era saying something is not even wrong in science
usually denotes a “falsifiability” criterion. There are some common uses of “not
even wrong” that don’t apply to string theory, as well.

The “moribund research programme” approach is pegged to Lakatos, and his
model of H&SS is very different from Popper’s. I think it’s particularly well-
suited to string theory. There are some things that would have falsified string
theory, as well as other theories we regard as more parsimonious. Moreover, it
may be that the earliest formulations have basically been falsified, which is a
secondary reason (behind the desire to cover more territory) why the paradigm
(not really AN hypothesis or A theory) had to morph so many times.

Actually the old saying that i think fits better is that it has ideas that are original
and valuable. But the ones that are original aren’t valuable and the ones that are
valuable aren’t original (or unique to string and brane theories). Like intelligent



design, string theory now has become a follower – faced with a success by a
competing theory, it says, we can model that, and does so. Every once in a while
it cannot, at which point more degrees of freedom are introduced.

68. Peter Woit
September 22, 2007

Ori,

I guess we’ll just have to disagree about whether SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) is among the
simplest possible choices of gauge groups. But what there is no way to argue
about is that the Standard Model is the most accurately predictive physical
theory ever, and string theory predicts absolutely nothing at all. If you want to
explain why this is really very much the same thing, go right ahead…

69. Ori
September 23, 2007

Peter, I did not meant to argue what is the simplest gauge group (that was a
typo). This is not a good physical question. It makes much more sense to argue
what is the simplest physical theory. Namely, which one has the most elegant
structures. Of course, there are many many QFTs with various non trivial
constraints on their perturbative and non perturbative phenomena, so they are
much simpler than the SM. There infintely many such theories.

Hence, the whole argument of Peter does not make any sense.
Now a different issue is that the SM fits experiment, that’s of course correct.
However, suppose there were no experiments during the 70’s and early 80’s,
then there would be some PW who would claim that QFT does not make
predictions, since it proposes infintely many consistent universes, and many
more parameters have to be tuned. Of course, the only constraint, lacking
experiments would be that the theory has to include QED. That is rather easy to
do, so there are still infinty possibilities.

This is exactly the situation in string theory, no significant experiments (besides
one – the cosmological constant) and many models, some consistent others not.

70. Peter Woit
September 23, 2007

Ori,

In your analogy, you’re assuming that we had QED, the simplest gauge theory,
which was extremely successful experimentally. There is nothing like that in
string theory. If the simplest version of string theory accurately described most
physical phenomena to 10 decimal places, we wouldn’t be having this discussion.

71. Ori
September 23, 2007

My analogy does not assume anything.



I used QED as an example for the fact that although people knew it is there,
there were still infinitely many QFTs consistent with that. Thus, PW would claim
that QFTs don’t make predictions since there are infintely many consistent
examples, non is testable at present etc.

In string theory there is a perfect analogy : string theory PREDICTS that the low
energy theory, whatever it is, contains QFT. Yes Peter, it is a prediction of string
theory whether you like it or not. Moreover, it actually is a YM theory. However,
there are infintely many examples in string theory which reduce to QFT and in
particular the SM but there is no experiment to tell which one is correct.

I assure you all that logically the situation is one and the same, what is different
is that in one case experiments could decide quite fast what is the correct theory
among the infintely many good choices and in the other case, it may take longer,
and nobody knows how longer, and also in QFT, it could in principle take much
more time before people discovered which microscopic theory gives all these non
renormalizable operators.

72. Peter Woit
September 23, 2007

Ori,

Again, sure, if you look at all possible gauge theories extending QED, you’re not
going to get predictions. If you look at gauge theories extending QED, and
restrict attention to the simplest ones, you get a finite number of possibilities,
ones you can analyze and compare to experiment. It turns out one of them is a
huge and fantastic success.

The problem with string theory is that the simplest string theory doesn’t look
anything like the real world. You can’t start with it. Instead, you have to keep
adding complexity to it to get agreement even with the gross features we
observe. The state of string theory now is that, just to avoid basic contradiction
with experiment, people have been forced to look at such complicated versions of
string theory that they are looking at essentially infinite classes of theories, of
such complexity that they can’t accurately calculate much of anything. This is a
failed research program, failed because it tried to do what theorists always do
when they investigate a new idea, but it didn’t work. What theorists always do
with a new idea is look at the simplest versions of it, the ones they can analyze
the implications of, then compare to experiment. Sure, if they get disagreement,
they try and look at more complicated versions. But, sooner or later, if things just
get more and more complicated and you never predict anything, you have to give
up and admit failure. The only unusual thing about this story is the refusal to
admit failure.

I’m sorry, but I really think that some string theorists such as yourself have gone
over the deep end. You are claiming that two opposite poles of science,
spectacular success (the SM), and utter failure (the landscape), are logically the
same thing. This is only true in the sense that black is a version of white.

73. ?



September 23, 2007

Actually what theorists do (at least the good ones) is try to describe
something about the world, that seems interesting.

In a totally different subfield (to avoid the usual idiotic bickering about
string theory), condensed matter theory, theorists have worked now for
25 years to try to understand high temperature superconductivity.
They have, by and large, failed. That is because it seems to involve
numerous intricate behaviors that doped cuprates can exhibit,
which may require an understanding of dualities, dynamics, and
materials that we don’t have yet.

This doesn’t mean that the subject of condensed matter theory is a
failed, dead end. It means the theorists are struggling with a hard
problem.

I suspect the same is true of string theorists.

74. D R Lunsford
September 23, 2007

?,

Good point, and you make Peter’s, because that field, like the standard model, is
phenomenology backed up by hard observations and a tractable theoretical
expression. Like the SM, the limits of phenomenology show up – without a
fundamental model, there is little to suggest which way to turn. Phenomenology
is by its nature exhaustive – it uses up its good start and eventually bumps up
against its inherent limits. That doesn’t make it wrong – it makes it honest. It
doesn’t make it a failure. It just means there is more work to do.

-drl

75. observer
September 23, 2007

I assure you all that logically the situation is one and the same, what is
different is that in one case experiments could decide quite fast what is
the correct theory among the infintely many good choices

And what is, exactly, the experimental data that would be needed to decide what
is the correct string theory?

76. chris
September 24, 2007

ori,

“For instance, if we say that a guage theory is simple if its perturbative
expansion is simple, which is pretty well defined criterion than clearly infinitely
many SUSY theories are much simpler than the SM.”



this is another piece of priceless anthropic argumentation. there are so many out
there in hep. let’s recount a few:

.) the gut/planck scale is so high up that we can’t reach it in laboratories. extra
dimensons bring it down to a convenient few TeV. this is a success of extra
dimenions.

.) gravity seems to have a non-gaussean uv fixed point. but we really can’t deal
with nongaussian fixed points. let’s just abandon the approach and invent
something else.

at least in qcd, we have sucessfully defeated this nonsense. qcd is firmly
established in the nonperturbative sector and techniques have been developed to
deal with it. we no longer need phony fundamental strings or s-matrix theory
with nothing behind.

your statement is firmly in this category. it’s difficult to compute, so let’s just
take a simpler to compute theory.

let me tell you, that i do think exactly the opposite of what you stated. a theory
that is structurally simple but has a host of interesting phenomena (like e.g.QCD)
is a much more promising candidate than a theory that adds extra degrees of
freedom just to make it more convenient for the hotshot theorists to crank out
paper after paper with minimal effort of developing new techniques/insights
/understanding.

77. Coin
September 24, 2007

In a totally different subfield (to avoid the usual idiotic bickering about
string theory), condensed matter theory, theorists have worked now for
25 years to try to understand high temperature superconductivity. They
have, by and large, failed.

This seems kind of different considering that we know, experimentally, that high-
tc superconductors exist.

78. non_linear
September 24, 2007

High Tc Superconductivity is one of the most interesting cond. mat. phenomena
but this doesn’t mean that every con.mat. theorist deals with it. There is so many
topics in con.mat. where there have been major advances in the last 25 years.
Spin glasses, Bose-Einstein Condensation, nano physics, non-linear effects etc.
etc. And at least we do have a very well microscopic theory (BCS) that explains
low -temp superconductivity ….
I miss anything similar to the achievements of cond.mat. theory in string theory
so i’d be cautious do draw analogies between these two fields.
But again many string theorists seem to actually believe that string theory
actually can explain superconductivity (Polchinksi being the most prominent i
think) so I ‘m actually waiting for a cond.mat. paper with title “Non-perturbative



M-theory of the cuprates” or so to have a good laugh …

79. Peter Shor
September 24, 2007

As somebody who knows information theory, I want to say that I don’t think it
makes any sense to say that there are an infinite number of theories less
complicated than the Standard Model, unless you have some fairly contrived
definition of “less complicated.” The Standard Model can be described (assuming
adequate mathematics and physics background) in just a few pages. Using the
Kolmogorov complexity criterion for simplicity, any simpler theory would need to
have a shorter description. This still leaves lots and lots of theories with shorter
descriptions (although many of these are not consistent), but only a finite
number of them.

I suspect you could come up with a definition of “less complicated” in which any
string theory measures up as less complicated than the Standard Model, but in
this case you are definitely stacking the deck.

80. ?
September 24, 2007

I would say we know that gravity and quantum mechanics exist
and are looking for a way to reconcile them as well. The fact that
the high-T_c guys have much more data, can do hands on
experiments, and still are stuck, just shows how hard the problem
high energy theorists are grappling with is. Luckily, there will
be new experimental data very soon.

81. Thomas Larsson
September 24, 2007

Ori (Ganor?), there have been a lot of significant experiments testing string
theory signatures, e.g. supersymmetry (SPS, Tevatron, permanent electric dipole
moment, muon g-2, proton decay) and extradimensions (deviation from Newton’s
law at short scales). It is just that these experiments haven’t found anything.
Like the Michelson-Morley experiment didn’t find the ether wind.

82. observer
September 25, 2007

I would say we know that gravity and quantum mechanics exist and are
looking for a way to reconcile them as well. […]Luckily, there will be
new experimental data very soon.

“?”, what experimental data will allow us to reconcile gravity with QM? I guess
by “very soon” you must be referring to the LHC. Will the LHC, according to you,
provide enough data to unify gravity and QM?

83. Eric
September 25, 2007



Observer,
If LHC discovers supersymmetric partners, then one can look at local
supersymmetric models, otherwise known as supergravity which naturally finds
its home within string/M theory. Is this not a unification of gravity with QM (in
fact the only viable unification currently known)?

84. Thomas Larsson
September 25, 2007

If LHC discovers supersymmetric partners…

Ah, but supersymmetry will not be discovered at the LHC. I have given a
rigorous proof showing that it is impossible. Didn’t you know that? 

85. David
September 29, 2007

Hey, been reading your site for awhile now Peter Woit and I was wondering what
theory you favour ?
Is there any credible scientist out there who believe in ONE universe and not
MWI/String/Mtheory etc?

86. JE
October 1, 2007

Slightly off-topic, but I saw Steinhardt, Ovrut and Turok explaining their ideas on
cyclic cosmology late on Saturday night as Malcolm Clark’s 2002 “Parallel
Universes” BBC documentary was broadcast on Spanish TV. Besides their train
ride to London, where they came up with the idea of a cyclic universe (which
they characterized as a sort of cathartic moment of artistic creation, as if they
had effectively uncovered some hidden truth), it was amazing to see how Lisa
Randall’s climbing skills were mixed up with the quest for the 11th dimension,
brane collisions, the multiverse idea and other tentative proposals to produce
such a piece of hype for string theory, supergravity, braneworld scenarios and
speculative physics in general. Not that anything in all that mix-up of ideas can
not be found to have any connection with the real world in some very distant
future, but the dishonest way in which all this stuff was sold off, without even
adding the word “tentative” or “speculative” before dispatching it to the layman,
really appalled me.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=575#comment-26754
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=575#comment-26754


The Wall Street Journal on the Tate Conjecture

September 25, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

This is not a very timely posting, since my readers let me down by not telling me
about this when it came out. Last month the Wall Street Journal ran a piece by Lee
Gomes about a workshop on the Tate conjecture held recently at AIM, the institute
now housed in Palo Alto behind Fry’s Electronics, at some point to move to its own
castle. The piece was entitled Math Whizzes at Conference Prove Just How Exciting
The Tate Conjecture Can Be, and it gave a good feel for what a math workshop looks
like to an outsider. The full piece is not available on-line, but the MAA Math News has
an article that quotes much of it.

I noticed two inaccuracies in the piece. It begins with:

One is tempted to feel sorry for mathematicians. In contrast to, say,
physicists, mathematicians don’t have their own Nobel Prize; they rarely get
hired by hedge funds; they don’t have grand toys like particle accelerators
to play with; and their work is usually so recondite that not even their
families understand it.

This is pretty accurate except for the part about hedge funds. I know quite a few
mathematicians who have gone to work for them, and at some of them
mathematicians form a sizable fraction of the people holding so-called “quant” jobs.

At the end of the piece there’s the news:

Progress, though, was made. V. Kumar Murty, of the University of Toronto,
said that as a result of the sessions, he’d be pursuing a new line of attack on
Tate. It makes use of ideas of J.S. Milne of Michigan, who was also in
attendance, and involves Abelian varieties over finite fields, in case you
want to get started yourself.

Milne has recently posted an article on the arXiv (also available on his web-site here)
that corrects this, noting

This becomes more-or-less correct when you replace “Tate” with the “weak
rationality conjecture”.

Milne’s article is actually a write-up of his talk at the AIM workshop, and it does an
excellent job of surveying the state of what is known about questions related to the
conjecture.

I was going to try and put together some explanation of what the Tate conjecture says
and how it relates to other parts of mathematics, but since this is a tricky business,
and since experts who really understand this have already done a better job
elsewhere than I could ever do here, I’ll mostly just provide links.

The Tate conjecture is an analog for varieties over finite fields of one of the Clay

http://online.wsj.com/public/article/SB118590660289683651.html
http://online.wsj.com/public/article/SB118590660289683651.html
http://online.wsj.com/public/article/SB118590660289683651.html
http://online.wsj.com/public/article/SB118590660289683651.html
http://mathgateway.maa.org/do/ViewMathNews?id=143
http://mathgateway.maa.org/do/ViewMathNews?id=143
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.3040
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.3040
http://www.jmilne.org/math/articles/2007e.pdf
http://www.jmilne.org/math/articles/2007e.pdf


Millennium problems, the Hodge conjecture, which deals with the case of varieties
over the complex numbers. For a popular discussion of this, there’s a nice talk by Dan
Freed on the subject (slides here, video here). In the number field case there’s
another Millennium problem analog, the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture. For a
popular discussion of this, there’s a video of a talk by Fernando Rodriguez-Villegas
(who has a blog here).

These conjectures all revolve around the idea that it should be possible to relate three
apparently different mathematical objects associated with an algebraic variety:

• The space of algebraic cycles in the variety, modulo some equivalence relation
• Certain cohomology groups associated to the variety
• The order of a pole in the zeta-function of the variety

There’s no evidence we’re close to a proof of these conjectures, but there are many
partial results and the conjectures can be proved in certain special cases. Experts
seem convinced of the truth of these conjectures despite the lack of proof, one reason
being that they fit nicely into the general philosophy of “motives” first promulgated by
Grothendieck. One expert on the Tate conjecture, when asked about the probability of
it not being true, responded something like: “Don’t be silly. It’s true.”

For more about the Tate conjecture, there are two documents put together for the
AIM workshop that may be helpful: an expository piece for a wide audience here, and
a technical summary of the workshop here.

Comments

1. Clark
September 25, 2007

Thank you for your reference to the talk of Prof. Milne, to whom it is always
worth paying attention .

I note from this source that he is not convinced of the validity of the Tate
Conjecture, at least in full generality:

“ASIDE 6.4. The Hodge conjecture is known for divisors, and the Tate conjecture
is generally expected to be true for divisors. However, there is little evidence for
either conjecture in higher codimensions, and hence little reason to expect them
to be true. On the other hand, Deligne expects his conjecture to be true. “

2. JP
September 25, 2007

Tate conjecture?

Seems like esoteric mathematics … probably doesn’t have much to do with
theoretical physics. But thanks anyhow for the post.

JP

http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Hodge_Conjecture/
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Hodge_Conjecture/
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/dafr/HodgeConjecture/netscape.html
http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/dafr/HodgeConjecture/netscape.html
http://claymath.msri.org/hodgeconjecture.mov
http://claymath.msri.org/hodgeconjecture.mov
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Birch_and_Swinnerton-Dyer_Conjecture/
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Birch_and_Swinnerton-Dyer_Conjecture/
http://claymath.msri.org/birchandswinnertondyer.mov
http://claymath.msri.org/birchandswinnertondyer.mov
http://frvillegas.wordpress.com/
http://frvillegas.wordpress.com/
http://www.aimath.org/~skrantz/Blurbs/tate.html
http://www.aimath.org/~skrantz/Blurbs/tate.html
http://www.aimath.org/pastworkshops/tateconjecturerep.pdf
http://www.aimath.org/pastworkshops/tateconjecturerep.pdf


3. Matt Daws
September 26, 2007

“they rarely get hired by hedge funds”. Yep, as you say, the writer clearly has
never heard of Jim Simons for example.

4. Thomas Love
September 26, 2007

Since I had already read this entry, I decide to check out the links you provide in
the right hand column. I went to each of the sites under String Theory Weblogs
and found discusisions of The Bionic Woman, How to do slide shows, The Beijing
Jazz festival, A proposal for a new theme new website, The Cosmic Climate link,
a site last updated on Dec 5, 2006, The fun of cleaning up, another
site last updated on Dec 5, 2006, and a site in Spanish, which I don’t know. I
have to conclude that there is not much progress being made in String Theory.
Surprise, Surprise, Surprise.

5. Jim Clarage
September 26, 2007

The video link to Dan Freed’s talk didn’t work for me. The link to it from the
main Clay video page:

http://www.claymath.org/video/

does appear to work.

ps,. thanks for the respite from the landscape. These popular/survey links are
always appreciated.

6. woit
September 26, 2007

Thanks Jim,

Link fixed. Now if only my postings on things like the Tate conjecture would draw
100 comments…

7. SnarkFest
September 26, 2007

Jim Simons wasn’t hired by a hedge fund. He started one. Right?

8. Tom Whicker
September 28, 2007

Instead of String Theory, it should be “The Susskind Conjecture”.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Harris_Simons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Harris_Simons
http://www.claymath.org/video/
http://www.claymath.org/video/


From Fermilab to Equivariant Cohomology

September 28, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Various things of interest, ordered in terms of increasing mathematical content:

This week Fermilab has hosted a P5 meeting and an annual program review.

At the P5 meeting, Fermilab director Pier Oddone made the case for planning to keep
running the Tevatron through FY 2010. He pointed out that the current LHC schedule
has “no float” for any possible delays in putting the hardware together, and only
allows for 3 months between first beam and physics collisions, drawing the conclusion
that it was unlikely the LHC would have physics results competitive with the Tevatron
before the currently planned closure date of September 2009. Presentations from D0
and CDF claimed that, if the machine runs through FY2010 and provides them with a
projected luminosity of 6.8 fb-1, they should be able to exclude the possibility of
existence of the Higgs at 95% confidence level over almost the entire possible range
of Higgs masses (if it isn’t there!) or find 3 sigma evidence for its existence in some
mass ranges (if it is).

At the program review, there was an overview of particle theory at FNAL from
Andreas Kronfeld, and a presentation about the LQCD lattice gauge theory project
from Paul MacKenzie. Several interesting documents reviewing the state of the lattice
gauge theory work are here.

Over the last few months I’ve often told myself that I should learn more about Howard
Georgi’s ideas concerning “unparticles” and try and write something about them.
Sabine Hossenfelder has saved me the trouble, you can learn about this here.

Last month there was a symposium at Durham on Twistors, Strings and Scattering
Amplitudes, a subject which has seen some exciting activity recently. Zvi Bern
reviewed progress on computing multi-loop amplitudes in N=4 gauge theory and in
gravity theories. He noted that the recently found unexpected one-loop cancellations
in N=8 supergravity (leading to the so-called “no triangle hypothesis”) are not due to
supersymmetry and are already there in non-supersymmetric gravity. This leads him
to conjecture that other gravity theories will be perturbatively finite, he explicitly
mentions N=6 supergravity. Nathan Berkovits discussed multi-loop superstring
amplitudes in the pure spinor formalism, ending up by noting that there are possible
problems caused by needed regularization of ghosts in this formalism, and they affect
high-energy contributions to the 4 point 3-loop amplitudes. Not that I’m saying I think
this will happen, but it would be pretty damn funny if it turns out that multi-loop
superstring amplitudes aren’t finite, multi-loop supergravity ones are…. There’s also a
talk by Jacques Distler, who continues his ceaseless quest to figure out how to make
physics available over the web in a form that no virtually no web-browser can display
properly.

Finally, I strongly believe in advertising equivariant cohomology as much as possible,
for mathematicians and for physicists. The new lecture notes by Matvei Libine are a

http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Sept2007/Agenda.html
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Sept2007/Agenda.html
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/DOE_APR07/index.html
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/DOE_APR07/index.html
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Sept2007/Talks/P5-Long%20Range%20Planning%20092207.ppt
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Sept2007/Talks/P5-Long%20Range%20Planning%20092207.ppt
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Sept2007/Talks/p5_sep07_d0_v7.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Sept2007/Talks/p5_sep07_d0_v7.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Sept2007/Talks/CDF_P5_final_v5768.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Sept2007/Talks/CDF_P5_final_v5768.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/DOE_APR07/Talks/APR_Review_2007_Kronfeld.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/DOE_APR07/Talks/APR_Review_2007_Kronfeld.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/DOE_APR07/PPT_PAT/LatticeTheoryBreakout.pdf
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/DOE_APR07/PPT_PAT/LatticeTheoryBreakout.pdf
http://theory.fnal.gov/theorybreakout2007/
http://theory.fnal.gov/theorybreakout2007/
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/09/unparticles.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/09/unparticles.html
http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/events/Meetings/LMS/2007/TSAS/talks.html
http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/events/Meetings/LMS/2007/TSAS/talks.html
http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/events/Meetings/LMS/2007/TSAS/talks.html
http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/events/Meetings/LMS/2007/TSAS/talks.html
http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/events/Meetings/LMS/2007/TSAS/Talks/bern.ppt
http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/events/Meetings/LMS/2007/TSAS/Talks/bern.ppt
http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/events/Meetings/LMS/2007/TSAS/Talks/berkovits.pdf
http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/events/Meetings/LMS/2007/TSAS/Talks/berkovits.pdf
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu:2500/jacques/s5/Orientifolds+and+Twisted+KR+Theory
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu:2500/jacques/s5/Orientifolds+and+Twisted+KR+Theory
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.3615
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.3615


good place to read about it.

Comments

1. JC
September 28, 2007

Could it be that the pure spinor formalism is just showing its limitations and
shortcomings, as opposed to the string multiloop amplitudes being genuinely
nonfinite?

2. Peter Woit
September 28, 2007

JC,

Sure, it could just be a problem of the formalism, and in any case maybe even
within that formalism it can be dealt with. What’s interesting though is that, at
higher loops, the standard ideology “string amplitudes finite, (super)gravity
infinite” may very well be wrong. Hard to be sure until, in both cases, the
amplitudes are better understood.

3. JC
September 28, 2007

If somebody ever calculates the correct 3-loop superstring amplitude (or higher)
expilicity and it is shown to be genuinely nonfinite, then I wouldn’t be surprised
if this ends up being the last nail in the coffin for string theory.

4. DB
September 28, 2007

Nobel Laureate Martin Veltman gave an interesting public lecture (not sure how
old it is – doesn’t appear to have been mentioned here before, my apologies if it
has) where he offered his highly sceptical opinion (in decreasing orders of
scepticism) on string theory, supersymmetry, the cosmological constant and the
Higgs mechanism in the context of a proposal to motivate the construction of an
800GeV linear collider in Hamburg as a successor to the LHC.
It doesn’t require specialist knowledge and contains interesting remarks about
the US direction in particle physics. A video of it is here:

http://pauli.physics.lsa.umich.edu/w/arch/som/sto2001/Veltman/real/n001.htm

It makes for an interesting comparison with his co-laureate and student Gerhard
‘t Hooft (who also gives excellent public lectures, by the way) who is quoted in
the recent Physics World article as advising physicists to keep such debates out
of the public arena.

5. Thomas Love
September 28, 2007

http://pauli.physics.lsa.umich.edu/w/arch/som/sto2001/Veltman/real/n001.htm
http://pauli.physics.lsa.umich.edu/w/arch/som/sto2001/Veltman/real/n001.htm


“Unparticle” physics remind me of the uncola. But it makes me think that
perhaps string theory should be called particle “unphysics”.

6. Peter Orland
September 29, 2007

Thank you, DB.

I checked out Veltman’s lecture. Though I think his momentum-space
suggestion is totally wrong, he has framed the current state of physics
and its problems in a very sensible way.

7. Kris Krogh
September 29, 2007

That Veltman lecture was 2001, before this blog existed. Courageous stand
against string theory for that time. Peter, I know cosmology doesn’t interest you
as much, but I hope you also heard his remarks on that topic and general
relativity.

8. Kris Krogh
September 29, 2007

If you use this link, you can view the video and slides for Veltman’s lecture
simultaneously.

9. Luzo
October 1, 2007

Veltman also makes some nice comments at a lecture I once saw at the CERN
library. He was very vocal and corrosive regarding string theory. He basically
said that he only trusts things that calculate things (something like this).

I don’t know whether these comments were made before or after this lecture.

10. Bee
October 1, 2007

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the link, I only just noticed. Yes, the unparticle stuff is a fairly weird
development. I’m not planning on looking closer into it though. Some of the
comments to my post are also interesting in this regard.

Best,

B.

11. Doug Natelson
October 1, 2007

I have a silly, naive question from a condensed matter person…. It seems like

http://wlap.physics.lsa.umich.edu/umich/mctp/conf/2001/sto2001/veltman/real/f002.htm
http://wlap.physics.lsa.umich.edu/umich/mctp/conf/2001/sto2001/veltman/real/f002.htm


“unparticles” are the HEP equivalent of a condensed matter phase that simply
isn’t well-described in terms of quasiparticles. For example, when Fermi liquid
theory fails in some strongly correlated electronic materials (e.g. the “local
moment” phase in heavy fermion compounds), there appears to be no simple
description of the low energy excitations of the resulting phase, at least not in
terms of weakly interacting quasiparticles with simple quantum numbers like
momentum and angular momentum. Is that basically the idea here?

12. JE
October 2, 2007

Concerning the searches for Higgs and supersymmetry at the Tevatron, the D0
and DF teams have just submitted a joint paper about their status. As stated in
its conclusions, “the `hint´ of an MSSM Higgs boson at m_a around 160GeV
obtained by CDF was not confirmed by D0”. In other words, no Higgs or SUSY so
far. This is the link:

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0710/0710.0248v1.pdf

13. a quantum diaries survivor
October 2, 2007

JE,

the proceedings you point to do not include the most recent results. CDF has a
new result for MSSM Higgs blessed for both the bbH->bbb(b) and the H->tau
tau searches. These update previous results based on half the statistics.

As far as the former goes, it is reported in my blog – I wrote about it a month
ago. The latter, although blessed, is not accessible online yet to my knowledge. I
did write about it today, but I left out the results, because I prefer to leave a
chance to the authors to do that first. In any case, your conclusion does hold.

Cheers,
T.

14. Shantanu
October 3, 2007

DB, thanks for the link to Veltman’s talk . He certainly has non-conventional povs
about validity of GR and there are also interesting discussions at the end.
Peter , what do you think of the talk? Has Veltman read your book or have you
corresponded with him regarding string theory?
Thanks

15. Peter Woit
October 3, 2007

Doug,

I was hoping someone knowledgeable would answer your question. I haven’t

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0710/0710.0248v1.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0710/0710.0248v1.pdf
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/08/27/mssm-higgs-at-160-gev-one-more-piece-of-non-evidence/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/08/27/mssm-higgs-at-160-gev-one-more-piece-of-non-evidence/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/10/02/awaiting-news-on-the-formerly-21-sigma-excess-of-mssm-higgs/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/10/02/awaiting-news-on-the-formerly-21-sigma-excess-of-mssm-higgs/


looked closely at what Georgi is doing, but assume you’re basically right, that the
point is that there are field-theoretic phenomena not describable by particle-like
excitations.

Shantanu,

Haven’t had a chance to look at the Veltman talk. I corresponded a little bit with
him when I was trying to get the book published, and he was quite sympathetic.
I’d suspect my more mathematical point of view is not to his liking, but that’s
he’d agree with much of the critique of string theory. I had the pleasure of
meeting him once when I was a postdoc at Stony Brook, and found him to be
quite an impressive character.



Scientists Ask Congress To Fund $50 Billion
Science Thing

September 28, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The latest issue of the Onion has some HEP-related coverage. It includes a nifty
graphic, and has this inspirational message from one of our congress-people

“Now, I’m no science major, but if I’m being told by a group of people that
the protons, neutrons, and electrons need unifying, then I think we owe it to
the American people to go in and unify them,” Rep. Mark Udall (D-CO) said.
“After all, isn’t a message of unity what we want to send to our children?”

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
September 28, 2007

The graphic looks like a Tokamak to me. So all that High Energy Physicists need
to do is to claim that Synchrotrons, like Tokamaks, are a stepping stone to
solving the world’s energy problems and funding will be secured.

2. Yatima
September 28, 2007

People actually have time to read the Onion?

Well, this is clearly the International Torus Experimental Reactor (ITER):
http://www.sbf.admin.ch/htm/themen/international/euratom_de.html

You can even see a loop or glowing closed string in the cavity. I will get my coat
now.

3. Paulo Guerra
September 28, 2007

Hi, I’m from Brazil and I thought only brazilians politicians give declarations like
that.

4. hmmm
September 29, 2007

This is a must read for all high energy physicists.

I don’t think it’s funny. I think it’s a good look in the mirror for a lot of people
who have forgotten that; ultimately, we serve at the pleasure of the public.

http://www.theonion.com/content/news/scientists_ask_congress_to_fund_50
http://www.theonion.com/content/news/scientists_ask_congress_to_fund_50
http://www.theonion.com/content/files/images/Scientist-Ask-Jump.jpg
http://www.theonion.com/content/files/images/Scientist-Ask-Jump.jpg
http://www.plasma.inpe.br/LAP_Portal/LAP_Site/Text/Tokamak_Development.htm
http://www.plasma.inpe.br/LAP_Portal/LAP_Site/Text/Tokamak_Development.htm


We won WWII and fueled myriad technological advancements. We deserved the
MASSIVE govenment welfare programs we currently enjoy (NSF, DOE, national
labs….).

When high energy physics lost contact with the real world, and even the hope of
gaining any tangible benefits started to fade….the funding started to fade.

Now HEP is lost in the multiverse….WTF.

5. retardigrade
October 2, 2007

“While expense is something to consider, I think it’s very important that we have
this kind of scientific apparatus, because, in the end, I have always said that
science is more important than it is unimportant,” Committee chairman Rep.
Bart Gordon (D-TN) said. “And it’s essential we stay ahead of China, Japan, and
Germany in science. We are ahead in space, with the NASA rockets going to
other planets, so we should be ahead in science too.”

“These scientists could trim $10 million if they would just cut out some of the
purple and blue spheres,” said Rep. Roscoe Bartlett (R-MD), explaining that he
understood the need for an abundance of reds and greens. “With all of those
molecules and atoms going in every direction, the whole thing looks a bit
unorganized, especially for science.”

“Now, I’m no science major, but if I’m being told by a group of people that the
protons, neutrons, and electrons need unifying, then I think we owe it to the
American people to go in and unify them,” Rep. Mark Udall (D-CO) said. “After
all, isn’t a message of unity what we want to send to our children?”

“Fifty billion dollars to buy atoms is too much,” Rep. Tom Feeney (R-FL) said.
“Frankly, I don’t understand why they don’t just gather up all the leftover atoms
in their test tubes and Bunsen burners. I think the scientists should have to use
those up before getting new ones.”

By gumbo, but we’re a sharp bunch, aren’t we? With smart cookies like that
leading us, our superiority in science is assured.

6. a quantum diaries survivor
October 2, 2007

Retardigrade, Peter, all:

There is clearly a pattern here. I seriously think these people are making it up. I
cannot conceive somebody uttering such idiocies. Rather, I think they want to
convey the message that they are ordinary people who watch football and don’t
understand science.

Whether that is the case or not, I feel for you guys. I guess you did not deserve
such a government.



Cheers,
T.

7. a.k.
October 2, 2007

..one has to note that this is a brilliant text, it is brilliant as only satirical texts
can be, it even refers to ‘self-referentiality’ (‘I’ve always said that science is more
important than it is unimportant’), which is clearly a non-trivial problem both in
mathematics and physics, this ‘..where science will ultimately occur..’ on the
other hand links with an evil undertone to the fact, that the LHC will -possibly-
force more scientific concepts to vanish or to remain shady areas of speculation
than to transport them to a surface where they could ‘ultimately occur’, but
anyway: the combination of dumb every-day belief and scientific arrogance and
impenetrability is too typical for western societies not to be matched by satirical
intelligence.

8. retardigrade
October 2, 2007

a quantum diaries survivor says, “There is clearly a pattern here. I seriously
think these people are making it up. I cannot conceive somebody uttering such
idiocies. Rather, I think they want to convey the message that they are ordinary
people who watch football and don’t understand science.”

Yeah, okay, seriously. There IS a clear pattern here. I would submit that even in
the event they are (ALL of these quoted) “making it up…in order to convey the
message that they are ordinary people who watch football and don’t understand
science” is sufficient testimony for the existence of idiocy. Whether you can or
can’t conceive of people “uttering such idiocies” is entirely irrelevant. (I have
trouble conceiving the possibility myself…it means nothing). The net idiocy,
however, remains.

In fact, the conscious masquerade of deception which you propose as an
explanation for such foolish statements that can impinge on the future of the
country is arguably tantamount to unpatriotic behavior, if not treason. In terms
of government, I can’t conceive of anything more idiotic than that. In a supposed
“democracy”, such behavior becomes downright ludicrous.

NO. I don’t buy it. I really DO think these people ARE actually that stupid. But I
ALSO think they revel in their culturally-instilled bragging-rights for stupidity.

They don’t need to pretend to be smart or stupid, but that doesn’t absolve them
of their ignorance where it is most painfully apparent, nor does it mean we
should let them off the hook just because they feel a need to build an affinity with
common folk who enjoy, say, football.

I enjoy a good football game too, but I don’t feel any need to act like an idiot in
an attempt to ingratiate myself to other enthusiasts. Such an approach I THINK
would be insulting to my fellows. At the very least. I’ll continue to assume they
are smart, and respect them for it, thank you. Similarly, I’d just like to see reps



and senators start acting like we aren’t nearly as dumb as they evidently think
we are.

What in the world would it take for our political leadership to HONESTLY
espouse and promote the merits of scientific literacy and public education in
general, for the authentic good of the country, if not the world, with the same
(deceptive!) zeal they apply to getting reelected? What the flaming heck do these
people think the purpose of their job is???

Yes, I know those may be construed as rhetorical questions. We all “know” what
politics is ultimately all about, right? Sure. But they still need real answers. The
trouble is, hardly anybody has the guts to ask the hard questions anymore.

9. anon.
October 2, 2007

This is the funniest comment thread I’ve seen in quite some time.

10. Lowenergy
October 2, 2007

According to wikipedia, the Onion is a US parody newspaper. This mean that
politicians have still some road ahead of them! 

11. non-a
October 2, 2007

I guess you did not deserve such a government.

Mmmmhh… talking about congress people, would Cicciolina have done better?
But, on second thought, at least there was one thing she demonstrably did very
well. That’s probably more than can be said about any other politician
anywhere…

12. anonymous
October 2, 2007

This is a (very funny) satirical article from a well-known satirical paper. Has
anyone considered the possibility that the dumb comments from the
congressmen (on whose smartness I have few illusions anyway) were just made
up by the writer?

13. parmenidis
October 2, 2007

I ‘m kind of perplexed here, did anyone of you took the article really seriously ?
Uhm anyway there is another one which I find even more funny

“Evangelical Scientists Refute Gravity With New ‘Intelligent Falling’ Theory”

http://www.theonion.com/content/node/39512

http://www.theonion.com/content/node/39512
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/39512


Peter you are right it’s not string theory that unifies physics.
…..It’s jesus

14. D R Lunsford
October 2, 2007

My browser can’t display extra dimensions. Do I need a new plugin?

-drl

15. Chris Oakley
October 3, 2007

Hi Parmenidis,

You could be on to something here. God may have created String Theorists to
formulate non-predictive theories, so that mankind would never cease to be in
awe of the wondrousness and incomprehensibility of the universe.

16. a quantum diaries survivor
October 3, 2007

Fascinating hypothesis Chris. My own is that God himself does not understand
the universe. He was experimenting with singularities when the whole thing
blew him off. In that sense we resemble Her: and string theorists even a tad
more.

Anyway, I rather wanted to answer retardigrate here:

“What in the world would it take for our political leadership to HONESTLY
espouse and promote the merits of scientific literacy and public education in
general, for the authentic good of the country, if not the world, with the same
(deceptive!) zeal they apply to getting reelected? What the flaming heck do these
people think the purpose of their job is???”

I think you are giving for granted something which is not – i.e., that everybody
agrees that scientific literacy is good for the world. That assumption is a deadly
sin. Many of those who can’t spell quark actually think science is just a pastime.

Cheers,
T.

17. Arun
October 3, 2007

God just has to make itself unambiguously apparent for mankind to be in
permanent awe of the mysteriousness and incomprehensibility of the universe;
no need to mess around with string theory.

Anyway, re: string theory, it is amazing that we think we have all the physical
principles at hand to specify physics at the highest energy.



18. rob
October 3, 2007

Great. But the all-time classic onion physics story is this one:

http://www.theonion.com/content/node/38718

If anyone mistook that one for a real story, I’d be awfully surprised.

19. Changcho
October 3, 2007

I suppose it is very telling (mostly about the US political leadership) that some
could not tell that the story is a parody…

20. Anon
October 3, 2007

Actually, it’s very telling about the general readership of this blog. Woit’s rants
against string theory and science in general only gain traction because such
people exist.

21. non-a
October 4, 2007

gainst string theory and science in general only gain traction because
such people exist.

Which leads us back to the old wisdom that anyone doubting string theory is an
anti-science moron with an IQ lower than 10.

Frankly, ST supremacists don’t seem to have any new ideas. May that be because
they are string theorists?

22. Anon
October 4, 2007

Actually, a good fraction of the people who closely follow this blog are
‘alternative scientists’ who are against string theory essentially because it
represents ‘the establishment’. Woit essentially exploits these people in order to
gain a following.

23. a.k.
October 4, 2007

..well, I know, and they are leftist, self-righteous ‘non-producers’ who are mainly
interested in following their path into eco-phantasizing foreagers’ liefstyle, while
leading comfortable lives on the cost of all the others who are following the
thoughts and ideas of others, as it is adequate for serious scientists. If these
latter, serious scientists however, run into trouble with their department, they
invert their views from constant praising to qualifying their former colleagues as
being ‘parasites’ etc., as if one behaviour would naturally induce the other.

http://www.theonion.com/content/node/38718
http://www.theonion.com/content/node/38718


Anyway: I strongly recommend Horkheimer/Adorno: ‘Die Dialektik der
Aufklaerung’, this should give enough material for some TOE-reflections.

24. Marty Tysanner
October 4, 2007

“Anon” says,

Actually, a good fraction of the people who closely follow this blog are
‘alternative scientists’ who are against string theory essentially
because it represents ‘the establishment’.

This could be true, but what is the factual basis for saying it? Even granting the
possibility that the comment may be valid for the range of commenters, “Anon” is
surely aware that many more people read blogs than comment in them, and
there is no obvious correlation between the viewpoints of those who leave
comments and those who don’t.

“Anon’s” comment could equally apply to any number of other blogs, for example
Cosmicvariance (as a perusal of comments on string theory related topics there
indicates). The comment would probably be equally correct if it were rephrased
along these lines: A good fraction of the readers who closely follow [insert ST-
oriented blog name here] are string theory partisans essentially because it
represents ‘the establishment’. That could also be true, but so what?
Observations like these are basically content-free and irrelevant to whether the
blog itself is valuable.

“Anon” (and others with similar views) appear to want consumers of their
derogatory comments about Not Even Wrong to associate skeptical views of
mainstream research directions in HEP with being “uninformed” or “contrarian
for its own sake.” That is a very simplistic view of skepticism, one that itself
seems very uniformed. It is also very insulting to the apparently significant
number of serious scientists and mathematicians who at least occasionally visit
this blog. Perhaps “Anon” should talk to physicists from a variety of disciplines
before deciding that skepticism about string theory indicates a contrarian world
view.

Finally, the “observation” that

Woit essentially exploits these people in order to gain a following.

is much different than my own perception. I don’t see Peter cunningly
marshalling the forces of the ignorant and anti-establishment folks to bolster his
case. Perhaps “Anon” has overlooked Peter’s repeated pleas to stop the stream of
uninformed or repetitive anti-string theory comments, or his judicious pruning of
many such comments…

Frankly, given the apparent ignorance and simple-minded analysis that is evident
in “Anon’s” comment, it is quite understandable to me why he/she wishes to
remain anonymous.



25. Arun
October 5, 2007

Re: God (joke by Gerry Porter, rec.humor.funny)

(UPI) Heaven. God has lost Her NSF grant. The National Science Foundation
cited three reasons in deciding not to renew the Holy Grant.

1. Although God has done good creative work in the past, there has been no
recent evidence of creativity.

2. No one as yet has been able to reproduce Her experimental results.

3. She has only written one book, and it has never been subject to peer review.

26. Arun
October 5, 2007

Phillip W. Nabours:

This actually happened, I didn’t make this up.

Prof: Some people have proposed using Krypton gas in scintillator detectors.

Grad Student: Won’t that scare away the superstrings?



A New Subfield of Physics…

October 3, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Things are not going well for string theory on the public relations front. Someone just
pointed me to the poll at Wired magazine they call String Theory Smackdown, where
the side arguing for string theory is losing the voting by more than 3 to 1.

The argument that seems to be carrying the day with the public is the simple one that
a supposedly unified theory that can’t make a single testable prediction, despite more
than twenty years of work, must have something really wrong with it. Many string
theorists acknowledge that this is the situation the theory is in, but make the case for
what they see as promising aspects of the theory that justify continued work on it.

Unfortunately, some string theory partisans have chosen to react to recent criticism
not by acknowledging the fact that string theory can’t be tested, but by making
misleading claims that the theory does make predictions and is testable. On Monday
here at Columbia, Gordon Kane gave a colloquium talk of this kind, with the title
String Theory and the Real World — a “new” subfield, string phenomenology. Kane
began by quoting David Gross as being highly skeptical about the whole idea of string
phenomenology, arguing “we don’t know what string theory is, how can it have a
phenomenology?”. Kane’s claim that “string phenomenology” is a new field is rather
peculiar, since it was an active subject back in the early 1990s. It is however true
that, for better or worse, it has become a more active one the past few years, as
string theorists have reacted to their colleague’s complaints that they do
mathematics, not physics, by trying to sell themselves as “phenomenologists”.

Kane mostly actually ignored string theory, concentrating on supersymmetry, which
he has been promoting for more than 20 years (he had an article about “Is Nature
Supersymmetric” in Scientific American back in 1986). He described seeing
supersymmetry as essential, pretty much the only way of getting a “window to the
Planck scale”. There was some mention of the idea that string theory makes
predictions about cosmology, but the “prediction” was just that in “most” string
theories, the size of B-mode polarization in the CMB is unobservably small. He put up
plots from this recent paper, claiming that one could distinguish different string
“backgrounds”, by their “footprints” on LHC data. Looking at the paper, it appears to
be based upon a large number of assumptions (e.g. that one just gets the MSSM),
designed to provide enough constraints so that one could not get absolutely anything,
but not so many as to be forced into contradiction with experiment.

For another exercise of this kind, take a look at Kane’s 1997 Physics Today article
entitled String theory is testable, even supertestable. This included an impressive
looking detailed, specific spectrum of the masses of superpartners, implying that it
was the sort of thing “predicted” by string theory. Only problem is that by now it looks
to me as if these “predictions” are almost all in disagreement with experiment. Back
in 1997 Kane was arguing against John Horgan that string theory really was testable,
that it “would predict a specific spectrum of particles and superpartners that can be
compared with experimental data”. He seems to have backed off on that claim, there

http://www.wired.com/culture/geekipedia/magazine/geekipedia/string_theory_smackdown
http://www.wired.com/culture/geekipedia/magazine/geekipedia/string_theory_smackdown
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.4259
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.4259


were no such spectra mentioned in his talk this week. About the landscape and its
exponentially large number of possibilities, he had little to say except that we “have
to learn how to think about this”.

He repeatedly made the claim that “String theories DO give predictions” and “String
theory is falsifiable”, giving as an example work by 3 graduate students of Mary
Gaillard that showed that one specific heterotic string compactification scheme gave
no light neutrino masses and thus led to models incompatible with experiment.
Another repeated point was that the problem with string phenomenology was just a
lack of manpower. If more people (especially graduate students) were doing these
calculations, great progress would be made. In the question session, asked about the
CC, he said that there were lots of ideas about how to solve it, what was needed was
just more people doing calculations.

Evidently many agree with him, since the IAS has just announced that next year’s
summer program for graduate students and postdocs will be on Strings and
Phenomenology.

I decided not to ask any question in the question session, having the overwhelming
feeling that arguing with “string phenomenologists” is now just wasting one’s breath.
They have made it clear that, no matter how dubious the arguments needed, they’re
going to keep promoting this field as predictive and highly relevant to the LHC. The
intellectual “dead zone” of “string phenomenology” will be with us no matter what
and perhaps even come to dominate particle theory until LHC results are in. May they
stay as close as possible to schedule! (Kane estimates first physics collisions next
September).

Comments

1. mclaren
October 3, 2007

Dr. Woit remarked:

[In] the poll at Wired magazine they call String Theory Smackdown…
the side arguing for string theory is losing the voting by more than 3 to
1.

String theorists make an excellent point when they note that the laws of nature
are not subject to a popular vote. We’re going to have to wait for the LHC and
see. In that connection, new calculations taking into account the latest hadronic
PVES experiments apparently place tighter constraints on physics beyond the
Standard Model:
http://www.jlab.org/div_dept/theory/highlight/beyondSM.html

Of course if no exotica beyond the SM show up in the LHC it’s easy to predict
that the string contingent will simply move their predictions to higher energies,
as usual.

http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/
http://www.admin.ias.edu/pitp/
http://www.jlab.org/div_dept/theory/highlight/beyondSM.html
http://www.jlab.org/div_dept/theory/highlight/beyondSM.html


2. Demagogue
October 4, 2007

Let’s put quantum mechanics to a popular vote. If it fails we’ll discard it as a
theory and replace it with something that gets more votes, like angels. That’s
they way to do science – popularity contests.

3. Peter Woit
October 4, 2007

I wasn’t suggesting that the results of a vote like this have anything to do with
the validity of a theory. But the fact that string theorists have been losing the
public debate does explain some of the tactics they are now adopting in this
debate. You don’t hear any more the argument for string theory that “it has
triumphed in the market of ideas”.

I’d be curious to know what similar numbers would be if you asked not visitors to
the Wired site, but Ph.D. physicists. My suspicion is that they wouldn’t be very
different. About the only population where the results would go the other way
would be if you asked string theorists. And even there, I’m not so sure, they
seem pretty discouraged these days…

4. Demagogue
October 4, 2007

Maybe string theorists are a large part of the population competent to comment
on the matter at all.

There’s no reason to expect an experimentalist working on optics to have any
more of an idea about string theory than an algebraic geometer.

5. Visitor
October 4, 2007

And because science is not a popularity contest, there is no reason to think that
that the opinion of string theorists themselves have any bearing on the
correctness of string theory either. And might even have LESS, to the degree
that their jobs and reputations are built on string theory.

6. a quantum diaries survivor
October 4, 2007

Hi Peter,

indeed I think this new delay of LHC schedule was greeted by string theorists as
new breathing air…

Cheers,
T.

7. DB
October 4, 2007



The “String Phenomenology” codology is an attempt at brand repositioning.
When your consumers tell you they don’t want your product, instead of
reworking the product you go for a re-branding exercise and try to find new
applications and markets. New ad campaign, new logo, the works. The
alternative is to shut down those factories and layoff all those highly trained
workers. Unfortunately, when the product is fundamentally unfit for purpose,
you’re onto a loser.
The lads at the IAS have been running their string theory show every second
year since 2002. They try to attract students from the ICHEP conferences – also
biennial. Now ICHEP is where all the action is in experimental HEP but string
theory always gets short shrift there, presumably because these people are
actually concerned with testing real theories, not mathematics masquerading as
physics.
In place of gimmicks, string theorists should take a lead from Witten’s approach
– use insights from mathematical physics to make new discoveries in pure
mathematics – of which his latest paper on Geometric Langlands provides yet
another eloquent example.

8. King Ray
October 4, 2007

I think that Occam’s Razor has slit String Theory’s throat.

9. Kris Krogh
October 4, 2007

Hi Mclaren,

String theorists make an excellent point when they note that the laws of nature
are not subject to a popular vote.

That’s ironic, given that so far the success of string theory has been measured
mostly by its popularity. Doesn’t seem they are really against voting, but have
concerns about who should be allowed to vote.

Or maybe the point is that instead of voting on poorly understood ideas, we
should vote on people. Edward Witten is chosen “most likely to succeed.” A
videotaped incident at the KITP comes to mind, where a string theorist proposes
a vote on whether Lee Smolin is a crackpot.

10. Roger
October 4, 2007

For better of worse, public engagement in the issue has happened and is largely
the result of yours and Lee’s spur.

As a particle physics experimentalist I have little real knowledge of string theory.
Certainly, not enough to form anywhere near an informed opinion as to whether
your arguments about string theory making little progress are valid. If I feel
unqualified to judge – and I’m trained to a reasonably high level in particle
physics theory – then the average politician certainly won’t have a clue.



This is what troubles me. I am persuaded by the idea that it is better to keep this
debate out of the public arena. Politicians like simple messages. If the prevailing
message is that theorists have wasted a lot of money doing stupid things (I know
this isn’t your message but may be message they get) then it is conceivable that
they will cut funding for theoretical physics, irrespective of the topics under
study.

The LHC may well provide new directions for the theoretical community which
would reduce the influence of string theory. I think it would have been better to
wait for the data before starting this debate, especially now that the issue is
getting its own momentum and will soon be out of the hands of you and Lee.

11. Analyzer
October 4, 2007

Maybe string theorists are a large part of the population competent to comment
on the matter at all.

You don’t have to be a string theorist, or even a physicist, or even a scientist, to
appreciate the scientific method. When you say you can make predictions, and
then you don’t, your audience doesn’t have to be Wittens and Susskinds and
Motls to know whether something is wrong.

12. mo
October 4, 2007

Roger wrote:

“As a particle physics experimentalist I have little real knowledge of string
theory. Certainly, not enough to form anywhere near an informed opinion as to
whether your arguments about string theory making little progress are valid. If I
feel unqualified to judge – and I’m trained to a reasonably high level in particle
physics theory – then the average politician certainly won’t have a clue.”

It may be difficult for a non-string theorist to understand WHY so little progress
in string theory has been made, but it does not take fine sense of discrimination
to ESTABLISH lack of progress. It takes almost no brains to figure out that string
theory keeps to promise a lot and delivers very little on the promises.

Yes, the average politician is well trained to sift the wheat from the chaff, even
though he/she may be unable to tell one kind of wheat from another. Remember
the cancellation of the superconducting supercollider? The project died largely
because of delays and cost overruns, but also because of the associated hype
(e.g., the promise of cure for cancer) and DOE’s deceptive claims.

13. Changcho
October 4, 2007

“When your consumers tell you they don’t want your product, instead of
reworking the product you go for a re-branding exercise and try to find new
applications and markets. New ad campaign, new logo, the works.”



Of course:

Pre-owned – > Used
Private security contractors -> Mercenary
String Phenomenology -> String Theory

and many others…

14. Eugene Stefanovich
October 4, 2007

Roger said:

“This is what troubles me. I am persuaded by the idea that it is better to keep
this debate out of the public arena. Politicians like simple messages. If the
prevailing message is that theorists have wasted a lot of money doing stupid
things (I know this isn’t your message but may be message they get) then it is
conceivable that they will cut funding for theoretical physics, irrespective of the
topics under study.”

I strongly disagree. People shouldn’t shut up out of fear that some stupid
politician misinterprets their words and cuts funding. Quite opposite. The duty of
scientists is to educate laypeople and politicians. Open and honest debate is a
part of that education.

Eugene.

15. A.J.
October 4, 2007

Mo,

What do you think the promises made by string theorists are, and what do you
think a reasonable time frame for delivery on these promises would be?

16. dan
October 4, 2007

Dear Peter,

Briane Greene once said string theory is the only game in town.

In NEW you yourself pointed out that one reason string theory was popular in
early 80s was there were few unresearch seemingly promising ideas left to
address the shortcomings of the SM.

What do you think will happen to string theory and to string theorists should
LHC fail to find evidence for SUSY? Or, in otherwords, what would most string
theorists today (i.e Witten, Greene, Randall, Susskind) work on (both HEP and
QG) in an era where LHC does not find evidence of SUSY in the next few years?
Will those string theorists interested in QG continue to work on strings or would
they switch to LQG?



Do you think those string theorists interested in HEP might jump on
Smolin’s/Sundance preon braiding bandwagon? Or will string theorists continue
to do stringy research ignoring a LHC null result.

Dan

17. amused
October 5, 2007

If smart people genuinely think they can get something worthwhile out of this
string phenomenology business then good luck to them. But they should have the
same obligations to demonstrate interesting and important progress as the rest
of us. If they are able to make such progresses, let them “prove it” by publishing
them in PRL. And if they can’t get published there then the rest of us will draw
the obvious conclusion. I’m not personally qualified to assess the worth of
research on this topic, but I trust in the capability of the referees and editors of
PRL to do so.

18. Quixotik
October 5, 2007

“There’s no reason to expect an experimentalist working on optics to have any
more of an idea about string theory than an algebraic geometer.”

Wrong! An experimentalist working on optics would have to know the theory
behind her experiments. And she’d therefore know if string theory had been
formulated such that it could reduce, under certain conditions, to the those
standard theories. And if it hasn’t been thus formulated, she knows string theory
is far from complete and usable.

That is much more than an algebraic geometer knows, unless the algebraic
geometer also happens to have a working knowledge o physics.

19. Quixotik
October 5, 2007

And another thing.

The public’s job is not to decide whether string theory is valuable or not. The
public’s job is to decide whether or not string theorists should each be given
over a hundred thousand dollars per year to sit around with paper and pencil
thinking about string theory. And even an unintelligent uneducated member of
the lay public can ask, “What’s in it for me?” And if no one can give him a
satisfactory answer, he has the right to withdraw his tax money from the
paychecks of the string theorists. And if that happens, it doesn’t mean string
theorists have to stop working on string theory. They can get a day job and do
string theory at night if they’re so convinced it’s a blockbuster.

20. chris
October 5, 2007



dear roger,

let’s assume that someone to whom nonabelian gauge theories are a total
mystery would need to be convinced of the correctness of qcd. do you have to
carry that guy thru the proof of renormalizibility? does he need to know how to
compute the beta function?

no. you show him the bjorken scaling plots in the pdb an that’s it.

how about the SU(2)xU(1) weak theory? do you need to understand the higgs
mechanism for gauge boson mass generation? no. just look at that picture from
UA1 and there is the W and the Z. and you can understand the higgs mechanism
better than higgs himself and still there is this shadow of doubt if it is correct at
all because we have not seen the particle yet.

every reasonable person is qualified to judge scientific theories, that’s the
beauty. they make predictions that either get validated or not.there is a certain
time lapse of course. in 1960 the big bang theory was fine even without direct
experimental proof. it would be hard to defend today if no CMB would have been
found yet. it is equally hard today for steady state fans to argue against the big
bang – even if the hardcore ones still do so.

for string theory the clock is just ticking. and they are on the move.

21. David
October 5, 2007

when oh when, will you stop being so negative and grace us with your brilliant
alternative so we can put that to a vote……

22. mo
October 5, 2007

A.J. Says:

“Mo,

What do you think the promises made by string theorists are, and what do you
think a reasonable time frame for delivery on these promises would be?”

Speaking in the simplest possible terms, it is better to point out past promises
that became claims:

1) they claim they have a theory, but string theory (or more accurately M-theory
that substituted it) doesn’t really exist yet;

2) they also claim string theory provides a unification of all of fundamental
physics, but it doesn’t even predict the Standard Model parameters.

Re: time frame. Let’s look at comparable projects. It took Einstein about ten
years to formulate general relativity. It took 16 years to complete the
electroweak theory, from Yang-Mills (1955) to Glashow-Salam-Weinberg (1960s)



to t’Hooft (1971). So I would expect that by now we should have had a complete
formulation of string theory.

23. Roger
October 5, 2007

Interesting responses.

I stand by what I wrote that dragging this into the public arena at this stage is
not sensible, especially with the LHC around the corner. Were there to be no
LHC then it would be more appropriate to begin the debate now. As it is, should
the LHC discover new physics then my money is on the theorists trying to
understand the new phenomena quantitatively i.e. chasing the Nobel prize. If
string theory is not fit for this purpose then it will naturally ebb away to an
extent. Others may have different opinions of how future events will pan out.
However, nobody knows anything for sure other than that we have experiments
waiting to come on-line which stand a fighting chance of changing the direction
of physics research. In this situation it is sensible to hold back – after all we’ve
already waited twenty years.

Unless I missed it then nobody responded to my main point which is that sending
the message that theoretical physicists are a useless bunch who can’t be trusted
with the public’s money is a dangerous message to send. This is the message
which is being sent. With every popular magasine picking up this debate, the
qualified and carefully worded criticisms become more and more distorted.

As for string theory having made no progress, I’m not going to restate the string
theorists arguments, which are well known.

The issue of hype was also mentioned. The LHC has probably been hyped as
much as string theory. According to every popular science magasine I’m taking
part in an experiment which will explain mass (well not really since most
observable mass comes from the strong force), explain dark matter (let’s hope
that the hierarchy problem is as serious as we think and we get new TeV
physics), and also allow us to somehow unify the fundamental forces (such is the
message getting through). The fact is that every science field hypes its work in
order to get the public and policy makers on board.

I don’t have any particular love for string theory. My own opinion, for what its
worth, is that theoretical physics research may have gone down a blind alley for
the past twenty years and needs to learn lessons to avoid repeating this
behaviour in the future. However, I’m not convinced that the current blog wars
and bringing the fight into the public arena at this stage is the most sensible way
to achieve continued funding and future excellence in research, which has to be
the final aim.

24. DB
October 5, 2007

Roger,



Your position resembles that of Gerhard ‘t Hooft, and is, I believe, the majority
view held by physicists, whether they be theoreticians or experimentalists.
It is a traditional stance and can be summarised as “don’t wash your dirty linen
in public”.
The problem, as has been repeatedly explained by Smolin and Woit, is that until
recently very little debate has taken place either within or without the physics
community, and string theorists have had free reign to hype their theories to the
public while establishing hegemony over much of theoretical physics research in
the US.
The fact that the physics community allowed this to happen shows that the ‘t
Hooft approach doesn’t work. That much of the debate has had to be stirred by
an outsider (Woit) only highlights a twenty year failure of the physics community
to address this issue internally.
Your expectation that the LHC will further diminish string theory status exactly
mirrors the prevailing view, i.e., that we can trust to experiments to sort the
wheat from the chaff. There is no evidence that string theorists will take a blind
bit of notice of any negative outcomes from the LHC.
The physics community’s ostrich mentality will have serious consequences for
future physics funding when, not if, the string theory program collapses. Because
we didn’t put our house in order when we had the chance to do so, outside forces
will do it for us, and we only have ourselves to blame.

25. Roger
October 5, 2007

You say there is no evidence that there experimental data will sort the wheat
from the chaff. This is a statement of the obvious – we haven’t taken data yet.
Nobody knows what will happen. The only certainty is that we have experiments
about to start which have a fighting chance of changing the face of physics. That
hasn’t been the case for many years. Being hot-headed now is somewhat absurd
given the risks of inflicting lasting damage to the reputation of the field.

I’m very sceptical that the damage created by this messy public debate is less
than if string theory “internally” collapsed. Funding and the general health of
science relies on public trust – with every magasine article this trust is being
eroded. One has to be damn certain before opening a public debate and washing
dirty linen in public. I’ve yet to see any evidence that the approach you’re
advocating is any more constructive than my favoured option which is to wait
several more years and see how the LHC influences the field before opening the
can of worms.

Its very easy to start a public debate, its not so easy to control it. The end result
of all of this may well be unsatisfactory for string and non-string enthusiasts
alike.

Note, by the way, a lot of qualifications in my statements. I don’t know what will
happen. This is why I strike a note of caution. I’m not convinced that any of the
posters here have any more prescience than me and the certainty and, at times,
fanaticism with which both sides push their view is very worrying.



26. DB
October 5, 2007

Roger,

I did not write “there is no evidence that there experimental data will sort the
wheat from the chaff”. I wrote “There is no evidence that string theorists will
take a blind bit of notice of any negative outcomes from the LHC.” That is based
on the assumption that they will continue to behave as they have to date when
faced with inconvenient and unanticipated experimental outcomes, witness the
use of anthropic arguments when faced with the lambda-CDM cosmology.
Proposing that public debate be closed down is just an argument for a
restoration of the status quo pre Smolin and Woit. Well, that’s not going to
happen. Either the community resolves this internally or funding authorities will
do it, with knock-on implications for the reputation of all physicists, especially in
the HEP sector.

Once again, I point out that it is this blind faith in experiment as the arbiter of
string theory’s demise or success which is the Achilles heel of the community’s
response to date. It’s cosy, convenient and a recipe for doing nothing. It ignores
the fact that the LHC is incapable of falsifying string theory as things stand. So
what if LHC doesn’t find supersymmetry? Not to worry, check higher up. Oh you
can’t, well, build a bigger machine and in the meantime we’ll do some more
calculations.

When string theory eventually collapses, its practitioners can go back to doing
what many of them are eminently qualified to do, making fine contributions to
pure mathematics, as Witten does, or diversifying into other areas of
mathematical physics. The physics community will be left holding the baby.

27. Roger
October 5, 2007

You know nothing about what will happen in the theoretical community during
the LHC era and nor does anyone.

Tell me, why does the community need the public debate *now* and not, for
example, in 4-5 years time when the data could already have led to other
promising approaches and a greater diversity emerging ?

28. Miso
October 5, 2007

«And even an unintelligent uneducated member of the lay public can ask,
“What’s in it for me?”»

Please. The average joe is not qualified to judge the best clothes to wear on a
rainy day and you want them to make these decisions about prospects that are
anything but clear?

Some people’s faith in humanity never ceases to amaze me.



29. Thomas Larsson
October 5, 2007

why does the community need the public debate *now*

Woit’s original evaluation, physics/0102051 appeared in 2001. Glashow’s (Nobel
1979) and Ginsparg’s attack on string theory, Desperately seeking superstrings,
appeared in Physics Today in 1986. 2001 and 1986 are hardly “now”.

What is happening now is that string theorists no longer have the power to
suppress critique. A generation of physicists has spent 20 years on the receiving
end of unchallenged string theory propaganda can no longer be ignored.

30. DB
October 5, 2007

I know that the LHC it will not be able to falsify string theory as things stand
today, because no predictions are made that can eliminate the theory if they are
not found. Phenomena may be discovered which are tough to reconcile with
string theory, but that has never been an unsurmountable obstacle.

The HEP community needed this debate many years ago, and has crouched
behind the bogus LHC “messiah” argument for long enough. It has painful
lessons to learn.

Feynman blasted string theory publicly back in the mid-1980s, and was ignored.
Twenty years on, do you believe we are better off?

31. Peter Woit
October 5, 2007

Roger (and others),

Thanks for the thought-provoking comments. I have been thinking about these
issues as this debate has become a public one over the last year or two.

There are two answers to “why now?”. One is that it’s already way too late. Much
of this debate could have and should have taken place 20 years ago. I got
involved in 2000, after many years of frustration that the obvious issues were not
being addressed, attempting unsuccessfully to get something published in
Physics Today, addressed not to the public, but to the physics community. That
was stopped, and the piece ended up being published in American Scientist,
getting an audience of not just physicists. The book was written a couple years
later, and an editor at Cambridge University Press was interested in publishing
it. Again, string theorists put a stop to that, which just delayed the publication
and forced me to go to a publisher much more in the business of marketing to a
wide public. All of this was going on at a time when LHC results were still quite a
few years in the future.

The other answer to “why now?” is that much of this is already over: the “dirty
linen” has already made its public appearance, with the heaviest public attention
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to this taking place last fall when my book and Smolin’s appeared in the US
around the same time. At this point, the cat is out of the bag, with a widespread
perception that string theory is a subject in trouble. If string theorists want to
respond to this by saying “yes, things are not going well, let’s see what the LHC
says”, there’s not much to debate. If they decide to go to the press claiming that
Smolin/Woit are all wrong, everything is fine, and keep publicly fighting a debate
they have so far been losing, that’s their choice, but I think not a smart one.

As far as the effects of this on funding of particle physics, it’s not so simple.
People calling up their elected representatives to demand defunding of particle
theory is not the way the world works. The FY2008 proposed DOE and NSF
budgets contain quite healthy increased funding for HEP, both experimental and
theoretical. I can see why string theorists are not happy to lose the status with
the public that years of hype had bought them and have to live with a more
realistic one, but funding questions are in the hands not of the public, but of a
much smaller and better-informed group. It undoubtedly is a tougher sell these
days to use string theory to get private funding from philanthropists, but I can’t
say I think that’s a bad thing. Much of the funding and health of particle theory
is based on the decisions of other physicists, who are making the decisions about
whether to hire particle theorists in their departments and advising the NSF
about how to allocate resources. The main problem for particle theorists is this
possible loss of support not from the ill-informed public, but from their much-
better informed colleagues.

As far as this danger goes, the main problem is just the too-obvious lack of
progress in the subject. When people see nothing new coming out of a field for a
long time, they start thinking that resources are better allocated elsewhere. As
far as the effect of my book and Smolin’s, I think they gave many physicists a
more realistic awareness of what the state of HEP theory is, and what the level
of string theory hype has been. This is uncomfortable for many theorists, but I
don’t see the argument that it’s a bad thing. From talking to many people, I
actually think the worst damage to the interests of string theory has come from
the behavior of string theorists themselves. Lubos Motl, aided by significant
support from other string theorists, personally did a huge amount of damage to
the perception of the subject. Lenny Susskind and others promoting the
anthropic principle (through books and articles for the public) have done even
more. When I talk about the problems of string theory with physicists and
mathematicians who don’t know much about the subject, they generally have a
prejudice in favor of the idea that things can’t be really that bad, given how
smart some string theorists are and how many people work on it. When they see
Susskind or others going on about the anthropic principle, I often see a strong
reaction of visceral disgust and a lot of sympathy for the idea that there really is
a big problem here.

So, as far as the “public debate” goes, particle theorists should be worrying not
about the public, but about their colleagues and specifically about the damage
that promotion by prominent theorists of pseudo-science is causing. Allowing this
to go unchallenged is a huge mistake. As far as the wider debate about string
theory goes, I think it would have been a lot smarter for string theorists to react
in public the way many of them react privately: acknowledging that the problems



of string theory are very real, and that the subject is in a difficult state. Instead
of going to the public with claims that Smolin/Woit don’t know what they’re
talking about, everything is fine, they would do a lot better by acknowledging
problems, and telling the public that this is how science is done: much if not
most of the time ideas don’t work out as hoped.

My own worry about HEP theory funding is a different one. I see physicists
drawing the conclusion that what went wrong here was too much emphasis on
mathematics, that if theorists had just stuck to “phenomenology” and not gone
off into mathematically sophisticated formal investigations then there wouldn’t
have been a problem. The problem with string theory is not that it’s too
mathematical, it’s that it’s a wrong physical idea about unification. What I see
happening now is not a defunding of particle theory in general, but an
abandonment of the kind of deep, long-term investigation of difficult issues that
is needed, in favor of often outrageous attempts to claim “real world”
applications of string theory. To some extent this is being justified by the idea
that the LHC is going to save the day, that all theorists need to do is get up to
speed on how to analyze collider data. Maybe this will work out, but I don’t think
the way all eggs are being put in that basket is wise.

32. amused
October 5, 2007

David wrote: “when oh when, will you stop being so negative and grace us with
your brilliant alternative so we can put that to a vote……”

Actually there are quite a few interesting alternative topics to ST in formal
particle theory. Reasonable string theorists don’t seem to have any problem
acknowledging this; Jacques Distler even listed some of them here. I suspect
these alternatives would do quite well if put to a vote…

Regarding Roger’s points: I agree it is potentially damaging that the string
theory punch-up has led to the public getting a negative impression of the state
of physics in general. The solution imo should be to give the public a more
accurate picture of present day physics research. Unfortunately they have been
brainwashed into thinking that the only interesting problems are quantizing
gravity and “unifying the forces”. Even the LHC is being partly sold to them as
something that is supposed to give insights into these things. If the public
realized that most of what goes on in physics (including much of HEP) takes
place through conservative, uncontroversial, bottom-up approaches, and that
these are generally doing fine and continue to produce important advances in
physical knowledge, then I don’t think they will want to pull the plug on physics
just because they hear about a relatively small segment of physicists getting
bogged down in a metaphysical multiverse.

The seeds of the current public airing of dirty linen were sown a long time ago
by string theorists who for some bizarre reason felt that the public absolutely
had to know all about their speculative research program, extra dimensions and
all, without it having a shred of experimental evidence or having reproduced the
standard theories we already know are correct at low energies. If it hadn’t been
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for this the current airing of dirty linen probably wouldn’t be in the public
domain (they wouldn’t know about it).

Finally, a question for Roger: What do you think about string theorists continuing
to put out misleading press releases about “tests of string theory”? Is it really
best to just ignore these for the time being, to avoid letting the public get a bad
impression?

33. Eric
October 5, 2007

Dear Peter and others,
One question that I would like to pose to you is, suppose that the string
landscape is true and there are really 10^500 possible vacua. Do you claim that
of these 10^500 vacua that there is not one which corresponds to our universe?
If so, how would you know? Unless you can prove that there is no such vacuum,
then your claim that string theory cannot make any predictions is baseless.

Essentially, the purpose of the field of string phenomonelogy is to find this
vacuum from a ‘bottom up’ approach. Now, we may or may not be able to explain
why this particular vacuum is chosen, but that is a seperate question.

34. Peter Woit
October 5, 2007

Eric,

I’ve already gone on about what I think about this point far too many times, here
and elsewhere. If “string phenomenologists” want to make the case for their
subject by saying that they’re going to keep at it and not give up until every one
of the 10^500 vacua has been investigated and carefully examined to make sure
it doesn’t agree with experiment, they can do that, but this is just going to
convince people that the criticisms of the subject are valid.

35. Eric
October 5, 2007

Well, Peter is no different that the state of particle physics in the 1950’s when
there was an elementary particle zoo rather than a string landscape. I suppose
it’s a good thing that the phenomenologist of the time ‘kept at it’.

36. Peter Woit
October 5, 2007

Eric,

One minor difference: the “elementary particle zoo” was experimental data, the
“string landscape” isn’t.

37. Eric
October 5, 2007



Peter,
The point is that there was no fundamental theory which could explain the
plethora of elementary particles. There was no Standard Model and it was far
from clear that QFT was the correct description of elementary particle physics.

Regarding the string landscape, the data that we hope to have soon is the
superpartner spectrum from which it is hoped that the pattern of soft masses
may be deduced. Since the soft masses are calculable in string models, as
opposed to the MSSM where they must be put in by hand, it may then be
possible to zero in on a particular class of vacua.

38. dan
October 5, 2007

Eric,
what if LHC doesn’t find any SUSY partners?

39. Peter Orland
October 5, 2007

Eric,

Your line of reasoning is very curious. You are trying to make an analogy
between 1) complicated experimental data, and the need for a theory to simplify
that data and 2) complicated possibilities from a theory, and picking out one of
many possibilities with the aid of experiments.

These two situations are not analogous.

40. cosmologist
October 5, 2007

I’m no expert in string theory but I think the fact that no one has been able to
get a string theory land scape based inflation model which produces gravity
waves is a very important thing to keep in mind. Over the next few years cosmic
microwave background polarization experiments should be able to detect gravity
waves if the scale of inflation is not too low. If they do, my impression is that the
landscape is going to be in big trouble. Another way cosmology could make life
very difficult for the landscape is if the dark energy is shown to have a time
varying equation of state. The landscape based solutions predict an equation of
state equal to -1 (a cosmological constant).

41. A.J.
October 5, 2007

mo,

I’m not sure I agree about the time frame, or about the statement that GR and
Yang-Mills theory are comparable projects. Trying to simultaneously unify
particle physics and construct a theory of quantum gravity strikes me as vastly
more difficult than either of these. I suspect that a reasonable time frame might



be something more like a century or two. (This is a somewhat pessimistic take on
Witten’s comment that strings was a piece of 23rd-or-whatever century physics.)

How do you judge progress in a project on such a long time frame? I don’t really
know. The best answer I have is that you look for spin-off, good ideas that are
applicable elsewhere. There’s some precedent for this: many of the techniques
used to study gauge theories were first developed in early attempts at quantum
gravity.

42. Peter Woit
October 5, 2007

A.J.,

I think the way you evaluate any ambitious project is whether, as you learn more,
you are moving towards your goal. The problem with the idea of unification via
string theory is that since 1984, as people learn more and more about it, they
find more and more problems with it. Instead of producing even some minimal
explanation about the standard model, it has instead led to the reductio ad
absurdum of the landscape.

I think one can argue for continued research on string theory based on hopes for
spin-offs, but it’s not a good idea to be pursuing a failed project purely based on
such hopes. You’re more likely to get spin-offs from trying something different
than from continuing to work on something that has already failed.

43. anon.
October 5, 2007

In the question session, asked about the CC, he said that there were
lots of ideas about how to solve it, what was needed was just more
people doing calculations.

Crackpot. Noun: crackpot ‘krak`pót. … In physics: those who promote
extravagant ideas before having accomplished the calculations necessary to
check the validity of such ideas.

44. anon.
October 5, 2007

cosmologist: the Lyth bound suggests that measuring a large tensor-scalar ratio
is problematic in field theory, not just in string theory…..

45. Eric
October 5, 2007

Peter O,
The situations are exactly analogous. Suppose it is 1959 and you have
experimentally the elementary particle zoo and you have QFT. In this situation,
would there not be a complicated set of possible QFT’s which you could
construct in order to try to explain the data? There is no priniciple inherent in



QFT which would uniquely lead you to the Standard Model. Thus, what was done
is to construct phenomenlogical models which then can lead us to the correct
description.
With string theory, we are looking to experimental data in the form of
information about the supersymmetry breaking soft terms which will guide us to
the correct string theory description.

Dan,
If no supersymmetric partners are discovered at LHC, then it’s still possible that
string theory might be right. However, since in this case there is very little
chance of ever making contact with experiment I would expect interest in the
subject to dwindle. However, there must be some new physics at the TeV scale
one way or the other. We shall see.

46. Arun
October 5, 2007

Eric wrote:

With string theory, we are looking to experimental data in the form of
information about the supersymmetry breaking soft terms which will guide us to
the correct string theory description

The situation with not analogous to 1959 because we don’t know that
supersymmetry is real. Your example is, to put it crudely, we are waiting to find
out the size of an angel, so that we can figure out how many can dance on the
head of a pin.

47. Eric
October 5, 2007

Well, Arun we find out if supersymmetry is realized in nature very soon.

I would like to remind you that the idea of quarks were introduced to simplify the
particle zoo, however there was no evidence for these for many years just like in
the case of supersymmetry. In fact, most physicists did not accept their existence
since they had never been observed.

48. David B.
October 5, 2007

I am dismayed by the attitude that various commenters of this Blog have. They
are suggesting that all research in string theory should stop. In particular, there
is this idea permeating various posts that string theorists are being payed
enormous ammounts of money to do fluffy landscape metaphysics with no
connections to reality.

It is important to remember the following:

Models of light strings at the TeV, or 10 TeV scale have not been ruled out
experimentally. They might be diisfavoured by certain theoretical prejudice, but



they are not ruled out. We have to wait for the LHC data before we say that
strings are not relevant for the TeV scale.

String theory is not just about unification of the standard model with gravity and
predicting the couplings of the standard model. That is just one of the goals that
the program of string theory as a whole is trying to pursue.

String theory is also (at the very least) a toy model of quantum gravity where
many questions about the nature of black holes and geometry can be answered.
This alone is sufficient justification to keep the program runing in the eyes of
many scientists (not just string theorists).

Via the AdS/CFT correspondence, string theory ideas offer a unique insight into
strongly coupled phenomena of gauge theories. Considering that QCD was
proposed over 30 years ago and that it has not been solved (even with the most
powerful computers and the efforts of thousands of people in the lattice QCD
program) it seems ridiculous to toss away a formalism that gives you some
analytic handle on strong coupling phenomena just because some other aspects
of the string program are not satisfactory at the current moment. This is like
tossing away the Ising model for being unrealistic. As a matter of fact,
calculations using black holes in higher dimensions are still the best theoretical
match for certain measurements that have been done in the RHIC experiment.
There is a lot of cross-talk between experimentalists, string theorists and QCD
experts at the moment, and it is centered on data.

To all of you with this intense anti-string prejudice: get back to reality and
research the field and its current status before you start making pejorative
statements just because you have a grudge.

49. Cecil Kirksey
October 5, 2007

David B.:
“String theory is also (at the very least) a toy model of quantum gravity ….”. This
I believe is a statement that no string theorist would support. What happen to
the statement : “string theory is believed to be the only consistent theory of
quantum gravity”?

50. Coin
October 5, 2007

Eric wrote:

Well, Arun we find out if supersymmetry is realized in nature very
soon.

Well, there’s one I’ve been wondering about, actually. Should we really expect
supersymmetry to imply that supersymmetry will be found at the LHC? I mean,
we apparently don’t see any supersymmetry under 1 TeV. Why must we see it
under 15 TeV? Is there anything special about that particular factor of 15 that
causes us to expect it to bring the superpartners into visibility range?



I’ve seen it expressed previously that if we don’t see SUSY at the LHC, then
probably SUSY is false. Is this fair, and is there any particular reason for this
argument? What is the constraint that makes it unreasonable that the lightest
superpartner would be massed at greater than 15 TeV? Why should we expect
that we’ll find out whether supersymmetry is realized in nature very soon?

Meanwhile, people seem to generally act as if they’re expecting the Higgs to be
found before any superpartner. Let’s say this in fact happens. Should we then
conclude that ALL the superpartners are heavier than the lightest Higgs? If it
turns out that all superpartners are heavier than the lightest Higgs, does this tell
us anything? Would this be viewed as unusual, predictable, mere coincidence?

51. Eric
October 5, 2007

Cecil,
We except supersymmetric partners of the TeV scale because this is required for
SUSY to solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Since the Higgs is a fundamental
scalar, it’s mass should recieve corrections which diverge quadratically.
Introducing a fermion which is the partner to the Higgs cancels these
divergences and stabilizes the Higgs mass.

As far as your statement that SUSY hasn’t been yet been seen up to the TeV
scale, this is wrong because this energy has yet to be probed by any
experiments. LHC will be able to probe this regime, and if LHC doesn’t find
SUSY then SUSY must not be the solution to the hierarchy problem.

52. Moshe
October 5, 2007

“This I believe is a statement that no string theorist would support…”

Pretty funny statement in context, I love the confidence…kind of puts in
perspective the idea of trying to reason with those aforementioned commenters.

53. Coin
October 5, 2007

Eric, thanks for the clarification.

54. Jock Distiller
October 5, 2007

I’m a bit surprised to see PW still saying that the Landscape is pseudo-science.
Jacques D explained why that is not so over in the “infinte thread” on CV:

“I’ve explained why I think it is likely that, when we manage to find a family of
vacua which bear more than a passing resemblance to the Standard Model (so
far, we haven’t), they will have a sparse distribution of values for the parameters
— both those which have already been measured (which can, if you want, be
used to further prune the vacua which bear looking at) and, more importantly, of



the parameters we have not yet measured.

Since we haven’t yet found the family of vacua we are looking for, my argument
can hardly be called ironclad*. But it is a good deal more persuasive than the
mere assertion than “You can get anything you want on the Landscape.”

In any case, if you’re going to go around repeatedly making the latter assertion,
then you have to explain why the above argument is wrong. ”

Well, I have to admit that I don’t like his attitude any more than you do, and I did
have a good laugh at your jibes at his weird obsession with typesetting. Rising
above all that, however, the man has made a point — not every flux on a CY
manifold contributes to renormalizable SM couplings; in fact, generically, very
few do. So it is just not true that “anything goes” except for a few things like the
cosmological constant.

What is your response? I’m not trying to score points here, I just thought it was
an interesting point that certainly bears further discussion.

55. Arun
October 5, 2007

I thought it was clear that string theory as THE theory of everything, the one and
only game in town, the language in which God wrote the universe, etc., has so
far gone nowhere; and is the one that is being derided; there are other much less
grand, but more scientific, uses of string methods; by all means pursue them.
And maybe one day, string theorists may even have the last laugh.

56. Peter Woit
October 5, 2007

Jock,

I’ve already responded to this multiple times elsewhere, explaining exactly what
my argument about the landscape is. Jacques and others typically ignore my
actual detailed argument, take one phrase out of it like “you can get anything
you want” and insist on just arguing with that. I’m not claiming that the
landscape can be disproved with 6 words, and I don’t know whether zero, a finite
number or an infinite number of supposed vacuum states of string theory will
match to experimental accuracy all the standard model parameters. I am
claiming that all hopes to get real predictions out of it are based on massive
amounts of wishful thinking, and wishful thinking is not science. It’s up to people
like Jacques who claim the landscape is science to come up with the standard
sort of scientific evidence for this, which is something more than “if we could just
do certain computations which are now completely hopeless, the results would
be certain very complex constraints on real world data which might be true”. You
can’t just assert this, but have to come up with some evidence for it.

David B.,

If you read blogs regularly I’m surprised that you’re “appalled” to find that some



blog commenters are not extremely well-informed about some topics. Funny that
you only seem concerned by ill-informed commenters who aren’t happy with
string theory. What about ill-informed commenters like Eric who are promoting
string theory, do you think they’re also a problem?

I notice you’ve completely ignored the content of my posting.

57. Eric
October 5, 2007

Dear Peter,
I think I know a thing or two more about both particle physics and string theory
than you, so I think I would be careful about who you are calling ill-informed. So
please go back to studying representation theory or whatever it is you pretend to
study in order to create the impression that you’re a scientist and not just some
computer administrator.

58. Peter Woit
October 5, 2007

Eric,

And David and Moshe wonder why so many people have acquired a low opinion
of string theorists…

59. amused
October 6, 2007

David B,

“I am dismayed by the attitude that various commenters of this Blog have. They
are suggesting that all research in string theory should stop.”

Well, that’s not my suggestion. And I don’t think it is Peter Woit’s suggestion
either.

“String theory is also (at the very least) a toy model of quantum gravity where
many questions about the nature of black holes and geometry can be answered.
This alone is sufficient justification to keep the program runing in the eyes of
many scientists (not just string theorists).”

I agree completely. Not obviously inconsistent theories of quantum gravity are
few and far between, so when one comes along then of course people should
study it and learn all they can about it, within reason.

I have to take exception to your comments about AdS/CFT and QCD though. I
think what irks many people about this is the way string theorists present it as a
dramatic great breakthough that revolutionizes our understanding of QCD.
That’s simply not the case at the moment. Firstly, AdS/CFT gives at most an
effective theory description for QCD in certain regimes. And as far as I’m aware
it isn’t even clear at present whether, and to what extent, this really is a valid



effective theory for QCD. Secondly, and more importantly, the impact of this on
QCD theory research as a whole is not very big. (One way to quantify this would
be to count the number of PRL publications on QCD theory in recent years and
see what fraction of them involve AdS/CFT.) Afaik it has made no impact on
central topics such as understanding the QCD dynamics responsible for
confinement, realistic calculations of hadronic mass spectra, and calculations of
the various operator matrix elements relevant for studying the weak interactions
and thereby testing the Standard Model. Contrast this, e.g., with the large
impact that the theoretical breakthough in formulation of chirality on the lattice
has made. It is of course very welcome that AdS/CFT is able to say something
about regimes of QCD where lattice methods fail (e.g. at high density, due to the
sign problem at nonzero chemical potential), assuming that the effective theory
description it provides really is valid. But this hardly justifies the hype. There has
been much progress in nonperturbative QCD theory in recent years. AdS/CFT is
just one of a number of interesting developments. Despite the impression that
you and other string theorists try to give, it does not tower above the others in
it’s significance and impact. If anything it is of lesser significance so far,
especially considering that its status as an effective description of QCD is still up
in the air.
Finally, since you emphasized that the AdS/CFT approach is analytic, let me just
mention that the lattice approach can also be done analytically in certain limits,
most notably the strong coupling limit where Wilson’s original (analytic)
derivation of the area law was carried out. Analytic studies of QCD in the lattice
and other formulations continue to this day; you shouldn’t imagine that the
AdS/CFT approach is at all special in that regard.

60. Geon
October 6, 2007

I just can’t wait until LHC turns on.

61. Roger
October 6, 2007

Amused –
Finally, a question for Roger: What do you think about string theorists continuing
to put out misleading press releases about “tests of string theory”? Is it really
best to just ignore these for the time being, to avoid letting the public get a bad
impression?

Its a very difficult question to answer. In an ideal world the string theorists
would desist from their extraordinary claims. However, it looks like the opposite
is happening. Whether the right response *at this time* is for another group of
scientists to stand up in public and say “they’re talking nonsense, are fools, and
have wasted money” – the message absorbed by the public – is the right one is
something history will judge.

We shouldn’t forget we’re in unchartered territory here, both in terms of the
physics under debate and the power of mass media. The only equivalent major
spat over science which I can think of which has spilled into the public area is



over global warming. I don’t think for one moment that this issue will get
anywhere near the level of hysteria and press-coverage as the greenhouse effect.
However, it is a salutory warning of what can happen given a mix of genuine,
concerned scientists, scientifically illiiterate journalists and crackpots with
websites.

62. Anon
October 6, 2007

THE ONLY LOGICALLY POSSIBLE PROPOSALS I HAVE SEEN FOR LANDSCAPE
PREDICTIONS ARE STATISTICAL ONES. I PERSONALLY DON’T BELIEVE
THESE MAKE SENSE (YOU CAN NEVER KNOW THE MEASURE).

–PW

63. Peter Orland
October 6, 2007

David B.,

I have not now, nor have I ever suggested work in string
theory should stop (I’d conceivably be working on it myself, were
I not occupied with other matters). Nor has Peter W., I think.
Nor did some of the other commenters on this thread.

Eric,

I am looking at your response to my comment from yesterday
and some of your further remarks. I am still not persuaded
(if anything, even less so) that your analogy is right.

As I understand it, you are trying to make the following analogies:
1. the space of field theories is analogous to the landscape.
2. the standard model is analogous to one string theory solution.

These are not analogous. Nobody claimed in the sixties that
the SPACE of ALL field theories was something emerging from fundamental
theory of nature. The Holy Grail (except to the
large community of S-matrix advocates) was ONE correct field
theory. People searched for one theory which would explain the
data. They did not search for a solution of what they wished
would be the correct theory consistent with data. There is a
difference between a scientific theory and a particular solution.
They aren’t the same – think about it.

On another matter, trying to pull rank on Peter W., by saying you
know more than he does, undermines anything valid you might
have to say.

64. Peter Woit
October 6, 2007



Anon,

If you want to discuss what I actually think you need to respond to what I write
here. The tactic of ignoring what I write in favor of pulling out of context phrases
from some other discussion is a tedious one.

65. a.k.
October 6, 2007

..since some commenters demanded to go ‘back to reality’: not anybody in this
blog seemingly denied the mere possibility the landscape could bare at least a
family of solutions which could match a given set of known parameters of the
‘real world’, the subtle point is exactly the interpretation whether the situation is
analogous and is being transported to be analogous to the situation of QFT in
‘1959’, I would agree to Eric if the landscape wouldn’t reach the measure of
confidence with which it seems to be correlated: a parameterized model made to
be constrained by experimental data which could eventually fail.

So, as someone whose physical interests remain that of a mathematical observer:
why do physicists, i.e. Suesskind et al. claim, a set of mathematically ‘valid’
models could represent a set of ‘possible universes’, which mathematical
concepts, as it is obvious not to rely on experimental data, force this
interpretation? Is it possible to prove strong belief in the possible validity of a
constrained set of models without any sufficient constraint data? Did someone,
and Lubos at least seemingly could not deny this possibilty, exclude the
perspective that for any given energy scale there will be, if at all, a family of
models which matches the given data, but can only be distinguished beyond the
given scale, implying any predictions beyond a given, experimentally observed,
scale would be impossible, as long it wouldn’t be the Planck scale?

66. Peter Orland
October 6, 2007

a.k.

There are a lot of possibilities which I can’t deny out of hand. I’d
like evidence, however, or at least a solid motivation for a possibility before
seriously considering it. That’s the problem with the landscape
– there is nothing simple or compelling about it. So why launch a
research program to attempt to parametrize the world with it? After
all, there are plenty of other ways to parametrize the world (say, by using the
particle data table).

67. LDM
October 6, 2007

I wasn’t suggesting that the results of a vote like this have anything to do with
the validity of a theory. But the fact that string theorists have been losing the
public debate does explain some of the tactics they are now adopting in this
debate. You don’t hear any more the argument for string theory that “it has
triumphed in the market of ideas”. – PW



The latest issue of Physics Today has a free, excellent letter (“American physics
implosion”), discussing NEW and TTWP, in which this notion of “market of ideas”
is refuted and points out a disturbing trend in American physics. For anybody
interested, the letter URL is:

http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_10/16_2.shtml

Nature does not shop at our market place of ideas…she is the way she is — and
only reveals herself through honest inquiry and experiment, rather than hype.

68. Quixotik
October 6, 2007

So please go back to studying representation theory or whatever it is you
pretend to study in order to create the impression that you’re a scientist and not
just some computer administrator.

Oh yeah? Yeah?…Well…you’re…you’re just a DUM-DUM HEAD! So THERE!!
:P:P:P

69. Jon
October 6, 2007

Don’t be so rude!

Wikipedia

70. David B.
October 6, 2007

Dear amused (and others)

I’m not saying that lattice QCD has not solved many problems in the theory of
the strong interactions. I’m actually very supportive of using whatever it takes to
solve a theory of nature.

Even if with lattice one can see the area law, there are various things that are
beyond computation because we do not have infinite resources. For example,
getting the Regge behavior observed in nature and the unstable resonances in
the meson spectra is beyond what can be done
on the lattice. If there has been a recent development that solves this problem I
will be very glad to see it.

Regarding confinement, in toy models based on strings this can be understood as
a geometric transition (topology change). This gives you an easily identifiable
order parameter in the AdS realization. A lot of the papers where this was
understood have about 500 citations and I would claim that that is a successful
set of ideas.

You should also read the recent papers by Alday and Maldacena on scattering of
gluons in conformal field theories. This is a very interesting new development.

http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_10/16_2.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_10/16_2.shtml
http://wikipedia.org/
http://wikipedia.org/


My point of not tossing the Ising model for being unrealistic is exactly that: there
are many situations where string models provide a lot of insight into strong
coupling phenomena, even if not directly on QCD yet. One has to keep things in
perspective.

I also don’t see what the number of PRL’s has to do with success in high energy
theory. If you present a very long computation, it is hard to reduce it to four
pages. I’ve gotten a few papers published in PRL, and it is usually a lot more
work than what it is worth (I’ve had situations where the paper goes back and
forth with the editors and reviewers five times and the whole process took over 8
months). If instead your result is a number with an error bar, that is a lot easier
to package in the required format.

Regarding my coment of strings as a toy model of quantum gravity, I subscribe to
that point of view and I am considered a string theorist.

We (as a string community) do not all agree on the various merits of various
phenomenological approaches to the standard model. I am less optimistic than
some others regarding predictivity, but I’m not going to tell people who are
trying very hard to match with known experimental data to stop working on what
they are doing because I’m prejudiced against some set of ideas.

I hope this has clarified my (very personal) point of view.

71. Anon
October 6, 2007

“If you want to discuss what I actually think you need to respond to what I write
here. The tactic of ignoring what I write in favor of pulling out of context phrases
from some other discussion is a tedious one.”

So we’re not allowed to examine individual propositions in your argument, and
decide whether they are true or false? Or to see whether one statement follows
logically from the others?

72. woit
October 6, 2007

Anon,

You can do whatever you want. But if you just take something I wrote on another
blog out of context, try and make some point here with it, ignoring the fact that I
already responded to that same point already on that blog, and ignore what I
actually write here in response to you, it’s really hard for me to believe that what
you’re interested in is a serious discussion. Somehow I get the idea that any time
I decide to spend responding to you is just wasted. The fact that you are doing
this under multiple anonymous pseudonyms, some juvenile, means that I have no
idea who you are, why you are doing this, or any indication of seriousness on
your part.

73. Peter Woit



October 6, 2007

LDM,

Thanks. The same issue also has

http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_10/12_1.shtml

which features anectdotal evidence about what is happening to students doing
theoretical phds these days.

74. amused
October 6, 2007

Dear David B,

I’m certainly not suggesting that AdS/CFT isn’t interesting and should be tossed,
and I agree that it would be akin to tossing the Ising model. My beef is with with
the impression that you and other string theorists seem to be trying to create
that AdS/CFT towers above other QCD theory developments in its significance
and impact.

I’m aware that it provides an interesting model with a deconfining transition that
might be related or similar to the one in finite temperature QCD. But does it have
anything to say about the specific confinement mechanism in QCD and features
of the QCD vacuum that give rise to it? E.g., does it give any insight into whether
the picture of confinement based on dual Meissner effect is correct? Or why the
deconfinement and chiral symmetry restoration transitions occur at more or less
the same critical temperature? My impression, maybe wrong, is that AdS/CFT
doesn’t have much at all to say about these central issues in QCD theory.

“You should also read the recent papers by Alday and Maldacena on scattering of
gluons in conformal field theories. This is a very interesting new development.”

Ok, I’ll try to find time to take a look. And while I’m doing that you should read
Lellouch and Luescher’s paper hep-lat/0003023 on weak transition matrix
elements from finite volume correlation functions, which was also a very
interesting development of continuing importance as well as a technical tour de
force. And if you have some more spare time you should think about how to
develop a Hamiltonian formulation for overlap/Ginsparg-Wilson lattice fermions,
resolve the apparent difficulty with CP symmetry (see hep-lat/0501010), and
prove Osterwalder-Schrader positivity for this formulation so as to put it on a
secure theoretical foundation. These are very important issues that deserve your
attention.

“A lot of the papers where this was understood have about 500 citations and I
would claim that that is a successful set of ideas..[…]..I also don’t see what the
number of PRL’s has to do with success in high energy theory….”

It’s kind of amusing that our views on the significance of citations vs PRL
publications are diametrically opposite… But I think your insinuation that it’s

http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_10/12_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_10/12_1.shtml


easier to publish papers whose “result is a number with an error bar” is no less
silly than the view of people who say that the real reason string theorists reject
PRL publication as a measure of value is because if they accepted it then it
would be possible to measure the value of ST work against the value of work on
other topics and that comparison would lead to a conclusion that was
uncomfortable for string theorists’ egos. At any rate, my experience and
impression of PRL is quite different from yours. My papers in there are all on
formal theory topics; the results were not “numbers”, in fact none of the papers
contained a single physical unit. Moreover, the results in several of the papers
were based on lengthy calculations that would have exceeded the PRL page limit
n times over if written out in full. But as with all letter publications, as I’m sure
you know, the thing to do in these situations is simply sketch the main steps in
the calculations and state and explain the result. (And there is nothing unique
about my PRL experiences; it’s been the same in quite a few other cases that I
know of.) I can’t believe there should be any special difficulty for string theorists
in this, especially considering the apparent ease which they summarize their
work in press releases and press articles for the general public.

75. David B.
October 6, 2007

Dear amused:

Unfortunately I don’t know your name. You can on the other hand probably
figure out who I am rather easily as I don’t hide behind a pseudonim.

When I have an idea that I think fits in the PRL format I make an effort to publish
there. Also, when I spoke about numbers with error bars, it was not meant in any
derogatory sense. I know very well how hard it is to produce a number with an
error bar, as I have been recently doing exactly that and it has taken me over
eight months of work to learn how to do it properly. I’m stating that it is a lot
easier to put that type of calculation in a PRL format than other theoretical
speculations. Don’t take it personally.

I feel that you are extrapolating assumptions about my personna and
stereotyping me without bothering to know me or my scientific output.

I have never said that the string community has a compete handle on QCD, nor
have I ever stated that the other developments in QCD are not important. I was
trying to put the work of some segment of our community in perspective. It is
very hard to get the point across that many of us actually care very deeply about
real physical phenomena, to then be accused of making claims of the type “my
field is better than yours”.

In fact, I am very glad for all the effort that has gone into the lattice QCD
program and I think that some of the results in that field are outstanding. I’m
also very glad that you pointed me to the work of Lellouch and Luscher on Weak
transition matrix elements. This still does not explan the Regge behavior nor the
strong decay matrix elements of unstable resonances which is the point I was
trying to make. I hope this clears this apparent confusion.



Now, regarding citations versus publishing in PRL, that is a question of objective
criteria to determine the quality of a paper and will certainly satisfy various
bureaucratic bean-counters.

What counts as having made more impact on physics? A paper with 500 citations
(which is a huger number by any measure), or managing to put a paper in PRL
format?

I think you are over-reading the tea-leaves regarding my opinions in this matter.

I certainly hope this has clarified things a bit.

76. amused
October 7, 2007

Dear David B,

I’m sorry if you are bothered by my anonymity but there are good reasons why
someone might prefer to remain anonymous in blog discussions…I have no idea
who you are either.

Regarding publishing in PRL, from what I’ve seen the main consideration that
people make in deciding whether to aim for it is whether or not their results
satisfy the interest and importance criteria. That’s where the real challenge lies.
I don’t think it’s at all difficult to put a more formal theory paper into PRL format
(it can be a pain, but I wouldn’t say it’s hard).

“It is very hard to get the point across that many of us actually care very deeply
about real physical phenomena, to then be accused of making claims of the type
“my field is better than yours”.”

I don’t doubt your sincerity, but the way string theorists present the potential
application of AdS/CFT to QCD often comes across as aggrandizement and
misleading advertising (e.g. the lack of caveat about whether it really gives a
valid effective theory for QCD in some regimes, which isn’t known yet). Maybe
there’s a clash of cultures here.

Regarding citations, having a huge number of them is no doubt a sign of good
work, as is a large number of papers in PRL. But beyond that I can’t really take it
seriously as a measure of anything. It seems that papers that catch a wave of
research activity at an early point can ride it to become highly cited without
necessarily having made a major contribution. This happened (on a lesser scale)
for one of my papers once, through dumb luck. There was nothing particularly
great about it, and others which I consider to be much better have hardly any
cites.

Anyway, thanks for taking the time for this discussion, hopefully we understand
each others viewpoints better as a result.

77. chris
October 8, 2007



Eric,

let us assume angels do really exist. then, how do you calculate how many of
them will have room to stand on a needle’s tip? 

78. chris
October 8, 2007

dear david b.,

i would like to point out that a) there is no effective string description of QCD yet
and b) that the sheer viscosity is a quantity that every model – no matter how
crude – seems to get correct. i see it more of an interesting question as to why
this quantity is so insensitive to the underlying theory or approximation methods
than anything else. and by the way, there are accurate lattice predictions of this
quantity as well.

regarding the lattice QCD results i am willing to make the following bet: we will
have the complete meson and baryon specrum calculated with 3% precision
before you will even have a dual string description of QCD.

oh, and of course these papers will hardly be topcite 500. our community is just
that much smaller. but we have learned to live with this renormalization factor. it
is also not too bad when you think about it. today a paper that does a rough
order of magnitude estimation in a toy model does get 5 times more citations
than the actual ab initio calculation. but in 50 years, i wonder which of these 2
numbers will end up in a textbook about qcd.

79. JDR
October 10, 2007

One thing I find troubling is the suggestion that “a computer programmer or an
analytical chemist or a forklift operator” can not do or think about theoretical
physics (or anything else for that matter). One does not need an advanced
degree (or even a degree) to be able to pick up books, read information, work
out the math, draw their own conclusions, and maybe provide some insights into
a topic. Lets not forget the gentleman (and gentlewomen) scientists of an earlier
era who did important work.



Deep Beauty

October 6, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

I spent Thursday down in Princeton attending talks at the second day of a symposium
on mathematics, quantum mechanics and the legacy of John von Neumann, organized
by Hans Halvorson of the Department of Philosophy. A blurb about the symposium is
here, and a list of talks is here. There were quite a few interesting people there that I
enjoyed having the opportunity to talk to, including John Baez, who gave the keynote
presentation (available on his web-site). Most of the talks were pretty far from my
own interests (an exception would be that of Stephen Summers, on the vacuum state
in algebraic quantum field theory), but it was interesting to see what sorts of things
people interested in quantum mechanics, mathematics and philosophy are up to. At
the end of the day I joined a group of people on a trip to visit von Neumann’s grave,
which was nearby.

One of the topics that some people at the symposium are working on is that of
reformulating quantum mechanics using topos theory, an idea promoted by Chris
Isham. For more about this, see an article here from the FQXI web-site. I have to say
that, like ‘t Hooft and Dijkgraaf who are quoted in the article, I’m skeptical about this
kind of thing, since topos theory is such a general formalism that I don’t see how it is
going to provide the sort of non-trivial new idea that people are looking for. But, you
never know, something unexpected may come out of it. The article also describes
Isham’s “somewhat mystical view of reality” and the fact that he likes to “take part in
interesting meetings on the twilight zone between physics and religion.” At one
earlier this year about “God and Physics”, he speculated that “a logic of partial truth
might be useful in comprehending the Trinity.”

As you might have guessed, the Templeton Foundation is deeply involved in funding
all of this, from the “God and Physics” meeting, to an FQXI grant for Isham, to the
symposium on von Neumann itself. Besides the event I was at, yesterday and today
they’re also sponsoring two other events at Princeton: a panel discussion on
Budapest: The Golden Years, Early Twentieth Century Mathematics Education in
Budapest and Lessons for Today and a program called Living in von Neumann’s
World: Scientific Creativity, Technological Advancement, and Civilization’s
Accelerating Dilemma of Power.

At lunch I got to meet and chat a bit with Chuck Harper, who is in charge of much of
Templeton’s grant-making in the scientific area. The mechanics of the symposium
were very ably organized by him and others, and they were all quite friendly to me.
Either they’re pretty oblivious and unaware of my vocal criticism of Templeton’s
activities, or just extremely gracious. I’m guessing the latter.

Templeton wasn’t funding my day-trip down to Princeton, but they were paying for
the dinner I consumed that evening in some very enjoyable company. Among other
topics our dinner conversation included a long discussion about our hosting
organization and what significance its activities and funding have for the sciences.
Some people are concerned about involvement with an organization led by someone
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(John Templeton Jr.) known for his evangelical Christianity and devotion to funding
right-wing political organizations (this article in the New York Times mentioning
Templeton’s involvement in “Freedom Watch”, a new group that has done things like
run ads suggesting Iraq was responsible for 9/11). As far as I can tell, the Templeton
Foundation is careful to keep the right-wing politics out of its activities. However,
they unambiguously are devoted to trying to bring science and religion together, and
that’s my main problem with them. Their encouragement of religion seems to be of a
very ecumenical nature, not pushing especially the evangelical Christianity of
Templeton Jr. Still, more influence from a religious world-view seems to me to be the
last thing that physics in particular needs right now, especially with the on-going
challenge to the scientific method represented by the anthropic landscape, a topic
that Templeton has strongly encouraged work on through funding various
conferences and other activities.

Others pointed out to me correctly that Templeton wasn’t solely to blame for the
anthropic landscape, that the real problem was its popularity at the top level of the
physics establishment, leading to funding and influence mainly from other sources.
The symposium I attended had not a trace of involvement of religion in it, and it
seems that Templeton is careful to keep this out of some of the things that it funds as
pure science, with another good example being the FQXI organization. They appear to
have a serious commitment to the idea of funding things in physics that can be
considered “foundational”. People working in some such areas often are considered
out of the physics mainstream and so find it hard to get their research funded. For
them, Templeton is in many ways a uniquely promising funding source.

So, it was an interesting day, I’m glad I went, and so have to thank the Templeton
people (and Halvorson) for the work they did in organizing the event. I remain
concerned though about the significance for physics of this large new source of
funding, out of scale with other such private sources, and with an agenda that seems
to me to have a dangerous component to it.

Update: John Baez writes about the symposium here, including (courtesy of Jamie
Vicary) a picture of a bunch of us standing behind von Neumann’s grave trying to look
suitably solemn.

Update: Thanks to many people for interesting comments, I especially recommend
reading the one from Klaas Landsman here. Klaas both explains some of the
motivations of recent work on topos theory and physics, and has interesting
comments on the issue of Templeton funding. He notes that even a proposal by ‘t
Hooft for funding foundational research on QM was rejected by conventional sources,
making clear that the less conventional Templeton source of funding is one of the few
alternatives open to people in this field.

Comments

1. Matt
October 6, 2007

I think one has to be careful to distinguish between the aims of a funding
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organization and what they require from the scientists that they fund.
Historically, patrons of science have not always been bastions of morality, but
have been responsible for funding some very good scientists. Today, a large part
of science funding in the US comes from the defense department and it would be
almost impossible in my field (quantum information) to conduct normal scientific
activities without receiving some funding from them. They sponsor almost all the
major conferences for example. I would think that this should be a greater
concern than a few misguided religious people, but so long as they don’t require
me to unconditionally support all US military action, or to work on weapons
research, it doesn’t bother me too much.

I have a similar attitude towards organizations like Templeton. Provided I am
free to declare my atheism, and they are not going to use my work to promote
religion, I would accept funding from them. The minute this changes I would
cease from doing so. Of course, a certain amount of credibility is given to the
whole organization by the fact that scientists are accepting their money, but
shouldn’t this be an even bigger concern with military funding? Isn’t there a
double standard involved in singling out Templeton for criticism?

2. Peter Woit
October 6, 2007

Matt,

The fact that all money comes with some agenda is certainly true, and I recall
Lee Smolin making the same point about military/government money. It’s not
even clear how much of a distinction one should make between DOD and DOE
money, they both are coming from the same source, just different agencies.

But, if the military started significantly funding particle theory, emphasizing one
part of the subject that I thought was troublesome because they thought it might
lead to better ways of killing people, I’d be criticizing them too…

3. nork
October 6, 2007

Is the Templeton physics funding that significant? I would have assumed it’s a
small drop compared to other sources.

4. Peter Woit
October 6, 2007

nork,

I think the initial round of FQXI grants totaled $2 million. To get some sense of
scale, the DOE budget for particle theory at universities is around $20 million,
NSF $10 million. So, it’s not a huge fraction, but it’s not a small drop.

Keep in mind that most government grants are continuing grants going to the
same groups all the time. The amount of “new” money that someone who doesn’t
have a grant but wants to try and get one can compete for is much smaller than



the $30 million total. The FQXI money was all new money.

I understand that Templeton has annually been funding projects totaling $60
million, and recently doubled its endowment and is planning on perhaps
doubling their spending. I don’t know how much of this they intend to devote to
pure science or science/religion. Traditionally they don’t make grants to
experimental groups that require expensive equipment, so their money is going
to theorists, whose other funding levels are much lower.

My impression is that in the area of academics working somehow on an overlap
of science and religion, the amount of funding in this area available from
Templeton completely overwhelms any other sources.

5. Kea
October 6, 2007

…since topos theory is such a general formalism…

If general applies to the level of abstraction, perhaps, but the theory is a very
well developed branch of mathematics, computer science and logic, and quite
capable of providing new computational tools.

6. Yatima
October 6, 2007

Topos theory in computer science? Really? Haven’t heard of it yet, and I am
generally keeping my ears open. I will hit The Googles but would you have any
references straight away?

7. Yatima
October 6, 2007

And, speaking of the John Templeton Foundation (“Supporting Science –
Investing in the Big Questions”), I open the print edition of The Economist and –
what do you know – find a two page advertisement of said Foundation, with the
title “Does the Universe have a Purpose?”. Seven personalities are holding forth
on the question: Lawrence M. Krauss, (“Unlikely”), David Gelernter (“Yes”), Neil
deGrasse Tyson (“Not Sure”), Owen Gingerich (“Yes”), Jane Goodall
(“Certainly”), Christian de Duve (“No”), Elie Wiesel (“I Hope So”). The
advertisement rates are not publicized on The Economist website, but this can’t
be cheap.

8. Chris Oakley
October 6, 2007

Peter,

All this fraternising with the enemy. I would not now be surprised to hear about
you getting drunk with Lubos at the Pilsen brewery in Czechia, or going on a
cattle drive with Jacques Distler in Texas.



9. Peter Shor
October 7, 2007

It has always appeared to me that some of the people promoting the anthropic
principle are in some sense trying to remove the last vestige of possible divine
influence in physics. That is, they are trying to deny God His last remaining
privilege; that of, e.g., setting the parameters in the Standard Model.

10. Peter Woit
October 7, 2007

Yatima,

Same two page spread in today’s New York Times, also not cheap. Available
online here

http://www.templeton.org/questions/purpose/

11. Alex Rivero
October 7, 2007

The two definite “no” in the spread come not from physicists but from chemists.
Interesting.

12. Andreas Doering
October 7, 2007

Peter,

what you forget to tell your readers concerning topos theory and physics is the
fact that you did not hear the two talks on this subject (by Klaas Landsman and
me, where I was reporting on my work with Chris Isham), since they took place
on the first day of the meeting when you were not there. Both Klaas and I
included a lot of conceptual discussion besides the technical aspects, since this
meeting seemed right for that. There also was some interesting discussion
following the talks.
Listening to the talks would have provided a minimal basis for an assessment of
the topoi-and-physics ideas, reading the papers would obviously have been
better. The FQXi article you give as a reference is completely non-technical and
surely not a source for a serious discussion of these subjects. Moreover, the one
day you were at the meeting, you made no attempt to talk to me about topos
theory or anything related. (Maybe you discussed with Klaas or Chris Heunen,
his PhD student?)

As you say yourself in your post: “The symposium I attended had not a trace of
involvement of religion in it, and it seems that Templeton is careful to keep this
out of some of the things that it funds as pure science, with another good
example being the FQXI organization.” To spell out the obvious: Chris and I
welcome any serious discussion of our work – and criticism, of course! If you do
not want to engage in that, please just let it be; I am not advertising here. But
mixing an uninformed criticism of technical work that has absolutely nothing to

http://www.templeton.org/questions/purpose/
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do with religion with whatever beef you may have with the Templeton
Foundation is deeply unfair. The remarks on Chris’s activities beside his
scientific work come very close to a personal attack, since these remarks are
obviously intended to put him in a somewhat dubious light. Chris was not even at
the meeting, and our work has nothing to do with religion whatsoever, so what is
the point here?

I would think that this kind of rhetoric is something with which you have had a
lot of unpleasant experience yourself, so I am surprised to see you employ this. I
still hope that we may have a constructive discussion of physics some time.

Sincerely,

Andreas

13. rob
October 7, 2007

Andreas,

I think you’re overreacting a bit here. I’m a relativist, and Isham has been a
personal hero of mine for well over a decade, despite his apparent religious
proclivities. But I really don’t see how anything Peter said could be read as “very
close to a personal attack.” In fact, I read the post as a statement of puzzlement
over the fact that the Templeton foundation, an organization that most physicists
seem to distrust, is nonetheless funding (in part) real science by great scientists.

You may be annoyed that Peter expressed skepticism over your program of
research, but surely you’re used to that by now. I’m a huge fan of the idea of
applying Topos theory to QM, and I’d love to see someone evangelizing it on a
blog, but this is Peter’s blog, and it’s not his job to evangelize your work,
especially if he doesn’t happen to believe in it.

14. Steven H. Cullinane
October 7, 2007

Rhetorical question: What is “deep beauty”? See also a rhetorical answer.

15. Peter Woit
October 7, 2007

Andreas,

Unfortunately I wasn’t able to come to the first day of the symposium since I was
teaching that day. I would have liked to have heard your talk, as well as several
of the others from that day, and undoubtedly would have learned something from
the discussion there. Klaas sent me his paper before the conference, I did read
that, and took a look at yours. But I’m certainly not well-informed on the subject
of work on topos theory and physics, and I don’t think I made any pretense of
being so, or even capable of giving a serious explanation of the subject, with
links to appropriate references.

http://www.xanga.com/m759/620194402/for-john-von-neumann.html
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I do know something about what a topos is, having spent a fair amount of time
trying to understand and assimilate the Grothendieckian point of view on
topology and algebraic geometry in which the concept originally arose. But I
don’t know much about the kind of attempts to reformulate physics using this
that you are involved in. I don’t think that it’s controversial to characterize such
a program as highly speculative, or inappropriate to mention that, despite not
being well-informed about the program, I’m skeptical that it will work (while
acknowledging that my skepticism could turn out to be misplaced). Everyone
thinking about physics and mathematics in a fundamental way has their own
prejudices about which directions are most promising to think about. I’ve got
mine and they seem to me rather different than those of people working on
toposes in physics. Quite possibly I’m wrong about mine, quite possibly we’re
both wrong. All ideas out there at the moment about new ways to understand
fundamental physics are highly speculative, without much evidence to back them
up.

I certainly in no sense intended what I wrote as any sort of attack on Chris
Isham. The main reason I linked to the FQXI article was that, while mentioning
the skepticism of ‘t Hooft and Dijkgraaf, it seemed to me a sympathetic
description of him and what he is trying to do. I don’t know Isham personally and
know very little about his recent work, but earlier in my career I spent a fair
amount of time reading articles of his, especially about geometry and
quantization, and as a result have a great deal of respect for him.

The other reason that I linked to the FQXI article is that it mentions Isham’s
attitude towards the science/religion issue, which is very different than mine.
You couldn’t pay me enough to sit through a conference of talks on science and
religion, while Isham says he enjoys this kind of thing. To each his own. It sounds
to me like his point of view is a lot closer to that of the people running Templeton
than mine, so he is a good example of what they would like to fund. As I hoped I
made clear, my views about what Templeton is funding are mixed. The
science/religion stuff I don’t think is very worthwhile, but it’s harmless if kept
completely separate from real science. That Templeton is, through FQXI and
things like the Princeton symposium, funding serious work about foundational
issues in physics (including that of Isham on toposes and physics) is great, but
the fact that their agenda includes a very different aspect seems to me very
much worth keeping in mind.

16. mo
October 7, 2007

Andreas Doering Says:

“Listening to the talks would have provided a minimal basis for an assessment of
the topoi-and-physics ideas, reading the papers would obviously have been
better.”

I read with sympathetic eye most of the papers relating to categories/topoi and
physics as I think it is a great idea and am curious to know what may come out of
it. So far the progress was meagre. I believe this whole line of thought has been



initiated by F. Lawvere who tried to apply topos theory to dynamics, chaos,
entropy, continuum microphysics, and even engineering (unfortunately his
lecture notes on algebraic foundations of physics and engineering are not
published yet). As it turned out the most serious obstacle on this path is how to
introduce time and evolution into a static framework of the category/topos
theory. Lawvere tried to do it but I don’t feel he was successful.

Isham and his coworkers laid the foundations of “topoical physics” (let me call it
this way), but it was never clear to me how it would work in real life, whether it
categories in general or topoi in particular. And then Jamie Vicary (a rising star
of categorical physics?) posted his groundbreaking article on arXiv:

A categorical framework for the quantum harmonic oscillator
http://arxiv.org/abs/0706.0711v2

At last we have a simple, but real-life quantum system for which categorical
computations have been pushed through to some kind of end and we can
perform a comparative evaluation. I really appreciate Jamie’s yeoman’s work, but
one immediately notices that titanic effort and much space (44 pages) did not
accomplish a lot–Schroedinger and Heisenberg did it better. Jamie himself (or
herself?) concludes on p. 41:

“However, there are many issues which are still unclear. Philosophically, perhaps
the biggest problem with the existing framework for categorical quantum
mechanics is the lack of any nontrivial categorical description of dynamics. For
this reason, it is questionable whether the system under study in this paper
deserves to be called the harmonic oscillator at all: without a description of
dynamics, all that has really been defined is the state space,
but many different systems have isomorphic state spaces.”

That damn problem of time again!

Obviously, categorical physics isn’t yet ready for prime time.

I skip our neighbors from n-Category Cafe (J. Baez et al.) to Louis Crane who, in
my opinion, is the only person doing research in categorical physics that is well
balanced between physics and mathematics. His most recent survey paper
(which is heavy on topoi) is available here:

Categorical Geometry and the Mathematical Foundations of Quantum General
Relativity
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0602120

And by the way, to my knowledge, LC is the founding father of categorical
physics:

Categorical Physics
Authors: Louis Crane
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9301061

17. Coin
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October 7, 2007

Kea, if you don’t mind me asking, I also would be curious what the connection
you allude to is between topos theory and computer science. Or do you just mean
that category theory in general is of relevance to computer science?

18. Amitabha
October 8, 2007

Not the right thread, and perhaps too close to the event, but would you or
anyone else make any prediction about tomorrow’s Nobel Prize?

19. Urs Schreiber
October 8, 2007

By the way, we had quite a bit of discussion of Doerin-Isham’s work on topos-
theoretic quantum theory on the n-Category Cafe, in case anyone is interested.

It starts here

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/03
/a_topos_foundation_for_theorie.html

and here

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/04
/topos_theory_in_the_new_scient.html .

A transscript of a talk by Andreas Doering is here:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/07/physical_systems_as_topoi.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/07
/physical_systems_as_topoi_part.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/07
/physical_systems_as_topoi_part_1.html

20. John Sidles
October 8, 2007

Many disciplines claim von Neumann as one of their own; this includes atomic-
resolution microscopists, as foreseen by von Neumann in this little-known 1946
letter to Norbert Wiener.

21. John Baez
October 8, 2007

Just so everyone knows, religion wasn’t on the agenda at the Deep Beauty
conference. As far as I can tell, none of the speakers is even very interested in
the relation of religion and physics. Freeman Dyson is, but he merely sat in on
the last talk of the first day, and came to dinner afterwards. I would be very
uneasy attending a physics conference if I felt it was pushing religion somehow,
but I didn’t get that feeling.
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I suspect that while the Templeton Foundation is interested in promoting
religion, garnering the good will of academia is too important to their plans for
them to deliberately do anything that stirs up lots of hostility. Look how they
dropped the Discovery Institute like a hot potato after that controversy erupted.

By the way: I hope to say a bit about the recent work on topos theory and physics
in This Week’s Finds, pretty soon.

22. Jamie Vicary
October 9, 2007

If Chris Isham ever said “a logic of partial truth might be useful in
comprehending the Trinity”, then it was certainly intended as a joke! 

It was a real pleasure to be at the conference and hear all of these ideas from
their creators’ mouths. Something that might not be clear to an outsider reading
this thread, though, is that the ‘topos quantum mechanics’ approach (D\”oring,
Heunen, Isham, Landsman, Spitters) is currently quite different to the ‘quantum
mechanics in symmetric monoidal dagger-categories’ approach (Abramsky, Baez,
Coecke, Duncan, Morton, Paquette, Pavlovic, Selinger, Vicary). The latter looks
to the category of Hilbert spaces for inspiration, and tries to axiomatise its
important properties. The former provides a more flexible context in which to
describe theories of physics, which then come along with a tailor-made realist
interpretation. This works, in particular, for quantum physics, which famously
lacks a realist interpretation when formulated in a more conventional way. So,
although both approaches are ‘categorical quantum mechanics’, and people give
talks about them at the same conferences, they’re really quite different in both
style and short-term goals. (Although, of course, one hopes that in the medium
term they’ll prove complementary, on the road to a long-term goal of quantum
gravity!)

The realist interpretation of quantum physics that emerges from the topos-
theoretic approach is often not mentioned in high-level descriptions of the
research, which seems a shame to me. This is a hugely important part of its
philosophy and motivation. Perhaps this angle might make it more attractive to
you, Peter?

23. Benni
October 9, 2007

the project sponsored by tempelton that scares me mostly is this here:
http://www.quantum.at/uploads/media/Templeton_Fellows.pdf
This is a project from the famous quantum physicist Anton Zeilinger who is well
known for his work on entangled states (several nature papers).
Templeton foundation makes it possible to fund some theologists for a one year
period, that will, according to the proposal, work together with the quantum
optics group from Zeilinger.

That is: some people really look up into the holy bible how to collapse a
wavefunction……
It is scary that the interpretation of physical formulas and experiment data which
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is the sole domain of theoretical physicists, is now taken up by theologists on a
religions basis.

24. Peter Woit
October 9, 2007

Thanks Jamie,

Glad to hear that the Trinity comment was intended as a joke, I was hoping so…

I’m afraid that I don’t especially have any prejudices one way or another about
whether a realist interpretation of QM is desirable. My own prejudices are fueled
by a belief that deep ideas about physics and deep ideas about mathematics are
often closely related, and the interpretation question is kind of independent of
this. My skepticism about topos and category-theoretic ideas is just based on the
feeling that they seem to be such general frameworks that, while they may be
useful for formulating all sorts of different kinds of theories, they aren’t likely to
help one with the problem of identifying the specific mathematical structure that
governs our word. But, as I keep pointing out, I’m all in favor of people with
different guesses about what will be fruitful following those and seeing where
they lead.

25. Chris Heunen
October 9, 2007

Yatima, you will want to look for `the effective topos’; it is very much related to
computability and recursion theory. Invented by Martin Hyland in the 1980s, it
also happens to be the best example (that I know of) of an elementary topos that
is not a Grothendieck topos, i.e. a logical structure that allows full internal
reasoning but could not have arisen in a geometric setting.

26. tytung
October 9, 2007

Hi Jamie,

I wonder if you can describe a bit on the realist interpretation of quantum theory
as seen from a topos formulation?

27. Klaas Landsman
October 10, 2007

1) Topos theory

Though a proponent of the use of topos theory in physics myself, I would agree
that so far very little has really been achieved in this direction; the program
largely rests on hope, on the excitement of having a relatively new and profound
mathematical formalism at one’s disposal, and on a few technical indications that
we might be on the right track (it would be ironic if topos theory indeed turns
out to be relevant to physics, since its founder, Grothendieck, abhorred physics
and physicists as he held them responsible for the atomic bomb). The



reformulation of the Kochen-Specker Theorem in sheaf-theoretic language by
Butterfield and Isham, see arXiv:quant-ph/9803055, (which for me and others
was the original reason to get interested, spurred by friendship with and
intellectual admiration for these authors) is certainly nice, but by no means
shows that topos theory is genuinely relevant to physics. The papers by Doering
and Isham, in particular section 4 of their second paper at arXiv:quant-
ph/0703062, formed a second source of inspiration for me, notably their idea of
reformulating the pairing between observables and states so that it takes values
in the subobject classifier of a suitable topos (instead of in the interval [0,1]).
Here the goal is to derive the usual probability interpretation of quantum theory
from a deeper multi-valued truth assignment, but it has to be stated quite clearly
that this goal has not been achieved so far (there are clear indications that it can
be achieved, though). In fact, even the meaning of the multi-valued truth
assignment in question is pretty unclear. Thirdly, the work of Heunen and
Spitters at Nijmegen, see arXiv:0709.4364, appears to be the first
mathematically rigorous and truly satisfactory version of Bohr’s version of the
Copenhagen Interpretation, especially his Doctrine of Classical Concepts and his
Principle of Complementarity (see my Handbook article, arXiv:quant-
ph/0506082, for a modern though pre-topos reading of these notions). I distance
myself from any reference to Heidegger (instead of Bohr) by Doering and Isham
at this point.

I would say that the essence of topos theory resides in its natural link with
geometric logic, a fragment of intuitionistic logic deemed relevant to
observational theories. As I said at the Deep Beauty meeting in Princeton, the
statement that fundamental physics ultimately rests on geometric logic seems to
me to be the correct version of the common informal idea that quantum gravity
is “finite”, combined with the observation that quantum mechanics seems to cry
out for intuitionistic (as opposed to classical) logic.
The notion of a geometric morphism is highly attractive and might be the right
home for the functoriality of quantization, an idea I wrote a number of papers
about and which so far has lacked the link with the classical limit that the
inverse image part of a geometric morphism could perhaps provide.
As topos is a branch of category theory, it also deserves to be mentioned that
there is increasing evidence for the relevance of category theory in physics, not
merely as an organizing principle behind the maths behind physics, but more
directly, too (cf. work by Graeme Segal, John Baez and others).

Despite the somewhat preliminary nature of topos-related work in the
foundations of physics so far, I was a bit surprised to see Gerard ‘t Hooft’s
dismissive comments on topos physics at the fqxi website
(see the link “Topos or not Topos” at http://www.fqxi.org/community/). Indeed, ‘t
Hooft, myself and a few others recently submitted a large research proposal on
the foundations of quantum mechanics, general relativity and quantum gravity to
FOM, a branch of the Dutch Science Foundation responsible for the funding of
physics research, in which topos theory (with reference to Isham et al) was
explicitly mentioned as both promising and appropriate to the Dutch research
landscape (for example, Ieke Moerdijk is a leading expert on topos theory and
logic with close ties to myself, initially because of our joint interest in groupoids
and lately also because of our view that the philosophy of mathematics should
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be relevant to the philosophy of physics). Now, believe it or not – ‘t Hooft is
widely regarded as one of the most eminent theoretical physicists in the world,
having won the Nobel Prize in 1999 for work done in the 1970s and since then
still thriving with deep and original ideas, such as the holographic principle –
our proposal was not even shortlisted! Such is the funding climate for
foundations research outside of the Perimeter Institute.

Which brings me to my second theme:

2) Science, religion and the Templeton Foundation

The John Templeton Foundation takes a sympathetic eye towards foundational
research in physics and is funding an increasing part of it. First, it has to be
mentioned that controversies of the type we are dealing with here seem heavier
in the US than anywhere else; even technical disagreements about the K12 Math
curriculum are referred to as “wars” (see Suzanne M. Wilson, California
dreaming: reforming mathematics education, Yale UP, 2003). As a case in point,
rumour has it that the Deep Beauty meeting had to be held at the Nassau Inn
instead of at Princeton University because the latter refused to be host to an
event sponsored by the Templeton Foundation (and this despite the fact that the
Chair of the conference, Hans Halvorson, is a professor of philosophy at
Princeton University). Apparently, it was never a problem for Princeton
University to host researchers receiving grants from a Government involved in
the Vietnam war or in the invasion of Iraq, not to mention all the other illegal
operations practically any US Governments has been associated with in the past
and the present.

On a somewhat different note – trading the illegal for the legal – the Dutch
Government receives part of its income from taxes paid by the producers of
animal porn movies, the production of which is perfectly legal in the Netherlands
(we do live up to our reputation). Indeed, 75% of the world production of animal
porn comes from the Netherlands. Such movies do not display the intercourse of
animals among themselves, which perhaps would be offensive enough if
exploited commercially, but the rape of women
by dogs and goats etc. Although it is hard to think of something more disgusting
and humiliating, I have never heard of anyone returning his or her research
grant to the Dutch Government for this reason Indeed, neither have I).

The mission of the Templeton Foundation, on the other hand, is: “to serve as a
philanthropic catalyst for scientific discovery on what scientists and philosophers
call the ‘Big Questions.’ Ranging from questions about the laws of nature to the
nature of creativity and consciousness, the Foundation’s philanthropic vision is
derived from Sir John’s resolute belief that rigorous research and cutting-edge
scholarship is at the very heart of new discoveries and human progress.”

Sir John apparently hopes and expects that the answers to the Big Questions will
involve God one way or the other, but so did Isaac Newton and I see nothing
objectionable in this. No commitment in this direction whatsoever is required
from grantees of the Foundation, and even the research funded by the
Foundation need not contain any religious theme (and indeed much of this



research does not).
It seems to me that much of the hostility to religion I read in typical comments
on the Templeton Foundation by secular scientists is fuelled by fear of Bush and
the Christian right. I am a secular scientists and I share this fear, but I do not see
why it should read to a rejection of the Templeton Foundation (or indeed of its
grantees).

In fact, I believe atheists or naturalists should be honest enough to admit that
science has not given us a clue about the question why there exists a Universe at
all, or, equivalently, why there exists something rather than nothing. I once
closely followed research on the “wave function of the Universe” and other
attempts to explain how the Universe could have been created from nothing, and
in honor of our host Peter Woit I can safely tell you that such research is Not
Even Wrong. We haven’t got a clue.

In conclusion, I felt no qualms in receiving my expenses and honorarium cheques
from the Templeton Foundation, I am going to apply to the Start program (which
is funded by the Foundation) and I would not hesitate in the slightest to apply to
the Templeton Foundation itself in the future, e.g. for a large program on
determinism. I think we should be grateful to this Foundation and its executives
for funding foundational research that Goverments typically refrain from
supporting, and for doing so without asking anything in return but high quality.

28. Andreas Doering
October 10, 2007

Peter,

thanks for the clarifications. It is good to keep the assessment of scientific work
apart from the political (like questions about funding), as usual. And, as also said
by some other participants, the Deep Beauty meeting was free of religious under-
and overtones, and that is how it should be for a science meeting.

I am happy to see that there is some interest for the work on topos theory in the
foundations of physics. Every thoughtful criticism may be very useful. Klaas,
John, Jamie and Urs give some valuable hints to the literature and some
background information – thanks for that! -, and it is easy to find in the ArXiv the
four papers (from March) that I have written with Chris.

tytung,

an explanation of the `neo-realism’ achieved by the topos formulation of
quantum theory is not easily done in a few lines. I would like to point you to the
papers. If you like, contact me via email with questions.

29. a.k.
October 10, 2007

..let me say that it is certainly true that ‘any money comes with an agenda’, still
the questions remains, to which degree the formulated aims interact with the
content. While the US government is far from being without scientific agendas



regarding their funding, someone mentioned quantum information, its funding
still permits ‘diverging’ opinions, as the example ‘string theory’ and its
opponents clearly shows.

One could read, one year ago, some concerns regarding the Templeton
foundation in the german weekly magazine ‘die Zeit’, where it was shown to
what extent the Templeton foundation already interacts with certain themes in
the non-exact sciences, here the Foundation actively engaged, as an example, in
psychological projects to show the effect of ‘prayer’ and ‘forgiveness’ on health
status and life-expectance, the evidence for both effects was rather small, by the
way, this new area is called ‘neuro-theology’. The question remains how,
especially in times of decreasing financial support for the non-exact sciences, a
Foundation with a certain religious and explicit ideological agenda could
influence the neutrality and freedom and possible critical views towards religion
in the non-exact sciences or could even be involved in questioning certain
achievements of critical rationalism as an organizing principle in society. A good
example for such a questioning, as it was mentioned, would be to punish ‘non-
spiritual’, ‘non-moral’ behaviour as pornography or even ‘animal porn’ by
identifying it naturally with a criminal act, disregarding the highly differentiated
categories of modern societies leading to tolerate these behaviours, given they
are acts of free choice.

Regarding the exact sciences, Templeton’s agenda is to accelerate a certain
characteristic any progress has regarding the myths it evaporated: to become an
even more powerful myth in its own. Since from the beginning, especially the
exact sciences tended to develope a ‘vertical’ character which implied some
ressemblance with monotheistic religious concepts, the question remains, if
Templeton will be involved in a development which naturally converges to an
anti-emancipating ‘scientific god’, that it will help to substitute the scientific
method to be the culmination point of universal belief for anyone who is not part
of a small, neo-religious elitistic circle, called exact scientists, even today certain
parallels between ancient religious symbols and the particle accelerators are
undenieable. To conclude, one could judge it doubtful to isolate Templeton’s
actions on physics and mathematics, where their agenda is far from being clearly
religious, one has to consider the effect on science and society in general, i.e. in
that era of religious fundamentalism that we are going through.

30. woit
October 10, 2007

Thanks Klaas, both for the lucid explanation of some of the motivations of the
work on toposes, and the comments on the Templeton funding issue.

31. chris
October 11, 2007

a.k.,

once we reach the point at which the templeton foundation – or any other private
sponsor for that matter – is the main source of funding in a certain area of



science it would be time for society to react. react by outdoing the private source
and thus claiming the research topic in question firmly back into the public
domain.

if society chooses to be oblivious – well – then so be it. research in that area will
then not be driven by public interest but by private interest. ultimately it is just a
reflection of the value commonly assigned to a specific field.

what i hope this will ultimately achieve is to ring the alarm bell in society that no
private organization should take over research funding and direction.

if this will not happen – well – then we are kind of lost anyways. and funding no
matter what agenda behind is still better than no funding, since i firmly believe
that ultimately the truth (i.e. true statements about reproducible empirical
relations) will ultimately prevail and nothing else.

32. Steven H. Cullinane
October 11, 2007

Chris says the truth consists of “true staements about reproducible empirical
relations.” He should read William Golding’s Nobel lecture: “When I consider a
universe which the scientist constructs by a set of rules which stipulate that this
construct must be repeatable and identical, then I am a pessimist and bow down
before the great god Entropy. I am optimistic when I consider the spiritual
dimension which the scientist’s discipline forces him to ignore.”

33. Stephen J. Summers
October 11, 2007

If I may interject a clarifying remark: while at the conference, I spoke with Hans
Halvorson about why the conference was moved from the campus to the Nassau
Inn. It was not the University, but rather one senior professor in the physics
department (I will suppress the name), who made it clear to Hans that he would
prefer the change of venue, as he did not want to place the Physics Department’s
imprimatur upon anything associated with the
Templeton Foundation. Indeed, in connection with this von Neumann celebration
there were major talks given on the Princeton campus which were also funded by
the Templeton Foundation (and this fact was prominently displayed on the
advertising placards placed all over the campus). So, Princeton University did
not distance itself from the Templeton Foundation in the least.

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1983/golding-lecture.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1983/golding-lecture.html


Lubos on Lenny

October 8, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Last night a new paper by Lenny Susskind appeared on the arXiv, carrying the title
The Census Taker’s Hat. It seems that Lubos Motl stayed up much of the night
reading it, with a long posting on the subject appearing before 8 am in the Czech
Republic.

Now that he’s no longer employed within the string theory academic community,
Lubos feels free to treat Susskind in much the same way he did Lee Smolin,
characterizing Susskind and collaborators as a “gang” of “leftists”, and making fun of
the central notion in Susskind’s paper (that of a preferred observer called the
“Census Taker”) by referring to it as “Stalin the daddie”. He gives a detailed section-
by-section critique of Susskind’s paper, here’s some of the flavor:

Well, this is about 7th assumption that seems obviously wrong to me – this
one is really bad – but let’s go on reading. I still haven’t understood what
question he exactly wants to be answered. Equally seriously, I don’t
understand whether he thinks that his speculation about the location of the
central committee is a hypothesis with some evidence, a nice hypothesis
without evidence, God’s ad hoc decision, or why does he exactly believe it.

Unlike Lubos, I haven’t tried to follow the details of Susskind’s 65 page argument, but
did try to figure out how he addresses the central problem of any multiverse scenario:
how do you test it? If you can’t test it, it’s not science. Susskind describes exactly two
possible ways that information about the “Ancestor” universe to ours may be
accessible.

• The sign of the spatial curvature should be negative. This just predicts one bit of
information about the universe, and there’s a paper claiming that you can also get the
other sign, so that even this one bit is not there.

• If the number of slow-roll e-foldings is “minimal”, then tensor fluctuations of the CMB
would be there, but just in the lowest harmonics. Funny, but last week I was told in a
colloquium talk that string cosmology predicts no observable tensor fluctuations…

Susskind begins by claiming that “To many of us, eternal inflation, bubble nucleation,
and a multiverse, seem all but inevitable”, but goes on to note that the fact that one
has an infinity of universes that one doesn’t know how to count means that “the
inevitable has led to the preposterous”. A reasonable person might decide that this
means that things weren’t so inevitable, but Susskind feels that one must soldier on,
although “In my opinion, this situation reflects serious confusion, and perhaps even a
crisis.” This paper is his attempt to address the crisis.

Susskind quotes Bjorken as having told him that the Multiverse is “the most
extravagant extrapolation in the history of physics”. He seems rather proud of this,
but somehow I suspect that Bjorken didn’t mean this as a compliment…

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0710.1129
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0710.1129
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/10/lenny-susskind-census-takers-hat.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/10/lenny-susskind-census-takers-hat.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610231
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0610231


Comments

1. Jack
October 8, 2007

This is off-topic, but I can’t still believe that Lubos left academia. What went
wrong? Can anybody tell? What is he going to do next?

2. IMHO
October 8, 2007

What went wrong with Lubos??????

Have you ever read his blog? Have you read this post? And I would call this post
tame compared to the usual….I think it’s now common knowledge that his mouth
is a big part of what happened.

Either way, no matter how much I disagree with his opinions, I have to respect
his dedication to the truth (as he sees’s it)…consequences be damned!!! Also,
you have to be impressed with his ability to debunk a 65 page Susskind paper in
one evening.

3. Jack
October 8, 2007

Again off-topic, but let me tell that only after reading Peter’s current post I came
to know that Lubos had left academia. I searched on the net including wikipedia
but the reason why he did it remains unclear. Now I see he had mentioned about
this decision at other blogs but so far the only hint he had given is: he wants to
leave institutionalized science. He is extraordinary no doubt otherwise he would
have not become a faculty member at Harvard. I am waiting to know what he is
going to do next.

4. Chris Oakley
October 8, 2007

Dear Lubos, I think you should know that this time you’ve really
outdone yourself. Normally a very negative review will induce me to go
see for myself (because of my contrarian streak), but this time I’ll have
to fight a real sense of repulsion in order to do so. Congratulations.

This was the first (anonymous) comment following Lubos’s review.
I agree entirely.

As for Lubos leaving Harvard, I thought that it was common knowledge that he
was driven out by an unholy alliance of feminists, communists, climate change
scaremongers and anti-science crackpots.

5. Dan Fitch
October 8, 2007



In the last paragraph, you note “Susskind quotes Bjorken” when I’m pretty sure
you mean “Lubos quotes Bjorken”.

6. Dan Fitch
October 8, 2007

Actually, they both quote the same thing. Never mind. I still think you mean to
address Lubos taking it as more of a compliment than intended.

7. Peter Woit
October 8, 2007

Dan,

No, it is Susskind, in his paper, and he’s the one I’m guessing took it as more of a
compliment than intended. Bjorken is Susskind’s colleague at Stanford and
presumably they’ve discussed this issue in person.

8. IMHO
October 8, 2007

I just reread Lubos’s post…and all I can say is WOW. Irregardless of whether or
not he is correct; it’s almost as if he has spent his entire life in a book and has no
concept of social acceptance or appropriate social interaction.

9. Ted
October 8, 2007

Anyone else forced to ctrl-alt-del out of Lubos’ site?? Happens to me every time
now …

10. Ted
October 8, 2007

Tried FoxFire, works ok … never mind.

11. Garrett
October 8, 2007

Heh. If you try to follow Peter’s link to Lubos’ blog, you’ll get a redirect stating
visitors clicking in from NEW aren’t welcome. In defense of this snub against PW
and his readers, he cites non-other than the esteemed Professor Susskind.
Apparently the enemy of his enemy is… his enemy.

12. F.
October 8, 2007

No, Susskind is not treated by Lumo as his enemy. He just happens to think that
Lenny is wrong in this new paper. Thats different.

13. David
October 8, 2007



This is off topic, but I think Lubos’ blog and the comments there have become
largely irrelevant. I can’t see anybody taking it seriously. The comment stream
no longer contains any serious comments by people in science. Given where he
once was, it’s all a bit sad.

14. Eu
October 8, 2007

Regarding “may or may not”, I doubt these stylistic constructions don’t exist in
other romance languages given that Portuguese and Castellian have them. They
are not used very often but they do exist together with “for what it’s worth”,
which ironically isn’t worth anything.

Lubos’ site is heavy on the javascript with all sorts of junk and it cripples some
browsers to their knees. Just disable it either globally or just on that site. You
won’t loose much. Alternatively use an rss feed reader.

To follow links to TRF from NEW just disable the referer (some browsers allow
this in the privacy settings). Lubos isn’t a magician and doesn’t know where you
come from unless you tell him.

This time Lubos actually surpassed himself, even with the leftist metaphors.

15. chris
October 9, 2007

“This is off topic, but I think Lubos’ blog and the comments there have become
largely irrelevant. I can’t see anybody taking it seriously. The comment stream
no longer contains any serious comments by people in science. Given where he
once was, it’s all a bit sad.”

well, if someone makes a habit of deleting critical remarks, that’s what you get.

16. Aleksandr Mikunov
October 9, 2007

May sound slightly off the topic, but keep on reading 

1) It is ironic to read how Lubos M. is demoting Susskind’s work whereas his
own stuff is just a generic blah-blah-blah [E.g. look at LM’s PhD: http://arxiv.org
/abs/hep-th/0109149. Semi-trivial math and not a single physically meaningful
calculation].

2) I wonder if the IQ level of contemporary theoretical physicists is even
comparable to what t. physicists had back in the pre-string era, say in the
40-60-s [Although, LM insists it’s by ~40 pts higher than average – I doubt it]

3) To LM and other “above-the-average-IQ” physicists: The field is dead, so
become programmers (the good ones :).
Believe or not but becoming an !expert! in C++/Windows/Linux takes years of
*extremely* hard work.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0109149
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0109149
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0109149
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0109149


(BTW, Not as simple as calculating Green’s functions 
E.g try digesting this book: http://www.amazon.com/Modern-Design-Generic-
Programming-Patterns/dp/0201704315)
(Note that here we are simply talking about *digesting* this stuff. You won’t be
able to come up with anything similar of that level for a long time 

17. Hendrik
October 9, 2007

No one has commented on the fact that Witten has a new paper on the ArXiv at:
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0710.0631

titled “Gauge Theory And Wild Ramification”.
I suppose it takes a bit longer to digest.

18. fulo
October 9, 2007

Semi-trivial math and not a single physically meaningful calculation

According to the abstract, the results in his thesis were obtained “for the first
time in history”. It’s just childish…

19. Peter Woit
October 9, 2007

I’d like to discourage further criticism of Lubos here, on grounds that it’s too
easy, kind of boring, and at the moment he’s just a guy with a blog in Pilsen.
Crazy as he is though, in this case he makes a lot more sense than Susskind,
who’s somehow a leading figure in particle theory…

20. Mr. Mustela
October 10, 2007

Interesting. So we have a Census Taker, and scenarios with a “sense of
inevitability” about them. I think I have an hypothesis on why the Templeton
foundation is pouring money into theoretical physics.

21. Peter Orland
October 10, 2007

Oh, and Peter, sorry about contributing to an off-topic tangent in this
thread.

22. Paul
October 15, 2007

Lisa Randall mentions Lubos in Warped Passages – not for physics, but for
slagging off female physicists!

23. IMHO
October 16, 2007

http://www.amazon.com/Modern-Design-Generic-Programming-Patterns/dp/0201704315
http://www.amazon.com/Modern-Design-Generic-Programming-Patterns/dp/0201704315
http://www.amazon.com/Modern-Design-Generic-Programming-Patterns/dp/0201704315
http://www.amazon.com/Modern-Design-Generic-Programming-Patterns/dp/0201704315
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0710.0631
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0710.0631


‘slagging off’ … Sounds British. What does it mean.

24. Chris Oakley
October 16, 2007

slag off (v.t.) – to denigrate

cf. slag (n.) – a loose woman, normally unattractive

25. CM
October 16, 2007

Harvard never ever gives junior profs tenure-this is a problem in lots of elite
places. That is why LM left academia, the blog and his big mouth is an excuse
that we all knew he would use once tenure was denied, people have been
guessing this this would happen for years.



Latest From The LHC

October 8, 2007
Categories: Experimental HEP News

The LHC web-site contains a wealth of up-to-date information about how things are
going there as they are commissioning the machine. In particular, one can follow the
latest news about how things are going in each sector here, which may or may not
give a more accurate picture of the situation than various rumors.

Today an updated commissioning schedule appeared at the web-site. One can see how
things are going by comparing to the previous version (from Aug. 3, still available
right now here). Attempts to cool down certain sectors have taken longer than
expected, and the new schedule has them cooled to operating temperature 2-3
months later than in the previous schedule. The “Machine Checkout” and “Beam
Commissioning” periods have not been changed yet, but it’s not clear that the way
they are currently listed still makes any sense (can you be commissioning the beam
while still doing powering tests on the sectors??). It looks to me as if the present
situation is that they are 2-3 months behind schedule now, and if all goes well, physics
runs could start not next July as planned, but maybe in September at the earliest.

The CERN director general Robert Aymar issued a statement today that begins:

In an age of blogs there are seemingly no secrets…

and ends

All of this is business as usual when bringing a new particle accelerator on-
line. There are inevitably hurdles to be overcome, but so far there have
been no show stoppers. We can all look forward to the LHC producing its
first physics in 2008.

I take the lack of any reference to the July 2008 date to mean that they acknowledge
the schedule has slipped, but still think the slippage will only be a few months.

Update: I should also have mentioned this article, which explains how they are trying
to deal with one of the most serious problems: using RF transmitters in ping-pong
balls blown through the beam pipe to try and find broken copper fingers in the so-
called “plug-in modules”.

Update: Physics World has a story about this that starts:

Robert Aymar, the director general of CERN, has dispelled rumours that a
series of buckled electrical connectors at the Large Hadron Collider will
delay the accelerator’s official start-up date of May 2008.

In a technical sense this may be accurate, in that evidently the “official” start-up date
has not been changed since the previous schedule. But the new schedule shows that
things are two to three months behind where they are supposed to be to make the
May 2008 date, so it now seems unlikely that that will be the date when they have a

http://lhc.web.cern.ch/lhc/
http://lhc.web.cern.ch/lhc/
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=600
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=600
http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
http://sylvainw.home.cern.ch/sylvainw/planning-follow-up/Schedule.pdf
http://sylvainw.home.cern.ch/sylvainw/planning-follow-up/Schedule.pdf
http://bulletin.cern.ch/eng/articles.php?bullno=41/2007&base=art#Article2
http://bulletin.cern.ch/eng/articles.php?bullno=41/2007&base=art#Article2
http://bulletin.cern.ch/eng/articles.php?bullno=41/2007&base=art#Article3
http://bulletin.cern.ch/eng/articles.php?bullno=41/2007&base=art#Article3
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/31434
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/31434


beam, or that July will be when they start doing physics. In his statement Aymar only
promised start-up in 2008, so I take this to mean that he was quashing rumors about
a delay into 2009, not the ones about a 2-3 month delay.

Update: Nature’s Geoff Brumfiel has a new story about this. He quotes project leader
Lyn Evans as saying the schedule is now quite tight

“The next three months are going to be pretty critical,” says Evans. “If
something unforeseen comes up between now and then, it will slip. There’s
no doubt.”

During this period one will be able to see exactly how they are doing. The cool-down
schedule is here, periodic updates on how things are going in each sector are here,
and the actual temperature of the magnets can be followed here.

Comments

1. Paolo
October 8, 2007

> which may or may not give a more accurate picture

Maybe it’s just me (I’m italian) but to date I fail to understand which is the
informative content of the “may or may not” sentences, in english. Definitely we
don’t have an equivalent in italian, neither in spanish and french, I think.
Nitpicking…

2. Peter Woit
October 8, 2007

Paolo,

I guess it’s pretty much pure stylistic affectation, just designed to indicate that
reasons could be given for either of the alternatives being mentioned.

3. a quantum diaries survivor
October 8, 2007

Hi Paolo,

there is no italian equivalent afaik (pqns  but there is informative content
indeed in what Peter wrote… It casts some doubts while hiding the hand…

Cheers,
T.

4. Yatima
October 8, 2007

What about “peut-être bien que non, peut-être bien que oui”, usually given in

http://www.nature.com/news/2007/071017/full/449761a.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2007/071017/full/449761a.html
http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/field.php
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/field.php


response to an indiscrete question? 

5. Paolo
October 8, 2007

Argh, “peut-être bien que non, peut-être bien que oui” , I didn’t know about that!
(honestly I’m not praticing much french these days beyond “Cahiers du cinema”
and a few movies from time to time) What a waste of words… what a waste of
words… 

6. fulo
October 8, 2007

Definitely we don’t have an equivalent in italian, neither in spanish and
french, I think. Nitpicking…

“May or may not” in Spanish, “puede o no”. I’d have guessed in Italian it would
be the same thing, something like “puodi o non” or “puodi o menos” or some
such. But then, I don’t speak Italian… 

7. Paolo
October 8, 2007

This is quickly becoming off-topic, sorry to Peter. But, anyway, of course I can say
“may or may not” in Italian, the question is whether it’s *common* in italian to
say “… blah, blah, may or may not this, blah, blah, may or may not that…”. It
isn’t, definitely. I maintain the same is by and large true of other neo-latin
languages besides italian. In italian we can certainly say the rough equivalent of
“may”, meaning “it is possible”, but it would be considered completely redundant
to negate that “may” and add to it. Apparently, however, in english, something
special happens, and “may or may not” becomes a single “block”, and, in a sense,
native speakers do not instinctively appreciate that if something “may” (vs must)
of course logically also “may not” and it’s not necessary do add the negation.
That’s my point. That said, each language has its own weird, seemingly
irrational, corners, I could mention 1000 in italian…

8. wb
October 8, 2007

Finding the damaged rf fingers is very important, but is not the only impediment
to smooth sailing. One is left with the problem of the improperly fabricated
fingers that are likely to damage in a thermal cycling of the machine.

9. Ellipsis
October 9, 2007

Peter (and all):

In fact, the answer to your question, as for what CERN management is officially
stating (and which I’m _not_ going to try to defend), is _no_ — the official
position is that the schedule remains with a _July 2008 start for beams_, despite



the issues (which they believe can be solved without additional delay)…

Here is the talk, fresh from 6 hours ago, from Lyn Evans (LHC accelerator
project leader):
http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=85&sessionId=23&
materialId=slides&confId=20736

Also of interest may be Peter Jenni’s (ATLAS spokesperson) talk yesterday:
http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=9&sessionId=7&
materialId=slides&confId=20736

Here’s what will probably really happen (but it’s not that far from reality, the
problems really aren’t as bad as some were stating orginally). See p. 10 of Peter
Jenni’s talk. The LHC Inaguration Day, at which multiple “VVIPs” (science
ministers, and several European prime ministers and presidents, even a few
royals — probably Sarkozy, the Swiss president, German minister of economics &
technology, some members of the Dutch royal family(?), maybe Ray Orbach for
the U.S., …) will come to CERN for the official inauguration of the LHC, is
October 21 of next year. There MUST be a collision or two, or at VERY least
storage of (low current) beams, by that date, to show particles colliding to a very
large number of dignitaries in the control room.

I think Peter Jenni’s original statement (last month, that he appears to still hold)
that there would probably, in the end, be a ~2 month delay is still correct. But
the official CERN position is that the schedule remains for July beams next year.

Put your money on 1 or 2 observed proton collisions and corresponding pretty
event displays by early October next year. But note that nobody really knows or
can predict precisely what problems have yet to occur.

10. Peter Woit
October 9, 2007

Thanks a lot Ellipsis,

The idea that there will be a push to have some collisions when the VIPs show up
on Oct. 21 sounds plausible. Probably no similar push for the string theorists,
who will be there Aug. 18-23 for Strings 2008…

11. DB
October 9, 2007

It seems France and Germany are in a position to do some early celebrating:
Albert Fert (from France) and Peter Gruenberg (from Germany) have just won
the Nobel Prize in Physics for discoveries in magenoresistivity. Maybe String
Theory will get it next year!

12. Christine
October 9, 2007

Congratulations to the Nobel prize winners and to the Brazilian physicist Mario

http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=85&sessionId=23&materialId=slides&confId=20736
http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=85&sessionId=23&materialId=slides&confId=20736
http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=85&sessionId=23&materialId=slides&confId=20736
http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=85&sessionId=23&materialId=slides&confId=20736
http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=9&sessionId=7&materialId=slides&confId=20736
http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=9&sessionId=7&materialId=slides&confId=20736
http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=9&sessionId=7&materialId=slides&confId=20736
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Norberto Baibich, who was the first author to the 1988 paper.

(I have the feeling that Brazil will never get a Nobel prize.)

Christine

13. dragon
October 9, 2007

The usual nobel for trivial advances in solid state. Yawn. Somebody nobody has
heard of, together with somebody else nobody has heard of, discovered the ipod.
Strong contender for the most forgettable Prize of recent times.

14. Johan Couder
October 10, 2007

“The usual nobel for trivial advances in solid state. Yawn. Somebody nobody has
heard of, together with somebody else nobody has heard of, discovered the ipod.
Strong contender for the most forgettable Prize of recent times.”

Where does that cantankerous remark come from ? Theoretical physics isn’t the
only physics game in town.

15. Peter Orland
October 10, 2007

Part of the function of the Nobel Prize is to put physics in context for
the rest of the world. That may not have been one of its original purposes, but
today it is the case. For this reason, I think it’s good that practical aspects of
physics are put into the limelight. The public needs to be made aware that the
practical devices they use originated in relatively recent physics research.

The committee’s choice may not reflect the interests of the people who read this
blog, but it certainly is real physics and is not forgettable.

16. Peter Orland
October 10, 2007

Just apologized for being off-topic in the wrong thread. I’m
doing this here again….

17. SnarkFest
October 10, 2007

Yes, Dragon. Those “trivial advances in solid state” help pay quite a few bills for
those of us with more esoteric interests. And need I mention yet again the cross-
over between condensed matter physics and quantum field theory?

18. Kris Krogh
October 11, 2007

I’m happy they give Nobel Prizes for research with a demonstrable connection to



the real world, and not for playing games that only generate lots of citations.

19. srp
October 11, 2007

Didn’t Marconi win it more as an inventor than a physicist? If anything, there
may be too little credit given to the inventor types versus the academics–wasn’t
that the crux of the dispute over the Medicine prize for MRI? In any case, device
physics is real physics.

20. Biff
October 12, 2007

Unless I’m mistaken, the giant magnetoresistance phenomena that Fert and
Grunberg discovered is rather more useful than a ‘trivial advance’.

In fact it’s vital in most hard drives made today, including those used at the LHC.
Or isn’t that sort of physics real enough for some of you ?

21. mo
October 12, 2007

It is completely OK to get a Nobel for an invention as Alfred Nobel’s will (see a
larger excerpt below) explicitly says that a Nobel in physics should go “to the
person who shall have made the most important discovery or invention within
the field of physics.” I heard many times that it was a long-standing Nobel
Committee’s policy to award the science prizes for outstanding work that
resulted in tangible, practical advancement of sciences and useful arts.

That’s why two most visible candidates for “genius” status, Hawking and Witten,
never received the prize–and rightly so.

“The whole of my remaining realizable estate shall be dealt with in the following
way: the capital, invested in safe securities by my executors, shall constitute a
fund, the interest on which shall be annually distributed in the form of prizes to
those who, during the preceding year, shall have conferred the greatest benefit
on mankind. The said interest shall be divided into five equal parts, which shall
be apportioned as follows: one part to the person who shall have made the most
important discovery or invention within the field of physics; one part to the
person who shall have made the most important chemical discovery or
improvement; one part to the person who shall have made the most important
discovery within the domain of physiology or medicine; one part to the person
who shall have produced in the field of literature the most outstanding work in
an ideal direction; and one part to the person who shall have done the most or
the best work for fraternity between nations, for the abolition or reduction of
standing armies and for the holding and promotion of peace congresses. The
prizes for physics and chemistry shall be awarded by the Swedish Academy of
Sciences; that for physiological or medical work by the Caroline Institute in
Stockholm; that for literature by the Academy in Stockholm, and that for
champions of peace by a committee of five persons to be elected by the
Norwegian Storting. It is my express wish that in awarding the prizes no



consideration whatever shall be given to the nationality of the candidates, but
that the most worthy shall receive the prize, whether he be a Scandinavian or
not.”
http://nobelprize.org/alfred_nobel/will/will-full.html

22. milkshake
October 13, 2007

Nobel Commitee likes to award for narrowly-defined contributions that have a
great impact. HEP theorists are naturally at disadvantage.

Polarography got Heyrovsky a Nobel – a very simple-minded potenciometry
experiment. (and a method for analyzing metal samples – not exceedingly useful
one). It was the first completely-defined and understood system in
electrochemistry – one that greatly boosted the self-confidence in the field. It
also makes a good textbook chapter.

23. Sebastian Thaler
October 13, 2007

Peter,

Off-topic, but the issue of COSMOS magazine with your cover story on string
theory has finally appeared on the magazine stand at my local Barnes & Noble. I
bought it and am looking forward to reading it.

24. woit
October 15, 2007

Thanks Sebastian. I just got a copy of the magazine in the mail, and I’m quite
pleased with how the article came out.

http://nobelprize.org/alfred_nobel/will/will-full.html
http://nobelprize.org/alfred_nobel/will/will-full.html


The Great Cosmic Roller-Coaster Ride

October 15, 2007
Categories: This Week's Hype

More than three years ago Scientific American ran a feature article by Bousso and
Polchinski promoting the then new idea of The String Theory Landscape. Now that
this pseudo-science has become well-entrenched in the physics community, this
month’s issue of the magazine has a feature article on The Great Cosmic Roller-
Coaster Ride, describing how

one of the emerging themes of 21st-century cosmology is that the known
universe, the sum of all we can see, may just be a tiny region in the full
extent of space

and claiming that this is “stimulating a thorough rethinking of the early universe in
terms of string theory.” There is quite a bit of defensiveness about string theory in the
article, where it is described as the “leading candidate for the foundational laws of
nature”. The authors note that “String theory has received some unfavorable press of
late”, and characterize criticism of the theory as due to the fact that it “has yet to be
tested experimentally”, ignoring the fact that much of the criticism is about string
theory’s inherent untestability. Not only has it not been tested yet, but no one has any
idea how to test it ever. They admit as much when it comes to predictions about
particle physics:

string theory has disappointed because it has not yet been possible to test it
experimentally, despite more than 20 years of continued investigation. It
has proved hard to find a smoking gun – a prediction that, when tested,
would decisively tell us whether or not the world is made of strings. Even
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) – which is now nearing completion near
CERN , the European laboratory for particle physics near Geneva – may not
be powerful enough.

At the same time, they imply that the answer to string theory’s problems is that it will
produce testable predictions about cosmology. They describe work of their own and
other people attempting to use as an inflaton field positions of branes or moduli
parameters describing positions in the Landscape. What predictions do they see
coming out of this?

• CMB experiments will continue to not see effects due to gravitational waves. In other
words, the prediction is just that CMB experiments won’t see anything relevant. Not
exactly a distinctive prediction of string theory, and Lenny Susskind lists seeing such
effects as the main hope for observational evidence of the Landscape. If such effects
are seen, I doubt that string cosmologists will give up on string theory, but just come
up with models that do “predict” such effects.

• Cosmic superstrings, observed by their gravitational lensing effects. One can in
principle construct scenarios where cosmic superstrings are produced in the early
universe in just such a way as to have eluded all observation until now, but such that
one will turn up as we look more closely at more galaxies. I don’t know of any reason

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=73
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=73
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&colID=1&articleID=8AFC73BC-E7F2-99DF-31FAE14B26815014
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&colID=1&articleID=8AFC73BC-E7F2-99DF-31FAE14B26815014
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&colID=1&articleID=8AFC73BC-E7F2-99DF-31FAE14B26815014
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&colID=1&articleID=8AFC73BC-E7F2-99DF-31FAE14B26815014


for this other than wishful thinking. If cosmic superstrings don’t show up over the
next few years, I don’t think anyone will take this as evidence against string theory.

I don’t think it does much for the public understanding of science or increases respect
for scientists when they decide to go to the public in this way, promoting extremely
speculative and complex ideas that lack not only a glimmer of experimental evidence,
but also any plausible idea about how they can be tested.

Update: There’s a new review of string cosmology up on the arXiv tonight. The
authors contradict the SciAm article’s claim about whether these models can
accomodate observed effects of gravitational waves:

As an example, in many – but not necessarily all – string inflation models,
the primordial tensor signal is very small.

giving examples of models with detectable gravitational waves (see here).

While the article as a whole is pretty much unadulterated hype for string cosmology,
it ends on a downbeat:

Despite these promising signs, it remains to be seen whether this endeavor
will lead to genuine contact between experiment and Planck-scale physics.
In many scenarios, inflation is described by a well-controlled, albeit fine-
tuned, effective field theory Lagrangian, and inflation lasts long enough to
obscure all evidence of a pre-inflationary stage. If we live in such a
universe, cosmological observations can, at best, teach us about the nature
of the inflaton, but will provide few clues about more fundamental physics,
except perhaps through the enduring mystery of dark energy.

Comments

1. roland
October 16, 2007

“Not only has it not been tested yet, but no one has any idea how to test it ever.”

This might very well be true, but a good half of your postings
feature a similar statement. Perhaps you should choose it as a
caption for the whole blog.

..

However, maybe it can’t be said often enough and in fact
i like your blog anyway.

2. Coin
October 16, 2007

This might very well be true, but a good half of your postings
feature a similar statement. Perhaps you should choose it as a

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0710.2951
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0710.2951
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.1170
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.1170


caption for the whole blog.

Technically, isn’t it expressed in the title of the blog?

3. roland
October 16, 2007

i noticed that right after posting.

but it might as well have been some sort of weird sarcasm.

4. Kris Krogh
October 16, 2007

Hi Roland,

Trouble is, string theorists keep coming up with new “tests,” and others cite
those without checking them.

See this exchange with Joe Polchinski, items 35, 43, 44. He never responded to
the last one.

5. fulo
October 16, 2007

See this exchange with Joe Polchinski, items 35, 43, 44. He never
responded to the last one.

Kris,

I’m very far from sharing Prof. Polchinski’s optimistic view of the landscape, but
I think his answer #43 is perfectly sensible. What he says is that having a
theoretically tractable model of a strongly coupled non-abelian gauge theory out
of equilibrium is important and interesting. It is.

I think there are at least three reasons why he didn’t answer your comment
about quoting a non-refereed talk as a basis for his remarks.

First, because if you really want references to refereed papers, you just have to
look them up in the talk he mentions.

Second, because he was posting his answer to a weblog, not to a scientific
journal, so there’s no need to be so picky about references.

And third, because actually whether a paper is refereed or not is of no
importance at all to any practicing physicist. People download papers right from
the arXiv, read them, and decide by themselves whether they believe them or
not. You only download papers from journals when they are too old to be found in
arXiv or, else, when you are very interested in the figures, which are usually
better printed in the published version.

6. Quixotik

http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/12/07/guest-blogger-joe-polchinski-on-the-string-debates/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/12/07/guest-blogger-joe-polchinski-on-the-string-debates/


October 16, 2007

This blog is a bit one-note, true, but many good blogs are…if someone ever
actually comes up with a universally accepted way to test string theory, this blog
will lose it’s raison d’etre.

7. nerd
October 17, 2007

Quixotik, they can test string theory, the whole problem is that there are 10^500
versions to falsify before any alternative ideas can get a look in…….

8. roland
October 17, 2007

maybe browsing through that math book, they just chose the wrong page. i mean
the not even wrong page.

9. Thomas Love
October 17, 2007

nerd said: “…. there are 10^500 versions to falsify before any alternative ideas
can get a look in…….”

What a horrifying possibility…that would tie up progress in physics for 10^490
years! Or longer! I won’t be able to sleep tonight thinking about that.



Accumulated Links

October 15, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Various things that I’ve been wanting to mention:

Steven Hawking has a paper out, on his version of the Landscape story, using
amplitudes that don’t rely upon string theory or eternal inflation. But just like the
string theory Landscape I don’t see how his proposal is testable. It completely gives
up on saying anything about particle physics, even statistically

If the volume weighted amplitude for the standard model vacuum is non-
zero, it is irrelevant what the volume weighted amplitudes for other vacuum
states are. The theory can not predict a unique vacuum state. Instead we
have to input that we live in the standard model vacuum.

He ends with

The amplitudes will be highest for states in which the whole universe is in a
single state, rather than a mosaic of different states, as predicted by eternal
inflation. There will be no primordial production of topological defects, such
as monopoles, and cosmic strings. Not all states in the landscape will have
significant amplitudes, but there will be more than one that do, so M theory
does not predict a unique low energy particle physics theory. It is
implausible that life is possible only in one of these states, so we might have
chosen a better location.

John Baez has a new This Week’s Finds out, with interesting discussions of the topos-
theoretic approach to quantum theory, and the analogy between the integers and
three-dimensional space. This semester he is running a seminar on “Geometric
Representation Theory” (not clear how close this is to the use of the term by those
representation theorists who work with D-modules). Videos and lecture notes from
the talks are available, along with some blog postings (see here and here).

As always, Terry Tao’s blog has wonderful postings and articles, often of a general
expository nature. For some recent examples, see one about the Schrodinger
Equation, and another about Jordan normal form.

Besides excellent expository physics postings such as the recent one on single top
production, Tommaso Dorigo gives a more realistic view of the academic life than
most other blogs. For some understanding of how academics feel about the travel
opportunities that conferences present, and what they think about the question of
whether their employer should be financing what sometimes feels like a vacation, see
his recent posting on Ethical aspects of professional conference-going. I strongly
endorse his recommendation of the David Lodge novel Small World.

There’s a string theory wiki out there, aimed at students trying to learn string theory,
which has been set up by the Centre for Research in String Theory at Queen Mary

http://arxiv.org/abs/0710.2029
http://arxiv.org/abs/0710.2029
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week257.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week257.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/qg-fall2007/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/qg-fall2007/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/10/geometric_representation_theor.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/10/geometric_representation_theor.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/10/geometric_representation_theor_1.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/10/geometric_representation_theor_1.html
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2007/10/02/pcm-article-the-schrodinger-equation/
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2007/10/02/pcm-article-the-schrodinger-equation/
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2007/10/02/pcm-article-the-schrodinger-equation/
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2007/10/02/pcm-article-the-schrodinger-equation/
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2007/10/12/the-jordan-normal-form-and-the-euclidean-algorithm/
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2007/10/12/the-jordan-normal-form-and-the-euclidean-algorithm/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/10/11/single-top-new-results-from-cdf/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/10/11/single-top-new-results-from-cdf/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/10/11/single-top-new-results-from-cdf/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/10/11/single-top-new-results-from-cdf/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/10/08/ethical-aspects-of-professional-conference-going
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/10/08/ethical-aspects-of-professional-conference-going
http://www.strings.ph.qmul.ac.uk/
http://www.strings.ph.qmul.ac.uk/


College. Much of the site is a listing of the one thousand or so review and other
papers an aspiring young theorist should read and absorb to get an idea of what is
going on with string theory. Also listed are various blogs, including this one, that
might save students some of this reading…

Comments

1. John Baez
October 15, 2007

Peter writes:

This semester he is running a seminar on “Geometric Representation
Theory” (not clear how close this is to the use of the term by those
representation theorists who work with D-modules).

Ideally our seminar will eventually cover such material, taking a new viewpoint
that makes it seems a lot less technical and scary than it usually seems. But
we’re starting with more elementary stuff, e.g. Coxeter groups, Hecke algebras,
buildings, Bruhat decompositions, Schubert cells and the like. Again, we’re
taking a new viewpoint designed to make it less scary than usual… a big
emphasis on q-deformation and groupoidification. So far we’re just doing the An
case – that is, representations of Sn, SL(n) and the like. Later we’ll generalize to
other Dynkin diagrams.

The seminar will probably last for at least two years. It’s hard to see precisely
where it will go.

2. David Ben-Zvi
October 16, 2007

Geometric representation theory (as I understand it) is a natural extension of
classical harmonic analysis in which function
spaces are replaced with various geometric alternatives, be they cohomology
groups, K groups, or categories of sheaves of various
kinds (such as D-modules, perverse sheaves, coherent sheaves,…).
There are natural analogs of Fourier transforms and the classical Hecke
operators, and all are realized geometrically –
one of the fundamental principles of geometric harmonic analysis
(just as for classical harmonic analysis) is that all reasonable operators are
realized by “integral kernels”, which are themselves geometric objects of the
same kind on a correspondence (or span).

Usually one is studying not just a space but a space with
a group action so all of the geometry is done equivariantly with respect to that
group (or equivalently on the level of stacks or groupoids). Also one often
introduces more refined structures (in particular gradings), coming from Hodge
theory or Galois theory, leading to q-deformations. When studying semisimple
groups in their many incarnations (eg over R, C, finite fields, loop groups,



quantum groups etc) the spaces involved are essentially always the same – one
studies flag varieties, nilpotent cones, Springer resolutions and variations on the
above.

The themes and structures in the subject are
surprisingly uniform and conceptual across a broad range of questions. They’re
also not at all scary or technical intrinsically, though perhaps often presented
that way.
The fundamental ideas can all be explained in accessible ways, though it is hard
to find literature in that spirit (I am trying to collect what informal expository
materials I can find on my webpage but there’s still a long way to go!)

In any case it’s really great to have John and James’s seminar and their excellent
explanations publicly available as a resource in the subject and drawing
attention to geometric representation theory and I am eagerly awaiting its
further developments.

3. sophia
October 16, 2007

You forgot this link from NY mag:

http://nymag.com/guides/fallpreview/2007/television/36554/

“Simon Judes (27, string theory): Like Gob on Arrested Development! We’re
basically always whining about nothing important. And then we’re absurdly
happy about tiny achievements.

DK: And in every department I’ve ever been in, you have the one guy who’s
essentially lost his mind. Those guys are very weird and would be great comic
fodder.

AA: No other field, I think, collects as many crazies. And not just physics
crazies—all kinds of crazies.

SJ: Oh, and another thing, the whole Stephen Hawking bit. Stephen Hawking is
actually a rather peripheral figure in physics research.”

4. mo
October 16, 2007

The other day at our physics library, I picked up a new book by Raymond
Streater:

Streater, R. F.
Lost causes in and beyond physics
Berlin : Springer, c2007.

I think it should be a required reading for everyone in the topos-theoretic
quantum theory business. Streater gives a thoughtful overview of quantum logic
and related subjects and concludes as follows:

http://nymag.com/guides/fallpreview/2007/television/36554/
http://nymag.com/guides/fallpreview/2007/television/36554/


“Very little physics has resulted from quantum logic, trivalent logic, or Jordan
algebras.”

Most sections in the book have amusing epigraphs. Here is the epigraph for the
section on quantum logic, etc.:

“Science is not that easy.”
Lubos Motl

5. Kea
October 16, 2007

Very little physics has resulted from quantum logic, trivalent logic, or Jordan
algebras.

I saw this book at GRG18 a few months ago – very nice – but this comment is
somewhat behind the times.

6. Peter Woit
October 16, 2007

Thanks John and David,

More expository sources about geometric representation theory would be a great
help. It’s a fascinating but too little known area of mathematics, and probably
has interesting implications for physics. The efforts of both of you in this
direction are greatly appreciated.

7. Holmes
October 16, 2007

“Streater, R. F.
Lost causes in and beyond physics
Berlin : Springer, c2007.
”
Of course, if you asked 100 physicists for a good example of a lost cause, 99
would probably cite Streater’s work. The best defence really *is* offence…

8. Eugene Stefanovich
October 17, 2007

R.F. Streater has a fascinating/humorous/controversial/… web-site

http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/

Highly recommended.

Eugene.

9. Hans
October 19, 2007

http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~streater/


Peter, in a new article in current nature magazine, it seems that Herrmann
Nicolai from the German MPI for gravitational physics somwhat joins your
opinions. At least the abstract reads that:

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v449/n7164/index.html
String theory: Back to basics p797

“String theory was toutet as a theory of everything”

IT WAS! (and isnt anymore..)

“And now may at last succeed as a theory of something very specific — the
interactions of particles under the strong nuclear force.”

It MAY AT LEAST succeed as a theory of the strong force.
This implies indirectly that it may never succeed as a Theory of everything.

10. Peter Woit
October 19, 2007

Thanks Hans,

I did see that, it’s a nice article about developments in AdS/CFT. But my reading
of it was that it was very careful to not take any position at all about the
controversial issue of whether string theory has failed as a TOE.

11. zorba
October 19, 2007

Not directly relevant, but wasn’t tbere a big meeting about time at Columbia this
week? Did you attend any of the talks?

12. Peter Woit
October 20, 2007

zorba,

The meeting wasn’t at Columbia, but all the way downtown at the New York
Academy of Sciences. Not really my kind of thing, I’m too busy this week, and
they were charging a $150 registration fee, so I didn’t consider going. They set
up a website:

http://arrowoftime.org/

maybe at some point more info about the talks at the meeting will appear there.

13. zorba
October 20, 2007

Oh, sorry, whenever I see Brian Greene I think Columbia….yes, $150 is
ridiculous.
Anyway I note that Sabine H. was there, and she may write a report on what she

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v449/n7164/index.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v449/n7164/index.html
http://arrowoftime.org/
http://arrowoftime.org/


heard [about time, not about drunken physics celebrities throwing bread rolls
about in the manner of Bertie Wooster……]
Thanks anyway!



Susskind Joins PI

October 16, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

I haven’t been able to confirm Lubos Motl’s claims that the Perimeter Institute offered
him a job, but yesterday they announced that Lenny Susskind has accepted an offer to
join them as an associate member. According to the announcement, this means that
“he will spend focused time at PI each year to conduct research activities.”

At the Frankfurt book fair, Backreaction’s Stefan Scherer took a picture of one of the
displays, that featured a large poster advertising Susskind’s forthcoming book The
Black Hole War, which carries the subtitle “My battle with Stephen Hawking to make
the world safe for quantum mechanics”.

Update: Marcus at Physicsforums points to this interview with Susskind about his
forthcoming book:

For two decades an intellectual war took place between Stephen Hawking,
on the one side, and myself and Gerard ‘t Hooft on the other. The book is
about the scientific revolution that the controversy spawned, but also about
the colorful personalities and the passions that gave the story its drama.
The story starts in Werner Ehrhardt’s Mansion in San Francisco, and
eventually passes through all seven continents, including Antarctica.

Comments

1. Who
October 16, 2007

“My battle with Steven Hawking to make the world safe for quantum
mechanics”.

what a ham. Hawking as well.

2. Steven H. Cullinane
October 16, 2007

That’s “Stephen,” with a “ph.”

3. Peter Woit
October 16, 2007

Steven,

Thanks, fixed.

4. Who
October 16, 2007

http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/News/In_The_Media/Leonard_Susskind_Joins_PI/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/News/In_The_Media/Leonard_Susskind_Joins_PI/
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/10/frankfurt-book-fair.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/10/frankfurt-book-fair.html
http://th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de/~scherer/Blogging/BookFair/DSCF5540.JPG
http://th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de/~scherer/Blogging/BookFair/DSCF5540.JPG
http://www.powells.com/tqa/susskind.html
http://www.powells.com/tqa/susskind.html


I know, I was just copying how Peter had it.
Given that Susskind once posted something about “Sting Theory” on the arxiv,
maybe a little misspelling is appropriate.

5. Steven H. Cullinane
October 16, 2007

As noted in a previous comment of mine containing a misspelling, we must all
sometimes “bow down before the great god Entropy.”

6. Quixotik
October 16, 2007

Wow, now theoretical physicists have feuds like rappers.

7. H-I-G-G-S
October 16, 2007

Yes Quixotik, and for the same reason: marketing.

8. stefan
October 16, 2007

Hi Peter,

thanks for mentioning my visit to the Frankfurt Book Fair – I was curious if
anyone would notice that detail of the photo ;-).

The publisher is Little, Brown and Company in the Hachette Book Group USA. I
cannot say anything more about the book – the stand was quite deserted on
Sunday afternoon, with all books already packed away. On the Hachette Group
website, the title is not announced yet. For comparison, the “Geography of Bliss”
is scheduled for January 2008, so the “Black Hole War” will probably appear
later in 2008.

9. Greg Egan
October 16, 2007

Wow, now theoretical physicists have feuds like rappers.

It would be a brave physicist who declares “If my book doesn’t sell more copies
than Hawking’s A Brief History of Time, I’ll stop writing papers as lead author
and just make guest appearances as pencil-sharpener and LaTex checker for
other physicists. So buy ten copies, vote with your wallet, my genius in on the
line …”

10. Chris Oakley
October 16, 2007

The LS book could be one of a series. Peter: why not write sequel to N.E.W. with
a title like:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/%7Ewoit/wordpress/?p=606#comment-29589
http://www.math.columbia.edu/%7Ewoit/wordpress/?p=606#comment-29589
http://www.hachettebookgroupusa.com/index.html
http://www.hachettebookgroupusa.com/index.html
http://www.hachettebookgroupusa.com/newreads/coming_soon.html
http://www.hachettebookgroupusa.com/newreads/coming_soon.html


The Whacko Control War: My battle with Leonard Susskind to make the world
safe for particle physics theory

11. Anders R
October 16, 2007

leonard susskind 2: the reckoning

12. Peter Woit
October 16, 2007

Chris,

Putting Hawking’s name on the cover sells books (I should have found a way to
work him into the subtitle…). I don’t think Susskind’s name would have a similar
effect.

13. Quixotik
October 16, 2007

How did Hawking get so famous anyway? Was it his book, or was he famous
before?

14. LDM
October 16, 2007

People who read this blog could get the wrong impression. We actually do
physics because it is tremendously interesting and intrinsically worthwhile.
Publishing highly speculative work, and then using Hawking’s celebrity to
OVERSELL it to a scientifically unsophisticated general public, is not a
reputation most of us would want. There’s nothing wrong with creative and
speculative ideas of course, only they must be presented in a balanced and
objective manner.

15. Holmes
October 16, 2007

The strange thing about the “black hole war” is that nobody but Susskind seems
to have noticed it. I mean, of course there has been extensive discussion about
whether black hole evaporation violates unitarity, but that has centered on
Maldacena’s work; most people never heard of “black hole complementarity”
until Bousso recently started mentioning it to motivate “observer
complementarity”. The whole “war” must have been fought in the dark places of
the world, far below the world of ordinary physicists……

16. Aaron Bergman
October 16, 2007

I mean, of course there has been extensive discussion about whether black hole
evaporation violates unitarity, but that has centered on Maldacena’s work;

Do I really have to say that unitarity in black hole evaporation is a subject that



long predate’s Maldacena’s work? Recent discussion has centered on
Maldacena’s work because it finally provides a concrete way to address the
question.

most people never heard of “black hole complementarity” until Bousso recently
started mentioning it to motivate “observer complementarity”.

Speak for yourself.

17. Anders R
October 16, 2007

well he said most people so he isn’t necessarily saying that you’re one of them or
himself for that matter.

18. Holmes
October 17, 2007

Of course there were papers before Maldacena came along. They were however
[a] nearly all by Susskind himself and [b] largely ignored. Hardly what one would
call a war, dividing families, devastating innocent civilians, etc etc etc.

19. John Baez
October 17, 2007

Quixotik wrote:

How did Hawking get so famous anyway? Was it his book, or was he
famous before?

Among physicists he was famous for calculating how much entropy a black hole
has, and before that, for showing (along with Penrose) that black holes are
inevitable under certain conditions — the singularity theorems.

Some of this fame percolated down to the general public, and his disabilities
helped make him a fascinating character.

But I guess his book was the first thing he wrote that ordinary people could
pretend to understand… so it became a best-seller, and he’s been a lot more
famous ever since.

20. Hans de Vries
October 17, 2007

Somehow this gives me a strange pro-wrestling association…

The battle of
“the Master-of-the-Multiverse”
versus
“the Black-Hole-Evaporator”

21. chimpanzee (aka "joe")

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole_entropy#Black_hole_entropy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole_entropy#Black_hole_entropy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole_entropy#Black_hole_entropy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole_entropy#Black_hole_entropy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penrose-Hawking_singularity_theorems
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penrose-Hawking_singularity_theorems


October 17, 2007

Re: Book Cover “marketing”

I’m sure the publisher pressed for the “Hawking” reference, the need a “god-
like” figure. “You are who you associate with”, as the saying goes. Just like L.
Lederman’s book “The God Particle”, need to tantalize the gullibe (god-fearing)
public. Just like G. Smoot/COBE

Much of the excitement outside of the scientific world stemmed from
Smoot’s comment at the press conference that “if you’re religious, it’s
like seeing God.”

Just like Morris Kline (interestingly a NYC native like L. Susskind):

As the author’s wife and sometime secretary, I can testify that Morris
Kline was keenly unhappy with the publisher’s choice [ “Why the
Professor Can’t Teach” ]. This book is not an attack on professors but is
rather a wide-ranging critique of undergraduate education. Indeed an
appropriate, less jazzy title would have been A CRITIQUE OF
UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION.

The above is a really bad case of “sensationalism”, & how scientists have to be
really wary of dealing with the media.

I like the way M. Franklin/Harvard puts it:

“Why the NY Times doesn’t get the right spin on on our data”

The “almighty dollar” rules (Law of Business..getting market share):

“People don’t buy Good Products, they buy GOOD MARKETING”

If you’re going to get caught up in the commercialization of mass
culture of excitement, you’re never going to make it. [ “Stupidity is Its
Own Reward” ] & too many people
get caught up in it,.. You have to be independent individualist, &
committed to excellence

— Steven Gould/Harvard

Someone on this blog objected to “pandering to the masses” with high-end
Science. I agree. Diluting Science for the purpose of public outreach CAN be
dangerous. Timothy Ferris (science writer) is notorious for this, his recent PBS
program was a JOKE. Roald Hoffman/Cornell (Nobel Laureate in Chemistry) had
a negative comment about Pop Culture & the Masses (PBS TV program).

22. chimpanzee (aka "joe")
October 17, 2007

Here is the link for the Science Channel program “Hawking Paradox”. Werner
Erhardt, et al. I saw the program last year, & it’s been repeating regularly.

http://science.discovery.com/tv-schedules/special.html?paid=48.13781.116937.0.0
http://science.discovery.com/tv-schedules/special.html?paid=48.13781.116937.0.0


I met & talked with L. Susskind at last year’s SUSY ’06. Very approachable,
polite, & willing to talk. Very professional appearance & good speaker. I got the
same impression during the TV program. His presentation/exposition is very
polished, gives a good public impression of a scientist. Classy. Here’s a good
article about him, which makes me like him even more.

I called L. Motl prior to the conference, for background prep (I’m an outsider, my
degrees are in Elec Eng). He was very generous with his time (J. Preskill/Caltech
& only a few others have been this extending), & was impressed. Other people
have commented on his dedication to students/teaching & charm. Just by
accident, I mentioned Lubos (who asked me to say hi to his Rutgers PhD
advistor) to Lenny & I got a very interesting response. (reminds me of the fights I
had during my PhD days, when my arch-rival called me a “monkey”) I didn’t
realize they had a “history”!

23. Holmes
October 17, 2007

Oh, so now its a “scientific revolution” and not just a mere war. What will LS call
it when somebody finally manages to settle the question of unitarity violation for
evaporating black holes that look *even vaguely* realistic? The war to end all
wars? The mother of all revolutions?

By the way, the notion that Maldacena’s work was somehow “spawned” by LS’s
early-90s lucubrations is, shall we say, stretching a point just a tad.

24. nerd
October 18, 2007

“Among physicists he was famous for calculating how much entropy a black hole
has, and before that, for showing (along with Penrose) that black holes are
inevitable under certain conditions — the singularity theorems.” – John Baez

Not exactly an experimentally confirmed calculation. All theorems based on GR
are based to some extent on faulty (classical) approximation, what you need to
do is find quantum gravity, and then calculate black hole properties using that.

The business of calculating details of black holes that aren’t checked yet reminds
me of Sir James Jeans’ calculation “proving” that the solar system formed from
giant tidal waves on the sun, with popular hype of Jeans (who also wrote popular
best-sellers back in the 30s, like Hawking today), and you got popular notions
that “the solar system exists, so Jeans must be right!” Wrong, there were subtle
errors.

It’s disappointing for black hole calculations that have yet to be experimentally
confirmed in detail, to be hyped and celebrated; kinda misleads people about
what is fact and what is speculation.

25. Bee
October 18, 2007

http://susy06.textamerica.com/?_ctgry=24419
http://susy06.textamerica.com/?_ctgry=24419
http://www.hachettebookgroupusa.com/authors/75/3342/index.html
http://www.hachettebookgroupusa.com/authors/75/3342/index.html


@ Chimpanzee:

“People don’t buy Good Products, they buy GOOD MARKETING”

One of the sures signs for intelligence is the ability to learn from and avoid
mistakes. How come then that a significant fraction of the homo sapiens sapiens
on this planet today lives in a society that runs in a downward spiral of
deception, lies, and ignorance of facts. How come that intelligent people can
point out weaknesses and potential dangers of dramatic failures of the current
system, and other allegedly intelligent people don’t even care to listen, because
they are too busy worrying about their own career – and how ironic is that if
exactly this was the point of criticism.

@Quixotik:

How did Hawking get so famous anyway? Was it his book, or was he
famous before?

The Large Scale Structure of Spacetime
Stephen Hawking and George Ellis, Cambridge University Press (1973)

not exactly a good book (i.e. as you find on wikipedia it’s indeed “highly technical
and quite unreadable”), but it’s one of these books one kind of needs to have.
later then (75) the black hole evaporation stuff.

26. Shantanu
October 20, 2007

Peter, did you go for

this workshop. If so any report?

27. Peter Woit
October 21, 2007

Shantanu,

See my comment about this on the other thread. Evidently Bee was there, see
her report at Backreaction, where she promises to write more…

28. cecil kirksey
October 22, 2007

Peter:
I was rereading parts of Lenny’s book the other night. Near the end he recalls a
dinner talk he gave at Strings 1995 about what theoritical physics would be like
now based only on the experimental data available up to 12/31/1899. He paints a
fairly rosy picture about the abilities of pure thought. Granted both SR and GR
probably would have proceeded unabated. But would they have been accepted?
Lenny’s commit spurred me to start looking at the history of QM in particular
QED. A correct theory may…may have been found but so would a lot of equally

http://www.amazon.com/Structure-Space-Time-Cambridge-Monographs-Mathematical/dp/0521099064
http://www.amazon.com/Structure-Space-Time-Cambridge-Monographs-Mathematical/dp/0521099064
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Large_Scale_Structure_of_Spacetime
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Large_Scale_Structure_of_Spacetime
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Large_Scale_Structure_of_Spacetime
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Large_Scale_Structure_of_Spacetime
http://www.nyas.org/events/eventDetail.asp?eventID=10235&date=10/15/2007%208:00:00%20AM
http://www.nyas.org/events/eventDetail.asp?eventID=10235&date=10/15/2007%208:00:00%20AM
http://www.nyas.org/events/eventDetail.asp?eventID=10235&date=10/15/2007%208:00:00%20AM
http://www.nyas.org/events/eventDetail.asp?eventID=10235&date=10/15/2007%208:00:00%20AM


viable ideas that would be wrong. The correct theories were accepted based on
experimental data not the beauty, nicity, the theoorist or other subjective
qualities. I think Lenny was wrong then and may be wrong now.

Any comment from anyone on the history of QM and QED?

29. George Lehtola
October 22, 2007

From PI’s home page:

Leonard Susskind Joins PI
WATERLOO, ON, October 15, 2007 – Canada’s Perimeter Institute for Theoretical
Physics (PI) is pleased to announce that renowned scientist Leonard Susskind
has joined its Faculty as an Associate Member. Professor Susskind is widely
recognized as one of the most highly creative researchers in the field of particle
physics. He earned his BSc at City College of New York and his PhD in 1965 at
Cornell University. He held a number of positions at the postdoctoral and faculty
level afterwards before becoming a Professor in the Department of Physics at
Stanford University in 1978, where he continues to work as a Professor of
Physics.

Leonard Susskind has received a range of honours and prizes, including having
been elected to the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), the American Physical
Society’s prestigious Sakurai Award, as well as the American Institute of Physics’
Science Writing Award.

Rob Myers, Interim Scientific Director at PI, remarks, “Professor Susskind has
been one of the most creative and influential theoretical physicists in the last
four decades. He has contributed important ideas to topics ranging from the
theory of quark confinement to black holes in string theory.” As an Associate
Member, Professor Susskind will spend focused time at PI each year to conduct
research activities.

In addition to an outstanding record as a distinguished theoretical physicist,
Professor Susskind has a demonstrated interest in communicating science to
members of the general public and improving society’s awareness of physics,
astronomy, and allied science fields. He will share this talent by participating in a
special PI Public Lecture panel discussion on December 5, 2007, dealing with the
topic of ‘Information and Reality’.

About Perimeter Institute
Canada’s Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics is an independent, non-
profit, scientific research and educational outreach organization where
international scientists cluster to push the limits of our understanding of physical
laws and calculate new ideas about the very essence of space, time, matter and
information. The award-winning research centre provides a multi-disciplinary
environment to foster research in areas of Cosmology, Particle Physics, Quantum
Foundations, Quantum Gravity, Quantum Information and Superstring Theory.
The Institute, located in Waterloo, Ontario, also provides a wide array of
educational outreach activities for students, teachers and members of the



general public across the country and beyond in order to share the joy of
scientific research, discovery and innovation. Additional information can be
found online at http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca.

30. Who
October 22, 2007

Cecil, this sounds like it might be from some other book by Susskind than the
one we were talking about. Could it be from “The Cosmic Landscape: String
Theory and the Illusion of Intelligent Design” ?

I was rereading parts of Lenny’s book the other night. Near the end he
recalls a dinner talk he gave at Strings 1995 about what theoritical
physics would be like now based only on the experimental data
available up to 12/31/1899…

31. Physics Professor
October 22, 2007

Hello all,

I’ve been following this blog for awhile.

What exactly has Lenny Susskind done in the realm of physics?

I know it says, “Leonard Susskind has received a range of honours and prizes,
including having been elected to the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), the
American Physical Society’s prestigious Sakurai Award, as well as the American
Institute of Physics’ Science Writing Award.”

But what has he done? The Cosmic Landscape seemed highly speculative. Was
there physics in it that I perhaps missed?

32. Peter Woit
October 22, 2007

Physics Professor,

No, The Cosmic Landscape is pretty pure pseudo-science, but until recent years
Susskind was doing very serious science. He does have a legitimate claim to
have been one of the first to realize that the Veneziano amplitude could come
from quantizing a string. The later work of his I’m most familiar with is the way
of handling fermions in lattice gauge theory that goes under the name “Kogut-
Susskind” fermions.

Unfortunately, he’s not the only seemingly smart, reputable physicist who seems
to have taken leave of his senses the last few years…

33. Aaron Bergman
October 22, 2007

SPIRES is your friend.

http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/
http://www-spires.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+a+susskind+and+topcit+250%2B
http://www-spires.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+a+susskind+and+topcit+250%2B


34. LDM
October 22, 2007

cecil kirksey,

I am glad you brought up your question…I too read Susskind’s book when it
came out found that chapter interesting.

In particular, Susskind says in The Cosmic Landscape, page 269, the following:

Could theorists have guessed the full structure of the Standard Model? Protons
and neutrons, perhaps, but quarks, neutrinos, muons, and all the rest. I don’t see
any way that these things could have been guessed

Susskind is correct, since as the history of HEP shows, experiment was essential.
Unfortunately, Susskind does not emphasize the point, when in fact it is probably
one of the more important statements in the book. If theoreticians could not have
guessed the Standard Model without experiment, then a similar statement
regarding the final form of a string theory TOE is not unreasonable, and we need
only remember string theory has no experimental tests, and is likely never to
have any.
It is one thing to make the largest extrapolation in history, but when doing so, at
least have the honesty to explain to the laymen that while an interpolation of
data tends to be safe, extrapolation of data is, from a scientific point of view, very
dangerous, and often wrong.

35. Cecil Kirksey
October 22, 2007

To Who:
LDM has it correct. The book I was referring to was “The Cosmic Landscape”. I
was still left with the impression that Lenny fells that the correct model for QM
and QED could have been guessed given no new data in the 1900’s. Given the
fact that not every physicist took the idea of a quantized EM particle as
postulated by EA seriously until the Compton effect was discovered, it is hard to
believe that QM and QED could have been developed to the point that they were
even up to say 1948-49.

Maybe someone who better understands the historical development of QM and
QED can respond.

36. JC
October 23, 2007

Cecil Kirksey,

Without any experimental data, most likely QED would have been thrown into
the trash as soon as the first calculations were done which (naively) produced
infinite quantities. There would have been very little to no motivation for
renormalization, if there was no Lamb shift experimental data.



Future Linear Colliders

October 23, 2007
Categories: Experimental HEP News

There are two highly active projects to design a linear collider that would collide
electrons and positrons at energies higher than those achieved at LEP. Recently there
were workshops discussing the state of the projects.

The ILC is the farthest along of the two and uses more conventional technology. It is a
design for a 250+250GeV collider, upgradeable to 500+500Gev. There’s a very jazzy
new web-site aimed at selling the idea to the US public. This week Fermilab is hosting
a workshop on the ILC, talks available here. Michael Peskin gave an introductory talk
with an unfortunate title (“The Physics Landscape”, I really think serious physicists
should not be reminding people of this, especially when they’re making a pitch to the
public for money). He argues that the LHC will see a spectrum of new particles (in
order to solve the hierarchy and dark matter problems), and motivates the ILC as the
machine to study these. This of course depends on their existence, at a mass low
enough to allow production at the ILC, but high enough to evade bounds from LEP
and the LHC (for some new results from the latter, see here). It now appears certain
that no decision about building the ILC will be made until results are in from the LHC
(2010?) that will resolve whether there are new particles in the mass range that the
ILC is capable of studying.

DOE’s Ray Orbach gave a talk about the ILC project, emphasizing:

It is critical that planning for the ILC takes into account the realities of the
funding situation, the need to formalize the ILC arrangements between
governments, the changing scientific landscape, the scientific capabilities at
other facilities, and the health of our national scientific structure.

Orbach seems concerned that the ILC project does not have a realistic schedule (“I
judge that these arrangements will require more time than the currently proposed
schedule of the GDE”) , and does not have commitments from other countries. I’m
guessing that he sees financing it out of the current and expected DOE budget is not
doable without large contributions from other countries, and a relatively long time-
frame. He emphasized that there is now a well-defined process for projects like this:
they have to survive a series of “critical decisions”. The ILC is not yet ready for the
first critical decision “CD-0, Mission Need” and won’t be until after the LHC results
are in. He also mentions “other planned international projects”, and the importance of
not duplicating their activities (I take this to be a reference to CLIC). Finally, he is
critical of the plan of the ILC project to move to an “Engineering Design Report” that
would give detailed engineering plans for the machine, since he sees it as still in an R
and D phase.

Over at CERN, the Resonaances blog reports on a workshop devoted to CLIC, a more
ambitious and less technologically developed plan for a 1500 + 1500 Gev collider
(upgradeable to 2500 + 2500 Gev). If CLIC really turns out to be feasible, and
buildable on a time-scale close to that of the ILC, it will not be possible to justify

http://linearcollider.org/
http://linearcollider.org/
http://www.linearcollider.org/gateway/
http://www.linearcollider.org/gateway/
http://ilc.fnal.gov/conf/alcpg07/
http://ilc.fnal.gov/conf/alcpg07/
http://ilcagenda.linearcollider.org/getFile.py/access?contribId=5&sessionId=0&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=1556
http://ilcagenda.linearcollider.org/getFile.py/access?contribId=5&sessionId=0&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=1556
http://arxiv.org/abs/0710.3946
http://arxiv.org/abs/0710.3946
http://ilcagenda.linearcollider.org/getFile.py/access?contribId=9&sessionId=0&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=1556
http://ilcagenda.linearcollider.org/getFile.py/access?contribId=9&sessionId=0&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=1556
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2007/10/clic.html
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2007/10/clic.html
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?showSession=all&showDate=all&view=standard&fr=no&confId=17870
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?showSession=all&showDate=all&view=standard&fr=no&confId=17870


building the ILC, since it would operate at much lower energy.

This week internet access is more iffy, since I’m in Lisbon, for a conference late in the
week on “Is Science Near Its Limits?”, sponsored by the Gulbenkian Foundation. After
it is over, I’ll write about it here, and I think I can post a copy of the talk I’ll be giving.

Update: Science magazine has a short piece about the Orbach talk, see here:

Orbach said physicists must follow the department’s protocol that requires
a large project to pass five critical decision milestones. The ILC has not
passed the first, which allows researchers to proceed from basic R&D to
design, Orbach said. Previously, DOE officials had been “completely open”
to a less formal approach, says Caltech’s Barry Barish, who leads the design
team. What counts as “engineering design” remains to be determined, he
says.

Another piece of this story recently pointed out to me is that the new CERN director
is from DESY and associated to the ILC project there. This might cause people at
CERN to wonder how hard he’ll push for its CLIC projector, which is in some ways an
ILC competitor.

Comments

1. Bee
October 23, 2007

Ah, commitments! How about we just design the next virtual collider and put it
on Second Life? Who needs the ILC?  Have a safe trip,

B.

2. dan
October 23, 2007

Hi Peter, just a quick question, to revisit an issue before it got derailed,

you don’t think that there is a “hierarchy” problem (requiring SUSY as the
antidote to radiative corrections to the higgs, and hence, string theory) I am
curious as to whether you think there is a higgs boson and higgs field, and what
prevents it from gaining mass from the EW-scale to the GUT scale. Do you think
that the higgs boson is fined tune to 32 decimal places and that is the end of that
– no SUSY required?

3. Peter Woit
October 23, 2007

dan,

This is off-topic, and I don’t really want to start yet another discussion of
supersymmetry, but, in brief, I’ve never been convinced by the “supersymmetry

http://www.sciencemag.org/content/vol318/issue5850/s-scope.dtl
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/vol318/issue5850/s-scope.dtl


eliminates the need for fine-tuning argument”, for several reasons:

1. We don’t even know there is a GUT scale. There is zero evidence for such a
thing.

2. We don’t know that the Higgs field is an elementary scalar.

3. If supersymmetry really was going to eliminate all fine-tuning, it would have
shown up by now.

4. a quantum diaries survivor
October 23, 2007

Wow Peter,

for an answer to an off-topic comment you did pretty good  Let me add my
own:

4. Speculating susy exists but was not detected so far because there was some
symmetry breaking mechanism making susy particles much more massive than
ordinary ones is legitimate, but it stinks. It flies in the face of Occam’s razor,
which becomes nervous and comes a-slashing.

Instead, why not giving some more tentative credit to Alejandro Rivero’s idea
that sparticles (bosons) are composites of two fermions ?

Cheers,
T.

5. Peter Woit
October 23, 2007

Hi Tommaso,

Yes, supersymmetry is a beautiful idea, until you have to break it…

The problem with composite models is you have to find some dynamics that
doesn’t screw up the fact that the standard model works perfectly. The idea that
the Higgs field is a composite field of a fundamental fermion field is an old one,
well motivated by what happens in superconductivity (Cooper pairs). Technicolor
is one way of doing this. People have looked at this, but maybe if they had put as
much effort into is as into SUSY, other better ideas might have shown up.

6. JC
October 23, 2007

It would surely liven up the field again, if the Higgs mechanism, supersymmetry,
technicolor, etc … and all of their variations + combinations, all turned out to be
complete failures in the end.

If this indeed turns out to be the case, then I would have no idea offhand what
would be a fruitful path to follow afterwards. I suppose one could skim



mindlessly through older theoretical particle and/or condensed matter journals,
searching for long forgotten ideas to resurrect and try out.

7. Coin
October 23, 2007

Woit, just to be clear– are you saying you consider it probably the case that the
Higgs is not an elementary scalar? Or are you just saying that an elementary
scalar nature of the higgs cannot or should not be assumed?

Also, more on topic, kind of a dummy question: Why is it that all the big “vacuum
cleaner” accelerators, like the LHC and Tevatron, seem to be
cyclic/synchrotrons– whereas the new proposed colliders we’re seeing described
in this post for the lower-power but more “fine-tuned” measurements are all
linear? Is there something about a linear collider that makes the fine-resolution
stuff easier to do than it would be with a synchrotron? Or what?

8. Peter Woit
October 23, 2007

Coin,

Above LEP energies, synchrotron radiation loss is just too high for electrons
(goes as fourth power or the energy), so you have to have a linear accelerator.

I don’t know if the Higgs is an elementary scalar or not. If I had to guess, I’d
guess not (not asymptotically free, for one thing…)

9. Coin
October 23, 2007

I see, thanks.

10. Eric
October 23, 2007

In reponse to Peter’s answers to Dan’s questions:

1. It doesn’t matter if there’s a GUT scale or not. Quantum corrections to the
Higgs mass will push it to whatever the next energy scale is, and if there is no
GUT scale then this would be the Planck scale.

2. It’s true that the Higgs might be a composite boson. However,
such Technicolor models were studied very seriously in the 70’s and 80’s, but
were eventually rejected due to some serious shortcomings. Namely, in order to
generate mass hierarchies for the SM fermions, one ends up with serious
problems with FCNC’s. Nevermind that it requires adding another gauge sector
to the SM with strong dynamics which would have led to a plethora of
technimesons for which there is absolutely no evidence. Occam’s razor anyone?
Oh right, we only reserve this for things we don’t like like SUSY.

3. The amount of fine-tuning required in the Higgs potential in order to give a



large enough Higgs mass is very small and perfectly reasonable. In any case,
what Peter’s means is that to eliminate all fine-tuning, the Higgs should have
been observed by now, not that the superpartners should have already been
observed.

11. Paul Guinnessy
October 23, 2007

Keep your eyes peeled for the November issue of Physics Today, which has an
interview with Aymar on the issue of which project CERN will support, CLIC or
ILC. Toni Feder also has a good piece on Fermilab’s project X
(doi:10.1063/1.2800091) in the October issue.

12. Tony Smith
October 23, 2007

Peter Woit said “… If CLIC really turns out to be feasible, and buildable on a
time-scale close to that of the ILC, it will not be possible to justify building the
ILC, since it would operate at much lower energy …”.

So, in CLIC’s favor is its higher energy.

What about cost?

If ILC were to cost on the order of USA2007$10 billion,
how would that compare with the cost of CLIC ?

If the USA dollar were to continue to decline with respect to the Euro,
how would that affect the cost comparison ?

How would site location (Illinois, Europe, or Asia) affect the cost comparison ?

If CLIC were to be built in Europe or Asia, would the USA get to use it on terms
as favorable as the USA has with respect to use of LHC ?

Tony Smith

13. Tony Smith
October 23, 2007

Slide 38 of the file CLIC07_JPD.pdf from the CLIC workshop web site shows:

CLIC Old Parameters
Accelerating field – 150 MV/m
RF frequency = 30 GHz
Total cost (a.u.) = much higher than 2

CLIC New Parameters
Accelerating field – 100 MV/m
RF frequency = 12 GHz
Total cost (a.u.) = 1.15



What does a.u. mean ?
(is it effectively a comparison with the cost of the ILC?)

Tony Smith

14. Coin
October 24, 2007

What does a.u. mean ?

“Astronomical Units”? 

15. Peter Woit
October 24, 2007

Tony,

I don’t think anyone has a good estimate of what CLIC will cost. From what I
remember, the size they are talking about is similar to the ILC, presumably based
on the fact that that should make the cost somewhat similar. Not sure if
exchange rates make much difference, although I suppose if the US currency
collapses and we become a third-world country, it will be much cheaper to build
something here. No matter where it’s built, there will be physicists from all
countries working on it.

Paul,

Thanks for the heads-up, looking forward to hearing what Aymar has to say
about this. I get the impression that it’s a delicate issue, with people on both
sides choosing their words carefully…

Eric,

We also don’t know that the Planck scale is relevant…

See Distler’s explanation

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000336.html

of why current bounds on the Higgs mass imply a very heavy stop, and amounts
of fine-tuning that are not “very small”.

16. AGeek
October 24, 2007

Eric, you’d better read http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.3550

17. conrad
October 24, 2007

and if there is no GUT scale then this would be the Planck scale.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000336.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/000336.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.3550
http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.3550


Why? Is the desert (susy or not) a well established experimental fact? Has a new
physics threshold at, say, 30TeV, been definitively ruled out?

In any case, is it true that we have everything figured out all the way up to the
GUT scale, so if it’s not there then only the Planck scale is left?

18. Eric
October 24, 2007

Conrad,
The expected next scale between the electroweak and GUT scale is the SUSY
breaking scale which should be around 1 TeV in order to stabilize the Higgs
mass. It’s always possible, in fact likely, that there are hidden sector gauge
groups which become strong at some higher scale. However, this would have no
effect on the quadratic divergence to the Higgs mass since the Higgs states are
doublets of the SM SU(2) and not of the hidden sector groups. Regarding Peter’s
comment that there is no evidence that the Planck scale is relevant, it doesn’t
matter. That would just mean there is no cutoff and the Higgs mass becomes
infinite.

As far as the fine-tuning in the Higgs potential, this is presently a few percent at
most. The problem is if the lower limit on the Higgs mass gets pushed up much
beyond 114 GeV, say to around 130 GeV. If the Higgs mass is in the range
114-121 GeV as expected, then the fine-tuning is not a real problem. Also keep in
mind that this depends strongly on the top quark mass, which was recently
revised downward to ~171 GeV.

19. Yatima
October 24, 2007

> Eric, you’d better read http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.3550

Picture a particularly vast, featureless Zen Garden with a gnarly stone at one
end. Now meditate.

20. Andr
October 25, 2007

T. writes

“4. Speculating susy exists but was not detected so far because there was some
symmetry breaking mechanism making susy particles much more massive than
ordinary ones is legitimate, but it stinks. It flies in the face of Occam’s razor,
which becomes nervous and comes a-slashing.”

Let me write an analog of this, frequently heard in the seventies:

“4. Speculating gauge symmetry exists but was not detected so far because there
was some symmetry breaking mechanism making gauge particles much more
massive than ordinary ones is legitimate, but it stinks. It flies in the face of
Occam’s razor, which becomes nervous and comes a-slashing.”

http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.3550
http://arxiv.org/abs/0708.3550


Who turned out to be right then?

21. Thomas Larsson
October 25, 2007

U(1) gauge symmetry, i.e. electromagnetism, was understood in the ’70s, right?
At least in the 1970s. A better analog from the 1870s would be the ether wind:
people speculated it existed but was not detected.

22. moron
October 25, 2007

Andr, I thought gauge symmetry SU(2) is based on simplicity and elegance and
describes the weak force well, and predicted the masses of the W and Z massive
gauge bosons in advance of experimental discovery? The reasons I was taught
for why the gauge symmetries of the SM are physics (unlike susy) is that they

(1) come from experimental observations of fundamental forces and fundamental
particles,

(2) are the simplest known ways to represent physical facts,

(3) predict reaction cross-sections, etc., that make it useful,

(4) predicted W and Z gauge bosons observed at CERN in 1983.

So I don’t understand what you are saying. Either I’m a moron or you don’t know
the difference between fact and fantasy (susy).

Now if you are going to defend susy by saying some really great discovery in
physics was suppressed, you need an analogy to a religious belief system that
can’t make quantitative falsifiable predictions. Try the analogy of susy to
epicycles.

23. conrad
October 25, 2007

Moron,

what Andr says is correct, both historically and factually. Historically, Weinberg
proposed SU(2)XU(1) because it was the simplest possibility consistent with
phenomenology, but he didn’t know whether it was the correct group. After his
famous “model of leptons” appeared, many people (including Weinberg himself,
you may want to check Phys. Rev. Lett. 38, 1237 – 1240 (1977) which appeared
ten years after his model of leptons) started exploring other groups. It turned out
that there are three massive weak bosons, and SU(2)XU(1) was the end of the
story. But, also, many people didn’t believe in intermediary bosons — until they
were experimentally observed. Something similar happened with quarks, gluons,
jets, etc, etc

Factually, there is no reason why SUSY shouldn’t be there. There is also no
reason, IMHO, why it should be. The only consistent argument I’ve seen for



SUSY is naturalness, and I personally don’t buy it. But just like with weak
bosons, experimentalists will hopefully resolve the mystery soon.

Eric,

my answer to your post was rejected by the server. In any case, thanks for your
detailed answer.

24. moron
October 25, 2007

‘Factually, there is no reason why SUSY shouldn’t be there. There is also no
reason, IMHO, why it should be. The only consistent argument I’ve seen for
SUSY is naturalness, and I personally don’t buy it. But just like with weak
bosons, experimentalists will hopefully resolve the mystery soon.’

conrad, the weak gauge bosons were predicted to have a mass around 80-100
GeV.

When you are looking for sparticles ‘predicted’ by susy, you don’t have any
predictions of what energies they should have.

Therefore, experimentalists who fail to find sparticles below 1 TeV will then have
to continue trying at ever higher, arbitrarily higher in fact, energies. At what
point do you say that experiments have finally ‘tested’ susy? You can go on
testing a theory which makes no falsifiable predictions for eternity.

Testing susy is like testing ESP or religious miracles: if you fail after one effort,
you can simply go on and on forever. That’s not science. It’s more like religion.
You pray for experimental confirmation by a miracle, but if it doesn’t occur, you
can keep on trying and believing in the speculations. That’s why falsifiability is
the criteria that separates religion from science.

25. Mo
October 25, 2007

Moron,

You’re way off here. First off, the fact that a symmetry should be broken is no
argument against having it in the theory. MANY symmetries which we know and
love are broken, either by the vacuum or else by excitations.

Second, obviously SUSY is falsifiable as a solution to the hierarchy problem (in
fact, it’s already under pressure). If you give that up, then you loose one of the
strongest motivations for SUSY. Also, SUSY has a DM candidate. It should be
possible to determine whether the DM in our universe is the lightest stable SUSY
partner. If it’s not, then that motivation could get killed too. If these two
motivations get killed then a lot of people will loose interest. But, of course, the
theory has not strictly been ruled out. SUSY is very predictive, I’m not sure why
people here are so keen to argue otherwise. (Also, SUSY is not string theory. We
could have the MSSM quite independently of whether or not it’s UV completed to



some string model.)

If we stuck to theories which are falsifiable in the sense which you’re asking for,
then we wouldn’t have much left to work with. According to your philosophy
scalar-tensor gravity is on the same logical footing as religion. You’re entitled to
think that, but it certainly doesn’t reflect mainstream physics.

26. Eric
October 25, 2007

Moron,
I should like to add that the superpartners must be less than or equal to the TeV
range in order to explain the hierarchy problem, which was mentioned but not
emphasized by Mo above. If LHC doesn’t see the superpartners, then it means
that SUSY is not the solution to the hierarchy problem. Supersymmetry could
still be a part of nature even in this case, but then most of the interest in it will
evaporate because it would not have any relevance for low-energy physics. The
thing to keep in mind is the saying of Feynmann that in quantum mechanics
anything which is not strictly forbidden is compulsory. If nature doesn’t
incorporate supersymmetry, it would strongly violate this principle.

27. Arun
October 25, 2007

The thing to keep in mind is the saying of Feynmann that in quantum mechanics
anything which is not strictly forbidden is compulsory. If nature doesn’t
incorporate supersymmetry, it would strongly violate this principle.

This is the most confused thought I’ve seen around here in a long time. Feynman
is turning at 60K RPM in his grave at the extrapolation from

“What is not forbidden in QM is compulsory” to
“What is not forbidden in nature is compulsory”.

28. anon.
October 25, 2007

The thing to keep in mind is the saying of Feynmann that in quantum mechanics
anything which is not strictly forbidden is compulsory. If nature doesn’t
incorporate supersymmetry, it would strongly violate this principle.

This is the most bass-ackwards reasoning I’ve ever seen, and a complete
misunderstanding of the “totalitarian principle” (which I think is usually credited
to Gell-Mann, not ‘Feynmann’).

29. Eric
October 25, 2007

Dear Arun and Anon,
Obviously, neither of you knows anything at all about quantum mechanics. If
there is an allowed symmetry of your Lagrangian, it will be realized in nature.



End of story.

30. Andrew
October 25, 2007

Eric,

So what you’re saying is if I wrote down a Lagrangian with a U(17) symmetry it
would be realised in nature, because that’s allowed by my Lagrangian? I’m afraid
not, just take a look at SU(5).

31. Arun
October 25, 2007

Eric, quite entertaining!

32. Eric
October 25, 2007

Andrew,
You misunderstand me. What I’m saying is that there is a fundamental symmetry
between fermions and bosons that will be a symmetry of any Lagrangian which
includes fermions and/or bosons regardless of the gauge group.

33. Thomas Larsson
October 26, 2007

Obviously, neither of you knows anything at all about quantum
mechanics. If there is an allowed symmetry of your Lagrangian, it will
be realized in nature. End of story.

Putative terms in the Lagrangian compatible with the symmetries will be
generated by radiative corrections and are hence compulsory. This does not
imply that any symmetry principle is compulsory.

34. Eric
October 26, 2007

Well, I would expect the symmetry between fermions and bosons to be as
compulsory as Lorentz symmetry. In any case, it’s the radiative corrections
involving fermionic partners which stabilizes the Higgs mass…

35. Andrew
October 26, 2007

Eric,

If I misunderstood you, it is because you made a generic statement that anything
not disallowed is compulsory. Now you seem to be saying something else. OK,
thanks for the clarification. So why is the symmetry between bosons and
fermions inevitable? You say yourself that you merely expect it (i.e. can’t prove
it), so why such high confidence in this symmetry?



String Theory’s Next Top Model

October 25, 2007
Categories: This Week's Hype

I’ll write soon about the conference I spoke at today in Lisbon. A few hours ago I
participated in an interesting discussion about some of the issues around string
theory with two string theorists. One of them was quite vehement that a big part of
the problem is things being hyped to the media, and that this is an American disease,
something that doesn’t happen to the same degree in Europe.

I think he may be right, since I certainly haven’t noticed as much media hype (either
pro or anti-string) from European sources, although I follow US ones more closely.
When I got back to the hotel this evening, I noticed that SLAC is promoting on its
web-site a news story about String Theory’s Next Top Model. The story appears to be
about this paper that was just published in Physical Review D. In it, the authors
consider three toy models of inflation in string theory and find that they don’t work.
Their conclusion:

This may be an artifact of the simplicity of the models that we study.
Instead, more complicated string theory models appear to be required,
suggesting that explicitly identifying the inflating subset of the string
landscape will be challenging.

So, the gist seems to be that they went looking for toy models of string inflation,
didn’t find a workable one, but decided that this was worth a SLAC press release,
presumably because “string theory is currently the most popular candidate for a
unified theory of the fundamental forces”, so one should go to the press with any
result one gets, even if negative. I think the Europeans may be right that this sort of
thing doesn’t happen here….

Comments

1. Who
October 25, 2007

This is how the New Scientist handled that same paper on 11 September.

http://space.newscientist.com/article/dn12628-can-string-theory-accommodate-
inflation.html

They quoted Mark Hertzberg (I gather the lead author), Max Tegmark (a co-
author), and Andrei Linde (who criticized the paper.) Fairly balanced job, to
NewSci’s credit. Interesting paper raising interesting question.

Also quoted Paul Steinhardt:

Paul Steinhardt of Princeton University in New Jersey, US, who helped

http://today.slac.stanford.edu/feature/2007/string-theory.asp
http://today.slac.stanford.edu/feature/2007/string-theory.asp
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.0002
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.0002
http://space.newscientist.com/article/dn12628-can-string-theory-accommodate-inflation.html
http://space.newscientist.com/article/dn12628-can-string-theory-accommodate-inflation.html
http://space.newscientist.com/article/dn12628-can-string-theory-accommodate-inflation.html
http://space.newscientist.com/article/dn12628-can-string-theory-accommodate-inflation.html


to pioneer the theory of inflation, says the findings are in agreement
with work that he and others have done using other versions of string
theory.

“I think the fact that it is difficult to combine inflation and string theory
is very interesting,” he told New Scientist. “It could mean they are
completely incompatible, which would force us to abandon at least one
of them.”

This time David Shiga at NewSci comes out looking better than whoever it was
at SLAC public relations that talked to Kachru.

2. DB
October 26, 2007

String Theory Hype is not just an American disease, though clearly that’s where
it started and reached epidemic proportions. Britain has also been infected, for
years they have been “treated” to breathless expositions from the likes of Kaku
and Greene, specially imported to create programs on the subject for BBC’s
Horizon series, for example.
Recall also that New Scientist is a British based publication.
I don’t believe Continental Europe has succumbed to the same degree.

3. moron
October 26, 2007

A similar promotion of complexity as advancement happened with the theory of
epicycles in about 150 AD. Everytime Ptolemy tried to predict something new
with his model, it turned out wrong so more epicycles and more complexity was
added to make it work.

His reaction was always, “Great! I’m discovering more exciting knowledge about
how complex nature really is!”

Ptolemy would then announce the great news about his “Exciting Discovery of
Complex New Epicycles” by a press release to the geeky Novus Scientist in
Londinium.

My Latin is a little rusty, but the gist of his final press release was: “Ptolemy’s
mainstream earth-centred universe theory is obviously true. It’s led to some
fantastic maths for working with epicycles, and it’s also the most popular idea
around. It’s the only game in town. Aristarchus’s simplistic solar system is
crackpotism.”

4. Who
October 26, 2007

To focus on what we’re looking at, the key paragraph in NewSci was

The study was carried out by a team of researchers led by Mark
Hertzberg of MIT in Cambridge, US. The team tried to produce inflation



in three versions of string theory in which the extra dimensions are
shaped like a doughnut – the simplest possibility. But they found that the
conditions needed for inflation appear to be impossible to achieve in
these simple versions.

In the cases studied, the space required by strings cannot inflate. Which is
serious because prevailing cosmology needs inflation to have occurred. What
follows in the article are quotes taking various sides on the issue (from Andrei
Linde, Max Tegmark, Paul Steinhardt…)

Nothing as clear and forthcoming as this paragraph occurs in the Stanford press
release. My guess would be that issuing the Stanford press release was the idea
of Shamit Kachru, who may have chosen not to be quoted in the September
article, but who may later have wished an opportunity to put his own
interpretation on the group’s findings (without the inclusion of quotes from other
authors of the paper).

5. blogguy
October 26, 2007

It doesn’t appear to be a press release at all. I think it is just an article in the
daily SLAC paper, which Peter has decided to call a press release. (I say this
because there are profiles of recent work by other SLAC physicists regularly
appearing on that site). It would be an odd press release, since it doesn’t claim to
have discovered something, only to concern a direction of work in progress.

6. Peter Woit
October 26, 2007

blogguy,

I actually first saw this at physorg.com

http://www.physorg.com/news112545705.html

a news site where most of the content is items put out by press offices of
universities and labs. This article was put out by the SLAC press office, written
by one of their staff. You are right though that it is not something they officially
call a press release.

Who,

Having two press stories about a paper which quote different authors with
opposite spin on the paper’s results is kind of odd. It’s also odd to have one,
much less two press articles about a paper dealing inconclusively with toy
models. But then again, the press coverage of string theory has often been odd.

My impression of how these things get written is that it is unlikely that Kachru
contacted the SLAC press people asking them to write about this. More likely,
what they do as part of their job is to call people at their institution up and ask
them if they know of any work going on at their institution that they could write

http://www.physorg.com/news112545705.html
http://www.physorg.com/news112545705.html


a story about. If a press person calls one up expressing an interest in writing
about something one has done, most people won’t turn them down.

7. Stanford grad student
October 26, 2007

More likely, what they do as part of their job is to call people at their institution
up and ask them if they know of any work going on at their institution that they
could write a story about. If a press person calls one up expressing an interest in
writing about something one has done, most people won’t turn them down.

I can personally attest to the fact that this is essentially exactly how many SLAC
Today articles work. But SLAC Today is little more than a daily site-wide
newsletter. It’s handled by the press office, but it’s not meant to be cutting-edge,
breaking-news, press-release kind of science material.

8. Coin
October 26, 2007

“I think the fact that it is difficult to combine inflation and string theory
is very interesting,” he told New Scientist. “It could mean they are
completely incompatible, which would force us to abandon at least one
of them.”

So, I was going to ask if this could eventually somewhere bring us within striking
distance of a “falsifiable prediction” for string theory (i.e., no inflation), but the
same article seems to scuttle that hope:

Andrei Linde of Stanford University in California, US… says the results
only apply to a class of string theory versions called type 2a, which are
irrelevant to the real universe because they have been shown to be
incompatible with dark energy, the mysterious force causing the
universe’s expansion to accelerate.

So it looks like more than anything this is turning into another case where String
Theory tells us you can have things one way if you choose one model, or another
way if you choose a different model, and then there’s some other classes of
models where we aren’t quite sure which way it goes…

On the other hand, if we conclude inflation is too precious to give up, could a
serious program of trying to get toy-inflation out of other topologies besides the
“doughnut” one finally allow us to “drain” some of that “swampland” I keep
hearing about in the string theory landscape? It seems like I was hearing a
bunch at one time about how the next step in the landscape program would be to
get some of that swampland drained, but if there’s been any progress in that
regard I’ve somehow not managed to hear about it.

Does ruling out type IIA string theory, or one particular simple background
geometry, rule out any quantifiable proportion of the string theory landscape (if
we’re assuming inflation)? (Or have we really not gotten anywhere at all, since
it’s possible that we were just not using a sufficiently complex variant of IIA



string theory– as Tegmark suggests in the article to free type IIA from being
ruled out on Dark Energy grounds– or possible we were using the wrong type of
inflation? (Or for that matter, is it possible I’m just confused here and IIA is a
different kind of string theory altogether than the one that produces the oft-
discussed “landscape”?))

9. Eric
October 26, 2007

Coin,
Usually when talking about the landscape, people are talking about Type IIB flux
compactifications, which are T-dual to Type IIA string theories. It’s doubtful that
they’ve ruled out inflation for all such possible compactifications. More likely,
just for the simplest type of model. In any case, eternal inflation is a principle
idea needed to populate the landscape. If most string compactifications cannot
inflate, the one might expect the landscape to be lightly populated. In fact,
inflation may be ‘vacuum selection principle’. If we’re lucky, there will be one
and only one string vacuum where inflation can work, and this vacuum will
contain the Standard Model. But this is just speculation…

10. Coin
October 26, 2007

Eric, thanks.

One question, would T-duality be enough to conclude that the Physical Review D
results do apply to IIB flux compactifications? (Or at least whichever flux
compactifications correspond under IIB to the one particular kind of calibi-yau
manifold they considered in their IIA analysis).

11. Annie
October 27, 2007

I think the New Scientist article did a poor job. They spun the article unfairly,
indicating that just because Hertzberg et al couldn’t inflate those simplified
models, string theory was in trouble. This isn’t the case at all. The SLAC article
points out their real goal–to find a simplified model for the purposes of
understanding string theory and inflation. And as Stanford grad student says, the
SLAC Today articles aren’t press releases; they’re intended for the SLAC
community to let them (astrophysicists, particle theorists, engineers, students,
construction workers, etc) know what’s going on. PhysOrg takes any science
article from SLAC Today and puts it on their page, without any prompting from
SLAC.



Comment on Technicolor/Extended Technicolor
Models

October 26, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Robert Shrock of Stony Brook sent me the following to post as a response to one of
the comments on the latest posting. With his permission I’m putting it here as a
separate posting, since I think it’s a valuable informed summary of the current state
of technicolor/extended technicolor models.

I would like to respond to Eric’s recent comment on Oct. 23 in which he said that
“technicolor models were..eventually rejected due to some serious shortcomings.
Namely, in order to generate fermion mass hierarchies for the SM fermions, one ends
up with serious problems with FCNC’s.” and that these theories “led to a plethora of
technimesons, for which there is absolutely no evidence.”.

While it is true that FCNC’s are a relevant constraint on technicolor and extended
technicolor (TC/ETC) theories and were viewed as very serious before the
development of walking TC in the mid-1980’s, they do not obviously exclude TC/ETC
models where the TC sector has walking behavior. The walking (slow running of the
TC gauge coupling over an extended range), results naturally from the presence of an
approximate IR fixed point in the renormalization group equation for the TC gauge
coupling. This walking has the effect of enhancing SM fermion masses for a fixed set
of ETC breaking scales. Indeed, since the mid-1980’s, the only viable TC models have
been those with walking behavior. This walking allows one to use higher ETC
breaking scales and still obtain the same SM fermion masses. It also enhances the
masses of (pseudo)Nambu-Goldstone bosons. This was discussed in T. Appelquist and
L. C. R. Wijewardhana, Phys. Rev. D 35, 774 (1987); Phys. Rev. D36, 568 (1987) and
reviewed already a number of years ago, e.g., in R. S. Chivukula, hep-ph/9503202,
hep-ph/9803219 and K. Lane, hep-ph/0202255, as well as more recent reviews such
as C. Hill and E. Simmons, hep-ph/0203079 (published in Phys. Repts.) and my brief
SCGT06 review, hep-ph/0703050. PNGB’s in one-family TC/ETC models may still be a
phenomenological concern, but the early estimates of their masses were substantially
increased by walking TC.

Let me explain in more detail how TC/ETC models may be able to satisfy FCNC
constraints. ETC models generically gauge the generational index and combine it with
TC, so a simple SU(NETC) model has NETC=Ngen+NTC. With three generations of SM
fermions, Ngen=3 and using the minimal value of NTC, namely NTC=2, this yields an
SU(5) ETC theory. The SU(5) ETC symmetry can break to an exact residual vectorial
SU(2) TC gauge group in three stages, characterized by three different mass scales,
$\Lambda_j$, j=1,2,3. The ETC gauge bosons with masses $\Lambda_1$ mediate
transitions between SM fermions of the first generation and the technifermions, and
so forth for the other scales. With the values
$$\Lambda_1 \simeq 10^3\ TeV$$
$$\Lambda_2 \simeq 10^2\ TeV$$
and



$$\Lambda_3 \simeq few\ TeV$$
this model appears to be able to fit constraints on FCNC processes. Consider, for
example, one of the most severe such constraints, arising from $K^0 – \bar K^0$
mixing. In early studies in the 1980’s, in the absence of an explcit ultraviolet ETC
completion, one simply wrote down a generic form for the low-energy effective
Lagrangian for this process, $\simeq (c/\Lambda_{ETC}^2)$ times the relevant four-
quark operators, where $\Lambda_{ETC}$ was taken to be “the” ETC breaking scale.
But the key observation is the following: in the initial $\bar K^0$, the d sbar pair can
annhilate to produce a $V^2_1$ ETC gauge boson, where the indices are the gauged
generational indices. But this cannot directly produce the s dbar pair of the K0, which
requires a $V^1_2$ ETC gauge boson. Hence, in order for the K-Kbar transition to
proceed, the the actual ETC propagator factor is not 1 over the mass squared of the
$V^2_1$ gauge boson, $1/\Lambda_1^2$, but instead
$$(1/\Lambda_1^2)\ \Pi\ (1/\Lambda_1^2)$$
where Π denotes the requisite nondiagonal propagator insertion that takes a
$V^2_1$ to a $V^1_2$. Using a reasonably ultraviolet-complete ETC theory, in the
paper hep-ph/0308061, published as Phys. Rev. D 69, 015002 (2003), Appelquist, Piai,
and I showed, via explicit calculation of the ETC gauge boson mixings, that the
nondiagonal ETC gauge boson mixing term is generically of order the square of a low
ETC breaking scale, essentially as a consequence of a residual approximate
generational symmetry in the ETC theory. This suppresses the $K^0 -\bar K^0$
mixing strongly, by a factor like $(\Lambda_3/\Lambda_1)^2$, i.e., the coefficient of
the four-quark operator is not $1/\Lambda_1^2$ but the much smaller
$\Lambda_3^2/\Lambda_1^4$, which is sufficient to satisfy the constraint from the
experimentally measured mixing and resultant $K_L – K_S$ mass difference. In this
and a series of other papers, taking account of the mixing between ETC group
eigenstates of fermions to form mass eigenstates, we also examined many other
FCNC constraints on TC/ETC theories and showed that they appear to be able to be
satisfied.

There are also FCNC processes that do not involve mixing of ETC gauge bosons. For
example, the (conjugate of the) process $s \rightarrow d\ \mu^-\ e^+$ via exchange
of a virtual $V^2_1$ ETC gauge boson gives rise to $K^+ \rightarrow \pi^+\ \mu^+
e^-$, for which the upper bound on the branching ratio (from the E865 experiment at
BNL) is $BR(K^+ \rightarrow \pi^+\ \mu^+\ e^-) < 1.3 \times 10^{-11}$ (90 % CL).
This is satisfied with the above value, $\Lambda_1 = 10^3\ TeV$.

Although Eric did not mention the effect that technifermions have on Z and W boson
propagators, these also serve as a stringent constraint on technicolor models,
especially the electroweak S parameter. However, because technicolor is strongly
interacting at the scale of a few hundred GeV, it is not possible to use a perturbative
estimate of S, and nonperturbative estimates based, e.g., on spectral function
integrals, are difficult to make reliably for a walking TC theory since one cannot just
scale up results from QCD. (There have been a number of papers over the years
giving estimates on this, and I can send a list to anyone who is interested, but the
issue is not resolved yet.)

In the SM, the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) is produced by the vacuum
expectation value of the hypothesized Higgs field. But this breaking is simply put in
by hand, via an ad hoc choice of a negative coefficient for the quadratic Higgs term.



No explanation is given in the SM of why this coefficient was not positive, when, a
priori, it could just as well have been. Since the SM give no explanation for this
negative sign of the coefficient, it does not provide a satisfactory fundamental
explanation for EWSB. Indeed, it is interesting to recall that in both of the previous
two main cases where a scalar field was used in phenomenological models for
spontaneous symmetry breaking, namely in the Ginzburg-Landau free energy
functional for superconductivity and the Gell-Man Levy sigma model for chiral
symmetry breaking in hadronic physics, the microscopic physics did not involve the
vacuum expectation value of a fundamental scalar field, but instead a bilinear fermion
condensate – the Cooper pair in the BCS theory and the quark condensate in the case
of QCD. In technicolor theories, it is precisely this type of bilinear fermion condensate
– now involving technifermons,- which is responsible for electroweak symmetry
breaking. Furthermore, the quark condensate in QCD already breaks electroweak
symmetry. Thus, the original construction of technicolor models by Weinberg and
Susskind was quite well motivated.

This is, of course, not to say that TC/ETC theories do not face many challenges. They
are very ambitious, since they try to explain both EWSB and the spectrum of SM
fermion masses, and no fully realistic model of this type has been constructed.
Moreover, it is certainly true that far more people are currently working on various
variants of SUSY models than on dynamical EWSB approaches such as TC/ETC. But at
least readers should know that Eric’s comment refers to the old TC theories of the
early 1980’s, which were, indeed, rejected; the results of more recent work indicate
that modern walking TC theories appear to be able to satisfy FCNC constraints.
PNGB’s and the S parameter are concerns, but, in the opinion of a number of us who
work in this area, they do not obviously exclude these theories. In any case, we should
know soon from the LHC whether dynamical EWSB via TC/ETC or some other
possibility like low-energy SUSY is realized in nature.

Comments

1. Tony Smith
October 26, 2007

Robert Schrock said:
“… In the SM, the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) is produced by the
vacuum expectation value of the hypothesized Higgs field … via an ad hoc choice
of a negative coefficient for the quadratic Higgs term. …
Since the SM give no explanation for this negative sign of the coefficient, it does
not provide a satisfactory fundamental explanation for EWSB. …
the quark condensate in QCD already breaks electroweak symmetry. Thus, the
original construction of technicolor models … was quite well motivated. …”.

In addition to technicolor, other types of quark condensate models can account
for the Higgs mechanism, and even give reasonable calculations of the Tquark
mass and (predictively, and so falsifiably) the Higgs mass. For one example,
Hashimoto, Tanabashi, and Yamawaki say in … hep-ph/0311165
“… in the top mode standard model with TeV-scale extra dimensions, where the



standard model gauge bosons and the third generation of quarks and leptons are
put in D(=6,8,10,…) dimensions … while the first and second generations are
confined in the 3-brane (4-dimensional Minkowski space-time) … the bulk QCD
coupling can … become sufficiently large to trigger the top condensation for … D
= 8 … We predict masses of the top (m_t) and the Higgs (m_H) … based on the
renormalization group for the top Yukawa and Higgs quartic couplings with the
compositeness conditions at the scale where the bulk top condenses …
m_t = 172-175 GeV and m_H=176-188 GeV …”.

If some people want to work on various superstring landscape models to try to
find something realistic, then that is fine and good luck to them.
However,
working with composite Higgs, technicolor, etc (whethet or not supersymmetric)
should be equally encouraged by the physics community, especially since
examples such as the Hashimoto et al composite model not only calculate a
realistic Tquark mass value and give testable predictions of Higgs mass,
and also, if verified by LHC Higgs observations,
would indicate what sort of structures beyond the minimal Standard Model (such
as 4 internal symmetry dimensions in the Hashimoto et al model) could be
explored in detail by CLIC or ILC,
and
even might indicate whether ILC or CLIC could do a better job of exploration.

Tony Smith

2. Shantanu
October 27, 2007

Thanks fo this. Could some answer the following:
1) How do the latest incarnations of technicolor solve the strong
CP problem?

2) Do they predict proton decay?

3) How do they account for non-0 neutrino mass. What is the technicolor
prediction for theta_13?
Thanks

3. Robert Shrock
October 27, 2007

Dear Shanatu:

Thank you for your interest and questions. Let me respond to them herewith.

1. Certainly, technicolor (TC) and extended technicolor (ETC) provide a
different context in which to study the strong CP problem. One could
envision a scenario in which the $\bar \theta$ parameter is promoted from a
constant to a dynamically determined quantity, and some dynamics leads to a
very small value for it. Two recent papers on CP violation in TC/ETC are
K. Lane and A. Martin, Phys. Rev. D 71, 015011 (2005) (hep-ph/0404107) and



Appelquist et al., Phys. Lett. B 595, 442 (2004) (hep-ph/0406032). The
Lane-Martin paper specifically proposes a solution to the strong CP problem
in the context of technicolor.

2. TC/ETC theories, by themselves, do not predict proton decay. This question
is related to another, namely to what extent can one grand unify a theory
containing the SM and TC/ETC. This is challenging; for a recent
discussion, see Christensen and Shrock, Phys. Rev. D 72, 035013 (2005)
(hep-ph/0506155). To me, grand unification is very appealing, for all the
well-known reasons, so the difficulty of achieving a GUT containing TC/ETC
is a concern.

3. On neutrino masses, yes, as I mentioned in my post, there is a mechanism in
TC/ETC to that can explain why neutrino masses are so small; see
T. Appelquist and R. Shrock, Phys. Lett. B 548, 204 (2002);
Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 201801 (2003). In this mechanism there is strong
suppression of the Dirac neutrino masses and, in addition, there are
induced Majorana masses which are large compared to the Dirac masses
(although small compared with the ETC breaking scales) leading to a seesaw
and hence to sufficiently small neutrino masses. Because of the fact that
this is a strongly coupled theory, it is difficult to obtain precise
numerical predictions for leptonic mixing angles such as theta_{13}.

with regards,

Robert Shrock

4. Coin
October 30, 2007

Mr. Shrock:

In any case, we should know soon from the LHC whether dynamical EWSB via
TC/ETC or some other possibility like low-energy SUSY is realized in nature.

Quick question, what kind of potential observations would be able to confirm or
exclude technicolor at the LHC? Is the idea that the LHC would have to actually
detect particles from technicolor’s new fermion fields, or could conclusions be
drawn more indirectly? If a Higgs is observed, would this falsify technicolor? Are
there any other kinds of observations that might exclude technicolor, or at least
the new walking technicolor models?



Is Science Near Its Limits?

October 27, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

The past two days I’ve been at a conference here in Lisbon organized by the
Gulbenkian Foundation on the ostensible topic of Is Science Near Its Limits? The
Gulbenkian is probably the most well-known and best-funded cultural organization in
Portugal, and it includes a world-famous museum housing the wonderful art collection
of its founder, Calouste Gulbenkian, who made his fortune in the oil business early
during the last century.

The conference was extremely well-run and well-attended, filling a large lecture hall
where there was simultaneous translation of the talks into Portuguese. It was
organized by literary critic, writer and polymath George Steiner, who gave the
introductory talk. I hadn’t known that Steiner had originally started out studying
mathematics, but was discouraged from pursuing a career in the subject at the
University of Chicago by Irving Kaplansky, which led to his turning to the study of
literature and philosophy. Steiner had quite a lot to say provocative to scientists,
including questioning whether they had been able to justify to the public the large
sums of money being spent on the LHC, and characterizing the lack of testability of
string theory as strong evidence that science had hit a limit beyond which it could not
progress.

On the whole the rest of the speakers actually didn’t have much to say about limits of
science, taking the standard view of most scientists that their own field had a bright
future, with no limits in sight. The final talk of the conference did return to the limits
issue, with John Horgan giving an uncompromising defense of the thesis of his 1996
book The End of Science (although he did allow that possible advances in
neuroscience such as the decoding of a neural code, could be as revolutionary as
previous advances). While the scientists in the audience took Steiner’s attacks in
stride, partly because he was our host, they were less charmed by Horgan, who got a
rather hostile reaction from many of them. I hope he’ll write about his point of view
on the conference at his blog, or discuss it in one of his Bloggingheads discussions
with George Johnson.

I was one of the few other speakers discussing the question of limits, with my talk
emphasizing that particle physics is now in a new, different environment than that of
the past, one in which progress, even revolutionary progress, is possible, but much
more difficult. A written version of my talk is available here. I was paired with string
theorist Dieter Lust, who gave a presentation of the case for string theory unification
and the Landscape. We were introduced by Gustavo Calstelo Branco of the IST, who
emphasized recent advances in our understanding of neutrinos. Also speaking in
another session was Luis Alvarez-Gaume of CERN, who gave a very upbeat talk on the
prospects for particle physics, taking the point of view on string theory that, like any
idea, string theorists will give up on it if it doesn’t work out. He already sees a
diminishment of interest in string theory among particle physicists, with people
moving instead towards subjects that promise some sort of interaction with
experimental data. The three of us were brought together later for an interesting
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small and very lively discussion of the issues surrounding string theory and recent
media attention to it. This was taped, and may appear in some form or other in the
future.

Update: There’s an entertaining conversation between John Horgan and George
Johnson about the Lisbon conference now up at Bloggingheads.

Comments

1. anon.
October 27, 2007

“My critique of string theory over the past few years has made me many fans
who are convinced that sophisticated mathematics is not needed to understand
fundamental physics correctly, and that this is why string theory must be wrong.
They’re often unhappy to hear that I strongly disagree with them, that I think
particle physics probably needs even more mathematics of a high level of
abstraction and intellectual difficulty.”

– http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/lisbontalk.pdf (page 5)

Way to go, man!

Pythagoras: “Numbers rule the universe”.

Plato: “God ever geometrizes”

Kepler: “The chief aim of all investigations of the external world should be to
discover the rational order and harmony which has been imposed on it by God
and which He revealed to us in the language of mathematics.”

Poincaré: “If God speaks to man, he undoubtedly uses the language of
mathematics.”

2. Tony Smith
October 27, 2007

Peter Woit’s paper excerpt quoted by anon. is indeed something to which people
(especially policy-making physicists) should pay close attention. A few more
excerpts describe his position in more detail:
“… Humanity may sooner or later reach the limits of what it can understand
about the universe, but there is no evidence that we are there yet. …
In 1993 Andrew Wiles announced his proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem … Just five
years ago, Grigori Perelman posted on the arXiv
preprint server a set of papers outlining a proof of the Poincaré Conjecture …
Both Wiles and Perelman worked intensively by themselves for
seven years or more to come up with the advances needed in their work. …
Wiles and Perelman … showed what kind of long-term effort is
generally needed to make a fundamental advance against a difficult problem.
The current organization of research in physics puts the best young people in a
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position of needing to quickly prove themselves, to produce results on time-
scales of a year or two at most if they want to remain employed.
At later stages of their career, even with tenure, the pressure of grant
applications continues to discourage many from making the kind of commitment
to an unpopular speculative research program that may be needed to make
progress. …”.

As to what sort of physics institutions might be consistent with Peter Woit’s
recommendations, maybe Alain Connes’s remarks made in a Tehran interview
might be relevant:
“… I [Connes] believe that the most successful systems so far were these big
institutes in the Soviet union, like the Landau institute, the Steklov institute, etc.
Money did not play any role there, the job was just to talk about science. It is a
dream to gather many young people in an institute and make sure that their
basic activity is to talk about science without getting corrupted by thinking about
buying a car, getting more money, having a plan for career etc …”,
and
it may also be relevant that such institutes were the environment that produced
Perelman.

With respect to the USA, I am not sure that it would be politically realistic to get
government funding for such institutes, whose freedom for pursuit of
unconventional ideas would make them different from current North American
“institutes for advanced study” that are smaller and more directed toward
currently fashionable approaches such as superstring theory or loop quantum
gravity.

Maybe a newly rich nation, such as China, could establish such institutes and so
become the source of future major advances in physics based on sophisticated
mathematics.

Tony Smith

3. John Baez
October 27, 2007

For people who think they can do fundamental physics without much math, the
correct answer is not “no!” so much as “I doubt it, but go ahead and try”. Most
such people are crackpots and will produce nothing but nonsense, but someone
might succeed, and only time will tell.

It’s quite possible that right now theoretical physicists are stuck, not mainly for
lack of math, but for lack of a bright new idea that fits together the puzzle pieces
that have been handed to us: dark matter (or some failure in our understanding
of gravity), dark energy (or some failure in our understanding of gravity),
inflation (or whatever makes the background radiation display the patterns it
has), the precise detailed structure of the Standard Model, and various other
open questions. Right now these puzzle pieces don’t seem to form a nice picture.

4. Alface
October 27, 2007

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/open.questions.html
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«This was taped, and may appear in some form or other in the future.»

More that taped, I think it was broadcasted live via the Internet (at least Friday
it was) and I can’t see why the video isn’t available after the conference’s end.

I was only as the conference on Friday afternoon.
I saw John Horgan’s presentation and can’t agree with your characterization
«they were less charmed by Horgan, who got a rather hostile reaction from many
of them».

He mainly got a “verbally violent” reaction to his claim that anti-depressants are
as effective for the treatment of depression as talk therapies by someone who
objected loudly without giving any reason why it was wrong. The others were
anything but hostile and the last long rambling in Portuguese was just silly and
vacuous.

Horgan’s ideas regarding the end of war seemed out of place in a scientific
context but he did do a good job overall.

Unfortunately I didn’t see your lecture and I appreciate that you post the link to
the video feed if it ever becomes available.

Dyson gave a very optimistic account but curiously never even glanced over
global-warming, a topic that might have had some relevance to the conference.
Given his “unorthodox” views it could have been interesting.

As a final note, the Portuguese title was ridiculous meaning “does Science have
limits?” which is a milder question than “*IS* Science near its limit?”. The
organizers did a very poor job on this account.

5. Cool Hand Luke
October 27, 2007

I would like to ask Baez to please refrain from saying things such as, “Most such
people are crackpots and will produce nothing but nonsense, but someone might
succeed, and only time will tell.”

Saying things such as “Most such people are crackpots,” just because they might
value logic, reason, and truth over math, does not advance the culture nor
physics.

Arxiv.org is filled with papers that are in turn filled with math–math that has
never born any fruit. Reading Woit’s and Smolin’s books, a strong case could be
made that today’s crackpots prefer math. Why is it that government-funded
mathematical nonesense is deemed superior to truth, logic, physics, and reason?

I hope that Baez someday has an opportunity to read the original papers of
Faraday, Boltzman, Maxwell, Einstein, Bohr, Newton, Wheeler, DeBroglie, and
Einstein.

You will notice that the simple logic, reason, and motivation are all contained in



beautiful words which far eclipse the presence of math. Read Penrose’s THE
ROAD TO REALITY, and you will find far more math, but Penrose hasn’t done
much in the realm of physics, other than The Emporer’s New Mind.

Indeed, Faraday’s notebooks and papers barely contain any math–he lead with
logic, reason, and physics, as did Einstein, and then they both sought out the
math that captured the physical reality. Same with Ludwig Von Boltzman, who
many called a “crackpot” in his day.

At any rate, none of the Great’s papers nor notebooks nor books spent that much
time talking about who were and who weren’t the crackpots of their age. In fact,
I have found no mention of the word “crackpot” throughout all their noble,
lasting work. And all of their eras produced far more noble and enduring
advancements in the realm of physics than has the last thirty years of our era.

Perhaps the time Baez invests in his crackpot contemplations could be better
spent advancing physics. There is no need for ad hominem attacks and name-
calling, and we should all be humble with regards to the mysterious nature of
science. We do not know where tomorrow’s revolution will come from–curiosity
cannot be dictated nor legislated; and thus it should never be castigated nor
impugned with snarky namecalling. Curiosity must remain free.

And while Baez’s cataloging of “big questions” is fun, all great scientists have
ever asked their own questions, following their own curiosity; from Kepler, to
Newton, to Einstein, to Feynman.

One certainity is this–those who find the big answers get to ask the big
questions. And the questions are ultimately asked in words–not in numbers.

6. Leonard Ornstein
October 27, 2007

Peter:

In your beautiful and convincing Lisbon talk you state:

“The main thing that distinguishes mathematics from physics and other sciences
is the different role of experiment”.

“As particle theory enters a new environment in which experimental results are
much harder to come by, it may need to learn from mathematicians how to work
in a much more painstaking way, taking care to see what can be built solidly
without reliance on validation by experiment.”

“Lacking inspiration from experiment, physicists may find that searching for it in
mathematics is one of the few avenues left open.”

This seems to reveal your fundamental Platonic Idealism.

But, as you argue, this is pretty much the path that most string theorists now
pursue, and you usually criticize them with such arguments as:



“For such a conjecture to deserve to be called scientific, it must come with the
standard sort of scientific evidence, or a plausible idea about how one might
someday find such (empirical?) evidence.”

This seems a bit schizophrenic. Can you clarify this apparent inconsistency with
some argument, other than the possible criticism, that string theorists’ efforts
are simply not “painstaking” enough?

7. Erik
October 27, 2007

That’s funny, my objection to

“Most such people are crackpots and will produce nothing but nonsense, but
someone might succeed, and only time will tell”

was that it might encourage those crackpots with the “but someone might
succeed” caveat.

8. Shantanu
October 27, 2007

(Sorry for posting this twice). first time, message did not go through.
Peter have you you looked at the slides and talks of the recent QG conference
in Uruguay?
http://qgsciv.fisica.edu.uy/program.html

9. J.F. Moore
October 28, 2007

I recall when Horgan’s End of Science book came out. Most striking was the
strong, emotional, and yet poorly reasoned response from the bulk of scientists
who publicly voiced their opinions on the matter. They trotted out the same tired,
hoary notions such as the throwback to the state of physics in the late 19th
century or the apocryphal ‘the patent office shall soon be closed’ story. Even
worse were the ones who chose to discount the opinion of a mere journalist. Just
embarrassing.

Somewhat better, but still wide of the mark, was John Maddox’ response book. I
don’t really understand why Horgan’s thesis wasn’t met and argued fairly, rather
than hysterically. Then again, I don’t understand why people like Kurzweil get a
free pass for promoting absurd concepts like the ‘singularity’ in book after book.

Anyway, this conference sounds like it would have been fascinating to attend.

10. AngryPhysicist
October 28, 2007

Cool Hand Luke wrote:

“Saying things such as ‘Most such people are crackpots,’ just because they might
value logic, reason, and truth over math, does not advance the culture nor
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physics.”

But math is logic…and “truth over math”? You mean math isn’t true?!

Math is a collection of tautologies, how in the hell can’t it be true?

11. Greg Egan
October 28, 2007

Cool Hand Luke: What we classify as “mathematics” versus what we classify as
“logic and reason” is a purely cultural distinction, which varies from place to
place and time to time, and to which physics itself is indifferent.

It would be wonderful if everything in the universe could be explained by means
of simple imagery, common sense and everyday language, but there’s no good
reason to expect this to be the case. Feynman did an amazing job explaining
most of QED and much of the Standard Model in simple terms in QED: The
Strange Theory of Light and Matter, and many people have produced nice,
intuitive accounts of much of General Relativity (included John Baez, here). But
everyday language and intuition are shaped by a relatively small subset of
physical reality, and there is a limit to how far beyond that subset we can reach
without the tools of formal mathematics.

12. Chris Oakley
October 28, 2007

I do not know whether those who say that you can do fundamental physics
without mathematics are trolling (trawling?) or not, but let us assume that they
are not.

How, I ask them, are you going to get a cross-section (a number) for e+e–>γγγ (a
number) if your theory has no numbers in it?

Take your time about answering.

13. George Jones
October 28, 2007

John Horgan had an article (available here) in the October 2006 issue of Discover
Magazine that updated his views on the limits of science.

14. Steve Demuth
October 28, 2007

For people who think they can do fundamental physics without much math, the
correct answer is not “no!” so much as “I doubt it, but go ahead and try”. Most
such people are crackpots and will produce nothing but nonsense, but someone
might succeed, and only time will tell.

It’s quite possible that right now theoretical physicists are stuck, not mainly for
lack of math, but for lack of a bright new idea that fits together the puzzle pieces
that have been handed to us
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Many of us were attracted to physics, and foundations in particular, by the
proposition that some simple order underlies and explains reality. Mathematics
in physics bolsters that hope, by reducing apparent complexity, to simply stated
physical laws. Who, who understands them, can fail to be moved by Maxwell’s
equations’, or Einstein’s field equation’s, elegance and explanatory power?

But that’s the rub – who understands them? At some point, the mathematics
required by physics has ceased to be in any sense simple. For me, the boundary
came between QM and QFT – the former seems to satisfy the need for simplicity,
the latter to defy it.

All this is relevant, because at some point, I think we have to contemplate the
possibility that the human ability to imagine or manipulate the mathematics
required to describe physical reality may simply be insufficient. Insufficient
imagination may mean that the fundamental operations our brains can adeptly
manipulate, are not the most appropriate fundamental operations for
understanding deep physics. Insufficiency of doing may mean that even if we’ve
got the right ideas, too many computations of too great complexity are required
to take those “simple” ideas, and make them describe a big universe.

This would be a sad conclusion for physics, of course, but the incredible quantity
of talent thrown at finding a unification of GR and the standard model, with little
obvious fundamental progress, suggests that we at least entertain the possibility.

15. Peter Shor
October 28, 2007

This was very interesting, Peter.

My objection to John Horgan’s book was for each discipline, he came up with a
different argument about why we’ve reached the end of science. For some
disciplines, he said that we’ve reached the limit because we’ve worked
everything out, and all that remains is filling a few details (e.g., what many
physicists thought was the state of physics at the end of the 19th century). For
other disciplines, he said that we understood a lot of the basic ideas, but fitting
them together to reach the next level of understanding was impossible (maybe
the state of physics in the years before the Standard Model was discovered). For
other disciplines, he said that we had no idea how anything worked, but it was
too complicated to figure it out (this was for neuroscience).

So basically, you can make the same argument about nearly any science at most
periods of history (excepting the few years after a fundamental breakthrough),
and only in retrospect can you discover when you were right.

16. Peter Woit
October 28, 2007

Shantanu,

Thanks for pointing out the link. I haven’t had time to look at the talks carefully,
but they appeared to be good summaries of what is going on, if nothing really



surprising.

Leonard,

Yes, sometimes I describe my philosophy of mathematics as radical Platonism…

There is a common perception that the problem with string theory is its reliance
on mathematics, and for some reason people get the idea that this is what I
believe. What I actually think is that this is just completely wrong and I have
argued this point many times, most at length in my book: the problem has
nothing to do with mathematics, it’s that using a string theory in higher
dimensions to try and get a unified theory is just a speculative idea that turned
out to be wrong. What is needed is other, different speculative ideas, which may
involve just as much mathematics, but turn out to be right. The only way to be
sure they are right will be if they, unlike string theory, show signs of making
progress towards telling us something about particle physics that the standard
model itself doesn’t tell us.

17. Peter Woit
October 28, 2007

Alface,

The negative response to Horgan wasn’t so much from people who spoke
publicly during the question session, but privately from people near me in the
front part of the room. I think he evokes a strong negative reaction from most
scientists, since he is challenging one of their most deeply held beliefs of most
scientists, who are doing what they are doing typically because of their belief in
the possibility of dramatic future progress in their field.

I actually hope the talk itself isn’t available on the internet, I wish people would
instead read the written version of the presentation. I ended up having only
about half as much time to talk as I had prepared material for, so, was just
improvising much of the talk on the fly, which didn’t work that well. The written
version is much more carefully thought out and I hope much clearer.

18. John Baez
October 28, 2007

Cool Hand Luke wrote:

I hope that Baez someday has an opportunity to read the original
papers of Faraday, Boltzman, Maxwell, Einstein, Bohr, Newton,
Wheeler, DeBroglie, and Einstein.

I have! I haven’t read them all, of course, but I like looking at original papers.

You will notice that the simple logic, reason, and motivation are all
contained in beautiful words which far eclipse the presence of math.

Hmm. Let’s consider Newton’s Principia. It’s interesting to read about



contemporary reactions when this book came out around 1687.

According to Richard Westfall’s biography, the philosopher John Locke tried to
read it, but “since he was not a mathematician, he found it impenetrable. Not to
be denied, he asked Christiaan Huyghens if he could trust the mathematical
propositions”.

The mathematician DeMoivre tried to read it at the age of 21. “But he was
surprised to find it beyond the range of his knowledge and to see himself obliged
to admit that what he had taken for mathematics was merely the beginning of a
long and difficult course that he had yet to undertake”.

Of course, nowadays calculus is taught in high school, in a far simpler style than
one will find in the Principia. But, in its day, it was the peak of mathematical
achievement.

Of course Newton also had good ideas in physics, not just math. For him the two
went hand in hand, inseparable.

I think the same is true of most of the authors you list. Bohr and Faraday may be
the two exceptions. Faraday, of course, was an experimentalist. He interrogated
Nature directly.

Perhaps the time Baez invests in his crackpot contemplations could be
better spent advancing physics.

It only took me a few minutes to write that post. Surely I’m entitled to a little
break from advancing physics now and then? If you wanted me to get back to
work, you shouldn’t have written something else for me to reply to. This one took
a lot longer.

But: my main point was not to lambast crackpots! It was to suggest that
physicists may be stuck “not mainly for lack of math, but for lack of a bright new
idea that fits together the puzzle pieces that have been handed to us.”

So, it’s sort of weird for you to reply as if I’d been arguing in favor of the
importance of math.

19. milkshake
October 28, 2007

There was a very entertainig interview of OMNI mag with Feynman, I think in
1978 or so – and the journalist specifically asked if a matemacically
unsophisticated person like Faraday could make a significant contribution
nowadays – and Feynman said no.

(To paraphrase: We got out of simple mechanical models as much as we could
have already – and since the natural rules and language of universe is so strange
and remote from the everyday experience, we need careful abstraction to
translate it into things we comprehend, hence lots of math is needed.) In that
interview Feynman also said that math can be threatening to somebody who



didn’t study it but it is no harder than a normal person can handle.

20. ScienceLover
October 29, 2007

I don’t think C H Luke wants actually ban mathematical physics but he doesn’t
believe an advancement in the foundations of physics has to be expected from
mathematical “problem puzzling” but requires a conceptual advancement
originating from ideas which can be explained without formalism.

As far as Horgan is concerned, it’s like a Pascalian bet: he might be correct but it
is more promising when he is wrong. After all it’s just a journalist hypothesis and
the only way he tries to “proof” it is leading interviews with prominent
researchers. He just made unambigously clear what he thinks about scientific
speculation which goes on and on and leads to an increasing heap of subsequent
speculations and interpretations – being mathematical or not.

21. Spiro Zafiratos
October 29, 2007

It’s funny that the topic of mathematics has come up at this time. I always
believed since the beginning that String Theory was off. Peter and John are right
it’s not the math, we do need more of it. Maxwell won the Nobel Prize because
he formulated the mathematical model of light, not Faraday.

I’ve always argued that current String Theory is at the same stage as
astronomers were thousand of years ago when they created epicycles to describe
the movement of the pkanets. Was the mathematics wrong? No, what was wrong
was the model was built around the assumption that the earth was the center of
the universe. The epicycle universe was a very complex mathematical model
built on the philosophical view of the universe at the time. Shifting the sun to the
center of the solar system created a much simpler, but still mathematical, model
of the way the planets moved. It wasn’t until Kepler finally changed the model
from epicycles to ellipses that the model began to match observation. But, even
though Kepler’s model was simple it was still wrong. It wasn’t until General
Relativity that the observations and mathematical equations finally agreed.
General Relativity not only agreed, but predicted the motion of all the planets.

Like the Ancient Greeks and Kepler, current String Theorists are basing their
model on various assumptions. Like the ancients we can’t make any direct
observations to build a model around. Kepler had Brahe’s detailed observations
of Mars to help him formulate his theory. Will LHC help us? And, like the Greeks
the more we try to make the string model reflect reality the more complex it
becomes. For the Greeks the math wasn’t wrong it was the original philosophical
assumptions that were false.

So, is the math of String Theory wrong? No it’s not. Is the fundamental model
wrong? Only time will tell. Like relativity, we need a model that predicts nature
not mimic it.

Now stop this and let that slacker Baez get back to work.



22. Tim May
October 29, 2007

“It’s funny that the topic of mathematics has come up at this time. I always
believed since the beginning that String Theory was off. Peter and John are right
it’s not the math, we do need more of it. Maxwell won the Nobel Prize because
he formulated the mathematical model of light, not Faraday.”

Maxwell died in 1879, more than twenty years before the first Nobel Prizes were
awarded.

Look, I hope I’m not judged off-topic, but I just couldn’t let this one pass.

I don’t know if Lee Smolin and Peter Woit are right or not. I’ve been reading this
blog for a couple of years now, read Smolin’s “Three Roads
” in around 2002, read their more recent books in the past year, and am for
various reasons fairly glad I decided not to further theoretical physics way back
in 1974. (I instead entered industry, specifically, Intel, and did a kind of applied
physics for a while, retiring in 1986 to pursue whatever interested me.)

Physics has been in a tough time for a long while. Feynman commented more
that 35 years ago that physics was looking increasingly like smashing watches
together at ever greater speeds and seeing more and more little pieces.

This is not too surprising. The energies available to build accelerators scale with
technology, but at factors greater than the energies achieved, even as
“interesting events” are probably falling off faster than the energies are
increased.

So a lot of stuff was discovered in the 1 MeV to 100 MeV range, when basically a
few thousand (up to hundreds of thousands, maybe) of bucks could equip a lab.
And then a bunch of stuff was found in the BeV/GeV range, a la the Bevatron in
the 1950s. A matter of tens of millions of bucks.

And so on, with the last 30 years seeing sparse discoveries in a couple of
accelerators, each costing many billions of dollars. (I don’t have the energy, no
pun intended, to make up a graph of energy of accelerators in billions of
electron-volts versus cost of accelerators in billions of dollars.

I hear the usual name for this is the “desert.” Meaning, not nearly as many
discoveries in the TeV range as in much cheaper, much lower energy
accelerators. Which has implications for how much longer the politicians will
fund bigger accelerators. (I’m too far out of things to know how likely
supersymmetry/Technicolor findings are likely to be at the LHC. If there’s some
big surprise, maybe more generations will be funded. if not, maybe things slow
down for a long while.)

I have a sneaking hunch one of the contributors here has it about right, namely,
Greg Egan. Even though his “Diaspora” is science fiction, he anticipate that
some of the accelerators needed to really answer some of the key questions–
probing a dozen orders of magnitude closer to the Planck scale–won’t happen for



many centuries. I think he has it about right.

It just costs too damned much–and will cost civilization-sized amounts of money
and energy in about 3 or 4 generations of accelerator energy regimes–to resolve
niggling questions about the unification of the very large and the very small.

Put another way, there likely won’t be funding beyond about 1.5 generations
from now unless some new kind of bombs or some new kind of energy
production seems likely…and neither of these seem at all likely.

Meanwhile, math research doesn’t cost a lot and may yield some striking
discoveries.

Cosmology, too. I’m all for building dozens of new and more powerful telescopes.
I think new physics is much likelier to emerge from seeing what’s out there than
from hoping that a 300-km accelerator costing the GNP of Spain for 18 years
reveals some new charmicle or coloron or whatever.

I enjoy this blog. I am saddened by what the debate has done to some of the
partisans, though. And I think a certain Czech threw away his career in a
misguided political frenzy. (I’m sort of sympathetic with his views, but physics is
physics, not politics. I saw a department member get so wrapped up in fighting
the war in Vietnam, through campus protests, that he was no longer doing any
physics. This was in 1971-73. He left physics completely, as near as I can tell.
Sad, as he had no effect on the war in Vietnam, and he threw away everything
for it.)

Sorry for the length here. My first comment. Hopefully Dr. Woit will be tolerant.

–Tim May

23. ScienceLover
October 29, 2007

Peter and John are right it’s not the math, we do need more of it.

The question is whether you expect to get a sound theory out of the math or get
the math into the theory. I don’t think the latter has to be disputed at all.
Physical theories which can’t be expressed in a mathematical language shall not
be considered as science. Without putting mathematics into the theory it’s all
just philosophy if not fraud.

What’s left? I see following options:

a) Current theories don’t have to be extended a lot conceptually but the math
has to be “cleaned up” which requires obviously more math. This is the “normal
science” viewpoint.

b) New concepts are primary mathematical inventions such as strings + extra
dimensions that don’t have any obvious physical purpose but can be interpreted
as physical entities or background properties and they might help to patch the



mathematical machinery. Despite violating Occams razor those inventions can
often be justified when they are not too exaggerated and cause more problems
than they solve. Otherwise they turn out to be phlogiston.

c) Some essential concepts, experimental links and observations are still missing
and every attempt to make signifcant progress at the foundations without them
is just a footnote in the history of illusions. Maybe we just have to be more
patient with mother nature?

24. Johan Couder
October 29, 2007

John Baez said:

“But, in its day, it [Principia] was the peak of mathematical achievement.”

hmm, or perhaps the pinnacle of obscurantism. Isn’t Newton known to have said
that he purposely made it difficult “to avoid being bated by little smatterers in
mathematics”

Spiro Zafiratos
“Maxwell won the Nobel Prize because he formulated the mathematical model of
light, not Faraday”

huh? the first Nobel prize was awarded in 1901. Faraday died in 1867, Maxwell
in 1879. Posthumous nominations are not permitted. When did Maxwell win the
Nobel prize ?

25. John Horgan
October 29, 2007

Good post on and responses to “Is Science Near Its Limits?”, which as Peter says
was a fascinating meeting. I just posted on it yesterday. http://www.stevens.edu
/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/?p=75 I focused on the suggestion of the eminent German
neuroscientist Wolf Singer that researchers study parapsychology. Another
speaker, Freeman Dyson, professed belief in psychic phenomena in a New York
Review of Books Essay a few years ago. He reiterated this view to me in Lisbon.
He said, however, that he doubts whether ESP can be scientifically validated,
because it is usually only manifested in people under severe stress. Singer’s
suggestion about ESP seemed to be received with far more equanimity than my
end-of-science schtick. My only regret is that, during my speech on the end of
science, I didn’t suggest that string theorists attempt to resolve their problems
by postulating a new particle, the “psychon.”

26. Johan Couder
October 29, 2007

still, Spiro Zafiratos has a point

all the essential elements of Newton’s theory of gravitation appear in several of
Newton’s predecessors, and all of them appear in the work of Hooke [Hesse,

http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/?p=75
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/?p=75
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/?p=75
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/?p=75


Mary B. (1962): Forces and Fields The Concept of Action at a Distance in the
History of Physics, Dover, p. 133]

Unfortunately, Hooke lacked the mathematical technique to represent the
complete theory in all its mathematical inevitability, so Newton received all the
credit.

27. Spiro Zafiratos
October 29, 2007

Sorry my error on Maxwell. Johan made my point. Hooke, Brahe, and Faraday
did the work, but the mathematicians received the fame.

28. Steve Myers
October 29, 2007

On math & physics — a direct example from my work: I have a spreadsheet with
over 65,000 data points for 8 devices. I can’t make any sense out of that data
without math — statistics, Fourier, etc. But before I gathered that data or placed
those instruments, I had to understand what & why I was measuring. The
concepts came first but without the math I just have a collection of numbers. A
physicist trying to discover “the rules of the universe” is working at a deeper
level but the basic method is similar. And in one case — involving airflow &
pressure change — the math came first & suggested the key idea.

29. Peter Woit
October 29, 2007

I made a mistake in moderation here, allowing a comment from “Cool Hand
Luke” = “Elliot McGucken”, because I initially didn’t realize who this was. It
became clear after he posted many more comments to the thread, which I
deleted. Leaving the initial one was a mistake, since it has led to a mostly off-
topic and unenlightening discussion, and he keeps posting large numbers of
comments here which I have to deal with.

Please, no more comments on the thread inspired by “Cool Hand Luke”.

30. Leonard Ornstein
October 29, 2007

Peter:

You didn’t address my main question; the seeming contradiction in the two
following quotes:

“…to see what can be built solidly without reliance on validation by experiment.”

“For such a conjecture to deserve to be called scientific, it must come with the
standard sort of scientific evidence, or a plausible idea about how one might
someday find such (empirical?) evidence.”

You usually seem to believe Science requires “validation by experiment”.



So what’s the value your talking about in the first quote?

Only the pragmatic value that comes from building what appear to be self-
consistent models…to be accepted or rejected AFTER empirical test?

Is that you definition of scientific radical Platonism?

That’s fine, but it hardly fits Platonic ideology!

This may seem to be a straw man; it’s just that many scientists DO believe that
empirical testing…and testability…is what distinguishes science from math,
logic, and all other ‘purely tautological ideologies’. Blurring the definitional line
between induction and deduction, isn’t helpful, especially in discussions of
strings and the future of science.

And when you label math as science, it also adds to the confusion; vive la
difference.

I’m in no way trying to denigrate math or logic!

31. Peter Woit
October 29, 2007

Leonard,

In the end, any physical theory definitely needs validation by experiment, or it’s
not science. My comments were about what physicists should do along the way
towards this ultimate goal. When I wrote about working “without reliance on
validation by experiment”, I was referring to the work done with the ultimate
goal of coming up with something experimentally testable, but where that goal
may still be far away. If you start investigating a very speculative idea, you often
generally don’t initially have experimental tests. It there is a lot of experimental
data out there, you should be able to soon make contact with it. My point was
that, if relevant experimental data is much harder to get than in the past, you
often can’t rely on it until much later, so need to be very careful about the
consistency of what you are doing along the way.

32. srp
October 29, 2007

Given Peter’s analysis of the prospects for accelerator progress, why isn’t the
community trying to direct substantial sums at wakefield research? That appears
to be the only technology on the horizon that could give big jumps in
performance/cost, but it seems like fairly small amounts of people/money are
working on it. As a taxpayer, I’d rather spend a few hundred million dollars on
basic R&D for a breakthrough accelerator technology, even though it might not
pan out, than devote billions to a scaled-up version of existing tech (ILC,
anyone?) that doesn’t seem likely to do that much.

33. Coin
October 29, 2007



So I’m a little confused about one thing about this conference. The comments
here seem to largely cover the question of whether physics is near its limits–
reasonably, since this is a physics blog– but the conference title itself and the
vague comments about “neuroscience” seem to imply that this was a conference
about the limits of science in general.

I understand the “desert” problem people are worrying about with respect to
physics– the fear that all the questions are turning out to be either trivially
resolved or way out of reach– but it seems to me that this is in no way a worry
which is applicable to all sciences at the present point in time. Science is larger
than just physics and the crisis does not seem to be shared. The various
biological sciences, for the first thing that comes to mind, seem to be in at a
point where research is making measurable advances on a wide variety of fronts,
with one entire promising type of research being seemingly held back primarily
by U.S. laws concerning embryo disposal. I have not read John Horgan’s book, so
I don’t know what his argument concerning the state of biology research was,
but if the book was published in 1996 then it doesn’t seem like it could have
possibly taken into account the potential avenues of research opened up by stem
cells– which to my understanding weren’t even isolated in humans until 1998!

Meanwhile I’m not finding it too hard to list off growth areas off the top of my
head even outside biology. Astronomy seems to have been having a really good
decade, once the Hubble got fixed. Atmospheric science seems to have had a
very productive last few decades, with its primary problem being to get anyone
to listen to the results of its research… it seems that even if science stalls out on
certain fundamental questions, there can still be niches where this doesn’t stop
one from being very very busy.

Meanwhile I’m not sure that we can even judge the progress of “physics” based
on the troubles with the sort of physics discussed on this particular blog— which
is to say, high-energy particle physics and fundamental theoretical physics. These
are of course critically important areas, and with the LHC looming this is a good
time to be focusing on those areas of physics. But they’re not the only areas of
physics, are they? Quantum computing, for example seems to be in the midst of a
string of significant breakthroughs which shows no sign of stopping (though
there are other commenters in this thread who would clearly know more about
that than me…). For another example, I semifrequently hear Chad Orzel
complain on his blog along the lines that lack of progress for HEP is judged to be
lack of progress for “physics”, while meanwhile potentially interesting advances
in Orzel’s own field, quantum optics, continue at a steady pace– but without
much attention being paid to them, because they’re not as dramatic.

Okay, so worst case scenario, the LHC finds one Higgs and nothing else, all the
new physics looks to be at the planck scale and we still don’t have any idea how
to probe that. This is a serious crisis, to be sure, but all the people doing
quantum optics and bioinformatics and climate modelling will just keep quietly
chugging along anyway. Even in the worst case scenario, are we approaching the
end of science, or just the end of “sexy” science?

34. John Baez



October 29, 2007

Peter wrote:

Yes, sometimes I describe my philosophy of mathematics as radical
Platonism…

What’s “radical” Platonism? There are many kinds of Platonism, and a lot of them
are pretty radical if we take metaphysical naturalism as our standard of a boring
ordinary worldview. I’m some sort of Platonist, but I want to know if I’m radical.

As for being “near the limits of science”, does anyone here actually think we are?
About the only scenario I can imagine where science ends anytime soon is one
where our current civilization falls apart and is replaced by one much less
interested in science.

35. tytung
October 29, 2007

Regarding the ‘limit of science’…is this suppose to mean an intrinsic limit of our
ability to understand nature? or does it mean the limit due to unavailable of
suitable technology or some other practical reasons? or maybe it just reflects a
limit of our imagination of how science should advance within the current
paradigm?

36. Thomas Larsson
October 30, 2007

As for being “near the limits of science”, does anyone here actually
think we are?

I always thought Horgan failed to make a distinction between several related
notions: can sciences end, do all sciences end at the same time, and is this time
now? The answers to these questions are obvious once you consider (terrestial)
geography: it peaked around 1500 and was essentially over by 1900, well before
the golden age of other sciences.

However, I do think that Horgan has a legitimate point when it comes to physics,
but the extrapolation to other sciences is not valid. My opinion is colored by the
fact that I started out in the statistical physics of critical phenomena in the early
1980s, and for various reasons I mainly worked with 2D models. A few years
later, CFT came along and literally wiped out my chosen field of research. I was
too young and unexperienced to jump onto this bandwagon (and I didn’t notice
the bandwagon until 1986), but it left me with the realization that physics, or at
least subfields of physics, can end. Mine did.

Of course, 2D phase transitions is not a very important subfield, and physics as a
whole can not come to an end before QM and gravity coexist happily. But the
question is whether this unification requires new physics, or if all that is needed
is to take the ideas from QM and gravity seriously. I vote for the latter.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaphysical_naturalism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaphysical_naturalism


37. Peter Woit
October 30, 2007

John,

I just made up the “radical” modifier to “Platonism” because I liked the sound of
it, there’s probably a more conventional terminology. What I mean by it is
roughly the idea that not only is mathematics the investigation of certain
fundamental objects that “exist” (not a study of formalisms freely created by the
human mind), which is how I’d characterize “Platonism”, but these objects are
the same fundamental objects as the fundamental objects of physics (that’s the
“radical” part).

So, we want not just a grand unified theory of physics, but a grand unified theory
of physics AND mathematics.

Max Tegmark goes on in a similar vein sometimes I think, although this leads
him to something rather different (to me, he seems to treat math as kind of a
black box).

38. Andrei Kirilyuk
October 30, 2007

John Baez wrote:

“About the only scenario I can imagine where science ends anytime soon is one
where our current civilization falls apart and is replaced by one much less
interested in science.”

This has already happened, you’ve just missed the evolution. This is something
typical of “science after the end of science”: mainstream, very well supported
scientists working and even living in a world of their own (a “Platonic
universe”?) separated by the growing gap from the real world where the majority
of other people, Earth civilisation as such, is actually living. Yes, they still
allocate the necessary billions for your fruitless searches in purely abstract,
over-simplified structures and technical tools, but already almost nobody except
scientists themselves (and related interested bureaucracy) is really excited about
the emerging or even expected advances. If you compare with the situation we
had in the middle of the last century, you’ll see the difference. And the change
concerns not only fundamental physics. People are more directly interested in
the ready-made practical results, in technology, but not in the “fascinating
process of research” and related “promises” as it was all the time before (who
knows, maybe indeed “one cannot fool all the people all the time” about
“quantum computers” and other “nanotechnologies” that strangely fail to
definitely demonstrate their real powers?). The shift is quite visible and ignoring
it makes just another aspect of the real end of science. This is the “internal
structure of death” of any system: it first becomes increasingly detached from
any environment it used to intensely interact with during its life, which is the
“first death” so to say, and then the actual, definite disappearance comes as the
“second death”. It remains to hope that another kind of knowledge can take the
place of disappearing mechanistic science. If not, it can well be mere technology,



or “applied science” (largely today’s situation), but this one can hardly be
“sustainable” beyond the very immediate future.

39. a.k.
October 30, 2007

..one could wonder at this point, if this dichotomy ‘purely abstract’ vs.
‘technology/practical results’ could be more likely interpreted being a growing
‘cultural prejudice’ than marking an inherent evolution that one could associate
to ‘the end of science’, i.e. regarding the above discussions. In this sense, I do
not see why a failure of string theory as a ‘TOE’ could exclude the possibility of
very concrete links of some of its mathematical concepts to reality, the problem
is probably to a less degree the lack of ‘fruitfulness’ of concepts involved but the
growing prejudice to explore ‘cross-cultural’ communication, on both sides.

Quite recently, I discovered a not-so-recent paper by A. Pnueli linking the index
theorem, notably the eta-invariant, to adiabatic charge transport and Hall
conductance on surfaces with cylindrical ends, this application might be obvious,
still there seems to be little research in that direction. I do not see why for
instance mirror symmetry couldn’t have long-term applications in, supposingly,
material science, linking the ‘symplectic/lagrangian’ picture to purely algebraic
concepts on the complex side, maybe one has to be courageous to cross
(growing) ‘cultural gaps’, but this condition is not in any sense equivalent to the
‘end of science’.

40. Zathras
October 30, 2007

Woit: What I mean by [Radical Platonism] is roughly the idea that not only is
mathematics the investigation of certain fundamental objects that “exist” (not a
study of formalisms freely created by the human mind).

This is a false dichotomy. The truth value of Mathematics can also be something
in the middle, rather than purely ontological or purely “just in the head.”
Instead, mathematics can be seen as fundamental interactive, in that it deals
with our apprehension of the world. From this viewpoint, Mathematics gives the
Projection of reality that we can apprehend. It is fundamentally incomplete, since
information is almost always lost in a projection, but it still contains truth value,
and it says as much about the subject as the object. Such an idea has been
present in the history of thought since at least Plato’s Cave analogy, although its
application to Mathematics is much newer.

41. Coin
October 30, 2007

Yes, they still allocate the necessary billions for your fruitless searches in purely
abstract, over-simplified structures and technical tools, but already almost
nobody except scientists themselves… is really excited about the emerging or
even expected advances… People are more directly interested in the ready-made
practical results, in technology, but not in the “fascinating process of research”
and related “promises” as it was all the time before

http://www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/0305-4470/27/7/034
http://www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/0305-4470/27/7/034


Unless you’re seriously suggesting that new practical results are indefinitely
possible without ongoing fundamental research into the “abstract” problems, it
seems like what you’re describing here is really a problem of communication
more than anything.

42. Adud
October 30, 2007

physics as a whole can not come to an end before QM and gravity
coexist happily.

I sort of disagree with this, for two reasons. First, most physicists are not
involved with such unification, and most likely not even aware of it. People
working in condensed matter, plasmas, classical and quantum chaos, etc., etc.,
etc., will keep making progress in their respective fields regardless of what goes
on in QG, be it good or bad.

Second, even assuming that the unification of QM and GR is actually the holy
grail of physics, which I do not believe, finally finding it need not be the end of
physics, just like discovering and decoding DNA has not been the end of biology.
Biologists found their TOE decades ago, yet biology keeps making progress and
growing, and getting most of the research money everywhere.

43. anon.
October 30, 2007

‘… but already almost nobody except scientists themselves… is really excited
about the emerging or even expected advances…’ – Andrei Kirilyuk

‘… it seems like what you’re describing here is really a problem of
communication more than anything. …’ – Coin

Coin, the lack of ‘communication’ (the political euphemism for ‘spin and hype’)
which you perceive to be the problem is exactly what led string theorists into
their mess. By trying to get media attention and massive funding ahead of any
falsifiable theory let alone any experimental results (falsifiable theories are two a
penny in physics), they ended up losing a grip on reality and ceasing to be
skeptical (=scientific).

The problem is really a case of finding the simplest abstract theory that makes
contact with physical reality, checking it experimentally, etc., not just generating
more spin and hype (aka: communication).

44. Thomas Larsson
October 31, 2007

Adud, you misunderstood the direction of my implication. I did not claim that QG
implies the end of physics, but that the end of physics implies QG.

45. Leonard Ornstein
October 31, 2007



Peter:

The models (or Zathras’ “projections”) of math and theoretical science differ
mainly in their motivation. Scientific theories usually ATTEMPT to model
external reality. Most of those of math and logic (refinements of conventional
language), don’t.

Establishing how much confidence scientific theories deserve, depends
COMPLETELY on empirical realty checks, usually of experimental science. You
usually appear to subscribe to this clear distinction.

Thus, your:

“What I mean by it is roughly the idea that not only is mathematics the
investigation of certain fundamental objects that “exist” (not a study of
formalisms freely created by the human mind), which is how I’d characterize
“Platonism”, but these objects are the same fundamental objects as the
fundamental objects of physics (that’s the “radical” part).”

fails to distinguish between many of the “formalisms freely created by the human
mind” of math, from those supposedly designed specifically to model external
reality. String theories belong in this second category. But separating the
possible ‘truth’ of any physical theory from science fiction and pseudo science is
at least, the line between purely deductive, “tautological” truth and inductive,
empirical ‘truth’.

Science, tries to model reality in a more formal way than ‘straightforward’
communication with conventional language. It seeks to help us understand and
somewhat control our possible destinies. There will always be unsolved problems
important to comfort and/or survival. The formality of science often generates
more precision and utility.

I believe THIS is why it’s hard to imagine an end to science…in rational
societies.

46. eiaboca
November 1, 2007

We just need new kinds of science, revolutionary avenues of thought. It’s
happened many times before. Technology will advance, the set of all human
knowledge will expand in some ways, perhaps contract in others, but from that
set someone will be able to pull something out of the background noise that no
one has ever noticed before.

Science is just finding empirical data about the universe and analysing it. If you
think there is a lack of data in the universe to analyse, then I think you’re kind of
ridiculous.

There are certainly different “ways of knowing” about the world, and the
crackpots might inadvertently hit upon some real theory about things, because
the universe seems to be infinitely weirder than we’ve ever imagined.



47. eiaboca
November 1, 2007

You being the “royal” you, as it were, and not you specifically.

48. Emil Lundh
November 3, 2007

Coin and Adud, thanks for sobering remarks.
Finding out what’s inside the quarks (so to speak) is surely just one of the goals
of physics. There are lots of issues that are at least as fundamental. One of them
is, how do we make sense of quantum theory? (HEP builds on quantum theory,
but I don’t see how it can actually advance the understanding of it the way that,
e.g., experimental quantum optics does.) Another one is, how do we make sense
of phase transitions? – that is, in the words of Laughlin, finding out the
“principles of organization” for systems of particles, that seem to be quite
independent of their microscopic laws of motion.
It is sad that the research programs that deal with these other kinds of
fundamental question do not often get invited to conferences like the one we are
discussing.

49. mclaren
November 7, 2007

One important point which it seems many folks have overlooked is Dr. Woit’s
focus on the fact that some of the biggest outstanding problems in current
particle physics have little to do with larger accelerator energies.
Einstein’s theory of gravitation remains a fundamentally classical geometrical
model, whereas quantum theory is quite different. Einstein’s tensors do not
involve expectation values, there is no uncertainty principle involved, and above
all GR is a continuous theory — quanta are discrete.
Arguably the biggest unresolved problem in modern physics involves finding a
way to mathematically unify these radically incompatible mental models of
reality. Every time someone has tried, the math has blown up.
This suggests several possibilities. First, we need a lot more and a lot better
math than we currently have. Considering the immense sophistication of current
mathematics, that’s non-trivial. And we probably also need some radical new
conceptual leap, something different in kind from current mental models of the
universe, in order to successfully unify GR and quantum theory. One of the most
powerful criticisms I’ve seen of string “theoy” is that it merely tacks on extra
dimensions to current mental models. I.e., it takes pointlike particles and draws
’em out into circular strings in n dimensions. That’s not a fundamental
conceptual leap. Planck’s conjecture that energy comes in packets did represent
a wild leap beyond 19th century mathematical models of radiation, specifically,
beyond Maxwell’s equations.
John Baez asked:
“As for being “near the limits of science”, does anyone here actually think we
are?
The phrase “limits of sicence” was certainly poorly chosen for the conference.
But yes, we are probably at or near the limits of terrestrial accelerator-based



particle physics today. Future progress in particle physics is likely to come from
astronomical sources. One advantage: such experiments will likely prove much
less expensive than building accelerators, since they mostly involve dumping
large amounts of ultrapure liquids of various kinds (cleaning fluid, mineral oil, et
al.) into big underground tanks surrounded with photodetectors.
We have clearly not approaches the limits of science in other fields. Molecular
biology, materials science, astronomy, etc. remain wide open.

50. Michael Gogins
November 7, 2007

I read “String Theory and the Crisis in Particle Physics” with great interest and
appreciation. I am not sure that the cutting edge of physics already has raised
the bar of intellectual difficulty over Newton and Einstein, but surely, it is not an
unreasonable idea. At the very least, the difficulty of relating theory to
experiment has obviously increased.

So, what kind of changes should be made in institutions, to support the “sit in an
attic for 7 years and just think, like Wiles” kind of research that Woit is pointing
to?

51. Peter Woit
November 7, 2007

Michael,

At various times I’ve suggested various ideas one might want to consider. It
should be clear to anybody in the field of particle theory what the current
incentive structure is: it is determined by how NSF and DOE grant proposals are
evaluated, and by how hiring decisions are made. Everyone involved on both
sides of these decisions knows how they are being made, and that the incentives
are heavily on the side of not working on long-term ambitious projects that may
not pan out.

If one wants to get serious about changing this, one has to

1. Make working on such projects more rewarding: announce that grant
decisions will be made preferentially for such projects, have hiring committees
tell candidates that they are looking for people to hire working on such projects.

2. Make routine work on research directions that have had huge investments but
not worked less rewarding. Even a rumor that an NSF grant panel had decided
to reject grant proposals in active but failed subjects such as, say, string
phenomenology, would have a huge effect.

As far as I can tell, the people with power to affect these decisions have reacted
to the current crisis in particle physics not by discussing what can be done about
it, but by getting defensive and attacking anyone who brings up the subject.
Current thinking seems to be to just deny everything and hope that the LHC will
solve all problems. Maybe it will, we’ll see. At this point, maybe I’m wrong, but I
see no hope of anything happening or any serious discussion taking place until a



few years from now, after the LHC results are in.

I’d be happy to hear that I’m wrong about this, and that there are people out
there taking this problem seriously and trying to do something about it.

52. Thomas Love
November 7, 2007

Researchers with ideas are going to pursue those ideas whether or not there is
grant money available. People who follow the money should not be taken
seriously as researchers

53. Peter Woit
November 7, 2007

Thomas,

This isn’t about money, it’s about jobs. For younger people, whether or not they
can get a grant affects whether they can get a job or stay in one (get tenure). For
people with tenure, a large part of their grant is used to pay students and
postdocs. No grant, no job, if not for them, then for younger people they’d like to
work with.

No one with a brain goes into this business to make money, but whether or not
they can make get a full-time job that allows time for research is crucial.

54. anon.
November 8, 2007

‘No one with a brain goes into this business to make money, but whether or not
they can make get a full-time job that allows time for research is crucial.’

The predictable lame response of a string theorist would be:

‘Wrong! Take Einstein, just a patent examiner in 1905, who had no problems
despite having no faculty tenure at all.’

The Einstein claim is of course slightly misleading because the development of
General relativity, 1915, which is really advanced mathematically, is another
story and he would not have had the time and the helpful friends necessary to
focus on the mathematics of tensor analysis without getting tenure:

‘Up to this time [1911] Einstein had used only the simplest mathematical tools
and had even been suspicious of the need for “higher mathematics”, which he
thought was often introduced to dumbfound the reader. However, to make
progress on his problem he discussed it in Prague with a colleague, the
mathematician Georg Pick, who called his attention to the mathematical theory
of Ricci and Levi-Civita. In Zurich Einstein found a friend, Marcel Grossmann
(1878-1936), who helped him learn the theory; and with this as a basis, he
succeeded in formulating the general theory of relativity.’

– Professor Morris Kline, Mathematical Thought from Ancient to Modern Times,



Oxford University Press, 1990, vol. 3, p. 1131.

55. Jack
December 8, 2007

Is Science near it’s limits? Maybe, maybe not. Is Science near the limits of John
Horgan’s imagination? It would appear so.

56. Gphillip
December 14, 2007

I think it’s clear that the “easy” discoveries have been made. Not to take
anything away from the great minds of the past, but theirs was a simpler time in
a world ripe for scientific exploration. Then monumental discoveries could be
made in a small lab with a couple assistants. Now, we must invest hundreds of
millions on apparatus like the LHC and employ hundreds of physicists and
engineers for years to hope for a monumental discovery. This should come as no
suprise. Science is nowhere near it’s limits, but we are getting ever so close to
ours.

In another century the scientific method will be so “picked over” it may take
trillions of dollars of investment and thousands of scientists and engineers
working for centuries to hope for a major discovery. Of course, all branches of
science do not hit this wall of diminishing returns at the same time, but they all
must pass their prime eventually. High Energy physics is just the most
fundamental of sciences and will hit the wall first. All the other sciences will
follow, eventually yielding fewer of natures secretes for ever more resources.

In the end, how much of all there is to be known can be illuminated by the
scientific method? Perhaps one percent? Perhaps one thousandth of one percent?
To know that, we would have to know how much isn’t known, and that’s probably
something we can never know.

57. Jack
December 18, 2007

Part of it’s about imagination, as I said before, but part of it’s about patience. In
Mathematics, mathematicians have learned that it is not unusual for a problem
to be so hard that it will go unsolved for many hundreds of years. Some problems
unsolved today are more than 2000 years old. Physicists have not experienced,
over the generations, the experience of being unable to make any progress on a
problem over such a timescale. Now they have been struggling with certain
questions for 30 years or so, and it is making many people, journalists and
physicists, uncomfortable.

Of course, in mathematics there are Lemmas. If you can’t solve a problem, work
on a related problem which you can solve. Progress can be made step by step in
this way. Eventually, someday, you realise that the easier problems you kept
working on have become Lemmas in the proof of the problem you couldn’t solve
before. It is not clear to me whether there is any analagous thing in physics. In
mathematics you are spoilt for choice in terms of problems of all difficulties,



easy, medium, hard, and incredibly hard, whereas in physics the main problems
are more clearly mapped out and more easily summarized. This may seem like a
good thing because things may seem simpler, but the downside might be that
you have less leverage to make progress.

58. Gphillip
December 19, 2007

I generally separate math and science when discussing this issue. Math can
always be abstracted to deeper levels. Some would say that the more abstract,
the less it represents anything in the real world. Others would say the real world
IS math (see “The Computational Universe” by Seth Lloyd). But I doubt that
math will ever hit a wall where it takes ever larger number of people and huge
expenditures to continue advancing. Math is after all just an abstraction of what
we consider to be the real world. I believe that there is a subtle difference where
science uses the scientific method to illuminate the secrets of nature, and math
is just one of many tools employed in scientific pursuit. Math can also represent
many things not associated with the scientific method, like accounting. In any
case, all sciences will run their course in time. Either because they become
almost completely defined with few meaningful questions left to answer, like
Thermodynamics, or because the remaining questions would take unsustainable
resources to pursue, like High Energy Physics. I’d guess Chemistry has probably
just barley past it’s peak, but lots more remains to be discovered. Biology doesn’t
seem to have quite reached it’s peak yet, and we have probably just scratched
the surface of computer science. But for math, I see no reason it can’t toyed with
until the end of time. That’s just my own humble opinion based on my anecdotal
observations though. I haven’t seen any formal studies of the topic, though that
would be an interesting.



Pressure Mounts to Tie String Theory to the Real
World

October 30, 2007
Categories: This Week's Hype

Last week David Gross was in New Mexico, giving an “unclassified talk” at Los
Alamos, and one on The State of String Theory at the Santa Fe Institute. There’s a
report on the Los Alamos talk from the Los Alamos Monitor, entitled Loose Strings:
Pressure mounts to tie string theory to the real world. Unfortunately, pressure to tie
string theory to the real world leads sometimes to reporters getting misled about
such ties, since the article includes the information that:

Located on the border of France and Switzerland, the LHC’s headline tasks
include the potential discovery of a Higgs boson, a relatively massive
particle known as “the god particle,” that would help explain how other
particles have mass. Proof of its existence would tend to support string
theory, according to the theorists.

Hermann Nicolai has an article in a recent issue of Nature entitled Back to Basics, on
a more promising idea for tying string theory to the real world, one that has nothing
to do with using string theory as an idea about unification. He reports on recent
progress towards getting an exact solution of N=4 SSYM, allowing one to test
whether it really is dual to a string theory.

According to a blog posting on Superstring Theory and the End of Man, we better
hope that superstring theory doesn’t connect to the real world, because if it does, a
combination of the Anthropic Principle and the Doomsday Argument would show that
humanity doesn’t have much time left. The author expresses the opinion that mankind
better hope that I am right about string theory, an opinion I endorse even if I disagree
with his logic.

Finally, on a completely unrelated note, the latest issue of Symmetry magazine is out,
featuring the results of a reader’s contest to invent new particles. Third place goes to
Jacobo Konigsberg, the spokesperson for CDF, who postulates the blogino, which he
describes as

Particles created by non-abelian Blog-Blog interactions. Bloginos typically
are produced in a very excited state and with a high degree of spin. Even
though all their properties have not yet been determined, it is commonly
agreed that they exhibit considerable truthiness. They also have the
annoying ability to propagate into extra dimensions, away from the
blogosphere, and generate lots of phone calls.

Update: Lubos has a link to a Youtube video of a version of this talk by Gross that he
gave in Berkeley on October 19, together with commentary. It appears to me
essentially the same talk that Gross gave here in New York three and a half years ago,
which I wrote about in my first real blog posting here. It is striking to note how little
has changed in this field during this period.
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Comments

1. King Ray
October 31, 2007

Well, perhaps string theorists should be tied to the real world before string
theory can be tied to it.

If string theorists had ever had a real job where they had to get actual results by
some hard deadline, then they would realize that they are off on a wild goose
chase. You wouldn’t get away with this wandering in the wilderness for nearly 40
years in any other kind of job.

I think theoretical physics needs leadership like Oppenheimer during the
Manhattan project to set direction. At the least we need to cut off government
funding for ideas that don’t work.

I have no problem however with people working on their own ideas on their own
nickel. I do have a problem though with string theory monopolizing the market of
ideas and funding and squeezing out all other things.

2. Thomas Love
October 31, 2007

Peter, The link to the Los Alamos Monitor article doesn’t work for me. I went to
the Los Alamos Monitor website and searched for David Gross. Got a blank
screen in reply.

I heard Gross speak in 2005 at a meeting honoring 100 years of relativity. It
sounds like I heard the same speech you were talking about.

3. Steve Myers
October 31, 2007

Peter,
The latest Scientific American on-line has an article called “The great Cosmic
Roller-Coaster Ride” about string theory & inflation and branes & anti-branes.
Aside from glossing over stuff it ends with: “In summary, string theory provides
two general mechanisms for obtaining cosmic inflation: the collision of branes
and the reshaing of extra-dimensional spacetime. For the first time, physicists
have been able to derive concrete models of cosmic inflation rather than being
forced to make uncontrolled ad hoc assumptions. The progress is very
encouraging. String theory, born of efforts to explain phenomena at minuscule
scales, may be writ large across the sky.”

4. Jimbo
October 31, 2007

Yes, & its exactly the same talk (aka `sales pitch’) with slides he showed at the
U.of Oregon colloquium 8 mos ago. I suspect tho, that his Nobel spared him the
admonishments any other academic speaker would have been subjected to, if



they had included the word `bullshit’ in their presentation.
My respect for him has grown slightly, tho, knowing that he was arrested in one
of the many anti-Vietnam war protests on the Bezerkely campus. He may have
abdicated his scientific ethics of late, but at least he his political ethics were
together back then.

5. Peter Woit
October 31, 2007

Steve,

I wrote about this here:
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=609

6. Peter Woit
October 31, 2007

Thomas,

The link no longer works on the Los Alamos paper web-site, not clear is they
automatically get rid of old content. If someone knows of another place that has
this article with a working link, let me know and I’ll fix it.

7. chimpanzee (aka "joe")
October 31, 2007

The Los Alamos article is in Google Cache here

Geezes. That article has some glaring errors:

“In 2004, Gross shared the Nobel Prize in Physics with Frank Wilczek his
graduate student at Harvard [ no..Princeton! ], and with David Politzer, who was
working on the problem separately at Princeton [ no..Harvard! ]”

“More recently, grousing among anti-string theorists has become louder,
signified by such books as “The Trouble with Physics: The Rise of String Theory,
the Fall of a Science, and What Comes Next,” by Les Smollin [ Lee Smolin ]”

I can’t trust anything in this article..looks like it is written by a dyslexic/illiterate.

There are a bunch of scientist quotes all out of context. To get the correct
picture, you have to watch the COMPLETE 90 minute video (as per L. Motl’s
blog)…with a scientific background.

The above is an extreme example of why journalists have NO BUSINESS
reporting on Science. John Horgan, Timothy Ferris, George Johnson, et al. THEY
AREN’T SCIENTISTS..come on.

“Know your subject matter”
— maxim (Journalism, Science, Music, et al)

That’s the purpose of a physicist blog (“citizen journalism”)..scientists can do the
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reporting yourself.

“The authors are themselves amateurs [ journalists ], and when they venture into
scientific topics their information is limited & sometimes outright wrong..”
— Harold Zirin/Caltech, solar astronomer
[ applies to the recent PBS program by T. Ferris..it was 100% nonsense ]

“Remember “journalists” are merely people who couldn’t qualify for jobs
which require any sort of technical background.”

“Yes, he did. I was a journalist myself, and I taught many young people. The first
thing you learn is that you should be aware of what you are
doing before you put your foot-in-your-mouth.”

“Nevertheless, the author [ J. Horgan ] of the stupidity from 1997, after those ten
years that have demonstrated that his stupidity is among the greatest stupidities
that have ever been pronounced by homo sapiens, has the stomach to come in
front of a conference in Portugal and repeat the same stupidity.
— L. Motl, End of Science blog post

“Everyone who gave this book one star should realize that this book is
entertainment. Hancock [ journalist ] is not a scientist or an academic of any
kind – he’s a journalist! … Of course Hancock tailors the facts to fit his theories –
he is not constrained by truth, science, or even ethics. He is a journalist.
…
This book, and all those like it that preach pseudo-science, appeal to the majority
of people in this world who are scientifically challenged. Most Americans don’t
have enough scientific knowledge to understand the technology they face
everyday, much less untangle the fact and fantasy in this book. It is
entertainment, but it’s dangerous – science interpreted by a journalist!”
— reader from Cincinnatti
[ critique of “Fingerprints of the Gods” — crackpot book & Discovery Channel
program ]

8. jon
November 1, 2007

Well today Frenkel and Witten have just posted a paper to the math arXiv about
Langlands stuff http://arxiv.org/abs/0710.5939
Looks like Witten has put on hold his strings-related hep-th efforts. For how long
is anybody’s guess.

9. IMHO
November 1, 2007

Peter,

Feel free to erase this comment…

You are a public figure with a book deal. I wonder how smart it is for you to link
to Lubos site. Have you seen his post about “…N-word zebrafish…”

http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/10/end-of-science.html
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Bigger men then you have lost more for doing less. Personally, I would never risk
my success over principal…but that’s just me.

10. Peter Woit
November 1, 2007

IMHO,

My linking to something in no way indicates approval of it or its author, often
quite the opposite…

11. Adud
November 1, 2007

Well today Frenkel and Witten have just posted a paper to the math
arXiv about Langlands stuff

“Geometric Endoscopy and Mirror Symmetry”

I had heard about “surgery” techniques in differential topology, and now there is
“geometric endoscopy”…. I wonder how far mathematicians are willing to go
with medical analogies. How about “categorical proctology” or “group
gynecology”?

12. IMHO
November 1, 2007

Peter,

I know that and I’m sure most of your readers know that.

Your issue is that you aren’t a just a blogger, you’re also an investment, which
means the rules are different for you.

Just be pragmatic about things.

13. King Ray
November 1, 2007

For string theory, might I suggest “Rectocranial Sigmoidoscopy”?

14. anon.
November 3, 2007

‘It is striking to note how little has changed in this field during this period.’

Long live failure!

15. Andr
November 9, 2007

Really you have nothing to say about Lisi’s paper? It seems you’re one of the



guys to be thanked for this “magnum opus”… 



An Exceptionally Simple Theory of Everything?

November 9, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

It’s been unusually long since my last posting, with the main reasons being that

• Not much has been happening on the math/physics front…
• I’ve been busy learning more about geometric Langlands, which is a daunting subject.

I keep intending to write something about recent work by Witten and others in this
area, but saying anything both correct and intelligible seems a rather challenging
task that I haven’t been quite up for.

Garrett Lisi has a new paper on the arXiv, with the rather over-the-top title of An
Exceptionally Simple Theory of Everything. Sabine Hossenfelder has a typically
excellent posting about the paper, and Garrett has been discussing his work with
people in the comment section there. Lubos Motl, has a typically, how shall I say,
Lubosian posting on the topic.

I’m the first person thanked in the acknowledgment section of the paper, but at
Sabine’s blog Garrett explains that this is just because he is using reverse
alphabetical order. I’ve corresponded with him in the past about his research in this
area, without being able to provide any real help other than a certain amount of
encouragement. Two of the ideas he is pursuing are general ones I’m also very fond
of. One is well-known, and many people have also tried this, it’s the idea of bringing
together the internal gauge symmetry and the symmetry of local frame rotations. The
problems with this are also well-known, and some have been brought up by the
commenters at Sabine’s blog. I don’t think Garrett has found the answer to this, or
that he claims to. I’m still hopeful that this line of thinking will lead somewhere, but
think some dramatically different new idea about this is still needed. The other idea
he likes is that of trying to interpret the fermionic degrees of freedom of the BRST
method for handling gauge invariance as providing the fermions of the Standard
Model. I suspect there is something to this, but to get anywhere with it, a much
deeper understanding of BRST will be required. I’ve been spending a lot of time
trying to understand some of the mathematics related to BRST in recent years, and
am in the middle of writing some of this up. It seems to me that there is a lot that is
not understood yet about this topic even in much simpler lower-dimensional contexts,
so we’re a long way from being able to really see whether something can be done
with this idea in a realistic four-dimensional setting.

One idea Garrett is fond of that has generally left me cold is the idea of unification via
a large simple Lie algebra like E8. While there may be some sort of ultimate truth to
this, the problem is that, just as for GUTs and for superstring models, all you’re doing
when you do this is changing the unification problem into the problem of what breaks
the large symmetry. This change in the problem adds some new structure to it, but
just doesn’t seem to help very much, with the bottom line being that you get few if
any testable predictions out of it (one exception is with the simplest GUTs, where you
do get a prediction, proton decay, which turns out to be wrong, falsifying the models).
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Anyway, I’m glad to see someone pursuing these ideas, even if they haven’t come up
with solutions to the underlying problems. Garrett is a serious and competent
researcher who has pursued a non-traditional career path, and was recently awarded
a grant to by the FQXI organization. You can read more about him in an article on
their web-site.

Unfortunately, some of the reaction to Garrett’s article has been depressing. A
commenter who sounds well-informed but hides behind anonymity goes on about “this
nonsense” (although Garrett’s polite reaction to him/her did lead to a more sensible
discussion). Early on in my experience with blogs I believed that no serious
professional in particle physics would attack someone and try and carry on a scientific
argument anonymously, so any such comments had to be coming from misguided
students, or someone not in the profession. Unfortunately I’ve all too often seen
evidence that I was wrong about this. Lubos Motl on his blog denounced the fact that
Garrett’s paper appeared in the hep-th section of the arXiv, then later wrote in to
Sabine’s blog to crow that it had been removed from hep-th. As always with the arXiv,
how moderation occurs there is non-transparent, so I don’t know how or why this
happened. My own experience with the arXiv over trackbacks to hep-th has been a
highly disturbing one. The current hep-th policy seems to be to allow any sort of
nonsense to be posted there if it fits into the current string-theory-based ideology (see
for example here), while suppressing any criticism of this. A paranoid person might
be tempted to wonder whether hep-th is being moderated by someone so ideological
and petty that criticism of string theory or including string theory critics in an
acknowledgment section would be cause for having ones article removed from hep-
th…

Update: I hear from Garrett that the story of this paper at the arXiv is that it was
submitted to gr-qc, not hep-th. Before it was posted, it was re-classified as hep-th, and
appeared there. Later on (after the appearance of Lubos’s blog entry denouncing the
arXiv for allowing the paper on hep-th I believe), it was re-classified again, this time
as general physics (with cross-listing to hep-th).

Update: Latest news about this is that the paper has now been reclassified again, to
the perfectly appropriate hep-th, cross-listed as gr-qc, although no one seems to know
why this happened. Another continuing mystery is the trackback situation: there are
four trackbacks to the paper, to postings by Lubos, Bee, and to Physics Forums, as
well as to an old TWF from John Baez that doesn’t even link to the paper. My postings
still seem to be non-trackback worthy on hep-th, not that I can argue with this
particular case, since the discussion elsewhere has been more substantive (except for
Lubos’s, which is valuable for the way it accurately represents the hysterical reaction
to speculation that is not string theory speculation all too common in certain
quarters).

Update: Garrett is making the news here. Whether this is a good thing is yet another
question for debate on the next thread, I guess. A lot of the attraction for the media
seems to be his personal story. Maybe it’s a good thing for physics for people to see
that one can be a theoretical physicist while surfing in Hawaii…

Update: Lisi-mania spreads. See stories in New Scientist, the Ottawa Citizen,
Slashdot, and probably lots of other places I haven’t noticed.
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Update: Steinn Sigurdsson has an excellent posting summarizing the situation. As
usual, blogs are the place to get the highest quality information about scientific
issues…

Update: I’ve given up on keeping track of the media stories on this. For some
discussion of the representation theory involved, see this posting by Jacques Distler,
and comments from Garrett.

Update: The Angry Physicist examines the Distler critique in some detail.

Comments

1. Garrett
November 9, 2007

Hello Peter,
This is a well thought out post, as usual. I did consider our short emails — and
the very existence of you and this blog — encouraging enough to include you in
the acknowledgments. Your concerns are all valid, and are some of the same
concerns I discuss in the paper. Though I do think the way I’ve combined the
gravitational frame-Higgs and used the MacDowell-Mansouri description of
gravity is new. You are correct that I don’t have a good reason or mechanism for
what breaks the E8 symmetry, and this is needed. What I’ve done is break the
symmetry by hand, including the few terms necessary to recover the action of
the standard model and gravity. I am biased towards E8 because of its beauty,
and similarly towards the general idea of unification. The success of electroweak
symmetry breaking in the standard model is compelling evidence that symmetry
breaking of this sort plays a very important role in nature, and I’m surprised you
dislike the idea of applying this on a larger scale. Surely you acknowledge that
successful predictions from electroweak symmetry breaking indicate it did more
than just add new structure to the problem? In any case, I am very much looking
forward to reading your work on BRST, as it’s a very complicated and fascinating
subject, and it plays an important role in this E8 theory that I’d like to
understand better.

2. Kea
November 9, 2007

There is a good chance that Garrett is on a watchlist. I have it on good authority
that I’m on the hep-th watchlist, even without having tried to post anything there
for years.

3. Peter Woit
November 9, 2007

Hi Garrett,

By “adding new structure” to the problem I meant to imply something not
negative, but potentially positive. The new structure may be usable to constrain
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things and thus allow non-trivial predictions. If you are using a scalar field to do
the breaking, then the question becomes how constrained this set-up is. In the
electroweak theory, the Higgs sector on the one hand fits in well with the
symmetries of the theory and has a limited number of free parameters, but it still
has quite a few, and is the main source of the problems of the Standard model.
Because of this situation, I’ve always been most interested in ideas about
unification that tell you more about the Higgs, not so much in ideas that don’t do
that, but add other Higgs sectors.

That’s my prejudice, but, sure, starting from other reasonable prejudices, like
the desire for a single simple group to act on everything, may lead one
somewhere. Maybe you’ll have better luck than the GUT program, which hasn’t
been successful so far.

4. Garrett
November 9, 2007

OK, this makes sense. You must be looking forward to the LHC results even more
than most, since it will provide some experimental insights into the Higgs sector.

Meanwhile, I’m sitting here with a bunch of old men, waiting for a proton to
decay.  But I’m not holding my breath.

These are interesting times.

5. Coin
November 9, 2007

This is kind of way over my head so I’m a bit afraid to comment, but what the
heck.

In terms of just the pure math here– the one thing I’m at least superficially in a
place to comment on– what Garrett’s doing, with breaking down E_8 into the
various gauge groups we’d need to describe reality, seems to make sense. Where
I get lost is in trying to understand how you use this model to tell us something
about the physical world (maybe Garrett’s view of E_8 would be obviously useful
or obviously unsuitable for this to someone with a good understanding of what
the gauge group “does” in a gauge theory, but that person is not me). Can you
help me understand what the physical significance of some of this stuff is or
might be, assuming some understanding of what the groups themselves are
doing?

I mean, so you’ve shown, it looks like, that E_8 can be decomposed into
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)xSO(3,1)xHiggsxFermion. The mere fact that this is possible
does seem suggestive of something. What do we gain, however, from describing
all of these fields as the one big E_8 group– you know, rather than just leaving all
those component groups separate with their own yang-mills theories and such
(or perhaps just awkwardly x-ing them together like we do to hook up SU(3) to
everything else in the Standard Model)? How does the unification of all these
groups change things?



I’m meanwhile somewhat confused as to the physical significance we are meant
to take from the various features of E_8’s structure. I’m particularly baffled by
what to make of the big root diagram which is shown in the video Bee links and
in various ways in the paper. What does it mean for two roots in this diagram to
have an edge between them? If I’m not mistaken (er, am I?) then from a
mathematical perspective an edge between two roots in the E_8 root system
polytope corresponds to the lie bracket between those two roots. But what does
this mean physically, when we use E_8 as Garrett has here?

Also, what is the meaning of the “rotations” of the root system shown in the
paper and the youtube video? Do these rotations correspond to anything
physically meaningful, or are the rotations just showing the root system diagram
in different ways to make the different groups the system breaks down into
visually clear?

Meanwhile, if elementary particle fields correspond to roots in Garrett’s gigantor
gauge group, then what do products of those roots physically correspond to? The
paper says “The interactions between all standard model and gravitational fields
correspond to the Lie brackets between elements of the E8 Lie algebra, and thus
to the addition of E8 roots.” Hm, okay, so additions of E8 roots produce
interactions between? What are those “interactions”? Or is this specified by the
yang-mills action or something?

Also a little confused: so counting up all the fields we expect to see in nature we
find they fit with 222 of the roots in your E_8 root system, leaving 18 “extra”
roots whose properties as fields are described on page 22 of the paper. The
paper seems to be saying that these 18 new fields each act kinda like the Higgs,
and each one is identified with a specific one of three generations and a specific
color or anti-color. If this reading is correct, what do these generation/color
identifications refer to? Does this have to do with the color or anti-color of quark
that the field is able to interact with, or is the idea that the field carries color
charge, or…?

One more general, possibly dumb question, is there any potential form of
correspondence which one could draw between how E_8 is used here, and string
theories which use E_8 (or products of E_8) as a symmetry group? Or is the
usage of a “symmetry group” simply too different in these different contexts?

Trying to understand, thanks!

6. more questions
November 9, 2007

As long as Coin is asking questions, I didn’t understand (1) why this doesn’t
violate the Coleman-Mandula theorem, and, (2) what about the
nonrenormalizability of GR?

7. Coin
November 9, 2007

MQ, Garrett does seem to offer an argument concerning your (1) in a reply to



Moshe in the comments section of the Backreaction post:

1. Yes, the Coleman-Mandula theorem assumes a background
spacetime with Poincare symmetry, but this theory doesn’t have this
background spacetime — with a cosmological constant, the vacuum
spacetime is deSitter. So this theory avoids one of the necessary
assumptions of the theorem, and is able to unify gravity with the other
gauge fields. On small scales though, Poincare symmetry is a good
approximation, and on those scales gravity and the other gauge feels
are separate, in accordance with the theorem. (I’m not the first person
to dodge C-M this way.)

Several more posts over the course of that thread drill down on this point
further…

8. Garrett
November 9, 2007

more questions:

(1) The first person I know of to point out this loophole in Coleman-Mandula was
Thomas Love (a visitor here) in his 1987 dissertation. There is also a discussion
of this loophole in this recent paper by F. Nesti and R. Percacci: Graviweak
Unification. Or you can go to the source and look at Coleman and Mandula’s
paper, in which their first condition for the theorem is “G contains a subgroup
locally isomorphic to the Poincare group.” The G = E8 I am using does not
contain a subgroup locally isomorphic to the Poincare group, it contains the
subgroup SO(4,1) — the symmetry group of de Sitter spacetime.

(2) I’m banking on the LQG community to crack this one. So multiply the odds of
this E8 Theory being right times the odds of LQG finding the right answers for
quantizing the theory… and I’m first to admit it’s a long shot. But I think it’s got
a chance, which is why I work on it.

9. Garrett
November 9, 2007

Hi Coin,
Peter teaches classes in representation theory, so he can answer most of these
questions better than I can, but I can at least help out with what’s in this paper.
You have a correct understanding of what’s going on, so I’ll just answer your
specific questions.

“What do we gain, however, from describing all of these fields as the one big E_8
group– you know, rather than just leaving all those component groups separate
with their own yang-mills theories and such (or perhaps just awkwardly x-ing
them together like we do to hook up SU(3) to everything else in the Standard
Model)? How does the unification of all these groups change things?”

Because all these fields are parts of E8, we can assemble an E8 principal bundle
connection (technically a superconnection) which consists of 1-forms and

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0706.3307
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0706.3307
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0706.3307
http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0706.3307
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PR/v159/i5/p1251_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PR/v159/i5/p1251_1


Grassmann fields valued in this E8 Lie algebra, and use the curvature of this big
connection to get the dynamics. The curvature, in the action, determines how E8
interacts with itself. And since everything is part of E8, this corresponds with
how all the fields of the standard model and gravity interact with each other. This
action is built by hand to match the standard model, which is an inadequacy of
the theory, but it’s very concise. And I think it’s bloody amazing that this works
at all.

“I’m meanwhile somewhat confused as to the physical significance we are meant
to take from the various features of E_8’s structure.”

Physically, as this theory develops it should make definite predictions for the
coupling constants, predict a handful of new particles and some non-standard
interactions, and (if things go astoundingly well) have something to say about the
particle masses. These predictions may end up being wrong, killing the theory,
but so far things are looking good.

“I’m particularly baffled by what to make of the big root diagram”

The root diagrams correspond to the structure of the Lie algebra. If two E8 roots
add to give a third (in eight dimensional Euclidean root space) then the Lie
bracket of the corresponding two Lie algebra basis elements give the third. In
the paper, I describe which roots correspond to which elementary particles. Also,
since the projection used to plot the eight dimensional root system is linear, you
can determine particle interactions by adding these roots together as two
dimensional vectors, extending from the origin — it’s fun, try it. This is standard
representation theory, and it’s very pretty. In my opinion, Peter doesn’t push his
own subject hard enough — I wish I had learned about this stuff earlier than I
did, it’s wonderful.

“are the rotations just showing the root system diagram in different ways to
make the different groups the system breaks down into visually clear?”

Yes, precisely.

“Hm, okay, so additions of E8 roots produce interactions between? What are
those “interactions”? Or is this specified by the yang-mills action or something?”

Yes, the addition of the roots corresponds to the Lie brackets between fields,
which is in the curvature, which is in the action, and this gives the interactions
between particles, appearing as Feynman vertices in QFT calculations.

“these 18 new fields each act kinda like the Higgs, and each one is identified
with a specific one of three generations and a specific color or anti-color. If this
reading is correct, what do these generation/color identifications refer to? Does
this have to do with the color or anti-color of quark that the field is able to
interact with, or is the idea that the field carries color charge, or…?”

Yes, exactly so. These new scalar fields have color quantum numbers, and so
interact with the quarks and gluons.
In my dreams at night, these new Higgs fields give the CKM matrix, but I don’t



know how that works when the sun comes up.
They’re also a potential dark matter candidate, but I don’t say that in my paper
because I think that’s a cliche.

“is there any potential form of correspondence which one could draw between
how E_8 is used here, and string theories which use E_8 (or products of E_8) as a
symmetry group? Or is the usage of a “symmetry group” simply too different in
these different contexts?”

They are completely different theories, which happen to use related Lie groups. I
could list many specific differences:
non-compact E8 vs compact E8 x E8
gravity in E8 vs gravity via other
four dimensional spacetime vs 11 dimensional spacetime with Kaluza-Klein
orbifold compactifications
principal bundle connection vs strings, branes, and who knows what
etc.

“Trying to understand, thanks!”

I consider it a testament to the simplicity of the theory that you seem to have
understood most of it after a first reading. I should put that in among the
differences list… 

10. Coin
November 9, 2007

I consider it a testament to the simplicity of the theory that you seem to have
understood most of it after a first reading.

Hm, I think that would be an exaggeration to say I understand most of it. But
thanks for the clarifications, this helps 

11. Thomas Love
November 9, 2007

The Coleman-Mandula theorem applies to “All Possible Symmetries of the
S-Matrix”, the title of their paper. The S-matrix formalism is based on particle
democracy, there are no fundamental particles. In “The Geometry of Elementary
Particles”, my 1987 dissertation which Garrett mentioned, there are truely
elementary particles and the S-matrix formalism is not valid, hence the Coleman-
Mandula theorem is not applicable. I use U(3,2) as the symmetry of a complex
spacetime by passing the no-go theorems (which relate to the Poincare group).

12. Tony Smith
November 9, 2007

About Coleman-Mandula, Steven Weinberg said at pages 382-384 of his book The
Quantum Theory of Fields, Vol. III (Cambridge 2000):

“… The proof of the Coleman-Mandula theorem … makes it clear that the list of



possible bosonic symmetry generators is essentially the same in d greater than 2
spacetime dimensions as in four spacetime dimensions:
… there are only the momentum d-vector Pu, a Lorentz generator Juv = -Jvu (
with u and v here running over the values 1, 2, … , d-1, 0 ), and various Lorentz
scalar ‘charges’ …
the fermionic symmetry generators furnish a representation of the homogeneous
Lorentz group … or, strictly speaking, of its covering group Spin(d-1,1). …
The anticommutators of the fermionic symmetry generators with each other are
bosonic symmetry generators, and therefore must be a linear combination of the
Pu, Juv, and various conserved scalars. …
the general fermionic symmetry generator must transform according to the
fundamental spinor representations of the Lorentz group … and not in higher
spinor representations, such as those obtained by adding vector indices to a
spinor. …”.

In short, since E8 is the sum of the adjoint representation and a half-spinor
representation of Spin(16),
if Garrett builds his model with respect to Lorentz, spinor, etc representations
based on Spin(16) consistently with Weinberg’s work,
then
Garrett’s model could well satisfy Coleman-Mandula.

Tony Smith

13. Berlin
November 10, 2007

Garrett: your remark at the end of section 3.2.1. Can this be translated into ‘the
theory is background independent’, one of Smolins reasons to reject strings?

14. Garrett
November 10, 2007

Berlin: It implies that, yes.

15. Garrett
November 10, 2007

Berlin: I should clarify that this is not a complete quantum theory of everything,
so in that sense it is incomplete. It will need to be successfully partnered with
LQG and/or QFT — this is nontrivial, and time will tell whether it works or not.
But the pieces are in place.

16. Bee
November 11, 2007

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the link. Anybody here knows how the arxiv makes decisions like this?

A paranoid person might be tempted to wonder whether hep-th is being



moderated by someone so ideological and petty that criticism of string theory or
including string theory critics in an acknowledgment section would be cause for
having ones article removed from hep-th…

It might simply be insecurity. Whoever makes this decision they will try to make
it such as to not upset the majority of users. And I doubt they do actually study
the paper in great detail. Best,

B.

17. Lucci
November 11, 2007

Garrett: Your use of Clifford bundles, plus the fact that your theory allows the
Standard Model to be extended, suggests a possible tie-in with ELKO spinor-
fields, which have been proposed as an extension of the SM (and also – pardon
the cliche! – as a dark matter candidate). For a very recent paper on ELKO, in
which Clifford bundles are used explicitly, see: http://www.arxiv.org
/abs/0711.1103
(Disclaimer: I am not in any way involved in research on ELKO myself.)

18. D R Lunsford
November 11, 2007

This seems a lot like Tony Smith’s work. Mentioning Tony in your
acknowledgments is guaranteed to get you watched. Calling him your “friend”
gets you banned. There is neither integrity nor honor to be found there.

It’s interesting work in a sense, but it’s still phenomenology and doesn’t improve
the SM. The statements about gravity are much more doubtful. This approach
has been tried again and again and always meets with the same problems.

-drl

19. John Gonsowski
November 12, 2007

Garrett references John Baez’s Octonion paper and that paper also thanks Tony.
Don’t think they will be banning Baez any time soon. Funny, models with a great
math basis get frowned on while philosophical ideas like the landscape get
cheered. Yet they make it sound like it’s those models with the great math that
are too philosophical?

20. Chris Oakley
November 12, 2007

As happens more often than not, to the extent that I understand the issues (not
very much here), I concur with DRL. I want something that simplifies. From that
point of view E8 – in any context – is a non-starter.

21. Marcus

http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0711.1103
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http://www.arxiv.org/abs/0711.1103


November 13, 2007

Garrett is giving the seminar talk at the ILQGS tomorrow.
His slides are online here
http://relativity.phys.lsu.edu/ilqgs/lisi111307.pdf

The audio will be available here
http://relativity.phys.lsu.edu/ilqgs

these International LQG Seminar discussions are often lively in part because
they are conference calls where everybody has the slides to scroll through]
and you occasionally get questions and comment from Ashtekar, Rovelli, Freidel,
unidentified Perimeter, Marseille, Penn State people.

Audio and slides from past seminars are available—same link.

I’ll be interested to see how Garrett Lisi and Carlo Rovelli get along, to the
extent that one can communicate usefully in that intercontinent telephone
conference call setting.

22. Shantanu
November 13, 2007

Peter, currently I DO see 4 trackbacks (none of which refer to your blog, though)

23. Peter Woit
November 13, 2007

Shantanu,

Yes, the 4 trackbacks that are there now are the ones I was describing, sorry for
the confusing way that was written.

24. Marcus
November 13, 2007

The ILQGS talk went very well. Abhay Ashtekar and Lee Smolin each had several
questions/comments leading to discussion. An expanded set of slides is available.
slides are here
http://relativity.phys.lsu.edu/ilqgs/lisi111307_2.pdf
audio is here
http://relativity.phys.lsu.edu/ilqgs

Thanks to Jorge Pullin for organizing the seminar and making it available online!

25. Bee
November 13, 2007

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the update on the arXiv classification issue. Still I’d like to know,
could anybody fill me in how decisions like that are made? Best,

http://relativity.phys.lsu.edu/ilqgs/lisi111307.pdf
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B.

26. Peter Woit
November 13, 2007

Bee,

I don’t know exactly how this works, and it’s my impression that the process is
rather non-transparent. The arXiv has a difficult problem on its hands of how to
maintain a reasonable level of quality, and not get flooded by junk. There are
moderators for each section of the arXiv who supposedly take a quick look at
submissions and decide if they are correctly categorized and meet their
standards. The places where they describe how this is supposed to work are

http://arxiv.org/help/moderation

and

http://arxiv.org/help/endorsement

I have no idea what happened with Garrett’s paper (and I gather he doesn’t
either), but presumably decisions were made by gr-qc and hep-th moderators,
and perhaps other people got involved later after questions were raised about
the decision to classify as gen-ph.

27. alex
November 13, 2007

“Yes, exactly so. These new scalar fields have color quantum numbers, and so
interact with the quarks and gluons.
In my dreams at night, these new Higgs fields give the CKM matrix, but I don’t
know how that works when the sun comes up.
They’re also a potential dark matter candidate, but I don’t say that in my paper
because I think that’s a cliche.”

If your dark matter candidate has color quantum numbers it should interact
strongly with ordinary matter. In MSSM the dark matter candidate is typically a
neutralino. In some models it’s a sneutrino.
So, in either case it only couples gravitationally – that is why it is referred to as a
dark matter candidate.
So, if some construction predicted, say, a gluino LSP (which is strongly
interacting) that would be a disaster.

So if Garret Lisi thinks that a colored particle is a “potential dark matter
candidate”… well, I’m, to say the least, puzzled.

28. alex
November 13, 2007

I said:”So, in either case it only couples gravitationally – that is why it is referred
to as a dark matter candidate.”

http://arxiv.org/help/moderation
http://arxiv.org/help/moderation
http://arxiv.org/help/endorsement
http://arxiv.org/help/endorsement


Correction: it’s only true for the right-handed sneutrino, the neutralino is also
weakly coupled, of course.

29. Bee
November 14, 2007

Thanks! Btw, I found someone for the conference I mentioned.

30. Typo Guy
November 14, 2007

The link to the Telegraph article is slightly defective.

31. Peter Woit
November 14, 2007

Typo Guy,

Thanks, fixed!!

32. Hendrik
November 15, 2007

NewScientist just published a review of Garrett Lisi’s approach at
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19626303.900

33. berlin
November 15, 2007

I am puzzled by (among others..) the gravitational part of tabel 9. Does the spin 2
graviton (still) exist in the theory?

berlin

34. Marcus
November 15, 2007

In response to “berlin”

Does the spin 2 graviton (still) exist in the theory?

Loll recently put the business about gravitons succinctly:
The failure of the perturbative approach to quantum gravity in terms of
linear fluctuations around a fixed background metric implies that the
fundamental dynamical degrees of freedom of quantum gravity at the
Planck scale are definitely not gravitons.

That is (from http://arxiv.org/abs/0711.0273 ) if a theory is fundamental, it should
not have gravitons.

One should be able to set up certain fixed situations in which a graviton can be
derived as an approximation. But the graviton should not exist in the theory as a

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2007/11/14/scisurf114.xml
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fundamental descriptor. If it does exist, then the theory would not be
fundamental–according to what Renate Loll says.

I would therefore be surprised if it turned out that the E8 theory being
developed by Garrett Lisi (and possibly others lately) should turn out harbor the
graviton as a fundamental component.

35. Eric
November 15, 2007

Actually, there isn’t much to Lisi’s work. It’s mostly just hocus pocus and part of
the Smolin et. al. public relations initiative to sell ‘alternative’ approaches to
physics. Just read his book and you can see the blueprint, the romantic image of
a lone maverick making breakthroughs in physics in between surfing and
snowboarding. It’s just marketing.

36. Bee
November 15, 2007

Given my rather boring lifestyle I think about becoming a ghost writer, and hire
someone to market my papers with a better story! Anybody could please point
me towards a 30something, white, male, single, good-looking US citizen, who has
an interest in extreme sports of whatever kind, grew up under difficult
circumstances (but doesn’t suffer from an embarrassing accent), good socializing
skills, likes to speak in front of people, does well on TV, preferably works in a
patent office or likewise, speaks Spanish and French fluently, and, well, has
maybe taken some physics classes in high school?

37. Garrett
November 15, 2007

Wow, apparently I’m an imaginary construct dreamed up by Lee Smolin!

Actually, this would explain quite a lot.

38. Eric
November 15, 2007

Hi Sabine,
Actually your place in the Smoliniverse is as the young, beautiful woman who
happens to be a brilliant and creative physicist. It’s very sly of Lee to choose you
as part of his public relations campaign. 

39. J. Barrett
November 15, 2007

Is the title of the paper so much “over the top” as it is descriptive and a terrible
maths pun, being that M8 is both an exceptional group and a simple group?

40. Coin
November 15, 2007



One should be able to set up certain fixed situations in which a graviton can be
derived as an approximation. But the graviton should not exist in the theory as a
fundamental descriptor. If it does exist, then the theory would not be
fundamental–according to what Renate Loll says.

Hm, while I can see attractive aspects to that approach, that kind of sounds like
a dramatic step to take. Do there already exist any other theories of quantum
gravity, besides Loll’s, which eschew the graviton or take the “graviton as
approximation” approach you describe?*

Meanwhile I find Loll’s argument in the paper you link against the graviton
somewhat unconclusive. “Well, we’ve been trying to get useful answers out of
this construct for decades and haven’t succeeded, so it’s a good bet we’re doing
something wrong” sounds like good strategy to me, but he doesn’t seem to
actually be putting forth an argument about reality there, only an argument
about “how to proceed”. I don’t see any reason that just because we can’t
describe the graviton perturbatively, that would mean it doesn’t exist– since, as
far as I understand, perturbation theory is supposed to just be an approximation
anyway. (And this is of course assuming that perturbatively modeling the
graviton is impossible and not just too hard for anyone to manage right now). Am
I missing something about Loll’s argument?

* Does LQG, for example, have a graviton? Looking I am finding references to a
“graviton propagator” in LQG but it is not immediately obvious whether that’s
the same thing.

41. Peter Woit
November 15, 2007

Please, Garrett’s paper is a flimsy excuse for turning this into a quantum gravity
discussion forum, which is something I don’t want to run. Enough about this
unless it directly has some relevance to the paper.

42. Coin
November 15, 2007

All right, sorry about that. I’ll go harass Marcus on physicsforums 

43. Marcus
November 15, 2007

J. Barrett

Is the title of the paper so much “over the top” as it is descriptive and a
terrible maths pun, being that E8 is both an exceptional group and a
simple group?

Exactly!

Why do you seem to be the only person to get that? The funniest part was
hearing the solemn preaching: “I think it would be better if you were not so over-



the-top etc etc…”

I’ve been waiting for someone to point that out here at NEW. You have my
gratitude and respect, J Barrett, whoever you are.

44. Brian Mingus
November 15, 2007

What sort of a minimum background would be needed to actually grok this
paper?

45. Aaron Bergman
November 16, 2007

Believe me, nobody missed the pun.

46. AGeek
November 16, 2007

Coin, Renate Loll is a she (her name should be a clue). And assuming that
“graviton” means what it’s normally taken to mean, a perturbative free state
propagating on some background a la DeWitt, then to say that gravity can not be
described perturbatively is to say that gravitons do not exist.

47. Dany
November 16, 2007

P. Woit: “One idea Garrett is fond of that has generally left me cold is the idea of
unification via a large simple Lie algebra like E8. While there may be some sort
of ultimate truth to this, the problem is that, just as for GUTs and for superstring
models, all you’re doing when you do this is changing the unification problem
into the problem of what breaks the large symmetry. This change in the problem
adds some new structure to it, but just doesn’t seem to help very much, with the
bottom line being that you get few if any testable predictions out of it (one
exception is with the simplest GUTs, where you do get a prediction, proton
decay, which turns out to be wrong, falsifying the models).”

I admit that I didn’t read the paper. However, in my view, all that PR tararam
have very positive outcome: it again attract the attention to the Cayley numerical
system which seems to be the natural candidate for QG and unification of all
fundamental interactions. Since the connection with the GR and relativistic QM
is the necessary constraint, one should define the real octonion valued self
adjoint operators. My own experience with them is that it is exceptionally not
simple problem (indeed, even the solution will be far from being theory of
everything).

Regards, Dany.

48. DB
November 16, 2007



In the comments section to Lubos Motl’s blog entry on Lisi’s paper:

http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/11/theory-of-everything-triples-traffic.html

he reveals the apparent cause of his departure from Harvard as follows:

“The obvious and inevitable result is that those people with IQ below 100 not
only control most of the general public but start to include ever increasing
groups of people.

This physics-related pressure was at least as important for me to leave those
circles as the purely political issues about the academic freedom because I
became pretty much certain that all these things would be getting worse as time
goes.

When I was first suggested by relatively powerful people that I should have been
treating complete idiots such as Peter Woit as my peers if not more, it was just
way too much for me. We may be ready that the society may misevaluate many
things, nothing is perfect, but these things are just many orders of magnitude
out of proportion.

What about next, I would be thinking. Would cranks with their ‘theories of
everything’ who know less than 1% what I do and whose IQ is 45 below mine –
literally an inferior species – would be placed upon us or even dictate what we
can think about physics? Well, this epoch just here. It has become politically
incorrect to say that what surfers like Garrett Lisi are doing are light years away
from what theoretical physics is. The closer one is to the top of the real physics,
the most impossible it is for him or her to declare any opinions. With a realistic
idea about psychology and social science, where do you think that the society
will be going if the relative influences are arranged in this way?”

Speaks for itself, doesn’t it?

49. wolfgang
November 16, 2007

Garrett,

it seems that a central idea of your paper is the claim that BRST ghosts can
become real fermions due to the special properties of E8 and your action. But
you do not really explain this ‘trick’ in your paper (and you do not discuss
quantization really).
Do you explain this somewhere else or do you have plans to elaborate on this
point in a follow-up paper?

50. Peter Woit
November 16, 2007

Brian,

To understand the paper, at a minimum you need a graduate level education in

http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/11/theory-of-everything-triples-traffic.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/11/theory-of-everything-triples-traffic.html


particle physics, including a good understanding of the theory of Lie algebras.

On the whole, I think the hullabaloo in the press and on the internet isn’t a good
thing. There’s a huge amount of nonsense being spread, of different sorts:

1. The press stories aren’t awful, with reporters mostly trying to include some
skeptical comments about how speculative this is, while at the same time as
much as possible making an enthusiastic story about the latest “theory of
everything”. Unfortunately, for reasons I explain in the latest posting here, I
think these kinds of stories don’t really do much in terms of explaining what is
really going on to people, often giving a misleading impression.

2. Comments on Slashdot and the blogs are all too much dominated by the huge
number of people who think it is a good idea to write in about things they don’t
understand, happily spreading misinformation or irrelevancy, and burying
serious comments under a mountain of junk. The noise to signal ratio on
Slashdot is so high that very few people who actually know something about this
subject are willing to waste their time reading the comments or trying to
contribute to the discussion. Too many comments on this blog and on others
come from people who don’t actually know much about the topic at hand, but
feel compelled to share whatever is on their mind anyway.

3. Some blogs and commenters try and fit this into the ongoing string
theory/LQG warfare, which it isn’t especially relevant to. As usual Lubos can be
counted on to obscure whatever sensible criticism he might have with crazed
rants about how people who aren’t string theorists are lower life forms.

Blogs do sometimes manage to provide a place for some sensible discussion,
even amidst a heavy helping of nonsense. In this case, the best I’ve seen is
Sabine’s blog, which has provided a forum for Garrett to discuss some of the
issues raised by his paper in detail with her and others.

51. Aaron Bergman
November 16, 2007

As best I can tell, he uses the term BRST a few times, but there is no real BRST
procedure in the paper. It’s only used as a term to justify the formal addition of
grassman and commuting variables in his “connection”. But, of course, the BRST
symmetry is a Grassman symmetry, not a commuting symmetry like E_{8+8}, so
(like many other things in the paper) it doesn’t really make sense to me.

52. Peter Woit
November 16, 2007

DB,

Still unclear to me whether Lubos jumped or was pushed from Harvard. But it is
clear that one part of the story was his being driven over the edge by the fact
that criticism of string theory has been taken much more seriously in recent
years, both by the public and by the physics community.



53. Mark Paris
November 16, 2007

I agree with Garrett that this is a very exciting time. Congratulations to him on
getting some very interesting and compeling work out. It’s encouraging me to
take a break from dynamical coulped-channel approach to meson production
reactions to have another look at some issues of GR that I’ve thought about in
the past.

Curiously, the question of renormalization doesn’t appear to be getting too much
play here. It seems that while the E8 unification proposed could solve some
issues of organization, the fundamental issues of spacetime properties and
particle properties still remain distinct. Garrett’s bet that LQG will solve this
issue is probably not all that much of a sucker’s bet. It seems like background
independence will be a key concept in the resolution — to me anyway.

But that’s only “half” the problem. There seem to be two issues regarding
renormalization. The non-renormalizability of GR has already been mentioned.
But also, loop integrations will apparently still lead to divergences in the E8
unification — the theory enjoys no supersymmetry cancellations, for example.
Then we’re stuck with infinite renormalizations — fine, we’re used to it. And
physics can still be done. But the precision required to fix the couplings will
make, I fear, accurate detailed predictions impossible. Spectroscopy make still
be possible however.

Background independence seems to offer a way out of this aesthetically
unpleasing situation.

54. Aaron Bergman
November 16, 2007

the question of renormalization doesn’t appear to be getting too much play here.

Well, yes, because the theory has any number of barriers to being quantized. And
even before that, the theory breaks the symmetry explicitly by the Lagrangian,
so it’s tough to say that things are really being unified here.

As for couplings, there are none as best I can tell. So, it’s very unclear how one
recovers the standard model from his structure.

55. Michael Crowley
November 16, 2007

Hi Peter,

Just wanted to let you know there is a very long and passionate discussion of this
gentleman’s theory on my favorite website, Democratic Underground. Naturally,
we are not scientists, but I’m happily surprised by the passion aroused by this
post. Just thought you might find it interesting.

http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&

http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&address=389x2281653
http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&address=389x2281653


address=389×2281653

Hope that link works; I’m not sure how to post links here.

Take care, and thanks again for your marvelous book.

Mike

56. Michael Crowley
November 16, 2007

P.S.

I’m obviously “Mike03”, making a fool of myself as usual and also referring
people to your blog.

57. Bee
November 17, 2007

Regarding the pun: It might be perfectly obvious to everybody who works in
theoretical physics, but I doubt many people of the broader public or even the
journalists got it. Was it explained anywhere than here? I am constantly making
terrible puns like this, which is always source of a broad confusion. But besides
this, it’s somewhat unfair to blame things on the title, there are other examples
(testing quantum gravity! testing string theory!) that go the same way. It’s
probably a consequence of of people’s sensitivity to news become lower and
lower, because there’s such an over flow of unbalanced hypes that needs to be
filtered (not only in science). It’s a very bad trend though. I mean, I do
appreciate attention for theoretical physics, but things like this make the news,
nothing comes out of it for the next some years, no revolution, no incredible
insight, no change in world view etc, and people will start to wonder ‘what ever
happened to’, do these theoretical physicists just make vacuous announcements
that never come down to anything? All the while support dwindles for the less
spectacular basics.

Let me give you an example. My husband is working for a scientific publisher in
Germany. They publish a book series that contains literally every stupid fact
about material sciences you need, and there’s still data that’s added since people
are working in the field. It’s an extremely boring read, it gets sold maybe to
some thousand libraries worldwide for an horrendous price, since it takes a lot of
time and effort editing. Nevertheless, it’s an essential for anybody working in the
field. Now it looks like the publisher will stop the series because it just doesn’t
pay off. I’ve suggested they apply for governmental, but not sure if they will do
(its a rather large publisher having plenty of better fields to focus on). What I am
trying to say is that not all we do is hip and cool and we’re not all surfer dudes
making E8 animations. Events like this raise in me the concern that support
might go increasingly into media-suitable research.

Hi Garrett:

“Wow, apparently I’m an imaginary construct dreamed up by Lee Smolin!”

http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&address=389x2281653
http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&address=389x2281653


I neither said that, nor meant to say that. I am just as always surprised how
much such stories about the alleged outsider (surfer dude! no university
affiliation!) attract cheerful attention, whereas the ‘inside of the ivory tower’ is
accused of ignorance and arrogance.

Hi Eric:

” Hi Sabine, Actually your place in the Smoliniverse is as the young, beautiful
woman who happens to be a brilliant and creative physicist. It’s very sly of Lee to
choose you as part of his public relations campaign.”

I know you didn’t mean it to be insulting, but it is. I’m neither Lee’s nor
anybodies PR agent.

Best,

B.

58. Bee
November 17, 2007

“I’ve suggested they apply for governmental,”

should be

“I’ve suggested they apply for governmental support,”

59. TE
November 17, 2007

I would like to see the action expanded explicitly in component fields in a
notation that particle physicists can understand.

Then, by inspection we should be able to check that:

1) All fields propagate with the correct signs in their kinetic terms
2) Higher derivative couplings are absent or suppressed by the Planck scale
3) All fields have the correct spin-statistics relation

or other obvious signs of inconsistency.

So far it is not clear to me that this theory is even consistent at low energies. I
have not spent the any time decoding the notation to see if the above consistency
constraints are satisfied. But I shouldn’t have to… these issues are absolutely
crucial and should be addressed prominently and explicitly in the paper.

Only after these basic hurdles are mounted, we can begin to discuss whether the
model is useful or addresses any important problems.

60. Garrett
November 17, 2007



TE:
The action is written down in an efficient expression on page 25. I did use some
fancy math tools, including Clifford algebra and the Hodge star, instead of using
indices. However, over the following two pages I expanded the terms of this
action in detail, including writing out the resulting Dirac action in curved
spacetime, in indexed components. I did this because I share your desire for a
complete and understandable exposition, in conventional notation.

You should be able to glance at the expanded, local coordinate form of these
expressions and confirm they match those of the Standard Model, with all the
correct signs, factors of 1/2, no higher derivative couplings, and the correct spin
statistics. It is true that the original action was chosen by hand such that this
comes out, but given the efficient expression used, I consider it non-trivial that
this works.

61. Eric
November 17, 2007

Sabine,
I’m sorry that you found that insulting, but I was just making a joke and trying to
complement you at the same time. The basic point is that if Smolin did want to
use someone for PR, you would be a good choice. In any case, let’s face it, this
whole media thing with Lisi’s paper is completely unwarranted. There’s really no
content there, just some big statements and nice pictures. It’s really amazing
that this work was funded by the Foundational Questions Institute, unless you
consider that Smolin is on the scientific advisory panel. Even Smolin I’m sure
knows that this work is wrong, but I believe he has an ulterior motive in
supporting it.

62. Bee
November 17, 2007

Hi Eric,

I was just making a joke and trying to complement you at the same time.

Apology accepted.

if Smolin did want to use someone for PR, you would be a good choice

Definitely not. I’m a researcher, Eric. The attention my blog currently gets is
about the maximum I am comfortable with. I am not writing it because I want to
advertise PI, Lee’s book or my papers, but because I like writing it. Since I am
currently not teaching I find it a nice way to contribute my part to spreading
knowledge, and to share the fascination my job brings – still, and still in new
ways.

In any case, let’s face it, this whole media thing with Lisi’s paper is completely
unwarranted. There’s really no content there, just some big statements and nice
pictures.



The paper has content, and I’ve explained in my post in great detail which. What
it does not provide in my opinion is a Theory of Everything, so I agree that the
media hype is unwarranted.

It’s really amazing that this work was funded by the Foundational Questions
Institute, unless you consider that Smolin is on the scientific advisory panel.
Even Smolin I’m sure knows that this work is wrong, but I believe he has an
ulterior motive in supporting it.

I don’t want to comment on Lee’s opinions, but it is quite astonishing to me how
you can be ‘sure’ about what he thinks. Best,

B.

63. Marcus
November 17, 2007

When you see a new theory in formation it’s legit to guess that the gaps will be
filled, new things found to reconcile it with observation, and the theory will
complete itself (if it looks to you like it will) and it’s likewise kosher to guess that
the gaps and imperfections won’t be worked out and the theory won’t complete.

Then if it is completed and firm predictions are derived it’s anybody’s guess
whether experiments confirm or refute. Whether its right or wrong is a later
issue. With the E8 theory we are seeing the outlines of something emerge and it
seems to have both some problems and some nice features.

What’s not acceptable is to hammer the theory relentlessly as if to punish it for
the fact that it attracted general public interest. Whatever the public does or
does not do, when you crit some new theory development it should be
constructive—when you point out problems you should acknowledge how they
might be resolved, at least in the first weeks and months when the whole thing,
the only thing that matters, is whether or not the theory gets other researchers
interested in working on it.

People in the public don’t have to be protected from believing something might
work. Plenty of them are smart and skeptical enough to know that proposed
ideas often don’t work, and they like to hear about new ideas anyway. It’s
common sense that new ideas can interbreed and morph and help start other
ideas—that some will disappear forever and others you will hear about a few
years down the road when they re-surface. I think the public knows that, or a
substantial sector does.

In Garrett’s case, what I read that he said sounded calm and forthright enough.
He was constantly pointing to parts of the theory that he was dissatisfied with
and looked to improve. And he was repeatedly pointing out that it could turn out
wrong—and might not agree with experiment.
I heard pride, but I did not hear hype.

The public reaction I saw was interest, but not whole-hog credulity. I don’t think
it was contrary to the longterm interests of science. Just normal reaction to some



good news. It’s good news that this new idea is out there trying to take shape,
whether it’s eventually shown right or wrong. And I really doubt anyone can
confidently say at this point.

64. Peter Woit
November 17, 2007

Eric,

I’ll delete any more comments insulting people, I don’t want my blog used for
this. You might want to note that this tactic hasn’t worked for Lubos, I suspect
one reason Garrett’s paper got so much attention was that people read what
Lubos had to say on the topic, and drew the conclusion that there must be
something to it.

65. Arun
November 17, 2007

I’m now veering to the opinion that science should be created in privacy, like
babies.

66. King Ray
November 17, 2007

Garrett,

I’ve only scanned through your paper briefly, but I can already say that your
theory is 10^500 times better than string theory!

Does your theory shed any light on why the electro-weak group is U(2) and the
electro-strong group is U(3), and the overall group is S(U(3)xU(2))? I’ve always
wondered why the U(3) and U(2) determinants were related in that way, i.e.,
epsilon_abc*epsilon_AB is an invariant (lower case indices are electrostrong 1-3
indices, upper case are electroweak 1-2 indices). This has to do with the global
structure of the gauge group of the standard model. If you assume that the
global group is S(U(3)xU(2)), and that anomalies cancel in each family, then you
get a unique solution for the hypercharges in a family (given the SU(3) and SU(2)
reps of the quarks and leptons):

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v43/i8/p2709_1

In your theory it is probably just due to the E8 structure. Have you looked at any
possible anomalies and their cancellations?

Keep up the good work. I agree with Lee Smolin, it seems to be the most
promising TOE for a while if everything works out. I never liked the plethora of
gauge bosons that came with large gauge group GUTs.

BTW, I have surfed at Pt. Mugu. Very powerful waves there.

67. Garrett
November 17, 2007

http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v43/i8/p2709_1
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v43/i8/p2709_1


It was. 

68. Garrett
November 17, 2007

(My last comment was to Arun)

69. Garrett
November 17, 2007

King Ray:

Almost all GUT’s explain S(U(3)xU(2)) the same way, and this one is no different.

I haven’t investigated anomalies yet, no.

70. King Ray
November 17, 2007

Garrett,

I can understand how larger gauge groups explain the global structure, for
instance in SU(5) the U(3) and U(2) are block diagonal in the 5×5 SU(5) matrix
and the total determinant must be 1, implying S(U(3)xU(2)) after breaking the
SU(5), but can you elaborate a little on how it works in your theory? You don’t
have many extra gauge bosons like SU(5) or SO(16), do you?

71. Garrett
November 17, 2007

King Ray:

That’s what the paper’s for.

72. King Ray
November 17, 2007

Garrett, ok, thanks, and BTW I meant SO(10) not SO(16)! Brain cramp or senior
moment…

73. Kralizec
November 17, 2007

Sabine Hossenfelder (Bee) said:

I am just as always surprised how much such stories about the alleged
outsider (surfer dude! no university affiliation!) attract cheerful
attention, whereas the ‘inside of the ivory tower’ is accused of
ignorance and arrogance.

The familiar sort of story you mention seems to be a product of the recurring
antagonism between “the many” and “the few,” or “the people” and “the great.”



Aristotle’s Politics and Machiavelli’s Discourses on Livy are both helpful
regarding the properties and interactions of these recurring factions. Popular
writers seem to have cast Garrett Lisi in the role of a man of the people who is
challenging the great and proving again that the people are their equals in every
way (including theoretical physics). I think Machiavelli discusses examples in
which one of the great suspects that a man of the people is being supported
covertly by another of the great. He appears to teach that the antagonism
between people and great is reproduced among factions of the great.

In case you decide to read the works I named, I’ll just make mention that Carnes
Lord and Joe Sachs are good translators of Aristotle and that the best available
translation of Machiavelli’s Discourses is probably Harvey Mansfield’s. Mansfield
is also highly regarded in some circles as an interpreter of both Aristotle and
Machiavelli.

74. mitchell porter
November 17, 2007

In the discussion at Sabine’s, Garrett seems confident that “quantum E8 theory”
is at least mathematically well-defined and therefore must be exploiting some
loophole in Coleman-Mandula, even if he doesn’t know what that loophole is.
Whereas Aaron Bergman is very skeptical but asks whether he’s missing
something in the construction.

Surely this issue can be resolved. I am climbing a steep learning curve in order
to participate here, but I have a few thoughts.

Let’s start with the classical theory. Garrett has an E8-valued connection on 3+1
dimensions. He has an action (his equation 3.7) which explicitly breaks part of
the E8 symmetry, including the part which notionally mixes fermions and bosons.
I say “notionally” because those terms don’t mean anything until we quantize.

Now compare this situation to the Standard Model coupled to gravity. A classical
theory exists here too; then you get to the quantum theory by substituting
operators for fields in the usual way.

This seems to be the crux of the debate with Aaron. You don’t need a super-Lie
algebra to quantize the Standard Model, because the fermions and bosons don’t
have to mix. Is it the same for Garrett’s theory? If the action didn’t already
contain those symmetry-breaking terms, wouldn’t Aaron be right? But given that
it does, does that mean that Garrett’s right? Section 3.2.3 must be the key here,
because that’s where the “fermionic” action is extracted.

75. ScienceLover
November 17, 2007

Popular writers seem to have cast Garrett Lisi in the role of a man of
the people who is challenging the great and proving again that the
people are their equals in every way (including theoretical physics).

It hasn’t gone that far right now. Lisi has not become a research politics factor –



the common man challenging the establishment. Instead the media phenomenon
shows all characteristics of a 15-minutes-of-fame story.

76. Dany
November 18, 2007

King Ray: “This has to do with the global structure of the gauge group of the
standard model. If you assume that the global group is S(U(3)xU(2)), and that
anomalies cancel in each family, then you get a unique solution for the
hypercharges in a family (given the SU(3) and SU(2) reps of the quarks and
leptons)”.

Hi King Ray,

In case that you missed it, see also arXiv:hep-th/9801011v1

Regards, Dany.

77. Arun
November 18, 2007

Sorry for being disjointed here – why I’m thinking now that science should be
developed in private, outside public gaze is that we’ve protested string hype –
the public claims made by physicists that a theory will deliver what it cannot
(yet?). We ought to be protesting Lisi E8 hype as well for exactly the same
reason. No double standards in this matter, please.

78. King Ray
November 18, 2007

Dany, thanks, I have seen that reference as well as Saller’s papers. The paper I
cited above is referenced in Agricola’s article that you cite and Saller’s book (Vol.
II) and papers. Was there a particular point in Agricola’s paper that you were
referring to?

79. Marcus
November 18, 2007

we’ve protested string hype – the public claims made by physicists that
a theory will deliver what it cannot (yet?). We ought to be protesting…

Arun,
impartiality and consistency are indeed essential but so is a sense of proportion.

80. Garrett
November 18, 2007

The hype is dying down. I’ve tried to make it very clear to every reporter I’ve
talked with that no matter how beautiful and promising a theory looks, its
validity is determined by predictions, and how those fare under experiment. And
that with any new theory, including this one which is still developing, an attitude
of healthy skepticism is appropriate.



The thing worrying me is… this E8 Theory was playing out very well in academia
before the media hype. I gave four talks on it, in quick succession, and each one
went better than the last, with a very good reception from physicists. And the
paper generated a great deal of interest. Then what I thought would be a nice
explanation for a lay audience in New Scientist spawned a media frenzy. I just
hope the hype didn’t obliterate serious consideration of the paper.

81. King Ray
November 18, 2007

Garrett,

I believe that you have handled yourself and the publicity as well as possible.

Last night I read all the posts on Bee’s blog, and I think you handled all the
attacks and criticisms that came your way in a manner that showed a great deal
of class and dignity, always answering every question or challenge in a good
natured way.

In everything I have read that you have said, I have detected no trace of your
trying to overhype your work, as string theorists have been very guilty of doing
with string theory. All I detect is the natural excitement and enthusiasm of a
theoretical physicist for his work in trying to understand the laws of nature.

In every instance you are extremely honest and straightforward and always point
out that the theory is in its early stages and could prove to be wrong, and that it
will make predictions that will be testable. I find this quite refreshing and
admirable. My hat is off to you for the way you have conducted yourself.

It might be useful for you to write a more expanded version of your paper, that is
more in the notation familiar to particle physicists, where you carefully and
redundantly explain your steps and methods, as if you were teaching a week or
two long class on your theory. A review section on the key points of Lie algebras
and group theory relevant to your work might also be useful, to bridge the gap,
since the theory of exceptional groups may be an impediment to many. It is
always good to show simple examples and then talk about the general case. I
know it is hard to try to do something like that when you are in the middle of
doing important work, but it could help your cause tremendously.

Keep up the good fight!

82. Aaron Bergman
November 18, 2007

A review section on the key points of Lie algebras and group theory relevant to
your work might also be useful, to bridge the gap, since the theory of exceptional
groups may be an impediment to many

This is not the problem. Everyone knows about E_8, Clifford algebras and BRST
symmetries — they’re standard material. What makes the paper difficult to read
(for me, at least) is the lack of standard notation (all the tildes, underlines and



dots, for example), and a number of missing steps in various derivations. I would
like to see a detailed step-by-step derivation of the standard model using
standard notation. I’d like to see the exact subgroup of E8 we’re using and the
decomposition of the adjoint rep of E8 under that subgroup with each rep
labelled with respect to every factor in the subgroup.

The standard model has a well-known set of fields with a well-known set of
quantum numbers and interactions. The paper presents a rather piecemeal
approach of getting to the standard model stuff, and it didn’t make much sense
to me. I’d like to see the Lagrangian (3.7) expanded out in its full glory, so to
speak.

Basically, right now it feels to me like reading the paper is a chore, and I have
better things to do. It’s not even clear to me at the moment what the resulting
symmetries of the Lagrangian are, and the more things I have to figure out when
I read the paper, the less urge I have to do so. Sounds selfish I know, but such
things are true about papers in general — you should try to make things as easy
as possible for your colleagues.

83. Arun
November 18, 2007

Sounds selfish I know, but such things are true about papers in general — you
should try to make things as easy as possible for your colleagues.

A good reminder that to have one’s ideas taken seriously by the scientific
community is a hard-earned privilege, not a right.

84. woit
November 18, 2007

Arun,

I think there is a significant difference between the overhyping of Garrett’s work
and the overhyping of string theory. One has to do with a very speculative idea
that just one person is working on, the other a very speculative research
program that has dominated particle theory for a couple decades, involving
thousands of people. I don’t think we’re anywhere near yet the situation where
some of the smartest graduate students in the subject are leaving the field
because they feel that only if they work on Garett’s theory could they find an
advisor and start a career for themselves at the best graduate programs.

There’s a constant stream of overhyped articles in the press about specific
speculative ideas in physics being promoted by one person or a small group.
New Scientist has such an article almost every week. Commenting on all such
articles would take a lot of time, and get them more attention than they deserve,
so mostly I think it’s best to just ignore them

The media Lisi-mania is a much more unusual phenomenon. It has gotten a much
wider distribution than usual, so it’s a good idea for physicists to put out some
more realistic points of view. I think the blogs on the whole have done a good job



of this. Anyone who reads the coverage here, at Sabine’s blog, and at Sean
Caroll’s should get a pretty accurate view of what is going on. They could also
read Lubos’s blog, but he is likely to just convince them that Garrett has
definitely accomplished something revolutionary that has driven string theorists
insane.

85. Dany
November 18, 2007

King Ray:” I have seen that reference as well as Saller’s papers. The paper I
cited above is referenced in Agricola’s article that you cite and Saller’s book (Vol.
II) and papers. Was there a particular point in Agricola’s paper that you were
referring to?”

King Ray,

I mentioned I.Agricola since you referred to 1991 paper by J.Hucks. My guess
was that you know all of them, but just in case… I think the discussion of his
results is off topic here. In addition, I consider it not adequate to the blog with
the general title “Not even wrong”.

Regards, Dany.

86. King Ray
November 18, 2007

Dany, no problem, I appreciate your pointing out the paper in any case, so thanks
again.

87. Arun
November 18, 2007

Peter,

The current hype sounds to me like Pons-Fleischman cold fusion, or more
charitably, Taleyerkhan’s acoustic cavitation bubble fusion.

-Arun

88. woit
November 18, 2007

Arun,

I think we’re still quite a ways away from the Pons-Fleischman level of media
frenzy. And that was an experimental claim, which led to many groups doing
experiments to try and replicate the results (as well as physicists selling
platinum short, convinced that the way platinum had been bid up because it was
the catalyst Pons-Fleischman used would soon collapse as the results weren’t
replicated). Claims from serious experimental physicists saying they have an
inexhaustible source of free energy are rather more rare than claims from
theorists that they have made progress towards a ToE.



89. Kralizec
November 18, 2007

ScienceLover Says:
November 17th, 2007 at 11:45 pm
…
It hasn’t gone that far right now. Lisi has not become a research
politics factor – the common man challenging the establishment.
Instead the media phenomenon shows all characteristics of a 15-
minutes-of-fame story.

Thanks; I understand, ScienceLover. I’m not, myself, suggesting that Mr. Lisi fits
into a people/great frame of the sort I described. It just appears that some
popular writers (and perhaps at least one fellow physicist) are trying to
understand the physicists and Mr. Lisi in terms of that continually re-emergent
sort of antagonism.

90. amused
November 19, 2007

The description of what has and hasn’t been done in this paper should be made a
lot clearer. E.g., I, and quite a few others it seems, got the impression that this
was supposed to be a unified field theory with E8 gauge symmetry containing
gravity and the SM. The e8 gauge connection and its curvature are discussed at
length in a way that gives the impression that they are to be used to construct
the action for the fields, presumably an e8 gauge-invariant one — otherwise, why
go on about it? If this had really been the case then there would be an immediate
issue with the Coleman-Mandula theorem. The remark in the paper about C-M
not being relevant because the spacetime is deSitter is nonsense, since Poincare
symmetry can be assumed for all practical purposes when applying the theory to
particle scatterings in labs.

The real reason why C-M turns out not to be relevant here (as noted by Aaron B.
over on Bee’s blog) is that the action proposed for the fields is not e8 gauge
invariant: Despite the impression the other parts of the paper give, the actual
construction of the action is not based on the e8 connection and its curvature.
Instead, it is pulled together from various parts of the e8 curvature in a way that
breaks the e8 gauge symmetry; the action is not invariant under transformations
that mix the gravitational and internal gauge parts of the e8 connection. This
seems really ad hoc to me — there is no governing principle like gauge
invariance for determining the action, it is just cooked up to reproduce the
gravity and the SM. (This seems to be Bee’s objection as well, if I understood her
comments rightly.) In light of this I don’t see any compelling reason for expecting
that the new “color scalar fields” that arise have anything to do with nature. So
at this point it seems that the paper is just one more not particularly well-
motived proposal for what beyond the SM physics might look like. (String
phenomenologists already have loads of these, apparently.) Well, it is not even
that yet — first one would have to quantized the theory, determine the particle
content, renormalizability etc. But a unified theory it certainly isn’t — where is
the unification?



As for the media hype, “surfer dude stuns physics” makes for a cool story but it
wouldn’t have happened without the backing of some big-name physicist. Smolin
was most obliging in this role, but I’m sure it was for the purest of motives (let’s
not be getting cynical here ;)). I share very much Bee’s concern about episodes
like this leading to an atmosphere where people feel pressured to be working on
media-appealing, hypeable topics rather than solid, conservative ones.

91. Bee
November 19, 2007

Hi amused:

This seems to be Bee’s objection as well, if I understood her comments rightly.

You did. Best,

B.

92. Harry
November 19, 2007

Mr. Lisi is now making the headlines in France, in one of the most famous
newspaper :

http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-979858@51-979860,0.html

(in french)

93. H-I-G-G-S
November 19, 2007

One does not have to examine the full E_8 structure to see the
“non-unification” unification aspects of the construction. Consider his
“unification” of the quarks and gluons of QCD using G_2. It is true that the 14-
dimensional adjoint rep of G_2 decomposes as the 8 + 3 + \bar 3 of SU(3) under
G_2 -> SU(3). And it is true that the gluons are in the 8 and the quarks and anti-
quarks in the 3 + \bar 3. So what? What action does Dr. Lisi propose? I am very
sure that if you wade through the obscure notation one will discover that either

1) It is the same action as that of QCD in which case G_2 plays absolutely no role
in the contruction.

2) It is not the same action as that of QCD in which case the theory is ruled out
by experiment.

It is a lazy author that can’t be bothered to work out the simple consequences of
his theory and explain them simply. And it is a lazy blogger (who is supposed to
be an expert in representation theory after all) who blogs about a paper and
adds to the hype without putting in a modest amount of effort to understand
what is going on.

94. Garrett

http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-979858@51-979860,0.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-979858@51-979860,0.html


November 19, 2007

amused:

This is a great improvement. It appears you are now understanding (if not
actually liking) the paper, as your factual statements are mostly correct. Now
please consider that matching the standard model fields and dynamics to parts of
the E8 connection and its curvature, with only a handful of exotic fields, is non-
trivial.

(You have passed through the first, second, and are now to the third stage of
acceptance (described on Bee’s blog).)

H-I-G-G-S:

I chose (1). And I’ve tried to make the paper as succinct as possible. On your last
comment, I’ll let Peter speak for himself.

95. woit
November 19, 2007

H-I-G-G-S,

This posting in no way purports to contain a technical examination of the paper
and its problems. I have put a “modest amount” of effort into understanding
what is going on, enough to see several problems with what Garrett is trying to
do. The sort of general unification/non-unification problem you bring up is
specifically addressed in the posting. I don’t think there’s anything at all in what
I wrote that hypes the paper, quite the contrary. The links I provided to places
where it is hyped were given in the context of noting that I don’t think this kind
of thing is a good idea at all.

I’ll provide you with another link, to the discussion and my comments at Sabine’s
blog, about how unprofessional it is to attack people from behind the cover of
anonymity, evading any responsibility for one’s actions:

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11/anonymity.html

96. Eric Weinstein
November 19, 2007

Hi Garrett,

Sorry to wade in late to this thread…but as an outsider, I haven’t yet learned to
talk shop with the physics media circus at full tilt. You guys should get that thing
fixed…

In helping us to understand the motivation for your beliefs, can you be at all
specific about how you see the origins of E8 as a symmetry group? Is it
effectively a black box to you or do you see a preferred set of objects
(constructed without benefit of E8) on which E8 acts as natural symmetries? For
example, do you have any insight into the Freudenthal/Tits magic square

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11/anonymity.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11/anonymity.html


construction that is not already present?

As you are likely aware, many of us hold the prejudice that if nature uses
exceptional algebra as you assert, a complete physical theory based on E8 should
eventualy illuminate its ‘purpose’ through some kind of principle of emergent
exceptional symmetry. As best as I can tell, at this stage your paper treats E8 as
an unmotivated combinatorial anomaly from mathematics to be used by physics.

Lastly, there is a tremendous ammount of rich folk wisdom held by very
respectable mathematicians about E8, most of which is unfortunately
unpublished (as it is generally treated as a private hobby). If you would like to
talk off line, I could recommend some folks to you who do not seem to be on your
acknolwedgement list. This is pretty specialized theory even for Lie Group
specialists.

Regards,

Eric

97. amused
November 19, 2007

Garrett,

“Now please consider that matching the standard model fields and dynamics to
parts of the E8 connection and its curvature, with only a handful of exotic fields,
is non-trivial.”

To my mind this has the same status as various remarkable numerical relations
and coincidences that people sometimes find among the fundamental constants
of nature: interesting to some extent, but, on its own, not real physics.

98. anon.
November 19, 2007

Here’s a link to Babelfish’s English translation of the Le Monde article about
Garrett’s theory. (It’s not much of a translation, but it’s still helpful if your
French is as rusty as mine.)

99. Fabrizio Nesti
November 19, 2007

HIGGS boson, Amused:

I also were quite surprised after understanding that Garrett’s action was not E8
invariant. I think the paper is not so clear about this point. The question is then,
which kind of unification is this? Of the three unification steps (find multiplets,
give an invariant action and find a breaking mechanism) Garrett only carried out
the first one.

Given that, the result of this first step is really nice and non trivial, since you
should appreciate that some Higgs is contained in the E8 connection, as well as

http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-979858@51-979860,0.html&lp=fr_en
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-979858@51-979860,0.html&lp=fr_en
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-979858@51-979860,0.html&lp=fr_en
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-979858@51-979860,0.html&lp=fr_en
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-979858@51-979860,0.html&lp=fr_en
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-979858@51-979860,0.html&lp=fr_en
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-3244,36-979858@51-979860,0.html&lp=fr_en


_three_ families. This is for the excitement. The rest just calls for much
(exciting!) work in the future.

About Coleman-Mandula, I can clarify: the point is not desitter or noninvariance
– because eventually one will look for an invariant theory. The point is that above
the unification scale there is probably no metric, because the metric itself is
inside the e8 connection. If at high energy there is no metric, there is no time, no
standard scatterings and thus no Coleman-Mandula.

This point made Lubos go berserk even before Garrett’s paper, so I suppose he
was prepared – but more robust critics could have been raised than this one..

best,
Fabrizio

100. Aaron Bergman
November 19, 2007

Given that, the result of this first step is really nice and non trivial, since you
should appreciate that some Higgs is contained in the E8 connection, as well as
_three_ families.

But that’s not true even if we accept the identifications made in the paper. The
three families are not identical — they live in different representations and do
not accord with the standard model.

The question about C-M is about the low energy effective theory, not so much
about the high energy theory. But, given the lack of clarity about what the
symmetries of the theory actually are, this may be irrelevant.

101. Bee
November 19, 2007

Gag, my visit count is going nuts again, thanks to

Stuff string theory – try E8 to explain the universe.

102. Peter Woit
November 19, 2007

Thanks Bee,

I’ve given up on trying to keep track of all the articles, thanks to my readers for
posting here any they find that haven’t been mentioned and are of interest. On
the whole, about the science, many are overhyped and pretty misleading in
various ways, a few include an appropriate amount of skepticism.

103. H-I-G-G-S
November 19, 2007

Dear Peter,

http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/06/wittens-monstrous-paper-is-out.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/06/wittens-monstrous-paper-is-out.html
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2007/11/19/maths_universe_everything/
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2007/11/19/maths_universe_everything/


Thanks for the link. I suggest you read it. I am not anonymous, I have a
pseudonym. As Bee points out, there is a difference. I’ve posted under H-I-G-G-S
before and will do so again, unless you block my comments. My actions have
consequences, at least in the blogosphere.

Anyway, let’s get back to the physics. Garrett agrees that as far as the quarks
and gluons are concerned G_2 is totally irrelevant. Since he does the same thing
with E8, that is combines all the fields into one connection, but then writes down
an action piecemeal to agree with the SM, I am tempted to say that the whole E8
is irrelevant. But I think this is not totally fair. After all the SM fields fit into E8
with some room left over, so the model “predicts” these extra particles. Of course
I could just as easily invent a theory of everything based on a noncompact form
of SU(248) or SO(196884) or an infinite number of other groups which would
“unify” everything in the same way. And since the action is whatever he wants it
to be and there is no dynamics to break the E8 symmetry, there is no prediction
for the masses or couplings of these particles. If they are not found, he can just
adjust the mass scale however he wants. I really would have to say that this
model is a prime example of a theory that is “not even wrong.” As the old joke
goes, this paper contains new and correct results, but what is correct is not new,
and what is new is not correct. What part of this do you find interesting and
worthy of encouragement?

Sincerely,
Not the real P.W.H. FRS

104. Peter Woit
November 19, 2007

H-I-G-G-S,

I suggest you actually read my posting, where I explain precisely what I think
about what Garrett is trying to do, and what parts of it I think are worthy of
encouragement. You might also notice that I explictly make the point you’re
trying to make, explaining why I’m dubious about this kind of “unification” since
it doesn’t solve the problem of how to break the larger symmetry in a way that
makes the setup predictive. In principle fitting SM symmetries together into a
simple exceptional group like E8 could be constraining enough to be predictive,
even after symmetry breaking, but lots of people have tried this kind of thing
without success. He seems to be trying something different than a standard GUT
set-up, one assuming a mixing of space-time and internal symmetries that won’t
work in the standard QFT formalism. Maybe he can get something out of this, I
certainly encourage him to keep trying.

105. amused
November 20, 2007

Fabrizio,

“About Coleman-Mandula, I can clarify: the point is not desitter or noninvariance
– because eventually one will look for an invariant theory. The point is that above
the unification scale there is probably no metric, because the metric itself is



inside the e8 connection. If at high energy there is no metric, there is no time, no
standard scatterings and thus no Coleman-Mandula.”

If at some point in the future someone comes up with an invariant high energy
theory of the kind you describe, which has Lisi’s model as a low energy effective
theory, then we can discuss it. But at the moment there is no proposal for such a
theory, and no compelling reason for expecting one to exist, so talking about it is
just idle speculation.

106. chris
November 20, 2007

hi amused,

if it is only idle speculation, then why do you (and many others) keep poking at
this point? is it just motl’s evil spirit haunting 

the lisi lagrangean does fulfill the C-M theorem. just plain simple like that. it
does no nontrivial mixing. the hope (and it is just a hope) is, that maybe at higher
scales a mechanism will ultimately provide… but he does not even speak about
that.

107. chris
November 20, 2007

ps:

oh, and to anticipate the “then it’s all vacous” argument: how much explicit
dynamics did the original gell-mann eightfold way provide?

108. Fabrizio Nesti
November 20, 2007

Aaron:
The three families are not identical — they live in different representations and
do not accord with the standard model.

Well, we do know triality. The point (I alrady raised in Bee’s blog) is whether
triality is inserted by hand or comes out of the theory itself. For this I think you’ll
need a high energy completion… again.

Peter,
I happened to re-read your posting and I have a comment that came to me also
after reading your book. You wrote that as in GUT programs, you move the
problem from symmetry to symmetry breaking, and for this reason you get no
predictions, except maybe proton decay in simplest models, that we do not
observe. I agree but I just want to point out that simplest models are anyway
already ruled out by other aspects (by fermion masses, notably) so there is no
point in ruling them out. Realistic nonminimal models, even SU(5), they do _not_
predict a fast proton decay, so they are not ruled out.



So the situation is probably even worse than how you put it. No new-physics idea
can actually be ruled out, they are simply not predictive, alone. Not GUT – not
certainly strings or extra dimensions – not even SUSY (if we’ll not see it, one may
still raise this and that to make it invisible). And not even these theories unifying
Lorentz and internal symmetries.

Maybe the point is that mathematical ideas, geometry, unifications etc, are just
nice frameworks… while one needs a complete detailed theory -scales- to make
predictions. Btw this is what the standard model is – a complete theory up to
100GeV :).

ok, just free thinking,

best,
Fabrizio

109. mitchell porter
November 20, 2007

It would be funny if Garrett’s theory turned out to be just another limit of string
theory – perhaps of some “noncanonical” form of string theory (e.g. see Lubos’s
list under “Strong leadership of supersymmetry”, here). There is actually a
“single-E8” string theory, a heterotic tachyon. Only, that’s a compact E8.

So far as I can see, the situation with respect to Coleman-Mandula is this.
Garrett’s action is consistent with the theorem because the full E8 symmetry is
broken. However, the hope or presumption is that the symmetry-breaking terms
come from somewhere and that the fundamental theory does have full E8
symmetry. At this point the CM problem returns. Fabrizio Nesti in his papers
says that CM is evaded because the full symmetry only manifests in a high-
temperature topological phase (no metric). If that doesn’t make sense, we will be
left with Aaron’s suggestion to use supersymmetry after all – in which case we’d
surely end up with some sort of supergravity, and my notion that this is just
another superstring limit would look even more plausible.

What I want to understand now is the part about triality and the three
generations. There is definitely handwaving on this point (page 28: “not
presently understood well enough to write down”).

110. mitchell porter
November 20, 2007

I’ll risk really exposing my ignorance and voice one more thought. One of the
basic ideas here is that E8 could provide a nonsupersymmetric way to unite
fermions and bosons. Meanwhile, one corner of superstring theory has an E8xE8
symmetry; and the Monster group shows up in certain compactifications, e.g. a
Leech lattice orbifold (I think). Now the Leech lattice is rather similar to a copy
of three E8 root lattices. So I wonder if there’s a third E8 lurking in string theory,
that’s responsible for the supersymmetry.

111. amused

http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/strings-as-microsoft.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/07/strings-as-microsoft.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/09/horava-and-keeler-on-non-supersymmetric.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/09/horava-and-keeler-on-non-supersymmetric.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/09/horava-and-keeler-on-non-supersymmetric.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/09/horava-and-keeler-on-non-supersymmetric.html


November 20, 2007

hi chris,

It’s hilarious to think that I might be possessed by Lubos’ evil spirit  especially
considering our previous history in the blogsphere (which includes, among other
things, my successful goading of Jacques Distler into denouncing him…although
I got the feeling that Jacques quite enjoyed the opportunity to do that). Perhaps
Peter W. should be called on to perform an exorcism.

At any rate, my last two comments above were in reply to comments addressed
to me by Garrett and Fabrizio, so I don’t think they qualify as poking. And my
first comment above was just a summary of my opinion on the paper after a bit of
reflection and recovery from the mammoth discussion over at Bee’s blog.

Your comment raises an interesting general question though: why were those of
us who do physics for a job spending time on reading and discussing this paper?
Is it really that interesting compared to all the other physics things we could
have been doing? It’s not as if Garrett is the only alternative physicist out there
with his own theory. E.g. Tony Smith seems just as well qualified academically
(he has a Ph.D. from Princeton), and, for all I know, his theories could be just as
deserving (or undeserving) of attention as Garrett’s. (Besides the media hype,
it’s kind of ironic that Garrett is getting blog postings devoted to his theory while
Tony gets told to shut up every time he mentions his ones.) My own reasons for
spending time on this were: (i) The reported opinions of various prominent
physicists; e.g. Smolin apparently described it as “fabulous”. (ii) With all the
media attention on this, Joe Public wants to know what the consensus opinion of
professional physicists is, so probably we have some responsibility to assess the
paper and make our opinions known.

But as far as “alternative theories” go, there are others that are much more
worthy of attention than this one. Just to give an example, C. Wetterich has been
developing an “alternative” proposal for explaining electroweak symmetry
breaking based on chiral coupling of matter to massless antisymmetric tensor
field in hep-ph/0607051, arXiv:0709.1102. This looks really interesting and
elegant (without having studied it in detail), but seems to have been completely
ignored so far. (However, the author is no doubt less colorful: he’s a full
professor at one of Europe’s illustrious universities — how boring if progress in
physics werre to come from someone like that!) I can’t help getting a feeling that
something is fundamentally wrong somewhere when work like this is being
ignored while Garrett’s paper is being debated on physics blogs and reported on
Fox News. And it is a worry that with this and all the other hype they are
subjected to, the public will be too jaded to pay attention and care in the future if
and when there really is some major gravity/particle theory breakthrough worth
telling them about.

In reply to the rest of your comments:

“the lisi lagrangean does fulfill the C-M theorem. just plain simple like that. it
does no nontrivial mixing.”



Indeed. Which is why I wrote in first comment above that C-M is “not relevant”
in this case.

“the hope (and it is just a hope) is, that maybe at higher scales a mechanism will
ultimately provide… but he does not even speak about that.”

No, but Fabrizio did speak about it and my “idle speculation” remark was
directed to him.

“oh, and to anticipate the “then it’s all vacous” argument: how much explicit
dynamics did the original gell-mann eightfold way provide?”

One big difference is that Gell-Mann proposed SU(3) as a genuine (unbroken)
symmetry of the strong interactions, so the properties (quantum numbers etc) of
the new particles can be inferred from the fact that they are in the same
multiplet as other known ones. There is no such information in Garrett’s model
since the symmetry is broken. While we’re on this topic, a final poke: It is
ridiculous how Garrett has been saying (in statements attributed to him in the
press) that the LHC will determine whether his theory is right or not. How does
he know whether or not the exotic particles in his theory should show up there?
Maybe they should already have shown up in previous experiments, in which
case their absence disproves the theory. Or maybe they show up at energies
much beyond LHC? Does he have any idea at all at which energies they should
show up?

112. Fabrizio Nesti
November 20, 2007

…“maybe at higher scales a mechanism will ultimately provide… but he does not
even speak about that.”
No, but Fabrizio did speak about it and my “idle speculation” remark was
directed to him.

Yes, Amused,
I did’nt reply to you because I agreed with Chris: Garrett does not speak of the
full theory in the symmetric phase. (And in any case, he should speak for
himself.)

As far as I am concerned, in our paper (Graviweak Unification) we _do_ provide
both the action in the fully symmetric phase and its breaking: above the breaking
scale CM does not apply, below it holds, of course. This is why I wrote that
clarification.

In the E8 case, I can only hope that a similar breaking mechanism can be found,
but it’s more difficult.

About the ghosts-as-fermions, I have no idea of how this could work, and if.
Lubos says that this can not be done. It should be easy to work out a simple toy
model using BRST. Maybe Peter has thought to it.

I think that blogs (let alone the media) are not the place to demonstrate



something right or wrong, and the silence of most scientific community is a good
sign. One should just close the browser for some time, sit down and try to see if
ideas can be made to work. This is what serious physicists will do, anyway.

Fabrizio

113. Aaron Bergman
November 20, 2007

Well, we do know triality. The point (I alrady raised in Bee’s blog) is whether
triality is inserted by hand or comes out of the theory itself. For this I think you’ll
need a high energy completion… again.

Triality at the moment is just a bit of hand-waving hope. There’s no way that I
can see that one could insert it by hand to recover the three generation structure
of the standard model. Different representations remain different
representations no matter how many automorphisms you do.

114. chris
November 20, 2007

hi amused,

thanks for your long, detailed reply. indeed i find it strange too, how the
attention of the public and of the theoretical physicists is divided between
different approaches and how they influence each other. i think it just serves to
show how much our profession is affected by trends and hot topics, too. and also
how little every one given individual can actually comprehend of the whole field
or how much the judgment is not guided by any higher principle we like to
appeal to (like truth or beauty), but just by trust in our or other peoples opinions.

well. one point i would like to make though is that i think it is not so far out to
claim the unobserved particles in the spectrum not to be at too high energies.
the natural reason i see is just plain simple again: these are particles that should
show up in the effective theory at low energy. they explicitly populate the spots
in the broken lagrangean. this is in stark contrast to e.g. the SU(5) X and Y
bosons. so while it is still questionable to claim anything will be seen at the LHC
it is no more of a misleading statement to me than the TeV scale bulk gravities or
anything that tries to bring new particles within lhc reach.

and finally: you very well know that SU(3) is broken right from the start of the
construction. weakly broken i concur, but nonetheless, there never was hope of
an unbroken flavor SU(3). all there was were the SU(3) reps and particles of
different mass that fitted them.

115. amused
November 20, 2007

Hi Fabrizio,

Thanks for your clarifying comment. I wasn’t aware of your work, and it is



interesting to hear that you have a high energy completion of this kind in your
case.

116. amused
November 20, 2007

hi chris,

Yes, we are reliant a lot on the opinion of “authorities”, which imo places a lot of
responsibility on them to be careful about what they say and what they hype.

If the TEV scale gravity proponents, string phenomenologists etc make claims
that their theories will be tested at the LHC then that is of course just as bad as
if Garrett does it. But in the cases I’ve noticed those people always say maybe…

And yes, I meant of course approximately exact flavour SU(3) symmetry, not
100% exact.

117. Tony Smith
November 20, 2007

amused said “… I [amused] can’t help getting a feeling that something is
fundamentally wrong somewhere when work like …[that of]… C. Wetterich …
hep-ph/0607051 … is being ignored while Garrett’s paper is being debated on
physics blogs and reported on Fox News. …”.
Wetterich says in that paper:
“… Antisymmetric tensor fields with chiral couplings to quarks and leptons may
induce spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking in a model without a
“fundamental” Higgs scalar. … Furthermore a scalar top-antitop condensate
forms, giving mass to the weak gauge bosons and fermions. …”.

Wetterich’s idea of a physical antisymmetric tensor field is interesting both
physically and historically, since similar structures were used by Einstein and
Schroedinger in some of their models. Maybe Wetterich has found a physical use
justifying the basic intuition of Einstein and Schroedinger ? Wouldn’t that be
something worthy of popular news commentary ?

Wetterich’s idea of “a scalar top-antitop condensate” acting effectively as a
Higgs mechanism, even if it may not be unique to him, is still a phase of his work
that might be explored by experiments at the LHC. Wouldn’t that be worth at
least a little pro-LHC publicity ?

As amused said, Wetterich is “… a full professor at one of Europe’s illustrious
universities …”, so lack of professional qualification cannot explain the fact that
Wetterich’s work is not as widely publicized and evaluated as that of Garrett Lisi,
and
that leads to amused’s statement that
“… it wouldn’t have happened [for Garrett Lisi] without the backing of some big-
name physicist. Smolin was most obliging in this role …”,
and
that leads to a question about whether or not approval by a prominent third



party is a necessary condition for acceptance of new ideas.

For example,
only after Freeman Dyson’s approval was QED of Feynman and Schwinger
widely accepted,
and
only after Ben Lee’s approval was ‘t Hooft’s proof of electroweak
renormalizability widely accepted,
and
without such approval-by-prominent-third-party, QED by E. C. G. Stueckelberg
was ignored.

Tony Smith

PS -amused also said “… Tony Smith … has a Ph.D. from Princeton …”.
Actually, my Princeton degree is an A.B. in math (1963),
and I do not have a Ph.D.,
so I am not “… as well qualified academically …” as Garrett Lisi,
but
I appreciate the other kind words from amused.

118. Coin
November 20, 2007

C. Wetterich has been developing an “alternative” proposal for explaining
electroweak symmetry breaking based on chiral coupling of matter to massless
antisymmetric tensor field… I can’t help getting a feeling that something is
fundamentally wrong somewhere when work like this is being ignored while
Garrett’s paper is being debated on physics blogs and reported on Fox News.

I don’t think the “people shouldn’t be blogging about X, because blogging about
Y would be more important” argument is ever fruitful. If Y is important, okay,
blog about that too. If someone wrote a blog post about the Wetterich guy’s thing
I’d read it. I’m not sure I’d completely understand it, but I’d try. In the meantime,
the energy spent on covering Garrett Lisi is not energy that’s being taken away
from covering Prof. Wetterich. If Lisi’s paper had not dropped this month I think
the most likely alternative would have been that the physics blogs for the last
couple of weeks would have just been quieter.

And it’s certainly the case that if Lisi hadn’t published this month, Fox News still
wouldn’t be talking about Wetterich’s new approach to the EWSB problem– Fox
News doesn’t even know what the words “Electroweak Symmetry Breaking”
mean. They do know what the words “unifies gravity with particle physics”
mean, though, which is why they’ll write stories about that but not Higgsless
EWSB models. (If you want to identify something “fundamentally wrong” here,
then focus on that– that some of the most objectively important problems in real
physics are things that the general public doesn’t even realize are problems that
need to be solved! Never mind Wetterich’s “interesting and elegant” new
approach for a minute– if the EWSB problem were solved tomorrow, would you
know how to express this in a way that a Fox News viewer would care, or clearly



realize that something truly important had happened?)

119. amused
November 20, 2007

Good grief, I didn’t mean that Wetterich’s papers should be discussed in the
popular media instead of Lisi’s. That obviously wouldn’t be appropriate. The
point i was trying to make was that it might be interesting to consider how and
why those of us who are trained physicists here ended up spending a fair bit of
time discussing Lisi’s paper when there are other papers out there that are
arguably more deserving of attention but seem to be going unnoticed. The
general question of what is it that determines which papers get attention from
the physics community seems an interesting one, but perhaps that’s getting off-
topic here.

120. Coin
November 20, 2007

Amused: Well, alright, sorry I misunderstood you then.

121. amused
November 20, 2007

That’s ok, I probably should have made it more clear.
And apologies to Tony for misremembering his degree.

122. Nic
November 22, 2007

Distler seems to have purely group-theoretical arguments to exclude the viability
of the model:

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001505.html#more

123. alex
November 22, 2007

“Distler seems to have purely group-theoretical arguments to exclude the
viability of the model:”

Good! At last someone put a stop to this absurdity.

Thanks Jacques!

124. a.k.
November 22, 2007

..I do not think Garrett claimed to have an ’embedding’ of the direct product of
the groups in question into E8 but to have any of these groups embedded as
subgroups. As I already mentioned elsewhere, from my point of view, even at
high energies, to get predictions, the E8-bundle should reduce to these
subgroups which is by standard fibre bundle theory equivalent to having a global

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001505.html#more
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001505.html#more


section in the bundle associated to E8/H, where H is the subgroup in question.
Furthermore, the total connection should reduce to these subbundles, given they
exist. Both facts might very well be true without having an embedding of a direct
product as Distler discussed.

125. Tony Smith
November 23, 2007

According to a recent Telegraph article by Roger Highfield:

“… a representative of a Hollywood film production company has been in touch
with the Telegraph saying that “I loved the article and think it has great potential
for a feature film.” And at least one major agent is scrambling to sell publishers a
book that will tell the story of Garrett Lisi and his struggles to comprehend the
cosmos.
…
he has become something of a celebrity and he admitted yesterday that he was
finding the attention overwhelming – indeed he has refused to appear on
television.
“I’m currently spending the bulk of my time corresponding with physicists, which
I consider to be of prime importance. “…”.

Garrett’s preference for doing physics over TV etc seems to me to be a very
responsible attitude,
and I hope that he is able to maintain it under the pressure of possibly
exploitative offers from Hollywood, book agents, etc.

Tony Smith

126. Dany
November 23, 2007

Tony Smith:” I hope that he is able to maintain it under the pressure of possibly
exploitative offers from Hollywood, book agents, etc.”

Tony,

I guess it will be great fun to see Hollywood movie and read a book about “his
struggles to comprehend the cosmos”. But what about the former American
common boy stereotype with the forelock? He is Ockham razor shaven.

Regards, Dany.

127. Chris Oakley
November 23, 2007

According to a friend at UCSD Garrett Lisi already has appeared on TV recently
(dressed in once instance as a red indian). They obviously love the idea of him
being the rebel who is rocking the foundations of physics.

Well – good luck to him.



But I wonder … if the string theory community had not started the trend of
trumpeting speculative non-results to the press, would they have taken an
interest?

128. Tony Smith
November 23, 2007

Chris Oakley said
“… According to a friend at UCSD Garrett Lisi already has appeared on TV
recently (dressed in once instance as a red indian). …”.

According to a Fox6 (San Diego TV Fox station) web article by Jim Patton:
“… Lisi is a San Diego native who received his Ph.D. in Physics from U.C.S.D.. He
also appears to be a true San Diego son with an obsession for surfing and snow
boarding that splits his time between Maui and Nevada.
My interview with Lisi took place via email. …”.

In light of that, perhaps Garrett has been true to his “refus[al] to appear on
television”, and what appeared on San Diego TV may have been a news story by
Jim Patton based on the email interview with background pictures from Garrett’s
web site. As to Garrett being “… dressed … as a red indian …”, I suspect that
may be a misinterpretation of the cover picture on Garrett’s web site at
sifter.org/~aglisi/ which picture shows Garrett at Burning Man standing in front
of a colorful exhibit.

Tony Smith

129. H-I-G-G-S
November 23, 2007

Dear Peter,

While you did not hype the content of this paper, like it or not, once you have a
science blog you become part of the science media. Science reporters will look to
your blog and others (even though this is in general a dubious method of
gathering reliable information) to find out what is new and interesting. Because
of this I think you should take some care with the topics you cover, particularly
when you say things like you are fond of the ideas he is pursuing or that you are
hopeful this line of thinking will lead somewhere. In this case you contributed to
the idea that this model has some credibility, which it does not. Sean at Cosmic
Variance was an even more egregious example of this, so don’t think I’m singling
out your blog.

I’d also suggest that you be a mensch and replace your latest update concerning
Distler’s post on this with something more along the lines of “Distler has found
an explicit error in Lisi’s treatment of the representation theory of E8.” You are
supposed to be an expert on representation theory, so certainly you should be
able to check whether Distler is right or not.

130. Peter Woit
November 23, 2007



H-I-G-G-S,

I see one of the main goals of this blog as being to provide a source of accurate
information for anyone interested in the same topics as I am. I think that’s what
I’ve done in this posting, and that’s what I’ll continue to do.

The reference to Jacques’s posting is perfectly accurate and I hope helpful to
people. I see no need to editorialize in the way you suggest. For one thing, you
might notice that the only comment in my posting about Garrett’s E8 scheme is
that it’s the kind of thing that leaves me cold. As you might guess from that, I
haven’t worked through the details of the representation theory in Garrett’s
paper, nor the details in Jacques’s posting, so I don’t think it’s a good idea for me
to do anything other than to refer people to the actual discussion between them,
where they can make up their minds for themselves.

As for the degree of my menschlichkeit, you might notice that I regularly link to
and suggest that people look at many things that Jacques posts. In return, his
policy towards me is one of absolute refusal to link to or acknowledge the
existence of anything I ever write, as well as to make sure that no link appears in
any internet source he controls, such as hep-th trackbacks and his Planet
Musings blog aggregator.

131. Arun
November 24, 2007

The Economist gets Lisi-mania:

http://www.economist.com/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=10170958

This hype is unjustified and IMO, is damaging to particle physics.

Quoting:

Yet the theory has several appealing facets. It is elegant. It is expected to make
testable predictions. Unlike some of the more complicated efforts to devise a
theory of everything, this one should either succeed relatively rapidly or fail
spectacularly. And that is more than can be said for three decades of work by
other physicists.

It hasn’t occurred to them that it is not even a theory.

132. How Can We Turn The Tide?
November 24, 2007

It is now apparent that the Lisi affair was due largely to “String Theory Envy.”

But two not even wrongs do not make a right.

It is understandable that Lee and Peter might have been swayed towards Lisi’s
paper by Lubos’s rejection and dismissal of the paper, but it would have been
better if Lee and Peter would have judged the paper based on its merits, which
would have entailed reading it, and at least attempting to comprehend it, even if

http://www.economist.com/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=10170958
http://www.economist.com/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=10170958


being comprehended was not Garrett’s primary incentive for his media
campaign, pictures of him surfing, and ultimately meaningless youtube video
with the hot, english female voice.

At least Lubos read the paper, as did Distler.

Did Lee? And if so, how can he call it “fabulous?”

133. Bee
November 24, 2007

Can you turn the tide? : Garrett gave a seminar here at PI about his work in early
October, he stayed two weeks during which we had several discussions. New
Scientists asked Lee and me for comments on the paper before it was on the
arxiv but then extended the deadline (I am not sure why but think Lee
complained). I am glad they did, as I find it extremely inappropriate to ask
people to comment on a paper they haven’t even seen. If you ask me, they should
leave at least several months to think about it. There is a reason why good peer
review takes time. The only reason my blog post went out as soon as the paper
was on the arxiv was that I had written it previously, since Garrett sent me a
copy of the paper (plus it has been on his wiki anyhow). As far as I know
NewScientist knew about Garrett’s stuff from a talk he gave earlier during the
summer this year. Nothing of that interest in Garrett’s work had anything to do
with Lee or Peter. I find it quite astonishing how you (and others above) manage
to blame a single person using the word ‘fabulous’, ignoring all the hundreds of
people who echoed the same initial articles over and over again, without adding
one epsilon of content, gradually polarizing and distorting the little scientific
content such an article can have at all. If anybody is to blame for that then its
everybody not acting against such a decline of journalism down to cheap
entertainment, with no other purpose than collecting links and visitors who click
on the advertisement banner.

134. TonyC
November 24, 2007

“How Can We Turn The Tide” says “It is now apparent that the Lisi affair was
due largely to ‘String Theory Envy”:

Why is that? Have you found some fatal error in Lisi’s E8 mapping? If so, share it
with us. If not, what makes this claim “apparent”? If Lisi maps all known
particles to E8 correctly, this puts constraints on possible interactions, and
constraints on future discoveries. Why isn’t that a “theory”? Even if he has to
work out his symmetry breaks “by hand”, we may gain insight by examining the
results and looking for commonalities.

What evidence do you present that Lisi’s primary incentive was anything other
than being comprehended? It seems rather difficult to support your theory of
“String Theory Envy” when Lisi’s proposed mapping is at least falsifiable by the
LHC and String Theory (also not a theory), to my knowledge, is not. If anything, I
think the opposite is true, the string theory community envies Lisi getting any
attention whatsoever, probably because the very concept of falsifiability



threatens their funding and Lisi is emphasizing the value of that radical concept.
As long as we are claiming things are “apparent” with zero evidence to support
the claim, I claim my interpretation is even more “apparent” than yours.

135. alex
November 24, 2007

Bee, you forgot to add another Lee’s quote: “It is one of the most compelling
unification models I’ve seen in many, many years”.
So, at least Lee has “seen” it and found it “the most compelling”. To make such a
conclusion one would presume the Lee must have taken some time (as Jacques
did, for example) to check at least some of the details.

136. H-I-G-G-S
November 24, 2007

Bee,

I don’t think you can blame this all on journalists gone bad. It’s amazing that
after a seminar and a few discussions neither you nor Lee could understand what
Lisi was saying well enough to tell that it was total nonsense. If you had realized
that I presume you would not have found it worth blogging about and the
reporters would have had one less reason to get worked up over this.

TonyC,

Go read Distler’s blog. If you know enough math to understand it you will see
that all the elementary particles do not fit into E8. Period, no ifs ands or buts.
And the “triality” he proposes as some kind of cure is equally meaningless. This
“theory” won’t be tested at the LHC. You can’t make predictions if your starting
point is bunch of jumbled up concepts that don’t make sense, a hope and a
prayer that someone else will make sense of it, and wrong math.

137. TonyC
November 24, 2007

H-I-G-G-S:

Distler proves you can’t have 3 copies of R in E8. Lisi acknowledges this and
anticipated the problem. Later Lisi admits to a mathematical misunderstanding.
Distler has NOT proven all the elementary particles do not fit in E8, they just
cannot fit in the way Distler thinks they must fit, so he dismisses the entire
exercise as futile; while Lisi does not. This academic disagreement over whether
Lisi’s mapping has any merit or might lead to something useful seems to me
pretty thin evidence for accusing Lisi of String Theory Envy or celebrity
mongering.

138. Arun
November 24, 2007

H-I-G-G-S: I see nothing wrong in Bee’s no-sharp-elbows approach – she reached

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11/theoretically-simple-exception-of.html#c472892450267792708
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11/theoretically-simple-exception-of.html#c472892450267792708


the right conclusion.

139. H-I-G-G-S
November 24, 2007

TonyC:

Please tell me what you mean, in mathematical terms, by “Lisi maps all known
particles to E8 correctly.” Distler interpreted this in the obvious way and showed
it was false. If you have some other mapping of this statement into mathematics
please tell me and then we can check if it is true. If you can’t tell me what you
mean than I would politely suggest that you should withhold judgement until you
learn more.

140. Bee
November 24, 2007

H-I-G-G-S: I don’t think you can blame this all on journalists gone bad. It’s
amazing that after a seminar and a few discussions neither you nor Lee could
understand what Lisi was saying well enough to tell that it was total nonsense. If
you had realized that I presume you would not have found it worth blogging
about and the reporters would have had one less reason to get worked up over
this.

I don’t blame it all on journalists, certainly not. I blame everybody who blames
others, instead of taking responsibility. Journalists who say they just believed the
scientists, scientists who say journalists just misrepresent them, bloggers who
say it’s all the media’s fault. I blame myself since I possibly contributed to the
hype, even though it was my intention to provide a balanced article with pros
and cons. I had heard Garrett’s talk, I had read the paper, and I told him
(repeatedly) that I think he does not clearly state how much extra assumptions
he has to make by hand. I told him that even before he gave the talk at PI. When
I wrote my post, I knew the New Scientist article would come out soon, I knew
they had asked Lee for his opinion, and I knew Lee’s opinion. I know New
Scientist enough to realize they would listen to him. I knew the title of the paper,
and I know Lubos enough to predict he’d jump on it, especially thanks to the
acknowledgement list. As somebody said so aptly in a comment somewhere
(sorry, can’t recall who or where), everybody did exactly what one could have
expected.

How come things like this happen? Because it’s a completely premature
reporting on an unclarified issue, a paper that has just been out a couple of days,
in a field where peer review takes months, and NO, I don’t think peer review can
be ‘replaced’ by discussions on blogs. I don’t appreciate pressure on scientists to
put forward opinions, especially when so completely unnecessarily as in this
case. I mean, it’s not like there was some phenomenon observed, and expert
opinions were needed to explain it. If somebody says he doesn’t want to
comment or doesn’t feel qualified one shouldn’t criticise him for knowing what
he doesn’t know.
Regarding what I blogged about: I have repeatedly stated that there are many

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11/theoretically-simple-exception-of.html#c472892450267792708
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things about Garrett’s stuff that I don’t understand, and that I don’t like. I have
clearly written in my blog post what I find promising about it and what not. I
have clearly stated that he does not quantize gravity, what problems he does not
address, that he has to write down the action by hand to reproduce the standard
model, and that I don’t think it qualifies as a TOE. Neither do I think it is just
nonsense. I just think it was, and still is, premature to decide whether it will
eventually turn out to describe a part of how nature works.
If I would write the post today, I would have made the basic statements much
clearer and more obvious, but I did not expect the audience I got. Also, I am not
a journalist, I am a scientist, and my writing skills are limited. There are several
points that only become clear in the comments, and I am afraid little people read
more of my posting than the first sentences, and even less actually tried to
understand it.
After all, I am really sorry for Garrett. Though I think he knew exactly what he
was doing, the results might eventually not be as expected.

141. Bee
November 24, 2007

Hi Arun,
Thanks. Seems it took me an awfully long time to write the previous comment, so
I only just read yours now. In fact, I said this already in the post, but maybe not
clearly enough
“However, for me the question remains which problem he can address at this
stage. He neither can say anything about the quantization of gravity,
renormalizability, nor about the hierarchy problem. When it comes to the
cosmological constant, it seems for his theory to work he needs it to be the size
of about the Higgs vev, i.e. roughly 12 orders of magnitude too large. (And this is
not the common problem with the too large quantum corrections, but actually
the constant appearing in the Lagrangian.) To make predictions with this model,
one first needs to find a mechanism for symmetry breaking which is likely to
become very involved.”

Have a nice evening.
Best,

B.

142. Eric
November 24, 2007

Just curious why noone has brought up the work of Jacob Bourjaily with
geometric engineering three-family GUTs from E8? It seems to me to be
somewhat higher quality work than that of Lisi.

143. Arun
November 24, 2007

Dear Bee,
Yes you did state it in the post; but then there was the comments thread, which
might give the impression that some of your objections were being addressed;



that is why the comment is important in my interpretation of the world – you
were willing to listen (good!), and when nothing convincing was said, you said so
(great!), and wound up the discussion (excellent!).
Best,
-Arun

144. TonyC
November 24, 2007

>> H-I-G-G-S: If you have some other mapping of this statement into
mathematics please tell me and then we can check if it is true.

I can’t, you are right, I was wrong to say so. I am basing that statement on what
Lisi has said, presuming he isn’t lying.

>> If you can’t tell me what you mean than I would politely suggest that you
should withhold judgement until you learn more.

Good advice. As I have politely suggested it is too soon to pass judgement on
Lisi’s mapping, based on Distler’s proving the obvious approach won’t work,
when Lisi already anticipated that objection in his paper. I refer you to Lisi’s
response on Distler’s blog. And it is also too soon to pass judgement on Lisi as
some sort of fame whore, which seemed to be the suggestion of “How Can We
Turn The Tide”. Perhaps I am not the only one that needs to withhold judgement
until they learn more.

145. amused
November 25, 2007

“It is now apparent that the Lisi affair was due largely to “String Theory Envy.” ”

It’s quite funny how some string theorists (the less enlightened ones) think that
any challenge to ST must be driven by “envy”. Envy of what, exactly? Of all your
PRL publications?

146. alex
November 25, 2007

Eric:”Just curious why noone has brought up the work of Jacob Bourjaily with
geometric engineering three-family GUTs from E8? It seems to me to be
somewhat higher quality work than that of Lisi.”

Lubos blogged about it but the press did not pick up on that. Maybe that’s
because Jake is still a grad student and not a surfer with a Ph. D. :).

He does get exactly three families from a single E8 and his paper is much easier
to read.

Curiously, he automatically gets three generations of Higgs doublets which is an
interesting prediction. The symmetry breaking is geometric, described pretty
explicitely by five complex parameters.



There is a very nice table on page 6 of his paper where the explicit spectrum is
given. The title of Bourjaily’s paper is more humble as he does not claim to have
a “theory of everything”, so maybe that’s another reason why Bee and others
decided not to blog about his work 

147. H-I-G-G-S
November 25, 2007

Bee,

Thanks for the long and thoughtful response.

TonyC,

I read Lisi’s response to Distler. I don’t think Lisi is lying (and I said nothing
about his being a fame whore). He has been very straightforward in his
responses to Distler. I think the problem is more one of inexperience and a lack
of critical judgement. It is not considered good form to make dramatic claims at
the beginning of a paper (i.e. that all standard model particles fit into E8) and
then only on page 22 point out that this is not really correct. You say Lisi
“anticipated” this problem. I would say he was aware of it, and tried to solve it,
but his solution (involving triality) didn’t work. If you want to know why, please
read Distler’s blog.

It’s probably time to drop this topic. No use beating a dead horse. Unless of
course Lee decides to write in and tell us all why he thought this theory was so
“fabulous.” That would be entertaining, to say the least.

148. Eliza
November 25, 2007

Watching the hostility and contempt heaped upon Garrett Lisi by the physics
establishment has been an ugly spectacle, but hardly a shocking one. And he is
right that his idea is a beautiful; I wish him every success in winning converts
from among all the bright people futilely beavering away at string theory. But
while his idea is beautiful he himself is also to be admired–an Overman of sorts.
His battle with the string theorists–a herd of Last Men–reminds me of
Nietzsche’s Zarathustra:

Give us this Last Man, O Zarathustra,” — they called out — “make us into these
Last Men! Then will we make you a gift of the Overman!” And all the people
exulted and smacked their lips. Zarathustra, however, turned sad, and said to his
heart:

They do not understand me: I am not the mouth for these ears.

Perhaps I have lived too long in the mountains; I have hearkened too much to the
brooks and trees: now I speak to them as to the goatherds.

My soul is calm and clear, like the mountains in the morning. But they think I am
cold, and a mocker with terrible jests.



Now they look at me and laugh: and while they laugh they hate me too. There is
ice in their laughter.

* * *

Long slept Zarathustra; and not only the rosy dawn passed over his head, but
also the morning. At last, however, his eyes opened, and amazedly he gazed into
the forest and the stillness, amazedly he gazed into himself. Then he arose
quickly, like a seafarer who all at once sees the land; and he shouted for joy: for
he saw a new truth. And he spoke thus to his heart:

A light has dawned upon me: I need companions — living ones; not dead
companions and corpses, which I carry with me wherever I go.

But I need living companions, who will follow me because they want to follow
themselves — and to the place where I will. A light has dawned upon me.
Zarathustra is not to speak to the people, but to companions! Zarathustra will
not be shepherd and hound of the herd!

To steal many from the herd — for that purpose I have come. The people and the
herd will be angry with me: the shepherds shall call Zarathustra a robber.

Shepherds, I say, but they call themselves the good and just. Shepherds, I say,
but they call themselves the believers in the orthodox faith.

Behold the good and just! Whom do they hate most? The man who breaks their
tablets of values, the breaker, the lawbreaker: — yet he is the creator.

Behold the believers of all faiths! Whom do they hate most? The man who breaks
up their tablets of values, the breaker, the law-breaker — yet he is the creator.

The creator seeks companions, not corpses — and not herds or believers either.
The creator seeks fellow-creators — those who grave new values on new law-
tablets.

The creator seeks companions and fellow-reapers: for everything is ripe for the
harvest with him. But he lacks the hundred sickles: so he plucks the ears of corn
and is vexed.

The creator seeks companions, and such as know how to whet their sickles. They
will be called destroyers, and despisers of good and evil. But they are the
reapers and rejoicers.

Zarathustra seeks fellow-creators, fellow-reapers and fellow-rejoicers: what are
herds and shepherds and corpses to him! …

I will sing my song to the lonesome and to the twosome; and to whoever who still
has ears for the unheard, I will make his heart heavy with my happiness.

I make for my goal, I follow my course; over the loitering and tardy I will leap.
Thus let my on-going be their down-going!



149. mitchell porter
November 26, 2007

Eliza, the initial criticisms have been borne out. You are not doing the guy any
favors with your cut-and-paste.

“Better to know nothing than to half-know many things! Better to be a fool on
your own account than a wise man in someone else’s eyes!”

150. Eliza
November 26, 2007

Mitchell, I don’t think it’s appropriate at this point to dismiss Lisi out of hand.
Clearly his theory is in its infancy; there is a great deal of work to do; and as long
as he is working toward falsifiability, sensible people should reserve judgment.

And my primary object is not to do favors for Garrett Lisi. What brought the
passage to mind was the hysterical vituperation of people like Lubos Motl who
have attacked Garrett with the zeal of religious fanatics.

And it’s interesting that you cast yourself in the role of the trodden one. You
must have a very narrow window on the world of knowledge, for the man goes on
to expand and extend his remarks:

“That, however, of which I am master and knower, is the brain of the leech:- that
is my world!

How long have I investigated this one thing, the brain of the leech, so that here
the slippery truth might no longer slip from me! Here is my domain!…

For the sake of this did I cast everything else aside, for the sake of this did
everything else become indifferent to me; and close beside my knowledge lies my
black ignorance.”

Moving on, anyone who thinks that Lisi’s publicity is “bad for physics” is
grasping the wrong end of the stick. I think we can all agree that if he is right,
Lisi will be a celebrity, and money will be flung at researchers from all directions
for many years to come. There’ll be tearing up the county building particle
accelerators.

If his theory fails? There will be very little mention of it in the popular press.
“Surfer Dude’s Theory of Everything Proven Wrong”: That’s a dog-bites-man
story, not big news. But even if it is reported, the public is sophisticated enough
to understand that falsified theories are still valuable: they tell us what the
answer is not. Even a child can understand that.

Most absurdly, someone has suggested that if Lisi fails to deliver after all the
positive press coverage, the public will then lose faith in physics research.
Baloney. Decade after decade string theorists give us nothing but fodder for sci-fi
novels; and yet, thirty years on, every time they pass around the begging bowl
the taxpayers obligingly fill it up. And the beauty of it is that they make no



falsifiable predictions that can be tested, so they can carry on the flimflam until
someone like Lisi comes along and reminds everybody what the meaning of a
genuine scientific theory is. That’s the real threat he poses.

The truth is that people don’t expect a whole lot of progress from the physics
community. They don’t even mind the somewhat parasitic nature of the
relationship. What they do want for their money is evidence of activity, a sense
that scientists are enthusiastically working as hard as they can to move the ball
down the field. Whether Lisi’s theory soars or flops, he’s given people a sense
that physics deserves to be funded. We should all be grateful for that, even you,
master of leeches.

151. mitchell porter
November 26, 2007

If only I was a master of Leech-branes!

I am only self-half-educated in these matters. But after its trial by fire, it seems
clear that Lisi’s theory has two big holes, generation structure and quantization,
which would have to be fixed before one could ever set about “calculating the
masses”. Lubos Motl was right about this and that should be respected.

152. Chris Oakley
November 26, 2007

Eliza,

You do not give me the impression that you have actually done research in
theoretical particle physics. If you had, you would know that group theory is the
easy bit. If it is a question of fitting all the known particles into representations
of groups then it can be done in a much simpler way than Lisi’s. SU(5), the
simplest unifying scheme, accommodates all the known particles neatly, the only
problems – at least in representation theory terms – being that it predicts extra
unobserved gauge particles and does not include gravity. Lisi’s model is not a
GUT, but the classification of particles in representations of a gauge group would
appear to proceed in much the same way. But this group symmetry can only be
approximate – the particles in each group representation have widely different
masses in the real world, meaning that the symmetry can only be approximate
and it is in the – currently – arbitrary and ugly breaking of the symmetry that
most HEP theorists will quail (or, at least, ought to). I would be much more
interested in researches that address this more difficult, and yet more important
issue.

153. Bee
November 26, 2007

Eliza: “Moving on, anyone who thinks that Lisi’s publicity is “bad for physics” is
grasping the wrong end of the stick. […] Most absurdly, someone has suggested
that if Lisi fails to deliver after all the positive press coverage, the public will
then lose faith in physics research.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leech_lattice#Applications
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leech_lattice#Applications


It wouldn’t have been my choice of words, so it probably wasn’t me who you are
referring to, but let me comment on that anyhow. Its not specifically about Lisi,
but generally there are three problems with such reporting.

For one, such reports are simply inaccurate and cause confusion that was
avoidable. The world is already confusing enough, why do we have to make
people believe a giant Mandela explains the elementary particles, or we’ve found
another universe, if we can’t be sure of it. And if we are not, can’t we at least
expect it to be reported on with an appropriate amount of caution, clarifying the
amount of speculation?

Second, as it is, the public opinion about our research matters. One aspect of
this is what you dismiss, namely that if this happens more often they will start
wondering what kind of science it is that we do anyhow. Is is good for
something? Science or Religion? Fact or Fiction? I mean, look, theoretical
physicists DO already have a hard time getting funding because it’s not
immediately apparent what our work might be good for. Prematurely spreading
reports of fabolous successes that then end up in the category ‘what ever
happened to’ won’t help. What is maybe worse is that the way Garrett’s story
was sold it says hey, the surfer dude can do it, who needs all these overpaid
professors? You should have seen the amount of ‘Theories of Everything’ that I
got send since that thing hit the headlines.

Third, such reporting influences the discussions and the opinion making process
in our community. If you deny that, you are hopelessly naive. It’s the topic of the
week, it’s what people talk about on the corridor. How many grad studs are out
there, who are now dreaming of pulling off a similar show?

I find these trends very worrisome.

154. Dany
November 26, 2007

Eliza:” anyone who thinks that Lisi’s publicity is “bad for physics” is grasping the
wrong end of the stick”.

AGL et al did a great job; not in the theoretical physics but for the theoretical
physics. I think he deserves a prize and I would be pleased to see him laughing
all his way to the bank.

Regards, Dany.

155. TonyC
November 26, 2007

>>> BEE: How many grad studs are out there, who are now dreaming of pulling
off a similar show?

Ha! I am a PhD candidate (not physics), I don’t know any of us that can be
characterized as “studs”. But the story is certainly corridor-worthy, and who
doesn’t dream of having some revolutionary insight into the workings of our

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11/fact-or-fiction.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11/fact-or-fiction.html


field? I know 99% of papers are incremental (or no) progress, but I actually think
that “hero” stories like this are good for us grad students, no matter if Lisi turns
out to be prince or goat. Chances are worth taking and original ideas really can
revolutionize a field. My advisor revolutionized his field about 12 years ago. This
kind of stuff is inspiring. If I thought my career would be a long series of
incremental progress and survey papers, I’d leave for industry tomorrow. And, at
the risk of being chastised by HIGGS, doesn’t Lisi at least contribute a clever
way of sidestepping Coleman-Mandula?

156. Bee
November 26, 2007

Hi Tony:

Sure, we all dream of having revolutionary insights. That’s not the point I was
trying to make. The question is what is more relevant: having revolutionary
insights. Or making everybody believe you have revolutionary insights? Sorry
about the ‘studs’, I must have picked it up somewhere, I didn’t mean it in a
dismissive way.

Best,

B.

157. Peter Woit
November 26, 2007

All,

The comment section on this blog is becoming something I mostly don’t want to
read anymore, and I’m assuming that may also be the case for many other
people. Please stop submitting off-topic, irrelevant, mis-informed, poorly thought-
out, etc. comments. This is not a place to write in with whatever comes into your
head. From now on I’ll be deleting many more comments that aren’t substantive
and informative.

158. H-I-G-G-S
November 26, 2007

TonyC,

I won’t chastise you, but the answer to your question about whether Lisi has
contributed a clever way of side-stepping Coleman-Mandula is “no.”

Lisi himself does not make this claim. On his web site
http://deferentialgeometry.org/ you will find a set of slides from talks he has
given. At the bottom are extra slides including one labelled Coleman-Mandula.
On that slide he says
“E8 Theory does not allow a subgroup locally isomorphic to the Poincaré group.
The S matrix exists as an approximation, in which the theorem is satisfied.” What
this means in plain english, and in terms of physics, is actually explained quite

http://deferentialgeometry.org/
http://deferentialgeometry.org/


clearly on Lubos Motl’s post on this if you can ignore the ranting. Briefly, in a
theory with a cosmological constant there is no S-matrix. Coleman-Mandula is a
theorem about symmetries of the S-matrix. So, no S-matrix, no theorem. But this
fact is only relevant if you are doing scattering experiments on scales the size of
the universe. At Fermilab, or the LHC or in any conceivable experiment you can
treat space as flat to an extremely good precision. There is then an S-matrix that
experimentalists measure. It obeys the Coleman-Mandula theorem. Lisi does not
provide an exception.

Peter,

The above is on topic, but this comment is slightly off topic. I hope that pissed
you off because your last “update” on this topic pissed me off. The link provides a
“sociological” critique of Distler’s analysis, not a mathematical or physical one.
You might mention that, you know, just for clarity and fairness and to show you
are such a mensch. Distler can be condescending and bristly, but he got the math
and the physics right. You didn’t, and neither did Lisi. And anyway, compared to
Pauli, the author of the quote that provides the title of your blog, Distler is a
pussycat. Maybe you should start criticizing Pauli for being such a jerk. Or
maybe you see that criticizing Distler for being difficult while wanting to model
your skepticism after that of Pauli’s is exhibiting just a wee bit of hypocrisy.

159. Peter Woit
November 26, 2007

H-I-G-G-S:

First of all, I don’t model myself in any way after Wolfgang Pauli. I’m just
borrowing his phrase.

I linked to Distler’s posting because, yes, he did have a worthwhile discussion of
some of the group theory involved. The fact that Garrett responded to this
intelligently and politely led to an exchange that was valuable for anyone to read
who wanted to understand what is going on in Garrett’s paper.

I also think though that the “sociological” discussion is highly relevant. There is
absolutely no reason for Distler to behave in the juvenile way that he does. He’s
an adult, middle-aged man and should behave like a grown-up and like a
professional. If he doesn’t understand this, others need to point this out to him.

If you don’t think this is a problem, that his behavior is acceptable, and mine is
what you want to criticize from behind anonymity, that’s your choice. I have no
idea who you are: for all I know you’re a high school student too young to
understand what mature behavior is. If you’re actually an adult professional
though, and you are in the field of string theory/particle theory, you might want
to consider what effect he and Lubos are having on the perception of people in
that field by outsiders. Smolin got a lot of criticism for some of the comments in
his book about the behavioral characteristics of some theorists (I avoided this
topic in mine), but Jacques and Lubos make it look as if he was far too kind.

Go back and read carefully the posting I linked to. The person who wrote it I



think does a good job of describing what this looks like to outsiders. They can’t
understand the group theory, but they can understand the significance of this
kind of juvenile behavior.

160. dr
November 27, 2007

Peter,

“Detail”?!?

H-I-G-G-S,

People who have scientific arguments talk about science.
People who don’t have scientific arguments talk about good manners.

You decide who between Distler and Woit/AngryPhys falls in which category.

161. a.k.
November 27, 2007

..I still have to correct my above remark concerning the ‘non-product’ structure
of the embedding discussed, this of course applies only to the ‘triality’-part of the
embedding. From my point of view, at least by inspecting the triality-part of F4
and its specific Lie-Algebra-structure (see Baez’ week 90) a given connection on
E8 should reduce to any of the obvious ‘subgroups’ R in the triality part, given
the E8-bundle reduces to them, but this should depend on the base manifold,
imposing a condition (allowing sections in a E8/R-bundle). My hypothesis, of
course, is that these facts are at least necessary to get ‘predictions’.

162. Chris W.
November 30, 2007

Public Radio International’s The World did a story tonight on Garrett Lisi’s work.
It includes an interview with Marcus du Sautoy (Oxford).

163. Yousuf
December 2, 2007

Hi Garrett, just wondering, was the fact that the E8 structure was just recently
solved earlier this year by mathematicians in any way related to the decision to
use it as your model here? What I’m asking was if the E8 mathematics hadn’t
been solved earlier, would you still be able to come up with this physics theory?

164. Peter Woit
December 2, 2007

Yousuf,

The mathematical result earlier this year about E8 has nothing to do with the
way Garrett is using it, they’re two quite different things.

http://www.theworld.org/?q=node/14391
http://www.theworld.org/?q=node/14391
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?articleID=6C66165B-E7F2-99DF-3D86B476FFD18F17
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?articleID=6C66165B-E7F2-99DF-3D86B476FFD18F17


165. Yousuf
December 3, 2007

The mathematical result earlier this year about E8 has nothing to do
with the way Garrett is using it, they’re two quite different things.

Hi Peter, thanks for clearing that up for me. I was a little curious, considering
how coincidental the two announcements to do with E8 were with each other
(i.e. well within a year of each other).

On another note, I was in the middle of reading your book Not Even Wrong,
when this story broke. So I stopped reading the book to see what all the E8
hubbub was about. Ironically, when I got back to the bookmarked chapter, I
found you were talking about some of the BRST and Coleman-Mandula theorems
that are considered controversial about this theory. Just love these ironies and
coincidences.

166. mitchell porter
December 7, 2007

Lee Smolin has a new paper (arxiv:0712.0977) on Lisi-like theories in which he
says:

“We close the introduction by noting that the well-known Coleman-Mandula no-
go theorem is avoided because that only applies to an S-Matrix whose
symmetries include global Poincare invariance. This theory, like general
relativity, has no global symmetries, the Poincare symmetry acts only on the
ground state not the action, and only in the limit in which the cosmological
constant is zero. In fact, there is a nonzero cosmological constant, as it is related
to parameters of the theory. By the time the S matrix in Minkowski spacetime
could be defined in this theory one will be studying only small perturbations of a
ground state in a certain limit and the symmetry will only apply in that limit and
approximation. As we shall see below, the symmetry will already be broken by
the time that approximation and limit are defined, in such a way that Coleman-
Mandula theorem could be satisfied in its domain of applicability.”

It has already been observed in a number of places that the Coleman-Mandula
theorem has generalizations, and so one should not expect a slight deviation
from Poincare symmetry to make much difference. It also seems to be true that
the action actually advanced in Garrett’s paper can be quantized without a
problem, because most of the notional E8 symmetry is broken by hand, and the
actual, residual symmetry is something far more mundane. This remark by Lee
Smolin seems to segue between both of these ‘reasons why Coleman-Mandula
doesn’t apply’: we start out with the claim that global features make CM
irrelevant, and then we are told that by the time we can actually calculate
something, the symmetry will have been broken to harmlessness anyway. Call
these the ‘argument from global properties’ and the ‘argument from de facto
symmetry breaking’.

My questions –

http://arxiv.org/abs/0712.0977
http://arxiv.org/abs/0712.0977


Is the argument from global properties (that CM is irrelevant to a certain class of
theories, that a novel loophole exists) valid or not?

Is there any logical connection between that argument and the argument from
de facto symmetry breaking?

I intend to go away and try to answer these questions for myself, but I know
there are far more knowledgeable people reading.

167. Thomas Larsson
December 7, 2007

It will be interesting to see what Motl and Distler will make out of Smolin’s
paper. I bet they will be unimpressed.

Without being up to date about the fine print of the CM theorem, I am very
suspicious of the idea that a bosonic operator can change a fermionic state into a
bosonic one or vice versa. This seems to be the case with Lisi’s paper, if he puts
bosons and fermions into the same multiplet of a bosonic Lie group.

168. Sara
December 19, 2007

Can a theory of everything be “exceptionally simple”?

169. mitchell porter
December 19, 2007

The paper’s title is a pun on the mathematical nomenclature; E8 is an
“exceptional” “simple” group, simple meaning that it lacks a certain type of
internal structure, and exceptional meaning that it’s one of a handful of simple
groups which fall outside the infinite families to which all the others belong. I
suppose it’s also a reference to the unified theories of recent decades; Lisi wants
to do without unverified innovations like supersymmetry and extra dimensions.

A theory of everything can be simple, so long as its implications are sufficiently
complex. Since most things that exist are regarded as already explained by
existing physics, for most physicists the attempt to explain “everything” reduces
to explaining, or at least completing, the existing fundamental theories.
Everything else is just applied science and historical contingency.

170. Sara
December 19, 2007

Thank you Mitchell for your answer! It’s a very clear explanation.



Popularizing Science

November 12, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

While it’s not one of my main goals in life, I’m all in favor of the idea of popularizing
science and making it as accessible as possible to as many people as possible. But
sometimes I do wonder about the kind of things scientists get involved with when
they try and do this. Just this morning I ran into these stories about science that make
me ask myself:

• Is it a good idea for physicists to appear on a radio show discussing what happened
before the big bang, or does the lack of any evidence about this or of a convincing
model mean that this is just inherently too speculative a topic to be sold as serious
science to a wide audience? Should one perhaps leave this topic to the Bogdanovs?

• Is it a good idea for physicists to promote to the public their work on time travel? Or
might this also give the public some misleading ideas about science? (via i postdoc,
therefore I am, but there seems to be a whole genre of “time travel” books written by
theoretical physicists).

• Is it a good idea for physicists to appear on a TV show explaining the forces involved
in crushing beer cans, as part of a segment on whether women can crush beer cans
with their breasts? Especially physicist bloggers known for attacking other physicist
bloggers for their sexism and media-inflated nonsense? (via here and here)

Comments

1. anon.
November 12, 2007

‘Is it a good idea for physicists to appear on a TV show explaining the forces
involved in crushing beer cans, as part of a segment on whether women can
crush beer cans with their breasts? Especially physicist bloggers known for
attacking other physicist bloggers for their sexism and media-inflated nonsense?
(via here and here).’

The third link doesn’t seem to work? It goes to a page with videos like ‘How tiny
can a G-String be before it becomes illegal?’

This seems to be related to issues of string theory, seeing that the strings of
string theory have zero width.

Is the illegality of a G-string a metaphor for the illegality of string theory when
promoted as being a scientific theory?

2. Jonathan Vos Post
November 12, 2007

You fool! You’ve given away the secret that women crushing beer cans with their
breasts leads to time travel to before the Big Bang.

http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/11/11/quirks-and-quarks-before-the-big-bang/
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Of course, that’s because aluminum beer cans filled with virtual squids become
gravity wave detectors, as the Joseph Weber/Bob Forward gravity-wave detection
apparatus of 1969 was enhanced by SQUID detectors, as Hawking and Thorne
deduced when Forward tunneled to an alternate universe where he was a best-
selling Science Fiction author…

The g-string hotlink had to be disabled, else your readers would Know Too Much
about Bikini Atoll.

Oh, wait a minute. So long as your audience is sure that we are joking, then we
don’t have to kill you. Which is good, because we think you can be useful in
fighting the invaders from E8.

3. Coin
November 12, 2007

On points one and two, I would say that the answer is sure, as long as the
physicists in question are unambiguous about exactly how speculative their
responses are. People are always more interested in hearing about bleeding-edge
speculative stuff than they are in hearing about stuff that already works– once
something is understood it’s no longer “news”. Focusing on such speculations
can even (if done carefully) advance “normal” science literacy, since once the
“hook” of the speculative science is in place this can be used as an excuse to
feed the listener some “normal” science to explain how the speculative science
works. It’s like getting the dog to swallow a pill by wrapping it in bacon.

The case of Dr. Mallett in specific however maybe should count as an exception
considering that there are so many basic unanswered criticisms of his work out
there that I don’t think he could accurately present the extent to which his work
is speculative, short of actually saying “this is science fiction”. Still I guess this
too would be a matter of how it is presented. “If you can get me a naked
singularity or a fiber-optic cable of infinite length, I can build you a time
machine” would be a legitimate and interesting pop-science way of presenting
this work, I guess, but leaving out those little details would seem to constitute
dishonesty. I don’t know what tack was taken in the article because no hablo
alemán.

I have no comment on point three.

4. Peter Woit
November 12, 2007

Coin,

One problem is that I’ve never once seen a physicist discussing highly
speculative work in the media accurately explain how speculative it was. Even if
people do make disclaimers like this to reporters, that’s the kind of thing that
ends up getting cut in whatever appears.

Sure, many people would rather hear about science fiction than science (no, not
all people are this way, some actually like the real thing…). The problem with



feeding them science wrapped in science fiction is that they ignore the science
and pay attention only to the tasty science fiction morsel they are being
encouraged to pay attention to. And they then end up unable to tell the
difference between science and science fiction.

5. dragon
November 12, 2007

Comparing Carroll, Steinhardt, Khoury, and Brandenberger with the Bogdanovs
doesn’t really do a lot for your own credibility. In fact it looks very much like the
kind of thing that Lubos Motl would say.

6. a quantum diaries survivor
November 13, 2007

Hi Peter,

indeed, good question your #3. I think we can forgive Clifford for having been
fooled a little by the soft porn business – his goals were commendable, and he
does not seem to bother much if I read him correctly in his blog.

I think Clifford’s will to appear on a TV show for guys way offset a critical
assessment of the use they were likely to make of his good science explanations.

Cheers,
T.

7. milkshake
November 13, 2007

I am all for further elucidating the breast-crushing forces acting on a beer can.
Unlike the two previous examples, it is all a healthy fun and no laymen are being
blinded by science in the process.

8. anon.
November 13, 2007

‘Comparing Carroll, Steinhardt, Khoury, and Brandenberger with the Bogdanovs
doesn’t really do a lot for your own credibility. In fact it looks very much like the
kind of thing that Lubos Motl would say.’ – dragon

Dragon, your comparison here of PW to LM doesn’t really do very much for your
credibility either! The Bogdanov’s come into this for their book, Before the Big
bang. BTW, Professor Ernest Sternglass of Uni. Pittsburgh has a similarly titled
book, which is more exciting as it contains lengthy discussions of Sternglass’
meetings with Albert Einstein who advised him to ‘be stubborn’ and with R. P.
Feynman; who blew his top when Sternglass admitted he hadn’t bothered to
completely work out the consequences of his theory before trying to get interest
in it.

9. moron



November 13, 2007

While it’s not one of my main goals in life, I’m all in favor of the idea of
popularizing science

That’s good, because you’ve done nothing but accomplish the exact opposite:
unpopularizing science (and popularizing un-science.)

10. anon.
November 13, 2007

moron, you merely disagree with the following definition of science:

‘Science is the organized skepticism in the reliability of expert opinion.’ –
Feynman.

(Smolin quotes that on p307 of the US edition of his latest book.)

Your attitude is very much in the Ptolemic mindset: that anyone asking being
critical about mainstream so-called ‘science’ is doing a disservice to science,
rather than the exact opposite. (Guess we’ll just have to politely agree to
disagree on this one … if you know how to behave.)

11. Anders R
November 13, 2007

un-science?

12. Richard Feynman
November 13, 2007

‘Science is the organized skepticism in the reliability of expert opinion.’ –
Feynman.

Thank God someone, after all these years, finally interpreted my quote
correctly!

Yes, indeed, “anon.” is right (though Heaven knows why he would want to
remain anonymous and forego having such brilliant insights attributed to him):

I meant to say, “Science is the organized credulity towards the reliability of
fraud-and-crackpot opinion. The mark of a great scientific idea is a complete lack
of any comprehensible relation to what many others have successfully done
before.” In fact, I would specifically have mentioned loop quantum gravity as the
apotheosis of great scientific thinking, but I was too jealous to give them their
rightful place in the sun. After all, when inventing quantum electrodynamics, I
foolishly relied on the so-called “expert” opinion that said any new theory
describing the interaction of charged matter with light would have to be tied
down to the moribund ideas of such so-called “experts” as Einstein, Dirac, and
Maxwell who claimed — without any evidence or logic whatsoever — that
relativity, quantum mechanics, and classical electrodynamics would all have to
be applicable in the appropriate regimes of validity.



If only I had been a true “seer” like Lee Smolin, who wisely dispensed with such
garbage!
, and a stern refusal to ground one’s work in the

13. dagon
November 13, 2007

“Comparing Carroll, Steinhardt, Khoury, and Brandenberger with the Bogdanovs
doesn’t really do a lot for your own credibility. In fact it looks very much like the
kind of thing that Lubos Motl would say.’’

Anon, Dragon,

Indeed, it’s quite misleading (and dishonest) to lump Carroll, Steinhardt, Khoury
and Brandenberger in with the Bogdanovs. They are all serious and well-
respected scientists and the post made no effort to distinguish between these
kinds of scientists and the Bogdanovs. Anon, you may argue that the connection
is simply the title of the book but I think that the innuendo of the post is quite
clear and very insulting.

14. Peter Woit
November 13, 2007

dragon/dagon,

I’m well aware of the difference between Carroll, et al. and the Bogdanovs and
was not saying that they are the same. But I’ll stick to what I did say: until there
is some relevant data or a convincing model for physics before the big bang,
serious scientists should avoid going to the popular media to promote their
extremely speculative work in this area. When they do this, I don’t think they
help the cause of science, but blur the distinction in people’s minds between real
science and its Bogdanovian varieties.

15. Peter Woit
November 13, 2007

moron/Richard Feynman,

Sorry to see that some of your anti-Lee Smolin rant got cut off by the blog
software.

I don’t think “science” is in any danger of being “unpopularized” by anything
either Smolin or I have done. What is in danger of being “unpopularized” is a
specific subfield of science. To the extent that is actually happening it’s less due
to me and Smolin than to the behavior of people like yourself, who from the most
illustrious and respected research institutions in the world, post idiotic
comments here using stupid pseudonyms to remain anonymous and avoid taking
any responsibility for their own behavior. Between this kind of thing, Lubos Motl,
Lenny Susskind and the widespread promotion of anthropic pseudo-science, yes,
a previously respected sub-field of science is in real danger of being
“unpopularized”.



16. fh
November 13, 2007

It should exactly NOT be left to the Bogdanovs! To the laymen it is at first glance
not obvious that the Bogdanovs are crackpot, if we say serious scientists
shouldn’t dabble in this speculative realms we leave them precisely to these
people who are certainly not going to bother to infuse their presentations with
caveats or down to earth science.

17. Peter Woit
November 13, 2007

fh,

Again, the problem I see is that serious scientists who go to the public with this
kind of material just are not bothering to include appropriate caveats.

18. moroner
November 13, 2007

>un-science?<

maybe he means string theory?

19. Anonymous
November 13, 2007

Oh please make them stop! It makes one’s job so much harder, obligating one to
first unteach one’s students the nonsense Kaku and his ilk spew on the media. I
am disappointed in some of the new names who have joined that club.

I have a non-scientist friend who is truly interested in Physics. He reads popular
articles and spends time trying to understand the ideas behind them. Every time
I see him, he mentions some article he read about the latest in multiverses or
whatnot, and I find myself in the unenviable position of having to declare his
hard-earned insights illusory. For what they do to people like him, these
pseudophysicists should share a special circle of hell with charlatan preachers
and quacks.

20. Bee
November 13, 2007

I know I’ve said it before, but I want to repeat it again. This is not a problem that
emerges in the scientific community, but just a reflection of a general
sociological trend. If anything, it is surprising how long it took the popularity-
drug to get into the ivory tower. It is worrisome though that even though dangers
of these developments are immediately apparent, little people are able or willing
to do something about it. Writing a blog post like this is better than nothing – at
least it raises awareness for the issue – but on the long run it’s not going to be
sufficient.



21. Bee
November 13, 2007

oh, and if somebody could please let me know how one ‘unpopularizes’ things,
I’d really like to hear. There’s this immortal believe around that Einstein was
wrong (with whatever), I’d really like to unpopularize that because my spam
filter doesn’t catch most of such crap and it’s somewhat annoying. Thanks, B.

22. Anonymous Person (AP)
November 13, 2007

We should all grow up a little on all sides. If you are going to embarrass yourself
on TV, then get paid for it! This idea that you are ‘popularizing’ science when you
go on TV is naive. You are advertising science. That is what is happening.

Second, for those thinking that the public having an incorrect assumption about
your silly little subject is somehow of paramount importance, it’s really not. It
has no practical importance really. The idea is to have people continuing to give
money to support scientific causes. The reasons they might be doing this,
whether it’s because of extra universes or time machines or whatever is totally
besides the point.

Please all of you who are advertising science, continue to expand the pool of
money I have available to me! (Sing for my supper?)

23. Peter Woit
November 13, 2007

AP,

I agree that it probably is best to conceptualize what people are doing as
“advertising” rather than “popularizing” their work, since the emphasis is
typically more on selling the product than on explaining its features. My concern
is that the sales tactics being used are ruining the brand, with possible future
consumer backlash, or even intervention from the Federal Trade Commission…

24. Kea
November 13, 2007

Doesn’t sound scientific to me. Heh, I’m muscular and buxom, but I don’t believe
I have such physical capabilities….

25. Anonymnous
November 13, 2007

“Second, for those thinking that the public having an incorrect assumption about
your silly little subject is somehow of paramount importance, it’s really not. It
has no practical importance really. The idea is to have people continuing to give
money to support scientific causes. The reasons they might be doing this,
whether it’s because of extra universes or time machines or whatever is totally
besides the point.” – AP



This kind of attitude might be expected from a politician or televangelist. My
layman friend does care to know something fact-based about the way the
universe works. If I understand you correctly, you are just too happy to reap
personal profit, even if indirectly, from his being misled and lied to.

26. dagon
November 13, 2007

Peter,

“I’m well aware of the difference between Carroll, et al. and the Bogdanovs and
was not saying that they are the same. ”

That’s a little like arguing that Bush never claimed that there was a connection
between 9-11 and Iraq. Maybe you didn’t explicitly say it but it’s clear from the
post that you intended to paint them all with the same brush. I was just trying to
point out that doing so is extremely non-collegial. Moreover, I’m not sure it does
a great deal of good for the lay-public to intentionally try to blur the lines
between serious physicists like Carroll et al. and crackpots like the Bogdanovs.

27. Peter Woit
November 13, 2007

dagon,

You’re intent on attacking me personally, based on things I did not write, do not
think, and do not believe that any reasonable person would interpret my words
as meaning. If you want to argue with what I actually did write, go ahead, but
anonymous attacks based on accusations of insinuations that exist only in your
mind are pretty sleazy behavior.

28. zorba
November 13, 2007

I think that a “reasonable person” would interpret

“this is just inherently too speculative a topic to be sold as serious science to a
wide audience? Should one perhaps leave this topic to the Bogdanovs? ”

as meaning [a] this is not “serious” science, and that [b] “this topic” is for
crackpots. What other interpretation is possible? Did you really want to say ,
“when I say “sold as serious science”, I don’t mean that it isn’t serious science, I
just mean that, whatever it is, it should not be *sold* as serious science, even if it
is serious science. Furthermore, when I say “this topic” I don’t really mean work
on early universe physics, what I really mean is…..umm…. something else…..”
Oh. I see.

Your subsequent “When they do this, I don’t think they help the cause of science,
but blur the distinction in people’s minds between real science and its
Bogdanovian varieties.”



doesn’t really do much for me. Basically the show presented four competing
views of the subject, which should tell any sensible layman that there is no
consensus. There is not even a faint resemblance between the work of these
gentlemen and bogdanovology, and the fact that you think that there is room for
such a misunderstanding says more about your prejudices than about the
subject.

In a word, I think an apology is called for. Do you really want to be a party to the
descent of the blogosphere into a place where people’s scientific work is exposed
to this kind of unprovoked attack?

Even shorter: not one of your better posts.

29. Tom Whicker
November 13, 2007

Take Brian Greene’s The Elegant Universe (video) as a prime example. It goes on
for about two hours and never makes a single
coherent statement. The production is over the top, (do over saturated colors
help young minds comprehend?)…
with Greene posing as a physicist of some type. No real content,
just the same meaningless analogies of Ants crawling around a
long steel cable;this to show the nature of compacted dimensions. And then
Greene (Moulder) sits in the Quantum Cafe and keeps getting the wrong color
Colada. This is supposed to mean something about quantum theory…..

And the voice-over just keeps re-introducing the opening premise “Could this be
the Theory of Everything?!” I was reminded of the same technique used in the
Von Daniken diatribes where the voice over uses the same technique of using a
question to imply a non-substantiated premise, “Could this be the Work of
Ancient Aliens?!”

In the realm of Popularizing Science this was as big as it gets, and it delivered
the equivalent of junk food to a starving world.

Maybe some of you actually know Greene and know what he thought of the final
product. Maybe he’s embarrassed. Maybe
PBS left all the real content on the cutting room floor. Where
was Scully when we needed her? So many questions…

30. Tim May
November 13, 2007

I think I’m older than most of you here (55, almost 56).

I grew up with a strong diet of popular science, from dubious sources in the
1950s and early 60s like “Popular Science,” “Popular Mechanics,” and even
“Science News” (sort of the “New Scientist” of its day). And from a lot of science
fiction and “Gee Whiz” science advocacy. Picture books on astronomy, the “All
About” books on science, even “Topm Swift.” And the classics of SF. Lunar bases,
the drawings of Chesley Bonestell, the fantasies of Willy Ley, Heinlein, Clarke,



Asimov, etc.

Yeah, science fiction played a big role in my life back then, but I clearly knew
that things like the Moebius strip wall in one of Clarke’s short stories was just
SF, even as it helped motivate me to read Martin Gardner’s articles on topology
and Moebius strips. Cool stuff for a 13-year-old. (I’ll bet most of you were
similarly inspired, albeit in varying ways.) I’ll bet that some 13-year-olds today
are reading Lisa Randall’s articles about colliding superbranes and getting
interested in science….I just think that in the next 10-15 years they’ll get past
any initial biases and will become (some of them) full-fledged scientists. No harm
done.

By the mid-60s, by the time I was about 12-14, I could separate the wishful
thinking from the reality. Still, it was really, really cool (a technical word of our
generation  ) to read about antimatter from Dirac’s little mongraph on “Matter
and Antimatter,” which I spent my allowance on in 1966, even as “Star Trek” was
beginning to air episodes where it figured in. And to read about such highly-
speculative things as wormholes (via John Wheeler’s articles, and recountings of
his articles, circa 1968-69).

And who can forget the January 1970 cover of “Physics Today,” with its famous
depiction of a black hole bending spacetime? (I think that was the month….)

And so on, for Everett-Wheeler-Dewitt speculations about many worlds….

I think physicists learn to separate what is real or remotely possible from what is
implausible. The “cool” stuff is a motivator–I think even for many of you folks
here–but there’s not too much danger that the pseudoscience will take over.

Or so I think. Believe me, there was a constant barrage of unproven or
speculative or pseudoscientific cruft when I was a kid, from antigravity machines
to time machines to Unified Field Theory. I don’t think much harm was done to
the public’s interest in funding science. At least not back then.

(Maybe today’s voters are less inclined to fund the next generation of atom
smashers. Can’t say as I blame them. But not because they got exposed to
pseudoscience.)

Meanwhile, some of the speculative stuff probably is helping to draw in a whole
new generation of young physicists, who will learn quickly enough the difference
between pure fantasy, the speculative but possible, and the safe path of
conformity.

I just don’t think there’s much risk that speculative science will actually mislead
anyone capable of critical thought, at least not past their teenaged years.

Interesting topic.

–Tim May

31. Peter Woit



November 13, 2007

zorba,

Again, from behind the cover of anonymity, you’re attacking me by making up
things I never wrote or thought and that are not reasonable interpretations of
what I did write. I’m not going to apologize for stupid things you or anyone else
choose to make up. I’ll stand behind what I did actually write.

Tom Whicker,

I’m not a big fan of “The Elegant Universe” TV show, for reasons that are much
the same as my concern about radio programs on “Before the Big Bang”. Highly
speculative research with not a shred of experimental backing or other
compelling evidence that it is correct just does not seem to me to be an
appropriate topic for radio or TV shows aimed at very wide audiences.

And please just stop it with the hostility about things like the production values
and other characteristics of Brian Greene’s TV show. That’s not relevant to the
issue at hand. I don’t question the dedication of Brian or the people on the CBC
radio show to their science, their professionalism, or the sincerity of their desire
to share with the public their enthusiasm for what they are working on. I just
question whether such programs are really a good idea, for reasons that I have
repeatedly explained.

32. Peter Woit
November 13, 2007

Tim,

Thanks for your comments. I think you’re right that these things do play a role in
inspiring some people, and that’s the best argument for them. But that’s only one
side of the story and I think the other less positive side deserves some
consideration.

33. Tim May
November 13, 2007

I agree Peter, and have been reading your blog for a couple of years now. (I only
decided to start making a few comments when I felt I would not make a complete
fool of myself in areas I know little of.)

I thought Brian Greene’s 2-hour “Elegant Universe” special was pretty vague,
with not much attention given to “But why do we think it’s a plausible model?”
sorts of considerations, but was not all that damaging.

It takes a fair amount of sophistication to understand the criticisms you and Lee
Smolin make. (I really appreciated Lee Smolin’s fairly even-handed treatment in
“Three Roads to Quantum Gravity.” His recent book was not so much to my
liking, not because I’m a string theory proponent but for other reasons, too
complicated to get into right here.)



You guys, and others, and the weight of a lot of non-evidence, have done a lot to
shift the debate from “String theory must be right–it’s just too beautiful to be
wrong!” (my phrasing) to “Show me the money!” (someone else’s phrasing).

Science is not a popularity contest, as many here have noted, but neither is it a
“annointed by public acclaim” contest, which string theory was largely the
benefit of during a certain period, roughly 1986-2003.

Me, I’m skeptical of any current theories. I expect a theory unifying gravity and
the ultrasmall comes only when we can start to (experimentally, or
observationally) probe scales a whole lot closer to the Planck scale than anything
we’ll see in our lifetimes or the lifetimes of our great-great-great-great-great-
grandchildren.

I’d love to be wrong on this.

–Tim May

34. Aaron Bergman
November 13, 2007

Brian Greene’s TV show is worth it if only for the best thing ever written about
string theory.

More seriously, I understand the frustration one feels about the popularization of
science. But what is the alternative? People are going to be excited about their
work. Some of the best people are those who absolutely believe that what they’re
working on is the right thing to be working on. If we’re going to be popularizing
science, isn’t that excitement what we should be showing. Caveats are great and
all that, but who remembers those things in the end? Not only that, but should
we start censoring those people who aren’t sufficiently cautious in their public
statements? Is Smolin OK but Greene not? Kaku but not Maguejio? You? There
are going to be books. Many of them are going to make people like, say, me
unhappy. But, really, if it gets people interested in science, it probably works out
for the best in the end.

35. Tom Whicker
November 13, 2007

Peter,
Sorry if I sounded hostile to Brian Greene. Just my poor attempt at humor. The
Elegant Universe is a bit personal for me, as I was
asked to host a showing of it to local science teachers. It is rare for such local
people to show interest in Physics, and I was excited about the event (I hadn’t
seen the film at that point).
From their reactions and my lowly viewpoint, the film was just a
waste. I think it helped re-enforce some attitudes in group
along the lines of “why does our tax money go into this kind of stuff?”

36. Tim May
November 13, 2007

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9C0DE1DF1E31F93BA15753C1A9659C8B63&sec=&spon=&pagewanted=all
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9C0DE1DF1E31F93BA15753C1A9659C8B63&sec=&spon=&pagewanted=all


And I think the views of tax payers, about “why does our tax money go into this
kind of stuff?” are valid concerns.

Fifty, or even 40, years ago the dollars spent on new accelerators like the
Bevatron or the Brookhaven AGS, or even Fermilab, were not quite so huge as
they are today.

And the money spent then, and especially in the decades earlier, had some
practical consequences: figuring out how to build the A-bomb, to be blunt. So the
public supported it, even if after the fact (secrecy and all).

Around the time of the Superconducting Supercollider, it could no longer be
argued that building the world’s largest accelerator was in and of itself justified.
And so it was cancelled. Much talk about how a generation of theorist would
wander in the desert (pun about the energy desert intented).

Look, I’m all for basic science. I would love to see the nature of the universe
further explicated. But, let’s face it, the cost of each 10x increase in energy
(luminosity is another factor) is growing at rates that are unaffordable.

Unaffordable unless the new accelerator is likely to solve the problem of the
Germans or the Japanese or the Russians (figuratively speaking, to go back to
prior justifications).

No one is suggesting new understandings of energy sources, or of weapons, and
there is every suggestion that basic understandings are now coming at, perhaps,
100-1000x increases in energy, not the 10x increases in energy (give or take) so
common in the 1930s-1970s.

I sort of was opposed to the Hubble. But having seen what it has shown, along
with several other comparably-priced telescopes, I’m now much more in support
of these kinds of things.

I hope I’m wrong. I hope the LHC discovers one or more important particles. I
fear I won’t be wrong. Check back in several years.

And I doubt the taxpayers will authorize a 10 times more expensive generation
after the LHC to keep on searching. At least not for a long while.

–Tim May

37. Tom Whicker
November 14, 2007

If we’re talking about something in the current media/print world
that does popularize Science in a successful way to the average
person, I have to say Mythbusters is it. That show probably has
the right approach to interest some young kids in how science works (or used to
work).

38. Aaron Bergman



November 14, 2007

I love Mythbusters. Explosions are cool. But there’s a lot more to science, too.
The Elegant Universe has apparently sold over a million copies, so people seem
to have been interested.

39. Tom Whicker
November 14, 2007

They do get carried away with explosions. But they’ve done a wide variety of
stuff like de-bunking free energy machines, etc. Often there is a nice lesson on
thermodynamics, laws of motion, etc. If the general public could just get a tiny
grip on basic conservation of energy concepts, it would be a good thing…

40. zorba
November 14, 2007

I said: ” Do you really want to be a party to the descent of the blogosphere into a
place where people’s scientific work is exposed to this kind of unprovoked
attack? ”

I think I have my answer.

Alternatively, if you genuinely can’t understand why “Should one perhaps leave
this topic to the Bogdanovs? ” is deeply insulting, then maybe you need to get
away from the blogosphere for a while.

41. Peter Woit
November 14, 2007

zorba,

You continue to wilfully misinterpret what I wrote, which very clearly was not an
“unprovoked attack” on anyone’s scientific work. My only comment about the
science was the uncontroversial one that there is no experimental evidence or
convincing model for pre-big bang scenarios. My posting was not about science
but about the advisability of media appearances by scientists.

42. Peter Woit
November 14, 2007

Aaron,

No one is suggesting censoring anyone. But I think it’s worthwhile to raise this
issue, and encourage people who go to the media to keep it in mind. Not every
appearance by a physicist on a radio or TV show is a good thing for science.

43. Jonathan Vos Post
November 14, 2007

I basically agree with Tim May’s first comment:



“… the drawings of Chesley Bonestell, the fantasies of Willy Ley, Heinlein,
Clarke, Asimov, etc. Yeah, science fiction played a big role in my life back then,
but I clearly knew that things like the Moebius strip wall in one of Clarke’s short
stories was just SF, even as it helped motivate me to read Martin Gardner’s
articles on topology and Moebius strips…”

Seeing the phosphorescent murals of Chesley Bonestell at New York’s Hayden
Planetarium and Museum of Natural History powerfully motivated me, as did
climbing around on the Willammette meteorite.

I saw Willy Ley live, and he was an amazing speaker, as well as writer. Heinlein
was a de facto Engineer, who did Defense research, although he always deferred
to his 2nd wife Virginia as a better engineer. Sir Arthur C. Clarke did hands-on
Electrical Engineering in developing radar for landing planes in foggy England
during World War II (as described in his most autobiographical novel, Glide
Path). Isaac Asimov was a Professor of Biochemistry.

These great men knew what Science, math, and Engineering were about. They
intentionally, didactically, wrote on these subjects in fiction and nonfiction,
explicitly to motivate people (especially youth) beyond the ability of most public
schools. heinlein’s “juveniles” (today called “young adult”) made him less money
than novels for adults, as his agent kept telling him. But Heinlein explicitly
stated that he wanted to push enough young people into science and engineering
and math that they would actually create the Space Program he longed for.

Half of all the astronauts and other technical people I worked with for 20 years
in the Space program cited Asimov, Clarke, and Heinlein as early motivators.
They also cited Bradbury, although they knew his work lacked science content as
such.

It’s sad that we’ve lost Asimov and Heinlein. They were, in many ways,
irreplaceable. It’s wonderful that Bradbury and Clarke are still alive and
working. I’m honored to have been in contact, and sometimes coauthorship,
coeditorship, cobroadcasting, with all of these.

But “the media” have never been clear on the fuzzy boundary between Science
and Science Fiction. What got me on the NBC-TV Today Show, live to 10,000,000
people, was a pitch to contrast what Science and Science Fiction say about the
Space Program. It was cool that they let me bring Isaac Asimov on as my “guest
of guest.”

I strongly agree with Peter Woit that “the media” seem increasingly unclear,
increasingly distracted by coloful graphics, decreasingly interested in
meaningful content.

Fortunately, we have the World Wide Web.

44. Belizean
November 14, 2007

Q. “Is it a good idea for physicists to appear on a radio show discussing what



happened before the big bang…?”

A. Yes. As long the the physicists give the correct answer: “We have no idea what
happened before the BB and aren’t even sure that the question makes sense.”

Q, “Is it a good idea for physicists to promote to the public their work on time
travel?”

A. Yes. Whether physics permits time travel is a profound conceptual issue
irrespective of the negligibly small number of physicists actively considering this
question. A responsible popularizer should present the arguments in flavor of
time travel (solutions to the Einstein equations featuring high angular
momentum densities that result closed time-like curves), and arguments against
(paradoxes, destructive feedback loop of virtual particles), AND point out that
this question is generally ignored by the overwhelming majority of working
theoretical physicists. [In the case of Ron Mallett, it’s clear that what he’s
attempting is in principle probably not absurd (given van Stockum/Tipler). The
questions is whether he can in practice achieve sufficiently high angular
momentum densities using current technology.]

Q. “Is it a good idea for physicists to appear on a TV show explaining the forces
involved in crushing beer cans, as part of a segment on whether women can
crush beer cans with their breasts?”

A. No. Physicists should acquire sufficient media savvy to distinguish between
producers genuinely interested in increasing public understanding of physics
and those with other agendas.

45. YBM
November 14, 2007

Did you notice this ?

http://www4.fnac.com/Shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733&OrderInSession=1&
Mn=1&SID=902a4926-8ace-0979-afa2-d9686866e4f3&TTL=091120070052&
Origin=FnacAff&Ra=-1&To=0&Nu=1&UID=073768ffc-07a4-5f27-
f209-6d31e8c5f43c&Fr=0

I didn’t know Lubos was writing in french, or that he was about to support the
worst cranks of all times (especially given that they are loud opponents of string
theory) :

“L’équation Bogdanov”
Author: Lubos Motl
Forewords: Igor Bogdanoff, Grichka Bogdanoff
Publisher Presses De La Renaissance (a very cranky one !)
Date janvier 2008
ISBN 2750903866

46. woit
November 14, 2007

http://www4.fnac.com/Shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733&OrderInSession=1&Mn=1&SID=902a4926-8ace-0979-afa2-d9686866e4f3&TTL=091120070052&Origin=FnacAff&Ra=-1&To=0&Nu=1&UID=073768ffc-07a4-5f27-f209-6d31e8c5f43c&Fr=0
http://www4.fnac.com/Shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733&OrderInSession=1&Mn=1&SID=902a4926-8ace-0979-afa2-d9686866e4f3&TTL=091120070052&Origin=FnacAff&Ra=-1&To=0&Nu=1&UID=073768ffc-07a4-5f27-f209-6d31e8c5f43c&Fr=0
http://www4.fnac.com/Shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733&OrderInSession=1&Mn=1&SID=902a4926-8ace-0979-afa2-d9686866e4f3&TTL=091120070052&Origin=FnacAff&Ra=-1&To=0&Nu=1&UID=073768ffc-07a4-5f27-f209-6d31e8c5f43c&Fr=0
http://www4.fnac.com/Shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733&OrderInSession=1&Mn=1&SID=902a4926-8ace-0979-afa2-d9686866e4f3&TTL=091120070052&Origin=FnacAff&Ra=-1&To=0&Nu=1&UID=073768ffc-07a4-5f27-f209-6d31e8c5f43c&Fr=0
http://www4.fnac.com/Shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733&OrderInSession=1&Mn=1&SID=902a4926-8ace-0979-afa2-d9686866e4f3&TTL=091120070052&Origin=FnacAff&Ra=-1&To=0&Nu=1&UID=073768ffc-07a4-5f27-f209-6d31e8c5f43c&Fr=0
http://www4.fnac.com/Shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733&OrderInSession=1&Mn=1&SID=902a4926-8ace-0979-afa2-d9686866e4f3&TTL=091120070052&Origin=FnacAff&Ra=-1&To=0&Nu=1&UID=073768ffc-07a4-5f27-f209-6d31e8c5f43c&Fr=0
http://www4.fnac.com/Shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733&OrderInSession=1&Mn=1&SID=902a4926-8ace-0979-afa2-d9686866e4f3&TTL=091120070052&Origin=FnacAff&Ra=-1&To=0&Nu=1&UID=073768ffc-07a4-5f27-f209-6d31e8c5f43c&Fr=0
http://www4.fnac.com/Shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733&OrderInSession=1&Mn=1&SID=902a4926-8ace-0979-afa2-d9686866e4f3&TTL=091120070052&Origin=FnacAff&Ra=-1&To=0&Nu=1&UID=073768ffc-07a4-5f27-f209-6d31e8c5f43c&Fr=0


YBM,

Thanks for pointing that out. I’ll be in Paris for a while in January, maybe can
pick up a copy…

Lubos has often defended the Bogdanovs in the past, I suspect mainly on the
grounds that John Baez and I were critical of them, so they must be all right. I
wonder what the story of this book is, if Lubos even wrote much of it himself (I
don’t think he writes French, perhaps he had help from the writers of the
foreword).

47. anon.
November 14, 2007

‘Doesn’t sound scientific to me. Heh, I’m muscular and buxom, but I don’t believe
I have such physical capabilities….’ – Kea

Aluminium drinks cans are actually fairly easy to crush when empty, even when
just using your hand or foot. Just make sure it really is an empty aluminium
drinks can, not a filled steel one.

‘I’ll be in Paris for a while in January, maybe can pick up a copy…’ – Peter Woit

Well, I just hope you will publish as fair and honest a review of Lubos’ first book
on Amazon, as he did of yours…

48. Tom Whicker
November 14, 2007

Jonathan,
Great post. Yes , Bonestell was somehow very powerful.
For me as a kid (, there was a series of articles in National Geographic from the
Palomar 48 inch Schmidt

49. King Ray
November 14, 2007

Let’s not forget Ben Bova. With his hard SF he is helping envision future
missions to the moon and Mars. Heckuva nice guy too.

50. Zathras
November 14, 2007

Wow, 50 posts so far on popularizing science and not yet one word on Carl
Sagan. His Cosmos was my first exposure to science beyond picture books. I
think Cosmos has a good mix of proven and speculative science, just enough to
inflame many an imagination, and every popular science book since has tried to
reach the same balance, with some mixed results.

51. milkshake
November 14, 2007



LM position has been that Bogdanovs papers were a serious attempt but a
mediocre contribution and that’s why these papers went under the radar for
some time – nobody was interested.

The Emperor’s New Clothes: It’s impossible to accept that his field could be
ridiculed like this – hence the articles cannot be a gibberish.

52. Aaron Bergman
November 14, 2007

They do get carried away with explosions.

Not possible.

53. vn
November 14, 2007

Strugatsky brothers (see
wikipedia;
their slogan, Thinking is not entertainment but an obligation!)
are also worthy SF writers, e.g., their Ugly Swans/Rain Time;
this novel looks a bit like a kind of stylization on good old
Bulgarian spy novel (What could be better than the bad weather:).

54. Steve Myers
November 15, 2007

I don’t know if there’s any easy answer to whether pop science is good or not.
Clearly it depends on the quality of the work (book, TV, etc.). Yes, I’ve known
guys inspired by Asimov, and others — but I wasn’t interested in that SF (for me
math is real science fiction — the logical analysis of possibile functions, spaces,
worlds.) But I have noticed that very often the interest in science is fed by a
concerned adult — a teacher, father, uncles, so on. Feynmann traces his
inspiration to his father; Einstein to his father’s gift of a magnet. I showed by
sons & their friends how to measure the mass of the earth with a pendulum. My
6 yearold granddaughter thinks photosynthesis is “awesome.”

55. LDM
November 15, 2007

Feynman’s enthusiasm for physics was infectious, and was based on a deep
understanding of physical law. Transmitting that understanding so the non-
scientist realized that they too could understand and appreciate the beauty of
physical law is all that is really required.

People who attempt to popularize science by discussing speculative theories or
use salacious examples have missed the point. Science is sufficiently interesting
on its own to not need embellishment. IF somebody feels they must resort to
such methods, then I would suggest it is because they don’t really understand
their topic deeply enough where they can present it in an interesting way. The
solution is to get a deeper knowledge that can be conveyed to the audience, NOT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmJoyuUJj2Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmJoyuUJj2Q
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to get more superficial by discussing speculative ideas.

56. liverpool
November 15, 2007

check this out: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2007/11
/14/scisurf114.xml&CMP=ILC-mostviewedbox
looks like the British press didn’t have the same objections to garret lisi’s paper
as some others…

57. Mike
November 16, 2007

In my country, in the way Russia numerous studies, but they spend in the USSR
upbringing elderly who could not understand that young people are not very
interested in science, such as physics. At this point, all the young people thought
would earn as much money and maintain a business.

Sorry for my English

58. anon.
November 16, 2007

I agree with drukpa, but case of Dr Garrett Lisi is difficult because it is in a
preliminary stage. The most fundamental things to popularise more are empirical
facts behind the models used for electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions
which are summarised in the standard model, and also the few facts empirically
confirmed about gravity from successful tests of general relativity (cosmological
dark matter and dark energy are not exactly successful predictions of general
relativity, but more a case of epicycles which may indicate problems). Too many
people think lump this experimentally confirmed stuff with stringy speculations,
and can’t see the distinction between facts and fantasies in physics.

If publicity gets Dr Lisi a research position, and he uses the opportunity to follow
up physical facts and is prepared to abandon (or put on the back burner) ideas
that fail, then it is fine.

What would perhaps be less good is if his ideas were to just replace mainstream
string theory as the next groupthink hep-th subject, make no progress for the
next 25 years – just like string – and end up creating a narcissistic
pseudoscientific religion which can only defend itself by launching ad hominem
attacks on the presumed low-IQs of those working on other ideas.

59. Tom Whicker
November 16, 2007

Funny how the mis-information about string theory slowly expands into the
public relm. The November issue of National Geographic has a nice artice on
Hubble images (“New Visions From Hubble”), but near the end of the text, the
author is discussing so-called Dark Energy and he states: “….for all we know
there are multitudes of as yet undetected particles, each with its own field,

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2007/11/14/scisurf114.xml&CMP=ILC-mostviewedbox
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implying still more dimensions…….are these dimensions real or..just a handy way
of calculating? Increasingly, physicists suspect they are real.”

60. Yatima
November 16, 2007

“The case of Dr Garrett Lisi is difficult because it is in a preliminary stage.”

I will say. It’s a sad testament to my mental capabilities that I do not understand
anything of it, so I shall keep an eye open for the appearance of “Lisi Bobbing
Head” figurines at EntertainmentEarth. That should be a good criterium
indicating that a successful new approach to ToE is indeed taking hold – even if
it’s only (Hegelian) phenomenology (isn’t everything?). In 5 years or so.

61. Assaf
November 17, 2007

People will be people, and some will do anything to grab attention. The things
you describe are of course completely irresponsible. What’s even sadder is that
there are so many genuinely interesting and well established physics notions and
concepts that one has to wonder why some physicists choose to promote such
pseudo science.

62. Peter T. Brown
November 17, 2007

I think its fine to use tricks to promote science. In this day and age you gotta
grab them kids attention!

63. Anders R
November 18, 2007

the kids who have any potential are drawn into it anyway. i really think people
are overestimating the use of this popularisation. you’re probably not going to be
able to come up with anything decent until you’re 19-20 anyway so why shove
half baked theories down the throats of teenagers and kids.

64. Mathieu Bautista
November 23, 2007

Hi Mr Woit,

I am a young french engineer passioned for mathematical and physical theories
and I recently bought and read your book (in French, “Même pas fausse”).
Unfortunately I am not able to do any work neither in string theory or any other
physical or mathematical theory because I don’t have the technical level to do so.

To use the same form you did, I have three points in response of your post
“Popularizing science” :

– Pedagogy is unfortunately considered as the low degree of making science.
Scientists don’t want to make TV shows because people like you would later use



this as an argument to bash their theory (chapter 15 of your book, about “the
Bogdanov affair”, this is the french sentence : “De nombreux détails croustillants
émergèrent sur les frères Bogdanov et leur façon d’obtenir leur thèse. Ils étaient
cinquantenaires, avaient été responsables d’une émission de science fiction à la
télévision […] et présentaient actuellement une émission composée de courts
fragments destinés à apporter des réponses à des questions scientifiques[…]”. I
will try to traduce it for non french speakers (sorry the this poor traduction)
“Numerous crumbling details appeared about the Bogdanov […] they had
presented a science fiction show […] and actually a show that tries to provide
answers on scientific questions”…So the Bogdanov can only “try” to provide
scientific answers…

– That’s my second point ; why such a hatred about the Bogdanov, their TV shows
and their theory ? In this chapter (the 15) you focus on the form and don’t even
try to present the content of this theory (you only give a short extract of their
thesis deliberation). Have you read their books ? Have you attended just one of
their TV shows ? The fact is that their theory IS undoubtedly a scientific theory
(or else, it wouldn’t be discussed whether it’s true or false). I won’t discuss this
theory here, but after reading some string theory books for non specialists (like
“Supercordes et autres ficelles”, by Carlos Calle) and the book of the Bogdanov
(“Avant le big bang”) I can’t tell whether the string theory is “more serious”. The
fact is that they are more people trusting and working on the string theory. But
that doesn’t prove anything, think about Albert Einstein : “If i was wrong, only
one [scientist] would have made it” (sorry if this sentence is not exact, i only got
the french version in mind)

– And the last point; you are a teacher in mathematics, specialized in quantum
theory. But you say in your book that you are not an expert in quantic algebra
(which i suppose involves the quantic groups theory) The problem is Grishka’s
thesis is based on these tools and it is the justification of the “Bogdanov theory”
(I think about the 3.3.2 theorem). Of course, I don’t have the pretention to
understand this thesis better than you, but if you are so convinced this is all a
fake, you should be able to demonstrate it, shouldn’t you ? If that’s not the case,
then you shouldn’t pretend that this theory is “laughable” (“risible” in french),
this is not a scientific behaviour. Remember what happened to the “Big bang” of
Fred Hoyle not sixty years ago ?

I have not read your book entirely yet, but i will very soon. I have a deep respect
and admiration for people like you who popularize science. That’s why I
defended the Bogdanov a little, because they popularize science in France since
1980 (not only science fiction) and – like you – that doesn’t mean they can’t have
great ideas and theories about cosmology or whatever.

65. woit
November 23, 2007

Hi Mathieu,

About the discussion of the Bogdanov’s TV show. What I actually wrote is that
“they now have a new show of short segments in which they answer questions



about science”. No “try” there. I think you’re reading something into the French
translation which is not there. I had no intention of criticizing their TV show,
partly because I hadn’t seen it, just descriptions of it, and the descriptions I had
seen were not critical of it.

In general I should warn people that I didn’t see the French translation before it
was published (and I’m actually slightly annoyed about this, since I do read
French perfectly well and had asked for a chance to look over the translation).
But as far as I know the translation is fine, I wouldn’t have noticed anything
remarkable about the part you quote.

As for the problems with the Bogdanov’s research work, that topic has been
rehashed many times by me and others. No, I am not an expert on quantum
groups, although I know something about them. The technical mathematical
material on these groups in Grishka’s thesis is not the problem, the problem is
the way this is used to claim to have a model of before the big bang based on
topological quantum field theory, and topological quantum field theory is
something I know quite a lot about.

To say something positive about the Bogdanovs, the nonsense level among
mainstream theoretical physicists in this area has increased significantly in the 5
years since all this happened, so that the difference between their nonsense and
the nonsense of other people is not as dramatic as it was back then. Maybe they
were just ahead of their time….

66. YBM
November 23, 2007

Here is the “promotional” abstact of Motl’s book :

L’EQUATION BOGDANOV, Le secret de l’origine de l’Univers ?
Un chercheur de Harvard, le Pr Lubos Motl, répond à cette question.
Est-ce que deux personnalités de la télévision peuvent prétendre résoudre l’une
des questions les plus ardues de la physique moderne ? Est-il raisonnable de
penser qu’elles puissent trouver des solutions aux problèmes effroyablement
compliqués qui concernent l’origine de l’Univers et sur lesquels, depuis des
décennies, échouent les savants du monde entier ?

Tel est le surprenant défi de cet ouvrage : montrer que la recherche et ses
extraordinaires découvertes empruntent, parfois, les chemins les plus
inattendus. Et surtout de nous apprendre qu’Igor et Grichka Bogdanov ont peut-
être réussi, à force d’acharnement et de passion, à lever un coin du voile qui
entoure l’une des questions les plus fascinantes de la cosmologie moderne :
celle du commencement du temps, de l’espace et de la matière. Tout le monde
sait que les deux jumeaux sont des passionnés de l’espace et de l’Univers. Mais
sait-on qu’en 2002 ils ont déclenché une tempête dans le monde de la recherche
en publiant six articles sur l’origine de l’Univers ?
Des articles parus dans les meilleures revues de physique théorique, notamment
la prestigieuse Annals of Physics dont les experts ont conclu que les Bogdanov
avaient apporté des solutions nouvelles aux problèmes de l’origine du temps et



de l’espace en dessous de l’échelle de Planck,
avant le big bang.

Dans les laboratoires, les discussions s’enflamment. Les Bogdanov sont-ils de
véritables chercheurs ou bien s’agit-il d’un canular ? Pour la première fois un
expert, ancien professeur à l’Université de Harvard, analyse en profondeur leurs
travaux. Et il répond à cette question : Quel est le contenu des recherches des
Bogdanov ? Après avoir lu attentivement leurs travaux, le Pr Motl a fini par
conclure que les Bogdanov proposent rien de moins qu’une théorie alternative à
la gravité quantique.

Google Translation :

THE EQUATION BOGDANOV, The secret of the origin of the universe?
Un chercheur de Harvard, le Pr Lubos Motl, répond à cette question. A
researcher from Harvard, Professor Lubos Motl, responded to the question.
Est-ce que deux personnalités de la télévision peuvent prétendre résoudre l’une
des questions les plus ardues de la physique moderne ? Are two television
personalities can pretend to solve one of the toughest issues of modern physics?
Est-il raisonnable de penser qu’elles puissent trouver des solutions aux
problèmes effroyablement compliqués qui concernent l’origine de l’Univers et
sur lesquels, depuis des décennies, échouent les savants du monde entier ? Is it
reasonable to assume that they can find solutions to problems frighteningly
complicated concerning the origin of the universe and where, for decades,
scientists fail the world?

Tel est le surprenant défi de cet ouvrage : montrer que la recherche et ses
extraordinaires découvertes empruntent, parfois, les chemins les plus
inattendus. That is the surprising challenge of this book: to show that research
and its extraordinary discoveries borrow, sometimes, the most unexpected ways.
Et surtout de nous apprendre qu’Igor et Grichka Bogdanov ont peut-être réussi,
à force d’acharnement et de passion, à lever un coin du voile qui entoure l’une
des questions les plus fascinantes de la cosmologie moderne : And above all we
learn qu’Igor and Grichka Bogdanov may have succeeded, by dint of hard work
and passion, to raise a corner of the veil that surrounds one of the most
fascinating questions of modern cosmology:
celle du commencement du temps, de l’espace et de la matière. As the beginning
of time, space and matter. Tout le monde sait que les deux jumeaux sont des
passionnés de l’espace et de l’Univers. Everyone knows that the twins have a
passion for space and the universe. Mais sait-on qu’en 2002 ils ont déclenché
une tempête dans le monde de la recherche en publiant six articles sur l’origine
de l’Univers ? But do we know that in 2002 they triggered a storm in the
research world by publishing six articles on the origin of the universe?
Des articles parus dans les meilleures revues de physique théorique, notamment
la prestigieuse Annals of Physics dont les experts ont conclu que les Bogdanov
avaient apporté des solutions nouvelles aux problèmes de l’origine du temps et
de l’espace en dessous de l’échelle de Planck, Articles published in the best
journals of theoretical physics, especially the prestigious Annals of Physics,
which the experts concluded that Bogdanov had provided new solutions to the
problems of the origin of time and space below the level Planck,



avant le big bang. Before the big bang.

Dans les laboratoires, les discussions s’enflamment. In laboratories, ignite
discussions. Les Bogdanov sont-ils de véritables chercheurs ou bien s’agit-il d’un
canular ? Bogdanov The researchers are real or is it a hoax? Pour la première
fois un expert, ancien professeur à l’Université de Harvard, analyse en
profondeur leurs travaux. For the first time an expert, former professor at
Harvard University, an in depth analysis of their work. Et il répond à cette
question : Quel est le contenu des recherches des Bogdanov ? And he answered
this question: What do the research Bogdanov? Après avoir lu attentivement
leurs travaux, le Pr Motl a fini par conclure que les Bogdanov proposent rien de
moins qu’une théorie alternative à la gravité quantique. After carefully read their
work, Professor Motl eventually conclude that Bogdanov offer nothing less than
alternative theory to quantum gravity.

67. How Can We Turn The Tide?
November 24, 2007

Peter,

Other than Garrett’s non-theory receiving far more media coverage from the
press, what is the difference between the Bogdonav affair and the Garrett Lisi
affair?

Are not-even-wrong theories endorsed by Smolin et al what we have to look
forward to for the next thirty years?

68. Peter Woit
November 24, 2007

How can we…

The Bogdanov’s papers are gibberish, they don’t make any sensible,
comprehensible claims that can be accurately stated. Garrett’s paper is
straightforward, conventional theoretical work. His claims are clearly made, so
clearly that some people have been able to identify specific problems with them,
which Garrett has acknowledged.

69. Tim May
November 25, 2007

And even “New Scientist” could not find anything in the Bogdanov paper(s) to
put on the cover. Which suggests the Bogdanov kind of gibberish was in a
different league…

To defend “New Scientist” a little bit–since I’ve dumped on them as several
others here have as well–I recollect other cover stories that were just about as
“out there” as the recent examples. For example, I recollect at least several
covers having to do with “the universe as a hologram.”

Now I know that the hologram model (or conjecture) is not gibberish in the same



way the Bogdanov papers appear to be, and that ‘t Hooft, Susskind, Maldecina,
and the others are respected theorists. The hologram model probably sells
magazines, too.

(And anything with a bizarre name, or a picture of a guy with a goofy grin on a
bicycle or in a wheelchair or cracking safes at Los Alamos, this kind of “human
interest” angle has been making cultural icons out of physicists for a long time.
Snowboarding hippies just goes with the territory.)

So, cover stories for the holographic universe conjecture. Is it “not even wrong”?
Does it have testable predictions? (My guess is no, at least not for things we’ll be
able to see in the next few centuries, but maybe I’m wrong.)

Is “New Scientist” wrong in putting these kinds of “wild conjectures” on the
cover? (I could add a bunch of others, including theories of how all mathematical
structures exist (Max Tegmark), how algorithmic information theory underlies all
of physics (Greg Chaitin, though I’m oversimplifying his point here), how the
universe may have just “fluctuated” into existence (too many names to list here),
or even how vibrating strings and branes and whatnot may underly reality (!).

I think it’s not so wrong for a popularly-oriented magazine to put things on the
cover that hook some readers, even that generate some controversy. Provided
the science is not truly bad, like the French brothers, or something like “New
Support for Flat Earth Theory” or “Darwin Refuted!,” which would be a whole
different kettle of fish.

But stuff about possible imprints of other universes is, while very speculative, not
actually misleading anyone. I recall having the same reaction to the idea that the
microwave background map (WMAP) might have its bumpy structure determined
by quantum-mechanical fluctuations in the first handful of Planck time periods to
be pretty darned bizarre…but now it seems the accepted model. I don’t know if
NS ever had a cover story with a picture of the WMAP sky with a catchy title like
“Did the Uncertainty Principle Shape our Universe?,” but that would be
unsurprising to me. Was it hype? Was it “Not Even Wrong”?

It seems to me that if people approach “New Scientist” and similar magazines
(even “Scientific America” puts this kind of stuff into cover articles these days)
with a certain amount of skepticism and views the conjectures as just speculative
approaches, not too much harm is done. I even think kids (teens) who get
exposed to this stuff may actually become interested in science, and will learn
pretty quickly how to move beyond the hype and speculation….I know it worked
for me in the 1960s, when I was able to get beyond reading about, as one
example, tachyons (Feinberg, a popular cover story back in the 60s, in places like
“Science Digest”) and read what the underlying physics was about. (Feinberg, by
the way, was no crackpot….but science journalists sure did hype up his work.
Some foreshadowing of today, I think, but the faster speed of the Internet, blogs,
SlashDot, etc., makes things move at _tachyonic_ speeds.

It might be nice if “New Scientist” were to have sidebars that suggest healthy
skepticism, sort of like the guys who stood behind conquering Roman heroes and



emperors and whispered to them that they are not gods.

But for now I guess I’m prepared to cut NS a lot of slack. We live in a time of a
lot of hype, a lot of selling of stories, and way too many thousands of magazines.

Too long a comment here…sorry. But I think that what Peter Woit and Lee Smolin
and others have been doing is to inject some healthy skepticism back into the
mix. And part of this healthy skepticism may involve some wild speculations of
other kinds, things which help to “deconstruct” the idea that string theory is the
only game in town.

–Tim



Project X and Flavor Physics

November 18, 2007
Categories: Experimental HEP News

Last week Fermilab hosted two workshops on the so-called Project X proposal for
building a linac designed to produce a high-intensity proton beam. The first workshop
dealt with issues surrounding the proposed accelerator itself, the second with the
physics that it might be able to investigate. Project X is being discussed in the context
of an increasing realization that prospects for the ILC getting approved and built
anytime soon are slim, so the US particle physics community in general, and Fermilab
in particular, need to have a viable plan B for what they will be doing during the next
decade. DOE secretary Ohrbach, in a recent talk at Fermilab made it clear that he
thinks the ILC project is still at the stage of an R and D project, not yet near the point
where a decision about it can be made and a full engineering design developed. For
commentary about this from Barry Barish, director of the ILC project, see here.

One argument for Project X is that it would help develop some of the linac technology
needed for the ILC, but the main arguments for the machine revolve around a striking
change of direction for US particle physics, from the use of colliders to do
experiments at the energy frontier to fixed-target physics at lower-energies. In some
ways this would be a return to the older style of particle physics experiments that was
the norm before the era of colliders. The point of Project X would be to produce a
beam capable of being used to generate more intense beams of neutrinos that could
contribute to neutrino physics, and to do what is now often called “flavor physics”.
This is the study of phenomena involving heavy quarks and/or rare decays, with the
hope of seeing beyond the standard model effects that occur not in lowest order
approximation, but in higher order contributions to decay rates. There are quite a few
decays that one can look for that either can’t occur at all in the standard model, or
only can occur at unobservably small rates. An observation of such a decay and
measurement of its rate would provide evidence of new physics. Many such studies
already conducted provide strong bounds on quite a few possibilities, so one can
imagine competing with colliders such as the LHC to either rule out or find new TeV-
scale physics by doing this sort of experiment.

One interesting document to read about this is the account of a panel discussion on
charm physics that occurred this past August. A participant emphasized how history
has recently been running against the people working on flavor physics, telling the
following story:

… over lunch we were talking about the future of the field, and I was
drifting off, and ended up in a fantasy world where things were done the
right way. And in this world the LHC was in fact built and came on the air,
and found the Higgs, and found many new events that we couldn’t explain
with the Standard Model. And people had realised that in order to interpret
these possible signals of new physics, we would also have to have flavour
physics studies of rare phenomena, so that we could start to see patterns
emerging… and working symbiotically together, the LHC and the flavor
sector would get to the root of what was happening, something that would
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be very difficult if not impossible to do with the LHC alone.

But then I woke up. And I thought about a colloquium I’d given recently,
where one of the chief experimentalists there took me into his office and
shut the door and said to my face, “Flavor physics is dead!” and apparently
he’s not the only one who said it: some pretty important people have said it.
And when something like that is said over and over it begins to have a truth
of itself.

Deciding whether Project X makes sense will require figuring out exactly what kinds
of experimental results it will make possible that would not be possible using existing
or currently planned facilities. For more about this, see the introductory and wrap-up
talks by Joe Lykken and a talk by Jon Bagger that summarizes the issues well. The
workshop also featured an excellent talk by Michelangelo Mangano summarizing the
current situation of particle physics, emphasizing what it might be possible to learn
through other means than the LHC, which is what is getting almost all the attention
these days. He pointed to the activities of the CERN Working Group on the Interplay
Between Collider and Flavour Physics that are documented at this web-site.

Update: Alexey Petrov was at the Project X workshop, and has a very interesting
posting about it.

Comments

1. Flip
November 18, 2007

Thanks for pointing us to the workshop PW!

A quick note: streaming video of most of the talks are available at the Fermilab
VMS site: http://www-visualmedia.fnal.gov/VMS_Site_2/

Click on “streaming video archive” and search under series: “High Intensity
Proton Source.”

Cheers,
F

2. Peter Woit
November 18, 2007

Thanks Flip!

Personally I can’t stand watching videos on the computer, and only will do this if
there are no slides available, or if I can’t figure out from the slides what the
speaker was talking about. Maybe this is a generational difference, or maybe I
just have the short attention span young people are always accused of having…

3. Dave Miller
November 19, 2007
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Peter,

In a time when hundreds of billions are going down the tube in Iraq, it’s easy for
us physicists to think that of course we should be given a few billion (or is it a
few dozen billion?) to build the next accelerator.

But this is real money — it could be used to build a lot of libraries or hospitals (or
pay for a lot of mathematicians or theoretical physicists or a few new football
stadiums or…). Is there any credible case to spend it on a new accelerator?

My Ph.D. is in particle theory from Stanford (SLAC), and I actually knew Barry
Barish when I was an undergrad at Caltech, but I have since moved into other
fields. Even from my perspective as a former insider, I am only mildly curious
about the results that will be coming out of the LHC (curious enough to follow
your blog, of course – thanks for all the effort you put in). Why should we expect
our fellow taxpayers to fund a machine, the results from which do not interest
most people and indeed which most people cannot even understand?

You have a rather unique view and position in the field of physics. Looked at
objectively, can you think of any reason our fellow taxpayers should fund Project
X – except of course to keep physicists employed?

All the best,

Dave

4. chris
November 19, 2007

hi dave,

“can you think of any reason our fellow taxpayers should fund Project X – except
of course to keep physicists employed?”

when i hear this kind of argument, it always reminds me of that famous story
about faraday. when asked by the king what good his novelty experiments on
electricity were he responded by saying, that one day there will be taxes on it.

seemed pretty outlandish then, right? seems pretty outlandish now to hope for
anything relevant to be discovered at a new accelerator.

5. Roger
November 19, 2007

Dave has a point. There is a feeling here that this is something just to keep
people employed. The physics involved in project X is reasonably interesting but,
in the absence of discoveries of non-Standard Model physics at the LHC, may
just be more of the same fare we’ve been served over the past few decades.

This is an issue not only for Fermilab, but concerns the whole field of
experimental particle physics. The most recent advances in fundamental physics
have come from the astrophysics experiments – is this a trend for the future ?



If the LHC provides no surprises I can see good not not compelling arguments
for further investment in large scale collider experiments.

6. Roger
November 19, 2007

Dave has a point. There is a feeling here that this is something just to keep
people employed. The physics involved in project X is reasonably interesting but,
in the absence of discoveries of non-Standard Model physics at the LHC, may
just be more of the same fare we’ve been served over the past few decades.

This is an issue not only for Fermilab, but concerns the whole field of
experimental particle physics. The most recent advances in fundamental physics
have come from the astrophysics experiments – is this a trend for the future ? If
the LHC provides no surprises I can see good not not compelling arguments for
further investment in large scale collider experiments.

7. chris
November 19, 2007

roger,

i think what we have seen over the past decades is the other fields catching up
while hep-ex is – comparatively – starving. until basically the 80s politicians
funded this field because of the perceived relevance for nuclear devices of
whatever sort. now that it is clear that the results are not anymore directly
relevant and biotech is the current cool technology, funds have decreased
accordingly.

i am fully in favor of any alternative way to learn about fundamental physics and
indeed the astrophysics results of the last decade are impressive. but ultimately,
if you want to know the physics at a certain scale, you have to go there somehow.
and that costs and therefore it is slow. but i do not see an alternative. except of
course if we just decide that we don’t care at all.

8. Dave Miller
November 19, 2007

Chris,

Of course, I’ve always loved that anecdote from Faraday (what physicist
doesn’t?).

But I’m skeptical that it is relevant any longer. Elementary particle/ high-energy
physics has been around for a long time now. But no practical result has ever
come from it, nor is there any on the horizon. And there seems to be an obvious
reason for this — charmonium, the W/Z particles, the higher baryon resonances,
the tau lepton, etc. are so massive and so unstable that it is hard to see what role
they can ever be made to serve in everyday life.

Of course, it is always possible that when Lubos finds the complete solution to



superstring theory that this will lead to countertop antigraivty and baryon non-
conservation (which would provide an unlimited energy source).

But in all honesty, can you envision in your wildest dreams any practical result
from particle physics in the next century? Faraday could (and did) accurately
envision such results from his work, as the famous anecdote shows. I’ve been
thinking about this (occasionally!) for more than thirty years since I was an
undergrad — I still remember George Zweig’s idea of using muons to catalyze
fusion — and I cannot think of any plausible practical consequences.

Do you honestly think high-energy physics will ever “pay off” in practical
economic terms (not counting as a physicists’ full-employment program)?
Practical results are not the only reason for science, of course, and we all have a
perfect right to pursue our hobbies and interests on our own time and money.
But is there any honest reason to urge our fellow taxpayers who lack our
interests to spend tens of billions on this?

Dave

9. Peter Orland
November 19, 2007

Dave Miller (who I used to know a bit when I’d visit SLAC during the
summers) raises an important issue. I think this is the central reason
why physicists should popularize their work with as little dishonesty
and hype as possible.

I think we can get the public interested in what we do thereby persuading them
that funding experiments is valuable. It’s
important, though, that they not be lied to in the process, since they will not
readily forgive us. NOTE: The space station and the space shuttle, devoid of
scientific or technological value, can get away with such dishonesty – they have
much larger budgets and a military connection.

10. Dave Miller
November 19, 2007

Peter Orland,

One of the main virtues of our host (Peter Woit) is that he does urge such
honesty.

I remember when I was a grad student at SLAC that it was sort of a joke (openly
discussed among faculty) that the only reason we were funded is that the feds
were hopeful/afraid that we’d come up with another weapon like the nuclear
bomb. Everyone laughed about it because we knew it was unlikely, but there was
a consensus that no one should let the funding sources in on the joke.

Years later, a friend who had ties with the defense establishment told me that the
feds weren’t that dumb but that they did view the HEP program as a good
technical training program for people who would end up working on nuclear



weapons, SDI, and more conventional military programs (which happened to a
lot of my classmates).

While I do endorse complete honesty, I do suspect that we may find that our
fellow citizens care a great deal more about Monday Night Football and Paris
Hilton than about science.

Dave

11. Roger
November 19, 2007

Chris – I totally agree. Progress will best be made with collisions at the energy
scale one wishes to investigate. However, the problem will arise if the LHC does
nothing other than confirm that the SM is a great low energy effective theorem.
In this situation, there is no clear guidance as to which energy scale one would
need to probe to make progress. Rare decays are of course sensitive to physics
occuring at high mass scales but, with the exception of the tenuous g-2_muon
result, there is so far little to suggest anything exciting so far. To carry on trying
in this area is a good but not compelling argument for further large scale
investment.

I’m a collider physicist so my career is tied up in all of this. However, should the
LHC not do anything exciting I would be tempted to change fields and move in
an astrophysics direction where one is more likely to make progress.

Accelerators are a comparatively recent technique and it may be that they’ve
had their day. It may also be that in a few years time we’ll be discussing some of
the greatest discoveries mankind has ever made.

Slightly off-topic here and I hope Peter won’t delete this but I’m a little gloomy
that the latter possibility will happen given that the “compelling” argument for
new physics at the LHC is the hierarchy problem. I’ve never been convinced by
this, possibly because I don’t appreciate it fully. Will someone explain to me why
the hierarchy problem seems to have been elevated to “big problem” status and
why it should be taken seriously ? I’m happy with the mathematics of it but it
seems to rest of so many assumptions. To me, the strong CP problem or electric
charge quantisation are “bigger” problems.

12. DB
November 19, 2007

This plan B sounds sensible. Whatever turns up at the LHC it is likely to be the
Saturn V of our time. The LHC was sold on its ability to discover the Higgs, if it
exists, whilst leveraging existing accelerator assets. Although it had a great case
it was really touch and go on a number of occasions during the budget approval
process. As things stands, neither the ILC nor CLIC can boast a similar clear-cut
rationale and without it they will never see the light of day. Of course, the LHC
may yet provide that rationale. However, even if the LHC astounds us, I don’t
believe politicians have the appetite for yet more mega-budget physics.
As we have seen in recent years with Kamiokande and Sudbury and now Auger,



the detection – be it terrestrial or space-based – of astrophysical sources of HEP
particles will continue to see lots of action whatever turns up at the LHC. Solid,
low-hype, reasonable-cost physics which delivers in spades.
(Well it used to be low-hype, but recently some idiots have begun to refer to
UHECR’s (ultra high-energy cosmic rays) as “oh my God particles”)

13. woit
November 19, 2007

Dave,

I believe one motivation for “Project X” is that it’s a lot less expensive than
something like the LHC/ILC, so can probably be built within the current level of
US HEP funding. So, particle physicists don’t need to ask the public for
increased funding, just a continuation of the current level. I happen to think
that’s not hard to justify: it’s a very small fraction of government spending, has
spinoffs, a small chance of dramatic breakthroughs that are technologically
useful, but, most importantly, I think the effort to understand nature in this
fundamental way is a worthwhile thing for humanity to be putting some of its
resources into. While most people are not well-informed about particle physics,
my experience is that most of them put it in a category of interesting things they
wish they knew more about, and have no problem with a few dollars/year of their
taxes being devoted to this pursuit.

The question about “Project X” I think is not whether it’s affordable, but whether
the possible physics results it can achieve are worth it, in comparison with other
ways of spending the money. That’s the question this workshop was devoted to
looking at.

14. Adud
November 19, 2007

PW:

One argument for Project X is that it would help develop some of the
linac technology needed for the LHC, but the

I guess this should be “ILC”? Great post!

DM:

But no practical result has ever come from it, nor is there any on the
horizon.

I guess one reason why many countries are funding this kind of experiments,
such as the LHC, is that lots of practical results are coming out from them. Not
in the form of making a cure for cancer from the Higgs boson, of course, but as
related technology developments. This blog is one among many, and probably the
least important, such developments.

Even more relevant, today low-energy particle accelerators are being used (and



commercially built) for a myriad of important uses: as sources of synchrotron
light and low-energy electron, nucleon and ion beams for research in materials
science, nuclear physics, biophysics, biotechnology and medicine. One of the
hospitals in the city where I live is seriously considering buying one for cancer
treatments. I have no idea what kind of accelerator or what kind of treatments
this is about.

Yet, current commercial and non-commercial low-energy accelerators where one
day developed as the bleeding-edge laboratories of particle physics. In a few
decades the LHC might well be considered a low-energy machine for applied
science. I’m sure more concrete examples can be given, maybe someone else
knows what DESY is going to be used for now that HERA has been
decommissioned. Germans are certainly not going to just demolish it……..

15. A quantum diaries survivor
November 19, 2007

What’s wrong with oh my god particles ? I find it quite funny, unconventional,
witty, and pulling the leg of Higgs nicknames aficionados. I do not think we
should be concerned with over- or under-hyping our experiments. Catch-words
are useful in that they lower the barrier with non-scientists and give some
humorous side to things. How are we going to take the public on our side of the
funding battle if we show disdain for popularization and trivialization of science ?
Science is not ours, it is everybody’s.

T.

16. nn
November 19, 2007

Chris,

If your arguments about practical usefulness of science are correct where would
that leave astronomy beyond the solar system? (I’m excluding the solar system
because e.g. watching NEOs clearly
has a practical purpose — just ask the dinosaurs)

But it is arguably doubtful there will ever be any practical application
of astronomy at a larger scale or cosmology.

And some of the astronomy projects (like Hubble or Webb or the
larger earth based telescopes) were/are also quite expensive in
LHC scale.

But I still find the results very interesting (not being an astronomer
myself) and would be sad if it wasn’t funded anymore.

One advantage the astronomers have over the particle physicists
is that their results are generally easier to understand for
the layman. Perhaps that is something physicists need to work
on.



17. Markk
November 19, 2007

Speaking as one of those taxpayers, not a professional academic, the reason to
fund things like High energy physics are twofold.

First and most important is that these are things should be done in a society in
which I am proud to belong. As a society, curiosity about our universe and
seeking of knowledge about it, are part of the definition of being healthy. When
we lose that, and stop spending the pittance we do on things like HEP, we are
sick and not long to remain as a coherent society. This is the classic point that
everyone from Hardy to Lederman and who knows how many others have made.
We are not spending NIH style money on high energy physics even if we would
have built the SSC. You can make a point about funding levels, but that is a
whole different administrative point, not an issue with goals.

Secondly, as a practical matter, as an engineer, and person who used to hire
engineers, I think that we need to keep a bank of knowledge of people who are
doing research at the frontiers and can reproduce old research. Somebody who
people can turn to for that little bit deeper knowledge and experience, when they
have to.

As an example, lets say a SM Higgs is found and nothing else and no signs of
anything else at LHC. Do we turn off all the colliders then? If so, then why don’t
we stop teaching theoretical high energy physics – there is no point, we for sure
then could never do anything with it and by the same reasoning it should go also.
We lose the knowledge in peoples minds then. It might be in books, but that isn’t
online in heads. Now suppose some odd results come in from, say materials, that
indicate long lived particles or other odd behavior. We’ll have people from other
areas that can jump in the research but there will be a gap, and people might not
even notice it really, because there will be nobody with the theoretical
background and nobody with the practical background to understand what is
going on. I would say we’d end up spending a lot more money, and a lot more
time at that point rebuilding the knowledge we would have had, if we even
understand what we have in the first place.

18. Peter Woit
November 19, 2007

Adud,

Thanks! Fixed.

19. chris
November 19, 2007

hi nn,

also to that i can only answer by going into history. i think it was around 1850,
when in a prominent textbook on astronomy the composition of distant stars was
listed as one of the things that can never possibly be accessible to humans.



my only answer is, who knows. how can you be so sure that what you find out
there will not at one point in the future change our daily life.
just to give a particularly bad and uninspired example, how do you know that
watching supanovae going off in distant galaxies in the full spectrum will not be
a main tourist attraction of the 54th century?

20. chris
November 19, 2007

dear dave miller,

thanks for your long reply. i have only spend the last 1.5 decades in hep, so i
grew up during the most boring of all times so to say. and yes, i do have similar
doubts that results of any practical relevance in the mid-term future will come
out of hep soon. and a third yes, i am also in it for the knowledge and not the
technology, which is of course the motivation for almost every person doing hep i
guess. but still. we are scratching at the frontier. per definition we don’t know
what comes next. there are people who claim that at 1 TeV you start leaving our
brane and go into the bulk of the universe. and this is just the result of wild
speculations while idling and waiting for nature to tell us what is there really.

i can’t imagine any possible practical use of HEP within the next century except
the spin-offs that i don’t really want to count. but again, if i knew what to expect,
i wouldn’t do research. and after all, the periods in physics where everything
seemd to be settled until now were followed by the most dramatic changes
always. of course, one should not rely on this. but it still is possible i think.

21. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
November 19, 2007

I may be unusually interested compared to the average non-physicist, but this
taxpayer, at least, is willing and driven to vote for politicians who promise
(however obliquely) to give experimental HEP in the US a good financial boost.

If the theorists in the field are victims of the success of the S.M., they must at
least be equally victims of having to wait about 20 years too long for TeV-scale
accelerators.

That said, although I found Dr. Robert Wilson’s eloquent statements in defense of
mere discovery both inspiring and moving, nothing seems to persuade the
legislator and executive quite like fear. It’s hard to imagine the Apollo program
without the Cold War. “We’re losing our technological edge to Europe, including
the FRENCH!”, or the prospect of having to outsource nuclear research to
China, might succeed where appeals to such frivolities as human curiosity may
fail. The mere thought that China seeks to land a robot on the Moon seems to be
enough to motivate our leaders to waste (in my opinion) $100 billion on human
flights to Mars, so there’s a lesson to be learned, however sordid and cynical it
may be.

22. nn
November 19, 2007



chris,

I think you’re misunderstanding me. I wasn’t arguing against
funding astronomy. Just pointing out that if D.M.s efficiency/cost
metric would be strictly applied astronomy would likely suffer too.
And some other very interesting, but most likely also relatively
useless areas of science (although admittedly most are not
as costly as HEP or high-end astronomy). But it’s not a pure HEP issue; more a
general science problem.

Also there might be always uses for everything of course,
although they are hard to predict.

Standard example is number theory — which used to be considered
100% useless — makes public key cryptography and
the internet go around these days. But then the number
theorists also never needed any billion dollar toys to play
around with.

23. srp
November 19, 2007

I will once more shout down the well here.

The bottleneck is current accelerator technology. If a substantial fraction of the
resources proposed for ILC or Project X were allocated to basic technology
development of wakefield accelerators, could they be deployed in a reasonable
time frame? If the likely answer is yes, then that strikes me as the no-brainer
strategy, since it allows much higher energies at affordable prices (and device
sizes). Experimental particle physics is rapidly being painted into a corner; it
needs to innovate a way to smash through the walls.

As a taxpayer, I would be much happier paying for breakthrough accelerator
research than for low-payoff conservative designs. If the physics community got
behind this strategy they could appeal to a) the scientific superiority of ultra-high
energy at affordable prices, b) the American love of invention, and c) the
possibility of spinoff technology.

Of course, if there were a sound argument that wakefield technology is
scientifically unsound or technologically too hard, then this strategy would be a
poor one. Yet I have found no such statement, nor, curiously, much interest in
assessing whether this technology is truly promising. It’s like going for brain
surgery before finding out if you can cure your headache by taking some aspirin.
No commitments to any future accelerator proposals should be made until that
wakefield assessment is made.

24. Peter Woit
November 19, 2007

srp,



It’s my impression that the sort of acceleration technology you’re talking about is
nowhere near the development stage, but requires a lot more research to even
see whether it is really feasible. There’s a good argument for putting more
resources into that research, but it’s a very different thing, on a different scale in
terms of money (less) and time (more) than the ILC or Project X. In those cases
the technology is in place now, and the question is whether to spend the large
sums needed to build a machine sometime soon (years, not decades).

25. Dave Miller
November 19, 2007

Peter,

Thanks for clarifying the cost issue on Project X.

Chris,

I think you’re thinking of Auguste Comte, the philosopher and founder of
positivism:

>We can never know what the stars are made of, Comte gloomily concluded in
1835:

>>On the subject of stars, all investigations which are not ultimately reducible
to simple visual observations are…necessarily denied to us… We shall never be
able by any means to study their chemical composition. (
http://www.astrosociety.org/pubs/mercury/33_05/rainbows.html )

Markk,

Having moved from academic HEP to emgineering work in industry, I’m a bit
skeptical of the “keep a bank of people with knowledge around argument.” No
one is suggesting that theorists be prevented from pursuing and publishing work
in theory or that people like Peter Woit and I be liquidated because we still
possess some knowledge of HEP. Assuming that we can continue to live in an
affluent society with freedom of speech, etc., there will be people who continue
to know and learn this stuff.

The issue is simply why our fellow taxpayers should pay big bucks for bleeding-
edge experiments. And, on that issue, srp’s point makes a good deal of sense to
me. Do HEP experiments have to be this expensive? I understand the underlying
physical reasons for the big accelerators, but do we also have a bit of a “NASA
problem” here? Other countries (and now some private companies) have shown
that you can put stuff in orbit a lot cheaper than NASA used to charge.

Is it possible that srp is right and that we have gone for the immediate
gratification of the big colliders and had too little deferred gratification aimed at
accelerator technology development?

Dave

http://www.astrosociety.org/pubs/mercury/33_05/rainbows.html
http://www.astrosociety.org/pubs/mercury/33_05/rainbows.html


_____

26. djm
November 21, 2007

srp,

There are many other “high risk, high payoff” technologies in accelerator R&D
than just wakefield, and even more low risk, lower payoff, some of which is being
funded at a modest level through DOE, ILC, etc. It is a topic that could certainly
be funded better. There is a distinct sense from ILC meetings I’ve attended that
they don’t want to talk about possible accelerator technology breakthroughs,
because it could interfere with selling the current design. IOW, if a breakthrough
may be 5 years out (which it always could be), why not wait for that and
redesign?

Current technology is impressive but has a distinctly brute-force flavor, which
does not appeal to those of us who have made clever technology work in other
contexts (e.g. at lower energies).

27. djm
November 21, 2007

Dave Miller: “Other countries (and now some private companies) have shown
that you can put stuff in orbit a lot cheaper than NASA used to charge.”

Every successful orbit to date has been entirely or largely subsidized by a large
government with enormous resources. Yes, it is cheaper to launch from
Kazakhstan than Florida.

28. srp
November 21, 2007

djm: I just mentioned wakefield because I’ve heard of it. If other stuff looks like it
might be better, then resources can be put into parallel projects. An intelligent
research program in accelerator technology development obviously should
allocate resources to multiple paths until one emerges as the best option.

The behavior you describe in ILC meetings, where people don’t want the
possiblility of breakthroughs to deter investments in the here and now is pretty
common in all large organizations. It’s even rational in many cases. The current
situation is not one of those cases.

Given the current context–a dead end for conventional accelerator technology
with marginal rationales being cooked up just to keep the game going after the
LHC–it would make sense for the physics community to get behind advanced
accelerator technology development the way it now gets behind conventional
behemoths like the ILC or Project X. This is one of those rare situations where
investing in the cool new cutting-edge stuff is more fiscally, politically, and
scientifically responsible than sticking with the tried and true.



29. wb
November 21, 2007

srp,

The real promise of wakefield accelerators is in the range of 1 – 100 GeV where
light sources can become university laboratory tools and where multi-spectral
beams can be used to probe matter with femtosecond simultaneity. Once one is
honest with oneself about building high energy colliders with such objects you do
a calculation of the electrical power required for such devices. For all the charm
about so-called compact size the power requirements come from very simple
calculations of luminosity in terms of beam power. As a starting point note that
at L=10^33 an ILC requires ~350 MW. Scaling to where a post LHC collider
should really be (1.5 TeV in the c.m.), one see that a wall plug power of ~3 GW
will be required. Be an optimist and imagine that lasers are 100% wall plug
efficient and that wakefield accelerators will be as efficient as rf driven
accelerators, and you may convince yourself that a post LHC linear collider will
only require 1 GW of electrical power. There are many more practicalities that
put TeV scale wakefield colliders far beyond what can be delivered in the next
decade even if one can pay the power bill.

Laser driven accelerators have made great progress and they do have great
promise for accelerator based science that can be delivered in the next decade if
that R&D funded at 2 to 3 times the present rate. Unfortunately high energy
physics is not one of those promises.

30. srp
November 23, 2007

wb: Thanks for your insights.

The advanced accelerator community does not appear to see things the same
way; see for example

http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/30148

where the author talks entirely in terms of high-energy physics applications and
never discusses power issues (although he is worried about applying wakefield
technology to positrons). This stance could be technological hubris or
grantsmanship, of course–I think the tokamak fusion community has been
accused of similar sins–but I need to explore the issue more thoroughly to know
whether your dismissal is the end of the argument.

31. srp
November 23, 2007

And this guy is talking about 10TeV with 360MW wall-plug power:

http://www.bnl.gov/ATF/Meetings/AAC04/plenaryabstracts/Monday
/GeraldDugan.pdf

http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/30148
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/30148
http://www.bnl.gov/ATF/Meetings/AAC04/plenaryabstracts/Monday/GeraldDugan.pdf
http://www.bnl.gov/ATF/Meetings/AAC04/plenaryabstracts/Monday/GeraldDugan.pdf
http://www.bnl.gov/ATF/Meetings/AAC04/plenaryabstracts/Monday/GeraldDugan.pdf
http://www.bnl.gov/ATF/Meetings/AAC04/plenaryabstracts/Monday/GeraldDugan.pdf


Of course, there are some feats of beam compression involved to get the desired
luminosity, and I have no way of telling whether these are plausible. But if it took
spending $100 million to find out, I’d support that.

32. wb
November 23, 2007

srp,

Gerry Dugan is certainly an expert and not one pushing his own research
program in this talk. Look at his CLIC example. This has 30 MW of beam power.
At 10% wall plug efficiency and accounting for overhead power for the facility,
CLIC will need at least 500 MW. (note that is completely consistent with ILC
estimates at 1 TeV. At 3 TeV CLIC also needs other miracles to actual maintian
nanometer beams in collision in space and time. No one has demonstrated that
such control systems can close the loop or are stable. Nonetheless, I agree that
search for such capability is worthwhile. It will tell us the limits of are
capabilities with linear colliders.

His 10 TeV system at 1e36 luminosity assumes an efficiency that is rather
incredible. Despite the fact, that the present state of laser efficiency from wall
plug to ultra-short pulse lasers is ~1% and that the efficiency from that lase
pulse to a beam is also of that order, the stated ifficentcy to two significant
figures is 16%. The beams must be controlled to 1 Angstrom in the vertical
plane. I’ll have to think more about whether that last claim makes physical sense
even.

The bottom line is that this technology will not be ready for 2025 even if R&D
funding were increased many-fold. Fortunately the laser technology gets driven
by commercial and defense interests. The only sure path forward to the 10 TeV
mass scale is a very large hadron collider. Is that affordable? are we capable of
managing a project of such large physical size? I’m not sure. I only advocate
avoiding the hype and making sure that LHC and its upgrades give the very best
possible physics output.

33. Howard Walker
December 13, 2007

Mr. Woit,

I have just finished “Not Even Wrong” and loved it. While it confirms my
thoughts about String Theory, I was really quite pleased to see that professionals
like yourself are coming out against it. I am quite angry though that so much
money and time is being lost on this red herring and that it will not end any time
soon as THEY are in charge.

If the TOE were to be announced tomorrow, THEY would say THAT is exactly
what they have been saying all along and THAT IS what String theory really was
all along. And THAT is what really bugs me to no end.

Please keep up the fight for real science.



Howard



Sidney Coleman 1937-2007

November 19, 2007
Categories: Obituaries

I just learned today the sad news of the death of Sidney Coleman, yesterday at the
age of seventy. Coleman had been in quite poor health in recent years. I wrote about
him here back in 2005, after attending a conference held at Harvard in his honor.

Update: More from Betsy Devine, Lubos Motl and Sean Carroll.

Comments

1. A quantum diaries survivor
November 19, 2007

Darn it. I am sick and tired of people dying! I know I sound silly, but I am serious.
Today I learned Michael Schmidt, a colleague in CDF, also died – and he was
quite young. May he rest in peace. And I want to remember here another friend
who died only a couple of weeks ago, Riqie Arneberg, a non physicist with a
bright mind who avidly read physics blogs. Sorry Peter for the off-topicness.

Cheers,
T.

2. Roger
November 20, 2007

Meaning absolutely no disrespect to his family, it sounds like it was a release
from a lot of suffering. Parkinsons disease is a wretched illness.

3. Betsy Devine
November 20, 2007

Thanks for the link, though it goes to my 404 page. Anyway, the best part is the
comments, which are a pile of Sidney Coleman stories:

betsydevine.com/blog/2007/11/20/our-friend-sidney-coleman-has-left-the-planet
/#comments

4. Peter Woit
November 20, 2007

Hi Betsy,

Link should be working now. I second your recommendation to people that they
should check out the comments!

5. joe

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=171
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=171
http://betsydevine.com/blog/2007/11/20/our-friend-sidney-coleman-has-left-the-planet/
http://betsydevine.com/blog/2007/11/20/our-friend-sidney-coleman-has-left-the-planet/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/11/sidney-coleman-1937-2007.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/11/sidney-coleman-1937-2007.html
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/11/19/sidney-coleman/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/11/19/sidney-coleman/


November 20, 2007

My Favorite Sydney Moment was his impression of an electron under various
symmetry transformations – fisrt he walked across the room, then he walked
across the room backwards, then he walked across the room backwards in the
other direction.

I was bad at QFT, but I loved Sydney’s Lectures.

6. Jimbo
November 21, 2007

A lively Sidney Coleman invading a closed New Jersey county fair, to wax
philosophical about the universe is a treat for all in the DVD, `Stephen
Hawking’s Universe, vol.3′.
I think the lesson of Sidney’s later years, is to treasure the masters who walk
amongst us while we still have them. Soon, we will probably lose John A.
Wheeler and other great spirits whose timeless contributions to physics were
apparrent at the SidneyFest.
A recent Godel-Fest article at the IAS by Dyson, mindbogglingly recounted how
new post-docs were casusally told by Oppenheimer to “avoid Einstein” , as he
was `totally out of touch with current physics’.
Can anyone imagine avoiding asking Einstein out for lunch, so as to not have to
hear about unified field theory ??

7. D R Lunsford
November 21, 2007

He was an excellent physicist. I hope he knows what breaks electro-weak
symmetry now.

-drl

8. Jonathan Vos Post
November 21, 2007

Note that Sidney Coleman is mourned by the professional Science Fiction
establishment, because of his outreach to and partcipation in this speculative
discipline.

Locus magazine online, Tuesday 20 November 2007

Physicist Sidney Coleman, a professor at Harvard University who was a co-
founder of Advent:Publishers in the 1950s and who wrote several review
columns for The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction in the 1970s, died
Sunday, November 18, 2007, at the age of 70.

9. Garotte Lazy
November 21, 2007

Sidney was a good man… a decent man… and in many ways a capable physicist.

http://locusmag.com/
http://locusmag.com/


But in the end, he was a limited man… sadly, sadly limited.

And his time had come and gone.

His scientific world was a world of crabbed, cramped limitations, so-called rules,
and unimaginative, arbitrary restrictions like “unitarity”, “self-consistency”, “not
adding complex numbers to grassman-valued numbers”, and so on.

He, like so many of his kind, had the soul of an accountant and the imagination
of a Soviet bureaucrat.

The doctors may talk of Parkinson’s disease, but I think what truly dealt him the
final blow was a sense of sorrow:

His crowning achievement — the Coleman-Mandula so-called “theorem” — had
recently been falsified (http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/An_Exceptionally_Simple_Theory_of_Everything)
and his bigoted worldview of “consistent physics” had come crashing down
around him, leaving his legacy in deep disgrace.

But why should I go on beating a dead horse?

Today, the Coleman era has passed.

Smolinian “seers” such as myself and the author of this blog are finally dealt our
just rewards — FQXI grants, book deals, talk-show appearances, not to mention
promotional T-shirts and coffee mugs with our revolutionary theories embossed
on them — all the indicia of true scientific success.

Meanwhile Coleman and his degraded heirs — the soi-disant “string theorists” —
stand on the brink of a vast obscurity.

Not a moment too soon, but let us be charitable —

De mortuis nil nisi bonum.

10. Yatima
November 21, 2007

> Garotte Lazy Says…

Very funny. You sadly fail at satire.

11. Tony Smith
November 21, 2007

Sidney Coleman lives on through the people he knew and taught, and through
his brilliant works (his book of lectures Aspects of Symmetry, his Harvard
lectures written up by R. Ticciati as the book Quantum Field Theory for
Mathematicians, etc).

Unfortunately, in an attempted (failed IMO) satire “Garotte Lazy” referred to

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Exceptionally_Simple_Theory_of_Everything
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Exceptionally_Simple_Theory_of_Everything
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Exceptionally_Simple_Theory_of_Everything
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Exceptionally_Simple_Theory_of_Everything


“… Coleman and his … heirs … “string theorists” …”,
even though as Jacques Distler said on his blog on 18 March 2005
“… Sidney was not interested in string theory; he wasn’t even particularly
interested in supersymmetry …”.

Since Sidney Coleman was Jacques Distler’s Ph.D. adviser, Jacques Distler’s
assessment of Sidney Coleman’s attitude toward string theory is probably
accurate.

If “Garotte Lazy” were to try to defend his statement by saying that since
Jacques Distler is a string theorist and also a student of Sidney Coleman, a string
theorist is in that sense an heir of Sidney Coleman, I believe that I would find
such an argument to be specious.

Tony Smith

12. woit
November 21, 2007

“Garotte Lazy” = “moron” = “Richard Feynman”

I see that you appear to be affiliated with the physics department of the Institute
for Advanced Study. For why I’m mentioning this, see
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11
/anonymity.html#c219957437009240105

Posting stupid attacks on people from behind various juvenile pseudonyms is
completely unprofessional. Dragging the reputation of a beloved and admirable
person into this at a time that his corpse is not yet cold, with the claim to be his
“heir”, is in addition morally repulsive.

13. Mrs. Feynman
November 21, 2007

“…Lazy” = “moron” = “Richard Feynman”

How can you insult my dead husband by calling him “lazy” and a “moron” ??
Don’t you dare speak ill of my poor, dead Richard, do you hear me?

How could you??

YOU MONSTER!!!

14. Peter Woit
November 21, 2007

“Mrs. Feynman”=“Garotte Lazy” = “moron” = “Richard Feynman”, and is a
regular reader of this blog from a Linux machine at the IAS running an IAS
customized browser. He posted the same thing at Lubos’s blog, where Lubos
writes that he finds it inappropriate and wishes that he had deleted it before
people started commenting on it.

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11/anonymity.html#c219957437009240105
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11/anonymity.html#c219957437009240105
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http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/11/anonymity.html#c219957437009240105


15. Bee
November 21, 2007

This is sad, both Coleman’s death and the inappropriately stupid comments you
have to deal with. Best,

B.

16. nontrad
November 21, 2007

I was a student of a PhD student of Coleman’s. I read ‘Aspect of Symmetry’
closely as a grad student and prior to that watched videos of Coleman’s lectures
(e.g. ‘Quantum Mechanics in Your Face’ about the Bell inequalities / EPR /
hidden variables etc) and prior to that heard many stories. So, I was saddened to
hear about this loss.

That said, I would like to *STRONGLY* second the idea that it is
*EXTRAORDINARILY* inappropriate to use this loss as an opportunity to engage
in polemics.

Regards,

nontrad.

17. Observer
November 21, 2007

Garotte Lazy Says: ……

No time, no place for those comments, not even in your wildest dreams you will
get something similar to a a Sidney Fest to honor you. By the way with your last
citation, De mortuis nil nisi bonum.
“No one can speak ill of the dead,” embarrasingly you contradict your whole
comment.

18. T
November 22, 2007

I still don’t quite understand what *EXACTLY* Sidney Coleman contributed that
merits such deep reverence for him after his demise; was he like Weinberg – i.e.
a very intuitive and thoughtful field theorist – or Feynman – a highly creative and
original thinker; or simply a good teacher who taught at (world-famous) Harvard
– and hence his stature? Sidney Coleman’s writings don’t seem particularly any
different from that of other well-cited physicists.

Regards.

19. D R Lunsford
November 22, 2007

Peter, couldn’t have said it better, even though I tried.



-drl

20. Steven H. Cullinane
November 22, 2007

T: The following quotes may be of interest.”Sidney Coleman comes as close as
any active physicist to assuming the mantle of Wolfgang Pauli as a trenchant
critic of research and as an expositor of ongoing developments in theoretical
physics.” —Book review of Aspects of Symmetry“He has… played the role of
Wolfgang Pauli of his generation; he liked to disprove ideas, and he was also a
genius in explaining things to others.” —Lubos Motl

21. Professor R
November 23, 2007

hi Peter,
sad news that Sidney Coleman has died, just as his famous theorem is in the
news again. (I’m enjoying all the recent comment on the recent Lisi paper on the
physics blogs). Sidney will live on through his work and his students.

Re a historical point, did you know that the first proof of the ‘impossiblity’ of
combining internal symmetries with the Poincare symmetry of space-time was
furnished by the Irish physicist Lochlainn O’ Raifeartaigh?(my late father ). The
‘O’Raifeartaigh no-go theorem’ was a hugely controversial result at the time and
brought quite a few PhD studies to an abrupt halt – see Dyson’s book ‘Symmetry
Groups’. My understanding is that the debate was finally closed when Coleman
and Mandula published a generalization of the theorem. Given the controversy, it
seems a pity that the original theorem is never referred to now (although it is
liberally cited in the Coleman-Mandula paper)…in other words Dad got all the
flak but is now forgotten!
That said, I don’t really understand the details of the difference, being an
experimentalist.

Re Lisi E8 paper, as a rank outsider, I can’t help thinking that it would be very
surprising if the group theory specialists would have missed this, Dad and others
were v familiar with this group….Cormac

22. MathPhys
November 23, 2007

Sidney Coleman was an extremely smart man who, in his prime, knew an
incredible amount of Physics.

When he graduated from CalTech, Gell-mann wrote him a recommendation letter
saying “Coleman knows more physics than anyone I know with the exception of
Feynman”.

He was also a very pleasant man. RIP, Sidney Coleman.

23. Peter Woit
November 23, 2007

http://www.google.com/search?num=30&hl=en&safe=off&q=%22sidney+coleman%22++%22mantle+of+wolfgang+pauli%22&btnG=Search
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Hi Cormac,

Thanks for writing. Your comment did encourage me to look at one of Coleman’s
papers on this that was in a book on my bookshelf (“Seven Types of U(6)”, in
“Mathematical Theory of Elementary Particles”, edited by Roe Goodman and
Irving Segal, proceedings of a 1965 conference).

The article is written with Coleman’s typical clarity and humor, reading it
reminds one of the reasons he is so highly admired. He begins with a quotation
from the Marquis de Sade’s “La Philosophie dans le boudoir”:

“Let up put a little order in these revels: measure is required even in the depths
of infamy and delirium”

which might also be an apt quote for the current state of particle theory…

Coleman mentions the O’Raifertaigh theorem in a note at the end of the article,
characterizing it as saying that if you have an exact finite-dimensional symmetry
group including both Poincare and internal symmetries, then all particles will
have to have the same mass. He claims this is a weaker result than what he is
after (the paper was written at a time that he suspected, but did not yet have an
argument for what was to become the Coleman-Mandula theorem), since it
allowed the possibility of constructing non-trivial theories combining internal
and space-time symmetry, as long as the particles had the same mass. Recall that
at the time, this was all about working with symmetries that were known to be
only approximate anyway, e.g. flavor SU(3).

In the bibliography he includes, Coleman makes the following excuse to those
authors not represented:

“This bibliography is representative, not exhaustive; it would require the talent
of a Dunbar to compile an exhaustive one. Before omitted authors become
indignant, they are advised to examine the text and see how I have represented
included ones.”

One of the main sources he lists is the proceedings of a conference held at
Trieste in May-June 1965. I remember seeing this many years ago. There were a
huge number of papers by people trying out all sorts of variants of large non-
compact groups as possible symmetry groups including SU(3) and space-time
symmetries. It was remarkable to see both how quickly people started working
on this after the discovery of SU(3), and how quickly they stopped as the no-go
arguments became apparent.

24. Santo D'Agostino
November 23, 2007

MathPhys,

I remember reading this story somewhere, as follows: Coleman got reference
letters from both Gell-Mann and Feynman. Gell-Mann’s said that, “Sidney
Coleman knows more about field theory than anyone else, except for Feynman.”



Feynman’s said that, “Sidney Coleman knows more about field theory than
anyone else, except for me.”



This Week’s Hype

November 23, 2007
Categories: This Week's Hype

This past week has seen a veritable bumper crop of media hype, involving claims
coming from both string theorists and critics of string theory. Besides the overhyped
claims and Lisi-mania that has made it into all sorts of media outlets, New Scientist
has added a couple more examples:

• The cover story of this week’s issue is The void: imprint of another universe?, which
features claims by Laura Mersini-Houghton about a feature observed in the WMAP
data that vindicates string theory. According to her:

It is the unmistakable imprint of another universe beyond the edge of our
own.

and

I think our evidence points to string theory being on the right track.

She also claims that string theory does make a prediction about what the LHC will
see: no supersymmetry. Since many other string theorists are claiming that string
theory could be vindicated by seeing supersymmetry at the LHC, I guess this logically
shows that string theory has already been shown to be correct by the LHC results,
since it predicts both that supersymmetry and no supersymmetry will be seen, and
this is a prediction guaranteed to come out right.

• The same issue also contains an article entitled Has observing the universe hastened
its end?, about this recent arXiv preprint of Lawrence Krauss and James Dent, where
they, according to New Scientist

…suggest that by making this observation in 1998 we may have caused the
universe to revert to a state similar to early in its history, when it was more
likely to end.

The Drudge Report today links to an article Mankind ‘shortening the universe’s life’ in
the British newspaper The Telegraph.

A lot of this nonsense seems to be originating in Britain. Tomorrow at Cambridge
University there will be a series of talks on God or Multiverse? that one can attend for
the bargain price of 65 pounds. The talks are advertised with a quote from
philosopher Neil Manson

The multiverse is the last resort for the desperate atheist.
Note added 10/29/2014: Actually, that’s a misquotation and
misrepresentation of what Manson wrote. For the true story, see here.

Perhaps the members of the clergy assembled for this event can lead those attending
in a fervent prayer that we soon be liberated from this plague of hype and nonsense,
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whether it be inspired by string theory or not…

Update: The story mangling Krauss/Dent has made it to Slashdot. Seems to me that
recent Slashdot stories on physics conclusively falsify one theory, that of the wisdom
of crowds.

Update: Krauss has changed the last two sentences of the paper to avoid
misunderstandings about what he is claiming such as the ones that appeared in the
media, see his comment here.

Update: It appears that Krauss somehow got the notion that it would be a good idea
to respond to Lubos’s posting about him in the comment section of the blog. He has
now been banned there on the grounds that he is “unable to satisfy basic criteria of
what I consider a rational debate.” Remarks from anyone supporting him have also
been deleted, following the usual Lubosian practice of how to deal with dissent.

Update: The Telegraph article has been extensively edited, with the current version
more accurately reflecting what was actually in the Krauss/Dent paper. The
misleading headline remains. I also hear that Krauss has written a letter to New
Scientist about the problems with their article. This also got picked up by Wired
Science, where I seem to have acquired an affiliation with MIT I wasn’t aware of.

Update: Here’s an account of the “God or Multiverse” event, where prayers for
deliverance from nonsense were not answered by the almighty:

…given that multiverses are in favour in many physics departments these
days, perhaps theology has something to contribute. Augustine and Nicolas
of Cusa are just two theologians to have pondered the possibility way back,
thinking it quite likely that the generous creativity of God would overflow
into the formation of other universes…

For theists, consciousness is ontologically prior to everything else. So in a
sense the possibility of the multiverse makes perfect sense already. It would
be every possible state of things that could exist, formed in the mind of God
– who must be able to conceive of everything possible since that is implicit
in the concept of divinity…

…not all explanations of things are simpler than the things they are
explaining (the multiverse as an explanation for the apparent fine-tuning of
our universe being an obvious case in point…

…In fact, maths looks rather like God – the former being necessary thinking,
the latter necessary being…

…However, if modern cosmology comes up with the multiverse as the
fundamental, necessary proposition (at least in one version, it says that all
possible worlds necessarily exist somewhere, we just happen to be in the
one that we happen to be in), then Ward put it that the proposition of God as
the fundamental necessity is actually a far simpler conjecture. In the
theological case, all possible worlds would be said to exist in the mind of
God, though quite possibly only a limited number of universes, and perhaps
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only one, actually exist. Occam would presumably have been much happier
with that thought than heaped infinities of actually existing universes…

God’s role in creation, then, is to allow only the universes that do exist, to
exist….

…This would be a purposive explanation of the universe. Purposive
explanations require knowledge of things, discrimination between things,
an appreciation of goodness, and the power to chose good over evil. So to
put it all another way, the big question in the cosmology debate is that of
evaluation: how do you evaluate one theory over another?…

Update: John Baez explains what the Krauss/Dent paper is really about.

Update: The Krauss/Dent paper has now been refereed and accepted for publication
in PRL.

Comments

1. Bee
November 23, 2007

this plague of hype and nonsense

It’s just a matter of perspective. Think of it as science fiction. It’s interesting, in a
certain way. I read a lot scifi as a kid, and I’ve always found other universes and
big mysterious voids interesting. I can understand that people like to read that
stuff. I just think that in many cases the speculative character of ideas is not
sufficiently well explained. And then there’s of course the concern that under
such circumstances it might eventually have an impact on science what people
like to read about.

2. Yatima
November 23, 2007

I feared that Peter would not be able to resist the bait of the latest edition of
New Scientist.

The editors should move these speculative ideas to a different section than
“Fundamentals”, something like “Really Wacky Stuff” pronto.

Something must be going wrong when arbitrary civilian (i.e. me) is presented
with the daunting prospect of having to make sense of a text like:

“Our measurement of the light from supernovae in 1998, which provided
evidence of dark energy, may have reset the false vacuum’s decay clock to zero”
(thus hastening the day of vacuum decay)

Only locally, one would hope. Additionally, reflect upon the fact that the
blogosphere now observes the emergence of the idea that observing the universe

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/12/astronomers_blamed_for_death_o.html
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may hasten its end. This might push the universe into a state in which this same
idea is more likely to be true. We are doomed by a feedback loop created by a
wrong interpretation of the verb “to observe”.

I will spare you %&+*#! bad puns about the truth emerging from large holes in
the universe.

3. wb
November 23, 2007

The Krauss/Dent claim is rather amazing. The 1998 observations were no
different qualitatively than those made earlier. What is different is the human
concepts that emerged. So what did reset the universe in their concept? seeing a
supernova? did seeing reset the universe a thousand years ago? or physicists
thinking about it? If the later, those not accepting the dark energy theory would
have had thoughts that did not reset the universe. Why did one set of thoughts
win out? Suppose dark energy is false, does the universe revert to its former
state. The observations themselves interrupted the flow of a less than 1 Joule of
energy… an that resets the universe?

Tis takes more suspension of disbelief than listening to presidential candidates.

4. alex
November 23, 2007

“She also claims that string theory does make a prediction about what the LHC
will see: no supersymmetry.”

There is no such generic prediction. Her statement is obviously wrong. She is not
a string theorist, nor a particle theorist so I would be suspicious of such claims.

5. SnarkFest
November 24, 2007

It’s a good thing this slop has a lot less potential impact on our lives than the
demented shenanigans that have occurred in the world of quantitative finance
(and the investment strategies it enables) over the past few years. NSF and DOE
will be lucky to have a budget by the end of the decade (not to mention the rest
of us).

6. PMembrane
November 24, 2007

Does this mean we’ll get to watch Krauss spear his hand with a pen-knife?

Chaos is king! Magic is loose in the world!

7. John Baez
November 24, 2007

Bee wrote:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waldo_(short_story)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waldo_(short_story)


Think of it as science fiction. It’s interesting, in a certain way. I read a
lot scifi as a kid…

I read a lot of sci fi as a kid too! Now that I’m grown up, I read a lot of SF. 

Whatever you call it — science fiction, sci fi, speculative fiction or SF — I think
it’s great stuff. By labelling it as fiction, we can let it inspire us without taking it
too seriously. The problem comes when people try to pretend such stuff is real
science, even when it’s not precise and doesn’t make any testable predictions.
That’s what Peter Woit is quite rightly complaining about.

Let science be science; let SF be SF.

8. PMembrane
November 24, 2007

The silly phrasing of the coda to the Krauss/Dent preprint aside, I am curious as I
have never seen a concise explanation of what the decay of a metastable ST
vacuum means in concrete terms.

I’ve seen it stated that the ground state of the ST vacuum is flat 10-d Minkowski
spacetime―does this mean that the compactified dimensions suddenly “unroll”,
resulting in a supersymmetric 9-d universe?

9. Bee
November 24, 2007

Hi John: Yes, I totally agree with you. See the last two sentences of my first
comment. Best, B.

10. Arun
November 24, 2007

IMO, particle physics is accelerating on its downwards trend: starting with the
popularization of speculative, even if powerful, ideas in the public in the name of
bringing science to the masses with now not-even-a-theory being heralded in
blogs and publications like The Economist as the great new hope.

11. Peter Shor
November 24, 2007

I’m going to be agree with Bee, more or less.

Is this any worse than news reports of the quantum eraser experiment which
make it sound like quantum mechanics means that we can change the past (and
which are also totally baffling, especially to people who actually understand
quantum mechanics)? There is real science behind the quantum eraser
experiment, and there seems to be very little actual science behind the ones you
report on this week, but I suspect that this distinction is completely invisible to
the public. How can you tell the difference between botched reporting of good
science and botched reporting of bogus science? They both get the public



excited about science, which is a good thing.

Ideally, of course, the science writers would be clever enough to only report good
science, and not botch their explanations of it. But we don’t live in an ideal
world.

I would like to believe that scientists who get themselves in the news with sci-fi
stuff don’t advance their careers. This would give incentives to scientists to come
up with this sci-fi stuff, which isn’t at all good for the field (as opposed to
journalists coming up with the sci-fi stuff, which I can’t see as being very
harmful). Any thoughts on this? And how can we give scientists incentives to
explain their work to the public honestly without giving them incentives to come
up with this sci-fi nonsense?

12. How Can We Turn The Tide?
November 24, 2007

I had great hope last year with the publication of Peter’s Not Even Wrong and
Lee Smolin’s The Trouble With Physics.

Finally someone put the Bogdonavs in perspective.

But their most recent actions, which helped fuel the media storm regarding
Garret Lisi’s non-theory, left me disappointed.

Garret mistitled a paper, spent hours preparing a pretty, but ultimately
meaningless youtube video with a hot English female voice, which in fact does
not unify gravity with the other forces, and succeeded in getting the non-physics
video everywhere, along with Lee’s “fabulous” appraisal.

The deeper I study the Lisi crisis, the darker it gets–there was a lot of pre-
mediation on Lisi’s behalf, aided by willing consultants and hype-master
accomplices. Read Lisi’s “gee whiz I’m a surfer and gee whiz I just figured out
the universe and gee whiz it’s a young theory and gee whiz I don’t want to hype
it and gee whiz it’s the media’s fault” posts at all the proper, pre-mediated points
in the blogosphere–read his sycophantic posts throughout the forums, where he
never quite answers anything, but only states that he is a poor hermit and surfer
and snowboarder in Hawaii and Lake Tahoe. Does Woit think that this is any
different from the Bogdonav Affair, other than that Lisi surfs and snowboards,
which gives him a media advantage?

To the degree this media event succeeds, it devalues all the humble,
hardworking, and generally underemployed physics Ph.D.’s; and it further
encourages the public to distrust science.

I wish Garrett would have placed his physics first, which would mean first doing
physics, I guess.

It would be so easy for Peter & Lee to speak out and to have spoken out, instead
of calling Garrett’s non-theory “fabulous.”



It is time for Garrett to retract his paper from arxiv.org, retitle it with a more
appropriate title, and resubmit it.

It would also be great if he were to contact all the media outlets and convey to
them the simple facts and truth–his theory makes no predictions and cannot be
tested, and it is replete with fundamental errors and handwaving that are now
well-documented throughout the blogosphere, whose time he wasted.

If Lee and Peter ever meant anything by their books–if they are men of their
words–the most important element in the advancement of science and all
culture–they should call upon Lisi to set the record straight.

13. Peter Shor
November 24, 2007

To answer Pmembrane, I thought that Calabi-Yau manifolds were flat 10-d space-
time (at least to the first-order approximation), so all these Calabi-Yau manifolds
are ground states to a good approximation. This is probably what you heard
stated. Higher order effects are what is believed to make one the true vacuum
and the others false vacuums.

As for how you go from one Calabi-Yau manifold to another, I don’t believe
anybody understands this process in any degree of detail whatsoever. Please
correct me if I don’t know what I’m talking about (which is quite likely).

14. AP
November 24, 2007

Maybe I am missing something here … New Scientist is a magazine that they sell
for money right? Would I want them to make less money to satisfy some
irrelevant scientists? Not if they are the source of my pay check, right? (Here I
am defining irrelevant as being less news worthy than which starlet got arrested
for drunk driving last night). I can hear the ‘but’ coming already … ‘but shouldn’t
they make money without hurting science?’ One has to ask why? I don’t let other
people bully me about how to legally make money and I don’t think New
Scientist should let me, you or anybody bully them either.

That being said, what about the scientists involved in this debacle? Well what
can one say? It seems to be working out for them right? No offense Pete, but
you’re one to talk. You use popularization for your own purposes too. But I’m
sure you’ll say you do it the right way and they do it the wrong way. Funny how
life seems to work out like that …

15. Tim May
November 24, 2007

I’m not sure I should be commenting here, lest the future of the universe be
further shortened. (We now have confirmation that blogging is killing the
universe, something many of us had already felt was happening.)

Hey, I like science fiction as much as Bee, John Baez, etc., but what seems to be



happening is the “tabloiding” of science, akin to “Entertainment Tonight!,” “The
National Inquirer/Enquirer,” Paris Hilton, Brittny Spears, etc.

I think a certain amount of speculation is healthy. I vividly recall reading
everything I could back around 1968-70 on Wheeler’s ideas about black holes,
wormholes, etc. (even before these became motifs in science fiction). I don’t
think the speculation was too way out, and it didn’t cause much confusion….just
a few bad SF movies.

This tabloidization isn’t completely new. I remember “Science Digest” from the
1960s, a small magazine printed on pulpy-type paper, with lots of gee-whiz
articles about time travel, flying cars, and our impending colonization of Mars.
And “Science News” had its moments of silliness.

Then the 1980s hit, with the publisher of “Penthouse” producing “Omni.” A
glossy, glitzy magazine devoted to pop science, with lots of articles about living
forever, uploading into computers, etc. Other mags, too. It eventually folded.
(Along with a really excellent magazine called “High Technology,” which had
great articles about things like disk drives work, how chips work, etc.).

Even “Scientific American” moved away from its formerly staid, even formulaic,
approach to articles in favor of shorter, more “with it” pieces. And cover stories
designed to sell newstand copies. (I don’t have any issues handy, as I no longer
buy paper magazines, but I recall several breathless covers not too far removed
from what “New Scientist” uses frequently.)

There’s still “Nature.” And “Science.”

Oh well. Maybe someone will produce a paper saying that if _observing_ dark
energy shortens the life of the universe, then _confusion_ and _errors_ about
dark energy will REVERSE THESE EFFECTS!

(BTW, I looked at the PDF of the K & D preprint. The citations didn’t seem to
mention Nick Bostrom, who has written about Bayesian issues along the same
lines. I don’t think he would phrase things in terms of “the observation of blah
_causes_ the universe to end sooner,” but would express things in terms of what
an observation means in terms of where in a thing’s lifetime (civilization,
environment, universe) we likely are. I’m not sure I agree with Bostrom, but at
least he phrases the “Neo”-Bayesian points in a non-causal way.)

–Tim May

16. Lawrence Krauss
November 24, 2007

Hi.. I wanted to chime in with an apology of sorts regarding the confusion in the
press regarding our work. Our paper was in fact about late-decaying false
vacuum decay and its possible cosmological implications. Needless to say, the
explosion of press interest, prompted by the final two sentences of the paper,
misrepresented the work, which was not intended to imply causality, but rather
to ask the question of whether by cosmological measurements we constrain the



nature of the quantum state in which we find ourselves, inferring perhaps that
we are not in the late-decaying tail. However, I do take responsibility in part for
the flood, as I was undoubtedly glib in talking to the new scientist reporter who
read the paper on the arxiv. I have learned that one must be extra careful in
order not to cause such misrepresentations in the press, and I should know
better. In any case, the last two sentences of the paper have been revised so that
it should be clear to the press that causality will not be implied. mea culpa

17. Peter Woit
November 24, 2007

Pmembrane/Peter Shor,

10d flat space appears to be a stable solution to string theory, consistent if any
solution is. A Calabi-Yau is a 6d space with certain properties, can be highly
curved. String theory is believed to have solutions in which 4 dimensions are flat
(space-time), 6 are a Calabi-Yau.

Saying that transitions between solutions are not understood in any detail is a
huge understatement.

However, this discussion of the basics of string theory really is off-topic, if you
want to pursue it, perhaps the blog of a string theorist would be a place to try.

18. Peter Woit
November 24, 2007

How can we…

I’ve not referred to Garrett’s work as “fabulous”, instead have tried on this blog
to give an accurate description of it. Garrett, like any author, is entitled to a
much more optimistic view of his own work than other people may hold. Taking
this into account, I don’t think his behavior has been unreasonable at all.

19. J.F. Moore
November 24, 2007

I would like to be sympathetic to science stories being “mangled” as our host
Peter puts it, or “misrepresented” as L Krauss does. I certainly see many
examples of this in pop science literature. But I’m having a hard time
understanding how a science reporter, when given this quote (presumably via
phone or email interview):

“The intriguing question is this,” Prof Krauss told the Telegraph. “If we attempt
to apply quantum mechanics to the universe as a whole, and if our present state
is unstable, then what sets the clock that governs decay? Once we determine our
current state by observations, have we reset the clock? If so, as incredible as it
may seem, our detection of dark energy may have reduced the life expectancy of
our universe.”

is misrepresenting the science or the scientist if the reporter then prints that in



the article he writes. Were there strong qualifiers that were omitted? I also don’t
think the pub crowd at Slashdot (which linked to the Telegraph article, not New
Scientist) can be much blamed for taking such clear hints at causality and
running with them.

I do respect the mea culpa here, but I would think it would do more good (maybe
with some exposition) as a letter to the editor in New Scientist and the
Telegraph, precisely the places where people who are easily mislead might then
read it.

20. Lawrence Krauss
November 24, 2007

I have written to the New Scientist…btw…

and the quote was within the context of a wavefunction.. if our measurements
constrain the wave function, and if the probability of decay depends upon the
state we are in, then if we are averaging over probabilities the statement is true
I believe.. what was glib was not being clearer on this than I was.

21. Chris Oakley
November 25, 2007

Lawrence,

It may be too late. Even by suggesting, or causing others to think that you
suggested, that making astronomical observations could cause the universe to
end prematurely you may have forced the universe into a quantum state where
this could possibly happen.

Tim,

Why is it that none of you guys seem to be able to spell Britney Spears’ name
correctly? Peter and Lubos both have “Brittany” (see the Jan 22, 2006 NEW
posting), which lends credence to my theory – admittedly on diminishing
evidence – that Lubos is a fictitious adversary created by Peter to boost sales of
his book.

22. Nugae
November 25, 2007

Every week New Scientist publishes a cover article that is either fallacious or
nonsense. Don’t be narrow-minded: try reading them when they’re on some
subject other than cosmology and you’ll see it’s true.

[Occasionally there is an exception, when in Du Sautoy style, the article is so
vacuous that one can’t even see whether it’s nonsense or not].

A really forward-thinking university would organize a weekly New Scientist
undergraduate seminar: a great interdisciplinary exercise for the enquiring
mind. PhDs would be allowed in only if they had some residual ability to think



outside their own field. A Britney test would be unfairly stringent, though: a
Tolkien test might be easier.

23. How Can We Turn The Tide?
November 25, 2007

Peter,

What it all comes down to is that the public is entitled to the Truth.

I simply cannot comprehend how you can state in good conscience that Garrett’s
behavior has not been unreasonable. Your slipperieness is beocming more and
more apparent, undermining the value of this blog and your book.

Garrett titled his paper “An exceptionally simple theory of everything,” which the
paper is not. Indeed, authors are entitled to optimism in their work, but that
does not grant them the right to publish and perpertuate lies, with the aid of
well-funded accomplices.

Smolin called the paper “fabulous,” and look at the hundreds of pages which
have resulted:
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&safe=off&q=fabulous+smolin+lisi

Lisi claims that his theory can be tested, but this is also a lie. His theory offers no
concrete predictions.

Lisi also went through an exorbitant amount of effort to make a youtube video
with a hot women’s voice and market his surfer image.

Again, all that we’re asking for is the simple truth:

1) Woit and Smolin should acknowledge that the title of Lisi’s paper is hype, and
that his theory makes no predictions.
2) Lisi should withdraw his paper from arxiv.org, retitle and rework it to reflect
it’s true nature, and resubmit.
3) Woit/Smolin/Lisi should contact the dozens of major news outlets, and share
the truth.

http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,311952,00.html

And please, let’s stop with the cutesy-irony, as Fox News reports, “For his part,
Lisi self-mockingly calls his finding “An Exceptionally Simple Theory of
Everything.” in Laid-Back Surfer Dude May Be Next Einstein

http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,311952,00.html

What it all comes down to is that the public is entitled to the Truth.

Anyone who disagrees with this can never contribute to science.

24. piscator
November 25, 2007

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&safe=off&q=fabulous+smolin+lisi
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&safe=off&q=fabulous+smolin+lisi
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,311952,00.html
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,311952,00.html
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,311952,00.html
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,311952,00.html


Dear Peter,

This statement

>Saying that transitions between solutions are not understood in >any detail is a
huge understatement.

is plain wrong. Certain transitions – e.g conifold transitions – are understood
very cleanly, and there is a beautiful story involving the presence of new light
degrees of freedom (wrapped branes) at the singularity. This is really nice
physics, the solutions are protected by lots of supersymmetry, and everything is
under control.

This case represents a *great reason* to study string theory – the theory knows
about topology change, and can describe it precisely and in a controlled fashion.

piscator

25. Peter Woit
November 25, 2007

piscator,

One can argue about how well this is understood in certain idealized models, but
I think it is accurate to say that there is nothing remotely like a detailed
understanding of such transitions in general, or most importantly, in the case
relevant to physics, of transition between two string backgrounds complicated
enough that one of them might have something to do with the real world.

26. conifold
November 25, 2007

Peter:”…the case relevant to physics, of transition between two string
backgrounds complicated enough that one of them might have something to do
with the real world.”

Is the KKLT construction “complicated enough”? Recall that they compactify
Type IIB on a CY which has a local structure of the Klebanov-Strassler deformed
conifold.

27. Peter Woit
November 25, 2007

conifold,

Sorry, I just don’t see how what is known about the conifold transition can be
said to provide anything that can be called a “detailed understanding” of the
transition from one realistic string background to another, including in the KKLT
case.

28. piscator
November 25, 2007



Peter,

obviously I agree that the less supersymmetry you have the less control you
have.

I very much hope that for backgrounds describing the real world, the theory of
vacuum decay is not a question that is actually relevant to experimental physics

piscator

29. Bad
November 25, 2007

“Lawrence, It may be too late. Even by suggesting, or causing others to think
that you suggested, that making astronomical observations could cause the
universe to end prematurely you may have forced the universe into a quantum
state where this could possibly happen.”

Now kids, that there is some real wit. Bravo. 

30. nicky nichols
November 26, 2007

hang on! surely new scientist is not that bad, the article does state that there is
at least another explanation.

please do not criticise science journalists who have to assimilate a great deal of
new information and understanding in a very short period of time. and besides,
science articles are often written in a particular way, science magazines often
exist for a particular reason beyond profit.

i could mention several examples of new scientist articles which when were
immediately considered to be false, however wrongly so…

31. Professor R
November 27, 2007

hi Peter,

Re media hype discussed above:

I’ve only started reading New Scientist again in the last few months and am
astonished how their articles undermine recent work in physics by both over-
hyping and misrepresenting it. Here in Ireland and the UK, NS articles are then
rewritten in the press, with further misunderstandings added.

I have huge concerns over this method of making science ‘interesting’. Is it any
wonder the public lack confidence in science, when the latest speculative ideas
are portrayed as the new science? It also makes balanced discussion of the
papers quite difficult afterwards, which is a pity for the authors.



For example, your own discusson of Lisi paper read as reasonably balanced and
fair, but the NS article lacked any critical comment from speciailsts. In fact, it
pretty much made out that E8 was a new discovery in group representation.
When I checked the only book on group theory I have on my shelf (, ‘The Group
Structure of Gauge Theories’ O’Raifeartaigh, CUP) I was surprised to find a
comprehensive discussion of the use (and limitations) of E8 in gauge theory as
far back as 1986 ).

As for the NS article on Krauss’s paper, its clear from his comments that the
article misrepresented the central thesis …I think I’ll stick with Physics World ….
Cormac



Letter to the Editor

November 24, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

To the Editor:

Paul Davies, in his Op-Ed piece Taking Science on Faith, uses recent untestable
speculation about multiple universes motivated by string theory to claim that “the
mood has now shifted considerably” among physicists. He characterizes physics as
being, just like religion, “founded on faith”, faith in the existence of intelligible laws
describing nature and in a “huge ensemble of unseen universes”, the so-called
“multiverse”.

The only real recent shift in mood among most physicists has been a loss of interest in
string theory, precisely because its proponents have been forced to invoke the
multiverse hypothesis in order to explain why string theory can’t predict anything.
The existence of mathematical “laws of physics”, describing accurately and
successfully the physical world in a testable way is not a “belief” but a fact.

Update: The Edge web-site is promoting both the Davies Op-Ed, and several critical
responses to it.

Update: Lots of other bloggers weighing in, with the Science Blogs crowd (here,
here, here, and here) uniformly Davies-hostile. The only positive blog entries I’ve seen
about the Davies piece come from the IDers and Lubos Motl. Lubos seems to feel that
the main issue here is that Steven Weinberg, Stephen Hawking, Lenny Susskind and
Frank Wilczek may be unable to pursue their anthropic-principle-inspired research
programs out of fear that I might criticize them. I would think they might be even
more intimidated by P.Z. Myers, who reaches rhetorical heights I can not aspire to,
referring to the Anthropic Principle as that tiresome exercise in metaphysical
masturbation that always flounders somewhere in the repellent ditch between
narcissism and solipsism.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
November 24, 2007

Needless to say, someone should write a very hard-hitting Op-Ed rebuttal to this
crap. This fiction that physics is somehow about us, is the ultimate expression of
an absolutely pernicious narcissism.

Davies, one notes, is British.

-drl

2. cyberfizzle

http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/24/opinion/24davies.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/24/opinion/24davies.html
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/davies07/davies07_index.html
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/davies07/davies07_index.html
http://scienceblogs.com/ethicsandscience/2007/11/questions_i_have_for_paul_davi.php
http://scienceblogs.com/ethicsandscience/2007/11/questions_i_have_for_paul_davi.php
http://scienceblogs.com/pontiff/2007/11/nitpickers_pardiso_paul_davies.php
http://scienceblogs.com/pontiff/2007/11/nitpickers_pardiso_paul_davies.php
http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2007/11/faith_is_not_a_prerequisite_fo.php
http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2007/11/faith_is_not_a_prerequisite_fo.php
http://scienceblogs.com/authority/2007/11/science_faith_and_the_new_york.php
http://scienceblogs.com/authority/2007/11/science_faith_and_the_new_york.php
http://www.uncommondescent.com/intelligent-design/taking-science-on-faith/
http://www.uncommondescent.com/intelligent-design/taking-science-on-faith/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/11/paul-davies-taking-science-on-faith.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/11/paul-davies-taking-science-on-faith.html


November 24, 2007

I wrote a rebuttal, but I don’t know if it’s any good.

3. gbp
November 24, 2007

I think, we see just the beginning of this shift. I expect that all papers where
nothing observable is computed with reasonable accuracy may be banned in
some way (or labelled as junk). This is going to be the price the community will
pay for the decades of superficial speculations.

4. LDM
November 25, 2007

Well, Davies is all wet.

First, religious faith, where you are not allowed to challenge dogma, but must
accept it even if it is contrary to reason, does not have a counterpart in science.
Everything in science is fair game to be questioned, and any theory respected
today could conceivably be overturned by a new fact discovered tomorrow. Not
so in religion.

Second, he accords the multiverse much more legitimacy than it merits.

Third, his statement “ the very notion of physical law is a theological one in the
first place, a fact that makes many scientists squirm.” is false. The notion of
physical law in science, as already noted, is in fact the opposite of a theological
notion. Any law is fair game, including the notion of physical law itself, and
unlike religious dogma, science needs to have its ideas questioned to remain
vital…Religion is the opposite, and cannot stand free inquiry and questioning.
If, for example, I call Susskind a hack because I don’t agree with his ideas in
HEP, he probably could care less. If I draw a cartoon with him in it ridiculing his
ideas…again, he could care less. But, if instead of Susskind I chose a certain
religious figure, I could find a fatwa issued against me.

Davies doesn’t know what he is talking about.

5. zorba
November 25, 2007

Paul Davies said: “In other words, the laws should have an explanation from
within the universe and not involve appealing to an external agency. ”

I fail to see what anyone [apart from religious people] could object to in that
statement. Boltzmann *explained* the second law of thermodynamics [in terms
of probability], Einstein *explained* the laws of gravitation, etc ; all PD is saying
is that he wants to see this project furthered, and that people who deny that this
is necessary are behaving in an irrational [“religious”] way. Lubos Motl regularly
denies that certain things need to be thought about [for example, the smallness
of the entropy at early times] and PD is just decrying this kind of head-in-the-



sand attitude.

By the way, the notion that multiverse ideas are *intrinsically* unverifiable is an
error; to take just one example, see

Anthony Aguirre, Matthew C Johnson, Assaf Shomer, Towards observable
signatures of other bubble universes, arXiv:0704.3473

6. lostsoul Ph. D.
November 25, 2007

Davies’ conclusion, that the’ laws should have an explanation from within the
universe and not involve appealing to an external agency. The specifics of that
explanation are a matter for future research’ seems reasonably sensible. And is
the faith referred to in ‘until science comes up with a testable theory of the laws
of the universe, its claim to be free of faith is manifestly bogus’ anything other
than a belief in the efficacy of the scientific method? This is something all
scientists have, I would have thought. Just by mentioning the multiverse, which
he says is ‘increasingly popular, but– doesn’t so much explain the laws of physics
as dodge the whole issue’, and having a bit of ‘history’ in this area, Davies
appears to become a target for unreasoned and ad hominem abuse (saying that
the fellow is British, for example) of the type more usually associated with
anonymous string polemicists.

7. Coin
November 25, 2007

Just in case you were wondering, by the way, the “intelligent design” movement
takes Davies’ op-ed as vindicating what they’ve been saying all along.

8. Constantine Tynyansky
November 25, 2007

All mathematical axioms are religion. The mathematics are a sect of axiomatic
religion. The mathematics nothing explains! For example, where an explanation,
why is true (has the proof) any mathematical theorem? Physicists-theorists it the
religious fanatics, which try to search for explanations with the help of
mathematics. For example, theory of superstrings, multiverse etc.
Sample of religious fanaticism: “all mathematical structures exist” [Max
Tegmark].

9. nigel cook
November 25, 2007

I read Paul Davies 1985 book The Forces of Nature as a kid, and it was helpful in
explaining (without any mathematics) a little about the origins of fundamental
forces from experiments in electromagnetism, beta radioactivity (weak force),
and particle interactions (strong force and validation of the basic electroweak
theory by the discovery of three massive weak gauge bosons in 1983). I think it
did contain some speculative ideas like string at the end, but that wasn’t hyped.
The nice thing was the graphical explanation of how the idea of quarks arose

http://www.uncommondescent.com/intelligent-design/taking-science-on-faith/
http://www.uncommondescent.com/intelligent-design/taking-science-on-faith/
http://www.uncommondescent.com/intelligent-design/taking-science-on-faith/
http://www.uncommondescent.com/intelligent-design/taking-science-on-faith/


from plotting known particles in geometric shapes with particles arranged at
their points experimental data (arranging the known baryons and mesons by
their charge and spin properties), which led to predictions like the omega minus
(containing three strange quarks), which were experimentally confirmed. The
book didn’t explain everything very well, and the lack of presentation of any
significant mathematics was unhelpful. But at least it showed that there was
substance and scientific method in some modern physics. It’s bad news that
Davies has now moved on from explaining how science should be done, to
seeking to replace it with religion. However, he clearly wants to be fashionable
and he did receive a Templeton Prize for Religion a few years back. What do you
seriously expect in this day and age? Science has reached a dead end.

10. Leonard Ornstein
November 25, 2007

The convention of accepting axioms and definitions, is an act of “faith”. Thus all
logic and deduction is rooted in faith.

Believing that observation of an incomplete sample of a class or process can be
used to estimate properties of the class…or the future, is an act of faith.
Therefore all inductive empirical reasoning depends, at least implicitly, on faith.

Yet Paul Davies is wrong, for the reason repeatedly cited above: Science, which
MUST depend on these faiths, none the less, in contrast to theisms, insists that
they all are provisional beliefs, scaled by some confidence intervals, and subject
to possible refutation by future observation.

Science (as all rational disciplines) makes models of “reality” as perceived by
imperfect minds in a noisy environment. No matter how beautiful, the
relationship of a model to reality can only be judged by empirical “tests”. Until
multi-verses, string theory and even Higgs bosons are “tested”, they are
indistinguishable from good science fiction. And the longer it takes their
proponents to at least “design” such tests, the greater our right to be skeptical!

There can be few absolute truths, even in purely logical systems, as Gödel
demonstrated; the Platonic dreams of such absolutism by some mathematicians
and physicists notwithstanding.

11. Chris W.
November 25, 2007

Davies’ concluding paragraphs (already quoted in part):

It seems to me there is no hope of ever explaining why the physical
universe is as it is so long as we are fixated on immutable laws or
meta-laws that exist reasonlessly or are imposed by divine providence.
The alternative is to regard the laws of physics and the universe they
govern as part and parcel of a unitary system, and to be incorporated
together within a common explanatory scheme.

In other words, the laws should have an explanation from within the



universe and not involve appealing to an external agency. [emphasis
added] The specifics of that explanation are a matter for future
research. But until science comes up with a testable theory of the laws
of the universe, its claim to be free of faith is manifestly bogus.

Some of the previous commenters (and Peter too) haven’t read his essay very
thoughtfully. It seems clear that he is calling for an explanation of physical laws
from within the universe. This is hardly consistent with the viewpoint of
intelligent design or earlier theological accounts, which call for an explanation
from outside, ie, from a deity. He is hardly endorsing the notion of a multiverse
as an adequate solution; on the contrary, he evidently regards it as deeply
problematic and question-begging, if not altogether vacuous. He is issuing a
challenge, and I believe he hopes it can be met.

12. DB
November 25, 2007

There is no belief system in science which is comparable to religion. What Davies
claims to be science’s belief system is in fact a set of expectations, based solely
on the experience to date that the interplay between hypothesis and
experimentation yields a progressively refined and more powerful grasp of the
workings of our universe. This is a perfectly rational stance which requires no
belief system to underpin it. As long as each iteration continues to deliver the
goods, you stick with it.
Someday, this process could very well end in the conclusion that mankind had
gone as far as its limited mental capacities allow. At which point the only rational
position would be to acknowledge that we don’t possess the ability to go further
at this time. We are already at the stage that a thorough understanding of
established QFT and GR demands exceptional mathematical ability and years of
university level study and is therefore reserved to a tiny minority of humanity.
As Poincare explained so eloquently in his popular text Science and Hypothesis
way back in 1905, our so called immutable laws are nothing more than a set of
mathematical models of reality and are to be retained only in so far as they
correctly predict the outcomes of experiments. To the best of our knowledge,
they have no existence outside the human capacity to create and process the
symbols which encode this information.
There is simply no overlap whatsoever between this position and the set of
immutable fairytales for adults which serve as a psychological crutch for the
ignorant, impoverished or weak-minded who have either been thoroughly
brainwashed as children or, in their dotage, are terrified by the inevitability of
death and personal extinction. Or indeed, with any of their modern
reincarnations such as the anthropocentrism promoted by Davies.

13. D R Lunsford
November 25, 2007

What Davies fails to get is the difference between faith and intuition. Faith is a
choice of free will – intuition is something ineffable and innate – either you have
it or not. The nearest religious analogy is “grace”.



When enough people share the same faith, they can then organize and block
competing faiths. Thus faith is essentially negative because it leads automatically
to dogma. There is no possibility of “enough people having the same intuition”.
Those come to a only a few, sometimes contemporary (e.g. Newton and Leibniz,
Gauss, Bolyai, and Lobatchevsky etc.). Intuition leads on to physical law if
properly interpreted. It can be mis-interpreted (Kepler) and so is not “perfect” in
a religious sense. It can subsequently be re-interpreted (Kepler again) and that is
the stuff of heroism.

What has happened is – religion and metaphysics have been systematically
discredited by several generations of physicists (which however does not make
them unnecessary and vital), and they have now spilled over into physics.

-drl

14. lylebot
November 25, 2007

The convention of accepting axioms and definitions, is an act of “faith”.
Thus all logic and deduction is rooted in faith.

No, the axioms are just taken as antecedents at the very first step in a chain of
modus ponens. We don’t have to believe that they’re true to use them to reason.

15. ekzept
November 25, 2007

With all the possible variations on even DNA-based life, and the contingent
pruning happening along the way from LIPS and the occasional space rock, I
think the words of Loren Eiseley might be remembered:

Lights come and go in the night sky. Men, troubled at last by the things
they build, may toss in their sleep and dream bad dreams, or lie awake
while the meteors whisper greenly overhead. But nowhere in all space
or on a thousand worlds will there be men to share our loneliness.
There may be wisdom; there may be power; somewhere across space
great instruments, handled by strange manipulative organs, may stare
vainly at our floating cloud wrack, their owners yearning as we yearn.
Nevertheless, in the nature of life and in the principles of evolution, we
have had our answer. Of men elsewhere, and beyond, there will be
none forever.

That’s from Eiseley’s essay “Little Men and Flying Saucers” in The Immense
Journey.

16. Bad
November 25, 2007

Not until today have I been familiar with Lubos Motl. Can someone briefly
explain what the heck is going on there?

http://www.abebooks.com/servlet/SearchResults?an=eiseley&sts=t&tn=the+immense+journey&x=0&y=0
http://www.abebooks.com/servlet/SearchResults?an=eiseley&sts=t&tn=the+immense+journey&x=0&y=0
http://www.abebooks.com/servlet/SearchResults?an=eiseley&sts=t&tn=the+immense+journey&x=0&y=0
http://www.abebooks.com/servlet/SearchResults?an=eiseley&sts=t&tn=the+immense+journey&x=0&y=0


17. Peter Woit
November 25, 2007

Bad,

That’s rather off-topic, and I’d rather this thread not turn into a discussion about
Lubos, no matter how entertaining the topic might be.

Short version is that Lubos is a string theorist, considered by some one of the
leading young people in the field, and until recently a junior faculty member of
the physics department at Harvard. He has done more to convince people that
there is something really wrong with string theory and how it is being pursued
than anyone else. Also a fervent climate change denialist. For more, read his
blog.

Sorry folks, please don’t go on about Lubos in this comment thread.

18. Yatima
November 25, 2007

I think this discussions should be put on ice until the moment Theological
Engineering finally manages to disburse Mana from vending machines or until
we have regressed to the Dark Ages, whatever comes first.

19. Marty Tysanner
November 25, 2007

My reading of the essay was similar to that of Chris W, and so after reading
Davies’ piece I was surprised how many others had a very different perspective
on his words. This may be partly be a case of getting out of the essay what one
brings into it. For example, I am especially sympathetic to Davies’ statement:

It seems to me there is no hope of ever explaining why the physical
universe is as it is so long as we are fixated on immutable laws or
meta-laws that exist reasonlessly or are imposed by divine providence.
The alternative is to regard the laws of physics and the universe they
govern as part and parcel of a unitary system, and to be incorporated
together within a common explanatory scheme.

Relatively few people I have talked with share this perspective, so perhaps that
partly accounts for the apparent majority who dislike his essay.

DB presents what seems to be a common perspective:

There is no belief system in science which is comparable to religion.
[…] a set of expectations, based solely on the experience to date that
the interplay between hypothesis and experimentation yields a
progressively refined and more powerful grasp of the workings of our
universe. This is a perfectly rational stance which requires no belief
system to underpin it.



This is a very defensible viewpoint as far as it goes. However, it overlooks the
“faith” component of the process, at least in theoretical physics and cosmology,
by ignoring the crucial role of initial assumptions. To give two examples (many
others could also be given):

1. Searches for quantum gravity, or even more restricted attempts to explain why
the standard model has the form and parameters that it does, almost invariably
seem to assume from the outset that quantization of some kind is fundamental.
By “fundamental” I mean underived rather than emergent from some process or
configuration of more primitive non-quantized objects. Most knowledgeable
theorists don’t seem to deny the possibility of emergence, but neither do they
take it seriously. It doesn’t fit in with their own beliefs about Nature.

2. Minkowski spacetime as the “ground state” in general relativity. An alternative
to this viewpoint is to see Lorentz symmetry as emergent from more fundamental
objects; if one does not assume fundamental quantization either, then this
emergence would need to be be from more primitive, continuous objects. Almost
no one I have talked with seems to take interest in this possibility, but again it
seems to come to a matter of faith.

These examples are not trivial, in that they determine the scope and direction of
major research programs, and more insidiously, help define what theoretic
directions lie outside the mainstream (and hence define where a tenure-minded
individual should tread carefully).

I don’t see these two examples of faith among theorists as being equivalent to
faith in religion, as long as there is recourse to experiment to test whether a
theoretical framework represents Nature; empirical tests are the central
distinction between science and religion. With concrete feedback from Nature,
wrong assumptions should eventually be uncovered, or else out of desperation
new generations of physicists will try a different set of initial assumptions that
may prove more fruitful than those that led to dead ends. Nonetheless, I think it
is hard to argue that faith (or “belief,” if one prefers that as a “nicer” word)
doesn’t play an important role in science.

20. Chris W.
November 25, 2007

To follow up on what Marty said, in science as in life we make choices and
commitments that we hope will be successful, while knowing that at least some
of them will not be. To do this requires some faith that at the very least we’ll be
able to learn something from our failures. As Davies pointed out, the universe
doesn’t have to be constructed in a way that permits this. Nature could be just
screwing with our heads in utterly inscrutable ways:

Therefore, to be a scientist, you had to have faith that the universe is
governed by dependable, immutable, absolute, universal, mathematical
laws of an unspecified origin. You’ve got to believe that these laws
won’t fail, that we won’t wake up tomorrow to find heat flowing from
cold to hot, or the speed of light changing by the hour.



Many working scientists (and others) may consider it silly to worry about such a
possibility. Such people do not understand what it means to confront a truly deep
problem in the natural sciences.

21. dark-matter
November 25, 2007

Paul has a book out lately based on certain metaphysical thesis, which is not
selling well, and he needs to kick up a fuss to help out on the marketing.

22. Leonard Ornstein
November 26, 2007

lylebot, Chris W., and Marty:

For language to work, there has to be at least some kind of explicit or implicit
commitment, by its users, to an agreed upon set of “axioms”, rules, and
definitions. It follows that the same applies for ALL rational systems. Such
discipline is distinguishable from a system of theistic faith, ONLY in the required
absolute commitment of religions.

As I noted above, and as was established by Hume, empirical induction from the
part to “the whole” also requires UNSUPPORTABLE faith.

The criticism that science depends on faith is therefore a straw man!

Degree of commitment in science, usually varies with the preponderance of the
evidence. Since Jerzy Neyman introduced the concept of “confidence intervals”
in 1937, this commitment has become somewhat quantifiable. But even when
we’re talking about a 99.999% confidence (e.g., that associated with the
measured mean magnitude of the fine structure constant), it’s not absolute, and
new observation may prove that our confidence has been misplaced.

It’s this recognition, WITHIN science, that distinguishes its practitioners from
priests.

Unfortunately, some scientists(?) believe they ARE priestly prophets, and it’s the
RESPONSIBILITY of other scientists, at times, to disabuse the public on such
matters.

23. Hans
November 26, 2007

what I think most disgusting these days, is that even nobel laureates join such an
anti-physics campaign.
Here is a talk for laymans of condensed matter physicist R.B. Laughlin, who
states, that high energy physics is like religion:

http://www.physik.uni-muenchen.de/aus_der_fakultaet/kolloquien
/physik_kolloquium/laughlin/laughlin261107.pdf

(I have seen only the first 15 minutes of the talk, and then suddenly found out,

http://www.physik.uni-muenchen.de/aus_der_fakultaet/kolloquien/physik_kolloquium/laughlin/laughlin261107.pdf
http://www.physik.uni-muenchen.de/aus_der_fakultaet/kolloquien/physik_kolloquium/laughlin/laughlin261107.pdf
http://www.physik.uni-muenchen.de/aus_der_fakultaet/kolloquien/physik_kolloquium/laughlin/laughlin261107.pdf
http://www.physik.uni-muenchen.de/aus_der_fakultaet/kolloquien/physik_kolloquium/laughlin/laughlin261107.pdf


that i must leave the room).
It is depressing, when someone, who apparently knows nothing about quantum
field theory of gravity, and what the problems are in high energy physics, says,
without any good foundation, that all high energy phycisists are doing religion
(And this in front of a full audience of laypeople!)

24. Peter Woit
November 26, 2007

Hans,

I’m no fan of Laughlin’s, but his comment about medieval religion is not original,
but something Glashow and some other particle theorists have been saying for
years. Unfortunately Laughlin is not completely wrong: there are theorists
promoting ideas that are little better than religion, and this has given
encouragement to those like Davies who like their religion and science together.
You may be justified in walking out on Laughlin, but I think it would be helpful if
you would also walk out on some of the pseudo-science talks on things like the
anthropic landscape.

25. Hans
November 26, 2007

What Laughlin wants to say is more!
He does not criticise specific attempts to build a quantum theory of gravity.

He wants to say, that you cannot build a theory of quantum gravity at all.

He has a book in press on this. For Layman, here:
http://www.amazon.de/Abschied-von-Weltformel-Robert-Laughlin/dp/3492047181

You can criticise theories like string theory or LQG. But it is simply wrong if you
seemingly have no knowledge of high energy physics at all, you stand in front of
laymans and say that it would be in principle impossible to find a quantum field
theory of gravity (with no accurate scientific argument) and that all attempts are
to be fruitless.

His wrong argument was, that for systems with a small number of particles,
collective laws would break down. Therefore, he thought, you could not define
any quantum field theory at small scales.

He seemingly did not know, for example, that high energy physicists would be
very fine if they would have a quantum gravity that works at the scales where
the standard model gives good results.

26. Zathras
November 26, 2007

As usual, there is a huge amount of inaccuracies in this discussion about what
“faith” or “belief” is, and this misrepresentation completely skews the analysis.

http://www.amazon.de/Abschied-von-Weltformel-Robert-Laughlin/dp/3492047181
http://www.amazon.de/Abschied-von-Weltformel-Robert-Laughlin/dp/3492047181


Faith is most emphatically not a set of axioms held without evidence. Put crudely
(there is no other way) faith is a feeling about things. It is synthetic, rather than
analytic, in that it is based on some sort of continuum of how one feels about the
world (notice you cannot really define faith without using words such as belief or
feeling.

As Nietzsche observed, “philosophy allows us to rationalize what we already
believe.” The axiomitization is the outcome of this rationalization process. The
axioms of faith discussed here are just a by-product, not the core of what belief
is.

At least part of what I think Davies is talking about here is the faith in progress.
There is of course no single axiom that embodies this idea of progress for every
single scientists, or probably even a majority of scientists. Scientists do what
they do because they think that they can make or contribute to the progress of
understanding the universe.

As DB says, “What Davies claims to be science’s belief system is in fact a set of
expectations, based solely on the experience to date that the interplay between
hypothesis and experimentation yields a progressively refined and more powerful
grasp of the workings of our universe.” However, the scope of perceived past
progress varies from scientist to scientist, and therefore so does the belief in
attainable future progress. No scientist has all the information of how science
has progressed, or failed to progress, so far, so there is a different set of
information which shapes each scientist’s faith in progress. A scientist from a
subfield which has been stagnant for years will come to a very different
conclusion than someone whose field has seen rapid advances.

27. Peter Woit
November 26, 2007

All,

Please, enough, I can’t stand it any more. Take the highly general discussion
about science and belief etc. to one of the dozen or so other blogs featuring
discussion of this topic.

28. Leonard Ornstein
November 26, 2007

Peter:

You started this “Letter to the Editor” topic with Davies’ title “Taking Science on
Faith”.

Now you object to “the highly general discussion about science and belief etc.”!

A precise general discussion of the relationship between “Science” and “Faith” is
just what’s needed to understand Paul Davies’ “mistake”. We may individually
fail in our attempts to add to clarity. But you should be ready to put up with this
kind of effort. Otherwise, why start the topic?



29. Peter Woit
November 26, 2007

Leonard,

I think the confusions of Davies on this issue have been dealt with more than
sufficiently here and elsewhere. Further elaboration of this topic seems to me a
waste of time and likely to convince anyone who comes to this blog looking for
something worthwhile and interesting to read that they’re in the wrong place.
So, please, enough about the Davies confusions.

30. milkshake
November 26, 2007

The salesmanship about far-off ideas in theoretical physics and cosmology can
produce a wooly impression how the science normally works. Davies is trying to
be provocative but he actualy sounds like a Jesuit seminary kid.

I think if the wheelchair luminaries were saying more frequently “we are trying
to find out how this Universe works behind the scene” and “We don’t really know
for sure, we postulate all kinds of ideas but in the end we take it the way it
comes out” the public would get a lot less elevated view on natural laws and the
fontiers of our understanding – and there would be less opportunity for this
metaphysical gorp.

31. D R Lunsford
November 27, 2007

There’s a wonderful “Letter to the Editor” today, by Chance Reschke of Seattle,
who states:

Condemning science for its failure to explain the divine makes as much sense as
condemning Kant for failing to explain the aerodynamic properties of the
Concorde, or Moses for failing to predict Google.

Beautiful!

-drl

32. Belizean
November 27, 2007

Getting back to physics, does anyone else have a problem with Davies use of the
word “multiverse” in connection with the Anthropic Principle? While his usage is
“correct” in that it’s the one that has in the last few years come dominate
particle physics, the word predates the current hyping of the Landscape.

Multiverse used to mean the ensemble of universes in the Many Worlds
Interpretation of quantum mechanics. The AP and MWI multiverses are not the
same. Unlike the AP multiverse, the multiverse of the MWI requires its
constituent universes to interfere with each other, and the prevalence of any



particular universe in the multiverse generally changes with time.

Yes, this is a bit OT, but a source of irritation nonetheless.

33. manyoso
November 29, 2007

I can imagine the smackdown Richard Feyman would give to Davies were he still
alive…

Some quotes from Genius: The Life and Science of Richard Feynman:

“The scientist has a lot of experience with ignorance and doubt and uncertainty,
… we take it for granted that it is perfectly consistent to be unsure–that it is
possible to live and *not* know. But I don’t know whether everyone realizes that
this is true.”

and…

“He believed in the primacy of doubt, not as a blemish upon our ability to know
but as the essence of knowing. The alternative to uncertainty is authority, against
which science had fought for centuries. “Great value of a satisfactory philosophy
of ignorance, ” he jotted on a sheet of notepaper one day. “… teach how doubt is
not to be feared but welcomed.”

and …

“You see, one thing is, I can live with doubt and uncertainty and not knowing. I
think it’s much more interesting to live not knowing than to have answers which
might be wrong. I have approximate answers and possible beliefs and different
degrees of certainty about different things, but I’m not absolutely sure of
anything and there are many things I don’t know anything about, such as
whether it means anything to ask why we’re here…

I don’t have an answer. I don’t feel frightened by not knowing things, by being
lost in a mysterious universe without any purpose, which is the way it really is as
far as I can tell. It doesn’t frighten me.”

34. Kralizec
December 4, 2007

I would think they might be even more intimidated by P.Z. Myers, who
reaches rhetorical heights I can not aspire to, referring to the
Anthropic Principle as that tiresome exercise in metaphysical
masturbation that always flounders somewhere in the repellent ditch
between narcissism and solipsism.

Mr. Myers seems to have written as if his feelings are a proper standard for
rejection or acceptance of opinions. I doubt we really think one’s fatigue,
boredom, hatred of idle pleasure, or repulsion from either self-loving or candidly
lonely observers is grounds for rejecting or affirming an anthropic principle, or



any other opinion. Most everyone writing here seems closer to thinking that an
opinion is true or false irrespective of the way one feels about it or about the
possible motives of anyone who may hold it.



Not Yet About Geometric Langlands…

November 26, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Tomorrow morning I’ll head down to Princeton to attend the conference on Gauge
Theory and Representation Theory at the IAS. Unfortunately I had to miss the first
day of the conference (today), since I would have liked to have heard all the talks,
most especially that of Dennis Gaitsgory on local geometric Langlands. Maybe
someone who was there will explain to me what he talked about.

That might be even better than attending the lecture, since Gaitsgory’s pedagogical
style seems to be rather daunting. Here is an article about his experience teaching
linear algebra, and the Harvard Crimson last year ran this frightening account of
what it was like to take Math 55 from him. Math 55 is a legendary honors math class
for the most fanatical first-year students, and I have fairly vivid memories of my own
experience with it (that year it was taught by Konrad Osterwalder and John Hubbard).
From what I remember, the first row of the class was occupied by a sizable proportion
of the winners of the previous year’s Math Olympiad, and being a rather average
student in a math class was a new experience for me. The textbook for the course was
a remarkable book by Loomis and Sternberg with the somewhat misleading title
Advanced Calculus. It’s now available on-line. Osterwalder made a valiant effort to
follow the text during the first semester, while Hubbard more-or-less winged it the
second semester, entertaining us by going over in class research papers on dynamical
systems and assigning us Spivak’s Calculus on Manifolds as something to work
through during the reading period (about a week long) before final exams. Both
Osterwalder and Hubbard seem to have been much mellower sorts than Gaitsgory
though, since I remember working fairly hard on puzzling out problem sets, but also
having a life with quite a lot of other things going on, nothing at all like the
experience described in the Crimson article. Kids these days.

The first talk tomorrow morning is supposed to be Maldacena on integrability in N=4
SSYM. He really should be celebrating the day as the 10th anniversary of his amazing
paper The Large N Limit of Superconformal Field Theories and Supergravity, which
announced the AdS/CFT conjecture and was submitted to the arXiv on November 27,
1997. Work on this conjecture has dominated particle theory in a remarkable way
over the last ten years. According to SPIRES, the paper has amassed 4897 citations,
at a rate which has only accelerated in recent years, with 551 citations in 2006. It is
now the third most heavily cited paper in particle physics, behind only those of
Kobayashi-Maskawa and Weinberg. A simple extrapolation suggests that in another
four years or so it should become the most heavily cited particle physics paper in the
history of the multiverse. Several conferences are celebrating the anniversary,
including one next month in Buenos Aires, and another in Fort Lauderdale. Davide
Castelvecchi has a quite good popular article on the subject in Science News.

After it’s over, I’ll try and write something about the main topic of the conference,
geometric Langlands. In the meantime, my ability to keep the comment section under
control may be impaired. Behave.

http://www.math.ias.edu/pages/activities/conferencesworkshops/conferences/gauge-theory-and-representation-theory/agenda.php
http://www.math.ias.edu/pages/activities/conferencesworkshops/conferences/gauge-theory-and-representation-theory/agenda.php
http://www.math.ias.edu/pages/activities/conferencesworkshops/conferences/gauge-theory-and-representation-theory/agenda.php
http://www.math.ias.edu/pages/activities/conferencesworkshops/conferences/gauge-theory-and-representation-theory/agenda.php
http://www.hcs.harvard.edu/hcmr/issue1/gaitsgory.pdf
http://www.hcs.harvard.edu/hcmr/issue1/gaitsgory.pdf
http://www.thecrimson.com/article.aspx?ref=516216
http://www.thecrimson.com/article.aspx?ref=516216
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~shlomo/docs/Advanced_Calculus.pdf
http://www.math.harvard.edu/~shlomo/docs/Advanced_Calculus.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9711200
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9711200
http://www.fisica.unlp.edu.ar/strings/adscft/
http://www.fisica.unlp.edu.ar/strings/adscft/
http://server.physics.miami.edu/%7Ecgc/Miami2007.html
http://server.physics.miami.edu/%7Ecgc/Miami2007.html
http://www.sciencenews.org/articles/20071117/bob9.asp
http://www.sciencenews.org/articles/20071117/bob9.asp


Update: David Ben-Zvi is putting up his notes from the talks here.

Comments

1. Charles
November 26, 2007

He didn’t talk about Local Geometric Langlands at all, and focused on
localization of Kac-Moody algebras (I’m basing this largely on the fact that he
said this at the beginning of his talk, I didn’t follow very much of it).

2. JC
November 26, 2007

Peter,

*Not quite on-topic*

Just wondering. How many people finished math 55 in the year you took it?

I didn’t go to Harvard for undergrad, but in my freshman year I ended up doing
sort of a mini-DIY version of “math 55” by taking the “honors” level real analysis
and abstract algebra courses. (I finished most of the freshman + sophomore
“non-proof heavy” math courses before I started university). The textbooks
assigned were ones like Rudin and Royden for analysis, and Lang and
Hungerford for algebra. The “honors” level courses also had a reputation for
high drop rates.

This was the first time I ever had to put a lot of time into any math courses,
where I ended up almost completely burning out. This was also on top of also
simultaneously taking the “weedout” freshman physics courses.

3. Peter Woit
November 26, 2007

Charles,

Thanks. Here “localization” is the sort of geometric construction of
representations I’ve always been interested in trying to connect to QFT, I’m sorry
I didn’t get to hear the talk (although I might have also got lost when he went
into the derived category…). By the way, I just got what looks like an excellent
book in the mail when I got home: D-modules, perverse sheaves, and
representation theory, by Hotta et. al. Lots about D-modules, and it shows
explicitly how they are used in representation theory. No Kac-Moody groups, just
the finite-dim theory, but it looks quite readable, unlike almost everything else in
this subject. Something to read on the train tomorrow…

JC,

From what I remember, there were about 40 the first semester, 20 the second.

http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IAS.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IAS.html


The first semester I think I was an above average student in the class, the second
semester, not so clear….

4. Chuck
November 26, 2007

I just got that D-modules and perverse sheaves book too — looks good, I agree! I
saw Gaitsgory give a talk at MIT a few weeks back and it was interesting, for the
rather small percentage I understood . . . . He is a pretty good lecturer, although
he moves rapidly (as one would expect).

His work (with Frenkel) on localization of modules for Kac-Moody algebras
connects somehow to their formulation of local Langlands in characteristic 0.
Frenkel’s book on the subject is not easy to read, although it seems as though if I
could get through it I’d understand what they’re trying to do.

5. John
November 26, 2007

Hi Peter,

I must stereotypically respond, “Wow!” It’s not an easy feat to take Math 55.
Although I am not in Harvard, I have heard of Math 55’s status among college-
level math courses.

I’m somewhat curious to know if the course is more a graduate-type abstract
math course or a high school Math Olympiad-type course, or somewhere in
between?

I’m quite interested in finding out as, since you are a graduate of the course, you
(of any persons I know) would be able to provide some feedback to the following
query –
Does a course such as Math 55 help develop professional math skills from an
early point onwards? i. e. would one be able to write one’s own research work (if
albeit not completely professional) after completing the course?

Thanks,
John

Side-note: I have Sternberg’s and Rudin’s books, but somehow I found them too
formalistic (and/or opaque) to learn from *and* understand the motivating
reasons for the math simultaneously.

Can you suggest a more suitable option?

6. Peter Woit
November 26, 2007

Chuck,

I’ve been spending a lot of time reading the Frenkel book, slowly understanding
the details of what they’re doing. I find him relatively easy to follow, although it



took me a while to get a feel for what he is trying to do and to see how some of
the ideas fit together (there’s still a lot I haven’t understood). He’s a good
expositor, especially compared to some other people in this field… I guess a very
specific form of my question about Gaitsgory’s talk would be: what did he talk
about that’s not explained in Frenkel’s book?

7. JC
November 26, 2007

Peter,

What exactly made the 2nd semester slightly harder for you?

8. Peter Woit
November 26, 2007

JC,

The second semester wasn’t harder, actually I think Hubbard’s teaching style
was such that you could get by with less work. But the twenty people who had
dropped after the first semester were mostly not the best students in the class,
so the twenty that remained were on the whole an impressive group. Luckily I’m
not the competitive sort, otherwise I might have really not enjoyed that
experience. But, in any case I was far more interested in my quantum mechanics
class that semester, the beginning of a life-long love affair…

9. JC
November 27, 2007

Peter,

I didn’t know what my exact rank was in those honors level real analysis and
abstract algebra courses I took in my freshman year. Through from I can recall
anecdotally, I do remember there were at least two or three other folks who
consistently performed better than me on assignments and exams, judging from
a casual search of the piles of graded stuff. (The grader just left our graded
assignments and exams on the front table for us to pick up ourselves, where it
was easy to spot the ones with the better grades).

I was sort of a competitive type back in those days, which was one of the reasons
I ended up not majoring in pure math. Another big reason was that I didn’t make
it onto the Putnam exam team during my freshman year. It may sound silly now
in hindsight, but it was a huge devastating blow to my ego at the time.

After my freshman year was over, I spent some idle time in the university library
and came across several books on topics like engineering dynamics, particle
physics, quantum mechanics, fluid dynamics, etc … which really grabbed my
interest and attention. (I already had enough math background to be able to
follow what these books were explaining at a basic rudimentary level). It took me
awhile to mellow out from the hyper-competitive mentality, and eventually
decided to change my major to physics. In hindsight, I’m glad that I found out



early on as to what I was NOT interested in majoring in.

(This is getting off-topic, so I’ll stop here).

10. odo
November 27, 2007

John,

Math 55 is designed to prepare students to be professional mathematicians. It is
not at all a math olimpiad problem solving course. It would normally cover the
basics of real and complex analysis, some basic functional analysis (e.g. spectral
theorem for compact operators), point set topology, introductory algebra, maybe
some elementary Riemannian geometry (ala Spivak and do Carmo). The handful
of students in it are usually exceptional; the year I was a freshman at Harvard
the students in it included one who made full prof at Princeton before turning 30,
one who is an associate prof at MIT, one who is at Stanford, etc. It’s full of the
super fast thinkers who know a lot also.

In general it probably does not provide adequate background for doing research;
no freshman course does. In normal circumstances even a very talented, hard-
working kid would need several more years of courses before being able to do
much of interest to researchers. Of course there are exceptional individuals who
do research even in high school, someone like Drinfeld, but these people are
anomalous, and their parents probably ought not to be emulated.

11. Chuck
November 27, 2007

Gaitsgory’s talk (at least the part I kinda-sorta understood) started with the ind-
scheme of opers on the formal punctured disc and its relation to representations
of the corresponding Kac-Moody algebra (of the Langlands dual group) at the
critical level. I think this stuff is in Frenkel’s book. I had a hard time following
what he did after that though. I think the issue for me is that all of these topics
— opers, representations of Kac-Moody algebras (and the completed enveloping
algebra) at the critical level, localization of modules on finite or affine flag
varieties, hecke eigensheaves, moduli stacks, etc — are not too awful to get an
intuition for individually; but I get very confused as to how they’re all supposed
to fit together to form a big-picture whole.

12. Zathras
November 27, 2007

From the piece on teaching linear algebra:

“I found the job annoying for two reasons. First, the students were primarily non-
math majors.”

This brings up one of my biggest bones to pick with mathematicians. Their
insularity knows no bounds. While most fields have become more accepting of
interdisciplinary work, mathematics has developed a significant population who



are absolutely against any such work. Barbeckiism and abstraction are what is
valued, not clarity, and certainly not application. For this reason, more and more
engineering and science department are moving towards teaching their students
calculus and other mathematics, just because mathematicians think it’s their way
or the highway.

13. Peter Woit
November 27, 2007

John,

I hope odo’s comment helped answer your questions. The course is just an
undergraduate course, although a fast-paced one, it’s still a long ways from
research-level math. One thing it does for students is to give them enough
background so that they can start taking some of the basic grad courses during
their undergraduate years, which does get them closer to the point of being able
to get into research early in their graduate careers.

I thought it was an ideal course for bright, intellectually ambitious students,
throwing at them at much as they can handle. The Crimson article may have
been exaggerated, but I don’t think it’s a great idea for first-year undergrads to
be spending almost all their time on a math course, no matter how good. A great
university like Harvard offers students so many wonderful opportunities to learn
many different kinds of things, and they should take advantage of this. As well as
taking advantage of being young and irresponsible…

After Math 55, as an undergraduate I took mostly physics courses, only a few
math classes, including one graduate course. Most of my math education came
later in life, not through taking courses (sometimes through teaching them…). As
for books, Loomis/Sternberg is quite a document, but not so great pedagogically.
Among undergrad analysis textbooks I’ve seen, the recent series from Princeton
looks good, although I haven’t looked that closely at the books.

14. jasper
November 27, 2007

Zathras,

While one might aspire to be able a teach a top-rated course to people of all
backgrounds, my (limited) experience has been that connecting with students
who are interested in the topic that you’re teaching is much easier than fighting
the very uphill (but worthwhile, of course) battle with students who are forced to
take your course as a requirement… This is very much in line with the tone of
the rest of Gaitsgory’s anecdote.

15. Richard
November 27, 2007

Peter,

I also thought that spending 30-50 hours per week on problem sets for a single



class is a bit excessive, and wondered if they’re learning anything else. On the
other hand, I do like the idea of exposing the students to a lot of material early in
their education so that they can see what’s coming and appreciate better what
they’re learning in the context of the entire body of math. Perhaps this sort of
thing is more suited to some kind of intensive summer program.

16. David Ben-Zvi
November 27, 2007

Hi — I’m posting notes to many of the talks
(in particular so far Gaitsgory, Beilinson, Ginzburg and Maldacena)
as we go along at
http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IAS.html
(available off my GRASP lecture notes page also) — many of them are
transparency talks and I don’t even try with those, but
hopefully some of the transparencies will be posted later.

Gaitsgory’s talk discussed two realizations of representations
of Kac-Moody algebras: as D-modules on affine flag manifolds
(localization) and as coherent sheaves on spaces of Langlands parameters. The
equivalence between the two is an important
case of the local geometric Langlands conjecture.
I haven’t checked carefully but I think the new results with Frenkel
(not covered in Frenkel’s book) involve the localization
on affine flags (I think their earlier work was on affine Grassmannians) and were
presented with a more derived-algebraic-geometry viewpoint.

17. Peter Woit
November 28, 2007

Thanks David. Congratulations on a fascinating talk today, I enjoyed it!

18. surlygrad
November 30, 2007

Was Hubbard eccentric back then? He was pretty off his rocker when I took the
freshman honors class with him at Cornell.

19. woit
November 30, 2007

I wouldn’t say “off his rocker”, but definitely a bit eccentric, while highly
enthusiastic. I found him rather entertaining, some of the more serious students
in the class were a bit put off…
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Geometric Langlands and QFT

November 30, 2007
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Langlands

Wednesday’s session at the IAS Conference on Gauge Theory and Representation
Theory was mostly devoted to talks by Witten and his collaborators about their latest
work on the approach to relating geometric Langlands and QFT that he has pioneered
over the last couple years. The talks were quite understandable, giving a general
overview rather than details of what are some very technical topics, about which the
speakers have produced recently some very long papers. Before discussing the talks,
I’ll try and explain the background of this line of inquiry into the borderlands between
mathematics and physics.

The history of this subject goes back thirty years, to a 1977 paper of Goddard, Nuyts
and Olive entitled Gauge Theories and Magnetic Charge. In the GNO paper the
authors noted that in a gauge theory with group G, while the electric charges take
values in the weight lattice of G, the magnetic charges take values in the weight
lattice of a “dual” group, which is now generally called the Langlands dual group LG.
This group was used by Langlands in a crucial way in conjectures about number
theory that go back to a letter of his to André Weil in 1967. Also in 1977, Montonen
and Olive, in Magnetic Monopoles as Gauge Particles?, conjectured the existence of a
dual gauge theory interchanging electric and magnetic charges, and the gauge
groups G and LG. At the time Witten was a Harvard postdoc, and on a visit to England
at the end of 1977 Atiyah told him about this conjecture and first suggested it might
have something to do with the Langlands program. Witten met Olive, and they
collaborated on the 1978 paper Supersymmetry Algebras That Include Topological
Charges where they suggested that Montonen-Olive duality would be most naturally
realized in a supersymmetric gauge theory. Later work showed that it is N=4
supersymmetric Yang-Mills that seems to have this duality property, now called
S-duality and extended to not just a Z2 symmetry, but a much larger symmetry under
the group SL(2,Z).

Warning: What follows is an absurdly overly simplified discussion that will offend
pretty much every mathematician who really knows the subject. Comments correcting
anything that isn’t at least in some vague sense more or less morally right are
welcome.

From the 1970s on, work on conjectures growing out of the Langlands program has
come to be one of the dominant themes of number theory, achieving a fantastic
success with the work of Wiles on one such conjecture, the so-called modularity
conjecture, that led to the 1995 proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem. Trying to explain the
Langlands program in any detail is a huge task, but I’ll try and give a few very vague
indications here of what it is about. The field Q of rational numbers can be thought of
as “rational functions”, on a “space” called Spec (Z), whose “points” are the prime
numbers and a special “point at infinity”. Number fields are extensions of Q, and can
be thought of as corresponding to covering spaces of Spec (Z), characterized by
Galois groups, in particular the Galois group Gal(Q) of the algebraic closure of Q,
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which in some sense is the fundamental group of Spec(Z). Many questions in number
theory can be expressed as questions about “Galois representations”, representations
of Gal(Q) in complex Lie groups such as G=GL(n,C). Thinking of Spec(Z) as a “space”,
representations of Gal(Q) correspond to local systems, i.e. flat vector bundles over
Spec(Z).

The Langlands program has both a “local” and a “global” aspect. The “local” aspect
restricts attention to the neighborhood of a “point” in Spec(Z), and the corresponding
“local field” of functions. For the “point at infinity”, the local field is the real number
field R, for a “point” corresponding to a prime number p, it is the field called Qp. The
local Langlands conjecture gives a correspondence between representations of
Gal(Qp) into a complex Lie group G and complex representations of the corresponding

algebraic group LG( Qp) with Qp coefficients. This correspondence matches up
information on both sides that characterizes the representations, which can be
expressed either in terms of L-functions, or in terms of the action of Hecke algebras.
One can read this correspondence as possibly giving information in both directions: if
you know the Galois representations, a so-called “arithmetic” problem, you get a
parametrization of the irreducible representations of a Lie group, a so-called
“analytic” problem. If you know about the Lie group representations, you get
information about number theory.

In the global version of the Langlands correspondence, on the arithmetic side, the
global group in question is just Gal(Q), and its representations in a Lie group G are
central objects in number theory that one would like information about. On the
analytic side, the global group is much trickier to describe. What one needs is
something like a gauge group for bundles over Spec(Z), but remember that each
“point” of this “space” has a different nature. One introduces an object called the
“adeles” AQ that puts all the local fields together, and then uses this as the

coefficients in an “adelic” group LG(AQ), that perhaps can be thought of as the gauge
group of all changes in local trivializations about each “point” in Spec(Z). The
representation theory on the analytic side is then harmonic analysis on this adelic
group, with irreducible representations characterized by specific functions which are
called automorphic forms (so this side of the correspondence is often called the
“automorphic” side). Galois representations and automorphic forms are matched up
by, equivalently, L-functions or the eigenvalues of the action of a Hecke algebra. For
the case of 2d representations, the automorphic forms involved are very classical
functions on the upper-half-plane, and readily computable information about the
coefficients of their Fourier expansions gives deep information about number theory.

An important idea in number theory/algebraic geometry is that algebraic curves over
a finite field Fp have many similar features to the “spaces” like Spec(Z) that
characterize number fields. Functions on such curves give so-called “function fields”,
which behave very much like number fields, and one can transform number theory
questions into analogous questions about these curves. For example, there is an
analog of the Riemann hypothesis in the function field case, where it has been proven.
One can translate the Langlands program conjectures into the function field setting,
and there proofs have been found, for the global case by Drinfeld (rank 2 case) in
1974, and Lafforgue (higher rank) in 1999.



Given the Langlands correspondence for an algebraic curve over a finite field, a
natural question is whether there is anything analogous if one replaces the finite field
by the complex field, and works with complex algebraic curves, i.e. Riemann surfaces.
In 1987 Witten wrote a beautiful paper entitled Quantum Field Theory,
Grassmannians, And Algebraic Curves, where he explains how one can think of the
holomorphic sector of a conformal field theory on a complex algebraic curve as giving
something like an automorphic representation in this context, analogous to the ones
studied using adeles for algebraic curves over finite fields. He mentions the
Langlands program, but makes no attempt in this paper to describe what would be
the analog of the Langlands correspondence.

Several years later, around 1995, Beilinson and Drinfeld formulated what is now
known as the geometric Langland correspondence, giving a specific conjectural
correspondence that is supposed to be an analog for a complex curve C of what
happens in the function field case. On the analog of the arithmetic side, one just has a
representation of the fundamental group of C in a Lie group G, i.e. a flat vector
bundle. The automorphic side is much trickier, and they define “Hecke eigensheaves”
on the moduli space of LG bundles that play the role of automorphic forms. In their
massive (384 pages at last count), unpublished and still preliminary paper
Quantization of Hitchin’s integrable system and Hecke eigensheaves, they write

We would like to mention that E. Witten independently found the main idea
and conjectured . As far as we know he did not publish anything on the
subject.

Since the mid-1990s, a lot of mathematical activity has grown up around these ideas,
creating a new field that is now generally known as “Geometric Langlands theory”,
which connects to a wide range of different kinds of mathematics, and to physics via
conformal field theory. With funding from the US Defense Department DARPA
program, various workshops were organized that brought physicists and
mathematicians together to discuss this subject. One such workshop was held at the
IAS in March 2004, and there Witten gave a talk (see the end of these notes) about
N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills and its dimensional reduction to a non-linear sigma
model in two dimensions. He credits David Ben-Zvi with explaining to him crucial
facts which made clear to him that what was needed to connect this to geometric
Langlands was the introduction of boundary conditions in the sigma model, i.e.
branes.

Witten first unveiled his version of geometric Langlands based on N=4
supersymmetric Yang-Mills in a talk at the beach at Stony Brook in August 2005; here
are notes and audio from the talk. In April 2006 his 230 page paper with Kapustin,
Electric-Magnetic Duality And The Geometric Langlands Program appeared, giving
the details of a construction based on a topologically twisted (using the “GL twist”)
version of N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills, dimensionally reduced to give two
topological sigma models with target space the Hitchin moduli space, for group G in
one case, LG the other. These two models, known as the A and B model, are related by
mirror symmetry. They involve boundary conditions and thus branes in two-
dimensions, and as a result are related by what mathematicians now refer to as
“homological mirror symmetry”. The fact that the Hitchin moduli spaces for G and LG
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could be thought of as mirror partners was shown earlier by my colleague Michael
Thaddeus in work with Tamas Hausel.

Late last year Witten and Gukov’s 160 paper Gauge Theory, Ramification and the
Geometric Langlands Program appeared, extending the QFT approach to geometric
Langlands to the “ramified” case, which is that of a punctured Riemann surface, with
non-trivial monodromy about the punctures. This was about the “tamely ramified”
case, involving simple pole singularities at the punctures. Last month two new papers
totalling 193 pages by Witten on this subject appeared, Gauge Theory And Wild
Ramification, which deals with the case of higher order poles, and Geometric
Endoscopy and Mirror Symmetry, written with mathematician Edward Frenkel.

The talks by Witten and Frenkel gave very general introductions to the two papers,
notes taken by David Ben-Zvi are here and here. Witten mostly just explained the
background for the wild ramification problem, not giving any details of how he solved
it, so his talk mainly functioned as a good introduction to his recent paper. Frenkel
also gave a talk which was more of an introduction to his recent joint paper with
Witten. He explained that they were studying a special case of the question of what
happens at singularities of the Hitchin fibration, for the simplest kind of singularity
(orbifold), and simplest non-trivial case (G=SL(2), LG=SO(3), outlining the
phenomena that appear. These phenomena are analogous to well-known phenomena
in the number field case, where their study goes under the name of “endoscopy”. This
part of the Langlands story has recently seen major progress, with the proof by Ngo
of what is known in the subject as the fundamental lemma. Ngo is giving a series of
talks at the IAS this semester on the subject, and Frenkel promised to give a talk next
week about possible relations of what he and Witten have been doing to the work by
Ngo.

For the story of a comment by Pierre Deligne during this talk, see this posting by Ben
Webster.

To me the most interesting talk was Sergei Gukov’s on D-branes and Representations,
in which he described what he is working on with Witten at the moment; no paper has
yet appeared. Ben-Zvi’s notes are here, and Gukov gave much the same talk recently
at Santa Barbara, notes here, audio here. I’ve been most interested in geometric
Langlands because of its relations to 2d QFTs and representation theory, where the
simplest story should be seen in the local version of the theory. Also, Gukov’s
argument was based upon getting Chern-Simons theory out of the original 4d N=4
GL-twisted SYM theory using boundary conditions (something he didn’t explain other
than saying what the boundary conditions are). I’ve always wondered whether it is
possible to get Chern-Simons out of some sort of possibly supersymmetric twisted
theory involving fermions. Someone in the audience asked if what he was doing gave
such a theory, but he somewhat evaded the question, saying he preferred to think of
things in 4d with boundary.

Getting down to two dimensions, he said that the Hilbert space of this Chern-Simons
theory gave a representation associated to the punctured disk, and mentioned that
this was related to local geometric Langlands. Someone asked “what happens on the
boundary of the disk?”, and he answered that one only needed to impose boundary
conditions at the puncture, not on the boundary. Greg Moore sputtered something like
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“really, on the boundary of the disk you don’t need boundary conditions??” (for the
usual story about this, see this paper, which Greg co-authored), to which Gukov
answered something about it being all right since they were only looking for
supersymmetric BPS states. He went on, as one can read in the notes, to discuss a
way of producing representations of a compact Lie group G (and its complexification
and other real forms) that associates Harish-Chandra modules to A-branes on the
cotangent space to the flag manifold, working out the details for SL(2, R). At the
beginning of the talk, Gukov claimed that this was all leading up to a classification of
the admissible representations of a real semi-simple Lie group in terms of D-branes,
with the various geometrical constructions (e.g. D-modules) known to mathematicians
just different faces of the same physical model. To me, the talk raised all sorts of
interesting questions, so I’m looking forward to seeing the details when Gukov and
Witten have a paper ready.

Comments

1. Coin
November 30, 2007

Hm, okay. So this is all really interesting from a mathematical perspective. What
isn’t quite so clear to me is exactly what these things are expected to be used for
in the context of physics. You say you see potential uses in geometric Langlands’
“relations to 2d QFTs and representation theory”; what is it that Witten et al
hope to use geometric Langlands for? I’m particularly curious about this
“ramification” thing; apparently Witten has something physical in mind when he
works on those, since both of the papers on that subject which you cite him as
being an author on have “Gauge Theory” in the title. Is there some particular set
of physical problems which this punctured disk corresponds to, and Gukov and
Witten hope to use the Langlands tools to analyze that problem? Or is this just a
general set of tools they’re trying to develop? You say Gukov is using the
punctured disk to get answers about “chern-simons” theories; is this the angle
everyone is taking or just one of Gukov’s personal applications?

Or I guess a clearer version of what I’m trying to ask might be this. The Witten
and Gukov paper says in the introduction, just before it loses me completely, the
following things:

The simplest version of the geometric Langlands correspondence
involves, on one side, a flat connection on a Riemann surface C, and, on
the other side, a more sophisticated structure known as a D-module…
The basic idea is that allowing ramification in the Langlands program
corresponds, in gauge theory, to introducing surface operators,
somewhat analogous to Wilson or ’t Hooft operators, but supported on
a two-manifold rather than a one-manifold…
The gauge theory approach to geometric Langlands is based on N = 4
super Yang-Mills theory twisted and compactified on a Riemann
surface.
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What I’m trying to figure out is exactly what it is the correspondence described
here is applying to. As I understand all this so far the idea seems to be that you
have a gauge theory that lives on a Riemann surface, and this surface has these
thingies that you described as “punctures” and the paper describes as “surface
operators”. The goal is to use the Langlands duality to convert this surface+
(punctures/operators) to d-modules+ramification, where hopefully they’ll be
easier to analyze. Okay, that makes sense, but as someone not very familiar with
gauge theory what confuses me is, what exactly “are” the surface operators
introduced on the gauge theory side? What physically are they supposed to be
representing? Are they… particles, or what?

One more question, you say “For example, there is an analog of the Riemann
hypothesis in the function field case, where it has been proven.”. Given the
known Langlands correspondence, why does this not give us a proof of Riemann
in the number case? (Or is the Langlands correspondence just a conjecture or
something?)

Anyway thanks for this interesting writeup!

PS, typo:

In 1997 Witten wrote a beautiful paper…

Should be 1987

2. Peter Woit
November 30, 2007

Coin,

As far as I know, there’s no direct motivation from physics here at all. Gukov and
Witten do mention the possible relevance of surface operators to problems in
physics, but that’s not why they are studying them. What they are doing is
uncovering a relation between quantum gauge theory and some very deep ideas
about mathematics. Whether what they learn this way will ultimately tell us
something about physics is not known. That’s not what they’re aiming for right
now, they’re looking at the mathematics implications. Personally I think there’s a
lot more to come in this area. In the long run it may change how we think about
quantum gauge theories, and the standard model is a quantum gauge theory.
That’s plenty of reason for people to work on this.

About the Riemann hypothesis. First of all, the Langlands correspondence is not
really relevant to it. In the function field case the proof of the analog of the
Riemann hypothesis doesn’t involve the Langlands story. Secondly, I didn’t try
and discuss what is proved and what isn’t within the Langlands program. On the
whole, especially for number fields, this is still a subject where there are far
more conjectures than proofs, which is why it is such a mathematically active
subject. The things Drinfeld and Lafforgue proved for function fields remain still
conjectures in the number field case.

3. Coin



November 30, 2007

I see, thanks.

4. Thomas Love
November 30, 2007

Peter, Thanks very much for the clear introduction to the ideas behind Witten’s
program. Now that I know that it is about the relation between electric and
magnetic charges, I am interested. Whether my motivation will be enough to
read the several hundred pages remains to be seen.

5. milkshake
November 30, 2007

just curious: Was the current focus of Wittens work, on general math problems
(that eventually might or might not connect to physics) brought about by the
difficulties of ST?

6. Michael
November 30, 2007

That’s great that DARPA is funding relatively pure maths. Perhaps it has near-
term cryptographic or physical applications?

7. David Ben-Zvi
November 30, 2007

Peter,
Nice summary! I wanted to add that the geometric Langlands program
goes further back, at least to a paper of Laumon in Duke 54 (1987)
where he explains the general program for GLn, inspired by Drinfeld’s proof of
the (not yet formulated) geometric Langlands conjecture
for GL2 in 1983 (Amer.J. Math), inspired by Deligne’s sheaf-theoretic proof of
geometric class field theory in SGA. Interestingly the same
Duke 54 volume (the Manin birthday volume) contains Hitchins paper defining
the Hitchin system, which we now know is intimately related..
Beilinson and Drinfeld then developed the complex version
(in the language of D-modules rather than perverse sheaves and
using many ideas of conformal field theory, which I believe they came at
independently of Wittens wonderful paper that you mention – Manin, Beilinson,
Drinfeld, Schechtman, and their collaborators were deeply involved in trying to
understand the algebraic structures behind conformal field theory from the mid
80s.
The other main necessary ingredient for geometric Langlands
for general groups is the geometric Satake correspondence,
with a complicated history starting from work of Lusztig in the 80s and involving
Ginzburg, Drinfeld and finally Mirkovic and Vilonen.
These days it has become quite an industry!

8. David Ben-Zvi



November 30, 2007

Regarding DARPA, I dont know of any imminent applications
to coding, defense, etc but I am very proud of finding the relation
to antiterrorism, cf my Geometric Langlands page.

9. Domenic
December 1, 2007

Wow, thank you very much for the writeup, Peter. This is so far beyond my
current level of knowledge, and so it’s great to have a nice broad overview of the
subject. It gives me something to shoot for, comprehension-wise. (I want to be a
mathematical physicist “when I grow up,” precisely because of these sorts of
deep connections between physics and mathematics, and what they can tell us
about how to solve the hard problems that have stymied physicists for the last n
years.)

10. Peter Woit
December 1, 2007

David,

Thanks for filling in some of the history!

One thing I didn’t get around to adding to this posting was a list of references
about where to read more. The best advice though is to go to David’s geometric
Langland’s site, and take a look at his expository talks on the subject, together
with the several long expository articles by Ed Frenkel.

11. Peter Woit
December 1, 2007

milkshake,

It’s certainly my impression that if Witten had any ideas about how to make
progress in string theory, he would be working on those. Unlike string theory,
where people do seem to be stuck, the QFT/geometric Langlands field is one
where there’s a lot for someone with Witten’s talents to do, and he seems to be
enjoying working on this.

12. M
December 2, 2007

Peter,

Great post, but like most of this new number theory / physics esoterica I don’t
have a clue what’s going on. But thanks for the post anyway.

Regards,
M

13. Mad Dog



December 2, 2007

The talk by Philip Boalch on irregular connections on curves looked interesting –
what was it about?

14. Hans
December 3, 2007

thank you. I think this is the best of your postings you ever made on this blog. I’ll
download all the articles you mentioned. What i’ve seen till now is very
interesting content



Jumping the Shark

December 1, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Over at bloggingheads.tv today, John Horgan and George Johnson discuss the various
excesses of recent physics news reporting covered here over the last week or so (Lisi-
mania, evidence of other universes, observation of the CC causing ours to end, etc.),
entitling their segment Jumping the Shark. I think this term came up in the comment
section here at one point, but for a definition one can consult Wikipedia, where it is
described as referring to an episode in the popular US TV series Happy Days in which
Fonzie jumps over a shark while water-skiing:

Since then the phrase has become a colloquialism used by U.S. TV critics
and fans to denote the point at which the characters or plot of a TV series
veer into a ridiculous, out-of-the-ordinary storyline. Such a show is typically
deemed to have passed its peak. Once a show has “jumped the shark” fans
sense a noticeable decline in quality or feel the show has undergone too
many changes to retain its original charm.

Jump-the-shark moments may be scenes like the one described above that
finally convince viewers that the show has fundamentally and permanently
strayed from its original premise. In those cases they are viewed as a
desperate and futile attempt to keep a series fresh in the face of declining
ratings.

Horgan and Johnson discuss the idea that, with the latest silliness, press coverage of
fundamental physics has finally “jumped the shark”, in response to a decline in
substantive new results coming out of the subject.

I suspect that most physicists feel that, as a scientific idea, string theory conclusively
jumped the shark with the advent of the anthropic landscape. The last year or so has
seen an increasing amount of shark-jumping by string theorists desperate to find
some way to address the problem of declining ratings. For the latest shark-jump, see
this month’s Physics Today, where the first article is entitled String Theory in the Era
of the Large Hadron Collider. Much of the article has nothing to do with string theory,
describing the standard model and its problems, and how they may be addressed by
the LHC. Oddly enough, the abstract of the article doesn’t mention string theory at
all, whereas the subtitle (“The relationship between string theory and particle
experiment is more complex than the caricature presented in the popular press and
weblogs”) makes explicit the goal of responding to claims made here and elsewhere
that the anthropic string theory landscape is not really science since it can’t predict
anything.

The article heavily promotes the anthropic landscape and the idea that it “predicts”
the right value of the CC, claiming that “The landscape and its explorations are
exciting developments”, but it really takes shark-jumping to new heights in the final
paragraph:

http://bloggingheads.tv/video.php?id=471
http://bloggingheads.tv/video.php?id=471
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jumping_the_shark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jumping_the_shark
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_12/33_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_12/33_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_12/33_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_12/33_1.shtml


A few years ago, there seemed little hope that string theory could make
definitive statements about the physics of the LHC. The development of the
landscape has radically altered that situation. An optimist can hope that
theorists will soon understand enough about the landscape and its statistics
to say that supersymmetry or large extra dimensions or technicolor will
emerge as a prediction and to specify some detailed features.

I’ve never before heard of anyone making this kind of claim that string theorists will
soon be predicting detailed features of LHC physics. LHC results should start coming
in 2-3 years from now. Dine and others have been trying to address the question of
whether among the known string backgrounds there are more with high or low
supersymmetry breaking for nearly 4 years already (see here), and the answer so far
seems to be that this is not possible. Even if it were possible, there is no reason to
believe that all classes of string backgrounds are known. There is also no
understanding of the cosmological mechanism producing our universe, and thus it
remains unknown whether counting backgrounds is even relevant.

For a discussion by Dine of the issues involved here aimed not at the public but at his
colleagues, see his talk last year at the Santa Barbara string phenomenology
workshop, discussed here.

Update: Lubos weighs in to praise the Dine article for what he sees as its message
that the only good phenomenology is string phenomenology:

Right now, it is extremely important for an idea about new physics to be
reconciled with the solid cutting-edge picture of reality that is available,
namely with string theory. In the absence of doable tests, this is pretty much
the most important criterion that decides whether an otherwise conceivable
idea is worth research or not.

Update: Here is Chad Orzel’s take on the Dine article in Physics Today. Chad
characterizes my attitude towards this sort of thing as “snarky”, while for him the
situation is that

You’ve got serious physicists running around jabbering about this sort of
stoned dorm-room bull session material…

Oops, I fear that was a snarky comment…

Update: Cern Courier joins Physics Today this month with yet another feature article
promoting the multiverse. I’m trying to think of a snarky comment, but I’m too
depressed.

Comments

1. Alfonso Martinez
December 1, 2007

Dear Peter,

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=22
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http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2007/12/lemonade_from_the_landscape.php
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/31860
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I remember the article on Lisi which appeared in The Economist. It was
instructive reading because one could not avoid thinking that the author was the
same person who gave a very good review to your book. I say so because, next to
the hype (or Lisi-mania) you mention, he also argued that Lisi’s ideas were
somewhat more scientific than string theory, being at least testable. I don’t know
whether he meant to be ironic, but I am afraid he was serious. And it would not
be surprising that he probably got this idea from your insisting on it.

This brings me to the point that, undoubtedly, many scientists boldly exaggerate
their claims, especially when they are writing research grant applications or
books for the general public. But this may also be somehow the source of the
problem. Why would physicists want, or need, to share their discussions with the
general public? I don’t think there are many civil engineers, to randomly name
another group, who want to join any public discussion on the truth of the world.
Not even many philosophers do that. Physicists may be good at doing science,
but the jury is still out to decide whether thay are any good at properly shaping
the opinions of the general public.

This applies to string and anti-string partisans, to writers of books on the first
minutes of the universe or to books that claim that the universe is a computer. As
scientific claims, these ideas are fine and subject to open scientific discussion.
But the scientific merit of putting them forward to the general public is more
difficult to see. Apart from the sociologic value that the authors, as human
beings, may be moved by the objective of extracting some
professional/psychologic/economic benefit from them, of course.

2. Michael Gogins
December 1, 2007

As a non-scientist, but one who is deeply interested in philosophy, philosophy of
science, and fundamental science such as physics and biology, I must say I much
prefer reading books and articles about science intended for the general public,
or for scientists in other fields, that are written by the scientists themselves.

Furthermore, I see a number of writings that are evidently written by specialists
for specialists, but in an accessible style, or with introductory or discussion
sections that are accessible to non-specialists.

Finally, I note that a number of truly great scientists, including most notably
Einstein, wrote accessible works about their research.

I think that leaving it up to science journalists and popularizers to do this is
going to leave people like me much more in the dark…

3. Coin
December 1, 2007

A few years ago, there seemed little hope that string theory
could make definitive statements about the physics of the
LHC. The development of the landscape has radically altered
that situation…



I’ve never before heard of anyone making this kind of claim that string
theorists will soon be predicting detailed features of LHC physics.

Maybe the idea is that the development of the landscape has taken us from “little
hope” to “no hope”?

Ba dum ching

4. a quantum diaries survivor
December 1, 2007

Dear Alfonso,

you really did a random pick with civil engineering, but you could have picked
medicine or biochemistry and your point could develop the same way. The thing
is, it is mostly those who do pure research in physics who feel the responsibility
to educate the general public on the need to push for answers to the very
fundamental questions, as well as the urge to fight an anti-scientific revolution
that is always on the verge of erupting – for a simple example read the latest
encyclical by Pope Ratzinger, which warns against the horrors of marxism just as
much against the dangers of illuminism.

You might perceive Ratzinger as a poor old chap with a hobby, but he ca reach
several hundred million people. Unfortunately, I seldom see civil engineers take a
stand for the need of scientific thinking and the advancement of science. Do you
?

Cheers,
T.

5. Peter Woit
December 1, 2007

Alfonso,

I doubt that writer got from me the idea that scientific ideas need to ultimately
be testable. If he got from me the idea that string theory is not testable, that’s
accurate, and so much the better. As for Garett’s theory, I certainly haven’t
claimed that is testable and I don’t see how he could have gotten that from me.

6. Chris W.
December 1, 2007

Maybe researchers in the early stages of any kind of serious work at the
frontiers of fundamental physics should all start treating the media the way they
presumably treat telemarketers calling at dinner time. Perhaps quite a few
already do, and we just don’t hear about it.

(These days, when I answer the phone and detect the telltale delay suggesting
that somone in a call center hasn’t noticed that I’ve picked up yet, I just hang
up.)



7. Aaron Bergman
December 1, 2007

Well, that (the Bloggingheads segment) was depressing. I mean, whatever you
want to say about Lisi, it has next to nothing to do with loop quantum gravity.
And Lisi’s theory predicts new particles in the pretty much the exact same sense
that string theory does. Why Lee finds it so interesting is probably best left as an
exercise for the reader.

8. milkshake
December 2, 2007

Not quite in the exact same sense: Lisi was claiming his model had no fudge
parameters. He came up with just one prediction. He was not saying “…and if
the things turn out just the opposite way then I can fit that too.”

9. Aaron Bergman
December 2, 2007

He came up with just one prediction.

And what prediction would that be? Just for reference, a prediction of a new
particle should probably include the mass if you want to say that LHC will see it.

10. dragon
December 2, 2007

PW said: “the anthropic string theory landscape is not really science since it
can’t predict anything.”

Well, all the people who want to make predictions are working on geometric
langlands, right? Oh, not yet? How many years do you want? A lot less than
twenty, presumably………

As for jumping the shark: that happened to this blog quite recently, when you
started launching unprovoked attacks on the work of serious scientists like
Robert Brandenberger, Sean Carroll, Laura Mersini-Houghton etc etc etc.

11. ?
December 2, 2007

I also find it interesting that Dine writing an article for Physics Today is equated
with advertising to the “general public”. Last I checked, this was the journal of
the American Physical Society, and Dine was most likely writing precisely for his
colleagues, who are in a far better position to judge the merits or defects of his
statements than “the general public”.
Which includes most readers (and, from what I can tell, participants in
commentary) of this blog.

12. milkshake
December 2, 2007



You know this better than I, how long it took for QCD to be developed to the
point of calculating anything quantitative – such as the masses of the known
particles (not mentioning the masses of newly predicted ones). The problem of
“how to get the numbers out of the theory” continued long after it was generally
agreed that it was most likely a good model – one that explained the known
species of the particle zoo and predicted new ones.

13. Aaron Bergman
December 2, 2007

So you’re agreeing that Lisi doesn’t have a prediction, then?

After all, string theory predicts lots of new particles, too — I just can’t tell you
their mass at the moment.

14. milkshake
December 2, 2007

He made only one. ST cornered the entire prediction market.

15. dave tweed
December 2, 2007

Alfonso said “I don’t think there are many civil engineers, to randomly name
another group, who want to join any public discussion on the truth of the world.”
This is mixes up the fact that physics (along with philosophy) is “about the truth
of the world” and that physicists are talking about their subjects. Most fields are
judged more favourably when they can put forward folders of clippings or lists of
radio interviews.

To my mind the biggest problem is that in the general media a story which says
“here’s a preliminary calculation that might lead to a more fully developed
theory which might then be applicable to the world” is more likely to be
unprinted/unread than one that confidently asserts one simple idea is
groundbreaking.

16. Peter Woit
December 2, 2007

dragon,

I’ve been attacking media hype by serious scientists on this blog since the
beginning, and getting nasty anonymous attacks from people like you since then.
If I’ve jumped the shark, it was several years ago…

The work on geometric Langlands is producing interesting high-level
mathematics. I’ve never complained about string theorists who are doing that.
The meeting I was describing was a mathematics one, very few physicists were
there.

17. Douglas Natelson



December 2, 2007

Alfonso – Isn’t there some responsibility of scientists to try to explain to their
work to the public since very often the public is paying for it?

18. LDM
December 2, 2007

dragon,

Regarding your statement “As for jumping the shark: that happened to this blog
quite recently, when you started launching unprovoked attacks on the work of
serious scientists like Robert Brandenberger, Sean Carroll, Laura Mersini-
Houghton etc etc etc.”

Not so fast. I have not read everything that Peter has written, but the impression
I have from what I have read is that Peter’s “attacks” are attacks on the merits of
an individual’s scientific ideas and work, and how these merits are being
oversold to the public. This is normal scientific scrutiny and all scientists should
be glad for it. Also, a scientist may be “serious”, to use your word, but
unfortunately still be wrong. Davies is a recent example. If on the other hand the
work and ideas are correct, and are not being overstated, then they can more
than withstand Peter’s scrutiny.
I also hope Peter never tires of this rather thankless task, because I don’t know
who else would be willing to step up and do it.

19. Peter Shor
December 2, 2007

Reading the article, I also noticed that the pop-up box about supersymmetry
claims fairly definitively that if the LHC doesn’t find evidence for supersymmetry,
then supersymmetry is dead. The opposite is implied by the main text of the
article. Either Michael Dine has contradicted himself or, much more likely,
somebody with different views wrote up the pop-up window about
supersymmetry, and nobody proofread the whole thing very carefully.

20. Peter Woit
December 2, 2007

Peter Shor,

You’re right that the wording of the pop-up box is inconsistent with the article,
maybe Dine didn’t write it. If supersymmetry is not seen at LHC energies, that
will show it can’t be the explanation for what stabilizes the electroweak breaking
scale, solving what is called the “hierarchy problem”. If supersymmetry is not
seen at LHC energies, it could still be there, just broken at higher energies.

String theorists seem to recently be arguing that if supersymmetry is not seen at
the LHC, that means that it doesn’t solve the hierarchy problem, so the way to
solve it is just like the CC: invoke the anthropic principle. Presumably once the
LHC doesn’t see supersymmetry, that’s what we’ll be hearing from the landscape



people.

21. Peter Shor
December 2, 2007

You seem like you’re betting that the LHC won’t see supersymmetry. Is this just
because there isn’t any other evidence of it yet?

And apologies if this is drifting fairly far off-topic.

22. Peter Woit
December 2, 2007

Partly because nothing at all has shown up so far, partly because I just don’t
think that known supersymmetric extensions of the standard model really
explain much, while making things a lot more complicated. The underlying idea
of supersymmetry is in some ways mathematically attractive, but the specific
models people are looking at here are not. Maybe there’s a more interesting one
we don’t know about, maybe it’s just not the right idea.

But this is kind of a large topic that can lead to a complicated and technical
argument I’d rather not get into here. There is a chapter in my book where I go
over some of this.

23. ?
December 2, 2007

Actually, technicolor and/or warping are also widely viewed as non-anthropic
solutions that are reasonable for the hierarchy problem, and that may well show
up at LHC. This is true on hep-ph, and from what I know of the hep-th
community, true there as well. So it is far from true that supersymmetry not
being seen will immediately result in declarations that the weak scale is
explained anthropically, from anyone.

24. Peter Woit
December 2, 2007

?

My comment was assuming that the LHC sees only a SM Higgs. If that happens I
do think we’ll hear from string theorists a lot about the “anthropic prediction” of
the electroweak scale. If we see some other mechanism such as
technicolor/warping, we’ll hear about how this can be accomodated within string
theory. I guess this was the point of Dine’s article, as Lubos explicated it: all
phenomenology is string phenomenology…

25. John Campbell
December 3, 2007

Links between the best scientific understanding and the general public are
tenuous. Treatments of science in the media often range from indifference to



‘jumping the shark’.

Although bringing scientific understanding to a wider audience is often flawed
let’s not forget its central potential importance to all people. As Einstein stated,
in his view the most important function of science is ‘to awaken this feeling (the
cosmic religious experience) and to keep it alive in those who are receptive to it’.

Einstein saw the central function of science as its ability to provide us with a
kind of cosmic religious worldview free of the supernatural and bonded to truth
through empiricism.

The worldview provided by science is wondrous. Let’s hope that the occasional
straying from the path by New Scientist and others does not discourage those
scientists who rob time from their research in order to communicate these
wonders to the wider public.

26. Jeff Moreland
December 3, 2007

As someone with a lifelong interest in science, but who has not worked as a
scientist for many years (I used to be a development metallurgist), I’d like to add
a heartfelt endorsement to John Campbell’s remarks. A big chunk would
disappear from my life if I couldn’t read serious (but non-professional) science
and maths books and articles. The level that Scientific American published at
about 40 years ago (yes, I’m that old) was perfect for me.

27. Visitor
December 4, 2007

The phrase “science as its ability to provide us with a kind of cosmic religious
worldview free of the supernatural and bonded to truth through empiricism” is
nothing but gibberish. I don’t care if Einstein said it, it is foolish all the same.
Science and religion are polar opposites and attempting to attempting to replace
religion with science by attaching the word “religion” in any form to science is at
best foolish and at worst dishonest.

And just as an aside, it is debatable that religion supplies or needs to supply
people with a sense of wonder. What should be beyond debate, is that is supplies
people with a sense of purpose.

For more of this same kind of foolishness, perpetrated by great scientists
venturing, ill-advisedly, out of their fields of expertise and into the regions of
social analysis, please read “The Sokal Hoax: At Whom Are We Laughing? – The
philosophical pronouncements of Bohr, Born, Heisenberg and Pauli deserve some
of the blame for the excesses of the postmodernist critique of science” by Mara
Beller and available online at
http://www.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de/~bohmmech/BohmHome
/sokalhoax.html

28. milkshake
December 4, 2007

http://www.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de/~bohmmech/BohmHome/sokalhoax.html
http://www.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de/~bohmmech/BohmHome/sokalhoax.html
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http://www.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de/~bohmmech/BohmHome/sokalhoax.html


“a kind of cosmic religious worldview free of the supernatural” means the
mystery and awe, without the mysticism. The delight and the amazement that
feeds the curiosity. The hope that we can figure out all kinds of things about this
Universe, startng from few extremely-well hidden and indirect hints. I think this
is a worldview which should replace the parochial men-centric religious views. It
is also a pretty significant motivator for people who are active in far-out fields
such as cosmology – and also for the public that takes delight in learning and
thinking about these discoveries. I don’t agree that the ol’ Albert was turning
into a New-Agey fool when he said these things.

29. Changcho
December 5, 2007

Visitor – the Mara Beller article (“The Sokal Hoax: At Whom are we Laughing?”)
originally appeared on Physics Today, Sept. 1998 issue.

30. Chris W.
December 6, 2007

Visitor,

Einstein didn’t say it.

31. anon.
December 8, 2007

‘Update: Cern Courier joins Physics Today this month with yet another feature
article promoting the multiverse. I’m trying to think of a snarky comment, but
I’m too depressed.’

Look on the bright side: if anyone disproves the multiverse (which they can’t
even in principle, because it’s not even wrong), Physics Today and New Scientist
will just switch to promoting other non-falsifiable speculations. Maybe the
physics of the resurrection, ESP, and miracles. So this continuing stringy
multiverse hype isn’t completely your failure to communicate the scientific facts.
It’s something that would go on even if every string theorist adopted scientific
ethos today. The public just want to see sci fi hype supported by PhDs, and there
are always some PhDs willing to give the public what it wants, especially when
some funding is provided.

32. Nikita Nikolaev
December 10, 2007

I appologise to be getting perhaps even more off-topic, but I’ve seen some
comments above concerning the supersymmetry breaking.

Suppose LHC doesn’t find any evidence of supersymmetry, but, at the same time,
suppose supersymmetry still does exist. Is there any at all hint that comes from
the theory as to why the supersymmetry breaking should occur at a higher
energy than what LHC will have been aiming for?



33. Eric
December 10, 2007

Nikita,
There are really no fundamental reasons why supersymmetry breaking should
occur at very high energies, unless you believe in fine-tuning or in some other
mechanism (e.g. technicolor) to stabilize the electroweak scale. There are some
string theorists, mostly at Stanford, who believe that the landscape and small
cosmological constant point towards fine-tuning. These guys expect nothing but
the Higgs to be found at LHC. This is called letting the tail wag the dog. On the
other hand, there are many good reasons to expect TeV scale superpartners,
namely 1) EW stabilization 2) gauge coupling unification 3) natural dark matter
candidate 4) dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking.

34. Nikita Nikolaev
December 10, 2007

Eric,

Thank you so much for your answer.



News From All Over

December 4, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a long and interesting profile of Jim Simons on the Bloomberg web-site. It
begins with him being told he has a call from Harvard string theorist Cumrun Vafa.
Unclear whether Vafa was calling to talk about something related to science or
something related to finance, since I’ve heard from several sources that Vafa recently
has been working at least part of the time for Renaissance Technologies, the Simons
hedge fund.

Director Ron Howard is making a movie based on the novel “Angels and Demons”,
part of which will be filmed at CERN. Here’s a news report on his visit to CERN

Witten has posted two papers to the arXiv, one old, one new. The old one is Conformal
Field Theory in Four and Six Dimensions, the write-up of his talk at the Oxford
conference celebrating Graeme Segal’s 60th birthday back in 2002. Until now this
paper hasn’t been available on the internet, you had to buy the book of the conference
proceedings. It has acquired some new interest because of Witten’s recent work on
geometric Langlands, where Langlands duality comes from a duality symmetry that is
part of a conjectured SL(2,Z) symmetry of N=4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills in four
dimensions. This SL(2,Z) can be explained by the existence of a superconformal
theory in 6d, which can then be reduced to 4d by taking it on the product of an elliptic
curve and a 4-manifold. The modular symmetry then comes from the elliptic curve.

The new paper is with Alex Maloney and entitled Quantum Gravity Partition Functions
in Three Dimensions. They calculate the partition function of pure gravity on an AdS3
space by summing the contributions from classical geometries, including quantum
corrections, finding that “the result is not physically sensible”. The paper includes a
speculative discussion about what this might mean. It looks like 3d quantum gravity is
still a subject that is far from completely understood.

Slides from talks at the recent HEPAP meeting are available. The FY2008 US budget
for particle physics remains caught up in struggle between the White House and the
Congress. They all agreed on a quite healthy budget number for particle physics, but
haven’t agreed on an overall budget. One possibility, a continuing resolution splitting
the difference between the Congressional and White House total numbers, might
possibly lead to a smaller particle physics budget than expected.

Physical Review Letters is publishing the latest paper by Chamseddine and Connes on
their non-commutative geometry approach to the Standard Model. The PRL editor
evidently forced them to change the name of the paper, from “A Dress for SM the
Beggar” to Conceptual Explanation for the Algebra in the Noncommutative Approach
to the Standard Model

Comments
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1. Lionel Hut
December 4, 2007

There was an interesting news about Simons’ otherwise quite secretive company
a few months back.

http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2007/07/algorithm-wars.html

2. a quantum diaries survivor
December 4, 2007

The PRL editor evidently forced them to change the name of the paper, from “A
Dress for SM the Beggar” to Conceptual Explanation for the Algebra in the
Noncommutative Approach to the Standard Model

Tsk tsk, those poor souls at PRL lack any fantasy. We do take our papers a bit too
seriously…

Cheers,
T.

3. ali
December 5, 2007

Hi Peter,
It is very interesting that Cumrun Vafa calls Jim Simons. He is a quite senior
person. How come he can work for a hedge fund company at that age, if the
rumours are true? Do you have any other inside scoop on that?

4. Peter Woit
December 5, 2007

ali,

I don’t know what Vafa’s arrangement with Renaissance is, other than that he
was working with them at some point in the last year or so. While it’s unusual for
senior people to do this, I have heard of other cases of quite prominent senior
mathematicians who have worked for Renaissance for a while, returning to
academia afterwards.

5. gs
December 6, 2007

Speaking of senior people, George Zweig works for Renaissance.

6. Chris W.
December 6, 2007

Lately, I’ve been thinking that these associations are not particularly good for
physics and mathematics, or the reputations of the people that study them—
rather like nuclear weapons development in an earlier era.
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7. Maynard Handley
December 9, 2007

“Angels and Demons”? By Dan Brown, author of the “Da Vinci Code”.
Yeah, that’s going to make everyone at CERN proud.
I appreciate that they probably earn some money for this, but still, it’s hardly
something to boast about.

8. Yatima
December 9, 2007

Chris W. Says:

“Lately, I’ve been thinking that these associations are not particularly good for
physics and mathematics, or the reputations of the people that study them”

I will say. I just came across this characterization, which I find myself unable to
fully disagree with:

Today’s Wall Street fabricators of avant-garde financial instruments are actually
called “financial engineers.” They got their training in “labs,” much like Dr.
Frankenstein’s, located at Wharton, Princeton, Harvard, and Berkeley. Each time
one of their confections goes south, they scratch their heads in bewilderment —
always making sure, of course, that they have financial life-rafts handy, while
investors, employees, suppliers, and whole communities go down with the ship.

I might be advisable to have plane tickets to small foreign countries without
extradition agreements with the US handy if the economy worsens appreciably.

http://www.tomdispatch.com/post/174872/steve_fraser_concocting_the_perfect_electoral_storm
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Latest Sci-Fi/Fantasy News

December 11, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Various particle physics-related science fiction and fantasy news:

Discover has an interview with Kip Thorne, who is working with Steven Spielberg on
a science fiction film tentatively entitled Interstellar for release in 2009. The plot
evidently involves the novel idea of a group of explorers who travel through a worm
hole and into another dimension. Thorne expects that “nothing in the film will violate
fundamental physical law.” He also seems rather involved in fantasy as well as science
fiction, believing that the LHC has a “good shot” at producing mini-black holes, and
that “String theory is now beginning to make concrete, observational predictions
which will be tested.” (via Angry Physics).

Also on the fantasy front, I hear there’s a new movie out called The Golden Compass,
which supposedly has a plot based on multiple dimensions and particle physics.
According to this review, the plot is not really fantasy, because:

In the past thirty years or so, a majority of scientists have come to accept
string theory as a so-called “Theory of Everything,” one that helps to explain
how everything in the universe works.

and string theory explains these extra dimensions.

One can follow the progress of the LHC project on the web, and unfortunately it’s
looking like the current official schedule, which plans on trying to circulate a beam
next May and physics starting in July, is pretty much a fantasy. This schedule already
was sticking to these dates in the face of delays that made them look unrealistic, but
there have now been further delays. According to the schedule, sector 45 should be
completely cooled down now and nearing the end of powering tests, with four others
in the middle of cool-down. The actual state of affairs is that sector 45 is just finally
getting fully cooled down to 1.9K, and the only other sector being cooled down is
sector 56. A rough guess would be that they’re three months or so behind the official
schedule, so if nothing else goes wrong they might have a beam in late summer,
physics sometime late in the fall. The CERN Council will be meeting later this week
and get a status report on LHC progress, perhaps there will be an official update on
the schedule at that time.

Michael Dine and collaborators have a new preprint about the Landscape, one that
tells a rather different story than Dine’s recent article in Physics Today. The authors
discuss the question of the stability of Landscape states, given that there may be
many nearby states, considering the possibility that this favors supersymmetric
states. They also mention the problem of how to calculate transition probabilities into
whatever the relevant metastable states are, which suffers from the well-known
problem of how to pick a measure for eternal inflation, writing

While we currently have little new to add to this discussion, we point out

http://discovermagazine.com/2007/nov/the-man-who-imagined-wormholes-and-schooled-hawking
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that the landscape is likely to be more complicated than assumed in many
simple models of eternal inflation.

There’s nothing in the paper that could possibly justify the Physics Today claims of
hopes that landscape studies would soon be making “definitive statements about the
physics of the LHC” and able to “specify some detailed features.” Instead, there is a
discussion of the possibility that landscape statistics are dominated by large volume,
non-supersymmetric states, in which case:

they are otherwise undistinguished, it is unclear how one might imagine
developing a string phenomenology. Not only would we fail to make
predictions, e.g. for LHC physics, but we would not know how to interpret
LHC outcomes.

Update: For more sci-fi, tonight’s arXiv postings include Warp Drive: A New
Approach by string phenomenologist Gerald Cleaver and his graduate student
Richard Obousy.

Comments

1. A.J.
December 11, 2007

A question on sci-fi, pop-sci, and culture: Does anyone have any idea when and
how the idea of alternate realities became conflated with the idea of dimensions?
This predates string theory by a few decades, I’d guess.

2. Sebastian Thaler
December 11, 2007

Speaking of science fiction, I’m looking forward to Michio Kaku’s new book:

http://www.amazon.com/Physics-Impossible-Scientific-Exploration-Teleportation
/dp/0385520697/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1197407441&sr=1-1

3. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
December 11, 2007

I seem to recall reading somewhere that Carl Sagan consulted with Kip Thorne
while writing Contact, to tidy up some of the theory behind the alien contraption
used for FTL interstellar travel. It was this collaboration, if memory serves, that
got Thorne really active in the wormhole-as-time-machine business. I don’t know
if Thorne was also brought in for the movie.

4. rob
December 11, 2007

Yes, Kip was involved in Contact. The story as I remember hearing it is that
Sagan originally wanted to use a black hole, and asked Kip how reasonable that
would be. Kip of course told him that it wasn’t a good idea, but that wormholes
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could more realistically serve the purpose Sagan really wanted. Kip later went
on to write that series of wormhole papers investigating the issue in GR.

And yes, I think he might have been involved to some extent in the movie, though
I don’t think he was credited. Also, Lynda Obst, one of the co-executive
producers (with Kip and Spielberg) of Interstellar, was also a producer of the
Contact movie.

5. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
December 11, 2007

Interesting to learn where some theorists may be getting their inspiration :).

I have to wonder if Thorne was misquoted somehow. I also seem to recall reading
that this whole practice of serious academics doing reasearch into time machines
was motivated by the very legitimate desire to push GR to its logical limits, so-to-
speak. The upshot, if I understand correctly, is that if you can (with a dollop of
exotic matter or some comparable unobtainium) actually construct a time
machine without violating GR, thus producing something that could, in principle,
violate causality, you’ve got yet another good indicator that maybe there’s
something seriously lacking in GR. Ergo, the fact you’re not violating
“fundamental physical law” means you surely need some better fundamental
physical law. Then again, he appears to be saying ST fits that bill, so maybe the
time-machine industry has evolved into something I’m not aware of.

6. rob
December 11, 2007

I was recently a student in Kip Thorne’s group, and while I can’t speak for him,
and he certainly doesn’t need me defending him, I will say that he always
seemed to me to be basically noncommittal on the “string theory wars.” The only
time I heard him discuss quantum gravity in a public lecture, he did make a point
of mentioning both string theory and loop quantum gravity.

I’ll also say that (as far as I’ve heard) he still hasn’t conceded on his half of the
bet with Hawking against Preskill on whether black hole evaporation is unitary.
So he’s certainly not a conventional string theory partisan.

As for his “good shot” statement, I think he just really likes taking the side of
underdogs, and in the public press these days, string theory seems to be the
underdog.

7. Bee
December 11, 2007

Thanks for the update! Maybe we are witnessing the dawning of a new era in
theoretical physics? If computer animations can do it in virtual, who cares about
actual reality? Can we just compute another part of the multiverse and sell the
fundamental laws to Dreamworks? Chances are we are just living in a computer
simulation anyhow. Either way, seems like you missed out on Denzel Washington
in Deja Vu, where a group of crime investigators together with some scientists



watches the past through a wormhole. Memorable quote: “I asked you to explain
it to me, not to talk science.”

(the movie is entertaining, but not really recommendable)

8. rob
December 11, 2007

Low Math Meekly Interacting:

Well, this causality thing has a lot of ins and outs. The existence of closed
timelike curves doesn’t necessarily point to a problem in GR, or even necessarily
a problem at all. I haven’t really looked at this stuff, but I remember that Novikov
was involved in some work showing that “consistent histories” (to borrow a
phrase) can still arise even in the presence of closed timelike curves. He
probably talks about this in his essay for the book “The Future of Spacetime.”

9. Peter Woit
December 11, 2007

Bee,

I’m afraid I was being snarky about the originality of the wormhole as plot
device, having seen a rather large number of movies or TV shows where
wormholes appear (including Deja Vu..). Presumably the Thorne/Spielberg
wormhole will be a less cheesy and more authentic one than the usual, run-of-
the-mill wormhole that normally puts in an appearance.

10. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
December 11, 2007

Thanks for the addition to my library list!

11. Bee
December 11, 2007

yeah, I read your remark as sarcasm, was just looking for an occasion to place
that quote. I wish people would stop asking me about wormholes, time travel or
the free will in quantum mechanics when they hear I’m a physicist.

12. rob
December 11, 2007

From what I’ve heard, the central motivation of the project, both for Kip and for
Spielberg, is to make a “scientifically realistic” science fiction movie. Obviously
they’ll stretch the limits of practicality, but they at least intend that everything
should be basically in line with published (though sometimes speculative)
science. Hopefully it will remain that way after being filtered through
screenwriters and special effects houses.

For example, one very early idea that I heard (and I’ll presage this with the
disclaimer that I’m not at all privy to the developments) was that the wormhole



would be discovered by LISA. Some would say that LISA taking measurements is
no more realistic than finding a wormhole, but we relativists still like to think
those people are wrong.

13. Scott Aaronson
December 11, 2007

“consistent histories” (to borrow a phrase) can still arise even in the presence of
closed timelike curves

Yes, it’s possible to write down theories that have CTC’s but no inconsistencies.
One way is just to stipulate that, if S is the quantum operation acting around a
CTC, then as the “input” to the CTC nature has to postselect a state &rho such
that S(ρ)=ρ. (Such a ρ always exists by linear algebra.) This idea goes back to a
1991 paper of Deutsch.

However, these theories have an extremely interesting further problem. This is
that, in order to find a consistent evolution around the CTC, nature has to solve
an extremely hard computational problem! (In particular, it has to solve a
PSPACE-complete problem, which is even worse than NP-complete.)

So, to return to Peter’s sci-fi theme: while physical theories with CTC’s aren’t
necessarily inconsistent, they do necessarily lead to effects like in Star Trek IV:
The Voyage Home. There the crew of the Enterprise goes back in time to the
“present” (i.e. to 1986) and, needing a type of plexiglass that hasn’t been
invented yet, reveals the formula for the plexiglass to the company that’s going
to invent it, thereby causing it to be invented, etc. This is not a logical
inconsistency but is nevertheless exceedingly strange.

14. Dave Miller
December 12, 2007

As an undergraduate at Caltech in ‘75-’76, I took a course on GR from Thorne,
and I pointed out to him that you could build a time machine out of wormholes. I
had in mind two separate wormholes moving in different reference frames – you
don’t need to invoke time dilation at only one end of one wormhole then: the
Minkowski geometry is pretty obvious.

My point is not that I am the source of Kip’s later work: it was a casual comment
on my part, and I’d guess that he forgot it rather promptly. The point rather is
that the idea of wormholes as time machines was pretty obvious to anyone, even
an undergrad: wormholes obviously violate locality, and any particle theorist
knows what that means. (Personally, I’m with Hawking on this: a wormhole time
machine probably blows itself up for reasons Hawking has explained.)

And, Peter, the real news on “The Golden Compass” is that fundamentalist
Christians are up in arms over it: I’ve heard this from personal contacts as well
as seen it on the Web (NPR even ran a piece). Pullman is a self-announced
atheist, and the theory is that the movie is really meant to seduce vulnerable
Christian youth.



In fact, the movie is supposed to be pretty bland, and my own kids were actually
given the trilogy by a Christian friend who had read through it all herself.

Of course, you can find fundamentalists on the Web who also denounce the
“Chronicles of Narnia” on the grounds that Lewis, a famous Christian apologist,
was really a secret pagan. (You see, he admired classical culture and enjoyed
classical mythology…)

I am tempted to believe that critics of Christianity should just relax and allow the
Christians to self-destruct.

Dave

15. Alejandro
December 12, 2007

Re The Golden Compass; in the books, at least, string theory is not mentioned at
all, but the plot relies heavily on a fantasy take on many-worlds quantum
mechanics and dark matter. Everett is mentioned by name, and a technology to
communicate between parallel universes is said to rely on quantum
entanglement. As for dark matter, well… (SPOILERS follow)…

…would you believe that dark matter is conscious particles that try to
communicate with humans, that angels (including God, the oldest one of them)
are complex structures made of these particles, and that human attachment to
these particles, which signals sexual awakening, is what the Church calls
original sin?

No, I am not making this up. Anyway, the books are awesome. Haven’t seen the
movie yet, but I expect to be disappointed.

16. Bee
December 12, 2007

Hi Alejandro,
I think I read the first volume of the trilogy because it showed up on my amazon
recommendation list. I didn’t bother to buy the other two. Maybe I’ve read too
much Fantasy when I was a kid, but much like Harry Potter it didn’t strike me
neither as well written nor original. I didn’t see the movies though. I like the part
with the sexual awakening, maybe I should give it another try. To come back to
the topic of Science Fantasies, since you mention dark matter it’s kind of
interesting in this regard what Rudy Rucker wrote in the book ‘Dangerous Ideas’
(among essays about multiverses, understanding GR and QM, or how capitalism
will make the world a better place):

“On the one hand, it could be that the mind is some substance that accumulates
near ordinary matter — dark matter or dark energy are good candidates. On the
other hand, mind might simply be matter viewed in a special fashion: matter
experienced from the inside. […]”

Best,
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B.

17. Bee
December 12, 2007

Today’s news: unparticle physics provides a mechanism for black hole formation.

18. Alejandro
December 12, 2007

Hi Bee. I didn’t think too much of the first volume when I read it either -but in
my case I think it was because I read it translated to Spanish; when I reread it in
English I liked it much more. The other two are much more ambitious, both in a
literary and a philosophical way; the whole trilogy is IMO a much “larger” thing
than Harry Potter, which is a fairly conventional kind of story. Pullman’s avowed
goal is to provide a subversive retelling of Milton, celebrating rebellion against
God and authority, and the loss of innocence related to maturity, self-
consciousness, and yes, sexual awakening.

There are some problems in the third volume -the scope becomes so large that
the plot becomes confusing, there are a couple of dei ex machina, and the anti-
religious message is so explicit that it is grating at points- but overall I would
recommend you to read the other two books to have an opinion; the central
themes of the trilogy cannot be seen from the first volume alone.

19. Alejandro
December 12, 2007

Oh, and re the Rucker quote, it is rather similar to the premise of Pullman’s
fiction -but Rucker seems to be taking it seriously… :S

I have read only one book by Rucker, in my teens: The Fourth Dimension,
basically a layman’s explanation of 4-D concepts and their use in physics. He did
get into some weird panpsychistic speculations by the final chapter, but it was all
rather playful and he didn’t seem to really believe it.

20. Bee
December 12, 2007

Hi Alejandro:

Yeah, sounds interesting indeed, I might give it a try. I yet have to make it
through the last Harry Potter though, since I read the first six I think I will have
to read the seventh as well. I know the 4D Rucker, though I didn’t find it too
illuminating, I had a couple of better books on higher dimensions that I liked
better. I recall much better Rucker’s book Master over Space and Time which I
read probably being too young. I got seriously confused about what quarks are
and so on. Maybe I would find it amusing now, but I think books like that better
come with a manual or a warning. Best,

B.
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21. Moshe
December 12, 2007

Scott says:”if S is the quantum operation acting around a CTC, then as the
“input” to the CTC nature has to postselect a state &rho such that S(ρ)=ρ”.

I am confused by that, I would say this is exactly what is *meant* by having CTC
to start with. If you don’t impose periodicity conditions the curve is not closed in
any meaningful sense, am I missing something?

22. John Baez
December 12, 2007

I know Peter doesn’t actually like talk about science fiction and fantasy here,
despite the title of this blog entry… but can’t resist telling Alejandro: I’ve read
Pullman’s Dark Materials trilogy and liked it a lot – and I found the movie
adaptation of the first part to be excellent!.

Like the book, the movie doesn’t mention string theory at all.

(It’s fantasy, not science fiction: people should only watch it if they can deal with
witches, daemons and talking polar bears.)

23. Scott Aaronson
December 12, 2007

Moshe: I agree with you — once you think about it clearly (which many people
don’t!), the requirement of causal consistency is pretty much inherent in the
definition of CTC’s. The slightly non-tautological observation in Deutsch’s paper
was that, while a consistent evolution doesn’t always exist in deterministic
theories (which is just a fancy way of stating the grandfather paradox), such an
evolution does always exist in probabilistic or quantum theories. This is because
every Markov chain has a stationary distribution, and likewise every
superoperator has a stationary mixed state.

24. Moshe
December 13, 2007

Thanks Scott, I like your re-phrasing of the grandfather paradox, previously I
thought about it as one of those linguistic pseudo-problems, but now I see at
least one way of making a non-trivial statement.

25. DB
December 13, 2007

I think a lot of today’s elder generation of physicist-speculators spent too much
time as kids watching The Time Tunnel. The wormhole is easily the most
hackneyed notion in filmed Sci-Fi, so it stands to reason that Hollywood will want
to resurrect it for yet another outing.

26. Alejandro



December 13, 2007

Glad you liked the movie, John -it gives me raised hopes.

And by the way, I remember now that string theory is mentioned in the books!
(albeit obliquely). In the third volume, when Mrs Coulter is approaching Asriel’s
fortress, she finds it similar to a model she saw once illustrating a “diabolical
heresy” (quoting by memory, don’t have the book here) according to which space
had many extra dimensions curled up a tangled and tiny way .

In other words: the place from which Lord Asriel intends to overthrow God and
build the Republic of Heaven resembles a Calabi-Yau manifold!

27. Michael Bacon
December 13, 2007

See http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/serpentine07/Deutsch.html

At the above link is an equation from the paper by Deutsch that Scott mentions
above: Quantum Mechanics near Closed Time-like Lines which appeared in
Physical Review D44, 3197–3217 (1991).

According to Deutsch, it is the equation for the state of a quantum computer that
is, by whatever means, provided with a method of sending its output back in time
to interact with its input (I suppose he’d consider this “merely” an question of
engineering.

He believes that the universality of quantum computation ensures that the
results also apply to any time-travelling physical system, not just a computer.

I can’t reproduce the equation (really don’t know how to with my limited
computer skills), but he claims that the self-consistency of this equation proves
the self-consistency of time travel in quantum physics.

He says that analysis of the equation shows that if we had a time machine and
tried to use it to enact ‘paradoxes’ (like going back in time to prevent our
building the time machine), we would simply go back to a universe in which
those events really happened.

Not being very well grounded in the math associated with this type of analysis, I
settle for science fiction. It’s fun and thought provoking — tautological or not.

I’d love to see a serious discussion between Deutsch, Scott and others who
obvious know much more about this than me.

28. Chris W.
December 15, 2007

The above discussion of CTCs and causal consistency ties in rather closely with
an interesting and lucid new review paper on the arXiv, Causal Set Topology
(0712.1648).
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(Thanks to Daniel Doro Ferrante for highlighting it.)
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UK Pulls Out Of ILC

December 11, 2007
Categories: Experimental HEP News

The UK is planning on cutting the budget of its Science and Technologies Facilities
Council over the next few years, ending British involvement in several large scale
scientific projects, including the ILC. The STFC document laying out its plans through
2012 emphasizes CERN and the LHC, and has this to say about the ILC:

We will cease investment in the International Linear Collider. We do not see
a practicable path towards the realisation of this facility as currently
conceived on a reasonable timescale.

In combination with recent remarks from the DOE, the current situation of the ILC
proposal is not encouraging. Most likely it will require the discovery of new physics at
the LHC of the sort that the ILC is the right tool to study in order to make the case for
going ahead with it.

More about this here and here.

Update: More here, here, here and here. These budget cuts seem to be especially
problematic for astronomy research, with particle physics not as badly affected as the
UK retains its commitment to CERN and the LHC.

Update: More here. Best headline about this so far: Boffins slashed in big-science
budget blunder bloodbath.

Comments

1. Coin
December 11, 2007

Let’s say that the case is not successfully made that the ILC is the most
appropriate followup to the LHC’s findings, and the ILC ultimately gets scuttled
(or at least suffers more dropouts like with the UK here). What happens then?
Will this mean that that’s money which simply won’t get put into physics
investment? Or will this just mean some other project gets attention diverted to
it instead?

2. Flip
December 11, 2007

Thanks for the post, PW! Could you shed some light about what this means for
the 10-20 year outlook of particle physics experiments? If the LHC’s results end
up making a compelling case for an ILC, would the STFC turn around and
recommit to the linear collider?
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What is the significance of having national funding agencies committed at this
[early] stage, especially if there is apparently no commitment to prevent them
from walking away after a government spending review? Does this just mean
that there’s less R&D? If so, does this indirectly weaken Europe’s bid to host the
ILC (if it were to be built)?

Cheers,
F

3. woit
December 11, 2007

Flip,

I don’t know much about how UK budget decisions are made, so it’s unclear to
me whether and how this decision could get turned around at some point during
the next few years. It seems to me that they have decided that the ILC project is
too far off, likely to be in the US, and quite possibly will never get built, so R and
D on it is a good target for cutting when they have a budget problem.

One big problem for the ILC is that if it takes several more years before there’s
an LHC-based case for building it, at that point CERN’s CLIC technology may
have proved itself. CERN will have the money to start building it as LHC and
LHC upgrade costs wind down 10 years from now. If CLIC is feasible and can be
financed in Europe, there’s not much of a case for the ILC.

At this point, if I had to bet about what will be going on 20 years from now, it
would be on a strong CERN program at the energy frontier involving CLIC and
an upgraded LHC, with a weaker program in the US based on Project X at
Fermilab and various neutrino experiments.

But maybe the LHC will discover something that will change everything…

Coin,

Building the ILC would require a sizable part of the US HEP budget + new
money. If it’s not built, the new money wouldn’t go to particle physics, might go
elsewhere, or just might not increase the US fiscal deficit so much. There would
be more money from the total particle physics budget available for other particle
physics projects, e.g. things like Project X that Fermilab is considering.

4. Coin
December 11, 2007

There would be more money from the total particle physics budget available for
other particle physics projects, e.g. things like Project X that Fermilab is
considering.

Well… something else I wonder about. If you look at the Project X web page they
say: “The use of the Recycler reduces the required charge in the
superconducting 8 GeV linac to match the charge per pulse of the ILC design;

http://projectx.fnal.gov/
http://projectx.fnal.gov/


aligning Project X and ILC technologies.” I’m not sure what this means– exactly
what synergy does Project X get from its “alignment” with the ILC? Would the
Project X project by itself be in some way less useful than Project X would be
were it running contemporaneously with the ILC?

Thanks!

5. woit
December 11, 2007

Coin,

One selling point of the Project X proposal is that it would use some of the same
linac technology as the ILC, and thus potentially help with the engineering
needed for the ILC. One reason for highlighting this is just that Project X and the
ILC are in some sense in competition for US HEP funds, so this is supposed to
help sell the idea to ILC proponents worried that Project X means no ILC.

6. Coin
December 11, 2007

Oh, I see. So the idea is just to share engineering costs by reusing technology,
not that like the similarities between the two accelerators would make it easier
to do combined experiments or somesuch?

7. Peter Woit
December 11, 2007

Coin,

Right. I don’t know of any plan to combine operation of the accelerators in any
way, this is about the acceleration technology.

8. Roger
December 12, 2007

I’m a Brit working in Europe now. I think this should be understood in the
context of the funding reorganisation last year which created the Science and
Technologies Facilities Council. This replaced the PPARC agency which only
handled particle physics and astronomy and is a kind of super research council
including (amongst other things) particle physics, astronomy, laser and
condensed matter physics. There are severe cost overruns on certain projects,
including the “prestigious” (i.e. built in the UK) Diamond light source meaning
that everyone else who shares the Diamond funding pot must take a cut. In the
olden days of PPARC if there was a cost overrun for, for example, a particle
physcics project the astronomers would take a cut on the understanding that this
help would be reciprocated if astronomy was faced with a funding problem. This
worked fairly well and none of the cost overruns were as severe as those faced at
the moment. Overrun estimates for Diamond I’ve seen are for 160 million dollars.
In effect, particle physics and astronomy are bailing out a wholly unrelated
discipline, which through bad luck or bad contingency planning is in a crisis.



The ILC happened to be one of the superficially easiest items to chop. Its
especially unfortunate in that the UK was one of the countries which jumped on
the ILC very early, much to the surprise of physicists in many other countries. To
invest so much, so early and now to pull out with inadequate consultation (very
much unlike the way PPARC used to operate) is rather silly.

I know many people who are/were engaged on the ILC program. I know they put
their heart and soul in the project and fully believed in it. They were also
producing some cutting edge work on accelerators and detector technology. I
really feel for them.

Most physicists I’ve spoken to seem to think that this is a result of incompetence
rather than a deliberate, though underhand, attempt to cut back on particle
physics which traditionally enjoys large budgets and therefore attracts much
envy from other disciplines. I don’t know what to think.

9. lostsoul Ph. D.
December 12, 2007

Money has been poured down the drain in the UK over the past 10 years or so,
ostensibly, in the main, on ‘good things’ like health and education (and the odd
war, of course), but in a way that has generated little of value for the taxpayer.
Now the men in charge are embarking on a frantic and short-sighted cost-
cutting/ face-saving exercise. When they pull out of the Olympics you will know
that things are really bad; until then they will target anything whose decimation
they think that they can get away with. And who amongst the electorate gives a
monkey’s about science of any persuasion these days?

10. Arun
December 12, 2007

The prospects in the US are even more bleak, if the dire warnings of requiring a
taxpayer bailout of the banks are true (see my blog for details).

11. young_physicist
December 12, 2007

Arun:

The subprime mess is going to hit the uk pretty soon (I mean we will have our
own borrowers defaulting) so I expect it is not just us banks that will have to be
bailed out. If this causes a recession then the future for particle physics may
become quite bleak indeed when goverment cuts spending due to reduced tax
intake etc.

12. Jon
December 12, 2007

None of this is as a result of cuts in UK Government spending as implied at top of
your article, in fact STFC funding is up 13% over next 2 years I understand, and
science spending overall has doubled in real terms over last ~10 yrs. The current



problems seem to be the result of over commitment mainly to new Diamond
facility, as indicated by previous poster. Apparently capital spend for Diamond
came in within contingency but operating costs appear to have been severely
under estimated in the new Full Economic Costing model for staff recently
introduced in UK. Previously separate Astronomy and PP funding is now having
to bear the costs of this error following merger into wider STFC. Potentially
head(s) should roll at STFC…?

13. Big Vlad
December 12, 2007

could someone who understands these matters please explain the implications
for particle theory in the UK? Will theory be heavily affected by these cuts?

14. Walt
December 12, 2007

Arun, that article is wrong on a key point. Mortgage originators have to take
back mortgages, but most of the subprime mortgages don’t originate with banks,
but with specialized mortgage originators — most of whom are likely going to go
out of business. Defrauded investors, foreign or domestic, are going to get
nothing, and no bank bailout will be required on that account.

15. Peter Woit
December 12, 2007

Arun and Walt,

I happen to find the whole mess in the banking system fascinating, but please,
this blog is not the place to discuss it. Surely there are ones run by people who
actually know a lot about this.

16. DB
December 13, 2007

This UK announcement doesn’t really affect the prospects for the ILC which is
essentially a US project with some modest international support tacked on. As a
member country of the CERN consortium the UK remains very well placed to
participate actively in HEP research.
If the core political will is absent in the US, as I believe is currently the case,
then the ILC won’t get built, period.
The UK may well prove to be useful fall-guy to blame, it has a long history of
bureaucratic cock-ups associated with the funding of large science and
engineering projects, but this shouldn’t distract anyone from the core issue
around the ILC: does the US have the stomach for this or not?
And I am sceptical about the continuing political will in Europe in support of
large HEP projects. The LHC almost didn’t make it past the politicians – CLIC –
and I have confidence that the technical issues will be solved – will be many
times more expensive and I just can’t see it passing.
It would be a great pity if a misplaced confidence by the US in Europe’s
willingness to continue to do the heavy lifting in experimental HEP were to lead



to the LHC being the last major collider to be built.

17. Peter Shor
December 13, 2007

Isn’t the decision on whether to go ahead on the ILC entirely dependent on what
is found by the LHC? If the LHC doesn’t find any new physics that the ILC might
shed some light on, it seems very difficult to imagine it getting funded no matter
how gung-ho people are at this stage. On the other hand, if the LHC results
require further study by an ILC or similar accelerator, then won’t such an
accelerator almost certainly be built eventually (at least in the absence of
massive economic or geopolitical catastrophe)?

One question this brings up is: why is anybody doing any planning studies now?
Wouldn’t it be better to wait until after the LHC is built, and then start planning
for the next accelerator? It seems to me that this would only delay the project
marginally, and would save money if turns out that it’s not worth building an ILC
at all.

18. Roger
December 13, 2007

Peter Shor

One legitimate (though not great) argument is that much detector expertise
would be lost if there isn’t a continuous program of R+D at UK laboratories.

ILC research is not only accelerator-related, there is/was in the UK significant
effort in developing an appropriate vertex detector and calorimeter.

On an unrelated note, the UK invested substantially in the ILC, with the
encouragement of the then research council. Many of the same research council
folk are present in the new body and they’re now singing a totally different tune
about how unrealistic the ILC is. Its true that the likelihood of an ILC has
decreased recently but its construction was always uncertain. Heads really
should roll for this planning debacle.

19. Peter Woit
December 13, 2007

Peter Shor,

The problem for US particle physicists is that the Tevatron will become more or
less obsolete once the LHC is working well, and at that point the US will have no
accelerator at the energy frontier. This may happen within a very few years from
now. So US particle physicists need a plan for what to do next, and until recently
the ILC seemed the best bet. The hope has been that getting the planning done
and everything ready to build the machine would mean that, once LHC results
came in, they would be ready to go. If they wait for LHC results to get started on
planning, there will be a long period in the US with nothing even being built, and
an even longer period without a high-energy machine.



The costs for the kind of planning they have been doing are relatively small, it’s
the construction costs that will be large, and most of this is for work trying to
develop technology that ultimately will be useful, if not on the ILC, perhaps
elsewhere.

20. Roger
December 13, 2007

Peter

The planning costs were very large for the UK both in terms of the R+D budget
and the manpower which was devoted to this effort.

The ILC wasn’t a relatively small back-office affair but a rather high profile
activity.

21. Peter Woit
December 13, 2007

Roger,

Thanks for the clarification. My comment was about the amounts involved
relative to the construction cost for the ILC, not the absolute amounts, which are
significant. Actually, how much exactly has the UK been spending per/year on the
ILC that will be eliminated by this decision?

22. Peter Shor
December 13, 2007

Thanks.

Training the next generation of physicists with detector expertise is useful, at
least assuming that accelerators will continue to be built (which I assume
depends on what the LHC sees). But the decision of whether to build the ILC still
has to be years away.

23. Peter Woit
December 13, 2007

Peter Shor,

The people working on the ILC have been hoping for a construction decision in
2010. This is probably not realistic, unless the LHC very quickly comes up with
results of just the right kind (e.g. a spectrum of new particles of mass low
enough to be studied at the ILC).

24. NEW Reader
December 15, 2007

Hi Peter,

I get nearly all of my particle physics news from NEW. I have a simple question:



With the future going the way it is, (and as I had asked many – and *sigh* – many
a times before), would it be a good life-long decision to study the subject?…

I love studying particle physics / mathematical physics, but am rather in a
quandary as to its relevance – especially experiment-based particle physics – for
the future, which seems increasingly being sqeezed into the marginal arena of
academic / scientific pursuits; I fear within thirty years particle physics will
cease to be of relevance unless there is a applicable defense and/or other high-
profit-generating marketable involvement.

Do you share some of my concerns? Is the particle physics community losing
some of its post-SM excitement in the early ’80’s?

Thanks for allowing me the post.

25. NEW Reader
December 15, 2007

Postscript:

Also, I just happended to chance upon your “Holy Grail of Physics” post (post #
3) via Wikipedia. I read Mark Srednicki’s and your opposing views on the topic
(actually, didn’t understand much… :)); but I’m wondering if you have notes from
your QFT course of Steven Weinberg’s, and whether – with your permission
(obviously) – you might like to send a copy to me.

[PPS: How do you make links? Don’t understand much webpage-technology
stuff.]

26. Peter Woit
December 15, 2007

NEW reader,

The Weinberg course was on the quantization of gauge theories, and this
material is in the second volume of his three volume series on QFT. The books
are definitely more useful than my notes would be.

As for the future, mathematics is doing well, so anyone interested in the
mathematical end of things should consider pursuing a math degree. For particle
physics in general, a lot depends on what happens at the LHC….

27. Roger
December 16, 2007

New Reader,

The future of the “traditional” high energy collider physics program is uncertain
and, as PW pointed out, much depends on the LHC. However, there is more to
particle physics research than high energy colliders. A symbiosis between
particle and astrophysics has been occuring in recent years and cosmic ray
experiments may well, for example, become the principal tools for particle



physicists in the future.

I can foresee a time when particle physics is less prominent than it is today but,
since it is one of the few truly fundamental areas of science, I doubt if it will ever
become a marginal activity. The best and most curious minds will always be
attracted to the most important questions.

28. NEW Reader
December 16, 2007

Thanks to both of you for the respective responses.

29. young_physicist
December 20, 2007

British citizens and residents may wish to sign this petition in protest against the
announced cuts to particle physics and astronomy (which do not just affect the
ILC, but also many other less well known research programs):

http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/Physics-Funding/

http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/Physics-Funding/
http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/Physics-Funding/


Latest on ILC/CLIC/LHC

December 14, 2007
Categories: Experimental HEP News

Barry Barish, the director of the ILC project, has a statement here about the recent
UK decision to stop funding R and D work on the ILC. He writes that “losing the UK’s
contributions to the ILC will have a significant negative impact on our R & D
program.” For more press stories about this, see here and here.

Barish also has an article here about CLIC, CERN’s competing design for a linear
collider, one that is in a much more preliminary state than the ILC design. He writes
that the ILC project will now be exploring ways of collaborating with CERN as it
investigates the feasibility of CLIC:

When I visited CERN last month, I had the opportunity to have a meeting
with the CLIC Extended Steering Committee, including CERN Global Design
Effort members. I suggested that joint work between the ILC and CLIC
could have benefits for both efforts. They responded positively, and a
number of specific areas have been identified where both groups could
benefit. It is clear that the timescale for a machine like CLIC, even if
feasible, is much later than the ILC. So the reason to consider CLIC is for
energy reach, if required.

Following my visit to CERN, I discussed these joint efforts with the GDE
Executive Committee, and we agreed to the general idea. As a result, the
GDE Project Managers will explore specific areas of collaboration with
CLIC. An exchange of ideas has begun by email, and a meeting is now
planned at CERN for February 2008 to explore specific areas of
cooperation.

Today the CERN Council officially ratified the choice of DESY’s Rolf-Dieter Heuer to
succeed Robert Aymar as Director General of CERN. At DESY Heuer was responsible
for ILC R and D, so some people at CERN have been concerned that their new leader
will be someone from the competition to CLIC, and thus might not be inclined to
enthusiastically and aggressively now push the project and compete with his old
colleagues from the ILC.

The Council also approved a budget designed to begin preparations for an LHC
luminosity upgrade by 2016, and heard a report from the director on the status of the
LHC project. Until recently the date for the LHC start-up was set at mid-May 2008,
but the official word from Aymar now is just “early summer 2008”, with no specific
date to be set until spring:

Today, we’re on course for start-up in early summer 2008, but we won’t be
able to fix the date for certain before the whole machine is cold and magnet
electrical tests are positive. We’re expecting that in the spring.

The press release also notes that:

http://www.linearcollider.org/newsline/readmore_20071213_atw.html
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Any difficulties encountered during this commissioning that require any
sector of the machine to be warmed up would lead to a delay of two to three
months.

The latest version of the official schedule is here, and news about progress here, with
the news putting the project a month or so behind the schedule.

Update: Science has an article about Heuer’s appointment, quoting him on the
ILC/CLIC issue as saying “It’s a mistake to back one horse. We need different horses”.
Also:

Barry Barish, leader of the ILC’s Global Design Effort, is happy to have
Heuer on board. “Clearly, from the perspective of the ILC, the appointment
of the new is a very, very positive thing,” he says.

Comments

1. Roger
December 14, 2007

Rolf-Dieter Heuer is a first class physicist who understands CERN’s core
business of producing publications of experimental results from colliders. I’ve
met him on several occasions and was impressed each time. He is ideal both for
the LHC and CLIC programs – I don’t buy the idea that he’ll drag his feet on the
CLIC issue out of misplaced allegiance to the ILC.

With the UK funding agency debacle in mind CERN should be grateful they have
a weighty, intelligent figure in the top post who knows what must be done on the
ground floor to get the job done.

2. Coin
December 14, 2007

To what extent does CLIC function as a replacement for the ILC? That is to say, if
we somehow wind up building the CLIC but not the ILC, would the CLIC be able
to do everything the ILC would in addition to its better “energy reach”
capabilities? Or would building just the CLIC force us to give up access to some
block of data?

When we say the CLIC is in a more preliminary stage than the ILC, or that its
timescale is “much later”– vaguely how much later is “much later”? Two years?
Five years? Ten years? If the ILC becomes delayed for some reason (say, because
the LHC takes awhile in getting out the data needed to make a decision on the
ILC, perhaps?) how long would it have to be delayed before we find the CLIC
actually within striking range as an alternative?

3. Peter Woit
December 14, 2007

Coin,

http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
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As far as I know CLIC would have similar capabilities to the ILC, but be able to
get to higher energies (say 3 TeV vs. .5 TeV).

I don’t think anyone knows yet how long “much later” is, but it’s definitely >2-5
years. The ILC people already have a detailed design and are not far from the
point where you could start building a machine, CLIC is nowhere near that. My
understanding is that the goal of the current research on CLIC is to be able to
answer your question in 2010, so that when LHC results arrive, a sensible choice
between the ILC and CLIC designs could be made.

4. DB
December 17, 2007

The debate between ILC vs. CLIC may be a red herring. What’s increasingly
clear is that the successor to the LHC will no longer be simply a US or European
affair. Like the ISS, or ITER, it can only be successfully conceived and
implemented as a truly international collaboration – because the financial
commitment will be too great for any one economy to justify. As currently
formulated, the ILC is only half-hearted in its adherence to the spirit of
international cooperation.
Similarly, CERN has conceived CLIC as a development of existing accelerator
assets in Geneva.
When the time comes to make a decisions, I expect political and economic
realities will force experimental HEP to mirror other mammoth civilian science
and engineering projects by developing a truly global approach.
It may be that Barish and Hauer are already thinking along these lines.



A Passion for Discovery

December 16, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

I’ve just finished reading a wonderful new book by theoretical physicist Peter Freund,
entitled A Passion for Discovery. Freund grew up in Romania, and began his career as
a physicist in Europe during the 1950s, emigrating to the US during the 1960s, finally
ending up at the University of Chicago, where he is now an emeritus professor.

When I was writing my own book I tried to include amidst the expository material
about physics and mathematics stories of some of the people and events that seemed
to me illustrative in one way or another. Freund has had the excellent idea of writing
a book that foregrounds such stories, interspersing in the background the actual
physics and mathematics. A reader who doesn’t know the science may not learn as
much about it from this book as from others, but will get a feel for something perhaps
more important, the “culture” of the field of theoretical physics. By this I mean the
whole circle of knowledge that makes up the context in which theoretical physicists
think and work. A reader who does know the science and some of the stories that
Freund tells will deepen his or her knowledge by learning many more that he or she
was probably unaware of.

When I moved from a physics environment to a mathematics one many years ago, one
thing that struck me was that I had entered not just a field that studied somewhat
different material, but a whole new cultural environment, very much like moving from
the US to France. Different fields have different unspoken sets of values and beliefs,
derived from their different environments and different histories. Shared stories
about the history of the field and the quirks of leading figures of the subject make up
a large part of this common culture. Freund does an excellent job of capturing the
culture of twentieth-century theoretical physics, and one could learn much more
about this from his book than from any textbook or most standard historical
treatments.

It’s tempting to repeat here some of the stories that I learned from Freund’s book, but
there really are too many to choose from, so I have to just recommend that you should
read for yourself. Among the physicists you can learn about here are: Schrodinger,
Heisenberg, Pauli, Dirac, Stueckleberg, Feynman, Salam, Chandrashekar, Zeldovich,
Landau, Touschek, Thirring, Oppenheimer (who, unlike almost everyone else, comes
off badly), Nambu, and many others. A significant number of mathematicians,
including Emmy Noether and Andre Weil also put in an appearance.

Freund also does a masterful job of describing the story of how mathematics and
physics operated under the totalitarian systems of the last century, including a
description of how the Romanian dictator Ceausescu and his wife had the
mathematics institute closed down and disbanded after their daughter, who was
working there, spent the night in a resort motel with one of her colleagues. He tells
the stories of some of the well-known German mathematicians and physicists who
either collaborated with the Nazis or joined the Nazi party, and where this led their
careers. There is also quite a bit about Russian physicists and mathematicians,
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illustrating their attempts to survive within the Stalinist system, and the
institutionalized anti-Semitism that Pontryagin and others were responsible for
supporting.

Freund describes particle theory research as generally having a single leading figure
that the field follows. He sees 1905 to 1925 as the era of Einstein, 1926-1943 as that
of Heisenberg, a transitional period led by Fermi, with Gell-Mann dominating from
the fifties to the early seventies, at which point ‘t Hooft takes over, followed by Witten
in the early eighties. Witten’s long era of dominance now appears to him to be coming
to an end, and Freund nominates Maldacena as the leader for the new era which I
guess has already been underway for a while, as AdS/CFT has dominated research for
the last ten years.

While Freund is very strong on conveying the culture of particle theory that
dominated the fifties, sixties, seventies and eighties, unfortunately he has much less
of the same sort of material to help explain what has been going on for the last twenty
years or so, the age of Witten and now Maldacena. There aren’t any stories he has to
tell about Witten, ‘t Hooft, or any of the other researchers whose work has
characterized this recent period. Perhaps part of the problem is that they’re a less
entertaining lot: while I’ve heard a lot about Witten over the years, I can’t think of
much in the way of really colorful stories.

Freund’s take on the current state of the subject is blandly optimistic: everything’s
going just fine. He mentions the Landscape and suggests Susskind’s book for further
reading, but doesn’t see a problem there other than that “we need time and
perserverance”, and maybe cosmology will save the day. He does promote a more
realistic point of view on the prospects for string theory, seeing it as a set of ideas
that may in the future be part of some quite different real advance. His analogy is
with Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics, which didn’t really give anything you
couldn’t get from Newtonian mechanics, but were necessary foundations for the truly
revolutionary quantum theory.

All in all, Freund has written a fascinating book, one which any person who wants to
understand more about the culture of theoretical physics can learn quite a lot from,
whether they’re a novice to the field, or have spent much of their life in it.

Comments

1. Tony Smith
December 16, 2007

Peter, you say “… Freund describes particle theory research as generally having
a single leading figure that the field follows. He sees
1905 to 1925 as the era of Einstein,
1926-1943 as that of Heisenberg,
a transitional period led by Fermi,
with Gell-Mann dominating from the fifties to the early seventies,
at which point ‘t Hooft takes over,
followed by Witten in the early eighties.



Witten’s long era of dominance now appears to him to be coming to an end,
and Freund nominates Maldacena as the leader for the new era …”.

As to 1926-1943, why not Pauli ? Wasn’t he regarded as a leader with a strong
personality who had a lot of influence through the Handbuch, not to mention
being the origin of memorable phrases including the title of your blog ?
As to Pauli v. Heisenberg, their relative leadership status should be indicated by
their conflict (in the 1950s) over Heisenberg’s urfield theory, in which Pauli’s
skepticism (expressed in terms of painting like Titian) clearly won the battle for
the hearts and minds of the physics establishment.

As to the “transitional period led by Fermi” of 1943 – 1950s, there are many
reasons to consider Oppenheimer (whether he was a nice guy or a not-so-nice
guy who “comes off badly”) as the real leader of that period. For one example, it
was Oppenheimer’s eventual approval of Dyson’s presentation of
Feynman/Schwinger QED that may have been the pivotal point of wide
acceptance of QED. For a not-so-nice example, it was Oppenheimer who pushed
Bohm to leave the USA.

As to ‘t Hooft being the leader from the early 1970s to the 1980s, it is certainly
true that his work was the key to establishing the Standard Model, but I am not
so sure that he acted as a socio/political leader. It seems to me that Glashow and
Weinberg shared that role back then, and that Weinberg’s approval of string
theory in the early 1980s was pivotal in the widespread acceptance of string
theory, and the ascent of Witten to leadership role.

As to Maldacena being an heir to Witten’s leadership position, that might happen
in the future, but as of now it seems to me that Witten has a strong hold on the
leadership position, being widely known to the public and also commanding huge
audience attention whenever he speaks/writes anything.
It would not surprise me if a non-string theorist were to get the leadership role
in the future, such as for example possibly Alain Connes if his Non-Commutative
Geometry model is seen to be successful.

Peter also says “… Freund is very strong on conveying the culture of particle
theory that dominated the fifties, sixties, seventies and eighties, unfortunately he
has much less of the same sort of material to help explain what has been going
on for the last twenty years or so, the age of Witten and now Maldacena …”.
Maybe such stories might actually exist, but may not be widely circulated until
after the leaders have been gone from leadership for a while.

Tony Smith

PS – As this comment is written, I have ordered Freund’s book from Amazon, but
not yet received it. Maybe when I read it some of the questions raised above
might be answered.

2. NEW Reader
December 16, 2007

Hi Peter,



Do you know of similar works within the mathematical physics & mathematics
establishments?

Would be curious to find out.

3. steve bryson
December 16, 2007

hi Peter – here’s a very small bit of unexpected Witten color: In a former life I
thought I was going to be a theoretical physicist, but now I work on the NASA
Kepler mission, which will look for Earth-sized planets around Sun-like Stars.
Last January I was at the AAS conference at which Witten was participating in a
panel. I was in the Kepler booth, and up walks Witten, who starts playing with
our displays showing strong interest!! I mention that I know his work and ask
him what about Kepler caught his eye. He says he’s really interested in
extrasolar planets and stays for the better part of half and hour. He got deeply
absorbed in a grade-school level educational program where you construct your
own solar system by placing planets on a touch screen. It was fun to watch his
delight.

steve

4. D R Lunsford
December 17, 2007

I am excited to read this book!

Does he mention Fermi’s critical work in early QED (in the 30s)?

-drl

5. milkshake
December 17, 2007

There is lots of new material on Oppenheimer (and others) in the “Brotherhood
of the Bomb” from Gregg Herken and I could recommend the book to people
interested in the politics and personalities of the cold war.

Oppenheimer does not come off as the nicest person – but the blame for what
happened to Bohm, Friedman and Lomanitz falls on their buddy Joe Weinberg
who was caught on tape by FBI volunteering to spy on Manhattan Project for
Soviets.

Oppenheimer did his best to protect his commie students and academic
collegues (and his brother) but he found himself in terrible soup as he had hard
time remebering the contradicting stories he told at different times to different
security people. He used to be a CP member himself, until about 1942, and he
lied about it vehemently

6. Bee
December 17, 2007



What comes into my mind showing a true ‘Passion for Discovery’ is this nice
photo from Pauli and Bohr. It’s hard to see on the scanned photo, but they are
watching one of these tippy top gyroscopes.

7. Peter Woit
December 17, 2007

NEW Reader,

I don’t know of a similar book in mathematics, although there are lots of books
that have some stories about mathematicians.

drl,

There’s actually not that much about Fermi in Freund’s book, even though it is
rather Chicago-centric.

8. T.
December 17, 2007

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the excellent review. I’ve been spending some time on Pontryagin’s
principle..did my master’s thesis on the subject, back then. I had no idea he was
antisemitic. What a shame.

What I knew from him was that he grew blind at a point, and his mother would
help him in his research, by taking dictations. I thought this was such a beautiful
story..now it’s somehow stained !

9. Tony Smith
December 17, 2007

Bee, thanks for the Pauli-Bohr TippyTop picture.

After my high school senior class (1959 Cartersville High) got our class rings,
with heavy stones on top, we spent a lot of time spinning them (heavy-end-down)
on our desks and watching them turn heavy-end-up.

Tony Smith

10. Haelfix
December 18, 2007

I feel Dirac replaces Heisenberg somewhere in the early thirties as the dominant
physicist. He was soft spoken and not a traditional leader, but everyone and their
mother was going through his papers trying to figure him out b/c it was obvious
that it was dee[ and important.

I agree with a previous commentator about Weinberg being the dominant
physicist until Witten takes over.

http://www.fysikbasen.dk/Images/Figurer/pauli_bohr_tippetop.jpg
http://www.fysikbasen.dk/Images/Figurer/pauli_bohr_tippetop.jpg
http://www.fysikbasen.dk/Images/Figurer/pauli_bohr_tippetop.jpg
http://www.fysikbasen.dk/Images/Figurer/pauli_bohr_tippetop.jpg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xu_Dp9IfgSU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xu_Dp9IfgSU


11. m
December 18, 2007

Haelfix, do you think that Witten papers on strings are more important than the
Weinberg papers on the anthropic cosmological constant?

12. chimpanzee (aka "joe")
December 19, 2007

Came upon a reference to P. Freund on L. Motls’ blog:

http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/frank-wilczek-thanks-and-poem.html

F. Wilczek:

I also got a superb undergraduate education, at the University of
Chicago. In this connection I’d especially like to mention the inspiring
influence of Peter Freund, whose tremendous enthusiasm and clarity in
teaching a course on group theory in physics was a major influence in
nudging me from pure mathematics toward physics.

I found a really good article on the influence of teaching, stimulated by T.
Dorigo’s post on Quantum Diaries (education/cheating):

“Those who educate children well are more to be honored than parents, for these
only gave life, those the art of living well.”
— Aristotle
“American educators take this philosophy to heart – they view their jobs as
preparing the citizens of the world’s most influential society.”

I don’t find it surprising P. Freund wrote a good book: he understands Physics
(“Know your subject”) & is a good teacher (“Communication is the key”).

S. Coleman was also mentioned as an influential teacher (“his reputation
precedes him”). I did some research recently, & found out my instructor for grad
level course on Group Theory (UIUC, Harvard PhD & Princeton post-doc) was
Julian Schwinger’s student!! As was a close family friend of ours: UIUC physics
prof, whose wife Lillian H. co-edited “The Rise of the Standard Model: A History
of Particle Physics from 1964 to 1970”)

[ she is a Physics PhD (Columbia), double appt History/Physics. Like P. Freund,
this is how Physics needs to be communicated: by people who UNDERSTAND
physics. Not by some journalist (non-technical type) who writes articles for
“entertainment value”. M. Franklin/Harvard had the best quote, from her talk
entitled “Why the NY Times doesn’t get the right spin on our data” ]

“scholarly scrutiny” as my ex-classmate H. Rothman (UNLV History prof, dept
head) puts it, is the key. He [ his dad was a UIUC math prof, btw ] & his
colleagues had a good discussion on how TV/media can mess things up:

“A film cannot show everything nor reach the depths of understanding found in a

http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/frank-wilczek-thanks-and-poem.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2004/10/frank-wilczek-thanks-and-poem.html
http://www.pacom.mil/speeches/sst2000/milchild.htm
http://www.pacom.mil/speeches/sst2000/milchild.htm
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/12/11/mothers-cheating-for-sons-grades/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/12/11/mothers-cheating-for-sons-grades/
http://www.asle.umn.edu/archive/biblios/films-aseh.html
http://www.asle.umn.edu/archive/biblios/films-aseh.html


book or even an article, and filmmakers fall prey to the need to make it
captivating for the viewer. A historically accurate
film that bores and goes unwatched is worthless in this sense.”
— James Lewis, history prof

This is a REALLY GOOD POINT. Film/TV/Print (“media”) is designed to
“entertain” (weave a story, sometimes w/”artistic license”), but History is
designed to “tell” (boring facts, but can be presented in a stimulating way).

“Facts tell [ Science ], but Stories [ Entertainment ] sells”
— Auto Racing maxim (or any field, for that matter)

“It failed because it was a Documentary [ “facts” ], instead of Telling a Story [
“entertainment” ]”
— Michael xx ( Emmy award producer of “Amazing Race” )
[ Auto Racing (click on “chimpanzee”) to see the niche-market I’ve been
exploring. Just like Science, it’s not well understood by the Public & has poor-
funding ]

C. Johnson/Asymptotia had a rude awakening recently (his content was used in a
sensationalistic “female breast” stunt, as humorously pointed out by P. Woit), &
there is the Fox News article on G. Lisi. They focus on “Appearance”, rather than
“Substance”.

I noticed that journalists like J. Horgan, G. Johnson, T. Ferris are brought in to
“transmit” Science to the Public. T. Ferris made a total farce with his recent PBS
show (I happen to be an expert in the subject matter he was addressing), the avg
viewer just doesn’t know. L. Motl had some very harsh words for J. Horgan’s
recent foray into Science.

Needs & Solutions

The solution is that each scientist (& his/her respective dept) needs a *historian*
(w/background in Science) to handle the “communication”. P. Woit & S.
Hossenfelder shouldn’t have to deal with a New Scientist (“soft publication”) for
science news. Just have a Freund-like entity to write it up, & *distribute* it to
any publications.

The husband/wife combo @UIUC (physicist & historian), has counterparts at
other universities. Caltech has physics prof D. Goodstein (who used to visit my
group @JPL, for that Project Mathematics education initiative) & his wife Judith
(university archivist & faculty assoc History Dept). S. Carroll/J. Oulette (English
major), I guarantee SC will proofread JO’s articles for science correctness.

Moral of the Story:
Teamwork. 2-man teams. Get one of your colleagues to handle the
history/communication. Forget about external non-technical 3rd parties.



Vogan on the Orbit Method

December 17, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

David Vogan was visiting Columbia last week, giving the Ritt Lectures, on the topic of
Geometry and Representations of Reductive Groups. He has made available the slides
from his lectures here.

Vogan’s talks concentrated on describing the so-called “orbit method” or “orbit
philosophy”, which posits a bijection for Lie groups G between

• Irreducible unitary representations of G

and

• Orbits of G acting on (Lie G)*

This is described as a “method” or “philosophy” rather than a theorem because it
doesn’t always work, and remains poorly understood in some cases, while at the same
time having shown itself to be a powerful source of inspiration in representation
theory.

It is probably best understood as an expression of the deep relationship between
quantum mechanics and representation theory, and the surprising power of the notion
of “quantization” of a classical mechanical system. In the Hamiltonian formalism, a
classical mechanical system with symmetry group G corresponds to what a
mathematician would call a symplectic manifold with an action of the group G
preserving the symplectic structure. “Geometric quantization” is supposed to
associate in some natural way a quantum mechanical system with symmetry group G
to this symplectic manifold with G-action, with the Hilbert space of the quantum
system providing a unitary representation of the group G. The representation is
expected to be irreducible just when the group G acts transitively on the symplectic
manifold. One can show that symplectic manifolds with transitive G action correspond
to orbits of G on (Lie G)*, the dual space to the Lie algebra of G, with G acting by the
dual of the adjoint action. So it is these “co-adjoint orbits” that provide geometrical
versions of classical mechanical systems with G symmetry, and the orbit philosophy
says that we should be able to quantize them to get irreducible unitary
representations, and any irreducible unitary representation should come from this
construction.

That such a “quantization” exists is perhaps surprising. To a quantum system one
expects to be able to associate a classical system by taking Planck’s constant to zero,
but there is no good reason to expect that there should be a natural way of
“quantizing” a classical system and getting a unique quantum system. Remarkably,
we are able to do this for many classes of symplectic manifolds. For nilpotent groups
like the Heisenberg group, that the orbit method works is a theorem, and this can be
extended to solvable groups. What remains to be understood is what happens for
reductive groups.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~lrb/RittLecturesF2007.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~lrb/RittLecturesF2007.html
http://www-math.mit.edu/~dav/rittC.pdf
http://www-math.mit.edu/~dav/rittC.pdf


Already for the simplest case here, compact Lie groups, the situation is very
interesting. Here co-adjoint orbits are things like flag manifolds, and the Borel-Weil-
Bott theorem says that if an integrality condition is satisfied one gets the expected
irreducible representations, sometimes in higher cohomology spaces. One can take
“geometric quantization” here to be essentially “integration in K-theory”, realizing
representations using solutions to the Dirac equation. Recently Freed-Hopkins-
Teleman gave a beautiful construction that gives the inverse map, associating an orbit
to a given representation.

For non-compact real forms of complex reductive groups, like SL(2,R), the situation is
much trickier, with the unitary representations infinite dimensional. Vogan’s lectures
were designed to lead up to and explain the still poorly understood problem of how to
associate representations to nilpotent orbits of such groups. At the end of his slides,
he gives two references one can consult to find out more about this.

Finally, there is a good graduate level textbook about the orbit method, Kirillov’s
Lectures on the Orbit Method. For more about the orbit method philosophy, its history
and current state, a good source to consult is Vogan’s review of this book in the
Bulletin of the AMS.

Comments

1. Marius
December 18, 2007

This orbit method of Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau is a very interesting tool
discovered by mathematicians in the 70’s. Should be read in conjunction with the
work of Souriau (starting in the 60’s).

It is a typical examble of being shallow that only one author (Kirillov) of this
method is mentioned, at the end of the message, moreover as
an author of a graduate level introduction into the method.
What about Souriau? Kostant? geometric quantization? second
geometric quantization?
See this, for example:

http://books.google.com/books?id=PuhpI98ZkDgC&
dq=%22geometric+quantization%22+Souriau&lr=

2. Peter Woit
December 18, 2007

Marius,

I made no attempt in this post to discuss the history of any of this, which is why
only Kirillov appeared, and only in a reference to his expository text. Geometric
quantization of course has a long history. The book you mention by Woodhouse
doesn’t discuss at all the orbit method or the connection to representation
theory.

http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0511232
http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0511232
http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0511232
http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0511232
http://www.amazon.com/Lectures-Method-Graduate-Studies-Mathematics/dp/0821835300
http://www.amazon.com/Lectures-Method-Graduate-Studies-Mathematics/dp/0821835300
http://www.ams.org/bull/2005-42-04/S0273-0979-05-01065-7/S0273-0979-05-01065-7.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/2005-42-04/S0273-0979-05-01065-7/S0273-0979-05-01065-7.pdf
http://books.google.com/books?id=PuhpI98ZkDgC&dq=%22geometric+quantization%22+Souriau&lr=
http://books.google.com/books?id=PuhpI98ZkDgC&dq=%22geometric+quantization%22+Souriau&lr=
http://books.google.com/books?id=PuhpI98ZkDgC&dq=%22geometric+quantization%22+Souriau&lr=
http://books.google.com/books?id=PuhpI98ZkDgC&dq=%22geometric+quantization%22+Souriau&lr=


3. Marius
December 18, 2007

Peter,

Maybe this helps (Kirillov, A. A.
Geometric quantization [MR0842909 (87k:58104)]. Dynamical
systems, IV, 139–176, Encyclopaedia Math. Sci., 4, Springer,
Berlin, 2001)

http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=CCGCFCj-QNsC&oi=fnd&
pg=PA139&dq=%22orbit+method%22+Woodhouse+Kirillov&
ots=o4YtWHGqQ1&sig=SUE7nUR3c_1U74GJZr4DGPm-MbI

especially section 1.3 “The statement of the quantization problem. The
connection with the method of orbits in representation theory”.

Indeed, maybe Woodhouse is not the best reference in order to quickly
understand that all is about the fact that the “orbit method”,
“geometric quantization”, and some topics in reprezentation
theory are in fact one.

This has been discovered by Souriau, in fact. In his book (in french, then
translated in english) he defines (elementary) particles as
(some) coadjoint orbits of the Poincare group, after introducing what
is now known as (first) geometric quantization. Each such orbit has
some invariants associated with (and identifying it), like the charge,
and so on. As far as I understand, Souriau ideea is just this: take all
hamiltonian systems with symmetry group G, then you can classify
(or decompose?) the dynamics into a family of dynamics of “particles”,
each “particle” being a canonical dynamical system on a coadjoint
orbit of G. The “canonical” word is related to the “orbit method”, which
relates coadjoint orbits with “simplest” representations of G.

4. John Baez
December 18, 2007

I think Peter gave a very nice overview of a topic that’s much too vast to really fit
into a blog entry. One comment:

Already for the simplest case here, compact Lie groups, the situation is
very interesting. Here co-adjoint orbits are things like flag manifolds,
and the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem says that if an integrality condition is
satisfied one gets the expected irreducible representations, sometimes
in higher cohomology spaces.

This is true, but it makes the situation sound a bit more “scary” or “bad” than it
is. It’s actually as beautiful as you could hope. Every finite-dimensional irrep of a
compact simple group comes from geometrically quantizing an integral coadjoint
orbit. And every integral coadjoint orbit gives you a finite-dimensional irrep of
the compact simple group. There’s a 1-1 correspondence!

http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=CCGCFCj-QNsC&oi=fnd&pg=PA139&dq=%22orbit+method%22+Woodhouse+Kirillov&ots=o4YtWHGqQ1&sig=SUE7nUR3c_1U74GJZr4DGPm-MbI
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=CCGCFCj-QNsC&oi=fnd&pg=PA139&dq=%22orbit+method%22+Woodhouse+Kirillov&ots=o4YtWHGqQ1&sig=SUE7nUR3c_1U74GJZr4DGPm-MbI
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=CCGCFCj-QNsC&oi=fnd&pg=PA139&dq=%22orbit+method%22+Woodhouse+Kirillov&ots=o4YtWHGqQ1&sig=SUE7nUR3c_1U74GJZr4DGPm-MbI
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=CCGCFCj-QNsC&oi=fnd&pg=PA139&dq=%22orbit+method%22+Woodhouse+Kirillov&ots=o4YtWHGqQ1&sig=SUE7nUR3c_1U74GJZr4DGPm-MbI
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=CCGCFCj-QNsC&oi=fnd&pg=PA139&dq=%22orbit+method%22+Woodhouse+Kirillov&ots=o4YtWHGqQ1&sig=SUE7nUR3c_1U74GJZr4DGPm-MbI
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=CCGCFCj-QNsC&oi=fnd&pg=PA139&dq=%22orbit+method%22+Woodhouse+Kirillov&ots=o4YtWHGqQ1&sig=SUE7nUR3c_1U74GJZr4DGPm-MbI


And, if you happen to know the other famous way to get your paws on these
finite-dimensional irreps – namely, from integral weights in the Weyl chamber –
you’ll be pleased to know that an “integral weight in the Weyl chamber” is just
what you get when intersect an integral coadjoint orbit with the Cartan, and look
at the point that lies in the Weyl chamber.

Well, I’m sure that sounds scary too to most people. But it’s really great.

On the other hand, I’m still terrified of the noncompact case, which is where
Vogan comes into his own.

5. Peter Woit
December 18, 2007

Thanks John,

Didn’t mean to make the compact case sound scary (yes, the non-compact
reductive one is…). It’s an incredibly beautiful story, one that needs more like a
few weeks of a graduate course than a blog posting to do justice to it.

There is one subtlety that you don’t mention which fascinates me: there are two
possible choices of which orbit to associate to which representation (the “rho-
shift”). Does the trivial representation get associated to the trivial orbit, or to the
orbit of half the sum of the positive roots? Opinions differ. And half the sum of
the positive roots is the highest weight of the spinor representation, for spinors
on the flag manifold. The Dirac equation is everywhere…

6. John Baez
December 19, 2007

Peter writes:

There is one subtlety that you don’t mention which fascinates me…

You too, eh?

Does the trivial representation get associated to the trivial orbit, or to
the orbit of half the sum of the positive roots?

This happens to be something James Dolan has been obsessed with over the last
month… and my guess as to the solution was confirmed in Dieudonne’s book on
Universal Enveloping Algebras. I don’t want to give it all away, since I plan to
write about this in This Week’s Finds someday, but there are two different ways
to get a representation of a complex simple Lie algebra G starting from a
representation of its Borel B: induction, and coinduction. These are dual in some
sense, as the names hint – but there’s a kind of compromise halfway in between,
which involves taking the induced representation and tensoring with a special
representation whose highest weight is “half the sum of the positive roots”.

But here’s what finally convinced me this stuff make sense. The line bundle on
the flag manifold (G/B) whose sections give this special representation is just the



bundle of half-forms!

Strictly speaking I should say “a” bundle of half-forms, not “the”. Given an
oriented n-manifold, a bundle of half-forms is any line bundle whose square is the
bundle of n-forms. An n-form is something you can integrate over your manifold,
so a half-form is something whose square you can integrate. This is why
“tensoring with a bundle of half-forms” is important in geometric quantization: it
gives you a bundle whose sections naturally form a Hilbert space!

There are typically lots of square roots of the bundle of n-forms. But in the case
of a flag manifold G/B there’s a god-given choice: the bundle induced from a
certain special 1-dimensional representation of B, namely the one corresponding
to “half the sum of positive roots”!

So, it’s all starting to make sense. It’s sad how hard it’s been to squeeze this
explanation out of the literature. Lots of books on Lie algebras talk about “half
the sum of positive roots”. But few seem to give the geometrical explanation in
terms of geometric quantization. I guess the authors are trying to stay pure, and
hide the geometry behind a veil of algebra.

7. John Baez
December 19, 2007

By the way, my remark about something “seeming more scary than it really is”
concerned the phrase “sometimes in higher cohomology spaces” in your
description of the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem.

When you have a positive weight, it gives you a line bundle on the flag manifold
G/B whose space of holomorphic sections form an irrep of G. Only when you want
to terrify people who haven’t fallen in love with sheaves should you call this
space of holomorphic sections the “0th cohomology” of the line bundle – or
really, its corresponding sheaf of holomorphic sections.

The scary jargon becomes more forgivable when we consider nonpositive
weights. These again give line bundles on G/B, which again give irreps – but only
when we take some higher cohomology group.

However, even in this case, the jargon is a bit more scary than necessary. It came
as a great relief when I discovered that a “higher cohomology group” of a
holomorphic line bundle was just a fancy way of talking about the space of
holomorphic sections of this bundle tensored with another bundle – I guess a
bundle of p-forms.

Another digression:

The fact that I’m talking about half-forms when you’re talking about spinors
suggests that I, at least, haven’t gotten to the very bottom of this “half the sum
of positive roots” business. Both half-forms and spinors are “square roots” of
something – but different somethings, and in different ways! And, they both show
up as correction fudge factors in geometric quantization, but I don’t quite
understand how they’re related.



I bet Eckhard Meinrenken does.

8. Peter Woit
December 19, 2007

John,

I’m looking forward to seeing your version of why the so-called “rho-shift”.

One indication that spinors are the right way to think about this comes from the
following: Borel-Weil and Borel-Weil-Bott both crucially depend on the choice of
invariant complex structure, which is the same as the choice of positive roots.
Acting by the Weyl group changes the complex structure, makes dominant
weights no longer dominant, and moves the representation from holomorphic
sections to higher cohomology (or, OK, higher order differential forms). If you
use the Dirac operator and spinors instead, none of this happens, the whole set
up is completely Weyl-invariant.

9. a.k.
December 19, 2007

..at least as far as symplectic spinors are concerned the latter is possibly
reflected by the fact that any compatible complex structure on a symplectic
manifold (i.e. on a coadjoint orbit) gives rise to a reduction of the metaplectic
structure of the manifold to a two-fold-covering of the unitary group, contained
in the centralisator of the latter is a one-parameter-subgroup induced by the
element in the Lie-algebra whose image under the exponential map projects to
the canonical complex structure of R^{2n}. This subgroup factors to a familiy of
representations of the circle over the eigenspaces of the harmonic oscillator, the
corresponding splitting of the spinor bundle reveals as the ‘lowest eigenmode’ of
the harmonic oscillator a line-subbundle, this is then a ‘canonical’ choice for a
half-form on M (depending on the complex structure). Associated to a
Lagrangian polarization is a O(n)-reduction of the spinor-bundle resp. of the
above line-subbundle, this is the ‘half-form’ widely used in geometric
quantization, as it seems.

10. strangerep
December 19, 2007

Hi Peter,

Good pedagogical explanations of the orbit method seem to be rare.
I looked at the brief section in your course notes (the section at
the end on the momentum map and the orbit method), but it was
a bit too brief for me to get a thorough understanding. I’ve tried
Kirillov’s course notes, but they require too much from (this) reader.

Is there any chance you could expand your course notes? E.g.,
talk in more detail about the H1 and SU(2) examples you mention,
and perhaps some others? There’s not quite enough detail on the
H1 case to follow it properly, and the SU(2) case is only couple



of paragraphs?

11. Peter Woit
December 20, 2007

strangerep,

I’ll be teaching that course this semester again, maybe I’ll get a chance to
expand the notes, we’ll see.

I probably also discuss the SU(2) case when I discuss Borel-Weil theory, it’s
really the same thing, which is one reason for not going on much about the orbit
method in the compact group case. In the case of SU(2) orbits are just spheres,
weights correspond to line bundles, for weights of the right sign quantization is
just taking holomorphic sections of the line bundle. Quite concretely, such
sections correspond to homogeneous polynomials of degree given by the weight.

The Heisenberg group case probably does deserve a lot more detail….

12. Bruce Bartlett
January 6, 2008

Hi Peter and John,

I’ve been trying to understand the basics, namely this geometric way of thinking
about representations of compact Lie groups for a while now; various entries in
this blog have helped me in many ways -thanks! However, can you point me to an
explicit “equivalence of categories” statement?

For instance, my favourite way of conceptualizing it is the way of Guillemin and
Sternberg in their book “Symplectic techniques in physics” (see the section on
Kaehler manifolds). This is the approach which doesn’t bother with coadjoint
orbits in the dual of the lie algebra, but rather works directly with the
representations themselves. The correspondence is roughly:

representations of a compact Lie group G complex G-equivariant line
bundles having a finite number of orbits

Note I didn’t say “irreducible representations”; I’m looking for an equivalence of
categories here. A morphism between equivariant line bundles category on the
right hand side is an equivariant kernel , i.e an equivariant collection of maps
f_{x,y} : L_x –> L’_x.

From left to right, given a representation V of a compact Lie group G, one simply
takes the G-orbits in the projective space of the representation which are
complex submanifolds. (This is a slightly more intrinsic procedure than finding
these orbits in the dual of the lie algebra). From right to left, one just takes
holomorphic sections.

Does this make sense, and do you know of a precise statemen to this effect, so as
to obtain an equivalence of categories?



I agree with Peter in that I am also fascinated by the spinor side of the story.
Basically, my understanding (from the book “Heat kernels and Dirac operators”
by Berline,Getzler and Vergne) is that under this geometric correspondence, the
character of the representation computes in terms of the equivariant index of the
Dirac operator living over these G-sets; in fact it localizes over the fixed points.

13. Peter Woit
January 6, 2008

Bruce,

In your way of associating a geometrical object to a representation, doesn’t the
orbit depend on which vector you pick?

I’m fond of the K-theoretic “quantization=integration” idea, but to turn this into
a statement about categories (of equivariant vector bundles on one side,
representations on the other) you need to “categorify” it, and I haven’t thought
about that. The people who seem to have precise equivalence of categories
statements of this kind are those thinking in terms of D-modules. I think the
Beilinson-Bernstein localization theorem is the kind of precise statement about
equivalence of categories that you want. In the compact Lie group case, maybe it
can be restated in various other ways.

14. Bruce Bartlett
January 6, 2008

Thanks for the reply! Peter wrote:

In your way of associating a geometrical object to a representation,
doesn’t the orbit depend on which vector you pick?

No… that’s what I learnt from Guillemin and Sternberg. I guess you are saying to
me that it is the orbits of the maximal weight vector which are the orbits we
need to pick out, and somehow this “maximal weight vector” requires a choice.
But the more intrinsic way of looking at it is that, at least for irreducible
representations (heh, I am out on a limb for reducible reps), there is only one
orbit which is a complex submanifold of the projective space P(V).

In other words, from an intrinsic point of view, weight vectors don’t come into it
at all. One simply needs to “look for the complex orbits, Luke” (insert Obi-Wan
voice here).

but to turn this into a statement about categories… you need to
“categorify” it…

Well, indeed I am in the “categorificaion” game; I work with “2-representations”
and all that jazz. But here we’re working with ordinary representations…. surely
I’m not asking for a “categorification” of anything, I’m just asking for a nice
elegant statement of the geometric correspondence between ordinary
representations of Lie groups and “equivariant complex line bundles”… if there
is such a statement, one would expect it to be phrased as an equivalence of



categories.

The people who seem to have precise equivalence of categories
statements of this kind are those thinking in terms of D-modules.

Gulp! Sadly all that stuff is over my head. I’ll crawl back under my bridge now.

15. a.k.
January 7, 2008

..if we are already that far: one should possibly not forget that the actual goal
was to quantize classical observables, an observable in classical mechanics is
nothing more than a function (for instance a ‘symbol’ on a coadjoint orbit), to
these functions one aimed to associate more or less pseudodifferential operators
on appropriate vectorbundles such that this correspondence is equivariant w.r.t.
appropriate ‘products’ on both sides. I only want to point out that one advantage
of the spinor view is that it makes it possible to associate to a certain class of
functions (again, ‘symbols’) on a cotangent bundle sections in a (symplectic)
spinor bundle, to do this, one needs a ‘half-form’, which is a subbundle of the
symplectic spinor bundle, to compensate for an ambigous choice of (local)
‘signs’. On the other hand one can localize functions on the zero-section of the
cotangent-bundle and encode them as well as spinors, this is analogous to the
‘micolocal lift’ in deformation quantization. Using a Fouriertransform for spinors
one can pair these two sections by the pointwise (spinor)-L^2-product over the
manifold and gets the action of a pseudodifferential operator on smooth
functions on the zero-section of the cotangent bundle which is exactly that one
used in deformation quantization to define the *-product on symbols.

I never saw this spinor-quantization construction anywhere else than in my not-
quite-recent diploma thesis, which is (funny enough) in german, but one should
recall that a correspondence between orbits and sections of vectorbundles is
only the very first step in quantization and unless somebody enlightens me and
one is not conerned about varieties and algebraic groups, I do not see what
<i<exactly the ‘categorification’-theme aims at. The (symplectic) spinor-business
seems for no clear reason to be a bit mystified and judged to be oversubtle or
impenetrable, nevertheless it arises very naturally in the symplectic context, that
is, in the context of quantization.

16. Peter Woit
January 7, 2008

Bruce,

I was just using the word “categorification” to show off, since one of the few
things I know about it is that people use “decategorification” to mean taking
K-theory….

Thinking more about it, what I was thinking about clearly can’t work, but in
more detail, the idea was that the index map
K_G(G/T) to K_G(pt.)=R(G) relates the K-theory of the category of G-equivariant
vector bundles on the flag variety to the K-theory of the category of



representations of G.

But, even at the level of K-theory, this isn’t an isomorphism, since
K_G(G/T)=R(T) and R(G)=R(T)^W. The map is “Dirac induction”, maybe there’s
some way of thinking about this though that does give an isomorphism.

As for D-modules, in this case Beilinson-Bernstein is just another way of
restating Borel-Weil-Bott, but in a way that I guess gives an equivalence of
categories. You need to just see what it is saying in this special case. I think the
new book of Hotta et. al. explains this, also some expository papers of Schmid.
Might or might not be in some lecture notes of David Ben-Zvi, who is someone
who certainly understands this stuff.

17. Bruce Bartlett
January 7, 2008

Thanks, you’ve given me lots of leads to follow up here.



Disastrous FY 2008 DOE Budget

December 18, 2007
Categories: Experimental HEP News

The White House and the Congress, several months into the 2008 fiscal year, finally
seem to have come to agreement on a budget, one that fully funds the Iraq war, but
has a huge cut in the budget for DOE particle physics research. According to the AIP
FYI bulletin, the DOE HEP budget for FY2007 was $751.8 million, and the White
House had requested and Congressional committees agreed to $782.3 million for
FY2008. The new budget agreement provides only $688.3 million, an 8.5 percent cut
from last year. The cut eliminates funding for NOvA this year at Fermilab, and
effectively shuts down R and D on the ILC, providing only 25% of the requested
amount, much of which has already been spent.

Pier Oddone, the director of Fermilab writes in the December 18 Fermilab Today:

This is a body blow to the future of the ILC, the U.S. role in it and
Fermilab…. These proposed cuts, which come on top of the very limited
particle physics budgets of the last few years, are destructive of our field
and our laboratory. There is no way to sugar-coat this… If this bill becomes
law I will be discussing consequences with you in more detail. Until then, I
and many others who understand this disaster in the making are trying to
inform Congress and the Administration of the dire consequences to the
U.S. particle physics research program. These may be unintended
consequences that were not considered in the pressure-cooker atmosphere
that accompanies an omnibus budget bill.

It’s not clear to me what the prospects are for doing anything about this at this late
date in the budget process.

Update: More here, here, here and here.

Update: Also here, here, and here. A spokesperson for Fermilab says “This is the
worst funding crisis in the history of the laboratory, no exaggeration” and that one
option being considered is shutting down the lab for a few months. Lederman places
the blame on spending for the Iraq war and says “I’ve been around this lab since it
was all farmland, and I can’t remember a crisis of this severity”. Part of the problem
may be the resignation of Dennis Hastert, who had been both the House Speaker and
the representative for the district including Fermilab.

Update: JoAnne Hewett has more at Cosmic Variance.

Update: At an all-hands meeting at Fermilab, the director announced that the budget
of the lab would be cut $52 million over what they had been expecting for the rest of
the fiscal year. Dealing with this will require eliminating 200 full-time-equivalent
positions, about 10% of the people working at the lab. They will immediately start
shutting down ILC and NOvA, They will try and not shut-down the lab, focusing on
keeping the Tevatron running, but will have a system of rolling 2 day/month
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furloughs, with not everyone furloughed at once. He said the first he heard about this
was on Monday. It remains unclear who was responsible for this decision, which
seems to have been taken in haste, with very few people involved. It also remains very
unclear what this means for next year’s budget, or for the future of the ILC and
NOvA.

Part of the story here seems to have been that there was a Congressional decision to
fund member’s earmarks, while cutting scientific research that was not funded this
way.

The APS has issued a press release about this which states:

This action sends a strong message to the world: The U.S. is prepared to
jettison support for one of our flagship areas of science that probes
fundamental laws of the universe.

The press release also criticizes the Congressional decision to preserve and expand
earmarks while cutting other programs:

The APS notes with some dismay that had Congress applied the same
discipline to earmarking as it did last year, the damage to the science and
technology enterprise could have been avoided.

Update: One peculiar aspect of this story is how little attention it has gotten from the
press (other than the local Illinois press) and from science blogs, where all I’ve seen
is mention at Cosmic Variance and Tommaso Dorigo’s blog.

The congressional representatives for the Fermilab district have put out a press
release (on the Durbin and Biggert web-sites, looks like Obama couldn’t be bothered
to put it up) calling on the DOE Office of Science to “increase the funding request” for
HEP in the proposed FY 2009 budget. The language used seems to me to be rather
weak, since it doesn’t mention either a size of increase or what base to use. See this
comment that just came in for possible news about attempts to restore some of the
Fermilab funding.

Update: The Obama web-site now has the press release. There’s an article about this
today in the New York Times.

Comments

1. John Baez
December 19, 2007

What’s NOvA?

2. RZ
December 19, 2007

What’s google?
http://www-nova.fnal.gov/index.htm
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3. Roger
December 19, 2007

I recently heard some possible good news for our field. Someone said that the
Germans had increased their particle physics expenditure. Can any Germans
confirm this ?

Peter, I hope you don’t view this as off-topic. The UK and US decisions have been
body blows to the whole community. It would be interesting to discuss worldwide
particle physics funding here.

4. Anti-insurgent
December 19, 2007

“The White House and the Congress, several months into the 2008 fiscal year,
finally seem to have come to agreement on a budget, one that fully funds the Iraq
war …”

War gets more media attention because it makes human interest stories: tens of
thousands lose friends and relatives. This is what politicians really respond to. So
if these particle accelerator physicists really want decent funding, they should
produce military versions: massive particle ray guns to fight satellites, missiles
and aircraft. It’s a pity that modern physicists aren’t so interested now in
combining particle research and warfare. Back in the good old days when
Feynman, Oppenheimer, Teller, Fermi, Lawrence et al. worked on the Manhattan
Project, they got two billion for research (in 1945 dollars, uncorrected for
inflation) just for delivering two small bombs.

5. Hans
December 19, 2007

Roger wrote:
I recently heard some possible good news for our field. Someone said that the
Germans had increased their particle physics expenditure. Can any Germans
confirm this ?

I would not be too optimisitc. Some of it may be only du to needed
phenomenological research with LHC data. In fact the increased budget with
some projects in High energy physics came somewhat “accidentially”.

In germany, research is founded by governments of each of the federal states
and the federal government, with the states founding their universities, and the
government founding the Max-Planck institutes and the DFG, a society similarly
to NSF in US.

Recently there was an initiative, that the government will spend additional
money to some of their universities, which have won in a competition after being
evaluated by a DFG comission.

And accidentially, most of the physics projects that were positively evaluated,
were High Energy Physics projects.



Obviously, this has something to do with the large experimental facillities at
CERN and elsewhere, with which these projects collaborate.

That is: To fund high energy projects was not planned by german government at
all. Unfortunately, most of it is experimental research (almost no theory project
survived the competition at DFG), and even this experimental HEP research is
funded only due to the fact that the politicians agreed to spend their money on
exactly those projects, the people of DFG told them to do so. Funding HEP was
not, what the politicians had in mind.

Instead, recently, german government decided, not to build ILC anywhere in
germany. Unnamed officials in the ministry tell, that the future of HEP funding
strongly depends on LHC, with government definitely not wanting to fund any
large accelerator projects at a stage where one does not know what LHC will
see.

6. Bee
December 19, 2007

Reg Germany, see e.g. The Terascale Alliance.

7. woit
December 19, 2007

John,

NOvA is Fermilab’s main next-generation neutrino experiment, looking for muon
to electron neutrino oscillations, trying to measure a non-zero value for the
mixing angle theta_13. The project involves upgrading some of the Fermilab
accelerator facilities, and constructing a near detector on-site, and a far detector
in Minnesota.

Shutting this down and shutting down ILC R and D pretty much shuts down any
investment in the future of Fermilab for the remainder of FY 2008.

8. wb
December 19, 2007

To make the ILC picture darker, the UK has stopped ILC related funding this
year.

9. Bee
December 19, 2007

Hans: That is: To fund high energy projects was not planned by german
government at all. Unfortunately, most of it is experimental research (almost no
theory project survived the competition at DFG), and even this experimental HEP
research is funded only due to the fact that the politicians agreed to spend their
money on exactly those projects, the people of DFG told them to do so. Funding
HEP was not, what the politicians had in mind.
They had in mind to fund the best and most promising research, for which they
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rely on expert’s advice. That’s the sensible thing to do. One can discuss whether
it’s good to do this via the DFG and what to think of their refereeing system, but
I think it works pretty well. The problem with the German physicists is the
dominace by not yet quite dead nuclear physicists for whom ‘high energy’ is
somewhere around 10 GeV.

The US budget disaster just reflects the fact that this democracy is a farce. I’d
like to see a poll on the question whether to blow up billions of dollars in funding
actual or potential wars and loosing researchers to the North, East and West, or
whether to assure technological and intellectual expertise in the own country
does at least remain at last century’s status (I won’t even aim at improving it). If
it goes on like this, I see the Europe -> US brain drain reversing. I can’t avoid
thinking of George Orwell’s 1984 scenario with the country that engages in
permanent war, things get constantly worse, but they report all the time great
improvements. I’d recomment setting up the Ministry of Truth.

Best,

B.

10. Yatima
December 19, 2007

But that’s only 100 million short, a third of the price of a single completely
useless F-22 Raptor!

Anyway, (and I’m sorry to say so) if the letting go of something like Dennis “The
Menace” Hastert is considered “a problem”, then it’s not only String Theory that
needs to get back in touch with Base Reality. Choose your friends with care.

11. JoAnne
December 19, 2007

Recall that there are three national laboratories in the Bay Area near Nancy
Pelosi’s San Francisco district.

12. Peter Woit
December 19, 2007

JoAnne,

Good point. I fear this is a bi-partisan screw-up. Any idea why HEP got whacked
so much worse than other sciences in this last minute round of budget cutting?
What are the implications for SLAC of this (so far most of the coverage has
concentrated on Fermilab)?

13. Hans
December 19, 2007

Bee wrote:
The problem with the German physicists is the dominace by not yet quite dead
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nuclear physicists for whom ‘high energy’ is somewhere around 10 GeV.

I see it more that solid state physicists are a problem.
They often are making campaigns against allmost all ground based research.
They can argue to the politicians that their science may lead into industrial
products. And so, nanoscience, solid state physics and so on, receive a great
more amount of money than mathematical physics or phaenomenology(at least in
germany).

For example, Munich has, with its two universities and five Max-Planck Institutes
one of the largest hep groups in the world.

And even there, the chancellor of the Ludwigs Maximillians University, Huber
had circulated a document, in which High Energy physics was defined as an area
to withdraw in future.

There had letters to be written from international persons to make Huber give
up this plan.
It seems that there were a large amount of condensed matter physicists in the
advisory board of the chancellor.

I know of another group where condensed matter physicists were even sucessfull
in knocking down two professorships in the area of quantum gravity. The
professorships of Heinz Dehnen, and Audretsch in Konstanz was a general
relativity group. But the majority of condensed matter physicists decided, to
cancel this professorships after the two men retired.

It seems that Germany has only 5 chairs devotet to relativistic physics
(stringtheorists and particle theorists excluded, one at Jena, Kologne Freiburg,
Tübingen and Munich).
It is known to the author that a majority of solid state physicists sometimes
boycotted relativists, which wanted to hold conferences at the german physical
society.

(and regarding your Quantum gravity group in Frankfurt: When a decision is
made about a new research group at a university, DFG often has physicists of
other areas in the decision comittes. When it is to decide about an area, where
there are not many experts in Germany, those physicists from other areas have
the majority. And then you might think what they decide……)

14. wb
December 19, 2007

SLAC gets hits moderately because it has had a fairly decent sized ILC program.
Fortunately for the laboratory its prime program, LCLS, was fully funded.
Besides citing Pelosi, Dick Durbin doesn’t seem to have done much to defend
Fermilab. So I’d call it a bi-partisan screwing – the cuts seem to have been
deliberately placed not a mistake.

15. JoAnne
December 19, 2007



Peter,

I echo wb above, the language in the bill indicates that the cuts are deliberately
placed. I have no idea why, except that the large international science projects
ITER and ILC obviously didn’t fare well.

As for SLAC, most of the lab itself is now supported by the Basic Energy Sciences
division of the DOE. However, the particle physics and astrophysics division of
SLAC is supported directly by the HEP division of DOE and will be severely hurt.
We are (or should I say were) the major US player in the R&D effort for the ILC
and there is no way we can now support that. In addition, we have (had) a
sizeable effort on an ILC detector. Any ideas on saving money are very
draconian. Just like Fermilab, folks are talking about shutting off the B-Factory
or having “scrooge days or weeks” where people work without getting paid or
layoffs. Little things like no travel money or new computer equipment for the
rest of the year and a hiring freeze will be implemented, but will not be nearly
enough.

16. wb
December 19, 2007

One theory I have heard about the reason for these targeted cuts was that ILC
and ITER had received explicit White House backing. So these cuts would
embarrass the Administration. That rationale does not explain zeroing Nova.
Perhaps that choice was due to a staffer doing his/her homework and finding
such physics as the lowest priority in EPP2010.

A difficulty that the lab directors face in trying to react is the money is not
fungible and the cuts target people in specific organizations within the
laboratory. It is hard to imagine that layoffs are not in order. If you expect this to
be a one-time phenomenon, then you tighten the belt a lot and tough it out. But
we have no reason to believe that science will fare better in the next budget –
and as 2008 is an election year, the legislative season is shortened. Hence a
continuing resolution or another Omnibus Bill is likely.

Perhaps a unified push by the presidents of major universities joined by CEOs
from major hi-tech industries would help rescue the long range future of science
in America.

17. LDM
December 19, 2007

In the US democracy one has the freedom to become politically active and
change things if one is not happy with the government policies. One also has the
freedom to openly express dissent.

Contrast this with Russia – also a democracy – where just this month the
opposition leader, Gary Kasparov, was jailed for 5 days for attempting to hold a
rally in opposition to Putin. Regarding the ‘ministry of truth’, there was no
mention of the arrest on the Russian state controlled TV. And the Russian
elections were totally falsified – which was made possible by the failure of Russia



to grant international observers the needed visas so they could monitor the
elections.
The US democracy, while not perfect, is still the best available, and taking 8.5
percent of the HEP budget to support our troops is a sacrifice we should be
willing to make, if indeed that is where the 8.5 percent is being allocated. I
would suggest that such a sacrifice is nothing compared to that being made by
our troops.
Being an excellent physicist (or mathematician as the case may be) does not
imply one is also politically astute. Oppenheimer comes to mind as the canonical
example.

18. Peter Woit
December 19, 2007

LDM and others,

If you have an intelligent comment about the HEP budget situation, please post it
here. If you want to rant about the Russians, or otherwise engage in predictable
political polemics, do this on one of the 1000 blogs out there devoted to this, not
here.

19. IMHO
December 19, 2007

To inject a little clear-eyed realism into the conversation.

Why haven’t you people been expecting this….I have. Why do you think HEP is
first to the slaughter? It’s because HEP has the lowest (cost to benefit-to-society)
ratio of all the sciences. HEP has completely and utterly lost touch with the real
world. These days it seems more and more like mental masturbation at it’s finest.

Can we have hundreds of millions of dollars to study phenomenon with
absolutely no societal or economic benefit what-so-ever…???

Welfare is never popular.

20. Bee
December 19, 2007

Hans: I agree, the nuclear guys aren’t the only problem. In general I find
Germany has been much too conservative. I think though the DFG is doing a
good job, at least as good as they can, and from the little that I notice over here,
things are slowly getting better in Germany. The biggest problem they face
though is one that the DFG can’t solve, the missing tenure process, the
habilitation, and the ‘Berufsbeamtentum’ (I guess you’re German so you know
what I mean). A correction: There never was a QG group in Frankfurt, and unless
a miracle happens I don’t think there will be one in the soon future. There was,
long time ago, a Quantum Gravity seminar, but that was ironically offered by the
maths department. All we tried was physics beyond the standard model, and
despite the large interest among the students and postdocs, and support from
the faculty, we didn’t get funding. Maybe we’d have better chances today. Best,



B.

21. Tom
December 19, 2007

IMHO,

Either you are a non-science oriented person or have lost touch with the
fundamentals of technological progress. Society progresses technologically by
first understanding nature, then understanding how to manipulate nature, and
finally understanding how to do this in a way that everyone can benefit. Case in
point Quantum Mechanics. At the time, nobody thought it would turn into
anything of use. Niels Bohr himself thought it couldn’t possibly be of benefit
because nothing of use could come of something so small. 50 years later the
transistor is invented, and 50 years after the computer is without a doubt one of
the most essential parts of our existence. This process has been the same
through our entire existence. Maxwell’s equations into RF electronics,
Kinematics/Static science into the design of anything mechanical.
Thermodynamics and statistical mechanics into modern chemical engineering.
We first understand nature, we then learn to manipulate it. Calling the first step
unessential is claiming you don’t need to mine gold to make a gold ring.

22. Peter Woit
December 19, 2007

Please, this is not a blog entry about whether particle physics is a worthwhile
subject that deserves public support. If you want to argue about that, do it
elsewhere.

23. Tom
December 19, 2007

Peter, it seems to me a blog entry on the HEP budget is the perfect place to
argue whether the public should support or not support such efforts, but as it is
your blog……

I will comment that I believe this is the very reason we are in trouble. We choose
not to address those questions in a way that the public values the research.

24. Peter Woit
December 19, 2007

Tom,

Since this is a blog aimed at people with a serious interest in particle physics,
the problem is that arguments about why it is a worthwhile subject will be
preaching to the choir. If people want to put their energy into changing the
minds of those who know nothing about this subject or are dubious of its value,
that’s great, but the right audience isn’t here.

I don’t actually think the problem is with the public not supporting this kind of



research, which I think they support as much if not more than most scientific
research, to the extent they care at all. The problem is that, at the last moment,
some small number of people without any public discussion (or even private
discussion with prominent scientists, as far as I know) made the decision to make
US HEP research bear the brunt of this year’s budget cuts. I’m curious to know
why that happened, and what the implications are for the future.

25. milkshake
December 19, 2007

Hubble telescope was going to be “left for dead” by NASA at one point – and
astronomy at least produces pretty pictures…

Arecibo was “de-funded” too, if I remeber correctly.

26. wb
December 19, 2007

Peter,

I think one should dissect the HEP cut even further. Almost all of the cut is in
that portion of the HEP budget that was a foundation for Fermilab’s future.
Where can Project X go without superconducting rf development? How does
Fermilab gain traction into a neutrino future with Nova zeroed? As for ILC, this
cut seems to render that possibility comatose until either Japan or China steps
up to the plate.

So I’d ask where was the Illinois delegation. Why did Sen. Durbin give a cold
shoulder to pleas for help. So I’d like to understand why this shot directly
amidships to the flagship of American high energy physics. Who had it in for
Fermilab? There certainly was money that could have gone to HEP out of the
$125 M of earmarks -pork – that was inserted into the Office of Science budget.

27. Tom
December 19, 2007

Peter,

The comment I was replying to is evidence that we are not “preaching to the
choir”. I think you underestimate the diversity of your audience. I also see great
value in educating the lay with the correct arguments for basic science research.
With this said, I really don’t want to argue whether or not we should be
discussing whether or not to fund basic science. So please continue to sleuth out
the reasons the HEP budget took such a nasty hit. If you are able to derive the
inner workings of how federal budget decisions are made, you should probably
publish the work. Maybe even a book – you could recycle the same title as your
last work.

28. Sam
December 20, 2007



wb:

Here’s my take.

If the elected representatives of the American people want to decide not to do
High Energy Physics, they clearly have the right to make that decision. If that is
their intention, they should come out and say so. The budget as passed scraps
the NOvA project (Fermilab’s short-term upgrade project, to come online after
the Tevatron is superceded by CERN’s LHC.) NOvA is a stepping-stone on the
way to Project X (the lab’s medium-term upgrade plan, currently in the early
planning stages). The budget also eliminates any further spending this fiscal year
on the ILC (Fermilab’s long-term plan). In short, it eliminates all spending on the
future of accelerator physics in the US. The statement it makes looks rather like
“carry on operating your current program, and go away and quietly die in 2010”.

The reports talk about 200 people losing their jobs, but layoffs don’t actually
save you any money in the current fiscal year (as you have to pay termination
and unemployment benefits). The only way to save significant amounts of money
is to turn off the accelerators and send everyone home without pay for a month
or so. You can do that.

Many of those people will find other jobs, rather than sitting around doing
nothing for a month. The people who find it easiest to get interesting new work
are going to be the employees that were most useful. They’ll provide your 200
job cuts, but it’ll be the 200 people you could least afford to lose. It might not
quite be a death blow, but it’ll be very close.

Does Congress really want to destroy the US High Energy Physics program to
save $60 million? Maybe it does, and maybe it doesn’t, but that’s what it’s done.

If that’s really what Congress wants, it should come out and say “sorry, we’re not
going to be doing this any more” and then everyone knows where they stand. A
few months ago (COMPETES etc.), they seemed quite keen on doing this kind of
thing, so maybe it was more a case of a budget-crunch screwup that didn’t
understand the full implications of the cuts.

29. Chris W.
December 20, 2007

Arbitrary cuts with little regard for “functioning/crippled” thresholds is sort of
business as usual for Congress and the current administration, isn’t it? I think
the attitude is basically “whatever; after a while they’ll stop whining and figure it
out.” Even in the conduct of the Iraq War a lot of things have been approached as
“throw ’em in the deep end of the pool and let ’em figure out how to swim.”

You may also recall tax-cut activist Grover Norquist‘s declared ambition to
reduce the size of the federal government (and its programs) to the point where
“they can be drowned in a bathtub”.

Then again, I suppose one should remember the old saying, “never ascribe to
malevolence that which can be explained by incompetence”—passing 3,000 page

https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?format=pdf&post-type=post&order-date=asc&order-menu=asc&statuses%5B%5D=publish&dates%5Bafter%5D=&dates%5Bbefore%5D=&show_site_title=1&show_site_tagline=1&show_site_url=1&show_filters=1&show_date_printed=1&show_credit=1&show_title=1&show_date=1&show_categories=1&show_featured_image=1&show_content=1&show_comments=1&post_page_break=on&columns=1&font_size=normal&image_size=medium&links=include&rendering_wait=200&print-my-blog=1
https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?format=pdf&post-type=post&order-date=asc&order-menu=asc&statuses%5B%5D=publish&dates%5Bafter%5D=&dates%5Bbefore%5D=&show_site_title=1&show_site_tagline=1&show_site_url=1&show_filters=1&show_date_printed=1&show_credit=1&show_title=1&show_date=1&show_categories=1&show_featured_image=1&show_content=1&show_comments=1&post_page_break=on&columns=1&font_size=normal&image_size=medium&links=include&rendering_wait=200&print-my-blog=1


bills that nobody has actually read.

(The late hour must be exacerbating my cynicism—sorry.)

30. wb
December 20, 2007

Sam,

I completely agree with your comments. COMPETES was passed and signed into
law; the mark-ups in the Energy and Water Appropriations bill were very
supportive. So what changed? In the Omnibus Bill HEP gets to compete with
rural hospitals for money, but other Office of Science programs have the same
competition. Yes, it is the perogative of Congress to decide what to fund and
what not to fund. It is our right to ask why. I just don’t buy the inadvertent
“screw-up” theory. As you say, “hey should come out and say so.”

31. Chris Austin
December 20, 2007

As a British physicist who might be indirectly affected by these cuts, (via reduced
likelihood of another US visit), I would like to suggest that these cuts might be
because the US government has identified that the ILC isn’t expected to make
fundamental discoveries in the same way as the LHC is. In other words, this
might be a wake-up call, with the government saying, “You’ve got to do better.” I
understand that the financial situation will be difficult for everyone, but since the
appropriate direction for HEP to make further fundamental discoveries after the
LHC depends so completely on what is found at the LHC, perhaps it would be
good for the next three or four years to focus on maximizing the return from the
LHC and drawing the implications from its results, which is sure to be quite
difficult.

Best regards,
Chris

32. Steve Demuth
December 20, 2007

I will respect Peter’s request that we not use this as a forum to debate the value
of HEP funding, but I do want to say that I disagree with that judgment. I am not
a professional physicist, but I do follow physics closely, and I doubt I am the only
such person who reads this blog. I would welcome a discussion about the cuts
that focused on why they are justified or not.

And … depending on the case made, the results of such a debate could well be a
letter from me to my representatives opposing – or endorsing – the cuts.

33. Peter Woit
December 20, 2007

Steve (and others whose comments I’ve deleted and will continue to delete),



What I write here about experimental particle physics and its funding is intended
to provide useful and accurate information to people interested in what is
happening in this area. I attempt to do so with a minimum of editorializing. This
particular event is an extreme case, in the size and timing of the budget cut, and
the lack of transparency in how it was arrived at. I hope that you’ll take
advantage of what this blog does provide, accurate information, in reaching your
own decisions about what you think the federal government’s spending priorities
should be. I hope you’ll also realize that there is some advantage to not having to
wade through large numbers of comments from people discussing their feelings
about government spending, swamping actual information about what has just
happened.

On this blog I’d like as much as possible to make this deal with my readers: I’ll
do my best to spare you my blathering about political issues, please spare me
yours. If you want to find a blog where political debate on scientific issues is
encouraged, there are other places to go, Cosmic Variance is a pretty good one.

34. Michael Bacon
December 20, 2007

“The press release also criticizes the Congressional decision to preserve and
expand earmarks while cutting other programs.”

Actually, earmarks declined from the prior budget somewhere between 25% and
43%, depending on who you want to believe. Obviously, still too high, although
it’s hard to imagine members of Congress completely eliminating this type of
special funding for their districts.

The real problem is lack of understanding and leadership in Congress and the
White House and a broad swath of the population that not only doesn’t
understand what’s at stake, but that doesn’t even think about it.

35. Peter Woit
December 20, 2007

Michael,

I’d be curious to know a source for solid numbers about this. A little research on
the net turns up the claim that there were essentially no earmarks in the FY
2007 DOE budget, but that this year’s final budget language includes

“Funding under this heading in the amended bill includes $125,633,000 for
Congressionally Directed Projects.”

At the FNAL all-hands meeting, someone who was not very happy about it
brought up the claims by Illinois senator Durbin from his web-site that he was
responsible for $448 million in earmarks for Illinois projects. I think the
implication was that his focus on bringing in earmarks, in an environment where
more earmarks meant bigger budget cuts for labs like FNAL, was part of the
problem.



36. MathPhys
December 21, 2007

Best wishes on the festive season, Peter, and thank you very much for a very
informative blog.

37. Michael Bacon
December 21, 2007

Peter,

Yesterday evening on The News Hour with Jim Lehrer on PBS they had an in-
depth piece on the new budget. The numbers I quoted came from the two non-
partisan analysts who were interviewed at length and who agreed that earmarks
had declined, but disagreed about how much. I believe that I remembered them
correctly. The analysts were, however, talking about the overall budget and not
the DOE budget. I agree that earmarks always reduce the amounts available for
other projects and I certainly wasn’t trying to say that it isn’t a problem, only
that the number and total dollar amount declined over the prior overall federal
budget. I still think that’s the case, but since I’m relying on others on this point, I
could certainly be wrong.

38. Michael Bacon
December 21, 2007

Peter,

Here is a link to the transcript of the program.

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/politics/july-dec07/earmarks_12-20.html

My memory was slightly off on the percentages. According to the two analysts,
the decline was either 25% or 40%. It isn’t clear what accounts for the
difference, but it may be whether you’re looking at the total dollar amount of the
number or earmarks.

39. wb
December 21, 2007

The ILC detector collaboration just sent around the following message:

“Chip Zukoski, UIUC’s Vice Chancellor for Research, just got very good news
from April Burke, of Lewis-Burke Associates. (They do federal relations
consulting for UIUC and are active in HEP advocacy.) As I understand it, Senator
Durbin now appreciates the enormity of the spending bill’s negative impact and
has instructed Fermilab to cancel the layoffs that were being discussed, Senator
Durbin will work to restore (some of the?) funding to HEP once Congress begins
its next session after the New Year.”
… “Senator Durbin has responded to concerns regarding the cuts to High Energy
Physics funding by contacting Secretary Bodman. Senator Durbin made a
commitment to work to prevent layoffs at Fermilab. At this time there are no

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/politics/july-dec07/earmarks_12-20.html
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/politics/july-dec07/earmarks_12-20.html


details as to whether complete funding will be restored, including the project
funding for NoVA and ILC. However, efforts are underway by Senator Durbin
look for a solution to funding shortfalls at Fermilab and for HEP.”

So let’s hold our breath and watch for the next episode.

40. wb
December 21, 2007

Further news on this front:

DURBIN, OBAMA, BIGGERT CALL ON BUSH ADMINISTRATION TO INCREASE
FUNDING AT FERMILAB

In light of recent funding cuts, Illinois members will meet to discuss strategy

WASHINGTON, D.C. – U.S. Senators Dick Durbin (D-IL) and Barack Obama (D-IL)
and Representative Judy Biggert (R-IL) today sent the following letter to Jim
Nussle, Director of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), calling on him
to increase next year’s funding for the High Energy Physics (HEP) program,
which supports research at Fermilab in Illinois, and at several other laboratories
and universities across the nation that are doing vital, cutting edge research.

Durbin, Obama, and Biggert are in discussions with Congressional
appropriations and authorization committees and the Department of Energy to
address the current funding situation and avoid potential layoffs during fiscal
year 2008. They also plan to call for an Illinois delegation meeting in January
with representatives from Illinois labs and organizations to discuss a strategy to
avoid potential job loss at Fermilab. The spending bill, approved by Congress this
week, provided the HEP program with $88 million less than was requested. This
challenges Fermilab’s ability to remain one of the world’s preeminent research
facilities after it has achieved outstanding success in research on neutrinos, the
high energy frontier, and particle astrophysics.

Adequate funding for the labs is critical to ensure that our country maintains its
technological edge and that we continue to add to our high-tech manufacturing
base. Fermilab is the nation’s premier high-energy physics laboratory. The
laboratory leads U.S. research into the fundamental nature of matter and energy,
and in 2007, Fermilab’s researchers and facilities achieved results judged by the
American Institute of Physics as among the Ten Top Physics Stories from around
the world.

[text of the letter is below]

Dear Director Nussle:

We are writing to you concerning a matter of critical importance to our country,
to science in America, and to our global competitiveness. As you continue to
develop the President’s Budget for Fiscal Year 2009, we respectfully request that
you increase funding for the High Energy Physics (HEP) program in the Office of
Science at the Department of Energy.



As you know, the budget approved this week by Congress dealt a severe blow to
HEP, which received $88 million less than requested. This budget rejected
funding for the NOvA neutrino experiment at Fermilab, and drastically cut
funding for research and development on the International Linear Collider. These
cuts could cripple Fermilab’s ability to remain one of the world’s preeminent
research facilities. And this is at a time when Fermilab has achieved outstanding
success, with significant results in each of its central areas of research:
neutrinos, the high energy frontier, and particle astrophysics.

The facilities at Fermilab are essential for the basic scientific research that
nurtures technological and scientific advances, and that fuels American
innovation. Fermilab is one of a handful of our nation’s premier training sites for
scientists, and a centerpiece of the system of DOE National Laboratories.
Disruptive funding shortfalls have ripple effects throughout the American
scientific community, displacing today’s scientists and discouraging tomorrow’s.
We must work together to restore funding in basic physics research to maintain
America’s role as the innovator in technology, to retain our leading scientific
institutions and their skilled workforces, and to provide opportunities for future
scientists.

While we recognize the formidable challenges you face regarding the demands
on the federal budget, we respectfully encourage you to increase the funding
request for the Office of Science, particularly for the HEP program, in the
President’s FY2009 Budget.

Sincerely,
Barack Obama
Richard J. Durbin
Judy Biggert

41. Peter Woit
December 21, 2007

Thanks wb,

I had just seen the press release and was adding a link to it. Looks to me like
Durbin and Biggert have realized they screwed up and may lose votes from their
constituents over this. Obama presumably is planning on no longer being a
senator representing the Fermilab area after the next election.

The fact that the press release mentions neither an amount of increase nor which
base seems rather peculiar.

The ILC detector collaboration message is also unclear. That Durbin “has
instructed Fermilab to cancel the layoffs” makes no sense since he has no power
to do this. Unless he plans to pay 200 salaries out of his pocket, he has to first
find a way to get new funding for Fermilab from somewhere, or find a way for
the DOE to get around the language in the bill he just signed.

42. Peter Woit
December 21, 2007



By the way all US readers who would like to see something done about this, in
case this isn’t obvious, now (or after you finish your holiday shopping…) might be
a really good time to write to your congressional representatives. Obama might
also be someone to write to even if you don’t live in Illinois, since he’s looking for
your vote too.

43. Peter Woit
December 21, 2007

Michael,

Here are some numbers from the AAAS about earmarking in R and D spending.
Looks like it had gotten really bad in FY2006, was eliminated in FY 2007, is now
back, at pre FY2006 levels.
http://www.aaas.org/spp/rd/earm08cf1.pdf

The rest of the AAAS budget analysis is here

http://www.aaas.org/spp/rd/upd1207.htm

It describes the decisions about cuts as being made “in a frenzy of weekend
work” last weekend, with the results only known on Monday morning, passed
into law 72 hours later. Not exactly a carefully deliberated process…

44. Michael Bacon
December 21, 2007

“Not exactly a carefully deliberated process…”

What do they say? You don’t want to watch either sausage and law being made.

I hope the general trend will be for lower levels of earmarks for the next several
years — they really climbed over the past decade or so.

45. wb
December 21, 2007

Peter,

What is disturbing and unfortunately not surprising is how unsymapathetic the
Illinois delegation was before Director Oddone put a number on the impact in
term politicians understand 200 hundred layoffs + ~10% salary reductions in a
Republican district that the Democrats have a chance of taking with Fermilab the
largest (or at least one of the largest employers). But once a voter impact is
revealed the response was swift.

Had the cut to the HEP budget been much more diffuse would we have gotten
the same response? Anyone for a little cynicism here?

Let’s wait to see if “concern” can be transformed into cash.

46. Coin

http://www.aaas.org/spp/rd/earm08cf1.pdf
http://www.aaas.org/spp/rd/earm08cf1.pdf
http://www.aaas.org/spp/rd/upd1207.htm
http://www.aaas.org/spp/rd/upd1207.htm


December 22, 2007

looks like Obama couldn’t be bothered to put it up

As of right now I’m finding it on his Senate site as the third entry on his press
releases list, and a link to a Chicago Sun-Times article on the subject is currently
the top entry in his “News” section, both clearly visible from the site’s front page
even if they’re not the very most prominent thing on the page.

(That is, of course, just his Senate site. He does not mention anything on his
Presidential campaign site that I can find, so perhaps one could levy the criticism
that he’s not using the full extent of his ability to public awareness here.)

47. Roger
December 22, 2007

Slightly off topic.

If any Brits (including expats) wish to protest the UK governments recent cuts
and urge a restoration of the lost money then there is an online 10 Downing
Street petition they can sign.

http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/Physics-Funding/

So far its attracted more than 8000 signatures.

48. J.F. Moore
December 22, 2007

@wb:Had the cut to the HEP budget been much more diffuse would we have
gotten the same response? Anyone for a little cynicism here?

The cynicism is warranted, and experimentally verified, as such cuts frequently
occur across the rest of DOE, and generally the complaining stays within the
community. The funding trend with BES at least is to concentrate dollars in
large, visible user facilities because they find these easier to pitch to DOE,
congress, and review committees consisting mainly of university scholars. The
money for facilities comes largely by defunding smaller programs. The endpoint
of this is that the BES culture will become much more like that of HEP, with
large, facility-driven science and a diaspora of participants.

On a different subject I’ll note that neither Durbin or Biggert are in remote
danger of losing their seat next year. Sometimes politicians just won’t push for
something if they don’t know how to make the argument, or that they need to
step up and do it. That normally would have been Hastert’s job, and they just got
blindsided. Hopefully it can be fixed with a supplemental.

49. Alexey Petrov
December 22, 2007

Peter,

http://obama.senate.gov/press/071221-obama_durbin_bi/
http://obama.senate.gov/press/071221-obama_durbin_bi/
http://obama.senate.gov/press/071221-obama_durbin_bi/
http://obama.senate.gov/press/071221-obama_durbin_bi/
http://obama.senate.gov/news/071221-obama_durbin_fi/
http://obama.senate.gov/news/071221-obama_durbin_fi/
http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/Physics-Funding/
http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/Physics-Funding/


I can’t believe you said that it got little press or mention in the blogs! I think the
situation is quite the opposite. Even NY Times got the article about that…

BTW, we were told during DOE site visit last week that that the situation at DOE
is so bad that they are even considering shutting down either BaBar or Tevatron
next year… hope that does not happen…

50. Peter Woit
December 22, 2007

Alexey,

Sorry, I forgot the posting on your blog. The NY Times article came out today,
quite a while after I wrote what you quote. Until that story, I know of nothing at
all in the national press, just local Ilinois stories.

Was the DOE site visit after they had the bad news about the FY 2008 budget?

I thought a plan to shut down BaBar after the current run had been made long
ago, is that not true? Shutting down the Tevatron next year would be pretty
crazy. Between that, the situation at SLAC, and the congressional language
shutting down the ILC, Project X and NOvA, that would pretty much be the end
of experimental HEP in the US.

51. Alexey Petrov
December 22, 2007

Peter,

> “Was the DOE site visit after they had the bad news about the FY 2008
budget?”

No, but they anticipated the results — and told us that the bill will likely be
passed by the Congress and signed by the President (it appears that they could
judge the behaviour of the Congress on the short-time-scale reasonably well). So
they planned 2% cuts across the board for most University groups. We were told
that LHC-related programs would be less affected (which is probably why we
only got a 2% cut). It is interesting that at this point the Continouous Resolution
would be a much better path for the US HEP program.

Also, on Friday, there was a Science Friday on NPR where at one point they did
talk about funding cuts to US science programs, but did not mention the cuts in
the Omnibus bill in particular. Actually, it was a very dissappointing SF program
— it sounded to me that the panel had no idea what they were talking about.

52. Constantine Tynyansky
December 26, 2007

The theory of superstrings does not require experiments!

53. Zathras
December 26, 2007



I have some contacts in Congressional science staff, and I can tell you that the
perception is out there that particle physics has the least benefit to society, and
this perception is unquestionably why particle is getting the biggest part of the
ax.

So the question is how can this perception be countered? Arguments about the
benefits of experiments done long ago, or about the importance of science in
general were tried when the SSC was axed, and they did not work then. TPTB
want to know what particle physics has done recently. So is there anything the
particle physicists have done in the last, say, 20 years to which society can claim
a concrete benefit? I ask this not to have a general debate on the worth of
particle physics, but to see what kind of coherent argument can be made in a
letter to Congressmen.

54. Peter Woit
December 26, 2007

Zathras,

The argument that all of a sudden the US Congress has decided that particle
physics needs to be axed since it is not of benefit to society doesn’t explain “Why
Now?”. The general arguments about whether the US should or should not be
spending 2-3 hundredths of a percent of the federal budget on fundamental
research of this kind are exactly the same as they were 20 years ago, when this
number was significantly larger. A huge effort has been made over the last few
years to sell the importance of particle physics to the public (see the materials
available at the SLAC, FNAL, ILC, symmetry magazine, US-LHC, etc. web-sites).

Last year, the White House put out a proposed budget making physical science
research (including HEP research) one of the government’s highest priorities,
and the Congress debated this and signed off on it. Then, with no debate, and, to
this day, not the slightest explanation of what happened, a huge budget cut for
HEP was put in the budget at the absolute last moment. Maybe it was because of
generalized private hostility to HEP as not useful, maybe it was because the one
or two congressional staffers who decided this don’t like HEP, or maybe it was
because they didn’t know what they were doing. Maybe it is because the way
things work, the only people responsible for making sure Fermilab gets funded
are three members of the Illinois Congressional delegation, and one is
incompetent, one was only paying attention to earmarks, and the other was busy
campaigning for President.

The other program that got whacked in the budget was ITER, and it’s hard to
think of anything of potentially more practical importance than that. So, while
the effort to convince people of the value of continuing to invest a small amount
in HEP research is an important one to continue, I think hand-wringing about
how HEP is being cut because it is not useful and attempts to put more effort
into that argument may not be what is needed. What is needed is to figure out
exactly what happened here and make sure it doesn’t happen again next year.

55. Zathras



December 26, 2007

PW,

1) As for “why now,” there is a confluence of factors that has led to an attempt to
cut a lot of things across the board. Chief among the factors is the general belief
that we are about to head into an economic downturn, so things should be cut
sooner rather than later. Many projects have been cut outside of the sciences,
and the science cuts are just part of the plan.

2) Particle physics is the choice among the sciences because a lack of prestige,
not just for particle physics, but for physics in general. People can look at biology
and chemistry research and perceive concrete good for society. People look at
physics and find it wanting.

3) ITER was also targeted because of the delays and cost overruns it has had
which are both enormous, even by the standards of big science. The perception
is that the project had high goals but has no chance of meeting them.

4) Also, the pork barrel spending issue goes back to the SSC. The SSC in the
early and mid 90s was repeatedly cited as the biggest pork barrel project ever.
Memories of that have made any big particle physics project appear to many to
be pork barrel spending.

5) The efforts to publicize particle physics have done very little to do so.
However, even if it did, it would not address the problem that there are (I
believe) no full time lobbyists for big science. If you want to keep the funding,
that’s what particle physics need, regardless of any distaste for that sort of
politicking.

56. Peter Woit
December 26, 2007

Zathras,

I’m still not convinced by your argument that the problem is that people don’t
want to fund HEP research because it is not useful, just pork. One of the
problems with the DOE budget this year seems to have been the return of an
emphasis on pork (e.g. earmarks) this year after last year, when earmarks were
eliminated. The only thing that seems to have gotten the Illinois congressional
delegation interested in the problems of Fermilab was when they realized that
they had just voted for a budget that eliminated lots of jobs in their district. The
problem this year seems to have been a Congress mainly interested in pork, but
ill-informed about the size of this particular piece of pork.

I was under the impression that there are lobbyists working in Washington
lobbying for science funding, funded by the APS, AAAS, and even Fermilab. At
the all-hands meeting, there was a hostile question to Oddone about the people
Fermilab has hired to represent them in Washington. I don’t know who those
people are, and whether they can engage in lobbying, maybe not if they’re
funded by taxpayer money. Perhaps this was all due to not having the right kind



of lobbyist, or some lobbyist not doing their job. Maybe instead of getting Jim
Simons to fund an accelerator run, he could fund hiring a high-priced lobbying
firm, and political donations to the relevant people. I fear that in the present
political environment, that sounds to me like a more promising plan than making
high-minded arguments about benefits to society…

57. Zathras
December 26, 2007

I’m not sure what the applicable lobbying funding rules would be.

It is interesting to compare the relative advantage biology and chemistry have in
regard to lobbying. They have big Pharma which helps them do the lobbying for
them. Physics has nothing like such a developed institutional tie to industry.
Individual physics groups may have such ties, but such ties are too
inconsequential to generate the needed lobbying. For a long time many
physicists have eschewed such ties (MGM’s comments about “squalid state
physics” are but one early example), and now the physics community is reaping
the damage. Fifty years ago such ties were present and were strong. They are
now too weak, and this is shown in the lack of an effective lobby.

58. wb
December 26, 2007

Zathras,

I tend to agree with Peter for a couple of reasons. 1) HEP was not targeted until
the last minute and then cuts were precisely targeted at Fermilab rather than at
the field as a whole. 2) The Fermilab had an advantage of no congressional
staffers “minding the store.” 3) There was strong industrialist backing for a large
physical sciences boost (including HEP). 4) Antipathy to HEP is generally
ascribed to one powerful member from IN. 5) Rather than only looking to how
well our HEP community projects benefits to society, one also needs to ask did
DOE/SC overlook potentially troublesome members through either neglect or
ignorance.

It is hard to see how one can call SSC pork given that it was thoroughly peer-
reviewed in the HEP community and especially in retrospect a far better option
than the LHC.

ITER was a strong technical preference of the US fusion community and was
vetted through FESAC. As for zeroing ITER, that was very clearly a slap at the
White House which had publicly signed on to ITER support.

I am not saying that we could not make a better case for HEP and other physical
sciences. I am saying that the damage to HEP seems more related to petty
politics and the fact that a big cut could be made while affecting primarily one
congressional district.

59. SLACer
January 11, 2008



As an engineer at one of those S.F. Bay Area physics labs (the one near Palo
Alto), I clearly remember the big boost in financial support that various federal
polliticians touted was coming our way. Speeches by the Secretary of Engergy,
University big-wigs; a dog-and-pony show it was!

As a Democrat, I firmly hold the Democratic Congress largely responsible for this
funding disaster and I will NOT be granting my Democratic Congressional
members from California the honor of my vote. They were too busy funding their
earmarks (PORK: oink-oink) and the war(s) to to the right thing. As a result,
important projects are being terminated early, postponed, or not getting off of
the ground at all. The Babar experiment, strongly supported by the international
community, is being terminated seven months early. What message does that
send to the international physics community about U.S. support and integrity as
a research partner? I will try to bring this issue to light in the coming
Presidential primaries and I hope others will do likewise. Let’s see if any of the
canditates can give an honest and meaningful reply instead of the usual sound-
bite.

Unfortunately, most of the leading Presidential wanna-bees are in Congress and
therefor part of the problem. What’s a voter to do?

To quote the director of one of the S.F. Bay Area labs:

“It pains me greatly that at a time when particle physics needs to be ever more
international, the political process in the U.S. has resulted in real damage to the
relationships with our international partners.”

Complete text at:

http://today.slac.stanford.edu/feature/2008/All-Hands-010708.asp

Our U.S. Federal government has its priorities so messed up that it is just mind-
blowing. I just wish enough voters could see this do something about it.

http://today.slac.stanford.edu/feature/2008/All-Hands-010708.asp
http://today.slac.stanford.edu/feature/2008/All-Hands-010708.asp


Money, Money, Money

December 26, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Theoretical physics and mathematics are much cheaper to fund than experimental
particle physics. I don’t know yet what the implications of the FY 2008 budget are for
these fields, but it appears that they are not facing large cuts like Fermilab. In other
funding-related news:

DARPA, a Defense Department division responsible for funding research that might
lead to new technology with military applications, is soliciting applications for grants
to fund pure mathematical research. In the past they have funded work on the
geometric Langlands program, now they have put out a list of 23 Mathematical
Challenges, illustrating what they would like to fund. These include some
conventional Clay Millennium Prize problems like the Riemann Hypothesis and Hodge
Conjecture, and some less conventional ones like

Biological Quantum Field Theory
Quantum and statistical methods have had great success modeling virus
evolution. Can such techniques be used to model more complex systems
such as bacteria? Can these techniques be used to control pathogen
evolution?

There’s even one I find extremely tempting:

Geometric Langlands and Quantum Physics
How does the Langlands program, which originated in number theory and
representation theory, explain the fundamental symmetries of physics? And
vice versa?

Benjamin Mann, the program officer, explains the rationale here.

On the question of grants, there are some interesting comments by Tom Banks in the
comment section of this posting at Cosmic Variance. The posting quotes Harvard
president Faust as warning lesser schools that they should get out of the business of
scientific research, since Harvard is going to be vigorously and successfully
competing for increasingly scarce government funding for such research. Banks
describes how when he and others were trying to build up the string theory group at
Rutgers

…we never got the kind of government funding that the elite institutions
have (I’m counting dollars per person). This was at a time when certain elite
institutions were at a low ebb and were getting scandalously large amounts
per person in return for mediocre research. And of course, in the end, two
of our most successful researchers got stolen away by elite institutions.

I guess he’s referring to Seiberg, who went to the IAS, and Shenker, who went to
Stanford. I don’t know which are the “certain elite institutions” that were doing

http://www.arpa.mil/dso/newsevents/MANN_Mathematics_Final.pdf
http://www.arpa.mil/dso/newsevents/MANN_Mathematics_Final.pdf
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/12/11/not-without-a-fight/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/12/11/not-without-a-fight/


“mediocre research” that he is referring to.

The Rutgers string theory group was originally built up when the university spent
large amounts of money to bring in several prominent string theorists. One version of
this story that I heard was that a Rutgers official called up Dan Friedan one day in his
office, and asked him what it would take to get him and several other well-known
string theorists to move there. Friedan had no interest in going to Rutgers, so made
up what he considered an absurd list of demands (huge salaries, lots of postdocs, new
building, little or no teaching, etc., etc…). The official thanked him and then hung up,
with Friedan convinced he’d never hear any more about this. A couple hours later
though, the phone rang again. It was the same official, telling Friedan that they would
be more than happy to meet all his demands.

Another institution that I hear is trying to compete with the elite by starting up a new,
well-funded institute for research in math and physics is Stony Brook. The money is
coming from Jim Simons, as part of a donation announced last year. Some other
information about donations from Simons to other institutions is available at the
Simons Foundation website. This foundation is largely devoted to funding research on
autism, but also describes donations to the Math for America program to recruit math
teachers, as well as to Brookhaven, Stony Brook, the IAS, IHES and MSRI. Simons has
been funding summer workshops at Stony Brook for several years that are largely
devoted to string theory. The math department has an NSF-funded RTG program in
geometry and physics, and the web-site there includes links to write-ups of some of
the expository talks that are part of the program.

Comments

1. David Nataf
January 25, 2008

Meanwhile, British science continues to take a beating. I just received an email
from the Canadian Astronomical Society (CASCA) letting us know that Britain is
dropping out of the Gemini telescope.

Details of the announcement can be found here:
http://www.scitech.ac.uk/PMC/PRel/STFC/Gemini-Update.aspx

http://commcgi.cc.stonybrook.edu/artman/publish/article_1088.shtml
http://commcgi.cc.stonybrook.edu/artman/publish/article_1088.shtml
http://www.simonsfoundation.org/
http://www.simonsfoundation.org/
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/html/rtgrtg.shtml
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/html/rtgrtg.shtml
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/html/rtgrtg.shtml
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/html/rtgrtg.shtml
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/rtg/
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/rtg/
http://www.scitech.ac.uk/PMC/PRel/STFC/Gemini-Update.aspx
http://www.scitech.ac.uk/PMC/PRel/STFC/Gemini-Update.aspx


This Week’s Hype

December 27, 2007
Categories: This Week's Hype

Over the past year or so, as public awareness has grown that string theory is a failed
idea about unification due to its inherent untestability, I’ve been surprised by the way
in which many in the string theory community have chosen to deal with this. Instead
of just honestly admitting what the problems are and describing the sensible reasons
to keep working on string theory despite them, some have decided instead that the
thing to do is to go to the press with misleading and dishonest claims that string
theory really is testable.

The endless examples of this in New Scientist are probably best ignored, but this
week’s example is being promoted in the highly respectable journal Nature. It’s all
based on this letter to Nature from a group of condensed matter physicists at
Lancaster University, now prominently highlighted as an “Advance Online
Publication” at the Nature Physics web-site. The authors describe an experiment in
which they manipulate the boundary between phases in a superfluid, showing that
when such boundaries come together, one gets left-over in the remaining phase the
well-known topological defects that one would expect.

The Nature letter itself makes rather ridiculous claims that this kind of otherwise
unremarkable phenomenon is somehow closely related to brane cosmology and string
theory. The authors do note that

The precise correspondence between the 3He phase interface and a
cosmological brane is still a matter of discussion, the closest
correspondence probably being to the D-brane. For the present purposes we
may note that the correspondences are as much topological as specific.

While the letter makes no explicit claims about “testing” string theory, the press
release issued by Lancaster is the usual sort of dishonest nonsense:

Low-temperature physicists at Lancaster University may have found a
laboratory test of the ‘untestable’ string theory.

The test – which uses two distinct phases of liquid helium – is reported
online this week in Nature Physics (published 23 December). Their paper
will also be published as the cover article in the paper edition of Nature
Physics in January.

String theory is a multidimensional theory based on vibrating strings, as
opposed to the point particles described in the Standard Model.

Within string theory, a brane is a large surface embedded in higher
dimensional space — our Universe could occupy such a brane.

A collision between a brane and an antibrane can leave behind topological

http://www.nature.com/nphys/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nphys815.html
http://www.nature.com/nphys/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nphys815.html
http://domino.lancs.ac.uk/Info/lunews.nsf/I/1CF5A01D756992E3802573B60045CA77
http://domino.lancs.ac.uk/Info/lunews.nsf/I/1CF5A01D756992E3802573B60045CA77
http://domino.lancs.ac.uk/Info/lunews.nsf/I/1CF5A01D756992E3802573B60045CA77
http://domino.lancs.ac.uk/Info/lunews.nsf/I/1CF5A01D756992E3802573B60045CA77


defects, including perhaps the Big Bang itself. But however elegant this
theory, it makes no falsifiable predictions, or at least none using current
technology.

Richard Haley and the ULT Group have taken a lateral step to address this
barrier….

Similar wording is used in a press release put out by Nature about this.

Nature has a relatively reasonable news story by Geoff Brumfiel about this, but also
an article by string theorist Cliff Burgess hyping string cosmology (“The subject of
string cosmology is a hot one these days, with theoretical advances in understanding
string dynamics riffing with recent precise observations of the cosmic microwave
background”) and the relevance of the Lancaster group’s work to it. He mostly sticks
to hype in its pure form, just devoting one paragraph to the actual scientific result.
There he ends up acknowledging that this actually has nothing to do with string
theory in the following rather ludicrous way:

The quality of the details of the comparison between 3He and cosmology is
not really the point. Like a tap-dancing snake, what is amazing is not that it
is done well, but that it is done at all.

After this he shifts gears to start hyping AdS/CFT, without mentioning that this has
nothing to do with the Lancaster group’s claims that he is writing about.

The whole point of this kind of exercise is to generate misleading articles in the press
that will convince some people that string theory really is testable. This seems to be
working well, there’s already one entitled “Test tube universe” hints at underlying
theory in the Telegraph, which tells the public that:

A “universe in a test tube” that could be used to assess theories of
everything has been created by physicists…

The Holy Grail of physics is to establish an overarching explanation to unite
all the particles and forces of the cosmos. But one of the complaints
commonly levelled at a leading contender for a “theory of everything”,
called string theory, is that it is impossible to test.

But now, according to the study in the journal Nature Physics, it may be
possible using the universe in a test tube. “It was a serendipitous
discovery,” says Haley…

For the past three decades it has been known that strings are one member
of a bigger class of objects called branes, which exist in higher dimensional
space, that could be extended in more than one dimension – from strings of
one dimension, to membranes of two dimensions, to those of p dimensions,
dubbed p-branes. Moreover string theories and p-branes are facets of one
underlying 11-dimensional M theory, which suggests that we live in a brane
world: a four-dimensional surface, or brane, in a higher dimensional mixture
of space and time.

http://www.researchsea.com/html/article.php/aid/2610/cid/1/research/stem_cells__isolation_from_individuals.html
http://www.researchsea.com/html/article.php/aid/2610/cid/1/research/stem_cells__isolation_from_individuals.html
http://intl.emboj.org/news/2007/071221/full/news.2007.399.html
http://intl.emboj.org/news/2007/071221/full/news.2007.399.html
http://www.nature.com/nphys/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nphys816.html
http://www.nature.com/nphys/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nphys816.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?view=DETAILS&grid=&xml=/earth/2007/12/23/scicosmos123.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?view=DETAILS&grid=&xml=/earth/2007/12/23/scicosmos123.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?view=DETAILS&grid=&xml=/earth/2007/12/23/scicosmos123.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?view=DETAILS&grid=&xml=/earth/2007/12/23/scicosmos123.xml


People and most particles move in the brane, while the higher dimensions
provide a framework to unify all forces, from gravity to those that act
between atomic particles. While experiments have begun to highlight cracks
in the current best theory, called “the standard model”, there is evidence
that M theory’s extra hidden dimensions could be revealed next year when a
Geneva atom smasher – the £4.4 billion Large Hadron Collider – begins
experiments. But the Lancaster team offers another route to address this
impasse.

Update: Wired Science has an article about this entitled A Test for String Theory
After All? Or Just PR?, which shows excellent judgment by linking to this posting…

On the scientific front, it’s worse than I thought. There a conference in London at the
Royal Society next month on Cosmology Meets Condensed Matter, where the head of
the Lancaster group will speak, and the idea that “coherent phase boundaries mimic
branes” is listed as one of the four justifications for the conference. I guess this
emerging new field might best be called “Squalid-State Cosmology”.

Update: David Appell has a posting about this, which includes a quote from Witten:

There is definitely no test of string theory here.

Unlike me, Witten goes on to try and find something positive to say about this.

Update: Physics World has an article about this entitled Cosmic strings in a test
tube? In the short article, one of the physicists working on this Richard Haley, is twice
described as denying that this is a test of string theory, and Grisha Volovik is
“adamant that the work is neither a test of sting theory…”. Despite these firm denials,
the press release from Lancaster about a test of the “untestable” string theory is still
up.

Comments

1. woit
December 27, 2007

I’ve just deleted comments by “Elmer Fudd” (and responses to them), a string
theory partisan who turns out to only be interested in posting insulting
anonymous comments here, admitting he actually doesn’t know anything about
the issues involved.

Please, comments insulting people anonymously are never welcome here. If you
understand the physics issues involved and want to tell me I’m wrong
anonymously in an insulting manner, I suppose I’ll allow that. But if you don’t
understand the issues, best not to do this.

2. Florian Walchak
December 27, 2007

Peter –

http://blog.wired.com/wiredscience/2007/12/a-test-for-stri.html
http://blog.wired.com/wiredscience/2007/12/a-test-for-stri.html
http://blog.wired.com/wiredscience/2007/12/a-test-for-stri.html
http://blog.wired.com/wiredscience/2007/12/a-test-for-stri.html
http://royalsociety.org/event.asp?id=6063
http://royalsociety.org/event.asp?id=6063
http://davidappell.blogspot.com/2008/01/witten-on-brane-analog.html
http://davidappell.blogspot.com/2008/01/witten-on-brane-analog.html
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/32344
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/32344
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/32344
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/32344


I haven’t seen any comments about Kenneth Lang, the noted solar/astro physicist
and astronomer, on your site. I refer you to his recent book Parting the Cosmic
Veil, a popular but serious treatment of astronomy and cosmology. He gives a
response to the Elmers of the string world in the last chapter (6) of the book.
One notable quote is:

“Now, a vocal minority of cosmologists [string threorists??] has pushed into the
domains of myth and religion, at the boundary between what is known and the
mystery of creation. Mathematical equations and computer simulations are
employed to construct their own epics, using the language of science rather than
mythology. They have attempted to show how everthing – mass, energy, space
and time – might have originated in the Big Bang that set the Universe in flight,
and then moved on to speculate about what happened before the beginning.
They have become today’s shamans, hiding their magical pronouncements
behind equations or even books that almost no one can read or understand. With
an amazing arrogance, presumption, hubris and lack of humility, they even claim
authority because of it, asserting that they alone can percieve the true
beginnings of the Universe. But that does not make their explanations true.”
[pages 192-193]

And another: “If we probe further back into time, before the hypothetical
inflation that created our personal Universe, the energies become higher and
higher, perhaps entering the domain of the tiny, invisible vibrating strings that
occupy unseen places and extra dimensions, spring out of nothing and
accounting for everuthing…Yet despite a quarter century of investigation, the
string experts still do now [sic – I presume a typo for not] know how to test their
theory or even how to solve the equations in the extreme conditions at time
zero.” [page 196]

And finally: “Many astronomers, who like to observe the real world, are
becoming fed up with all the hype, the persistent appeal to the unobservable and
unverifiable, created from complex mathematics and esoteric theory that almost
no one can understand. As the the American writer Mark Twain quipped: “There
is something fascinating about science.One gets such wholesale returns of
conjecture out of such a trifiling investment of fact.”” [page 196]

There’s more. It’s an enjoyable read. I recommend it.

Florian Walchak

3. Coin
December 27, 2007

The quality of the details of the comparison between 3He and cosmology is not
really the point. Like a tap-dancing snake, what is amazing is not that it is done
well, but that it is done at all.

“String Theory: Like a Tap-Dancing Snake”. Now there’s a fantastic
endorsement.

So, I’d like to at least try to be charitable about this He3 thing, but I cannot



access the Nature article so I’m not sure what it is they’re saying. Could
someone perhaps clarify exactly how it is that they think this He3 thing links to
string theory? The press release and the Independent article on the subject seem
to vaguely be saying that the Lancaster people have shown similarities between
helium superfluid and the large-scale structure of the cosmos. Okay, but what
does this have to do with String Theory?

1. Is the idea supposed to be that string theory predicts that helium superfluid
and the large-scale cosmos will share structural similarities, so if those
similarities bear out it will be a successful prediction for string theory?

2. Or is the idea that string theory predicts things about the behavior of
superfluids, and they can test those predictions by analyzing He3? (If so that
sounds dreadfully useful, but why bring in cosmology?)

3. Or are they seriously saying “string theory can maybe predict things about the
structure of the cosmos, helium superfluid looks kind of like the cosmos, so we’ll
make some predictions about the structure of the cosmos and then instead of
testing them against the cosmos we’ll compare it to the structure of a helium
superfluid”?

4. Oswald Spengler
December 27, 2007

Peter, there are no legitimate reasons to continue working on string theory, and
such work doesn’t warrant to be called “research.” String theory has turned
theoretical HEP departments into a work place where everybody is aware that
the work of most/all people there is funded and performed under the false
pretense that according to current understanding a competent researcher or
observer actually believes—as opposed to with intend to mislead conveys the
false impression to believe—that this work is advancing scientific understanding
in the field of fundamental physics in the strict, narrow, literal, original, old
fashioned meaning of this term. People’s entire careers are based on this kind of
work which has no genuine scientific merit at all, and, even though it is taboo to
say so, everybody is, of course, keenly and painfully aware of this, as well as of
the even more painful contrast to the generation of, say, Feynman and Gell-
Mann.
Everybody knows that all these people have ever done and all they do is to defile
the tradition of generations of honest physicists from Copernicus, Galilei, Kepler
and Newton to the fathers of the Standard Model. They are infecting new
graduate students with this disease—and they have never known anything else.
It creates the nauseating atmosphere of the Middle Ages where everybody is
aware that their time and all their efforts are a joke in comparison to the days
when science was still real and actual insight into the nature of the real world
was made.

It makes you sick in the soul when you know that everything people around you
do falls somewhere between dishonesty and incompetence—because that is all
they can think of, or all they can get funding for. You can feel nothing but pity
and contempt for them. Now you know what it feels like to watch the sun set



on a Civilization.

5. Peter Woit
December 27, 2007

Coin,

There is no real connection to string theory, and Burgess admits as much. What I
don’t understand here is why the Nature referee allowed this paper to be
published, and Burgess thought it was a good idea to use it to hype string theory.

Oswald,

Please, try and stick to the topic of the posting. I don’t think the “everything is
equally awful” attitude is helpful. People are working on hundreds of different
things under the name “string theory” and some are more worthwhile than
others. It’s not exactly unusual in science for people to be working on not very
good ideas that aren’t going anywhere. It is unusual to see this level of dishonest
hype being promoted in Nature.

6. Oswald Spengler
December 27, 2007

Peter, it’s not that I disagree with you there. For me the point is to be evocative.
You may think of my post as in-between quotation marks. A soliloquy created
specifically for this stage. A polemic addressing a situation so dire that the
characteristics of polemics are melting away like butter in a frying pan.

7. wb
December 27, 2007

If the Lancaster group were correct and were Nature not just hyping a non-test
of string theory, then perhaps why Congress had it right. Why would we need a
$10 – 20 B ILC when a small condensed matter lab would serve just as well to
reveal the unifying theory of the universe.

8. Tim May
December 28, 2007

With apologies to Dr. Hook and the Medicine Show and “On the Cover of the
Rolling Stone”:

Well we are string theory slingers, we’ve got golden fingers
And we’re loved everywhere we rant
(but testing is something we can’t)
We write about beauty and we write about truth
At ten million dollars a grant
We got all kind of brains to figure out the branes
But the thrill we’ve never known
Is the thrill that’ll get you when you get your paper
On the cover of the New Scientist



{Refrain}
New Scientist
Wanna see my theory on the cover
New Scientist
Wanna buy five copies for my mother
New Scientist
Wanna see my smilin’ face
On the cover of the New Scientist

9. Bee
December 28, 2007

Hi Peter:

“but also an article by string theorist Cliff Burgess hyping string cosmology “

This actually caused me to read the article, it doesn’t sound like Cliff at all. I
don’t think you are being fair on him, I find the article very reasonable and
balanced. He is careful with his wording (“requires knowledge of the laws of
physics at very short distances that string theory claims to have”), and he
expresses his scepticism pretty clearly (“The underlying hope is that this 3He
dynamics, which also produces a stringy residue, might capture something
universal about a cosmic brane cataclysm. Although this hope may be faint […]
and the dynamics may differ […], the comparison may nonetheless be
instructive.”) And he even points out that this kind of ‘string’ effect doesn’t
actually say something about THE string theory as a TOE “Even if future
experiments should prove that nature spurns string theory as the description of
quantum gravity…”. Yes he is optimistic and finds the developments interesting
“the great irony may be that it yet lives on as part of the core curriculum taught
to future generations of nuclear and condensed-matter physicists.”, but this is
very far from being “hype in its pure form” as you call it. (No idea though how
the AdS/CFT paragraph belongs there.)

Best,

B.

10. Peter Woit
December 28, 2007

Bee,

I think the Burgess piece carefully avoids making completely untrue statements,
but the whole thing is fundamentally a piece of dishonesty. This experiment has
as much to do with string cosmology as my jumping in a swimming pool has to do
with how heavy quarks lose energy in a heavy-ion collision. Burgess is aware of
this, and if you read carefully what he says, that’s clear. The sentence that I
quoted about string cosmology is pure hype, and the tacking on of AdS/CFT hype
without mentioning that it has nothing to do with this is intentionally misleading.

Burgess’s contact information is on the Nature press release describing this as a



“laboratory test of the “untestable” string theory”.

Sorry, but I think this kind of thing is really disgraceful, and not honest, no
matter how carefully worded the article is.

11. Bee
December 28, 2007

Hi Peter:

“Burgess is aware of this, and if you read carefully what he says, that’s clear” I
think this was the intention of his article? He makes clear what it is and what it
isn’t about, I don’t see how you find it ‘clear’ while at the same time calling it ‘a
piece of dishonesty’ because you would probably have been more blunt. Is your
criticism that one has to read it carefully because the headline doesn’t explicitly
state it’s not a test of quantum gravity? The only “hype” I could see in your
quotation is the word “hot” (I am not actually sure what ‘riffing’ means I have to
admit, something like ‘goes along with’?). I fail to see what’s disgraceful about
him finding a field interesting that you apparently don’t find interesting, and
calling something an ‘irony’ doesn’t actually sound overly enthusiastic either. I
said above I agree that the AdS/CFT reference doesn’t quite belong there, but
whether or not he knew his name would appear with something about a lab test
of ST his article is clearly far off other ‘hypes’ you’ve pointed to, and I find
calling it ‘hype in its pure form’ an exaggeration.

Best,

B.

12. Peter Woit
December 28, 2007

Bee,

The use of the musical term “riffing with” to describe the relationship between
“theoretical advances in understanding string dynamics” and “precise
observations of the cosmic microwave background” is just pure hype and
obfuscation. The actual relationship is that Burgess and others would like to use
the first to predict the second but have so far failed to do so.

It’s not a question of whether the claims of this paper are “interesting”, it’s a
question of whether they are nonsense. Looking at boundaries between phases in
a superfluid is not a test of brane cosmology models and Burgess knows this. If
the editor of Nature calls you up, and says “we are publishing a letter claiming to
test string cosmology models by looking at phase boundaries in a superfluid, will
you write an article explaining the significance of this?”, what would you do?

1. Tell them the truth, that this is nonsense and they shouldn’t be publishing it.

2. Agree to write the article, spend most of it promoting string theory, only very
indirectly indicating that the claims in the letter aren’t true.



Don’t you think one of these is honest, and one isn’t?

The headline of his article “A surprising and fascinating interplay may be
emerging between string theory and condensed-matter physics” which is
outrageous hype about this experimental result, and his name is on a press
release about how the experiment shows testability of string theory in the lab.
Maybe this is none of his doing. It will be interesting to see if Nature publishes a
letter to the editor from him saying he has a problem with this.

13. Peter Shor
December 28, 2007

I assume that Cliff Burgess’ article was solicited. Nature editors often solicit
commentary on especially exciting research results, and even ignoring all the
dubious connections to strings, this sounds like a fairly exciting and ground-
breaking experiment; correct me if I’m wrong, but I assume this is the first
demonstration of topological defects introduced by phase boundaries.

Unfortunately, it seemed as if the Nature editor made the mistake of assuming
that there was a much more solid connection to string theory than existed, and
furthermore asked the wrong string theorist for commentary. Even if he did then
realize the article was mainly PR, he may not have had the guts to reject a
solicited submission.

14. Peter Woit
December 28, 2007

Peter Shor,

Independent of the claims about string cosmology, I don’t see any evidence that
this is a ground-breaking experiment in terms of what it demonstrates about
either topological defects or phase boundaries in a superfluid. The authors claim
nothing like that in their abstract, and I suspect that if they did have such a
result, they wouldn’t be going on about cosmology. If there’s an expert on this
subject, I’d be interested in hearing what they have to say about the significance
of this other than as a “test of string theory”.

15. Gabe
December 28, 2007

I really don’t have any knowledge of this, but: What exactly are they trying to say
about liquid helium phases and extra dimensions?

16. Bee
December 28, 2007

Hi Peter:

If the editor of Nature calls you up, and says “we are publishing a letter claiming
to test string cosmology models by looking at phase boundaries in a superfluid,
will you write an article explaining the significance of this?”, what would you do?



I’d assume he dialed the wrong number.

1. Tell them the truth, that this is nonsense and they shouldn’t be publishing it.

2. Agree to write the article, spend most of it promoting string theory, only very
indirectly indicating that the claims in the letter aren’t true.

Don’t you think one of these is honest, and one isn’t?

Well, what I’d try to do if I find the field interesting is explaining why I generally
think it is interesting, while trying to make clear that the claims in the paper are
somewhat far fetched. That’s what Cliff did, at least the way I read it. It doesn’t
seem like a place to tell the editor what to publish and what not, it’s not a
referee report? True, one could interpret the article as he just used the
opportunity to talk about what he knows and likes, true, maybe he should
(could?) have insisted on toning it down, but I find it far from being an
‘outrageous hype’.

Best,

B.

17. Peter Woit
December 28, 2007

Bee,

Again, “interesting” isn’t the point. The claims about testing string cosmology in
this article are nonsense, and Burgess should have just said so, whether he’s the
referee or not, instead of going on about how it “stands out like a sequoia in the
Sahara” and is “Like a tap-dancing snake”.

18. Peter Woit
December 28, 2007

Or, to make the point more clearly using Burgess’s analogy:

Finding a sequoia in the Sahara would be interesting. But if the fact of the
matter is that there is no sequoia at all, the only interesting thing is why a
reputable science journal is publishing a bogus claim that there is one.

19. Peter Woit
December 28, 2007

Gabe,

There is no relation at all between liquid helium phases and higher dimensions.
The authors are claiming that the two dimensional interface between two phases
is in some way vaguely analogous to the idea that our three-dimensional space is
a brane in higher dimensions. There is nothing here other than an extremely
vague analogy between two very different things.



20. Stugots
December 28, 2007

Peter,
You really need to get a life. Who cares if they try to connect their work to string
theory? To me, this is not string theory hype, but rather some condensed matter
physicists trying to sex up their own work by mentioning it in the same breath as
string theory. So much for your thesis that string theory is losing favor in the
scientific community…

21. Peter Woit
December 28, 2007

“Stugots” (my you string theorists have classy nicknames…)

Sure, you’re right that what is going on is condensed matter physicists trying to
sex up their work by connecting it to string cosmology (I think the cosmology is
the sexy part though, as many string theorists have noticed, they’ve given up on
particle physics and moved into the “hot” area of cosmology).

What’s pretty funny though is that Burgess is clearly trying to sex up his work in
string cosmology by connecting it to rather obscure behavior of phase interfaces
in low temperature condensed matter physics.

22. Tim May
December 28, 2007

Mathematical structures, models, and theories are not necessarily the way the
world actually is put together, the physics of it. There’s the “unreasonable
effectiveness of mathematics” issue, which makes the point that often things
found in mathematics are found somewhere in the natural word, whether in
seashells or curved space-time or (yet to be determined) Calabi-Yau manifolds.
(And some of the best stuff to come out of the last half-century of work in HEP is
the new mathematics, a point many of you make. But this doesn’t mean, of
course, that the real world is actually like some of this math. Experiments will
provide answers, someday.)

So it’s interesting that certain results in topological defects may show up in
superfluid work. (I’m far from from an expert on this, but isn’t this close to a lot
of the “anyon” work that Freeman and others are working on, a la fractional
quantum Hall effects?) So maybe there’s a mapping from math to these
states….wouldn’t be the first such mapping, that’s for sure! But taking
something from condensed matter physics and saying it provides support for
M-theory seems way too big a speculative reach.

And _maybe_ there’s also a mapping between the math and the actual structure
of the universe a la string theory and branes.

But finding the one mapping doesn’t imply the other mapping. (No functor
between these mappings is guaranteed, loosely speaking.)



What matters is taking some of the “unreasonable effectiveness” of the math and
predicting some particular particle not yet seen, or something not yet seen in the
larger universe. As with the Eightfold Way, which said that if the real world
actually matched the group theory analysis, there ought to be a previously-
undiscovered particle with these properties…and there was. Pretty impressive
stuff.

But if the “predictions” stay at the metaphorical level, whether about how the
universe is a foam, or a turbulent sea, or a test tube filled with liquid helium,
then not much is gained. (The rubber sheet view of curved spacetime is an
intuitive, easily-explained mode of gravity, but had it just stayed at the level of a
metaphor and not made certain numerical predictions which could be checked,
not much would’ve been gained. String theory is still seemingly at the metaphor
level–bundles of vibrating strings, with way too many adjustable parameters, and
with even more exotic stuff, like colliding brane-worlds, with absolutely no
predictive behavior, at least not at energies obtainable by Earth-level
economies.)

I hope this changes, either by concrete predictions testable within the next few
decades, or with new theories that are so testable. This whole situation has a lot
do to with why HEP funding is getting cut, I think.

Partly it’s the “desert” in energy, and the logarithmic increases in energy and
budget to find the next range of interesting experiments. It didn’t cost much in
real dollars to find the particles that past theories predicted. A detailed analysis
of budgets in real dollars for the Bevatron, AGS, SLAC, Fermilab, and CERN
would be interesting to see, but we can get a Feynman-like estimate of the real
costs just by looking at the physical _sizes_ and _staffs_ of these labs….by any
economic measure, the Bevatron was very inexpensive, SLAC was a whole lot
smaller in footprint, building costs, and staffing costs, than the LHC will be. If
the LHC doesn’t find something crucial, say goodbye to the generations after
that for a long time.

And it’s also what a couple of astute posters here have mentioned: by now there
is no longer any hope or expectation that any new kind of weapons-suitable or
industry-suitable physics will come out of HEP.

So the main theme of Peter’s blog, “Not Even Wrong,” is also related in a deep
way to the funding situation in HEP. And the hype of the PR campaigns for string
theory is clearly part of this whole mess.

But, hey, I’m working on a theory that our universe is just one bubble in a giant
bathtub of soap bubbles. I think I’ve found evidence for this in some experiments
I’m doing in my kitchen sink….Now if I can just get this on the cover of the New
Scientist.

–Tim

23. milkshake
December 29, 2007



When I came to US in early 90s I joined a tiny startup biotech technology
company. Our finances were precarious (we stood 3 months from folding at one
point) and I understood the need for our research boss impressing the investors.
There was a steady stream of press releases and gee-whiz publications (typically
communications without any detailed experimental supplementary) coming out
of our little company – and it bothered me great deal to see how oversold
everything was: Half-baked or tentative stuff was presented as a “core
technology”, experiments were carefully staged to produce impressive results to
demonstrate the usefulness of our proprietary methodology. This was done all at
the time when there was growing doubt within the company whether *any* of it
was actually useful.

I am not very proud of taking part in it (at least my papers were not a baloney)
and I gather this is a quite usual PR coming out of a struggling startup company.
It bothers me to learn this kind of lack of integrity is now common in theoretical
physics also

24. Roger
December 29, 2007

To those with long memories, has it always been this way ? Renormalising away
the effects of the rapid internet communication we have available today, were,
for example, the GUT models hyped in a similar way ?

25. Peter Woit
December 29, 2007

Roger,

My memories of particle physics coverage in the press go back to the seventies
and I don’t remember anything at all like this going on 20-30 years ago. GUTs
got attention in the media mainly in the context of proton decay experiments that
were testing them, not in a context of pure hype.

I don’t think think what’s going on now has much to do with the internet. Several
years ago the internet was there and there was string theory hype, but you didn’t
see the kind of dishonest claims about “We’ve found a way to test string
theory!!” that you see in recent years. This only started once it started to become
obvious that string theory couldn’t be tested, and its partisans started feeling
they had to deal with this public perception somehow.

26. Bee
December 29, 2007

ah, Buffy, what I actually meant to say is don’t waste those silver bullets, not
everybody is a vampire. Have a nice weekend and a happy New Year,

B.

27. Tim May
December 29, 2007



My memories of physics hype go back to the 1960s. I certainly remember a lot of
coverage of tachyons, black holes, wormholes, white holes, etc. The difference
then was that most of this coverage was in “Science Digest,” sort of the “New
Scientist” of its day, and even in “Popular Science” (which was more about
gadgets and tools, more akin to “Popular Mechanics,” than about science per se).

I also remember the wild speculations about “baby universes” shortly after
Guth’s work, especially around 1982. (I vividly remember a party where this was
debated for an hour…I think “Science” had even run a one-page piece on this
possible implication of rapid inflation, but I may be misremembering events from
25 years ago.)

And of course there’s been a lot of coverage, even hype, about black holes for at
least the past 37 years (I remember it escalating dramatically after “Physics
Today” did a famous cover story on black holes, circa 1970).

At least back then “Scientific American” could be counted on to do their articles
in a certain, even prosaic, way, with little hype. They later went more Madison
Avenue, abandoning the old article format, jazzing up the graphics, and putting
pure speculation on the covers. I no longer even read it.

As I’ve already opined, I don’t think _some_ of this speculation is harmful. It may
even get the kids interested in physics (though whether we need more kids
interested in physics right now is itself an interesting question). Where there’s
real risk is when the hype is used to “sell” a very expensive public project. If that
hype is seen as hype, or if the “God Particle” (for example) turns out to be not
quite so important in the scheme of things, the backlash may be huge. I suspect
this is what killed the SSC (before it even had a chance to find the God Particle).

Finally, I’ll give my memories of the “funding climate” back in the late 60s, early
70s. The story of the day was this: “Physicists are driving taxi cabs.” That was
the scare story, circa 1970. Indeed, some physicists were unemployed in their
profession. A lot of staffing-up in physics after Sputnik had filled physics
departments with tenured professors…some of these tenured physicists lasted
until just the past decade or so. I think Lee Smolin makes this point in his book.

There had also been huge layoffs in the aerospace business, dumping a lot of
engineers into the unemployment lines. Some physics grads, too.

Some went into finance (the rising “quants,” even before the term was used).
Some went into semiconductors.

Hype, Unified Field Theories, Theories of Everything, and God Particles are not
something new.

–Tim

28. Peter Woit
December 29, 2007

Bee,



Thanks for the advice, and best wishes for the New Year.

Maybe 2008 will see the end of the living dead stalking the land with their “tests
of string theory”. Already, New Scientist seems to be ignoring this one, causing it
to die a quick death. Hopefully Nature won’t take its place as Zombie-central…

29. Brett
December 29, 2007

GUTs were hyped too. I can remember numerous TV programs and popular
articles about particles physics that claimed that we would see X particles soon.
People were excited about the discovery of the first intermediate vector bosons
and expected to see more of them soon (at the SSC, I guess). But that stuff
disappeared when the proton decay experiments came back empty handed. The
SU(5) GUT was wrong. The X particles weren’t there where people had hoped,
and people stopped hyping them (although the failure wasn’t conveyed to the
public very well).

However, I think the hype was pretty forgivable. The SU(5) GUT really seemed
too good not to be true, and I don’t think people were being intellectually
dishonest. (A few years back, a friend told me that it was really unfair that
Georgi wouldn’t win the Nobel prize. The GUT theory was wonderful, and it
wasn’t his fault that it happened to be wrong!) And when the theory’s predictions
were wrong, people accepted it and either stopped working on the GUTs or tried
to come up with a reasonable generalization that wasn’t ruled out.

30. Roger
December 29, 2007

The whole business of hype and its influence on public perceptions and funding
would be a very interesting topic for a science communication Ph.D. .

Is anyone aware of any research on this issue ? It would be useful to know what
policy makers and the public make of particle physics these days. We could learn
an awful lot of lessons in making our case for continued funding.

31. nc
December 30, 2007

Roger, the hype in particle physics is unique: in other sciences you get
controversy, not pure unadulterated hype. Journalists don’t believe everything
they’re told in other areas, they get counter arguments from other experts and
publish those in the article to give some sense of balance. There’s endless
research by Professor Brian Martin into controversies in other sciences, but
these people don’t take any interest in stringy hype even if they are relatively
well qualified to investigate it. (Martin is now Professor of Social Sciences in the
School of Social Sciences, Media and Communication at the University of
Wollongong, but his PhD was in theoretical physics.)

32. Oswald Spengler
December 30, 2007

http://www.uow.edu.au/arts/sts/bmartin/
http://www.uow.edu.au/arts/sts/bmartin/
http://www.uow.edu.au/arts/sts/bmartin/pubs/controversy.html
http://www.uow.edu.au/arts/sts/bmartin/pubs/controversy.html
http://www.uow.edu.au/arts/sts/bmartin/others/cv.html
http://www.uow.edu.au/arts/sts/bmartin/others/cv.html


Brett, but then the plausibility of GUTs evaporated. More and more it became an
old and artificial idea—but the community never adapted to this. In fact,
nobody’s argument shows the natural evolution of an intellectually honest and
competent observer. Instead, their positions evolve like those of ideologues or
those of lawyers. It is then inevitable that one adjusts one’s view of them
accordingly.



End-of-year Links

December 30, 2007
Categories: Uncategorized

Every year around this time the Edge web-site posts responses from a large number
of scientists to some particular question. This year the question is “What have you
changed your mind about? Why?”, and the results should be posted tomorrow. John
Baez has posted his answer here. He writes that he changed his mind about the
question of whether he should be thinking about quantum gravity after he realized
“the more work we did, the more I realized I didn’t know what questions we should be
asking!”, and compares the effort to “throwing darts in a darkened room and hoping
to hit the bull’s-eye.” Since changing his mind he has been working on other things,
and feels that as a result “I’m making more real progress understanding the universe
than I ever did before.”

I think I share John’s point of view on this in many ways, even though I’ve never
actively worked on a quantum gravity research project. The problem with quantum
gravity research has always seemed to me that, since you can’t measure quantum
gravitational effects, you’re in great danger of coming up with lots and lots of
“quantum gravities”, but unable to ever know which if any of them has anything to do
with the real world. This is kind of what has happened with string theory in recent
years. One hope has always been that one will find a mathematically uniquely
compelling model, but that has yet to happen. To me the best bet has always been
that one might understand quantum gravity by unifying it with the standard model, in
a compelling way such that the unified theory explains some of the things the
standard model leaves unresolved. This hope was also behind much of the original
interest in string theory: it wasn’t just a quantum theory of gravity, but also a theory
of particle physics that could be tested.

Like John, I think we still have a long ways to go towards understanding at a deep
enough level how quantum field theories really work, and how the internal
symmetries of particle physics and the space-time symmetries of gravity can be
unified into a more fundamental structure. Progress towards this goal may even
require new mathematics, and this means there are all sorts of things to think about
and work on.

One person who hasn’t changed his mind about some things is Lubos Motl. According
to his latest posting, I’m

…a typical incompetent, power-thirsty, active moron of the kind who often
destroy whole countries if they get a chance to do it.

The arXiv puts out charts each year showing the number of submissions by category,
the ones for 2007 are now available here. Commentary about this here and here. The
general trend is that quite a few years ago the number of HEP papers leveled off, as
just about all of them were posted on the arXiv. The number of math papers is still
growing quickly, it is only recently that posting math preprints to the arXiv has
become a widespread practice. While mathematicians probably write papers at a

http://www.edge.org/
http://www.edge.org/
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/12/the_qgtqft_blues.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2007/12/the_qgtqft_blues.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/12/concentration-of-knowledge-funding-cuts.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2007/12/concentration-of-knowledge-funding-cuts.html
http://arxiv.org/Stats
http://arxiv.org/Stats
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/12/trend-of-arxiv-submissions-update.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/12/trend-of-arxiv-submissions-update.html
http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=206174
http://physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=206174


slower rate than physicists, there are a lot more mathematicians than particle
physicists.

The end of 2007 has brought one undesirable change. Recently I was down in
Princeton, and found out that the University Store, traditionally one of the best places
in the world to buy math and physics books, has now gone out of the book-selling
business, turning it over the Labyrinth Books. The new Labyrinth store has some
math and physics books, but far, far fewer. Maybe they just are getting started, and
2008 will bring better news about this.

This past summer Terry Tomboulis posted a preprint claiming to have a proof of
confinement. Recently there has been a note posted on the arXiv by Ito and Seiler
claiming to have found a problem with his proof, and a response from him claiming
there is no problem. I’d love to hear from an expert who has taken the time to follow
these arguments carefully and can explain what is going on here.

For a recent article by Arthur Jaffe surveying the history of rigorous studies of
quantum field theory, see here.

Heading off late tomorrow for a 9 day vacation in Paris. Blogging will probably be
light to non-existent and it will take me longer to get around to deleting comments.
Please don’t feed the trolls.

Best wishes to all for the new year….

Comments

1. Bee
December 30, 2007

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the link. I wish though you had not mentioned that writing of Lubos,
it spoiled my day which was so far very nice. I see no point in leaving a comment
at his place, so I’ll leave it here. Lubos frequently makes statements where he
claims to speak for “everyone in the field”. Being in the field, and knowing a lot
of people in the field, I can assure you if Lubos Motl says “everyone in the field”
thinks this or that, it is most definitely not the case. Best,

B.

2. Hans
December 30, 2007

When you are in Paris, don’t forget to buy Lubos recent book
http://www4.fnac.com/shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733

L’équation Bogdanov
* Lubos Motl
* Essai (broché)

http://arxiv.org/abs/0707.2179
http://arxiv.org/abs/0707.2179
http://arxiv.org/abs/0711.4930
http://arxiv.org/abs/0711.4930
http://arxiv.org/abs/0712.2620
http://arxiv.org/abs/0712.2620
http://www.arthurjaffe.com/Assets/pdf/Quantum-Theory_Relativity.pdf
http://www.arthurjaffe.com/Assets/pdf/Quantum-Theory_Relativity.pdf
http://www4.fnac.com/shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733
http://www4.fnac.com/shelf/article.aspx?PRID=2062733


Article en pré-commande, livraison prévue à partir du 17 janvier 2008

3. Hans
December 30, 2007

Seems one can order it from Amazon france, too:
http://www.amazon.fr/L%C3%A9quation-Bogdanov-secret-lorigine-lUnivers
/dp/2750903866/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1199067405&sr=8-1

4. Shantanu
December 30, 2007

Peter, did you see the slides of the Cambridge workshop on inflationary
cosmology
at here did you find anything interesting there? Some of the talks did touch upon
string theory.

5. Daniel de França MTd2
December 31, 2007

Hello Peter!

Happy new year! 

Unfortunantely links from your website were banned from LM blog. You must
read an annoying message to get into his post.

Best wishes.

6. Peter Woit
December 31, 2007

Bee,

Don’t worry, I think that people are no more likely to believe Lubos when he says
that he speaks for “everyone in the field” than when he claims that I have the
ability to “destroy whole countries”. Unfortunately he’s not the only delusional
string theorist around, but few of them are as far gone as he is.

Hans,

Thanks for reminding me of that. Maybe I’ll even meet up with the Bogdanovs
and find out the story behind that book…

Shantanu,

Unfortunately I don’t really have the time now to look at many of those talks.
There appear to be some useful summaries of the history and state of the idea of
inflation. As for “string cosmology”, I still don’t see how it can possibly lead to a
testable prediction, and the few talks about this I looked at there don’t appear to
give any promising ideas about how such a prediction might arise.

http://www.amazon.fr/L%C3%A9quation-Bogdanov-secret-lorigine-lUnivers/dp/2750903866/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1199067405&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.fr/L%C3%A9quation-Bogdanov-secret-lorigine-lUnivers/dp/2750903866/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1199067405&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.fr/L%C3%A9quation-Bogdanov-secret-lorigine-lUnivers/dp/2750903866/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1199067405&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.fr/L%C3%A9quation-Bogdanov-secret-lorigine-lUnivers/dp/2750903866/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1199067405&sr=8-1
http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/gr/VEU/index.html
http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/gr/VEU/index.html


7. Andy T-S
December 31, 2007

Regarding Motl, I have, in my work, observed a researcher who exhibited
paranoiac symptoms similar to those of Motl. Ths self-righteous psychopathic
“bad apple” wasted enormous amounts of my co-workers’ time and energy and,
eventually induced clinical depression in two individuals.

I have read both your and Lee Smolin’s books, and have followed your blog for
about a year. I have also attended several of Dr. Smolin’s talks and audited part
of his course on quantum gravity at the Perimeter Institute. My impression is
that you both are generally fair and diplomatic critics. (As an example of skilful
diplomacy, I observed Dr. Smolin at others’ presentations cloak his criticisms by
phrasing them as questions that, taken at face value, imply his own, not the
presenter’s, ignorance. This is quite the opposite of Richard Feynman’s
supercilious caustic sarcasms, hurled from the front row, that left some
presenters in tears.)

Neither you nor Smolin have ever said that research in string theory is totally
useless and should therefore be dropped entirely. Unfortunately, this gets
drowned out by irrational attacks from some unthinking researchers who feel
threatened, and by misinformation in the media.

Hans Selye (the discoverer of how stress induces disease) ascribed his success
partly to the fact that he worked well with most of his colleagues without, at the
same time, squandering his resources trying to befriend those he called “mad
dogs”.

For what it’s worth, my advice is to ignore Motl’s shenanigans in future blogs. I
would also remove your link to his site: he doesn’t need your help to prove
himself a “mad dog”.

8. King Ray
December 31, 2007

Peter, and everyone,

Happy New Year!

Peter, I hope you have a great time in Paris!

I think John Baez is right, it is hard to make progress in quantum gravity. It is
difficult to know where to start. A new paradigm is probably needed, as Kuhn has
said. Sometimes it is better to work on something where you can gain some
traction for a while, rather than spinning your wheels going nowhere for years.

I think Einstein’s practical experience working in the patent office helped
sharpen his mind. String and other theorists could probably also benefit by doing
some practical work in physics and engineering for a while. It helps build your
physical intuition. Einstein said his patent office work helped him to see quickly
to the heart of the problem.



9. Hedge Fund Physics
December 31, 2007

Happy New Year!

On Betting Against Physics Hype in 2008

We’re expecting the LHC to find approximately nothing new, but it could be a lot
of fun watching a lot of people claiming that they have the new TOE which the
LHC will prove right or wrong.

And we’re upping the ante, and hedging against postmodern groupthink and
tenured hypesters by calling them out, and betting them $137 that their claims
are false. That would be $137 per claim.

Let’s start with claims made by the esteemed Dr. Kip Thorne who in a recent
interview stated, (continued at
http://hedgefundphysics.blogspot.com/ )

10. mitchell porter
December 31, 2007

Have the readers of this blog ever suggested conditions under which they think
string theorists would stop working on string theory?

In looking through Jacques Distler’s blog in recent weeks, the most important
thing I’ve learned is just that there is no known string vacuum which exactly
reproduces the Standard Model (below 1 TeV, or whatever; and I suppose one
should throw in the new “cosmological Standard Model” too) – there are just a
few large classes of qualitatively realistic vacua. Jacques recently completed his
proof that you can’t fit the Standard Model into E8; one can imagine a similar,
case-by-case proof for string theory (though it would have to be considerably
more complicated). But so long as there are several potentially viable
approaches, of course they’ll keep at it.

11. layman
December 31, 2007

wow, princeton bookstore now sucks. I visited it around 20 yrs ago and i couldnt
leave. Too bad. I was gearing up 2 go there again.

12. Roger
January 1, 2008

With respect to the question of what scientists have changed their mind about
this year my answers would be the ILC and science communication.

I’ve come to see the ILC (at this point) as the experimentalists’ string theory. Far
too much effort has been sunk into it and too many reports have been published
based on detector and Monte Carlo simulations, which are themselves largely
based on speculative theories of beyond-the-standard model physics and

http://hedgefundphysics.blogspot.com/
http://hedgefundphysics.blogspot.com/


expectations of what we may see at an, as yet, uncommissioned accelerator. The
recent funding cuts are, to an extend, our political masters seeing the emperor
has no new clothes (or possibly no new particles). Over the past few years whilst
effort has been thrown into the ILC we’ve had a number of excellent facilities
online which could have more profitably exploited much of the ILC’s funding-
Babar, HERA etc. Having worked on HERA I found the gradual loss of manpower
to be very regrettable, especially since there are still many useful measurements
to be made, which may now never take place. I’m not against the ILC but, in the
UK at least, the rush to sink so much money into the project was IMO ill-advised,
especially in light of the recent decision to throw that investment away and pull
out.

On a related theme, I used to think that particle physicists were good at
communicating the results of their research and the need for support for their
field to the power brokers and the general public. It appears that we need
something of a rethink in this area (in some countries at least), especially if
results from the LHC are further delayed or turn out to be simply unexciting.

13. Fabien Besnard
January 1, 2008

I guess that not knowing the right questions to ask is precisely what makes
quantum gravity attractive to some people, and discouraging to others. I’m
pretty sure JB was fascinated by this aspect of the subject in the first place, and
will change his mind again in some future (I hope so).
In my opinion, there might be another difficulty in quantum gravity, which is
related to but distinct from the good questions to ask, this is the good time to
start. It is quite possible that some pieces of the puzzle are still lacking, and it is
just too early to start thinking about quantum gravity. In my opinion, one of these
pieces might lurk in the quantum mechanics corner.
Anyway, there is no reason to feel depressed about this, since the work done so
far in QG already led to considerable progress. After all, mathematics benefited
immensely from the work of many people who started to think too early about
Fermat’s last theorem…

14. milkshake
January 1, 2008

One thing that this site could possibly achieve (and did, partially) is to puncture
the orthodoxy bubble that “ST is a very powerful and beautiful framework and
the only game in town”.

The other one is to point at the general problem of salesmanship in presenting
the research results – I have seen this in biology and chemistry (including some
outright faked work) and I think it is a rather more insidious problem than
particular fads and orthodoxy. In chemistry it can still take few years to uncover
baloney or lay the hype to rest – and the experiments there are much easier,
cheaper so the interesting results could be re-checked by a number of groups.
It is quite easy to fool yourself and from then on it is even easier to start fooling
others.



15. Arun
January 1, 2008

Recently I was down in Princeton, and found out that the University Store,
traditionally one of the best places in the world to buy math and physics books,
has now gone out of the book-selling business, turning it over the Labyrinth
Books.

That spoiled my day. Motl-Wotl is piffle.

16. TomD
January 1, 2008

I hate to hear of the “demise” of the U-Store. I spent a lot of my disposable
income there as a grad student at Princeton, and have returned there several
times since and had a great time browsing and buying.

It’s getting tough to find good technical bookstores. Even with the existence of
Amazon, we still need a place to actually see books before buying them. Last
summer I had the pleasure of going to the Cambridge University Press bookstore
in Cambridge, England, as well as Heffer’s Bookstore, and those were
wonderful….

17. Andrew
January 1, 2008

Peter, I think your New Year’s resolution should be to ignore Motl. He appears to
be a paranoid crank. Don’t give him the oxygen of attention that he craves…

18. dark-matter
January 1, 2008

Lubos Motl and Britney Spears are identical in every way.
Does that help settle the matter? Let’s move on.

19. Paul Jackson
January 3, 2008

Just as it’s always darkest just before dawn, your report that a sophisticate like
John Baez is finally giving up on quantum gravity may be a portent that a new
way forward is about to emerge.

Nil desperandum, Peter Woit!

The work of the Brazilian theorists Aldrovandi and Pereira (on de Sitter
relativity) looks to me suspiciously like the breaking up of a logjam on a big river
of sterile theory. And that’s my pennyworth.

20. Kochemasov Gennady,RFNC VNIIEF,Sarov
January 5, 2008

Pushkinean Quantum Gravity (1983-1986)



Dear colleagues!
It is clear that the big turmoil exist inside theoretical physicist’s community. And
main controversial problems are the status of quantum gravity and superstring
theory (sorry for my English). In such situation I think that for some scientists
will be interesting and may be useful to know about QG version which was
developed twenty years ago by bright but mostly unknown physicist Alexander
Vasilyevich Pushkin (1947-2004) who had worked in Russian Federal Nuclear
Center VNIIEF located in Sarov. Unfortunately, A.V. Pushkin’s results in
fundamental physics have been published not in full measure, while those
published are sometimes of fragmentary nature and mostly in Russian. Below I
try to explain his ideas very shortly. Partly they were developed in collaboration
with Dr. Gorbatenko M.V. I start by quotation from the book [A.V.Pushkin,
“Geometrodynamics” which was written in 1997 and was published in 2005 in
Russian by RFNC VNIIEF].
“As a result of a research (January 1983 through April 1986) the author managed
to solve the problem of construction of the consistent (divergence-free) quantum
gravity theory. Moreover, it was possible not only to prove finiteness of the
theory, but also to constructively express its properties in a closed form – in the
form of a system of nonlinear partial differential equations, whose solution set
includes all the four-dimensional manifolds consistent with the causality
principle <>. As it turned out, the construction of a consistent quantum gravity
is equivalent to that of unified theory of material fields with unbroken local scale
invariance. In the physical language this means that the theory satisfies the
fundamental experimental fact, viz. the absence of absolute dimensional scales in
the nature.
In the algebraic language the mathematical content of the theory reduces to a
unique object, viz. commutative nonassociative algebra discovered by Griess,
and a group of automorphisms of the algebra, viz. “Monster”, or “Griess-Fisher
Friendly Giant”.
The geometric properties of the theory are expressed in terms of four-
dimensional manifolds, whose structure is exhausted by that of two-dimensional
surfaces globally embedded in them.
The connection between the two descriptions is established by the theory of
representations of the Monster group, which is a theory of representations of
some infinite affine Lie algebra of <>. In its turn this means that the quantum
gravity theory can be expressed in terms of a system of completely integrable
nonlinear partial differential equations, i.e. in that closed form which has been
spoken about above. In what follows we will refer to this system of equations as
geometrodynamics equations, or simply geometrodynamics.
Eventually, the complete integrability property provides a tool for comparison of
one physical process with another by means of representation of invariants of
one solution to the equations in terms of invariants of other solution(-s).
The author’s research series (December 1986 through 1992) was devoted to
solution of the inverse problem: A system of 10 geometrodynamics equations is
given; the structure of mater and objects has to be constructed in the form of
relations between their invariant characteristics.
That is, first, it was necessary to determine as consequences from the equations
the principal laws, relations and set of basic constants that have been discovered
in the nature and formalized in the set of phenomenological approximations



(such as Newton and Coulomb laws, Dirac equation for electron, …, many-body
coherent systems of quantum continuums, …, and, finally, nonlinear motions of
ordinary continuums and up to cosmological-scale astronomical phenomena).
In the course of work on the inverse geometrodynamics problem the author was
able to construct a set of quantitative relations among invariants of different-
scale physical processes. To date it is already complete enough, which allowed
quantitative comparisons of most important physical processes with an accuracy
close to the modern possibilities of experimental metrology. In particular, this
pertains to the relations between atomic and astronomic systems of units of time,
distances, masses. (For separate quantities the calculation accuracy proved
higher than their experimental measurement accuracy, see “Monstrous
moonshine” and Physics in this book.) “
Now it is time for some words about above mentioned geometrodynamics
equations. In seventies Michael V. Gorbatenko and Alexander V. Pushkin made
important observation, following early idea of Y.A.Romanov (A.D.Sakharov
colleague). They modernized Hilbert variation procedure in Palatini approach to
affine connection space. They understood that usually putting to zero field
variations on boundary may be wrong; such operations may contradict to
causality. So they put nonholonomic constraints on variations by using Lagrange
multipliers A , and equate to zero corresponding components. As a result they
received the equations of general relativity (1), where stress-energy 4-tensor is
expressed via A  and metrical tensor gik: (2). These equations are invariant
under conformal (gauge) transformations (3) , where – arbitrary function of four
coordinates. We see that Aα – Weyl vector. So it is possible to transform them in
some domain to the simplest Einstein form: (4), and this transformation
correspond to changing of connectivity from Riemann to Weyl type: (5) (more
about it you could find in [1 –General relativity and gravitation,2002,Vol.34 ,
No.2, P.175-188;2002, Vol. 34, No. 2, P.1131-1133; 2002, Vol.34, No.1, P.9-22.]) .
Certainly, it is possible to start with (4, 5) and receive (1, 2). All this approach
goes back to Herman Weyl, but equations (2) appeared seemingly first time in [2-
VANT, 1984, in Russian]. I will call them as Gorbatenko – Pushkin (G-P)
equations. Just these equations Pushkin received as the result of quantization of
vacuum Einstein equations. As he explained G-P equations are sufficient for
describing of all physics from smallest parts to cosmology scales in spite of
absence any dimensional or dimensionless constants. You could see also on them
as on basic dissipative medium equations in accordance with `Hooft idea. It is
possible due to stress-energy 4-tensor structure (2) which resembles the
structure of the usual tensor for dissipative fluid.
For first acquaintance with Pushkin theoretical universe let us see on the
abstract of report which was presented by him on 2-nd Sakharov Conference on
physics, Moscow, 1997.

“MONSTROUS MOONSHINE” AND PHYSICS

A.V.Pushkin

The paper presents some results obtained by the author on the quantum
gravitation theory. This theory proves related to geometry of Cayley projective
plane and the algebraic structure of the theory to the commutative
nonassociative Griess algebra. The theory symmetry group is the automorphism



group of Griess algebra: “Monster” simple finite group. Knowledge of the theory
symmetry allows observed physical quantities to be computed in the “zeroth”
approximation. Results of the calculations, including those for ~ 1/137 and , are
presented, with the theory-controlled accuracy of the “zeroth” approximation
being higher for some of them by 1–1.5 orders of magnitude than the accuracy of
modern measurements.
For me it was most amazing theoretical paper.
And what is about SS? Here I place one more citation from Pushkin book. “In the
superstring theory a striking progress has been achieved recently: as few as five
theories remain which are actually based on two lattice types in 16-dimensional
space. Moreover, it has been proved that they are non-perturbative equivalents
and as such are the limiting cases of the more general single theory. What last
step should be made in the superstring theory in the direction of the
construction of a single theory? Of course, this step is the gravity quantization,
which will result in disappearance of the last dimensional scale in the theory, viz.
the fundamental string scale. Then the theory will possess the local scale
invariance properties and may perform quantitative calculations with non-
perturbative methods by translating algebraic relation between physical
quantities to different scale levels, including to the level of ordinary phenomena
appearing in continuum motions in standard conditions.
In geometrodynamics, i.e. upon the gravity quantization, even this last
dimensional scale disappears. In the language of the lattice theory in spaces this
means that there should be the only possibility to avoid the need of appearance
of dimensional scale: the fundamental root amount is equal to infinity (i.e. there
is no separated cell) and the Weyl vector is therewith light-like, i.e. , which also
requires no a priori scale. It is evident that the last requirement is readily
formalizable at the level of the elementary problem of Diophantine equation
solutions (see Problem 5.5). Having solved it, you will find those values of
dimension of hyperbolic spaces , which determine the lattice arrangement of the
geometrodynamics.”
I think it is enough, because it is impossible to envelope unbounded. If you want
some additional information try LANL arHiv (mainly gr-qc), where placed few
papers written by Gorbatenko and Pushkin, and where are additional papers only
of Gorbatenko. You can try also the recent publication: arXiv:0711.20113v1 [gr-
qc] by M.V.Gorbatenko and me. If you know Russian, is it possible to find much
more papers which were published by RFNC VNIIEF (Voprose atomnoi nauki I
techniki). Now extended English translation of the Pushkin’s book is ready and
we (me and Gorbatenko, part of pushing group) are seeking for foreign
publishers. P.S. If somebody prefers Loop QG approach, I add that knots appear
very naturally in Pushkin s theory.
Happy New Old! (Russian) Year (13 January) and Russian (Orthodox) marry
Christmas (7 January).



This Week’s Hype

January 3, 2008
Categories: This Week's Hype

New Scientist had the good sense to pass on last week’s hype about string theory
testability, but is responsible for this week’s hype on the subject, with an article
entitled String theory may predict our universe after all. It’s unclear why the article is
appearing now, since it is based on a six-month-old preprint from a group at Oxford
entitled Triadophilia: A Special Corner of the Landscape.

The authors basically just point out that there are very few known Calabi-Yau
manifolds with small Hodge numbers, which thus have a small enough Euler
characteristic to give just three generations. They speculate that some unknown
dynamical vacuum selection mechanism favors these particular manifolds. In their
paper they look only at the topology of the manifolds, so the only “prediction” about
our universe is that the number of generations will be small, and this “prediction” is
based on assuming an unknown dynamics that favors small numbers of generations.

There has been a huge industry since the late 1980s devoted to trying to extract
physics out of the sorts of Calabi-Yaus studied by the Oxford group. This hasn’t gotten
very far, with rather elaborate mathematical constructions being used to try and get
the quantum numbers of the standard model particles to come out right. One problem
with this is that one is not even sure that this is what one wants, since maybe the LHC
will find more particles. The groups pursuing this strategy don’t seem to have taken
much interest in the Candelas et. al paper, since SPIRES shows that no one has cited
it during the last six months.

It looks like 2008 is not going to show any slackening of the promotion by string
theorists of bogus “Despite what the critics say, string theory really is predictive!”
stories to the press. This one contains quotes from Polchinski that the paper is “neat”
and “Maybe it gives us a clue”, and from Strominger that it is “beautiful”. Strominger
also minimizes the fact that the Landscape is a problem for string theory, saying:

I don’t think it is incumbent upon string theory to solve the problem of the
landscape… If we can’t make the landscape go away, it doesn’t mean that
string theory is wrong. It just means it is not a complete solution to all our
problems.

Michael Duff says the paper makes “some mathematically sound and interesting
observations”, but does note that it doesn’t explain what selects small Hodge
numbers, which is about the only slight amount of non-hype that makes it into the
article.

Update: As a commenter here points out, the New Year also brings new progress on
the scientific investigation of the landscape/multiverse, with a preprint from Don Page
about how God loves all universes, not just ours.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=634
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=634
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19726370.100-string-theory-may-predict-our-universe-after-all.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/fundamentals/mg19726370.100-string-theory-may-predict-our-universe-after-all.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/0706.3134
http://arxiv.org/abs/0706.3134
http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0246
http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0246


Comments

1. luny
January 3, 2008

This: http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0246
might count as a prediction with some people 

2. T
January 3, 2008

Peter,

I know this isn’t exactly the topic of the post, but can you expand more on the
Templeton foundation. I’m a hep-ex and know very little about this, but it
appears to be almost an inside attack on science from religion. Is this too harsh?

3. cwj
January 3, 2008

The Templeton Foundation doesn’t seek to overturn accepted science, as do the
creationists in their various mutations, but to interpret modern science in such a
way as to make it “safe” for non-fundamentalist religion, for example, does QM
give us free will? Does the unlikeliness of the universe suggest the existence of
God? A bit misguided or silly, I’d say, although not as nefarious as the Discovery
Institute (some will disagree here): Templeton doesn’t want to attack science so
much as to co-opt it.

4. Coin
January 3, 2008

The authors basically just point out that there are very few known Calabi-Yau
manifolds with small Hodge numbers, which thus have a small enough Euler
characteristic to give just three generations. They speculate that some unknown
dynamical vacuum selection mechanism favors these particular manifolds.

Well… okay, never mind the dynamical vacuum selection problem for a minute.
Let’s say we just dictate there are three generations, since that’s what
experiment seems to indicate, and say that we’re only interested in those string
theories that have the appropriate characteristics to get those three generations
(small Hodge numbers etc). It’s certainly not a “prediction”, but does this at
least significantly cut down on the size of the “landscape”?

(Assuming the Hodge thing is valid at all, of course? You say there are very few
“known” manifolds with this property. They say the number of manifolds with
this property “appears to be” small… nobody sounds very confident here.)

5. alex
January 3, 2008

“but does this at least significantly cut down on the size of the “landscape”?”

http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0246
http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0246


Sure it does! It has been known for a while that there are very few vacua that
are actually relevant for phenomenology. Unless you care about tuning the
cosmological constant, the vast landscape of flux vacua is pretty much irrelevant
for model building. Lubos and others including Jacques have been saying this all
along and for people who actually do computations of sparticle spectra from
string compactifications the whole talk about 10^500 vacua bears little
significance.

6. Peter Woit
January 4, 2008

The number of generations is given by a difference of Hodge numbers, so you
can get 3 in lots of ways, using Calabi-Yaus with large Hodge numbers. These
authors are suggesting that one only look at ones with small Hodge numbers,
which cuts down the number of Calabi-Yaus to look at. I guess with the small
Hodge numbers one will also not have exponentially large numbers of flux vacua.

As far as I can tell, they just completely ignore the problem of the vacuum
energy, so all their suggested vacua will have a CC off by more than 100 orders
of magnitude. It’s true that if you want to ignore the CC problem you can ignore
the huge numbers of flux vacua, and until recently this is what most model-
builders were doing. What Lubos has been “saying all along” is that he thinks
one should do what these authors do and just ignore the CC problem, Jacques
has been saying something different; he has some argument that even if you do
use flux vacua to get the CC right, you will not completely use predictivity.

7. JV
January 4, 2008

Hi Peter,

I read so much on what is wrong with string theory on your blog (which by the
way is good criticism, so I like refering to this site often); may I then ask just
what is right about string theory?
(In outline form please… I’m no expert on the subject).

JV

8. Peter Woit
January 4, 2008

JV,

There’s a lot one could say about this, but it is off-topic…

Very briefly, the two areas string theory has had the most success in are in
algebraic geometry, where the topological string allows computations of
invariants that are new, and in the study of strongly coupled gauge-theories via a
string dual (AdS/CFT). String theory is a huge subject, and there are certainly
other interesting things it has led to that can be pointed out.



It’s really in one main area that it has completely failed, that of providing
unification via a 10/11d theory. Unfortunately, this idea was its main selling
point, and people are having trouble acknowledging it doesn’t work.

9. Roger
January 4, 2008

If the number of generations were, hypothetically, measured to be 10000000,
would this then disprove string theory ?

Its a prediction Jim, but not as we (experimentalists) know it.

10. alex
January 4, 2008

“The number of generations is given by a difference of Hodge numbers, so you
can get 3 in lots of ways, using Calabi-Yaus with large Hodge numbers.”

Sure, but only three CY manifolds with \chi=+/- 6 have been found so far after
several decades of search.

“As far as I can tell, they just completely ignore the problem of the vacuum
energy, so all their suggested vacua will have a CC off by more than 100 orders
of magnitude.”
In the Heterotic M-theory the tree-level CC can dynamically relax to zero due to
a perfect square structure of the potential. There is a cancellation between the
flux and the non-perturbative terms when one takes into account the warp factor.
The higher order terms may be tuned away as well but I don’t know the details
since I’m not familiar with the Heterotic M-theory flux compactifications well
enough.

11. ?
January 4, 2008

Actually, one of the main issues to think about in studying the “landscape” is that
there are local constructions that can easily given three generations, and fit into
the manifolds that give exponentially large numbers of vacua. So regardless of
whether this is true of the Candelas examples or not, it is quite false that three
generations alone cuts the number of models down to a very small number, at
least as far as we know at present. Three generations plus much more stringent
phenomenological cuts could still reduce the number of models to 1 (or zero),
consistent with present knowledge. Several groups (in Germany, at Rutgers and
MIT etc) have actually tried to estimate what fraction of models give 3
generations, and their results are consistent with their being many, many such
models.

12. Savage
January 4, 2008

Don Page’s paper is not science but metaphysical nonsense. Where is the proof
of one God loving one universe, forget about the proof of the existence of a



muliverse. String theorist Leonard Susskind has now “created” a megaverse
which is those worlds in the multiverse which are actualized. What nonsense. I
see Page quoted discussions with Dawkins, which I’m sure, totally disagrees with
him.

13. m
January 4, 2008

by the way, the only reason why the compactification space should be a Calabi-
Yau (which is a very peculiar choice) is that many theorists believed that we need
N=1 supersymmetry to solve the hierarchy problem. But now the hierarchy
problem can be solved without supersymmetry, by invoking anthropic arguments.
Calabi-Yau are no longer needed.

14. luny
January 4, 2008

Regarding Don Page’s paper, it is not the first time that a physicist dabbled in
methaphysics or theology (see Schrodinger or Einstein).

But the fact that this stuff appears on a PHYSICS PREPRINT site is genuinely
new. And its not a sign of progress.

15. wolfgang
January 4, 2008

luny,

> But the fact that this stuff appears on a PHYSICS PREPRINT site is genuinely
new.

worse stuff has been posted.

16. Yatima
January 4, 2008

“worse stuff”

A truly Fortean Link! I never thought that Spontaneous Combustion was
connected to Poltergeist Phenomena. Then “sexual neurons” are mentioned. I
like it 

17. luny
January 5, 2008

Yes, but not by a leading physicist with lots of great accomplishments.

18. JV
January 5, 2008

Hi again Peter,

http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0382
http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0382
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Fort
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Fort


[Sorry for the off-topicness of my previous and current posts], but now that you
mention string theory’s main ‘achievements’, may I ask which paper/s are the
most important – or groundbreaking, or fundamental – in understanding the
above-mentioned topics (technical and/or nontechnical)?

If string theory is, or is not, really up to the task it claims itself of being able to
achieve, i.e. theory unification, may I then (with some skepticism as to its actual
viability / realizibility) request the following…

(occasionally, or if possible, more frequently) Request various expert guests –
who agree beforehand to attend – from both sides of the debate – in an ‘e-
townhall’ meeting-style format – to present their specific pro- or o- points of
views and let the global physics blogosphere ask very probing questions on each
point / set of points presented by each, respective, guest.

This – I think – can go a long way to address your, and likely many others’,
concern/s of why string theory is arguably not the promised idea it claims itself
to be.

{Of course, the debate should be *moderated* at all times to keep ad hominem
and random attacks to a minimum or (ideally) zero level}.

Seems like a good idea (in theory at least); but I don’t know if that could be
realized when many foremost string theorists don’t seem comfortable taking
criticism – or at the prospect of having their research endevours publicly
criticized – lightly!
!! This should be a sufficient reason –  – to present them with a challenge like
this. !!

19. a quantum diaries survivor
January 5, 2008

Wow, Page speaks of “christian cosmologists”… The idea that there are
cosmologists whose scientific research is confined and biased by their religious
beliefs is disturbing! I thought the era of Teilhard de Chardin was long gone… I
am obviously suffering from delusions.

Cheers,
T.

20. Hans
January 5, 2008

In this paper here:
http://arxiv.org/pdf/0801.0247
Don Page even “calculates” the probaability” for “pre death experience” at page
9.

Why is this stuff accepted on a physics preprint server?

(more disturbing is, whom he thanks in this crap. Some persons he aknowledges

http://arxiv.org/pdf/0801.0247
http://arxiv.org/pdf/0801.0247


are:

David Deutsch, Bryce DeWitt, Gary Gibbons, Stephen Hawking, George Ellis,
Andrei Linde, Lee Smolin, Bill Unruh, Alex Vilenkin, Steven Weinberg, Paul
Shellard, Leonard Susskind, Alan Guth, James Hartle

(If my name would appear on such “work”, i would take some effort, to get it
removed)

21. anon.
January 5, 2008

(If my name would appear on such “work”, i would take some effort, to
get it removed)

Those people are (with a couple of exceptions like Smolin) string believers
and/or believers in uncheckable ‘multiverse’ interpretations of quantum
mechanics and other religions crap.
That’s probably why Page has cited them. Maybe they helped get his papers
endorsed and on arxiv in the first place? 

22. Tony Smith
January 5, 2008

Hans mentions a few of the people acknowledged by Don Page in 0801.0247 but
the list is very long. Also acknowledged there were:

Sean Carroll
Mark Srednicki
Richard Dawkins

They are of course able to speak for themselves as to how they feel about those
acknowledgements ( they were also acknowledged in 0801.0146 ).

It is interesting that both 0801.0246 and 0801.0247 were among “… a series of
lectures sponsored by the Templeton Foundation and given at Shandong
University in Jinan, China, autumn 2007 …”.

I wonder what the Chinese ( who invented gunpowder, the magnetic compass,
eyeglasses, etc ) thought of the first sentence of 0801.0247

“… Modern science developed within a culture of Judeo-Christian theism for
several reasons … For example, the idea of a lawgiver for nature (i.e., God)
encouraged belief in laws of nature …”.

Tony Smith

23. Tony Smith
January 5, 2008

Sorry about a typo where I put 0801.0146 instead of 0801.0246.



Also, anon. speculates Don Page getting his “… papers endorsed and on arxiv
…”.
Don Page does not need endorsement of others. The arXiv says:
“… Don N. Page … Is registered as an author of this paper.
Can endorse for astro-ph, gr-qc and hep-th. …”.

Tony Smith

24. Peter Woit
January 5, 2008

JV,

I’m afraid this is off-topic and I’m on vacation, so I’m not going to try and get
together references for you. Perhaps someone else here can help. For AdS/CFT,
there are lots of review articles, for parts of string theory that have been useful
in algebraic geometry, that’s a complicated subject, and what’s worth reading
depends both on your background and on what you hope to get out of the
material.

I’d be happy to participate in the sort of debate you describe, but I don’t think
you’re going to find many string theorists willing to go along with the idea. Lee
Smolin and I both put a lot of effort into carefully putting into words our
arguments about string theory, and I think both of us have been discouraged by
how little serious response this led to (the two exceptions I can think of are
reviews by Aaron Bergman and Joe Polchinski). The lack of this serious response,
and a sizable amount of rather appallingly unserious response, has led to the
present situation where even string theory partisans write publicly that string
theory has lost the public debate.

The string theorists most likely to want to particpate in an internet-forum debate
are those that have blogs, and there are only three active ones that I can think
of. Of these, Jacques Distler and Clifford Johnson have explicitly announced that
they refuse to read my book or Lee’s. The other one is Lubos Motl.

I’ve privately talked to many string theorists about these issues, and found that
we generally agree on quite a lot, although they’re unwilling to enter into public
discussions due to the level of personal hostility they see going on. I’ve heard
that many prominent string theorists turned down the opportunity to respond to
my book and Lee’s in various publications. My take on all this is that they are
well aware that on the central issue here of whether string theory has failed as
an idea about unification they know very well that the case for their side is weak,
so have decided it is best to keep quiet and hope this blows over, perhaps with
the LHC changing the debate in some unknown way.

By keeping quiet, unfortunately the most sensible string theorists let their field
be represented largely by people who are doing a good job of alienating anyone
who might be sympathetic to their point of view.

25. wolfgang
January 5, 2008



Hans,

> Don Page even “calculates” the probaability” for “pre death experience” at
page 9.

I wish you and everybody a lot of pre death experience 

26. JV
January 5, 2008

Hi Peter,

“Lee Smolin and I both put a lot of effort into carefully putting into words our
arguments about string theory…”

I have a copy of your book – by the way – but to my immediate knowledge it does
not contain a list of selected specific references of the sort I was hoping to
receive (from you, or otherwise) {… I may be wrong as I don’t have the copy with
me while I’m writing this…}.
[I actually have not completed reading the book in its entireity as yet since many
parts are currently beyond my technical understanding; but perhaps as an online
Appendix to the work references may prove useful to readers who have the
prerequisite background/s.]

This may help to clear up a great deal of confusion – no doubt much unfavorably
brought on by excessive sensationalism from general media sources – regarding
the program’s specific and credible merit, and future relevance and prospectives
… especially for theory unification.

If, however, such an attempt fails, I don’t think there is much to be said
regarding string theory and the question of its dominance in current hep theory
research – it’s here to stay and there’s no point trying to oppose it – whether on
scientific or otherwise grounds!

(I hope that doesn’t occur; my hunch is that many people will only actually take a
greater note of your points on string theory’s unviability if you provide a more
‘scholarly-like’ setting to your blog -> book section, even if the general string
theory community feels uncomfortable reading / responding to your work
directly).

Hope, anyway, you get the time to reflect upon my proposition once you return to
academic duties. Let me know.

Regards,
JV

27. Michael Bacon
January 6, 2008

“David Deutsch, Bryce DeWitt, Gary Gibbons, Stephen Hawking, George Ellis,
Andrei Linde, Lee Smolin, Bill Unruh, Alex Vilenkin, Steven Weinberg, Paul



Shellard, Leonard Susskind, Alan Guth, James Hartle”

“Those people are (with a couple of exceptions like Smolin) string believers
and/or believers in uncheckable ‘multiverse’ interpretations of quantum
mechanics and other religions crap.”

Hans and Anon. You guys have to be kidding, no? When you guys contribute half
of the “crap” these folks have, then maybe you’ll be secure enough of your status
in the scientific community not to worry about whether you are revealed to have
had conversations with other (albeit goofy) researches, even if you don’t agree
with much of what they have to say.

Peter, I agree with you generally regarding the failure of the string theory
project to acheive its stated objectives, but please don’t encourage this type of
know-nothing behavior by ignoring it. Thanks.

28. Hans
January 6, 2008

Michael Bacon wrote: Hans and Anon. You guys have to be kidding, no?

Well,
The persons whom Don Page thanks must indeed not worry about their status.
But that is not the problem.

With his long list, to whom Page thanks to, he wants to create the impression
that he has discussed such topics among the leading figures of the physics
community and therefore, this stuff is acceptable to a physics preprint server.

So, the people who are listed there are, in some sense, a support for this crap.
Don Page might have put them in their paper without even asking them.

The problem is not, that Steven Weinberg and others would have to fear about
their status. Thats certainly not the case.

The problem is, that in a true world, leading figures should take pains, not to
appear in such pseudoreligious crap. They should distance themselves from this
paper forcefully.
They should make clear, that the opinions of Don Page are minority opinions,
having nothing to do with physics or science at all and should ask arxiv to
remove this crap.

I hope there is nobody out there, who wants more papers like this on arxiv org
(maybe with more “supporters” listed to).

29. Chris W.
January 6, 2008

While the appropriateness of Don Page’s preprint on arXiv.org might well be
questioned, given its theological content, I think it should be acknowledged that
it is not bad as these things go. Page is a committed Christian, but he is also a



first-rate physicist. His arguments are hardly comparable with the kinds of
evasions typically indulged in by ID advocates (never mind creationists). The
paper’s preface specifically addresses the question of appropriateness to the
arXiv.

By the way, Page’s undergraduate alma mater, William Jewell College, is an
interesting place. (Donald Marolf is another of its graduates.) Four years ago the
college lost the financial support of the Missouri Baptist Convention, with which
it had a longstanding connection, because it stood up to a challenge by the MBC
of the College’s teaching of evolutionary biology.

Leaving aside the theology, the paper does not offer much reassurance to those
who regard the putative existence of the multiverse as a horrendous
epistemological can of worms for scientific cosmology and physics itself.

30. Peter Woit
January 6, 2008

About the Page paper and its acknowledgements.

Perhaps the hep-th moderator had the good sense to at least insist that it
couldn’t be posted there if that’s where it was originally submitted.

I don’t think you can make people responsible for the content of papers in which
they are thanked, but in this case, many of those thanked are among those
promoting anthropic pseudo-science. It continues to surprise me how few
prominent people in this subject are willing to publicly criticize this kind of
nonsense in any way. David Gross is one of the few examples I can think of. The
problem is not so much a few serious theorists posting obviously silly preprints
on the arXiv, arguably anyone who has done serious work in the past should be
allowed to make a fool of themselves at least a couple times. The problem is the
increasing infiltration of the field by pseudo-science, as almost everyone
tolerates an ever-increasing level of it without comment.

31. Michael Bacon
January 6, 2008

“The problem is, that in a true world, leading figures should take pains, not to
appear in such pseudoreligious crap. They should distance themselves from this
paper forcefully. They should make clear, that the opinions of Don Page are
minority opinions, having nothing to do with physics or science at all and should
ask arxiv to remove this crap.”

Hans, I guess these folks, notwithstanding their other accomplishments, just
don’t have your keen sense of intelligence when it comes to how they should
behave when asked to discuss certain limited scientific issues by a fellow
scientist (even one that’s a little nuts). Hopefully your clear sighted comments on
how to treat these types of situations will become more widespread. What a
much better place the scientific world will be when we can finally be rid of the
misbehavior of Hawking, Deutsch and their ilk. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Jewell_College
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Jewell_College
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Marolf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Marolf
http://www.ncseweb.org/resources/news/2003/MO/605_william_jewell_college_upholds_8_8_2003.asp
http://www.ncseweb.org/resources/news/2003/MO/605_william_jewell_college_upholds_8_8_2003.asp


32. Coin
January 6, 2008

The number of generations is given by a difference of Hodge numbers, so you
can get 3 in lots of ways, using Calabi-Yaus with large Hodge numbers. These
authors are suggesting that one only look at ones with small Hodge numbers

Hm, okay, that answers at least one of my other questions. Do you mind if I poke
at this a bit more? (I’ll admit upfront that I’m only asking because I think their
diagram on page 4 of the PDF is real pretty, and I’m curious what it means.)

What exactly is a Hodge “number”? I am having trouble finding a clear definition
on that. The closest I can find are the dual explanations of this:

The Hodge number is the analog of the Betti number on real manifolds
for complex manifolds.

and this:

the Betti number of a topological space is, in intuitive terms, a way of
counting the maximum number of cuts that can be made without
dividing the space into two pieces.

This defines, in fact, what is called the first Betti number. There is a
sequence of Betti numbers defined… the k-th Betti number… of the
space X is defined as the rank of the… k-th homology group of X

Hm, okay, but why do you need two indices to identify a Hodge number, and why
are the only indices the Triadophilia people are interested in h^11 and h^21?

Is there some kind of “intuitive” explanation of the Hodge numbers, or h^11 and
h^21 in specific, analogous to the “cuts” explanation for the first Betti number?

33. Peter Woit
January 7, 2008

Coin,

Calabi-Yau manifolds are complex (Kahler) manifolds, and in such a situation the
cohomology, instead of being graded by a single number is graded by a pair of
numbers. The easiest way to see this is using the deRham model of cohomology,
where the n-th Betti number is the dimension of the space of differential forms of
degree n that are harmonic (Laplacian on them gives zero). If you have a
complex manifold that is Kahler, such differential forms break up according to
the number of dz’s and dz-bar’s in the differential form of total degree n. For the
details of this stuff, you really need to consult a book on complex manifolds,
Chern’s short one is relatively readable.

34. King Ray
January 7, 2008

Peter, is this the Chern book you meant?

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~jcl/classnotes/math/geometry/hodge_number/hodge_number.html#hodge%20number
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~jcl/classnotes/math/geometry/hodge_number/hodge_number.html#hodge%20number
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Betti_number
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Betti_number


http://www.amazon.com/Complex-Manifolds-without-Potential-Theory
/dp/0387904220/ref=sr_1_10?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1199729426&sr=1-10

35. Peter Woit
January 7, 2008

King Ray,

Yup, that’s it.

36. Coin
January 7, 2008

Thanks Peter/Ray, that helps a lot.

37. King Ray
January 7, 2008

Peter, thanks. I don’t think I have that one, so I may pick up a copy.

Kind of an odd title, “Complex Manifolds WITHOUT Potential Theory.”

Maybe some string theorist should write a book titled “String Theory WITHOUT
Testable Predictions.”

38. King Ray
January 7, 2008

Coin, you’re welcome. I was curious to see the book recommended by Peter so I
looked it up on Amazon.

The formulas for the connection and curvature tensors are so much prettier and
simpler on complex manifolds.

39. Xerxes
January 8, 2008

Three is small now? I’ve been talking to large-Nc people, and they tell me that
three is approximately equal to infinity. I guess three is a small number of
generations, but a large number of colors. Is it a large or small number of spatial
dimensions?

40. Matteo Martini
January 8, 2008

If I can, I would like to ask a question to Peter Woit and all the people who
maybe interested to reply to me.

I admit this question is a small derail from the topic, but I would like to have the
question written here, rather then ask the question by Email to any of the
posters.
I ask pardon to Peter for that.

http://www.amazon.com/Complex-Manifolds-without-Potential-Theory/dp/0387904220/ref=sr_1_10?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1199729426&sr=1-10
http://www.amazon.com/Complex-Manifolds-without-Potential-Theory/dp/0387904220/ref=sr_1_10?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1199729426&sr=1-10
http://www.amazon.com/Complex-Manifolds-without-Potential-Theory/dp/0387904220/ref=sr_1_10?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1199729426&sr=1-10
http://www.amazon.com/Complex-Manifolds-without-Potential-Theory/dp/0387904220/ref=sr_1_10?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1199729426&sr=1-10


I would like to know if you think there is any future for particle phyisics after the
current state of knowledge.
As far as I have understood, after the LHC will go online in the summer of this
year, there will be no other plans of building more powerful accelerators (as the
ILC simply adds luminosity, but not more electron volts).

Since most part of the human progress in the last 50-100 years has been done in
fields such as electronics, semiconductor industry, biochemistry and related
(informatics, pharma ), etc, which are more or less related to advancement in
basic physics done in the last 50 years or more, I do not think it is baseless to say
that, once we will hit the wall in the current progress in quantum physics (have
we already hit that wall?) we will also (sooner or later) hit the wall in finding new
ways to progress our knowledge in many fields, with this potentially ending
human progress forever.
Without new and more powerful accelerators coming online after the LHC, it
may be that new theories after the standard model could not be written as there
will be no accelerator powerful enough to provide the necessary data/testing
conditions.

Am I the only one to think this?
Again, sorry for the derail and for lowering the average technical level of the
comments of this thread.

41. chris
January 9, 2008

hi matteo,

if we knew what the lhc would show us, we would not even need to switch it on.
maybe there is no future for large collider rings. but there is also some natural
limit to refractor lense sizes, which was reached about 100 years ago. still this
was not astronomys death. we’ll just have to wait and see.

42. DB
January 9, 2008

Matteo,
It’s quite a big derail from the topic, but if Peter will undulge me I’ll give you
some pointers.
Be sure of one thing, the LHC will fundamentally alter our picture of particle
physics. It will give us a much clearer idea of the merits of the Higgs mechanism
and supersymmetry and this will be crucial for future theoretical and
experimental progress.

The ILC is dead, flavor physics has been dealt a serious blow with the axing of
BaBar, and the US is not interested in building a successor to the LHC on its
territory. It will continue to participate heavily in particle astrophysics but even
here NASA is under great budget pressure. If NASA pulls the plug on particle
astrophysics, the European Space Agency will help plug the gap.

Future particle accelerators will not be planned until the LHC delivers its



results, and if they are built the effort will be led by CERN, and, for cost reasons,
will have to be a globally funded project, as with ITER. The US may well decide
to participate financially. It’s a long way off, but we have waited 30 years
between LEP and the LHC (pace the excellent work done at the Tevatron) and we
have learned to be patient. Remember also that there is more to HEP than the
LHC and its successor. The most significant advances in HEP in recent years
(neutrino mass/oscillation and the solution of the solar neutrino problem) have
come from modest neutrino experiments in Canada (Sudbury) and Japan
(Kamiokande).

We have not hit the wall in quantum physics, far from it. If you check the LCLS
project at SLAC and its equivalent XFEL at DESY you will discover how rich are
the prospects for useful advances in this area in return for comparatively modest
expenditures, although the fact that two machines are being built tells me that
HEP still hasn’t learned its lessons with regard to needless duplication of effort.

As the ISS has shown, the only viable model in the future for big science is a
global one and I have no doubt that we will see plenty of exciting developments
along these lines in the years to come.

Be of good cheer, we are nowhere near the end of this game.

43. Matteo Martini
January 9, 2008

DB,
thanks for your explanation.
Again, sorry for the derail.

Matteo

44. J.F. Moore
January 9, 2008

Just a note on DB’s comment: LCLS and XFEL are not HEP projects. In fact,
SLAC is now administered as a BES lab, in recognition of where the bulk of their
funding is coming from. These two machines are also being created as user
facilities, so even if they had identical photon beam properties (they don’t),
having one on the same continent is a big plus for a ‘user’, which in practice can
be a small academic group with travel funds.

My side-advice to Matteo is to get out there and talk to people, read their papers
and see what moves you. Eventually it becomes clear what you must do.

45. chris
January 10, 2008

DB,

as j.f. moore remarked, lcls and xfel are no hep projects. xfl once was a sideline
of the ilc-predicessor tesla. tesla is dead now, and its hosting lab, desy, is also



transforming from a hep into a material science lab. so this particular game was
lost by hep.

46. WiCoB
January 18, 2008

What I found interesting in the NewScientist was a subtle manipulation of figure
captions and suggestions of something mysterious in the triangular shape of the
plot of known C-Y manifolds. I am not sure if it is still within reasonable scientific
journalism, or if the hunt for news item has gone too far this time?



More on FY 2008 HEP Budget Cuts

January 10, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

The disastrous US HEP budget cuts that were announced just before Christmas, a
quarter of the way into the fiscal year, have been getting a lot more attention from
bloggers now that the holiday season is over, and their implications are starting to
become clear. There are new blog posts from HEP bloggers Tommaso Dorigo, Alexey
Petrov, Gordon Watts, and Michael Schmitt (as well as non-HEP blogger Chad Orzel).

It seems to me that Gordon Watts has it about right, entitling his posting “Screwed by
the Democrats”. As far as I can tell, very few people know who it was that made the
last-minute decision to hit HEP with these huge budget cuts targeted at its future
programs or what their justification for this was. Presumably this was done by certain
staff members of the heads of the relevant Congressional committees. Gordon
explains how all the evidence points to physics getting cut precisely because the
relevant parts of the executive branch had made it a priority in their proposed
budget. When the Democrats lost the game of chicken that they and the White House
were playing with the budget, and had to find some way to make cuts at the last
minute, things that were an administration priority were first in line to get cut. So,
HEP lost out here not because it has done a bad job at making its case, but because it
did too good a job….

One reason that these large cuts had to be made was the decision by the
Congressional leadership not to do what they had done last year, which was to cut all
earmarks from the DOE budget. A new AAAS analysis concludes that the new budget
contains $4.5 billion in R and D earmarks, and that the DOE and Department of
Agriculture were the most heavily earmarked R and D agencies.

Some bloggers have suggested that physicists need to redouble their efforts in public
education about HEP, but I think Gordon is a bit closer to the right idea, as he has
sent $250 as a campaign contribution to Bill Foster, a Fermilab physicist who is
running for Congress. Probably even more effective would be if the APS would put out
a web-page explaining exactly which of our Congressional representatives were
responsible for deciding to hit HEP with these cuts. If they would do that we could
then all write to these people saying that we appreciate their public service and
include a large check for a campaign contribution, at the same time mentioning that
HEP funding happens to be a big personal concern. This seems to be how US
democracy works these days: you need to pay to not get screwed, and we haven’t
been paying…

As for what the effects of these cuts are, there’s more news coverage here, here,
here, here, and here (Fermilab has a web-page of links here). Here is the text of SLAC
director Persis Drell’s talk at an All Hands meeting there. The effect of the cuts on
SLAC will include having to lay-off 125 people and shut down the B-factory at the
beginning of March. Layoffs will be announced in early February, with people leaving
their jobs in early April. Senator Durbin of Illinois is talking about an effort to add
money for Fermilab to the Iraq War “emergency funding” bill the Senate will be
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taking up this spring, but says “It won’t be a huge amount… I don’t want to suggest to
anyone we will make them whole.” It’s unclear whether this is a realistic possibility,
or just Durbin trying to look like he is doing something about this.

Update: Here’s a letter about this from Dennis Kovar at the DOE. There’s a detailed
article about the situation by Adrian Cho at Science magazine.

Comments

1. Peter Woit
January 10, 2008

A reminder: informed comments are welcome, but uninformed commentary on
any issue. but especially this one, isn’t. If you want to engage in discussion of
this issue at the level of “it’s better to fund (socially desirable goal X) than HEP”,
please do this elsewhere.

2. Zathras
January 10, 2008

I reiterate my earlier comment that this would never have occurred if HEP had a
competent lobbying organization. This is never a problem in other sciences, such
as biology and chemistry, which have strong, focused lobbying help from Big
Pharm.

3. Paul Guinnessy
January 10, 2008

Physics Today will be looking closely at the science policies of the presidential
candidates at http://blogs.physicstoday.org/politics08. We’re still adding material
of the moment, but there’s enough there for some conclusions on the future of
science and HEP under the next administration. Feel free to comment on the
site, or submit a longer article for posting.

4. Nugae
January 10, 2008

Isn’t this all a bit supine?

Why not announce the immediate and indefinite closure of all HEP programs,
giving the reason that modern science requires reliable funding? Instead of
trying to beg for a little more money here, a little more there, say clearly and
straightforwardly that you appreciate the careful reasoning that went into the
legislators’ decision and that you accept that the United States as a country is
simply too poor nowadays to be able to afford big science. Express the hope that
Europe and China may be able to continue human progress in this field.

Don’t go grovelling to the people who voted this in: instead, make sure that
everyone knows who has brought the entire country its biggest international
humiliation since Sputnik.

http://www.linearcollider.org/pdf/Kovar_200801.pdf
http://www.linearcollider.org/pdf/Kovar_200801.pdf
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/319/5860/142
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/319/5860/142
http://blogs.physicstoday.org/politics08
http://blogs.physicstoday.org/politics08


If your only response to spiteful budget cuts is an indignant whimper, you
deserve to suffer them.

5. woit
January 10, 2008

Thanks Paul. Would be interesting to hear what the candidates think about
Congressional R and D earmarks.

Nugae,

I see a few minor possible problems with your plan…

The first is that I still can’t figure out who is actually responsible for this. It
would be nice to know who they were, and what their justification for these
actions was. Once they’re identified, then we can argue about whether it’s likely
to be more fruitful to try and publicly shame them or pay them off so they don’t
do it again.

6. Gordon Watts
January 10, 2008

Just a quick point — it wasn’t just HEP that got cut. ITER, for example, got hit
pretty hard as well. There was also an across the board cut of about 1% (which
combined with inflation makes it more like 3-5%). But clearly, part of the
problem seems to be that we did lobby effectively, got the WH on board, and it
looks like that raised the profile enough to make us a target.

7. woit
January 10, 2008

Thanks Gordon,

I agree. If it were only HEP that got cut, then the explanation could just be that
some people think HEP shouldn’t be funded since it isn’t aimed at practical
applications. ITER is very much aimed at an important practical application, and
it too was cut. It looks like someone decided to go after the physical sciences
initiative of the Bush administration, especially large projects it was supposed to
fund.

8. Yatima
January 10, 2008

“pay them off so they don’t do it again”

Commissioner: “What a nice little HEP budget you have there. A shame if
something should happen to it…”

Physicist: “I do think, sir, that you will very much appreciate this somewhat
stuffed brown envelope…”

Commissioner: “Thank you. It’s a pleasure discussing the future of science with



you. If you will excuse me, I have an important meeting concerning urban waste
management.”

9. nobody
January 10, 2008

Legislators will not continue to spend money funding big science. Here’s why.

If the research done would be done instead in Europe or China, then the benefits
of that research would still go to everyone, right? That is, a major physical
discovery of the laws of nature would identically benefit those who funded and
those who did not fund the research, so why fund it? Let the Europeans pay for
it.

It can be argued that someone should fund the research, since it benefits
everyone.

But the fallacy in that reasoning is that pure research by definition takes decades
before it concretely benefits anybody. Sometimes longer than that. No
congressman, and few of his constituents, is likely to be in office – maybe even
alive – by the time any research benefits come to fruition. By comparison, social
programs have immediate benefits: criminals are incarcerated; people are given
health insurance; the poor and minorities are helped; and so on.

The political support for science in the United Science was, historically,
anomalous, driven mainly by the unique circumstances of the Cold War. I don’t
think it can continue.

10. chris
January 11, 2008

hey, nobody,

let me recapitulate… 1938, nuclear fission was discovered. 1945 the first bomb
was dropped.

yes, let china lead the way into exploring ewsb, dark matter&co. sure the us will
benefit equally from it :-).

11. Dave Miller
January 11, 2008

Chris,

Your example actually proves “nobody’s” point, doesn’t it?

Fission was discovered in Nazi Germany; the US built the bomb.

This example (and it would be easy to give many others) demonstrates that the
pure-science discovery and the practical applications often occur in different
countries.



When I was a doctoral student at SLAC around 1980, faculty openly joked about
the fact that the feds kept funding us simply because physicists had created the
bomb and the politicians feared we might come up with something else of the
same sort. The joke of course was that nobody could come up with any plausible
scenario by which this could happen — the feeling was that we were putting one
over on the dumb politicians.

Well, at least on this issue, the politicians seem to have gotten the joke.

Of course, HEP funding is such a tiny fraction of the budget that it really hardly
matters fiscally. But this does leave it vulnerable to the sort of political infighting
Peter describes.

And, Peter, I doubt that there are anywhere near enough physicists in the
country to affect such matters by their campaign contributions. There is also the
problem that quite a few of us care more about other issues than HEP – for
example, my top issue this year is this fraudulent war, not HEP funding: I’d guess
this is the case for many other physicists.

Dave

12. Roger
January 11, 2008

As the previous posters have pointed out, it is very difficult to get across the
message to a national government that it should fund HEP.

I suspect this is especially true in the US since, in order to make progress, one
has to perform big research in the context of international collaborations. In
such circumstances, it is difficult to realistically say that the US is the
undisputed “leader”, something which politicians may well want to hear.

I believe that HEP needs a rethink, not only in the US, but also in the rest of the
world regarding how we sell the subject.

13. Peter Woit
January 11, 2008

Dave,

The beauty of the current US political system is that your ability to influence
government policy just depends on how much cash you can devote to doing this,
not on how many people agree with you. And also this has nothing to do with
whether you want the person you are paying off to be re-elected or not. If you
think their opponent would be better, all you have to do is give money to both,
more to the one you would most like to see elected, but enough to both to make
sure they pay close attention to details of spending bills they otherwise couldn’t
care less about, so they don’t screw you and your scientific field.

We really do though need to first actually identify the right people to pay off.
Especially if they’re from small states with safe seats, the sums needed should



not be exceptionally large. Just one ex-physicist now working for a successful
hedge fund and willing to devote a non-trivial percentage of his latest bonus
check to this cause would probably do the trick. My understanding is that the
way this is done is that you actually hire a professional fixer (a “lobbyist”) to
figure out how to, within the constraints of the law, get the biggest bang for your
buck.

By the way, in case this isn’t obvious, I’m not really joking here. I do think this is
probably the best way to get the US government to continue funding HEP
research as it has done in the past. And I also think this is completely appalling
and disgraceful.

14. Zathras
January 11, 2008

Peter,

What you say about the importance of lobbying is in on the right track, but
enormously over-simplified as to how it actually works. Look at it from the
perspective of an overworked congressional staffer. He or she has literally
thousands of projects to wade through, deciding which to recommend and which
not to. It is impossible for a staffer to make an informed decision on his own
about every project. Here’s where a lobbyist comes in. A lobbyist explains the
worth of the project he is lobbying for. It’s about access and the efficient,
targeted spread of information (as opposed to putting up a website which nobody
in Congress likely has ever seen.

Forget about campaign finance. The dollar amounts needed now are too high for
a small collection of non-billionaire individuals to reach a meaningful set of
legislators. Reaching some random legislator will not help, since he or she needs
to be on the right committee-otherwise, he’s just one out of hundreds.

In the past, lobbying the executive branch was enough. Lobbying the legislative
branch is now at least as important, and that is where the hole has been in
physics lobbying.

15. Peter Woit
January 11, 2008

Zathras,

Thanks. Of course I was over-simplifying for effect. But it still seems to me that
to get “efficient, targeted spread of information”, you need “access”, and what is
going on these days is that this is effectively being bought and sold.

I’d still like to know who the relevant congress-people are in this case. I’m
assuming it’s a very small number. Maybe these people are unusually high-
minded and I’m overly cynical in my assumption that money could be effectively
used to get them and their staffers to pay more sympathetic attention to the HEP
funding problems.



I’m also curious to hear an estimate as to what sums of money would be useful
for this purpose. While presumably these are beyond the reach of the average
person living on an academic salary, there are increasingly large numbers of
people out there with physics backgrounds enjoying exponentially larger
incomes. While, these are not large enough to fund HEP research, but they may
be large enough to convince people in Congress to do so.

16. Haelfix
January 11, 2008

I do have friends up high in NSF who told me that the primary reason this
occured was someone up high in the Dems wanted to make a point along the
lines of

‘The R’s forced us into a meager budget, so we had no choice. If you want your
budget back, vote for us and we will increase spending’

Scientists are a loyal Democrat voting block, so this might compel them to come
out and vote in an election year.

Anyway its maddening. Republicans do the right thing and fund HEP in general,
but their reasoning is wrong and a relic of the cold war. Democrats have this
nasty tendency to leave NSF a low priority, but have the correct reasoning as to
why Science is important.

17. Haelfix
January 11, 2008

Its also become horribly obvious that we do indeed need to do a better PR job.
For smart people you would have thought this would have been blindingly
obvious a long time ago.

eg: Taking a percentage of the NSF budget and sticking it into a private lobbying
group would likely pay for itself and then some.

I also noticed that Mr Gates privately funded part of an astrophysics project. It
would be nice if that would cascade throughout the legions of uber wealthy
americans who do so much for charity. I for one have no problem with having a
Microsoft logo on my future pet linear accelerator.

18. Visitor
January 11, 2008

Let me see if I understand this correctly. Scientists are a “loyal Democratic
voting block”… so the Democrats decided to gut their appropriations – thereby
informing them that if they (the scientists) want their funding back, they had
better vote Democratic in the upcoming election – which the scientists would do
ANYWAY even without the budget slashes. And the scientists should vote
Democratic so that the funding will be restored A YEAR FROM NOW – i.e.
AFTER the damage is done.



Does it ever occur to anyone here that the Democrats have NO need to be
concerned about your votes BECAUSE you are Democrats who have NO
intention of EVER voting Republican. Why should they care about it, if you are so
staunchly Democratic that they need not compete for your votes? If you were
potential Republican voters, the Democrats would not dare to slash your
appropriations.
Not only is the rationale reported by Haelfix unconvincing, but am I the only one
who remembers civil rights demonstrations against NASA for spending money
that (the demonstrators thought, I suppose) would otherwise end up in “anti-
poverty programs” and similar pork-barrels? There might be OTHER
constituencies in the Democratic Party that are either anti-science-funding, or
are more important to placate than scientists, or BOTH, y’know?

How about THIS: the scientists vote NOT for the Democrats, who are willing to
gut the science budget this year, but vote for the REPUBLICANS in the upcoming
elections, because it is the REPUBLICANS who want to give priority to science
spending and the DEMOCRATS who want to CUT it.

19. AGeek
January 11, 2008

I see repeated calls here for essentially using public money to lobby politicians
for more public money. Surely anything along these lines would be illegal? If not,
it should be… but anyway, it would be good if somebody who knows the legal
facts could enlighten us about them.

Regarding wealthy ex physicists, it occurs to me that they presumably left for a
reason. I wouldn’t necessarily count on them to be sympathetic to those who
didn’t (yet).

20. Haelfix
January 11, 2008

Thats just what I was told roughly, I have no reason to doubt the party. Obviously
its a little more complicated, as all budget fights are. Not just in congress but in
the heart of the NSF and DOE.

21. JC
January 11, 2008

Are there any other physicists in congress, besides Rush Holt and Vernon Ehlers?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rush_D._Holt,_Jr.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vern_Ehlers

With respect to lobbying, maybe these two would be the easiest to approach first
concerning physics funding issues.

22. J.F. Moore
January 13, 2008

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rush_D._Holt,_Jr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rush_D._Holt,_Jr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vern_Ehlers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vern_Ehlers


Note that the IL governor’s letter to the president a few days ago is less
balanced than that of the two senators plus one representative sent in December.
It discusses cuts to Argonne as “drastic” but Fermilab as “substantial”. The press
release names two projects at Argonne, but specifies none at Fermi. I do not
know if these implications are deliberate.

http://tinyurl.com/32mfyo

@Zathras

Chemistry and biology are in general doing better than physics, but very few
university and national lab based programs benefit from a pharma lobby. Many
research programs are cut every year and research groups do struggle and die
despite producing very well regarded work – but you don’t usually hear about
them because they aren’t high-profile, billion dollar level projects like ILC or
ITER.

23. DB
January 14, 2008

J.F.
I didn’t get that sense from the governor’s letter but I expect that in practice,
politicians do distinguish between user facilities which have been created out of
old HEP accelerators and which are designed to be useful to industry, and HEP
facilities such as Fermilab.
The cuts at Argonne are to the Intense Neutron Source and the Advanced Photon
Source, if I understand correctly, both are mainly used by material scientists and
chemists. However, there are alternatives to the APS (not that the APS is being
shut down, just on a reduced schedule), such as the National Synchrotron Light
Source at Brookhaven, the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley. And
there are other pulsed neutron sources (Lujan at Los Alamos, the Spallation
Neutron Source at Oak Ridge) most of which seem have remarkably similar
missions. And there will be the coherent x-ray lasers coming onstream at SLAC
and DESY in years to come.
So material scientists and chemists would seem to be doing pretty well out of the
conversions of old HEP facilities at least according to this:
http://www.sc.doe.gov/bes/BESfacilities.htm

24. J.F. Moore
January 14, 2008

@DB,

In no way do I want to debate HEP versus other science priorities, but I did find
some misconceptions in your comment that I think do need to be clarified.

1. The user facilities named are in a different office and budget category than
HEP, called basic energy sciences (BES).

2. A small minority of those facilities are “conversions of old HEP facilities”; the
APS, NSLS, and ALS, for example are 100% greenfield, many others are

http://tinyurl.com/32mfyo
http://tinyurl.com/32mfyo
http://www.sc.doe.gov/bes/BESfacilities.htm
http://www.sc.doe.gov/bes/BESfacilities.htm


modestly leveraged.

3. Cuts to BES affect programs at all of these facilities, not just at Argonne, so
the whole user community is competing for dwindling beamtime.

4. It is not always simple for a user to simply move to a different facility. Some
are based locally, others have experiments that took years to build. Perhaps a
useful analogy would be a very small detector for an HEP machine and its
associated collaboration.

5. The users of these facilities include many physicists, biologists, and engineers
as well as chemists and materials scientists. Industry represents a small fraction
of the users. In addition, the staff at these places contribute to accelerator
technology; many freely move between BES and HEP machines (or the foreign
equivalent).

6. Cuts at Argonne are not just to IPNS and APS – for example, there is a high
energy physics division that is obviously affected. The budget hasn’t resolved at
the level of the smaller programmatic divisions yet; it was simply bad enough
overall that lab management recognized it had to make some drastic changes
immediately by closing IPNS.

My initial comment was just meant to point out that I think, for whatever
political reason, the defense of ANLs budget seems to be stronger than FNAL at
the moment – not that I think it is proper or justified at all. History has
demonstrated that when scientists attack each other over budgets that usually
everybody involved loses.

25. Zathras
January 14, 2008

J.F Moore,

In your response to me, you are comparing apples to oranges. The fact is that big
pharm has lobbied strongly for all the big dollar biology and chemistry projects,
such as the Human Genome Project. In contrast, there has not been significant
industry lobbying (at least in Congress) for the big physics projects.

While it is true that there may not be specific lobbying for most of the smaller
bio/chem projects, there is still a trickle down effect such that, once the people
who need to know understand the importance of the big bio/chem projects they
are more likely to understand the importance of the smaller projects. The smaller
projects may not be directly connected to the big ones, but the smaller project
PI’s still know how to word things to make them appear related. Almost any
human genetics grant proposal or other funding request brings up the HMG.

26. DB
January 14, 2008

JF,
Your initial comment drew attention to your perception of the governor’s



possible preferential defence of Argonne over Fermilab. Argonne is now
principally funded by BES while Fermilab is mainly HEP funded.
I was simply drawing attention to what is the major trend within DOE
laboratories formerly dedicated to HEP research, namely, their repositioning as
BES-funded user facilities for use by materials scientists and chemists with a
view to doing research with practical applications to industral problems, while
leaving the pursuit of HEP increasingly to foreign powers.
Right now, SLAC is the typical example: BABAR is shut down early, while parts of
the old linac are being converted to house the LCLS, whose funding will
transition from HEP/BES funding this year to full funding by BES next year.
While some believe that the recent cuts to the HEP budget are the result of
Congressional shenanigans and revenge, others view this as a smokescreen
which obscures the continued implementation of a well-thought-out strategic
decision.
If, as you seem to suspect, the governor is pushing Argonne over Fermilab, then
he is also pushing BES over HEP (and yes, I know there are some HEP projects
at Argonne) and perhaps he is doing this because he believes this approach is
consistent with federal priorities.
I am not interested in debating the merits of such priorities, I just want to
understand what is really going on.

27. J.F.
January 14, 2008

@Zathras – I think we disagree on too much to comfortably hash it out here.

@DB – You are certainly right about the trends. I was mainly nitpicking above,
but I also want to deflate the common assumption that HEP folks seem to make:
that all other scientists have no serious budget problems.

Thanks to Peter for hosting a venue where some of us can puzzle this out, and
hopefully share info as its learned.

28. DB
January 15, 2008

JF,
You might find the following just published interview with Stephen Weinberg of
interest.
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1037/1
In it he spends a good deal of time attacking the budget priorities of NASA.
The example of the 1 billion $ European-built Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer
which NASA now says it won’t launch is yet another interesting example of how
the US is treating its international “partners”.

29. Al Newmann
January 15, 2008

This seems to me to be just another example of the Great Sucking Sound Ross
Perot talked about. The US continues to lose industrial and scientific capabilities
to foreign lands. It will not be too much longer until the only jobs left in the US

http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1037/1
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1037/1


will be Government programs for managing the unemployed and protecting
Government officials and our ruling elite from the poor, hungry, and homeless.

30. nobody
January 16, 2008

Why do physicists so often attack the funding of other science projects?

Weinberg, in his interview, argues at length that NASA funds would be better
spent on other scientific research.

The budget is about $1.2 trillion. NASA’s budget is $9 billion. Some NASA funds
do help science. So why does Weinberg not complain about expenditures in the
remainder of the budget, most of which does not help science in any way?

I am not trying to make a political point here – I am truthfully confused at why
scientists so often attack other scientists’ funding. Wouldn’t it be more
productive for scientists to argue that science as a whole should be better
funded?

(I have heard the red herring that science funding is a fixed pool so it’s a zero-
sum game, but that’s false. In the 60s, for example, both NASA and research
science were much better funded than they are now.)

31. Peter Woit
January 16, 2008

nobody,

I think one could describe Weinberg’s not as attacking the funding of any science
projects, but the funding of manned space missions, which are not the same
thing. In practice, the problem of such funding causing science projects to end
up defunded at NASA is a very real one, and I think most scientists share
Weinberg’s view of the problem and frustration about what is happening. Just
saying that everything should get funded isn’t very realistic or likely to be taken
very seriously.

32. Arun
January 29, 2008

Via CapitalistImperialistPig – Bush said this in the State of the Union address:

http://www.whitehouse.gov/stateoftheunion/2008/index.html

To keep America competitive into the future, we must trust in the skill of our
scientists and engineers and empower them to pursue the breakthroughs of
tomorrow. Last year, Congress passed legislation supporting the American
Competitiveness Initiative, but never followed through with the funding. This
funding is essential to keeping our scientific edge. So I ask Congress to double
federal support for critical basic research in the physical sciences and ensure
America remains the most dynamic nation on Earth. (Applause.)

http://www.whitehouse.gov/stateoftheunion/2008/index.html
http://www.whitehouse.gov/stateoftheunion/2008/index.html


33. Peter Woit
January 29, 2008

Arun,

Looks just like a replay of last year: the administration will propose sizable
increases. Quite likely Congressional committees will hold hearings and approve
them. Then, several months into the fiscal year, the actual budget will come out.

This is an election year, so I doubt there will be a budget before early November,
and depending on what the results are, perhaps the new budget won’t happen
until next January, after the new Congress and president are in place.



Update on Plagiarism Scandal

January 10, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Last summer I wrote here about a plagiarism scandal involving more than 60 arXiv
preprints, more than thirty of which were refereed and published in at least 18
different physics journals, some of them quite prestigious ones (see also the page at
Eureka Journal Watch). At the time I wondered what action the journals involved in
this scandal would take in response to it. Nearly six months later the answer to this
question is now in: essentially none at all. As far as I can tell, almost uniformly the
journals involved don’t seem to have a problem at all with being used to publish
plagiarized material.

Unlike the journals, the arXiv has taken action. It has withdrawn the papers, replaced
their abstracts with lists of where they plagiarized from, and put up a web-page
explaining all of this. After the scandal became public, one journal, JHEP, did
withdraw the one rather egregious example of plagiarism it had published. This was
only done after JHEP originally refused to do anything about this when first contacted
last March, arguing that since the plagiarized articles were cited in the paper it was
all right, and besides, they would only consider doing something if the plagiarized
authors filed a formal complaint. Copies of the correspondence about this (and much
else) are at this web-site.

The nature of the plagiarism varied greatly among the papers withdrawn by the arXiv.
Sometimes all that was involved was self-plagiarism (large parts of one paper were
identical with others submitted by some of the same authors), but mostly what was
being plagiarized was the contents of papers by others. Mustafa Salti, a graduate
student at METU, had his name on 40 of the withdrawn papers, many of which have
been published in well-known journals. I checked a few of the online published journal
articles corresponding to the withdrawn papers and, besides the JHEP paper, I didn’t
find any others where the online journal article gave any indication that the paper
was known to be plagiarized.

A more complicated case is that of Ihsan Yilmaz, where the arXiv lists three of his
eight arXiv preprints as withdrawn due to plagiarism and one as withdrawn due to
“excessive overlap” with two other papers of which he was co-author. Very recently
one of his Physical Review D papers, a paper that was not one of the ones on the
arXiv, was retracted with the notation:

The author withdraws this article from publication because it copies text,
totaling more than half of the article, from the articles listed below. The
author apologizes to the authors of these papers and to the publishers
whose copyright was violated.

After the scandal broke, Yilmaz had a letter published in Nature where he justified the
sort of plagiarism found in his articles, claiming “using beautiful sentences from other
studies on the same subject in our introductions is not unusual.” Evidently the editors
of the journal General Relativity and Gravitation agreed with Yilmaz. They decided

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=590
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=590
http://www.eurekajournalwatch.org/index.php/2007_Plagiarism_Ring_Affair
http://www.eurekajournalwatch.org/index.php/2007_Plagiarism_Ring_Affair
http://arxiv.org/new/withdrawals.aug.07.html
http://arxiv.org/new/withdrawals.aug.07.html
http://www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/1126-6708/2006/12/078
http://www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/1126-6708/2006/12/078
http://dualities.physics.metu.edu.tr/saltijhep%5B1%5D.pdf
http://dualities.physics.metu.edu.tr/saltijhep%5B1%5D.pdf
http://plagiarism-main.blogspot.com/
http://plagiarism-main.blogspot.com/
http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v77/e029901
http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v77/e029901
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v449/n7163/full/449658a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v449/n7163/full/449658a.html


not to do anything about the papers they had published that were withdrawn from the
arXiv, writing an editorial in which they defended the papers, while noting that “we
do not regard such word for word copying of introductory and descriptive material by
others as acceptable.”

I heard about the GRG editorial via an e-mail from a group of the faculty at METU,
who write that:

The note is clearly quite unacceptable and insufficient in the fight against
plagiarism. We cannot help but ask whether the Editors seriously believe
that those who cannot compose their own sentences are in fact capable of
producing genuine research worthy of publishing in General Relativity and
Gravitation.

and note the retraction of the Physical Review D article, which they regard as a much
more appropriate response

Update: Someone helpfully sent me pdfs of the two GRG articles, marked up to
identify the plagiarized passages. Looking at these, I find it hard to understand why
any journal would not withdraw such papers if they made the mistake of publishing
them.

• Topological defect solutions in the spherically symmetric space-time admitting
conformal motion, I.Yilmaz, M. Aygun and S. Aygun. This was gr-qc/0607104,
published version Gen.Rel.Grav. 37 (2005) 2093-2104. The arXiv describes it as
“having excessive overlap with the following papers also written by the authors or
their collaborators: hep-th/0505013 and 0705.2930.”

• Magnetized Quark and Strange Quark Matter in the Spherical Symmetric Space-Time
Admitting Conformal Motion, C. Aktas and I. Yilmaz. This was arXiv:0705.2930,
published version Gen.Rel.Grav. 39 (2007) 849-862. The arXiv describes it as “it
plagiarizes astro-ph/0611537, astro-ph/0506256, astro-ph/0203033, astro-
ph/0311128, gr-qc/0505144, astro-ph/0611460, and astro-ph/0610840.”

Update: The journal Astrophysics and Space Science is retracting four of the
plagiarized papers, by putting up errata on-line which appeared today and are dated
January 11, 2008, saying:

After investigation and at the request of the President of the Middle East
Technical University (METU), Ankara, Turkey, the Editors of Astrophysics
and Space Science have decided to retract this paper due to extensive
plagiarism of work by others.

The papers involved are gr-qc/0505079, gr-qc/0602012, gr-qc/0508018, gr-
qc/0509022.

Comments

1. functor
January 11, 2008

http://www.springerlink.com/content/n4178t2874384kn6/
http://www.springerlink.com/content/n4178t2874384kn6/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/gr-qc-0607104-annotated.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/gr-qc-0607104-annotated.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/gr-qc-0607104-annotated.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/gr-qc-0607104-annotated.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/0705.2930-annotated.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/0705.2930-annotated.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/0705.2930-annotated.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/0705.2930-annotated.pdf


The reaction from some folks with secure jobs will be – no one is reading these
papers anyway, so in the end the problem takes care of itself.

The problem comes when one is competing for a job with the young guy with 40
publications in a system where all that matters in job applications is the number
of papers published weighted by impact factor. Or when the dean with whom he
is plagiarizing is the dean of the school to which one is applying for a job. Then
this is a serious matter.

The other observation is this: folks learn how to behave from their advisors and
the other folks in their environment when they are grad students and postdocs.
Too many basically decent folks learn this way to think that awful habits are
professional and normal. This is why it is important that there be voices exposing
what goes on.

2. functor
January 11, 2008

The GRG editorial is not so bad. An author who copies word for word
introductory material from his own article is in no sense a plagiarist (can one
plagiarize oneself?). This person has done nothing unethical if the new article, in
which the copied introductory material is used, reports substantially different
results than did the original article. What’s so horrendous about copying one’s
own definitions? If one quotes one’s own theorems, one might very well have
good reason to quote them as one wrote them originally, particularly if one wrote
the thing well the first time. There is a problem if the author is submitting to
different journals articles which are essentially the same, in the sense that the
results they report are essentially the same; this is unethical, though it is also
not plagiarism – it’s also quite common, at least in a mollified form – we all know
researchers who publish four papers on a given topic when one would have been
enough – and we know they do this to inflate their paper counts (and their
citation counts – sometimes they and their collaborators publish a series of
interciting and repetetive papers on the same theme) – and many of them do this
without seeing anything wrong with it – rather, they think this is what is their job
– publishing papers. This is unethical because it means the originality of the
papers submitted is misrepresented and if the paper is published space is taken
up by something repetetive, when it could have been used to publish something
noval.

If copying is genuinely limited to copying one’s own introductory material, I
don’t see much wrong with it – the problem is that in the cases identified by the
ArXiv administrators this was not what happened.

3. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 11, 2008

Nothing happened to 15 plagiarist with 70 plagiarised publication
announced by arXiv.
Education writers of some biggest nation-wide journals did not write anything
about arXiv plagiarism scandal.



In spite of this, arXiv scandal became the most popular mass plagiarism scandal
which found place in Turkish media history.
———————————
Osman Demircan announced himself as the investigator of 2007 COMU
Plagiarism Ring (6 plagiarist, 20+ plagiarised publications) declared by arXiv.
First day he spoke to journals :
“These are not plagiarised.
These are libels by Turkish and foreign scientists who are against Turkey.”
———————————
Who is Osman Demircan :
He is vice president of COMU since more than 8 years who decides who can
work in COMU and who must be fired only according to his and his rings’
partisanship criteria.
He is a member of physics dept. which the 6 plagiarists of COMU belong to.
He gave jobs in COMU to all these 6 plagiarist.
He is the head of this plagiarism ring, and much more.
———————————
In 2001 and 2002 he claimed me to YOK (Higher Education Council; or the
Higher Ideologic Despotic Counsil) and other university and
wrote that I should be dismissed since I am guilty since I’m a PhD student in that
other university.
He illegally made me dismissed me from PhD education just a few months before
completion of it.
He is one of the main organizers of the underground relations who illegally
prevented me to have my PhD diploma for 5 years.

4. Peter Woit
January 11, 2008

functor,

The problem with the GRG editorial is that this is not just about authors copying
some small amounts of text from the section of another of their articles. Sure,
they’re nothing especially wrong with that, and I don’t think the arXiv would act
to withdraw a paper because of that. In the case of one of the GRG papers, the
copying was from other people’s papers, and in the judgment of the arXiv
administrators, was extensive enough to make them withdraw the paper. The
judgment of the GRG editors was very different, not to take any action at all,
even not to add a note that extensive parts of the paper were plagiarized from
others. Lacking the arXiv’s software, I’m not able to automatically identify which
parts of the GRG paper are plagiarized, but I trust them to not have withdrawn a
paper simply because of small amounts of use of other people’s language in an
introduction.

One other thing to keep in mind is the author’s retraction note for his PRD paper,
where he acknowledges that more than half of the text of the paper was
plagiarized.

5. Peter Shor
January 11, 2008



I wonder whether these journal editors are doing nothing because they are lazy,
because they are embarassed that their journals accepted these papers, or
because they don’t see anything wrong with plagiarism. I’m not happy with any
of these reasons for inaction.

This is somewhat off-topic, and I don’t want to encourage excessive splitting of
results over several papers, but I do want to give a small word of caution. There
is a danger in combining all your results into one big paper. If you stick a result
into your big paper which is only tangentially related, people may not realize
that it is there, and may publish other papers duplicating your result.

I have come to conclusion that the right way to judge whether you should split
your paper is that every paper should have one story to tell (it may be a long and
complicated story, or a short and simple one), and anything that doesn’t fit into
this story should be put into a different paper.

6. Peter Woit
January 11, 2008

Someone helpfully sent me pdfs of the GRG articles, marked up to identify the
plagiarized portions. See the update at the end of this posting for links to these.

7. ali
January 11, 2008

I think the university involved in this scandal is totally rotten. The president of
the university apparently tried to cover up the scandal and had it not leaked to
the media, they would not do anything about it. Another issue I am concerned
about is the responsibility of the supervisors of the Ph.D. students expelled for
plagiarism. Where were these folks while the students were publishing
plagiarised papers on their own? I think the guilt lies way higher in the rank in
this case and the university tried to cover up the issue not to punish the
supervisors and as far as I am aware, no action was taken against them in any
way.

8. Scott Aaronson
January 11, 2008

The next time anyone tries to tell me how important traditional journals are for
quality control, and how conferences, the arXiv, etc. just don’t provide high
enough standards, I will show them the following “cut & paste is OK with us!”
letter from JHEP, which I think deserves a special place in academic history.

Dear Professor Akbulut,

We have looked to your letter regarding plagiarism.

First of all, in matters of plagiarism it is the injured party that must take action.
We are not involved in administering justice.

The authors of the paper in question seem to cite the articles from which they



copy sentences or paragraphs. This weakens the case.

It may be that the paper should not have been published and that thereferee
erred. Unfortunately weak papers get sometimes published.This may happen
when the work is in a rather minor subject or not in anactive and competitive
field. If the results are oustanding or contradict well known physics this would
not happen.

Therefore we fear that we cannot help you in this case.

Sincerely yours,
JHEP Journal

9. Jimbo
January 11, 2008

I used to teach upper-div physics at one of the universities in Oregon. After
grading mid-terms using an `instructor’s-only’ solution manual provided by the
publisher of the text, I noticed one student repeatedly gave answers which were
verbatim copies of the ones in my manual.
I showed them to the chair, undeniable evidence of cheating by a physics senior,
only to be told in so many words “Tut, tut, my boy: work around it “!!!
So these journals not being overly perturbed by plagiarism is ALL in the spirit of
the age: Go with the flow…Don’t rock the boat….
I chose to rock the boat and failed the student.

10. wb
January 12, 2008

As a journal editor I find the letter quoted by Scott Aaronson disturbing in
several respects. Authorship and attribution are part of the reward and
recognition system of science. Peer-reviewed journals play a prominent role in
that system. While it may be the that as editors we are not “instruments of
justice,” neither should we be the instruments of fraud and misrepresentation.
Publication of plagiarized work does harm the journal by lowering its academic
and ethical credibility; a journal and its editors does have standing as an injured
party.

Rejection of papers that misrepresent authorship and even informing an authors
institution of academic misconduct (after appropriate procedures) is part of our
ethical responsibility. The inclusion of a citation is not exculpatory when a author
represents substantial potions of another’s work as his own. That applies
whether one plagiarizes others or himself (yes functor, self-plagiarism is
recognized as a form of academic misconduct; it may also be a civil tort of
copyright infringement). This past year I have rejected 4 papers for self-
plagiarism.

I would be surprised if the large majority of editors of scientific journals did not
have similar views. To be sure instances of misconduct do get b; hopefully with
better plagiarism detection software on the horizon the number of such cases
will diminish. Even so, good refereeing is our best line of defense.



11. DB
January 12, 2008

Jimbo, wb,

The practice of “not rocking the boat” and sweeping embarrassing incidents
under the table is part of the “don’t let’s wash our dirty linen in public”
philosophy that permeates most professions. Physics, to be fair, is probably a lot
less culpable in this area than, for example, the medical profession, where
lawsuits often fail when professional colleagues close ranks to protect “their
own”.

That journals would be reticent to act, I can understand, if not condone. But that
JHEP would pen such a response as quoted above is astonishing. A massive
gaffe. That journal better undertake some damage limitation, and quickly.

12. functor
January 12, 2008

Peter,

You’re right that an article which plagiarized (necessarily work of other authors)
should be rescinded, and that in that sense the GRG editorial is inadequate.
Whether this is due to naivete or to pressure from the publisher or to some other
motivation, I cannot say.

There are journals that behave properly; there are many more that do not. The
best ones are the ones for which the profit motive is not important, often those
published by university departments or professional societies. The problematics
journals are, no surprise, mostly published by Elsevier, Springer, etc.

What’s going on with the commercial journals is simple. There is a cadre of
professors who want to publish papers, and want to do so in journals with big
impact factors; these journals provide that service, though at a handsome price
(Which is, however, born by the researcher’s institution’s library’s budget rather
than the researcher). Some of these unscrupulous individuals wind up as editors,
and their editorial motivations are anything but publishing the best papers, or
seeing to it that articles are refereed in a timely or fair fashion. There’s certainly
no interest in bringing attention upon themselves of publishers of nonsense with
low standards.

Look at the quality of the editing of the English in many of these publications. It
is lousy. Any journal publishing in English but unable or unwilling to make the
effort to guarantee that the articles which it publishes are written in correct
English is likely cutting other corners too. This happens much less in certain
journals than in others – it is one indicator of the seriousness of the editors.

Outright plagiarism and dishonest copying of ideas are huge problems.
Repetitive publication of the same result is a problem too, but of a different
nature; it is stupid, perhaps unethical, but not as fundamentally dishonest.
Decent blokes can be deceived into thinking it a reasonable way to go. There are



a lot of folks not having success with their research programs, but with a lot
invested in trying to, with families to feed and mortgages or rent to pay, who lack
the courage to suffer the consequences of their own limitations and engage in
questionable but easily rationalized practices; this is humanity. Plagiarists and
thieves are a different matter.

The upper tier of US universities has less of this nonsense, but in countries with
undeveloped or developing research communities it is more common – there are
not enough researchers of quality, and their voices are perhaps not even heard,
so that even those within the community of serious (in the professional sense)
researchers are able to tell the good from the bad. Also if one learns in an
environment in which dishonest practices are the norm, then one learns that
those practices are ok. This is why often famous researcher A develops a legion
of students who behave like a mafia; they learned more than physics from A.

13. a.k.
January 12, 2008

..Tansu, characterizing the whole turkish scientific community as modeling their
scientific research on mafia-like structures and habits seems possibly, not that I
had deeper knowledges of the context involved, a bit too stereotype. Even if it
matches your personal experience, it may suffice to feed well-known stereotypes
in the ‘western’ world, regarding the scientific culture of islamic countries. As it
seems the above linked two pdf-files mostly display self-plagiarism (the blue
marks?), and some copy&paste of more or less peripheral blah-blah, which could
clearly be induced by insufficient mastery of the english language (one could
wonder how many US-scientists spoke turkish, by the way). So while multiplying
its own contributions by excessive self-plagiarism is unethical, at least from my
point of view copying motivating verbal formulations in the exact sciences to
compensate for insufficient english is not, one should possibly focus on the actual
content of the papers in question, it is not impossible to plagiarize the essential
content of whole books without even using one sentence of the plagiarized work
explicitly. It is obvious that, again , the ‘little fishes’ get all the attention while
the ‘big ones’ remain in shades.

14. Peter Woit
January 12, 2008

DB,

I think JHEP already took as much damage control as they intend, by
withdrawing the paper. The e-mail quoted was sent long before this became
public, at which point they seem to have realized that their response to the
e-mail was untenable.

I suspect that if one contacts any of the rest of the journals involved to ask why
they don’t withdraw the papers, one will get a similar response. Unless you’re a
member of the press or one of the plagiarized authors threatening legal action
on copyright issues, in which case they might actually do something.

The GRG response seems more disturbing to me. Ultimately JHEP did the right



thing, and changed their initial untenable position, which was in a private e-mail.
The GRG editors considered these papers carefully, then despite the obvious
serious problems with them, publicly defended them and refused to withdraw
them.

15. Peter Woit
January 12, 2008

a.k.,

“mostly display self-plagiarism”

I can’t believe we’re looking at the same files. In the second one, none of the
plagiarism is self-plagiarism, and most of the first half of the paper is nothing but
directly plagiarized material from other papers. In the first, there is some self-
plagiarism, but also lots of plagiarism from other sources. The blue section
(which is the main content of the paper) is described not as word for word
plagiarism, but as following closely two other papers which are not cited, one of
which is by the same authors, one of which isn’t.

16. a.k.
January 12, 2008

..I wasn’t aware of the exact meaning of the ‘blue marks’, if the second paper on
which this section relies, is not at least associated to the working environment of
the authors, it is without any doubt severe (non-self) plagiarism. In the second
paper, the first half seemed more or less what I characterized as blah-blah, as
long as at least most of this plagiarized material is taken from cited papers, this
could still be a ‘boundary case’. In any case, the affair also puts a light on
isolated scientific contexts, the best way to avoid plagiarism is not by electronic
tools but by global non-formal communication and personal networks, which
could detect those attempts very early. In this sense, one should avoid putting
the stigma of mafia-like structures and dishonesty on whole scientific
communities and cultures, this does not help to avoid but to enforce exactly
those structures.

17. Jack Lothian
January 13, 2008

Self plagiarism is persistent and wide spread. I know of a number of well known
names in numerous fields who recycle essentially the same paper. The level of
self plagiarism varies tremendously from mild variants of previous papers that
have been mostly re-written to almost perfect copies. Stopping this is almost
hopeless for several reasons. First, submission, acceptance, publication cycles
are long & it is easy for multiple copies to be in the system unknown. Second,
who is going to cross read all this stuff? Third where do we draw the line here?
Fourth, is recycling your own writings & ideas a problem? Lastly in all its
manifestations, this problem is huge for all journals.

I see even severe self-plagiarism as a judgmental call by the journal’s referees
and editors. It depends on their goals, policies or standards. Low tolerance



standards for self-plagiarism may be a negative reflection on the journal but not
on the author’s morals. I do not see a big issue here.

Plagiarism of another author is another issue though. A clear line has been
crossed.

18. Jack Lothian
January 13, 2008

It should be noted that legal exclusive rights such as copywrite trademark &
patent all clearly state that no one has exclusive rights to either ideas or words.
People just are not allowed to duplicate exactly how you use the ideas or words.

19. Roger
January 13, 2008

I see self-plagiarism as simply scientists “playing the career game”. To reduce its
incidence job and promotion awarding bodies have to look beyond a paper count.
I think this is easier said than done. The culture of “publish (a lot) or die” is
everywhere and I can’t see any serious moves to tackle it.

As an experimentalist, I’m lucky that I’ve never had the pressure to self-
plagiarise and produce X papers a year. On a large collaboration it is normal and
accepted that an active physicist can only be expected to perform the data
analysis for and publish around 1 paper per year. My other papers such as
conference and summer school proceedings will undoubtedly look very similar to
each other (though never word-for-word identical). However, it would surprise
me if anyone could legitimately classify them as examples of unethical self-
plagiarism – the remits of each invited paper were often the same.

20. mo
January 13, 2008

There is one more dimension to this plagiarism scandal: withdrawing papers
published online, or even altering online content smacks of rewriting history and
compromising the historical record. (I mean JHEP. As is well known the print
edition of JHEP ceased with 2000 and from 2001 and on JHEP is published online
only.) Once you start on this slippery road with the best of intentions you can end
up in hell.

21. Moshe
January 13, 2008

Scott, isn’t your comment along the lines of “let’s not bother doing something if
it cannot be done perfectly”? just imagine a world when you don’t have to pass
any bar before your publication appears on your CV or in a popular science
magazine (OK, bad example, but hopefully you get my point).

22. milkshake
January 14, 2008



there was a high-profile scandal like this, in organic chemistry last year.

http://pubs.acs.org/isubscribe/journals/cen/85/i11/html/8511sci1.html

For some years professor Armando Cordova from university of Lund has been
developing a reputation of a odious young man who acquires information about
unpublished research from competing groups and repackages them as his own
“contribution”. Eventually he got caught in the act when he tried to rip-off
results from another group – and he clearly misunderstood the results that he
was trying to pass as his own!

The investigation done by his university concluded that yes, Cordova is the
unscrupulous bastard that everybody says he is – and the outcome was to give
him a warning not to do it againg in the future – and provide him ethical
counceling. The department head would also oversee Cordovas future
publication activity. (Meanwhile Cordova tried to re-publish yet another ethically-
challenged paper.)

23. milkshake
January 14, 2008

I realized Cordova is at Stockholm Uni, not Lund. Sorry for the error.

24. amused
January 14, 2008

To Scott Aaronson and anyone else who thinks that journals are ineffective for
quality control I issue the following challenge:

(a) Write a deliberately trivial/uninteresting paper on an issue of central
importance for some subcommunity of serious researchers (the specific choice of
topic is yours) and see if you can get it accepted for publication in a major
journal, e.g. one of the Physical Review journals. (Of course, if you actually
manage to do this you should tell the editors afterwards that it was just an
experiment to test publication standards and that they shouldn’t publish the
paper.)

or

(b) Same as (a), except the issue addressed in the paper may be anything you
like (not necessarily of interest to any serious researchers) and the target journal
you have to get it accepted in is Physical Review Letters.

And no, it isn’t enough just to find some previously published paper that you
consider to be an example of (a) or (b). If the quality control is really as bad as
you claim it is then you should easily be able to manufacture such a paper
yourself!

Imo the current plagiarism spectacles don’t disprove the value of journals; they
simply show that when evaluating someones publication record one needs to
consider not just the names of the journals and number of publications but also

http://pubs.acs.org/isubscribe/journals/cen/85/i11/html/8511sci1.html
http://pubs.acs.org/isubscribe/journals/cen/85/i11/html/8511sci1.html


the topics and issues addressed in the papers (whether or not serious people
care about them, how centrally important they are in the general scheme of
things..). (Of course, for PRL publications the latter consideration is superfluous

 ) I’ve already elaborated on the reasons for this in tedious detail elsewhere so
will try to resist doing it again here.

25. Peter Woit
January 14, 2008

The Journal Astrophysics and Space Science has just announced that they are
retracting four of the plagiarized papers, noting that this was done “at the
request of the President” of the METU. See the update to the posting.

26. Peter Woit
January 14, 2008

It’s interesting to see here that people from fields outside theoretical physics
(e.g. Scott and Peter Shor) are appalled by this story, those from within (e.g.
Moshe and amused) seem mainly interested in defending the current refereeing
system.

I don’t think there’s any need to try to submit fraudulent papers to a range of
theoretical physics journals to see what happens. The experiment has been done
now by Salti et. al, and the results are known. The question is what should be
done about the fact that the refereeing system in this field is seriously broken.

To keep amused happy, I’ll stipulate that this doesn’t apply to PRL, and advise
our librarians that, when they cancel all subscriptions to theoretical physics
journals on the grounds that they’re no longer worth the paper they’re not even
printed on anymore, PRL should be spared.

27. Brett
January 14, 2008

I am a particle theorist who is certainly outraged by this plagiarism, and the
reticence of some journals to withdraw the offending papers is both surprising
and worrying. However, I can see a reason why theoretical physicists in
particular might be less phased by this than researchers in other fields: because
new research results in theoretical physics are not communicated via journals.

28. David Nataf
January 14, 2008

Do you think it would have been easy to verify that all the material was original,
is there software available for this that does this well?

29. Peter Woit
January 14, 2008

David,

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=590#comment-27798
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=590#comment-27798


The arXiv has some software for this, I don’t know if it’s publicly available. Once
you know that there is plagiarism involved, it’s fairly easy to find the sources just
by picking phrases from the article and using Google. One can argue about
whether the referee should have realized that the paper was plagiarized, but
once the plagiarism became known, it’s remarkable that the journals involved
were unwilling to immediately retract the papers (and many have still not been
retracted).

30. Moshe
January 14, 2008

In talking to people on the subject of journals and peer review, the main
difference I see is where people are from, and that includes myself. When I was a
postdoc, benefiting from a constant stream of inside information, I too was
tempted to think that most people know which papers are correct and
worthwhile without having to rely on other people’s judgment. I now realize this
is not true, and view peer review as service to the community at large. By and
large I still think it is done well in my community.

So, I am not convinced that there is a wide-spread problem, certainly not in the
hep-th community I am part of. In any event, I am confused about the logic of the
argument of those outraged by what they see as lack of quality control: surely
getting rid of journals and peer review altogether is only going to make thing
worse…

31. AGeek
January 14, 2008

Milkshake, that (the Cordova scandal at Stockholm U) is interesting. If you enjoy
this kind of digging, see if you can find the (pretty obvious) link to JHEP and
JCAP…

32. Peter Woit
January 14, 2008

Moshe,

I don’t see anyone here arguing for the elimination of all peer review. Rather,
there is a very real question about whether many journals actually are doing a
legitimate job of it. If they aren’t willing or able to put the effort necessary into
it, they shouldn’t be selling a product that claims to be something it isn’t. The
attitude towards plagiarism demonstrated by the GRG editors and by whoever at
JHEP responded to the initial plagiarism complaint should be disturbing for this
reason, even though they don’t seem to bother you.

Several people have pointed out to me that the problem of journals publishing
plagiarized or incompetent articles is one that people at elite institutions in the
West are able to ignore because they can just ignore those articles, and the
people making hiring decisions are able to recognize that they aren’t serious
scientific work. For people at less elite institutions, where hiring decisions are
often in the hands of authorities able to only count publications and journal



impact factors, the problem caused by the behavior of these journals is very
serious. In particular in this case I think it seems that what happened was that
this sort of plagiarism worked well for one or more people in terms of advancing
their career, encouraging others to join in and do the same thing. Those that
weren’t willing to work this way had to compete for jobs with those who were.
For such people, seeing the refusal of journal editors to do anything about this is
profoundly discouraging.

33. amused
January 14, 2008

Peter,

Scott has a couple of papers in Phys.Rev.A., looks like he might be a semi-
physicist.. Same goes for Peter Shor, who seems to have quite a fondness for
PRL..

My impression (and someone please correct me if I’m wrong) is that none of the
papers in this scandal can be characterized as addressing issues of central
importance to some subcommunity of serious researchers. So Salti and his fellow
plagiarists haven’t already done the experiment I challenged Scott to perform.
For this class of papers my impression is that refereeing standards are generally
pretty good, and I expect the odds of Scott being able to complete the challenge
are very small. When he fails I hope he will reconsider his view that journals are
ineffective for quality control.

Besides that, I see this scandal as being the extreme edge of the well-known
phenomenon that lots of rubbish is being published in physics journals. The
minor ones are full of it, and some of it seeps through to the major ones. That is
of course a serious problem for people working at institutions where they are
evaluated simply by counting number of publications. The solution: stop doing it!
That might be easier said than done though, since I imagine that at many such
institutions the people with power got there through publishing rubbish in junk
journals and won’t be keen to change a system that worked for them. But simply
getting rid of journals isn’t going to solve the problem…

At any rate, thanks for sparing PRL 

34. Moshe
January 14, 2008

Peter, it is a small step between “the journal system is broken” (a statement I
disagree with) to “let’s not bother with journals, everyone reads the ArXiv
anyhow”. But maybe this is not what Scott meant…in any event I think we both
would like to see a stronger peer review system, any ideas on how to produce
one? as you probably know JHEP decided to give a small financial reward to their
referees, seems like a good start.

35. Peter Woit
January 14, 2008



Moshe,

I’m afraid I see things in a different order than you. It seems to me that “let’s not
bother with journals, everyone reads the arXiv anyhow” is already the de facto
situation. Jacques Distler doesn’t seem to have submitted some of his papers in
recent years to journals and from what I can tell he’s not the only one. Most
particle theory papers are sent to JHEP to be published, and Mustafa Salti did a
good job of showing what their standards are. The letter from JHEP responding
to the fact that they had published a plagiarized paper is quite remarkable. If you
are looking at a paper on the arXiv, you could check to see if it had been refereed
and published in JHEP, but would that really tell you much? I suspect that people
rarely actually do this, partly because of what “amused” describes as “lots of
rubbish” being published in physics journals, including some in the major ones
like JHEP.

Given that that’s where we are, I think the problem is that people won’t go to the
next step and acknowledge that there even is a problem with the journals, partly
since fewer people are paying any attention to them. The obvious answer to low
refereeing standards is to raise them. That’s could be done, but it’s hard to get
people to do if supposedly there is no problem.

While the problem of refereeing in this day and age is a complicated one, the
question of papers involving significant amounts of plagiarism like the GRG ones
isn’t. They have no place in scientific journals, and if editors don’t see this, it’s
hard to believe they’re going to ever address even tougher problems.

36. Moshe
January 14, 2008

Yeah, there is a small minority of people who think journal publication is
redundant, and I strongly disagree with them. Not sure about Jacques, never
discussed the issue with him, but my impression from his comment was that
Scott is leaning that way, and that as usual he may have interesting reasons for
his position. Anyhow, looks like it is too late for that, maybe next time…

37. functor
January 15, 2008

Peter,

The point you make about what happens outside the elite institutions needs to be
reiterated (it may happen inside too – I don’t know, I’m not there). In a country
such as Spain the use of paper counts and impact factor is institutionalized to
the extent that often by law the ranking of candidates for positions or contracts
is based on a score in which an impact factor weighted paper count plays a
prominent part. This encourages self-replicating publications and has a corrosive
effect on notions of what is a good researcher. The goal of every Spanish jefe is
to be one of the ISI most-cited researchers, and this goal can be accomplished
most easily by the following scheme: jefe and coauthors A and B and former
students X, Y, Z, etc… write repetitive, silly papers of short length which are
published in mediocre Springer and Elsevier journals with unjustifiably large



impact factors and which cite other articles by the same authors (preferably a
disjoint subset of said authors, because this avoids the self-citation problem);
since no one else but the others in the circle is terribly interested in the
properties of the twelve times iterated tangent bundle, it is almost guaranteed
that the referee will be a sympathetic collaborator. After some years, researcher
A has 100 papers, each with 3 or 4 citations, and he can present himself as a
researcher of quality to bureaucrats and persons working in other areas, so he is
easily funded and has no trouble ascending to the position of chair of the
institute he founds, and in which he employs B, X, Y, Z (and maybe some students
of a friend of Z in France).

Usually A does not exactly copy his own papers, but when A is operating in some
small rural place rather than Madrid or Paris, he might go a bit further. Secure
in the knowledge that absolutely no one is reading his papers, and that
absolutely no one will read his papers (he assigns his students to read the papers
of his thesis advisor in France, a very famous man, so that they will know how
good he is, being the student of a famous man), he begins to copy them
wholesale and send them for publication in obscure journals like the Former
French Colony Low Energy Physics Journal (fictitious example which somehow
has on the editorial board his friend B), and he rationalizes this behavior with the
good feelings that come from having lent the prestige of his highly cited first
world (well almost) name to a journal published in a developing country.

I suppose most of the readers of this blog can continue the story.

What creates the dynamics whereby this sort of behavior is rewarded and even
encouraged is the false profesionalization of scientific inquiry and the weird
conflation of frequency of publication with quality.

38. Arun
January 15, 2008

In all cases where I’ve seen “broken systems” it was because people were
responding rationally to incentive systems, but the incentive systems were
perverse. (Also, most people have the attitude, I didn’t make this system, I just
live with it.)

Every scientist ought to occasionally step back and review what it is that he/she
really wants to accomplish and whether the “system” is helping them get there.

39. Reynold
January 15, 2008

One of the plagiarized papers (according to arXiv) is gr-qc/0011027. It was
published in PRD and according to Spires it has 1 citation by other authors, 2 in
total.

Its clone, gr-qc/0505079, published in Astrophys.Space Sci., has 37 citations, at
least 15 of which are by non-Turkish authors.

It’s interesting how the clone was so much more successful attracting citations



than the original.

40. JC
January 15, 2008

Peter, David,

Isn’t there some online service that many universities subscribe to, which checks
for plagiarism in students’ term papers against stuff that is online and/or from
“essay mills” (like schoolsucks.com and others)?

Maybe arxiv has a program similar to this. I would imagine the algorithms would
be very similar, in systematically comparing long strings of words + characters
against one another.

41. JC
January 15, 2008

Article about arxiv plagiarism detector program.

http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_3/30_1.shtml

42. Off-topic noise
January 15, 2008

I’m surprised by arxiv’s stance on plagarism in papers. It may take 10^500
string theory papers to investigate the landscape fully, and most will achieve
similar results (failures). In this case, plagarism (repetition) of the text in each
paper would seem appropriate, whereas making up different wording for each
paper’s introductory paragraphs and conclusions is irrelevant because nobody is
interested in reading 10^500 variations of the same basic message. The
difference between each paper will be the numerical moduli values guessed for
the particular Calabi-Yau being ruled out. Why bother making up different
wording for each paper? Plagarism is sensible for such situations.

43. JC
January 15, 2008

Preprint on the algorithm used for arxiv’s plagiarism detector.

http://arxiv.org/abs/cs.DB/0702012

“Plagiarism Detection in arXiv”
by Daria Sorokina, Johannes Gehrke, Simeon Warner, Paul Ginsparg

44. Roger
January 15, 2008

Reynold.
It may be that once a paper starts picking up citations (in this case by the
Turkish physicists) it is somehow seen as having an impact. Other authors may
well then be more willing to cite it as work which has been taken seriously by the

http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_3/30_1.shtml
http://ptonline.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_60/iss_3/30_1.shtml
http://arxiv.org/abs/cs.DB/0702012
http://arxiv.org/abs/cs.DB/0702012


community.

45. a scientist
January 17, 2008

I found this comment at the Ars Mathematica blog, made by prof. Irfan Acikgoz.

http://www.arsmathematica.net/archives/2007/08/22/plagiarism-at-
arxiv/#comment-55199

does anybody have informations about this letter was or wasn’t sent to arXiv and
if the arXiv admins gave any answer?

thanks

46. Peter Woit
January 17, 2008

a scientist,

I assume that letter was sent, but don’t know what if any response they got.
There’s nothing in it likely to have changed the minds of the people at the arXiv
who decided to withdraw the paper. Three of the signatories of the letter are the
authors of the JHEP paper that I provided a link to marked up to show the
plagiarism. That paper is just about completely plagiarized, and their is no way
to deny this.

47. D. Eppstein
January 18, 2008

Looking at the annotated pdfs, I’m struck by how they’ve cut together a
mishmash of many sources. To someone more knowledgeable in the subject area,
do these papers read as coherent arguments or do they seemingly flit from topic
to topic in the same way that they cut from one plagiarized paper to another? If
the latter, how did they ever get accepted?

48. Takyon
January 18, 2008

Reynold wrote that
“It’s interesting how the clone was so much more successful attracting citations
than the original.”

Dear Reynold,
another interesting search would be to look who are cited in these plagiarized
papers and also who cites these papers.

It may be possible that this mafia-like organization is more deep then what the
community thinks.

49. a scientist
January 18, 2008

http://www.arsmathematica.net/archives/2007/08/22/plagiarism-at-arxiv/#comment-55199
http://www.arsmathematica.net/archives/2007/08/22/plagiarism-at-arxiv/#comment-55199
http://www.arsmathematica.net/archives/2007/08/22/plagiarism-at-arxiv/#comment-55199
http://www.arsmathematica.net/archives/2007/08/22/plagiarism-at-arxiv/#comment-55199


I am studying the subject of plagiarism as a science and communication
sociologist.
The turkish plagiarsim scandal raised some complex questions: no doubt about
plagiarsim, if not detected, can raise an “author” visibility and help his carrer.
But it’s true that if it is detected (and we see how it’s easy to do it today), the
sanctions are very strong.
So, why a researcher should run this mortal risk? this is the question I ask myself
when I try to consider all the variables which affect the case. The first answer
that I give to this question is that the search for visibility is a weak reason, if
compared to the eventual destiny of the plagiarist. Then, I try to think for a
moment how hard to treat are the concepts of originality and relevancy in a
scientific communication context.

Acting out of the theoretical physics context it’s a bit hard for me to analyze
some specific aspects of your scientific communication.
That’s why I’d like to ask you (Peter) and all the physicists who will reply, one
question, that you may find silly:

I don’t know exactly how many paper a year are published in theoretical phys,
but from my data I can suppose that the number is expressed in terms of
thousands.
My question, therefore, is:

is it reasonably and scientifically possible to produce thousands of papers every
year in your field, which content being ORIGINAL and also RELEVANT for the
progress of knowledge or are relevancy and originality two complex concepts,
hardly translated in communication practices?

This is a very important point for me to understand how much the “publish or
perish” pressure does affect the quantity and the quality of scientific literature
and how much originality and relevancy are true features of this literature

Thanks in advance

50. dr
January 18, 2008

I have checked that the h-value of Salti=10 in WOS!

51. Peter Woit
January 18, 2008

a scientist,

Your estimate of several thousand papers/year in theoretical physics is the right
order of magnitude. Most such papers now are on the arXiv, so you can get a
good count just by looking at their yearly totals in the theoretical categories.

As for relevancy and originality, they’re hard to quantify, and this varies by
subfield. In a healthy subfield where progress is being made, while there are a
lot of unoriginal papers everyone ignores, there are also a lot with something



original, even if of a minor sort. Unfortunately, I think that particle theory and
general relativity are not very healthy fields at this point, partly because the
problems remaining to work on are very hard. When it is extremely hard to come
up with something original and relevant, most of the literature ends up being
papers that fail to do so. What’s remarkable about this scandal is both the
number of unoriginal plagiarized papers that got past referees, and the attitude
of some of the journals after these were exposed. This situation is much worse
than I’ve seen in other fields or at other times.

52. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 18, 2008

“a scientist” ,
as I said above, in Turkey plagiarism and lots of other things done by partizans
are unwritten policy. It’s supported and protected.

Nothing happened to 15 Turkish plagiarists with ~70 plagiarism works
announced by arxiv.

2 of them are from METU. Their education paused for a while.
That’s all.
Moreover METU did not do this immediately.
Those two were assistants in METU. According to laws they must be fired.
But METU did not do this.
METU’s academicians are discussing METU’s behaviour between them.

The rest of the plagiarists are under protection of their universities.

—————————————–

Ramazan Aydin : head of the comu plagiarism ring.
president of comu for 8.5 years (till march 2007) who was promoted as president
by junta.

Interesting thing he was a faculty of METU physics dept.
even he was president of comu.

Osman Demircan : 2nd head of the comu plagiarism ring.
vice president of comu for 9+ years who was the main partner of Ramazan
Aydin.

Interesting thing he was a faculty of METU physics dept.
for a short term in 80’s.

————————————

“a scientist”

if you are interested in and if you think that I can help you
in your research on plagiarism as a science and communication sociologist, you
can communicate with me.



I have lots of material about Turkish plagiarism.

53. amused
January 18, 2008

a scientist,

I suggest you take a look at this Nature article about the scandal. It gives this
explanation for why they were able to get away with it for so long, and
presumably why they expected to be able to continue to get away with it:

“Many of the papers concern an obscure theory of gravity known as the Møller
version of general relativity. Few people would be likely to check such work,
allowing the students and professors to build their publication record without
fear of being caught, says Ginsparg. “They were following the optimal strategy.”
”

As for why they did this to begin with, the explanation given by the Turkish prof
at METU who caught them was this:

” “They’re isolated, their English is bad, and they need to publish,” says Sariolu.
“So they plagiarize, I guess,” he says of the alleged plagiarizers. ”

As well as that, it sounds like what they were doing wasn’t particularly unusual
in the environment they were in.

However, one important thing that isn’t at all clear from what I’ve read about
this so far is the nature of the plagiarism. Did Salti & co plagiarise other peoples
research results, or did they simply lift introductory and background material
from others’ papers? The former is much more serious than the latter, and imo
the arxiv folks and journals should have stated explicitly which of these was the
case when they retracted the papers. The default assumption when someone is
accused of plagiarism is that they plagiarised research results, and if Salti & co
didn’t actually do this then I can understand them feeling hard done by in this
situation.

Regarding the GRG editorial, I think it was actually quite reasonable. It was
quite brave of the editors to decide not to retract the papers after they had
already been retracted by the arxiv, and they gave a clear explanation of their
reasons for not doing so. The point is that the actual research results of the
papers were original and judged worthy of being published in GRG, and that is
the most important thing. Having said that, it certainly doesn’t give a good
impression about the paper when the authors feel the need to fill up so much of
the paper with introductory and background material that has already been
written elsewhere. The normal thing to do would be to briefly summarize it and
refer to the previous papers for the details. Otherwise it looks like the authors
are just sticking it in in an attempt to distract from the fact that their original
material in the paper is shallow and uninteresting.

Finally, let me just mention that it’s not at all difficult to write lots of physics
papers containing shallow and uninteresting results. If the topics and issues

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v449/n7158/full/449008b.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v449/n7158/full/449008b.html


addressed are obscure then referees often can’t be bothered to put in the time
and effort to see how shallow the paper is and are likely to just take the easiest
option and recommend publication, especially if the paper is submitted to a
minor journal. On the other hand, if such a paper addresses an issue of central
importance to a subcommunity of serious researchers then it will usually get
found out and rejected.

54. Peter Woit
January 19, 2008

amused,

The Salti JHEP and two GRG papers, marked to show those parts of them whose
plagiarized sources are known, are linked to from my posting. Note that it is
entirely possible that some parts not marked as plagiarized are plagiarized, but
the source is not known.
I strongly suggest that you look at these documents. In the Salti JHEP paper,
there is very little there that is not direct plagiarism.

I don’t think the GRG editorial accurately reflects the extent and nature of the
plagiarism in the two papers it discusses, and note the retraction by PRD of one
of the author’s other papers as being more than one-half direct plagiarism.

Before defending the plaigiarists on the grounds that “what they were doing was
not particularly unusual”, you might want to think a bit about what it must be
like to be an honest Turkish theorist, competing unsuccessfully with not-honest
people who have long publications records built on plagiarism. Hearing that the
editors of the publications involved won’t do anything about this, and physicists
like you think it’s all right, is really maddening to them

55. dr
January 19, 2008

e. vagenas,yu-xiao liu,t. grammenos, i. radinschi,t. harko,w. schleich, r. sharma
and a. pradhan had sent some mails to plagiarists.

http://sozluk.sourtimes.org/show.asp?t=fizikte+bilimsel+asirma+skandali

Did someone look at those people’s publications?

56. amused
January 19, 2008

Peter,

Do you agree or disagree that it is important to distinguish between plagiarisms
where the authors lifted research results and where they lifted introductory and
background material? I had already looked at the 2nd GRG paper before writing
the previous comment, and have just looked at the marked up JHEP paper. In
both cases it is not at all obvious to me that the authors have plagiarised any
previous research results. Did you or anyone else check this? In the case of the

http://sozluk.sourtimes.org/show.asp?t=fizikte+bilimsel+asirma+skandali
http://sozluk.sourtimes.org/show.asp?t=fizikte+bilimsel+asirma+skandali


GRG papers it seems that the editors have seriously looked into this and
concluded that the plagiarism consisted entirely of introductory and background
material. And the authors seem to cite the papers from which they “borrowed”,
which is a mitigating factor.

“I don’t think the GRG editorial accurately reflects the extent and nature of the
plagiarism in the two papers it discusses,…”

How is the nature of the plagiarism different from what the editorial describes?

If I was an honest Turkish physicist I wouldn’t be losing much sleep about
colleagues getting away with lifting introductory and background materials from
others’ papers, as long as their research results were their own. The thing that
would be maddening to me is that the Turkish system is apparently set up to
reward those who publish lots of papers containing shallow and uninteresting
results, rather than those who have the skill and put in the time and effort to
produce interesting results (which takes longer and results in a lower number of
publications).

By the way, I have some personal experience with this. At the time i was starting
out in research and published my first few papers, I somehow acquired a
“fanclub” of researchers in a certain developing nation (not Turkey) — they
wrote a number of papers putting rather shallow and uninteresting (and
sometimes simply wrong) twists on the stuff I had done, sometimes lifting
background material verbatim from my papers (but always with a citation, and
never to the extreme extent of Salti & co). Their papers were mostly published in
lesser journals, but one got into NPB and another in PLB. I never found this
upsetting, in fact i was amused and quite flattered. My main concern was that
“serious” people might think I was part of their club and therefore dismiss my
work without giving it a fair assessment. If this was happening to me it must
surely have been happening to many others as well (there was nothing great
about my papers), so it seems that this kind of plagiarism lite is not at all unusual
and has probably been going on in many places for a long time.

57. Peter Woit
January 19, 2008

amused,

If a published paper contains large amounts of plagiarized material, I don’t see
the point of going through it line by line and arguing about what is “background”
and what is “new”. If a student I’m teaching hands in a paper that I see is half
plagiarized text from other sources, I’m not going to argue with him about
whether or not he has original ideas in the other half. Instead I’d tell him to
never do this again, and rewrite the paper, in his own words, making explicitly
clear what he has done that is original. If the GRG editors think that there are
worthy research ideas in the two papers at issue, they should still have
withdrawn the plagiarized versions and insisted that the authors provide a new
unplagiarized version that makes clear what is their own original research and
what isn’t. As published, it is nearly impossible to separate out in those papers



what is original and what isn’t, certainly impossible for a typical reader who
doesn’t have access to the marked up pdfs.

The GRG editorial explicitly claims that in the first paper the only plagiarism is
self-plagiarism, but if you look at the marked pdf, you will see that this is not
true. Also, the way it is written, it does not make clear how extensive the
plagiarism in these papers is. It’s not an honest evaluation of the plagiarism in
the papers, but an attempt to excuse it.

I just don’t see why anyone thinks it’s a good idea to bend over backwards to
defend these papers. One look at the marked-up version should be enough to
convince one that these are not things that belong in the scientific literature.
Recall that this all broke when someone noticed that Salti, a grad student who,
at his oral exam, didn’t seem to understand what he was talking about, had 40
papers, many published in respectable journals. The situation is outrageous, and
I just don’t see why people want to defend the indefensible, other than in a
misguided attempt to prop up a collapsed refereeing system.

58. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 19, 2008

2 of 6 plagiarists of comu ring,
Sezgin Aygun and his wife Melis Aygun,
were my students.
They failed in my course.
They were very unqualified.
I lectured them when they were junior (3rd year ; 2nd semester)
students of comu phys. dept.
Till then more than %50 of their courses were empty.
They were unaware about what most of the courses in their transcripts were
about.
This is the general view of comu and lots
of universities in Turkey.
Whole class had no hope about a career related to physics,
and were trying to have the right to be primary school teachers.
They were accepted to msc then phd, and as assistants
due to their political, mystical, and beneficial relations.
Grad education is worser than undergrad education in comu
and in lots of universities in Turkey.
The results are appearent.
You see what is taught and valueable in comu.

An assistant of comu physics dept. caught lots of phys. dept. students when
cheating in the exam. What happened : comu punished the assistant, tried to end
his job appointment, more than 1 year blocked him to start phd in other
universities.

——————————————

amused,



“The thing that would be maddening to me is that the Turkish system is
apparently set up to reward those who publish lots of papers containing shallow
and uninteresting results, rather than those who have the skill and put in the
time and effort to produce interesting results (which takes longer and results in
a lower number of publications).”

There is one rule of the Turkish university system :
– there is no rule !
Junta order.
Acadocracy order.
Juristocracy cover.
A partizan without any qualification, without any publication
promoted always.
In most of the Turkish universities a scientist having very high qualifications
regarded world-wide has no chance against a
partizan.
As expected there are lots of unqualified partizans.

These all occur in front of students and public.
Students learn that to obey the despots is valuable,
and honor, ethics, knowledge, human are worthless.

A few years ago, as a part of joining EU, Ethics law accepted for
who work for the state.
This law has exceptions : acadocracy, juristocracy, and miitary.

15 plagiarists announced by arxiv are not individual plagiarists or small
plagiarist rings.
They are the mirror of Turkish university system.

In the explanations of 15 Turkish plagiarists’ which are travelling in the internet,
they are saying that the main target of who blame them for plagiarism is all
Turkish physicists and all Turkish academia.

——————————————————

A few years ago a president of a university blamed for illegalities and sent to jail
first time in Turkish history.
YOK (higher education council, or higer despotic council) president
with presidents of universities went to Ministry of Justice and threated the
Minister, went to court and threated the juristocrats.
That time presiden of YOK was a law (constitution, organic law) professor.
YOK president said that
“to blame a president of a university for illegalities is to blame
republic, is to threat republic,
to defend that president is to defend the republic”.
What happened :
– juristocrat who blamed that president fired,
all of his rights to work using his law diploma in Turkey were banned.
– juristocrats who sent that president to jail were sent to courts far away from



that city.
– when in jail that president was still the president of that university.
– new juristocrats left that president.

————————————————-

Partizan plagiarists’ strategy is similar.
Partizans’ strategies are always the same.

59. amused
January 19, 2008

Peter,

The value of a paper, and the credit the authors get for it in the eyes of their
peers, is determined primarily by original research results it contains. So I insist
that plagiarism of results or ideas is much more serious than plagiarism of
background material (and yes there is a clear distinction between them). Maybe
we will just have to agree to disagree about this.

Anyway what can be done about this lifting of background material? In the future
these authors will probably do the same but change the wordings by a small but
sufficient amount to beat the plagiarism detectors. Somehow I just don’t think
this is a big deal in the general scheme of things. Physics research isn’t about
writing eloquent introductions etc, the point is to produce interesting new
results.

“Recall that this all broke when someone noticed that Salti, a grad student who,
at his oral exam, didn’t seem to understand what he was talking about,…”

So what. Some people just don’t perform well in those type of situations, get
muddled, forget stuff etc. Physicists should be judged first and foremost on the
original research results they produce. (It could be that Salti’s role on the papers
was just cut and paste, but his co-authors should be able to say what his
contributions were.)

“I just don’t see why people want to defend the indefensible, other than in a
misguided attempt to prop up a collapsed refereeing system.”

I’m not defending anything, just describing the situation as I see it. The system is
semi-collapsed for papers addressing obscure issues (since few people can be
bothered to properly referee them), but still seems to be working fine for papers
addressing central physics issues.

60. Peter Woit
January 19, 2008

amused,

Yes, you are defending the indefensible, e.g. your excuses for Salti, and your
defense of the idea that there’s nothing wrong with publishing heavily



plagiarized papers as long as there’s something original in them somewhere.

It’s somewhat of a separate issue, but I also strongly disagree with your defense
of the the current journal system as “working fine for papers addressing central
physics issues.” A central physics issue is the testability of string theory, and
there’s a flood of anthropic pseudo-science on the topic being published, if not in
your darling PRL, then in JHEP, which is arguably the most prominent and
respected place to publish HEP papers that are not letters. Even at the best
journals, the quality of what is published is always going to depend upon what
referees see as the current standards of what is good HEP research, and I fear
that’s a monotonically decreasing standard. This standard may have gotten so
low that even conventionally completely out of bounds behavior, like plagiarism,
is now being defended as a legitimate part of scientific research.

61. Ali
January 19, 2008

Hi Peter,
I think (and all senior faculty at top tier instituions would agree with me) that the
citations determine the fate of any paper so you can go ahead and produce 200
clone (i.e.plagiarised) papers in chinese physics letters that do not contain any
new piece of physics in them. Needless to say, nobody will ever cite them and
they will be lost in journal pages so the question is who cares? Nobody judges
any scientist with his publication list these days for any academic job. It is your
citations(or h-number) that count. If you have 200 garbage papers each of which
has 3 citations you have 600 citations altogether and that is nothing. Therefore,
your arguments do not hold. Those lengthy publication lists only impress people
outside academia. It is a well-known fact that publications coming from third
world countries garner very few citations so they do not contain any substance
thus the long term impact is mimimal. Coauthor responsibility is a far more
serious issue than plagiarism. In a 15 author Nature paper, what did the 9th
author do for that paper really? Does his name really deserve to be there for
instance?
Also the arguments made by some sources that the plagiarist students did not
perform well during their undergrad years and in their qualifiers is also
ridiculuous. From my experiences as a scientist, there is very little correlation
between people’s performances in their qualifiers and their research
performances. They may have been nervous etc. Again the central question is
“Did these plagiarists produce substantial amount of new physics that was
unknown before”? If the answer is yes, I think the papers are worth staying in
the literature. I think this issue is that simple.

62. Peter Woit
January 19, 2008

Ali,

Obviously I don’t believe these plagiarized publications are going to get the
people involved positions at top-tier research institutions in the US or Europe.
The problem is that they have been used to get them positions in Turkey, over



other, more competent and more honest physicists.

As for h-indices, from what one commenter says, Salti has a relatively high one
of 10. I don’t understand why you and amused think it’s worthwhile to make up
excuses for him, while assuming the faculty members who examined him and
realized there was a problem were some kind of idiots. Obviously they have
examined many, many students before, and this was a case they found unusual.

I happen to strongly disagree with you, amused and the editors of GRG about the
whole idea of ignoring huge amounts of plagiarism in papers if you can find
original ideas in the paper. There are very good reasons why plagiarism is
considered anathema by most academics in all fields, and the amount of defense
of plagiarism I’m seeing from theoretical physicists I find shocking. In any case,
as far as I can tell the papers under discussion contain minimal, not “substantial”
amounts of new physics. If the world’s greatest genius chose to submit a paper
to a journal with a completely plagiarized introduction followed by revolutionary
new results that won him a Nobel prize, I don’t see why he shouldn’t be told that
such a thing could not be published, that he had to rewrite it in his own words.

63. Ali
January 19, 2008

Hi Peter,
I am originally from Turkey but my advanced degrees are not from there. Those
two students involved in this pagiarism scandal are not going to get positions
anywhere in turkish system. I can assure you that much. System may be broken
but not that much. I am more concerned about the remaining senior folks whose
names appear in the articles. Were they really aware of what had been going on
and if so what is the level of their involvement? In what kind of university grad
students can publish papers on their own without any supervisor’s approval? I
mean this is not a gas station obviously.

64. Coriolis
January 19, 2008

It is hard to understand some of the commentators` arguments. Some people
have no idea of what they are talking about. Let me just point out a couple of
simple facts .

1) Ali thinks that these people will not get jobs. He can check the following link
and see that some of these people are professors already ( and one of them is a
dean! )

http://arxiv.org/new/withdrawals.aug.07.html

2) One claimed that h-index of Salti is 10. Well, spend 2 more seconds to get a
number that makes sense. His h-index less than
1 ( ONE) if you remove his self-citations. In fact, do a careful count, you will
observe that, removing the citations that he got from the other plagiarizers from
Turkey ( including his collaborators), his h-index becomes about 0.7.
Well, some might argue that even this number is good for a grad student. If so,

http://arxiv.org/new/withdrawals.aug.07.html
http://arxiv.org/new/withdrawals.aug.07.html


let us continue our analysis and ask from which papers he got these citations (
16 in total after, 7 `withdrawn’ papers are removed ). If you look carefully, these
citations come from the papers whose authors were heavily cited by these guys.
Just do a count of Xulu`s citations, for example.

Some commentators argue the following
1)OK Try to fish out some novel results in these papers, maybe there is some. (
My answer, don`t be funny, 90% of the paper is plagiarized, whose job is it to fish
for novelty out of this garbage ?)

2) OK they did get published, so what, they wont get jobs.
(My answer: you know nothing about this issue, don`t waste your time thinking
about it)

Anyway, Phys Rev D, JHEP and Astrophysics and Space Science seem to have
corrected their terrible mistake by withdrawing these articles. GRG, on the other
hand, has lost real credibility.

65. Coriolis
January 19, 2008

Correction: My comment about the h-index is wrong. I meant the average
citation per paper is less than 1. Sorry about that.

66. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 19, 2008

Ali,

“Those two students involved in this pagiarism scandal are not going to get
positions anywhere in turkish system.”

On the contrary to the laws they are stiil assistants in turkish system.

Moreover nothing happened to members of the other plagiarism
rings.
Even, comu’s plagiarist dean is still dean.

Turkish system has and had throughout its history lots of examples of this kind of
trashes.
Some of them are internationally very famous cases like that of the empire of
Turkish university system (a 50+ year-old case), like that of Alemdaroglu, the ex-
president of Istanbul Uni..
These trashes include lots of university presidents, deans,
law professors, members of highest courts, deputies.

comu plagiarism rings choose their equippes from partizans
when choosing new grad students, new academicians for comu.
Honest qualified people has no chance against them.
Then leaders of this rings teach and conduct how to plagiarize.
Grad students’ role is to obey the orders of their leaders.



This is the answer of your question :
“Were they really aware of what had been going on and if so what is the level of
their involvement?”

comu plagiarism rings plagiarize not only journal and conference papers, but
msc and phd theses. Even completely, without adding their one own word.
I have enough examples of plagiarized comu msc theses in my archieve.
I informed comu and YOK (higher education/despotism council)
several times about a completely plagiarized msc thesis approved by arxiv’s
plagiarist Husnu Baysal and Servet Senyucel.
At last they had an symbolic investigation about it and covered the subject.
Investigator of that case was Mehmet Emin Ozel,
the head of comu’s grad school for natural sciences, who was, for some years in
80’s, also a member of METU physics dept.
Regardless of the relation of Mehmet Emin Ozel with comu plagiarism rings, he
obeyed what ordered to him.
Otherwise he would have been attacted by others.

If partizan academicians attacks, threatens, tortures someone,
if he apply justice for these,
partizan juristocrats continue to increase the pressure on the contrary to the
laws, instead of applying laws.

67. Ali
January 19, 2008

Coriolis, I meant the two grad students involved in this issue. Read my comment
more carefully. I am aware that the other people were professors in Podunk State
University. I raised my concern about their involvement as well. Tansu, I am
aware that these students stayed as assistants but I don’t think you can do much
about it legally in a country like Turkey because TA appointments at state
universities are lifetime jobs for some stupid bureucratic reason and I don’t think
there is any sanction like sacking these students from their appointments for
plagiarism that is why they must be still TA’s BUT the university keeps the right
not to graduate them (I mean ever) so I am curious to see whether they will be
awarded a Ph.D. degree after all this mess.

68. Coriolis
January 19, 2008

Ali,
These two grad students ( and the other ones cited in the arXiv note )
are harboured by the plagiarizing professors in the “Podunk State Universities”.
No doubt they will get positions there. There is more in this story than meets the
eye. One has to follow the names, the affiliations, the advisors and so on. It has
been about a year since I heard of this story and no real punishment seems to
have been given to the professors. Salti seems to have left to one of these
universities to continue his PhD under the supervision of one of the plagiarizing
professors ( again cited in the arxiv note). Obviously they cant get a job in an
established, known university but they seem to bosonize in certain univerties



without much effort and with much comfort. Again, to gain a real insight of what
is going on, one needs to do a tedious check of names, places etc.

69. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 19, 2008

Ali,

that’s not the case. Assistantships are the easiest to fire position in Turkish uni.s
.
Moreover, according to the laws punishment of academicians for plagiarism is to
fire, to get back academic titles, to invalidate diplomas, etc.
This is valid for all academic positions and titles.
YOK (higher education/despotic council) applied this in the last year in a very
controversial case just for political and partizanship reasons.
But YOK did not apply this in hundreds of very obvious case, and covered those
cases.
For now YOK followed its tradition for arxiv plagiarists.

Traditionally nothing happens to partizan plagiarists,
but most of the time who make plagiarists publicly known
are punished worstly.

It seems it’s almost impossible for those 2 plagiarist grad students
to have a phd diploma from METU. But it will not be surprising that if they have
phd diplomas from their partizan uni.s .

70. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 19, 2008

Ali ,

I don’t remember the rest of 15 plagiarists, but 3 plagiarists of comu ring are
grad students. Nothing happened to them. comu will give phd diplomas to them
as it did before to lots of plagiarists. Then comu will promote them to assistant
professorships.

71. amused
January 20, 2008

Peter,

“Yes, you are defending the indefensible, e.g. your excuses for Salti, and your
defense of the idea that there’s nothing wrong with publishing heavily
plagiarized papers as long as there’s something original in them somewhere.”

Please stop misrepresenting what I write. Re. Salti I just made the point that
physicists should be judged primarily on the results of their research. Is that
controversial? Why do you characterize it as an “excuse”? (Btw, this isn’t
implying that the results of Salti & co’s research are any good — I suspect they
probably aren’t.)



About papers containing plagiarism, I never said that it is ok “as long as there’s
something original in them somewhere.” If the paper plagiarises some research
result or idea then that is a very serious offence regardless of whether or not the
paper contains other original material. On the other hand, plagiarism of
background material, while still wrong, is much less serious imo.

I try to be careful not to misrepresent what you write, can you do the same for
me?

“I also strongly disagree with your defense of the the current journal system as
“working fine for papers addressing central physics issues.” ”

Well that will teach me not to sacrifice precision for brevity in discussions with
you. In previous comments I repeatedly spelt this out more precisely as “working
fine for papers addressing issues of central importance to a subcommunity of
serious researchers”. Interesting that you ignored that but then seized on it on
the one ocassion when I tried to be more brief. (As for the anthropic string
landscape stuff, my attitude is that if smart people want to try that then good
luck to them, but I won’t believe that they can get anything significant out of it
until I see them publishing in PRL  )

As for whether JHEP is “arguably the most prominent and respected place to
publish HEP papers that are not letters”, I think that depends. People working on
strings, branes and other more speculative stuff prefer JHEP, while it seems that
those working on topics more directly connected to “real physics” prefer PRD
these days. For example, PRD is generally the first choice journal in lattice gauge
theory (except for some continental Europeans who can’t stand the thought of
publishing in an American journal).

I disagree with you about there being a possible correlation between the
occurance of plagiarisms like in the present scandal and the appearance of
“anthropic pseudo-science” in the literature. My own experience of plagiarism
lite which I mentioned in a previous comment was from 10 years ago, well before
the anthropic landscape stuff got going. I expect that it has been going on for a
long time (although Salti & co seem to have taken it to new heights).

72. amused
January 20, 2008

Coriolis,

“Some commentators argue the following
1)OK Try to fish out some novel results in these papers, maybe there is some. (
My answer, don`t be funny, 90% of the paper is plagiarized, whose job is it to fish
for novelty out of this garbage ?)”

In case it is me you were referring to, that is not what I was actually arguing. My
thinking on this is as follows: If the referees of these papers correctly assessed
the results and found them deserving of publication then the most important
issue here is whether they were published on a fraudulent basis, i.e. whether the
results, or some of them, were plagiarised. So I simply ask if anyone can point to



any result in any of these papers which was presented as new but which was in
fact plagiarised. Is that unreasonable?
Answering this question doesn’t mean “try to fish out some novel results in these
papers”, it means find what the authors say are their new results and check if
they really are new.
(Whether the results are interesting and really deserving of publication is a
seperate issue. Of course, it is far from certain that the referees actually did
assess the results of these papers correctly and competently. I wouldn’t be at all
surprised if they have failed in this.)

73. collaps
January 20, 2008

Notice! arXiv:0706.1294v1 “Reply on Brane-World Black Holes and Energy-
Momentum Vector” by Gamal G.L. Nashed:
“We show that the energy distribution of the brane-world black holes given by
Salti et al. in the context of teleparallel theory is not right. We give the correct
formula of energy of those black holes”

I hope that somebody else would like to check the results in all papers containing
plagiarism.

74. Coriolis
January 20, 2008

amused,

The issue is extremely simple. Let me go through it with an example. Consider
the JHEP paper. It was submitted to the journal, the referee or the referees
accepted it and it got published. (At this point, we have no idea yet of how good a
job the refs did.) Then, as the story unfolds a little, JHEP defends the publication
of this paper by saying that ” OK bad papers sometimes get published.” and
when the story really unfolds JHEP apologizes for publishing the paper and
withdraws citing ‘plagiarism”. That means for the first time around the refs did a
terrible job, the second time around JHEP spent more time on the paper and
understood what went wrong. Do you think it is easy for JHEP to be humiliated
like that ? When JHEP publishes a paper, you think that it has some novel results
because the refs. must have observed that, but when the same JHEP withdraws
the paper
you are stuck to their first, wrong opinion. Why is that ? ( you don`t need to
answer .)
This much said, let me be more concrete with you.

I spent a couple of hours looking on that JHEP paper trying to see what novelty it
might have. Well that depends by what you understand from novelty: the parts of
the paper that might potentially have some novelty are obtainable from another
paper in just a couple of minutes. I won`t go into detail, since you can actually do
it on your own : just find the relevant uncolored equations and compare them
with equations of a relevant paper they actually cite. Well, I told you, you need to
spend a little time.



This is a really simple case for those who understand what plagiarism means.
People who “sell“ what they have created
cannot hide what they have created in a pile of what they have stolen. A reader
of a paper assumes that all the sentences and ideas belong to the author unless
proper citation and quotation is made. For example, even in this simple
comment, what I have written above belongs to me, as you correctly assumed
while reading. Otherwise an honest dialogue is not possible.

A guy stills a car and changes its mirrors, now is that his car ?
( Well in fact, in this case, he steals the mirror from another car : )
Can he sell the car ? If he manages to sell it, and gets caught, can he argue that
he actually wanted to sell the mirror and the rest of the car was `attached’ to the
car so that the mirror sells good ? 

I rest my case.

75. Marty Tysanner
January 20, 2008

“amused,” Ali, and others with similar viewpoints about different levels of
plagiarism,

Defending some kinds of plagiarism as acceptable as long as the primary content
of the paper is original can run into problems and inconsistencies. For example:

1. The introductory material sets the tone for an article, and is an expression of
its authors.

One of the broader purposes of writing papers is to teach a wider community
about one’s findings, and thereby advance human knowledge. There is more to
writing than just staking a claim of priority (in industry, patents serve the role of
claiming priority). To someone who takes pride in their ability to teach, clear yet
concise writing can be an end in itself, and can require creativity and insight into
the minds of the readers. Introductory material can take significant effort to
craft, and to plagiarize it is an affront to its author, not at all unlike a novelist
copying passages from another (“the plot is different, so what’s the big deal?”),
or an artist copying the style of another (“the subject of the painting is different,
so who cares?”).

This issue is independent of the primary research findings in a paper. If
introductory material is well written, a reader is more likely to continue reading
the paper and make the effort to understand its primary purpose. They have
become engaged. To plagiarize another author can turn what should remain a
unique expression into something generic.

2. Writing introductory material requires a knowledge of the larger context of
the research.

It can take significant effort to understand the broader context of a research
finding. It takes a lot of reading to understand the existing literature on a
subject, and it takes an organized mind to see how a new paper will fit in. The



introduction presents this context to a reader: if it is well done and reasonably
complete, the reader will probably attach more credibility to the rest of the
article. That is because, through the introduction, the author has already
demonstrated a certain mastery of the subject and has anticipated some of the
reader’s possible concerns. For one author to cheaply steal this credibility from
another is not just unethical — it can dishonestly lead readers of a paper to
believe its author is more knowledgeable about the validity and meaning of the
“key findings” of the paper than he/she really is. In effect, successfully copying
introductory material dishonestly insulates the author from an important reality
check that knowledgeable readers could otherwise perform.

3. By plagiarizing introductory material, an author has unambiguously
demonstrated that he/she is willing to steal the work of others. Having proven
this, it is merely a question of where the author will stop.

It is very much like lying. A person who lies to avoid personal embarrassment
has demonstrated that he is willing to directly deceive others for personal
benefit. Now it is just a question of where the person will draw the line: he could
limit himself to “little” lies, or the lying could be much more systematic and
deep. If an author plagiarizes “something little, like introductory material” there
is no reason to trust that the author hasn’t gone further and stolen other, more
important ideas (possibly unpublished) as well. That makes defending “a little
plagiarism” tricky and possibly naive, unless possibly one personally knows the
author and his/her ethics. (Still, it is hard to believe an ethical person would
resort to plagiarism at all, although allowances for very limited self-plagiarism
could probably be made.)

That explains why I disagree with this comment by “amused” :

If the paper plagiarises some research result or idea then that is a very
serious offence regardless of whether or not the paper contains other
original material. On the other hand, plagiarism of background
material, while still wrong, is much less serious imo.

Once an author has conclusively demonstrated a willingness to plagiarize, why
should anyone assume that the same author hasn’t also plagiarized research
results or ideas to some degree? If such an assumption is unsafe, why make a
distinction between plagiarism of support material and plagiarism of the main
idea?

In overlooking or defending any plagiarism of the work of others, one gives up
the ethical high ground and reduces the issue to pragmatism and power politics.
There should be some segments of society which strive to keep noble human
pursuits noble, which consider individual intellectual and artistic contributions to
be valuable ends in themselves. The arts and the academy are two such
segments.

Of course, there can be, and often are, substantial differences between what
“should be” and what “is.” But those are failures of individuals or groups, not
more generally of the segments of society which honor noble pursuits for their



own sake.

76. Jonathan Vos Post
January 20, 2008

Re: “Once an author has conclusively demonstrated a willingness to plagiarize,
why should anyone assume that the same author hasn’t also plagiarized research
results or ideas to some degree?” — the underlying legal concept has been quite
clear for ~ 2 x 10^3 years.

To cite from wikipedia
[List of Latin phrases (F–O)]:

falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus

“false in one thing, false in everything”

“A Roman legal principle indicating that a witness who willfully falsifies one
matter is not credible on any matter. The underlying motive for attorneys to
impeach opposing witnesses in court: the principle discredits the rest of their
testimony if it is without corroboration.”

Coincidently, I just used this in a sonnet… but that’s rather a different kind of
literature. How authors of prose, drama, and poetry use citations and react to
their abusers, is off-topic.

77. amused
January 20, 2008

Coriolis,

I agree that the JHEP editors handled this very badly. They should have checked
out the paper properly when the first accusation was made, decided what to do
about it, and then stuck to their decision. I guess they were just choosing what
they saw as the path of least humiliation by retracting the paper after it was
retracted on the arxiv. They come out of this looking like spineless wimps.
I can’t help admiring the GRG editors though. It was a courageous decision of
them not to retract the papers, considering the pressure they must have felt
after the papers were retracted on the arxiv and the knee-jerk outrage they must
have known would be directed at them.

No I’m not “stuck to the first decision” of JHEP — they never gave any proper
explanation of how they arrived at it, or any indication that they had seriously
looked into the situation (unlike the GRG editors). I simply asked the question
whether the results of the paper (which provided the basis for publishing it)
were plagiarised or not.

I’m glad you took the time to look into the JHEP paper. Your findings confirm
what I suspected, that the “new results” there are shallow in the extreme.
Considering how much of that paper was lifted from elsewhere, it would have
been very surprising if the authors had managed to do anything nontrivial in the



little space left over. (Not impossible though.) This is a striking example of how
poor refereeing standards can be for the “more obscure” papers.

In response to the rest of what you wrote: When I look at a research paper on a
topic of interest to me the only thing I really care about is whether it presents
interesting new results. The introduction, background material etc that the
results are embedded in don’t matter much at all. They are like wrapping paper.
(Attractive wrapping paper is always nice, but it’s what’s inside that matters.) Is
this a unique viewpoint? (I doubt it.)
Stealing is always wrong, but if someone steals wrapping paper to wrap a
potentially valuable object should that be regarded as just as bad as stealing the
object itself?

78. themanwithaplan
January 20, 2008

I agree, entirely, with “amused”. The point is a very simple one: papers with only
intros etc. plaigarized are *orders* of magnitude less harmful than the ones
where contents themselves are plaigarized — since the *only* contribution of a
research paper is the new content, not the eloquent intros.

No one is defending any of the above two types. However, I couldnt care less
about the first type of plaigarism, and I suspect that’s true of most of the
researchers in any area. So yeah, one can legitamately complain about the first
type of plaigarism, but that’s kinda like complaining that non-english researchers
have bad grammer in their papers. Its a problem, but an insignificant one.

79. Peter Woit
January 20, 2008

amused,

Apologies for any misrepresentation of what you have to say, but I continue to
find appalling and depressing your defense of plagiarism and characterization of
GRG’s decision not to withdraw plagiarized papers as “courageous”. That the
words appearing under someone’s name must be their own and not stolen from
someone else is a principle of scholarship that I never thought I’d see anyone
question. Several people have repeatedly explained here the obvious reasons
why this is important, I’m not going to repeat them. Students get regularly
kicked out of school and faculty members fired for this kind of behavior. The
theoretical physics community will bring great discredit upon itself if it becomes
known that many of its members, including journal editors, have quite different
ideas about this than almost everyone else in academia.

80. amused
January 20, 2008

Coriolis,

From what you wrote it sounds like the “new results” in the JHEP paper might be
effectively plagiarised (if they are just simple rewrites of equations in a previous



paper). I will follow your example and check this for myself.

Marty,

I disagree with your analogies. E.g., the value of a novel is often determined at
least as much by the quality of the writing as by the plot. This is not at all the
case for research articles.

About your second point, you are right that when authors plagiarise introductory
and background material it can result in readers being misled about their level of
knowledge. This can trick readers into investing time in the paper when it isn’t
worth it. It can also trick referees into thinking that the authors know what they
are talking about, and unfortunately that is sometimes all it takes for them to
recommend publication (especially when the paper addresses some obscure
issue that the referee doesn’t care about). So this is a nontrivial problem. But
imo it is nowhere near as serious as plagiarism of actual research results.

In reply to your 3rd point, I’ll just mention that authors who do this kind of thing
will definitely pay for it with their credibility (assuming they have any to begin
with). If I heard about anyone in my field doing this they would for sure go down
in my estimation; I’d become suspicious about the quality of their actual
research and less likely to invest time reading their papers. Well, if I already
knew their work was good i’d still follow it of course, but I’ve never heard of any
good researcher who liked to lift large chunks of background material from
others papers. It always seems to be the crappy ones who do this.

81. Coriolis
January 20, 2008

amused

You declared JHEP editors spineless wimps and stopped short of handing a gold
medal for GRG editors. OK How about PRD editors ?
PRD retracted a paper written by Yilmaz, who is the co-author of the two papers
that appeared in GRG. Below is the note in PRD in case you cannot reach. So
what is your opinion about PRD editors,
and the Author ( because he seems to accept his guilt ) ?

a) spinless wipms ?
b) bravehearts ?

Retraction: Domain wall solutions in the nonstatic and stationary Go¨del
universes with a
cosmological constant
[Phys. Rev. D 71, 103503 (2005)]
Ihsan Yilmaz
(Received 8 November 2007; published 7 January 2008)
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.77.029901 PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 99.10.Ln
The author withdraws this article from publication because it copies text,
totaling more than half of the article, from the
articles listed below. The author apologizes to the authors of these papers and to



the publishers whose copyright was
violated.
[1] M. Axenides and L. Perivolaropoulos, arXiv:hep-ph/9706226.
[2] J. D. Barrow and C. G. Tsagas, Classical Quantum Gravity 21, 1773 (2004).
[3] L. Campanelli, Phys. Rev. D 70, 116008 (2004).
[4] L. Campanelli, P. Cea, G. L. Fogli, and L. Tedesco, Int. J. Mod. Phys. D 14, 521
(2005).
[5] L. Campanelli, P. Cea, G. L. Fogli, and L. Tedesco, J. Cosmol. Astropart. Phys.
03 (2006) 005.
[6] K. S. Cheng and T. Harko, Phys. Rev. D 62, 083001 (2000).
[7] N. Drukker, Phys. Rev. D 70, 084031 (2004).
[8] K. Dunn, Gen. Relativ. Gravit. 21, 137 (1989).
[9] D. Gondek-Rosinska, E. Gourgoulhon, and P. Haensel, Astron. Astrophys. 412,
777 (2003).
[10] E. Kajari, R. Walser, W. P. Schleich, and A. Delgado, Gen. Relativ. Gravit. 36,
2289 (2004).
[11] S. Koppar and L. Patel, Nuovo Cimento B 102, 419 (1988).
[12] L. Patel and S. Koppar, Lett. Math. Phys. 18, 347 (1989).
[13] M. Reboucas and J. Tiomno, Phys. Rev. D 28, 1251 (1983).
[14] Mairi Sakellariadou, Nucl. Phys. B, Proc. Suppl. 148, 141 (2005).
[15] R. X. Xu, arXiv:astro-ph/0211348.
[16] R. X. Xu, Chin. J. Astron. Astrophys. 5S1, 353 (2005).
[17] I. Yavuz and H. Baysal, Int. J. Theor. Phys. 33, 2285 (1994).
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82. amused
January 20, 2008

Coriolis,

I don’t think there is any one obviously right approach for editors to take in this
situation. The PRD editors decided that the amount of copied text was
intolerable to them, and asked the author to withdraw the paper on that ground,
which he agreed to do. The actions of the editors and author here are all
perfectly reasonable and understandable.
On the other hand, the GRG editors decided that they would let the text copying
pass in this instance (but with a warning not to do it again in future). In reaching
this decision they took into consideration that (i) the copied text didn’t include
what was supposed to be the new results of the paper, and (ii) the author had
cited all the works that he copied from. I think that is also a perfectly defensible
decision (and a brave one).

If I was a journal editor in this situation I would probably take a similar approach
to the PRD one. But that doesn’t mean I think the GRG editors were “wrong”.
Like i said, there isn’t an obviously right approach here.

83. Tumbledried
January 21, 2008



Pardon me to interject, but I thought I should mention that, provided that the
material is cited appropriately, it does not seem at all wrong to me for the author
of a paper to provide large amounts of background material in, say, a large paper
such as a dissertation – since this helps clarify and motivate the component of
their submission that is original. Particularly in highly technical areas, such as
theoretical physics and mathematics, it is common for there not to be too much
leeway in the rewriting of proofs of well known theorems/lemmas pertaining to a
particular area. Surely, provided the author clearly mentions where these
background results are coming from, it is not a crime to include them?

84. amused
January 21, 2008

An interesting thing abut all this is that it shows the dilemmas that arise when
the desire to maximally facilitate progress in research comes into conflict with
the desire to maintain scholarship standards re. things like copying of text. To
highlight this even more, here’s a remarkable story I heard a few months ago
from a scientist from a certain foreign developing country (while we were in a
room together waiting to be interviewed by our funding agency.) I swear that the
following is a true recount of what I was told.

A scientist from that guy’s home country (not a physicist, it was a chemist if I
remember rightly) had done some work he thought was great and wanted to get
it published in Science. But he knew that to have a chance the paper would have
to be written in a “certain style”. Having no experience of this, and limited
English skills, he didn’t think he could manage it. So he contacted a scientist he
knew in USA who had published previously in Science and offered to pay that
guy to write the paper for him. The US guy agreed, and the fee was US$8000.
The paper was written, and after some back-and-forth with referees it was
eventually accepted in Science. (The name of the US guy who wrote the paper,
but who hadn’t contributed to the research, was not on the paper.)
As a result of this publication, grant money flowed to the lab of the developing
country scientist. His $8000 outlay proved to be a very good investment.

Well, this should be a fun one for the moralists out there. Should the scientists
involved in this be condemned for unethical behaviour? The words appearing
under the name of the developing country scientist on this paper are certainly
not his own! On the other hand, wasn’t this all to the benefit of progress in
science? The results of the developing country scientist’s research, which
presumably formed the basis for accepting the paper, have now been recognised
and disseminated in a way that wouldn’t have been possible if he had written the
paper himself.
The approximate parallels with the Turkish text-copiers are obvious. (If we are
going to be moralistic and focus on questions of principle then it isn’t relevant
that the Turkish guys’ work was of more dubious quality.)

85. Peter Woit
January 21, 2008

Tumbledried and amused,



You’re both still engaged in a remarkable exercise of trying to defend something
indefensible, now by positing quite different circumstances than what actually is
at issue.

Tumbledried: these are not “large papers” such as dissertations, nor do they
need lots of background material, of a sort that is always going to be roughly
similar. They are short papers, large parts of which, not only in the introduction,
are cut and pasted from other papers, ones which are sometimes credited, often
not. In no case is the material put in quotes, and the reference to the paper the
material was stolen from, if it is there, is not associated with the stolen text. This
is a case of direct plagiarism on a large scale, not a case of someone using
roughly similar background material, properly credited.

amused: I don’t see any problem with people getting others to improve the
English in their papers, it’s actually a good idea for people whose English is not
very good to do this. If the help on a paper went beyond improving the English,
and someone hired someone else to do scientific research which they then
published under their own name, that’s a problem, but a different one that has
nothing to do with plagiarism.

Sorry, but I absolutely don’t understand the reaction of many commenters here
of trying to defend plagiarism, again I find it really disturbing and depressing.
We’re talking about behavior that would get pretty much anyone at my
institution fired if they engaged in it, for good reason. Any students or young
researchers reading this blog are going to get the idea that a large fraction of
the theoretical physics community just doesn’t see anything very wrong with
plaigiarism, and is willing to even go far out of its way to defend it. This is
potentially a huge problem, as now any plagiarist who gets in trouble can point
to the discussion here to show that they were not violating the academic norms
of the physics community. Already, I’m sure this will be of huge help to the
Turkish plagiarists, who can point to your support as they try and portray
themselves as serious scholars wronged by the arXiv.

86. puzzled
January 21, 2008

This reminds me of a discussion where one side says that shoplifting must not be
tolerated, and the other argues that it is not such a big deal and there are worse
crimes. Both are right, I think.

As for what younger (and older) scientists should be doing the answer I think is
pretty simple. Every time you use someones help — acknowledge it. If some
background material is borrowed, or an idea is used–say where you learned it. If
someone corrected your English or style, you should thank that person in the
paper. If you made a mistake, correct it either as an erratum, or in a new arxiv
version, or in a later paper.

What is here to argue about?

87. amused
January 21, 2008



“I don’t see any problem with people getting others to improve the English in
their papers, it’s actually a good idea for people whose English is not very good
to do this”

That has absolutely nothing to do with what I wrote.

“and someone hired someone else to do scientific research which they then
published under their own name,…”

That has absolutely nothing to do with it either.

Let me try the kiddies summary of what happened:

Developing country scientist: Dude, here are my research results, now go write
them up as a paper for Science under my name. I’ll pay you $8000.
U.S. scientist: Ok, sure.

Your description of me as “defending plagiarism” is completely ridiculous.

“…huge help to the Turkish plagiarists, who can point to your support as they try
and portray themselves as serious scholars wronged by the arXiv”

If they bother to actually read what I wrote they will see that lifting large chunks
of background material from others’ papers will lead to them not being taken
seriously. In case it wasn’t already clear, let me spell it out again: The default
assumption about physicists who do this is that they must be crappy researchers.
No one has ever heard of good researchers doing this, only crappy ones.

88. Peter Woit
January 21, 2008

puzzled,

Obviously your list of how people should behave is accurate, but it’s about
different topics. The question here is what journal editors should do faced
evidence that a paper they have published is heavily plagiarized, very specifically
the papers for which marked-up copies are linked here to show (part of) the
extent of the plagiarism. Historically, the conventional view in academia has
been that such a paper should be retracted, and the arXiv took action according
to that standard. Now it seems that many physicists disagree with this standard,
to the extent of characterizing as “courageous” those editors who refuse to
follow it. This seems to me a rather remarkable and not at all desirable change in
standards of scholarship.

89. Peter Woit
January 21, 2008

amused,

Let me try the kiddie summary of what I wrote:

Your hypothetical has nothing at all to do with what is at issue here, bringing it



up is a smokescreen to avoid defending your indefensible claim that it is
“courageous” behavior by editors to refuse to withdraw heavily plagiarized
papers that they have published in their journal. And yes, you are defending
plagiarism, not as good science, but as something not outside of normal
academic practice, just an indication, like many other possible ones, that the
authors are lousy scientists.

90. Peter Woit
January 21, 2008

puzzled,

To clarify: the problem here is not that some people are pointing out that there
are worse crimes than shoplifting, the question is, what do you do about this kind
of shoplifting? The attitude of the GRG editors, and it seems of quite a few other
physicists, is that it is not even necessary to make the shoplifter give up what he
has stolen. The crime is so inconsequential that it’s fine with them if the thief
keeps the stolen goods.

91. Ali
January 21, 2008

Peter, like I pointed out before, it is the meat in these papers that matters (i.e.
scientific substance) not the introduction. If there was no substance(and there
seems to be none as far as I gather. I am not an HEP person), these papers will
not receive any citation and they will be lost in journal pages so the central
question is whether that was original research or not. Tansu, you are
complaining that these students wil lget faculty positions at Podunk State
University. So what? Who cares? Why do you feel so bitter about it?

92. puzzled
January 21, 2008

Peter Woit,

I think there is no universal answer to “what journal editors should do faced
evidence that a paper they have published is heavily plagiarize”. It all depends
on the ethical standards in the relevant subfield of science, of which I have no
inside knowledge. You do, so let me ask you this. Suppose that instead of “cuting
and pasting” background material, the authors would change the wording
slightly in each and every sentence. Would this be okay?

My guess is that many people borrow background material from other papers
and the decision on providing references depends on whether the background is
already “common knowledge”. If yes, many people do not bother to cite the place
where they first learned it.

93. Peter Woit
January 21, 2008

Ali,



The plagiarism here is not just in the introduction. Look at the marked-up
versions.

I just don’t agree that the central question is whether there are significant
original research results here (although there don’t appear to be, the question of
why journals are publishing such low quality stuff is a separate one). I’m
repeating myself, but, again: there is no justification for the journals to not do
what the arXiv did: retract the papers since they are heavily plagiarized. If the
authors have original results, they are welcome to resubmit them to a journal in
unplagiarized form.

puzzled,

I have never heard of any subfield of science (or scholarship in general) where
the ethical standard is that publishing heavily plagiarized material is considered
acceptable.

As for your hypothetical question, I just don’t think it’s relevant. Sure, there’s a
continuum of degrees of plagiarism with plenty of gray areas. Although I appear
to be a “moralist”, I’m not interested in spending my time debating hypothetical
situations, without any specifics. The plagiarism at issue here is of a specific,
documented variety, and the question is whether this, specific, documented
plagiarism is such that the papers should be withdrawn. The arXiv, JHEP, PRD
and Astrophysics and Space Science say yes, many journals seem to be ignoring
the issue, GRG says no, and amused feels that this is courageous of them.

94. amused
January 21, 2008

Peter,

Considering all your previous pontificating about “tone” in blog discussions I find
it absolutely hilarious that you accuse me of lying about that story (“your
hypothetical”). So this is what happens when someone tries to have a good faith
debate with you and persists in having a viewpoint different from yours..

In a previous comment you wrote:

“That the words appearing under someone’s name must be their own and not
stolen from someone else is a principle of scholarship that I never thought I’d
see anyone question. ”

Would you find it less distressing if the words were bought rather then stolen?
Assuming not, then here’s a hypothetical for you:

Imagine that the Science editors find out about what happened in the case I
mentioned. What should they do? Retract the paper? If the editors decided not to
retract it, and justified their decision by saying that they were prioritizing
progress in science (as represented by the genuine results of the paper) over
retribution for authors whose words weren’t their own (while warning that this
kind of thing wouldn’t be tolerated in future), would you slam them for that? I



wouldn’t. And if they made their decision after a preprint version of the paper
had already been withdrawn by the administrators of a prominent preprint
server, and knowing that they were going to have a lot of knee-jerk outrage
directed at them, I would go as far as to describe their decision as courageous.
Same for the GRG editors decision. The quality of the papers is very different but
the principle is the same.
(Now you can hopefully see that my mentioning of that story wasn’t a
“smokescreen”.)

95. Peter Woit
January 21, 2008

amused,

I did not in any sense accuse you of lying (by “hypothetical” I in no way meant to
imply any questioning of the veracity of your story), I did accuse you of evading
the issue, which you continue to do. As for tone, stop it with the “kiddie version”
shit, I’m not a kiddie.

You persist in wanting to discuss something completely different than what is at
issue here: the GRG decision to not withdraw two specific heavily plagiarized
papers. Besides not being a kiddie, I’m not an idiot, and of course am aware that
authors get help with their writing of various sorts and the usual academic
standard that people’s words should be their own takes this into account. In such
cases it would be a good idea if they acknowledge this in the paper. In some
cases there would be real ethical issues raised by this, and when considering
them, the question of how unacknowledged help affected scientific results would
be a relevant one.

But, again, this is not what the GRG editors were deciding or what I was
criticizing. I have been assured that they had those marked-up pdfs in their
possession when they made their decision. If you want to discuss the specific
cases at issue here, I’ll be glad to. If you want to keep on discussing other,
different, cases, I’ll keep pointing out that you’re evading the issue and doing so
to defend the indefensible.

96. Jonathan Vos Post
January 21, 2008

A scientist owns only two things:

(1) Reputation;

(2) Intellectual Property.

He who steals my Intellectual Property — whether introductory text or results or
equations — is an extential threat to me. The thief indirectly reduces my
reputation (by dilution) and directly reduces my Intellectual Property.

Of course this is the equivalent of a capital crime — like falsification of
laboratory data. Of course the thief loses his/her job, once the theft is proved



under Due Process.

Cf. “bubble reputation” [Shakespeare, As You Like It, II.7]

If a nation condones plagiarism on a wholesale scale, it is akin to a Cause of War.

None of this is exaggeration. I am just (for now) talking about the Scientific
Literature, not the parallel world of novel, story, screenplay, and song.

Anyone who does not understand this is more criminal than scientist, more fool
than ignoramus. Peter Woit is entirely right to insist on clarity at the basis of the
matter. Those who “praise with faint damn” are accessories after the act.

This is not about alternatives to Intellectual Property under the law, as in the
Open Source Software movement. Scientific Literature is parallel, the goal being
unfettered distribution of scientific results. The mixture of law and academic
protocol and publishing protocol is a jumble of 2nd order effects.

The axioms of plagiarism are unambiguous.

97. metin
January 21, 2008

Ali says: “I am originally from Turkey but my advanced degrees are not from
there. Those two students involved in this pagiarism scandal are not going to get
positions anywhere in turkish system. I can assure you that much.”

I, too, am from Turkey, and I don’t see how you can be so confident about this. I
know of previous cases where people with documented cases of plagiarism have
not only obtained professorships, but have been appointed to academic positions
with considerable power.

This is an extremely important issue for the Turkish academia, and the
professors who have been fighting against plagiarism have been doing an
extremely valuable service to the community. I don’t think slighting their efforts
by uninformed comments is appropriate.

Turkish academia does not consist solely of a handful of “elite” institutions.
There are honest, talented people fighting for positions in what you call
“Podunk” state universities, and they have to compete against the plagiarists.
There are cases where the plagiarists are well-connected politically, and honest
people have been threatened to be fired after demonstrating the plagiarism of
others.

I am not sure whether you think of these problems at “Podunk” etc. as non-
issues, but they are very real for people honestly trying to live the under-paid life
of an academician in Turkey. They are real for the students at those universities,
too. And believe me, they are real for the quality of the education system in
Turkey.

98. Coriolis



January 21, 2008

Peter,

It seems to me some people writing to your blog have not looked at these papers.
After spending just 1/2 an hour on these papers would remove any doubt in
anybody who has written any kind of paper (be it scientific or non-scientific) or
who knows anything about plagiarism.

Some people defend the plagiarizers more than plagiarizers defend themselves:
the guy admits that he had plagiarized, what else do you want ? You want to
catch him while he is actually doing the plagiarizing ?  ( And perhaps
broadcast it on Cops .)

About the action of Gen. Relativ. and Grav. Editors, they have lowered their
standards so much that I might actually try publishing
in GRG simply plain garbage, just for the heck of it. I would like to write a paper
in which I simply collect every sentence, every equation from different papers
and I will make sure that my own contribution is absolutely zero. I am sure it will
get published. It wont be worse than those two papers.

99. amused
January 21, 2008

Peter,

Well then, I’m a bit mystified by what you meant with the “hypothetical”.
Nevermind. As for my “kiddie version” line, the reasons for the frustration that
gave rise to it will be obvious to anyone who goes back and reads that comment.

“I’m […] of course am aware that authors get help with their writing of various
sorts and the usual academic standard that people’s words should be their own
takes this into account.”

How many times do I have to repeat: that is not what happened in that story. It
has absolutely nothing to do with it. The only difference between that case and
the Turkish cases is that the words were bought rather than stolen. Why do you
continue trying to insinuate something different?

So you don’t think my previous comment addressed the GRG editors decision,
whether it is justifiable or not? Well then I really am wasting my time here.

One reason I have so little sympathy with you on this is that the outrage could be
so much better spent on other things. Those young Turkish grad students, are
they really just intrinsically bad characters? Is academic physics really such a
lucrative and prestigeous career in Turkey that they would choose it without
actually caring about the subject? How did they end up in this situation? Those
wonderful METU faculty members who caught the plagiarists, where were they
while Salti & co were putting out 1-2 papers a month over 2 years? (They didn’t
notice?) What kind of environment and values were they and their colleagues
propagating? Perhaps you can consider directing some outrage at them Peter, if



you have any left over after you are finished with the journal editors.

In the immortal words of Danny Lundsford: I’m done here.

100. Peter Woit
January 21, 2008

amused,

By “hypothetical” I just meant that you insist on discussing not the documented
case at hand, but other issues. The Science case you talk about is different and
you are constructing a hypothetical situation in which it is the same, except for
the bought/stolen difference. The editors at Science have not had a situation
documented, complaints filed with them, and been asked to adjudicate
something, the GRG ones have. I don’t believe the situation you describe is
exactly the same except for the bought/stolen distinction, but even if it were, so
what? What’s at issue here is a specific example of plagiarism, I don’t see the
point of arguing about other issues, other than to avoid confronting this one.

As for one reason for the outrage, read the comment above from “metin”. You
may disagree, but to me another reason is what I see as the ever-decreasing
scientific standards in theoretical physics, which have now gotten so low that
some people seem to think there’s no reason to sanction even heavily plagiarized
papers.

I can explain my reasons for wasting my time on this, I really can’t understand
yours for spending time defending plagiarism and plagiarists. The one you give
that you think my outrage is misdirected and should be redirected at the faculty
members who exposed the plagiarism doesn’t make a lot of sense to me.

101. amused
January 21, 2008

Ok, one final comment

“After spending just 1/2 an hour on these papers would remove any doubt in
anybody who has written any kind of paper (be it scientific or non-scientific) or
who knows anything about plagiarism”

any doubt about what?
( you don`t need to answer .)
Are you related to Lubos by any chance? The style of argumentation is quite
similar.

“the guy admits that he had plagiarized, what else do you want ? You want to
catch him while he is actually doing the plagiarizing ?  ( And perhaps
broadcast it on Cops .) ”

The guy had already discussed his plagiarism in a Nature letter from Oct. 10.
(before the GRG editorial and PRD retraction) He never tried to hide it, only to
excuse it.

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v449/n7163/full/449658a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v449/n7163/full/449658a.html


(If he really wanted to hide it I don’t think he would be citing the papers he
plagiarised from.)

102. Coriolis
January 21, 2008

amused,

I am almost sure that you have not looked at carefully in these papers.
In his Nature paper : he admitted to `borrowing beautiful sentences” ONLY in
the introductory material. Please check the PRD retraction and see how much he
plagiarized.
We are discussing something concrete, it is out there, just check it.

No, I am not related to Lubos, I don`t know him, I am not familiar with his
writing. I am sure you are not Yilmaz, not that you don`t think a like, but that
your English is infinitely better 
But, there is still a good chance that you might be a GRG editor 

Anyway, I still have to thank for this discussion: I did learn one more time that
some people enter a discussion not to learn and perhaps contribute but simply
argue for the hell of it. This is not productive. Please first go and read these
papers, and then come back to argue specifically on them. Not on some abstract,
irrelevant issues that takes nobody nowhere.

103. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 21, 2008

Discussion here turned out to fun.

There is a famous saying, what is definitive is where to look,
not what to look.

Who is where in this discussion ? 

Some defend plagiarism and Turkish plagiarists with fuzzy, implicit sayings.

Turkish plagiarists and supporters, defenders, protectors,
promoters of them are doing the same thing.
No one defends plagiarism explicitly in front of public.
But they plagiarize explicitly in front of public,
and say that it is not plagiarism.
If anyone dare to falsify them they brake the wood on his head,
since they have the power.

Turkish university system is a deep bog whcih connected to other bogs of Turkey.

You see and are talking about only 15 flies which you noticed shitted 70 times in
a garden near you.

Some say, so what, what happened if they shitted.
And they add that this is not a tribute to shitting.



——————————-

Ali ,
” Tansu, you are complaining that these students wil lget faculty positions at
Podunk State University. So what? Who cares? Why do you feel so bitter about it?
”

I am victim of these Turkish plagiarists and supporters, defenders, protectors,
promoters of them for 7 years.
Moreover normally any honest Turkish citizen and any honest non-Turkish
academician especially who may be competent in international projects (such as
EU projects (even comu plagiarism rings (osman demircan and co.) have some
such applications) ) with Turkish plagiarists.

——————————————

There is a basic rule valid for most of the social cases :
follow the money.
What’s about applying this rule to journals which insist on
publishing of arxiv’s Turkish plagiarizes’ plagiarism works ?!
Can the editors who joined this discussion reply to this
question ?

104. Ali
January 21, 2008

Tansu, there is no funding for theoretical HEP anywhere in the world right now
so I do not think their fake papers are gonna help the pagiarists a bit to get
funding from EU or Tubitak. I do not think writing theoretical HEP papers is a
lucrative way to get rich anywhere. I however admit that it may help them to get
an academic position in Podunk State University(i.e. rural state universities in
Turkey) BUT I want to remind you that writing three dozen papers is not a
prerequisite to get that job and they probably would get that position with three
papers anyway so why do you think they bothered with this? Besides, as it was
pointed out by someone, these are underpaid positions anyway so I do not think
these plagiarists are after wealth by any means. If you think you are a high-
caliber scientist, why are you competing against these folks at Podunk State
Universities? There are elite private universities in major cities which pay
european level salaries to qualified scientists. I can assure you that they do not
hire plagiarist clowns. Why don’t you try one of them?

105. Tumbledried
January 21, 2008

Hi Coriolis, I presume you may have tangentially been also addressing me when
you wrote these comments:

“It seems to me some people writing to your blog have not looked at these
papers.”

“Anyway, I still have to thank for this discussion: I did learn one more time that



some people enter a discussion not to learn and perhaps contribute but simply
argue for the hell of it.”

I think I should stress a few things:

(i) Yes, I have looked at these papers, and, yes, I do not think that they are worth
the paper they are printed on. Yes, this is a terrible indictment of the acceptance
standard of certain journals;

(ii) Regardless, there are deeper issues here that I thought merited a quick word;

(iii) It sometimes pays to have a look at the bigger picture before making
sweeping generalisations and casting broad denunciations.

(iv) My comment was made in good faith. I was certainly not “arguing for the hell
of it”. We are all scientists here. Surely we can discuss important matters like
this in a civilised manner without having to constantly throw thinly veiled
vituperation at each other?

Anyway, like amused, I am also going to bow out of this discussion. Enjoy your
mudslinging.

106. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 21, 2008

Let me complete my sentence :
Moreover normally any honest Turkish citizen and any honest non-Turkish
academician especially who may be competent in international projects (such as
EU projects (even comu plagiarism rings (osman demircan and co.) have some
such applications) ) with Turkish plagiarists should care about plagiarism and
the bog which it was originated from.

Otherwise the famous anecdot tells :
they took a-s I said nothing,
they took b-s I said nothing,
……
they took z-s I said nothing,
when they come to take me,
there is noboby who can say any thing for me.

I am a victim they took.
I was saying what I belived before they took me,
I am saying now what I belive,
I will continue to say what I belive.

107. amused
January 21, 2008

Coriolis,

“I am almost sure that you have not looked at carefully in these papers.”



Now that really is quite Lubosian. Are you *sure* you aren’t related?

In the Nature letter he doesn’t make any statement to the effect “we only
borrowed for the introductory material”. He makes some statements that
*suggest* that that was all he did, but that isn’t the same.
Good grief, why are we wasting time arguing about this…

“But, there is still a good chance that you might be a GRG editor  ”

Ellis or Nicolai? No, i don’t think so. But I’ll take that as a compliment 

I also thank for this discussion. It reminded me of one of the reasons I went into
physics (besides the obvious one): it is one of the few human endeavors where
smug confidence in the quality of your reasoning won’t get you anywhere if it is
rubbish.

Ok now I really, *really* am done. Goodnight.

108. Coriolis
January 21, 2008

Tumbledried

I must have missed your earlier short comment, but somehow I managed to
offend you. I just read it. Sorry, I think it just proves my point.

1)Please, go back and check the papers to see if they always cite or not.

2) No, these are not review papers, thesis etc.

Beforehand, if the journals knew the extend of copy-pasting, do you think they
would publish these papers ?
There are many questions but the story has left origin long ago.

amused,
This is the first blog I am reading and the first discussion I am involved in. I aint
Lubos, I don`t even know the guy and from what I don`t know, I don`t think I
even like him  Hey, it occurred to me I might even be a woman.

Anyway, how anybody could possibly defend such blatant plagiarism
is really disturbing me. I do not understand why would one defend these papers?
What is the reason? Why lower the standards of publication any further ?

109. Geoffrey A. Landis
January 21, 2008

I have to point out that the phrase “self-plagiarism” is an oxymoron.
Literally, if that phrase had any meaning, it would mean “passing one’s own work
off as being one’s own work.”
I do understand the point here, of course, and perhaps people who copy their
own work and represent it as being new are, in these cases, exactly the same
people who copy the work of others.



But nevertheless, I would call the two qualitatively different, and you seem to be
debasing the intellectual crime of plagiarism by lumping so-called “self-
plagiarism” into the same category.
Couldn’t you perhaps think of a different word? What you mean to say is “the
crime of violating the explicit terms of the publishing contract which the author
signed to indicate that the work is unpublished and has not been submitted
elsewhere.”

110. Peter Woit
January 21, 2008

Geoffrey,

I agree that self-plagiarism is a quite different issue than plagiarism. In all cases
here where I was using the term “plagiarism”, I was using it to refer to
plagiarism from others. The main problem with the papers at issue is the way in
which they plagiarize the work of others.

111. Tumbledried
January 21, 2008

Hi Coriolis,

Thank you for your comment. I apologise for my slightly acerbic tone, and sorry
if I offended you in turn! I am quite aware that these were research papers, not
review papers. I’m not sure I made myself entirely clear – my intent was to
attempt to point out that legitimate research can and does borrow/use
excessively from that which proceeds it. ie it was not directly related to the
papers in question, but a meta-comment. “Standing on the shoulders of giants”
etc. But I see that I clearly made a mistake in trying to discuss this here, since
evidently this upsets Peter, which on reflection is understandable since a reader
skimming this discussion might confuse this observation with a defense of the
sort of plagiarism that occurred in the Turkish papers.

Anyway, this should be my last comment. And a final apology for my clear
ignorance on these matters and my offtopic remarks. I hope everyone here has a
splendid day.

112. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 21, 2008

Ali,

I don’t know you are, what your background is, and where you are now.
One thing is clear that your approach is strange.

—————–

“Tansu, there is no funding for theoretical HEP anywhere in the world right now
so I do not think their fake papers are gonna help the pagiarists a bit to get
funding from EU or Tubitak. I do not think writing theoretical HEP papers is a



lucrative way to get rich anywhere.”

As I said these you can meet these plagiarists every where not only in theoretical
hep domains.
For example plagiarist Husnu Baysal approved lot of plagiarized computer
enginering msc theses.
The list is very long.

——————

“I however admit that it may help them to get an academic position in Podunk
State University(i.e. rural state universities in Turkey)”

“Podunk State University” : this naming does not cover the whole view.
A term like “Billboard University”
(to mean very unqualified, even very less qualified than qualified lyceess) is more
appropriate for more than 2/3 of the universities (not only state universities but
including private universities) in Turkey.

————-

“BUT I want to remind you that writing three dozen papers is not a prerequisite
to get that job and they probably would get that position with three papers
anyway so why do you think they bothered with this?”

Follow the money (+power, +maximum ego satisfaction), you will find the
answers.

————–

“Besides, as it was pointed out by someone, these are underpaid positions
anyway so I do not think these plagiarists are after wealth by any means.”

Relativity :-).
There are competents to take a piece from this underpaid pie.
Underpaid : according to international standards not Turkish standards.
That much is the highest ratio paid for a physics diploma (and for lots of other
diplomas) in Turkey.
And other benefits are also generally the highest.
Moreover they can be doubled, tripled, quadrapled easily.
Let me estimate comu’s plagiarsit dean Ihsan Yilmaz’s income from the
university, it is between 5.000 ytl to 20.000 ytl per month
(~ 4.000 usd to 16.000 usd) .
He can not easily gain more than 1.000 ytl anywhere else in Turkey with his
diplomas.

————————–

“If you think you are a high-caliber scientist, why are you competing against
these folks at Podunk State Universities? There are elite private universities in
major cities which pay european level salaries to qualified scientists. I can assure



you that they do not hire plagiarist clowns. Why don’t you try one of them?”

My story is long. I summerized a few part of it whic is related to arxiv scandal.
Almost every Turks know Turkey and Turkish university system spent thousands
of high-caliber scientists.
That’s why plagiarists are running horses today.
I am not competing against these worthless people.
I am victim of them.
Why I was comu (canakkale) : in short, canakkale is my home town,
my family lives there, and my family needed me then.
I was unaware that much of comu, Turkish university system, and Turkey.
When I was awared it was very late.
For 7 years I’m under attack.
5 years I struggled to rescue my phd diploma which was illegally blocked by
academic and juristocratic mafia.
I wrote thousands of papers in my search for justice,
instead of writing tens of scientific papers in my expertise areas.

Searching justice against academic mafias and juristocratic mafias in Turkey
causes lot of gates, which normally should be open, to close, unfortunately.

You assure everything…..
Unfortunately you can meet plagiarists every uni. in Turkey where they are
promoted to president of universities and to higher.
Only meeting frequency changes.

113. Arun
January 22, 2008

Observation, prompted by Tansu K – competence is a threat to the incompetent;
when incompetent people obtain positions of power and influence, they will try
to close the gates to the competent. This is generally true. It can take a
generation or more to repair the damage, if ever.

114. amused
January 22, 2008

Arun, I agree completely. That’s why I think that rather than obsessing over what
editors did about copied text it would be more productive to consider what can
be done to encourage and support competent researchers in developing
countries who are disadvantaged in systems that reward quantity (of junk,
copied or uncopied) or political connections over quality.

Ciriolis, my “defence of blatant plagiarism” is merely to say that I find GRG’s
response adequate (and yes, brave considering the circumstances). The authors
were shamed by having their text copying discussed in an editorial which also
stated that it was unacceptable and would not be tolerated in future. You and
Peter obviously have more of a lust for retribution than me.

Peter, how would you rate the embarrassment and damage to the field caused by
the GRG decision compared to that caused by the media spectacle resulting from



Smolin’s hyping of the surfing independent physicist and his “theory of
everything” (unrefereed and inviable)? Where was your outrage in the latter
case? Funny how your reactions always seem to correlate with your interests in
these situations — not speaking out against your ally Smolin’s deplorable hyping,
but turning on the outrage in a situation where you see a chance to promote your
hypothesis about the journal system being “collapsed”.
(Yes, I decided to start using the same tactics of response that you have been
using to me. If you want to lower the tone further I’ll follow you all the way
down.)

115. Peter Woit
January 22, 2008

amused,

You’re still trying to change the topic from your defense of the indefensible, now
to your fanatical hatred for Lee Smolin. In order to “lower the tone” I’ll avoid
commenting here on your behavior in the Lisi affair, and just state that I stand
behind every word I’ve written about it (the Lisi affair), here and elsewhere.

116. amused
January 22, 2008

“You’re still trying to…..” “your defense of the indefensible…” etc etc

If you make these pronouncements often and vehemently enough they might
actually become true. Try it!

117. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 22, 2008

amused,

are you Ellis of GRG , or someone in relation to him ?

fun increases  :

” That’s why I think that rather than obsessing over what editors did about
copied text it would be more productive to consider what can be done to
encourage and support competent researchers in developing countries who are
disadvantaged in systems that reward quantity (of junk, copied or uncopied) or
political connections over quality. ”

he he 
Turkish comics magazine Leman has given Tulip Awards for years.
You can start to give Scientific Tulip Awards to competent lonely scientists whose
papers’ abriged versions you promotionally publish in a residual corner if others
leave.

—————————–

Follow the money rule  :

http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/11/16/garrett-lisis-theory-of-everything
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/11/16/garrett-lisis-theory-of-everything
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/11/16/garrett-lisis-theory-of-everything
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/11/16/garrett-lisis-theory-of-everything
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001505.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001505.html


What is the market value of this ?
What is the share of Turkish universities in this market ?
What is the risk of threating the ducks on Turkish market and other markets ?

118. derridux
January 23, 2008

Who could have said that the editors of “Social Text” would have the last laugh
after all? They must still be laughing.

For several years more than five dozen papers full of BS were published by many
HEP and gravity journals, including several of the most respected and
prestigious ones, which didn’t even notice the hoax.

It’s true that plagiarized material is different from made-up nonsense. But it’s
also true that social scientists need not know anything about GR, they just
trusted Sokal. Here we have the supposed experts swallowing rotten fish in
wholesale quantities.

Not surprisingly, all the big names that came out at the time to tell how social
sciences were in deep trouble now seem to be silent, at least publicly.

119. amused
January 24, 2008

Tansu,

I tried to reply to the comment you addressed to me, but Woit deleted it.

I used to think that this blog was run by a person with integrity, motivated by
genuine concern about real problems that exist in the present day hep physics
community. But it has become clear that he is just another demagogue, out to
ram his own judgements down our throats and with very little interest in
engaginging in good faith debate on the issues.

The points I tried to make in this discussion — that it is important to distinguish
between plagiarism of results and copying of background text, and that the GRG
decision to allow the papers to remain in the journal in this instance because
their results are original, while declaring the text copying unacceptable and
stating that it won’t be tolerated in future, might actually be quite reasonable —
have been met with: “Defender of plagiarism! Supporter of plagiarists! You’re
just trying to prop up a collaped journal system!” (Of course, my attempts to
distinguish between which aspects of the journal system were in trouble and
which were still functioning ok was completely ignored — everything is black-
and-white when you’re a demagogue.) Other commenters gleefully joined in with
mocking and derision, just as good followers of a demagoge are supposed to do.
(“If you actually bothered to look at those papers you would know that…” etc
etc.)

Woit sometimes bemoans the fact that so few serious phyicists are willing to
participate in discussions here. He puts that down to too many people making



“uninformed comments”. Well I think there is another reason, and it has become
pretty obvious.

120. RILED UP
January 24, 2008

“amused ” you are totally missing the point. Your position is completely
unethical, and people are quite rightly criticizing you for it. You are condoning
actions that cause actual harm, as you surely realize.

121. Eric
January 24, 2008

I agree with Amused that copying background material can be acceptable, so
long as adequate references are given and it’s clear to the reader that the
background material is not original. In my experience, this just makes it easier to
connect an author’s new results with the existing body of work. Especially when
their exist different conventions and syles for a particular subject, it is helpful to
have a common source of material so that different researchers can all speak the
same language. I would wager that in all liklihood those in this thread
grandstanding on this topic are not active researchers who publish papers
regularly, e.g. Peter Woit.

122. Stan
January 24, 2008

Eric,
Should we assume you are an active researcher copy-pasting material without
even citing ?

123. RILED UP
January 24, 2008

There is no doubt that “amused” was condoning activities that any reasonable
person would call plagiarism. There’s no excuse for dressing it up as something
else. And “Eric” I would suggest you stick to non-gambling sources of income.

124. amused
January 24, 2008

Riled up,

I’m sorry, but stating things vehemently is not by itself sufficient to show them to
be true. I’m open to debating this issue, explaining the reasons for my views
(which I don’t think are at all unique), and even to changing my mind about them
if someone convinces me that they are untenable. But what I encounter most of
the time here is not arguments but proclamations. E.g., your comment is just a
string of proclamations, with any arguments. It is a classic tactic of demagogy:
say something often and vehemently enough and it will become the accepted
truth, with dissenters being cowed into silence.



You say that I am “condoning actions that cause actual harm, as you surely
realize.” Well no I don’t realize that at all. GRG shamed the culprits by discussing
their text copying in an editorial, and stated that it was unacceptable and would
not be tolerated in future. I happen to think that is a sufficient response and
don’t agree at all that it is causing actual harm. We can debate it if you want to.

Let me ask you this: Do you think the GRG editors — Ellis and Nicolai — are
people of limited integrity who don’t take ethical issues seriously? Do you think
they were lying when they wrote in the editorial that they had seriously
considered this issue? They are both renown, highly respected physicists with
extensive experience as journal editors; probably they have thought more about
journal-related issues, including ethics, than any of us. So perhaps it is
appropriate to be a bit more open to the possibility that they may have made a
reasonable decision, rather than rushing in with knee-jerk outrage. (Of course, a
demagogue with an anti-journal agenda won’t have much willingness for that.)

125. Peter Orland
January 24, 2008

Wow, I can’t believe what I am reading.

At my institution, students in my classes who copy phrases
from a published source with no citation not only flunk,
but are referred to the VP for academic affairs and
out on probation.

126. Peter Woit
January 24, 2008

amused,

The reason your comment was deleted was that it did little more than question
the professional competence of those physicists at METU who exposed this
plagiarism, and sneer about the difficulty of finding any competent Turkish
physicists at all.

Anyone who reads this exchange here can make up their own mind about who is
engaging in demagoguery.

127. amused
January 24, 2008

The credit the students get for their assignments comes from how well they
answer questions, solve problems etc. Obviously if they plagiarise something that
is going to affect their credit then it’s a very serious offence. (And if they are
being judged in part on their writing then anything they plagiarise affects the
credit.)
The credit physics researchers get for a research article is determined entirely
by their results. No one gives a sh*t about their eloquent introductions and
background material. They get absolutely no credit for it.
Like I said before, stealing is always wrong, but stealing wrapping paper to wrap



a potentially valuable object is surely a less grevious offence than stealing the
object itself. Now you’re all going to shout at me again that I’m “defending
plagiarism”, right?

128. amused
January 24, 2008

“…question the professional competence of those physicists at METU who
exposed this plagiarism, and sneer about the difficulty of finding any competent
Turkish physicists at all.”

That is an outright lie. Once again you are misrepresenting what I wrote to serve
your own agenda.

129. Peter Orland
January 24, 2008

Amused,

I am not shouting (not even metaphorically) but yes, you are defending
plagiarism.

130. amused
January 24, 2008

Peter O.,

To my mind, that’s like saying I am “defending murder” if I say that a drunk
driver who kills a pedestrian has committed a less grievious offence than
someone who kills in cold blood.

131. Peter Woit
January 24, 2008

Here is the deleted comment from amused. People can judge for themselves
whether I was right to delete it or have “lied” in my characterization of it. But
please, discussing it has nothing to do with the topic of this posting: plagiarism
and its toleration by journals, please stick to that here. If you want to insult me
as a demagogic liar or praise me as a fearless defender of high standards of
ethics, you can do so by e-mail, not in this discussion section.

“”You can start to give Scientific Tulip Awards to competent lonely scientists”

Well I would love to do that, Tansu, but first we have to find some competent
Turkish scientists. (Do you insist that they must also be lonely?) None of the
plagiarists in this scandal are in the least bit competent… but how about the
METU faculty who exposed them, would any of them qualify?”

132. Peter Woit
January 24, 2008

amused,



What you’re doing is defending as brave and admirable the decision not to
sanction, in your analogy, a drunk driver who has killed a pedestrian. This is why
it is accurate to say that you are defending plagiarists and their plagiarism. It’s
also why most people think you are defending something indefensible.

Except Eric I guess, who goes further and suggests that drunk drivers killing
pedestrians is a good thing…

133. Peter Orland
January 24, 2008

Amused,

Socially unacceptable behavior can be characterized in degrees. That isn’t the
point.

At most accredited schools and universities, any student who has been found to
copy published material is (and should be, in my opinion) in serious jeopardy of
being expelled. If this activity is unacceptable in our classes, shouldn’t it be
utterly unacceptable in our journals?

134. amused
January 24, 2008

Woit, you are just unbelievable. The GRG editorial decared the text copying to be
unacceptable. I agreed with the GRG editorial. So no, it is *not* analogous to
sanctioning the drunk driver, it is analogous to saying that he/she should get a
lesser punishment than the person who kills in cold blood.

Peter O.,
I am *not* trying to say that plagiarism is ever acceptable. But I think it is
appropriate to treat different kinds of plagiarism differently. When a physics
researcher copies background text it is unacceptable, but at the same time a
much less grievous offence that plagiarising research results. I can’t believe we
are disagreeing about this.

As for my previously deleted comment that Woit misrepresents as deriding
Turkish scientists: No that was not how it was intended. I decided to respond
sincerely to show up the leering sarcasm of the person I was responding to. I
know absolutely nothing about Turkish science or scientists, except that the
plagiarists in this case seem to be lousy ones. I think it would be a genuinely
good idea to show some recognition to good Turkish scientists in the present
situation. The obvious place to start when looking for them would be the people
who exposed this scandal. Also, that commenter had been insinuating in many
posts that Turkish academia is corrupt to the bone, so drawing his attention to
the fact that it was Turkish scientists who exposed this plagiarism is a way of
confronting him with reality.
Having said that, I do find it strange that Salti & co were able to put out 1-2
papers a month for 2 years before anyone got suspicious and looked into it. If
grad students had been doing that at any of the uni’s i’ve been at I’m sure people
would have been onto it much sooner. When grad students start doing this kind



of thing it reflects badly on the environment and values in a department,
something which surely all faculty share responsibility for.

135. Eric
January 24, 2008

I think there should be a distinction made between paraphrasing someone elses
work while giving a reference and whole-sale copying without any reference. The
first is definitely not plagiarism, while the second case is clearly unacceptable.
However, from the narrow arguments of Peter et. al., even copying the LaTeX for
a formula or table from another paper is plagiarism.

136. amused
January 24, 2008

Peter O.,
Adding to my previous reply: Yes, it is a perfectly reasonable opinion that activity
that isn’t aceptable in classes should also not be acceptable in journals. I
wouldn’t say that you or anyone else who held that view was wrong. At the same
time, I think the GRG editors’ view — that the paper may remain in the journal
because its results are all new, but that the authors are shamed by having their
copying pointed out in an editorial, which states it is unacceptable — is also a
defensible position. I just don’t think there is only one “right thing” to do in this
situation. The GRG editors handled it one way, the PRD editors another way, and
both were completely reasonable in my opinion.

137. Peter Woit
January 24, 2008

amused,

My apologies if I misread the intent of your question about whether any of the
METU faculty who exposed this plaigiarism are competent, which I read in the
context of your earlier sneering comment about “those wonderful METU faculty
members”:

“Those wonderful METU faculty members who caught the plagiarists, where
were they while Salti & co were putting out 1-2 papers a month over 2 years?
(They didn’t notice?) What kind of environment and values were they and their
colleagues propagating? Perhaps you can consider directing some outrage at
them Peter, if you have any left over after you are finished with the journal
editors.”

In any case, questioning whether the people who exposed this plagiarism are
professionally competent seems to me to be a highly inappropriate diversion
from the issue of what to do about the plagiarists. I think I was correct to delete
your comment, and will delete any further attempts to turn this into a discussion
of the competence of the people responsible for bringing the plagiarism to the
attention of the arXiv and the journals.

There’s a standard, minimal, conventional and appropriate sanction for



plagiarism: withdrawal of the paper. At most institutions, the sanction for this
kind of plagiarism is actually much more severe than this, often including
dismissal from one’s academic position. In this case, one can reasonably argue
about how the institutions involved should sanction the authors caught
plagiarizing, but I don’t think there is any reasonable argument for not
withdrawing the papers, and requiring the authors to resubmit them in
unplagiarized form.

The arXiv, PRD, JHEP and Astrophysics and Space Science editors decided this
was serious plagiarism and took the appropriate action, the GRG editors decided
instead to defend the publication of the papers, despite their heavily plagiarized
nature and not to even put any note on the papers that they consist largely of
plagiarism. You consider this brave behavior and forceful criticism of it to be
demagoguery, I think most scientists strongly disagree with you about this. Right
now, anyone who looks up these papers in GRG will find no indication that they
are looking at a heavily plagiarized document. If they happen to run across the
GRG editorial (not so easy to find…), they’ll get the impression that there was a
small amount of irrelevant plagiarism in these papers. The only way they are
likely to know that the plagiarism was serious and extensive is if they look up the
arXiv version and see the withdrawal statement there. Journals are supposed to
be more reliable sources of information, with higher standards than a preprint
server, but quite the opposite is true in this case.

Eric,

I’ve not entered into the issue of deciding how much copying has to go on before
something is sanctionable plagiarism. Obviously there are grey areas. What I
have said, and stand behind, is that if you look at the marked-up pdfs of the two
GRG papers, they are undeniably examples of extensive plagiarism, of a sort that
should not exist in an academic journal. Any journal that makes the mistake of
publishing something this heavily plagiarized should withdraw it, not leave it on-
line with no indication it is plagiarized material.

138. Hans
January 24, 2008

GRG did also publish some papers of the Bogdanovs. After it came out, that their
papers were simply a joke, GRG did not withdraw even these strange papers.
At this time, one of the editors of GRG, Nicolai, gave an interview in the german
magazine “Die Zeit” in which he stated, that if these papers would have
appeared on his desk, he would have rejected them. He said that he would try to
improve the standards of GRG.

Seems that he failed, or that GRG is such a problematic journal, that it cannot
defend itself from garbage. scary..

139. Peter Woit
January 24, 2008

Hans,



The Bogdanov papers were not published in GRG. One was published in Classical
and Quantum Gravity, which is what you are thinking of. That journal did not
withdraw the Bogdanov paper.

The statement by Nicolai you quote refers to that journal, where he was an
“honorary editor”. An e-mail signed by him and the journal publisher, see

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/bogdanoff/

said that the journal editorial board had determined that the paper should not
have been published, but decided not to withdraw it.

A later version of this statement, see

http://listserv.nd.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0211&L=pamnet&T=0&F=&S=&
P=3647

deleted the language about the editorial board having determined that the paper
should not have been published, and reads purely as a defense of publication of
the paper.

140. Hans
January 24, 2008

Peter, Thanks, sorry, I confused class quant grav with gen rel grav.

141. amused
January 24, 2008

Peter W.,

I regret making that “wonderful METU faculty members” comment. While the
length of time it took for the situation to get noticed and looked into there does
seem strange, I don’t know anything about the goings on and so shouldn’t have
made that comment.

I agree with your criticism about GRG not mentioning the situation about these
papers on their (the papers) websites. They should definitely add a note about it
with a link to the editorial.

As for the rest of GRG’s handling of this, I can’t really say anything more than
what I’ve said already. The authors have been shamed, the text copying was
declared unacceptable, and intolerable in the future… to me that seems
sufficient. You suggested the authors should have to rewrite the papers in their
own words — sure, I wouldn’t object to that, just don’t see what it would achieve
that hasn’t been achieved already (apart from giving them some extra
punishment and English practice).

About demagoguery (also spelt more efficiently but still legitimately as
demagogy): that wasn’t directed at your criticism of GRG but at the way you
were responding to my comments. When you and others challenged my views I
always responded with detailed step-by-step responses to your points. It would

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/bogdanoff/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/bogdanoff/
http://listserv.nd.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0211&L=pamnet&T=0&F=&S=&P=3647
http://listserv.nd.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0211&L=pamnet&T=0&F=&S=&P=3647
http://listserv.nd.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0211&L=pamnet&T=0&F=&S=&P=3647
http://listserv.nd.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0211&L=pamnet&T=0&F=&S=&P=3647


have been nice to get something similar in return. Instead I got
misrepresentations of what I had said (for strawman arguments) and ex cathedra
proclamations that I was a “defender of plagiarism” etc. Ok, I know that you are
busy and have other things to do (so do I). But that kind of response comes
across as you wanting to ram your judgement down our throats rather than
engage in a discussion in good faith.

142. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 24, 2008

amused,

you’re defending plagiarism and unethical behaviours.
Your style is clanic. Strange.
Probably I know who you are.
Normally your approach is unacceptable especialy for who holds positions like
yours.
I am trying to understand your role in this game.

Do you have a plagiarismmeter which you decide according to it
such as this much is acceptable, this much is more acceptable,
etc ?

”
1.
it is important to distinguish between plagiarism of results and copying of
background text, and that the GRG decision to allow the papers to remain in the
journal in this instance because their results are original,
2.
while declaring the text copying unacceptable and stating that it won’t be
tolerated in future, might actually be quite reasonable
”

Let us assume part 1 is true.
Why don’t you and GRG defend this in part 2 then ?
Let us assume part 2 is true.
Why do you and GRG defend this in part 1 then ?
You are falsifying part 1 in part 2 and vice versa.

This means that ohh our folks have caught on job,
let’s not apply the rules for them.
In Turkish there is an idiom for this : belly dancing.

Future ? Which one ?
100 years later ? 1000 years later ?
Or the future when the plagiarists are the
ones who don’t need to be defended by you and GRG ?

” GRG shamed the culprits by discussing their text copying in an editorial, and
stated that it was unacceptable and would not be tolerated in future. ”



Why does GRG accept things now which it declares will be unacceptable in an
unknown future ?

” I happen to think that is a sufficient response and don’t agree at all that it is
causing actual harm. ”

Relativity again.
Harm for what or who ?

—————————–

” Do you think the GRG editors — Ellis and Nicolai — are people of limited
integrity who don’t take ethical issues seriously? ”

This is the general view of lots Turkish academicians, juristocrats, etc even at
top positions.

Clanic style. You say :
obey the masters.
This is very ordinary in Turkey.
But GRG is not in Turkey, and it’s not Turkish.

—————————-

” The credit physics researchers get for a research article is determined entirely
by their results. No one gives a sh*t about their eloquent introductions and
background material. They get absolutely no credit for it. ”

This is not generally valid for Turkish system which is based on partizanship.

——————————

I couldn’t find an image of Leman’s Tulip Awards.
Anyone see it guesses whom it is given for what  .

Showing lonely competent scientists as candidates for it was an irony.

Language game. Greetings to Wittgenstein.

——————————

METU, my university at the same time,
corresponds to MIT etc of US and
Cambrigde etc of amused’s island.

It is impossible in Turkish system that
everything can be alright for METU.
YOK’s (Higher education/despotic council) ex-president and his
ex-team who were METU faculties were the most despotic ones,
and they gave the highest harm to Turkish university system
and Turkey. They covered hundreds of plagiarism cases.
As I said comu’s ex-president and head of comu plagiarism ring



was a faculty of METU physics dept., so was comu’s vice president and 2nd head
of comu plagiarism ring.
In spite of these, average of METU in lots of subjets is very high
that others.
METU equip exposed arXiv plagiarism case,
in spite of some faults of METU
(by others who are not in that equip),
the other 13’s cases are trying to be covered.
METU equip’s work would have been more difficult
if METU plagiarists were faculties, deans, etc.
But it’s also difficult to meet such plagiarists in METU,
since METU has an internationally respected name
to be kept.

In short,
amused, yes,
mentioned METU equip consists of very qualified scientists.
They are not lonely, and they don’t have any trouble to
publish their qualified works.

But there are lots of lonely (or unpartizan) qualified scientist in Turkey which
have not much chance to progress if support to plaiarists and other unqualifieds
continues.

So your proposal to think about what can can be done
is similar to giving pies of good boys to bad boys then
giving candies to good boys to make them forget their pies.

————————–

Is there any more complex complo theories
behind supporting plagiarism in a developing country ?

—————————

Eric, let me repeat what Stan said :
Should we assume you are an active researcher copy-pasting material without
even citing ?

—————————-

I wonder
what would happen if arXiv plagiarists were not Turkish,
but for exampe Amerikan, for example from MIT or like
not from METU,
or for example from amused island from Cambridge or like
not from METU ?
What would be the trend of the discussion here then ?

143. Ali
January 24, 2008



Tansu, METU is NOT MIT of Turkey. It is not anywhere close to it. In the recent
top 500 universities of the world listing of The Times, there were 5 turkish
universities AND METU was not in that list. You should realize you are not the
only one who has PhD in this forum so you should try to provide accurate
information if at all possible. Plus, like I suggested to you before, you should try
your chances in other high-caliber universities if you think you are really such a
great scientist. I do not understand why you are so obsessed with comu and
metu. I enjoy your sarcastic comments but I would prefer if you can quit this chip
on the shoulder attitude.

144. amused
January 24, 2008

Tansu,

Yes, I’m defending plagiarism, murder, and lots of other terrible things.
Good luck with working out my identity from my strange clanic style  (hint: if
you think i have a “significant position” you’re sadly mistaken).
My role in this game: a random physicist blog commenter who doesn’t know
when to keep his mouth shut. Now you know 
No I haven’t finished building the plagiarismmeter yet, so for the moment can
only distinguish between plagiarised results and copied background text. Some
people think this is already sinful enough.

In answer to your questions about 1 and 2: I guess the GRG editors are hoping
that people will heed their warning and not submit more papers with copied text,
or that the software will catch them if they do. In that case the editors can avoid
having to do what they don’t want to do, which is to retract papers which their
referees have already deemed publishworthy. But if it happens again in future
they will of course have to take stronger measures, i.e. retract the offending
papers.
The idea of giving people a warning before taking stronger measures against
them seems quite foreign to you… Ideally it should work as a deterrent.

“Relativity again.
Harm for what or who ?”

Anything or anyone. If you disagree, can you explain precisely where the harm is
(caused by the GRG decision to shame the authors, declare what they did
unacceptable, but allow the paper to stay in the journal because the only part of
it that counts for anything — the results — are not plagiarised.)

“Clanic style. You say :
obey the masters.”

No, it’s just natural to respect people who’ve earned it.
(I’m sure you’ll have some fun with that.)

“But there are lots of lonely (or unpartizan) qualified scientist in Turkey which
have not much chance to progress if support to plaiarists and other unqualifieds
continues.”



And I’ve been supporting the plagiarists in this case, right? By pointing out that
their text-copying isn’t as bad as plagiarising research results, and suggesting
that the sanctions GRG took were already sufficient…
Come on, any competent researcher (lonely or not) should be able to outcompete
these clowns on merit, and that won’t be made any more difficult by the clowns’
copying of background texts. So if the clowns are winning it means the system is
not based on merit (i.e. rewarding quality ahead of quantity of junk) — that’s
where the real problem lies.
Why are you so much obsessed about “plagiarism rings” and so little concerned
about the merit issue? It seems you wouldn’t mind the system rewarding lousy
researchers as long as they hadn’t plagiarised anything..

145. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 25, 2008

Ali,

may you explain who you are, what your background
and foreground are, what your position is ?
It should not be needed to hide yourself.
To compare METU with other Turkish universities
(except a few ones) is funny.
This is the list you mentioned :
Bilkent (most of its faculties are METU graduates),
Cukurova, Istanbul Technical, Istanbul, and
Sabanci (lots of its faculties are METU graduates).
You said you studied abroad.
Did you meet or hear anyone (faculty, researcher, high skilled employee, etc) in
any top level university, research center,
company, who is a graduate of Cukurova uni. which is 30+
year old ?
or who knows its name ?
There are thousands of such METU graduates all around the world
(in MIT, Stanford, Berkeley, Yale, Oxford, Cambridge, …..
in research centers of NASA, Microsoft, IBM, Sony, Google, Boeing,
….).
You can easily meet people in scienfitic, research, high skilled company, etc
communities all around the world who know some about METU.
METU (which is 50+ year old) is the #1 Turkish university in being known
globally.
#2 (Bosphorus, which is 150+ year old),
#3 (Istanbul Technical, which is 230+ year old), and
#4 (Bilkent, which is 20+ year old)
follow it far behind in this regard.

One another important thing, you know this well :
Nationwide University Entrance Examination (UEE).
This is the primary way to start to study in a Turkish university.
Rank in that exam is the main criteria.
Students prefer where to study according to their ranks,



and they’re automatically accepted according to their ranks
and preferrences.
METU’s almost all the students, during almost all of its history,
have ranks between 1 to 1000, or 0.1 to 1%.
Last year 1.500.000+ students took that exam.
Preferrence by the top level students shows its relativistically correspondence to
USA’s top level universities.
Bosphorus’ student spectrum is similar to this.
There is no other university having an overall similar student
spectrum.
To meet UEE’s rank 1 students between METU students
is very ordinary.

Did you meet or hear any student who has a rank in the
first few thousands (not 1000, or 100, or 10) and
preferred to study in any dept. of Cukurova ?

——————————————

” I do not understand why you are so obsessed with comu and metu. ”

I am victim of mafias of comu, Turkish university system, and
Turkish juristocracy which has deep conjunctions with others.
Lots of my human rights have been violated.

——————————————-

amused,

may you explain who you are, what your background
and foreground are, what your position is ?
It should not be needed to hide yourself.
Don’t make your readers wonder who is behind this defence.

” The idea of giving people a warning before taking stronger measures against
them seems quite foreign to you… ”

You are saying as if plagiarism were newly discovered
and announced as an unacceptable thing.
It can be extended, as you said, to
“murder, and lots of other terrible things”.
Hey folks, others dislike what you did, no problem for us,
be careful and don’t be caught next time,
otherwise it will be difficult to protect you next time.
Yes, this is clanic.

———————–

” it’s just natural to respect people who’ve earned it. ”

Defending plagiarism is a very great risk to lost all the



respect earned till then.

————————

” So if the clowns are winning it means the system is not based on merit (i.e.
rewarding quality ahead of quantity of junk) — that’s where the real problem
lies. ”

Yes what I basically say is this :
Turkish university system is not based on merits,
it is based on partizanship.

” Why are you so much obsessed about “plagiarism rings” and so little concerned
about the merit issue? It seems you wouldn’t mind the system rewarding lousy
researchers as long as they hadn’t plagiarised anything.. ”

That ‘s completely wrong.
My main issue is the merits and lackness of merits.
But this is country-wide problem in Turkey noy limited to universities.
As I said, for ex., juristocracy is supportings all the faults
in universities.
“Plagiarism rings” are not just “plagiarism rings”.
They are mafia rings at the same time, deeply connected to
other mafias.

——————————

” Anything or anyone. If you disagree, can you explain precisely where the harm
is (caused by the GRG decision to shame the authors, declare what they did
unacceptable, but allow the paper to stay in the journal because the only part of
it that counts for anything — the results — are not plagiarised.) ”

Yes, let me explain :

1. Turkish system traditionally is trying to cover the 13 of 15 plagiarists’ cases.
GRG is giving support to this coverage to be done easily.
Turkish plagiarists’ are saying that “who are blaming us as plagiarists are the
enemies of Turkey, they’re nothing else.
arXiv is just an unimportant archieve,
look that GRG published our articles and GRG is defending us
against who are blaming us”.
These are clowns, but very dangerous ones.
GRG’s support is preventing Turkey to get rid of these clowns.
arXiv scandal is the first internationally exposed mass Turkish plagiarism case.
This may be a great opportunity for Turkey to brake
plagiarism tradition. But GRG’s support is a wall in front of this.
What happens if nothing happens to this 15 plagiarists ?
It will be very difficult to catch them on job again.
They will try to be more careful.
An assoc. prof., prof. holds his position in university during life time in Turkey
without being interested in science, without producing,



withot teaching. He gains 3.000 (~2400 usd) ytl to 100.000+
(80.000+ usd) ytl per month.
Such clown academicians close all the gates to qualified academicians, and open
all the gates to their partizan clowns.

Is that much harm of GRG to Turkey and to Turkish qualified
scientists enough ?

2. GRG’s support to plagiarism encourages plagiarists
all around the world, and cause similar harms to
especially developing countries as explained in (1).

146. Ali
January 25, 2008

Tansu, I have a PhD in theoretical condensed matter physics from USA and I live
in Canada at the moment. I have no relation with metu or comu in any way. I did
not study there. Yes I met lots of metu graduates personally. My impression is
that metu used to be one of the top (if not the top) universities in turkey 20 or 30
years ago alongside with itu and bosphorus (all public schools for non-turkish
readers) but when private universities started in 1980’s and 1990’s (like, bilkent,
sabanci and koc) metu lost its lead and it is way behind these schools at the
moment. The metu graduates who are in positions you mentioned graduated long
time ago. They are not recent graduates. The recent metu graduates I met were
mediocre students to put it mildly. Again, back to my original statement, you
need to try your luck somewhere else if you think you will not be able to get into
metu and comu. This whining is not gonna take you anywhere. Good luck

147. Tansu KUCUKONCU , PhD
January 25, 2008

Ali,

I don’t know why, but you are chainging the route of the discussion.
This is passively or indirectly doing something.
Do not hide yourself, who you are, where did you study, where you are now.
There is an allergy to METU and METU graduates in Turkey
by some since it’s top level and very different than others as in the example of its
behaviour in case of arXiv scandal.
This allergy caused the trials of closing METU completely, and
closing of METU for 1 year in 70’s.
It seems that you have that kind of allergy.
What you said about METU is not true.

I don’t want to go into details of comparison of Turkish universities,
but what I said about METU is valid for almost 50+years since
almost its constitution.
“METU’s almost all the students, during almost all of its history,
have ranks between 1 to 1000, or 0.1 to 1% in UEE.”
So they always had and will have positions in top level institutions and
companies all over the world.



“There is no other university having an overall similar student
spectrum.” Neither bilkent (which is 20+ year old ; lots of its faculties are METU
graduates),
nor sabanci (which is 10+ year old ; lots of its faculties are METU graduates),
nor koc (which is 10+year old ; lots of its faculties are METU graduates), nor
others.
Nothing has changed. And there is no sign of that it may change in the near
future.

————————

” you need to try your luck somewhere else if you think you will not be able to
get into metu and comu. ”

The problem here is arXiv plagiarism scandal and Turkish plagiarism and the
tradition behind it.
You are tactically changing the route to the wrong way.
I didn’t say anything that I wanted to get into metu or comu.
I very explicity said :
” I am a victiom of comu mafia and other mafias in connection with it
and these mafias have violated lots of my human rights for 7 years.
Moreover I could not make my voice to be heard in Turkey during these 7 years
due to country-wide effectiveness of these mafias.
So I am in search of justice for these violations for 7 years
and will keep searching till whereever it goes. “

148. amused
January 26, 2008

Tansu,

You want to know my background, foreground and position? Really, I am no one
important. I don’t have any connection to the people involved in this and have
nothing personal at stake. The only reason I joined in this discussion was
because I thought there were some relevant points that were not being made,
and I felt like making them. What difference would it make if you knew my name
— it would mean nothing to you. (Btw, Woit knows who I am, so I’m not
completely anonymous here.)

First of all, I am sympathetic to your situation and wish you and everyone else
fighting against academic corruption wherever it is best of luck.

Second, the GRG editors’ response was in no way a defense of those papers.
They shamed the authors by writing an editorial about their text copying, saying
it was unacceptable. Yes, they distinguished between the nature of the
plagiarism in this case — copying of background texts — and the much more
serious plagiarism of results which didn’t happen in this case. Well, that is a
reasonable and fair distinction to make in my honest opinion, even though some
commenters here apparently think it is sinful to make such a distinction. But if
the plagiarist authors are presenting the GRG response as a defense of them
then they are totally deluded. Anyone who reads the editorial can see that



(despite the misrepresentation of it by a demagogue with an anti-journal
agenda.)

The main message from what you have been saying seems to be this: there are
mafia-style groups operating in Turkish academia for their own profit (financially
and status-wise) without contributing much (anything?) of actual worth to their
fields. They thwart the careers of competent honest researchers by “rigging the
game” in various ways. Now they have been caught out for large-scale copying of
others’ background texts in their papers. (They were too careless and lazy to
change the words a bit to avoid this situation, even though it would have been
easy.) Understandably, the honest Turksh academics want to seize on this as an
opportunity to hit back against the mafia and loosen its grip. And they are
disappointed with the GRG response, because if GRG had gone further and
retracted the papers (like the other journals did) it would have given the mafia
opponents even stronger ammunition than they already have. Well, I can
sympathise with that. However, it is wrong to expect GRG to become a player in
the Turkish situation, and taylor its response so that it maximally benefits the
good guys in that struggle. Journals, like newspapers, should remain detached
from such things and do what is right in their independent judgement (for
obvious reasons). That is what the GRG editors have done in this situation. I
happen to think they made a reasonable, or at least defensible, judgement
(although not the one I would have made); others disagree.

In any case, in the long run the only way the mafia situation can really get fixed
is if an academic culture is established were rewards are based first and
foremost on merit. Let’s imagine you get what you want out of the current
situation: this mafia gets smashed and its members are expelled from Turkish
academia. What next? In the absence of a merit-based reward system, other
characters will emerge whose talents for scheming and manipulation are
inversely correlated with their competence as researchers; they will band
together and take the place of the previous mafia. The names and faces change
but the situation stays the same.
So if you are really going to change anything, the main focus has to be on the
academic culture, changing it to one where rewards are based on merit. For this,
it is infinitely more important to expose the lousy quality of the mafia members
academic output than to expose instances where they were too lazy to even
change the words in the background texts they copied.

149. Aaron
February 10, 2008

Amused: I am perplexed by your insistence that only the results matter for a
paper, not the language. How results are presented are crucial to how well other
people can understand and use new results. As an extreme case, are all review
articles worthless in your world? Why?

Withdrawal of the paper is not to punish the plagiarists — it’s a return to the
status quo ante. It is also vital for the credibility of the journals. Journals are a
type of database of who has contributed what. Having these databases filled with
false information is little better than not having them at all.



Have Cosmologists Lost Their Brains?

January 15, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

There’s a peculiar long article in the New York Times science section today by Dennis
Overbye, entitled Big Brain Theory: Have Cosmologists Lost Theirs? It’s about the
debate raging among a small number of cosmologists about “Boltzmann Brains”, and
the article does a pretty good job of explaining what the debate is about.

This seems to be a debate that is mostly taken seriously by people who live near the
coast in California, with the article quoting Susskind and Linde (Palo Alto), Lisa Dyson
and Raphael Bousso (Berkeley), Hartle and Srednicki (Santa Barbara), Albrecht and
Sorbo (Davis), and Sean Carroll (Pasadena). One of the few from further inland who is
quoted is Don Page (Edmonton), described as a “prominent voice in the Boltzmann
debate” who argues with Hartle over the issue of whether to count humans differently
than insects since we have consciousness. Page’s recent arguments that God may like
having lots of universes around are not quoted. On the other hand , Andrei Linde has
a lot to say about what all this has to do with reincarnation, with the article ending
with this quote from him:

“If you are reincarnated, why do you care about where you are
reincarnated?” he asked. “It sounds crazy because here we are touching
issues we are not supposed to be touching in ordinary science. Can we be
reincarnated?”

“People are not prepared for this discussion,” Dr. Linde said.

Overbye does note that:

If you are inclined to skepticism this debate might seem like further
evidence that cosmologists, who gave us dark matter, dark energy and
speak with apparent aplomb about gazillions of parallel universes, have
finally lost their minds.

and, while he doesn’t quote any such skeptics, I suspect the title of the piece and the
way he quotes some of the sillier things respectable cosmologists are saying indicates
some sympathy for skepticism about this.

If you do take all this seriously, you might want to discuss it over at Cosmic Variance
where Sean has a posting on the topic. In the NYT piece he is quoted as saying:

When you break an egg and scramble it you are doing cosmology

to which his ex-colleague Jeff Harvey from Chicago responds in the comment section:

When I break an egg and scramble it I’m making breakfast. I guess that is
the difference between cosmologists and particle physicists.

Update: The New York Times is listing this article as the most popular article on their

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/15/science/15brain.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/15/science/15brain.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0246
http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0246
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/01/14/boltzmanns-universe
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/01/14/boltzmanns-universe


site (in terms of how many people are e-mailing it to others).

Comments

1. Joe
January 15, 2008

I was reading this this morning at the doctor’s waiting room, and I could not
helping thinking that these people must have got their probability calculations
way off.

The chance for amino acids to randomly line up to become a functional protein is
incredibly small — for a chain of 27000 amino acids that’s 20^-27000. There are
not enough multiverses around even for a single molecular of such protein to
emerge randomly. The chance for the human genome to auto-assemble is
4^-3000,000,000. This is presuming the required small organic molecules are in
abundant supply. Then these randomly formed gaint molecules must fold
properly and appear in huge concentrations and close approximity to each other
and assemble into the correct cellular struture. The chance for that would be
100^(-10^24) or smaller! And even then you got only a dead, decaying brain.

The only way for sentient brains to arise is through exponential Darwinian
amplification, an process far more powerful than cosmic inflation and bubble
universe regeneration – Darwinian amplification simply acts faster and over-
powers all of these puny cosmic processes. A suitable universe that supports
Darwinian processes is the most likely one to be observed by concious minds.

2. David Nataf
January 15, 2008

Joe,

What is exponential darwinian amplification?
It sounds like some new age notion.

And while there are certainly enough multiverses around (if they exist they’re
infinite) to have 10^-10^30000 events occur every so often, I personally prefer
the hypothesis that these calculations are wrong because they are missing
physics/chemistry we have not yet observed or taken into account.

3. Peter Woit
January 15, 2008

If you think it’s worth your time to discuss this kind of calculation, please do it
over at Cosmic Variance. I don’t want to spend my time trying to figure out how
to moderate a discussion that seems to me completely absurd.

4. Bee
January 15, 2008



Likely, we will be reincarnated as a Simpsonian Brain then. In terms of
probability, it’s cheaper.

5. KesheR
January 15, 2008

I don’t believe in this, but it’s funny and tricky, like every paradox, right or not.

For you Spanish talkers around the world, I have translated the wiki from
English:

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebro_de_Boltzmann

6. Kea
January 15, 2008

I don’t know whether to laugh or cry. Absurdity may be inevitable when physics
reaches such a state, but to this level? Thanks, Bee, for the picture of Darth
Vader. Cute touch.

7. Xerxes
January 15, 2008

I suspect the title of the piece … indicates some sympathy for
skepticism

Don’t forget that journalists do not choose the headlines for their stories. That
job is done by copy editors (because it’s mainly dictated by the constraints of
page layout and column width), and the journalists often are unhappy with the
results.

8. Bee
January 15, 2008

Hi Kea,

Glad you like it, I couldn’t resist. A paper titled ‘Return of the Boltzmann Brains’
seemed to beg for it. I just noticed though that I lost a bet I had running with a
friend, the paper didn’t get published (within 12 months). And while I am at it,
neither did this paper get published nor that. Maybe he just doesn’t bother?
Best,

B.

9. rrtucci
January 15, 2008

And then Physicists wonder why their funding is being cut.

It’s sad that these bozos are well funded whereas people trying to do real physics
(e.g., quantum computing) go hungry.

http://psykologi.files.wordpress.com/2007/03/homer-simpson-wallpaper-brain-1024.jpg
http://psykologi.files.wordpress.com/2007/03/homer-simpson-wallpaper-brain-1024.jpg
http://psykologi.files.wordpress.com/2007/03/homer-simpson-wallpaper-brain-1024.jpg
http://psykologi.files.wordpress.com/2007/03/homer-simpson-wallpaper-brain-1024.jpg
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebro_de_Boltzmann
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebro_de_Boltzmann
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0611158
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0611158
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0612137
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0612137
http://arxiv.org/abs/0707.4169
http://arxiv.org/abs/0707.4169


10. Arun
January 15, 2008

I would expect that the “overall density” (whatever that means) of Boltzmann
brains would be the same as in our observable volume of universe.

11. capitalistimperialistpig
January 15, 2008

I think that there is a real physics puzzle here despite all the silly rhetoric and
anthropic absurdity. The problem is that we don’t have any good way to explain
the initial low entropy of the Universe. We can take it as given boundary
condition, but it does assort somewhat poorly with other notions cosmologists
hold dear. I think Sean Carroll is reasonably clear on this.

12. Eric H
January 16, 2008

There seems to be a misconception that intelligent people must be nerdy in the
most extreme sense. It seems to be an archetype that the public buys into ever
since they saw their first Jerry Lewis movie when he was still with Dean Martin.
So the more over the top and delusional the idea the more the average joe in the
NSF and the hiring committees at universities say to themselves “I don’t get this.
He must be onto something”. Of course it helps if the person with the idea has
complete overwhelming confidence in the non-ridiculousness of the idea.

13. chris
January 16, 2008

capitalistimperialistpig,

the entropy of the universe is quite easily understandable with the help of
classical rg arguments, see e.g. http://arxiv.org/abs/0706.0174v2
only die-hard string believers seem to have problems explaining it.

14. alex
January 16, 2008

Lubos has a sane, reasonable and I think correct article on why these sorts of
calculations are wrong.

http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/01/new-york-times-about-reincarnation-in.html

15. oohay
January 16, 2008

Actually LM’s article is completely insane even by his standards. In particular,
Sean C goes to great lengths to make it clear that neither he nor anyone else
believes in the existence of B Brains, but of course LM thinks that all of the cited
authorities do believe this. In fact his whole style of reasoning is very typical of
people suffering from paranoia. For example, he thinks that it is wrong to ask

http://arxiv.org/abs/0706.0174v2
http://arxiv.org/abs/0706.0174v2
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/01/new-york-times-about-reincarnation-in.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/01/new-york-times-about-reincarnation-in.html


why the initial entropy of the world should have been low, since asking such a
question means that you are conspiring to subvert the second law of
thermodynamics.

Anyway his post serves a useful unifying role: we are told that Sean Carroll’s
errors are essentially the same as those of people who believe in global warming.
Ergo, if you think that LM is full of it on climate issues, you can safely deduce
that his views on the foundations of thermodynamics are absolute crackpot
material. Which indeed is how people in the field regard them.

16. Bee
January 16, 2008

Eric: So the more over the top and delusional the idea the more the average joe
in the NSF and the hiring committees at universities say to themselves “I don’t
get this. He must be onto something”. Of course it helps if the person with the
idea has complete overwhelming confidence in the non-ridiculousness of the
idea.

I have no idea why you think this is the case, but this impression is definitely
completely off. Funding and hiring is in my impression still based on very
conservative evaluation of a person’s research program. If hiring committees
would set up their shortlist based on the criteria ‘I don’t get this.’, I’d throw a
couple of my unpublished more wacky drafts on the arxiv and stop worrying
about getting tenure. Without meaning to insult anybody, I think one can afford
working on such stuff if one has reached a certain level of seniority and doesn’t
have to bother any longer what people think of it. (That is to say, I will leave the
wacky stuff in the drawer until I’m 60.) Sean has to make quite some effort to
clarify what the actual physics is behind that more bizarre discussion. Media
attention might become a factor of increasing importance for funding and hiring
– that could indeed be, and it is a development I dislike very much. Best,

B.

17. Eric H
January 16, 2008

Bee,
I agree with your last sentence about media attention and consider it an echo
chamber between that and funding and hiring decisions by administrators.
Ultimately, I was having fun with them because they deserve it for being
spineless and sucking the air out of the room for other scientists more deserving.
I agree with an earlier comment about using thermodynamics and conservation
of information as the final arbiter to decide if something is wrong. Until the
people in control of these decisions start doing that they deserve any derision
they get. (“Funny” is always better than “rude” in targeting one’s derision, and
generally more effective.)

18. capitalistimperialistpig
January 16, 2008



Chris,

I checked out the paper you mentioned. If I’m not mistaken, the authors assumed
that the universe started in a pure state with entropy zero. That should simplify
the task of getting an initial low entropy Universe.

19. Gazouille
January 21, 2008

Peter & guys,

I’m not on topic but.. well

Today, somehow by clicking on links this site I ended up here
http://www.volny.cz/lumidek/crackpot-not-even-wrong.html
Where did I click was my question :).

Pathetic page, but still I listened to that Susskind’s interview.

He’s pretty clear on that the only thing wrong with string theory and the
landscape is Peter Woit and Lee Smolin. We’re saved, phew.

20. Manuel Pace
January 21, 2008

“What is consciousness but the animal feeling of being alive.”
Charles Saunders Peirce.

21. John Gribbin
January 30, 2008

All the people who say that the numbers involved are so extreme that they can
be ignored are way off beam. If the multiverse is infinite, anything can happen an
infinite number of times, provided it has non-zero probability. No matter how
large a number is, it is literally infinitesimal compared with infinity.

22. jpd
January 30, 2008

Not quite, there are many types of infinities.
if there are possibilities corresponding to the Real numbers,
and if there are successes corresponding to the Natural numbers:
both are infinite but the probability of success is still zero.

http://www.volny.cz/lumidek/crackpot-not-even-wrong.html
http://www.volny.cz/lumidek/crackpot-not-even-wrong.html


Updates

January 16, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News, This Week's Hype

• On the HEP budget problem front, Adrian Cho has an interview with Ray Orbach of
the DOE. Orbach is not very encouraging on the prospects for a supplemental FY
2008 appropriation:

… my assumption is that the last thing that Congress or the president wants
is a decorated supplemental. Because, you come in for the Office of Science,
and there will be somebody else coming in, and before you know it, the
thing will be enormous. … My guess is that it would be very hard to single
out a particular program for a supplemental.

He does promise a very healthy FY 2009 proposed increase:

Now, I can’t tell you, obviously, the details of the president’s budget for ’09,
but I can tell you that it will be a wonderful budget request. And because
’08 has been difficult for us, the gap between ’08 and ’09 will be large.

He notes that the DOE and the president are convinced of the importance of
supporting HEP research, that the problem is with the Congress:

I think now the high-energy physics community understands how Congress
feels and has a job on its hands to explain why it should be supported at the
level of the president’s request.

He doesn’t shed any light on the continuing mystery of who exactly in Congress made
the decision to target HEP for cuts or what their thinking was, leaving it still unclear
who it is that the HEP community is supposed to be making its case to. It would be
nice to know this before next Christmas, since if this person or person doesn’t change
their minds before then, most of the US experimental HEP community may want to
make permanent plans to either emigrate or go into a different line of work.

I’ve heard nothing about the effects of the FY 2008 budget on particle theory or string
theory funding. Perhaps the plan of whoever is responsible for this is that the US
should shift out of supporting experimental HEP research, and concentrate on string
theory and anthropic landscape research, where it continues to hold a leadership
position.

• Nature has an article entitled Experimental cosmology: cosmos in a bottle about
condensed matter analogs of black holes and physics related to cosmology. One topic
covered is the recent bogus claim to “test string theory” using interfaces in liquid
helium to model branes. Paul Steinhardt notes one of many problems with this idea,
that “string branes are flat and attract one another, whereas the helium-3 ‘branes’ are
curved and have no attractive force.” Joe Polchinski on the other hand is more
enthusiastic, since any prediction could have a big impact. “You never know what you
might find” he says.

• The string theory hype machine remains in overdrive, putting out nonsense press

http://sciencenow.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/2008/115/1
http://sciencenow.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/2008/115/1
http://www.nature.com/news/2008/080116/full/451236a.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2008/080116/full/451236a.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=634
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=634


releases at an unparalleled rate. This week’s string theory hype is from Japan, where
KEK has put out a press release claiming Interior Structure of a Black Hole Computed
Using Superstrings, which tell us that:

It is expected that superstring theory will develop further and play an
important role in solving interesting problems such as the evaporation of
black holes, the state of the early universe and the creation of everything.

The actual calculation behind the hype is a numerical simulation of a supersymmetric
quantum mechanics system, which is described here.

Comments

1. c.r.
January 16, 2008

the link to the numerical simulation paper on the arxiv is broken….

2. Peter Woit
January 16, 2008

Thanks c.r., fixed.

3. J.F.
January 17, 2008

Even though the answers were not so pleasant, those were some incisive
questions, I am impressed. Enough so that I’m going to restart my membership
to AAAS. I’ve always considered our scientific societies as a soft lobby, so this is
one way to help. The APS, for example, will help with anyone who wants to meet
their congress member or senator (as a constituent) by scheduling the meeting
and providing concise talking points.

4. String Fan
January 18, 2008

You might want to call attention to the KITP program `Nonequilibrium Dynamics
in Particle Physics and Cosmology.’ So far every online talk has been about the
application of AdS/CFT duality to RHIC physics: no hype, it is just that these
methods work. For what is arguably the hardest problem in quantum field theory
– nonequilibrium strongly coupled physics – string theory has provided the
solvable `harmonic oscillator,’ which both matches experiment better than any
other model, and provides a standard of comparison for any other theoretical
approach.

5. jon
January 18, 2008

Witten an Kontsewich jointly awarded half of crafoord prize for “for their
important contributions to mathematics inspired by modern theoretical physics”.

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/press/2008/BlackHole_e.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/press/2008/BlackHole_e.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/press/2008/BlackHole_e.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/press/2008/BlackHole_e.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/0707.4454
http://arxiv.org/abs/0707.4454


The longer quote finishes with “The laureates have resolved several important
mathematical problems related to string theory and have in this way paved the
way for its further development.” which could be hyped either way I guess
depending on where the emphasis in this sentence is put…

6. Peter Woit
January 18, 2008

“String Fan”,

While I think string theory has failed as a fundamental theory, it may very well
lead to useful calculational methods in some strongly-coupled physical systems.
But please, off-topic overhyped advertisements from anonymous “Fans” aren’t
really informative, closer to the dozens of spam comments this blog gets each
day.

7. DB
January 18, 2008

Chapter 4 of the just published National Science Board report helps to put HEP
spending in a US and international context here:
http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind08/pdf/c04.pdf

As Orbach explained back in September, FY07 was a jump over FY06 which had
only progressed 0.9% over previous year. FY09 is set to repeat this cycle vs
FY08. But what is important is to see how areas get treated when the budget is
tight. In FY09 HEP will probably be ok and people will breath a sigh of relief.
They will probably pay up for ITER and its even looking as if NASA might get an
extension on the shuttle and so launch the AMS. But this alternating cycle can
mislead people, and in tandem with political finger pointing can hide the
underlying trends.

One outfit that doesn’t get much attention but is undoubtedly one of the master
puppeteers in playing off Congress vs the administration is the Office of
Management and Budget, a basically independent bunch of bean counters who
are like departments of finance in other countries, i.e., their function is to reign
in the ambitions of spending departments. They harbour a pathological hatred of
all big science projects. Over the last 50 years of cancellations of key US science
projects their role has been absolutely pivotal, as in Apollo, Project Nerva, the
supersonic passenger aircraft, SSC, Space Station Freedom etc.

The best and most scholarly analysis of the roles the different actors have played
during these budgetary crises I’ve seen is James Dewar’s study of Project Nerva:
To the end of the Solar System, which despite its apparently narrow focus, gives
a thorough and fascinating insight into how budgets for big science projects
have been managed historically. His conclusion is that without a very powerful
sponsor in the Senate, large science projects invariably get eviscerated by the
backroom bureaucrats.

8. srp
January 18, 2008

http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind08/pdf/c04.pdf
http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind08/pdf/c04.pdf


If only the OMB guys had managed to kill the space station. A greater waste of
resources is hard to imagine. The SST was also pretty much a no-brainer. The
SSC is more of a borderline case, but the overruns on it destroyed its credibility.

You should read Freeman Dyson’s essay about big science and small science in
Eros and Gaia. It is balanced and wise.

9. amused
January 19, 2008

Re. the string hype from KEK: At least these people had the decency to
document the worth of their work by publishing it in PRL before issuing
misleading hype to the press. Unlike the surfing independent physicist and
Boltzmann Brain enthusiasts…

10. Suvrat Raju
January 19, 2008

Hi Peter,
This paper is not about supersymmetric black holes. I remember looking at this
when it came out and it is about non-supersymmetric Schwarzschild type D0
black holes in IIA theory. This system is dual to Matrix quantum mechanics with
16 supercharges.

While the underlying theory is supersymmetric note, that the black hole itself is
not.

Calculating the black hole entropy is a question of simulating this matrix
quantum mechanics at strong coupling. The KEK group seems to have done a
fantastic job in doing that, and they find answers that match precisely with
gravity.

These results have not received much attention, perhaps because they are
numerical and the technicalities are hard to grasp for many people, but they
seem to be tremendously important.

best,

Suvrat

11. amused
January 19, 2008

As I understand it, the main result of the KEK paper is that supersymmetric
quantum mechanics with 16 supercharges can now be simulated numerically,
and the internal energy agrees at low temperature/strong coupling with a
previous calculation (in Ref. [27], from 1996) from a stringy black hole geometry
(via gauge/gravity duality) while at high temp/weak coupling it agrees with
previous results from high temperature expansion. In the summary of the paper,
the authors describe this as significant evidence for gauge/gravity duality in the
non-conformal case. They don’t seem to be claiming to have calculated any new



properties of stringy black holes; rather, they are reproducing the previous result
of Ref.[27] via gauge/gravity duality.
The press release gives a completely different impression though…

12. Suvrat Raju
January 19, 2008

Hi,

I dont wish to be involved in a long debate here. Where supergravity is valid, the
properties of the black holes are, evidently, well described by classical
supergravity.

The point is that they have reproduced the predictions of type IIA supergravity in
10 dimensions, from a totally different calculation in 0+1d quantum mechanics.
Second, this is a genuine strong coupling calculation, that does not rely on BPS
non-renormalization theorems(as many calculations in AdS/CFT — including the
original Strominger/Vafa calculation for the D1-D5 system — are forced to do).
Finally, the black-hole involved is, itself, non-supersymmetric.

This, I think, is a fairly remarkable and interesting achievement.

best,

Suvrat

13. DB
January 19, 2008

srp,

I’m not going to debate the merits of all the projects the OMB has torpedoed,
because they have won in that the US has clearly decided that basic science
better be cheap if it is to be funded at all. Unlike politicians, the OMB plays a
long game, which is why only a senior senator can hope to be around long
enough, and be influential enough, to see these multi-year projects through in
the teeth of the OMB’s (unelected) opposition.

In relation to HEP, killing off the ILC and the Nova experiment tells me that they
still have it in for High Energy Physics, that their real target is Fermilab. Others
console themselves with the thought that all that’s happening is that HEP
research is being concentrated at Fermilab. To which I say, don’t be fooled by
any FY09 sweeteners.

String theory is the perfect answer to the OMB’s concerns with HEP. It’s really
cheap, and doesn’t lead to any predictions which can be tested, so no need for
expensive labs. It still claims to be HEP, even though many physicists view it as
mathematics masquerading as physics, as evidenced by the application of
Ads/Cft duality to RHIC physics: big deal, it’s just another mathematical tool and
further evidence that the string theory program can create useful mathematical
tools. It’s also environmentally friendly.



14. amused
January 19, 2008

Hi Suvrat,
What you wrote seems to be in agreement with my previous comment, so I’m
happy to agree with it. And also about this work being a remarkable and
interesting achievement. (I’m less enthused about the press release though.)

15. Another String Fan
January 19, 2008

Indeed, this paper looks like serious and hard work. They continue the efforts of
(and claim to do better than) Kabat (your colleague at Columbia University,
Peter), Lifschytz and Lowe. The matching of the 12-year-old Klebanov-Tseytlin
calculation (Ref. [27]) of the charged 10-d black hole entropy looks quite good,
but to be even more sure about the scaling with temperature one needs to reach
even lower T. The press release is somewhat strongly worded, and will not get a
prize for scientific journalism, but we cannot blame the KEK for being proud of
their hard work, and of their Hitachi supercomputer. Some amount of `hype’ is
inevitable because the science writers think that they have to `rise above the
noise’ and to address those who have heard of Hawking but do not know much
else.

Also, Peter, I wish you stopped trashing the press releases about some of the
recent PRL’s. It is a current PRL policy to encourage the authors to contact their
local press offices to try to inform the general public of their work. The authors
of a few such recent press releases were just following these instructions. These
press releases might be imperfect, but in the judgement of PRL (a flagship
journal of the APS) they serve a useful purpose of educating the public. They
have to involve a very recent paper, so it is always too early to tell how important
this work will be in the long run. But what is wrong with trying to give people
some glimpses of current research in theoretical physics?

16. Peter Woit
January 19, 2008

Another String Fan,

First of all, if you’re actually a professional physicist who knows something about
this subject, I really wish you would consider post comments like this using your
real name and not hiding behind anonymity and referring to yourself as a “string
fan”.

Sorry, but I intend to continue to trash over-hyped press releases about string
theory based on PRLs. I don’t believe this is about “trying to give people some
glimpses of current research in theoretical physics”, it’s about a continuing
campaign of claims of string theory “progress” towards a unified theory that is
not honest, and that is designed to try and mask the fact that this is a failed
research program. I don’t think you inform the public or get their respect by
putting out press releases that are not true, the effect of this is quite the
opposite.



17. just a fan
January 19, 2008

I was wondering if there was any way an average person could help get congress
to restore your funding?

18. Zathras
January 20, 2008

DB,

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) is not an independent in any way;
it is part of the executive branch and submits exactly what the president want it
to submit. What you are describing sounds more like the General Accounting
Office (GAO), although I do not think they had anything to do with this. This
cutting decision was done by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO).

PW: ….the continuing mystery of who exactly in Congress made the decision to
target HEP for cuts or what their thinking was….

This statement disguises a bit how decisions are made. The problem wasn’t that
anyone was against it; it was that there was nobody for it. Without a patron in
the CBO this type of cut was inevitable.

19. eddie
January 20, 2008

I get the impression that ‘big science’ isn’t really about science at all. The ‘big’
part is about the flow of cash;

tax dollars –> construction co’s –> campaign contributions

Outside of the community of researchers, the debate about SSC, and other
projects, was about which politician could get it built on their patch for electoral
kudos.

I suspect that the OMB was set up to cut out the middle man…

20. J.F.
January 21, 2008

just a fan,

If you want to help, on thing you can do is write your senators and members of
congress a letter (actual paper, not email). Contrary to what some believe it is
NOT a futile act. My understanding is that the staffers for people on Capitol Hill
often include bright, knowledgeable people who would like to support (for
example) basic research science, but find it difficult to do so without an
outpouring of constituent support. Your letter may even carry more weight as a
patron than one of the many from people employed in the profession.

Here is a website that has some info in case you need it:



http://www.citizenredress.com/

Thanks for asking!

21. DB
January 22, 2008

Zathras,

No, I was and am thinking of the OMB, not the CBO or the GAO, although I don’t
rule out some minor involvement by the CBO. Incidentally, the CBO was set up
by Congress in 1974 in order to take some power back from the OMB – which
Congress correctly perceived was usurping its constitutional authority – by
establishing a non-partisan watchdog and analysis body to keep an eye on the
OMB. But the CBO doesn’t prepare budgets so what a “patron” would achieve
there is unclear to me. HEP needs a senior senator on its side in the way that
NASA has senators fighting its corner. Now that most US terrestrial HEP is
concentrated in Illinois, Senators Durkin and Obama are the obvious choices.

The OMB aggregates the spending desires of the executive departments, then
makes recommendations on those programs which should be cut to meet the
overall budget targets and goals. It is here, and in the continuing to and fro with
Congress, that OMB officials get to influence projects they deem undesirable. I
suspect Orbach spends as much time arguing with the OMB as he does with
congressional appropriations committees.

Here is the presentation his staff made sometime in 2006 to the OMB:
http://www.science.doe.gov/ober/berac/staffin04_05.ppt
I draw your attention to slide 22 which shows the variance of FY06 vs FY05 and
ask, plus ca change?

just a fan,

Senator Durbin is up for reelection in 2009 so is an obvious target for lobbying.

http://www.citizenredress.com/
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Science, and a Bit of Religion

January 22, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Some things I’ve run across in the last few days:

This month’s Scientific American is devoted to The Future of Physics, a special report
made up of three excellent articles on the LHC machine, the standard model and its
discontents, and plans for the ILC. The articles all avoid hyping string theory or other
science fiction and instead stick to real, serious material about HEP. Congratulations
to the people at SciAm, everyone should go out now and buy a copy of this month’s
magazine to encourage them. Chad Orzel and other non-HEP physicists are peeved
that the “Future of Physics” business is a misnomer, since it should have been titled
the “Future of HEP Physics”. They’re right. Still, the articles are good, so they
shouldn’t hold the headline business too much against the magazine.

The LHC still has no up-to-date schedule available, but looking at the latest news
about the commissioning and comparing to old schedules, it seems to me that if all
goes well from now on, the machine should be cooled down and ready to be checked
out in late summer, with beam commissioning during the fall, and, maybe, a short
physics run late in the year.

Witten and Kontsevich were awarded the Crafoord prize, for “for their important
contributions to mathematics inspired by modern theoretical physics”. This is
certainly well-deserved for both of them. One doesn’t know where to start in listing
Witten’s contributions of this kind, and Kontsevich’s ideas about “homological mirror
symmetry” have had dramatic impact on mathematics, leading to a whole new field of
study. There’s an article about this at Science where Witten claims to be “totally
startled” to be recognized for his achievements in mathematics. Not sure why a Fields
medalist would get startled about this… Witten and Kontsevich get $125,000 each.

The first Eisenbud prize for a paper written during the last 6 years that brings
together mathematics and physics was awarded to Ooguri, Strominger and Vafa for
their 2004 paper Black Hole Attractors and the Topological String. They share $5000.

Last week there was a conference at the Fields Institute in Toronto on Mathematical
Physics and Geometric Analysis, featuring series of talks by Victor Guillemin and
Shlomo Sternberg, with lecture notes available online. Sternberg’s lectures give a
careful discussion of some of the differences in conventions between physicists and
mathematicians, the Higgs mechanism and Weinberg angle, various facts about
spinors, and the models he worked out with Ne’eman that use superconnections to
unify Higgs and fermions. In these models he gets a prediction of the Higgs mass, as
twice the W-mass, about 160 Gev. Coincidentally, Tommaso Dorigo reports on the
Higgs search at the Tevatron, which is getting close to being able to exclude the
existence of a Higgs in a small energy range: around 160 GeV.

From Dave Bacon, an odd story about a recent arXiv withdrawal. I have no idea what
this is really about.
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The Templeton Foundation continues to spend a lot of money on a wide variety of
projects, many having something to do with physics. At FQXI, the request for
proposals to be funded in 2008 is now closed. Their community web-site includes
several interesting articles on topics in theoretical physics. In “breaking news”, they
report proudly that several of their members were in the recent NYT article on
Boltzmann Brains.

Also funded by Templeton is the CTNS STARS (Science and Transcendence Advanced
Research Series) grant program, which recently announced $100,000 grants to five
groups, one of which includes my Columbia colleagues Brian Greene and philosopher
David Albert.

Yet another Templeton-funded endeavor is a new science and religion library at
Cambridge University, where, at a cost of $2 million or so, the International Society
for Science and Religion will choose 250 books for the library, coming out to about
$8000 each. I haven’t yet heard from them, but will be happy to provide a copy of my
book at a modest fraction of that price.

Comments

1. a quantum diaries survivor
January 22, 2008

Hi Peter,

about science and religion, I would like to mention the recent querelle with the
failed visit of Pope Ratzinger at the Rome University “La Sapienza”.

In a nutshell, the pope had been invited to give a speech at the starting
ceremony for the new academic year. A public letter of dissent by Marcello Cini,
a senior professor of physics in Rome, had been followed by a private, shorter
one where 67 other physicists – among which several big names – expressed to
the rector their support of Cini’s dissent, arguing that Pope Ratzinger’s lectio
magistralis would be a incongruous way to open the works of the University, a
place of autonomous research, the more so given the opinions of Ratzinger on
the process to Galilei, which he had expressed 17 years earlier, when still a
cardinal. Ratzinger’s reactionary views however are known to most.

The letter was made public two months afterwards. This created a wave of
protest, with students manifesting against the visit, many other academics
joining the petition of the 67 physicists, and the pope finally declining the
invitation.

The aftermath shows a real defeat for scientists, citizens, politics: on one side we
have cardinals and clerics lamenting that the pope was prevented from speaking
(as if he does not speak to a billion people every saturday), and accusing
scientists of oscurantism. On the other side, we are assisting at the lynching of a
few of the signers of the private letter. In particular one very bright scientist,
Luciano Maiani, former director of CERN and INFN, recently nominated to head
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the CNR – a very important research institution in Italy – has to defend against
accusations from catholic politicians who want to bar him from the nomination.

I really feel for this crazy situation… And not accepting Maiani as head of CNR is
a disaster. He is by far the best candidate for the job.

(read more in my blog if you wish, including the interview to Maiani).

Cheers,
T.

2. Peter Woit
January 22, 2008

Thanks Tommaso,

You’re right, I should have mentioned this story, since it’s about a rather more
influential religious organization than Templeton. I encourage people to read
about this over at Tommaso’s blog, and to discuss it there….

3. Chris W.
January 22, 2008

I assume you meant David Z. Albert, Frederick E. Woodbridge Professor of
Philosophy at Columbia.

4. Peter Woit
January 22, 2008

Chris W.,

Oops, yes. Spelling fixed.

5. Kris Krogh
January 22, 2008

Dave Bacon’s story concerns a suspicious paper attacking Gravity Probe B, a
NASA experiment measuring two effects predicted by general relativity. After
many delays, their results for the Lense- Thirring effect (also called frame-
dragging or gravitomagnetism) are scheduled to be announced around June.
Various parties have claimed previous measurements, using other satellites,
although each has been touched by dispute in some way.

The author of the paper in question was given as:

Gerhard Forst
FGP
Behrenstr. 1
10117 Berlin

Finding no trace of this person or an organization called “FGP,” I wrote ArXiv
questioning the paper’s authorship. (Copy of the message in the comments here.)
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My guess was that actual author was one of the Gravity Probe B competitors,
whose work I’ve discussed here. The motive would be to undermine the GP-B
result in case his previous measurements are not borne out.

As Dave mentions, the comments added by ArXiv after withdrawing the paper
seem to point the finger at someone else. They may know something I don’t.
Certainly its a bizarre situation!

6. Coin
January 22, 2008

As far as the anti-Gravity Probe B paper by “Gerhard Forst” goes: Was the paper
actually any good? I mean, did it make a solid point?

7. Kris Krogh
January 22, 2008

Hi Coin,

I didn’t find anything of substance in the paper, but plenty of fabrication. There
were references to some old papers, claiming those predicted the specific
problems Gravity Probe B has been having. I looked those up, but there was
nothing related to the actual problems experienced. The author also claimed no
one except those those connected GP-B will be able to analyze the data for
themselves. All data connected with the experiment are going into a public
archive, so that’s nonsense.

8. Coin
January 22, 2008

Ouch.

9. YBM
January 22, 2008

The Bogdanov’s brothers just begin to promote Lubos Motl’s book “L’Équation
Bogdanov” (“The Bogdanov Equation”) on low grade TV shows these days (very
very low). Nothing much about the book itself besides that “It’s not written by
us” and “It is written by a professord at ‘Harvard’ “…

The book is supposed to be available in bookshop this week.

10. Tom Whicker
January 23, 2008

I just got a promo in the mail from Sci American. If I re-subscribe, I get a special
bonus report called “Parallel Universes”. The ad copy says ” Is there a copy of
you in another universe reading this sentence? The most popular cosmological
model today suggests the answer is yes………Welcome to Parallel Universes
which examines each of four possible configurations for such a multiverse”

11. Alex Mikunov

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0701653
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0701653


January 23, 2008

Peter, shouldn’t it be: Witten and Kontsevich get $125,000 each

12. Peter Woit
January 23, 2008

Tom,

Thanks, quite a mixed bag there now at SciAm…

Alex,

Thanks, mistake corrected.

13. Professor R
January 23, 2008

hi Peter, excellent blog as always…
One query – are you saying the FQXI foundation is funded by Templeton? I
managed to miss this, despite throwing in an application…Cormac

14. Peter Woit
January 23, 2008

Professor R,

Yes, FQXI is funded by Templeton. I believe that their hope is that this is just an
initial grant, that they will find other sources of funding in the long term.

15. Clark
January 25, 2008

Regarding the title of the recent Scientific American articles, I find it refreshing
that the “Future of Physics” is not String Theory. As a lay reader of popular
physics, I’ve encountered many such announcements over the last 15-20 years,
only to discover that the fabulous future was String Theory and all its strange,
untestable components. Weary of all the string cheerleading, I expected more of
the same. What a pleasant surprise to read the recent Scientific American
articles.
I can understand where non-HEP physicists would be upset, but there is a
perception in the interested public that String Theory is the light that will lead
us out of Plato’s Cave, largely due to mainstream publications using similar
titling to promote it.
What a shock for Joe Public Broadcasting to find out that the future may have a
different angle.

16. DB
January 25, 2008

Refreshing also, that Chris Quigg has written the article on the Standard Model
and its Discontents. Fermilab’s Quigg is a fine popularizer of the subject and



someone who has been committed to outreach for a long as I can remember. He
will also be familiar to physics professionals from his 1980s classic: Gauge
Theories of the Strong, Weak and Electromagnetic Interactions, still in print, and
I understand it is due to benefit from a completely new edition in 2008.



2007: Year of the Unparticle

January 25, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

One can get some idea of what progress there might have been in particle theory
during 2007 by querying the SPIRES database for 2007 papers that already have lots
of citations. Doing

find topcite 50+ and date 2007

turns up 20 papers of which 6 are experimental papers. Remarkably, the 14 other
papers are all about one topic: unparticles. These all refer to Howard Georgi’s initial
Unparticle Physics paper from March 2007, in which he describes a possible effective
field theory that would be scale invariant and correspond to unusual phenomena
potentially observable by collider experiments, phenomena he describes in terms of
“unparticles”. In less than a year Georgi’s paper has accumulated 118 citations, with
the blogger at Resonaances making fun of the phenomenon of “unpapers” with
abstracts such as:

We consider unparticles in whatever uncontext. You are encouraged to
forget the paper as soon as soon as you add it to your citation list.

but also making the very relevant comment that this does seem to be getting
attention because it is a legitimately new idea:

I must give the credit to Howard for drawing our attention to a whole wide
class of collider signatures. Besides, I appreciate Howard’s writing style. He
is probably the last man on Earth who truly enjoys particle physics.

As far as I can tell, unparticles don’t solve any of the problems of the Standard Model,
but they are theoretically possible phenomena of a different kind that
experimentalists can look for, and having as many as possible of such phenomena is
very worthwhile. The more different things people are looking for, the more likely
they’ll find something unexpected that otherwise might not have been noticed.

This week New Scientist has a long and quite good cover story about unparticles, and
recent attempts to use them to explain dark matter, which ends with:

Georgi reserves judgement on whether his unparticles really could be the
key to solving the dark matter problem until more work is done, but he’s
pleased that people are investigating the possibility. “All I knew was that I
had found something cool and I wanted other people to take a look and see
what kinds of weird things they might be capable of doing – what mysteries
they might solve,” he says. “I’m happy because that’s exactly what people
are now doing.”

The story has also made it into the Telegraph.

Besides the unparticle phenomenon, there appear to be very few 2007 theory papers
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that anyone is paying much attention to. I’ve tried to search around and come up with
a list of 2007 papers that have so far gotten 25 citations or more, and a list follows.
I’m probably missing some . The main themes shared by most of these papers are
AdS/CFT and attempts to construct metastable vacua as part of a study of the
landscape .

• Metastable vacua and D-branes at the conifold (Argurio, Bertolini, Franco, Kachru) 54
citations.

• Gluon scattering amplitudes at strong coupling, (Alday, Maldacena) 47 citations.
• The Bulk RS KK-gluon at the LHC, (Lillie, Randall, Wang) 38 citations.
• Supersymmetry breaking, R-symmetry breaking and metastable vacua, (Intrilligator,

Seiberg, Shih) 35 citations.
• Electroweak constraints on warped models with custodial symmetry, (Carena et al.)

33 citations.
• The Supersymmetric Parameter Space in Light of B-physics Observables and

Electroweak Precision Data, (Ellis et al) 31 citations.
• Simple Scheme for Gauge Mediation, (Murayama, Nomura) 31 citations.
• Non-perturbative and Flux superpotentials for Type I strings on the Z(3) orbifold,

(Bianchi, Kiritsis) 31citations.
• Phase Structure of a Brane/Anti-Brane System at Large N, (Heckman, Seo, Vafa) 30

citations.
• Thermodynamics of the brane, (Mateos, Myers, Thomson) 30 citations.
• On the Singularities of the Magnon S-matrix, (Dorey, Hofman, Maldacena) 29

citations.
• On the Strong Coupling Scaling Dimension of High Spin Operators, (Alday et al.) 29

citations.
• Charged Lepton Flavour Violation and (g-2)_mu in the Littlest Higgs Model with

T-Parity, (Blanke et al.) 29 citations).
• Split states, entropy enigmas, holes and halos, (Denef, Moore) 28 citations.
• Computation of D-brane instanton induced superpotential couplings, (Cvetic, Richter,

Weigand) 28 citations.
• Towards an Explicit Model of D-brane Inflation (Bauman et al.) 27 citations.
• MadGraph/MadEvent v4: The New Web Generation, (Alwall et al.) 26 citations.
• Physics of String Flux Compactifications, (Denef, Douglas, Kachru) 25 citations.
• A Measure of de Sitter entropy and eternal inflation, (Arkani-Hamed et al) 25

citations.
• Explaining the Electroweak Scale and Stabilizing Moduli in M Theory, (Acharya et al.)

25 citations.

SPIRES has yet to compile a 2007 “topcites” list, but it looks like the pattern should
be very much the same as the last few years:

• increasing dominance of research into AdS/CFT (597 citations of Maldacena’s paper
in 2007, versus 551 in 2006)

• particle theory basically died at the end of the 20th century with the only post 1999
paper getting more than 150 citations the KKLT one reflecting the rise of landscape
research.
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1. piscator
January 25, 2008

the positive side of 2007 is the preparation of lots of people for the model bonfire
that the folks in geneva are warming up (or rather cooling down) for. frankly, the
last thing particle theory needs now is another over-hyped and over-cited model
solving all open problems (insert your favourite example)

i think there is a lot of retooling going on in preparation for the LHC, there will
soon be a large parting of the ways between those primarily interested in physics
as an experimental subject and those interested in more formal topics.

2. Big Vlad
January 25, 2008

piscator is right. There’s a big divide at the moment between the more formal
side of particle physics, which seems to be in the doldrums, and the
experimental/phenomenological side which is booming thanks to the forthcoming
LHC. Of course, the former should feed off the latter and hopefully this will be
the case over the next few years.

3. Bee
January 25, 2008

We had a post on the topic in September, see Unparticles.

4. Domenic
January 25, 2008

Hey, how cool—today is exactly the day that Georgi arrives at Caltech (where I’m
currently being an undergrad) to give a talk on unparticles. I put it on my
calendar because it looked more interesting/introductory/understandable than
most talks, so I’ve actually been looking forward to this for a week. Nice to know
that it’s an interesting idea; should be fun!

5. grad student
January 25, 2008

Two (I think) interesting papers missing from your 2007 list

Mateos, Myers, Thomson

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0701132 30 citations

Denef and Moore

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0702146 28 citations

there are probably others…..

6. Peter Woit
January 25, 2008

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/09/unparticles.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/09/unparticles.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0701132
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0701132
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0702146
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0702146


grad student,

Thanks a lot, I’ve probably missed quite a few. Just added those two, information
about any others that should be added is very welcome.

7. hepph
January 25, 2008

Quite a few papers missing from the hep-ph side that *weren’t* unparticles.
Granted these don’t necessarily all resemble theoretical breakthroughs but they
represent a sampling of things that the community is working on:

J.~R.~Ellis, S.~Heinemeyer, K.~A.~Olive, A.~M.~Weber and G.~Weiglein
arXiv:0706.0652 31 citations

B.~Lillie, L.~Randall and L.~T.~Wang hep-ph/0701166 38 citations

M.~Blanke, A.~J.~Buras, B.~Duling, A.~Poschenrieder and C.~Tarantino hep-
ph/0702136 29 citations

M.~S.~Carena, E.~Ponton, J.~Santiago and C.~E.~M.~Wagner hep-ph/0701055
33 citations

H.~Murayama and Y.~Nomura hep-ph/0701231 31 citations

J.~Alwall {\it et al.} arXiv:0706.2334 26 citations

8. alex
January 25, 2008

Acharya, Bobkov, Kane, Kumar, Shao; hep-th/0701034 25 citations

9. David Nataf
January 25, 2008

In terms of particle physics in 2007, I think an interesting result would be the
Auger experiment’s confirmation of the GZK effect.

10. stan
January 26, 2008

Initially, “Unparticles“ seemed like a joke to me but now after all these citations,
I can`t even laugh. Add an `Un` to every particle physics process and write a
paper and cite everyone that wrote before you. I might write an UNString theory
paper to see what is going on.

11. grad student
January 26, 2008

Another interesting one (although it is not exactly “particle physics”)

Elvang and Figueras



http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0701035 25 citations

12. Peter Woit
January 26, 2008

hepph and alex,

Thanks for the additions, it is true that they reflect a wider variety of activity in
hep-ph than in hep-th.

grad student,

Thanks for pointing that out, but I won’t try and keep track of papers like that
one that are much more gr-qc than hep-th.

13. Eric
January 26, 2008

Perhaps you should add the string phenomenology papers hep-th/0703028 and
arXiv:0707.1871 to your list.

14. Peter Woit
January 26, 2008

Thanks Eric,

I added the first of those, the second only has 15 citations so far, below the cutoff
of 25.

To make explicit the obvious, the list compiled here is weighted towards papers
from early in the year, which have had more time to accumulate citations. As
such, to rank them by how much they’re being cited, you really should weight by
when they appeared. My idea in accumulating this list was more to see what
papers are getting significant numbers of citations, even if in a crude way. One
thing this crude method does is it tends to ignore papers from late in the year,
but in any case it is too early to get much of an idea of how often they’ll be cited
as time goes on.

To make explicit the even more obvious: citation counts are about sociological,
not long-term scientific impact.

15. Jon Lester
January 27, 2008

I find very silly to try to consider importance of papers in a year by their citation
number. In about 30 years the only criterion used by particle physics community
to decide what is good and what is bad is fashion. This is clearly seen also in the
peer-review process and I think the merit of arxiv and its creator will be manifest
in a few years when we will realize that the most important papers are those that
were systematically overlooked in the year they appeared and was also rejected
by the highest ranked journals.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0701035
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0701035


Jon

16. Somdatta Bhattacharya
January 27, 2008

This idea of unparticles, it’s utter nonsense. Does it solve any of the outstanding
problems of SM? Is there any motivation for it coming from anything at all?

17. piscator
January 27, 2008

For the clearest evidence of why citation counts do not directly measure
scientific impact, do the following:

1. Look up the two Randall-Sundrum warping papers.

2. Take the ph paper, convert the ‘p’ to a ‘t’, and look up the hep-th paper with
the same number.

3. Look at the topic of this paper and the papers that cite it, and decide for
yourself where these citations were intended.

Conclusion: citation counts sometimes measure neither scientific merit, nor
sociological trends, but rather the touch-typing proficiency of particle theorists

18. string-dude
January 27, 2008

Hi Somdatta, why should it solve the “outstanding” problems of the standard
model for it to be interesting?

Unparticles are talking about a possible low energy phenomenon which might
have gone un-noticed because we never thought of looking for it. This in itself is
a valid thing to consider, whatever ones prejudices against high energy physics
might be.

But the fact that you claim that unparticles are “utter nonsense”, an THEN ask
questions about it, makes me think that you form your opinions a tad quicker
than I do…

19. Somdatta Bhattacharya
January 27, 2008

Dear String dude,
Just because I wrote the questions after the statement doesn’t necessarily mean
that the latter is not a consequence of the former.
One could come up with numerous theories or scenarios that supplement the SM
but there must have to be a “motivation” for them. For me investigating them
just because they are a possible scenario with possible experimental signatures
is like putting the cart before the horse. Since experiments at the next energy
scale are near, it makes no sense to just go on increasing upon the number of



possible scenarios that might be there, especially when there is no motivation to
do such things. If it solved or aspired to solve some problem like the hierarchy
problem or that of the abundance of parameters in the SM or the unification one,
I would see a point to it. Otherwise its just a load of c***.

20. gambler
January 27, 2008

Somdatta Bhattacharya, if you want to win the lottery, you have to buy the
tickets before the drawing.

21. Thomas D
January 27, 2008

Neubert had a nice paper 0708.0036 showing that ‘unparticles’ are actually
rather similar to strongly interacting particles, in terms of the supposedly
distinctive experimental signature.

Also, as soon as you couple them to the SM their conformal invariance will be
explicitly broken (whether to a small or large extent), which somewhat, or
completely, spoils their original neat rationale.

So between experiment and theory, I don’t know what is supposed to be
attracting us towards them. As I said some time ago: there is a continuous
infinity of field theory models of new physics, we would like to have some
coherent rationale to choose some directions in this infinite space of theories.
Experimental considerations do play a role: if a model has clear collider
signatures that otherwise would be overlooked, for example. It’s not clear to me
whether there really is one clear signature of unparticles.

Of course, had the LHC turned on in 2005-6, as was hoped some time ago, there
would very probably be no-one saying ‘unparticle’ today at all. Theorists need
something to keep their minds active.

22. Somdatta Bhattacharya
January 27, 2008

Thanks Thomas D,
For answering gambler’s question.
However, yes, theorists might need to keep their minds active, but it would do
them helluva lot of good if they, especially people like Georgi, came up with
things that are worthwhile, otherwise its a waste of time not only for them, but
for the whole community. Because had I published such a paper, no one would
have payed any attention, but since it came from Georgi, everyone decided to
latch on.

23. string-dude
January 28, 2008

>Because had I published such a paper, no one would have payed
>any attention, but since it came from Georgi, everyone decided to



>latch on.

I agree that there is truth in this statement, but I find it hardly worth getting so
upset about. Science is an enterprise that involves primates working in groups.
Mavericks and rebels have to work their way up the hierarchy by paying their
dues. I promise you that once you produce a paper of sufficient import, your next
paper, even if it is mediocre, will have a fan-following.

Mind you that I am not endorsing this phenomenon. But I somehow think that
this meta-level anger, righteous indignation, etc., is completely useless. The only
real way in which to make sure that people work on good ideas is to OFFER
them a good idea to work on. What is the point in bitching about other ideas?
The oldest rule of progress in science is to work on *something* rather than
nothing, and I can’t really blame the troops for latching on to a moderately new
idea.

That said, I looked at the paper that Thomas D talked about and agree that
unparticles suddenly seem a lot less interesting than what I had thought after
reading the original paper by Georgi (which I bothered to do only after seeing
Peter’s blog).

Sleep tight and don’t let the bedbugs bite,
Chethan Krishnan (aka string dude)

24. Somdatta Bhattacharya
January 28, 2008

>I promise you that once you produce a paper of sufficient import, >your next
paper, even if it is mediocre, will have a fan-following.

I hope not everybody thinks like this. In the enterprise of physics, it’s not fan-
followings that one is after, but the truth. Mediocre papers ought to get the
treatment they deserve, which is complete disregard.

>What is the point in bitching about other ideas?

In case you haven’t noticed, this IS the place to bitch about other ideas, to thrash
things out with people like you.

25. Professor R
January 28, 2008

hi Peter,
I was delighted to see one of the top-cite papers you list (Supersymmetry
Breaking, R-Symmetry Breaking and Metastable Vacua) gives the proper
reference for the O’ Raifeartaigh Model for a change – and so it should, as the
model is heavily referenced and mentioned on every page!

It strikes me once more that one of the drawbacks in the way citations are
counted is that there is no distinction between a passing citation, and a model
that is the central to the entire paper…part of the reason I still having difficulty



persuading Dad’s own countrymen that his work was important….Cormac

26. Coin
January 28, 2008

Neubert had a nice paper 0708.0036 showing that ‘unparticles’ are actually
rather similar to strongly interacting particles, in terms of the supposedly
distinctive experimental signature.

Also, as soon as you couple them to the SM their conformal invariance will be
explicitly broken (whether to a small or large extent), which somewhat, or
completely, spoils their original neat rationale… It’s not clear to me whether
there really is one clear signature of unparticles.

Hm, so this is very interesting to me. So is there *ANY* detectable difference
between a SM+unparticles unparticle and a strongly-interacting particle? That is
to say, if we detected a particle signature for some new strongly-interacting
particle, would there be grounds to distinguish whether it was an actual particle
or a disguised unparticle?

I guess I’m still trying to understand exactly what the unparticle stuff is. I’d be
curious to know whether I have this right: It appears that an unparticle field is a
just a QFT field (I.E., you can’t ever have say an electron unparticle– qft fields
consist of either all particles or all unparticles) except that field has a particular
property (conformal invariance) which is mathematically well-defined, but which
we don’t ever consider in normal physical theories. Is that about it?

Given (let’s assume that we go looking for unparticles and don’t find any) that
there don’t seem to be any unparticles in nature, is this something that needs to
be explained? Is there some natural or obvious reason why only fields without
the unparticle property would be selected to exist in nature, besides “that’s what
we observe”?

27. David B.
January 28, 2008

Coin:

Unparticle events would just be like hadronic jets in a hidden sector. Jets usually
involve many particles in the final state and give different energy curves for how
much energy was dumped into them than single particle production. If you can
not see the particles, your only signature is missing energy. So long as the
perturbations from conformal invariance are small, the `unparticle’ calculation is
for the most part fine, unless you are below treshold for production of
unparticles (which could have a tiny mass).

Unparticles is in the end just another nickname for conformal field theory (in
practice all you need is an approximate scale invariant sector). It is the fact that
conformal field theories have scaling properties that lets you do a calculation
without a specific model of high energies. This is why it is looked at. It covers
many possible models of ultrahigh energy physics with very few parameters ( a



scaling dimension, and the strength of some coupling constants).

Regarding the use of Conformal Field Theories in the rest of physics, I suggest
you look at the theory of second order phase transitions in condensed matter
systems: those are conformal field theories that can be realized in laboratories,
and the scaling exponents can be measured quite precisely.

Unparticles do not have to be there. They are also not forbidden from being
there. There doesn’t necessarily need to be an explanation for why nature is the
way it is. That is a theoretical prejudice. You have to be open to the idea that
there might be surprises in physics and some might just have to be due to no
particular reason whatsoever. If you care about phenomenology, you want to
figure out which of all the possibilities are realized in nature. You might have to
do that by excluding all theories on a case by case basis, in which case you need
to have a proper accounting of all the possibilities out there.

28. Professor R
January 30, 2008

Peter, re your comment
“This week New Scientist has a long and quite good cover story about
unparticles, and recent attempts to use them to explain dark matter”…
I agree it is a nice article and thanks for pointing it out.
However: did you notice the clanger in the introduction?
“Georgi…pioneered suspersymmetry, a theory he proposed in 1981 with Stavros
Dimopoulos at Stanford University….”
Surely this is quite a howler!

Most particle physicists agree that the theory of supersymmetry was originally
proposed in the late 1960s by Soviet theorists Gol’fand and Likhtman, and
developed by Julius Wess and Bruno Zumino in 1973. Indeed, simple models of
supersymmetry breaking (the O’Raifeartaigh Model) had already emerged by
1975.

Presumably the NS meant that the first realistic supersymmetric version of the
Standard Model was proposed in 1981 by Georgi and Dimopoulos….the trouble
with errors like this is that one is left wondering how accurate the rest of the
piece is…..Cormac

29. Peter Woit
January 30, 2008

Cormac,

I did notice that howler. Georgi certainly isn’t responsible for the idea of
supersymmetry, or even for supersymmetric gauge theories, which were well
known by 1981. From what I remember, he and Dimopoulos were working on
supersymmetric versions of GUTs, and I guess as part of that may have been the
first to note that one should think about the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the Standard Model, together with all possible soft breaking terms (the so-
called MSSM).



30. Martin Bauer
February 1, 2008

I don’t really get whats the new idea here. There are a lot of papers out there,
assuming hidden sector physics. Is it the conformal invariance? If so, I don’t even
get the point why it should be (only) conformal invariant. Why not just take some
arbitrary symmetry group?

(I should probably add that all my knowledge in the field comes from a talk I just
attended.)

31. Hrvoje Nikolic
February 7, 2008

As I argue in http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0801.4471
unparticle can be viewed a particle with an arbitrary mass.

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0801.4471
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0801.4471


This Week’s Hype

January 28, 2008
Categories: This Week's Hype

This week’s press release trumpeting a bogus “test of string theory” comes from the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, which is headlined Scientists propose test
of string theory based on neutral hydrogen absorption, and informs us that

Ancient light absorbed by neutral hydrogen atoms could be used to test
certain predictions of string theory, say cosmologists at the University of
Illinois. Making the measurements, however, would require a gigantic array
of radio telescopes to be built on Earth, in space or on the moon.

String theory – a theory whose fundamental building blocks are tiny one-
dimensional filaments called strings – is the leading contender for a “theory
of everything.” Such a theory would unify all four fundamental forces of
nature (the strong and weak nuclear forces, electromagnetism, and gravity).
But finding ways to test string theory has been difficult.

Now, cosmologists at the U. of I. say absorption features in the 21-
centimeter spectrum of neutral hydrogen atoms could be used for such a
test.

One peculiar aspect of this press release is that it seems that the relevant paper is not
yet publicly available. Supposedly it has been submitted to PRL and accepted, but it
has not yet appeared in PRL, and I don’t see a preprint on the arXiv (the authors do
have a PRL paper with an arXiv preprint from last year on a different topic, one that
also came with a press release, but this one didn’t mention string theory).

As far as I can tell from the press release the idea behind this “test of string theory” is
the same as lots of other similar ones that invoke cosmic strings. Among the huge
variety of string theory backgrounds and the many possible ways to try and use such
backgrounds to model the big bang, some will (just like some non-string theory GUT
models) produce macroscopic “cosmic strings”. Astronomers have looked hard for
evidence of such things and found none, but one can always imagine that,
miraculously, such things exist, with characteristics exactly such that they wouldn’t
have shown up so far, but would in some new, improved astronomical observations. In
this case, I guess to come up with some new possible observation not already ruled
out, the authors of the paper invoke a possible radio telescope with an area of a
thousand km2.

There seem to be at least a couple reasons for the recent flood of bogus “we’ve found
a test of string theory” press releases. One is that PRL evidently encourages authors
to issue press releases whenever they have a paper appearing in PRL. Another reason
is that string theorists are on the defensive, and some of them have decided that
finding some way to claim that string theory really is testable, no matter how dubious,
is the way to fight back. Earlier this month, one such claim hyped in New Scientist
carried the headline “slammed for their failure to explain how our particular universe

http://www.news.uiuc.edu/news/08/0128string.html
http://www.news.uiuc.edu/news/08/0128string.html
http://www.news.uiuc.edu/news/08/0128string.html
http://www.news.uiuc.edu/news/08/0128string.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0701752
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0701752
http://www.news.uiuc.edu/news/07/0402wandelt.html
http://www.news.uiuc.edu/news/07/0402wandelt.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=636
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=636


came to exist, string theorists are fighting back.” In an interview with string theorist
Thibault Damour in today’s edition of the Swiss paper le Temps, he promotes three
possible tests of string theory. One is the possibility (which he describes as “very
speculative”) that one might observe extra dimensions at the LHC, another is cosmic
strings, and finally there are his claims that string theory leads to violations of the
equivalence principle. Lubos Motl strongly disagrees. Lubos also has a posting about
this latest hype, where he comments:

Such possibilities highlight that creative people may often solve questions
that look too difficult at the beginning. They also emphasize how incredibly
idiotic are the aggressive crackpots’ proclamations that modern theoretical
physics in general and string theory in particular is untestable.

Not clear who it is who believes that “modern theoretical physics” is untestable.
While at Lubos’s blog, you might want to see what you can make of his posting on his
new book The Bogdanov Equation: the secret of the universe?

Update: This story is appearing lots of places, including the UPI newswire, and at
Wired, where the writer seems to realize that the bogosity level here may be
problematic, including the unusual disclaimer:

Disclosure: I have no idea whether this makes sense.

Update: A correspondent points me to another recent “test of string theory”, one
where for some reason the authors don’t seem to have issued a press release. The
article is Toward a test of string theory using Rydberg atoms, and it begins by
referencing my book and then claiming that

… measurable effects are predicted by String Theory on normal quantum
scales, which the current criticisms have apparently overlooked.

What is discussed in the paper is actually not string theory, but just the idea of adding
spatially non-commuting terms to the Heisenberg commutation relations. Certainly
such terms should have experimentally observable effects. I suppose you can claim
that such terms, of any size you want, come from a “string theory background”, but,
as with all these “tests of string theory”, what is going on here just reflects the fact
that you can pretty much get anything you want out of string theory, which is why it’s
not testable…

Comments

1. Glenn
January 28, 2008

Not related to this post, but have you seen the article about someone’s
“prediction” of a different set of Higgs masses such that the W/Z-binding Higgs
is far above current accelerator limits but that other Higgs (that haven’t been
being searched for) could be detected with current hardware.
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Slashdot pointed to this link:

http://sciencenow.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/2008/123/3

But I haven’t looked at it, not being qualified to tell BS from science…

2. Peter Woit
January 28, 2008

Glenn,

There’s no prediction of Higgs masses there. The minimal supersymmetric
extension of the standard model has lots and lots of extra parameters, and extra
Higgs particles. For some values of these parameters, one of these could be
relatively light, but still not have been seen at LEP. I assume the Tevatron
experiments have looked for these sorts of things, don’t know what the limits
are. It’s not just a matter of having enough energy to produce Higgs particles,
you also need a large enough event rate to distinguish them from background.
The Tevatron presumably has already produced Higgs particles, just not enough
to distinguish them.

3. Glenn
January 28, 2008

In other words, it’s yet another example of the billion-knobs problem.

I expected that, but like I said, I’m not savvy enough to tell the hype from the
hope.

That’s *your* job.

Thanks for the info.

4. Coin
January 28, 2008

Astronomers have looked hard for evidence of [Cosmic Strings] and found none,
but one can always imagine that, miraculously, such things exist, with
characteristics exactly such that they wouldn’t have shown up so far, but would
in some new, improved astronomical observations. In this case, I guess to come
up with some new possible observation not already ruled out, the authors of the
paper invoke a possible radio telescope with an area of a thousand km2.

Would the information the authors want to gather with this hypothetical
telescope (the “absorption features in the 21-centimeter spectrum of neutral
hydrogen atoms”?) be for any particular reason useful data to have even in a
universe where no cosmic strings exist?

Also: Is there any difference between the phrases “cosmic string” and “one-
dimensional topological defect”? Or in other words, would a detection of cosmic
strings actually prove string theory, or would any cosmological theory with one-
dimensional topological defects predict cosmic strings too?

http://sciencenow.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/2008/123/3
http://sciencenow.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/2008/123/3


5. Peter Woit
January 28, 2008

Coin,

Since there’s no paper, I don’t even know exactly what the signal is they are
saying one should look for, or whether it could come from other sources or tell us
anything about them.

“Cosmic strings” are topological defects of 1d of astrophysical dimensions. They
also occur in simple GUTs. There’s an industry of papers out there on the
question of how to try and tell the difference between GUT cosmic strings and
ones coming from a fundamental superstring. I gather you need a network of the
strings and consider their interactions.

6. lostsoul Ph. D.
January 29, 2008

I know that this is off-topic, but cannot of think where else to ask. How has
Simon’s Renaissance Technology been getting along recently? Is his crew truly a
band of financial magicians, or has the whole thing been revealed as hype?

7. DB
January 29, 2008

”Astronomers have looked hard for evidence of such things and found none”

Actually Bevis’ group at Imperial College, London are claiming to have detected
traces of cosmic strings in the WMAP data which maps the afterglow of the Big
Bang. Bennet, the head of WMAP isn’t buying it and calls it a statistical fluke.

I’ll you just one guess as to where this report appeared. What? New Scientist?
How on earth did you guess that?

http://tinyurl.com/3xkrbm

8. Not Even Woit
January 29, 2008

PW – you are either a megalomaniac or cynically trying to shift a few more
copies of your book (maybe even both). Physicists have been trying to come up
with ways to test string theory long before you started your little crusade.
Perhaps you have been too busy with your blog to notice the huge advances in
observational cosmology that have been made in the last few years, for example.
To think that theorists are suddenly “fighting back” (against what exactly – a
popular book written by somebody who has made zero impact in theoretical
physics?) is to misunderstand how science makes progress. But like I said, I
guess that’s not what interests you.

9. Peter Woit
January 29, 2008

http://tinyurl.com/3xkrbm
http://tinyurl.com/3xkrbm


Not Even Woit,

Sure, BS claims to have a “test of string theory” are not new, but I’ve been
following them for years and they’re a lot more common now than they used to
be.

“slammed for their failure… string theorists are fighting back” are not my words,
but those of the headline writer for New Scientist. Take it up with them…

10. Not Even Woit
January 29, 2008

Your words, PW: “string theorists are on the defensive, and some of them have
decided that finding some way to claim that string theory really is testable … is
the way to fight back.”

I will ask again, PW: what/who are they fighting? Your argument is circular. You
start with the unsubstantiated (and therefore quite possibly bogus) claim that
string theorists are on the defensive, and then try to fit everything they do
around that claim.

Unless your blog is just a blatant PR blurb for your book, one can only conclude
that you are living in a fantasy world.

11. Peter Woit
January 29, 2008

Not Even Woit,

I seem to be repeating myself, but the substantiation of my claim is that it comes
from a New Scientist headline. They may not be reliable about science, but I do
think they accurately reflect popular perception.

As for doing PR for my book, the only person who has mentioned it at all here is
you. Thanks!

12. Not Even Woit
January 29, 2008

Your book appears as a prominent thumbnail on your homepage, PW.

So let me get this straight: you are claiming that theorists are publishing (where
there’s a press release there’s usually a peer-reviewed paper) potential tests of
string theory in response to the negative public perception of their field.
What is your evidence? Surely there is more to it than a single headline written
by someone trying to sell a magazine story last summer?
How can you be sure that the increase in the number of papers reporting
potential tests of string theory is not the result of genuine progress in science
(both theory and observation)?
Shouldn’t you be more rigorous in your reasoning, given that you claim string
theory is a failed research program based on its lack of falsification criteria? Or



is that one of the luxuries of living in a fantasy world?

13. Peter Orland
January 29, 2008

Hi Peter,

Please do not argue with Not Even Woit. Just delete his comments.

Thanks,
Peter O.

14. Peter Woit
January 29, 2008

Not Even Woit,

The headline is not from last summer, but from earlier this month. I suppose I
could waste a lot of time gathering together similar quotes from news stories,
but I doubt that would convince you. OK, here’s one more, since I just ran across
it this morning. The opening lines of a story at Wired:

“The apparent inability of physics’ string theory to be proved right or wrong is
one of the stickiest – and argument-generating – problems in modern science.”

followed by

“But because none of these descriptions of the universe offered any obvious way
to be tested or proven, skeptics have called string theory “not even wrong” –
meaning that it doesn’t fulfill the most basic requirement of a proper scientific
theory, the ability to be be proven wrong.

Now Illinois cosmologist Benjamin Wandelt, along with graduate student Rishi
Khatri, say that some of these predictions can be tested, or at least addressed…”

The reason I’m sure that the papers reporting tests of string theory don’t
represent genuine progress is that I’ve read them.

Just saw Peter Orland’s comment and he has a point. Unless you’ve got
something new to say, or are at least willing to hiding behind anonymity and tell
us who you are, explaining your qualifications on this issue, enough is enough…

15. dan
January 29, 2008

So what if this detection device was built according to the specifications outlined
in the article, and NO evidence for the cosmic strings in the form of hydrogen
spectra lines were observed (as described in the popular press article), what
aspects of string theory would now be falsified?

16. Peter Woit
January 29, 2008



dan,

No aspect of string theory would be falsified, that’s the problem.

17. Somdatta Bhattacharya
January 29, 2008

The only thing going for String theory seems to be that it is a finite theory. As far
as I know, in it calculations beyond 3 loops are unsurmountably hard. So has the
finiteness been substantiated consensually? Or is it that what still exists is only
wishful thinking with regard to strings interacting over an extended region as
opposed to a point? And even that argument is a bit dubious owing to the fact
that there would be regions of the moduli space where the string length (it can
be looked upon as one of the moduli) goes to zero, signaling the possibility of a
field theory like divergence here as well (from that part of the moduli space). So
one really needs to check order by order in perturbation theory. Supergravity
theories have been shown to be finite to a high loop order, but they fail beyond a
certain order.
My point is, even apart from the fact that they are non-falsifiable, can they ever
live up to their other more radical promises?

18. Peter Woit
January 29, 2008

Somdatta Bhattacharya,

The topic of the finiteness of superstring amplitudes beyond 3 loops is a highly
technical one that has been the subject of fierce arguments here and elsewhere,
and I’d rather not reopen those here unless there’s something new about the
subject to discuss. As far as I know a fair summary of the situation is that two-
loop amplitudes can be explicitly written down and are definitely finite (work of
d’Hoker and Phong). At higher loops there are some proposals for explicit
amplitudes, and plausibility arguments for finiteness, but no rigorous proofs of
finiteness.

Again, this is quite off-topic, and the kind of thing that attracts heated comments
about a very technical issue that spread more heat than light. Unless you have
accurate and relevant new information about this, please avoid trying to discuss
it here.

19. Shantanu
January 29, 2008

Not even Woit, I do know that many people who used to work on string theory
have moved on to different fields (long before Peter’s book). Also I do agree with
Peter that something is weird with a theory which predicts BOTH violation of
equivalence principle as well as its sanctity

20. Somdatta Bhattacharya
January 29, 2008



Peter,
I just wanted to be apprised of the current understanding on the issue. As I had
suspected, there exist only plausibility arguments and no rigorous proofs. I am
aware of the “heat and light” that you mentioned. I have nothing new to offer
except what I said in the previous post which is that even the heuristic argument
that is usually offered seems to be dubious.

21. Kevin McCarthy
January 29, 2008

I think that the idea of testing a theory means something quite different to
physicists than it appears to mean in science reporting and press releases. I just
stumbled onto this blog today and I’ve enjoyed reading it, and feel maybe I can
contribute to a discussion here. It seems to me that a press release is in order
defining exactly a “test of a theory” means.
I’m going to shoot for a definition here, with some preamble, that I think most
physicists could agree on, though its probably more likely that in trying to please
most it could end up pleasing none. Here goes.
Physics is a rigorous, skeptical, and ultimately empirical science. A claim for
evidence or observation of new phenomena must be held to stringent standards.
A true “test of a theory” first involves the postdiction of known physics where
feasible, because if a theory explicitly contradicts observed phenomena, it must
be discarded. This at least establishes the viability of a theory. The second, and
more rigorous aspect of a test, is the observation of phenomena uniquely
predicted by that theory (to separate it from other preciously viable theories
which do not predict the same observations) and generically predicted by that
theory, so that the observation represents a true test of the theory as a whole
and not a constraint of parameter space.

By this definition, or by any other real definition of what a scientific test should
be, press releases and science journalism too often use the words “test of a
theory” to generate buzz about a project that, while it could provide interesting
and new experimental data, doesn’t really test a particular theory.

On another phrase that seems to pop up in every article about string theory,
what truly establishes it as “the leading contender for the theory of everything”?
(besides more public awareness of its existence and a large community of people
working on it). Reading back, I realize that sounds a bit sarcastic or
condescending, I’m not trying to make people angry, but its a legitimate question
of mine. In the absence of observational evidence, what separates string theory
from any other theory that could also claim to reduce to QFT and GR in
appropriate limits?

22. Peter Woit
January 29, 2008

Kevin,

The “leading contender” business is a phrase designed to emphasize the
sociological fact that string theory remains a dominant research program for



finding a TOE, even though the scientific case for this has weakened dramatically
in recent years.

As far as the “test of string theory” business goes, I don’t think the problem is
that of science journalists understanding this in a different way than scientists. I
see two sources of the bogus “test of string theory” claims, one being non-string
theorists who don’t really understand what the state of string theory is, but hope
that some very different sort of physics they know about is somehow relevant.
The other is string theorists who are well aware that string theory has not been
able to make the kind of predictions necessary for a legitimate test, but have
chosen to try and muddy this issue and mislead people when speaking to the
public. In such cases you often find quite different claims in the scientific papers
and in the press releases.

23. Eric
January 29, 2008

Kevin,
The main reason for string theory being considered the ‘leading’ (really, the only)
contender for a theory of everything is that it is presently the only known way to
consistently combine gravity with quantum mechanics. String theory only works
because of number of nearly miraculous anomaly cancellations. It is because of
this that it is studied, despite the fact that it has not yet been possible to make
definitive experimental predictions.

24. Peter Woit
January 29, 2008

Eric,

If you have something substantive to say, please do so. But your repetition of
stale, nearly 25 year old hype is off-topic. If Kevin cares about the science here,
I’d suggest he read Brian Greene and Lee Smolin’s books to see both sides of
this argument.

25. Eric
January 29, 2008

Peter,
There is no need for you to be testy or defensive, and certainly the point that I
made is not insubstantive or a ‘repetition of 25 year old hype’. You may not like
to admit it, but the anomaly cancellation is in fact an extremely important test of
any potential quantum theory of gravity. It is perhaps useful for you to ponder
why string theory is still taken seriously when there is very little hope of it
making any experimental predictions in the near future. Well, here’s your
answer, and it is not hype. It is cold, hard fact.

26. Shantanu
January 29, 2008

Peter the paper by Khatri and Wandelt is now posted on the preprint



archive

27. N. Nakanishi
January 29, 2008

Eric,
I believe the anomaly cancellation in superstring is a meaningful condition only if
the corresponding QFT has gravitational anomaly. The existence of gravitational
anomaly in QFT was claimed by Alvarez-Gaume and Witten (Nucl. Phys. B 234
(1984) 269), but their reasoning contained a serious mistake: They were not
aware of the fundamental difference between T-product quantities and T*-
product ones. Both coincide for chiral current but not for energy-momentum
tensor, because the expression for the latter contains time differentiation. The
genuine anomaly must be considered for T-product quantities, but what they
considered are T*-product ones,
because only T*-product quantities can be calculated by Feynman integrals and
path integrals. I have explicitly shown in the 2dimensional case that what they
called gravitational anomaly arises from the difference between T-product and
T*-product. Thus,
at least in the 2-dimensional case, the gravitational anomaly in the genuine sense
is non-existent in QFT. It is quite likely that the same is true in the 10-
dimensional case.
B. Schroer completely agreed with me.
For details, see Abe and Nakanishi, Prog. Theor. Phys. 115 (2006) 1151 or arXiv
hep-th/0503172 v2.

28. chris
January 30, 2008

eric,

there is absolutely no problem formulating a quantum theory of gravity without
any speculative ingredients. and there is extremely strong evidence, that it is
consistent. see e.g. arXiv:0708.1317

29. Peter Orland
January 30, 2008

Eric,

1) Peter W. was not being testy or defensive (though he did seem
somewhat irritated). I am not reading his mind, just reading what he wrote.

2) More seriously, how does the gravitational-anomaly cancellation test (your
word) string theory? It just provides a constraint on matter multiplets. 10-
dimensional String theory, with the gauge group SO(32) or E(8)XE(8), satisfies
this constraint. So what?

A bit of history: gauge-anomaly cancellation was regarded as
good evidence for SU(5) or SO(10) GUTS back in the late 70’s
(when I started grad school). But really any model with the right

http://arxiv.org/abs//0801.4406
http://arxiv.org/abs//0801.4406


charge assignments is fine – so it really provides no evidence at all.

More history: anomaly cancellation wasn’t regarded as evidence
for string theory even in 1984. It simply removed the main reason
why theorists weren’t considering string theory before then. I
remember this quite clearly. As a postdoc, I was reading Schwarz’s
1982 Physics Reports. People were trying to talk me out spending
time on it because of the problem with gravitational anomalies.

30. dan
January 30, 2008

Hello Peter,
Since GUT and SUSY-GUT’s presumably can be emdedded in some string
framework, is as you say, and I quote “macroscopic “cosmic strings”.
Astronomers have looked hard for evidence of such things and found none”
constitute a falsifiable prediction of GUT and SUSY-GUT’s (i.e do GUT’s
generically predict observable cosmic strings arising form the Big Bang – as the
Big Bang does predict other observations such as nucleosynthesis and CMB —
that have, thus far, been failed to confirmed)

31. Eric
January 30, 2008

Peter O:

“More seriously, how does the gravitational-anomaly cancellation test (your
word) string theory? It just provides a constraint on matter multiplets. 10-
dimensional String theory, with the gauge group SO(32) or E(8)XE(8), satisfies
this constraint. So what?”

Are you joking? Since any putative theory of quantum gravity must be completely
free of both gravitational and gauge anomalies, this provides a stringent
theoretical test. String theory is the only theory known that passes this test.

32. Peter Orland
January 30, 2008

Eric,

“Are you joking? Since any putative theory of quantum gravity must be
completely free of both gravitational and gauge anomalies, this provides a
stringent theoretical test. String theory is the only theory known that passes this
test.”

No, any theory with the same matter content passes this test in 10 dimensions.

33. woit
January 30, 2008

dan,



Some GUTs have stable cosmic string solutions, some don’t. The standard model
doesn’t. The existence of such solutions depends on the structure of the Higgs
sector of the theory.

Problem is, it’s not just a matter of whether such solutions exist. To predict
whether you’ll see them, you need a model of what happened during the big-
bang, i.e of the inflationary period and how the universe emerged from it. So,
even if your GUT has cosmic string solutions, whether or not you expect to see
such things depends on something different, your model of inflation.

34. metamars
January 30, 2008

I quoted Nakanishi at Lubos Motl’s blog, and he replied:

[material copied from Lubos’s blog deleted]

First of all, this topic has nothing at all to do with the posting. Secondly, please
do not copy material wholesale from other people’s blogs here, trying to drag
them into the discussion at this site. If a discussion about an off-topic comment
here is going on at another blog and you think people should be aware of this,
just give the link here, and discussion of the issue should take place on the other
blog, not here.

35. Eric
January 30, 2008

Peter O,
Are you sure you aren’t forgetting about conformal invariance of the world-
sheet?

36. dan
January 30, 2008

hi PW,
thanks for replying. I understand that string theory dosn’t offer a falsifiable
prediction regarding an (non)observation of cosmic strings (through
gravitational lensing, hydrogren spectra, or othersie,) and, to quote “that’s the
problem” but isn’t any worse than “GUTs have stable cosmic string solutions”
which don’t offer a falsifiable prediction b/c if what you say is true “So, even if
your GUT has cosmic string solutions, whether or not you expect to see such
things depends on something different, your model of inflation” would you
regard this class of GUT physics research to be as hoplessly misguided as string
theory, for consistency sake? If you’d like me to clafiy I’d be happy to do so but I
wonder whether you regard GUT physics research as much a failed idea of
unification as stringy unification research.

regards,
Dan

37. chris



January 31, 2008

eric,

are you joking? how can a sane person argue like this?

let me reming you that
a) there is no gravitational anomaly with SM matter content in 4D
b) there is very strong evidence, that gravity in 4D is consistent
c) experimentally, D=4 to a very high accuracy
d) some bizarre model that lives only in 10D has some restrictions of its mater
content that excludes SM alone

and this you call evidence for the bizarre model? excuse me.

38. Peter Orland
January 31, 2008

Eric,

Nothing inherently stringy is required for gravitational-anomaly
cancellation. It just provides a condition on the matter content.

39. Eric
January 31, 2008

Peter O,
I presume by ‘matter content’ you mean the number of bosons and fermions on
the world-sheet, described by a CFT on the world-sheet?

40. Peter Orland
January 31, 2008

Eric,

No, I mean the number of Fermions and Bosons in space-time
(target space to the string theorists). Green and Schwarz’s 1984
paper just started from the classification of gravitational anomalies of
Alvarez-Gaume’ and Witten; who did not use any
string theory.

41. Peter Woit
January 31, 2008

dan,

The situation of research into GUTs is a complicated topic. One difference with
string theory is at least for GUTs it is clear what one is talking about. GUT
models are well-defined and one can calculate exactly what they imply and see if
the simplest ones can be used to make testable predictions. As string theorists
love to point out, if you start looking at arbitrarily complicated GUT models, as
with string theory, you’re not going to get any testable predictions.



There are two implications of simple GUT models that show a non-trivial
agreement with experiment, but they’re both kind of marginal and not
completely convincing. One is the fact that a single generation of SM particles
fits nicely into one SO(10) spinor representation. The other is that the ratio of
observed gauge couplings you expect in SO(10) supersymmetric GUTs comes out
close.

On the other hand, many initial hopes for GUTs have failed. The biggest failure
was the prediction by non-supersymmetric SU(5) and SO(10) models of
observable levels of proton decay, which were not seen. I think it is also fair to
say that initial hopes that GUTs would make distinctive, testable predictions
about the early universe have not worked out. Here the situation actually is
much like that of string theory, with people going on about how cosmology will
be used to test the theory, just the way they used to with GUTs, despite the lack
of plausible ideas for how this is going to happen. The best hopes there are that
somehow we’ll observe cosmic strings or something similar, but the fact of the
matter is that there is no evidence for such things, and both string and GUT
models don’t at all require them to be there.

42. metamars
January 31, 2008

“First of all, this topic has nothing at all to do with the posting. Secondly, please
do not copy material wholesale from other people’s blogs here, trying to drag
them into the discussion at this site.”

Please accept my apologies.

43. otto schtirlitz
January 31, 2008

Peter O.
“No, I mean the number of Fermions and Bosons in space-time
(target space to the string theorists). Green and Schwarz’s 1984
paper just started from the classification of gravitational anomalies of
Alvarez-Gaume’ and Witten; who did not use any
string theory.”

The hexagon anomaly which arises at ONE LOOP is cancelled by the TREE
LEVEL diagram coming from the B-field exchange. Clearly, one has to go beyond
the supergravity approximation to demonstrate the cancellation.

44. Peter Woit
January 31, 2008

I don’t think this kind of discussion of anomaly cancellation is enlightening
anyone about anything, and it’s off topic anyway. Enough already.

In any case, the “miraculous cancellations” occur for d=10, and for E8 or SO(32)
gauge groups from what I remember, which would be pretty exciting if we lived
in d=10 or observed those gauge groups, but…



45. Peter Orland
January 31, 2008

Peter,

Sorry, but I can’t resist. I won’t object if you delete this response.

Otto, using the B-field is clever duality trick to turn a loop
diagram into a tree diagram. The anomalies cancel in the
field-theory limit. No string theory is required.

OK, I misbehaved and will shut up about this matter.

46. Dan
January 31, 2008

Dear PW,
Thanks for replying, I think we agree that GUT research is similar to string
research. The simplest GUT models (i.e SU(5) have been ruled out, and to evade
experimental falsification, both research programs have been made more
complicated.

47. amused
January 31, 2008

From the press release:

” “If we embed brane inflation into string theory, a network of cosmic strings is
predicted to form,” Wandelt said.”

This seems to be at odds with what Woit wrote:

“Among the huge variety of string theory backgrounds and the many possible
ways to try and use such backgrounds to model the big bang, some will […]
produce macroscopic “cosmic strings” ”

Can the experts out there clarify: is formation of a cosmic string network a
generic prediction of brane inflation embedded in string theory, or isn’t it? Are
there other known viable ways to model the big bang using string theory besides
this?

48. Peter Woit
February 1, 2008

amused,

To get an idea of the range of models “string cosmologists” are investigating, you
might want to take a look at any one of a number of summary talks on the
subject. One example would be Renata Kallosh’s talk at PASCOS 2007

http://www.pascos07.org/programme/talks/Kallosh.pdf

http://www.pascos07.org/programme/talks/Kallosh.pdf
http://www.pascos07.org/programme/talks/Kallosh.pdf


On pages 15-6 and 17 of her slides she describes two classes of models with no
cosmic strings.

Restricting to “brane inflation” models, as far as I know, you can get a huge
range of possible “predictions”, depending on the specific model and parameters
you choose, ranging from far too many, already falsified by experiment, to so few
you have no hope of observing their effects. Wandelt for some reason doesn’t
mention this…

49. amused
February 1, 2008

Ok, so brane inflation is one of several scenarios that the string cosmologists
have come up with. But within that scenario they say that cosmic string networks
are indeed generic for the various specific models. E.g., from the abstract of
Tye’s review paper hep-th/0610221:

“Another generic consequence of brane inflation is the production of cosmic
strings towards the end of inflation. These cosmic strings are nothing but
superstrings stretched to cosmological sizes. The properties of these cosmic
superstrings and their subsequent cosmological evolution into a scaling network
open up their possible detections in the near future, via cosmological,
astronomical and/or gravitational wave measurements. At the moment,
cosmological data is already imposing strong constraints on the details of the
scenario….”

Tye goes on to claim on page 2 of the review that the various parameters in the
brane inflation models can be overconstrained by observational data
(presumably in the future). In that case the scenario will either be falsified or
lead to a predictive cosmological model.

Well, clearly it is misleading for a press release to describe a paper about an
observable imprint of cosmic strings as a way to “test string theory” (rather than
a way to test one of the main string-inspired cosmological scenarios). But it
seems just as misleading to give the impression that there is nothing interesting
or worthwhile about this paper or the other ones mentioned in these “hype!”
posts. (Working out an imprint that cosmic strings would leave in the hydrogen
absorbtion spectrum, and how it would constrain various cosmological models,
sounds pretty neat, as does working out collider signatures for distinguishing
between different geometries in braneworld models.) I wouldn’t want to work on
any of this kind of speculative stuff myself, but people who want to disparage it
should first come up with something more promising themselves. It’s a lot easier
to disparage the work of others that to find something interesting yourself.

50. Peter Orland
February 1, 2008

This is off-topic, but…

“It’s a lot easier to disparage the work of others that to find something
interesting yourself.”



Amused,

It’s time to stop inserting such remarks. You don’t effectively
advocate a position by saying someone you disagree with is somehow not
qualified. In this case, not only does this remark undermine your position, but is
incorrect. Peter W. is NOT unqualified. I say this as someone who does not
always agree with him (though in the interest
of full disclosure, I will tell you that we are friends). For example, some papers
Peter has written on topology and the lattice with many more citations than most
on this topic (and were influential beyond the number of citations). You should
also be aware that the number of papers per year written by a typical
mathematician is much less than the number written by a typical physicist.

If we are going to argue our positions on the basis of our
qualifications, all of us are vulnerable. One can look at anyone’s record and put a
negative spin on it.

51. Peter Woit
February 1, 2008

amused,

Insulting me is a lot easier than acknowledging that what I wrote is accurate,
isn’t it?

I actually agree with amused that I should be spending more of my time working
on positive things, and less dealing with the problem of string theory hype in the
media. In any case, the current rate of BS press releases every few days is
beyond my capability of keeping track and commenting on. I do think someone
should be pointing this out and no one else seems willing to do this. So I intend
to keep doing so, but postings about this will be shorter.

One thing that really is a complete waste of my time is defending myself against
the personal attacks of people like amused. So, sorry folks, I’ll just delete any
more discussions pro (Thanks Peter O.!) or con of my competence here, and
continue to let what I write speak for itself.

If you have something interesting to say about the topic of a posting, please do
so. If you don’t know anything about it, but want to use it as an excuse to insult
me or anyone else, please go away.

52. JC
February 1, 2008

One of the first few string papers I read was Witten’s 1985 paper on cosmic
strings. At the time I was in grad school and was naive enough to buy into it as if
it was a “holy gospel”. I became more skeptical of the idea as time went on.

53. amused
February 1, 2008



No I wasn’t questioning Woit’s qualifications etc. The point had nothing to do
with that. It’s really simple: if someone wants to disparage work addressing
some issue (in this case finding a theoretical underpinning for inflation) then
they should provide a more promising approach to addressing the issue. I don’t
find the string-inspired stuff at all appealing, so I don’t work on it, but at the
same time I don’t disparage it since I don’t have any better proposal for the
issues they are trying to address. Isn’t that a reasonable attitude that everyone
should have? It has nothing at all to do with assessing peoples qualifications,
publication lists etc.

So what was I trying to do here? First, ask questions to try to find out the actual
situation about this paper, what was hype and what wasn’t. Second, react against
the negativity directed to this and the other PRL papers in the “hype” posts.

“…If you don’t know anything about it, but want to use it as an excuse to insult
me or anyone else, please go away.”

When you turn up on the blogs of Jacques Distler and Clifford Johnson to
harangue them about their discussion of some string theory topic, their reaction
is probably “please go away” as well. They are too polite to actually write it
though. You don’t “go away” though, because you think you have some valid
points to make and are determined to make them. What a surprise that you
should encounter someone with the same attitude on your own blog. It’s funny to
see how you deal with it.

“Insulting me is a lot easier than acknowledging that what I wrote is accurate,
isn’t it?”

I asked a couple of questions; you answered one of them (sort of) and I
acknowledged it with “Ok,…” at the beginning of my comment. You didn’t answer
the other one (about whether cosmic strings are a generic prediction of brane
inflation) so I went and found the answer myself. Btw, both questions were
relevant to the topic at hand, wouldn’t you agree?

54. Peter Woit
February 1, 2008

JC,

Cosmic strings certainly have a very long history by now. The early hopes for
how to use them were conclusively killed off by the WMAP results, but people
can always come up with new ones that can’t be shot down anytime soon by
experimental results. For one of many disconfirmed predictions in this area, see
this 1986 Time magazine article

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,962896-1,00.html

where Ostriker is quoted as follows:

“We still don’t know that there are such things as cosmic strings,” he says, “or
that they are necessarily superconductors or will in fact carry large currents. But

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,962896-1,00.html
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,962896-1,00.html


all these things are quite possible. Within a few years, superconducting strings
will have either transformed our view of the large-scale universe — or be entirely
forgotten.”

55. JC
February 1, 2008

Peter,

It was the repeated disconfirmations over the years which eventually led to my
skepticism of cosmic strings. Even back then, many of my former astro
colleagues thought the idea was sort of a joke.

56. Peter Woit
February 1, 2008

amused,

Yes I did accurately answer your question about brane inflation, and not with
vague hype about “generic predictions”.

Sadly, you have turned into a prototypical internet troll, devoting your time to
posting hostile comments about things you know virtually nothing about. Before
criticizing me for what I write about the hype problem in string cosmology, you
might want to first go and learn the first thing about the subject.

57. amused
February 1, 2008

Well, people can make up their own minds about whether the questions I asked
and the rest of the comments were reasonable or not, and the same for Woits
answers. Not much point in continuing with this.

58. anon.
February 2, 2008

‘The point … It’s really simple: if someone wants to disparage work addressing
some issue (in this case finding a theoretical underpinning for inflation) then
they should provide a more promising approach to addressing the issue. I don’t
find the string-inspired stuff at all appealing, so I don’t work on it, but at the
same time I don’t disparage it since I don’t have any better proposal for the
issues they are trying to address. Isn’t that a reasonable attitude that everyone
should have?.’

– amused

Amused, it’s unreasonable because if you ban attacks on popular ideas that are
failures – unless the person who is attacking has a better approach to the
problem – then the need for a better approach to be developed may never arise.
It’s then Catch-22 because, only when a failed idea has first been found wanting,
is there a need to develop a better approach.



If you insist that a better approach be developed before criticising failures in the
current ideas, 1) nobody will listen because they’ll think you’re just trying to
hype a new theory, and 2) you will eliminate the usual two-step route to advance,
whereby a failed idea is first attacked, then replaced by new developments that
are inspired by the faults in the existing ideas.

Historically, the two-step route to progress (discredit a bad idea, then afterwards
develop a better approach) is more common that a one-step process of replacing
an idea in one go without first making the case widely understood for why the
idea needs to be replaced.

Your suggestion that criticism must always be constructive, while fine in an ideal
world, will eliminate a lot of progress in this (real) world by preventing the two-
stage progress model from working. People aren’t motivated to fix things that
aren’t first known to be broken (‘if it isn’t broken, don’t fix it’). If an error is
being made, the sooner it is publicised, the sooner it can be fixed. Any
censorship of criticisms just slows down progress.

59. Peter Woit
February 2, 2008

anon,

I should point out that what I’m doing here is criticizing misleading press
releases about scientific results, not the scientific results themselves.
Universities should not be in the business of issuing press releases about the
work of their scientists designed to mislead the public about its significance, and
when they do, someone should call them on it. I’d be very happy if someone else
would be the one to do this.

It used to be that these press releases most of the time got pretty wide
distribution, through articles in places like New Scientist, and on web-sites like
Slashdot. Among the recent flood of them, most seem to not be getting much
attention beyond the sites that carry all such press releases. Perhaps this is an
indication that journalists covering physics have caught on to what has been
going on. I suppose this is progress, but it isn’t a good thing that journalists and
the public now are likely to be skeptical of the credibility of press releases about
physics research put out by major universities.

60. amused
February 3, 2008

anon,

Sure, criticising an approach, discussing its shortcomings etc is good and
healthy. But that’s not what I see happening here. The impression from this post
is that the paper under discussion is of no interest and worth but is just a vehicle
to propagate more string hype. From reading the press release I got a quite
different impression. So I asked a couple of questions to try to find out what the
real situation is. The paper is apparently discussing an observable (in principle)
imprint that cosmic string networks in the early universe would leave, and how it



would give information on the brane inflation that gave rise to those networks if
that’s what they came from. The level of PW’s criticism in this post seems to be
that this is junk because you can get anything you want out of string theory so
there’s no reason to care about what some or other string scenario might
predict. But from what (little) I read about this in the string literature it sounds
like the situation is quite a lot better than that. Apparently brane inflation is one
of just a few scenarios that string cosmologists have been able to come up with,
and within that scenario they say that cosmic string networks are a generic
prediction. If that is true then the current paper seems not at all worthless and
uninteresting.

In light of those observations, the right way to go about criticising this work
would be to argue, at the technical level, that one or more of the reasons for
being interested in it is flawed. E.g., if someone could show that there are lots
and lots of different inflation scenarios (compatible with observational data) that
can arise from string theory, and most of these do not predict cosmic strings. Or,
alternatively, show that the arguments for why cosmic strings are a generic
prediction of brane inflation are flawed. If someone can show either of these
things they should write it up and publish it as a research article — that’s the
way criticisms of scientific approaches are supposed to go.

The way scientific criticisms are not supposed to go is simply pouring buckets of
negativity over the research efforts of serious scientists who are following their
best judgement in a difficult situation — unless you have a better proposal for
the issues they are trying to address.

61. anon.
February 3, 2008

‘The paper is apparently discussing an observable (in principle) imprint that
cosmic string networks in the early universe would leave,…’ – amused

Amused, you’re missing the point: please see Woit’s point in reply to my
comment above also applies to your comment:

‘…what I’m doing here is criticizing misleading press releases about scientific
results, not the scientific results themselves. …’

It’s the press release about making a ‘prediction’ that is being criticised, not the
paper. Without knowing definite initial conditions for a cosmic string, are you in
a position to make a falsifiable prediction about how big it will become after the
assumed inflation occurs within a minute fraction of a second after the universe?
Are you even sure that your model for inflation is accurate? It hasn’t won any
Nobel Prizes yet.

‘… the right way to go about criticising this work would be to argue, at the
technical level, that one or more of the reasons for being interested in it is
flawed. E.g., if someone could show that there are lots and lots of different
inflation scenarios (compatible with observational data) that can arise from
string theory, and most of these do not predict cosmic strings. Or, alternatively,
show that the arguments for why cosmic strings are a generic prediction of



brane inflation are flawed.’ – amused

Basic research work (to establish validity of claims) is something that the people
making such claims need to do themselves, before actually issuing press releases
hyping the claim. This isn’t the same situation as when issuing a preprint about a
speculative idea.

It’s for the people making claims to investigate the main problems, not for the
critics to do that after press releases have been issued. The problem is not that
people are doing this research, but that there are very serious problems that are
being glossed over in popular hype. It’s a bit like popular claims that
supersymmetry ‘makes predictions’ because it requires a so far unobserved
partner for ever observed particle. If the theory is wrong, you would never be
able to find out: you would keep searching at every higher energies, for ever
edging towards the Planck scale. There is no evidence why the theory is correct,
and there is no possible way of ever showing it is wrong.

If the search for cosmic strings is actually a checkable test of string theory
(unlike supersymmetry, gravitons, and brane worlds), then that would be a
massive step forward.

62. Peter Woit
February 3, 2008

amused,

You just keep on ignoring what this posting is about: a misleading press release.
I did not claim the paper was worthless, I do claim that the press release about it
is intentionally designed to mislead people about the results of scientific
research.

63. piscator
February 3, 2008

anon,

Supersymmetry as a solution to the electroweak hierarchy problem is perfectly
testable – it’s either around the weak scale or it doesn’t stabilise the Higss mass.
There are good reasons for susy to exist at the weak scale – this is an answerable
question, the LHC has the reach to answer this question and will answer this
question.

piscator

64. Coin
February 4, 2008

Supersymmetry as a solution to the electroweak hierarchy problem is perfectly
testable – it’s either around the weak scale or it doesn’t stabilise the Higss mass.

Okay, which I think is a good point. But the problem is, even if “susy as a solution



to the electroweak hierarchy problem” is falsifiable, that still leaves the question
of what about “susy as a method of getting matter into string theory”. It seems
likely that work on susy would continue even if the hierarchy problem
justification were removed.



Last Week’s Hype

January 30, 2008
Categories: This Week's Hype

I was concerned that my “this week’s hype” headlines might be less than accurate,
counting only 3 separate over-hyped string theory stories during the past month
rather than four. Turns out that I missed one (although a commenter here didn’t),
involving yet another university press release based on a PRL-published paper about
cosmic strings. To be fair to the authors, the press release and paper don’t contain
that much hype, nothing about how they are “testing string theory”. What they do is
fit the CMB data using an additional parameter they call f10, which has to do with the
fractional contribution of cosmic strings to the temperature power spectrum at
multipole l=10. They claim to get a slightly better fit to the data with a non-zero
version of this parameter and power-law tilt ns=1, versus the usual fit with gives a ns
less than one. When they also take into account non-CMB data, the effect goes away.

This isn’t really convincing of anything, so it’s unclear why it deserves a press
release. According to the New Scientist story on this, which is pretty reasonable and
hype-free, the chief scientist for WMAP, Charles Bennett thinks it’s a statistical fluke:

Calling it a detection is odd… I’d be very surprised if cosmologists were
excited about this at this stage.

For other press stories about this, featuring misleading headlines, see String Theory
Gets A Boost at physorg.com, and String Theory slightly preferred… or at least, not
disfavored! at Canada Free Press, where the author does note:

To listen to people speak about string theory is a lesson in ambiguity. No
one is willing to commit to a solid opinion, on either side of the coin, and
they dance upon the fence as if they were auditioning for a Garfield strip.

Comments

1. Thomas Love
January 30, 2008

Peter quoted an author as saying: “No one is willing to commit to a solid opinion,
on either side of the coin” He has obviously neither read “Not Even Wrong” nor
visited this website!

2. Indrajeet
January 31, 2008

Hi Peter, I don’t know whether you know this…If you try to link to Motl’s blog
from your posting, it is showing a message which contains disparaging remarks
about you and your blog.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=643#comment-34175
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=643#comment-34175
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/press_office/media/media662.shtml
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/press_office/media/media662.shtml
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0702223
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0702223
http://space.newscientist.com/article/dn13204-cosmic-strings-observed-in-background-radiation.html
http://space.newscientist.com/article/dn13204-cosmic-strings-observed-in-background-radiation.html
http://www.physorg.com/news120823753.html
http://www.physorg.com/news120823753.html
http://www.physorg.com/news120823753.html
http://www.physorg.com/news120823753.html
http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/1619
http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/1619
http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/1619
http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/1619


3. Peter Woit
January 31, 2008

Indrajeet,

Yes, I’m well aware of this…



Today’s Hype

January 31, 2008
Categories: This Week's Hype

The rate of appearance of press releases hyping string theory has now passed the the
one-per-week mark. Today’s example is from the press office of the University of
Wisconsin, and again is based on the appearance of a paper in PRL. The preprint of
the paper appeared 8 months ago on the arXiv. Since that time, it has been cited
exactly once by later papers, in another paper by some of the same authors.

Comments

1. DB
January 31, 2008

You might also get a kick out of US Patent#6025810 for a Hyper-Light-Speed
Antenna which claims: “The present invention takes a transmission of energy,
and instead of sending it through normal time and space, it pokes a small hole
into another dimension, thus, sending the energy through a place which allows
transmission of energy to exceed the speed of light.”

http://www.patentstorm.us/patents/6025810-fulltext.html

It reminded me of how Brown University’s Greg Landsberg, when interviewed by
BBC Horizon’s Dr. Brian Cox earlier this week, explained that one of the reasons
we may not see gravitons is that perhaps they spend most of their time in extra
dimensions. (Incidentally the above patent reference turns up at the end of one
of Landsberg’s old presentations here:
http://hep.brown.edu/users/Greg/Talks/Moriond01.pdf)

You can see the interview with Landsberg here (near the end):
http://tinyurl.com/ywpu8j

Apart from this, Tuesday’s Horizon programme was a pretty good and hype-free
popular survey of the issues surrounding current efforts to detect gravitons.

2. Cornelius R. Morton
January 31, 2008

Reference
http://www.patentstorm.us/patents/6025810-fulltext.html

The US Patent Office has just bent Special Relativity and certified the existence
of higher dimensions!?! Also noted in the description that use of this device will
stimulate plant growth. Why?

3. Coin

http://www.news.wisc.edu/14678
http://www.news.wisc.edu/14678
http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.4097
http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.4097
http://www.patentstorm.us/patents/6025810-fulltext.html
http://www.patentstorm.us/patents/6025810-fulltext.html
http://hep.brown.edu/users/Greg/Talks/Moriond01.pdf
http://hep.brown.edu/users/Greg/Talks/Moriond01.pdf
http://tinyurl.com/ywpu8j
http://tinyurl.com/ywpu8j
http://www.patentstorm.us/patents/6025810-fulltext.html
http://www.patentstorm.us/patents/6025810-fulltext.html


January 31, 2008

Okay, now this one confuses me. So they are actually suggesting that the
graviton is in the TeV range and could be detected at the LHC by the particles it
decays into? I guess I don’t really know whether the idea of gravitons being
generated in a particle accelerator is all that strange or not, but how’s the
graviton-decay thing work? Shouldn’t gravitons be really really long-lived, like
photons or something, in order for gravity to work in the first place?

Or is the idea that their model somehow contains both “KK gravitons” and
normal gravitons, and the KK gravitons are the ones that appear in the TeV
range and decay quickly, and the normal gravitons just cause gravity? (Their cite,
hep-ph/9909255, talks about there being a “tower” of gravitons somehow related
to the different “KK excitations”, which seems to make it sound like there’s more
than one kind of graviton; and searching there actually seem to be a lot of papers
writing about the “KK graviton tower”. I don’t think I quite understand any of
this. What’s a graviton “tower”?)

Also why do they talk about “5-d warped extra dimensions”? Don’t we need ten
for strings? Or do they just mean that among the six “extra” dimensions in the
10d string model, exactly five are warped?

4. Yatima
January 31, 2008

Why?

“As you know, Bob” the use of tachyonic communication devices causes resonant
vibrations in the background pan-galactic morphogenetic flux field. This trivially
causes water-protein complexes in plant tissue to undergo quantum algorithmic
boost processes leading to hitherto unreached efficency in cell growth.

At least one can definitly say that there is no “prior art”.

(Sorry for the noise.)

Anyway, Peter, I propose you add a “hype chart” to the blog sidebar for easier
consultation, like they do at that “Homeland Security” outfit.

5. chethan krishnan
February 1, 2008

Dear Coin,

Here is what people mean when they talk about a Kaluza Klein tower.

The wave function for a field has to come back to its starting value when you
move around a compact dimension (think of a circle) because wave functions are
believed to be, well, functions, i.e., they are single-valued.

Now, momentum is the generator for translations (which is just a fancy way of
saying that i.p.x is what shows up in the exponent in the wave function, just



believe me on this point if you don’t know why. I don’t know your background.).
So this condition can be translated to the condition that momentum components
in the compact dimenions are quantized as n/R, where R is the radius of the
circle, and n is an integer. ( Because ip (x+2 pi.R) – ip x, should be a multiple of
2i pi. n)

Now, if you write down the equation of motion for the field (example: think of a
Klein-Gordon equation) the derivatives in the compact dimensions bring down
(the square of) the quantized mometum and it looks just like a mass term. So if
you want to talk about all the n’s together, we can talk about a “Kaluza-Klein
tower” of fields. Depending on the size of the compactification, all of these
except the n=0 (massless) case might be too heavy to be detected in
accelerators. This is where “large” extra-dimensions etc. (larger size= smaller
mass) can give rise to possibly new phenomenology.

If you notice, I tacitly assumed that the compact dimension was flat. (Circles
have zero intrinsic, i.e., Einstein-like, curvature). What the paper that you
pointed to is considering, is the possibility that this need not be the case, you can
consider more general spaces for compactification. The word warped means
there are some conformal factors that show up in pieces of the metric. It turns
out that this warping is a beautiful way in which we can explain away the
heirarchy between say electroweak and Planck scales. The word “graviton”
comes up because the higher dimensional metric, with some legs in the compact
dimensions, is what get interpreted as lower dimensional fields.

Randall-Sundrum as it is, is a phenomenological model. So it doesn’t have to be
motivated by string theory. But the interesting thing is that it *is* motivated by
string theory. Randall-Sundrum like scenarios are more or less easy to
implement in string theory by considering one of the “compact” dimensions
expected from of string theory to be non-compact, warped, etc.

Of course this was just the general story, but that should give you the bearings.

Chethan.



US HEP News

February 1, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

Today and yesterday at Fermilab there is an HEPAP meeting designed to gather
information necessary to prioritize decisions on how to spend the US HEP budget
over the next few years. Many of the talks there are on-line and give a good idea of
what future possibilities look like. The main issues being discussed are:

• Whether to go ahead with project X at Fermilab, a proposal for a high-intensity proton
source.

• The state of the ILC project, given that it was zeroed out in this year’s US and UK
budgets. Barry Barish emphasizes the continuing goal of being ready to make a
decision about whether to build such a thing soon after LHC results arrive,
presumably starting in 2010. The state of CLIC and other multi-TeV lepton collider
possibilities is reviewed by Tor Raubenheimer of SLAC, who puts a likely date for a
multi-TeV electron collider at 2030-40, a muon collider after 2050. These things are a
long ways away…

• Whether to run the Tevatron in FY 2010, with presentations about how the Tevatron is
currently performing, and from CDF and D0 advocating for a run past FY2009. Both
experiments make the case that they are getting close to being able to either see
evidence of the Higgs or rule out its existence over most of the expected mass range.
More about this from Tommaso Dorigo of CDF here. Since the Tevatron is about the
most successful and exciting thing going on in US HEP, I personally don’t see the case
for planning on shutting it down until solid results are in from the LHC about the
Higgs, which should be sometime in FY2010 at the earliest. Who knows, maybe the
LHC will see something that the Tevatron is a good tool to study further. Seems more
likely than that it will see black holes…

The involuntary furloughs of Fermilab employees begin today. No news regarding the
supposed efforts by the Illinois Congressional delegation to lobby for a supplemental
appropriation to keep Fermilab from having to layoff around 200 people. At least one
of the relevant people is undoubtedly too busy with other things to pay attention to
this. The Congress and the White House are negotiating an emergency bill to deal
with the recession and job losses that have started recently. Since government
spending is bad and tax cuts are good, their plan seems to be to continue to throw
people out of their jobs with budget cuts in HEP and elsewhere, while handing out
cash to as many voters as possible.

For a presentation by DOE Undersecretary Orbach about the DOE budget problem,
see here, and analysis from Richard Jones of the AIP here. The FY 2009 budget
request from the White House will come out on Monday, and Orbach promises that

The President’s request for FY 09 will be wonderful, again, for the physical
sciences. While I can’t go into details here, I can say that it will continue the
funding request consistent with the American Competitiveness Initiative
and the America COMPETES Act. The problem for all of us is that, faced
with essentially flat funding for the physical sciences in FY 08, the

http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Jan2008/Agenda.html
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Jan2008/Agenda.html
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Jan2008/Talks/Tor_P5_01_081.ppt
http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/program_planning/P5/P5_Jan2008/Talks/Tor_P5_01_081.ppt
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/02/01/a-revisitation-of-higgs-reach-by-d0/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/02/01/a-revisitation-of-higgs-reach-by-d0/
http://www.er.doe.gov/News_Information/speeches/speeches/08/SC08.htm
http://www.er.doe.gov/News_Information/speeches/speeches/08/SC08.htm
http://www.aip.org/fyi/2008/016.html
http://www.aip.org/fyi/2008/016.html


President’s Request for FY 09 will appear as a very large percentage
increase for the three ACI agencies. The danger is that basic research in the
physical sciences will again be ‘donors’ to other programs.

meaning I guess that Congress will be tempted to strip these out in order to fund
other things.

Gordon Watts notices that in Bush’s State of the Union speech he explicitly advocated
increased funding for basic physical science research, something which is extremely
unusual in such a speech:

Last year Congress passed legislation supporting the American
Competitiveness Initiative, but never followed through with the funding.
This funding is essential to keeping our scientific edge. So I ask Congress to
double federal support for critical basic research in the physical sciences
and ensure America remains the most dynamic nation on earth.

The physics community seems to have done a great job of convincing the
administration to support basic physics research in general and HEP in particular,
which normally would be a very good thing. But the same was true last year, and it
seems to just have had the effect of painting a big fat bullseye on HEP funding for
someone in Congress looking for a place to cut. At least this year people are aware of
what might be coming, and maybe something can be done to head off a repeat of this
year’s disaster.

The general budget politics don’t look favorable at all though, with the Bush
Administration evidently proposing to heavily cut Medicare and Medicaid spending.
Congress has very different priorities, and it seems all too likely that they will fund
restoration of the health-care cuts by cutting things like the DOE basic research
budget. This fall will be different though, with a new Congress and president elected
at the beginning of November, but not taking office until January. I wouldn’t be
surprised to see the government run on a continuing resolution at FY2008 levels until
after a new president takes office.

Update: The proposed FY2009 budget is out, DOE here, NSF here. The DOE budget
contains a huge increase for HEP, from $688 million in FY2008 to $805 million in
FY2009. The NSF budget doesn’t break out the HEP component, but the total budget
for math and physics is supposed to go from $1167 million in FY2008 to $1403 million
in FY2009. These are huge and very healthy proposed increases, but unfortunately it
is not at all clear that they will actually make it into the final budget.

Update: There’s a story today in the New York Times about this. Also a message from
the Fermilab director, saying he has no choice but to go ahead with the plan to start
laying off employees of the lab. In practical terms, the proposed budget increases
appear to be meaningless, with the likely situation no increase at all in FY2009 of any
kind until a budget gets passed, which most likely will not happen until already deep
into the fiscal years. He writes:

…every Washington expert tells me to prepare for a continuing resolution
that might last into the new administration. Such a continuing resolution
would extend the present difficult budgets well into FY09. At the same time,

http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2008/01/29/state-of-the-union/
http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2008/01/29/state-of-the-union/
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy2009/pdf/appendix/doe.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy2009/pdf/appendix/doe.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy2009/pdf/appendix/nsf.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy2009/pdf/appendix/nsf.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/05/science/05spac.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/05/science/05spac.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2008/today08-02-05.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2008/today08-02-05.html


relief in FY08 in the form of a supplemental appropriation is not guaranteed
and is at best several months away.

Comments

1. John
February 3, 2008

I wouldn’t be surprized if HEP funding was cut. Given the current economic
woes it’s bound to happen that ‘esoteric’ fields with no direct, immediate
consequences should bear the brunt of funding cuts.

2. Peter Woit
February 3, 2008

John,

According to new stories today, Bush’s plan is to blow out the FY2009 budget
with a $400 billion or so deficit, leaving the mess of dealing with that to the next
president. He probably doesn’t have any choice about this if he wants to finance
the war in Iraq at a high level and avoid a recession by stimulus spending at
home. The Democrats seem to lack any serious interest in stopping the war by
refusing to pay for it, and they too like to give cash payments to voters, so it
looks like $400 billion or so will be the size of the deficit (larger if there’s a
recession).

A healthy budget increase for HEP would be about one-tenth of one-percent of
the planned deficit spending, lost in the rounding errors of the things like
Medicare spending that the Congress and the White House will fight over.
Supposedly, this week Bush will announce the details of the proposed budget and
it will include a healthy increase for HEP, we’ll know the details soon. Unclear
what the Congress will do, we may not know until nearly a year from now, far
into the fiscal year. What a way to run a country….

3. J.F.
February 3, 2008

In the category of “bigger fish to fry”, note that Senator Durbin has serious egg
on his face on the abrupt cancellation of the FutureGen coal plant by DOE,
AFTER a siting decision was made for IL and against the TX sites. One can only
wonder if his eye was on the wrong ball back in December, or even if he got
deliberately played by the administration (e.g. FutureGen was never coming to
IL, and he should have been fighting for Fermi and other things).

I don’t think the state of the union bit helps at all. Even when Bush was more
popular and not a lame duck, all the “lets go to mars” rhetoric did was
reprioritize NASA money, and DOE is far more compartmentalized, so even if we
wanted other science and tech to suffer for HEP it won’t happen.



4. Gordon Watts
February 4, 2008

But we don’t want other science and tech to suffer for HEP! That attitude, btw, is
exactly the best way to get science funding and HEP shot in the foot.

One thing about this budget. If this works out as the last one has — will Bush
even be in office? And will the politics be such a mess they just decide to do a
continuing resolution for the full year — as they did previously?

At anyrate, the horse trading that involves HEP and science in general comes at
the very end — as Peter points out the amounts are so small compared to the
elephants roving the room. This is why we were all blind-sided.

Finally, don’t make the mistake of thinking that only HEP got it last time. Several
branches got it (NIST, ITER, for example). It should be on every scientists mind:
how to increase funding for all sorts of science in the USA, not just their
particular branch. I’d really love to see general increases and then the peer
review system or experts figure out how to allocate it. Maybe we could stop
talking about man on mars then…

5. J.F.
February 6, 2008

Gordon: I agree completely regarding priorities, I mentioned it as an absurd
extreme but was not clear.

As an interesting sidenote, Bill Foster, formerly of Fermilab and running in that
district, apparently won his primary tonight. His competition in the March
special election is a perennial candidate who has never won office and is not
liked by the state party, so there is a significant chance Foster will be in congress
soon. Personally I think it is obvious that Fermi got cut a month after Hastert
resigned precisely because they had no seat at the table to defend them.



Steinhardt: The Anthropic Landscape Has Run Its
Course

February 3, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Over at John Horgan’s blog, he quotes an e-mail from Princeton cosmologist Paul
Steinhardt, who corrects Horgan’s account of a recent conversation between them,
writing

I said that I thought that the idea of a string landscape and the notion of
anthropic selection had run its course. I think it is too early to give up on
string theory.

While Steinhardt sees anthropic selection of our universe out of a multiverse as an
idea that has run its course and is on its way out, it’s still quite popular in certain
quarters. The Templeton Foundation, through the FQXI organization, is a major
source of funding for anthropic multiverse research. FQXI’s web-site has a new story
up entitled Philosophy of the Multiverse, which asks “On what side of the borderline
between science and philosophy are multiverses?” The writer evidently couldn’t
locate anyone to take the “it’s philosophy, not science” side of the argument, quoting
Sean Carroll, Anthony Aguirre, Alexander Vilenkin and Aurelien Barrau as supporters
of anthropics as science. Barrau suggests that we may need to change the definition
of science to accomodate the multiverse.

Whatever Steinhardt says, at least the Mormons are getting on the multiverse
bandwagon, with their journal Dialogue recently publishing a long article entitled
Eternal Progression in a Multiverse: An Explorative Mormon Cosmology. The article
begins:

This article is an examination of the Mormon doctrine of eternal progression
within the context of big-bang cosmology, a description of a finite universe
that appears to contradict that doctrine. I argue that a multiverse
cosmology, a theory that posits a multiplicity of universes, resolves many of
the problems posed by big-bang cosmology.

and goes on to explain how the multiverse agrees well with the doctriine of “eternal
progression” in Mormon theology:

In a Mormon multiverse cosmology, God does indeed manifest his infinite
creative prowess in the respect that God (any god along the infinite chain of
gods) creates children, some of whom progress to become gods, who in turn
create their own universes and children, some of whom progress to become
gods, and so on, forever. Each universe in the ensemble of universes
becomes an extension and continuation of the creativity of every “ancestral
god” in an eternal family of deities. The creativity and glory of each god
increases exponentially with the production of new universes. In this
cosmology, the multiverse is a hallmark and witness of the infinite work and
glory of God and the dwelling place for an infinite number of eternal

http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/?p=106
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/?p=106
http://www.fqxi.org/community/data/articles/Philosophy_of_the_Multiverse.pdf
http://www.fqxi.org/community/data/articles/Philosophy_of_the_Multiverse.pdf
http://www.dialoguejournal.com/content/wp-content/uploads/2007/05/Hagen-Multiverse.pdf
http://www.dialoguejournal.com/content/wp-content/uploads/2007/05/Hagen-Multiverse.pdf


progressing beings.

While solving the problem of justifying eternal progression, the multiverse idea leads
to all sorts of new possible research directions:

In a Mormon multiverse cosmology, many questions remain open. Are there
communication and movement of the gods and other premortal and
postmortal beings between universes? When a universe experiences a big
crunch or big freeze, does the god of that universe generate a new universe
or “relocate” to another universe fit for carrying out the “great plan of
happiness” for a new household of spirit children? Did God, our Father in
Heaven, achieve godhood in this universe or a prior one? If God was exalted
in a prior universe, how many universes has he governed? Jesus Christ is
the redeemer for this universe, but is he the redeemer for others? Are some
universes “stillborn” in the sense that they do not have the required values
of the physical constants for a universe capable of sustaining life? Because
the multiverse is infinite, are there replicas of us in other universes as
postulated by the replication paradox? Cosmologists speculate whether the
physical laws are the same across the ensemble of universes, but what
about the spiritual laws? Are the spiritual laws “multiversal” or just
“universal”? As multiverse cosmologies develop scientifically, these
questions and others will stimulate much discussion.

The author ends the piece with a quote from Andrei Linde: “Universes can have
babies — it’s nice.”

Comments

1. JC
February 3, 2008

If this is true, then maybe the anthropic landscape stuff being decoupled from
physics and being isolated in the Templeton domain is what may possibly end up
happening. That will show what the merits of all that anthropic stuff is really all
about.

2. John Stevens
February 4, 2008

Dr. Woit, I have two questions for you: How did you learn of this Dialogue? Are
you LDS? (A Mormon?) Second: Are you trying to make the claim that the
Anthropic Landscape is on the same level as Mormon Theology? Thanks?

3. Eric H
February 4, 2008

It’s interesting that just as some cosmologists and theoretical physicists are
farther along in their total rejection of string theory, others are just starting the
journey via their disavowal of the anthropic and mulitiverse ideas. Paul



Steinhardt seems to be on the path of escaping from the clutches of string
theory, but has not quite reached escape velocity yet. And finally there are the
really backward individuals jumping onto the caboose and not realizing the
locomotive miles in the distance is just careening off the cliff…

4. Peter Woit
February 4, 2008

John Stevens,

No, I am not LDS, this came up in a Google search for something else.

I know just about nothing about Mormon theology, and would suspect that this
argument is something that conventional Mormon theologians might think of as
“pseudo-theology”: not interesting because it is pure speculation, with no way of
ever deciding if it is true or not using the investigational methods of Mormon
theology (whatever they might be).

The study of the string theory landscape using anthropic arguments is certainly
different than theology, Mormon or otherwise, but I’m not the only one who feels
that it has more in common with theology than it does with science.

5. Anthony A.
February 4, 2008

Hi Peter,

I’m sorry that the FQXi article rubbed you the wrong way. A short article like this
can’t do much justice to the complexities of an issue like this. In my own view,
there certainly are things one might call a ‘multiverse’ that are essentially
philosophy (though I do not use that word synonymously with ‘evil’ or ‘rubbish’),
and others that are clearly not. But in terms of your post I think a few things are
worth commenting on from the perspective of accuracy:

1) If you are discussing multiverse research supported by FQXi, I think a more
accurate statement would be that “FQXi (funded in large part by Templeton) is a
major supporter of multiverse research.”, because the Templeton Foundation
plays no role in deciding what projects FQXi supports.

2) Your entry gives the sense that FQXi is, as an organization, supportive of the
multiverse. FQXi has no such ‘ideology’, and supports the best of the proposals it
receives. I think I can safely say that FQXi has not rejected a single serious
proposal explicitly opposing the ‘anthropic multiverse’, and has funded a number
of proposals that work to provide alternatives to string theory, as well as
anthropic ideas.

3) On my personal views, you may be interested to know that although it does
not really come across in this article, I have actually been one of the leading
critics of anthropic reasoning, starting with my first paper http://arxiv.org
/abs/astro-ph/0106143, where I discuss how Weinberg’s cosmological constant
argument can be subverted. Later papers pointed out in detail how incredible

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0106143
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0106143
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0106143
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0106143


hard anthropic/probababilistic reasoning in a multiverse is. However, in my view
‘critic’ means to take something seriously and show what works and what does
not, rather than dismissing it categorically. Also (as mentioned in that same FQXi
article), I have been working hard lately on the possibility of directly observing
signatures of other (eternal inflation) ‘universes’.

4) Much of the interest by cosmologists in ‘multiverses’ comes directly from the
acknowledgement that generic inflation models do this, and that inflation is a
really nice idea. Steinhardt and others have worked heroically to give
alternatives to inflation, and I think we should all support these. But I think it is
fair to say that the vast majority of cosmologists have yet to be swayed by their
charms…

5) Pointing out how multiverses are now being discussed by some paper by
Mormons is fun, but I think you could easily do the same using any scientific
theory (e.g. the big bang, quantum mechanics, etc.) and various religious groups,
some respectable and some not. So I’m not sure what your real point is with
that…

best,

Anthony

6. Zany Zebra
February 4, 2008

This is great.

The Mormon religion has more to do with the “new thought” (now we call it
“new age”) movement of the 1800’s and early 1900’s than it does with orthodox
Christianity, but it comes from a time when people developing alternative
religions felt a lot of pressure to pretend to be Christian. (These days alternative
religions that don’t pretend to be Christian have an easy time getting started,
but have a hard time sustaining themselves… The bible-based churches that look
like warehouses on the outskirts of your time are the survivors of a natural
selection process that included Scientology, Hare Krishnas, the Divine Light
Mission, the Jesus Freaks and thousands of others.)

The article is a good example of the imaginary that surrounds anthropic and
other cosmologies: the kind of cosmology that’s fashionable at a given time
depends as much on people’s emotional needs as on real science. I remember
the pre-inflation days when many cosmologists had a preference for omega < 1
because a universe that expands forever just seemed too lonely.

7. Peter Woit
February 4, 2008

Anthony,

Thanks for the interesting and sensible response to my rather hostile posting.
You raise a lot of issues worth more discussion, here are some thoughts.



Yes, the Mormon theological document was a cheap shot. But still, I think it
provides a useful reminder of where you end up when you stop paying close
attention to what is legitimate science and what isn’t. A lot of what I see
reputable cosmologists going on about these days seems to me to have gone over
the line. Why is Linde being quoted in the NYT about reincarnation??? If he has a
sensible scientific point he should be avoiding theological concepts like the
plague when trying to make it to the public.

Barrau’s suggestion that standard criteria of what is science and what isn’t may
need to be changed is dangerous nonsense. It’s well known that there’s more to
this question than falsifiability, but the issues surrounding this are the same as in
any science. Whether the multiverse can be invoked to provide a conventional
scientific, testable understanding of anything is a real and complicated question,
but you can’t cheat by changing the rules. This issue is worth debating if one can
agree on the ground-rules of what is science and what isn’t. If not, there’s not
much point in going any farther.

I thought both the FQXI article and the recent NYT article were disappointing in
that they don’t reflect the fact that many if not most physicists are not sold on
the idea that this is actually science. Steinhardt would be a good example.
Promoting uncritically this kind of research to the press is really a bad idea, it
threatens to discredit physics research in general, as much of the public can
recognize all too well that some of what is going on can’t be legitimate science.

As for Templeton, I did not mean to imply that they have any influence over your
grant decisions. But, blurring the distinction between what is science and what
is religion is something that fits well with their agenda, and their decision to
fund FQXI seems to me to have been taken knowing that it would be an
organization sympathetic to anthropic multiverse research, something they
probably saw as an argument in its favor.

8. Struwwelpeter
February 4, 2008

@Peter Woit:
“If he has a sensible scientific point he should be avoiding theological concepts
like the plague when trying to make it to the public.”

He never mentioned the plague, which, by the way, is not a theological concept
but a disease (especially useful in curses).

9. Peter Woit
February 4, 2008

Struwwelpeter,

OK, OK, so this comment wasn’t up to my usual standards of excellent grammar
and great clarity. It has been a busy day so far…

10. Bee
February 4, 2008



I am actually quite fond of philosophical questions, but my biggest problem is
always to figure out the actual meaning that is attached to a word. Good
philosophers do at least try to start with a sensible definition, yet when I hear
people ‘philosophizing’ they just fight over their interpretation of words which
for a scientist can be pretty tiresome. Likewise, I find the multiverse discussion
in the broad sense somewhat odd because different people seem to attach
different meaning to the ‘multiverse’ to begin with. In some cases, it could have
a scientific content, in others not.

E.g. the sentence (from the fqxi article) “So wouldn’t it be strange if there were
just one universe?” is already quite comical and illuminates this confusion, given
that the Online Etymology Dictionary explains:

universe – lit. “turned into one,” from unus “one” (see one) + versus, pp. of
vertere “to turn”

If the universe is the one and all there is, there can by definition be no other
universes? But leaving that aside, for some the rest of the ‘multiverse’ (of
whatever kind) outside ‘our own’ (whatever that means) is by construction
unobservable, in other cases there are observable consequences, which makes
the essential difference as to scientific content.

Also, I’d acknowledge that sometimes a change in perspective can lead to
progress even if that view itself isn’t actually a testable hypothesis. Take e.g. the
free will question. In practice it doesn’t make any difference whether you do in
fact have a free will, or all your decisions are predetermined but you don’t know
it. It does however make a difference to how you think about yourself and what
you believe how the world works. Questions like this and the prevailing culture
and sociological atmosphere in which scientists work do without doubt influence
how we invest our brain time. Here as always however, I’d appreciate more
clarity on what is science, what is scientific uncertainty, and what has nothing to
do with science. For the scientists working on it that might be perfectly clear, but
in the communication to the public one has to be extremely careful the scientific
content doesn’t get reduced to ‘reincarnation as a BB’ or an ‘infinite amount of
duplicates of yourself’.

11. Coin
February 4, 2008

I think I can safely say that FQXi has not rejected a single serious proposal
explicitly opposing the ‘anthropic multiverse’

Although I don’t mean to denigrate your point here (i.e. that FQXi has no
“official” stance on the multiverse and is simply promoting papers,
multiverse/string or otherwise, that are found of quality) I do kind of wonder
about this specific statement. How could you receive proposals explicitly
opposing the anthropic multiverse?

Is it even conceptually possible to form an objection or line of attack on the
anthropic multiverse idea, of the kind that could be actually be submitted to
FQXi as a grant proposal? After all, the primary criticism of the anthropic

http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?l=u&p=7
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?l=u&p=7


multiverse concept in the first place is based on complaints of unfalsifiability–
that is, claims that no scientific basis exists for attacking (or evaluating) the
proposals of the anthropic multiverse idea.

12. Eric H
February 4, 2008

Bee,
I think you made a lot of good points. I find a connection between the motives for
individuals in their theological thinking and the motives of scientists in their
thinking about the physical world. There seems to be a similar motivation but the
distinction seems to come from their reaction to anthropomorphication in
religion.

I was brought up in a heavily Christian home, but like many people I ultimately
rejected the human centered interpretation of God and his followers. Just too
much projection of our own emotional desires onto symbols in religion. While
still trying to adhere to the major tenets I’ve rejected the cloaking of those tenets
behind ideas that set man as separate from the universe. So for me science, and
physics especially, is sort of a spritual quest to move from the specific (human
beings) to the general.

I think there is a dichotomy in people’s basic nature, with many people in science
anthropomorphizing their emotional needs in a way similar to how organized
religion often does. I think it exposes itself in projecting “infinite universes” or
an “infinite God”. I think for some people it would be actually frightening to
believe the universe is a closed system. But if the universe is not closed, i.e.
energy or information can be injected spontaneously without a counterbalance
somewhere else in the system, then what would be the point of science. It would
all be for nought. I think most people don’t realize a closed system is a GOOD
thing!

13. Struwwelpeter
February 4, 2008

@Peter Woit
No,no, Peter, I wasn’t criticising you in the least.
It was a not so clever meta-level-joke and my only excuse is that I found it
amusing to make a wordplay in what is not my mother tongue.

I am a great admirer of your chronicle (that’s what they call blogs in my 1920
Berlitz English course, in which fans are still mechanical ventilators, not
admirers) and am very grateful to you for all I have learned in it, both in
mathematics and physics.
Cordial wishes, S.

14. Peter Woit
February 4, 2008

Eric H. (and others),



Please, I really don’t want discussion of religion here. It’s a topic that people
have an infinite amount to say about, of which I’m only interested in a very small
part, and that’s the part that has nothing at all to do with science, so is off-topic
here.

Mostly I quite happily just ignore people who want to engage in metaphysical
discussion. When I can’t ignore it and have to pay attention to it (as in when the
field of particle theory starts being infected by it as it gets used to prop up a
failed research program), it raises my blood-pressure and causes me to stop
being my normal mild-mannered self and get hostile. Please help me stay healthy
and not frothing at the mouth by sticking to science and leaving religion to other
venues.

15. Eric H
February 4, 2008

Peter,
Sorry to get your dander up. I perhaps shouldn’t have cloaked my argument in
terms of religion. My real emphasis was the idea of bringing in infinite universes,
and infinite, or near infinite, tuneable cosmological parameter combinations in
string theory comes from the same drive as the worst parts in religion i.e. that
the essential nature of the universe is something not ultimately knowable, no
matter how much progress is made over time. Just because it’s not known yet
doesn’t mean it can’t ultimately be known. String theory is just the wrong road.
The right road is in accepting the universe as a closed system – you know, the
first law of thermodynamics.

16. milkshake
February 4, 2008

usefulnes of ideas can be figured by proposing the exact counter-ideas. If one
has no way of telling the two cases apart, by looking at this world, then his way
of thinking belong to philosophy, psychology, poetry, marxism or other forms of
religious experience

17. Shantanu
February 5, 2008

Peter, changing the subject a little, there is another paper on Boltzman brains
yesterday Btw do you think this
is a serious problem for inflation?

18. Peter Woit
February 5, 2008

Shantanu,

I saw the Gott paper, and tried to restrain myself from adding a hostile mention
of it here, but since you brought it up… No, I don’t think Boltzmann Brains are a
serious problem for inflation (they’re only a problem for the anthropic
multiverse), but do think they are a serious problem for physics, with the field of

http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.0233
http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.0233


Boltzmann Brain studies full of nonsense which makes theoretical physics look
bad when it gets publicized. Some of Gott’s arguments are just beyond absurd:

“The BB does not count as an intelligent observer because it is observer
dependent and does not pass the Turing test. It can be distinguished from a
human because even if it answers 20 questions successfully in a row, it will likely
fail to answer the next question.”

19. Anonymous
February 6, 2008

Mein Gott!

20. Gilbert Awad
February 8, 2008

Krauss, et al., have just published a paper in PRL where they argue that
anthropic reasoning proceeds from ignorance more than knowledge. They try to
demonstrate that anthropic lines of reasoning reveal more about the biases of
the arguer than lead to any terribly useful knowledge. Unfortunately, they also
claim that the end of anthropocism, if it comes, will be a long, slow death. Still,
anthropics always having left a bitter taste in my mouth, I welcome their effort
with open arms.

Krauss, Maor, and Starkman,”Anthropic Arguments and the Cosmological
Constant, with and without the Assumption of Typicality,” Physical Review
Letters 100, 041301 (2008)

21. Marcus
February 8, 2008

Gilbert,
is that article by Krauss Maor and Starkman a retitled version of
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.0502
“Anthropics and Myopics”?

22. Gilbert Awad
February 11, 2008

Marcus,

I’m not much of a gambling man, but that one looks like a pretty sure bet. In a
word, yes. And thanks for pointing it out; I hadn’t seen the Arxiv preprint.

23. Shantanu
February 21, 2008

Hi all,
See also this bizarre talk by Don Page at here

24. Seth R.
April 3, 2008

http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.0502
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.0502
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/joint98/page/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/joint98/page/


Sorry for re-visiting a conversation that has run its course. I’m not much of a
scientist, so I can’t speak to that. But I am Mormon and well acquainted with the
small world of Mormon blogging and intellectual debate.

“Dialogue” is considered to be a rather unorthodox and fringe publication within
the Mormon religion. Many believing Mormons consider such publications to be
a frivolous waste of time at best and misguided apostasy at worst. There is
certainly an anti-intellectual current in Mormonism, like there is in many
religions. But occasionally you get intrepid believers who like to push the
boundaries and venture into new theological territory.

My own experience is that Mormon attempts at cosmology are usually either
wholly, or in large part, a reaction to mainline Christian attacks on Mormon
theology. Mormon apologists and other Christian apologists get in their little
spitting matches over whether Mormons are monotheists, whether they believe
in Jesus, and whether they are being presumptuous by putting God in the same
ontological category as human beings.

I won’t bore you with all that. But to get to the point, there is a growing
awareness in the world of LDS apologetics that the central divide between
Mormons and other Christians is, not trinity, or scripture, or anything else, but
the doctrine of “creation ex nihilo” – the idea that God created the universe out
of nothing but His own power. For traditional Christian theologians, the entire
universe can be divided into two ontological categories: 1. God – who is
uncreated and self-existing and 2. everything else – which was all created by
God. That ontological distinction is absolutely crucial for traditional Christian
theology and their entire notion of the “trinity” is an attempt to preserve that
ontology.

Mormonism collapses that ontological distinction and posits that not only are
God and humanity the same species, but that creation ex nihilo is a false and
groundless notion. Mormon doctrine states that all matter is eternally pre-
existent. God never created anything out of nothing. He is only creator in the
sense that a painter is a “creator” – i.e. He takes pre-existing materials and
creates something from them. All matter has existed eternally in some form or
other. So has the most foundational part of human identity.

That’s what Mormonism claims, and it directly attacks the foundational
assumptions of traditional Christianity about God and the universe.

Now, whenever a Mormon-Christian debate comes around to the topic of
creation ex nihilo, the traditional Christians inevitably cite “The Big Bang” as
cast-iron proof of their ontological claims. They cite the Big Bang as the moment
when God spoke, and the universe burst into being. Mormon apologists, of
course, are only too happy to ally (as best they can) with modern quantum
physics in attacking this assertion.

This theological debate hasn’t fully matured yet because theologians on both
sides are still in the process of discovering the central controversy of creation ex
nihilo. But at present, it seems very much like the traditional Christian



theologians are positing a universe based on a fundamentally Newtonian model
of physics. Increasingly Mormon theologians – the new kids on the block – are
turning toward modern developments in quantum physics to undermine and
refute the Newtonian-based theology of mainline Christianity.

String theory, of course, offers a real grab-bag of possibilities for the Mormon
theologian. How can a physically present God be omnipotent and everywhere?
How can the idea an infinite past (an assertion of Mormonism) overcome the
problem of infinite regress of causes? How can a human become god and yet not
surpass his or her own Creator? Fun stuff, if you’re into that kind of thing.

I know this isn’t a theology blog. But you cited the Dialogue article, so I thought
you might be interested in the environmental impulses and demands that
probably gave birth to it.



Microsoft Research New England

February 4, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Microsoft announced today that they’ll be opening a new research lab, in Cambridge,
which will be called Microsoft Research New England. The director of the lab will be
mathematical physicist Jennifer Chayes, with deputy director her husband Christian
Borgs, who is also a mathematical physicist. For an interview with them, see here, for
a story in today’s New York Times, see here.

Jennifer and her ex-husband Lincoln Chayes (also a mathematical physicist, now at
UCLA) were my class-mates during graduate student years in Princeton, as well as
frequent companions on trips down to City Gardens in Trenton to see bands like the
Ramones. The two of them at the time had even more impressive leather outfits than
the Ramones.

Update: There’s more about this at the Xconomy web-site.

Comments

1. Someone
February 5, 2008

Your friends are doing OK. Congratulations to them and to you.

Apart from that, what is the relevance of this post to the subject of this blog?

This post’s title should be “not even relevant”.

2. woit
February 5, 2008

Someone,

Well, one argument for relevance is that mathematical physics is perhaps the
central concern of this blog, and Microsoft is opening a large, very well-funded
lab next to MIT to be run by two mathematical physicists.

As for the personal color and my reminiscing about my grad school days, surely
you can just ignore that. Now, stop complaining or I’ll write a blog posting about
my views on politics, who I just voted for and why, etc., etc….

3. Someone
February 5, 2008

«Microsoft is opening a large, very well-funded lab next to MIT to be run by two
mathematical physicists.»

http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/press/2008/feb08/02-04MSRCambridgeLabPR.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/press/2008/feb08/02-04MSRCambridgeLabPR.mspx
http://research.microsoft.com/news/featurestories/publish/Chayes-Borg.aspx?0hp=n1
http://research.microsoft.com/news/featurestories/publish/Chayes-Borg.aspx?0hp=n1
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/04/technology/04soft.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/04/technology/04soft.html
http://www.xconomy.com/2008/02/04/new-microsoft-lab-in-cambridge-to-combine-math-and-social-science-already-besieged-by-potential-research-collaborators/
http://www.xconomy.com/2008/02/04/new-microsoft-lab-in-cambridge-to-combine-math-and-social-science-already-besieged-by-potential-research-collaborators/


But their main focus won’t be mathematical physics will it? If I understand this at
all, it won’t be physics related at all.

“we want to combine core computer science, especially the more mathematical
and theoretical aspects of it, with the social sciences, and we want to do it in an
environment in which we won’t just have researchers doing fantastic research
side-by-side, but they also will be helping to create new fields at the boundary of
computer science and the social sciences.”

«Now, stop complaining or I’ll write a blog posting about my views on politics,
who I just voted for and why, etc., etc….»

Please don’t. I really think you do a great job with this blog and would hate to
have it “tainted” by your personal view on those subjects.

We already have some “huge variance” blogs for that. No need to loose this great
blog to that inner demon.

4. George Bell
February 5, 2008

After hearing Jennifer talk at a recent MAA meeting, I’d categorize her more of a
Mathematician/ Computer Scientist. Perhaps they are going to try to create a
search engine that can beat Google in this think tank?

5. Ali
February 5, 2008

Hi Peter,
From the links you provided, it seems like there will be only 4 staff members in
this “large” research center, including Chayes and her husband. I do not
understand what makes this worthwhile to be a news article in NY Times.

6. Peter Woit
February 5, 2008

Ali,

My understanding is that 4 is just the number of people starting the center, that
the intent is for it to ultimately be much larger. Microsoft Research Cambridge
(England) was started about 10 years ago with 3 researchers, now employs over
100, and I’m guessing that the intent is to reproduce that sort of thing in the
other Cambridge.

Not sure why the NYT chose to write about this, perhaps partly with the idea
that anything new Microsoft is doing is newsworthy. It also is unfortunately true
that the number of research centers of this kind, funded by corporations, but not
devoted to directly applicable research, is extremely small, so this is noteworthy
for that reason.

7. AGeek



February 6, 2008

On a more general level, so not specifically about this particular institute, am I
the only one bothered by the deputy director being literally in bed with the
director? Something about healthy organizations having checks and balances,
and about not mixing private and professional roles…?

8. Chris Oakley
February 6, 2008

This new institute is probably a good thing. Maybe they will be able to persuade
MS that (i) ISupportErrorInfo ought to be made to work in VB/VBA for module
functions returning an HRESULT as well as COM classes [they ignored me when
I pointed out the inconsistency a few years ago] and (ii) that allowing user-
defined garbage collection schemes, as is currently possible for COM, would be a
useful feature for .NET as well.

9. Peter Woit
February 6, 2008

AGeek,

In this case I think de facto the two people involved will be jointly filling the
same role of directing the center, so as long as they can work effectively
together, I don’t see a problem. This situation is becoming pretty common in
academic departments, where spouses are often hired together. It does open up
all sorts of potential problems, but in practice these normally are not so difficult
to deal with, and institutions find that dealing with them is better than dealing
with faculty struggling with a two-body problem in other ways.

Chris,

I suspect that some problems in computer science will always remain beyond the
capabilities of researchers to ever understand and solve…

10. Peter Shor
February 6, 2008

I suspect that there will be a small portion of the new center devoted to
statistical mechanics. This is the research area of its directors, and they have
already shown that statistical mechanics can be of some use to Microsoft’s
business.

11. Ali
February 6, 2008

Ageek and Peter, I do not think there is any two-body problem involved here. As
far as I know, Chayes and Borgs were hired in 1997 as separate individuals to
Microsoft. Their marriage took place after they started working for Microsoft.
There is no such thing as two-body hire in industry to the best of my knowledge.
Two-body hires mostly occur in academia.



12. Peter III
February 6, 2008

Two-body hires definitely occur in industrial labs; I have seen them. Industrial
labs are just as interested in getting really good people as academia, and if they
have to hire another fairly good person to do so, why should they hesitate?

In fact, in academia, sometimes Dept. A is unwilling to even consider hiring the
spouse of somebody Dept. B is hiring, even if they are clearly better than many
of the people currently in Dept. A, because they think it makes them look bad. I
suspect this is less likely to occur in industry.

13. Henry Cohn
February 7, 2008

I don’t think it would be appropriate for me to get involved in speculation or
debate here (I am one of the four initial MSR New England researchers), but I
can report two things:

The lab will definitely grow to be much larger than four people, and Jennifer and
Christian were already married when they came to Microsoft.

14. oz
February 7, 2008

My question is – who will stay in the redmond research lab?
Loosing four of its core members, including the two directors,
will there still be a viable theory lab there? who is going to replace them?

15. Henry Cohn
February 7, 2008

My question is – who will stay in the redmond research lab?
Loosing four of its core members, including the two directors,
will there still be a viable theory lab there? who is going to replace them?

There are several internal changes. Yuval Peres is replacing Jennifer and
Christian as manager of the theory group at MSR Redmond, and Kristin Lauter is
replacing me as manager of the crypto group. Eric Horvitz is taking on Jennifer’s
role as the research area manager to whom both groups report.

The crypto group still has almost all of its members. The theory group is losing a
larger fraction of its members, but Oded Schramm and David Wilson are staying
there along with Yuval, and I believe they intend to do some hiring. Yuval and
Kristin have great plans for their groups, and Eric is very supportive, so I’m sure
everything is going to go well.

16. Peter Shor
February 7, 2008

If just Yuval and Oded stay at Redmond, they will still have an incredibly strong



group. Attracting new hires should not be a problem.



This Week’s Hype

February 6, 2008
Categories: This Week's Hype

This week’s media hype promoting a new observational test of extra dimensions is
based on the recent arXiv preprint Transient Pulses from Exploding Primordial Black
Holes as a Signature of an Extra Dimension. Stories about it have appeared already in
Nature and in New Scientist.

Some of the authors are part of a group at Virginia Tech that is working with a radio-
telescope array they call the Eight-meter-wavelength Transient Array (ETA). The
possible astrophysical sources they are looking for include primordial black holes.
The press articles however, aren’t about this, but about the new preprint, which
makes claims not about conventional primordial black holes, but about ones involving
extra dimensions:

For a toroidally compactified extra dimension, transient radio-pulse
searches probe the electroweak energy scale (∼0.1 TeV), enabling
comparison with the Large Hadron Collider. The enormous challenges of
detecting quantum gravitational effects, and exploring electroweak-scale
physics, make this a particularly attractive possibility.

In the New Scientist piece, astrophysicist Avi Loeb makes the comment:

There are a lot of layers here of nonstandard assumptions… If nothing could
be observed in this context, then it would not surprise me.

According to the ETA web-site and the New Scientist article, as far as the extra-
dimensional business is concerned, the project is led not by the faculty members
involved, but by first author Mike Kavic, a graduate student in the department. Unlike
most recent examples of such hype, which appeared in conjunction with the
acceptance or publication of a paper in PRL, this one is based solely upon the
submission of a paper to PRL.

Comments

1. Coin
February 6, 2008

I guess at least this one is a step up, relatively speaking, in that it could be
realistically experimentally tested in the near term?

2. broken pot
February 6, 2008

‘Unlike most recent examples of such hype, which appeared in conjunction with
the acceptance or publication of a paper in PRL, this one is based solely upon the
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submission of a paper to PRL.’

Ah. Next time I submit to Physical Review Letters, I’ll send a press release off
immediately.

3. Peter Woit
February 6, 2008

Coin,

There really isn’t any sort of usual testable prediction here. To even consider the
issue of whether there’s evidence of extra dimensions, first one has to find a
signal from a nearby exploding primordial black hole, and that seems to not be
likely to happen anytime soon (although of course it is worth trying).

4. Thomas Larsson
February 8, 2008

Not related to any of the topics in this posting, but still sort of on-topic, the
following comment was censored from cosmic variance:

More about aether compactification can be found here

5. woit
February 8, 2008

Thomas,

While I disagree with Lubos about a lot of things, his two postings about Sean
Carroll’s promotion of Boltzmann brain research and now highly unmotivated
extra dimensional research seem to me to be pretty much on target. It’s too bad
Sean is not allowing links to them.

I would like to think that blogs have an important role to play in dealing with the
problem of overhyped speculative theoretical physics research. Unfortunately
the otherwise mostly sensible Cosmic Variance blog has recently been actively
spreading this kind of thing, whereas the otherwise mostly not sensible
Reference Frame has been actively fighting it.

6. Professor R
February 28, 2008

For once, I thought the NS article on this subject was reasonably balanced.

I liked the inclusion of Loeb’s comment above, but I also have sympathy with
Kavic’s statement …”while definitely a gamble, the payoffs from such a search
would be enormous…the successful detection of the kind of black hole explosion
would confirm not only the existence of extra dimensions, but also of primordial
black holes”

Some very good experiments have sometimes resulted from such speculative
ideas….it seems to me that the real problem is that NS (and other publications)

http://anonym.to/?http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/02/aether-compactification.html
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give such articles the same weighting as conventional science – where they
should really be put in a section marked ‘speculative papers’……..Cormac



Worth Reading

February 6, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News, Uncategorized

The latest issue of the Cern Courier contains a wonderful article entitled From BCS to
the LHC by Steven Weinberg. It is based on a talk he gave at a recent conference
celebrating the 50th anniversary of the BCS theory of superconductivity, and explains
the relation between electroweak symmetry breaking and superconductivity, by way
of telling about some of the history, in which he played a central role.

From the Mathematical Intelligencer, there’s an excellent review by Leila Schneps of
a book which contains much of the correspondence over the years between two of the
greatest mathematicians of the last century, Grothendieck and Serre. The review
covers not just the mathematics, but also the very different personal styles that were
part of what was such a fruitful interaction. She refers to the existence of “a much
larger collection of existing letters” from the later period in his life when he had
begun to stop regularly doing mathematics which are still unpublished, one of which
answers Serre’s question about why his mathematical research program had come to
a halt. She ends with the summary:

In some sense, the difference between them might be expressed by saying
that Serre devoted his life to the pursuit of beauty, Grothendieck to the
pursuit of truth.

Barry Mazur has a new article giving his very personal take on the philosophy of
mathematics: Mathematical Platonism and its Opposites.

MSRI celebrated its 25th Anniversary last week, and Dan Freed gave a talk on Chern-
Simons-Witten theory (slides here). He is careful to put a warning label in red on the
standard path integral definition of the theory, writing “this path integral is only a
motivating heuristic”. Together with collaborators Mike Hopkins and Constantin
Teleman he has been working on coming up with a very abstract definition of the
theory, far removed from the path integral, but at the end he notes that in the
stationary phase approximation one can make sense of the path integral, putting up a
page from one of his old papers where this was shown calculationally.

The latest Physics Today has a long article about the disastrous budget situation for
HEP in FY2008. The politics of this are described as follows:

Congress and the administration took turns blaming each other for the bad
news. The omnibus bill “turned its back on Congress’s concern for
competitiveness,” Marburger said, by wiping out most of the increases for
science and technology that had received strong bipartisan support in the
America COMPETES Act, which was signed into law in August 2007.

But the White House was hardly without fault. Bush’s 11th-hour refusal to
negotiate with Democrats on a spending ceiling he had imposed forced
lawmakers in the dead of night to trim back spending bills that had been
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assembled and approved in a far more thoughtful process. In doing so, they
unsurprisingly took their red pen to presidential priorities. The increases for
the physical sciences were part of Bush’s American Competitiveness
Initiative to revitalize US technological leadership. Marburger said he had
little doubt that Congress has deliberately chosen the science programs for
the budget-cutting scissors.

Ironically, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s (D-CA) “Innovation Agenda”
proposed to double nondefense R&D spending over 10 years. Admitting that
funding levels this year fall short of the 7% annual increases needed to meet
the goal, Pelosi assured the scientific community in a letter that her
commitment to growing the physical sciences budgets “remains strong and
steadfast.”

In the Chicago Tribune, Fermilab director Oddone describes what he thinks about the
budget process. He now has to fire 200 people, while a huge budget increase is
proposed by the administration, which the Congress probably won’t act on until deep
into the next fiscal year, with no indication now of what they will do:

This is not the way a developed country manages a scientific enterprise…
It’s more like a banana republic.

Update: One more. A popular talk by Richard Taylor about reciprocity laws and
density theorems (such as Sato-Tate) in number theory.

Comments

1. DB
February 8, 2008

Chapter 21 section 6 of Weinberg’s The Quantum Theory of Fields Vol.2
(pp.332-352) contains a useful technical treatment of how symmetry breaking
relates to superconductivity and the BCS theory. Although a superconductor is a
material in which just the electromagnetic gauge invariance is spontaneously
broken, he explains some of the interesting parallels between it and the
electroweak theory, for example, the distinction between Type I and Type II
superconductors which is mirrored by a corresponding distinction in the
electroweak model between theories where the scalar mass is less than or
greater than the W and Z masses.

2. wb
February 8, 2008

RE: “Oddone describes what he thinks about the budget process. He now has to
fire 200 people, while a huge budget increase is proposed by the administration,
which the Congress probably won’t act on until deep into the next fiscal year.”

Oddone’s situation is mirrored by that at other labs. By September hundreds will
be off the job. If Congress were actually pass the President’s budget or
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something close to it regarding science, the national labs (FNAL and SLAC in
particular) would see enormous increases (well over the President’s FY2008
levels) that they would be greatly understaffed to spend wisely. One might have
wished that DOE had been wise enough identify this year of disaster opening as
a golden opportunity to rebuild the university science infrastructure while still
bringing the Labs to a state of health. Alas the top management of America’s
great universities have not yet been wise enough to communicate this to the
Administration. But it is Congress that writes the checks, so let them begin.



Is Big Physics peddling science pornography?

February 7, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a new round of nonsense about theoretical physics making its way through
the media, especially the British tabloids. The original source is a preprint from a few
months ago by Aref’eva and Volovich entitled Time Machine at the LHC (it refers to
another earlier one by other authors If LHC is a Mini-Time-Machines Factory, Can We
Notice?). These papers discuss the possibility that the LHC will produce not just black
holes, but also wormholes that would be “Mini-Time-Machines” (MTMs).

New Scientist now has a cover story based on this which begins:

As you may have heard, this will be the year. The Large Hadron Collider –
the most powerful atom-smasher ever built – will be switched on, and
particle physics will hit pay-dirt. Yet if a pair of Russian mathematicians are
right, any advances in this area could be overshadowed by a truly
extraordinary event. According to Irina Aref’eva and Igor Volovich, the LHC
might just turn out to be the world’s first time machine.

The article invokes work by Nima Arkani-Hamed and others to justify the idea that
the LHC will produce black holes and possibly wormholes, and Kip Thorne to justify
the possibility of time travel. Several physicists are quoted in favor of the plausibility
of the underlying idea, it not its practicality.

The story has now made it to the Sun, which has two stories: Time Travel Russia’s in
and Visits From Crack to the Future. According to the Sun, the LHC will be switched
on in May (not true….) and from that time on time travel will be possible:

The laws of physics suggest that no one from the future will be able to
travel back any further than when the machine was switched on — with
2008 being Year Zero.

According to the Daily Mail:

Time travel could be a reality within just three months, Russian
mathematicians have claimed. They believe an experiment nuclear
scientists plan to carry out in underground tunnels in Geneva in May could
create a rift in the fabric of the universe.

The Telegraph has Time travellers from the future ‘could be here in weeks’, but the
article at least has some skeptical quotes, for instance from David Deutsch, who
describes the idea as “not cranky”, but unlikely to work.

New Scientist does seem to realize that this kind of silliness may have gone too far,
publishing an article by Michael Hanlon entitled Is Big Science peddling science
pornography?. I think Hanlon raises extremely important questions that the physics
community needs to address, although he makes a mistake by pinning this on “Big
Science”. The people working hard to make projects like the LHC a reality are not the
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culprits here, irresponsible theorists are. Hanlon writes:

Physics and cosmology stories are like this these days. Once it was all hard
sums and red-shifted galaxies; awesome enough one would have thought.
Now it’s time machines and universe-eating particles.

Does any of this bear any relation to reality? Or is Big Physics guilty of some
serious sexing-up, drifting away from the realm of hard data and into the
softer universe of science pornography?

As well as accidental time machines we are told of cosmic strings – gigantic
filaments of super-stuff that warp and tear space-time like ladders in a pair
of celestial stockings – and crashing branes, titanic slabs of maths that give
rise to the big bang in the exotically lovely ekpyrotic universe of Neil Turok.

Not crazy enough for you? What about the multiverse? One of the biggest
sell-out lectures at last year’s Hay-on-Wye festival in Wales starred the UK’s
astronomer royal, Martin Rees, who entertained his audience with a
discussion of the possibility, indeed the probability, of multiple worlds –
endless parallel realities existing in a gargantuan super-reality that makes
what we think of as the universe as insignificant as a gnat on an elephant’s
backside. Or there’s the simulation argument, philosopher Nick Bostrom’s
delicious idea that since it should be possible to replicate an entire universe
in a computer, and that this could be done countless times, statistical
cleverness proves that we are not the real McCoy but the figments of some
electronic entity’s imagination.

…Scientists, and people like me who stick up for science, are happy to pour
scorn on astrologers, homeopaths, UFO-nutters, crop-circlers and indeed
the Adam-and-Eve brigade, who all happily believe in six impossible things
before breakfast with no evidence at all. Show us the data, we say to these
deluded souls. Where are your trials? What about Occam’s razor – the
principle that any explanation should be as simple as possible? The garden
is surely beautiful enough, we say, without having to populate it with fairies.

The danger is that on the wilder shores of physics these standards are often
not met either. There is as yet no observational evidence for cosmic strings.
It’s hard to test for a multiverse. In this sense, some of these ideas are not
so far, conceptually, from UFOs and homeopathy. If we are prepared to
dismiss ghosts, say, as ludicrous on the grounds that firstly we have no
proper observational evidence for them and secondly that their existence
would force us to rethink everything, doesn’t the same argument apply to
simulated universes and time machines? Are we not guilty of prejudice
against some kinds of very unlikely ideas in favour of others?

Update: The time travel story has even made it to the Chronicle.

Comments
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1. Steve Myers
February 7, 2008

Science porn — a good term since it’s a substitute for the real thing.

2. Chris Oakley
February 7, 2008

“Pornography” may have been the term used by New Scientist but The Sun runs
the genuine article in mild form on Page 3 each day in the form of a un- or
scantily-clad babe (the “Page 3 girl”). They missed an opportunity in not
combining this with their article about the LHC:

“Delicious Debbie (19) from Dagenham, Essex, is looking forward to the opening
of the LHC in May. “Yeah, it’s gonna be great: I mean, just last week I left my lip
gloss in a taxi. If there was time travel I could’ve gone back in time and put it in
my bag before I got in.” Did Debbie take an interest in theoretical physics, we
asked? “Oh, no,” she replied, “I couldn’t get in to drama school, so I got a job as
a secretary, didn’t I?””

3. Bee
February 7, 2008

I had plenty to say about the topic, but I’ve said it all before, therefore I’ll just
link to Fact or Fiction?

4. Yatima
February 7, 2008

Well, I don’t care about the SUN – getting steamed up about their science
reporting is not truly worthwhile, but New Scientist had a perfectly good article
on mass extinctions not being caused by random asteroid impacts but cyclic
world-wide resurgences of bacterial populations – an awesome idea. They could
have used that for the cover page and relegated the time travel speculation to a
footnote instead. The editor needs to be handed a fist-sized raspberry.

In related news, Garrett Lisi is interviewed in the lengthy cover article of the
french popular scientific mag “Science&Vie” of January.

5. David Nataf
February 7, 2008

Yatima,
That’s pretty consistent of New Scientist magazine.
They will in general have a sensationalist cover story, with interesting popular
science articles on the inside. The sensationalism is always about how theoretical
physics is breaking down. Superstrings, loops, the ether, time machines, et
cetera.
The best popular science magazine for the educated layman is American
Scientist.
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6. Big Vlad
February 7, 2008

i despair of this sort of rubbish. We as scientists have no grounds on which to
dismiss ghosts and fairies while this stuff is being printed. It’s not even as if the
sun has made this up – it’s based on an actual arxiv preprint!

I really can’t wait until the LHC results come in and destroy 99% (100%?) of the
currently fashionable theories, and then experimenters and phenomenologists
will take over the world.

7. Janus
February 7, 2008

The difference, of course, is that people actually believe in ghosts, UFOs,
homeopathy, creationism, etc. They don’t think of it as interesting remote
possibilities that may be tested experimentally one day. They believe in them so
strongly that they’re willing to spend considerable amounts of time, money,
and/or energy on these things.

I don’t think scientists should refrain from formulating hypotheses, even
hypotheses that seem crazy to most laymen, as long as they acknowledge that
they are merely hypotheses. If anyone needs to be criticized, it’s the ignorant
media people who blow everything out of proportion.

8. Peter Woit
February 7, 2008

Janus,

The question is not whether scientists should refrain from formulating
hypotheses, but whether they should issue press releases or otherwise
encourage mass media to write about these hypotheses when they are extremely
speculative. No media person is going to write anything about a new scientific
result if the scientist involved tells them that it’s something that is very unlikely
to be true and shouldn’t be promoted to the public. The media may be
swallowing too much hype, but it is scientists who are feeding it to them.

9. chris
February 8, 2008

janus,

are you sure that – say – suskind does not *believe* in the multiverse? i would
not bet at least.

and to attribute this ‘simulated world’ idea to anyone in particular is just so plain
silly. back when i was young, i discussed this over a beer with my school buddies
and heck, there even where holywood films about it already.

my lingering suspicion on why these subjects are so popular is that once you got



into the mood (i.e. the community recognizes you as ‘serious’ contributor) you
can crank out a paper per month with minimal effort. compare that (and the
possibility of getting media attention) to a 4-loop qcd calculation and it should be
obvious why baseless speculation is so sexy to researchers.

10. Anonymous
February 8, 2008

Who has more investment in nonsense?

The difference, of course, is that people actually believe in ghosts, UFOs,
homeopathy, creationism, etc. They don’t think of it as interesting remote
possibilities that may be tested experimentally one day. They believe in them so
strongly that they’re willing to spend considerable amounts of time, money,
and/or energy on these things.

For people, it is a hobby or obsession. For physicists, it is a career, a life’s work.

11. Mark Wallace
February 9, 2008

It seems like too many professors in this decade confuse their love of science
fiction with the discipline of physics. I was a physics undergrad in the early 80’s
(Berkeley), and I recall that all my professors back then would become extremely
irritated by persistent undergrad questions about time travel and other such
nonsense. I appreciated their attitude at the time, and wish it were more
prevalent now.

12. Chris W.
February 9, 2008

Mark,

I guess what you’re saying is that we could use a bit more willingness to
humorlessly dismiss such stuff as a muddle-headed waste of time.

There are ways to discuss time travel seriously, as a way of getting at subtle
aspects of the laws of physics. The trouble, the people who ask about the topic
are usually not that interested in the laws of physics.

13. Peter Shor
February 9, 2008

I remember reading some popular article by Kip Thorne where he said that he
was very reluctant to publish his work on time travel, I think because it was too
speculative and science-fictiony to be considered serious science. He therefore
spent a lot of time thinking about the consequences of time travel before he
published anything.

There should be some correlate to “extraordinary claims require extraordinary
proof” along the lines of “extraordinary speculations require extraordinary



groundwork.” If you’re going to introduce unconventional ideas, you should
spend a lot of time figuring out as many of their implications as you can.

14. William Straub
February 9, 2008

Physicists have never lacked for exciting theories and ideas, but now they’re
being sexed up to sell magazines and cable science shows as well as to court
purse-string politicians. But why is nutty physics being popularized to such an
extent today?

As a lay person, I think the answer follows from the previous comments about
belief in UFOs, homeopathy, ghosts and creationism. Sometimes I think that’s all
physics is to these believers — just another means of legitimizing a lot of non-
scientific nonsense. And I will add to that my assertion that most of today’s
popularized high energy physics and cosmology is nothing but entertainment
being hawked all too often by respected authorities in their fields using flashy,
bewildering computer graphics and preposterous ideas with little or no
educational or informational value.

Dumbing-up sounds like a good idea, but I don’t see it working.

15. Peter Shor
February 10, 2008

When I was growing up (1960’s and 1970’s), I remember thee being extensive
belief in UFO’s, new age medicine, and so on. But I don’t remember high energy
physicists going out on limbs popularizing nonsense the way they’re doing now.
Of course, maybe I couldn’t have told the difference between serious physics and
nonsense at the time. But I suspect it was because high energy physics was
going through a very exciting time (the Standard Model was being discovered
and experimentally tested) and there was lots of real physics to popularize.

Of course, there’s exciting physics to popularize now. Dark matter, dark energy,
inflation, neutrino mass, all sorts of interesting exoplanets, stars and galaxies the
astronomers are seeing, etc. But the particle theorists and string theorists are
left out, and maybe some of them want to play, too.

16. DB
February 10, 2008

“But the particle theorists and string theorists are left out, and maybe some of
them want to play, too.”

There is probably something in this, particularly as much of the hype is coming
from theorists who have spent the last twenty five years vainly struggling to
create a successor to the Standard Model, and have precious little to show for it.
Many are now over 45 years of age, and in mathematical physics it’s extremely
rare to make important breakthroughs after that age. So these individuals, many
of them in eminent positions at prestigious institutions, are in an invidious
position. Do they shut up and let the world pass them by, or do they try to “talk



their book” in the hope of persuading young talented theoreticians to take up the
torch, while helping their postdocs make tenure by exaggerating the importance
of the field and its achievements to date. I’m convinced that it’s the latter
process that’s at work here. It’s about legacy and jobs.

17. Anonymous
February 10, 2008

As an outside observer who loves math and physics, I don’t think that there is
necessarily anything wrong with speculative ideas. I think the problem is when
those speculative ideas are just that, ideas, and not well reasoned arguments for
why something is possible.

We don’t live in a special time in this regard, certainly there are plenty of earlier
examples of theories that were later proven completely ridiculous. I think the
danger is similar to what we see in the intelligent design debate; where people
are willing to tell lies under the banner of science, simply because they call the
lie a “theory”.

Such things undermine legitimate science, and shakes the public’s confidence in
the ability of science to provide answers.

18. Eric
February 10, 2008

What’s really sad is that Discover magazine has a special issue this month
devoted to Einstein. One article in the magazine is a listing of the ‘next Einstein’.
Number one is the famous surfing, independent physicist who just ‘published’ a
paper. Ed Witten is listed as number six. This is really deplorable.

19. Peter Woit
February 10, 2008

Eric,

I don’t know about Witten as the “next Einstein”, I think he’s more kind of the
“current Einstein”. As for the “next” one, I don’t see many convincing
candidates.

Funny, but you don’t seem to be bothered by the feature article in that issue of
Discover by a string theorist about time travel (from a forthcoming book).

20. Eric
February 10, 2008

Peter,
The book by Kaku that you link just seems to be a variation on the ‘Physics of
Star Trek’ theme of Lawrence Krauss who is most definitely not a string theorist.

The hyping of Lisi is an absolute travesty. How can anyone conclude that his
inclusion in this article as nothing but a product of the alternative physics hype

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0385520697/mkaku-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0385520697/mkaku-20


with which you sympathize and support? If the public cannot tell the difference
between a real physicist and someone like Lisi, how can we ever expect proper
financial support from the US government for serious projects?

21. Migo
February 10, 2008

It may be somewhat unrelated, but for some different kind of nonsense about
theoretical high energy physics, you might want to have a look at the preprint
0802.0216. There the author claims to have found an argument proving that the
mathematical structure of QFT is inconsistent. Unfortunately, he does not know
what a representation of the translations is in QFT, and is therefore led to false
conclusions. This example really makes we wonder where theoretical physics is
going these days …

22. Peter Woit
February 10, 2008

Eric,

If you pay attention to this blog, I think you’ll see that the only “alternative
physics” hype that I really sympathize with and support has to do with the idea
that some active topics of mathematical research like geometric Langlands have
important relations to quantum field theory, and better understanding this may
someday lead to new physics. My attempts to hype this don’t seem to have
gotten very far. Of the people on the Discover magazine list of “new Einsteins”,
there’s only one I support, who shares a bit my point of view, and I don’t think
he’s very “new”.

I don’t know what “alternative physics” is. If you mean “alternatives to string
theory”, since string theory has failed as a TOE, I support people looking for
alternatives, even if they’re ones I don’t personally find very promising. Sure,
Lisi-mania was an unfortunate example of media hype, but I just don’t think
there’s the slightest danger that NSF and DOE funding of Lisi studies will crowd
out conventional theoretical physics research. If this shows any signs of
happening I’ll devote postings here to the Lisi-hype problem.

23. Peter Woit
February 10, 2008

Migo,

The arXiv is just a preprint server, and as such has a large helping of wrong and
otherwise worthless submissions. Most of these are just completely ignored by
everyone. For this one in particular, your comment is probably the only attention
it has ever gotten or ever will get. I don’t think there’s the slightest danger it will
be come the subject of media hype…

24. Migo
February 10, 2008



Peter, you are right, one should probably just ignore stuff like that. But given the
far-reaching claims this preprint makes, and the potential for confusion it might
cause among people not knowing QFT very well, I thought it would be a good
idea to have some trackback to a short discussion indicating that it’s wrong. Yes,
plain wrong in this case, instead of not even wrong …

25. Peter Woit
February 10, 2008

Migo,

I deleted the “trackback” part of the your link, because it was mal-formed,
wouldn’t have worked anyway (except in certain special cases, trackbacks to this
blog are censored by the powers-that-be at the arXiv), and the last thing I want
here is extended discussions of what is wrong with every worthless preprint
posted to the arXiv, (this would be a huge and extremely unrewarding topic).

26. neo
February 11, 2008

Some of the ideas are really goofy, others are not. They seem to have been
bundled together haphazardly. For example, the ekpyrotic theory is no more
speculative and certainly philosophically more pleasing that eternal chaotic
inflation.

27. Chris Oakley
February 11, 2008

I will be interested to see if Kaku has corrected an error in his previous book
where he claims that my great-uncle W J van Stockum was Scottish when the
only time he lived in Scotland was when he was doing doing his Ph.D. (1935 to
1937) – not that I care much, BTW, as I really doubt that GR is more than a weak-
field approximation, but getting details like that right does help to boost peoples’
confidence.

28. Valerie Jamieson
February 11, 2008

Yatima, I’m one of the physics features editors at New Scientist and take some
responsibility for what goes on the cover. Why do we (and other popular science
magazines) put so many theoretical physics and cosmology stories on the cover?
Because big physics sells. At this time of funding cuts in the UK and US and
worries over student numbers, surely it’s heartening to find so many people
getting excited about the big questions that physics addresses.

29. anon.
February 11, 2008

‘At this time of funding cuts in the UK and US and worries over student numbers,
surely it’s heartening to find so many people getting excited about the big
questions that physics addresses.’

http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/efa/1910WJvS.html
http://www.cgoakley.demon.co.uk/efa/1910WJvS.html


Valerie,

New Scientist, as I’m sure you know, has been promoting speculative, non-
checkable ideas since string theory came to fame over two decades ago. The fall
in student numbers, see http://www.buckingham.ac.uk/news/newsarchive2006
/ceer-physics-2.html doesn’t correlate to Woit’s blog or even to the popularity of
the internet, but it does correlate to the rise of speculative stuff on your front
covers:

‘Since 1982 A-level physics entries have halved. Only just over 3.8 per cent of 16-
year-olds took A-level physics in 2004 compared with about 6 per cent in 1990.

‘More than a quarter (from 57 to 42) of universities with significant numbers of
physics undergraduates have stopped teaching the subject since 1994, while the
number of home students on first-degree physics courses has decreased by more
than 28 per cent. Even in the 26 elite universities with the highest ratings for
research the trend in student numbers has been downwards.

‘Fewer graduates in physics than in the other sciences are training to be
teachers, and a fifth of those are training to be maths teachers. A-level entries
have fallen most sharply in FE colleges where 40 per cent of the feeder schools
lack anyone who has studied physics to any level at university.’

One thing that is clear is that hype of speculative uncheckable string theory has
at least failed to encourage a rise in student numbers over the last two decades,
assuming that such speculation itself is not actually to blame for the decline in
student interest.

However, it’s clear that when hype fails to increase student interest, everyone
will agree to the consensus that the problem is a lack of hype, and if only more
hype of speculation was done, the problem would be addressed. Nobody will
believe that a reduction in speculative hype could possibly address the problem,
or that changing the focus of the front cover of New Scientist to more solid areas
of physics would help. Electronics and computing innovation of the real world
variety (not quantum computing hype from qubit/Deutch) for example, has been
censored from New Scientist as too boring. I’m not including my name here as
this isn’t a personal matter.

Maybe the vast number of excited readers of New Scientist physics sci fi hype
who don’t take up A-level physics as a result, take up writing science fiction or
take up religious orders, instead?

30. Chris Oakley
February 11, 2008

Anon.,

Forgive me for pointing out the obvious, but one of the reasons that fewer
students are taking A-level physics is that there are more options available for
the technically-minded student, mostly related to electronics and computing,
which have come on in leaps and bounds, both theoretically and practically, since

http://www.buckingham.ac.uk/news/newsarchive2006/ceer-physics-2.html
http://www.buckingham.ac.uk/news/newsarchive2006/ceer-physics-2.html
http://www.buckingham.ac.uk/news/newsarchive2006/ceer-physics-2.html
http://www.buckingham.ac.uk/news/newsarchive2006/ceer-physics-2.html


then.

31. anon.
February 11, 2008

Chris,

Thanks, but those technically-minded students of electronics and computing
could also do an A-level in physics (which is an allied subject), instead of
avoiding it like the plague which is what currently occurs.

32. JC
February 11, 2008

anon, Chris

A better question to ask from an historical perspective is, did science
hype/pornography increase the number of engineering, physics, and math majors
back in the 1960’s? Or did the increase in engineering, science, and math majors
have more to do with Sputnik era increases in science funding? Or was it a more
mundane reason like the sheer large numbers of baby boomers attending
university in the 1960’s?

33. anon.
February 11, 2008

JC: this is about a fall in the percentage of students doing physics, not a fall in
birth rate. Disillusionment with physics is the problem, otherwise physics would
be widely taken in addition to electronics, chemistry, computing, or maths.

‘Or did the increase in engineering, science, and math majors have more to do
with Sputnik era increases in science funding?’

Here in the UK, the funding of physics isn’t the key problem, which is student
numbers. Funding has to follow students. You can’t really save a department
with no students by increasing funding. It’s really not a money-related. When
physics ‘hype’ stopped being tied to facts and went sci fi, physics became a not
just nerdy but really weird and cult-like, which didn’t appeal to the technically-
minded.

34. Thomas Love
February 11, 2008

JC, The increase in science majors in the 1960’s was at least in part due to the
fact that a man was more likely to obtain a draft deferment if he was a math,
science or engineering major. This was true at least with my draft board.

35. Tony Smith
February 11, 2008

JC asked “… did science hype … increase the number of engineering, physics,
and math majors back in the 1960’s? …”.



My personal experience may be merely anecdotal,
but
I was born in 1941 and grew up reading stories (even in comic books) about such
things as:
the idea of nuclear chain reaction fission;
nuclear fusion related to elliptical pool tables with a hole at one focus;
computers (rooms of tubes with punch cards) that could calculate stellar
structure and evolution;
rockets sending sputniks (and cosmonauts) into orbit;
transistors for little radios and for calculators more accurate than a slide rule
(and for smaller computers); and
nuclear submarines that could stay under the sea for as long as the crew could
tolerate.

Those things were the hype of that time,
and they did in fact motivate me to study science and math,
because
they were REAL and they really CHANGED the world.

In contrast, today’s superstring hype does not deal with anything that is really
changing today’s world, and is so far detached from reality that the
superstringers have yet to connect their ideas with even the esoteric reality of
existing results from high-energy particle physics experiments.
Whether or not some future experiment might or might not connect with some
idea from the superstringers is an open question,
but
the hard cold fact is that as of now there is no such connection with existing
experimental results.

So, if I were growing up now, I would see a lot of superstring hype
but
I would NOT see any connection between the hype and reality,
unlike
the connections with nuclear, computer, rocket stuff that was really REAL when I
was growing up.

Tony Smith

PS – It is also interesting to compare two types of recent hype:

1 – superstring with no connection to reality

2 – hedge-fund-type finance, with very clear connection to the reality of the
world’s economy

and to observe that a lot of people over the past years have left the unreal world
of superstrings for the real money hedge-fund world.
(Whether or not they constructed a flawed monster whose collapse could cause a
depression is another story, but either way their economic construct is quite
real.)



In short, hype connected with reality attracts people to work on a subject,
but
hype without reality (superstring theory, TV/movies/games about vampires,
witches, magic, etc) is viewed by most people as mere fantasy,
not worthy of being taken seriously as life-work.

36. a quantum diaries survivor
February 11, 2008

Mark Wallace Says:
It seems like too many professors in this decade confuse their love of science
fiction with the discipline of physics. I was a physics undergrad in the early 80’s
(Berkeley), and I recall that all my professors back then would become extremely
irritated by persistent undergrad questions about time travel and other such
nonsense. I appreciated their attitude at the time, and wish it were more
prevalent now.

Mark, the undergrads of the early eighties are the professors of today… A
generation of misfits 

Cheers,
T.

37. Anton Szautner
February 13, 2008

A NewScientist cover story breathlessly touts 2008 as the incipient “Year Zero”
and repeats the new-and-improved time-travel mantra: “…travelling into the past
is only possible – if it is possible at all – as far back as the creation of the first
time machine.”

Well, for crying out loud already: what’s the universe if it ISN’T already a “time
machine”?

All this mindless hooplahype ignores that the LHC is less than a factor of ten
more powerful than Fermilab’s Tevatron – a very small incremental increase in a
vastly larger energy scale nature plays with. If those energies are what permit
MTMs, then the big bang already made them in vast abundance and Year Zero
remains Year Zero.

Yet, so what? Where are the time travelers beating a path through their past to
us from a “future” that hasn’t happened yet? Are we to presume the implication
that all of those potential futures are already somehow coagulated into a
“present” configuration which allows for the existence of time travelers? If so,
we’re dealing (as the last sentence implies) with a past-tense version of a future
‘already’ formed.

Ridiculous.

38. Vicky
February 13, 2008



In response to anon:

In terms of declining student enrollment, I suspect that it has more to do with
the lack of jobs at the end of the road than whether the professors are too “sci-
fi.” If one wants a job in academia or a public sector laboratory, the competition
is fierce, and if you want a job in industry, engineering may be a better path.

Because of this, I have read some argue elsewhere that more money spent on
physics will create more jobs which will entice more students to fill them. Sadly,
that is unsustainable.

Most people will not excel at their career. A mediocre engineer works as a
mediocre engineer. A mediocre mathematician has a variety of options. A
mediocre physicist competes with trained engineers to become engineers or with
trained mathematicians to become mathematicians. In either case, it makes
more sense to pick a path that is viable from the start.

That is why I left physics to become an engineer…I never would have gotten a
permanent position in physics (I later became a lawyer out of public interest.) I
suspect that type of concern deflects others from studying physics.

The question shouldn’t be how to excite people to study physics…it is
intrinsically exciting enough to anyone likely to invest their life in the field. The
question is how to make the field relevant enough to others in a practical sense
so that they take more than an introductory course to satisfy another major’s
requirements, or to justify the public spending billions of dollars on research.
And I don’t think that science porn will do that.

39. Professor R
February 14, 2008

hi Peter, I too noticed the read the Hanlon article, but i disagree with both him
and you…
It is not Big Science, or a few theorists, who are peddling sceince pornography –
it is NS themselves.
The theorists didn’t ask to be the cover story, that’s the magazine’s choice. Some
theories will be more speculative than others, its more a question of balanced
reporting, surely.
Bit coy of Hanlon not to mention this (he could do, as he is not their employee)…
Cormac

40. woit
February 14, 2008

Cormac,

I agree with you that New Scientist has a lot to answer for, but still think they’re
not the only ones. Scientists can’t change the fact that popular media want to
make their stories as sexy as possible, but they can take responsibility for what
they do and say when they are speaking publicly, and when they are contacted by
journalists.



41. Professor R
February 15, 2008

Peter – I think you’re right, there is also the onus on the scientist to make clear
where in the spectrum this particular hypothesis lies…

that said, someone should suggest to NS that they have a special category
headed “speculative science”- that way they could indulge their whims without
damaging the credibility of science

42. Vigesh
February 16, 2008

Yeah 3 weeks… but then if they invent time machine… talking about when they
did is irrelevant as the existence of time machine will be(I guess) the (least) time
where(/when) they traveled.



Quantum Field Theory, As Seen By Mathematicians

February 11, 2008
Categories: Favorite Old Posts, Uncategorized

In recent years, interest in quantum field theory among mathematicians has gone
through ups and downs, in a sub-field dependent manner, as ideas rooted in quantum
field theory have turned out to be mathematically useful in a variety of contexts. At
Berkeley, it appears that there’s now more interest in quantum field theory in the
math department than in the physics department, so much so that last fall three
senior faculty (Nicolai Reshetikhin, Peter Teichner and Richard Borcherds) offered
courses on various QFT topics. Luckily, Berkeley graduate students seem to be very
industrious, and they have accumulated quite a few tex-ed lecture notes from these
and other courses, gathering together the QFT ones here and here.

Another popular topic at Berkeley has been geometric Langlands, a subject where
Witten’s QFT approach has intrigued many mathematicians. Witten has a new
preprint aimed at mathematicians promoting the QFT point of view, and he explains in
more detail claims he made in talks last fall that the use of 4d QFT corresponds in a
sense to the use by mathematicians of “stacks”. Stacks are a mathematical device
useful for handling non-free quotients, situations where one wants to keep track not
just of the quotient space (which is often singular), but of more structure, for instance
the varying stabilizer groups at different points of the quotient. Witten notes that if
one just uses mirror symmetry of the Hitchin moduli space to study Langlands duality,
one doesn’t know how to handle various singularities. Mathematicians have dealt with
these singularities by invoking stacks, Witten instead argues that one should use a 4d
gauge theory QFT perspective to see how to study the issue in a way that does not
involve these singularities (they only appear when you dimensionally reduce and work
with the 2d topological sigma models).

Last week Witten gave a talk to the mathematicians at the IAS on “Duality from Six
Dimensions”, which is to be continued this week. He explained how the existence of a
6d superconformal theory implies SL(2,Z) symmetry and thus duality (Montonen-Olive
duality) in the 4d N=4 supersymmetric topological gauge theory he uses in his
approach to geometric Langlands. This is an old story by now, from the mid-nineties
duality days, and Witten wrote up some of it here, for his contribution to the
proceedings of the conference in honor of Graeme Segal’s sixtieth birthday back in
2002. David Ben-Zvi was at the talk taking notes, and I hope he’ll be adding to his
extensive collection of on-line notes this semester since he’ll be at the Institute
attending this year’s program there.

Note added: David has started posting his notes, the notes from the Witten talk are
here.

At MIT this semester there’s a “pre-Talbot” seminar being run that will lead up to a
Talbot workshop in March. The topic is something that might be called “quantum
geometric Langlands”, involving not Witten’s QFT ideas, but a version of geometric
Langlands that uses quantum groups due to Dennis Gaitsgory and Jacob Lurie. Scott
Carnahan discusses this at Secret Blogging Seminar, and has notes from his overview

http://math.berkeley.edu/~cpries/qft2007.html
http://math.berkeley.edu/~cpries/qft2007.html
http://math.berkeley.edu/~anton/index.php?m1=courses
http://math.berkeley.edu/~anton/index.php?m1=courses
http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.0999
http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.0999
http://arxiv.org/abs/0712.0157
http://arxiv.org/abs/0712.0157
http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/notes.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/notes.html
http://www.math.ias.edu/pages/activities/special-programs/new-connections-of-representation-theory-to-algebraic-geometry-and-physics.php
http://www.math.ias.edu/pages/activities/special-programs/new-connections-of-representation-theory-to-algebraic-geometry-and-physics.php
http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IASterm.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IASterm.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IAS/wittenduality1.pdf
http://www.math.utexas.edu/~benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IAS/wittenduality1.pdf
http://dedekind.mit.edu/~carnahan/pretalbot/
http://dedekind.mit.edu/~carnahan/pretalbot/
http://sbseminar.wordpress.com/2008/02/08/pre-talbot-seminar/
http://sbseminar.wordpress.com/2008/02/08/pre-talbot-seminar/
http://dedekind.mit.edu/~carnahan/pretalbot/pre-Talbot1.pdf
http://dedekind.mit.edu/~carnahan/pretalbot/pre-Talbot1.pdf


talk available.

In March Lurie will be giving the Marston Morse lectures at the IAS, on the topic of
“Topological Quantum Field Theories in Low Dimensions”.

Comments

1. David Ben-Zvi
February 11, 2008

Hi Peter — yes I’m taking notes and will start posting them
very soon (under a heading as notes from
this semester’s activities)

On another note the quantum geometric Langlands
program fits very nicely with the Kapustin-Witten
TFT point of view — the “quantum” parameter
here is exactly the parameter Psi that appears
in the 4d TFT (which is a combination of the gauge
coupling of N=4 superYangMills and the parameter
that’s used in defining the topological twist).
The idea has been around on the math side
for a while but Dennis and Jacob have formulated it much
more precisely (and given a “local” version), and are
explaining its relation to quantum groups.. it’s worth pointing out
that the same parameter appears as the level of a Kac-Moody
algebra or (when a positive integer) as the level in
Chern-Simons theory or (when exponentiated) as the q in
quantum groups..

2. A.J.
February 11, 2008

Also worth noting: Peter Teichner is running another Hot Topics course this
semester, this time on the work of Freed, Hopkins, & Teleman. I’m not sure if
anyone is publishing notes this time, but I’ll definitely be blogging about the
course from time to time.

3. David Ben-Zvi
February 12, 2008

Here’s the link to the IAS term notes (I’ll add to it
as the term progresses):

http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IASterm.html

4. Peter Woit
February 12, 2008

Thanks David, both for the great public service of providing the notes, as well as

http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IASterm.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IASterm.html


for the indications of the the frightening degree to which these ideas are all
interconnected…

5. Voltberg
February 13, 2008

QFT must be more important for mathematicians than it is now, especially for
those in small departments, because it touches so many areas of mathematics.
That forces to learn many developments in unconected areas.

6. Florian
February 18, 2008

Peter, thank you for this very informative post!



Late Night HEP TV

February 13, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Particle physics is enjoying a wave of popularity on the late night talk shows this
week. On Friday, MIT experimentalist Peter Fisher appeared on the Conan O’Brien
show, helping O’Brien see how long he could keep his wedding ring spinning on his
desk.

Last night it was a theorist’s turn, with Lisa Randall appearing on the Colbert Report,
promoting the idea of extra dimensions.

Comments

1. Analyzer
February 13, 2008

Conan’s on on Saturdays now?

2. woit
February 13, 2008

Analyzer,

My bad, it was Friday night. Shows how well informed I am about popular
culture. Fixed.

3. Luzo
February 13, 2008

The movies of Conan’s show are down so maybe you can include this link.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=371D99KpVZ4

4. anon.
February 14, 2008

I watched the video link of ‘Colbert Report: Lisa Randall’. I didn’t find it funny.
String theorists will go to any lengths to hype the claim that string theory is
checkable and predicts the weakness of gravity, without making any solid
calculations. It’s just pseudoscience. Colbert should have asked for the alleged
(non-existent) formula for the weakness of gravity and if something was supplied
off-the-cuff on the back of an envelope, he should probed how it was derived.
Everything Colbert did say was purely pro-nonsense, just giving more airing to
vacuous hype. Extra dimensional hype was funny for a day sometime around
1985, but the joke is wearing a bit thin nowadays.

5. Tom Whicker

http://www.mitadmissions.org/topics/pulse/faculty_at_mit/physics_prof_peter_fisher_on_c.shtml
http://www.mitadmissions.org/topics/pulse/faculty_at_mit/physics_prof_peter_fisher_on_c.shtml
http://bravenewfilms.org/blog/29097-colbert-report-lisa-randall
http://bravenewfilms.org/blog/29097-colbert-report-lisa-randall
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=371D99KpVZ4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=371D99KpVZ4


February 14, 2008

I actually think Colbert did a great job. In a four minute interview he got to some
essential questions: Colbert, “This is all very fancy, but is there any way to make
a buck off this?”, and next ” Is this just theoretical math, or is there some
experiment you can do?”
He also suggested it was similar to looking for “angels or god”.

6. Eric
February 14, 2008

Anon,
Lisa Randall is not a string theorist and was not discussing string theory on the
show. As for the testability of large extra dimensional theories, this is clearly
possible at LHC.

7. IMHO
February 14, 2008

The Colbert with Lisa Randall was brutal…

There are better representives than her…she’s not the only good looking
Theoretical Physicist.

8. Luiz
February 14, 2008

IMHO,

Yeah, right. Do you care to name a few?

9. lostsoul Ph. D.
February 14, 2008

Luiz

Britney, and the girl out of the Wonder Years – get serious. Professor Randall did
a good job, given the circumstances. At last she’s not a politician.

10. anon.
February 14, 2008

Eric: yes, Lisa does work on some alternative extra dimensional ideas to
mainstream string, but it seems that such ideas are string theories; at least, they
are Kaluza-Klein theories with extra spatial dimensions.

Remember, it’s widely claimed that not all dimensions were necessarily
compactified to unobservable size in the landscape of 10^500 variants of the
Calabi-Yau are supposed to have become unravelled into vast cosmic strings that
astronomers should be able to see (when they point their telescopes in the right
direction, and remove the lens cover).



Lisa’s idea is that gravitons, unlike electromagnetic gauge bosons, are free to
propagate in an extra spatial dimension, and this dilutes the gravitational
interaction relative to electromagnetism, whose photons can only move in
observable spacetime dimensions.

M-theory in fact has 11 dimensions, with 10 dimensional superstring resting like
a (mem)brane or a surface structure on an 11-dimensional complete ‘bulk’.

Lisa’s idea would suggest that in M-theory photons are confined to the 10
dimensional brane (3+1 spacetime dimensions + 6 compactified spatial
dimensions), but gravitons can also travel through the 11 dimensional bulk.

Because the gravitons have one extra dimension to travel in, they appear to us in
3+1 spacetime dimensions to give rise to a gravitational coupling constant
weaker than electromagnetism, because gravitons spend less time on the brane
than photons do.

Photons are a bit like a film of oil floating on the surface of a bulk of water, very
concentrated (giving strong electromagnetism), whereas gravitons are like dye
thrown into the bulk of the water, which dilutes them throughout the entire
volume not just the surface (brane). C’est magnifique, mais ce n’est pas la
science.

11. woit
February 14, 2008

Please, direct discussions of Lisa Randall’s appearance to Tommaso Dorigo’s
blog…

As for whether she’s a string theorist, here’s what she has to say on the topic,
from

http://www.sciencewatch.com/july-aug2001/sw_july-aug2001_page4.htm

“Do you consider yourself a string theorist?”

“I just don’t like labels in general, but I certainly don’t object to being called a
string theorist if it’s said in a nice way.”

12. Eric
February 14, 2008

Dear anon,
You are confusing extra dimensional brane-world theories and string theory.
While it’s true that string theory gives a concrete realization of brane-worlds
with extra dimensions, they are not necessarily the same thing as Professor
Randall herself would emphatically tell you.

13. Fru
February 15, 2008

As for Lisa Randall’s preference for being called string theorist or not, reading

http://www.sciencewatch.com/july-aug2001/sw_july-aug2001_page4.htm
http://www.sciencewatch.com/july-aug2001/sw_july-aug2001_page4.htm


her response from the link that Peter provided I wouldn’t conclude that she is
since, after saying what Peter reported, she adds
“Basically, I’m just a theoretical physicist who, like all the rest of us, would like
to figure out how the world works. If that involves some string theory, great, but
ultimately I think we should be able to connect it to what we see in the world and
be able to test it. I’m just trying to put those things together.”
which seems to expose a different attitude compared to the pure abstractism
that people don’t like (for those who don’t of course) about string theory.

14. Uncle Enzo
February 15, 2008

Who cares if Lisa Randall is a “string theorist” or not. She’s a theoretical
physicist working on stuff that interests her. Also, Stephen Colbert is a comedian,
not Barbara Walters, and The Colbert Report is supposed to be funny, not
serious. If you watch the show, you’ll realize that those interviews aren’t
supposed to be all that serious, as evidenced by Colbert’s behavior. Remember,
the show is on Comedy Central.

Anon: “Colbert should have asked for the alleged (non-existent) formula for the
weakness of gravity and if something was supplied off-the-cuff on the back of an
envelope, he should probed how it was derived.”
If he asked those types of questions, nobody would laugh. The show is a comedy.
None of his interviews are designed to be serious.

15. wb
February 15, 2008

Not only was the spot with Conan and Fisher more entertaining, but also Peter
demonstrated something very important to the public. Physicists can figure out
things that we all can we.

16. a quantum diaries survivor
February 16, 2008

Damnit, Peter!!! 

…Ok, I’ll admit it – if mine could be a good gossip blog I’d take the traffic and say
thanks. But I will never be a good host for gossip. I suck – my interest in the
human nature is quite limited (say, to one particular gender and one particular
age range).

So people, if you want to discuss the appearance of Lisa Randall forget Peter’s
advice – he was being facetious – and rather go to Cosmic Variance. There you’ll
find people really willing to take you on that.

Cheers,
T.

17. martin
February 16, 2008



If anyone really wants to discuss Lisas ideas, come over here  (I welcome any
scientific chat about randall-sundrum apart from pseudo philosophic branish
discussions… )

On-topic. Is it just me or does conan appear kind of disrespectful? I don´t know
his usual attitude, but he tries to turn everything in the conversation into (mostly
lame) jokes.
And besides that prof. Fischer did a good job, in my opinion.

18. Tom Whicker
February 17, 2008

Lisa Randall gave a much longer and more serious TV interview with
Charlie Rose on December 12, 2006. You can google it or get the entire 40
minutes on YouTube. Here is a transcript from about 11 minutes in, where she
explains her ideas on extra dimensions. I think the transcription is close to word
accurate, but please view the video as it is probably a bit unfair to make opinions
based on text versions of live, off-the-cuff discussions.

Lisa Randall to Charlie Rose, Dec 12, 2006:

“The idea of extra dimensions has been around for a long time. I mean Abbott
wrote his book in the late 19th century, and Einstein completed his theory of
relativity in 1915, general relativity, and
only a few years later somebody named Theodor Kalusa proposed the idea of an
extra dimension.

“So why is it that physicists today are thinking about extra dimensions? Well, one
of the reasons is that we think it might actually have something to do with our
universe, I mean that’s for me I think the most important reason.

“But another reason is in fact string theory; it has introduced the idea that
maybe those dimensions are really there because that’s the only way the theory
makes sense.

“But string theory has also introduced something else, in the 1990s the physicist
Joe Polchinski realized there were these other objects in the context of string
theory called branes…they’re named
branes now..that word is sort of related to membrane…
and the idea is that there could be, even if you have higher dimensions, even if
you have a fifth spacial dimension or a fourth spacial dimension out there, there
could be objects in the universe called branes that don’t spread throughout the
entire universe, and maybe stuff is stuck on those lower dimensional surfaces, so
here we have an analogy [points to sketch of a shower curtain] just to give you
the general idea, I mean you might have a three dimensional room but in that
room there might be a shower curtain and on that curtain there could be water
droplets, and those water droplets are only on the two dimensional surface of the
curtain. They’re not going out throughout the three dimensional room; they’re
really stuck there. And in the same way [refers to another sketch] it could be
that we and the stuff of which we are
made could really be stuck to a brane… so this brane…although it’s drawn as



two dimensional, think of it as a three dimensional surface…so if you have this
three dimensional brane and the stuff was stuck there, it would look just as if the
universe was three dimensional and if..everything..if.. if for example photons and
electromagnetism could only travel in the three dimensions of the brane, well
that would explain why things look as if they’re three dimensional. After all, light
doesn’t get outside the brane. So it could be that some of it is actually still stuck
in three dimensions even though another dimension is out there.

“What makes it interesting though, from the point of view of physicists ..I mean if
everything was stuck in the three dimensions on the brane, who cares if there
are other dimensions? We’d never interact with them.. But it is ALWAYS true that
gravity goes out in those dimensions and so those squiggly lines in that figure
represent the fact that gravity always interacts with the other dimensions;
gravity will never be stuck on this brane. And that’s what’s so interesting with
these branes..you can get the geometry of space-time….we’re used to
thinking..we physicists at least.. are used to thinking of space as the same
everywhere, as far as we know the laws of physics are the same throughout the
three dimensional universe..but it could be that in these extra dimensions and
because of the existence of these branes and energy throughout the universe,
spacetime can be warped, I mean even in OUR universe it is warped to some
extent; that’s why there’s interesting cosmology. But with this other dimension it
could be very dramatically warped and it’s THAT that can explain the properties
of gravity that we see in our universe, because gravity IS spreading out in those
dimensions and so it could be that gravity isn’t just spreading out evenly
everywhere; it could be highly concentrated for example in the region of a brane,
and that’s one idea that we got very excited about.”

19. Eric H
February 18, 2008

Ms. Randall is much more specific in the Rose interview than what she seems to
be saying recently. I’m beginning to wonder if the reason there is less specificity
and more hype in “all” recent public discussions is because physicists are wary
in being specific because they themselves now see the contradictions.

For instance, when Kalusa proposed an extra dimension is was a dimension that
circled back on itself, like a circle. Well, it just so happens, (not that we all don’t
already know it), that there is a particle physics analogue which is spin. So, at
least physics had a physically observable behavior to attach to the math. I just
don’t see anything similarly concrete to attach to additional mathematical
dimensions. The same with branes. Is it just me or does it seem like a lot of this
later stuff some how got detached and isolated from experimental physics and
split off like a bubble. It seems to me that a lot of this work may be intrinsically
interesting but it is pure b.s. to try to make the case that this higher dimensional
math is attached to physics.

20. Eric H
February 18, 2008

“I’m beginning to wonder if the reason there is less specificity and more hype in



“all” recent public discussions is because physicists are wary in being specific
because they themselves now see the contradictions.”

Make that “string theory physicists” as I didn’t mean it to come out as a
pejorative generalization.

21. Martin Bauer
February 18, 2008

I think you should not take the extradimensions “too serious”. It might be that
you get measurable predictions by extra dimensional theories but that doesnt
mean that you will ever be able to travel in an additional direction. It should be
understood like complex numbers. A mathematical tool which could help us out
of the actual misery.

But nevertheless I agree that (probably because the people which work on these
problems today are so familiar with pure mathematics) the temptation to cross
the line and think beyond to actually contribute something is huge.

Not much to falsify at the moment. Sometimes you got the feeling el. particle
physics devides into Maths and Names nowadays.



LHC Startup News

February 18, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

I’m a bit confused about the situation with the LHC start-up schedule, maybe
someone well-informed can help. Here’s what I’ve seen recently:

At the AAAS meeting last Friday, there was a session on “Big Science”, which
included discussion of the LHC with Robert Aymar, the CERN director general. Alan
Boyle, at MSNBC, reports:

June was the time frame Aymar had in mind when he was asked about the
start-up schedule during a Friday session on large-scale science project. But
during a follow-up chat, he pointed out that you can’t just press a big red
button one day and expect each of the collider’s beams to hit full power of 7
trillion electron volts immediately…

Aymar said that buildup could still start around May 21 or 22, with tests
continuing for weeks after that. His aim is to have the collider conducting
scientific experiments this summer.

One thing that is definite about the schedule is that there will be a ceremonial
inauguration of the machine on October 21, with a wide variety of dignitaries present,
include French president Sarkozy.

It’s not clear what phase of the start-up Aymar had in mind when he was referring to
June, and the idea that the machine will be doing physics this summer seems hard to
reconcile with information available publicly about how the things are progressing.
For an official schedule from last August, see here. The current one, from October, is
available here. Both schedules have beam commissioning beginning May 15, and
taking about two months, so physics in July.

The LHC is divided into 8 sectors, and each sector must go through a process of
flushing, cooling down to 1.8 K (which takes a month and a half), and powering tests
of the magnets. The powering tests are crucial to make sure that the magnets can
quench safely, dissipating the energy contained in a magnet that leaves the
superconducting state unexpectedly. According to the schedules, the powering tests
should take 2-3 months, and can start only once the magnets are cool. So, from
beginning of cooldown to the point that a sector is ready to try and use should be a
process of about 4 months or so. So, for mid-May beam commissioning, all sectors
should be cool by around now and starting powering tests soon.

One can follow the actual state of affairs here. One sector (45) is cool and undergoing
powering tests, but this sector still has not had its inner triplet magnets fixed, and the
plan is to warm it back up before doing this, after which it will need to be cooled
down again. Cooling of 3 other sectors has begun, but has been stopped in two of
these to make repairs, with cooldown to resume in week 9 of the year for one sector,
week 11 for another. Of the four other sectors, cooldown is supposed to start in one of

http://cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com/archive/2008/02/16/671015.aspx
http://cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com/archive/2008/02/16/671015.aspx
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http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/


them during week 15 (mid-April), dates are not given for the others. With respect to
last August’s schedule, the current situation is roughly 4-5 months behind where it is
supposed to be. This would suggest that, if all goes well from now on, beam
commissioning would begin mid-September. Perhaps there was some slack in that
schedule, and things could happen faster than planned, but I’m just not seeing how
physics this summer is in the cards for the LHC. Most likely scenario seems to be a
big push to get some a beam of some sort stored in the machine in time for October
21 and the big ceremony.

Comments

1. DB
February 19, 2008

One thing is sure, Aymar is proof that humans exhibit the intrinsic property of
spin. Dorigo, for example, doesn’t expect the LHC to begin running until the end
of the year, and then only at very low luminosities, and no-one really knows how
long it will take to ramp the beam up to useful luminosities.

2. caesar
February 20, 2008

I doubt dorigo can be trusted on these matters. For what I understand from his
blog, he basically extrapolates from his past experience with Run I and Run II at
the Tevatron, rather than relying on hard information he does not really seem to
have access to. He might still be right, though.

However there is one important thing that is often overlooked. It is easy to
understand the problems with cooling down the LHC components, with getting a
stable beam, with fixing occasional incidents. But once those are straightened
out, there is one major additional hindrance: even if LHC starts producing large
numbers of collisions, the two detectors will have to figure out how to best
trigger on them. Sure, at the very low initial luminosity a beam clock may be
enough to rely upon for a complete readout of the detector. But still, getting
good, meaningful data to tape is not a trivial task. If all we care is satisfy our
curiosity on whether the LHC creates a black hole that eats out Geneva
overnight we may be satisfied from day one, otherwise it will be very, very slow
and painful.



US HEP Demography

February 18, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Late last week there was a meeting of HEPAP in Washington, presentations available
here. Several dealt with the current budget situation, which is basically that the
current FY2008 budget is a disaster, and the Bush administration has proposed huge
compensatory increases for FY2009. No one seems to have any idea what Congress
will do or when, so the future for US government support of HEP is completely
unclear not only for the long-term, but even for the next fiscal year, which starts in a
few months.

The NSF presentation noted that NSF funding for particle physics theory was down
4% in FY2008, to about $14 million, of which roughly $1.5 million goes to the KITP at
Santa Barbara. The critical issues for the NSF particle theory program were listed as:

• Need to involve more people in LHC-related physics.
• Need new hires in phenomenology.
• Traditional funding sources for students (being TAs) is becoming

problematic. (need more funding for students)

You can see why string theorists these days are pushing the idea of “string
phenomenology” and claims that somehow string theory is relevant to the LHC.

At the DOE, funding for theoretical particle physics was flat for FY2008, at $60
million, with a proposed 5% increase for FY2009.

There was also an interesting presentation about an on-going project to gather
demographic information on the people working in particle physics. I was surprised to
see that statistics show significant recent increases at all levels in the numbers of
people working in particle physics. From 2003-2007 the number of graduate students
went from 1129 to 1335 (making one wonder why the NSF is worried about not
supporting enough graduate students…), postdocs and untenured research staff from
1331 to 1406, untenured faculty from 228 to 284, and tenured faculty or staff from
1343 to 1355. In particle theory, the total number of people went from 1292 to 1414,
so this increase in numbers was not all in experiment.

Also worth reading is a presentation from Robert Sugar about the present state of
Lattice QCD calculations.

Comments

1. Mike
February 19, 2008

Gee, flat funding year after year and the number of people in the field keeps
going up. Maybe Congress must know a good deal when it sees it!

http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAPAgendaFebruary2008.shtml
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2. Peter Orland
February 21, 2008

Academic employment is determined by more than
simply the amount of generally available external funding.

Theoretical particle physicists may have trouble bringing in
money to universities, but they also cost those universities very little. Hence they
don’t entail much risk. Though particle theorists obtain smaller (and fewer)
grants, they don’t have expensive demands, hence universities get to keep much
of the overhead. Of course, other theorists are even better in this respect – but
unlike particle theorists, they sometimes can’t thrive without experimentalists in
the same department.

Despite the last decade’s funding difficulties, particle experimentalists
could be considered a worthwhile risk – when they are funded, the
university hauls in a bundle. A risk-benefit analysis may suggest
particle experimentalists aren’t a good gamble, but universities
usually ignore such analyses (a good example is football. Football
teams are a money sink-hole in most universities. They are kept on because the
teams which pay off, pay off big).

3. Peter Orland
February 22, 2008

P.S. It’s interesting that “Late-Night HEP TV” has many more comments than this
topic does.



Quick Links

February 22, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

There seems to be a political scandal going on in Italy revolving around the GIM
mechanism, with Antonino Zichichi somehow involved. Definitely a higher level of
scandal than we have here in the US.

An Oral History Project at Princeton involving interviews with people associated with
the Math department during the 1930s is here, and includes the following exchange
with Wigner, who evidently wasn’t so happy with Weyl:

Interviewer: We haven’t mentioned Hermann Weyl yet. Can you tell me
something about your relations with him? When did you first get to know
him?

Wigner: When he came to Princeton I knew about his work, and I quoted it
also. You know he was interested in group theory. But in Princeton we were
really strangers to each other. He never mentioned my work in his book on
the application of group theory to quantum mechanics, even though
practically all that is in the book was contained in publications by me and in
joint publications by Johnny von Neumann and me. I resented that because I
needed a job then.

The TLS has a review of The Trouble With Physics.

For the latest from the frontiers of physics, see this at the KITP, and this at the arXiv.

There’s a P5 meeting going on at SLAC, talks here.

Bert Kostant of MIT gave a talk at UC Riverside entitled On Some Mathematics in
Garrett Lisi’s ‘E8 Theory of Everything’, and as part of the festivities John Baez gave
an elementary introduction to E8. There’s some discussion of this at his blog. It seems
that the initial reaction from some string theorists that this material is so easy that
undergraduates shouldn’t have too much trouble with it may have changed a bit. For
a comment on the attitudes involved, see here.

Update: To try and make up for the high-level of snarkiness of this posting, here’s
something else. This month’s National Geographic has an excellent big article about
the LHC, with the usual National Geo impressive photography. No hype about extra
dimensions, etc., just a serious explanation of what the LHC is all about and what
physicists are trying to do, ending with the following wonderful quote:

…I asked George Smoot, a Nobel laureate physicist, if he thinks our most
basic questions will ever be answered.

“It depends on how I’m feeling on any particular day,” he said. “But every
day I go to work I’m making a bet that the universe is simple, symmetric,
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and aesthetically pleasing—a universe that we humans, with our limited
perspective, will someday understand.”

Update: Two more

• FQXI has Phantasms of Infinity, an article on the Boltzmann Brains/counting universes
hot topic among theorists. It includes an actual picture of a Boltzmann Brain, as well
as a quote from Vitaly Vanchurin, who works in this area:

Without a way of calculating probabilities, cosmology is a dead science, it
doesn’t exist.

I think this will be news to most cosmologists, who are happily ignoring the problem
of how to count universes in the multiverse. More accurate would be “Without a way
of calculating probabilities, multiverse studies is a dead science, it doesn’t exist”,
which is pretty much the situation now and for the forseeable future.

• New Scientist has a reasonably good cover story on cosmic strings. It ends with

Discovering them would be really big news. String theory has often been
criticised as a theorists’ plaything, a pretty piece of mathematics unable to
make any testable predictions. That perception would change pretty fast if
we were to find a host of giant superstrings crisscrossing the skies.

This is an accurate summary of the situation, although it might be worth pointing out
that not only is there no evidence for cosmic strings, but there’s not even anything
ever observed that cosmic strings provide a compelling explanation of. At the moment
they’re just a pretty pure example of wishful thinking. Sure tomorrow someone may
find a “host of giant superstrings crisscrossing the skies”. It’s also true that tomorrow
aliens may land and explain to us how to compute the Standard Model parameters
from superstring theory.

Comments

1. Coin
February 22, 2008

Hm. A small tossoff near the beginning of the TLS Trouble with Physics review
states: “He accuses string theorists of racism, sexism, arrogance, ignorance,
messianism and, worst of all, of wasting their time on a theory that hasn’t
delivered.” It was awhile back I read Trouble with Physics, but I don’t
remember– did in fact Smolin accuse string theorists of racism and sexism?! I do
remember a section wherein Smolin argued for greater inclusion of women etc in
physics, but this was not as I recall specifically directed at string theorists, but
rather one of several generalized criticisms of the sociology of modern science in
the closing sections.

2. DB
February 22, 2008
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Check pages 280 and 320 of Weyl’s: The Theory of Groups and Quantum
Mechanics, 2nd Edition, November 1930 which was the edition first translated
into English in 1931.
P.280: “P.Jordan and E. Wigner have given a very elegant group-theoretic proof
that there exists but one irreducible matrix solution of equations (14.10)”
[derivation of the irreducible Abelian group of unitary ray rotations in system
space]
P.320: “The significance of our results for quantum mechanics [symmetric group
and equivalence degeneracy in quantum mechanics] as first recognized by
Wigner, is the following”

Weyl cites the source papers in his bibliography, and includes a comprehensive
selection from Wigner’s and Von Neumann’s giving meticulous credit to their
contributions.

As for “practically all that is in the book was contained in publications by me and
in joint publications by Johnny von Neumann and me” well, even a cursory
examination of Weyl’s bibliography gives the lie to that egotistical hype. For
more details see
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Biographies/Wigner.html
where it is clear that Wigner resented Weyl’s priority in this area. Wigner
published his own book on the subject in 1931.
As Abraham Pais has shown, Wigner has some history of inaccurate claims.

3. Eric
February 22, 2008

It should be Antonino Zichichi not Antonio.

4. woit
February 22, 2008

Thanks Eric, fixed.

5. anon.
February 22, 2008

“For the latest from the frontiers of physics, see this at the KITP”

Or, you could look at any of the other recent talks at the KITP on heavy-ion
physics or LHC physics. What is your point, anyway? One snicker-worthy talk out
of many isn’t a sign of anything, no matter how much you want it to be.

6. Peter Woit
February 23, 2008

anon,

Well, the topic of the talk was that of the last major story in the New York Times
about the latest developments in theoretical physics, and one that has been
heavily promoted on certain blogs and discussed here. It seems to be considered

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Biographies/Wigner.html
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by some to be one of the hot areas in the subject, and the audience asked lots of
questions and was quite involved. So, that’s why I thought it was worthy of
comment.

It’s harder to justify paying any attention to the arXiv posting I mentioned…

7. censored out
February 23, 2008

Thanks for the link to the recent entertaining review of Smolin’s 2006 book by
the Times Literary Supplement:

“… Smolin has launched a controversial attack on those working on the dominant
model in theoretical physics. He accuses string theorists of racism, sexism,
arrogance, ignorance, messianism and, worst of all, of wasting their time on a
theory that hasn’t delivered. …

“Smolin has little new to say about how the institutions of science are
undermined by personal ambition, internal politics and bureaucratic overload –
as he himself admits.”

– http://tls.timesonline.co.uk/article/0,,25372-2650590_1,00.html

Is it just me, or does the second sentence just quoted contradict the first one,
about the excesses of some string theorists and their wasting of time on failed
theories? Surely, at least by giving the example of messianism in science
institutions, Smolin is saying something “new” about how scientific institutions
are undermined by personal ambition, internal politics and bureaucratic
overload?

Regarding the denial of credit to Wigner for his work, Wigner’s 1992
autobiography also expresses annoyance toward Fermi for Fermi-Dirac statistics.
Wigner was using Fermi-Dirac statistics long before Fermi started doing so, and
he suggests that Fermi should instead be given credit for beta decay theory, not
Fermi-Dirac statistics.

8. Professor R
February 23, 2008

hi Peter,
interesting blog as always. I have two queries/comments:

1. I can’t make head or tail of that Nielsen abstract on ArXiv. Were you being
sarcastic? It’s not clear to me at all what their central thesis is – certainly an
example of abstract that seems designed to confuse the reader (or is it just
me…..)

2. I enjoyed the TLS review of Smolin’s book, thanks for pointing it out. What
surprises me is that none of these reviews ever refer to Smolin’s previous book
(‘Three Roads to Quantum Gravity’); the latter is a very good book, and probably
a more damning criticism of string theory because it is written in a much more

http://tls.timesonline.co.uk/article/0
http://tls.timesonline.co.uk/article/0


objective and technical style….it’s interesting that the ‘The Trouble With Physics’
is selling far better, although less objective and a lot less concise (in my opinion)
Cormac

9. Peter Woit
February 23, 2008

Professor R,

Yes, I was being sarcastic. Actually that’s the third paper by these authors on
this subject, and the sensible thing to do would be to just ignore them. The fact
that serious physicists are engaging in this kind of thing might be of some
sociological interest, and some people with a warped sense of humor might find
this entertaining…

10. Professor R
February 23, 2008

Ah….I wonder about that abstract. Could it be something else?
I wonder if Nielsen and co. are serious physicists who are attempting to highlight
the downside of the ArXiv system in today’s world of lazy journalism…
Perhaps they’re waiting for New Scientist to pick one of their papers as a cover
article….at which point they’ll come clean and declare it to be complete
gobbledygook!

11. oeL
February 23, 2008

higgs field seems to be getting some publicity… sorta of

http://forums.fark.com/cgi/fark/comments.pl?IDLink=3403229

poor ellis

12. Roger
February 24, 2008

Totally off-topic (and to be deleted) – more a note to Peter for a future blog entry.

There is quite a fierce campaign going on in the UK regarding the recent funding
cuts, including the ILC decision.

The story is summarised rather well in http://www.hep.ucl.ac.uk/~markl/pp/

13. Peter Woit
February 24, 2008

Roger,

Thanks. Unfortunately I don’t think I’m well enough informed about what is
going on in the UK to write a useful posting about it, but I’ll leave your comment
there and advise people to follow the link to learn more about this.

http://forums.fark.com/cgi/fark/comments.pl?IDLink=3403229
http://forums.fark.com/cgi/fark/comments.pl?IDLink=3403229
http://www.hep.ucl.ac.uk/~markl/pp/
http://www.hep.ucl.ac.uk/~markl/pp/


14. Amos
February 25, 2008

I read (but hardly understood) the Distler criticisms of Lisi. Is Lisi’s E8 theory
dead now?

15. Peter Woit
February 25, 2008

Amos,

Probably best if you ask this question at the place I linked to, where there are
experts on this. I haven’t followed it carefully.

16. A Quantum Diaries Survivor
February 26, 2008

Hi Peter,

thank you for linking my post on the Glashow-Carlucci querelle – it got visited by
a large audience in the last few days. Yes, it is a scandal and no, it is not. Yes,
because to us it is indeed a scandal that a politician with no understanding
whatsoever of the physics takes the liberty to insult esteemed physicists by
pretending to argue on the scientific merit of this or that paper. No, because for
many in Italy scientists are perceived as a bunch of snobs who pretend they
cannot be criticized, and so to their eyes Carlucci’s allegations are perfectly
sensible.

Cheers,
T.

17. Amos
February 27, 2008

Peter, I find your comments on these issues generally less partisan and more
reasoned than those of others on the ‘net, so hoped to get your opinion. But
thanks.



Peter Goddard on the Birth of String Theory

February 25, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Last spring there was a conference held in Florence which brought together many of
those who worked on dual models and string theory during the late sixties and early
seventies. Slides from the talks are here, and many of the speakers have written up
contributions that have been posted on the arXiv. The latest of these is From Dual
Models to String Theory, by Peter Goddard, who now is the director of the IAS in
Princeton. It contains a detailed description of what he remembers of those early days
when people were trying to sort out the significance of the Veneziano amplitudes and
how to consistently quantize the string. Goddard also has some interesting remarks
on the rapid changes in fashion during those years, and some excerpts follow.

On his student days at Cambridge working under Polkinghorne during the late sixties:

I, and nearly all my fellow research students, worked on strong interaction
physics. (One of us was trying to work out the correct Feynman rules for
gauge field theories, but this tended to be regarded as a rather recondite or
eccentric enterprise.)

At a summer conference in 1971:

For me, it was a memorable meeting and one particular vignette has stuck
in my mind as an illustration of the prevailing attitude towards the use of
modern mathematics in theoretical high energy physics. A senior and
warmly admired physicist gave some lectures on the Regge theory of high
energy processes. With great technical mastery, he was covering the board
with special functions, doing manipulations that I knew from my studies
with Alan White (who was also at the School) could be handled efficiently
and elegantly using harmonic analysis on noncompact groups. Just as I was
wondering whether it might be too impertinent to make a remark to this
effect, the lecturer turned to the audience and said, “They tell me that you
can do this all more easily if you use group theory, but I tell you that, if you
are strong, you do not need group theory.”

About his years (1970-72) at CERN:

The two years I had spent in CERN had built up to an crescendo of
intellectual excitement and, though I have found much of my subsequent
research work gripping and often extremely satisfying (when teaching
duties and the largely self-inflicted wounds of administration have
permitted), nothing has quite matched this period. In particular, I had the
privilege of working closely for seven or eight months with Charles Thorn,
whose combination of deep perception and formidable calculational power
had provided the basis of what we managed to do. And, the exhilarating
combination of the open and cooperative atmosphere that prevailed
amongst (almost all) those working on dual models in CERN, the relative

http://theory.fi.infn.it/colomo/string-birth/
http://theory.fi.infn.it/colomo/string-birth/
http://theory.fi.infn.it/colomo/string-birth/slides.html
http://theory.fi.infn.it/colomo/string-birth/slides.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.3249
http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.3249
http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.3249
http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.3249


youth of most of those involved, the sense of elucidating a theory that was
radically different, even the frisson of excitement that came from doing
something that was regarded by some of those in power as wicked, because
it might have nothing directly to do with the real world – this cocktail would
never be offered to me again.

About the situation in 1973-4 , after the discovery of asymptotic freedom:

By the end of 1973, as the fascination of dual models or string theory
remained undimmed, though with ever increasing technical demands, the
interest of many was shifting elsewhere. On 21 December, David Olive
wrote to me, “Very few people are now interested in dual theories here in
CERN. Amati and Fubini independently made statements to the effect that
dual theory is now the most exciting theory that they have seen but that it is
too difficult for them to work with. The main excitement the renormalization
group and asymptotic freedom, which are indeed interesting.”
…

In Berkeley , I wrote a largely cathartic paper on supersymmetry, which
probably helped no one’s understanding, except marginally my own. It had
one memorable effect: namely, that when I reached Princeton I was invited
to give a general seminar on supersymmetry, which most people did not
know much about then. When I said I would rather talk about string theory,
my offer was politely declined on the grounds that no one in Princeton was
interested, a situation that has changed in the intervening years. Somewhat
put out by this response, I did not give a seminar at all.

About his decision in 1975-6 to work on gauge theory rather than strings:

I started to realize that following my interests in strings or dual models
might be a fine indulgence for me, but it was not going to help my students
get jobs. (One of the great attractions of Cambridge at the time was that
chances for promotion were so slim – Jeffrey Goldstone was still a Lecturer –
that one did not need to be distracted by the prospects for advancement:
they seemed negligible.)

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
February 25, 2008

Peter Goddard – I remember him from Cambridge, c. 1981. He taught us
“Advanced Quantum Field Theory” for the Part 3 Mathematics course which, at
the time, mostly meant gauge theories and the Higgs mechanism. Mild-
mannered, with the obligatory shabby donnish jacket, and hair that looked like it
had been cut by his wife or daughter. Great lecture notes, though – legible
handwriting and a half-decent job done of explaining things (not that I accepted
the Higgs mechanism – even then – of course, but …)



2. S-P Chan
February 25, 2008

-similar story-as an undergrad at St John’s College Cambridge early 80’s I was
supervised by Peter Goddard in Quantum Mechanics and other sundry applied
math courses.

He was the archetypal professor-type, very gentle (re my crappy undergrad
tutorial work) and helpful.

3. csrster
February 26, 2008

Yes, I remember him lecturing me on something-way-over-my-head during a brief
foray into mathematical physics in 1986. I may not have learned much in Part III
Maths but at least I got to add some A-list names to my “tried to teach me to
think” list – Gary Gibbons, Martin Rees, George Efstathiou, Don Lynden-Bell …

4. Sandro
February 26, 2008

“I started to realize that following my interests in strings or dual models might
be a fine indulgence for me, but it was not going to help my students get jobs”
I find this utterly remarkable: the number of Ph.D. supervisors willing to do this
nowadays is really close to, if not, 0. Seriously.

5. Peter Woit
February 26, 2008

Sandro,

There’s a big difference: in the mid-seventies, strings were out of fashion, now
they are in fashion.

Goddard is right when he points out that one consequence of working on
something unfashionable is that it is hard for one’s students to get jobs. But of
course there are others. He notes that one won’t get promoted to higher
positions, and that’s why he explains that promotion at Cambridge was so
unlikely that this wasn’t much of a concern. Other serious consequences are that
one is likely to essentially become a nobody in one’s community, not invited to
conferences, etc., etc. See his story about how people at Princeton wouldn’t let
him talk about what he was working on, but did want him to talk about the
trendy idea (34 years ago and counting…) of supersymmetry even though he
didn’t know much about it and wasn’t very interested.

Back in 1973-75, gauge theories were fashionable, but for extremely good
reasons. The Standard model had just been born and revolutionized physics, and
gauge theories were not well-understood at all. The revolution had opened a
whole new area of theoretical physics, full of new things to do, and deeply
grounded in and vindicated by experiment. To ignore this and continue to work
on string theory, which was going nowhere and had failed in what it was



supposed to do (explain the strong interactions) was to make a decision that
most of one’s colleagues would see as perverse, motivated purely by an
unwillingness to learn anything new, and insistence on sticking to doing the
same thing one had been doing since graduate school.

For nearly a quarter-century now, the shoe has been on the other foot, with
string theory the fashion, and work on gauge theories unfashionable (acceptable
only if it at least involves supersymmetry…). The common opinion has been that
those who don’t work on string theory just can’t cut it as serious theorists. The
sociology may be similar to the reverse situation of the 1970s, but scientifically
there is a huge difference: gauge theories worked and were a huge success,
string theories have been a huge failure. Despite this the political situation
remains the same. Any theorist who decides to work on something unfashionable
is going to have trouble getting jobs for his or her students, and get told by
people at Princeton that they don’t want to hear about it….

6. Sandro
February 26, 2008

Peter,

you are right, but I think I had something different in mind.
I was referring to the attitude towards students as to “people that have got to
get a job in the next future”, and not as to “people which are carrying on
curiosities that I’d personally like to solve but I’ve got no time to”.(At least that’s
how I read it.)
This is something I think few supervisors do, whatever their discipline is, and
yes, they are not obliged to, but..

7. csrster
February 27, 2008

I wonder if there’s just something different in the air in Cambridge – or perhaps
everywhere in Europe – that makes it easier for individuals to work on their own
“interesting” ideas away from the dominant paradigm? I can’t imagine an
external speaker being turned away by Cambridge just because they’re working
a little outside the box. (I _can_ imagine them being given a very rough ride if
they haven’t thought through what they’re talking about.)

8. censored out
February 27, 2008

csrster, it’s just money. Cambridge is the richest university. You used to be able
to walk from Cambridge to Oxford without stepping off land owned by
Cambridge University. It can still afford to find highly speculative research, e.g.
Josephson’s ‘Mind-Matter Unification Project’, http://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk
/~bdj10/

9. csrster
February 27, 2008

http://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/~bdj10/
http://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/~bdj10/
http://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/~bdj10/
http://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/~bdj10/


Isn’t that Oxford-Cambridge thing just one of those urban legends? And are you
saying that Princeton is poor  ?

As for Josephson, I suspect that the reason behind that is the Nobel Effect – ie
once you’ve got a Nobel Prize you can get away with anything (with the possible
exception of outright racism).

10. MathPhys
February 27, 2008

Peter Goddard is a very good lecturer and an excellent supervisor. Back in the
70’s, 80’s and 90’s, his students learnt a lot, graduated and many of them got
academic jobs. I know. I’m not so sure if he still teaches and supervises students
at IAS.

11. Professor R
March 4, 2008

hi Peter,
I thought you might be interested to know that one of the excerpts above from
Peter Goddard’s excellent talk pretty much mirror my Dad’s experience. In the
period 1974-75, Lochlainn was invited to tour several US universities in the US,
in order to give talks on the emerging theory known as super gauge symmetry (a
much better name in my opinion!).

As a result, Dad had to furiously brush up on the work of Wess, Zumino et al
(although he had worked quite closely with Wess before). Just like Goddard, Dad
then felt the need to formally put down what he had learnt on his return,
resulting in Lecture Notes on Supersymmetry (published by the Dublin Institute
of Advanced Studies in 1975). I’ve been wondering if this is the world’s first
formal series of lecture notes on the topic..

Before and after, I think Lochlainn’s interest remained in the general area of
gauge theory (or the application of group theory to gauge theories)….not in the
specific area of string theory. He would not have been pleased with a dominance
of string theorists over others in hiring practice – however, it seems this is much
more of an issue in the US and the UK, than in continental Europe or Japan.
Cormac

12. Ben
March 4, 2008

MathPhys-
There are no students to be taught or advised at IAS. I’m 26, and suspect I’m the
youngest person here. You can, in theory, adopt students from Princeton, but this
is relatively rare, and I doubt Goddard has time for it, being director and all.



Simons Center for Geometry and Physics at Stony
Brook

February 27, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Today here in New York City there will be a formal announcement by governor Eliot
Spitzer of a gift by Jim Simons of $60 million dollars to fund a new research center at
SUNY Stony Brook, to be called the Simons Center for Geometry and Physics at Stony
Brook. Simons already made a donation of $25 million dollars to Stony Brook back in
2006 to support math and physics, with the idea of getting such a center off the
ground. People there had told me last year that they were expecting Simons to fully
fund an expensive new center with a new building once they had managed to find a
suitable director, and recently I had heard that string theorist Michael Douglas had
accepted the director’s position.

This is the largest gift ever made not only to Stony Brook, but to any of the
institutions in the SUNY system. Besides the building and the position for Douglas, it
is supposed to fund 30 visiting positions and presumably a sizable number of
permanent positions in mathematics and physics (the 2006 gift also is supposed to
pay for such positions). The scale of this should make the Simons Center among the
best funded institutions in this field. Job prospects for string theorists have just
improved significantly…

For more details see stories from the New York Times, Newsday, and Crain’s Business
Report.

Update: More here.

Update: More in the New York Times here. The $60 million includes the previously
announced $25 million, and will pay for a new building as well as an endowment of
$40-45 million. The endowment will fund the director’s position, 6 more permanent
positions, and 30 postdocs and visiting positions.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
February 27, 2008

Just to say how delighted I am to hear that despite minor teething problems (lack
of a theory, lack of ability to make predictions, etc.) String Theory is considered
to be alive and well by scientifically literate billionaires.

2. Stephen J. Summers
February 27, 2008

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/27/nyregion/27cnd-stonybrook.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/27/nyregion/27cnd-stonybrook.html
http://www.newsday.com/news/local/ny-lisbu0228,0,1807177.story
http://www.newsday.com/news/local/ny-lisbu0228,0,1807177.story
http://www.crainsnewyork.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080227/FREE/637716684/1046
http://www.crainsnewyork.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080227/FREE/637716684/1046
http://www.crainsnewyork.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080227/FREE/637716684/1046
http://www.crainsnewyork.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080227/FREE/637716684/1046
http://commcgi.cc.stonybrook.edu/am2/publish/General_University_News_2/Stony_Brook_University_Announces_60_Million_Gift_From_Renowned_Financier_And_Former_Math_Chair_James_Simons_And_Wife_Marilyn_A_Ph_D_Alumna.shtml
http://commcgi.cc.stonybrook.edu/am2/publish/General_University_News_2/Stony_Brook_University_Announces_60_Million_Gift_From_Renowned_Financier_And_Former_Math_Chair_James_Simons_And_Wife_Marilyn_A_Ph_D_Alumna.shtml
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/28/nyregion/28prof.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/28/nyregion/28prof.html


Are we to understand that “mathematics + physics = string theory”
alone? Or even that “geometry + physics = string theory” alone?
I get this impression from reading the mentioned sites. What a waste such a
center would be if it is run with that credo. Does anyone know if the new director
is a string theory ideologue,
or does he recognize that there are other realms in mathematical
physics which are of physical relevance?

3. Peter Woit
February 27, 2008

Stephen,

I suspect that hiring decisions will be made by a group of people from both
mathematics and physics, with the mathematicians interested in hiring
mathematicians in a range different fields that touch on physics in one way or
another. I don’t know what the physicists will do: in recent years there has been
an unfortunate prejudice in physics departments to identify string theory with
the mathematical end of physics. I also don’t know to what extent Douglas is a
“string ideologue”, but given his background and that of some of the other
people involved with this, I predict that a lot of string theorists will get hired at
the Simons Center.

Many years ago when I was a postdoc at Stony Brook, even then the math and
ITP groups had a pretty close relationship. But when grant money appeared to
support math-physics, from what I remember they pretty much split it down the
middle, with mathematicians hiring mathematicians not necessarily so interested
in physics, and physicists hiring physicists not necessarily so interested in math.
This Center is operating on a very different scale and these are very different
times, it will be interesting to see how they deal with this.

In his comments about the gift, Simons specifically refers to the mathematical
significance of quantum field theory as well as string theory, so perhaps this will
be reflected in who they hire. These days though, I can think of few physics
departments interested in hiring mathematically oriented quantum field theorists
who are doing things completely unrelated to string theory. Maybe Stony Brook
will be different…

One other problem is that if you try and look for young people trained in physics
departments who are working on mathematically sophisticated approaches to
QFT, but not string theory, your hiring pool is pretty small and consists solely of
the professionally suicidal.

4. layman
February 29, 2008

Very interesting post. I was a grad student in ITP in the 80s. So, this new center
will be a different building from ITP. With Micheal douglas as the new, improved,
C.N. Yang?

Does the 60 billion really fund a new building or will those guys be given offices



in ITP?

5. Peter Woit
February 29, 2008

layman,

Unfortunately, it’s 60 million, not billion…

My understanding is that the Simons Center will not replace the YITP but be a
separate entity, with the YITP continuing as before. There definitely will be a new
building, or at least an addition to the current one, I’m not sure which. The
current math/YITP building actually has one blank side, since the original plan
was to build farther in that direction, but they stopped due to not enough money.
I’m not sure if this was during the era of Simons as dept. chair. It would be funny
if the building project he could not complete as chair now gets done with his
personal money.



Rock Guitars Could Hold Secret to Universe

February 27, 2008
Categories: This Week's Hype

From the Bolton News:

ROCK guitars could hold the key to the origins of the universe, hundreds of
young science pupils were told.

The Institute of Physics held a lecture in Bolton entitled “Rock in 11
dimensions: where physics and guitars collide”.

And acoustics physicist Dr Mark Lewney told more than 600 youngsters
who attended that the vibration of guitar strings may answer unsolved
questions about the Big Bang.

This event is just one of a year-long lecture series promoting string theory at schools
throughout Great Britain. According to the promotional material the LHC will help
verify string theory experimentally (and it will start up in May….).

Comments

1. Thomas Love
February 27, 2008

They’re starting the brainwashing early. Let’s just wait and see what the LHC
produces. But the presenter has done “years of research into guitar physics at
Cardiff University” which of course makes him an expert on string theory and
elementary particles. That’s as logical as anything I’ve read in a book on string
theory.

2. nigel cook
February 28, 2008

String theory and rock have much in common: intoxication, many groupies, and
putting vibrating strings to a use that makes a few people very rich and famous.
String theory as a rock culture makes sense. One reason to go to rock concerts is
socialising. People investigating string theory may likewise do it to fit into
physics culture and to get funding, just as venues hire and promote popular rock
groups. Others study string theory because they really believe it’s the best thing
on sale, similar to arguments for liking a particular rock group or even a political
party or religion.

3. csrster
February 28, 2008

Why “Rock” guitars? Don’t other types of guitar have vibrating strings? Or does

http://www.theboltonnews.co.uk/display.var.2074550.0.rock_guitars_could_hold_secret_to_universe.php
http://www.theboltonnews.co.uk/display.var.2074550.0.rock_guitars_could_hold_secret_to_universe.php
http://www.iop.org/activity/education/Events/Schools_and_College_%20Lecture_Series/page_27031.html
http://www.iop.org/activity/education/Events/Schools_and_College_%20Lecture_Series/page_27031.html


the universe also have twin Floyd Rose humbucker pickups, a scooped fretboard,
and a Jackson custom knife-edge tremolo arm?

4. Steve Myers
February 28, 2008

What amps is he using? How many watts? Is it 5 or 10 strings? Or 10^500?

5. Eric
February 28, 2008

Well, actually surfing holds the key to the universe. Just ask the ‘next Einstein’.

6. Professor R
February 28, 2008

Surprise!
I actually heard this talk when Mark Lewney came to our college last year. The
surprise is that the talk was very very good (as talks for schoolkids go), a real
performance…

The title is misleading – the talk was mainly a first introduction to particle
physics, with emphasis on the forthcoming LHC experiments – what it is for,
what it might detect. Mark used the guitar to great effect – more as a
prop/gimmick/musical interlude than anything to do with string theory (hard to
explain uness you were there). In addition, the guitar was used for several
analogies, not least in describing bound states …

Re string theory, the theory was only mentioned towards the end of the talk, and
Mark was v careful to stress that it lies in the speculative area of physics…

All in all I amazed by this lively talk, and so were the students – you can see
reviews from other physicists (favourable) on the IoP website…..Cormac

7. Sultan
February 28, 2008

Sounds like that line from Spinal Tap: It goes to 11.

8. Ken Muldrew
February 28, 2008

Didn’t Pythagoras already try this tactic (but with a lyre instead of a guitar)?

9. jpd
February 28, 2008

Re: Erics surfing comment. The rest of the world may think surfing is strange,
but growing up in California, its not extraordinary at all. Its like being surprised
if someone from Switzerland skis. They have mountains, we have an ocean, get
over it.



10. otto schtirlitz
February 28, 2008

Peter,
What do you think about this article?

http://discovermagazine.com/2008/mar/13-e-nste-n/

Great PR work by Lee Smolin and a sad state of affairs for science is all I can say.
Poor Ed, I hope he’s got a good sense of humor and is not embarrased by this
stuff.

11. woit
February 28, 2008

“otto schtirlitz”

This isn’t exactly on-topic and your question already came up a couple weeks
ago:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=651#comment-34790

I gather that Lubos is pretty upset about this and sees it as somehow the work of
that “hostile imbecile” Peter Woit, and evidence of the decline of Western
Civilization.

No, I had nothing to do with it and Lee Smolin’s list of “new Einsteins” would not
be mine. Two problems with even thinking about such a list are that:

1. No physicists have made much progress at all in fundamental theory, so
calling anyone a “new Einstein” is pretty silly.

2. Witten’s achievements are so off-scale that if your list is longer than one, it’s
going to include people who are not in his league.

I strongly suspect Ed is not too traumatized by finding out that Lee considers
him a new Einstein and has included him in a list of others with much lesser
achievements.

12. Observer
February 28, 2008

Sadly this is another shoot on the foot for string theory.

13. Dr Lewney
February 29, 2008

Christ it’s chilly in here. There’s enough negative energy to make a bleedin
wormhole.

Mea culpa for the poster and press releases. I’m afraid such painful
oversimplification of an hour’s lecture into a few soundbites which are suitable

http://discovermagazine.com/2008/mar/13-e-nste-n/
http://discovermagazine.com/2008/mar/13-e-nste-n/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=651#comment-34790
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=651#comment-34790


for a local paper and which stand a chance of getting kids to come to the frigging
lecture is sadly necessary in today’s competitive educational climate.

But thanks to Professor R, the only one here who has actually seen it, for the
kudos. I state explicitly that String Theory might be a load of bollocks, and
endeavour to be even-handed in explaining the issues. No, I’m not a particle
physicist, but I had to submit the script to four UK experts and their reviews
were very positive. And I’m not even that arsed if it is a “shoot on the foot”
(irony? nah) – if it increases the uptake of physics A level amongst the audience
even slightly, I’ll be chuffed.

Cheers

Mark

14. Professor R
February 29, 2008

hey Mark, great to see your post!
You should know they’re still talking about your lecture here (an obscure country
college in Waterford, Ireland). Myself, I think it was a very good example of
performance, and I try to incorporate some of your tricks into BB talks I give to
local schools. Sadly, most lecturers don’t think in these terms when they mount
the podium, (including this year’s Tyndall lecture, no comparison).

In fairness to Peter, I think his bailiwick is not string theory, or string theorists,
but the constant over-emphasis of this area of physics in the media ( and in the
jobs market). A lot of theoreticians would agree with this, including some
prominent sting theorists who were cronies of my Dad.

My own view is that if there’s something about strings that grabs the public
imagination (more than quarks, for example), I too am happy to use it as a ‘hook’
to reel in young people to the wonderful world of physics….indeed I suspect an
emphasis on the world of the imagination is no harm at all when dealing with
young people.
I remember you were careful in your lecture to present the theory as speculative,
and the kids they liked that even more… well done again! Cormac O’
Raifeartaigh

15. Dr Lewney
February 29, 2008

Thanks Cormac – I enjoyed my tour of Ireland immensely, and indeed it was the
Irish IoP’s recommendation which helped me land this full UK tour.

Of course some people love a good sneer and I can quite understand how some
might consider my poster/press to embody all that IS wrong about String Theory,
media hype-wise.

But ultimately, I think I’m actually doing Peter Woit’s campaign a lot of good. So
he’s concerned about String Theory’s monopoly in recruiting maths and



theoretical physics graduates, such that other theories lose out in the
competition for such precious resources – yeah yeah, big deal.

I’m concerned about recruiting physics and maths graduates full stop. I’m
competing with medicine, law, economics, biochemistry and all kinds of other
subjects which a bright kid might gravitate towards. And if I can convince some,
jackpot! There’s more chance of there being enough graduates to allow other
theories to be explored AS WELL AS String Theory.

Of course, the fact that the very superficiality and glitziness of String Theory that
Peter complains about is ultimately being used to acheive his goals might stick in
his craw a bit. But he should be used to that – after all, if it weren’t for String
Theory, few people would ever have heard of him!

Cheers

Mark

16. haha
February 29, 2008

Don’t worry, Mark. Some of us have noticed for a while that Peter has gone over
the deep end. Its just that any comment to that effect gets immediately deleted.
Lets see if this one survives.

This blog started out moderate enough, but now it is a parody on itself. Anything
and everything is slowly becoming the fault of the string theory monster.

17. Peter Woit
February 29, 2008

Mark,

I’m glad that Cormac wrote in to tell about what your lecture was actually like.
I’d suspected it was likely to be much better than the promotional materials
would indicate. Best wishes for the project of getting young people interested in
physics. Even if it does involve invocation of string theory hype, at least these
days a more skeptical take on this is getting plenty of attention. Hopefully the
fact that there’s a lively controversy over the subject will have the effect of
getting some people interested in the whole thing.

haha,

Actually on any given day I typically delete one or more comments attacking
string theory and string theorists, on the grounds that they’re just hostile and
content-free. There probably are a bunch of comments on this posting that I
should have done the same thing to. It is a much rarer event that I delete
similarly hostile and content-free comments from anonymous string theory
partisans, but when I do it is generally because they generate lots of hostile
comments in response, and I have to delete the whole thread.



As for your characterization of this blog, I’ll let what I write speak for itself. My
name is on it, and I take responsibility for it.

18. DaveF
March 1, 2008

[ vibration of guitar strings may answer unsolved questions about the Big Bang ]

Ask a dumb question, get a dumb answer.

19. Josh Carmine
March 1, 2008

“I’m competing with medicine, law, economics, biochemistry and all kinds of
other subjects which a bright kid might gravitate towards.”

Let’s face it. Kids even seriously considering medicine, law or economics over
Physics should probably not go into Physics at all. Some years ago when they
might not have had any contact with Physics it wasn’t so, but nowadays it’s
almost impossible. So those kids have had contact with Physics and still think
about law or economics as an alternative life path?!

Please, let them go. If they come to the field they will do nothing but pollute it.

If this is the lecturer’s objective (to “recruit” these kids) then he is doing a
disservice to physics.

20. Dr Lewney
March 1, 2008

Peter,

Many thanks for your encouragement. Whenever reasonable, sociable people get
to present their positions to each other directly, it usually becomes clear that
their differences are less significant than what they agree on. I guess it’s
inevitable that this place also attracts mindblind loners looking for something to
hate.

And I’m sure you of all people understand how, despite one’s best efforts, what
actually ends up getting presented in the media is always a distinctly lossy
compression! If you’re ever over in the UK, or if I ever get booked in your area, it
would be an honour to have you in attendance.

Josh Carmine,

“So those kids have had contact with Physics and still think about law or
economics as an alternative life path?! Please, let them go. If they come to the
field they will do nothing but pollute it. If this is the lecturer’s objective (to
“recruit” these kids) then he is doing a disservice to physics.”

This is the sadly typical exclusivist snobbery which is causing physics
departments to close for want of students. There is, if anything, far LESS physics



in the UK curriculum for 14-16 year olds than there was a decade or more ago – I
think that my shows might well be the first exposure to what I’d call ‘proper’
physics (with, you know, maths and everything) that some of these kids receive.
And the mere consideration of another subject at FOURTEEN YEARS OLD
immediately disqualifies you from a physics career for life and renders you a
“pollutant”? I don’t think such a position can be reasonably argued with, so I’m
not going to bother.

I’m actually very open to ideas as to how best to communicate physics to
schoolkids. If any of you here could direct me to recordings of your own efforts to
do so, or even to upcoming shows I could attend, I’d be very grateful. Armchair
advice not so welcome, thanks.

Cheers

Mark

21. woit
March 1, 2008

haha,

I just checked the file I keep of deleted comments, and could only identify one
that came from you. You were using the pseudonym “string-dude”, and your
comment had not the slightest thing to do with the posting, but was an attack on
Chris Oakley, explaining to him in detail about how he needed to read a textbook
on quantum field theory (Weinberg’s).

Sorry, but off-topic, content-free, hostile comments from people who think it’s a
good idea to hide behind juvenile pseudonyms are definitely the sort of thing I
delete and will continue to do so. The only reason I can see to allow such things
is to try and make string theorists look bad, and I think I’ll resist that temptation.
If you want to continue to post hostile comments insulting me, at least start
putting your name on them.

22. Chris Oakley
March 1, 2008

To be fair to “ha ha”/”string-dude” I have only studied volume 1 of Weinberg in
any detail. Battling anonymous foes, though, is like punching air. Why are these
people so keen not to be identified?



New LHC Schedule

February 27, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

This week is a “CMS week” at CERN, and talks are available here. The plenary talk
discussing the LHC status has:

If all goes well the machine should be cold by 1 June, and protons could be
injected by mid-June. Use this information for laying out our schedule…

Poking around the LHC website, lots of other information is available. A draft general
schedule from last week can be found here. It has cooldown of the last sector (4-5)
ending in mid-June, and powering tests on-going at several sectors until mid-August.
Plans from last year for commissioning the beam envision 30 days with beam to go
from first injection to usable 7 TeV beams, with an estimate that this would take 60
calendar days. So, most optimistically, it looks like mid-late October is the earliest
that 7 TeV collisions could be happening, right around the date of the official
inauguration: October 21. More realistically, this may very well take until early 2009.

No Comments

http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=28775
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=28775
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=0&sessionId=11&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=28775
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=0&sessionId=11&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=28775
http://lhc.web.cern.ch/lhc/icc/icc2008-02/foraz.pdf
http://lhc.web.cern.ch/lhc/icc/icc2008-02/foraz.pdf


Fleinhardt Hits a Roadblock

February 28, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Larry Fleinhardt, the fictional Caltech string theorist in the TV show Numb3rs, has
decided to give up on string theory for now and become a phenomenologist.
According to the show’s co-writer Nick Falacci:

Like real-life physicists, Fleinhardt hit a roadblock trying to create an 11-
dimensional supergravity theory.

So, he will be joining the DZero collaboration at the Tevatron and work on the search
for the Higgs. According to Fermilab Today, an office for Fleinhardt at Fermilab has
already been created.

It’s not clear if Ed Witten or his brother Matt had anything to do with this…

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
February 29, 2008

I am still trying to figure out the connection between a TV crime drama and the
search for a Higgs boson.

It could be something like this:

JUDGE

Dr. Fleinhardt, I cannot see what relevance this – what did you call it? – bubble
chamber photograph? has to the case

FLEINHARDT

Your honor, it has everything to do with the case. Those charmed mesons being
produced are extremely energetic. They are neutral, and can only decay weakly,
and hence the gap between the primary and secondary tracks. An antiproton
produced by meson decay could have an energy of up to 1 TeV, and would cause
a lot of damage to biological organisms.

JUDGE

Enough to kill a man?

FLEINHARDT

Indeed, your honor. That could be enough to kill a man.

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2008/today08-02-28.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2008/today08-02-28.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=159
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=159


JUDGE

Fleinhardt, these attempts to make particle physics look “cool”, in hopes of
getting funding, are not going to fool anyone.

2. Bee
February 29, 2008

How boring. What did ‘fiction’ come to? They should have let him discover a
theory of everything. How come fiction tries to be real, whereas reality becomes
more and more fictitious?

3. A Quantum Diaries Survivor
February 29, 2008

Dear Bee,

reality beats fiction all the time – and poor fiction gets the worse of it only more
quickly. It is the effect of our failing imagination. Look at the LHC startup: today,
I heard Joe Incandela at a plenary talk in the main auditorium at CERN saying
that these are great times for experimentalists, since the field is all for them:
theorists have no clue of what is beyond the standard model.

I think Joe is right. The poor string theorist in Numb3rs only got the wrong plane
ticket – he should’ve gotten one for Geneva. Dzero will not break new ground,
nor will unfortunately do CDF.

Cheers,
T.

4. Coin
March 1, 2008

“I expect it will make more people aware of the work that we do and (if the plot
develops) how we actually learn about particle physics,” said DZero spokesman
Darien Wood. “The characters on the show speak with great excitement and
reverence about the search for the Higgs boson at DZero, and I think it captures
some of the passion that we real particle physicists have for our work.”

That’s… actually kind of an interesting thing for a tv show to try to do.

And Bee: I don’t watch the show, but isn’t Larry kind of a secondary character? It
seems like letting him discover the Theory of Everything would be inflating his
subplot a little too much. What we should really be hoping for is for Charlie to
finally succeed in proving P < NP*…

* Clearly if they don’t have the budget to present scenes at the LHC in Geneva,
then they don’t have the budget either to successfully portray the massive
societal breakdown that would occur were someone to prove P = NP

5. passerby
March 4, 2008



nothing on Darren Crowdy, anybody?

6. srp
March 4, 2008

Basic rule of series cop shows: All plots end in “order restored.” At the end of the
show the universe has been (at least partially) glued back together–injustices
have been righted, dangers put back in their place, etc. Part and parcel of that is
that the events of the plot, especially by the heroes, can’t change the world too
much. We need a stable setting for the next episode and an emotionally
satisfying restoration of order by the heroes (for the typical audience member).

Science fiction plots, on the other hand, are often (although certainly not always)
about precisely that–heroes changing the world. That’s one reason the audience
is smaller and it’s harder to do episodic forms in that genre. Superhero comic
books awkwardly straddle the two approaches; lately they’ve been moving more
toward the science-fiction pole of hero-induced change (e.g. Marvel’s Civil Wars),
but the comforting adventure-of-the-month against a stable background model
will probably never go away entirely.

7. passerby
March 5, 2008

I did receive the Schwarz-Christoffel paper, jake. thank you. it is old.



This Week’s Hype

March 9, 2008
Categories: This Week's Hype

Today’s Newsday has a long article by Michael Guillen about the significance of the
new Simons Center at Stony Brook. Guillen is a theoretical physicist who was the
science editor at ABC-TV for fourteen years, and now is the host of “Where Did it
Come From?” a science and technology show on the History Channel. According to
Guillen:

Once upon a time, physics likened the tiniest imaginable whit of matter to a
geometrical point that, strange as it sounds, theoretically has no dimension:
no width, length or depth. But experimental research into protons, neutrons
and other elementary particles led physicists in the late 1960s to argue that
a subatomic particle behaves not like a point, but a string – a geometrical
line segment, with length but no width or depth.

This stupendous hypothesis was followed by another in the 1990s, when
physicists discerned in string theory resemblances to an 11-dimensional
version of Einstein’s hallowed theory of gravity.

All of this and more has left scientists deliriously optimistic that in string
theory – the latest, greatest offspring of geometry and physics – lies the
makings of the long sought-after “theory of everything.”

Besides promoting the current delirious optimism about string theory among
physicists, Guillen also makes a living as a motivational speaker and promoter of
religious faith. His most recent book, Can a Smart Person Believe in God? tell us that

After the recent, unexpected appearance of something called string theory,
science appears to be in the midst of changing its mind yet again. It’s not
proposing we live in a universe that has ten or more dimensions!…

As we’ve seen, all the evidence indicates that science is not converging
smoothly and consensually upon one firm, reliable understanding of the way
our world began or how it operates.

As a guest on the 700 Club, Guillen explained that one of the three things that led him
to his religious faith was

2. That if a person can believe in black holes and multiple universes, then it
would be no big deal to believe in God.

Comments

1. Big Vlad
March 9, 2008

http://www.newsday.com/news/opinion/ny-opgui095606301mar09,0,5944171.story
http://www.newsday.com/news/opinion/ny-opgui095606301mar09,0,5944171.story
http://www.amazon.com/Can-Smart-Person-Believe-God/dp/0785260242
http://www.amazon.com/Can-Smart-Person-Believe-God/dp/0785260242
http://www.cbn.com/700club/Guests/Bios/Michael_Guillen032205.aspx
http://www.cbn.com/700club/Guests/Bios/Michael_Guillen032205.aspx


This is utterly depressing.

2. nigel cook
March 9, 2008

Guillen’s claim that the widespread belief in multiple universes justifies religion
is one that Leonard Susskind intelligently tried to forestall by attacking religion,
as indicated by the title of Susskind’s book: The Cosmic Landscape: String
Theory and the Illusion of Intelligent Design. Susskind argues that string theory
is justified because the string theory landscape of 10^500 metastable vacua
explains the surprising features of our particular world by using the anthropic
selection principle, and this theory is totally incompatible with that of intelligent
design by God.

Susskind’s use of string theory against religion should be one of the major selling
points for string theory, and it makes intelligent design skeptics like Richard
Dawkins pay close attention to the use of the stringy cosmic landscape as being
‘scientific evidence’ that intelligent design is junk. An early Dawkin argument
(that the accuracy of quantum theory is evidence for multiple universes) is on
video: http://www.ted.com/index.php/talks/view/id/98

The real question is whether there is any way of getting proof for the existence
of a string landscape so that it can disprove religion?

3. mike harney
March 9, 2008

I think that although Susskind draws more attention to the argument (which may
or may not be helpful), he doesn’t give strong evidence for his claim based on the
landscape model. With little or no predictive capabilities, the current string
landscape model is likely to be compared more and more to mystical concepts
like the multiverse, which climbed into science fiction many decades ago, before
this debate is over. Sadly, the public yearns for this fantasy as well so the tide is
not likely to turn soon.

4. Val Wanginstein
March 10, 2008

How could anyone who went through UCLA, Cornell and ended up teaching at
Harvard (according to his personal website, no 2nd. ref.), going through grad.
level quantum mechanics, grad. level classical mechanics, and undergrad. labs,
and then a Ph.D thesis defense, mix “belief” into science? (“That if a person can
believe in black holes and multiple universes, then it would be no big deal to
believe in God.”)

It is a big deal. What does faith or some subset of supernatural tales about old
dead Jewish men factor into, say, solving a dispersion relation and testing its
predictions?

At the very least, I’m glad that, from a quick xxx.lanl.gov and google lookup,
Guillen hasn’t really contributed much to science or shown himself to be a

http://www.ted.com/index.php/talks/view/id/98
http://www.ted.com/index.php/talks/view/id/98


competent scientist, other than passing his classes. Otherwise, my world would
be shaken.

5. srp
March 15, 2008

It’s only fair to point out that many of the greatest physicists of the Scientific
Revolution were partly motivated by discovering “the mind of God.” There is a
school of historical thought that argues one reason British science was so
empirically minded was because their theology was more voluntaristic, i.e. they
thought God was not constrained by logic and could therefore have put things
together any way he wanted, unlike the French, who tried to reason things out
more from first principles.



HEP and Politics News

March 9, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

In perhaps the most important development for the future of HEP in the US in quite a
while, yesterday Bill Foster, an HEP experimentalist who worked on CDF and the
Recycler at Fermilab, won a race to fill the congressional seat being vacated by
Dennis Hastert. This is the congressional district that includes Fermilab, and one of
the main reasons for the disastrous budget cuts affecting Fermilab this year seems to
have been the fact that the congressional representative for its district not only was
no longer Speaker of the House, but had retired.

Foster managed to win as a Democrat in a district that has been a safe one for the
Republicans, but he will be up for reelection in November, facing the same opponent.
The House Democratic leadership will likely be doing whatever it can to support
Foster, and this could very well involve changing its stance from cutting Fermilab’s
budget to restoring it for next year, FY2009. This should hold true at least through the
first week of November, although chances of a budget being passed by then don’t
seem very high.

I’m still rather confused by news about how the LHC is progressing. A new schedule
has appeared, but unlike previous versions, it just shows plans for cooling down the
machine, with no information about plans for what happens after that. Earlier
versions of the schedule included a period of 2-3 months of powering tests for each
sector after it is cool, followed by a month for machine checkout, and two months for
beam commissioning before collisions at 7 TeV.

The new schedule has most of the machine cool by the end of May, except for sector
4-5, which is now being warmed up for the repairs on inner triplet magnets, with
powering tests already having been performed. This last sector is supposed to be cool
again in mid-June. A review of the powering tests is here, from which I gather that
discussions are underway about possible ways of speeding up the process for the
other sectors, including the possibility of running the machine at 5 TeV rather than 7
TeV during its first year. This would evidently allow a quicker commissioning,
avoiding time-consuming quenchings of the magnets that are part of testing them at
the highest currents. The Resonaances blog has a report of a talk by Lyn Evans at
Moriond this past week, where he describes the possibility of running at lower energy
as the currently preferred option, and states that the current plan is for first collisions
by the end of August.

For news about recent experimental HEP results, I’m afraid I can’t do better than
refer you to Tommaso Dorigo for coverage and excellent discussions of a new, more
accurate top mass measurement, reports of not very convincing deviations from the
Standard model in B-mixing and charm decays, and stringent new limits on WIMPs
that make SUSY more unlikely.

For other news about particle detectors, it appears that perhaps at some point in the
future, one will be built into every memory chip made, to guard against errors caused

http://www.aps.anl.gov/News/Meetings/Beams_and_Applications_Seminars/2004/bio_foster.htm
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http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
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by cosmic rays.

Update: For a KITP talk on the current state of the LHC and prospects for the next
year or so, by Michael Barnett of ATLAS, see here.

Comments

1. Alejandro Rivero
March 9, 2008

My understanding is that most of the errors blamed on cosmic rays are really
instantaneus lack of power. An ingeneer from west europe, working in my group
time ago, was phanatic about putting an extra condensator for each chip in the
board.

2. Hans
March 11, 2008

After you posted aboutthe first schedule, I asked someone i know who was at
cern these days. The answer was, that at least cms people told, their estimation
would be for cms to give reasonable output data at first in 2010. The one who
visited the site, also thought that there is still su much to do, that it won’t get
ready this year. After pointing the old schedule to him, he asked some cern
people and their answer was, that one needs a new schedule.
This might be the one you are now linking to. They did not give an answer when
first collisions will happen. It seems, that there are too many unknowns to put
out a reasonable schedule…

http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/lhc08/barnett
http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/lhc08/barnett


The Landscape and the Emperor’s New Clothes

March 9, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The String Vacuum Project, described as “a large, multi-institution, interdisciplinary
collaboration”, that has been established over the last few years, is having its Kick-Off
Meeting next month at the University of Arizona. This group had submitted grant
proposals to the NSF for funding of such a project in the past, but I don’t know if they
ever managed to get NSF or other funding. They motivate the project by claiming that

Given that relatively large numbers of string vacua exist, it is imperative
that string phenomenologists confront this issue head-on…

In this context “relatively large” involves numbers like 10500, 101500, etc.

Bert Schellekens has a web-site devoted to promoting the Anthropic Landscape,
where he argues that

The String Theory Landscape is one of the most important and least
appreciated discoveries of the last decades.

Besides the web-site, he has slides from two general talks on-line (here and here). In
the talks he compares string theorists to the famous Emperor parading in no clothes,
except what he is criticizing is those string theorists who have been unwilling to
acknowledge the existence and importance of the anthropic landscape. He’s critical in
particular of

those people claiming that they have always known that String Theory
would never predict the standard model uniquely, but that they did not think
this point was worth mentioning.

His modernized version of the fable of the Emperor goes as follows:

Many years ago, there lived some physicists who cared much about the
uniqueness of their theories. One day they heard from two swindlers that
they could make the finest theory which was absolutely unique. This
uniqueness, they said, also had the special capability that it was invisible to
anyone who was stupid enough to accept anthropic thinking.

Of course, all the townspeople wildly praised the magnificent unique theory,
afraid to admit that anthropic thoughts were inevitable, until Lenny
Susskind shouted:

“String theory has an anthropic landscape”

It’s not clear who he would identify as the “two swindlers”….

According to Schellekens, the “string vacuum revolution” is on a par with the other
string theory revolutions, but most people prefer to overlook it, since it has been a

http://www.physics.arizona.edu/svp08/
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“slow revolution”, taking from 1986-2006. The earliest indications he finds is in Andy
Strominger’s 1986 paper “Calabi-Yau manifolds with Torsion”, where he writes:

All predictive power seems to have been lost.

and in one of his own papers from 1986 where the existence of 101500 different
compactifications is pointed out.

Schellekens claims that “string theory has never looked better”, but he completely
ignores the main question here, the one identified by Strominger in 1986 right at the
beginning. If all predictive power is lost, your theory is worthless and no longer
science. What anthropic landscape proponents like him need to do is to show that
Strominger was wrong; that while string theory seems to have lost all predictive
power, this is a mistake and there really is some way to calculate something that will
give a solid, testable prediction of the theory. The String Vacuum Project is an attempt
to do this, but there is no evidence beyond wishful thinking that it can lead to a real
prediction. Schellekens has worked on producing lots of vacua and describing them in
a “String Vacuum Markup Language”, and in his slides describes one construction
that involves 45761187347637742772 possibilities. These possibilities can be
analyzed to see if they contain the SM gauge groups and known particle
representations, but this is a small number of discrete constraints and there is no
problem to satisfy them. The problem is that one typically gets lots and lots of other
stuff, and while one would like to use this to predict beyond-the-SM phenomena, there
is no way to do this due to the astronomically large number of possibilities.

He lists goals for the future (“Explore unknown regions of the landscape”, “Establish
the likelihood of SM features”, “Convince ourselves that the standard model is a
plausible vacuum”), but none of these constitutes anything like a conventional
scientific prediction that would allow one to test to see if what one is doing has any
relation to reality. In the end, he comes up with the only real argument for the String
Vacuum Project and other landscape research, that of wishful thinking:

… and maybe we get lucky.

Update: There’s a story about the String Vacuum Project in this week’s Nature by
Geoff Brumfiel. It includes skeptical comments from Seiberg and yours truly, as well
as Gordon Kane’s claim that:

evidence supporting string theory could emerge “within a few weeks” of the
’s start-up.

Update: At the blog Evolving Thoughts, there’s a discussion of whether theoretical
physicists have now taken up a “stamp-collecting” model of how to do science. I point
out that this is stamp-collecting done by people who don’t have any stamps, just some
very speculative ideas about what stamps might look like.

Comments

1. Eric

http://www.nature.com/news/2008/080326/full/452392b.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2008/080326/full/452392b.html
http://scienceblogs.com/evolvingthoughts/2008/03/physicists_undertake_stampcoll.php
http://scienceblogs.com/evolvingthoughts/2008/03/physicists_undertake_stampcoll.php


March 9, 2008

The point has been made many times already, but I guess it has to made again
that even with the vast landscape of vacua in string theory, this does not mean
that all predictive power is lost. All one has to do is find the particular vacuum
which describes our universe, and it will allow an understanding of all
phenomena that we can observe. I might add that this is the end-goal of the
string vacuum project.

2. Tim
March 9, 2008

Please: at least with 10^500 possible vacua we have some multiple of 10^500
new SF stories, some of which may win prizes!

3. Eric
March 9, 2008

Tim,
At least 99% of the 10^500 possible vacua are complete garbage and can be
ruled out easily. Thus, the regions of the landscape for which realistic vacua may
arise is limited. If string theory is the right theory, then at least one of these
vacua is our universe and it can be found with a focused effort.

4. Peter Woit
March 9, 2008

Eric,

Strominger’s point back in 1986 was that predictivity is lost because, at the
accuracy to which you can calculate anything, finding a vacuum state that agrees
with the SM is useless for predictions since there will be lots of them. You can’t
use any of them to make real predictions of new phenomena, because if
experiment disagrees with your “prediction” of something new, you just pick a
different state.

If you think Strominger is wrong, you need to come up with a well-defined
proposal about how you are going to make a real, testable, convincing
prediction. No one has done that because it can’t be done. The argument being
made by the SVP people seems to essentially be: let’s just compute lots of stuff,
and maybe a miracle will happen, something will pop out that looks just like new
things we see at the LHC. There’s no way to prove this is impossible, but it’s
pure wishful thinking, not science.

5. Peter Woit
March 9, 2008

Eric,

Once you rule out the 99% garbage, you’re left with 10^498 vacua to study….



6. Eric
March 9, 2008

Peter,
This may have been the situation back in 1986. However, today we have better
calculational tools and we have a much better understanding of how to calculate
gauge couplings, Yukawa couplings and so on. Central to this issue is moduli
stabilization which had not even been addressed in 1986. The requirement that
all moduli be stabilized is actually quite difficult to achieve. However, if someone
constructed a model with the standard model in the low energy limit with
absolutely all moduli stabilized then one would have to take it very seriously.
Indeed, if all moduli are stabilized then the values of all couplings are fixed and
can be compared with experiment.

7. Peter Woit
March 9, 2008

Eric,

The fact of the matter is that you couldn’t calculate Yukawas reliably in a
realistic model back in 1986, you still can’t, and there is no realistic prospect of
being able to do so in the forseeable future, or ever for that matter. The
calculations the SVP people are doing are of things like the gauge groups and
representations of low-lying states. Here’s a recent quote from Mike Douglas:

“none of us believe we will be able to compute these masses from first principles
in any model anytime soon”

see the first page of

http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~mrd/svp-mar07.ps

8. Eric
March 9, 2008

Peter,
Regarding your statement about the Yukawas, I beg to differ. We most certainly
know how to calculate them in Type II compactifications. For example, see hep-
th/0302105. Again, the problem is uniqueness which brings us back to the
moduli stabilization issue.

9. Jean-Paul
March 9, 2008

The number of string vacua most commonly quoted is 10^500, so Bert’s
10^1500 was wrong by 1000 orders of magnitude. No doubt, it secures him a
place in the history of physics.
It is really unbelivable that anybody can take SVML or the idea of “classifying”
or “studying” all these vacua seriously. Just wait and see who shows up in
Tucson…

http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~mrd/svp-mar07.ps
http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~mrd/svp-mar07.ps


10. Peter Woit
March 9, 2008

Eric,

I think Mike Douglas actually does know what he is talking about on this issue.
Perhaps you can try arguing this with him and let us know the results.

The paper you point to gives nothing like a realistic model in which the low-
energy Yukawa terms that determine particle masses can be calculated reliably,
to an accuracy that would allow confrontation with experiment. This was the
case for the compactifications and attempts to compute Yukawas considered
back in 1986, and this hasn’t changed.

11. Eric
March 10, 2008

Peter,
Douglas’s statement about not being able to calculate masses from first
principles is not exactly equivalent to saying once cannot calculate Yukawa
couplings. I agree that it’s unlikely that we’ll be able to calculate the exact
number for the mass of the electron anytime soon. However, we can calculate
the ratio of the masses of the elementary particles to each other.

12. Shantanu
March 10, 2008

Peter, here is a link to 2 recent public talks on string theory at
here

13. Thomas Larsson
March 10, 2008

Maybe this quote from Polchinski can give us a hint who the two swindlers might
be:

“In fact in string theory there is a cult of `monovacuism,’ whose prophet resides
in New Jersey (or possibly in the office below mine), “

14. Chris Oakley
March 10, 2008

OK – so either you believe in String Theory with an Anthropic Landscape or you
believe in String Theory with a unique vacuum. I think that covers the universe
of possibilities.

15. Tony Smith
March 10, 2008

Peter said that he does not “… know if they [String Vacuum Project] ever
managed to get NSF or other funding …”.

http://esmane.physics.lsa.umich.edu/wlap-cwis/SPT--BrowseResources.php?ParentId=273
http://esmane.physics.lsa.umich.edu/wlap-cwis/SPT--BrowseResources.php?ParentId=273
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.strings/msg/4c20c2a7d88d6e21
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.strings/msg/4c20c2a7d88d6e21


The web site for the SVP “… Kick-Off Meeting … at the University of Arizona …”
says in part:
“… Some NSF support is available for participants … This meeting is supported
in part by the US National Science Foundation …”
so
it seems that the NSF indeed has deemed SVP to be worthy of funding, and has
awarded funds.
That should not be surprising, considering that the three “Meeting Organizers”
are listed on that site as
“Keith R. Dienes, University of Arizona
Gordy Kane, University of Michigan
Stuart Raby, Ohio State University”
all of whom are very prominent members of the USA theoretical physics
establishment.

Tony Smith

16. Peter Woit
March 10, 2008

Tony,

What’s not clear to me is whether the NSF funding for this conference is new
funding specifically for the SVP, and that’s what the “kickoff” is about, or
whether this is just being funded out of an older grant of one of the organizers.

17. King Ray
March 10, 2008

String theory needs to be taken off life support. Does it have a living will?

18. Another Anon
March 10, 2008

Hi Eric,

My understanding was that it’s slightly misleading to claim that Yukawa
couplings can be calculated, at least in traditional heterotic compactifications –
because although one can evaluate the integrals on particular (very symmetric)
Calabi-Yaus, to compare with experiment one needs to do a field redefinition so
that the kinetic terms are canonical, which one cannot do without knowing the
metric on the Kahler moduli space. And the latter is not protected by
supersymemtry. As far as I understand not so much is known about these
metrics, except that in certain cases they must be quaternion-Kahler, and that
various people are working on ways to calculate the quantum corrections more
efficiently (Rocek for example).

So it seems that even in the best cases where the CY is symmetric enough to
calculate some Yukawas (or at least show that lots vanish), one can’t calculate
particle masses or ratios thereof.



Am I wrong about this?

19. Coin
March 10, 2008

So Eric, I am just trying to understand– when Schellekens says on his website
that the String Theory landscape “implies a fundamental non-uniqueness of the
gauge theory underlying the Standard Model”, do you disagree with this
statement?

20. Eric
March 10, 2008

Another Anon,
I’m not that familiar with Yukawa couplings in heterotic models. However, from
hep-th/0601204 it does appear that one may calculate them. In the case of type
IIA compactifications, there is certainly no difficulty in calculating them, at least
for toroidal orientifolds.

Coin,
At present, the SM gauge group does not appear to be uniquely singled out. It is
actually quite possible that the physics of our universe was by random choice,
but at this point nobody really knows. I don’t think string theory in it’s current
form can answer this question.

21. Trent
March 10, 2008

Peter,

Somebody above referred to this message from Polchinski
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.strings/msg/4c20c2a7d88d6e21 but
left out the final sentence:

“I would like this [a unique vacuum] to be true, but scientists are supposed to be
immune to believing something just because it makes them happy.”

In other words, your insistence on a unique vacuum, or theory of everything with
a unique solution is, well, wishful thinking. For this to note we don’t need
Polchinski but I find it amusing that he points it out so clearly.

Now that we are at it, what are your reasons for believing in a unique theory
with a possibly unique solution as the right description of our world other than
wishful thinking? Nothing short of knowing the future will make your arguments
anything else than wishful thinking.

22. Peter Woit
March 10, 2008

Trent,

I have no idea whether an ultimately successful unified theory will have a unique

http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.strings/msg/4c20c2a7d88d6e21
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics.strings/msg/4c20c2a7d88d6e21


vacuum or not. But I do know that a successful scientific theory will make
distinctive testable predictions that will allow us to figure out whether it is right.

My only claim is that the multiverse, string anthropic landscape, etc. is not
science but nothing more than an excuse for failure. It predicts nothing, and
inherently can predict nothing. This is a conventional way in which speculative
ideas fail, the only unconventional thing here is that the people involved refuse
to admit what has happened.

23. Trent
March 10, 2008

Peter,

I do make an effort to understand you, but I really can’t.

On the one hand you say that it’s wishful thinking to hope that the string guys
will find a vacuum that contains the SM at low energies and on the other hand
you say that the whole approach is meaningless because it’s not predictive.

Make up your mind! Is it just difficult to study all string vacua? Or it’s not
science because it’s not predictive? These two things are not the same and you
keep jumping between the two back and forth as you see fit.

24. Another Anon
March 10, 2008

Hi Eric,

From the end of the Braun, He, Ovrut paper you refer to:
“Of course, to explicitly compute the quark/lepton masses one needs, in addition,
the Kahler potential, which determines the correct normalization of the fields.”
Sure – you can compute on tori, and orbifolds. I guess maybe you can also
calculate normalized Yukawa couplings on families CY 3-folds where there is a
Gepner point, which gives you an exact solution to normalize the fields.

You agree that these are very special cases though – right?

25. Peter Woit
March 11, 2008

Trent,

First of all, I don’t know at what level to try and discuss this with you. What
exactly is your background in this subject?

You keep ascribing arguments to me that I don’t make, and ignoring the ones I
do make. Please read what I actually write and make an honest attempt to
understand it.

No, I’ve never argued that the string guys will not find a vacuum that contains
the SM. What I have repeatedly argued is that attempts to construct vacua that



reproduce even the gross features of the SM lead to such complicated
constructions that you lose all predictivity.

It is both difficult to study “string vacua” since they are so complex (by
construction, the simple ones disagree with experiment), and studying them is
not science since there is no reasonable hope of ever getting a prediction out of
them. They are the end point of a 25 year old research program which found that
simple versions of the idea don’t work, so you have to go to more and more
complicated ones, never actually getting any closer to a real scientific prediction.
At the end point you have a complicated and useless mess. This is often what
happens when you pursue wrong ideas, there is nothing unusual about reaching
such an endpoint when you pursue a wrong idea, all that is unusual is the refusal
to admit failure.

26. Chris Austin
March 11, 2008

Hi Peter,

As a regular reader of your blog, which I find very useful for the information
content, (from your blog I learned about Resonaances, from where I learned
about the CERN BSM Institute, which enabled me to visit CERN for a week last
summer), I have to say that I understand Trent’s point of view.

I am sure you will agree with me that whatever the true fundamental theory of
physics is, it must lead to an extraordinarily rich range of phenomena, from
simple and economical foundations. And M-theory has done exactly that, to a
degree that is unprecedented and completely unrivalled, and indeed was
previously unimagined. Moreover, arguments have been put forward that
somewhere among the vast number of effectively isolated vacua in the
“landscape”, there will be some that match the physical world we live in.

If, in fact, we do live in one such effectively isolated M-theory vacuum, then our
task must be to find out which of these vacua we live in, starting with coarse
characterizations, such as, does it have TeV-scale gravity or not? Is it based on
Horava-Witten theory or type IIB or type IIA? Is the compact six-manifold Calabi-
Yau, or is it some other type of compact spin six-manifold? Answering these
questions, by means of input from both theory and experiment, and pinning
down further details of the vacuum we live in, might then help us to answer
questions of fundamental practical significance. For example, will it ever be
possible and practical to build a space vehicle that can accelerate to about ten
percent of the speed of light over the course of a year, travel to the nearest star
outside the Solar System over the course of about fifty years, and decelerate at
the other end over the course of another year, without consuming a significant
fraction of the material in the Solar System as fuel in the process? And if so, how
large will such a vehicle be, and what will it be like?

One of the organizers of the Tucson meeting is Keith R. Dienes, who in his paper
arXiv:hep-th/0602286 dealt a major blow to the expectation that the existence of
a very large number of vacua means that some of them will have a very small



cosmological constant. Among the 10^5 vacua studied in this paper, Dienes
found a large degeneracy among the different models with regard to the value of
the cosmological constant, so that only relatively few different values of the
cosmological constant were realized. Both positive and negative values of the
cosmological constant were found, but none of the models had zero cosmological
constant, and the smallest magnitude cosmological constant found was about
0.02.

If the type of cosmological constant degeneracy identified by Dienes occurs
among other types of M-theory vacua, then even the existence of 10^500 vacua
would not be sufficient to guarantee that some of the vacua have cosmological
constant around 10^-120, so it would seem to be important and useful to
investigate this question for the various types of M-theory vacua.

Some of the different types of M-theory vacua have implications for the LHC. In
particular, those with TeV-scale gravity certainly do, and there are a number of
different realizations of TeV-scale gravity in M-theory, not just RS versus ADD,
since there are a number of qualitively very different realizations of ADD in
M-theory, with distinct signatures for the LHC. Comparing the predictions of as
many different such models as possible, with the LHC data, should help to point
in the direction of the correct vacuum.

Best regards,
Chris

27. Chris Oakley
March 11, 2008

Hi Chris A,

You forgot to insert the qualifier “if one believes in String Theory” at about six
different points in your comment above.

28. chris
March 11, 2008

Hi Chris A,

just one question: could you please point me to one reference that defines what
M-theory actually is?

thanks.

29. Peter Woit
March 11, 2008

Chris A.,

Thanks for writing, although I disagree with you strongly on several points.

1. We don’t actually know what “M-theory” is, all we know is that there probably
is some interesting structure that plays the role of such a theory. The underlying



structure may not be either simple or useful for unifying physics using extra
dimensions.

2. It’s fine to make the hypothesis that we live in a string vacuum and investigate
its implications. But thousands of people have been doing this for nearly a
quarter century and the results are in. Simple constructions of such vacua don’t
look at all like the real world. To get something closer and closer to the real
world, you have to invoke more and more complicated constructions, at no point
ever finding something constrained enough to convincingly explain the origin of
any features of the SM we don’t understand. This is just a classic example of
what happens when you follow a failed speculative idea. Instead of
acknowledging this failure, people are promoting a research program based
purely on wishful thinking that something unexpected is going to turn up, even
though the whole thing looks hopeless.

3. Even if you could show that known vacua can’t possibly give a small enough
CC (and I don’t for a minute believe this is possible), this would not cause people
to give up on M-theory, just to say that more vacua must be found and
investigated.

4. If you want to argue that we need more new ideas about signatures for the
LHC to look for, I’d agree. I just don’t see the kind of constructions the SVP is
promoting as giving anything new here. I don’t at all buy your idea that the
agenda for particle physics in the next few years will be to compare LHC data to
complicated string vacua constructions. The hope that the LHC is going to
produce lots of deviations from the SM that correspond to characteristics of
string vacua showing up all of a sudden at the TeV scale seems to me pure
fantasy and wishful thinking.

30. Urs Schreiber
March 11, 2008

could you please point me to one reference that defines what M-theory
actually is?

Perturbative string theory is the investigation of the implication of replacing in
the perturbative expansion of quantum field theory the Feynman diagrams,
which are correlators of a 1-dimensional QFT, by correlators of a 2-dimensional
QFT.

It turns out that many 2-dimensional QFTs have a close “holographic” relation to
3-dimensional QFTs (the most famous example being the relation between
2-dimensional WZW theory with 3-dimensional Chern-Simons theory).

Generally speaking, “M-theory” is the name given to a hypothetical theory which
people seem to keep finding indications for, and which is supposed to be to
String theory roughly like these 3-dimensional QFTs are to the 2-dimensional
QFTs.

More strictly speaking, whenever you see people actually doing something in
what they address as “M-theory”, they are studying the action functional of 11-



dimensional supergravity subject to a couple of constraints which generalize the
old Dirac quantization constraint of electric and magnetic charges.

Also, whenever you see somebody talk about “M-theory vacua”, he or she is
talking about this concrete issue: 11d sugra + quantum constraints.

Possibly the best text on 11d SUGRA is the old textbook by Castellani, D’Auria
and Fre, “Supergravity and Superstrings: A geometric perspective”.

The possibly best discussion of those “quantum constraints” is due to Freed,
Hopkins, Singer et al.

D. Freed Dirac Charge Quantization and Generalized Differential Cohomology

M. Hopkins, I. Singer Quadratic functions in geometry, topology,and M-theory

There is of course (as always) much more that people are considering. But if you
know 11d sugra + Dirac quantization as in the above sources, you have a pretty
good idea of what most of the stuff referred to as “M-theory” is about.

31. Kea
March 11, 2008

Urs, surely by now it has occurred to you that many of the anti M Theory
comments on this blog are rather tongue-in-cheek, and one should probably not
assume that the writer, whose comments above suggest at least a little
familiarity with the literature, is ignorant of the oft used meaning of the term M
Theory as a theory in 11 classical dimensions, a theory which in itself does not
satisfy the criteria of the real M Theory.

32. Chris Austin
March 13, 2008

Hi chris and Peter,

Sorry for the delay in responding. On the definition of M-theory, I pointed out in
the introduction and subsection 2.3.3 of arXiv:0704.1476 that the simplest and
most economical hypothesis, namely that on a smooth uncompactified
background, M-theory and d = 11 supergravity are the same thing, is consistent
with all results in the literature, and moreover appears to be required by the
apparent absence from the supermembrane mass spectrum of any states other
than the single particle and multi-particle states of supergravity, (section 12 of
de Wit, arXiv:hep-th/9902051).

This working hypothesis states that on a smooth uncompactified background, the
predictions of M-theory are to be calculated from the CJS theory of d = 11
supergravity in the framework of effective field theory, (which in this case simply
means BPHZ renormalization, since there are no massive states to integrate out),
and that this will lead to unambiguous results, with all finite counterterms fixed
uniquely by Slavnov-Taylor-Zinn-Justin identities, (and thus no undetermined
parameters connected with the short distance completion of the theory). The

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0011220
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0011220
http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0211216
http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0211216


content of this hypothesis, which is consistent with all results in the literature, is
thus that the CJS theory does not admit any non-trivial locally supersymmetric
higher derivative local deformations.

Deser and Seminara, in arXiv:hep-th/9812136 and arXiv:hep-th/0002241, and
Metsaev, in arXiv:hep-th/0410239, constructed a family of \partial^{2n} R^4
linearized on-shell invariants, which if they could be extended to fully non-linear
on-shell invariants, would invalidate the above working hypothesis. In d = 4, it
was found that such linearized invariants could always be extended to fully non-
linear invariants by the Noether procedure, but the existence of the auxiliary
field formalisms in d = 4 implies that this must necessarily be so. In d = 11 there
is no analogous auxiliary field formalism, (Rivelles and Taylor, Phys. Lett. B121,
37-42, 1983), and the Noether procedure is known to fail if one tries to use a six-
form gauge field instead of a three-form, (Nicolai, Townsend, and van
Nieuwenhuizen, Lett. Nuovo Cim. 30, 315, 1981). The Deser-Seminara-Metsaev
linearized invariants have not yet been completed to fully non-linear on-shell
invariants, although partial completions exist, and the above working hypothesis
implies that there will be an obstruction to full completion.

Superspace counterterms have been constructed in standard d = 11 superspace
by Duff and Toms (in Ellis and Ferrara, eds., 1983, see SPIRES), and Howe and
Tsimpis (in arXiv:hep-th/0305129), and if the gauge completion mapping that
matches the geometrical transformations in superspace to the CJS
supersymmetry variations could be completed up to the necessary power of
\theta, which in the Duff and Toms case is \theta^{32}, for a general solution of
the CJS field equations, then these superspace counterterms would give fully
non-linear on-shell higher derivative invariants for the CJS theory, and thus
invalidate the above working hypothesis. However the gauge completion
mapping is only known for a general solution of the CJS field equations at first
order in \theta, (Cremmer and Ferrara, Phys. Lett. B91, 61, 1980), and partly at
second order in \theta, (de Wit, Peeters, and Plefka, arXiv:hep-th/9803209). I
suggested in the introduction to arXiv:0704.1476 that an obstruction might exist
that prevents the geometrical transformations in superspace from matching the
CJS supersymmetry variations for a general solution of the CJS field equations
beyond a certain power of \theta. This would mean that the superspace
counterterms do not result in locally supersymmetric deformations of the CJS
theory, and would thus be consistent with the above working hypothesis. There is
already a partial proof of the existence of such an obstruction to gauge
completion, in the shape of a discrepancy between a component framework
calculation of Hyakutake and Ogushi, arXiv:hep-th/0601092, and the superspace
construction of Howe and Tsimpis. Howe and Tsimpis found that there should be
an independent on-shell superinvariant for each independent Chern-Simons
term, of which there are two at dimension 8, namely C \wedge tr(R \wedge R
\wedge R \wedge R), and C \wedge tr(R \wedge R) \wedge tr(R \wedge R), but
Hyakutake and Ogushi found that only one linear combination of these two terms
might occur in a superinvariant, namely the combination which occurs in the
bulk Green-Schwarz term. However, there are gaps in this proof, because
Hyakutake and Ogushi omitted some possibly relevant terms from their ansatz,
namely the third type of term in their equation (4.3), and Howe and Tsimpis have
not published the full details of their argument, and it is not clear how firm their



claims are. If these gaps could be closed, the existence of an obstruction to
gauge completion would be proved.

The way in which the Green-Schwarz action for the type IIA superstring arises
from the solitonic membrane of d = 11 supergravity was described by Horvava
and Witten in subsection 2 (iii) of arXiv:hep-th/9510209, and I reviewed this
argument, with some details added, in subsection 2.3.3 of arXiv:0704.1476. That
there is no place for a fundamental supermembrane in d = 11, separate from the
solitonic membrane, was already shown by Hull and Townsend in section 7 of
arXiv:hep-th/9410167. The supermembrane action instead arises from d = 11
supergravity, as the worldbrane effective action of the solitonic membrane, in the
double dimensional reduction from which the Green-Schwarz action for the
superstring arises.

The above working hypothesis places the type IIA superstring in a classic strong
/ weak coupling duality relationship with a known, but very special, quantum
field theory in eleven dimensions, namely the CJS theory. On ten extended
dimensions times a circle of large radius L, the dimensionless gravitational
coupling associated with the circle, namely \kappa^{2/9} / L, is weak, the
solitonic membrane is dynamically unimportant, the superstring coupling
constant, namely L^{3/2} / \kappa^{1/3}, is large, and the dynamics is most
conveniently described by the CJS theory, but when L shrinks to become small
compared to \kappa^{2/9}, the situation is reversed.

For M-theory on a non-smooth background, the most interesting case is Horava-
Witten theory, and here we can again adopt a working hypothesis that the
predictions of the theory are to be calculated from the Horava-Witten action in
the framework of effective field theory, with the resistance to deformation of the
CJS action preventing the occurrence of undetermined parameters connected
with the short-distance completion of the theory. The \delta(0) terms in the action
and transformation rules found by Horava and Witten have been avoided in the
improved form of Horava-Witten theory proposed by Moss in arXiv:hep-
th/0308159, arXiv:hep-th/0403106, and arXiv:hep-th/0508227. A critical test,
directly relevant to the LHC, will be to check that the masses of U(1) gauge
bosons resulting from Witten’s Higgs mechanism, (Witten, Phys. Lett. B149,
351-356, 1984), work out to be finite and nonzero, since these masses initially
appear to be infinite in Horava-Witten theory, as explained near the beginning of
section 5 of arXiv:0704.1476.

Some of the above points were made in my talk at CERN on 28 August last year,
see pages 16 – 20 and 12 – 13 of the slides, from http://indico.cern.ch
/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=19188

Best regards,
Chris

33. Henry
March 13, 2008

Chris A, thanks a lot for your comment and these references!

http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=19188
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=19188
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=19188
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=19188


34. Coin
March 13, 2008

Hi Urs/Chris A.,

Not knowing as much about string theory as some of the other commenters here,
I am curious. In your posts, you describe M-Theory as simply the study of 11-D
SUGRA. This is an interesting way of looking at things, but there is one point
that confuses me. Other descriptions of M-Theory that I have seen, and my
observations of M-Theory when I hear about people researching it in practice,
indicate that much of the actual study of M-Theory is concerned with
n-dimensional vibrating objects, where these objects are called “strings” if n=1
and “branes” if n>1.

I can understand why one would choose to use strings if one’s goal is the study
of 11D Sugra– since the graviton can be viewed as a string excitation mode, etc–
but, if M-theory is as you say just the study of 11D Sugra, then I am confused
where the branes come from. In what way do (n>1)-branes follow from this
depiction of M-theory as in some way derived from 11D Sugra?

(Also Eric, thanks for your clarification above.)

35. Urs Schreiber
March 13, 2008

In what way do (n>1)-branes follow from this depiction of M-theory as
in some way derived from 11D Sugra?

Chris Austin briefly mentioned it above: the 11-dimensional theory automatically
contains

2-branes

and their magnetic duals, which are

(11-(2+2))-2 = 5-branes .

These are called the

M2-brane

and the

M5-brane.

The 10-dimensional backgrounds for string theory are obtained roughly by
shrinking one of the 11 dimensions away.

Those M2-branes which didn’t “wrap” the compactified dimension remain
2-branes this way. They are called

D2-branes

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=664#comment-35822
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=664#comment-35822


then.

M5-branes that don’t wrap remain 5-branes and are called

D5-branes

then.

M2-branes that did wrap the compactified dimension become effectively
1-branes and are called

F1-branes

now, also know as

the fundamental string.

(That THE string, yes.)

M5-branes that wrap become D4-branes.

This way (and by some further mechanism) all the brane content of the 10-
dimensional theory arises from the 11-dimensional theory.

36. Urs Schreiber
March 13, 2008

Sorry, the “D5-brane” should have been the NS 5-brane.

37. Peter Woit
March 13, 2008

Chris et. al.,

As far as I can tell, Chris is proposing a series of unconventional ideas about
M-theory. This topic doesn’t have anything to do with the topic of the posting, I’m
no expert on this, and this is not a general physics discussion board. Please, if
you want to discuss Chris’s ideas about M-theory with him, contact him directly.

38. dan
March 13, 2008

Peter,

in response to #2 ” It’s fine to make the hypothesis that we live in a string
vacuum and investigate its implications. But thousands of people have been
doing this for nearly a quarter century and the results are in. Simple
constructions of such vacua don’t look at all like the real world. To get something
closer and closer to the real world, you have to invoke more and more
complicated constructions, at no point ever finding something constrained
enough to convincingly explain the origin of any features of the SM we don’t
understand. This is just a classic example of what happens when you follow a



failed speculative idea. Instead of acknowledging this failure, people are
promoting a research program based purely on wishful thinking that something
unexpected is going to turn up, even though the whole thing looks hopeless.”

Couldn’t nature though really be like this? Perhaps nature itself really is the
result of one form of string, theory, one choice of string vacua, one
compactification among 10^500, one scale of SUSY breaking, and is simply not
fundamentally possible for physics to do any better, and is inherently
unpredictable.

Regards,
Dan

39. woit
March 13, 2008

Dan,

Sure, it’s logically possible that nature is like this. It’s also possible things are
fundamentally just random choices of some Supreme Being. While these
hypotheses are logically possible, they’re not scientific hypotheses, because they
are inherently untestable. The problem with the landscape is not that it’s
logically impossible, but that it appears to be impossible to ever use the idea to
make testable predictions. The people who argue for the Landscape seem to me
to just be hoping a miracle will happen and somehow a testable prediction will
emerge, despite all the accumulated evidence that there is no sign of such a
possibility. If your speculative idea not only make no predictions, but you can’t
even come up with a plausible scenario of how further work on it will lead to
predictions, it’s just not science.

40. Marty Tysanner
March 14, 2008

Dan,

Although I agree with what Peter wrote, I think there is an additional way that
you can look at anthropic considerations as a selection principle. Take, for
example, quantum electrodynamics. In QED it is impossible to predict an actual
number for either the electromagnetic coupling strength or the electron mass;
these are “inputs” to QED. Unfortunately, their prediction is made impossible
due to renormalization, a procedure that is used to cancel infinities that arise
when one wants to do more accurate calculations in the theory. If one took the
point of view that QED is a truly fundamental theory, then one would be forced to
say that there is no a priori choice of the two parameters, and look for other
explanations for why they have the values they do.

You could propose that the explanation for the values of the electromagnetic
coupling constant and electron mass could be anthropic, that only certain values
would allow us as observers to exist and ask questions and develop QED. You
could then quantitatively analyze all possible choices of these two parameters,
and probably find out that only certain ranges of values would be compatible



with us existing and developing QED. That might give you confidence that you
are on the right track, and you might consider your analysis to be evidence that
these parameters really are random variables. Then you could end your search
for explanations, and just accept that some critical quantities are inherently
unpredictable in the final theory, i.e.: that’s the way it is, and you just have to
deal with it.

However, you could take an entirely different position. You could adopt the view
that QED is not a fundamental theory, and so the appearance that the coupling
constant and electron mass are free parameters is just a reflection that there are
crucial ingredients that are missing from the theory, that QED is an incomplete
and non-fundamental theory. Then you would keep searching for a better theory
with the expectation that QED would emerge as a limiting case of the theory, but
that the coupling constant and mass would emerge as predictions of the more
fundamental theory.

Comparing these two points of view, there is no way to distinguish which one is
correct, given that we don’t currently have a theory that predicts the coupling
constant or electron mass. All of the anthropic arguments that might look like
successes are nothing more than constraints you put on QED; they reflect
observations about the world that cannot be incompatible with the theory, but a
more predictive theory would need to abide by those same observational
constraints (or else it is wrong). The fact that we haven’t yet found a more
predictive theory means nothing more than such a theory is not easy to find from
our current vantage point (e.g., we may be unwittingly over-constraining the
form that we allow a fundamental theory to take, making it essentially impossible
to find that theory while remaining compatible with observation).

In my view at least, anthropic arguments are only worthwhile if they reduce the
number of possibilities to a finite and small number of possible solutions, and you
do not assume that your theory is fundamental. Then you have an interim theory
with only a few viable solutions, and you can use it to make predictions that you
can subsequently test; the testability makes it science. However, you can’t use
anthropic arguments as evidence that your theory is fundamental, since the
alternative explanation that you haven’t yet found the more predictive theory
still remains.

41. dan
March 16, 2008

Peter, Marty Tysanner,

re: “…..because they are inherently untestable….”

re: “…Take, for example, quantum electrodynamics. In QED it is impossible to
predict an actual number for either the electromagnetic coupling strength or the
electron mass; these are “inputs” to QED….”

If it were possible somehow to experimentally determine both the scale,
mechanism and nature of SUSY-breaking and the specific parameters of the
moduli of the calabi-yau manifold of our universe, given these experimentally



derived and observed numbers, could they then be used as input for a string
theory to see if its “output” (i.e the MSSSM +GR, plus novel predictions or
postdictions) be testable and falsifiable. The landscape may well be “inherently
untestable”, but perhaps the only way to get “predictions” out of string theory is
to accept that the specific parameters of higher dimensional space can only be
experimentally observed.

42. Marty Tysanner
March 17, 2008

Hi Dan,

First your last comment:

… perhaps the only way to get “predictions” out of string theory is to
accept that the specific parameters of higher dimensional space can
only be experimentally observed.

This doesn’t sound much different in principle than the approach that is used for
established theories today, e.g., the standard model of particle physics. The
standard model has approximately 20 parameters which are measured (the
electron mass and electromagnetic coupling are two of them); once measured,
the SM is extremely predictive and very much in agreement with a vast number
of experiments, as you already know.

However, taking the widely held view that the standard model is an effective
theory, not a truly fundamental one, there is no need to explain why its
parameters have the values they do; ideally, that would be the job of a more
fundamental theory. Depending on your tastes, you could take the view that
there is no fundamental theory and the parameters are random variables, or you
could assume that a more predictive theory is possible but we haven’t found it
yet. Both possibilities are logically possible, and as I mentioned before, failure to
find that more predictive theory says nothing about whether it is there to be
found.

None of this has anything to do with SUSY or compactification of higher
dimensions, which you mentioned:

If it were possible somehow to experimentally determine both the
scale, mechanism and nature of SUSY-breaking and the specific
parameters of the moduli of the calabi-yau manifold of our universe […]

Certainly, observations by themselves are little more than a collection of literal
numbers, pictures, etc. which must organized and interpreted before they carry
meaning. For the kinds of experiments you seem to be thinking of, theories play
the key role in providing a framework for organizing and interpreting the data.
The more “flexible” the theory (i.e., the less predictive it is), the easier it will be
to find a way to fit the data, and the less rigid the conclusions you can draw from
the fit; this is true in general, not at all specific to the string theory landscape
idea.



Assume that a supersymmetric string theory is what you will use to organize and
interpret your data, and let’s say that it predicts the MSSM plus GR as you said.
(In my view, prediction of gravity is not exactly a prediction; the presence of
something that looks like gravity was a crucial reason for taking string theory
seriously as a “theory of everything” in the first place.) Now you do a number of
experiments. If your theory is predictive in the meaningful sense, it should
uniquely (i.e., without flexibility) and correctly determine many more
experimental values than you used to construct your theory. That is, you want to
get more out of the theory than you put into it. Failing that, the theory basically
just re-parameterizes what you already know, which is not very impressive.

Nonetheless, even if you have a relatively unique theory that has made robust
predictions that were experimentally confirmed (which would be real progress),
you still have a lot of unexplained parameters. At this point you are back to the
same questions of how to explain them. You still can’t scientifically distinguish
between the possibility that the parameters are fundamental random variables
(i.e., your predictive string theory is fundamental), versus the possibility that a
more fundamental theory can be found that predicts those parameters uniquely
(i.e., your predictive string theory is not fundamental), so the arguments in my
previous post still apply. You still can’t use anthropic arguments to decide
whether your theory is fundamental…

43. dan
March 17, 2008

Hello, “Marty Tysanner”

I’ve agreed with what you said. While there would be many unexplained
parameters, it could explain what is unexplained in the SM and GR.

While such a theory may not be “fundamental” if we could observe the
parameters of the moduli of the 6-dimensional space (or if we live in a large
dimensional braneworld) experimentally/observationally and use that data as
input and then put them in with the current superstring theories, and we don’t
get the MSSM + GR, wouldn’t this “falsify” string theory, thus making it science?

44. Coin
March 17, 2008

if we could observe the parameters of the moduli of the 6-dimensional space…
experimentally/observationally and use that data as input…

If we could do this, I think many or most of the people currently complaining that
string theory is not science would fall silent, or at least find something else about
String Theory to complain about. In fact as near as I can gather, it is specifically
because no one can observe the parameters of string theory (and even
constraining those parameters, such as the String Vacuum Project types wish to
do, seems to be a great difficulty) that people have started accusing it of being
nonscience in the first place.

45. Marty Tysanner



March 17, 2008

Hi Dan,

I’m not sure I have correctly interpreted your question, so what follows may not
be very helpful.

You mentioned

While there would be many unexplained parameters, it could explain
what is unexplained in the SM and GR.

Sometimes a new theory or perspective can clarify what we know and don’t
know, but I don’t think that is the case here. The parameters of the SM and GR
are very specific, and given those parameters the range of those theories is well
known. If for some ranges of those parameters the SM or GR break down, that
would be extremely interesting and exciting and would probably give clues about
a more fundamental theory. But you need experiments to tell you where (or if)
the SM and GR have limits of applicability. Theories are generalizations,
extrapolations, or interpolations of what we can observe, so beyond
requirements of mathematical/logical and empirical consistency you can’t use a
new theory to tell you that the SM or GR will break down in some regime; you
must qualify it with, “If the new theory is true, then…”

I am even less sure I have understood your next paragraph. For example, I don’t
think anyone would argue that you can observe the moduli; they parameterize
the Calabi-Yau manifold, but couldn’t themselves be observed or measured
because you couldn’t step outside our four dimensional spacetime and perform
the necessary experiments. Hence you could make only indirect inferences by
noting that certain ranges of the parameters are compatible with observations
and others aren’t; anthropic reasoning would be included here.

… use that data as input and then put them in with the current
superstring theories, and we don’t get the MSSM + GR, wouldn’t this
“falsify” string theory, thus making it science?

First, the MSSM is just one possible extension of the SM. There are no
experiments yet which imply that the MSSM (or supersymmetry in general) is
part of nature, so it is on a very different footing than general relativity.
Assuming you know this, I think you are asking whether everything we have
observed experimentally is sufficient in principle to constrain the string theory
landscape enough to uniquely predict something new that we can experimentally
test. That is where the controversy lies. Peter has argued that if you have an
unimaginably large number of valid choices (e.g., 10^500) then, unless you have
some way to a priori prune that huge number down to a small number, you could
have a huge number of theories (i.e., vacua) that each fits all experimentally
known (and knowable) values within the limits of experimental precision: your
theory ceases to make unique predictions and thus is not testable in the
conventional sense. Jacques Distler, on the other hand, has made a fairly specific
argument in a spirited discussion on Cosmicvariance that the situation may not
be nearly that bad; I think his argument is also reasonable and shouldn’t be

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MSSM
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MSSM
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate/#comment-240665
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate/#comment-240665
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate/#comment-240665
http://cosmicvariance.com/2007/03/31/string-theory-is-losing-the-public-debate/#comment-240665


dismissed, but you should refer to that discussion for some details (the link
should be to comment #233, but the complete discussion had more than 500
comments!).

46. dan
March 17, 2008

Marty Tysanner,

Coin actually states my intention — would string theory be “predictive” and
“falsifiable” if it were possible to observe, experimentally, the values of the
moduli? I understand that Peter argues there are an unimaginably large number
of possible choices for the vacuum configuration are possible in theory, but if
nature is really 11D and SUSY, it has chosen one specific set of values that could,
if the technology existed, be observed and measured and recorded. I recognize
that it is not evidentially possible to deduce the parameters of these hidden
dimensions, even consistency with the SM, MSSM, and GR in the low energy
LHC & TEV range does not constrain the theory enough. But if there could be
observational/experimental measurements, I understand that “no one can
observe the parameters of string theory” but is it less science if the technology
does not exist to access and measure the parameters of these hidden
dimensions?

47. Anonymous
March 18, 2008

“I understand that “no one can observe the parameters of string theory” but is it
less science if the technology does not exist to access and measure the
parameters of these hidden dimensions?”

Do these parameters make their presence felt in string-scattering amplitudes?

48. Peter Woit
March 20, 2008

dan/Anonymous,

The problem is that no one is able to, for any even slightly realistic string theory
models, compute the relation between observable quantities (eg masses and
mixing angles) and things like moduli parameters that specify the model. This
has been the case since string theory became popular, there is no reason to
believe it is going to change.

49. Dan
March 20, 2008

re:Peter,

Well if that’s true, and if it will remain true in the foreseeable future, string
theory is indeed “NEW”.



Regards,
Dan

50. hv
March 21, 2008

The Monster group has nearly 10^54 elements. Creating a multiplication table
for the Monster would describe it completely. Such a table would have nearly
10^108 entries, however. Nonetheless, Griess showed *by hand* that the
Monster, in fact, is the automorphism group of a 196884-dimensional
commutative nonassociative algebra, and many important discoveries involving
the Monster followed, despite it’s size. So, who can really say that understanding
the Landscape fully will be forever out of reach? It might just need a simple
genius move, and if numerical analysis helps finding patterns in the Landscape,
let them do it! I attended some seminars on numerical landscape analysis, and
the results seem quite nice and sometimes intriguing. And what I’ve understood
is that most of the vacua can be easily ruled out and that it seems that only very
few Calabi-Yau possess interesting properties (low Betti numbers, etc) to make
them good candidates for describing Standard Model.

51. Peter Woit
March 21, 2008

hv,

One of many problems with your analogy is that the set of elements of the
Monster form a finite, simple group, which is an extremely special mathematical
structure of a highly symmetric sort. There is simply zero reason other than
wishful thinking to believe that anything like this is true of the set of “string
vacua”.

52. Urs Schreiber
March 22, 2008

The monster as well as string vacua share the property that they both are part of
the theory of the “space” of 2-dimensional (rational) conformal field theories.
There is every reason to believe that this space is a rich and beautiful
mathematical entity in its own right.

The main problem about this space is that it is so very little understood that it
seems to be just premature to try to do things like statistics over it. Let alone
trying to predict particle masses from it.

53. Peter Woit
March 22, 2008

Urs,

Besides not knowing what the “space” of 2d CFTs is, the lack of a non-
perturbative formulation of string theory means you wouldn’t be able to extract
physics from it, even if you knew what it was.



54. Urs Schreiber
March 22, 2008

I wouldn’t mind, if I knew what it was.

Part of the beauty of string theory is that it builds on the notion of 2D CFT, which
is a mathematical structure of the kind mathemticians get in love with (like the
monster) but bigger. And less well understood. (Well, actually for non-super and
rational 2-D CFT people have understood a whole lot meanwhile.)

If everybody would just stop worrying about cranking out numbers where no
numbers can be cranked out and concentrated again on investigating the basics
we’d be in much better shape.

55. Thomas Larsson
March 23, 2008

The basics of CFT is well understood; there is no more low-hanging fruit to pick.
Moreover, beautiful as this mathematical structure may be, it is not the only
conceivable mathematical structure.

Cranking out numbers is important to figure out if it is CFT or some other
structure that governs the laws of the universe. The simplest numbers are
indeed easy enough to crank out, and they disagree with experiment – spacetime
does not have 26 or 10 dimensions, and there are not 496 different gauge
bosons. CFT number fit perfectly into 2D statmech, but this only shows its
limitations. Whereas one may argue about CFTs beauty in hep, in statphys there
is no doubt that it only applies to toy models in 2D, and not to the physically
important systems in 3D.

One can learn one thing from these toy models, though. Universality in 2D is
explained by CFT, i.e. by the Virasoro algebra. Universality is an empirical fact
also in 3D. Therefore, one may suspect that 3D universality has a similar
explanation as 2D universality.

56. curious
March 23, 2008

Thomas Larsson what do you mean by “universality” in your last comment? What
does it mean that universality is explained by CFT in 2D and is an empirical fact
in 3D?

57. Thomas Larsson
March 23, 2008

Universality in statphys means that similar systems do not just have similar, but
identical (or completely different) critical exponents. This is explained in CFT
because there is only a discrete set of universality classes (unitary Virasoro
representations) in the simplest cases. That universality holds also in 3D is
standard lore and has been confirmed by experiments (real and numerical) and
various theoretical arguments (epsilon expansion and others).



58. curious
March 24, 2008

Thanks, but I guess it was too technical for me. Now I don’t know what you mean
by systems and their critical exponents.

I guess I want to know what aspect of physical reality “universality” refers to.
What kind of experiment could confirm or refute it.

59. Daniel de França MTd2
March 24, 2008

It seems LQG people also becoming fond of landscape-like ideas:
http://arxiv.org/abs/0803.2926

Some coments on this paper:

http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=223450

60. Peter Shor
March 24, 2008

Chris A,

Dienes’ paper implies nothing about the existence of small cosmological
constants. Anybody who tries to use samples from a probability distribution to
estimate its behavior in the low-probability tail is, as von Neumann would say,
living in a state of sin. The only way to learn anything about the low probability
tail is either to generate an astronomical number of samples or to use theory,
both utterly hopeless at this state of the game.

61. Anonymous
March 24, 2008

curious, see this:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_exponent

62. curious
March 25, 2008

Thanks, I’ve got it now. I was aware of various other meanings of the word
“universality”, but not of this particular meaning until now.

63. Urs Schreiber
March 25, 2008

Thomas Larsson wrote:

The basics of CFT is well understood; there is no more low-hanging
fruit to pick.

Right, we are certainly not talking about low-hanging fruit here.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0803.2926
http://arxiv.org/abs/0803.2926
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=223450
http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=223450
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_exponent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_exponent


And the space of 2d CFTs is not low hanging fruit and not well understood. Even
the more easily accessible subspaces have only been understood rather recently.

One problem is that what many people call CFT is only half of the story: namely
“chiral CFT”. This is given, equivalently, by

– a vertex operator algebra and its representation category

– a conformal net of local algebras on the line and its representation category .

All things Virasoro live here. But that’s not yet a CFT, it just encodes the local
symmetry properties of a CFT. In particular, there may be none, one or several
non-equivalent full CFTs associated with a given vertex operator algebra.

A full CFT is a representation of the category of conformal 2-dimensional
cobordisms such that the infinitesimal neighbourhood of the length 0 cylinder
reproduces the given chiral CFT.

In the case that the chiral CFT part is rational in that the representation
category has finitely many isomorphism classes of simple objects (“primary
fields”) the “space” of all corresponding full CFTs is essentially understood: there
is one equivalence class of such CFTs per Morita class of special symmetric
Frobenius algebra objects internal to the representation category.

One may think of that results as “completely solving rational 2d CFT”. But even
in that case a problem remains: to connected the Frobenius algebra object with
the chiral vertex operator algebra requires a choice of isomorphisms between
the vector spaces associated by the Reshitikhin-Turaev functor to given surfaces
and the space of conformal blocks of that surface given by the VOA.

That isomorphism is explicitly known only in a few simple cases.

But already at this point, lots of nice structure appears. Practitioners I know
think of rational 2d CFT as a generalization of group representation theory.

And the structure of the proof for the result of the rational case indicates what
one should expect more generally. So now the question is how to generalize the
proof to

– non-rational

and to

– supersymmetric

2dCFTs. It is clear that we expect to see again that these are given by certain
Frobenius algebra objects in certain VOA representation categories. But now
there are technical details to deal with, since in lots of places where we have
finite sums appearing in the rational case, the non-rational case, naively, leads to
infinite sums. (Not those kind of infinite sums one sees in perturbative QFT,
though.)



64. Urs Schreiber
March 25, 2008

Thomas Larsson wrote:

spacetime does not have 26 or 10 dimensions,

Bosonic 2d CFTs of central charge 26 correspond to effective target spaces
which are 26-dimensional manifolds only in a tiny subset of the space of all such
CFTs, namely those that are entirely of the naive sigma-model type with large
flat dimensions.

Supersymmetric 2d CFTs of central charge 15 correspond to effective target
spaces which are 10-dimensional manifolds only in a tiny subset of the space of
all such CFTs, namely those that are entirely of the naive sigma-model type with
large flat dimensions.

That there is and has been so much focus on such utterly over-simplistic CFTs as
string backgrounds is the problem whose very point we are discussing: the space
of all CFTs is little understood and everybody has been searching the key under
the lamppost which illuminates only the most elementary examples.

Not that it is guaranteed that the key actually is somewhere else in the currently
dark realms of CFT-land, but it is certainly premature to make statements about
the shape of the key from what we can find under this tiny spotlight.

To appreciate the situation, it may help to simplify it drastically and marvel at
how complicated it still is:

As Roggenkamp and Wendland show, and especially Yan Soibelman describes in
a big (unfortunately not yet published) opus, a 2dCFT encodes a categorification
(2-dimensional version) of a Connes spectral triple. The effective target space
described by the CFT regarded as a string background is the spectral geometry
encoded by the point particle limit of that spectral triple. So when we are talking
about string backgrounds, we are talking about a vast generalization of ordinary
spectral (“noncommutative”) geometry, which itself is a vast generalization of
ordinary geometry.

Alain Connes picks a certain spectral triple that encodes a target space which is
a weird non-commutative space and argues that it comes close to encoding the
standard model. Nobody complains that he picks that spectral triple from a huge
“landscape”, namely from the space of all spectral triples. Remarkably, his
spectral triple has K-theoretic dimension 10. Suppose this arises as the point-
particle limit of a 2-spectral triple a la Soibelman, i.e. from a 2dSCFT of central
charge 15. Then, clearly, this won’t be of sigma-model type and will not describe
an effective target which is a 10-dimensional manifold.

All this mostly shows one thing: we know so shockingly little about the space of
all 2dCFTs and yet are used to hearing so shockingly many claims about what it
looks like.



So perturbative string theory does not predict that spacetime is 10-dimensional.
What it does predict (essentially as its fundamental hypothesis!) is that
spacetime is the effective target geometry of a 2dSCFT of central charge 15.
That’s all.

10-dimensional manifolds appear here only in the most simple minded examples.
Claiming that string theory predicts 10-dimensional spacetime is exactly like
claiming that general relativity predicts flat empty Minkowski spacetime. No, it
does not. This just happens to be the most simple solution that comes to mind.

Precisely similar comments apply to heterotic models which predict 496 gauge
bosons.

65. Daniel de França MTd2
March 25, 2008

“10-dimensional manifolds appear here only in the most simple minded
examples.” But those are the models that are uniquely said to be truely
superstrings. Or at least that is what seems but taking a daily look at hep-th.
Some trolle people even troll to say that those are uniquely the true ones. I
mean, that’s the impression I take by looking everywhere…

66. Thomas Larsson
March 27, 2008

If some structure is physically relevant, it is usually the simplest examples that
are the easiest to see in nature. In the application of CFT to 2D statphys, the
simplest examples are things like the Ising and Potts models. One could in
principle construct systems with arbitrary multicritical behaviour (e.g. RSOS
models), but it is almost impossible to realize such systems experimentally when
multi >= 6 or so. Similar comments apply to spin (reps of SO(3)) and to the
gauge groups in the SM.

Since the simplest CFTs applied to gravity give completely wrong answers, it is a
very clear indication that the basic idea is just wrong. But my opinion is of
course colored by the fact that I have successfully unified the symmetry
principles underlying gravity (4-diffemorphisms) and QM (lowest-energy reps).
The resulting theory does not look anything like string theory.

That mathematicians fall in love with some mathematical structure has
historically not been a good indicator of the structure’s physical value. Ptolemy
and Lorentz (and definitely Poincare) were good mathematicians by the
standards of their time, and they may have fallen in love with circles and
classical field theory, respectively. This neither proved epicycles nor ether theory,
it only made it take longer before people accepted the experimental verdict.

67. Urs Schreiber
March 29, 2008

Replies to Daniel de Franca’s comment are given here.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2008/03/what_has_happened_so_far.html#c015917
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2008/03/what_has_happened_so_far.html#c015917


68. nbutsomebody
March 30, 2008

well, It is not clear why string land scape should be predictive anyway. The best
alternative we have to string landscape is a QFT like Standrad model or some
extension of it where parameters are anyway put by hand. String theory should
be thought as a method of including gravity above the framework of quantum
field theory.

But the important problem with String theory is that we have not yet derived
Standard Model from string theory and it is not even sure that whether it can at
all be done. One may argue that the problem is too easy !!!, as there are many
vacuas ( may be 10^O(100)), many of them should reproduce the standard model
as we know. However, one should keep in mind that in standard model we have a
many parameters (about 20?, can’t remember now) and most of which is known
up to many decimal place. It naively seems that we know standard model also in
a very huge accuracy. May be number of string vacuas are much more, but
reproducing Standard Model will still be an interesting and significant
achievement.

Peter said
“The problem is that no one is able to, for any even slightly realistic string theory
models, compute the relation between observable quantities (eg masses and
mixing angles) and things like moduli parameters that specify the model. This
has been the case since string theory became popular, there is no reason to
believe it is going to change.”

Can somebody kindly enlight me about the exact reason why mass and mixing
angles are not calculable from moduli parameters? May be they can be done
numerically with recent advances in numerical constructions of Ricci-flat metric
in 3-folds.



2008 Templeton Prize

March 12, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The 2008 Templeton Prize was announced today. It goes to Michael Heller, a Polish
cosmologist, philosopher and Catholic priest, for “sharply focused and strikingly
original concepts on the origin and cause of the universe.” The full name of the
Templeton Prize is the “Templeton Prize for Progress Toward Research or Discoveries
About Spiritual Realities” Its goal is to promote bringing science and religion together
by awarding a prize of 820,000 pounds sterling, the single largest award given to an
individual. Prince Philip somehow gets into the picture too, since he will be
presenting the prize to Heller in a private ceremony at Buckingham Palace in early
May.

In recent years Heller has been interested in non-commutative geometry as way to
study quantum gravity and cosmology. According to Heller, the crucial question of
cosmology is “Can the Universe Explain Itself?”, and associated with the awarding of
this prize, the Templeton Foundation will be hosting a discussion of the associated
question “Does the Universe Need to Have a Cause?”.

The Templeton press materials describe Heller as “initiating what can be justly
termed the ‘theology of science.'” His nomination for the prize says that:

It is evident that for him the mathematical nature of the world and its
comprehensibility by humans constitute the circumstantial evidence of the
existence of God.

I’m rather dubious about the way Heller mixes theology, philosophy and cosmology,
but, unlike much harder-nosed physicists these days, at least he seems to recognize
the problems with the Multiverse.

Heller intends to use the prize money to create a Copernicus Center in Cracow to
further research and education in science and theology.

Comments

1. Thomas Love
March 12, 2008

Don’t forget that the Big Bang Theory was formulated by Abbe George Lemaitre,
a Belgian priest and mathematician. So there has been a mix since the
beginning.

2. Steven H. Cullinane
March 12, 2008

According to the New York Times, it’s Prince Philip, not Prince Charles, who will

http://www.templetonprize.org/bios.html
http://www.templetonprize.org/bios.html
http://www.templeton.org/questions/universe/
http://www.templeton.org/questions/universe/
http://merlin.fic.uni.lodz.pl/concepts/2004_1_2/2004_1_2_1.pdf
http://merlin.fic.uni.lodz.pl/concepts/2004_1_2/2004_1_2_1.pdf


do the awarding.

3. Peter Woit
March 12, 2008

Thanks Steven, fixed.

4. !?!
March 13, 2008

820,000 pounds? Now I understand the meaning of papers like:

Does God so love the multiverse? arXiv:0801.0246

5. chris
March 13, 2008

actually, the paper you refer to makes a lot of sense to me. and i don’t find any
metaphysical speculations there.

it’s actually kind of funny that these days physicists construct wild untestable
speculations about the universe and have to be reminded about the empirical
basis by theologists. well, philosophers at least.

actually, thinking twice, this is rather depressive than funny.

6. Yatima
March 13, 2008

Not directly related, but in the department of dubious claims we have this:

Physicists Make Artificial Black Hole Using Optical Fiber

I can imagine that the mathematical description of an electromagnetic wave in
fiber may have some analogue to the equations of a GR static black hole, but still
it is not a GR black hole.

“It is much easier to use these objects for observations instead of their
astronomical counterparts,” says Grigori Volovik of Helsinki University of
Technology, in Finland, who has found other analogues of cosmological
phenomena in laboratory condensed-matter physics.

Mistaking the map for the terrain I would say.

7. anonymous
March 14, 2008

Peter,

can I just say that as a long time reader of this blog who is familiar with your
frustrations, I admire the fairness and restraint that you showed in this post
when you wrote:

http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/mar08/6051
http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/mar08/6051


”I’m rather dubious about the way Heller mixes theology, philosophy and
cosmology, but, unlike much harder-nosed physicists these days, at least he
seems to recognize the problems with the Multiverse.”

8. also anonymous
March 14, 2008

If any of you commenting/blogging had a look at Heller’s publication list (or
better still, spared a moment to find some of his recent physics publications on
arxiv) he would notice M.H. does not “mix” physics and theology – at least in
what he himself put in section “physics” – he does both physics and theology.
And that is a big difference. The word ‘frustration’ is quite appropriate in context
of this posting, I’m afraid…

9. Peter Woit
March 14, 2008

AA,

The writings of Heller linked to from the Templeton web-site very explicitly are a
mixture of theology and physics. I doubt that he would object to this kind of
characterization, based on his own comments about his intellectual history and
interests. I see no evidence at all that he sees theology and science as two
completely separate things.

10. Andy
March 15, 2008

Anonymous — I don’t see any postings of M. Heller on the arXiv. There are a
large number of papers by Urs M. Heller, but he is a different person (his
institutional affiliation is the American Physical Society in New York).

I must say, however, that M. Heller’s critique of the multiverse displayed a rather
good understanding of the philosophy of science and of the underlying scientific
issues. Certainly he is no Fritjof Capra or Gary Zukav!

11. Peter Woit
March 15, 2008

Andy,

There are quite a few papers by Michael Heller on the arXiv, see

http://arxiv.org/find/gr-qc/1/au:+Heller_M/0/1/0/all/0/1

It’s true that these papers have no theological component, also true that he has
written many other papers explaining how he sees his scientific work as inspired
and related to his theology.

12. Angel
March 15, 2008

http://arxiv.org/find/gr-qc/1/au:+Heller_M/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/gr-qc/1/au:+Heller_M/0/1/0/all/0/1


@ all,
The extent to which Heller ‘mixes’ science and theology is described in detail in
his forthcoming book ‘A Comprehensible Universe’
See: http://www.springer.com/philosophy/philosophy+of+sciences
/book/978-3-540-77624-6

13. alex
April 8, 2008

Don’t forget that the Big Bang Theory was formulated by Abbe George Lemaitre,
a Belgian priest and mathematician. So there has been a mix since the
beginning.

http://www.springer.com/philosophy/philosophy+of+sciences/book/978-3-540-77624-6
http://www.springer.com/philosophy/philosophy+of+sciences/book/978-3-540-77624-6
http://www.springer.com/philosophy/philosophy+of+sciences/book/978-3-540-77624-6
http://www.springer.com/philosophy/philosophy+of+sciences/book/978-3-540-77624-6


Electric-Magnetic Duality on a Half-Space

March 13, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The past few weeks I’ve often been going down to the IAS in Princeton on Thursdays
to hear talks given as part of the special program there this semester in mathematics.
These talks included a series of five talks by Witten; notes from David Ben-Zvi and
Sergei Gukov are available here.

The first three talks concentrated on the existence of a very special superconformal
six-dimensional QFT, and information that could be derived from what is known of its
properties. Such a theory is an inherently quantum object, lacking a usual sort of
classical limit or Lagrangian formulation. Witten compares it to the holomorphic
conformal field theory that appear as “square roots” of the WZW model. These field
theories are closely related to the representation theory of loop groups and at the
core of a several important mathematical developments of the last couple of decades.
The mathematical significance of the six-dimensional theory remains much more
mysterious, and Witten argues that understanding this mystery is a very worth goal
for both mathematicians and physicists. . For more about this, see the article
Conformal Field Theory in Four and Six Dimensions, based on his lecture at the
Oxford conference in honor of Graeme Segal’s 60th birthday back in 2002. Taking the
six dimensions to be the product of a torus and a four dimensional space, the
existence of such a superconformal six dimensional theory implies an SL(2,Z)
symmetry of N=4 Super-Yang-Mills on the four dimensional space. This includes the
famous Olive-Montonen non-abelian electric-magnetic symmetry that is responsible
for Langlands duality in Witten’s 4d QFT approach to Geometric Langlands.

The last two talks of the series dealt with a different topic, boundary conditions in
N=4 SYM. Taking this theory on the half-space with boundary conditions, one can ask
about the implications of non-Abelian electric-magnetic duality for these boundary
conditions. Witten has recently been working on this subject with Davide Gaiotto,
he’ll be talking about it later this month at a Stony Brook symposium in honor of C. N.
Yang and Jim Simons, and I assume a paper will appear sooner or later. In his IAS
lectures Witten was talking to mathematicians and arguing that “universal”
operations (ones that can be done uniformly for all Riemann surfaces) in geometric
Langlands should all come from the properties of these boundary conditions. Note
that in this work what appears is the full N=4 SYM theory, not just the topological
twisted version. This theory plays a central role in AdS/CFT, so if new information
about its physics arises from this study, this should be directly interesting for physics,
although Witten did not discuss this in his talks.

The two sorts of boundary conditions that get related by duality are analogs of
Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions. The Neumann boundary conditions
involve superconformal 3d QFTs, examples of which were studied by Intriligator and
Seiberg in their 1996 paper Mirror Symmetry in Three Dimensions. Witten has
previously worked on this kind of thing in the Abelian case, see here.

During these visits to the IAS I got the chance to meet Meng-Chwan Tan, who is there

http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IASterm.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IASterm.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/0712.0157
http://arxiv.org/abs/0712.0157
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/~tony/yang-simons-fest/
http://www.math.sunysb.edu/~tony/yang-simons-fest/
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9607207
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9607207
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0307041
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0307041


in the Physics group this year. He has been working on a different QFT approach to
geometric Langlands, one that is purely two-dimensional and based in conformal field
theory, using (0,2) sigma models on flag manifolds, and has just posted a the revised
for publication version of his paper on the subject here. This is much closer to the
approach to geometric Langlands via conformal field theory that Edward Frenkel has
described here.

In other geometric Langlands news, there was a workshop on Homological Mirror
Symmetry recently in Miami, with notes from many of the talks available here (and a
blog posting by Joel Kamnitzer here). And there’s another one (notes here from David
Ben-Zvi) going on this week at the IAS. I better stop now, go and get some sleep so I
can head down there tomorrow morning to catch the last day of it.

Comments

1. c.r.
March 16, 2008

Hi Peter,

I wanted to mention that as a math grad student who is getting interested in
geometric representation theory and related topics, I find your posts on
Geometric Langlands to be very informative. I hope you continue to post more on
the subject. It is a shame that entries such as this one typically don’t generate as
many comments as the ones about string theory.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0710.5796
http://arxiv.org/abs/0710.5796
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512172
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512172
http://www-math.mit.edu/~auroux/frg/miami08.html
http://www-math.mit.edu/~auroux/frg/miami08.html
http://sbseminar.wordpress.com/2008/02/27/geometric-langlands-from-a-tqft-perspective/
http://sbseminar.wordpress.com/2008/02/27/geometric-langlands-from-a-tqft-perspective/
http://www.math.ias.edu/pages/activities/conferencesworkshops/conferences/algebro-geometric-derived-categories-and-applications/agenda.php
http://www.math.ias.edu/pages/activities/conferencesworkshops/conferences/algebro-geometric-derived-categories-and-applications/agenda.php
http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IASderived.html
http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IASderived.html


Media Events in Paris

March 15, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Tomorrow I’ll be in Las Vegas, on my way to southern Utah, so will miss a couple of
math-physics media events taking place in Paris. At 2pm on Sunday, Lubos Motl will
be appearing at the France Television booth at the Salon du Livre, together with the
Bogdanov brothers, to sign copies of his new book L’equation Bogdanov: Le secret de
l’origine de l’Univers?. In other Lubos news, I recently heard a rumor that he is now
the scientific advisor to the president of the Czech republic.

On Monday, a day-long symposium on the topic of how mathematics and physics are
covered in the press will be held at the Institut Henri Poincare. One focus of the
symposium is the celebrity exceptional Lie group E8, which last year kicked up media-
storms for both the classification of unitary representations of its split real form, and
for Garrett Lisi’s attempt to use it for unification. Jean Iliopoulos will be speaking on
the topic of the hopes and controversies surrounding string theory, and I’d be curious
to find out what he has to say about this.

Update: More information about the E8 talks here, Lubos’s impressions of Paris here.

Comments

1. milkshake
March 15, 2008

Czech prez Klaus is an ex-prime minister. He does not make policy decision
(including decisions about science) anymore, as a prez he is just a titulary head
of state that talks to other dignitaries and gives speeches.

He is quite an ideologue who derives much of his recognition from his outspoken
opposition to EU bureaucracy, socialist state and enviroactivism. Klaus is
economist by training so he could use some help with preparing his anti-global-
warming arguments. It has been a love fest between him and Lumo for quite
some time.

2. theoreticalminimum
March 16, 2008

Peter,

Have you, or are you planning to, read Motl’s book?

I have read a review written by a French guy named Christophe de Dinechin,
who writes the blog “Grenouille Bouillie”. As one can read, he points out many
expository and factual shortcomings of the book.

http://www.amazon.fr/gp/product/2750903866/
http://www.amazon.fr/gp/product/2750903866/
http://www.amazon.fr/gp/product/2750903866/
http://www.amazon.fr/gp/product/2750903866/
http://www.ihp.jussieu.fr/bientot/Affiche_E8.pdf
http://www.ihp.jussieu.fr/bientot/Affiche_E8.pdf
http://www.math.sciences.univ-nantes.fr/~sauvageo/Colloques/ISCC/E8.html
http://www.math.sciences.univ-nantes.fr/~sauvageo/Colloques/ISCC/E8.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/03/paris.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/03/paris.html
http://grenouille-bouillie.blogspot.com/2008/03/lequation-bogdanov-salvator-dali-school.html
http://grenouille-bouillie.blogspot.com/2008/03/lequation-bogdanov-salvator-dali-school.html


3. Lubos fan
March 16, 2008

Chapter 1 (Le grand mystère de l’Origine) of L’equation Bogdanov by Lubos Motl
is freely available from the publisher in PDF format: http://www.presses-
renaissance.fr/extraits/9782750903862.pdf

4. MathPhys
March 16, 2008

The backcover says that Motl is the author of a fundamental paper on string
theory. Really?

5. Robert
March 16, 2008

I find it surprisingly well written, the first chapter of Motl’s book, and quite
entertaining.

6. Jos
March 16, 2008

Well, in page 4 of the pdf. it says “le temps de Planck” = 0,1 sg. I thought it was
smaller 

7. Rien
March 16, 2008

Enjoy southern Utah, that’s one of the most beautiful and bizarre places on
Earth.

The Czech president supposedly has the same mistaken view of global warming
as Lubos. But anyway, did Lubos write the book in French or is it translated?

8. chris
March 17, 2008

oh my god, i thought this was a joke first. really interesting though, that someone
knowledgeable can hype the bogdanov brothers while dismissing people like
smolin as crackpots. what has the world come to…

9. MathPhys
March 17, 2008

I’m confused. What is Motl’s position of the B Brothers?

10. Chris Oakley
March 17, 2008

Hi MathPhys,

My understanding of the situation is something like this: The Bogdanov brothers,

http://www.presses-renaissance.fr/extraits/9782750903862.pdf
http://www.presses-renaissance.fr/extraits/9782750903862.pdf
http://www.presses-renaissance.fr/extraits/9782750903862.pdf
http://www.presses-renaissance.fr/extraits/9782750903862.pdf


though well-known in France as TV science presenters, crave legitimate
academic credentials. So they write theses & publish papers on quantum gravity
that, though containing a lot of buzzwords, are generally regarded as having
negligible scientific content. Peter W (and John Baez, and many others) say so
publicly. Lubos then, on the basis that anyone who Peter thinks is charlatan must
have something going for him, then takes the brothers’ side, writing a book that
is vaguely supportive, but mostly just a platform for his own opinionated
ramblings. Because of the Bogdanov’s celebrity status, the book gets published,
and Lubos gets on French TV.

Or have I missed something here?

As for the Scientific Advisor to the Czech government job, if this rumour is true,
then I can only assume that is because they want a climate change sceptic on
their books. I wonder if he has told them that climate change is something that
he only does as a hobby? Probably not.

11. Mondrian
March 17, 2008

Just found this:

http://www.xkcd.org/397/

cheers

12. Fabien Besnard
March 17, 2008

Concerning Motl’s book, I wrote a short review here (in french).

13. anon.
March 17, 2008

Fabien’s review translated into English by Babelfish.

14. Chris Oakley
March 17, 2008

Hi Fabien,

Even with my poor French, I like your review. Any chance of an English
translation here? (Babelfish is, I am afraid, not really up to it).

15. Gilbert
March 17, 2008

Well, here’s one. I hope Fabien doesn’t mind:

The “science” section of large bookstores, jammed between “esoterica” and
“personnel development” was already chalk full of “Canada dry” physics,
courtesy of the Bogdanov brothers, when an ex-Harvard professor (so it says on

http://www.xkcd.org/397/
http://www.xkcd.org/397/
http://larecherche.typepad.fr/le_blog_des_livres/2008/02/lquation-bogdan.html
http://larecherche.typepad.fr/le_blog_des_livres/2008/02/lquation-bogdan.html
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://larecherche.typepad.fr/le_blog_des_livres/2008/02/lquation-bogdan.html&lp=fr_en
http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr?doit=done&url=http://larecherche.typepad.fr/le_blog_des_livres/2008/02/lquation-bogdan.html&lp=fr_en


the cover), known for a highly nuanced internet site, jumped in to offer his
support (The Bogdanov Equation, the Secret to the Origin of the Universe?
Lubos Motl, Presses de la Renaissance, 2008, 240 pages, 19 €). The reason, if
“reason” is really the appropriate term here, is easily summed up: only theories
involving strings make any sense (p.199), all those who think otherwise are idiots
(cf. p. 105 where the author modestly explains that he has become a sort of
messiah for having proved a conjecture in a competing theory). As the first
critics to point out the absurdities in the articles of the Bogdanov brothers were
not string theorists, the Bogdanovs deserved support. In short, the enemies of
my enemies are my friends. That’s all that was needed for Professor Motl (have I
mentioned he used to teach at Harvard?) to sign a book to the greater glory of
the twins. The author’s style, which one could compare to that of a Japanese
tourist guide (to your left Galileo’s telescope, to your right Newton’s apple), with
a dash of self importance thrown in, is often very bogdanovien, especially during
the introduction, in pomposity (“The Ultimate Secrets of the Universe”) and
blunders (“Alexander Euler”). But enough suspense: nowhere in this book will
you find even a hint of the Bogdanov equation. But by the time you put it down,
you will have solved the Motl equation.

16. Chris Oakley
March 17, 2008

Excellent!

Oh – and did you mention that Lubos used to teach at Harvard?

I assume “Canada Dry” one translates as “Mickey Mouse” (unless it’s a reference
to those crackpot not-totally-convinced-by-string-theory lunatics at PI).

17. Coin
March 17, 2008

I recently heard a rumor that he is now the scientific advisor to the president of
the Czech republic.

It seems like this is the kind of thing that it would be in principle possible to get
a definitive answer on one way or the other rather than having to reply on
rumors.

18. Fred
March 17, 2008

So this book is pretty funny. It has absolutely nothing to do with the BD brothers
(who *are* cranks any way you slice it) or their physics and everything to do with
LM managing to weasel his way into getting a book published without undue
expense and hassle.

Consequently the physics enclosed is pretty solid (despite the usual hysterics
Motl injects in his discussions) and if you like the style of his website, sort of
funny. On the other hand it is indeed a little bit *too* opinionated and does read
a bit like some sort of glorified advertisement for LM’s views on physics



19. Fabien Besnard
March 17, 2008

Gilbert, thanks a lot for your translation. It is much better than anything I could
have written myself. As for Canada Dry, I’m not sure it is known in the US : this
is a beverage that is supposed to “taste like alcohol, but is not alcohol.”, as the
commercials put it.

20. Gilbert
March 17, 2008

Hi Fabian, Chris,

My pleasure. I had been wondering about the Canada Dry reference myself. I
couldn’t translate it as it was already in English, and wasn’t sure what to make of
it. Back in the day, right around the first superstring revolution, the ads for it
made a point about how it was “not too sweet”, which left me scratching my
head. Thanks for clearing up that it’s meant to be something like “looks like
physics, sounds like physics, but tastes like…. Well, not physics.”

21. ad
March 17, 2008

Canada Dry is dry ginger ale. It’s used as a mixer, eg. brandy ‘n’ dry. Clayton’s I
always thought was the ‘drink you have when you’re not having a drink’.

22. Professor R
March 18, 2008

Hi Peter,
interesting thread as always.It reminds me of a query I had about your book.

If I remember correctly, you had a whole chapter on the Bogdanov Affair – it
made for v interesting reading, but I remember being a bit puzzled about the
connection to string theory (and more so when I looked up the papers). Their
work certainly seemed to be a fairly typical example of meaningless hyperbole,
but not particulaly in the area of ST – was your point that this stuff is facilitated
by the vageness of the whole string theory edifice?

Apologies if I’ve misremembered – I don’t have your book to hand as I’m on
holiday….regards Cormac

23. Urs Schreiber
March 20, 2008

Their work certainly seemed to be a fairly typical example of
meaningless hyperbole, but not particulaly in the area of ST

There is a general point to be made that part of current “formal high energy
theoretical physics” has become a rather complicated mess which, while doing
very fine in the hands of some, has gotten rather out of control here and there,



being neither math nor experimental science. Which is the reason why way back
when the Bogd.-brother’s thing came out, there was for a short while the
suspicion that maybe they were intentionally playing a game with the theoreticl
physicis community, the way Alan Sokal did to the Social Sciences back when,
which suffered from similar disease of partial degeneration.

String theoretically motivated work and quantum gravity research in general has
its grand share in the part of theoretical physics that would admit Sokalification,
but it’s not restricted to that. Ironically, in an age where, due to plenty of new
experimental data, cosmology has become a fruitful exact science, much of what
is being done in “theoretical cosmology” is little more than story telling.

24. MathPhys
March 20, 2008

Urs,
Are you saying that the B Brothers were serious? I thought it’s now accepted
that they were not.

25. chris
March 20, 2008

it’s now accepted, but there was the suspicion for a short while that they were.

26. anonymous
March 20, 2008

Have you seen this one?

http://xkcd.com/397/

27. Peter Woit
March 20, 2008

Cormac,

In the book I wrote about the Bogdanov story mainly because I thought it raised
important questions about how this kind of speculative research gets evaluated
in an environment where speculation has gotten out of control and the standards
that keep it in check have broken down. This wasn’t specifically about string
theory, and some people gave me grief claiming it was an unfair hit on string
theorists.

In retrospect though, I think it was not unfair, that the problems raised by the
Bogdanov affair have become much worse in recent years. Almost all of the book
was written before the Landscape nonsense got going. Part of the reason the
Bogdanov papers are obviously over the edge is that they go on about “before
the Big Bang” in a hyper-speculative mode. At the time, this was fairly unusual
behavior, now it’s mainstream cosmology, at least as practiced by string
theorists.

http://xkcd.com/397/
http://xkcd.com/397/


Another reason for including the Bogdanov story was that I couldn’t resist
including a quote from an e-mail written by someone who observed the response
of some members of the string theory group at Harvard, who seemed to be
having trouble recognizing obvious nonsense. Again I was criticized for this as an
unfair characterization of some string theorists. Now we have one of those string
theorists writing a book promoting the work of the Bogdanovs. I rest my case on
this one…

Finally, I think the Bogdanov story was important because it clearly
demonstrated that the refereeing system in theoretical physics has broken down,
as they were able to get nonsense papers published in several reputable
journals. The response to this, and the latest plagiarism scandal, where journal
editors have decided to either ignore or defend plagiarism, shows that the
situation here has gone from bad to worse.

28. milkshake
March 20, 2008

when Bogdanovs affair came up Lubos claimed that Harvard string theorists
discussed Bogdanovs – and they concluded that the Bogdanov brothers made a
valid (if dim) effort and the main reason why ST community did not object to
those papers was that they were just little below the average so no-one really
cared, etc.

29. Urs Schreiber
March 20, 2008

“MathPhys” and “Chris”,

not sure what you are referring to. By their own account, their work was not
meant as a joke.

Imagine how immensely famous and reputed they could have become by instead
claiming afterwards that the papers they managed to publish in journals were
meant as a joke.

30. chris
March 20, 2008

Urs,

this is from your perspective. i.e., they would have risen in the eyes of
hephysicists. but they only care about their public image because this makes
them the money. and they needed a ph.d. for that.

i think it is just so plain simple.

31. Chris Oakley
March 20, 2008

It may just be that the Bogdanovs are choosing their moment. They may yet do a



“special” on French TV going through the whole story of their PhDs and papers,
explaining how the whole thing was devised simply to demonstrate to the world
just how stupid and gullible the so-called “smart” people are.

They just want to snare a few String Theorists first and probably would have
done the expose already but for Lubos’s book.

32. YBM
March 20, 2008

” … that they go on about “before the Big Bang” in a hyper-speculative mode. At
the time, this was fairly unusual behavior, now it’s mainstream cosmology, at
least as practiced by string theorists. “

Beware Peter ! This kind of sentence, with a bit of magic in the translation
process, could likely be quoted in the next B&B’s book…

33. Urs Schreiber
March 21, 2008

Theoretical cosmology is and has been overly speculative even if it didn’t come,
as they say, “string inspired”. “String cosmology” proper does not really exist, in
the absence of anything but a perturbative formulation.

The power of Einstein’s insight allows people to write down a simple ordinary
differential equation in one or two variables, point to it and translate it into
fantastic stories about the origin of the universe. While nice, this has lead to
strange outgrowth.

I’d dare say that the problem one sees in theoretical cosmology is to a large
degree also a result of activities of the school of Hawking et al.

34. MathPhys
March 21, 2008

Does Lubos say that the B Brothers are serious scientists? I find this hard to
believe.

35. MathPhys
March 21, 2008

I have just read this

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bogdanov_Affair

and it contains the whole strory. I now know that Motl actually defends them.

36. Hans de Vries
March 21, 2008

You can search the book, and yes…. it has three entries for Woit and four for
Smolin.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bogdanov_Affair
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bogdanov_Affair


In the introductions Lubos “reveals” a private email of Woit to the
brothers where Peter says that the brothers may certainly
have found new and interesting results but the problem is that to be able to
readily understand the significance of what they have written requires an
expertise held by only a handful of people in the world…..
He goes on to claim that Smolin also isn’t capable of understanding
the mathematics used by the Brothers. Next in line is Franz Wilczek.

Regards, Hans

37. Thomas Love
March 24, 2008

Peter, According to

http://www.nndb.com/people/195/000165697/

you are a string theorist! Rather funny considering that they mention NEW!

http://www.nndb.com/people/195/000165697/
http://www.nndb.com/people/195/000165697/


Will Physicists Find God?

March 25, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Today’s second most viewed article in Newsweek is an interview with Steven
Weinberg about what we’ll learn at the LHC. Unfortunately it almost immediately
turns into a discussion about religion and is linked to on the Newsweek site as Will
Physicists Find God? The interviewer wants to know whether the Nobelist will be
willing to reconsider his well-known atheism based on what is found at the LHC.
Weinberg does a good job of answering these questions politely and sensibly. He gets
a bit into philosophy of science, noting that the hypothesis of the existence of God is
testable (in the same sense that string theory is testable), since thunderbolts coming
out of the sky and striking atheists dead would give strong evidence that He (or She)
exists.

Sean Carroll, quoting from a book by David Deutsch on parallel universes, attacks
Weinberg as not understanding how science works in a blog posting about Science
and Unobservable Things, and in a discussion with John Horgan at Bloggingheads
entitled Cosmic Bull Session. He specifically is critical of a claim by Weinberg that
“the important thing is to be able to make predictions”, arguing that such a statement
is “going a bit too far.”

This month’s Discover magazine has a cover story on theories of what happened
before the Big Bang. The article begins with St. Augustine speculating on what God
was doing before the first day of creation, then moves to discuss the work of several
modern “cosmology heretics”. The discussion doesn’t include the work of the
Bogdanovs, but does cover three such theories, from Steinhardt and Turok, Carroll
and Chen, and Barbour, ending up with a discussion of the crucial problem of
testability of such theories. Steinhardt and Turok are rather concerned about this,
and point to one negative prediction (shared by many cosmological models) that they
can make: effects of gravitational waves will not be seen in the CMB polarization.
Carroll and Barbour on the other hand don’t seem to have a problem with not being
able to predict anything, with Barbour described explicitly as having “no way to test
his concept of Platonia.”

For more recent research on the multiverse, see philosopher Klaas Kraay’s Theism
and the Multiverse, where he argues that:

theists should maintain that the world God selects is a multiverse. In
particular, I claim that this multiverse includes all and only those universes
which are worth creating and sustaining. I further argue that this
multiverse is the unique best of all divinely-actualizable worlds.

Comments

1. Michael Bacon

http://www.newsweek.com/id/128877
http://www.newsweek.com/id/128877
http://www.newsweek.com/id/128877
http://www.newsweek.com/id/128877
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/03/15/science-and-unobservable-things
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/03/15/science-and-unobservable-things
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/03/15/science-and-unobservable-things
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/03/15/science-and-unobservable-things
http://www.bloggingheads.tv/diavlogs/9433
http://www.bloggingheads.tv/diavlogs/9433
http://discovermagazine.com/2008/apr/25-3-theories-that-might-blow-up-the-big-bang
http://discovermagazine.com/2008/apr/25-3-theories-that-might-blow-up-the-big-bang
http://www.ryerson.ca/~kraay/Documents/Multiverse.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/~kraay/Documents/Multiverse.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/~kraay/Documents/Multiverse.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/~kraay/Documents/Multiverse.pdf


March 25, 2008

Peter,

You said that Carroll “. . . specifically is critical of a claim by Weinberg that ‘the
important thing is to be able to make predictions’, arguing that such a statement
is ‘going a bit too far.'”

Not exactly, the quote says just a bit more. Deutsch is apparently critical of the
following quote from Weinberg:

“The important thing is to be able to make predictions about images on the
astronomers’ photographic plates, frequencies of spectral lines, and so on, and it
simply doesn’t matter whether we ascribe these predictions to the physical
effects of gravitational fields on the motion of planets and photons or to a
curvature of space and time.”

Of course it “does matter” whether or not an eclipse is predicted by Ptolemy’s
geocentric theory of the solar system — wasn’t this really the point that Deutsch
and Carroll were trying to make?

Of course, you’re trying to make a broader point, but . . . . .

2. Peter Woit
March 25, 2008

Michael,

After quoting the longer passage, Sean later pulls the part that I quoted out of it
and refers to this specific part, in the way that I indicated.

The full Weinberg quote makes perfect sense. Weinberg understands the
scientific method well, and is expressing himself accurately and carefully. He’s
not discussing eclipses and Ptolemaic theory, and what he writes is not “crazy”,
as Sean describes it. Both Sean and Deutsch are wilfully misinterpreting
Weinberg’s words and setting up a silly straw man to knock down. I get a lot of
this, but it being done to Weinberg.

3. Shantanu
March 25, 2008

Peter have you seen D. Gross’s talk on status of string theory at IPMU
opening symposium. It can be found here
The video is also apparently online, though I cannot find the link.

4. Michael Bacon
March 25, 2008

Peter,

You said ” [a]fter quoting the longer passage, Sean later pulls the part that I
quoted out of it and refers to this specific part, in the way that I indicated.”

http://www.ipmu.jp/seminars/pdf/Gross.pdf
http://www.ipmu.jp/seminars/pdf/Gross.pdf


Actually, immediately following the quote from Weinberg, Sean says “[t]hat’s
crazy, of course — the dynamics through which we derive those predictions
matters enormously. (I suspect that Weinberg was trying to emphasize that there
may be formulations of the same underlying theory that look different but are
actually equivalent; then the distinction truly wouldn’t matter, but saying “the
important thing is to make predictions” is going a bit too far.)”

Perhaps not quite as clear as it could be, but not really ” . . . wilfully
misinterpreting Weinberg’s words and setting up a silly straw man to knock
down . . ” either, is it?

As for your statement that Deutsch is willfully misinterpreting Weinberg’s words,
what exactly do you base that on? I have an old copy of the book around
somewhere and I guess I could pull it out, but it seems like a lot of effort for the
issue involved. I suspect it was part of a much longer and detailed argument by
Deutsch that the purpose of science is more than making predictions — it’s
explaining how the world works. You may not agree with that emphasis, but I
think Deutsch is usually careful and sincere in this regard.

Anyway, I do enjoy your blogging even if I don’t always agree — keep it up.

5. Peter Woit
March 25, 2008

Shantanu,

Thanks for the link. It looks like Gross’s talk was much the same as other ones
that I’ve discussed here in recent years, urging string theorists to not give up the
search for a new formulation of string theory that would have a unique vacuum
and make predictions. Also, the talk was at the opening of the new IPMU in
Tokyo, which I should have written about.

Michael,

I still don’t get the “that’s crazy, of course” bit (and you’re right, that’s Sean, not
Deutsch). There’s nothing crazy at all about what Weinberg writes, unless you
misinterpret it.

I took a more careful look at the original source from Deutsch. He’s trying to use
the Weinberg quote to set up a contrast between “predictive” and “explanatory”
power of a theory, but both sides of this are slippery. The problems with defining
a “prediction” are well known, and an “explanation” is even trickier to define. We
want not just an “explanation”, but a “scientific explanation”, and to me such an
explanation inherently comes with some way that you can test it by observation
of the real world, i.e. it makes predictions. Sure, you can come up with
constructions of a theory with predictive, but not explanatory power, and that
would be an unsatisfactory theory. But there really is no such thing as a scientific
theory with explanatory power, but no predictive power, and unfortunately that’s
what some string theorists and multiverse proponents are trying to sell to the
public these days.



6. Kris Krogh
March 26, 2008

The original Weinberg quote is one I’m fond of, from page 147 of his text
Gravitation and Cosmology. He was making the point that we are not necessarily
bound by experimental facts to Einstein’s geometric interpretation of gravity:

…Einstein and his successors have regarded the effects of a gravitational field as
producing a change in the geometry of space and time. At one time it was even
hoped that the rest of physics could be brought into a geometric formulation, but
this hope has met with disappointment, and the geometric interpretation of the
theory of gravitation has dwindled to a mere analogy, which lingers in our
language in terms like “metric,” “affine connection,” and “curvature,” but is not
otherwise very useful. The important thing is to be able to make predictions
about images on the astronomers’ photographic plates, frequencies of spectral
lines, and so on, and it simply doesn’t matter whether we ascribe these
predictions to the physical effect of gravitational fields on the motion of planets
and photons or to a curvature of space and time. (The reader should be warned
that these views are heterodox and would meet with objections from many
general relativists.)

I.e., there is more than one way to skin a cat.

7. chris
March 26, 2008

michael,

actually, ptolemy’s theory was discarded not by its metaphysical implications but
by its inability to accurately describe planetary orbits, in particular that of mars.
it is simply a false statement regarding a crucial point in science history that the
ptolemaic system was obsoleted by its dynamical content or anything the like.

actually (in one of these truly unscientific what if statements) i would argue that
had the ptolemaic system described planetary and lunar orbits just a tad better
(so that naked eye observations would not reveal inconsistencies), people at the
time would have probably tried harder and harder to mate it to aristotelian
dynamics.

but fortunately, at this juncture, observational data were good enough to guide
the way. if you just recapitulate, keplers milestone achievements were based on
tychos and his own data, that were orders of magnitude better than previous
ones. in fact, the very new ingredient of observing planetary positions out of
opposition could be viewed as a major experimental breakthrough that allowed
kepler to derive the elliptical form of the orbit.

this particular episode is very general to scientific advancements i think. and i
challenge you to give me one single instance of advancements in fundamental
physics that were not based on solid experimental (including of course
observational) data.



8. anon.
March 26, 2008

‘actually, ptolemy’s theory was discarded not by its metaphysical implications but
by its inability to accurately describe planetary orbits, in particular that of mars.
it is simply a false statement regarding a crucial point in science history that the
ptolemaic system was obsoleted by its dynamical content or anything the like.’ –
chris

Chris, you are completely wrong, please see the Java animation which compares
the motion of Mars predicted by both theories:

http://www.jimloy.com/cindy/ptolemy.htm

‘… Mars’ retrograde motion, the way it appears to go backward in the sky. This
happens because the faster Earth passes the slower outer planet (in the left part
of the diagram). And on the right, we have Ptolemy’s attempt to explain
retrograde motion with a fixed Earth, using epicycles. Both ideas (Copernicus’
Sun-centered system, and Ptolemy’s Earth-centered system) seem to work well.
But the Sun-centered system is the true situation.’

The point is, you could endlessly add epicycles to Ptolemy’s model to ‘correct’
imperfections. Ptolemy’s model made anthropic predictions because the exact
version of the infinite landscape of possible epicycles was selected specifically to
match known features of the observer’s universe, including the motion of Mars.

If you then make a prediction of something new but the prediction fails, the
temptation is to announce the discovery of a new epicycle to ‘correct’ the model,
to claim you are doing science, not to announce that you’ve discovered you’re
wrong. So every problem with the theory is hyped as being ‘scientific evidence of
the need for more complexity in nature’: see e.g. The Crime of Claudius Ptolemy
by Robert R. Newton (John Hopkins University Press, London, 1977). The
ptolemaic system was obsoleted by its vast dynamical content of epicycles,
compared to the simplicity of Newton’s three laws of motion.

9. Michael Bacon
March 26, 2008

Peter,

You said “. . . there really is no such thing as a scientific theory with explanatory
power, but no predictive power. . .”

Yes, and as anon’s post implies above, if you have a theory that seems to have
predictive power it may in fact not have explanatory power and thus not be a
true scientific theory. I agree that any true “scientific theory” should both make
predictions and explain how the world really works.

I still have a bit of a problem with ‘. . . it simply doesn’t matter whether we
ascribe these predictions to the physical effect of gravitational fields on the
motion of planets and photons or to a curvature of space and time.” I think in the

http://www.jimloy.com/cindy/ptolemy.htm
http://www.jimloy.com/cindy/ptolemy.htm


end it does “matter.” However, the full quote from Weinberg provided by Khris
shows that the ideas were part of a broader and more complicated argument —
something that’s not always conveyed in the 25 word or less quote — whether
the quote is taken from Weinberg, Carroll, Deutsch or you.

Thanks again for such an interesting blog.

10. jurisper
March 26, 2008

Going the other way, the Economist has a long piece on various projects to find
scientific explanations for religion: http://www.economist.co.uk/science
/displaystory.cfm?story_id=10875666

11. Peter Woit
March 26, 2008

Kris and Michael,

All Weinberg is doing is making the point that what is experimentally known
about the gravitational force is consistent with either a theory based on
Riemannian geometry, or with one that has a massless spin-two particle to
provide the gravitational force. In the latter case, geometry may be “emergent”,
only an aspect of a low-energy approximation. The idea that some (unknown)
more fundamental non-perturbative version of string/M-theory might have this
feature is what Gross is talking about in the lecture linked above. I’m still not
getting why Sean thinks this is “crazy”.

12. chris
March 26, 2008

hi anon,

i am very sorry, but i have to accuse you of ignorance in this topic. of course
retrograde motions are possible in ptolemys astronomy. and of course you could
add an arbitrary number of epicycles to match the observed position of each
planet but the historic fact is, that the breakthrough of copernican astronomy
happened precisely with the establishment of the elliptical orbits around the true
(and not the average) position of the sun. and even before that, copernicus-based
planetary tables were more precise than the preceeding alphonsine tables which
was percieved at their times as the major advantage.

it’s easy in retrospect to fall into the trap of believing that observational methods
back then were so poor that everyone would be content with vaguely qualitative
statements like the one you quoted. they were not. similarly, it is only in
retrospect that the infinite addition of epicycles is a good argument. for people of
the day (without a firm grasp of the concept of series limit e.g.) the complication
of one additional epicycle in terms of real work was quite noticeable and models
that simplified were quite welcome.

let me finally add, that perhaps the final irony in this discussion is the arguments

http://www.economist.co.uk/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=10875666
http://www.economist.co.uk/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=10875666
http://www.economist.co.uk/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=10875666
http://www.economist.co.uk/science/displaystory.cfm?story_id=10875666


brought against the copernican system. if one discounts all the preoccupied ‘it
must not be so it can not be’ type, the one main scientific argument against
copernicus was metaphysical in nature: if earth would rotate, the missing
observed parallaxe on the fixed stars implied their distance to be way beyond
contemporary belief about the size of the universe (mainly influenced by
aristotelian metaphysics). that was the most serious argument *against*
heliocentrism.

in conclusion, i think this little piece of science history highlights very nicely the
forward power of painstaking observation-phenomenology-modelbuilding as
compared to the manifest backward trend inherent in metaphysical speculation.

13. Bee
March 26, 2008

Hi Peter,

Reading your post, I have to wonder whether the question should have been ‘Will
physicists search for God’.

The Discover article is actually nicely written.

As an aside, there is this annoying ‘null-physics’ ad in the middle of the page. I
first noticed that while reading an article about Einstein’s family, and the ad said
‘null physics – bring the science back into physics’ or something like this. I wrote
an email to the magazine, complaining the whole advertisement is an insult to
every physicist reading it (no matter what it actually advertises), and got the
expected reply saying we have to get the money in etc. I don’t know whether
there is a causal relation, but at least the slogan of that ad has changed into
something less offensive. (I am occasionally convinced advertisements are the
source of all evil in the world.)

Either way, to come back to the question of making predictions vs. offering
explanations. There has been a decade or so where PREDICTIONS, testability,
and falsifiable were the keywords. Now I have to wonder whether at some point
people will just turn around, drop these efforts and say, no, we don’t need
predictions, stop whining. It’s a bit scary to think about what this would do to
science, starting from theoretical physics which is especially vulnerable in this
regard, but when I read your blog it doesn’t seem impossible to happen.

Best,

B.

14. Michael Bacon
March 26, 2008

Chris,

You said “. . . this little piece of science history highlights very nicely the forward
power of painstaking observation-phenomenology-modelbuilding . . .”



It’s true that Ptolemy’s theory was discarded for its metaphysical implications
and for it’s inability to accurately describe planetary orbits, particularly as new
observations were made.

I certainly didn’t mean to imply that an incorrect scientific (i.e. falsifiable) theory
wouldn’t inevitably be proven wrong by further observation and discovery. In
fact, that’s the notion I’d hoped to reinforce by mentioning how one such theory
— which held sway with quite a few people for a good period of time —
ultimately neither correctly predicted natural phenomena or explained the true
nature of world, and was discarded.

In any event, a scientific theory has to make testable predictions. Carroll
speculated that Weinberg might have been getting at this idea: “there may be
formulations of the same underlying theory that look different but are actually
equivalent; then the distinction truly wouldn’t matter.” Peter filled in the blanks
saying “[a]ll Weinberg is doing is making the point that what is experimentally
known about the gravitational force is consistent with either a theory based on
Riemannian geometry, or with one that has a massless spin-two particle to
provide the gravitational force.”

It’s easy to distinguish between theories that make different predictions that can
be tested. But perhaps in the “hard” cases, it’s OK to lean a little toward the
view that “explanatory” power takes on a bit more importance.

15. Peter Woit
March 26, 2008

Bee,

I definitely find the “we don’t need predictions, stop whining” arguments being
made worrisome, but don’t think this is a big problem for science in general. It is
a big problem for certain subfields of theoretical physics though, where the
people pushing these arguments have influence. What is happening is that these
arguments are being used to justify an unwillingness to drop research programs
that have shown themselves to be inherently unpredictive. This behavior stops
the field from moving forward, and destroys its credibility among potential young
theorists, other physicists, granting agencies, other scientists, and the general
public. I think the fall-out from this is already becoming visible.

16. andy
March 26, 2008

I’m sorry, Peter, but could you explain why you said this:

“we don’t need predictions, stop whining” arguments being made worrisome, but
don’t think this is a big problem for science in general.

Why isn’t lack of predictability “a big problem for science”?

17. andy
March 26, 2008



Or perhaps you meant this in the context of, e.g., evolutionary biology, where we
can’t “predict” the next species to evolve, but we do know that “something” will?

18. Michael Bacon
March 26, 2008

Andy,

I thought Peter meant only that the attitude wasn’t as prevelant in most areas of
science but is a growing problem in subfields of theoretical physics, but maybe I
missed the point.

19. Thomas Love
March 26, 2008

On page 24 of his talk, Gross says: “We are not sure what the final theory is and
what the rules of the game are.”

Then on page 25, he says “The Strategy

Calculate

Calculate

Calculate & observe.

Well, if one does not know the rules of the game, one does not know the rules for
calculation, which means the calculations are meaningless. All too often
physicists substitute calculations for understanding.

20. fritz
March 26, 2008

and i challenge you to give me one single instance of advancements in
fundamental physics that were not based on solid experimental
(including of course observational) data.

General relativity, and the prediction of the existence of antimatter (Einstein and
Dirac, resp.) are the only two examples I know of. Both revolutionized their
respective fields, and were not based on previous experimental/observational
data.

21. Peter Woit
March 26, 2008

andy,

Yes, Michael is right. What I meant is just that I don’t see this as having any
effect on scientists outside of string theory and associated areas in cosmology.
It’s not changing their views on the necessity of coming up with ideas that have
predictive power if they want to do science.



22. Peter Woit
March 26, 2008

fritz,

GR did make distinctive predictions (precession of perihelion of Mercury,
bending of light). It’s an interesting question how seriously it would have been
taken if there were no such predictions. Absent such testable predictions I doubt
many people would have considered it as revolutionizing the field.

The Dirac equation makes all sorts of testable predictions, antimatter was just
one more.

23. Peter Woit
March 26, 2008

Thomas,

Gross has a point that the thing to do when you don’t know how to make
progress is to calculate what you can and see what it teaches you. But if as you
do more and more of these calculations you just find more and more evidence
that the framework you are working in can’t do what you want, at some point
you should stop and calculate in some other framework. I don’t see the relevance
of “observe” to string theory at the moment.

24. Kris Krogh
March 26, 2008

Peter,

I think Sean’s point was the same one Feynman made with Mayan astronomers.
They could predict eclipses, using a system of beans, without understanding the
solar system. Plenty of physicists today seem to feel calculations are the only
things that matter, but the irony is that Weinberg has spoken out against that
positivist viewpoint. In saying it doesn’t matter whether the underlying theory of
gravity involves curved space-time, I’m sure he was only referring to the current
experimental evidence.

New experimental evidence exists now, a rough measurement of frame dragging
by Gravity Probe B, but it isn’t clear when we will be allowed to see it. Data
collection finished two and a half years ago, but it was announced yesterday the
program has been extended again — at least to the end of the year, and possibly
to the year 2010. I wouldn’t bet the farm that general relativity has been
confirmed.

25. Chris
March 26, 2008

Hi Peter,

One interesting irony in all this is that Weinberg is in some sense the father of



the landscape. I think it is his work
( http://prola.aps.org/pdf/RMP/v61/i1/p1_1 ) on using a landscape to solve the
cosmological constant problem that provides the most compelling justification
for considering the landscape.

26. Henry
March 26, 2008

Peter,

“All Weinberg is doing is making the point that what is experimentally known
about the gravitational force is consistent with either a theory based on
Riemannian geometry, or with one that has a massless spin-two particle to
provide the gravitational force.”

My two bits: In the context of the G&C textbook quote, I believe the point was
not that there are two competing theories, one based on Riemannian geometry
and one based on the massless spin two particle. Instead, there are two ways of
looking at the same theory (GR), and one may compute the same answers for the
same observables from either perspective. The issue is not that the experimental
data is yet insufficient to distinguish between two theories, but that there is
really only one theory. This situation can be contrasted with the case of say, GR
vs. Brans-Dicke, where one is actually dealing with different theories that lead to
different predictions.

27. Kris Krogh
March 26, 2008

Hi Henry,

You’re right. Weinberg’s approach to gravity is considered equivalent to GR, and
has not provided any different predictions. (Though I wonder a little whether
they are really 100% the same.) Some other non-geometric alternatives to GR do
make different predictions for Gravity Probe B.

28. fritz
March 26, 2008

Peter, I absolutely agree with you. Chris’ challenge was to mention a
fundamental advance not directly based on solid experimental data (like the BCS
theory depended a lot on the discovery of the isotopic effect, and Hubble’s law
was basically a fit to data (a fit of sorts, though…)).

As far as I know there are just those two examples. Both were experimentally
confirmed about a year after being published, as you say.

29. Anonymous
March 26, 2008

There is already an assumption that getting beyond the Standard Model will give
us the “final theory” – see Gross’s comment cited above.

http://prola.aps.org/pdf/RMP/v61/i1/p1_1
http://prola.aps.org/pdf/RMP/v61/i1/p1_1


30. Michael Bacon
March 26, 2008

“Sean’s point was the same one Feynman made with Mayan astronomers. They
could predict eclipses, using a system of beans, without understanding the solar
system.

And that was the point I was trying to make referring to Ptolemy . . . . but I like
this one better.

31. Peter Woit
March 26, 2008

All,

Please stick to the topic, I’m deleting various excursions into the history of
physics which don’t add anything to the discussion.

32. Brett
March 26, 2008

There are plenty more examples of important work that was done without any
experimental basis. There’s Chandrasekhar’s calculation of the maximum white
dwarf mass and the subsequent predictions about compact objects. Einstein’s
prediction of the relative rates of spontaneous emission, stimulated emission,
and absorption was done before same could be measured.

Lots of important theoretical work on the foundations and structure of quantum
mechanics was done without any experimental input. For example, there’s the
Aharonov-Bohm effect and Bell’s inequalities, both of which introduced highly
unexpected phenomena. In the latter case, experimental confirmation didn’t
arrive until years after the prediction.

33. mike harney
March 26, 2008

Peter,

Do you think there is a sociological reason for the association of God in science
with various theories like multiverse that fall into the category of “hard to
falsify”? It seems to me that there is a common element of mysticism to both
areas that allows for common ground to be woven. How do scientists turn the
tide back to “predictability” and putting the focus on experimental evidence? Is it
a lack or redefinition of what is being taught in schools about the scientific
method, or is it just a periodic dark age that we just have to suffer through?

34. woit
March 27, 2008

Mike,

The problem here is localized to certain subfields in physics, more particularly to



some specific people in these subfields. There’s no dark age, the rest of physics
and science in general is doing just fine, and I assume that virtually all school
teachers continue to teach their students what the scientific method is,
recognizing the string theory anthropic multiverse nonsense for what it is and
ignoring it.

35. Anon
March 28, 2008

I am not quite sure what you understand by the word “testable”, but I was a little
misled by it, and had to read the original to confirm that Weinberg had not lost
his marbles. Weinberg does not use that word, and in fact explicitly states that
asserting the existence of a deity is not a falsifiable statement, which to me
means prceisely that it is /not/ experimentally testable. So “testable in the sense
of string theory” means “not testable”, correct?

36. anon.
March 28, 2008

‘Weinberg [notes that the] hypothesis of the existence of God is testable (in the
same sense that string theory is testable), since thunderbolts coming out of the
sky and striking atheists dead would give strong evidence that He (or She)
exists.’ – Woit.

Actually, anyone who looks at all the suffering and tragedy in the world can see
that if God exists, then She/He either has better things to do than to monitor (or
respond to) serious human problems, let alone to get in a huff about claptrap
from atheists like Weinberg. It’s a big multiverse, so maybe God’s presence is
seen elsewhere. Maybe He/She resides only in higher dimensions…

37. mclaren
April 6, 2008

Andy asked:

“we don’t need predictions, stop whining” arguments being made
worrisome, but don’t think this is a big problem for science in general.

Why isn’t lack of predictability “a big problem for science”?

This is an important point and seems worth discussing briefly. All mathematical
models have boundary conditions, and when you push the models close to or
beyond those conditions, the models start to break down. A good example would
be very high Reynolds numbers in the Navier-Stokes equation. NS predicts fluid
dynamics very well until you get into the regime of turbulence (high Reynolds
number). Then everything becomes increasingly non-linear and eventually
chaotic. That doesn’t make the Navier-Stokes equation useless in dealing with
fluid dyamics, but does impose limits on how much we can predict and how far
into the future underconditions of extreme turbulence. In particular, when the
equations become usfficiently sensitive to intial conditions, predictability
vanishes.



We see the same situation with weather prediction, protein folding, and so on.
Weather prediction works well locally a few days into the future. Globally and
years into the future, it works less well. This doesn’t invalidate climatology or
fluid dynamics as valid sciences: it does place limits on our ability to make
predictions far into the future under extreme conditions, given the current state
of mathematics.

The hope is that eventually some better mathematical methods will be developed
for dealing with highly-nonlinear regimes of dynamical systems, viz., turbulent
fluid flow, protein folding, and so on. Work continues in an effort to develop new
mathematical methods to tackle these challenging problems. In the meantime,
most of these disciplines, like fluid dynamics, give excellent predictions for
regimes outside of extreme conditions.

I believe Dr. Woit’s point is that this is an entirely different situation from a
“theory” which cannot be disproven by any possible observations, such as the
idle speculations about 10^500 vacua.



2008 Abel Prize

March 26, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The winner of this year’s Abel prize, a prize of over $1 million set up back in 2001 to
provide an equivalent of a Nobel prize in mathematics, is…

Actually, I have no idea. If you know who it is, feel free to break any vows of
confidentiality in the comment section here. Otherwise we have to wait until 7am EDT
tomorrow morning, when the answer will be revealed here.

Update: The prize goes to John Thompson and Jacques Tits, for their work on finite
groups. More details here, including the citations for Thompson and Tits.

Comments

1. MathPhys
March 26, 2008

I nominate A Grothendieck, who will be 80 this year, and lives in the south of
France.

2. Peter Woit
March 26, 2008

MathPhys,

A good nomination, but I don’t think it will be him. The Scandinavians already
once tried to give him a prize carrying a lot of money (the Crafoord) back in
1988, and look what he did then…

3. Melvin Eloy
March 26, 2008

Incidentally, Grothendieck’s birthday is on this Friday, 03/28.

Hamilton perhaps?

4. A.J.
March 26, 2008

I’m betting on Israel Gelfand.

5. Phil G
March 26, 2008

The announcment page says that Marcus du Sautoy will give a popular talk on
the subject. Could that be a clue? Marcus has worked on finite groups and zeta

http://www.abelprisen.no/en/
http://www.abelprisen.no/en/
http://www.abelprisen.no/en/prisvinnere/2008/
http://www.abelprisen.no/en/prisvinnere/2008/
http://www.abelprisen.no/nedlastning/2008/Artikkel_6E.pdf
http://www.abelprisen.no/nedlastning/2008/Artikkel_6E.pdf
http://www.abelprisen.no/nedlastning/2008/Artikkel_7E.pdf
http://www.abelprisen.no/nedlastning/2008/Artikkel_7E.pdf


functions so it could be someone in that area, maybe.

6. fp
March 26, 2008

I guess it would be John Tate or (and) Robert Langlands since Du Sautois speaks
after the annoucement.

7. Voltberg
March 26, 2008

Zelmanov and Dusa McDuff are on the committee. Maybe M. Gromov?

8. Harry
March 27, 2008

My bet is someone who, at least, attached his name to a well-known program: Pr.
R. Langland or Pr. R.S. Hamilton ..

9. MathPhys
March 27, 2008

Gelfand would be a very, very good choice. Besides, he’s well over 90 years old,
so it’s about time.

10. Abel Prize
March 27, 2008

Abel Prize to Thompson and Jacques Tits!

Surprizes all round

11. theoreticalminimum
March 27, 2008

John Griggs Thompson and Jacques Tits have been awarded the prize for their
contributions to group theory.

12. Thomas Love
March 27, 2008

Thanks for this link Peter! Normally I visit your site to find links to research
articles for me to read. I just sent out an email to my Abstract Algebra class with
a link to the Abel Prize site and instructions to read the articles on group theory,
the history of groups and the group theory of the Rubik’s cube. That should make
for an interesting class next week.

13. Peter Shor
March 27, 2008

Are there any Norwegians who want to translate the jokes in the citations?



14. Professor R
March 27, 2008

Hi Peter, interesting post.
This is obviously a very prestigious prize – great to see it going to group theory.
By the way, I guess there’s a difference between pure group theory and group
theory applied to physics?
I ask because most of the names listed in the posts above are not familiar to me –
also, although there is a specialist physics prize for “outstanding contributions to
the understanding of physics through Group Theory” (the Wigner medal), it has
not been won by any of the names above, or by Thompson or Tits..

15. Professor R
March 27, 2008

I sometimes think it’s a pity these prizes are only awarded to the living. If that
sounds daft, there are actually two good reasons for posthumous awards
(i) the work of these good mathematician/scientists lives on long after them…and
often the true value of the work becomes even more apparent after their death
(ii) while the scientists themselves won’t benefit from posthmous awards, their
students, their institutions, and even their countries might benefit, inspiring
others to similar feats

For example, should evidence of supersymmetry be glimpsed at LHC, almost
none of the pioneers will be alive to see it – so there wil be no public recognition
of their long toil in the sixties and seventies. Here in Ireland, I have huge
problems convincing people that Dad’s work was important, and am continually
confonted with books about Irish scientists that ignore his contribution – a few
prizes would help!
Regards
Cormac O’ Raifeartaigh

16. Chris Hillman
March 27, 2008

For those who don’t know much about the work of Thompson or Tits, I am
cautiously optimistic that master expositor John Baez (who has discussed finite
simple groups, buildings, and other highly relevant topics in past postings) will
rise to the occasion.

Would it be imprudent for me to hazard the guess that the award to Tits in
particular reflects a resurgent appreciation of the legacy of Klein?

17. Jakob
March 28, 2008

The joke: 604800 equals the number of seconds in a week

18. Felipe Zaldivar
March 28, 2008



Group theory had many origins: the problem of solving polynomial equations via
the work of Lagrange, Viete, Cauchy and Galois relating the original problem to
the permutations of the roots of the equation, and giving rise to the group
concept requiring that the set of permutations must be closed under the product
of any two such transformations. This same idea originated in geometry with
Klein’s idea that a geometry is determined by the rigid transformations of space
that leave invariant the objects of that geometry. There is a third source of the
group concept, that goes back to Gauss, Kronecker and Dedekind, and is related
to number theory, where a new idea comes into the field, that is studiying a
commutative group via its characters, i.e., functions from the given group to the
multiplicative group of nonzero complex numbers. And there is a fourth line if we
consider Sophus Lie idea to create a “Galois Theory” of differential equations in
analogy to the Galois theory of number theory and algebra that studies the
symmetries coming from the permutations of roots of polynomials. Lie’s ideas
are the ones any Physicist recognizes immediately, all of them quite familiar with
differential equations and Noether’s theorem. At the end of the XIX century,
Frobenius in Berlin, his student Schur, and Burnside in England introduced the
idea of studying an abstract group by replacing its abstract elements with
concrete objects, namely, invertible (complex) matrices. Initially they applied this
new tool (called the representation of the abstract group) to study the structure
of finite groups, but soon they were also considering representations of infinite
groups and also of Lie groups, and later on Weyl enters the picture and
representation theory (mainly of Lie groups) becomes part of the toolbox of a
theoretical physicist. Gelfand, Naimark, Wigner, Bargmann, and many others are
associated to the study of representations an characters of Lie groups that are of
interest to physicists.
To end this too long comment, what physists call “group theory” usually means
“representation theory of Lie Groups”, and the relevance of the abstract
representation theory of finite groups is that sometimes it provide methods that
may be useful for representation theory in general.

19. Professor R
March 29, 2008

Thanks Felipe, great post

20. theoreticalminimum
April 2, 2008

Something completely off-topic here, but I was just wondering if this paper by
Prof Ngô Bao Châu (Université Paris-Sud, Orsay) has come to the attention of
those concerned. It is written in French, so I don’t think many will be able to
understand it, but the abstract is rather interesting.

21. Peter Woit
April 2, 2008

theoreticalminimum,

Ngo’s work on the fundamental lemma has attracted a lot of attention from

http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0446
http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0446


experts in that area. I wrote a little bit about it here:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=18

I’d write more about this and about more recent developments like the paper you
mention if I actually understood more about it…

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=18
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=18


Off-topic

March 27, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

I usually try hard to avoid writing here about anything not directly related to
mathematics and physics, but on rare occasions I can’t resist. Many readers may want
to skip this posting as unserious, but maybe some will find it entertaining.

My travels last week took me to Las Vegas, where I stayed overnight with my old
housemate John Chang and his family. During my graduate student days at Princeton,
one year I lived with two fellow physics graduate students who were part of a card-
counting team which had started up to take advantage of the recent opening of
casinos in Atlantic City. Many of the other members of the team were based at MIT,
and my roommates often mentioned one of them, “John”. A few years later I was
looking for a place to live in Cambridge, answered an ad, and ended up going to meet
the owner of a house who was looking for a housemate. After we talked for a while, I
realized that he was the “John” my Princeton roommates had been telling me about.

Anyway, you can read more about John in a story just put up at the Xconomy web-site.
He’s the model for the character “Mickey Rosa” in the book “Bringing Down the
House”, which has just been made into the movie “21”, opening this weekend (Kevin
Spacey plays “Mickey Rosa”). I’m looking forward to seeing the movie on Saturday.

Update: For more about John and the card-counting business, see this article in
Men’s Vogue.

Update: If you’re interested in this, you should definitely check out John’s blog, which
he has started updating again with new postings.

Comments

1. Chris Oakley
March 27, 2008

This would be great jump-off point for “The String Kings”. The String Theorists
start out as card counters at Atlantic City, but are kicked out once the
management realises what they are up to. Unperturbed, the String Theorists hire
their own muscle, forcing the casinos to readmit them, and the cycle of
supersymmetric, eleven-dimensional violence starts …

2. stevem
March 27, 2008

Gambling theory and “statistical logic” are among my interests. The optimum
strategy for blackjack was worked out analytically and verified on computer sims
as far back as the late 50s and published in American statistical journals. It
minimises the house edge but can’t overcome it. MIT math professsor Ed Thorpe

http://www.xconomy.com/2008/03/27/of-card-counting-startups-and-the-real-story-of-the-mit-blackjack-team/
http://www.xconomy.com/2008/03/27/of-card-counting-startups-and-the-real-story-of-the-mit-blackjack-team/
http://www.mensvogue.com/magazine/articles/2008/04/blackjack
http://www.mensvogue.com/magazine/articles/2008/04/blackjack
http://mickeyrosa.com/
http://mickeyrosa.com/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/12/12/the-string-kings/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/12/12/the-string-kings/


worked out that the player can gain a 1% edge by counting cards so you can
estimate how rich the deck is in aces and tens. There are some amusing stories
about him liked how in Las Vegas he doubled $10,000 of mobster money. Thorpe
went into finance and later used his abilities to exploit statistical anomalies in
various types of securities and make a lot of money. I think he now runs a hedge
fund.

However, according to blackjack folklore card counting was actually worked out
first by a character in Las Vegas called “Greasy John”, an obese and somewhat
obnoxious individual who always had a large basket of fried chicken. But when
he played blackjack he won regularly. He seemed to know exactly when to up his
bets. However, he took his secret with him since he died of a massive heart
attack while playing, but Ed Thorpe gets the credit. There are also various
amusing BJ stories like people playing with computers strapped to their backs
under their clothes. Card counting is banned in Vegas now I think or else
security “asks you to leave”. They also introduced multiple-deck games and other
distractions. I also heard some of the MIT team got seriously physically
threatened in Europe.

When casinos opened in Atlantic City in the late 70s they did so with a unique
rule for BJ–early surrender–which actually gave BJ players an advantage over the
house. However, the New Jersey Casino Control Commission who mandated the
rule did’nt actually know the math and by the time they got rid of it about a year
later a lot of “college kids” and pros had already milked it for millions.

As author of “String Kings”, I do recall they had set up rigged slot machines with
only a 1 in 10^500 chance of paying out;) I suppose they could also introduce
“supersymmetric 11-dimensional quantum blackjack”.

3. tomj
March 28, 2008

On what planet can a player gain an advantage over the house in blackjack? John
Scarne has debunked this idea many years ago.

But let’s review a critical fact: the house advantage in blackjack is based 100%
(as a minimum) on the way the game is played. The advantage is due to the fact
that players go first, and that ties don’t pay off. Any player going over 21
instantly loses. Also, after the first two cards are dealt, if the dealer gets 21,
players either lose, or ‘tie’.

Just these rules give the house a 8.27% advantage, but the payoff when a player
wins with a 21, which pays 3 to 2, reduces this to 5.9%.

Card counting is useless in blackjack as long as the last 1/5 or so of the cards are
discarded. With 208 cards, at least 40 are never played.

Certain other rules can bring down the house advantage, maybe to 1-2%, but it is
impossible to overcome the advantage the house has from playing last.

The main advantage that players have is knowing the dealers up card, and also



knowing that the hole card can’t add up to 21.

Maybe the best proof is that the MIT group supposedly made $10 million, but
John was still seeking a roommate.

4. Chris Oakley
March 28, 2008

stevem,

I am not sure quite how one classifies the skill of being able to write insightful
reviews of non-existent films, but whatever it is, you clearly have it in spades. My
suggestion was actually for the prequel, as some kind of explanation is required
as to how a bunch of Princetonian rough-diamonds with bad hearts end up ruling
the clubs.

5. Chris W.
March 28, 2008

Bob Mondello reviewed ’21’ this evening on NPR’s All Things Considered. He
wasn’t especially complimentary:

But because the director knows there’s a limit to how exciting he can
make the sight of cards being turned over, most of the film is taken up
with explaining what’s happening, or is going to happen, or has just
happened. Which may be enough to keep audiences from heading for
the nearest slot machine, but at best, 21 is a sort of collegiate Ocean’s
16 — with dimmer stars and less oomph.

(Actually, he covered two films in one review—usually not a good sign.)

6. Peter Woit
March 28, 2008

tomj,

The information stevem gives agrees exactly with what I remember from my days
hanging out with card counters, at least one of whom was an extremely talented
physicist, expert in the field of Monte-Carlo calculations, which he performed not
just on physics problems.

When I was living with John, he was still in his twenties, had only been doing this
for a few years. At the time he definitely didn’t have $10 million, but he did own
the Cambridge house we were living in ….

7. tomj
March 28, 2008

Peter,

I read the thesis of your friend. Compared to the analysis of Scarne, who never
even graduated high school, your friend is an idiot. I’m not even sure that your

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=89115812
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=89115812


friend understands basic probability theory.

For instance, your friend assumes an ‘infinite deck’. That means that each card
always has 1/52 change to be dealt.

But the theory of counting cards assumes some non-normal distribution of cards.
It is obvious that if you could detect a non-regular distribution of cards, you
could gain an advantage, on average, how big is this advantage?

If there was not a huge structural advantage from going last, the game of
blackjack would not exist. This is the secret of gambling: somehow promote the
idea that more work, more analysis will overcome the structural deficit.

It isn’t going to happen. This is the huge con. The idea is that you can beat the
house. You just need to memorize some tables, memorize some exceptions.

Maybe you have some additional information, but what I have read is that you
have attested to _missing_ money, not actual money.

I think it is important. Someone who wishes to make money via gambling, and,
maybe worse, by organizing a gang of gamblers, just to eek out a 1-2%
advantage (at most), who would do this? I mean, we are talking about
commodities trading. Only an MIT geek would think this is something worth
reporting.

This is pretty close to the string theory bs. Some moron over-exaggerating, and
all his friends being amazed. It is just bs.

8. John Chang
March 29, 2008

tomj is correct that the house edge arises from the double bust probability, less
the 3:2 blackjack payoff to the player. But he seems not to realize that the house
has a fixed strategy, whereas the player has the option to double, split, hit, stand,
or even surrender. Depending on the exact rules and number of decks, proper
play reduces the house edge to a small amount, generally around 1/2%.

Ed Thorp published the first counting system in 1961. He determined the effect
of removing one card of each denomination on the expectation of the game. The
sum of the effects is close to linear. It turns out that an excess of small cards are
bad for the player, or conversely, an excess of tens and aces helps the player.
This makes intuitive sense, since more tens and aces increases the probability of
blackjack, which pays 3:2 to the player; it increases the chance the dealer will
bust with a small card showing; and it helps the player with his doubles.

Anyway, if you can determine there is an excess of 10s and Aces, you can also
determine when you have a positive expectation bet. Depending on exactly how
many cards are dealt, the rules, how much you bet at various “counts” and so
forth, your average expectation is generally 1-2% of the money bet.

As for Scarne, he was no mathematician. He was a great sleight-of-hand



magician, but his blackjack writings have long been debunked.

And as for making money, if your average bet is $1000 a round, you will bet
about $1 million in a weekend of play. At an advantage of 1-2%, your expectation
would be $10-20K. Of course, winning is by no means guaranteed, but that’s why
you form a team, to allow the law of large numbers to work. Even going on one
trip a month, 10-20K is a nice income for a hobby.

The method is simple, but the discipline to carry it out is uncommon. As for being
a moron, I guess that depends on what company you keep.

Perhaps the best proof of the profitability of blackjack is that casinos bars
counters. And have you ever had 80K in cash to misplace?

9. Brett
March 29, 2008

First, the notion that there is no winning strategy for counting cards in blackjack
is ridiculous. If the deck is rich enough in ten cards and aces, the gave favors the
player. If reserved almost all your betting until that happens, you will expect to
win. That may not be a realistic or interesting strategy, but it works.

Also, the attitude of casinos towards card counters varies a great deal by place
and, more importantly, how much money is involved. Back in the 1960s, my dad
and two other MIT students took a trip to the Bahamas, and they spent an
evening counting cards in a casino. They weren’t very professional about it. One
guy counted the ten cards, my dad counted the total number of cards, and the
third guy actually played. They did this quite openly, and the casino didn’t care,
because they were playing at a $5 table. They won less than $100 total. I’ve
heard similar things from other people about more recent trips to Vegas and
Atlantic City. If you’re playing for peanuts, (some) casinos really don’t care if you
count.

10. stevem
March 29, 2008

Tomj, everything John says makes perfect sense but I don’t get your reasoning. It
is mathematically very well established that card counting works, although
putting it into into practice is difficult and hard work. It is also intuitively obvious
that tracking the fluctuations in the composition of the deck(s), and varying the
wagers accordingly, is advantagous to the player. The player’s edge comes from
the increased probability of blackjack and the ability to perform operations like
doubling and splitting that are not available to the dealer/house. It does’nt
matter that the player “goes first”.

My own experience of blackjack is limited to the online game where the cards
are “electronically shuffled” after each hand so card counting is useless. An
interesting question therefore–and one that remains unanswered as far as I can
tell–is whether an edge could be gained in the computer-generated online
version of the game. That is, is the online game perhaps more “pseudo-random”
than random? Could one data mine a large statistical sample of computer-



generated hands and look for repetitive patterns, trends, predictive signals,
correlations–kind of like what Jim Simons does with financial data–and make bets
or alter the magnitude of the wager in accordance? For example, could you
reasonably predict when the negative fluctuations or variance/volatility is going
to hit at which point you would start betting small? It is pretty much an open
problem in cryptography as to whether one can effectively distinguish between a
large sample of purely random objects and a large sample of pseudo-random
objects. Some modern rngs are pretty sophisticated however, but computers still
essentially remain deterministic machines and must generate random objects
(card hands, dice throws) from a formula or iteration algorithm. However, in the
online game successive bets can be laid down very fast and even with a slight
edge the law of large numbers would quickly do the rest if one could even get a
small edge. The hassle associated with real casinos is avoided and you can play
anywhere at anytime. Sorry to rant on but I’ve never had a response to this
query;)

Chris, as a spinoff or prequel to “String Kings”, one could perhaps base it on
Scorcese’s film “Casino”: string mobsters set up a casino in Vegas called “The
Only Game in Town” (with flashing neon) and featuring rows and rows of the
1-in-10^500-payout slot machines, skimming the profits for the bosses back east
in Princeton and Harvard; and with a “bagman” taking the cash back east on
regular trips. (Guess who?;)). I can imagine a lot of violence though with
cheaters and counters being taken to a back room and getting their hands and
heads busted with heavy bound archival copies of Nuclear Physics B.

11. woit
March 29, 2008

stevem,

I have no idea how good the random number generators being used are. If you
did manage to figure out how to take advantage of their pseudo-randomness,
presumably whoever operates them would notice this and change to a different
one.

Card counters over the years have put a lot of effort into trying to exploit non-
randomness in casino shuffles. I don’t know what the current state of this is,
although I did hear that at least one casino hired mathematician Persi Diaconis
to check out their shuffle.

It’s not against the law to do what card-counters do, although casinos (at least in
Las Vegas) can kick you out if they think you are doing this too well. Using a
hidden computer to play in a Las Vegas casino is now against the law there, and
you could end up in jail if you do this. Most card-counters are careful to not do
anything illegal, so this is not one of their tactics in Las Vegas.

tomj,

Please stop insulting people. I should have deleted your comment when first
posted, will just leave it because of the informative response from John that it
generated.



12. Deane
March 30, 2008

So how did you like the movie? Lauren and I went on Friday night. The theater
was completely full. But we were quite unimpressed by the movie. And its
depiction of math was awful. It was fun to see MIT and Cambridge in a movie,
though.

13. Peter Woit
March 30, 2008

Deane,

I thought the movie was kind of a disappointment. Not that good (especially the
performance of the lead actor, who was vapid), and it could have been a lot
better. Having so much of it set in Planet Hollywood was both ridiculous and
boring, and the movie was too full of product placement and a bit too much of a
bland product itself. But it was entertaining enough, and I just read that it’s
number one at the box office this weekend, so the filmmaker is doing something
right, at least as far as making a product with as wide appeal as possible.

Check out John’s blog for his take on it, which is interesting.

14. Anders
April 3, 2008

stevem,

I had not thought about the psedo randomness of the cards in online Black Jack
before, but if you know what generator is being used and if you could find the
seed value used the game would become totally deterministic. However as far as
I know it is extremely difficult (if at all possible) to determine the seed value
from observing the random numbers (and you cannot really observe the numbers
only the cards) even if you know what random number generator is being used.

If the casino uses an old generator with a short period then eventually you will
get the same sequences of cards again, but a modern generator such as the
“Kiss-Monster” repeats itself after 10^8859 numbers so then you will have to
play for awhile 

15. Shantanu
April 3, 2008

Peter have you seen the talks at Lindefest (which has talks on string theory and
anthropics)

16. woit
April 4, 2008

Thanks Shantanu,

I hadn’t seen that. Especially glad to see the notes from Witten’s lecture, which

http://www.cita.utoronto.ca/%7Ebond/ciar/agm08/cifar08_talks.html
http://www.cita.utoronto.ca/%7Ebond/ciar/agm08/cifar08_talks.html


was the same one I saw at Stony Brook last week and hope to get a chance to
write about.

17. Shantanu
April 4, 2008

No problem, Peter. Also for some reason my post about Coleman’s 1975 lectures
and a very interesting paper by Carlip is no longer there. I was hoping you would
blog about it (since both of these are related indirectly to string theory)
Did you take the same class by Coleman at Harvard?
Thanks

18. Peter Woit
April 4, 2008

Shantanu,

As the comment policy says “off-topic comments better be interesting…”
otherwise I’ll delete them. I wasn’t much interested in the Carlip paper, just
because my interest in that kind of debate about quantizing gravity is limited.
There are lots of things worth reading on the arXiv that aren’t discussed here.

As for the Coleman lectures, this was mentioned on several other blogs already
and I think I’ve written about Coleman and his QFT course here in the past. I
actually attended two quantum field theory courses at Harvard, and during the
first, which wasn’t taught by Coleman, I watched some of those lectures on
videotape in the science center. The second time around I took the course from
him. He was a great teacher and it was a great course. But trying to follow a
course of blackboard lectures by watching low resolution video on the internet
seems to me to be a painful idea.

19. Chris Oakley
April 6, 2008

I just got home after seeing “21”.

My idea (doing the movie as a prequel to “String Kings”) is better.

In particular, I’d like to have a scene where the young String Kings abduct a
security guard from an Atlantic City casino who has previously thrown them out
for card counting, dragging him to basement and tying him to a chair.

THE KID

How many space-time dimensions are there, punk?

SECURITY GUARD

Three space, one time.

THE KID (punching him in the face)



Wrong, totally moronic crackpot! The answer is TEN space, one time! Let’s try
again, shall we? How many spacetime dimensions are there?

SECURITY GUARD

Three space … one time.

THE PLUMBER (A string theorist)

WRONG! Get this wrong one more time and you’re going to go glub, glub, glub
to the bottom of the sea.

Etc.

20. Steve Caudill
April 16, 2008

On the topic of gambling and card counting in the movies, I was reminded of
“Rain Man,” where Tom Cruise’s character takes Rain Man to a casino and has
him count the cards at blackjack.
There was a famous poker champion named Stu Unger, who had a total-recall
memory and could memorize every card in a 6 deck blackjack shoe, yet Unger’s
game was poker and he supposedly won over $30 million in poker tournaments.
For more info see:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stu_Ungar

Another excellent gambling movie is “Rounders,” starring Matt Damon as a
poker player.
As for me, I like all of the casino games, and the only counting I do is my money,
Rule number 1 of my ‘winning formula’ is to quit after winning 10 percent of
what I came in with; Rule number 2 is don’t bring an ATM card; Rule number 3
(of 3 Rules) is don’t be a gambling addict.

21. Bill
May 20, 2008

Just a quick one to throw into the pot, which involves adding a few variables
other than the numbers themselves into the equation for beating house edge

To really beat house edge, you have to think outside the box. That is, you have to
think of gaining benefits other than the montry win itself from your play. This
means factoring in comps

The easiest way to do this is to play slots and the first thing to do is find a slot
that pays 99% or over. Slot play now attracts the best perks in casinos. Better
still, combine this with entering a slot tournament where you can get free rooms
in hotels when you enter and will often get a free lunch too. In doing this you
automatically have an edge worth hundreds of dollars. Now, when playing the
machine, you must use your points card in the machine. This will monitor your
play and you will then begin to acquire morefreebies such as complimentary
meals, rooms, shows, limos etc

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stu_Ungar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stu_Ungar


Of course, the edge you get is only of value if you actually desire these freebies
and you will never get rich on them…

Similar edges can be gained on blackjack. If you are good enough at blackjack
and can get the floor house edge down to less than 1%, that is a good start. You
must then get your play ‘rated’ by the floor manager. He can then pass that info
along to the casino system and you can then accumulate comps in the same way
that will be greater than the 1% you have been losing on blackjack over time.



Krauss on Boltzmann Brains

March 27, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

Lawrence Krauss has a piece this week in New Scientist about the latest hot topic in
theoretical physics, Boltzmann brains. It’s entitled String Theory’s Latest Folly, and
starts off:

THOMAS AQUINAS may never have actually wondered how many angels
can dance on the head of a pin, but his tortured musings about
metaphysical issues associated with the non-corporeality of angels (and the
related issue of whether there is excrement in heaven) stretched the limits
of reasonable rational inquiry so far that later scholars invented the phrase
to mock him.

My thoughts turned to Aquinas last week as I sat through a lengthy seminar
on the subject of Boltzmann brains. The speaker decided his ruminations
were so important that he needed 90 minutes rather than the customary
hour. To my surprise, many in the room seemed to agree with him.

He goes on to explain what this is all about:

The problem is that statistical arguments suggest that in long-lived
universes, far more Boltzmann-brain consciousnesses will develop than
intelligences like our own, which have evolved over billions of years. That
would mean we are far from typical, so anthropic explanations of our
universe fall by the wayside.

Some theorists have therefore tried to develop constraints that would force
all inflating universes like our own to decay well before Boltzmann brains
can infect them. The bad news here is that in this case our universe must be
unstable, and heading for a catastrophic end. But at least anthropic
arguments from string theory would not be undermined. You can decide for
yourself which you would prefer.

and to conclude:

If debating angels dancing on pins marked the intellectual low point of
medieval theology, then we may similarly question the merits of debating
problems that require hand-waving arguments involving unknown
quantities that differ by billions and billions of orders of magnitude. Let’s
focus on other issues, at least until better theories come along.

Update: At Lubos Motl’s blog, there’s a comment from Krauss noting that the title
was chosen by an editor, not by him, and that he agreed that it was misleading, since
the piece was not specifically about string theory.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=639
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=639
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/opinion/mg19726492.200-commentary-string-theorys-latest-folly.html
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/opinion/mg19726492.200-commentary-string-theorys-latest-folly.html


Comments

1. Tim R. Mortiss
March 28, 2008

From the article: “If debating angels dancing on pins marked the intellectual low
point of medieval theology”.

I thought that was a later invention, used to smear scholasticism. If not, I would
actually like to read that discussion!

2. M
March 28, 2008

maybe this “String Theory’s Latest Folly” can be interpreted as evidence for the
prediction of String Anthropic Cosmology: Boltzmann brains are among us, and
they will dominate the Universe

3. DB
March 28, 2008

Have you read Krauss’ latest book? It looks like he’s taking a leaf out of Smolin
and yours:

http://www.slate.com/id/2131014/

4. fh
March 28, 2008

I thought the idea of the debate was that a) if a theory predicts Boltzmann Brains
we are misapplying it and its wrong (that is its origin, right? it meant that
Boltzmanns idea about the universe as a statistical fluctuation was wrong
because it predicted Boltzmann Brains) and b) it’s actually a subtle question that
teaches us something about the proper use of statistics to investigate whether it
does.

5. Xerxes
March 28, 2008

While I think contemplation of Boltzmann Brains is probably philosophy and not
physics, I really don’t see what is so bad about thinking about them or (to flip the
argument around) what is to be gained by purposefully not thinking about them.
The argument starts from assumptions that virtually every physicist would agree
with and uses a pretty straightforward argument to come to a paradox. Clearly,
there’s something that we don’t understand here, and resolving it might teach us
something interesting. I’d consider it at least as interesting as, say, the Fermi
paradox. Perhaps someday, we’ll consider it more like the Olbers paradox, where
the resolution follows from a critical property of the universe.

6. oohay
March 28, 2008

http://www.slate.com/id/2131014/
http://www.slate.com/id/2131014/


[text of comment anonymously attacking Krauss deleted. Please don’t do this
here, take it to one of the blogs that encourages anonymous attacks on others.]

7. Moshe
March 28, 2008

Funny piece, full of rhetorical flourishes, as usual with Krauss. The timing is
puzzling though, Krauss must have been sitting in this kind of talks, given by his
fellow cosmologists, for about 25 years. Why complain now?

Oh, just saw the title, got it.

8. Yatima
March 28, 2008

It’s Friday afternoon:

Botanist sues to stop CERN hurling Earth into parallel universe
A colourful American botanist, teacher, former biologist and sometime physicist
says (in outline) that the LHC may rip a hole in the fabric of the space-time
continuum and so destroy the Earth. He wants the US government to act now
and delay the LHC’s startup while a new safety review is carried out.

These 14 TeV are gonna burn, man.

9. Coin
March 28, 2008

A little confused here since as far as I’m aware Boltzmann Brains aren’t an
originally or specifically String-Theory-related idea.

Since I can’t read the article itself, I just want to be sure: Would I be correct in
interpreting that Krauss is not saying that Boltzmann Brains are “String Theory’s
Latest Folly”, but rather that the “folly” is that string theorists have backed
themselves into a corner via anthropic arguments such that they now feel
compelled to seriously attempt to refute the Boltzmann Brains idea for fear it
would pose a threat to string ideas if allowed to stand?

10. Peter Woit
March 28, 2008

Moshe and Coin,

I think that Krauss is just properly laying at string theory’s door the phenomenon
of serious physicists giving research talks devoted to anthropic computations of
numbers of universes. Before the anthropic string theory landscape nonsense
started up a few years ago, despite what Moshe seems to think, this wasn’t the
kind of thing cosmologists gave talks about, at least not if they hoped their talk
not to be drowned out by snickering from the audience. Now instead this kind of
thing is covered in the New York Times and many talks about it are scheduled,
given, and, amazingly enough, taken seriously.

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2008/03/28/lhc_cern_hawaiian_botanist_lawsuit/
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2008/03/28/lhc_cern_hawaiian_botanist_lawsuit/


11. Moshe
March 28, 2008

Oh, there were plenty of talks counting universes, comparing probabilities,
talking about the proper measure etc. etc., I sat through some of them as a grad
student in the mid-1990s, and it was already a mature subject by then. There is
also a paper trail- for an entry point to this vast literature just look at the early
papers of any of the main actors in this research area (quite a distinguished list
of cosmologists). They start around the early 1980s, when people realized there
are new and fascinating issues eternal inflation forces upon us. Even if Krauss
gets his “better theories”, those would have to deal with precisely the same
issues.

12. Greg Egan
March 28, 2008

I’m largely persuaded by the paper by Hartle and Srednicki, Are We Typical?,
which concludes (roughly speaking) that we have no grounds for discriminating
between cosmological theories on the basis of the proportion of conscious
entities in the history of spacetime that human beings happen to comprise.

We really can’t choose values for the cosmological constant, etc., on the basis
that a “bad” choice would allow 10^10^10 Boltzmann brains to come into
existence at some time in the future, thereby making us atypical observers. If
we’re atypical, we’re atypical; Copernicus won’t really spin in his grave, and it
won’t be the end of science. Nobody had to pull us out of a barrel containing all
observers before we were allowed to make an observation.

13. Zathras
March 29, 2008

OT, but this article blew my mind in terms of the journalist’s sensationalism. It
deals with a lawsuit to close the LHC because it will create black holes that will
devour everything. The journalist made it look at least very possible

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/29/science/29collider.html?_r=1&hp&
oref=slogin

14. Peter Woit
March 29, 2008

Moshe,

Sure, eternal inflation and discussion of what its significance is have been
around for a while, including a certain level of anthropic nonsense. As far as I
remember though, the anthropic nonsense only started getting widespread and
infecting other areas of physics with Susskind et.al. The attention being paid to
the Boltzmann brain silliness is definitely a recent development.

Xerxes and fh,

http://arxiv.org/abs/0704.2630
http://arxiv.org/abs/0704.2630
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/29/science/29collider.html?_r=1&hp&oref=slogin
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/29/science/29collider.html?_r=1&hp&oref=slogin
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/29/science/29collider.html?_r=1&hp&oref=slogin
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/29/science/29collider.html?_r=1&hp&oref=slogin


Despite what you might read on certain well-known blogs, the notion that one
can sensibly assign probabilities to different universes and then use this to make
scientific predictions is not one shared by most theorists. This is exactly what
Krauss is objecting to.

15. Moshe
March 29, 2008

Peter, as a matter of personal choice of research direction, I’d probably agree
with everything Krauss says in the piece, including his summary – I don’t think
we have enough knowledge of quantum gravity at the moment to ask the
questions raised by eternal inflation, and attempts to proceed anyhow result in
low signal to noise ratio. One interesting line of research is then to develop the
tools needed, and lots of smart people are thinking about it, not likely to make it
to the New Scientist pages anytime soon.

However, Krauss’ choice of venue for this message, and timing, and emphasis,
and tone, are all in things I disagree with. Oh well…

16. Randal
April 5, 2008

If it’s your time and your mind, I guess you can spend it thinking about anything
you want, but I think Krauss is essentially right: this is unlikely to prove a fruitful
line of reasoning – much like Acquinas’ pin head. Future generations will likely
view them similarly. Speculation makes better press than developing real
understanding because it’s more fun.

I understood the “latest folly” of the string theorists to be introducing the notion
of universe decay as a constraint on the propagation of brains throughout their
models; they sacrifice the stability of our universe to save their theories from this
absurdity. (Some here don’t seem to like the tone, but I thought this was funny.)



LHC Startup at 10 TeV

March 29, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

Robert Aymar, the Director General of CERN, has announced that the LHC will
operate when it starts up this year at an energy of 5 TeV per beam (10 TeV total
center of mass energy), rather than the design energy of 7 TeV per beam. To operate
the LHC magnets at the highest current and get to 7 TeV requires a time-consuming
sequence of powering tests and quenches, so the decision was made to put this off
until the winter shutdown. With this decision, the process of beam commissioning can
start soon after all sectors have been cooled down, and this is now scheduled for mid-
June. Beam commissioning should take two months, with first physics collisions thus
scheduled for late summer.

It remains possible that problems will be found during or after cooldown that will
require warming back up one or more sectors, and this would lead to a delay of a
couple months or so. The last sector scheduled to be cooled down is 4-5, which is now
warm to allow repair of the defective triplet magnets. Whenever a sector is warmed
up, a major problem is damage to defective PIMs which then need to be replaced. If
there are too many of these, a delay in the cooldown is possible. The search for
damaged PIMs relies on a “sputnik” tennis-ball-like sensor sent through the beam-
pipe. Latest news is that 4 damaged PIMS have been found so far.

Update: I’d been wondering how much extra work this change in energy would cause
for the experimentalists, just saw a posting about this by Gordon Watts, entitled Start
Your Monte-Carlo Engines!

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
March 29, 2008

Whoa there. This is a matter for the courts, Peter.

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/29/science/29collider.html

The laws of physics. PN injunction!

-drl

2. Peter Woit
March 29, 2008

I did see the NYT story about the lawsuit this morning, and half a dozen blogs
already have postings about it. As far as I can tell, no court is going to take this
seriously, so it’s unclear why this story deserves any attention, much less ending
up on the front page of the Times.

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/journal/article?issue=14/2008&name=CERNBulletin&category=News%20Articles&number=2&ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/journal/article?issue=14/2008&name=CERNBulletin&category=News%20Articles&number=2&ln=en
http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/
http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2008/04/06/start-your-monte-carlo-engines
http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2008/04/06/start-your-monte-carlo-engines
http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2008/04/06/start-your-monte-carlo-engines
http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2008/04/06/start-your-monte-carlo-engines
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/29/science/29collider.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/29/science/29collider.html


3. Domenic
March 29, 2008

Hey Peter,

As an undergrad, this is the first time in my life I’ve watched a new particle
accelerator go through the birthing process. My impression is that the LHC is
kinda sucking at it—lots of delays, problems, subpar results, etc. But, I have no
basis for comparison, so I thought I’d ask someone who’s been around long
enough to know: is this typical?

Thanks :).

4. Peter Woit
March 29, 2008

Domenic,

I don’t think the LHC problems and delays have been at all unusual for a project
of this magnitude. For a comparison you’d have to go back to the early 80s
(Tevatron) or late 80s (LEP), to see how those projects went as they approached
beam commissioning. But the LHC is a more ambitious endeavor than either of
those, and it is receiving a lot more attention.

The crucial period will probably be this summer and fall when they start trying
to store a beam in the machine and get a useful luminosity. If this goes smoothly,
the thing will be quite a big technical success, even though it would end up being
a couple years behind early optimistic schedules.

5. Domenic
March 29, 2008

Thanks Peter, I thought that might be the case. Well then, here’s hoping! It’d be
pretty amazing to go into grad school (2.5 years from now) with some LHC data
to guide me.

6. milkshake
March 29, 2008

About that lawsuit: Here is a photo of a black drainhole at Monticello. (Coming
soon to Lake Geneva):

http://pixdaus.com/single.php?id=30364

7. wb
March 30, 2008

Peter,

Not to find fault with the LHC progress but rather to give some additional
perspective, I would point out that the PEP-II and KEK-B B-factories were
commissioned extremely rapidly. Rapid commissioning is also commonplace

http://pixdaus.com/single.php?id=30364
http://pixdaus.com/single.php?id=30364


these days with synchrotron light sources. RHIC also went fairly smoothly.
Regarding LHC one must keep in mind that this is by far the most difficult and
largest collider ever built. Moreover it has a enormous stored energy in the
beam, the magnets and the fluid systems.

While we all would have liked to see collisions earlier, the LHC team must be
applauded for their steady and systematic progress. Likewise the decision to
begin collisions at 10 TeV is a prudent one. There is great physics awaiting us.

As for the law suit… the less said the better.

8. YBM
March 30, 2008

Dear Peter,

this is related only by Motl adding this postscript to a post of him on the LHC :

P.S.: Let me say something about the titles. Of course, I do know that
the title is routinely chosen by the editor or the publisher. That was the
case of “The Bogdanov Equation”, too. On the other hand, I am
convinced that the author always has to approve it. Although it was a
bit of a shock to see the cover of the book for the first time, I of course
fully confess that I approved it after a little thought accompanied by
mixed feelings even though this title is arguably not the most accurate
description of the content of the book. Whether someone including
myself likes it or not, I am responsible for the title. In the very same
way, I am convinced that the titles such as “The Trouble With Physics”
and “String Theory’s Latest Folly” were approved by the authors, too.
Trying to get rid of the responsibility – whenever the title becomes
inconvenient – is an unfair game.

Do you know of any reason or event making Lubos to regret his french book ?
Apart of him getting miracously some kind of intellectual honesty (which I
doubt)…

9. Peter Woit
March 30, 2008

YBM,

That comment of Lubos’s was in response to Krauss writing in to say that he was
not responsible for the headline put on his article in New Scientist. Lubos seems
not to understand the difference between a book (where the author definitely has
a say about the title) and a magazine article (where the author doesn’t). The way
he writes about this, one gets the impression that the title was chosen by
someone else. It’s definitely a curious book, quite possibly there were other
hands at work creating the thing than just its official author….

10. Harry
April 1, 2008



Anyway (and off-topic, sorry),

“the Bogdanov Equation” is a phenomenal success in France : it just took the
record of the best-selling book for its first month (this record was previously hold
by “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows”)

Unbelievable !

11. Hans
April 1, 2008

@ Harry

according to which source?
The book doesent even figure in the FNAC top 100 and holds place 19 on the
FNAC science and culture list. On amazon.fr it has the rank 2,059 (thought #1 in
Physics). Sure, this is not bad, but not exactly Harry Potter. ..

12. Peter Woit
April 1, 2008

Hans,

I had assumed that Harry’s comment was an attempt at April 1 humor.

Actually, if I had first heard of the Lubos-Bogdanov book on April 1, I would have
been 100% convinced the whole idea was an April Fool’s joke.

13. Harry
April 2, 2008

Yes, it was indeed an attempt of April Fool’s joke 
(Sorry, I could not resist.)

14. Hans
April 2, 2008

Ok, I got fooled!
And i actually spent 10 minutes checking the sources!

15. piscator
April 3, 2008

hey peter,

back to the topic of the post: any idea what is happening with the LHC? In the
last day and a half or so all the sectors that were previously being cooled down
now all seem to be being warmed up…..

piscator

16. Peter Woit



April 3, 2008

piscator,

Maybe this has something to do with “Open Days”. On the 5th and 6th they’ll be
opening the lab up for visitors, may be that the cooldown is being stopped during
that period.

I haven’t heard of any problems, and don’t see anything unusual at their web-
site. They finished warming back up one of the sectors (4-5) a while ago, now are
looking there for defective PIMS, have found 9. Supposedly more than 24 will be
a problem. They just started cooling down 6-7, three other sectors are being
cooled down now. Maybe they’re stopping this for a few days…



Short Items

April 4, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The Tevatron has been performing well, producing record-high weekly luminosities.
Fermilab director Oddone has announced that plans to shut-down the accelerator
complex for yearly maintenance work are being canceled this year, instead the plan is
to run the Tevatron straight through the year, with a shutdown not until spring 2009.
The current proposal to DOE is to run through FY 2010 (i.e. until September 2010),
by which time the expectation is that integrated luminosity would be more than
double the current value of nearly 4 fb-1.

The budget situation for US and British HEP continues to look rather grim. Durbin
and several other senators sent a letter to the Senate Appropriations Committee
requesting that supplemental funds for FY2008 be found to stop lay-offs at Fermilab.
Senators Clinton and Obama did not sign the letter, which seems especially
remarkable in the case of Obama, since Fermilab is in the state he represents. For the
latest in the sad story of UK physics funding cuts, see here.

As far as FY2009 goes, Congress is on more or less exactly the same path as last year.
Attempts to rein in earmarking were defeated, and committee hearings, including
those on the science budget, show no signs of interest in making any tough decisions
(to cut military/Iraq war spending, domestic spending, raise revenues) now. See some
commentary here. Presumably decisions will ultimately get made by the same
mysterious staffers in the same mysterious way as last year. This year the betting is
that there actually won’t be a budget until deep into the fiscal year, with Congress
waiting for a new president rather than negotiate with Bush. This will leave US
science programs operating under a continuing resolution, financed at FY 2008 levels
into FY 2009.

The P5 committee is meeting in Washington today to put together recommendations
for how US HEP should proceed, under various possible funding scenarios over the
next few years. For more about their deliberations, see their web-site here. The last
public meeting of the group was at Brookhaven, talks there are available here.

Some other recent or upcoming conferences include one at ICTP, one at Warwick on
TQFT and string theory (see Marcos Marino’s notes here), and the Linde-fest at
Stanford.

Talks at the Linde-fest included many serious and informative ones about current
cosmology research, together with a large helping of Multiverse madness, since
Stanford is ground-zero for this phenomenon. The string cosmology talks were mostly
devoted to showing that some string compactification or other can reproduce any
conceivable experimental result. Several speakers discussed Boltzmann brains,
perhaps one of them was the one who so annoyed Lawrence Krauss recently. Max
Tegmark promoted future measurements of the 21cm hydrogen line as being very
promising for cosmology, the same point was made here by Scott Dodelson. Lance
Dixon gave a talk on the finiteness of N=8 supergravity. He describes conversations

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2008/today08-04-01.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2008/today08-04-01.html
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with string theorists who would like to interpret this result as indicating that string
theory would still be necessary to deal with the asymptotic nature of the perturbation
series (not clear why the same problem in string theory doesn’t bother them). One
problem with this is that string theory doesn’t have the same symmetries as N=8
supergravity. Witten gave a talk on his recent work, much the same as one he gave at
Stony Brook last week. I hope to write about that in my next posting.

See here for an interesting talk at the KITP in Santa Barbara from Albert de Roeck
about what to expect from the early stages of the physics run at the LHC.

Michio Kaku’s new book The Physics of the Impossible is getting some attention,
especially in the UK. A Fox News story headed Physicist Says Time Travel Is Not Only
Possible, but Likely claims that:

… in Blighty , Kaku’s being treated as if he’s Doctor Who informing dim-
witted humans about the wonders of the Universe, with front-page
treatment Wednesday in both the Daily Telegraph and the Guardian. Even
the normally staid Economist is chiming in.

while, in the US:

… outlandish claims in books are recognized as, well, a good way to sell
books.

Here in New York, my colleague Brian Greene’s World Science Festival is getting off
the ground, with a press conference held this week described here.

Sabine Hossenfelder, Michael Nielsen and Lee Smolin are organizing a conference at
Perimeter this semester on Science in the 21st Century.

Comments

1. Bee
April 4, 2008

Thanks for mentioning our conference!

2. Flip
April 4, 2008

Thanks for another set of great updates.

3. Lloyd
April 4, 2008

Hi Peter,

I recall some time ago you announced that you are about to write down some of
your original research in a research paper. If I remember correctly the topic was
representation theory and quantum field theory or some such.
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How is that going?

Best wishes,
Lloyd

4. Peter Woit
April 4, 2008

Lloyd,

I’m working on some new ideas (involving representation theory) about the
mathematics behind the BRST formalism and how to handle gauge symmetries. I
have a partially written paper now, hope to get something finished and done this
summer. I probably should be spending less time on the blog….

5. Steve Caudill
April 4, 2008

I’d like to nominate Peter Woit as the initiator of the “Third Superstring
Revolution”!!!!

The Third Superstring Revolution will brand as a ‘NON-SCIENCE’ string theory,
superstring theory, brane theory, M-theory, (or whatever alias the subject goes
by.) As a result, American academia, the U.S. government, and publishers of
popular science physics books (as well as New Age-related books) will see the
need to provide equal support to all valid theories which attempt to find a theory
of quantum gravity or a theory of ‘Everything’.

Well, thanks in part to Woit’s book, this month instead of buying a book on
superstrings from the Scientific American Book Club, I think I’ll order
“Discarded Science: Ideas That Seemed Good at the Time,” by John Grant.

6. Peter Woit
April 4, 2008

Steve,

Thanks, but I think the “Third Superstring Revolution” has been the anthropic
landscape/multiverse, as popularized by Susskind in his book, and promoted by a
growing number of theorists. This is what is behind the increasingly widely held
opinion that string theory has degenerated into non-science. Compared to this,
the role played by my book was relatively minor.

7. Copy editor
April 4, 2008

Typo in link to Tegmark talk slides: try this.

8. milkshake
April 5, 2008

You know Big Sur is a very scenical place and not too far from Stanford – maybe

http://www.cita.utoronto.ca/%7Ebond/ciar/agm08/cifar08talks/tegmark_lindefest08.pdf
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they could organize a joint Multiverse workshop at the Esalen Institute…

9. Peter Woit
April 5, 2008

Thanks Copy Editor, fixed.

10. I say
April 5, 2008

There’s always a Multiverse workshop happening somewhere. Perhaps even
infinitely many. So they say.

11. Chris Oakley
April 5, 2008

Susskind proselytising the Anthropic Landscape may not in itself demonstrate
that the subject has gone into a tailspin, but the fact that the media and
conference organisers give him a platform does.

“I say”,

You don’t know that. It could be that in the other Multiverses they speculate
about the possibility of their own universe being the only one.

12. anon.
April 6, 2008

Chris, the multiverse is the most impressive prediction of string theory. What’s
interesting about multiverse ‘physics’ is the way it debunks Mach’s insistence
that physics should deal with what we can potentially observe. The multiverse is
the exact opposite of Occam’s razor, the principle of economy in speculations.
It’s a great advance because it makes physics interesting to those greats who
would otherwise devote their lives to philosophy.

13. DB
April 7, 2008

Obama’s silence is in no way surprising and is quite characteristic. He is no
supporter of large government sponsored research. For example, he plans to
“delay” NASA’s constellation program in order to fund an early education plan.
The implications are discussed further here:

http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1100/1

I would predict that with the support available from the likes of Obama,
Fermilab’s future as the last major outpost of US HEP research is bleak.

14. chris
April 7, 2008

about obaba and hep funding: i think the us hep community put itself into a

http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1100/1
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1100/1


political position. essentially, the hep budget is treated like an appendix to the
huge defense budget and for better or worse, it is now linked to it politically. that
was a relatively easy game under neocon political leadership, but it will bite
certainly be very bad if the political course changes to deemphasize military
expenses. kind of like a pact with the devil..

15. Shantanu
April 8, 2008

Peter, the video of David Gross’ talk at the IPMU is now online and there was
some discussion of anthropic principle and Boltzmann brains
here

16. Peter Woit
April 8, 2008

Thanks Shantanu,

It seems that Gross and I may have some disagreements about string theory, but
we agree about “Boltzmann Brain” papers (which he characterizes as “totally
preposterous”, saying that people work on this “to my regret”). Maybe he can
have a talk with Sean Carroll and convince him to stop promoting this stuff…

17. Hendrik
April 9, 2008

Michio Kaku’s book just had a scathing review at
http://newhumanist.org.uk/1747

18. nigel cook
April 10, 2008

That’s a worthless book review because it doesn’t address the main issue. It’s
like an ad hominem attack, trying to debunk one thing by attacking something
else. The alleged trivial errors aren’t necessarily a sign that the big arguments
are wrong, and I think the reviewer is incompetent to review the book because
he ignores the main arguments altogether.

It’s simply not good enough to spot a few trivial errors in a book and then try to
discredit the main message as suspect. The amount of polishing and error
checking of a book written by a very busy author is mainly down to the
publisher’s editor, not the author. I read a couple of earlier popular books by
Professor Kaku, and found them to be well written. The fact that he writes a lot
about non-speculative (non-predictive) stuff like string theory is the reason why
he is so popular. Fiction outsells fact, and you can’t debunk it. If fiction sells,
someone will write and publish it.

19. Shantanu
April 13, 2008

Peter probably you have seen , but see the talk by Roberto trotta

http://www.ipmu.jp/seminars/opensympo/gross.asx
http://www.ipmu.jp/seminars/opensympo/gross.asx
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at PI (last year) arguing against anthropic pinciple.
here
Towards the end of talk (after about 1:00 hr) there is interesting discussion
between Moffat and Susskind (I think at least from the voice)

http://pirsa.org/07030010/
http://pirsa.org/07030010/


Stony Brook Dialogues in Mathematics and Physics

April 5, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Last week I spent a day out at Stony Brook, attending the second day of a two-day
symposium devoted to mathematics and physics, held in honor of C. N. Yang and Jim
Simons. Peter Steinberg was there for the first day, and has a report about this on his
blog. The symposium was in many ways also a celebration of the new Simons Center
for Geometry and Physics, which is just getting off the ground with a $60 million
donation from Simons. A new building will be constructed over the next couple years,
and already one permanent member (Michael Douglas, who will not be the Director,
as mistakenly reported in some press accounts and here) has been hired. In an era
when string theory has caused a backlash against mathematical and formal research
at many physics departments, the Simons Center may be one of very few places
where a physicist working at the boundary of mathematics and physics will be able to
find employment. To get some idea of how dramatic the situation is this year, with
only “phenomenologists” and “cosmologists” getting hired into tenure-track positions,
take a look at the Theoretical Particle Physics Rumor Mill.

Stony Brook played a very important role in the interaction of mathematicians and
physicists around the topic of gauge theory, and many of the speakers at the
symposium discussed this. Since his early work on Yang-Mills, Yang had been
intrigued by the similarities between gauge theory and the Riemannian geometry of
GR. He built up the ITP at Stony Brook, in the same building and at the same time as
a great mathematics department focused on geometry was being built up by Simons.
He discussed these similarities with Simons, who told him that gauge theory must be
related to connections on fiber bundles and pointed him to Steenrod’s The Topology of
Fibre Bundles. Yang didn’t get much out of that (not surprising, since Steenrod is
purely topological, with nothing about connections and curvature), leading him to
make the statement:

There exist only two kinds of modern mathematics books: ones which you
cannot read beyond the first page and ones which you cannot read beyond
the first sentence.

In early 1975 Simons gave a series of lectures to the physicists on differential forms,
geometry and bundles, and some real communication between the two camps began.
This led to Yang writing a paper that year with Wu, Concept of Nonintegrable Phase
Factors and Global Formulation of Gauge Fields, Phys. Rev. D12, 3845, that included
the famous “Wu-Yang dictionary” explaining how to translate back and forth between
mathematician’s and physicist’s language. The crucial example was the Dirac
monopole, where the bundle (for a sphere enclosing the monopole) is what a
mathematician would call the Hopf fibration. This was already becoming a hot topic
among physicists, with the ‘t Hooft-Polyakov monopole having been discovered in
1974.

Is Singer visited Stony Brook in the summer of 1976 and talked to the physicists
about gauge theories and geometry. In early 1977 he traveled to Oxford, where he,
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Atiyah and Hitchin began working on instantons, i.e. solutions of the self-dual Yang-
Mills equations. Again the physicists had started this, with the discovery of the BPST
(Belavin, Schwarz, Polyakov and Tyupkin) solution in 1975, followed by its use by ‘t
Hooft, Polyakov, Jackiw, Rebbi, Callan, Dashen, Gross and others soon thereafter. In
his 1977 Erice lectures on The Uses of Instantons, Sidney Coleman refers to the
“classic part of the theory”:

“Classic”, in this context, means work done more than six months ago.

Atiyah and collaborators were to devote much of the next decade to work on gauge
theories. In 1977 he also met Witten, and this began a long and fruitful collaboration.
During the years after 1977 Witten would become by far the dominant figure in the
subject.

At Stony Brook last Friday, I arrived just in time to catch a morning talk by Dennis
Sullivan about the classification of 3-manifolds (he was speaking in place of Iz Singer,
who wasn’t able to come due to a respiratory infection, but an e-mail from him was
read to the audience). Yang made some short comments about a problem in
condensed-matter physics. The afternoon featured three hour-long talks. The first, by
Dijkgraaf on The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Physics in Mathematics was a talk for
a general audience advertising some of the high points of how ideas originating in
string theory have had influence in mathematics. The main example was the
computation of the number of rational curves on a quintic. The talk was extremely
polished, featuring very impressive graphics. He described the current situation of
string theorists as being very enthusiastic about “emergent geometry”, but struggling
for the right mathematical language to express these ideas. This is an interesting
research program, but as far as I can tell it is one that has to some extent ground to a
halt, with little progress in recent years, and Dijkgraaf’s talk being essentially the
same one he has given on other occasions during the last 5-6 years.

Michael Douglas, who is joining Stony Brook next year as the first permanent member
of the Simons Center, spoke on Physics and Geometry: past, present and future. He
emphasized ideas about “branes” and non-commutative geometry that have been
popular since the late 1990s, like Dijkgraaf giving a take on the question of what new
sort of geometry string theory might be pointing to. He ended his talk with a
sentiment that I would heartily agree with, that he thought the time had come for a
deeper investigation into quantum field theory. Unfortunately it was in a context I find
not so promising: he has been thinking about how to count quantum field theories as
part of anthropic landscape research, and has realized that this is a pretty ill-defined
question. His final remarks seemed to be designed to answer skeptics who have
noticed that string theory has stopped making progress, noting that physicists like
himself are always moving on to something new, and this something new might soon
not be string theory. In answer to a question from the audience about what the LHC
might tell us about string theory, he gave a defensive set of remarks about the
testability of string theory.

The last talk of the symposium was Witten on the topic of Electric-magnetic duality on
a half-space, and this was a breath of fresh air and an extremely impressive
performance. He was discussing joint work with Davide Gaiotto that I wrote a bit
about here, based on his recent series of lectures at the IAS, which you can follow in

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=666
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lecture notes from David Ben-Zvi and Sergei Gukov here. The Stony Brook talk was an
extended version of one he gave recently at the Linde-fest, available here.

The talk began with a motivational example from d=2, with a 1-d boundary, of a
duality in the QFT of real scalars, taking Dirichlet boundary conditions on one side of
the duality to Neumann boundary conditions on the other. The next example was 4d
U(1) gauge theory, with its electro-magnetic duality, again relating by duality Dirichlet
boundary conditions and Neumann boundary conditions for the field-strength F at the
boundary. Most of the talk was about his new work on the surprising ways in which
duality is reflected in choices of boundary conditions in N=4 super Yang-Mills. He
claimed this to be a physicist’s way of understanding geometric Langlands and its
duality between D-modules and coherent sheaves, but ended after an hour without
having much to say about these mathematical implications, (although he jokingly
threatened to go on for another hour on this topic if people were willing to stay).

In response to a question, he noted that unfortunately there seemed to be no useful
relation between this S-duality and the AdS/CFT duality of the theory that is the
reason for its central importance in modern string theory and particle theory.

Witten’s talk ended the symposium on a high note. This summer he’ll be temporarily
moving to CERN as a visitor for the next academic year, so he may be on-site there as,
if all goes well, the first results come in from experiments at the LHC.

Comments

1. nbutsomebody
April 6, 2008

Peter,
Thanks for pointing out that string theorists are not getting faculty jobs. I think it
is almost impossible to judge between important work and junk in string theory,
as there is no objective criterion (no experiment) of doing so. Hence it is not easy
to decide who should be offered a job and only choice left is to not offer jobs to
string theorists. I guess it is wise too.

2. Brett
April 7, 2008

Gian-Carlo Rota, a mathematician himself, described algebraic topology books
thusly, “There are two kinds of books on algebraic topology: those that end with
the Klein bottle and those that are written in the form of a personal letter to
Norman Steenrod.”

3. Thomas Love
April 7, 2008

Peter, You quoted Yang:
“There exist only two kinds of modern mathematics books: ones which you
cannot read beyond the first page and ones which you cannot read beyond the

http://www.math.utexas.edu/users/benzvi/GRASP/lectures/IASterm.html
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first sentence.”

What is the source of this quote?

IMHO, the statement is a synopsis of the problems with modern physics. The
physicists really don’t understand the math they are trying to use.

4. Peter Woit
April 7, 2008

nbutsomebody,

I think the hiring situation in physics departments is disturbing, with my concern
not about string theorists losing out to non-string theorists, but about “formal
theory” losing out to “phenomenology”. The reason string-based unification
failed was not that it was insufficiently concerned about connection to
experiment, but that it was a wrong idea. Unfortunately string theorists have
been unwilling to admit this, and many of them have tried to turn themselves in
“string phenomenologists”, claiming often bogus connections to LHC physics or
cosmology.

My own view is that there is still a huge amount we don’t understand about
quantum field theory itself, that new tools and deeper understanding are needed
to make any real progress, and that one way to get to this is through better
understanding of the relation of QFT to important ideas in mathematics. Quite a
few string theorists in the past have actually been working on this, or on related
issues, but research in this direction is now being killed off in physics
departments, all in the name of a rush to do often bogus “phenomenological”
work. This is a real shame, leaving the only hope for progress in this area
increasingly in mathematics departments, but these are typically very ill-
equipped to train people or support this kind of research, emphasizing only
certain areas that have to do with traditionally popular areas of math research.

5. Peter Woit
April 7, 2008

Thomas,

A couple people told me that Yang had repeated this in his remarks on the first
day of the conference, which I missed. He also talks about this in his interview in
the Mathematical Intelligencer (volume 15, no. 4 Fall 1993, 13-21).

I don’t think it’s surprising that physicists have trouble with Steenrod and
similar algebraic topology books. Both the language and issues these books are
concerned with are quite different than what physicists care about. One
excellent book about topology that is more appropriate for physicists is Bott and
Tu. These days there are many more readable modern math textbooks than there
used to be, mathematicians have moved away from the Bourbaki style of
exposition (which was never intended to be a way to teach people anything). But,
a lot remains to be done in terms of writing expositions of modern mathematics
that can be read by even mathematicians in other fields, much less physicists.



6. Thomas Love
April 7, 2008

Thanks for the reference Peter. According to Yang, his joke goes back to 1983.
From the Mathematical Intelligencer interview:

Yang: I can tell you a relevant story. About 10 years ago, I gave a talk on physics
in Seoul, South Korea. I joked, “There exist only two kinds of modern
mathematics books: one which you cannot read beyond the first page and one
which you cannot read beyond the first sentence.” The Mathematical
Intelligencer later reprinted this joke of mine. But I suspect many
mathematicians themselves agree with me.

It has happened to me, I once read an sentence in a math book which I didn’t
understand. I had to read another book to get the background to read the
background to continue.

7. nbutsomedy
April 7, 2008

Peter said,
“My own view is that there is still a huge amount we don’t understand about
quantum field theory itself, that new tools and deeper understanding are needed
to make any real progress, and that one way to get to this is through better
understanding of the relation of QFT to important ideas in mathematics.”

Your views may be true but I think a lot of theoretical physicists will disagree
with such a view. I personally partially agree with what you are saying, but it
should also be remembered that too much formalism makes main questions
obscure and people have a tendency to do a lot of fancy stuffs (but solvable)
without much real progress. In such a point thinks become exactly like string
theory. The questions become community driven and which is important becomes
completely a question of who thinks it is important. In short objectivity is
completely lost.

Frankly speaking how much the so called “important areas in mathematics” has
helped us to gain a better understanding of the physical world is something
waiting for a judgement. It may even be more misguided than the string
landscape.

8. nbutsomedy
April 7, 2008

peter,
Having said what I have written before, I should mention that I agree to
completely with your concern about bogus “phenomenology”. Especially “string
inspired” cosmology and phenomenology. It almost seems like a disease and most
of the researches are irrelevant at the best.



The New Math

April 7, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Via Steve Hsu, I ran across the cover article from Alpha magazine, a magazine for the
hedge fund industry, entitled The New Math. It describes the role physicists are
playing in several hedge funds, developing sophisticated trading strategies. One of
the best known of the organizations doing this is Renaissance Capital run by Jim
Simons, and its success is now responsible for funding the new Simons Center at
Stony Brook.

Two of the theoretical physicists featured in the article were fellow graduate students
at Princeton while I was there. One of them, Marek Fludzinski (who was a couple
years ahead of me), quickly left academia and went on to a career in finance, ending
up founding the Thales hedge fund, which he still runs. The other, John Moody (more
about him here), was in my class and so I got to know him quite well, but I had lost
track of him in recent years. He worked with Frank Wilczek on axions and left
Princeton for Santa Barbara after Wilczek went there to the ITP.

In recent years quite a few mathematics Ph.D.s and a very large number of particle
theory Ph.D.s have ended up in the finance industry, and the article describes the
kinds of things that they are doing. The impact of the recent melt-down in the credit
markets remains to be seen: maybe there will be fewer jobs available in this field, or
maybe demand will increase for people with this kind of technical background as
companies pursue ever more sophisticated strategies.

Comments

1. TomW
April 7, 2008

Unfortunately, the most likely outcome is that the “eggheads” will serve as
convenient scapegoats for the fact that banks had no idea what kind of debt they
owned or whether it was any good or not. Cue backlash in three, two, …

2. Chris W.
April 7, 2008

The last thing they need is more sophisticated strategies. It’s funny how so-
called financial engineers never seem to have heard of the old engineering KISS
principle, much less thought paid close attention to the hard lessons software
engineers and computer scientists have been learning about building
complicated systems for the past 5 decades. And then there is the natural
invitation to fraud offered by debt securitization…

Of course, they’ve had to deal with clueless executives and investors breathing
down their necks, looking for ever higher returns. That certainly doesn’t help in
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learning and sustaining good engineering judgment.

Sorry; the rant is over.

3. D.
April 7, 2008

There is always room at the top, if I may steal that paraphrase, but in my
experience there exists a fairly high washout rate among the physicists, less
from aptitude than boredom or culture shock.
However, once you’ve developed your toolbox and demonstrated good results,
you’ll basically never want for a job again; the unemployment rate among good
quants has been about zed for at least two decades, being more a factor of
liquidity than anything else.

4. Deane
April 7, 2008

In business section of last Sunday’s Times, there is a review of a book called
“The Trillion Dollar Meltdown”. It quotes the author as saying, “As a general
rule, only the very smartest people can make truly catastrophic mistakes”.

I think Chris W. has it right.

5. mathjunkie
April 8, 2008

It is not new that banks or financial institutes look for quants who have PhD
degrees in physics. Back in year 2000, the physics professor I worked with asked
me if I was interested in working in some banks as a quant as they needed such
people to do very difficult maths. As my maths was really not good, I refused the
offers.

6. Allan
April 8, 2008

It will be interesting to see how many of the Masters programs in financial math/
risk engineering / whatever will survive the current meltdown. And what will
happen to the unemployment rate for new Ph.D.s in both math and physics if this
alternative career is no longer readily available.

7. Mathew Crawford
April 8, 2008

This article should get play higher up the media chain. Off Wall Street, industries
should recognize what geeks bring to the table in terms of strategic
sophistication. Many do, but many don’t. The number of math jobs (including
those going to the physicists) will increase, not decline.

Chris W.,

I don’t think the current financial meltdown and the sophistication of hedge fund



strategies are linked in a particularly meaningful way. The mortgage system that
failed us was in place before hedge funds became what they are today — a field
of giants in the financial industry. Hedge funds didn’t pressure anyone to make
an industry out of sub-prime loans. (And hedge funds have been complaining
about Bear for a long time.)

Hedge fund traders have been talking about how scary the leverage at Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac have been for over a decade, but could do nothing about it
but talk.

Deane,

As for the smartest people making catastrophic mistakes, that may often be true.
But most generally, it’s the people with the most power who make the biggest
mistakes. This is just the common investor effect, and sometimes the power
holder is not the smartest person in the room.

8. Chris W.
April 8, 2008

See this interview with Robert Merton in Technology Review.

I’m not buyin’ it…

Matt: Major players in the financial services industry facilitated and encouraged
the growth of the sub-prime mortgage industry, and disseminated securities
based on these sketchy loans. They can say that nobody had to invest in these
things, but that’s disingenuous; they were marketing them, and they were fully
intent on succeeding in those marketing efforts. Clearly there was a lot of fraud
and stupidity among subprime lenders, but they’ve paid the price; they’re out of
business or shadows of their former selves. The borrowers are hardly getting a
free ride either.

The whole “investors and borrowers were stupid, and have themselves to blame”
argument is at about the same moral level as a drug dealer who ridicules his
junkie customers for buying the product.

Perhaps the only reality check (if not a solution) is extreme skepticism, shading
into paranoia, and willingness to look under the hood by anyone who relies in
some way on the machinations of this industry. If that smacks of saying screw the
banks and hiding one’s savings in a mattress, so be it. Fortunately there are
quite a few financial institutions that managed to maintain some detachment
from the whole debacle.

[Sorry, Peter.]

9. Deane
April 8, 2008

I maintain that the most powerful person in the world (say, George W. Bush) is
able to make a catastrophic mistake only with a lot of help from extremely smart
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people. The point is that smart people are able to magnify or leverage a small or
diffuse effect into much bigger or more concentrated one.

10. Michael Bacon
April 8, 2008

“The point is that smart people are able to magnify or leverage a small or diffuse
effect into much bigger or more concentrated one.”

Yes, but there’s a bit of cancellation going on at the same time. Probably stable
overall, but subject to big fluctuations that could have really bad effects.

11. DB
April 9, 2008

I think you need to distinguish two categories of math jobs, those related to
creating quantitative trading strategies and those used for the securitization of
mortgages into what are known as Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs).
The former will continue to prosper, but the latter is essentially dead in the
water, because it is a major factor in the credit crisis. Enormously complex
mechanisms were used to package suspect loans in order to obfuscate the true
risk in the underlying securities – essentially nobody understood how dodgy
these vehicles were because they were deliberately packaged so as to frustrate
any attempt to understand them according to standard financial principles.
Mortgage securitization will recover and continue, but this industry is
experiencing a “flight to simplicity”, transparency will be everything so there will
be no place for complex and concealing math.

12. Chris Oakley
April 9, 2008

DB –

The most common use for math/science PhDs in finance that I am aware of is in
developing derivative pricing models, of which CDOs are but one strand … I do
not see this going away any time soon – although the appetite for derivatives is
greater in a bull market it does not go away completely in a bear market,
especially as existing portfolios still need to be managed.

13. Deane
April 9, 2008

Re: DB’s comment

“Flight to simplicity” is a good thing, and I hope it continues.

And indeed this will probably lead to reduced demand for quants and less blind
acceptance of sophisticated models. But that does not mean that mathematical
finance will go away. It will definitely continue to play a significant role in
finance, including securitization of mortgages and other assets. However, both
quants and their overseers need to be both more honest and outspoken about the



limits of what mathematical finance can do.

I believe a lot of quants understand the pitfalls of their models but have been
unwilling or unable to express these issues effectively to others.

14. Tim Jones
April 9, 2008

An early example of the particle theory to finance transition is
eloquently described in Emanuel Derman’s autobiography
“My life as a quant”. I should declare an interest: we worked
together on early electroweak models in 1973, and this is
discussed briefly in the book. (Page 73!).

15. stevem
April 9, 2008

In the (rather good) textbook “Statistical Mechanics of Financial Markets” one
chapter discusses potential uses of earthquake prediction theory and a “Richter
scale for market crashes”, as well as ideas of scaling, turbulence theory and so
on; so all sorts of ideas are being considered. Getting some real idea of when
things are about to go seriously awry is the real trick in this game, and that’s
where LTCM in particular failed disasterously. It has clearly been demonstrated
that these trading strategies can work effectively if they are not pushed too hard;
then steps can be taken if there is a nasty change in market dynamics. But LTCM
in particular was massively overleveraged and got immobilized by its sheer mass.
The problem is that some managers and investors are always going to want to
always push the models and push boundaries to try and create bigger returns, or
to outdo each other. The state of the art seems to be getting very advanced now
though albeit not infallable. The stuff on genetic algorithms, machine learning
and neural nets discussed in the linked article is pretty interesting though.

Another problem is when you have more and more people chasing the same
money and opportunities in the markets, using the same strategies. I wonder
how much of the financial engineering literature is worth reading since all the
best stuff will no doubt be kept very secret. Also, it could be all too tempting and
convenient for traditional manages, traders and Wall street types to blame the
current mess (or future crises) on the “eggheads” or “rocket science”, especially
if things get worse. Some traditional Wall Street types and traders also no doubt
feel resentment towards hedge fund managers who make much more than them
and of the widening gap between “the haves” and the “have mores”.

The fact that there were a number of well-documented high-profile disasters in
the 90s directly due to “eggheads” does not help either:LTCM of course, as well
as Joseph Jett and Kidder Peabody, and the Orange County derivatives mess, also
due to a theoretical physicist I believe. However, the steady, consistent and sober
performance of Renaissance Technologies for example has also given a lot of
credence and respect to what responsible quantitative finance or financial
engineering can actually do. So I would say it is an open question for now as to
whether the current situation will see an increase in demand for physicists and



mathematicians or a decrease. |’m skeptical though as to whether aspects of
human behavior and psychology can be factored into models. When he lost
£20,000 in the South Sea Bubble Newton supposedy said: “I can compute the
motion of heavenly bodies but not the madness of people”.

16. Chris Oakley
April 9, 2008

Dr. Oakley’s Lessons To Be Learned From Past Financial Disasters

Orange County: Some derivatives salesmen are really good.

Joe Jett, Nick Leeson & Jerome Kerviel: When large amounts are involved, make
sure that at least one person in the organisation outside the trader’s bonus pool
knows and understands fully what is going on.

LTCM: PhDs in Mathematics sometimes do really stupid things.

17. Sven
April 9, 2008

When you think about it, what is the common thread between the following?

String Theory
LQG
LTCM
Subprime Hedge Funds

18. locrian
April 9, 2008

And what will happen to the unemployment rate for new Ph.D.s in both
math and physics if this alternative career is no longer readily
available.

Unaffected. Financial engineering is a fairly small (in the scheme of physics)
area that only a very few PhD’s from the very top schools tend to go into. If it
disappeared entirely I doubt it would have any dramatic affect on physics
employment rates. The idea that Wall Street is scouring physics departments is
largely a myth these days; what might be more accurate is that there area couple
of physics departments and a few MFE departments they look to.

Personally I see physicists as being eliminated from that area entirely over the
next quarter century as students with more formal training replaces them.

19. Teacher of Quants
April 9, 2008

It’s unlikely that “students with more formal training [will] replace” physicists
and mathematicians. Despite the availability and employment advantages of
specialized MFE and PhD programs in quantitative finance, there is still a wide
gap in capability between the students on that bandwagon, and the theoretical



math/physics types.

20. locrian
April 10, 2008

I agree that there is a wide gap in capability between students in MFE programs
and theoretical physicists – the MFE peeps are much better at quantitative
finance, at least for some significant initial period of time.

21. Teacher of Quants
April 11, 2008

Unless you mean “MFE peeps” who already have a solid math/physics
background (such as academia opt-outs grabbing a remunerable credential), the
physicists leave them in the dust sooner rather than later. For a physicist to
replicate the MFE skillset is much easier than the reverse.

22. Chris Oakley
April 12, 2008

I have to agree with ToQ here: I mentored a PhD in Aeronautical Engineering
who had no previous finance experience. In less than three months he was able
to write code to calculate cross-currency asset swap spreads from first
principles. OTOH others I worked with in the investment banking business, some
of whom had taught Finance at university level, but had no specific math or
“hard science” background did not, IMHO, even understand what a yield curve
was.

23. Haelfix
April 12, 2008

Everyone knew the housing bubble was going to burst, but actually some of the
largest money to be made is right at the tail end of a bubble, which is why you
see all these people staying in the game years after they first calculate the
impending doom.

The whole art is knowing when to get out in time. To that end, many quant
derived highly adaptive and sophisticated computer models were made that were
very sensitive to the relevant indicators that should predict how and when that
would take place.

The catastrophe occured when every indicator failed at the exact same time.
There was no provision for that, and thus the models failed.

Its a good example of when and how computer simulations can go awry.

24. dave tweed
April 12, 2008

It does strike me as unfortunate that a high proportion of the people who get
these sort of finance jobs are theoretical physicists rather than population



biologists, computer network designers or others who work with mathematical
models in science. By its nature, physics tends to deal with situations where you
can make accurate measurements of variables and where there’s no collusion
between states, so they really don’t have an intuitive feel for when they don’t
hold, but neither are particularly true in finance. On the other hand they’re dealt
with everyday in other fields. I wonder if there is any reason beyond economists
physics-envy and the inherent self-promoting bombast of physicists why they’re
the primary group recruited into mathematical finance? Is it an apostolic-
succession situation?

25. IMHO
April 12, 2008

Physicists are hired for marketing reasons….”Look how smart our people are”



Physicists On Tape

April 12, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Over at the Center for Science Writings, John Horgan has started an interesting
project of posting copies of taped interviews with scientists that he has accumulated
over the years, starting with an interview with Chandrashekar. In a blog entry about
this, he points to a piece entitled Revenge of the Science Writer from 2001 by Robert
Crease, a historian of science and co-author of what I think is the best history of the
development of the Standard Model: The Second Creation: Makers of the Revolution
in Twentieth Century Physics. Crease describes Horgan as “a man who does not
destroy his tapes”, and tells the following story:

I once interviewed a well known European physicist whom I had arranged
to meet at a table in the noisy lunchroom at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory. I pulled out a tape recorder and asked him about one of his
experiments. The scientist could barely disguise his impatience. After five
minutes we had a slight misunderstanding about where a certain event took
place. I corrected him; he thought I hadn’t been listening.

“That’s it!” he fairly roared as he abruptly stood up, his chair shooting
backwards. The background hubbub in the lunchroom suddenly plummeted
and everyone turned to stare. He strode away, shouting, “This is a total
waste of time! You’re an imbecile!” Or at least I think that’s what he
shouted. I can’t be sure, because I destroyed the tape. I was too
embarrassed to consider replaying it, or risk having others know my
humiliation.

One tape I wonder if Horgan still has is that of his interview with Witten back in the
mid-nineties. His chapter on string theory in The End of Science included a rather
harsh portrayal of Witten, some of which I remember as being quite unfair. It’s also
true that Horgan’s aggressive skepticism about the claims being made at the time for
string theory has stood up very well in light of what has happened in the intervening
fifteen years or so.

Comments

1. MathPhys
April 12, 2008

Chandrasekhar gives Horgan a hard time.

2. pazuzu
April 12, 2008

[anonymous comment attacking John Horgan deleted. Please don’t use my blog
to anonymously attack other people.]
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3. Michael
April 14, 2008

I know many writers and artists that have the same reaction to interviewers, this
is from Sally Mann:

“Over the years I’ve learned not to talk about my work, taking to heart the
Robert Doisneau quote that goes something like this: “If you make pictures,
don’t speak, don’t write, don’t analyze yourself and don’t answer any questions.”
I would amend that by adding, “And don’t read any critical comments, either.”
People always seem to freight the work so heavily with meanings that were not
in any way intended or even subconscious. “

4. Wavefunction
April 17, 2008

Crease’s book is indeed excellent.



Dark Matter

April 13, 2008
Categories: Film Reviews

Yesterday evening I went to see the new film Dark Matter, which opened here in New
York this weekend. In many ways, it’s very good, much better than I was expecting.

The plot is loosely based upon the story behind the 1991 shootings at the University
of Iowa physics and astronomy department. Gang Lu, a Chinese graduate student who
had recently defended his Ph.D. but was having trouble finding a job, shot and killed
five people, including his advisor, and severely wounded a sixth person. One
unfortunate aspect of the movie is that it rewrites this true story to make the killer
much more sympathetic, while making some of the people who were murdered much
less so than they seem to have been in real life. The families and friends of the victims
may be justly outraged by this. There’s more about the film and the controversy over
its relation to the Gang Lu story here.

In the movie the real life space physics at Iowa has been transposed to cosmology at a
university in Utah. It remains set in the early 1990s, with protagonist Liu Xing
recently arrived in the US from mainland China. His advisor, Jacob Reiser, is a
cosmologist with a model called the “Reiser model” which is based on cosmic strings.
Liu Xing comes up with what he considers a breakthrough, a new model based on
using superstrings to explain dark matter. This doesn’t meet with Reiser’s approval,
and he is failed at his dissertation defence for a bogus reason (this is one of the ways
the movie sadly departs from a realistic plot or the true story). The scientific advisor
for the movie was David H. Weinberg, a cosmologist at Ohio State, and Lee Smolin is
thanked among many others in the credits.

The strongest point of the movie is its portrayal of the lives of the graduate students,
mostly Chinese, who are struggling to adapt in an alien environment, some of them
consumed with a passion to make breakthroughs in science, others already trying to
figure out what to do about their not-so-great academic job prospects. The director,
Chen Shi-Zheng, emigrated to the US about the same time as Gang Lu, 1987, and so
starts from a deep understanding of what the experience of Chinese students arriving
in the US at that time must have been like.

Back in the real world, David Harris is reporting from the big April APS meeting on
the new Symmetry Magazine blog Symmetry Breaking. In a blog entry entitled Dark
Matter Discovered? he reports a rumor that the DAMA collaboration will report on
Wednesday that they have detected dark matter in the latest run of their experiment.
This story just appears on Slashdot, “slashdotting” whatever unfortunate web-server
is running the Symmetry Breaking blog, so it is inaccessible for the moment .

Update: For more about the DAMA rumor from science writers at the APS meeting,
see this blog entry from JR Minkel, and a characteristically detailed and informative
posting from Jennifer Ouellette.

Update: There are now reports from the talk by Tommaso Dorigo and Alexey Petrov,
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and the slides are here. Sounds like this experiment is definitely seeing a signal with
yearly variation, but it’s controversial whether this is due to dark matter or something
else much less interesting.

Update: Yet more from the New York Times and Tommaso on this topic.

Update: Yet more skeptical commentary about DAMA here.

Comments

1. Thaddeus
April 13, 2008

Come on Peter, it’s fiction. Artistic license is not only permissible, it’s desirable.

2. DB
April 14, 2008

The Dama collaboration will have a job on their hands to convince sceptics after
they cried wolf in 2000. The latest PDG review states:

“The DAMA experiment operating 100 kg of NaI(Tl) in Gran Sasso has observed,
with a statistical significance of 6.3 σ, an annually modulated signal with the
expected phase, over a period of 7 years with a total exposure of around 100 000
kg·d, in the 2 to 6 keV (eee) energy interval [33]. This effect is attributed to a
WIMP signal by the authors. If interpreted within the standard halo model
described above, it would require a WIMP with mχ  50 GeV and σχp  7 · 10−6 pb
(central values). This interpretation has, however, several unaddressed
implications. In particular, the expected nuclear recoil rate from WIMPs should
be of the order of 50% of the total measured rate in the 2–3 keV (eee) bin and 7%
in the 4–6 keV (eee) bin. The rather large WIMP signal should be detectable by
the pulse shape analysis. Moreover, the remaining, presumably
e/γ-induced, background would have to rise with energy; no explanation for this
is given by the authors. The extended version of DAMA, LIBRA, is now taking
data with 250 kg of NaI(Tl) in Gran Sasso; results are scheduled to be published
in 2008.”

3. Coin
April 14, 2008

Artistic license is not only permissible, it’s desirable.

Couldn’t we object on purely artistic grounds? It seems to me that storytelling is
much less interesting when you try to sugarcoat everything.

4. Mike
April 15, 2008

The link to Jennifer Ouellette is broken. You are missing the “t” from “twisted”.
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5. Peter Woit
April 15, 2008

Mike,

Thanks, now fixed.

6. axel.
April 15, 2008

I agree with Coin: turning a tragedy caused by an (apparently) personal crisis
into one caused by politics is not a very artistic way of looking at things, is it? but
i haven’t seen it yet, only the trailer, and of course the infos on wikipedia are not
really “first hand”, either.

7. luny
April 15, 2008

I read about this episode in the book Disciplined Minds.
The account given there was very sympathetic to the student and
unsymphathetic to the advisor.
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John Wheeler 1911-2008

April 14, 2008
Categories: Obituaries

News of the death of John Wheeler came yesterday, and many people have already
written detailed, touching and informative pieces about the man, his life and scientific
achievements. See for example here, here, and here. With Wheeler gone, physics
loses one of its very few living contacts with the early days of quantum mechanics,
since his career reached back to the early thirties when he went to study with Bohr.

My most extensive contact with Wheeler was surely through learning GR from the
marvelous textbook he co-authored on the subject. By the time I got to Princeton as a
student, he had recently left for the University of Texas, in order to evade Princeton’s
mandatory retirement age policy. He still was a presence in the department though,
returning to give talks (I remember one that was an advertisement for the importance
of the notion of a complex: “the boundary of a boundary is zero!” was the slogan). My
only conversation with him was at a meeting organized between graduate students
and a visiting committee of people evaluating the department. I recall a very friendly
older man who came up to talk to me, and listened attentively to my going on for
quite a while about how things could be improved. Only after we had finished
speaking and he had left did I realize who I had been talking to. My overwhelming
feeling immediately was that if I had realized this earlier I’d have much more enjoyed
keeping quiet and getting the chance to ask him a few questions.

Update: See here for another article about Wheeler, from the University of Texas. It
includes the claim that “Wheeler was the first person to emphasize the importance of
string theory”, which, as far as I know, has nothing to do with reality.

Update: For more about Wheeler, see this interview just put on-line, and this
discussion at Bloggingheads.

Comments

1. Thomas Love
April 14, 2008

Way back in 1973 I was a pilot in the USAF, thinking about graduate school. I
wrote a handwritten letter to Wheeler. In response I received a 5 page
handwritten letter from him with very good advice (including advertisements for
his books). I only know him through his books and articles, but he had a
profound effect on me and my work.

2. Matti Pitkänen
April 15, 2008

Wheeler-Thorne-Misner was also for me a very stimulating book, in particular his
topological ideas were very inspiring. I remember also Boulder lectures. Without
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Wheeler’s very positive and detailed hand written summary about the article
representing the first version of Topological Geometrodynamics it would have
been probably very difficult to publish it. The attribute “Topological” was added
to “Geometrodynamics” as the title of article for obvious reasons: I do not
remember whether it was Wheeler or David Finkdelstein who proposed this. I am
really proud of having had this contact.

3. MathPhys
April 15, 2008

Misner, Thorne and Wheeler is on the bookshelves of almost every person I know
who trained and/or aspired to be a scientist in the 70’s.

4. Dr. E
April 15, 2008

John A. Wheeler was my advisor for my junior projects at Princeton.

He was a “professor emeritus,” with an office on the third floor of Jadwin Hall.

The first junior paper was on GR, and the second was on the EPR effect &
quantum paradoxes.

I had first come across Wheeler’s work my freshman year in the awesome book:
Quantum Theory and Measurement (Princeton Series in Physics) by John
Archibald Wheeler and Wojciech Hubert Zurek.

There was a copy in my freshman dorm’s library–it was the only physics book in
the rather small collection.

I remember one autumn day, in his office in Jadwin Hall, he clenched his fist
lightly and said that today’s culture lacks the noble. And he looked at me and
said it was our generation’s duty to bring it back.

This was around 1990; and think of all that we have seen in the past twenty
years or so, in physics, politics, Wall Street, and beyond. It seems we have some
work to do….

Wheeler had walked with Einstein at Princeton and mentored Feynman. He came
of age in an era when debates, as manifested by that by the Bohr Einstein
dialogues, were marked by an exalted respect–both for one another and for
Physical Reality. And he embodied that refined respect; with a humility matching
his intellect and monumental accomplishments.

He said that freshmen ought begin research right away, when he adressed the
freshman class of physics majors; and he told us that while the grad students
knew a few things, the professors knew even less. He said this with a wink and
smile.

He was a cordial friend to all; and always lent everyone his ear. He was most
generous with his time; and his enthusiasm to “know what the show is all about,



before its out,” was contagious. He was one of those rare intellectual leaders
who inspired the better angels of our nature.

Well, we will all miss him. And we ought do our best to thank him, by embodying
his principles in our daily actions and contemplations–in our pursuit of physical
reality’s fundamental nature.

ghoststorythriller@gmail.com

5. Ali
April 15, 2008

Hi Peter,
What is this Princeton’s mandatory retirement age? This is the first time I am
hearing of this type of practice in USA.

6. Peter Woit
April 15, 2008

Ali,

Many universities in the US used to have mandatory retirement ages for tenured
faculty, typically age 70. This was made illegal in 1994.

7. nontrad
April 15, 2008

True, the UT article seems to suggest a quote by Unruh that relates Wheeler to
ST. That’s strange, at least to me, since I can’t think of significant contributions
to ST made by Unruh or Wheeler. But, I’m probably myopic and mistaken. The
mix of folks and folklore and word of mouth can be hard to follow.

That said, the UT article seems to reiterate a consistent point in the various
tributes to Wheeler seen since his NYT obit: He advocated for physic’s future in
general; and the younger generations in particular.

A man who truly made difference.

8. nbutsomebody
April 16, 2008

I regret that I did not have the opportunity to meet the last of the giants.

9. Thomas Love
April 16, 2008

Peter, This is the only comment by Wheeler on strings that I have found so far:

“Space and time are not things, but orders of things. If these words of old call to
a new and deeper conception of space and time than Einstein’s publications give
us, then in what direction are we to look? For a reply, many today would point to
string theory or other new and exotic developments. But if we are not yet ready
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to accept them, with all of their new elements, then where can we look?”

—Daniel H. Wesley and John A. Wheeler, “Towards an Action-at-a-Distance
Concept of Spacetime”, in A. Ashtekar et al (eds.), “Revisiting the Foundations of
Relativistic Physics”, pp. 421-436, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2003

That doesn’t sound like a supporter of string theory.

10. Peter Woit
April 16, 2008

My best guess would be that the claims about Wheeler and string theory are
based on someone mistaking the S-matrix for string theory. The recognition of
the importance of the S-matrix is often attributed to Wheeler, back in 1937.

11. rob
April 16, 2008

The statement about string theory is bizarre indeed. My guess is along the same
lines as Peter’s: Bill Unruh probably said Wheeler was one of the first people to
think about quantum gravity. The reporter probably confused quantum gravity
with string theory, as so many people do.

12. Luiz
April 16, 2008

Ali and Peter,

Sorry for the off-topic but maybe this “mandatory retirement age” wasn’t such a
bad idea after all.
http://www.phdcomics.com/comics/archive.php?comicid=912

Cheers.

13. Professor R
April 17, 2008

Hi Peter,
your tribute ‘my most extensive contact with Wheeler was surely through
learning GR from the marvelous textbook he co-authored on the subject’ is very
fine, and probably the sort of tribute Wheeler would have appreciated most.
I suspect the passing on of knowledge becomes very important to the giants of
science as they get older, jst as it does for musicians etc. It must be fantastic to
see one’s students and grand-students making progress in theoretical physics –
but a good textbook can reach a much larger audience!

14. Jimbo
April 18, 2008

Much continues to be said about Johnny Wheeler, but if you’d like to watch him
describe his remarkable life, here is a link to a series of in-depth video interviews
he gave just a few years ago.

http://www.phdcomics.com/comics/archive.php?comicid=912
http://www.phdcomics.com/comics/archive.php?comicid=912


http://www.peoplesarchive.com/browse/movies/2359/

15. Daniel Wesley
April 20, 2008

remember that John Wheeler he occasionally expressed a desire to learn more
about string theory. He wasn’t overly critical of, but he certainly never tried to
sell me on it. To that extent I think it is probably not accurate to describe him as
a strong supporter of string theory. I think it would be just as inaccurate to
describe him as a foe.

To extrapolate from my own experience, I think the issues that string theory has
been successful in addressing are not necessarily the ones that he was most
interested in: things like the nature of (space) time, the connection between
physics and information (”it from bit”), why quantum mechanics is so strange,
and so on. I think he believed that the big advance in quantum gravity would
come from a conceptual breakthrough (a la Einstein) rather than a technical one.
He believed that once we had the right answer we’d be able to explain it easily to
“the man on the street,” and I don’t think any of the ideas we’ve come up with so
far pass this test!

I was very sorry to hear about John’s passing. He was a great inspiration to me,
and I cherish the lessons I learned from him. I’ve met very few scientists of his
stature who were so generous with their time and energy. He had a sign in his
office, which said “Encourage! Encourage! Encourage!” and he lived that motto
in an
exemplary way.

16. Eric H
April 23, 2008

From the comments I’m reading I believe Mr Wheeler was a compassionate
person and a scientifically great man in the technical sense. The only thing that
bothers me about his legacy is that he seems to have given so much credence to
bad ideas, such as “delayed choice”, “quantum fluctuations” in the absense of
describable forces, etc. While he understood that great ideas have an intuitive
aspect to them the ideas he ended up being famous for were exactly the opposite
of that realization. Its really unfortunate that good people can end up being the
promulgators of these types of ideas.

Because he seems to have been a kind and encouraging person many of these
ideas that have led to a dead end in quantum physics have been promulgated by
his students. Now, if he had had a nasty temperament I’m sure this wouldn’t
have been the case. How many times through history has the sociological aspect
of the teacher/student relationship had an impact on what gets taught rather
than the quality of the ideas?

17. Eric H
April 24, 2008

At the risk inflaming feelings and becoming a scapegoat I will add one further

http://www.peoplesarchive.com/browse/movies/2359/
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observation about John Wheeler. His attitude about quantum mechanics was
summarized in this quote:

“To Wheeler, quantum mechanics was a “great smoky dragon,” particularly with
respect to the bizarre behavior of the electron, which defied classification as a
wave or a particle. It could be anywhere, everywhere or nowhere, depending on
the observer.

This led him to the conclusion that reality, as we know it, comes into existence
only because we are here to see it and bring it to life. ”

I believe this conclusion that he came to that there is no external reality apart
from our observation is the single most deluded and erroneous conclusion about
quantum mechanics that has ever been foisted on the scientific community and
the public at large. This is what allows scientists to speculate about alternate
universes being created when a quantum choice is initiated. Because all
possibilities are simultaneous realities then there “must” be an alternate
universe created whenever a quantum choice is made.

To me it is incredible how scientists just go along like sheep with such ideas
because the scientist making them, John Wheeler, is well regarded in other
aspects of physics. It just shows how stupid physicists can be and how they can
be led astray even more than the general public on these types of things. Poor
William of Occam would shudder at the ineconomy of having to create an entire
universe out of whole cloth every time a decision is made.

18. Peter Woit
April 24, 2008

Eric,

I don’t think you can blame Wheeler for multiple universes. The recent interest
in them comes from a very different direction.

Actually, just about all physicists not only don’t follow Wheeler like sheep, but
happily ignore his idiosyncratic views about quantum mechanics. Even among
those who are more interested and would pay some attention to his views, I don’t
know of anyone who would follow them because of their source. More typically,
such people have their own idiosyncratic views…

19. Eric H
April 24, 2008

Peter,
I hope you’re right about independent thought. I used to believe in it much more
than I do now. There seems to be unconscious processes that go on in all of us
that make us want to fit in with the herd. I don’t think it is a very attractive
characteristic – especially so in the different fields of science. I sincerely wish I
was wrong but I don’t see evidence of it.



Multimedia and the Journal of Number Theory

April 16, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

I recently heard from David Goss, editor-in-chief of the Journal of Number Theory,
that the journal is planning on introducing video abstracts for papers that they
publish. Here’s his e-mail explaining this:

Dear Colleagues:

By now I believe that all of us have had the pleasure of watching a famous
scientist or mathematician discuss their work on internet video. I have
certainly done so myself and learned much. Indeed I can readily give a long
list of mathematicians who I would very much like to view presenting the
ideas behind their great works.

For example, it would be fabulous to watch a young Serre discussing the
ideas behind FAC or GAGA; or a young Faltings discussing his solution on
the Mordell Conjecture etc. I am sure that each of you can compile your
own long list (and obviously not just papers on number theory!).

It is in this spirit that I suggested to Elsevier that all JNT authors be allowed
to present a short (4 minutes max) “video abstract” of their accepted
manuscript. Elsevier has kindly accepted this idea and is now quite excited
about it.

The idea is very simple: When a paper is *finally accepted* for JNT, the
author will be notified and given the option of putting up a video abstract —
THIS IS ONLY FOR ACCEPTED PAPERS! The video will be watched to
check for professionalism etc., and those videos deemed offensive will not
be used (and the author sanctioned!). The video will then be linked next to
the paper on the JNT website. Information on how to upload files, etc., will
be on the JNT website by April 23, 2008.

Videoing virtually anything is now deeply a part of our culture as witness
the rise of YouTube. In fact, we will be using YouTube itself temporarily
until Science Direct is augmented to handle flash files (which I hope will be
within a few months). The url is:

http://www.youtube.com/user/JournalNumberTheory

where there is a short video about these multimedia abstracts!

I expect the video to be very low key like the one on the above url. I also
think that, frankly, it will be a fun thing to do after all the hard work
producing an accepted manuscript! Certainly the technology to produce
such videos is now ubiquitous worldwide.

It is important to note that ALL such videos will be archived by Elsevier and



thus will be available for future scholars and mathematicians.

With a little thought one can see vast possibilities here: For instance a
paper on the topology of elliptic curves could be proceeded by a short video
of computer graphics narrated by the author etc.

Comments

1. Jason Starr
April 16, 2008

Why do we need Elsevier for this? Anybody can post video to YouTube, and no
university libraries need be bankrupted in the process.

2. Arun M T
April 17, 2008

An open repository would be truly great. `You Tube’ wouldn’t be a bad idea.

3. tom
April 17, 2008

I agree that libraries don’t need an extra Elsevier charge for this and that
anybody can post on youtube.

On the other hand since the aim is really to talk only about accepted papers, all
such videos posted to the youtube group of the journal should have both
comments and ratings disabled since any youtube user (think laymen, children
and anonymous colleagues) can comment and rate any youtube videos that
allows it. In fact I’m not sure that ratings can be disabled in youtube, which
would be a problem.

4. Klaus Korak
April 17, 2008

Hi, I am a co-founder of the Journal of Visualized Experiments in Cambridge, MA.

Please visit our site at http://www.jove.com.

we would be very happy to support this effort!

5. Bee
April 17, 2008

I can only say about this what I said previously: the quality of a video and how
well one can sell oneself or the topic does greatly depend on professional
support. If the journal doesn’t provide a service that ensures videos can be
produced with roughly equal quality, this will just widen the gap between the
scientists in institution where there is such a support (e.g. by the public outreach
department or by a hired contractor) and where there isn’t. When I read a

http://www.jove.com/
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sentence like ‘videoing virtually anything is now deeply a part of our culture’, I
have to ask myself exactly whose culture is meant here? (I certainly don’t see it
as part of my ‘culture’.) As much as I like watching videos myself, I am afraid this
can bias people’s opinions towards those who have the possibilities to come up
with great videos. Yes, I would expect that the first some videos are low key, but
if this becomes an established procedure and gains in importance, researchers
and their institutions will try to produce the most convincing videos they can
possibly come up with. The analogy to commercials and their influence on the
‘free marketplace’ lies at hand.

6. Alejandro Rivero
April 17, 2008

It is important that youtube (and, I expect, other storage sites in the future)
provides now a “chromeless player” which allows full control of video, jumping to
specific positions, sinchro with slides or other videos, all from javascript.

7. Steve Myers
April 17, 2008

At first it seems like a good idea, but I think it would also cause fear & trembling
to run through math depts. The few times I’ve been forced to “present” it is
usually a disater with an hour lecture condensed to 5 minutes of quick
explanations & scribbled derivations & questions answered by pointing to an
equation. And it could easily start the wrong kind of competition (American math
idol?).

8. Thomas Love
April 17, 2008

The five minute limit seems rather strange, who can say anything worthwhile in
that time? It would be better to have each author post a video presentation of a
full hour lecture.

9. Coin
April 17, 2008

Alejandro: Lee Smolin has been posting a lecture series this past semester on the
nature of time, and he is using some interesting flash player that shows a video
of Smolin giving the talk in one corner of the window and the current page of
Smolin’s slides in the rest of the window. It would be interesting to see this
concept used more often (and especially interesting if it could be extended such
that the table of contents for the slides could be used to jump to that point in the
lecture!).

10. dave tweed
April 17, 2008

Since Arun talked about an open archive, let me point out that another issue is
storing the video in an open format. YouTube relies on Adobe Flash, and my
understanding is that whilst Adobe releases a specification of the format their



licence disallows using it to implement a player, so “officially” you are restricted
to hoping adobe release a player for the computer system you use. (It may be
that this clause in their licence is invalid; I’m not a lawyer.) Even if Adobe do
release a version for your system, I’ve had bad experiences with their installer
software on minority systems like Linux, where it makes some big assumptions
that are sometimes wrong. So picking a format where legally only one company
can make the software presents problems that could be avoided by picking a
format that’s intended to be free for anyone who wants to to implement.

11. Jeff McGowan
April 18, 2008

I don’t get the point of this at all. I had a paper (joint with E. Makover) in JNT in
2006, 5 pages long, I could explain the proof to a good high school student. Even
with an unusual paper like that, I can’t see what this would add. I could pretty
much read the main part of the paper in 5 minutes, but to explain it well takes
about an hour. And I don’t want to sit through 5 minutes for each paper to try
and figure out if I’m interested, I want to scan though my most recent email from
arxiv with a short paragraph about papers in fields I might be interested in, and
figure out quickly which ones are worth putting more time into

I’m guessing they were thinking “well, it’s great when one of your colleagues
stops you in the hall and spends 5 minutes telling you about their latest result”
but that is a completely different thing.

While I’m here, hi Peter, long time. Remember getting pulled over at UCLA with
Huntley. I tell that story all the time 

12. Maynard Handley
April 18, 2008

WTF is this being done using streaming technology?
There is NOTHING streaming can do that cannot be done better with
downloaded files. A downloaded file can be played on a media player away from
your desktop, can be played at greater or slower than 1x, can be substantially
more easily and smoothly scrubbed.

If you want to see how to do this sort of thing properly, go to the KITP web site (
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online ) instead of reinventing the wheel and doing so
badly.

13. Peter Woit
April 18, 2008

Hi Jeff,

Nice to hear from you!

From what I remember of the incident Jeff is referring to, we were stopped by
UCLA campus police, presumably on the grounds that no person with any
legitimate business on campus would be driving there at night in the kind of car I

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online
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owned at the time (an ancient Chrysler New Yorker, on its last legs, that I had
bought for some ridiculously small amount of money from Peter Orland). It took
some effort to convince the cops that we were reputable mathematicians there
for a conference, with the behavior of one of our number in the back seat not
helping matters… But it’s been a long time, I probably am misremembering this.

14. Jeff McGowan
April 19, 2008

Peter,

That’s it, more or less as I remember. My only misbehavior in the back seat was
not having my hands in view, which annoyed the officer with the gun behind the
car. I seem to remember Huntley being quite loud, which is no surprise, and of
course all three of us had pony tails. Ah, I miss my hair….

btw, love checking in on the blog. I ended up interested in the whole string
theory thing since I kept bumping into it at conferences (my first memory is
some talk on Riemann surfaces where the number 26 popped up and someone
asked “is that the 26 from string theory dimensions”), and now I’m actually
doing a lot of stuff on RS and trying to learn Grothendieck’s stuff. I really enjoyed
your book, and Smolin’s (I never met Lee, but always felt a connection since he
was the physics student at Hampshire before me, and there weren’t many of us).

15. John R Ramsden
April 20, 2008

From David Goss’s email:
>
> The video will be watched to check for professionalism etc., and those videos
deemed offensive will not be used (and the author sanctioned!).

Chortle. How in the world could a 4-minute abstract on a number theory paper
conceivably be offensive? Are there number theorists with Tourette’s syndrome,
or those who tend to flash their audience without warning?! Those number
theory seminars must be more interesting than I thought 

16. Peter Orland
April 20, 2008

Well, to be precise, it was a Ford LTD, with a police-car engine.



Experimentalists 1, Theorists 0

April 18, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

At Fermilab the Tevatron is producing record amounts of luminosity, see here for a
story about a celebration of this. Things also appear to be going well at the LHC, as
the cooldown remains on schedule, and only a tolerable number (12) of PIMs needed
to be replaced in the sector recently warmed back up. See here and here for some
discussion of current planning for the next year. The machine should be cool and
ready for beam commissioning in late June, and if all goes well, by September an
initial physics run with 5 TeV beams at relatively low luminosity may begin. At these
luminosities and energies, the stored energy in the LHC beam will be no greater than
at the Tevatron (although the important number for physics, the per-particle collision
energy, will be 5 times higher). The plan is to run until December, with a heavy-ion
run at the end, then shutdown until April 2009. During the shutdown the magnets will
be trained, allowing beams at the full energy of 7 TeV during the 2009 run.

Particle theory, especially string theory, is not doing as well. Data recently compiled
about top-cited particle physics papers from 2007 shows only one theory paper from
this century making the list of 51 most heavily cited papers, and that was the KKLT
paper which is referenced by all “landscape” and “multiverse” studies. The sad state
of string theory has even made it deep into the popular consciousness. Last week’s
episode of “The Big Bang” featured a brilliant young prodigy explaining to the particle
theorist character that his work on string theory was a “dead-end”, due to the
landscape problem. Even economists are dissing the subject:

Modern financial theory as applied ranks with string theory in physics as
one of the greatest intellectual frauds of our time. Whereas the vacuous
pretensions of string theory have finally been exposed (we now know that
the theory never generated a single falsifiable prediction), those of
“financial engineering” are just beginning to be exposed both in the press
and in lawsuits alike.

At Santa Barbara, Jennifer Ouellette reports on a workshop about “how to come off
better during TV appearances”:

Joe Polchinski (inventor of D branes in string theory, and one of the few
permanent members at KITP) also agreed to be mock-interviewed, revealing
a sly sense of humor in the process. For instance, asked if there was any
controversy about string theory, he deadpanned, “Oh no. Everybody agrees
that string theory is correct.” It cracked up the room.

This workshop unfortunately didn’t seem to include the advice to just say no when
asked by TV producers to participate in a short stupid comedy skit making fun of
science and scientists. See here, here and here, for reports on Wednesday’s “Root of
All Evil” show from Comedy Central, which featured a mercifully short segment
making fun of scientists as incomprehensible geeks. Participating in things like this
does about as much to help the image of science and scientists as appearing on a
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Spike TV segment about the use of physics to determine whether women can crush
beer cans with their breasts.

Given that things are going very well with the LHC, and badly with string theory,
string theorists are doing the logical thing: advertising their activities with graphics
of strings superimposed on a picture of the LHC. See here and here.

Update: Minutes from the LHC Installation and Commissioning Committee April 11
meeting are here. They include the exchange:

L.Evans asked if the cryogenics teams are still on track for having the whole
machine at operating temperature in mid-June. S.Claudet replied that
taking the figure of 6 weeks from room temperature to 2K, and allowing 2
weeks of cryo tuning, sector 45 would be ready for hardware commissioning
in the first half of July.

This indicates that beam commissioning is likely to begin in July, not June.

Also discussed was what to do about possible stray plastic parts in the beam tube:

Any pieces of plastic would be vaporised by the beam so we should not
delay start-up to search for these.

Update: Commentary on this posting from Lubos here, including

I am amazed by the people who deliberately keep on opening the pile of
manure called Not Even Wrong – it must be due to a really nasty deviation
of theirs that dwarves pedophilia.

Comments

1. Ethan Siegel
April 18, 2008

Peter,

Thanks for an interesting post today! I’m trying to figure out whether there are
any definitive tests one can do to either validate or falsify string theory, and the
overwhelming large parameter space the landscape provides seems to make this
impossible.

I’ve written a little bit about it on my website here and here, but haven’t gotten
any responses that explain whether string theory is, even in principle, testable at
this point. What are your thoughts on it?

Best,
Ethan

2. dan
April 18, 2008
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Dear Peter,
I understand that luminosity is related to the number of particle events, a certain
large number of which is required for the statistical probability of interesting
rare events like the production of Higgs and/or SUSY-partners.

I understand for a given collision energy, a non-detection of an increased
luminosity beam rules out the existence of Higgs and/or SUSY-partners at that
energy (i.e Higgs does not have a mass below 130GEV with 2-sigma 95% before
the luminosity upgrade, increasing to 3-sigma 99.7% with the luminosity
upgrade)

I understand that Tevatron has had a “300x” increase in luminosity with a 100x
increase in data, but how does this affect string theory? Neither string theory
nor SM is committed to a specific value for the Higgs and/or SUSY partner
masses, although it is obvious the increased luminosity constrains it. How does
an increase in luminosity for TEV spell things going badly for string theory
(unless you feel that TEV’s non-observation contrains what LHC might see)?

3. piscator
April 18, 2008

If particle experiment does well particle theory does well. The entirely correct
model of TeV-scale physics may already be written down, published, on the arxiv
– and attracting five citations a year.
Experiment alone will separate the wheat from the chaff.

The logic of counting citations to measure success says that particle theory is
only doing well when there is a bandwagon that is acting as a paper factory. If
(God help us) there were three hundred papers on unparticles this year would
that really make 2008 a great year for particle theory? There is lots of
interesting work around, but it is no bad thing if there is not so much ambulance-
chasing.

4. Jacob
April 18, 2008

Seems like someone is a bit jealous he wasn’t asked to be on “Root of all Evil”
instead………

5. big vlad
April 18, 2008

I feel I must point out that just because string theory is in a parlous state,
doesn’t mean the rest of particle theory is. In particular, phenomenology is in a
great state. There is more work in this area than there are people to do it, and
career prospects are bright for young researchers entering the field.

6. Peter Woit
April 18, 2008

Ethan,



String theory is simply not testable, by any conventional understanding of what
it means to have a scientifically testable theory. I’ve spent much time here going
over the arguments about this, I suppose I should spend some more and get
them put together in some place I could easily point to. A FAQ, if you will…

dan,

The fact that the Tevatron and LHC are doing well has no correlation with the
fact that string theory is doing badly. String theory has zero to say about what
either machine will see.

piscator,

I just disagree with your statement that “there is lots of interesting work
around”, but for some mysterious reason, almost everyone is ignoring it. If you
have some data that backs up this point of view, I’d be interested to hear about
it.

Jacob,

I suppose there’s a long list of things in life that other people but not me are
invited to do and I’m jealous of this. Appearing on “The Root of All Evil” isn’t one
of them…

7. Coin
April 19, 2008

we now know that the theory never generated a single falsifiable prediction

Maybe OT, but I am fascinated by the way this is phrased. “We now know”? It is
as if this was only discovered in retrospect. “In 2006 a theorem was published
which proved that no one had published a paper between 1986 and 2006
containing a distinct predictive model of M theory…”

8. Sara
April 19, 2008

At this moment, the motto of String Theorists seems to be: “If the mountain
won’t come to Muhammad, Muhammad must go to the mountain”.

9. dan
April 19, 2008

Dear Peter

“dan,

The fact that the Tevatron and LHC are doing well has no correlation with the
fact that string theory is doing badly. String theory has zero to say about what
either machine will see.”

String theory may have “zero” to say but what about SUSY-quantum field theory?



Since string theory would probably go into decline if LHC-TEV does not see
SUSY, and continue to flourish if it does see SUSY,

If SUSY does stabilize the EW scale, and some form of SUSY-field theory is used
as a basis of some sort of prediction based on this, what does the current non-
observation of a light higgs and other SUSY-partners at TEV’s increased
luminosity imply with the likelihood LHC will see SUSY when the TEV currently
has not, with its much increased luminosity.

10. IMHO
April 19, 2008

Peter Said:This workshop unfortunately didn’t seem to include the
advice to just say no when asked by TV producers to participate in a
short stupid comedy skit making fun of science and scientists. See
here, here and here, for reports on Wednesday’s “Root of All Evil” show
from Comedy Central, which featured a mercifully short segment
making fun of scientists as incomprehensible geeks. Participating in
things like this does about as much to help the image of science and
scientists as appearing on a Spike TV segment about the use of physics
to determine whether women can crush beer cans with their breasts.

Hi Peter,

I don’t think that’s even close to accurate. In fact, I think it shows a severe
misunderstanding of popular culture, social interaction, and human nature in
general.

It’s pretty basic…

An incomprehensibly opaque field populated with unaccessible inhuman
humorless people who don’t act “normally” like the rest of us……that’s scary and
scary things are burned at the stake.

Those smart guys who talk all that incomprehensible smart stuff, but they’re
pretty funny and just regular people like the rest of us….If tv says they’re
important, then I guess it’s ok to support them.

To see that this is true, just look at every government that has ever existed in the
history of the universe. There is an entire political appatatus as a buffer between
serious policy and the lay public….think of that skit as the incipient physics
political arm.

Bad publicity is something like: Those smart guys think we’re stupid, and they’re
trying to trick us.

11. nbutsomebody
April 19, 2008

Peter wrote
“….I suppose I should spend some more and get them put together in some place



I could easily point to. A FAQ, if you will…”

A FAQ would be an excellent idea.

12. Peter Woit
April 19, 2008

dan,

As the Tevatron gets more data, they presumably can push up a bit the bounds
on SUSY, and there is a range of possible SUSY parameters that the Tevatron
can’t exclude, and that the LHC could observe. But string theory has nothing to
say about the values of these parameters, even about whether anything will show
up in the LHC range.

13. just a graduate student
April 19, 2008

I’m starting my phd on quantum gravity and already got sick about the existent
situation. I’m tired of watching consecutive attacks against string theory (ST). ST
did this, ST can’t do that, ST is the atomic bomb.

All we have in quantum gravity is 5-6 theories that did simply nothing for
physics. No predictions, no experiments, nothing at all. Still, everyone still fights
for the best theory to survive the game. “MY theory has unification!” yeah, but
“MY theory is background indipendent, yours is not!” etc etc etc.

oh dear lord, why quantum gravity is so appealing to me instead of condensed
matter physics, or photonics?

why?

14. tommaso dorigo
April 19, 2008

Dan: “I understand that Tevatron has had a “300x” increase in luminosity with a
100x increase in data,”

Sorry for nit-picking, but it takes so little additional effort to be accurate… It
bothers me when numbers fly loosely in a scientific argument.

The Tevatron had a x15 increase in the record instantaneous luminosity in Run II
over Run I. The integrated luminosity in Run II is now 30x larger than in Run I,
not x300. And that means a similar factor in the increased statistics for rare
processes with high trigger and collection efficiency, say for instance top quark
pairs; save a small (30%) additional increase due to the larger energy of the
beams in Run II vs Run I (980 vs 900 GeV per beam).
Instead, the total bounty of data has not increased by x30 WRT run I, but just by
about x10. That number is almost meaningless, however, since it is only
connected to the data aquisition capabilities of the system, and has nothing to do
with the size of “discovery” datasets (which have increased by about



x30x1.3=x40, as I said above).

Cheers,
T.

15. Steve Caudill
April 20, 2008

Interesting that there is a workshop on how to look better on TV!

As a government scientist (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission nuke inspector),
I’ve had to go through about 6 week-long training courses over the past 17 years,
in which we were videotaped and our taped performances critiqued, etc. One
such course dealt specifically with how to handle interviews by the media, which
was taught by ex-media personnel.

Now I’m just waiting to get on TV!!! (but not as a result of a nuke accident of
course!!)

16. chethan krishnan
April 20, 2008

> All we have in quantum gravity is 5-6 theories
> that did simply nothing for physics.

This is a bit of a murky area. Because science is not JUST about predictions, but
also about understanding. Epicycles could make excellent predictions for
planetray motion, but understanding came only with Newton.

String theory does give you its share of Aha! moments. I will just mention one
that I haven’t seen mentioned much to the general public: Mathur’s fuzzball
proposal for black holes. It is very hard to believe that we do not understand the
essential mechanism of black holes after you read, say, hep-th/0502050. Of
course it is possible that “real” black holes don’t fit with the plan, etc. etc., but
thats mostly because everything is possible.

The basic point is that string theory seems like a good theory of some quantum
gravity – but not manifestly ours. I think this is reason enough to work on it.

> No predictions, no experiments, nothing at all.

Yes, expriments are hard to come by in this day and age. But should we shut
down speculative theory because of that? Heck, thats all we got! The other
option seems like throwing the baby out with the bathwater to me.

17. Bee
April 20, 2008

Given that things are going very well with the LHC, and badly with string theory,
string theorists are doing the logical thing: advertising their activities with
graphics of strings superimposed on a picture of the LHC. See here and here.



At least the first graphic I am sure I’ve seen before, I think on a workshop called
‘Strings at CERN’ in 2004 or so.

18. jpd
April 20, 2008

re chethan krishnan:
i think the gist of the opposing argument is that the
bath water is cold. take the baby out , dump the water
and get some more hot water.

19. chethan krishnan
April 20, 2008

> i think the gist of the opposing argument is that
> the bath water is cold. take the baby out , dump
> the water and get some more hot water.

I am glad you got the maximum mileage out of that bit. 

If there is a new theory that is more promising than string theory, by all means I
am for it. I am just not happy with the sitting around and waiting for it part. In
the meantime, exploring string theory seems like the most useful thing to do to
get some insights into quantum gravity. The fact that it might even be right, adds
to the attraction.

Also, the inherent difficulty of testing quantum gravity at low energies makes me
suspect that speculating will be inevitable to get a glimpse of the truth. Which is
why I find arguments against speculative theories not so compelling. My claim is
that even though the issue is often portrayed as string theory vs. something else,
it really reduces to theorizing vs. no theorizing.

Over and out.

20. Peter Orland
April 20, 2008

>chethan krishnan Says:

>If there is a new theory that is more promising than
>string theory, by all My claim is that even though the
>issue is often portrayed as string theory vs. something else, it really > reduces
to theorizing vs. no theorizing.

Chethan,

I think you are right, if there are only certain problems you want
to theorize about. But there are other things besides gravity
and unification to theorize about. Your view is the mainstream
one in theoretical high-energy physics, of course.

Personally, I don’t think quantum gravity is an important science question,



though it is certainly a fun and interesting question. I would write a paper about
it (and have once or twice), if I had an idea concerning it I liked; but it just
doesn’t interest me as much as other problems. The Planck mass just can’t be
studied with experiments. Quantum gravity may be fun, but it also seems like a
distraction from serious physics. People who hold this view aren’t loved by their
colleagues (I don’t think we are disliked either, just ignored), but there it is…

21. anon.
April 20, 2008

‘… the inherent difficulty of testing quantum gravity at low energies makes me
suspect that speculating will be inevitable to get a glimpse of the truth. …’

You’re judging alternative theories by the criteria of string theory. In string
theory, quantum gravity effects are important only at unobservably high energy
scales.

Take a look at all the loose ends in classical gravity at present (dark energy, dark
matter, etc.) which quantum gravity should say something about at low energy
where general relativity is a classical approximation to quantum gravity.

An alternative to string theory may predict the amount of dark energy, i.e. the
lambda term in the classical general relativity solution which will emerge as an
approximation for low energy.

That would be a checkable prediction. String theory can’t do it because of the
landscape problem, but some alternative quantum gravity theory might be able
to predict lambda. Just because string theory is a failure, doesn’t mean to say
that all other ideas will be a failure, too. They just haven’t had the concentrated
attention and effort devoted to them yet, that string theory has received for ages.

22. Peter Woit
April 20, 2008

chetnan,

The only people I see suggesting “sitting around and waiting” as a research
strategy these days are string theorists, who are unwilling to give up on a failed
theory, and instead advocate waiting for LHC results that will “narrow the
parameter space” of possible string theory vacua to be investigated, or produce
some unexpected result which will fuel the next theory bandwagon for them to
hop on to.

The only way a new, more promising theory will come about will be from people
working on trying new things, not from sticking to tired, familiar ideas that they
are comfortable with even though they don’t work (for by now well-understood
reasons). If you don’t want to try to find something new, why bother spending
your life working in this area? The world is full of all sorts of interesting things to
do and to think about, devoting yourself to a failed idea because it pays the rent
isn’t much of a way to spend one’s life.



23. Aaron Bergman
April 20, 2008

But there are other things besides gravity
and unification to theorize about. Your view is the mainstream
one in theoretical high-energy physics, of course.

Judging by where the money’s going, I don’t think that’s an accurate assessment
anymore.

To anon: If you happen to have a theory of quantum gravity, or really anything at
all, that has something useful to say about the cosmological constant, I think
you’d find that people will start studying it very quickly.

24. One of 10,000 Monkeys
April 20, 2008

“who are unwilling to give up on a failed theory, and instead advocate waiting for
LHC results that will “narrow the parameter space””

You seem to think that unless a theory can uniquely predict everything that will
be seen at LHC from first principles, then the theory must be no good. I’d like to
ask, when has such a thing ever happened? The Standard Model was produced
with the guidance of experimental results, not deduced beforehand. You’re like
some guy around 1960 going around complaining about how Yang-Mills theory is
a total failure and waste of time because it can’t predict anything.

Really, you’re just the equivalent of a Rush Limbaugh for science. All one has to
do is replace ‘string theory’ with ‘liberalism’ in your diatribes and it’s a one-to-
one mapping. Indeed, you were probably the main source for articles such as

http://www.conservapedia.com/String_theory

People who read such articles and take them seriously are your intellectual
brothers.

25. Peter Woit
April 20, 2008

“You seem to think that unless a theory can uniquely predict everything that will
be seen at LHC from first principles, then the theory must be no good.”

Monkey,

For the 10,000th time, the problem with string theory is not that it doesn’t
“uniquely predict everything” that the LHC will see, but that it predicts
absolutely nothing at all about this (or anything else for that matter…).

Thanks for the link to “Conservapedia” where the entry for string theory states
“As of today, string theory has been a total failure.” That’s not a web-site I would
normally ever consult, interesting to see that the “string theory has failed” meme
is even showing up there. Someone should tell Lubos.

http://www.conservapedia.com/String_theory
http://www.conservapedia.com/String_theory


Seeing all the bad press string theory is getting some days makes me feel sorry
for string theorists. I tend to get over this pretty quickly though when I see how
they are reacting to it, e.g. by making bogus claims about testability and the
LHC.

26. Aaron Bergman
April 20, 2008

Just as a random note, why is it that falsificationism and positivism seem to be
conflated so often? (Conservapedia, admittedly not a source known for its
accuracy, is just the latest I’ve seen.) As I recall, Popper came up with
falsificationism as an explicit reaction against positivism which was more
concerned with making meaningful statements (a sort of verificationism).

27. One of 10,000 Monkeys
April 20, 2008

“the problem with string theory is not that it doesn’t “uniquely predict
everything” that the LHC will see, but that it predicts absolutely nothing at all
about this (or anything else for that matter…).”

Exactly the same thing could have been said about Yang-Mills theory in the fifties
and sixties. Yet, the Standard Model turned out to be a Yang-Mills theory. In
reality, string theory is presently in the same place today as the quantum theory
was from the period 1905-1925, before the formulation of quantum mechanics.

28. Peter Woit
April 20, 2008

“string theory is presently in the same place today as the quantum theory was
from the period 1905-1925”

Monkey,

If you want to get some idea of the broad range of convincing experimental tests
passed by the old quantum theory, you might want to look up the Nobel citations
for Planck (1918), Einstein (1921) and Bohr (1922). These were not people who
spent their time making up absurd excuses for not having a testable theory, and
the Nobel committee didn’t give them Nobel prizes based on such excuses.

29. One of 10,000 Monkeys
April 20, 2008

Peter,

Please explain to me how the photoelectric effect and the emission spectra from
the hydrogen atom were tests of the quantum theory (using the criteria you
apply to string theory)? Both of these phenomena were well-known before either
Einstein’s or Bohr’s models, so I don’t think you can claim that the quantum
theory of this time made any testable predictions. Indeed, the Bohr model is in
fact not correct. Rather, the quantum theory itself was pieced together bit by bit



using these experimental data as guidance.

As a counter example, I can construct string models with three generations of
chiral fermions which transform as representations of the SM gauge group, just
as Bohr used the quantum theory to construct models of the hydrogen atom. In
neither case, do we make any new predictions. However, the models themselves
may lead us to a deeper understanding.

30. Peter Woit
April 20, 2008

Monkey,

It’s just simply not true that all Bohr did was “construct models of the hydrogen
atom” that predicted nothing.

31. David Nataf
April 20, 2008

Peter, is it really true that string theory failed to make any predictions, did they
predict a cosmological constant would have to be negative in the 1990s?

10, 000 monkeys, the Bohr model of the hydrogen atom was able to explain
things that nobody else was able to explain – the emission lines of hydrogen. The
theories available at the time predicted the electron should crash into the
proton… whereas the standard model has a solid grip on particle results. Does
ST have such a result? Einstein got a value for h in his photoelectric experiments
that matched the h that popped out of Planck’s equations for the blackbody
spectrum. That’s pretty good.

They worked off not understood anomolies such as atomic spectra. We’ve now
had equally not-understood anomolies such as dark matter for thirty years, and
dark energy for ten. We have a curiously flat and uniform universe. There’s a lot
that no one understands, as much as there was in 1905.

32. dan
April 20, 2008

Hey Peter, have you seen this article, string theorists weigh in on what they think
the LHC will see, and how it affects string theory

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/03
/25/scibigbang125.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/03
/25/scicomments125.xml

For copyright reasons I won’t reproduce what they say here except this:

MARTIN VELTMAN “As for string theory, it’s all mumbo jumbo, with no
connection with experiment.’ I wonder if he came to this conclusion on his own
or as a result of reading your work and the controversy it has inspired

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/03/25/scibigbang125.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/03/25/scibigbang125.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/03/25/scibigbang125.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/03/25/scibigbang125.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/03/25/scicomments125.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/03/25/scicomments125.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/03/25/scicomments125.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/03/25/scicomments125.xml


NIMA ARKANI-HAMED “My hunch is that there’s a better than evens chance
that supersymmetry will show up at the LHC”

EVA SILVERSTEIN “I’d be extremely puzzled if they don’t find the Higgs, but
wouldn’t be devastated if they didn’t come up with evidence for supersymmetry.

‘Some of my intuition comes from string theory, an appealing candidate for a
theory of all the forces of nature. According to many – perhaps most – versions of
string theory, supersymmetry does not hold good at the energies probed by the
LHC, so its discovery might require further explanation from this point of view.”

PW, Eva’s statement comes as news to me, is there any reason why Eva (and
some of the other string theorists interviewed) are backpeddling from seeing
SUSY at LHC energies, given the ‘hierarchy” argument for SUSY in the EW-
scale? Eva is now claiming that string theory SUSY probably won’t show up at
LHC energies, but that if SUSy does show up, string theory would need further
explanation.

If LHC does not see SUSY, could SUSY still be (experimentally speaking) the
explanation for hierarchy argument (if the SUSY-breaking scale is above what
LHC can produce/detect) which is what Eva seems to be saying.

33. Peter Woit
April 20, 2008

David,

There never were serious claims that string theory “predicts” a non-positive CC,
although as late as 2001 Witten was writing that he knew of no “clearcut way” of
getting a positive CC out of string theory.

If you look at the Einstein Nobel citation you’ll see that it explicitly refers to
detailed tests of the photo-electric effect performed after Einstein’s proposal that
tested and confirmed his predictions.

dan,

Thanks for pointing those out, I hadn’t seen those quotes. The Silverstein quote
that

“According to many – perhaps most – versions of string theory, supersymmetry
does not hold good at the energies probed by the LHC”

is a bit striking, given that many string theorists in the past have claimed low-
energy supersymmetry as a “prediction” of string theory, and that if it does show
up, they certainly will claim it as evidence for string theory.

I think what she is referring to is the idea that one can show that there are more
string vacua with SUSY breaking at high energy than at low. If SUSY doesn’t
show up at the LHC, Arkani-Hamed and others will claim this as evidence for the
landscape, on the grounds that the only possible explanation for the hierarchy is



an anthropic landscape.

Veltman has always been a string theory skeptic, he didn’t get that from me…

34. One of 10,000 Monkeys
April 20, 2008

David,
The Bohr atom didn’t explain anything, it merely fit the data that was available
namely, the Balmer series. As for the stability of the atom, Bohr only gave an ad
hoc rule for this, which was to say by decree that orbits satisfying the angular
momentum quantization rule (which was again ad hoc) were stable. This is not
an explanation, merely a phenomenological model. Even though the Bohr model
was almost completely wrong in almost every respect, it was still useful, mostly
because it led to the deBroglie wave/particle duality. This of course, then led to
the Schrodinger equation.

Regarding the Silverstein statements regarding not being upset about the
prospect of not seeing supersymmetry at LHC, Peter is correct. I’ve heard this
from Kachru himself, who made the accompanying statment that ‘Natural is
whatever nature does’, to justify why the anthropic arguments to solve the
hierarchy problem are no more unnatural than supersymmetry.

35. dan
April 20, 2008

Peter,
I thought Eva’s guess was based on the fact that the light higgs, higgs, and SUSY
has not been seen at TEV, which constrains and decreases the likelihood low
energy hierarchy-solving SUSY will be observed at LHC, or 50-50 as NIMA
ARKANI-HAMED quantifies it.

Eva’s argument seems specious to me since even if most vacua imply a high-
scale susy-breaking than is unattainable at LHC, I would use the anthropic
principle to argue that we happen to live in a universe where the SUSY-breaking
scale is close to the EW breaking scale (within LHC energies) so as to solve the
hierarchy problem. In a multiverse, we would not exist in a universe with a high
energy SUSy breaking, as it would allow the Higgs boson through radiative
quantum contributions to pull up to the GUT or planck scale.

If LHC doesn’t see SUSY, then evidently SUSY isn’t the correct explanation for
the hierarchy problem, is there any experimental or observational reason to
think SUSY is a true but broken symmetry of nature besides the running
coupling constants?

36. chris
April 21, 2008

dan,

if you ever heard veltman talk on anything, you would have instantly recognized



that he is a critic of everything except feynman diagrams. i am not sure he even
takes local QFT as well established fact.

monkey,
i encourage you to stop embarrassing yourself and do as peter suggested: read
up the nobel citation for bohr.

37. Bee
April 21, 2008

Monkey,

Your reasoning is completely confused, read your own comments. You’ve
eventually come to claim the thing to do is making ‘phenomenological models’
that are ‘useful’ because they can lead to further insight. I couldn’t agree more!
Just that you started up claiming essentially the opposite, namely that theories
do not need to give rise to models that make predictions that test the theory. I
think you have somewhat of a confusion about models and theories
(recommended reading). Best,

B.

38. One of 10,000 Monkeys
April 21, 2008

Dear Bee,
I’m not sure where I claimed that theories do not need to give rise to models that
make predictions that test a theory. I certainly hold no such opinion. However,
you must first get to the point where your theory is understood well enough to do
this, and generally you need to be able to construct specific models. In the
previous example I gave regarding Yang-Mills, there is absolutely no chance that
the Standard Model can be derived directly from YM. Indeed, the SM is but one
of a vast landscape of possible Yang-Mills theories. To discover which one
describes our universe, we construct models that describe the known data and
try to fill in the gaps. Once the model is sufficiently developed, then testable
predictions can be made. This is how science works.

39. Brett
April 21, 2008

The Bohr model made several crucial predictions. It predicted the existence of
new lines in the hydrogen spectrum, although this probably could have been
done using numerology alone. Much more important, it predicted that the
quantized nature of the spectrum was related both to the quantization of light as
photons and the quantization of the energy levels of atoms. The former form of
quantization was still gaining acceptance, although its utility in explaining
physical phenomena was already demonstrated. That the atomic levels of
hydrogen (and by extension, all atoms) were quantized was completely new. This
property of the Bohr model made many strong predictions, such as the outcome
of the Frank-Hertz experiment.

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/04/models-and-theories.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/04/models-and-theories.html


40. One of 10,000 Monkeys
April 21, 2008

Brett,
The Bohr model did not predict any new lines in the hydrogen atom. At best, it
merely gives the Rydberg formula. As far as the quantization of energy levels is
concerned, this is a postulate of the model, not a prediction. For all practical
purposes, it was a lucky guess. Don’t get me wrong, I am not puttying Bohr
down. He was a first class phenomenologist and philosphopher.

41. jpd
April 21, 2008

its amazing how many geniuses come up with lucky guesses.

42. Peter Woit
April 21, 2008

“For all practical purposes, it was a lucky guess.”

I see, the only difference between string theorists and Planck, Einstein, Bohr is
that they haven’t been as lucky…

The argument that Monkey is making I think is based upon a somewhat different
argument that David Gross is fond of, that, at the conceptual level, one should
think of the present state of string theory as analogous to that of the old
quantum theory, a patchwork of ideas that indicates the existence of a still
unknown underlying well-defined theory.

I always thought it was a bad idea for Gross to promote this analogy, since there
were obvious huge problems with it, especially problematic being that the old
quantum theory had a huge amount of experimental backing, while string theory
has none. Monkey’s comments indicate that my concern was justified.

43. One of 10,000 Monkeys
April 21, 2008

Are you guys that are so fond of the ‘genius’ Bohr aware that he advocated
giving up the principle of energy conservation?

At any rate, I put Bohr’s model on the same level as the deBroglie wave
hypothesis. Both ideas were brilliant and lead us to the correct theory, quantum
mechanics, but the ideas in themselves are not completely correct. This is the
essence of bottom-up phenomenology, as opposed to the top-down approach.

44. chethan krishnan
April 21, 2008

>The only way a new, more promising theory will come about
> will be from people working on trying new things, not from
> sticking to tired, familiar ideas that they are comfortable with



Not sure there is a recipe for scientific revolutions. One thing I am fairly certain
of is that pushing the current ideas to their limits is probably going to be
essential to see beyond them. In the case of quantum gravity, string theory is
certainly a way to gain such insight, whatever its ultimate use.

> even though they don’t work (for by now well-understood
> reasons).

:).. Right.

> If you don’t want to try to find something new, why bother
> spending your life working in this area?

Not wanting to try something new? Try what? The only way to come up with
something new that is non-crackpot is to understand the existing ideas well
enough to know their holes.

Besides, we are all clutching for straws here! It is easy to sit there, play critic,
condescend, etc.

> The world is full of all
> sorts of interesting things to do and to think about, devoting
> yourself to a failed idea because it pays the rent isn’t much of a
> way to spend one’s life.

Thanks for the career advice. I guess! 

Its amazing the bitter resentment here, even when we are just trying to have a
conversation.

45. proofreader
April 21, 2008

chethan krishnan Says: “…Besides, we are all clutching for strings here!…”

You had a typo. I’ve fixed it for you.

46. Peter Woit
April 21, 2008

chethan,

No, there’s no “bitter resentment” here. I’m quite happy with my life and things
I’m working on. Life is good. I happen to think that the decision by much of the
particle theory community to keep pursuing string-theory based unification
despite the increasingly obvious failure of the idea is a mistake, and this is worth
pointing out. The argument that “let’s keep doing this, maybe something will
turn up” has been made for many years now, and has just led to the field working
itself farther and farther down a blind alley. Sooner or later this will have to be
acknowledged. Sooner would be better.

47. nbutsomebody



April 21, 2008

Monkey,
I understand your point that Bohr model did not predict anything new, it has just
explained something already known. Ok, let me agree ( even if it may not be
true). Let us forget about predictions altogether.

Just explain, no need to predict. I am placing a lower acceptance criterion than
Peter usually put on string theory. Just give me a model, which has standard
model gauge group, three generations, all moduli stabilized and with reasonable
cosmological constant and particle mass. Do not even bother about whether it is
unique and stuffs like that. Just give me one. Do not say that there are so many
string models in the landscape one will certainly match with Standard Model.
Give me an example. Just one….
Please…

48. dan
April 21, 2008

PW,
playing DA here, “especially problematic being that the old quantum theory had
a huge amount of experimental backing, while string theory has none.”

the LHC isn’t online yet. If, hypothetically speaking, SUSY does show up at LHC,
this would be a reason theorists to claim string theory has experimental backing.

49. milkshake
April 21, 2008

that offhand remark about no need for searching after hapless things that may
stray into the beam path (for they shall be vaporised in instant)…..”At last, we
have ways to make you pay attention. New physics is not here to be posessed by
the faint-hearted theorists!”

50. One of 10,000 Monkeys
April 21, 2008

nbutsomebody,
There are such models in the literature which closely resemble the MSSM, and
where all moduli may be stabilized. However, at this point I don’t want to say
more for fear of being accused of self-promotion.

51. Peter Woit
April 21, 2008

dan,

The problem with the idea that the LHC will provide experimental backing for
string theory is that string theory doesn’t predict anything at all about what the
LHC will see.



52. Coin
April 21, 2008

However, at this point I don’t want to say more for fear of being accused of self-
promotion.

Erm, we don’t know who you are so we wouldn’t have known it was self-
promotion unless you’d said that, now would we have?

nbutsomebody, you can find models purporting to be of the exact type you’re
requesting by typing variations on “mssm string” into Google. Here’s one, title
“The Exact MSSM Spectrum from String Theory”, abstract starts with “We show
the existence of realistic vacua in string theory whose observable sector has
exactly the matter content of the MSSM…”. I am not qualified to evaluate
whether these models deliver on their claims.

53. dan
April 22, 2008

Hello PW,
I guess it’s an issue of semantics

you are obviously right that some string theorists from Michio Kaku and Lubos
Motl are betting that string theory implies LHC-accessible SUSY partners to
show up, with others like Eva Silverstein saying it won’t show up (but still
working on string theory nonetheless)

so string theory as you say doesn’t make a prediction about whether SUSY shows
up in the LHC,

but as far as prediction goes
1- all susy string theoris predict SUSY. it does not offer any details about the
nature of SUSY that can be predicted a priori. So while string theory cannot
predict whether SUSY will show up in LHC, or any of its values, if SUSY does
show up at LHC, it would be evidence consistent with susy-string theory.

The semantic issue is this: string theorists say some models of string theory
predicts susy at LHC energies, the LHC finds susy, a prediction is verified. If
LHC does not find SUSY, some classes of string theory are falsified. So string
theory does make predictions (or some classes do)

If LHC were to see SUSY, string theorists will continue its dominance of HEP and
QG for decades on end. I do wonder what will happen if LHC does not find SUSY
— Eva Silverstein clearly feels this is likely.

If Eva Silverstein is right and that string theory predicts SUSY will not be seen at
LHC energies, but the higgs is, what then stabilizes it from quantum corrections,
if it is not SUSY?

I take it from what you described that we’re looking at 2010 for quality large
data sets to come out to show higgs and other exotics from LHC?

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512177
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0512177


54. A.J.
April 22, 2008

If Eva Silverstein is right and that string theory predicts SUSY will not be seen at
LHC energies, but the higgs is, what then stabilizes it from quantum corrections,
if it is not SUSY?

Fine tuning?

55. nbutsomebody
April 22, 2008

monkey,
It does not matter who is the author. A objective truth is a scientific progress,
and there is no self-promotion involved. I just like to learn. If you are an honest
scientist, please give the arxiv number. Well, I am not an expert in
compactification, but I would very much like to discuss the work with somebody
who knows more.

56. chethan krishnan
April 22, 2008

> “…Besides, we are all clutching for strINGS here!…”
>
> You had a typo. I’ve fixed it for you.

Very cute. Now run along and bother mommy.

To Peter:
I wasn’t implying that YOU are a bitter person. I meant that I came here
expecting disagreement with string theory, but what I also find is a lot of bitter
hostility towards string theorists. The former of course I might debate with, but
the latter seems a little …

In any event, about the scientific issue: I think it is fair to take a moderate stand
about string theory, but I simply disagree with your implication that string theory
is almost provably useless in our quest for quantum gravity.

57. nbutsomebody
April 22, 2008

Coin,

Many thanks. I am not also qualified enough to judge these models, but it seems
they do not talk much about moduli stabilization and particle mass and
cosmological constant. Getting the gauge group is not enough, one has to get the
Higgs and/or sponteneous symmetry breaking. ( That is a tough job considering
our inability calculate particle masses.)
Unfortunately just now I do not have access to guys who work on string
compactification.
I really like to interview somebody like Kachru, Douglus etc., and put up a faq on



what is known and not known about landscape and compactification.

58. nbutsomebody
April 22, 2008

chetan wrote,
“…but what I also find is a lot of bitter hostility towards string theorists.”
It is true that some people are to some extent hostile to string theorists. Even
considering the fact that the string theorists have a rare trait of perceiving
hostility when people are simply differing in their opinion, there are still some
who really are hostile. The reason is simple. People are pissed off by the extreme
stupidity and stubbornness of seemingly intelligent string advocates.

When a bunch of religious fundamentalists make bogus claims, people may
forgive and overlook them as mere idiots. When a bunch of iv-league faculties
does the same, people kick b*tt.

Peter, extremely sorry for being rude…..

59. Duncan MacGregor
April 22, 2008

So the LHC can vaporise plastic but (remembering an old news story about the
LEP) how would it do against beer bottles?

60. Peter Woit
April 22, 2008

chethan,

My claims that string theory has failed has to do with the idea of using it to do
particle physics. If you want to use it purely to do quantum gravity, the problem
is that it’s unclear what “success” would actually look like. You’re not going to
get anything you can test experimentally, and thus get stuck in the situation an
earlier commenter referred to of near religious warfare between competing
“quantum gravities”, with no good way of distinguishing which is “better” than
the other.

As for the hostility towards string theory, some of it is, well, hostile people, or
those who are hostile to things they don’t understand. But a great deal of it is
coming from the behavior of string theorists. The amount of unprofessional
behavior, conviction that anyone who disagrees with you is an idiot,
unwillingness to admit a mistake or that things are going badly, etc. that has
been on display over the last few years coming from the string theory community
has been shocking.

61. PN
April 22, 2008

>Particle theory, especially string theory, is not doing as well. Data recently
>compiled about top-cited particle physics papers from 2007 shows only one



>theory paper from this century making the list of 51 most heavily cited papers,
and >that was the KKLT paper which is referenced by all “landscape” and
“multiverse” >studies.

Hmm… Particle phenomenology papers (#27 and 31) are not counted to be
THEORY anymore?

62. nbutsomebody
April 22, 2008

Peter said,
“the problem is that it’s unclear what “ success” would actually look like. You’re
not going to get anything you can test experimentally, and thus get stuck in the
situation an earlier commenter referred to of near religious warfare between
competing “quantum gravities”, with no good way of distinguishing which is
“better” than the other.”

The comment is not entirely correct in my opinion. A quantum theory of gravity
should have the following properties, which put strong restrictions of them. At
the primary
level this conditions can be used to distinguishing which is “better” than the
other.

1) As a quantum theory of GRAVITY, it should at least reproduce general
relativity at low energy.

2) It should have a meaning full perturbative expansion.

3) It should reproduce the formula of black hole entropy calculated by Hawking
in 1972.

4) It should say something about what happens near the initial singularities like
big bang.

Once more than one theories at least satisfy first three of the four criterion, then
only one has the luxary of a “religious warfare” between competing “quantum
gravities”. As far as I know String theories are the only one to fullfill (partially)
these criterion ,

1) What we get from a naive low energy limit of String theory is Dilaton gravity
in 10D. It is not exactly GR in 4 dim but it is certainly GR+other fields in 10dim.
It is possible that there are compactifications exists for string theory which gives
4dim GR. That will bring us to the controversial arena of landscape.

2) It seems that a finite perturbation series exists, but yet to be demonstrated.

3) Using AdS/CFT black hole entropy has been successfully calculated in various
cases. Even for some non-supersymmetric black holes.

4) There are some preliminary result.

At least it seems to me that string theory is partially successful as a MODEL



theory of quantum gravity. There may be other theories which are equally
consistent and it may be possible that in time experiment will prove some of
them to be correct.

63. DB
April 22, 2008

The blurb for the upcoming Kalvi conference “Anticipating physics at the LHC ”
is remarkably free of explicit string theory tie-in or the usual hype, considering
the number of string theorists slated to appear:

http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto/?id=916

David Gross will open the conference.

Is this (along with Strings 2008 at CERN, and Witten spending next year on
sabattical at CERN) part of a strategy to try to bring string theorists into closer
contact with their experimental colleagues?

While it’s difficult to see how string theory can effectively interface with the
LHC, bringing both communities together seems like a good idea.

64. Peter Woit
April 22, 2008

PN,

Oops, sorry I missed those two papers. Still, the latest of these is from more than
6 years ago…

DB,

I don’t actually see many string theorists listed as talking at that conference.
While paying attention to what experimentalists are doing should be encouraged
among all theorists, I don’t think that string theorists claiming to be “string
phenomenologists” is such a great idea, although it may work for them as a
career move. Witten is an interesting case. I believe he’s intensely interested in
what is going on experimentally, and that’s one motivation to visit CERN, but his
own research remains more mathematical, presumably since that’s where he
sees a way to make progress absent new hints from experiment.

nbutsomebody,

Surely you’ve seen a similar list from Lee Smolin about the state of quantum
gravity, in which LQG comes off better than string theory. I don’t want to get into
that argument. I’ll just point out that this shows there is an obvious problem with
such lists and the attached claims about how one’s favorite theory is doing better
than someone else’s. One common problem with claims about string theory is
that they neglect to mention that they’ve solved a problem in the wrong number
of dimensions.

65. nbutsomebody

http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto/?id=916
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto/?id=916


April 22, 2008

Peter,
Thanks.

“Surely you’ve seen a similar list from Lee Smolin about the state of quantum
gravity, in which LQG comes off better than string theory.”

Sorry I do not, but will try to find the reference,,,

“One common problem with claims about string theory is that they neglect to
mention that they’ve solved a problem in the wrong number of dimensions.”

Certainly , that is what I mentioned too.

66. Peter Woit
April 22, 2008

The Smolin article I was thinking of is:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0303185

67. high school physics teacher
April 22, 2008

Might I offer into this discussion of Bohr’s contribution my own first hand
account of Dirac’s position on the issue? In the 1982 conference at Loyola New
Orleans, on the occasion of his 80th birthday, Dirac was asked from the audience
if it was possible for him to name one name whose contribution to the
development of QT was most important. Dirac’s answer, “Bohr.”

68. Chris Oakley
April 22, 2008

nbutsomebody,

The only property that a quantum theory of gravity must have is your #1, i.e.
that it must reproduce GR in the classical limit. The rest … maybe … maybe not.

(That’s why I never got interested in the subject).

69. sanity
April 22, 2008

Quantum field theory as a whole makes no
phenomenological predictions,
until you specify the content and couplings of the theory.

String models are in an early stage, but have already
led to predictivity (in the same sense as QFT, namely
after specifying a controlled and stabilized corner of string
theory with specific field content) in inflation, a subject which

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0303185
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0303185


is sensitive to quantum gravity effects and requires
“top town” constructions. Upcoming data will
falsify a subset of the known mechanisms.

Although there is a large landscape, there are many criteria
that must be satisfied by a theoretically and observationally
viable model, and it is not yet known which of
these effects wins and whether string
theory can or cannot be as predictive as QFT, correlating
signatures with features of the internal dimensions. This will
simply take more time to determine, and there will be
important interplay between experiment (LHC and CMB) and
theory. The reason no one makes a prediction one way
or the other regarding low energy SUSY (the comments
of Silverstein and others that you quote
were essentially vacuous on this point, not
committing to a prediction pro or con) is that there is no
such sweeping prediction to make and they are trying to be
conservative.

70. Peter Woit
April 22, 2008

“sanity”,

I suppose I really should get around to writing that FAQ, including the answer
I’ve given here many times to the claim that “string theory is just as predictive as
QFT” (the short version is that what is predictive is gauge theory, it is predictive
because the simplest gauge theories agree with a huge number of different
observations, make huge numbers of testable and verified predictions. In string
theory on the other hand, simple backgrounds disagree with experiment, so
people end up choosing more and more complicated backgrounds until they can
evade confrontation with experiment. Sure, you could make QFT unpredictive my
constructing more and more complicated and ugly QFTs designed to not actually
say anything about physics you can observe. But you don’t do this. You do do it in
string theory).

One reason I haven’t gotten around to this is that I have a hard time believing
that anyone is making this argument seriously. On the one hand you have the
most successful scientific theory ever developed, one that makes an infinity of
highly specific and testable predictions, thousands of which have been verified to
high precision. On the other hand you have a theory that predicts absolutely
nothing, is completely untestable and designed to remain so indefinitely. You
want to argue these are “the same”. Why should I bother to take the time to
answer such an argument? It’s obvious sophistry on its face.

And your claims that string theories make “predictions” about inflation are every
bit as much nonsense as claims that they make “predictions” about particle
physics at LHC energies.



71. Peter Woit
April 22, 2008

“sanity”

Oh, and doing this anonymously doesn’t help. It indicates that you have so little
faith in your own arguments that you are not willing to put your name to them.

72. nbutsomebody
April 22, 2008

Chris Oakley,
I agree to you partially.

No. 2) of my point is what is meant by a quantum theory of gravity. However I do
agree that even if there is no perturbative expansion the theory may be defined
non-perturbatively. But one has to conclusively answer such question in his/her
theory of quantum gravity.

No 3) Yeah, There is a possible that the black hole entropy calculated by
Quantum theory of gravity may not match with Hawkings result. But one need
such a calculation in ones theory.

73. nbutsomebody
April 22, 2008

Peter,

oh thanks!, I read the article when it came out. Anyway I do not agree with it
completely. Primarily for the reason I do not think GR at low energy has not
come out of LQG yet. Plese see http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501114.

Also the AdS/CFT is making steady progress and people are now even calculating
entropy of Non-SUSY black holes. That does NOT prove the correctness of string
theory in four space time dimension, but shows it to be a consistent quantization
of some extension of GR .

74. anon.
April 22, 2008

John March-Russell’s answer in that Telegraph article — new particles with
technological benefits for energy production — is the weirdest LHC prediction
I’ve ever seen. (OK, maybe not weirder than Nielsen/Ninomiya’s….)

75. chris
April 23, 2008

>Oh, and doing this anonymously doesn’t help. It indicates that you have so
>little faith in your own arguments that you are not willing to put your name to
>them.

no, it probably just means he doesn’t have tenure. it’s a sad world.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501114
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0501114


76. Christine
April 23, 2008

Indeed, the Bohr model is in fact not correct. Rather, the quantum theory itself
was pieced together bit by bit using these experimental data as guidance.

Just one more observation concerning Bohr, if I may.

“Two important heuristic principles have guided quantum physicists during the
period 1913-1925, viz. Ehrenfest’s Adiabatic Hypothesis [term due to Einstein]
and Bohr’s Principle of Correspondence”. (…) “The research work during the
years 1919-1925 that finally led to Quantum Mechanics may be described by
systematic guessing, guided by the Principle of Correspondence”. B. L. van der
Waerden (Sources of Quantum Mechanics).

Bohr’s contribution was fundamental from that alone, in the case one has some
reservations towards statements of the sort: “the synthesis of the Rutherford’s
atom model with Planck’s quantum hypothesis was [his] great achievement”
(ibid).

One can also consider Bohr’s [and Kramers’] ideas on the statistical conservation
of energy and momentum and the statistical independence of the processes of
emission and absorption in distant atoms (described in the paper by Bohr,
Kramers and Slater), which turned out to be wrong (as already proved by
experiments by Geiger and Bothe in 1924; Slater, the third author, was actually
against those ideas and his contribution to that paper was more on the idea of
‘virtual radiation field’). Those concepts were sources of great debates, I mean,
productive debates in physics, and were tightly connected with what one could
test experimentally.

We are at different times.

Christine

77. Peter Shor
April 23, 2008

As far as I can tell, string theory as a model of quantum gravity has so far not
produced a complete resolution to the black hole information paradox: that is,
nobody has explained exactly how information gets out of a black hole
convincingly enough to be widely believed. What is more disturbing, some string
theorists say they consider this problem to be “solved.”

78. David B.
April 23, 2008

Dear Peter (Shor):

The most conservative claim in string theory is that there are examples, like in
the AdS/CFT correspondence, where the complete non-perturbative definition of
quantum gravity (realized as a string theory) on some spacetime is equivalent as



a quantum system to a dual unitary quantum field theory without gravity on the
asymptotic boundary of the spacetime. The claim is then that unitarity
is preserved in the full dual theory and therefore the information gets out of the
black hole, somehow. In these examples the information presumably gets so
scrambled by interactions that it becomes a complicated dynamical problem to
see how much information one can extract about the initial state from a few
obersvations after a small black hole has evaporated. This problem is not too
different from burning a piece of paper with some writing on it, and
reconstructing the writing from the smoke that one collects afterwards.

In the end, no one has a proof for the general case. But in essence the problem is
solved in examples in the same sense that an abstract proof of existence of some
mathematical object gives you very litttle information as to what the object
actually can look like: it is a non-constructive proof that information gets out. I
think everyone agrees that it would be a lot nicer if one could understand the
same problem by solving the dynamics.

79. Coin
April 23, 2008

This indicates that beam commissioning is likely to begin in July, not June.

If this is true then when are we looking at for first collisions?

80. Peter Woit
April 23, 2008

Coin,

Their nominal beam commissioning plan refers to taking 30 days of work on the
beam to get ready for physics, with likely down-time meaning it would take on
average two calendar days for each day of work. So, this puts them with a
physics run starting in September. Maybe it will go more quickly, maybe they’ll
run into problems, we’ll see.

81. nbutsomebody
April 23, 2008

David B. and Peter Shor,
It is true that AdS/CFT provided a way to understand information paradox, but
we certainly need to have a better understanding of the information paradox in
the gravity itself. Like what is really happening in a AdS black hole?. Gauge
theory should guide us in this manner. But the whole picture is not yet clear.

82. Moshe
April 23, 2008

Peter Shor, in addition to what David is saying, let me ask you a question, which I
ask everyone skeptical of claims regarding the information paradox. Suppose we
accept for the moment the picture of black hole evaporation suggested by
AdS/CFT. In that picture the process is no more mysterious, but no less



complicated, than any detailed dynamical process in strongly coupled many-body
system. Under these circumstances, what kind of result or argument would you
consider to be a satisfactory solution to the information paradox?

83. oohay
April 23, 2008

Moshe, Prof Shor’s observation has two parts. Your point addresses the first part
very well indeed; but it only makes his second point all the stronger:

“What is more disturbing, some string theorists say they consider this problem to
be “solved.””

The point is that the AdS/CFT resolution of the problem relies completely on the
structure of AdS, which is an utterly unrealistic background. In fact, it would be
quite reasonable to guess that, since the asymptotic structure of the *real* world
is nothing like that of AdS, string theory probably *does not* solve the
information problem in the real world! That is, the dependence of the string-
theoretic explanation on the specific structure of AdS is both a plus and a minus.
Now actually I myself don’t believe that this guess is right. A fair assessment is
that there are promising signs but that we are still far, far, far away from solving
the problem for black holes on realistic backgrounds. [Of course work has been
done, but the problem with it is precisely that it does not rely on AdS/CFT !]

84. Aaron Bergman
April 23, 2008

It all depends on what question you are asking. If the question is, does black hole
evaporation violate unitarity, string theory tells you that the answer is no. Ergo,
no paradox. However, if you ask exactly where the semi-classical intuition breaks
down and where the information is encoded, then string theory has not yet
produced a definite answer. However, there do exist proposals (note 2 links).

85. Moshe
April 23, 2008

I was not making a point, I was asking a question. I think a person with
experience dealing with quantum information may come up with an answer to
my question I may not anticipate as a high energy theorist, so I thought I’d ask…

86. nbutsomebody
April 24, 2008

oohay,
Questions like black hole entropy and Hawking radiation is probably a local
property of the black hole and does not in essence depend on the asymptotic
geometry. I may be mistaken but I would suggest that you consult Hawking’s
original papers and recent reviews.

Aaron Bergman,
Exactly!

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604045
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0604045
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502050
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0502050


87. Dan
April 24, 2008

PW,

Quick question — based on what you’ve read and your experience, when do you
think LHC will be ready to start collecting quality data, which should shed light
on EW breaking, SUSY, condensates etc.

thanks
Regards,
Dan

88. Peter Woit
April 24, 2008

Dan,

For a more informed opinion about this, see

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/lhc08/huston/

My understanding is that the easiest thing to see is colored superpartners, since
they are strongly interacting, and if these exist within the LHC reach, they
should be found quickly, even in data from the hoped-for 2008 first physics run.
As an uninformed guess, if there is significant data in 2008, sometime in 2009
the experiments would be ready to announce such a discovery.

I hear the Higgs is much harder, requiring a lot of luminosity and good
understanding of backgrounds. If it’s there and the LHC works well in 2009,
maybe there would be a discovery announcement in 2010.

If there is no Higgs, but something else is going on, unless there’s a dramatic
signal, I’d also guess it wouldn’t be until at least 2010 before something was
announced.

But I’m no expert on this, would prefer to hear from one…

89. piscator
April 24, 2008

I’m no expert either, but I have heard it said that the missing energy trigger,
which is crucial in many of the standard susy searches (as to cut the SM
background you trigger on the large missing E_T carried off by the stable LSPs),
will take a long time (maybe a year) to commission. This is because at first lots of
detector bugs, such as a malfunctioning calorimeter, will look like missing E_T.

I recall being in a talk where someone gave the timescale from when the
Tevatron run II started to when they first published data using a missing E_T
trigger. I forget the exact timescale but seem to recall it as being 18-24 months.

So even if susy is present, and even if it is light, and even if it is on the SPS point

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/lhc08/huston/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/lhc08/huston/


1A slope, it doesn’t mean that it will be discovered through the first three
months of data taking. And of course: `LHC discovers new coloured stuff’ is not
the same as `LHC discovers susy’.

90. Peter Shor
April 24, 2008

Aaron – many thanks for the excellent clarification.

Moshe – if you take an ordinary dynamical process (burning an encyclopedia,
say), there is no discrepancy depending on which reference frame you are in. If
you consider the viewpoint somebody falling into a black hole, what they
experience (nothing, when they pass the horizon) seems at odds with what is
experienced by an observer outside the black hole (the information contained in
the object falling in is somehow transferred to the Hawking radiation that is
exiting). There are a number fo proposals about how to reconcile these
viewpoints, but (a) they seem contradictory and (b) as far as I can tell, the
community hasn’t really accepted any of them.

91. chethan krishnan
April 24, 2008

Dear Peter Shor,

Here is an approximate answer to precisely your question:

http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.3828

I am not very sure how the community views this, but it seems pretty reasonable
so I think it is not too controversial.

Chethan.

92. Moshe
April 24, 2008

Hi Peter, as Aaron says it depends what you call the information paradox, and I
thought “breakdown of predictability in gravitational collapse” pretty much sums
it up. In that case AdS/CFT suggests there is no such breakdown for an outside
observer, though maybe it is interesting to make the case (that the information is
fully contained in the Hawking radiation) more explicit.

The view of an in-falling observer is indeed much less clear, but I am wondering
what is the precise problem implicit in “discrepancy” (beyond just seeking a
convenient mental image, aka a classical limit). In any event, I am not sure any
such issues are conventionally referred to as the information paradox. Maybe I’m
wrong, it’s just semantics anyhow.

(As a side comment, Mathur’s proposals are of course fascinating, but in my
mind have not reached the point of being uncontroversial).

93. Peter Shor

http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.3828
http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.3828


April 24, 2008

The question is: how does the information get transfered from the infalling
object to the Hawking radiation when, in the semiclassical view, in the infalling
objects’ reference frame, it never actually interacts with the outgoing Hawking
radiation? Obviously, if string theory is a consistent theory of quantum gravity,
something must be wrong with the semiclassical view (or else something much
more mysterious is going on, which is what Leonard Susskind seems to believe).
But exactly what?

94. Moshe
April 24, 2008

Thanks Peter. Yeah, that is a good question, wish I knew the answer…

95. Thomas Larsson
April 25, 2008

One thing about observers and black holes which has bothered me for a long
time is this. Hawking says that area and entropy are the same. However, area
depends continuously on the observer since it undergoes length contraction,
whereas entropy is the discrete number of state which presumably is the same
from every observer’s point of view. So, in which reference frame is the black
hole’s area equal to its entropy?

96. nbutsomebody
April 25, 2008

Thomas Larsson,
Good question. Continuity of area may really be due to semiclassical
approximation and in a quantum theory of gravity area may be discrete. That is
what one gets from LQG.

There are other issues also. e.g. entropy is a discrete quantity only when one
using micro-canonical ensemble to calculate it, whereas an entropy calculated
from a canonical ensemble is a continuous quantity. They agree for a large
system but may differ for smaller ones. Hence it is a question of what ensemble
one should use to get a matching with the area law. This is not really settled yet.
However it does not matter for a large black hole anyway.

97. Moshe
April 25, 2008

Thomas: stationary observer far away from the black hole sees the entropy
proportional to the black hole horizon’s area. Both quantities transform under
the asymptotic Lorentz transformations.

The entropy is a logarithm of an integer, and the area is the leading
approximation to that entropy for large black holes. Subleading terms in this
asymptotic expansion (in black hole inverse mass) are known geometric
quantities (due to work of Wald and collaborators). In string theory this



expansion is calculated in various cases, where comparison to exact formulas
gives precise agreement. The subject is pretty recent and goes under the name
of precision counting.

98. Sidious Lord
April 26, 2008

Thomas and Moshe: I don’t think the area of the horizon transforms under
asymptotic Lorentz transformations and under diffeomorphisms. The entropy
does not transform either, so I don’t think there’s any issue of observer
dependence here.

99. Haelfix
April 27, 2008

Assume that quantum gravity in reality is governed by a renormalizable Yang
Mills theory. Lets say someone stumbled upon it by chance and showed a correct
GR limit and so forth with only minor, unobservable corrections (so not quite
Einstein-Hilbert but something close). This is at first glance, a perfectly plausible
possibility (forget for a moment that such a thing probably does not exist).

The situation would be no different for predictivity, since you would still need to
input some couplings into the theory, taken from experiment. So we would never
know if it was or was not true, but just that it was minimal, nice and made good
sense.

The only difference between that hypothetical and where ST is currently is that
physicists already know the mathematics of YM is correct and that it has in the
past described real natural processes.

But, if string theory can be independantly shown to be correct in different
contexts (implying that the math is at least consistent), I fail to see the problem.
Take AdS/QCD as a motivating example.

Point being, the QFT analogy is pretty good.

100. anon.
April 27, 2008

Haelfix, a Yang-Mills quantum gravity theory which ‘showed a correct GR limit
and so forth with only minor, unobservable corrections’ might have similar lack
of falsifiable predictions to string theory. I don’t see the point of the analogy.

The critics of ‘not even wrong’ ideas aren’t irrationally singling out string theory
for criticism just because it is called string theory, but because it’s become a
massive public relations exercise that eclipses other ideas which contain fewer
unobserved extra dimensions.

For you to invent a failure of an imaginary Yang-Mills quantum gravity to make
falsifiable predictions, and to imply that this makes criticisms of string theory
bogus because the failure of string theory is no more serious than the failure of



the imaginary QFT you wish to use for comparison, seems specious.

It just seems a lame excuse for string theory to say that certain other theories
may be failures too when it comes to experimental verification. (Otherwise, the
courts would need to excuse people of misdemeanours which have also been
committed by other people, on the basis that only unique crimes deserve
punishment!)

101. oohay
April 27, 2008

Summary of the black hole discussion:
[1] There are very good reasons to believe that the evaporation of a black hole in
AdS is a unitary process.
[2] Exactly how this happens is not understood, but work proceeds.
[3] We have no clue as to whether the evaporation of a realistic black hole is
unitary. All we can say is [a] well, realistic black holes are still *black holes*, and
if some black holes evaporate in a unitary way, well, maybe they all do, and [right
out on the lunatic fringe now] [b] after all, AdS with small curvature is not so
different from de Sitter spacetime; I mean, apart from the different causal
structure, the fact that one has a timelike Killing vector and the other does not,
and that they have totally different topologies, they are almost the same thing.
Just drop the anti. *Therefore* the evaporation of a real black hole must be
unitary, right? At least in certain extremely boosted Reference Frames.

102. woit
April 27, 2008

Haelfix,

Sure, there may be QFT theories of quantum gravity that are just as untestable
or unpredictive as string theory. The reason so many physicists got interested in
string theory was that it is supposed to explain something observable: particle
physics. It is as a unified theory of particle physics that string theory has turned
out to be a failure. It is the claims people are making comparing this failed
theory of particle physics to the successful QFT approach that are ludicrous
sophistry.

103. Vince Velocci
April 27, 2008

I’m not sure if this comment is relevant to this discussion, but I will submit it
anyway. I’m not really surprised that a proposed unified theory of particle
physics and gravity (string theory) isn’t a UNIQUE theory of particle physics,
allowing us to derive the masses of particles and the couplings of forces. I mean,
why should we believe that a mathematical theory will logically and necessarily
imply our universe and all its gory details? It makes sense that this theory can
describe many many universes because I don’t see why our universe is a logical
necessity, following from some mathematical theory us humans have cooked up. I
don’t think pure mathematics will ever lead, uniquely, to our universe. Things
have to be put in. Plus, I don’t think our minds our perfect, so whatever kind of



model we cook up will always be an approximation to the truth and only
observation will enable us to come up with better and better models. But just as
our minds are imperfect, so will our models be.
Maybe I don’t really understand things all too well, but I just don’t see how
mathematics can uniquely imply our universe with all its constants.

104. Eric
April 27, 2008

“It is the claims people are making this failed theory of particle physics to the
successful QFT approach that are ludicrous sophistry.”

It seems to me that QFT and string theory are actually two sides of the same
coin, and are essentially equivalent. Is this not what Ads/CFT teaches us? QFT
and string theory are essentially dual descriptions.

The bottom line is that one can easily construct QFT’s from string theory, so
what goes for one also goes from the other. The only thing lacking at present is
the particular construction from string theory which gives us the QFT that we
observe, the standard model.

105. Peter Woit
April 27, 2008

Vince,

Again, the problem with string theory is not that it can’t predict things uniquely.
It’s that it can’t predict anything at all.

Eric,

According to your argument, the weakly coupled electroweak theory is a string
theory since AdS/CFT says it is dual to strongly coupled string theory. But what
is strongly coupled string theory? Well, the only answer to that is to apply
AdS/CFT again and you have just shown that weakly coupled QFT is weakly
coupled QFT…

106. Eric
April 27, 2008

“Again, the problem with string theory is not that it can’t predict things uniquely.
It’s that it can’t predict anything at all.”

One only needs to find the particular string vacuum which describes our
universe in detail. Once one has such a construction in hand, and all moduli are
stabilized, then one can predict the values of all couplings, such as gauge
couplings and Yukawa couplings. Also, it should also be possible to address the
issue of supersymmetry breaking within such a construction, and describe any
new physics.

In regards to cosmology, string theory can essentially make a predicton in



regards to inflation: no tensor modes.

107. woit
April 27, 2008

Eric,

You’re not keeping up with the latest string cosmology research. See for instance

http://arxiv.org/abs/0803.3085

where Silverstein and Westphal discuss string cosmology models with observable
tensor modes.

“One only needs to find the particular string vacuum which describes our
universe in detail”

You’re ignoring the minor problem that you don’t know how to calculate in detail
the predictions of realistic string vacua, and that there are 10500 of these
calculations you don’t know how to do…

108. Eric
April 27, 2008

Peter,
Yes, I’m aware of the Silverstein-Westphal paper. However, this paper is still a
little controversial.

“You’re ignoring the minor problem that you don’t know how to calculate in
detail the predictions of realistic string vacua, and that there are 10^500 of
these calculations you don’t know how to do..”

Actually, we do know how to calculate in detail many predictions for a wide class
of vacua. This is where the moduli stabilization issue comes into play. As I stated
earlier, once this is done, all quantities such as the Kaeler potential and gauge
kinetic function can be uniquely calculated. What is still needed is an example of
a fully realistic example. Finding such an example might be closer than you
realize. To be honest, your knowledge on this is about 20 years out of date.

109. Peter Woit
April 27, 2008

Eric,

Instead of just insulting me as ignorant, please provide me with a reference to a
paper which gives a string theory background with fully stabilized moduli and a
reliable calculation of Yukawa and gauge couplings, accurate enough to be
compared to experiment. One of the easiest things to compute in such a
background should be ground state energy, so tell me what the result of that
calculation is.

110. Eric

http://arxiv.org/abs/0803.3085
http://arxiv.org/abs/0803.3085


April 27, 2008

Peter,
At present, there are several examples of semi-realistic vacua in the literature
where many of these calculations can be performed, which I encourage you to
study. As I stated previously, a particular vacuum where it can be claimed to be
fully realistic has yet to be found. However, there has been a lot of progress and I
don’t think that it will be too long before this happens.

I should emphasize that the problem is not in calculating couplings. The issue is
in finding a particular vacuum which 1) has exactly a three-generation standard
model in its low-energy limit and nothing else, 2) satisfies all consistency
conditions, 3) all Yukawa couplings are allowed by selection rules, and 4) all
moduli may be stabilized, so that the values of all couplings may be calculated.
The problem is that perhaps 3 out of 4 of these conditions may be satisfied for a
particular construction, but so far not all.

111. Peter Woit
April 27, 2008

Eric,

I’ve looked at many papers of the kind you describe. From what I’ve seen,
generically the kind of constructions you describe have vacuum energies that are
wrong by a hundred orders of magnitude or more, and no hope of calculating
Yukawas in a reliable manner that could be compared to experiment. If you claim
otherwise, give a reference, not just over-hyped claims about what can be done,
when it really can’t.

112. piscator
April 27, 2008

Peter, seriously, if your complaint is really that there is no remotely plausible way
of constructing vacua which looks like the Standard Model and where the
vacuum energy can be computed to agree with experiment, then it’s not just
string theory you’re giving up on but particle theory in its entirety. No-one knows
a good solution to the cc problem. The only halfway reasonable `solution’ is
anthropica, and that approach (what a climbdown from the high points of
particle theory) is nothing to boast about.

113. Peter Woit
April 27, 2008

piscator,

My point is just that the CC is the easiest thing to compute in these vacua, and
as far as I can tell, you can’t even calculate that in such a way that you could
compare it to experiment. The state of the art seems to be that people are trying
to see whether or not they can find an argument that would show existence in
principle of a vacuum with small enough CC, even though it couldn’t actually be
constructed.



As for the rest of the continuous parameters of the standard model, e.g.
Yukawas, every paper I’ve looked at seems to involve some kind of extremely
crude approximation or other, with no reliable calculation of these numbers. I’d
really like to get a reference from Eric or anyone else to a reliable calculation of
Yukawas in a fully-stabilized string vacuum. People talk as if such things exist,
but I haven’t seen such a thing.

Seriously, I’d like to see references to somewhere such a calculation is done, or
at least to somewhere which explains in detail what is needed to do such a
calculation, e.g. what technical or conceptual problems still need to be solved
before it is possible.

114. dan
April 27, 2008

Thanks for the reference, PW,

quick question — If SUSY is broken at TEV scale, thus stabilizing the EW, and
providing a solution to the hierarchy problem, should the Tevatron, with its
luminosity and intensity, have the energy to see some of the lighter SUSY-
partners/higgs?

115. Peter Woit
April 27, 2008

dan,

Many people expected evidence for supersymmetry to show up at the Tevatron if
it really was at low enough energy to solve the hierarchy problem. The fact that
this hasn’t happened is one piece of evidence against supersymmetry. As far as I
know, the increases to come in Tevatron luminosity won’t change much the
bounds on superpartners, progress on this will have to come from the LHC.

116. Ethan Siegel
April 28, 2008

Funny thing; Lubos came to my site a week or two ago and left a comment there
when I commented on yours. I have analytic software installed, which tells me
where he came from.

And it was your site. Funny, but I think he might be one of your number one
readers!

117. woit
April 28, 2008

Ethan,

I’m well aware that Lubos is one of my most loyal and attentive readers. Very
often after I write about something here, a long denunciatory post about the
issue at hand appears frighteningly quickly at his blog. It’s scary how fast the



guy can write huge long postings. One example is the latest one about Connes,
which, while containing lots of nonsense, does contain some material worth
reading, largely because Lubos is writing about something he actually has some
experience of, growing up under the Soviet system as implemented in Eastern
Europe.

118. piscator
April 28, 2008

Hi Peter,

Well, I think the cc can be computed quite easily in all the moduli stabilised
backgrounds, it just that it tends to be at the natural scale you would expect
based on supergravity, which depending on how you break supersymmetry is
somewhere between (1 TeV)^4 and (10^7 TeV)^4. And effective field theory
suggests that this is the answer you expect whatever high scale theory you are
working with, as the Standard Model is valid up to a scale of a TeV. So either you
need something very new and very smart, or you run away to anthropica and rely
on a massive and uncalculable cancellation.

As for Yukawas: a full calculation would require knowledge of the Kahler metrics
for the matter fields. This is non-holomorphic, and therefore in general very hard
to compute. Fully explicit formulae exist on tori, so how to compute Yukawas is
in principle something that people know how to do, but there is (IMO) no
background where you have controlled moduli stabilisation and a Standard
Model sector, so it’s not clear comparing Yukawas with experiment is where
progress lies right now.

119. Peter Woit
April 28, 2008

piscator,

Thanks, that’s very helpful. From what I understand, except on tori you don’t
have explicit Calabi-Yau metrics, would need to get them numerically and this is
very challenging. Can you get fully-stabilized moduli on a torus or do you need
some other Calabi-Yau?

120. piscator
April 28, 2008

Hi Peter,

You may be able to get fully stabilised moduli on a torus, but I don’t know of any
schemes there that really look plausible for breaking supersymmetry at a
hierarchically low scale. Straight flux models with no non-perturbative effects
may be able to stabilise everything on a torus, but then there is no obvious small
parameter and the flux stabilisation will likely give you a gravitino mass (and
thus susy breaking) around the GUT scale or so.

On a Calabi-Yau, it may be possible to be fully explicit for local models, such as



branes at singularities or resolutions thereof. Metrics are in some cases known
there, and at the orbifold limit the string can be quantised. That said, I do not
believe that full string calculations for the Kahler metrics have been carried out
there, but it may be possible.

For traditional vanilla global compactifications, such as the E_8 x E_8 heterotic
string on a Calabi-Yau, then I would have expected that computing the full
expression for the Kahler metric of chiral matter fields would be of the same
order of difficulty as computing the Calabi-Yau metric itself.

The superpotential is of course more tractable, and so some progress can be
made purely through selection rules – if a Yukawa vanishes, it still vanishes
whatever the normalisation is. Likewise if there are gauge symmetries and
Froggatt-Nielsen type attempts at flavour are possible, assuming that all
normalisation terms are O(1).

121. Peter Woit
April 28, 2008

Thanks again piscator, that’s very helpful. I’ve periodically tried to understand a
bit about what the problems are in these kinds of calculations, your summary
made the situation much clearer.

122. dan
April 29, 2008

Dear PW,

Sticking back to the topic ‘My understanding is that the easiest thing to see is
colored superpartners, since they are strongly interacting, and if these exist
within the LHC reach, they should be found quickly, even in data from the hoped-
for 2008 first physics run.”

so by the end of this year, 2008, around Nov election time, if there are colored
superpartners (superpartners of colored quarks I take it?) the LHC could see
evidence of SUSY (which string theorists would take as proof of the correctness
of String’s foundation)

Anything else in the first hoped for 2008 run?

123. Peter Woit
April 29, 2008

dan,

Even if something like colored superpartners are there in the 2008 data, it may
take quite a while for the experiments to properly analyze this data, and have
enough confidence that they are seeing something like this to make an
announcement.

124. Dan



April 29, 2008

PW,
Okay, thanks. When you write “and if these exist within the LHC reach, they
should be found quickly” is there any reason to suspect that if SUSY does
stablize EW scale, the LHC does not have enough energy to produce such
strongly interacting colored susy-partners?

If you don’t believe in SUSY as the explanation for hierarchy (and neither,
presumably, does Eva Silverstein, with other string theorists offering LHC-
accessible SUSy a 50-50%), how do you (they) propose the EW-higgs is
stabilized? curious
dan

125. David B.
April 29, 2008

Dear Dan:

Alternatyive B to a technically natural explanation of the hierarchy problem is
that the EW scale is stabilized because it is finely tuned. This means, no real
explantion.
This is a possibility that can not be discarded, although there is quite a bit of
theoretical prejudice against it.

Various people have used landscape-based arguments to say that this is indeed
the case, because in the landscape sense, fine tunings can be accidental
environmental parameters.

This will be settled one way or another by the LHC, as it is the first machine that
has been built that can reach and explore the EW symmetry breaking scale.

126. milkshake
April 29, 2008

I was reading the Lubos rant about Connes and even the part when he
supposedly “knows what he is writting about” is full of it, as always, when he
explained why soviet physics was not affected.

Turns out Soviet physic was very nearly wiped out and replaced by “research on
ether” the same way the biology and was replaced by teachings of Lysenko.
There was actually a congress organised by soviet acad sci establishment, in
1946 I think, to purge soviet science of burgeois theories like relativity and
uncertainity, and to put the young generation in line with the Party line on
science – all scripted out, all denunciations prepared in advance – and it was
called off just few weeks before it was when it became clear this would interfere
with soviet bomb effort. “We can always shoot them later” was the Stalins
comment on his decision to call it off.

127. dan
April 29, 2008



Thanks Dave B.

I take it we’re looking 2010 at the earliest then for LHC to provide the requisite
data & analysis?

128. innocentbystander
April 30, 2008

Eric,

I wish I could share your optimism regarding general predictions
from string theory. You mention two general
predictions: 4d SUSY (which you tacitly
assume in describing the problem in terms of a Kahler potential)
and absence of tensor modes. Please indicate
how you would establish either of these predictions.
Finding *a* vacuum with the right properties obviously
is not sufficient, since there may be many more
which match current data but differ in other ways.
And as Peter said, on tensor modes there is now a class
of inflation models, which is at least as concrete as any
other known class, in which a specific
chaotic inflation type potential and prediction of of tensor modes drops out. How
can you possibly exclude this possibility on general grounds?

129. Eric
April 30, 2008

Dear Innocentbystander,
First, 4D supersymmetry may be established by the detection of superpartners at
LHC. Second, finding a vacuum which reproduces the SM plus new physics that
is later observed would establish the model.

Examples of new physics might include the superpartner spectrum and extra
matter which may arise from a hidden sector. Once a fully realistic model is
constructed, the issue of supersymmetry breaking should be able to be
addressed and it should be possible to calculate the soft-terms and therefore the
low-energy superpartner spectrum.

As far as your question regarding the uniqueness of such a vacuum, nobody
knows at this point. At present, there is not even one such model which can be
claimed to be fully realistic, so the claim that there will be multiple vacua which
reproduce the SM in detail is
insupportable.

Regarding the tensor modes, all I can say is that the paper which Peter referred
to is currently being studied. It has not yet been accepted as valid. Many people
who work on this topic are presently trying to find a problem with it, which is
how the scientific process works.

130. innocentbystander



April 30, 2008

Dear Eric,

Sure, what you say makes sense, and applies
to all string cosmology models. As such, at
present there
is not a general prediction from theory regarding tensor modes.
(This would be the case even
if there were not a candidate mechanism for
tensor modes in the literature.)
Different mechanisms make different predictions, and
those which appear in advance of the next round of
observations in fact provide cosmological
examples along the lines you suggest for
particle physics (that is, examples of models
which are currently viable, and can be observationally tested in
the foreseeable future).
As with SUSY, the experiments will decide this question.

131. dan
April 30, 2008

Dear Eric,
“First, 4D supersymmetry may be established by the detection of superpartners
at LHC.”

As string theorist Eva Silverstein pointed out, she and other string theorists
think there’s a good chance LHC won’t find any evidence of SUSY. While it’s
understandable that Tevatron may not have enough energies to explore EW
scale, what will become of string theory/M-theory in the event of an LHC SUSY-
null result? (i.e finding a single higgs and nothing else). Does Eva and other
statements reflect this possibility, and hedging the bets of the future of string
community?

132. Eric
April 30, 2008

Hi Dan,
I don’t think that most string theorists believe that LHC won’t find any evidence
for SUSY. Only those who’ve become enamored of fine-tuning think this way. For
the most part, Silverstein, Kachru, etc., I think prefer this over supersymmetry
because they didn’t invent supersymmetry. On the contrary, they invented fine-
tuned models such as KKLT, and because they have so much confidence in
themselves, believe these ideas must be right.

133. dan
April 30, 2008

Hi Eric,



well NIMA ARKANI-HAMED “My hunch is that there’s a better than evens
chance that supersymmetry will show up at the LHC”

I’ve heard quotes from some Tevatron experimentalist the odds of finding SUSY
are more like 5%. Could it be Eva invented such models to provide string
theorists a way out should LHC provide a null SUSY result?

If LHC does provide a null SUSY result, and finds only a single higgs plus SM
only, how will affect the future prospects of string theory research program?
What would it mean to both education and string theory research to say that for
every fermion in the SM, there is a SUSYpartner boson, not seen even by LHC
energies. What does string theory community have as an alternative in the event
of this experimental result?

134. Eric
May 1, 2008

Dan,
Arkani-Hamed has his own favorite alternative to low-energy supersymetry,
namely split supersymmetry with large extra dimensions. It’s not surprising that
he wants his own model to be true rather than low-energy supersymmetry.

As far as the 5% figure you are quoting, I believe that may be the odds for
discovery at the Tevatron. At LHC,I would put the odds at at least 50%. If low-
energy supersymmetry is not discovered at LHC, then it is not the solution to the
hierarchy problem. In this case, one may expect one of the alternatives to show
up, either large extra dimensions or technicolor. A very, very small chance that
only the SM Higgs and nothing else is found.

At this point, all signs point towards low-energy SUSY.

135. anon.
May 1, 2008

Eric said:

split supersymmetry with large extra dimensions.

Huh? Those are two completely different and unrelated things, and there’s no
good reason to put them together. Are you referring to an actual paper, or just
combining buzzwords?

Also, KKLT isn’t inconsistent with TeV-scale supersymmetry. The fine-tuning is in
the cosmological constant; no one has yet figured out an alternative solution to
that one….

You seem strangely eager to assign suspect motivations to perfectly respectable
physicists.

136. Eric
May 1, 2008



Anon,
Sorry, I meant to say split susy or large extra dimensions, both ideas of which AH
has contributed. Regarding KKLT, the point I was trying to make is that KKLT is a
fine-tuned solution to the cc problem, and if you believe this is how nature
works, then you are free to believe that the electroweak scale is fine-tuned.

As far as my eagerness to assign suspect motivations, please calm down. We
know how people are and how the real world works. As far as the public
statements of the aforementioned persons regarding supersymmetry, my opinion
is that they are simply pushing their own ideas and dissing the main competition.

137. dan
May 1, 2008

Eric
“At this point, all signs point towards low-energy SUSY.”

What signs do you refer to? g2 muon magnetic dipole moment, or something else
(or more)

138. anonymous
May 2, 2008

Regarding the public statements on SUSY: this part of
the discussion
started with a quote that Silverstein “would not be
devastated if SUSY is not found”. The end of her quote
in the telegraph article is something like “On the other hand, supersymmetry fits
well with some existing
observations, and it will be
spectacular to finally learn whether it arises.” How do you
go from this “not devastated” statement
to claiming she (or anyone else) is making
a prediction of no SUSY, based on ill motivations to boot?
I have heard Eva
emphasize in talks that SUSY requires rather special choices of
compactification manifold, etc., and that there are
arguments going both ways in terms of which is
easier to construct from string theory and so on;
she also writes papers on
SUSY model building some of the time, citing the usual
motivations. Anyway we need the LHC to tell us.

139. Eric
May 3, 2008

Anonymous,
I don’t assign any ill motivations to Eva or Nima, only that they, like most people,
have a built-in bias towards their own favorite ideas. It’s obvious to anyone who
reads between the lines that they prefer one of the alternatives to low-energy
supersymmetry to be discovered at LHC. This is not to say that they are trying to



mislead anyone. It is in fact possible that one of these alternatives will turn out
to be right. However, one shouldn’t read these statements as if they know
something about the prospects for finding supersymmetry that the rest of us
don’t.

In any case, their ‘insight’ is most likely based on their current knowledge of the
landscape of flux compactifications, where it’s quite easy to find vacua with a low
string scale (the large volume models) or where supersymmetry is broken at a
very high scale. However, there are no fully realistic models where this occurs,
so noone should take these ideas too seriously. Indeed, until there is a completely
worked out example or examples of the low-energy physics we observe, it’s
simply impossible to make any judgments at all. To do so puts too much faith in
our current understanding of string theory, which is far from complete.

Dan,
There are lots of hints that low-energy supersymettry exist. Gauge coupling
unification, g-2 for the muon, and so on are some of these hints. However, I think
the indications from experiment of where to expect the Higgs mass are the
biggest hints that the MSSM is the correct model.

140. Urs Schreiber
May 4, 2008

g-2 for the muon

What is the latest state of affairs concerning this? In

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0703125

I see that a deviation of by now 3.2 sigma has been reached. At the time of the
writing of the review

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0609168

of Muon g-2 implications on susy physics just a few months earlier, it was still
reported as being 2 sigma.

So I suppose it is clear by now that there is a real beyond-SM effect seen in
Brookhaven?

What’s the implication for the susy parameter space as searchable by LHC?

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0703125
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0703125
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0609168
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0609168


This and That

April 27, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The interactions.org web-site has a new useful feature, Interactions Blog Watch,
which aggregates links to recent physics-related blog entries. One of the older such
aggregators I know of is Mixed States, but it seems to have stopped on March 15.
There’s also Jacques Distler’s Planet Musings, where he continues his efforts to
pretend “Not Even Wrong” doesn’t exist.

Vanity Fair seems to think that the right person to review a book about Isaac Newton
is Christopher Hitchens. Hitchens devotes much of the piece to condemning Newton
as “a crank and a recluse and a religious bigot” who “spent much of his time dwelling
in a self-generated fog of superstition and crankery.” He feels the same way about
most scientists before the modern era, noting that:

It may not be until we get to Albert Einstein that we find a true scientist
who is also a sane and lucid person with a genial humanism as part of his
world outlook—and even Einstein was soft on Stalin and the Soviet Union.

He ends the piece by accusing Newton of doing everything he could to keep people
from understanding the universe, and claiming that this was typical of physicists until
recently, when physics began to become indistinguishable from the humanities:

Newton was a friend of all mysticism and a lover of the occult who desired
at all costs to keep the secrets of the temple and to prevent the universe
from becoming a known quantity. For all that, he did generate a great deal
more light than he had intended, and the day is not far off when we will be
able to contemplate physics as another department—perhaps the most
dynamic department—of the humanities. I would never have believed this
when I first despairingly tried to lap the water of Cambridge, but that was
before Carl Sagan and Lawrence Krauss and Steven Weinberg and Stephen
Hawking fused language and science (and humor) and clambered up to
stand, as Newton himself once phrased it, “on the shoulders of giants.”

Hitchens doesn’t mention Michio Kaku, who has a new book out The Physics of the
Impossible, which is on the New York Times bestseller list with the blurb:

A theoretical physicist who is one of the founders of string theory discusses
the possibility of phenomena like force fields, teleportation and time travel.

The notion that Kaku is a “founder of string theory” seems to be becoming very
widespread in the media.

Over at Cosmic Variance, Sean Carroll and various of his anonymous commenters are
upset that Lee Smolin made it onto a list of Top 100 Public Intellectuals, with some
suggesting that Kaku deserves to be there instead.

Finally, the latest Newsletter of the European Mathematical Society has the second

http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1025915
http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1025915
http://mixedstates.somethingsimilar.com/
http://mixedstates.somethingsimilar.com/
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http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/features/2008/04/hitchens_newton200804
http://www.amazon.com/Physics-Impossible-Scientific-Exploration-Teleportation/dp/0385520697
http://www.amazon.com/Physics-Impossible-Scientific-Exploration-Teleportation/dp/0385520697
http://www.amazon.com/Physics-Impossible-Scientific-Exploration-Teleportation/dp/0385520697
http://www.amazon.com/Physics-Impossible-Scientific-Exploration-Teleportation/dp/0385520697
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http://www.ems-ph.org/journals/newsletter/pdf/2008-03-67.pdf
http://www.ems-ph.org/journals/newsletter/pdf/2008-03-67.pdf


part of an interview with Alain Connes, who has many interesting things to say:

they work in huge groups and the amount of time they spend on a given
topic is quite short. At a given time t, most of them are going to be working
on the same problem, and the preprints which will appear on the web are
going to have more or less the same introduction. There is a given theme,
and a large number of articles are variations on that theme, but it does not
last long…

The sociology of science was deeply traumatized by the disappearance of
the Soviet Union and of the scientific counterweight that it created with
respect to the overwhelming power of the US. What I have observed during
the last two decades since the fall of the USSR and the emigration of their
scientific elite to the States is that there is no longer a counterweight. At
this point, if you take young physicists in the US, they know that, at some
point, they will need a recommendation written by one of the big shots in
the country, and this means that if one of them wants to work outside string
theory he (or she) won’t find a job. In this way there is just one dominant
theory and it attracts all the best students.

I heard some string theorists say: “if some other theory works we will call it
string theory”, which shows they have won the sociological war. The
ridiculous recent episode of the “exceptionally simple theory of everything”
has shown that there is no credibility in the opponents of string theory in
the US. Earlier with the Soviet Union, there was resistance. If Europe were
stronger, it could resist. Unfortunately there is a latent herd instinct of
Europeans, particularly in theoretical physics. Many European universities,
at least in France or England, instead of developing original domains as
opposed to those dominant in the United States, simply want to follow and
call the big shots in the US to decide whom to hire…

I don’t think that we see similar things in mathematics, so there is a
fundamental sociological difference between mathematics and physics.
Mathematicians seem very resistant to losing their identity and following
fashion…

In physics I adore reading; I spent about fifteen years studying the book of
Schwinger, Selected Papers on Quantum Electrodynamics. He collected all
the crucial articles, by Dirac, Feynman, Schwinger himself, Bethe, Lamb,
Fermi, all the fundamental papers on quantum field theory, those of
Heisenberg too, of course. This has been my bedside book for years and
years. Because I have always been fascinated by the subject and I wanted to
understand it. And that took a very long time to understand.

Comments

1. Bee
April 27, 2008



Hi Peter,

Thanks for the Connes quote, that is interesting. Regarding his assertion

“Unfortunately there is a latent herd instinct of Europeans, particularly in
theoretical physics. Many European universities, at least in France or England,
instead of developing original domains as opposed to those dominant in the
United States, simply want to follow and call the big shots in the US to decide
whom to hire…”

I can’t quite agree on that for Germany. Yes, there is definitely that trend that
Germans should do what the Americans do because they are just so cool, but at
least in academia this isn’t such a pronounced influence and as far as I can tell
it’s been getting weaker lately. The reason I guess is mostly that Germans are (in
my impression, on the average, apologies to every exception) rather
conservative, cautios and suspicious when it comes to ‘new’ ideas. It’s for that
reason I believe that many young researchers have left Germany for North
America where research is more progressive, and the academic system not as
conservative. These ‘fashion’ trends are considerably more pronounced in the
USA – and that not only in research, it’s a far more general sociological
phenomenon that I believe just reflects in the scientific community. I don’t
generally think it is bad to have these trends. It is a good idea to have some
established stuff, but also to have some topics of the months to try out new
things. But I think the balance is somewhat off here (that being related to the
short-time funding I believe).

But anyway, the problem that one needs to have letters and to produce papers
isn’t related to these fashion trends, and exists independent of that. Best,

B.

2. Peter Woit
April 27, 2008

Hi Bee,

I think that the remarks by Connes about US theory faddishness are a bit out of
date, since the subject seems to have gone into a funk around 2000, and since
then fads have been having trouble getting off the ground. Crudely, the problem
is that string theory has become too moribund to generate an idea interesting
enough to create a fad, but the fad-generating powers-that-be refuse to give up
on string theory and try other things.

As for his comments about Europe, note that he refers especially to England and
France, perhaps well aware that things have been different in Germany. When I
was in Italy last year and talked to quite a few Italian physicists, their attitude
seemed to be that the string theory hype was an American phenomenon, that
Italy had never had the over-hyped fad problem with the subject that the US had.

Even here in the US, I think that in the past year or two, attitudes have changed
dramatically, with string theory starting to become quite unpopular among most



physics departments. It will be interesting to see how this plays out. It is
definitely becoming true that someone most concerned about their career
prospects is going to be thinking twice before promoting themselves purely as a
string theorist.

3. Peter Woit
April 27, 2008

Bee,

One other comment. I increasingly find it odd to see string theory set up as a
progressive “new idea”, contrasted to conservative “old ideas”. It has dominated
the subject in the US now for nearly 24 years, since before most of our graduate
students were even born, and the physicists who started string theory research
almost 40 years ago are now pretty much all old enough to be collecting Social
Security. How old does an idea about physics have to get before it no longer is a
“new idea”?

4. Bee
April 27, 2008

Hi Peter,

I wasn’t referring to string theory in particular, but to fashionable topics more
generally (the extra dimensional stuff e.g. or the unparticles, both of which
originate in the USA and seem to abundantly happen there). I noticed Connes
was speaking about France and England, that’s why I meant to add this isn’t all
of Europe. From the German perspective I too would have said the string theory
hype is an American phenomenon (anybody knows a hype which isn’t?). I also
didn’t call string theory a ‘new’ idea, though it was ‘new’ at some point and in
my impressions the Germans where considerably slower jumping on the train
than the Americans. I guess an idea stops being ‘new’ when you find it in the
obituaries  Best,

B.

5. Bee
April 27, 2008

PS: “It is definitely becoming true that someone most concerned about their
career prospects is going to be thinking twice before promoting themselves
purely as a string theorist.”

Indeed, I too noticed a certain change in attitude (people assuring they are no
string theorists/don’t want to become string theorists). I am not sure though
whether this is desirable, or where it will go. It might just backlash – the public
sympathy is often with those in the defensive.

6. JC
April 27, 2008



Bee,

Were there any supergravity and/or string theorists appointed to German
professorships before the Berlin Wall came down and German reunification?
From what I can recall, I don’t really remember many German university
professors doing string theory before 1989-1990. (At least nobody who was
famous).

7. Allan
April 27, 2008

The article by Hitchens is useful
at least for its first paragraph
where Hitchens admits that he is stupid,
something many of us have suspected for some time.

8. Joseph Triscari
April 27, 2008

Connes’s belief that the Soviet Union was some sort of moderating
counterweight to American science is downright silly. I was a genetics major in
the 80’s and it was widely understood that genetics from behind the iron curtain
had not yet recovered from Lysenko. I vaguely recall there being resistance to
the Big Bang Theory in the Soviet Union because it smacked too much of a
Creation which might be interpreted incorrectly as confirming religion.

I don’t have a list of Soviet silliness but, I really doubt the Soviet Union was
influencing science in a positive manner because of its existence as a super-
power.

I think his belief that mathematicians are above fads is just as wrong. The history
of math is filled with times where some areas are neglected to the benefit of
others. Math has the advantage of being able to generate ideas by axiomatic
proof which makes the damage less when the fad ends. I doubt very much fad
mentality is correlated to which department you find yourself in.

The problem with quantum gravity – as I believe has been said repeatedly by
others – is that experiment is not supporting theory as well as it has in the past.
Math doesn’t have this problem and other areas in physics and science don’t
have this problem (they have others).

9. dan
April 27, 2008

Dear PW

“The ridiculous recent episode of the “exceptionally simple theory of everything”
has shown that there is no credibility in the opponents of string theory in the
US.”

What did Connes find “ridiculous” over Lisi’s ESTOE and how does this show



“there is no credibility in the opponents of string theory in the US”?

10. Peter Woit
April 27, 2008

dan,

Interesting question. I don’t know what Connes thinks of the Lisi story, or what
he means by that comment.

Joseph,

In many areas of science, I don’t think the former Soviet Union was of much
influence. But in theoretical physics and mathematics, they had a very strong
presence, with a large number of very good people, working to some extent
isolated from the West, and within a different tradition and environment. It really
was in many ways a separate, strong culture, and its existence was significant
for how math and physics developed. With the fall of the Soviet Union and the
emigration of many of its best people, this changed dramatically.

11. Eric
April 27, 2008

“From the German perspective I too would have said the string theory hype is an
American phenomenon (anybody knows a hype which isn’t?).”

And yet, I know of several German string theorists, two of whom are coauthors of
a string theory textbook.

12. anonmo
April 28, 2008

Unless I missed it, Sean Carroll didn’t seem to be complaining about Smolin
being on the list. In fact he compliments him in the comment thread.

13. Joseph Triscari
April 28, 2008

Peter,

I don’t disagree with a word you said. Let me emphasize: Some scientists
(mathematicians and physicists in particular) in the Soviet Union did tremendous
work with the resources they had available. Their contributions are all the more
heroic given conditions under which these contributions were generated. That’s
a far cry from saying science (or math or physics) was “traumatized” by the loss
of the Soviet Union.

The Soviet Union’s contributions to math were, in my opinion, greater than their
contributions to physics but we’re not dealing with the same problem in the
math community. If the loss of the Soviet Union, meant that a “counterweight” to
wrong headed thinking disappeared, we’d have the same problems in the math
community as the physics community – possibly worse. Connes seems to



recognize this and tries to inoculate his argument by saying mathematicians
have a higher resistance to fads. As I’ve said, I doubt that such a resistance
exists and history doesn’t seem support that belief.

Connes seems to be saying that, with the Soviet Union present, we wouldn’t be
enduring this current string theory fad. Maybe. Maybe we’d have two silly fads
to deal with – one based on correct communist thinking. Maybe more. Who can
say? What I do know is that the loss of the Soviet Union was not a “trauma” to
science or math or physics but a relief. Science was not stifled by the loss of the
Soviet Union. It was enriched.

I cannot see how the existence of the Soviet Union would have prevented the
current string theory fad except in some random future time-line way. I cannot
see a plausible mechanism by which young physicists would be able to pursue
interests in quantum gravity outside string theory even if the Soviet Union were
present pursuing something else – even if that something else was the
objectively correct theory. Would they be getting grants from the Soviet Union?
Would the move to to the Soviet Union to pursue their interests? What
experiments would be supporting that theory?

If the problem is that European funding doesn’t come without implicit approval
of one super power or another, then that’s a problem that can and should be
solved without enslaving thousands of scientists.

14. chris
April 28, 2008

spinning?

This is what sean carroll said:

Speaking only for myself, I don’t think that I “give Lee Smolin s**t.” I disagree
with him strongly on certain matters of substance, and I don’t think that his
presentation of the state of play in modern theoretical physics is especially
accurate. But I applaud him very sincerely for his efforts to talk to a wider
audience — I very much wish that others would also do so.

doesn’t soound hostile to me, now does it? and in fact, one may really wonder
why Lee Smolin is more of a public intelectual than Stephen Hawking, no?

15. simple z
April 28, 2008

Thanks for the quotes!
I remember Hawking doing the very same thing to Newton:
making him appear like a complete monster.

(think this was in “A Brief History of Time”)

16. MathPhys
April 28, 2008



I recently saw a full page interview with M Kaku in a local newspaper so I
suspect similar articles have appeard all over the world. His claims are very
carefully worded.

Roughly speaking, he refers to himself as “One of the pioneers of string theory”.
I took that to refer to the papers of Kaku and Yu from the early 70’s on loop
calculations. They were not bad papers, but they were not pioneering either.
They followed other people’s works.

He also refers to hismelf as “one of the founders of string FIELD theory”. The
emphasis here is on FIELD. I take that to refer to a couple of papers that he
wrote on the subject. Siegel and Witten were the true pioneers, but the subject
didn’t get very far anyway.

He also talks about pioneering a different theory and later on to realize that “his
theory” coincides with strings. I take that to be a reference to his on conformal
supergravity. Here too, the real pioneers are the supergravity people.

His statements are so carefully worded to give the layman a certain impression,
but in such a way that an expert cannot say that he’s making things up. He’s just
very misleading.

Very interestingly, the interviewer asks him if his very frequent public
appearances and commercial book writing (he must have written half a dozen by
now) aren’t taking too much time that could be devoted to scientific research. He
“gently smiles” and reminds us that Einstein played the violin.

If statements like that aren’t misleading, what is?

17. Peter Woit
April 28, 2008

Eric,

The two physicists you have in mind may be German, but they are pursuing their
careers in the US.

anonomo and Chris,

The first comment in the thread is a nasty anonymous one unfairly attacking
Smolin (many respectable people agree with him, and he has published many
peer-reviewed papers):

Smolin… so “top public intellectual” can mean “one who disagrees with nearly
every respectable person in his field, and instead of persuading others through
peer-reviewed literature, appeals to the general public for support”?

Sean’s response is not to defend Smolin, but to agree with the anonymous
attacker, complaining only that people haven’t disagreed with Smolin more
vigorously.

If the “respectable” people can’t be bothered to explain themselves compellingly



to the general public — then, yeah.

18. Bee
April 28, 2008

Hi Eric, Peter,

Of course there are string theorists in Germany (e.g. Lüst, Nilles, Louis, etc), and
also Germans in the US. I said I think the Germans were slower jumping on the
topic than the Americans, and I can’t say I’ve noticed much of a hype.

Hi JC,

I honestly don’t know. I was 13 then, and I wasn’t particularly interested in
string theory.

Best,

B.

19. Eric
April 28, 2008

Peter,
Yes, but non-string theorists such as Sabine Hossenfelder are also pursuing a
career in North America. So, maybe there is some conservatism in Germany, but
it isn’t restricted to string theory. From other conversations I’ve had, the real
issue is that proferships in Germany tend to be given to old men who’ve been at
it a while, whereas in the US/Canada, it’s possible for younger people with new
ideas to receive advancement.

20. Bee
April 28, 2008

Btw, regarding this comment section over at CV, I find this pretty much
disgusting. Once again, I can’t understand why Sean just lets people (even
anonymously) bash others for no good reason whatsoever. This list isn’t a list
with scientists who’ve made a good deal publicizing their work, and it also isn’t a
list of the most influential researchers in the respective field. Lee isn’t on that
list because he’s “manufactured” a “public controversy”, as another anonymous
commenter found it necessary to proclaim. Didn’t anybody actually read his
books? Or the articles that one finds online, the stuff on the website etc? Doesn’t
anybody realize that a discussion about which environment scientific research
needs to function best is necessary, overdue, and should have been lead probably
a decade ago? Doesn’t anybody see how this polarization into the string-haters
and string-lovers completely distracts from the actual problem that is the
circumstances under which scientists do their research? And how Sean promotes
this? Can’t all these people just please look somewhat farther than the tip of
their own nose?

21. Bee



April 28, 2008

Hi Eric,

Yes, that’s what I meant to say. In my perception Germans are more conservative
than Americans (again, restrictions apply, exceptions exist). And yes, the reason
why I moved to the USA was that I couldn’t find a place to fit in. The German
academic system has several problems, some of which are different from those in
the USA, some are similar. E.g. there is the usual problem of networking, if you
have connections, know the right people (preferably those in the hiring
committee), have been in the right places, you have a much easier time getting a
job. That I believe is quite similar to the USA. One thing that’s different is that
there is no tenure track, so people hang in thin air until they eventually make it
on a professorship which is a livetime position (you can’t be fired). I don’t think
though Germany has a specific problem with women. The reason why I think
there are little female professors is what I just said: you have no secure position
possibly until your late thirties. Everybody who wants family must be appalled by
this idea. Another thing that’s different is that a professorship in Germany
requires an additional academic degree called habilitation. They are trying to
change this, but this discussion goes back a long time and hasn’t been very
fruitful so far. Best,

B.

22. Bee
April 28, 2008

Err, I mean ‘few female professors’

23. David Nataf
April 28, 2008

Bee,

Late thirties doesn’t sound too different from North America.

Say one finishes graduate school at 27, and then does two postdocs for six years
(both optimistic assumptions), one will then get an assistant professorship at 33
and get tenure (if things work out) at 43.

Between undergrad through professorship that implies a minimum of five
different locations to live in. Hardly the optimal situation in which to raise a
family… and now as more and more scientists date other scientists, two-body
problems will become more frequent.

24. Professor R
April 28, 2008

Hi Peter, slightly off-topic for discussion above, but on-topic for your original
post.
I’ve finally got around to starting a physics blog ( mainly concerned with



cosmology and particle physics at an introductory level). I’ve listed NEW as a
link I use myself if that’s ok. Have a look at

http://coraifeartaigh.wordpress.com/

would appreciate any comments/tips.
Regards Cormac

25. chris
April 28, 2008

hi Bee,

seems you are away from germany for quite a while now. there is tenure track
now – just starting but many positions are out there already. and from a family
point of view – i am not too excited about the prospects of financing 3 children
until grad school in the us on a mere academic salary or two. germany is way
more attractive from this point of view. what is really true is the networking
however. smaller countries have less people so inevitably there will be more
room for this kind of stuff.

and on a very different note, i find it amusing how harsh you and peter woit are
with cosmic variance. sean has not said one bad word about lee smolin there.
there is a certain tendency of course, but come on, if you read this blog and don’t
see a certain tendency here either then i don’t know who can’t see beyond the
tip of their nose. there are people out there – smart people – with a very different
mindset and that’s just it. i must say that compared to your comments, sean was
very civil towards lee smolin, really. and it is a very good practice in my opinion
not to censor except obviously illegal or spamy content

26. chris
April 28, 2008

Dear Peter Woit,

note the quotes around “respectable”? i am not an english native speaker, but for
me sean carolls statement clearly meant that he does not agree with the previous
asessment. furthermore, he says that if these “respectable” people don’t raise
their voice they will certainly not be heard. i don’t see anything wrong with that.

27. Bee
April 28, 2008

Hi Chris,
Yes, I’ve heard the Germans are experimenting with tenure, and I think it’s a
good thing. Reread what I said, I didn’t say the system in the states is better, I
said they are both different, and tenure is one of the differences. You
misunderstand my problem with CV. I have nothing against Sean. I just very
much dislike his attitude to let commenters insult others, even anonymously. It
doesn’t matter to me whether he just doesn’t read it (as I think he said
somewhere), or whether he doesn’t care – it’s his blog and it’s his responsibility.

http://coraifeartaigh.wordpress.com/
http://coraifeartaigh.wordpress.com/


I’ve said repeatedly previously that I think tolerating such ‘discussion’ corrupts
the values of our society, and I still think so. I want to see one of these
commenters stand up in public and say openly I don’t think so-and-so belongs on
this list because (upon which it would probably turn out they don’t know why
person x is on a list with public intellectuals, or what a criterion could be for a
public intellectual to begin with, just that they maybe don’t like person x). What
do they do instead? They anonymously make fun of those who have the courage
to stand to their opinion publicly. I think this is disgusting, full stop. I have the
impression that many people do that kind of thing or like to read it because they
find it entertaining (thus your suggestion not to delete it, thus I think the reason
Sean doesn’t delete it, because it attracts readers like shit attracts flies.) I also
have occasionally had the strong impression that a large part of the blogosphere
just sits there and waits for some ‘scandal’, some physicists arguing publicly,
things get personal, somebody get called names. What do you think why Lubos’
blog has attracted so much attention? Certainly not because he has such a great
writing style. No, because he’s provided exactly that, and I believe people read it
with some disgusted fascination, and then pass it on (have you seen, did you
read, he said WHAT?). However, one has to give it to Lubos that he’s always
signed with his own name, so at least he’s not a coward. Hope that clarifies my
disliking. Best,

B.

28. Daniel de França MTd2
April 28, 2008

The decline in the Big Physics (and related engeneering) project budgets on USA
is clear with the period in which soviet union declined (ending of the 70´s and
one) and even worsened after its ending. If it was a coincidence or not, I cannot
say for sure. But if I could bet, I would say it had a negative influence on US,
because the output of experiments do have political consequence when it comes
to claim a superior technological level.

But given the information revolution happening, i’d say that the overall situation,
in other fields, specially the nanotech field, everything got much better, there are
much more brains and information sharing problems and information and brains.

29. Peter Woit
April 28, 2008

Chris,

Sean’s reaction to the fact that someone had anonymously submitted a comment
to his blog attacking Lee Smolin in a quite unfair way was not to delete it, not to
ignore it, but instead immediately add his own comment elaborating on the
original comment, and ending with “yeah”. In English, this unambigously means
that you agree with the original statement, given the elaboration (which in no
way indicated any problem with the nasty characterization of Smolin).

As Bee notes, Sean has somewhat of a history of this, not only allowing the
comment section of his blog to be used for nasty, unfair anonymous attacks on



people (including Smolin), but responding in an insulting manner to complaints
about this practice.

30. Jeff McGowan
April 28, 2008

MathPhys,

I saw Kaku give a talk a while back (pre the “string theory wars,” or at least the
public ones) at the CUNY GC. The talk was for a general audience (not a general
scientific audience, just a general one). He mentioned string theory a number of
times, and even put up a slide with an integral, I can’t remember but I assume
one of the loop calculations you mention, and commented something along the
lines that this was the first real string theory calculation. In any case it was clear
he was claiming to be one of the “founders” of string theory. I was sitting next to
my thesis advisor and turned to him and said I thought he was angling for a
Nobel (not that they would give one for that).

In any case it struck me that back then at least, when string theory was riding
high, he was positioning himself very carefully.

31. Christine
April 28, 2008

I will never understand people’s behavior. If someone is in some list made by
someone, so what? I really don’t care. I would care, of course, if the existence of
the list would somehow harm me or my family/friends in a very direct and
personal way. What is the harm of X being in the list and Y or Z being not? It is a
list made by someone (or by a group of people), right? What is the intrinsic value
of this list? If Y or Z feel it is not just, it’s their problem. It’s just a list. People
care too much about unimportant things. Or maybe this is just a reflection of the
fact that they themselves don’t have more important things to do with their lives.

32. jhk
April 28, 2008

Kaku started out describing himself as one of the founders of “string field
theory”, which was technically sort of defensible, but over time the word “field”
was put in smaller and smaller font until finally it has disappeared completely. Or
perhaps it’s still there just not visible to the naked eye.

I’d love to see him debate Susskind in public over the paternity of string theory.

33. Professor R
April 28, 2008

Re annonymity, I think Bee is absolutely right.

Just today I had the rather unpleasant experience of discovering an enitre thread
on a politics blog



http://www.politics.ie/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=34334&p=1135958#p1135958

concerning a letter I had published in a newpaper.
(In the letter I was simply making the point that Ireland’s non-membership of
CERN has decimated Irish research in particle physics).
On the blog the letter have been attacked by all sorts of people who know
nothing of physics, or CERN, and who hide behind silly names…annoying.
I think I will restrict comments on my own blog to people who declare
themselves, at least to me!
Cormac O’ Raifeartaigh

34. woit
April 28, 2008

Hi Cormac,

Good luck with the new blog, I’ll look forward to following it. Figuring out what
to do about comments can be tricky, although if you avoid the controversy over
string theory the comments you get are likely to be few and relatively polite.

35. Shantanu
April 28, 2008

Bee, the idea of branes were discussed initialy by C. Wetterich and he mentioned
this in one of his talks at PI.
Does anyone know how well was the theory of inflation (in early 80’s ) received
in Soviet Union? I do know that Ginzburg was not a big fan of it.

36. Changcho
April 28, 2008

“and now as more and more scientists date other scientists, two-body problems
will become more frequent.”
And sometimes, eventually the two-body problems evolve into three and more
body problems, and as is well know, there are no anaytical solutions to the N
body problem with N>2 (i.e., it may get more complicated!)

I agree with commenter Allan on Hitchens…what makes people still think that
Hitchens has anything worthy to say anymore?

37. David Nataf
April 28, 2008

Changcho,

Hitchens’ popularity arises from his mastery of the English language and his
bold approach to controversial social issues such as atheism. There’s a general
theme of people being fatigued by nuance and articial centrism, and that
explains the popularity of George Monbiot, Ann Coulter and everyone in
between.

http://www.politics.ie/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=34334&p=1135958#p1135958
http://www.politics.ie/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=34334&p=1135958#p1135958


Was your joke referring to love polygons or children?

I do think it’s a serious issue however. There’s a risk three or four postdocs
might become the expectation. I’ve heard of one individual doing five postdocs.

38. DB
April 28, 2008

Cormac,

The thread you point to is a good example of the level of public understanding of
HEP and the LHC. And it’s not hard to see why. Back in the fifties people could
understand the potential benefits of nuclear physics – it won the Pacific war and
promised electricity “too cheap to meter”. And its dangers. They could visualize
the splitting of the atom and could marvel at the recreation of the sun’s furnace
on earth. Most importantly, they could translate this wonder into perceived
benefits in their daily lives. It turns out that the hype didn’t live up to reality. Yes,
they got the Standard Model. But they also got Chernobyl.

Since the fifties, HEP has become terribly remote from the ordinary individual
whose taxes fund it. While they understand very little, they doubt that it is likely
to be of any real benefit to them, the lumpen proletariat, in the foreseeable
future. They also know it is far too complicated for all but a very talented
minority to properly grasp so that any understanding gained will be reserved for
a tiny elite. And if that’s all they get in return for their taxes they are likely to
say, thanks, but we have more pressing priorities.

Which is precisely why James Orbach felt obliged to tell his Fermilab audience
last week: “You scientists must make the case”. It was a very salient warning.

Europe is currently revelling in its leadership position but I suspect it is just at
an earlier stage of the US learning curve. US politicians have “been there, done
that” and they appear to be fast losing faith with expensive fundamental science.
I don’t believe the average European voter is all that different to his American
counterpart.

Without a much more successful outreach effort from the HEP community the
outlook is not great, post-LHC.

39. Eric H
April 28, 2008

I agree very strongly with Alain Conne’s, (Connes’?) comment about the
traumatizing influence of the fall of the Soviet Union. Much of the work they did
that was important related to extentions of Einstein’s original geometric
approach. That is, instead of making the huge jump to 10 and 11 dimensions,
they used the conservative approach of investigating the connection between
spin and the 5-d approach in Kaluza-Klein theory.

In the West the KK idea is treated as a toy construct that can’t be taken seriously.
The provisional reason for doing this is that spin isn’t inelastic but can “break” in



a sense and this negates KK. However, a proton’s quarks really can be seen in a
sense as having an inelastic bond – > 10^32 years and counting – they still
haven’t found a limit.

I think the real reason KK was thrown out prematurely is that Einstein used the
KK ideas in constructing his unified field and by that time quantum mechanics
occupied all the energy and time of physicists. It’s sad really. How many people
actually know the details of Einstein’s theory but have only been told that he
wasted his life on it. It’s also sad because gravity emerges naturally in KK theory.
While it may be too low-brow for some around here check out the English Wiki
site on “zero point field” that I did a lot of editing of. Andrei Sakharov was a real
pioneer.

40. Professor R
April 28, 2008

DB, you’re absolutely right.
I thnk the statement ‘Europe is currently revelling in its leadership position but I
suspect it is just at an earlier stage of the US learning curve’ is all too correct.
I’m afraid where the US goes today, we generally follow tomorrow (with Ireland
leading the way).

The terrible irony is that CERN has saved Euroean a fortune – by centralizing
mst of the accelerator build in one location, individual nations saved millions and
avoided duplication.

My own viewpoint is Tim BL and Cern missed a trick – while I am very glad he
(and not a commercial firm) put the web together, there should be a permanent
reminder that this came from CERN research – everytime you open a browser in
fact. If they had done that, no-one would need to argue the case for CERN
…Cormac

41. Changcho
April 28, 2008

D. Nataf – actually, the joke referred to children…In matters of atheism, I’d turn
to Dawkins, not Hitchens. The latter may have a mastery of the English
language, but little else imho ; regards.

42. Michael Bacon
April 28, 2008

“While they understand very little, they doubt that it is likely to be of any real
benefit to them, the lumpen proletariat, in the foreseeable future.”

Db,

Lumpen proletariat? Really? What an odd way to describe people in this day and
age.

43. anonymous



April 28, 2008

Bee, you are annoyed that Sean Carroll lets anonymous commenters insult
people … well, so does Peter Woit, as you’ll notice by reading the comments
about Christopher Hitchens in this thread (I count a first name with no link as
anonymous, since it effectively is).

44. DB
April 29, 2008

Cormac wrote:
“My own viewpoint is Tim BL and Cern missed a trick – while I am very glad he
(and not a commercial firm) put the web together, there should be a permanent
reminder that this came from CERN research – everytime you open a browser in
fact. If they had done that, no-one would need to argue the case for CERN ”

Yes, CERN invented the World Wide Web, but the US made best use of that
invention and paid nothing for the rights. A similar attitude seems to have
emerged in the US with regard to ITER, i.e., “Let the others pay for the
fundamental research, we’ll clean up on the commercial side”.
Had CERN licenced that invention, it would probably never have to raise a cent
from governments again.

Michael,
My use of the phrase was a poor attempt at irony. But I do think that is how they
view themselves when it comes to subjects such as HEP.

45. anon.
April 29, 2008

Having left the anonymous comment at CV, maybe I should have picked someone
other than Smolin, since people seem upset about that and don’t notice that he’s
not the only person I singled out. Lomborg is the worst, being a fraudulent hack
who is actively hurting the entire world with his efforts to delay action on climate
change. (His pose as an ‘environmentalist’ makes it all the worse.) There were
other people on the list who are similar, but outside the sciences — Kagan, for
one, surely takes part of the blame for a great deal of human suffering.
Arguments within theoretical physics are, ultimately, utterly insignificant
compared to these things, so probably my complaint should have focused on
that, but since I was commenting on a physics blog I mentioned Smolin. He isn’t
really hurting anyone, of course, but he’s someone who is taken far more
seriously in the press than by other physicists.

46. Peter Woit
April 29, 2008

anonymous,

My objection is specifically to the use of blogs by scientists to anonymously
attack their colleagues in unfair ways. I wish people would not post comments
anonymously like the ones about Hitchens, but I don’t find it so objectionable



that I delete them.

More problematic actually were the comments about Kaku, which I did seriously
consider deleting. I left them because I thought that the question they addressed
of claims being made that he is a “founder of string theory” is a valid one, and
they did not treat it unfairly. But I encourage people to not post anonymously,
and if they do feel it necessary to do so, they should bend over backwards to be
polite and fair to anyone they have a critical comment about.

47. Bee
April 29, 2008

“Bee, you are annoyed that Sean Carroll lets anonymous commenters insult
people … well, so does Peter Woit”

So what? I’m not the insult-police of the blogosphere and I actually don’t read
Peter’s blog very closely (or any other blog for that matter, not even my own),
and I have no idea what Peter did or didn’t do elsewhere.

But since you bring it up, you are trying to excuse behaviour by saying others do
the same. This is exactly the reason why I think one should not tolerate insults in
discussions. This isn’t something specific to CV, NEW or TRF, you find this in
almost every more or less public comment section (just pick a random blog-
section of a newspaper or magazine). Can’t you see how this is pushing the
boundaries farther and farther aways from what the average human would
consider a civilized communication? I mean, come on, it is well known that
humans test the boundaries that are being set to their behavior all the time, may
that be laws, morals or ethics. It will get worse until they perceive they’ve
reached that boundary, but where is it supposed to come from if not from us?

Thanks for your explanation why you don’t want to see some people on that list.
It sounds very similar to what I guessed above doesn’t it? I don’t like that person
or his opinion, and soandso is taken more seriously by the press than by his
community. What has this to do with anything?

Anyway, I actually agree with Christine’s comment above that it’s more or less
irrelevant who appears on what lists of which magazine, that wasn’t the reason
why I brought it up (and given that I don’t know most of the names on that list, I
see no point in discussing it.) My problem is just, one again, how it comes close
to impossible having a sensible exchange on the blogosphere.

Best,

B.

48. Professor R
April 29, 2008

Bee and JC, in response to disscussion at top

‘Were there any supergravity and/or string theorists appointed to German



professorships before the Berlin Wall came down….’

I was sorry to see Julius Wess didn’t rate a mention (a pioneer of supersymmetry,
he and Zumino pactically invented supergravity). Julius had a very big group in
Munich and was a great collaborator
with my Dad’s group at th Dublin IAS. I think they were fairly typical of the
continental European school – rather than get hung up on string theory itself,
they were much more interested in the mathematics of supersymmetry and other
gauge symmetries.

In fact I would argue that while Peter’s quote from Connes is interesting, it
pretty much ignores the whole field of gauge symmetry…Cormac

49. Professor R
April 29, 2008

P.S. Julius passed away last summer, but you can find his bio on wiki
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Wess) or his famous book at
http://www.amazon.com/Supersymmetry-Supergravity-Julius-Wess/dp
/0691025304

50. Bee
April 29, 2008

Hi Professor, JC,

Yes, I’m sorry. I wasn’t an attempt to give an exhaustive list of Germans who’ve
worked on st or related things, just the first three names that came into my
mind. Best,

B.

51. anonymous
April 29, 2008

Vanity Fair seems to think that the right person to review a book about Isaac
Newton is Christopher Hitchens.

Exactly who at Vanity Fair do you think is the right person, Peter? The people
profiling Miley Cyrus?

In any case, I read Hitchens’ article, and I think the passages you quote are
somewhat unfairly taken out of context.

52. anonymous
April 29, 2008

Bee, you said, in response to my comment: “But since you bring it up, you are
trying to excuse behaviour by saying others do the same. ”

No, I’m not, I only pointed out that other people do the same as Sean Carroll. I
didn’t make any comment one way or the other about the acceptability of this

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Wess
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Wess
http://www.amazon.com/Supersymmetry-Supergravity-Julius-Wess/dp/0691025304
http://www.amazon.com/Supersymmetry-Supergravity-Julius-Wess/dp/0691025304
http://www.amazon.com/Supersymmetry-Supergravity-Julius-Wess/dp/0691025304
http://www.amazon.com/Supersymmetry-Supergravity-Julius-Wess/dp/0691025304


style of comment moderation.

You also wrote:

“I’m not the insult-police of the blogosphere and I actually don’t read Peter’s
blog very closely (or any other blog for that matter, not even my own)””

To which I have to say: couldn’t Sean Carroll say _exactly_ the same thing in his
own defense? So why criticize him?

53. Bee
April 30, 2008

Anonymous, I do read the comments at my blog, in case that’s what you mean,
and either I or my husband deletes the inappropriate ones (though there aren’t
many, I guess people get the message). I occasionally admittedly don’t very
closely read Stefan’s posts (since he usually only writes when I am really busy
anyhow), but hey, I’m married to that guy so I trust him to not publish anything
outright offensive while I’m not looking. My remark was a reply to yours “you are
annoyed that Sean Carroll lets anonymous commenters insult people … well, so
does Peter Woit, as you’ll notice by reading the comments about”, which I
interpreted as: “you either are annoyed by both, or by none”, to which my reply
is, what I don’t read doesn’t annoy me, and I still don’t know why it is relevant
whether I might not have noticed what happend in Peter’s comment section in
the year 10 BC or whatever. Besides this, it isn’t hard to figure out that it annoys
me far more if insults go against people I know, and who I know don’t deserve
being insulted. Either way, this exchange is basically content free. I’ve said what
I had to say. Best,

B.

54. CV
April 30, 2008

«In any case, I read Hitchens’ article, and I think the passages you quote are
somewhat unfairly taken out of context.»

Maybe you can explain us how writting

« the day is not far off when we will be able to contemplate physics as another
department—perhaps the most dynamic department—of the humanities.»

can be placed in a context where it doesn’t sound like an insulting piece of
pseudo-intelectual trash.

55. Arun
April 30, 2008

« the day is not far off when we will be able to contemplate physics as another
department—perhaps the most dynamic department—of the humanities.»

Obviously, Hitchens thinks that the future of physics is entirely string theory.



56. anonymous
April 30, 2008

CV, if you deigned to pull your head out of the sand, you would realize that
Hitchens has the utmost respect for science, and is expressing the hope that it
will come to be more widely appreciated by people in the humanities.

There’s nothing wrong with that sentence (which, by the way, begins with “For
all that, he did generate a great deal more light than he had intended”, praising
Newton’s achievement). Do you mean to tell me that it’s “insulting” to
contemplate the prospect of a rapprochement between the so-called humanities
and the sciences? I think it’s badly needed.

57. CV
May 2, 2008

Your interpretation is completely off the mark.
By writing “For all that, he did generate a great deal more light than he had
intended” he is for all effects stating that Newton did his work by chance and
that his main objective was keeping people ignorant.

As for : Do you mean to tell me that it’s “insulting” to contemplate the prospect
of a rapprochement between the so-called humanities and the sciences?

In the way Hitchens is implying yes I do. It’s extremely insulting.
Rapprochement like that if it occurs should come from the humanities
resembling proper sciences and not by making physics into a pseudo-intellectual
endeavour where the only metric is the capacity to impress other people by
gluing words with no final meaning.

Hitchens showed with this piece that he has no idea what science is about and
thus can’t have any respect for it.

58. John R Ramsden
May 3, 2008

Cormac O’ Raifeartaigh wrote:
>
> Re annonymity, I think Bee is absolutely right.
>
> Just today I had the rather unpleasant experience
> of discovering an enitre thread on a politics blog

That site http://www.politics.ie/ is a forum rather than a blog, the difference
being that discussions in a blog can be started only by its “owners” (possibly, in
fact usually, one individual) whereas any registered user can start a forum thread
as well as replying.

Forums can be bear gardens, even where moderators are vigilant (don’t get me
started on spam-ridden unmoderated usenet groups!). So one must get used to
that.

http://www.politics.ie/
http://www.politics.ie/


I was shocked that a self-proclaimed *physicist* of all people in that discussion
you referred to agreed with the unfathomable decision of the Irish Government
not to join CERN for such a modest fee.

Doesn’t this muppet realise how diverse and speculative today’s leading-edge
physics theories are, and the importance of the LHC in whittling down the
contenders and perhaps providing vital clues and new insights (which will quite
likely refine low-energy physics too in due course).

Also, you only have to look at the Atlas detector to realize what a massive boost
the whole thing must be to high-tech manufacturing industries, which God knows
the West needs when practically everything is made in third-world countries
these days.

59. Chris W.
May 3, 2008

Speaking of that “ridiculous recent episode of the ‘exceptionally simple theory of
everything'” (Connes’ words), the May issue of Outside Magazine has a rather
long profile of Garrett Lisi. Needless to say, one won’t learn much about his
research from the article, although Glashow and Wilczek are quoted.

http://outside.away.com/outside/toc/200805.html
http://outside.away.com/outside/toc/200805.html


Creutz On Rooting

April 28, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Michael Creutz has a remarkable new preprint out this evening, entitled The Saga of
Rooted Staggered Quarks. It explains what has been going on in a rather bitter
controversy within the lattice gauge theory community over the last few years.

While lattice gauge theory provides a quite beautiful way of discretizing gauge fields,
preserving their geometric significance, fermions have always been much more
problematic. Here the geometry is spin geometry, which doesn’t appear to have a
natural formulation on a lattice. What does have a natural formulation is not a spinor
field S, but End(S), the linear maps from S to itself, which can be identified with the
exterior algebra, and naturally put on the lattice by assigning degrees of freedom to
points, 1-simplices, 2-simplices, etc. The problem is that if you do this, you don’t get a
theory of a single fermionic field, but instead multiple copies. This geometrical
argument is just one aspect of the problem, which appears in other more convincing
ways, but this all adds up to making chiral symmetry especially problematic on the
lattice.

There are many possible ways of dealing with this, but one popular one has been
“rooting” some of the fermionic degrees of freedom that have been staggered on
neighboring vertices of the lattice. One ends up with four copies of what one wants,
so the argument has been that the thing to do is to take the fourth root of this to get a
calculation that tells one about a single fermion. The problem is that this is a quite
non-analytic thing to do, and it is not clear that it gives one something sensible. A
debate between Creutz and people using this method has raged for the last few years,
with Creutz claiming that the rooting procedure gives the wrong answer, while
proponents of rooting argue that the problems involved will go away in the continuum
limit.

Creutz’s preprint describes the conclusion he has been led to about this, and his
problems getting some of them published:

This led me to question whether there was some physical measurement one
could make to determine if a quark mass was indeed zero. I could think of
none, and proposed that a single vanishing quark mass might not be a
physical concept. This paper was submitted to Physical Review D.

This is where the shit started hitting the fan. There was a common lore that
if the up quark mass were to vanish, then the problem of why theta
appeared to be phenomenologically very small would be solved. I was
saying that this lore might be wrong. This drove the referees nuts, with
statements like “I am somewhat concerned that the errors are so obvious.”
After numerous similar scathing remarks the paper went to a divisional
editor for PRD, who upheld their opinion. On rejection I took the paper and
split it into two parts, one on the phase diagram and the second on the
vanishing mass issue. These both appeared in Physical Review Letters,

http://arxiv.org/abs/0804.4307
http://arxiv.org/abs/0804.4307
http://arxiv.org/abs/0804.4307
http://arxiv.org/abs/0804.4307


Phys.Rev.Lett.92:201601,2004 (hep-lat/0312018) and
Phys.Rev.Lett.92:162003,2004 (hep-ph/0312225). I do derive some visceral
pleasure from having turned a rejected PRD paper into two PRL’s…

Eventually the claims of the staggered advocates became so outrageous
that I felt I had to be more aggressive. I was pushed further by statements
that if someone had issues with staggered quarks, they needed to write
them up. At the time I was too naive to appreciate how the stubborn nature
of some personalities involved would mean that these arguments would be
dismissed without serious discussion. As with the up quark mass issue, this
is one of those situations where a person without tenure would be ill
advised to challenge conventional lore.

So I submitted a paper (hep-lat/0603020) pointing out the inconsistencies
between rooting and the expected chiral behavior. This was quickly rejected
by PRL which has a policy of not publishing interesting and controversial
papers. After transferring it to PRD, things got stuck, with numerous
referees simply refusing to respond. After about a year and eight referee
reports, some positive and some negative, PRD decided that they don’t
publish interesting and controversial papers either. I did not take this delay
kindly and rewrote the paper with the provocative title “The evil that is
rooting.” This was fairly quickly accepted by Physics Letters
(Phys.Lett.B649:230-234,2007; hep-lat/0701018), although the title was
mollified at the editor’s suggestion…

The staggered community has continued to ignore these problems. I feel
their stranglehold on the US lattice effort approaches scientific dishonesty.
As an example of the prevailing vindictiveness, a recent paper of mine on a
completely different topic was rejected from a prominent US journal on the
basis of a single negative referee report stating that “It is puzzling that the
author ignores all these highly relevant lessons that have been learned long
ago in the context of the staggered fermion formalism.” It was overlooked
because I wanted to avoid the ongoing controversy, of which the referee
was certainly aware. After I did add remarks on the comparison with
staggered, the paper was rejected without further review by a divisional
associate editor representing the staggered community. He raised some
symmetry issues based on comments by the Maryland group, to which I was
never given a chance to respond. This paper was then submitted to a
European journal where I hoped for a more equitable treatment. There it
was quickly published.

Beyond the international ridicule this this controversy brings on the USQCD
community, other aspects are particularly upsetting from a scientific point
of view. First, enormous amounts of computer time continue to be wasted
on generating lattice configurations from which any non-perturbative
information will be questionable. About 38 percent of the current computer
time allocated by the USQCD collaboration is going to continue these
efforts. Second, young people associated with this project are taught to
repeat, without question, the party line that all will be okay in the
continuum limit. Third, the practitioners are such a powerful force that



most outsiders are unwilling to look into the problems despite the fact that
the underlying physics is so fascinating. And finally, I find it extremely
unsettling that some physicists widely regarded as experts in chiral
symmetry and lattice gauge theory can so casually and thoroughly delude
themselves with bad science.

In short, the lattice has been very good to me. It is extremely painful to see
it abused so blatantly

One would like to think that this issue will get sorted out over time as more work
makes it clear whether or not rooting is as serious a problem as Creutz thinks it is.
But the progress of science is not always smooth…

Comments

1. Peter Orland
April 29, 2008

One way to settle the controversy would be to carefully formulate order-by-order
renormalization (of physical operators) with rooted fermions. Has anyone studied
this?

2. Peter Orland
April 29, 2008

P.S. It clearly isn’t easy, since there doesn’t seem to be a local (within a small
number of lattice spacings) Lagrangian. So I guess I am asking if rooted
Fermions can be formulated (in some complicated way) so that there is manifest
locality.

3. nbutsomebody
April 29, 2008

Whether Creutz is right or wrong and whether there is bad scientific practice,
one good point about hep-ph and hep-lat community is that they still debate,
whereas in String theory nobody argues.

4. Sandro
April 29, 2008

“Whether Creutz is right or wrong and whether there is bad scientific practice,
one good point about hep-ph and hep-lat community is that they still debate,
whereas in String theory nobody argues.”

I don’t think that “It is puzzling that the author ignores all these highly relevant
lessons that have been learned long ago in the context of the staggered fermion
formalism.” can be considered as a healthy debate situation, and yes, it is a
journal context, but I don’t think the arxiv one goes much better. All this only
reminds me of an african animation movie in which a young child asks his mom
“Mom, why is the Sorceress so evil?”, and the mom replies “She’s not more evil



than others: she just has more power.”

5. Arun
April 29, 2008

I reformulated my arguments in terms of the ‘t Hooft vertex, something crucial
to the understanding of how the theta dependence of QCD works. While
previously I had not claimed to have a proof, here I showed specific non-
perturbative effects that must come out wrong, even in the continuum limit. This
proof appears in the proceedings. A more extensive discussion of the issues
appears in Annals.

How difficult is it to assign a couple of graduate students to check this proof?

6. Peter Woit
April 29, 2008

Arun,

The problem with physics “proofs” is that they typically involve lots of
assumptions, often not made explicit. I don’t know anything about the argument
Creutz is referring to, but I’d guess that it evaluating possible objections to it
would require quite a lot of expertise, not the sort of thing a typical graduate
student has the background for.

7. An anonymous lattice
April 29, 2008

In Europe, our community no longer debates Creutz’s ‘proof’ because it is known
to be incorrect.

For the most recent paper debunking the criticism, see Kronfeld [2007]
http://arxiv.org/abs/0711.0699 that also agrees with previous points by Bernard
and his collaborators [2006] http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-lat/0603027

These papers do not quite prove that rooting works perfectly, as indicated by
formal manipulations and by the numerical data. But they show that Creutz’s
arguments are incorrect. For instance, the Kronfeld paper has a section
dedicated to each aspect of Creutz’s criticism (cutoffs, ranks of groups, and so
on). I am slightly worried that the new Creutz’s preprint, submitted as HTML,
won’t be enough to convince me or my German and other European colleagues.

8. Brett
April 29, 2008

There are actually two distinct but seldom disentangled issues related to rooting.
The same two issues arise with many respect to many of the techniques used in
lattice calculations. The issue is whether what you’re calculating approaches
continuum QCD in the right limit. The second is whether the technique gives
useful/accurate results at the physical lattice spacing you are using.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0711.0699
http://arxiv.org/abs/0711.0699
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-lat/0603027
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-lat/0603027


It’s not clear whether the first issue is a problem with rooting. Neither side has
produced a definitive argument. If I had to guess, I’d bet that the continuum
theory is not QCD, but that’s just a guess. What gets obscured in this debate over
rooting is that there things done in lattice calculations that we know for sure do
not lead to the right limiting theory. For example, lattice calculations are now
done using an irreversible Markov chain. (Lattice people would refer to this as
“not actually using the Metropolis alogrithm.”) In this case, the continuum limit
of any calculation cannot even be defined, because the calculation does not, in
principle, converge.

But that’s only in principle. We know that practically, the improved, non-
Metropolis algorithms do converge (faster even!), so the problem is not worth
worrying about. This brings us to the second issue. The lack of Markov
reversibility does not introduce any meaningful errors at the level of accuracy of
current calculations. Indeed, it improves the accuracy. Coming back to rooting,
while whether it is formally valid is an open question, whether it is practically
useful is not. Rooting does an excellent job of dealing with low-mass dynamical
quarks at the present time. Maybe it will need to be re-evaluated when
calculations get a lot more precise, but all indications are that the lattice
community will keep an eye on this matter.

9. milkshake
April 29, 2008

Brett, this is way too technical for me – but I wonder if the current argument
about rooting is analogous to the old debates about validity of renormalization
(“sweeping the problem under carpet” etc), a suspect calculation trick that
worked, for reasons that were understood only afterwards

10. Peter Orland
April 29, 2008

Milkshake,

There were no debates about renormalization. It took people a while to realize
that it was deeper than just “sweeping…”, but few competent people doubted it
was valid, even in the the late 40’s. The reason was that it gave stunningly good
results for measurable quantities in atomic physics.

The argument about rooting is different. I was asking above if a rooted lattice
theory might have an (albeit complicated) local formulation. If so, it probably can
be renormalized, and therefore should be standard QCD. If not, it isn’t so clear.

11. milkshake
April 29, 2008

but Brett claims that “rooting does excellent job” – and if this is so, does this
make the observable things come out better? And how much hand-adjusting is
done in these calculations to make things come out right? Also, the most
authoritative people at any given time in science history are not always the most
competent ones in hindsight. So if Creutz claims he has been unfairly censored,



is it because he is crackpotty – or did he become unpopular for repeating a valid
complaint that no-one wants to hear?

12. Peter Woit
April 29, 2008

milkshake,

I don’t see Creutz complaining of censorship. He’s a leading figure in the field,
and his problems with referees haven’t kept his papers from being published.
The scientific issues he is concerned about are getting a full airing, while, as is
often the case in science, the way the debate is taking place may be less than the
fully rational process one would hope for.

13. Chris Oakley
April 30, 2008

Brett,

What gets obscured in this debate over rooting is that there things
done in lattice calculations that we know for sure do not lead to the
right limiting theory. For example, lattice calculations are now done
using an irreversible Markov chain. (Lattice people would refer to this
as “not actually using the Metropolis alogrithm.”) In this case, the
continuum limit of any calculation cannot even be defined, because the
calculation does not, in principle, converge.
But that’s only in principle. We know that practically, the improved,
non-Metropolis algorithms do converge (faster even!), so the problem
is not worth worrying about.

In my experience (limited to solving PDEs for derivatives pricing), if you do not
have a handle on errors/convergence properties you might as well not bother …
better to use the same computer power for playing “Doom” instead – at least you
know what is going on there. So I guess, to use Susskind’s terminology, I would
never have “made it” as a Lattice Gauge Theorist.

Peter O,

I agree with you about renormalization. After 1950 only retards like Landau,
Feynman and Dirac ever expressed doubts.

14. chris
April 30, 2008

hi peter orland,

yes, locality is the crucial issue.it has been proven, that a) at m=0 there is no
local formulation b) that at m>0 there is no local formulation, but the nonlocality
is a cutoff effect, so it vanisches in the continuum limit. so at m=0 rooted
staggered fermions are in the wrong universality class (which is easily seen by
the fact that the symmetry content is wrong). but outside m=0 the topic is quite



subtle if you reflect a bit about what it means that you have a nonlocality that is
a cutoff effect. there is the issue of the order in which you take the three limits
(m->0, cutoff->00, V->00).

in fact, order by order in PT it has been proven that things are fine, but this is
not enough. also there is strong numerical evidence that supports the view that
everything is ok if you stay in the correct regime, but a full analytical proof is
somethig that the whole community tried to hunt for at least half a decade and it
is not in sight.

15. Peter Orland
April 30, 2008

chris –

Thanks for the information. It’s clearly worth looking into!

Chris O.

>I agree with you about renormalization. After 1950
>only retards like Landau, Feynman and Dirac ever
>expressed doubts.

They doubted the interpretation of renormalization. They weren’t sure whether
the idea was really right at a deeper level (in the meantime, nonperturbative
techniques have shown that it is). I heard Feynman express these misgivings (he
was teaching QED and QCD in 1977-78). But he and others never doubted its
validity for leading orders of QED.

Mike Creutz is not expressing only misgivings, but openly claiming rooting is
valueless.

16. Coin
April 30, 2008

In the continuum limit, staggered fermions yield four species, called tastes. To
reduce the number of tastes to one (per flavor)…

Holy crud! Terry Pratchett was right all along!

So, I have what I hope is not a stupid question:

Here the geometry is spin geometry, which doesn’t appear to have a natural
formulation on a lattice. What does have a natural formulation is not a spinor
field S, but End(S), the linear maps from S to itself

What I am immediately curious here about is, is there a reason the spin networks
incidentally used in LQG cannot be made use of here? They aren’t lattices, but
they are a method of discretizing space, and at least in their original pre-lqg
formulation they by design affixed a spin to each spacetime “point”. Looking up
spin geometry online however (which if I’m understanding this right is basically
just the study of spinor bundles?), I don’t see anything at all indicating people



have even tried to link that subject with spin networks. Is there some obvious
reason I’m missing why it would not be natural to try to do spin geometry with
spinnets?

Or, put another way: Is it known whether some of the advantages with lattice
gauge theory (like computability) can be retained if one moves to some other
discrete structure which doesn’t have the problem with accommodating
fermions?

Only adding to my confusion, the wikipedia article for “Lattice Gauge Theory”
tosses off this cryptic factoid:

Lattice gauge theory has been shown to be exactly dual to spin foam
models provided that the only Wilson loops appearing in the action are
over plaquettes.

17. wolfgang
May 1, 2008

> wikipedia … tosses off this cryptic factoid:

Perhaps it refers to
this paper.

18. Not a Nobel Laureate
May 10, 2008

Has anyone asked the Aussie LQCD community for their opinion on rooting.

19. Wombat
May 10, 2008

“Has anyone asked the Aussie LQCD community for their opinion on rooting.”

Do they disapprove of rooting?

Do they refrain from engaging in rooting?

20. lattice observer
May 23, 2008

hi all,

some answers to Peter Osland’s technical points — plus a humble opinion.

——————————————————————————————————————

# Peter Orland Says:

One way to settle the controversy would be to carefully formulate order-by-order
renormalization (of physical operators) with rooted fermions. Has anyone studied
this?

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0008095
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0008095


P.S. It clearly isn’t easy, since there doesn’t seem to be a local (within a small
number of lattice spacings) Lagrangian. So I guess I am asking if rooted
Fermions can be formulated (in some complicated way) so that there is manifest
locality.

——————————————————————————————————————

there has been some work along this direction, interested readers may look for
papers by Joel Giedt and David H. Adams in SPIRES. the problem is, in
perturbation theory the rooting procedure is essentially ok, precisely because PT
fails to tackle long-distance couplings at any given order, and non-locality would
have a non-perturbative origin. indeeed, as observed by Creutz, even the
theorists supporting the rooted staggered approach do currently think that there
is no local formulation of the regularised theory; needless to say, this makes it
very hard to understand how to take a continuum limit that defines QCD
consistently. (cf. work by Bernard, Golterman, Shamir, Sharpe.)

on the other hand, as an Anonymous lattice points out, Creutz’s argument is
widely regarded as insufficient (“incorrect” is maybe too precise a word in this
context) to show that rooted staggered quarks do not lead to QCD in the
continuum limit. yet, the overwhelming majority of the community still thinks
that the rooted staggered approach is at best controversial, and at worst just an
elaborated model that cannot be plausibly claimed to produce first-principles
results. the rift between the two fields is deep indeed…



Anonymity at Cosmic Variance

May 1, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Over at Cosmic Variance, anonymous comments personally attacking me have been
posted recently by someone who identifies themselves only as “string theorist”. I’ve
complained to Sean Carroll and his colleagues about their policy of allowing the
comment section of their blog to be used for anonymous ad hominem attacks by
physicists who are unhappy with Lee Smolin and me because of our criticism of string
theory. If someone wants to argue not about science, but to complain about my
behavior, I’m perfectly willing to engage in such a discussion, as long as it’s with
someone who is willing to take responsibility for their own behavior.

Here’s the response I received from Sean:

Personally, I could not care less whether a comment is anonymous or
signed. It just makes no difference to me. I understand that you feel
otherwise, as you have said so over and over and over again. I will delete
comments if they are vulgar or overly obnoxious, but anonymity is
completely beside the point. If my co-bloggers feel differently, they are
welcome to overrule me.

So, I guess if you want to anonymously attack, insult or slander people you disagree
with about a scientific issue, Cosmic Variance is open for business.

Comments

1. anonymous
May 2, 2008

Of course if you want to anonymously attack non-scientists like Christopher
Hitchens, feel free to do so here. Remember, anonymous attacks are only bad if
they are directed at scientists …. right?

2. Yzer
May 2, 2008

Peter, I’m a big fan of yours, so I mean no insult by this, but is it not possible
simply to ignore such nonsense, be the bigger man, and rise above it? You only
call greater attention to their immaturity when you single them out for a tongue-
lashing. Let them fade into the anonymous obscurity whence they came. Your
good name has more to lose from your response to them than from anything they
say about you.

3. Anonymous
May 2, 2008

http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/04/28/vacation-2/#comment-315752
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/04/28/vacation-2/#comment-315752


It is a common stratagem to reject as cowardly criticisms leveled anonymously.
However, such a rejection neither rebuts the criticisms, nor has much merit, at
least if the criticisms are dispassionately formulated and substantial (and if they
are not, they should simply be ignored).

There are many reasons to remain anonymous – among which perhaps the most
responsible is the desire not to draw attention to oneself, or even to disassociate
what one says from who one is. If Famous Man X says something openly it will be
ignored by his haters and repeated by his lovers, regardless of its merits, and
knowing this Famous Man X may decide to say something anonymously; there is
a long tradition of this in the world (pseudonyms). (Compare this to Famous Man
Y, who glowingly trumpets his identity even when farting; he is no coward, I
guess, but nor is he responsible). If Unknown Man X says something openly, it
will be ignored by almost everyone, because he is Unknown Man X and, being
unknown, can have nothing interesting to say, so perhaps by saying it
anonymously, and thereby raising the possibility that he is Famous Man X in
disguise, he will actually be heard. Other motivations abound – fear of reprisal is
one, and to call such cowardly is simply to have never lived in fear of a beating.
Among these motivations is surely the cowardly desire to hit from behind, it is
not the only one.

The most basic such motivation, is – it does not matter who I am; in any case the
audience does not know who I am, and knowing so would not change the content
of what I say, so what is to be gained by advertising who I am? There is of course
something to be lost – one’s dignity.

4. Another grad student
May 2, 2008

Hi Peter,

You may remember me from a discussion (a.k.a. cat and dog fight) in 2006 on
Clifford’s blog, where I defended your reluctance to continue a somewhat hostile
discussion with Clifford and someone whose writing style bears some
resemblance to that of the poster you felt was attacking you very recently on
cosmicvariance. It wouldn’t surprise me if you also noticed the similarity in style.

I defended you then for several reasons. Most importantly, I felt you were being
subjected to unnecessarily personal and condescending attacks because you
promoted a point of view your antagonists strongly disagreed with; their
“debating” style was offensive to me because of the degree of disrespect and
unwillingness to acknowledge that there might be some validity or forethought
in your point of view. Another reason was that in following your blog (and Usenet
posts before you had a blog), you seemed to be sincere in your intentions (not a
publicity hound as some people assumed), and willing to acknowledge your
mistakes. I still believe you are sincere in your intentions, not just trying to stir
up trouble because you are bitter or whatever, but over the last year or two I
have also perceived (rightly or wrongly) certain changes in your style that I wish
I didn’t see. This post of yours seems like an appropriate place to mention them;
you won’t have to suffer hearing them from me again.

http://asymptotia.com/2006/10/05/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-iv/#comment-1741
http://asymptotia.com/2006/10/05/more-scenes-from-the-storm-in-a-teacup-iv/#comment-1741


Before you responded to ST on cosmicvariance, I saw his/her comment. My
initial thought was that ST was being somewhat presumptuous to think that you
had so much power over Sean that he would consider taking a break from
blogging due to anything you might say. Sean strikes me as having some pretty
strong opinions, and is willing to freely write about them (which is fine, since a
reader can always skip over whatever is annoying to read); I could be wrong but
I don’t think he would be beaten down by you expressing your points of view. I
didn’t know you would respond, but it seemed like if you did want to say
something the perfect response would be to make a joke about the power you
hold over Sean, and generally dismiss ST’s concern. That would have fit very
nicely with the generally congenial tone of the comment section up until ST
chimed in, and you would have come across as disarming and friendly. Instead,
your response seemed like a very jarring attack on ST, well beyond what I would
have thought was needed to make your point. An image that came to mind was of
a social gathering where people are chatting amicably, and then someone makes
an unkind remark; the recipient reacts with such rage that he startles the other
guests, and then he accuses the host of the party of behaving inappropriately for
not throwing the guest out for making the unkind remark.

Perhaps this mental image of mine is overly harsh, but I expect that many people
seeing your reaction to a comment in cosmicvariance or elsewhere don’t know
about your history of having to deal with repeated unwarranted personal attacks
on you, much less the specific personalities involved. Those people would
probably just see a very strong (over)reaction to some throw-away snide remark
from someone else they don’t know, and the impression would not be good; if
anything, I think they would look at your comment as confirming the negative
remarks by, e.g., ST, with the net result that someone who had no opinion about
you now has a negative one. If you had responded with humor, I think that ST
would more likely come across to that person as overstating things and you
would look fine. Someone who did know something about you at least would have
seen a pleasant side of you that didn’t reinforce their earlier perceptions.

I remember a comment by Chris Oakley sometime ago where he essentially said
that he thought it was counterproductive to get into pissing contests with string
theorists, and I completely agree. I also agree with others who think you
shouldn’t try to doggedly and publicly shame other blog owners into treating
certain kinds of comments the way you would like; it seems fine to complain
once, but after that it can come across to others that you have appointed yourself
to a role they aren’t willing to give you.

Anyway, that’s my two cents and it may not even be worth that. I hate writing
critical comments like this, and I hope you will see it as an attempt to be
constructive.

5. Another grad student
May 2, 2008

Grrr… One sentence didn’t come out quite the way I intended. The end of the
fourth paragraph should have been:



Someone who had already formed an unfavorable impression of you at least
would have seen a pleasant side of you that didn’t reinforce their earlier
perceptions.

Sorry about that.

6. rh
May 2, 2008

First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, and then you
win … I entirely agree with Yzer. Best, R

7. nbutsomebody
May 2, 2008

There is no way to verify identity in a blog. Hence anybody can take any identity,
even false identity. I do not see any simple way to stop anonymous comments. If
one stops anonymous comment, people will just use false identity or some
strange nick names like me.

8. John Wheeler
May 2, 2008

No way to verify identity, really ? Never a clue ? 

9. AT-S
May 2, 2008

I agree with Yzer and “Another Grad Student”: best to ignore the pot-shots.

Remember the adage: “The dogs may bark, but the caravan moves on.”

Keep up the good work.

10. Arun
May 2, 2008

Another grad student, that is good advise for everyone.

11. Peter Woit
May 2, 2008

Thanks all,

The advice to ignore this and/or treat it with humor is excellent. It’s my intention
to waste as little time and energy on it as possible, but I confess that I’m not
amused at all about this situation. The point of this posting was just to make
clear what is going on:

I’ll respond seriously to any complaints about my behavior from people who are
willing to take responsibility for their own. When I have responded to anonymous
insulting comments at CV by telling the commenter what I think of their



behavior, my response has been deleted by Sean as “vulgar or overly obnoxious”.
I suppose perhaps he has been doing me a favor, but his views on censorship are
rather one-sided.

I continue to find it truly remarkable that some professional scientists find it
acceptable to anonymously post personal attacks on people they disagree with
about scientific issues, and that others endorse and enable this behavior.

Now, on to trying to ignore this and develop a sense of humor about it….

12. Maya Incaand
May 2, 2008

Sticks and stones……

13. Bee
May 2, 2008

“Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will make me go in a corner
and cry by myself for hours.”

~ Eric Idle

14. Bee
May 2, 2008

Well, I’ve commented on that previously, but since it’s on the table again. I find it
very inappropriate to tolerate anonymously made insults. I don’t care very much
who believes who ‘set a tone’ or whatever, and I do indeed agree that Peter too
sometimes hasn’t been holding back, but I don’t want to make this a discussion
of a particular person.

Anonymity is certainly necessary in some cases to protect a person, but in almost
all cases on the internet it is completely unnecessary and only used out of
cowardice, because one can’t be held responsible for what has been said and
doesn’t have to fear a lack of reputation. I guess I don’t have to tell you what the
result is of that, just go look into any comment section for some newspaper
column or whatever. One of the problem with anonymous insults is that the
anonymous insulter deserves to be insulted even in the opinion of the more polite
commenters, which will make matters worse. I therefore think such comments
should be deleted asap. This has nothing to do with freedom of expression. Say
what you want, just sign with your name.

What I find especially upsetting in this case is the following comment by Jennifer
West “This is what the internets is all about people. If you cannot take the heat,
get out of the kitchen.” or generally the often made recommendation to ‘just
ignore’. A recommendation usually made by people who hardly ever are subject
to such insults.

If anonymous insults is what the internet is all about – and yes, one could indeed
sometimes have that impression! – then it’s about time to change it. To what



level do we want interhuman communication to drop, huh?

To repeat something else that I’ve said before: I think one of the reason why
some people don’t want to delete such comments is that many readers, including
the blog owners, find it entertaining to see how others are insulted, and then the
attacked persons subsequently defend themselves. I even sometimes have the
suspicion that some commenters only post insults to ‘stir things up’ a bit and
have fun. Such things increase the number of comments and attracts visitors like
shit attracts flies. I seriously can’t see any other reason to willingly support such
a disgusting level of discussion than the wish to entertain readers on the cost of
the person attacked. The wish to avoid this has nothing to do with ‘high’ ethic
standards. It is simply the desire to have the same standards that we have in
normal life. At least where I grew up, the tone has been somewhat more
respectful than it is on the average in the ‘hot kitchen’ of the internet.

In this regard, it is interesting to read these two pieces on the Edge:

Cyber Disinhibition

and

More Anonymity is Good

15. Yatima
May 2, 2008

Or you can apply technology:

http://savingtheinternetwithhate.com/

16. Peter Woit
May 2, 2008

Over at CV, “anonymous” is on the anonymous attack:

http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/04/28/vacation-2/#comment-315873

I wrote a response there, which didn’t appear. Maybe it was caught by their
spam filter, maybe I’m persona non grata. Anyway, for those following both
threads, here’s a copy:

“The comment that “anonymous” is complaining was censored by me was posted
here:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=681#comment-37499

and my response to it is here:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=681#comment-37524

What happened in this case was that the comment was initially identified by the
WordPress spam filter as spam, so not immediately posted. When I checked the

http://www.edge.org/q2006/q06_5.html#goleman
http://www.edge.org/q2006/q06_5.html#goleman
http://www.edge.org/q2006/q06_4.html#kelly
http://www.edge.org/q2006/q06_4.html#kelly
http://savingtheinternetwithhate.com/
http://savingtheinternetwithhate.com/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/04/28/vacation-2/#comment-315873
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/04/28/vacation-2/#comment-315873
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=681#comment-37499
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=681#comment-37499
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=681#comment-37524
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=681#comment-37524


spam queue that day and found it, I dug it out, posted it and responded to it. It
seems that “anonymous” couldn’t even be bothered to actually read the comment
thread in question before posting accusations attacking me here. If “anonymous”
were using their real name, they might find this embarrassing and it might do
some damage to their reputation. But, hey, when you”re “anonymous”, that’s
something you never have to worry about!”

17. anonymous
May 2, 2008

Peter,

the comment that was censored was posted to this thread, last night, and would
have been the first comment on this thread if it hadn’t been censored. As for my
anonymity, it’s because I’m actually an “anonymous” nobody, an undergraduate
student whose name doesn’t show up in a google search. I post comments
anonymously because I don’t want to make it possible for a google search to
reveal my blog reading habits.

best,

-anonymous

18. milkshake
May 2, 2008

I hate trolls who change their name frequently, whenever they write ad hominem
insults. But if someone decides to create a web persona for himself and is
consistent in using it and his critical arguments are of substance, there is no
reason why he shouldn’t remain anonymous if he has chosen so.

One thing that is pretty funny though is an morally-outraged anonymus
commenter.

A problem with having a “serious” web presence – with a web page where people
can comment – is that one feels a compulsive urge to see who is commenting and
why, by tracking those IP addresses and by answering every comment…

19. woit
May 2, 2008

“anonymous”

If you bothered to look, you would notice that the comment in question was not
“censored”, but is there at the top of this comment thread. This is the second
comment from you anonymously attacking me over the Christopher Hitchens
issue. Both ended up for unknown reasons in the spam queue, both were
retrieved by me from there and posted (on two different days). You have now
posted 5 anonymous comments here on this topic, from two different IP
addresses, using two different fake e-mail addresses. Please grow up. If you want
to start behaving like an adult, please write to Sean Carroll and request that he



remove the inaccurate comment you posted on CV.

20. DB
May 2, 2008

Peter, I think it’s perfectly reasonable to take the stand you take. Not that it’s not
fine to take the alternative viewpoint of simply ignoring them. Given the diversity
of human response, your forthright approach can strike some as being
“oversensitive” while a passive, indulgent policy could give others the impression
of timidity, appeasement, and unwillingness to defend one’s views.
In such situations one should just go with one’s instincts. What is not acceptable
is to operate an internet blog where anonymous commentators are shepharded
by a blog moderator in order to develop a coherent attack on an individual so as
to chase them from the scene. That’s nothing less than bullying, and bullies
should never be appeased.

However, there is a rational utilitarian approach to selecting the optimum
strategy:
Because the jury remains out on string theory, and is likely to do so for the
foreseeable future, the debate will remain highly politicised. And while this is a
scientific debate and not a political campaign, the lack of any prospect of a
decisive resolution of the issues means that it takes on many undesireable
features associated with political debates. In this respect, packs of attack dogs in
the guise of hostile anonymous commentators represent a form of “negative
campaigning”, and in such situations, a robust confrontational approach is
preferred because it communicates the strength of your convictions while
providing additional opportunities to publicly target the weakness of an
opponent’s position. Look where a passive strategy landed Mike Dukakis.

From this perspective, the choice of approach to be used against trolls would
ideally depend on the degree of politicisation of the debate, which is why I think
you should stick to your guns, metaphorically speaking.

21. Julianne
May 2, 2008

Peter — Your comment was indeed hiding in our spam filter, which has been a
tad overagressive of late. Whenever someone puts html in the comment, there’s
a much higher chance of it winding up with an erroneous spam classification.
I’ve rescued it from the filter.

22. Peter Woit
May 2, 2008

Thanks Julianne.

Thanks DB. I think your analysis of the situation is spot on.

23. anonymous
May 2, 2008



Peter,

I did indeed bother to look. That comment wasn’t posted there until just now. I
checked before I wrote anything at CV. Lots of comment appeared before mine,
and mine was the first to submitted last night. You can see how I thought you
were censoring it. I don’t have a blog so I’m not familiar with spam filters etc.
Also, you see two IP addresses because I posted comments from two different
computers, since I don’t have a computer of my own. And as for the fake email
accounts, an email is required, and — you guessed it — I don’t have an email
account.

Milkshake: why can’t an anonymous commenter feel moral outrage? What’s
wrong with being anonymous? I don’t get it.

-anonymous

24. anonymous anti-string-theorist
May 2, 2008

So, I guess if you want to anonymously attack, insult or slander people you
disagree with about a scientific issue, Cosmic Variance is open for business.

God, I never realized [deleted] was such a total wanker!!!

[As far as total wankers go, the author of this comment knows a lot about the
subject. He repeatedly posts juvenile comments like this one here, from the IAS
in Princeton (IP number 192.16.204.77). The last one I didn’t delete was this:
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=620#comment-30851
]

25. Noah
May 3, 2008

Sticks and stones can break your bones, but anonymous ad hominem attacks in
the comment section of blogs really can’t hurt you.

The “Internet” is where a lot of people come to blow off steam, overstate their
case, and act like jerks. They’re stressed out from spending most of their day
quietly putting up with the trials and tribulations of life, and they feel like they
need to be a jerk somewhere, to someone, just to keep their sanity.

I know it, because I’ve been there. When I was seventeen I used to go into
Christian Singles Chat and talk like a caveman (trust me, it was funnier than it
sounds). Then I used to anonymously email married men who posted personal
ads looking for affairs, and tell them they had small penises. I’m not especially
proud of this behavior, but all in all, there are plenty more harmful ways I could
have released my pent-up frustrations.

So Peter, I like what you write, but here’s a bit of friendly advice: Try to
empathize with the trolls. And if you can’t, at least grow a thick skin, because

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=620#comment-30851
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=620#comment-30851


this is The Internet, the last wild frontier, and the trolls will never ever be
stopped.

26. milkshake
May 3, 2008

Anonymous moral outrage: When I was kid in Prague in 80s we got a visit from
State Security and they gave us a lecture on fortitude and moral fibre. I stil
remember the officer explaining: “They say snitch or grass – but I prefer to call
them advisor. Please advise us the very moment you notice some wrongdoing,
advise us even anonymously”

27. Anonymous (OH NO!)
May 3, 2008

Its not my intention to spread hostility, but to be blunt and concise- Who cares if
some random dude is talking shit about you on CV. I don’t think it merits your
attention, or the attention of your blog-readers. I read all the linked postings you
made there, and it was a huge waste of time, i’m sorry to say. Seriously, I come
here to read about a bunch of physics and math that I don’t understand, and
instead, i’m greeted with something I know all too well- DRAMA. Lame! Bring
back the science already.
PS I won’t be offended if you delete this, ‘cus who cares!!!

– dude that doesn’t hate your blog

28. Professor R
May 3, 2008

Hi Peter, it’s a pity to see you and Sean C at loggerheads, as Not Even Wrong
and Cosmic Variance are the only two blogs I find myself reading regularly
(they’re also the only physics blogs I recommend on my own humble effort at
http://www.coraifeartaigh.wordpress.com).

I think overall you’re right, though, and would like to add my own tuppence-
worth; there is already far too much space taken up by random opinion on blogs
– personal attacks, especially annoymous attacks, is simply a waste of space and
everybody’s time…
Regards, Cormac

29. Eric
May 3, 2008

Peter,
Why not just admit that making a big issue about anonymous posters who attack
you is really just a strawman argument that you use as a diversion whenever
someone makes a point that you don’t like? This seems especially to be the case
when you are losing a debate.

30. Peter Woit
May 3, 2008

http://www.coraifeartaigh.wordpress.com/
http://www.coraifeartaigh.wordpress.com/


Eric,

The recent anonymous attacks Sean is hosting aren’t about scientific issues, but
are purely ad hominem. I think you’re right that this phenomenon has to do with
someone losing a debate, but it isn’t me….

31. anonymous
May 3, 2008

Milkshake,

That has nothing to do with this situation, as far as I can see. You’re
overgeneralizing from your experience. Like people who’ve had a bad experience
with a cop who then decide that all cops are bad. Anonymous blog comments are
not the same as informing on people. Compare the consequences of each. It’s a
difference of kind, not of degree.

32. tommaso dorigo
May 3, 2008

my very own two pence: following o.wilde, it is not important what they say, but
it is always a good sign if they talk about you.

Peter, for good or worse, has become a flag of the resistence to stringdom. And it
shows…

cheers,
t.

33. George
May 3, 2008

People are constantly hurling anonymous abuse at each other on the internet,
especially on blogs. The fact that some anonymous “string theorist” is hurling
abuse at you should be taken in the context that it’s an anonymous comment on a
blog with numerous anonymous comments. i.e. give it the extremely minimal
consideration it merits. Maybe you can decide that after every n=5 idiotic
anonymous comments, you write a short response explaining why you feel the
comments are idiotic. If it were me though I wouldn’t even bother, as the effort
expended in getting riled up is not worth it. But I’m not a “blog person” so what
do I know.

34. Arun
May 3, 2008

Anonymous insults hurled around on a blog rate slightly less relevant than string
theory.

35. Observer
May 4, 2008

Be a bigger man and ignore those anoymous insults, most probably came from



someone who was “working” in “new directions” and “noble ideas” and was
uncovered and sacked by his/her department chair, obviously is no longer a
happy string theory camper if ever was.

36. Ellipsis
May 4, 2008

IMHO, if I made the rules, moderation of blog comments should be based purely
on whether the content is clearly profane, libel by a strict U.S. legal definition, or
commercial spam — not adjusted based on whether the commenter is
anonymous or not. Otherwise, don’t worry at all, some people will be jerks but
that’s life, people will see them for the jerks they are. I think people should
probably have the right to comment anonymously (note, I may be biased!).
Sometimes that results in some asinine comments, but other times it helps the
truth to come out.

37. Peter Woit
May 4, 2008

Many commenters here are (anonymously) making the point that anonymous
insults and personal attacks are just part of how blogs work, so one should
accept this and get used to it. While this is an accurate description of the way
things mostly are in the physics blogosphere, I think this is an unfortunate
situation, one that could be changed.

If you want to see how things can be different, go take a look at some of the
excellent blogs run by research mathematicians, e.g. sbseminar.wordpress.com.
Almost all comments are polite, professional and come with a name attached.
This situation encourages participation by serious people, and the quality of this
is very high.

Physics blogs by contrast are overrun by anonymous commenters, with a
significant fraction of irresponsible ones. I delete many such comments, probably
should delete more. Once you allow anonymous insults and attacks, you drive the
level of discussion down to that of the overall blogsophere. This drives up the
number of comments, but ensures that very few serious professionals are going
to want to participate.

One possibility would be for me to take some commenters advice and embrace
the way things are. In that case, the way to deal with my disagreement with Sean
on this issue would be to anonymously post comments here, on his and on other
blogs attacking him. According to what he wrote to me, he himself would have
no problem with this, so why shouldn’t I do it? To me, the reason seems obvious:
does one want to make the world a worse or better place?

Please, I encourage everyone who posts comments here to avoid doing so
anonymously unless they have a good reason, in which case they should take
extra care to behave responsibly. I remain convinced that it is possible to raise
the level of discussion in physics blogs to something closer to that of
mathematics blogs.



38. João Carlos
May 4, 2008

Your conclusion about the way to deal about your disagreement with Sean is a
complete non-sequitur… Sorry to say that, but he’s right and, this time, you’re
“not even wrong”.

39. Peter Woit
May 4, 2008

Joao Carlos,

You don’t exactly make much of a substantive argument in response to what I
write, you could at least point out explicitly the non sequitur in what I write.
Again:

Sean claims:

“Personally, I could not care less whether a comment is anonymous or signed. It
just makes no difference to me.”

Actually I think this is obviously an untruth: if someone wrote in a comment to
his blog attacking him, whether it was signed and by whom would actually make
a difference to him. But taking this at face value, if I’m annoyed at him, and want
to get some choice comments about him and his behavior out before a large
audience, should I do this and should I put my name on these or not?
Commenters here urge me to just accept that anonymous attacks are a normal
part of the physics blogosphere, and Sean has no problem with them, so why
shouldn’t I go ahead? Obviously I think this would be a bad idea, and I’ve
explained why I think so.

40. anonymous
May 4, 2008

Peter,

I for one promise to never post anonymously here again, even though I don’t see
a problem with it … it’s your blog after all, so I will respect your opinion on this
issue. I think I have a good enough reason to want to remain anonymous as I’ve
already explained, but clearly my anonymous comments have not been welcome
here so I’ll be signing off.

Respectfully,

-anonymous.

41. John R Ramsden
May 4, 2008

I’m ashamed to say I find these controversies hilariously funny, although I
suspect I’m far from alone in that. I do see the serious side though, where people
think their reputations may be threatened; but those fears are probably greatly



exaggerated.

My only slight objection to posts by “anonymous”, aside from the obvious
potential for unaccountable innuendo, invective, or defamation etc, is that they
can’t be put in context of other opinions expressed by the same individual.

That’s often fine, in a “res ipse loquitur” sense, where “anonymous” chips in with
indisputable facts for example. But in a long discussion someone who
consistently uses a unique nickname is still anonymous but establishes a context,
for good or ill. In other words, regular readers recognising the nickname know
where that poster is likely to be coming from.

It also avoids confusion where there’s more than one “anonymous” in the same
discussion – I’ve seen that happen, and the result can be surreal!

42. João Carlos
May 4, 2008

Professor Woit,

Prof. Carrol says he doesn’t care. The reason you should not do this is because
you care. You can’t have it both ways.

If you think that it’s – at least – a lack of good manners (and I fully agree), it’s a
non-sequitur if you propose anything otherwise.

And, by the way, everyone knows the one behind those “anonymous” posts. So,
as Prof. Carrol says, “why bother?” If you don’t want to get mad, get even. Reply
anonymously… if you really think those ad hominem comments deserve a reply,
other than a significant lack of response.

May I remember you of the old saying: “Don’t feed the Troll…”?

43. Peter Woit
May 4, 2008

Joao Carlos,

Actually I don’t know who is behind these anonymous posts. If you do, please
tell, and explain how you know this.

And no, if there’s an anonymous response to these posts, it won’t be coming from
me.

44. geometer
May 4, 2008

Not sure whether WordPress allows this, but some other blog providers offer a
number of privacy option including disallowing all anonymous posts. It should
not be hard to make posting password protected. Perhaps this is what you need
for your own blog. As for other people’s blogs, I think the best attitude is to
never worry about things beyond your control.



45. Ellipsis
May 4, 2008

I like your blog very much and do think attacks on you and Lee Smolin are often
unfair — and that indeed tends to be biased toward the anonymous ones.

But the reason I, and I think a good set of others, happen to be anonymous is, I
think, a basically reasonable one: if my colleagues see me commenting in a lot of
physics blogs, they will know that I’m not doing “real work” and I think my
professional reputation will slightly suffer. One’s definition of what “real work” is
can most certainly vary, and I do think people should certainly not be penalized
for this sort of thing, but things are what they are in a lot of the physics world,
and if one bans anonymous commenting, one can often throw out a few decent
babies with bath water. Unless we can somehow single-handedly change this
view among many people of what “real work” is in physics, then if you happen to
want this set of opinions, for what they are worth, I would vote that you please
don’t uniformly insist on people using their names.

46. Peter Woit
May 4, 2008

geometer and ellipsis,

Technically it would be possible to enforce non-anonymity in a blog comment
section. I have no intention of doing this, but do think it’s a good idea to
encourage people to use their names. I do understand why many people prefer
not to use their names, for several legitimate reasons including the one given by
Ellipsis.

I suspect one of the main reasons people are reluctant to use their names on
physics blogs has to do with the unfortunate politicization of discussions
involving string theory. Saying something even tangentially related to one of the
hot-button topics surrounding the theory, or posting a comment on a blog
identified with one side of the controversy can all too easily get one on
someone’s enemies list (or subject one to personal attacks on blogs, whether
nonanonymous, eg. Lubos, or anonymous). This is really a shame, but I guess
until it changes many sensible people will not want their names to appear on
blogs.

47. Me
May 5, 2008

You can make people sign-in with openid/typepad and while they would still be
anonymous, no one would be able to impersonate someone else.

48. Thomas R Love
May 5, 2008

Peter, You should be proud that people are attacking you. That means your work
is influential and your attacks on string theory are spot on. If you were wrong,
the critics would offer something proving string theory. They can’t , so they



attack you. The problem is when people ignore your work. So, I offer my
congratulations to you! Keep up the good work. When can we expect the sequel
to NEW?

49. Peter Woit
May 5, 2008

Thanks Thomas,

To write a sequel to Not Even Wrong, there would have to be some new
developments to write about, and remarkably little has changed since the book
was written back in 2002. So, no plans for a sequel any time within the next few
years, maybe never. I do joke sometimes that my next book may be a comic novel
created by cutting and pasting things from blog entries and my e-mail. But one
problem with that is that readers probably would find the whole thing
implausible…

50. Gil Kalai
May 5, 2008

Ethics of blog discussions is an interesting topic. I can understand Sean’s
position that vulgar or abnoxious comments will be deleted whether they are
anonymous or not, and I also understand the point of view that anonymous
commentators should be more restrained in their behavior.

Perhaps one thing we can agree on is that invented names who are themselves
insulting should not be permitted. I remember in the earlier days of NEW a
commentator whose nickname was of the form “X makes me puke” being
permitted to comment. Perhaps a little consensus we can reach is not to allow
insulting nick-names in the future.

(We also have to be careful about ethics which is sensitive to personal attacks
but is tolerant to attacks against a large group of people.)

51. Amos
May 5, 2008

If you don’t want people making anyonmous derogatory comments about you and
your work than you should not have published a book or started a blog. It comes
with the territory.

I guess I think this whole issue is odd. Its like when Lubos banned all links from
this blog to his. What’s the point?

Considering the two issues, it reminds me of what Kissinger said: Academic
disputes are so bitter because the stakes are so small.

52. anonymous
May 6, 2008

I think anonymous is a scoundrel!



anonymous

53. Anonymous Hater of Peter Orland
May 6, 2008

That S.O.B., Peter Orland would probably tell you to just ignore anonymous
insults at other blogs, because they are beyond your control, and you can’t be
liked by everybody. But hey, he’sjust a stupid jerk.

P.S. He’s ugly too.

54. Jack Lothian
May 6, 2008

I think that people who throw insults & hide behind “anonymous” are persons of
low ethics and morality but trying to enforce this morality on the web is a
challenge. Creating fake identities is not hard and the sheer volume of this
nonsense can be overwhelming sometimes. If I ran CV and had the time, I would
delete such responses but I do not know their circumstances so I say it is their
call. My recommendation is enforce this policy on your blog if you have the time
& ignore these gadflies on other blogs. Everyone who counts will ignore them so
why not join the crowd.

55. Juan R.
May 9, 2008

Peter, anonymous attacks on the Internet are the rule. I recommend you to follow
guidelines when dealing with internet critics. I recommend you specially the
guideline: do not respond to obvious flame bait and red-herring arguments

It is a pointless waste of time, energy, bandwidth, and disk space to
respond to these insults. Flames and red-herring are intended to
confuse the reader or divert attention away from the subject.

Some people are masters of changing the subject. This even includes
the subject title. Flames often are attempts to hide the poster’s
ignorance on some topic by inciting a series of angry responses. Ignore
this nonsense.

I personally attach guidelines

guidelines for online scientific discussion

to my postings on several online services, including Usenet sci.physics.research
and sci.physics.foundations.

Regards.

http://www.canonicalscience.org/en/miscellaneouszone/guidelines.html
http://www.canonicalscience.org/en/miscellaneouszone/guidelines.html


“So what will you do if string theory is wrong?”

May 5, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

In a new preprint of an article entitled “So what will you do if string theory is
wrong?”, to appear in the American Journal of Physics, string theorist Moataz Emam
gives a striking answer to the question of the title. He envisions a future in which it
has been shown that the string theory landscape can’t describe the universe, but
string theorists continue to explore it anyway, breaking off from physics departments
to found new string theory departments:

So even if someone shows that the universe cannot be based on string
theory, I suspect that people will continue to work on it. It might no longer
be considered physics, nor will mathematicians consider it to be pure
mathematics. I can imagine that string theory in that case may become its
own new discipline; that is, a mathematical science that is devoted to the
study of the structure of physical theory and the development of
computational tools to be used in the real world. The theory would be
studied by physicists and mathematicians who might no longer consider
themselves either. They will continue to derive beautiful mathematical
formulas and feed them to the mathematicians next door. They also might,
every once in a while, point out interesting and important properties
concerning the nature of a physical theory which might guide the physicists
exploring the actual theory of everything over in the next building.

Whether or not string theory describes nature, there is no doubt that we
have stumbled upon an exceptionally huge and elegant structure which
might be very difficult to abandon. The formation of a new science or
discipline is something that happens continually. For example, most
statisticians do not consider themselves mathematicians. In many academic
institutions departments of mathematics now call themselves “mathematics
and statistics.” Some have already detached into separate departments of
statistics. Perhaps the future holds a similar fate for the unphysical as well
as not-so-purely-mathematical new science of string theory.

This kind of argument may convince physics departments that string theorists don’t
belong there, while at the same time not convincing university administrations to
start a separate string theory department. Already this spring the news from the
Theoretical Particle Physics Rumor Mill is pretty grim for string theorists, with
virtually all tenure-track positions going to phenomenologists.

I have some sympathy for the argument that there are mathematically interesting
aspects of string theory (these don’t include the string theory landscape), but the way
for people to pursue such topics is to get some serious mathematical training and go
to work in a math department.

The argument Emam is making reflects in somewhat extreme form a prevalent
opinion among string theorists, that the failure of hopes for the theory, even if real, is

http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.0543
http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.0543
http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.0543
http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.0543
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/rumor/doku.php
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/rumor/doku.php


not something that requires them to change what they are doing. This attitude is all
too likely to lead to disaster.

Update: A colleague pointed out this graphic from Wired magazine. Note the lower
right-hand corner…

Update: Over at Dmitry Podolsky’s blog, in the context of a discussion of how Lubos’s
blog makes much more sense than this one, Jacques Distler explains what it’s like for
string theorists these days trying to recruit students:

Unfortunately, I’ve seen a number of prospective graduate students, who
spent their undergraduate days as avid readers of Woit’s blog, and whose
perspective on high energy physics is now so hopelessly divorced from
reality that the best one can do is smile and nod one’s head pleasantly and
say, “I hear the condensed matter group has openings.”

Comments

1. anon.
May 5, 2008

I have some sympathy for the argument that there are mathematically
interesting aspects of string theory (these don’t include the string theory
landscape)

The string theory landscape (i.e., the space of string vacua) is, from another
point of view, a space of 2d CFTs. Why isn’t that an interesting mathematical
object?

2. Peter Woit
May 5, 2008

anon,

Maybe there’s some interesting global structure to the space of all 2d CFTs, but
people have been looking for such a thing for years and I don’t see any progress.
In any case, that’s not what people working on the landscape are doing, instead
they’re looking at specific points or neighborhoods in this space, and these are
typically not mathematically very interesting.

3. Jonathan Dursi
May 5, 2008

Somehow I have a hard time seeing grad students and undergraduates beating
down the door of admissions clamouring to be part of a program in this new
department of not-physics-not-math.

4. weichi
May 6, 2008

http://www.wired.com/images/article/magazine/1605/gs_03feedyourmind1.gif
http://www.wired.com/images/article/magazine/1605/gs_03feedyourmind1.gif
http://www.nonequilibrium.net/various/41-peter-woit-what-will-you-do-if-string-theory-is-wrong/
http://www.nonequilibrium.net/various/41-peter-woit-what-will-you-do-if-string-theory-is-wrong/


hmm, a new department claiming to have insight into the nature of reality, but
not mathematics, not physics … does he really think the philosophers are going
to let them horn in on their territory like this?

5. Chris Oakley
May 6, 2008

I am having a big problem with this:

So even if someone shows that the universe cannot be based on string
theory, I suspect that people will continue to work on it. It might no
longer be considered physics, nor will mathematicians consider it to be
pure mathematics. I can imagine that string theory in that case may
become its own new discipline …

… if a mission that you have been embarked on for over thirty years turns out to
be futile then dumping it is not only sensible – it is a moral obligation.

6. Urs Schreiber
May 6, 2008

that’s not what people working on the landscape are doing

But maybe it’s what they should be doing. (Well, some do, but not those in the
string theory departments.)

A theory is independent of what people do about it. If all present attempts to
address open question X are inadequate, it doesn’t necessarily imply that
question X is uninteresting.

7. Bee
May 6, 2008

Hey! Adrian is going back to NY!

Reg the question what would the string theorists do in case. Well, one couldn’t
just fire all these string theorists, what were they supposed to do? If they were
able to, they might change fields, but we all know this isn’t easy especially if the
education has been narrow and one has passed the fifty or so. Maybe one should
offer a re-education program or something. There is without doubt a strong
specialization going on in the community. Many of these people are extremely
smart and could make contributions to many other fields, but who is going to
hire somebody who has worked 10 years on string theory for, say, an
astrophysics position?

That being said, I too would guess that those who couldn’t jump off the field but
could keep their job would just continue working on it. Well, you know what they
say, progress isn’t made from conference to conference, but from funeral to
funeral. Maybe string theory would become an art form, or a branch of
philosophy? Who knows.



8. Christine
May 6, 2008

Well, astrology has been proved to be wrong, but I’d say there are more
astrologers out there than astronomers, and for certain they are making more
money than the latter, so I’d not be surprised.

Now, seriously, if string theory turns out to be proven wrong, I hope people who
devoted they careers to it are reasonable enough to pursue other lines of
research, or at least admit that string theory is pure mathematics and treat it as
such.

9. piscator
May 6, 2008

I think an equally appropriate question Peter is what would you do if string
theory is shown to be correct? 

10. Peter Woit
May 6, 2008

piscator,

Doesn’t seem to be going that way, does it? But if it does, probably I’d keep
working on the same things I’ve been working on for years. Maybe I’ll pay less
attention to gauge groups and more to Diff (S^1)….

11. Daniel de França MTd2
May 6, 2008

Poor Witten.

12. Maarten Bergvelt
May 6, 2008

Peter wrote:
> Maybe there’s some interesting global structure to
> the space of all 2d CFTs, but people have
> been looking for such a thing for years and
> I don’t seen any progress.

Isn’t the space of superconformal field theories
supposed to be the topological modular form spectrum? Work of Hopkins, Lurie,
Teichner and Stolz etc. Maybe not of physical interest but algebraic topologists
are very excited about this, I think.

13. blop
May 6, 2008

It sounds like Clinton: I lost but I stay…



14. Peter Woit
May 6, 2008

Maarten,

Sure, if you look at special classes of 2d CFTs, you get extremely interesting
mathematics, one example is the one you mention. The problem is that the class
of CFTs the landscape people are interested in because it is supposed to unify
physics doesn’t seem to be a mathematically interesting one.

This has always been the problem with string theory: some parts of it lead to
deep and wonderful mathematics, but those have always turned out to be
orthogonal to the parts of string theory you get into when you try and use it to
unify 4d gravity and the standard model.

15. Shantanu
May 6, 2008

Peter, have you looked at Witten’s talk at the ongoing Dark energy symposium at
STSCI

16. Ethan Siegel
May 6, 2008

Is there really anything wrong with that?

“Well, we had an interesting idea, and gave it a go, but it doesn’t look like it
panned out. Still, this is a fun system to play with, and we think that we’ll keep
playing with it, even if it doesn’t have any relation to physical reality.”

Of course they’re going to have to stop calling it physics, which they’ve agreed
to. But how is this less “valid” than, say, searching for all of the Mersenne
primes? Or, for a physics analogy, solving mathematically interesting
cosmologies that simply don’t happen to be ours?

17. Peter Woit
May 6, 2008

Thanks Shantanu, very interesting. Maybe I should write a blog entry about
that…

Ethan,

Sure, anybody whose research program fails is welcome to decide that he or she
wants to keep going anyway. The problem I’m trying to point out is that it is
unlikely that either the physics or math communities are going to support this.
So, unless you’ve got tenure and don’t care whether you have a grant and
graduate students, you’ll probably find that you can do this but no one is going to
pay you to do it, or hire any students who work with you on it.

18. estraven
May 6, 2008

http://www.stsci.edu/institute/itsd/information/streaming/archive/SpringSymposium2008/MaySymposiumOverview
http://www.stsci.edu/institute/itsd/information/streaming/archive/SpringSymposium2008/MaySymposiumOverview
http://www.stsci.edu/institute/itsd/information/streaming/archive/SpringSymposium2008/MaySymposiumOverview
http://www.stsci.edu/institute/itsd/information/streaming/archive/SpringSymposium2008/MaySymposiumOverview


I have seen some string theory physicists do exactly that: study maths, become
mathematicians, and keep working on problems they find interesting for physical
reasons. They have the bonus advantage of being able to speak (or at least read)
“physiquese”, something most pure mathematicians (like me) usually can’t do
and occasionally is useful.

19. Thomas R Love
May 6, 2008

The big question is: “When string theory is proven not to correspond to physical
reality, will any journals publish research on string theory?”

20. Benni
May 6, 2008

I think string theory is still an excellent topic for graduate students at this time.

Since string theory contains both QFT and GR, and also some math, one can
switch to these three fields later on.

If the LHC finds a simple higgs-sector, which will be theoretically explored in
relatively short time, phenomenologists will have problems, because there won’t
be many problems left to solve..

I dont think that a phenomenologist can become a mathematician, or a
researcher on pure quantum gravity.

Where as i think it is sure, that it can be expected from a string theorist, he can
switch to mathematics, phenomenology, pure quantum gravity, or genral
relativity.

21. RK
May 6, 2008

http://xkcd.com/171/ !

22. Thomas Larsson
May 6, 2008

“Well, we had an interesting idea, and gave it a go, but it doesn’t look like it
panned out. ”

Well, this is pretty much what we wanted Witten and others say for a decade.
With the notable exception of Dan Friedan, no string theorist has been willing to
say it, though.

23. Peter Orland
May 6, 2008

>Benni Says:

>I think string theory is still an excellent topic for graduate students at this time.

http://xkcd.com/171/
http://xkcd.com/171/


>Since string theory contains both QFT and GR, and also some math, one
>can switch to these three fields later on.

It isn’t easy or practical for some people to switch academic fields without some
kind of temporary position, such as a postdoc in the meantime. If string theorists
don’t get postdocs, they usually have to leave academia fairly.

> I dont think that a phenomenologist can become a mathematician, or > a
researcher on pure quantum gravity.

Though I am not a phenomenologist, I know that some of them certainly could
make such a move.

24. Peter Orland
May 6, 2008

Fairly quickly, I meant.

25. big vlad
May 6, 2008

“Where as i think it is sure, that it can be expected from a string theorist, he can
switch to mathematics, phenomenology, pure quantum gravity, or genral
relativity.”

that’s like saying a 100m sprinter could switch to american football, or rugby.

26. Bjoern
May 6, 2008

Today, Alvarez Gomé gave a talk in Munich about the riddles in fundamental
physics. He tried to make of the “self-righteous popperazzi”; but in fact he
seemed very hurt by the critics of string theory, including Peter, whom he
mentioned at the beginning of his talk, together with Lee Smolin.

He also made an interesting and strong statement that was new to me: only
string theory can explain gauge theory. Asked why, he stated that string
splitting/breaking is equivalent to a gauge theory.

In the introduction to the talk, Dieter Lüst explained that a new faculty position
on “higher dimensions” is available in Munich. A faculty position on something
unobserved. Times are bizarre …

27. Peter Woit
May 6, 2008

Bjoern,

When I was in Lisbon last fall I had the chance to talk to both Lust and Alvarez-
Gaume, and we had some interesting and worthwhile discussions, which were
polite but sometimes forceful. Alvarez-Gaume is certainly not happy with all the
criticism that string theory has been getting. As a leader of the CERN theory



division and a string theorist, I’d guess the public criticism and change in
attitude has made his job significantly harder and put him on the defensive.

Unfortunately, I think this has made him focus on some of the unfair criticism
string theory has gotten, and upon making a forceful defense, instead of
acknowledging that there is a legitimate problem to be discussed. I don’t know
exactly what claim he was making, but the statement that “only string theory can
explain gauge theory” is simply not true. Going too far in its defense is not going
to be helpful to the interests of either string theory or of particle theory in
general.

28. Joseph Triscari
May 6, 2008

I’ll update the old joke:

The dean of the school of science was scolding the chairman of the physics
department:

“Why,” he asks, “does it cost so much money to run your department? Why must
you purchase all this equipment?

“Why can’t you be more like the math department. They only need pencils, paper
and garbage cans. Or better yet, like the string theory department! They only
need pencils and paper…

29. Eric
May 6, 2008

In the words of Einstein, “I would be sorry for the dear Lord. The theory is not
wrong!”.

30. JC
May 6, 2008

Thomas R Love,

If mainstream particle theory journals ever ceased to publish string theory
papers, then most likely the remaining string theorists will start their own “peer
reviewed” journal dedicated to string theory.

31. Gil Kalai
May 7, 2008

It is nice to see scientists writing papers on philosophical or foundational issues
and in this respect Emam paper is quite welcomed. As for the content, I did not
find the paper very convincing. At present, both a success of string theory or its
failure are well beyond the horizon. A failure will most likely not be of the form
of a single bit of information coming from the sky, but probably will be related to
major other developments, theoretical or empirical, and thus will probably give
people in the field a lot to work on.



32. Bjoern
May 7, 2008

Peter,

indeed, your description of Alvarez-Gaumé’s feelings is precisely the same that I
got in his talk. My opinion is that there is a huge difference between saying
“string theory is useless because it makes no predictions” (as you do) and
attacking string theorists personally (AG mentioned a ferocious literary critic
called “Steiner” which must have offended him in a public meeting recently).

It is important for one’s personal image and also for one’s personal well-being to
keep and upheld this difference.

AG was also annoyed by the statement “the end of science is there” (citing John
Horgan explicitly) and explained how many open problems there are in biology,
chemistry etc.

I looked again into my notes. I did not copy the exact statement from his slide,
but he really made the statement that no other theory except string theory
explains gauge theory from a more basic point of view. The question that was
asked only asked how string theory deduces gauge theory. Why no other theory
does so was not addressed.

Nevertheless, Alvarez-Gaume was well-balanced, and I am sure that one can
have interesting professional discussions with him.

Bjoern

P.S. In my first post, the sentence should have read: “He tried to make fun of the
…”.

33. Peter Woit
May 7, 2008

Bjoern,

The conference in Lisbon I was referring to was organized by George Steiner,
and John Horgan also spoke. Both had quite critical things to say about string
theory, but neither is a physicist (Steiner is a literary critic, although somewhat
of a polymath).

34. Peter Shor
May 7, 2008

Bee says “Reg the question what would the string theorists do in case. Well, one
couldn’t just fire all these string theorists, what were they supposed to do?”

Well, you certainly can’t fire a lot of them … they have tenure. I believe that
pretty much the only way to fire tenured faculty (if they aren’t guilty of gross
misconduct) is to dissolve the department they are in. So if Moataz Emam gets
what he is wishing for, and university adminstrators start creating Departments



of String Theory, I would say this would be very bad news indeed for string
theorists.

35. Gil Kalai
May 7, 2008

yes, yes and just imagine what will happen to mathematics departments if a
contradiction in mathematics will be found.. and if the view regarding the “end
of science” will previal we will have to rename “science faculties” to “post-end
science faculties”…

Seriously, I am skeptical if this type of fantasies are the right avenue for
skepticism in science, which shoud be welcomed.

36. Coin
May 7, 2008

yes, yes and just imagine what will happen to mathematics departments if a
contradiction in mathematics will be found..

Indeed… who could imagine how mathematics departments would cope if such a
strange, unheard-of thing were to happen?

I think the thing to keep in mind here is, mathematics disciplines can validly
motivate themselves entirely on internal metrics of progress. You can have
subjects in mathematics putter along happily for years in the complete absence
of any practical application, and no one really minds. If you’re going to describe
yourself as physics, though, it’s not enough to be internally consistent. You also
have to coincide with what is true in the real world. And the real world simply
happening, coincidentally, to not be the same as some theory or other is a real,
constantly looming possibility which needs to be taken seriously for all physics
theories– even established ones, I think.

(I personally would find string theory a lot more interesting if it did jump ship
and decide to become a mathematics discipline rather than a physics one. As
Woit notes above there are some rather interesting bits of math in string theory
but they get overshadowed if you think about string theory as a way of unifying
physics. Like, I want to know more about these “fractal string” things. And isn’t
it true that even if String Theory is “proven wrong” as a physics unification
theory, AdS/CFT will continue to be a relevant mathematical tool in physics?)

and if the view regarding the “end of science” will previal we will have to rename
“science faculties” to “post-end science faculties”…

Heh, this is a fun point though. I wonder if Post-Science is similar to post-
modernism or post-rock.

37. Thomas R Love
May 8, 2008

I found this quote:

http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~llandau/Homepage/Math/Godel.jpg
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~llandau/Homepage/Math/Godel.jpg
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~llandau/Homepage/Math/Godel.jpg
http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/~llandau/Homepage/Math/Godel.jpg
http://www.amazon.com/Fractal-Geometry-Number-Theory-Lapidus/dp/0817640983
http://www.amazon.com/Fractal-Geometry-Number-Theory-Lapidus/dp/0817640983


I can now rejoice even in the falsification of a cherished theory because even this
is a scientific success

—John Carew Eccles

Rejoice!

38. Dmitry Podolsky
May 9, 2008

Dear Peter

I’ve got an impression that the question “what will you do if string theory is
wrong” as you presented it actually sounds empty. To define whether string
theory gives the wrong answer to the question you ask, you first need to ask the
question.

If your question is “does landscape have anything to do with objective reality”,
then the answer could be very well “no” (although it could very well be “yes”).

If your question is “does string theory have anything to do with strongly coupled
regime of gauge theories or, say, 3D Ising model”, then, I guess, the answer
should be already known to people around.

I think, if landscapism will eventually die out, string theorists will start working
on problems requiring string theory to solve them such as strongly coupled YM.

Cheers

39. Peter Woit
May 9, 2008

Dmitry,

I’m not the one going on about “string theory is wrong”, what I was doing in this
posting was linking to an article by a string theorist on this topic. “String theory”
now refers to a huge array of different kinds of things, from the quite interesting
to the nonsensical. The statement “string theory is wrong” is meaningless, and
not one that I make.

To respond here to the posting on your blog, I’d like to point out that your
characterization of what I wrote here as: “String theory is wrong, all string
theorists should be immediately fired” has nothing to do with what I actually
wrote or what I think. At least you’re not referring to me as “Peter Whore” or
calling for my death, but you are adopting Lubos’s tactic of drastically
misrepresenting the arguments of other people.

The gist of my comment on the article here was that the idea that string theorists
should give up on being part of physics departments and start their own separate
departments is unrealistic, since virtually no university is going to fund this. The
comment that this year in the US virtually all tenure track theory jobs are going
to phenomenologists, not string theorists, is simply factual and not made as a



value judgment. The kind of work that I think needs to be done, deeper formal
investigations of quantum field theory, is every bit as unpopular as string theory,
and tenure-track jobs are not going to people doing this either.

40. Thomas Larsson
May 9, 2008

If your question is “does string theory have anything to do with strongly coupled
regime of gauge theories or, say, 3D Ising model”, then, I guess, the answer
should be already known to people around.

Does string theory have anything to do with the 3D Ising model? If so, what? Can
you use it to extract some numbers exactly? If so, which numbers and what are
their values?

CFT has of course a lot to do with 2D Ising, but that is an almost trivial toy model
in comparison.

41. Peter Woit
May 9, 2008

Dmitry,

Rereading your blog posting, I see that you are also completely misrepresenting
Peter Shor’s comment. He was not regretting that string theorists cannot be
fired “because they are on a tenure track”. He was pointing out that separate
string theory departments would be dangerous for string theorists, since
essentially the only way US universities can (and do) fire tenured people is by
closing down their department. If string theorists had 20 years ago organized
themselves into new separate departments, there would be a danger now that
universities would start closing these.

And, just being “on a tenure track” does not at all make it difficult to fire
someone, they need to actually have been tenured.

42. Eric
May 9, 2008

Peter,
Regarding the issue of faculty hires this year, don’t you suppose that the reason
phenomenologists have been hired has something to do with the fact that LHC is
about to turn on for the first time? It seems a little dishonest to me to intimate as
you do that this is a sign that string theorists are falling out of favor. Once the
results from LHC are in, then we should probably expect more string theory
hires if all goes as expected.

43. Dmitry Podolsky
May 9, 2008

Peter



If I misitepreted your or Peter Shor’s words, I apologize. Nevertheless, your post
left me with a particular impression (and I have to confess that it did not
dissolve), and that was the reason why I wrote what I wrote.

Thomas

For 2D Ising, there are two equivalent formulations of the theory: in terms of
spin variables \sigma and in terms of disorder variables \mu (the ends of
dislocation lines). Although \sigma and \mu satisfy rather complicated equations,
their product satisfies linear equation; that fact allowed Onsager to find exact
solution of the 2D Ising model.

For 3D Ising dislocation lines become dislocation surfaces, boundary of such
surface is the variable on which disorder variable \mu depends. One hope to find
simple equations describing 3D Ising is to construct product of \mu (C) and \prod
\sigma (x_i) where x_i are points close to the loop C. The first impression was
that such a loop C together with “spin” variables – vectors normal to loop and
connecting it with points x_i – is NSR string, and the equation describing its
dynamics is linear in the space of loops.

One person who tried to pursue this program was Polyakov. As far as I know, he
got stuck since it was hard to write equations in loop space for renormalized
variables.

44. Peter Orland
May 9, 2008

Thomas,

This is off topic and Peter may want to delete your comment and mine – well not
SO off topic. You were asking about the application of string theory to field
theory/stat. mech. problems. I have worked on this sort of thing on and off for a
long time. It may not be much off the main topic, because it does touch on the
justification for continuing to do string theory, should the subject fail to unify
forces or give definite results in quantum gravity.

There was a program initiated by many people – Nambu, Weingarten, Hasslacher
and Corrigan, Makeenko and Migdal, Polyakov … the list goes on – that gauge
systems like QCD and the 3D Ising model (which is dual to the Z_{2} gauge
theory) could be solved using string-theoretic ideas. There are exact
representations of the 3D Ising model as random surfaces with a certain action.

This program only seems to an unqualified success for N=4 susy YM. It has not
yet panned out for pure Yang-Mills (which one wants to solve at weak bare
coupling, near the RG fixed point, not strong bare coupling) or finding exact
results for 3D stat. mech. systems. If you want critical exponents for statistical
models in 3D, epsilon and 1/N expansions are still your best bet.

In fact, it is much easier to obtain string-like excitations from field theory than
the other way around. The examples are strongly-coupled lattice theories, Higgs
theories with vortex strings, compact QED in 2+1 dimensions and recently



SU(N) gauge theories with two small couplings (sorry to advertise my own work
Peter). These string-like excitations have not been shown to have any connection
to standard string theory. When actions can be written down, they contain
extrinsic-curvature-dependent terms, and are not local on the world sheet.

Maybe someday some of these long-standing problems will be solved using
standard string-model ideas. Personally, I hope so. But maybe not.

45. Moshe
May 9, 2008

Peter Orland, I have zero interest in the “justification” issue. Just wanted to
comment that there are new ideas on the market relating various 3dim systems
to string theory, via the gauge-gravity duality. These may or may not pan out, but
they are different from the set of ideas you refer to (more to do with perturbative
ST). For an entry point to the literature you can look at recent papers of the
nuclear theorist D.T. Son.

46. Peter Orland
May 9, 2008

Hi Moshe,

Yes, I have seen this stuff – but these systems are interesting because of their
connection to string theory. I am not convinced they have any application to
nature (I know people are trying to make such a connection).

Regards,
Peter

47. Peter Orland
May 9, 2008

P.S. The effective string excitations, which arise in field theories, also
have no obvious connection with perturbative string theory.

48. Moshe
May 9, 2008

Not sure I agree this is the only interest in these systems, but in any event there
is currently a new set of ideas of dealing with strongly interacting systems. It
may be of some interest for people with experience dealing with such systems to
explore these ideas and discover what they are good for.

49. Peter Woit
May 9, 2008

Eric,

The problem with the argument that physics departments have only stopped
hiring string theorists this spring is because of the LHC is that the LHC turn-on
has been imminent for quite a few years, and departments that wanted to move



in that direction have been doing so for quite a while.

However, it is only this spring that string theorists have started posting articles
on the arXiv about what they plan to do once it is shown that string theory is
wrong…

50. Peter Orland
May 9, 2008

Sure, new things need to be explored. The ideas you mentioned aren’t being
neglected, while there are other approaches to strongly-interacting problems
which have excited less interest, possibly because they don’t start from string
theory (using exact form factors is one of those of which I am familiar).

51. Peter Orland
May 9, 2008

Moshe – If you are interested, the form factor program is reviewed in
an excellent article by Essler and Konik.

52. Moshe
May 9, 2008

Thanks Peter O., I’ll take a look.

53. Eric
May 9, 2008

Peter,
I don’t think you can claim that physics departments have stopped hiring string
theorists. For example, Hawaii has just made an offer to a string theorist, and
I’m sure others will be forthcoming.

54. Eric
May 9, 2008

Again, what about Lehman College, CUNY? Can we not consider Dan Kabat a
string theorist?

55. Peter Woit
May 9, 2008

Eric,

I’m not claiming that no physics department is hiring any string theorists, just
that dramatically fewer are getting tenure-track jobs this spring than was typical
in recent hiring seasons. I’ve given you my source for this information: the
rumor-mill web-site. Go check it for yourself.

56. Eric
May 9, 2008



Peter,
Perhaps you should have a closer look at the rumour mill site yourself, as the
information I was just giving you came directly from there. Even if there are
fewer string theorists hired this spring, I don’t think this would be that unusual,
as these things are cyclic.

57. Coin
May 9, 2008

Sorry if this is kind of a dumb question, but this is something I’ve been a bit
confused about for a while: What exactly is the difference between a
“Phenomenologist” and an “Experimentalist”?

58. Peter Woit
May 9, 2008

Coin,

Experimentalists design, build, operate experiments and analyze the data from
them. Deciding which theorists are “phenomenologists” is not so clear, the term
covers a wide range of activity. But in general the idea is that they are theorists
working not on theoretical or mathematical foundations, not on models far from
reality, but on better understanding and extracting predictions from testable
models that can be compared with experiment. At one end of the subject, their
activities probably become indistinguishable from some of the activities engaged
in by experimentalists as part of their data analysis.

59. Peter Shor
May 10, 2008

Peter Woit is right; I certainly wasn’t calling for all string theorists to be fired. I
was trying to point out that Moataz Emam’s call for string theorists to form their
own departments (and I don’t quite know how seriously to take him on this) was
not only completely implausible, but it also wasn’t even in the best interest of the
string theorists. If anybody tries to form a separate Department of String Theory,
I would expect and hope that most of the physicists (string theorists and others
alike) in the affected Department of Physics would resist.

60. Thomas Larsson
May 10, 2008

Dimitry and Peter O.

I am well aware that the 3D Ising model is Kramers-Wannier dual to the 3D Ising
gauge model and admits a random surface representation. Even better, one can
write down a funny O(N) or U(N) lattice gauge model on a 3D brick lattice, with
a log action, that can be exactly mapped onto a model of self-avoiding random
surfaces; the weight of each graph equals N^chi u^A, where chi is the Euler
characteristic, u is related to the coupling constant, and A the surface area.

Does this construction solve U(N) gauge theory, or make me into a string



theorist? Hardly. Just because I have mapped one untractable model into another
does not mean that I have solved it. If anything, this shows that perturbative
string theory is inadequate for this problem because steric repulsion is crucial
here (self-avoiding surfaces do not self-intersect!).

A method has only really contributed to our understanding of a model if it helps
to extract some kind of quantitative information about it, not necessarily critical
exponents and not necessarily exactly. The methods that Peter O. mentioned do
that, as do high- and low-temperature expansions, real-space RG and computer
simulations. However, AFAIK no quantitative results about 3D Ising have come
out of string theory.

61. Peter Orland
May 10, 2008

Thomas,

As you can see from my earlier comment, I largely agree with your sentiment
that string/random surface approaches to field theory/stat mech problems have
not been successful. In fact, as I said, it has been much easier to obtain string
excitations from field theory than the other way around (except in AdS/CFT
approaches, which have not yet made a connection with real physics problems.
Maybe the work Moshe referred to will change the situation). I must admit,
however, that I still have some fondness for this approach, in spite of its lack of
success, since it captured my imagination in grad school. It was a very daring
suggestion, which, unfortunately, may not lead anywhere.

62. Jonathan Vos Post
May 10, 2008

As someone with credentials as a scientist and as a writer, I see the argument for
splitting String Theory Departments away from Physics Department, to allow
Physics Departments to return to the “Real World” and to allow the String
Theorists to pursue their quest; as analogous to an argument that Critical Theory
Departments split away from English Literature Departments, to allow Eng Lit to
focus again on poems, stories, and novels, and be free from Deconstructionism,
Feminism, Pan-Africanism, Asian Pacific Islandism, Gay Theory, Postcolonialism,
and the like, while the Critical Theory professors and grad students and postdocs
explore a rich sociocultural and semiotic landscape unfettered by having to read
and explain prose and poetry that naive millions of readers actually enjoy buying
and reading.

63. JC
May 10, 2008

Is that quote on Podolsky’s blog really by Jacques Distler himself? Or is that
quote just somebody else posting under Distler’s name, trying to make him look
bad?

(Offhand, I can’t really tell either way).



64. Peter Woit
May 10, 2008

JC,

If it’s not Jacques, it’s someone doing a pitch-perfect impersonation….

65. Gil Kalai
May 11, 2008

Peter, this thread shows the difficulty in discussing hypothetical scenarios. Emam
referred to a hypothetical situation that “someone shows that the universe
cannot be based on string theory” so he was certainly not calling to form
separate departments now.

Overall, Enam’s analysis is not convincing. I think he is simply wrong in his
assumption that if someone shows that the universe cannot be based on string
theory many string theorist will continue to do what they do. Showing that the
universe cannot be based on string theory (if this will be the way things will go)
will represent a major breakthrough which is one of the potential fruits of string
theory research. Probably such a (hypothetical) development will cause most
string theory to work on something else (that can still be called “string theory”).
Those who will continue to work on string theory (or “old-fashioned string
theory”) will have a place in physics department just like many other theoretical
physicists who work on models which while not describing the universe, still give
important physics insights and develop important mathematical physics. Also
Emam’s comparison with statistics does not make sense.

Here is an analogy from mathematics. For many centuries algebraists tried to
find formulas for solving polynomial equations. If somebody had come say in
1600 and said: “guys in view of the many years of failure, try to think about the
possibility that such formulas are impossibles” this could be a little useful. If the
same guy had said “algebraists have failed and they should be fired” (opening
the door to more astrologists and alchemists), then this could be a little harmful.
But what was really needed is an understanding why there are no formulas to
solve polynomial equations and not just vague speculations and meditations.
Once this was understood nobody continued the old algebra endeavor but there
was plenty of work left for algebraists, in fact, this was the beginning of modern
algebra.

The turning point and the beginning of modern algebra was not just the “gut
feeling” that the old endeavor might have failed but the detailed technical
understanding why it cannot succeed.

66. Peter Woit
May 11, 2008

Gil,

String theory, as an idea about unification, is not in danger of failing because of
mathematical contradiction. It is failing because it is becoming clear that, as an



idea about unification, it is essentially vacuous. The reasons for this are well
understood (e.g. the landscape). I don’t think the author of this article or anyone
else envisions string theory being shown to be mathematically wrong, or being
falsified by showing that it predicts something that disagrees with experiment.
What is happening is that conviction within the physics community is growing
that there is no hope to get a real prediction out of string theory, thus the failure.
Die-hards will keep claiming that hope remains, but there will be fewer and
fewer of them, and at some point the consensus of the community will be that
the cause is hopeless.

Right now, I think many of the leaders of the subject are well aware of how bad
the problems are, but are holding out from giving up on the theory, waiting to
see what the LHC says, hoping that LHC results will change the current picture.
If the LHC doesn’t come up with something that somehow gives new hope to the
string theory unification program, I think it will be conclusively dead, although
some people will insist on pursuing it. I would guess that it is exactly this all too
possible situation that Emam is thinking about when he brings up the possibility
of string theory being shown to be “wrong”.

67. Gil Kalai
May 11, 2008

Dear Peter,

It is entirely rational to wait to the LHC outcomes and I think most people
interested in the scientific endeavor are hoping that it will give new data and
lead to important new insights. I have noticed that your opinion on string theory
is negative, but your description of the convictions within the physics and string
theory communities may very well be biased by your own personal position. At
least your description differs from the convictions I sense when talking to many
colleagues in these areas. (My little comment to Peter (Shor) was that Enam does
not call string theorists to form independent departments but rather discusses a
scenario which is hypothetical from his point of view.)

68. Kea
May 12, 2008

Gil

It is not at all reasonable to wait and see what happens at the LHC. Any
responsible tax funded theoretician should be working their ass off to come up
with quantitative predictions before 2009.

69. Thomas Larsson
May 12, 2008

Peter O,

I am sorry if my post came across as more negative than it was meant to be. The
random surface approach also captured my attention a few years after it
captured yours (when I was in grad school), and I find it frustrating that it has



not panned out. When I now think about the problem again after many years, it
seems like the obstacle is the self-avoidance constraint, which induces an
interaction which is very non-local on the worldsheet, although it is local in the
ambient space.

70. Gil Kalai
May 12, 2008

Peter, of course the nature of scientific proofs is different in different disciplines
so mathematical proofs just appeared in my analogy since the analogy was
drawn from the area of mathematics.

Ahh, I think I see a serious difficulty with your approach. You cannot imagine a
way that string theory will be definitely proved to be wrong by physicists and
therefore you assume that its weaknesses already suffice. (But just like the case
of solving polynomial equations, in view of the prominence and successes of
string theory much stronger scientific arguments will be needed.)

Similarly, you cannot imagine how string theory can prevail as a viable physics
theory and therefore you conclude that it failed. But string theory can win in
ways we cannot imagine at present and can also fail in ways we cannot imagine
at present.

71. anon.
May 12, 2008

‘But string theory can win in ways we cannot imagine at present and can also fail
in ways we cannot imagine at present.’

This kind of statement is what you expect to find in a religious tract. It’s not
really scientific, but is more in the category of belief systems/cults/wishful
thinking/crackpotism. If string theory ‘wins’ or is falsified, then it will be
deserving of a media mention. Until then, it’s not a scientific theory.

Feynman told a story of ‘Cargo Cult Science’. During WWII, South Sea islands
were used as military airports, and the islanders had business. After the war
ended, some islanders tried to attract business by encouraging passing planes to
come down to land by building improvised runways with control towers.

Their efforts looked professional from a distance, but up close they were fake.
It’s the same with string theory. The mathematics and alleged physical successes
make it superficially look like a scientific discipline, but it isn’t because it can’t
predict anything checkable.

72. Zathras
May 12, 2008

I’ve seen a number of prospective graduate students, who spent their
undergraduate days as avid readers of Woit’s blog, and whose perspective on
high energy physics is now so hopelessly divorced from reality that the best one
can do is smile and nod one’s head pleasantly and say, “I hear the condensed



matter group has openings.”

That this blog has steered young students away from string theory is the best
endorsement of any blog ever. Sounds like a clear charge of you’re corrupting
the youth.

73. Mitch Miller
May 12, 2008

Peter Woit Wrote:
“Right now, I think many of the leaders of the subject are well aware of how bad
the problems are, but are holding out from giving up on the theory, waiting to
see what the LHC says, hoping that LHC results will change the current picture.
If the LHC doesn’t come up with something that somehow gives new hope to the
string theory unification program, I think it will be conclusively dead, although
some people will insist on pursuing it.”

Wow, that is not the impression I get at all. Everybody seems to already know
what the LHC will find (Higgs for sure, maybe Susy and small chance of extra
dimensions and even smaller chance of something crazy and non standard
model). i don’t see how anything bad for string theory can come out of the LHC.
If extra dimensions are found, it will be great, if not its no big deal as the lower
bound for these effects (or anything else related to string theory) to be
measureable is not even close to being reached by the LHC. If something truely
unexpected is found, everybody will be scrambling to explain it, not just string
theorists. As a young grad student that is what I’m routing for, unlikely as it is 

74. Gil
May 13, 2008

Dear Anon, please note that the statement you quote and criticize

“String theory can win in ways we cannot imagine at present and can also fail in
ways we cannot imagine at present.”

is not a statement within a scientific theory, but a statement about scientific
theories. As such, I think it is perfectly fine and can be supported by examples.

75. anon.
May 13, 2008

Gil, string ‘theory’ is a misnomer. Stringy ideas are an empty framework which
fits 10^500 theories. To get a specific string theory, you need to specify all of the
moduli of the Calabi-Yau manifold of 6 compactified dimensions. If there was a
string theory then your position would be sensible (and this blog wouldn’t exist).

76. Kris Krogh
May 13, 2008

Gil,



It’s true something unimaginable may save string theory. Would you like to invest
in Company XYZ? The stock is performing terribly, but something unimaginable
may save it.

77. Gil Kalai
May 13, 2008

If this looks more accurate to you, anon, replace “string theory’ by ‘the string
framework’.

It is possibe that the ‘string framework’ will lead to a definite win (and thus
perhaps to a ‘string theory’) in ways we cannot expect, and it is also possible that
it will be definitely shown, in unexpected manners, that the ‘string framework’ is
inedequate for its (ultimate) purposes.

There are also various possible forms of partial victory for ‘the string
framework’, in terms of new insights and horizons in mathematics and physics
which come short of a definite ‘theory’ to your taste. Some of these partial
victories are already in place.

78. Peter Woit
May 13, 2008

The debate about string theory on this thread has become more or less
completely content-free. Enough.

My apologies for not providing fresh material for discussion. I’m busy with other
things, and there has been remarkably little news on the math-physics front.

79. nbutsomedy
May 13, 2008

“I’ve seen a number of prospective graduate students, who spent their
undergraduate days as avid readers of Woit’s blog, and whose perspective on
high energy physics is now so hopelessly divorced from reality that the best one
can do is smile and nod one’s head pleasantly and say, “I hear the condensed
matter group has openings.”

Thank God (anyway, not a believer) !!!! A wise step for the students. Both
monetary and scientifically.

80. TCO
May 25, 2008

Why the disdain for condensed matter from the first poster at the other site?
Look at what Feynman did with helium. What Einstein did with thermoelectric
effect. BCS theory. Fermi-Dirac. Bose-Einstein. How about figuring out cuprate
superconductors, studs? Come on smarties. Direct your theory to something
physically tangible.

-solid state chemist



81. Jonathan Vos Post
June 4, 2008

A deep statement by Atiyah, discussed by Gowers, recently in turn referenced by
Terry Tao, explains why it might be a bad idea for String Theory (if “proven
wrong”) reconsolidate itself as distinct departments away from Physics.

Tao: “In fields such as nonlinear PDE (which Perelman’s result can broadly be
included in), individual theorems tend not to be directly applicable much beyond
their original intended use, but general ideas, strategies, tricks, and paradigms
are often far broader. A similar point (using combinatorics as the primary
example) is discussed in Gowers’ ‘two cultures’ paper

http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~wtg10/2cultures.pdf

Gowers citing Atiyah:

“The ultimate justification for doing Mathematics is intimately related to its
overall unity. If we grant that, on purely utilitarian grounds, mathematics
justifies itself by some of its applications, then the whole of mathematics
acquires a rationale provided it remains a connected whole. Any part that drifts
away from the main body of the field has then to justify itself in a more direct
fashion.”

If String Theory has drifted away from the main body of Physics, or Mathematics,
then (however beautiful it may be) it is sociologically subject to a demand for
direct justification.

82. S Halayka
June 11, 2008

For what it’s worth, this paper seems to highlight the possibility of experimental
verifiability at a scale of around 20 orders of magnitude larger than the Planck
scale:

http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.1431

83. S Halayka
June 11, 2008

The paper mentioned above has been criticized to death by a trusted string
researcher. My apologies for jumping the gun.

http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~wtg10/2cultures.pdf
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~wtg10/2cultures.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.1431
http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.1431


Witten on Dark Energy

May 6, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Commenter Shantanu pointed to a web-site with talks available on-line from a
symposium about Dark Energy now going on at the Space Telescope Science
Institute. Yesterday Witten gave a talk entitled “Models of Dark Energy”, where he
lays out very clearly the conventional wisdom of the string theory community about
the dark energy problem and its implications for string theory.

Witten describes how the problem of a huge number of possible vacua has always
been an embarrassment for string theory. Until about 10 years ago his attitude
towards most constructions of string vacua was “who needs this mess”, thinking that
once one figured out the vacuum energy problem, such constructions would all go
away. He explains how the discovery of a small positive CC has changed his attitude,
that he’s no longer sure that one can find a distinguished vacuum state, and thus
maybe the anthropic landscape/multiverse crowd is right. He describes this possibility
as involving both good news and bad news:

The good news (such as it is) then is that if we are really living in a
“multiverse”, it may be that the theory as we know it is pretty close to the
truth.

But there’s a hefty dose of bad news… If the vacuum of the real world is
really a needle in a haystack, it is hard to see how we are supposed to be
able to understand it. In other words, if an unimaginably large number of
approximate “vacuum” states are realized in different parts of the Universe,
none of them with any special meaning, and with the details of particle
physics depending on where one happens to live, then what sort of
understanding of particle physics can we hope to get? I don’t have an
answer to this question, although we might learn something from the LHC
that will help…

The crucial point of course is this last one: how can you ever test these ideas, making
them real science and not metaphysics? At the end of his talk, Rachel Bean tried to
pin him down on this question, leading to this exchange:

Bean: “If we have this landscape, this multiverse, … can we learn nothing,
or is there some hope, do you have some hope, that if you were to find a
universe that had remarkably small CC you could also make some allusion
to the other properties of that universe for example the fine structure
constant, or are we saying that all of these things are random variables,
uncorrelated and we’ll never get an insight.”

Witten: “Well, I don’t know of course, I’m hoping that we’ll learn more,
perhaps the LHC will discover supersymmetry and maybe other unexpected
discoveries will change the picture. I wasn’t meaning to advocate anything.”

http://stsci.edu/institute/itsd/information/streaming/archive/SpringSymposium2008/MaySymposiumOverview
http://stsci.edu/institute/itsd/information/streaming/archive/SpringSymposium2008/MaySymposiumOverview


Bean: “I’m asking your opinion.”

Witten (after a silence): “I don’t really know what to think has got to be the
answer…”

Besides the landscape problem, Witten also described attempts to model dark energy
as an aspect of some differerent sort of physical field, saying that he has been
working on this with a student, but that the problem is the strong experimental
bounds on the existence of light fields coupling to ordinary matter.

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
May 6, 2008

I believe Witten was referring to his previous work with Peter Svrcek who
graduated a few years ago.

2. Peter Woit
May 6, 2008

Thanks Aaron,

I think you’re right, he seemed to be referring to work with Svrcek, although
that paper didn’t seem to mention anything about the dark energy problem,
which was what Witten’s talk was about.

3. Ethan Siegel
May 6, 2008

At the very least, I’ve always found Witten to be remarkably balanced on the
utility of string theory for the real world. This points towards that as well.

He recognizes the limitations and pitfalls of the idea, as well as the difficulties
inherent in attempting to find what we can learn from string theory if the models
are non-predictive. I think that’s a very reasonable answer to Rachel’s question.

4. Bill
May 6, 2008

At the risk of embarrassing myself I have to admit that my knowledge of string
theory is about at the level of that discussed in Zwiebach’s introductory book, so
I’m an idiot. But the site’s mention of Witten and Moataz Emam’s proposed
“future” of a failed string theory motivates this layperson’s following questions:
One, if by adding a single dimension Witten can collapse five theories into one,
can we not just add lots more dimensions to eliminate all the other
inconsistencies (like the 10^500 vacuua) in the theory? (Of course, I’m thinking
about von Neumann’s reputed curve-fitting comment regarding squeezing an
elephant into some given model, and of course I’m also being facetious.) Two, if
no one other than a post-doc math major can possibly appreciate this stuff, what

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605206
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0605206


good is it (recall Eddington’s comment about the dozen or so people who could
understand general relativity at the time), particularly if it doesn’t deliver? And
three, what right has the legitimate physics community to even consider taking a
falsified or failed theory and turning it into another “discipline” (read: “religion”)
on the sole basis that it is too beautiful to ignore (or, much worse, because so
much time and effort has already been expended that we have to press on
regardless)? This is the very definition of fanaticism.

5. Kea
May 7, 2008

Witten’s talk was clear, and surprisingly noncommittal regarding the existence of
/\, but I preferred Steinhardt’s talk, which discusses the need for a range of
complementary tests and possible JDEM exclusions of large numbers of models,
both stringy and not. As Witten also stressed, more accurate measurements of w
will be important in ruling out classes of model, especially /\ varying ones.

6. Chris W.
May 7, 2008

Kea (and anyone else who is interested):

The HTML character entity for Λ is &Lambda;.

The HTML character entity for λ is &lambda;.

(Note the variation is case of the mnemonic, ie, the entity name.)

For greek letters (and other characters) see this reference or Wikipedia, among
others.

7. Chris W.
May 7, 2008

From Peter: “The crucial point of course is this last one: how can you ever test
these ideas, making them real science and not metaphysics?”

In the preceding paragraph (within the quote) Witten asks “then what sort of
understanding of particle physics can we hope to get?”

Note the implicit identification of understanding and testable explanation. It
seems that those who are attracted to the idea of a multiverse—in the form
Witten has in mind—have effectively endorsed breaking down this identification,
while continuing to assert that such an explanation could be scientific. What
Witten is acknowledging is the untenability, even incoherence, of this assertion.

Untestable explanations may fulfill a desire for a putative understanding of the
world that can assume various cultural roles, but in science they are at best
preludes to the development of an explanation that can be tested, and stands up
under testing. It does not seem that the multiverse can be such a prelude, except
as part of an attempt that is frankly admitted to be a failure and thereby helps

http://www.htmlref.com/reference/appc/greek.htm
http://www.htmlref.com/reference/appc/greek.htm
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point the way to crucial insights. Of course for now, as Witten is also
acknowledging, the way forward remains shrouded in obscurity.

8. mike harney
May 7, 2008

I like Witten’s coments that the LHC might give some clues – at least he is in
touch with experimental reality.

9. Arun
May 7, 2008

In fact .. I think he’s going to be at CERN on a sabbatical when the machine
turns on 

10. Shantanu
May 8, 2008

Hi,
Peter and others,
Mario Livio’s talk was also very good and worth a look
and discusses anthropic principle.
right now John Peacock is giving a talk (which can be viewed live)

11. egbert
May 12, 2008

There’s talk on CNN about the LHC “test” of string theory being a religious
experience for Nina Arkani-Hamed.

When I signed up to be a scientist, religion was considered a negative influence
on science. How times change.

12. Chris Oakley
May 12, 2008

My favourite quote from the CNN article:

“From the point of view of the big experiments at the LHC, there is no
amount of money or craftsmanship that would produce the kind of
insight that comes from sharing LHC data with a true visionary like
Nima Arkani-Hamed,” Tully said.

13. fh
May 12, 2008

egbert:

Ludwig Boltzmann, quoting Goethe on Maxwells equations:

“War es ein Gott, der diese Zeichen schrieb?”
(Was it a God that penned these signs?)

http://www.cnn.com/2008/TECH/05/09/physics.nima/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2008/TECH/05/09/physics.nima/index.html


A religious experience does not a religion make and in many forms it has a long
and positive tradition in fundamental science.

14. D R Lunsford
May 12, 2008

fh,

He was paraphrasing – no, QUOTING – Goethe. You can find it for yourself.

Ok, I give in – it’s in the movie “Faust Times at Egmont High”.

-drl

15. Peter Woit
May 12, 2008

egbert,

I think he was just referring to visiting the LHC as a “religious experience”. The
claims made in the article that the LHC may see strings and test string theory
involve a different and more dubious sort of religious belief….

16. chimpanzee (aka "joe")
May 13, 2008

I read an LA Times article about the passing of Robert Wilson (1st director of
Fermilab). He was a sculptor, & desired an aesthetic looking building for
Fermilab. Something to the effect of a cathedral, where physicists would try to
unlock the secrets of the atom.

“It [ theoretical physics ] is very religious”
— xx, Caltech CS professor

My take on HEP & cosmology is that of ill-conditioned problem: insufficient data.

“Insufficient facts always invite danger.”
— Spock, Space Seed, Stardate 3141.9, Episode

17. Ethan Siegel
May 14, 2008

Peter,

I’m sure you’ve seen this posting today:

http://xxx.lanl.gov/pdf/0805.1911

But I’m really curious as to your take on it; especially on sections 5 and 6. Does
he get it right?

Ethan

http://xxx.lanl.gov/pdf/0805.1911
http://xxx.lanl.gov/pdf/0805.1911


18. Jonathan Vos Post
May 14, 2008

Besides his scientific achievements, Dr. Wilson was known for the environment
he created at the Fermilab site, with hundreds of acres of restored prairie, a
herd of bison, fishing holes, abstract sculpture and a central building modeled, in
spirit at least, on the Beauvais Cathedral in France.”

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9C06E0DA1F3AF93BA25752C0A9669C8B63&sec=&spon=&pagewanted=1
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Do We Need to Change the Definition of Science?

May 15, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

Media hype about how the LHC is going to test string theory continues: see Will
String Theory Be Proven and here:

String theory has come under attack because some say it can never be
tested; the strings are supposed to be smaller than any particle ever
detected, after all. But Arkani-Hamed says the Large Hadron Collider could
lead to the direct observation of strings, or at least indirect evidence of
their existence.

A recent New York Times article ends with another Arkani-Hamed quote about what
to expect at the LHC:

He pointed out that because of the dice-throwing nature of quantum
physics, there was some probability of almost anything happening. There is
some minuscule probability, he said, “the Large Hadron Collider might
make dragons that might eat us up.”

Obviously I’m being unfair to put these two quotes together, but they both raise a
basic question about the philosophy of science. When can we legitimately say that a
theory is testable and makes a scientific prediction? The most straightforward
examples of scientific predictions are cases where we have high confidence that a
certain experimental result has to happen if a theory is right: such a theory satisfies
Popper’s falsifiability criterion. But many theoretical ideas are not so tightly
constrained, and compatible with a range of possibilities. This range generally comes
with some notion of probability: certain experimental results are more likely to come
out of the given theory, others less likely. This may allow you to gain confidence in a
theory even if it is not falsifiable, by seeing things that the theory says are more likely,
not seeing the things it says are unlikely. The problem with the idea that the LHC is
going to test string theory by seeing strings is that according to the standard
framework of string theory, this is just very unlikely. Saying that an experiment is
going to test your theory when it is extremely unlikely that it will provide any
evidence for it or against it is highly misleading. You’re always free to say “this
experiment is unlikely to test my theory, but who knows, I may get incredibly lucky
and something unexpected will come out of it that will vindicate me”. But that’s not
really a “test” of your theory, that’s wishful thinking.

There’s a new article in New Scientist closely related to this by Robert Matthews
entitled Do we need to change the definition of science?. It’s about claims being made
that multiverse studies show that we need to re-examine conventional ideas about
what is science and what isn’t. I’m quoted saying the sort of thing that you might
expect:

I never would have believed that serious scientists would consider making
the kinds of pseudoscientific claims now being made…

http://www.earthsky.org/radioshows/52506/will-string-theory-be-proven
http://www.earthsky.org/radioshows/52506/will-string-theory-be-proven
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http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/29/science/29collider.html
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an outrageous way of refusing to admit failure…

The basic problem with the multiverse is not only that it makes no falsifiable
predictions, but that all proposals for extracting predictions from it involve
massive amounts of wishful thinking.

Max Tegmark argues against a straw man:

Some people say that the multiverse concept isn’t falsifiable because it’s
unobservable – but that’s a fallacy

noting that just because some implications of a theory aren’t directly observable
doesn’t mean the theory is untestable. If a theory passes many convincing tests
involving things we can observe, and the theoretical structure is tight enough, then
we have good evidence about what is likely to be going on with phenomena we can’t
observe. This is certainly true: if the string theory landscape made lots of testable
predictions so that we had good reason to believe in it, and the same structure
implied a multiverse, that would be good reason to believe in the multiverse. The
problem is that the landscape makes no predictions and we have no reason to believe
in it. It’s not a real testable scientific theory, rather an untestable endpoint of a failed
theory. As such it implies nothing one way or another about the existence of a
multiverse.

Matthews quotes various people arguing for a “Bayesian” view of science, that what
is going on is that experimental observations probabilistically provide evidence for
and against theories, with the falsifiability case of probability zero or one not usually
occurring. This may be a good way of thinking about how science actually works. But
by this criterion, string theory unification and the multiverse remain pseudo-scientific,
as no one has been able to come up with proposed experimental tests that have a
significant chance of providing such evidence for or against these theories.

Comments

1. Drew Arrowood
May 15, 2008

“Matthews quotes various people arguing for a “Bayesian” view of science, that
what is going on is that experimental observations probabilistically provide
evidence for and against theories, with the falsifiability case of probability zero
or one not usually occurring.”

The big problem with this is called the “Paradox of the Ravens” and is due to the
philosopher Hempel. If my hypothesis is “All Ravens are Black”, then whenever I
see something that isn’t black and isn’t a raven, whatever it may be, whether a
nugget of gold or a horse, that has counted as an “experiment” which “confirms”
my hypothesis.

People have been trying to change the definition of science throughout the 20th
century.



2. anon.
May 15, 2008

“This is certainly true: if the string theory landscape made lots of testable
predictions so that we had good reason to believe in it, and the same structure
implied a multiverse, that would be good reason to believe in the multiverse.” –
PW

Even a theory which makes tested predictions isn’t necessarily truth, because
there might be a another theory which makes all the same predictions plus more.
E.g., Ptolemy’s excessively complex and fiddled epicycle theory of the Earth-
centred universe made many tested predictions about planetary positions, but
belief in it led to the censorship of an even better theory of reality.

Hence, I’d be suspicious of whether the multiverse is the best theory – even if it
did have a long list of tested predictions – because there might be some
undiscovered alternative theory which is even better. Popper’s argument was
that scientific theories can never be proved, only falsified. If theories can’t be
proved, you shouldn’t believe in them except as useful calculational tools. Mixing
beliefs with science quickly makes the fundamental revision of theories a
complete heresy. Scientists shouldn’t start begin believing that theories are
religious creeds.

3. Icecycle
May 15, 2008

Not being a scientist I really don’t see the need to change the definition of
science, however; much of our current knowledge seems to be based on faith.
(I know a swear word; in the first paragraph.)
Why don’t we have a little funding for the fanatics out there; you know who you
are; and just step into the fringe on occasion.
If there is a multiverse (for instance) it is a black box and has to be investigated
as a black box; we would need philosophy to even look at it.
But philosophers (generally) don’t know physics (just look at Bertrand Russell’s
explanation of relativity; I felt really bad for him when I found out he was a
mathematician.)

For myself; not being a scientist; I make myself believe a concept absolutely.
Then, finding all the proof that fits I make myself believe the same concept is
wrong and find all the proof that makes it fail.
Because; like everyone else; I tend to get too much of my personal beliefs into
my world view.

As a computer programmer I can’t get away with that nonsense.

4. St. George
May 16, 2008

Is the probability of getting a fire-breathing dragon out of the LHC more or less
than that of directly observing a string?



5. Peter Erwin
May 16, 2008

The big problem with this is called the “Paradox of the Ravens” and is due to the
philosopher Hempel. If my hypothesis is “All Ravens are Black”, then whenever I
see something that isn’t black and isn’t a raven, whatever it may be, whether a
nugget of gold or a horse, that has counted as an “experiment” which “confirms”
my hypothesis.

Why is this relevant? No real scientist, Bayesian or not, operates that way.

A reasonable Bayesian would argue that the probability of seeing a non-black
nugget of gold is independent of the hypotheses “All ravens are black” and “Not
all ravens are black” [or hypotheses like “No ravens are black”, “Half of all
ravens are black”, etc.]. So actually seeing a non-black nugget of gold does not
change the prior probabilities for any of the relevant hypotheses.

Someone taking a non-Bayesian approach (e.g., a naive Popperian, or someone
who prefers a “frequentist” approach to probabilities and hypothesis testing)
would operate in essentially the same way: scientific hypotheses about the color
of ravens make no predictions about the color of gold nuggets, and so
observations of nugget colors do not test the raven hypotheses.

6. Peter Erwin
May 16, 2008

anon. said:
Popper’s argument was that scientific theories can never be proved, only
falsified. If theories can’t be proved, you shouldn’t believe in them except as
useful calculational tools. If theories can’t be proved, you shouldn’t believe in
them except as useful calculational tools.

Ironically, that’s not unlike what some Jesuit astronomers suggested to Galileo
during his trial: go ahead and use the Copernican model if it makes good
predictions, but don’t claim that it actually describes reality in any fashion — it’s
just a useful calculational tool!

The point about scientists “believing” in theories is not that they accept them as
religious dogma. It’s that they’re making positive statements about which
theories seem to be better descriptions of reality, and about the relative amount
of observations/experimental support for them.

The problem with Popper’s argument is not that it’s wrong per se, it’s just that
it’s incomplete. It has no way of distinguishing between, say, the heliocentric
model of the Solar System (which has successfully passed an enormous array of
increasingly stringent tests) and some preliminary hypothesis about the
spectrum of density fluctuations in the early universe (which has been tested by
the WMAP data, but not by anything else yet). All Popper allows is a passing
grade for both (“not yet falsified”). In practice, however, scientists do accord
more “belief” to the first than they do to the second. That, I think, is what the
Bayesian argument is about. (It’s also, as Peter Woit notes, about how to



accommodate tests that provide statistical limits, rather than idealized “confirm
or deny” results.)

7. Zathras
May 16, 2008

Peter Erwin,

A reasonable Bayesian could also say that seeing the nugget of gold acts as
“confirmation” of the raven hypothesis, but only by raising the probability of the
proposition’s truth an infinitesimal amount e.

Come to think of it, e might be the same order of magnitude as the possibility of
confirming string theory.

8. weichi
May 16, 2008

“All Popper allows is a passing grade for both (”not yet falsified”).”

It’s been a while since I read popper, but I don’t think this is correct. He
certainly certainly acknowledges that theories can be submitted to more or less
severe tests, and I thought that he states that the more severe the tests, the
more we should trust the theory (or something along these lines). Am I
misremembering this?

9. Joseph Triscari
May 17, 2008

Unfortunately I cannot read the whole article because I don’t have a subscription
to New Scientist.

I wonder if the relevant point about a move to a Bayesian philosophy is not the
way evidence is aggregated but the fact that in a Bayesian philosophy the priors
are admittedly subjective. In my understanding, this is the central point of a
Bayesian. The opposing view – which I think is called Frequentist – requires all
inputs to a model to be probabilities that can conceivably be measured.

A Bayesian approach is fine for reasoning under uncertainty because many
times, priors *are* subjective and there’s nothing to be done. On the other hand,
openly subjective priors are a facet of the Bayesian philosophy that can be
abused in practice by shifting inputs to fit data (and declaring that it’s OK
because, after all, they’re subjective).

I am curious to know in what way a Bayesian philosophy of probability is being
applied to justify ST.

10. Gil Kalai
May 17, 2008

Joseph, in The Bayesian approach, initial probabilities are subjective but with
more and more evidence the emerging scientific conclusion will be the same



regardless of the initial probabilities. In practice, the interpretation of new
evidence which is required for updating your initial subjective probabilities, is
not entirely objective. Still the Bayesian approach looks to me a more realistic
description than the Popperian approach regarding how science is practiced, and
both approaches have problems.

11. Peter Erwin
May 17, 2008

Joseph Triscari said:
I wonder if the relevant point about a move to a Bayesian philosophy is not the
way evidence is aggregated but the fact that in a Bayesian philosophy the priors
are admittedly subjective. In my understanding, this is the central point of a
Bayesian. The opposing view – which I think is called Frequentist – requires all
inputs to a model to be probabilities that can conceivably be measured.

My impression is that prior probabilities are, if anything, better viewed as the
Achilles heel of the Bayesian approach: there’s no clear, obvious way to decide
on what the prior probabilities should be, and this irks a number of people. The
usual response by Bayesians is to point out that the choice of the prior ceases to
matter once enough relevant observations have been used to update the
probabilities. This amounts to admitting that arbitrary or subjective priors are a
problem (not an advantage), while arguing that in most practical cases it doesn’t
matter too much.

The real difference between the Bayesian and Frequentist approaches is in the
interpretation of “probability” and whether it makes sense to say things like “The
probability of rain tomorrow is 90%.” See, for example, the posting and
comments here.

(There are also practical differences, in that a Bayesian approach arguably
provides a more general and direct way of constructing tests of hypotheses,
without requiring the assumptions — e.g., a Gaussian distribution for errors —
that underlie most traditional frequentist hypothesis tests.)

12. Peter Woit
May 17, 2008

Joseph,

The article was more about the multiverse than string theory. The discussion of
the problems of falsification and the advantages of Bayesian ideas seemed to me
to be a red herring. There just aren’t any conventional scientific tests of string
theory or multiverse ideas. So arguing about the philosophy of science is
irrelevant, unless you are trying to abandon the conventional understanding of
what science is. Doing this to avoid confronting the failure of these ideas seems
to me to be a big mistake.

13. Joseph Triscari
May 17, 2008

http://www.iq.harvard.edu/blog/sss/archives/2006/02/bayesian_vs_fre.shtml
http://www.iq.harvard.edu/blog/sss/archives/2006/02/bayesian_vs_fre.shtml


I agree with you Peter that it’s a mistake not to confront the failure of an
unfalsifiable theory. I didn’t mean to invite an exploration of the differences
between Bayesian and Frequentist theories of probabililty.

The point I was trying to make (and I see I made it poorly) was that if one doesn’t
wish to confront the failure of a theory, one might try and legitimize the theory
using an established philosophy that acknowledges and sometimes encourages
subjectivity – such as a Bayesian philosophy of probability.

14. davetweed
May 18, 2008

For completeness, I’ll point out that Peter Erwin’s point about subjectivity being
a philosophical problem primarily applies in those cases where one is obtaining
more than enough observations to sharply determine the posterior distribution,
so that the question “why did you use a personal prior if it doesn’t actually
matter” comes up. This is generally the case in hard science (although even
then…). The advantage of Bayesian model evaluation (to some extent in science
and more widely in technology) is strongest when you have relatively few
relevant observations (eg, due to medical ethics, response time constraints, etc)
so that the prior can make observations which which would be inconclusive
under frequentist tests (which often hide a universally held prior in them) more
discriminatory when they coincide with various parts of the prior distribution.
The personal (what’s called “subjective”, although I dislike that term because
AFAIK you can’t have a subjective idea that’s wrong, whereas personal ideas can
be wrong) nature of the prior is arguably not a problem in this case as long as it
is made explicit. It’s always struck me as strange that Bayesianism is widely
touted for dealing with uncertainty (which I always think of in the sense of
randomly inaccurate sensors) rather than for dealing with small numbers of
observations.

15. Peter Shor
May 18, 2008

Most scientists have never really paid much attention to the definition of science
anyway, have they?

16. Peter Woit
May 19, 2008

Peter Shor,

I find it very strange to be involved with physicists in discussing what’s science
and what isn’t. It always seemed to me that such discussions were for
philosophers or for softer sciences (e.g., is economics a science…), with physics
embodying the extreme of a hard science, with everybody on the same page as to
what counts as a testable prediction.

Then string theory and the landscape came around….

17. Peter Erwin



May 20, 2008

I find it very strange to be involved with physicists in discussing what’s science
and what isn’t. It always seemed to me that such discussions were for
philosophers or for softer sciences…

Might one argue that previous debates about “interpretations” of quantum
mechanics, what “collapse of the wavefunction” actually means or entails, etc.,
had at least some “philosophy of science” flavor? That is, physicists ended up
disagreeing about whether investigating interpretations was scientifically useful,
or whether “interpretation” was even a part of science, and some of this did
involve philosophical issues about science.

(I don’t mean that this was the same kind or order of disagreement that may be
happening around the landscape — no one, so far as I know, was suggesting that
we didn’t need testable predictions or experimental results. Just that this isn’t
the first time that physics has been involved in “philosophy of science” territory.)

18. Peter Shor
May 20, 2008

I have a sort of ambivalent view of the previous debates on the interpretation of
quantum mechanics. On the one hand, as Feynman warned graduate students,
most people who started thinking about the interpretation of quantum mechanics
and stopped worrying about more mainstream physics never got anywhere, and
eventually derailed their careers. On the other hand, thinking about the
interpretation of quantum mechanics led David Deutsch to think about quantum
computing and from their to the first quantum algorithms.

What, if any, lessons about string theory we should take from this I leave to other
readers.

19. Michael
May 20, 2008

Peter,

just a little reminder: You are an insufferable fool who shamlessly promotes his
anti-science agenda for personal benefit. Shame on you and go to hell!

20. Chris W.
May 20, 2008

Philosophical concerns have always been at least a subtext in physics. In fact, I
would argue that physics really amounts to an effort to confront what were
originally philosophical problems with detailed observation, in such a way that
we can actually learn something, ie, discover that some of our preconceptions
are wrong. If this sounds strange to most scientists, that’s because they have so
little interest in the history of science, and tune much of it out.

The great physicists of the 20th century were all interested in philosophical



issues. Efforts to confront current problems in fundamental physics are
hamstrung by naive empiricism just as much as by unhinged elaboration of
formalism and metaphysics masquerading as physics.

Even Feynman was interested in the philosophical preconceptions of physics and
its practice, notwithstanding the fact that he considered overt preoccupation
with philosophy to be an early sign of senility.

21. Peter Woit
May 20, 2008

My point about physicists and the philosophy of science was restricted to the
specific question of the so-called “demarcation problem”. There have always
been interesting and real questions in the philosophy of physics, but, until
recently the question of whether particle theorists were doing science or pseudo-
science was not one that ever came up. You just didn’t see leading figures in the
field publicly making bogus claims about what it means to test a scientific theory.

22. Clark
May 20, 2008

I think there’s two kinds of philosophy of science – prescriptive and descriptive.
The prescriptive folks are effectively telling scientists how they ought do science.
(I think Popper partially falls into that category) Then there are the descriptive
folks who suggest we merely look at what the scientists are doing and excluding
to understand what science is. Of course in practice most do a little of both.

The problem is that Popper was hardly the last word in philosophy of science. A
lot of people have grave difficulties with his views. So it’s odd that so many
scientists – especially physicists – seem to take Popper as if he were telling it like
it was. There’s been quite a few decades of thought on things as well as
arguments and counterarguments.

Personally I find the demarcation problem largely irrelevant. I don’t think there’s
anyway to tell what is or isn’t a science beyond looking at what the community of
scientists exclude or include. And that’s good enough for me.

The string issue is interesting since it’s one of the rare cases where agreement
breaks down. Given that turning to the philosophers can be helpful (although I
don’t think they’ll ultimately be able to resolve the problem either). I suspect
what will happen is that research will continue and that if string theory doesn’t
make more practical progress scientists will stop working on it. A few decades
after it’s ceased to be a concern to any but a few scientists may start to think of
it as a pseudoscience. But who knows. They may not. It may end up being viewed
as science but an example of a dead end and something one shouldn’t emulate.

What I do think is true though is that scientists – especially physicists – would
benefit from doing a bit more reading on philosophy. Especially philosophical
histories of various ideas in physics. So, for instance, read a little Sklar, Fine, and
so forth. Get a Philosophy of Science reader from Amazon. (There are several
good ones)



Regardless of what you think of his physics, I think Lee Smolin made a very well
thought out appeal a couple of years ago for physicists to engage philosophy
more. Normally it doesn’t matter. But I think especially in theoretical physics it
can be quite helpful. Despite what Feynman said about physicists and birds.

23. Arun
May 21, 2008

What is scientific and not-scientific is not a eternal classification. Democritus,
Kannada’s atomic theory, while containing a correct insight and pertaining to
reality only became scientific when the technological means to address the
theory were developed.

I think the history of science will show that many ideas were kept in limbo for a
time because their development was not feasible at the time the idea was
generated. (I hesitate to call such ideas theories.) One can easily imagine a
plausible alternate history, where General Relativity was developed much earlier
than any capability to test it.

24. Zathras
May 21, 2008

Those are good points Arun.

In fact, under the lax standards of string theorists, one would consider the
mathematical theories of Riemann, Lobachevsky, etc as having “developed
[General Relativity] much earlier than any capability to test it.”

25. Christine
May 21, 2008

PhD means Doctor of Philosophy; we should not forget our roots. The aim of
physics is to advance its frontier into metaphysics, trying to make the latter a
smaller and smaller territory. For instance, cosmology was in the metaphysics
territory before the 19th century, but gradually became a physical science in the
20th. History shows that the advancement of physics proceeds over two pillars:
the scientific method *and* philosophy. When doing “standard science” the
physicist might disregard the latter and focus on the former, but the
*advancement* of scientific knowledge needs both. Philosophy about nature and
observations of phenomena trigger the first logical questionings; science is often
developed from these prerequisites, it does not develop from itself alone, since it
is a process to gain knowledge, not an end per se, otherwise it makes no sense at
all.

The relative emphasis on the scientific method and on the philosophical inputs,
however, varies from time to time, from person to person, from objects of
investigation from objects of investigation. One thing, however, that must be
invariant from this relative emphasis is the meaning of science, which must have
a clear definition and agreeded among its practitioners. If this meaning is what is
being currently debated or revised, then one should ask why, and this is what
puzzles me.



26. Peter Woit
May 21, 2008

Arun and Zathras,

The issue of when a theory is practically testable is just another red herring in
the string theory debate. String theory unification not only makes no predictions
that are testable using current technology, it makes no predictions testable at
any energy scale using any conceivable technology. That’s the problem, not that
tests are not currently feasible.

27. Arun
May 22, 2008

Peter,
I have no disagreement with you on string unification/theories of everything.

To the extent that we consider as science the elaboration of mathematical
formalisms that include models that are scientific (e.g., study of QFTs other than
the Standard Model) string theory other than unification has not yet departed
from science.

Recognition of the string unification failure also leads to the next puzzle – from
which direction is progress likely to come?

28. Peter Orland
May 22, 2008

“Recognition of the string unification failure also leads to the next puzzle – from
which direction is progress likely to come?”

Arun,

Though it all depends on what you mean by progress, I think the best hope is
experiment.

29. Matt
May 22, 2008

This is a subject near to my heart, as my own website is named after a quote of
Maxwell which some scientists could stand to re-read.

In every branch of knowledge the progress is proportional to the amount of facts
on which to build, and therefore to the facility of obtaining data.

If string theory or the multiverse or anything else can’t build on facts, it ain’t
science.



Quick Links

May 15, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The speakers for Strings 2008 have been announced. One anomaly is that someone
from the LQG camp has finally been invited, Carlo Rovelli. Another anomaly is that
Witten won’t be speaking.

Remember last November’s “unmistakable imprint of another universe” which
vindicated string theory? False alarm.

There’s a new X-files movie coming out this summer, The X-Files: I Want to Believe,
with a plot that revolves around string theory and features Amanda Peet (no, not the
string theorist).

Outside magazine has a profile this month of Garrett Lisi, and quotes from various
physicists about last year’s media storm. I’m pretty much with Frank Wilczek on this,
who says:

To my perception, Lisi hasn’t advanced the story. That said, I admire people
who think for themselves and dare to take on reality directly rather than
writing footnotes to fashionable literature. So I hope he keeps trying and
inspires others.

I also hear that the New Yorker will have an article about this, to appear sometime
during the next couple weeks.

Bert Schroer has a new version of his paper about String theory and the crisis in
particle physics. It contains both sociological observations on the string theory
phenomenon, as well as more technical arguments about how to think about a
quantum theory of strings. Schroer was involved in endless battles on this blog a
couple years ago over an earlier version of this paper. People who want to argue this
again are encouraged to first read through the old discussion, and then see if there’s
something new and interesting to contribute, rather than a rehash of the previous
arguments.

Comments

1. Sara
May 15, 2008

I’m very very happy they have choosen Carlo Rovelli as speaker, but I asked
myself why they don’t have called Lee Smolin, for example, or somebody else.

2. Coin
May 15, 2008

http://ph-dep-th.web.cern.ch/ph-dep-th/content2/workshops/strings2008/?site=content/talks.html
http://ph-dep-th.web.cern.ch/ph-dep-th/content2/workshops/strings2008/?site=content/talks.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=621
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=621
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2008-05/ns-hhi051408.php
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2008-05/ns-hhi051408.php
http://www.ew.com/ew/article/0,,20193041,00.html
http://www.ew.com/ew/article/0,,20193041,00.html
http://outside.away.com/outside/culture/200805/garrett-lisi-1.html
http://outside.away.com/outside/culture/200805/garrett-lisi-1.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.1911
http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.1911
http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.1911
http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.1911


Is it known what Rovelli might be talking about?

3. Sulfur Surfer
May 15, 2008

Schroer’s new paper claims that there are technical flaws in the understanding
of string theory. However, the entire basis of his argument is incorrect. He
begins by asserting that “string theory has no vacuum polarization.” He appears
to draw this conclusion from the ultraviolet finiteness of the theory, and its
S-matrix character, but this is a non sequitur and false besides. For example, the
most notable physical consequence of vacuum polarization is the running of
couplings; such running is observable in the S-matrix (and this is actually done in
accelerator observations). The couplings do indeed run below the string scale in
string theory, and exactly as they would in the corresponding effective low
energy QFT.

4. Jean-Paul
May 15, 2008

Surfer — if you are so sure about running couplings, why don’t you compute just
one on-shell S-matrix element that has “observable” running. You will see that all
on-shell S-matrix elements are infrared divergent in D=4, already at the one loop
level.

5. Sulfur Surfer
May 15, 2008

Jean-Paul — Sure, but the meaning of these divergences is taught in every QFT
course, as is the cure – what particle physicists actually observe, and calculate,
are IR finite cross sections with the detector resolution taken into account. You
can substitute that long phrase for `S matrix’, but I don’t think that this was
Schroer’s point.

6. Trent
May 16, 2008

Peter,

“….. see if there’s something new and interesting to contribute, rather than a
rehash of the previous arguments.”

Do you ever come up with new arguments? It seems to me you constantly are
rehashing your old arguments. Or did I miss something? Do you actually have
new arguments?

Best,
Trent

7. Professor R
May 16, 2008



Hi Peter, thanks for the reference to the Garrett Lisi article in Outside Magazine,
it’s a good article once you get past the initial bombast. Given his lifestyle, I
imagine Garret probably enjoyed this article more than any of the others!

I didn’t know what to think about the Lisi story when it broke, but I’m glad this
story is resurfacing, it’s a bit of light relief in our dull lives. ..

While the Wilczek quote probably summs it up for most of us, there are a few
points I’d like to make

1. Every time journos draw a comparison with Einstein, Lisi patiently points out
that the tenure issue is the only similarity – so it’s not his fault they keep making
this comparison

2. I don’t see the problem with the surfer angle – surely it makes a welcome
change from the usual media view of scientists

3. I’m delighted to see group theory get some attention – few outside the particle
physics field have the slightest idea of the importance of group theory in this
field…and even if the whole E8xE8 thing turns out to be a fairly trivial
classification, so what? It’s very nice to be reminded of the eigthfold way, no
harm at all

I think we physicists are inclined to react strongly against media attention,
especially if we feel there are more deserving cases. It’s a pity, because such
stories probably do far more for the public perception of physics than any
number of well-intentioned school visits! Cormac

8. D R Lunsford
May 16, 2008

Schroer makes a chilling point in his paper, one that I’ve often worried about –
apart from derailing progress in science, the current environment is utterly
corrosive of the collective understanding of known results – so the old theorists
are something like stone masons without apprentices and with no more
cathedrals to build, and as they pass on, they take their hard won knowledge and
experience with them. I know in my own area, completely separate from QFT, I
find a shocking ignorance of basic things among my juniors. Of course the
knowledge is still there, on the books that no one reads, in the history that is
ignored. It does no good if someone does not own it. This to me is a tragedy
beyond expression.

-drl

9. David Nataf
May 16, 2008

Am I the only one who found the profile of Garrett Lisi offensive? The article
refers to him as a “hobo” and a “surfer bum”.

10. MIchael



May 16, 2008

Trent wrote:

“Peter, … Do you ever come up with new arguments? It seems to me you
constantly are rehashing your old arguments. Or did I miss something?”

The argument “String theory does not make predictions” is so strong that it does
not need new ones. String theorists should take it as a challenge. The fact that
they don’t is telling.

11. Mitch Miller
May 16, 2008

David,

Do you find it offensive to Lisi or Bums?

(Not a dig at Lisi, as I think he used those terms to refer to himself so I don’t see
how it could be offensive to the former)

12. David Nataf
May 16, 2008

I think the term “hobo” is very derogatory of the homeless and should not appear
in a respectable publication, with the exception of paraphrasing. Language is
very important.

13. Professor R
May 17, 2008

P.S. Thanks for the listing on the website Peter, I hadn’t noticed it!

Re Schroer paper, I’m still wading through it. Broadly speaking, I find myself in
agreement with most of his points. However, it seems to me that one big point is
conspicuous in its absence (so far). ..

Nobody asked nature to get more complicated mathematically, the more we
probe the world of the sub-atomic, and attempt to describe it. That just seems to
be the way the cookie crumbles, so far. Of course, this may well be an indication
that the entire ST program is simply barking up the wrong tree… but isn’t there
another possibility?

Namely, that we simply haven’t developed the appropriate mathematical
framework yet..perhaps the breakthrough is just around the corner..

After all, E. was lucky Riemann had already deveopled non-Euclidean geometry,
when general relativity came along. If Riemann hadn’t, and GR involved harder
maths, it’s possible physicists might have missed the whole GR thing for quite a
while, instead starting with something vague and ambiguous before we
narrowing it down…



or is that simply a naive view of the experimentalist?
Regards, Cormac

14. D R Lunsford
May 17, 2008

Prof R,

Your point about the mathematical description being more complex is, I think, a
little off. In fact most theories become more coherent as they get closer to nature
– and this shows up in the mathematical expression. A sure way to know that
something is probably on the wrong track is that is lacks tightness and economy
of expression. Compare, for instance, the Lorentz deformable electron with
Maxwell-Lorentz relativistic dynamics.

-drl

15. Walt
May 17, 2008

Trent, I suggest you scroll up to the masthead, and look where you’re
commenting. This is Peter’s blog. If you find his posts repetitive, I suggest you
look for something more appealing to you. There are many recipe blogs, for
example.

16. Jason
May 18, 2008

Hobo is not an offensive term. Hobos call themselves hobos. Hobos are often
homeless, but hobo is not synonymous with homeless person. A hobo is simply
one who adopts a wandering way of life, traveling by hitching rides on freight
trains. There is a hobo convention every August in Britt, Iowa; and a hobo king
and queen are cononated there.

17. AnonLQG
May 18, 2008

Sara, because Carlo Rovelli rather then Lee Smolin is at the heart of the current
developments in Spinfoams/Lattice Gravity/LQG. Smolins latest works are
viewed with tremendous skepticism in the community and the general feeling is
that he has vastly oversold them. Many are quite unhappy with the fact that he is
seen as representing the community.

18. Professor R
May 18, 2008

DR, of course I agree with your point ” most theories become more coherent as
they get closer to nature – and this shows up in the mathematical expression”.

But my point is, could it not be that ST simply hasn’t reached this stage yet?
Many theories are far too general, and non-specific, in the early stages of



development. Perhaps, if the math is difficult enough, a theory could get stuck in
this phase for decades before the key breakthroughs occur (if ever)? Just a
thought…Cormac

19. Sara
May 18, 2008

AnonLQG,
can you indicate me any papers in which Carlo Rovelli discuss this subject?
Thank you.

20. AnonLQG
May 18, 2008

Which subject?

21. Arun
May 18, 2008

One anomaly is that someone from the LQG camp has finally been invited, Carlo
Rovelli.

Don’t worry, string anomaly cancellation will be found in dimensions that do not
admit Rovelli.

22. AnonLQG
May 19, 2008

is that in and only in? Because as Rovelli is an empirical fact that would mean
that anomaly cancellation can not occur for physical systems….

23. Clark
May 22, 2008

For a persuasive account of the seminal opposition between Planck and Mach on
the core of scientific understanding :

SEP_on_Ernst_Mach

One side of the dialectic, in the span of a few generations detached from its
founder’s restrained values and amplified to an extreme, inevitably spawns
nonsense such as theories of everything.

24. Yok
May 26, 2008

> can you indicate me any papers in which Carlo Rovelli discuss this subject?

“Flipped spinfoam vertex and loop gravity.” Nucl.Phys.B798:251-290,2008.
arXiv:0708.1236

“LQG vertex with finite Immirzi parameter.” Nucl.Phys.B799:136-149,2008.

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ernst-mach/
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ernst-mach/


arXiv:0711.0146

25. Sara
May 27, 2008

Thank you very much Yok, I’m going to read them with great interest.

26. Ervin Goldfain
May 27, 2008

A recent paper by Hashimoto et al. published in Phys Rev D 77, 086001 (2008)
claims (what appears to be) the first experimental evidence for brane theory.
Here is the abstract:

“Using holographic QCD based on D4-branes and 8-anti-D8-branes, we have
computed couplings of glueballs to light mesons. We describe glueball decay by
explicitly calculating its decay widths and branching ratios. Interestingly, while
glueballs remain less well understood both theoretically and experimentally, our
results are found to be consistent with the experimental data for the scalar
glueball candidate f01500. More generally, holographic QCD predicts that decay
of any glueball to 40 i is suppressed, and that mixing of the lightest glueball with
q  q mesons is small.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.77.086001 PACS numbers: 11.25.Tq, 12.39.Mk”

I invite comments on the validity of these claims.

27. Peter Woit
May 27, 2008

Ervin,

This has nothing at all to do with the debate over the testability of string theory,
which is about whether one can test the idea of string theory as a fundamental
theory.

We have very good evidence for what the theory governing strongly interacting
particles is: QCD. Many people are working on trying to find string theories that
would give approximate calculational methods in QCD valid at strong coupling,
and this is one such attempt. If the “predictions” come out right, all that is being
tested is the validity of the approximation method.



Bryce DeWitt on Quantum Gravity and String
Theory

May 21, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Last night a preprint appeared on the arXiv from beyond the grave, an undated
manuscript entitled Quantum Gravity, Yesterday and Today, found without any
indication of its purpose in the files of Bryce DeWitt, who passed away in 2004.

DeWitt devoted much of his career to the question of how to quantize the
gravitational field, beginning back in 1948 when he was a student of Julian
Schwinger. He has some interesting comments about the dramatic changes over the
years in popularity of research work on GR and quantum gravity:

Most of you can have no idea how hostile the physics community was, in
those days, to persons who studied general relativity. It was worse than the
hostility emanating from some quarters today toward the string-theory
community. In the mid fifties Sam Goudsmidt, then Editor-in-Chief of the
Physical Review, let it be known that an editorial would soon appear saying
that the Physical Review and Physical Review Letters would no longer
accept “papers on gravitation or other fundamental theory.” That this
editorial did not appear was due to the behind-the-scenes efforts of John
Wheeler.

DeWitt gives some history of his important work on the quantization of gauge
theories, which culminated in working out a functional integral method to handle to
all orders the ghost terms that Feynman had shown to be necessary. He describes a
1955 offer from the Glenn L. Martin Aircraft Company to fund his research in hopes
that it would lead to an antigravity device, one that he didn’t accept. Instead, the Air
Force supported his research during the period he was unraveling the story of ghosts,
support that ended in 1966 when they finally realized that gravity research was not
going to lead to magical results. With the termination of his grant, he could no longer
pay page charges to the Physical Review, delaying the publication of one of his papers
by a year.

He also has some interesting comments about the DeWitt-Wheeler equation:

… intensive work was carried out in those years on canonical quantum
gravity, culminating in an equation that bears my name along with that of
John Wheeler who was the real driving force. Research on the consequences
of this equation continues to this day, stimulated by work of Abhay Ashtekar,
and some of it is quite elegant. But apart from some apparently important
results on so-called “spin foams” I tend to regard the work as misplaced.
Although WKB approximations to solutions of the equation may legitimately
be used for such purposes as calculating quantum fluctuations in the early
universe, and although the equation forces physicists to think about a wave
function for the whole universe and to confront Everett’s manyworld view of

http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.2935
http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.2935


quantum mechanics, the equation, at least in its original form, cannot serve
as the definition of quantum gravity. Aside from the fact that it violates the
very spirit of general relativity by singling out spacelike hypersurfaces for
special treatment, it can be shown not to be derivable, except
approximately, from a functional integral. For me the functional integral
must be the starting point.

He ends the paper with positive comments on string theory:

In viewing string theory one is struck by how completely the tables have
been turned in fifty years. Gravity was once viewed as a kind of innocuous
background, certainly irrelevant to quantum field theory. Today gravity
plays a central role. Its existence justifies string theory! There is a saying in
English: “You can’t make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear.” In the early
seventies string theory was a sow’s ear. Nobody took it seriously as a
fundamental theory. Then it was discovered that strings carry massless spin-
two modes. So, in the early eighties, the picture was turned upside down.
String theory suddenly needed gravity, as well as a host of other things that
may or may not be there. Seen from this point of view string theory is a silk
purse. I shall end my talk by mentioning just two things that, from a
nonspecialist’s point of view, make it look rather pretty.

The two things he has in mind are the ability of a single string diagram to sum up a
lot of Feynman diagrams, and the use of orbifolds to make possible topology-changing
transitions.

Comments

1. Shantanu
May 21, 2008

Hi,
Peter,
This is interesting. Were you planning to attend the emergent gravity workshop
at MIT in August?
also did not know that Olaf Dreyer(who primarily works in LQG) is now at MIT.

2. Brandon DiNunno
May 21, 2008

If you found this particular article to be interesting, you should see all of the
amazing things in Bryce’s documents. Hopefully Cecile and I will be able to get a
few more out to the public very soon.

3. Marcus
May 21, 2008

on internal evidence I would date the manuscript roughly around 1995. it refers
to something “forty years ago” and cites a 1955 publication. Can someone more

http://www.rle.mit.edu/emergent/participants.htm
http://www.rle.mit.edu/emergent/participants.htm


knowledgeable say whether circa 1995 makes sense?

4. Professor R
May 21, 2008

“Most of you can have no idea how hostile the physics community was, in those
days, to persons who studied general relativity.”

Peter: coming from such a reputable source, that’s an astonishing statement. It
makes me wonder whether it really is true that the American schools are more
suceptible to trends that their European counterparts…

For example, I do know that at the Dublin IAS in the fifties and sixties, all the
quantum hotshots started their careers with serious research in GR as a matter
of course (not least due to the presence of Synge). For example Dad’s first book
was on GR, not QFT (see General Relativity; Papers in Honour of JL Synge, ed
O’Raifeartaigh OUP 1972).

Actually, if you don’t know this collection, you might find it a treat – it has papers
by Lanczos, Sciama, Penrose, Chandrasekhar and Israel, among others!

5. Robert
May 21, 2008

Thank you for the link to this first-hand view, by one of the founders, on the
history of quantum gravity.

6. Peter Woit
May 21, 2008

Brandon,

Thanks, will look forward to more. Maybe you can set up a web-site…

Shantanu,

Thanks for the info, but my interest in quantum gravity is limited enough that I
wouldn’t travel to such a conference.

Cormac,

At least in the US, I think GR was considered somewhat of a backwater, with the
leading institutions and physicists pretty focussed on the particle physics that
was coming out of dramatic amounts of accelerator data. Much of the
fundamental work on gauge theory ended up being done in Europe and the
Soviet Union, with DeWitt one of the few doing this in the US. As he notes, it’s
funny that the US during the late 80s and 90s then swung to the other extreme
and became completely focussed on (one idea about) quantum gravity.

7. Dr. E
May 22, 2008



I recall Wheeler characterizing the heavy focus on particle physics as “ino-itis.”

8. Indrajeet
May 22, 2008

Hi Peter,
This is just to draw to your notice that Willis Lamb has passed away on 21st.
More here:
http://edition.cnn.com/2008/TECH/science/05/20/obit.lamb.ap/index.html

9. RZ
May 22, 2008

“Given the fact that the vertex function in diagram 1 contains over 175 terms
and that the vertex functions in the remaining diagrams each contain 11 terms,
leading to over 500 terms in all[…]”
I suspect that there is a typo there, and there actually were 110 terms.

10. wb
May 22, 2008

“Most of you can have no idea how hostile the physics community was, in those
days, to persons who studied general relativity.”

I can certainly confirm that in the ’60’s Chandrasekhar warned prospective
students. “GR is outside the mainstream of physics. That is okay for people at my
stage of a career. But as a young person you need to consider whether you want
to work outside the mainstream.”

11. Shantanu
May 22, 2008

Peter and wb, I thought that 60s and 70s were the golden age of black hole
physics. I did not know that GR was outside the mainstream.
Shantanu

http://edition.cnn.com/2008/TECH/science/05/20/obit.lamb.ap/index.html
http://edition.cnn.com/2008/TECH/science/05/20/obit.lamb.ap/index.html


Does Time Run Backward in Other Universes?

May 22, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

Scientific American in recent years seems to be quite fond of parallel universes, with
major articles promoting the multiverse here, here and here (commentary on this blog
here and here). Their latest issue continues in this vein with an article by Sean Carroll
entitled Does Time Run Backward in Other Universes?, which advertises his 2004
work with Jennifer Chen claiming that the multiverse explains the arrow of time. For
new blog entries about this, see here for something from Sean, here for a Lubos rant.

As with all claims about the multiverse, the problem is whether they are even in
principle scientifically testable or not. If they’re not, they’re not science and
promoting them to the public is a bad idea. The only thing I can find in the Scientific
American article that addresses the testability issue at all is the following:

As of right now, the jury is out on our model. Cosmologists have
contemplated the idea of baby universes for many years, but we do not
understand the birthing process. If quantum fluctuations could create new
universes, they could also create many other things—for example, an entire
galaxy. For a scenario like ours to explain the universe we see, it has to
predict that most galaxies arise in the aftermath of big bang–like events and
not as lonely fluctuations in an otherwise empty universe. If not, our
universe would seem highly unnatural.

This doesn’t seem to have anything to do specifically with the Carroll/Chen claims
about the arrow of time, but rather is just a restatement of one of the desired
properties of multiverse models, that they don’t lead to “Boltzmann Brains”.

Comments

1. Ethan Siegel
May 22, 2008

Peter,

Surely this is a question that we don’t take seriously anymore. It isn’t that the
laws of physics aren’t time-reversal invariant, it’s that quantum mechanics and
“probabilities” have a preferred arrow.

If I take a free neutron and it decays into a proton, electron, and antineutrino,
well, sure, if I took the proton, electron, and antineutrino and fired them at one
another with the same momenta the neutron emitted them at, they could re-form
into a neutron. But if I run time forwards, the neutron will decay again; if I run
time backwards, the neutron will never decay.

Or, in simpler terms, I can’t un-fry an egg. With a view of this, why is it even

http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=000F1EDD-B48A-1E90-8EA5809EC5880000
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=000F1EDD-B48A-1E90-8EA5809EC5880000
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=the-string-theory-landsca
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=the-string-theory-landsca
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=the-great-cosmic-roller-coaster-ride
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=the-great-cosmic-roller-coaster-ride
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=73
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=73
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=609
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=609
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=the-cosmic-origins-of-times-arrow
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=the-cosmic-origins-of-times-arrow
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410270
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410270
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410270
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410270
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/05/21/the-arrow-of-time-in-scientific-american/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/05/21/the-arrow-of-time-in-scientific-american/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/05/sciam-prints-sean-carrolls-fragmented.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/05/sciam-prints-sean-carrolls-fragmented.html


interesting to think about the arrow of time?

Ethan

2. Peter Woit
May 22, 2008

Ethan,

If you want to discuss this kind of question about the arrow of time, best to do it
over at Sean’s blog. The topic here is what if anything this has to do with the
multiverse.

3. Kris Krogh
May 22, 2008

The time issue has also been a topic at Backreaction, with a poll taken: here

4. DB
May 23, 2008

There is a long tradition behind the cosmological arrow of time, going back to
Boltzmann, and the question which Sean and his colleague attempt to address
directly, namely, why did the universe start from such a low-entropy state really
does go to the heart of the issue.

The modern history of this subject dates from the Cornell 1963 conference
(described in T. Gold The Nature of Time, 1967). This meeting is remembered for
the presence of a Mr.X who, according to Hawking “felt the proceedings were so
worthless that he didn’t want his name associated with them. It was an open
secret that Mr.X was Richard Feynman” (cf. S.Hawking in “Physical Origins of
Time Asymmetry, eds J.J.Halliwell, J.Perez-Mercader, W.H. Zurek” (1993), p.346).
In my mischievous way I bring it up because Sean is fond of reminding us that he
sits at Dick Feynman’s desk at Caltech:) This latter reference documents the
second major conference on the subject in Mazagon, Spain in 1991. It’s an
interesting read, with contributions from Wheeler, Gell-Mann and Hartle,
Hawking, Zureck, DeWitt and Griffiths (of consistent histories fame) and others,
along with a record of post-talk debates. But, as before, it’s very philosophical
and I couldn’t extract any evidence that anyone was in the business of making
scientific predictions. Instead, they appeared to spend a fair of time arguing over
semantics, e.g. decoherence, consistent histories, what is “reality” etc..

Sean’s paper is very much in the tradition and style of such contributions, but I
liked it because unlike many others it really tries to home in on the core issue –
why the initial low entropy.

Ultimately however, most of this quantum cosmological palaver relies on
Everett’s many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics and the multiverse
which flows from that.

But as we know, there is no credible experimental mechanism to tell us whether

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/05/block-universe.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/05/block-universe.html


the Copenhagen interpretation should be favoured over the Many-Worlds one (or
any of the other stabs at this topic). David Deutsch, who filled in the gaps in
Everett’s original arguments claims there is (Int. J. Theor. Phys. 1985), but other
dispute this.

All I ask is, show me a reasonable experiment capable of telling us which
interpretation (if any) is favoured by nature. Until then, it’s just philosophy with
a high-tech veneer.

5. Peter Woit
May 23, 2008

DB,

My problem is not with the discussion of the entropy problem of early cosmology,
but with the idea of writing articles for a major US popular science magazine
promoting the multiverse and Boltzmann brain argumentation. This gives people
the idea that this kind of empty speculation is what science is, impressing those
who can’t tell the difference between science and science fiction, and turning off
those who can.

6. Professor R
May 23, 2008

I’m reading through Sean’s article on my lunchour. It’s a very good artilce, highly
informative. But the context worries me too. I feel that most science magazines
make very little distinction btween theories that are grounded in experiment,
and theories which are promising.

It must be very confusing for the reader – in fact, I know it is. Every time I refer
to say, GR, in a public lecture, it’s clear most have no idea of the supporting
evidence. It all gets lumped in with ‘all those other theories’, from string theory
to the multiverse.

I sometimes wonder if magazines should have a special section marked
‘speculative’ – articles on topics that are a long way from experimental
verification….Cormac

7. DB
May 23, 2008

I completely agree, Peter. My comments were directed at his paper with Chen.

8. D R Lunsford
May 23, 2008

I just had an example of this last night. I ran into a friend at a tavern, and he
excitedly told me how he learned from “Discover Magazine” that a new
accelerator was going to test string theory. He’s a smart person but has no
training in math or science. Who could blame him for believing what he reads?
The editors of these publications do not care what the content is, as long as it



sells. Even “Sky and Telescope” is guilty of hyping pseudo-science to generate
sales.

-drl

9. Peter Woit
May 23, 2008

drl,

I don’t think this is the fault of the editors of these magazines, they are just
printing what prominent string theorists are saying. Quite a few of these are out
there promoting the idea that “the LHC will test string theory”, with the great
majority of physicists who know better keeping quiet.

I suppose after all one should perhaps encourage this nonsense. If you could get
everyone to believe that the “LHC will test string theory”, and as expected no
evidence for string theory shows up there, maybe everyone would then accept
that string theory had failed and move on.

10. Jonathan Vos Post
May 23, 2008

I have co-authored and published a couple of papers, in the Physics track of
international conferences, on the Arrow of Time which deal with the putative
Multiverse, including this one, which grapples with the specfic paper of Carroll
and Chen:

Title: Comparative Quantum Cosmology: Causality, Singularity, and Boundary
Conditions
Authors: Philip V. Fellman, Jonathan Vos Post, Christine M. Carmichael, Andrew
Carmichael Post
Comments: 17 pages, 2 figures. 7th International Conference on Complex
Systems
Subjects: General Relativity and Quantum Cosmology (gr-qc)

(Submitted on 26 Oct 2007)

Abstract: In this review article we compare the recent work of Peter Lynds, “On
a finite universe with no beginning or end”, with that of Stephen Hawking,
primarily “Quantum Cosmology, M-Theory, and the Anthropic Principle”, and two
foundational works by Sean M. Carroll and Jennifer Chen, “Does Inflation
Provide Natural Conditions for the Universe” and “Spontaneous Inflation and the
Origin of the Arrow of Time”, in order to evaluate their comparative treatments
of the nature and role of causality, time ordering, thermodynamic reversibility,
singularities and boundary conditions in the formation of the early
universe. We briefly reference Smolin and Kauffman’s recent arguments with
respect to possible processes of “evolutionary selection” in early universe
formation as an alternative explanation to key elements of Hawking’s earlier “M-
Theory”, and its attendant anthropic

http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/0710/0710.5046.pdf
http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/0710/0710.5046.pdf
http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/0710/0710.5046.pdf
http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/0710/0710.5046.pdf
http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/0710/0710.5046.pdf
http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/0710/0710.5046.pdf


principle. We also briefly excerpt a short section of Smolin’s recent work on
topology in quantum loop gravity, simply as an illustrative
example of the type of complex quantum topological transformation which he
offers as a theoretical alternative to string theory in
quantum cosmology.

11. Professor R
May 23, 2008

Peter, re
“I don’t think this is the fault of the editors of these magazines, they are just
printing what prominent string theorists are saying”

I think that’s we disagree. Granted, one can’t expect science journos and their
editors to have a good knowledge of every part of science. But they are surely
aware that each branch tends to overemphasise its own importance, and
overlook its flaws.

In other words, they shouldn’t be just printing what prominent string theorists
are saying. Surely it’s the job of a good editor to play devil’s advocate to some
degree, and bring the article back down to earth. To me, it seems that this
professional skepticism has gone missing in today’s science journalism…Cormac

12. Kris Krogh
May 23, 2008

Scientific American used to have the brilliant, independent-minded physicist
Philip Morrison, who helped keep things grounded in reality. Unfortunately, he
passed away several years ago.

13. Thomas Larsson
May 24, 2008

I suppose after all one should perhaps encourage this nonsense. If you could get
everyone to believe that the “LHC will test string theory”, and as expected no
evidence for string theory shows up there, maybe everyone would then accept
that string theory had failed and move on.

Larsson’s theorem uses string theory to make a falsifiable prediction about the
LHC. I am particularly proud that I already in 2007 could correctly predict that
poor Lubos would lose his experimental-susy-by-2006 bet.

Of course, if the LHC does find sparticles I will be proven wrong. It is in the
nature of falsifiable predictions that they are, well, falsifiable.

14. mike harney
May 24, 2008

Does anybody know if we are spending government money on multiverse
theories? If so, I would like to put in a grant of my own for some untested, highly
unrealistic notions.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Morrison
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Morrison
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=575#comment-26754
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=575#comment-26754


15. Haelfix
May 24, 2008

So I gather you don’t like the idea of eternal inflation either. A lot of people
don’t, but you must admit its a logical possibility (if you have inflation at one
place, what stops you from having inflation somewhere else).

It *is* testable to a certain degree, though we need to have better resolution of
gaussian profiles and presumably gravity wave detectors to really distinguish
between the class of models

16. Haelfix
May 24, 2008

Replace eternal with chaotic for the post to make sense.

17. Peter Woit
May 24, 2008

Mike Harney,

To the extent government grant money is being spent on multiverse models, I
think the amounts are quite small. Actually, I’m quite curious how multiverse
grant proposals are doing before NSF and DOE panels. Searching on
“multiverse” in the NSF database of funded proposals turns up nothing. Getting
popular science magazines to promote ones multiverse research is one thing,
getting other physicists to give it the kind of uniformly high marks needed to get
a grant funded is something different.

Haelfix,

My comments were about Sean’s multiverse/arrow of time proposal, which as far
as I can tell is completely empty of any predictive power or any sort of testability.
Different inflationary models have different degrees to which they make
distinctive predictions, but at least in those cases there is something to discuss.

18. Smedley
May 25, 2008

Point of interest: you ought probably no longer link to anything on Lubos Motl’s
blog, as he has set it up so that any visitors with your blog as their referred are
redirected to this (rather unfortunate and vitriolic) page:
http://lubos.motl.googlepages.com/crackpot-not-even-wrong.html

Stay classy, Motl.

19. Arun
May 26, 2008

’tis why physicists find second careers on Wall Street – they excel in speculation.

http://lubos.motl.googlepages.com/crackpot-not-even-wrong.html
http://lubos.motl.googlepages.com/crackpot-not-even-wrong.html


News From CERN and Fermilab

May 23, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

Things have been going quite well recently at the LHC, with cooldown beginning now
for the last two sectors of the ring, three sectors cool, and three cooling. The latest
cooldown schedule is here, a report yesterday on progress here. Sometime in July the
beam commissioning process should begin, with the current plan to inject first
particles in late July. About 2 months should be needed to get to first collisions at 10
TeV and the possibility of starting to take some data. The LHC has to have a winter
shutdown so that the residents of Geneva don’t freeze to death, and that will start in
late November. Estimates are that the fall 10 TeV run will produce total luminosity of
“tens of pb-1“. Tommaso Dorigo predicts 40 pb-1, see more here. Also, don’t miss his
series of recent posts from PPC 2008 giving the best blogging from a conference I’ve
ever seen… The plan for 2009 is to run at 14 TeV, with perhaps 2.5 fb-1.

The situation at Fermilab is extremely unclear. The final plan for layoffs there has 140
people losing their jobs, presumably starting next week. This week, Congress is facing
down the president, putting together bills to fund the war in Iraq that also contain
large amounts of new domestic spending, something Bush has promised to veto. The
Senate version of this bill contains $45 million for DOE HEP research, which
presumably would be enough to stop the Fermilab layoffs. It passed yesterday with a
veto-proof majority of 75-22. The House bill has no such provisions, and now the two
bills need to be reconciled, and either passed over Bush’s veto or somehow made
acceptable to him. More about this here. Remember that is we’re already two-thirds
of the way through FY2008, with US HEP labs unsure (by a huge amount) of what
their budget for the year will end up being. What a way to run a government…

Director Oddone has scheduled two all-hands meetings today, one for half the lab’s
divisions at 11:30, another for the other half at 1pm.

Update: The University of Chicago today announced an anonymous $5 million
donation from a family that will go towards funding some of the programs at Fermilab
that have suffered from this year’s budget cuts. This will allow Fermilab to stop the
forced furlough program it has been operating under at the end of this month. The
prospect of layoffs at the lab continues.

Comments

1. theoreticalminimum
May 23, 2008

This is a very short review of ‘Même pas fausse ! La physique renvoyée… dans
ses cordes‘, but I thought you might want to read it.

2. Peter Woit

http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
http://foraz.web.cern.ch/foraz/schedule.pdf
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May 23, 2008

theoreticalminimum,

Thanks, it seems to be hard to get a link to that review but I did find it. It’s a fair
and sensible review of the book.

3. JTankers
May 24, 2008

Congress authorized $100 million by a veto proof majority. The jobs are safe.
Now lets focus on the safety of the planet.

A new site was created to detail the FACTS at LHCFacts.org, and allow honest
feed back and counter arguments.

Review the issues for your self to determine who is honest about the risks and
how large those risks might surprisingly be… (Some evidence indicates that real
risk may be 100%, but science is unable to determine risks accurately at this
time. That is not a time to say “no proof of reasonable risk, launch!”

Dr. Raj Baldev, Director of the Indira Gandhi Center for Atomic Research. Dr.
Baldev says the following “ But the scientists are fully aware that it is not a
project without a grave risk to the life of the Earth.”

JTankers
LHCFacts.org

4. wilbur
May 24, 2008

JTanker, nothing will happen at the LHC that does not happen everyday in the
upper atmosphere with cosmic rays… except that at the LHC there will be a lot
of people watching the show with huge detectors…

5. Peter Woit
May 24, 2008

Please, if anyone wants to discuss JTankers arguments, do it as his website.

6. DB
May 25, 2008

Oddone revealed that an anonymous Chicago family has donated $5m to
Fermilab so the furloughs no longer need to go ahead.

As to the House of Representatives going along with the Senate proposal, that’s
considered unlikely:

http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/breaking/2008/05/23/5-million-donation-
relieves-fermilab-of-furloughs/
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7. Professor R
May 25, 2008

To European eyes, it is incredible to see Fermilab with such funding worries,
given its record of achievement, and current success…

Just how dumb are your leaders in the White House? Do they not have science
advisors with any intelligence ?

Here in Ireland, a similar situation prevails. Ireland is the only country in the EU
that is not a member of CERN, and we have been trying to persuade the
governmnet to rectify this shameful situation for years.

But that level of ignorance in a small country on the edge of europe is one thing –
it is quite another in the worlds permier superpower..
Cormac

8. Visitor
May 25, 2008

“Just how dumb are your leaders in the White House?”
Not as dumb as you think; the White House wants to fund FermiLab, it is the
Democrats who have cut their appropriations specifically because Bush wants to
protect them. You, along with some other people here, need to rethink your
stereotypes. (Of course, that’s not very likely, is it?)
(There have already been a few threads here about the situation.)
Incidentally, if Obama is elected, I would expect that the situation for science
funding will get worse…

9. Coin
May 25, 2008

Do they not have science advisors with any intelligence ?

I don’t think you need those last three words there, really, at this point.

10. Professor R
May 26, 2008

Coin: I see what you mean!

To European eyes, it seems incredible that Fermilab funding is being cut at this
point (irrespective of who is doing the cutting), given its current beam efficiency,
and the fact that LHC will not start delivering for some months yet.

Cost effective? Any experimentalist will tell you that cost-effectiveness is about
grabbing as much data once the thing’s working smoothly!

11. wb
May 27, 2008

I accept the argument that once a machine is running you take as much data as



you possibly can. Nonetheless if one uses the old guideline that a “factor of two
in energy is worth a factor of ten in luminosity with a hadron collider, the
prospect of 40 inverse picobarns at LHC by years end is becoming a scene
stealer.

12. Professor R
May 28, 2008

Agreed, wb – but that’s at year’s end, not now!



Train of Thought

May 23, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

For the last 15 years the New York City subway has featured “Poetry in Motion”,
which places extracts of poetry in subway cars. Starting next month this program will
be expanded, joined by Train of Thought, which will add “short quotations in history,
philosophy, literature, and science chosen by Columbia University’s Graduate School
of Arts and Sciences.” I gather that my colleague Henry Pinkham, a mathematician
now dean of the Graduate School, is responsible for this. Of the first two quotations to
go up next month, one is dear to my heart, from Galileo:

The book of nature is written in the language of mathematics. Its symbols are
triangles, circles, and other geometric figures, without which it is impossible to
understand a single word; without which there is only a vain wandering through a
dark labyrinth.

Comments

1. galileo
May 23, 2008

La filosofia è scritta in questo grandissimo libro che continuamente ci
sta aperto innanzi a gli occhi (io dico l’universo), ma non si può
intendere se prima non s’impara a intender la lingua, e conoscer i
caratteri, ne’quali è scritto. Egli è scritto in lingua matematica, e i
caratteri sono triangoli, cerchi, ed altre figure geometriche, senza i
quali mezi è impossibile a intenderne umanamente parola; senza questi
è un aggirarsi vanamente per un’oscuro laberinto.

Galileo Galilei, “Il Saggiatore,” (1623).

2. Ken Muldrew
May 23, 2008

Here is a quote from Feynman that is also in the genre of refutations for the
trope about being able to explain your theory to your grandmother:

“… it is impossible to explain honestly the beauties of the laws of nature in a way
that people can feel, without their having some deep understanding of
mathematics. I am sorry, but this seems to be the case.”

3. exanto
May 24, 2008

This is actually a great idea. My personal favourite from Galileo:
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Man kann einen Menschen nichts lehren, man kann ihm nur helfen, es
in sich selbst zu entdecken.

or in english (freely translated):

One cannot teach a human anything, you can only help him to discover
it on his own.

4. Paul Jackson
May 24, 2008

Galileo is of course right. But those who overindulge in mathematical
ratiocination (like string theorists) should remember the more sceptical view of
Mark Twain:

“There is something fascinating about science. One gets such wholesale returns
of conjecture out of such a trifling investment in fact.”

Life on the Mississippi

5. Dorian Allworthy
May 24, 2008

Men can do nothing without the make believe of a beginning. Even science, the
strict measurer, is obliged to start with a make-believe unit and must fix on a
point in the stars’ unceasing journey when his sidereal clock shall pretend that
time is at Nought. His less accurate grandmother Poetry has always been
understood to start in the middle; but on reflection it appears that her
proceeding is not very different from his;since Science, too, reckons backward as
well as forward, divides his unit into billions, and with his clock finger at Nought
really sets off in Medias res.
George Eliot

6. nbutsomedy
May 26, 2008

Why Galileo was speaking German?



INSPIRE

May 28, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Since 1968 SLAC has been maintaining a database of HEP documents called SPIRES,
and this has become one of the main tools used by anybody searching the HEP
literature. In recent years CERN has developed a much more modern document
management system known as CDS Invenio. The two projects are now being brought
together into something to be called INSPIRE, which will combine the best of both, in
particular making the SPIRES data available through the more modern Invenio
software.

There’s a press release from DESY about this here, and an alpha version is up and
running here. The current state of the project is that most of the SPIRES functionality
has been reproduced, and they are working on getting a beta version ready of a
complete replacement of SPIRES.

Last week at DESY a workshop was held about this, announced as an HEP
Information Resource Summit, talks are available here. There were presentations
from other HEP information providers, including the APS, commercial publishers and
the arXiv. The arXiv presentation discussed their desire to better support blogging,
and the role of the blogosphere, including the fact that Garrett Lisi’s paper was the
most downloaded article on the arXiv. The current trackback system provides links to
21 discussions of the paper, but due to the Distler/arXiv policy of censoring links to
this blog, one that is missing is the discussion here. More and more very worthwhile
content is appearing on blogs, so the question of how to make this readily available in
a useful form will become an increasingly important one.

Unfortunately, while the arXiv does a good job of bringing together mathematics and
physics, there seems to be no discussion of the role of the mathematics literature in
the new INSPIRE system. Besides the arXiv, the main database used by
mathematicians is the excellent MathSciNet developed by the AMS.

Update: Travis Brooks of SPIRES has a posting about this here.

Comments

1. Professor R
May 28, 2008

Thanks for the ArXiv presentation Peter, interesting reading.
On the ‘like least ‘ slide, do you know what is meant by the three categories GUI,
coverage, basic arXiv?

I think it’s great to see Garrett’s paper riding so high – if nothing else, it’s nice to
remind the wider physics community of the role of group theory in today’s
particle physics!
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2. Professor R
May 28, 2008

P.S. It seems strange that ArXiv have omited a trackback to the Lisi discussion on
NEW. After all, Garrett himself contributed quite a bit to the discussion, as I
recall – which is more than can be said for several of the discussions listed…
Cormac

3. Peter Woit
May 28, 2008

Cormac,

If you want to read up on “Trackback-gate” from a couple years ago, see for
instance:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=357

and follow the links. The bottom line there is that Distler is unhappy with any
mention of my criticisms of string theory appearing anywhere he controls (he is
involved in running the hep-th part of the arXiv), and some other well-known
multiverse-promoting physicists are unhappy with the idea of links to my
criticisms of this as pseudo-science appearing on the arXiv. So, links to my blog
are banned on hep-th. A dishonest excuse that only blogs run by reputable
“active researchers” are allowed to have links was made, you can look through
the trackbacks to the Lisi article to see if that’s really the policy.

4. Alejandro Rivero
May 28, 2008

My experience with the people of SPIRES has always been better than with the
arxiv. Of course, SPIRES do not need to censor papers. But I can cite two cases:
when old physcomments needed to check for author data, Arxiv cut the access
and SPIRES allowed it (and then Arxiv admins were paranoid because they
thought I was hacking some of their mirrors). And when I worked out the
genealogy of theoretical physicists, SPIRES people was kind enough to create a
new “tree” output in HEPNAMES. But all of this was old history, before of the
Arxiv API. So perhaps it could be interesting to give the guys some new credit!

The social network think is an interesting idea. Perhaps they could provide an
opensocial REST API interface, with “friends” akin to “coworkers”, and “activity”
equal to “publication” or update of a preprint. Then standard Opensocial gadgets
could work as extensions of the Arxiv.

5. Professor R
May 28, 2008

Thanks Peter, enjoyed that link, especially Smolin’s comment.

I think the situation on the Lisi paper today points up the situation even more – if
Garrett is happy to discuss his paper on your weblog, it seems absurd that ArXiv

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=357
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=357


not link to the discussion in their list…

Re ArXiv discussion of weblogs, I wonder did the criterion ‘usefulness’ get a
mention – I find the links at NW v useful, which is why I keep coming back…
Cormac

6. somebody
May 28, 2008

Distler is one of those guys who has to get off his throne. If he did not try to look
so condescending, string theory would not have looked so pathetic, even despite
your attacks. I say this as a string theorist, because he and Lubos do more to
damage the credibility of string theorits than any single thing you have ever
written. I have to say that I disagree with your views, but these guys do so much
to help you!! Of late you are kind of extreme, but in the beginning at least, you
were moderate, and some of us “string theorists” would have actuatlly agreed
with you!

Good work, Peter, because a bit of disagreement is always good!

7. dragon
May 28, 2008

I note that there are no trackbacks from L Motl to any of Lee Smolin’s papers
since September 2006. It seems hard to believe that this is a case of voluntary
restraint, so could it be that LM has been quietly banned from making
trackbacks? That would be good news indeed.

8. dragon
May 28, 2008

By the way, I met someone at a conference who works in a field where people are
regularly subjected to abuse by Motl and others. She said that she fears the
trackback system — even if the attack is garbage, who can say whether a referee
might be influenced by it? There’s no point in saying that everyone knows that
LM is full of it — the usual formulation is that he may be a lunatic, but he really
knows his physics. Even Distler seems to subscribe to this strange notion, which
is actually very debatable indeed outside a small area; in some cases his views on
*physics* have bordered on [or gone beyond the border of] crackpottery. So the
danger of referees being influenced in a malign way is not negligible.

So I strongly believe that the trackback system should be heavily moderated;
only strictly technical discussions should be allowed, no attacks whether
personal or otherwise, and no philosophical stuff [because that all too easily
turns into abuse or something indistinguishable from it]. If the arxiv people
aren’t willing to do that —- which would be a pity, because some trackbacks are
actually very useful —- they should scrap the whole thing.

9. anon.
May 29, 2008



‘I note that there are no trackbacks from L Motl to any of Lee Smolin’s papers
since September 2006 … so could it be that LM has been quietly banned from
making trackbacks? …’ – dragon

See the second trackback (dated 7 Nov 2007) on the list http://arxiv.org
/tb/0711.0770

arxiv censorship isn’t entirely automated. For example I updated a paper some
years ago and it was given a number but then deleted within the time taken to
refresh the browser (a few seconds). They rely on their genius at spotting errors
in papers based on the author’s level of prestige and the title of the paper, not on
reading and checking the actual content. So it is rather arbitrary. There are
people there, making quick decisions based on gut feelings.

10. Peter Woit
May 29, 2008

somebody,

I agree that Jacques and Lubos have done far more damage to the interests of
the string theory community than critics like me. They represent only one rather
pathological wing of this community, and it’s unfortunate that they have been the
most vocal part of it in the blogosphere. I’m glad to hear that you appreciate
what I’ve been up to here, even if you often disagree with it. You may be right
that I’ve become more immoderate in recent times, perhaps driven to madness
by the whole multiverse business…

dragon,

As anon points out, the arXiv hasn’t stopped trackbacks to Lubos’s blog, since
there is one for Garrett’s article. At one point I was paying attention to which
trackbacks were appearing there, trying to figure out what their policy was, but I
gave up on that long ago, unable to make much sense of it.

In general, I think the only way to provide a high quality source of information on
the web is to have sensible people doing some degree of moderation of the
content. This can’t be automated, and there’s no single right way to do it, with
difficult choices having to be made. In general I think the arXiv does a good job,
under difficult circumstances, but in this case I think they made an error in
judgment, allowing decisions to be governed by someone seriously lacking in
good sense. Distler’s conviction that anyone who disagrees with him about string
theory must be incompetent, coupled with his belief that personal insult is the
way to carry on scientific discussion make him an inappropriate person to be
making decisions about moderation.

As for the problem of links to Lubos’s blog postings swaying referees, I guess I
think that if you have as a referee someone who takes Lubos seriously, you’ve
already got a big problem, whether Lubos has a posting on the article or not.

11. Daniel de França MTd2
May 29, 2008

http://arxiv.org/tb/0711.0770
http://arxiv.org/tb/0711.0770
http://arxiv.org/tb/0711.0770
http://arxiv.org/tb/0711.0770


I dont know exactly how much, who or why, etc… the damage someone did to the
string theory image. But, I know that at least someone is doing a great job in
promoting string theory, and that person in Urs, from n-cafe category. He is
extremely helpful guy, always talks with formulas and try to work out ideas, even
if those that re from non string framework, and is always motivated to promote
string theory, even if it is in terms of just using its mathematics machinary.

Sorry for the eulogizing here, it’s just that he is one of the people that made me
start studying physics again after years of general deception with academia, and
I wouldn’t like people cursing string theorists as they were all leading to failure.
Maybe, at least some of the mathematical framework motivated by it, will be
used in a future QG theory…

12. Marcus
May 29, 2008

Daniel, I think you mean
“after years of general disappointment with academia,”

decu, in French, translates to disappointed, in English (not to deceived).

I share your high regard for Urs Schreiber and moreover do not consider him to
be limited to string theory exclusively. He seems to have shifted successfully into
mathematics, and have a wider scope now than he did a few years ago.

13. Daniel de França MTd2
May 29, 2008

Sure Marcus, thanks. But my mother language is Portuguese, not French :). But
since they are closely related languages, I can see that the correction would
likely have the same result anyway. 

Even if I don’t not understanding everything, Urs always posts great tutorials so
that we end up learning a lot. In this aspect, John Baez is great too.

PS.: That word “de França” is in fact the first of my surnames, and the one I like
best. I write “MTd2” just so that people can indentify my real name with the one
I post on forums.

14. Peter Orland
June 1, 2008

I have been playing with the trial version of INSPIRE. Even the advanced search
doesn’t seem as versatile as SPIRES. I hope that the beta version is better.

15. Shantanu
June 1, 2008

Btw ADS has papers going back to the 11th century !!. I wish there was a similar
database of
all GR papers.

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abstract_service.html
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abstract_service.html


P5 Report

May 29, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

A new P5 report is out, and being discussed at the HEPAP meeting in Washington
today. The charge to P5 was to develop tentative 10 year plans for US HEP, under 3
scenarios:

• Scenario A: funding at the current post-budget cut level of $688 million for the DOE.
• Scenario B: funding at the pre-budget cut (2007) level of $752 million for the DOE.
• Scenario C: a doubling of the budget over 10 years, starting from the 2007 level.

This report updates earlier ones and the EPP2010 report in light of new realities,
specifically acknowledgement that the cost of the ILC means it’s not happening
anytime soon, and the grim budget situation caused by the recent budget cuts for this
year. To be honest, it’s very unclear to me how anyone can sensibly carry through this
kind of exercise right now. With the supplemental appropriation still up in the air at
the House and the Senate, it’s hard to know what the US HEP budget will be next
month, much less next year, or over 10 years. The LHC startup is only months away,
and how long that takes and what the LHC shows are crucial things for any future
planning.

In the report, the field is broken into three parts:

• The Energy Frontier: experiments at the highest possible CM energies. This is the
Tevatron now, the LHC soon, and a possible electron collider later.

• The Luminosity Frontier: experiments at the highest possible event rates. This include
neutrino experiments and searches for rare decays. The proposed “Project X” at
Fermilab is the main possible new machine here.

• The Cosmic Frontier: astro-particle physics studies of dark energy and dark matter,
study of astrophysical sources of high energy particles and neutrinos.

One crucial decision that will need to be made soon is how long to run the Tevatron.
The report says to continue support “for the next one to two years”, with two only in
the optimistic scenario C. On the question of the ILC, the report describes “a wide
range of opinion” in the HEP community and on the panel. Opinions about both of
these may very well change over the next year depending on what happens at the
LHC.

In both scenarios A and B, the report envisages cutting staff at the national labs, in
favor of preserving support for research based at universities.

Other blogs posting about this here and here.

Update: Science magazine this week has two excellent articles by Adrian Cho, about
the problems facing Fermilab, and the ILC.

Update: The final P5 report is here.

http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP_P5%20Report_JB.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP_P5%20Report_JB.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAPAgendaMay2008.html
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAPAgendaMay2008.html
http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2008/05/29/watch-this-space/
http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2008/05/29/watch-this-space/
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/breaking/2008/05/29/p5-report-presented-to-hepap/
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/breaking/2008/05/29/p5-report-presented-to-hepap/
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/320/5880/1148
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/320/5880/1148
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/320/5880/1150
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/320/5880/1150
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP/reports/P5_Report%2006022008.pdf
http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/HEPAP/reports/P5_Report%2006022008.pdf


Comments

1. wb
May 30, 2008

RE: “The Energy Frontier: … a possible electron collider later.”

While the VGs of the report maintain a possibility for an ILC, they do by
implication raise the distinct probability that the energy of the ILC is wrong and
therefore the technology is wrong. If that is so one of the justifications for
Project X as so late a date (compared with J-PARC) is cut away. Hence, it would
have been helpful if the report specifically stated that research should be
increased to determine if a consistent end-to-end concept for a muon collider is
possible. Instead we have in Scenario C, “If another lepton collider technology is
found to be preferable, its R&D would be advanced.” One can certainly read
support for muon collider R&D that into the words, but not necessarily. The
words could just mean CLIC – no sure thing as a concept. In recommendations
more explicit language would have been preferable.

The report seems to make the future of Fermilab – as a single purpose HEP
accelerator lab – contingent on a vigorous program at DUSEL. Otherwise and for
the most part Fermilab seems to be reduced to playing a supporting role in HEP.
Ah, yes, but it is the leading supporting role in the US. Perhaps that is what
“maintain a leadership role in world-wide particle physics” means.”

The report of the report cannot be considered an endorsement of the strategic
plan for Fermilab presented at the last HEPAP meeting. Particularly for Scenario
A: “Constant level of effort at FY2008” the panel sidesteps the obvious but
crucial question, “at that funding level does the US need a single purpose HEP
laboratory?” I admit that were I on the panel I would also have ducked the
question. Especially since the Panel admits that Scenario A “would sharply
diminish the US capability in particle physics from its present leadership role;”
the most likely scenario next year is inconsistent with the panel’s primary
recommendation, “maintain a leadership role in world-wide particle physics.”

To be sure one must wait to read the entire report before one understands all the
implications. It is easy to be critical and not so easy to be constructive in so
highly constrained a situation. The Panel was dealt a poor hand to play.

My bottom line is that we need to make every effort to get results out of LHC as
early as possible. Only compelling results from LHC are going to change a grim
picture for accelerator based HEP.

2. Peter Shor
May 30, 2008

I don’t believe the scientists looking at data from the LHC are going to rush
things to try to get the next generation of particle accelerators scheduled sooner,
nor do I believe that this is a particularly good idea. We’ll just have to wait and
see what these results are, and try somehow not to lose expertise in buliding



particle accelerators in the meantime.

3. wb
May 30, 2008

My point about LHC was not about “rushing to Judgment” at the LHC, but about
the 1) importance of a very strong US commitment to the LHC physics program,
2) the value of a faster rather than slower sociological process in the ATLAS and
CMS collaborations. Investment choices may well have to be made on far less
than discovery-level data for a vigorous accelerator-based program beyond
LHC-1. Even preliminary hints as to energy scales is critical to decisions over the
next 3 – 4 years concerning the suitability of the technology choice for a linear
collider.

There is no question that Europe and Asia will maintain a high level of expertise
in accelerator science and technology throughout the next decade. The prospects
for the US in general and Fermilab in particular are not so sanguine.

4. srp
May 31, 2008

Relatively small amounts of money (but a multiple of what is spent today) could
be allocated to advanced accelerator concepts to determine whether they were
feasible. Before deciding about next-generation accelerators of conventional
design (and hence no improvement in energy), common sense suggests first
spending a little bit of money to determine if advanced machines could/should be
built instead.

If the answer from such investigations were yes, then it would be much easier to
get the money for an operational machine because the jump in energy would at
least offer the potential for fundamentally new results. Exciting new technology
that opens up new frontiers is much more likely to attract support than giant
installations that don’t move the needle very much.

If the answer about advanced concepts were no, then the sorts of incremental
but hugely expensive projects currently under discussion could be put forward. I
wouldn’t be optimistic in this latter case, but at least the alternatives would have
been explored and ruled out.

The stubbornness (or lack of vision) of the community in obstinately putting
forward these high cost/benefit incremental accelerator concepts, without
seriously trying to get out of today’s energy dead end, is very disappointing. It’s
almost as though people are more concerned with a steady flow of jobs than with
maximizing the rate of discovery. But the public and its representatives are not
likely to fund these conventional concepts–the scientific return per dollar
invested just seems too low. Any new accelerator is going to have to make a
compelling case that it can do much more than the LHC.

5. Peter Shor
June 2, 2008



If high-energy physicists try to make a snap decision on the energy level and
usefulness of a followup to the LHC, spend a large amount of money on this
followup, and then are proved to be wrong by further analysis of data from the
LHC, I strongly suspect the damage to physics will be far greater than that
incurred by waiting until definitive results are out from the LHC.

I have no objections to spending relatively small amounts of money in a planning
phase for the next accelerator.



World Science Festival

May 30, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Most of the time the attention paid here to efforts to popularize physics is restricted
to grumpy complaints about the hype surrounding string theory as well as the more
general dubious phenomenon of scientists promoting things that are more science
fiction than science. Today I’m in a much more positive mood, and thought I’d take
the opportunity to make some unusually sunny comments for a change.

One reason for this is that I attended the opening party for my colleague Brian
Greene’s World Science Festival Wednesday night at the American Museum of
Natural History, and several people have told me about the enthusiastic reception the
festival events have been getting. I was hoping to attend one of the events, but it was
already sold out.

Things started off during the day Thursday with a World Science Summit here at
Columbia featuring a speech by Mayor Bloomberg, and award of the new Kavli prizes.
That evening, at the museum event, Brian, Fred Kavli and Senator Schumer all spoke,
and the crowd was entertained by the choir of the Abyssinian Baptist Church.

Among the people I got a chance to talk to at the event were several string theorists.
One of these was Jim Gates, who I had the pleasure of first meeting last year down in
Orlando. He was there with his wife, just back from South Africa where he is involved
with the African Institute for Mathematical Sciences.

Gates told me that his collection of video lectures with impressive graphics explaining
quantum mechanics, general relativity and superstring theory called Superstring
Theory: The DNA of Reality has been selling well, generating over a million dollars in
sales, despite not being able to get it reviewed in major publications. Strong evidence
of its popularity comes from the fact that if you google “The DNA of Reality” you get
an impressive variety of sources for pirated versions. Evidently he has done an
excellent job of reaching a wide audience with this material. From conversations with
him I know that we’re in closer agreement than you would guess, sharing an interest
in the mathematics behind supersymmetry and a skepticism about extra dimensions.

I have mixed feelings about the highly enthusiastic promotion of certain speculative
ideas about physics involved both here and in some of the World Science Festival
events, but it’s undeniable that these are reaching a lot of people and getting them
excited about science. Perhaps I can convince Jim to market what could be the ideal
package: his videos to get people excited and enthusiastic about the open problems in
physics, and my book to give them some skepticism about the solutions now being
promoted…

Update: For an article describing what happened at the World Science Festival
program about unification and string theory, see here.

http://www.worldsciencefestival.com/
http://www.worldsciencefestival.com/
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/news/08/05/science.html
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/news/08/05/science.html
http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/05/28/the-tragic-lag-between-what-we-know-and-what-we-do/
http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/05/28/the-tragic-lag-between-what-we-know-and-what-we-do/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=545
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=545
http://www.aims.ac.za/english/
http://www.aims.ac.za/english/
http://www.teach12.com/ttcx/coursedesclong2.aspx?cid=1284
http://www.teach12.com/ttcx/coursedesclong2.aspx?cid=1284
http://www.teach12.com/ttcx/coursedesclong2.aspx?cid=1284
http://www.teach12.com/ttcx/coursedesclong2.aspx?cid=1284
http://arstechnica.com/journals/science.ars/2008/06/05/is-physics-in-need-of-some-biological-thinking
http://arstechnica.com/journals/science.ars/2008/06/05/is-physics-in-need-of-some-biological-thinking


Comments

1. The Vlad
May 30, 2008

Dear Peter,

An excellent attempt at a sunny disposition, though perhaps not an entirely
successful one 

Your post leads me to ask the following question: Do you think that your critical
viewpoint has acted to promote the profile of physics in the public eye?

I am not a physicist by training, and although I cannot follow many of the more
technical discussions here, I would say that I have certainly learned much from
your posts and the discussions in the comments sections. Thus, to the extent that
your blog has educational value to the layperson, I would suggest that you are
doing physics a promotional service. Skepticism of extant viewpoints, even
dogmatically asserted ones lacking experimental support, is not necessarily bad
from a public-relations angle.

Which brings me to a second question: When does ‘healthy skepticism’ cross the
line into ‘irresponsible criticality’?

A senior colleague of mine recently suggested to me that another senior
colleague, whose reputation for skepticism borders on the extreme, was
irresponsible and therefore lacked ‘leadership qualities’. Yet to my view, failing
to speak out against false or misleading scientific claims is also an act of
irresponsibility (by omission).

I would love to your view and those of your readers.

The Vlad

2. Changcho
May 30, 2008

With regards to doing Physics (or science in general): one needs to find the right
balance between ‘wonder’ and ‘skepticism’, as Sagan often wrote. I suppose the
right allocation between the two would be different for different fields, or even
different problems in the same field.

3. Peter Woit
May 30, 2008

Vlad,

I don’t really think that “the profile of physics in the public eye” is something
particularly well-defined or of a simple signficance. There’s lots of different kinds
of physics, “the public” is all sorts of different people, and what is ultimately
desirable is not that all people have a high opinion of everything physicists are



doing. What’s important is that some talented people get seriously enough
interested in it to pursue it as a career, that lots of people get some appreciation
for what we know about the physical world, and that there’s sufficient support
among the public for good physics research.

It matters a great deal which research areas get into the public eye and thus are
more likely to get public support. As an example, if the campaign to promote
multiverse studies is successful, there’s a danger that real science will get
crowded out, both in terms of funding and attracting good young people.
Physicists need to promote their science, but they need to do so honestly, and
also to do what they can to stop misleading and self-interested promotion of
unsuccessful research programs.

As far as the whole string theory controversy of recent years goes, I think string
theorists have made huge mistakes in how they have dealt with it, and this has
seriously damaged both their standing in the physics community and the public
perception of their field. The smart thing to do would have been to acknowledge
the existence of the serious problems being pointed out by their critics and to
make the case to the public that this kind of very real scientific controversy is a
healthy part of science, evidence of how little we know about some topics, and a
good reason for young people to go into the subject, since some of it is still wide-
open. Instead the typical attitude has been to remain quiet, trying to ignore
criticism in the hope that it will go away, leaving the public response to
extremists who do a very poor job of representing them.

4. Bill
May 31, 2008

Now this is hilarious Peter!

You want to ride the coattail of a string theorist promoting science including
string theory to sell more of your books and thus generate more revenue. Truly
bizarre.

Best,
Bill

5. Peter Woit
June 1, 2008

Bill,

The comment about packaging my book with the videos was a joke, actually.
Believe it or not, the book was not written to make money. It was written to
explain a different point of view on the currrent state of particle physics. I’m
rather proud of it, and, yes, like the idea of more people reading it.

Besides yours, this posting also generated other anonymous comments of pure
personal abuse from string theory partisans, which I’ve deleted. Weird that the
most nastiness I’ve had to contend with in a while was triggered by my saying
something positive about the efforts of some string theorists.



6. Bill
June 1, 2008

Peter,

Make no mistake, the “nastiness” was not triggered by your saying something
positive about the efforts of some string theorists. Rather, the observation was
made that you intend to sell more books not by convincing people that your book
is worth reading but by packaging it together with a book/video/lecture/etc of a
string theorist. Joke, or not, this is truly bizarre.

Why? Because one of your main issues is the public perception of string theory
and the “hype” that surrounds it. This “hype” is not a scientific statement, it’s
related to it’s public perception. Which is fine, you don’t have to have a scientific
point, you can be a popular science journalist and you can criticize issues from
that perspective. But then coming along with a “joke” that you think it would be
useful to package your book with a hugely successful string theory “hype”
publication makes one wonder that it’s really no surprise people don’t take you
seriously.

Bill
(Just to avoid confusion, I’m a nuclear physicist, and yes, I’m tenured and yes, I
have over 1500 citations. All of this is completely irrelevant, however, you like to
picture any critique of yours as “string theory partisan”.)

7. Peter Woit
June 1, 2008

Bill,

My criticisms of string theory hype have always been from the point of view of a
scientist, addressed to the ways that science is being misused and
misrepresented and I intend to keep on pursuing those. But I think it’s also
important to recognize that many of the people writing enthusiastically about
string theory are doing so in the larger context of an attempt to get the public
interested in and excited about modern physics. This ends up producing what
seems to me a mixed bag, and I’ve often criticized the problematic parts of it, but
there are also valuable parts, and I wanted to acknowledge those. Lots of people
have gotten interested in physics and learned something about it from Brian and
Jim’s efforts. Many may also have acquired an unreasonably optimistic view of
string theory, but the other side of the coin has also been getting quite a bit of
attention recently.

It was definitely a joke to suggest a joint marketing effort; given the hostility of
the “string wars” I found the notion amusing although many may not share my
sense of humor. The serious part of the suggestion was that I think that it
wouldn’t be a bad thing at all for people to be exposed to both a pro-string effort
and my book. This has nothing to do with a desire to make money selling books
(the book was intended to be published by a university press and addressed to a
relatively narrow audience, I don’t need the money).



8. curious one
June 1, 2008

“I think that it wouldn’t be a bad thing at all for people to be exposed to both a
pro-string effort and my book….” – Peter Woit

Yes, if people actually remember to read it.

9. somebody
June 1, 2008

Frank said:

>I’m a QCD person, not a ’string partisan’, and it is hard to
> disagree with Bill. Peter’s suggestion involving his book
>and Jim Gates’ DVD is one of the reasons why so many
>people consider Peter a parasite.
>
>In the ‘mixed bag’ of the ‘hype’, what are the ‘problematic
>parts’? Let me guess. They’re the parts that don’t allow Peter
>to feel important and to earn a few bucks.

Being a string theorist, I have found a lot of people who are in the hate-string-
THEORY camp because of the string THEORISTS’ arrogance or know-it-all
attitude. I have found VERY few critics of string theory whose views have not
been corrupted by this aspect. Incidentally, I think that this arrogance is a very
real phenomenon, even if I believe it is beside the scientific issue. I would have
given you the benefit of the doubt if you said Peter was one of them who hated
string theory because of the string theorists, even though I have no idea whether
it is true.

But to say that he is after money, seems ridiculous to me. I think a real and
honest critic of science should really walk the middle ground and we should
congratulate Peter for making such an effort in this post. I personally would find
a post like this far more refreshing than an unqualified rant.

10. Matthew Putman
June 1, 2008

peter,

I am a patron of the festival, so am a bit biased as to its merits. Still the entire
thing went even better than i had imagined. i am both a scientist and involved in
the arts, and while in sciencific circles we tend to debate the merits of theories,
outside of science the worlds of art and science dont really know how to
communicate at all with each other. This event gave me hope in a different way
than an invidual project would give me, and instead gave me a chance to be
myself in art and science. I give Brian and Tracy a lot of credit for this, but also
you, and others who have differed in regards to string theory, for attending, and
embracing the romantic notion of an event like this. This is one of the reasonsons
it worked so well.

http://youtube.com/watch?v=tQxLDww8ZZg
http://youtube.com/watch?v=tQxLDww8ZZg


Matthew Putman

11. Peter Woit
June 1, 2008

My apologies to the string theory partisans of the world for making unfair
accusations…

Matthew,

Glad to hear you also found the festival to be a success!

somebody,

Thanks for your comments. My problems with string theory don’t have much to
do with string theorists personally. Some of my best friends are string theorists…
and the theorist I have the highest opinion of professionally and personally
(Witten) is also probably the one most responsible for promoting the subject to
his colleagues. One interesting thing I learned after getting involved in this
controversy is that the sheer complexity and difficulty of string theory is a large
part of the story. That has made it very hard for people to sensibly evaluate it,
and that’s behind some of the bizarre behavior surrounding the “string wars”.

12. somebody
June 2, 2008

> the ‘arrogance’ accusations are frequently raised against all
> of science, not just string theory, by those who don’t
> understand it.

I was saying that against string theory there is certainly anatgonism of this kind
even within the scientific community. Here is a view from the other side:

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/18/a-particle-physicists-perspective/

I think her claim that string theorists are arrogant is true. But I also think she is
upset only because she is at the receving end of it. I am pretty sure that she
seems equally arrogant to somebody doing plasma numerics. There is, and has
always been, a heirarchy of “fundamentalness” in physics. The reason why string
theory is strange is because it claims to be the most fundamental thing, stakes a
claim on all the glory, while not (yet) producing a single new experimental test.
We string theorists claim that it is because quantum gravity is inherently difficult
to test, and that we need more time, but that hasn’t stopped people from getting
pissed.

Please note that I am not endorsing the arrogance of string theorists – but I feel
that this specific piece of sociology has been a huge reason why the anti-string
wave has been so powerful. I think the scientific case is much weaker than the
popular reaction, Peter of course might disagree.

> the ‘arrogance’ accusations are frequently raised against all

http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/18/a-particle-physicists-perspective/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2005/11/18/a-particle-physicists-perspective/


> of science, not just string theory, by those who don’t
> understand it.
>If there is a difference, could you please
> enlighten me about this difference?

As has been already pointed out by others, string theory is perhaps more
complicated than other subjects. At the very least it is certainly BIGGER than the
other subjects.

But I think the real reason for the arrogance is that string theory forces you to
know both QFT and general relativity really well, and between the two it
exhausts most of the juicier aspects of theoretical physics – from critical
phenomena to particle physics to the big bang and black holes. Then there is the
fact that string theory has a lot of geometric tools usually unncessary in other
physics. There is a very real sense in which a COMPETENT string theorist has to
be a jack of all trades.

Arrogance or the perception of arrogance happens when you can understand
THEM relatively quickly, while they need lot of new tools to undertstand YOU.
Once again, I am not trying to defend the phenomenon, just trying to explain it.

Of course, there is also a kind of arrogance that comes from being associated to
a field of work where you are basking in the reflected glory of people like Witten,
but I think this applies mostly only to the not-so-competent string theorists. I was
talking about the more serious kind of arrogance, the one that stems from true
vanity. I also want to emphasize that I have known some exceptionally brilliant
and creative guys in this field who are also extremely modest. The ratio of the
jerks to the nice guys is probably the same in string theory as it is in any field.

13. Peter Orland
June 2, 2008

This thread seems off-topic, but after Somebody’s last comment, I feel I have to
say something.

“But I think the real reason for the arrogance is that string theory forces you to
know both QFT and general relativity really well, and between the two it
exhausts most of the juicier aspects of theoretical physics – from critical
phenomena to particle physics to the big bang and black holes. Then there is the
fact that string theory has a lot of geometric tools usually unncessary in other
physics. There is a very real sense in which a COMPETENT string theorist has to
be a jack of all trades.”

Actually, any good theoretical physicist should try to know at least a little about
all these things! Add the Hubbard model, superconductivity, integrability,…. It is
important to keep learning things.

I have never been frustrated by anybody’s arrogance. Arrogance is par for the
course. What bothers me is that so many people are working on problems where
there is no specific goal in mind. You’ve solved a problem at three loops, so do
four. You have one formulation of something, so find another. Much of this



activity is pure mountain climbing and teaches us nothing. This is very different
from finding a new way to understand a well-formulated problem, even if it is
only a toy model (like N=4 Yang-Mills or 1+1-dimensional theories). For the past
several years, almost every seminar speaker I see doesn’t really have anything to
say. I want to stress that it isn’t only string theorists who are guilty of this.

For some reason, people feel they can get away with solving problems with no
motivation other than someone else is doing it. It’s important to have a message
in your work.

If you don’t like what I’ve said, call me arrogant.

14. Peter Orland
June 2, 2008

I should correct my next-to-last paragraph. It should read:

For some reason, people feel they can get away with formal things with no
motivation other than someone else is doing them. It’s important to have a
message in your work.

15. somebody
June 2, 2008

> I have never been frustrated by anybody’s arrogance. Arrogance is par for
> the course.

It is precisely attitudes like this that has left the string theory community with
few friends these days. Instead of recognizing arrogance as a form of insecurity,
there is a certain glorification of it in the community. Now it has come back to
bite us in the behind. It is one thing to be vehement and passionate about what
you think, and that can sometimes come across as arrogant. I must admit that
sometimes I am massively guilty of that myself. But some of the more visible
string theory blogs are very clearly conscious attempts at shushing the
opposition through condescension and disrespect.

The collateral damage is that now we are slowly left with no friends and no
funding. You just need to take a look at the hiring patterns last year to see the
truth of this statement. You cannot treat everybody else like cattle and then
expect them to see how good string theory is.

16. Peter Shor
June 2, 2008

Peter Orland says “Much of this activity is pure mountain climbing and teaches
us nothing. … For some reason, people feel they can get away with formal things
with no motivation other than someone else is doing them. It’s important to have
a message in your work.”

This is, of course, what all of mathematics looks like, at least at first glance. After
you learn more about a specific mathematical field, you realize that many of the



better mathematicians in it are actually pursuing some kind of directed program
that is moving forward, while others are just solving random problems and
accumulating publications.

String theorists have now lost the guidance of experiment, so they are doing
something much closer to pure mathematics without having been exposed much
to the mathematical culture. I can’t say for sure whether this culture helps
mathematicians make progress in such a vague and fuzzy environment, but I
suspect that it does.

17. Peter Woit
June 2, 2008

This thread has wandered from the topic, partly due to the anonymous insulting
comments from “Frank”. I’ve deleted those comments, but mostly left those
responding to him.

If people want to continue this discussion, that’s fine, but keep in mind that
posting insulting comments anonymously is out of bounds here. Don’t do this and
don’t respond to those who do.

Note: The original version of this comment mentioned that I suspected that
“Frank” was someone who used to post here as “amused”. He assures me that
this was not the case, so the comment has been edited, with my apologies to him.

18. somebody
June 2, 2008

> This is, of course, what all of mathematics looks like, at least at first glance.
> After you learn more about a specific mathematical field, you realize that many
> of the better mathematicians in it are actually pursuing some kind of directed
> program that is moving forward, …

This I think is an excellent characterization of the situation in string theory. All
the fad, for example, are about minor breakthroughs that take us a tiny bit closer
to a better understanding/control of the theory – even if they seem pointless to
an outsider. In some grandiose sense, they are indeed pointless, because they
are minor stepping stones. But we cannot do without (most of) these stepping
stones on our way. Most serious people do understand the mission statement,
and even though progress is slow, it has direction. Unfortunately, it really does
seem that even though the physical picture has a lot of coherence to it, the
technical and conceptual problems that need to be solved before we can wield
string theory with sufficient comfort (so as to be useful for making predictions
for low energy physics) are many and difficult. The hope is that they would not
turn out to be insurmountable, and that they would not lead to an asymptotic
slowdown of the field. I am not worried about the latter yet because we have
been making progress in fits and starts so far (even though these last couple of
years were admittedly a bit dull).

19. Peter Orland
June 2, 2008



Somebody,

I’m not a total outsider, so that’s not why these activities seem pointless, at least
not to me. I know enough string theory to see that most of what string theorists
are doing really doesn’t have a point (and this is also true in other areas of
physics, as I said above).

Most people are just refining calculations of models or playing with formalism.
They are doing technical things with no motivation for what they are doing. I’m
absolutely sure of this, because I sometimes ask WHY THE HELL ARE YOU
DOING THIS? (but more quietly and politely) and get no answer.

So what should they do? Well, this works for me: when I can’t get further with
some line of research, I’ll usually work on something else for a while.

20. somebody
June 2, 2008

> I know enough string theory to see that most of what string theorists are
> doing really doesn’t have a point (and this is also true in other areas of
> physics, as I said above).

So you are essentially saying that most of the scientific research that goes on in
most fields is pointless. I agree that bad research is FAR more common than
good research. But that said, I still don’t see your point. I think your view
amounts to looking at the bad research going on in string theory and related
fields and vaguely IMPLYING that that is essentially ALL that is going on. If thats
the case, I disagree.

Even today on the hep-th arXiv, there are some interesting papers. Lets look at
the first two papers. I would say they are immediately interesting to any
theoretical physicist. I find it interesting that there is a dual gravitational
description for the quantum hall effect. The second paper talks about the
emergence of geometry from doing matrix model quantum field theory. I think
these are interesting results, even if they are not making predictions about low
energy physics. I think an understanding of the relations between the
mathematical structures in theoretical physics is essential to see beyond the
technical complexities, so even if not immediately, these papers are useful to my
mind. They are not revolutionary, but they are certainly doing good science –
which is to push forward during the interval between two successive revolutions.

If these works seem pointless to you, I don’t know what wouldn’t. In fact, at the
risk of sounding arrogant, it would make me suspect your competence in string
theory. Because the only systematic thing we know in science is to push forward.
Paradigm shifts do not appear on demand.

If you were saying that MANY of the papers that appeared on the arXIv today are
crap, I would agree with you. But I would still think that you are missing the
point. I have looked occasionally at research in condensed matter,
astrophysics/cosmology and quantum computing, and I have never felt that the
ratio of quality papers is significantly less in string theory. I HAVE felt that the



progress in string theory could be a little faster, but thats because I know exactly
what I would LIKE to do with string theory if I had all the necessary tools,
whereas in other fields the future is much more open.

21. Peter Woit
June 2, 2008

somebody,

My problem with string theory boils down to the ongoing problem of a refusal to
evaluate what has failed and what still has promise. Sure, as in the examples you
give, string theory provides interesting models for strongly coupled QFTs, and
for quantum gravitational effects, and these are, among many other possible
things to work on, worth looking at. But the idea of a 10/11d superstring as a
model of particle physics has failed miserably, and the unwillingness to
acknowledge this has created huge problems for the field, including sending
parts of it down the multiverse blind alley. It increasingly seems like a waste of
breath to keep pointing this out, as most have decided to ignore the problem in
hopes that the LHC will make it go away. We’ll see over the next few years…

I very much agree with Peter Shor that physicists should look carefully at the
culture in mathematics and try and understand how it has continued to allow
progress, in a context of no experiments to decide things, and of ideas that are
often so abstract, demanding and understood by very few people as to make
string theory look easy. It’s a fascinating and not well-understood question how
this culture has done as well as it has.

22. somebody
June 2, 2008

“But the idea of a 10/11d superstring as a model of particle physics has failed
miserably, and the unwillingness to acknowledge this has created huge problems
for the field, including sending parts of it down the multiverse blind alley. It
increasingly seems like a waste of breath to keep pointing this out, as most have
decided to ignore the problem in hopes that the LHC will make it go away. We’ll
see over the next few years…”

Peter, You have discussed these things many times here, so I will not start with
the rehashing of what I believe are the counter-arguments. Lets just agree to
disagree.

23. Peter Orland
June 2, 2008

I am not complaining about bad research per se. Nor am I complaing about
string theory specifically (though people don’t always agree as to what string
theory is. At Perimeter, a talk I gave was a String Theory talk. At Brookhaven the
same talk was a Nuclear Physics seminar). What I am complaining about a lack
of direction, the absence of passion. People are giving talks and writing papers,
but all they care about is getting their work cited. The content seems secondary.



Passion is important. Give me a bad paper, in which the author tries to solve a
real problem, over a pointless correct paper any day. At least I might learn
something by reading it.

Next time you are in a seminar, ask yourself what you are getting from it. Is the
speaker telling you something really new about Nature/the model/the concept? Is
a number calculated? Is there some new intuition about some field? Or maybe
the speaker tells you that his/her research program will do one of the above?
Well, in ninety percent of the talks I have been to, for more than a few years, the
answer is NO.

I suppose I have now alienated everybody and destroyed my chances of future
funding and invitations to speak. I better get used to my new status as a pariah. I
don’t know if it was worth it.

24. Peter Woit
June 2, 2008

“amused” requests that I add a new comment here pointing to the note I added
to this comment

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=696#comment-38786

to the effect that the anonymous commenter “Frank” was not him. I’m happy to
oblige.

25. Eric H
June 3, 2008

I think its great to encourage more people to get involved in science professions
and especially in the physics profession. But my personal experience, which may
be unique for all I know, is that physics is very myopic in its criteria for selecting
people to encourage. People like me, who are very visually oriented, can tell in a
minute that a dimension you can’t visualize has no meaning. Symbolic meaning
in the absence of a physical correlation seems just silly to many of us. But we get
discouraged from even entering the physics field because of our unexceptional
mathematical ability. People that have brains that are more visually oriented can
be very useful in physics.

I would say that Einstein’s greatest gift was in his visual acuity and intuition and
certainly not his mathematical ability. But he was very unusual in that he had
“sufficient” mathematical ability to translate his visual approach into
mathematics. That is very rare. People like me who feel we have something to
contribute will still be shunted aside. So what is the point of putting on the World
Science Festival to get people interested if the sorting method for encourageing
people doesn’t change to become more inclusive?

26. Ethan Siegel
June 5, 2008

An inspiring read from your colleague Brian Greene made it into the New York

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=696#comment-38786
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=696#comment-38786


Times this past week…

…and it’s about the power of Science to inspire. How do we manage, while still
keeping everyone in the scientific community honest about what we know, what
we think we know, and what’s still speculative, to be unified in our approach to
raising awareness of this beautiful enterprise?

27. Bruce Bartlett
June 9, 2008

Hooray for the African Institute for Mathematical Sciences! It’s great to see it
make an appearance on this blog. Along with the Stellenbosch Institute for
Advanced Study, there are some interesting things going on in theoretical
physics in Southern Africa. In fact, blogs are the great leveller – they give an
opportunity for those who have traditionally been on the sidelines to become a
part of the exciting day-to-day issues and debates.

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/01/opinion/01greene.html?ex=1369972800&en=4207abcbbd7f1e65&ei=5124&partner=permalink&exprod=permalink
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/01/opinion/01greene.html?ex=1369972800&en=4207abcbbd7f1e65&ei=5124&partner=permalink&exprod=permalink
http://www.aims.ac.za/english/
http://www.aims.ac.za/english/
http://www.stias.ac.za/news.html
http://www.stias.ac.za/news.html
http://www.stias.ac.za/news.html
http://www.stias.ac.za/news.html


Experimental Predictions From F-Theory

June 2, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

I’ve been known to claim that string theory makes no experimental predictions, so
this evening thought I better take a look at a preprint that just appeared entitled
GUTs and Exceptional Branes in F-theory – II: Experimental Predictions. The abstract
claims that to have found “a surprisingly predictive framework”.

This paper is 200 pages long, and a companion to part I, which was 121 pages. For
part I, there’s a posting by Jacques Distler that explains a bit of the very complicated
algebraic geometry going on. Making one’s way carefully through the entire 200
pages of the new paper looks like a very time-consuming project, so I thought I better
start by identifying what the experimental predictions are. These days, one expects
experimental predictions to say something about LHC physics, but I don’t see
anything about that in the paper. Perhaps this is because, except for some comments
in section 16, it appears that the authors are studying a model with exact
supersymmetry.

Looking at the introduction and conclusion sections of the paper, the only predictions
I can see are for neutrino masses, and there are two of them. Either .5 x10-2 +/-.5 eV
or 2 x 10-1 +/- 1.5 eV is given for the neutrino mass, with the error bars just those due
to an unknown value of one of the geometrical parameters involved. There’s no
mention of which neutrino is being discussed, and as far as I can tell this is just an
order of magnitude estimate of the neutrino mass scale, one which the author’s
describe as “somewhat naive”, noting that “factors of 2 and π are typically beyond the
level of precision which we can reliably estimate”. It’s unclear to me whether or not
other mechanisms giving quite different neutrino masses would also fit into the
author’s model.

Maybe I’m missing something and an expert can help me out, but I’m not seeing
anything here of the sort one would normally describe as an experimental prediction.
There’s certainly nothing falsifiable at all about the model, since one knows from
limits on neutrino masses and measurements of oscillations that the neutrino mass
scale has to very roughly be in this kind of range. Furthermore, again maybe I’m
missing something, but I don’t see any way in which more detailed calculation in this
framework can make it any more predictive.

Update: Lubos has a detailed posting about this, and from reading it, it doesn’t
appear that the paper has experimental predictions that I missed. I do wonder what a
“musculus maximus” is…

Update: For more about this, see presentations at PASCOS 08 here and here. The
first describes this as “a modest step” in the direction of predictions, the second
doesn’t mention predictions at all.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.0102
http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.0102
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001628.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001628.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/06/f-theory-and-experiments.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/06/f-theory-and-experiments.html
http://pirsa.org/index.php?p=media&url=/pdf/files/9d113549-c0dc-48b7-9001-381f71438bf7.pdf&pirsa=08060030&type=PDF
http://pirsa.org/index.php?p=media&url=/pdf/files/9d113549-c0dc-48b7-9001-381f71438bf7.pdf&pirsa=08060030&type=PDF
http://pirsa.org/index.php?p=media&url=/pdf/files/4d0bcbd6-46a0-4cbd-87d7-71542a5e0a67.pdf&pirsa=08060142&type=PDF
http://pirsa.org/index.php?p=media&url=/pdf/files/4d0bcbd6-46a0-4cbd-87d7-71542a5e0a67.pdf&pirsa=08060142&type=PDF


Comments

1. GR
June 2, 2008

I’m a physics undergraduate who’s interested in this sort of thingl… if I wanted
to decide things for myself, where could I start?

Obviously it takes many years of hard work to develop the math skills (not to
mention vocabulary), but is there a reasonable introduction so I can start to
understand the crazy things people talk about these days in HEP theory?

2. GR
June 2, 2008

Also, and hopefully not as off-topic as the above, the old joke comes to mind:

Engineers are happy to get an answer to a few decimal points.
Physicists are happy to get an answer to an order of magnitude.
Astrophysicists are happy to get an answer to an order of magnitude in the
exponent…

Can we substitute string theorists into the punchline now?

3. Peter Woit
June 2, 2008

GR,

Well, I wrote a whole book aimed at you, and it contains lots of recommendations
for further reading.

I don’t recommend trying to understand what is going on in this kind of paper. It
involves a huge amount of technical background, in both math and physics, and
by the time you would be able to absorb it, LHC results almost certainly will have
made it irrelevant. Study quantum field theory. It’s a huge subject, and will be
there in the future no matter what.

4. Luboš Motl
June 3, 2008

Dear GR, a standard textbook that introduces students to modern geometry,
algebraic geometry, and similar subjects that are needed in the F-theory model
building is one by Nakahara.

Click my name, go to my blog, and a link to the amazon.com page of the book is
included in the article.

Unless you want to become a complete idiot, I recommend you to pay no
attention to Peter Woit and his blog. He is just an aggressive crackpot who tries
to revenge to physics for the fact that he is unable to do it himself.



5. Gil Kalai
June 3, 2008

Hi Peter, this post is related to quite a basic question in the evaluation of
scientific theories, (and also related to basic issues in statistics.) According to all
major philosophy of science theories, e.g., both the Popperian falsification
approach and the Bayesian verification point of view, scientific theories should
be judged based on their ability to predict and not based on their ability to
explain known observations. Still in reality, most scientific theories were created
in order to explain known observations. Predictions as well as empirical proofs
based on fresh observations came much later. Trying to connect a theory to what
“one already knows” while falling short of an “experimental prediction” can be of
interest.

6. Sara
June 3, 2008

“a complete idiot”? Luckily you are an intelligent person and a very very well-
brought-up man.

7. Peter Woit
June 3, 2008

Gil,

Sure. I’m just trying to figure out why the authors put “experimental predictions”
in the title of this paper.

8. M
June 3, 2008

do they predict that neutrino masses are of Majorana or of Dirac type?

9. Peter Woit
June 3, 2008

M,

As far as I can tell they predict both, with one of their mass ranges a Dirac
prediction the other Majorana.

10. Mark
June 3, 2008

A somewhat related thought: In the mathematics literature if you want to find
out more about what the main results of a paper are you can try its mathscinet
review.

Is there any kind of broad (online) database for what various physics papers
predict from the outcome of proposed, as yet unconducted, experiments?

(Perhaps I should have posted this in the comments for the INSPIRE post?)



11. Garrett
June 3, 2008

Hi Peter,
I’ve been sitting in on some of the PASCOS 08 talks here at the Perimeter
Institute this week. Cumrun Vafa gave a talk yesterday, which Perimeter already
has up here:

http://www.pirsa.org/08060030/

12. Peter Woit
June 3, 2008

Thanks Garrett,

I see that in slides introducing his talk, Vafa agrees that string theory does not
make “a verifiable quantitative prediction for the real world”, and that this work
is only “a modest step in that direction.”

13. Garbage
June 3, 2008

I haven’t read the paper, but for one thing…it is a hep-th

Regarding SUSY, they say in the abstract:

“Communicating supersymmetry breaking to the MSSM can be elegantly
realized through gauge mediation. In one scenario, the same repulsion
mechanism also leads to messenger masses which are naturally much lighter
than the GUT scale.”

So they do address SUSY breaking…

14. Peter Woit
June 3, 2008

Garbage,

If you do take a look at the paper, you’ll see that my remark that only in one
section (16) do they address supersymmetry breaking, and then basically just to
say that they could break supersymmetry if they wanted to.

So, I guess the idea is that on hep-th, the term “experimental prediction” means
something different than elsewhere?

15. Sanjay
June 3, 2008

Dear GR,

In addition to Nakahara’s book, I would also recommend Tu’s Introduction to
Manifolds followed by Bott and Tu’s Differential Forms in Algebraic Topology. All

http://www.pirsa.org/08060030/
http://www.pirsa.org/08060030/


three are excellent and Nakahara gives a very physical picture of the
mathematics. As for QFT, there is a whole range of books, but for a solid
introduction look at both Zee’s Quantum Field Theory in a nutshell and
Srednicki’s new QFT book. Also, Tom Banks’ new QFT book should be coming
out soon.

http://www.cambridge.org/uk/catalogue/catalogue.asp?isbn=9780521850827

Good luck with your studies!

16. Alex Mikunov
June 3, 2008

Lubos has to stop creating paradoxes (e.g. “…I recommend you to pay no
attention to Peter Woit and his blog…” while posting on the P.W.’s blog  and get
back to M-theory (or whatever currently its name is). Otherwise he’s really
boring

17. Peter Orland
June 4, 2008

Dear GR,

I fear you are being led down the garden path (or whatever the hell the
metaphor is) by my esteemed friends and colleagues.

If you really want to learn about theoretical particle physics (or theoretical
condensed matter physics), learn quantum field theory. This means functional
methods, scattering amplitudes, renormalization
and critical phenomena.

You will have to read and understand a good graduate text on quantum
mechanics first. General relativity (your initials) is also useful and much easier to
learn than QFT. Algebraic geometry, algebraic topology, differential topology, ….
are nice, and some advanced concepts in QFT, require knowing these subjects.
But they are just pleasant diversions until you know basic QFT.

18. somebody
June 4, 2008

While we are all giving advice: I would second Peter O.’s recommendation. Don’t
focus on the math. The math will come, when you need it. Same is true about GR.
Learn QFT. By that I mean know everything inside Srednicki’s book. Which in my
opinion is the best book out there. Don’t get distracted by too many books if you
can help it, but this is not always easy. If you can work through Srednicki cover
to cover, you are already pretty powerful. By the time you finish that, hopefully
you will know what to do next yourself.

19. Sam
June 4, 2008

http://www.cambridge.org/uk/catalogue/catalogue.asp?isbn=9780521850827
http://www.cambridge.org/uk/catalogue/catalogue.asp?isbn=9780521850827


Peter, you will be pleased to learn that musculus maximus is defined at:

http://cancerweb.ncl.ac.uk/cgi-bin/omd?musculus+gluteus+maximus

I’m sure you’re not shocked… 

20. Aki
June 6, 2008

“I do wonder what a “musculus maximus ” is…”

Supersymmetry in human body, i guess 

21. Indrajeet
June 10, 2008

You have not written anything about the recent work of Sunil Mukhi and co. from
TIFR which has “led to a mini-revolution in the theory of membranes”.

22. Brini
June 11, 2008

Indrajeet,

this is not too much of a surprise. Woit, who hastened to write after attending a
talk by Berkovits, that

“it would be pretty damn funny if it turns out that multi-loop superstring
amplitudes aren’t finite”

and who started an infinite blogwar against Distler on string perturbation theory
a couple of years ago, has completely overlooked the recent papers by
Grushevsky, Cacciatori et al on genus 4 amplitudes. He probably hasn’t found
them “funny” enough 

Personally, I just find it more and more difficult to consider fair such a blind,
biased and emotional criticism of string theory, let alone to see its scientific
foundations – if any.

23. Thomas Larsson
June 11, 2008

Indrajeet,
You might want to have alook at this and that posts by Jacques Distler. Punchline:
“That was fun while it lasted”.

The Nambu bracket is a kind of Jacobiator. I don’t associate with Jacobiators.

24. Urs Schreiber
June 11, 2008

The Nambu bracket is a kind of Jacobiator.

http://cancerweb.ncl.ac.uk/cgi-bin/omd?musculus+gluteus+maximus
http://cancerweb.ncl.ac.uk/cgi-bin/omd?musculus+gluteus+maximus
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001642.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001642.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001710.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001710.html


I tried to make sense of a statement along these lines but was not really happy
with what I got. Do you know more? I’d be interested.

25. Peter Woit
June 11, 2008

Indrajeet and Brini,

I keep a list on my desk of topics I’d like to write about, but haven’t gotten
around to for one reason or another.

One item on the list is the activity surrounding the so-called Bagger-Lampert
model, a new 3d superconformal model. I haven’t written about this because I
don’t know much about it. I haven’t spent time learning more partly because I
recently asked an extremely distinguished expert on the topic about what one
could do with it, and he told me he wasn’t aware of any really significant
implications. Maybe I misunderstood him and am misrepresenting his views, but
this seemed like a good time to wait a bit and see what emerges from all the
current activity. Thomas’s link to the latest Distler posting shows why following
one piece of this, the Mukhi et. al. work, might not have been worth the time. For
now, I think I’ll stick to my decision to wait and see what comes out of this, if
there is something really significant, many review articles will be appearing later
this year. I’d of course be happy to hear from anyone who can explain more
about the significance of Bagger-Lampert.

The work of Grushevsky et. al on multi-loop amplitudes is also on the list,
awaiting my finding time to consult with experts and better understand its
significance. My understanding right now is that a conjectured form for 3 and 4
loop amplitudes has been found that satisfies the various stringent consistency
conditions one expects, but that this is not an actual derivation from the
definition, but I may have this wrong.

Previous arguments on this blog were about the question of whether a proof of
finiteness of super-string theory amplitudes exists. I’ve always said that the
situation is that it is likely that these amplitudes are finite to all loops, but that
this remains to be shown. People are still working on the Berkovits pure-spinor
formalism, but as far as I’m aware, it still does not give a proof at higher loops.
The work of Grushevsky et. al. certainly pushes the subject forward and removes
some possible places a problem could turn up, but as far as I know, it also does
not provide a finiteness proof.

26. Thomas Larsson
June 11, 2008

According to the appendix of arXiv:0712.3738v2, Andreas Gustafsson has shown
that a 3-algebra is almost equivalent to a Z_2-graded Lie algebra (not a
superalgebra). However, not quite, because the odd-odd-odd Jacobi identity is
replaced by the “associative condition”, which says that the sum of two of the
terms in the Jacobi equals zero. The tri-linear product is then the third term in
the would-be Jacobi identity, and thus a Jacobiator.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0712.3738
http://arxiv.org/abs/0712.3738


Hm. Or so I thought. Looking at eqns (47) and (49) again, it looks like I got some
signs wrong.

Sorry if this comment strays too far from the topic of the post.

27. Urs Schreiber
June 11, 2008

Looking at eqns (47) and (49)

I read (48) as saying that the Jacobi identity holds everywhere except when you
feed in three elements of curly A. On them it just plain fails. Not up to some
Jacobiator.

28. Observer
June 16, 2008

Peter,

The only reliable data on neutrino masses are the mass squared differences for
solar and atmospheric neutrinos. Does the prediction of F-theory match these
measurements?

29. Peter Woit
June 16, 2008

Observer,

I don’t see a real prediction in the paper, and the authors don’t compare the
numbers they quote to experiment, possibly since there is no way to do this. The
vague neutrino mass scale in the paper is not inconsistent with what is known
about neutrinos (e.g. mass differences), if it were the authors wouldn’t have
pursued this.



Two Unrelated Topics

June 3, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

I was planning on writing something about the field with one element, but Lieven Le
Bruyn has done a better job of it than I would have, linking to all of the recent news
on this subject I was aware of, and more.

Today’s New York Times has an article entitled Dark, Perhaps Forever, which is
summarized as “Scientists are beginning to despair of explaining the universe”. It is
about the recent dark energy symposium in Baltimore, and focuses on Witten’s talk,
which was discussed previously here. To an account of the talk itself, it adds this
quote from Witten:

As for how I feel personally, I am not sure what to say… I wasn’t terribly
enthusiastic the first, or even second, time I heard the proposal of a
multiverse. But none of us were consulted when the universe was created.

There’s no mention of the crucial issue that Rachel Bean implicitly confronted Witten
with in a question at the end of his talk: if the landscape inherently can give no
testable insight into physics, why should a scientist bother with it?

Other speakers at the symposium discussed possible future experiments to measure
dark energy and their funding prospects. One worry is that such experiments may do
little more than give a somewhat more accurate dark energy number, providing no
further insight into the problem of its origin.

Comments

1. Ethan Siegel
June 3, 2008

One worry is that such experiments may do little more than give a
somewhat more accurate dark energy number, providing no further
insight into the problem of its origin.

Why do you say this is a worry? Unless they find strong evidence that dark
energy is inconsistent with a cosmological constant, this is a given. NASA’s
upcoming joint dark energy mission (either SNAP, DESTINY, or ADEPT) is
banking on finding something interesting, where interesting means the equation
of state (w) can be determined to be something other than a cosmological
constant (w=-1, with no change in w over time). It’s terribly boring, but there’s
really no other option other than to look for this.

Either way, we still have no idea how to account for either a cosmological
constant or something different from a cosmological constant.

http://www.neverendingbooks.org/index.php/looking-for-f_un.html
http://www.neverendingbooks.org/index.php/looking-for-f_un.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/03/science/03dark.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/03/science/03dark.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=685
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=685


2. Peter Woit
June 3, 2008

Ethan,

I was just summarizing the remarks of Steinhardt and Krauss at the end of the
article. In any case, everyone agrees that there’s not much to do except go do
the experiment and see.

3. John
June 3, 2008

Wiltshire proposes an alternative to dark energy in arxiv.org/abs/0712.3984 ,
namely the interpretation that it is a measurment artefact due to the
inhomogeneity of the universe. When integrated over 13700 million years, the
inhomogeneity yields acceleration and all other modern observations. What has
to be thought about this sort of work?

John

4. John Baez
June 4, 2008

I wish more people understood math. Then they’d realize what the really cool
part of this blog entry was!

Thanks for the link, Peter – I hadn’t seen it.

5. Herman
June 4, 2008

350 scientific instruments now on line:
http://instrumentenzaal.teylersmuseum.nl/

6. Peter Woit
June 4, 2008

Following up on John’s comment, I should mention that one of the best links to
follow from Lieven’s posting is this one:

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week259.html

7. Professor R
June 4, 2008

Hi Peter, this is off-topic but relevant to your campaign against hype in general,
you might consider a post on it.

The word over here in Europe is that the cold fusion controversy is back – yet
more headlines on the fantastic promise of cheap energy, this time backed by an
experiment at Osaka University.

http://instrumentenzaal.teylersmuseum.nl/
http://instrumentenzaal.teylersmuseum.nl/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week259.html
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week259.html


I have a posting on my blog, or you can red the original story at
http://physicsworld.com/blog/2008/05/coldfusion_demonstration_a_suc.html

Cormac

8. Peter Woit
June 4, 2008

Cormac,

On the list of things I would like to ignore, and definitely don’t want to start a
discussion about here, cold fusion is right up there…

9. Professor R
June 4, 2008

Oops, sorry! Just wondered if you guys had heard..

10. Ed N
June 4, 2008

>Wiltshire proposes an alternative to dark energy in
>arxiv.org/abs/0712.3984 , namely the interpretation that it is a
>measurment artefact due to the inhomogeneity of the universe.

Edward “Rocky” Kolb of Fermilab made a similiar proposal in 2005.

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0506534

11. Shantanu
June 4, 2008

Peter what do you think of Susskind’s talk at the PASCOS meeting?
There area also some other string theory related talks.

12. Peter Woit
June 5, 2008

Shantanu,

I took a look at the Susskind slides. I still don’t see any predictions of anything
coming out of the multiverse scenario he is promoting.

13. vicar
June 5, 2008

“if the landscape inherently can give no testable insight into physics, why should
a scientist bother with it?”

It is not true that the landscape “inherently can give no testable insight”. cf the
work of Anthony Aguirre, Matthew Kleban, and many others on the possibility of
collisions of universes in the multiverse. You have had this pointed out to you

http://physicsworld.com/blog/2008/05/coldfusion_demonstration_a_suc.html
http://physicsworld.com/blog/2008/05/coldfusion_demonstration_a_suc.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0506534
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0506534


*many* times. Readers can draw their own conclusions.

14. Peter Woit
June 5, 2008

vicar,

I have many times pointed out that, yes, it is in principle possible to construct
multiverse models in which there are observable effects on our universe, for
example the kind of thing that the people you mention are trying to do. There’s a
huge difference though between showing that one can construct such models,
and showing that they have something to do with our universe.

The models typically being studied by the string theory landscape people don’t
have observable effects due to other universes, and it was those that Rachel
Bean was asking Witten about in the question I referred to.

15. Peter Woit
June 5, 2008

I should also point out that the context of the quote is about the question of
whether the multiverse can provide insight into why we live in one “string
vacuum” rather than another, and thus explain something about particle physics.
The models you refer to don’t provide any such insight or explanation.

16. somebody
June 6, 2008

Peter, Lets assume the very real possibility that that there are indeed many ways
(which cannot be resolved at current energies) to UV complete our familiar low
energy physics and gravity. Is there ANY way of doing physics in that context
which will keep you happy?

The way I would do physics in that context is to construct models that contain
well-known low energy physics (with extra stuff at higher energies that I might
or might not add depending on my prejudices), and wait for the next round of
experiments. Modulo the (very important) fact that our tools are not sharp
enough to give us the full control we would like to have, this is precisely what
the string phenomenologists are trying. I don’t understand what is the issue of
PRINCIPLE that you seem to be arguing against.

There is a huge distinction to be made between understanding the multiverse,
which presumably tells us about string theory, and understanding specific vacua,
which could potentially tell us about OUR universe. Landscape statistics,
measure issues etc. belong firmly in the first category. But model-building sits
squarely in the second. The word anthropic makes some people turn to violence,
but for me it is the same as fixing the vacuum from experimental input, which is
what we have ALWAYS done in physics! There is nothing I understand in string
theory which tells me that this is in principle impossible. The real problem is
actually technical control, but stabilized string vacua are only a few years old, so
its not hopeless yet.



17. somebody
June 6, 2008

Peter says:
“if the landscape inherently can give no testable insight into physics, why should
a scientist bother with it?”

It is not the landscape that gives us predictivity, it is the individual vacua.

18. somebody
June 6, 2008

Let me emphasize this once more: if there are many UV completions consistent
with low energy physics, then it would be inherently impossible to offer a single
“prediction” for future experiments. The best one can do is to offer classes of
predictions. You will need future (LHC?) experiments to pin them down further.

This is for example essentially what Vafa and collaborators did in the paper that
you talked about couple of days ago, which you were unhappy with because it
did not make “a” prediction.

19. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

How can a vacuum be a theory? It’s a solution, with some parameters. If you call
it a theory, you’re admitting that there is no criterion for these to be the right
parameters. All you have then is a fit. Are we seriously going to call a parameter
fit a theory of nature?

If it is true that fits are physics, I propose (take a moment to pause in childlike
awe of Nature’s works!) the Standard Lagrange Model of the universe. Give me
any set of data points, I will use Lagrange’s method to find a smooth function
fitting those points. How beautiful that everything in the world is reduced to
simple algebra. And by these ingenious method we require no more parameters
than numbers to fit (in this respect it is better than some approaches). Now we
finally understand how everything works.

OK, forgive my sarcasm. But seriously folks, if you want a UV completion of the
Standard Model without experiments, you need a good reason to chose this
completion. Renormalizability tells you that any completion is equally good – and
no completion is necessary! QUALIFICATION: well the Higgs needs fine tuning
and most likely has a trivial S-matrix near the Planck scale, but we’ll probably
never do experiments there.

20. somebody
June 6, 2008

>All you have then is a fit. Are we seriously going to call a parameter fit a theory
>of nature?

The difference is that for a fully stabilized vacuum to qualify as our Universe, it



has to accommodate not just the finitely many experiments that have to be done
in order to determine the vacuum, but also the infinitely many experiments that
CAN be done afterwards. Thats how we know that we are not merely fitting
curves. Incidentally, the standard model is fixed exactly in this way – except that
fortunately this could be done already at currently accessible energies.

There are many crucial questions. Here is one: can we fix a vacuum in string
theory by doing finitely many sub-Planckian measurements? Or do we need
Planck-scale measurements? These and other questions have to be answered to
make string theory useful, and string theorists are trying (or should try) to
answer them. But these are serious questions and real work will be necessary to
see how useful or not string theory ultimately is.

My point is that the mere existence of the landscape or multiverse or whatever
you want to call it, does NOT make the theory unpredictive. That is merely a
strawman argument that gets a lot of knee-jerk reactions. Almost all theories
have landscapes.The weird thing is not that string theory has a landscape, but
that string theorists were hoping against all reasonable hope for tens of years
that there would be a unique vacuum.

>if you want a UV completion of the Standard Model without experiments,
>you need a good reason to chose this completion. Renormalizability tells
>you that any completion is equally good – and no completion is necessary!

The problem is we have something other than standard model at low energies:
gravity. And string theory provides the UV completion there, but also tells us that
there could be many ways to do it.

21. Eric
June 6, 2008

Peter O,
In a particular vacuum with all moduli stabilized , all parameters such as gauge,
Yukawa couplings are fixed as these depend on the moduli. In addition, it is not
possible to just construct any model you want as there are usually a host of
consistency conditions that must be satisfied that strongly constrain the models.
Thus, if one can find a model which describes exactly the SM in detail in its low-
energy limit, then this would be a very significant discovery.

22. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

Somebody,

I’m probably not going to convince you of anything in my rebuttal below. But I
hope you will feel it is worth knowing that there is a rebuttal.

1. “There are many crucial questions. Here is one: can we fix a vacuum in string
theory by doing finitely many sub-Planckian measurements? Or do we need
Planck-scale measurements?”



Suppose you could do this. Isn’t this just a parametrization consistent with string
theory? And if so, how does it prove anything? I like my Lagrange Standard
Model (above) better. The nation that controls Lagrange polynomials controls the
universe!

2. “The weird thing is not that string theory has a landscape, but that string
theorists were hoping against all reasonable hope for tens of years that there
would be a unique vacuum.”

I’m with David Gross on this one. Abandoning this hope means that you no
longer have a theory.

3. “The problem is we have something other than standard model at low
energies: gravity. And string theory provides the UV completion there, but also
tells us that there could be many ways to do it.”

No, it doesn’t provide THE UV completion. It provides a UV completion. I happen
to think (as I’m sure you do) that it is an interesting completion, but it’s
definitely not the only possible completion. For example, instead of a string
tension as a cut-off, we could use a lattice spacing (like Regge calculus) as a
completion. I am certainly not claiming that this is right, but a Regge-type lattice
with lots of other fields (and Wilson terms to remove Fermion doublers) is
something you can’t rule out, any more than you can rule out string theory. So
there are even MORE ways to do the completion.

My own view on string theory is similar to what some people said about N=8
supergravity when I was a student: String theory is worth learning because it’s
interesting, not because it’s right.

23. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

Eric,

“In a particular vacuum with all moduli stabilized , all parameters such as gauge,
Yukawa couplings are fixed as these depend on the moduli. In addition, it is not
possible to just construct any model you want as there are usually a host of
consistency conditions that must be satisfied that strongly constrain the models.
Thus, if one can find a model which describes exactly the SM in detail in its low-
energy limit, then this would be a very significant discovery.”

Well, there are a host of consistency conditions on any model you use to fit data.
As I said to Somebody, let’s all finally admit that the world is just a Lagrange
polynomials. Sorry, but fits are not physics.

24. Peter Woit
June 6, 2008

somebody, etc…

I don’t think it’s possible to have a sensible discussion about this, except by



looking carefully at actual attempts to construct string theory vacua. This is why
I wrote the earlier posting about the claims to get predictions out of an F-theory
construction. My argument is not that having lots of string theory vacua
inherently makes it impossible to test, but that you have to examine what these
vacua look like and see what can be gotten out of them.

Sure, it’s possible to imagine a string theory vacuum construction that, given
some experimental input, is predictive and testable. Problem is, people have
been trying to do this for almost 25 years, and have gotten nowhere. Take a look
at the F-theory paper. Taking as input everything we know about particle physics,
and engaging in 300 + pages of complex constructions, the end result is a vague
claim about the neutrino mass scale, that it is more or less where we already
know it is. 25 years of this kind of thing is exactly what you would predict would
happen if people pursue a wrong idea and refuse to stop.

Similarly, going on about how string theory completely stabilizes all moduli,
making, for each vacuum state, precise testable predictions about SM
parameters is just pure hype. That’s a dream about what some people would like
to be true, not the current state of string theory. If people want to pursue that
dream, fine, but they should acknowledge that they are nowhere near this, and
that the current state of the subject gives no reason to believe that even if you
could do such calculations, they would turn out to be predictive and explain
anything about particle physics.

25. Eric
June 6, 2008

“Similarly, going on about how string theory completely stabilizes all moduli,
making, for each vacuum state, precise testable predictions about SM
parameters is just pure hype. That’s a dream about what some people would like
to be true, not the current state of string theory.”

Actually, this isn’t hype, this is in fact the current state of string theory, as moduli
stabilization has been a very important area of research for the last 10 years or
so. It is really only a matter of time before a specific model is found which
completely describes the SM and for which all moduli are stabilized. Progress in
physics goes on despite the Woit’s of the world.

26. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

Eric,

“Actually, this isn’t hype, this is in fact the current state of string theory, as
moduli stabilization has been a very important area of research for the last 10
years or so. It is really only a matter of time before a specific model is found
which completely describes the SM and for which all moduli are stabilized.
Progress in physics goes on despite the Woit’s of the world.”

In other words, it is only a matter of time before string theorists find a fit. See
my remarks above.



27. Eric
June 6, 2008

Peter O.,
No, once the moduli are stabilized there no free parameters. Thus, all physical
parameters are determined dynamically. This is quite different than just finding a
fit.

28. somebody
June 6, 2008

> In other words, it is only a matter of time before string
> theorists find a fit. See my remarks above.

I explained to you very clearly why it is not just a “fit”. Because once you fit a
vacuum every new experiment is a prediction. Why do you not acknowledge this
issue and keep repeating your original, misinformed statements again and again?

What I find strange is that the critics are NOT attacking the weaknesses of string
theory, which are real!!! There are two issues here. One is the construction of
standard model-like vacua, which as Eric emphasized to you is a difficult
problem, which has not yet been fully solved. The second is the issue of the
landscape (which was what I was talking about), which is that we expect that
there will be many vacua which can reproduce the standard model, once we
construct ONE. Can you see all the leaps of faith employed by the string
partisans here? Why are you not attacking those (relevant) issues?

Frustratingly, you seem to be not getting any of these subtleties and just keep
repeating your irrelevant soundbites again and again. I apologize to Peter (Woit)
if I sound a bit harsh.

29. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

Sorry Eric. I don’t get it.

You need to chose moduli, i.e. a vacuum. This is designed to fit your data. Then
you want to use this vacuum to make predictions. If there is a unique choice of
moduli (this strikes me as unlikely), you are fixing these moduli as parameters. If
the choice of moduli isn’t unique, you will simply have more parameters than you
need (but okay, maybe there are some unique predictions within this parameter
set).

Here is my question. How is this better than using any method to fit data by
some function. My joke about the Lagrange Standard Model aside, any fitting
method will make predictions. Don’t say it’s because it comes from string theory.
You have to do better than that.

30. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008



Somebody,

“I explained to you very clearly why it is not just a “fit”. Because once you fit a
vacuum every new experiment is a prediction. Why do you not acknowledge this
issue and keep repeating your original, misinformed statements again and
again?”

This is why we fit data by functions. Experimentalists do it all the time. Once this
is done we can make predictions. For example, we might try to fit some data by a
straight line using a chi-squared fit, or we fit data by a Lagrange polynomial fit.
But it doesn’t mean we have a correct theory. I asked Eric above why choosing
moduli to fit data is better. If the answer is “because we like this way of doing
things, since it comes from string theory”, it just isn’t good enough.

31. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

Let me put it another way. You fit data by a string vacuum. I fit it by Lagrange
polynomials. We can both make predictions, and since we have both
parametrized the data by smooth functions, they won’t differ very much. Why is
your method better?

32. Eric
June 6, 2008

Peter O,
The moduli are not ‘chosen’, they are determined dynamically by a potential
which is generated by turning on fluxes or other non-perturbative effects. For a
particular construction, the fluxes are generally tightly constrained by
consistency conditions. For example, in Type II vacua the flux is constrained by
tadpole equations as well as supersymmetry conditions.

33. somebody
June 6, 2008

> This is why we fit data by functions. Experimentalists do it all the
> time. Once this is done we can make predictions. For example, we
> might try to fit some data by a straight line using a chi-squared
> fit, or we fit data by a Lagrange polynomial fit. But it doesn’t
> mean we have a correct theory.

Of course it does! If the next experiment tells you that the data lies on the same
straight line, your straight line theory was correct! The only difference in high
energy physics is that the fit that you are trying to make is so involved that there
is a whole subculture called “theory” that is devoted to it. This is ALL there is to
theory. You might want something more grandiose, but there isn’t anything more
grandiose.

The real subtlety is that the thing that you are trying to fit is NOT always a
straightline. There are many comlicated things that you are trying to fit at the
same time. But apart from that “technical” issue, the analogy works.



34. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

“The moduli are not ‘chosen’, they are determined dynamically by a potential
which is generated by turning on fluxes or other non-perturbative effects.”

Wait a minute, the moduli are determined?…this negates the whole idea of the
landscape…

But I think you mean that there are consistency conditions on the choice of
moduli, which have to do with things like p-form fluxes. Just as a Lagrange
polynomial used to to fit data is constrained by the assumption that it IS a
polynomial. Any method used to parametrize data will have its own
idiosyncracies. But the results will only be a little different, assuming Nature
likes smooth functions. So I ask again: why is your method better?

35. somebody
June 6, 2008

> You fit data by a string vacuum. I fit it by Lagrange polynomials.

I would like to see you fit all the high energy experiments for for example the
standard model, by a spline fit. Its not one set of data that you have to fit, but
every possible sets of data.

36. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

“If the next experiment tells you that the data lies on the same straight line, your
straight line theory was correct!”

No! A straight line is not a theory. It is just a fit (NOW am I getting through?).

“The real subtlety is that the thing that you are trying to fit is NOT always a
straightline. There are many comlicated things that you are trying to fit at the
same time. But apart from that “technical” issue, the analogy works.”

OK, so don’t fit with a straight line. Use a Lagrange polynomial. You can fit
anything this way. Why is your way better?

37. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

“I would like to see you fit all the high energy experiments for for example the
standard model, by a spline fit. Its not one set of data that you have to fit, but
every possible sets of data.”

I’m sorry, but I can fit anything with a Lagrange polynomial, no matter how much
data you give me (assuming I was a good enough programmer). Why are the
moduli (constrained by whatever nonperturbative effects you want) better than
the coefficients of this polynomial?



38. somebody
June 6, 2008

Peter O., a theory is useful because it can fit all data. If there is a finite number
of experiments you can do and then predict EVERY single new experiment in our
Universe, you will have the final theory. If you can some up with it, by curve-
fitting if you will, thats all you need. In any event, this discussion is beyond
ridiculous now and Peter (W.) is probably going to get upset, so unless there is
something new you have to say…

39. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

No, no, I said what I have to say. I am happier than a pig in &^%&%&^$# that
you finally agree that what people are doing with the landscape is curve fitting.
What we disagree about is whether that constitutes a physical theory. I say it
doesn’t.

40. Peter Woit
June 6, 2008

Ummm, maybe enough about this particular point, OK?

What I’ve found in discussions here is that abstract arguments tend to
degenerate, because string theory advocates point to the most optimistically
possible situation that doesn’t completely violate the rules of logic, and, by this
measure, sure you can’t rule out string vacua scenarios. That’s not the measure
usually used to evaluate a research program though, which is results achieved so
far, and ones which seem plausibly achievable considering how things have been
going recently.

41. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

Sorry to let this argument continue for so long Peter. I believe, however, that is
goes to the very core of the value of the landscape and that somebody, Eric and I
performed a useful service is illuminating the issue.

42. Eric
June 6, 2008

“Wait a minute, the moduli are determined?…this negates the whole idea of the
landscape…”

No, the landscape emerges because there are many different models with
differerent gauge groups and matter content for which the moduli may be
stabilized rather than just a single model which is unique.

43. anon.
June 6, 2008



Eric, that’s exactly the same thing as saying that moduli can’t be determined. I.e.
the reason you can’t determine string theory moduli (to allow checkable
predictions to be made from string theory) using the 19 empirical standard
model parameters is precisely because string ‘theory’ isn’t a unique theory, but is
instead a collection of a vast number of different models. So the inability to
determine moduli is the same thing as having a landscape. Any theory with a
collection of parameters that can be empirically constrained to no less than
10^500 possibilities, then that’s identical to having a landscape size of that
magnitude.

44. Peter Orland
June 6, 2008

Er, Peter is going to mad at me. But Eric, so what? The acceptable moduli are
discrete rather than continuous. But there are so many choices that they might
as well be continuous. Just curve-fitting.

OK, this is my last word. Eric, blast away in my absence.

45. Peter Woit
June 6, 2008

Sorry folks, anything else on this point will have to be insightful and brilliant
beyond words for me to not delete it.

46. Andrew Mayo
June 29, 2008

If you will pardon this interjection from a purely lay perspective, and focussing
for a moment on the New York Times article, then is Witten’s perspective – or
indeed, that of physicists collectively – really one of ‘despair’.

In reading Peter’s brilliant book, Witten comes across as a rare figure in the
modern landscape; a man with an eclectically wide range of interests who uses
these to synthesise new viewpoints.

In many ways this seems to me to be similar to Einstein’s world view; he
considered the physical world from many disparate viewpoints in order to
construct a new understanding of space and time.

If eminent figures such as Witten are now starting to consider the physical
landscape from an anthropic perspective – and just setting aside for a moment
the instinctive revulsion many people have towards this approach – isn’t this
simply a sign of a brilliant mind exploring a different perspective simply to see if
it yields results, rather than an abandonment of the scientific principle?.
Certainly this doesn’t seem like an act of despair.

Although Peter Woit has – quite understandably – expressed negativity regarding
this approach – it does, after all, smack of some kind of recursive navel-gazing –
it does seem to lead to some interesting lines of inquiry.



Most obviously, we can take the 20-something arbitrary parameters of the
standard model and adjust each one by a small amount to see what the outcome
is with regard to the evolution of the universe (e.g nucleosynthesis etc). Some
parameters will presumably be more sensitive than others. Suppose it turns out
there are some fantastically huge number of possible universes, say, with no
matter as we understand it at all, only photons, some lesser number with –
perhaps – photons and leptons – a smaller number again with fermions as well.
And so on down to the universe containing only hydrogen, etc. etc. (or must all
possible universes contain all the fundamental families of particle in the
standard model, an interesting question in its own right, I’d have thought).

Then – and I think this is the spirit in which Witten is proceeding – let’s assume
our observable universe is potentially a ‘bubble’ evolving from some alternate
universe in which the laws of physics differ. We assume some probable
alternative configuration based on our adjustment of the standard model
parameters and then we calculate, for example, how our universe might evolve
and expand from its parent. (would it, for instance, be possible to show that such
expansion would accelerate and if so under what circumstances?).

Now this could be dismissed as crackpot science but there are testable
hypotheses here, are they not, so it sounds to me like science. Certainly it
involves entertaining some rather speculative hypotheses as a starting point, but
how is this different from Einstein imagining what an observer ‘sitting on a
photon’ would see, which appears to be his starting point for his exploration of
relativity. At the time, there must have been many of his fellow physicists who at
first thought his views untenable.



Hints of ‘time before Big Bang’

June 8, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

The BBC is running a story entitled Hints of ‘time before Big Bang’ based on Sean
Carroll’s latest efforts to promote the multiverse. The writer attended Sean’s talk at
the recent AAS meeting and presumably also read Sean’s new Scientific American
article, and here’s what he got out of them:

A team of physicists has claimed that our view of the early Universe may
contain the signature of a time before the Big Bang…

Their model may help explain why we experience time moving in a straight
line from yesterday into tomorrow…

Their model suggests that new universes could be created spontaneously
from apparently empty space. From inside the parent universe, the event
would be surprisingly unspectacular.

Describing the team’s work at a meeting of the American Astronomical
Society (AAS) in St Louis, Missouri, co-author Professor Sean Carroll
explained that “a universe could form inside this room and we’d never
know”.

The inspiration for their theory isn’t just an explanation for the Big Bang
our Universe experienced 13.7 billion years ago, but lies in an attempt to
explain one of the largest mysteries in physics – why time seems to move in
one direction…

“Every time you break an egg or spill a glass of water you’re learning about
the Big Bang,” Professor Carroll explained…

If the Caltech team’s work is correct, we may already have the first
information about what came before our own Universe.

Besides the “Does Time Run Backwards in Other Universes?” material from his paper
with Jennifer Chen discussed in Scientific American, what’s new here is his recent
paper with two Caltech collaborators about the possibility of explaining an asymmetry
of marginal statistical significance observed in the CMB by invoking a more
complicated version of inflation, adding a “curvaton” field to the usual inflaton. In
their model, this asymmetry comes from a perturbation to the curvaton field of size
larger than the horizon. Such a thing could in principle make testable predictions, but
doesn’t necessarily come from the existence of a multiverse or tell us anything about
it. The authors throw in one clause of a sentence about how it might occur as

a remnant of the pre-inflationary epoch or as a signature of superhorizon
curvaton-web structures.

and that’s the basis of the BBC article. I have no idea what’s going on with the

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/7440217.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/7440217.stm
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=689
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=689
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=689
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=689
http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.0377
http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.0377
http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.0377
http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.0377


business about universes forming inside of rooms and us not knowing anything about
this.

Sean gives more details about this in a new blog posting.

Update: The author of the piece, Chris Lintott, has a blog, and a posting about the
article, where he writes:

What made me want to write the story in the first place, though, was exactly
what Sean said above – to an outsider to the field the idea that it is even
imaginable that we might be able to make concrete predictions from ideas
about multiverses which have haunted the pages of New Scientist and its ilk
for decades is stunning. That’s what I wanted to get across.

He doesn’t seem to realize that there’s nothing here different than the things he’s
thinking of that “have haunted the pages of New Scientist and its ilk for decades.”

Update: This story is getting the full media treatment, including haunting the pages
of New Scientist, which has the sense to strip out the nonsense and hype about the
multiverse and the arrow of time. Slashdot emphasizes the part about:

Describing the team’s work at a meeting of the American Astronomical
Society (AAS) in St Louis, Missouri, co-author Professor Sean Carroll
explained that ‘a universe could form inside this room and we’d never
know.'”

Comments

1. anon.
June 9, 2008

‘I have no idea what’s going on with the business about universes forming inside
of rooms and us not knowing anything about this.’

If time is going backwards in the universes that form in your room, they will
instantly disappear into the past, so you can’t see them.

2. Peter Woit
June 9, 2008

anon.

Thanks, I was having trouble figuring that one out.

3. hmmm
June 9, 2008

I wonder how many unobservable universes will be produced at CERN.

4. Chris
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June 9, 2008

Thanks for the link. Sean in his talk made a possible connection between pre-
inflationary structure and the observations contained in the paper. As you say

“Such a thing could in principle make testable predictions, but doesn’t
necessarily come from the existence of a multiverse or tell us anything about it.”

The ‘could in principle’ was new to me as an astronomer, not a cosmologist, and I
thought that was worth writing about. Perhaps these ideas have been floating for
a while, but it was the first time I’ve heard a talk that directly suggested we
could – even in principle – hope to probe pre-inflationary structure. That’s a
better and more interesting story than the classic multiverse with no observable
consequences which I was unfairly throwing at New Scientist.

If that’s common knowledge among those who work in this field, then you should
all shout louder.

5. Jayvee
June 9, 2008

According to this week’s New Scientist, Benjamin Wandelt has discovered the
non-gaussianities that Sean is looking for in the cosmic microwave background.

6. Peter Shor
June 9, 2008

anon says “If time is going backwards in the universes that form in your room,
they will instantly disappear into the past, so you can’t see them.”

I don’t understand. If there are backwards-going universes that are currently
forming in my room, won’t I remember them having been there yesterday?

7. wolfgang
June 9, 2008

> If there are backwards-going universes that are currently forming in my room,
won’t I remember them having been there yesterday?

No. you would remember that they have been there tomorrow 

8. jpd
June 10, 2008

i think the tense you want is “will have been”

9. Christine
June 10, 2008

Meanwhile…

10. Thor

http://www.geocities.com/christinedantas/puf.jpg
http://www.geocities.com/christinedantas/puf.jpg


June 10, 2008

Perhaps there are many universes, each with it’s own point of origin or big bang
like expanding soap bubbles. And spots inbetween where matter from different
big bangs gather in massive black holes. Then when each of those black holes
reaches some critical point or some other criteria it explodes with a big bang,
forming a new universe. That’s my theory at lest.
Note that scientists can only inspect the universe to the degree their equipment
allows, and the universe is hugenormous.

11. Amos
June 10, 2008

“If time is going backwards in the universes that form in your room, they will
instantly disappear into the past, so you can’t see them.”

Wouldn’t this violate the conservation of… like everything?

12. M.Wang
June 10, 2008

The host really makes the paper sound like lame beyond belief. Does anyone
have a rational retort, i.e. an argument why this line of research should not be
dismissed off-hand as meaningless mumble-jumble?

13. Sakura-chan
June 10, 2008

This story has reached the heady depths of the Xbox forum I frequent.
http://forum.teamxbox.com/showthread.php?t=583146

14. chimpanzee (aka "joe")
June 11, 2008

“Never understimate the power of Human Stupidity in large groups [ science
challenged journalists ]”
— anonymous

A good example is a post by Joanne @Cosmicvariance

My senior science teacher summed it up best by saying `What you
said was probably correct, but it’s not what you say to a
newspaper reporter.’ That’s when I should have learned to be
careful with reporters.

Two weeks ago, it happened again. The good folks in the SLAC
publicity office are starting a feature where every few weeks a piece of
work from the SLAC theory group will be highlighted. Great idea, I
thought! I was the first guinea pig and was asked to do an interview for
an article on a paper I wrote last Spring. The work was cute, has a
catchy title, and is published in Physical Review Letters, but is not

http://forum.teamxbox.com/showthread.php?t=583146
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going to change life on earth as we know it. The article was to be for
the internal SLAC newsletter TIP (The Interaction Point) and would
also make a brief appearance on SLAC Today, the daily newsboard for
the SLAC community.
…
Next thing I knew, the headline

SLAC Physicists Develop Test for String Theory

was emblazened on the main SLAC homepage! Then Peter Woit of Not
Even Wrong lashed onto it. Then it was picked up by PhysOrg.com,
which was subsequently featured by Slashdot. All with a smiling
picture of yours truly, supposedly devising a definitive test for all of
string theory. AARGH!!!!

The entire article was misrepresented, blown up out of
proportion, and I could not have been more upset. Nothing
against the good folks at the communications office at SLAC –
we worked on this together and none of us saw this coming.
Nonetheless, I did not have a good week.

The remedy? We posted comments on all the blogs and revised the
article to include the scientific details which then put our work into
proper context.

I recall P. Woit & Bee complaining (rightfully) about poor Science coverage in
media, e.g. New Scientist.

Why do you keep pandering to these idiots?

The physics blogosphere needs to realize that blogs can be used for Journalism
(Content/Distribution model). You no longer have to use a [ science-challenged ]
journalist as an intermediary to the Media (Standard Model of TV, newspaper,
etc). You Can Do It Yourself.

It’s trivial to setup an RSS feed to iTunes (from WordPress, Blogger blog), & blog
with video. There are solutions out there which will automatically set you up with
an iTunes video-podcast. Presto..YOU are a scientist reporting the Science News
as It Should!! Over the iTunes portal (with its powerful search engine), which
has numerous distribution points: iPod/iPhone (mobile media device..over a
hundred million units), AppleTV (living room set top box, reaching the public in
the comfort of their living room), Internet (embedded Flash or Quicktime videos,
i.e. Internet website). See for example:

http://strings07.blogspot.com
[ search in iTunes using “physics”, “string theory”, “lisa randall”, etc ]

Based on my multimedia project, I’ve tried to encourage physicists to video-blog,
to no avail (here, Backreaction, Arcadian Functor, CV). I know the mentality
(since I am guilty of it myself): “It is illogical for Technical types to use an
emotional argument”.

http://strings07.blogspot.com/
http://strings07.blogspot.com/


“Facts Tell, Stories SELL”
— marketing pots&pans, auto-racing, etc

Scientists fall into the trap of using Facts to “sell” to the public, when in fact they
should be “telling a story”. In a sense, this is what S. Carroll is doing: he’s
“weaving a [ fairy ] tale”. The G. Lisi publicity (Next Einstein, surfer dude, et al)
is the correct strategy..which is widely criticized in the Physics community!! Take
the JPL Rover mission, geophysicist Dr. M. Golembeck was considered “the
story” (because of his personality: boyish looks & enthusiasm).

At least L. Motl/TRF embraces extensive use of Youtube videos in his blogging
(Youtube is a video-sharing service).

L. Motl/TRF (“End of Science”):

Nevertheless, the author of the stupidity from 1997, after those
ten years that have demonstrated that his stupidity is among the
greatest stupidities that have ever been pronounced by homo
sapiens, has the stomach to come in front of a conference in
Portugal and repeat the same stupidity.

How is it possible? Well, it is because there are almost no people who
would be pointing their fingers at this – very politely speaking –
intellectual shit that keeps on contaminating the public sphere. That’s
why the likes of Horgan keep on thriving. If we allow them to thrive,
they can indeed force science to end on a sunny day in the future. This
is the only way how science could possible end. Let’s not allow it.

Lumo is 1 of the few physicists “starring” in their own Youtube productions, a
Tom & Jerry rendition (entertainment). Max Tegmark recently did a musical skit
for his MIT class.

A) Information
physics, etc

B) Entertainment
“the sizzle sells the steak” as the saying goes. Looks, musical ability, personality
(incl strange behavior), etc.

The flawed reasoning by HEP community (which is the cause of the Fiscal 2008
crisis) is that they are selling A), instead of A+B. I.e., they need a mult-
dimensional model (call it a “multiverse” of solutions) for marketing to the
masses. That’s how NASCAR (a geographically niche, gear-head techno thing)
made their breakthrough to the masses (leapt past Baseball as the No 2 sport in
USA!!??). There are enough physicist baseball fans (Joanne, et al) to understand
the enormity of this. Simlarly, Formula 1 (auto racing) is the No 1 watched sport
in the World (exceeding Soccer).

“Life’s a Stage”
— Shakespeare



S. Carroll/CV understands this, & that is exactly what he’s doing: “pulling an act”
(marketing his research) for the Media. He had a long post about how to “play
the game” in Academia: “suck it up” (Bee & others found it somewhat offensive)

“People don’t buy Good Products [ research ], they buy GOOD MARKETING”
— business saying

Physics is not that different from the Business World. You have a product, you
have to sell it, you have to get funding. “You have to learn to sell yourself”
(advice given to Bee by her advisor). Here’s an example from Caltech/IPAC:

from Kip Thorne’s PhD student (who works at IPAC):

1) He who has the Gold..rules
funding issues

2) Schmoozing & Salesmanship are important
marketing/sales, aka “kissing a**” as per M. Franklin/Harvard

3) Dealing with Difficult people
“Suppose you were an idiot, suppose you were a Congressman..but I repeat
myself”/Mark Twain

Face it, we live in an Imperfect World. Deal with it (or not).

Guess what? There is a “sleeping giant” & it’s Kea..she’s the key to a Physics
marketing breakthrough. L. Randall is 2nd. Hint: extreme outdoorsmanship &
survival. Perfect subject matter for media coverage: TV, movie, etc. I’ve recently
been contacted by National Geographic documentary (I know the chief
illustrations editor), chief of ABC prime-time programming, BBC Documentary.
Hit them up with proposals.

15. Eric H
June 11, 2008

Joe,
Your comments about becoming a better showman put me into a cold sweat. I
don’t think the answer to the ignoramuses promoting multiverses inside a coffee
cup is to fight fire with fire. For one thing, many of the best minds that go into
science fields go there because because they have a basically reflective
temperament. They don’t want to stir up the atmosphere around them so much
that they can no longer be objective in their own thinking. This problem always
comes with being too publicly pushy in one’s ideas. Once your name is firmly
established in the public mind with a specific point of view, it is very difficult to
unwed yourself from it. People with a more humble and denigrating
temperament – i.e. the best people in science – know this. They know that, even
with a great preponderance of evidence in their favor, that the future can be
somewhat unpenatrable.

The problem is that the worst people in science, and for that matter in general,
have no such problem. They go along quite swimmingly with any change that



proves they have been alarmingly wrong. And like politicians and neo-
conservatives declare that they secretly suspected the new information all along
– no shame and no regret to their prior public declarations. Maybe you want to
try to compete with those kind of people in that kind of salesmanship but I sure
wouldn’t attempt it. I’d feel sort of dirty.

16. ProfM
June 12, 2008

Peter,

Why do you allow this meaningless, offensive and irrelevant exchange of opinions
to take place on your blog? The last two entries are good examples. These
pathetic conversations have nothing to do at all with the issue of testability in
String Theory!
People enter your blog to be educated but they are turned away by significant
loud noise and mumble-jumble.

I know that you are going to delete my message right away. But you cannot hide
the truth!

17. Tony Smith
June 12, 2008

Adrienne Erickcek, Marc Kamionkowski, and Sean Carroll (all of Caltech)
in arXiv 0806.0377 astro-ph said:
“… there is an anomaly in the CMB: measurements from the Wilkinson
Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) indicate that the temperature-fluctuation
amplitude is larger, by roughly 10%, in one hemisphere than in the other. This
power asymmetry occurs at the 99% C.L. …
the observed CMB fluctuations … appear to be modulated by a dipole …
More precisely, the fluctuation amplitude in one half of the Universe is higher, by
about 10%, than in the other half …
it cannot be attributed to any known astrophysical foreground or experimental
artifact.
This asymmetry has gone largely unnoticed
(as opposed to the “axis of evil”, an apparent alignment of only the lowest
multipole moments) …”.

However,
in a 2006 Physics Nobel Prize powerpoint (slide 17) at
http://www.nat.vu.nl/~mulders/Nobelprize-2006.ppt
Piet Mulders said, about the work of Mather and Smoot:

“… COBE and WMAP … A dipole effect corresponding to the motion of Earth
with respect to CMB rest frame (about 600 km/s) …”.

Is there any reason to reject the explanation of such a dipole asymmetry by “the
motion of Earth with respect to the CMB rest frame”?

Tony Smith

http://www.nat.vu.nl/~mulders/Nobelprize-2006.ppt
http://www.nat.vu.nl/~mulders/Nobelprize-2006.ppt


18. Christine
June 13, 2008

Tony Smith,

I could be mistaken, but Isn’t the CMB dipole anisotropy about two orders of
magnitude above the other CMB anisotropies? Those authors do not appear to be
talking about the amplitude of CMB dipole per se, but a 10% fluctuation of it.

19. Tony Smith
June 13, 2008

Christine, thanks for explaining to me that “Those authors … appear to be
talking … about a 10% fluctuation of … CMB dipole …”.

Does that mean that there are 3 relevant axes ?

dipole axis of amplitude – due to motion with respect to the Cosmic Microwave
Background. – according to astro-ph/0302207 (First Year WMAP) “… COBE
determined the dipole amplitude is 3.353 +/- 0.024 mK in the direction (l, b) =
(264.26 degrees +/- 0.33 degrees, 48.22 degrees +/- 0.13 degrees),
where l is Galactic longitude and b is Galactic latitude …”.

dipole axis of fluctuations – according to astro-ph/0701089 (Hemispherical power
asymmetry) “… in Bayesian terms, the log-evidence difference is about 1.5 to 1.8,
corresponding to odds of one to five or six. … Thus, there is still a chance that
the effect may be a fluke, and most likely, this will remain the situation until
Planck provides new data in some five years …
The best-fit modulation dipole axis points toward (l, b) = (225 degrees, −27
degrees) …
much effort has been spent by theorists on providing possible
physical explanations …
e.g.,
second order gravitational effects from local inhomogeneities – Tomita 2005;
the presence of local voids – Inoue and Silk 2006 …”,

quadrupole/octupole axis (axis of evil) – according to astro-ph/0302496 (cleaned
CMB map from WMAP) “… The preferred axes … for the quadrupole and
octopole … are … both roughly in the direction of (l, b) = (−110 degrees, 60
degrees) in Virgo …”.

So, is it fair to say that:
the dipole axis of fluctuation as of now is hard to distinguish from an irrelevant
fluke;
and
even if it might turn out to be real,
it might be explainable in conventional physics terms, including but not
necessarily limited to those described by:

Tomita (astro-ph/0505157) “… The present state of our universe is … locally
complicated and associated with nonlinear behavior on various scales, and so the



observed quantities of CMB anisotropies may include some small effects caused
by large-scale local inhomogeneities through nonlinear process. … there is a non-
trivial north-south asymmetry in various quantities about CMB anisotropies …
based on the relativistic second-order theory of perturbations in nonzero-/\ flat
cosmological models … and on the second-order formula of CMB anisotropies …
it is found that there is a possibility to explain the small north-south asymmetry
of CMB anisotropies …”.

Inoue (0710.2404 (astro-ph)) “… various types of anomalies have been reported
after the release the WMAP data … an asymmetry in the large-angle power
between opposite hemispheres … Inoue and Silk 2006 … explored the possibility
that the CMB is affected by a small number
of compensated local dust-filled voids … The Shapley supercluster
(SCC) is near the tangential point of the two local large voids. The mysterious
correlation with the ecliptic plane can be explained naturally because the ecliptic
plane is by chance tangential to the CMB dipole that originates from a mass
concentration around the SCC …”.

Tony Smith

20. anon.
June 13, 2008

“… dipole axis of amplitude – due to motion with respect to the Cosmic
Microwave Background. – according to astro-ph/0302207 (First Year WMAP) “…
COBE determined the dipole amplitude is 3.353 +/- 0.024 mK in the direction
…”.”

‘Dipole axis of amplitude’ is a very polite euphemism for this massive +/- 3mK
cosine anistrophy in the CBR, compared to the original name given by discoverer
R. A. Muller in his Scientific American article (v238, May 1978, pp. 64-74): see
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1978SciAm.238…64M

(If the CMB is used to establish a reference frame for motion, this anistrophy
indicates absolute motion with respect to that frame.)

21. Peter Woit
June 13, 2008

Tony et. al.

Please, a much better place to discuss the technical details of Sean’s paper
would be at his blog posting on the topic.

22. Pradeep
June 14, 2008

“a universe could form inside this room and we’d never know”

I am an engineer by profession and working towards a PhD. My advisor would
throw me out if I propose any explanation of any experiment and not

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1978SciAm.238
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1978SciAm.238


substantiate it with numbers/logical arguments/predictions about how to go
further about the experiment.

I have an avid interest in the way physics (I don’t say “theoretical”..after all, this
distinction of subject into theory and experiment is really meaningless…both
have to go hand in hand) is going. The way I look at the claims and hype about
stuff like multiverse, string theory, brane world and so on… is getting really
disgusting.

If I had made a statement as the one quoted above, my advisor would throw me
out of PhD programme telling me I am a crackpot.
And string theory and its ilk has continued to occupy center stage for ~30 years
without someone calling them crackpots baffles me!

I think Feynman’s dictum that the experiment is the only test of theories
summarizes all that is wrong with string theory and it’s variants.

PS: I was made aware of the “dark side” of string theorists by this blog and I
thank Peter for calling spade a spade (or crackpot theory as crackpot theory)!

23. Christine
June 14, 2008

“a universe could form inside this room and we’d never know”

When I read this I thought: this only deserves a cartoon. What else?? That’s why
I draw it in 5 minutes in my paintbrush and posted on my blog as a comedy.
Reminds me of when kids swear that they saw things that don’t exist. Actually, I
was not really very fair to it. My kid asks far more relevant scientific questions
than that silly statement.

I don’t have the willingness or energy to debate that claim scientifically, even
because it’s not scientific to start with. It’s difficult to understand how a scientist
would ever think this is scientific and spend his/her time with it. And having it
published, if that is/will be the case, is beyond my comprehension.

I usually am not so harsh and try to have an open mind. But everything has limits
and I’m really getting tired of these multiverses & co.

24. Peter Woit
June 14, 2008

Pradeep,

“string theory” is a very big subject, and it’s extremely unfair to dismiss it all as
“crackpot”. Unfortunately some parts of string theory (and parts of cosmology
having little to do with string theory) have taken a turn towards pseudo-science,
but I think the people promoting this are very much a minority in the subject. It
would be in the interest of serious physicists working in string theory and
cosmology to take a more active role in making it clear to the public what is
pseudo-science and what isn’t. By not doing this, I think they are damaging the



credibility of their field, with the whole thing getting tarred as “crackpot”.

25. Eric H
June 14, 2008

Peter,

I agree with your assessment of the need for pointing out more publicly what is
pseudoscience and what is not. There is a definite need to call out publicly the
wackiness of some of these ideas. I hope you and others understand that what I
was saying earlier about the problem with public promotion refered to excessive
pushing of “one’s own theories”. I think a lot of the problem with string theory
and multiverses originated from that human frailty of need for recognition at the
expense of truth and logic. In a way you could say that kind of human sociology
produced string theory and the trendiness in physics that went with it, and not
the other way around.

26. somebody
June 14, 2008

Pradeep says:
“I think Feynman’s dictum that the experiment is the only test of theories
summarizes all that is wrong with string theory and it’s variants.”

The tragedy of string theory (and in fact theoretical physics in general today) is
that the really interesting questions that we want answers for, are currently way
outside our experimental capabilities. To answer essentially all the questions to
which we have experimental access, standard model plus Einstein gravity is
perfectly enough. But unfortunately(?) human curiosity does not end where our
experimental capabilities end. The difficult question is where does the deadly
combination of curiosity + lack of experiments turn into mathematical
masturbation.

When you attack a caricature of this problem (like “no experiments yet, so kill
strings”), it is easy to come up with simple answers to this difficult question like
you did. But on the other hand, if we take the hints from particle physics and
gravity seriously, we are lead to an enormous and (surprisingly) consistent
mathematical structure called string theory. Should we take this structure
seriously in the interim, or should we not do anything because we have no
experiments (yet)?

Of course, most of the criticisms against string theory come from people like you
who are (admittedly) ignorant about these hints. So any debate of this form
almost always degenerates to frustration for the defender of string theory. I see
no way even in principle to show you my side of the argument. And when I say
this, I am called arrogant.

Incidentally, your advisor is perfectly right to kick you out of the department if
your model does not tie up with experiments. Because you HAVE experiments.
Everything you ever do (if you are anything other than a reactor engineer or
something) MUST be prefectly understood within the context of



electromagnetism. This does not mean that what you are interested in is useless,
but it does mean that what you are interested in is merely a detail from the
perspective of someone interested in more fundamental things. But there are
people who want to see beyond E&M, the standard model and all the way to
gravity. I am sorry to be rough, but I see no way but to point out the difference in
perspective when faced with such hostility.

In any event, as everyone knows, we string theorists do face the possibility that
we are victims in an unfortunate age trying to delude ourselves. But even then, I
see no reason for your hostility. If you do not like what we are trying to do, think
of us as something like half-mathematicians. We only take up as much academic
resources as them.

The fact of the matter is that string theory IS fascinating. That is the bottomline
at the moment.

27. somebody
June 14, 2008

Just to point out one historical fact: the whole idea of the multiverse in the sense
of eternal inflation has been there long before string theorists stumbled across it
via independent arguments. And Sean is a cosmologist.

So even if the idea was flack-worthy, …

28. Chip Neville
June 14, 2008

Peter,

You are right when you say in your June 14th reply to Pradeep, “It would be in
the interest of serious physicists working in string theory and cosmology to take
a more active role in making it clear to the public what is pseudo-science and
what isn’t”, and you are right when you criticize Scientific American and other
popular science publications for hyping speculative ideas without warning
readers of their speculative nature. But perhaps you will be cheered up by the
Letters section of the June issue of Scientific American, the very same one
containing Sean’s article, where a reader asks: “Are any experiments planned for
the LHC that could either support or falsify theory’s claims, expectations or
predictions?”, and Quigg replies: “String theory is not at the point of making
specific predictions for the LHC. … The LHC has influenced some prominent
string theorists to put the theory aside, for the moment, to concentrate on
theoretical problems that promise a more immediate dialogue with LHC
experiments.”

Do you have any idea to which prominent string theorists Quigg is referring?

29. Peter Woit
June 14, 2008

Chip,

http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=letters-june-2008&page=2
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=letters-june-2008&page=2


Quigg’s description of

“a conversation between an experiment and threads in the string theory
worldview”

just sounds like obfuscation to me. I don’t see why he can’t just straightforwardly
say that string theory predicts nothing about what the LHC will see, and that the
interest in the LHC has to do with physics (electroweak symmetry breaking)
which has nothing at all to do with string theory.

I don’t know who he is thinking of in claiming string theorists have abandoned
string theory for LHC physics. LHC phenomenology is a very different subject
than string theory, and few people can move from one to the other. One example
might be Arkani-Hamed, but he was never much of a string theorist. Some string
theorists have gotten involved in the “LHC Olympics”, but it’s unclear whether
that counts as a change in research direction. There are a few other examples of
people doing AdS/CFT stuff that is supposed to be related to the LHC, see, e.g.
recent paper by Maldacena.

30. Thomas Larsson
June 15, 2008

The tragedy of string theory (and in fact theoretical physics in general today) is
that the really interesting questions that we want answers for, are currently way
outside our experimental capabilities.

I want to know why m_p/m_e = 1836 or why 1/alpha = 137.036. It seems to me
that it is theory rather than experiment that is the problem.

31. Chris Austin
June 15, 2008

Hi somebody,

“To answer essentially all the questions to which we have experimental access,
standard model plus Einstein gravity is perfectly enough.”

Three independent approaches to making sense of the quantization of Einstein
gravity in 3 + 1 dimensions have had a substantial amount of success recently:

1) Bennie F. L. Ward’s technique of resumming Feynman diagrams, e.g.
arXiv:hep-ph/0610232

2) Asymptotic safety, e.g. arXiv:0708.1317, arXiv:gr-qc/0610018

3) Causal dynamical triangulations, e.g. arXiv:0712.2485

All three of these approaches appear to lead to the conclusion that the strong /
electroweak Standard Model plus quantum Einstein gravity in 3 + 1 dimensions
predict that the universe has a radius of curvature around 10^{-35} metres, i.e.
the Planck length, in gross contradiction with observation.



On the other hand, if we choose not to quantize gravity, but accept the existence
of gravitational radiation, for which there is experimental evidence from binary
pulsar timing studies, see http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates
/1993/press.html then we meet the equipartition theorem of classical statistical
mechanics, namely that in thermal equilibrium at temperature T, every quadratic
degree of freedom has mean energy (1/2)kT, where k is Boltzmann’s constant.
The gravitational radiation field has an infinite number of quadratic degrees of
freedom per unit volume, since the frequency of gravitational radiation can be
arbitrarily high, hence we must conclude that the gravitational radiation field is
either not in thermal equilibrium, or has exactly zero temperature, or has infinite
energy per unit volume. This is precisely analogous to the corresponding
paradox for the electromagnetic field, that led Planck to the introduction of
quantum theory, so that the equipartition theorem is only valid for frequencies
\nu such that h \nu is small compared to kT.

Best regards,
Chris

32. Observer
June 15, 2008

Somebody says:

“The tragedy of string theory (and in fact theoretical physics in general today) is
that the really interesting questions that we want answers for, are currently way
outside our experimental capabilities”

Since the complaint is testability of String Theory, I am interested to know if
there are any thought-experiments that can reasonably substitute experiments.

33. Aaron Bergman
June 16, 2008

Since the complaint is testability of String Theory, I am interested to know if
there are any thought-experiments that can reasonably substitute experiments.

Of course not. But, when you don’t have any real experiments, you make do with
what you have.

34. Peter Orland
June 16, 2008

Somebody says:

“The tragedy of string theory (and in fact theoretical physics in general today) is
that the really interesting questions that we want answers for, are currently way
outside our experimental capabilities”

I don’t understand why some people think that the only really interesting
questions are quantum gravity and unification.

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1993/press.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1993/press.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1993/press.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1993/press.html


What about confinement? What about the soft Pomeron in QCD? What about
chiral symmetry breaking? What about High-T_{c} superconductivity? What
about turbulence? What about the Hubbard model in two or three dimensions?
What about dark energy? What about inflation? Etc., etc., etc. All of these
questions are related to experiments or observations. The people who work on
them have as much talent as anyone (with the exception of yours truly).

35. Tom W.
June 16, 2008

Peter, you say:
>Unfortunately some parts of string theory (and parts of cosmology >having
little to do with string theory) have taken a turn towards >pseudo-science, but I
think the people promoting this are very >much a minority in the subject. It
would be in the interest of >serious physicists working in string theory and
cosmology to take >a more active role in making it clear to the public what is
pseudo->science and what isn’t.

Anyone claiming the existence of extra dimensions is talking pseudo-science, so
this would seem to include a majority of string theorists. If this is not the case,
then can you (as a serious physicist) make it clear to me ( the public) where the
scientific basis for extra dimensions can be found?

36. Christine
June 17, 2008

I philosophically oppose to extra-dimensions and multiverses.

Scientifically, the only way to address them is to experimentally test the various
hypotheses for their existence. In this case, extra-dimensions can be scientifically
tested, but not multiverses. By definition, the universe is *all* that exists. There
is no intrinsic meaning to talk about *other* universes. It is not scientific because
to begin with, it has no meaning. I don’t understand why people cannot see the
logic of this simple argument.

Sometimes I find interesting to read about ideas like the quantum creation of the
universe from nothing, like Vilenkin’s attempt, but when it comes to other
universes, the line between science and pure imagination/illogic is crossed.
Since I have a science-fiction vein, these ideas can serve as some inspiration. But
even then, since they are already so much explored (and since I dislike them), I
avoid them and look for other more interesting ideas that abound in other areas
of science.

37. Peter Woit
June 17, 2008

Christine and Tom,

I don’t think a generalized denunciation of multiverse and extra dimensions
research is at all helpful. All it does is convince string theorists that their critics
are completely close-minded and don’t understand what they are trying to do.



You have to look at exactly what the research in these fields is, it’s not so easily
dismissed without considering exactly what is going on.

In the case of extra dimensions, first of all there are successful uses of the idea
(see AdS/CFT). Mostly though, it’s not pseudo-science, just unsuccessful science.
Multi-dimensional models in principle typically make predictions, the problem is
that they don’t agree with observation. You end up having to adjust your model
so as to not violate known experimental results, making it untestable and not
explaining anything.

In the case of the multiverse, one can imagine testable versions of the idea, but
one often sees people pushing research programs that all evidence shows are
inherently untestable. This deserves to be called pseudo-science.

38. anon.
June 17, 2008

“… it’s not pseudo-science, just unsuccessful science. …”

It’s financially successful in being marketed. So it gets citations and research
grants. The number of researchers exceeds the critical mass for a growing
discipline: reading, peer-reviewing and citing one another. From these criteria, it
is a scientific success.

39. Christine
June 17, 2008

Peter Woit,

It may appear to others that my “generalized denunciation” of these issues are
closed-minded. Well, I don’t care to be judged that way, simply because I know
how I am better than anyone else, and I know that I am an open-minded person. I
have run and run blogs that widely accept any civilized comments on all these
issues, even if I strongly oppose one concept or another.

As I mentioned, I am not philosophically inclined to the extra-dimensional
programme, although I was much more interested in the past. And I never said
that it cannot be tested. My general remarks about extra dimensions were purely
philosophical.

Concerning multiverses, as I wrote, I see it clearly untestable by definition,
because by definition there is only one universe, which encompasses all nature. I
see no logic in talking about multiverses poping in and out of “existence”
“elsewhere”. This is my starting point, but it does not mean that I don’t want to
hear anything about it or that I am not interested in understanding the
arguments further.

String theory is testable and should be tested, and it is scientific as far as I
understand it. But I presently am interested in other ideas. I don’t really care
whether other people want to work on this subject as far as they act as honest
scientists and face the problems of their discipline with dignity. (I am *not*



saying that string theorists are dishonest or lack dignity. This should be applied
to any scientist, or any person for that matter).

Yes, I do have a strong philosophical position that multiverses are things of the
imagination, and hence one will have to convince me that it is a scientific
problem. Since up to this moment I have not seen any convincing argument, I
keep my position. If people want to try to convince me, they are invited to post
on my blog; I have specific entries on these matters. Search for, e.g., “the
universe” and “what is science”, etc. But I strongly advise that if you don’t have
a really sound argument, never mind, I’d rather run a low traffic blog.

40. Peter Woit
June 17, 2008

Christine,

I’m sorry if my comment came off as hostile, I’m well aware that you are a quite
open-minded person, well-informed about these issues, and that your blog does a
good job of reflecting this.

You’re right that the overriding problem with the multiverse idea is that the
other “universes” are by definition not directly observable to us. So anyone who
wants to talk about them has to come up with an explanation of how multiverse
research is going to lead to an experimental test. My point is just that multiverse
proponents do have answers to this, and one needs to look at them and address
them. I think when one does, one finds that they are completely unconvincing.
The kinds of answers they have are:

1. A version of string theory will be found that explains the standard model
convincingly, while at the same time also implying the existence of other
universes corresponding to other states of the the theory. Knowing one ground
state of the theory will tell us what the theory is, and indirectly evidence for the
other ground states. Problem with this of course is that, after a quarter century
string theory has failed completely to explain anything about the standard model.

2. Statistical analysis of string vacua will make testable predictions, again giving
indirect evidence that the other states in the statistical ensemble exist. Again,
this is a research program that has gone no where, and has zero evidence
supporting it, or giving any encouragement that anything can come of it.

3. Construction of models with observable effects of pre-inflationary times. Such
models typically are rather contrived, and involve an extremely small amount of
information about this pre-inflationary “other universe”, such as one number, the
only thing surviving from some very complex earlier state. Actually I don’t think
this really works, since you’re talking about the earlier history of this universe,
not another one. Again, you can claim that finding evidence of a pre-big-bang
state consistent with multiverse ideas of existence of lots of baby universes is
indirect evidence for them, but at this point this just seems to me to be wishful
thinking.

41. Chris Austin



June 17, 2008

Hi Tom W.,

” … can you (as a serious physicist) make it clear to me ( the public) where the
scientific basis for extra dimensions can be found?”

I hope Peter won’t mind if I try.

Experimental evidence has been steadily mounting since 1915, when Einstein
proposed his General Theory of Relativity, that gravitational fields are properly
described as a curvature of space and time. A logical consequence of this
description, already recognized by Theodor Kaluza in 1919, is that there could be
extra dimensions of space, curled up too small for us to see them.

To see something small, it is necessary to look at it with something – photons,
electrons, neutrons – whose wavelength is smaller than the thing we are trying
to look at. From Planck’s relation E = h \nu, where E means energy, h is Planck’s
constant, and \nu means frequency, and the relation between frequency and
wavelength, which for photons, and also for massive particles, when their energy
is sufficiently high, is \nu = c / L, where c is the speed of light and L means
wavelength, it follows that to see very small things we need very high energies.

The Large Hadron Collider, due to start up at CERN in the next few months, will
enable us to see smaller things than ever before, down to around 10^{-19}
metres, by looking at them with the quarks and gluons in protons colliding at
extremely high energy. This does not mean that we will see such small things
immediately. Rather it will be like gradually increasing the level of illumination in
a room that was initially completely dark: things will gradually appear out of the
murk as the accumulated data increases. There is a significant possibility that
the LHC will eventually see small extra dimensions of space, curled up to a size
of around 10^{-19} metres, that are too small to have been detected up to now,
and I will try to explain why this is.

The two most fundamental experimentally established theories of physics that
we have at present are the Standard Model of the strong / electroweak
interactions, which describes everything that we observe except the
gravitational field, and Einstein’s theory of gravity, which describes the
gravitational field and its interactions with the energy and momentum of matter.
As I tried to summarize in my comment above, when we work out the logical
consequences of the two theories together, they make a prediction that is
disastrously wrong, namely that the universe curls up so that its radius of
curvature is around 10^{-35} metres, which is roughly as small in comparison to
the smallest specks of dust we can see with the naked eye, as those specks of
dust are in comparison to the actual size of the universe. This means that the two
established theories must be part of a larger picture, and a very important part
of the larger picture is missing.

The reason the two established theories make this wrong prediction, is that the
fields associated with the particles of the strong / electroweak Standard Model,
in the same way that the electromagnetic field is associated with the photon,

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=699#comment-39111
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=699#comment-39111


have nonvanishing fluctuations even in empty space, and these fluctuations have
nonvanishing energy. The energy of these fluctuations acts as a source for the
gravitational field in the same way as massive objects do, and this results in the
universe curling up to a size around the square root of G h / c^3, where G is
Newton’s constant. This size is around 10^{-35} metres, which is roughly what
is known as the Planck length.

For particles like the photon, the W and Z particles that transmit the weak
interactions, the gluons that transmit the strong interactions, and the graviton,
which are collectively called bosons, the leading contribution to the energy of
their fluctuations in empty space is always positive, while for particles like the
electron, the muon, neutrinos, and quarks, which are collectively called
fermions, the leading contribution is always negative, so there is in principle the
possibility of a cancellation between the two, but this does not happen for the
strong / electroweak Standard Model, nor for the Standard Model plus gravity.
However in 1974, Bruno Zumino demonstrated that in field theories with a
special property called supersymmetry, the contributions to the energy of
fluctuations in empty space cancelled between bosons and fermions exactly, for
the leading contributions, and also for all further contributions from more and
more complicated processes. Supersymmetry means that the formula for the
energy density of the fields, averaged over space and time, which is called the
action, is unchanged when certain small multiples of the fermion fields are added
to the boson fields and conversely. Because of Zumino’s proof, it seems
reasonable to expect that supersymmetry is part of the missing part of the larger
picture.

Zumino’s proof does not apply, however, to field theories with supersymmetry
that involve the graviton, which are called supergravity theories, and with one
single exception, whose fluctuations in empty space can only have exactly zero
total energy, supergravity theories can have zero or negative total energy of their
fluctuations in empty space, so that the energy of their empty space fluctuations
is not much better controlled than for theories without supersymmetry. The
single exception is supergravity in eleven dimensions, that is ten space
dimensions and one time dimension, which is the largest number of dimensions
in which supergravity can occur. Supergravity cannot occur in more than eleven
dimensions, because the number of degrees of freedom of the gravitino, which is
the fermion field of which a certain small multiple gets added to the gravitational
field in a supersymmetry operation, increases much more rapidly than the
number of degrees of freedom of the graviton, as the dimension of spacetime
increases. The result of this is that while supergravity in four spacetime
dimensions can involve up to eight gravitinos, in ten dimensions it can only
involve either one or two gravitinos, in eleven dimensions it involves exactly one
gravitino, and in more than eleven dimensions supergravity cannot occur at all,
because the gravitino has too many degrees of freedom.

In consequence of being an extreme case, supergravity in eleven dimensions has
completely exceptional properties. Its action is unique, and the pieces fit
together like a perfect Chinese puzzle. It is the only field theory involving gravity
whose fluctuations in empty space necessarily have exactly zero total energy.
When one of its ten space dimensions is curled up into a very small circle, and a



certain solution of its field equations, which looks like a membrane, is wrapped
around this circle, it becomes the type IIA superstring in ten spacetime
dimensions, and it can also become each of the other four superstring theories
when one or more of its ten space dimensions are curled up or folded in
appropriate ways, and certain modifications fixed by self-consistency on any folds
are made. Its quantum theory, which is called M-theory, has a vast array of
consistent solutions in which seven of the space dimensions are curled or folded
up into a very small size, while the remaining three space dimensions and the
time dimension are very large and nearly flat, like the familiar dimensions of
space and time that we know.

In many of these consistent solutions, there are fermions and bosons on the four
large spacetime dimensions that look very similar to those in the strong /
electroweak Standard Model, in the sense that exactly the same fields occur as
in the Standard Model, and they have exactly the same types of interactions as in
the Standard Model, but the masses of the particles, and the strengths of
interactions, defined by numbers such as Newton’s constant and the fine
structure constant, are generally different from those in the Standard Model.
However only a tiny fraction of the possible consistent solutions of this type have
been examined so far, so it seems reasonable to expect that the larger picture, of
which the strong / electroweak Standard Model and Einstein’s theory of gravity
are the two parts that have been established experimentally up to now, will be a
consistent solution of M-theory of this type.

The vast number of consistent solutions of M-theory which, for everything larger
than around 10^{-19} metres in size, look similar to the strong / electroweak
Standard Model plus Einstein gravity in 3 + 1 dimensions, but differ in detail,
have been characterized as a “landscape”, and leave us with the practical
problem of finding out where in that “landscape” we live. The parts of the
“landscape” that have been investigated up to now fall into some ten or so broad
families, that differ very greatly from one another for things smaller than around
10^{-19} metres in size. It will thus be possible to distinguish between some of
these broad families at the Large Hadron Collider, and exclude some of them in
favour of others.

The reason it is certain that the Large Hadron Collider will be able to distinguish
between some of the broad families of solutions is that the strong / electroweak
Standard Model becomes very stressed at the energies that will be studied at the
LHC. One of the particles predicted by the Standard Model, called the Higgs
boson, has never been discovered, and the logical consistency of the parts of the
Standard Model that have been confirmed experimentally, requires that the
Higgs boson, or something more complicated to serve in its place, must be light
enough to be discovered at the LHC. Furthermore, the mass of the Higgs boson
in the Standard Model is unstable to quantum corrections that tend to increase it
greatly, so if the Higgs boson is discovered, then something more complicated
must also be discovered that stabilizes its mass.

Whatever more complicated things are discovered, either together with the
Higgs boson or in place of it, will distinguish between some of the broad families
of solutions. In some of the broad families, the seven extra dimensions are large



enough to be seen at the LHC, while in others they are not. In some of the
families, there will be string-like excitations similar to the Regge recurrences
observed at much lower energies in the strong interactions, while in others there
will be none. In some of the families, the size of the extra dimensions is much
larger than 10^{-19} metres, in fact up to a millimetre, but the Standard Model
particles can only move in a small part of them, of size around 10^{-19} metres,
which is why the large extra dimensions have not yet been detected, whereas the
graviton and gravitino can move in their full extent. This would explain why the
force of gravity is so much weaker than the other forces, for example the
gravitational attraction between two protons is around 10^{-40} times weaker
than the electrostatic repulsion between them, due to the gravitational force
being diluted by the larger volume in which the graviton can move. In these
families, the strength of the gravitational force increases extremely rapidly with
energy as the LHC energy is approached, becoming comparable in strength to
the other forces at around the LHC energy, and loss of part of the collision
energy due to radiation of gravitons into the large parts of the extra dimensions
will be observed at the LHC.

Best regards,
Chris

42. Christine
June 17, 2008

Peter Woit,

No, your comment did not came off as hostile, perhaps I was a little too
defensive.

I appreciate that you have itemized your main criticisms to the “multiversism”. If
I may, I suggest that you produce a FAQ to your arguments. It would avoid that
you keep repeating yourself. There is a lot of information in your blog that
deserves to be assembled into one place for easy access.

What concerns me is the recent edifice of joining string theory and multiverse
scenarios (in addition to the intrusive anthropic arguments). I think this is a
major shortcoming, but my discomfort is purely philosophical, because, as I
mentioned previously, the multiverse idea does not convince me as scientific to
begin with. I wonder whether only a minority of string theorists are willing to
embrace such an edifice, or whether in fact this is a major trend.

43. Eric H
June 17, 2008

Chris,
Your latest comment explains where you are coming from theoretically. However,
it seems to me you are just repeating standard theory from certain books, some
of which are right and some of which are probably wrong.

While I agree that supersymmetry explains some things in particle physics it
seems to do a lot more damage at theories of large scales, i.e.,gravity. It also



must be remembered that general relativity can be considered proven while
supersymmetry cannot. This isn’t to say that general relativity won’t probably be
eventually enfolded into a larger theory that explains things such as the
acceleration due to dark energy, (not to be confused with the vacuum energy or
zpf). But my view is that supersymmetry directly contradicts GR and thus can’t
enfold GR within it. In this way supersymmetry can be considered a good, but
very flawed theory for certain interactions. Let me say it again: supersymmetry
has not been proven.

Finally, the basic problem seems to come down to the problem of the universe
being nearly “flat” but not quite. Supersymmetry addresses the problem by
assuming “anti” particles and forces to everything. That ball got rolling because
there actually are anti-particles with the same mass but opposite spin in all their
internal components. But you are basically extrapolating an “anti” universe from
the tinyest bit of evidence. And even then it doesn’t explain the small bit of
“material” remaining that makes the combined positive and negative universes
flat. It’s not good science but just a supposition that actually creates more
questions than answers. Good science is when after given suffient time what
remains in the wake of a new theory are “less” unanswered questions from the
original questions, not more.

44. Eric H
June 17, 2008

“And even then it doesn’t explain the small bit of “material” remaining that
makes the combined positive and negative universes flat.”

make that not quite flat.

45. Eric
June 17, 2008

Eric H.,
You apparently have a misunderstanding about what supersymmetry is about.
Supersymmetry does not assign an anti-particle to every other particle.
Supersymmetry is a symmetry which relates bosons to fermions. Thus, for the
case of N=1 supersymmetry every fermion has a scalar partner, while every
boson has a fermionic partner. In the case of supergravity, the spin 2 graviton is
paired with a spin 1/2 gravitino, and gravity emerges from elevating
supersymmetry to a local gauge symmetry. Your statement that supersymmetry
contradicts general relativity is completely wrong.

46. Eric H
June 17, 2008

Eric,

Have they found any of these superpartners experimentally?

47. Eric
June 17, 2008



Give LHC a couple of years….

48. woit
June 17, 2008

Enough unenlightening supersymmetry warfare.

Chris laid out some of the standard lines of speculation that lead to the
theoretical picture that string theorists are trying to sell today. The problem is
that it’s a long line of speculation, which could be wrong at many places, which
has never managed to make contact with the real world. There’s no particular
reason to believe that extra dimensions explain electroweak symmetry breaking,
they don’t explain any of its known features, or predict what the LHC will see.

So, I still maintain that extra dimensions are science, just (scientifically)
unsuccessful science. We’ll see what happens at the LHC, I just hope that if extra
dimensions or supersymmetry don’t turn up there, we can finally stop having the
field of particle theory dominated by these ideas.

49. Eric
June 17, 2008

Peter,
I hope that whenever supersymmetry is found at LHC that you will disappear.

50. Observer
June 17, 2008

Peter,

In a previous comment you say: “In the case of extra dimensions, first of all there
are successful uses of the idea (see AdS/CFT). Mostly though, it’s not pseudo-
science, just unsuccessful science”

Is there any empirical evidence in support of the AdS/CFT correspondence to
promote it at the level of a successful theory?

Best regards,

Observer

51. Peter Woit
June 17, 2008

Observer,

AdS/CFT gives a very non-trivial calculational method for dealing with the strong
coupling behavior of certain gauge theories, and as such is a success. Whether it
can be turned into a reliable method for dealing with the physical case of QCD
remains to be seen.

In this case the problem is not finding the right theory that describes the real



world, we have strong evidence for QCD. But this still leaves the problem of
actually calculating things, and that’s also part of physics.

52. Observer
June 18, 2008

Peter,

Thanks for the reply.

To my knowledge, the AdS/CFT model applied to QCD goes by the name of
holographic QCD. It is claimed to be a computational tool that is superior to
Chiral Perturbation Theory when it comes to the strong coupling regime. But,
again to my knowledge, holographic QCD has not been proven to yield
predictions that are consistent with observations.

Is my understanding correct?

Best regards,

Observer

53. Peter Orland
June 18, 2008

Observer,

I’d like to try to answer your question concerning holographic ideas in QCD. I
hope you can follow my attempt to give a basic explanation. Perhaps Peter won’t
mind that this doesn’t have anything to do with the big bang (it seems that this
comment thread is already very tangled, so I don’t think I am messing it up too
much).

AdS/QCD or whatever one calls it is essentially a bare-strong-coupling scheme.
There is another such scheme, devised a long time ago, which is to do the strong-
coupling expansion (NOT Monte-Carlo/numerical methods) on the lattice. Both of
these have yielded some insights into quark confinement and chiral-symmetry
breaking, and led to interesting lines of inquiry, but both have a serious problem.

In such schemes, there is a dimensionless parameter, called the bare coupling.
This is not the same as the physical or effective coupling. To understand how real
QCD works, this bare coupling must be taken to zero as an ultraviolet cut-off is
removed. Unfortunately, nobody can do this yet.

Here is a semi-technical explanation, which you may want to skip. The reason the
bare coupling must be taken to zero has to do with how QCD renormalization
works. If we want to keep experimental parameters (like cross sections or
masses) fixed as we remove the cut-off, the bare coupling “runs”, i.e. becomes a
function of the cut-off. It so happens that the bare coupling runs toward zero as
the cut-off (in momentum units) diverges. SIDE REMARK: You may already know
that the renormalized/effective coupling also runs, as we look at different energy



scales (not cut-offs), and it runs in the same way as the bare coupling.

No calculation in the holographic approach to QCD can be taken seriously, unless
someone figures out how to deal with arbitrarily small bare coupling (which
means large curvature). Real QCD means infinitesimal bare coupling. My
impression is that few string theorists (perhaps none) are working on this
problem, because it is extremely hard.

In the light of the above, I think AdS/QCD and the older strong-coupling lattice
approach should be viewed only as imperfect models of the strong interaction.
This does not mean that they are unworthy of study. They are not, however, real
QCD.

54. observer
June 18, 2008

To Peter Orland,

Thanks for your reply and explanation.

Best regards,

Observer

55. M.Wang
June 19, 2008

I am truly curious to see some real debates on the physics related to the
direction of time paradox, so pardon me for interrupting your lively discussions
about String (an issue that I consider moot).

The central argument in this paradox concerns the entropy of the pre-inflation
universe. It is commonly stated (by Penrose, for example) that it has to be even
lower than just after inflation ends. The reasoning that leads to this conclusion
involves the statement that the pre-inflation universe contains the same number
of quantum states as the current universe, because “according the rules of
quantum mechanics, the total number of microstates in a system never changes”
(a quote from the SciAm article). But this is very suspect. Quantum mechanics is
known to be incompatible with gravity (or, equivalently, dynamic space-time).
Trying to trace all microstates backward through inflation is plain nuts.
Furthermore, the current universe has undergone 14 billion years worth of
quantum de-coherence. Maybe someone has a way of estimating the effect of all
the quantum de-coherence on the microstate count, and I sure would love to
read it, but I doubt the answer can be as simple as “no effect” because quantum
de-coherence is in essence the APPARENT decoupling of entangled states when
the particle in question interacts with cold, localized, massive subsystems (yes,
like those objects that formed AFTER the inflation). The wave function is
truncated in an (albeit extremely accurate) approximation. The new EFFECTIVE
quantum description of the system remains valid for all practical purpose, but
the number of microstates does not seem to be conserved, or maybe someone
can enlighten me otherwise.



Oh, by the way, I am aware of the fact that the universe always has had exactly
ONE state. Talking about entropy, however, requires the invocation of ensembles
(or something similar, although the multiverse concept may be a step too far).
Counting the microstates, therefore, involves solving the effective quantum
Hamitonian after de-coherence. Now I really do not see how the count can be
possibly conserved.

Even if the microstate count in the pre-inflation universe is indeed high enough,
we still cannot safely jump to the conclusion that “among all the different ways
the microstates of the universe can arrange themselves, only an incredibly tiny
fraction correspond to a smooth configuration of ultradense dark energy packed
into a tiny volume” (again, a quote from SciAm). That statement is true if one
assumes that there is no interactions among the incredibly dense collection of
ultra-heavy particles packed into a universe the size of a penny, but that is such a
dumb assumption that I do not presume anyone can seriously make it. In fact,
smoothness seem almost inevitable with any meaningful collisions going on, so if
anyone understands how that SciAm quote was arrived at, please enlighten me
by all means.

56. Observer
June 19, 2008

Dear M. Wang,

Extrapolating thermodynamic and quantum concepts all the way to the Universe
scale is highly speculative and should not be taken seriously. Likewise, assuming
that both statistical and quantum physics continue to be valid in pre-inflationary
Universe lacks any foundation.

57. Christine
June 19, 2008

The meaning of the word “speculation” appears to have changed in recent times.



Atiyah on Atiyah-Bott

June 11, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

This week I’m in Montreal attending a conference in honor of Raoul Bott (who I wrote
about in some detail here a couple years ago).

On the first day of the conference, a documentary film about Bott made by his
grandaughter Vanessa Scott was shown, and there was a panel discussion about the
man and his influence on students and collaborators. Bott was both a wonderful
mathematician and human being, and many people at the conference paid tribute to
him as someone who encouraged them and taught them beautiful and deep
mathematics. Quite a few commented on visits to him and his family at their summer
place on Martha’s Vineyard. It adjoined a clothing-optional beach frequented by Alan
Dershowitz among others, a beach where Bott was supposedly known as the “Mayor”.

Bott was very much involved with physics later in his career, and two physicists spoke
at the conference: Cumrun Vafa on topological strings and Edward Witten on the 6d
QFT point of view on geometric Langlands. I greatly enjoyed both talks, but I suspect
they were pretty difficult for the mathematicians in the audience to follow, covering a
great sweep of material bringing together new mathematical developments not
understood by most mathematicians with QFT and string theory techniques far from
their background.

Michael Atiyah gave a truly wonderful talk to open the conference. He described how
his friendship with Bott had covered a period of 50 years, from 1955 until Bott’s death
in 2005. From 1964-1984 they did some of the best work of their careers together,
and Atiyah tried to summarize the high points of this, as well as point out problems
their work raised that he sees as still open and worthy of investigation by a new
generation. Editions of the collected works of both of them are available that include
their commentaries on the papers, and these are very much worth reading. Each of
them is a masterful expositor, so their joint papers are uniformly models of clarity.

Atiyah broke things up into the following main topics:

• Bott Periodicity

In work with Hirzebruch, Atiyah realized that Grothendieck’s construction of K-theory
in algebraic geometry could be turned into a generalized cohomology theory in the
topological category. To make this work uses Bott periodicity in a crucial way, to show
that K(MxS2) is the tensor product of K(M) and K(S2) for any compact manifold M.
Atiyah realized he didn’t know how to prove this, and got Bott to produce an
appropriate proof, which appeared in a paper of Bott’s in 1959. The paper is written
in French, clearly not by Bott, and Atiyah says he still doesn’t know who translated it
into French for Bott.

Atiyah and Bott worked together on extending the Atiyah-Singer index theorem to the
case of manifolds with boundary, where the issue of how to handle the boundary
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conditions so as to get a good index problem is a subtle one. As part of this, they
needed a new, more “elementary” proof of Bott periodicity, finally finding one that
“even MIT faculty could understand”. This is periodicity for the unitary group and
crucially uses Fourier analysis. Atiyah gave as a problem deserving attention that of
extending the proof to the case of the orthogonal group, where the use of Fourier
series would have to be replaced by the representation theory of O(N). Multiplying
Fourier series becomes taking the tensor product of representations, which is much
more non-trivial to deal with.

• Heat Equation Proof of the Index Theorem

Using the McKean-Singer formula, one can relate the computation of the index of a
differential operator to the asymptotics of a related heat equation. Patodi and Gilkey
had carried this through using complex and skillful algebraic calculation, but Atiyah
and Bott felt they couldn’t understand these proofs, so with Patodi came up with a
new proof, one that just used Weyl’s invariant theory for the orthogonal group and the
Bianchi identities of Riemannian geometry.

As a problem for the future, Atiyah listed finding a better understanding of the
relation of the Atiyah-Bott-Patodi argument with the supersymmetric quantum
mechanics proof. More explicitly, he conjectures that one should be able to just use
invariant theory, but perhaps invariant theory of the infinite dimensional group
Diff(M), of a sort advocated by Gelfand.

• Fixed Point Theorems

The Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula computes the Lefschetz number one gets in the
context of index theory and a mapping of the manifold to itself (coming for instance
from a group action) in terms of data at the fixed points of the mapping. This has
many beautiful applications, including a new proof of the Weyl character formula. The
formula is sometimes known as the “Woods Hole formula”, since Atiyah and Bott
conjectured it at a conference at Woods Hole, where certain experts told them it
couldn’t be true, since they had computed counter-examples. Atiyah didn’t name
names, but described the experts involved as now claiming to not remember this.
“They deny it to a man” he said, but he remembers it distinctly while being in the
frustrating position of having nothing written down to provide incontrovertible
documentary evidence.

One generalization of the fixed point formula shows that for manifolds with circle
action the index is zero, and Atiyah mentioned Witten’s extension of this to the case of
a loop space, leading to a relation to modular forms and the subject of “elliptic
cohomology”. This continues to be an active subject, with Mike Hopkins and others
developing the theory of “topological modular forms”, something that has shows
interesting relations to number theory. Atiyah described a “moral bet” between him
and Andrew Wiles about whether QFT will ultimately influence number theory. Wiles
thinks not, but Atiyah believes it will happen, and hopes to be around long enough to
find out if he is right.

• Yang-Mills and Algebraic Curves

Morse theory and equivariant cohomology were two of Bott’s favorite tools, and he



and Atiyah did some wonderful work applying these to the case of Yang-Mills theory
in two dimensions. Here the Yang-Mills functional is a Morse function, the space of
connections is a symplectic manifold, and the reduced space for the gauge group
action is an important mathematical object that can be thought of as the moduli space
of flat connections, or of stable holomorphic bundles on the 2d surface. Their main
result, a calculation of the Betti numbers of this space, reproduced earlier results
coming from a very different approach, that of using algebraic curves over finite fields
and the Weil conjectures.

As a problem for the future, Atiyah asks if there is some infinite-dimensional version
of the Weil-conjectures, and some QFT where the Feynman integral is analogous to
Tamagawa measure. He says he has been thinking about this off and on for 30 years,
hasn’t found anything satisfactory, but offers the problem as a gift to younger
mathematicians, as long as they let him know if they solve it. For some recent work
related to this, see here.

• Hyperbolic Equations and Lacunae

Atiyah described work of his with Bott on this topic as “performed under a
subcontract” with Garding.

Finally, Atiyah commented on how his mathematical style was quite different than
Bott’s with Bott always advocating an “old-fashioned” way of proceeding, involving
concrete formulae, where Atiyah favored “new-fangled” abstraction, only writing
down formulae when forced to by Bott (and then discovering that this gave important
insight). Later he found himself in the opposite position when working with Graeme
Segal, with respect to whom he was the “old-fashioned” one, resisting abstraction. He
commented that Bott and Segal had written a paper together, and he was shocked to
see that such a thing was possible.

He noted that he had met many fascinating people through Bott, including one of the
world’s best known mathematicians: Tom Lehrer. Finally, he ended with the comment
that, while Bott was no longer here, the great thing about doing math the way he did
it is that you become immortal.

Comments

1. mathphys
June 12, 2008

Peter, Do you know if the talks were recorded and/or whether the proceedings
will be published?

2. Peter Woit
June 13, 2008

mathphys,

The talks weren’t recorded as far as I could tell. Don’t know if there will be any

http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.4733
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effort to put some of the slides on-line. There will be a volume of papers at some
point.

3. Fabien Ngo
June 16, 2008

I attented the Bott legacy conference too. I noticed that Professor Woit was on
the list of participants but didn’t find him unfortunately. Concerning the talks,
most of them were very nice and the speakers tried to make them as clear as
possible. Vafa’s talk was very hard and i wasn’t able to understand it. I wanted to
ask him question but he disappear imediatly after his talk (So if someone can
help me to understand what he talk about that would be nice).

The conference wasn’t recorded but CRM(Centre de recherche mathématique)
who organised the conference will publish the proceedings of the conference as
soon as possible.

4. Peter Woit
June 16, 2008

Hi Fabien,

Sorry I didn’t get to meet you at the conference.

For some fraction of what the Vafa talk was about, one reference with lots of
detail at various levels is the book “Mirror Symmetry” from the AMS, edited by
him and Zaslow.

5. Fabien Ngo
June 17, 2008

Thank you very much for the reference. The book is big but i’ll try to take a look.



Is the Universe Actually Made of Math?

June 17, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The relationship between mathematics and physics is a topic that has always
fascinated me, and today I noticed two interesting blog postings related to the topic.
The first was Ben Webster’s posting inspired by a recent XKCD comic. The discussion
in the comment section is well worth reading, especially the contributions from Terry
Tao.

Over at Backreaction, Sabine Hossenfelder discusses an interview with Max Tegmark
from the latest issue of Discover magazine entitled Is the Universe Actually Made of
Math?. Much of the discussion is about Tegmark’s comments on how he dealt with the
potential danger to his career caused by his unconventional publications on the
“Mathematical Universe Hypothesis”. This says that

Our external physical reality is a mathematical structure

I’ve always had an extreme case of mixed feelings about this, thinking that Tegmark
manages to bring together the extremely deep and the extremely dumb. He embeds
this as “Level IV”, the highest level, of the multiverse, and multiverse mania is one
reason he has gotten attention for this and not had it dismissed as crackpotism. The
idea he is pursuing is that any mathematical structure can be thought of as a
“universe”, and we just happen to be in some random one of these. This seems to me
to be pretty much content-free, and the attempts to fit it into more conventionally
popular multiverse studies don’t help.

At the same time, this does get at an incredibly deep problem, that of the relationship
between mathematical structures and physical reality. Some of the central
mathematical structures that mathematicians have discovered have turned out to be
identical to those found by physicists pursuing models of fundamental physics. This
has happened in several very striking ways over the years. Thinking of the universe as
a mathematical structure has turned out to be extremely fruitful, both for
mathematics and for physics.

What is important though is that not all mathematical structures are equally
important, central, or interesting, and this is the crucial point that Tegmark seems to
me to be missing. Once you learn enough mathematics, you find certain recurring
themes and deep structures throughout the subject. What fascinates me is that these
often also turn out to be central in theoretical physics. Tegmark just accepts every
mathematical structure as equally important, creating a huge undifferentiated
multiverse where we occupy some random anthropically acceptable point. But the
evidence is that the mathematical structure we inhabit is a very special one, sharing
features of the very special structures that mathematicians have found to be at the
core of modern mathematics. Why this is remains a great mystery, one well worth
pursuing from both the mathematician’s and physicist’s points of view.
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Comments

1. Frank
June 18, 2008

An acquaintance of mine has a simple but deep criticism of Tegmark’s ideas. He
says that all mathematical structures are built and based on sets. This is
especially the case for all structures looked at by Tegmark. But on the other
hand, it is not clear at all whether nature is a set. In fact, there are many reasons
that point to the opposite conclusion.

He says that at high energy, it is not clear that a “set” is the correct description
for nature, it rather looks as if it is not. If nature is not a set, Tegmark’s ideas
lose their base.

2. Paul Jackson
June 18, 2008

I’m amazed that Max Tegmark seems to entertain the notion that mathematics is
constituent of the physical world, somehow waiting to be discovered “out there”.
Is it not obvious that mathematics is an invented language that we chattering
African apes have evolved to describe the mysterious world we find ourselves in?
No wonder its structure has evolved to closely resemble that of the physical
world.

3. Fabien Besnard
June 18, 2008

“Is it not obvious that mathematics is an invented language that we chattering
African apes have evolved to describe the mysterious world”. It is not obvious, to
say the least. Whole books have been written about this, and I recommend this
one : “Matière à pensée”, a dialogue between Alain Connes and the neurologist
Jean-Pierre Changeux. I can also point you to Omnès book “Converginf realities”.
I think that when you ask yourself what “real” means, what criterion permits to
classify something as real, what comes to mind is logical consistency. Everything
else seems to be ill-defined intuitions. I talked about this subject in more length
here : http://math-et-physique.over-blog.com/article-1591626.html (in french). I’ll
try to put a trackback but for some reason it never works…

4. anon.
June 18, 2008

All applied mathematics for real world physics is only approximate:

1. Newtonian physics only has exact analytical solutions for two-body
interactions, whereas there are many bodies present in the universe. Poincare
chaos arises for orbits of more than two bodies, where each affects (alters) the
orbit of the other as it moves. There is also a quantum chaos from the random
exchange of field quanta that causes the electromagnetic interaction between
electrons and protons, which on small scales is random (on big scales the large
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number of field quanta interaction statistics smooth out to give the deterministic
classical Coulomb law). This prevents deterministic calculation of electron orbits
inside the atom.

2. General relativity’s stress-energy tensor uses an artificially smoothed
distribution of mass and energy instead of representing the real particulate
(discontinuous, i.e. atoms and quanta) distribution of matter and energy, to
create an equally false smooth source for the Riemann curvature. It just ignores
the QFT idea that gravity field quanta (gravitons) are exchanged in discrete
interactions, not continuous acceleration (smooth curvature).

3. Even if you just consider simple addition, counting two electrons, you haven’t
an exact mathematical model with 1+1=2 for two times the same thing, because
the electrons are all slightly different in their motions and by the uncertainty
principle in principle you can’t ever find their exact positions and momentums.
So they will have slightly different velocities and therefore slightly different
masses. So you’re not adding up exactly the same real thing. To make the point
clearer, if you add up apples (or if you count sheep), you are adding up things
which are approximately similar, but not exactly the same. Two similar looking
items will differ at the atomic scale. So addition is only ever exactly true when
dealing with tokens like money, an invention due to mathematics.

It is impossible even in principle to get exactly true input data in the real world
from making measurements. Also, it’s impossible to make exact predictions,
because all applied physics calculations for the real world involve making
approximations. So the universe isn’t intrinsically mathematical. You can’t get
completely exact input data, and – even if you did know exact initial conditions –
the mathematics used to model real (complex) phenomena is an approximation
only.

In order for the universe to be intrinsically mathematical, it would be necessary
in principle for there to exist some way of exactly representing the real world
using mathematics, instead of relying on approximations and statistical wave
equations. Mathematics is in principle at best just an approximation to the
universe, so the universe can’t – even in principle – be intrinsically mathematical
in nature.

5. Fabien Besnard
June 18, 2008

‘In order for the universe to be intrinsically mathematical, it would be necessary
in principle for there to exist some way of exactly representing the real world
using mathematics’.

Isn’t it what physicists are after ?

Anon, you seem to confuse two kinds of approximations : 1) the fact that our best
theories are still approximations 2) the approximation in data. I don’t see any
relation between point 2 and the issue of the true nature of physical objects. As
for 1), what is your argument for saying that there is no such thing as an exact
mathematical description ? We do not have such thing at hand right now, but the



simplest way to explain the fact that there exist excellent mathematical models
of reality is that these models are approximations of a complete mathematical
description.

Finally, I think that one should distinguish between approximation and
abstraction. Mathematical concepts are abstracted from ‘familiar objects’
(‘familiar objects’ might include other mathematical concepts), in a way I think is
akin to chemical purification. Then these concepts are assembled to form a
“synthetic product”. These synthesis can produce mathematical theories which
(perhaps crudely) model parts of the “real world”. But both the “real thing” and
the mathematical models are of the same nature : there are made of “atoms”,
which in my metaphor are elementary mathematical concepts.

I speak about this “chemical metaphor” in the link I gave above.

6. Christine
June 18, 2008

Apparently, his philosophy is to equate the physical world with mathematics (yes,
equate, not a sort of mapping between the two, nor a kind of approximation or
representation or abstraction or whatever). If I understand Tegmark’s point
correctly, in general terms he seem to argue that this direct equality solves the
philosophical problem of whether there is an ultimate reality. He says there is
one and it is pure mathematics.

I may have misunderstood it all since I have only read a simplified paper that he
published some time ago. In any case, I didn’t find any of his arguments brilliant
or convincing. Looks like a very bad philosophy to me.

The fact that we can describe physical phenomena through mathematical
*reasoning* (no matter limitations concerning approximation of data, etc) is
something much deeper to me and equating both is no solution (again, to me).
It’s like turning a difficult question into a trivial one as the best way to actually
avoid it.

Why am I being harsh?

My formative years in astrophysics were the 90’s, where I have seen cosmology
turn into a real, quantitative science, the beginning of the “precision era” of
cosmology. What I see today, however, concerns me deeply. I see well-known
cosmologists, Tegmark and Sean Carroll being two examples that come easy to
my mind, whose work I came to appreciate for many years, to start drifting into a
speculative world, which has nothing to do with cosmology or science.

Now let me be clear on this. I have a deep passion for philosophy and a great
appreciation for the great classical philosophers, and actually I firmly believe
that science must go hand in hand with philosophy. So I have nothing *against* a
cosmologist or anyone attempting a serious work in philosophy or any other kind
of speculative adventure, up to the point that he or she makes that absolutely
clear. One should not confuse one thing with the other. Philosophy and science
can go hand in hand, but one must be clear of what he/she is talking about, and



make no confusion between the two disciplines.

Concerning “the potential danger to his career caused by his unconventional
publications”, I take a very pragmatic approach. If a PhD student of mine in
cosmology (let us say) started to drift into philosophy to the point of interfering
with his/her research, no matter how fascinating his/her ideas were, I would
have a conversation with him/her in order to make it clear that he/she would
have to make a choice between these fields in that point of their formative years.
After his/her PhD, he/she could choose whatever he/she wants to do, it doesn’t
concern me. I see no point in making so much fuss about this.

7. David Lloyd-Jones
June 18, 2008

.

I’ve always liked a remark that physicist Sir James Jeans made back around
1935: “The more we study it, the more it all looks like a dream.”

8. Richard Oldani
June 18, 2008

What one does not put into the equation will not finally be given by the
mathematics. James Franck

IOW if you begin with math and try to go backwards you end up with nothing.

9. Joao Leao
June 18, 2008

Peter,

You make a very crucial observation that deserves serious attention namely that
physics appears to select mathematical structures to faithfully represent it that
end up being recurrently isomorphic among themselves! This indeed is what
makes Tegmark’s call for `mathematical democracy of all structures’ so totally
sterile and silly! The notion of a “universe made of math” is not new: it is an old
creed called pythagorianism, sure to be periodically revived by people who lack
(better) ideas. Tegmark’s profligate version is also not original: it was advocated
by the argentinan philosopher Mark Balaguer in his book
“Platonism and Anti-Platonism in Mathematics” as Full-Bloodied Platonism,
though I believe Plato to be a lot less sanguine in his advocacy! You are right that
this notion caters to the whole Landscape mentality that anything goes and it is
basically a call to abandon all criteria of adequacy of mathematical speculation
to empirical evidence, a notably self serving strategy for people who don’t care
to have their “bright” ideas falsified.

The issue of whether (logical) self-consistency distinguishes mathematical
structures that apply to physics from those that don’t has been raised by
Hawking, Barrow and others but it seems clear that, if this may (or may not) be a
necessary qualification, it surely cannot be sufficient — unless perhaps one



revives Hillary Putnam’s proposal that logic may be an empirical science! There
is indeed a very interesting set of questions surrounding this math-phys interface
but the pythagorians seem very much more keen in obfuscating than addressing
it…

10. Chris
June 18, 2008

I think its just that what mathematicians work on is inspired by the real world
and in the real world you get analogous physical structures at different levels of
physical reality.

11. anon.
June 18, 2008

‘It always bothers me that, according to the laws as we understand them today, it
takes a computing machine an infinite number of logical operations to figure out
what goes on in no matter how tiny a region of space, and no matter how tiny a
region of time. How can all that be going on in that tiny space? Why should it
take an infinite amount of logic to figure out what one tiny piece of spacetime is
going to do? So I have often made the hypothesis that ultimately physics will not
require a mathematical statement, that in the end the machinery will be
revealed, and the laws will turn out to be simple, like the chequer board with all
its apparent complexities.’ – R. P. Feynman, The Character of Physical Law, 1965.

Feyman is not referring to the use of the path integral for summing and
weighting all possible interactions in spacetime even for relatively simple
interactions, e.g. two electrons. There are an infinite series of increasingly
complex Feynman diagrams for even the simplest interaction. The perturbative
expansion for the path integral is an infinite series of terms of increasing
complexity. The math is summing an infinite number of possibilities for how the
field quanta will be exchanged.

This calculus error reminds one of the exponential formula for radioactive decay,
a continuous curve which ignores the fact that radioactive decays are discrete
events, so that there should really be a step-wise quantized decay line (with
quantum drops as individual atoms decay, and horizontal lines in between the
decays). The math is a nice approximation when the decay rate is very large, but
nature doesn’t strictly obey the equation at any time, and after the final atom
decays the exponential law is obviously completely false and misleading.

12. Daniel de França MTd2
June 18, 2008

Heh, if someon wanted to seek an independent research, I would recomend
looking for a job in the federal governament, specialy in something burocratic. I
don’t know how is it outside Brazil, but generaly here you get a enough free time
to study, have some money to subscribe to a decent ISP and buy some books.
Maybe sometimes one could travel and attend conferences, during vacations.

13. Eric



June 18, 2008

As a physicist, Tegmark’s ideas seem completely useless. I wonder if
philosophers would find anything interesting. I don’t enjoy sounding harsh, but I
suspect not. Any philosophers out there?

14. Marcus
June 18, 2008

Compare what Tegmark says with pages 42-49 of the July Scientific American,
where the question of fundamental constituents of spacetime is answered
differently. This site has the complete article free, for online reading:
[url]http://www.scribd.com/doc/3366486/SelfOrganizing-Quantum-Universe-
SCIAM-June-08[/url]

They get deSitter space to self-assemble from no prior geometry. Instead of being
made of mathematics, their universe is more like a flock of birds.

15. neo
June 18, 2008

Is there a connection between Tegmark’s “The universe is math” contention and
Seth Lloyd’s “The universe is computation” contention? I find the computation
analogy or mapping more compelling, but I am curious.

16. Observer
June 18, 2008

The statement that the Universe is made out of Math first emerged in Plato’s
philosophy. It is a proposition that is untestable and, as such, it does not belong
to science.

17. ZoloftNotWorking
June 18, 2008

Don’t forget Bee’s hilarious posting on Backreaction when Tegmark’s book came
out.

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2007/09/imaginary-part.html

18. Tom W.
June 18, 2008

I think it bears on this topic to mention that the physiology of the brain itself
causes an internal creation of complex geometric representations. When
deprived of external stimuli the brain can become aware of its own geometric
background signal:

http://chronicle.uchicago.edu/010426/visual-cortex.shtml

It’s furthur interesting to note that experimental subjects who have these
experiences often recall the recognition of these patterns as
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extremely important or all encompassing realizations of the universe.

This is not to say that our view of the universe is nothing more than a
hallucination, but without doubt human brain function is very geometric at
fundamental levels. To this day, one of the classic images we assign to cosmology
is that of Kepler’s Platonic solid model of the solar system (Mysterium
Cosmographicum).

Centuries later String theory seems much more sophisticated, but it remains
inseparable from its imbedded geometric allusions.

A big question could be to what extent do we have the freedom or ability to
transcend the very limitations of our own mental machinery.

19. Bourgeois Nerd
June 18, 2008

Instead of “the universe is math,” wouldn’t it be more accurate to say that the
universe is built on evolvingly complex patterns? We then translate the patterns
into the “language” of math.

20. Ryan Dickherber
June 19, 2008

He says all mathematical structures are created equal, but I’m pretty sure that
2>1.

21. Steve Myers
June 19, 2008

I thought all this stuff was settled long ago — especially by Russell. Anyway, if
you want to say something objective about real world relations (or any relations)
or describe what’s happening you have to use math, since that what math does.
And no, it is not a separate language — everything in math can be expressed in
English or Russian, etc.

22. EJN
June 19, 2008

“Paper in white the floor of the room, and rule it off in one-foot squares. Down on
one’s hands and knees, write in the first square a set of equations conceived as
able to govern the physics of the universe. Think more overnight. Next day put a
better set of equations into square two. Invite one’s most respected colleagues to
contribute to other squares. At the end of these labors, one has worked oneself
out into the doorway. Stand up, look back on all those equations, some perhaps
more hopeful than others, raise one’s finger commandingly, and give the order
‘Fly!’ Not one of those equations will put on wings, take off, or fly. Yet the
universe ‘flies’.”

John A. Wheeler



23. Jeremy Bowers
June 19, 2008

Consider your conscious experience as a trajectory through the n-dimensional
space of possible conscious experiences.

It clearly has a certain coherency; the world does not radically change on a
Planck-time-by-Planck-time basis.

However, if all possible mathematical structures are equally “true”, then for each
Planck time, there are an infinite number of discontinuous universes that you
could suddenly find yourself in that aren’t this one, but are otherwise perfectly
acceptable. That is, mathematically, despite living in the world you think you’ve
been living in all your life, it is perfectly acceptable mathematically that in the
instant after you read this, you’ll find yourself on a planet Vulcan, as in, the Star
Trek planet. The universe discontinuously shifts around you, but math has no
problem with discontinuous shifts.

Therefore, if all possible mathematical structures were equally real, the
probability of use experiencing such a clean, ordered universe are infinitesimal.
Perhaps we are simply that infinitesimal bit of the mathematical structure that
actually, factually experiences such a simple and orderly universe, but it is far
more likely that Tegmark is simply wrong, and there really is some sort of
mysterious dividing line between “real” and “unreal”.

24. Joel
June 19, 2008

Has no one thought to look at this using the discipline of cognitive science? I
think it could offer some perspective that is lacking within the frameworks of
physics and mathematics.

Mathematics is just a practice of studying relationships between patterns. We
come across these patterns in individual experiences, and and in human thought.

It is no surprise that patterns in human experience are related to the structure of
the universe, or that the mind is structured (both through nature and through
nurture) to pay particular attention to patterns that bear upon physical
existence. But mathematics is a map, rather than a territory.

25. Peter Woit
June 19, 2008

The spam software is having trouble distinguishing between the short, not very
informative comments and quotes people are posting here and the ones coming
from spambots, and I have to admit I can’t completely blame it. Well thought-out
comments that add something significant are encouraged, but please resist the
temptation to add to the noise level here.

26. Observer
June 19, 2008



Unfortunately, the debate about whether or not Math forms the underlying fabric
of the Universe leads nowhere. Statements cannot be proven true or false and
the discussion is entirely scholastic. Despite what Tegmark advocates, Math is a
tool , a rational collection of symbols helping to describe Nature, “a map rather
than a territory” to paraphrase Joel.

27. Jack Lothian
June 19, 2008

I read the Discover article a month or so ago but if I remember my reaction, it
was that the guy over-rates his insight. I didn’t think he was out-to-lunch; he was
just too full of himself. I kind of find the reaction here to be a bit too much as
well. This guy is esoteric but I think he acknowledges that fact which is better
than some. One of the things that struck me was his comment about what turned
him in his current direction. Something about the wave-function collapsing when
a particle is observed & that he felt this was wrong in some sense. My thoughts
were much the same in 3rd or 4th year undergraduate physics & I think many
other physic students felt the same way. Intuitively the Schrödinger wave
function interpretation feels wrong. It works but it seems to imply an underlying
unreality that makes me uncomfortable. Interestingly my reaction was to treat it
like a math tool that that helps solve physics problems but may or may not be a
description of reality. So for me math was always a tool that I could make do
what ever I wanted it to do while physics was something real. This guy seems to
have gone in the opposite direction embracing the potential unreality. For him
math is the reality & physics the abstraction. Strange but if he can get people to
pay him to write like this – good luck to him.

28. kyb
June 20, 2008

“I think that when you ask yourself what “real” means, what criterion
permits to classify something as real, what comes to mind is logical
consistency. Everything else seems to be ill-defined intuitions.”

Of course everything else seems to be ill-defined intuitions – it’s not consistent,
so it’s not likely to look good under logical analysis. Which means you’re begging
the question. The real point is whether or not it is necessary for “real” to be
logically consistent, or if that is just a convenient assumption. Since logical
consistency is something (in my view) dreamed up by humans, dependant on a
number of assumptions, and not an external truth, I see no reason other than
that of pragmatism for making such an assumption.

The whole “universe is maths” idea raises as many questions as it answers. For
people, maths is a mental activity, where is the unversal mind that thinks the
universe? Even if you discount the mental nature of maths, what medium exists
to reify the maths? Just because I come up with a mathematical structure in my
head, doesn’t mean I’ve created a universe of it that describes all the results of
that structure beyond even what I’m able to trace. Or perhaps he wants to go
back to platonism and the theory of forms.



We create models of our environment, our models are at most countably infinite
(they can be expressed in language, or at least encoded in our brains), but
there’s no reason to believe that the environment itself (rather than our model of
it) does not require uncountably infinite symbols to accurately represent it.

It’s much more sensible to say that our maths is at best a model that
approximates reality rather than that reality approximates our models.

29. kyb
June 20, 2008

Oh and for full accuracy, that “increasing purity” comic, should have had a
philosopher to the right of the mathematician, and then a psychologist to the
right of that, etcetera, ad infinitum.

30. Arun
June 20, 2008

Roger Penrose in The Road to Reality has a triangular diagram, that expresses
the idea that some of our mental activity is mathematics; some of mathematics
describes physical reality and finally, some of physical reality is our minds.

This diagram illustrates a mystery and it seems to me that Tegmark seeks to
banish the mystery by collapsing Penrose’s triangle into a point. If the universe is
mathematics and mathematics is the universe, then every thought of ours is also
mathematics. Our minds are mathematics. Even thinking that Tegmark’s idea is
absurd is mathematics. Agreeing with him is mathematics, too!

31. Fabien Besnard
June 20, 2008

>Even if you discount the mental nature of maths, what medium exists to reify
the maths?

What do you mean by “medium” ? In this debate, I noticed that one very often
reintroduce in a way or another, under a name or another, the intuitive but
rather wrong idea that what is real is made of matter, and matter is made of
small hard spheres (made of what ?). I would be very interested if someone could
come up with a definition of reality that excludes mathematical structures but
not quantum fields, which do not possess any of the macroscopic qualities (such
as hardness, localisation, etc…) with which we mentally endow “real things”.
What is reality is certainly an old metaphysical question. I tend to think that
these kind of questions cannot receive an answer as such because their terms
are not well-defined. Logical consistency=reality is a definition of reality that has
the advantage of not being polluted by our macroscopic prejudices.

>Just because I come up with a mathematical structure in my head, doesn’t
mean I’ve created a universe

Certainly not. Mathematical structures do not live in spacetime, so they can’t be
created. They just are. You can think about one, it does not mean that you have



created it (as with everything else you can think about).

32. Arun
June 20, 2008

Mathematical structures do not live in spacetime, so they can’t be created. They
just are. You can think about one, it does not mean that you have created it (as
with everything else you can think about).

What determines which mathematical structures “just are” and which “just are
not”? E.g., why haven’t we seen supersymmetry so far?

33. kyb
June 20, 2008

As it happens I’m much closer to a Berkleian idealist than a believer in small
hard round spheres.

If you’re going to say things like “Maths just exists”, perhaps you should give a
clear and unambiguous definition of what you actually mean when you say
maths. It’s quite possible that this is just a difference in use of terminology.

I’m very confused where you get “Logical consistency=reality is a definition of
reality that has the advantage of not being polluted by our macroscopic
prejudices.” from. It seems to me that belief in consistency is one of our biggest
macroscopic prejudices.

34. Chris W.
June 20, 2008

You seem a little confused there, Arun. As a mathematical construct,
supersymmetry has as much claim to exist in a Platonic sense as any other
mathematical construct. Whether this construct can be given an interpretation
that brings it into successful confrontation with observation (both passive and
active, ie, experimental) is a separate question. So far, the answer seems to be
no.

Of course this just indicates the fundamental wrongheadedness of Tegmark’s
formulation. All sorts of mathematical constructs exist (in an appropriate sense)
in our heads, or in objective form (following Karl Popper) in books, journal
articles, implementations of algorithms in computer hardware and software, etc.
(For all we know they also exist widely among the cultures of sentient beings
across our galaxy and beyond.) However, in the empirical sciences we’re
concerned with inference from certain premises that leads to specific,
empirically testable conclusions about the physical world. We generally do this in
a conceptual framework that organizes and motivates the inferences, but the
relevance of logic and mathematics comes first and foremost from their power in
helping us draw those inferences. Admittedly, in physics, various areas of
mathematics have also contributed increasingly to the development of the
conceptual frameworks, but this is ultimately to serve inference; we hope they
can help us draw far-reaching and unambiguous conclusions that we can test.



I would suggest that the relevance of mathematics as a source of patterns comes
ultimately from the simple fact of some regularity and stability in the world.
Patterns are useless in describing experience if their appearances are completely
ephemeral. In fact, noticing patterns in time is arguably where science begins.
The fact that we can reproduce experiences of certain sorts, or merely note their
regular repetition, is the starting point for the application of inference, and
ultimately mathematical inference, via mediating abstractions (starting with
simple idea of number).

One could say that the central mystery in nature is the interplay between pattern
and structure on the one hand, and chaos and disorder on the other. It seems to
involve a delicate balance; nowhere is this more evident than in quantum
mechanics. John Stachel has argued that Einstein’s objections to quantum theory
were misconstrued. He didn’t object to indeterminism itself so much as the lack
of any explanation for why just so much, and no more, should be admitted. In
other words, if the laws of physics do not fully determine the future from the
past, why should they exist at all? Why should there be any structure in the
world?

[By the way, your earlier comment—mentioning Penrose’s book—reminds me of
my first encounter (in my teens) with B. F. Skinner’s Beyond Freedom and
Dignity. I was entranced for a while with the idea that one could give a
behaviorist account of the objections to behaviorism. What a great way to make
an idea invulnerable to criticism! Over the course of the next year and a half I
started to grasp how pernicious and sterile that tactic was. I’ll leave it someone
to say whether Skinner was actually indulging in it.]

35. Arun
June 21, 2008

Thanks, Chris W. You made pretty much the point I was leading up to.

36. Shaun
June 21, 2008

For me the universe-as-math question raises 2 primary questions:

1) Questions of the ultimate structure of the universe aside, it seems a tautology
that the ‘ultimate structure’ of the brain must be a subset of the universal one.
This imposes limits on what we as a species can perceive or even theorize
about.(Tom W. makes this point above, with a link to a very interesting article.)

2) Why then the “unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics” in the natural
sciences? – exactly what we’re dealing with here.

The shared element that connects these two questions is Logic, and the
connection occurs at a fundamental level, pretty mush as deep as it gets. For this
reason, I believe there is genuine merit in Hilary Putnam’s view of Logic as an
empirical science.

Whatever else the universe is, it is an entity that allows Logic, and so far, seems



to demand that we completely constrain our thought processes to those which
are logical if we wish to model it. This is the origin of Pythagorean mysticism,
Plato’s idealism and our own personal intuitions regarding the relationship
between abstract mathematics and physical science.

Math is built from logic – Russell/Whitehead showed us this, Godelian limitations
notwithstanding. When we are marveling over the relationship between math
and science, we are really remarking on the fact that nature has, to some
significant extent, a logical substructure. This is a lesson we were strongly
encouraged to learn, as a species, and taking these lessons to heart our most
reliable forms of thought are logical ones.

I think Physics, as a discipline, is approaching the point where it will begin to ask
questions like: “what is the nature of the fundamental structure of the universe
such that it supports Logic as a mode of computation?”.

Or something like that.

37. Eric H
June 21, 2008

It seems to me that in all this comment about logical consistancy of math and its
relationship to the world individuals have left out the most important
relationship of math to the world – and that is the conservation rules. While
geometry has its important place in math, it deserves a position one rung lower
than conservation laws when it relates to physics. More mathematically oriented
physicists seem to continue to forget that.

In the universe geometry is related to the geometry of energy. Energy, as far as
we know, is the only substance that always remains and is finite in the universe
even as the geometry of its forms change. For some reason which I can’t fathom
theoretical physicists, as a generalization, seem to be the most likely people to
forget it and are the ones who must continually strive to remember it. The
relationship of how those forms change geometrically while continuing to
conserve energy is where the answers lie in physics. This is not true for math.

38. woit
June 21, 2008

Eric H.,

The relation between conservation laws and symmetries is an absolutely
fundamental aspect of how physics and math are related. In quantum mechanics
this can be identified precisely with the mathematics of the unitary
representations of Lie groups. I’ve gone on in many places about how important I
think this is, and it’s exactly the sort of thing that I think Tegmark misses (along
with people who see this as an issue about logic, or the human brain, or any
number of other very different questions).

39. Jonathan Vos Post
June 21, 2008



Dr. Woit, can you please elaborate on why Tegmark is wandering in the darkness,
despite the illumination of Amalie Emmy Noether, who (as thumbnailed in
wikipedia) the German Jewish mathematician [March 23, 1882 – April 14, 1935]
known for her seminal contributions to abstract algebra. Often described as the
most important woman in the history of mathematics, she revolutionized the
theories of rings, fields, and algebras. She is also known for her contributions to
modern theoretical physics, especially for the first Noether’s theorem which
explains the connection between symmetry and conservation laws [Ne’eman,
Yuval. “The Impact of Emmy Noether’s Theorems on XX1st Century Physics”.
The Heritage of Emmy Noether. Ed. M. Teicher. Israel Mathematical Conference
Proceedings. Bar-Ilan University/American Mathematical Society/Oxford
University Press, 1999. OCLC 223099225. ISBN 978-0198510451. pp. 83–101.]?

My bias is that the 2nd most important woman in the history of 20th century
mathematics, Olga Taussky Todd [30 August 1906, Olomouc, then Austria-
Hungary – 7 October 1995, Pasadena, California] Czech-American Jewish
mathematician, gave me her personal and professional take on Emmy, whom
she’d met. Similarly, I’ve heard great talks at symposia in the memory of Emmy
Noether and Olga Taussky Todd.

Please, though I agree with you, I’d like your more detailed rationale.

40. Peter Woit
June 21, 2008

Jonathan,

I’m talking about symmetries in quantum mechanics, not classical mechanics.
See my book for more details.

41. John Rennie
June 23, 2008

Suppose it were possible to formulate a theory that was independent of topology
and the number of dimensions. Then suppose you could use a procedure
analogous to gauge fixing to work out the physical predictions of the theory in
3+1 dimensions and arrive at something that described the world we see. Then
what we see as the physical world and it’s contents, including ourselves, is
merely a result of a gauge fixing. (You’d have to show that choosing any other
gauge i.e. dimensionality and topology produced results that wouldn’t support
observers.)

Anyhow the point is that the world you end up describing would necessarily
reflect the mathematics used for the “gauge fixing”. Then physics and
mathematics would be inextricably linked and Tegmark’s view of mathematics
would arise naturally.

42. Peter Woit
June 23, 2008

It’s not “gauge-fixing” if physical observables depend on it. All you have done is



decided (illegitimately…) to call the mathematical structure of physics “gauge-
fixing”, you haven’t addressed at all why it is one structure and not another.



Philosophy of Science on Bloggingheads.tv

June 21, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Today’s Bloggingheads.tv diavlog features Sean Carroll and philosopher of science
David Albert, discussing a variety of issues. Albert tells about his unfortunate
experience with the What the Bleep? film, a good example of why it’s not always a
good idea to get involved with people doing a supposedly science-related media
project. He also discusses the hostility towards study of the quantum measurement
problem from within the physics community over the years, a situation that has
changed recently. The two also had a long discussion concerning Carroll’s claims
about the arrow of time, about some of which Albert seemed to be rather skeptical.

The discussion of criticisms of string theory were on the whole ill-informed,
misleading, and devoted to ferocious attacks on straw men. For some reason, only
John Horgan was mentioned, with the existence of trained theoretical physicist critics
and two recent books on the topic completely ignored. Albert insisted repeatedly on
the idea that Horgan and other critics were not acknowledging the “spectacular
predictive success” of string theory. He was referring to claims that string theory
“predicts gravity”, since it contains a massless spin-two particle (ignoring the fact
that it is in the wrong dimension; to quote Lisa Randall “string theory predicts
gravity: 10d gravity”). Later on Carroll did explain the problem with this, that string
theory seems to allow an infinite variety of ground states with different physics, many
of which don’t have 4d gravity. Carroll told about having asked various string
theorists if they could imagine any kind of experimental result at any energy that
would be incompatible with string theory, and getting the answer “No” from at least
some of them. This seemed to rather shock Albert.

There was no real discussion of the multiverse, a topic where philosophers of science
might be able to perform a public service by taking a serious look at what physicists
are up to and analyzing what they learn. Carroll launched the standard attack on
string theory critics as having a “sophomore-level” understanding of the philosophy of
science, unaware that there is anything to the problem of what is science and what
isn’t other than Popper’s falsifiability criterion. He also claimed that string theory
critics have created a “20 year statute of limitations” criterion, that theoretical work
must lead to a falsifiable prediction within 20 years or cease to be science, chuckling
with Albert about how ignorant people must be who think such a thing. This kind of
willful misrepresentation of the views of people you disagree with seems to me to be
less than honest. From what I remember of Lee Smolin’s book, there’s a long section
about his engagement with the philosophy of science, and his sympathies are not with
Popper, but with Feyerabend’s “anarchistic” views on the subject, which are very
different. In my book there’s an entire chapter devoted to explaining what is wrong
with just invoking falsifiability. I assume Carroll has read at least one of the two
books, so it’s unclear why he thinks it’s acceptable to go on like this. He does make
one more accurate accusation, that critics of the multiverse are stuck in an out-dated
1960s particle physics paradigm of what it means to test a theory. I suppose this is
true enough. Not the first time I’ve been accused of being stuck in the 60s, which, if
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one has to be stuck somewhere, doesn’t seem like that bad a choice…

Update: Evolving Thoughts has a link to The Ideas of Quine on Youtube, an interview
of the philosopher Willard Van Ormond Quine by Brian Magee. The relation of physics
and philosophy was one of Quine’s main concerns, and one of the main topics of the
interview. I suppose that to the extent my own philosophical views could be
characterized by picking one philosopher I find most sympathetic, Quine would be a
good choice. Perhaps he’s responsible for my “sophomore-level” philosophy of
science, since I took a course from him as a sophomore.

Comments

1. Bee
June 21, 2008

Indeed what I don’t get is that people don’t want to understand it’s not a do-or-
don’t question, but one of balance. Except for the occasional misinformed
commenter in the blogosphere I haven’t encountered any serious scientists who
thinks one should drop string theory, and I too am all for live and let live. The
question instead is whether the amount of people working on a research
program and the resources invested are appropriate to the promises it holds.
This, (as I have said repeatedly, but just to make sure) is not a question
constrained to the case of string theory but of a much larger interest: are
resources, human and financial, optimally distributed in the academic system?
The answer is no, and it seems to me the problem is precisely that today it is not
the case that ‘anything goes’. Instead, we have a very strong influence on the
allegedly ‘free’ marketplace of ideas that goes back to social phenomena as well
as business tactics that are not appropriate to scientific research. (See also my
post on The Marketplace of Ideas).

Btw, Peter, did you see this paper?

http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.1431

2. Peter Woit
June 21, 2008

Bee,

I agree, the crucial question is that of evaluating whether and how the string
theory research program is making progress, an evaluation that should then
carry implications for how it is pursued. The problem is not that string theory
unification makes no predictions, it’s that no progress has been made over the
last 24 years towards predictions, actually quite the opposite.

I took a quick look at the paper you mentioned. It seems to make the claim that
the low energy modes of a superstring will not look like Dirac particles satisfying
the Dirac equation, but instead like Klein-Gordon particles. I don’t understand
the author’s argument for this, I do understand the conventional argument for
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why you get the Dirac equation (Ramond’s work on the superstring uses a Dirac
operator on loop space, Fourier modes satisfy a Dirac equation).

3. Not a string theorist
June 21, 2008

Dear Peter,

I am a mathematician working in areas adjacent to string theory; I know a little
but not a lot about the subject, but more importantly for the purposes of this
post, I have no strongly formed opinions about the fundamental philosophical
issues it raises.

I think much criticism of your approach is entirely due to a perceived (whether
accurate or not) unwillingness to learn about the frontiers of the subject on your
part – even the more mathematical aspects of string theory.

If you limited your criticism to the poor statistical techniques of the multiverse
protagonists you wouldn’t really be saying anything outside mainstream string
theorist opinion, from what I can gather talking to my stringy colleagues.

But what seems to rankle is the dismissive tone with which you (do not) properly
discuss developments such as the recent Beasley Heckman Vafa paper, together
with a lack of technical discussion (200 pages is not really that long if you are
prepared to make the effort – an advanced graduate student or postdoc in string
theory would expect to read and understand it in a week or so if they wanted to).

What my colleagues (and to some extent, I) take greatest issue with is not the
fact of the criticism but the manner of it. They see you talking about Geometric
Langlands with great enthusiasm, but without mention of the underlying string
theoretic concepts which underlie the calculations – or the fact that such
profound understanding depends on string theory in absolutely crucial ways.
They see you limit your criticism to the easy targets of the multiverse and Lubos
and hubristic paper titles and anthropic stuff and bad journalism and the one-line
pithy quotes from prestigious figures therein, and couching your discussion in
matters of philosophy and sociology.

Whilst these things are incredibly important, and not to be brushed under the
carpet, ultimately, the technical stuff is what counts – and one of the reasons why
you are not taken particularly seriously as a critic is that you haven’t presented
DETAILED criticisms of the latest directions (or even slightly dated directions) in
string theory. To illustrate: if you discussed (or even better, found flaws in)
Bagger-Lambert theory, or the Sen conjectures, or the ideas of conifold
transitions, or dyon partition functions, you would be taken incredibly seriously.
But repeating “Sean Carroll is misrepresenting me again” (even if true) will get
you little respect.

Your mathematical posts are always interesting, but in my opinion, such as it is
worth, your criticism needs to be elevated if you want it to be taken seriously.
And at some point, you need to address the question of how to value the
astonishing mathematical consistency of string theory (I seriously doubt you can



find many practising mathematicians in whose fields conjectures have been
raised who do not believe this).

(For what it’s worth, my own job does not depend on string theory in any way,
but I have had great fun in the past few years proving mathematical conjectures
which have partial stringy origins).

Whilst it is of course your own blog and you can do as you see fit, I agree entirely
with a comment by John Baez in that I would love to see more equations here
and less vitriol.

4. onlooker
June 21, 2008

“how to value the astonishing mathematical consistency of string theory” is a
question that answers itself. There is a high value of string theory (and related
ideas) for mathematics, to the point that the mathematical aspects and
connections of string theory will be pursued whether or not the intended
physical applications materialize.

The question that I think Woit and others are raising is about the discrepancy
between string theory’s dominant status as a particle theory research program
and it’s not-astonishingly-high contribution to observable physics.

5. Buffon
June 21, 2008

Dear “Not a string theorist”,

You must be new here. All your points are 100% correct and have been explained
to Peter a gazillion of times yet he refuses to listen and bring home at least 1% of
the arguments made. Hence it’s a total waste of time to argue with him which
fact is correctly recognized by the particle physics community i.e. nobody takes
him seriously.

His blog is still amusing for casual reading 

Best,
Buffon

6. Peter Woit
June 21, 2008

“Not a String Theorist”

First of all, please think seriously about whether it’s a good idea to post this sort
of comment anonymously. Because of the nature of this controversy within the
physics community, physicists sometimes have a legitimate reason to hide their
identity when discussing it. There is no such controversy among mathematicians,
everyone (including me) agrees that string theory research has led to all sorts of
interesting mathematics. I can’t think of any valid reason for you to hide who you



are. In addition, it makes it hard to respond intelligently to your criticisms, since
all I have to go on about your background is your own admission that you don’t
know a lot about this subject.

Your attack on me completely ignores that this posting and much of my concerns
motivating this blog are about physics and have nothing at all to do with
mathematics. As a mathematician, there’s no reason you should be concerned
about the physics question of evaluating whether string theory, as a physical idea
about unification, is a failure or not. My discussion of the Beasley/Heckman/Vafa
paper was about this issue, not about the details of their calculations, which
quite likely are fine, since these are highly competent people. The issue I was
discussing was that of what physical predictions they get out of their model, and
I tried to do that carefully.

As for Bagger-Lambert, the Sen conjectures, conifold transitions, dyon partition
functions, I haven’t posted any criticisms of such work, much less detailed
criticisms, and don’t intend to, because I’m not critical of such work in any way. I
probably think more highly of it than most physicists do. As long as no one is
making bogus claims that such ideas solve the problem of making string theory
unification predictive and successful, I see nothing to criticize. I’m perfectly
happy that some people are working on these topics, they just don’t happen to be
close enough to my own research interests for me to try and become expert on
them and write about them here.

Geometric Langlands is a different story, since it is closely related to my own
research, which focuses on the relation of representation theory and QFT.
Because of this, I’ve spent a lot of time learning about Geometric Langlands, and
have enthusiastically in some of my blog postings outlined some of what is going
on in the subject, while pointing to some of the excellent expostions of this
material from people much more expert than me. Witten, David Ben-Zvi, Ed
Frenkel and some others are wonderful expositors, and I’m not going to try to
compete with them on this. I’m working on some of my own ideas related to the
subject, and am in the middle of writing a paper, which I hope to have completed
by the end of the summer. The technical details of what I have to say will be in a
paper, perhaps with some blog postings giving some general comments and
explanations.

As for the relation between string theory and Geometric Langlands, I just don’t
agree with you that string theory underlies the subject. The relations between
Geometric Langlands and physics are almost entirely about QFT, not string
theory. This quickly becomes a technical discussion, which isn’t worth entering
into unless we can agree on what “string theory” is, in particular what the
difference is between a string theory and a 2d conformal quantum field theory.

Similarly for the “astonishing mathematical consistency of string theory”, to
address this, I need to first know precisely what you are talking about. “string
theory” is a research program trying to understand a class of physical models,
some of which are understood well enough to see that they are likely consistent,
but don’t work as unified models.



I’m trying here to address your criticisms seriously, if you want me to continue to
do so, please use your real name. I’ve come to intensely dislike trying to have a
serious scientific discussion with people not willing to take responsibility for
their arguments.

7. Peter Woit
June 21, 2008

“buffon”,

As to whether no one takes the kinds of arguments I’m making seriously, you
might want to consider whether string theorists from UCSB such as yourself
posting stupid anonymous comments on blogs encourages your colleagues to
take string theory seriously or not. Are you tenured and thus not worried about
this? If not, have you noticed that physics departments have stopped hiring
string theorists and asked yourself why this might be?

8. anon.
June 22, 2008

‘… [Smolin’s] sympathies are not with Popper, but with Feyerabend’s
“anarchistic” views on the subject…’

Popper’s approach that theories must make falsifiable predictions has the
problem that it doesn’t include useful ad hoc theories which formulate an
equation empirically that summarises existing experiments. If existing
experiments already cover the whole range of possibilities, such theories don’t
make falsifiable predictions.

E.g., if the deflection of light by the sun’s gravity (and the many other
consequences of general relativity) had been observed prior to November 1915,
would general relativity have been dismissed for not making falsifiable
predictions?

If so, the only reason for dismissing general relativity as unscientific would be
the historical accident that observations and experiments happened to discover
phenomena before Einstein and Hillbert came up with a theory for it. It’s a
paradox if historical accidents determine whether a theory is scientific or not
scientific.

So clearly, falsifiability isn’t the key criterion for science.

Feyerabend’s Against Method takes the pragmatic view that there isn’t a
scientific method. Whatever theory turns out to be most useful is the most
scientific. Because string theory has in the past been the most useful
fundamental physics research in helping theorists to get books to sell and to get
research grants, it has been the most practical and therefore the most scientific
of the various options. Even while it flounders in the landscape problem, because
no better theory evident, so string theory remains the leading contender for a
scientific theory of everything. [I am not a string supporter; I’m just explaining
why string can’t be undone.]



9. Arun
June 22, 2008

Whether you go Popperian or Feyerabendian, in both philosophies, science is
seen to be dealing with facts, i.e., statements about how the “real world
operates” (or “consequences” as anon. at 5:47 AM put it, as in “and the many
other consequences of general relativity”). Falsifiability is simply one
prescription of the relation between the facts a theory generates and whether
the theory is scientific or not. Even with Feyerabend, even if a new theory need
not be compatible with all known facts, or not produce any not-already observed
facts, it nevertheless has to produce some statements of fact, some
consequences. This is where superstring theory as a theory of particle physics
seems to be deficient. What the the consequences of a superstring particle
physics theory? It would seem that there are none.

“Carroll told about having asked various string theorists if they could imagine
any kind of experimental result at any energy that would be incompatible with
string theory, and getting the answer “No” from at least some of them.”

10. Garbage
June 22, 2008

I find the following ad pretty funny:

“Eat s*it… trillions of flies cannot be wrong”

It’s a delicate subject. No one is going to deny the influence of string theory, or
better said string theorist, in high energy physics.
String theory provides some sort of *educated EFT guessing*, and promoted the
XD revolution, the ADS/CFT correspondence and lots of fun math.
Given the fact that we’ve been playing this game for the last 20 years, I think
finally here it comes the time the bushiting is over. Let’s turn on the machine for
physics’s sake! And elect Obama by the way 

Unfortunately, the era of phenomenologists looks quite grim to say the least…

G

11. Bee
June 22, 2008

Anon:

Popper’s approach that theories must make falsifiable predictions has the
problem that it doesn’t include useful ad hoc theories which formulate an
equation empirically that summarises existing experiments.

[…]

Whatever theory turns out to be most useful is the most scientific. Because string
theory has in the past been the most useful fundamental physics research in



helping theorists to get books to sell and to get research grants, it has been the
most practical and therefore the most scientific of the various options.

Did it occur to you that the word ‘useful’ has two very different meanings in the
context you give? A theory can be ‘useful’ to understand the world we live in. It
can also be ‘useful’ to get research grants and to become famous by writing
books about it. The problem arises if both versions of usefulness are
disconnected from each other.

Best,

B.

12. milkshake
June 22, 2008

I grew up in the same country as Lubos Motl and I remember being told that a
critique was ofcourse needed – but to be taken seriously one should make a
constructive criticism, one should work withing the framework of the regime –
and while there were some minor difficulties they were to be viewed in the
context with the past achievements. We were told that there were also some
enemy detractors who were professional failures, bitter men with a clear agenda
but no future.

13. anon.
June 22, 2008

The marketing usefulness which string theory enjoys as being the leading theory
of everything helps to fund the useful ongoing research that seeks to apply the
theory to observables. So the two uses you distinguish are interdependent, not
disconnected.

14. Eric
June 22, 2008

String theory is useful in the sense that it is possible to construct models that
agree with the Standard Model, which in addition include gravity. Even if it were
not possible at the present time to uniquely predict the values of all the SM
parameters, it is still very significant that such a consistent framework exist. Do
you know of any other theory which can do the same?

In any case, all of this talk about being successful at selling books and getting
grants is nothing more than petty jealousy. If your research area were as
promising then you would have no difficulty doing the same.

15. Buffon
June 22, 2008

Peter,

And if in 5 years the number of string theory hires are even lower will you stop



blogging and start doing actual research? The assumption that the lower number
of string theory hirings are due to your acitivities is uber hilarious and comments
like that are the main reason I like reading your blog  If you did not assume
that then I have no idea what makes you believe anyone takes you seriously.

Actually, that’s a question on its own: what makes you believe that more than 2
people in the particle physics community take you seriously?

Paragraph insulting others and characterizing non-string theorists as crackpots
deleted

All the best to everyone, keep up the good work, it’s always fun to let out the
steam 
Buffon

16. Peter Woit
June 22, 2008

“Buffon”,

You’ve completely misunderstood my point. The fact that US physics
departments have pretty much stopped hiring string theorists has little to do
with me, and a lot to do with string theorists like you. Many of your non-string
theory colleagues do read blogs, and haven’t failed to notice that string theorists
feature prominently, often engaging in anonymous insult of anyone who
disagrees with them. Would you want someone like that as a colleague? And
since the anonymity means you can’t tell who is who, wouldn’t you be tempted to
just not hire any string theorist to be safe? It’s not like the field is having great
successes these days anyway…

You’ve now used up your allotment of juvenile anonymous insulting here. Bye.

17. Buffon
June 22, 2008

Peter,

Honest question: have you ever been on a hiring committee in particle physics?
If yes, you would know that the selection criteria does not include anything
related to blogs and neither do personality issues matter. In other words if
someone does good work but at the same time is a real SOB who likes insulting
people he/she will be hired no matter what since the requirement is that good
work should be done.

Cheers,
Buffon (not a string theoriest, by the way)

18. woit
June 22, 2008

“Buffon”,



I’ve been on hiring committees in mathematics, not particle physics. Sure, it’s
possible to be an asshole and get hired. All you have to do is be a much better
candidate than the non-assholes.

Who knows who you are, but if you’re really not a string theorist, with friends
like you string theory doesn’t need enemies….

19. Bee
June 22, 2008

Anon,

You completely miss my point. What I am saying is that ‘marketing’ and
‘advertising’ shouldn’t influence what scientists consider interesting and work
on. But this is, as you say, de facto the case. If you allow that, you allow a kind of
‘usefulness’ to arise that originates in social, political, financial ‘usefulness’
which a priori has nothing to do with the actual ‘usefulness’ for describing
nature. You can produce completely empty bubbles of nothing in this way.
(Bubbles of nothing is a phenomenon we know pretty well from the stock market,
this is not a coincidence.) You say, there is a connection between funding and
thus how much effort goes into the field. Right! What I am asking is, how can we
expect the funding and the resulting research effort to accurately expect the
actual promise of a research field if we distort the judgement deliberately with
marketing tactics? Best,

B.

20. anon.
June 22, 2008

‘I grew up in [Czech Republic when it was a Warsaw Pact satellite of the USSR]
and I remember being told that … to be taken seriously one should make a
constructive criticism … We were told that there were also some enemy
detractors who were professional failures, bitter men with a clear agenda but no
future.’ – Milkshake

That’s not just communist brane-washing! It’s actually an American disease too,
for similar reasons (social niceties). See Dale Carnegie’s argument for
sycophancy in his bestseller (over 16 million copies sold) How to Win Friends
and Influence People:

‘Principle 1: Don’t criticise, condemn or complain
‘Principle 2: Give honest and sincere appreciation …’

21. Peter Woit
June 22, 2008

“Buffon”

I’ve deleted your latest comment, you seem incapable of writing one that doesn’t
trash someone or other. Doing this anonymously is extremely unprofessional and



juvenile behavior. If you want to engage in discussion here, act like a grown-up,
put your name to your words and take responsibility for them and for your
behavior.

22. Leonard Ornstein
June 22, 2008

Popper’s “falsifiability” is just one leg of “decidability”.

The pre- and post-Popper criterion of what is or is not science seems to be
whether a model might generate ‘predictions’ which would be decidable, WITH
SOME CONFIDENCE, by past or future INDEPENDENT empirical observation.

By this broader and more rational criterion, string theory is still found wanting –
as is pure math.

Hope this helps.

23. chimpanzee (aka "joe")
June 23, 2008

“If you can’t dazzle them with Brilliance, baffle them with B***SH*T”
“If you can’t convince them..CONFUSE THEM”

Marketing & PR (BS’ing to varying degree) is an evolutionary tactic. Insects use
camouflage extensively.

“War is about DECEPTION”
— Sun Tzu, “Art of War”

Science is no different from War: it involves competition between groups.
Politicians are the best example of “using lies to defend an absurditiy”:

“Every absurdity has its Champion”

Lying quotes

“If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it, people will eventually
come to believe it…………..The lie can be maintained only for such time as the
State can shield the people from the political, economic and/or military
consequences of the lie. It thus becomes vitally important for the State to
use all of its powers to repress dissent, for the truth is the mortal enemy
of the lie, and thus by extension, the truth is the greatest enemy of the
State.”
— Joseph Goebbels, German Minister of Propaganda, 1933-1945

“A lie told often enough becomes truth”
— Vladimir Lenin.

My view of all the “way out” theories (which have gone beyond any hope of
experimental verification) is that they are defended with equally “way out”
explanations for predictive power. In engineering, there’s a phrase for hardware

http://www.whale.to/a/lying_q.html
http://www.whale.to/a/lying_q.html


hacking: “kludge upon kludge”. I was at SUSY ’06, & somebody walked past me
muttering “making stuff up”.

24. S Halayka
June 23, 2008

Bee, Peter,

I mentioned arXiv:0806.1431v2 in another comment thread here, but I’ve been
told that it is incorrect.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=684#comment-39048

http://www.haloscan.com/comments/lumidek/1137486680928497948/

Just an FYI.

– Shawn

25. onlooker
June 26, 2008

Eric,

re: string theory providing a “consistent model” of *some* unification, what are
you referring to, and what value is it supposed to have? We already know that
some logically consistent unification should be possible (since the universe exists
and contains both QM and gravity). On the other hand, there is no known
consistency in the mathematical sense of a rigorously constructed model of
axioms that demonstrates their non-contradiction. We don’t even know what the
axioms are, exactly, because string theory is not precisely defined at the moment.

It’s true that there are a number of nontrivial consistency checks that the string
formalism satisfies (or might satisfy once formalized precisely). That suggest a
mathematical project of formalizing at least SOME of the expected properties of
a string theory as axioms, and giving a “consistent model” of those. But that
would be open to the objection that it’s not really the full string theory. It could
be that there is a consistent mathematical core (e.g., a topological M-theory) that
accounts for all the fragments of string theory currently shown to be consistent,
and that things beyond that are wrong and need some further correction to
BECOME consistent.

In short, string theory is at the moment a promising web of (not always precise)
calculations still under construction, and it seems premature to talk about its
“consistency”. The rules of calculation are progressively specified and re-
specified (fixing various problems over time) so that contradictions are
eliminated, and we know that two degenerations of the theory are logically
consistent (QFT, GR), so why is it a major surprise that the set of rules converges
or doesn’t run into fatal problems over time?

26. Eric

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=684#comment-39048
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=684#comment-39048
http://www.haloscan.com/comments/lumidek/1137486680928497948/
http://www.haloscan.com/comments/lumidek/1137486680928497948/


June 26, 2008

Dear onlooker,
I am referring to the fact that gravitation and quantum mechanics are unified
consistently into the same framework. It is consistent framework because of the
absence of anomalies. Thus, it is possible to build specific quantum field theories
from string theory, which also include gravity. In fact, it is now believed that
gravity and quantum field theories are dual viz Ads/CFT. Now, it may be the case
that there is no single unique quantum field theory, at least at the present level
of understanding, but at least it is possible with string theory to bring gravity
into the story

27. onlooker
June 27, 2008

Absence of anomalies doesn’t mean that the theory is consistent, only that one
particular type of inconsistency in a particular family of calculations doesn’t
show up. This is a “consistency check”, not consistency as such. If the theory
itself is ill-defined, i.e., the rules separating valid from invalid computations are
not completely specified, then however impressive the anomaly cancellation
calculation, it doesn’t rule out that there is an equal and opposite calculation
giving a nonzero anomaly.

Also, is it ruled out that anomalies re-appear nonperturbatively, as an obstruction
to writing down a consistent theory (rigorous mathematical model) whose
expansion near some point(s) is perturbative string theory?

28. Rob Heusdens
July 7, 2008

anon said
–quote–

Popper’s approach that theories must make falsifiable predictions has the
problem that it doesn’t include useful ad hoc theories which formulate an
equation empirically that summarises existing experiments. If existing
experiments already cover the whole range of possibilities, such theories don’t
make falsifiable predictions.

E.g., if the deflection of light by the sun’s gravity (and the many other
consequences of general relativity) had been observed prior to November 1915,
would general relativity have been dismissed for not making falsifiable
predictions?

If so, the only reason for dismissing general relativity as unscientific would be
the historical accident that observations and experiments happened to discover
phenomena before Einstein and Hillbert came up with a theory for it. It’s a
paradox if historical accidents determine whether a theory is scientific or not
scientific.

So clearly, falsifiability isn’t the key criterion for science.



Feyerabend’s Against Method takes the pragmatic view that there isn’t a
scientific method. Whatever theory turns out to be most useful is the most
scientific. Because string theory has in the past been the most useful
fundamental physics research in helping theorists to get books to sell and to get
research grants, it has been the most practical and therefore the most scientific
of the various options. Even while it flounders in the landscape problem, because
no better theory evident, so string theory remains the leading contender for a
scientific theory of everything. [I am not a string supporter; I’m just explaining
why string can’t be undone.]

–quote–

By all means, theories are not to be valued at the basis of how many books it
sells, how many blog entries are attributed to it, or other such qualifications,
since that has nothing to do with what scientific theories are for, namely: to
explain facts about reality in a cohorent and consistent way such that predictions
made by the theory can be tested, and using the least assumptions.

Further, I do very much oppose the idea of a ‘theory of everything’ since any real
physical theory can only explain specific facts and only part of reality (and
besides, there is already is a trivial ‘theory of everything’ namely the theory that
‘everything is caused by everything’ which is true in the tautological sense, yet
does not explain anything in particular, and hence has an information value of
exactly zero).

Perhaps this is just a matter of terminology, and such ‘theories of everything’
(such as string theory) should be better termed ‘frameworks’ or ‘models’, which
could be quite usefull to develop specific theories, which are scientific theories in
the sense of the definition mentioned above. A tool, framework or model can be
very handy, indeed, but does not qualify as such as a theory, unless it makes
specific new testable predictions.

Specific theories should have specific testable predictions.

The example given about the theory of general relativity is a bit non-sense, since
the theory makes many predictions which can be tested, and which makes it
possible to distinguish the theory of gravity of Newton with that of General
relativity since it leads to different outcomes. There are numerous new
predictions that can be made which can test for that.

Wether a new theory can be said to be a new theory, if it merely explains facts
already covered in existing theories in a new framework (and supposedly more
generic way) is a bit of an acedemic question, but one should expect that such a
new theory covers some new ground, and on that is able to make new
predictions that could be tested, which the theories it mererely replaces, could
not.

Rearranging or reformulating a theory without increasing the level of
understanding, or making any new predictions, would not qualify as a new
theory in my opinion. Rearranging the seats of an old car, does not qualify the
car as “new” either. Which does not contest that such could be usefull in some



cases.



The Black Hole War

June 23, 2008
Categories: Book Reviews

Leonard Susskind has a new book that’s now out in the bookstores, entitled The Black
Hole War: My Battle With Stephen Hawking to Make the World Safe for Quantum
Mechanics. It’s about the black hole information paradox, structured around his story
of debates with Hawking over the years on this topic.

Back in 2005 I wrote a review here of his previous book, The Cosmic Landscape,
which I found pretty much appalling (and my opinion hasn’t changed). There Susskind
deals with the failure of string theory by promoting out-right pseudo-science, of a sort
that unfortunately has been highly influential. I’m happy to report that his new book
is about 10500 times better. In its 450 or so pages, the string theory landscape, the
multiverse, and anthropic reasoning make no appearance, with Susskind sticking to
legitimate science. Instead of breathless promotion of string theory as a unified
theory, here he is cautious about this, emphasizing repeatedly that he is just invoking
string theory as a presumably consistent framework for resolving conceptual
problems raised by quantum gravitational effects of black holes:

How do we use String Theory to prove something about nature if we don’t
know that it’s the right theory? For some purposes it doesn’t matter. We
take String Theory to be a model of some world and then calculate, or prove
mathematically, whether or not information is lost in black holes in that
world.

He even notes that:

Being called a string theorist irritates me; I don’t like being pigeonholed so
narrowly.

The style of the book is often over the top, going on about battles and wars, with
chapter headings from Churchill’s history of World War II. As is the custom for books
in this field, the fly-leaf copy is pretty much nonsense. But, at a general audience
level, Susskind gives a good introduction to lots of topics in physics and to the black
hole information paradox in particular. It is livened up with various entertaining color
and anecdote, starting with a description of hearing about the paradox from Hawking
back in 1983 at a conference held in Werner Erhard’s mansion. He describes
discussing black holes with Feynman, approaching him first at a urinal in Pupin, the
Columbia physics building, and moving later to the local West End Bar (recently
turned into a Cuban restaurant).

He ends not with triumphant claims of victory in his war, but with an appropriate
description of the current state of fundamental theory:

Confusion and disorientation reign…. Very likely we are still confused
beginners with very wrong mental pictues, and ultimate reality remains far
beyond our grasp… The more we discover, the less we seem to know. That’s

http://www.amazon.com/Black-Hole-War-Stephen-Mechanics/dp/0316016403
http://www.amazon.com/Black-Hole-War-Stephen-Mechanics/dp/0316016403
http://www.amazon.com/Black-Hole-War-Stephen-Mechanics/dp/0316016403
http://www.amazon.com/Black-Hole-War-Stephen-Mechanics/dp/0316016403
http://www.amazon.com/Black-Hole-War-Stephen-Mechanics/dp/0316016403
http://www.amazon.com/Black-Hole-War-Stephen-Mechanics/dp/0316016403
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=307


physics in a nutshell.

It turns out that Susskind is now a fellow blogger, blogging at Susskind’s Blog:
Physics for Everyone.

Update: At Backreaction, there’s a new posting explaining what the paradox
discussed in Susskind’s book really is, at a level more appropriate for physicists.

Update: Some links to reviews. Paul Davies, Sean Carroll, George Johnson. See here
for a review of the Johnson review by John Horgan.

Comments

1. Observer
June 23, 2008

To whom it may concern,

I realize that this is a bold question but I dare ask it anyway: do we have any
objective evidence from astrophysical observations that Black Holes follow the
principles of Quantum Mechanics? If not, what entitles both Hawking and
Susskind to start from the fundamental assumption that the physics of Black
Holes can be described in a quantum framework dominated by locality and
unitarity?

2. Peter Woit
June 23, 2008

Observer,

The questions about black holes being studied here have nothing to do with
currently feasible astrophysical measurements.

3. Bee
June 24, 2008

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the review! Sounds as if I should give it a read (when I’m through
with the ten books I’m currently reading that is). I’ve tried the Cosmic
Landscape, but lost interest halfways and didn’t like the writing style either, so
never finished it (though I probably read the epilogue if there was one). Since
you mention the urinal in Pupin, I’ve always wondered what a women in science
misses just by using a different restroom  (Otoh, I worked at an institute where
the Prof used to distribute duties while the men’s restroom, as a result several of
the guys started using the women’s restroom, no kidding.) Best,

B.

PS: Do we know it’s really Susskind’s blog (or attempt thereof)? I mean,

http://susskindsblogphysicsforeveryone.blogspot.com/
http://susskindsblogphysicsforeveryone.blogspot.com/
http://susskindsblogphysicsforeveryone.blogspot.com/
http://susskindsblogphysicsforeveryone.blogspot.com/
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/06/black-hole-information-loss-paradox.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/06/black-hole-information-loss-paradox.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v454/n7204/full/454579a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v454/n7204/full/454579a.html
http://online.wsj.com/public/article/SB121720140527588397.html
http://online.wsj.com/public/article/SB121720140527588397.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/24/books/review/Johnson-t.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/24/books/review/Johnson-t.html
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/?p=177
http://www.stevens.edu/csw/cgi-bin/blogs/csw/?p=177


everybody could download a photo and sign with whatever.

4. anon.
June 24, 2008

‘The questions about black holes being studied here have nothing to do with
currently feasible astrophysical measurements.’ – Woit

So it’s analogous (in not being tied to experimental facts) to stringy theories
resolving imagined Planck scale physics problems.

Bee: since imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, a fake Susskind blog would
be easily distinguishable from the real thing.

5. Peter Woit
June 24, 2008

Bee,

My personal experience is that I haven’t found any significant networking or
mentoring opportunities while relieving myself at the Pupin urinals (or any
others, for that matter). But maybe that’s just me…

The Susskind blog mentioned in my posting is legitimate. I learned about it from
information on one of the cover pages of the book. Looks like it’s just a blog
associated with an introductory course he was teaching, not clear if he intends to
use it for other purposes, for instance to discuss his new book.

6. Christine
June 24, 2008

Excuse me for being off-topic. At the end of this interesting news, one reads:

By continuing their research into the forces of nature, the astronomers also hope
to find a window into the extra dimensions of space that many theoretical
physicists think may exist.

But no reference is made on how this could be accomplished in terms of the
observational research in question.

7. Professor R
June 24, 2008

Thanks for bringing it to my attention. I had a look on Amazon and enjoyed the
blurb

” an effort that would eventually result in Hawking admitting he was wrong,
paying up, and Susskind and t’Hooft realizing that our world is a hologram
projected from the outer boundaries of space”. Ah

One serious point – I don’t like the use of Hawking’s name in the title. While I’m
sure Stephen won’t object, it’s a fairly obvious marketing ploy, and can only

http://susskind.blogspot.com/
http://susskind.blogspot.com/
http://www.astronomynow.com/080623Earthslawsstillapplyindistantuniverse.html
http://www.astronomynow.com/080623Earthslawsstillapplyindistantuniverse.html


result in yet more hyping of one particular scientist.
Hard to imagine Bohr writing a book entitled’My battle with Einstein…” isn’t it?

8. observer
June 24, 2008

Peter,

With all due respect, I disagree with your reply:

“The questions about black holes being studied here have nothing to do with
currently feasible astrophysical measurements” – Woit

Physics near any Black Hole singularity most likely falls outside the domain of
validity of quantum field theory and statistical mechanics, as we know them.
Anon. is right when he states that the situation “it’s analogous (in not being tied
to experimental facts) to stringy theories resolving imagined Planck scale
physics problems”

Regards,

Observer

9. Peter Woit
June 24, 2008

Observer,

I don’t see what you disagree with. There are no current or planned
astrophysical measurements relevant to seeing what happens at a black hole
singularity.

Susskind is writing about the study of toy models of quantum gravity, he makes
no claim to be considering anything that even in principle can be directly
compared to the real world (unlike in the “Cosmic Landscape”, where he was
advertising supposed potential unified theories).

10. Christine
June 24, 2008

There are no current or planned astrophysical measurements relevant to seeing
what happens at a black hole singularity.

Not exactly, but of course rotating black hole solutions to Einstein’s equations
can be inferred from the modelling of iron emission line of accretion disks
around black hole candidates, see, e.g., here, characterizing the black hole spin.

11. David P
June 24, 2008

Dr Susskind explains how physicists think about information theory:

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2008ApJ...679L.113M
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2008ApJ...679L.113M


Go to 01:15:30 in the Perimeter Institute Public Lecture: The Physics of
Information: From Entanglement to Black Holes

http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/Outreach/Public_Lectures
/View_Past_Public_Lectures/

12. anon.
June 25, 2008

The black hole information problem is not an “imagined Planck scale physics
problem”, for those of you who are worried about that; it has nothing to do with
physics near the singularity and can be seen entirely within effective field theory
on weak-curvature spatial slices.

13. Bee
June 25, 2008

Thanks for the link! It was a coincidence I just wrote this post, it had nothing to
do with Susskind’s book. Best,

B.

14. George
June 26, 2008

Why does Susskind accept Intelligent Design Creationism? This was in his
Lecture 1. Seems a scientist would, well, be more of a scientist.

15. Chris W.
June 26, 2008

George,

I think you misunderstood Lecture 1. He has been known to declare (suggest?)
that, if an multiverse-based anthropic explanation for the values of certain
apparently universal quantities left underived within the Standard Model does
not work, then we will be forced to fall back on intelligent design as the only
alternative. I don’t know how serious this assertion is supposed to be.

(Leaving aside the essential vacuousness of ID, that is an overstatement.)

16. hmmm
June 26, 2008

Susskind was just using a dubious debating ploy, saying in effect that the String
Theory Multiverse is not a bad idea, because Intelligent Design Creationism is an
even worse idea. It’s a bit like saying Aristotlean Epicycles is not a bad idea,
because Planets Pushed Around the Sky by Angels is an even worse idea.

Astute listeners/readers see through this debating ploy by noting that there are
more than there are more than two ideas, and that not being the worst idea is
not the same as being the best idea.

http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/Outreach/Public_Lectures/View_Past_Public_Lectures/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/Outreach/Public_Lectures/View_Past_Public_Lectures/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/Outreach/Public_Lectures/View_Past_Public_Lectures/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/Outreach/Public_Lectures/View_Past_Public_Lectures/


17. hmmm
June 26, 2008

I have ordered the book. I’m looking forward to it. I tried reading “An
Introduction to Black Holes, Information And The String Theory Revolution: The
Holographic Universe”, but was completely baffled by it. I might learn some
interesting physics from this new book, though I’ll read it with a sufficiently
large grain of salt when it comes to the author’s personal opinions, as with any
such book.

However, I am curious about something that maybe physics people might know.
Is Susskind actually serious about some of the things he says? He seems funny
and entertaining on TV documentaries that I have seen (including one on the
topic of this book), but I can’t tell if he’s just pulling people’s leg with what he
says. He says that since the String Theory Multiverse idea compares favorably to
the Intelligent Design Creationism idea, then the String Theory Multiverse idea
must be right! Really? Does such an intelligent person actually believe that kind
of logic? He says he at war with Hawking! War? Really? Especially when you
compare it to the hyper-polite debate the Susskind had with Smolin on edge.org,
why does poor Hawking get war?

18. Chris Oakley
June 27, 2008

Hmmm,

Erm, no.

Susskind is not actually at war with Hawking, it is just that Hawking is better
known than Susskind and Susskind wants to have his name associated with him.

19. hmmm
June 27, 2008

Surely if Susskind really wanted to cynically title his book to boost sales he easily
could have worked the word “God” somewhere into the title.

20. anon.
June 27, 2008

hmmm, I think that Hawking is bigger than God in the publishing industry.
According to the Foreword of Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow, A Briefer History
of Time, Bantam, 2005, p1:

‘A Brief History of Time was on the London Sunday Times best-seller list for 237
weeks and has sold about one copy for every 750 men, women, and children on
earth.’

21. go
June 27, 2008



>Astute listeners/readers see through this debating ploy by noting
> that there are more than there are more than two ideas, and
> that not being the worst idea is not the same as being the best
> idea.

As a matter of fact, there really aren’t any better ideas other than the multiverse
to deal with things like the cosmological constant problem. Multiverse is a
logically allowed, but cheap explanation for the problems of physics. There are
no successful non-cheap explanations I know.

Anyway, Susskind was just being his quirky self, people who pontificate about his
“unscientific” attitude to creationism make me laugh.

22. George
June 27, 2008

Chris W.

I do not think I am wrong. Dr Susskind said plainly that, while he preferred
Darwin, that those that prefer an Intelligent Designer, that’s fine.

That statement is clearly providing “his scientific” credence to ID Creationism.
This is something no real scientist could ever do. He has lost the battle for
credibility in scientific light – his thinking is clearly not lucid.

His statement is in no way related to physics it was a comment about human
evolution or design (as he says is an acceptable alternative view to evolution.)

23. Peter Woit
June 27, 2008

Given everything I’ve seen from Susskind, I don’t believe he’s a supporter of the
idea that ID is as scientific as Darwinism. He clearly enjoys trying to be
provocative and outrageous. In one story he tells in the book, he and Feynman
are getting a “Feynman sandwich” at the local deli, and Feynman remarks that a
“Susskind sandwich” would be similar, but with “more ham”.

Anyway, people can watch the video segments involved and make up their own
minds, but enough already about this one.

24. Jonathan Vos Post
June 27, 2008

I don’t remember — what is a Feynman sandwich?

Is it constructed by his path integral formulation of quantum mechanics, his
theory of quantum electrodynamics, different from all classical sandwiches
because of quantum computation, or extremely small as per his invention of
nanotechnology?

The Feynman sandwich on the largest number of shelves is a volume 2 of the
Lecture Notes on Physics sandwiched between a volume 1 and a volume 3.



All that I remember was the sandwich he had the owner of the topless bar in
Pasadena add to the booze menu, after the City shut it down. That was a ham
and cheese sandwich.

Feynman, who liked going there (“after a hard day dealing with oscillating
bodies, it’s nice to see some oscillating bodies”), succeeded in keeping the place
open a few more months. When the city tried enforcing the anti-topless-bar
ordinance, the owner could now say: “we’re not a topless bar. We’re a topless
restaurant.”

25. hmmm
July 1, 2008

go Says: “As a matter of fact, there really aren’t any better ideas other than the
multiverse to deal with things like the cosmological constant problem. Multiverse
is a logically allowed, but cheap explanation for the problems of physics. There
are no successful non-cheap explanations I know.”

By “multiverse” I am sure you mean the Anthropic Principle. But there are
certainly much better ideas than this, for example, Cosmological Natural
Selection, as explained by Smolin, Dawkins and others. Susskind knows the
arguments. He may not agree with them, but he shouldn’t pretend these ideas
don’t exist.

26. somebody
July 1, 2008

hmmm said: By multiverse I am sure you mean the Anthropic Principle. But there
are certainly much better ideas than this, for example, Cosmological Natural
Selection, as explained by Smolin, Dawkins and others.

The multiverse does not necessarily mean the anthropic principle. In fact your
example, cosmic natural selection, is a dynamical (non-anthropic) selection
principle in the multiverse. But as it stands, it is more wishful thinking than
something concrete. That of course doesn’t mean that it is wrong.

27. hmmm
July 1, 2008

Ha! I thought somebody might make that point. (Not you specifically
“somebody”, but somebody!) Yes there are many proposals for why the universe
is the way it is, and terms such as “multiverse” may potentially be ambiguous,
although usually the context makes it pretty clear what is meant, as was the case
above.

Anyway, there are ideas that are much better than what Susskind and “go” mean
by “multiverse”, and they shouldn’t pretend these ideas don’t exist or irrationally
dismiss them.

28. somebody
July 2, 2008



“Anyway, there are ideas that are much better than what Susskind and go mean
by multiverse, and they shouldn’t pretend these ideas don’t exist or irrationally
dismiss them.”

“Much better” ideas? Sorry, I am not sure I know any. There are a lot of wishful
thinking/brain-fart level ideas that I know of. But nothing that seems to hold
promise for anything concrete (including your favorite cosmic natural selection).
Landscape/multiverse is pretty concrete – even though it seems useless for
making predictions. But this might be just like field theory: it is useless for
making predictions of for example, charges and masses of particles. Its through
experiments, not theory, that we fix parameters. Unfortunately, this is an era
where experiments are hard.

There, I have the entire “string controversy” in a nutshell for you. 

29. hmmm
July 14, 2008

Re: Chapter 20 of Susskind’s book.

What’s the deal with Alice’s Airplane and Bonzo Dog Food? Is he describing
something conventional and common knowledge here? I hadn’t seen this idea
before in popularized physics writings.

Actually these fractally nested propellors would make for a pretty interesting
comical hat.

30. hmmm
July 20, 2008

Okay, so the book is fun to read and is educational, but maybe the title should be
“The Black Hole storm-in-a-teacup”. Sure, the underlying questions are deep,
and Hawking, Susskind and many others have made important contributions, but
QT and GR have not been unified, and nothing has been resolved or proved here.

31. Dorothy
July 24, 2008

I recently downloaded Susskind’s book from Audible.com and put it on my iPod. I
am finding it extremely interesting. Susskind is funny, explains things very
clearly. So far, I am about half-way through, I am enjoying it very much. Highly
recommended.

32. Christine
July 31, 2008

Paul Davies wrote a review of Susskind’s new book, it has just been published in
Nature.

33. anon.
August 27, 2008



The hyperlink to Paul Davy’s Nature review of Lenny Susskind’s book isn’t
working, but the correct link is here:

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v454/n7204/full/454579a.html

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v454/n7204/full/454579a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v454/n7204/full/454579a.html


Supplemental US Science Funding

June 27, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

The Senate last night agreed to the House version of a bill that adds some
supplemental science funding for FY2008, as part of a large “emergency” bill used to
fund the the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. The DOE Office of Science and NSF will each
get $62.5 million. The bill contains language giving priority to stopping layoffs and
furloughs, and to funding neutrino research at Fermilab. It should allow Fermilab to
stop planned involuntary layoffs (furloughs had already been ended by an anonymous
$5 million donation).

For more, see this from Oddone, as well as more here and here.

Comments

1. chris
July 1, 2008

while i of course applaud this additional money to ammeliorate an emergency
situation, i find it highly distressing for the future of our field to see how tightly
coupled the whole high energy community still is to military expenses and
developments. i think that this is an extremely unhealthy development for the
long term future of our field. not only will politicians at some point realize that
there is no further gain from hep research for the construction of new weapons,
but on a more general level, hep will – at the level of the society – not be seen as
a cultural endeavor to understand the fundamental workings of nature, but
rather as groundworks for the war industry.

extrapolating maybe 30 years into the future (i know how ludicrious that might
be), i am afraid of the scenario where hep research is still in need of large money
for large machines and will therefore be all but assimilated by the military
complex and distested by public opinion.

2. Peter Orland
July 1, 2008

People in the highest places of government have long aware that high-energy
physics has no military applications, except through spin-offs. I don’t think it has
been true since the 1970’s that we were viewed as an extension of national
defense. R. Wilson gave his famous testimony advocating constructing Fermilab
(“It has nothing to do directly with defending our country except to make it
worth defending.”) in 1969. See

http://www.news.cornell.edu/releases/Jan00/RRWilson_obit.hrs.html

The attachment of funding to the military is probably a coincidence and should

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2008/today08-06-24.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2008/today08-06-24.html
http://www.kcchronicle.com/articles/2008/06/27/news/local/doc48647a1b65404592830814.txt
http://www.kcchronicle.com/articles/2008/06/27/news/local/doc48647a1b65404592830814.txt
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/320/5884/1706b
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/320/5884/1706b
http://www.news.cornell.edu/releases/Jan00/RRWilson_obit.hrs.html
http://www.news.cornell.edu/releases/Jan00/RRWilson_obit.hrs.html


not be taken too seriously.

Some politicians value our field and others do not, and my impression is that
there is little connection with ideology, party affiliation or closeness to the
Military-Industrial Complex. We just need to do a better job of promoting
ourselves.



Wonders of Gauge Theory and Supergravity

June 27, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

A workshop in Paris/Saclay is taking place this week entitled Wonders of Gauge
Theory and Supergravity and the talks are now online. They show that some exciting
new things have been happening in the study of gauge theory and supergravity
amplitudes, and I’ll make the prediction that this field will attract a huge amount of
attention in the coming years (at least until the LHC experiments announce results
incompatible with the Standard Model…).

Perhaps the most remarkable part of this whole story is the mounting evidence that
N=8 supergravity amplitudes are finite in perturbation theory. Remember the
standard story about how quantum theory and general relativity are incompatible that
has dominated discussion of fundamental physics for years now? Well, it turns out
that this quite possibly is just simply wrong. See Zvi Bern’s talk on UV properties of
N=8 supergravity at 3 loops and beyond for the latest about this. Bern shows that
divergences everyone had been expecting to occur at 3 loops aren’t there, and gives
evidence that they might also be absent at higher loops. He even sees this as a
phenomenon not special to N=8 supergravity, but also occurring in theories with less
supersymmetry, e.g. the N=5 and N=6 theories. Among the other talks, Nima Arkani-
Hamed’s is also about this, advertising the idea that N=8 supergravity is the Simplest
QFT.

Much of this story is about the N=4 SYM amplitudes and new insights into them and
their relations to supergravity amplitudes, with some of this research growing out of
and motivated by the AdS/CFT conjecture of the existence of a string dual to N=4
SYM. Quite a few of the talks are interesting and worth trying to follow, with a much
higher proportion of new ideas than is usual at particle theory workshops in recent
years.

To go out on a limb and make an absurdly bold guess about where this is all going, I’ll
predict that sooner or later some variant (“twisted”?) version of N=8 supergravity will
be found, which will provide a finite theory of quantum gravity, unified together with
the standard model gauge theory. Stephen Hawking’s 1980 inaugural lecture will be
seen to be not so far off the truth. The problems with trying to fit the standard model
into N=8 supergravity are well known, and in any case conventional supersymmetric
extensions of the standard model have not been very successful (and I’m guessing
that the LHC will kill them off for good). So, some so-far-unknown variant will be
needed. String theory will turn out to play a useful role in providing a dual picture of
the theory, useful at strong coupling, but for most of what we still don’t understand
about the SM, it is getting the weak coupling story right that matters, and for this
quantum fields are the right objects. The dominance of the subject for more than 20
years by complicated and unsuccessful schemes to somehow extract the SM out of the
extra 6 or 7 dimensions of critical string/M-theory will come to be seen as a hard-to-
understand embarassment, and the multiverse will revert to the philosophers.

Many of the titles of the talks at Strings 2008 have recently been announced. The

http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/index.html
http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/index.html
http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/index.html
http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/index.html
http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/talk_PDF/bern.pdf
http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/talk_PDF/bern.pdf
http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/talk_PDF/bern.pdf
http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/talk_PDF/bern.pdf
http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/talk_PDF/arkani.pdf
http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/talk_PDF/arkani.pdf
http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/talk_PDF/arkani.pdf
http://ipht.cea.fr/Images/Pisp/pvanhove/Paris08/talk_PDF/arkani.pdf
http://ph-dep-th.web.cern.ch/ph-dep-th/content2/workshops/strings2008/?site=content/talks.html
http://ph-dep-th.web.cern.ch/ph-dep-th/content2/workshops/strings2008/?site=content/talks.html


plenary talks will include several talks mostly not about string theory, including 3
about the LHC and one by Lance Dixon on the amplitudes story. It seems that the
string theory anthropic landscape is a topic the conference organizers don’t want
anything to do with, since the only person from the Stanford contingent speaking will
be Kallosh on prospects for getting something observable out of string cosmology
models of inflation. As for what is popular, it clearly helps a lot to be from one of my
alma maters, with Princeton (7 speakers), and Harvard (3 speakers) the best-
represented institutions.

Update: For an extensive rant about this, see here.

Update: Last week was Paris, this week it’s Zurich. Amplitudes are all the rage this
summer.

Comments

1. Coin
June 27, 2008

Something I hear about occasionally is some group of researchers somewhere
who believe gravity has a “UV fixed point”, which would apparently make gravity
renormalizable. Is this “UV finiteness” thing Zvi Bern is describing the same
thing or is that a different research program?

2. Peter Woit
June 27, 2008

Coin,

The “UV fixed point” proposal is something different, using the renormalization
group to tell you how to handle divergences. In what Bern is describing, the
divergences are just not there, presumably for some still poorly understood
symmetry reason.

3. Daniel de França MTd2
June 28, 2008

Let me see if I understood the main objective of this line of research. They are
trying to prove that N=8 supergravity is renormalizable, and use this to prove
that other supergravity theories with lower and lower N can also be
renormalizable, until they get N=0, which is just the usual gravity. Is this
correct? Why not?

4. majorana
June 28, 2008

OMG, this is so funny. You and Smolin criticize string theory for not being fully
defined and not having precise rules for computing multiloop diagrams and you
think N=8 sugra is in better shape? You think the theory will make sense non-
perturbatively without string theory? You think you’re going to get the SM?

http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/07/two-roads-from-n8-sugra-to-string.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/07/two-roads-from-n8-sugra-to-string.html
https://indico.desy.de/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=1117
https://indico.desy.de/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=1117


You’re deluded.

5. Peter Woit
June 28, 2008

Daniel,

The main point of this research program is that it is showing that something is
going on in these higher-loop calculations making the divergence structure much
better than expected, something which is not fully understood. There is evidence
that at least some quantum gravity theories with enough supersymmetry are
finite or renormalizable. I haven’t seen any claims that this will be true for N=0.
For trying to unify gravity and the SM, you actually don’t want the N=0 theory
by itself to make sense, but rather have consistency determine the extra
fermionic and other fields that we observe.

“majorana”,

“OMG, this is so funny.”

You know, you give all appearances of being a 12-year old whose knowledge of
this subject is based on reading Lubos’s blog. If you actually know anything
about this, and want to have a serious discussion about science, please stop with
the juvenile behavior.

6. Daniel de França MTd2
June 28, 2008

Hi Peter,

“I haven’t seen any claims that this will be true for N=0.” Well, I point this out:
p. 35 (No known susy armunte explains these cancellations). p.38, p.40

I thought that it was a claim…

7. Peter Woit
June 28, 2008

Daniel,

What I meant is that I didn’t see any claim that for N=0 you would get
cancellations at all orders. It is certainly true that even for N=0 Bern et. al. are
finding unexpected cancellations.

8. Robert
June 28, 2008

Arkani-Hamed aparently previously gave the same (very nice) talk at Perimeter
Institute, which is online on video here:

http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca/mediasite/viewer
/NoPopupRedirector.aspx?peid=ff9a6fa8-bfde-44b3-a91b-bba7c382720f&

http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca/mediasite/viewer/NoPopupRedirector.aspx?peid=ff9a6fa8-bfde-44b3-a91b-bba7c382720f&shouldResize=False
http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca/mediasite/viewer/NoPopupRedirector.aspx?peid=ff9a6fa8-bfde-44b3-a91b-bba7c382720f&shouldResize=False
http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca/mediasite/viewer/NoPopupRedirector.aspx?peid=ff9a6fa8-bfde-44b3-a91b-bba7c382720f&shouldResize=False
http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca/mediasite/viewer/NoPopupRedirector.aspx?peid=ff9a6fa8-bfde-44b3-a91b-bba7c382720f&shouldResize=False


shouldResize=False

9. Daniel de França MTd2
June 28, 2008

Hi Peter,

He does not claim, but at least this is the impression I got when I read
everything, with p. 42 on my mind… Nevermind then…

10. Patrick Labelle
June 28, 2008

Interesting stuff. But it is my understandind that phenomenologically, theories
with N>1 are not viable because they necessarily treat left-handed and right-
handed spinors the same way so they cannot accomodate the SM.

So what is the situation:

a) For now this is seen as a purely formal exercise to try to understand these
mysterious cancellations (that apparently go beyond the usual SUSY
cancellations) with no goal to connect to phenomenology

b) This is only the first step of a program in which the second step would be to
somehow reduce the N=8 theory to N=1. (by breaking 7 of the SUSY explicitly?
By another approach?)

c) Something else that I am completely missing

Thank you for the very informative blog, btw.

11. Peter Woit
June 28, 2008

Patrick,

For now the situation is a), Bern says this pretty explicitly. As you note, there are
well-known problems with getting the SM out of N=8 supergravity. A lot of
people worked on these in the early 80s, but most gave up once the conventional
wisdom became that the theory was non-renormalizable, and string theory got
going. Maybe some people will start looking at these problems again. In any
case, it would be very intersesting to know what is causing this, presumably
some sort of non-obvious symmetry in these theories.

12. Anonymous
June 29, 2008

Hi Peter,

Two questions:

(1) I’m new to hep. Can you suggest a suitable text to study gauge theory

http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca/mediasite/viewer/NoPopupRedirector.aspx?peid=ff9a6fa8-bfde-44b3-a91b-bba7c382720f&shouldResize=False
http://streamer.perimeterinstitute.ca/mediasite/viewer/NoPopupRedirector.aspx?peid=ff9a6fa8-bfde-44b3-a91b-bba7c382720f&shouldResize=False


(perhaps the one you studied from)?

and

(2) When is the LHC expected to officially start (at least tentatively)? And how
long is the data-gathering process expected to last? If no Higg’s particle/s is/are
found, will it mean another odd no. of decades before another set of experiments
are to replace the current set?

Would love to read your feedback.

Regards,
Jeffrey

13. Peter Woit
June 29, 2008

Jeffrey,

Among the newer QFT books that discuss gauge theory, the one I like best is
probably the one by Nair.

Latest about the LHC is that it will be ready to try injecting beams in August,
first physics collisions maybe by October, with a month or two of data-taking at
low luminosity this year. This won’t be enough to find the Higgs. That will take
another year or two of data-taking.

Getting to higher energies than the LHC is going to take a long time. The best
prospect is probably to increase the LHC energy by using new magnets, but that
is probably at least 20 years off if not more.

14. chethan krishnan
June 29, 2008

“Perhaps the most remarkable part of this whole story is the mounting evidence
that N=8 supergravity amplitudes are finite in perturbation theory. Remember
the standard story about how quantum theory and general relativity are
incompatible that has dominated discussion of fundamental physics for years
now? Well, it turns out that this quite possibly is just simply wrong.”

Is perturbative finiteness anything more than a red herring? Of course, it might
have useful spinoffs for computing QCD amplitudes etc., but as a fundamental
theory, I fail to see the point.

In partidular, it is known that in string theory, just N=8 sugra cannot be
consistently decoupled at low energies (Green, Oooguri, Schwarz). So the full UV
of pure N=8 sugra is not understood at all, to say the least.

Besides, the perturbative finiteness of N=8 is not that surprising because type I
open string amplitudes “square” to type II closed string amplitudes (Kawai,
Lllewelyn, Tye), and in d=4 open strings result in the finite N=4 gauge theory,
while the closed strings give rise to the supergravity.



What I am surprised by is the claim that some theories other than N=8 might
also be finite (even if only perturbatively). Does it have any understanding in
terms of strings? Is there something basic that I am missing ?

15. Arun
June 29, 2008

If the current program of N=8 supergravity amplitudes being finite works out, it
will nevertheless be a four-color-map theorem type of proof. What is encouraging
is that there may be a new physical principle to be discovered.

16. Roger Schlafly
June 29, 2008

Peter, you are going soft on us. This is just another wacky theory with no
connection to reality. It does not because valid or useful just because some of the
infinities cancel.

17. anon.
June 29, 2008

chethan krishnan wrote:

What I am surprised by is the claim that some theories other than N=8 might
also be finite (even if only perturbatively).

Where did you encounter this claim? The claim that is circulating seems to be (a)
N=8 may be finite; (b) N<8 is less divergent than expected (but not finite).

18. Peter Woit
June 29, 2008

Chethan,

If “the perturbative finiteness of N=8 is not that surprising” because of a simple
string theory argument, how come just about all elementary string theory
discussions motivate the subject by saying that you need string theory to get
perturbative finiteness?

I just don’t see any evidence that you need string theory to define N=8
supergravity, or the relevance of the string theory decoupling argument.

N=4 SYM can be defined as a 4d QFT completely independently of string theory,
and I don’t see why the same shouldn’t be true of N=8 supergravity. More
interesting though than N=8 supergravity is the larger phenomenon that seems
to be going on here of gravity QFTs having some sort of still not understood
extra structure or symmetry that may make them finite or renormalizable.

19. DBM
June 29, 2008

I think that the problem to get the SM from N=8 sugra is that the R-symmetry



sector can not accomodate the SM gauge groups, there are some old papers of
kaku-townsend-van nieven…. about it.

20. chethan krishnan
June 30, 2008

anon. says:

“The claim that is circulating seems to be (a) N=8 may be finite;
(b) N<8 is less divergent than expected (but not finite).”

So you are saying that the finiteness hope is there only for N=8 sugra, but not so
for other theories. But then I do not understand Peter’s claim:

“More interesting though than N=8 supergravity is the larger phenomenon that
seems to be going on here of gravity QFTs having some sort of still not
understood extra structure or symmetry that may make them finite or
renormalizable.”

Peter also says:

“N=4 SYM can be defined as a 4d QFT completely independently of string
theory, and I don’t see why the same shouldn’t be true of N=8 supergravity.”

Does this mean that you consider a Feynman diagram expansion a full
description of the theory? The only possible non-perturbative completion of N=8
sugra that I know of is in string theory, and there it does not decouple. That does
not bother you?

“If the perturbative finiteness of N=8 is not that surprising because of a simple
string theory argument, how come just about all elementary string theory
discussions motivate the subject by saying that you need string theory to get
perturbative finiteness?”

There are many field theories which are finite. Nobody invokes string
perturbation theory to argue their finiteness. The string theory lesson here is
NOT about the finiteness of N=8 itself, but that the gauge theory divergence
structure here might be related to the gravity case, and so the gravity case might
not be as bad as one would have imagined naively.

“N=4 SYM can be defined as a 4d QFT completely independently of string
theory, and I don’t see why the same shouldn’t be true of N=8 supergravity.”

Because of gravity! Gauge theories usually have good non-perturbative
definitions. Not so for gravity.

21. Boels
June 30, 2008

Just some comments:

– The expectation that N=8 diverges at three loops is based on 80-ies technology



in proving nonrenormalisation theorems. People like Stelle and collaborators
have updated their techniques recently and also find that the 3-loop divergence
is not there. I’m not quite sure what the latest prediction is. They are still hoping
to find a symmetry proof of finiteness.

– A topologically twisted (?) version of N=8 is not interesting
phenomenologically, I think.

– At the exact same conference Berkovits announced that he and Maldacena
have some understanding of the appearance of ‘dual conformal invariance’ in
N=4 multiloop computations. This understanding is based on string theory
through the AdS/CFT correspondence.

22. EDT
June 30, 2008

Peter,

Those links are dead. Am I the only one who can’t access them?

23. Peter Woit
June 30, 2008

Chethan,

I just don’t believe claims you’re making about “non-perturbative completion”.

The main claim always made for string theory is that it is a “UV completion” of
supergravity. This is based on the conventional wisdom that supergravity is ill-
defined at high energies due to divergences in higher loop terms of the
perturbation expansion, something which is not supposed to happen in
superstring perturbation theory. If Bern et. al. are right, N=8 supergravity
doesn’t need a “UV completion”, it is UV complete, in the conventional sense of
that term, which is about perturbative calculations.

Sure, for both QFT and string theory, a truly well-defined theory requires a
formulation more general than perturbation theory. It’s one of the fundamental
problems of string theory that this is missing for string theory, so I don’t see how
one can claim that the significance of string theory is that it provides a “non-
perturbative completion”.

In AdS/CFT, a perturbative string is supposed to allow a useful approximation to
the strong coupling limit of the gauge theory, but there the situation is exactly
the opposite of what you want. The gauge theory by itself appears to be defined
non-perturbatively, at all couplings (e.g., use a lattice), whereas the string theory
is only defined at weak coupling. Here the QFT provides a “non-perturbative
completion” of the string theory, not the other way around.

24. Peter Woit
June 30, 2008



EDT,

That server seems to be down now, presumably it will come back up at some
point. If it doesn’t, and the web-site for that conference has moved, please let me
know and I’ll update the links.

25. wm
June 30, 2008

FWIW, it has been suggested recently (link below) that the “still not understood
structure” responsible for finiteness involves string theory dualities and
symmetries, which points to a much more prominent role for string theory than
the role allowed in the post here.
http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.1726

26. somebody
June 30, 2008

Though it MIGHT be a logical possibility to think about N=8 supergravity as a
standalone theory, it really makes a lot of things (BPS solitons for example)
significantly more artificial. From such a point of view, it is merely an
extraordinary coincidence that the theory seems to have a natural 11
dimensional origin.

Maximal supersymmetry is most natural in 11 dimensions. If we are working
with maximal local supersymmetry, it takes a lot of effort to NOT believe in string
theory, considering all we have learnt in the last decade or so. Most of what we
have learnt is based purely on supersymmetry.

27. p falor
July 1, 2008

Hi Peter:
Read your book but I am confused on a couple of things that are unclear to me.
Maybe you can help. I understand that ST is referred to as not A QFT. But I read
one QFT book (the first section) that suggested ST was a QFT but just used a
different way of treating time as opposed to standard QFT. If ST is not a QFT are
there still virtual particles in ST? Please help. Also I have read that GR is/is not a
gauge theory. Obviously only one viewpoint is correct. Thanks.

28. Daniel de França MTd2
July 1, 2008

Hi Peter,

I found an argument somewhere else…

“You might propose to break the N=8 supersymmetry spontaneously. However,
N=8 supersymmetry cannot be spontaneously broken to N=1 or N=0
supersymmetric – the latter being realistic choices. In fact, even N=2
supersymmetry is too constraining and cannot be spontaneously broken to N=1

http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.1726
http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.1726


or N=0, at least not by field theoretical methods in four dimensions. If you can’t
break the N=8 supersymmetry spontaneously, you may want to break it
explicitly. However, in that case, you lose the cancellations completely [unless
you break it explicitly by using M-Theory/String Theory.”

I would add, unless cancellations at lower N are also a myth. Is that correct? Or
is there more to it?

29. Peter Woit
July 1, 2008

Daniel,

As I keep repeating, completely independently of its divergence problems, no
one knows a viable way to get the SM out of N=8 supergravity. You can try and
do this by adding explicit breaking terms, but then it’s no longer N=8
supergravity. What’s interesting here is NOT just the specific result about N=8
supergravity, because we know that theory by itself is not enough to give us what
we need. What is interesting is that the assumption the whole field has been built
on for 25 years, that QFT is inherently incompatible with quantum gravity
because of high energy divergence problems, appears to be wrong. The
interesting question is what is causing this, and how to identify the class of QFTs
that don’t have divergence problems and can give quantum gravity. Maybe one
of these will be viable.

One interesting sociological question is how long it will take for string theorists
to stop repeating the claims about incompatibility of QFT and gravity that they
have convinced almost everyone about, now that these claims appear to be
wrong.

30. Peter Woit
July 1, 2008

p falor,

String theory is a quantum theory, but not a theory of quantum fields on space-
time, and thus not a QFT. You can try and formulate it as a theory of quantum
fields on the infinite dimensional space of all paths in space-time (“string field
theory”), but that’s not what you normally mean by QFT.

Perturbative string theory is given by an infinite sum of terms, each term of
which can be thought of as a QFT on a 2d surface of a given topology. This QFT
is a conformal QFT, and you have to couple it to a 2d quantum gravity on the
surface (i.e. integrate over all possible metrics on the surface). But string theory
is supposed to be something non-perturbative, and so go beyond this infinite sum
of terms, each of which can be thought of as a (different) QFT.

When we say “gauge theory”, we normally mean a theory with internal gauge
symmetry (mathematically, the symmetry of all “vertical” automorphisms of the
bundle structure), and the Yang-Mills action (curvature-squared). Gravity isn’t a
gauge theory of this kind. But there are two ways you can try and think of it as



something similar. One is to use the bundle of orthonormal frames, which has a
standard gauge symmetry. But this bundle has extra structure (the vierbeins),
not available in usual gauge theory, and this gets used to construct the Einstein-
Hilbert action. So, this goes beyond the usual gauge theory: there are extra
fields and different terms in the action. A second way to go is to try and think of
the infinite dimensional symmetry of space-time coordinate reparametrizations
as something like a gauge symmetry. One can do this, but it is a different kind of
symmetry than the standard gauge symmetry.

Sorry for the somewhat technical answer, but it’s a rather technical question…

31. manyoso
July 1, 2008

Peter,

I see you’ve posted a link to Motl’s insistent plea that N=8 Supergravity is
intimately tied to his beloved String Theory. Do you have a technical response?

32. Peter Woit
July 1, 2008

manyoso,

I’ve already responded to the claims that “you need string theory to define N=8
supergravity non-perturbatively” above. See my response to Chethan.

As for the rest of what Lubos writes, he goes on and on about all sorts of things
that just aren’t relevant. Sure, there are all sorts of interesting relations between
N=8 supergravity and string theory, but they don’t add up to “string theory is
needed to define non-perturbative N=8 supergravity”. String theory itself has a
much more serious unsolved problem of how to define it non-perturbatively than
supergravity does. It’s true that perturbative supergravity for instance can’t
completely describe black holes, but this is equally true of perturbative string
theory.

In any case, for the N’th time, what’s important here is not the special case of
N=8 supergravity, which in any case isn’t a viable unified theory. What is
important is that it appears that there are QFTs for quantum gravity which don’t
have the expected divergence problems. This is big, exciting news and opens up
a lot of non-string theory possibilities to investigate for anyone interested in
quantum gravity. Lubos and others are just trying to obfuscate this simple fact.

33. Daniel de França MTd2
July 1, 2008

I guess the techinical response is shown in the conference articles… I would just
like to find what is the reason many of these guys suspects that the
renormalizations effects are not due to supersymmetry. I mean, I would like to
find an article, in which a calculation makes them to think like this.



34. Observer
July 1, 2008

Peter,

“What is interesting is that the assumption the whole field has been built on for
25 years, that QFT is inherently incompatible with quantum gravity because of
high energy divergence problems, appears to be wrong.”

As of today, quantum gravity remains a theory plagued with many unsolved
computational challenges, with no firm foundation and no experimental basis.
Apart from renormalizability, there are many unsettled questions such as: Does
quantum gravity require smooth manifolds and can it be consistently built in a
perturbative framework ?. On the contrary, there is overwhelming evidence that
perturbative quantum field theory is a correct framework, at least at the
Standard Model level. If such a huge gap exists, on what basis can one say that
the two appear to be compatible?

Regards,

Observer

35. p falor
July 1, 2008

Hi Peter:
Thanks for the reply. I believe it does help improve my understanding. Still there
is one other issue that I am really have a hard time understanding that you
alluded to in your book. The CC problem. Now I understand a QFT calculation
gives the CC 60-120 orders of magnitude too large. This calculation is based on
supposely sound physics principles. The same ones that are used to calculate the
Hawking radiation from a black hole that is apparently accepted by most (all)
HEP theortical physicists.

How can the current QFT frame be valid, i.e., assumptions etc, if this supposely
basic calculation is so wrong? Maybe the vaccuum energy doesn’t couple to
gravity but this would counter GR correct?

But more puzzling to me (you may not be able to answer this) is that in ST
assuming a landscape, a vacuum state is being searched for that has a small CC.
This suggests to mean that ST does not view the vacuum energy the same way as
a QFT does. How can one a assign a value to a basic calculation? Shouldn’t the
theory determine the value?

All of this maybe very obvious to those in the know but to someone like me I am
hopelessly confused. Can you help? Thanks.

36. Peter Woit
July 1, 2008

Observer,



I’m not claiming that QFT and gravity are definitely compatible, just noting that
the conventional reason given for claiming that they are definitely incompatible
now appears to be wrong.

37. Chris W.
July 1, 2008

Maybe these unexpected cancellations in supergravity will ultimately throw new
light on the failure of past efforts to calculate a sensible vacuum energy density
in QFT.

Just a thought…

38. Aaron Bergman
July 1, 2008

Now I understand a QFT calculation gives the CC 60-120 orders of magnitude
too large.

This isn’t true. The cosmological constant is a superrenormalizable parameter
that can be set to whatever you want. The problem is that making it small is a
huge fine tuning.

39. somebody
July 2, 2008

Like any useful toy model of gravity, N=8 sugra has black holes. Because of the
gauge fields that are automatically there in the theory, these can be charged
black holes. The only way a purely perturbative notion of consistency can exist
for N=8 sugra, is if one declares by fiat that these perfectly reasonable objects in
the classical theory are not states in the quantum theory. This is very hard to
justify, especially in a supersymmetric theory because in supersymmetric
theories, these ideas have produced perfect agreements with classical black hole
entropies etc.

On the other hand, if one includes these as states in the theory, and imposes the
uniqueness of the wave function, the theory (or rather its BPS sector, which has
sufficient structure to make the comparison non-trivial) is exactly the same as
what one expects from string/M theory. People who believe in string theory
believe that this coincidence (and many others) could not have happened if there
was no truth behind it. It must be admitted that this kind of evidence is still
circumstantial, but I personally find it highly non-trivial and therefore
compelling.

I think Peter is right that the oft-cited problem of gravity is its perturbative non-
renormalizability. Often the sales-picth for string theory has been that strings are
finite. But I think people focussed on this issue because before N=8 came along,
this was argument enough! But now that there exists a theory that is
perturbatively (perhaps) finite, we really have to emphasize that it is the full
quantum consistency that we are after. Perturbative finiteness is necessary, but
certainly not sufficient.



The good news is that even without having a FULL non-perturbative definition of
gravity/string theory, we can still make non-trivial statements about non-
perturbative aspects from quantum consistency alone. This is the sense in which
string theorists say that N=8 is not “non-perturbatively” complete. This
statement certainly does not imply that we have the full non-perturbative
definition of the theory. The claim is that in the only quantum mechanical
framework where we know how to make sense of the classical BPS objects of the
theory, it does NOT make sense to just look at the supergravity multiplet –
because there are extra massless fields around.

String theory might or might not be directly useful for building a model for our
universe. I think arguments against string theory have maximum mileage when
they focus on the practical usefulness of string theory in understanding our
vacuum. But as a theoretical superstructure, I think it is hard to argue against it.

40. p falor
July 2, 2008

Aaron Bergman:
According to Sean Carroll
“Unlike supergravity, string theory appears to be a consistent and well-defined
theory of
quantum gravity, and therefore calculating the value of the cosmological
constant should,
at least in principle, be possible.”
He isn’t suggesting that the CC is a constant to be defined but something that
can be calculated from a theory. Other references clearly imply(at least to me)
that the vacuum energy should be calculable from QFT.

Obviously I am missing something but would appreciate a simpler explanation of
what that is.

Thanks.

41. somebody
July 2, 2008

p falor,

The idea is that vacuum energy gets contributions from all the fields in the
theory, like electrons, photons, etc. Lets say that before you added these
contributions, the “bare” CC was some number A (we do not know its value
beforehand). After you add the contributions from everything, lets say that the
result is A+B. It turns out that in quantum field theory, B is usually a huge
(computable) quantity. But the final result for CC, namely A+B, is experimentally
known to be a miniscule number. This means that we are forced to choose (“fine
tune”) A to be a huge, but negative number almost (but not exactly) equal to B so
that the sum of A and B is the small experimentally measured value of CC.

We say that the “natural” scale of the cosmological constant is that of B, and that
the observed CC is absurdly small.



What Aaron is saying is that because CC is a certain kind of parameter, you are
in fact allowed to tune it. You are not in a situation where there is actually a
contradiction, because you are not tuning something that is NOT allowed to be
tuned. In that sense, the CC problem is not really a problem, because it just
refers to the unease that physicists feel, when they do this fine-tuning.

What Sean was talking about was the hope in string theory that perhaps CC
would be automatically fixed by the theory itself. But nowadays, it seems much
more likely that CC in string theory is essentially like a parameter in field theory.
So it might not be dynamically determined. This just means that string theory is
much more like like any other theory than many string theorists hoped: it needs
experimental input to fix its parameters.

42. Peter Woit
July 2, 2008

somebody,

I’m not disagreeing that how to come up with a consistent non-perturbative N=8
supergravity is an issue, just with the idea that we know that the answer to this
is non-perturbative string theory, since we don’t even know what non-
perturbative string theory is (the BPS sector story provides an interesting
possible constraint, but you still don’t know what the theory is that you are
claiming solves the problem, or even whether there is more than one way of
doing this).

p falor,

Sean Carroll’s statement makes two assumptions. The first is that gravity QFTs
inherently are non-renormalizable (which now appears to be wrong), the second
is the existence of a single consistent non-perturbative version of string theory
(which doesn’t yet exist). If such a single consistent string theory existed,
presumably you could calculate the CC in it. Nowadays, with the “landscape”,
most string theorists seem to have adopted the ideology that the CC actually
can’t be calculated, since there are essentially an infinite number of very
different grounds states, all with different CC.

As for the argument that all we have to do to get predictions about string theory
is “fix a parameter”, sorry this is nonsense. String theory does not provide a
prediction about what will happen at the LHC in terms of some number of
parameters that need to be fixed by experiment. It predicts nothing about what
will happen at the LHC, no matter how many parameters you give it.

43. Chris W.
July 5, 2008

Off-topic, but perhaps worth mentioning: Lincoln Wolfenstein has reviewed in
PhysicsWorld a new book for a general audience by Helen Quinn and Yossi Nir,
which focuses on matter-antimatter asymmetry but also appears to offer a nice
overview of the Standard Model.

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/34789
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/34789
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/34789
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/34789
http://www.amazon.com/Mystery-Missing-Antimatter-Science-Essentials/dp/0691133093
http://www.amazon.com/Mystery-Missing-Antimatter-Science-Essentials/dp/0691133093


44. p falor
July 6, 2008

Somebody, Peter,

I think I see Somebody’s point: QFT calculates a very large number, but the
observed CC is very small (relatively) so to make the calculation come out we
just subtract another very large number. And presto it works. My point was more
along the line since QFT supposely can calculate the vacuum energy generated
by the virtual particles but gets the wrong answer is there some reason to doubt
the virtual particle framework of QFT?

Others have suggested that there is only suggestive evidence for virtual particles
as predicted by QFT. Since the 1920’s particle physicists have been aware of this
CC potential problem but ignored it until yhe last 25 years or so. It sounds like
the problem is just going to be defined away. True the constant that must be
added to the calculated vacuum energy has to be very fined tuned but what is
the current alternative?

45. somebody
July 6, 2008

> My point was more along the line since QFT supposely can
> calculate the vacuum energy generated by the virtual particles
> but gets the wrong answer is there some reason to doubt the virtual particle
> framework of QFT?

A few pointers:

1. As I said, QFT does NOT make a wrong prediction for CC. The freedom of
adding the bare value is not an option, it is a must. In the case of other
renormalized couplings also (like fermion mases, charges etc.) we do this. But in
those cases, the bare piece and the computed piece and the actual value are all
roughly the same order of magnitude.

2. QFT is simply the most spectacularly successful theory there is in everything
else.

3. Any local, quantum mechanical theory that respects special relativity at low
energies will look like a QFT. This is almost a theorem, but maybe there is some
way to tweak it, in which case you have to deal with #2.

46. Peter Woit
July 6, 2008

p falor,

Virtual particles appear in any QFT calculation above tree level, and many of
these (especially in QED) are tested to very high precision. You can’t get rid of
either virtual particles or QFT.



The fact that we can’t calculate the CC is not surprising, since we don’t have a
viable unified theory of gravity and the SM. What is (a little) surprising is that
naive order of magnitude estimates are completely wrong. This is a hint, but not
much more, and we don’t know what it means. About all one can say is that it
means that there’s more to the solution of this problem than a naive gluing
together of the SM and GR would indicate.

47. Observer
July 12, 2008

Peter, you say:

“The fact that we can’t calculate the CC is not surprising, since we don’t have a
viable unified theory of gravity and the SM.”

Is there any legitimate basis for the assumption that the vacuum of GR and the
vacuum of QFT are identical entities? GR refers to macroscopic scales and
ceases to be relevant below the scale of nuclear processes. Why then do you
expect that a consistent quantum theory of gravity is the root cause of the CC
problem?

Best regards,

Observer

48. commonsense
July 12, 2008

While we’re at it, let me (mis?)interpret what Peter said another way. I took it
that if some physical model tells us that two quantities are fine tuned so as to
cancel to 120 (or 60?) decimal places, and that such fine tuning is an extremely
improbable circumstance, then instead it is the physical model itself that should
be regarded as being extremely improbable to be the right one. In other words,
maybe when a unification of GR and QFT is found, it will be understood that the
concept of fine tuning was simply mistaken.

49. Peter Woit
July 12, 2008

Observer, commonsense,

You really need some way of putting QFT together with GR to make the question
of calculating the CC a well-posed one.

The “10^60” number one sees refers to SSYM, where supersymmetry breaking
will introduce a CC of the wrong scale. I think supersymmetry breaking is
already a deadly problem for conventional SSYM models, this is just one more
reason not to believe them.

The “10^120” number is based on assumptions about quantum gravity and the
Planck scale, there the lack of a convincing theory is the problem.



50. Eric
July 12, 2008

“The “10^60″ number one sees refers to SSYM, where supersymmetry breaking
will introduce a CC of the wrong scale. I think supersymmetry breaking is
already a deadly problem for conventional SSYM models, this is just one more
reason not to believe them.”

Of course you are ignoring supergravity theories where the cc can easily be fine-
tuned, or in the case of no-scale supergravity, the vacuum energy automatically
vanishes at tree-level.

51. Observer
July 12, 2008

Peter, regarding your reply:

“You really need some way of putting QFT together with GR to make the
question of calculating the CC a well-posed one.”

I’d like to suggest that this is precisely the source of misunderstanding defining
the CC problem. Vacuum in GR is an idealized cosmic state devoid of matter and
energy. On the contrary, QFT vacuum is a quantum state embodying the
contribution of all zero-point fluctuations. There is no compelling argument for
relating the two concepts in a meaningful way.

Best regards,

Observer

52. Peter Woit
July 12, 2008

Eric,

It’s rather well-known that the CC problem is not that it can’t be fine-tuned, but
that it has to be.

53. Eric
July 12, 2008

Peter,
All that means is that the theory we are using is an effective theory. It’s really no
different than having to fine-tune the masses of quarks and leptons in the
Standard Model.

54. p falor
July 13, 2008

Peter:
It seems like that the CC problem is to be treated as just a renormaliztion issue
as is the mass and charge of the bare electron in QED. Correct? But the bigger



question is: Is QFT a fundementally correct approach if a basic calculation is so
wrong? If QFT is deemed to be fundemental correct what mechanism(s) would
potentially have to be included in some extention of the SM to avoid this problem
(fine tuning)?

55. Peter Woit
July 13, 2008

p falor,

All I’m doing is repeating myself at this point, but again:

1. The “CC problem” is ill-posed unless you have a viable unified theory. We
don’t.
2. Naive expectations about what the scale of the CC would be in various
possible unified theories lead to a completely wrong scale.

Personally, I don’t think one can conclude anything very interesting from 1. and
2.

56. Daniel de França MTd2
August 11, 2008

There is a new interesting paper from Arkani-Hamed, and collaborators, “What is
the Simplest Quantum Field Theory”, http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0808
/0808.1446v1.pdf. It has interesting claims :

“Both tree and 1-loop amplitudes for maximally supersymmetric theories can be
completely determined by their leading singularities, it is natural to conjecture
that this property holds to all orders of perturbation theor. This is the nicest
analytic structure amplitudes could possibly have, and if true, would directly
imply the perturbative finiteness of N = 8 SUGRA. All these remarkable
properties of scattering amplitudes call for an explanation in terms of a “weak-
weak” dual formulation of QFT, a holographic dual of flat space.

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0808/0808.1446v1.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0808/0808.1446v1.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0808/0808.1446v1.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0808/0808.1446v1.pdf


Physics Nobel Laureates at Lindau

July 1, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

This week there’s a Nobel Laureate Meeting in Lindau, devoted to physics. Many of
the talks can be viewed on-line. From 3-5pm today (Lindau time) there will be a
session devoted to a panel discussion of expectations for the LHC. Besides the Lindau
web-site, a webcast will also be available here.

Blogging (in German) is going on here, including accounts of the late night activities
there, featuring pictures of physicists dancing to the tune “Sex Bomb”.

Update: The panel discussion included two questions from the audience about the
multiverse. At first Gross refused to address them leaving cosmologist Smoot to try
and say something. Finally ‘t Hooft broke in to say that there were a lot of
misconceptions being spread about the multiverse, but that the truth was that the
LHC will never have anything to say about either the multiverse or string theory, and
Gross did not disagree with him. ‘t Hooft explained that while in principle there could
be indirect evidence for a multiverse (from direct evidence for aspects of a theory
that implied multiple universes), at the moment the idea was completely untestable
and the LHC would have nothing to say about it. Gross agreed, describing multiverse
models and research as “very ill-defined”.

At the end, an argument between Veltman and others broke out over the selling of
particle physics using astrophysics. He described claims that the LHC will “recreate
the Big Bang” as “idiotic”, and as “crap”. He said that this is “not science”, but
“blather”, and that the field would come to regret this, arguing that if you start selling
the LHC with pseudo-science, you will end up paying for it. Gross and Smoot politely
disagreed.

Update: See here for Gross’s talk on expectations of what will be seen at the LHC. He
predicts definite observation of a Higgs particle, and says he has taken bets that
supersymmetry will be seen, at 50-50 odds. Nothing about string theory at the LHC.

Comments

1. MIM
July 1, 2008

I watched part of it, thanks to this post, and I am still amazed by Veltman’s
opinion on astroparticle physics. I am not talking about this Big Bang advertising
you are reporting, but about the other part of the argument: it was quite clear
that for him astrophysicists and particle physicists did not belong together. What
is wrong with trying to join efforts in our understanding of Nature? I naively
thought everyone agreed that both domains are intimately connected and that
more communication is not only useful, but crucial. He also mumbled that

http://www.lindau-nobel.de/PublicMeetingProgram.AxCMS?Meeting=105
http://www.lindau-nobel.de/PublicMeetingProgram.AxCMS?Meeting=105
http://www.lindau-nobel.de/LecturesOnline.AxCMS?ActiveID=1173
http://www.lindau-nobel.de/LecturesOnline.AxCMS?ActiveID=1173
http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1026343
http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1026343
http://webcast.cern.ch/
http://webcast.cern.ch/
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astrophysicists had ‘invented’ the dark matter and dark energy problems, that
this was the astrophysicist’s way: inventing things when they did not understand
the data. For this, I agree, they are puzzled by data and try to explain it. Isn’t it
the essence of science after all?

2. Peter Woit
July 1, 2008

MIM,

I think part of this is that Veltman enjoys taking extreme positions….

While he goes too far, I think he does have a point that some of the claims being
made about the intersection of particle physics and astrophysics are misleading
and nonsensical. No, the LHC is not recreating the big bang.

3. Shantanu
July 1, 2008

MIM, See Veltman’s talk at the 2001 space-time odyssey symposium. the talk is
online , but I can’t find the link now and I think it was discussed on Peter’s blog
her earlier. If I understand right Veltman believes that teh dark problem is a
failure
of gravity.

4. Bee
July 1, 2008

Interestingly, only yesterday I was replying to a comment over at our blog that
referred to the ‘big bang recreation’ advertisement. It is very misleading indeed,
and I am not actually sure where it comes from. I have heard as a motivation for
heavy ion collisions that one will recreate conditions ‘closer’ to the big bang than
ever before. That I can at least relate to, but ‘closer than ever before’ is far off
‘recreation of’. Besides, I don’t see what pp collisions are supposed to recreate
in this regard.

I totally agree with Veltman, one should be way more careful how one ‘sells’
science. All this advertising isn’t something that should play any role in research,
not even when it comes to ‘selling’ it to the public. Scientists have above
everything else a responsibility to be careful and accurate. That is our job, and if
we neglect it we will have to pay for it with losing trust that is very hard, if not
impossible, to reestablish.

5. MIM
July 1, 2008

I agree that the LHC should not be advertised as a ‘Big Bang machine’. Even the
claims about heavy ion collisions, which seem more justified than the LHC ones,
are laughed at by some heavy ion physicists. Some were telling me recently how
this claim was always made to get fundings but how they had no idea, and no
program, to link their analysis with early times. This is a problem in the long

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/06/cern-safety-report.html#c2950882727050634264
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term, as people will eventually ask: well, what have you learned about the early
universe from LHC? About Veltman’s position on astroparticle physics though, I
am still puzzled. If dark energy can most probably be explained in the GR
framework, what about gravity and dark matter? Has any MOND ever explained
the acoustic peaks in the CMB anisotropies? One obviously can’t rule out the
particle hypothesis but then, if Veltman is only amusing himself by taking
extreme positions…

6. Shantanu
July 1, 2008

MIM,
I would say that the answer to your questions about acoustic peaks is yes.
See http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0505519

7. Observer
July 1, 2008

Peter,

Thanks for this informative link!

What is your take on the fact that an important meeting of this caliber is held in
Germany and not in US? Does this simply mean that US has lost its role as leader
in many fields of scientific endeavor ? (it may unfortunately be a rhetoric
question…)

Regards,

Observer

8. Bee
July 2, 2008

Observer: The Lindau meetings are always in Lindau. See the website.

9. Markk
July 2, 2008

“What is your take on the fact that an important meeting of this caliber is held in
Germany and not in US? Does this simply mean that US has lost its role as leader
in many fields of scientific endeavor”

Uhm.. Lindau meetings are over 50 years old and were established when one
could say US influence on particle physics was at its highest. I think you have to
look at teaching, funding and excellent research to see how healthy the US
scientific endeavor is – not comparisons to others. I sure as heck hope that
others are at least the equal of the US in “scientific endeavor”! Speaking as an
American the stronger science is in the world the better for science everywhere.
It is not a zero sum thing.

10. Deane
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July 2, 2008

I don’t know about the sciences, but in mathematics I do have the impression
that most small high caliber conferences, especially those in the summer, take
place in Europe. I offer two possible reasons:

a) There are a lot more venues specifically designed for these conferences
available in Europe. Moreover, if one wants to attend more than one within a
short period, it is easy to travel between the different locations.

b) A lot of American mathematicians, given the choice, would prefer spending
the summer traveling around Europe over the US.

11. theoreticalminimum
July 2, 2008

Completely out of context (apologies). Just found out that Indian string theorist
Sunil Mukhi (TIFR) has a blog.

12. big vlad
July 2, 2008

just listened to David Gross’ on the web. Really great talk! I like the way he
emphasized the ‘fermionic dimensions’ aspect of susy, which is often not
mentioned. In fact, listening to this talk has inspired me to relearn the
superspace formalism, which I forgot long ago…

13. Professor R
July 2, 2008

Thanks for that super link Peter.
I just sat through David Gross’s talk in its entirety, absolutely excelent talk. I
particularly enjoyed his ‘big three’ reasons for SUSY, and his explanation of
difficulties in detection at LHC…I wonder who his bet was taken with.

14. Bee
July 3, 2008

Hi MIM

Even the claims about heavy ion collisions, which seem more justified than the
LHC ones, are laughed at by some heavy ion physicists. Some were telling me
recently how this claim was always made to get fundings but how they had no
idea, and no program, to link their analysis with early times. This is a problem in
the long term, as people will eventually ask: well, what have you learned about
the early universe from LHC?

Indeed. I’ve been sitting among heavy ion physicists for quite a while and the
‘big bang’ motivation appears always and everywhere where it goes to a non-
specialist audience (that includes grant proposals), despite the fact that the
actual relation is weak. This isn’t a problem though that is special to heavy ion

http://sunilmukhi.blogspot.com/
http://sunilmukhi.blogspot.com/


physics or physics. It’s a far more general trend, the constant dumbing down of
information and the idea that one has to ‘sell’ and ‘advertise’ and so on. It’s a
trend that should have no effect on science, but sadly it has.

Seems I say that a lot – that sociological trends reflect in the scientific
community and have a very negative influence. Best,

B.

15. a.k.
July 3, 2008

a bit off-topic, off course, one could remark, since the link was given, that at least
on the blog-level the Lindau-meeting helped to elucidate some facts which are,
apart from producing Nobel-laureates, still part of the german culture:
producing prejudice and condescendence towards the ‘lesser developed’
cultures. While this in not a exclusively german phenomenon, I am glad that for
instance this interview was not translated into english, were one introduces a
PhD-student from Cameroon as someone who ‘is allowed to take part’, there are
similar examples of near-to-racism occuring in this blog. I should apologize that I
introduce these themes at this point, since their relation to heavy-ion-collisions
and the big-bang is not-so-obvious, nevertheless it exemplifies what the word
‘dialectic’ means for the relation between science and humanities.

16. Cormac O'Raifeartaigh
July 4, 2008

Still enjoying the talks at that link, thanks again Peter..

That siad, I was underwhelmed by George Smoot’s talk. Entitled ‘ The beginning
and development of the Universe’, it promised a lot more than it delivered. This
was what I call a type II lecture – everything was probably there somewhere, but
not in any order one could make much sense of.

Smoot mentions the acceleration of the universe early on, without any discussion
of the universe expansion. or Hubble’s law. Similarly, he launches into a
description of measurements of the cosmic microwave background without
giving any explanation of its importance as a snapshot of the early universe.
Finally, while there was plenty of talk of both the COBE and WMAP satellite
experiments, there is no mention of the ‘why’ – i.e. the advantages of satellite
measurements over ground-based observation.

In summary, this talk was strangely reminiscent of a talk given by Smoot’s co-
laureate John Mather at Trinity College Dublin last year. There should be a law
for experimentalists – if you’re going to give a talk about your area (cosmology),
you need to spend a few minutes on the basics – univ. expansion,
nucleosynthesis, backgound radiation and inflation models etc

I’m fairly sure any members of the audience not familiar with BB theory left that
lecture no wiser than before…

http://www.scienceblogs.de/lindaunobel/2008/07/er-war-freundlicher-und-hat-mich-unterstutzt.php
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17. Bee
July 7, 2008

Regarding the ‘Recreation of the Big Bang’, we have written a brief post that
hopefully explains the major differences between the LHC and the beginning of
the universe: Recreating the Big Bang?

18. Professor R
July 7, 2008

Peter, I’d be interested to hear the LHC discussion session you mention, but the
link you give doesn’t seem to go anywhere, nor does the webcast seem to be
listed on the CERN webcast site. Do you have another link to it?
Cormac

19. Peter Woit
July 7, 2008

Cormac,

That link was for the live webcast, I haven’t seen a recorded version. If someone
knows of one, let me know.

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/07/recreating-big-bang.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/07/recreating-big-bang.html


Proof of the Riemann Hypothesis?

July 2, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Last night a preprint by Xian-Jin Li appeared on the arXiv, claiming a proof of the
Riemann Hypothesis. Preprints claiming such a proof have been pretty common, and
always wrong. Most of them are obviously implausible, invoking a few pages of
elementary mathematics and authored by people with no track record of doing
serious mathematics research. This one is somewhat different, with the author a
specialist in analytic number theory who does have a respectable publication record.
Wikipedia has a listing for Li’s criterion, a positivity condition equivalent to the
Riemann Hypothesis.

Li was a student of Louis de Branges, who also had made claims to have a proof,
although as far as I know de Branges has not had a paper on the subject refereed and
accepted by a journal. He describes his approach as using a trace formula and “in the
spirit of A. Connes’s approach”. Li thanks

J.-P. Gabardo, L. de Branges, J. Vaaler, B. Conrey, and D. Cardon who have
obtained academic positions in that order for him during his difficult times
of finding a job.

but it is a little worrisome that he doesn’t explicitly thank any experts for
consultations about this proof. If the arXiv submission of the preprint is the first time
he has shown it to anyone, that dramatically increases the already high odds that
there’s most likely a problem somewhere that he has missed.

I’m no expert in this subject, so in no position to check the proof or to have an
intelligent opinion about whether his method of proof contains a new, promising idea.
I suspect though that experts are already looking at this proof, and it appears to be
written up in a way that should allow them to relatively quickly see whether it works.
Given the history of this subject, I think the odds are against Li, but I’m curious to
know what experts think of this.

This also has appeared on Slashdot. If your comment is like any of the ones there,
please don’t submit it, but comments from the well-informed are strongly encouraged.

Update: It looks like a problem with the proof has been found. Terry Tao comments
on his blog

It unfortunately seems that the decomposition claimed in equation (6.9) on
page 20 of that paper is, in fact, impossible; it would endow the function h
(which is holding the arithmetical information about the primes) with an
extremely strong dilation symmetry which it does not actually obey. It seems
that the author was relying on this symmetry to make the adelic Fourier
transform far more powerful than it really ought to be for this problem.

Update: Another Fields medalist heard from: Alain Connes comments as follows on
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his blog:

I dont like to be too negative in my comments. Li’s paper is an attempt to
prove a variant of the global trace formula of my paper in Selecta. The
“proof” is that of Theorem 7.3 page 29 in Li’s paper, but I stopped reading it
when I saw that he is extending the test function h from ideles to adeles by
0 outside ideles and then using Fourier transform (see page 31). This cannot
work and ideles form a set of measure 0 inside adeles (unlike what happens
when one only deals with finitely many places).

Update: The paper has now been withdrawn by the author, “due to a mistake on pg.
29”.

Comments

1. Chip Neville
July 2, 2008

Peter,

If you will accept a comment from a competent mathematician who is NOT an
expert in analytic number theory, Li’s claimed proof of the Riemann Hypothesis
looks like it might be the real deal. First, it is impressive that Bombieri and
Lagarias thought enough of his positivity criterion to generalize it. Second, his
paper is clearly written, and in fact serves as a good roadmap into various
arcane developments in number theory such as adeles and ideles. Third, his
paper follows a program, first enunciated in the 1970’s, for approaching the
Riemann Hypothesis by studying the reals and the p-adic numbers
simultaneously in one large entity, the direct product of all of these. Fourth, he
clearly understands the deep relationship between the Mellin transform, the
Riemann zeta function, and the invariant measure dt/t on the positive reals. In
fact, the measure dt/t is Haar measure on the group of positive reals under
multiplication, the Mellin transform is the Fourier transform with respect to this
invariant measure, and the zeta function is essentially the Mellin transform of
the fractional part function, t – [t]. Fifth, there are some new ingredients in his
proof, especially his positivity criterion and various things about special
functions from Whitaker and Watson.

The only errors I could find are a misspelling of Dedekind’s name on page 2, and
a few lapses in English of the sort to be expected of a non-native speaker. I’m
rooting for him. I hope someone more expert than I will peruse his work and give
a more detailed and expert opinion.

2. Walt
July 2, 2008

I’m sure that he’s no crank, but as the field stands, using ideles and adeles and
the Mellin transform is pretty standard stuff in the area. The proof looks awfully
elementary to me. (I’m not an analytic number theorist either.) It would be great



that if a famous open problem like the Riemann hypothesis had a proof
sufficiently elementary that I could understand it, but I would be pretty
surprised.

3. Chris Hillman
July 2, 2008

Hi, Walt!

JA, love your blog!

And most urgent: ditto Chip. I had the same initial thought as several others
when I realized that Li is a former Ph.D. student of Louis de Branges, but after
looking over Li’s papers– which have been published and cited— it seems to me
that they appear to fit into a community effort involving some of the best
mathematicians of our time, most notably Bombieri and Lagarias (who seem to
have generalized a RH criterion due to Li). While I don’t know much about this
area, I recognize (or think I do) some ingredients which leading mathematicians
have said might play a role in a proof of RH. A genuine proof of a long open
conjecture which uses familiar ingredients in ways which had somehow been
previously overlooked would be VERY surprising (de Branges’s proof of
Bieberbach conjecture is said to fit that bill), but not unprecedented.

So I think this might actually be the real deal! Wow, if so!

4. Chris Hillman
July 2, 2008

Er.. sorry, Peter, thought I was posting in John Armstrong’s blog. (Embarrassed
grin.) But you have a great blog too!

5. Walt
July 2, 2008

My impression is that de Branges’ proof of the Bieberbach Conjecture was very
technical, but that later someone found a more elementary (and shorter) proof.

6. Ian Agol
July 2, 2008

Terry Tao thinks it’s incorrect:
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2008/02/07/structure-and-randomness-in-the-
prime-numbers/#comment-30714

7. Peter Woit
July 2, 2008

Thanks Ian, I’ve added that to the posting.

8. Abhishek Saha
July 3, 2008

http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2008/02/07/structure-and-randomness-in-the-prime-numbers/#comment-30714
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Xian-Jin Li has posted a new version (actually two new versions!) of his preprint
on the Arxiv. Most pertinently, the definition of the function h on page 20 has
changed; so perhaps this addresses Tao’s objection on his blog.
The reason I will be very surprised if this proof turns out to be correct is that it
involves mostly functional analysis on the adeles. It has been generally believed
that such techniques are not sufficient to prove Riemann. It would be a stunning
achievement indeed if Riemann is solved using only such elementary tools!

9. Eric Chopin
July 3, 2008

Hi All,

Apparently the half of the paper (at least) is “copied”
from Alain Conne’s paper cited in reference, especially the
part metionned by Terence Tao. So I guess Connes would
be best placed to evaluate this paper. For instance the definition
on which Tao focuses on corresponds to eq. 18 p42 in Connes’
paper.

Also, it’s really a detail, but I was really surprised that in this paper,
which seems to be quite a serious work (especially compared
to previous papers published in the last months…), the reference
to Weil famous paper (ref 15) serves only to reference the
definition of the Schwartz-Bruhat space….. Even Connes in his
paper references Bruhat paper, which is much more relevant!
Weil paper has probably much more to do with RH, but certainly
not with the definition of the Schwartz-Bruhat space….

Eric

10. ninguem
July 3, 2008

Connes has commented on his blog
http://noncommutativegeometry.blogspot.com/2008/06/fun-day-
two.html?showComment=1215071400000#comment-c8876982000013974667

11. Peter Woit
July 3, 2008

ninguem,

Thanks, I added the information about Connes’s comment to the posting.

12. Abhishek Saha
July 3, 2008

And now we have version 4!

13. Daniel de França MTd2
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July 3, 2008

Indeed. I checked the places where Connes and Tao pointed out, and that’s
where he made the chages.

P.20, the definition of the formula 6.9 (Tao)
p.29, the first paragraph of the theorem 7.3 (Connes)

I didn’t look anywhere else.

14. Chris Hillman
July 4, 2008

After reading the comments by Tao and Connes, my enthusiasm has considerably
diminished :-/

15. Eric Chopin
July 4, 2008

Actually I had first a similar doubt as Tao had, but
comparing a bit more closely Li and Connes papers,
I am now more confident in this part of the paper: actually
this part is almost copied and pasted from Connes paper,
and if it were wrong, it may also possibly be wrong
in Connes paper (assuming I have not missed a difference
between the two papers).
However the point raised by Connes is really a major objection
to Li’ results (as for me)…

eric

16. Benjamin
July 4, 2008

Terence Tao made a further comment on problems with the proof. He also
explaines in more detail what Connes pointed out.
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2008/02/07/structure-and-randomness-in-the-
prime-numbers/#comment-30714

17. Moeen
July 4, 2008

Benjamin,

That was Tao’s earlier comment about the paper. Perhaps you’re thinking of this
comment:
http://terrytao.wordpress.com/2008/02/07/structure-and-randomness-in-the-
prime-numbers/#comment-30763

18. kathrine martinez
July 5, 2008
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It will be interesting to know the opinion of Xian-Ji Li himself.
Has Li something to say to his “critics” ?
It will be very important to know also the point of view of
Prof. Xian-Ji Li.
Can anybody tell us anything on this?

19. math idiot
July 5, 2008

Li hasn’t withdrawn his paper. He is very confident in it?

20. Felipe Zaldivar
July 5, 2008

Regarding Connes, Kowalski, Silberman and Tao comments on the quotient
space A/k^*, I recall a comment by André Weil that could be translated as “The
search for an interpretation of [the idele class group] seems to me to be one of
the most fundamental problems in number theory today; it is possible that one
such interpretation holds the key to the Riemann hypothesis” (Sur la théorie du
corps de classes).

21. math idiot
July 5, 2008

Just found that Li had withdrawn his paper.

22. anon.
July 6, 2008

I’m glad that such pure mathematical research is discussed here. Seeing how
proofs are checked and commented upon, and withdrawn if an error is found,
makes it very interesting. It’s clear that there is a lot of discipline involved in
step-by-step proofs of theorems in pure mathematics because it is possible to
make an error which breaks the chain of reasoning.

Applied mathematics is far less risky, because where a model is being
constructed a logical error can usually be corrected without the whole model
collapsing. I think this the distinction between the kind of model building
mathematics being done in string theory, and the formal proofs of pure
mathematics.

23. Christine
July 13, 2008

Interesting to read about this case. Fortunately, I see no backfire as in the case
of, as I remind, Penny Smith on the Navier-Stokes Equation problem.

It is also very interesting that the error was pointed out in the blogosphere…



Interview With Atle Selberg

July 4, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Sticking with the theme of the Riemann Hypothesis, the AMS has recently posted
some articles to appear in an upcoming issue of the AMS Bulletin, one of which
contains a long interview with Atle Selberg, who died last summer at the age of 90.
Selberg had been a professor at the IAS and an expert in analytic number theory,
responsible for some of the most important developments in the subject during the
20th century. A large part of the interview concerns in one way or another the
Riemann Hypothesis, which is a central concern of Selberg’s mathematical research,
with his work on it beginning during the German occupation of Norway when he was
still a student, Some thoughts from Selberg on the subject:

“If anything at all in our universe is correct, it has to be the Riemann
Hypothesis, if for no other reasons, so for purely esthetical reasons.” He
always emphasized the importance of simplicity in mathematics and that
“the simple ideas are the ones that will survive.”

About whether there is a spectral problem that gives the zeros of the zeta-function,
useful for proving the RH:

That is certainly a thought that several people have had. In fact, there have
been some people that have been able to construct such a space, if they
assume that the Riemann hypothesis is correct, and where they can define
an operator that is relevant. Well and good, but it gives us basically nothing,
of course. It does not help much if one has to postulate the results
beforehand—there is not much worth in that.

About his own attempts to find a proof:

Once I had an idea that I thought perhaps could lead to a proof….

After a while I became more and more convinced that it would not work as I
had thought initially. It just seemed unlikely to me. However, I have now and
then seen that people have attacked a problem in a way that seemed “hare-
brained”, to use an English term, but then it turned out that they could
make it work. They have proven something that would not be easy to prove
in another way. On the other hand, I have seen people have ideas that
seemed absolutely brilliant, but the only problem is that if one follows these
to the end one is not able to get anything out of it after all. So it works both
ways: sometimes a good idea does not work, and what seems like a bad,
even idiotic idea, may actually work.

About Connes’s work on the RH:

Yes, that is a new way to arrive at the explicit formulas—a new access, so to
say—but it basically does not give more than what one already had. Connes

http://www.ams.org/bull/0000-000-00/S0273-0979-08-01223-8/S0273-0979-08-01223-8.pdf
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undoubtedly believed to begin with that what he was doing should lead
towards a proof, but it turned out that it does not lead further than other
attempts. When I last talked with him he had realized this. This often
happens with types of work that are rather formal. There was, for example,
a Japanese mathematician, Matsumoto, who gave several lectures that
made quite a few people believe that he had the proof.

and finally:

I think it is a good possibility that it will take a long time before it is
decided. From time to time people have been optimistic. Hilbert, when he
presented his problems in 1900, thought that the Riemann hypothesis was
one of the problems that one would see the solution of before too long a
time had elapsed. Today it is a little more than one hundred years since he
gave his famous lecture on these problems. So one must say that his opinion
was wrong. Many of the problems that he considered to be more difficult
turned out to be considerably simpler to solve.

Comments

1. ninguem
July 4, 2008

What was surprising to me in that interview is his negative view of collaboration.
These days if somebody gives a non-trivial contribution, they get their name in
the paper. I found Selberg’s attitude (re Erdos) bordering on the unethical, but
those were different times and maybe different standards.

2. theoreticalminimum
July 5, 2008

It appears that the IHES is currently working on editing and publishing
Grothendieck’s “Récoltes et semailles”. It is mentioned that it would be out
before the end of this summer. Something sure to please at least Alain Connes 

3. geometer
July 5, 2008

ninguem:

Clearly Selberg did not like to collaborate but I think the way Selberg and Erdos
resolved this issue was quite ethical: they published separate papers in which
they clearly described who contributed what. BTW, in MathSciNet the papers are
reviewed in a single 4-page-article (by Ingham).

4. oldman
July 6, 2008

I found it refreshing to hear a mathematician of evident quality express a
distaste for collaboration. It was also pleasant where he said prizes don’t

http://sciencesetavenirmensuel.nouvelobs.com/hebdo/parution/p737/articles/a378150-.html
http://sciencesetavenirmensuel.nouvelobs.com/hebdo/parution/p737/articles/a378150-.html


advance science.

The non-collaborating mathematician still exists. Taubes is a good example of
this beast that pursues its own interests in privacy and seriousness.

Perhaps I know too many folks too busy inflating their publication counts
through incessant collaborations in which their principal contribution appears to
be their name.

5. George
July 7, 2008

Another similar annoying thing is how it’s now expected that young
mathematicians collaborate with senior mathematicians, whether they want to or
not. You’re at such a disadvantage in the job market if you do it alone, because
even if you’re successful, your peers will have the advantages of working with
senior well-known mathematicians, not just in terms of the quality of the papers
but also the top journals are more hesitant to accept papers from unknowns. I’ve
seen utterly incompetent people get tenure-track positions through these “joint
efforts.” One time at a talk I attempted to get the speaker to define the basic
objects of his talk. He couldn’t do it, guessed incorrectly, then emailed me the
next day with the actual definition. To preserve anonymity I won’t say what the
terms in question were, but it would be like if an algebraic topologist couldn’t
define cohomology. This person had multiple joint papers with multiple leaders,
all in good journals. I was amazed that this could happen when the incompetence
was so blatant. I have seen two talks from this guy, so it was not a fluke.

6. ninguem
July 8, 2008

geometer:
One of the things that I meant was the fact that he tried to throw Erdos offtrack
and he seemed almost proud of how clever he was.

George:
What you describe is a bit surprising. Why would the senior mathematicians
bother to write papers with this guy? Maybe he has something to offer.

7. olderman
July 10, 2008

ninguem,

The answer to your question to George is simple: this guy physically writes the
papers the senior mathematicians do not feel like taking the time to physically
write. This is the sort of thing he `has to offer’.



LHC Update

July 7, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

Latest press release from CERN about the LHC says first beams “currently scheduled
for August”. According to a presentation at the July 2 meeting of the LHC Technical
Committee, the latest news is that “circulating beam not before September” (the
presentation includes a detailed version of the schedule of what has to take place
between now and the end of August). At this point the second to last sector is just
about cool, the final one will take another two weeks. The last of 470 trucks of liquid
nitrogen has arrived. Assuming it will take 1-2 months from first circulating beam
until physics collisions, it looks like time for data-taking will be rather short before
the shutdown for the winter.

Comments

1. A quantum diaries survivor
July 7, 2008

Hi Peter,

indeed, I think we will be lucky if we get 20 inverse picobarns of data. And, at 10
TeV. The difference between 10 and 14 TeV is significant for the discovery of
high-mass bodies.

However, let me keep the enthusiasm up -finding for once my well-concealed
vein of optimism. If we look back at the Tevatron, it took data in 1987-88 with no
silicon detector in CDF, and triggered 4/pb of data. Those data were amazingly
interesting! They kept us busy for the following four years! Here is a sample of
publications from that period:

– Measurement of mass and width of the Z (still competitive back then)
– Measurement of W asymmetry (a first)
– Inclusive jet cross section (ranging 9 orders of magnitude)
– (then best) measurement of the W boson mass
– inclusive J/psi, Psi(2S) production (showing disagreements with theory of up to
two orders of magnitude!)
– lower limits on top quark mass (up to 91 GeV)

A total of more than 50 papers thick-rich with new amazing stuff.

Plus, let’s not forget, the very first top-antitop candidate was seen back then -and
it created in fact a huge controversy (ask Tony for the details).

So, are we going to be disappointed with the amount of data ? Yes. Are we going
to be amazed by it ? YES!

http://press.web.cern.ch/press/PressReleases/Releases2008/PR05.08E.html
http://press.web.cern.ch/press/PressReleases/Releases2008/PR05.08E.html
http://ab-div.web.cern.ch/ab-div/Meetings/ltc/2008/ltc_2008-09a.pdf
http://ab-div.web.cern.ch/ab-div/Meetings/ltc/2008/ltc_2008-09a.pdf


Cheers,
T.



Back to the Future

July 7, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Several things have come up recently that brought up the year 1985, the year the film
“Back to the Future” came out.

This summer the IAS will be running a two-week program at the IAS on Strings and
Phenomenology, designed to train a new generation of graduate students and
postdocs in the details of compactification methods which mostly go back to 1985,
quite possibly before some of the attendees were even born. No evidence that there
will be any mention of the fact that 23 years of work on these topics has led simply to
a dead-end: the landscape.

At SUSYO8, the first two speakers harkened back to the 1985 period, with Hans Peter
Nilles (who also will be lecturing at Princeton) quoting his own words from 1984
(Physics Reports 110):

Experiments within the next five to ten years will enable us to decide
whether supersymmetry at the weak interaction scale is a myth or reality

He notes that “This statement is still true today!”

Andrei Linde in his talk on cosmology crows about what he sees as Witten’s recent
capitulation to the anthropic landscape point of view about string theory that Linde
was pushing back around 1985 (actually 1986) when he wrote:

An enormously large number of possible types of compactification which
exist e.g. in the theories of superstrings should be considered not as a
difficulty but as a virtue of these theories, since it increases the probability
of mini-universes in which life of our type may appear.

which he compares to this from the New York Times

Now, Dr. Witten allowed, dark energy might have transformed this fecundity
from a vice into a virtue, a way to generate universes where you can find
any cosmological constant you want. We just live in one where life is
possible, just as fish only live in water.

At the same time, I’ve been reading and thinking about some papers written back in
1985 which deal with the mathematics of gauge theory and anomalies. At least some
of these were never published, including one that I’ve seen references to (by Igor
Frenkel and Iz Singer), but never a copy of (does anyone have a copy?). Looking at
the history of this subject, it is clear that some very good people were working on this
until 1985, at which point quite a few of them dropped it to take up the new fashion of
string theory.

Perhaps the LHC will revive the subject of particle theory, by producing a wormhole
that will take the world back to its other end, opened up in 1985 by a DeLorean in the

http://www.sns.ias.edu/pitp/
http://www.sns.ias.edu/pitp/
http://www.sns.ias.edu/pitp/
http://www.sns.ias.edu/pitp/
http://susy08.kias.re.kr/program.php
http://susy08.kias.re.kr/program.php
http://susy08.kias.re.kr/slide/pl/SUSY08_Nilles.pdf
http://susy08.kias.re.kr/slide/pl/SUSY08_Nilles.pdf
http://susy08.kias.re.kr/slide/pl/SUSY08_Nilles.pdf
http://susy08.kias.re.kr/slide/pl/SUSY08_Nilles.pdf
http://susy08.kias.re.kr/slide/pl/Linde.ppt
http://susy08.kias.re.kr/slide/pl/Linde.ppt
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/03/science/03dark.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/03/science/03dark.html


movie, from there setting us off into a more promising part of the multiverse.

Comments

1. roland
July 7, 2008

>At the same time, I’ve been reading and thinking about some papers written
back in 1985 which the mathematics of gauge theory and anomalies.

Is this a valid english sentence?

2. Peter Woit
July 7, 2008

roland,

No, it’s not, but now I’ve fixed it. My proof-reading is not all it should be. Thanks
for helping.

3. MathPhys
July 7, 2008

It is sad to see people rehashing what they were saying in 1985.
Compactification is too simple minded. I’m surprised that supersmart people like
Witten are still into that.

4. Tony Smith
July 7, 2008

Peter, you refer to “… the mathematics of gauge theory and anomalies. At least
some of these were never published, including one that I’ve seen references to
(by Igor Frenkel and Iz Singer) …”.

Is that work related to what Alex Jay Feingold describes
on his CV page at SUNY Binghamton?
There, he says:
“… During the period from 1981 to 1991 I had several collaborations with Igor
Frenkel (Yale University) … with J. F. X. Ries … Our main objectives were to
obtain independent vertex and spinor constructions of chiral algebras,
the isomorphism between the two viewpoints,
known as a “boson-fermion correspondence'”,
and constructions of the exceptional affine algebra E8(1) based on D4(1) spinor
constructions and the principle of triality. …
Some of these results were announced at the 1988 Conference on Lie Algebras
and Related Topics, Madison, Wisconsin.
Those results which only involve the spinor constructions are in our
Contemporary Mathematics monograph …
A sequel (with Ries only) was planned to give the vertex picture and the boson-
fermion correspondence,



but the untimely death of Ries has substantially delayed the completion of that
project …”.

Do you know of any available publication in detail of that Feingold-Ries work
involving “the vertex picture and the boson-fermion correspondence”?

It seems to me that such a Feingold-Ries project might be related to, and
improve on, the E8 model of Garrett Lisi,
and
be a way that “respectable” math/physics people could work on such stuff.

Tony Smith

5. Peter Woit
July 7, 2008

mathphys,

I don’t know what Witten will be talking about, but the strange thing about this
whole subject is that the circa 1985 ideas about compactification are still in
some sense the most aesthetically convincing ones. Since then, attempts to do
better have pretty much all led to much more complicated and ugly
constructions. So, I can see why someone asked to talk about this subject might
want to talk about the 1985 version. Some of the other lecturers will be talking
about more these more recent ideas. and trying to lead the students into the
landscape…

6. Peter Woit
July 7, 2008

Tony,

That’s a different subject. I don’t know anything about the unfinished Feingold-
Ries work, but it sounds like it’s closely related to the Feingold-Frenkel work on
spinor constructions of vertex algebras, which has been published (although I
don’t know much about that literature).

The paper I have in mind is about the Hamiltonian approach to the gauge
anomaly in 3+1 dimensions.

7. Frank Quednau
July 8, 2008

Has it been that long? Incredible. However, I quite like this timeline, thanks. I do
not want some Biff Tannen-style physics 

8. Chris Oakley
July 8, 2008

“I do not want some Biff Tannen-style physics”

I see this more as a “Terminator” scenario than a “Back to the Future” one. The



dominance of String Theory was intended by our time-travelling descendants as
it has prevented discoveries in fundamental physics (you know – real physics:
remember that?) that would have been dangerous to society.

We will know this for sure if Peter suddenly finds himself pursued by a Killer
Robot from The Future (or maybe this is already happening)

9. Markk
July 8, 2008

“Experiments within the next five to ten years will enable us to decide whether
supersymmetry at the weak interaction scale is a myth or reality
He notes that “This statement is still true today!””

This is very true and in a sense is a specific effect of the cancellation of the
Superconducting Super-Collider. You could say that it cost a generation of
physics advancement in particle physics. We would have had answers to a lot of
things and a lot more data to eliminate ideas with.

We are becoming like the mid 80’s again in that sense: We again (an for real this
time we hope) are just before looking at new information about a new level of
energy in particle collisions.

10. Peter Woit
July 8, 2008

Markk,

I agree that the SSC cancellation has set things back a generation, but this isn’t
relevant to the Nilles quote. He made it back in 1984, and was explicitly claiming
that SSYM would be seen by the time you got to a 100 Gev scale, i.e. he was
talking about the Tevatron, not the SSC. The SSC project was not even approved
until 1987 (canceled in late 1993), so couldn’t have been what Nilles had in mind
when he wrote that SSYM would be seen in “5-10” years from 1984. Even under
the most optimistic assumptions, there was no way that in 1984 one would think
that the SSC would be built and operating in 1989-1994.

It isn’t hard to find quotes from the 80s about how SSYM was definitely going to
show up at the Tevatron, it is only in the 90s as it became clear this wasn’t
happening that the assumed scale of SSYM got moved up from 100 Gev to the
“Terascale”.

11. misslemon
July 8, 2008

“…quoting his own words from 1984 (Physics Reports 110):

Experiments within the next five to ten years will enable us to decide whether
supersymmetry at the weak interaction scale is a myth or reality

He notes that “This statement is still true today!””

http://motls.blogspot.com/
http://motls.blogspot.com/


A good example of someone whose timeline/logic/truth interfaces need adjusting

12. wilbur
July 8, 2008

but this isn’t relevant to the Nilles quote.

My interpretation of that quote was quite similar to Markk’s, actually. I think a
lot of people would tend to read the quote that way. The fact that the original
text was referring to the TeVatron and not the SSC completely changes the
context. In fact, it makes this post much more interesting.

It isn’t hard to find quotes from the 80s

I think quoting one or two more of those would do a lot to strengthen your point.

13. Peter Woit
July 8, 2008

wilbur,

OK, here’s one more:

Haber and Kane, Physics Reports 117 (written in 1984)

pg. 82

“While there is no compelling supersymmetric model, all the ones studied
produce some detectable superpatrners that are light, often with masses well
below m_W. More technically, the models can be tuned to have a larger scale of
supersymmetry breaking and still account for m_W at tree level, with no partners
below m_W,but then they are unstable and have to be retuned as soon as
radiative corrections are included. Models where such radiative corrections are
less than the masses themselves have detectable, light superpartners.”

pg. 89

“Finally, we note that it is not a problem for supersymmetric ideas that
superpartners have not yet been found. As we will discuss in chapter 9, most of
them are expected to have masses of order m_W,and could not have been
detected yet. Those that could have been observed, such as the gluino, are
allowed to be heavy enough to have been unobservable so far. But as we will see,
the machines available in the next decade will have a high probability of
detecting supersymmetric partners if supersymmetry is relevant to
understanding the weak scale.”

“Machines available in the next decade” clearly refers to the Tevatron, LEP and
HERA, this is also clear from the argument about m_W.

14. wilbur
July 8, 2008



thanks for the quotes. Fascinating stuff, looks like a time tunnel. In summary, if
the LHC doesn’t find susy, the HHC probably will.

15. MathPhys
July 9, 2008

wilbur,

It’s very, very easy to find quotes from the 80’s of the type that you want to see.
Peter Woit gave the simplest examples, but trust me, the literature is full of
them. I only want to see/hear/read anyone of these guys own up and say “In
about 50 papers that I wrote in the 80’s and 90’s, I made predictions that now I
know were simply totally wrong. Now let me start all over again”. But no, they
always carry on as if they were always on the right track and things are
progressing linearly. And they call themselves scientists.

16. Jason Starr
July 10, 2008

In my department there are some great “LOLCat”-style posters with an image of
a black hole and the caption “Im in ur LHC, eatin ur universe”. The posters
announce a light-hearted debate of the graduate students in the Physics and
Astronomy department on July 11th with the following premise: if a relativistic
heavy ion experiment at the particle physicists’ accelerator produces black holes,
which group of physicists should be liable for the damage 

17. hidalgo
July 11, 2008

Actually I remember the times of which you speak very well. We all got very
excited about the fact that gauge fields were connections on principal fibre
bundles. Just when it was dawning on us all that this line of research was leading
absolutely nowhere, Witten came along and saved the day. I can assure you that
the times for which you hanker were even worse than now, and that ”not even
wrong” applies far more convincingly to the things you favour than to string
theory.

18. Peter Woit
July 11, 2008

hidalgo,

Funny, I remember those time quite well myself. The mood among particle
theorists was rather different than it is now, I wouldn’t exactly describe it as
“even worse” though….

19. somebody
July 12, 2008

>It’s very, very easy to find quotes from the 80’s of the type that
> you want to see. Peter Woit gave the simplest examples, but



> trust me, the literature is full of them. I only want to
> see/hear/read anyone of these guys own up and say “In about
> 50 papers that I wrote in the 80’s and 90’s, I made predictions
> that now I know were simply totally wrong.

To me the sarcastic way in which Nilles was referring to his own quote is
precisely that. I completely fail to see in what sense Nilles is supposed to
“apologize”. Wrong ideas are merely left by the wayside in science and not held
to court, and thats what happened to the guess about the exact energy scale of
new physics (actually the general prediction for the energy scales, that it is
around TeV, might still be right).

People were hoping back then that something would be seen close to TeV, and
that hope is still there. The EXACT energy scale is what the bets were made
about (and lost). In fact, I am certain that many people on this thread know this,
and are actively ignoring it because it is conveneinet for their agenda.

Nilles was certainly “wrong” in that sense. But contrary to your subtle
implication, nobody (including him) claims today that they were right back then
in that narrow sense. Of course, many of them still believe that TeV scale susy is
a possibility, but thats based on scientific judgement, and because we don’t seem
to have any better ideas.

In any event, being wrong is hardly an isolated event in physics. It comes with
the territory of “trying”. The “hindsight is 20-20” type talk has only one purpose
and that purpose has nothing to do with science. Incidentally, let me just point
out one obvious thing because the discussion here has taken a condescending
air: it is clearly an easier task to sneer at people who try, than to try oneself.

> Now let me start all over again”. But no, they always carry on as
> if they were always on the right track and things are
> progressing linearly. And they call themselves scientists.

Thats only because we (not “they”) still don’t have any reason to believe that we
were qualitatively wrong back then. The hope is still that around TeV is where
the action is – if anybody has any better ideas they would of course be welcome,
but the fact of the matter is, as it stands we don’t. In fact, we could still be
wrong, and ten years later some others like you might mock us. But that
possibility is totally useless in deciding how we do science now.

The ONLY thing that can save us from mediocre ideas is a great idea: not
personal attacks and uncreative criticism.

20. Peter Woit
July 12, 2008

Somebody,

No, people in 1984 were not expecting to see SSYM breaking at 1 TeV, they were
expecting to see it at 100 Gev. The Haber/Kane quote that I reproduced explains
precisely why (you have to do some fine-tuning to avoid superpartners below



m_W).

The fact that SSYM was expected to show up, didn’t, and now requires fine-
tuning to explain why it hasn’t been seen is something that its proponents don’t
ever mention. Some readers here didn’t seem to originally believe me that this is
the case.

Let me point out that I am not engaging in personal attacks on Nilles or anyone
else. I do think though that this particular bit of history, failed prediction of
SSYM, and required fine-tuning is something that deserves to be better known to
anybody who wants a clear idea of the prospects for seeing SSYM at the LHC.

21. Eric
July 12, 2008

Peter,
The MSSM only requires that the superpartners be in the 1 TeV range in order to
solve the hierarchy problem. This requires no fine-tuning. It is only now with the
LHC that the full parameter space can be explored. Back in the eighties, they
were only beginning to probe the lowest energies of where one might expect to
find the superpartners. So, some of them were overly optimistic. So what? This
was also true in regards to the top quark.

22. somebody
July 13, 2008

SUSY always had problems – it did then, and it does now. But the balance of evils
seemed somewhat in its favor back then, and it still does.

The books and reviews on phenomenological susy invariably leave you with the
impression that there are plenty of things that are NOT pretty about it. Every
fine tuning that you can possibly talk about, from higgs mass to susy flavor
problem are all discussed in the textbooks. So I totally fail to see in what sense
you are suggesting that the fine tunings are not well-known. The scientific facts
are entirely well-known. The only thing missing from the textbooks is the
personal attacks.

About your claim that we were expecting to see susy at 100 GeV: you are
ignoring what I emphasized in my previous post, that the PRECISE scale was
where the “predictions” went wrong. If you want to split hair at the 10% level,
there are actually even worse problems. Eg: the mu-problem which requires not
10% level fine tunings, but 1% level fine-tunings. The existence of fine-tunings is
a fact about susy, but the fact still remains that it is still pretty much the best
idea we have. So any attacks of this kind about our past follies (without any
suggestion for a better idea) accpomplish absolutely nothing.

I am actually charmed by the disarming honesty with Nilles pointed out one of
his own old “wrong” predictions. It would be nice if we had radically new
predictions now, but unfortunately we don’t.

23. Haelfix



July 17, 2008

Supersymmetry only requires finetuning (of the Stop) if various eventualities
occur.

1) The mass of the Higgs cannot be too heavy. Its best if its right around
115-120, at least for the MSSM

2) Refinements in the top quark mass have moved around in the previous
decades, which also affects things.

How much finetuning you are willing to accept is a bit of an aesthetic
requirement. We’ve seen finetuning in nuclear physics up to about 2 orders of
magnitude before, so it shouldn’t surprise people if there is a little bit. Its when
you start talking about 16++ orders where people start really wondering if
we’ve gone insane.

Its true that the minimal ‘bayesian’ models from the 80s of phenomenology
would have arranged the masses a little bit differently. We should have seen a
lighter Higgs, a different top mass, and some SuSY already on those grounds, but
nature doesn’t always pick the simplest solution either (see the expanding
universe).

After the LHC, if we still haven’t seen SuSy, the original premise is gone and it
might juts become something quantum gravity people are interested in, and not
day to day phenomenologists. Still i’d say theres still a good percent chance that
we will see weak scale SuSy (I’d give it a good oh.. 1 in 3 chance, which is much
better than any alternative).

24. invcit
August 2, 2008

Peter,

Witten talked about the work of Vafa et al on how to embed GUTs into F-theory.
Not quite the stuff of 25 years ago. There is a lot more hope of uniqueness in this
picture than in the flux compactifications.

25. anon.
August 3, 2008

invcit: what is ‘F-theory’?

(Sorry Peter if this question sounds off-topic, hostile, and adding noise, but I
genuinely don’t know what F-theory is!)

26. Arun
August 3, 2008

Wikipedia has an answer:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F-theory

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F-theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F-theory


“F-theory is a branch of string theory developed by Cumrun Vafa. The new vacua
described as F-theory were discovered by Vafa, and it also allowed string
theorists to construct new realistic vacua — in the form of F-theory compactified
on elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau four-folds. The letter “F” stands for “Father”
much like the “M” in M-theory is often taken to stand for “Mother”.”

27. anon.
August 3, 2008

Thanks, Arun. I had seen a post on this blog some time back about the
experimental predictions of F-theory:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=697

but I didn’t understand F-theory. There is a nice paper on ‘Evidence for F-theory’
by Vafa on arxiv: http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9602022 The math isn’t really hard.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=697
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=697
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9602022
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9602022


This and That

July 8, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Some quick links:

The Clay Mathematics Institute is now making available for free online the books
whose publication it has sponsored. These include the Morgan-Tian exposition of the
proof of the Poincare conjecture. Surveys in Non-commutative geometry, which
contains two excellent articles by Jeffrey Lagarias and Paula Tretkoff explaining ideas
about the Riemann Hypothesis that have been motivating Connes and others recently.
Also the excellent huge group-effort expository volume on Mirror Symmetry, and a
more recent volume on the topic, which includes a good review article by Michael
Douglas about the string theory motivations for this work.

There’s an interview with Susskind here about his latest book. About anthropics and
the multiverse he claims

…since I wrote “The Cosmic Landscape,” it has practically become the
conventional view.

A couple of relatively new physics bloggers are Sunil Mukhi and Marco Frasca. P.P.
Cook has revived his blog and is reporting from Eurostrings 2008 here and here.

Among the posts worth reading over at Secret Blogging Seminar, there’s a nice
posting by A. J. Tolland explaining what a “stack” is. The comments contain a valuable
discussion about the different versions of a “classifying space” that show up in this
story.

Comments

1. anon.
July 8, 2008

”There are powerful reasons to believe that the universe may also be a
consequence of random mutation. It sounds crackpot, or at best, like fringe
speculation, but by now the idea is very firmly established in the mainstream
physics and cosmology literature. That’s was what my book “The Cosmic
Landscape” was all about. … The next generation of physicists and cosmologists
will have the fun and excitement of discovering the right mathematical
formulation of a “multiverse.”’ – Lenny Susskind, http://calitreview.com/790

I love this suggestion that analyzing the landscape of 10^500 metastable vacua
in the multiverse will be an exciting and fun challenge for the next generation.
The next generation should be eternally grateful. 

2. A.J.

http://www.claymath.org/library/
http://www.claymath.org/library/
http://www.claymath.org/library/monographs/cmim03.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/library/monographs/cmim03.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/library/proceedings/cmip06.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/library/proceedings/cmip06.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/library/monographs/cmim01.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/library/monographs/cmim01.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/library/proceedings/cmip03.pdf
http://www.claymath.org/library/proceedings/cmip03.pdf
http://calitreview.com/790
http://calitreview.com/790
http://sunilmukhi.blogspot.com/
http://sunilmukhi.blogspot.com/
http://marcofrasca.wordpress.com/
http://marcofrasca.wordpress.com/
http://ppcook.blogspot.com/2008/06/eurostrings-2008.html
http://ppcook.blogspot.com/2008/06/eurostrings-2008.html
http://ppcook.blogspot.com/2008/07/day-two-of-eurostrings-2008.html
http://ppcook.blogspot.com/2008/07/day-two-of-eurostrings-2008.html
http://sbseminar.wordpress.com/2008/06/19/whats-a-stack/
http://sbseminar.wordpress.com/2008/06/19/whats-a-stack/
http://calitreview.com/790
http://calitreview.com/790


July 10, 2008

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the post rec!

Is Marco Fresca really arguing that “lattice results about propagators seems to
indicate that Yang-Mills theory is trivial”? That’s an amazing claim.

3. Peter Woit
July 10, 2008

A.J.,

I confess that I don’t understand this claim of his, but haven’t had a chance to
look carefully at what he is up to. As far as I can tell, he’s looking at the gluon
propagator, which is not gauge invariant, so the significance is unclear.

4. theoreticalminimum
July 11, 2008

I might, if I may, bring to your attention that the Institut des Hautes Études
Scientifiques (IHÉS) in France is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year, with
events taking place since March 27 (to coincide with Grothendieck’s 80th
birthday, which was on March 28). Apart from IHÉS’ disposition to publish
Grothendieck’s Récoltes et Semailles, one other nice collectible is the photo-book
(published in France by Éditions Belin) Les Déchiffreurs: Voyage en
mathématiques (“The Unravelers”), which “comprises photographs and texts,
including more than 200 photographs of some of the 40 or so researchers who
work or at or have visited IH in the course of their career’. A small sample of the
photos can be seen here. I’ll get a copy of it next month when I visit Paris.

5. Richard
July 12, 2008

theoreticalminimum,

Thanks for alerting us to this photo-book! I looked at the sample pictures, and
was pleasantly surprised to see that they are in black and white, which is now
practically a lost art. In photos of people, black and white photos often capture
“the moment” and the personality in a way that color photos do not.

6. Chip Neville
July 13, 2008

Peter,

It would be wonderful if Harvard could see it’s way clear to put Tate’s 1950
thesis on the web. The same is true for Uppsala and Nyman’s 1950 thesis.

Tate’s 1950 Harvard thesis, which from the fragments I have seen quoted, for
instance in Li’s failed preprint, seems to be simpler and clearer on some points

http://www.ihes.fr/jsp/site/Portal.jsp
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than parts of most accounts of adeles, even the excellent one by Paula Tretkoff
on page 150 of her article.

Nyman’s 1950 Uppsala thesis, which is important in completeness approaches to
the RH, is often quoted. Nyman was a student of Beurling, and his thesis is what
led to Beurling’s 1955 Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. article referred to at the beginning of
Sarnak’s appendix to Paula Tretkoff’s article.

7. Jason Starr
July 13, 2008

Chip,

I believe Tate’s thesis is in the volume edited by Cassels and Froehlich.

MR0217026 (36 #121)
Tate, J. T.
Fourier analysis in number fields, and Hecke’s zeta-functions. 1967 Algebraic
Number Theory (Proc. Instructional Conf., Brighton, 1965) pp. 305–347
Thompson, Washington, D.C.
10.41

8. Marco Frasca
July 14, 2008

Hi Peter,

Thanks a lot for the citation. About Yang-Mills theory being trivial you should not
check the gluon propagator but rather the running coupling. Current definitions
analyzed on the lattice show clearly that no non-trivial infrared fixed point exists
as people used to think. Recent phenomenological analysis due to Prosperi’s
group in Milano support this (e.g. see Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 242001 (2007) or
http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.0329 and related papers on arxiv all published on
archival journals). The point is how to get a proper definition of running coupling
in the infrared but it does seem that whatever is your choice this goes to zero at
lower momenta. For a discussion see again Prosperi et al. http://arxiv.org
/abs/hep-ph/0607209.

Marco

9. Sebastian Thaler
July 14, 2008

Peter,

There is an article about Garrett Lisi in the July 21st issue of The New Yorker,
unfortunately not online.

10. Peter Woit
July 14, 2008

Sebastian,

http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.0329
http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.0329
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0607209
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0607209
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0607209
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0607209


Thanks. I talked to the writer of that piece a couple months ago, and to a fact-
checker at the New Yorker, was wondering if they were going to publish it. Will
look forward to reading it tonight.



Surfing the Universe

July 14, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

This week’s New Yorker has a quite good article by Benjamin Wallace-Wells entitled
“Surfing the Universe” about Garrett Lisi and the controversy generated last year by
his paper An Exceptionally Simple Theory of Everything (which I wrote about here).
Unfortunately the article is not available on-line as far as I know.

One of the main themes of the piece is how Garrett ended up getting enmeshed in the
controversy over string theory. I’m quoted as agreeing with the writer’s impression
that one thing that got Garrett “enlisted in the string wars” was having my name
appear first in his acknowledgements:

“It was probably not the most politic thing to do,” Woit said.

The description of the state of the string theory controversy is pretty accurate.
Wallace-Wells got the following from Steven Weinberg

String theory still has great attractions, and there aren’t any alternatives…
Well, there are alternatives and they’re worse.

and describes the situation as follows:

In physics, as in politics, the competition is crueller in lean times. “In terms
of development of new theories, it has been maybe the slowest period in two
centuries,” the science historian Spencer Weart said. By 2006, the fight over
string theory had begun to leak out of the scientific community. Smolin and
Woit published widely reviewed books criticizing string theory, and USA
Today published an account of the assault headlined “HANGING ON BY A
THREAD?”

The article explains the role of the arXiv and the blogs:

In recent years, as science reporters and interested amateurs have turned
to the arXiv – and as some physics personalities have started blogs – the
audience for physics has both expanded and fragmented. “I know for a fact
that many of the leading figures in the field read the blogs, but so do high-
school science students,” Woit, the Columbia mathematician and string-
theory critic, said. “The scary thing is that frequently you can’t tell which is
which.” The leading blogs have readerships that, while including some loud
dissenters, tend to align with the perspectives of their authors – Distler, of
the University of Texas, has a blog that attracts many string theorists and
enthusiasts, while Woit’s blog draws more skeptics. It works somewhat in
the way the blogosphere operates in politics. Andreas Albrecht, a physics
professor at the University of California at Davis, said that the blogs had
opened physics to a new sort of populism, one that the academic
establishment had to figure out how to manage. “It just pushes thoses

http://arxiv.org/abs/0711.0770
http://arxiv.org/abs/0711.0770
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=617
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=617


buttons,” Albrecht said. “There’s some really good stuff, but a lot of really
sloppy stuff.” What you have, in other words, is the erosion of the referee
and the rise of a scientific underclass.

The above quotes are from passages about the string theory controversy and ones
where I had some involvement, but that’s only one aspect of the piece. There’s quite a
lot more about Garrett, his story, and the physics/math context he is working in,
together with a reasonable take on its significance, with everyone acknowledging that
the ideas he is pursuing have problems and are still not such that success can be
claimed. At the end of the article, Garrett explains that he’s still at work, now trying
to see if an alternate form of E8 will work better.

Update: Lubos has the usual sort of rant about this. He doesn’t seem to have access
to the article itself, so is basing his rant on my extracts. As a result, it includes an
extensive personal attack on Spencer Weart….

Update: I hear that Bert Kostant has posted on his office door at MIT a copy of his
e-mail exchange about E8 with the author of the New Yorker piece. So I guess that it’s
all right to point to these files. Also, there’s an on-going Distler/Lisi exchange going
on here. I haven’t followed the technicalities of this particular discussion, but the
trademark Distlerian argumentation tactics are in operation, ensuring vastly more
heat than light.

Update: It turns out that not everyone involved in that e-mail exchange had given
their permission to make it public, so the files linked to above have been removed.
Kostant has made his comments public, posted here.

Update: The New Yorker article is now available on-line.

Comments

1. Observer
July 14, 2008

Peter,

I am curious to hear your opinion on Albrecht’s view that:

“…the blogs had opened physics to a new sort of populism, one that the
academic establishment had to figure out how to manage. “It just pushes thoses
buttons,” Albrecht said. “There’s some really good stuff, but a lot of really sloppy
stuff.” What you have, in other words, is the erosion of the referee and the rise of
a scientific underclass”

Do you agree with this assessment ?

Regards,

Observer
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2. Peter Woit
July 14, 2008

Observer,

I agree with with Albrecht’s characterization of physics blogs. I guess it’s also
true that the “physics establishment”, whatever that might be, doesn’t know
what to make of blogs.

Academia is a very hierarchical and structured system, and the blogs mess with
that. Not clear what the effect will be. At this point I think it’s hard to generalize,
since the number of blogs is rather small and they’re often very different in
nature.

3. Dave
July 15, 2008

There was no mention of Lubos Motl. His blog is the best physics blog, period.
Not surprising that his blog goes un-noticed…he’s a conservative, and his
opinion is certainly not required by the hysteria crowd!

4. Bee
July 15, 2008

Ah! I was beginning to think this article would just never appear. I am totally
with Albrecht: the academic establishment has to figure out how to arrange with
that populism. That’s neither a trivial question, nor something that is likely to
just work out by itself. I just wrote on the weekend a rather lengthy post about
how crucial objective peer review is to progress in science (with that I don’t only
mean peer review in publishing, but generally critical feedback by the
community). There’s most importantly three factors that influence researcher’s
opinions: financial pressure, peer pressure and the public opinion. All of which
are too influential today – the blogosphere touches on the two latter factors. See:
We have only ourselves to judge on each other. The very least one can do is to
raise awareness that such influence can hinder progress.

5. Urs Schreiber
July 15, 2008

It almost seems as if one statement by Albrecht amounts to

[Blogs lead to] the erosion of the referee and the rise of a scientific
underclass.

(I can’t tell for sure, but this is the message I got from Peter’s summary.)

I would strongly disagree with this statement. But maybe something else was
meant.

6. Peter Woit
July 15, 2008

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/07/we-have-only-ourselves-to-judge-on-each.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/07/we-have-only-ourselves-to-judge-on-each.html


Dave,

Lubos was mentioned in the article, with a typical quote from him of the sort that
makes it very hard to take him seriously. His political views aren’t the main
reason string theorists find him an embarassment…

Urs,

That statement was not in quotes, so I think more an interpretation by Wallace-
Wells than something Albrecht said. Wallace-Wells is also a writer and reporter
on politics, I think he was fascinated by the political dimensions of this story,
here especially by the analogs to the role blogs have had in politics.

7. Bee
July 15, 2008

Hi Urs,
Technological developments are a priori neither good nor evil. It depends a lot on
how one uses them. To this one needs to critically look at assetts and drawbacks.
The drawbacks of blogs I think are mentioned in the quote from that article are
a) blogs tend to polarize people into camps of pro and con and don’t actually
stimulate communication between these camps b) they make discussions about
community matters public which isn’t always a good thing because it can make
an exchange significantly more complicated and hinder constructive criticism c)
blogs aren’t peer reviewed papers or textbooks, there’s a lot of ‘sloppy stuff’
indeed and journalists as well as beginners need to be aware of that d) ‘it just
pushes those buttons’: online communication isn’t as easy as it looks like. There
are many aspects to it that don’t work in the way we are used to them from face-
to-face discussions and it would help a lot if people were aware of that. One is eg
that many writers seem to believe their message is evidently clear and perfectly
obvious, whereas for somebody who just stumbles across a blog for the first time
it is very hard to extract without knowing the writer, his story, or just the
vocabulary used. Such kind of misunderstanding is easy to detect from frowned
foreheads but not from blog comments that can easily heat up. (There are other
complications to online communication but I’ll stop here, I think you get the
point.) Best,

B.

8. Urs Schreiber
July 15, 2008

Hi Bee,

just a few random comments on your remarks:

blogs tend to polarize people into camps of pro and con and don’t
actually stimulate communication between these camps

Are you sure the polarization is caused by the blog? I certainly know that I had
communication in blogs with lots of people (some of them in some camps some



not) which I would never ever had otherwise, and I keep seeing some (little,
though) cross-camp communication exclusively in blogs. It never happens
elsewhere because these camps don’t attend each other’s conferences.

blogs aren’t peer reviewed papers or textbooks

Yes, because if they were, they’d be called peer reviewed papers or textbooks.
Seriously: also discussion in the conference coffee break is “not peer-reviewed”
in this sense and yet it tends to be the most useful discussion there is (and often
even the most useful peer-review, actually!).

journalists as well as beginners need to be aware of that

That’s of course true. Journalists should even be aware of the fact that even
peer-reviewed published journal articles may be contain nonsense. Generally,
journalists should be very aware that the truth™ is hard to come by.

I guess we agree on the main point: mistaking blogs for peer-reviewed journals is
a problem of the “media competence” of the one doing so, not of the
communication channel “blog”. Do we? 

9. George
July 15, 2008

Serious question, Woit. I realize you may be offended, but I want to know what
you have to say. It may be that what you have to say about string theory is
right… but is the primary motivator for your intense desire to bring down string
theory your own lack of success at becoming a physicist? Are you just trying to
drag them down so you can think that you didn’t fail, that instead the
establishment was flawed? Or just to see the ones who did succeed fail too?

10. Peter Woit
July 15, 2008

George,

If you actually knew me personally, I think you’d find out that the idea that I’m
an embittered failure striking back at my betters doesn’t have much to do with
reality.

Actually, as far as my career goes, I’ve done far better than I ever expected, I’m
extremely pleased with how it has turned out, and consider myself to be
someone who has been both extremely lucky in life, and extremely well treated
by the powers-that-be in academia. Columbia has recently promoted me to the
position of “Senior Lecturer”, with a large pay increase. I like pretty much
everything about my work, my colleagues, my department, and life in general.
I’m a very happy camper. When I went into this business, I figured I’d end up
working under very difficult circumstances at a community college (or maybe
quit and try Garrett Lisi’s route…).

My criticisms of string theory and what has been going on in physics have



nothing at all to do with resentment about how I have been treated. Sorry, this is
about science.

11. George
July 15, 2008

Ok, ok. One other (less serious) question of this general category. Have you ever
met your arch-nemesis Lubos Motl in person? If so, how did it go? 

12. Daniel de França MTd2
July 15, 2008

George,

Pay attention at the following pic, and try to deduce who took it.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:PeterWoit.JPG

13. Peter Woit
July 15, 2008

George,

Lubos and I have only met in person once, at Harvard at the conference in
Sidney Coleman’s honor. The picture of me on Wikipedia was taken by Lubos at
the time. I think we both were smiling…

He and I over the years have had many often friendly exchanges by e-mail, since
the time he was a graduate student. In recent years less so, as he has come to
the opinion that I’m the anti-Christ, out to destroy physics.

14. Aaron Bergman
July 15, 2008

I haven’t been able to read the article yet (the local BN was sold out because of
the cover), but I’m not really sure I see that Lisi got caught up in the “string
wars”, except to the extent that most of the people involved in talking about hep-
th on the internet have been unavoidably involved in such to some extent or the
other. I don’t recall anyone (with perhaps an obvious exception) attacking Lisi in
a string theoretic context. Instead, the arguments were all about field theory and
representation theory, and one of the more vocal participants was “amused”
who’s not a string theorist. If anyone brought string theory into the subject, it
was Lisi who made the rejection of string theory part of his “origin story”. What
got people going about Lisi’s paper was the extravagant title, a certain comment
by someone in Canada, and, by far most importantly, the ridiculous media
coverage. That you (PW) were cited in the acknowledgments isn’t even a minor
perturbation on that (again, except perhaps with the obvious exception.)

I’ll see if I can find the article elsewhere, but it sucks being in a one bookstore
town.

15. Peter Woit

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:PeterWoit.JPG
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July 15, 2008

Aaron,

The writer of the article also writes about politics, and I think got interested in
the role of the blogs, and the “politics” of string theory, so that colors the story.
He certainly noticed Lubos, quotes him about Lisi as follows:

“Every high school senior excited about physics should be able to see that the
paper is just a long sequence of childish misunderstandings… I understood these
things when I was 14”

There were quite a few blog comments posted by people attacking Lisi, often
explicitly bringing string theory into it, e.g. see the first comment at Jacques’s
first posting on the topic, from “Moveon”. True, these are pretty uniformly from
people who don’t put their names to what they write, hard to tell whether they’re
serious string theorists, juvenile string-theory partisans, or physicists with no
stake one way or another as far as string theory goes.

It’s an interesting intellectual exercise to think about what would have happened
if Garrett hadn’t brought string theory/LQG into it, or if he had embedded his E8
stuff into some kind of string theoretical context. If the latter had happened, and
he had ended up getting a lot of attention because of his attractive “surfer-dude”
story, I think what you would have seen would be Lubos and many others taking
a very different and much more polite attitude, along the lines of “nice try, glad
to see Lisi is working on this, even outside academia, but this particular idea
doesn’t work because of X, Y, Z, too bad.”

16. Bee
July 15, 2008

Hi Urs,

As I said above, new technologies are a priori neither good nor evil. Blogs do not
necessarily polarize people, I never said that must be the case, but it just often is
the case. Many people just prefer to be among others who share similar
interests. I certainly see that blogs have the potential to foster cross-camp
communication, and I certainly wish that potential was used better. What I am
saying is that this can also go into the wrong direction if one doesn’t pay some
attention to it. Social networks that are created online enable us to select our
`neighbors’ according to our liking much easier than was the case with actual
neighbors.

Further, I never said what is written on blogs is useless because it is sometimes
sloppy. I just said one has to be aware of that. I don’t think this is an issue in the
community, but for many non-experts what the expert (or the person thought to
be an expert) says is taken very seriously. I therefore think writing a blog brings
some responsibility on the one hand, on the other hand journalists as well as
beginners should be aware that the level of accuracy is often not on a very high
scientific standard. Again, this is a priori neither good nor bad, it is just a matter
of how one deals with it. Best,



B.

17. Haelfix
July 15, 2008

The only problem with blogs atm in particle physics at least, is that there are
only about 6-7 that are around and putting out serious physics content and being
actively updated.

Meanwhile you have about 10,000 crackpot sites.

When a layman looks on the internet to find physics related discussions, he
invariably gets a horribly jilted view of what academics really think and are
doing.

18. somebody
July 15, 2008

OF COURSE blogs are not inherently good or bad. But the essential point is that
blogs give a lot of visibility to opinions (on things which require expertise) from
non-experts. They give the impression that democracy and public relations are
more important than scientific judgement/truth.

Popular opinion is often reactionary and emotional. Emotional appeal has
NOTHING to do with science, and that crucial point is often lost in the popularity
contest.

Case in point: real or imagined “controversy” is more interesting to the public
than the actual science that Urs blogs about, so the New Yorker does not even
think about Urs as a science blogger. (I am assuming this – I haven’t read the
New yorker article, but I would be surprised if Urs got as much attention as
Lubos or Peter. I would not be surprised at all if he was not even mentioned.)

19. somebody
July 15, 2008

Put another way, the more popular “science” blogs deal mostly with the sociology
of science and not science itself. There is nothing wrong with this (I personally
enjoy talking ABOUT science and scientists almost as much as I enjoy talking
science), but the distinction is a very important one that is often blurred over in
the discussions about “science” blogs.

20. Peter Woit
July 15, 2008

As Haelfix points out, there are only a relatively small number of blogs that are
regularly updated with serious physics content. The interesting thing to me is
that they’re pretty much all quite different, reflecting different interests, points
of view and goals of different bloggers. I think anyone who starts reading the
things quickly realizes this, and also quickly gets a feel for who the people
writing the blogs are, what their point of view is, how reliable their information



is likely to be, etc. It’s not really different than the situation with blogs in other
subjects. People reading blogs know very well that they have to sift through
them to find the ones that seem reliable. Stupid people will gravitate to stupid
blogs, smarter people can be trusted to recognize smarter ones. The thing that is
different here is that the blogs are operating outside of the usual credentialing
system: anyone can start a blog, the things don’t come with the sorts of
institutional imprimatur that people are used to.

What the physics blogs don’t necessarily do is reflect either the median point of
view (the statistics are too low), or the point of view of leaders of the field
(because they’re not writing blogs, I wish they were). The one highly peculiar
aspect of theoretical physics blogging is that we’ve had one Harvard faculty
member doing it, and his blog continues to claim (with some justice) to reflect
the point of view of leaders in the string theory commmunity. Unfortunately, he’s
kind of obviously out of his mind. If members of the mainstream string theory
community feel that their point of view is not reflected by blogs, so that the
general public is not getting their message, or is getting it from someone who
makes them look bad, the solution is simple: start a blog. It’s not hard, and,
depending on how one does it, not necessarily highly time-consuming. I think it
would be a wonderful thing to see one of the many sensible people I know
working on string theory blogging about it, and putting out a reasoned view of
what is going on in the subject.

21. somebody
July 15, 2008

“If members of the mainstream string theory community feel that their point of
view is not reflected by blogs, so that the general public is not getting their
message, or is getting it from someone who makes them look bad, the solution is
simple: start a blog. It’s not hard, and, depending on how one does it, not
necessarily highly time-consuming.”

I would in fact LOVE to see a blog on string theory which addresses things at a
level like that of Lubos’s but without the “Lubos-ness”. But I am really sceptical
about your optimistic expectation that it is NOT going to be a time-sink.

I also have one comment to make about intelligent people being drawn to
intelligent blogs. I would in general agree with this, but I do think that the
disagreement about (for example) string theory happens at such a rarefied and
sophisticated level, that there is no way for an intelligent layman to judge who is
talking sense, just based on the general “smartness” of the blogger. You, Carroll,
Motl, Distler are all smart people. Is it going to be easy for the layman to
distinguish whose scientific judgement is the most sound? I doubt it. This is
where the emotional appeal of string theory being the “establishment” etc. come
into play.

In fact, because I know some physics, I find Lubos’s posts on scientific things
reasonable even though he is psychotic otherwise. I suspect that this is in
general going to be a tough call for an average left-of-center intelligent layman.
The real problem is that even though he posts some good stuff, it is impossible



for a layman to tell what is well-established and what is merely opinion because
he states both with equal vehemence.

22. A quantum diaries survivor
July 15, 2008

Interesting discussion. I think that the concerns over the “level of accuracy” of
scientific information offered in physics blogs are ill-posed. I often write
inaccurate explanations, but their purpose is to bridge the gap with people that
do not have the means to understand more precise descriptions. The inaccuracy
has no harmful effect, on the contrary it helps!
One of the things I learned in over three years of blogging is that by getting
down the pedestal is the way to go to get people interested. If I write something
sloppy and an informed commenter points it out, I do not rush to correct it, but
actually publicize my ignorance. This makes it clear to everybody that there is
nothing scary in being ignorant, if one is willing to try changing that status.

Cheers,
T.

23. Peter Woit
July 15, 2008

somebody,

Well, I hope you start up a blog!

It would be better if there were better string theory blogs, but I think any smart
person looking at the blogs dealing with the subject is going to get the accurate
idea that, while they can’t decide about the technical issues themselves, what is
going on is that there are some wide disagreements among knowledgeable
people about certain issues. Some think that multiverse and anthropic studies
are nonsense, some don’t. Some think string phenomenology and string
cosmology are going nowhere, some don’t, etc. String theorists who believe, like
Lubos, that those who think there is a serious problem with string theory must
just be ignorant and ill-informed are as delusional as he is.

All in all, I think the perception of the educated public about string theory is
much closer to reality now than it was 5-10 years ago. At that time, the only
information sources available to the public were pretty uniformly unrealistically
optimistic about string theory’s prospects, these days the other side of the story
has become widely known.

24. Mitch Miller
July 15, 2008

Garett Lisi is a marketing genius:) We can add being featured in what will likely
be the best selling New Yorker of all time to his already impressive
achievements!

25. MathPhys



July 15, 2008

Peter,

Have you seen the art work on

http://lubos.motl.googlepages.com/crackpot-not-even-wrong.html

Lubos goes from high to higher.

26. Peter Woit
July 15, 2008

MathPhys,

Yes, I’ve seen that. The guy is endlessly entertaining…

27. Bee
July 16, 2008

I think he used the same pot already for Lee.

Anyway, regarding the question of scientists and the Web 2.0, I’ve recently had a
post about this. Time and incentives are an important factor generally. If it is
unclear to people what writing a blog is good for they will regard it a waste of
time. Then there is (unfortunately) the fact that the reputation of the
blogosphere is at best so-so. This is something that can change though. Another
factor that Michael Nielsen pointed out to me which I found very interesting is
that public discussions require an atmosphere of openness which might not work
well in a community where people are protective about their insights (that’s not
exactly what Michael said, but how I understood it). E.g. consider there’s a
discussion about a paper on the arxiv. Will you just go and read what others say,
or will you offer your own opinion? I am afraid most people would rather collect
other’s insights than offering their own. Of course that can’t work.

Hi Tommaso,

Just to clarify, I didn’t mean to say I find inaccuracies on blogs problematic, I was
just trying to summarize that paragraph Peter quoted. You know that my writings
also are often not overly accurate to make them more readable. It has happened
then however, that people come and nitpick around on single sentences which I
admittedly find extremely annoying. I find myself repeating again and again: if I
had wanted to write a paper I had written a paper, this is a blogpost, and yes it’s
sloppy and it’s inaccurate and it’s full of believes and speculations and subjective
opinions – live with it, or go read peer reviewed journals.

And yes, then there’s the inaccuracies arising from lacking knowledge. I have
certainly learned a lot from our commenters. The problem is however that I am
afraid the barrier to publicly admit lacking knowledge can be quite high, esp. if it
results in insults of the kind ‘you’re so stupid and know nothing’. I suspect that
comments of this kind (which I keep getting in many instances when I do not
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write about a field I have worked in myself but would like to know more about)
are very obstructive to a fruitful exchange.

Best,

B.

28. mathandphysics1
July 16, 2008

Peter

I have been reading your book. I have to ask whether you wrote it with the
scientific underclass in mind?

I think that the real danger in physics populism (and Title IX in science as well),
is that real math and physics will be less and less accessible to the public in
general. Those who have the talent and the motivation will continue to pursue
math and physics regardless of the social and governmental constraints imposed
to make physics “fair and balanced”.

Some of the great minds in history did their work in math and physics on their
personal time (or rather, many had day jobs). Intelligent people who want to
learn with an attention to truth will tend to seek each other out. The real loss is
to the general public, who in their ignorance, will eventually tear down and
destroy institutions of learning to achieve political ends (just look at the early
christians and their destruction of any school of philosophy or knowledge that
contradicted their world view).

These forces are ever present in the world, and yet their are those who would
feed them for personal gain.

So I ask again, who was the intended audience of your book?

29. anon.
July 16, 2008

‘I think that the real danger in physics populism (and Title IX in science as well),
is that real math and physics will be less and less accessible to the public in
general.’ – mathandphysics1

Clearly, ‘Not Even Wrong’ caters for a wide audience of people interested in
physics, a similar audience to those who read Feynman’s book QED. E.g.,
students, physicists in other areas than quantum fields, and the lay public who
want a readable introduction to the key concepts and problems. It’s neither
popularist hype for speculations, nor a heavy-going textbook of extremely
advanced mathematics. Once you read these books, you get interested enough to
start looking into the mathematics.

30. Marion Delgado
July 16, 2008



George, Dave, and others of the Motl-ite end of the string pool:

That exact tendency you’re showing, right here, above, to try to settle abstract
physics issues by personal attacks, bizarre political tacks, and so on is exactly
WHY people sometimes don’t respond, and never should respond. Or not to the
alleged specifics – but to the paradigm that says this is any way at all to deal
with science. Ever.

There’s a saying at law – when the facts (data) are on your side, hammer on the
facts. When the law is on your side, hammer on the laws. When neither the facts
nor the laws are on your side, hammer on the table.

You’re hammering on the table.

If you were representative of some “partisan” facet of physics, which you aren’t,
properly, your posts would represent an admission of how bankrupt it was.

31. Lucy in the sky
July 16, 2008

Well the blog master seems to be very content with his career which is according
to him way more than bashing people who do devote most of their time to
science. I encourage anyone to check up on PW on Web of Science (you could get
criticized when using Spires as Spires mostly focusses on hep). Quite
interesting… 10 entries to be found. First scientific paper in 1983, eighth and
last one in 1989, two more papers hitting on people who do actually work in
2002 and 2007, both papers completely void of any scientific content. He is 184
times cited in total, during the past 10 years he got a grand total of 18 citations.
So a few questions pop up: how can a non scientist attack a whole field where –
according to his own words – some of the best young minds of our time work?
Here above he mentioned his promotion to “Senior Lecturer”. How is it possible
that a person makes promotion at one of the world’s foremost universities
without a single tracable sign of scientific activity in nearly two decades? Do we
miss something? Or is a senior lecturer somehow disconnected from the regular
body of professors doing science? I am pretty sick of this endless ranting against
part of elementary particle theory by someone who has certainly not deserved
his right to speak and who is not able to present any valuable or even just
interesting alternative… Please keep us updated on conferences, talks, other
blogs etc. but stop this incredible petty nonsense.

32. Peter Woit
July 16, 2008

mathandphysics1,

Despite what you might read some places, I’m not at all a physics “populist”. As
far as progress in theoretical particle physics goes, it is an extremely demanding
subject, and requires talented people working in the right sort of environment.
The health of our elite institutions in this area is something I’m quite concerned
about. But I don’t see the threats as coming from “populism” or the general
public. Most people’s attitude towards these institutions seems to me to range



from complete lack of interest to moderate degrees of respect. The more serious
threat comes from within: if things get to the point where pseudo-science like
the multiverse dominates and this is what you have to work on if you want a job,
then these institutions are doomed as serious places.

The book was intentionally written to be readable by a wide range of people. One
audience is mathematicians and physicists with a serious interest in the subject.
I’ve been very pleased to hear from some colleagues I respect enormously that
they enjoyed reading the book and learned some things from it. At the other end
of the spectrum, much of the book tries to be a readable history and overview of
the current state of the subject, accessible to any serious reader willing to deal
with the fact that they won’t understand some of the more technical things I try
and explain about.

While writing the book, I didn’t think much about who I was writing for, just
trying to get down a story I wanted to tell as clearly and accessibly as possible.
Later on, at some point I realized that there was one ideal reader that I had been
writing for. In some sense it was aimed at myself, 35 years ago, explaining to a
teenager just starting to get curious about this subject everything that I had
learned about it. In that respect, it is intended as an introduction into the
subject, hopefully a guide for someone who wants to learn more. It’s not a
technical textbook, but I hope it can be useful when read in conjunction with
books that do explain the actual technical tools needed to seriously understand
the subject.

33. Peter Woit
July 16, 2008

“Lucy”

I think Marion says it well. When people are on the losing side of an argument,
they descend to the ad hominem attack and start pounding the table in a
desperate attempt to draw attention away from the question at hand.

Doing this while hiding behind anonymity is just pathetic beyond words.

34. George
July 16, 2008

Some active researchers do agree with Woit’s views, so Lucy in the sky’s
comments aren’t that pertinent in my mind. If anything, the fact that someone
who isn’t an active researcher can make this sort of attack on the physics
establishment, whatever his motives, and have their response be so ineffective, is
more evidence there’s something wrong with the way physics is today.

35. George
July 16, 2008

Also, to “Marion Delgado” above, I am not a Motlite by any stretch, or even a
physicist for that matter. I don’t really know who’s right about this controversy.
My comments above were mainly just curiosity if there were some personal



motives behind his opposition to string theory. Clearly, looking at the two blogs,
Motl’s and Woit’s, Motl’s definitely comes across as being more political and less
professional. And if he is an active researcher, it doesn’t look like he will be
much longer 

36. p falor
July 16, 2008

Peter et al:

I think Peter’s blog attracts lay people like myself (retired engineer) because
they want to understand the issues (that’s right issues) that HEP and cosmology
are attempting to address. The point that Peter has made repeatedly is that
string theory makes no verifiable predictions and that ideas like the multiverse
are untestable. The general response is typical: “Woit is not a researcher so
ignore him.” Or these are research programs in progress.

After a while someone like me begins to think that fundamental physics research
is starting to look more and more like a religion. Physicists start worshiping their
equations, holding meetings to discuss their equations and claiming how the
equations are the answer to all that is knowable and unknowable. No
measurements that validate the equations are available but no problem. It is the
beauty of the equations.

I have absolute no problem with individual doing this as long as it is not at the
taxpayer’s expense. The lay public is in no position to question the technical
details of any particular research but the lay public can certainly recognize when
there is no connection to the real physical world. I think that has been a big
advantage of the internet and particular blogs. More and more information is
available to the lay public.

People like Peter are just trying to inform the public as they see physics research
it. If others different then they should go all out to correct any misperceptions
that Peter or anyone else is fostering. String theory and the multiverse idea are
just two examples where the advocates are not presenting convincing (at least to
me) arguments for their positions. So I would certainly welcome more dialogue
from the other side. I am opened minded but very skeptical as of now.

37. Peter Woit
July 16, 2008

Since I just spent the morning trying to figure out what to do about a section of a
paper I’ve been writing that has me confused, I kind of take exception to the “not
an active researcher” characterization. I’m not someone who has ever been an
active researcher in string theory, and my research work does move
embarrassingly slowly, but it does take up a lot of time right now that I could
otherwise be using to enjoy a restful summer vacation…

38. Observer
July 16, 2008



It is discouraging to see the String propaganda mount such vicious attacks
against any form of serious criticism and against whistle-blowers like Peter. It is
quite clear that all these personal attacks are nothing short of attempts for
character assasination and, at the end of the day, reinforce the very failure of the
String Theory program.

39. a.k.
July 16, 2008

‘..but I do think that the disagreement about (for example) string theory happens
at such a rarefied and sophisticated level, that there is no way for an intelligent
layman to judge who is talking sense,..”

The actual interesting point is that this is, at least concerning the current state
of fundamental physics, in fact in a certain sense wrong. The essential
‘disagreement’ about (for example) string theory, as it seems, cannot be decided
on any ‘positive’ level, as it would be sufficient for the constitution of an exact
science, the disagreement about string theory takes place on a normative level, a
level which couldn’t be more distant to the techniques and results which should
actually discriminate valid reasoning from ‘nonsense’ in the exact sciences. This
is the actual fate which fundamental physics seems to face at the moment: the
unabilty to construct itself beyond normative ‘knowledge’ and methods. What
could be a positive disagreement about string theory today is almost completely
resolved by mathematicians, it is, to cut it short, the physical discourse itself,
being not able to produce ‘positive statements’ and methods anymore that
produced the ‘scientific subclass’ that initiated the threat to the ‘truths’ and
‘standards’ of physical reasoning, not some external program or entity as the
internet, especially not the phenomenon ‘blog’.

40. Marion Delgado
July 16, 2008

George:

Regardless of what you now say is your actual position, which cannot be
otherwise derived from your posts and hence would have to be obtained by mind-
reading, the fact is your “question” is a very typical ad hominem attack disguised
as an attempt to elicit information. You do not, let me say this emphatically,
deserve the benefit of the doubt when you resort to such tactics. Indeed, it’s
discernibly worse than simply saying what you’re asking about.

Moreover, you are decidedly being part of the effort to shift the ground from the
only real issue – the current state of theoretical physics as it relates to
string/brane/M theory – to picking out one person raising issues and asking
completely irrelevant and ad hominem questions – making the theorist or
challenger the issue instead of the theory or challenge.

And whether you are a string theory partisan or not, you are explicitly resorting
to tactics that Motl and his supporters have endorsed by using them. If you
posted something about how the LHC will be a valid test of a major swatch of
string theory, for instance, and I or Peter Woit or anyone asked you if you were



saying that only because you were a drug addict or had a crush on Lubos or
something, that would be an ad hominem attack disguised as a question. I hope
this clarifies the issue.

Because the point is, Woit’s history is simply not germane to the issues raised
with string theory. The “theory”, if i can unfairly dignify it with that term, that
you are referencing – that only academic failures attack string theory – does not
hold very well when you consider the many fine physicists (penrose and feynman
are just the tip of the iceberg) who have raised identical issues.

There is no OBJECTIVE reason for you to probe into someone raising issues that
have been raised by probably at least a hundred other physicists, including some
string theorists, asking if they’re MERELY raising those issues, again, but in a
systematic way, out of spite because they are personally an academic failure.

It still boggles my mind and is very disheartening to think that something as
abstract as particle physics could be subject to this level of tendentious and
unsound discussion.

41. Marion Delgado
July 16, 2008

Let me add that Garrett Lisi’s kewl surfer dewd persona is also not at all
germane. He gets publicity for it, but I hope he neither gets dismissed nor
respected for it.

42. Peter Woit
July 16, 2008

Marion,

Enough, the point has been made. As far as I can tell, George, like probably lots
of other people who see Lubos’s blog, was just curious to hear what I had to say
in response to the way Lubos describes me. Fair enough. Lubos is so far out
there it’s hard to even get annoyed with him, and he at least puts his name to
what he writes and takes responsibility for it. What’s much more creepy are
string theorists like “Lucy” who think anonymous character assassination is a
good tactic. Undoubtedly this kind of thing works to some extent with people
who don’t know much about me, but on the whole I think it does much more
damage to the reputation of string theory and string theorists than it does to
mine. Go right ahead…

43. George
July 16, 2008

Marion, you really have me all wrong. I prefer to stay anonymous on these blogs,
but I guarantee I have nothing vested in the string theory debates one way or the
other. I’ve been around the academia block a few times, and I have seen the
lowest motivations. I don’t know Woit, Motl, or any of these people, and I’m not
secretly on anyone’s side.



I even bought with my own money the Smolin book, and probably would have
bought Not Even Wrong if I had seen it in the bookstore first. Anyhow, I’m not
going to argue this anymore, it’s not like I am in a position to prove anything.

44. Chip Neville
July 16, 2008

I find it remarkable, and a bit scary, that the social and political context of the
excellent “Surfing the Universe” article in the current New Yorker has only been
mentioned here in passing. I am referring, of course, to the scandalous cover for
the issue, depicting Michelle and Barak Obama as Black Panther revolutionaries
and Islamic terrorists. Motl, who features an image of the cover on his blog,
could not possibly have done worse.

The New Yorker’s claim is that they were simply trying to parody the attitudes of
some of Obama’s opponents. If so, certainly a lot of the country misunderstood
their intention. To relate this to the discussion here on Peter’s blog, the
misunderstandings that may arise from this misplaced imagery in a thoroughly
mainstream and conventional medium are likely to eclipse by far those from
blogs. So while Bee is correct to point out the perils of being misunderstood on a
blog, there is really nothing new about this. For as long as there have been
printing presses, there have been things written (or drawn) which would not
have been misunderstood in personal, face to face communication.

45. Curious Observer
July 16, 2008

“…just look at the early christians and their destruction of any school of
philosophy or knowledge that contradicted their world view…”

Every once in a while, someone just has to inject surreptitiously an unfair attack
on Christians that has nothing to do with the topic of this blog.

46. A.J.
July 16, 2008

I find it remarkable, and a bit scary, that the social and political context of the
excellent “Surfing the Universe” article in the current New Yorker has only been
mentioned here in passing.

Peter has a long-standing habit of discouraging political discussion here. I
wouldn’t read too much into the absence of discussion of the New Yorker cover.

47. Marion Delgado
July 17, 2008

Peter:

Sorry, and I agree the point’s hammered in. By the time I’d responded there
were another few posts I hadn’t seen.



George:

That is fair enough, and when I say “you” I should rather say, “one” or “anyone
who…”

48. Peter Woit
July 17, 2008

Thanks A.J.,

Yes, once people start discussions of politics or religion, they then drown out
everything else. Please don’t do this, it’s not like there aren’t plenty of other
places on the internet for such discussions…

49. Russell Van Rooy
July 17, 2008

To Haelfix:
I’m a rank amateur math and physics groupie – no physics or mathematics
degree – hell I can barely count. And yet I ended up at this blog and I don’t see
any crackpots around here…
Here is a partial list of blogs this amateur follows:
Ars mathematica, Cosmic Variance, God Plays Dice, Good Math-Bad math,Low
Dimensional Topology,MathTrek,NonCommutativegeometry,Rigorous
Trivialities,The n-Category Cafe (my favorite), The Unapologetic Mathematician,
Not Even Wrong ( I come here a good bit even though I’m more partial to string
theory) and ZeroDivides. I sometimes go to Lubos’s blog too – he’s a bit of a
crack pot though ( just kidding Lubos! It’s a joke, yes really)

50. mathandphysics1
July 17, 2008

“Yes, once people start discussions of politics or religion, they then drown out
everything else. Please don’t do this, it’s not like there aren’t plenty of other
places on the internet for such discussions…”

Peter

I will swallow my pride and humble myself. My last comment was removed and
must have been in violation of the policy.

I will even confess to being a trickster, a physics underclass wonk.

51. Aaron Bergman
July 17, 2008

Is Kostant really saying that Lisi is the first to use E_8 as a gauge group? Perhaps
he means one of the noncompact forms? Otherwise, the statement is simply
false.

52. Peter Woit
July 17, 2008



Aaron,

Maybe he did mean the non-compact form, but in general I’m afraid Kostant is
not a reliable source about many topics in physics. He’s one of the greatest
figures in representation theory, responsible for some fantastic stuff, but he’s not
a physicist. This isn’t really unusual among mathematicians, I’ve more than once
run into excellent mathematicians with an interest in physics who were under
the impression that the Standard Model was a supersymmetric QFT.

53. Kea
July 17, 2008

Kostant was careful to point out to the reporter that he was not a physicist, so
one must forgive him his errors in this regard.

54. Peter Woit
July 17, 2008

Aaron,

Rereading Kostant’s e-mail (see link in update above), I noticed that he did also
write “I remind you that I am not a physicist and cannot comment one way or
another on the physics involved”.

The most interesting thing I saw in the Kostant e-mail was his story of meeting
Einstein shortly before his death, and being told that Einstein thought Lie groups
would turn out to be very important.

55. H-I-G-G-S
July 18, 2008

Dear Peter,

Since you haven’t followed the technicalities of the Distler/Lisi exchange, how
can you possibly know that there is more heat than light? It seems to me the
exact opposite. Distler has devoted a great deal of time and effort trying to
understand Lisi’s proposal and is trying to get him to make clear and correct
mathematical statements. It is one of the few exchanges on this topic where
there is actually some mathematical substance rather than just discussions of
sociology. I think your attitude towards Distler has blinded you to this fact. I do
think that David Gross had the most appropriate quote in the New Yorker article
when he said that he was “extremely reluctant to add fuel to this silly story.”

56. Peter Woit
July 18, 2008

“H-I-G-G-S”,

I have extensive personal experience engaging in on-line discussions with Distler,
and have found them to be mostly a waste of time due to his unprofessional
behavior. I took a quick look at the Distler/Lisi exchange, and it seemed to be



pretty much more of the same, with no sign of an honest attempt to deal with the
arguments Lisi was making. In any case, as I’ve repeatedly pointed out, I’m not a
big fan of the project of trying to fit known symmetries into a larger simple
group. If Lisi can get somewhere with it, great, but I’d rather spend the limited
time I have thinking about other things. For those who are interested, I put the
link there to follow, but just was reporting the impression I got from it.

Speaking of unprofessional behavior, I’m really getting thoroughly sick of people
like you who seem to think that posting anonymous comments on blogs about
physics criticizing others is a legitimate form of behavior for a scientist to
engage in. Either be willing to take responsibility for what you write and put
your reputation on the line behind it, or knock it off.

57. Aaron Bergman
July 18, 2008

I understand all that about Kostant who certainly is a great mathematician. It’s
just somewhat dismaying that this sort of misinformation can get out there.

58. H-I-G-G-S
July 18, 2008

Peter,

I was simply pointing out the inconsistency between your statements that “I
haven’t followed the details” and now your most recent “I took a quick look” and
your claim that Distler adds more heat than light and doesn’t deal with Lisi’s
arguments. He does deal with Lisi’s arguments, and adds a great deal of light,
but there is simply no way you can tell this unless you are willing to enter into
the technical details and have more than a quick look. It’s very superficial of you
to jump to conclusions when you don’t understand the substance of the
argument.

As for your being sick of my posting anonymously, I assure you I find your
constant complaints about it equally tiresome. And no, I see nothing at all
unprofessional about what I am doing.

59. anonymous spiritually old man
July 19, 2008

Aaron,

In his papers Kostant is careful about what he says. His papers are wonderful to
learn from because they are carefully organized, detailed and precise, as well as
deep. Something posted on his office door is presumably meant for the
consumption of his near neighbors, and perhaps with it he has not taken the care
he does with his papers. And, as the example of Serge Lang shows very well, an
expert in one area can be a fool in another (although I would not accuse Kostant
of this), particularly if he lets himself believe that the area in which he is expert
is fundamentally more difficult or more fundamental than are other areas, or he
lets himself believe that he is the intellectually honest one in a sea of scoundrels.



Woit,

Distler’s exchange with Lisi seems to me quite reasonable. You do yourself no
favors by characterizing it another way without having read it. Lisi claimed
something that can’t be, and Distler explains pretty clear what it is and why it
can’t be, and to ignore this is to stick one’s head in the sand; to his credit Lisi
doesn’t ignore it. I find Lisi an appealling character, but one a lot like a lot of
folks I have known, who does not appear to have written a solid, careful paper of
the sort I like to see. It seems for this last reason that he has inpsired the wrath
of the experts; this is human if not always nice – but it is natural that people that
work hard, take care, think deeply, etc. get peeved when some guy who has
perhaps not taken as much care finds is on the front pages ballyhooed as having
done what they have not. Many experts are like small children emotionally.

60. Peter Woit
July 19, 2008

ASOM,

I did read Distler’s exchange, or at least enough of it to see that he was engaging
in the same argumentative tactics that I have extensive personal first-hand
experience dealing with. For a good example, take a look at this, from one of the
first postings on my blog more than four years ago:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=3#comment-30

Jacques started out insulting me anonymously, but his style was just too
recognizable, so he stopped doing that. His argument was much like his one with
Lisi, that the person he was arguing with was ignorant and didn’t understand a
technical point about chirality that an expert like himself did. Except in the 2004
case I was well aware of the technical issue he going on about, it was just not
relevant to the argument I was making (that we don’t understand
nonperturbatively the electroweak interactions, since we don’t have a good way
to handle that kind of chiral gauge theory).

Anyway, in the 2008 case, maybe his complicated representation theory
argument shows that Lisi has a problem with getting a chiral theory. As I’ve
repeatedly pointed out, that doesn’t interest me enough to work through the
details. Maybe Distler is right on the technical point, and doing science a service
in working this out. Maybe his technical point is irrelevant. I don’t know. I’ll stick
to my characterization though of how he chooses to argue points like the one in
question here.

61. ERic
July 19, 2008

The whole Lisi story seems to me to have just been a media phenomena which
was started on various blogs, given credibility by the comments of Smolin, and
picked up by newspapers and television who liked the idea of an independent
surfer dude being the next Einstein. Otherwise, there’s really nothing else there.
The paper is wrong, and no different than 1000 other wrong papers that come
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along every day. The attention it received was completely unjustified. It’s sad to
see Lisi strutting around now as though he’s actually done something.

62. John Baez
July 19, 2008

Are there any particularly interesting or inflammatory quotes by me in that New
Yorker article? Apparently not, since nobody has mentioned any. But I’m curious:
I don’t have easy access to a copy, and I’d like to know if my attempts to stay out
of trouble succeeded.

63. Aaron Bergman
July 19, 2008

There’s only one quote by you (JB):

“If a figure is so beautiful and intricate and clear, you figure it must not
exist for itself alone,” John Baez, a professor of mathematics at the
University of California Riverside, said. “It must correspond to
something in the physics world.”

Anyways, having finally found a copy of the article, really, there’s very little to it
at all; it’s more of a profile than an article about physics. One can argue about
various characterizations. Just to pick one, Lisi doesn’t use a trick or handwaving
to incorporate three generations; he just doesn’t do it and expresses a vague
hope that maybe triality might have something to do with it. Mainly, the real
impression I get from the article is that the person most interested in making
this part of the string wars is Lisi. Why didn’t Lisi get a postdoc doing Clifford
algebras after writing a thesis on a subject completely unrelated to them or
anything else in hep-th or gr-qc? String theorists. Why don’t string theorists like
his theory? Because he uses loop quantum gravity techniques (which he doesn’t
actually.) Or maybe because he acknowledged Peter Woit. Why was the audience
at Davis not particularly impressed? Full of string theorists. It’s all a bit
tiresome, but I suppose I only think that because I’m a string theorist.

64. Urs Schreiber
July 19, 2008

Because he uses loop quantum gravity techniques (which he doesn’t
actually.)

Right. What he does is mention that he has, or is imagining to have, a theory
whose configuration space is entirely one of connections. But then, if so, it is
some kind of superconnections.

I agree with and would tend to promote the very constructive summary and
outlook that Jacques Distler gives at

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2008/05
/e8_quillen_superconnection.html#c016877
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which ends with:

That said, there is something kinda cool about the elements of the
construction:

1. An embedding of Spin(d−1,1) in G gives a Z_2 grading on 𝔤.

2. Using the corresponding Schreiber superconnection, one naturally
gets a theory with fermions, corresponding to the odd generators of 𝔤,
transforming as spinors Spin(d−1,1).

It would be mildly interesting to see what sort of actions one could
build with this construction.

The punchline being: it’s not a working “theory of everything”, but there is an
interesting idea used here which deserves to be further investigated.

65. Tony Smith
July 19, 2008

John, the New Yorker Garrett Lisi article is long (7 pages) so maybe I missed
something, but I think that you did succeed in staying out of trouble. I don’t
recall you being quoted directly, but Bertram Kostant was quoted a lot, and you
were his host when he made the E8 talk that was widely seen on the web, so
maybe you are indirectly there through him. I think the things that he said were
interesting, such as:
“… “Columbus made mistakes and thought he was in India. Lisi made a few
errors, but this pales in significance to his possibly opening up a whole new
world for exploration … E8 is like North America, South America, and the Pacific
Ocean rolled into one. …[Lisi’s]… daring … possibly creates an agenda for
scientists for the next hundred years or more.” …”.

Peter, as to Jacques Distler’s behaviour on n-Category cafe about Garrett Lisi
(here I am avoiding any mention of substantive physics),
Jacques Distler put up a post there (now deleted) saying:

“”Ginsparg’s Law
Summerizer wrote “Any phenomenologist or grand unified model builder would
be absolutely flabbergasted that the discussion here is even taking place.”
I suppose that now would be the time to invoke Ginsparg’s Law”
Posted by Jacques Distler on July 19, 2008 4:23 AM …””.

Following links that Distler put in that deleted post lead to such things
as:
xkcd comic number 386 (about a compulsion to correct people who are “wrong”
on the internet)
and
a (now deleted) paste.lisp.org paste number 63894 saying in part:
“… More comments from Paul Ginsparg
Jul 18, 2008 … Don’t they realize that this makes them look like chumps-by-
association? . feel free to refer them to “my” law below …”.



So,
I wonder if Jacques Distler thinks of Bertram Kostant as a chump-by-association
with respect to Garrett Lisi ?

Tony Smith

66. Jonathan Vos Post
July 19, 2008

The New Yorker has the following “Abstract” online. Not sure how long until the
full article is also online.

Benjamin Wallace-Wells, Annals of Science, “Surfing the Universe,” The New
Yorker, July 21, 2008, p. 32
July 21, 2008 Issue

Keywords
Lisi, Garrett;
Theoretical Physics;
E8;
String Theory;
Mathematics;
Science, Scientists;
“An Exceptionally Simple Theory of Everything”

ANNALS OF SCIENCE about physicist Garrett Lisi’s “An Exceptionally Simple
Theory of Everything.” Writer describes Lisi giving a talk at a conference in
Morelia, Mexico in June of 2007. The conference was attended by the top
researchers in a field called loop quantum gravity, which has emerged as a
leading challenger to string theory. Lisi believed that he had discovered what
physicists call a Theory of Everything—a unifying idea that aims to incorporate
all the universe’s forces in a single mathematical framework. Within four
months, Lee Smolin, one of the founders of loop quantum gravity, said that Lisi
had “one of the most compelling unification models” he had seen in years.
Discusses the persistent legend of the hermit genius in physics, from David
Deutsch to Albert Einstein. Lisi got his Ph.D from the University of California at
San Diego and, at thirty-one, dropped out of academia. For almost a decade, Lisi
moved on no fixed schedule between Maui, where he likes to surf, and the
mountains of the West, where he snowboards. He worked intermittently, but
mostly he tried to think about physics. Five months after the Morelia conference,
Lisi published the theory in a paper called “An Exceptionally Simple Theory of
Everything” in an online forum. In the acknowledgements to the paper, Lisi
thanked Peter Woit, a Columbia mathematician, whose name signaled a
declaration of partisan affinities. Woit is best known for his one-man campaign to
discredit string theory. Describes string theory and Lisi’s skepticism of it.
Describes Lisi’s personality, which is self-depreciating and ironic and not
particularly hermitlike. Lisi feels that his isolation from the academic world gives
him advantages over his contemporaries who need to publish regularly for the
sake of career advancement. Describes how Lisi developed his theory, in
particular, his use of the mathematical entity E8. (A circle has one degree of



symmetry; a sphere has three; a space whose symmetries are described by E8
has two hundred and forty-eight.). Lisi discovered that he could plot all the
universe’s components on E8. On the terrain of E8, he believed, general
relativity and particle physics were no longer out of joint. Tells about the arXiv
online forum where Lisi published his paper. Describes criticisms of Lisi’s theory,
including Jacques Distler noting Lisi’s use of a mathematical trick to incorporate
the second and third generations into his model. Tells about Lisi presenting his
theory to professors and students at the University of California-Davis. More
recently, Lisi has begun to feel a set of responsibilities—to the broader physics
community and to those who supported him, but also to fully extending his ideas.
Last May, he headed to the Perimiter Institute in Ontario as a visiting researcher.

67. John Baez
July 19, 2008

Thanks for giving my supposed quote, Aaron.

What an unhappy quote! A fact-checker for the New Yorker send me an email
with a lot of question including one about this, saying:

Ben writes that you told him that if a figure is so beautiful and intricate
and clear, you figure, it must not exist for itself alone. It must
correspond to something in the physical world. Is this correct?

to which I replied:

I was trying to say that this is a feeling physicists often have. I was
*not* trying to say I personally believe this!

There’s no rational reason why something beautiful “must” correspond
to something in the physical world. This “must” is more like an avid
hope.

but of course none of this came through. I also thoroughly dislike using the word
“figure” in two such different ways, so close:

If a figure is so beautiful and intricate and clear, you figure it must not
exist for itself alone…

More importantly, I would never call E8 a “figure”… maybe Wallace-Wells was
focused on that famous figure of the root system of E8. Indeed, the fact-checker
asked this question about E8:

We say that its most common representation looks like a dense and
precisely symmetric cloud of spider’s web, thousands of threads
exploding out from hubs of concentric spheres. Is this okay?

to which I replied

Far be it from me to argue with a poet! Decide for yourself; here’s the
picture.

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/e8_stembridge_small.jpg
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/e8_stembridge_small.jpg
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/e8_stembridge_small.jpg
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/e8_stembridge_small.jpg


Oh well, at least they didn’t have me saying anything inflammatory or utterly
ridiculous.

68. moshe
July 19, 2008

Aaron, I detect a case of bad attitude. Just admit it is all your fault, and we’ll be
back to the glory days of physics, when patent clerks and surfer dudes
revolutionized physics. It’s not that hard really, and with some luck we might get
a cure for cancer also.

69. Bee
July 20, 2008

Gee, what happened to this thread since I last looked at it?

Since I above mentioned Michael Nielsen, he just wrote a really great post on
the question of openness in science and the Web 2.0, I can really recommend it.

70. Michael Gogins
July 20, 2008

Bee, thanks for the link to Nielsen’s post, which I have just read.

Somewhat against Nielsen’s thinking, it’s much easier to become a productive
programmer (I am a programmer, both commercial and open source) than it is to
become a productive physicist (I am not one). And it’s much easier to see if open
source software will build, or run, or do what you want, than to evaluate a
physics paper, vet a grant proposal, or build a large particle accelerator.
Therefore, part-time physicists have a much greater competitive disadvantage
than part-time programmers. And FULL-time physicists are inherently
expensive….

It is true that online publication and collaboration are growing, but this whole
Lisi discussion makes me think that anonymous posts are a major problem. If
everyone had to sign their real name, I think a lot of hateful and useless posts
would just go away. But would there be any useful posts left? Maybe just an
informal enforcement against personal comments would do the job….

I don’t expect the anonymous posts to go away until signing one’s posts costs
nothing in terms of academic politics. Indeed, until posting online is seen as
making a positive contribution to science.

Regards,
Michael Gogins

71. Professor R
July 20, 2008

Peter, I think there is a far better article on the Lisi paper in this month’s issue of
Physics World. Or rather, there is a very nice article on the role of symmetry

http://michaelnielsen.org/blog/?p=448
http://michaelnielsen.org/blog/?p=448
http://michaelnielsen.org/blog/?p=448
http://michaelnielsen.org/blog/?p=448


groups in particle physics, with an extremely brief description of the Lisi paper
at the end.
Which puts it into sensible context I think…it should have been discussed in this
manner in the first place!



Hawking to Perimeter?

July 16, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The Canadian press today is putting out the story that Stephen Hawking may be
abandoning Cambridge to move permanently to the Perimeter Institute, where he
would join recently appointed director Neil Turok, as well as Lenny Susskind.

From the stories it appears that Hawking plans to visit Perimeter next year for a
month or so, and that he hasn’t actually made any decision about a permanent move.

For more, see here, here, here, and here.

According to Sam Blackburn, an assistant of Hawking’s, Hawking is just mulling the
idea over with no move imminent, but he is “obviously a man of few words so the first
we would probably know of it is when he packs his bags.”

Comments

1. anon.
July 16, 2008

Exciting news. BTW, from the first link you gave, there is a link to a new exciting
string claims by Michio Kaku in the 16 July Spirituality section of The Times of
India:

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/Speaking_Tree
/Looking_for_a_higher_theory_of_everything/articleshow/3108752.cms

“… String theory can be applied to the domain where relativity fails, such as the
centre of a black hole, or the instant of the Big Bang. … The melodies on these
strings can explain chemistry. The universe is a symphony of strings. The “mind
of God” that Einstein wrote about can be explained as cosmic music resonating
through hyperspace. … String theory predicts that the next set of vibrations of
the string should be invisible, which can naturally explain dark matter. … when
we get to know the “DNA” of the universe, i.e. string theory, then new physical
applications will be discovered. Physics will follow biology, moving from the age
of discovery to the age of mastery.”

(I respect him for now making such claims in the “Spirituality” section, rather
than making them in the science section as usual.)

2. Chris W.
July 16, 2008

This just in: String theory justifies the efficacy of homeopathy.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=611
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=611
http://www.nationalpost.com/news/story.html?id=657003
http://www.nationalpost.com/news/story.html?id=657003
http://news.therecord.com/News/CanadaWorld/article/384003
http://news.therecord.com/News/CanadaWorld/article/384003
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/07/15/scihawking115.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/07/15/scihawking115.xml
http://www.discoverychannel.ca/reports/rw/9805/World-famous-physicistauthor-Steven-Hawking-wants-to-work-in-Canada-colleagues.aspx
http://www.discoverychannel.ca/reports/rw/9805/World-famous-physicistauthor-Steven-Hawking-wants-to-work-in-Canada-colleagues.aspx
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/Speaking_Tree/Looking_for_a_higher_theory_of_everything/articleshow/3108752.cms
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/Speaking_Tree/Looking_for_a_higher_theory_of_everything/articleshow/3108752.cms
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/Speaking_Tree/Looking_for_a_higher_theory_of_everything/articleshow/3108752.cms
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/Speaking_Tree/Looking_for_a_higher_theory_of_everything/articleshow/3108752.cms
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=string+theory+homeopathy
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=string+theory+homeopathy


3. jhk
July 16, 2008

Hawking is probably just using this as leverage in his salary negotiations with
Cambridge.

4. Coin
July 16, 2008

Hm. My understanding was that Stephen Hawking was mostly a teacher or
lecturer these days, whereas Perimeter is a research institution. I ask this purely
out of ignorance– is Stephen Hawking really someone to be considered a
particularly active researcher right now? Would a move to Perimeter, assuming
he’s actually considering it, likely mean a move toward a greater focus on
research on his part?

5. Peter Woit
July 16, 2008

Coin,

Actually Hawking has always been and continues to be more of a researcher than
a teacher or lecturer. He has several recent papers on the “no boundary
proposal”, and is involved in the all-too-active hot subject of how to count
universes…

6. Coin
July 16, 2008

Alright, thanks.

7. Anon
July 16, 2008

One should bear in mind that Hawking reaches Cambridge’s retirement age in
six months’ time. The last person to retire from his position, Paul Dirac, chose to
move to Florida, so a transatlantic move would not be unprecedented.

8. Chris W.
July 16, 2008

A few more specifics on what Hawking has been up to lately:

See arxiv.org/0803.1663 and this popular account. Note his co-authors.)

9. Marion Delgado
July 16, 2008

Chris W:

Is homeopathy as internally consistent as string theory, I wonder?

http://arxiv.org/abs/0803.1663
http://arxiv.org/abs/0803.1663
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/06/26/scihawking126.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/06/26/scihawking126.xml


Also the competing medical theories covering the same ground as homeopathy
are much more robust than, say, twistors or LQG are compared to string theory.

10. Chris W.
July 16, 2008

Marion,

My comment was a joke. If it’s going to be taken as a knock against anything, the
knock can be considered to be directed at Kaku, who seems to have misplaced
whatever taste he might have had. With friends like this, string theory doesn’t
need enemies.

(Speaking of Hindu spirituality [of a sort], I wonder if the TM crowd still employs
references to string theory, as they used to do when John Hagelin still had an
academic career.)

11. Bee
July 17, 2008

Globe and Mail: Hawking visit dubbed ‘a single trip,’ not relocation

12. Marion Delgado
July 17, 2008

Chris W:

Sorry, my response was sort of idle musing. I was thinking very much of the
“bottom up” organizing theories and Smolin’s account of how they let people like
Capra run away with themselves.

It was not really intended as a rejoinder.

13. stevem
July 17, 2008

There was a 2-part program on Hawking and his work
on UK tv recently. It is posted on youtube (in 10 parts or segments) if anyone is
interested. In this segment (at 7.10) check out the eerie music with six Ed
Wittens sitting at a table.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zxBdm1bNGw

14. mathphys
July 20, 2008

Is Hawking still married to his (second) wife? I ask because their marriage was
also the subject of headlines news a couple of years ago.

15. John D
July 21, 2008

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20080717.whawking17/BNStory/National/?page=rss&id=RTGAM.20080717.whawking17
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20080717.whawking17/BNStory/National/?page=rss&id=RTGAM.20080717.whawking17
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zxBdm1bNGw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zxBdm1bNGw


I delete a lot of the comments posted here, often especially ones critical
of string theory, on the grounds that they aren’t saying anything either
new or relevant to the posting, just adding noise to this comment section.
What follows is one of these which I’ve repeatedly deleted, but “John
Dee” has more time available to waste than I do, so I have to give up.
Please do me a big favor by not responding to off-topic comments from
“John Dee” or anyone else. It’s a continual struggle to try and stop the
comment section here from being dominated by pointless off-topic
comments like this one, a struggle that on some days recently I’ve just
about decided to give up on, shutting down this section or turning it into
a purely moderated one. Also fun to deal with is the deluge of spam
comments (the counter says 43,382 such in the last two years), many of
which look much like the “real” comments…. OK, I’ll stop complaining
now.

«when we get to know the “DNA” of the universe, i.e. string theory, then new
physical applications will be discovered. Physics will follow biology, moving from
the age of discovery to the age of mastery.»

Anyone suggesting that Physics should resemble Biology more is seriously
misguided. If anything biology should turn into a more quantifiable/predictable
field instead of mainly an ad-hoc collection of barely related data.

This multiverse fad is turning Physics into Biology. Getting hard predictions is
getting increasingly more difficult and data is getting more and more unrelated
with contrived “solutions” created just to save face.



Awaiting a Messenger From the Multiverse

July 17, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

As particle physicists eagerly await results from the LHC, many theorists are already
promoting interpretations of what they hope it will find. This week’s Chronicle of
Higher Education has a cover story on the LHC entitled The Machine at the End of
the Universe (see associated articles here and here). In it, Gordon Kane
enthusiastically describes the LHC as “It is certainly the most important experiment
of any kind in the past century, without qualification” and “the most important thing
ever in our quest to understand the fundamental laws of nature and the universe.”

The question that the LHC will actually address, that of electroweak symmetry
breaking, doesn’t get much attention. Instead, the focus is on supersymmetry, extra
dimensions and string theory. While noting that there’s no evidence for string theory,
the article reports:

The new collider could change that, says Joseph D. Lykken, a physicist at
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. “Either the discovery of
supersymmetry or extra dimensions is a triumph of string theory.” While
such a finding would not conclusively show that string theory is correct, it
would provide a first crucial experimental test, he says.

At New Scientist this week, there’s another article about the LHC, entitled Awaiting a
messenger from the multiverse. In it, Savas Dimopoulos explains that there’s already
quite a lot of experimental evidence against weak-scale supersymmetry:

“After a lot of experiments there has not been any hint of SUSY,” says
Dimopoulos. For each individual one of those predictions, he says, you can
find plausible explanations for why they are not seen. “But by the time you
look at the whole package of ‘things that should have happened but didn’t’,
you start getting a somewhat baroque structure.”

Dimopoulos instead promotes his joint work with Nima Arkani-Hamed on the idea of
“split-supersymmetry”, where the supersymmetry breaking scale is very high, so can’t
explain the hierarchy problem. One possible experimental signature of such models
would be a long-lived gluino. They promote the idea that such a thing would be a
“Messenger From the Multiverse”, the idea being that if supersymmetry doesn’t
explain the hierarchy problem, the explanation must be the anthropic landscape:

That powerful piece of evidence would have dizzying implications. “It would
be a strong indication that there is a string landscape or a multiverse,” says
Dimopoulos. “I think the majority of opinion would come around to that
point of view.”

One aspect of this argument is that it also works if no gluino is seen. If no
superpartners at all are found at the LHC, and thus supersymmetry can’t explain the
hierarchy problem, by the Arkani-Hamed/Dimopoulos logic this is strong evidence for

http://chronicle.com/weekly/v54/i45/45a00101.htm
http://chronicle.com/weekly/v54/i45/45a00101.htm
http://chronicle.com/weekly/v54/i45/45a00101.htm
http://chronicle.com/weekly/v54/i45/45a00101.htm
http://chronicle.com/weekly/v54/i45/45a00801.htm
http://chronicle.com/weekly/v54/i45/45a00801.htm
http://chronicle.com/weekly/v54/i45/45a00802.htm
http://chronicle.com/weekly/v54/i45/45a00802.htm
http://space.newscientist.com/article/mg19926651.800
http://space.newscientist.com/article/mg19926651.800
http://space.newscientist.com/article/mg19926651.800
http://space.newscientist.com/article/mg19926651.800


the anthropic string theory landscape. Putting this together with Lykken’s argument,
the LHC is guaranteed to provide evidence for string theory no matter what, since it
will either see or not see weak-scale supersymmetry.

The New Scientist article does explain that this kind of argument for anthropics has
its critics:

However, anthropic arguments remain controversial, and despite the
authors’ heavyweight reputations, split supersymmetry is no exception. “I’m
not a big fan of it,” says John Ellis, a theoretical particle physicist at the
CERN laboratory, where the LHC is being prepared for its first run later this
year. His criticism is that the anthropic approach gives you too much
freedom to answer any troublesome question in physics. “At some point you
might just as well say ‘let’s fine-tune everything’ and go home,” Ellis says.

Theorist Frank Wilczek at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is also
unhappy with the idea of split SUSY. “I think it’s a logical possibility, but if
we really have to appeal to anthropic considerations I think that’s a big
retreat. It would mean the explanatory power of theoretical physics would
be limited.”
…
And even if the LHC does find Dimopoulos’s stopped gluinos, not everyone
will be persuaded that arguments based on the multiverse are good science.
“My opinion of anthropic reasoning is likely to remain unprintable,” says
Ellis.

Update: Forgot to add one more piece of LHC-related news. France is now joining
the US with its own national LHC web-site: LHC-France. Because of the Gallic
fondness for cartoons, it includes a section Le LHC en BD.

Comments

1. Yoo
July 17, 2008

Is string theory becoming more like a mathematical framework like algebra? Or
is it still something that should only be considered as a possible theory of the
physical world?

The way I keep hearing about string theory being able to be almost anything and
that any experiment would only be providing evidence for the theory is getting
me confused.

2. Peter Woit
July 17, 2008

There’s nothing confusing about how to interpret the phenomenon of a theory
that can explain almost anything. It’s what’s known as a failed theory.

http://www.uslhc.us/
http://www.uslhc.us/
http://www.lhc-france.fr/
http://www.lhc-france.fr/
http://www.lhc-france.fr/?rubrique31
http://www.lhc-france.fr/?rubrique31


3. Observer
July 17, 2008

It is interesting to note that the major topic of electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB) remains somehow overshadowed by the strong desire to discover
evidence for SUSY and extra-dimensions. Many people tend to forget that the
lack of evidence for SUSY at LHC may carry serious implications for the validity
of the Higgs mechanism.

4. David Nataf
July 17, 2008

Peter,

I’m wondering why you very frequently post links to New Scientist.
My early impression is that you promote advocate a conservative, cautious
science, where claims should be qualified and skepticism is best.

I’m a former subscriber to New Scientist (3-4 years back), and I didn’t renew
because I found every issue engaged in ultra-sensationalism. While I found their
coverage of politics, the environment, and the social sciences interesting, these
are fields where my knowledge is shallow. In physics, and in astronomy, it was
always my impression they went for the dramatic. The next Einstein is just
around the corner, and he’s going to establish contact with aliens by traveling to
the multiverse through his LHC time machine. Or something like that.

I remember a cover story where people were claiming that pendulums oscillate
differently during solar eclipses because of the ether. Right.

As there are zillions of different publications it’s most probably you specifically
chose to read NS as opposed to being compelled to read it due to a lack of
options. I’m perplexed by your focus on NS as it does not strike me as a Woit-like
publication.

5. Peter Woit
July 17, 2008

David,

New Scientist is definitely a mixed bag, with a lot of reasonable stories about
science (as well as book reviews, opinion columns, etc), but also a fair number of
overly sensationalistic stories about physics. Most of these I just ignore, although
sometimes I can’t resist making fun of some of the sillier ones that invoke string
theory.

But this story is an example where I think the magazine is actually
straightforwardly reporting about research claims being made by leaders of the
physics community. It’s not the reporter who is putting out sensationalistic
nonsense, but two of the most well-known researchers in the field, from Stanford
(Dimopoulos) and Harvard/IAS (Arkani-Hamed). Sure, NS stories about how
some obscure researcher has an idea for a time machine are just silly and should



be ignored by everyone. But when leading figures in particle theory start going
on about how the LHC is going to prove the existence of a multiverse, I can see
why NS would cover this, and here they seem to have done so responsibly and
pretty accurately. The sensationalist nonsense isn’t the fault of the NS writer or
editor.

In this particular case, I also thought the quotes from two other leading figures
(Wilczek and Ellis) were highly newsworthy, given the ongoing controversy about
the multiverse among theorists. Wilczek has had some sympathy for and worked
on some anthropic sorts of explanations, here he was critical of this one, which
was interesting. The fact that John Ellis’s view of anthropic reasoning is
“unprintable”, and that he says it will remain so even in the face of claims from
the anthropic crowd to have experimental evidence was definitely news to me.

6. Lucy in the sky
July 18, 2008

Hi PW, no I am not a string theorist. Quite convenient to label anyone who
doesn’t agree with you with the same label. I have a problem with a string
theorist at the IRS… Anyway I used – some while ago – to work on theoretical
elementary particle physics (QCD related) but turned since then to more
condensed matters… So nothing at stake here except that I am quite upset that a
single person can mislead numerous non-experts without any rebuttal from
leading scientists (I am not claiming to be one). This explains my anonimity, even
a hint that one looks at your blog is highly suspect in any serious physics
environment (and no I am not talking about string theory departments).

I think that you mistake my point. You continously attack a main field of
research. But whenever a concerned person takes his or her time to give you a
serious answer – which unavoidably is technical – you manage to change the
topic or you start writing your standard paragraphs (actually this is not only on
your blog, we did meet in person and that confirmed the statemenet I just made).
A few examples for the non-expert readers who might still believe that you are a
leading scientist: reread the thread after “Wonders of supergravity etc.” some
items below here. If you go to the Musings blog by Distler or Asymptotia by
Johnson, you should make a search on “Woit” and read the discussions. In at
least half a dozen instances you manage to completely avoid answering very
concrete technical/scientific questions, instead always reiterating the stuff we’ve
read many times by now. In fact doing this I see that for many years you are
alluding to your slowly progressing research. It remains a fact (give me a
counter example if I am wrong) that since 1989 you did not produce a single
(published) scientific result. At the same time the innuendo in your blog is such
that any uninformed person can only get the idea that you are an active scientist.
In my book this is called cheating. Anyway, a few threads below you announce
that you are finishing up a project. I am looking forward to see the result of 19
years of hard work… So long, I am out of here for good…

7. Peter Woit
July 18, 2008



“Lucy”

You’re not hiding behind anonymity because you fear damage to your reputation
if someone finds out you have looked at the “Not Even Wrong” blog. You are
doing this because you are dishonest. Your anonymous comment comes from the
same block of network addresses as those of an identifiable string theorist who
has posted critical comments here (and who, when you google him, the second
link that turns up is one about how dishonest he is, on matters unrelated to
science). Maybe this is you, maybe it’s someone else from the same institution,
but looking at the names of physicists working there, there’s no one answering
the description you give of yourself, in particular the only person I’ve personally
met there is a senior string theorist (not the one who commented here on the
blog).

So, I’m convinced that you’re just a liar, using anonymity to lie and engage in
character assassination with impunity. As for your characterization of my
exchanges with Distler or Clifford Johnson, people can read them for themselves
and make up their own minds.

If you have anything else to say, you better do it under your own name.

8. p falor
July 18, 2008

Peter:
Good comeback to “Lucy”. I read your book and understand that basically the
SM was formulated in the time frame 1973-1974. Since then experimental
results have been confirmed some parameter values. Other than neutrinos
having mass (accepted fact?) have there been in other deviations from the SM?

Now there is continuing reference to leading particle physicists, other than the
recent Nobel prize winners Gross, Politzer, & Wilczek (2004), ‘T Hooft & Veltman
(1999) and Glashow,Salam & Weinberg (1979) has there been any particular HEP
physicist that really stands out? Not about speculative ideas such as ST but an
idea that really attempts to address an issue with the SM? You seem to have
great respect for Witten but can you cite anything that Ed has doen that would
merit a Nobel? Who is your leading canidate for work done since 1973?

9. woit
July 18, 2008

p. falor,

Besides neutrino masses, no definite deviations from the SM have shown up at
accelerators. From astrophysics, there’s evidence for “dark matter” of a sort that
doesn’t seem to fit into the SM.

Since 1973, no theorist has come up with a big breakthrough in experimentally
testable HEP theory. That’s why there have been no Nobel prizes for work done
since then in this area. Many people have done significant work that helps to
better understand QFT. A lot of this is from Witten, whose investigations of the



relations of QFT and math won him the Fields medal, a recognition in math even
harder to get than a Nobel prize in physics. The work of Witten’s that I can think
of that is related to experiment and might be worthy of a Nobel prize is his early
80s work on large N, current algebra and the “skyrmion”. This is a quite
beautiful approximate model for the low-energy behavior of QCD. Other people
also contributed to this though, and the goal of this work, a good 1/N expansion
for QCD, still hasn’t been achieved.

10. Observer
July 18, 2008

p. falor and Peter,

I wish to add few comments on deviations from SM. It is important to remind
ourselves that, while SM is remarkably consistent with experimental
observations, it is considered incomplete for the following main reasons:
a) SM does not include the contribution of gravity and gravitational corrections
to both QFT and renormalization group equations; b) SM does not fix the large
number of free parameters that enter the theory (in particular the spectra of
masses, gauge couplings and fermion mixing angles); c) SM has a gauge
hierarchy problem, which requires fine-tuning; d) SM postulates that the origin
of electroweak symmetry breaking is the Higgs mechanism, whose confirmation
is sought at LHC and ILC. The number and physical attributes of the Higgs boson
are neither explained by SM nor fixed from first principles, e) SM does not clarify
the origin of its underlying gauge group and why quarks and leptons occur in
certain representations of this group, f) SM does not explain why the weak
interactions are chiral, that is, why the force transmitted by the triplet of
massive vector bosons is sensitive to handedness g) SM does not explain the
origin of CP violation and the underying cause of the lepton anomalous magnetic
moment.

11. Sulfur Surfer
July 18, 2008

The Wilczek quote is particularly ironic because his latest paper,
arXiv:0807.1726, is about making predictions using anthropic reasoning. I think
this reflects the general situation: no one likes it, but there are reasons to
believe that anthropic selection plays a role in determining why our universe is
the way it is, and if so then we have to learn to deal with it.

12. Peter Woit
July 18, 2008

Sulfur Surfer,

The problem with anthropic reasoning has nothing to do with whether one “likes
it”, but with whether it can be used to do real science, or is just being used as an
excuse for propping up failed ideas, in such a way that even though they don’t
work, they can never be shown to be wrong.

I take Wilczek’s point of view to be that some uses of anthropic argumentation



are a legitimate part of model-building, and that’s what he’s trying out.
Interesting to see that it appears that he doesn’t see the Dimopoulos/Arkani-
Hamed argument as falling into this category. Perhaps all there is to it is that he
recognizes the obvious fallacy in the argument that: “If supersymmetry doesn’t
explain the weak scale, it must be the string theory anthropic landscape”.

For more from Wilczek about his point of view on this, a good source is:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0512187

where he warns:

“let me lament our prospective losses, if we adopt anthropic or statistical
selecton arguments too freely…”

and notes

“Resort to anthropic reasoning involves plenty of pain, as I’ve lamented, but so
far the gain has been relatively meagre, to say the least.”

13. Chip Neville
July 18, 2008

Peter,

Just a thought from a refugee from the ’60’s. “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds” is
a very good Beatles song that turns out to be about LSD. I wonder if “Lucy”
realizes this.

Maybe I should have signed this “Yellow Submarine,” which is about
amphetamines.

14. somebody
July 19, 2008

> Putting this together with Lykken’s argument, the LHC is
> guaranteed to provide evidence for string theory no matter
> what, since it will either see or not see weak-scale
> supersymmetry.

String theory is a framework for constructing UV complete theories while having
gravity. It is really a paradigm in that sense, like QFT was for theories without
gravity. ANY experiment at low energies is “evidence” for QFT. That hardly
means that a specific QFT is not falsifiable.

The real problem is that constructing models with the stringy paradigm is hard
because we don’t understand the theory well enough. That would be a valid and
perhaps fatal criticism for string theory as a useful theory. But comments like the
above are merely strawmen.

15. Peter Woit
July 19, 2008

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0512187
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somebody,

The above was not a criticism of string theory, but of string theory partisans, at
least those who think it’s a good idea to go to the press with bogus claims that
the LHC will test string theory or the the anthropic multiverse.

16. ERic
July 19, 2008

Peter,
I’m just curious what your position on string theory would be in the case that
either the superpartners are found or there is evidence of large extra dimensions
such as black holes or KK modes? Would you consider this evidence in favor of
string theory?

17. Peter Woit
July 19, 2008

Eric,

Depends exactly what you see, but, in general, no. For instance, it might very
well be that some variant of N=8 supergravity gives a finite quantum theory of
gravity, which is not a string theory. If supersymmetry shows up at the LHC,
maybe it’s that…

18. Marion Delgado
July 19, 2008

Peter:

Going beyond the anthropic, and even the string issues, to the more important
problem of the stagnation of particle physics in general, do you have any
sketched-out notions on what particle physics – or better, that segment not
wedded to theories/programs that are too adaptable to be tested – could do to be
prepared to test things with the tests the LHC could do?

Even if the various measurements and experiments that can be performed with
the LHC don’t effectively test, say, stringe/brane/M theory, is it possible for them
to test other things? Advance particle physics and weed out theories the way the
lack of proton decay did, for instance?

Is LQG, are twistor theories, is Lisi’s extension of standard physics, as untestable
w/r/t the LHC as the current dominant line of string theory is?

Also, will some string theory lines probably be closed off by LHC-performed
measurements and experiments?

19. Chris W.
July 19, 2008

[RE: “ANY experiment at low energies is ‘evidence’ for QFT.”]



Somebody,

Even as a framework, QFT has certain empirically founded underpinnings, does
it not? (I have in mind special relativity.) What are those, and what evidence
supports them?

Similarly, as a framework, what empirically founded underpinnings does string
theory rely upon? Does it assume anything that QFT doesn’t assume? If so, what
is the empirical support for those assumptions?

20. Shantanu
July 19, 2008

Peter, have you found anything interesting among the talks at
titled
“In Search for Variations of Fundamental Couplings and Mass Scales”

21. Observer
July 19, 2008

Somebody, you say:

“The real problem is that constructing models with the stringy paradigm is hard
because we don’t understand the theory well enough”

How long should one wait for String Theory to reach maturity? Would reaching
that stage guarantee that the astronomical number of vacua will suddenly
disappear or that the theory will yield testable predictions?

22. somebody
July 20, 2008

“Similarly, as a framework, what empirically founded underpinnings does string
theory rely upon? Does it assume anything that QFT doesn’t assume? If so, what
is the empirical support for those
assumptions?”

Ok, I’ll try.

Perturbative string theory has something called conformal invariance on the
worldsheet. The empirical evidence for this is gravity. The empirical basis for
QFT are locality, unitarity and Lorentz invariance. Strings manage to find a way
to tweak these, while NOT breaking them, so that we can have gravity as well.
This is oft-repeated, but still extraordinary. The precise way in which we do the
tweaking is what gives rise to the various kinds of matter fields, and this is
where the arbitrariness that ultimately leads to things like the landscape comes
in.

In principle, this is a model-building/technical control issue. But it is a pretty
damn serious one, and probably something that will require us to understand the
theory much better than we do now. Besides, the kind of understanding that we

http://www.pirsa.org/C08015
http://www.pirsa.org/C08015


have of string theory at the moment allows us to build only certain kinds of
models.

About other empirical expectations: string theory has a lot of GENERIC features
we expect from a good theory of the world. It can easily give rise to things like
multiple generations, non-abelain gauge symmetry, chiral fermions, etc. some of
which were considered thorny problems before. Again, constructing PRECISELY
our matter content has been a difficult problem, but progress has been ongoing.

But the most important reason for liking string theory is that it shows the
features of quantum gravity that we would hope to see, in EVERY single instance
that the theory is under control. Black hole entropy, gravity is holographic,
resolution of singularities, resolution of information paradox – all these things
have seen more or less concrete realizations in string theory. Black holes are
where real progress is, according to me, but the string phenomenologists might
disagree. 

Notice that I haven’t said anything about gauge-gravity duality (AdS/CFT). Thats
not because I don’t think it is important, but because I think it is THE most
important thing. But at the same time, I don’t know of a good way to convince a
layman (assuming you are one) of its importance. Because it is one of those cases
where two vastly different mathematical structures in theoretical physics
mysteriously give rise to the exact same physics. In some sense, it is a bit like
saying that understanding quantum gravity is the same problem as
understanding strongly coupled QCD. I am not sure how exciting that is for a
non-string person, but it makes me wax lyrical about string theory. It relates
black holes and gauge theories. Things like AdS/quark-gluon-plasma stuff is
interesting not merely because we can make some semi-quantitative predictions,
but also because it has opened up new ways of THINKING. You can find a bound
for the viscosity to entropy ratio of condensed matter systems, by studying black
holes – thats the kind of thing that gets my juices flowing. Notice that none of
these things involve far-out mathematical masturbation, this is real physics – or
if you want to say it that way, it is emprically based.

To me, the immediate reason for doing string theory is not falsifying it at LHC. Of
course, to get funding you need to sell it to the powers-that-be, and LHC is
perhaps all they care about. But really, LHC is just a miniscule blip in the energy-
scales all the way up to Planck scale. Should we expect to see ANYTHING
interesting at LHC? Perhaps. Perhaps not. Of course it would be nice to see some
indication of string theory there because public relations is unfortunately
important in science, but I personally think that people are being short-sighted
when they hedge their bets on LHC when selling it to the piublic.

String theory is a large collection of promising ideas firmly rooted in the
emprirical physics we know which seems to unify theoretical physics[1], and
thats why it should be worked on. The spinoffs are in that sense are OBVIOUS,
but they are not necessarily going to fit anybody’s schedule for making a collider.

[1] I don’t mean unification of forces necessarily, I mean convergence of the
different ingredients that constitute theoretical physics.



23. anon.
July 20, 2008

‘Perturbative string theory has something called conformal invariance on the
worldsheet. The empirical evidence for this is gravity. The empirical basis for
QFT are locality, unitarity and Lorentz invariance. Strings manage to find a way
to tweak these, while NOT breaking them, so that we can have gravity as well.
This is oft-repeated, but still extraordinary. The precise way in which we do the
tweaking is what gives rise to the various kinds of matter fields, and this is
where the arbitrariness that ultimately leads to things like the landscape comes
in. … It can easily give rise to things like multiple generations, non-abelain
gauge symmetry, chiral fermions, etc. some of which were considered thorny
problems before. Again, constructing PRECISELY our matter content has been a
difficult problem, but progress has been ongoing. …
But the most important reason for liking string theory is that it shows the
features of quantum gravity that we would hope to see, in EVERY single instance
that the theory is under control. Black hole entropy, gravity is holographic,
resolution of singularities, resolution of information paradox – all these things
have seen more or less concrete realizations in string theory. Black holes are
where real progress is, according to me, but the string phenomenologists might
disagree. Notice that I haven’t said anything about gauge-gravity duality
(AdS/CFT). Thats not because I don’t think it is important, … Because it is one of
those cases where two vastly different mathematical structures in theoretical
physics mysteriously give rise to the exact same physics. In some sense, it is a bit
like saying that understanding quantum gravity is the same problem as
understanding strongly coupled QCD. I am not sure how exciting that is for a
non-string person, but it makes me wax lyrical about string theory. It relates
black holes and gauge theories. …. You can find a bound for the viscosity to
entropy ratio of condensed matter systems, by studying black holes – thats the
kind of thing that gets my juices flowing. Notice that none of these things involve
far-out mathematical masturbation, this is real physics – or if you want to say it
that way, it is emprically based. … String theory is a large collection of promising
ideas firmly rooted in the emprirical physics we know which seems to unify
theoretical physics …’

No it’s not real physics because it’s not tied to empirical facts. It selects an
arbitary number of spatial extra dimensions in order to force the theory to give
the non-falsifiable agreement with existing speculations about gravity, black
holes, etc. Gravity and black holes have been observed but spin-2 gravitons and
the detailed properties of black holes aren’t empirically confirmed. Extra spatial
dimensions and all the extra particles of supersymmetries like supergravity
haven’t been observed. Planck scale unification is again a speculation, not an
empirical observation. The entire success of string theory is consistency with
speculations, not with nature. It’s built on speculations, not upon empirical facts.
Further, it’s not even an ad hoc model that can replace the Standard Model,
because you can’t use experimental data to identify the parameters of string
theory, e.g., the moduli. It’s worse therefore than ad hoc models, it can’t
incorporate let alone predict reality.

24. somebody



July 20, 2008

“How long should one wait for String Theory to reach maturity?”

I have no idea about this of course, but I think this question arises from the
feeling that string theory is like a tunnel. You get into it on one side and the
enterprise is “wasted” unless you get out the other end with predictions for
electron masses or whatever. But the truth is that there is a lot of
understanding+spin-offs that we have gleaned on the way, some of which I
mentioned in my response to Chris W.

Another thing I have noticed is that people tend to conflate the fact that we have
not managed to solve the problem FULLY, with the incorrect statement that we
have not managed to solve it AT ALL. This arises because theoretical physics is
such an esoteric enterprise and it is hard to give people a feel for the progress
until you reach a concrete enough punctuation mark, like say, “predicting
electron masses”. But there has been tremendous progress in constructing string
vacua which was unimaginable even ten years ago.

I just think that string theory has some great tools and ideas and it would be
ridiculous not to use them when thinking about fundamental problems. For
instance, holography in gravity was a very interesting observation, but nothing
really concrete, before Maldacena. When Maldacena came along, connected up
gauge theories with strings&gravity and broke new territory, holography actually
became a useful TOOL and not merely a curiosity. These sort of insights are
certainly of relevance in our way forward. To brush them all off and just stick to
what we knew before strings would be counter-productive – even if you are
convinced that strings are ultimately NOT a central ingredient in the
construction of the universe. In particular, string theory allows you to do
quantum gravity thought experiments, especially in the context of black holes,
which would have been impossible without it.

“Would reaching that stage guarantee that the astronomical number of vacua
will suddenly disappear or that the theory will yield testable predictions?”

If we reach that stage (if pigs had wings), we would be able to construct
MODELS that yield testable predictions. The existence or non-existence of the
landscape is not what makes a theory non-predictive, despite popular
impression. Most theories (general relativity, QFT) have landscapes. It is not
their existence, but our inability to systematically construct them that is the
problem.

Or at least this is one way (the boring, frontal, difficult way) in which a solution
can be realised. But there might be new ideas that can come up which might mix
things up. It is only because people kept plugging away back in the days of the
heterotic string (even though we had no idea how to stabilize moduli) that we
have understood things about black holes and ads/cft. Right now is CERTAINLY
not a worse off position than many other periods in the strange history of string
theory.

Anyway, thanks for those questions, it made me think about what is important



and what is not in string theory myself.

25. somebody
July 20, 2008

Anon.:

The problems we are trying to solve, like “quantizing gravity” are already
speculative by your standards. I agree that it is a reasonable stand to brush
these questions off as “speculation”. But IF you consider them worthy of your
time, then string theory is a game you can play. THAT was my claim. I am sure
you will agree that it is a bit unreasonable to expect a non-speculative solution to
a problem that you consider already speculative.

Incidentally, I never said a word about supersymmetry and Planck scale
unification in my post because it was specifically a response to a question on the
empirical basis of string theory. So I would appreciate it if you read my posts
before taking off on rants, stringing cliches, .. etc. It was meant for the critics of
string theory who actually have scientific reasons to dislike it, and not gut-
reactions.

26. woit
July 20, 2008

This has gotten pretty much completely off-topic, and nothing new or informative
is being said. Enough.

27. Chris W.
July 21, 2008

Thanks, Somebody, for that response. It was helpful to see the main threads
brought together that way. (And yes, I am a layman.)

28. Paul Sagi
September 10, 2008

my view of anthropic arguments such as the anthropic principle is that they are
not scientific and have no place in physics.

it seems to me to be a priori that the existence of human beings has no role in
how the universe works. the universe existed long before human beings.

that the constants of nature happen to be those that allow us to exist does not
say anything, of course they are that way, otherwise we would not be observing
them.

to invoke a premise that there is some grand design at work is not physics but
rather religion.

real science produces testable refutable theories, the anthropic principle is not
in that category.



The Emperor’s Last Clothes?

July 21, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

Bert Schellekens has posted on the arXiv an extended 87 page argument for the
anthropic string theory landscape, entitled The Emperor’s Last Clothes? While most
string theorists find the existence of the landscape and the corresponding inability to
get any predictions out of the theory about particle physics rather discouraging,
Schellekens instead sees this as an argument in its favor:

Initially, when string theory was touted as the “theory of everything” around
1984, there were hopes it would lead to exactly the opposite: a unique
derivation of all the laws of physics. Evidence that quite the opposite was
true started emerging almost immediately after 1984, but most people
chose to ignore it. In 2003, after important additional evidence had been
found, Leonard Susskind published a paper entitled “The Anthropic
Landscape of String Theory”, which finally started a debate that should
have started fifteen years earlier. What is at stake in this debate is not only
the uniqueness of our universe, but also the fate of string theory as a
fundamental theory of all interactions.

In my opinion string theory gives the right answer, and the fact that it does
adds to the evidence in its favour. I can say this without being accused of
trying to put a positive spin on the recent developments, because I actually
wrote in 1998 that I hoped string theory would ultimately lead to a huge
number of possible choices for the laws of physics, a point of view I have
been advocating since the late eighties. I reached that conclusion after
having been involved in one of the first papers pointing out that the number
of possibilities was humongous…

We all hope to live during a time when big things are happening in our field,
and I have never doubted that this is one of those things. I have spent the
last twenty years trying to convey my sense of excitement to my colleagues,
but with little success. But in the last few years I have been delighted to see
more evidence coming in supporting this point of view, so that the mood has
started to change. I hope this is the right time to make one more attempt.

Schellekens describes in great detail the anthropic argument and the arguments for
the string theory landscape. He addresses some of the counter-arguments, especially
in three appendices. He doesn’t explictly deal with the main counter-argument that
I’ve made repeatedly here: the anthropic landscape is not science (since it is not
testable), rather it is just an elaborate excuse for the failure of the speculative idea of
getting the SM out of a 10/11d string/M-theory.

Schellekens has the following comments about “string phenomenology”, noting that
he worked in the area around 1987 and recently, finding not much has changed:

I have been active in this are around 1987 (which led me to the conclusions

http://arxiv.org/abs/0807.3249
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presented here) and again in the last few years, and to me the similarities
are more striking than the differences. There has certainly been progress:
we can obtain string solutions that are more similar to the Standard Model
than twenty years ago, and we have more methods to construct them. There
has been major progress in moduli stabilization and supersymmetry
breaking. There is more interest in “landscape statistics”. But very little
seems to have changed in the way many people view the problem we are
facing. Although many of my string phenomenology colleagues claim that it
was clear to them a long time ago that there are many solutions, I cannot
help noticing that they still talk about their most recent “model” as if it
would actually have a chance to be the Standard Model. And even nowadays
one still hears the occasional expression of hope for the unknown and
elusive dynamical principle that will select the vacuum. The most common
way of dealing with the large vacuum degeneracy is to say “I do not care
about the other 10500vacua, I only care about the one that describes our
universe”. That may sound reasonable, and fact it may sound like the very
definition of phenomenology, but it is actually an escape from reality.

First of all, if indeed there are 10500 vacua, it is highly unlikely that anyone
will find “the Standard Model” in string theory. One should expect to find a
huge number that satisfy all current experimental constraints. In addition,
although we now have many techniques at our disposal to construct string
theories in four dimensions, it is quite clear that we are just scratching the
surface. Statistically speaking, our chances of finding even one of the
expected huge number of Standard Model realizations is essentially zero.
Furthermore, even if we do find one, we can only make predictions about
novel phenomena if we know all the other solutions and their predictions for
the same phenomena. This is a crucial change in comparison to the state of
the art about ten years ago: with 1020 solutions (the largest number anyone
may have expected), if one is found that agrees with all current data, the
probability that there is a second one is extremely small. With 10500, the
same probability is astronomical. So we should forget about the idea of
finding the Standard Model and then making predictions based on it.

As for LHC predictions, Schellekens argues against the idea that it will see
supersymmetry:

One could say that supersymmetry is a non-solution to a non-problem: the
large weak scale hierarchy is already understood anthropically, and
supersymmetry by itself does not even explain it…

With the start of the LHC just months away (at least, I hope so), this is more
or less the last moment to make a prediction. Will low energy
supersymmetry be found or not? I am convinced that without the strange
coincidence of the gauge coupling convergence, many people (including
myself) would bet against it. It just seems to have been hiding itself too
well, and it creates the need for new fine-tunings that are not even
anthropic (and hence more serious than the one supersymmetry is supposed
to solve). But even if evidence for low energy supersymmetry emerges at



the LHC, in the context of a landscape it will not be the explanation for the
smallness of the weak scale. The explanation will in any case be anthropic.
The landscape will undoubtedly allow a distribution of values for the weak
scale, including values outside the anthropic window.

Schellekens ends up making the currently fashionable argument that it doesn’t matter
that string theory doesn’t predict anything testable about particle theory, that the
important thing is that it is a theory of quantum gravity:

During the last two decades there was some reason to hope that we might
be able to do that by means of some prediction of a Standard Model feature.
That hope is fading now. I am not saying that this will never happen, but I
have seen too much wishful thinking to make an optimistic statement about
this. Essentially, we came to that conclusion already in 1986 . We are
dealing with a theory of gravity. Getting information about it through the
back door of particle physics is a luxury that we once had good reasons to
hope for, but that may not exist. Rejecting a theory of gravity that makes no
particle physics prediction may be like rejecting the theory of continental
drift because it does not predict the shape of Mount Everest

He then goes on to acknowledge that we’re not going to get any experimental tests
out of the quantum gravity aspect of string theory either:

One cannot count on any direct experimental check of a theory of quantum
gravity, since any observable consequences it might have are extremely
small, unless we are extremely lucky.

In the end, he seems to argue that the only evidence for string theory we may ever
get is its consistency, something which is a very long ways from being shown. He does
argue that string theory is in principle falsifiable, but the example he gives (that
string theory would be wrong if coupling constants varied observably on astronomical
scales) is not an uncontroversial one since other string theorists have argued that
varying coupling constants would be evidence for string theory. There’s also the usual
“who knows?” argument used against anyone who points out that evidence against an
idea is overwhelming:

On longer timescales, it is clearly ridiculous to pretend that what we
currently know will be the state of the art forever. When Darwin formulated
his theory of evolution he was unaware of Mendel’s results on inheritance,
and could not even have imagined DNA.

The truly peculiar thing about this is to see a scientist almost gleeful at the idea that a
theory they have worked on their entire professional lives doesn’t predict anything:

To me, what is emerging looks very appealing. It fulfills and even exceeds
the hopes I expressed in 1998. It is has been amazing to see this theory
leading us in the right direction, sometimes even against the initial
expectations of most of the people working on it. We should continue to
follow its lead, and do everything in our power to strengthen its theoretical
underpinnings. The emergence of a huge landscape” makes this more
worthwhile then ever before.



Unfortunately, Schellekens is far from alone in this. At the FQXI web-site there’s an
article about the string theory/cosmology couple Andrei Linde and Renata Kallosh
entitled A Perfect Match (“How do you tie down the physics of the multiverse? With
string.”) In it, Kallosh explains how “string cosmology” is now the hot topic:

These days, in fact, collaboration be-tween string people and cosmology
people is all the rage.
“To give you a funny example, I had an invitation to give a talk at the
Strings 2008 conference at CERN,” Kallosh says. “The way the invitation
was writ-ten was, ‘Of course you are welcome to speak about any topic . . .
but we would be very happy if you would give us a mini-review on string
cosmology!’”

Suddenly, everyone is interested in their kind of union.

“I’m also working on other very formal, very stringy topics, which were
always part of my skills,” Kallosh says. “But, at this moment, people want to
know about string cosmology. I’m happily working on it . . . with Andrei’s
help.”

Cosmology is now ascendant, with Kallosh arguing that it will be needed to explain
what is seen at the LHC:

“Soon the LHC will start giving new information on particle physics,” she
says. “But we know it will be difficult to interpret this data unless you also
can digest all the data from the sky—all the observations from astrophysics
and cosmology.”

The article ends with a large picture of one of the LHC detectors, captioned “Cradle
of Collaboration: Will the LHC provide evidence for string theory?”

FQXI is funded by the Templeton Foundation, the goal of which is to bring science and
religion together. Cormac O’Raifertaigh is at another Templeton funded event, a
conference in Cambridge on From the Big Bang to the Brain: Current Issues in
Science and Religion. This Wednesday will be devoted to cosmology, featuring talks
on the anthropic principle, fine-tuning, God and time, and God and the Big Bang.

For another take on cosmology, this October the ENS in Paris will host a conference
on Evolution and Development of the Universe. For more about this parallel universe
of cosmologists who also study anthropics and the multiverse , see EvoDevoUniverse.

Comments

1. Christine
July 22, 2008

Sure, it is natural to accept that any mathematically consistent theory of
quantum gravity can be extremely difficult to be tested experimentally. But at the
basis of any expectations like this lies the specific, unambiguous predictions of
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the theory, whatever the difficulty in observing them. The latter does not
preclude the former, which is actually indispensable for any theory.

The obvious point here is one of posture. The landscape does not represent
different mathematical descriptions of the same physical content (something that
could be manageable by, e.g., extracting the observables or invariants of the
transformations between the various solutions) — a common situation in many
physical theories –, but a set of 10^500 independent solutions, representing
different physical realities, in which our universe is supposed to be one of them.
The acceptance of this state of affairs indicates a strong epistemic attitude in the
sense that one embraces a substantivalism point of view towards the landscape,
in the sense of assigning an independent physical reality for each of these
vaccua, but is not willing to consider the possibility that this indicates a failure
that needs revision.

Such epistemic attitude is acceptable if one proves that it does not actually break
any logical reasoning or consistency, or is justifiable or even needed at some
point, or under some physical grounds. I can accept such a posture in the sense
that it is just part of learning, exploring a difficult subject, etc. But what I cannot
easily accept is the lack of a critical reasoning on facing the consequences that
result from the position taken, to the degree that one is using the scientific
method as a guide and not dismissing it or deforming it in order to fit the
consequences of one’s personal attraction for the theory.

I see all this as a crisis and do not understand how can one believe that the
situation is an indication of progress, except if one is really inclined to redefine
what science is, which is of course, the easiest route (to go nowhere).

2. Christine
July 22, 2008

Just a question: why is the paper authored by “A.N. Schellekens” and posted by
“Bert Schellekens”?

3. Peter Woit
July 22, 2008

Christine,

Schellekens goes by the name “Bert”, I’m guessing the “A” is for “Albert”

4. Christine
July 22, 2008

Right.

At his old homepage, he writes:

Research interests

String Theory, whatever that is

http://www.nikhef.nl/~t58/index_old.html
http://www.nikhef.nl/~t58/index_old.html


But seriously, it is quite a fair way to put it, valid for many areas…

5. Jim Clarage
July 22, 2008

I don’t see why String Theory per se is responsible for this “remarkable
paradigm shift in particle physics” which Schellekens refers to in his abstract.
That is it’s unclear how the shift towards anthropic reasoning follows logically, or
inevitably, from the principles of string theories. Rather it is a philosophical shift,
one which could have happened at any time in the history of physics.

For example Newton could have easily adopted an anthropic approach to his
inverse square law, perhaps assuming any value for the exponents in the radial
and mass coordinates of the gravitating objects; and then agreeing to
anthropically derive these exponents based upon e.g., what values allow and
disallow stability of human bones, large tree trunks, or other mechanical
properties of organisms living under the influence of Earth’s known gravitational
field. Nothing in this alternative history is inconceivable, especially considering
Newton himself had no trouble mentioning God and Creator in his work.

However, instead of appealing to anthros Newton appealed to physics. He tried
to pick the exponents and form of the law based upon reproducing previous
physical laws, viz., Kepler’s laws. Replace Kepler’s laws with Standard Model
and I think it is clear what is occuring is a philosphical shift, not a shift in
physics.

6. Chris W.
July 22, 2008

Right, Jim. Ironically enough, it is a philosophical shift in a field that, for the
most part, eschews and dismisses overt philosophical reflection; philosophy is
just a lame attempt to get at the truth by people who lack the chops to do
science. From this viewpoint, having the chops has come to be what matters, and
the situation celebrated by Bert Schellekens provides unlimited scope for
exercising one’s chops. That seems to be the source of the peculiar glee noted by
Peter.

7. Mitch Miller
July 22, 2008

Is Schkelens view on the history of the multi-verse standard? I was under the
impression that Witten and Gross had technical arguments as late as the early
2000s on how it was possible that there may only be a few string theory
vacumns. I may be wrong as I am only an undergrad and have not been following
this as long as everybody else.

8. manyoso
July 22, 2008



Can it be mathematically or logically demonstrated that every one of the
experimental results known to the Standard Model can be produced by even one
of the unique 10^500 vacua?

Schellekens states that there are likely an astronomical amount of the 10^500
vacua that would be in agreement with the Standard Model. How does he
determine this? I mean does there exist a mathematical proof that at least one of
these vacua would give the Standard Model?

I mean if we can’t find the Standard Model in the haystack that is the landscape,
what reasons do String Theorists have to believe that the Standard Model is even
*in* the haystack other than faith in the flexibility of String Theory?

9. Peter Woit
July 22, 2008

Mitch,

Schellekens has a view of the history of the string theory landscape very much
oriented around his claims to have realized its importance before just about
anyone else. The more standard history is that the “string vacua” known from
the mid-80s on did not have stabilized moduli, so most people hoped that once
one figured out how to stabilize moduli, one would end up with a small number
of vacua. It was only with KKLT that exponentially large numbers of
(presumably) stabilized vacua were constructed. I don’t know of any claims by
Gross or Witten to have an argument pointing to a small number of vacua.

manyoso,

No, it can’t now be demonstrated that you can get the the SM out of known
constructions in the landscape. Many string theorists like Schellekens now argue
that the efforts of theorists should be devoted to studying the landscape to see if
it can be proved that the SM is there.

Personally I don’t see the point of this, and Schellekens even gives some of the
arguments why. Even if you prove the SM is somewhere in there, this doesn’t
allow you to predict anything or test the theory. If you prove the SM cannot come
from known string vacua constructions, there’s no reason it can’t come from still
unknown ones. People keep coming up with more all the time, there’s nothing
like an understanding of what “all” string vacua are like. But working on this is
an extremely complex problem that could keep an exponentially large number of
people busy an exponentially large amount of time, some seem to want physics to
go this way.

10. manyoso
July 22, 2008

Peter,

If that is true that it has not been proven that the SM is somewhere in the
10^500 “known” vacua, then it seems impossibly arrogant for Schellekens and



other landscape proponents to declare anything like ‘success’ with anthropic
arguments.

How can anyone argue for anthropic origins for the Standard Model via String
Theory when it can’t even be demonstrated that the Standard Model is
represented in the landscape. Not even theoretically! It seems that landscape
proponents are arguing that because we now have hints at an absolutely *huge*
number of stringy universes… our universe just must be in there somewhere. For
no other reason than blind faith.

Just awesomely odd.

11. Peter Woit
July 22, 2008

manyoso,

To defend the landscapers, from what is known about the string theory
landscape, it is plausible that there are “string vacua” that reproduce the SM at
observable energie. They would point out that showing that such a thing is really
there is work in progress.

I don’t think the problem is that they are advertising something that is not likely
to be there. The problem is that even if it is there, it’s completely useless.

12. Richard
July 22, 2008

“In my opinion string theory gives the right answer, and the fact that it does adds
to the evidence in its favour.”

Huh? It’s hard to tell for sure what was meant by this comment, but doesn’t this
sound a bit circular?

13. Esornep
July 22, 2008

Penrose argues that the initial condtions of *our* universe are fine-tuned to one
part in 10^(10^(123)). How are you going to get fine-tuning to that extent if you
only have a miserable 10^(1500) attempts?

14. mike
July 23, 2008

“Soon the LHC will start giving new information on particle physics,” she says.
“But we know it will be difficult to interpret this data unless you also can digest
all the data from the sky—all the observations from astrophysics and cosmology.”

Shouldn’t this be the other way around – do astrophysicists tell particle
physicists how matter works? Maybe it’s just the experimentalist in me, but I
believe the machine in front of me before I believe something we interpret from
afar.



15. F Borg
July 23, 2008

Shellekens should be acknowledged for his attempt at presenting his points in a
clear and accessible form. It very much centers around the old issue on what to
expect of a “fundamental theory” in physics. Should such a theory e.g. fix all the
28 parameters or so of the Standard Model (as an effective low energy
approximation)? If so would such a “fundamental theory” just replace one
mystery by another mystery (remember Eddington and 137)? Maybe in a more
encompassing theory one can find a mechanism that drives the parameters
toward the region of the observed values, but it is conceivable that such a
mechanism will rest on new “ad hoc” principles. Another option is to think that
“the fundamental theory” will only be about the main structures and equations
(“the grammar of nature”, Souriau) without singling out any unique solutions.
The general assumption has been that unification will lead to “uniqueness” but it
is possible that instead the space of solutions is enlarged with no recipe for
picking the right one that will correspond to our observations. (Shellekens
denies that e.g. “beauty” and “simplicity” will be useful guides.) I think quite a
few physicists believe that we have potentially an infinite ladder of effective
theories that never bottom out despite the apparently absolute scale set by
Planck energy, but for “practical reason” we need only work up/down to a some
level of this ladder that applies to the world (or part thereof) which we are able
to observe. Against this background one may understand the optimism by those
who think the stringy landscape demonstrates that there is indeed a bottoming
out instead of an infinity of “onion layers”. Although the “landscape” may
preclude sharp predictions (and thus “verification” in a “traditional sense”) it at
least may show the basic “fabrics” (or the “template”) that reality is built of,
according to the adherents. This is how I interpret the “optimism”.

16. Christine
July 23, 2008

F Borg wrote:

Although the “landscape” may preclude sharp predictions (and thus
“verification” in a “traditional sense”) it at least may show the basic “fabrics” (or
the “template”) that reality is built of, according to the adherents.

I think you have summarized all very well. But suppose that it is really our fate
that our fundamental theories can never be ultimately tested (through
“verification in a traditional sense”), so that what we have at the end will always
be some layout, some “basic fabrics that reality is built of”. How will we know
that even this is true?

17. Chris W.
July 23, 2008

Christine is exactly right. There is massive presumption in supposing an
allegedly empirical assertion has been “shown” to be true, when we have no way
of saying, on the basis of observation, how we would ever know that it is false.



This describes the essence of string theory’s lack of testability.

That is, we can’t say this except in a sort of lame and parasitic way, eg, that
string theory would be wrong if Lorentz invariance at low energies is wrong. Of
course, even on this point bets can and have been hedged, even though hardly
anyone is seriously expecting the issue to arise.

18. Professor R
July 23, 2008

Thanks for the mention Peter!

Today lived up to expectations – Prof Paul Shelton , a colleague of Stephen
Hawking at DAMTP, Cambridge, gave a spectacular overview of today’s
cosmology with a thorough review of inflation, eternal inflation, the multiverse
and the landscape. Shelton went through the WMAP evidence, explaining that
the evidence for some sort of inflation was very strong, but the mechanism
under-determined (his word, glorious understatement -he showed a hilarious
slide listing all possible flavours of inflation)…

Shellard’s discussion of eternal inflation and the multiverse was thorough but
accessible, with emphasis on the viewpoint that this may be the price we have to
pay for the success of inflation (in explaining the standard BB riddles), yet
emphasising also the speculative nature of the multiverse idea…

If this weren’t enough, the high point of the day for many was ‘Meta-stories of
Fine-tuning ‘ by Sir John Polkinghorne. In typical fashion, Sir John gave a
succinct overview of the fine-tuning problem from a philosophical viewpoint. In
particular, he focussed on a choice between the multiverse explanation and the
anthropic principle from a philosophical perspective. He was clearly
unimpressed with the theory of the multiverse, describing it as meta-physics and
probably contrary to the principle of Occam’s razor. Calling on Lewis’s famous
example of the firing squad, he suggested that it was a little excessive to suggest
that the firing squad engaged in a gigantic number of shootings in order to
explain a miss – suggesting that it was more likely that they simply missed by
design…

He was also unimpressed with a third possibility (from me) that an unlikely
outcome – however unlikely – can simply occur without the need for an
explanation. I can’t do justice to John’s persuasive arguments here, but you can
get the DVD of the talk here.

Peter Woit of NOT EVEN WRONG would be pleased to note that, along the way,
Sir John gave a very terse overview of the opinion of his generation of particle
physicists of string theory – not very high!.

19. Ralph
July 24, 2008

Re:



“it doesn’t matter that string theory doesn’t predict anything testable about
particle theory, that the important thing is that it is a theory of quantum gravity”

I think this idea can be read in a sensible manner, but it still doesn’t help string
theory.

Quantum gravity has purely mathematical problems: e.g., giving any completely
rigorous, mathematical theory incorporating both gravity and the SM would be a
huge advance (You get a Clay prize for just the ‘SM’ bit of that, more-or-less?),
and physical testability is not a part of that mathematical problem.

That changes the issue from judging string theory by physicist’s standards to
judging it by mathematical standards.

And string theory is just as badly deficient from mathematical standards as it is
from physicist’s standards – the parts of string theory that are even vaguely
plausible as ways of getting gravity+SM aren’t anywhere near mathematically
rigorous.

20. Bee
July 24, 2008

I was very puzzled by the abstract of this paper, I haven’t noticed any paradigm
shift. Possibly the majority of my friends and colleagues is just more down to
earth than the average string theorist but I never had the impression anybody
seriously believed one would find THE fundamental theory of everything and that
was that. There’s no paradigm shifting, if anything, people who believed that are
recovering their sanity.

That’s not quite what Schellekens was aiming at with THE fundamental theory,
but I hope the present confusion is only a temporary stage and eventually people
will realize physics is about describing nature and not equal to philosophy.
There’s enough topics people could do real work on.

I was just checking the arxiv today and I find hep-th an increasingly depressing
collection of highly specialized detail investigations that in almost all cases will
remain absolutely irrelevant for actual descriptions of nature.

21. Yatima
July 26, 2008

For those interested in further thinking/reading about the Anthropic Principle,
Scott Aaronson (He of the Complexity Theory) has published some lecture notes
on the same:

PHYS771 Lecture 17: Fun With the Anthropic Principle

as referenced from his recent blog entry

22. Arun
July 26, 2008

http://www.scottaaronson.com/democritus/lec17.html
http://www.scottaaronson.com/democritus/lec17.html
http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=340
http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=340


Just as it took a long while and effort to get to “N=8 supergravity might be
finite” and will likely take a long time (if at all) to get to “N=8 supergravity is
indeed finite”, it will likely take equivalent effort and time to get to the next step
in superstring theory. Maybe the era of easy surprises is over. The anthropic
ideas make such effort to seem pointless however. It will be interesting to see if
the field can avoid decaying entirely.

23. Gphillip
August 11, 2008

This all reminds me of the story of the madman who had created a perfectly mad,
but perfectly logical reasoning behind his paranoia. His story was so creative,
logically sound and finely interwoven that even his doctors found themselves
looking over their shoulders from time to time. In the end, the doctors were
never able to demonstrate the error of the logic to the madman, because they
couldn’t find any. All they could say was his view of reality couldn’t be correct
because it was totally different from that which all sane people agreed upon.



Gauge Theory and Langlands Duality

July 21, 2008
Categories: Langlands

At the KITP in Santa Barbara there’s a wonderful program on Gauge Theory and
Langlands Duality starting up this week, with some of the talks beginning to become
available. The main topic will be the relations between S-duality in quantum field
theory and geometric Langlands duality that Witten and collaborators have been
working on the past few years.

I started trying to watch the talks, but the fact that the video quality is such that one
can almost but not quite tell what is being written on the blackboard makes this a bit
of a trial. I’m hoping that David Ben-Zvi or someone else will make available notes,
which would help a lot. I did very much like Edward Frenkel’s description of the
Langlands story as a “Grand Unified Theory of Mathematics”, and was interested to
hear that he still feels that there are two different stories about the relation to QFT
here, whose relationship is not at all understood (S-duality in 4d QFT is one, 2d CFT
and vertex algebras is the other). It seems that A.J. Tolland is there, maybe he or
someone else will do some blogging. As I get time to take in the lectures, I hope to
write some more about them here.

Update: Notes for the talks are now also being posted, making following them on-line
much more feasible. The quality of the talks is excellent, with Ed Frenkel so far giving
a beautiful introduction to the roots of the Langlands program in number theory,
David Ben-Zvi explaining the structures in topological quantum field theory that
mathematicians are trying to exploit, David Morrison and Paul Aspinwall explaining
mirror symmetry, D-branes, and the relation to N=(2,2) superconformal field theory,
with examples, and Anton Kapustin starting on the 4d N=4 TQFT used to turn
S-duality into a mirror symmetry.

Comments

1. Daniel de França MTd2
July 22, 2008

Hi Peter,

there is a funny buzzword sometimes when I read something of witten’s most
recent words…

What is wild ramification?

2. Phil
July 22, 2008

Daniel,

http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto2/?id=940
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto2/?id=940
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto2/?id=940
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto2/?id=940
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/langlands_m08/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/langlands_m08/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/langlands_m08/
http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/langlands_m08/


In the context of geometric Langlands, `wild ramification’ refers to the case
when the connections or Higgs fields are allowed to have `irregular
singularities’. Basically this means they can have poles of order two or more.
Heuristically having a meromorphic connection with simple poles on a curve is
akin to having punctured the curve at the poles, whereas having higher order
poles is more complicated. The word “wild” arises from an analogy with wild
ramification (of maps between curves) in characteristic p. One can also look at
the growth of horizontal sections approaching such a pole: with simple poles
such sections have polynomial growth (“tame”) whereas with higher order poles
one can get exponential growth (or decay) as the pole is approached in different
directions.

Phil

3. Daniel de França MTd2
July 23, 2008

Thank you very much.

Do you know any source that introduces “wild ramification”?

I am also curious about “Langlands conjectures for GLn of a function field”. What
is that? Why is that so important? I found this, but I would want something more
complete and with applications

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/math/pdf/0212/0212417v1.pdf

4. Peter Woit
July 23, 2008

Daniel,

For more about “wild ramification” in the geometric context, see references in
Witten’s paper with that in the title (what is at issue are “irregular
connections”).

To answer your question about Langlands conjecture would be a major effort.
Best source I can recommend is expository articles by Edward Frenkel, as well
as the talks he is giving now at the KITP, where he is addressing exactly the topic
you are asking about.

5. Kea
July 24, 2008

Opening the pdf notes by Frenkel and then listening to the audio works well.

6. Kea2
July 24, 2008

Grand unified theory of nothing.
If you want to see what mathematicians think is important in mathematics, you
should look at the Millenium Problems. Except possibly for the one on Yang-Mills

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/math/pdf/0212/0212417v1.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/math/pdf/0212/0212417v1.pdf


theory, the geometric analogue of Langlands theory has nothing to say about any
of them. The Langlands program is very profound with deep arithmetic content.
In comparison, its geometric analogue appears to be more superficial and
without arithmetic interest.

7. A.J. Tolland
July 24, 2008

If you want to see what mathematicians think is important in mathematics, you
should look at the Millenium Problems Fields Medals.

8. Peter Woit
July 24, 2008

It’s true that as far as I know geometric Langlands has not led to any new insight
into the arithmetic case, and because of this some mathematicians are skeptics.
But there are quite a few extremely good mathematicians working on it, and the
field does have all sorts of connections to deep questions in mathematics, as well
as the connections to quantum field theory and physics. Personally I think it’s
definitely fascinating and still mostly unexplored territory, and may turn out to
be one of the great themes of 21st century mathematics. Time will tell….

9. David Ben-Zvi
July 24, 2008

Of course Frenkel’s comment on the “grand unified theory”
is tongue in cheek, but in any case he was referring to the
entire Langlands program, not just to its geometric
aspects.

Also the claims about the disconnect with arithmetic are
not very accurate. First the Langlands program for function
fields has profound connections both with the arithmetic
and the geometric Langlands programs.
And most spectacularly, Ngo Bao-Chau has
used ideas originating from the geometric setting
(in fact from the study of Yang-Mills!) – namely
the Hitchin system – to resolve one of the major outstanding
conjectures in the arithmetic setting, the so-called
“Fundamental Lemma”, which has numerous immediate
number-theoretic consequences (work which to many
suggests he should be honored with a Fields medal).

The geometric Langlands program itself doesn’t claim
to the profundity and impact of the arithmetic conjectures
(few areas in math do), but it has had spectacular successes,
for example the work of Bezrukavnikov and collaborators
resolving various conjectures of Lusztig on the deep relations
between quantum groups, loop groups and
algebraic groups over finite fields, one of the central
problems in representation theory.



10. onlooker
July 24, 2008

As the term “geometric Langlands” should suggest, a cardinal motivation for the
development of the theory by Drinfeld and Beilinson was to apply and refine the
analogies between number fields and function fields. A big part of the issue is
learning how to properly formulate and generalize the picture in the arithmetic
setting and the geometric picture is very valuable for that. Hitchin fibrations are
presumed to be the first of many examples of this.

11. Kea
July 24, 2008

Putting the mathematical worth of geometric Langlands aside, it seems to me
that the Physics is actually closer to the arithmetic and finite field channels
anyway. By Physics I mean the science that actually has some bearing on testable
predictions in the real world.

And Kea2? Cute.



Blogging Heads Science Saturday

July 26, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Today’s “Science Saturday” on Bloggingheads features me and Sabine Hossenfelder,
supposedly talking about What’s wrong with string theory. Actually, we both agreed
that we were pretty tired of that topic, so tried to discuss some more interesting
related issues we both have an interest in. Here’s a clip from the full thing, I promise
to not start regularly embedding video in this blog:

I hope this thing came out all right. It was recorded a couple weeks ago, in a process
involving no trouble on my end, but heroic efforts on Sabine’s. While Sabine had to
set the whole thing up on her end, and ended up crouched in an attic since it was the
only place she could get a connection of good enough quality, I just sat at my office
chair and someone from Bloggingheads took care of everything. Unfortunately we
couldn’t see each other while talking. I can’t really bear the thought of watching
myself on video, so I guess I’ll never see exactly how this turned out, but I’m glad to
see that the turtles on the bookcase behind me made it into the frame.

Sabine has her own posting about this here, and the full thing is here.

Comments

1. Bee
July 26, 2008

I just made the heroic effort of indeed watching the whole thing again! It is
actually quite good, we managed to cover a lot of interesting topics. I was as well
somewhat confused by the title the bloggingheaders chose.

2. mike
July 26, 2008

Peter,

This is a great video blog but I have a few comments regarding “the market
place of ideas”. First, any marketplace of ideas as I see it (like an economic
marketplace) is an open market – open to exchanges by any and all individuals
like the free market that we currently barter in for goods and services. This is
almost universally seen as the reason free markets are successful – they are
“open” to exchanges by many without much intervention on control (although we
understand that some intervention may be necessary). To exclude the public
from the string theory debate seems counter this market philosphy, as it is the
public that seems decides our fate in terms of economics and political process.
The beauty of our system in this and other free countries is that regardless of
how bad a product is, or how limited the intelligence of a political candidate, the
system manages to correct itself through some magical feedback loop (bad

http://bloggingheads.tv/diavlogs/12950
http://bloggingheads.tv/diavlogs/12950
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/07/blogging-heads-woit-and-hossenfelder.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/07/blogging-heads-woit-and-hossenfelder.html
http://bloggingheads.tv/diavlogs/12950
http://bloggingheads.tv/diavlogs/12950


product –> unhappy customer –> product is not purchased and company goes
bankrupt). This system is probably what keeps us a float even when the most
limited intelligences occupy positions of power in our government or economic
system.

This being said, I believe that the public should (and always will – we have no
choice in a free market) be involved in the string theory debate. The last time we
may have had a true vacuum in science was when a certain oligarchy taught and
enforced without debate to a select few ideas of about an earth-centered
universe. We have fortunately moved away from this, but like all dynamical
systems that we rely on, cycles are the inevitable result and we are perhaps in a
down cycle in terms of the “idea marketplace”. The solution to getting out of this
down cycle, as the government well knows, is to stimulate the economy, and for
ideas it’s the same. We stimulate the “idea economy” by involving the public, and
earnestly hope as we do every election year that the right idea or candidate
floats to the top of the pile over some time. As part of that process, we have to
tolerate the ideas we don’t like and because that feedback loop that finds a
happy medium for all of us, in the end things seem to get better for everybody
(GDP in this country is still pretty good).

Therefore, I don’t think there is anything to be feared about a public debate – the
lack of understanding of QFT or string theory is irrelevant. Ideas that survive the
market place rise to the top, ideas that don’t sink to the bottom. In the end, the
public becomes more educated (which is more than they might get in public
schools in some cases) and it’s better to have a somewhat educated public voting
on science funding than a non-educated public doing the same. In fact, it seems
like there is little input from the public on science funding and the more
interested they get in the debate, the more likely they are to let congress know
about it. Vacuum’s of knowledge never kept theories alive nor did they stimulate
growth. Only open debate – not just academic debate (which as you both
mentioned doesn’t seem to be happening anyway) but open public debate, can
bring us to an understanding of the truth.

3. Bee
July 26, 2008

Hi Mike,

I have written two long posts on the topic that you touch: We have only ourselves
to judge on each other and The Marketplace of Ideas that I recommend you read.
What you miss is the following:

a) Especially in theoretical physics, there is potentially a long time in which
there is no evidence (in form of observation or experiment) to judge on the
promise of a research program.

b) During this time then when judgement by Nature is still absent, judgment is
left to experts in peer review – which is thus essential for ideas to survive and
grow to adulthood. The public opinion should play no role in this, this isn’t the
way science works. The public opinion is relevant to the question what fields are

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/07/we-have-only-ourselves-to-judge-on-each.html
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generally of importance for our societies and how money should be invested to
be as beneficial as possible, but the public never ‘votes’ on research funding on
the specialist level. There is a reason why funding agencies have an elaborate
referee process.

There is a priori no problem with leading these discussions publicly, as long as
this does not influence the truth finding process. But the danger of such
influence when people worry about their funding is very obviously there. It
should also give us a lot to think that apparently in the case of string theory it
was not possible to lead this discussion without exerting public pressure (or
possibly it wasn’t tried hard enough?). This is my opinion shows that the
judgement process on our own ‘Marketplace of Ideas’ works very insufficiently.

Best,

B.

4. Peter Woit
July 26, 2008

Mike,

I think I, like Sabine, have mixed feelings about this whole “marketplace of
ideas” business. What I’ve seen in particle theory over the past 20 years has
been a massive failure in how that particular marketplace is supposed to work,
and that was one of the main concerns of my book and Lee Smolin’s.

There are different marketplaces at work here, an internal marketplace inside
string theory, where different proposals within string theory battle it out, a
marketplace within particle theory, where the traditional lines are
phenomenologist vs. string theorists (although with many trying to cross those
lines to gain marketplace advantage) and the marketplace within physics
departments, where decisions are make about who to hire. This is a relatively
closed system, and I don’t think the public has much of a role to play there, since
good decisions require significant technical expertise.

There’s also a public marketplace of scientific ideas, and string theory has
traditionally been extremely successful there, due to the impressive public
relations efforts of some of its proponents. This has changed the last few years,
with the public seeing a much more balanced range of views, and string theory
losing market share. String theorists are naturally upset about this now, while
they were relatively pleased with how things were going back when string theory
was being heavily promoted, and its problems pretty much ignored. When my
book and Smolin’s first came out, one frequent claim made was that the books
should be ignored, since string theory had already triumphed in the marketplace
of ideas. The books were very much an effort to engage in this marketplace, and
I think did so quite successfully.

The relation between these two marketplaces is a complicated one, and that’s
something Sabine was repeatedly asking me about. One of her questions was
why I chose to enter the public marketplace, as opposed to sticking to the



professional marketplace. One answer is that the book was intended to address
both, aimed at both professional physicists and mathematicians (who generally
know very little about what the state of string theory is), as well as the public.
Both marketplaces needed a countervailing force to the promotional effort that
has been backing string theory.

The public marketplace affects the professional one, as ideas that get public
attention get more funding from various sources and more support from
university administrations. I wouldn’t want this public attention to determine the
fate of a scientific research program, but some influence is unavoidable. In the
past string theory was probably better funded and supported because of the
promotion to the public. The professional marketplace affects the public one too,
largely through the popular science press, which observes the professional
marketplace, tries to evaluate what is new and how things are going in a science,
and then transmits some understanding of this to the public. Part of the most
serious problem for string theorists now is that a sizable and vocal contingent
amongst them has taken to promoting a research program (landscape
anthropics), which can be readily explained both to their colleagues and to the
public (anthropic papers tend to have few equations…), but most people
recognize pseudo-science when they see if. If you’re not a string theory ideolog,
this stuff looks extremely dubious.

5. Roger Schlafly
July 26, 2008

I am watching as I write this, and I was surprised to hear you agree with her
statement that it is bad to make arguments about String Theory to the general
public, because it polarizes people. What does that mean — that you regret
writing the book? That laymen should not know about Physics controversies?
That it is bad to express polarizing opinions? C’mon, you ought to defend
yourself better than that.

6. mike
July 26, 2008

Peter,

I also think that both your book and Lee Smolin’s did well in countering the
string theory promotion that went on so long in the public – they rose to a high
level of public opinion with no tangible evidence to show. Both books did a good
job in countering string theory claims of TOE and I think the public market place
was a better venue to have this discussion than professional journals because
there appeared to be a bias in the journals towards “the new trend” without
giving it much scrutiny. It’s always good to get a public sanity check once in a
while – it’s not that I think the public will help comment immediately on formulas
or theories, but just that they act as a sounding board and “ethical referee”
check for professional scientists who engage in a debate where the cards are
clearly stacked on one side. It’s kind of like a jury of one’s peers – they aren’t
supposed to be experts in forensics or other specialties because a bias may exist
– but they still are presented with highly technical facts in which they use to



make a decision. In the end, it leads to a rather unbiased opinion (the fact that
lawyers trust the average person on the street to make a decision about medical
evidence is a fascinating concept). Perhaps this is the advantage of science in the
public – just to keep what we know as science and the scientific method going
and to call pseudoscience what it is. That being said, I am definitely not in favor
of landscape anthropics which appears to be epicycles all over again (but with
more advanced mathematics). I think the sooner these concepts of “anything is
possible” are examined in the public view, the faster they will go away.

7. Bee
July 26, 2008

Hi Roger,

I did not say it is bad to make arguments about string theory (or any other
scientific topic for that matter) to the public. I said it is of great concern this was
necessary, since doing so has predictable drawbacks eg, as you say, in that it
polarizes people. Uncertainty is an elementary ingredient of science, but there
seems to be no place for this in public discussions which usually forces people to
take either side, leaving out detailed nuances. This is not a good environment in
which to discuss whether the present research directions are pursued in a
balanced way, and if not what the reason is for this. Instead, it will prompt a food
fight. Best,

B.

8. Peter Woit
July 26, 2008

Roger,

I’m obviously not opposed to communicating with the general public about string
theory and its problems, since I’ve done a lot of it. I think that exchange was
more about how it was a shame that discussion of the problems of string theory
within the theoretical physics community was often suppressed (string theorist
referees stopped publication of an earlier, less popular, version of my book by a
university press), with the result that it ended up taking place in public forums
not necessarily known for civility or a high standard of informed professional
discourse.

9. mike
July 26, 2008

Hi Bee,

I definitely don’t advocate that the public take over the technical referee process
– there’s obvious reasons why this wouldn’t work, but it appears at times (like
when Peter submitted an earlier book to the University press that got trounced
by string theorists bent on keeping their shrine sacred) that professional peer-
reviewers stop acting professionally when they let their personal opinions get
involved of what should be an unbiased observation of facts. During these times



it seems many who feel the peer review process is biased seek the public domain
and in the case of string theory this rightly seemed to correct the problem. I
don’t believe this is because the public decided string theory was bad, but I
believe it because the embarrasment of potentially being proven wrong in the
public domain about a theory is much worse than anything that happens in the
peer review process and therefore has the effect of correcting peer-review so it
becomes less biased and more effective.

This also affects funding to a certain extent as you mentioned in one of your
posts about the funding for string theory starting to dry up. What is popular does
get funded and I agree with you that this is a real problem. Perhaps some
funding should be set aside for “fringe theories” so that it’s not always “right or
wrong” to fund something. This is already taking place, like Naval research
funding cold fusion well into the last decade, or NASA funding the blacklight
propulsion project a few years ago. These funding sources take it upon
themselves to ensure the research gets done even if it’s unpopular. I sometimes
take issue with funding some of these projects but as in a democratic system, I
believe we have to tolerate some things we may not like so we can meet common
ground and create a better environment for research overall.

I agree with your ideas about what happens in the market – it’s not a “pure
process” and I don’t think the market place is the ideal place to bring about
change in science, but sometimes it may be necessary if the peer-review process
isn’t working as it should (which then hopefully gets corrected). In mathematic
terms, the relationship between science and the public seems to be non-linearly
dependent.

Best regards,

Mike

10. Roger Schlafly
July 27, 2008

What is the problem with “public forums not necessarily known for civility”? You
mean that if you denigrate String Theory, then Lubos Motl will write nasty things
about you on his blog? He is apt to do that whether you write for the general
public or not. You don’t need to give excuses for writing for the general public.

11. somebody
July 27, 2008

The reason why only the public debate has gotten any traction, and why the
attitude of the particle/gravity community to string theory is the same before and
after the books, is simple: there were no new scientific ideas in either book that
was not already well known.

Woit and Smolin did a good job of counterbalancing the Kaku style nonsense that
was being promoted to the public as string theory. Many string theorists (eg:
myself) would have liked nothing better. But the relative merits and difficulties of
string theory were well known to string theorists before the books, and the



books did nothing to affect that scientific judgement.

Also, discussions even about well-known things usually get caught in ruts – the
typical example is that of the landscape. The oft-repeated claim that “having
many vacua which look like ours at low energies kills predictability” is simply an
incorrect one, and no sensible discussion about the landscape is possible when
this sort of factual errors are not acknowledged. What could potentially kill
predictability is the difficulty of constructing vacua, and it is not easy to find the
motivtion to debate against (for example) the comment thread on Schellekens’
article below.

12. John Brock
July 27, 2008

I really don’t understand the problem some people have with the Multiverse. To
me the idea seems both plausible and very satisfying. If the Earth were the only
planet that existed, the philosophical problem of coincidences would be
exceedingly difficult to deal with. But the minute you realize that there are many
planets the problem simply disappears, and I don’t see anything at all upsetting
about the way it disappears, rather it seems to me that it disappears in the best
possible way.

Likewise, the Multiverse hypothesis makes the (very serious!) problem of cosmic
coincidences disappear in the best possible way. The complaints about it all
strike me as the equivalent of being unhappy with the Multiplanet hypothesis
because it means that you will never be able to derive the distance from the
Earth to the Sun from first principles. Well no, in actual reality you can’t, and
that’s just the way it is. And isn’t it satisfying to discover why you don’t have to?

13. groan
July 27, 2008

(@ John Brock)
… and you can argue for anything in a Multi-Strawman post.

14. Eric
July 27, 2008

The thing that you must keep in mind is that it is in fact possible that the
anthropic landscape could be the correct description of reality. In this case, then
it would be utterly impossible to make unique predictions, although this is not
the case within the confines of specific vacua. This just may be a fundamental
limitation of reality, just as it’s impossible to simultaneously measure position
and momentum. So, you can criticize string theory because of this, but if this is
the true reality then we have no choice but to accept it. Is it the true reality?
Nobody can really say at the moment, and so more work must be done.

15. woit
July 27, 2008

somebody,



Schellekens is the one making the claims about predictivity that you say are in
error. Instead of arguing with my often ill-informed commenters, you should
e-mail him and demand that he retract his paper from the arXiv since it is wrong.

I don’t think it’s just the public debate about string theory that has gotten
traction, so has the professional debate within the physics community. I find that
the way physicists in general think about string theory is quite different now
than it was 5 years ago. Probably one of the main reasons for that is not my book
and Smolin’s, but the public relations efforts of some string theorists themselves.
Lubos and Lenny Susskind have done more to discredit the subject than I ever
could. The one place where there hasn’t been anywhere near as much of a
serious debate as there should be is within the string theory community itself.
People there would be well advised to start acknowledging the problems they are
facing and engaging in serious discussion about what to do about them.

John Brock and Eric,

For about the 100th time, the problem with the multiverse is not that it is
logically impossible or can’t be used to solve a philosophical problem. The
problem is that it’s not an idea that can be tested and so isn’t science.

16. John Brock
July 27, 2008

Woit,

I’m sure this is probably the 1000th time, because it is such an obvious point, but
although I’ve done some graduate work in physics (decades ago) I’m nowhere
near the level of you guys, and I am just trying to understand.

My problem is that when you say it “isn’t science,” it sounds a lot like you are
asserting that this is a *problem* with String Theory, and I just don’t understand
what the problem is.

Let me put it this way, suppose that tomorrow I were to resolve all the technical
issues with String Theory, and I handed you a well defined and consistent theory
which demonstrably included our own universe, but which also included a huge
number of alternative universes. What would you do with this theory? Would you
reject it, because it isn’t testable, and insist we continue looking for a theory that
could be tested, even though such a theory might not exist? That’s what seems to
be implied by equating “not testable” with “not science.”

And why would you even want to keep on looking? The point I was trying to
make in my post that if a theory happens to yield a Multiverse that should be
seen as a bonus, not a negative, since it does after all resolve what is otherwise a
difficult philosophical problem. You don’t seem to agree that a Multiverse is a
good thing to come out of a theory, and that is basically what I’d like to
understand.

17. somebdoy
July 27, 2008



“Schellekens is the one making the claims about predictivity that you say are in
error.”

No Peter, his argument is perfectly clear. He wants to go anthropic because he
doesn’t know how to systematically construct vacua. That is his only real
argument. Take away the difficulty to construct vacua, and he has no argument.

But your claim is stronger – that string theory is INHERENTLY non-predictive
because of the landscape. What I am trying to say is that if we had infinite
powers of model-building there is absolutely no philosophical difference between
QFT and string theory. So it is a logically defensible stand to try to get string
theory under better control so we can build models.

Anyway, I have some marginal disagreements with Eric as well. The only way in
which I can make sense of his claim is by the statement that there might be
many ways to UV complete our low energy physics. I don’t see why this is bad for
making predictions. Because at any energy scale, all I can even in principle hope
for, is to identify equivalence classes of theories which could potentially differ
from each other at higher scales. We will be able to resolve the different models
as we probe higher and higher energies. Again, the thing we really need is
control on string theory.

18. Robert
July 27, 2008

“Lubos and Lenny Susskind have done more to discredit the subject than I ever
could”

I really doubt that, since, Lubos keeps giving clear and patient expositions of the
central tenets of string theory on his blog, and Lenny has done string theory a
big service by drawing the inescapable discretuum of vacua to the center of the
debate. Even if one doesnt like that idea, it doesnt help to ignore it, as mother
told us.

19. woit
July 27, 2008

somebody,

Schellekens (see the paragraph I quoted starting “First of all”) is very explicitly
claiming lack of predictivity, based on what is currently known of string vacua
constructions. Sure, you are welcome to argue that the problem is that we just
don’t understand these well enough, and that when we do the problem will go
away. I think he would respond to this the way I would: you’re engaging in
wishful thinking.

John Brock,

I just don’t care whether a proposed fundamental theory includes a multiverse or
not. If you present me with a theory that can be tested, it passes the tests, and it
also predicts a multiverse, that’s evidence for a multiverse. If you present me



with a theory that can’t be tested, even in principle, you’re just not doing
science, but something else that I don’t care about. The problem with the string
theory multiverse is that its role is precisely to make the theory untestable. You
can imagine plenty of multiverse theories that are still testable, the problem here
is that this one just isn’t, and all the going on about anthropics, the distance from
the earth to the sun, etc. is just blowing smoke to avoid acknowledging that
there’s a speculative idea here which simply has failed.

Robert,

Have you talked to many non-string theorist physicists and asked them what they
think of either Susskind’s promotion of anthropics, of Lubos’s behavior?

20. Eric
July 27, 2008

Somebody,
My point is that even if there is a specific model in which it’s possible to
reproduce everything we know at low energy, it will not generally be accepted or
recognized as unique or even interesting. This is due exactly to the fact that
many within the string theory community have the same view as Schellekens,
who doesn’t think it’s important to try to construct models where gauge
couplings and particle masses can be calculated. This is the real danger of the
anthropic argument, that people don’t even think it’s worthwhile to find solutions
which agree with our world simply because we cannot say it is a unique solution.

21. John Brock
July 27, 2008

OK, I feel I’m getting closer. I had thought that you considered all theories with
Multiverses to be in principle untestable, but apparently not. I may already be
over my head, but I do appreciate your making the effort! A couple of further
questions:

1) Is there any way you can explain what distinguishes a testable Multiverse
theory from a non-testable one? I don’t see any obvious way to create two
categories; to me it would seem that they would all have to be equally untestable
experimentally.

2) How do you deal with the possibility that a theory, like String Theory, might be
both untestable and true? Or do you feel that String Theory is just wrong for
reasons that have nothing to do with testability, in which case why does the issue
of testability come up at all? If the Multiverse is being invoked simply to cover up
other failings of String Theory, why not just put it that way, rather than bringing
up testability?

3) Do you really not care at all whether a theory implies a Multiverse?!? To me it
seems like such an obvious Good Thing, because of the philosophical
considerations. All else being equal, an incomplete theory that seems to imply a
Multiverse would seem to have a leg up over one that does not, because the
Multiverse is such a compelling resolution to the cosmic coincidences problem.



22. theoreticalminimum
July 27, 2008

I really doubt that, since, Lubos keeps giving clear and patient
expositions of the central tenets of string theory on his blog, …

Robert, do you really think someone who has written a book like “L’équation
Bogdanov” should be taken seriously? That he writes clearly about string theory
is no surprise (it would be quite unfortunate if it were otherwise); he was
hardworking and lucky enough to be involved in some developments in string
theory, in one of the most specialised, almost carefree academic environments in
the world (Rutgers, Harvard), from a relatively early period of his physics
education. He had all his time to understand the technical details of much of
what he has been writing about, when it comes to string theory.

I am a physics graduate student, and if I took Motl’s rants seriously (with or
without the string theory), I would never have thought about spending time
studying this subject, or interacting with string theorists (I’m quite frankly
relieved that he’s no longer part of the mainstream community). Sadly, he has
given a bad image of string theorists (and consequently has made the subject
itself less “friendly”), for sure! I have so far met a number of string theorists, and
thankfully almost all of them are very different to Motl’s blog-personality. I know
of at least 5 other physics graduate students (all in HEP, and all in Europe!) who
would agree with me on these terms.

23. Peter Woit
July 27, 2008

John,

1) The multiverse aspect of a theory may be testable via statistical predictions,
and, more importantly, the parts of a theory with a multiverse that just involve
our universe may or may not be testable.

2) If string theory is inherently not testable, then the question of whether it is
true or not is just not science. The idea that the we live in a simulation
performed by higher beings is also not testable, and could be true. You’re
welcome to think about this and believe it or not believe it, but you’re not
welcome to claim that this has anything to do with science. As for string theory,
my specific claim is that the idea that a 10/11d string/M-theory can provide a
successful unified theory is simply a failed idea. One way speculative ideas fail is
that they turn out to be vacuous, and thus explain nothing. That’s what has
happened here, with the multiverse being invoked to avoid admitting failure. It’s
an interesting and important exercise to examine exactly what goes wrong with
the string theory unification idea, but the bottom line for any scientific theory is
whether it provides a testable explanation of some phenomenon. String theory
unification fails this test.

3) No, I honestly don’t care. I spent a lot of my youth studying philosophy, and at
some point lost interest in the idea that philosophy was going to provide by itself
some insight into the nature of the universe. Philosophy can be quite useful as a



tool for clearly thinking things through, but that’s not at all how I see it being
used in this multiverse story.

24. somebody
July 27, 2008

Eric says:

“My point is that even if there is a specific model in which it’s possible to
reproduce everything we know at low energy, it will not generally be accepted or
recognized as unique or even interesting. This is due exactly to the fact that
many within the string theory community have the same view as Schellekens,
who doesn’t think it’s important to try to construct models where gauge
couplings and particle masses can be calculated.”

My point is that uniqueness is not a problem if we know how to build models in
string theory. Uniqueness is not how we EVER built models. The virtue of stringy
models is not that they are unique, but that they are UV complete. There could
be many UV complete models, and to pick between them we need experiments –
just like we needed experiments to determine standard model as the QFT at low
energies. But this is still a perfectly predictive framework. Predicting gauge
couplings and particle masses has never happened in the histoty of physics, but
still we have had predictive theories.

There is a subtle but all too important distinction between the anthropism that
Peter and Schellekens see in string theory. The former is based on the belief (see
his previous comment) that there is an inherent impossibility of constructing
predictive models, the latter is based on the fact that constructing models is very
hard. My claim is that the effort to understand string theory non-perturbatively is
the best way we can gain control of model building. Peter (invoking Schellekens)
calls this wishful thinking. I must admit that he could be right, because the
problem is in fact very hard. For that the only answer I have is that one must try!

In any event, the way it is often presented on this blog – that even if everything
went well for string theory, STILL it would not cut it – that is simply wrong. If we
only could wield string theory with sufficient ease, we would have a perfectly
predictive framework. Whether we should work on solving this problem, or
whether we should give up because it is too hard, thats where only history can
be the arbiter. My suspicion is that a problem of this level of difficulty will have
to be solved one way or another in any theory that purports to be a fundamental
theory.

25. Thomas D
July 27, 2008

Why should we assume that the rejection by (Cambridge?) University Press was
necessarily a bad thing, or unjustified, or unprofessional? We don’t know what
the earlier version of the book said, we don’t know much of what the referee
reports said, we simply assume it was a representative case of big bad string
theorists using their power unjustifiably? Surely it could simply be a very typical
University Press decision. Academic publishers, for quite good reasons, don’t



deal with works which are primarily criticisms of other scientists and their
research. CUP publishes research, monographs, reviews, textbooks, they don’t
publish controversialists or polemics.

That rejection also didn’t in any way force Peter to rewrite the book into a
popularizing kitchen-sink attack (which may or may not be an accurate
description…)

It simply isn’t necessary or productive to write and publish academic books that
are primarily critical of some trend in theoretical/mathematical physics: if and
when that trend gets mined out, people will get bored and do something else.
Researchers’ time and effort are never well served by deliberate negativity in
publications, whether academic or popularizing.

26. Peter Woit
July 27, 2008

Thomas,

1. The book as published is quite close to what was considered by Cambridge
University Press, what was added were mainly some summaries at beginnings of
chapter, and suggestions for further reading. No, I didn’t rewrite it into a
“popularizing kitchen-sink attack”, which it isn’t. Have you actually read it? The
fact that the book ended up getting published by a non-academic publisher didn’t
change the actual book, but did make sure the book got more attention and a
much wider distribution.

As for whether it deserved to be published by CUP, people can read the book and
make up their own minds. I’ve been extremely gratified to hear from a large
number of mathematicians and physicists that they learned a lot from the book
and had a high opinion of it.

2. The referee reports from non-string theorists were quite positive and endorsed
publication, the two from string theorists quite negative. One of the string
theorist ones said that they would only give one example of what was wrong with
the book because they couldn’t believe any referee would favor publishing the
book. The example he or she gave was a perfectly accurate sentence that he or
she changed to make it inaccurate. None of the referees or Cambridge editors
ever suggested that the problem with the book was that it was just a “criticism of
other scientists and their research”. Again, have you read it? There is nothing in
the book personally critical of any scientist, or even of any scientists as a group.
The only significant discussion of any particular scientist is about Witten, and
there the discussion is extremely positive.

3. The book was rejected later on by Princeton University Press because of a
referee report from Lubos Motl. For this story, see

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=438

27. Johnson
July 27, 2008

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=438
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=438


I have thought about it for many years but I still don’t get it… Can someone
explain to me how an “anthropic argument” is different to a normal “scientific
argument”? (Please don’t delete this comment, I can assure you I am a well-
meaning honest academic who’d just like to understand this point, I’m not a
heckler). For instance, in a previous comment, Jim Clarage wrote:

“For example Newton could have easily adopted an anthropic approach to his
inverse square law, perhaps assuming any value for the exponents in the radial
and mass coordinates of the gravitating objects; and then agreeing to
anthropically derive these exponents based upon e.g., what values allow and
disallow stability of human bones, large tree trunks, or other mechanical
properties of organisms living under the influence of Earth’s known gravitational
field.

…
However, instead of appealing to anthros Newton appealed to physics. He tried
to pick the exponents and form of the law based upon reproducing previous
physical laws, viz., Kepler’s laws.”

[italics added]

Could someone help me out here? Surely it amounts to exactly the same thing…
what is the difference here?

(a) Newton makes the ansatz F = G m_1^a m_2^b r^c for a Law of Gravitation,
in terms of some unknown exponents a,b,c,d. He then performs a rigorous
mathematical tour de force and shows that large tree trunks can only exist if
a=b=1 and c=-2.

(b) Newton makes the ansatz F = G m_1^a m_2^b r^c for a Law of Gravitation,
in terms of some unknown exponents a,b,c,d. He then performs a rigorous
mathematical tour de force and shows that elliptic orbits (whose existence is
gleamed from previous astronomical observations by Brahe, Kepler, etc) can only
exist if a=b=1 and c=-2.

Why on earth is (a) called an anthropic argument and discredited as “pseudo-
science”, while (b) is considered as valid science? They are the same thing, no?
What is the difference between observing the existence of large tree trunks with
binoculars and observing the existence of elliptic orbits with a telescope?

28. Johnson
July 27, 2008

“I’ve been extremely gratified to hear from a large number of mathematicians
and physicists that they learned a lot from the book and had a high opinion of it.”

Indeed, I considered buying the book (I read it in a bookshop) simply for the
clarity of its mathematical presentation of the history of the ideas coming from
witten, segal, atiyah, etc. Believe me, as a mathematician I find the usual
description of these topics written by conventional string theorists very difficult
to understand.



29. Peter Woit
July 27, 2008

Johnson,

I’m glad you liked the book. But please, the discussion of anthropics is getting
off-topic and I don’t want this comment section to turn into yet again another
endless discussion of this issue.

30. Johnson
July 27, 2008

Okay… I will wait until this issue comes up again.

31. manyoso
July 28, 2008

Somebody said,

“In any event, the way it is often presented on this blog – that even if everything
went well for string theory, STILL it would not cut it – that is simply wrong. If we
only could wield string theory with sufficient ease, we would have a perfectly
predictive framework.”

I’m just a layman struggling to understand the ideas presented here, but I’d
really like to know what evidence you have that forms the basis for this belief?
How do you *know* that String Theory would “cut it” if only we had enough
control over how to construct vacua? What guarantee do you have that our
Universe is correctly modeled (not at just the currently known low energy
results) by one of these sufficiently well constructed vacua?

Even more, what guarantee can you give that if only we knew how to construct
the vacua better that the Standard Model would fall out at even low energies? To
me, it seems that the only answer I’ve ever heard from String Theorists is that
the math is just sooo elegant that, “It must be so!” This is not particularly
convincing for a theory that hasn’t even been demonstrated to be consistent yet.

I just don’t understand the confidence you guys voice when top guys like Witten
admit that you don’t even know what String Theory *is* yet. How can you be
sure that it’ll end up describing our Universe at any energy level when so little is
known of String Theory?

John Brock said,

“How do you deal with the possibility that a theory, like String Theory, might be
both untestable and true?”

How on earth would you ever know that it was true if you couldn’t test it? More
to the point, there are countless theories one could come up with that ‘might be
true’, but are untestable. We’re all living in a VR made by higher beings… The
Spaghetti Monster did it…



“Do you really not care at all whether a theory implies a Multiverse?!? To me it
seems like such an obvious Good Thing, because of the philosophical
considerations.”

How so? I don’t understand how some vacuous idea about a ‘Multiverse’ can be
useful to explain anything? It sounds like you are arguing for ignorance. Just
suppose for a minute that the Multiverse was true: we’re all living in just one of
the countless number of Universes in existence. Ok, what can you tell me about
the Multiverse itself? What are it’s physical principles and dynamics? Since
we’re already supposing a Multiverse, it is only fair to suppose this Multiverse’s
physical dymamics are also inscrutable (at least at first). We form theories with
new physical constants that seem to have just popped out of nowhere… Now
should I start supposing a Multi-Multiverse?? Perhaps the Multiverse concept is
only appealing because it is so void of content that people can ascribe anything
they wish to it.

32. somebody
July 28, 2008

“Even more, what guarantee can you give that if only we knew how to construct
the vacua better that the Standard Model would fall out at even low energies?”

I cannot give you any guarantees whatsoever. But neither can I give you any
guarantee that Yang-Mills has a mass gap, nor that black holes radiate, nor that
the gravitational coupling doesn’t change with time. But I still believe all these
things are “true” in the contingent sense that scientists use that word. The point
is that I see no reason why my quality control should be any ore “string”ent with
string theory.

Anyway the reason why I think the standard model can arise from string theory
is pretty simple, and I have a suspicion that it will not convince you: string theory
permits many kinds of standard model like models, and there doesn’t seem to be
any reason why standard model should be particularly impossible. That is it.
Proving it one way or another, I think, is going to be HARDER than actually
constructing one.

Just to draw a caricature to drive home a point: if you ask me why I don’t believe
in telepathy, the answer is again only that it seems pretty unlikely. I have been
held to court and asked whether I can PROVE it doesn’t exist. This business is all
about judgement calls and thats something people don’t seem to get. Its not
about worrying about exceptions even before the get-go.

” To me, it seems that the only answer I’ve ever heard from String Theorists is
that the math is just sooo elegant that, “It must be so!” ”

You asked a string theorist why he believes the standard model could arise from
string theory, and the answer you got was that because the math is elegant? You
should certainly talk to better string theorists.

33. manyoso
July 28, 2008



Somebody says,

“Anyway the reason why I think the standard model can arise from string theory
is pretty simple, and I have a suspicion that it will not convince you: string theory
permits many kinds of standard model like models, and there doesn’t seem to be
any reason why standard model should be particularly impossible. That is it.”

Ok, let’s presume that String Theory provides a sufficiently malleable framework
wherein we’ll eventually learn to construct vauca to accommodate the Standard
Model. Given this, what reason is there now to believe that this will elucidate or
provide predictive power for future experiments beyond the Standard Model?

34. John Brock
July 28, 2008

manyoso,

Peter seemed not to want to continue on this topic, so I wasn’t going to press
him, although I wasn’t content with his answers. But I’ll take a shot with you.

“How on earth would you ever know that it was true if you couldn’t test it? More
to the point, there are countless theories one could come up with that ‘might be
true’, but are untestable. We’re all living in a VR made by higher beings… The
Spaghetti Monster did it…”

The thing is, Virtual Reality and the Spaghetti Monster are obvious and
uninteresting cheats. They are strawmen. Yes, you can trivially come up with any
number of theories like that, and who cares. But can you come with any number
of mathematical theories which are well defined and consistent, in some way
mathematically elegant and unique, and demonstrably include, as one of a huge
number of possible solutions, a solution which describes our actual universe?
How many of those can you come up with in the next five minutes???

Now here is the point: my understanding, as one of the ill-informed laymen who
are part of the intended audience of Peter’s book, is that such a theory is what
the String Theorists are still hoping to find. This seems like an entirely
reasonable judgment call to me! I do understand they haven’t found it yet,
despite decades of searching. I understand there are many possible reasons why
they may never find it (that it doesn’t exist being only one of the possibilities!).
But if they did find such a theory, wouldn’t you have to agree that it would be
enormously more compelling as a candidate for the Theory Of Everything than
the Spaghetti Monster, even if the theory included a Multiverse which made
testing impossible?

That’s it in a nutshell. The Spaghetti Monster will never be a compelling TOE. A
well defined and consistent String Theory which actually described our universe
(along with many others) would be, even if you couldn’t test it. If you believe the
universe is describable by mathematics, and I hand you a mathematical theory
which can be shown to describe the universe, doesn’t that have to count for
something? Unlike Spaghetti Monsters, such theories are not a dime a dozen. So
far we don’t even have one.



35. Peter Woit
July 29, 2008

John,

I find the idea that there is a mathematically simple and compelling TOE that
doesn’t predict anything is about as plausible as the FSM. You’re making up
mythical creatures that there is no evidence for and debating their properties.

36. John Brock
July 29, 2008

But is that what the String Theorists are looking for?

If they believe they can find such a thing and you don’t then this whole thing is
just a difference of opinion at a level where there is no point talking to the lay
reader such as me. What I’m trying to figure out is whether their is some
problem with String Theory which can be understood at my level. I understand
that you don’t think they can come up with the sort of well defined theory that I
am talking about. But do you understand why it seems to me that if such a theory
were found it would have to be given a lot of weight, predictions or no?

The thing is, presumably the String Theorists are more or less as smart as you
are, and if they think they can find such a theory, and you think they can’t, and
the argument is on technical issues, then there is no way I can take a side. The
only level I can deal with involves questions such a Multiverses and testability,
and so far I just don’t see that String Theory has any problems that can be
expressed at that level.

37. somebody
July 29, 2008

manyoso:
“Ok, let’s presume that String Theory provides a sufficiently malleable
framework wherein we’ll eventually learn to construct vauca to accommodate
the Standard Model. Given this, what reason is there now to believe that this will
elucidate or provide predictive power for future experiments beyond the
Standard Model?”

You could ask the exact same question with QFT : “yeah, sure, you can build
models, but why should we believe it is going to be predictive?”

Model-building is something which requires ingenuity and intuition, and what we
are seeking is a paradigm to do that in. QFT provided that for non-gravitational
theories.

If you don’t see the answer from that comment, see my other responses on this
thread. This fallacy of “predictivity implies uniqueness” seems to be too deeply
ingrained in everyone’s mind, but right now I don’t have the time to go through
it again.



38. manyoso
July 29, 2008

John Brock,

“But if they did find such a theory, wouldn’t you have to agree that it would be
enormously more compelling as a candidate for the Theory Of Everything than
the Spaghetti Monster, even if the theory included a Multiverse which made
testing impossible?”

You are misstating the situation I believe. If in the future String Theorists
discover that the theory is consistent and provides a way to calculate the
Standard Model, then they’ll have found a theory that is testable. If this same
theory goes on to predict multiple universes or other bizarre and fantastical
physical outcomes so be it. Even if we can not find a way to test all of the
predictions, the theory would still provide others. I’ll bet that the entire
community of physical scientists would celebrate such a discovery.

However, the current situation looks nothing like that from what I can discern.
What exists is a mathematical framework that has not been proven consistent
and has not been shown useful to calculate any known physical result. It has not
been shown a super set of the Standard Model.

All we have is this hugely malleable framework and a landscape of possibilities
describing perhaps ~10^500 different universes. Currently, the String Theorists
take it on faith that our Universe is some needle described by this huge
haystack. And why do they? Because they’ve found some other needles which if
you squint your eyes and turn your head kind of resemble the needle we’re
looking for. That and because the framework has an elegant way of including
gravity.

The guys that argue for the anthropic landscape throw up there hands at ever
having to find the actual needle in this landscape. They don’t even see a
particularly compelling reason or need to find it?! They are ready to argue that
String Theory is a success even without finding the part of it that makes contact
with our known world. This is the point where I think the exercise becomes
completely unscientific.

Again I’m just a layman myself, but this is the situation from what I understand.
Upshot? If String Theory wants to predict fantastical things that is fine with me,
but largely irrelevant. The test for any physical theory is whether it can be used
to model known experimental measurement.

39. Gilbert
July 29, 2008

Hi John,

I rarely butt in here, but this one is like a thorn in my side. It just seems to me
that you would expect a theory which “demonstrably include[s] a solution which
describes our actual universe” to be testable, whether it includes a multiverse or



not, especially if it is “mathematically elegant and unique”. Such a theory would
have to go beyond the Standard Model and have something to say about, for
example, neutrino masses, the hierarchy problem, dark matter and dark energy,
the number of Higgs bosons and their mass, particle masses in general etc.

If it can’t do that, it’s just another pretty model, a curiosity. Worse, I think we’re
really talking about little more than a unicorn, since, as far as I can tell, these
conditions—an elegant and unique TOE description of our actual universe that
provides nothing more than the SM—are mutually exclusive.

It’s not the presence or absence of a multiverse in the theory, in and of itself,
that’s the deal breaker. And I think this is what Peter is saying: he’s multiverse
agnostic. Just because a theory spawns a multiverse doesn’t—or shouldn’t—make
it intrinsically untestable. If it also includes a beautiful, unique, and complete
description of our universe, it must have something new, unique and testable to
say about it. The confirmation of such a feature, or features, of our universe
would just, at that point, lend credibility to the theory’s multiverse.

The problem is that in a kind of logical « tour de force » this has been spun
around backwards and upside down in, uh, certain circles, so that the inherent
untestablity of a theory gets blamed on the multiverse it spawns.

Best,

Gilbert

40. Eric
July 29, 2008

For those such as Gilbert and manyoso who have made claims that string theory
does not contain anything that looks like the Standard Model, I suggest you do a
search of the literature. You will find that there are several good models, both
heterotic and Type II, which resemble the SM closely at low energies.

41. Peter Woit
July 29, 2008

John,

Claiming that string theory unification should be believed if it is completely
unpredictive is an extreme minority viewpoint among string theorists. You can
find such people, but most string theorists know that if string predicts nothing it
will have failed. Some have given up on string theory as providing predictions
about particle physics, but think it worth studying for other reasons (e.g. as a
model for quantum gravity, as an approximation scheme for strongly coupled
gauge theories, etc.). Others are still trying to get predictions. But virtually none
are out there telling their non-string theorist colleagues that string theory can be
a successful unified theory that doesn’t predict anything. They are well aware
that their colleagues would laugh in their face if they did this, and never take
them seriously again.



42. manyoso
July 29, 2008

Eric, please read again. I never made that claim. And I don’t see where Gilbert
made it either.

43. Gilbert
July 29, 2008

Hi Eric,

I think you’re reading things into my post that aren’t there, as I certainly make
no such claim. I mean, it’s just simply not there, unless your browser is seriously
mangling the text somehow.

And while I wouldn’t want to speak for manyoso, I don’t see that he (she?) does
either. In case you missed it, “…they’ve found some other needles which if you
squint your eyes and turn your head kind of resemble the needle we’re looking
for” lines up better with “there are several good models… which resemble the
SM closely at low energies” than “does not contain anything that looks like the
Standard Model.” Seems to me, the difference being a (rather large) difference
of opinion as to how close the models line up to the SM.

Methinks perhaps you’re making too many assumptions here.

Best,

Gilbert

44. Eric
July 29, 2008

Manyoso, you said

“If in the future String Theorists discover that the theory is consistent and
provides a way to calculate the Standard Model, then they’ll have found a theory
that is testable.”

I suppose you mean to calculate the SM parameters since you acknowledge that
there exists models which look like the SM with three generations. Essentially,
this boils down to stabilizing the moduli which parameterize the size and shape
of the compactified manifold, upon which all couplings depend. For a given
MSSM-like vacua with all moduli stabilized via flux or other nonperturbative
effects, all couplings are determined and everything is predicted.

45. Peter Woit
July 29, 2008

Eric, Gilbert, Manyoso,

This discussion has become both off-topic and completely unenlightening. No
more about this.



46. Mikael
July 29, 2008

Peter,
I think that Sabine’s claim, it would have been better to keep the string theory
discussion within the physics community leads to the questions, whether you
agree and if so, why you saw the need to write your book still. In other words, I
would think Sabine’s position would have required a stronger response from
your side. In would be interesting to hear more along these lines now.

47. Peter Woit
July 29, 2008

Mikael,

I think I already responded to this at Sabine’s blog, but here’s some more. There
were two distinct problems at the time I wrote my book (2002). One was an
unwillingness of string theorists to acknowledge to their colleagues how bad the
situation of the theory was, and to engage in thinking about what to do about
this. When Sabine says that it would have been better to have this discussion
among physicists, I don’t think she’s saying that string theorists were willing to
do this, but I somehow insisted on not engaging with them and went to the
public. We both agree that there is a discussion that needs to take place among
physicists, and that this was not happening. I tried to get an article published in
Physics Today in 2001, this was rejected. The book I wrote was aimed at a
scientific, university press audience. String theorists stopped university presses
from publishing the book.

To this day, string theorists are still stone-walling, refusing to admit what the
problems are and that something needs to be done about them. All that has
happened since 2002 is the arrival on the scene of the anthropic landscape
pseudo-science mania, which really has not made string theory look good. At this
point, string theorist’s plan seems to be to just do nothing until LHC results
arrive, and hope that will change things. We’ll see how this works out. In the
meantime, their colleagues are noticing this and I’ve heard sometimes explicitly
deciding not to hire string theorists until they see what the LHC says. The kind
of discussion that should take place hasn’t happened, and that’s a shame.

The other problem was that the discussions of string theory available to the
public (and to mathematicians, who are a significant audience for the book) were
pretty uniformly overhyped and misleading. I thought outsiders deserved a more
honest explanation of what was going on. The book was written to be as
accessible to as many people as possible, while giving a serious discussion of the
subject. I think this was worth doing. I’m not at all sorry that the book ended up
being published in a way and at a time (with Smolin’s) that got a lot more public
attention than I ever expected. I’d have preferred to have the book published two
years earlier by CUP, where maybe it would have been ignored, maybe it would
have generated some more serious discussion (although I fear this was not very
likely).



48. Coin
July 29, 2008

The oft-repeated claim that “having many vacua which look like ours at low
energies kills predictability” is simply an incorrect one, and no sensible
discussion about the landscape is possible when this sort of factual errors are
not acknowledged.

Hi Somebody,

Could you possibly briefly explain exactly how predictability is possible in the
case where there are many vacua that look like ours at low energies? (Assuming
we pretend for the moment that actually constructing those vacua, as you are
concerned with, somehow turned out to be easy.) If we find that we can identify a
whole bunch of string vacua which produce the standard model at observable
energies, but split off into a variety of higher-energy behaviors past that
depending on which vacua you choose to study– I am unable to understand how
to proceed in this case. What do you do next? How is the prediction made?

What I am trying to say is that if we had infinite powers of model-building there
is absolutely no philosophical difference between QFT and string theory.

So let me see if I understand what you’re saying here. You’re suggesting
something like that the general QFT toolbox allows us to construct many
different models; each of these models is basically a “vacua”, or analogous to
one. We can thus imagine there is a “landscape” of QFT “vacua”, each describing
a different QFT which one might construct; and by nature there are many
different QFTs which reproduce the standard model at “low energies” but do
different strange things at higher energies (i.e. SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) is one, SU(5)
is another). Do I understand your argument correctly?

But surely this is not how people actually use QFT? Nobody I’ve ever heard of
actually treats the space of usable QFTs as something to work with directly.
Instead we pick one QFT “vacua” (say, SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)) and stick with it. We
say QFT is predictively successful not because “QFT” produced useful
predictions, but because a QFT produced useful predictions. Moreover the
problem you describe– that there are many different QFTs with different high-
energy behavior and we have to pick one– it’s not that this is a standing problem
with QFT which we have simply chosen to excuse, it seems more that this is a
problem in QFT which can be addressed because the different QFTs are highly
distinguishable and some QFTs (say, ones which are simpler) are going to be
inherently considered preferable over others. We can recover predictability
despite a multiplicity of choices, because some of the choices are better than the
others. I have never heard of any analogous selection principle being offered for
string vacua. Am I missing something?

From my perspective as an outsider, it looks like faced with the problem of there
being more than one potential QFT which produces the Standard Model at low
energies, physicists seem to have coped just fine with picking the QFT to use
going forward; they even seem to be coping with this problem in extending the



Standard Model, we have things like the MSSM and the minimal dark matter
model (chosen as I understand based on the simpler-is-better rule). But what
would physicists do when faced with more than one potential string solution that
fits experiment at low energies? You say what you need for predictivity is a
vacua-construction method; if you had one, what would you do with it? I’m not
trying to be snarky or difficult, I’m just trying to understand what the procedure
here would be.

49. Mikael
July 29, 2008

Peter,
I think it was good (or at least necessary) you wrote the book.

You know, what really strikes me is that even a guy like David Gross seems to
have become a little more skeptical about string theory in recent years. You’d
think that somebody like him as an independent thinker would give a damn
about such books and still he seems to have been influenced by this ongoing
discussion.

50. Peter Woit
July 29, 2008

Coin and Somebody,

Claiming that the situation of QFT (which makes a huge number of non-trivial,
verifiable predictions of high accuracy), and string theoy (which predicts
absolutely nothing) are the same is just sophistry. QFT would be in the same
situation as string theory if simple QFTs didn’t work, so you had to keep adding
more fields and complexity, just to evade falsification, ending up with a
complicated mess, unusable for predictions. That’s where string theory is now,
it’s not where QFT is.

51. somebody
July 30, 2008

“Claiming that the situation of QFT (which makes a huge number of non-trivial,
verifiable predictions of high accuracy), and string theoy (which predicts
absolutely nothing) are the same is just sophistry.”

The entire conversation was about an idealized scenario IF we had model-
building freedom in string theory. And there, sorry, I still stand by my claim.

Incidentally, “sophistry” implies malicious misrepresentation. Lets avoid personal
commentaries and attacks in discussions of physics, shall we? I just want to nip it
in the bud because I have seen (as I am sure you have) this sort of thing
degenerate into online foodfights.

“QFT would be in the same situation as string theory if simple QFTs didn’t work,
so you had to keep adding more fields and complexity, just to evade falsification,
..”



The real reason why we are forced to complexities in string theory is because we
are tied to certain kinds of models because of the technical tools we have for
model-building. Its like trying to build a ladder, but only using forks. It is entirely
unlike the situation in QFT where you have the freedom to build models
following ideas, and not technical tools.

Also, “simplicity” is an extremely slippery fish when you are only in the phase of
trying to understand the (non-perturbative) principles of the theory. If we did not
know about non-Abelian gauge symmetry of the Lagrangian description, there is
no sense to saying that a QFT is “simple” because the gauge groups are. If
somebody just gave you a bunch of rules for constructing messy scattering
amplitudes, we would first have to come up with a (non-perturbative) Lagrangian
description before even having a notion of “simplicity” of that description. This is
EXACTLY the state in string theory. So it is really not clear to me what is the
simplicity that we should expect from string theory at this stage.

Again, if you notice, both these issues stem from the lack of
understanding/control we have of string theory. I am entirely willing to give you
that these are real problems, and not merely details, but if you give me those, I
find no reason whatsoever why it is any less of a framework predictively than
QFT. Besides, I know that it gives me many generic features of particles physics,
I know that it has all the expected features of a quantum gravity including black
holes (at least once we fix the asymptotic boundary), and that it seems to
incoroporate and generalize the most successful ideas in physics like gauge
symmetry, spacetime geometry etc. It seems crazy not to want to understand
that structure.

52. somebody
July 30, 2008

Coin,

If there is more than one model that fits data at low energies, it is no longer
within the realm of science to want to distinguish them while doing only low
energy experiments. What we call the standard model is merely a collective tag
for all models that look like it at low energies. We can have more resolution in
the space of theories only as we probe higher energies. The real problem with
the low energy physics of today is that we know it has to fail being consistent at
some scale because of gravity etc. So we know it cannot be the thing. If we
understood string theory better, we could do UV complete model-building.

To make any successful model, we need ingenuity and creativity like Weinberg
and Salam had back in the day. I am saying that one way in which string theory
could deliver (one of the more unlikely ways, actually), is by being such a
PARADIGM in which one can exercise that creativity.

There are many questions to ask here, and many string theorists would not be
happy with this possible paradigm that I am suggesting here. But thats only
because the ways in which truth is going to be realized in the future is vague
speculation at this point. The only real way to find out is to work. My point was



only that the blanket statements that people make about predictivity are often a
result of confusing between preditivity with uniqueness. So I was demonstrating
by a scenario that uniqueness and predictivity are entirely different beasts.

I am kind of busy, so perhaps this message is not very clear.

53. stranger than fiction
July 30, 2008

The public opinion is relevant to the question what fields are generally
of importance for our societies and how money should be invested to
be as beneficial as possible, but the public never ‘votes’ on research
funding on the specialist level. There is a reason why funding agencies
have an elaborate referee process.

Sure but what are you willing to pay back?

String theorists paid back a little in the form of launching “The Elegant
Universe” into popular culture and speculative articles and popular science
books and TV shows on how string theory changes our view of the universe. I
think that’s part of the role science has to play within a culture that believes in
science and funds the creation of a particular world view and appreciates the
scientific method.

I’m not sure how this process can be avoided? Physics is not an auxiliary science
that can hide itself into obscure academic discussions but the very foundation of
the big picture. In that sense I also do understand physicists like Susskind who
try to launch ideas that are compliant with our knowledge of the universe
although they aren’t empirical. It is correct that they are used to avoid the
capitulation of string theory where they arise from but in the absence of a
stronger alternative they also avoid capitulation of fundamental research. It
compromises empirism in favour for science as a belief system that lets research
continue as it is. This is less ironic in the sense that we in fact know it is not true
but it is paradox: it lets something work by virtually terminating it.

Back to the public audience. You can’t avoid paying back and becoming criticized
for poor gifts, but the public has also no alternative to take what you give them
unless it wants to give up their faith in reason and embraces either scepticism (
postmodernism ) or old obscure gods.

54. Dexter Johnas
August 1, 2008

Sitting in the attic? Ha, all the better, that’s always a fun place to be curled up
with a book, or in this case a cam. Great discussion. So much talk about string
theory.

55. Daniel de França MTd2
August 5, 2008

Since this post is about videoblog, recently lubos made a post on Youtube



concerning criticism of string theory. The tone is very light heart, I was really
surprised.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZxPTRfztsE

56. Daniel de França MTd2
August 5, 2008

Sorry about the post, I found it at http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/08/01/new-
bounds-for-the-higgs/#comments , but I couldn’t refrain from posting here. It
just shows the guy on a different light.

57. Chris Oakley
August 6, 2008

I saw Lubos’s YouTube effort and remained puzzled as to why he chose to post it.
The only thing I can think of is that it is a coded message to his (alien)
controllers, pleading for clemency following the initial failure of his campaign to
subvert terrestrial science.

58. GC
August 23, 2008

I don’t remember it adding multiple trackbacks here in the past like it did now,
and I nearly always edit my posts after I publish them. Even now, I saw a few
edits I’d like to make, but I’ll wait until later to see if does it again.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZxPTRfztsE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZxPTRfztsE
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/08/01/new-bounds-for-the-higgs/#comments
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/08/01/new-bounds-for-the-higgs/#comments
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/08/01/new-bounds-for-the-higgs/#comments
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/08/01/new-bounds-for-the-higgs/#comments


ICHEP 2008

August 4, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

A major HEP conference, ICHEP 2008, is taking place in Philadelphia at the moment,
and many of the talks are already available online here. This is mostly a conference
devoted to experimental HEP, and the big news is the joint announcement by CDF and
D0 that they are just barely able to exclude, at 95% confidence level, the possibility of
a Higgs with mass of 170 GeV. This is the first new information about (ignoring
neutrinos…) the one remaining parameter of the Standard Model since LEP showed
that the Higgs mass can’t be below 115 Gev. For more about this, see Sunday’s ICHEP
plenary talk by Matthew Herndon.

Also announced at ICHEP and providing constraints on the possible Higgs mass are
new fits using precision electroweak measurements. Tommaso Dorigo has a nice
explanation of this story in a new posting here. Don’t miss the comment section,
which has a hilarious exchange between Lubos and an anonymous physicist who can’t
believe what is going on, asking Tommaso to check IP addresses to see if someone is
impersonating Lubos. The point of physics being discussed is an extremely interesting
one, but the mode of discussion ensures that enlightenment will not result.

Lyn Evans of the LHC gave a report on its progress. They expect to first try to inject a
beam about a month from now, with first collisions and data maybe two months later,
at 10 GeV center of mass energy. Evans is guessing that luminosity in 2008 will be
about 10 pb-1.

This morning, Joe Polchinski will give the plenary talk on “Recent Progress in Formal
Theory”, and Witten gave a public lecture Monday night. Nima Arkani-Hamed was
supposed to give a “Concluding Inspirational Talk”, but that appears to have been
canceled.

Update: It’s worth noting that the Higgs mass getting excluded is right in the middle
of where Alain Connes’s prediction from his NCG model comes in. Connes has a new
blog posting about this here, where he admirably notes how discouraging this is for
his model. Jacques Distler has a quite good new posting about the NCG model here.

More about this from Gordon Watts here.

Comments

1. somebody
August 5, 2008

Thanks for the link to Tommaso’s blog.

I must say that I have not been able to gather the verdict on the debate between
Lubos and Guess Who. Does the experimental data that Tommaso presents

http://www.hep.upenn.edu/ichep08/talks/misc/schedule
http://www.hep.upenn.edu/ichep08/talks/misc/schedule
http://www-d0.fnal.gov/Run2Physics/WWW/results/prelim/HIGGS/H64/H64.pdf
http://www-d0.fnal.gov/Run2Physics/WWW/results/prelim/HIGGS/H64/H64.pdf
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/08/01/new-bounds-for-the-higgs/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/08/01/new-bounds-for-the-higgs/
http://noncommutativegeometry.blogspot.com/2008/08/irony.html
http://noncommutativegeometry.blogspot.com/2008/08/irony.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001758.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/blog/archives/001758.html
http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2008/08/05/a-hunting-we-will-go/
http://gordonwatts.wordpress.com/2008/08/05/a-hunting-we-will-go/


constrain any effective Higgs that does the job of electroweak breaking? Or does
it assume certain classes of models for Higgs (like simple SM Higgs or MSSM
Higgs doublet)? Lubos seems to be arguing for the former while Guess Who
seems to be arguing for the latter (specifically, that technicolor models need to
be dealt with separately).

Much as I would hate teaming up with Lubosian lunacy, I must say that I find
Guess Who’s claim suspicious, and if true, something of a letdown – I was hoping
that those curves were “really” constraining the Higgs.

2. Peter Woit
August 5, 2008

somebody,

Those curves are based upon a straightforward fit to the SM model, so they tell
us where the Higgs is going to be found if we have just the SM, but I don’t see
how they tell us in general about very different models. The argument about
whether they “favor supersymmetry” just seems empty to me. As for whether
Lubos or “Guess Who” knows more about what they are talking about here,
that’s a point that doesn’t seem arguable at all…

3. DB
August 6, 2008

A Russian Academician has leaked the inauguration date for the LHC: October
21st.

http://en.rian.ru/world/20080805/115771418.html

4. Chip Neville
August 6, 2008

Peter,

This is off topic, but Sean over at Cosmic Variance has a very nice rundown on
what the LHC is likely to find, and not find, here.

5. Peter Woit
August 7, 2008

DB,

I thought that date had been public knowledge for quite a while. Those here who
predicted that CERN would do everything it could (including lowering the energy
of the beams) to get beams in the machine by the inauguration date were on the
money.

6. John Baez
August 9, 2008

Peter wrote:

http://en.rian.ru/world/20080805/115771418.html
http://en.rian.ru/world/20080805/115771418.html
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/08/04/what-will-the-lhc-find/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/08/04/what-will-the-lhc-find/


they are just barely able to exclude, at 95% confidence level, the
possibility of a Higgs with mass of 170 GeV.

Of exactly 170 GeV? I think I can exclude that with 95% confidence without even
doing any experiments. 

Of less than 170 GeV?

Within some range of 170 GeV?

7. Peter Woit
August 9, 2008

John,

What is being excluded at 95% confidence level is some small mass range about
170 GeV. The experiments don’t quote a range, and it appears to me that this is
because, however they have binned their data, they are just able to get above the
95% confidence level at one bin, that at 170 GeV. Under the circumstances,
quoting any particular small range about 170 GeV wouldn’t be very meaningful.

8. Coin
August 9, 2008

A Russian Academician has leaked the inauguration date for the LHC: October
21st.

I’m looking at this press release which says that the “first attempt to circulate a
beam” will be september 10, and that they’re this weekend (this is apparently
confirmed at uslhc.us) doing the first beam tests of any sort.

Does this information alter the Novosti article, or is it just describing something
different? Is the idea that the “inauguration” on Oct. 21 the same as first physics
collisions, and the september 10 event will be the first full-power full-circulation
beam test?

9. Peter Woit
August 9, 2008

Coin,

The October 21st event is a ceremony for dignitaries (including President
Sarkozy I believe) that was planned long ago. It doesn’t correspond to any
particular state of progress of getting the machine into operation.

10. Coin
August 10, 2008

Thanks!

11. Dominic Cummings
August 12, 2008

http://press.web.cern.ch/press/PressReleases/Releases2008/PR06.08E.html
http://press.web.cern.ch/press/PressReleases/Releases2008/PR06.08E.html


Dear Mr Woit

Do you know how I cd get hold of a copy of Witten’s public lecture at ICHEP08?

(Thanks v much for your v good blog.)

DC



FQXI and Templeton News

August 5, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

The FQXI organization has just announced the details of $2.7 million dollars in grants
that it will be handing out. The winners and their projects are described here. As
usual, one of the main topics funded by FQXI is multiverse studies. There’s also
another news story on the topic from them here, which examines the question: “Are
we in danger of a fatal crash with another universe?”

At the same time, FQXI announced an essay contest on the topic of “The Nature of
Time”, first prize is $10,000.

FQXI is funded by the Templeton Foundation, an organization whose goal is to bring
science and religion together. The founder of the Foundation, Sir John Templeton,
died last month at the age of 95, leaving his son in charge of the place. While the
father seems to have been a rather Unitarian sort, the son Jack is the money behind
the right-wing PAC Let Freedom Ring. Sir John’s death will provide Jack Templeton
with a lot more money to spend. The Chronicle of Philanthropy has a story about this,
which explains that the plan is to hire new vice-presidents, with the goal of coming up
with new ideas of how to spend more money to support free enterprise and virtue.
Not clear yet what this means for FQXI, or for some of the other physicist
beneficiaries of Templeton largess over the years.

Comments

1. Urs Schreiber
August 5, 2008

I sincerely wish the interest among cosmologists in multiverse story-telling were
due to evil influence and money from quasi-religious lobby groups as you keep
insinuating. But it isn’t. The Templeton foundation has no influence on the
scientific decisions of FQXi.

2. H-I-G-G-S
August 5, 2008

Based on title alone, my favorite award is:

Peter Byrne, Oxford University Press, $35,000, The Devil’s Pitchfork: Multiple
Universes, Mutually Assured Destruction, and the Meltdown of a Nuclear Family.

In an ideal world Mr Bryne would soon announce that this was a Sokal-like hoax,
but I fear we do not live in an ideal world.

3. Peter Woit
August 5, 2008

http://www.fqxi.org/large-grants/awardees
http://www.fqxi.org/large-grants/awardees
http://www.fqxi.org/data/articles/Garriga_Guth_Vilenkin.pdf
http://www.fqxi.org/data/articles/Garriga_Guth_Vilenkin.pdf
http://www.fqxi.org/community/essay
http://www.fqxi.org/community/essay
http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/tag/Let+Freedom+Ring
http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/tag/Let+Freedom+Ring
http://philanthropy.com/news/updates/5249/templeton-foundation-expects-big-asset-gain-following-founders-death
http://philanthropy.com/news/updates/5249/templeton-foundation-expects-big-asset-gain-following-founders-death


H-I-G-G-S,

Actually, it seems to me that’s one of the better grants. It’s not a grant
supporting science, but rather the writing of what sounds like an interesting
book about Hugh Everett.

Urs,

I don’t claim Templeton is giving money to scientists and telling them to work on
the multiverse. When it decided to fund FQXI, it was backing two scientists
(Aguirre and Tegmark) who are among those most interested in multiverse
studies. I think this reflects the Templeton point of view on science.

FQXI says that its grants “target research unlikely to be otherwise funded by
conventional sources.” Some of these grants, e.g. the one to Linde, are for what
appears to be mainstream research conducted by a prominent scientist at a
leading institution, research that one would normally expect to be funded by
NSF/DOE. Does this mean that NSF/DOE peer review panels are refusing to fund
multiverse research? If so, what does it mean for the field to have a very wealthy
private group devoted to promoting religion come in and heavily fund this
research, when the physics community as a whole doesn’t think it deserves
support?

4. Professor R
August 5, 2008

Essay contest on the topic of “The Nature of Time”?

I like the sound of that, and the max length is 5000 words, good scope there.
Less impressed with the judging method – on the form, you are invited to
suggest 3 reviewers. Hmm.

P.S. The London THES used to have a competition like this, pity they stopped it

5. JC
August 5, 2008

If string theory ever lost a significant proportion (or all) of its NSF/DOE funding,
what are the odds that they will resort to Templeton funding?

6. Elisha Feger
August 5, 2008

It’s fine to be suspicious of the source of funding for people’s work, but
ultimately I think it’s better to have more money available to go around. Yes, it
means more crap will get published. It also means more good work will get
funded. If nothing else it takes some of the pressure (political, social, and
otherwise) off of the NSF and other governmental actors to fund the latest fad
when there are private foundations giving out money as well.

7. Coin



August 5, 2008

Actually, it seems to me [The Devil’s Pitchfork: Multiple Universes, Mutually
Assured Destruction, and the Meltdown of a Nuclear Family.]’s one of the better
grants. It’s not a grant supporting science, but rather the writing of what sounds
like an interesting book about Hugh Everett.

…huh. Speaking as a long-time fan of a band called the Eels, whose frontman
and only static member (“E”) I later found out was Hugh Everett’s son, I’m
actually rather curious about that.

(A lot of the Eels songs make oblique reference to E’s troubled family life, which
was something that left me suddenly curious for details once I found out who E’s
father was. Actually looking on the website for the Devil’s Pitchfork guy I find
he’s got kind of a short prototype version of his book up, wherein he notes
Everett’s son, the Eels guy, actually wrote a memoir called “Things the
Grandchildren should Know”… very interesting!)

8. Tony Smith
August 5, 2008

From glancing at the 2008 FQXi award list, I noticed a few institutions with more
than one award winner:

UC Berkeley – 3
Oxford University – 2
Theiss Research – 2
Tufts University – 2

What might account for their success?

Tony Smith

9. Kea
August 5, 2008

I have at least heard of all but three of the awardees before. Many are well
known and many of them know each other (I know this first hand). And Aguirre
had the audacity to tell me that the judging was in no way biased!

10. Peter Woit
August 5, 2008

Tony,

The 3 from Berkeley probably just reflects the fact that Berkeley is a very large
university..

11. Nigel Cook
August 5, 2008

‘I sincerely wish the interest among cosmologists in multiverse story-telling were



due to evil influence and money from quasi-religious lobby groups as you keep
insinuating. But it isn’t. The Templeton foundation has no influence on the
scientific decisions of FQXi.’ – Urs.

Yes, I believe that – because it’s not the Templeton Foundation that’s to blame for
scientific decisions in handing out the rewards, but the scientists they choose to
make the decisions! Any ideas about who makes the decisions, Urs? Not the
multiverse and string theory fanatics, I presume.

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2008/05/fqxi.html

‘I agreed to participate in the review panel of FQXi’s new round of grant
competition.’ – Urs Schreiber

12. bob
August 5, 2008

Concering the two Oxford affiliates, Julian Barbour is completely self-funded and
has always been. Since he lives close to Oxford the philosopy of physics group
here provides him with an affiliation so he can get library access etc, but he
never got a penny as far as I know. He more than anyone is someone who
decided very early in his career that institutions aren’t going to make him do
good science. It’s great to see him get funding. Myself I found `refuge’ in a
computer science department, and this grant enables me to do foundations of
physics stuff, and hire someone who otherwise would have a hard time getting a
postdoc job given his field. While there is much activity here on many
worlds/universes etc, neither Julian Barbour nor I have any interest in that stuff.

13. A.J.
August 5, 2008

Nigel,

Urs is about as far as one can get from being “a string theory & multiverse
fanatic”. But don’t let that stop you from talking trash.

14. Esornep
August 5, 2008

PW said: “If so, what does it mean for the field to have a very wealthy private
group devoted to promoting religion come in and heavily fund this research,
when the physics community as a whole doesn’t think it deserves support?”

Since when does “NSF = physics community as a whole”?

If indeed Linde has trouble getting money from the NSF, something I find hard to
believe, then this is an appalling piece of incompetence on the part of the NSF.
And it if is true, then all the more we should thank Aguirre and Tegmark et al for
getting hold of money for people who want to do interesting research.

15. Urs Schreiber

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2008/05/fqxi.html
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2008/05/fqxi.html


August 6, 2008

Peter,

it seems to me that valid criticism of certain points — which might potentially
lead to controversial but constructive discussion — is at risk of being diluted if
accompanied with what comes across, if I may say that, as more or less random
mud-slinging that linearizes a complex reality to what almost sounds like a
Brownian conspiracy plot. In reality the issues — which are there — are much
more mundane.

16. Peter Woit
August 6, 2008

Hi Urs,

I agree with you. I was initially about to delete the hostile comment from Nigel
Cook (as I delete a lot of comments here…), but thought the link to your posting
was valuable. So, then I thought about somehow extracting the link and posting
it separately, or editing the comment, finally decided it was better to just let this
one through. Anyway, all, I’ll be even more vigilant in deleting empty hostility
from now on….

I’d certainly be curious to hear your thoughts on some of the more interesting
questions the FQXI grant decisions raise. It’s obviously a difficult task to choose
among unconventional research that the usual funding sources and many people
would dismiss, trying to identify what deserves support. Much of the FQXI list is
a reasonable take on this, and those like you who spent time working on this
deserve thanks. If people want to discuss this aspect of FQXI, one place to do it
would be Kea’s blog

http://kea-monad.blogspot.com/2008/07/fqxi-proposal.html

where you can see what this looks like from the point of view of an unsuccessful
applicant.

While I can see how these decisions probably went, the thing that I’m more
curious about is the decision to fund research that I would have thought couldn’t
possibly qualify as “unlikely to be supported by conventional funding sources”.
Linde, Vilenkin and Bousso are among the most prominent people in their fields,
working at major institutions, giving high-profile talks at conferences, appearing
regularly in the press, etc. On the one hand anthropic multiverse proponents
regularly claim that their view is increasingly the dominant, conventional one in
the field, here we have FQXI saying this is unconventional research that can’t get
funding elsewhere. Which is it???

One other decision about “unconventionality” that I found odd was that about
Subir Sachdev’s proposal. He’s a Harvard professor, and as far as I can tell the
topic of using AdS/CFT to do condensed matter physics is one of the hottest
topics in string theory. A Harvard professor proposing to work on one of the most
fashionable topics around is something it is hard to see as unconventional.

http://kea-monad.blogspot.com/2008/07/fqxi-proposal.html
http://kea-monad.blogspot.com/2008/07/fqxi-proposal.html


Maybe this has something to do with the politics of condensed matter research
funding, where I guess this might look unconventional, even if it is highly
conventional from the string theory side.

17. Belizean
August 6, 2008

Confusion about Templeton funding conventional research by established
researchers in venerable institutions might be eliminated by the considering the
foundation’s apparent objective: to purchase legitimacy.

18. Anthony Aguirre
August 6, 2008

Hi All,

I think this discussion is valuable, because FQXi is continually working to
improve how well it serves the scientific community, and because it struggles
with these very same issues. There are a few comments it might be worth
making from the ‘inside’ perspective.

1) This is hard. The questions you have been raising are tricky, and the grant
panels don’t get the luxury of just complaining or applauding — they have to
actually weigh all of these factors and make decisions. I would also say that the
panelists are talented, careful, fair, and very open-minded people making
decisions on the very criteria that are contained in the FQXi request for
proposals. I think they have done a great job and am grateful for their somewhat
painful decision making.

2) To those that complain loudly that their application was unsucessful, I would
say: I’m sympathetic, but welcome to the club! Even top scientists *often* have
proposals rejected. FQXi funded 33 grants (and many with reduced budgets) out
of 190ish initial proposals. The NSF often funds 10-20% of theirs.

3) “Well-known” and “at a top institution” often means “well paid” but it does not
always mean well-funded. In some cases, you’d be surprised. Also, in some cases
grants going to “famous” people support postdoctoral positions and are in that
way really supporting less-known researchers.

4) Specifically, in terms of the multiverse, I would say that these proposers
simply out-competed many others. A great majority of the top people in this field
applied, and they wrote good proposals. Number of well-written proposals
arguing *against* the multiverse, or suggesting compelling alternative early-
universe scenarios: small or negligible. I think the panel would have more than
welcomed them.

5) Along these lines, while I’m very happy for FQXi to be funding what it did, to
those that have more negative views, I would say: write better proposals! There
are some great people from whom I would personally have liked to see proposals
but didn’t. And there are others from whom I would have liked to see different
(more unconventional or bold, perhaps) proposals. And there were lots of



proposals that just did not make as compelling case as they could have.

6) More money would also help. Tell your rich friends. While the Templeton
Foundation has generously funded FQXi’s first years of operation and *appear*
to like what we are doing (they are in fact very hands-off), they have given no
guarantee of future funding.

19. Peter Woit
August 6, 2008

Anthony,

Thanks for the comments on this. Good luck finding suitable funding for the
future….

20. Esornep
August 6, 2008

My comments are directed to Anthony Aguirre.
[a] You’re doing a great job! Really. This thing really boosts morale, even for
people like me who did not apply. Keep it up!
[b] Are the recipients of last year’s grants encouraged or required to report on
the progress they have made? I am *not* thinking in terms of “accountability”,
I’m just thinking that most of the projects looked really interesting and I just
want to know what the recipients did, even if no spectacular progress was made.
I realise that this would have to be handled diplomatically, but could you ask
them to tell us what they now think is the state of the art in their respective
fields? That would be useful and interesting.
[c] You say “There are some great people from whom I would personally have
liked to see proposals but didn’t. ” Did you write to these people to encourage
them to apply? Whatever their reasons for not applying, I’m sure that they would
be deeply grateful for such a letter.

In that connection: PW points out that some leaders in the field have the habit of
claiming that the multiverse view is the dominant one in some sense. The reality
is somewhat more complex. Last year I submitted a multiverse paper to [famous
journal] and the editor returned it saying that they felt it was too speculative. I
subsequently published it in [equally famous journal]. I suspect that the truth is
that the acceptabilty of papers on this subject is strongly dependent on the name
of the author and/or his affiliation. Hence my references to morale-building.

21. Peter Woit
August 6, 2008

Esnorep,

It does seem that the legitimacy of multiverse research remains a contentious
issue. Unfortunately, to me the morale of its proponents seems all too high…..

22. Daniel de França MTd2
August 6, 2008



@Anthony Aguirre

“Number of well-written proposals arguing *against* the multiverse, or
suggesting compelling alternative early-universe scenarios: small or negligible.”

So, next year, I foresee a great number of people applying against The Flooding
and astrology.

23. V.T.
August 7, 2008

“Number of well-written proposals arguing *against* the multiverse, or
suggesting compelling alternative early-universe scenarios: small or
negligible.”

Maybe this deserves further qualification:

a) the “multiverse idea” may be quite correct and still problematic as a research
topic at the moment: there is so very little known on which to base concrete
scientific discussion on.

Similar problems exist for potentially scientific topics such as, for instance,
extraterrestrial life: while it may well exist, at the present stage a scientific
article on this topic is bound to be lacking a basis.

So one may not want to argue against the “multiverse idea” and still feel
troubled by the amount of attention it is getting. Whereof one cannot speak (yet)
thereof one must be silent, as the saying goes.

b) It seems one should clearly distinguish between, on the one hand, relatively
concrete and valuable aspects of the “multiverse scenario” where concrete
cosmological models are treated, which can be handled quantitatively in terms of
equations to some extent and — on the other hand — general far-out non-
quantitive speculations inspired by the “multiverse idea”. The main concern
about research inspired by the “multiverse idea” that I have seen is that the
latter aspect is tending to dominate the former.

24. Chris Austin
August 7, 2008

Hi Anthony Aguirre,

Perhaps I could make a comment about the 500 word limit on the initial
proposal. Of course I appreciate that there has to be some reasonable limit on
the length of such initial proposals. I sat down to try to write the most concise
summary possible of what I wanted to do, and then counted the words, which
unfortunately came to about 1500. I then tried to reduce this down to 500 while
still presenting something coherent, and by the time I had finished, there was
nothing left but parts of the first and the last paragraph, with most of the
summary of the proposed work gone. So I was not really surprised when my
initial proposal was rejected. Of the 500 words, approximately the last 250 were



taken up by demonstrating that my proposal was topical, foundational, and
unconventional.

Best regards,
Chris

25. Anthony Aguirre
August 7, 2008

Esornep:

a) Thanks for your kind words!

b) Yes, FQXi requires that the grantees send annual renewal applications (for
multi-year grants) and final reports for all grants. We keep track of the
publications associated with each grant as well. We don’t display all of this in
public, but do take care that grantees are doing something like what they said
they would, and that for funding to be continued after the first year, that they are
actually making progress.

c) No, FQXi did not really reach out to individual researchers. I feel that the
desires I mentioned are more my personal wishes as a researcher than
something to be pushed with my FQXi hat on, where my main goal is to be
evenhanded and not push any particular agenda.

VT and Daniel de Franca:

I agree that the people most likely to point out actual problems with the
multiverse idea are those that take it seriously and actually work on it. Indeed,
some of the strongest and most detailed criticisms of mulitverse ideas are in
papers of mine, though I might reasonably be termed a ‘multiverse aficionado’

I also strongly agree that it is important to distinguish between various versions
of the ‘multiverse’, since some (like different Hubble volumes) are completely
innocuous and hard to avoid, whereas others (such as the ensemble of all
possible conceivable universes) seem nearly impossible to test or even discuss
with any rigor.

Chris:

Thanks for this — it is something we have been considering for future rounds:
500 is a real challenge for both proposers and reviewers.

26. Physics Professor
August 7, 2008

Does anyone know what the “giant void” is that is mentioned here?

http://www.fqxi.org/large-grants/awardee/details/2008/mersini-houghton:

“One of our predictions here, the existence of a giant void was confirmed by
observations only 7 months later. ”

http://www.fqxi.org/large-grants/awardee/details/2008/mersini-houghton
http://www.fqxi.org/large-grants/awardee/details/2008/mersini-houghton


Where was this giant void observed? When was it predicted?

27. Peter Woit
August 7, 2008

Physics Professor,

That claim was covered in an edition here of “This Week’s Hype”

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=621

28. Physics Professor
August 7, 2008

Thanks Peter,

Now it all makes sense.

The giant void and multiverses were created to contain the FQXI funding and
protect physicists from it.

29. Esornep
August 7, 2008

Anthony: sure, I have no doubt that you keep an eye on how the money is spent,
but what I meant was that *I* [and others] would just like to know how the
awardees are going. I’m not suggesting that they be forced to make this public,
but perhaps they could be encouraged to do so? A lot of very interesting stuff
there!

AA also says: “I also strongly agree that it is important to distinguish between
various versions of the ‘multiverse’, since some (like different Hubble volumes)
are completely innocuous and hard to avoid…..”

Exactly. I think that critics of the multiverse should begin by familiarizing
themselves with the paper that started it all: Coleman and De Luccia 1980. I
assume that PW and other critics would not regard Coleman as a pseudo-
scientist, yet he and De Luccia explicitly consider the possibility that *our*
Universe is the interior of a CDL bubble. Granted that we live in what is probably
an eternally expanding universe, the onus is on the critics to show that CDL
bubbles can’t form, or that if they do form they can never resemble our Universe,
etc etc etc. Likewise *if* our universe is infinitely large: if you don’t like the
consequences of that, write a paper showing that the idea is inconsistent with
something. Too much of the anti-multiverse polemic takes the form, “Gee, that’s
really weird, therefore it’s ridiculous to think about it!”; the critics don’t seem to
realise that a multiverse *seems* to be an inevitable consequence of our current
[observationally favored] theories. [It may not be, but showing that would be a
diffcult technical exercise.]

In short: if you don’t like it, master Coleman and De Luccia and write a paper
proving that they made some fatal mistake.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=621
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=621


30. Peter Woit
August 7, 2008

Esnorep,

I don’t know of any way to use Coleman – De Luccia to make any testable
predictions about anything. Do you? The problem is not a fatal technical mistake
in their work

I’m a skeptic about the possibility of multiverse studies leading to anything
testable in observational cosmology, but willing to admit that such a thing is not
in principle inconceivable. I just don’t see any evidence of this going anywhere.

My main interest though is not in cosmology but in particle physics. It is there
that the “string theory anthropic multiverse” is out-and-out pseudo-science,
nothing but an attempt to find some way of refusing to admit the failure of the
string theory unification program. Promoting this to young scientists and to the
public is having disastrous effects on the subject and how it is perceived.

31. Richard
August 7, 2008

Several years ago there was a single panel cartoon in the newspaper called I
Need Help that pointed to where we may look for evidence of a multiverse.The
caption on top of the panel says “In a parallel universe, not far from out own …”.
Within the panel, a woman has just removed clothes from a dryer, and she’s
holding a pair of socks in front of her. She exclaims,

“For cryin’ out loud … extra socks again!”

As a bonus, this may also suggest a new law of physics: conservation of socks.

Hmmm, maybe I should quit working on topological dynamics tonight and head
to the basement and start disassembling that dryer. I wonder if I could get a
grant …

32. somebody
August 8, 2008

“I don’t know of any way to use Coleman – De Luccia to make any testable
predictions about anything. Do you? The problem is not a fatal technical mistake
in their work.”

If there is no mistake, why do you reject the consequences of it? If you agree that
Coleman – De Luccia is a consequence of standard QFT and gravity, I don’t see
how you can justify NOT pushing forward so we either understand the
consequences of tunneling between universes or see a contradiction. Like
(penrose)^T says, most of the criticism about this issue is knee-jerk, many
examples of which you can see on this thread.

Besides, I don’t see why it is it manifestly impossible that there cannot be any



signatures of tunneling. A tunneling bubble is a like an expanding cavity, and
cavity-radiation can leave signatures on the CMB (for instance), depending on
the ambience into which it expands. To see whether it is actually measurable or
too small, is an actual computation and no amount of talk will settle it. This is
just one example.

“I don’t know of any way to use Coleman – De Luccia to make any testable
predictions about anything. Do you? The problem is not a fatal technical mistake
in their work.”

Here is an example for non-testability which is actually even worse (not even
direct CMB is not of much use here):

Hawking radiation (and for that matter most of black hole physics) does not
make any testable predictions either. By your standard, a tremendous amount of
intelligent extrapolation that we currently call theoretical physics will have to go
out the window. I am not saying that this is not a reasonable view to hold, but I
am saying that it is not very meaningful then to complain against this or that
specific issue.

Testability is certainly important, but the way you are proposing it here sounds
like a very short-sighted way to go about it. You give absolutely no value to what
many people would call “understanding” or “insight”. I think most practicing
theoretical physicists will be of the opinion that thinking about black holes,
tunneling etc. has taught us the few things that we actually think we know about
quantum gravity.

33. woit
August 8, 2008

Somebody,

You are completely ignoring what I wrote and arguing against a straw man. What
you quoted was just a response to the suggestion that if one doesn’t like the
multiverse hype, the only thing to do is to find an error in Coleman De Luccia.
The problem that concerns me has nothing to do with the technical validity of
that calculation.

I’m all in favor of speculative research devoted to trying to better understand
physics at the deepest level, even when this research is still far from being able
to make experimental predictions. That’s actually what I spend much of my time
doing. What I’m not in favor of is pseudo-scientific research aimed not at getting
a deeper understanding, but at avoiding admitting the failure of an enterprise
that many people have a lot invested in.

34. Esornep
August 8, 2008

The point is that there are many *kinds* of multiverse research, ranging from
concrete calculations and — yes — predictions [such as the kind of work Anthony
Aguirre, and several others, have been doing] to much more way-out stuff.



Likewise, some of it is closely related to string theory, while a large amount
[such as anything connected with CDL bubble universes] has nothing whatever
to do with string theory, except that string theorists hope that it might
instantiate their Landscape. On the other side, critics range from whackos who
think that *all* talk of multiverses is evil or laughable, right up to people who
have concrete technical reasons for thinking [for example] that the string
landscape does not exist. *It is important to be precise about where in these
spectra one stands. *

PW says: “I just don’t see any evidence of this going anywhere.”
Well, I don’t see any evidence of geometric Langlands going anywhere of interest
to physicists. In fact, nobody has explained what that stuff would be good for
even if geometric Langlands turns out to be a “success”. So what? I hate most
kinds of white wine. Do you care? Shall I set up a blog called “Not Even
Vinegar”? Well, blogs are often nothing but a way to vent, but I think you hope to
achieve more than that…..

Short version: the perception many people get [see Urs’ posts] is that you, PW,
are dismissive of *all* multiverse research, think that it is the work of shadowy
cult-like crypto-fascist organizations, etc. It now appears that we may have been
mistaken about this, since you are “willing to admit that such a thing is not in
principle inconceivable” but you really can’t blame us when you see a post like
this one. Nor can you blame people for feeling offended.

35. Peter Woit
August 8, 2008

Esnorep,

I think it is highly misleading to claim that multiverse research has produced
predictions. Finding some scenario (for which there is not the slightest evidence
now) in which some small imprint of the universe before the big bang appears in
the CMB is very different than coming up with a testable prediction based on
invoking a multiverse. For one thing, the multiverse hypothesis can’t be falsified
this way.

I’ve never made any comments about “shadowy cult-like crypto-fascist
organizations”. I’ve made very specific claims that the Templeton foundation
likes to fund multiverse pseudo-science because they’re explicitly in favor of
blurring the boundaries of what is science and what isn’t. Scientists should be
worried by this kind of thing.

If multiverse proponents find my comments offensive, too bad. I find what most
of them are doing offensive pseudo-science. No, it’s not all the same. Some of it
is science, although of an extremely speculative sort that has not led anywhere,
and for which there are good arguments that it can’t. Much of it though is
nothing but a bald-faced attempt to avoid admitting failure by trashing the
scientific method.

Geometric Langlands may or may not lead to anything important in physics. But
even if it doesn’t, it’s definitely important mathematics, and worth attention



because of this.

36. gs
August 10, 2008

Dear somebody,
CDL obtained their results by boldly applying the semi-classical Euclidean path
integral methods to the case of gravity. Do you know of any calculable settings
(AdS/CFT, matrix theory?) in which the formation of CDL bubbles has been
demonstrated?
Cheers

37. Terry Hughes
August 13, 2008

Practical application of the “multiverse” concept exist! Here’s one as
summarized in Wikipedia [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinestro] which might be
especially important since Warner Brothers has just greenlighted a new Green
Lantern movie:

52 Multiverse

In the final issue of DC Comics’ 2006-07 year-long weekly series, 52 #52, it was
revealed that a “Multiverse” system of 52 parallel universes, with each Earth
being a different take on established DC Comics characters as featured in the
mainstream continuity (designated as “New Earth”) had come into existence.
The Multiverse acts as a storytelling device that allows writers to introduce
alternate versions of fictional characters, hypothesize “what if?” scenarios,
revisit popular Elseworlds stories and allow these characters to interact with the
mainstream continuity.

The 2007-08 weekly series Countdown to Final Crisis (or simply Countdown) and
its spin-offs would either directly show or insinuate the existence of alternate
versions of Sinestro in the Multiverse. For example, Countdown #16 detailed
that the Sinestro of Earth-51 has been murdered by the pro-active Batman of his
world, in a crusade against its villains. Countdown spin-off series Countdown
Presents: Lord Havok and the Extremists depicted a version of Sinestro in its 3rd
issue (2008) from an alternate world referred to as “Green Sinestro”, depicted as
a part of the villainous Monarch’s army. This version has his original green
power ring, but is no less vicious than his mainstream continuity counterpart and
the official designation of his world is unrevealed.

38. Coin
August 14, 2008

Hi Terry,

The problem with comic-book-based predictions is that predictions concerning
superhero comics are as a rule not falsifiable, due to comic authors’ tendencies
to retcon everything and anything the instant it would be convenient to some
particular plot. As a result of this effect any statement you can formulate



concerning comic characters or universes will, with probability approaching one
as time goes to infinity, at some pair of points have been both true and false
respectively, thus making it impossible to ever to satisfy the Popperian criteria

39. Terry Hughes
August 14, 2008

Coin,

Yes, yes, what you say makes good sense. On the other hand, what you say also
seems to apply as well to string theorists as it does to comic book authors, which
is probably your pretty subtle and witty point. In fact, I would argue that there
seems to be more in the way of reality checks and falsifiable predictions in the
DC multiverse theory than in, say, the Suskind Theory(ies) and other multiverse
theories that have been subject to more extensive academic analysis. As a
preliminary matter, let’s not forget that the DC Theory POSTDICTS all prior
developments not just of Green Lantern but in the entire Justice League of
America ouevre, which is surely as impressive as string theory postdicting
gravity in the wrong dimensions. And the DC Theory actually predicts that there
are EXACTLY 52 alternate universes and that the Sinestro in Universe 51 has a
GREEN power ring (not yellow, as in our universe). Those are predictions one
can get one’s hands on, at least in principle. I would have thought that it was as
important to any good multiverse theory to predict an exact number of
multiverses as it is for a good piano to have exactly 88 keys. But what the hell do
I know?

40. Doug
August 14, 2008

Peter,

You wrote:

I’m all in favor of speculative research devoted to trying to better
understand physics at the deepest level, even when this research is
still far from being able to make experimental predictions. That’s
actually what I spend much of my time doing. What I’m not in favor of
is pseudo-scientific research aimed not at getting a deeper
understanding, but at avoiding admitting the failure of an enterprise
that many people have a lot invested in.

If I understand correctly, your foundational studies likely focus on “not just
unification of physics, but unification with mathematics…”

I’ve been trying to understand if this should be interpreted as “unification [of
physics] with mathematics…,” or “unification [of] mathematics…”

I would really appreciate any clarification of this you might feel inclined to offer,
but in either case, do you think you could ever see yourself writing a FQXI
proposal (or essay), based on your thinking along these lines?



41. Peter Woit
August 14, 2008

Doug,

Personally I believe that deep mathematical ideas and deep ideas about physics
tend to come together, so, sure, there is some deeper unification of physics and
mathematics out there that awaits our understanding. We’ll see.

At the moment I don’t have any particular need for grant funding so I’m not
about to apply for any from FQXI or anywhere else. I don’t have an absolutist
position that one shouldn’t take money from organizations whose goals one
disagrees with, but I do think one should avoid this if one can. So, because of its
Templeton funding, FQXI would not be the first place I would think of applying to
for a grant.

42. Terry Hughes
August 16, 2008

This just in
[http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/08
/15/sciwarpdrive115.xml]:

“Two physicists have boldly gone where no reputable scientists should go and
devised a new scheme to travel faster than the speed of light. …. All this
extraordinary feat requires, says the new study, is for scientists to harness a
mysterious and poorly understood cosmic antigravity force, called dark energy.
…. The new warp drive work also draws on “string theory”, which suggests the
universe is made up of multiple dimensions. We are used to four dimensions –
height, width, length and time but string theorists believe that there are a total
of 10 dimensions and it is by changing the size of this 10th spatial dimension in
front of the space ship that the Baylor researchers believe could alter the
strength of the dark energy in such a manner to propel the ship faster than the
speed of light. They conclude by recommending that it would be “prudent to
research this area further.””

Talk about practical applications for string theory! Of course, there are the
predictable nit pickers and naysayers standing in the way of such visionary
thinking.

43. woit
August 16, 2008

Terry,

I was tempted to write a posting about this, including links to the press release
that the authors had their university put out, and to the many places which now
feature stories about how “string theory is used to make a warp drive”.

But sometimes I guess I should try and exercise restraint, and just ignore the
stupider things that string theorists do and promote to the press…



44. Terry Hughes
August 16, 2008

Peter –

You are correct, in my opinion. Expressly criticizing the stupider string theorists’
self promotion efforts (like this warp drive nonsense) could easily turn
counterproductive because it could easily open the critic to the charge that he is
distracted and wasting time shooting down ideas that are not central to the
development of string theory or the product of string theory’s stronger
advocates. That’s why it’s better for the criticism to come in a stray comment
than a post!

By the way, I also believe that deep mathematical ideas and deep ideas about
physics tend to come together. That’s why I’m very skeptical that the physics of
string theory could turn out to be essentially empty (which has not been
definitively proven, but seems increasingly likely) but the mathematics derived
from, characteristic of, and spun off by, string theory could turn out (or has
turned out) to be as wonderful and profound as is now maintained in many
quarters of the higher mathematical world (in my opinion, among many people
who should know better). If there is some deeper unification of physics and
mathematics out there that awaits our understanding, then I do not see how it is
likely to unify trivial and/or incorrect physics with brilliant, profound
mathematics. Sadly, mathematics lacks even the one weak check physics has on
errant enthusiasms: a demand for predictions and falsifiable experimental
results.

But what the hell do I know?



Furby, Tamagachis, string theory…

August 8, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Things don’t seem to be going well these days for string theory in the “marketplace of
ideas”. From an article about gasoline-saving pedals:

The 1990’s were the host of many great fads. Furby, Tamagachis, string
theory, the examples are as numerous as the many incarnations of Prince.

Comments

1. Noah
August 8, 2008

Um…it’s “tamagotchi” or “tamagochi”…

2. Van
August 8, 2008

Well, I have to admit that this is clear evidence that string theory is going out of
fashion and Peter Woit has emerged victorious.

3. Daniel de França MTd2
August 9, 2008

String Theory should be out of fashion, but it isn’t at all. Just check how many
articles are posted everyday…

4. M. Wang
August 9, 2008

Blame that on the tenure system. It is rather anachronic to offer lifetime job
protection after just a few years of work experience in this day and age.

Tenure system was largely responsible for stifling out-of-box thinkers in
academia and therefore partially contributed to the rise of String. Now it will
continue to protect people who really belong to the trash heap of history.

5. big vlad
August 10, 2008

M.Wang, surely on the contrary the tenure system encourages out of the box
thinkers. Once you’ve got tenure you don’t have to worry about publishing x
papers per year, or how many citations you have. You can just work on whatever
you want.

If you’re a postdoc who has to make applications to new institutions every 2

http://gas2.org/2008/08/05/every-drop-counts-nissan-to-equip-cars-with-fuel-efficient-eco-pedals/
http://gas2.org/2008/08/05/every-drop-counts-nissan-to-equip-cars-with-fuel-efficient-eco-pedals/


years you’re forced to work on whatever is fashionable.

6. M. Wang
August 10, 2008

With or without tenure system, the postdocs will have no job security until they
make it to the next (or the next next) level.

Full professorship, however, will be available to younger researchers if we do
away with the tenure system or at least lower the mandatory retirement age. FBI
agents have to retire at the age of 57. Why do physics professors stay on into the
60s or 70s? How many innovative advances were done by people older than 50
anyway?

7. chris
August 11, 2008

what’s wrong with tamagotchis? thay are cool 

8. David B.
August 11, 2008

Dear Wang:

The tenure system is far better than the alternative you are suggesting. If you
want to have an example of how bad things can get, consider the case of
someone who gets to recompete for his professorship every few years without
any security and a salary that is considerably below what you could get in
industry positions, where they pay better so you to take the risk of lossing your
job. You would not be able to get the best people to do research and public
universities would not have the funds to pay for their salaries (they would be
considered too expensive). There has to be something at the end that will make
such an investment on time for individuals to be worth their while and tenure
plays an important role in guaranteeing the quality of the research. It is not
neccessarily fair, but it is cost-effective and I would say that it is being put to
good use.

Mandatory retirment in professions where there is physical rigor and you could
potentially harm someone by not being able to react quickly enough or where
you might be taking a risk on your life is rather standard. For most other
professions around the world, retirement age is around 65.

In academic positions the experience of professors far outweighs their drop in
productivity as they age: they train new generations that relish the opportunity
to be able to work with them. Consider the fact that retiring people early is just
an added cost to society: you have to pay their retirement benefits after all.

Also, tenured professorships, especially in theoretical physics, usually involve
people spending ten to fifteen years previous in training for the chance to get
one: a pHD plus a few postdoctoral positions plus the time as a junior professor
with no guarantees of getting tenured. I would not call that ‘just a few years



experience’, but rather a very expensive investment in funds trying to get the
best people for the job. You want to keep that investment giving returns for as
long as you can.

9. ninguem
August 12, 2008

I’d be happy to retire at age 57 if I was given a nice pension. Under the current
system in vogue at most US universities, I can’t afford to retire at 57 and I
probably won’t be otherwise employable at that age.

10. M. Wang
August 12, 2008

David,

I understand where your arguments come from. Unfortunately, they are basically
the same ones that socialists the world over had used in the past hundred years
to justify lifetime job protection. The reality, which if you want you can find in
any Econ 101 textbook, is that a rigid job market shaves off about 1-2% in annual
productivity growth. Why would university jobs be immune from this universal
law of economics? No reason whatsoever.

A common mistake made when arguing in favor of continuing the socialist status
quo is to assume that the rest of the system will remain unchanged when the
obvious safety net is dismantled. In reality, human society is a dynamic organism.
Without the rigid job protection, the employers and the employees (as well as
other stake holders such as students) will set new rules and form new norms that
maintain a better balance among efficiency, fairness and safety.

Experience is important in a lot of other disciplines. For example, the French
railroad workers can easily argue that it takes decades to learn to operate their
railroads safely and proficiently, but look at the end result of their rigid job
protection: a ridiculously low productivity level. Forty years ago, the French GDP
was significantly higher than the British. Now it is the other way around, thanks
to the Thatcher revolution in 80’s, which, if summarized to one principle, is
about unleashing creative destruction through increase in job mobility.

Ironically, theoretical particle physics is the one academic field where experience
has had very little to do with meaningful achievements historically. This is a
profession that should value innovation above all else, much like the silicon
valley. Can you imagine Google or Intel offering tenures to their employees?
Don’t Intel engineers deserve the job security? Doesn’t their experience count?

Theoretical particle physics is also rather unique among academic fields in that
nowadays young PhDs have to do 4 or 5 postdocs on a routine basis. The
mathematicians don’t have to. The chemists don’t have to. The EE majors don’t
have to. Don’t you think this is very wrong to these young researchers and
detrimental to the whole discipline as well? With a serious problem such as this
plaguing the field, Physics really is crying out for structure reform. Breaking
down the job protection for senior staff is a time-tested way of improving the



welfare of entry-level personnel. If there is a better way to help the postdocs, I
don’t know it.

I should add here that the cruel practice of a potentially career ending review
every one or two years was unheard of in the capitalist world until Jeff Skilling
introduced it into Enron. Somehow, it never quite caught on among other
corporations. I am just aghast at the way the physics community takes as a
given.

The entrenched interests may be too strong to even allow the mere
contemplation of reform in academia right now. But in a few decades, when the
economic center of gravity moves to China and India, tougher competition in
higher education may finally force some real changes. I can think of a few
rational possibilities, such as clearer separation of teaching and research duties,
more flexible hiring and firing practices, greater emphasis on students’ welfare,
and, yes, better pay for the junior faculty members. Until then, my sympathy to
all the struggling postdocs.

11. M. Wang
August 12, 2008

David,

I understand where your arguments come from. Unfortunately, they are basically
the same ones that socialists the world over had used in the past hundred years
to justify lifetime job protection. The reality, which if you want you can find in
any Econ 101 textbook, is that a rigid job market shaves off about 1-2% in annual
productivity growth. Why would university jobs be immune from this universal
law of economics? No reason whatsoever.

A common mistake made when arguing in favor of continuing the socialist status
quo is to assume that the rest of the system will remain unchanged when the
obvious safety net is dismantled. In reality, human society is a dynamic organism.
Without the rigid job protection, the employers and the employees (as well as
other stake holders such as students) will set new rules and form new norms that
maintain a better balance among efficiency, fairness and safety.

Experience is important in a lot of other disciplines. For example, the French
railroad workers can easily argue that it takes decades to learn to operate their
railroads safely and proficiently, but look at the end result of their rigid job
protection: a ridiculously low productivity level. Forty years ago, the French GDP
was significantly higher than the British. Now it is the other way around, thanks
to the Thatcher revolution in 80’s, which, if summarized to one principle, is
about unleashing creative destruction through increase in job mobility.

Ironically, theoretical particle physics is the one academic field where experience
has had very little to do with meaningful achievements historically. This is a
profession that should value innovation above all else, much like the silicon
valley. Can you imagine Google or Intel offering tenures to their employees?
Don’t Intel engineers deserve the job security? Doesn’t their experience count?



Theoretical particle physics is also rather unique among academic fields in that
nowadays young PhDs have to do 4 or 5 postdocs on a routine basis. The
mathematicians don’t have to. The chemists don’t have to. The EE majors don’t
have to. Don’t you think this is very wrong to these young researchers and
detrimental to the whole discipline as well? With a serious problem such as this
plaguing the field, Physics really is crying out for structure reform. Breaking
down the job protection for senior staff is a time-tested way of improving the
welfare of entry-level personnel. If there is a better way to help the postdocs, I
don’t know it.

I should add here that the cruel practice of a potentially career ending review
every one or two years was unheard of in the capitalist world until Jeff Skilling
introduced it into Enron. Somehow, it never quite caught on among other
corporations. I am just aghast at the way the physics community takes as a
given.

The entrenched interests may be too strong to even allow the mere
contemplation of reform in academia right now. But in a few decades, when the
economic center of gravity moves to China and India, tougher competition in
higher education may finally force some real changes. I can think of a few
rational possibilities, such as clearer separation of teaching and research duties,
more flexible hiring and firing practices, greater emphasis on students’ welfare,
and, yes, better pay for the junior faculty members. Until then, my sympathy to
all the struggling postdocs.

12. Anonymous
August 13, 2008

As a tenured professor, I certainly see some of my colleagues who should have
retired long ago. On the other hand, most professors are still quite competent at
teaching at 65 and 70 (and some are still so as they get into the upper 70’s, but
this is much less common), and a few are still doing very good research at this
age. So I would suggest 57 is much too low for retirement age.

Actually, I believe it is illegal for universities to have mandatory retirement ages
in the U.S. It is definitely possible to have one-time retirement incentives, and I
suspect from this fact that it would be possible to have a system where you
received a somewhat larger pension if you retired between 65 and 70 than if you
stayed on longer. I think this would be a good idea (with maybe very rare
exceptions for outstanding indivicuals).

13. bane
August 13, 2008

One way of reconciling M Wang’s viewpoint on Professors, retirement and
innovation from people over 50 is that maybe Professors don’t have that much to
do with actual direct innovative research? They teach, sit on departmental
committees, know how to write grant proposals in appropriate language that
funding committees are comfortable with, they sit on funding committees, write
funding letters to alumni, engage in networking, etc, all useful jobs that really



don’t have much to do with being innovative.

Of course that’s probably a heretical viewpoint.

14. bane
August 13, 2008

I see I was a bit unclear: above I meant to say “maybe under the current system
Professors don’t have that much to do with actual direct innovative research
anyway?”

15. M. Wang
August 13, 2008

David,

I understand where your arguments come from. Unfortunately, they are basically
the same ones that socialists the world over had used in the past hundred years
to justify lifetime job protection. The reality is that a rigid job market shaves off
about 1-2% in annual productivity growth. Why would university jobs be immune
from this universal law of economics? No reason whatsoever.

A common mistake made when arguing in favor of continuing the socialist status
quo is to assume that the rest of the system will remain unchanged when the
obvious safety net is dismantled. In reality, human society is a dynamic organism.
Without the rigid job protection, the employers and the employees (as well as
other stake holders such as students) will set new rules and form new norms that
maintain a better balance among efficiency, fairness and safety.

Experience is important in a lot of other disciplines. For example, the French
railroad workers can
easily argue that it takes decades to learn to operate their railroads safely and
proficiently, but look at the end result of their rigid job protection: a ridiculously
low productivity level. Forty years ago, the
French GDP was significantly higher than the British. Now it is the other way
around, thanks to the Thatcher revolution in 80’s, which, if summarized to one
principle, is about unleashing creative destruction through increase in job
mobility.

Ironically, theoretical particle physics is the one academic field where experience
has had very little to do with meaningful achievements historically. This is a
profession that should value innovation above all else, much like the silicon
valley. Can you imagine Google or Intel offering tenures to their employees?
Don’t Intel engineers deserve the job security? Doesn’t their experience count?

Theoretical particle physics is also rather unique among academic fields in that
nowadays young PhDs
have to do 3 or 4 postdocs on a routine basis. The mathematicians don’t have to.
The chemists don’t have to. The EE majors don’t have to. Don’t you think this is
very wrong to these young researchers and detrimental to the whole discipline
as well? With a serious problem such as this plaguing the field, Physics really is



crying out for structure reform. Breaking down the job protection for senior staff
is a time-tested way of improving the welfare of entry-level personnel. If there is
a better way to help the postdocs, I don’t know it.

I should add here that the cruel practice of a potentially career ending review
every one or
two years was unheard of in the capitalist world until Jeff Skilling introduced it
into Enron. Somehow, it never quite caught on among other corporations. I am
just aghast at the way the physics community takes as a given.

The entrenched interests may be too strong to even allow the mere
contemplation of reform in academia right now. But in a few decades, when the
economic center of gravity moves to China and
India, tougher competition in higher education may finally force some real
changes. I can think of a few rational possibilities, such as clearer separation of
teaching and research duties, more flexible hiring and firing practices, greater
emphasis on students’ welfare, and, yes, better pay for the junior faculty
members. Until then, my sympathy to all the struggling postdocs.

16. ninguem
August 14, 2008

Wang starts his spiel with “Econ 101” and ends it with his sympathies for the
postdocs. I see a contradiction there. Maybe these struggling postdocs are part
of the problem. The market is way oversupplied. Maybe people should realize
that there are no jobs in theoretical physics and bail out way before they get into
the multiple postdoc mill. Isn’t it painfully obvious already? What are all these
people doing in graduate school? If you are not the next Witten, try solid state,
maybe you can get a job at Intel.

17. David B.
August 14, 2008

Dear Wang:

The truth is that there is no practical reason to employ all the people who
graduate in studies in theoretical physics in academia. If people want to stay, the
shortening of positions at the end means that they have to take temporary jobs
more often. There is a reason why people do more postdocs in theoretical
physics than in math. It is a market effect: there is enough funding for postdocs
to stay around a while. If there was more soft money in math, you would have
people doing more postdoctoral positions as well. You are also wrong on another
count: a postdoc position is not the same thing as an entry level position. Junior
professorships are entry level positions. A postdoc is a temporary position with a
definite time limit. The review system is there because there is a lot of
competition for those positions. This is not the Enron system you are describing.

You can complain about the system all you want, but the following fact remains
true: if you do truly outstanding research, you will get a permanent position
quickly. This has always been the case and this is a reward for truly innovative
research.



My statements about having incentives to keep the best people motivated are
still true. You can set up these incentives in two ways: with money incentives, or
by giving some protections. There are places where there is no tenure in place
and they pay more. If you can outcompete the individuals out of their jobs in
those places, go ahead and do so.

The protections that are in place are there for a reason: you can get fired for
having the wrong kind of opinion, and you can politicize positions to a degree
where innovative research is essentially impossible. This is a more common
danger in the humanities, but it is not unheard of in sciences, especially if you
are going against a well entrenched belief of some community. This is, you would
not give protection to dissenters who might be right. You can not base a robust
system of academic dissent on utopian assumptions about the way individuals
behave, so you have to put mechanisms in place to prevent certain abuses. The
tenure system is one of those mechanisms. It might not be perfect, but it works
sufficiently well and so far it has worked better than the alternatives. On my
part, I have no illusions about idealism on this regard.

You also fail to understand that there is a lot of risk in doing research: most of
the times it does not pay off, but when it does, it pays big. There is some element
of luck in this. Sometimes it takes years to actually get progress done. If you are
measured by Wall Street style standards (quarterly profits, etc, the same thing as
recent citation counts) or any short term style metric, a lot of innovation goes
down the drain. This is why most of the fundamental research is handled by
public investment rather than private investment.

18. M. Wang
August 14, 2008

Dear David,

You speak like a true beneficiary of the status quo. The system works great.
Those who suffer are not as good as I am and therefore just sour-graping. My job
should be secure no matter what. There cannot possibly be any justification for
contemplating any changes. Guess what? I read corporate earnings
announcements for a living, and must have seen similar arguments a hundred
times over. Unfortunately, these arguments inevitably come from failing
executives who have cost their shareholders billions and are on their way to the
guillotine.

I can pick apart your arguments one by one. For example, physicists do more
postdocs than chemists or EE because the field of physics has more money!? You
must be living in one of the other universes. But anyway, these details are not
really essential to the issue here. Whether or not the system needs reform
ultimately comes down to whether it works well, i.e. does it generate good
returns for the investors. If the firm is failing, we don’t care if the CEO is Jesus
reincarnated. Out of the door he goes. If the firm is booming, the managers can
be caught stealing money from the company (Think Steve Jobs’ backdated
options grants at Apple) and still get a big round of applause.



Had theoretical particle physics been a private enterprise, what would its annual
report look like? Well, that is actually a trick question, because no companies
would not be producing an annual report after burning through billions of dollars
of taxpayers’ and donors’ money in the past few decades and generating nothing
but hot air. It would have been forced into bankruptcy a long time ago.

So, the basic fundamental difference between you and me is that you think the
field works great while I think it has failed completely in the past three decades.
As long as we come from these opposing premises, there can be no agreement in
our conclusions.

I am not insider. My involvement with physics is basically that of an activist
shareholder. I become a shareholder of the field by way of donation and tax,
which in a good year is enough to pay the salary of a professor for many years. In
all honesty, I am offended by a member responsible for the failure of the field
who has the gumption to tell me that he knows how to judge the quality of young
incoming practitioners. Don’t you see that it is the tenured professors who need
to be judged here?

19. David B.
August 14, 2008

Dear Wang:

I’ve heard a lot of rhetoric through my life, and you are spouting quite a lot of it.
Let me set the facts straight for your benefit:

Theoretical physics is dirt cheap. It is in experimental physics that the billions of
dollars are spent. And they have a lot to show for it. Most of what is currently
known as the Web came out from the solutions that were worked out by
experimenters that needed to be able to access data all over the world for
experiments in particle physics. You should read the Wikipedia article about the
origin of the WWW. I don’t know how much of the world’s Economy runs on the
web, but if I were you I would stop making ridiculous statements about the value
of the physicists contributions to the economy.

Lasers where a theoretical conjecture of the 1930’s. In the 60’s the first laser
was built. Now, many technologies that people use depend on lasers, and there is
a comparable number of working lasers to the numbers of people in the world. It
can take 60-90 years for ideas to mature.

Many things that start their life in physics labs end up being engineering
problems afterwards that produce enormous amounts of wealth. All of this is
byproduct of fundamental research.

From many points of view, theoretical physics is there to help understand the
experiments that are performed all over the world and society has benefitted
directly from that. A true understanding of physics requires theory, and the
corresponding experts are theoretical physicists.

The most important contributions of modern theoretical particle physics (last 30



years) have been related to establishing the standard model of particle physics
as a law of nature, matching the model to data to unprecedented accuracy.
Puzzles of how the neutrino flux from the sun was off led to extraordinary
experiments that showed that neutrinos have a mass. This was a direct
contribution from theory to the understanding of nature and I would say that is
pretty impressive considering how messy the sun’s nuclear reactions are.

There have also been enormous improvements in the understanding of various
mathematical structures from studies in theoretical physics, particularly with the
insight of techniques developed in the string theory community.

Need I say more? Probably I do, because you seem to believe that theoretical
physics is a bunch of nonsense practiced by a coven of evil tenured professors
who are full of hot air and decide by finger what goes on.

Theoretical particle physics has not failed. A lot of ideas have been falsified by
data however. But such is life in research: it is the norm rather than the
exception.

Also, nowhere have I said that my job should be secure no matter what. But if
you ask me to take risks, then the pay should match the risk expectations. It is
the same as with interest rates in banks.

If the tenure system cuts down productivity by 2%, but it is 30-40% cheaper,
most people would favor the tenure system. If you come up with a better
alternative, I’m all ears.

Go ahead and pick at my arguments one by one. I would like to hear a well
documented research monograph on why the tenure system is so corrupt, rather
than a lot of posturing and an attitude of “I do understand economy and you
don’t”. Trust me, I do understand it well enough.

The reason I posted the ‘apology’ for tenure, is that there are good reasons for
the system to be in place. If I quote those reasons as a matter of an explanation,
that does not mean that I refuse to see alternatives or that I am just supporting
the status quo just because I’m an insider. Your arguments are not convincing
because you are not proposing a real alternative.

You maybe felt insulted because I answered your post with a differing point of
view? I don’t know. What I do know is that you resorted to name calling and less
than civilized conversation. Fortunately I come from another universe where we
don’t take the bait so easily. You feel that we are not judged and reviewed? Trust
me, the tenured professors are judged by their piers and by the granting
agencies. The grant contracts are allocated according to how people’s output in
research is perceived. Also, I do have the capacity to judge my junior colleagues.
As a matter of fact, it is part of my job description, and I take it very seriously.

Sincerely yours,

Prof. David Berenstein.



20. M. Wang
August 15, 2008

Prof. David,

This discussion is getting too personal for my comfort, so I will try to conclude it
with very brief statements of facts.

I was talking about THEORETICAL particle physics in the past 30 years, not
experimental, not solid state, not math and not the 1930s or 1970s.

The WEB came out of CERN. -> Experimental.

Laser prediction -> 1930s.

Physics lab Technology. -> Experimental.

Standard Model. -> 1970s.

String Math. -> Not physics.

Solution of Solar Neutrino puzzle. -> Experimental.

As for working with experimentalists, I would be more sympathetic if nonzero
neutrino mass and/or small positive cosmological constant have been predicted
before discovery. Instead, they cause consternation. (Clarification: All those
papers published without nudging us closer to the right answer are considered
negative contributions by me, regardless of their very positive contributions to
the authors’ careers.)

Rigid labor market reduce the ANNUAL GROWTH RATE of productivity by 1-2%,
not the productivity itself. The overall growth rate can turn negative in extreme
cases, as I suspect TPT is one such case.

When I talked about judgment, I meant objective or at least disinterested 3rd-
party judgment. A community of tenured professors judging themselves does not
qualify.

My complaint about the tenure system is largely focused on TPT, as my original
post indicated. The other fields, well, have produced results, so they can keep
doing whatever they were doing with public money.

21. M. Wang
August 15, 2008

By the way, I do think TPP is under-funded. No real revival will come unless more
money is invested. But no more money will come unless TPP produces some real
results first. I hope LHC will lead to such real results and allow the community to
break out of its 30 year torpor.

Despite my outsider status, I do wish the field well. TPP is close to the ultimate
intellectual pursuit in my mind, but any collective human endeavor has to be



subject to the laws of economics and TPP is no exception.

I have had some really terrible managers and have been a bad one myself, at
least initially. I know how hard it is to manage people. Realistically, the tenure
system will not change, but the tenured professors, if they want, can easily take
some one or two weeks courses at the B-schools to learn the art of management.
I found the experience silly at times but very helpful overall.

Another suggestion is for the decision makers of the field to consciously promote
young people NOT in their mold. I don’t mean nasty personalities and out-of-the-
world behaviors, but conformity leads to inbreeding, which in turn leads to
degeneration. This seems to be one of the causes of TPP’s current problems.

22. DB
August 15, 2008

There are two issues which affect mathematical physics:

1) As a discipline it is amorphous. The jobs are spread around maths, physics and
even engineering departments. As such it lacks a clear identity and is often
viewed with suspicion by members of the host departments. Until recently they
were accepted because of the stunning record of achievement of mathematical
physicists up until the late seventies.

2)The shelf life of a researcher in mathematical physics is shorter than in any
experimental field. It is well established that there is very little prospect of
anyone over the age of 45 making any significant breakthrough. Even the
greatest names were effectively burnt out by this age and were relegated to
pursuing unproductive research paths while training the younger generation.

The problem is particularly acute in String Theory, where an entire generation of
theoretical physicists now occupy tenured positions. No longer productive, and
fearful that their entire research career may have been in vain they grimly hold
on in the hope that a new generation will make the breakthroughs that will
validate their own work. Their counterparts in maths and physics departments
view them with increasing resentment. In return, string theorists feel
increasingly under siege and band together even more strongly.

Either a breakthrough comes or this doesn’t end well.

23. gs
August 15, 2008

Dear M. Wang,

“..while I think it [theoretical particle physics] has failed completely in the past
three decades.”

Why do you feel that the field has failed in the past three decades? What in your
mind would count as a success?



24. David B.
August 15, 2008

Dear Wang:

I agree that it was getting personal. It was exactly for that reason that I gave my
full name. I believe anonimity kills many discussions and invites trouble.

I am definitely open to new ideas and suggestioons as to how to improve the
system. I also appreciate the notion of expert advice. It is ill-informed to believe
that the merits of individuals in our fields of knowledge should not be measured
by the experts in the field, but that an outside committe who does not have
experience in the field will know better. A proper answer that addresses this
issue of judgement should be a lot more nuanced and should provide a realistic
set of rules for implementation, rather than what you described.

The truth is that in order to make progress in physics in terms of possitive
results (as you called them), one needs new experimental data that needs to be
explained. If there are no prospects for new experimental data ever, then the
corresponding theory fields die. The reason funding has not stopped in physics,
is beacuse the positive contributions to technology from physics research have
not stopped happening. In this situation, you keep on funding areas that have
promise, but there are never guarantees on results. This is a situation where in
order to win the lotery you buy as many tickets as you can, and so long as the
ones that pay do it big, you keep on doing it. If there was a way to decide in
advance which tickets are loosers for certain, then people usually wouldn’t buy
them. However, such a thing is not there and history has shown that betting on
fundamental research has been a good bet so far.

Physics essentially moves forward when new technologies make it possible for
people to observe new phenomena. It is a sad thing that we don’t celebrate the
technical ingenuity of experimentalists more. Their results are what have made
physics into one of the most successful developments in the understanding of
nature that humanity has ever seen.

In high energy particle physics we have had a lack of new experimental evidence
for new stuff other than the standard model for many years.

The addition of neutrino masses to solve the solar neutrino flux problem was one
of those cases where there was a puzzle and a theoretical solution. The solution
predicted various new phenomena that were later observed experimentally and
parametrized them. These were seen later, and the parameters are being
measured. Thus, it was verified. This is the way progress usually happens. There
are very few cases where somehting started as abstract theory than was then
seen.
Historically theory has followed data and not there is a feedback mechanism that
makes theory give new ideas of where to look for stuff.

Also, confirming that a model of nature is correct is an incredible arduous task.
Even though we would personally like some deeper understanding of nature, it is
presumtuous to assume that we are entitled to it. If and when it happens, we



should all celebrate.

Currently, there are experimental hints that supersymmetry might fit the current
High energy physics data better than the Standard model.
Supersymmetry is one of those theory inventions that could be seen at the LHC
and it would be a triumph of theoretical physics in the sense you described.

As I said above, theoretical particle physics aims to explain results of
experiments and it is necessary to understand the data that is already there and
to know where to look for new things. Most ideas can be thrown away because
they predict deviations from current data that are beyond the experimental
bounds.

Knowing where to look is especillay important in an experiment like the LHC
where the output of information makes it impossible to keep all events that are
produced. Designing the triggers so that one does not throw away the new
physics requires an enormous amount of theoretical input and experimental
know-how. In the end, we might come out with empty hands. But this is the
nature of scientific research.

Another myth is that string theorist are no longer productive. The ideas of string
theory, and in particular the gauge/gravity correspondence are being used to
explain and analyze the data of the heavy ion collisions at RHIC. They also
provide good models for the hydrodynamic behavior of strongly interacting
systems and can give new models for solvable systems that might be good at
describing condensed matter systems that we have already observed in the lab.
Very little of this information makes it to the newspapers, but it is all happening
as we speak.

The other myth is that string theorists do not promote diversity of thought or of
ohter approaches. Some do and some don’t. Over-generalizations and
demonizing a whole community does not help towards having productive
discussions.

25. M. Wang
August 15, 2008

GS,

As I mentioned, if the TPP community had come up with a cohesive theory about
the neutrino masses or the small positive cosmological constant before the
experimental discovery, it would have counted as a big triumph in my mind. Even
after the fact, such a theory would still have been respectable and well worth the
public investment.

At the next rung of lowered expectation, something coherent to replace the
ridiculously pointless SUSY extension in Higgs physics would be nice. But I am a
realist. Chances are the theorists of this generation will not come up with
anything remotely close to the truth until the truth scream in their faces from
LHC.



26. M. Wang
August 15, 2008

DB,

I want to apologize for the use of the phrase “econ 101” in one of my earlier
post. It was unnecessary and counterproductive.

I meant to write in a blunt manner, but that comes across as rude, which was not
my intention and I regret it.

27. Aaron Bergman
August 15, 2008

if the TPP community had come up with a cohesive theory about the neutrino
masses

Huh? The theory behind neutrino masses was completely developed long before
said mass was detected.

Also, to say that supersymmetry is pointless is silly. It may well not be right (and
it looks less likely than it used to), but SUSY has a number of independent
motivations (none of which have to do with string theory FWIW) that made it the
most popular extension of the SM out there.

Anyways, theory preceding experiment is a nice dream, but it’s not how things
usually work. Rather, the experiments come first and theories develop to explain
the data. It is an unfortunately disadvantage of the past few generations of
theorists that we haven’t had data to play around with. It’d be great if we could
discern the secrets of the universe through thought alone, but the number of
people who have managed to do that in history can probably be counted on one
hand.

28. M. Wang
August 15, 2008

David,

I am criticizing the entire TPP community from a sociological/economical point of
view. Nothing I said should be taken as personal.

I do not consider the idea of neutrino mixing as a comprehensive theory because
it is not well integrated into a large framework.

String application on RHIC physics is positive but unfortunately minor. Overall,
the return on investment in String remains miserably low.

The failure to promote a diverse set of talents is universal. It is so deeply
ingrained in human nature that even well-meaning people may subconsciously
favor young people who remind them of themselves. But tenured professors
wield too much power over the postdocs and doctoral students, and many
become so arrogant that they laugh at the idea of diversity. Senator Fulbright’s



famous sentence, “Power confuses itself with virtue and tends also to take itself
for omnipotence.” definitely applies to some big-name physicists.

My biggest problem with the tenure system is exactly the concentration of power
of the old over the young. This is basically a carryover of the medieval apprentice
system. Putting aside to fairness issue, one still has to consider its effects on a
field facing strong headwind already.

My feeling is that tenured professors in TPP have only one thing in common:
They were smart physicists, at least at one time in their careers. Otherwise, they
are not guaranteed to have good tastes, much less real-life wisdom. To give every
single one of them so much power over aspiring young scientists is truly not
prudent.

To be a good manager, one has to have that wisdom. Humility and broad view
outside the field also help. Unfortunately, these qualities are exactly those that
are suppressed in the selection process of a successful physicist, where narrow-
mined focus and unrealistic confidence (in self or in the adviser) are the
necessary ingredients to make it to the top.

Therefore, it was not surprising that TPP community has gone over the string
cliff like rats following the pied piper. Here the pied piper role is played by the
de-facto leaders of the field in the past three decades: Susskind, Weinberg, but
most important of all, Witten.

I have never met Dr. Witten personally. From what I have heard, he is a brilliant
theorist and a nice guy too. Unfortunately, as a leader, his failure was total and
complete. Certainly, he holds no official title of the kind and most likely does not
want the leadership responsibility. But there is no denying that almost everyone
in TPP thought of him as the leading light from the mid-80s to mid-2000s. And
leadership is something that one simply cannot shirk at will.

In wielding his enormous unofficial power over the flock, Dr. Witten failed to
promote the diversity we talked about. He failed to suppress the idol worship
that became more and more obvious and unhealthy over the years. In fact, he
failed to recognize any sociological aspect of the leadership task befalling on him
and did nothing to guide the community onto a more productive direction. For
this failure, I consider him the most responsible for the current miserable state
of TPP.

Finger-pointing is not a very productive exercise itself. But I am surprised that
nobody in physics ever utters this obvious truth, not even Woit or Smolin. Facing
the truth, however, is often the first step toward progress. So there you have it. I
have spoken the unspeakable. If anyone wants nominate other candidates as the
guilty, I am all ears.

29. M. Wang
August 15, 2008

Aaron,



Please read my last comment about why neutrino mixing is not really a triumph
for the theorists.

I presume that you were referring to the hierarchy problem as one of the
“independent motivations”. But this only makes sense if there is a natural way to
break SUSY at much-lower-than-Planck scale. Does such a way exist?

You are absolutely right in saying that it is rare for theory to precede
experiments. But knowing this fact, how can the whole field spend the past 30
years building conjectures upon previous conjectures and extending the whole
process to the 6th or 7th power? If SUSY itself is a questionable extension, why
waste time building String other than to pad one’s publication list?

Where is the first-order conjecture that has at least a 50-50 chance of being
true?

30. jpd
August 15, 2008

I am no string theory fan, but i don’t think you can blame
it all on Witten.
He’s just this guy, you know?

31. Aaron Bergman
August 15, 2008

Neutrino mixing a triumph? I don’t know about that. Neutrino masses are pretty
much obvious from the point of view of effective field theory. There’s an operator
you can write down, and you expect it to be surppressed by the inverse scale of
some new physics, and voila, that’s what you get. The seesaw mechanism goes
back to the seventies, I think (although I’m very bad with physics history), long
before the detection of neutrino masses.

As for SUSY, the hierarchy problem is certainly a motivation. So are the
existence of a natural WIMP candidate, the unification of the couplings, ewsb,
and maybe other things I’m forgetting. By themselves, none of these are at all
conclusive, but if you take them all together, it’s not too hard to see how people
got excited.

As for natural breaking of SUSY at small scales, this is hardly a new question.
See this, for example. (If you’re not at a university, it’s not too hard to find a copy
on the web.) Anyways, things have progressed considerably since then. Are there
still problems with SUSY? Of course, but I hardly think that means that one
should discard the entire idea.

32. wilbur
August 15, 2008

But knowing this fact, how can the whole field spend the past 30 years
building conjectures upon previous conjectures and extending the
whole process to the 6th or 7th power?

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6TVC-471995P-53&_user=10&_rdoc=1&_fmt=&_orig=search&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000050221&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=10&md5=e6c523747b58102cd555f2fa0f87e389
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6TVC-471995P-53&_user=10&_rdoc=1&_fmt=&_orig=search&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000050221&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=10&md5=e6c523747b58102cd555f2fa0f87e389


This does not make any sense to me. We all know that the SM has been a
phenomenal success. But we wouldn’t know that if not for the work of the
particle physics community, both experimenters ant theoreticians, over the last
30 years.

So, how can one say at the same time that the SM is successful and that the past
30 years have been spent by the whole community building speculations? I think
Mr. Wang is seriously confused about the nature of particle physics.

33. Peter Shor
August 17, 2008

Does Witten really consider himself the leader of the string theorists? My
impression is that he thinks of himself as a really smart guy looking at
interesting things, but not as somebody who sets the direction for the entire TPP
communicty.

34. M. Wang
August 17, 2008

Aaron,

See-saw mechanism is not just old but also isolated from the overall theoretical
framework. There has been very little effort on integrating it with the rest of the
beyond-SM project.

The Witten paper you quoted is a standard string effort. That is, all it says is that
dynamic breaking of SUSY is not impossible in string. But the fact that anything
is possible with string is something we already know without having to waste any
time.

When the right idea comes out, it should link different pieces together in a
previously unimagined and natural way. TPP practitioners are so ruined by string
that they no long care about this any more.

Wilbur,

The great majority of the progress in particle physics during the past 30 years is
in experiments. What did theorists do that contributed to the verification of the
SM, which was already 99% complete by the mid 70s?

Peter,

Witten certainly did not want to be the leader, but that was the problem. People
still treated him like one. The weight of responsibility did not find the shoulder
that could or would carry it.

35. Eric
August 17, 2008

Wang,
My memory could be wrong, but it seems to me that the idea for the see-saw



mechanism comes originally from grand unification, in particular SO(10)-type
unification. In fact, one of the reasons that SU(5) GUTs are disfavored (besides
proton decay) is that they do not have a singlet for the right-handed neutrino. If
neutrinos had turned out to be massless, then this would have almost certainly
meant that the SM came from an SU(5) GUT, and proton decay would probably
have also been observed.

Regarding your claims about a supposed lack of progress in theoretical particle
physics over the last thirty years, nothing could be farther from the truth. What
has generally been lacking is the tools necessary to fully test ideas such as the
Higgs mechanism and supersymmetry. In more recent years, other ideas such as
warped extra dimensional theories have been proposed which will also be tested
at LHC alongside older ideas such as supersymmetry and technicolor. The only
way that any of your above arguments can possibly have any merit is if there is
no evidence for any of these ideas at LHC. As David mentioned earlier, all
evidence at present seems favor low-energy supersymmetry.

As an aside, I don’t believe the paper of Witten’s linked by Aaron above was
written within the context of string theory as it was written in 1981.

36. gs
August 17, 2008

Dear M. Wang,
A question for you, just to get an idea of what you expect from physicists…
phenomenologists and theorists have studied a variety of scenarios for TeV scale
physics, e.g. SUSY, technicolor, composite Higgs, extra dimensions, etc. If
upcoming experiments end up supporting any one of these scenarios, would you
still consider the efforts of the past 30 years to be a failure?

37. Thomas Larsson
August 18, 2008

One way to quantify the amount of recent progress (or lack thereof) in
theoretical physics is to look at the age of the youngest theory Nobelist around.
At this time it is Wilczek, who is around 55. I don’t think that there ever (after
1902) was a time when the youngest was that old, and made his discoveries so
long ago.

38. Thomas Larsson
August 18, 2008

“If upcoming experiments end up supporting any one of these scenarios,”

gs, isn’t this is a quite big IF, given constraints from the Tevatron and elsewhere?

39. Eric
August 18, 2008

Dear Thomas,
Once the results from the LHC are in, it is quite likely that many Noble prizes



will be awarded to theorists, e.g. Higgs, Zumino, and so on depending on what is
found. Theories have to be confirmed by experiment before Nobel prizes can be
awarded.

As far as whether or not it is likely that something will be found at LHC, the
answer to that is almost certainly. Either the Higgs will be found or something
equivalent to it. If the Higgs is found, then there must be something which
stabilizes its mass against quadratic divergences. Whatever the case may be, it
should be seen at LHC. In the case of supersymmetry and the Higgs, it is hardly
surprising that no signal (above background) has been seen at the Tevatron as
the beam energy is just not high enough to produce large numbers of events.

40. wilbur
August 18, 2008

The great majority of the progress in particle physics
during the past 30 years is in experiments. What did theorists do that
contributed to the verification of the SM, which was already 99%
complete by the mid 70s?

Mr. Wang,

your statement that the verification of the SM was complete by the mid
1970s is completely ludicrous. What was complete by then was the
formulation of the SM. Notice that the weak bosons where first
experimentally observed in 1981/1982, so no direct verification of the
SM could have taken place before that.

You seem to believe that after the SM was formulated only experimental
work remained to be done. That is wrong. You fail to realize that
the theoretical work needed to quantitatively match the
experimental results, and also to guide the experimental effort, is
gigantic and absolutely non-trivial. And, since you don’t know it,
it’s first-rate physics.

To give you just two obvious examples: the computation of QCD
scattering amplitudes at tree level is an active subject of
research even today. (And one, by the way, which has received inputs
from string theory.) Another example is the verification of the CKM
model of CP violation, to which an enormous amount of theoretical work
has been, and still is, directed.

If you want to see literally hundreds of other equally relevant
examples just take a look at the current literature. Take, for
example, the areas of hadron spectroscopy, jet physics, deep inelastic
scattering, electroweak boson scattering, flavor physics, …, even
QED, … the list is virtually endless. That is what is called
particle physics.

According to your wrong idea of how physics research is conducted, one
should say that, for example, condensed matter physics is a purely



experimental field, since the Schroedinger equation has been known
since the 1920s. Obviously, that’s not how physics works.

41. Thomas Larsson
August 19, 2008

Eric, do you really think that Higgs or Zumino is below 55? 

It is standard lore that it is impossible to find nothing at the LHC, because of the
Landau pole. That’s why nothing would be so exciting – it would make LHC the
most important null experiment since Michelson-Morley. I wouldn’t bet against a
Higgs, though. On second thought, I might risk a hundred bucks if Sean Carroll
still offers 19:1 odds.

However, yours is a stronger claim: that just an SM Higgs is also impossible. It
will be interesting to see how that prediction pans out in the next few years.

42. M. Wang
August 23, 2008

Wilbur,

Your points are well taken. But how many TPP papers published during the past
30 years have been on the subjects you listed? How many were not? Is the ratio
around 1/2, 1/5, or closer to 1/20? If the bulk of publications fall into categories
that you would rather not mention, what does that say about the overall progress
in TPP?

43. wilbur
August 23, 2008

M. Wang,

I don’t have statistics on the last 30 years of
theoretical physics papers, so I cannot give a
definite answer to your question. I don’t know
whether detailed studies of that kind actually
exist.

Like I said in my post, the topics I mentioned
were just examples, not an attempt at a complete
classification of particle physics subfields. For
example, I didn’t mention lattice QCD, where much
progress has been made in the last two decades.

All I can say is that if you’re trying to prove
that SM physics has been a marginal field in
theoretical particle physics for the last 30
years, you’re going to have a very hard time doing
so.



Grothendieck’s Later Years

August 8, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Alexander Grothendieck’s 80th birthday was this past March, and the September
Notices of the AMS has several articles about his later years. There’s a long piece
entitled Who is Grothendieck?, by Winfried Scharlau, who is writing a three-volume
biography. The first volume (in German) is available here and mainly deals with the
stories of his parents. The article contains the only pictures I’ve ever seen of the post
1970s Grothendieck and a wealth of information about his activities after leaving the
mathematical research world.

The same issue contains a short piece Memories of Shourik, by Valentin Poenaru
reminiscing about his friendship with Grothendieck during the 1960s. The most
shocking thing in it to me was actually the part about Barry Mazur’s wife, who
Poenaru describes as being only 17 when he met her living with Mazur at Bures-sur-
Yvette.

Note added: Mazur’s biography here mentions just one wife, Grace Dane, a Harvard
biology postdoc he married in 1960. If she was, as Poenaru claims, 17 in 62-63, that
would have made her a 15 year-old postdoc when they married….

Finally, there’s a piece by Allyn Jackson about Grothendieck and the IHES, which is
having its 50th birthday this year. Evidently Grothendieck has recently been in
communication with the IHES:

Six months to the day before the start of the IHES anniversary celebration,
Grothendieck wrote to the institute with a request for books. The IHES sent
him the books as quickly as it could. But the exchange of letters between
Grothendieck and the IHES administration culminated in his writing a
furious “open letter” recounting his view of the exchange, which he took as
deeply insulting towards him. He requested that copies of the open letter be
sent to all members of the IHES Scientific Council and explicitly states that
this letter is public (though he also says he will make no efforts on his own
to publicize it). Having seen the open letter, I can say that it conveys an
extreme outrage that indicates how difficult it would be to conduct
reasonable communication with him.

At the same time, the open letter reveals the vivid personal tie that
Grothendieck clearly still feels to the IHES. The letter also reveals an
isolated individual who is reaching out in the only way he is able. In one
place he speaks of his open letter as being a letter of farewell (“adieu”) to a
world with which he no longer has anything in common. He ends on a note
of apocalyptic foreboding, saying “that the time is near when…this letter,
this cry will be known by all. In a world of the living.” This cry does not
seem to concern misunderstanding over his original request for books.
Rather, it speaks of anguish in the heart of one of the great mathematicians
of modern times.
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The IHES is having Recoltes et Semailles, Grothendieck’s long meditation on
mathematics and his withdrawal from it, published this summer. Articles about this
are beginning to appear in the French press, see here and here.

Comments

1. egan
August 8, 2008

The real link for the science et avenir article is
http://sciencesetavenirmensuel.nouvelobs.com/hebdo/parution/p737/articles
/a378150-.html

2. Peter Woit
August 8, 2008

Thanks egan, fixed.

3. Michael Bacon
August 8, 2008

“The most shocking thing in it to me was actually the part about Barry Mazur’s
wife, who Poenaru describes as being only 17 when he met her living with Mazur
at Bures-sur-Yvette.”

Shocking? Really? They were married afterall, so you wouldn’t be shocked they
were living together. 

4. Joseph
August 8, 2008

Wow. Thanks for the info. Ever since I started studying algebraic geometry, I
have been absolutely mesmerized by Grothendieck.

5. Peter Woit
August 8, 2008

Michael,

See my added note. Something about the Mazur story doesn’t add up…

6. Chris W.
August 8, 2008

You might have mentioned that Barry Mazur was only 25 at the time. Better yet,
you might have omitted mention of that sentence altogether.

7. MathPhys
August 8, 2008

http://sciencesetavenirmensuel.nouvelobs.com/hebdo/parution/p737/articles/a378150-.html
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Peter,

I agree with Chris W. Maybe you can remove that sentence altogether. Someone
made a small mistake somewhere about someone’s age.

8. commonsense
August 8, 2008

If I said Grothendieck looks 100 if he’s a day, does that imply he got his Fields
Medals when he was in his 50’s. (Answer: no.)

9. Peter Woit
August 8, 2008

commonsense (and others)

Poenaru wrote that Mazur’s wife was 17, not that she looked 17. This is rather
odd, so I mentioned it. If you don’t find it worth mentioning, ignore it.

10. Martin R.
August 9, 2008

I also find it surprising that you quote this sentence about Mazur’s wife. Who
cares ? It’s not your style. I am a French physicist who read you blog regularly
with pleasure and interest. Without knowing you directly, I got the impression
that you are a sensible and honest man. So please, leave this kind of remark to
those in the US who think that sexual attraction is the source of all evil…

11. DPG
August 9, 2008

A. Grothendieck: Should we continue scientific research?
see http://bareglow.blogspot.com/2008/07/should-we-continue-scientific-
research.html

on my blog dedicated to “Basic research in a global world”
http://bareglow.blogspot.com

12. Peter Woit
August 9, 2008

Martin R.,

My comment had nothing to do with any moral judgment. Perhaps the problem
here is a poor use of words. All I meant to say is that I found this to be surprising
and hard to believe. As far as I can tell, that reaction was correct, since it
appears that the story is not true.

Everyone,

Unless someone actually knows the explanation for Poenaru’s odd claim in the
article, enough about Mazur’s wife.

http://bareglow.blogspot.com/2008/07/should-we-continue-scientific-research.html
http://bareglow.blogspot.com/2008/07/should-we-continue-scientific-research.html
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13. Martin R.
August 9, 2008

Ok, sorry for the misunderstanding.

14. richard
August 10, 2008

Where is it possible to read this open letter, referred to in the quoted text ?

15. Peter Woit
August 10, 2008

richard,

As far as I know it has not been made publicly available.

16. Russ Van Rooy
August 10, 2008

Anyone is welcome to view my amateurish ,but earnest salute to A. Grothendieck
here:
http://uk.youtube.com/user/russvr

17. richard
August 11, 2008

it is not so much of an “open” letter then 

18. Kea2
August 11, 2008

The “International Who’s Who of Authors…” entry for “Mazur, Grace Dane”
reads in part: Born 22 April 1944; m. Barry C Mazur; BA Harvard College 1971;
Ph.D. Harvard University 1981.

19. Professor R
August 11, 2008

Bures-sur-Yvette? I haven’t heard that name in a long while.
I spnt a year as a child in Bures, while Dad took a year’s sabbatical with Louis
Michel. It was a wonderful year for the whole family, and indeed for all the
families of visiting professors.
We all lived in a little Residence specially for the familes of visiting academics,
and went to the local french school (excellent) and music college (excellent).
Theoreticians have such a wonderful life, who else gets to do this…

Bures seemed like a small, delightful village nowhere in particular- it was only
years later that I realised it is host to a world-famous Institute , and right in the
middle of several top-class universities and institutions

20. Howard

http://uk.youtube.com/user/russvr
http://uk.youtube.com/user/russvr


August 12, 2008

OK, so Kea2’s research indicates the answer to your puzzlement: Ms. Mazur was
not a post-doc at the time she married Mazur. In putting together the Poenaru
memoir and the biographical note about his wife, you committed the common
logical error of “post-doc ergo propter doc”.

21. D R Lunsford
August 14, 2008

Reading this, I am sadly reminded of Cantor.

-drl

22. kevin
August 18, 2008

what does “shourik” mean?

23. Anonymous
August 30, 2008

In Russian, Shourik to Alexander is like Bob to Robert in English.

24. Eugene Stefanovich
August 30, 2008

Alexander -> Alexasha -> Sasha -> Sashoura -> Shoura -> Shourik



The Landscape at CERN

August 14, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The current plan at CERN is to celebrate my birthday by trying to circulate the first
beam around the LHC on September 10 (actually my birthday is September 11, but in
recent years my family, like CERN, has tended to celebrate on the 10th, feeling that
9/11 has too unfortunate connotations). One can follow this at a special web-site set
up by CERN called LHC First Beam, which now is running a daily countdown.

String theorists have been flocking to CERN this summer trying to somehow connect
their subject with the LHC. The big yearly Strings 08 conference will be starting there
next week. The organizers don’t seem to have a lot of sympathy for anthropic pseudo-
science, with no talks scheduled on anthropics, the landscape, or the multiverse.
Instead they’ll be wisely sticking mostly to talks on topics related to better
understanding more formal issues in string theory and quantum field theory.

In the weeks leading up to the conference though, CERN is hosting a theory institute
on String Phenomenology. The web-site of the institute has a section on its “Scientific
Case”, which, with remarkable chutzpah makes the claim that:

… the past few years have provided a drastic improvement on the potential
for string theory models to be confronted with low-energy data

a claim that is diametrically opposed to reality.

For a look at the reality of what the landscape has meant for the “potential for string
theory models to be confronted with low-energy data”, one can take a look at the
slides of talks by Wati Taylor and Michael Douglas. Taylor describes the importance of
distinguishing two possibilities he calls A (anything goes) and B (constraints), and
finds in IIA intersecting brane models that the evidence favors A. It seems that such a
landscape can give one pretty much any kind of low energy physics, with the things
one can compute (the gauge group and number of generations) randomly and
independently distributed. He looks for some hope in cosmology, noting that a large
class of IIA models are incompatible with slow-roll inflation, while at the same time
also pointing out that there are lots of potential ways around this particular
constraint, although most of them involve uncontrolled approximations.

Douglas’s talk was entitled String Landscape: A Status Report, and in it he describes
evidence for the existence of order 10500 “quasi-realistic vacua”. If you don’t impose
some constraints from experiment, you’d have an infinite number of possible vacua.
He claims that there is no way to rule out any of these vacua, other than to try and
compute detailed predictions of each one (something no one has a clue about how to
do). Douglas explained why it isn’t possible to make even the crudest prediction that
initially he and others had hoped for, that of whether the SSYM breaking scale would
be at observable or Planck energies. There’s an odd speculative section about how
since SU(2) and SU(3) have shown up on energy scales of 100 MeV to 100 GeV,
maybe one gets two new gauge groups for every factor of 1000 in energy (which he
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calls the “jungle scenario”, as opposed to the conventional “desert scenario”). There’s
a final “No Conclusions” section, admitting that “at this point it seems likely that we
will not have definite conclusions of predictions before LHC data comes in.” He ends
with the standard piece of wishful thinking that now is all that is left of the project of
connecting string theory unification models with physics:

Let us hope that discoveries here at Cern will reveal enough about the real
world to make contact possible.

Yesterday there was a discussion session on “the string theory landscape and its
impact on particle physics and cosmology”, but it doesn’t appear to be online. I
wonder what conclusions the participants reached…

Update: Jester at Resonaances has a posting up about this. His impression of the Vafa
et al. recent claims about “F-theory phenomenology” seems to match mine:

For the neutrino physicists the important piece of information is that the
neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana and their masses are roughly of the order
of what is observed. I heard some sceptics saying that back in the old days
phenomenology meant a different thing, but such grumbling should not be
taken seriously.

Comments

1. mike
August 14, 2008

If the landscape theorists don’t want to make predictions, it means nobody has a
valid theory that can predict anything. Waiting for the results from CERN is like
seeing the test answers before taking the test.

2. Kea
August 15, 2008

Well the term jungle scenario is one good thing to come out of all this
discussion, and it could be applied outside stringy physics.

3. Ptolemy
August 15, 2008

There’s no way to rule out an uncomputable number of possibilities for at most
one of which there is any evidence of its existence? That’s closer to religion than
it is to science (only religion just posits one possibility and sticks to it, no matter
what). One can imagine all sorts of mathematics that is beautiful, consistent, etc.
and has some resemblance or even connection to established physical models,
but that does not make such mathematics physics, and the approach of trying to
winnow down the possibilities to the one that is right (!) will be swamped when
along come Kepler and Galileo.

4. anon.
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August 16, 2008

How old will you be on 9/11?

I’m just a bit worried about whether you’ll have to retire from Columbia
University before popular non-falsifiable ideas have kissed the dust, which may
take decades. I hope you’ll be able to to continue blogging for a long time yet.

5. Peter Woit
August 16, 2008

anon.,

I’ll be 51 next month. I fully expect some misguided but popular ideas to be
around longer than I am, since many of their proponents are younger than me,
and seem quite devoted to soldiering on, no matter how bad things get.

Then again, if the LHC sees nothing that supports these ideas, their proponents
are going to have a very hard time continuing to be taken seriously by their
colleagues. Change will come, by the usual means of younger people choosing to
not follow, and older people dying off.

6. Thomas Larsson
August 16, 2008

Desperately seeking Susy.

Madonna is 50 today.

7. dir
August 17, 2008

anthropic ideas are not necessarily pseudo-science, sometimes they have
predictions. for examples, the so-called split susy does have testable new particle
spectrum; cosmological constant is another example.

8. Mirek Kozlowski
August 18, 2008

Dear Peter
We are eyewitness the crash of the so called “string theory”. Now the future
results of the LHC( one of the most expensive toy of the string mafia) is also
under question.What is the plan B for the experimentalists if the Higgs has
greater mass?. Can we ,theorists ,help to overcome the results of the blind faith
of the “stringers”?
PS Thank you for your book. Here in Poland we read it with great pleasure and
understanding.
MK

9. Peter Woit
August 18, 2008



Mirek,

I’m glad you like the book, but I strongly disagree with you about the LHC and
the “string mafia”. Despite the impression some string theorists try and give, the
LHC has nothing at all to do with string theory. Depending on what results come
out of it, they may or may not be very helpful in re-orienting the subject away
from some of the excesses caused by string theory.



Strings 2008

August 17, 2008
Categories: Strings 2XXX

Strings 2008 starts tomorrow at CERN, with about 400 physicists in attendance.
CERN will be providing a live webcast for the rest of us. The timetable of the talks is
here. The first afternoon will be devoted not to string theory, but to the LHC.

Those in attendance without their own blogs are encouraged to report on the goings-
on by writing comments here when they get bored by the talks. I’ll try and watch
some of the talks (or at least look at the slides), and use this posting to write about
them.

Update: I’m not likely to be up early enough to catch the morning talks on the
webcast, but Lubos is, so you can follow his virtual live-blogging.

Update: Live, the conference seems to be suffering from not always being up to the
technology of displaying slides on a Mac to the audience. But slides of the previous
talks are now beginning to be available here.

Update: After looking through the slides of the talks and hearing a few of them, the
thing that strikes me most about Strings 2008 is how little there has been about
strings. Particle theory may be moving to a model where the big annual conference is
labeled “STRINGS”, and speakers make nods of respect toward string theory, but
actually talk about something else.

The three big hot topics of the conference are

• the LHC (talks by Evans, Engelen and Buchmuller), which has nothing at all to do
with string theory

• New 3d superconformal quantum field theories (talks by Lambert, Maldacena and
Mukhi). One motivation for these is that they can be fit into a pattern of dualities,
much like the famous 4d superconformal theories that have dominated particle theory
research since Maldacena.

• Scattering amplitudes, especially those of N=4 SYM and N=8 supergravity (talks by
Veneziano, Kallosh, Dixon, Cachazo, Green, Sokatchev and, to come, Alday). Some of
this looks a lot like particle physics from the mid-60s, based on the study of the
analytic S-matrix, including the presence of Veneziano. While there has been a lot of
progress in studying certain kinds of QFT S-matrix amplitudes in recent years, some
of it coming out of string theory, the most dramatic news is that about the possible
finiteness of perturbative N=8 supergravity. Remember all those talks you’ve heard
where someone draws a Feynman diagram and a string diagram, then explains how
this shows that perturbative QFT has deadly divergence problems due to point-like
interactions, while perturbative string theory doesn’t? Well, it appears that you can
forget about all that now. In a rear-guard action, some speakers point out that you
need to understand non-perturbative N=8 supergravity, and maybe this can’t be done
in a QFT context. Unclear why non-perturbative string theory is supposed to help
here, since the only viable non-perturbative version of it is, by duality, a QFT itself…
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Looking at the talks that actually are about string theory unification, you quickly see
why most people are talking about something else. Ibanez starts off by asking
whether string theory makes physical predictions, then claims that it does, with one
of them being exactly the reason it doesn’t make predictions about physics: “There is
a large landscape of string vacuum solutions…”, which he then goes on to describe.
Donagi’s talk, about Heterotic Standard Models, was remarkable in how much the
situation there hasn’t changed since 1985. You can come up with such models with
the right quantum numbers (and actually, just about any quantum numbers you
want…), but to get anything else, you have to address how to stabilize moduli and
break supersymmetry, and Donagi just mentions these problems at the end as tasks to
address in the future. For more about the F-theory-motivated models reported on, see
the comments at this posting, where “anonymous” has an informed discussion with
him (or her)self.

Comments

1. Thomas R Love
August 19, 2008

Clicking the link to Motl’s site, one is subject to a rant which includes
this:

“Virtually everything written on the blog you visited a minute ago is nonsense
and virtually all contributors are crackpots. The owner of the blog, Peter Woit, a
computer administrator and a lecturer in discipline, is trying to revenge to the
high-energy physics community for his inability to become a physicist himself.

You can check that during the last two decades, Peter Woit only wrote 3 rants
against string theory and one unpublishable, 0-citation demonization of spinors
in quantum field theory, earning less than 10 suspicious citations in total. For
comparison, Edward Witten wrote nearly 200 articles during the same period,
earning almost 40,000 citations from them. Peter Woit is not a scientist in any
sense; he is just an activist. ”

First, your Columbia webpage does say you are a lecturer in discipline, it should
be Lecturer in Mathematics, shouldn’t it?

Secondly, Motl has confused quantity with quality. The number of articles written
and the number of citations has nothing to do with the quality of the work.

Third, why do you provide a link to a site which says you (and I) are crackpots?

2. Peter Woit
August 19, 2008

Thomas,

I should update my web-page. For one thing, I’ve been promoted, and my title is
now “Senior Lecturer” (the “in Discipline” part isn’t very meaningful, the

http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2008/08/strings-ante-portas.html
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discipline in question is mathematics).

The links to Lubos’s blog are there when there’s something interesting on his
blog. The ad hominem attacks he puts out on anyone who criticizes string theory
I think speak for themselves. He’s done (and continues to do) more damage to
the public perception of string theory than I ever will.

Following his stream of consciousness about the talks is actually pretty
fascinating. On the one hand, he’s giving an extremely competent and expert
commentary of exactly what the conventional wisdom is at the top levels of the
string theory establishment about currently fashionable research. On the other,
he’s clearly a complete fanatic and out of his mind. Quite an amazing
combination to watch…

3. PAMELA
August 20, 2008

An interesting result was presented at another conference, about Dark Matter in
Stockholm. Preliminary data from the PAMELA experiment show an excess in the
energy spectrum of astrophysical positrons. If this will turn out to be the first
observation of Dark Matter annihilations, the authors will have to come back to
Stockholm for the Nobel prize.

4. Peter Woit
August 20, 2008

Thanks PAMELA,

I saw a mysterious rumor about this last week. If anyone knows of anywhere
there’s slides or some details of this, please let us know.

5. DB
August 20, 2008

I imagine this is the talk that has got the rumour mill running:

http://agenda.albanova.se/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=389&
sessionId=257&confId=355

By the way, congrats on the promotion Peter.

6. anon.
August 20, 2008

The PAMELA slide was shown at ICHEP, but they’re publishing in Nature
(*exasperated sigh*) and consequently there’s an embargo on actually releasing
the plot in advance of publication. So as far as I know it’s not available anywhere
online; you have to talk to someone who saw it. There is a Nature News story
about it, complete with crackpot comments.

7. Shantanu
August 20, 2008
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There have been many such claims for “excess” in such
indirect dark matter detection experiments, but none of them
are smoking gun. I guess we will have to wait until the paper is out.
Peter : congrats from me too.

8. Click
August 20, 2008

“After looking through the slides of the talks and hearing a few of them, the thing
that strikes me most about Strings 2008 is how little there has been about
strings.”

Peter,

This is not surprising at all as a lot of people are focused as the most expensive
experiments in the history of science is about to be conducted. As far as I see the
underlying motivation has come from string theory. I am constantly surprised
why you hate the word “string theory” so much.

However, I would like to thank you for putting good informative links on math
and physics.

9. Peter Woit
August 20, 2008

Click,

Despite what you have heard, the LHC has nothing to do with string theory.
String theory is not the underlying motivation for the experiments at the LHC.

10. PAMELA
August 21, 2008

indeed there is an embargo: the result of PAMELA was flashed during
conferences but the slides cannot be published on-line. I don’t know if a photo of
the result taken during the talk would violate the embargo.

11. nbutsomebody
August 21, 2008

Point about N=8 super-gravity is indeed very important. If we can have a finite
theory of gravity, then who needs string theory ?

12. Per
August 21, 2008

Matthias Staudacher just gave a talk about the spectral problem of AdS / CFT.
With the help of integrability, it is quite amazing how close this problem is to a
complete solution.

This is actually something which is quite outstanding, and I sometimes get the
feeling that you neglect this in your critique (which, in my opinion is often well



based) against string theory. If you compare to any research in theoretical
particle physics at the moment, would you say anything is as interesting as this?
My vote would be that it ties with the N=8 stuff that’s going on at the moment
(however, if I were to make a bet it would be against N=8 working out and for
AdS / CFT being solved (in the planar limit)).

Best wishes, P

13. Daniel de França MTd2
August 22, 2008

Any positive reaction to Carlo Rovelli talk? According to Lubos, he was almost
ignored.

14. Peter Woit
August 22, 2008

Per,

There certainly has been real progress in the AdS/CFT calculations you mention,
and I wouldn’t be surprised if sooner or later a complete understanding of the
planar limit was achieved, which would be great.

The problem though is that this doesn’t really change much, since everyone has
been assuming that this works for 10 years now. The N=8 stuff is much more
exciting, partly because it is much newer and much more poorly understood. If
N=8 finiteness is true, it opens up all sorts of possibilities that had been thought
to have been closed off, and these are possibilities relevant not just to solving
QCD, but to unifying physics.

Daniel,

Lubos was just watching the webcast, I doubt that from that he could tell much
about what the 400 people in the audience thought. Presumably some had the
same juvenile thoughts as him, others may have been more interested. As string
theorists are careful to point out, there’s a wide range of attitudes within their
community, with Lubos just one extreme point.

15. Daniel de França MTd2
August 22, 2008

Peter,

I know that. But did you, or anyone else too, see the webcast? His coverage of
the string subjects was excelent, but not about this one… So, it’s like I missed his
talk…

16. Peter Woit
August 22, 2008

Daniel,



I just caught the first few minutes of Rovelli’s talk, then had to leave. Maybe if
one saw the question section one might have gotten more of an impression of the
reaction of the audience, but I kind of doubt one could really tell much from the
webcast.

17. Per
August 23, 2008

The talk by Rovelli was one of the talks that received most questions after wards.
My impression was that it was very well received and the audience was
genuinely interested. After the talk a rather big group assembled around Rovelli
and asked him questions privately. This went on for quite some time if I am not
mistaken. As part of the audience, it was very pleasing to see that none of the
string / anti-string aggressiveness was there.

18. Daniel de França MTd2
August 23, 2008

Peter,

Renata Kallosh provided a proof for N=8 renormalizabily, given that there is no
anomaly in the expansion. She published it in the same day of her talk:

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0808/0808.2310v1.pdf

Do you agree with her? Also, do you agree with the argument that for d>3, it
must be tied to strings? Why(not)?

19. Urs Schreiber
August 25, 2008

I just caught the first few minutes of Rovelli’s talk, then had to leave.
Maybe if one saw the question section one might have gotten more of
an impression of the reaction of the audience, but I kind of doubt one
could really tell much from the webcast.

One question was if the LQG methods had been applied to 3d gravity and results
compared with the information one has about that, including Witten’s latest
connection to 2d CFT.

(Answer: unfortunately not.)

One question was how one can talk in LQG about black hole entropy without
being able to talk about black holes, due to a lack of semi-classical limit.

(Answer: there are two different ways to define a horizon, globally and locally.)

One question was if the advertized “loop quantum cosmology” is really be
derived from LQG.

(Answer: no, it is just quantization of cosmological models with some LQG
inspired modifications.)

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0808/0808.2310v1.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0808/0808.2310v1.pdf


One question was if the problem with the Immirzi-parameter has been resolved,
since two different arguments seem to require two different values.

(I think as a reply Rovelli reviewed what the Immirzi-parameter is.)

My impression from watching the webcast of talk and question session: the
audience was not ignorant about LQG and might have apprectiated a less
introductory talk addressing more of the technical issues. It remains a bit
frustrating to see Rovelli using up so much time to explain the bare idea of a
“spin network” to an audience that is familiar with the concept of Wilson line and
non-perturbative gauge theory on the lattice.

Generally I think: everybody would be happy if a non-perturbative description of
gravity using a parameterization of configuration space by Wilson loop
observables were available. Lots of stringy work in supergravity is routinely
using first-order Lagrangians that encode the Einstein-Hilbert action in terms of
a connection. If there is disagreement about LQG, it seems it is not so much
about this premise but about technical issues that follow.

20. Thomas Larsson
August 25, 2008

“including Witten’s latest connection to 2d CFT. ”

But that was wrong, wasn’t it?

21. Chris Austin
August 25, 2008

Hi Daniel,

“Renata Kallosh provided a proof for N=8 renormalizability … Do you agree with
her?”

The claim was actually of UV finiteness, i.e. the cancellation of all UV
divergences, rather than renormalizability, which means that UV divergences
can be absorbed in infinite redefinitions of coupling constants.

It seems to me that there might be a problem with Kallosh’s argument, which
was based on finding an inconsistency, at the linearized level, between
counterterms in Lorentz-covariant gauges and light cone gauge, because the
corresponding counterterms appear to be consistent between Lorentz-covariant
gauges and light-cone gauge in d = 11, and we would therefore expect the same
to be true after dimensional reduction to d = 4.

Specifically we are considering local quartic vertices that are super-Poincare
covariant at the linearized level, and in 11 dimensions these were constructed in
Lorentz-covariant gauges by Deser and Seminara, in http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-
th/9812136 and http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0002241, and in light-cone gauge by
Metsaev, in http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410239.

http://anonym.to/?http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/01/davide-gaiotto-killing-two-headed.html
http://anonym.to/?http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/01/davide-gaiotto-killing-two-headed.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9812136
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9812136
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9812136
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/9812136
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0002241
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0002241
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410239
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0410239


Metsaev uses a formalism in eleven dimensions where only so(7) invariance is
manifest, so as to have a completely unconstrained d = 11 superfield based on an
8 component so(7) spinor, but on dimensional reduction to d = 4, choosing the R
and L transverse dimensions to be among the compact dimensions, this should
reduce to the Brink, Kim, and Ramond formalism of Kallosh’s eqn. (1.5). In fact
the superfields in Metsaev’s eqn. (2.16) and Kallosh’s eqn. (1.5) exactly match
term by term, including the powers of p^+, if we reverse the order of the terms
in comparing the two papers, and note that Metsaev uses the notation \beta for
p^+, see eqn. (2.17).

Metsaev explicitly constructs all the Poincare generators to verify Poincare
invariance in d = 11, which should imply Poincare invariance in d = 4, and also
finds, in eqn. (5.29) on page 23, the most general local quartic vertex that is
super-Poincare covariant at the linearized level, and thus should contain terms
built from four Riemann tensors, with possible covariant derivatives acting on
them. This should reduce in four dimensions to counterterms such as Kallosh’s
eqns. (3.3) and (3.6).

Metsaev’s light-cone gauge result for the most general local quartic vertex that
is super-Poincare covariant at the linearized level, namely that it is obtained
from the leading one, that contains the t_8 t_8 R^4 term built from four Riemann
tensors, by applying derivatives corresponding to the most general non-
vanishing symmetric polynomial built from the Mandelstam invariants, see e.g.
Metsaev’s formula (5.34), on page 24, is consistent with Deser and Seminara’s
manifestly Lorentz-covariant construction, and shows that Deser and Seminara
obtained the most general such vertex.

To try to pin down further why Kallosh found a Lorentz-non-covariant numerator
factor (p^+)^4 from her counterterm eqn. (3.6), we note that Metsaev’s local
formula (5.29) involves, in effect, four powers of p^+ in the denominator, since
\beta_{13} means \beta_1 + \beta_3, from (5.4) on page 21, and \beta_a means
p^+ for the a’th leg of the vertex, see e.g. the footnote on page 3, or (2.17) on
page 8, or (2.26) on page 9, and the top of page 12. Furthermore, there is
nothing hidden in the other factors in (5.29) to cancel these overall denominator
powers of p^+, and when we combine with the superfields and the measure
factors as in (5.1), on page 20, taking the superfield and measure factors from
(3.6) to (3.9) on page 11, to obtain the formula which on dimensional reduction
to d = 4 should contain Kallosh’s eqn. (3.6), we see that Metsaev’s formula
contains four overall powers of p^+ in the denominator, which it would appear
could cancel the four numerator powers of p^+ found by Kallosh.

Best regards,
Chris

22. Jeff McGowan
August 25, 2008

OK, no doubt silly question, but I’m a mathematician, last physics classes I took
were GR and relativistic QM around 1984. Is the excitement about the finiteness
of N=8 supergravity simply because there is then ONE known finite theory?



Assumption then being that if one theory is finite, others which might actually be
relevant to the real world (whatever that might be  might also be finite?

Don’t hold it against me that I study Riemann surfaces, really, I don’t have
anything to do with strings (although I do remember a talk at a conference
maybe 15 years ago where the number 26 kept coming up, and one of the
questions at the end was “is that the 26 dimensions from string theory?”)

23. Peter Woit
August 25, 2008

Jeff,

One reason for the excitement is that this indicates there is some new symmetry
or important unexplained feature of this theory. If one can figure out what it is,
the implications could be very important. Whatever it is, it seems to get around
what was always considered a fatal disease of the theory.

The fact that this destroys the main argument always used to justify the idea that
to do quantum gravity one must abandon QFT and do string theory is one that
string theorists are doing their best to ignore.

24. Jeff McGowan
August 25, 2008

Peter,

Thanks. I have some sense of the issues in QFT with infinities, and that this
finiteness might give physicists some hope that there might be a way around
that. I have the mathematicians caution about generalizing from cases (and
about renormalization, I know it seemingly works quite well thank you), but
appreciate that it is always nice when you can find a case that works with the
hope that it gives you an idea about how to handle the bad case. My joke (lame
as it no doubt was) about Riemann surfaces and 26 dimensional string theory,
was meant to indicate that I have always had issues with physical theories that
are too “flexible” (26 dimensions, no 10, no 12, no 11….).

Interestingly (to me at least), the issues between physics and math which
somehow seem embodied in the string theory mess are just silly. Physics and
math have always been good for each other, in both directions. I’m not so sure
how much really interesting math there is in string theory, although there is
clearly some. I owe a very useful part of my doctoral education to a physicist, my
orals were explaining Witten’s beautiful JDG paper on Morse theory.



Freed on Chern-Simons

August 20, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Dan Freed has a wonderful preprint out on the arXiv this evening, based on a talk he
gave at the celebration of MSRI’s 25th anniversary, entitled Remarks on Chern-
Simons Theory. It’s mainly about the current state of attempts to better understand
the mathematical significance of the Chern-Simons-Witten quantum field theory.

This is a truly remarkable and very simple 3d quantum gauge theory, the significance
of which Witten first came to understand back in 1988. He quickly showed that the
theory brought together in an unexpected way several quite different but important
areas of mathematics and physics (3d topology, moduli spaces of vector bundles, loop
group representations, quantum groups, 2d conformal field theory among others).
This work was the main reason he was awarded a Fields medal in mathematics in
1990. While Witten and others worked out many important aspects of this story back
then, many important puzzles still remain, and it is these that Freed concentrates on.

Perhaps the biggest puzzle is that of how to actually define the theory in a local
manner. The standard definition thrown around is that this is just the QFT with
Lagrangian given by the Chern-Simons number CS of a connection A, so all one has to
do is evaluate the path integral
$$\int e^{i2\pi k CS(A)}$$
While this is a good starting point for a perturbative expansion at large k, it doesn’t
appear to make much sense non-perturbatively. Freed points out that it is known that
the theory must depend on additional topological structure on the 3-manifold (e.g. a
2-framing), whereas the path integral looks like it only depends on the orientation. If
you try and think about how you would actually calculate such an integral
numerically, by discretizing it and taking a limit, it looks like you will end up with
something hopelessly dependent on the details of the discretization and the limit. For
a much simpler toy example with some of the same problems, consider the path
integral on closed curves on a sphere, taking as Lagrangian the enclosed area.

Freed describes in detail the state of attempts to rigorously define the theory without
dealing with the path integral, but instead exploiting the fact that it is supposed to be
a topological qft, and thus may have an abstract definition in terms of generators and
relations. He describes the current situation as follows:

• There is a generators-and-relations construction of the 1-2-3 theory via
modular tensor categories for many classes of compact Lie groups G. This
includes finite groups, tori, and simply connected groups, the latter via
quantum groups or operator algebras.

• There are new generators-and-relations constructions – at this stage still
conjectural – of the 0-1-2-3 theory for certain groups, including finite groups
and tori.

• There is an a priori construction of the 0-1-2-3 theory for a finite group.
• There is an a priori construction of the dimensionally reduced 1-2 theory for

all compact Lie groups G

http://arxiv.org/abs/0808.2507
http://arxiv.org/abs/0808.2507
http://arxiv.org/abs/0808.2507
http://arxiv.org/abs/0808.2507


The bottom line is that we only have a local construction of the theory for the case of
finite groups, where one can make perfectly good sense of the path integral. For the
case of a 3-manifold that is a product of a circle and a Riemann surface, one can
define things in terms of a 2d theory, and Freed explains the connections to the
Freed-Hopkins-Teleman theorem.

To convince mathematicians that there is something to the path integral, Freed writes
down the asymptotic expansion for large k that it leads to, and shows that this gives a
highly non-trivial conjecture relating quite different mathematical objects associated
with a 3-manifold. He shows strong numerical evidence for this conjecture.

Finally, he ends with some extensive and interesting comments about the relationship
between quantum field theory and mathematics, as it has been pursued by both
physicists and mathematicians over the past quarter-century, with some speculation
about what direction this might take in the future.

Comments

1. James Robson
August 21, 2008

I wouldn’t normally have commented here as the level is usually well above me
and the discusssion is usually frantically mathematical (or overly personal). But,
it seems like nobody else has commented yet so I’ll take this opportunity to ask
the simplest thing: what does this mean:
“For a much simpler toy example with some of the same problems, consider the
path integral on closed curves on a sphere, taking as Lagrangian the enclosed
area.”

Simple as it may be I’ve forgotten loads of my differential geometry and QFT
from college, as without use, maths just seems to evaporate, and would plead an
indulgence if there are no better replies t deal with. Does the patah integral
relate to the enclosed are via stokes?

-james.

2. Knight who says ni
August 21, 2008

Off topic:

Could you please recommend a good survey of conformal field theory for
mathematicians? Something where one could find the main ideas explained in
geometric terms, without long formulas with indices all around, e.g. Atiyah’s
“The geometry and physics of knots” etc.

3. Peter Woit
August 21, 2008

James,



Yes, via Stokes you can expressed the enclosed area as an integral over the
closed curve. This is well-defined modulo the total area of the sphere (you have a
choice to make about what is “inside” the curve, what is “outside”, the difference
is the area of the sphere)

This is just the action though. To get a path integral, you are supposed to
multiply by i, and exponentiate, getting a phase, then, integrate this phase over
the infinite dimensional space of all closed paths. It’s this last step which is
highly problematic.

4. Peter Woit
August 21, 2008

Knight,

One place to start is Gawedzki’s “lectures on conformal field theory”, in the IAS
volume (Quantum Fields and Strings, a course for mathematicians).

Graeme Segal’s notes on CFT give a different and quite interesting perspective,
definitely few indices there…

5. mike
August 21, 2008

Peter,

I have to admit that this one is a little over my head as well, although I seem to
remember that path integrals are integral (sorry!) to QFT so just to inquire about
your comment,

“If you try and think about how you would actually calculate such an integral
numerically, by discretizing it and taking a limit, it looks like you will end up with
something hopelessly dependent on the details of the discretization and the
limit”,

Forgive my lack of understanding if it seems too simple a question, but would it
help to use a Taylor series for the exponential and to find an approximation on
the discrete terms or does this action through away the important parts of the
result?

6. Peter Woit
August 21, 2008

mike,

The problem is that the space of closed paths is infinite-dimensional, so you’re
trying to integrate over an infinite-dimensional space. Normally what you do in
such a situation is pick some way of discretizing the problem, so that it becomes
finite dimensional, then take the limit as the discretization goes to zero. The
problem isn’t that you can’t do this kind of calculation, it’s that the limit (if it
exists) is going to depend on the details of how you discretized.



This kind of path integral is quite different than the usual ones. There you can
analytically continue in time, and get something with gaussian fall-off, that can
be made well-defined. Here if you analytically continue, the phase stays a phase.

As far as I can tell, the situation here, like Chern-Simons, is that some additional
structure is needed that will allow a well-defined formulation of the integral.

7. mike
August 22, 2008

Peter,

I am not sure how you would make the integral converge, but an alternate guess
is that perhaps you can try representing the discrete function as a complex
function, like a z-transform. Then, instead of taking the limit as the discreteness
goes to zero, you can just look at the causality of the function which produces a
region of convergence for solutions that are stable (ROC < 1). This is sort of a
“landscape” solution that graphically may show where the bounds of the
solutions lie in complex space. If there is convergence on the path integral, I
would guess it should be bounded when represented as a complex function, but
maybe that’s a big guess.

8. James Robson
August 22, 2008

Peter,

Many thanks for your reply.

I said I had forgotton most of the maths I once knew – which is true and I regret
it – but I did remember the (generalised) Stoke’s theorem – honest! It’s one of
those unifying beautiful results that you get taught and time does not erode.
Thanks all the same for taking time to explain things, which you did very clearly.

My real concern was about the path integrals, and I was hoping your “toy”
example would help me out. I still remember a patchy smattering of measure
theory, but, how would you try to get a measure on the space of all – I guess
simple closed curves (?) – on a sphere? What branch of maths helps you out
here? (probably “measure theory” Doh!), but, from what I’ve read, construction
of suitable measures for the job is a real problem.

Do you think that, in the long run, these path integrals will become rigorously
defined, and, like Newton/Leibnitz calculus, Dirac deltas, differentials /”one-
forms”, etc, become important branches of maths in the future?

-James.

9. Peter Woit
August 22, 2008

James,



My point here is that the problem of making sense of this kind of path integral is
ill-posed. I don’t think you can do it without adding some structure and changing
the problem. This is true both for Chern-Simons and for the toy model. You can
change the toy model problem into a QM problem where the answer is clear and
given by representation theory. There you find you need to add a kinetic term
and fermionic terms to the path integral. I suspect something similar needs to be
done for CS, but don’t know how to do this.

10. Hans de Vries
August 29, 2008

The abelian Chern Simons theory for the electromagnetic field provides lots of
useful insights. For example the spin-density of the electromagnetic field, which
can be expressed as S = D x A + HV. The combination of this pseudo vector
together with the axial Dirac current forms a preserved quantity.

The concept of an EM spin density has yet to trickle down from QFT to the more
general EM audience. I devoted a chapter in my coming QFT book to work out
two elementary examples:

The EM spin density of an electron with charge and magnetic moment as well as
the spin density of arbitrary polarized radiation from an atomic spin 1 transition.
Both examples result in what you would expect from an EM spin density.
http://www.physics-quest.org/Book_Chapter_EM2_ChernSimonsSpin.pdf

Regards, Hans
—————————————
http://www.physics-quest.org

http://www.physics-quest.org/Book_Chapter_EM2_ChernSimonsSpin.pdf
http://www.physics-quest.org/Book_Chapter_EM2_ChernSimonsSpin.pdf
http://www.physics-quest.org/
http://www.physics-quest.org/


Gross on Outlook for String Theory

August 22, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

David Gross just finished giving the closing talk at Strings 2008, on the outlook for
string theory, following a talk by Hirosi Ooguri summarizing the conference. Strings
2009 will be in Rome next June, and it appears that there is a tentative plan to have
Strings 2010 in College Station, Texas.

Gross began his talk by recalling his days as a postdoc at CERN in the late 60s,
working on an early version of string theory (e.g. trying to extend the Veneziano
model). At the time he felt CERN was a great center of theory, but somewhat of an
experimental backwater, with the real action he was interested in happening at SLAC.
Now, forty years later both string theory and CERN have flourished. CERN is in the
process of becoming the single world umbrella lab doing particle physics, driving all
the others out of business. Unfortunately, Gross sees the same thing happening in
particle theory and seems rather pleased about it, saying that only one umbrella in
theoretical physics will survive, string theory, eating up everything else. Except LQG,
which he says has not yet been brought under the umbrella, and “we’re not sure we
want to”.

I found this display of string theory triumphalism truly appalling. The fact of the
matter is that string theory has failed miserably to do what it was supposed to do,
explain unexplained features of the standard model and predict what happens beyond
it. Under the circumstances, to claim victory and write out of particle theory anything
that doesn’t fit under the string theory “umbrella” is completely inappropriate. The
message to any young particle theorist from Gross was clear: fall in line with string
theory ideology, or there will be no place for you under the “umbrella”, i.e. no job for
you (the phenomenologists have their own umbrella, you better try that one). The fact
that HEP experiment is being forced to consolidate in one lab by economic realities is
a really unfortunate one. There is no similar reason for HEP theory to be forced to
consolidate around one topic.

Later on in the talk, Gross started channeling Lee Smolin and me, urging young
people to stop sticking to the same well-worn ideas, to stop looking under the same
lampposts, and to go out and search for something really new. He argued that they
would find wandering in the darkness less competitive since few people were doing it.
It was unclear whether one is allowed to get out from under the umbrella when one
goes out to investigate the darkness, presumably not.

While he made lots of positive comments about current work in string theory in order
to rally the troops, much of his talk was rather pessimistic and critical of trends in
string theory research. He acknowledged that there hadn’t been any “great
breakthroughs” in the field in quite a while. String phenomenology was described an
attempt to make string theory “a predictive, or at least imitative” framework. He
didn’t comment on what it means for theorists to give up on predicting nature, and
settling for imitating it.



About the LHC, he acknowledged that it is unlikely to have anything to say about
string theory. He finds the idea of seeing black holes, strings, etc. “extremely
unlikely”, but is betting that the Higgs and supersymmetry will show up.
Unfortunately, even if supersymmetry is found “it’s not clear that we’re going to learn
enough”, this won’t answer any deep questions about string theory or prove that it is
relevant. His “most optimistic hope” is that the LHC will see something unexpected,
and “we will realize that this was an obvious prediction of string theory”. He notes
that this is “almost our last chance”, if nothing relevant to string theory shows up at
this energy scale, it is unlikely that anything relevant will show up at any energy scale
accessible for an extremely long time.

Gross commented on two topics that hadn’t been mentioned in the talks. He’s still
hoping for a non-anthropic explanation of the CC, and noted that no speaker had
brought up the anthropic landscape explanation of the CC, with it getting a mention
only at one after-dinner talk. Despite what Susskind claims, perhaps the battle
between the anthropicists and their opponents is not going so well for the anthopic
side. They may get pushed out from underneath the umbrella…

The second topic was the still unsolved question of “what is string theory?”. Gross
noted that there were no talks on string field theory, since it and most other ideas
about how to define string theory non-perturbatively have gone nowhere. The one
thing that is still alive is AdS/CFT, which now completely dominates the subject. More
and more, particle theory research under the umbrella is focused only on things
related to the duality of N=4 SSYM and string theory on AdS5 x S5. Gross noted the
progress toward showing this duality, with the planar limit perhaps being done within
the next few years.

By the way, in Ooguri’s talk, he mentions an AdS/CFT discrepancy that has been
resolved, saying he was surprised that some blogger didn’t claim this discrepancy as
disproof of AdS/CFT. Lubos in his commentary helpfully explains that Ooguri was
referring to “numerous pigs and Woits”. Since I’ve never argued that there’s a
problem with AdS/CFT duality, I guess he must be talking about someone else. Maybe
Jacques Distler has some postings about problems with AdS/CFT that I missed.

Gross takes the attitude that there is no more value in working on “tests” of AdS/CFT,
that the conjecture is now well-tested and it is time to move on to try and understand
what AdS/CFT is good for, especially what it says about the question of “what string
theory is?”. The planar limit is just the classical limit, and he discusses prospects for
moving beyond it . On the QFT side, this means deforming the gauge theory by non-
renormalizable operators, so it is not clear what to do.

Update: More summary commentary and prizes at Resonaances. Clifford Johnson
watched Gross’s talk and summarizes it as follows:

David Gross summed it all up, took stock of where we are, and where we
aren’t, and looked forward. A sort of “state of the union” speech if you like.
And the state is good. Very good indeed.

Comments

http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2008/08/string-2008-summary.html
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2008/08/string-2008-summary.html
http://asymptotia.com/2008/08/22/summary-strings/
http://asymptotia.com/2008/08/22/summary-strings/


1. anon.
August 22, 2008

The planar limit is just the classical limit, and he discusses prospects for moving
beyond it. On the QFT side, this means deforming the gauge theory by non-
renormalizable operators, so it is not clear what to do.

Going beyond the planar limit just means going to finite Nc on the field theory
side (and computing g_s corrections in the dual). Non-renormalizable operators
are a separate issue: they let you deform away from asymptotically AdS, with the
hope of somehow probing properties of flat-space string theory. I wouldn’t have
high hopes for that, but then, Gross is smarter than I am….

2. Peter Woit
August 22, 2008

anon.,

Thanks for the clarification, I wasn’t careful enough writing that, should have
made it clear that Gross was speculating about moving beyond the AdS/CFT
duality, changing the background, not just further tests of AdS/CFT at higher
orders in 1/Nc. I’ve edited the post slightly to clarify.

3. Esornep
August 22, 2008

D. Gross said:

“Much like other string meetings, it’s been extraordinarily exciting.”

Tongue firmly in cheek, I suspect.

4. Shantanu
August 22, 2008

Peter and others, are the the vidoes of the meeting archived?
Or are they only avaiable in realtime?
Thanks

5. Daniel de França MTd2
August 23, 2008

There were really interesting things in the meeting, one of them was covered
here by Peter. On Wednesday, it happened really nice talks concerning advances
towards the proof of renormizability of supergravity N=8 and some useful nice
side effect from this, like more efficient ways to calculate the perturbative terms
of the usual QCD.

6. Umesh
August 23, 2008

Were there no comments on Rovelli’s talk on LQG?



7. hvtek
August 23, 2008

Hahaha! You find the display of string theory triumphalism appalling? And that it
failed miserably in its objectives? What about LQG? Did you watch Carlo Rovelli
talk? It was pure comedy, to put it lightly. Even he admitted in one of his slides
(one of the first, in fact) that the low energy limit of his theory is pretty much
work in progress. What a joke! So, if he and his people can’t derive Einstein
equations from their formalism, it is not a theory of quantum gravity. It is not
even a theory of gravity (let alone the other interactions, or matter content)! His
talk should have ended there! Instead he continues, talking about black holes
(solutions of the low-energy limit he can’t derive) and diffeomorphism groups
(not the Lorentz group we’re interested in, as Alvarez-Gaume put it in one
comment), Immirzi parameters (that must be fixed in different ways to get the
different answers he wants to achieve), and many other stand-up comedy pieces.

String theory, on the other hand, has GR as its long-distance limit. No doubts
about that! And it’s a consistent quantum theory. Therefore, it is a theory of
quantum gravity! Crystal-clear! The “phenomenological” work in progress in
string theory is the derivation of the effective model for the remaining
interactions, which must contain the Standard Model in the energy range of
present accelerators. But that requires the understanding of the stringy vacuum,
and that is not for the faint-hearted or amateurs. And, of course, there is no
deadline to solve that problem. What does that even mean?!

String theory is indeed the only theory of quantum gravity in existence. And by
that I mean a theory that can be explicitly shown to contain Einstein gravity in
the large-distance limit, and it is an anomaly-free quantum theory. The possibility
of construction of such theory should, as a consequence, contain enough freedom
to accommodate all the other interactions, and string theory does just that. It
even provides a prescription to calculate particle masses and other physics
parameters from the geometric properties of the vacuum, once you find it. It is a
hard task, but is not impossible. It is by far more likely than LQG being
consistent with low energy physics.

The reason why I defend string theory is that it contains too many beautiful and
meaningful results to ignore it as one of the greatest achievements in physics
(and mathematics). It gives us so many hints that it is correct that it must be so.
Just like Gross’ comment on AdS/CFT. It’s like Riemann’s hypothesis: it’s
beautiful, it provides so many outstanding results, and it’s verified up to the first
10^13 zeros. It has to be true! But even if it’s not, I thing that it would be also
very interesting (if not more), because you would have to explain why the zeros
don’t fall on the critical line only for the 10^500th zero, for example. And even if
string theory is proved not to contain our world as a solution (which I doubt), you
would still have to explain why not! Because you can already model strings to get
toy models for particle phenomenology. They are not the real world, but they are
not far removed from it. So, even the absence of a solution containing the
Standard Model would simply mean that string theory as we know it would have
to be slightly extended instead of completely replaced.



In conclusion, I believe that the answer will arrive, and it will come from string
theory. But be patient, because there are no deadlines to fill.

8. somebody
August 23, 2008

“CERN is in the process of becoming the single world umbrella lab doing particle
physics, driving all the others out of business. Gross ses the same thing
happening in particle theory and seems rather pleased about it, saying that only
one umbrella in theoretical physics will survive, string theory, eating up
everything else.”

There is a world of difference between Gross’ claim that string theory contains
all the great ideas known in particle physics and gravity, and your claim that
string theory is “eating up everything else”. You have managed to turn a
scientific point that someone was raising (in this case, Gross), into a sociological
statement.

String theory contains gravity or gauge theory or non-commutativity or whatever
NOT because it is evil and wants to take over other disciplines. It is just an
inherent mathematical feature of string theory. To subtly redefine the problem
into a sociological one only helps to misguide your untrained and/or gullible
readers.

9. Arun
August 23, 2008

hvtek – The three notions that I disagree most with are:

It gives us so many hints that it is correct that it must be so.

And even if string theory is proved not to contain our world as a solution (which I
doubt), you would still have to explain why not!

The comparison of string theory with Riemann’s hypothesis is the third.

All three are pinnacles of anti-scientific thinking.

10. somebody
August 23, 2008

Arun cites hvtek’s claim that “[string theory] gives us so many hints that it is
correct that it must be so”
as a
“pinnacle of anti-scientific thinking.”

I disagree. If you had said hvtek could actually be WRONG, I would have agreed.
But being “scientific” is an entirely different thing. Trusting an idea that goes
through many of the wickets, and trying to take it to its completion so we can
reap the full rewards, is in fact the way theoretical physics SHOULD work. Is it
conceivable that the idea is wrong? Of course it is. But that is completely beside



the point. Doing science is in fact about taking bets that seem reasonable at the
time and dealing with ambiguity. HVTEK was emphasizing that at this point the
most reasonable bet is string theory.

Here is the status quo as I see it: string theory has all the features of quantum
gravity one would hope for, including solutions to black hole puzzles, singularity
resolution, holography, possibility of topology change etc. etc. It contains the
broad outlines of realistic particle phenomenology including chiral fermions,
generations, gauge groups etc. etc. It brings together almost all (if not all) of the
most experimentally successful ideas in theoretical physics including gauge
symmetry, Lorentz invariance, etc. etc. Experimentally, it is gradually bringing
up connections to some condensed matter systems which are experimentally
accessible (with some quantitative, but not very well-understood successes).

Any one of these would have been enough to make an idea interesting. It is
inconceivable that string theory will have nothing to do with reality, because it
already does. The valid question is whether it is going to be a useful tool in doing
particle phenomenology, model-building etc. About that: despite all the nonsense
claiming the contrary, progress has been steady, so there is no reason to think
that we should give up now. Stabilized vacua are only five years old.

11. fh
August 23, 2008

hvtek, maybe Rovellis talk wasn’t the best introduction given the audience, but
you obviously have no clue what you are talking about. Yes LQG has some severe
problems. No they are not the “problems” you mention. That’s just misinformed
blather. E.G: The Immirzi parameter is free in the Holst action, Ashtekar choose
a value for mathematical simplicity, later it was found that in QM you have to
choose it for consistency with BH entropy. Thus Ashtekars original
simplifications could not be used. There are no conflicting scenarios for Immirzi,
the original choice was purely for mathematical simplicity before its physical
meaning and the way to fix it physically became known.

Since the low energy limit is such a joke to you could you please elucidate me
how, given any background independent quantum theory, to even construct
observables that would indicate it?

After all it is well known that pure gravity does not have good/unique
thermodynamics (what is equilibrium in the absence of a timelike killing vector
field?), nor energy scales (Black Holes come in all sizes).

And yes, it is probably fair to say that String theory is the only theory of
Quantum Gravity, however at the enormous cost of shitloads of stuff that nobody
has ever observed (e.g. 11 dimensions) or that is, even in priunciple,
unobservable. Furthermore we have control over the theory only in ways (dual,
perturbative) that obscure the conceptual questions that a final formulation must
answer one way or another.

12. Aleksandar Mikovic
August 23, 2008



Hvtek’s claim that string theory is a theory of quantum gravity is not a precise
statement. The precise statement would be that string theory is a perturbative
theory of quantum gravity since the arbitrary genus amplitudes are finite (again
there is a caveat, since there is no proof for arbitrary genus, but string theorists
beleive that it is finite). On the other hand, the nonperturbative string theory is
less well-defined mathematically, and results like AdS/CFT
are conjectures, and even if true, it is not clear how it can be used to learn
something about quantum gravity phenomena. When compared to Loop
Quantum Gravity, one can see that LQG is a nonperturbative formulation, and
this is the reason why it is difficult to see what is the flatspace limit (although,
the recent work of Rovelli and collaborators has shown that the theory has room
to accomodate gravitons, and hence the Einstein equations in the classical limit).
Hence the claims that the string theory is the only viable candidate for a
quantum gravity theory are not true.

13. somebody
August 23, 2008

“And yes, it is probably fair to say that String theory is the only theory of
Quantum Gravity, however at the enormous cost of shitloads of stuff that nobody
has ever observed (e.g. 11 dimensions) or that is, even in priunciple,
unobservable.”

This is misleading. String theory can have four dimensions as well.

The better way to say it is that string theory allows many classical solutions, of
which one specific choice corresponds to ten dimensions. The ten dimensional
theory is special only because it gives rise to the easiest perturtbation theory:
the worldsheet CFT is free.

“Furthermore we have control over the theory only in ways (dual, perturbative)
that obscure the conceptual questions that a final formulation must answer one
way or another.”

I have sympathy with this statement. But it depends a bit on what kind of
conceptual questions one has in mind. What seems conceptually important at low
energies is not always what is conceptually important at high energies. What is
important is that the theory should REDUCE at low energies to the expected
principles that we know and love at low energies. But I would say that to rigidly
hold on to ideas stemming from a manifold-model of spacetime (such as naive
spacetime diff. invariance) all the way to Planck scale, is unwarranted.

14. bpz
August 23, 2008

ft:”When compared to Loop Quantum Gravity, one can see that LQG is a
nonperturbative formulation, and this is the reason why it is difficult to see what
is the flatspace limit ”
I think the question was about obtaining Einstein’s equations in the low energy
limit of LQG, and not about the flat space limit. The fact is that in the low energy
limit ST automatically predicts not only the graviton in the spectrum, but also



gives Einstein’s equations from the worlsheet CFT beta functions, without
specifying the background metric, and LQG does not even come close to
achieving this.

15. David Berman
August 23, 2008

I feel the comments made above and indeed the tone set by Peter’s reportage are
not indicative of how stirng theorists think at all. This idea of an ongoing battle
just isn’t there. We are open to ideas and indeed Rovelli was invited to speak and
everyone I met at strings was glad he did. This persistent itch to create and
imagine conspiracies of string theorists excluding people really does verge on
the paranoid. We are happy LQG people exist its just we choose something
different. Each to their own tastes. I simply would encourage construction rather
than criticism. Do your work and let others do theirs instead of moaning about
hegemonies.

16. Daniel de França MTd2
August 23, 2008

David, do you read Lubos’ blog?

17. A.J.
August 23, 2008

Daniel,

Citing Lubos is as a bad an argument as citing Lubos’ arguments.

18. Moshe
August 23, 2008

fh, factual question regarding the Immirzi paramater: is there a choice of the
parameter that makes the BH entropy come out right for more than one type of
BH? first kind of BH can be regarded as calibration, anything after that is a
test…

19. Peter Woit
August 23, 2008

somebody,

I don’t think I was at all misrepresenting Gross’s comments. People can listen to
them and make up their minds. He was explicitly making an analogy between the
dominance of CERN in HEP experiment and string theory in HEP theory. You can
try and claim that this dominance of string theory is not a matter of sociology,
but just reflects its huge success as a scientific research program. I strongly
disagree.

David,

I think I was accurately reporting Gross’s comment on LQG, including its tone. In



other venues, Gross has publicly made dismissive comments about the subject.
He’s clearly no fan of the subject.

I don’t doubt that many string theorists adopt the attitude you endorse of “each
to their own tastes”. But I also think that many, including many quite powerful
ones, share what I fear is Gross’s attitude that the hegemony of string theory is
justified, that ideas that aren’t somehow related to it are just not that
interesting. Lubos reflects this attitude in its pure, uncensored form, but in less
extreme form some of this attitude seems to be held by a lot of other people.

20. Alberto G. P.
August 23, 2008

The Minwalla’s conference was about the ‘Non Linear Dynamics from Gravity’:

http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=24&resId=0&
materialId=slides&confId=21917

I am not an expert in the subject, but this conference seem me very interesting.
It’s means that we can obtain analytic solutions of Navier-Stokes equations in a
completely different way, by means a new and amazing duality, Isn’t it?. Is this
new mathematical tecnique powerful and elegant? If it is true, then turbulent
flow could be explained by analytic solutions of Navier-Stokes equations. Can we
obtain new insights on turbulence?.

Maybe God could have an answer for Lamb’s second question , i.e. why
turbulence?

21. Luboš Motl
August 24, 2008

Dear David Berman,

your comments about these matters are stunning. Science is not about “tastes”
(even though the postmodern people who have contaminated 99% of Academia
by now clearly think otherwise): science is about finding objectively correct
answers to well-defined questions, in this case questions about quantum gravity,
and it is essential for the scientific method that hypotheses that have been
proved incorrect are abandoned, regardless of people’s “tastes”. In the context
of sociology, it is equally important to pick people who are able to look for
correct answers and not to pick those who aren’t.

Rovelli’s talk at Strings was a very weird experiment. It brought nothing to the
participants because it was addressed to an audience that wants to be
manipulated by simple propositions with some buzzwords, audience that doesn’t
know what a “path integral” or “Wilson line” means, and the speaker had no idea
what the participants (theoretical physicists) are working on now, not even
approximately: and he was not interested. The talk covered some basic
“motivating concepts” that haven’t changed for 10+ years and that haven’t led to
any successful checks in the last decade(s) even though they have led to failed
tests. And there is arguably no work in loop quantum gravity that could be useful

http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=24&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=21917
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=24&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=21917
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=24&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=21917
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=24&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=21917


for more well-informed groups of physicists than those who need to be
introduced to the concept of a “path integral”.

Every single question after the talk was from a physicist who has already heard
about their framework i.e. learned why it is inconsistent. (Rovelli was not
interested in the questions, either: the work in LQG has switched from the
search for meaningful and relevant ideas to a P.R. business indefinitely
promoting a dead horse, motivated by the proponents’ personal interests.) It is
likely that this experiment (an LQG talk at a major string conference) will never
repeat itself. There’s no reason for another introduction to LQG at future
conferences because the string community has already been “officially exposed”
to LQG, and there will also be no reason for more detailed talks because the
organizers will now be officially able to see why all the other work is wrong (or
at least incomprehensible to all of them) so they will regain the freedom to
choose all the speakers according to the merit rather than politically correct
desires for “diversity”. From this perspective based on the merit, no LQG
researcher could make it to a prestigious global annual conference about high-
energy theoretical physics.

Rovelli was the only name of a speaker (in English) that didn’t appear in Hirosi
Ooguri’s summary of the talks and LQG was drawn as a disconnected piece from
“the” theory studied by the participants. And David Gross indeed said, as this
blog correctly reviews, that we’re not sure whether we want to eat this
discipline, LQG (like other disciplines in the past). And he did say that string
theory was a hegemony in theoretical particle physics because it indeed is one
and it is one for extremely good reasons that were revealed during the last 40
years. By looking at objective data, your statement that “everyone” was happy
that Rovelli was invited sounds extremely bizarre. Every string theorist whom I
consider good has been exposed to the assumptions of the LQG framework years
ago, because they try to re-answer some very important questions that every
expert in the field should care about, and every one of them knows why the LQG
answers are incorrect, because it is not difficult to see.

By this category, I mean people like Susskind, Gross, Polchinski, Seiberg, Witten,
Strominger, Vafa, and many others. There exists no genuine “open-mindedness”
or “freedom to choose physics according to tastes” because these questions have
been answered and the only difference is whether physicists choose to be silent
about these facts (none of the people in my list has been quite silent about the
inconsistency of LQG, though; I could tell you dozens of details based on private
conversations but because it might be sensitive, they won’t appear here). It is
very plausible that there exist many students and other junior people who are
not getting these points because similar topics about “alternative theories”
became a part of political correctness that cannot be taught or talked about
freely (because it could insult someone to explain why a class of theories is
known to be wrong, right?) and they were not able to analyze these problems
independently (so far). So people who don’t really mean anything in physics,
such as Urs Schreiber, A.J., or someone like that, can be ambiguous about this
question: this includes everyone who thinks that the discussions at this blog are
intelligent and relevant for actual physics, rather than being emotional
exchanges mostly between cranks who have no clue what they’re talking about.



But be sure that the physicists who actually represent the “bones” of the
skeleton supporting the “lampposts” of string theory are not ambiguous at all.
LQG doesn’t work and there is no known promising & surviving route in this
context that would deserve to be studied. That’s also why no new LQG person
should be hired at any institution that knows what it is doing.

Also, I think that if you actually think that these LQG things have a significant
probability to be correct, or they’re not excluded, then all of your work lacks a
basic scientific integrity because your papers seem to be assuming that LQG is
incorrect but you never state it. For example, all the comments you have ever
made about anomalies should supplemented with a citation of an LQG source
where it is argued that anomalies can’t exist because they, and all effects coming
from UV divergences, might be removed by the “discrete nature of space” at
short distances. In all cases, you should honestly consider both possibilities, that
LQG is correct and LQG is wrong. The same thing applies to all sections of your
papers where you use a classical solution because you should be studying these
things in a background-independent way, if the LQG teaching is correct, and so
on and on. If you really think that LQG might be correct, your papers are an
example of hiding of the facts in science which would probably be even worse
than to misunderstand why LQG is wrong.

In other words, if you have the “tastes” that you expressed and you think that
LQG is more than a collection of ideas that can only be promising for 1 minute
until one makes any test, ideas that are addressed to journalists rather than
experts, research programs where all the hopes have already been proved
unsubstantiated, you should really work on it because if it were a promising
approach to quantum gravity, as you seem to think, then it would surely be an
understudied one. Meanwhile, it would be desirable if you stopped trying to
intimidate the physicists who actually know why LQG is not serious physics and
create dishonest propaganda about “consensus” about your ludicrous opinions
about “diverse tastes”, “happiness” about the useless talk, and “encouragement
of construction” at corners of the space of ideas where nothing constructive can
be constructed.

It would sad if, as you indicate, young people were so absorbed into work under
“particular lampposts” that they would become unable to see the big picture and
if they become ambibuous about key conceptual questions thare are not
ambiguous. But it would be even worse if physics switched into a hypocritical
mode where people think something else than what they write in their papers.
For me, your comments about LQG were shocking because they seem flagrantly
incompatible with everything I have read in your papers and everything we have
ever discussed in person.

Best wishes
Lubos

22. G
August 24, 2008

Wow Lubos, that’s a long post for someone who “Sorry but I really can’t afford to



share readers…” of this blog 
If ST is so fantastic, why did you quit physics? you complain about production
but yours is zero in the last 2 years…

I may agree with you Rovelli’s talk wasn’t very exciting, but neither is ST these
days when it comes to QG.

I agree ST has inspired very beautiful and potentially (yet to be seen) useful stuff
whereas LQG hasn’t moved pass a few neat ideas but no clear progress. But as a
theory of everything is as useful as LQG so far, let alone talk about
phenomenology…That’s the reason why there aren’t many jobs out there for
string theorists anyhow. Evolution at work…

G

G

23. Luboš Motl
August 24, 2008

Dear G,

I quit the Academia in 2005 when the feminist Nazis effectively took over
Harvard, after preventing president Summers to say facts about biology that
every person who is not a complete idiot knows – e.g. about cognitive differences
between sexes. Because I spent the first 1/2 of my life in a totalitarian society, I
know what it means to lose freedom of speech and I would never tolerate
anything comparable to repeat in the place where I live. At that time I simply
decided not to be extending/replacing the H1 visas which expired in June 2007,
so I resigned.

But it is true that even if this thing didn’t happen, I would be tempted to run
away because of related things that were happening around physics. I got
annoyed by people similar to David Berman who were implicitly helping those
self-serving fraudsters and liars similar to Mr Woit and Mr Smolin to get away
with their lies and to create an unjustified gloomy atmosophere in the field. At
least, David Berman is brave enough to sign, but various anonymous people – a
moral waste similar to you – apparently began to influence the course of things
as well.

Of course if there are people who can’t touch the ankles of David Gross, they
won’t be appreciating how fantastic the progress in string theory has been and it
is still remarkable. The Strings 2008 conference was kind of impressive and I am
convinced that even the people who can follow 10% of the relevant concepts only
know why it is the case. At any rate, I just want to keep the freedom to know and
say and why a fantastic theory is fantastic and why rubbish is rubbish, and the
growing influence of mediocre, dishonest, and often anonymous people on the
Academia was incompatible with my unbreakable standards about the scientific
integrity. These things began to influence even things like my organization of
seminars (lousy speakers wanted to speak about nonsense for the sake of
“diversity” all the time, not respecting that they would have to be invited),



teaching, etc. The job simply sucked given the existing conditions.

I agree that pigs, Woits, and Smolins have had a very bad impact on the
perception of theoretical physics within the public and the broader scientific
community, influence funding as well, which is why they deserve a very tough
punishment. But you’re still heavily exaggerating the importance of these two
jerks and their gullible followers. Concerning jobs, Xi Yin was just hired at
Harvard (after Frederik Denef), Allan Adams was just hired at MIT, Jason Kumar
was hired at Hawaii, Dan Kabat was hired at Lehman College, and sorry if I
missed other people. Add the new stringy IMP (fundamental physics = string
theory) center paid for by the Japanese government. That’s arguably a
comparable number to the recent years (many of these jobs were announced
really recently) and I am convinced that by the next year, the impact of the anti-
theorist hysteria supported by the likes of the owner of this blog will completely
fade away and everyone, except for a few anonymous posters at Not Even
Wrong, will know that the propaganda by Woit and Smolin was based on lies and
the anonymous people supporting Woit on this forum are scum if not Woit
himself.

String theory is fantastic and whoever doesn’t see it even though he claims to be
interested in theoretical physics is simply not a high-quality thinker and I find it
unacceptable for these people to dictate what others can think and say about
their work or even what they should work on.

Best wishes
Lubos

24. David Berman
August 24, 2008

Hello all,

I do feel obliged to respond to make my position clear.

I personally do not think LQG is the right approach to the quantum gravity for
the many reasons that are well known to the community so Lubos I will not be
replacing my papers with LQG citations.

My point was simply that I thought Peter’s description of a conflict between LQG
and strings not to be accurate in terms of how people think. In my quote where I
said people were happy that there was a LQG talk. I did not say that the same
people agreed with LQG but were simply happy to see a talk that could make
manifest the issues involved.

I think this was part of the thinking of the CERN committee. After all one of the
critical questions that followed was by Alvarez-Gaume who was surely involved
in the decision to invite him.

I suppose, Lubos our disagreement is how as string theorists we should behave
to people who disagree with us. Your criticisms of LQG as a theory have been
valid but I feel you do us no favours by adopting an aggressive attitude. This is a



PR question which you don’t like, but I never made any comments about the
validity of LQG physics.

To balance this post let me say how exciting strings 2008 was. For me one of the
best in recent years both in terms of the work presented in the talks and in the
many discussions behind the scenes where people were being genuinely excited
by emerging questions. I came away somewhat inspired…

25. fh
August 24, 2008

Moshe: Yes. Once you have fixed it for one black hole, the others all come out the
same.

26. fh
August 24, 2008

“My point was simply that I thought Peter’s description of a conflict between
LQG and strings not to be accurate in terms of how people think.”

I second this from the other side. Though I have to admit there are exceptions,
most people don’t.

On another note, the questions to Rovelli were excellent and cut to some of the
core conceptual issues of LQG. It’s not that people ignore these questions, it’s
just that because the setup of the theory is so different from familiar QFT, that
the questions that are most natural/important from the PoV of QFT end up being
the hardest to answer.
And then there are genuinely different opinions in the community, and another
speaker would have given different answers to his. There isn’t one theory of LQG
after all, or even one complete framework.

27. Jean-Paul
August 24, 2008

Even perturbatively, low-energy string theory is not a theory of quantum gravity.
It is a theory of wrong (experimentally excluded) gravity with spin 2 graviton
accompanied by an unknown number of massless scalar Brans-Dicke fields
(dilaton/moduli). So in the first approximation it is some sort of Brans Dicke
theory, not Einstein’s GR.

Yes, I agree that Gross’ talk was at least very strange. He should have
encouraged the participants to jump away from a sinking ship instead of living in
denial.

28. Tom O'Bulls
August 24, 2008

Come on Peter, you are slipping up — your “Lubos Motl” ‘bot, cunningly
designed to make string theory look bad, is looking less and less realistic. Better
iron out the bugs and re-launch! Or, better, write an entirely new program.



Better make him a US citizen this time, the current implementation is a bit unfair
on the Czechs.

29. Peter Woit
August 24, 2008

I don’t understand why commenters keep referring to my supposedly inaccurate
description of the conflict between LQG and strings. The only mention of LQG in
the posting was an accurate quote from Gross about it.

As for the main piece of editorializing I did in this posting, objecting to Gross’s
string theory triumphalism, I see that Lubos agrees with my description of what
Gross said. And as far as I can tell, David (Berman) share Lubos’s point of view,
just thinks that the aggressive way he expresses it is unfortunately
counterproductive. I fear that this is an all too common attitude among string
theorists.

30. Moshe
August 24, 2008

For useful interaction between different approaches to quantum gravity, look at
the talks in

http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto/?id=332

For lots of people, including myself, the attitude towards LQG is basically
curiosity mixed with a heavy dose of skepticism. There are sufficient number of
really basic problems and unanswered questions to discourage people from
jumping in and participating, but that could change in the future. Also, lots of
people are completely oblivious to LQG and its main program, being exposed to
the media and /or blogs it is easy to forget what a tiny community that is.

31. Arun
August 24, 2008

What are the exciting emerging questions (mentioned above) in string theory?

32. A.J.
August 24, 2008

Lubos wrote: So people who don’t really mean anything in physics, such as Urs
Schreiber, A.J., or someone like that, can be ambiguous about this question:

Why exactly should I take sides in this “debate”? As far as I can tell, only the
internet sees it as a conflict.

33. nbutsomebody
August 24, 2008

arun,
none i guess 

http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto/?id=332
http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/auto/?id=332


34. nbutsomebody
August 24, 2008

Dear Luboš,

I do not exactly share your views on string theory. However it is nice to know
why you left academia. It seems to me as a very honest and justified reason.

35. fh
August 24, 2008

“There are sufficient number of really basic problems and unanswered questions
to discourage people from jumping in and participating…”

Briefly out of curiosity, what are those (or the most important ones) from your
perspective?

36. moshe
August 24, 2008

fh, probably not the time or place, but ask me in person next time we meet…let
me just say that I’d personally would need to be convinced about the very basics
– making connection to known conventional physics (apples falling from trees,
harmonic oscillators having quantized spectrum,…), before taking seriously any
claim about exotic things like BH entropy and big bang bounces, not to even
mention some claims of experimental signatures…in other words I think the
framework is too undeveloped to discuss applications at the moment.

37. G
August 24, 2008

Dear Lubos,
I wished you had the same passion for science as you do for criticism. Regardless
of Academia, I wonder why did you stop contribuiting to ST? Wherever you are
right now I’m sure you can still post in the arxiv don’t you? Stopping research
due to a bunch of anonymous posts is a bit pathetic don’t you think? What kind of
scientist would do that at the first sight of confrontation? Only the weak I should
say… or perhaps you just don’t have anything intelligent to say anymore, in
which case I would understand your reactions…

Do you truly believe that calling people ‘a moral waste’ can inspire anything
more than a laugh? Lubos, if anything, you are really childish, but entertaining
gotta admit 

Regarding jobs, we all know MIT and Harvard are 5 year postdocs with teaching
duties, perhaps MIT not as much as Harvard though… The rest probably finally
woke up to real physics after all… “oops, the LHC.. we forgot…” 

best of lucks to you, you’ll need it 

G



38. Daniel de França MTd2
August 24, 2008

Carlo Rovelli answered on Lubo’s blog, about the comments on his talk:

https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=8666091&
postID=4736312203995727650&pli=1

39. Kea
August 24, 2008

Hmmm. I must agree with Lubos that this statement by Rovelli is very grating:

LQG studies the hypothesis that this problem can be addressed in the context of
quantum general relativity plus the standard model.

This so called context really makes no sense at all, since the term quantum GR
can only really make sense in a theory of QG, and the latter cannot possibly be
an ad hoc mixture of GR/SM. This is a serious criticism of LQG, which its
proponents, as far as I can tell, have never addressed even qualitatively.

But now I simply must watch Gross’s talk, because his comments on BI sound
insightful….

40. M
August 25, 2008

thank you Daniel, it was interesting to read answers to the very explicit
criticisms by Lubos. I hope Rovelli knows that there is no point in insisting, as no
logical argument will convince Lubos when he wants to believe something else.
Debating seems as useless as rationally arguing with a female about emotionally
sensible issues.

(In case PC nazi-feminism really exists: this is a joke!)

41. Kea
August 25, 2008

M: it’s not very funny.

42. chris
August 25, 2008

hi lubos,

you say:

“From this perspective based on the merit, no LQG researcher could make it to a
prestigious global annual conference about high-energy theoretical physics.”

i guess that is true, but it only was a string conference anyways. 

https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=8666091&postID=4736312203995727650&pli=1
https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=8666091&postID=4736312203995727650&pli=1
https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=8666091&postID=4736312203995727650&pli=1
https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=8666091&postID=4736312203995727650&pli=1


btw: my favorite quote of this conference is from gubsres finite temperature talk.
he was presenting some double-peak experimental signal from RHIC with the
words: “the first thing you ask yourself when you see these data is of course how
to understand them in terms of black holes”
well, yeah. that about sums it up for me.

43. somebody
August 25, 2008

Gross is saying that string theory subsumes other ideas and thinks of this feature
as one of its strengths. You take this to mean that he wants to actively vanquish
other ideas. I have never heard any string theorist, let alone Gross, ever make
such a cartoon-villain-like statement.

You are of course welcome to have your opinion about how string theory
interacts with other ideas, but the problem is when you attribute a claim that
was clearly not made by your opponent.

Even at the level of facts (and not just about the incorrect attribution), I am not
sure you have got it right. How many good ideas have been killed off because of
the prevalence of string theory? Maybe there are some, but I cannot recall even
one at the moment. On the contrary, I know some ideas which I think are not
exactly well-motivated, but which still manage to survive in academia despite the
machinations of the evil string theorists. I can also list a tremendous number of
independent ideas in high energy physics that have been naturally subsumed and
strengthened by string theory: gauge theories, Riemannian geometry,
supersymmetry, supergravity, Kaluza-Klein theories, noncommutative geometry,
and many more.

44. Peter Woit
August 25, 2008

somebody,

You should address what I actually write, not make things up to attack. I did not
say Gross “wants to actively vanquish other ideas”. I did say that Gross is
explicitly making a triumphalist argument: that string theory, like CERN, is all
that remains. He feels that it has subsumed other, related ideas that are
valuable, and that it is now an “umbrella” covering a range of research.

The problem with this is what happens to ideas that don’t fit under the umbrella?
I would characterize Gross’s attitude as not that he wants to vanquish such
ideas, but that they are already vanquished. Just like CERN, with the LHC, has
no competition at the energy frontier, string theory similarly has no competition.
This is explicitly what he said.

The problem with the idea that “string theory has subsumed gauge theory” is
that there are many important problems in gauge theory that have nothing to do
with gauge-string duality, and these now don’t fit under the string theory
“umbrella”. Actually, logically the way things should be is that, with AdS/CFT,
gauge theory subsumes string theory, with those parts of string theory



unconnected to gauge theory being abandoned.

Don’t you think there’s something funny about going on about how one research
program now is the umbrella under which everything must fit, when that
program has been spectacularly unsuccessful at accomplishing its goals?

45. Shantanu
August 25, 2008

This is a bit OT. But anyone know of any live-blogging of the
following 2 meetings?
o emergent gravity workshop at MIT
http://www.rle.mit.edu/emergent/

o COSMO-08
http://www.physics.wisc.edu/cosmo08/
If so, maybe someone could post links here.

46. a quantum diaries survivor
August 26, 2008

Given the fertility of the field of String Theory, rather than of an umbrella, I
would speak of a condom. As to Gross’s encouragement to youngsters, it seems
like telling them to f*** around unprotected.

Cheers,
T.

PS sorry for the slip to inappropriate commenting…

47. somebody
August 26, 2008

Peter says: “You should address what I actually write, not make things up to
attack. I did not say Gross “wants to actively vanquish other ideas”. ”

Dear Peter, of course you did not write those specific words. That was my
summary of what you say, for example, here:

“Under the circumstances, to claim victory and write out of particle theory
anything that doesn’t fit under the string theory “umbrella” is completely
inappropriate. The message to any young particle theorist from Gross was clear:
fall in line with string theory ideology, or there will be no place for you under the
“umbrella”, i.e. no job for you (the phenomenologists have their own umbrella,
you better try that one).”

I see no way to NOT characterize this as a threat of aggressive assimilation
(hence the word “vanquish”).

Anyway, since you are at the stage where you say I am making things up and
attacking you, perhaps further discussion on this topic is unlikely to lead to any
clarification.

http://www.rle.mit.edu/emergent/
http://www.rle.mit.edu/emergent/
http://www.physics.wisc.edu/cosmo08/
http://www.physics.wisc.edu/cosmo08/


48. Peter Woit
August 26, 2008

A comment that appeared here yesterday purporting to come from Renate Loll
has been deleted, along with all responses to it. She assures me it was
fraudulent. It was submitted by some moron from a Time Warner Cable
connection in New York City. Unfortunately, the LQG vs. string theory debate
over quantum gravity seems to attract too little serious scientific discussion, and
too much idiotic, unprofessional behavior.

49. Jimbo
August 26, 2008

Stringers vs. Loopers is starting to eerily parallel Repubs vs. Demos ! The
Stringers have been `in-power’ way too long, and the Loopers have not. The
Stringers have peverted physics, and lost sight of its constitution, while the
Loopers have deviated from the Minkowskian norm, and embraced the
Einsteinian vision as reality.
The Stringers have a Lubosian attack dog, and the Loopers a Rovellian
troubador. Both await the CERNian election outcome.
May Popper rule the house and senate forever !
And who-in-the-hell co-scheduled Emergent Gravity and Cosmo the same week ??
How are we supposed to go to both, in Cat States ?

50. Chris W.
August 28, 2008

From Steve Hsu, a warning from von Neumann.

51. Kea
August 29, 2008

Most of the talks are now up on the CERN webcast site, but frustratingly not
Gross’s talk, although a page linking his talk is there.

52. Marcus
August 29, 2008

Kea,
Yes, too bad video of Gross’s talk is missing from the collection at CDS.
However the video of Rovelli’s talk is there. I watched it and was impressed
by the level of interest shown. The hall was packed—people were standing. After
the 30 minute presentation there were several excellent questions—and the Q/A
dialog went on for another 13 minutes. After which the moderator asked that
they continue outside during the break. I counted 8 questions from the audience
during the Q/A period. All genuinely constructive, it seemed to me. It spoke well
for those attending the conference, and the tone set by the organizers.

53. chimpanzee (aka "joe")
August 29, 2008

http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2008/08/warning-from-von-neumann.html
http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2008/08/warning-from-von-neumann.html


I can offer some perspective of research strategies for solving XXX problem,
based on personal experience.

I got some good advice in grad-school:

“Don’t do yyy, it’s mature field & well understood. Try something in a new area”

So, I tried a new area. Turns out, the entire field (incl my PhD advisor & current
grad students) were STUCK. Everyone was doing the same thing (“followers”):
the typical Clustering Phenomena in research.

“In the game of Life [ or Research ], there are Drivers [ leaders ] & there are
Passengers [ followers ]. Which are you?”
— Volkswagen commercial

Aka, the classic “cluster f**k” in Research. All fields run into this periodic
bottleneck, where there is a stagnation of results. Also, known as temporal
pessimism.

“I’m locally pessimistic, GLOBALLY OPTIMISTIC!”
— Dr. Jordan Pollack, Brandeis Univ/CS Dept
[ my grad-school colleague in Artificial Intellgence, his PhD advisor D. Waltz
ended up at Thinking Machines, the same company R. Feynman worked at 1
summer ]

It appears as if String Theory is in this lull, with some dissidents (P. Woit & L.
Smolin) raising concerns about any Global Optimism (they ain’t!) So, D. Gross is
basically saying, “keep on keepin’ on”. T. Dorigo has an interesting condom/penis
analogy with the theme “ST is F**D!” In New York sland, he is saying
“Fahgetaboutit!!”. If it were me, I would certainly be investigating Alternative
Models, like LQQ (or anything else). If the best minds haven’t cracked it yet
(Witten, et al), it seems unlikely a newbie could do it. However, there are
Historical examples of newbies “cracking the safe”

“They’re really smart guys, right? Everyone’s been trying to unlock the safe
(solve the problem) from the front. But, eventually someone tries an “end
around” (football term) & tries to unlock it from the rear”
— Leon Lederman

It happened at the 2007 Fiesta Bowl, an “end around play” won it for Boise
State. Could String Theory engineer such a miracle play?

I was that newbie in my chosen PhD research field 25 yrs ago, who led a
breakthrough in my field. The Establishment was pretty much embarassed &
shown up by a grad student (me)! I _singlehandedly_ took a global exhaustive
search of research strategies, & found a commonality between 2 constraint
equations. I found them to be the consequence of ONE geometrical topological
structure. The computations were simply 3D vector computations in a
homogeneous (n+1) space, within the capabilities of a high-school student! I
achieved the “Simple answers, to simple questions..turned out to be REALLY
EXCITING” mantra (Murray Gell-Mann). Simple/Elegant solution, a minimalist

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coHigMHM6Mg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coHigMHM6Mg


solution was achieved thru a true reductionist approach

Of course, I was a threat to the Establishment & my research was NEVER
published in journals (due to political back-stabbing). Well, actually there was 1
(early on). However, they were widely published in conference proceedings & I
achieved a lot of notoriety.

My advice to the field:
Continue on as per David Gross, in the chance that there might be a
breakthrough (nobody is holding their breath, apparently, except a few fanatics).
I would put a LOT of effort in a _global search_ for that magical TOE model:
through the process of Convergent Evolution (multiple path solutions converging
to ONE), it could be found. The latter is how I pulled off the coup in my field
(single handedly)

I might be a player in this wacky game of Theoretical Physics. My competition in
my field 25 yrs ago, were some physicists including H.C. Longuet-Higgins (do a
Google search on Gell-Mann & Longuet-Higgins, you may recall that MGM was
dabbling in Psychology. My research field was the Computional Theory of Vision).
If I could summarily waste these guys as a grad-student, maybe I can do it again.

“Out of the Blue” lightning strike, Research area punked!

(example) Geophysics
The classic case was Geophysics in the early 1900s. Everything in status-quo
“get along mode”. Until, a wayward researcher (German meteorologist) by the
name of Wegener came onto the scene. He had an incredibly simple theory
termed Continental Drift (a child who builds puzzle could see it), that had some
corroborative data from paleo-archaelogy. Naturally, he was laughed off as a
crackpot by the so-called establishment (peer reviewed experts, in complete
political control of research journals). Of course, Wegener was right & we now
know it today as Plate Tectonics. Turns out, it took nearly 60 yrs for the
“crackpot theory” to catch on. Time was needed to gather additional
corroborative data (Paleo magnetism, from sea floor spreading), Technology
played a part. Interesting point: a female grad student (Tanya Atwater, aka Mrs.
Plate Tectonics) @Scripps was a critical player in the feverish activity in the 60’s.
“She was sent up the pole” (male sexist comment, about she was used as a
guinea-pig for the crackpot idea), but she came thru with flying colors &
defended the new theory against the backdrop of the male-establishment.

“If you don’t play [ new wave of research or Technology ], YOU GET LEFT
BEHIND”
— xx, comment on Video on Demand revolution (stimulated by Apple video iPod)

“Those researchers [ old boy network ], CEASED TO BECOME FUNCTIONING
MEMBERS OF THE RESEARCH COMMUNITY”
— Dr. Marcia McNutt/MIT (now Director of Monterey Bay Aquarium)

Theoretical Physics is on the cusp, of getting hit by “Lightning Bolt out of the
Blue”. Somebody (or group) will come up with some “crackpot idea”, which will
eventually be shown to be the “Final Solution”.

http://www.caltechscience.com/turk/lh.html
http://www.caltechscience.com/turk/lh.html


“It’s not a matter of IF, but WHEN [ & Who ]”

Would it be Kea & her Category Theory? Any other candidates?

54. Marcus
August 29, 2008

Chimp: “Any other candidates?”

Sure. there is evidence of a global convergence—the kind of thing you suggested
one could look for.
Add et al after each name mentioned here:

Renate Loll has constructed a new 4D continuum (not a diff manif) in which
dimensionality varies with scale. De Sitter space arises from it at large scale in
the absence of matter.

Laurent Freidel has modified spinfoam—loop gravity path integral—dynamics so
that it fits better with Loll’s approach. Convergence you were talking about.

Yidun Wan has shown how particles could arise in the Loll continuum as
topological variation in how blocks are joined. This needs more work.

The Loll continuum is a fundamentally new continuum. They don’t come along
too often (new mathematical models of the continuum.) When a new model of
spacetime appears, with fundamentally different properties at a microscopic
level, it’s a good idea to check it out. Loll et al have a piece in July 2008
Scientific American. It has references to their papers if you want more
information.

55. Kea
September 2, 2008

Gross’ talk is now up on the CERN site. Wow. The first 15 minutes was indeed
the most absolutely appalling waffly flattery of string theorists, but the second 15
minutes was completely different, and excellent, managing to mix the basic
message of a need to attack basic questions with a concrete illustrative example
of our ignorance in terms of deformations of exact solutions to AdS/CFT.

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1121966?ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1121966?ln=en


Boltzmann Brain Domination

August 30, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

A burning question in theoretical physics these days is that of whether Boltzmann
Brains dominate the string theory anthropic landscape. It seems that to answer this
question one must study the details of how BBs nucleate and how string vacua decay.
String vacua can do pretty much anything, so attention is focused on the detailed
study of how to make the Brains and ad hoc choices of “measure” on the multiverse,
with these issues occupying the attention of many leading figures in cosmology. While
the question of BB domination of the multiverse remains open, it is becoming
increasingly clear that BBs may soon dominate hep-th. Their nucleation rate is
increasing, while the decay rate of the rest of the field also appears to be increasing.
Doing phenomenology and extrapolating data a few years into the future, Boltzmann
Brain domination of hep-th appears inevitable.

The latest hep-th arXiv postings include two new contributions to BB studies. One is
from a group of three physicists at Berkeley, the second is from a large collaboration
of six cosmologists on both coasts, including three of the major figures in the subject.
For a third, more intellectually substantive, contribution of similar length, there’s a
new posting on the subject from Lubos.

Comments

1. Arun
August 30, 2008

Thanks, Peter, Luboš was certainly worth reading in this case!

2. Bee
August 30, 2008

Well said, Peter 

I’ll use the opportunity to warm up The Return of the Boltzmann Brains

3. Thomas D
August 31, 2008

I see no actual evidence that non-Boltzmann-Brainy hep-th is shrinking or dying.
But with statistical methods like ‘Select 2 papers about BB’s that happen to
appear on a single day, and ignore all the other papers that month’ you can prove
anything.

For my sins I read almost all of Lubos’ post and he doesn’t actually produce
anything relevant to the question. If you understand the BB argument, and the
people who are do are hardly stupid, part of it is that there is a finite probability

http://arxiv.org/abs/0808.3770
http://arxiv.org/abs/0808.3770
http://arxiv.org/abs/0808.3778
http://arxiv.org/abs/0808.3778
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/08/boltzmann-brains-trivial-mistakes.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/08/boltzmann-brains-trivial-mistakes.html
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/personal/shossenfelder/return_of_bb.jpg
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/personal/shossenfelder/return_of_bb.jpg


that any given BB has (false) memories consistent with orderly physical laws and
decreasing entropy. So Lubos’ Bayesian argument using his observations of a
‘normal’ universe doesn’t work, because the correct prior might be so
overwhelmingly in favour of BBs that even Lubos’ entire history of observations
can’t tip the balance.

I believe the correct reason why it doesn’t make sense to worry about BBs in
cosmology is philosophical: it is that the proposition ‘I am a BB’ is self-defeating.
It’s the same reason why we can assume that we are not brains-in-vats or
simulations. And why (if we are religious) we implicitly assume that God will not
intervene tomorrow to produce a completely different state of affairs from what
we expect.

Simply this:
1) Either we are ‘normal’ or BB.
2) But if we are BB, then none of our physical reasoning or theories make any
sense: they are all unreal and false, based on an absolutely meaningless chance
occurrence.
2a) In particular, if we are BB, the physical reasoning that led us to think we
might probably be BB is also unreal and false.
3) In doing science, we proceed implicitly on the basis that our physical
reasoning is not necessarily unreal or false.

And, in fact, that we are not brains in vats, or simulations, and that God (should
He exist) will not intervene tomorrow to completely change the results of
whatever experiment or observation we are planning.

Note that 3) doesn’t mean that theories that seem to show we are probably BBs
are necessarily false: it is only necessary that we be in the minority of ‘normal’
brains.

4. Arun
August 31, 2008

If you understand the BB argument, and the people who are do are hardly stupid,
part of it is that there is a finite probability that any given BB has (false)
memories consistent with orderly physical laws and decreasing entropy.

Compared to all possible memories, most memories will be consistent with
chaos, Santa Claus, the unicorn, the tooth fairy, etc., There are infinitely more
contradictory memories than consistent memories.

5. Arun
August 31, 2008

And that is the other point – there is no “correct” prior – how do you establish it?

6. Esornep
August 31, 2008

To me, the funniest part of LM’s performance [apart from his serious declaration



that his own brain is “normal”….] is the way he shows such disrespect for people
like Linde, Guth, and Vilenkin. That sits rather oddly with his constant appeals to
authority, references to how many times Ed Witten has been cited etc.

What I find strange is the way that people seem to think that the existence of
BBs is somehow bizarre or laughable. On the contrary, in a Universe which is
[apparently] infinite in space and time, such things most certainly do/will exist.
We are all taught this when we learn elementary statistical mechanics: surely all
of us have done the ancient problem of computing how long one would have to
wait before all of the molecules in the air in the lecture theatre will rush into one
corner and asphyxiate everyone? The answer, of course, is that the time required
is negligible — by the standards of an infinite universe.

What *is* bizarre and very much in need of explanation is the existence of
*normal* observers. How did such fantastically low-entropy systems come into
existence at all, given that it *didn’t* happen as the result of a Boltzmann-style
fluctuation? The only strange thing about the [brilliant] papers being mocked
here is that they don’t consider this question, ie the provenance of the low-
entropy state at the Big Bang.

7. Aleksandar Mikovic
September 1, 2008

The reason why I beleive that Boltzman brains have nothing to do with our
Universe is simple: if a theoretical concept leads to a conclussion that our
Universe should have properties which are in sharp contrast with what is
observed, that means that the assumptions are not good or incomplete.

8. Marty Tysanner
September 1, 2008

Esornep:

in a Universe which is [apparently] infinite in space and time, such
things most certainly do/will exist. We are all taught this when we learn
elementary statistical mechanics […]

We are taught it in elementary statistical mechanics, but that doesn’t mean it is
relevant to reasoning about the relative improbability of the big bang versus a
deluded Boltzmann Brain… It assumes that our usual understanding of, e.g.,
entropy in accessible macroscopic systems, applies to cosmology in something
like a “multiverse” setting where anything (some people assume) can happen.
Statistical mechanical reasoning requires something like a well-defined phase
space within which it makes sense to talk about fluctuations, relative
probabilities of different kinds of structures forming spontaneously, or even
comparing energies.

No experiments have been done that can say whether a background phase space
exists (even in principle) prior to the big bang, so its existence (or absence) must
be regarded as an assumption. Recognizing the contingent nature of a
background (why need Nature supply it to us?), it is hard to see how we can



justifiably believe that Boltzmann Brain arguments and reasoning about
measures over a multiverse can say anything definitive about Nature other than,
“If such a background phase space can be defined, then (and only then) our
conclusions are true.” That seems like a qualification worth making clear…

9. Thomas Larsson
September 1, 2008

The only bizarre thing about Boltzmann brains is that anybody cares. Ironic
science in its purest form.

10. Peter Woit
September 1, 2008

Thomas L.

For Boltzmann Brains, I think a new phrase is required, this is getting way
beyond “ironic science”, and into the realm of beyond even the laughable. The
behavior of physicists that it has led to is really comic beyond belief, with
Lubos’s meditation on whether his brain is normal just one of the priceless
absurdities.

Another funny thing about all this is that here I’m in the role of expressing not a
controversial position, but the consensus view of the physics community. At his
public talk at the opening of the IPMU earlier this year, David Gross referred to
BB papers as “totally preposterous” and said that physicists work on this “to my
regret”. In private one finds that most physicists consider this to be a really bad
joke. One can get a wrong impression of this from the blogosphere, where
anonymous commenters describe this work as “brilliant”, and the proprietor of
one of the most prominent blogs is a big BB promoter. If you think this is widely
taken seriously in physics departments, try asking around…

11. Arun
September 1, 2008

Penrose-backwards:
On the contrary, in a Universe which is [apparently] infinite in space and time,
such things most certainly do/will exist. We are all taught this when we learn
elementary statistical mechanics: surely all of us have done the ancient problem
of computing how long one would have to wait before all of the molecules in the
air in the lecture theatre will rush into one corner and asphyxiate everyone? The
answer, of course, is that the time required is negligible — by the standards of an
infinite universe.

Yes, but I think it is true, and Luboš also points that out, that by whatever
measure the “density” of such events is very, very low, even if they occur with
probability one. It is very unlikely that we’d encounter (or be) one of those
events. That our current state ensued from a preceding lower entropy state and
that this is true of all visible space and all the way back to the big bang is much
more probable than I being a Boltzmann brain imagining you and this blogpost
and everything else. And the further back we are able to go, the larger the



entropy fluctuation has to be to explain us as a Boltzmann universe. It is just a
bad idea.

12. somebody
September 2, 2008

(penrose)^T says:
“What is bizarre and very much in need of explanation is the existence of normal
observers. How did such fantastically low-entropy systems come into existence at
all, given that it didn’t happen as the result of a Boltzmann-style fluctuation?”

This is bizarre only because you are in love with thermal equilibrium and want to
believe that everything that is NOT in thermal equilibrium is a fluctuation. What
motivation (experimental/theoretical) is there for this?

To me this is how it looks like:
(1) The universe is what it is, (2) you are imposing your equilibrium prejudice on
it when building models, (3) you end up finding strange consequences like over-
abundance of Boltzmann brains[1], and then (4) you use this as a selection
principle between your models. Most people do not think that your initial
assumption is nothing more than a prejudice to begin with, so they find your
efforts to make the world safe from Boltzmann brains as cheap speculation.
“Cheap”, because the papers seem to contain little more than this (seemingly
simple-minded) overall philosophy. Please correct me if I am wrong about this
impression about the general approach.

[1] There are some well-defined issues here, which makes me suspicious even
about the details, but lets ignore them.

13. Jeff McGowan
September 3, 2008

Well, as someone who came reasonably close to going for a Ph.D. in physics, but
ended up in math, all I can say is whew  My goodness, I have (vague)
memories of stoned conversations about this sort of stuff when I was an
undergrad, trying to work out whether the argument that using statistical
mechanics anything with probability > 0 *will* occur might give a good
argument for the finiteness of the universe. Of course one might get a BB even in
a finite phase space, but as pointed out above one is probably unlikely to meet
one on the subway. Then again, I met some pretty strange people on the subway.

Now that I think of it, maybe a physics Ph.D. would have made life easier, I mean
if people post this stuff seriously on arXiv, I could churn out papers, maybe 2 a
month….

14. Thomas D
September 5, 2008

No, the relative probability of a BB having ‘chaotic’ or nonsensical memories
versus ‘normal’ ones is not infinite, because memories have a finite (and perhaps
not very large, on cosmological scales) information content.



That’s basic. It’s why one talks of Boltzmann ‘brains’ rather than ‘planets’ or
‘galaxies’, because the information/’negentropy’ required to put a planet or
galaxy into a ‘normal’ state by chance fluctuation is much much larger than for a
brain, with or without ‘normal’ memories.

I think Carroll’s way to express it is neatest: the possibility that the observer who
sees a ‘normal’/orderly universe is actually a BB is cognitively unstable.

As to priors, the purpose was to show that Lubos’ statistical argument, which
assumed a (completely arbitrarily) prior probability of 0.5 each for normal and
BB, could break down if the appropriate prior was one heavily tilted towards
BBs.

In Bayesian statistics the ‘correct’ prior should come from the physical theory or
theories you think are applicable. But the question we can answer with them is
not ‘Are we BBs or not’. It is:

“Is Theory A, which has realistic features (eg a cosmological constant) and
predicts that BBs are numerically dominant over the universe, better or worse
than Theory B, which is less realistic but has few BBs?”

The correct Bayesian way to set this up is slightly tricky, because in the case
where the observer is a BB, all the apparent observational evidence that she
considers to make Theory A realistic is false and meaningless. So one needs to
split up the hypotheses:

A1, Theory A is correct, I am a minority ‘normal’ brain living in a ‘normally’
evolving Universe, my observations are reliable
A2, Theory A is correct and I am a majority BB, my observations are utterly
unreliable
B, Theory B is correct and I am a ‘normal’ brain (since there are few BB’s), my
observations are reliable.

Given a set of observations seen by me, I want to know which they favour.
Suppose that they favour A1 over B because A1 has a nonzero cosmological
constant. Where does that leave A2? Note that A2 is compatible with *any
observations whatsoever*… so any observation that apparently favours Theory A
is a red herring, and we might as well have

A2′, Any of theories A, C, D, …, Z in which BBs dominate are correct, I am a BB,
my observations are worthless

This is an inevitable ill-definedness of any hypothesis that includes ‘I am a BB’,
and finding any prior for A2′ vs. A1 is an ugly task. But: any subsequent
observation compatible with A1 will increase its posterior probability enormously
relative to A2(‘), simply because A2(‘) doesn’t predict anything, or equivalently
that every observation is equally likely.

Also, if we have a hypothesis

C, There are no laws of physics, God just happened to make it look that way



although our prior belief in C may be overwhelming, any observation compatible
with A1 should rationally diminish our belief in C – because C doesn’t predict
anything.

15. Thomas D
September 5, 2008

So just to finish the argument, A2 and C are examples of hypotheses which we
usually consider ‘not scientific’ and discard instinctively. However, Bayesian
statistics allows us to consider them, and gives us the reasonable answer that
since they ‘predict’ all possible observations (including chaotic, ‘unphysical’ and
nonsensical ones) to be equally likely, their posterior probability will decrease
hugely if the actual observations are compatible with a theory which has
‘normal’ physical laws.

This leaves us in peace to consider the ‘scientific’ and ‘normal’ hypotheses A1 vs.
B.

16. Arun
September 6, 2008

No, the relative probability of a BB having ‘chaotic’ or nonsensical memories
versus ‘normal’ ones is not infinite, because memories have a finite (and perhaps
not very large, on cosmological scales) information content.

The probability of ‘normal’ versus nonsensical memories likely has as an upper
bound the probability of monkeys at typewriters producing Shakespeare.

17. Shantanu
September 7, 2008

BTW see this
for a differnt point of view of the Boltzmann Brains problem

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703115
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0703115


Yau Birthday Conference

August 30, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a conference at Harvard this week celebrating (somewhat early) the 60th
birthday of the geometer Shing-Tung Yau. Since I was passing through Cambridge on
the way back from a short vacation, I managed to catch a few of the talks, including
two quite nice ones on mathematical physics from Is Singer and Edward Witten.

Singer’s talk was entitled “The Interface between Geometry and Physics, 1967-2007”,
and summarized some of the advances in this area that he has been involved with
over the years. 1967 was the year of a Battelle conference in Seattle on the
intersection of mathematics and physics, organized by DeWitt and Wheeler. Singer
displayed a copy of a 1966 letter from Feynman to Wheeler turning down an invitation
to attend, with the explanation

I am not interested in what today’s mathematicians find interesting.

At the 1967 conference Robert Geroch talked on the topic of singularities in GR, and
Singer recalled inviting Geroch to talk at the 1973 geometry conference at Stanford
on this topic and the positive mass conjecture. By 1975 Singer had learned from Jim
Simons at Stony Brook that non-abelian gauge fields were exactly the connections on
principal G-bundles studied by mathematicians. The news of the BPST instanton
solution and its significance for physics caused him to seriously start working in this
area, work conducted with Hitchin and Atiyah at Oxford. They made use of the index
theorem to both calculate the dimension of the moduli space of instantons, and to
show that the Dirac operator had zero-modes in instanton backgrounds. Later, Atiyah
and Singer interpreted the local gauge anomaly using the farmilies index theorem.

Just as Atiyah did at his recent talk at the Bott conference, Singer interspersed his
historical talk with remarks identifying unsolved problems that he thinks are worth
attention. The first of these has to do with K-theory, extended to depend not just on
vector bundles, but on vector bundles with connection. Here the open problem has to
do with the analog of the families index theorem. There’s a topological index (that
takes values in the extended K-theory of the family), and the open problem is to define
an appropriate analytical index and show topological=analytical equality. Singer had
been hoping to have some new results to report on this, but he says that things
turned out to be trickier than he had expected, so maybe he’ll have an answer at
Yau’s 65th birthday.

The next topic was that of quantum Yang-Mills theory and the Millennium problem of
proving the existence of a mass gap. Singer talked mainly about 2+1 YM, his
conversations with Feynman about this, and his hopes that the positivity of the
sectional curvature of the natural Riemannian connection on the space of gauge
potentials modulo gauge transformations could be exploited to prove that there must
be a mass gap. Proving this in 2+1d was his second open problem.

His final topic was mirror symmetry and S-duality. Here he speculated that this (and

http://pamq.henu.edu.cn/add/Yau/index.html
http://pamq.henu.edu.cn/add/Yau/index.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=700
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=700
http://claymath.org/millennium/Yang-Mills_Theory/yangmills.pdf
http://claymath.org/millennium/Yang-Mills_Theory/yangmills.pdf


M-theory in general) might have something to do with a phenomenon from operator
algebra theory. Unlike for N by N matrices, where all maximal abelian subalgebras of
self-adjoint operators are conjugate, for certain C* algebras (rings of operators of
type II), there are inequivalent such maximal abelian subalgebras. I gather that his
idea is that these might correspond to the existence of lots of inequivalent limits of
M-theory.

The next morning Witten gave a talk on quantum Yang-Mills and the Millennium
problem, saying that this was in response to a request from Yau to explain at a basic
level to a wide mathematical audience what this is about. He gave an extremely lucid
explanation of the mass gap problem, taking the Hamiltonian point of view. This
supplements what he and Jaffe did in the official write-up of the problem, which deals
more with the Euclidean picture. As motivation, he explained in detail what happens
in the Abelian case, where one can compute everything and there is no mass gap. The
audience was appreciative and I think got something out of this, unlike quite a few
talks of physicists to mathematicians, which tend to start at much too high a level of
complexity, ensuring that only experts can follow.

Witten avoided one aspect of this problem, the one that most fascinates me, that of
how you handle the gauge symmetry. In the Abelian case there are several equivalent
ways of doing this, but in the non-Abelian case, at least in the continuum, one needs
to understand BRST symmetry non-perturbatively, and this remains a difficult
problem, one with deep connections to open problems in mathematics.

Comments

1. Eric Weinstein
August 31, 2008

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the post. Probably just a typo but calling ‘Is’ ‘Iz’ drives ‘Is’ crazy
because it’s hard to stop once it gets going.

I am particulary glad to see discussion about the period of intense activity
between geometry and physics before the anomaly cancelation. I believe that for
Is the great epiphany was realizing that the BPST instanton was exactly the Hopf
fibration. At that moment, I believe he understood immediately (and likely better
than anyone else at the time) that the interaction between the two fields was all
but destined to be a full fledged revolution. I’ve heard him tell the story two or
three times and it is clear to me that he has no self-interest beyond preserving
some understanding of his part in the exact chain of events. Yang and Atiyah
have also spoken and/or written elloquently on this subject, but I have always
found Singer’s role to be particularly interesting.

It is going to become increasingly hard for modern mathematicians and
physicists to understand that the major stumbling block was the lack of a single
mature example connecting the two fields. How can it be that ‘differential forms’
were once ‘exotic’? How could the quaternionic Hopf fibration be anything other



than an excercise for beginning students?

And yet to some of those who made the initial leap, those first steps were more
amazing than the unbelievable story which followed.

Also Singer is personally very kind to Bob Hermann on the issue of the Wu-Yang
dictionary. While taking nothing away from Simmons, Wu or Yang, he believes
that more credit should have found its way to Bob Hermann and his unusual set
of books on geometry and physics. Hermann spoke of his ‘probable mistake’ in
leaving tradional forms of peer reviewed research behind. I myself felf after
meeting the man after a lecture I gave at MIT that he simply had no choice. He
was simply a man ahead of his time and a marvelous case study about where
peer review fails abjectly.

I have always thought Singer a mensch for going out of his way to make sure
that everyone involved got full credit for his role in this revolution. If only all
history was written by such winners we would have a far better road map for the
revolutions to come.

History has been very kind to Singer but, at least in my opinion, not yet kind
enough.

Best,

Eric

2. MathPhys
August 31, 2008

Eric,

Could you please elaborate on the Robert Hermann aspect of the story?

3. Peter Woit
August 31, 2008

Eric,

Thanks, fixed Singer’s name. Thanks also for mentioning Hermann. His books
are remarkably ahead of their time.

Mathphys,

For example, see Hermann’s books “Vector Bundles in Mathematical Physics”,
published in 1970. I’ve always assumed that there were other mathematical
physicists well-aware of the gauge theory/connections on bundles dictionary
before this became well-known after 1975 (if only from reading Hermann’s
books…). This only started getting attention though after the Standard Model
came together in 1973, and people started thinking about non-perturbative
questions in it. The ‘t Hooft-Polyakov monopole in 1974 and the BPST instanton
in 1975 were the crucial examples that got a lot of people interested in this.



4. Deane
August 31, 2008

I’d like to concur on how wonderful Witten’s talk was. As a nonexpert who
normally gets left in the dust in less than 5 minutes of any talk on quantum field
theory, I was amazed and delighted that I either understood or had the illusion
that I understood Witten’s talk from beginning to end. Naturally, that means that
Witten successfully hid all of the reasons why the mass gap conjecture is so
difficult. But I was able to gain a reasonable appreciation of what the goal is.

The conference itself is quite overwhelming (I left yesterday with 2 and half days
to go). At first, I could not understand why anyone would want to schedule so
many talks (about 50, I think) in such a short time. But then I finally realized that
Yau himself has no trouble processing this amount of information; he is sitting in
front and clearly understanding every talk. But many of us mortals are being left
in the dust.

And I also agree that it is nice to hear Hermann’s name mentioned after all these
years. When I was a graduate student learning differential geometry and
interested in physics, Hermann’s books were fascinating, if maddening. They
provided a reasonable guide to modern differential geometry, but I could never
understand his explanation of the connections to modern physics.

5. Tony Smith
August 31, 2008

With respect to Robert Hermann as “… a man ahead of his time and a marvelous
case study about where peer review fails abjectly …”
consider these quotes from two letters he published in his 1979 book “Cartanian
Geometry, Nonlinear Waves, and Control Theory: Part B”:
“… I am not the only one who has been viciously cut down because I tried to
break out of the rigid shell and narrow grooves of American mathematics. … My
proposal was to continue my … work with … Frank Estabrook and Hugo
Wahlquist of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. … I most deeply resent the arrogance
of the referee #3 toward their work … typical … arrogance of Referee #3 is his
blather about the “prematureness” of our work … Now, we are working in a field
– nonlinear waves – which is moving extremely rapidly and which has the
potential for the most important applications, ranging from … Josephson junction
to … fusion … and I am supposed to sit back and wait for Professor Whosits to
tell me when he thinks problems are “mature”…
I sent the papers he mentions to very few people … I am also interested to note
that he did look at them, since there is considerable overlap in methodology with
a recent paper by one of his students, with no mention of my papers in his
bibliography …
any money spent by NSF on a Mathematics Research Institute would be down
the proverbial rat hole – it would only serve to raise Professor Whosits’ salary
and make him ever more arrogant. It would do more good to throw the money off
the Empire State Building: at least there is a chance it would be picked up and
used creatively by a poor, unemployed mathematician …
This issue transends my own personal situation …



Most perversely, the peer review system … works as a sort of Gallup poll to veto
efforts by determined individuals … As budgets have tightened, the specialists
fight more and more fiercely to keep what little money is available for their own
interests. Thus, people with a generalist bent are driven out …”.

6. MathPhys
August 31, 2008

My understanding is R Hermann was a professor at Rutgers in the 70’s. Did he
quit to devote himself to writing his books?

7. Tony Smith
September 1, 2008

MathPhys asks “… Did … R Hermann … quit … Rutgers … to devote himself to
writing his books? ..”.

Hermann said in letters published in his 1979 book “Cartanian Geometry,
Nonlinear Waves, and Control Theory: Part B”:
“… In 1975 … I had essentially quit my academic job at Rutgers (so I could do my
research full time), and my main support came from Ames Research Center
(NASA) for my work on control theory. I was also starting a publishing company,
Math Sci Press, writing books for it to hold out the hope that, some day, I would
get off this treadmill of endless grant proposals. (Unfortunately, it is still [March
1979] at best bearly breaking even.) …
Ever since I lost my ONR grant in 1970, thanks to Senator Mansfield, I have
been trying to persuade NSF … that my work on the differential geometric
foundations of engineering and physics is worthy of their support … I see my
colleagues who stay within the disciplinary “clubs” receiving support much more
readily … Thanks to Freedom of Information, I finally see what the great minds
of my peers object to, and I see nothing but vague hearsay, bitchiness, and plain
incompetence in reviewing … specialized cosed shops that blatantly discriminate
against the sort of … work that I do.
I can deduce the sort of bureaucratic-administrative pressures that encourage
this … However, when I look in the Physical Review today, … subjects which
people … so enthusiastically supported ten years ago … [such as] “S-matrix
theory” … are now dead as the Phlogiston theory …”.

About S-matrix theory, Hermann said “… the … “S-matrix theory” boom (and
bust) of the 1960’s … constituted a very ingenious and compelling set of ideas
whichinvolved areas of mathematics (e.g., the theory of functions of several
complex variables) which were unfamiliar to physicists. They were, so to speak,
led into this swamp because they were familiar with functions of one complex
variable, but were naive enough not to appreciate the completely different order
of complication involved in the generalization, while also not willing to invest the
effort in developing and understanding the mathematics needed to make the
ideas fruitful. …”.

One mathematician of those times did try to apply the mathematics of several
complex variables to physics, and succeeded in getting a realistic calculation of



the fine structure constant. However, the American physics community not only
made no serious effort to understand and develop Armand Wyler’s work, but acts
to suppress such work.

8. Marco Frasca
September 1, 2008

My view is that the question of “mass gap” has became a kind of legend since the
proposal of Clay Institute for the prize. So, most of the work people is carrying
on in the field of QCD and Yang-Mills in the infrared is blatantly ignored while
solutions at this problem are pretended to come from I do not know what kind of
exotic theory. An example over all is given by AdS/CFT that is often claimed to be
the principal way toward answering this problem. AdS/CFT to work needs the
mass gap as an input and does not prove anything about Y-M presently! This
input value is generally taken from lattice computations that do not seem so
reliable for pure Y-M spectrum. Time will say but I think that the true challenge
implied into infrared QCD has not been completely caught by the community.

Marco

9. Peter Woit
September 1, 2008

Marco,

Witten didn’t mention AdS/CFT at all, there is no mass gap there. He emphasized
that the crucial problem is to show that pure QCD breaks conformal symmetry.
The statement of the Millenium problem is mathematically precise and
unambiguous.

10. Marco Frasca
September 1, 2008

Peter,

This is exactly what people working on QCD and Y-M are doing as knowing the
spectra means something directly observable in accelerator facilities. I
understand that Witten’s requirements are more stringent from a mathematical
point of view but hints coming from physicists are generally sound enough for
mathematicians to build upon. My view is that behind this problem may hide a
paradigm change that, if it would have been emphasized enough, today more
people would work on it rather than multiverse…

Marco

11. Sumar Ongi
September 1, 2008

Regarding the mass-gap millennium problem, I take it that Terry Tomboulis’
proof of confinement discussed here some time ago didn’t cut it? Put another
way, is he considered a candidate for the prize?



12. Peter Woit
September 1, 2008

Sumar,

The rules about the Millennium prize require first of all publication of a
referreed proof. As far as I can tell, Tomboulis’s paper has not been published. It
also doesn’t appear to meet the usual mathematician’s standards for a complete,
rigorous proof. Finally, what he is trying to show (confinement) is significantly
different from what the official problem asks for, a proof that a construction of
quantum YM exists satisfying a list of properties including a mass gap.

In his talk, Witten did not mention the Tomboulis paper.

13. Marco Frasca
September 1, 2008

Stated in another way, is it Witten who knows all research that is going around
on this matter? Either, can he only know about mathematical proofs? Or people
working on QCD and YM is not worth considering, just they are not
mathematicians? This situation is not so good.

Marco

14. Peter Woit
September 1, 2008

Marco,

Witten could have talked on many topics, but he chose this one, and made it
clear that he regards understanding non-perturbative QCD as one of the central
problems in theoretical physics. While he’d like to get mathematicians interested
in thinking about this, I don’t think at all that he considers it a problem of purely
mathematical interest.

15. roland
September 2, 2008

http://de.youtube.com/watch?v=j50ZssEojtM

16. Doug
September 2, 2008

rowland,

Thanks for that link. I’m rofl.

Deane,

For an interesting insight into Witten’s own journey into the intimidating jungle,
with Singer and Atyah guiding his steps, see Witten’s 1999 acount in “MICHAEL
ATIYAH AND THE PHYSICS/GEOMETRY INTERFACE” at:

http://de.youtube.com/watch?v=j50ZssEojtM
http://de.youtube.com/watch?v=j50ZssEojtM


http://www.intlpress.com/AJM/p/1999/3_1/AJM-3-1-lxi-lxiv.pdf

17. Thomas R Love
September 2, 2008

I was delighted to read the comments about Robert Hermann since he was on my
PhD committee. I read his Lie Groups for Physicists in 1975 and eventually I read
all of his published books, except the self published work. His “Yang-Mills,
Kaluza Klein and the Einstein Program” was especially important to me. My
dissertation, “The Geometry of elementary Particles” was very much in the
Hermann tradition.

When I attended Singer’s course on geometry and gauge fields at Berkley,
everyone spell his nickname as “Iz”

18. Eric Weinstein
September 2, 2008

Doubting Thomas,

So you wish me to make the point that it all depends on what your definition of
‘Is’, is?

Hmm. I think In Hollywood, setting up an obvious line like that is called ‘laying
pipe’ within the industry.

At worst, Is has tricked me (and now Peter) into using the same mis-spelling of
his name that he has also conned Witten, Atiyah and others into using.

I was simply trying to do the smallest of favors and have very little interest in the
topic …. shall we agree not to distract ourselves further?

Best,

Eric

19. Thomas R Love
September 3, 2008

I didn’t mean to continue the discussion, but I was looking for the book with
Witten’s article and found it at

http://www.intlpress.com/books/FoundersIndexTheory.php

And there in the table of contents I found:

Letter to Fritz, Is and Michael – R. Bott
Letter to Michael, Raoul and Iz – F Hirzebruch

But let’s leave it “AS IS”

20. John Baez

http://www.intlpress.com/AJM/p/1999/3_1/AJM-3-1-lxi-lxiv.pdf
http://www.intlpress.com/AJM/p/1999/3_1/AJM-3-1-lxi-lxiv.pdf
http://www.intlpress.com/books/FoundersIndexTheory.php
http://www.intlpress.com/books/FoundersIndexTheory.php


September 3, 2008

Does anyone know if Robert Hermann is still alive and well?

He sent me an email in October 1999 saying he had been trying to understand
renormalization for many years, and asking if anyone had used Colombeau
theory to understand the products of operator-valued distributions that show up
in quantum field theory.

In 2005 I sent him an email asking if he knew about an English translation of
Felix Klein’s Erlangen Program speech. He never replied.

(According to Thomas Love, Hermann had mentioned such a translation in a
book of his. By now it’s available on the arXiv.)

21. Eric Weinstein
September 3, 2008

Hey John,

He is alive in your old stomping ground. I will be happy to give you (or any other
colleagues interested) his contact information if you like.

In his words, he’s sort of just a ‘senior’ who’s ‘given up’. He has neither email
nor academic connection any more. From talking to him, I wonder whether
anyone at all has seriously interviewed him about the history of the geometric
physics revolution, though I could be wrong about that. There are now many
more readable books on these topics and I can guess his ultimate reward.

For an objective field, it is just really really interesting how we go about
subjectively creating our system of selective pressures.

Anyway, I read him a few of the comments in this thread. Thanks to all of you
who had a kind word for a greying rebel. I hope I conveyed your sentiments as
accurately as possible.

Regards,

Eric

22. Thomas R Love
September 4, 2008

The book John Baez mentioned is

Sophus Lie’s 1880 Transformation Paper (Lie Groups: History, Frontiers &
Applications Series No.1) (Paperback)
Translated by M. Ackerman, with commentary by Robert Hermann
(ISBN 0915692104) Math-Sci Press



The Multiverse at Perimeter

September 2, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

This week, the Perimeter Institute is hosting a conference entitled A Debate in
Cosmology – The Multiverse. Here’s the schedule, and talks have started to appear
on-line here.

Some of the speakers will be discussing the Many Worlds interpretation of QM. It has
always mystified me why this sometimes gets put together with the string theory
landscape sort of multiverse. It will be interesting to see how many of the speakers
address the fundamental problem of the subject, that of coming up with a plausible
falsifiable prediction. Lee Smolin has generally put that problem front and center, but
he tends to be alone in doing this. The more usual thing in this subject is to go on
about what an important idea the multiverse is, then make some sort of excuse for not
being able to predict anything with it.

Also dealing with the problem of multiverse predictivity is this new preprint on the
arXiv about the landscape, and this laudatory commentary from Lubos. According to
him, it’s not much of a problem that one is talking about measuring low energy
observables to 500 digit accuracy, when one can’t now even predict their rough order
of magnitude.

My colleague Brian Greene will be at Perimeter this week, giving a public talk about
his new book Icarus at the Edge of Time. It is being released to bookstores today and
I haven’t yet seen a copy, but it appears to be a science fiction book mainly aimed at
children, illustrated with pictures from the Hubble Space Telescope. There’s a blog
entry about the design of the book here, with some pages of the book here.

Update: Sabine Hossenfelder has reports from the conference and public lecture.

Comments

1. Michael Bacon
September 3, 2008

“It has always mystified me why this sometimes gets put together with the string
theory landscape sort of multiverse. ”

Peter,

I agree with this, but I was curious why you’ve reached this conclusion. Thanks.

2. Peter Woit
September 3, 2008

Michael,

http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/en/Events/The_Multiverse/A_Debate_in_Cosmology_-_The_Multiverse/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/en/Events/The_Multiverse/A_Debate_in_Cosmology_-_The_Multiverse/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/en/Events/The_Multiverse/A_Debate_in_Cosmology_-_The_Multiverse/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/en/Events/The_Multiverse/A_Debate_in_Cosmology_-_The_Multiverse/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/en/Events/The_Multiverse/Schedule/
http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/en/Events/The_Multiverse/Schedule/
http://pirsa.org/C08022
http://pirsa.org/C08022
http://arxiv.org/abs/0809.0036
http://arxiv.org/abs/0809.0036
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/09/locally-predictive-landscape.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/09/locally-predictive-landscape.html
http://www.amazon.com/Icarus-Edge-Time-Brian-Greene/dp/0307268888
http://www.amazon.com/Icarus-Edge-Time-Brian-Greene/dp/0307268888
http://www.goodisdead.com/index.php?journal/entry/brian_greene_at_the_edge_of_categorization
http://www.goodisdead.com/index.php?journal/entry/brian_greene_at_the_edge_of_categorization
http://www.goodisdead.com/index.php?/work/entry/icarus_at_the_edge_of_time_2008_interiors/
http://www.goodisdead.com/index.php?/work/entry/icarus_at_the_edge_of_time_2008_interiors/
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/09/turles-all-way-up.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/09/turles-all-way-up.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/09/brian-greenes-public-lecture.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/09/brian-greenes-public-lecture.html


They’re two completely different ideas on completely different scales addressing
completely different questions. It’s not really that I’ve reached a conclusion, just
that I’ve never seen anyone even try and give a reason why the two should be
connected.

3. John Baez
September 3, 2008

I think one can try to combine the landscape idea and the many-worlds
interpretation by imagining the universe in a superposition of quantum states
corresponding to different points in the landscape. Then according to the many-
worlds interpretation, all these “branches” “really exist” in some sense.

I don’t have the energy to explain my own attitude towards this line of thought.
But, I have a feeling it’s something a bunch of people have on their minds —
perhaps only half-consciously. That might explain why they talk about both kinds
of “multiverse” in the same breath.

It might be good to ask them.

4. James Robson
September 3, 2008

“It might be good to ask them”, but unfortunately I don’t move in those circles!

Surely these are two independent ideas? You may well be able to combine them:
and a proper understanding of nature might require such a combination, but
logically they are distinct I think?

We could perhaps imagine a completely classical theory where our local situation
depended upon the history of the way things evolved and settled down in our
neighbourhood. Perhaps things could have turned out vastly differently
elsewhere. So we would have some kind of multiverse where we might use an
anthropic principle to explain why we see things to be the way they are around
here.

Or we could have a QM theory that was water-tight and allowed no flexibility and
just told us the way things were – except that being QM things would be a
superposition of all the states of that fixed world, and a QM multiverse would
seek to separate these different possibilities through some kind of “decoherence”
which renders the different possibilities effectively non-interacting and so
different worlds.

Don’t believe either myself, but what do I know, not my job 

James

5. Peter Woit
September 3, 2008

John,



Since the universe is quantum-mechanical, I’d always assumed that the
multiverse was too. So, yeah, you get a quantum superposition. But my
understanding of Many Worlds is that it is supposed to deal with the
measurement problem; you’re supposed to have Many Worlds splitting off all the
time as you do measurements. That’s what seems to be something completely
different.

6. Hal
September 4, 2008

Max Tegmark has identified four different types or “levels” of multiverse. The
level 0 multiverse is composed of the infinity of replications of our local “Hubble
bubble” within our universe if it is infinite in size. The level 1 multiverse is
composed of all the local bubbles of ordinary space-time that exist within a
larger universe in inflationary cosmology. The level 2 multiverse is the Everett
many-worlds model. And the level 3 multiverse is the everything-exists level,
where all mathematical structures have Platonic existence and structures with
sufficient internal complexity correspond to physical universes. Interestingly, this
taxonomy does not include the string theory landscape.

7. Aaron Bergman
September 4, 2008

But my understanding of Many Worlds is that it is supposed to deal with the
measurement problem; you’re supposed to have Many Worlds splitting off all the
time as you do measurements. That’s what seems to be something completely
different.

Many worlds is just ordinary quantum mechanics. New worlds don’t split off; the
“worlds” are supposed to be different “branches” of the wavefunction that have
decohered. It’s more of a lack of interpretation rather than an interpretation, and
I don’t think it actually answers any questions, but some people seem quite fond
of it.

8. Mikael
September 4, 2008

Peter, I think you are a little too obsessed with predictions regarding the
discussion about the nature of physical laws and the multiverse. At least
currently this discussion is within the realm of philosophy and not science. But
well, we know that philosophy can help create great science and Einstein is the
biggest example of all. As an example regarding the multiverse think of the
hierarchy problem and naturalness. If you believe in the multiverse, you might
expect other things what the LHC will see as if you believe in uniquely
determined eternal laws. So as a physicist you will probably be working on
different things. So in a way philosophy helps to limit the infinite search space of
physical theories. Once you have the theory and it meets predictions, it gets
science and independent of philosophy. You can then use this theory to refine
your philosophy again and so on. Of course it also works the opposit way which
you can also see from Einstein. It seems that philosophy lead Einstein into



darkness, when he was searching for a unified theory at the end of his life. But
this is life I guess.

9. Peter Woit
September 4, 2008

Mikael,

I have no problem with philosophy of science of various kinds. Some interests
me, some doesn’t. Within that context, discussion of a multiverse is reasonable.
My problem is with the way the multiverse is being used not by philosophers, but
by physicists at the highest level of the profession. They are not doing this
because they like philosophy (many of them despise it), but because they are
desperate to find some way to avoid admitting the failure of string theory as an
idea about unification. The string theory “landscape” is exactly the sort of thing
you get when an idea fails: something you have to make more and more
complicated to avoid falsification, never actually predicting anything.

This use of philosophy by leading scientists to prop up an utterly failed scientific
project is what I have a problem with. It is doing a huge amount of damage to
the field.

10. Mikael
September 4, 2008

Peter,
one question, do you consider loop quantum gravity (LPG) a failed project, too?

LPG can not predict the scattering amplitude between gravitons. Why? Because
there are no gravitons in the theory. Why? Because Minkowski space is not
shown to be the low energy limit of the theory. Worse, one can’t see how it will
happen. Not a very encouraging state of affairs I think. The only prediction of
loop quantum gravity is a breaking of Lorentz invariance I think.

On the other hand string theory does some predictions. It predicts extra
dimensions. It predicts supersymmetry. Furthermore it offers a solution to the
black hole information paradox based on duality.

Let me add, that I am an outsider and I am asking from honest interest, and not
in order to push any view that I have.

11. Peter Woit
September 4, 2008

Mikael,

As theories of quantum gravity, both LQG and string theory have their pluses and
minuses, this debate has gone on ad nauseam here and elsewhere. The bottom
line is that neither has produced a completely consistent and satisfactory
quantum theory of 4d gravity, or come up with any way one can experimentally
test them.



My objection to string theory is that it has failed as a theory of what we can
observe: the Standard Model. The unwillingness to face up to the implications of
that failure are what is damaging the field.

Saying that “string theory predicts supersymmetry” or “string theory predicts
extra dimensions” is a completely empty statement until you specify the scale of
supersymmetry breaking or the size of the extra dimensions. String theory has
nothing to say about this, and this is why it is an empty failure as far as particle
physics goes.

12. Aaron Bergman
September 4, 2008

It is not true that LQG predicts Lorentz violation.

13. Mikael
September 4, 2008

Peter,
it is true, that we do not have a consistent and satisfactory quantum theory of 4d
gravity. But it is also true, that this statement is in a way empty, because it does
not offer any help on what to work on tomorrow. Imagine I was a young student,
who wants to work on quantum gravity and I’d asked you on what approaches to
study, what would you answer me? Or would you say, I was waisting my time
because the problem is just too difficult?

And I strongly disagree that predictions about supersymmetry and extra
dimensions are empty, just because you do not know the scale. One thing to see
this is that models based on these ideas already influence what patterns people
are searching for in the LHC data. (probably even the detector optimizations).
Another way to see this is that Carlo Rovelli was asking the LHC guys on strings
2008, when they will be able to tell if the world is supersymmetric, if it is on the
accessable scale. He also mentioned in an interview, that he will have great
respect in the intutions of string theorists, if supersymmetry is found. My very
personal guess is he would even stop working on LPG in this case. How can an
empty statement have such consequences? Also, how can the emptyness of a
statement be dependent on our current experimental abilities?

14. Mikael
September 4, 2008

Aaron,
please elaborate. Predicting doubly special relativity means predicting a
deviation from special relativity, right?

15. Peter Woit
September 4, 2008

Mikael,

If anyone wants to work on quantum gravity, fine. They should learn about what



the various approaches are, what their problems are, and then see if they can
make some sort of progress. The kind of hype and misleading talking points
being thrown around in this subject are not helpful at all. If they are going to do
this, they also need to understand and think seriously about the fact that, for
very good reasons of dimensional analysis, no one knows any way to connect the
subject to experiment, and learn anything about it by looking at the real world.

As far as I know, there is no defnitive prediction of Lorentz violation, or of what
the scale of it should be, from LQG. You seem to like to talk about “predictions”
when there aren’t any, that’s really misleading and a bad idea. There’s a huge
amount of less than honest claims being made these days about “predictions”. I
would bet against the LHC discovering supersymmetry, but if it does, that will be
a huge revolution in physics, and a vindication of many people’s interest in
supersymmetry, most of which has nothing to do with string theory. See David
Gross’s comments at Strings 2008

16. Mikael
September 4, 2008

I am sorry for the careless use of the word prediction. My point is that there is
something in between a prediction and an empty statement and I tried to explain
why.
“Learn about the various approaches and try to make some progress” is an
advice so true, that you can apply it to anything.

17. Michael Bacon
September 4, 2008

Peter,

Back to the original topic, I listened to the Albert and Greaves talks — pretty
impressive. As you may know, I feel affinity for the MWI, but in all events, I
thought the level of enquiry was impressive. Hard questions, good answers all
around. Just what science should be.

18. Kea
September 4, 2008

Heh, cool! The Banks talk is just fantastic – a must see for great physical
intuition and a crucial alternative viewpoint with solid analysis backing it.

19. Michael Bacon
September 4, 2008

Haven’t listened to the Banks’ talk yet, but this does raise the question of the
relationship between the MWI multiverse concept and the string landscape. I
know John Baez mentioned that maybe you can tie them together, but I agree
with Peter (if that’s what you meant) that it’s pretty odd wrapping them up in the
same conference.

20. Kea

http://scipp.ucsc.edu/theory/banks.html
http://scipp.ucsc.edu/theory/banks.html


September 4, 2008

Actually, from my understanding, Banks is against both the Landscape and MWI:
the former because it cannot reproduce the holographic cosmologies they
consider, and the latter because he talks loosely in terms of isolated islands of
‘lonely’ universes in the dense black hole fluid, but it may be that he is headed
towards a more MWI vision of the multiverse.

21. Michael Bacon
September 5, 2008

I think Banks did raise some questions (if it was him) during the Greaves talk,
but as far as”interpretations” of QM go, it sounded like his view (to the extent he
had one) was some sort of combination of consistent histories with wave function
collapse.

22. Kea
September 5, 2008

Consistent histories, yes, but wave function collapse is a trickier question. He
was careful to explain that he used ordinary vanilla QM only because he didn’t
know how to do better quantitatively. On the other hand, his description of
emergent geometry (as a kind of collapse from collective observers) is much
more sophisticated than the naive universal wave function ideas one often hears
touted by MWI proponents.

23. Michael Bacon
September 5, 2008

Kea,

I’ll go back and listen, but I’m pretty certain that he acknowledge some kind of
collapse as a way to get our apparently real situation to fall out of the numbers,
and I think he said that once that occurs (however it happens) you just set aside
the other histories and basically start the process all over again — but maybe my
recollection is wrong. Anyway, I thought his questions were thoughtful and
probing, as were Hartle’s (I think it was Hartle  )

24. Rexus
September 11, 2008

With all do respect, the multiverse is crap! The many worlds interpretation is the
worst model for interpreting quantum theory. While the whole concept of parallel
universes might make for a handy plot device to be used in a bad Michael
Chrichton novel, I do not see any utility for the hypothesis. There are far better
interpretations of wave-particle duality and the measurement problem. For
starters, the only reason why humans find wave-particle duality to be
problematic is because it is difficult for the average human to comprehend who
something could be a particle and a wave. In fact, such entities are not exactly
“both particles and waves” rather they are neither. These entities are wavicles,
having properties of both waves and particles, but not necessarily being one or



the other. Likewise, the Copenhagen interpretation is a useful starting point,
despite its shortcomings, but I personally think that Penrose’s hypothesis that
gravitation causes the collapse of the wave function has great potential to
resolve this measurement problem. Sci-fi babble about parallel worlds violates
the principle of Occam’s Razor. Whereas the Copenhagen model, Roger
Penrose’s hypothesis, or any other proposed solution is infinitely better.

PROBLEMS WITH MULTIVERSE

1. Falsifiability
The existence of “other universes” is not falsifiable in principle once we accept
that universes besides our own might exist. After all, these parallel realities are
not supposed to interact with our own, to be separate, connected only in the
sense that they diverged off our universe (or we diverged off theirs). If the
universes do not interact, how do we test to verify or falsify their existence.
There *COULD* be other universes just as there *COULD* be a sinister
conspiracy of Jews and Masons who rule the world (as rediculous as that
sounds). Because these universes supposedly exist outside our universe, there is
no way to test it. In this respect, arguing with ardent defenders of the many
worlds interpretation is akin to arguing with creationists, Holocaust deniers, or
9-11 “truthers.” You cannot “prove” that God (or Satan) placed fossils in the
ground to test our faith and that God did not create the universe like in Genesis
but made it look as if evolution occurs, or that Bush did not plan the attacks.

2. Plausibility
I would argue that, in fact, I can “prove” that the multiverse does not exist. This
might seem like a contradiction, but I only argued that the many worlds
hypothesis is unfalsifiable if you open to the possibility of it being true. [Once you
accept that, it becomes an argument from agnosticism (you can’t PROVE it ain’t
so). But this admission that the multiverse is untestable cuts the ground from
under the feet of the “many-worlders.” By admitting that the multiverse is
unfalisiable, they admit that their speculation is not science, just very bad
metaphysics.] However, I argue that to even grant that multiple universes CAN
exist is a huge stretch. I can disprove the notion using logic alone.
[A] The universe, by definition, is all that exists. [The prefix “uni” implies one.
The entirety of reality.]
[B] It follows that nothing else phyiscially exists beyond the universe.
[C] The multiverse hypothesis suggests that there are other universes beyond
ours.
Either
[D1] These “universes” do not exist (because there is by definition only one
universe).
OR
[D2] These “universes” are not separate universes at all, just part of THE
universe.
A -> B, [(A & B) + C] -> D1 OR [(A & B) + C] -> D2.
Assuming that the universe = all of phyisical reality, the concept of the
multiverse presents an internal contradiction. Either our universe is the only
one, or our “universe” is not a universe at all, just a quantum accident. This falls
into the whole “reality is an illusion” problem. Curiously, the many-worlders



never attempt to explain where these other universes are. If they inhabit the
same space-time as our universe, then they are merely overlapping quantum
states. This does not solve the problems of quantum phyisics at all!

3. Simplicity & Parity
According to Occam’s Razor, the simplest explanation should be expected to be
the correct one. Especially because we are not supposed to multiply entities
unnecessarily. The many worlds interpretation attempts to solve a mystery with
an even greater mystery! Postulating an infinite (or virtually infinite) number of
universes to explain an anomaly is very bad science. The Copenhagen
interpretation follows logically from quantum theory without being unnecessarily
complex. Likewise, Penrose’s solution might work, but we may find out as
gravitation is understood in light of quantum theory.

CONCLUSION
I think the fact that Hugh Everett’s pipe dream is even taken seriously is a sad
indication of the state of modern physics and cosmology. Other than David
Deutsch, I was unaware of any REAL physicist (i.e. with tenure, this excludes
armchair physicists who watch Star Trek and believe it’s real) taking such
speculation seriously. On the other hand, I can see the connection between
multiverse quantum cosmology models and string theory, even if Dr. Woit
doesn’t. I would not say that the string theory landscape is fundamentally
different from the quantum “many worlds” interpretation. Even if they are on
different scales, both models attempt to answer discrepancies in observations by
creating more universes… Physics has strayed far from the sober analysis of
Galileo, Newton, Einstein, Heisenberg, Schrodinger, Dirac, Pauli, and Fermi into
the Star Trek pop-sci of Michio Kaku…



What’s Up With PAMELA?

September 2, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

There were some comments about this in a previous posting, but I thought it worth
remarking on the unusual situation that papers have started to appear reproducing
plots of new data from the PAMELA satellite, even though no such data has been
officially released.

This all seems to have started with a July 31 talk at ICHEP 2008, with slides here, but
evidently some other slides of preliminary data were flashed on the screen. There was
a news story in Nature about this, but still no official release of data. Then, on August
20th there was this talk at idm2008, with no slides made available on-line, but
interesting slides again flashed. Evidently some enterprising theorist decided to do
some of his or her own data acquisition.

Soon, a preprint on Minimal Dark Matter predictions and the PAMELA positron
excess was on the arXiv, complete with PAMELA data, with the notation:

the preliminary data points for positron and antiproton fluxes plotted in our
figures have been extracted from a photo of the slides taken during the talk,
and can thereby slightly differ from the data that the PAMELA collaboration
will officially publish.

There are now at least two other papers on the arXiv featuring PAMELA data,
evidently from the same source, here and here. Andrew Jaffe has a new blog posting
up entitled Stealing Data? where he expresses discomfort with this situation. I can’t
quite see that one is “stealing” data if it is being presented at major conferences.

Are there any of my readers out there who can tell us what’s up with PAMELA?

Update: Nature has a new article about PAMELA being “outed by paparazzi
physicists”. One of the paparazzi, Marco Cirelli, is quoted as saying that “we had our
digital cameras ready”, and claiming that the PAMELA people at the conference
didn’t have a problem with this. On the other hand, a PAMELA PI is quoted as being
“very, very upset” about this.

And I should have linked earlier to this posting at Resonaances: Hot Photos of
PAMELA.

Update: According to Science News, the problem is not a Nature embargo. They just
haven’t finished a paper yet:

“We plan to have final results ready by early October and submit a paper to
a peer-reviewed journal,” Boezio told Science News. Until then, he says, the
findings remain preliminary, and “We prefer to withhold further comments.”
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Comments

1. Kea
September 2, 2008

Well, I have no idea, but a visiting colleague here who works with some Italian
PAMELA people said they were ‘very happy’ about new results.

2. Stan
September 2, 2008

Really, this sort of behavior is just going to make collaborations more reluctant to
show preliminary plots at conferences before the paper is ready. (Maybe they
should be anyway…)

I’m told by people I work with on SNO that they stressed a lot about this before
their first paper. They wanted to show event distributions at a conference, but
were worried that someone might try to eyeball-integrate the number of events
in the curve. In principle, someone could use that information plus published
whitepapers about the detector response to guesstimate the neutrino flux SNO
was seeing before the proper analysis by the collaboration would be published.
(Never mind that since SNO was doing a blind analysis, the answer would have
been wrong anyway.)

They finally decided that hiding the y-axis was sufficient to prevent this. I must
admit, years after the fact, this sounded pretty paranoid to me, but I guess I was
wrong…

3. Seth Zenz
September 3, 2008

Stan, the issue isn’t that the paper isn’t ready—it’s 100% ready and submitted.
The issue that the journal won’t allow the collaboration to release plots officially
while it’s waiting for publication.

4. 800GeV
September 3, 2008

Stan, probably you remember that when your SNO collaborators presented their
first results, they published the slides with the data on the web, together with a
web page with extra details of the data (http://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca
/sno/results_09_03/howto.ps), and the SNO paper promptly appeared on arXiv,
and later on PRL.

If you consider that the PAMELA collaborators did something different while
knowing that one cannot be partly pregnant and that results shown at major
conferences become public, maybe you can guess the answer to the question by
Peter.

Since some people confuse “stealing data” with sharing informations, it is better
to wait the papers that will be published by PAMELA and …

http://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca/sno/results_09_03/howto.ps
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5. graviton383
September 3, 2008

I find it embarassing that ambulance-chasing theorists would stoop to this level
to beat out rivals for a publication. Everyone know what they did & they do
themselves no credit by doing it…even if the experimenter giving the talk doesn’t
mind.

6. Ned Wright
September 3, 2008

Nature is explicitly OK with posting preprints at the arxiv.
Just don’t do press. See http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.1712

7. Riccardo De Maria
September 4, 2008

I don’t see why a collaboration should protect data from the community. They
can just release raw data as such and analyzed ones when ready and people can
use whichever is more suitable for their research. Good ideas or valuable
experimental data are more important than who delivers them, no?

8. Thomas D
September 5, 2008

Depends if anyone else knows what to do with the ‘raw data’ to get a correct
analysis of the physics in it. You certainly don’t want people to start putting out
wrong analyses before you’ve brought yours to presentable form.

Anyway ‘raw data’ never appear on conference talks except singly as pretty
pictures (eg here’s a track in our detector) from which no science follows.

The usual situation is that someone will flash a slide of unpublished results with
‘PRELIMINARY’ over it, which certain favoured theorists/collaborators will
already know about, and people in the audience can then write speculative
papers at their own risk.

What’s happened here is just this Nature protocol that the journal wants an
unusual degree of secrecy of the results over however long it takes to approve
them for publication – and that technology has reached the point where people
take digital pictures rather than make handwritten notes of what the curve
looked like.
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LHC Roundup

September 4, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The first attempt to circulate a beam in the LHC is still set for next Wednesday, and
the media is already full of LHC stories, with a lot more to come next week. Events
are being organized all over the world to celebrate the day, including a 1:30 am
pajama party at Fermilab (see here). Today’s Wall Street Journal carries a page one
story about preparations at CERN that focus on improvisational comedy training for
physicists to help them communicate.

For more serious news from the LHC, you can try following progress at CERN’s
startup site for the public, or at the technical LHC commissioning site. Latest
available minutes from the Installation and Commissioning Committee are here,
including a timeline and objectives for the next few days and for September 10. The
“also going on” column for September 10 lists just “chaos”.

Science magazine has some excellent LHC-related stories in this week’s issue. In this
one, various people explain what the LHC is looking for and why it will take a while to
get results. Gordy Kane is having none of that though, predicting discovery of
supersymmetry next month:

“We predict a signature that they could see with five events,” says
Michigan’s Kane. “They could see it in the first week of running in October.”

Another article, Researchers, Place Your Bets!, features bloggers Tommaso Dorigo
and Jacques Distler. Tommaso has bet that the LHC will see no deviations from the
standard model, although from what I remember, he did this just because if this
happens it will be so depressing that at least some cash will cheer him up. Gordy
Kane and Stuart Raby claim supersymmetry is such a sure thing that they can’t find
anyone who will bet against it. Distler’s comment on this is:

I wonder how hard they tried.

The same article gives links to sites where you can bet on the Higgs boson discovery
date.

Nature magazine is running an LHC-related editorial Cool Philosophies in this week’s
issue. It is inspired by an interesting recent preprint by philosopher of science Alexei
Grinbaum: On the eve of the LHC: conceptual questions in high-energy physics.
Grinbaum gives an extensive discussion of the current state of particle theory and its
societal context. He ends with a philosophical section on fine-tuning and currently
popular anthropic arguments, arguing that these often invoke an invalid use of
counterfactuals.
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1. T
September 4, 2008

Why does Gordy say this kind of thing? Such a respected theorist who shows
absolutely zero understanding of experimental physics. They’ll be lucky if they
can understand a single part of the detector in a month of running. Let’s just try
to ease into calibration and hope nothing serious breaks.

2. GR
September 4, 2008

Well, I’m glad they’re doing improv, if anything it should help improve matters in
the communication-to-outsiders department. I’m part of an improv group here,
and physics majors seem to be disproportionately represented, for whatever
reason, and it really does help. A lot more people in physics should give it a try.
Not the string theory people, though, as it seems they’re already pretty good at
spinning a yarn…

3. anon.
September 5, 2008

Never mind supersymmetry speculation. How long is it likely to take the LHC to
check the electroweak symmetry breaking Higgs theories?

In one Higgs field theory, there is supposed to be a doublet of Higgs bosons, both
having +1 weak hypercharge; but one of them has +1/2 weak isotopic charge
and +1 electric charge, while the other has -1/2 weak isotopic charge and no
electric charge. There are also other more complex versions of the Higgs field
including versions with supersymmetry.

I’m wondering whether the LHC is really likely to check this part of the Standard
Model, and identify the correct Higgs field (or if there is something else needed
instead)? Is there any paper with assembled predictions from the landscape of
different Higgs field theories. From my perspective, searching for
supersymmetry (which doesn’t really make falsifiable predictions since the
energy of the hypothetical partners can be higher than experiments can test),
isn’t very exciting. It’s like looking for life on Mars; it may or may not exist.

But the Higgs field research is far more interesting because something has to
give mass to the particles in the current Standard Model, and something has to
break electroweak symmetry into electromagnetism and weak interactions at low
energy.

4. Peter Woit
September 5, 2008

anon,

In the SM, there is just one observable Higgs field (the other components of the
field can be gauged away). It has electromagnetic charge 0, and all its couplings
are precisely known once one knows its mass. For the expected mass range, the



LHC will produce lots of Higgs particles no matter what the mass, but the
backgrounds are different for different masses. The low end of the mass range is
the most difficult, and my understanding is that if the Higgs is there, it will take
until at least 2010 to see a signal.

If you start adding in more Higgs fields, you will get much more complicated
possibilities. In supersymmetric models these are more constrained, and also
intensively studied. I don’t know of references off-hand, but they can’t be hard to
find, this is an extremely intensively studied subject, and has been for decades
now.

5. graviton383
September 5, 2008

To answer anon’s question, it will take an integrated luminosity of ~10 fb^-1 or
so
AFTER the detectors are well understood to start covering all of the mass range
for the Higgs favored by fits to electroweak data. Some masses may take longer,
some less. This sort of luminosity may take 2 years to accumulate & more to
analyze so think 2010-11 just to be safe. If the Higgs idea is wrong, discovering
the
true nature of what replaces it may take somewhat longer requiring ~100 fb^-1
of
data.

6. anon.
September 5, 2008

Thanks for these answers. Is the Higgs field is supposed provide the charge for
quantum gravity, since mass is gravitational charge?

E.g. could there be a gauge group for quantum gravity, like U(1) for
electromagnetism, in which the charge is the Higgs boson and the gauge boson
is the graviton?

7. a quantum diaries survivor
September 5, 2008

Graviton,

while it is true that one first has to understand the data and only after can one
look for a signal of a new particle, you gave the impression that the two phases
are separate. Rather, it is a continuous improvement. The same data used to
understand the detector response are also used for searches and measurements.

Indeed, what we will do first is to measure W and Z cross sections (which will be
possible this fall, with thousands of them in the bag), top pair production (also
easy with just 10 inverse picobarns, when about 8000 events per detector will be
produced, let’s say a thousand good ones to study), and high-Et jet spectra.
Missing energy will be tough -probably the one variable which will take more
time to tune. It depends on a good calibration of jets, cosmics, out of time stuff,



everything basically.

What sucks, if we think at the SM Higgs, is that the 1.7 sigma excess found by
LEP II (mostly ALEPH in truth) will be the very last thing we can study. I imagine
that in one year or so we will start excluding masses above 135 GeV, those that
are already improbable by EW fits, and in the meantime already partly excluded
by the Tevatron (which, next year, should probably exclude down to 150 GeV or
so).

Another note on the bet reported on Science Magazine: Peter is correct. The
article does not mention it, but mine is an insurance bet, in the style of a
blackjack addict such as I am. That, however, does not change one fact: I do not
believe in SUSY.

Cheers,
T.

8. Victor
September 5, 2008

“That, however, does not change one fact: I do not believe in SUSY.”

This is not a particularly scientific attitude. Science isn’t about belief, it’s about
facts. It concerns me that someone with obvious prejudice is involved in
experiments which require an objective analysis.

9. Peter Woit
September 5, 2008

Victor,

I think Tommaso is just saying he thinks the probabilities are against SUSY.
There’s significant circumstantial evidence against SUSY: basically if it is doing
what it is supposed to (stabilizing the electroweak scale), it’s hard to understand
why it hasn’t shown up at the Tevatron (where Tommaso has spent much of his
career working hard looking for SUSY or anything like it).

I don’t think there’s any danger at all that he or others at the LHC will not look
just as hard for SUSY there as they have done at the Tevatron. Theorists may
allow their investment in certain speculative ideas to affect their work, but
experimentalists don’t have that kind of investment in such ideas. One sad thing
about the heavily ideological way in which theoretical particle physics has been
pursued in recent years is that it gives people the wrong idea about how most
scientists go about what they do. On the whole they’re much more interested in
finding something new than worrying about whether or not it fits some particular
theoretical prejudice.

10. a quantum diaries survivor
September 6, 2008

Very well said Peter.



I can only add that personally, what I believe and what I do not has absolutely
nothing to do with the way I perform an analysis.

My beliefs instead can (and should!) shape my decisions on what to work on –
despite the fact that they are not, at least right now: my only Ph.D. student is
working with me on something connected to SUSY. That, indeed, is the nice
thing about being part of a large collaboration which will explore everything,
with multiple teams in some instances assigned to the same topics.

When, however, decisions have to be taken concerning where to place the chips
-say, in a trigger meeting where thresholds on physical objects are to be set on
different data streams, to reduce the trigger accept rate facing an increase in the
machine’s instantaneous luminosity, and thereby affecting the discovery reach of
different experimental signatures- well, there a leadership is needed to sort
individual opinions out. Usually one just relies on the experiment’s pre-defined
goals. But, in principle, tough decisions may be required in some not-clear-cut
cases, and then one’s beliefs might in theory end up having their weight. That is
the only case when I can give it to you – my (mild) bias against SUSY being the
correct theory might suggest I would be unfit to lead such a group. It would still
be a stretch. So ultimately, your concern is ill-posed.

Cheers,
T.

11. Cormac O'Raifeartaigh
September 6, 2008

Hi Peter, surprised to read “Gordy Kane and Stuart Raby claim supersymmetry is
such a sure thing that they can’t find anyone who will bet against it.”

I thought Stephen Hawking had taken a bet that no physics beyond the Standard
Model will be seen – have I got this wrong?
I personally would be happy to take a public bet that evidence of SUSY will be
eventually be seen at the LHC – if only to publicise the theory, and to draw
attention to the disgraceful fact that Ireland is not a member of CERN ..

12. Victor
September 6, 2008

Peter,
When you say that there is significant circumctantial evidence against SUSY, can
you give a more detailed explanation of this statement? My understanding is that
there is a lot of circumstantial evidence for SUSY as well, which is why there are
many who expect to see it at LHC. As far as the hierarchy problem associated
with the electroweak scale, I’ve been told that SUSY is still a viable solution for
this, even if the supersymmetric particles are too heavy to have been seen at the
Tevatron. What gives?

13. woit
September 6, 2008



Victor,

The fact that there were good arguments that supersymmetry should have shown
up at the Tevatron and it didn’t is the circumstantial evidence I’m referring to. It
was discussed in another posting, see

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=710#comment-40040

This evidence is not conclusive, but it seems fairly strong to me. The facts
typically given by SUSY proponents as circumstantial evidence in its favor seem
to me much weaker. Anyway, we’ll see….

14. Peter Woit
September 7, 2008

Cormac,

If Hawking has bet against no physics beyond the SM, I hadn’t heard about that,
and it seems surprising. I don’t know any reason why he would make such a bet.
Perhaps you’re confusing him with Tommaso…

15. a quantum diaries survivor
September 7, 2008

Hah, this would be the first time I get confused with a theoretician. And our
accent is quite different also.

Cheers,
T.

16. Manel
September 7, 2008

The closest thing to what Cormac O’Raifeartaigh wrote that I know of is this:

http://img241.imageshack.us/img241/8962/susyzr5.png

17. Coin
September 7, 2008

Manel: I like ′t Hooft’s asterisk.

18. Manel
September 7, 2008

Yes, I agree. Sad but very plausible.

To what physics has sank into…

I still hope the LHC will have a positive and break the status quo and allow for
real physics to be made.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=710#comment-40040
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=710#comment-40040
http://img241.imageshack.us/img241/8962/susyzr5.png
http://img241.imageshack.us/img241/8962/susyzr5.png


19. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
September 8, 2008

Thanks Manel, fascinating sheet!
Tommaso, who have you taken the bet with? How about an inter-blog bet, that
could be fun.

Apart from the two reasons above (to draw public attention to SUSY, and to the
fact that Ireland is not a member of CERN), I do have another, slightly naive
reason ..

If I understand right (as a humble experimentalist) SUSY, or something like it, is
the only way around the comprehensive set of no-go theorems discovered in the
1960s – in other words, it is the last symmmetry left that could provide a unified
framework that would include the strong force , and possibly gravity.

I find it hard to accept the unification of only 2 forces – and therefore plumb for
SUSY, despite large uncertainties in the mechansim of SUSY breaking etc
Regards, Cormac

20. Peter Woit
September 8, 2008

Cormac,

Susy doesn’t help at all to unify electroweak and strong. They’re both internal
symmetries. Attempts to unify these typically involve GUTs, but these have their
problems, and the LHC will have nothing to say about the GUT issue.

21. a quantum diaries survivor
September 9, 2008

Hi Cormac,

my bet is indeed an inter-blog one, since both challengers (Distler, 750$, and
Watts, 250$) have their own site.

Cheers,
T.



More LHC Predictions

September 8, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Roger Highfield has gone out and asked several theorists for LHC predictions, with
the following results.

About supersymmetry:

• Arkani-Hamed

My hunch is that there’s a better than evens chance that supersymmetry
will show up at the LHC…

• Veltman

I would be surprised if supersymmetry were found. I supported the idea
when it was first suggested, but I’ve gradually lost confidence in it, though I
might well be wrong. To be sure, if the LHC finds nothing to support
supersymmetry, its advocates will just make excuses and keep using it. As
for string theory, it’s all mumbo jumbo, with no connection with experiment.

• Silverstein

Some of my intuition comes from string theory, an appealing candidate for a
theory of all the forces of nature. According to many – perhaps most –
versions of string theory, supersymmetry does not hold good at the energies
probed by the LHC, so its discovery might require further explanation from
this point of view.

(it appears that the excuses Veltman is predicting are already in place…)

• Llewellyn-Smith

…(with 60% probability) supersymmetry…

• Lisi

Many physicists also think it likely that evidence will be found for
supersymmetry, strings, or new dimensions — but I disagree.

About the Higgs:

• Arkani-Hamed

I’ve already bet a year’s salary they will find the Higgs particle.

(anyone know who took the other side of that bet?)

• Veltman

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?view=DETAILS&grid=&xml=/earth/2008/09/08/scicern208.xml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?view=DETAILS&grid=&xml=/earth/2008/09/08/scicern208.xml


It would not surprise me if the experimenters don’t find the Higgs particle. I
don’t trust the theory behind it. But if it does appear to show up, it will be
crucial to check that it behaves as the theory predicts.

• Silverstein

I’d be extremely puzzled if they don’t find the Higgs…

• Llewellyn-Smith

My hunch is that a Higgs boson will be found (95% probability)…

• Lisi

The most likely result from the LHC is detection of a single Higgs particle.

John March-Russell goes all-out:

…our quest for a source of almost unlimited climate-friendly energy might
be answered by the creation of exotic unstable, but long-lived, charged
particles… It might also turn out that the number of space and time
dimensions is ambiguous…

Comments

1. Sumar Ongi
September 8, 2008

Taking just a superficial look at SUSY GUTs, their particle spectrum, and the
SUSY desert, what comes to mind is that if Nature is that clumsy it may well not
be worth studying.

2. D R Lunsford
September 8, 2008

I predict no single Higgs – if any it will be composite and technicolor will be
revived.

-drl

3. Fran
September 8, 2008

Re: Veltman on Higgs: Since when was there doubt on the theoretical existance
of the Higgs (I know there’s doubt in its mass)? I thought it was pretty much a
dead cert, as the rest of the Standard Model needs it in order to be correct/have
mass?

4. Peter Woit
September 8, 2008



Fran,

What’s certain is that something is breaking electroweak gauge symmetry. It’s
not at all certain that it’s an elementary scalar field.

5. Chris Oakley
September 8, 2008

These exotic particles for catalysing fusion, which apparently do not need
absurdly high temperatures to be produced, but appear to still require a Large
Hadron Collider. How is one better off? Is Elvis is going to appear from the 6
1/2th dimension to show us what to do?

6. James Robson
September 8, 2008

Chris,

I, for one, am skeptical about seeing the Elvis Particle at the LHC – at least
within the first 5 or so years beore upgrades to the luminosity and are made.

As is well known, the EP is expected to increase in mass and strangeness during
its lifetime, which poses detection problems. Also, its influence on neighbouring
particles is suspected to induce an “impersonation” interaction, which will make
detection of the genuine article even more difficult.

Still, its pehaps more likely than some of the other suff mentioned.

7. Mitch Miller
September 8, 2008

Is Arkani-Hamed’s statement supposed to be literal? I thought maybe he meant
that he has already invested so much into the idea in terms of time and effort,
but maybe not.

8. Peter Woit
September 8, 2008

Mitch,

He was quoted elsewhere saying he was willing to bet a year’s salary on this, but
I hadn’t heard that anyone had taken him up on this. Perhaps this is just a
misquote.

9. db
September 8, 2008

I’m no particle theorist, but I am willing to bet £50 (ukp) that the next
generation of accelerator will be plagued by exactly the same doom criers as the
LHC.

Furthermore, I bet 50p that anyone else with* BSc physics could come to the



same conclusion.

*or without.

10. chimpanzee (aka "joe")
September 8, 2008

“Nature is predictably UNPREDICTABLE”

I am always amazed at “betting” amongst physicists, after all it is a “hard
science”. Look at planetary exploration in our localized domain (solar system, an
inconspicuous thing in a inconspicuous part of the Milky Way, itself an
inconspicuous galaxy, etc):

– wild volcanoes on Io
– unusual geology on moons of Jupiter & Saturn
– Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9
indicates the solar system is way more dynamic than originally thought (chance
of extra-terrestial hits is not insignificant)
– now the TNO (Trans Neptunian Objects), Kuiper Belt Objects, etc
Michael Brown/Caltech’s numerous discoveries of objects beyond Pluto

All the above “data points” were totally unexpected & beyond predictability..”it is
what it is”. The whole idea of cosmological predictions from such localized data
is absurd!

“I’m locally pessimistic, but globally optimistic”
— Dr. Jordan Pollack, Brandeis Univ/CS Dept

Their “global optimism” is overstating the reality of the data..way too localized.

It’s beyond the wildest imagination of a science-fiction author (after copious
amounts of alchohol). “The universe is WEIRDER than you can imagine”. I
guarantee you, that the results will be surprising & suggest new questions (this
always seems to be the case, unwrapping the successive “shells” of information
seem to go on endlessly)

LHC is breaking into new energy domains, so expect new data points.

“In order to Push the Limits, sometimes you have to EXCEED THE LIMITS”
— Formula 1 Australian GP (2003)

LHC is pushing the limits, & like a Formula 1 race car (aka “knife edge car”..very
unstable), it will be at the performance envelope of Technology/Science. Should
be interesting!

“May you live in Interesting Times”
— Chinese proverb

11. Manel
September 8, 2008



Again but still very relevant here:

http://img241.imageshack.us/img241/8962/susyzr5.png

12. mitchell porter
September 9, 2008

I once mailed Arkani-Hamed to ask if he was serious about betting a year’s
salary, because I might be interested to take him up, but I wanted to know the
details. No reply.

13. Chris Oakley
September 9, 2008

James,

I was making a serious point. Physicists used to be taken seriously because
people knew that if they did not give us what we wanted, we might just destroy
the planet. But if senior physicists start bullsh*tting on about metastable
particles that will solve all our energy problems then we will eventually just be
regarded as a bunch of delusional, harmless hippies, no longer deserving of
respect or fear. This could only harm funding prospects.

14. Haelfix
September 9, 2008

Umm its a pretty damn good bet to wager a years salary on the detection of the
Higgs (suitably phrased to allow for instance a doublet or somesuch). The
scenarios where you would not see it (after a suitable time), are ugly and
contrived and it really is an essential ensemble of probably the best tested theory
in all of physics history. Its as close to a sure thing as anything in physics.

15. David B.
September 9, 2008

Chris,

The history of these `exotic particles’ goes back to the days where nuclear
physicists were studying muon catalized fusion. In principle, if you have a muon
factory, you can use it to produce energy. A single muon could produce about 200
such reactions of combining deuterons into helium . The process would be
stopped because there is a finite probability of capture of the muon by one of the
helium atoms produced. After that happens, there is no time to recover the
muon, since the muon decays. You are jut short of breaking even in terms of the
energy cost to producing a muon, and the energy you extract from fusion.

The reason that scenario has been put forward is because surprises happen in
physics and that is one that has not been ruled out experimentally, yet. If it is
there, however unlikely that is, wouldn’t you want to know?

I also object to your mischaracterization of physicists being funded because if

http://img241.imageshack.us/img241/8962/susyzr5.png
http://img241.imageshack.us/img241/8962/susyzr5.png


they didn’t give us what we wanted we would blow up the planet. The physicists
did not hold the world hostage at any point. Technological applications for war
purposes were a big deal during the cold war, that is why physics got such huge
support: we could build the most destructive devices of all. Physicists were not
feared. As a matter of fact, fear of technology is one of the most dangerous
trends that can run against physics funding. All this hoopla about the LHC
destroying the earth suggests that it will only get worse from now on, not better.

16. DB
September 9, 2008

Hawking is on record as betting against the discovery of the Higgs Boson,
although he hasn’t exactly gone out on a limb – his bet is $100.

17. James Robson
September 9, 2008

Chris,

As you said, you were trying to make a serious point, and I respect that, and
quite clearly I wasn’t, so my apologies there if required. However, in a faint echo
of David B’s comment – do you really aspire to be “feared” by the general public
for being a physicist?

I think you should have chosen dentistry 

(Should have a smiley with teeth!)

18. mike
September 9, 2008

Is there a good upper limit for the Higgs boson mass? It’s disconcerting that
without strong upper limits we will continue to search for something that might
be a dead-end. I do think what we will see will hint at the existence of some
scalar field, but it’s characteristics might be much simpler than we think.

19. bpz
September 10, 2008

“Is there a good upper limit for the Higgs boson mass?”
In the MSSM it’s about 200 GeV, in the pure SM it’s about 800 Gev.

20. Jimbo
September 10, 2008

BPZ,
If you visit the link in my comment, you will find the number you seek. It is the
95%CL upper bound established by the Tevatron last Aug, of 144 Gev:
http://www.physorg.com/news96040503.html

21. Peter Woit
September 10, 2008

http://www.physorg.com/news96040503.html
http://www.physorg.com/news96040503.html


mike,

There are two kinds of upper limits on Higgs masses:

1. In the SM, the Higgs mass is determined by the Higgs field self-coupling. To
increase the mass, you have to increase this coupling constant, and beyond a
certain point, there is no reason to trust perturbation theory. This is in conflict
with the fact that the predictions of perturbation theory work very well.

2. Precision electroweak measurements provide indirect constraints on the
Higgs mass, because it appears in the higher-loop theoretical predictions.

22. Ellipsis
September 11, 2008

Here’s a prediction from last year that came true precisely (delay of two months
beyond the at-that-time July scheduled start date):

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=600#comment-28785
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=608#comment-29531

So, I’ll make a few more predictions:

3-sigma Higgs announced on July 28, 2010 simultaneously by CDF/D0
combination and by a shotgun combination of ATLAS and CMS data
requested/required by CERN management.

Anomalies from ATLAS and CMS also announced in 2010, 2011, 2012 — all of
them different and eliminated / made less significant by the following year’s data
(anomalies within the collaborations will fly continually, but 2010 will be the first
year they are “vetted” and get through to public announcement, but still wrong).

First real anomaly that sticks will occur in 2013. This one will be a real one.
There will be much heated debate as to whether it is from SUSY or not. The
answer to that question will not be clear all the way until 2017.

Unlike Nima, Tommaso, Gordy Kane, etc., etc., I don’t gamble, though, so no
money.

23. Peter Woit
September 12, 2008

Thanks Ellipsis,

Your predictions look much more plausible to me than just about any others I’ve
seen. Now, all you have to do is tell us what the 2010 Higgs mass will be….

24. Ellipsis
September 12, 2008

115.5 GeV

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=600#comment-28785
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=600#comment-28785
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=608#comment-29531
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=608#comment-29531


LHC Startup Tonight

September 9, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a media storm about the LHC building up as CERN makes last minute
preparations to circulate a first beam in the machine. Cosmic Variance has live-
blogging about this by a group of theorists, and Tommaso Dorigo will be in the CMS
control room. He just might blog about this. For up-to-the-minute news, try the LHC
beam commissioning site. Here’s the plan for tomorrow, and the latest news: they’re
ready to get started at 6am tomorrow Geneva time. I’ll be asleep.

Starting tomorrow, daily news reports about progress should appear here. They’ve
got a very detailed plan for steps to go through, here’s where they are now, here’s
where they hope to be Thursday and Friday.

Comments

1. Kea
September 9, 2008

I like how they arranged it so it was September 10 everywhere. I’m guessing the
main event is scheduled for just before midnight here.

2. Jason Starr
September 9, 2008

The Boston Globe has a story today about how Frank Wilczek received death
threats because of the LHC. Here is the URL, http://www.boston.com/news/local
/breaking_news/2008/09/mit_physicist_g.html

3. Yatima
September 10, 2008

Well, this is more exciting than a Y2K upgrade of a billing system for sure. Will
the threatening fantasy-literature-inspired ones realize that they have to keep
the death threats coming until at least first collision (end of this year?), and
possibly continuously afterwards, with exponentially decreasing threat level,
then do it again when the machine is upgraded in 2010 or so?

4. Steve Myers
September 10, 2008

Read the affidavit of Luis Sancho concerning LHC dangers. It’s at Harpers
website.

5. Peter Woit
September 10, 2008

http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/09/09/live-blogging-the-lhc-startup/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/09/09/live-blogging-the-lhc-startup/
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Everyone,

Please, don’t post anything on this blog about the supposed dangers of LHC-
produced black holes. The way this issue dominates stories about the LHC is an
excellent example of the sad phenomenon of attention-getting claims driving out
intelligent discussion. I’ve heard way too much about this from too many people
(including from the person discussed in the Wilczek story, who has also harassed
me). Just stop, it’s a waste of good brain cells.

6. a quantum diaries survivor
September 10, 2008

Peter, thank you for the link but, as you probably read already, my shift in the
CMS control room got canceled late yesterday evening, because they wanted
“experts” on site for each subdetector. For my own shift, which is attending the
tracker, this is hilarious, since the tracker has been kept off for the entire day,
given the unstable beam conditions one expects at startup.

Sorry for the disappointment of your readers – I tried to post some useful
information anyway today. Your link alone brought to my site about 500 people…

Cheers,
T.

7. Jason Starr
September 10, 2008

Sorry for posting the story.



Science in the 21st Century

September 10, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

This week the Perimeter Institute is hosting an unusual conference on Science in the
21st Century. One of the organizers is Sabine Hossenfelder, who has a posting
discussing the conference here, and may have some more about it at her blog later.

Many of the talks are now available on-line here. I’ve only had time to watch a couple
of them, but one that I found worth paying attention to was Lee Smolin’s. He covered
some of the same issues discussed in his book, including the question of what science
is, the ethics of how it is pursued, and the difficulties of encouraging new ideas. The
discussion with the audience was also quite fascinating, including an exchange about
differences between the American and British academic systems, with a British
participant describing his shock at seeing how much the “American academic system
is a training in sycophancy”.

The topic of blogs came up mainly in a section where Smolin discussed the ethical
importance of scientists putting their name and reputation behind what they have to
say about their science. He characterized anonymous criticism as one of the main
reasons for the low signal/noise ratio and nasty environment of the comment sections
of many blogs, describing this as far worse than anything he had encountered in his
professional career, and something that is giving science a bad name. The theoretical
physics group at Harvard in the 1970s was given as an example of about the worst it
could get in academia. At the end of the discussion session, Paul Ginsparg took him to
task about this, saying that he had been there too and it wasn’t that bad. I was there
at the same time as both of them, and remember it as a rather unfriendly environment
with a quite high arrogance level. But, with faculty like Coleman, Weinberg, Glashow,
and postdocs like Witten, the talent and accomplishments of the people involved
seemed to justify quite a bit of arrogance.

Ginsparg went on to agree with Smolin about anonymity on blogs, comparing trying
to have a serious discussion in such an environment to trying to do so in a Fellini
movie, being attacked by dwarves wearing masks.

Update: One talk I highly recommend is that of Eric Weinstein, with the title Sheldon
Glashow Owes me a Dollar (and 17 years of interest): What happens in the
marketplace of ideas when the endless frontier meets the efficient frontier? Eric’s talk
includes a wide variety of thought-provoking and entertaining attempts to bring ideas
from economics and finance into thinking about how science gets done and whether it
can be done more efficiently.

Comments

1. srp
September 10, 2008
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Smolin seems to contradict himself, since he makes a big deal about the
importance of reputation and accreditation but then goes on to say that authority
shouldn’t matter in deciding issues. Attacks on anonymity don’t sit well with a
commitment to judging arguments on their merits. The real issue with reputation
and authority (from a functional point of view) is the tradeoff between effective
attention allocation, on the one hand, and objectivity in assessing arguments on
the other.

If we had limitless attention, then ideally arguments would be evaluated
independently of who makes them, which is why many journals require double-
blind anonymity. Even if we stipulated that X is an idiot and a bad person, if X’s
argument A is correct and novel then we gain from understanding it. Because
most people have trouble being that objective, separating the argument from the
X label–making it anonymously–is often a good idea.

The countervailing values to objectivity are not wasting your time reading things
which are likely to be boring or wrong, and being able to rely on others’
arguments as building blocks without personally auditing them. Here, we really
want to know if argument A came from X or from Y because we can never get
back the time lost from reading or relying on a defective A and we’d like to play
the odds based on reputation. Anonymity weakens the likelihood of our taking an
argument seriously, and, if it is prevalent, makes the entire discussion less
useful.

If people want to be taken seriously, or they want their arguments to be taken
seriously, I don’t see that there is a problem of incentive compatibility. The
maker of an argument can weigh and balance the greater objectivity with which
his or her contribution will be treated if it is anonymous against the impact on
how much attention is paid to it. If they make a mistake in deciding this, they
bear most of the cost. The Invisisble Hand, so to speak, will take care of the
problem. (Of course, this analysis appies to scientific contributions, not personal
rumor-mongering where the costs and benefits are distributed very differently.)

2. Peter Woit
September 10, 2008

srp,

There’s a difference between “reputation” in the sense of knowing about
someone through their work and writings, and “reputation” in the sense of
knowing where they stand in the academic hierarchy. I think Smolin is not
arguing that you should judge whether to pay attention to someone’s arguments
based on “authority”, but rather on your own knowledge of the quality of their
previous arguments.

3. Tony Smith
September 11, 2008

Lee Smolin said (page 11 of 51 of the pdf of his talk):
“… without a Ph.D. from a reputable research department or group
(or in very rare cases i.e. Freeman Dyson, the equivalent)



someone cannot make useful contributions to a scientific community.
Scientific communities function well only because discussions among experts are
restricted to those with a Ph.D. or at least those far along in a Ph.D. program …
this is essential and not incidental …”.

Back in the 1980s when I was beginning to formulate my physics model, I asked
Yuval Neeman to discuss it with me. He agreed to meet me in his office at U.
Texas Austin, and we discussed what I was doing.
He pointed out some problems with my model as it was back then (since then I
have worked through those problems)
and I asked him about getting a Ph.D. working on the model.
He knew that I did not need a Ph.D. for a job (my law practice gave me both
reasonable income and spare time in which to work on physics), and told me (a
quote to the best of my recollection):

“If your model turns out to be right, then it is important enough that you do not
need a Ph.D.
If your model turns out to be wrong, then no matter how many Ph.D.’s you have,
it will still be wrong.”

Until recently, I have felt that Yuval Neeman’s advice would eventually be proven
correct, and that my model would be evaluated on its merits.

Now, in light of the above statement of Lee Smolin, who seems to me to be the
most liberal member of the physics community with respect to unconventional
ideas,
I see that Yuval Neeman’s advice will never be effective,
as my model will never be evaluated by the physics community.

Tony Smith (no physics Ph.D. or “the equivalent”)

4. Mark van Akeren
September 11, 2008

My impression is that the frustration of many (but by far not all) theoretical
particle physicists over the lack of a predictive model in particle physics is
getting on their nerves. That should not be the case. Physics is much too
interesting for this kind of resignative attitude.
The aim of physics is to find out how the world works, not to prove that it works
following certain preset mechanisms.

There are sycophants in every community, from business to politics to science,
and at every level.

A colleague of mine remembers how a Nobel prize winner (now dead) once
abruptly stopped to talk to him at a dinner and turned away when he suggested
that time might not be continuous.

In Italy and other countries, the sycophants in the community of historical
science have managed to spread the idea that Galileo (victim of an anonymous
denunciation, by the way – blogs did not exist then) did not have enough



arguments for his astronomical statements. Look at what they have done to one
of the greatest historians that Italy has ever had, Pietro Redondi.

For the situation in Russia, read the new book from Springer Verlag which tells
how in the 1970 and 1980s in Moscow, Jewish math students were given math
problems that were impossible to solve correctly, in order to keep them out of
university.

I wonder how Smolin and Distler get along. The British comment that the
“American academic system is a training in sycophancy” might be exaggerated,
but a few people at the conference do embrace that rule, such as Distler himself.
(Motl at least is an entertaining sycophant, Distler is not even that…)

Sycophants are at work everywhere. One has to live with them, and find one’s
own way.

Mark

5. Christine
September 11, 2008

Children are great scientists, the best. Carl Sagan noticed that very well. But
when they grow up into adults, most of them loose their once genuine curiosity
to really understand how the world works. They stop doing the right questions
(usually on the mark) and the instinctive use of the scientific method through
testing their ideas and hypothesis against what they observe. All the naturalness
of the understanding process that encompasses a genuine scientific activity is
somewhat lost.

What happens during the growing process of children into adults is quite
complex, but should be taken into serious consideration, because something very
essential and important is lost. Is it just innocence? If so, then we should be more
“innocent”. We should be more uncorrupted and pure. Science should be an open
activity for all, and the level of exploring it only dependent on one’s technical
knowledge, honesty, wisdom. The merit of one’s work should be evaluated
against those qualities. PhD titles should be only marks that certifies that you
have those qualities and that you have made contributions to the field. But
someone without a PhD should not be dismissed from the scientific endeavor.

Of course, what I see in reality is many PhDs that are a complete distortion of
what a scientist should be. And conversely, I know people without a PhD that
would make honest scientists.

6. Bee
September 11, 2008

Hi Peter,

Thanks for the link. I will write some more about the conference if I find the
time. The British participant is Harry Collins, who also gave the first talk
yesterday morning. It is too bad that the recording of Steve Fuller’s talk failed. It



was a very interesting argument about how metascientific measures such as e.g.
the citation index are invasive to science. Best,

Sabine

7. Peter Woit
September 11, 2008

Mark,

I’ve never seen anything to indicate that Distler is very far from the median of
the sycophancy scale of American academia.

He was trained by the Harvard theory group, a few years after the period that
Smolin and I were there. As I noted before, during this period this was a group
that measured high on the arrogance scale, but at a time that they had quite a
lot to be justifiably arrogant about. Unfortunately being convinced that you are
always right and that people who disagree with you must be stupid goes from
being annoying to seriously dysfunctional when you devote yourself to a research
program that turns out not to work.

I’d suspect Smolin gets along fine with Distler, since he’s not known for having
trouble interacting with people he disagrees with, and his training at Harvard
should stand him in good stead.

8. Gil Kalai
September 11, 2008

The utility of blog science-discussions for promoting various aspect of science –
popularization of science, explaining scientific advances to professionals,
evaluating various scientific theories and claims, discussing philosophical,
sociological, and ethical aspects of science, and not the least blogs as a tool to
conduct scientific research, is a very interesting question.

The norms and ethics of blogs themselves is also a very interesting topic, and so
is the specific issue of anonimious contributions. Of course, there is a huge data
to try to evaluate the quality of blog discussions and the role of anonymous
comments. (One can compare, for example, blogs which allow anonymous
participation with those which do not allow it.) Overall, I tend to agree with
‘spr”s comments on this issue.

I think that the main difficulty with blog science-discussions is the quick paste
and huge volume. I do not see an easy way around this difficulty.

9. Terry Hughes
September 11, 2008

As many readers of this blog probably know, Oded Schramm just died in a fall
while climbing:

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/11/science/11schramm.html?_r=1&oref=slogin

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/11/science/11schramm.html?_r=1&oref=slogin
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/11/science/11schramm.html?_r=1&oref=slogin


Reading the report of his death I was struck by how genuine his contribution as a
pure mathematician to physics really was. I was especially struck by the
comparision to the bloated claims of physical relevance of Singer, Witten and the
rest in connection with Yau’s birthday conference. I see no mention of string
theory in connection with Schramm, for example, just illumination of “a
multitude of physics problems from the percolation of water through rocks to the
tangling of polymers.” Actual, testable physics, not junk food for the mind. Even
Yau’s interesting and charming contribution to general relativity is rather
marginal to physics in the end. I mean no criticism of Yau, Singer, Witten or
anyone else as pure mathematicians, but their claims to having created
methematics that has central significance to real physics seem vastly overblown.
Schramm seems to have been the real thing. May God receive him in peace.

10. Christine
September 11, 2008

I think scientific blogs should be like a virtual place for discussions, somewhat an
extension of those discussions that usually take in real life coffee breaks among
colleagues, but with the advantage of storage of what have been discussed, as
well as other resources, like the use of latex for formulas (of course you may
have that as well in real life, like a blackboard in the coffee room). And of course,
links to the relevant sources, etc.

Although storage is a very nice resource, the problem is how to make the
information in a blog useful and organized. I often see Sabine and Peter
repeating themselves (on their point of views) many times, although their blogs
are reasonably organized.

Regarding anonymous comments, I have mixed feelings. I have received in the
past useful and reasonable anonymous comments, as well as rants from them. So
it is a question for the owner of the blog to have a great effort to moderate.

Evidently, in real life one will not attack people during a scientific conversation,
whatever the informal level of it, except if he/she is out of his mind (at least,
he/she would be considered that way by some). I’ve never seen people attacking
each other in such conversations if they don’t agree about a scientific question.
In blogs, human aggressiveness is free to act.

I think that blogs in their present format are not the best tool for providing an
informative, educational, scientifically sound environment for discussions,
although these can be carried out at a certain extent in some carefully managed
blogs. A better tool for that is still missing, but what is missing mostly is honesty,
empathy and collaborative posture.

11. Christine
September 11, 2008

Ah, and of course, people should try to increase their attention spans. Blogs tend
to train you the other way around.

12. ht



September 11, 2008

“What happens during the growing process of children into adults is quite
complex, but should be taken into serious consideration, because something very
essential and important is lost.”

Money (funding), ego, and power can get in the way of doing good science.
Whereas children naturally ask a lot of “why” questions out of curiosity, if a
junior researcher tries to do that in a science seminar, depending on the speaker,
it could be taken as a challenge to his/her authority or competence rather than a
genuine desire to understand. Who wants to offend unnecessarily in an already
difficult academic environment? I’ve noticed that this tends to happen less often
in mathematics, probably because of the requirement to prove every result
regardless of your position in the hierarchy.

13. Gil Kalai
September 11, 2008

Anonymity can be quite useful if you would like to explore an idea without
commiting to it.

14. Peter Woit
September 11, 2008

Gil,

…and really annoying to the people whose time you are wasting by trying to start
a discussion about something that you haven’t bothered to think through
yourself…

15. Gil Kalai
September 11, 2008

Peter,

in my opinion, science is a lot about the ability to explore ideas without
commiting to them; so not commiting to an idea does not mean you haven’t
bothered to think about it.

Anyway, the issue of blogging and science/mathematics is something which I did
think about quite a bit and even tried to explore in various ways (including
having my own blog). I am still not sure if scientific blogging is a good idea to
start with (do you?). It can be a waste of time. But I think it is an interesting
enough idea for me to explore, and to spend some time on. (In any case, on my
blog, people are welcomed to contribute thoughtful comments that can be
anonymous.)

16. Michael Bacon
September 11, 2008

Gill,



Would you support a practice that you only post anonymously on your own blog
— solves your problem and Peter’s.

17. Eric Habegger
September 11, 2008

There was one key statement in Lee’s talk in which he said, and I’m paraphasing,
that a person should be certified in the skills as a scientist to show that his
“experiments” or “calculations” should have attention paid to them. This seems
applicable to the technical requirements for being a scientist, which I have no
argument with. But there is a very untechnical requirement for being a GOOD
scientist and that is critical thinking. The ability of seeing the forest for the trees.

I’ve been fairly disappointed in Lee lately. I read his book and was quite
impressed with the apparent openness to new ideas and with his differentiation
between technical and visual skills. I sense that he has reconsidered those ideas
and now counts the technical skills as being the main thing of importance. His
new stance seems to eliminate the probability of giving access to science to
those with more critical thinking and visual skills. I’m really sorry to see him
going in that direction.

18. Chris W.
September 11, 2008

Eric,

Insofar as Lee’s primary concern is with theoretical physics, your emphasis on
visual skills seems misplaced. Certainly a capacity for critical thinking is
essential (in every field!!). But what is meant by visual skills? Visual
representations—of necessity in 2 or 3 dimensions in ordinary physical space—
are at best a kind of language or symbolic scheme. Admittedly they can be
powerful, but they can also be profoundly misleading. They must be engaged in a
dialogue with formalism; at the one throws light on the other.

A more general comment on Christine’s observations: Unfortunately, the ongoing
professionalization of science brings into science the small-mindedness of adult
professionals protective of their turf and livelihoods and intent on building
careers. Ambitious and energetic young people can be every bit as guilty of this
as older scientists.

I. I. Rabi observed (in John Rigden’s biography of him) that a sort of religious
attitude or selflessness is essential to great scientific work—something that goes
beyond simply finding science fun or rewarding in a conventional professional
sense.

(See this 1999 article about Rabi by John Rigden in Physics World.)

19. Eric Habegger
September 12, 2008

Chris,

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/906
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/906


I won’t go too far into this to avoid annoying Peter. Visualizations are good
things, and there are also mathematical formalizations that cannot be visualized.
I was speaking of visualization in terms of Lee’s idea of “seers” in which one can
have a holistic vision. He seems to be moving away from that idea to the idea
that those kind of people must pass muster just the way an accountant must pass
technical equivalency tests. The fact that those two different types of scientists
could have “equal” value seems now to be abandoned by him. He seems to be
saying now that those square pegs must be pounded into the round hole to have
any credibility, which I don’t happen to agree with. In reality no scientist is
completely one or the other but are shades of both. But the current system
completely capitulates to encouraging just the one side.

20. anonymous fool
September 12, 2008

It seems to me that most of the noise on this blog comes from non-anonymous
posters, though of course it would be a bad idea to name them.

I have no idea who is srp, but his/her post is probably the most interesting on the
thread.

21. Christine
September 12, 2008

Chris W. wrote:

“Ambitious and energetic young people can be every bit as guilty of this as older
scientists.”

Well, I see ambition positively if you have the right amount of it. Life is too hard;
if you do not have some ambition then you are lost. In any case, I came to
observe that ambition generally develops more after/during teenage years,
because of competitiveness in school or based on behaviour of parents. I believe
that you are referring to youngs of that age or a little above. I have the
impression that this competitiveness imprint and the need to develop a high level
of ambition in order to deal with it is specially true in American society.

But as far as I could observe, young children in general are not naturally
ambitious, in the very strong sense above. However, I may be biased because my
observation is mainly from Brazilian children.

In any case, it appears to me that kids below ~10-12 years old or so preserve the
very desirable characteristics of what makes a good scientist, from the aspect of
making good questions, being critical and making observations, etc. Very young
kids are usually great in that respect (~5-7 years old). If you have made a
outreach science presentation in class to kids at that age, you know what I mean.

22. M. Wang
September 12, 2008

Mark van Akeren Says:



“There are sycophants in every community, from business to politics to science,
and at every level.”

This is certainly true. What sets academia above all the rest in terms of
sycophancy, however, is the unchecked level of arrogance and the narrow career
path.

In politics, it is very hard to get truly arrogant when one has to beg and/or
bargain for votes every few years. In finance, the masters of universe know in
their hearts that luck plays a big element in their success because every single
trade in the market reminds them of the fact. in Academia, and theoretical
particle physics in particular, such reality checks are sadly lacking in recent
years.

Arrogant people expect sycophancy. The single file career progression in
academic disciplines then amplifies the pressure to become a sycophant by many
folds.

Confucius once said, “It is shameful to be a sycophant, but doubly so to force
your subordinates into sycophancy.” Tenured professors will do well to keep this
in mind.

23. srp
September 12, 2008

Peter: You make a distinction without a difference. Regardless of whether
authority is a matter of an individual’s formal position or the quality of his
previous arguments, the tradeoff I described still holds with respect to
evaluating the NEXT argument offered. But there is more to the story if we think
about the asymmetric information equilibrium.

If the argument is offered anonymously, it can be evaluated on its merits more
easily but is less likely to get attention paid to it (assuming a high-authority
individual). But for a low-authority individual, both incentives point in the same
direction, so low-authority individuals should be more prone to adopt anonymity.
Unfortunately, in equilibrium, this means that anonymous comments on average
will come from lower-authority people and audiences will realize that and pay
less attention to the substance of anonymous arguments. In turn, the anonymous
arguer may be tempted to attract attention by being more sensational, caustic,
or otherwise colorful.

I suppose these remarks apply self-referentially, as well, except that I’m not very
colorful.

Anonymous fool: Thank you. I’m nobody in particular (an economist at a business
school who thinks a lot about science and technology).

24. Chris W.
September 12, 2008

Thanks, Eric. I see what you’re getting at now. I basically agree with you,



although I’m not sure I would have chosen the word “holistic”. Never mind that;
it has often been observed about Einstein that as a young man he had an
unmatched breadth as well as depth in his grasp of physics as it was known then.
He truly embodied John Wheeler’s injunction that a physicist should not be a
specialist.

For our own time, I guess that implies that a willingness to attack deep problems
may require taking greater risks of being dismissed as superficial or technically
ill-equipped than in the past. In that context one could excuse Smolin for
conceding that one ought to at a minimum secure a Ph.D. (Consider the case of
Julian Barbour.)

25. John Baez
September 13, 2008

srp wrote:

If we had limitless attention, then ideally arguments would be
evaluated independently of who makes them…

Not clear. Our estimate of how often someone has been right is a useful piece of
information in trying to guess if they’re right this time. It’s not obvious why we’d
ever willingly give this up, except perhaps in unusual circumstances like
refereeing an academic paper, which is presumably supposed to be completely
lay out all the evidence for the claims it makes. Most arguments are not so fully
laid out.

26. Eric Weinstein
September 13, 2008

Thanks Peter for the nice review. Part of the talk was actually informed by this
blog; watching the reputational attacks between physics PhDs had been quite
puzzling to me as a market enthusiast.

If you ever want to try to tease some of these issues out using the blog in an
effort to improve the level of discourse, I’d be game to try.

Appreciatively,

Eric

27. Carl Brannen
September 17, 2008

Bee writes that Harry Collins is at the conference.

His book Gravity’s Shadow is about the search for gravity waves but it is also a
great introduction to the sociology of physics.

I think that most of the complaints about “my theory won’t get a fair hearing”
(because I don’t have a PhD) are highly exaggerated. The professionals have the
same trouble getting attention to their work. I am a very lucky amateur in that



regard.

28. De Bunker
September 30, 2008

Having just started an anonymous physics blog…I feel compelled to react.

First, anonymity has an important place in science: that of peer review. In fact I
wish peer review were double-blind, to eliminate some of the politics. I think it’s
totally appropriate for people to anonymously criticize each other, even in public
and even on blogs.

In my experience when people first encounter the drivel that fills the comments
section of any blog, they’re substantially taken aback. The dynamics of
anonymous conversation are different than the dynamics of face-to-face
conversation. People get inflamed more easily, and are more likely to post hostile
comments. They are also off-the-cuff, so one can’t expect much in the way of
scientific rigor, even on blogs run by scientists. (But I’m new to this game, maybe
Peter feels differently)

But distaste for the different dynamics is not sufficient, in my view, to deny
people the right to say what they really think without fear of retribution. Let’s
face it, young people won’t criticize older more established physicists…unless
they can do it anonymously. And they should still be able to get a job afterwards.

Why am I anonymous? Because I didn’t want my blog to be seen as an an
“official” CERN blog. I wouldn’t have any problem attaching my name to the
things I’ve written there. But then I think I may be bolder than some, and physics
should able to use the work of great minds who are more timid.

29. Eric Weinstein
September 30, 2008

“Let’s face it, young people won’t criticize older more established physicists…
unless they can do it anonymously. And they should still be able to get a job
afterwards.”

Fascinating. I had a completely different view of science in general and physics
in particular. I can’t fit this with what I hear of Feynman, Pauli, Yang, Schwinger,
Weinberg, Dyson and others as young people. Can you elaborate?

More importantly, what do you require in terms of security that you would feel
comfortable doing your job as a (non-anonymous) scientist?

30. Peter Woit
September 30, 2008

De Bunker,

The problem with your analogy with peer review is that

1. a referee is not anonymous to the journal editor who chose him/her. Acting

http://anticrackpot.blogspot.com/
http://anticrackpot.blogspot.com/


unprofessionally here carries a real cost in one’s reputation, since the editor
knows who you are, will judge you accordingly, and may even discuss your
behavior with his or her 100 closest colleagues.

2. a referee report is not a public document, findable with a Google search. If a
referee chooses to say “the author is incompetent, an unpleasant asshole, and is
known by his friends to have sex with barnyard animals”, the only people who
see this are the editor and the author. In a blog entry or comment, the whole
world can see, and someone can easily find that one of the top entries on Google
that appears if one searches on their name is something like this.

You might see this issue a bit differently if you were to experience the
phenomenon of someone trying to destroy your professional reputation by
posting on blogs things that are not true while hiding behind anonymity.
Unfortunately, this is not unheard of.

I’m not an absolutist, sometimes there are good reasons for anonymity. On the
whole though, it is over-used, and this does damage to the overall level of
discussion on the internet. My bottom line is that I think people should be
discouraged from using anonymity, but allowed to do so as long as they behave
professionally. Attacking someone else unfairly in public while hiding behind
anonymity is the kind of thing that I see as way out of bounds. I do my best to
stop it from happening on my blog.

The use of anonymity by you and “Jester” is a bit unusual though, since I and
presumably many others know who you are; you’re not trying hard to hide
yourselves. I actually don’t believe it’s possible for a scientist to write a regular
blog about their field while staying completely anonymous. Scientific fields are
just too small communities: if you write enough, sooner or later your colleagues
will guess who you are. Anonymous comments are different, there one can hit
and run…

31. De Bunker
September 30, 2008

Fascinating. I had a completely different view of science in general and
physics in particular. I can’t fit this with what I hear of Feynman, Pauli,
Yang, Schwinger, Weinberg, Dyson and others as young people. Can
you elaborate?

My statement is one about humans, not about physicists in particular, and I think
it’s rather obvious. People do not tend to rock the boat. They do what the herd is
doing, most of the time. Opposition to the herd should be possible, and should be
possible by smart people who are not as outspoken as e.g. Feynman.

On the whole though, [anonymity] is over-used, and this does damage
to the overall level of discussion on the internet

It certainly does damage. People must learn to treat anonymous comments like a
bathroom wall.



Sometimes, anonymity is sorely needed. When it is not needed it is difficult to
see why one would want it. (Indeed, making my blog anonymous certainly was
not necessary) These times are exceptional, but important. They always involve a
weak person challenging a strong person.

Reputation attacks can be dealt with…most civilized societies have slander and
libel laws, and these kinds of attacks existed long before the internet, and don’t
necessarily have anything to do with anonymity.



Don’t Buy Into the Supercollider Hype

September 13, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Some wag at the Wall Street Journal put the headline Don’t Buy Into the Supercollider
Hype on today’s Op-Ed piece by Michio Kaku about the LHC, which describes its
significance as follows:

The LHC might shed light on the “theory of everything,” a single theory
which can explain all fundamental forces of the universe, a theory which
eluded Albert Einstein for the last 30 years of his life. This is the Holy Grail
of physics. Einstein hoped it would allow us to “read the Mind of God.”

Today, the leading (and only) candidate for this fabled theory of everything
is called “string theory,” which is what I do for for a living. Our visible
universe, according to this theory, represents only the lowest vibration of
tiny vibrating strings. The LHC might find something called “sparticles,” or
super particles, which represent higher vibrations of the string. If so, the
LHC might even verify the existence of higher dimensions of space-time,
which would truly be an earth-shaking discovery.

If I were an experimentalist or accelerator scientist working on the LHC, I might have
a problem with the fact that the biggest media outlets are having theorists, often
string theorists, be the ones to tell the public about the LHC (yesterday was Brian
Greene’s turn, in the New York Times). Many such stories imply that the LHC will
somehow tell us something about string theory, while even one of the blogosphere’s
most enthusiastic string theory supporters puts the probability of this at about half of
one-percent.

For some hype-free LHC predictions based on serious science that I fully endorse, see
Resonaances, where the probability of seeing anything relevant to string theory isn’t
even listed, and supersymmetry is given a one-tenth of one percent chance, on the
grounds:

1% is a typical fine-tuning of susy models, and the additional factor of .1 is
because it makes me puke.

which seems about right. The probability of the LHC producing black holes is given as
something exponentially small, somewhat less than the probability of producing
dragons.

Comments

1. Aaron Bergman
September 13, 2008

I think the reason for the op-eds is that theorists are the ones who write books
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and, consequently, have a higher media profile. If you’re an editor, wouldn’t you
rather have an op-ed by someone the public has heard of rather than someone
closer to the experiment but a total unknown?

2. Susy Q
September 13, 2008

Actually, anyone who’s really objective would asses the probability of observing
supersymmetry at LHC as more like 70%. And regarding the Higgs mass, the
most likely value is mH = 117 +/- 2 GeV, a result which one gets from the MSSM
with radiative electroweak symmetry breaking, when combined with other
experimental constraints.

3. helvio
September 13, 2008

You’re right, maybe they should have invited LQG theorists to write the op-ed’s,
about the search for particles they don’t even have in their theories  If
evidence for extra-dimensions is found, than I see it as a full victory of string
theory, not of Kaluza and Klein, or of a particular phenomenological model. The
reason is that any phenomenological model with extra-dimensions imposes the
additional dimensions as a working hypothesis, while in string theory it’s a
consequence, an absolute necessity! Same with supersymmetry. The Higgs might
be less clear that it is a direct consequence of string theory, but it’s also much
less exciting theoretically as if you find evidence for the other two.

4. joe
September 13, 2008

You’re right, maybe they should have invited LQG theorists to write the
op-ed’s,

Most definitely not. If I understood correctly, the point is that the
experimentalists should be the stars here, since it’s they who are most closely
related to the machine. I thought exactly the same thing yesterday when I read
Greene’s article. Quite a good article, by the way, but could well have been
written by Aymar, or someone else in direct contact with the LHC.

5. joe
September 13, 2008

Similarly, once the hyperventilating critics get bored with the LHC and
find something else to pounce on, science will move on to unlock the
secrets of Genesis.

Reading this final sentence of Kaku’s article, I wonder what hype we shouldn’t be
buying according to him. The idea seems to be to replace all the Apocalypse crap
by Genesis crap.

6. bpz
September 13, 2008



Wow, Jester just put $10000 in a bet with LM. I do admire people who are willing
to put the money where their mouth is, unlike some other critics of SUSY.

7. woit
September 13, 2008

bpz,

Betting with Lubos has its problems, including that of counterparty risk. I was
tempted for a while by the idea of contacting Kane or Raby to offer a bet, but two
things stopped me:

1. While I think any of the known SUSY extensions of the SM is worth betting
against (because if they had anything to do with the electroweak breaking scale,
we’d have seen evidence already, and the need for SUSY breaking makes the
things ugly), there is some beautiful underlying mathematics, and I wouldn’t
want to bet against the existence of some still-uninvestigated “twisted” form of
SUSY.

2. As ellipsis and others have noted, just about any experimental anomaly can be
explained by invoking some SUSY model or other. I think there’s a pretty high
probability that at some point there will be a claim of seeing something that
doesn’t agree with the SM coming out of the LHC experiments. This may turn
out to be something that goes away on closer investigation, or it may survive and
be very interesting, but in either case we’ll see all sorts of claims that this is
“evidence of SUSY” and it may take a long time to sort these out.

One thing I’d be definitely willing to put some money down about would be
string theory unification. But the problem with this is that it predicts nothing at
all one way or another about what the LHC will see…

8. Susy Q
September 13, 2008

Peter,
You said, “because if they (the superpartners) had anything to do with the
electroweak breaking scale, we’d have seen evidence already..”
I have to strongly disagree with this statement. Whether or not we see evidence
of it or not depends on the exact masses of the superpartners, which we don’t
know. The only thing we do know is that they should be near the TeV scale if
supersymmetry solves the hierarchy problem. It should be noted that this scale
will only fully be explored by LHC, and so the superpartners should be seen
there. In truth, superpartners are probably being created as we speak at the
Tevatron, but not at a sufficient rate to generate a definite signal above the
standard model background. On the other hand, the recent constraints on the
Higgs mass being in the range 114-135 GeV strongly hint towards
supersymmetry.

9. woit
September 13, 2008



Eric Mayes (=Susy Q = Victor),

Please stop posting the same argument using different pseudonyms, and
ignoring my response. You’re wasting my time.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=874#comment-43420

10. R.A.H. (anon)
September 13, 2008

this quote is from the cosmic variance blog cited above:

Evidence for or against String Theory: 0.5%. Our current understanding of string
theory doesn’t tell us which LHC-accessible models are or are not compatible
with the theory; it may very well be true that they all are. But sometimes a
surprising experimental result will put theorists on the right track, so who
knows?

So, basically, the worlds greatest high energy physics experiment has a 0.5%
chance to say anything abut the “leading” high energy physics theory of
everything …

Maybe more is being said (by Sean Carroll) about this ToE than he realizes. This
is an unbelievable admission of failure.

11. a quantum diaries survivor
September 13, 2008

Aaron, what you say sucks, unfortunately it is also probably true.

Cheers,
T.

12. nbutsomebody
September 13, 2008

How long will it take to observe Higgs and Susy in LHC ?(in case they are at all
present)

13. woit
September 13, 2008

Aaron and Tommaso,

I agree. The answer is for more experimentalists to start writing books.

nbutsomebody,

There should be a FAQ somewhere…

I’ll recommend these predictions:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=874#comment-43420
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=874#comment-43420


http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=882#comment-43559

We don’t know the mass of either the Higgs or the supposed superpartners. How
hard it is to recognize these things depends on their mass. Many supersymmetry
enthusiasts like models where the Higgs is low mass, and hard to see (a couple
years or so required), whereas some superpartners are much easier, maybe
could even be seen in data collected this fall (but probably not understood until
some time next year).

14. Experimentalist
September 13, 2008

We’re too busy doing physics

15. muxu
September 13, 2008

How long will it take to observe Higgs and Susy in LHC ?

From the June issue of APS Physics,

Abraham Seiden of the University of Santa Cruz presented a timeline
plotting the data to be collected at the LHC as a function of time,
pointing out where key expected discoveries are most likely to be
made. Potential milestones include discovery of the Higgs particle
around 2009, assuming it is around 200 GeV in mass. Should the Higgs
be closer to 120 GeV in mass, the chart indicates discovery around
2011, since it is harder to detect at that lower energy because it
decays into a key signature involving photons that is very similar to
other decay signatures.

LHC data should also provide evidence for supersymmetry in 2009 if
the energy scale for supersymmetry breaking turns out to be 1 TeV.
Should the appropriate energy scale be 3 TeV, that discovery would
more likely show up much later, around 2017. If there are extra
dimensions of space, scientists might be able to detect them when
energy scales reach 9 TeV in 2012. Evidence for a new type of Z\’
force, assuming it exists, is unlikely to be observed until at least 2019.

16. James Robson
September 13, 2008

I guess this is a bit obvious: but the days of being able to do significant
fundamental physics experimets in your personal lab (or shed in the garden)
seem to be gone. The LHC cost bilions. So, it is not suprising that theorists
were/are involved in the PR for the LHC, and are needed to be vocal to gain
funding: since it’s (suspected) benefits are purely theoretical.

17. Spear Mark
September 13, 2008

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=882#comment-43559
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=882#comment-43559


Theorists are always the publicity seekers… Rutherford actually made
contributions comparable to Einstein… Rutherford might even have contributed
more… transmutation of elements, the structure of the atom, the proton, the
scale of nuclear energies; also founding of a school that gave Chadwick,
Cockroft, Walton, etc. But Einstein ends up being the man of the century, and
Rutherford is forgotten (by the public).

The truth is that experimentalists are a little suspicious still of publicity seekers.
George Smoot got hammered for `the face of god’, and Rubbia and Lederman
long ago stopped being truly influential.

18. Shantanu
September 13, 2008

Peter or others, Now that LHC has started is the Tevatron still going to
continue running? Also does anyone know if people made bets about tevatron
and what it would find

19. Peter Woit
September 14, 2008

Shantanu,

The US HEP budget situation is extremely unclear. The new fiscal year starts
soon, and it may not be until half-way through it that there actually is a budget.
As far as I know, plan is tor run the Tevatron through the next fiscal year, future
after that depends on the budget and how the LHC does. As long as continued
running makes it possible the Tevatron will see the Higgs before the LHC, I
doubt it will get shut down. I don’t know of any Tevatron bets.

20. H-I-G-G-S
September 14, 2008

Of course Kaku is full of it in claiming that the LHC will find evidence of string
theory, but what is really amusing is that he gets the physics of string theory
wrong. The sparticles do not arise as higher vibrational modes of the string. If
they did, they would be extremely massive and the LHC would never see them.
The sparticles and particles of the Standard Model all arise as the lowest modes
in superstring theory. Oh, and Kaku doesn’t make a living doing string theory. He
makes a living writing popular science books full of wild ideas and outrageous
claims.

21. Internets Was Yes!
September 14, 2008

Does this mean there is a small chance of the LHC producing Dragons? Won’t
the black holes destroy them?

22. jpd
September 14, 2008



that sounds like an awesome movie.

23. saiko
September 14, 2008

Oh, and Kaku doesn’t make a living doing string theory. He makes a
living writing popular science books full of wild ideas and outrageous
claims.

The guy was writing papers on string field theory already in 1974, and got
several hundred citations for them. He definitely has earned the right to call
himself a string theorist, and a pioneer. There’s no point denying that.

But no matter what his credentials are, his predictions for the LHC are going to
be as hard tested as anyone else’s. We’ll see…

24. Karla
September 14, 2008

Wouldn’t we consider either supersymmetry or large extra dimensions to be
supporting evidence of string theory if either of them is observed at LHC? I know
they wouldn’t prove string theory by themselves, but both supersymmetry and
extra dimensions are central to strings.

25. Chris W.
September 14, 2008

The US HEP budget situation is extremely unclear.

The US federal budget situation isn’t so clear either. Let’s hope China and Japan
don’t call in their chips.

26. Aaron Bergman
September 14, 2008

Supersymmetry is important in string theory, but I’d say at this point that the
connection between TeV scale supersymmetry and string theory is far from
decided. Extra dimensions, on the other hand, are such a bizarre idea from a
purely phenomenological standpoint, that I would consider them evidence for
string theory although many extra-dimension theories these days are not
obviously embeddable in string theory.

27. Peter Woit
September 14, 2008

Karla,

Supersymmetry and extra dimensions at the LHC scale just aren’t predictions in
any sense of string theory so can’t provide evidence for it. If either one is
discovered, it won’t tell us whether string theory is right or wrong. On the other
hand it will be a massive revolution in fundamental physics, with a huge amount
to be studied and understood. If this happens, string theorists will try and see if



string theory has anything to say about what exactly is observed and is able to
make testable predictions. If they can do this, string theory will be revived, if not
it will continue on its path to irrelevance.

28. Tom W.
September 14, 2008

Karla,

The discovery of extra dimensions would be a much bigger story itself than any
confirmation of string theory . Extra dimensions would be a paradigm shift
beyond even the Copernican revolution, IMO. There would be big questions
opened up about
the universe ranging from the smallest to the largest scales.

So your question is ironic. But it does also hint at the extent to which the string
theory people have warped the fabric of modern thought…..that is they have
somehow established the “tacit” acceptance of extra dimensions as a “given” and
proceeded to
build castles of sand upon that compacted nonsense.

Perhaps I’m just so old fashoned, but shouldn’t we first require the
string people to prove the existence of *one* extra dimension, followed by the
verification of *eleven* dimensions, before anyone
would waste time to listen to their baroque ideas about what happens in those
new dimensions?

What ever happened to doing science one step at a time?

29. Tom W.
September 14, 2008

Peter,

Sorry my post says essentially the same thing you posted….didn’t see your words
until I hit submit. Anyway, thanks for your
continued important work and belated birthday wishes.

TW

30. Haelfix
September 14, 2008

Supersymmetry at .1% confidence is surely low. Its still the simplest and most
natural solution to the hierarchy problem that we currently know off. Yes its
bizarre that it hasn’t already shown up (either directly or indirectly), but it still
has a nice parameter space to live in, and one which still leads to a satisfying
solution as well as giving a dark matter candidate.

Putting it above 50% confidence is perhaps a little optimistic (nature loves
tricking us), but something like 33% is still where i’d imagine most



phenomenologists/theorists would end up averaging out too.

31. Kay zum Felde
September 14, 2008

Hi,

yes, I think this hype could be really a problem. The successful start of the LHC
has been broadcasted on ‘Phoenix’ (a TV broadcaster in Germany). A physicist
from Bonn has been a guest in the studio of ‘Phoenix’. He mentioned again, that
LHC will not be able to mimic the Big Bang. However the moderator didn’t ask
further about this issue. What has been pointed out by the physicist was that the
technology behind the LHC has been and will lead to valuable technology spin-
offs. This seems to be really important.

When I talk with people about the LHC project, they are interested but often
they want to know about the economic outcome of the experiments. I usually ask
them, if they are not eager to know how the universe was born, or in other
fundamental questions. I receive distinguished answers. I think people become
somehow confused, since they obviously have other issues they are much more
concerned about. No one can blame them for that, but this bothers me often.
That’s because I often prejudge them, since I guess financial issues are these
other issues. They seem not knowing that the technology behind the LHC is
almost entirely extremely challenging and new, and that the knowledge that
society is gaining through such a project is worth much more valuable than the
money that this project costs.

Kind regards

Kay zum Felde

32. chris
September 15, 2008

haelfix,

for my taste susy at 0.1% is just right. after all, it does not really solve the
hierarchy problem, it merely ammeliorates it (or shift the fine tuning to other
parameters as others might say).

saiko,

yes, that was in 74 and what exactly did he produce since then? i do not mean to
be disrespectful, but there are a fair number of theorists even who would have
much more of a standing to oped on a prestigeous journal than kaku. how about
weinberg, gross or glashow? or yes, even greene for that matter, but who is
kaku?

33. Mikael
September 15, 2008



Peter,
I think you are obsessed too much with testable predictions. Surely this is what
we want from a theory of physics which we regard a success. String theory is, as
I think everybody would agree, work in progress. And so the only question is
whether it is promising. The problem is that the answer to this question is
subjective, although not arbitrary, because any opinion on that has to be
qualified.
Surely discovery of supersymmetry and even more extra dimension would let
string theory look more promising than today.

34. Chris W.
September 15, 2008

What would constitute evidence for extra spatial dimensions, as opposed to
evidence (confirmation of) a prediction of a theory that happens to incorporate
extra spatial dimensions? Is there anything like an unambiguous
phenomenological characterization of evidence for extra dimensions, with little
or no model dependence?

It would seem that compactified extra dimensions complicate the question
considerably.

35. Peter Woit
September 15, 2008

Mikael,

The problem with string theory is not that it doesn’t make testable predictions,
but that the more we learn about it, the more it becomes clear that it can’t ever
lead to testable predictions. If that’s an “obsession with testable predictions”, I
guess I’m obsessed…

36. Mikael
September 16, 2008

Peter,
what do you think of the work of Vafa presented at string 08?
He is trying to get at some phenomenolgy.

37. Peter Woit
September 16, 2008

Mikael,

This is getting completely off-topic, but see

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=697

38. Coin
September 16, 2008

What would constitute evidence for extra spatial dimensions, as opposed to

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=697
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=697


evidence (confirmation of) a prediction of a theory that happens to incorporate
extra spatial dimensions? Is there anything like an unambiguous
phenomenological characterization of evidence for extra dimensions, with little
or no model dependence?

Actually– and this is just my understanding from what I’ve read, so if I mess this
up someone please let me know– yes:

The “mini black holes” prediction you see batted around as a long-shot
possibility at the LHC is actually specifically a confirmation of “large extra
dimensions”. The thing is that the LHC is not, in fact, running at high enough
energies to create black holes; however, if there were large extra dimensions
(where “large” just means “noncompact”) then there would be an effect where
gravity is massively stronger over extremely short distances. This is because in a
>4-dimensional universe gravity would follow not the inverse square law, but an
inverse cube law or an inverse-256 law or something; however, it would also be
the case that gravitons would be free to leak out into the above-4 dimensions, so
past very very short distances this would smooth out into the normal inverse
square law*. If this effect exists, then the difficulty of creating microscopic black
holes is much lower, maybe low enough that the LHC would create them.

So if we see microscopic black holes at the LHC, then as I understand things this
tells us there are extra noncompact dimensions; but it doesn’t by itself tell us
how many dimensions there are**, and it doesn’t by itself tell us whether string
theory is true. Of course since string theory provides us with a relatively rich
working model of how and why our universe could be a 4D sliver in a higher-
dimensional bulk, and nobody else I’m aware of in physics is predicting such a
strange thing, then mini black holes would tend to be interpreted as proof of
string theory.

* It isn’t clear to me whether this detail– the leaky gravitons thing– is something
specific to and/or required by LED string theory, or if it’s just a general property
of large extra dimensions scenarios.

** Although there’s been at least one paper suggesting that if a mini black hole
were seen in a particle accelerator, observations of that mini black hole and its
evaporation could be used to tell you various things about the extra dimensions
that allowed that black hole to form. And of course being able to take
observations of an actual black hole, ever, would probably tell us about quantum
gravity in a few instants than we’ve figured out in a century…



News From All Over

September 16, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

There are two new particle theory blogs that I’ve noticed recently: Shores of the Dirac
Sea, where David Berenstein and Moshe Rozali are blogging and the Physics Anti-
Crackpot Blog, by an anonymous author at CERN. I don’t know who this last blogger
is, but he joins his (or her) colleague Jester at Resonaances (who is anonymous, but
not hard to figure out) in skepticism about supersymmetry. Maybe things at CERN-TH
are such that anonymity is a good idea if you hold such opinions….

Also at CERN, news of progress on the LHC commissioning is here. It seems that after
some initial quick successes, there’s no beam at the moment as they fix various
problems with the machine.

Frank Wilczek doesn’t have a blog (although his wife Betsy Devine does), but he does
now have a web-site, as well as another web-site for his new book The Lightness of
Being. Here’s a summary of the book, and a sample chapter, which gives you an idea
what he’s trying to do with the book.

The IAS has started to put some lectures on-line, including the latest summer school
on string theory and the memorial for Selberg.

The Harvard physics department now is running a video archive. It includes video of
their recent Colloquia, Loeb lectures, and Sydney Coleman’s quantum field theory
course.

For the latest on INSPIRE, SCOAP3, and potential changes in how the on-line physics
literature works, see this interview with DESY’s Annette Holkamp (via Travis Brooks
at Symmetry Breaking).

Update: There seems to have been some sort of problem in Sector 34 triggered by
powering tests for operation at 5 TeV. This caused a large helium leak in the tunnel,
an investigation is under way. More here.

Update: The news from the LHC is pretty bad. A failure during a powering test will
require warming up the entire sector to fix the problem, then cooling it back down.
This means that it will be another two months before beam commissioning efforts can
start again, likely pushing physics collisions off until next spring, after the winter
shutdown. There’s a press release here.

Comments

1. Mark R
September 16, 2008

Gosh, those are some great resources, Peter. Thank you!
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2. Chris W.
September 16, 2008

See this rather good popular exposition on the Higgs boson in Slate, by doctoral
candidate James Owen Weatherall.

3. Moshe
September 16, 2008

Thanks for the link Peter.

4. James Robson
September 16, 2008

On a slightly different CERN topic, and given that I believe you have some
responsibility for mantaining your department’s computer network, even if the
LHC produces no evidence for new physics, do you think we’ll get cool new
technologies in computer networking spinning off as has happened before?

5. Peter Woit
September 16, 2008

Moshe,

Good luck with the blog, I look forward to following it.

James,

My great achievement in computer networking this summer was to get the
university to replace the math building’s 25 year-old wiring by something more
modern. LHC-scale networking is something way beyond my expertise, but my
understanding is that they are pushing the boundaries of some technologies.
Unlikely to be a new development like the world-wide web, but maybe some new
technology of wider use will come out of it.

6. De Bunker
September 17, 2008

My blog (anticrackpot) is not anti-SUSY. I’ll withold my private beliefs for now… I
set up the SUSY Prediction Market because of Jester’s (RESONAANCES) bet
(which I feel was a bad bet, not for the subject of the bet but for the terms —
negligible upside and huge downside, and he’s betting against the crowd which
normally has a small downside and big upside). I set the SUSY market to start at
50%, and I’m barred from trading on it since I started it. The movement
downward from there is not due to me. 

All you out there who think you know the answer, place your bets!

My anonymity so far has more to do with the fact that I wanted to combat “LHC
disaster” nutters, and didn’t want this to look like an “official” CERN publication.
Also “anticrackpot” is rather confrontational. I think I will change the name if I
keep blogging for long, besides I’m really burning out on combating nutters.

http://www.slate.com/id/2199573/pagenum/all/
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7. Marcus
September 17, 2008

Better check spelling of the name Betsy. Thanks for the links!

8. Peter Woit
September 17, 2008

Marcus,

Thanks, fixed.

De Bunker,

Sorry for misrepresenting your views. I was going by a comment of yours at
Resonaances that you would bet strongly against SUSY.

An anti-crackpot campaign I fear is an endless and thankless task., Good luck
with it though, someone should be doing it. I’ve tried to just ignore the
LHC/black-hole nonsense thinking that starving it of attention is the way to go,
but there do need to be some people out there dealing with it. I’ll stick to
complaining about creeping crackpotism in the mainstream….

Best wishes for the blog, the more non-crackpot ones about physics the better!

9. Aki
September 17, 2008

“Unlikely to be a new development like the world-wide web, but maybe some
new technology of wider use will come out of it.”

Whether they find what they’re looking for or not, the LHC gives a boost to Linux
crusaders.

http://blog.internetnews.com/skerner/2008/09/large-hadron-collider
—powere.html

10. All rights reversed
September 17, 2008

You can try to guess who Jester is by checking his reflected image off the glass
CERN main entrance in the picture he took of the one and only protester during
Day Zero.

11. De Bunker
September 17, 2008

“I was going by a comment of yours at Resonaances that you would bet strongly
against SUSY.”

Shit, you found me out. The interwebs is following me! Now if only I hadn’t
written all those SUSY papers…
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12. Yatima
September 17, 2008

> the one and only protester during Day Zero.

Actually “first beam day”, thus a no-black-holes-for-sure day. Good this is not the
olde USA otherwise the protester would have come bearded & armed.

The Economist has a review of Frank Wilczek’s book, basically saying that it
needs some additional editorial work. Still, I gotta check it out.

13. James Robson
September 19, 2008

Well you can’t build a fancy network without decent infrasrucure – or wiring – so
well done!

Incidentaly, I had a look at previous articles on this blog, and also at the
comments, but couldn’t find any mention of the fact that string theorists seem to
have been let into the fold: no longer segregated, just part of the general physics
links…

14. Peter Woit
September 19, 2008

James,

I reorganized things since there seemed to no longer be such a thing as a string
theory blog. Other than Lubos, few if any string theorists seem to want to write
about the subject anymore. Blogs written by string theorists these days are
pretty much about anything but string theory.

15. Moshe
September 19, 2008

I don’t know about others, but I am sure we will have a lot of string theory
content. Since I think there is a continuum between string theory and the rest of
high energy physics, having one list is probably less confusing.

16. Coin
September 19, 2008

This caused a large helium leak in the tunnel, an investigation is under way

Hmm, isn’t this something the detector folks would have been actually hoping for
a year ago?

17. Jonathan Vos Post
September 19, 2008

Thank you for the hotlink to the sample chapter of Frank Wilczek ‘s new book
The Lightness of Being. I printed it, and handed out photocopies to my 10th and

http://www.economist.com/books/displaystory.cfm?story_id=12051459
http://www.economist.com/books/displaystory.cfm?story_id=12051459
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/10/24/the-lhc-vacuum-is-too-good-hand-me-a-drill/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/10/24/the-lhc-vacuum-is-too-good-hand-me-a-drill/


11th graders (and a few top 9th graders) to read over the weekend. Wonderful
stuff!

18. Marcus
September 19, 2008

*Wonderful stuff!*
I agree with you on that. It”s a great book.

19. a quantum diaries survivor
September 20, 2008

Hi Coin,

the helium leak was in the tunnel, not in the beam pipe… At this point, with the
detectors fully commissioned, this incident is a real curse. We were putting lots
of hope in the small datasets we would collect this fall: even 5 inverse picobarns,
even at 10 TeV, would still allow some important tunings and the determination
of several important parameters. We would measure W,Z,top quark production,
and do new physics searches. Enough to keep us busy during the winter!

Maybe the LHC is indeed cursed by backward causality, the same way two folks
have claimed the SSC was killed.

Cheers,
T.

20. outsider
September 20, 2008

Why does CERN have this seasonal schedule? Why can’t it run year round, once
it’s up and running? This “Fall run” is being portrayed as if it is a limited window
of opportunity, but I don’t understand why they can’t just keep going with
whatever they wanted to do later anyway.

21. woit
September 20, 2008

outsider,

My understanding is that CERN is committed to not operating its accelerators
during the winter months because the demand they make on the power grid is so
large that power needed for heating homes and businesses would not be
available.

22. Fred
September 21, 2008

Thanks for the links, and the anti-susy movement 
About the LHC crackpot someone (I don’t know who?) bought a nice domain
name:
hasthelhcdestroyedtheearth

http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/07/21/respectable-physicists-gone-crackpotty/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/07/21/respectable-physicists-gone-crackpotty/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/07/21/respectable-physicists-gone-crackpotty/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2007/07/21/respectable-physicists-gone-crackpotty/
http://www.hasthelhcdestroyedtheearth.com/
http://www.hasthelhcdestroyedtheearth.com/


23. Coin
September 22, 2008

Dorigo, thanks for the explanation!

By the way, a question about the LHC’s winter shutdowns to save power: Is this
normal, or is this just a quirk of placing one’s accelerator in Switzerland? Does
the Tevatron in Illinois do something similar, for example?



Far Off-topic

September 20, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

This posting will quickly veer far off the usual topics of this blog into political issues
that I normally avoid like the plague. For once, the issues involved seem important
enough to interrupt your regularly-scheduled programming. I hope to not ever repeat
this in future postings.

Over the last 20 years I’ve seen an increasingly large number of colleagues, students
and friends leave academia to go to work in the financial industry. Many were hired as
“quants”, working on mathematically sophisticated models for valuing various
financial instruments. During the same period, I’ve watched New York City change in
dramatic ways, driven by the vast wealth flowing into the financial industry here. I’ve
seen recent estimates that half the personal income on the island of Manhattan has
been going to the 20 percent or so of the population that work in finance-related jobs.
The effects of this wealth include something like a five-fold increase in apartment
prices, with a modest two-bedroom apartment now selling for a million dollars. In
many neighborhoods, a majority of the people on the sidewalks have a net worth
above a million, and annual incomes of many hundreds of thousands of dollars. Not
surprisingly, the streets are clean, buildings shiny and beautifully renovated,
restaurants excellent and street crime non-existent. Banks have opened huge
branches on every street corner.

For many years I couldn’t figure out where all this money was coming from. When I’d
ask people about this, I’d get a list of some of the things generating investment
banking fees, but none of these seemed to add up to something that could provide the
profits necessary to pay million-dollar bonuses to tens of thousands of people. Over
the last year or so, the so-callled “credit crisis” has started to make clear what has
been going on, and I (like many others, I suspect) have spent more time than is
healthy following the story as it has unfolded.

It’s a very complicated subject, but the most important part of it is relatively easy to
understand, and there’s not much disagreement about this. Starting about 10 years
ago, housing prices in the United States began to increase dramatically, fed by low
interest rates, and easy credit. A classic financial bubble developed as people
borrowed ever-increasing amounts of money to invest in housing, sure that prices
would keep going up. You can make a lot of money very fast this way. In 2006,
housing prices nationwide had increased by a factor of 2.5 over the past ten years.
This was the peak of the bubble and since then prices are off by 25%. They will still
have to come down another 25% or so to get back to pre-bubble levels (inflation-
adjusted).

The fall in prices has made a lot of housing worth less than the loans secured by it.
More and more people have mortgages that cannot be refinanced and that they
sometimes cannot afford, leading to foreclosure, or to a strong incentive to just leave
and give the housing back to the bank. It turns out that one of the things the quants
had been doing was developing pricing models for complex ways to market the risk



associated with these loans. One of the sources of the huge income coming into
Manhattan was the fees that this generated. The models being used turned out to be
highly flawed, dramatically underestimating the fall-out from the all-too likely end to
the bubble.

Since more than a couple ex-string theorists were involved in this, there’s a
temptation to make an analogy with the complicated failed models that they were
trained in working on during their years in academia, but that would be highly unfair.
Most of the flawed models were developed by people whose training had nothing to
do with string theory, with the flaws coming from certain built-in assumptions. These
assumptions were chosen because they allowed a lot of money to be made in the
short-term, making many Manhattanites quite wealthy.

Now that the bubble has burst and it has become clear that the financial instruments
created are worth far less than anyone had expected, the fundamental problem is
that, absent some optimism about a turn-around in prices, it is likely that many US
financial institutions are insolvent. Their assets may be worth less than their liabilities
(depending on exactly how low housing prices go). As a result, their stock prices have
collapsed, and no one is much interested in investing more money in them. The
situation has gotten so bad in recent weeks that the normal operation of the credit
markets is in danger of coming to a halt, as institutions stop trading with others out of
fear that they will soon be bankrupt.

Today the Bush administration put out draft legislation to deal with the problem (see
here). The solution proposed is strikingly simple: the Secretary of the Treasury will be
given $700 billion to hand over to financial institutions in return for mortgage-related
financial assets, as he sees fit. On news of this possibility the stocks of these
institutions rose dramatically late Thursday and yesterday. Assuming that this is
enough to make most of the insolvent institutions solvent again, this will allow them
to return to business as usual and get the credit markets working smoothly again. If
it’s not enough, presumably Congress will just be asked to increase the amount.

Of course the devil is in the details, especially those concerning how Secretary
Paulson will distribute the $700 billion. The plan seems to be to bring this legislation
to a vote within days, unlinked to anything that would change the way the finance
industry operates, or change the incentives that led to the current disaster.

Personally I think that, as economic policy, this is a really bad idea, for a host of
reasons I won’t go on about. But I’m no expert on these issues, so that opinion isn’t
worth very much and it’s besides the point of this no-business-as-usual posting, which
is the following:

The response to this that I have seen from Obama and the Democrats is extremely
disturbing. Obama seems to be inclined to go along with this, as long as some aid to
people who can’t afford their mortgages is tacked on. This also appears to be the
attitude of the Democratic congressional leadership, which includes senators
Schumer and Clinton, acting in their roles as representatives of the largest industry in
New York City. On the other hand, McCain appears to be choosing to take the populist
position of ranting against Wall Street. It is now a few short weeks until the election,
and I believe this will be the defining issue that decides it. If Obama and the

http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2008/09/20/treasurys-financial-bailout-proposal-to-congress/
http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2008/09/20/treasurys-financial-bailout-proposal-to-congress/


Democrats support this bailout of the financial industry and McCain resists it in
populist terms, I think we’re in for four more years of irresponsible leadership.
McCain has already done a good job of painting his opponent as an Eastern “elitist”,
and I can’t believe he’s too stupid to take advantage of the opportunity the Democrats
will hand him if they vote for this legislation.

So, call and write your congressional representatives and the Obama campaign now.

For good sources to follow this story, there are some excellent blogs, including
Calculated Risk and Naked Capitalism. This is also the kind of story on which some of
the mainstream media shines, so read the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and
Financial Times.

Update: I hope Obama is reading not the Sunday New York Times which seems to
indicate that this bailout of New York’s main industry is essential, but Krugman’s blog
instead.

Update: Maybe Krugman is reading Not Even Wrong….

My reading now of what is going on is that Obama and the Democrats are starting to
get a clue, based on seeing a firestorm of oppostion to the bail-out. The danger that
they would go along with it seems to be receding. They can read polls too….

Comments

1. Eli
September 20, 2008

First you observe, “If Obama and the Democrats support this bailout of the
financial industry and McCain resists it in populist terms, I think we’re in for four
more years of irresponsible leadership. ” Then you suggest to lobby and support
the presidential candidate and the party that just demonstrated irresponsible
leadership on what you regard as the defining issue of the coming election.
Where is logic?

2. Little People
September 20, 2008

Nationalizing corporative debts… where have I seen that before? This kind of
scam used to be orchestrated by US corporations (and, probably, governments)
in foreign countries. Now they are doing the same thing to their own people. I
never thought I’d live to see this.

3. Zeynel
September 20, 2008

In one of the local newspapers here in Turkey a pandit wrote that “people who
claimed that the Big Bang experiment will create a black hole that would
swallow the world turned out to be right. They were only wrong in the place (or
space) and the responsible parties. Big Bang did not happen in European Union’s

http://calculatedrisk.blogspot.com/
http://calculatedrisk.blogspot.com/
http://www.nakedcapitalism.com/
http://www.nakedcapitalism.com/
http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/09/20/no-deal/
http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/09/20/no-deal/
http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/09/21/excess-of-responsibility/
http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/09/21/excess-of-responsibility/


CERN but in the world’s financial center Wall Street in the United States. And
the people responsible for this were not physicists but bankers and institutions
that evaluate credit worthiness. But as a result black holes resulting from the Big
Bang happened and they swallow everything they encounter.”

I think that if the pandit I quoted knew that the bankers were using models
developed by physicists he would have seen that his analogy is even better than
he thinks. And isn’t one of the reasons that string theory is so spectacularly
popular in the academia even though it is a “complicated failed model” is
because it allows physicists quick academic returns “in the short-term?”

4. mario
September 20, 2008

The banks were bailed out so that the black hole created by the Quants (not the
guys at the LHC!) doesn’t swallow the planet. I’d say this administration did the
right thing – for once (although it was pretty much on gunpoint). Things will be
bad, sure, but not nearly as horrible as they would have been.

It is rather unfortunate that people do not understand this.

5. Derek Teaney
September 20, 2008

Dear Peter

I enjoyed this last post quite a lot. I am not a financial
expert either and do think that it is “Far Off-Topic”
but I do think that it is right on topic discuss how many
theoretical physicists have gone into the financial industry
and the extent to which the complex financial instruments
they have created (through confusion) the current financial
situation. It is also should be realized that these very highly
paid positions do not create real wealth the way that experimental
physicists who invent the laser or invent the web do. I also
wonder to what extent the malaise in theoretical physics,
the general lack of funding, and lack of oppotunities in
real industries, leads these individuals to enter the financial
service sector.
these individuals

6. imho
September 20, 2008

Hi Peter,

Don’t confuse the “correct policy” with the “correct politics”. They are two
completely different things. It is in no way clear to me, with the media screaming
“the sky is falling”, that McCain is in the better political position.

Regarding the correct policy. You seem to want to punish wall street for their



recklessness by letting the global financial system freeze up. That probably isn’t
a good idea.

7. P
September 20, 2008

I think this crisis was partially created by the government-both the Clinton and
Bush administrations-pushing bankers to issue risky loans in order to promote
the common good:

http://www.openmarket.org/2008/09/19/trillion-dollar-bailout-will-lead-to-future-
bubbles/?disqus_reply=2501529#comment-2501529

8. Chuck U. Farley
September 20, 2008

It’s quite interesting how the Feds didn’t seem to have a trillion to rebuild New
Orleans but now the water is rising in Wall Street the money magically appeared
over a weekend.

9. Belizean
September 20, 2008

You’re right, this is a complicated issue. But it hardly makes sense to expect
effective reform from the candidate who is the #2 Congressional recipient of
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac campaign contributions over the last 10 years
(Democratic Sen. Chris Dodd is #1). Senator Obama achieved this dubious
distinction despite only joining the Senate in 2005, well under 4 years ago. Also
note that the primarily responsibility for oversight of banking operations belongs
to the Congress, not the executive branch (Barney Frank, another Democrat,
chairs the House Banking Committee).

As usual, we don’t get to choose between the Good and the Bad, but between the
Bad the Worse.

10. Emailc
September 20, 2008

The Republican conservative philosophy caused this crisis. It’s that simple. They
deregulated the investment banks, which then naturally took extremely large
risks to maximize short term profit.

Voters may not be very bright, but there’s no way they are going to see McCain
as being separate from the Republican party that is to blame. And McCain’s
support of the bail out is tearing the Republican Party apart.

So far, Obama and the Dems have been quick to place blame on McCain and the
Republicans, to point out the need to help the middle class, to regulate the
investment banks, and to control the size of the golden parachutes going to very
bad CEOs. I think this is the correct response.

http://www.openmarket.org/2008/09/19/trillion-dollar-bailout-will-lead-to-future-bubbles/?disqus_reply=2501529#comment-2501529
http://www.openmarket.org/2008/09/19/trillion-dollar-bailout-will-lead-to-future-bubbles/?disqus_reply=2501529#comment-2501529
http://www.openmarket.org/2008/09/19/trillion-dollar-bailout-will-lead-to-future-bubbles/?disqus_reply=2501529#comment-2501529
http://www.openmarket.org/2008/09/19/trillion-dollar-bailout-will-lead-to-future-bubbles/?disqus_reply=2501529#comment-2501529


11. Hall
September 20, 2008

Since more than a couple ex-string theorists were involved

I find this argument rather far fetched. I don’t know how many ex string
theorists work in finance. But it’s pretty obvious that many more particle
physicists (phenomenologists, latticists, etc) do. After the SSC collapse there
were many more jobs in academia for string theorists than for particle physicists,
so the latter flocked to computing and to finance.

12. bane
September 20, 2008

Actually, I think Peter is wrong with his remark “These assumptions were chosen
because they allowed a lot of money to be made in the short-term”. From what
I’ve read, that’s ascribing the results to poor motives whereas I think the quants
were attempting to do their best to “remove the variance” from variable financial
instruments and a fair degree of both analysis and simulation goes into verifying
that these aims have been acheived in the simulated case that, eg, mortgage
defaults follow a specified probability distribution. From what I understand,
these tests are genuinely and stringently applied until some modification of the
model passes them. The difficulty is that the tests aren’t the right tests.

The problem stems from the fact that these are physicists who by the nature of
the subject are very used to considering elements to be independent rather than
“colluding” or “cooperating” and just didn’t consider possibilities such as that
almost all loans packaged in a given financial instrument might be liar loans, that
every realtor would co-operate with “house price worth” inflation, that most
lenders would get “spooked” at the same time, etc, etc.

So I don’t think it was ill-intent so much as picking in researchers who in their
previous careers never had any reason to get experience with an important
aspect of the financial world. I’ve said in the past that I can see why finance
houses would want the best people, but why it should be the best physicists
rather than population biologists, epidemiologists, network researchers, etc,
(who have much more experience of systems of colluding and non-independent
components) never made sense to me.

13. Cplus
September 20, 2008

Your account of the state of play, although not inaccurate, is incomplete. For a bit
more than the last 20 years, unfounded debt has been created globally in most
economic zones and has been hidden in opaque government and corporate
balance sheets worldwide. The housing sector in the US is only one of many
manifestations of this phenomenon, although it has been the first to receive
public scrutiny.
The global markets have been correcting and will most likely continue to do so
until all this fictitious capital has been destroyed. Since it is hidden, probably
more than the worthless paper will be incinerated in the process.



Eventually when all this has taken place, transparency will be in everyone’s
interest, and probably will be the way forward at that time. Until then,every
effort is being made to conceal the lack of value and shift the losses to other
parties. This is the function of Paulson’s piecemeal proposals.
None of this is surprising. NYU’s Noriel Roubini has analyzed in broad terms this
entire unfolding process, by way of addition to the sound sources you cite.
Some ironies of the situation are striking. Eleven years ago, the Long Term
Capital blow-up took place under the direction of a Nobel Prize winner in
Economics, and John Meriwether, who subsequently started another fund which
is reported in the Wall Street Journal today to be about to blow up for the second
time.
This process will not be without consequences for some major US Universities
which today receive more income from endowment ( ie Hedge ) funds than from
tuition, and for public Universities as government funding and debt become
more difficult to generate.

14. Kea
September 20, 2008

It is rather unfortunate that people do not understand this.

People understand perfectly well. The issue is how you manage the debt. Many
assume that the only way to do this is throw money at the banks to buy back as
much debt as possible. That’s bullshit. Every new dollar that goes into the
pockets of those overpaid twads is a dollar wasted.

15. capitalistimperialistpig
September 20, 2008

Peter,

I’m not sure I understood your final paragraphs. Are you advocating that Dems
be persuaded to oppose the bailout or that we trust McCain to fix it?

I do think the bailout deserves tough scrutiny, and I think we need to insure that
those who perpetrated this disaster get, at the least, a severe haircut, but I’m
not sure that we can afford the alternative – an international financial meltdown.

16. stevem
September 20, 2008

It looks like quants, “financial engineering”, and the science of “risk
management” could finally lose all credibility. It’s probably going to be finally
seen now as modern alchemy and snake oil. But anyone really could have seen
that this rediculously overblown credit and real estate bubble was going to
explode. The massive bailout package has a real air of desperation about it. I’ve
got a bad feeling about the whole thing but I guess there is no other choice. I’m
reminded of Towering Inferno where Steve McQueen has to blow up the tanks at
the top of the building in the hope that they release enough water to put out the
raging fire that won’t otherwise stop. But bailouts are part of the problem.



Exactly 10 years ago hedge fund LTCM was bailed out but that then seemed to
set a trend: financial institutions and hedge funds then realised that they could
borrow massive and take on monster risk/leverage and the government would
bail them out if it all went totally awry, in order to safeguard the global economy
and the normal functioning of the markets; the principle of too big to be allowed
to fail and too connected to be allowed to fail. This has proven to be case with
recent events although Lehman was especially unlucky.

But how many hedge funds have imploded this week and how many will continue
to implode, especially with the ban of short selling, and what effect this will
have? The short selling ban could turn out to be a bad idea too. I’m especially
interested to see how James Simons and Renaissance will come out of this. The
consistency of their past performance suggests they are probably the only ones
who have any real mathematical/statistical grasp of markets and their underlying
dynamics. Will their strategies withstand everything?

Finally, it’s worrying that neither of the candidates in the election race seem to
have any real clue.

17. nige cook
September 20, 2008

‘It turns out that one of the things the quants had been doing was developing
pricing models for complex ways to market the risk associated with these loans.
One of the sources of the huge income coming into Manhattan was the fees that
this generated.’

It’s interesting that ex-string theorists are deemed expert enough in real-world
social dynamics to model credit risks. In the 90s I worked for the credit
control/debt collection industry, dealing with defaulting mortgages in England
near the tail-end of a recession that had begun in the early 90s. As inflation
drives house prices ever higher, the average cost of mortgages gets bigger,
people struggle more to pay with both partners working long hours, so any
problem sends them into default.

Banks can’t collect money from people who literally can’t pay (back in 1997
many banks – our clients – were happy for us to accept from debtors as little as
5-10% of a mortgage in a lump sum ‘final settlement’ – writing off the remainder
– rather than wasting time and money getting fruitless court orders for token
payments that were hardly worth the effort to try to enforce).

As a result, banks increase interest rates to compensate for the money they lose
in writing off uncollectable debt, and this increase in interest rates means fewer
property buyers can afford mortgages, so the property market slows down.
Eventually, people trying to sell property have to cut prices in order to secure a
sale, so there is a slump in prices, which devalues the equity people have in their
owned homes. Many people who bought property at high prices end up with
‘negative equity’, a home worth less than the mortgage they have outstanding to
pay back.

If a bank repossesses such property (after expensive legal costs to do so), it can’t



recover most of the money because the property isn’t worth as much as was paid
for it. Property is only ‘worth’ what somebody else is prepared to pay for it,
which is partly a psychological consideration. If you think there is a risk that the
value will drop in the future, you lose confidence in buying. So it’s a very
complex risk analysis situation with a lot of interdependence between different
factors once a recession kicks in. No matter how many credit rating checks a
bank does before lending money, people will still default en masse if there is a
major economic recession that drives prices beyond their wages or which leads
to a lot of business closures and unemployment. (One suggestion I have for
investors fearful of a recession is to invest in debt collection companies, which
do great business and profit greatly during bad recessions. We got big bonuses
in 1997!)

18. woit
September 20, 2008

CIP,

I’m advocating that the Democrats oppose the bailout. I believe that McCain is
fundamentally another W, an irresponsible and incompetent person, and if he
gets elected we’re in big, big trouble. However, I suspect that he and his advisors
are not so stupid that they won’t see the opportunity Obama and the Democrats
are putting in front of them to portray McCain as the Maverick real American
determined to save people from the “elite” intent on taking all their savings and
giving it to the New York bankers.

As for Paulson’s claims that the financial system will melt down if Goldman
Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and the banks are not bailed out, I think one should keep
in mind that the guy is someone who made a better part of a billion dollars at
Goldman Sachs, and so far what he has done to address the credit crisis has just
continued to make things worse. A complete melt-down of some parts of the
financial system such as the CDS market might actually be desirable, allowing
the wreckage to be cleared and something new to be built. The plan now seems
to be to keep the current dysfunctional system limping along, with new
lubrication provided by the $700 billion from the taxpayers.

19. Eric Habegger
September 20, 2008

My understanding, far from complete, is that the so called quants saw that there
were huge numbers of individuals and families who would like to own homes, but
hadn’t yet been able to do so. The problem in any society is that there always
seems to be a fair proportion of people that, for any number of reasons, can’t
qualify to come up with the down payment or can’t qualify for the mortgage
payments. But these people would love to own homes.

What the quants did was split mortages for these non-qualifying individuals into
two parts. There was a “good” part that had low risk to the lender because they
were first in line to get paid if the debt holder defaulted. And the poor part of the
loan was sold as sub-prime loans with high risk, but also high interest.



The reasoning went like this: As long as wall street knew the risk of each half of
the loan then individuals could take the proper precautions, i.e. have only small
proportions of the high risk loans. But, as is usually the case, they packaged it
differently and didn’t sell it has high risk. Instead they packaged the debt with
less risky debt so that everyone got invested in it to pump up their interest rate
and nobody realized the loans would never have been made had they not been
split into a “good” half and a “bad” half.

Now the chickens have come home to roost and their is an avalanche effect that
is spreading into loans that are above sub-prime as homes are put into
foreclosure and prices collapse. There is a very real analogy to what has been
going on in physics during this housing crisis. Though I wouldn’t it put on string
theorists exactly, I would say the problems in both come from too much faith in
manipulating numbers to get the results you need and too little heed to
fundamental, or foundational, research.

20. gs
September 20, 2008

If indeed a cascading global crisis was imminent, Obama acted responsibly by
not interfering with efforts to avert it. McCain banged on the operating room
door and screamed at the surgeons.

At present the election looks to be close. McCain’s demagoguery costs him
support (votes, donations and/or advocacy) from economic conservatives and
libertarians. It’s not clear to me that he gains more than he loses.

21. Arun
September 20, 2008

Senator Bernie Sanders has a proposal:
http://www.sanders.senate.gov/news/record.cfm?id=303313

In my view, we need to go forward in addressing this financial crisis by insisting
on four basic principles:

(1) The people who can best afford to pay and the people who have benefited
most from Bush’s economic policies are the people who should provide the funds
for the bailout. It would be immoral to ask the middle class, the people whose
standard of living has declined under Bush, to pay for this bailout while the rich,
once again, avoid their responsibilities. Further, if the government is going to
save companies from bankruptcy, the taxpayers of this country should be
rewarded for assuming the risk by sharing in the gains that result from this
government bailout.

Specifically, to pay for the bailout, which is estimated to cost up to $1 trillion, the
government should:

a) Impose a five-year, 10 percent surtax on income over $1 million a year for
couples and over $500,000 for single taxpayers. That would raise more than
$300 billion in revenue;

http://www.stephenbainbridge.com/punditry/comments/mccains_moronic_critique_of_cox/
http://www.stephenbainbridge.com/punditry/comments/mccains_moronic_critique_of_cox/
http://www.sanders.senate.gov/news/record.cfm?id=303313
http://www.sanders.senate.gov/news/record.cfm?id=303313


b) Ensure that assets purchased from banks are realistically discounted so
companies are not rewarded for their risky behavior and taxpayers can recover
the amount they paid for them; and

c) Require that taxpayers receive equity stakes in the bailed-out companies so
that the assumption of risk is rewarded when companies’ stock goes up.

(2) There must be a major economic recovery package which puts Americans to
work at decent wages. Among many other areas, we can create millions of jobs
rebuilding our crumbling infrastructure and moving our country from fossil fuels
to energy efficiency and sustainable energy. Further, we must protect working
families from the difficult times they are experiencing. We must ensure that
every child has health insurance and that every American has access to quality
health and dental care, that families can send their children to college, that
seniors are not allowed to go without heat in the winter, and that no American
goes to bed hungry.

(3) Legislation must be passed which undoes the damage caused by excessive
de-regulation. That means reinstalling the regulatory firewalls that were ripped
down in 1999. That means re-regulating the energy markets so that we never
again see the rampant speculation in oil that helped drive up prices. That means
regulating or abolishing various financial instruments that have created the
enormous shadow banking system that is at the heart of the collapse of AIG and
the financial services meltdown.

(4) We must end the danger posed by companies that are “too big too fail,” that
is, companies whose failure would cause systemic harm to the U.S. economy. If a
company is too big to fail, it is too big to exist. We need to determine which
companies fall in this category and then break them up. Right now, for example,
the Bank of America, the nation’s largest depository institution, has absorbed
Countrywide, the nation’s largest mortgage lender, and Merrill Lynch, the
nation’s largest brokerage house. We should not be trying to solve the current
financial crisis by creating even larger, more powerful institutions. Their failure
could cause even more harm to the entire economy.

22. Arun
September 20, 2008

There is an excellent presentation on how this happened here:
The Subprime Primer:
http://docs.google.com/TeamPresent?docid=ddp4zq7n_0cdjsr4fn&
skipauth=true&pli=1

23. John
September 20, 2008

Peter and some commenters have modestly deprecated their econ credentials,
but it’s not scholarship that’s required here. It’s a commonplace that when it
comes to debunking spoon benders, spiritualists, and various other fraudsters of
that kind, physicists perform poorly in comparison to stage magicians, who can
easily spot the deception.

http://docs.google.com/TeamPresent?docid=ddp4zq7n_0cdjsr4fn&skipauth=true&pli=1
http://docs.google.com/TeamPresent?docid=ddp4zq7n_0cdjsr4fn&skipauth=true&pli=1
http://docs.google.com/TeamPresent?docid=ddp4zq7n_0cdjsr4fn&skipauth=true&pli=1
http://docs.google.com/TeamPresent?docid=ddp4zq7n_0cdjsr4fn&skipauth=true&pli=1


In this case, the ‘rescue’ itself is the crime, with the politicians stampeded by the
antecedent theatrics. For example, twice last week Charlie Rose had on Hank
Greenberg, who built AIG and ran it for 30 years or so. He and his people had
wanted to set up a bridging loan, far short of the government’s $85 billion final
solution, but they couldn’t get a seat at the table. Charlie Rose kept saying he
didn’t understand why. Then Friday’s hystrionics came along and cleared-up the
mystery: Paulson needed a Reichstag fire to stampede the pols into the biggest
raid on the U.S. Treasury in history, and AIG was it.

I trust everyone has noticed the part of the proposed plan that makes it non-
reviewable by the courts? What does that tell you? I just emailed my senator and
congressman, and told them to stop it. I suggest you all do the same.

24. vespasian
September 20, 2008

They aren’t paying $700bn for nothing; provided the price is right (pennies on
the dollar) this could actually make a large profit for Uncle Sam.

However the government should ensure banks are forced to hand over well
performing derivatives as well as bad ones, and then regulate to just prevent
these things from being created and traded. Contrary to popular opinion, the
actual structure of CDOs is very simple to state mathematically – any first year
undergraduate in a numerate subject could pick it up. What is genuinely difficult
isn’t the instrument itself but the risk modelling of it – which is true, though to a
slightly lesser degree, even for simple shares and options. This is where the
quants failed.

A slow liquidation of CDOs seems far more sensible than a fast panic driven one.
Provided the plan commits to a selloff over a period of say, 10 years, I see no real
problem with it.

That said, the deliberate lack of oversight being built in is extremely disturbing.
This is the part people should be complaining about. It is scandalous that no
elected official will be responsible for the management of this programme.

25. D.
September 20, 2008

Just to inject a professional perspective here, it’s not quite right to say that
“flaws coming from certain built-in assumptions” caused risk pricing error. In
actual fact, total reliance upon private rating agencies, who had insufficient
information to price nearly unregulated non-exchange-traded instruments, was
the immediate culprit.

The underlying problem, a combination of irrational monetary policy and total
lack of political will to tighten loan & credit regulation over the last 13 years, has
been widely understood for a very long time, and many people are doing quite
well; just look at the massive pre-collapse short interest on Lehman.

Of course, if you’re sitting on a $1m Option ARM for some pasteboard



monstrosity you saw on Flip This House, better leave the keys on the table now.

26. Walt
September 20, 2008

While quants I’m sure deserve some of the blame, the key failure was that the
ratings agencies and banks essentially colluded to get around banking
regulations. Banks need to hold investment-grade debt (such as AAA rated
corporate bonds) as collateral. The ratings agencies obligingly gave certain kinds
of mortgage bonds AAA ratings (the quants’ inadequate risk analysis probably
helped with this step). The bonds had higher returns than ordinary AAA bonds,
which allowed the banks to make more money on their collateral.

Now much of the collateral isn’t worth much, so the banks all have to raise more
money, and some are probably already insolvent. Nobody wants to lend to the
banks because nobody knows which banks are going to go under. If the victims of
the crisis were just hedge funds, it wouldn’t be nearly as big a deal.

27. Eric Habegger
September 20, 2008

“While quants I’m sure deserve some of the blame, the key failure was that the
ratings agencies and banks essentially colluded to get around banking
regulations.”

Walt, while I think there’s room for blame to go around, it was obviously the
quant’s who set the thing in motion and who oversold it to their employers as the
best thing since sliced bread. What you’re saying reminds of the pirate who says
to his crew,
“Tie me to the mast before I do somethin ‘orid, arrrghhhhh!”

28. helvio
September 21, 2008

The best introduction to the credit crisis I’ve heard until now is the program
called “The Great Pool Of Money” presented in the radio show “This American
Life” (Chicago Public Radio). It is very clear!

29. Cplus
September 21, 2008

It may be of help to review the state of play.
On one hand ,there is a congressional leadership of both parties which is well
aware of its culpability in creating these problems over many years, and terrified
of facing elections in a few weeks in the midst of crisis, and a financial
leadership typified by Paulson, who helped to create the subprime debacle when
CEO of Goldman, is now at risk of accountability and financial consequence, and
until now has a remarkable almost 100% negative correlation with the unfolding
financial realities. He appears to have contempt for the petty corruption
prevalent in Washington, in comparison to the larger scale activity to which he
was accustomed as an investment bank chief, and intends to bulldoze the



Congress into rubberstamping another ill conceived and costly scheme. There is
so much fear and weakness that his gamble may be won, but it is far from
certain. If not, expect a degeneration into serious finger pointing on all sides.
On the other hand, there are the markets, which have an enormous number of
degrees of freedom to come to terms with reality. There are currency markets,
energy markets, grain markets, precious metal markets, short term money
markets, commercial paper markets, government debt markets, corporate debt
markets, municipal debt markets, interest rate swaps, mortgage debt markets,
credit default swaps, and other derivatives in addition to all the markets directly
related to equities. All of these have played a part in slicing through a good deal
of the pretense in a little more than the past year since Paulson assured all that
the problems were “ well contained “. Of course their timing does not follow
anyone’s schedule. As Keynes, who made an enormous fortune for his college as
its treasurer and knew a bit about it, put it, the markets can remain irrational
longer than you can remain solvent. But eventually what has value will be
valued, and what does not will not.

30. Kea
September 21, 2008

I suggest you all do the same.

But we’re not all American.

31. Tom K
September 21, 2008

No, the basics is quite simple, while the details are quite complicated.

When the Greenspan era began, he changed how the fiat money system, which is
used by just about all countries, worked. (The fiat money system is one which a
sovereign state issue money ‘out of thin air’,without any material wealth backing
them.) There are 3 types of money. First, the Federal government prints paper
money and mint coins. Second the Federal Reserve creates money in the form of
credit (i.e. debt for those who use it), which only commercial banks can use
under strict regulatory control. One such key control is: a commercial bank can
re-lend same amount of credit it borrowed from the Fed up to 10 times to
businesses. Such 10x multiplier permits such credit to make up 95% of all money
created. So far so good.

But there is a third form of money – money which the Fed does not create
directly – called shadow credit. Shadow credit is created, out of thin air of
course, by the shadow banking system – so-called investment banks. You know,
Goldman-Sachs, Morgan Stanley, ex-Leyman Brothers, etc. They create shadow
money by inventing things called derivatives and trading them. The type of
derivative invented is a function of their ‘innovation’, how the trading work is
unregulated, and the resulting financial credit generated is unlimited. It is in fact
the ‘perfect’ money machine – private money that can be created out of thin air,
outside of the government, outside of the Fed, outside of regulatory control, and
which can be converted to real money (Fed credit or notes) with a click of a



mouse.

When the US began to loose competitiveness around the world back 20 years
ago, industries were ‘forced’ to outsource the industrial base in order to
maintain a high profit return. While this takes care of the business side, the
working people side will create trouble as good jobs disappear.

Greenspan needs to create a situation where the good life can be pumped into
the economy without doing the real and smart hard work, with a downsized
industrial base. He found the perfect ‘free lunch’ machine – unlimited money
creation by the shadow banking system – to finance unlimited growth. But there
is also a side beauty – details of such activities are secret, unregulated, so that
very few people knows how the magic works. (Greenspan the magician knows!)
So he arranged things so as to give the shadow banks a regulation-free reign –
confident that the ‘smartest guys in town’ will know how to manage things.

Soon, investment banks realized they can do anything they want – invent any
financial instruments, trade anything in any manner, brand their quality in any
manner (since they control the rating agencies) and sell unlimited ‘securitized’
bonds to the world. The ‘perfect’ fake money machines was put into over-drive
and trillions upon trillions of fake wealth thus created – to fund wars, security,
and unlimited importation of goodies for the good life. The executives and
traders pay themselves bonuses so great it make kings and queens blush with
envy.

The fake-money machine works great for a decade – as long as the population
can be convinced to keep on buying the fake credits (i.e. go into debt) without
end. But when just about everybody is up to their eyeballs in debt, the executives
at the Double-Word houses need to find ever more fools to keep the machine,
thus their bonuses, running. Desperate, they turned to the poor class who has no
wealth nor credit. Thus began the sub-prime mortgage con game. Bear Stearns
was the one who invented the fake subprime mortgages to sell to fake buyers,
collect them back in Wall Street and turn them into fake bonds to sell to
unsuspecting pension funds and world banks. And the rest is recent history we
all know.

Why did I bother to write this story in this blog. Because I want to point out one
thing – Knowing about the real story of America’s shadow banking system,
whose function has been to create fake money to any amount they wish without
transparency and regulation, who did operate in the most reckless of ways that
resulted in destroying much of the fake wealth (along with much real wealth of
the innocents), do you wish to maintain this shadow bank system?

Hank Paulson, ex-CEO of Goldman-Sachs, obvious does. He is asking the Fed to
create (out of thin air of course) a trillion dollar worth of real money to buy up
the fake zero-worth wreckage of the investment banks so that they can continue
doing what they have done. When an addition $1T is created and added to the
existing USD money supply without any corresponding economic activity, every
dollar is thereby depreciated. In this way the taxpayer indirectly pays for it.



Now there’s a reason why Congress might go along. See, the fake money
machine also finances a great deal of politics and pork in DC.

32. not greenberg
September 21, 2008

then again

What’s the odds that the biggest insurer to fail is also the most political, foreign
tied, intelligence tied, company, on the planet?

Read,

Another Greenberg Swindle Scam at CIA AIG ?

http://geo-economics.blogspot.com/2008/09/another-greenberg-swindle-scam-at-
cia.html

truth is stranger than fiction

33. Yatima
September 21, 2008

Thus, all that money to make Manhattan a shiny bauble and give many people an
Ali Baba lifestyle came from the future, in the form of the current raid on the
taxpayer’s pockets, augmenting the US national debt by possibly >>1 trillion or
so. Nicely done.

I shudder to think what will happen to the “wonderful budget” promised for HE
physics this year.

34. Phil Warnell
September 21, 2008

Hi Peter,

Both the strength and weakness of capitalism is that the buyer determines the
value of things by what they are prepared to pay, which of course to a large
degree is subjective. The problem here is when this extends to things that are
necessities such as housing and food, which are not optional, things can be
manipulated in this way. Perhaps it is time that in terms of economic policy there
is a distinction made and that greater regulation of prices and supply in such
areas should be considered to be both permanent and necessary. This of course
is not true capitalism, yet when governments are forced to bail out banks and
financial institutes, who are we kidding anyway.

Best,

Phil

35. Chris Oakley
September 21, 2008

http://geo-economics.blogspot.com/2008/09/another-greenberg-swindle-scam-at-cia.html
http://geo-economics.blogspot.com/2008/09/another-greenberg-swindle-scam-at-cia.html
http://geo-economics.blogspot.com/2008/09/another-greenberg-swindle-scam-at-cia.html
http://geo-economics.blogspot.com/2008/09/another-greenberg-swindle-scam-at-cia.html


So – we have the most right-wing government in recent US history, along with
their proposed successors, advocating the biggest nationalization in history, with
their left-leaning opponents, who go along with this, being chastised by a left-
wing mathematics professor for not embracing the laws (and accompanying
brutality) of the free market.

Or have I missed something here?

Personally, I do not see how the bail out can be avoided. The banks do not just
comprise of Porsche-driving spivs earning multi-million-dollar bonuses; they also
have savings of you, me and millions of others. The failure of a major bank would
be a catastrophe. It may even turn out that even Lehman was too big to fail … we
will see. Governments are well aware of all of this and hence the tight regulation
of the financial industry. What I think recent events have demonstrated, though,
is that the regulations need to be even tighter, and the “every man for himself”
attitude that investment banks have needs to be replaced by something a little
more responsible. We could start by looking at remuneration – if a trader is paid
a percentage of gross profits as his bonus, but does not participate in losses – the
usual practice – then of course his inclination will be to take on more risk. What
is is the worst that can happen? He gets fired. No problem – he can get hired by
a rival where he can do the same thing all over again. In technical terms, the
trader owns a free call option on his own profitability. Many of my former trader
colleagues, who are now setting up Hedge Funds, are now discovering just how
nice it was when someone else (i.e. their employer) would pick up the bill for
losses.

36. Bee
September 21, 2008

Hi Peter,

An interesting post – if you plan on writing more off-topical threads of that sort,
go ahead. I too have a couple of friends who became ‘quants’. Given that
postdoccing sucks big time I’ve thought about going that same way, but it seems
to be mutually incompatible with my political orientation.

Anyway, the way I see the problem is that the system (I mean the economical
combined with the political) wasn’t able to learn fast enough and to adapt in
order to avoid a major crisis like this. Too many people doing their own planning
to increase profit, too few people asking whether that’s a sensible behavior in
the long term. It’s a classical mismatch of micro-interests with a desirable
macro-behavior.

If you look at it from the system perspective, the problem is strikingly similar to
those of the academic system. Too many people working for their own immediate
advantage, dismissing thinking about the long-term consequences, too few
people who pay attention to what science is about and under which
circumstances it can flourish. It supports the formation of bubbles of nothing
that eventually have to burst.

The problem in both cases is that the noticing of the mismatch between personal



incentives and the desirable long-term large-scale trend does not feed back into
the system – other than through a major breakdown. It’s the case in which
people working in the system are aware its setup does not make sense, but are
unable to change something about it (and unwilling since it won’t be of
advantage for them either).

Best,

B.

37. David H. Miller
September 21, 2008

Peter,

I very seriously considered majoring in economics rather than physics, and, in
fact, had an offer to do a post-doc in econ after getting my physics Ph.D. Sadly, I
turned it down: I could have been one of those Wall Street gangsters making
millions by defrauding the public!

Seriously, since I actually did know a good deal of economics (and since I’m
honest), I would have been the naysayer pointing out the lack of reality in the
models: my refusal to be a “team player” would no doubt have curtailed my
career rather abruptly and I would not have made those millions anyway.

I remember some decades ago reading some stuff by Fischer Black on monetary
policy and realizing that, for all his fame (this is the Black of the quants’ famous
Black-Scholes equation), he had almost no knowledge of real economics. That
knowledge would not have endeared me to Wall Street.

Here for example is a quote from Black, courtesy of the wikipedia:
>In the U.S. economy, much of the public debt is in the form of Treasury bills.
Each week, some of these bills mature, and new bills are sold. If the Federal
Reserve System tries to inject money into the private sector, the private sector
will simply turn around and exchange its money for Treasury bills at the next
auction. If the Federal Reserve withdraws money, the private sector will allow
some of its Treasury bills to mature without replacing them.

That betrays incredible, breathtaking ignorance of the monetary system, obvious
to anyone who knows basic economics.

I think your own summary of the current crisis is generally accurate, but rather
ignores two long-term issues.

First, there is the matter known in the literature as “moral hazard.” In simple
terms, bailing out bad behavior today sets a bad example for the future,
encouraging people to engage in such behavior in the future, believing that they
too will be bailed out.

The bailout of the S&Ls in the eighties and the implicit and widely believed (and
true, through long officially denied) government guarantee of Fannie and



Freddie are two examples of moral hazard that helped produce the current
crisis.

Second, there is the issue of the “flexible” monetary policy followed for nearly a
century by the Fed.

The Fed was created because, back in the bad old days of the gold standard,
irresponsible behavior by the banks and the investment community led to
repeated, sharp monetary crises that damaged the economy in general. The gold
standard is inherently inflexible and there was no “lender of last resort” to bail
out irresponsible financial actors.

However, exactly because of that lack of a flexible monetary regime, unsound
financial practices could not be concealed for very long: crises and the resulting
correction tended to be sharp, deep, but usually of fairly brief duration.

The monetary flexibility for which the Fed was created changed all that. By
inflating the monetary supply (“adding liquidity to the system”), the Fed could
delay the day of reckoning for some years, allowing the bubble to grow much,
much bigger. And the Fed could similarly drag out the correction period for a
rather long time, leading to periods such as the “stagflation” of the 1970s (the
model, I’d guess, for the next ten years).

A side effect of this flexibility has been the huge inflation of the last century:
from 1914, when the Fed went into operation, until 2008, the dollar has lost
more than 95 percent of its value according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (
http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm ). By contrast, between 1800
and 1900, back in the bad old days before the Fed existed, when the monetary
supply was “inelastic,” the value of the dollar actually increased (see, e.g.,
http://www.measuringworth.org/uscpi/ ); the data for the nineteenth century are
incidentally much rougher than for the twentieth.

All of this is old stuff, known since the early twentieth century: Friedrich Hayek
won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1974 for analyzing and explaining this in
great detail (see, e.g., his “Prices and Production” and “Monetary Theory and the
Trade Ccyle”), building on earlier work by Mises, Wicksell, etc.

Incidentally, I am not making any sort of claim that the Fed is some sort of secret
conspiracy by the Illuminati, the Elders of Zion, or whatever. It’s basic purpose
and function are quite clear and have been publicly announced since it was
founded. Unfortunately, carrying out that function, i.e., providing an “elastic’
currency, has certain predicable results: intensifying and lengthening financial
bubbles is one of those predictable results, a result that we are all observing as
we write.

Despite my own lack of confidence in economic predictions, I will make one here:
the monetary and financial system as we know it will not be (and for obvious
political reasons cannot be) seriously reformed during the lifetime of anyone
reading this. Any new regulatory agencies will simply be “captured” in a few
years by the regulated industry (this too is a standard result in economics); no
one who wishes to preserve his political viability will dare touch the system of

http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm
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“elastic” currency created early in the last century; and the bailouts, no matter
how well-intentioned, will simply lay the groundwork for even greater acts of
financial irresponsibility in the future.

Dave Miller in Sacramento

38. Eric
September 21, 2008

After the 1929 crash, we had 10 yrs of 20% unemployment because the
government response was:
(1) raise taxes, particularly on the wealthy,
(2) protectionist,
(3) strong laws to favor unionism, which raised costs and according to academic
research, lowered productivity, and also had the effect of preventing wages from
falling to clear the labor market, and
(4) eat the rich mentality, prosecutions, etc.

Obama favors every one of those things and so do most of his backers and the
interest groups pushing him.

Is it your opinion Peter, that this policy mix will work out better this time
around?

39. Peter Woit
September 21, 2008

Eric,

You’re trying to take a far off-topic discussion farther off-topic.

Please folks, take the standard right/left Democrat/Republican arguments
elsewhere. If you have something interesting to contribute about the current
financial crisis and the proposed bailout, please do so.

40. Arun
September 21, 2008

Chris Oakley finds the bailout to be inevitable.

Not so fast.

Sebastian Mallaby in the WaPo:

Within hours of the Treasury announcement Friday, economists had proposed
preferable alternatives. Their core insight is that it is better to boost the banking
system by increasing its capital than by reducing its loans. Given a fatter capital
cushion, banks would have time to dispose of the bad loans in an orderly fashion.
Taxpayers would be spared the experience of wandering into a bad-loan bazaar
and being ripped off by every merchant.

Raghuram Rajan and Luigi Zingales of the University of Chicago suggest ways to



force the banks to raise capital without tapping the taxpayers. First, the
government should tell banks to cancel all dividend payments. Banks don’t do
that on their own because it would signal weakness; if everyone knows the
dividend has been canceled because of a government rule, the signaling issue
would be removed. Second, the government should tell all healthy banks to issue
new equity. Again, banks resist doing this because they don’t want to signal
weakness and they don’t want to dilute existing shareholders. A government
order could cut through these obstacles.

Meanwhile, Charles Calomiris of Columbia University and Douglas Elmendorf of
the Brookings Institution have offered versions of another idea. The government
should help not by buying banks’ bad loans but by buying equity stakes in the
banks themselves. Whereas it’s horribly complicated to value bad loans, banks
have share prices you can look up in seconds, so government could inject capital
into banks quickly and at a fair level. The share prices of banks that recovered
would rise, compensating taxpayers for losses on their stakes in the banks that
eventually went under.

Congress and the administration may not like the sound of these ideas. Taking
bad loans off the shoulders of the banks seems like a merciful rescue; ordering
banks to raise capital or buying equity stakes in them sounds like big-
government meddling. But we are in the midst of a crisis, and it shouldn’t matter
how things sound. The Treasury plan outlined on Friday involves vast risks to
taxpayers, huge complexity and no guarantee of success. There are better ways
forward.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/09
/20/AR2008092001059.html?hpid=opinionsbox1

41. Thingumbob esq
September 21, 2008

Bravo, this shows your sense extends well beyond debunking pseudo science.
However, as far as your claim that you really know little about the situation, that
is false modesty, I think. It is high time that the American people do a little
reading about our nation’s founding principles in regard to credit, etc. I urge you
to read Alexander Hamilton’s report on the Subject of Manufactures, ASAP.

42. Boo Radley
September 21, 2008

Dear Peter,

As before, I will not identify myself except for the following, which might give
away my identity to those who know me.

I dabbled for sometime in string theory and am seriously dissatisfied with the
subject. I have found some holes in some claims by certain string theorists which
I have been prevented from publishing, and I do not have a future in academia.
Consequently, I support myself and my family by taking up a job in finance.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/09/20/AR2008092001059.html?hpid=opinionsbox1
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/09/20/AR2008092001059.html?hpid=opinionsbox1
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/09/20/AR2008092001059.html?hpid=opinionsbox1
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/09/20/AR2008092001059.html?hpid=opinionsbox1


From whatever little I know of these quant models, I would say they are seriously
outdated. They need improvement, and perhaps the correction requires deep
study. More than this I refuse to say.

There is a redeeming feature about the world of finance though. It is always
possible that some guy like Robert Merton wins the Nobel one year, and within
two years his hedge fund goes bust. However smart you think you are, you just
can’t beat the market.

In the world of high energy physics that does not seem to be the case. I don’t see
any Nobel laureate in physics biting the dust as easily, and that creates the
illusion of infallibility. And any young unknown who comes along has a hard time.
But all we do in physics really is glorified curve-fitting, you know. Nothing all
that great.

In economics, people know very well that the prediction itself can affect the
system’s behavior. In that way, these people are more realistic than physicists.

Don’t blame it on the quant geeks. It is blind faith in any mathematical paradigm
that leads people into error. In the world of finance, there are plenty of skeptics,
so it will correct itself faster. There are not enough skeptics in the world of
physics, but the string bubble is also going to burst pretty soon, if it already has
not.

There are some simple arguments that can kill off string theory -or at least
suggest modifications to its present form – but you seem to be averse to physics
discussion in the comments section here (you deleted some of my posts in the
last fortnight), and seem intent to criticize string theory and also opine about
quantitative finance without any real understanding of either subject. Is that
fair?

Anyway, to borrow a few words from Robert Frost,
“Why hurry to tell Belshazzar
What soon enough he’ll know.”

Why don’t you forget string theory and find something better to spend your time
on? I would not say it is not even wrong. It is not the right model, and nothing
will come of it. Trust an ex-“insider”.

Robert Jungk once compared the lot of a physicist with that of Hamlet, so
perhaps rephrasing a few lines from there would help.

There are more things on heaven and earth
Than there is in Green, Schwarz and Witten,
Or Polchinski, for that matter, or even in this blog.

Boo

43. Andre
September 21, 2008



As one of those who did not benefit from the various bubbles, all I want to feel is
schadenfreude, baby!

But the problem is that my taxes will now go to the rescue of those who did so
irresponsibly benefit from them, no matter who wins the election. I rent a crappy
apartment in a crappy city, yet my dollars will now help pay for the emergency
penthousing of the golden people you describe filling the sidewalks of
Manhattan. People like me are left behind whoever is in power. Is it any wonder
then that I will not vote for either candidate?

44. Tom K
September 21, 2008

Bee:
“Anyway, the way I see the problem is that the system (I mean the economical
combined with the political) wasn’t able to learn fast enough and to adapt in
order to avoid a major crisis like this.”

Incorrect. Read my post. The shadow banking system is a deliberate business
creation that has operated many years. The repeal of legal constraints on their
operations were deliberate moves by Congress, Fed and Treasury. They wanted
to free up the investment banks to create unlimited amount of money outside of
the regular commercial banking system. The investment banks are completely
independent, outside of the Federal Reserve system. They don’t take deposits
and have no insurance. They make their ‘wealth’ purely out of thin air, by
creating financial derivatives, mostly of such complexity (thanks to the quants)
that even upper execs do not fully understand the consequences. But for a
decade they brought in obscene profits and that was good enough.

Chris Oakley:
“The banks do not just comprise of Porsche-driving spivs earning multi-million-
dollar bonuses; they also have savings of you, me and millions of others.”

Incorrect. What’s being bailed out is not, *not* the commercial banks like Citi of
BoA. These banks accept your deposits in saving and checking accounts, are
under strict regulations, protected by the FDIC insurance, and are pretty safe.
(But many smaller commercial banks are in trouble due to downturn of the
housing market.) What’s being bailed out is the investment banks (in truth, they
are not even banks, just trader/broker). The investment banks accept no deposits
from consumers. They make their money by trading other people stocks, finance
business takeover, sell bonds. All these are fine. But what blew up is their
derivative activities. Derivative as highly complex, high risk financial bets and
insurance. They have little capital behind it (frequently, $1 of capital is used to
fund up to $40 of betting). The derivatives have turned the investment banks into
world’s biggest gambling houses, with a total of around $100T, that’s trillions,
bets have been wagered on the table, but backed up only by a few hundred
billions of real capital. It is easy to see how the slightest wrong moves can
destroy the house. That’s exactly what have happened.

Since this shadow banks are not insured by the FDIC, they have to be rescued by



special acts of the government or go bankrupt.

45. Quant
September 21, 2008

I can say after reading these posts that most of you should stick to your day jobs.
The discipline admits armchair quants just as easily as theoretical physics does.
That is to say, it doesn’t. So, as one former physics/math type turned quant to (I’d
assume) mostly physicists, I’d caution on dimensional reductions that that boil
this down to one aspect. Like many areas of specialization this takes years to
learn, is rife with pitfalls, conundrums, and counter-intuitive solutions. While it
has been 8 years since I studied physics, I don’t pretend to be able to make
sound arguments on the current state, despite the fact that I still follow it, and
perhaps could still work out some problems in qft. That being said, while many
can’t tell you exactly what it is, I can tell you what it is not, and that it is not just
because of models and opaque mathematical finance. Certainly the fall of Glass-
Steagall led to tremendous securitization which facilitated unprecedented
lending for reasons that were purely economic/accounting. The lending is clearly
suspect, if not outright unethical or, even, criminal. These off-balance sheet
transactions were bundled up and sold as MBS or in CDO’s. Yes, this required
modeling. There were no market observed prices for these CDOs and required
complex modeling. Further, insurance wraps and arcane structuring did make
these seem very safe. The massive amount of these “level 3” type assets, and
their subsequent mark downs in illiquid environments whereby they could not be
traded, did cause much of what we see. That being said, this is a very small part
of the market, and a very small part of the theatre that “quants” work in. There
are many people that get up and go to work each day and do it because they
enjoy problem solving. They provide liquidity and risk management on a global
scale with millions of transactions every day for decades without issue. They are
not super wealthy. They are not usually poor, but they are not the 1:10,000 that
the news likes to sensationalize. Quants are a small part of a big system, they
often still have ties to academia, and many still publish (people who report to me
still work in areas of mathematics and physics doing active research).

Before making broad brush-stroke generalizations, do your homework. I assure
you it takes longer than a day, though, as this one former-physicist-turned-credit-
turned-equity-derivatives-quant sees it.

46. Arun
September 21, 2008

That being said, this is a very small part of the market, and a very small part of
the theatre that “quants” work in.

Then why cannot the market (say via a tax) bailout the “very small part of the
market” that is in trouble? Why are taxpayers being asked to fork out?

47. Quant
September 21, 2008

Arun: I assume you were not being rhetorical? There was significant leverage, it



was tied to the financial health of the larger institution, and you’ll hear this word
“contagion” thrown around. There is a great graph that Jim Reid at Deutsche has
been showing in his research. It plots GDP, profits of non-financials, and
financials. The first two basically track one another. Financials deviate in about
2000-2001 and just spread away. So, either they were printing money, or they
were leveraged selling financial claims. I think the leverage works out in average
to be about $1 to $2.50 according to a study I recently read (UBS, George
Magnus, Financial stability) as it pertained to mortgages. There was just a ton of
subprime origination and too much CDS written on it to get you AAA super
senior structures, which stayed on book, and was marked down as it corrected
(read: delevered=no liquidity) to put it in a nutshell. Go to bis.org and look for
total outstanding notional of all derivative contracts. The total notional amount
of the OTC market is probably around $650tr now.

48. Kea
September 21, 2008

Dear Quant. I did actually work as a quant in the fixed interest market for 18
months when I was younger, and I hated every second. It was perfectly clear to
me that the whole business stank. Time to change.

49. Arun
September 21, 2008

Quant, while you’re on – is such massive leverage necessary to the market? That
is, suppose by law, the institution is limited in its leverage, say 12-1 as a
strawman. Would trading in derivative securities then be viable? Attractive?

50. Quant
September 21, 2008

Arun, there are limits in many markets. Where things get a bit opaque are in
OTC (over-the-counter) markets where there are no exchanges or clearing
houses. With this would come limits, collateral, price discovery, etc. In fact, this
in one of the solutions being proposed in credit derivatives (it has been for
years). I should mention that, in a way, derivatives are leveraged from the
perspective of having non-linear payoffs. So, not to be overly semantic, but by
leverage I mean leverage of illiquid-to-liquid assets under the constraint of poor
marks on the illiquid stuff leaving the firm capital starved in a correction (like we
see now). Also, for instance in the case of AIG, why were they selling credit
default swaps? This was indicative of people operating outside of their forte.

One odd thing that will play out this week in equity markets will be for option
traders. Given that one can’t take short positions, it is therefore fuzzy in a Black-
Scholes theory context in that the price of an option is contingent on continuous
trading in the underlying. Many people aren’t even going to trade this week
because of the dislocation that is ensuing from these bizarre trading rules. What
is the price of an option? What is the risk neutral density?

There are many very smart and ethical people in this field, and nobody wanted
this. Like any profession, physics included, there are pockets, and cliques and



areas of research go in and out of vogue. I know people that hate their jobs
getting beat on my traders to build trading models, I know people that are in
energy that trade weather derivatives and model rocky mountain snow packs on
super computers in lofts in Manhattan, I know people that were doing
computational E&M and now doe the exact same thing (same pde’s), but just in
finance. I know number theorists who went from working on L-functions at IAS
to doing the exact credit structures you are reading about. Like anything, you
have good eggs and bad eggs.

51. Chris Oakley
September 21, 2008

Tom K,

1. Derivatives profits do not appear out of “thin air”. As Gordon Gecko rightly
says, it is a zero-sum game. If you make money, then your counterparty loses and
vice versa.

2. Citi and BoA both have trading desks. Successful traders here will earn multi-
million bonuses. I have this on good information as I worked on the interest-rate
swaps desk at Citi (for all of two weeks).

3. Any institution that takes investor money is subject to regulation. That
includes investment banks, but not necessarily private funds.

Quant,

Yes – in other words quants helped provide smoke and mirrors to conceal bad
loans on banks’ books. Credit default swaps (CDSs) helped spread the misery.

52. Cplus
September 21, 2008

Chris, under existing accounting rules in US and international economies, vast
sums of illiquid OTC derivatives and other transactions are marked
independently and creatively by the owners without recourse to market price or
review by auditors or regulators to assure that counterparties to the same
transaction do indeed net to zero, even in those rare instances when the
counterparties are audited by the same firm or regulator.
In other words, on the balance sheets of many countries and corporations today,
capital does indeed appear out of thin air.

53. saiko
September 21, 2008

As an ignorant physicist I understand nothing about financial instruments.
However, I find even the orders of magnitude difficult to digest.

According to newspapers, the amount of money the government is going to pour
into the financial sector is of the order of $1×10^12. I guess the amount of
“bad” or “toxic” debt must be larger, say $1.5×10^12 to be conservative. Now,



according to the CIA factbook, the US GDP is about $15×10^12.

How is it even conceivable that the government did not notice a long time ago
that the bottom line was wrong by at least 10% of the GDP? That’s just like going
into an elevator and not seeing the elephant in there. How can the Treasury and
the Federal Reserve claim not to be complicit? How could the government argue
that they did not see this coming long ago and didn’t do anything to stop it
because they actually wanted it to happen?

54. Eric
September 21, 2008

Saiko,

The losses are substantial, but they are not just blowing a trillion $. It is very
possible the government will make a profit on its various investments, including
the various Wall Street Houses it now owns big chunks of. The RTC made a
profit. There is a liquidity crisis, money is freezing up, people are being forced to
dump assets, but it is far from clear what the scale of actual losses will/would be
when/if all is said and done and the markets are unwound in an orderly fashion,
assuming that happens.

Soryn, according to reports there were $500 Billion in sell orders against Money
Market funds prior to opening on Thursday. That constitutes a real run on the
system. Action was necessary. There really wasn’t time for the President to vote
“Present”, and we still haven’t heard Obama’s opinion, even on the actions from
last weekend.

However, what we can definitely not afford is, going forward, to repeat the
mistakes of the Hoover/FDR admins and (a) raise taxes, especially on the rich,
(b) promote protectionism, and (c) promote unionism by acts like ending right to
work, card check, etc. all of which are likely under an Obama administration.

55. saiko
September 21, 2008

It is very possible the government will make a profit on its various
investments,

I hope you’re right, and for very practical reasons, not just “humanitarian” ones.

Yet, this all looks like a huge transfer of federal money to private corporations,
for free. Much like the Iraq war has been.

56. Dave Miller
September 21, 2008

Quant,

I don’t think it is reasonable for you to assume that most people here place all
the blame on you quants. Since Peter’s blog is largely about physics, and many of



the quants came out of physics, it was reasonable for him to discuss that issue,
but surely his initial post was not simply a matter of blaming the quants.

If you read my post above, you’ll notice that I put the largest blame on the
“moral hazard” created by past government policies and on the “elastic”
monetary policies followed by the Fed, in accord with its original mandate.

Of course, if all the people in the financial industry had been perfect angels –
both in intelligence and in personal responsibility – all that might not have
mattered. But I take it as a given that human stupidity, greed, and dishonesty
will always be with us. Government policy served as an enabler and amplifier of
that dishonesty, stupidity, and greed.

You also neglect the point I made about Fischer Black: the quote I provided
revealed a man whose knowledge of economics was not simply overly abstract
but rather stunningly, breathtakingly wrong, rather like those who think that the
secrets to physics all lie in the I Ching.

I know that Black-Scholes is not disastrously and mind-bogglingly wrong in the
sense that Black’s views on monetary policy were. However, the drastic over-
simplifications and unrealities in Black-Scholes should be obvious enough to
anyone who seriously studied economics Am I mistaken in thinking that Black-
Scholes is held in rather high regard among quants?

I think that a profession, such as the quants, that is willing to take such an
attitude, and that is willing to honor an obvious crack-pot like Fischer Black,
does indeed deserve more than a little public ridicule.

But, yes, it is not just the fault of you quants: there is plenty of blame to go
around.

Incidentally, your implication that those of us who have not worked
professionally as quants, even if we have studied a great deal of economics, are
not entitled to pass judgment on you guys is eerily evocative of the superstring
theorists saying that no one can criticize superstring theory unless he has made
significant contributions to the theory himself. It’s a very old rhetorical trick:
theologians and psychoanalysts have been employing it for a long time, and I’m
sure it goes back to phrenologists, astrologers, and the first guy to declare
himself the tribal shaman.

Dave Miller in Sacramento

57. Chris Hillman
September 21, 2008

Imagine you’re in an elevator car. Suddenly the cable snaps and you experience
the sensation of weightlessness. Since this sensation is exactly the same as you
would experience in an exilarating roller-coaster ride, your natural reaction
should be to merrily scream “whheeeee!!”

Not very funny perhaps, but there’s a point to my sardonic jest. In recent



decades— particularly the last two decades— Wall Street has managed to sell the
entire world on one of the biggest lies ever told, the notion that the -appearance-
of wealth is exactly the same as “genuine” wealth. Now every mathematicians
loves an abstraction, but we instantly recognize— or ought to— that this is at
best a local isomorphism. An elevator accident might temporarily resemble a fun-
fair ride, but these two scenarios end very differently. That’s one of the perennial
problems with trying to “draw lessons from history”— history is told by the lucky
ones. And we here will probably all agree that the problem of predicting the
future from the past— particularly the problem of coping with instances of bad
luck— is ultimately what this crisis is all about.

So— let the blaming begin! There’s plenty to go around. And you guessed it: I
intend to join the ranks of those claiming to have foreseen it all along. While not,
I trust, exempting myself from my share of responsibility (in my case, I think my
failure has been that I haven’t been sufficiently forceful or persuasive).

Over at the New York Times, Saul Hensell (echoing Peter Voit) asks: “So where
were the quants?”

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/09/18/how-wall-streets-quants-lied-to-their-
computers/?dbk

And over at The Edge, Nassim Nicholas Taleb has a timely response:

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/taleb08/taleb08_index.html

While I take issue with parts of his analysis, I happen to think he’s spot on when
he argues that the bankers and other financial managers should never have
listened to the quants in the first place, because not only was their modeling
suspect, the flaws were easily apparent for decades. As Taleb puts it: “the pilot
did not have the qualifications to fly the plane and was using the wrong
navigation tools”. That reminds me of an anecdote.

As it happens, some years ago a boom time in quantitative analysis happened to
coincide with a bust time in mathematics, and I was approached by several
recruiters. The conversations went something like this: “Don’t you want to ask
what I know about finance? Because the answer is zilch.” “Doesn’t matter, you
just need to understand the models, which are absurdly simple— this is much
easier than proving theorems and the pay is much higher.” “Something troubles
me. We’ve established that -I- don’t know the meaning of money, but tell me
something: how do -you- define money? Risk? Probability?” (Long pause.) “You
don’t really want to work in the financial services sector, do you?” They got that
right— criminal enterprise has never held any attraction for me.

I’ve been urging the mathematical elite for years to recognize the fact that over
the past two decades the single biggest failure by the universities, with regard to
teaching mathematics to the masses, has been failure to inculcate decision
makers in all sectors with the danger of relying upon poor statistical reasoning
and poor mathematical modeling. I’ve pointed to appalling modeling errors
enshrined in federal regulation of the vast biomedical industry, warning that
“faulty math/stat KILLS, and in large numbers”. I’ve pointed to fabulous
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misapplications of the fearful securitization functor, and I’ve cried that “this will
destroy the world as we know it, in your lifetime”. I’ve asked why the Millenium
Problems fail to include Kolmogorov’s Last Problem: “what is probability, that we
are mindful of it?” (Most of you know that as a young man, he offered an answer
involving measure theory. But he wasn’t satisfied with that answer and the rise
of information theory apparently convinced him it was wrong; unfortunately he
died before he could formulate a better answer.)

Some of you may remember that I have long urged that professional societies
such as the AMS should organize a massive emergency effort to raise public
awareness of the dangers of making decisions and predicting the future using
bad statistics and bad mathematical models. I have suggested that our math/stat
departments should require graduate students to spend at least one day per
week in seminars with biomedical students, law students, and journalism
students. That faculty and students should spent 20% of their time engaging in
expository writing, fielding questions from reporters and advising government
officials at all levels. And they should d all this gratis, as a generally recognized
professional service obligation. I have argued that our scientific societies should
make a much greater and much better organized effort to track and debunk junk
mathematics, junk sci/stat, junk sci/math journalism, and junk sci/math testimony
in the courts. Because only a genuine expert can efficiently spot and discredit
potentially dangerous distortions dressed in mathematical garb. (Taleb speaks of
the “snake-oil facade of knowledge— even more dangerous because of the
mathematics”.) For example, graduate students could begin their service not
simply by running a recitation section but by patrolling the Wikipedia for
malicious sign errors— yes, they exist! And professors could look for deliberate
distortions of the State of the Art— yes, those exist too. And for the longer term,
leading experts could organize and construct a “closed edit” wikified but
refereed encyclopedia addressing, above all, the intelligent citizen. (And -edited-
in the strict sense, the sense in which the Brittanica is edited; my brief foray into
the utterly mad world of Wikipedia, which I soon came to regret, taught me just
how essential a role is played by the organizers of any encyclopedic enterprise.)

Tim Berners Lee recently faintly echoed, I think, something else I have long been
urging: debunking websites set up under the aegis of universities, which may
enjoy some special if almost entirely tacit legal protections under U.S. law, and
which don’t mince words regarding quacks and free energy frauds. (It’s neither
fair nor wise that at present Bob Park http://bobpark.physics.umd.edu/ and a few
others serve as solitary individual citizens playing this critical role, out of a
compelling sense of duty.) I have also tried to argue that our academic
philosophers constitute a valuable debunking resource, and we ought to ask
them to turn their attention from comparatively trivial pursuits like debating the
philosophy of space and time to such serious matters as founding the philosophy
of probability, or poking holes in quantitative analysis and biostatistics.

I still think these are good ideas, and they are still worth doing, but I won’t
attempt to claim that they can undo the damage which has already been done.
And just how bad is that damage? Right now absolutely no-one yet knows (and
the reasons why no-one knows are one of the major lessons of this crisis), but
last week, when allegedly stronger institutions were compelled to swallow some
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poison pills (failed institutions), and then gingerly began to examine what they
had just acquired at the point of the federal gun, I swear I could hear the
screams of incredulous dismay all the way from a small dwarf planet on the
outskirts of our solar system.

And as many commentators pointed out, there is a certain illogic in “addressing”
a problem created in great part by an incomprehensible tangle of business
relations by creating even -more complex- corporate entities.

To my mind, one of the scariest aspects of the current financial crisis is that with
news of the huge bailout, Wall Street actually -rallied-. That’s scary because it
proves that the majority of investors remain utterly unable to grasp the awful
truth. I suspect that when the dust settles, when regulators have had a chance to
examine the books and follow all the ant trails (and this discovery process will
probably take two years or more), it will turn out that up to last week the world
thought it was half again as wealthy as it really was— perhaps more. Prominent
financial commentators mentioned successive figures of 5%, 10%, then 30% of
global net wealth as having vanished last week. But of course, it was only virtual
wealth. If there were any justice, disclosing that embarassing fact would be
literally valuable to more than a handful of disgraced executives who are running
away with a few billions in severance pay. (It’s telling, I think, that this is a tiny
fraction of the recent estimate of the cost of the bailout, which has surely been
lowballed.)

In an interview late last week with Bill Moyers, Kevin Phillips (who predicted the
recent disaster in a series of books) argued that the United States has now
irretrievably squandered its -genuine- wealth (in the “real economy”) and has
forever lost its empire (and the good will of the world), and he pointed to the
experience of the United Kingdom in the last century as a guide to what the
United States can expect in the new century. I don’t think it’s a bad thing that as
the shape of the new order becomes apparent, the U.S. will prove unable to
continue to bully the rest of the world, even that it will find itself decisively
removed from the front rank of the wealthy nations, but as with the UK we must
expect that resentments accruing from past transgressions will linger, harmfully,
for another century. As Phillips put it, the next few decades will be very tough for
most Americans.

Sadly, it seems to me that it really doesn’t matter who is elected President in
November, because the next president will most likely prove powerless to
mitigate the damage which has already occurred. Even worse, he will be
distracted from addressing other long-term problems where some preventive
measures might still be accomplished. This is in part because the much touted
“imperial presidency” has been merely a puppet of Wall Street for quite some
time— the reason why our politicians have lied even more in recent decades than
they are naturally inclined to do is that cultivating ever more sweeping and
intricate deceptions is regarded as absolutely neccessary to the “well-being” of
Wall Street— and in part because under our Constitution, genuine reform would
depend upon an ineffective political body which has been utterly corrupted by
bad money, the Congress. The best one can hope for now is that your
grandchildren will live in a world in which the position of the U.S. is somewhat



analogous to the current position of the Netherlands or Portugal: a fairly stable
second choice vacation destination which almost everyone forgets was once the
master of a huge empire.

And let’s not let our collective shock at the events of last week obscure the
regulatory mess evident in the biomedical industry. When I examine common
practices in biomedical research, I can only conclude that you could not devise a
system more dangerous to human health if you tried. To repeat an example
described by David Salsburg in his book The Lady Tasting Tea, decades ago some
tragically deluded bureaucrat decreed that the statistical analyis in any federally
funded medical research must use unbiased estimators— because, you know,
bias is bad. But it should be obvious that bias (in the statistical sense) can be
-beneficial- when it comes to assessing the risks versus benefits of novel medical
treatments in a manner consistent with the Hippocratic Oath. And as most of you
probably know, the most -reliable- statistical estimators are usually -biased-.
(That’s just a fact of mathematical life.) If government officals (and reporters)
were better educated in statistics, I doubt that such an insane policy would have
become firmly enshrined in federal regulations. And let me add that innoculating
innumerate commoners against various methods for lying with statistics is not
very dissimilar with teaching the warning signs of bad mathematical modeling
(for example in finance). Our task is enormous, but will made easier by
recognizing that as educators and expert advisors on technical matters in our
fields, we really have only one problem here, not many: combating golden-
tongued sellers of snake oil and exposing scientific shibboleths.

I and a handful of others have pointed for some time at an apparently growing
problem whose true magnitude has gone largely unexamined, mostly because
our professional societies prefer to stick their heads in the sand. (Sound
familiar?) I speak of the problem of plagiarism and other serious scientific
misconduct. Writers like Tom Friedman never seem to mention this when they
celebrate our newly steamrolled world, but interestingly enough, certain
geographical areas (China, the Indian subcontinent, and the Middle East) seem
to have a particular problem with rampant misconduct and corruption. However,
Europe and America are by no means immune. And if there are any
mathematicians out there who are sniffing “this could never happen in my
house!”, I can point to specific counterexamples— but since the malefactors have
proven a litigious lot, let me just say here that with a little effort you can easily
find ample information about some of these outrageous incidents in the Google
cache. Because the universities and professional societies have studiously
avoided calls to start collecting statistics, it is difficult to test my hypothesis that
these widely publicized incidents represent the tip of the iceberg, but that fact
that everyone I ask seems to eventually admit personal acquaintance with a case
of misconduct which was covered up, I feel that the situation appears to be
rather serious.

A related problem (in my view) is the exploding phenomenon of on-line degree
mills. If you think this isn’t a serious problem, I suggest you (1) obtain a list of
known degree mills— which already far outnumber legitimate institutions of
higher education— from one of several U.S. states which offer such a list on-line
and (2) search sites like LinkedIn to see who claims such degrees and where



they work. Surprise! You will find acute-care nurses at “reputable” hospitals,
nuclear reactor operators, miscellaneous government officials, highly placed
executives in various industries, and even faculty in some “bricks and mortar”
colleges (whose chairs stoutly defend their unconventional departmental hiring
practices). And what position is most prominently infected with bad degrees? You
guessed it— vice principal. I also noticed that ex-military are overrepresented
among the ranks of those getting by on fake degrees. Could this be because they
feel that our nation has taken unfair advantage of them in various ways, and they
are too frustrated to be willing to contemplate taking a more traditional and
honest path back into civilian life than by claiming a fake degree?

For anyone who wants to estimate the magnitude of this problem, one pitfall to
avoid is the fact that many degree mills take names very similar to legitimate
institutions, or even take the former name of a legitimate institution which has
changed its name. And you certainly can’t distinguish legitimate institutions from
illegitimate ones just by glancing at their websites— many degree mills display
pictures of buildings which exist somewhere, but which have no relationship to
their “college”, whose actual physical manifestation is generally little more than
a small front office in a shopping mall, or even a mailbox in the Cocos Islands.
Incidently, I think I can descry connections between the operators of many
degree mills and the spam kings— certainly they often seem to hire
programmers using the same pseudonyms, working from the same locations in
the former Soviet Union.

These operations resemble spam in another way: it should be perfectly obvious
that such deceptions harm society. These practices should not only be illegal, but
should carry a heavy penalty. But in the same breath, I must confess that the
degree mill phenomenon is plainly driven in part by the insane cost (to American
citizens) of a college education— fixing that ought to be part and parcel of health
care reform, because in today’s economy, you really haven’t got a chance if you
lack -either- a college education or a clean bill of health. (Many other countries
have fixed both problems quite nicely.) And the problem of plagiarism seems to
be part and parcel of a culture of self-deception which is surely not unrelated to
the coercion and corruption of essentially all our mainstream media and political
institutions. And I have been saying for years that scientific misconduct is not
trivial– it can kill. A concensus appears to already be emerging that the recent
financial crisis is due in part to mathematical incompetency, so if we all now
accept that bad mathematics can cripple the economies of formerly great
nations, perhaps we will be willing to recognize that deception in all its forms is
potentially dangerous— and as Taleb says, particularly when dressed up in
mathematical garb, because only a competent mathematician can efficiently spot
mathematical nudity.

And our genuine institutions of higher education are not immune to the culture
of self-deception. Can you say “grade inflation”? Professors: hand upon your
hearts, when was the last time you uncovered a case of student plagiarism and
-reported it-? When I look at rate-my-professor type websites, I see a goodly
number of student comments saying something like “harsh but fair”. When
offered the opportunity, most students seem to recognize that nothing is more
unfair than to condone dishonest practices by some students. Most students, I



think, wish not to cheat. So why do we place them in a situation where, many
say, they feel -compelled- to cheat in order to remain competitive, because
“everyone else is doing it”, and getting away with it?

I would second something else Taleb says: in my experience, statisticians (whom
I suspect many mathematicians tend to regard as intellectually impoverished
cousins whom one is embarrassed to invite to dinner) tend to be more articulate
and honest than most mathematicians (or economists) in expressing the
limitations of their understanding. The statistical societies even make a half-
hearted effort to provide statistical consulting to reporters— but in my view, such
ventures have been far too disorganized and underfunded, and AFAIK little effort
has been made to liase with the medical, journalism, or law schools— or with the
math departments.

And speaking of professional responsibility: I can think of more than one
profession involved in our current problems which has long needed to adopt a
formal code of ethics. One aspect of the current furore which I find most
unpalatable took form last week in the strained voices and pinched faces of
certain leading financial commentators who desperately pleaded for bailouts for
this firm or that. Am I the only one who noticed that most of these arguments
were unaccompanied by disclaimers of any personal stake in the topic under
discussion? In truth— this “dirty little secret” is apparently in fact rather well-
known— it has been true for decades that so many “talking heads” in the
economics websites are themselves investors in the companies whose causes
they promote that few media outlets bother to even -try- to issue disclaimers.
Well, that right there is one very obvious candidate for legislative reform: media
figures should not be permitted to editorialize about corporations in which they
have any personal financial stake— that’s simply common sense. Since the media
have devolved into mouthpieces for various megaconglomerates, it is no surprise
that they have failed to regulate themselves, so government must impose and
enforce regulation.

This would also be a good time for antitrust actions severing media concerns
from their corporate overlords. And a good time to sever the universities (do I
hear howls of rage?) from those same overlords, by prohibiting university
researchers from accepting funding from corporate sources such as biomedical
companies or organs of population control such as Google. Such corrosive
conflicts of interest have long been a huge problem in engineering and
biomedicine, but in the past decade I believe they have become a growing
problem even in “pure” mathematics. Faculty with unclean hands are in no
position to complain when their students misbehave— maybe that’s why so many
seem so reluctant to tackle the issue of student misconduct.

Another point I have pressed for years, perhaps more controversial than
anything I repeated above, is that humans are obviously obsolete as the smallest
recognizable economic/political decision-making agents. Jean Luminet has
remarked that “physics is always near the beginning of its history”, and think
that’s valid for science and for Terran civilization too. But in each stage of
development “near the beginning”, one must rely upon exponentially brighter
bulbs to drive progress. Inflating human population in order to access greater



and greater portions of the tail of a Gaussian is not a viable solution. For one,
that policy inherently promotes enormous social injustice. For another, the Earth
has simply run out of room and resources, and we’ll all surely starve if we inflate
human biomass another decade simply in hope of finding the next generation of
hominid leaders one more half deviation out on the limb of the bell curve.

A concensus seems to have emerged in recent days that the root cause of the
recent market meltdown was that no human in the world is sufficiently
intelligent to understand the financial dealings that various bankers and brokers
were supposedly monitoring. I think that’s also a large component of the inertia
of our political institutions. Sufficiently many politicians— despite owing their
living to their corporate masters— may be momentarily in a mood to contemplate
turning on the puppeteer, but they are too befuddled by the complexities
confronting would-be reformers to have any idea where to start. I suspect we will
all have ample cause in coming years to rue the fact that in this crucial election,
the closest advisors of both candidates are former lobbyists for the very failed
institutions everyone currently loves to hate, instead of national resources like
Terry Tao. (Is it a hopeful sign that he just announced that he will be busy for a
time?)

Because I think the only option which might prove rational in the long term is
revolutionary and thorough reform of all our political, legal, educational, and
economic institutions, reform founded upon the principle that we must be
governed by the best mathematics, rather than— as become apparent to all in
recent weeks— by the worst mathematics, the kind which promotes self-
deception. If I profess any article of faith, I suppose it would be this: deception is
an ever present danger, which always proves a harmful and destablizing
influence, and deception can never be indefinitely self-sustaining. The day of
reckoning always comes, and usually at the worst possible time.

Here I must admit that Wall Street is ahead of the curve— all the real decisions,
it seems, are taken by stock trading software. The problem is that, as many a
Vista user knows, complex software often proves unstable. Perhaps we should
add another to the candidates for addition to the canon of Millenium Problems:
who (or what) should make decisions (political, scientific, economic, judicial) in
our global society, and how?

58. Dave Miller
September 21, 2008

Chris Oakley wrote:
>Derivatives profits do not appear out of “thin air”. As Gordon Gecko [sic]
rightly says, it is a zero-sum game. If you make money, then your counterparty
loses and vice versa.

No, Chris. Gordon Gekko is not a reliable source on economics or finance any
more than Dr. Who is a reliable source on spacetime physics.

This “zero-sum” fallacy is the same mistake that people make who suppose that,
since a mortgage involves a transfer of money from the mortgagor to the



mortgagee, it too is a zero-sum game. In fact, both mortgagor and mortgagee
gain, assuming both act intelligently: the mortgagee earns interest and the
mortgagor gets to have a house he could not otherwise have acquired at that
time.

Quant can probably explain this better than I, but used intelligently and
responsibly, derivatives need not be a zero-sum game. There is a whole
complicated literature on this, but, essentially, everyone can get the same profits
with substantially less risk via intelligent use of derivatives.

The problem comes when people take naïve models of the derivative markets,
and aggressively push those models to the limit at which they are almost certain
to fail.

Then, we have not a “zero-sum” situation but a “negative-sum” situation in which
large numbers of people will pay very dearly.

And, as I keep emphasizing in my role as almost-was/might-have-been economist,
the real problem is the institutional and incentive structure that encourages and
rewards those who behave irresponsibly and that enables the continuation and
prolongation of bubbles.

Incidentally, that is why I turned down the post-doc in econ. Quant may well be,
as he claims, a perfectly decent and honest fellow: if so, I fully believe his claims
that he has not gotten rich out of his profession. I realized that, since I am an
honest person, if I had pursued a career in economics or finance, I would not
have been one of the high-flying, irresponsible, and therefore wonderfully
remunerated stars of the field.

The financial and monetary system, at the root of which is the Federal Reserve,
is structured so as to reward not people like Quant and me but rather the sort of
people who created this mess.

And the system will continue to function this way no matter what cosmetic
changes are made by President McCain or President Obama.

Dave Miller in Sacramento

59. Tom K
September 21, 2008

Quant:
You have tried to defend the Quants, that they played only a minor role, that they
are honorable people. Don’t. The Quants did play a major role, and they did take
compensations far exceeding of similar professionals in academic and industrial
research. They are asked principally to come up with models to analyze
derivative revenue & profitability scenarios, even develop new products, and
they did perform the work. Based on these executives made their business
decisions. The current derivative blow up would not have reached the depth of
crisis if it weren’t with the total complicity of the quants. (I was an ex-quant back
in the early 90’s and know quite a few quants – so try not to say I’m a crackpot.



Moved back to academia and worked on string theory. Now you may say I am a
bit of a crackpot!)

Chris Oakley:
“Citi and BoA both have trading desks. Successful traders here will earn multi-
million bonuses. I have this on good information as I worked on the interest-rate
swaps desk at Citi (for all of two weeks).”

Quite right. Citi an BoA have brokerage/trade operations, while many smaller
commercial banks don’t. But these, such as futures, options, certain swaps are
quite well understood and ‘benign’. They’ve been around long time and are not
responsible for what blew up. Most are also regulated – lightly. But what the
independent shadow banks do is the most risky and toxic kinds – credit-default
swaps, auction interest rate security, and of course subprime mortgage
securitization with fake credit ratings. All are highly leveraged, some even
infinitely leveraged (no capital), all unregulated.

60. chimpanzee (aka "joe")
September 21, 2008

Kea Says:

“It is rather unfortunate that people do not understand this.”

People understand perfectly well. The issue is how you manage the
debt. Many assume that the only way to do this is throw money at the
banks to buy back as much debt as possible. That’s bullshit. Every new
dollar that goes into the pockets of those overpaid twads is a dollar
wasted.

I agree & agree with Peter’s statement that a bailout of the irresponsible
companies (taking on bad risk investments)

“The best response to a Fool, is to LET THEM HAVE WHAT THEY WANT”
— Darwin Awards, “what goes around comes around”

Essentially, the failure of said lending institutions & buyers are a consequence of
Darwinism. Let them fail, they go extinct. Lesson learned, newcomers don’t
make the mistake, & prosper.

It’s just MIND BOGGLING that the Feds come in & bail out the “deadbeats” (I
know, they are just interested in a near-term “save” to prevent a collapse of an
entire system). “You never give an Idiot what they want..EVER”..& the US Govt
just did!! 

“You can’t fix STUPID!”
— popular colloquial phrase in USA

US Govt is attempting just THAT. Recall the COSMOS episode, where a Landsat
image of Washington DC is shown, & Carl Sagan comments “No sign of
Intelligent Life”.



“Suppose you were a Congressman, suppose you were an Idiot, but I REPEAT
MYSELF”
— Mark Twain

I don’t see anything changing since the 1800’s (the time of the above comment).

All that wealth Peter is talking about is called “Stupid Money”. BTW, I saw
primtime evening news coverage, where they mentioned Jim Simons & how he
made 2 billion off the current crisis. You can make $$ off a market downside,
even! I saw a dumbed-down demo on a newscast, of “short-selling”, man did that
make me sick! You borrow a million shares of a stock, pay that guy (friend) a
courtesy fee, wait till the stock tanks (market downside), SELL ALL OF IT (make
millions), give it back to your buddy. Whoala..you’re a multi-millionaire! All
because of a loophole in the system. (someone correct the details, I think I got
most of it right)

The paradox Peter is referring to is a consequence of a FLAW in the system.
Predators were feeding off it, to “make stupid money”,

“Stupid is, as STUPID DOES”

Well, there’s that saying “Cheaters never prosper”..sure enough, it came back at
them. And, public taxpayers money is used to bail out the con-men. DOES THAT
MAKE ANY SENSE??

“Kludge [ makes-no-sense bailout ] upon Kludge [ stupid system to begin with ]”
— software hacking

We are witnessing a government version of “institutional hacking”. 

61. milkshake
September 21, 2008

Quant, Dave – what do you think of Nassim N Taleb? For some time he has been
writing diatribes like this one:

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/taleb08/taleb08_index.html

His point has always been that statistical analysis gets frequently mis-applied by
quants – used on economic processes that are extremely hard to model correctly.
In his view this has developed into a habit of wishful thinking and arrogance.
Taleb is a disgruntled quant himself.

62. Krugman's Right
September 21, 2008

I think Dr Woit has the right idea in this case.

I am not convinced that this will stop the inevitable downslide. The reason the
models failed was a misbelief that people were rational actors. The specific flaw
(not discussed below in the link) was that the models expected that people would
cut other expenditures in order to keep their homes.

http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/taleb08/taleb08_index.html
http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/taleb08/taleb08_index.html


Unfortunately, cutting other expenditures wouldn’t even be a “rational” answer
for the individuals faced with losing their homes in this market.

So now its being proposed that when the government comes in to rescue these
companies, the companies will behave rationally.

Are they HIGH?

I think the additional requirement is that any company taking advantage of this
deal needs to go into receivership (banks included). The company should be
broken up and sold as appropriate.

For more about the models see the below link:

http://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2008/06/central-banks-use-flawed-
macroeconomic.html

63. Quant
September 21, 2008

I don’t know if I can add anything productive at this point. This topic is highly
polarizing, esp. when it admits political and moral stances and, speaking as a tax
payer myself, is certainly upsetting. I am not defending any aspects of anything
that led to this, or trying to suggest that anyone here is not entitled to an
opinion, but I will offer the following: Summing it up in quick bits, like the press
tends to, is a bit like writing in the margin that one has found the answer, but the
margin is to small to write it out. Also, as most everyone on this forum knows
first hand, the solution always appears simple once you are told it. Additionally,
saying any one member (save for executives, perhaps) are to blame is a gross
generalization, akin to saying that all physicists are mass murderers because
they invented the bomb. There is a quote, which I will mangle, and I can’t recall
with whom to attribute it to, but it says something like absolute black-and-white
stances are for children and psychopaths. So, in sum, it is very easy after the fact
to take a moral high ground, generalize, and make judgement calls because it
puts it in a nice conceptual framework with which to throw stones. Tens of
thousands of people, that have families, are out of work. Many are quants,
lawyers, economists, traders, …. The bailout is not so much meant to save the
banks or the executives, but the retirements and investments of Americans.

I am sure that everyone on this forum has above average intelligence(s) and has
the ability to delve deep into this matter, should they choose, and assign blame
ex post. My initial post was only meant to add some healthy and constructive
balance from, what I would hope, is an informed perspective. In the end, as
painful as this is going to be, it is actually progress, albeit by violent correction,
not growth. Many of us for years sensed this needed to happen. But, much like a
complex system, it is very hard to disentangle the individual parts from the
ensemble when trying to see where the issues are and describe the system.

Milkshake: Nassim is an interesting one. I have met him, gone to dinner with
him, and read his books. I am tempted to say he has found a niche (much like,
say Kaku) whereby he can publish outside the rigor of peer review. I’d call his

http://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2008/06/central-banks-use-flawed-macroeconomic.html
http://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2008/06/central-banks-use-flawed-macroeconomic.html
http://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2008/06/central-banks-use-flawed-macroeconomic.html
http://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2008/06/central-banks-use-flawed-macroeconomic.html


work observations rather than developed ideas. His Empirica blew up because
he ran short positions waiting for his swan but bled out before any such large
payoff. He generally has issues with his peers. I’d say he is a bit like Wolfram is
to science (if that makes sense?), but a bit more accusatory towards others.

Regarding Black. I don’t know if he is a crackpot. He was clearly intelligent,
albeit a flawed man (who isn’t?). I have read Mehrling’s bio (and discussed it
with him and Taleb at the same table, oddly enough). He wasn’t very
charismatic. Of course he has one more Nobel Memorial than I do, so I can’t
really comment about his intelligence  Black Scholes is a theoretical construct
intended to get one the price of an option. It was actually around for 100 years
before Black, but nobody had made certain assumptions that permitted its
solution. Black himself, just afterwards, is quoted as asking why anyone uses the
silly theory. Of course after the rate rise of the 80’s, the advent of rate options,
and the emergence of quunts from physics, they loved to talk about how it is
reall ythe heat equaton and how the Laplace-Beltrami operator is really the
generator for Brownian motion….. my point being that physicists took to the
theory because it was stimulating intellectually. Of course finance has no
symmetries and conservation laws, unless you try to shoehorn the math in (which
has been done). I have met Myron Scholes, and I felt he wasn’t too imposing, but
I have been present when someone tried to publicly take Merton to task and
Merton eviscerated them. Again, simple in retrospect, but at the time, in the
details, nothing seemed to amiss.

I am going to go back and lurk in the shadows of this blog. I don’t read many
blogs, but this is one of my regular physics/math stops for information and ideas.
Maybe one day I’ll return to physics and post here again!

64. notaquant
September 21, 2008

For a nice, clear explanation, see Steve Hsu’s blog:

Notional vs net: complexity is our enemy .

65. Cplus
September 21, 2008

As of tonight, the Investment Banks are no more. The Federal Reserve has just
baptized them as bank holding companies, joining the company of the other
saved financial institutions masquerading as banks.

66. JC
September 21, 2008

Nassim Taleb would be more readable if his writings were a lot less angry and/or
less confrontational sounding. Though I can see easily as to why a lot of
pessimists and curmudgeons genuinely enjoy his writings.

Despite the negative tone of Taleb’s writings, his “war stories” on Wall St. do
have some credibility. This is judging from the time I worked on Wall St. many

http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2008/09/notional-vs-net-complexity-is-our-enemy.html
http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2008/09/notional-vs-net-complexity-is-our-enemy.html
http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2008/09/notional-vs-net-complexity-is-our-enemy.html
http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2008/09/notional-vs-net-complexity-is-our-enemy.html


years ago.

67. chimpanzee (aka "joe")
September 21, 2008

Bee said:

If you look at it from the system perspective, the problem is strikingly
similar to those of the academic system. Too many people working for
their own immediate advantage, dismissing thinking about the long-
term consequences, too few people who pay attention to what science
is about and under which circumstances it can flourish. It supports the
formation of bubbles of nothing that eventually have to burst.

My Caltech CS prof friend phrases is as:

“People behaving in their own self-interest”

Acknowledge it as a necessary evil..as abhorrent as that is. Why good papers get
rejected, bad papers get accepted, good people don’t get hired, bad people get
hired, good money gets wasted, bad money gets used, etc.

Here is a particle-physics related poem that seems relevant:

Of the Nature and State of Man, With Respect to the Universe
Alexander Pope

Who sees with equal eye, as God of all,
A hero perish or a sparrow fall,
Atoms or systems into ruin hurl’d,
And now a bubble burst, and now a world.

I got my 1st exposure to the above in a Hawaii Five-O episode

68. David H. Miller
September 21, 2008

Quant wrote:
> Regarding Black. I don’t know if he is a crackpot. He was clearly intelligent,
albeit a flawed man (who isn’t?). I have read Mehrling’s bio (and discussed it
with him and Taleb at the same table, oddly enough). He wasn’t very
charismatic. Of course he has one more Nobel Memorial than I do…

Actually, Quant, Black does not have one more Nobel than you. He did not
receive the Prize. And, no, from what I have read of his stuff, I doubt that he was
intelligent, and I very much doubt that you could make that judgment from a
brief interaction with him.

What does concern me is that you are a professional in the field and you cannot
see how horribly wrong the quote from Black, which I previously posted, is.
Anyone who has passed a first-year macro course should be able to write an
essay pointing out one fallacy after another in the Black quote. His description of



what happens when the Fed creates new money is simply, factually wrong.

For example, the new money may not just go back to buying Treasury paper – the
new money might, for instance, go into buying shady mortgage-backed
securities, just to use an example of current high relevancy. And even if it does
go to buy Treasury paper, that simply means it is displacing some other buyers
that are now free to buy, say, shady mortgage-backed securities. And, the money
used to buy Treasury securities does not simply disappear – the Treasury is not
known for simply destroying money. Rather, the Treasury spends it, thereby
spreading the new money through the economy and increasing stimulative
pressures. As the new money sloshes around the economy, it is available to buy,
say, shady mortgage-backed security.

Anyone who knows basic macro could write a lengthy essay along these lines
pointing out the level of economic illiteracy required to make a statement such
as Black’s. Unfortunately, this is not just an isolated example: I’ve seen a great
deal of nonsense from him.

I have read enough of Black’s stuff to know that he honestly, sincerely lacked the
intelligence to grasp any of this.

The real problem is not that there is one crack-pot in your field but that this
economic illiterate is so honored by your profession. That indicates a larger,
profession-wide problem.

This would be like a physicist taking seriously the claims of the various use-
vacuum-energy-to-solve-the-energy-shortage scams. Any physicist who supports
those scams proves that he is incompetent or dishonest.

Fortunately, most physicists don’t support or admire those scams. I wish the
same could be said for people in the finance field who are unable to see what
was wrong with the views and claims of Fischer Black.

A field which honors a crackpot like that is a field which was heading for certain
disaster. Yes, as I said before, we all know that this mess is not due solely to you
quants. But, yes, many of you played a role and it appears to be because of a
deep and pervasive problem in your profession: to put it bluntly, you guys have
been playing multi-trillion dollar games with the world economy while remaining
almost entirely ignorant of elementary principles of economics.

The results are not surprising.

I know it is considered rude and socially inappropriate to point out that a whole
profession seems to be lacking in basic competence, but considering the
situation the world economy is currently in, perhaps a bit of blunt honesty is
more than overdue.

Dave Miller in Sacramento

69. AngryPhysicist
September 22, 2008



Hmm…well, there are two outcomes to this current situation we face: 1) we’re
doomed, 2) we’re not. Either way, it doesn’t really matter…if we’re doomed,
there’s nothing we can do! We’re doomed! On the other hand, if we’re not
doomed, then it doesn’t matter! We’re not doomed!

Interestingly, economists know only how to *break* the economy, they don’t
know a single thing about how it *works*. There’s a number of serious
methodological problems they have, and a number of serious (tragicomical)
mathematical errors they commit…no, mathematical *sins*. (An infinitesimal
isn’t zero!)

A rather readable dissection of economics is perhaps preferred to me
maundering on and on, so please be referred to Steve Keen’s “Debunking
Economics”. It’s a fun read.

Good luck surviving economic Armageddon… 

70. Name not relevant
September 22, 2008

An old-fashioned Indian point of view in this article in The Telegraph (Calcutta)
today. More recent Indian financial policy is more in line with removing
restrictions and reducing national stake in companies built with public money.

71. Esornep
September 22, 2008

I don’t get it. What makes people so sure that playing the populist card will do
McC any good? Everyone with a retirement account will tell him to take his
populism and stick it. And if Obama tries to follow him in such a blatantly cynical
way, how many votes will that win him?

72. Bee
September 22, 2008

Tom K: I don’t see how what you explained is in disagreement with what I wrote.
You might call me naive but I believe that in the long run reason would have
prevailed. The dangers could have been closer investigated, regulations could
have been put into place etc. In fact, what’s happening right now is that
necessary learning process taking place, just that a major crisis was necessary to
draw attention to the shortcomings.

Chimpanzee: Acknowledge it as a necessary evil..as abhorrent as that is. Oh, I
do. The problem is not that people behave according to their self-interests, it’s
human nature. The problem is if the system is set up such that the self-interests
don’t match with a desirable long-term trend, as e.g. is the case in anarchy or
free capitalizm. We have means to match both – the political system is meant to
do that. Just that it typically operates way too slow to keep up with much faster
trends caused by a large number of actors driven by self-interest and
irrationality.

http://telegraphindia.com/1080922/jsp/foreign/story_9868290.jsp
http://telegraphindia.com/1080922/jsp/foreign/story_9868290.jsp


73. Krugman's Right
September 22, 2008

In order to lighten things up a bit, attached is a great (and funny) economics
lesson from the stand up economist

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVp8UGjECt4

74. Amos
September 22, 2008

Respectfuly, the Quants really didn’t have much of a role in the securitization of
credit derivatives, which is what the current situation is about.

The Quants have played a large role in the construction of arbitrage strategies,
some of which involved credit derivatives, but that market has been quite small
for some time.

(As an aside, the idea that repealing Glass-Steagal had anything to do with this is
bizarre. The banks that have had trouble (Lehman, Morgan Stanley, etc.) are the
ones that were NOT associated with depository institutions, consistent with the
rule when Glass-Steagal was in effect.)

The current plea for “regulation, regulation, regulation” is really not helpful,
since no-one has a plan for _how_ to regulate this credit market, or _what_
regulations to put into place.

In addition, the new populist push to limit bank _executive_ compensation
completely misses the point. It really doesn’t matter (or make any sense) what
the bank executives are making, when the people who were making the relevant
decisions were 25 year old middle managers with multi-million-dollar annual
bonuses.

Peter, if you actually are interested in any of this, please feel free to e-mail me.
This is what I do for a living.

75. Michael Bacon
September 22, 2008

At the risk of over-simplifying this, I think that the basic problem is leverage, and
this should be the focus of further regulation. There should be a reduction in
amount of leverage allowed. In order to play, there should be a requirement to
have more skin in the game. This would work wonders in terms of reducing the
number of bad bets. Would it decrease upside potential — yes, by definition it
would. However, that’s a trade that’s worth making in order to provide more
stability and certainty in the markets going forward.

76. Arun
September 22, 2008

How we got into this mess – this narrative by Devilstower on dailykos is said by

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVp8UGjECt4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVp8UGjECt4


kos

“If there was a Pulitzer for blog writing, this piece by Devilstower, explaining
how we got into this financial mess, would be a shoo-in winner for 2008.

It’s likely the single best piece of writing ever to grace this site.

Update by Susan: So good was the post that it’s been picked up by The Nation as
lead story on its web site.”

http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2008/9/21/9322/74248/245/602838

(if this is a disruptive comment, please delete it)

77. Amos
September 22, 2008

“At the risk of over-simplifying this, I think that the basic problem is leverage, . . .
In order to play, there should be a requirement to have more skin in the game.
This would work wonders in terms of reducing the number of bad bets. ”

Leverage had nothing to do with this. The banks are not in trouble because they
BORROWED money for bad bets. They are in trouble because they LENT money
to people who aren’t paying it back.

78. Tony Smith
September 22, 2008

In a comment above, Arun posted a link to The Subprime Primer.

In light of some things that happened since February 2008, when The Subprime
Primer appeared on google,
I added an alternate ending and put it on the web at
tony5m17h.net/SubprimeShanghai.pdf
and
tony5m17h.net/Subprime5hanghai.mov

The first is a 3.4 MB pdf file and the second is a 1.9 MB mov file.

The post-February 2008 events were:

1 – A 23 March 2008 New York Time web article by Nelson D. Schwartz and Julie
Creswell said, about Credit Default Swap Derivatives:
“… Today, the outstanding value of the swaps stands at more than $45.5 trillion,
up from $900 billion in 2001. …”.

2 – Joseph Coleman, in a 6 June 2008 AP news article about an International
Energy Agency (IEA) report, said:
“…The world needs to invest $45 trillion in energy
in coming decades, build some 1,400 nuclear
power plants … in order to halve greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 ….”.

http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2008/9/21/9322/74248/245/602838
http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2008/9/21/9322/74248/245/602838


3 – A Reuters web article on 17 Sep 2008 said:
“… the world must consider building a financial order no longer dependent on
the United States, a leading Chinese state newspaper said …”.

Tony Smith

79. EricD
September 22, 2008

I am a CDO quant. I was somewhat surprised to see that Peter actually got the
economic phenomenology better than a lot of others — low interest rates
spurring a classical credit bubble that is now bursting.

However, it is wrong-headed to blame quants or anyone else in the industry for
building the technology (CDS, ABS, CDOs) that played a role in distributing this
bubbling credit into the wider economy. One might just as well blame the
internet for making it easier to shop for mortgages, or blame auto-makers for
making it possible to commute to work from more distant neighborhoods. All of
this is just technology created to help satisfy a demand for credit.

Why was this demand not brought into line with the actual supply (real savings)?
What normally keeps demand in line with supply? A price, set on a free market
where buyers and sellers equilibrate. But the price of credit, encoded in interest
rates, is not set on a free market. It is set by the arbitrary dictate of a board of
bureaucrats (the Fed) with analytical pretensions. When you throw darts to set
perhaps the single most important price in the entire economy — a price that
should have been the result of millions of savers and borrowers coming together
in the market — expect bad things to happen.

There is an additional confusion about what credit-related models actually do.
They do not generally attempt to predict the overall credit condition of the
economy. All these mortgage securitizations were not based on *projections*
made by fancy models. The credit macro-state of the economy is actually
reflected in the market prices of various traded indices (e.g. CDX, iTraxx). These
market prices are *inputs* to the models. The primary function of the models is
to translate these prices into valuations for related but non-standard securities
(and to determine how to hedge them with the standard ones). This is a second-
order kind of effect. But the problems in the credit world were already present at
first order, i.e. already reflected in prices of the traded indices.

One caveat to this is the models used by the credit rating agencies themselves.
*These* models are the kind that try to predict the global credit state from
historical data. And that is why they are not used by people who actually make
money, people who of necessity tend to have fewer pretensions about what they
know and what they don’t know. Incidentally, the ratings agencies are creatures
of government, holding what is in effect a legally enforced oligopoly in the
ratings business.

80. Michael Bacon
September 22, 2008



“Leverage had nothing to do with this. The banks are not in trouble because they
BORROWED money for bad bets. They are in trouble because they LENT money
to people who aren’t’t paying it back.”

Amos,

I’m sorry, but they are in trouble because they “borrowed” money to “lend” to
people who couldn’t pay it back. If they couldn’t have borrowed money so easily
for this purpose (if they had to use more equity), they would have checked the
credit worthiness of the borrower a bit better I think.

This is similar to what happened in Japan when banks and companies could
borrower money so (relatively) cheaply that they made far too many bad
investments. I lived there for seven years and watched it unfold in painful slow
motion.

I recognize that there are other factors as well, but it’s very clear that this
played a big role.

81. Amos
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“I’m sorry, but they are in trouble because they ‘borrowed’ money to ‘lend’ to
people who couldn’t pay it back. If they couldn’t have borrowed money so easily
for this purpose (if they had to use more equity), they would have checked the
credit worthiness of the borrower a bit better I think.”

That’s just wrong. This market involved making loans, securitizing the obligation
to repay the loan, and then selling those securities.

82. Amos
September 22, 2008

“What normally keeps demand in line with supply? A price, set on a free market
where buyers and sellers equilibrate. But the price of credit, encoded in interest
rates, is not set on a free market. It is set by the arbitrary dictate of a board of
bureaucrats (the Fed) with analytical pretensions.”

This is, again, wrong. The Fed sets the price of credit for certain borrowings by
regulated banks. The price of credit at issue here — the interest rate charged for
the mortgages that were packaged into CDOs/CMOs, etc. — was set by the
markets.

83. Michael Bacon
September 22, 2008

“market involved making loans, securitizing the obligation to repay the loan, and
then selling those securities.”

Amos,

I really don’t know where you think the money comes from in the first palce — I



know that once loans are made they are securitized to get them off the books.

“Consider Lehman – or, more specifically, consider its barely controlled growth of
the past half decade. Its assets more than doubled in size, to $691-billion (as of
the end of ’07), while revenues and profits grew even more quickly. It was a
trading house and investment bank on steroids. The juice was borrowed money,
most of it short term, which allowed Lehman to accumulate $31 in assets for
every buck the shareholders had in the enterprise by the end of 2007, up from
$23 per dollar of equity in 2003. At Merrill, the story was exactly the same – a
doubling of the balance sheet in just five years, leverage piled on top of leverage,
ever more assets heaped on a thin reed of equity.”

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/LAC.20080916.RDECLOET16
/TPStory/Business

84. Amos
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Michael Bacon:

“I really don’t know where you think the money comes from in the first palce — I
know that once loans are made they are securitized to get them off the books.”

Its true that there was (occasionally) short term bridge-loan type borrowing, to
cover the time between the purchase of the mortgages and the issuance of the
securities. But that isn’t relevant to what’s going on.

In fact, you’ve got the whole thing backwards. The reason there were so many
CDOs and CMOs being sold (and so many mortgages issued at such low rates)
was because there was demand for the securities. (Well, that was part of the
reason.) Ultimately, it was the purchasers of the CDOs and CMOs whose demand
for those products drove down interest rates. The securitization was THE
REASON FOR THE LOANS TO BEGIN WITH–people issued mortgages so they
had something to sell to the banks, which bought the mortgages so they could
sell the securities–not an afterthought intended to clean up the banks’ books.

I read the article you posted a link to, and its an editorial by someone who
doesn’t know what they’re talking about.

85. EricD
September 22, 2008

Amos,

How do you think Fannie, Freddie, all the off-balance-sheet SIVs, and other
credit funds were financing themselves to propagate this credit bubble? They
were borrowing short-term (at low Fed-dictated rates) and lending long-term.
They were taking advantage of the interest rate term structure arbitrage that the
Fed set in motion by, e.g., artificially depressing short-term rates to absurdly low
levels in the early 2000s. These credit players are the mechanism by which Fed
meddling leaks into the rest of the term structure and the broader economy.

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/LAC.20080916.RDECLOET16/TPStory/Business
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/LAC.20080916.RDECLOET16/TPStory/Business
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/LAC.20080916.RDECLOET16/TPStory/Business
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/LAC.20080916.RDECLOET16/TPStory/Business


86. Michael Bacon
September 22, 2008

Yeah, I’m sure the guy is a complete idiot who wrote that. And so are the other
50 sources I could cite with the same basic analysis and numbers. At least now
you’ve switched your argument some from leverage didn’t exist to well, OK, it
existed, but it wasn’t very much, and it wasn’t really a problem. 

And you’re right that the one of the reasons, apart from cheap money, that the
mortgages were made is because they knew they could get them off the books
quickly through securitization (although they often had to keep the “D” piece or
some part of the offering).

Listen, if what you were trying to argue is that leverage didn’t initially trigger
the meltdown, then I think we might find some area of agreement. There were a
number of factors that triggered the current events. However, once the markets
began to lose confidence there was no one willing to provide short-term funds to
keep the ball rolling.

87. Amos
September 22, 2008

EricD & Michael Bacon:

You are correct that there was (some) short term borrowing used to purchase the
loans (made by others), which were then securitized. That was SHORT TERM
borrowing that was PAID OFF when the securities were issued.

THAT IS NOT LEVERAGED TRADING!

Michael, I understand there are a 100 very confused sources out there who think
what’s happening here is a replay of Long Term Capital Management and some
of the hedge fund collapses of the past two years.

They’re all wrong. There was no borrowing spree by the banks. The problem is
that the banks now hold on their books enormous assets that have been
substantially devalued. The problem is NOT that they borrowed money they can’t
repay in order to create those assets. They were the LENDERS not the
BORROWERS.

Is this really that confusing?

88. EricD
September 22, 2008

Amos,

All of these credit vehicles worked by continuously selling short-term paper and
using the proceeds to buy mortgages that they tranched up and sold to investors
(and partially retained for themselves). Their short-term funding was not one
discreet event. It was the fuel for their business, constantly replenished by new



paper being sold. Without the Fed’s loose monetary policy, and the term
structure arb, these vehicles would never have been profitable. Once people
finally identified the bubble and short-term funding dried up, these vehicles were
toast, and the banks housing them buckled.

89. Amos
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EricD:

“All of these credit vehicles worked by continuously selling short-term paper and
using the proceeds to buy mortgages that they tranched up and sold to investors
(and partially retained for themselves). Their short-term funding was not one
discreet event. It was the fuel for their business, constantly replenished by new
paper being sold. Without the Fed’s loose monetary policy, and the term
structure arb, these vehicles would never have been profitable. Once people
finally identified the bubble and short-term funding dried up, these vehicles were
toast, and the banks housing them buckled.”

Your first point is right, but you are essentially agreeing with me that this is not a
leverage crisis and Michael is wrong.

Your second point is that this was triggered when “people identified the bubble”
and “short term funding dried up,” which is completely wrong. Short-term
funding (which you identify as the fed, partially right) didn’t dry up, and in fact
its much more available now than it was. The Fed has tried to increase the
amount of short-term funding by lowering rates, in fact.

What has dried up interbank landing was the decline in the value of the
securities on the banks’ books, which decline happened because people stopped
paying their mortgages.

What caused the “buckling” of the banks was the decline in value of the
securities, which was triggered by the decline in mortgage payments and
increasing default rate.

The securities are marked-to-market, and as the market for the sale of these
securities dissipated they had to be marked-down. The trigger for the last few
weeks was that one bank sold a lot of the securities for a very low rate. When
other banks learned of the rate, they were required to mark the securities on
their own books down to that rate (this is a very rough approximation of what
happened, but close enough for our purposes), which meant a large loss in asset
value. This, in turn, has made banks reluctant to lend to each other, because for
some banks if the assets get marked down much further then the banks’ book
liabilities will exceed their book assets.

Get it?

90. EricD
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Amos,

I haven’t been paying attention to your discussion with Michael. As to my
“second point” about short-term funding drying up, it is irrelevant whether the
Fed has kept rates low (which it has). Short term funding for these vehicles no
longer exists; no one wants to provide it. That is simply a fact. That this stems
from increased defaults (and increased expectations of future defaults) is true.
Indeed increased expectations of future defaults is what it means for people to
have identified the bubble.

I am not sure what the point of that tangent was, however. You originally seemed
to deny the critical role of the Fed in causing the mortgage bubble by pushing
down short term rates. I had simply wanted to correct that.

91. Amos
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EricD:

“I am not sure what the point of that tangent was, however. You originally
seemed to deny the critical role of the Fed in causing the mortgage bubble by
pushing down short term rates. I had simply wanted to correct that.”

Your argument is that short-term lending (a) was too available because the fed
set rates too low and it was the fed banks were borrowing from, (b) is no longer
available because no-one is willing to provide, and (c) is important.

The second step of you argument is contradicted by your first step. Fed lending
is more available now than it was.

Short-term lending has not dried up leading to a collapse in the securitized
credit markets. Rather, the collapse in the securitized credit markets led to a
GENERAL decline in the availability of credit on commercial terms.

This has nothing to do with interbank rates being too low, or anything like that.
There simply was no short-term lending collapse prior to the decline in the value
of the credit assets on banks’ balance sheets.

I’m sorry, but the short-term bridge loans that were used to create CDOs and
CMOs just have nothing to do with this. What’s dried up is the market for the
securities themselves.

92. John Baez
September 22, 2008

Little People wrote:

Nationalizing corporative debts… where have I seen that before? This
kind of scam used to be orchestrated by US corporations (and,
probably, governments) in foreign countries. Now they are doing the
same thing to their own people. I never thought I’d live to see this.



In the Savings & Loan crisis, the US government spent about 125 billion dollars
bailing out banks between 1986 and 1996. So, unless you’re quite young or
weren’t looking, you actually have lived to see this sort of thing.

Indeed, that earlier bailout may have helped create a “moral hazard” that’s part
of the cause of the present one.

93. Amos
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John Baez:

“Indeed, that earlier bailout may have helped create a ‘moral hazard’ that’s part
of the cause of the present one.”

That’s partially true, but the S&L deposits were Federally insured, so there was
a justified expectation of a government bailout, which isn’t true here.

What the two events have _most_ in common, though, is that they were both
caused by collapses in the real estate market, the first one commercial (a
consequence of the ’86 tax code), the second residential.

The moral of the story is that real estate does not always go up and the real
estate market is not a securities market–it is highly inefficient, illiquid, and
difficult to hedge.

94. EricD
September 22, 2008

Amos,

Fed lending enabled the original short-term financing of the credit vehicles. That
doesn’t mean continued Fed lending is sufficient to sustain this financing once
the cycle has turned. The boom is not sustainable because the lending was
accomplished on the back of an inflating money supply rather than an increase in
real capital. When the effects of the boom redound through the rest of the
economy and capital prices are bid up, housing prices decelerate, suddenly
people can’t maintain their over-leveraged mortgages because they can no
longer tap appreciating home value, defaults increase, ABS spreads gap out, no
one wants SIV paper irrespective what the Fed is doing, and… bust.

That’s the dynamics. This has nothing to do with bridge loans. It has to do with
the effect of a dangerously low fed funds rate dragging down the short end of the
yield curve, creating a term structure arb exploited by credit vehicles, and
setting in motion an unsustainable credit boom.

95. Amos
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EricD:
“Fed lending enabled the original short-term financing of the credit vehicles.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Savings_and_loan_crisis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Savings_and_loan_crisis


That doesn’t mean continued Fed lending is sufficient to sustain this financing
once the cycle has turned. The boom is not sustainable because the lending was
accomplished on the back of an inflating money supply rather than an increase in
real capital.”

The problem with this part of your argument is that the Fed’s lending played a
very small role in the creation of the instruments at issue.

“It has to do with the effect of a dangerously low fed funds rate dragging down
the short end of the yield curve, creating a term structure arb exploited by credit
vehicles, and setting in motion an unsustainable credit boom.”

I’m not sure I get your argument anymore. Are you suggesting that the driver for
credit expansion was an arbitrage between short term fed rates and higher
longer term rates on the commercial market? If so, I don’t get your point, since
commercial rates are always higher than the short term fed rate. I don’t think
that implies the existence of an arbitrage, at least not in the usual sense of the
term.

On the other hand, are you suggesting that the fed simply maintained interest
rates too low for too long leading to excess expansion? Is this a Keynesian
argument or a monetarist one?

Either way its wrong, because the market should have (but did not) accurately
assessed the risk of default on the mortgages themselves and on the mortgage
backed securities.

The error you’re making is that the supply of money isn’t really a function of the
fed, its a function of the capital markets. The Fed’s influence, limited to M1, has
never been more than marginal, and the growth of new credit instruments made
the fed even less important.

The whole point of what was happening was that banks created new sources of
loanable money.

Think about it this way:

In the beginning, there were loans, and they came from banks who loaned
depositors’ money, and they were regulated by the Fed.

Then there were simple securitized loans, where the mortgage-lending banks
sold loans to investment banks, who turned them into bonds that could be sold to
qualified investors. This made the qualified investors’ capital available for
lending and reduced interest rates.

Then came credit derivatives, where the clever bankers figured out how to divvy
up bundles of loans so they could get a high credit rating and a larger pool of
investors could buy them. That made lots more money available for lending, and
reduced interest rates further.

The Fed played little or no role in any of this — the whole thing was about



making sources of money OTHER than the Fed available.

96. Peter Woit
September 22, 2008

Amos (and others),

Thanks for the informed comments that add a lot to my understanding of how all
this came about. If I don’t contact you or ask more questions about the details,
it’s because I suspect I’m already spending more time on this than I should. The
question of how this happened is one that I’m sure will be debated extensively in
the future.

While I don’t understand exactly how we got here, I think I do understand where
we are: a financial system full of institutions that are effectively insolvent. The
Bush administration is trying to get Congress to agree to deal with this by
printing $700 billion and allowing Paulson to give it to pretty much whoever he
feels like.

John,

This is rather different than the Savings and Loan story. There, the institutions
had failed, the government owned them, and had to decide what to do. The
proposal here is to bailout the current owners.

97. EricD
September 22, 2008

Amos,

First, the theoretical basis for my position is neither Keynesian nor Monetarist
but Austrian (Mises, Hayek). You are apparently unfamiliar with the Austrian
theory, so I suggest you wiki it, but briefly it focuses on the inevitable distortions
brought about in capital markets (and the inter-temporal structure of
production) when the government controls the price of credit instead of letting it
be determined freely on the market.

An important aspect of this is that the Fed is substantially in control of the short
end of the yield curve. It is irrelevant that a given entity is not borrowing directly
from the Fed. The Fed is continuously pumping new money into the economy
when it buys treasuries, or soaking money out of the economy when it sells them,
in the process of fixing short term rates to its arbitrarily chosen level. Short term
corporate rates include a default premium above this level, but are still
substantially influenced by it.

There is no arbitrage in the strict sense between the two ends of the yield curve,
but over a decade long initial phase of the credit cycle, there is a huge incentive
to put on this kind of carry trade.

The essential point of the Austrian theory is that exactly the mechanism that the
market would have in correcting a faulty assessment of future defaults, namely



the mechanism of market interest rates, is thrown out the window when the
central bank assumes the role of credit czar. You can’t have a price system and
eat it too.

What your account is missing is the fractional reserve nature of our system. The
money lent out in mortgages did not come from depositors’ funds, it was created
out of thin air and transferred off the balance sheets of banks (into SIVs) so that
it ultimately did not even impair their reporting situation in regard to capital
requirements. The loans were ultimately not backed by real capital and were
made possible by the phony price signals (low rates) manufactured by the Fed.

One guy who called a lot of this in detail way before it came to fruition is Grant
of Grant’s Interest Rate Observer. Reading back issues would be informative.

98. Boo Radley
September 23, 2008

Actually, Peter, this question is relevant and one that is worth spending time on.
You should not just walk away from it. Just look at the response you have
generated, even though not all of us agree with you on all counts. (String theory
is boring, indefensible mumbo-jumbo, and of no relevance to the real world, and
inelegant, in spite of all claims to the contrary.)

99. Peter Woit
September 23, 2008

Boo,

My comment was a purely personal one about not having the time necessary to
invest in learning enough about some things to have a sensible opinion about
them. This doesn’t at all mean that I think they’re not worth thinking about.

100. Chris Oakley
September 23, 2008

I recommend Liar’s Poker by Michael Lewis to anyone who is interested in the
issues raised here. This book will also tell you what a “Coyote Morning” is.
Although now 20 years old the only things that have really changed are

• Traders now are soft-spoken and have degrees, the traders making markets in
the simpler instruments having long since been replaced by machines. The
downside is that dealing floors do not have the “buzz” they had when I started in
the business.

• The credit derivatives market has exploded, a case of the tail wagging the dog
as on the back of it a whole lot of poor quality debt has entered the market,
leading to the current crisis.

101. imho
September 23, 2008



Let me get this straight Amos,

I give my child gun parts. My child assembles a gun. My child loans the gun to
his best friend. The best friend proceeds to shoot himself and my child…. but the
problem has nothing to do with me giving my child gun parts??????

Now, i’m just a simple minded physicist, so there is a good chance i’m missing
some important point, but it really seems like this is the argument you are trying
to make.

102. Boo Radley
September 23, 2008

@imho:

Then does it follow that Einstein is solely to blame for THE bomb? I doubt it.

A quant can make an assessment of the situation which the person consulting
him is free to accept or reject. What is important is, at least he/she has a chance
of making a falsifiable statement (which even an astrologer might, but perhaps
not a string theorist  )

The danger is when there is sycophancy (voluntary or otherwise), greed, hubris
and herd behaviour, and when the problems encountered by lower level
employees don’t reach the top. (See Andy S. Grove’s “Only the Paranoid
Survive”) And also when a large number of people adopt the same strategy, and
the profit margins all vanish, almost coherently, almost like a system at a critical
point….

103. Amos
September 23, 2008

Peter:
Yes, you basically have it. Except that the “insolvency” thing is a lot more
complicated. The issue is, no-one really knows what the debt derivatives (the
CDOs, the CMOs) are worth because there’s no market for them. They may in
fact be worth much more than currently shown on the banks’ balance sheets–a
price that reflects the minimal trading taking place in the current illiquid market.
Also, the fact that the banks’ balance sheet are so poor means that the value of
OTHER credit derivatives involving those banks (such as credit default swaps,
etc.) has radically declined based on the perceived greater credit risk of the
banks. That was AIG’s issue.

That, combined with the idea that its now hard to borrow large sums for major
transactions (which used to come from investment banks or bank syndicates),
and that the risk of the banks defaulting on existing obligations, is the
“spiralling” through the economy that everyone is talking about.

EricD:

I am quite familiar with Hayek and Mises, thank you very much. I did not (and do



not) see any reflection of their thinking in your analysis, which still strikes me as
naively monetarist.

You say: “What your account is missing is the fractional reserve nature of our
system. The money lent out in mortgages did not come from depositors’ funds, it
was created out of thin air and transferred off the balance sheets of banks (into
SIVs) so that it ultimately did not even impair their reporting situation in regard
to capital requirements. The loans were ultimately not backed by real capital and
were made possible by the phony price signals (low rates) manufactured by the
Fed.”

I’m sorry, but that is just factually incorrect. The money lent in the mortgages
came either from depositors money or short-term loans, but it was lent with the
(correct) expectation that the short-term loans could be repaid by selling the
mortgages to investment banks. The banks purchased the mortgages, principally
out of their own capital, with the (correct) expectation that the mortgages could
be combined into debt derivatives and resold to qualified investors.

The “real capital” behind the mortgages was thus a real, and for a long time
thriving and quite liquid, credit market in which many, many people (high-net
worth qualified investors, institutional investors, hedge funds, governmental
investment funds, etc. etc.) paid real money (“real capital”) to purchase loans.

The relationship between rates on that markets and the fed rate has been
minimal.

Of course, it all became a bit more complex than this in the last few years as the
derivatives themselves became complex (the invention of “Super Senior,” banks
holding some slice of the derivatives on their own books, etc. etc.), but that’s
basically it.

104. John F. McGowan
September 23, 2008

Some other good comments on the bailout:

Progressive Conditions for a Bailout

By Dean Baker

http://www.cepr.net/index.php/op-eds-&-columns/op-eds-&-columns/progressive-
conditions-for-a-bailout/

I do not agree with all of Dean Baker’s politics but he predicted and warned
about the housing bubble for years and his editorial above has many good points.

105. Amos
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IMHO:

“I give my child gun parts. My child assembles a gun. My child loans the gun to
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his best friend. The best friend proceeds to shoot himself and my child…. but the
problem has nothing to do with me giving my child gun parts??????”

The credit markets aren’t gun parts. They aren’t inherently destructive. For
decades, they’ve served the incredibly valuable economic function of making
credit — the engine of growth in capitalist societies like hours — more readily
available not just for consumers buying cars and houses, but also students taking
out college loans, and most crucially companies investing in new technologies,
new factories, new machines, etc.

“What went wrong?” is a serious question. It does not have an easy or obvious
answer, and to be frank, I don’t think anyone knows yet. Even people (like, I
think, me and my peer group) who understand both the finance and economic
aspects of what’s taking place don’t claim to have a ready explanation of “why?”.

106. mario
September 23, 2008

I don’t know if anyone here has made the point, but… either the banks are saved
or bailed out by giving them money, say amount X, or they collapse, making an
absolutely fantastic mess that costs about, hm, let’s say, MX for a not so smallish
M. The moralities of the issue are besides the point at the moment. There will be
plenty of time for that later.

Maybe the good folks in the US government just want to save their face by not
making it look like they will just fall over without pondering the issue, or maybe
they really are about to let the thing detonate for some ideological reason. We
will see. It makes me a little nervous, though.

107. Amos
September 23, 2008

mario:

“The moralities of the issue are besides the point at the moment.”

There’s a practicality here, too. Its not as thought our government (or any) has a
great record as a commercial investor.

The plan isn’t just to have Paulson authorized to buy depressed assets at above-
market prices. These assets aren’t simple like equities or bonds, they have to be
managed by someone. Basically, the United States is about to turn into the
world’s largest asset manager and investment bank.

108. imho
September 23, 2008

Boo Radley Says:
Then does it follow that Einstein is solely to blame for THE bomb? I
doubt it.



Interesting debate technique… Make up a completely outlandish analogy that’s
completely unrelated to any of my comments. Then attempt to mock my original
comments as if they were somehow represented by this completely outlandish
and false analogy… In my little world we call this a straw man.

It’s almost as bad this logical masterpiece below:

Amos Says:
The credit markets aren’t gun parts. They aren’t inherently
destructive. For decades, they’ve served the incredibly valuable
economic function of making credit — the engine of growth in
capitalist societies like hours — more readily available not just for
consumers buying cars and houses, but also students taking out
college loans, and most crucially companies investing in new
technologies, new factories, new machines, etc.

Gun parts aren’t really gun parts. Gun parts aren’t inherently destructive. For
decades, they’ve served the incredibly valuable hunting function of making dead
food — the engine of growth in food eating societies like hours — more readily
available not just for consumers eating goats and cows, but also students taking
out cooked pork, and most crucially villages investing in new cooking
techniques, new jerky manufacturing, etc.

Dude, that entire paragraph is content-less.

Amos Says:
“What went wrong?” is a serious question. It does not have an easy or
obvious answer, and to be frank, I don’t think anyone knows yet. Even
people (like, I think, me and my peer group) who understand both the
finance and economic aspects of what’s taking place don’t claim to
have a ready explanation of “why?”.

I just told you why… You gave you children gun parts. Your child used
complicated mathematical techniqes to create a gun, which he then loaned to his
best friend. The best friend then proceeded to shot himself and your child.

At this very moment, Paulson and Bernanke are trying to convince congress that
removing the gunshot wound from your child will solve the problem…brilliant

Our best bet is to regulate the children.. err.. I mean wall street. This way we get
maximum growth (without the gunshot wounds). I’ve been reading that this bust
was coming since the late 90’s. These events were completely forseeable. The
problem was that unregulated, capitalistic markets, with their quarterly
demands for profit, have no room for moderation or prudence.

109. Peter Woit
September 23, 2008

imho,

Enough, this has ceased to be an intelligent discussion of anything.



110. EricD
September 23, 2008

Amos,

The only real capital backing much of these securitized loans is capital held in
money market accounts that invested in the commercial paper of credit vehicles,
including Fannie and Freddie, spawned by the Fed’s loose monetary policy. But
money market accounts are not treated as capital reserves — they are treated as
cash and they are now being insured by the government whose only collateral is
its ability to print money. Thus notes for this real capital have acquired an
independent monetary character; the capital is being double counted.

111. Amos
September 23, 2008

EricD:

“The only real capital backing much of these securitized loans is capital held in
money market accounts that invested in the commercial paper of credit vehicles,
including Fannie and Freddie, spawned by the Fed’s loose monetary policy.”

I’m sorry, I just don’t understand that. The mortgagor issues a mortgage, and
then sells it to a bank for cash. The mortgage is backed by the purchased
property (assuming it is non-recourse). The bank puts the mortgage with a bunch
of others into a special purpose vehicle, and then securitizes the revenue stream,
which securities are sold to investors. So I just do not understand what you are
trying to claim here.

“But money market accounts are not treated as capital reserves — they are
treated as cash and they are now being insured by the government whose only
collateral is its ability to print money. Thus notes for this real capital have
acquired an independent monetary character; the capital is being double
counted.”

Again, I really don’t get what you are saying. If a bank holds an investment in a
money market account, why wouldn’t that count as part of its capital reserves?
Maybe you’re right and it doesn’t, but I still don’t see how that would imply that
reserve capital is being “double counted” or something has acquired an
“independent monetary character.”

To be frank, at this point I have no idea at all what you are talking about, and I
am now convinced that you’ve been spouting gobbledygook all along. I’m sorry I
didn’t spot that earlier.

112. Amos
September 23, 2008

imho:

I wouldn’t reply since Peter’s put a kabash down, but you say “Our best bet is to



regulate the children.. err.. I mean wall street,” which just begs for a response.

It isn’t enough to say “let’s regulate Wall St.” What is it exactly you want to
regulate? What regulations should be put in place? In any event, financial
companies are subject to pervasive regulation already.

Indeed, the reason CDOs worked is a regulation that limited certain investors to
assets rated as “investment grade” by the credit rating agencies. The idea of the
CDOs was to package lots of high-risk stuff together in a way that a slice of it
became lower-risk and could get an investment-grade rating that allowed it to be
sold to a wider range of customers.

I don’t mean to suggest that some new regulation is not called for. But the
question remains: What do we regulate? What regulation do we put in place?

Personally, my instinct is that we should strategically encourage investment
banks to move toward a salary-based rather than bonus-based compensation
system. But that’s for complex reasons not worth getting into here.

113. Jack Lothian
September 23, 2008

My understanding was it was a Ponzi-game which works like this.

A financial intermediary representative notices that two fellows have significant
assets, sitting there earning not much revenues. So this intermediary says to
both guys let me manage your assets & I will make you rich & I will only change
a minuscule transaction fee for each transaction that makes you richer. So he
says to the 1st guy, that 2nd guy’s assets are much undervalued so you should
buy them & you will buy them by selling your current asset at an incredible
profit. Of course, he says this to both asset owners & they exchange assets but
they evaluate the assets at 10% higher value. They give 5% of the extra value in
commissions & feel rich enough to buy extra goods with their extra profits. This
goes on until all the value in the assets are spent & the intermediary is rich.

Of course, the game was very sophisticated in this case because the home buyers
were given sub-par rate mortgages which meant the buyer paid below market
level monthly payments for the 1st few years of the mortgage but the financial
lender did not lose because this lost interest was added to the principal. As long
as houses continued to gain value at 10% a year the game worked. Every few
years the buyer would flip house, pay the commissions, & extract profits from the
house without really putting anything into the house. The point that most people
failed to get was that the 1st time house prices did not jump up 10% the game
collapsed. An indefinite rise of 10% is not sustainable because it would
eventually lead to 1 bedroom shacks costing millions of dollars. An indefinite
10% compounding leads to incredible price increases over short periods. Most
people failed to recognize this fact. The few na-sayers were ridiculed. All the
financial institutions felt they had to get in on the game or be left behind. Their
shareholders all demanded the same returns as the front runners.

During the run up, the financial institutions made huge sums of money off the



transactions costs so they seemed to be making money from nothing but in
reality money was being extracted out of the housing sector by a Ponzi game.
This money has to be made up somehow & I am not sure that we have seen the
end of this yet. A lot of money has been extracted from the housing sector & I
think house prices might tumble even further.

In my opinion, this was an issue of insufficient regulation of a basic human trait –
greed. We are influenced by others & it is possible for us to rush into danger.
Cogitative-dissidence causes us to lose track of real risk & we need laws that
stop us from acting foolishly as a collective group. Most financial institutions
have become incredibly leveraged & the so-called profits are being made are a
very thin slice of these assets. It makes for huge profits on the way up but huge
losses on the way down.

Salary levels for CEOs are a red-herring. As long as huge profits can be made by
ignoring risk there will be those who follow this path. Once a few institutions
start down this path and make incredible riches others are forced to follow even
if it is obviously dangerous. Then, cogitative-dissidence sets in & we convince
ourselves these inappropriate actions are justified.

We need a mechanism that allows risk to be evaluated properly or we need to
prevent people from taking really risky actions.

114. Jack Lothian
September 23, 2008

PS: I think physicists were minor players in this game. The biggest problem with
mathematicians/physicists is they see the economic world as a mathematical
model. Unfortunately, people do not model so-well. There is strong evidence that
collective human behaviour may be both chaotic and an unstable equilibrium.

115. imho
September 23, 2008

It isn’t enough to say “let’s regulate Wall St.” What is it exactly you
want to regulate? What regulations should be put in place?…

What the hell, I’ll take a stab and can you tell me where I’m wrong.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far far away, access to low interest capital became
doctrine. The gods of capitalism demanded that these traders take this
practically free money and invest more more more. So the “masters of the
universe”, running out of things to invest in, decided to invest in dirt, weeds, and
poison ivy. But no one valued dirt, weeds, and poison ivy, so the “masters of the
universe” decreed that we should mix beautiful artificial roses in with the dirt,
weeds, and poison ivy. We will slice and dice our mixture and call these things
CDOs. We will combine different CDOs and re-slice and re-dice to make even
more CDOs. We will repeat until all CDOs are opaque black boxes filled with,
what we believe is, some sort of greenish organic like material with small pieces
of artificial rose. Ratings agencies will declare these organic material filled black
boxes good. Exuberance will reign, we will flood the market with these black



boxes and create a bubble. Time will pass, until one day some one will wake up
and realize that these black boxes are filled of small pieces of artificial rose
completely surrounded by fertilizer. The bubble will burst.

So how do we prevent this from occuring in the future? We start by turning the
opaque black boxes into transparent boxes with detailed labels, and we require
that the labels be updated frequently. Or in other words, we regulate risk
management. Maybe it’s the credit ratings agencies that need to be
nationalized??? An independent agency (not on wall street’s payrole) needs to
analyze all of these securities products and appropriately label the risk. So
maybe in the future there will be less exuberance over $hit filled black boxes.

116. EricD
September 23, 2008

Amos,

Follow along and you might begin to understand. Keep your eye on what’s under
the shell.

A loan is made. The capital for that loan comes from, say a bank. The bank sells
the loan to a vehicle, which funds itself by selling commercial paper. The capital
for the loan is now coming from the buyers of that paper, e.g. a money market
fund. The money market fund is itself financed by owners of money market
accounts, so the capital backing the original loan is now coming from these
account owners.

Do these account owners regard their money market deposits as risky
investments? No, they regard the deposits as cash. They write checks against the
deposits. They reduce other cash holdings (e.g. conventional bank accounts) to
fund the deposits because the deposits seem just as safe but higher yielding.

This is exactly parallel to fractional reserve banking, where deposits are loaned
out and held simultaneously by the borrowers (or by the people who sold
something to the borrowers) as independent cash accounts. Real capital is
double counted by money. And this framework has set in motion the same credit
cycle that Mises identified, enabled by the Fed’s artificial suppression of short
term rates, which made these credit vehicles profitable.

117. Amos
September 24, 2008

imho:

“We start by turning the opaque black boxes into transparent boxes with detailed
labels, and we require that the labels be updated frequently. . . . we regulate risk
management. Maybe it’s the credit ratings agencies that need to be
nationalized??? An independent agency (not on wall street’s payrole) needs to
analyze all of these securities products and appropriately label the risk.”

You recognize the function the ratings agencies were supposed to perform. Why



do you believe that a nationalized credit rating agency could do a better job than
the existing ones?

EricD:

You have the structure of the credit derivatives completely wrong as a factual
matter.

In any event, your complaint is not with credit derivatives but, apparently, with
the idea of banking itself. I really don’t see a point in responding to it further.

118. imho
September 24, 2008

Amos said:
Why do you believe that a nationalized credit rating agency could do a
better job than the existing ones?

Hmmmm, why would an agency that reports to congress be better than
an agency that gets paid by the same people it should be regulating…
Geee, I don’t know.

119. Zeynel
September 24, 2008

Bee notices that the banking system is “strikingly similar” to the academic
system. She puts it this way “If you look at it from the system perspective, the
problem is strikingly similar to those of the academic system.” Yes. And why?
Because both bankers and physicists are professionals. Banking and physics are
the same type of hierarchical bureaucracies. Organisms with the same structure
behave the same.

Bee correctly identifies the strict hierarchical bureaucracy of both organisms.
“Too many people working for their own immediate advantage, dismissing
thinking about the long-term consequences, too few people who pay attention to
what science is about and under which circumstance it can flourish.” Bee notices
that like bankers physicists too have just one thing in mind: their career.
Physicists like bankers want to move up the hierarchy by abusing the system. All
they think is their own personal profit. Personal profit for a banker means more
money and for a physicist it means more academic authority.

Bee continues that the careerist behavior of the practitioners and that the only
way to move up the hieararchy is by abusing the system for self-gain “supports
the formation of bubbles . . . that evenutally have to burst.” But the question is
why is it that banking bubbles burst periodically but physics bubbles never
burst? Does physics have a breaking point? No. The key to understanding this,
and I think Bee fails here, is to understand that both the bankers and physicists
sell debt. In finance this is how the system works. In order to make money
bankers must split the debt into ever finer and riskier debt and move them i.e.,
sell them. When this pyramid scheme collapses a crash occurs. The financial
crash is built into the system. And what looks to outsiders as disaster actually



benefits the practitioners and the system. After the crash the debt system is set
to zero and it can start all over again. In physics the debt is theories. Physicists
must invent ever riskier i.e., ever more absurd, theories that are more and more
distant from experiment or verification. Physicists eventually hope that their
theories will be verified by the gold standard of experiment. In academic physics
this doesn’t happen anymore.

But why doesn’t physics crash periodically when like in banking the debt pushed
by careerist physicists reach new heights of absurd? The reason is that physics
differs from banking in this respect. Physics studies physical quantities. These,
despite the name “physical,” are not physical quantities but arbitrary definitions
of units. Anything can be defined as a physical quantity. So physicists define new
PQs and continue to float ever riskier theories that never break the system.
When the system gives an error that has a possibility of breaking the system
physicists define the error as a new legal PQ and start to study its “physical”
properties. Here physical means its relation to existing legal PQs. There is no
requirement that a new PQ must be experimentally verified.

But when Bee writes that “in both cases … the mismatch between personal
incentives and the desirable long-term large-scale trend does not feed back into
the system – other than through a major breakdown” she is only partially correct
because this is only true for banking. In physics, as I mentioned above, the risk,
ie the absurd, is continuously fed back into the system through PQs and this is
the reason why physics never crashes.

And Bee’s observation that “people working in the system are aware its setup
does not make sense but are unable to change something about it (and unwilling
since it won’t be of advantage for them either) ” must be disturbing to physicists.
This picture of physicists is not very flattering. I think every physicist needs to
stop for a moment and think about this. Because physics should not be like
banking. Physics is supposed to be science. The hierarchical system populated by
careerist bureaucrats whose sole goal is to sustain the status quo so that they
can abuse the system to move up the hierarchy to gain more authority does not
look like the scientific environment physics profession projects to the outside
world. The content of physics is defined by this rotten hierarchical bureaucracy
and the result is theories like the String Theory. I believe this was not an off-topic
but a very much on topic post. Thanks.

120. EricD
September 24, 2008

Amos,

If you see a specific error in what I’ve written, I’d be glad to have it pointed out.
Up to this point, you have not done so, as a factual matter.

But if you are only now glimpsing the close micro and macro relationship
between securitized debt markets and the conventional banking system, I
suspect it is a chastening experience.

121. David Nataf



September 26, 2008

Peter,

That was a very nice post and thank you for writing it.

I’m wondering, do you see much difference looking back between the students
you had who went to Wall Street and those who stayed in Academia? Were the
pre-quants more theoretical? Were they as good as the pre-academics at doing
science?

122. Peter Woit
September 26, 2008

David,

I can’t say that I’ve noticed many differences between people who stayed in
academia, and those who shifted over into finance. It’s certainly not true that the
best ones stayed in academia, less competent (or more theoretical) ones went
into finance.

123. Ned
September 26, 2008

Dear Mr. Woit,

thanks for even trying to “figure out where all this money was coming from” –
that’s more than most people ever did …
(and so the present situation could merrily develop)

124. Chris W.
September 27, 2008

Two new articles in the New York Times flesh out the intertwined fortunes of
A.I.G. and Goldman Sachs, which might have been a major factor in the
government’s bailout of the former.

Wall Street, R.I.P.: The End of an Era, Even at Goldman

Behind Insurer’s Crisis, a Blind Eye to a Web of Risk:

As the group, led by Treasury Secretary Henry M. Paulson Jr.,
pondered the collapse of one of America’s oldest investment banks,
Lehman Brothers, a more dangerous threat emerged: American
International Group, the world’s largest insurer, was teetering. A.I.G.
needed billions of dollars to right itself and had suddenly begged for
help.

The only Wall Street chief executive participating in the meeting was
Lloyd C. Blankfein of Goldman Sachs, Mr. Paulson’s former firm. Mr.
Blankfein had particular reason for concern.

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/28/business/28lloyd.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/28/business/28lloyd.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/28/business/28lloyd.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/28/business/28melt.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/28/business/28melt.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/28/business/28melt.html?pagewanted=all


Although it was not widely known, Goldman, a Wall Street stalwart that
had seemed immune to its rivals’ woes, was A.I.G.’s largest trading
partner, according to six people close to the insurer who requested
anonymity because of confidentiality agreements. A collapse of the
insurer threatened to leave a hole of as much as $20 billion in
Goldman’s side, several of these people said.

Days later, federal officials, who had let Lehman die and initially balked
at tossing a lifeline to A.I.G., ended up bailing out the insurer for $85
billion.

Their message was simple: Lehman was expendable. But if A.I.G.
unspooled, so could some of the mightiest enterprises in the world.

The pervasive role of credit default swaps is central to the story.

125. mike
September 28, 2008

Peter,

I know this is a little late, but I completely agree with your analysis and I think
there are more parallels between the banking process and the current string
model than most realize. Whether it’s $700 billion dollars or 10^500 vacuum
states, it’s all the same and pure nonsense – shoving large numbers at a problem
does not really solve it. An understanding of the problem and what is happening
goes much further than the blatant assumption that “we need to stabilize
markets with an infusion of capital”. This is pure nonsense and oversimplification
of what happened after the great depression, which after real analysis, may not
even be a valid comparision today with our electronically-managed, multiple fund
markets. Unfortunately, in an election season, it’s more prudent to be on the side
of the public than to analyze the situation and try to correct the disease instead
of the symptom. The real tragedy is that this financial fiasco happens right
before the election, where critical thinking will get thrown out and knee-jerk
reaction will be the substitute.

126. Chris W.
October 6, 2008

Paulson picks a former rocket scientist (and Goldman executive) to oversee the
bailout.

By the way, it turns out that the final bill does include a provision for use of a
stock-injection plan, despite the opposition of the banking industry.

http://www.treas.gov/organization/bios/kashkari-e.html
http://www.treas.gov/organization/bios/kashkari-e.html
http://www.npr.org/blogs/money/2008/10/meet_the_bailout_boss.html
http://www.npr.org/blogs/money/2008/10/meet_the_bailout_boss.html
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=95395712
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=95395712


Meltdown at CERN

September 23, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Besides the meltdown in the financial markets, perhaps of more concern to physicists
is a meltdown at CERN, specifically in the connection between two magnets during
powering tests being conducted at 11:17 last Friday the 19th. Here’s the daily report
from that day on the LHC beam commissioning site. By the next day it had become
clear that it would be necessary to warm back up the sector to deal with the problem,
leading to this press release. It was immediately clear that doing this would take at
least a couple months, and make it impossible to have physics collisions at the LHC
this fall. Today, a new press release confirms this:

The time necessary for the investigation and repairs precludes a restart
before CERN’s obligatory winter maintenance period, bringing the date for
restart of the accelerator complex to early spring 2009. LHC beams will
then follow.

The press releases refer only to a “large helium leak” and the failure of an electrical
connection, making the problem sound rather minor. I tried contacting a physicist at
CERN to find out if they had any more information, but was told that he or she was
under instructions not to discuss anything about what had happened beyond what
was in the press releases, and that CERN was specifically concerned that information
might show up in blogs. This policy seems to be being unevenly enforced, since today
the Everything Blog carries the following report:

I was in a meeting at CERN when someone ran to the front of the room with
a computer, then after letting the speaker finish and setting up the
computer to project the press release/e-mail (agonizing moments: it was a
Mac), they let us know. I was worried that the sector with the helium
explosion had collapsed like an old mine— there were rumors going around
that this is a weak point in the tunnel. (Of course there would be such
rumors.)

I have learned a few more graphic details about the event in the last few
days. First off, it was two tonnes of helium, not one. But I’ve also learned
that this was a more explosive and dramatic event than I had imagined—
helium is fortunately an inert gas, but the temperature gradient caused it to
explode violently, probably causing physical damage to the nearby
components. And now that section of the LHC is an ice tunnel, maybe with
stalagtites hanging down and a Yeti moaning in the distance.

Up until now, the policy at the LHC has been to be quite open about the
commissioning process, with detailed technical information provided on web-sites
that were freely accessible. For instance, there’s detailed news about how beam
commissioning was going up until the accident available here. Going forward, it will
be interesting to see how CERN deals with the problem of letting not-so-good news
out to the public. Just about one year ago, I wrote about some earlier LHC problems,

http://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/lhc-commissioning/dailynews/week38/September%2019.htm
http://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/lhc-commissioning/dailynews/week38/September%2019.htm
http://press.web.cern.ch/press/PressReleases/Releases2008/PR09.08E.html
http://press.web.cern.ch/press/PressReleases/Releases2008/PR09.08E.html
http://press.web.cern.ch/press/PressReleases/Releases2008/PR10.08E.html
http://press.web.cern.ch/press/PressReleases/Releases2008/PR10.08E.html
http://cornellmath.wordpress.com/2008/09/23/no-lhc-beams-until-next-year/
http://cornellmath.wordpress.com/2008/09/23/no-lhc-beams-until-next-year/
http://ab-div.web.cern.ch/ab-div/Meetings/lhcperc/Meetings/2008/lhcperc_05.pdf
http://ab-div.web.cern.ch/ab-div/Meetings/lhcperc/Meetings/2008/lhcperc_05.pdf


and it has always worried me a bit that having a huge LHC publicity onslaught before
the machine was actually ready and working might not have been a good idea. Going
through the often painful process of solving the problems likely to show up in a
project of this scale may provide a different education of the public than the one
people were hoping for.

Update: Yesterday there was a LHCC meeting at CERN, broken up into an open and
closed session. The slides from the talks are available here, and give a wealth of
information about the state of the machine and detectors, and what they were able to
accomplish during the short period that they had a beam. There’s no info about the
accident in the slides, but video of the talks is here, and at the end of the talk by Lyn
Evans (9-18min into the video) he gave a report on the accident and answered
questions. The problem has been traced to an electrical fault in the magnet busbar,
and bizarrely occurred during the test of the last circuit of the last sector that was
being commissioned for 5 TeV operation.

Evans says that the machine will be down until “early spring”. Before the accident,
the plan had been to bring the LHC back up in early June, after various work needed
on the injection system. The current plan is to try and get this work done instead this
fall, so that they can start up more quickly in the spring.

Comments

1. Eirik
September 23, 2008

Obviously this is the effect of the anthropic principle! In all the universes that
the LHC were functioning and crossed it’s beams, black holes were created
which swallowed the earth. Since we are all alive and see the LHC
malfunctioning, this is evidence that miniature black holes can be created at
LHC. This is really the first experimental data the LHC have produced. It’s
amazing how much new good science this anthropic prinicple makes possible!

2. wb
September 23, 2008

The failure was in an interconnect between two magnets that caused a fire.
Ultimately more than 20 of the superconducting magnets quenched. The good
news is that the quench protection systems operated properly at a scale never
tested before. This gives good confidence about magnet protection. The unknown
question is why the interconnect failed – a change badly done connection,a
design flaw? What needs to be done is to warm the sector and inspect. Based on
what one sees,one may decide to warm everything and inspect the entire
machine.

This not such a simple decision. Remember the rf-fingers that had problems.
These fingers have a potential for damage every time the machine is cooled.
Therefore one tries to avoid thermal cycles unless necessary

http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=40697
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=40697
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1128648/
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1128648/


3. Observer
September 23, 2008

I wonder how cold it got when the helium expanded?

4. Coin
September 23, 2008

I am expecting serious questions in the press and worldwide demonstrations for
accountability over the question of whether it is possible that the operation of
the LHC could, in fact, create Yetis.

Remember: There is no scientific theory that can definitively prove that the LHC
will not result in the production of Yetis.

5. calvin
September 24, 2008

It is being rumored that the LHC in it’s test run has already produced evidence
of susy. In fact, it produced the susy partner of a black hole, which instead of
swallowing up the world, swallowed up Wall Street. In fact, the susy black hole –
also known as sblack shole – a.k.a. Black-Scholes, for convenience of
pronunciation, with the ‘c’ added to confuse people – has been around for a
while.

The rest is silence.

6. csrster
September 24, 2008

Eirik, that may be the best comment in the history of this blog.

7. Marco
September 24, 2008

… it will be interesting to see how CERN deals with the problem of letting not-so-
good news out to the public…

Concerning this point, yesterday during a collaboration (ATLAS) meeting we
were formally asked not to give to the press anything that is not a CERN official
statement (and this is somehow bounding at least for the CERN employees, we
sign something about information disclosure with the contract). I guess this says
something about the way CERN plan to control the information leak in the next
months…

8. DB
September 24, 2008

I can understand that they need to inspect the failed parts and precisely
determine the cause, and that premature speculation on blogs by Cern
employees could be used irresponsibly by the media. But then they need to be
completely open and transparent. As soon as is practicable. Just as they were



when the faulty Fermilab components failed last year.

I have no reason at this stage to believe they will act differently in this case.

9. Jack Lothian
September 24, 2008

The media will do what they always do. Thinking that one can control the media
is extremely foolish. As word gets out that CERN is trying to “control” the
media’s access, they will get more aggressive & hostile. From the media’s
viewpoint this is a declaration of war & they will now go to greater lengths to
root out the real story.

I see this as a serious management mistake. Some people higher up are getting
very nervous about their job & prestige and they are panicking. It is a normal
human reaction under such conditions to try to control everything. Clamping
down like this occurs all too frequently when the shit-hits-the-fan. It usually
makes things worse but we do it anyway because it makes us feel safer.

10. Peter Woit
September 24, 2008

Marco,

Thanks. The problem with the “nothing to the media except what is in a press
release” policy that the LHC collaborations are instituting is that, taken literally,
it basically shuts down all blogging by LHC scientists. Blog postings are,
unavoidably, communications to the media, since they can read them. If the only
thing you can put in your blog are CERN press releases, why bother blogging
about your work?

Funny, but this policy either wasn’t in place or wasn’t enforced until there was
some bad news. De facto, the policy seems to be that LHC bloggers can discuss
good news as much as they want, but not bad news, Also, the collaborations are
mixing one legitimate problem (their conventional concerns about discussion of
preliminary data), with a very different one, that of the public perception of how
well the LHC project is going.

I think it would be appropriate for CERN to make sure that bloggers working
there clearly distinguish between when they are speaking for themselves and
when they are speaking officially for the lab, but beyond that I don’t think it’s a
good idea to do anything other than encourage the dissemination of accurate
information about how things are going.

11. Jim Pivarski
September 24, 2008

No I am not releasing more than what is publicly available! (This is Jim from the
Everything Seminar.)

Please see http://cornellmath.wordpress.com/2008/09/24/this-is-not-sensitive-

http://cornellmath.wordpress.com/2008/09/24/this-is-not-sensitive-information/
http://cornellmath.wordpress.com/2008/09/24/this-is-not-sensitive-information/


information/

12. insider trading
September 25, 2008

I totally agree with Jack Lothian. This is indeed a management mistake, the way I
see it. Compare it with a totally open view: everything open from day one after
the incident. Where is the trouble ? They show what they are doing. If they do
the best that can be done, things are okay. Instead, they really look like they
have something to hide.

I stay anonymous but I am a CERN experimentalist. By the way, beam operations
will not restart before the start of spring, most probably April. Then there will
most probably be a longer-than-planned run at 10 TeV.

13. Will
September 25, 2008

Peter, Why are you always so negative? Why?

14. Peter Woit
September 25, 2008

Will,

This isn’t a really good example to accuse me of negativity. There’s no way to
deny that this is a discouraging piece of news. Writing a positive posting about it
would be kind of idiotic. As for whether I’m negative about attempts by people at
CERN to shutdown discussions on blogs by physicists that they might find
inconvenient, I guess I’m a pretty negative guy when it comes to that.

On the whole, one goal of this blog is to put out accurate information, especially
in cases where there’s a lot of hype going on. I guess that can be thought of as a
“negative” activity, but I think it has its value.

Personally though, I can assure you that I’m mostly a quite cheerful and
optimistic sort, very happy with life. Maybe I compensate for this with the
blog….

15. Sara
September 26, 2008

@ insider trading: but do they really have anything to hide?

16. Pessimist
September 27, 2008

What if it emerges that CERN management cut some corners so they could have
“Big Bang Day” on schedule?

Barring that, the whole incident has been poorly handled. If these guys had a
clue, they would have called the BBC back to inspect the damage. It’s rumored

http://cornellmath.wordpress.com/2008/09/24/this-is-not-sensitive-information/
http://cornellmath.wordpress.com/2008/09/24/this-is-not-sensitive-information/


to be quite spectacular, and pictures will undoubtably hit the web. Instead of a
media bonanza, with the public engaged in the discovery process, it could
become a sleazy scandal. Perhaps Big Science needs a good house cleaning.

17. amba
September 27, 2008

Moral: do not announce your pregnancy until you’re past the danger period for
miscarriages.

18. chris
September 29, 2008

well, i would call this a first successful LHC prediction 

http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.2991

19. Steve Myers
September 30, 2008

I’m confused: didn’t any one test for faults before power up? Was that too
difficult to do? I have been involved in many startups of high power &
complicated equipment, malls, office buildings, and power was never applied
without extensive tests. Phase to phase, phase to ground, bad connections, etc.
faults should be caught in initial tests and inspection. Clearly there’s something I
don’t get about this accident.

20. Peter Woit
September 30, 2008

Steve,

From what Evans said, this happened when they were ramping up from a current
corresponding to 5 TeV to one corresponding to 5.5 TeV. This was late in the
game, after extensive testing, some kind of problem that only showed up at high
currents.

21. Pessimist
October 16, 2008

The official report is out.

https://edms.cern.ch/file/973073/1/Report_on_080919_incident_at_LHC__2_.pdf

Thirty magnets out, 6 tons of He lost, soot in the beam pipe, ++

The good news is ” the official inauguration ceremony that will take place [ ] in
the presence of the highest representatives from the
CERN Member States, representatives from other communities and authorities
of the countries participating in the LHC.”

22. Covariant

http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.2991
http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.2991
https://edms.cern.ch/file/973073/1/Report_on_080919_incident_at_LHC__2_.pdf
https://edms.cern.ch/file/973073/1/Report_on_080919_incident_at_LHC__2_.pdf


October 17, 2008

From the report

“These forces displaced dipoles in the subsectors affected from their
cold internal supports, and knocked the Short Straight Section cryostats housing
the
quadrupoles and vacuum barriers from their external support jacks at positions
Q23,
Q27 and Q31, in some locations breaking their anchors in the concrete floor of
the
tunnel. ”

Wow

23. Benni
October 18, 2008

At least, from what is in the report, it seems that one can take appropriate
measures that such a chain reaction of events won’t happen again.

I wonder if the whole LHC must be warmed up when they make the necessary
modifications on the other magnets to prevent such an accident in the future,



Proof of Resolution of Singularities in
Characteristic p?

September 23, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

I’ve heard reports from Harvard that yesterday and today Heisuke Hironaka has been
giving talks in the math department there, claiming to have a proof that singularities
of algebraic varieties can be resolved for any dimension in characteristic p. This
would be a major advance in the field of algebraic geometry. I don’t know any details
of the proof, but Hironaka is, at 77, an extremely well-respected mathematician, not
known for making claims unless they are very solid.

Hironaka won the Fields Medal in 1970, largely based on his 1964 proof of the
resolution of singularities, in the characteristic zero case. For an introduction to that
proof, see this article from the Bulletin of the AMS.

Update: From comments here it seems that the source of my information about
Hironaka’s talk was most likely overly optimistic about exactly what Hironaka was
claiming. The current situation seems to be that several groups are working on this,
with promising ideas of how to get to a proof, but with no definitive proof yet done.
There will be a workshop at RIMS in December, with the goal of sorting out the
current situation:

The aim of the workshop is to review recent advances in the resolution of
singularities of algebraic varieties with special emphasis on the positive
characteristic case. After many years of slow progress, this is now a rapidly
developing area with several promising new approaches. Our aim is to keep
the program flexible, in order to give the maximum opportunity to discuss
and explore new developments. We expect a joint effort to understand
characteristic p, and that the purpose is not that everybody exposes his/her
own results.

Comments

1. Daniel de França MTd2
September 23, 2008

“singularities of algebraic varieties can be resolved for any dimension in
characteristic p. ”

Can you explain, with an example, why is that a very important result?

2. Charles Siegel
September 23, 2008

Well, there are a lot of problems in characteristic zero (where resolution is

http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0/S0273-0979-03-00982-0.pdf
http://www.ams.org/bull/2003-40-03/S0273-0979-03-00982-0/S0273-0979-03-00982-0.pdf
http://www.kurims.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~kenkyubu/proj08-mori/index.html
http://www.kurims.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~kenkyubu/proj08-mori/index.html


known) which are solved by taking a resolution of singularities, proving the
result (or defining the object, or the like) on the resolution, and then pushing
forward to the singular object. The point of the resolution is that it’s smooth, but
as close as possible to the singular variety. So presumably the reason is that
there are some conjectures that hold if resolution does, but we can’t prove
otherwise. I know that some stuff on alterations by deJong at Columbia has been
used to chip away at some of them (positive char stuff isn’t my subject, so I’m
working from heresay mostly) and stronger statements can be obtained with full
resolution.

Of course, there’s also the fact that it’s been an open problem for decades, and
so a proof would most likely involve powerful new techniques that could be used
to solve problems.

3. Terry Hughes
September 23, 2008

Peter,

It is a vast overstatement to say that Hironaka is claiming to have a proof that
singularities of algebraic varieties can be resolved for any dimension in
characteristic p. He outlined a new approach at Harvard, but made no claims
that he solved the problem.

In Argentina Orlando Villamayor of the University of Madrid recently gave a very
nice talk in which he claimed he had reduced the problem to some very special
cases. He will also speak at the Harvard meeting.

And there are some others who are claiming progress.

4. Peter Woit
September 23, 2008

Thanks Terry,

Were you at Hironaka’s talk and do you know exactly what he claimed? The story
some people at Columbia were told was that there had been a claimed proof, but
our informant from Harvard was not an expert on the subject, and may have
missed something about exactly what Hironaka was claiming.

5. Terry Hughes
September 24, 2008

Peter,

I didn’t attend Hironaka’s talk. My information comes directly from a Harvard
senior mathematics professor who did attend. I don’t know any of the details of
Hironaka’s new approach.

6. Peter Woit
September 24, 2008



Terry,

Thanks. My info also comes from a Harvard senior mathematics professor….

If any of my readers did attend the talk or know someone who did, I hope they
can help us resolve this disagreement amongst the Harvard faculty…

7. Jabotinsky
September 24, 2008

Recently people in that subject have started to think that the proof of
characteristic p resolution is imminent, so I think people are sort of jumping the
gun staking their claims, and their exact wording might affect the impression
they give. I suggest waiting to see what happens before making these
speculations.

8. Terry Hughes
September 25, 2008

Peter –

That’s hilarious. I sent my Harvard math department informant an email asking
about the inconsistency, but I haven’t heard back yet. My informant has made
considerable contributions to algebraic geometry, so he very much knows what
he’s talking about in that field. But he is not a singularity expert as such.

I’ll keep you apprised!

9. Terry Hughes
September 25, 2008

O, and my informant did attend the Hironaka talk.

10. postthis
September 25, 2008

I don’t think it makes much difference until there’s a paper. About a decade ago
one of Hironaka’s students gave a lecture series at Harvard on his proof of
resolution in positive characteristic. (or approach-to-proof or however it was
described). It sounded promising. But the details didn’t hold up and the claim
was eventually withdrawn.

Hironaka may well have a proof, a usable strategy, or neither. Resolution is a
very technical problem and, unlike with Wiles or Perelman’s proofs, I don’t think
a quick provisional determination of correctness would necessarily be easy to
reach.

11. Terry Hughes
September 25, 2008

Hi Peter,



My Harvard math department informant has responded, and he’s pretty certain:

“Actually, I cannot imagine any of my colleagues spreading the word that
Hironaka had solved the problem. Movement on it is in the air, but it’s not all by
Hironaka, nor is the program complete.”

My informant has been to the talks and he definitely walks the algebraic
geometry walk! I’m quite confident in him, for whatever that is worth.



Survivor

September 26, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Steve Hsu has a recent posting Survivor: theoretical physics, which links to data
about the theoretical particle physics job market compiled by Erich Poppitz from
listings on the Theoretical Particle Physics Rumor Mill web-site.

Back in 2001-2 I also spent some time looking at this data, and estimated that in
recent years there had been typically about 15 tenure-track hires each year in
particle theory, of which roughly half were going to string theorists. Starting around
2000, the number of hires started to increase, as it has increased throughout
academia during a period of reasonably healthy university budgets and an increasing
number of retirements (of those hired during the 60s when many universities
expanded dramatically). Since 2000 the number of hires has typically been more like
20, anomalously high at 28 in 2007. The anomalously low number of 15 for this past
year’s hiring may be a fluctuation, but it also may be an indication of either university
budget cutbacks or increasing unpopularity of particle physics in US physics
departments. The fraction of string theory hires has gone down dramatically, to more
like 25% over the last 5 years.

I don’t have any data at hand about the recent total number of people getting particle
physics Ph.D.s, and whether this number has grown with the number of faculty hires.
I did find at one point a number of 78 for particle theory Ph.D.s in 1997, but I don’t
know if this included degrees in cosmology, which increasingly has become mixed
with particle theory. Poppitz also lists numbers of hires by institution. Princeton
comes out significantly ahead with 23 people getting jobs over 15 years. I’d guess
there are typically about 3-4 people/year getting theory Ph.D.s there. So, traditionally,
if you want to maximize your chance at a job, Princeton is the place to go. Not clear
how this will work out in the future, given the very small number of string theorists
getting hired.

To get some idea of the imbalance between Ph.D.s being produced and tenure-track
jobs, in 2007 one institution, Harvard, produced 8 theory Ph.D.s. That’s more than
half the total number of tenure-track hires this past year. In the past a large number
of these Ph.D.s ended up working in finance, but prospects in that industry are not
looking so good either.

Comments

1. JC
September 26, 2008

They should also look at the folks who did not get tenure and subsequently left
particle physics, and also the folks who got a faculty job but later quit of their
own volition (and left particle theory).

http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2008/09/survivor-theoretical-physics.html
http://infoproc.blogspot.com/2008/09/survivor-theoretical-physics.html
http://www.physics.utoronto.ca/~poppitz/Jobs94-08
http://www.physics.utoronto.ca/~poppitz/Jobs94-08
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/rumor/doku.php
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/rumor/doku.php


2. MathPhys
September 27, 2008

Are the tenure track prospects of math graduates better?

3. big vlad
September 27, 2008

anyone know roughly what fraction of postdocs in theoretical particle physics
will find permanent positions? what’s the breakdown between ‘theory’ theory
and phenomenology?

4. Peter Woit
September 27, 2008

MathPhys,

I haven’t looked into the numbers for math, but the situation seems to me to be
very different, with job prospects a lot better. I know many people with particle
theory Ph.D.s who have left academia because they saw no prospects of any kind
of job at all where they could do research. Of the math Ph.D.s I know who left
academia, almost always it was not because they couldn’t get some kind of job if
they wanted one, but they decided that the pay, working conditions, location, etc.
were better outside academia.

Big Vlad,

There’s also a more recent postdocs rumor mill, you could gather data from
there. Then you’d also have to figure out the question JC asks, how many people
getting tenure track jobs stay on and get tenure.

As a very, very rough guess, my impression is that in recent years maybe half of
the new Ph.D.s in theory get postdocs, and of these, maybe 1/5 end up in a
permanent academic job where they can do research. So, if you’re a new theory
Ph.D., one chance in ten…

5. Rien
September 27, 2008

Remember that this is rather America-centered. Many people get their PhDs
elsewhere and come to the US or Canada for postdocs and/or faculty positions.
Europeans often do a couple of postdocs in the US and then go back to Europe
for faculty positions, but Americans very rarely go outside of the US at all except
maybe for CERN. The postdoc rumor mill has postdocs everywhere, so the
comparison won’t be perfect.

6. steve hsu
September 27, 2008

It’s important to emphasize that your probability of getting a job varies
dramatically as a function of where you do your PhD work. At best (Princeton,



Harvard, Berkeley) it is 1 in 3 or 4. But at many departments in the top 10-20
range of traditional rankings the probability could be 1 in 10-15 (Yale, Columbia,
Maryland each produced only 3 professors over 15 years), or even less than 1 in
40 (e.g., UCLA, BU, UIUC … produced 1 or fewer professors in the last 15
years!) Note these are positions in the US and Canada. If you include jobs in
foreign countries the odds improve quite a bit, perhaps by a factor of 1.5 I would
guess, but many Americans wouldn’t take a job in, e.g., China or Chile.

While it’s widely known that the job prospects overall are poor in particle theory,
I doubt people are familiar with this rapid drop off in the odds as a function of
department ranking.

7. ninguem
September 27, 2008

MathPhys,

The Notices of the AMS publishes very detailed statistics about the job market in
Math every year.
http://www.ams.org/notices/

8. Peter Woit
September 27, 2008

Steve,

Thanks, that’s right, the dependence on department is dramatic. The rough “1 in
10” I had in mind is an average.

As Rien points out, this is just about the US market, but increasingly this is a
globalized profession. Many of our students in recent years have come from
China or other places outside the US, and there are now starting to be attractive
job possibilities for them if they want to go back. The story of the next decade
may be a rather weak US academic job market, but all sorts of opportunities in
places like China and India. If you’re a string theorist, a job in the US may be
hopeless, but many possibilities in Beijing (actually I have no idea what the
situation is with Chinese universities and string theorists…).

9. a quantum diaries survivor
September 27, 2008

Well, well. I did not get any royalties yet from Hsu’s site. I wonder if they got lost
in the mail.

The thing is, besides the name of my blog, which is there since January 2006, I
am really looking more and more like a survivor myself. At the young age of 42
years and a half, I still have a temporary position as a INFN researcher.

True, when I won the 5-year researcher position I have now, in December 2005,
the INFN was clear in explaining that winners would gradually get a permanent
position.

http://www.ams.org/notices/
http://www.ams.org/notices/


True, in 2007 a procedure of stabilization of personnel with at least three years
of employment was started. I received a letter which assured me that the INFN
had no power to fire me after the expiration of the five-year contract. That meant
I could only be hired permanently, at some point. But when ?

Then, early this year those who had won the position in 2005 were asked to pass
a new selection. This new selection was presented as the way by which INFN
could bypass some budget restrictions and finally hire us permanently without
further ado. Needless to say, we all complied to the new request. Then, only a
contract was going to have to be signed, and we would all be happy…

Six more months have passed, Berlusconi’s government is ruling, and a law is
being passed which stops all the stabilization procedures, preventing the hiring
of people with temporary postions, regardless of whatever had been promised
before.

I think there is still a chance that we do not fall in the category which is cut or
fired. I worry not – I would continue doing my job even if I was fired. However, I
cannot but smile at my sorry country and its contorsions.

So, here it is, from a true survivor.

Cheers,
T.

10. JC
September 27, 2008

steve hsu,

How much is the Princeton/Harvard/Berkeley factor a function of self-selection?
(ie. The better folks prefer to attend the better graduate schools).

11. steve hsu
September 27, 2008

T: your check is in the mail  Can I visit Trieste soon?

JC: It’s certainly true that the quality of theory grad students at each school
roughly correlates with the placement probabilities. But there are other effects,
like having a powerful supervisor pushing for you in letters and phone calls. It
also helps to learn from other smart students, and it helps to be part of a big
bandwagon / fad like string theory.

But let’s take the example of a less elite but still very strong physics department
like UCLA. It’s a big department with a large high quality theory group. During
the last 15 years they probably produced 50 or so PhDs in particle theory and
related fields. But only 1 of their PhDs got a faculty job at a research university
in the US or Canada. Shocking, no? I bet those 50 people are all very smart.
They’re probably producing a lot of value and innovation on Wall St., in Silicon
Valley, etc. I doubt they knew what odds they were facing when they started



graduate school.

At U Oregon the typical student who ends up doing theory is either a Chinese /
Indian kid with perfect physics GRE who graduated at the top of his class from a
leading university, or an American kid who was at or near the top of his
undergraduate class at a big public university or liberal arts college. At that
stage in their lives all options are still open to them. Little do they know what
they are getting into.

12. postthis
September 27, 2008

It’s not so clear that the job market in, for example, math is any better. One
would have to compare physics (all fields) versus math (all fields) or else particle
theory versus some comparably theoretical area of math.

If you count research labs whose employees publish their work in some of the
same places as research professors, then there would seem to also be more
places for physicists than mathematicians (who tend to be crowded out by those
with more domain-specific knowledge such as computer science PhD’s).

13. Jabotinsky
September 27, 2008

The odds in math are a lot better. There’s been an increase in the number of jobs
to go along with the increase in number of PhDs. Generally, if you have a good
thesis at a good university, you’ll get some postdoc. Americans are favored to
some extent due to VIGRE etc. Tenure-track is substantially harder, but it’s not
like in physics. People who publish interesting stuff generally can get a tenure-
track job at some research place somewhere… but you might have to move to
Undesirable State University. It’s the trade-off to get paid to do your hobby, I
suppose. There are of course a few who for some reason or another strike out on
the job market, due to interviewing issues or just bad luck. And there are more
than a few who end out teaching math in the myriads of liberal arts places. But I
think at a Harvard or similar at least 1/2 of the PhDs would be able to continue a
research career if they really want to, based on my knowledge of this.

14. a quantum diaries survivor
September 27, 2008

Steve, I am in Padova, no connections to Trieste. You are welcome to visit Padova
however.

As a comment from somebody living and working outside US, I must say the
situation in particle theory is not perceived to be so bad there from here.
Probably we have a slow response and old inputs. In experimental particle
physics the situation is so different that it probably also help confuse matters –
more than a few of my colleagues have found a job in US universities after
hitting a wall here. But of course, I am talking about Italy.

Cheers,



T.

15. John Baez
September 27, 2008

What about tenure-track physics positions that aren’t specifically “in particle
theory”? That is, positions where they just want someone with a PhD who can
teach undergraduate physics. How many string theorists (or more generally,
particle physics) take jobs like this? I wouldn’t count this as the equivalent of
academic death.

16. postthis
September 28, 2008

at most institutions whose math faculty have a chance to survive intellectually,
there are similar faculty positions for physics. An Undesirable State University
where a math professor has a chance to at least survive intellectually also has
physics courses and a physics departments. If they have anything with labs or
grad students the physics faculty size grows accordingly.

The observations about VIGRE and Harvard just illustrate that the math and
physics job markets have different cycles. There was a time when Harvard math
PhD’s (in all fields) were in exactly the situation of particle theory today, with
postdocs, even for North American graduates, being easier to find on other
continents.

17. anonmath
September 28, 2008

Well, as a faculty member of Undesirable State University, I would note that most
of our faculty have PhD’s from Ivy League, Oxbridge, etc type universities,
whereas our graduate students tend to get jobs at “four year colleges” which in
turn have no graduate students.

So the numbers game works out when most people settle for stepping down a
rung.

18. Thomas Larsson
September 28, 2008

In a steady-state situation, each advisor will on average give birth to one new
advisor in the next generation. So if each advisor on average advises ten
students during his/her career, only one out of ten PhD’s can become advisors
themselves. Assuming that the days of exponential growth are gone forever, I
don’t see how this can be avoided.

19. AGeek
September 28, 2008

I am reminded of Wilczek’s marriage optimization algorithm. Just substitute
“prospective Ph.D. student” for “suitor”, “academia” for “courtship” etc.:

http://betsydevine.com/blog/2005/06/05/frank-advice-on-life-love-and-career-choices/
http://betsydevine.com/blog/2005/06/05/frank-advice-on-life-love-and-career-choices/


You have to estimate the number N of suitors that you can expect to
deal with over your career in courtship. We’ll assume that you evaluate
them one at a time, and that once you’ve broken up with one, then that
one is gone forever. Then what you should do is this. Evaluate, but do
not accept, each of the first N/e suitors. Here e is a number, the base of
natural logarithms, approximately 2.7. Then accept the first
subsequent suitor who is better than all the earlier ones. That is how to
maximize your chance of getting the best possible mate.

For example, if N is 10, then you should evaluate but reject each of the
first 4 suitors, and accept to first one after that who is better than
them. In my own case, I estimated N=3. I dutifully broke up with my
first serious girlfriend, but the second was better, and I married her. It
worked out fine.

20. JC
September 28, 2008

steve hsu,

In the case of Princeton folks getting particle theory jobs over the last 15 years,
it would be interesting to see how many were grad students of Edward Witten
and/or had Witten writing their reference letters.

In the case of Harvard and Berkeley folks, were there any particular “superstar”
advisors who had a significantly large number of students who got particle
theory jobs?

In contrast, do the “non-superstar” advisors at Princeton/Harvard/Berkeley have
zero (or one) students who actually got a particle theory job?

It would be interesting to trace the lineage of physics professors from earlier
time periods. For example, how many folks who got theoretical physics
professors jobs during the 1920’s and 1930’s, were grad students of Niels Bohr,
Arnold Sommerfeld, Max Born, Werner Heisenberg, Wolfgang Pauli, etc …? Did
having a physics phd from Goettingen, Munich, Leipzig, etc … from the 1920’s
and 1930’s, have a significant correlation to one getting a theoretical physics
professor job?

21. Jeff McGowan
September 28, 2008

I’ve been on a bunch of hiring committees here at “Undesirable State University”
in math, and the job market for math is certainly much better than for physics,
but it is far from good. Last year we hired two new tenure track people, both
with interesting research, one very new, one with a bunch of publications
already. We had a couple of hundred overqualified applicants. For most of the
90’s, the market in math was worse than it is now – people from good schools
with good theses ended up in places they would not have thought of considering
when they started grad school. At that time, math was much more tenure track
oriented, unlike physics which had always from what I know been very postdoc



driven. Vigre changed things a lot, and since those started most good people in
math can graduate and get a postdoc, but the tenure track situation isn’t great.
Not to say you can’t get a job, but getting a job at a Ph.D granting institution is
really hard. I’m guessing it’s going to get worse, since there was a bunch of
hiring tenure track since many people retired in the early oughts, and I think
that has mostly worked it’s way through. In my department I am now basically
the senior pure mathematician, and I think it is unlikely given the financial stuff
going on that we will be adding any more lines anytime soon (we have added a
few in the past 5 years). In any case I’m not going to complain on a physics blog,
since I don’t think math has ever been nearly as bad as physics. I would think
Peter would know about this, as a physics grad. who ended up in a math dept.
When I met Peter (what, 7 years after you got your Ph.D?) it was at a math
conference and I assumed his doctorate was in math, as I remember he was
trying to get me interested in Dirac operators in addition to the Laplacian.

22. JC
September 28, 2008

steve hsu,

In your example of UCLA, a keyword search at SPIRES

FIND AFF UCLA AND K THESIS AND DATE AFTER 1993

shows that there were around 20-25 folks who did a particle theory PhD there
over the last 15 years. (You are off by a factor of 2).

Your estimate of around 50 particle theory PhDs over the last 15 years, is more
consistent with Berkeley

FIND AFF ‘UC, BERKELEY’ AND K THESIS AND DATE AFTER 1993

In the case of Princeton, there’s around 65-70 folks who did a particle theory
PhD there over the last 15 years.

FIND AFF ‘PRINCETON U.’ AND K THESIS AND DATE AFTER 1993

In the case of Harvard, there’s around 30-35 folks who did a particle theory PhD
there over the last 15 years.

FIND AFF ‘HARVARD U.’ AND K THESIS AND DATE AFTER 1993

In contrast, a lesser known place like UC San Diego had around 10 folks who did
a particle theory PhD there over the last 15 years.

FIND AFF ‘UC, SAN DIEGO’ AND K THESIS AND DATE AFTER 1993

(All these counts exclude the PhD theses in experimental particle and
astrophysics areas).

If you poke around further with similar types of SPIRES keyword searches, you
will notice many particle theory PhD folks who did not publish a single paper



(besides their thesis).

23. steve hsu
September 28, 2008

Comments:

1) re: physics vs math, keep in mind that many smaller schools don’t have *any*
particle theorists, but all have math departments. Some liberal arts colleges
don’t have any theoretical physicists, only experimenters.

2) those SPIRES numbers do not sound correct to me. For example, I don’t think
there have been twice as many Princeton as Harvard PhDs in the last 15 years. I
also doubt UCLA produced < 2 PhDs per year over the last 15 years, but I could
be wrong. Are you sure everyone’s dissertation ends up on SPIRES?

24. JC
September 28, 2008

If you want to check the Harvard numbers through a source independent of
SPIRES, there’s a list of Harvard physics PhD’s sorted by year at

http://www.physics.harvard.edu/academics/phds.html

No idea offhand where similar lists (independent of SPIRES) can be found for
other universities, short of going through the online library databases of
particular universities.

25. ninguem
September 28, 2008

Steve Hsu

I don’t doubt you, but why do liberal arts colleges prefer experimentalists?
Wouldn’t they save lab costs hiring theoreticians?

26. steve hsu
September 28, 2008

I don’t understand the policy, although perhaps they think it is easier to get
students involved in exptl projects than in theoretical projects. But of course the
easiest projects for students are numerical simulations or writing code 

27. Matt
September 28, 2008

Hi

I’m a new graduate student in cosmology-high energy physics, in a Canadian
university. When I first met my supervisor, he was very clear about my job
prospects; I should be ready not to work in academia and be willing to work in
the industry. I was and I’m still fine with that (I’m not even sure I would accept a

http://www.physics.harvard.edu/academics/phds.html
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/academics/phds.html


faculty position if I got offered one … I’m ok with working 70 hours per week,
but I don’t think I could do that all my life), but I got to admit that I didn’t expect
my odd to be so low.

Anybody know what most of the phd students who left academia end up doing ?
How hard is it to get a teacher job in a small college (non-research) ?

28. ninguem
September 28, 2008

Matt,

Who the hell works 70 hours a week? Tenured faculty certainly not.

29. Peter Shor
September 28, 2008

Don’t small liberal arts colleges need people to run the lab courses students
take? While there are some theoreticians I would trust to do that, there are quite
a few more that I wouldn’t.

Also, in reply to Jeff McGowan, I can definitely say that the wave of retirements
in math departments is still in progress at some schools, so the current grad
students aren’t completely out of luck. But I wouldn’t expect it to last much
longer.

30. Matt
September 28, 2008

Hi ninguem,

I think my current supervisor works about that much, and from what I have seen
it’s not a unique case (one of my undergraduate research supervisor worked
during the weekends and on week evenings too, he basically lived in his office).
It seems hard to really go home and stop thinking about your research, and I
don’t think it’s a problem that applies only to students …

Not to mention, I don’t know if that applies to every department, but in mine the
professors are in competion with each other regarding their salary (based on the
number of publications, the quality of teaching, outreach …). So that really
encourages to do a lot of overtime.

Plus, everyone knows that what drives physicists is prestige, not money, and in
order to be the best I doubt that 40 hours a week is enough.

31. David
September 28, 2008

This thread leads to my big gripe. A lot of people seem to equate theoretical
physics with string theory. There’s a lot more out there.

32. chris



September 29, 2008

somehow i don’t get the point of this constant whining of hep theory people
about the job market. somehow it reminds me of my days as a student, when
fellow students would talk about which professor has the hardest exams etc.
these students were not among the best…

when i got into the phd program (or even more generally into studying physics) i
was perfectly aware that not everyone and her neighbor could be a physics
professor. but hey, that’s a challenge! if you would have told me at the beginning
of grad school that the chances of finding a faculty position were about 10% after
phd, i would probably have rejoiced that the chance is somewhat realistic. it
should be made perfectly clear to all grad students that it won’t be a safe and
easy ride but honestly, who does not know that? you have to close your eyes
really hard.

and finally, if you think that hep-theory is the most competitive field there is i
suggest you to think again. i know a bit how things look like in liberal arts and
humanities – specifically in linguistics. basically the situation there is that there
is no job. period. a 10% chance for phds to get a faculty position would probably
be considered paradise in these fields. and their backup options typicall are not
as good either (at least here in europe i know that taxi driver is not an unrealistic
option).

33. Fabien Besnard
September 29, 2008

Chris, who said the competion was fair ? With odds so low as 1/10, this is bound
to be quite the contrary. Let me illustrate this. You see 3 people drowning : your
child, Albert Einstein, and someone you don’t know. If you are given 2 lifebelts,
you’ll probably save your child and Albert, but if you have only 1, so much for
Albert… This is perfectly reasonable from your point of view, but the loss for the
society is immense.

34. Thomas Larsson
September 29, 2008

Note AE had to take a job as a patent clerk, which is the academic equivalent of
drowning. The real anomaly is that Max Planck hired an amateur as his assistent
in 1910.

35. Matt
September 29, 2008

Chirs said :

” if you would have told me at the beginning of grad school that the chances of
finding a faculty position were about 10% after phd, i would probably have
rejoiced that the chance is somewhat realistic. it should be made perfectly clear
to all grad students that it won’t be a safe and easy ride but honestly, who does
not know that? you have to close your eyes really hard. ”



I’m sure it’s easy to say that once you have your own faculty position, or if your
confidence and ego was so big that you were already sure you would end up with
a faculty position. But the truth is when you’re not that confident, you do care
about all those issues, and you also care about which teachers give the hardest
exams (I did care about that and I graduated first of my promotion).

If for you it was just a big challenge, well good for you, but what if you would
have end up spending 10 years at University with no job in the end, was the
challenge worth it ? Perhaps then you should have considered your option from
the beginning, and this is precisely what this post is for, it’s a warning !

36. Peter Orland
September 29, 2008

I went into particle theory with my eyes open, fully aware of what the job
prospects were (I finished in 1982, when it was just as bad or worse as today). I
had help from a few friends, and wrote some possibly decent papers, but the
main reason I got a job at a Ph.D. granting institution was determination. During
this period, I kept trying to introduce myself to colleagues, despite doors being
shut in my face (literally, in one instance).

My case is not very unusual. I know other people who applied every year for
faculty jobs, spending their own savings to visit institutions and go to meetings,
some being unemployed for a year.

Though luck is certainly a factor, one can improve the odds by persistence. That
being said, I don’t encourage students to do particle theory unless they can’t be
dissuaded.

37. srp
September 29, 2008

If we had more physicists working in the patent office, maybe we would have
fewer stupid patents granted. I’d even pay for time off to do research–the gains
in social welfare would be huge.

38. estraven
September 30, 2008

The job perspectives in mathematics are better than in physics, and have been
for at least two decades as far as I know. Also faster: mathematicians have a
nontrivial chance of landing a tenure-track position two or three years after PhD.

I wouldn’t be a scientist now if I hadn’t gotten tenure before my ovaries were
ready for the trashcan.

39. David McMahon
September 30, 2008

These numbers are positively bleak, but what can one expect I guess. Physics is
such an interesting subject but even with the LHC in operation, society doesn’t



really value theoretical physics if there are such small numbers of jobs available.
However, something students should realize is there are some related positions
in DOE laboratories. I have worked at Sandia labs where I was able to do some
quantum theory related to quantum computing. There are people doing particle
physics at Los Alamos. There are not many positions like this either, but the point
is you don’t have to go into academia to do physics. And the pay in DOE labs is
very good. But despite this it almost seems like going into theoretical physics is
like trying out for the NBA. I cannot honestly encourage a young person to
consider an advanced degree in physics. The reality is you have to take care of
yourself in life and getting a job happens to be central to that mission. I would
guess that math is better. People need to learn math for all sorts of reasons so
you probably face better prospects with a PhD in applied math.

40. nbutsomebody
October 1, 2008

Excellent article, a real eye opener. Is the situation same for other branches of
theoretical physics like bio-physics or cond-mat?

41. Thomas R Love
October 6, 2008

ninguem asked: “why do liberal arts colleges prefer experimentalists? ”

If the local situation (Cal State Dominguez Hills) is any indication, the
experimentalists get more grant money. Two are with Super-K and one spends
summers at the Jefferson Nat’l Lab. The only one without a grant is a theorist.
I’m just a parttime lecturer and not included in the above data.

42. Alexey A Petrov
October 6, 2008

I think the data is incomplete — it’s probably more relevant to look at
where the person did a postdoc before he/she was hired into that permanent
position, not at the place where he/she got his/her PhD. In this case the situation
would be even more startling… speaking as one of the “points” making up that
study (as well as someone who’s been on several search committees).

Also, liberal colleges take both experimentalists and theorists (and this is not
reflected in that study too), it depends on a person and on college — last year a
person I made an offer to for a postdoc position took a permanent job at a liberal
arts college instead. What I mean is that colleges like to have their students to
be involved in research. It’s much harder to argue that a string theorist would
work with sophomores on cutting-edge research problems…

43. nbutsomebody
October 9, 2008

In recent years we see another dangerous trend. Within string theory the people
who are getting faculties are people who has topcited papers. That is well and
good ( although what is the relevance and scientific worth of citation in string



theory is a big question itself, but lets not ask this at the moment.) However the
well-cited papers are with already established names in the field and that helped
the lesser known then postdoc/student collaborators to get a job.

Now if one sees the output of junior faculties after they get a job and what they
are doing on their own (assuming he/she has not got in job in ivy leagues and not
in the same place with his/her previous mentor), it comes out to be really
pathetic! Off course there are few “noble” exceptions. But this seems to be a
general rule., at least in string theory.

44. JC
October 9, 2008

nbutsomebody,

For these “pathetic” string theorists who had previously high citation counts and
who later subsequently produced mediocre to dreadful work as junior faculty,
what percentage were later denied tenure?

45. nbutsomebody
October 9, 2008

JC,
Surprisingly almost nobody !!!! and they seem to have a lot of clout too !!



Deal Breaker

September 30, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Discussion of quantum gravity at a level similar to that of parts of the professional
physics community makes it to prime-time TV:

Update: I should have credited where I first saw reference to this (no, I don’t
normally watch this show…), it was at Capitalist Imperialist Pig. If you are having
trouble with the embedded link to the video, you might have better luck following his
link to the cbs web-site and seeing what you can find there….

Update: Lubos is claiming credit for this, implying that he’s the model for Sheldon.
He has a point. I always thought that the string theory community should worry about
the implications of having Lubos represent them on the web, now there’s prime-time
TV to think about.

Comments

1. Jeff McGowan
September 30, 2008

OK, so I hope Lee and Peter get some royalties for this stuff  Actually, in
relation to the previous post about the job market, I guess a lot of recent physics
Ph.Ds are now writing for television?

2. Per
September 30, 2008

Not available….

3. Peter Woit
September 30, 2008

Hmm, works for me, not sure why some people are having trouble with this.

4. Uncle Al
September 30, 2008

Firewall must be set to allow embedded objects, mime objects, javascripts…
mobile code in general through.

5. JC
September 30, 2008

Television writers are a dime a dozen. (Though one could argue the same for
many other professions, including physics and math).

http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2008/09/war-spreads.html
http://capitalistimperialistpig.blogspot.com/2008/09/war-spreads.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/10/codpiece-topology.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/10/codpiece-topology.html


All it takes is somebody reading several books (both pro and con) on string
theory, to write it into a tv or movie script. Even an episode of CSI mentions
string theory in a completely misleading and convoluted manner.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Theory_of_Everything_(CSI)

6. Anthony
September 30, 2008

I think the link only works in the US ;-(

7. Vince
September 30, 2008

Peter,

Can you please provide us with the link to that clip?

Thanks!

8. Kea
September 30, 2008

The CBS site says that the content is unavailable outside the U.S.

9. capitalistimperialistpig
September 30, 2008

TBBT is probably the only television comedy ever that consistently gets the
physics right. The physicist characters are broadly drawn comic stereotypes, but
stereotypes we can recognize from our experience: The nut job you shared an
office with in grad school, the slightly loopy prof down the hall, that wacko chick
from Dabney.

But not, of course, ourselves.

10. capitalistimperialistpig
September 30, 2008

(continued, sorry)

Note, e.g., the DSR reference in Leslie’s argument.

11. Amos
September 30, 2008

“TBBT is probably the only television comedy ever that consistently gets the
physics right.”

That’s priceless.

12. anon.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Theory_of_Everything_(CSI)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Theory_of_Everything_(CSI)


September 30, 2008

Yeah, it’s nice that Sheldon gives precisely the right response to the absurd claim
that LQG calculates black hole entropy correctly. But what’s with “Barbero-
Immirzi parameter” being written on the whiteboard behind them? Was Leslie
giving Leonard a lecture earlier in the evening?

13. David McMahon
September 30, 2008

I think the clip is hilarious. For the vast majority of the people watching the
show, the discussion is going to sound like a bunch of nonsense but hey at least
we’re getting physics into the popular culture. Great timing with the LHC!

[off-topic material deleted]

14. Fabien Besnard
October 1, 2008

We I read this post and the comments I thought it was some form of elaborated
joke (I could not watch the podcast), but I went to the CBS site and saw that
there is really a show about theoretical physicists in the US ! Something like this
would be completely unbelievable here in France. Does it mean that americans
are better educated in science ? That would not surprize me. I also had this
feeling by comparing books that popularize science : they tend to be of a much
better quality in the US.

15. Chris Oakley
October 1, 2008

Expect more of this kind of thing. With very few jobs for particle physicists in
academia, and now much fewer jobs in Wall Street, scriptwriting for TV may
start to look very attractive (… god forbid that we should ever be required to do
anything useful)

16. quark
October 1, 2008

This link works in Europe

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOwS0N3sX_M

17. a mathematician
October 1, 2008

Wow, that clip was painfully unfunny. Maybe they really are hiring physicists to
do their writing.

18. Kea
October 1, 2008

Heh, thanks You Tube!!! LOL! That was hilarious. And the script is simple

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOwS0N3sX_M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOwS0N3sX_M


enough that I’m sure anybody gets it – no physics knowledge required at all.

19. MathPhys
October 1, 2008

You can watch it on Motl’s blog. Yes, it was written by physicists. Very stale.

20. milkshake
October 1, 2008

No amount of beer can make this show tolerable. Whats genuinely needed is a
sitcom about Lubos’ struggles with the confederacy of dunces.

21. Will
October 1, 2008

Dear Peter,

Why are you always concerned about public perception? Nobody is an authority
in science and good scientists are not doing science to sway public perception. I
honestly think your feud with Lubos Motl is nonsensical.

Motl does not represent string theory but his one views and prejudices.On the
other hand, you have no better things to do than just rant against string theory
and its public perception and so on. It

Together, you have done more harm to science by trying to sway public
perception in one direction or the other.

Will

22. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
October 1, 2008

That was…interesting. I mean, on the one hand, I’m psyched something like this
can even exist, but on the other, well, I’m with the “it’s not very funny” crowd
above.

Also, I thought the String Theorist’s debate skills were uncharacteristically
anemic. I mean, wouldn’t the string theorist have mentioned sparticles showing
up at the LHC, or RS resonances/KK towers due to large extra dimensions, or
some other seemingly typical example, as a rebuttal to the LQG testability claim,
rather than having such a weak riposte? Also, I should think an LQG theorist
would know that ST can also be used to calculate the entropy of at least some
varieties of black holes, and hence such a claim of superiority would have been
entirely unimpressive to a string theorist. She seemed entirely ignorant of this.

If I can think of these things, I’m sure the writers could easily have. If you’re
going to make a stab at comédie vérité, going only halfway kind of kills the whole
effort, IMO.

23. Just a Note



October 2, 2008

I sometimes like to poke fun at people, but in all honesty, most of the physicists
and mathematicians I have encountered are not at all like the characters
portrayed on this show.

Sure there are little quirks, and certainly some of the debate around LQG and
String theory is juvenile (or at least passionate), but the community itself seems
full of a lot of well-rounded, well adjusted, principled people (and Peter is
certainly one of them).

Intelligence, by its statistical nature, is a rare gift, and I have come to
understand that “nerds” get picked on more out of jealousy than any other
reason.

So I think that at some level the fact that a show like this has managed to make
it into the popular media should be viewed as a complement to the community
derived from the underlying respect that most people have.

24. capitalistimperialistpig
October 2, 2008

Just a note –

Hey, it’s called humor. Comic characters are always exaggerations. Sure there
are lots of normal, well-adjusted, physicists and mathematicians – they aren’t
very funny, though.

But if you have spent a lot of time around physicists and mathematicians and not
met people who remind you of the characters in TBBT, I’m surprised. I surely
have.

To me, the humorous depiction of scientists in TBBT is not mean spirited. They
are odd but human people dealing with the usual human problems in an odd and
slightly exotic context.

Check out Motl’s take on the show though, especially the fury he whips himself
into against the physicist character who espouses LQG – simply because the
writers chose to associate that characteristic with her for this episode. Now
that’s odd, human, and scary in Spanish Inquisition sort of way.

25. Plank
October 2, 2008

Not very funny but replace LQG and ST for 2 religions and be amazed.

26. Shantanu
October 6, 2008

Peter or others, any speculations on tomorrow’s Nobel Prize?
Thanks



27. diana
October 7, 2008

Guys,

“really a show about theoretical physicists in the US ! Something like this would
be completely unbelievable here in France”

My dear friend, the show isn’t about theoretical physics. Since sarcasm doesn’t
work on the internet, let me give you a hint: the show is about sex. The vehicle is
theoretical physicists.

I think it’s a terrific show, very sweet and very funny. It no more puts down
theoretical physicists than it puts down cute blondes. I can claim total objectivity
because I am neither a theoretical physicist or a cute blonde.



2008 Physics Nobel Prize

October 7, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

Half of this year’s Nobel Prize in physics has been awarded to Yoichiro Nambu for his
work on spontaneous symmetry breaking, the other half to Kobayashi and Maskawa
for the CKM matrix as an explanation of CP breaking. A detailed explanation of the
scientific context of the prizes is here.

The prize for Nambu is well-deserved and rewards one of the deepest, surprising, and
most important ideas in particle theory, that of spontaneous symmetry breaking. In
1960 Nambu realized that non-invariance of the vacuum state under an axial
symmetry could explain the existence of pions and determine many of their
properties. He also realized that this phenomenon is closely related to what happens
in various condensed matter models (including the BCS model of superconductivity),
where the ground state is not invariant under a symmetry of the theory. Nambu has
often been mentioned as a candidate for the award, and it’s surprising that it has
taken nearly 50 years for it to come about. I’m a bit curious about how often Nobel
Prizes in other fields are awarded for work done a half-century ago. Unfortunately the
rather difficult times particle physics has found itself in the last few decades may
mean that the best way for a particle theorist to get the prize is to have been around
during the field’s heyday, and to remain in good health.

The Kobayashi-Maskawa award is a somewhat less obvious one, since it didn’t involve
a surprising breakthrough, and it is about something completely different than
Nambu’s work. In the early-mid 60s, starting with work by Nicola Cabibbo, it had
been shown that (in modern language…) flavor mixing matrix for two generation
models of the weak interactions is governed by a single angle, now known as the
Cabibbo angle. In 1972, Kobayashi and Maskawa pointed out that for three
generations the matrix is determined by three angles and a complex phase. The
complex phase makes this a possible source of CP violation, and it seems to be the
main if not only source of observed CP violation. The Nobel committee text makes the
claim that:

This is in fact a result known in mathematics since around 1950, but the
contacts between mathematics and physics were not great around 1970.

This is a rather odd description of the situation, since the mathematical facts involved
here are quite simple ones about which 3×3 unitary matrices satisfy certain
conditions, and presumably could have been derived by mathematicians who first
worked with such matrices in the 19th century if this particular condition had come
up. I can’t think of anything mathematicians learned around 1950 that is needed to
solve the problem, and, once stated physicists could easily solve it without help from
mathematicians (who perhaps would have been more likely to just have been a
hindrance in this case…)

The quark mixing matrix embodies most of the unknown parameters of the Standard
Model, and as such is a crucial object for experimental studies of particle physics.

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2008/
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2008/
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2008/phyadv08.pdf
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2008/phyadv08.pdf


Because of this, the KM paper is the second most highly cited paper in particle
physics (after Weinberg’s “A Model of Leptons”), but this ranking doesn’t reflect the
depth or importance of the ideas.

Lots of other blogs are also covering this. Tommaso Dorigo points out that it’s a bit
anomalous that a Nobel Prize for the CKM (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa) matrix
doesn’t include Cabibbo, who is still around. Lubos Motl thinks that what is important
here is that Nambu is also a string theorist, and that one of the people on the
committee making this choice was a string theorist, Lars Brink.

Update: Lots of coverage of this in the press. Michio Kaku has an editorial in Forbes,
where, like Lubos, he sees the real significance as being that Nambu is a string
theorist:

And there may even be a theory beyond the Standard Model, a true theory
of everything that can unify all forces. It’s called string theory.

Not surprisingly, one of the founders of string theory is Professor Nambu, a
newly minted Nobel Laureate who has years of research ahead of him. The
best is yet to come.

Comments

1. Warren
October 7, 2008

it’s surprising that it has taken nearly 50 years for it to come about.
I’m a bit curious about how often Nobel Prizes in other fields are
awarded for work done a half-century ago.

van Vleck

2. Peter Woit
October 7, 2008

Thanks Warren,

That’s also physics, but it’s true it was awarded at a time (1977) when particle
physics was a lot healthier, and there were a lot of recent advances that could
have been awarded prizes.

I was a student at Harvard at the time, and from what I remember, the
conventional department celebration was a bit impeded by the fact that van
Vleck was long retired and gone, I heard rumors that no one even knew how to
locate him and contact him….

3. Pablo
October 7, 2008

On his blog Lubos says: “Nambu, a Japanese-born American, is often described

http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/10/07/nobel-prize-in-physics-to-particle-theorists/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/10/07/nobel-prize-in-physics-to-particle-theorists/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/10/physics-nobel-prize-nambu-kobayashi.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/10/physics-nobel-prize-nambu-kobayashi.html
http://www.forbes.com/opinions/2008/10/07/nobel-prize-physics-oped-cx_mk_1007kaku.html
http://www.forbes.com/opinions/2008/10/07/nobel-prize-physics-oped-cx_mk_1007kaku.html


as one of the “fathers of string theory . . But the Nobel prize is formally given to
him for a comparably famous discovery “, which implies that the REAL reason for
the Nobel is not that discovery, BUT his work on string theory . . . interesting
lecture of the events.

4. helvio
October 7, 2008

I don’t agree with your opinion that the work of Kobayashi and Maskawa (KM) is
not a breakthrough. As I see it, their suggestion was: 3 families => CP-violating
phase => matter/antimatter asymmetry. Only 2 families were known by then, so
adding a 3rd family is for me a very bold working hypothesis, albeit a very simple
one. And this is because its consequences are not only physically relevant but
also philosophically profound. I put this breakthrough in par with the proposal of
strangeness (2nd family) to explain the pattern of particles in the 60’s. It was
also a very simple working hypothesis, but which makes a lot of sense
theoretically when you see its consequences, and it fits the data when you later
test it.

5. Peter Woit
October 7, 2008

helvio,

Sorry, I agree that postulating a strange quark (2nd generation) may have been a
bold hypothesis, but once you have two generations, postulating a third just
doesn’t seem that bold.

6. JC
October 7, 2008

Didn’t Chandrasekhar get his Nobel Prize (in 1983) for work he did in the
1930’s?

7. helvio
October 7, 2008

What I mean is that the boldness is not just in the hypothesis, which is pretty
easy to make, but in suggesting it and showing explicitly that it leads to a
profound conclusion, like CP-violation. The mathematics of 3×3 matrices is very
simple, indeed, but it’s the chain of arguments in their paper that matter, and the
insight of recognizing that it’s a very important discovery and not a triviality.
Even though Lorenz wrote down his transformations, it was Einstein who
established the logical sequence of arguments that make them a consequence of
a small number of very basic but profound principles. Even though ‘t Hooft
claims to be the first to have calculated the beta function of QCD, he thought it
was a triviality; but for Gross, Wilczek, Politzer it wasn’t trivial, they recognized
its physical relevance. Every first-year grad student is able to do the same
calculation, it’s a simple one, but the real physics is in the interpretation, and
that even the best can miss. Kobayashi and Maskawa interpreted rightly the
relevant physics behind such a simple hypothesis, that’s why I think they fully



deserve the prize!

8. Steve Myers
October 7, 2008

Isn’t the problem for Cabibbo is that they won’t give the prize to 4? Same with
Dyson.

9. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
October 7, 2008

I absolutely agree – while a couple of colleagues are suspicious of a particle
physics prize in an area that seems obscure to them, given the year that’s in it
(LHC), I think the prize for Nambu is well-deserved and decades overdue
(compare with Saalam and Glashow for example).

10. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
October 7, 2008

P.S.
I mean I absolutely agree with the post above, not the comments. That said, I too
think it’s most unfair that the third musketeer of the CKM mechanism was left
out – that damn rule

11. JC
October 7, 2008

By a similar argument, should Ludwig Faddeev have received the 1999 Nobel
Prize (with ‘t Hooft and Veltman) in analogy with Cabibbo vs. K + M ?

12. spear mark
October 7, 2008

Well, the value of KM is related to the value you place on getting a better handle
on why we are made of matter, and not some sort of thin gruel of photons,
electrons, and positrons that would have resulted if matter and antimatter were
completely symmetric.

Cronin and Fitch got the price in 1980 or so for the experimental discovery of CP
violation, and it is very appropriate that KM get a piece of the prize for the
phenomenology that most closely describes the experimental result. Their
phenomenology led to more experimental work… the Fermilab and CERN
experiments on direct CP violation and the Babar/Belle experiments. That pretty
much proved that KM were right, and so the timing of the prize to them is just
about right.

Of course, from a theoretical perspective, KM’s math is trivial and so their work
is not so impressive. But in contrast to string theory, KM’s work is closely tied to
the physical world, which in some people’s mind is more important than
impressive mathematics.



Cabibbo’s work, I thought, was not easy to separate from other similar
contributions, although he got the name on the parameter.

To me the surprise was Nambu. I’m sure he’s a great guy, but there have already
been prizes to Glashow, Weinberg, Salam, t’Hooft, and Veltman for similar work.
Actually, there are way too many prizes to theorists for the Standard Model, and
too few to experimentalists.

How about Prescott for polarized electron scattering? Or a group for 3 jet
events? The long b lifetime? Unfortunately, in the current climate, there is a
theology that nothing happened in experimental particle physics since 1974 or
so. That is merely theology, however. The actual experimental work of the last 35
years is crucial and innovative, just undervalued.

13. A
October 7, 2008

The “Nobel prize that Kobayashi-Maskawa will get within 3 years” was
announced in a my comment on NEW 2 years ago, see
href=”http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=465#comment-
16690.

The reason why Cabibbo is excluded is that two-generation mixing was already
mentioned in a footnote in an earlier paper by other authors (unfortunately I
forgot which paper).

14. Meow
October 7, 2008

Clicking on the Motl link displays a Woit-bashing page

15. cyd
October 7, 2008

Weird. Why were Goldstone and Cabibo left out? If it’s due to the only-three-per-
year rule, surely they can give it to, say, Nambu and Goldstone this year, and to
Cabibo, Kobayashi, and Maskawa next year.

16. cyd
October 7, 2008

> I’m a bit curious about how often Nobel Prizes in other fields are awarded for
work done a half-century ago.

Abrikosov and Ginzburg finally received their prizes only in 2003, for the
profound work they did in the 1950s.

Incidentally, the 2003 prize would have been Landau’s second Nobel prize—
Ginzburg’s prize was for the Ginzburg-Landau theory—if the committee had been
a little more timely, and if he had live longer. As it turned out, Landau had his
famous and tragic car accident 1962; the Prize was quickly given to him in that



year, for his work on superfluidity, for fear that he would die without being
honored.

17. Coin
October 7, 2008

Isn’t the problem for Cabibbo is that they won’t give the prize to 4? Same with
Dyson.

I’m told that this was also a problem in medicine this year, with the Nobel Prize
going to two members of the team that discovered HIV causes AIDS, and also the
guy who discovered HPV causes cervical cancer; with some third guy who ran a
separate team with a claim to have codiscovered HIV being left out. It’s not
entirely clear whether this choice was actually a determination that the third
guy’s claim to HIV priority was illegitimate, or whether they just ran out of slots.

18. An italian
October 7, 2008

CABIBBO:
NOBEL!!!
NOBEL!!!
NOBEL!!!

19. dir
October 7, 2008

the point of km’s work is cp violation mechanism, they predicted the third
generation fermions. this work is very important, but also a kind of easy, and km
themselves are not comparable with nambu who is really great.

as for the work of quark mixing, not only cabibbo, gell-mann and levy had a
similar work in 1960, their paper should be the following one, nuovo cimento 16
(1960) 705.

20. Anonymous
October 7, 2008

Increasingly these days I’m more and more skeptical of the Nobel prize’s worth…
I mean, if you do phenomenal work why shouldn’t you be recognized for it (i.e.
case of Cabibo)? what exactly does a (rule on) limitation on number of recipients
have anything to do with the scientific value of the research?

And furthermore, the Nobel Committee seems to think the universe of academic
research – perhaps less so literary – revolves around their validation… does it
actually?! The Committee/s awarding the prizes have had a (seemingly unending)
streak of pompousness on how they perceive themselves as ‘judges of value’
when they assign credit / value to other people’s research.

Bottom line: A number of their decisions over the years haven’t been as objective
as one would hope to believe for so prestigious a prize; and some of their awards



have been based on factor/s not directly associated with strictly intellectual /
academic merit.

(I won’t mention specific cases because would start a controversy which I don’t
particularly want to get into).

21. anonymous fool
October 8, 2008

The most rescent Bulletin of the AMS contains an interview with Atle Selberg, in
which he comments about prizes.

http://www.ams.org/bull/2008-45-04/S0273-0979-08-01223-8
/S0273-0979-08-01223-8.pdf

Here are some excerpts:

“Question. You have received the Fields Medal in 1950. You also have received
the
Wolf Prize in 1986. Three years ago the Abel Prize in mathematics was
established. What are your thoughts on these types of prizes in general—do you
think they have a positive effect?
It does not advance science. No one does scientific work because there exist
prizes—I cannot imagine that. A prize will make one or more persons happy, but
it also gives rise to disappointment among many people, I would imagine.
Question. But do you believe it serves mathematics in the sense that it creates
publicity and thus raises the awareness of the public?
Whether it serves mathematics to get publicity is an open question.
Question. Coming back to the Abel Prize: what are your thoughts on the awards
so far?
I proposed Serre and Grothendieck as candidates for the first award in 2003, as
some people I would have preferred. I thought that Serre would get it, and that
also happened. Since then I have not made any proposals. Concerning the Abel
Prize, I have a somewhat ambivalent attitude. Let us consider the Nobel Prize:
I think it has caused some unintended harm by creating a strong distinction
inprestige between those that get the prize and others, who certainly deserve it,
but do not get it. There are, of course, some people that so clearly outshine
others that the award is uncontroversial; in physics, for example, you have
Einstein, Bohr,Heisenberg, Dirac, and a few others. However, since the prize is
awarded yearly, it is inevitable that the distinction will not be so clear. . .”

22. Thomas Larsson
October 8, 2008

Coin:

– When it comes to figuring out who made seminal medical discoveries, we in the
Nobel committee are the world experts, not a bunch of laywers, says Bertil
Fredholm, chairman of the Nobel committee at the Karolinska institute.

23. DB

http://www.ams.org/bull/2008-45-04/S0273-0979-08-01223-8/S0273-0979-08-01223-8.pdf
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October 8, 2008

“It’s not entirely clear whether this choice was actually a determination that the
third guy’s claim to HIV priority was illegitimate, or whether they just ran out of
slots.”

You’re referring to Robert Gallo whose role in the discovery of the Aids virus was
long the subject of major controversy. Anyway, not a very good day for Italians
(Cabibbo) or Americans of Italian descent (Gallo).

24. Christine
October 8, 2008

At least two Brazilians physicists also “missed” receiving the Nobel prize:

-Mario Norberto Baibich in 2007 for the Giant Magnetoresistance effect, see
here (he was the first author of the paper describing the effect).

-César Lattes: although he was the main researcher and the first author of the
Nature paper on the meson pi, Cecil Powell was awarded the Nobel for it in
1950; see here.

According to an interview with Lattes:

Question: Do you think that the fact of being Brazilian contributed so that
another researcher gained the Physics Nobel in the research where you have
participated?

CL: Although the judge commission was formed by Englishmen, I believe that it
was not my nationality that weighted in the decision of the winner. As much in
the discovery of pion, in 1946, as in its artificial creation, in 1948, I had the
contribution of the Giuseppe Occhialini. He was the one who should have
received the prize. And, in 1950, who took the prize was the Cecil Powell, who
also participated in the work. But forget about this. These huge prizes do not
help science.

25. Shantanu
October 8, 2008

BTW this is the first time IIRC, that the names of the nobel committee
(at least in Physics) has been made public. Is that right? (or in previous years
also the committee has been public?)

26. Pankaj
October 8, 2008

One could perhaps argue that KM deserved Nobel prize more than Nambu. KM
showed how CP-violation could be explained. They gave a theoretical
idea for an experimental fact. This idea could have been proposed by some else,
but they were the first. This happens quite often in science. Even the
experimental discovery of CP-violation could have been done by someone else.

http://egregium.wordpress.com/2007/10/09/physics-nobel-2007/
http://egregium.wordpress.com/2007/10/09/physics-nobel-2007/
http://egregium.wordpress.com/2008/03/20/cesar-lattes-historical-meme/
http://egregium.wordpress.com/2008/03/20/cesar-lattes-historical-meme/


Their case is more like Glashow whose ideas have experimental support; while
perhaps there is no experimental support for the ideas of Weinberg and Salam
for which they got the Nobel Pize. Nambu’s case might be more like Weinberg
and Salam. However, it is also true that Nambu, Weinberg and Salam are held in
higher regard generally for their multifaceted contribution to physics and
perhaps because their contributions have been more mathematical. But in the
end,
what may count is the discovery of the
secrets of nature rather than how
mathematically inclined your work is.

27. Thomas Larsson
October 9, 2008

Shantanu, the members of the Nobel committees have AFAIK always been public.
That would be difficult to keep secret, given that the committee members can
attend the Nobel ceremony and banquet, with TV survey and everything.
However, the protocols from the committee meetings are kept secret for at least
50 years, so you have to wait to see who voted for whom.

28. MathPhys
October 9, 2008

So why not J Goldstone precisely? I thought it was always known as the Nambu-
Goldstone mechanism. Maybe Goldstone didn’t publish?

29. Shantanu
October 9, 2008

Thanks, Thomas. Do you or anyone else knows why S.N. Bose (of Bose-Einstein
statistics ) was not awarded the Nobel prize and if
he was voted ? (as I presume he would have been shortlisted more than
50 years ago that the protocols must have been made public)

30. Thomas Larsson
October 10, 2008

I don’t know specifically about Bose, but an interesting account of the politics
surrounding the early Nobel prizes for QM can be found here.

31. Travis
October 10, 2008

Just a nit to pick a few days late:

From SPIRES current citation counts, KM is the 3rd most cited paper in HEP,
after Weinberg and then Maldacena. And of course the PDG’s Review of Particle
Physics dwarfs everyone with well over 20,000 to all versions.

I suppose this error is my fault, since we haven’t posted new all time lists
recently, and the “pass” happened recently. However, note that you can, for the

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/9551
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/9551


most part, do this yourself live:

Find topcite 3000+ and sequence by citation count [SPIRES]

Which will give you _current_ papers over 3000 citations in order.

Mind you, this has nothing to do with the Nobel. Clearly the order of these
papers, and the exact number of citations at this point, is more of a reflection of
the community than saying anything too important about the papers. This high
on the list there are, I hope, better ways of assessing the impact of a paper [this
is probably true in general, but that’s another story…].

32. MathPhys
October 10, 2008

There is some serious science fiction in the 3000+ list.

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+TOPCITE+3000%2B&FORMAT=www&SEQUENCE=citecount(d)
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?rawcmd=FIND+TOPCITE+3000%2B&FORMAT=www&SEQUENCE=citecount(d)


News From Various Fields

October 8, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

The hypothetical field with one element (known as Fun) now has its own blog, ceci
n’est pas un corps. Among the many things of interest, there’s a link to a video of
Alain Connes explaining his recent paper with Consani and Marcolli on the subject.
This is part of a project at the Journal of Number Theory to get authors to produce
video introductions to their papers.

Over at the n-category Cafe, there’s a discussion of Alan Weinstein’s new paper on
The Volume of a Differentiable Stack. A stack is a sort of replacement of a quotient
space, of a sort that allows one to keep track of the fact that different points may
correspond to different stabilizers. One would like to naturally assign as many
properties of spaces as possible to stacks, and one interesting question is how to
count sizes, for instance how to define volumes. If everything is finite, it turns out the
thing to do is to count points by dividing by the size of the stabilizer, but something
much more subtle is required in the differentiable case, where the sets involved are
all infinite.

The last year has seen a flurry of activity on hep-th that goes under the name of the
“M2 mini-revolution”, or maybe AdS4/CFT3. I’d been waiting for some expository
accounts of this to appear to read more about it, and there’s a new one here. It
includes graphs that show a total of 157 papers on the topic with 223 authors. Things
didn’t really get started until this past spring, with the number of papers peaking at
40/month in July, with 53 new authors joining the game that month. Since then, the
trend is downwards, with 21 paper in September. Thomas Klose does a good job of
surveying the subject and what has been learned about it. The only applications
mentioned are in the last line of the last page, which refers to possible future uses in
condensed matter physics.

The 2009 fiscal year has started already, with no federal budget in the US. The idea
now seems to be to wait until it’s half over next March or so, then have the new
administration put together a 2009 budget and a 2010 budget simultaneously. In the
meantime, a continuing resolution has been passed, under which money can be spent
at the level of the 2008 budget. This is pretty bad news for US HEP, since the relevant
2008 level was one involving serious budget cuts. The effect of these was mitigated by
a later supplemental appropriation, and that can evidently be used to keep the
Fermilab budget at a level such that layoffs can be avoided (see discussion from
Oddone here). But it remains completely unclear what will happen to the lab a few
short months from now.

This past weekend the Skeptics Society at Caltech cosponsored with the Templeton
Foundation a conference on Origins: the BIG Questions. The afternoon session was
devoted to discussing God, the morning featured physicists promoting anthropics. An
account of the talks is here, including this about Lenny Susskind’s talk

The conference began with a real bang – the Big one of course, and a lesson

http://matrix.cmi.ua.ac.be/fun/
http://matrix.cmi.ua.ac.be/fun/
http://matrix.cmi.ua.ac.be/fun/
http://matrix.cmi.ua.ac.be/fun/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=az_0pxm1jrI
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=az_0pxm1jrI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=az_0pxm1jrI
http://www.youtube.com/user/JournalNumberTheory
http://www.youtube.com/user/JournalNumberTheory
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http://arxiv.org/abs/0809.2130
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http://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive_2008/today08-10-07.html
http://origins.skeptic.com/index.php
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http://www.themoneyblogs.com/whohastimeforthis/my.blog/skeptics-sellout-to-christians.html


on what preceded that singularity as best understood today by physicists.
Susskind condensed his Stanford undergraduate cosmology course into a
beautiful one-hour primer on the universal constants (Planck’s, gravitational
constant, speed of light…) that support life. It turns out that life can only
evolve and survive in a narrow window of values for these constants, a fact
that Christians have recently embraced as proof of an intelligent designer.
But Susskind explained how quantum mechanics support the existence of a
multiverse that regularly spawns new universes with different sets of
constants, making it inevitable that our comfy universe should appear. (I
asked him whether a future day Dr. Strangelove could create the conditions
that spawn a new universe in our own – he said no, but without a compelling
explanation.)

and this about Sean Carroll’s:

Caltech physicist Sean Carroll delivered a great talk on time’s arrow – how
time fits into the universe and how it cannot exist without fluctuations in
entropy. He explained how the physical constants give our universe just the
right amount of clumpiness so that time can flow, and he presented an
alternative theory – consistent with quantum mechanics – on how universes
can bear “babies” with differing constants.

After Carroll, Caltech biologist Christoff Koch explained how:

consciousness may in fact entail a new force not yet discovered by
physicists.

Update: Sean has a posting about the “Origins” conference, mainly devoted to
explaining what was wrong with the presentation of a crackpot who was speaking as
part of the religion segment.

Comments

1. xstructure
October 8, 2008

Look at

http://xstructure.inr.ac.ru/x-bin/theme3.py?level=1&index1=461794

for papers on “m2 mini-revolution”.

2. Bee
October 8, 2008

Gee, I didn’t know Sean makes in baby universes too. This topic will eventually
fly just because the name is so cute.

A friend just mentioned he is at ahoop and I was wondering what on earth that’s
supposed to be. Seems it is the meeting you are referring to, probably an

http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/10/09/reasons-to-believe-creationists-are-crazy/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/10/09/reasons-to-believe-creationists-are-crazy/
http://xstructure.inr.ac.ru/x-bin/theme3.py?level=1&index1=461794
http://xstructure.inr.ac.ru/x-bin/theme3.py?level=1&index1=461794


abbreviation of ‘Ahrenshoop’.

3. K.B.
October 8, 2008

What could Christoff Koch possibly mean? I’ve taken one of his classes at
Caltech, and he seems like a reasonable guy, but:

“…consciousness may in fact entail a new force not yet discovered by
physicists…”

…seems like a pretty dangerous/irresponsible statement to me.

4. Peter Woit
October 8, 2008

Bee,

Yes, those slides are from the Ahrenshoop conference, more here:

http://people.physik.hu-berlin.de/~ahoop08/program.shtml

although the links seem to be temporarily broken…

5. Michael T.
October 8, 2008

I attended the Origins conference over the weekend and I must say all of the
speakers were quite good. If my recollection is correct, I do not think Dr. Koch
made the claim that consciousness is a fundamental property but rather posed it
as a question and also considered whether consciousness was an emergent
property of brain structure and neurochemistry.

Susskind was more into the baby universe thing and heavy on the Landscape.
What did take me by surprise was the number of possible universes in string
theory. Last time I checked it was 10^500 and in Susskind’s talk the number
seems to now be 10^1000! I think it’s getting kind of out of hand.

The whole “God” discussion was rather pointless in my view and science can
offer very little insight really. You either believe or you don’t, simple as that.

6. K.B.
October 8, 2008

“…I do not think Dr. Koch made the claim that consciousness is a fundamental
property but rather posed it as a question and also considered whether
consciousness was an emergent property of brain structure and neurochemistry.”

Sounds considerably more reasonable. Thanks Michael!

7. Esornep
October 9, 2008

http://people.physik.hu-berlin.de/~ahoop08/program.shtml
http://people.physik.hu-berlin.de/~ahoop08/program.shtml


Bee said: “Gee, I didn’t know Sean makes in baby universes too. ”

See his beautiful and extremely clear paper with Jennifer Chen, in hep-th 2004
on arxiv.

“This topic will eventually fly just because the name is so cute. ”

Err, it has been around for many years already, eg Farhi and Guth back in 1987.

8. Harry
October 9, 2008

“ceci n’est pas un corps” is a nice reference title to belgian surrealist painter
Rene Magritte, I think.. quite f_unny

9. Chip Neville
October 11, 2008

Peter,

Brian Greene was talking about string theory today on “Bob Edwards Weekend,”
a public radio show. The URL is http://www.bobedwardsradio.com/bob-edwards-
weekend/. You might be interested in his take on verifiability, and whether or not
string theory is a theory or philosophy.

Best,
Chip Neville

10. Tyler
October 14, 2008

Hi Peter,

(This is my first post to this blog, hoooooray!)

I’ve been reading through your blog and found this comment from you on
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=673

“I’m working on some new ideas (involving representation theory) about the
mathematics behind the BRST formalism and how to handle gauge symmetries. I
have a partially written paper now, hope to get something finished and done this
summer.”

So, what’s the deal? Summer is over! 
Will we see any of this on the arxiv? I can’t wait!

All the best,
Tyler

11. Peter Woit
October 14, 2008

http://www.bobedwardsradio.com/bob-edwards-weekend/
http://www.bobedwardsradio.com/bob-edwards-weekend/
http://www.bobedwardsradio.com/bob-edwards-weekend/
http://www.bobedwardsradio.com/bob-edwards-weekend/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=673
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=673


Tyler,

Well, it’s still a partially written paper, I fear. The problem is that my
understanding of this keeps changing, just when I have something nearly
finished, I realize there’s a better way of thinking about it…

Next week I’ll be giving a talk at Dartmouth related to this work, the title is
“BRST and Dirac Cohomology”. I’m making up some slides, and hope to put
those on-line, may also try putting up some blog entries soon that would explain
some of the physics and mathematics background.

12. Cplus
October 15, 2008

The Harvard Endowment Fund is trying to sell a portfolio including a variety of
venture capital and buyouts funds which could be one of the largest secondary
sales of all time. As reported by the NYT, unconfirmed by the University.
University scholars, now might be a good time to prepare for some serious belt
tightening, if not already done. With the trouble all state budgets have now,
especially California, it is unlikely that academics at State Universities will fare
better.

13. Shantanu
October 20, 2008

Peter, have you looked at the slides of Aspera (european priorities in
astroparticle physics) meeting held recently in Brussels

14. Peter Woit
October 20, 2008

Shantanu,
I did see that, but astro-particle physics is just not something I know much
about. For informed commentary on this topic, you need to look elsewhere….

http://www.aspera-eu.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=244&Itemid=106
http://www.aspera-eu.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=244&Itemid=106


The Landscape at Princeton and Harvard

October 15, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

String theory in general seems to have gone very quiet recently, but attempts to
intensively promote the string theory landscape view of fundamental physics show no
signs of slowing down at all. The Princeton Center for Theoretical Science is running
a year-long program Big Bang and Beyond, partially funded by the D.E. Shaw hedge
fund. Next month there will be a program on “String Landscape: Examining how the
string landscape alters approaches to fundamental physics and cosmology”, featuring
a public lecture by Leonard Susskind.

A couple weeks ago at Harvard, Frederik Denef gave a colloquium promoting
Landscape research. The talk concentrated on making an analogy between the string
theory landscape and condensed matter phenomena, relating this to recent attempts
to use duality to study 3d CFTs of interest in condensed matter physics. Frederik also
described a web-site (2ndcheek.com) which explains how string theory proves the
Bible is right. Unfortunately this web-site no longer seems to be in operation.

Also at Harvard, or at least across the street, landscapeologists and other string
phenomenologists have taken over the Clay Mathematics Institute this week for a
workshop on Stringy Reflections on LHC, yet another attempt to make the case that
string theory has something to say about the LHC, despite strong evidence against
this (see for instance David Gross’s talk at Strings 2008). Some of the slides from the
talks have begun to appear on-line, and Michael Dine’s landscape talk is here.

Update: David Berenstein has a report from the conference in Cambridge here.

Comments

1. Robert
October 16, 2008

Of course, on the internet, nothing is ever lost:

http://web.archive.org/web/20070507032956/www.2ndcheek.com
/stringtheory.htm

2. Jason
October 16, 2008

“Frederik also described a web-site (2ndcheek.com) which explains
how string theory proves the Bible is right.”

As I read it (thanks for finding that, Robert) it’s more about how the Bible proves
string theory is right than vice versa. With such sites — and there are many of
them — it’s always the religious tract proving the science. The Koran purports to
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prove not only string theory, but dark matter; supersymmetry; big bang; black
holes; worm holes; GUT/ToE…

3. changcho
October 16, 2008

“Examining how the string landscape alters approaches to fundamental physics
and cosmology”, featuring a public lecture by Leonard Susskind.”

I went to a popular talk Susskind gave at Foothill College here in the Bay Area a
couple of weeks ago and he talked about the Landscape as if it were already a
non-controversial, accepted fact.

4. Peter Woit
October 16, 2008

Thanks changcho,

I’m curious what sort of reaction Susskind will get in Princeton to his efforts to
promote the Landscape. Until recently, this wasn’t at all popular there, but this
year Witten is gone (at CERN), and an influential Landscape proponent (Arkani-
Hamed) may now be the dominant personality.

My impression is that views on the landscape among string theorists remain
definitely mixed, with physicists who are not string theorists very much
unconvinced. Susskind’s promotional efforts seem to me to have had the effect of
convincing many people that string theory has gone off the rails into pseudo-
science.

5. anonymous
October 16, 2008

Dear Peter,

It may be worth emphasizing that the Princeton
workshop is not particularly focused on the
landscape research you are criticizing.
It started with observational
cosmology, then covered inflationary theory, and later
is moving toward more and more speculative subjects
including measures on the
landscape, spacelike singularity resolution
and ekpyrosis, etc..

6. Peter Woit
October 16, 2008

anonymous,

Thanks for pointing this out. Next month’s symposium on the Landscape is only
one part of a larger program. I’m curious if you or anyone else knowledgeable



about that program would be willing to try and characterize to what degree its
participants are sympathetic to the point of view Susskind is promoting. For
instance, if changcho is right that he’s claiming the Landscape is now accepted
fact, to what extent does that correspond to reality?

7. Princeton Undergrad
January 25, 2009

I don’t know much about the larger ideological currents, but Susskind didn’t
even mention the landscape in his public lecture. He talked about the cosmic
censorship conjecture, and touched on the holographic principle. I would note
that the Center For Theoretical Science is headed partly by Paul Steinhardt, who
has been very critical of the landscape idea as “unscientific.”



Princeton Companion to Mathematics

October 15, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

I just recently got my hands on a copy of the new Princeton Companion to
Mathematics, and I fear that this is likely to seriously impact my ability to get things
done for a while, as I devote too much time to happily reading many of its more than
1000 pages.

The book is an amazing document (and physically, a beautiful, if weighty object),
unlike anything else I know of. Its coverage of mathematics and mathematical culture
is very wide and sometimes deep, but it makes no attempt to be comprehensive. Thus,
the accurate title “Companion to” rather than “Encyclopedia of”. The most
remarkable aspect of the book is the extremely high quality of the contributions from
a large number of different authors. It includes many wonderful long expository
articles, mostly at a level that a good undergraduate math student could hope to
appreciate, with much of the book accessible to an even wider audience. The articles
are often written by some of the best researchers and expositors around. For
example, one can find Barry Mazur writing on Algebraic Numbers, Janos Kollar on
Algebraic Geometry, Cliff Taubes on Differential Topology, Ingrid Daubechies on
Wavelets, Persi Diaconis on Mathematical Statistics, and many, many others of similar
quality. The table of contents is available here.

The book also includes extensive articles on historical topics in mathematics and
short biographies of a large number of mathematicians, as well as coverage of
applications and a section largely devoted to describing the art of problem-solving
and how mathematics really gets created. This section includes a beautiful set of five
essays called “Advice to a Young Mathematician”, which give five different equally
fascinating perspectives from some of the best in the subject about how they achieved
what they did, as well as what they have learned from years of helping students
become researchers. The authors of these pieces are Michael Atiyah, Bela Bollobas,
Alain Connes, Dusa McDuff, and Peter Sarnak. Luckily for all young (and old)
mathematicians, this chapter is freely available here.

The person most responsible for this is clearly the editor (and author of some of the
pieces), Fields Medalist Timothy Gowers, who had help from many others, including
fellow Fields Medalist Terry Tao. Gowers has a weblog, and he has written about the
book in these entries (and there’s a podcast interviewing him on the book web-site at
PUP). Terry Tao has a posting about the book here.

If you’re looking for a gift for someone with a serious interest in mathematics, no
matter what their background, you won’t do any better than this.

Comments

1. Serifo
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October 15, 2008

Is there any similar book in physics ? I’m just a math’ s undergraduate student
with some curiosity in mathematical foundation of physics ( Quantum mechanics
in particular). By the way , may I ask your views on Hilbert’s sixth problem ?
Sincerely

2. Peter Woit
October 15, 2008

Serifo,

I know of nothing like this book in physics.

To be honest, I never understood exactly what Hilbert was looking for in this
problem (“axiomatization of physics”). There are certainly parts of physics that
are mathematically well understood and could be axiomatized, others where we
still don’t understand things well enough to sensibly do this.

3. Tim May
October 15, 2008

Thank you, Peter, for this news. I just placed an online order for a copy.

As a former physicist (is there really such a thing?) who found GR and black
holes the most interesting things in the world, circa the early 70s, I now am
finding the “quantum measurement” constellation even more interesting. I
recently did a demo of the “quantum eraser experiment” from a Sci. Am. article,
the one involving some polarizers and a needle between two oppositely-polarized
filters. Wow. The essence of the EPR/weirdness reality demonstrated in a
darkened living room.

Sorry that this isn’t highfalutin’ string theory vs. loop quantum gravity vs.
whatever, but it’s the essence of physics for me.

And math. I eagerly await the Gowers book.

–Tim May

4. Serifo
October 15, 2008

Thank you for the reply, it’s a pty there isn’t such a book in physics. When I was
a high school student sometime ago, my physics teacher said ” more maths you
learn, more easier is to learn physics ” , well next time I see her, I will say ” more
maths you learn, more you struggle to understand physicist’s thoughts ” ! Maybe
the starting point should be to axiomatize first those mathematically well
understood theories then try gradually to capture the rest. Anyway sorry for
bringing this off topic subject, cheerse to Bourbaki! Sincerely

5. Fabien Besnard
October 16, 2008



Yummy ! I’ll get a copy as soon as possible. Thank you for this.

6. Navneeth
October 16, 2008

That seems wonderful. Thanks, Peter. Added to my want-list.

7. Navneeth
October 16, 2008

Fabien Besnard said: “Yummy!… ”

That’s exactly my reaction on reading about the contents! 

8. Serifo
October 16, 2008

I really hope they will produce : Princeton Companion to fundamental physics !

9. Navneeth
October 16, 2008

One for Physics will require revision much often than one for mathematics.
Maybe a web-based service will suit it better.

10. Thomas R Love
October 16, 2008

A book which does similar work is

A Panorama of Pure Mathematics (Pure and Applied Mathematics (Academic Pr))
by Jean A. Dieudonne

While the articles are at a much higher level ( suitable for a graduate student or
PhD) so is the price (about $225).

I read it while in graduate school and it gave me a taste of other fields of
mathematics.

Several of the articles from the Princeton book were once available on line and I
read several of them. They were at too low a level to interest me.

11. Coin
October 16, 2008

I know of nothing like this book in physics.

From what you’ve said here it kind of sounds a bit like Penrose’s “Road to
Reality”, though it sounds like it may be operating at a deeper level than
Penrose’s book.



12. JJ
October 16, 2008

As mentioned by Coin, Penrose´s “Road to reality” is somewhat similar, giving
some sort of overview of modern theoretical physics. Another interesting book, a
little more demanding is Lawrie´s “A Unified Grand Tour of Theoretical Physics”
(Amazon link: http://www.amazon.com/Unified-Grand-Tour-Theoretical-Physics
/dp/0750306041 )

13. theoreticalminimum
October 16, 2008

While I agree there is no such similar book for Physics, may I however point out
that there exists the comparatively bulkier 5-volume set “Encyclopedia of
Mathematical Physics“, which covers to some appreciable extent topics in
theoretical and mathematical physics. Springer will publish a “Modern
Encyclopedia of Mathematical Physics” in 2010 apparently.

14. Thomas R Love
October 17, 2008

theoreticalminimum recommended the “Encyclopedia of Mathematical Physics“,
and it looks good (judging by the description) but the price is a killer:

Price:
EUR 1,240
USD 1,495
GBP 855

That represents about one third of my monthly take-home pay.

15. theoreticalminimum
October 17, 2008

I am acutely aware of the huge price, to the extent that people who would
actually like to read anything from Elsevier would have to dig deep in their
savings (recall for instance the resignation of the editorial board of “Topology” as
protest against the outrageous prices of the publisher – find more here, here and
here). That’s why we have gigapedia (hint) to be thankful for ;-).

16. F Borg
October 18, 2008

Paul Davies edited a successful physics tome “New Physics” in 1989 which has
got a follow-up edited by Gordon Fraser, “The new physics for the twenty-first
century” (Cambridge UP 2006). While they do not quite parallel the Companion
to Mathematics these books still give nice overviews of what’s going on in
physics.

Eberhard Zeidler is by the way responsible for “Teubner-Taschenbuch der
Mathematik” whose first part has also appeared in English as “Oxford User’s
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guide to mathematics” (Oxford UP 2004). The second part goes a bit deeper into
the subjects including math physics. Lots of math for the money! Nirmala
Prakash has written a quite “friendly” book on “Mathematical perspectives on
theoretical physics” (Imperial College Press 2003). This is math phys seen from a
stringy perspective. Quite different emphasis from *classical* math phys
employed in electrodynamics, hydrodynamics etc. A modern exponent of the
Jeffreys & Jeffreys tradition is Michael Vaughn’s “Introduction to mathematical
physics” (Wiley 2007).

Finally, for someone picking up physics I would recommend John Walecka’s
recent “Modern physics” (World Scientific 2008) before they, if hooked, may
proceed to Lawrie’s grand tour mentioned in an earlier posting.

17. F Borg
October 20, 2008

I just got a posting from Springer. E Zeidler’s vol 2 of his gigantesque 6 vol set
on math physics is announced (this is what the Germans call an “introduction” …
1000 pages plus per vol so far). One can download an interesting historical
outline of physics from ch 1 here

http://www.springer.com/math/dyn.+systems
/book/978-3-540-85376-3?detailsPage=samplePages

Though Zeidler can be associated w/ the Bourbaki tradition Zeidler’s writing
may have a stronger pedagogical intent judging from the above excerpt. I can
see the advantage of a single author oeuvre in terms of coherence and style —
but this one is a truly daunting task both for the author and potential readers!

Zeidler’s Einleitung:

Volume I: Basics in Mathematics and Physics
Volume II: Quantum Electrodynamics
Volume III: Gauge Theory
Volume IV: Quantum Mathematics
Volume V: The Physics of the Standard Model
Volume VI: Quantum Gravitation and String Theory

18. Steve Myers
October 24, 2008

There is an encyclopedia of physics which is pretty good but I think it’s over 10
years old. (I don’t have it to hand here so don’t recall publisher.) I wouldn’t
recommend the Penrose book — I’m sorry I bought it.

19. Steve Myers
October 24, 2008

If anyone’s still checking here: the book is edited by Lerner & Trigg. It’s from
1990 (second edition). VCH publishers. I find it useful.

http://www.springer.com/math/dyn.+systems/book/978-3-540-85376-3?detailsPage=samplePages
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20. Serifo
October 24, 2008

I`ve got Penrose`s “ The Road to Reality “ ! Although the book is quite well
organized in respect to the topics, I found lack of clarity in a lot of the ideas !
Maybe because I`m just a young outsider in physics ; but I`m convinced the main
reason is :
He tries to write the ideas as simple as possible ( maybe too simple and informal
), then the ideas get mix up and so confusing ! Actualy, I found similar problem in
most of the physics textbooks, the textbooks are too informal to be understood !
Maybe via axiomatic approach , it will be easier to learn physics !
To Hilbert and his sixth problem 

21. Kaloyan Todorov
February 19, 2009

Something of an equivalent in physics would be The Feynman Lectures on
Physics by (you guessed it) Richard Feynman. A worthwhile read indeed!



Quantum Physicist Offers Solution To Global
Market Meltdown

October 16, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

I briefly met John Hagelin when I was an undergraduate. At the time he was a
Harvard particle theory graduate student, soon to get his degree and start a quite
respectable career in the subject. His biography on his web-site claims that:

His scientific contributions in the fields of electroweak unification, grand
unification, super-symmetry and cosmology include some of the most cited
references in the physical sciences. He is also responsible for the
development of a highly successful Grand Unified Field Theory based on the
Superstring. Dr. Hagelin is therefore at the pinnacle of achievement among
the elite cadre of physicists who have fulfilled Einstein’s dream of a “theory
of everything” through their mathematical formulation of the Unified
Field—the most advanced scientific knowledge of our time.

Hagelin moved on from doing physics research, first to help run the Maharishi
International University (now the Maharishi University of Management) in Fairfield,
Iowa, then to run for president as the candidate of the Natural Law Party (it seems
that “Joe the Plumber” was a member of this). Nowadays, the Maharishi has passed
away, and Hagelin has moved to New York, where he is Executive Director of the
Global Financial Capital of New York.

Soon after Hagelin moved to New York, his organization bought an impressive
building down near Wall Street (chosen because “It’s one of the very few buildings in
all of New York City that’s oriented due east”), with the goal “to inspire financiers to
come forth to support the creation of Heaven on Earth”. They also are buying up land
near Princeton “where, with the support of the township, a university for 5,000 Yogic
Flyers is to be established.” Part of the plan seems to be to raise $3 billion or so from
the financial industry, by offering 10% interest on 15 year loans.

Last year they held a news conference to explain how the a “surging stock market”
was one

of the concrete signs of the success of the Invincible America Assembly in
Iowa—the largest-ever scientific demonstration project to document the
effects of large group meditations on the economic and social trends of the
nation, according to Dr. John Hagelin, world-renowned quantum physicist,
executive director of the International Center for Invincible Defense, and
President of the Global Union of Scientists for Peace, who is leading the
Assembly.

This year the story is a bit different, with a recent press release entitled Quantum
Physicist Offers Solution to Global Market Meltdown explaining that:

a group of nearly 2,000 advanced experts is now in place at Maharishi
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University of Management in Fairfield, Iowa. He said the influence of
coherence generated by this group is helping to calm the nation in the midst
of the global crisis, but a larger, more powerful group of 8,000 experts (the
square root of one percent of the world’s population) is needed to neutralize
worldwide fears and re-establish confidence in the global markets.

The cost to establish this group on a permanent basis, Dr. Hagelin said,
would be negligible compared to what has been lost in a single hour during
the current financial crisis.

In a recent Open Letter to the Yogic Flyers of the Nation, Hagelin, the Raja of
Invincible America, urges them on as follows:

I am writing you from Wall Street, where I am living and working with
members of my national team at the Global Financial Capital of New York,
one block from the New York Stock Exchange. We are starting to make
remarkably good progress in our efforts to bring Maharishi’s knowledge of
enlightenment and invincibility to leaders here whose thinking and actions
vitally impact the whole world. However, ultimately, our success is
dependent on you. We will be successful when the leaders are receptive to
our message. But their openness is 100% dependent upon the numbers in
the Domes. Why? Because a rise in national consciousness directly
translates into a rise in openness among leaders of business, health,
education, defense, government, etc.

At this critical time I urge everyone to fly together in large groups

Maharishi said we need 2500 experts flying together to guarantee
invincibility for America. This requirement is because the turbulence in the
collective consciousness of one country can easily spread like a wildfire to
create a similar turbulence in another country. And this is why, at this
critical time, with the economic stability of the world hanging in the
balance, I urge everyone in Iowa and everyone in the country to recommit
to fly together in large groups.

Update: Today was a beautiful day, and on a bike ride downtown I stopped to take a
look at 70 Broad Street, the headquarters of Global Financial Capital of New York.
Looking in the windows of the below ground level and the lobby level, the place
looked pretty much abandoned. The building has some floors upstairs, maybe there is
some activity up there.

They did just put out this press release, announcing a press conference to be held in
the lobby at 11am on Tuesday and webcast. Hagelin will be announcing a $1 billion
plan to fund 1000 experts in New York and 8000 experts in Iowa who will “create
coherence for the whole world—the basis of an invincible, prosperous global
economy.” No word in the press release about where the $1 billion was going to come
from.

Update: Video of the press conference is here. The plan is simple: just give Hagelin
and his followers $1 billion, and they’ll have this financial crisis all sorted out soon, by
means of experts using the unified field.
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Comments

1. Joe the Physics Student
October 17, 2008

Hi Peter,

How does this individual’s activities have anything to do with current physics
research?

Thanks.

Joe the Physics Student

2. Boo Radley
October 17, 2008

Simply hilarious!

(At least he is making a prediction, though.)

3. Vishal
October 17, 2008

Is this for real?? Seriously? Is our science education not doiing its job well?

4. Chris Oakley
October 17, 2008

Rather than committing to yogically fly together in large groups, I would
recommend

(i) Not allowing banks to pay big bonuses to their employees. These seem to end
up being funded from my and your pension fund.

(ii) Ensuring that there is no such thing as an “off balance sheet” transaction …
anything that could harm the ability of a bank or investment institution to pay its
debts is, AFAIC, on balance sheet

5. chris
October 17, 2008

hmm.. i guess the square root of one percent of the worlds population is more
like 8000 sqrt(people). how can such a renowned quantum physicist not get the
units correctly?

6. Frank Quednau
October 17, 2008

Funny stuff. Let him get his numbers, if it works, it’s nice.
@Chris: Looks like the units are OK. If you square an expert you get a normal
person. Sounds about right to me 



7. ObsessiveMathsFreak
October 17, 2008

If I have learned one thing about “invincibility” it is that it always wears off a few
seconds after you get the star, and if you weren’t thinking ahead you’ll probably
have landed yourself in a very sticky situation by the time this happens.

You cannot apply physics to economics. I think that the only reason physicists
migrate to this field is hubris, thinking they can “solve” the stock market. Ironic
considering they have been essentially unable to solve/resolve the existing
problems in their original field.

8. andy.s
October 17, 2008

Jesus, these guys are loaded with cash. All of it from thousands of saps who think
they can fly by flapping their legs.

I am in the wrong business.

9. Thingumbob
October 17, 2008

I believe that it might be possible to get the Boltzman brain to astral project into
this corner of the landscape to overcome our financial crisis. Has Professor
Hagelin considered this?

10. Bee
October 17, 2008

Needless to say, E8 explains the global financial crisis

11. A
October 17, 2008

Actually, quite sadly this is an example of where a physicist has become a
crackpot and is now conning a bunch of spiritual people who try to understand
meditation and consciousness through what appear to be honest means.
It’s a disgrace.
Joe the physics student, the relevance here is that he has risen to a position of
power because he has sold himself as the world expert on The Grand Unified
Theory. He has sold his GUT research as being The solution. Frankly, the
Maharishi people are being scammed by Hagelin and his ilk.

12. Joao Leao
October 17, 2008

Hum! I wonder what kind of golden parachute Global Financial Capital of New
York will provide for Hagelin given that his flying days may be about to end soon
and abruptly. On the other hand that 3 Billion raising proposal looks to me quite
like an “airplane” (Ponzi) scheme…

http://knol.google.com/k/ritesh-pathak/the-real-question-to-life-universe-and/29p0kvbtnbikl/3#
http://knol.google.com/k/ritesh-pathak/the-real-question-to-life-universe-and/29p0kvbtnbikl/3#


13. Aaron Bergman
October 17, 2008

I think that the only reason physicists migrate to this field is hubris, thinking
they can “solve” the stock market.

Hubris had nothing to do with it. The reason physicists migrated to finance is
because they paid lots and lots of money.

14. Yatima
October 17, 2008

“The reason physicists migrated to finance is because they paid lots and lots of
money.”

I can feel that in my bank account.

Ok guys, you had a good laugh, now how about getting back to doing some
serious, honest-to-god work?

15. Covariant
October 17, 2008

I think I am beginning to appreciate Peter’s opinions on things

16. Sakura-chan
October 17, 2008

Thanks for the laugh Peter. You presented the info beautifully, and with a straight
face. =)

17. gasp
October 17, 2008

Imagine if we had to choose between Hagelin and Bush. I honestly don’t know
who I would choose.

18. Peter Woit
October 17, 2008

Please, no more off-topic comments about quants and Wall Street,especially
because no one seems to have anything new to say about that topic.

19. David McMahon
October 17, 2008

I think assuming that John Hagelin is conning the group is jumping to
conclusions. Never underestimate the power of belief, just because someone got
a PhD at Harvard that doesn’t mean they are susceptible to it. Spiritual belief is
a powerful force, and although the ideas may seem nutty to some of you they
speak loudly to lots of people. In fact spiritual beliefs are more powerful than
science because it taps into emotions. Emotion is all to often stronger than logic.



Think about it-emotion comes from the deep-seated more ancient part of the
brain, the limbic system. Spirituality is something people feel in their gut, but
analyzing something scientifically is something you do with your cortex. So what
I am saying is I wouldn’t be the least bit surprised if Hagelin believed every last
word of this. Doesn’t matter if he was a particle physicist or not.

20. Covariant
October 18, 2008

David McMahon said

“Spiritual belief is a powerful force”

So should we quantize and study it? Who gets to be Yoda?

21. Marty
October 18, 2008

Actually when you go beyond a natural gut reaction to be skeptical and
dismissive, there is a lot of absolutely amazing (and published) research behind
what John Hagelin is saying. Take a few minutes and check out
http://permanentpeace.org/
In more than fifty studies published in scientific journals, including the Journal of
Conflict Resolution and the Journal of Mind and Behavior, the method of
sustained large group meditations has been documented to powerfully reduce
violence and criminal activity and even calm open warfare. It is a technique that
is currently also being used in some of the most troubled inner-city schools in the
country to defeat the stress and violence that plague the learning process.
Please don’t laugh at it. Inform yourself about it. Then decide whether it is
hokum or a new paradigm that presents consciousness as a magnificent and
unbounded existential frontier full of all possibilities. Practiced individually,
Transcendental Meditation reduces mental stress and increases personal
wellbeing, harmony, productivity, creativity, and happiness. When practiced
together in a group, the “good vibes” radiate outward into the unseen field of
collective consciousness, creating the same effects on a societal scale. The
bigger the group the better, and the further the effects spread, like ripples in a
pond. Another analogy is to think of radio or TV transmitters that beam signals
through an unseen electromagnetic field. Instead of picture or sound signals,
groups of meditators generate a strong wave of coherence and positivity through
an underlying field of collective consciousness. Stress and tension diminish.
Scientists are beginning to recognize a “non-local” field of global consciousness
into which intentions can have effects at great distance. A field effect. We should
explore this territory, for it may hold the secret for planetary peace and harmony.
We’ll never know unless we are bold and courageous enough to put it to the test.
Obviously, I am one of Dr. Hagelin’s admirers, and a practitioner of meditation.
But I am also a professional medical writer who writes about many so-called
“breakthroughs.” Most are far from breakthroughs. This is the real thing.

22. gasp
October 18, 2008

http://permanentpeace.org/
http://permanentpeace.org/


Marty, religious and cult-like memes are not transmitted by telepathy. They use
more mundane forms of communication, such as you typing a reply on a blog.

23. Thingumbob
October 18, 2008

This non-local TM stuff sounds like spooky action at a distance to yours truly.
Ahem.

24. gasp
October 18, 2008

David McMahon, emotional experiences exist. Spiritual experiences do not. So
they should not be equated.

25. Marty
October 18, 2008

Gasp and Thingumbob:
I understand your reactions. Take a few minutes though to check out the science.
It is very strong. So strong that public educators from around the country are
introducing TM in their schools. If it was based on a religious or cult-like meme
they would have none of it.
Gasp…I like that word meme…hadn’t heard it before.
Meanwhile, the memes of the Wall Street cult have been a disaster.
Cheers.

26. Marty
October 18, 2008

gasp
what’s interesting about the subjective spiritual experiences in meditation is that
they have measurable physiological effects. studies have shown, for instance,
that cortisol levels improve through meditation and that high blood pressure is
knocked down. In fact, the National Institute of Health has funded a number of
studies showing how TM has been as effective, yet without any negative side
effects, as medication in improving blood pressure among african-americans with
refractory hypertension. One of the reasons that I am such a believer is that the
practice normalized my blood pressure after a couple of months. The doc wanted
to put me on medication. I said I would rather try something natural. It worked
great.
Regards

27. David McMahon
October 18, 2008

You guys completely miss the point. Spirituality is a powerful force IN PEOPLES
LIVES and the EMOTIONAL STATES they have. Spiritual experiences exist
through the emotional experiences people have. There was an implication that
Hagelin was conning the TM crowd because he had a PhD in physics and “should
know better” and I am saying no, Hagelin probably really believes what he says.



Spiritual belief (and the accompanying emotion) is more powerful that logical
thought for most people.

28. Marty
October 18, 2008

David…you are correct. Spirituality is indeed a powerful force in peoples lives
and their emotional states (e.g., symapthetic vs. parasympathetic mode).
The implication that Hagelin is conning us in the TM crowd is based on some
outside speculation with no basis in fact. If I am being conned, so are a lot of
Ph.Ds, doctors, lawyers, scientists, students, investment managers, principles,
actors, writers, etc., who are a whole lot smarter than me. They ain’t stupid and
they ain’t gullible. They see the results. They see the science.
Hagelin not only believes what he says, but he has participated in the published
scientific studies that explain or validate very fascinating explorations into
consciousness.

29. Covariant
October 18, 2008

David McMahon said

“Spiritual belief (and the accompanying emotion) is more powerful tha(n)t logical
thought for most people.”

I think that is a valid observation, but what happens when one group’s beliefs
are different from another’s and both groups “know” they are correct in their
beliefs?

I think Hagelin hasn’t thought about that too much.

30. Marty
October 18, 2008

Covariant:
I think Hagelin has thought about that a lot and has attempted to prove the value
of spirituality (and specifically a spiritual practice such as meditation) on
personal and societal scales through science. Could it be that the fundamental
basis of subjectivity (call it emotions, spirituality, belief) and objectivity (science,
matter, the physical world) are one and the same: an unseen universal field of
intelligence.
You folks ask great questions.
Why don’t you invite Hagelin to speak to you. He lives in the neighborhood. You
can throw all your implications, doubts, and questions. I am sure you would find
it very informative and it would open your awareness to a very cool world that
begs exploration by bright minds such as yours.

31. a.k.
October 18, 2008

..one should add that the intertwinement of obscure reasoning (I am not denying



any effect of meditation etc. on physical and mental health) and financial power,
especially the entanglement of irrational methods in physics and political and
economic power manifested in one single person, seems to shed light onto some
well-known ‘dialectic’ aspects concerning the role of quasi-religious movements,
esoteric ‘enlightment’ opposed to those methods which were in europe once
called ‘enlightment’, in the western society. ‘Esoteric enlightment’- this also
stands for non-rational analysis of the financial market (solving problems by
‘flying together in large groups’), for ethnocentric views of human societes and
for poorly reflected boundaries of the scientific method. To cut it short, Hagelin
manifests one of the reasons why I quit thinking about physics a long time ago.

32. Thingumbob
October 18, 2008

I would invite him, sure, but just now I have brought back from other side
Monsieur Mesmer, and he confides in me that I need beware: there may be many
hoaxers who only want the great and mighty of this world to supply their
unspiritual monetary wants. Of course, if all this could be done without any need
for money…

33. Covariant
October 18, 2008

Marty

I have no doubt that meditation is great; I have no doubt that a lot of people of
common beliefs meditating together is even better.

I also have no doubt that there are a number of people who absolutely don’t feel
that way, and some of those never will feel that way.

34. Marty
October 18, 2008

Thingumbob:
You folks are delightful to chat with. But my garden overfloweth with weeds and
I must leave you.
Please look at the science. And then draw your conclusions and critiques. At
least then you will be armed with more than mere opinion and suspicion. And
then invite him.

35. Marty
October 18, 2008

Covariant
You are absolutely right about a lot of people never changing their minds, and
never will. No problem.
One of the neat things about this whole concept is that MOST people are
skeptical….it is some mystical hogwash…etc. That’s what they thought about
meditation when it first became popular forty years ago. Now doctors prescribe
it for patients, and school principles are using it to transform the most stress-



ridden schools into the learning facilities they were meant to be. Science has
shown it is very valid and relevant for our modern conflicted society. It is not a
matter of belief.
The greater concept of group meditation on a societal scale that Hagelin
advocates is a exploration and exploitation of the unchartered and unbounded
possibilities of consciousness. It is amazing to me that psychiatry and psychology
spend so much time groping around in the darkness of mental illness, when
there is this huge and untapped universe of consciousness and mental potential
to explore.
Over and out.

36. Vishal
October 18, 2008

I am pretty sure the Buddha would have been “horrified” to hear people talk
about TM and stuff like that. There is nothing inherently “spiritual” about
meditation, which is a wonderful and beneficial way of exploring phenomenon
and events from a phenomenological perspective. There is no doubt that
meditation confers great benefits (physiological, mental) to the practitioner, but
people like Hagelin, not to put too fine a point on it, simply delude themselves
into believing the esoteric or anything that is out of this world. Frankly, with so
many “gurus” coming out of India, it tends to create more often than not a
wholly incomplete and distorted picture of that country.

37. Marty
October 18, 2008

Vishal
To speak for Buddha is purely speculative on your part.
In India, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the founder of TM, is revered for having put
into motion a great revival and “cleanup” of the massive distortions that have
crept into the vast body of Vedic knowledge.

38. Peter Woit
October 18, 2008

Enough with repetitious comments on the pro/anti meditation topic, which in any
case seems to have little to do with Hagelin’s venture into the financial industry.

39. A
October 18, 2008

David McMahon, I think in fact you missed my point. The fact that Hagelin may
or may not believe in the beliefs of the Maharishi is by the way side. He is
SELLING them grand unified field theories. He is using his status as a physicist,
his PhD from Harvard in his position with them. It is not his spirituality that is
relevant but rather the fact that he attained that position using physics. It is not
that a physics PhD taught him to be well reasoned and solve problems and so he
has gone into the world and applied general principles to other work, like for
example physicists have in finance. He is telling the Maharishi people that grand
unified theories and string theory are the solution to what the search for. Hence



he has conned them. He has told that that the grand unified field is itself the field
of consciousness ( notice the trick by using the world field here ). They are trying
to understand consciousness which is a perfectly respectable goal. And they have
tried to speak to scientists to describe their experiences in the hopes of
understanding and recording more scientifically what they have done. Hagelin
and his ilk have conned them – in that they use fancy physics words to convince
these people that they are experiencing the string field of consciousness blah
blah blah. They translate basic human experience into fancy vacuum landscape
language that is frankly just junk.

40. Vishal
October 18, 2008

In India, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the founder of TM, is revered for
having put into motion a great revival and “cleanup” of the massive
distortions that have crept into the vast body of Vedic knowledge.

Marty,
It is amazing to see how much people (especially non-Indians) buy into this
whole “Vedas contain all knowledge” idea! They tend to miss the point that the
resurgence of interest in the “Vedas” and other “ancient scriptures” of India is
closely connected with right-wing politics and nationalist ideology, today. A lot of
the Vedas contain purely speculative knowledge – now that sounds almost like an
oxymoron. The Buddha had thoroughly and rationally debunked a lot of the core
beliefs of the Vedas more than two thousand years ago, and the fact that those
debunked beliefs are regurgitated again and again, to me, is an indication of how
powerfully those ideas grip the minds of people throughout history and even to
this day.

Peter,
Please forgive me if my comments are totally off-track. But I do want to point out
that some of the huge confusion people have about modern physics, “field of
consciousness” and so on, clearly spring from the misinformation that is spread
vis-a-vis “Vedic knowledge”. The fact that Indians themselves don’t know what to
make of the claims about Vedas but that quite a few non-Indians readily accept
whatever is told them about the Vedas should immediately raise a red flag.
Anyway, the end result, as A correctly pointed out above, is that a lot of ordinary
people get conned in a subtle way without even their knowing what hit them.

41. David McMahon
October 18, 2008

If you are conning somebody, you are misleading them with something you know
to be false. I don’t necessarily buy that Hagelin believes these ideas are false but
is selling them off on people anyway. So that is why I don’t think Hagelin is
necessarily a con.

42. Covariant
October 18, 2008

Well, its a free country, and as long as Hegelin and crew use the money they



raise as intended, and as long as they make their payments to whoever feels
inclined to invest, then there really isn’t much one can do or say.

I will be curious if they can pay it all back in 15 years at 10%. I doubt they will
raise $3 billion, not without posting some significant collateral. If they have
market research that supports their claim about the amount of money they’ll
make, then I think they will have a number of businessmen interested.

43. Steve
October 18, 2008

it may be a challenging stretch (which is sometimes a very good thing), but it
definitely isn’t completely off base and unsupported:

“Consciousness & Superstring Unified Field Theory”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrcWntw9juM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSxluvq5HI0

…give a listen (or not) and then critique the substance, and not just the
superficial notion

44. David McMahon
October 18, 2008

Thanks for posting the videos. I would say his claims about what string theory
says are a bit of a stretch.

45. David McMahon
October 18, 2008

Hi Steve,
I think the videos are pretty good, and I don’t think Hagelin is completely wacky
(wish I could use italics). Who knows, there may be something to his
explanations. Afterall consciousness is something hard to grasp for science as it
stands now. I would say explanations that its an “emergent” property from the
“complexity” of the brain are non-explanations when you get right down to it.
The fact is no scientist alive has any idea how the brain gives rise to awareness.
Its the biggest problem in science-far bigger and more complex than anything in
particle physics. But it would be an interesting twist if Hagelin’s musings (and
lets call them musings, they are not much more) about string theory (or lets say
any unified theory since string theory is frowned upon here) had something to do
with why life is conscious. David

David

46. David H. Miller
October 19, 2008

David McMahon wrote:
>Afterall consciousness is something hard to grasp for science as it stands now. I

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrcWntw9juM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrcWntw9juM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSxluvq5HI0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSxluvq5HI0


would say explanations that its an “emergent” property from the “complexity” of
the brain are non-explanations when you get right down to it. The fact is no
scientist alive has any idea how the brain gives rise to awareness. Its the biggest
problem in science-far bigger and more complex than anything in particle
physics.

Dave, I agree with everything I just quoted from you. And, so do many sensible
scientists and philosophers: the late Nobel laureate in neural science Sir John
Eccles and the philosopher Karl Popper (see their book “The Self and Its Brain,”
physicists such as Schrodinger and Penrose, serious contemporary philosophers
such as David Chalmers (“The Conscious Mind”) and Colin McGinn (“The
Mysterious Flame”), etc.

At some level, this should not even be controversial: after all, no neural scientists
that I’ve heard of claims to have fully explained consciousness. I myself won’t be
surprised if the full explanation of consciousness shakes science just as much as
quantum theory or evolution did.

However, I see no evidence that Hagelin is moving us towards such an
explanation. I suspect that he does believe his own nonsense, but most of what
Peter quoted from Hagelin is, indeed, nonsense.

To use one’s standing as a scientist to point out that there is much we do not yet
know and, probably, some big surprises in store is perfectly fine. In a sense, that
is what Peter is doing in theoretical physics: he maintains that the future of
theoretical physics is much more open than some of the superstringers think.

But to claim to have answers that you do not have, as Hagelin does, is dishonest,
even if it is the sort of dishonesty that consists of deceiving oneself.

Dave Miller in Sacramento

47. Thingumbob
October 19, 2008

I guess perhaps I need to be less satirical to attempt to bring home my point
here. There have been all sorts of spiritualists that have used many different
varieties of scientific sounding gobbledygook to gull rubes out of their fortunes.
For instance, the Rosicrucians, Annie Besant, Aleister Crowley, and on and on.
This stuff is as old as dirt. The problem today is when it comes to this or that
variety of GUT, its very hard to know the difference. (As far as the notion that
consciousness has a physically mechanistic causality, I would remind you that
this quixotic idea led Descartes to the absurdity of believing that the pineal gland
was the seat of the soul.)

48. Jeff McGowan
October 19, 2008

OK, why do so many scientists seem to think it is inevitable that scientists will
one day “explain” consciousness. I have no doubt that consciousness is a
physical phenomenon, but that doesn’t mean that anyone is ever going to explain



it (whatever exactly that might mean). It seems to me there might very well be a
metalanguage problem here of the highest order.

49. Covariant
October 19, 2008

After watching the videos two thoughts struck me:

1) I am even less inclined to believe that there really is such a thing of self
awareness or consciousness. As against the grain that might be; although I
manifest thoughts, I can observe that those thoughts are not entirely dependent
on me. (Or as a mathematician I know stated, similar people tackling similar
problems tend to come up with similar solutions).

2) The “unified field” as described by Hagelin, really seems to leave out the
observed randomness in nature. He seems to describe a unified and interlinked
universe that has no room for independent random events. There is a lot of
randomness in how our brains actually function, and this can best be captured by
the observations of Ebbinghaus in 1885.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forgetting_curve

50. kuhn dog
October 19, 2008

It is said above (by Dave): “…to claim to have answers that you do not have, as
Hagelin does, is dishonest, even if it is the sort of dishonesty that consists of
deceiving oneself.”

Many of the posters on this blog make this heavy judgment and denouncement of
Hagelin, but based on what? How do you actually know that he is wrong? (Really,
how would you KNOW this? On what epistemological grounds?) Granted, it may
be your personal belief, your knee-jerk reaction. But, what answers does Hagelin
claim to possess that are counter to empirical evidence, or even counter to
current physical theory? And specifically, what claims does Hagelin make that
are not supported by empiricle evidence or physical theory? (not counting the
theory in neuroscience that consciousness is an epiphenomenon of the brain,
which, as mentioned above, is a non-theory anyway…)

Hagelin’s fundamental assertions seem to be
1. that there is a unified field (a claim made by many physicists)
2. that the u.f. is, in essence, a field of consciousness (perhaps a surprise to
many, but, not without precedence in Eastern and Western thought)
3. that the u.f. as a field of consciousness can be subjectively experienced and
thereby validated. (again, not without extensive scholarly precedence…)
4. that large groups of people experiencing the u.f. together at the same time
(i.e., “group practice of the TM and TM-sidhi programs”) influences the
environment in a measurable way through the “field effect” of consciousness…
yes, spooky action at a distance (which seems to be something that physicists are
no longer so spooked by…yes?).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forgetting_curve
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forgetting_curve


This fourth point seems to be the crux of the matter, as far as empirical testing of
Hagelin’s theory. (Not that subjective experience of the u.f. is without merit—the
Upanishads, Gita, Yoga Sutras, etc. uphold the necessity of directly experiencing
the unified state of consciousness in order to truly KNOW the underlying reality.)

Can group meditation really influence the environment? Is there a level of life
where we’re all interconnected?

I remember reading years ago in Yale Journal of Conflict Resolution, which
published one of the research studies on what Hagelin calls “the Maharishi
Effect”—the proposed “influence of coherence” that results from large group
meditation. (I know, some of you are wondering why such a topic as this is even
being discussed on this blog—how “out there” can one get? But, please, bear
with me..) The editors interjected a caveat, as if to justify why they, a highly
reputable sociological journal, would publish a study on something so outside the
box. I paraphrase the journal’s editors: “While we consider this research study
on the extended sociological effects of meditation to be worthy of publishing
because of it is solid research with sound statistical analysis, we must also
acknowledge that the theoretical explanations of the findings are well outside
the current paradigm of current sociological research.”

My thoughts were, no kidding. It’s BECAUSE the research is outside the current
paradigm that Hagelin’s group may be on to something—perhaps they’ve found a
far better way of improving society than anything we’re currently doing.

If Dave or any of you haven’t actually looked at the research, read through the
studies, duly considered the theory that Hagelin is proposing, and determined
scientifically whether or not any of the 50+ research studies on the Maharishi
Effect are valid science, if you haven’t considered the design and controlls of the
experiments and looked closely enough to discern whether or not the data
supports the findings, then how can you dismiss the theory out of hand? Just
because it’s “outside the current paradigm of sociological research”?

My man Thomas Kuhn has a word for those who refuse to examine the data and
cling to their old paradigm, despite overwhelming evidence: NON SCIENTISTS.
“They have ipso facto ceased to be scientists.” —TK.

In all fairness, maybe some of you didn’t even know there was empirical
evidence to support Hagelin’s approach. I’ve actually read through most of these
research studies (there are dozens of peer-reviewed studies on the Maharishi
Effect). The data and findings seem to strongly support the theory that group
mediation can influence crime, violence, and yes, even the stock market. There
may be people on this site more qualified than me to ascertain statistical
significance; if so, perhaps you should examine the studies. People often say, why
take the time, the theory is so outside the box… Why bother? Because everything
else has failed, and these peer-reviewed studies support the theory. Because if
it’s true, it would alleviate much suffering.

Instead of ridiculing Hagelin, perhaps consider the possibility that this is all he’s
is trying to do—make our world a better place. Have we become too cynical to



listen to such a voice of hope? Not all of us have. I’m not talking about gullibility,
but mere open-mindedness. Rake it across the burning coals of scientific
scrutiny, but first give it a chance.

Patanjali said thousands of years ago: “In the vicinity of yoga (unified awareness)
hostile tendencies disappear.”

Maybe he was right. There are many ancient texts, passed down from the Vedic
rishis (scientists of consciousness. perhaps?) that record experiences of a
fundamental, unified field at the basis of nature’s functioning. They called it
Atma, Brahman, Samadhi, and had many precise technical terms for various
levels of the experience. But the experience is universal and is recorded in every
culture.

And I’d like to hear from Vishal: what specifically was overthrown by Lord
Buddha, as far as the fundamental principals of Vedic knowledge? I don’t mean,
what were the points of misinterpretation that Buddha debunked, but what
actual expressions of Vedic texts did Buddha prove (didactically or through other
means) to be invalid?

Just because fundamentalist Hindu nationalists have appropriated certain Vedic
teachings does not invalidate the fundamental principles of Vedic knowledge that
pertain to the development of consciousness. The Vedic tradition of knowledge
and what today is known as Hinduism are two different things. The Vedic
tradition and it’s methodologies predates the Hindu religion by several thousand
years. But this is another discussion that would probably take more explaining
than people here have patience for, at the moment.

51. woit
October 19, 2008

All:

1. Please stop posting off-topic comments

2. Please stop posting content-free comments that do little except tell us what
your reaction is to someone else’s comment. If you’re not transmitting some
useful information or original idea not otherwise readily available, you’re
probably just adding to the noise level here. It doesn’t take much of this to make
a comment section useless, and such that only people who have nothing
interesting to say will participate in it.

52. Gil
October 20, 2008

The idea that putting together a group of meditators can make things better for
the entire society, and even the impressive formula of a squaroot of one percent
of the population for the number of required meditators is quite old by now.

Interestingly, this have led to a paper that was published in a peer-reviewed
scientific journal which describes the spectacular success of an experiment that



took place, from all places, in the city of Jerusalem.

The first author of the paper have written many many papers on other rather
spectacular (but not as much as this one) good effects of Maharishi meditation.

ORME-JOHNSON, D. W.; ALEXANDER, C. N.; DAVIES, J. L.; CHANDLER, H. M.;
and LARIMORE, W. E. International peace project in the Middle East: The effect
of the Maharishi Technology of the Unified Field. Journal of Conflict Resolution ,
32(4): 776-812, 1988.

A rather small group of meditators seemed to have achieved: “Improved Quality
of National Life as Measured by Composite Indices Comprising Data on War
Intensity in Lebanon, Newspaper Content Analysis of Israeli National Mood, Tel
Aviv Stock Index, Automobile Accident Rate in Jerusalem, Number of Fires in
Jerusalem, and Maximum Temperature in Jerusalem; Significant Improvement in
Each Variable in the Index (Israel, 1983). Decreased War Deaths (Lebanon,
1983).”

The strong correspondence between the number of Transcendental Meditation-
Sidhi program participants in the group in Jerusalem and a composite index of
all the variables above can only be described as amazing. The graph can be
found here: http://tm.org/charts/chart_51.html.

53. LeaderWB
October 20, 2008

Dr. Hagelin is not the only Quantum Physicist who upholds the belief of
Consciousness-based Evolution for our species . . .
did U somehow miss ‘What-the-Bleep-do-we-know’ ?

If so, here’s an easy link:
http://www.amazon.com/What-Bleep-QUANTUM-Three-Disc-Special
/dp/B000FKO3JO/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=dvd&qid=1224530775&sr=8-1

54. UF
October 20, 2008

There are alternatives:

http://www.globalorgasm.org/

This also influences the unified field and the zero point energy to achieve a
better word.

Please, consider contributing. It’s much more fun than meditation.
You can even contribute alone if you lack a partner (or partners).

The world’s financial system depends on your orgasm.

55. somebody
October 20, 2008

http://tm.org/charts/chart_51.html
http://tm.org/charts/chart_51.html
http://www.amazon.com/What-Bleep-QUANTUM-Three-Disc-Special/dp/B000FKO3JO/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=dvd&qid=1224530775&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/What-Bleep-QUANTUM-Three-Disc-Special/dp/B000FKO3JO/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=dvd&qid=1224530775&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/What-Bleep-QUANTUM-Three-Disc-Special/dp/B000FKO3JO/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=dvd&qid=1224530775&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/What-Bleep-QUANTUM-Three-Disc-Special/dp/B000FKO3JO/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=dvd&qid=1224530775&sr=8-1
http://www.globalorgasm.org/
http://www.globalorgasm.org/


“The strong correspondence between the number of Transcendental Meditation-
Sidhi program participants in the group in Jerusalem and a composite index of
all the variables above can only be described as amazing.”

Or that they want to sell something. I hope you are kidding, because the index (if
at all it was not just made up) is certainly rigged. If you scale/shift/rotate a
generic sigmoid or some such curve, you can pretty much find reasonable fits for
anything. The real index will only look like noise.

James Randi has gone after and done background checks on some of the claims
made by TMers and debunked it. I remember in particular some claims about
crime rates in a small town in Iowa where apparently a huge percentage of the
population was TM practitioners. All lies.

I am willing to give the benefit of the doubt to vedic-medicine from the far east
or some such. Who knows, maybe there is some empirical validity for them, even
if we don’t understand the details of why some of it works. But TM for world
peace? Gimme a break.

56. David H. Miller
October 20, 2008

Kuhn Dog wrote specifically to me:
>Many of the posters on this blog make this heavy judgment and denouncement
of Hagelin, but based on what? How do you actually know that he is wrong?
(Really, how would you KNOW this? On what epistemological grounds?)
[snip]
>Hagelin’s fundamental assertions seem to be
>1. that there is a unified field (a claim made by many physicists)
>2. that the u.f. is, in essence, a field of consciousness (perhaps a surprise to
many, but, not without precedence in Eastern and Western thought)
>3. that the u.f. as a field of consciousness can be subjectively experienced and
thereby validated. (again, not without extensive scholarly precedence…)

Let me be blunt: the “scholarly precedence” and the “precedence in Eastern and
Western thought” do not matter, not at all. Evidence matters, “precedence” does
not.

Honest, intelligent people do not bow down before “precedence.” They bow
down before evidence and logical reasoning.

If Hagelin merely suggested this nonsense as vague speculation, well, fine.
Consciousness does exist – I, at least, am conscious (though “Covariant” claims
he is not, and I accept him at his word). Consciousness has to be explained by
something, and, for all any of us know, perhaps it will turn out to be
superstrings.

But Hagelin does not merely suggest this stuff as vague speculation. He claims to
actually know, based on his position as a physicist, that, in his words:
>“…consciousness isn’t created by the brain…we call it the unified field…this
single universal field of intelligence…or superstring field…”



These are not facts that are now established by physics. Hagelin does not in fact
know any of this.

To steal the phrase that Peter borrowed from Pauli, this stuff is “not even
wrong.” It is so vague that it is hard to see how one could ever test or refute it.
But Hagelin throws in enough buzzwords from real physics to make it seem
plausible to those who are ignorant of science.

No, I doubt Hagelin is lying in the simple sense: he has probably succeeded in
bamboozling himself.

And, I certainly have no desire to question Hagelin’s or anyone’s right to ask the
sort of questions with which he opens the YouTube clip: e.g., what is
consciousness?

Questions are good. Pretending to have answers when you do not have answers,
and using your authority as a physicist to bamboozle unsuspecting members of
the public, is not good.

Dave Miller

57. David H. Miller
October 20, 2008

Jeff McGowan wrote:
>why do so many scientists seem to think it is inevitable that scientists will one
day “explain” consciousness. I have no doubt that consciousness is a physical
phenomenon, but that doesn’t mean that anyone is ever going to explain it
(whatever exactly that might mean).

We scientists tend to be optimists about the future of science, and the progress
of science in the last five centuries has, so far, confirmed our optimism.

But you might be right. The philosopher Colin McGinn, who is much better
informed scientifically than most philosophers, agrees with you: see his book
“The Mysterious Flame.”

Time will tell.

Dave Miller

58. capitalistimperialistpig
October 21, 2008

At the serious risk of being both off-topic and lowering the S/N ratio, how does
one comment on-topic on a post like this?

Perhaps I could say that it has always been my ambition to do formation Yogic
flying against global financial panic, but I have had a bit of trouble finding like
minded people who can actually get off the ground.

Any advice?



59. Gil
October 21, 2008

The claims about the effect of Yogic flying on world peace and on the stock
market and the paper describing a scientific experiment supporting these claims
have the value that they can improve our evaluation of other scientific
experiments described by Maharishi scientists on remarkable effects of
meditation which are a priori not so absurd.

60. Jeff McGowan
October 21, 2008

Dave,

I’m a mathematician, I think that probably makes me one of “we scientists.” 

I tend to go with Stephen Jay Gould on the whole progress thing…

Peace,
Jeff

PS Thanks for the reference, I’ll check it out.

61. anon.
October 21, 2008

Has Dr Hagelin used superstring theory to formulate a scientific theory of how
Yogic flying can reduce the turbulence in the collective consciousness of one
country, thereby producing economic harmony?

Is the turbulent group consciousness something that is manifested in spatial
extra dimensions, and if so, would the success of Dr Hagelin’s approach to
achieving world economic harmony by Yogic flying be a good indicator that
superstring theory is correct and deserving of yet more funding?

Peter, it’s refreshing that you are taking Dr Hagelin’s claims seriously in this
post, instead of your usual hostility and ridicule. Presumably it’s because of your
personal contact with him, but it’s a step in the right direction. Have you tried
Yogic flying yourself? 

62. Amos
October 21, 2008

The sad thing is, the rate of progress in physics is so low right now that entries
like this are able to draw in 60+ responses in only a few days. It would be better
if physicists were producing more interesting new results so that Peter could
post them and we could talking about them instead.

63. somebody
October 21, 2008

“The sad thing is, the rate of progress in physics is so low right now that entries



like this are able to draw in 60+ responses in only a few days. It would be better
if physicists were producing more interesting new results so that Peter could
post them and we could talking about them instead.”

I somehow suspect that the reason why a topic like this draws attention has
nothing to do with “rate of progress in physics”. A post about gay marriages, or
God, or Obama also would draw a lot of attention. Mind you, I am not suggesting
there is anything a-priori wrong with those topics, some of them in fact are very
important. But popular vote usually goes for topics in which we can all have
strong opinions.

E.g., the possible application of black holes to the understanding of
superconductivity is a very interesting development that happened during the
last couple of years, but it suffers from the problem that it is not easy to have
strong opinions about it without being well-informed.

I suspect that if Peter were to write about technical topics, contrary to (the spitit
of) what you suggest, the traffic here would be less, not more. Even during the
period when the Standard Model was being invented, I suspect that the blog
entries would have to be about flying yogis, not anomaly-free matter content.

64. Peter Woit
October 21, 2008

I agree that the number of comments on a posting correlates not at all with
whether there’s something scientifically significant under discussion. So, that
has nothing to do with the pace of progress in physics.

That said, I am finding it remarkable how little is going on these days. It’s not
just my blog, but the others I follow seem to have very little to say about new
physics. I’m busy with other things, so haven’t written about a few things I could
have discussed, but still.

As for claims of applications of black holes to condensed matter physics or
nuclear physics, my philosophy is that the people to report on those and evaluate
their significance should be condensed matter physicists and nuclear physicists.

65. Dave Miller
October 21, 2008

Jeff,

In my experience, mathematicians actually tend to have a substantially different
perspective and mindset than natural scientists. I’m not being critical: I think the
average mathematician I’ve known probably had a higher IQ than the average
theoretical physicist I’ve known (admittedly, this is partly because of a handful of
physicists who pulled down the physics mean IQ quite a lot!), and, of course, we
physicists certainly need you mathematicians.

And, computer scientists seem to have a different perspective than either
mathematicians or physicists.



Anyway, I think you and I and Peter and most of the regular readers of this blog
agree on the central point: it is not possible to accurately predict the future of
science, and people who think they can do so are fooling themselves. I’m sure
that progress in neural science holds lots of surprises for all of us, which, of
course, is a big part of the fun of science.

(Somehow, though, I don’t think that successful yogic flying will be one of those
surprises.)

Dave

66. Dave Miller
October 21, 2008

Gil,

You wrote:
> The claims about the effect of Yogic flying…[snip] … have the value that they
can improve our evaluation of other scientific experiments described by
Maharishi scientists…

Yeah, but perhaps not in quite the sense you mean.

Everyone has been bending over backwards to be polite, following the example
of our gentle host.

But… a TM Website ( http://www.permanentpeace.org/technology
/yogic_flying.html ) claims:
> During the first stage of Yogic Flying, while the practitioner sits in the cross-
legged lotus position, the body lifts up and moves forward in short jumps. One
branch of the Vedic literature, the Yoga Sutras of Maharishi Patanjali, describes
this first stage as “hopping,” and further defines a second stage as hovering for a
short time, and a third as complete mastery of the sky.

Look, everyone knows that no human has ever gotten beyond the “first stage,”
i.e., the funny little lotus hops. The whole thing is a scam. No human has ever
reached stage two or stage three.

No one ever will.

I’m being too cynical?

Fine. Let’s have the TM folks get their half dozen best Yogic flyers, and, at a well-
known public place announced well in advance, say Central Park or the Capitol
Mall, demonstrate second or third stage Yogic flying.

If they choose a New York venue, maybe Peter can even be induced to take some
video to convince all us skeptics.

All they need do is hover in the air for a couple minutes – no, even thirty seconds
would do – continuously of course, and all of us skeptics will bow our heads in
shame.

http://www.permanentpeace.org/technology/yogic_flying.html
http://www.permanentpeace.org/technology/yogic_flying.html
http://www.permanentpeace.org/technology/yogic_flying.html
http://www.permanentpeace.org/technology/yogic_flying.html


But we all know that this will never happen.

Gil, they cannot really fly.

To be skeptical of Hagelin’s claims, you do not need to be a dogmatic materialist
(I’m not), you do not need to have an opinion on the ultimate nature of
consciousness, superstring theory, or anything of the sort.

You need merely note that Hagelin states:
>At this critical time I urge everyone to fly together in large groups…

And then remind yourself – they cannot really fly.

Dave

P.S. Peter, I know the game of this post is to leave it all implicit and let everyone
figure it out for himself, just like a good joke – something is lost when you have
to explain why the joke is funny. But sometimes, some things ultimately have to
be said explicitly.

67. Peter Woit
October 21, 2008

Dave,

Hey, I’ve seen still photos of these people flying. Of course in the photos their
hair was kind of standing up, like maybe they were coming down. Fast.

68. somebody
October 21, 2008

Peter: “That said, I am finding it remarkable how little is going on these days.”

The farther zoomed out you are, the less impressive the changes are. Anything
short of an actual warp drive is not going to impress a layman, for example. To
understand progress you need to understand what are the interesting questions
and why. This usually requires getting your hands dirty and wading into the
details. If you are looking for applications to agriculture, you will not be
impressed, I agree.

Strominger and collaborators recently found a way to compute the entropy of
astrophysical black holes. Is this exciting? To be honest, it is not THAT big a deal
to the string theorists because we always knew astrophysical black holes are not
that different from the idealized (or “unphysical” as the haters call it) black
holes. But you should be impressed, because this is a real black hole, one that
you can actually see in the sky.

But on the other hand, why would you be? Even Hawking radiation is afterall
experimentally unverifiable. As I have said before (and you have denied), you
care nothing for understanding, but only for “experiment”. Since experiments
are hard, you will always have your moral superiority.



Last couple of years – holographic superconductors were interesting, looking at
turbulence through Einstein’s equations was interesting, integrability of gauge
theory was interesting, membrane theories were interesting, realistic and more
precise black hole entropy computations were interesting. WHY were they
interesting? Because they gave us understanding about various things, some of
which (relating to condensed matter and nuclear physics) are even accessible to
semi-quantitative predictions. But are they ALL immediately going to be seen at
the LHC? No.

My point is that when you make the statement that hardly anything is going on,
you are in fact passing a judgement, and not stating a fact. This is something
that the average reader of this blog will fail to recognize.

Peter: “As for claims of applications of black holes to condensed matter physics
or nuclear physics, my philosophy is that the people to report on those and
evaluate their significance should be condensed matter physicists and nuclear
physicists.”

I am sure you have seen Bill Zajc’s comments at backreaction (if not, google!).
That there are at least SOME nuclear physicists who are impressed by black hole
predictions and calculationss is not too bad for a theory about the Planck scale.

69. somebody
October 21, 2008

“Strominger and collaborators recently found a way to compute the entropy of
astrophysical black holes.”

I should be more precise and say fast-spinning astrophysical black holes.

70. Peter Woit
October 21, 2008

Somebody,

Thanks for the snide anonymous insults. I don’t know who you are, but I do have
some idea what the “interesting questions” in fundamental physics are and have
spent a long career “getting my hands dirty” trying to understand them. I just
happen to be getting my hands dirty in places that are not so popular. I’ve also
spent a lot of time trying to understand and learn from what others are doing,
and make a point of keeping my mouth shut about things I don’t understand.

String theorists on the other hand, seem to revel in overhyping anything even
remotely related to string theory. I’m well aware of the often-pointed to Zajc
comments; you might also want to Google “Pinocchio award” and Larry
McLerran for another take on this. One thing I have noticed about the string
theorists who go on about this is that few if any of them seem to know anything
about nuclear physics.

The way you misleadingly characterize the recent Strominger results is just
typical. String theorists can’t just accurately explain exactly what some result is,



instead they have to overhype it (“Strominger and collaborators recently found a
way to compute the entropy of astrophysical black holes”!). You should realize
that the whole field now has a huge credibility problem because of this behavior.

There is objective data available about the “no progress” claim from citation
counts, and I’ve gone over this elsewhere.

71. Peter Woit
October 21, 2008

As for the reasons for the “no progress” problem, there are several. One is that
the remaining problems are hard. Another is that a large and influential
component of the community refuses to admit there is a problem, instead
attacking the professional competence of anyone who brings up the topic.

72. Jeff McGowan
October 21, 2008

Dave,

I agree we have a different perspective. My old undergraduate advisor has for
years taught a course called “Math and the Other Arts” and there is something
artistic about many mathematicians approach (to everything). Could just be that
I’m married to an artist, and off the top of my head I can think of at least five
other mathematicians among my close acquaintances who are also married to
artists  I didn’t take it as a criticism. I can pass you the names of some
mathematicians who aren’t the sharpest tools in the shed if you want to even
things up…

Also, I agree completely about predicting the future of science. And I have a lot
of fun as an interested outsider reading Peter’s blog. Can’t quite believe the
vitriol sometimes, you get much less of that in math, unless I’m just completely
out of that loop. Oh, and as a practitioner of yoga, gotta say the flying bit is really
funny. Actual yoga on the other hand is great.

73. somebody
October 22, 2008

I will try to stay close to the science and try to avoid getting into the vitriol.

Peter says: “I’m well aware of the often-pointed to Zajc comments; you might
also want to Google “Pinocchio award” and Larry McLerran for another take on
this.”

McLerran’s papers speak differently from his public talks. It always gets laughter
to say a few words about string theorists and their 26 or 10 dimensions in talks. I
do that too. But in his PRL paper he says (and I quote):

**An amazing theoretical discovery was made by Kovtun, Son and Starinets [9],
who showed that certain special field theories, special in the sense that they are
dual to black branes in higher space-time dimensions, have the ratio η/s = 1/4pi



(we use units with h = kB = c = 1) where η is the shear viscosity and s is the
entropy density.**

But I am sure there is perhaps another quote somewhere where he again bashes
string theory, because it is no secret that McLerran is not a fan. So instead of
hunting for it, I would also look at the specific comments made by Zajc about the
science behind McLerran’s Pinocchio remarks. We have alrready established that
string theory has many enemies, so McLerran’s like or dislike hardly adds
anything new.

The crucial point is NOT that string theory has no enemies (ha-ha!), but that
there are some qcd/nuclear physics types who are into strings these days. In
particular, it is incorrect to imply that Zajc stands alone. Rajagopal,
Weidemann,… have even published many papers on this.

Now lets turn to your comments about the Strominger computation:
” The way you misleadingly characterize the recent Strominger results is just
typical. String theorists can’t just accurately explain exactly what some result is,
instead they have to overhype it (”Strominger and collaborators recently found a
way to compute the entropy of astrophysical black holes”!). You should realize
that the whole field now has a huge credibility problem because of this
behavior.”

You make an accusation that I am overhyping Strominger, while NOT making any
statements about exactly what he does. I will chew my arm off and show
restraint.

Two facts:

1. What Strominger does is to compute the central charge of the Virasoro
algebra and the temperature of the dual CFT of an extremal four dimensional
uncharged Kerr black hole. With these two you can compute the entropy using
the Cardy relation.

2. There are ultra-spinning black holes in the sky. Astronomers have even
identified them and given them names.

I will let you draw your own conclusions from these.

74. nbutsomebody
October 22, 2008

somebody said,
1. What Strominger does is to compute the central charge of the Virasoro
algebra and the temperature of the dual CFT of an extremal four dimensional
uncharged Kerr black hole. With these two you can compute the entropy using
the Cardy relation.said,

Well, this is indeed a hyped way to present what he has done. what he has really
done is to extend a little already known property of a AdS_3 and its various
squashed cousins. It is a pure gravity calculation and there are simple geometric



reasons why so called “central charge” is related to the area of the black hole
horizon.
It is indeed suggestive of a holographic interpretation. However this was more or
less known and there is no microscopic description.

75. Archimedes
October 22, 2008

Coming back to the topic… Is any of the Maharishi followers who happen to be
reading this thread able to point out any publication where an experiment
concerning the Maharishi effect is described in such a way that would allow one
to reproduce it by independent means?

This may be a bit unfair a request, since social sciences are not “hard sciences”
in the sense of physics, whose experiments can be reproduced by someone else
in another lab, or another time. But it doesn’t hurt to ask, so if someone can
point out such an experiment I will be grateful.

If experiments are not of that type, as I expect they aren’t (I haven’t gone
through any of the papers already mentioned in this thread) then the only way to
check the validity of the conclusions is to really look at the papers carefully,
perhaps with the help of someone from a statistics department or such.

Even so, doubts will remain about the validity of the experimental data to begin
with. I am not a sceptic, in fact I’d be delighted if the Maharishi effect does exist.
But I feel the need to be reassured that the Maharishi effect is not a corollary of
the “Sokal effect”…

76. Kevin Dailey
October 22, 2008

The time has come when the science of physics has come to the frontier of the
non-physical. It is very inspiring to see such a renowned physicist taking the leap
into the spiritual. Whether we like it or not the effect of consciousness on matter
is real and now in this modern age it is being scientifically explored and
validated.

http://www.mum.edu/m_effect/

New frontiers are always scoffed at, doubted, made fun of and then finally widely
accepted. You can be ahead of the crowd or follow behind. The choice is ours.

77. anonymous
October 22, 2008

Archimedes,

“allow one to reproduce it by independent means”

Presumably one would have to replicate the extensive training these people have
in meditation, etc. (http://www.permanentpeace.org/technology/tm.html) This

http://www.mum.edu/m_effect/
http://www.mum.edu/m_effect/
http://www.permanentpeace.org/technology/tm.html
http://www.permanentpeace.org/technology/tm.html


would be difficult and time-consuming to replicate from scratch.

Regarding the initial post: Reality of the effect (or not) aside, it boggles my mind
that nobody questions whether doing this is ethical. If it is a real effect, why do
we assume that it’s a GOOD thing and that Hagelin SHOULD inflict it upon us?

78. John Gonsowski
October 23, 2008

The idea of a place where both physics and esoteric ideas can be studied is not a
bad idea though one can certainly do it incorrectly or be too one sided.

Discussed in the link below are Plato’s Academy, Gurdjieff’s Institute for the
Harmonious Development of Man, Maharishi International University, Perimeter
Institute, and the authors’ Quantum Future Institute.

http://quantumfuture.net/quantum_future/institute.htm

It’s not favorable to the Maharishi University.

79. Tim May
October 23, 2008

Anonymous writes:

“Presumably one would have to replicate the extensive training these people
have in meditation, etc. (http://www.permanentpeace.org/technology/tm.html)
This would be difficult and time-consuming to replicate from scratch.’

I’ll be happy to _personally_ fund the second round of experiments, with
completely unaffiliated researchers trained at Maharishi University, AFTER at
least the first round of experiments–involving video cameras manned by
independent observers, checks for wires by independent observers, and other
very basic norms of experimental science have given strong weight to “yogic
flying.”

Saying that a bit of hearsay about yogic flight cannot be discounted until we
have trained independent observers in exactly the same ways is not the way
science works.

Early in my career, I discovered an unexpected effect (bits in computer chips
flipped by alpha particles from the surrounding package, and at lower levels
from cosmic rays). I presented experimental data, proposed mechanisms, and so
on. Others followed on the work, presenting their own “independent”
experiments.

There was never any suggestion that my work could only be confirmed or
invalidated after others had “replicated” my training, etc. Granted, the “yogic
flight” is supposed to be based on training, mental state, etc.

But the “reproducing the training” can and should come AFTER apparent “flight”
(not ambiguous little “hops” of a few inches) has been established. A yogi flying

http://quantumfuture.net/quantum_future/institute.htm
http://quantumfuture.net/quantum_future/institute.htm
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in through a window of a conference hall and hovering 5 feet above the podium
for a few minutes ought to do the trick.

Perhaps Peter will consider this off-topic, but I don’t. Experimental confirmation
and “refutation of theories” is not nearly as subjective as some claim. Nearly all
physics results in the 1850-1950 period could be duplicated or refuted by many
around the world…and they were. After the era of Big Science, of course, it got a
lot more expensive to do so. But even in the Age of Accelerators, competing labs
can and do try to confirm what other labs are reporting. Further, even in the
coming age of the One Big Accelerator, I expect enough internal competition
between groups will provide for checks and balances on results claimed.

“Yogic flight” would be vastly more significant that the Higgs Boson, don’t you
think? And yet people are debating some phony-looking Polaroids of guys who
like they’re being dropped from some height into their (OUCH!) lotus position.

This is, as others here have said, “not even wrong.” Actually, it’s more than not
even wrong. (Though a part of me would love to see evidence for yogic flying, or
UFOs, etc., strong claims require strong evidence.)

Speaking for myself, not Peter or anyone else, this is not even in the same
_game_ as string theory is. Rightly or wrongly, string theory is not yogic flying,
crystal healing, or psychokinesis.

(As the joke goes, “All those in favor of psychokinesis, raise my hand.”)

–Tim May

80. Gil
October 23, 2008

The claims that the groups of meditators improve matters regarding the stock
market or world peace and the statistically-based “scientific experiments”
supporting them are nonsense. But these absurd claims raise the concern that
the hundreds of papers by (the same) Maharishi scientists regarding more
believable medical effects of meditation are bogus as well.

Trying to figure out if something is wrong and what it is in empirical experiments
like those describing some wonderful effects of meditation is not an easy task.
When the outcome of an experiment matches the desires of the experimenters
but look otherwise suspicious or even absurd, a simple possible explanation is
that the outcomes were “tuned” or “rigged”. Useful statistically-based
methodologies that will allow to examine tunning effects are not easy to come by.

81. Covariant
October 24, 2008

OK

I was trying to be open minded about all this, and I confess I thought “yogic
flying” was some sort of metaphor. Here is a link to a film where they



demonstrate “stage one yogic flying”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHwhGUo90jw

Hagelin explains why Newton’s Laws are false. What a hoot!

82. Thingumbob
October 24, 2008

Here is the type of empirically verifiable study conducted at MIT which should
serve as a model to test the claims of “yogic flying” :
http://zapatopi.net/afdb/

83. anonymous
October 27, 2008

Tim May – Do you really think this is about flying? Actual FLYING? I thought the
flying was either 1) a cute (and rare) by-product of the effect, or 2) some kind of
metaphor for the target state of mind.

Either way, I doubt that actually physically leaving the ground is necessary to
achieve the purported aims of this project. It concerns me more that someone
claims to have found a force that can pacify the ‘collective consciousness’ and is
willing and able to use it, unrestrained by any ethical considerations, while
people sit around arguing about gravity. (Here, watch my right hand while my
left hand picks your pocket.)

Forget the flying. Assume it’s a woo-woo diversion to ensure that no one pays
close attention to what is really going on. Since when do scientists deploy the
results of their research arbitrarily upon mankind without obtaining any kind of
consent? Sure, it sounds like a good plan – less fear in the collective
consciousness = more stable markets = good economic times for us all – but if
‘less fear’ came in the form of a pill, you would question the person who is telling
you ‘trust me, it’s for your own good’. You wouldn’t sit around arguing about the
placebo effect.

Even if you don’t think that the Maharishi effects are real (and I don’t mean the
flying), Hagelin does, and he appears to direct their deployment according to an
unvetted agenda.

84. Vishal
October 27, 2008

Here’s how yogis actually have been levitating in India all along:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etSivpBHUmE

I couldn’t believe my ears when I heard Hagelin’s interpretation of Newton’s law
of gravitation in the YouTube video provided by Covariant. Unbelievable! The
man is clearly duping people.

85. Dave Miller
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October 28, 2008

John Gonsowski wrote:
>The idea of a place where both physics and esoteric ideas can be studied is not
a bad idea…

No, John, it is a very bad idea, and for a very simple reason: “esoteric ideas” – all
esoteric ideas – are nonsense, plain and simple.

I’m not claiming this as an a priori truth, but simply as an empirical fact proven
by millennia of experience. We’ve had a very long time to check out all of this
“esoteric” nonsense, and, again, to use the phrase Peter borrowed from Pauli, it
has proven sometimes to be clearly false, but more often to be “not even wrong.”

I know that numerous people, sometimes even technically trained people, have
claimed to acquire deep knowledge into the nature of the universe through
esoteric studies, meditation, etc.

But when you probe the details of this deep knowledge, it boils down, at best, to
saying that the universe is a really impressive place.

Indeed it is. But I realized that when I managed to understand Bondi’s “Relativity
and Common Sense” as a kid. No meditation or esoterica required.

Meditation no doubt helps some people relax and cool down. Great. Singing old
Simon and Garfunkel tunes in the shower helps me relax. Whatever.

But, the only road to knowledge ever discovered by human beings is the
scientific method broadly construed: tie your ideas down to concrete, easily
observed and easily checked evidence; make your conjectures sufficiently clear
and explicit that, if they are wrong, they can be refuted; look for little
“insignificant” details (such as the anomalous behavior of Mercury’s orbit) that
suggest shortcomings in your ideas; assume you may have made mistakes in
your reasoning or observations and cross-check them with other humans; etc.

Or, in simple terms, as Feynman put it, try really hard not to fool yourself.

The methods pursued by a mathematician, an experimental physicist, or a
serious historian all follow that broad approach, even though their methods
differ greatly in detail as fits their different fields of investigation.

“Esoteric ideas” are designed to violate all of the basic canons of the scientific
method.

Esoteric ideas are nonsense.

Dave Miller in Sacramento

86. Archimedes
October 31, 2008

As regards scientific studies on meditation, the following newspaper article



(dated 2005) provides a rough description:

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5008565

The science here is neuroscience, and meditation is mostly buddhist. As far as I
know the kind of research alluded to is interesting and serious. It also seems to
be the state of the art in the field, and it is concerned with studying what
happens in the brain of those who meditate, both in the short and the long run.
This looks like a pragmatic and justified research program. What is more, all
along neuroscience is still science, and buddhism is still religion/philosophy, no
matter how suggestive the links between the two sides may be.

However, the Maharishi type TM, yogic flying and the like (even if the latter is
taken only in a metaphoric sense) seem to be a completely different story, namely
one whose claims, especially those that get all dressed up in the colors of deep
fundamental physics, seem to be non-scientific assertions that mix up science,
ancient philosophy, conjecture, intuition, faith and gut-feeling into an
inextricable mess. Incidentally, looking at the MUM web pages I also came
across something on “vedic mathematics” which seems to suggest that pure
math is being garbled in just the same way.

87. Zeuxis
November 13, 2008

Joe the Physics Student asked, “How does this individual’s activities [sic] have
anything to do with current physics research? Thanks.”

It doesn’t, but it’s being perpetrated as if it did. That’s the point. (To expose
hokum.)

Thanks.

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5008565
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Job Posting

October 25, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

This is the time of year during which a large number of physicists and
mathematicians must turn their attention to the problem of finding employment for
next fall. Physics Today has a jobs site here, which has a new posting that may
interest some of my readers. Thanks to Michael Williams for pointing this out to me.

If applicants need a PD18 form, it’s available here.

Comments

1. Show some class!
October 25, 2008

Newton, Hawking were no Fields medalist or Nobel laureates (for Physics).
Certainly they are going to change that? 

2. chickenbreeder
October 26, 2008

Thanks for the tip. I will apply.

OK seriously, Hawking’s predecessor James Lighthill was also neither a Fields
Medal winner nor a Nobel laureate. Actually, he was a fluid dynamicist whose
achievement would not qualify him for either. But he was a dominant figure in
the applied mathematics circle in Britain. So, don’t be surprised if someone
comes out of left field to take the job. (Lighthill was not a left-field choice. He
was highly regarded and was recognized as exceedingly bright. His work on
aerodynamics is world class. Only that aerodynamics is not a particularly fancy
subject.)

Another interesting trait is that although it’s called Lucasian Professorship “in
Mathematics”, the Math here is almost always “applied” math (which means
theoretical physics, geophysics, fluid dynamics, even meteorology, in British
terms). This would exclude prominent British pure mathematicians like Andrew
Wiles or Michael Atiyah, who would otherwise be big enough to fill the chair.

3. FP
October 26, 2008

To “show some class”,
Dirac was Physics nobel winners and Lucasian professor.

4. curious
October 26, 2008

http://www.physicstoday.org/jobs/
http://www.physicstoday.org/jobs/
http://careers.physicstoday.org/jobdetail.cfm?job=3015627
http://careers.physicstoday.org/jobdetail.cfm?job=3015627
http://www.admin.cam.ac.uk/offices/hr/forms/pd18/pd18.pdf
http://www.admin.cam.ac.uk/offices/hr/forms/pd18/pd18.pdf


What’s happening with the current occupant?

5. Peter Shor
October 26, 2008

According to Wikipedia, the current occupant is planning to step down, and
become Lucasian Professor emeritus. I hadn’t realized he was that old.

6. Kea
October 26, 2008

Excellent! I think I will apply.

7. MathPhys
October 26, 2008

He will be 67 soon. I thought he already has a position in the US.

8. Peter Woit
October 26, 2008

MathPhys,

There were rumors that Hawking might move to Perimeter on his retirement, I
hadn’t heard any rumors about the US.

9. chickenbreeder
October 26, 2008

Sixty-seven is the mendatory retirement age at Cambridge (and all Britain?)
that’s why Hawking is stepping down. Dirac also retired from Lucasian chair at
67, then spent the rest of his life in Florida as we know.

Speaking of which, both Dirac and Hawking were appointed the chair at a very
young age, in their 30’s, and held the position for a long time. Lighthill occupied
the chair from his 40’s to 50’s before moving to other more administrative
positions. The limited samples seem to indicate that the ideal candidate is
someone who is relatively young but already a dominant figure.

10. Jimbo
October 26, 2008

ProtoBrits for Lucasian Immortality:
Julian Barbour, Michael Green, Neil Turok, Michael Berry, Mike Duff,
David Deutsch, Roy Maartens, to name a few.
Now the real question: Who is stuffy enough to fit in at Cambridge ?

11. Chris Oakley
October 28, 2008

I just got the forms.



There is a section on disabilities (which worried me at first as I am pretty much
able-bodied), but upon closer inspection, it turns out that this is not a
requirement.

As I liked the idea of being the Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge
University, I was thinking of applying. I was about to e-mail Lubos to see if he
would be prepared to give me an academic reference when I decided against it.

Firstly, I did not fancy the heavy teaching load (40 hours per year).

Secondly, the remuneration £60-124K (US $95-200K) – is less than a contract
programmer earns in (what is left of) the finance world.

Well … maybe next time. Or probably not, as it seems likely that I will be over 67
when the appointee retires.

12. Mitch Miller
October 28, 2008

Are there any rumors for the Lucasian professorship? I can’t imagine there being
that many qualified people who are also interested in changing jobs.

13. David McMahon
October 29, 2008

Figures Britain has a mandatory retirement law. People should require when
they are no longer productive or when they want to retire, not when some
socialist government says they must. Not everyone is the same, some people are
still very productive at 67 and beyond.

14. chickenbreeder
October 29, 2008

David – Mandatory retirement in academia is not a bad idea. Retired scientists
can still freely pursue their research.  I am sure Hawking will. In the U.S.,
emeritus professors often keep an office and are eligible to solicite external
funding just like regular faculty.  The difference is, their retirement frees up new
positions for young people, easing traffic jam at bottom.  This is critically
important considering that, in certain fields, the total number of permanent
positions have remains steady for a long time.

The mandatory retirement age is 60 at University of Tokyo. In some other
Japanese Universities it’s 62 or 63. People over there seem to have no complaint
with that.

15. Covariant
October 30, 2008

Peter,

If you weren’t in your current position would you consider applying?



I wanted to add that I picked up “Not Even Wrong” again. I read something this
morning that made me think that certain fields of physics are moving more and
more into the absurd.

For some reason, there was something about it that made some of your
observations begin to resonate.

I won’t go so far as to question all of string theory, but I have the feeling that we
have exhausted the legitimate predictive power of QM and GR and the desire for
expediency is leading to a cascade of abominations.

I think their might be something to this Peter Woit character afterall.

16. Peter Woit
October 30, 2008

Covariant,

No, I’m not qualified for that position. Like many a researcher, in my moments of
extreme fantasy, I think that maybe the ideas I am working on now will lead to a
huge success, one that might make me qualified for such a position. At the
moment, that is pure fantasy.

And, luckily for me I’m very happy in New York working at Columbia, with no
desire to go anywhere else.

17. JustAnotherGradStudent
October 30, 2008

So, are we placing wagers?

Here’s a wild guess—David Tong. Young, energetic, very intelligent, already a
Cambridge guy, definitely a mathematical physicist.

Anyone else have any guesses? The criteria seems to be a mathematical
physicist, >67 yrs old.



Discovery of a New Particle?

October 30, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

Except for the excitement surrounding first beams in the LHC, particle physics has
been an all-too-quiet subject recently. It looks like that may be about to change, with a
dramatic new result announced by the CDF experiment this evening, in a preprint
entitled Study of multi-muon events produced in p-pbar collisions at sqrt(s)=1.96 TeV.

The CDF result originates in studies designed to determine the b-bbar cross-section
by looking for events where a b-bbar pair is produced, each component of the pair
decaying into a muon. The b-quark lifetime is of order a picosecond, so b-quarks
travel a millimeter or so before decaying. The tracks from these decays can be
reconstructed using the inner silicon detectors surrounding the beam-pipe, which has
a radius of 1.5 cm. They can be characterized by their “impact parameter”, the
closest distance between the extrapolated track and the primary interaction vertex, in
the plane transverse to the beam.

If one looks at events where the b-quark vertices are directly reconstructed, fitting a
secondary vertex, the cross-section for b-bbar production comes out about as
expected. On the other hand, if one just tries to identify b-quarks by their semi-
leptonic decays, one gets a value for the b-bbar cross-section that is too large by a
factor of two. In the second case, presumably there is some background being
misidentified as b-bbar production.

The new result is based on a study of this background using a sample of events
containing two muons, varying the tightness of the requirements on observed tracks
in the layers of the silicon detector. The background being searched for should appear
as the requirements are loosened. It turns out that such events seem to contain an
anomalous component with unexpected properties that disagree with those of the
known possible sources of background. The number of these anomalous events is
large (tens of thousands), so this cannot just be a statistical fluctuation.

One of the anomalous properties of these events is that they contain tracks with large
impact parameters, of order a centimeter rather than the hundreds of microns
characteristic of b-quark decays. Fitting this tail by an exponential, one gets what one
would expect to see from the decay of a new, unknown particle with a lifetime of
about 20 picoseconds. These events have further unusual properties, including an
anomalously high number of additional muons in small angular cones about the
primary ones.

The exciting possibility here is that a new, relatively long-lived particle has been
observed, one that decays in some way that leads to a lot more muons than one gets
from Standard Model states. It should be remembered though that this is an
extraordinary claim requiring extraordinary evidence, and the possibility remains that
this is some sort of background or detector effect that the CDF physicists have
missed. It should also be made clear that this paper is not a claim by CDF to have
discovered a new particle, rather it is written up as a description of the anomalies

http://arxiv.org/abs/0810.5357
http://arxiv.org/abs/0810.5357


they have found, leaving open the possibility that these come from some standard
model processes or detector characteristics that they do not yet understand.

The overwhelming success of the Standard Model during the past 30 years has meant
that essentially all claims from accelerator experiments to see some new, non-SM
physics have turned out to be mistaken. As a result, collaborations like CDF are now
extremely careful about making such claims and will only do so after the most
rigorous possible review. It’s a remarkable event that this one has gotten out, signed
off on by the entire collaboration (although from what I understand, people can drop
their names from the publication list of a specific paper if they disagree with it,
maybe one should check this author list carefully…).

What would really be convincing would be a confirmation of this from D0, the other
Tevatron detector. The D0 collaboration would not only be working with a detector
that has somewhat different characteristics, but would also have some motivation to
find a problem with the result from their competition. If they also see it, that would be
pretty extraordinary evidence. Another sort of extraordinary evidence would be to see
evidence for the same kind of new particle in other channels.

This will undoubtedly unleash a flood of papers from theorists promoting models that
extend the Standard Model in ways that would produce something with the observed
experimental signature. This is not a signature characteristic of supersymmetry or
any of the other known heavily-studied classes of models. If real, as far as I’m aware
it’s something genuinely unexpected. Perhaps phenomenology experts can point to
some less well-known models with this kind of signature. The only such thing I’m
aware of is a very recent paper from three weeks ago by Arkani-Hamed and Weiner,
entitled LHC Signals for a SuperUnified Theory of Dark Matter. They discuss a theory
of dark matter involving a new hidden gauge symmetry, broken near the GeV scale,
saying that this is “motivated directly by striking Data from the PAMELA and ATIC
collaborations”. In these models there can be Gev-scale Higgs and gauge particles
decaying to an anomalously large number of leptons. They discuss the question of
whether the parameters of such models can be adjusted to give large decay lengths,
and predict the observation of events that “contain at least two “lepton jets”:
collections of n > 2 leptons, with small angular separations and GeV scale invariant
masses”, pretty much just what CDF sees . Since the CDF paper undoubtedly has
been the topic of intense discussion among the 450 or so physicists in the
collaboration for many months now, the most likely explanation for the appearance of
a new theory paper a few weeks ago discussing exactly the signatures in question is
that news of what’s in the paper got out to some theorists early. Even if this particular
result goes away, this gives some indication of what sorts of things are likely to
happen once LHC data starts being collected and analyzed.

The bottom line though is that for the first time in quite a while, there’s some very
exciting and potentially revolutionary news in particle physics. It’s coming not out of
the LHC, which is still a hope for the future, but from a currently functioning machine
which is producing more data every day. If this result holds up, this data contains a
wealth of information about some new physics which will likely revolutionize our
understanding of elementary particle physics. Particle physics may already have
started to move out of its doldrums.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0810.0714
http://arxiv.org/abs/0810.0714


Update: This evening I came across an unexpected source of information about this,
one which might explain why news of this result may have leaked out a while ago.
More about this later.

Update: The results from PAMELA mentioned here, and which are listed as
motivation for the Arkani-Hamed/Weiner paper, are now officially out. For discussion
of this from someone much better informed than me, see this posting at Resonaances.

Update: There’s an excellent detailed posting about the paper from CDF’s own
Tommaso Dorigo. If you’re interested in understanding exactly what is going on here,
that’s where you should start.

Update: For entertainment, there’s always Lubos.

Update: I’m now free to explain what I was alluding to when I earlier mentioned an
“unexpected source of information”. Yesterday evening while I was trying to find out
more about the CDF result, its relation to previously published experimental results,
and to possible phenomenological models, I was running some Google searches on
relevant terms. One of these turned up something very surprising: the first result was
a summary of CDF’s internal review of drafts of PRL and PRD papers on the subject,
the second was the PRL draft. Both of these documents were from early July, and part
of a publicly accessible directory containing all the materials from a review of the
draft at that time. Investigating further, it became clear that the CDF web-server was
seriously misconfigured, allowing directory listings and public access to a wide array
of their work materials.

I wrote an e-mail to people at CDF warning them about the problem, heard back
quickly, and have just checked that they have fixed it, so I don’t think I’ll cause them a
problem other than embarassment by telling this story here. It seems likely that these
materials have been publicly accessible and indexed by Google probably for several
months now.

I confess to reading these documents, figuring that anything really interesting that is
Googleable is fair game. Since they clearly were not intended for public consumption
I won’t disseminate information about them beyond this story about their existence
and the fact that the PRL draft contained tentative material interpreting the data in
terms of new physics, the sort of thing the released paper avoids. One thing I can say
is that it is very impressive to see the amount of effort and very serious scientific work
behind a review of this kind. A lot went into this, and presumably a lot more has gone
into it since last July. I understand why CDF does not make this kind of thing public,
but it actually would be a wonderful example for the public of how science is done to
do so.

Update: See Resonaances for a discussion of the dark sector model building.

Update: Another CDF blogger heard from: John Conway.

Comments

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=864
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=864
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2008/10/pamelas-coming-out.html
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2008/10/pamelas-coming-out.html
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/10/31/cdf-publishes-multi-muons/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/10/31/cdf-publishes-multi-muons/
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/10/cdf-sees-dark-unified-susy-in-lepton.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2008/10/cdf-sees-dark-unified-susy-in-lepton.html
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2008/10/on-cdf-anomaly.html
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2008/10/on-cdf-anomaly.html
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/11/02/cdf-ghost-muons/
http://cosmicvariance.com/2008/11/02/cdf-ghost-muons/


1. Kea
October 30, 2008

Heh, heh, heh!!!

And wow, Peter. Such a long blog post so soon after the paper appearing. One
might think you knew this was coming.

2. Peter Woit
October 30, 2008

Kea,

There had been some chatter on the intertubes indicating that it might be a good
idea to check the arXiv this evening….

3. Amos
October 30, 2008

If this pans out, today is truly a day of joy.

4. Neal Weiner
October 31, 2008

I can tell you officially we had no word on this. This blog is, in fact, the first I’d
heard of it. (But have now looked at the paper.) What we predicted was just what
was needed to explain PAMELA we thought.

5. a quantum diaries survivor
October 31, 2008

Neal,

that is pretty hard to digest. Lepton jets with lifetimes. Come on. I think you owe
it to the physics community to let us know where the leak came from.

Cheers,
T.

6. Daniel de França MTd2
October 31, 2008

Halloween Particle!

7. Daniel de França MTd2
October 31, 2008

“This is not a signature characteristic of supersymmetry or any of the other
known heavily-studied classes of models.”

But Arkani-Hamed/Weiner uses a SUSY model to explain that, in fact, with 2
aspects of a certain SUSY, which he calls, SUSY(I) AND SUSY(II). Check page 3.



8. Daniel de França MTd2
October 31, 2008

Maybe it’s this other Arkani-Hamed’s/Wiener article that you are thinking of:
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0810/0810.0713v1.pdf . It was published in
that same day you cited before, and it doesnt use SUSY.

9. onymous
October 31, 2008

Some comments:

On a sociological note, although the paper doesn’t specify which people within
CDF did the analysis, my understanding is that it is a group which has some
history of finding difficult-to-understand anomalies in the data. Tommaso has
documented some of these on his blog (search for “superjets”); they are an
interesting story, which one might take into account when deciding what to think
of this.

In Nima and Neal’s model, as I understand it, one only expects lepton jets in
events with SUSY, which you would think would stand out in some other way.

My take on this is that it’s probably nothing. Maybe punchthrough of hadrons
into the muon detector. They claim to analyze all these things and quantify them,
and I haven’t digested the 70 pages, but these sound like very difficult problems,
and I wouldn’t bet on them being fully understood. If you want exciting things in
data right now, dark matter is where it’s at.

(And dark matter / positron excesses is clearly what motivated the “lepton jets”;
it’s offensive for Tommaso to publicly imply otherwise.)

In short: calm down!

— A phenomenologist who would love to see new physics and thinks this isn’t it

10. Matti Pitkänen
October 31, 2008

Nothing new to me but two excellent birthday gifts at my birthday October 30;-).

TGD has predicted the existence of colored excitations of leptons explaining CDF
anomaly already for fifteen years ago.

One of the basic predictions of TGD indeed is that leptons should have colored
excitations. Already at seventeens a lot of evidence for colored electrons, or
rather their pion like bound states, came from anomalous production of electron
positron pairs in heavy ion collisions. For some mysterious reason it was put
under the carpet. I have tried to tell about this in blogs but in vain.

For year ago evidence for muo-pions came. Again it was forgotten although
Lubos saw the trouble of ridiculing the experimenters.

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0810/0810.0713v1.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/0810/0810.0713v1.pdf


CDF gives evidence for tau-pion. The lifetime predicted for charged tau-pion
obtained by scaling the prediction for pion life-time is correct if one scales down
the parameter x in the parameter f(pi)= xm(pi) characterizing pion coupling to
axial current by factor .41. To my opinion the case is now closed.

The positron and electron positron cosmic ray anomalies can in turn be seen as
evidence for M_89 copy of hadron physics.

See my blog.

11. a quantum diaries survivor
October 31, 2008

Dear ominous (same as the one who left a comment in my blog a while ago, I
guess):

punch through is a possibility, but it has been investigated in depth, by people
not exactly enthusiastic about the signal, and found inconsistent with the signal,
its size, and characteristics. I would rather lend towards secondary nuclear
interactions instead, but it is a tough call. The fact that there is a chance – what,
1% ? 0.5%? – that it indeed constitutes new physics, is extraordinary to me
nonetheless.

As for the theorists and their claims: we are adults and we know physics. We
have read thousands of papers and published hundreds. We know the history of
HEP. We know how people chats in the corridors. And I personally know that in
this particular case some people in CDF have been less careful than they should
have with this paper before publication.

On the other side, there is this pair of papers coming out of the blue, which
casually get published a few months after the CDF analysis emerges from the
authors’ computers and is in internal review, and less than a month before that
analysis sees the light in the arxiv. These two phenomenological -but I would
rather call them phenomenal- papers discuss a signature almost never heard of
before. It entails lepton jets. Many leptons, with small invariant masses. With
long lifetimes.

I say, you can believe in SUSY or you can believe in the Yeti, or whatever you
want. I can believe a lot of things, but I do not buy that it is their own cooking.
Especially since the paper is rather handwaving in tone and conclusions.

So, to summarize: it may sound offensive to be inquisitive with respectable
theorists about where the hell they got that idea, but it is no less offensive to act
nonchalant and pretend we buy this incredible coincidence without a detailed
explanation.

Finally, about the authors of the analysis: be very careful. They are among the
best physicists I know in CDF, and I know all of them. They have the vice of
searching for the unknown rather than being happy with measuring something
with twice better accuracy than others. I would like it if there were more like
them around.

http://matpitka.blogspot.com/2008/10/two-birthday-gifts.html
http://matpitka.blogspot.com/2008/10/two-birthday-gifts.html


Cheers,
T.

12. woit
October 31, 2008

Daniel,

The Arkani-Hamed/Weiner paper doesn’t use SUSY in any crucial way. Their
proposal is that the observed signature comes from a “Dark Sector”, this can be
embedded in a SUSY model, but that’s not necessary. From their paper:

“While our discussion is framed within the context of low-energy SUSY, some of
the conclusions hold in a wider class of theories for new physics. The signals
associated with decays into the dark sector and back follow in any theory with a
particle charged under the SM that is nonetheless stable in the absence of a
small coupling to the Dark Sector, while the new colored states should be
expected in any picture in which the Dark Matter is charged under the Standard
Model and gauge coupling unification is taken seriously.”

13. Daniel de França MTd2
October 31, 2008

Peter,

The article with Moose tries to argue for SUSY, since this new Sommerfeld force
must be unified with a larger picture, that is, the SM through SUSY. What the
other article, does the thing you want, that is, specificaly describing that
phenomeny, but without saying that SUSY has anything to do with that, or trying
to embed that phenomena in any bigger scheme…

14. andy.s
October 31, 2008

Didn’t Willis Lamb suggest that anyone discovering a new particle be punished
with a $10,000 fine?

15. Yatima
November 1, 2008

>> Didn’t Willis Lamb suggest that anyone discovering a new particle be
punished with a $10,000 fine?

That was before the quark model and QCD, right? These days, discovering new
particles is what decade-in-building billion-dollar machines are all about.

I applaud this New Kind of October Surprise. Here’s hoping something will come
out of it.

16. L. Carpenter
November 1, 2008



This all seems very iffy, howver it still doesn’t rule out SUSY,
You know, SUSY with R parity violation has displaced vertices, as per Dreiner,
Grab, Banks, Carpenter, Kaplan, Rhee and probably many more etc and so on,
you just make the coupling small enough and the intermediate sparticle heavy
enough. However I’d bet that this might go away.

17. a quantum diaries survivor
November 1, 2008

“I would bet than this might go away”

Lol… This is rather careful, isn’t it ? Of course odds are against the multi-muon
signal being new physics! Would you bet 500 to 1 ? That would be a statement.
For me, a >0.1% chance that this is new physics is a HUGE chance.

Cheers,
T.

18. Covariant
November 1, 2008

I’m just wondering where the boundary between new and old physics is defined.
When do we know enough of the old physics to know its new physics?

This reminds of long range artillery in WWI, when for the first time the coriolis
effect had to be taken into account in calculating trajectories (confirming the
Earth was spinning).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_Gun

Do we know all the environmental effects well enough?

19. mike
November 1, 2008

It’s certainly wise not to call it a new particle until it’s been peer reviewed, but
it’s also wise not to dismiss it immediately as a detector problem. It would be
good to see the D0 provide some insight into the problem. Wouldn’t they have
characterized the Si detectors in CDF pretty thoroughly by now?

20. chickenbreeder
November 1, 2008

Covariant: Foucault’s Pendulum (cir. 1850) was already definitive experimental
confirmation of Earth rotation.

A question from a casual reader: Could all this hope and positive outlook on the
new particle be the result of desperation, given that there has been no
breakthrough in high energy particle physics in decades? Also, was the
experiment specifically designed with the expectation of finding a particle of this
characteristic, or is it serendipity (assuming that there’s indeed a new particle in
this story)?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_Gun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_Gun


21. Peter Woit
November 1, 2008

Covariant,

By “new physics” what is meant is something not in the Standard Model. One
possibility is that what is being seen is due to some poorly understood effect of
the Standard Model, e.g that this might somehow be just another bound state of
quarks.

mike,

The paper has undergone very extensive review at CDF, I doubt that a referee
will find problems not identified in their internal review, but it’s not impossible.
They are careful in the paper not to claim discovery of a new particle, just to be
putting forward an anomaly in the data that is not understood, with a new
particle one possible explanation. The behavior of these detectors and the data
analysis are extremely complex, there’s a lot that can go wrong. It will be very
interesting to see what D0 finds when they look for this.

chickenbreeder,

The lack of new discoveries in particle physics certainly makes any anomaly get
a lot more attention. The detector was not designed to look for this.

22. Luboš Motl
November 2, 2008

“This is not a signature characteristic of supersymmetry.”

That’s quite a breathtaking statement. The whole paper by Arkani-Hamed and
Weiner is based on supersymmetry. There would be no lepton jets without it. The
acronym LSP – lightest supersymmetric particle – appears 45+ times in their
paper.

They obtained the model by taking the model by these 2 and 2 other authors
meant to match the PAMELA, ATIC, DAMA, INTEGRAL observations. Because
the latter requires light scalars, SUSY is needed for naturalness. So they added
it. Then it follows that there are several LSP-like particles and the lepton jets
come from them. The model without supersymmetry cannot predict any lepton
jets (although all models can be fine-tuned to get one particular prediction right,
but others are likely to fail then).

If this explanation were right, it would be a nearly complete experimental proof
of SUSY as well as several other characteristically string-theoretical signatures,
including a hidden gauge theory sector and a quiver spectrum of matter. It is
likely that some compactifications of string theory predict exactly this thing and
they will be located soon, leading to new predictions. This scenario was just
unrealized by everyone because everyone kind of thought that all hidden sector
particles have to be heavy.



It would become the most direct proof in decades that the notion that these
concepts are “untestable” or untrue or “not even wrong” and blah blah blah is
just a gigantic and very stupid lie, indeed.

23. Covariant
November 2, 2008

Peter,

I appreciate the answer. I think that was what I was unknowingly alluding to.

Chickenbreeder,

I was cognizant of that fact (hence the word confirm and not proof). I think my
intent was misunderstood.

There is still a lot about our little blob of iron and mud that we are unsure about

24. Peter Woit
November 2, 2008

Lubos,

I think you missed this:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=1045#comment-44797

Your claim on your blog that this is “An experimental proof of most low-energy
signatures of string theory”, and speculation that Arkani-Hamed and Weiner will
share a Nobel prize for this are among the funnier things I’ve ever seen on a
physics blog.

By the way, have you or anyone else asked Arkani-Hamed whether he knew of
the CDF result before it was published?

25. H-I-G-G-S
November 2, 2008

Lubos,

If you buy into the string landscape explanation of the cosmological constant, as
you seem to, then complaints about fine-tuning and appeals to naturalness carry
very little weight. Without these there is no reason you can’t have a model with
the main features of the Arkani-Hamed and Weiner model but without
supersymmetry. Claiming this result, if it holds up, as nearly complete
experimental proof of SUSY is absurd.

PH

26. Shantanu
November 2, 2008

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=1045#comment-44797
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Peter, did I read correctly on cosmicvariance that one third of CDF collaboration
have dropped their name off the paper? Do you
know the reason?

27. Esornep
November 2, 2008

“Peter, did I read correctly on cosmicvariance that one third of CDF collaboration
have dropped their name off the paper? ”

You did. And what makes this utterly astounding is that the paper makes
essentially no claims whatever to have found anything! All they say is, “we saw
this weird signal in our data. Make of it what you will.” Or could it be that the
recalcitrant 1/3 are protesting at this extreme wishy-washiness? 

28. Esornep
November 2, 2008

BTW, Arkani-Hamed and Weiner have rushed out a second version of their paper.
It raises many question marks. And I mean that literally!

29. onymous
November 2, 2008

What a circus! Anyone want to place bets on how long before we see the first
“unparticle” explanation appear on hep-ph?

30. witness
November 3, 2008

to Esornep:
The exact reasons for not signing vary but most range from “CDF can do much
better in investigating this” to “this is clearly correlated hadronic punch-through
of jets”.

31. Axolotl
November 3, 2008

Latest from Arkani-Hamed at Dorigo’s blog: it’s lies, all lies, and anyway our
model does *not* predict anything like what has been seen. Lubos Motl’s
denunciation of NAH as a crackpot is expected momentarily.

32. Covariant
November 3, 2008

I think NAH is deserving of some sympathy.

I am slowly making sense of the CDF paper, and being ignorant of how Tevatron
runs are scheduled, I was wondering if CDF has done any time analysis on the
“jets” to see if there was any variation based on time of day.

33. a quantum diaries survivor



November 4, 2008

To whom may be concerned:

the fact that the CDF paper carries only two thirds of the usual author names is
due to the particular publication process this paper withstood. The authors
wanted to see it out soon, because of the possibility (quite real, in fact, if you
have read Peter’s update above) that it might leak out and be scooped by a quick
parallel analysis by D0 (unlikely, given that D0 is under-manned these days, and
the bounty of data on which to concentrate for several other important
measurements so large). Some colleagues in CDF felt they wanted more analysis,
and they decided not to sign. This is still a CDF publication, case closed.

Let me add that CDF has published over 400 papers in its illustrious, 25-year-
long career, and that we are publishing many, many other important
measurements on a weekly basis. So, please do not concentrate too much on this
one paper, which, I am sure, will be seen in perspective in a few months, one of
two very different perspectives indeed. If electrons do not confirm, and D0
disproves the multi-muon signal, this will be just a honest attempt to explain to
the scientific community what we saw and what we did not understand of muons
in our data -which has some impact in past measurements. If there are
confirmations, then the story is different of course, and those 1/3 of authors who
took their name off will reconsider the matter for the future publications on the
same topic.

Cheers,
T.



The Circus Begins

November 2, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

Friday’s arXiv posting of the paper by CDF about the multi-muon anomaly they are
seeing has already generated three different conjectural explanations of what physics
might be responsible for this. Undoubtedly many, many more are on the way.

• Some members of the CDF collaboration have posted a paper entitled
Phenomenological interpretation of the multi-muon events reported by the CDF
collaboration. This explains the large numbers of muons with a rather baroque
mechanism, conjecturing the production of a 300 GeV heavy particle decaying
through a chain of 3 lighter particles, the last of which is supposed to be the long-
lived (20 picosecond) one. This interpretation was part of the original draft PRL from
last June/July. The CDF collaboration as a whole seems to have decided not to support
the draft PRL and this interpretation, instead releasing just a PRD paper that
describes the anomaly without trying to interpret its significance. It also seems that
only two-thirds of the collaboration put their names on the PRD paper, and the
interpretation paper was put out just by a small group. The whole story is somewhat
reminiscent of the “Superjet” affair (see Tommaso Dorigo’s multi-part discussion
here), which also involved a PRD publication about an anomaly signed by the
collaboration, and an interpretation (in terms of squarks) signed by a much smaller
group led by Paolo Giromini.

• An hour or so after the Giromini et. al. paper came in on Friday, a group of string
theorists had posted the 40-page Towards Realistic String Vacua on hep-th claiming to
explain the CDF results with a class of string vacua:

We also describe model-independent physical implications of this scenario.
These include the masses of anomalous and non-anomalous U(1)’s and the
generic existence of a new hyperweak force under which leptons and/or
quarks could be charged. We propose that such a gauge boson could be
responsible for the ghost muon anomaly recently found at the Tevatron’s
CDF detector.

If the Giromini et. al. explanation invoking 4 new particles is baroque, it’s hard to
know what the right word is for the far more complicated constructions that are
described in this paper.

• There’s a new version this evening of the 3-week old Arkani-Hamed/Weiner LHC
Signals for a SuperUnified Theory of Dark Matter, in which they claim to have a new
signature for supersymmetry, with a large fraction of all SUSY events looking exactly
like what CDF described. Oddly enough, the changes to the paper don’t include a
mention of the CDF result. This paper also invokes a rather baroque mechanism,
involving both the supersymmetric extension of the standard model and a whole new
complicated dark sector.

This last paper is also supposed to explain the PAMELA data, and papers with other
explanations of this are starting to flood hep-ph.
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So far, all the explanations of the anomaly seen by CDF look suspiciously complicated,
which may be one reason that many members of CDF are so skeptical about the whole
thing that they were unwilling to sign on to the PRD submission. But I’m sure that
many more proposals for how to explain the anomaly are being drafted at this very
moment, and maybe one of them will be more convincing.

Update: Over at Tommaso Dorigo’s blog there’s a short posting about Giromini et. al.,
and an exchange with Nima Arkani-Hamed, who claims to have had no inside
knowledge of the CDF “lepton jets” when he wrote his paper with Weiner predicting
them. He also explains how the exact mechanism discussed in that paper is unlikely to
explain the CDF result since their observed rate is too high for this.

Update: New Scientist has the story, emphasizing the possible relation to the work of
Arkani-Hamed and Weiner:

So what could it be? As it happens, Weiner and Nima Arkani-Hamed of the
Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey, and colleagues have
developed a theory of dark matter – the enigmatic stuff thought to make up
a large proportion of the universe – to explain recent observations of
radiation and anti-particles from the Milky Way.

Their model posits dark matter particles that interact among themselves by
exchanging “force-carrying” particles with a mass of about 1
gigaelectronvolts.
The CDF muons appear to have come from the decay of a particle with a
mass of about 1 GeV. So could they be a signature of dark matter? “We are
trying to figure that out,” says Weiner. “But I would be excited by the CDF
data regardless.”

CDF spokesperson Jacobo Konigsberg is quoted as saying:

we haven’t ruled out a mundane explanation for this, and I want to make
that very clear

Update: Then there’s Slashdot, where the hypothetical CDF particle is advertised as
accounting for the Arkani-Hamed et. al. theory of dark matter.

Update: Another story, at Physics World, which has more from various people at CDF.
Again, that Arkani-Hamed/Weiner “predicted a CDF–like signal”, although the
problem with the rate being too low is mentioned.

Also Nature, where one learns:

Theorists are already coming up with ideas about what might be producing
the excess muons. One possibility is that they stem from the decay of a
heavier, yet-to-be-discovered particle — perhaps related to dark matter, an
unseen material that is believed to make up some 85% of matter in the
Universe.

Another idea from string theory evokes seven-dimensional ‘branes’ —
theoretical surfaces that are inhabited by exotic particles manifested as
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strings. These higher-dimensional branes might be home to force-carrying
particles that interact weakly with our three-dimensional world and create a
faint, but traceable, signal in the data.

But Adam Falkowski, a theorist at CERN, Europe’s particle accelerator
laboratory near Geneva, Switzerland, says that the explanations need some
work, and cautions against attempting to force the data to fit into particular
theories.

Update: More press stories here and here.

Comments

1. onymous
November 3, 2008

A 300 GeV particle with a 100 nb cross section. That’s… special.

(They don’t need the 300 GeV particle; they need the 15 GeV particle, but with
enough of a boost to have collimated decay products. Hence the ad hoc 300 GeV
Higgs to fit the curves.)

2. Coin
November 3, 2008

So far, all the explanations of the anomaly seen by CDF look suspiciously
complicated, which may be one reason that many members of CDF are so
skeptical about the whole thing that they were unwilling to sign on to the PRD
submission

Hm, maybe I don’t understand what you’re suggesting here… is it normal for
experimental particle physicists to doubt experimental results to the point of not
participating in their publication, just because they can’t find a clean theoretical
mechanism from which those results came?

3. Roger
November 3, 2008

Its very unusual for a collaboration member to remove his/her name from a
paper though it does happen from time to time.

However, I have never heard of a third of a collaboration removing their names.
This is very worrying.

4. Peter Woit
November 3, 2008

Coin,

If your experiment is seeing something confusing and completely different than

http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/80beats/2008/11/05/ghost-in-the-machine-physicists-may-have-detected-a-new-particle-at-fermilab/
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what known theory predicts, the chances are quite high that the problem is with
your experiment, and every experimentalist is well aware of this. On the other
hand, if the 20ps state CDF is seeing evidence for had the right properties to be
the SM or MSSM Higgs, I’d bet absolutely everyone in CDF would have signed
on, the paper would be a PRL making a discovery claim, and CDF leaders would
be ordering their outfits for a trip to Stockholm.

5. James
November 3, 2008

There’s a quote I’ve heard attributed to Einstein that goes roughly like “A theory
is something believed by nobody except its creator, and an experiment is
something believed by everybody except the experimenter.”

6. Shantanu
November 3, 2008

Peter or anyone else, does anyone know what this model predicts for
proton decay? This might be a good way to test the consistency of these
models.

7. Peter Woit
November 3, 2008

Shantanu,

Which model? I don’t think any of the models discussed here is the sort of thing
that would make a testable prediction about proton decay.

8. Sumar Ongi
November 3, 2008

My personal hunch —as if it mattered— is that this whole thing will fizzle out.
This is not a criticism of CDF and of the theoreticians working on this issue
(quite the opposite, I see their work with respect and even admiration). It’s just
how physics works: 99% blind alleys, 1% breakthroughs.

Now, a 300 GeV Higgs boson? I would love so much to see that!!!

9. dragon
November 4, 2008

“Then there’s Slashdot, where the hypothetical CDF particle is advertised as
accounting for the Arkani-Hamed et. al. theory of dark matter.”

Taken literally, this statement means that the CDF observations explain the
existence of certain papers, rather than the other way around. One suspects a
typo at first, but in view of what has been going on over at Dr Dorigo’s blog,
perhaps this is the right ordering after all…….

10. a quantum diaries survivor
November 4, 2008



Lol dragon… I decided I will not investigate the matter further. We have heard
from the theoreticians, we know the story, the documents are out there for
anybody to make their own mind. And regardless of opinions, publications
remain.

My own opinion is however the following:
1) the CDF signal is not NP
2) the NAH et al. papers discuss an interesting signature, which however does
not describe reality
3) we are still in the dark and we will stay there for a while
4) I am going to collect 1000$ soon. How soon ? Depends when the LHC will
deliver 10/fb of data.

Cheers,
T.

11. Arnaud
November 4, 2008

Hello,

I’m not a professional physicist so pardon my naivete: How can anybody have a
theoretical explanation for what appears to be a quite unexpected experimental
result, less than a week after its publication? I’m sure HEP is full of very bright
people, nevertheless this looks a bit rushed to me, and suspiciously like a race to
publish.

Personally, my only way of understanding this would be if either the news have
been in the pipeline beforehand, or it was in fact expected. The blog hasn’t
mentioned either fact, I think?

Physicists like to mock the media and their rush to the “story” over scientific
content, but from the outside this particular event looks like this story of pots,
kettles and blackness… Or am I wrong?

12. Peter Woit
November 4, 2008

Arnaud,

There’s plenty ot mock about the media’s coverage of science, but my own point
of view is that in recent years the blame for problems with media coverage of
some parts of physics lies with physicists themselves rather than journalists.

This experimental result was not expected at all by theorists. It is not known how
widespread knowledge of the CDF result was before it was released last
Thursday evening. Back in July, people at CDF were already worried that the
news had leaked out (how do I know this? because by mistake the documents of
their internal deliberations were freely available on-line and indexed by Google.)

One of the papers mentioned above appeared within a day of the Thursday



evening news. My own view is that the paper in question uses a typical string
theory set-up that is capable of explaining anything. String theorists are hard-
working and industrious, it’s perfectly plausible that within 24 hours they could
have drafted the section of the paper needed to “explain” the CDF result within
the context of the string theory models they are working with. In the same 24
hours they undoubtedly could have come up with explanations of all sorts of
different unexpected experimental results.

This all shows what is likely to happen if and when unexpected preliminary result
come out of the LHC. String theory/supersymmetry explanations of the results
will come fast and furious, no matter what they are.

13. Peter Woit
November 4, 2008

In case the above is unclear, I’m referrring to the second paper mentioned in the
posting. The first is from within CDF, the authors have had many months to work
on their analysis. The last one is a paper written before the results were
announced, there is extensive discussion about it over at Tommaso Dorigo’s blog.

14. Chris W.
November 4, 2008

This all shows what is likely to happen if and when unexpected preliminary result
come out of the LHC. String theory/supersymmetry explanations of the results
will come fast and furious, no matter what they are.

It will be a painfully protracted process of coming to see not ST/SUSY’s inability
to explain these results, but its inconclusive and ultimately sterile fecundity* in
explaining them, along with a million other results we don’t happen to see, for
reasons that will receive their own convoluted explanations (if anybody cares).

[* or to use Kant’s phrase, “accursed fertility“]

15. Arnaud
November 6, 2008

Thanks Peter & Chris. I am not participating constructively to the discussion
here, but instead I have another question, sorry again.

You seem to imply that String theory is an elastic concept which can
be made to fit any new fact and sort of retroactively claim that some form of it
predicted the result, right? I’m kind of an educated layman on this (I’m only an
actual rocket scientist), but I read Lee Smolin’s book, so I guess I’m convinced
by your argument now 

My question is slightly different here: People like you and Lee seem to argue that
over the last 20 or 30 years, not much has happened in theoretical particle
physics, due in part to the lack of experiments (like the LHC) probing deeper into
the high-energy spectrum. This seems to leave plenty of time to researchers to
analyse current gaps in detail and hone their predictive models or new theories.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=165#comment-2636
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When I match that to some papers and presentations I’ve seen where different
explanations are proposed depending on different expected values or results of
proposed experiments (such as the mass of the hypothetical Higgs Boson), It
leads me to imagine that there are a bunch of -to caricature- “if-then-else” set of
explanations and theories ready to be put out as soon as new results come in.
Does that make sense, and would you say it’s in any way correct, or is the picture
not quite like that?

This was how I though one could explain fast turnover of papers, although you’re
clear in your response it doesn’t apply here because the results are quite
unexpected. I guess this is what makes fundamental physics interesting!

PS, I read Tomaso’s futher post and loooong dialogue and comments on this. I
can’t claim to have an informed opinion, but it leaves me a sad impression that
the discussion is as much about physics as it is about ego and politics.
I recognise though, it takes a strong dose of wisdom and character to stand up
for scientific integrity in this world of inflated career expectations, performance-
related-pay and short-term contracts. I guess they don’t teach those in physics
courses… (This comment could be made for a lot of disciplines, naturally).

16. Thomas D
November 7, 2008

It is actually very disappointing that experimentalists would effectively refuse to
publish a 10 sigma deviation, even after all imaginable systematics and loopholes
are investigated, just because it is difficult to find a theory (within conventional
frameworks) to account for it. But I don’t know the exact reason why the whole
collaboration would not sign up to the long Phys Rev paper.

The quote about ‘theory is believed by no-one beyond its creator’ is not at all
true nowadays. On the contrary, HEP experimentalists are very reliant on
theorists to tell them what types of signals are ‘likely’ to emerge (meaning, likely
given some popular model or theory). That means that if none of the popular
theories are right, the experimental search will not be well set up to investigate
what there actually is.

There are a few groups trying to put together a ‘model-independent’ search for
new physics at LHC, which is a good insurance policy against all the theorists
being wrong, but maybe not enough attention is being paid to this.

Any reporting that tries to link the muons to recent dark matter models is pretty
much malpractice. Arkani-Hamed has written:
“even if the CDF anomalies are an indication of new physics–which I think in all
of our views is _very_ far from obvious– it can not be due to the signal Neal and I
talked about, arising from SUSY cascade decays. The rate of the CDF anomaly is
absolutely enormous–you are talking about 70,000 “ghost” events! (…)”

I am not sure what Peter is blaming physicists for in media coverage. Is he
saying the Quevedo group is too hardworking? I have to say also, they are
relatively lucky, since contrary to what he is insinuating not all string models
have these leptonic or ‘hyperweak’ U(1)’s readily available… and not all string



theorists happen to have a 40-page paper ready to publish at the same time as
experimentalists announce something.

Perhaps someone could take the elementary step of asking someone in that
collaboration whether or not their models can always explain every possible
signal, rather than taking this as a basic assumption.

And it’s by no means certain that this model *can* explain the multi-muons,
rather than just containing ingredients which could go some way towards it. On
p. 30 they say:
“Notice that this proposal to explain the CDF data can be considered
independently of string theory. While we have assumed U to be a gauge boson
motivated by the D3-D7 brane models considered in this paper, the same basic
phenomenological approach could apply for any bulk state with very weak
couplings to quarks and no kinematically accessible 2-body decays. (…)
It remains to be seen if with these numbers it is possible to obtain the proper U
lifetime. The above is clearly a phenomenological scenario and not yet a full
model. More detailed model-building is necessary for a full analysis of the merits
and further phenomenological and cosmological implications of the approach
outlined.”

So again, what is Peter’s problem with this?

17. Peter Woit
November 7, 2008

Thomas D,

CDF is not refusing to publish anything, they have submitted a paper to PRD.
Some of the collaboration aren’t signing on to the publication for various
reasons. For an experimentalist to be skeptical about a very weird signal,
thinking it is likely to be a flaw in the analysis, so not ready for publication, isn’t
exactly unusual or surprising.

I don’t think I’m the only one who finds laughable the spectacle of a group of
string theorists putting out a paper in less than 24 hours “explaining” a very
weird and unexpected signal using a very complicated “string vacuum”.

18. Gazouille
November 8, 2008

@webmaster, the link ‘here’ in last update

http://http//blogs.discovermagazine.com/80beats/2008/11/05/ghost-in-the-
machine-physicists-may-have-detected-a-new-particle-at-fermilab/

is wrong, it should be

http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/80beats/2008/11/05/ghost-in-the-machine-
physicists-may-have-detected-a-new-particle-at-fermilab/
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19. Peter Woit
November 8, 2008

Gazouille,

Thanks, fixed.

20. Brandon Watson
November 9, 2008

If the Giromini et. al. explanation invoking 4 new particles is baroque, it’s hard to
know what the right word is for the far more complicated constructions that are
described in this paper.

I know that this was ironic, but the word for the step up from ordinary baroque is
churrigueresque — ‘frantically baroque’, as it has sometimes been called. I bring
it up just because it’s sometimes a very good word to have on hand.

21. Peter Woit
November 9, 2008

Thanks Brandon, I’m always glad to learn a new word.



Notes on BRST I: Representation Theory and
Quantum Mechanics

November 5, 2008
Categories: BRST

This is the first posting of a planned series that will discuss the BRST method for
handling gauge symmetries and related mathematical topics. I’ve been writing a more
formal paper about this, but given the substantial amount of not-well-known
background material involved, it seems like a good idea to first put together a few
expository accounts of some of these topics. And what better place for this than a
blog?

Many readers who are used to my usual attempts to be newsworthy and entertaining,
often by scandal-mongering or stirring up trouble of one kind or another, may be very
disappointed in these posts. They’re quite technical, hard to follow, and of low-to-
negative entertainment value. You probably would do best to skip them and wait for
more of the usual fare, which should continue to appear from time to time.

Quantum Mechanics and Representation Theory

A quantum mechanical physical system is given by the following mathematical
structure:

• A Hilbert space \mathcal H, the “space of states”. A state of the physical system is
determined by a vector |\psi\rangle\in \mathcal H, with unit norm (i.e. ||\psi||^2=
\langle \psi|\psi\rangle=1).

• An algebra \mathcal O that acts on \mathcal H. To each physical observable
corresponds a self-adjoint operator O\in\mathcal O. Eigenvectors in \mathcal H of this
operator correspond to states where the observable has a well-defined value, which is
the eigenvalue.

If a physical system has a symmetry group G, there is a unitary representation (\Pi,
\mathcal H) of G on \mathcal H. This means that for each g\in G we get a unitary
operator \Pi(g) satisfying

\begin{displaymath}\Pi(g_3)=\Pi(g_2)\Pi(g_1)\ \text{if}\
g_3=g_1g_2\end{displaymath}

i.e. the map \Pi from group elements to unitary operators is a homomorphism. The
\Pi(g) act on \mathcal O by taking an operator O to its conjugate \Pi(g)O(\Pi(g))^{-1}.

When G is a Lie group with Lie algebra (\mathfrak g, ), differentiating \Pi gives a
unitary representation (\pi, \mathcal H) of \mathfrak g on \mathcal H. This means that
for each X\in \mathfrak g we get a skew-Hermitian operator \pi(X) on \mathcal H,
satisfying

\pi(X_3)=\ \text{if}\ X_3=



i.e. the map \pi taking Lie algebra elements X (with the Lie bracket in \mathfrak g) to
skew-Hermitian operators (with commutator of operators) is a homomorphism. On
\mathcal O, \mathfrak g acts by the differential of the conjugation action of G, this
action is just that of taking the commutator with \pi(X).

The Lie bracket is not associative, but to any Lie algebra \mathfrak g, one can
construct an associative algebra U(\mathfrak g) called the universal enveloping
algebra for \mathfrak g. If one identifies X\in \mathfrak g with left-invariant vector
fields on G, which are first-order differential operators on functions on G, then
U(\mathfrak g) is the algebra of left-invariant differential operators on G of all orders,
with product the composition of differential operators. A Lie algebra representation is
precisely a module over U(\mathfrak g), i.e. a vector space with an action of
U(\mathfrak g).

So, the state space \mathcal H of a quantum system with symmetry group G carries
not only a unitary representation of G, but also a unitary representation of \mathfrak
g, or equivalently, an action of the algebra U(\mathfrak g). X\in \mathfrak g acts by
the operator \pi(X). In this way a representation \pi gives a sub-algebra of the algebra
\mathcal O of observables. Most of the important observables that show up in practice
come from a symmetry in this way. An interesting philosophical question is whether
the quantum system that governs the real world is purely determined by symmetry,
i.e. such that ALL its observables come from symmetries in this manner.

Some Examples

Much of the structure of common quantum mechanical systems is governed by the
fact that they carry space-time symmetries. In our 3-space, 1-time dimensional world,
these include:

• Translations in space: G=\mathbf R^3, \mathfrak g =\mathbf R^3, Lie Bracket is
trivial.
For each basis element e_j\in \mathfrak g one gets a momentum operator \pi(e_j)=iP_j

• Translations in time: G=\mathbf R, \mathfrak g =\mathbf R. If e_0 is a basis of
\mathfrak g, i\pi(e_0)=H, the Hamiltonian operator. The fact that this operator
generates time-translations is just Schrodinger’s equation.

• Rotations in 3-space: G=SO(3), or its double cover G=Spin(3)=SU(2), \mathfrak g =
\mathbf R^3, with bracket given by the vector product. For each basis element e_j\in
\mathfrak g one gets an angular momentum operator \pi(e_j)=iJ_j. These operators do
not commute, so cannot be simultaneously diagonalized.

Another example is the symmetry of phase transformations of the state space
\mathcal H. Here G=U(1), \mathfrak g=R, and one gets an operator Q_e that can be
normalized to have integral eigenvalues.

This last example also comes in a local version, where we make independent phase
transformations at different points in space-time. This is an example of a “gauge
symmetry”, and the question of how it gets represented on the space of states is what
will lead us into the BRST story. Next posting in the series will be about gauge
symmetry, then on to BRST.

If you want some idea of where this is headed, you can take a look at slides from a

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/brst-dartmouth.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/brst-dartmouth.pdf


colloquium talk I gave recently at the Dartmouth math department. They’re very
sketchy, the postings in this series should add some detail.

Comments

1. Tom
November 5, 2008

Thanks for this BRST post, and those to come! I’m going to enjoy reading some
technical stuff. I know I haven’t seen BRST symmetry treated in a really
mathematical way before.

2. anonymous
November 5, 2008

Please do not use the > character for the ket when you typeset using TeX!
It is for the mathematical less-than symbol. As such, the spaces around > are
automatically widened, which makes your kets super-ugly.
See p.170 of TeXBook about \mathrel, \mathop etc.
So please either use at least |\psi\mathclose>. I prefer |\psi\rangle, though.

3. estraven
November 5, 2008

Great post, I’m looking forward to the rest fo the series.

@anonymous at 10.03pm: My .tex files include the lines

\def\>{\rangle}
\def\<{\langle}

because I like good typesetting but am also very lazy.

4. TSM
November 5, 2008

I have to ask; which program did you use to make your talk slides? If it is
powerpoint can you point me to the template used?

TIA

5. anon.
November 6, 2008

One interesting question which is hard to understand from the standard textbook
treatments and limited reading of the literature: does the BRST action for gauge-
fixed Yang-Mills theory break down nonperturbatively, due to Gribov copies?
Claims in both directions seem to exist, but it seems it would take a great deal of
effort and/or reading to settle the matter. (Also: are there Gribov copies for
gauge-fixing diffeo and Weyl invariance? I don’t think I’ve seen this mentioned in



treatments of BRST quantization of the string.)

6. anonymous
November 6, 2008

That’s a LaTeX class called beamer. See http://latex-beamer.sourceforge.net/.
PowerPoint and Keynote are for losers.

7. Kurt
November 6, 2008

Fantastic, I am looking forward to reading about BRST. There is something that
has always bugged me about symmetry in QM: Surely we do not want to say that
every time independent unitary operator is a symmetry, because then every
quantum system with the same dimension Hilbert space would have the same
symmetry group (i.e. U(N), where N is the dimension of the Hilbert space). There
must be some input about the dynamics (i.e. Hamiltonian) of the system. Usually
we say something like: a symmetry is any time independent unitary operator that
commutes with the Hamiltonian. This guarantees that the symmetry preserves
the Schrodinger equation, but rules out things like the boosts (either Galilean or
relativistic), which are represented by unitary operators that depend explicitly
on time, and which we would like to have as symmetries. Thus, we might want to
say that a symmetry is allowed to carry explicit time dependence, so long as it
preserves the Schrodinger equation. But this brings us back to the original
problem of all quantum systems (of a given dimensional Hilbert space) having
the same symmetry group: given any unitary operator S, we can give it time
dependence in such a way that it preserves the Schrodinger equation (just take
S(t)=U(t)SU(t)^{-1}, where U(t) is the time evolution operator). So where is the
middle ground; what is a definition of symmetry, (using only the notion of Hilbert
space and hamiltonian, no fair talking about classical concepts such as action,
Noether theorem etc., or extra structure such as the S-matrix) that allows the
boosts but does not allow an arbitrary unitary operator?

KH

8. N. Nakanishi
November 6, 2008

The problem of Gribov copies arises only in the path-integral approach. No such
trouble is encountered in the BRS-formulated operator formalism.

9. Peter Woit
November 6, 2008

Tom and anonymous,

Thanks for the tex advice.

TSM,

The slides were made using the “beamer” latex class.

http://latex-beamer.sourceforge.net/
http://latex-beamer.sourceforge.net/


anon.,

One reason I’m interested in BRST is precisely that I don’t think the problem of
how to handle gauge invariance is fully understood in theories like the Standard
Model. I’ll write more about this later, and the Gribov problem is part of the
story. I don’t believe there is any agreement about what happens to it outside of
perturbation theory. What I’m writing about is mostly the operator formalism,
and this does not have the same problems that the path integral has (as
Nakanishi mentions). It may have others…

In diffeo and Weyl invariance, you don’t get the same topological phenomenon
that forces the Gribov problem, so I don’t think you see it in the quantization of
the string.

Kurt,

Interesting question. I guess when I’m talking about a “symmetry”, this can
come from any group action on the classical mechanical system being quantized,
whether or not it commutes with the Hamiltonian. These give operators on the
state space, which may or may not commute with the Hamiltonian operator. Well-
known examples include the algebra of at most quadratic operators in p and q
(Heisenberg + symplectic algebra)

10. A.
November 6, 2008

Dear Peter and anon,

Interesting stuff. With regard to Gribov copies, they are not just some
mathematical problem with overcounting in the path integral — they have
physical implications. It’s been known for a long time that they play a key role in
confinement, so it would be really surprising if the operator picture didn’t feel
their effects at all.

A.

11. anon.
November 6, 2008

A. is right: there’s a large literature about Gribov copies and confinement, with
which I have only a superficial familiarity, but which seems very interesting. It’s
been observed, for instance, that the center vortex configurations that have been
primary candidates for explaining confinement since at least the work of ‘t Hooft
in the late 70s lie on the Gribov horizon in certain gauges (hep-lat/0401003).

Fundamentally, Gribov copies are telling us that the Yang-Mills configuration
space has a complicated geometry and topology, and I don’t see how that could
go away in the operator formalism. (Are there references?)

I could imagine, though, that the ghosts somehow encode the gauge algebra in a
way that allows the BRST action to get all of this right anyway. (To throw out



another reference that I haven’t properly digest, Reinhardt in hep-th/9602047
showed that in maximal abelian gauge the path integral with an explicit
integration over the group with the correct Haar measure is equivalent to the
path integral with a Faddeev-Popov determinant.)

12. FNesti
November 6, 2008

Dear Peter,
thabks for this good idea, it will be interesting and useful to read about BRST
and Dirac. I’d like to ask whether you plan to mention the Dirac-Hodge operator
(d+delta) and its properties. In my present understanding, this is the same of a
standard dirac operator in flat space, while on a generic manifold it gives a
different coupling of ‘spinors’ to gravity. I believe this would be a really
interesting point to clarify, from your cross-discipline experience, from both the
mathematical and physical point of view.

Cheers,
Fabrizio

13. Peter Woit
November 6, 2008

Fabrizio,

The point you raise is not one that comes up only tangentially in the BRST story,
but it is an important one if you try and understand spinors.

Basically, the operator you mention operates on differential forms, not spinors,
and at each point the differential forms take values not in the spinor space S, but
in SxS*. In flat space you get just dim (S*) copies of what you want (this is
related to why Kogut-Susskind gives you multiple copies of what you want on the
lattice). In non-flat space there’s a non-trivial covariant derivative for the
spinors, so you get not just multiple copies, but something different.

14. Peter Orland
November 6, 2008

The problem of Gribov copies does not go away in the Hamiltonian formalism. If
complete gauge fixing (such as axial or Coulomb gauge) is performed, Gauss’ law
needs to be solved.

As an example I have some familiarity with, if one solves Gauss’ law on a
Hamiltonian lattice, to get an axial gauge condition (say $A_{3}(x)=0$ or
$U_{3}(x)=1$ on most of space, it is a messy problem to define the conjugate
electric field variable ($E_{3}$, or $l_{3}$ on the lattice) everywhere, if the
boundary condition is periodic. With open boundary conditions in every direction
(so space is a rectangular prism) the situation is much better, and it is possible to
further fix the gauge, completely removing all gauge freedom. It is not a trivial
task to do this, however.



Anyway, in the above example, the Gribov problem cannot be ignored, though it
can be solved.

15. Peter Orland
November 6, 2008

P.S. In the BRST operator formalism, you need to construct an exterior derivative
operator from constraints. You need to prove that the square of this operator is
zero. I guarantee that there is a problem with this on the Hamiltonian lattice.
That is because the degrees of freedom of links of the lattice lie in the group
manifold, not a nice linear space.

16. Chris Oakley
November 6, 2008

Just to say that I approve of this kind of post. Not being a mathematician, I
expect to be left behind soon, although this has not happened yet.

It is funny that with the existence of half-integral spin, SU(2) and not SO(3) is the
symmetry of nature (equivalently SL(2,C) and not O(3,1)). It suggests that
Minkowski space is not the fundamental thing, and yet theories that take
advantage of this (I am thinking in particular of twistors here, where the
fundamental objects live in SU(2,2), the double cover of C(3,1)), although
elegant, never seem to help in describing the real world.

17. FNesti
November 6, 2008

Thanks Peter,

yes I also find this quadruplication of ‘spinors’ (e.g. in flat 4D) important,
although it is completely unknown to physicists.

What I was (and is) curious about are the precise properties under possible
symmetries (loocal frame rotations but not only?) of these copies. Probably one
will have to go through the work of Benn, Tucker et al…

(Indeed there was a burst of activity on Kahler spinors around the eighties, while
now people are much less imaginative (or should one say realists?)).

18. Aaron Bergman
November 6, 2008

It is funny that with the existence of half-integral spin, SU(2) and not SO(3) is the
symmetry of nature (equivalently SL(2,C) and not O(3,1)).

The point is that physics deals with projective representations. The half-integral
spin reps or SU(2) are perfectly good projective representations of SO(3). You
can prove that for a (compact?) f.d. Lie group, any projective rep is an honest rep
of the universal cover. This isn’t true in general, however, and that can show up
in certain situations.



19. N. Nakanishi
November 6, 2008

Concerning the definition of “symmetry”

The question raised by Kurt can be answered in the following way.
Suppose that the operator algebra of fields has been found. If a transformation U
leaves it invariant, U is a symmetry.
In the canonical formalism, since the operator algebra is determinded by field
equations and equal-time commutation relations, one can check the invariance
without constructing the operator solution explicitly.

Concerning the problem of Gribov copies

In the BRS-formulated covariant operator formalism of gauge theories, there
arises no problem concerning the topology of the
gauge fixing. The BRS generator can be proved to be nilpotent. The problem of
topology is encountered in the path-integral formalism, because it is based on
classical quantities. One should note that there is no justification of the non-
perturbative path-integral approach; indeed, in that framework, one cannot
discuss the unitarity of the physical S-matrix.

20. anonymous
November 6, 2008

@Prof. Nakanishi
I think you’re the man who introduced the Nakanishi-Lautrup field in the
quantization of the Maxwell field, is it correct? If so, it is a great honor to have
you here!

21. N. Nakanishi
November 6, 2008

anonymous:

Yes. Thank you for your courtesy.

22. Kurt
November 6, 2008

Re: Nakanishi-

I wonder, however, if such a definition can be made without additional structure
beyond a Hilbert space and a Hamiltonian. If we are dealing with a generic
quantum system, not necessarily a field theory and not necessarily possessing an
algebra of field operators, is there still a good notion of symmetry?

KH

23. Domenic Denicola
November 6, 2008



This is very cool; thanks Peter! So nice to have a mathematician doing the
talking after half a term of a physicist teaching us “quantum mechanics” (i.e.
linear algebra) here at Caltech :-|.

24. Peter Orland
November 6, 2008

It is not correct that Hamiltonian BRST quantization solves the Gribov problem.
If the Hamiltonian gauge theory is ultraviolet-regularized in a gauge-invariant
way (and the only way to do this, except in some special cases, is on a lattice),
there is no nilpotent BRST operator.

From what I understand, Hamiltonian BRST is fine for dealing with theories
perturbatively, but that’s it.

25. Coin
November 7, 2008

Peter, thanks, this is actually really helpful. I have a couple of questions that I
hope aren’t too stupid.

When G is a Lie group with Lie algebra, (frac-g, [•,•]), differentiating ∏ gives a
unitary representation (π, H) of g on H.

I’m a little confused as to why this is– I.E. why it is exactly that differentiating ∏
happens to produce this thing that you want, or exactly what it means to
“differentiate” this ∏ object.

Examining the wikipedia article for lie algebras, they mention: “Given a Lie
group, a Lie algebra can be associated to it… by endowing the tangent space to
the identity with the differential of the adjoint map.” In linked articles they
describe the “adjoint map” as something that sounds extremely similar to the ∏
map you define and which they use to construct an “adjoint representation” of a
lie algebra; and they define “differential” in this context as a particular operation
they also call a “pushforward”. Is this in fact what is happening here? I.E. is it
the case that ∏ is the same thing as the adjoint map of your symmetry group G,
and the reason why differentiating ∏ gives a representation of frac-g is because
this is just the canonical way of getting a lie algebra’s “adjoint representation”
given the associated lie group?

(By the way, a minor thing– you say “a unitary operator ∏(g) satisfying
[conditions], i.e. the map P from group elements to unitary operators is a
homomorphism”. Is the “P” here a typo for ∏?)

An interesting philosophical question is whether the quantum system that
governs the real world is purely determined by symmetry, i.e. such that ALL its
observables come from symmetries in this manner.

Are there any known examples of quantum observables that are not specifically
known to come from symmetries?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lie_algebra#Relation_to_Lie_groups
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lie_algebra#Relation_to_Lie_groups


Thanks!

26. Kasper Olsen
November 7, 2008

Hi Peter,

In mentioning different groups of symmetries, you need to say what the group
action is; just to be more precise..

27. Chris Oakley
November 7, 2008

Aaron,

I am not quite sure what you are saying here … a 2π rotation leaves Minkowski
space invariant, but does not leave a spinor invariant, yet a spinor is a necessary
part of physics as we understand it. It suggests that requiring a unitary rep of
the isometry group of Minkowski space is not quite the right thing to do, and
that there is something more fundamental lurking beneath.

28. Marco Frasca
November 7, 2008

Dear All,

About Gribov copies and Yang-Mills there is a quite interesting situation both
from theoretical and lattice point of views. There are two ways people managed
confinement and these were Gribov-Zwanzinger and Kubo-Ojima scenarios. Both
scenarios, that imply that Gribov copies are relevant in the infrared, require the
gluon propagator going to zero at lower momenta and the ghost propagator
going to infinity in the same limit faster than the free particle one. Functional
methods devised in the ’90 seemed to support such a view.

Of course, several other people turned out to computers to see if these views are
true. These computations, done on lattices having huge volumes (till (27fm)^4!),
completely disproved above results showing as the gluon propagator goes to
non-null finite value at lower momenta and the ghost propagator is the one of a
free particle. Above confinement scenarios and functional methods that heavily
rely on Gribov copies are blatantly wrong. The main conclusion to be derived
from this is that Gribov copies do not play any role for Yang-Mills theory, not
even in the infrared limit. Indeed, the concept of Gribov copies appears useless
to our understanding of Yang-Mills theory.

About BRST symmetry and Yang-Mills theory one has the following conclusion
recently drawn in

http://arxiv.org/abs/0810.1987 .

This symmetry is violated by the lattice solution that implies that the gluon
acquires a mass. Indeed, lattice computations done so far show us the very

http://arxiv.org/abs/0810.1987
http://arxiv.org/abs/0810.1987


existence of a mass gap and this mass gap has the effect to break BRST
symmetry. This is rather a screening mass than a true pole in the propagator and
this means that the true particles of Yang-Mills theory in the infrared are no
more gluons but gluon bound states making the above mass a constituent mass
(see also my blog

http://marcofrasca.wordpress.com/2008/10/14/a-new-point-of-view/ .

This is our current understanding about confinement and Yang-Mills theory.
Some theoretical results have also been known that are in agreement with it
(e.g. see my paper to appear in PLB

http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.2042

and refs therein).

This situation is quite interesting and shows clearly the dynamics of the
understanding in physical science at work.

Marco

29. N. Nakanishi
November 7, 2008

Re: Kurt

Symmetry should be defined at the operator level, because symmetry may be
broken spontaneously at the level of representation. Any quantum system is
described by an operator algebra and its representation in terms of state
vectors. Symmetry is the invaraince property of operator algebra. Hamiltonian is
nothing more than a particular symmetry generator for time translation.

30. Peter Orland
November 7, 2008

Marco,

It simply isn’t clear what the relevance of Gribov copies is to confinement and
the mass gap. We won’t know until confinement and the gap are understood.

No calculation or theorem indicates confinement at weak bare coupling (strong
bare coupling has been understood since the mid-70’s). Ruling out a proposed
scenario invoking certain concepts does not mean those concepts are not
relevant. We simply don’t know whether they are relevant. None of the scenarios
proposed to explain confinement have been successful (including some I have
worked on). That doesn’t mean that the ideas have no merit, just as it doesn’t
mean that they do.

The best that theorists can do on tough problems, is to study what they find
interesting, follow hunches, prove or disprove hypotheses, etc. But we also have
to be intellectually honest; we have to be prepared to abandon our most
cherished ideas when they don’t work.

http://marcofrasca.wordpress.com/2008/10/14/a-new-point-of-view/
http://marcofrasca.wordpress.com/2008/10/14/a-new-point-of-view/
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.2042
http://arxiv.org/abs/0709.2042


But anyway, I don’t think that Peter W. is after confinement per se, just a better
understanding of gauge theories and BRST.

31. Marco Frasca
November 7, 2008

Peter,

This is the work of an entire community and I was thinking that some of these
results were leaking out to a lot of people outside. By the way you are speaking it
seems like all this people’s work went out useless. Do not you believe on lattice
results for Yang-Mills propagators? It seems to me that the a clear picture is
emerging by the work of this people and its acceptance may be just a matter of
time. Meanwhile, I am trying to let their (and mine) work widely known. But, of
course, your considerations seem simply out of track.

Marco

32. woit
November 7, 2008

Coin,

Thanks for pointing out the typo.

Many quantum observables don’t come in any known way from a symmetry. For
example, in a gauge theory, take the field-strength operator (or some gauge
invariant quantity constructed out of it).

The way I stated the relation between representations of the group and the Lie
algebra is standard, if a bit abstract for most physicists. The point is that a very
good way to think of a representation of a group is as a map of groups

[tex]\Pi: G\rightarrow GL(n,\mathbf C)[/tex]

that is a homomorphism of groups. For a unitary representation, the map is to a
unitary group [tex]U(n)[/tex]..

Such a homomorphism is a differentiable map, its differential is a map from the
tangent bundle of [tex]G[/tex] to the tangent bundle of [tex]U(n)[/tex]. Evaluating
this at the identity of the group gives a homomorphism of Lie algebras, from the
Lie algebra of [tex]G[/tex] (which can be identified with the tangent space at the
identity) to the Lie algebra of [tex]U(n)[/tex] (which can be identified with both
the tangent space to [tex]U(n)[/tex] at the identity, and the space of n by n skew-
hermitian matrices).

The above applies to any representation, What you’re quoting from Wikipedia is
how one constructs a very specific representation, the adjoint represention of a
group on its Lie algebra. One way to do this is to look at the conjugation map of
the group to itself

[tex]g_0\in G \rightarrow gg_0g^{-1}\in G[/tex]



and take the differential of that. For each element [tex]g[/tex] of the group you
get a linear map of the tangent space at the identity to itself, this is the adjoint
representation of the group on its own Lie algebra.

33. Peter Woit
November 7, 2008

Marco,

Please, don’t try and turn this into a discussion of your favorite ideas about
confinement. Peter Orland is right that the question of confinement is not one
that I’m trying to address here, it involves a whole host of very different issues.

My point of view the significance of BRST is that a better understanding of its
mathematical context can lead to new ways of using it to understand physics. I
don’t have any particular reason to think that this will help with the
understanding of confinement. More likely would be some new insight into
electroweak symmetry breaking, where the issue of how gauge symmetry gets
handled is more directly relevant.

34. Peter Woit
November 7, 2008

Nakanishi,

Many thanks for your comments. The point that the right way to think about
symmetries of a quantum system is as the group of automorphisms of the algebra
of operators was especially helpful to me.

35. Marco Frasca
November 7, 2008

Peter,

Sorry for my improper posting but some people turned your very fine argument
into something about Yang-Mills and Gribov copies and for this there exist a lot
of lattice computations. I just aimed to answer to this.

So, I turn back into my little corner.

Marco

36. Peter Orland
November 7, 2008

Hi Peter,

I had a minor question concerning your formalism. Are you concerned about
unbounded operators and non-normalizable states in all of this? The reason I ask
is that you are defining states the mathematician’s way as Hilbert space vectors,
which square-normalizable. Depending on the manifold you start with, you might
need to deal with a spectrum defined more generally than eigenvalues on such



states, e.g. by singularities of resolvents.

If you work on a bounded manifold (such as a Lie group), there is no need to
worry about this issue since the entire spectrum consists of eigenvalues of
Hilbert vectors. But I assume you eventually want to consider field theory in the
thermodynamic limit, which means the spectrum contains numbers which are
not eigenvalues (or in the physicist’s language, not eigenvalues of normalizable
states).

I suspect you’ve already dealt with these functional-analytic considerations, or
they are just not important. I was just wondering…

37. Serifo
November 7, 2008

Hi professor Peter,

I suppose the considered Hilbert space is a separable Hilbert space, right ? Or it
doesn`t really matter ?!

I also suppose you are assuming the Hilbert space as a complex vector space (
right ? ), now since the field of complex numbers is an extension of the field of
real numbers, the same Hilbert space can be viewed as a real vector space .
Does it help when we view the space as real Hilbert space ?

Sincerely

38. N. Nakanishi
November 7, 2008

Peter Woit:

There is no nilpotent selfadjoint operator defined on a Hilbert space. If you
discuss the BRS generator in your next presentation, I expect that you will
introduce an indefinite-metric Hilbert space. Is that so?

39. Hendrik
November 7, 2008

Dear Peter, I agree that it is high time that there is some serious discussion on
quantum constraints;- there is a wide spectrum of different methods, not all of
them equivalent. A few reactions to specific points:

1) The initial framework which you propose, of operators on a Hilbert space,
binds you to a specific representation. It is better to start with an abstract
algebra (e.g. a C*-algebra) as your setting, and then to select the convenient
representations. For instance, as Peter Orland pointed out, in some
representations you cannot solve your constraints due to continuous spectrum
problems. There is a discussion of these points here (Erratum here) In any case,
a constraint algorithm constructs a different representation for the observable
subalgebra, than the starting representation.

http://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/~hendrik/regst1.pdf
http://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/~hendrik/regst1.pdf
http://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/~hendrik/erregst.pdf
http://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/~hendrik/erregst.pdf


2) There is not one BRST-formalism, but several, of which the two major
approaches are the BFV-approach (as in the book by Hennaux and Teitelboim)
and the Kugo-Ojima approach. Whilst these are superficially similar, they are in
fact inequivalent, i.e. produce different results for the same system (I have a PhD
student whose thesis contains substantiation of this). Moreover, the BFV-
approach is a general constraint algorithm (so does not need a gauge group
action to be applied), whereas the KO-approach is specifically written for gauge
theories, so we don’t know how to apply it to general constraints.
It is not difficult to show that the BFV-approach produces different results than
the usual Dirac constraint method (see Sect 7 of this old scanned preprint
-11MB, sorry). On the other hand, for Quantum Electromagnetism (the only
gauge QFT which we can handle explicitly in the C*-algebraic framework), the
KO-approach to BRST produces the correct results.

3) A common problem of the BFV-BRST method is that it selects multiple copies
of the physical state space (this has been noted all over the literature, e.g. p50 of
Van Holten, and I also found it in my old preprint above). This should not be
confused with the Gribov ambiguity problem, which as I understand it, is a
classical and global result, stating that there is no continuous section of the
gauge orbit space of the connections (as the set of orbits of the connections is a
principal fibre bundle, I think this just means that this bundle is nontrivial).
Since the operator theory with which BRST works is local, infinitesimal (not
global) and “forgets” the smooth structures of the classical objects, I cannot see
how it can detect a Gribov problem. Of course, it is a different matter for the
path integral approach, which starts from the classical theory. Having said that, I
know that McMullan did some work on BRST and Gribov ambiguity, using
Mackey quantization and analogies (as the groups are infinite dimensional,
Mackey theory does not apply directly).

4) Serifo’s question is an interesting one;- if you want to avoid continuous
spectrum problems, you may need to use representations which are
discontinuous w.r.t. the exponentiated commutation relations (“nonregular
representations”) and these must be on nonseparable Hilbert spaces. However,
the final constrained Hilbert space must always be separable.

40. Peter Woit
November 7, 2008

Thanks to all for the interesting comments. The questions about BRST that I’m
interested in are independent of the analysis issues people raise, they occur even
for toy models with finite dimensional state spaces.

The state spaces in question are complex vector spaces, QM requires this.
Similarly in representation theory I’ll be discussing complex representations.
Representations on real vector spaces don’t give the examples and structures
I’m interested in.

The question Nakanishi raises is an important one: having a self-adjoint BRST
operator with square zero requires an indefinite metric. The Dirac cohomology
idea I’ve been working with evades this, since the analog of the BRST operator
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has a square that is not zero, but a central element in the operator algebra. So, it
acts as zero on the algebra of observables, but is not zero on states. This is one
of the main reasons I think there may be something new here.

Hendrik is right that there are multiple versions of “BRST”, and I’ve always
found keeping them straight and understanding the relations between them
incredibly confusing. What I’ll be writing about is yet a different variant. It’s not
one that can be applied to any constrained dynamical system, but is intended to
work for gauge theories.

41. Hendrik
November 8, 2008

Dear Peter, if your BRST-variant is intended for gauge theories, then Krein
representations (indefinite metric) are required for reasons other than BRST
(unless you use the exponentiated C*-algebra version with nonregular
representations). The reasons come from a whole swag of theorems:- (1)
Strocchi, F.: Gauge Problem in Quantum Field Theory, Phys. Rev. 162, 1429-1438
(1967) – there is no representation of the vector potential (i.e. local gauge field)
which is covariant w.r.t. the usual action of the Poincare group, having a vacuum
and satisfying the Maxwell equations, in which the fields (i.e. local curvature) are
nonzero. Also see Comm. Math. Phys. 35, 25 (1974), and other Strocchi papers at
this time or earlier. (2) Wightman, A.S., Garding, L.: Arkiv Fysik 28, 129 (1964) a
covariant representation of a vector potential which is weakly local, cannot be a
normal Hilbert space representation, it must be done w.r.t. an indefinite inner
product. (3) Barut and Raczka proved that the only zero mass representation of
the Poincare group on tensor-valued functions (e.g. Fock rep) must necessarily
have indefinite metric.

These theorems meant that everyone in Wightman Field Theory, did their gauge
fields in the indefinite metric framework.
The only way in which you can avoid using indefinite metric, is by using the
exponentiated (Weyl) fields in a C*-algebra framework. Then you can work with
ordinary Hilbert space representations, but they must be necessarily nonregular
to avoid the theorems above. Nevertheless, you still get sensible results after
constraining. You can read about that approach here. Unfortunately, the only
gauge field for which we have an explicit C*-algebra is the Electromagnetic field.

42. Urs Schreiber
November 8, 2008

The point that the right way to think about symmetries of a quantum
system is as the group of automorphisms of the algebra of operators
was especially helpful to me.

By the way, the essence of this is extracted by the Doplicher-Roberts
reconstruction theorem applied to the symmetric monoidal category of local
endomorphisms of the net of local quantum observables:

the theorem proves that just from the net of local algebras alone the global
symmetry group of the QFT can be reconstructed, hence in particular its particle
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content be determined.

The DR-reconstruction theorem is one of the earliest instances where physicists
found in their application a fundamental purely category-theoretic fact.

43. tomate
November 8, 2008

I’m sorry for the down-to-earth question in such elevate discussion. Is every
symmetry of a quantum system connected to a conserved quantity or charge (as
in your first few examples)? If so, does the U(1) global symmetry uniquely imply
conservation of probability and vice-versa?

44. Chris Oakley
November 9, 2008

Tomate,

Yes, every symmetry has a conservation law, a result known as Noether’s
theorem. This is a classical result, but it applies also to quantum field theory, and
is the only thing I can think of in elementary QFT that is named after a woman.
U(1) global symmetry, if present, may be connected with charge conservation but
has nothing to do with conservation of probability. One of the reasons for
requiring the inner product or metric of Hilbert space to be positive definite in
the foregoing discussion is that these quantities sometimes have the
interpretation of probabilities, and probabilities cannot be negative.

45. Peter Woit
November 9, 2008

Tomate,

The point Kurt was asking about and Nakanishi clarified, is that I’m thinking of a
“symmetry” more generally, as any automorphism of the algebra of observables
(i.e. any map from this algebra to itself that preserves the algebra structure). Of
these “symmetries”, some will commute with the Hamiltonian operator, some
won’t. The ones that commute with the Hamiltonian are the ones that
correspond to conserved quantities. Ones that don’t commute with the
Hamiltonian are sometimes given names like “dynamical symmetry”, or
“spectrum generating algebra”. A few seconds of Googling turned up this more
detailed explanation:

http://eom.springer.de/S/s110230.htm

As Chris explains, conservation of probability comes from the condtion that the
Hamiltonian be self-adjoint, generating a unitary time evolution. The U(1) action
corresponds to a charge, which may or may not be conserved.

46. Hendrik
November 9, 2008
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Dear Peter, I think the concept of “symmetry of a quantum system” is not an easy
one to sort out:
In the literature the concept is defined in a number of inequivalent ways:(1) As a
continuous map on the projective sphere of a Hilbert space, preserving (moduli
of) inner products. The content of Wigner’s theorem is that these are either
unitaries or antiunitaries, and in the case of a continuous one-parameter group
of them, then they must be unitaries.(2) As automorphisms of the *-algebra A of
observables (where A can be either abstract, or concrete operators on a Hilbert
space H – if they are unbounded, a dense invariant domain must be specified).(3)
As superderivations, e.g. in the case of BRST or supersymmetry.

The mathematical structure of collections of symmetries vary, e.g. they can be
groups (discrete, Lie, infinite dimensional) or they can even be quantum groups,
which are not groups at all. In the case that they are Lie groups, then of course
the infinitesimal generators (selfadjoint operators or *-derivations) encode the
symmetry group.

A symmetry is relative, i.e. it is a symmetry of something, and that something
must be specified. An algebra A of operators on a Hilbert (or Krein) space by
itself is not a physical system (different quantum systems have isomorphic
algebras of observables). Some extra structure must be specified, together with
some map that takes you from the labels in your theory to something outside,
which can e.g. be measured in experiment. That is why we use suggestive labels
like “mass” or “charge” for our mathematical objects. Then a symmetry is a
transformation of the system which leaves the defining structures of the system
invariant. So for instance, a “dynamical symmetry” is a transformation which
leaves some specified one-parameter time evolution group invariant, and a
“relativistic symmetry” is something which e.g. respects causality requirements.
Even elementary descriptions of symmetry, include such a requirement. I am
very uncomfortable with a “radical” interpetation of symmetry as any
automorphism of your algebra of observables (though it appears in the
literature). This seems to me without physical content.

The discussion regarding Tomate’s question above, is not quite complete:If you
have a continuous one-parameter group of symmetries in the Wigner sense
above (they preserve probability), then it is given by a continuous one-parameter
group of unitaries t -> U(t), and by Stone’s theorem this must be of the form U(t)
= exp(itS) for some selfadjoint operator S. If you assume that you have a time-
evolution which commutes with the symmetries, then S is a conserved quantity,
i.e. does not change in time. However, if you start from a discrete group or a
discontinuous action, then there is no such conserved quantity. This picture
becomes much more problematic if you view your symmetries as automorphisms
on the algebra. For instance, you need not have that it is unitarily implemented,
so even if you have a continuous one-parameter group, there need not be a
concrete generating operator. (At the most, you have a *-derivation of the
algebra).

47. Thomas Larsson
November 10, 2008
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It seems to me that this discussion is closely related to the eternal confusion
about diffeomorphism symmetry in GR. From one POV, every model has a diffeo
symmetry because it can be written in curvilinear coordinates, and hence the
concept is empty. By the same token, every (massive or massless) model has
scale symmetry; after all, the scaling group is a subgroup of diffeomorphism
group, since the dilatation D = x^u d/dx^u is a particular kind of vector field.

From this viewpoint, the difference between massive and massless is that the
representations of the scaling algebra are qualitatively different. In the massless
case, the Hilbert space is a direct sum of one-dimensional reps, spanned by a
vector |h>:

D |h> = h |h>.

In the massive case, we need to look at a family of models at different scales, and
the reps act on an infinite-dimensional vector space with basis |n>:

D |n> = |n+1>.

Although this viewpoint on massive models is not necessarily wrong, it is not
fruitful neither; unlike in the massless case, we don’t learn anything about the
model by pondering dilatations.

More generally, assume that we have a big group G, a subgroup H, and an H rep
R acting on our Hilbert space. Then G also acts on the Hilbert space, possibly
after we have completed it to include new states. The G rep is necessarily a
suprep of the induced rep Ind R. If the G rep is all of Ind R, considering G is
fruitless; all information is already encoded in H. OTOH, if the G rep is a proper
subrep of Ind R, we learn something new, and this viewpoint is fruitful.

This suggest one definition of “symmetry”. Let G be the full group of
automorphisms on the Hilbert space, and let H be the biggest subgroup such
that the rep of G is induced from H. Then H is a “symmetry”, in the sense that it
is the largest group that says something nontrivial about the Hilbert space.

48. tomate
November 10, 2008

Hendrick,

> However, if you start from a discrete group or a discontinuous action, then
there is no such conserved quantity.

I know this is a typical statement about discrete symmetries, but couldn’t we put
it this way: symmetry is an unobservable degree of freedom (as assumed in
Wigner’s theorem) and conservation laws (of continuous quantities like
momentum or discrete charges) are their observable realization. A discrete
example: inverting spatial axis is unobservable but has a corresponding
conserved quantity, parity, which you can infer from experiment (up to
conventions) and might be conserved in a process if the theory has such
symmetry. I know it sounds a little bit tautologic, but it seems to me like a



coherent view. Does this make any sense?

Peter and Chris,

thanks for explanation.

49. Peter Woit
November 10, 2008

Thomas,

I’m confused. You’re starting with an H rep, for H a subgroup of G. There’s the
induced G rep, but what’s the other one you have in mind? Can you give an
example?

50. Thomas Larsson
November 10, 2008

1. The above scale symmetry of a massive model, on the group level. G = scaling
group, H = trivial group, R = trivial rep.

2. Give the massive model a conformal symmetry: G = conformal group, H =
Poincare group, R = a Poincare rep.

3. Make a model diff symmetric: G = diffeomorphism group, H = Poincare or
conformal, R = a rep.

The last example is similar in spirit to saying that any model has a
diffeomorphism symmetry because it can be written without coordinates, but not
exactly the same, I think.

51. Shantanu
November 10, 2008

Peter, this looks interesting.
Do you have any students or colleagues working with you on this?

52. Hendrik
November 10, 2008

Thomas,

I’m afraid I don’t follow your reasoning;- it seems you are proposing a different
definition of “symmetry” but I cannot see what job your symmetry is supposed to
do:

> “This suggest one definition of “symmetry”. Let G be the full group of
automorphisms on the Hilbert space, and let H be the biggest subgroup such
that the rep of G is induced from H. Then H is a “symmetry”, in the sense that it
is the largest group that says something nontrivial about the Hilbert space.”

Is the “full group of automorphisms on the Hilbert space” all of U(H), or is it the



unitaries which implements the largest set of aotomorphisms of your algebra of
observables A? In short, given A how do you get G?

“…it is the largest group that says something nontrivial about the Hilbert space”.
Since all Hilbert spaces of the same dimension are isomorphic, I cannot imagine
what such a nontrivial property might be. Do you mean the rep of A on it?

Maybe I was a bit unclear earlier on;- in a nutshell, I think a symmetry is a
transformation of the algebra of observables with a job to do. That job is to
preserve the defining physical structures of the system. These strucures can be
external to the algebra, e.g. a distinguished group action, or some map from
space-time regions to subalgebras encoding causality/covariance etc. In this
case, not all automorphisms of A can be symmetries.

Tomate,

Let me first answer the mathematical side of your question:
A “conservation law” is an additive quantity;- e.g. you add up all the momenta of
a set of interacting particles, and if the total set of particles is free, then the total
momentum is conserved. That is why we take the generators S of the unitary
groups U(t) = exp(itS) of the symmetry groups to get our conservation laws,
since by the exponential law we have U(t)U(t’) = exp(i(t+t’)S). Parity is a
multiplicative quantum number, not an additive one, so not a conservation law in
the usual sense. Of course, given a set of (anti)unitaries implementing a discrete
symmetry, commuting with time evolution, then it is easy to make conserved
observables (staying constant in time);- just take any selfadjoint element in the
*-algebra generated by the (anti)unitaries. However, these do not give you a
conservation law in the usual sense for your original discrete symmetries.

We need a philosopher to sort out “symmetry is an unobservable degree of
freedom” but let me have a stab at it. I think “to observe” is relative, and one
should be clear where your observer is. Moreover you should also distinguish
between applying your symmetry to to subsystems from application of it to the
full system.
E.g. translation of a subsystem is an observable transformation (and physical
thing to do) for an observer in the full system, but it is unobservable for an
observer inside the subsystem (who by definition cannot see anything outside his
system). Hence we can measure momentum of subsystems of our world, but we
cannot measure the total momentum of the universe.
Thus concerning parity, we can measure it for subsystems of our world, but (if it
is a symmetry for those systems), of course it is unobservable from within those
systems. By the way, parity is broken by weak interactions, so perhaps that was
not the best example for your point

53. tomate
November 10, 2008

Hendrick,

maybe this is just a philosophycal hence not scientific matter and this by
definition is no place for unscientific stuff, so forgive me all. The sentence
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“symmetry unobservable” is uncritically stuck in my mind due to many sources
none of which I’m able to mention at the moment (but could do with a little
research): they might not be very authoritative (aside: can we think of a quantum
experiment that tests time invariance without appealing to energy conservation?
If so then I’m easily wrong). We can better say that symmetry is what leaves
transition probabilities unaltered, as is in the spirit of Wigner theorem.
I just notice that symmetry is rather abstract (lagrangian invariant under such
and such transformation), and conservation very practical (something calculable
before experiment = something calculable after). I’m just not very comfortable
with the idea that multiplicative quantum numbers are excluded from the Gotha
of conserved quantities, yet sharing this very intuitive picture. You yourself put,
for instance, parity and momentum conservation on the same footing in your
example.
I guess it’s just a matter of convention of no conceptual importance. It would just
be be more practical to say: all symmetries lead to conserved quantities. But it
doesn’t seem to be worthy a referendum.
(I do know parity is an unfortunate example – but it’s the only one I remember
how to calculate)

54. Thomas Larsson
November 11, 2008

Hendrik

Symmetry is perhaps not a good word, since it has an established meaning
(commutes with the Hamiltonian). But what I am saying is that it is a good idea
to look at the action of ever bigger groups on the Hilbert space (or perhaps an
enlarged Hilbert space), as long as this gives you new information about your
system. You should stop at the largest group H such that the action is not
induced from some subgroup, because for bigger groups all info is already
encoded in H.

Main example: CFT in 2D. The infinite conformal symmetry G is generated by
L_m = z^(m+1) d/dz. Denote by H the non-positive (m &lt= 0) subalgebra. One
may argue that only H is a symmetry (note that the Hamiltonian is not known),
because the positive generators diverge at infinity and thus violate boundary
conditions. The Hilbert space carries a direct sum of one-dimensional reps of H,
characterized by L_0 |h> = h |h>, L_-m |h> = 0.

We can extend this action to an action of all of G, at the cost of adding new states
to our Hilbert space. If the action of G on the enlarged Hilbert space were
induced from H, i.e. a Verma module, this exercise is pointless; essentially all
info about the Verma module already lives in H. But for physically interesting
systems (minimal models), the action is something different: the Verma module
modulo singular vectors. This yields new info which is physically important: the
discrete spectrum of critical exponents. So in this case, going from H to G is a
good idea, even if it does not commute with the (unknown) Hamiltonian.

And yes, I have glitched over some details such as the central charge.



55. Fabien Besnard
November 11, 2008

Aaron said : “The point is that physics deals with projective representations. The
half-integral spin reps or SU(2) are perfectly good projective representations of
SO(3).”

Couldn’t we take the POV that (quantum) physics deals with algebra
representations instead ? The natural/”real”/important object here would be the
lie algebra of SO(3) = Lie alg of SU(2). This POV would also naturally leads to
quantum groups as a possible generalization.

56. Peter Woit
November 11, 2008

Shantanu,

The BRST project is just me.

57. Aaron Bergman
November 11, 2008

Couldn’t we take the POV that (quantum) physics deals with algebra
representations instead ? The natural/”real”/important object here would be the
lie algebra of SO(3) = Lie alg of SU(2). This POV would also naturally leads to
quantum groups as a possible generalization.

Just looking at the Lie algebra doesn’t go far enough. You need to look at central
extensions of the Lie algebra. It so happens that central extensions of semisimple
Lie algebras aren’t particularly exciting, but there’s more to life than semisimple
things. Like loop groups, say.

58. AM
November 14, 2008

Thanks for the post. More posts along these lines would be great !

59. Gen Zhang
December 9, 2008

I realise I’m coming a bit late to this party, but:

You state, as most elementary texts do, that symmetries are implemented as a
unitary representation of the group on the Hilbert space. However, it is
important to realise that this is often not possible; as has been alluded to by
Aaron, we really care about projective representations. Usually at this point the
discussion veers off into the rough, but I’d like to bring up an elementary
example: a single 2D electron in a uniform magnetic field. The system is obvious
symmetric wrt. translations in the plane, but it is also easy to see (Aharonov-
Bohm effect) that it is not a proper representation on the wavefunction.

I have rarely seen this issue being discussed — perhaps because the theory of



projective representations is not as advanced yet. It is still surprising the number
of physicists who are completely unaware of this issue though.

60. Peter Woit
December 9, 2008

Gen Zhang,

The point about projective representations is an important one, which I was
avoiding for simplicity here. It will appear when I try and write something about
affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras and their representations. Another way of dealing
with this is to say that, instead of a projective representation, one ends up having
a representation of an extension of the symmetry group one started with.

61. Blair Smith
January 24, 2009

No fair PW! You hang that philosophical comment (before “Some Examples”) out
there like a musical note in tension without providing a resolution 

Maybe I need to read further on to see where you are going, but might it be
possible to give that idea more teeth by say associating (via some ontological-like
constraints on possible models of reality) classes of theories that alternatively do
(do not) have all observables arising from symmetry groups with unitary reps on
H?



Short Bits

November 11, 2008
Categories: BRST, Experimental HEP News, Multiverse Mania

More about BRST is on its way, but in the meantime a lot of things have accumulated
that might be of interest, so I wanted to do a quick posting about these.

One of them does have to do with BRST. A correspondent pointed out to me that the
2009 Dannie Heineman prize for Mathematical Physics has been awarded to the four
people involved in the original discovery: Carlo Becchi, Alain Rouet, Raymond Stora,
and Igor Tyutin.

Via Garrett Lisi, there’s this collection of photos of the latest Threeasfour collection. It
seems that E8 is inspiring not just physicists.

Over at the n-category cafe, John Baez has a posting about the remarkable publication
record of M. S. El Naschie.

On the experimental HEP front, it looks like the LHC will not be trying again to
commission beams until next summer. Minutes of a recent meeting about LHC work
are here, an outline of a schedule here.

SLAC recently hosted an ICFA seminar, with talks available here summarizing the
state of various current and proposed accelerator projects. Prospects for a photon-
photon collider are discussed here.

For the latest on the CDF anomaly, Tommaso Dorigo has started a series of detailed
posting on the analysis here and here. Matt Strassler has a new paper out about this,
including some discussion of possible interpretation of the results in terms of the
hidden valley scenario. For more about this topic, see a recent posting at
Resonaances.

There’s a new popular book out about particle physics, Nature’s Blueprint:
Supersymmetry and the Search for a Unified Theory of Matter and Force by Dan
Hooper. It’s a rather breathless account of how physics is about to be revolutionized
by the discovery of supersymmetry at the LHC, very much like Gordon Kane’s 2000
Supersymmetry: Unveiling the Ultimate Laws of Nature. In Kane’s version the LHC
was supposed to start up in 2005 and soon discover supersymmetry, in Hooper’s the
LHC start-up is moved to 2008. One change since 2000: string theory played a big
role in Kane’s book, Hooper pretty much ignores it.

The December issue of Discover Magazine is out, with Hawking on the cover for a
story about the “50 Best Brains in Science”. Terry Tao and Edward Witten are on the
list, and the magazine includes a nice appreciation of Witten by John Schwarz, who
writes about his experience co-authoring a book on string theory with Witten,
explaining that:

Witten is both deep and fast: After thinkings through the ideas, he can
compose an essentially error-free 100 page manuscript, often describing
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breakthrough original research, on his computer in a day. His papers and
lectures set a new standard for clarity of exposition. And he shows no signs
of slowing down.

This year, Witten is working at CERN, and there’s a talk by him scheduled in the
string theory seminar there next week, topic TBA. Maybe Jester will report on this.

In other Discover-related news, Cosmic Variance has announced that they have “sold
out to the man”, and will now be going corporate, signing up with Discover to be one
of their blogs.

Also in the new Discover Magazine is a long article promoting the multiverse entitled
Science’s Alternative to an Intelligent Creator: the Multiverse Theory. The author’s
take on the story is that we really only have two choices: believe in God and
intelligent design, or believe in the Landscape. He seems to have gotten this from
Susskind:

The physicist Leonard Susskind once told me that without a multiverse
theory, there may be no other explanation for life other than intelligent
design.

The author’s note reports that the article came about through Templeton funding:

For this issue, he traveled to Cambridge, England, as a Templeton-
Cambridge Journalism Fellow in Science and Religion to learn what
physicists have to say about how the universe seems custom-tailored to
favor life.

In keeping with his theme, Folger quotes many proponents of the multiverse, and only
one critic: John Polkinghorne, an ex-physicist and current Anglican priest who has
motive to want to keep a role for God.

There’s some rather out-there stuff at the end from Andrei Linde:

As for Linde, he is especially interested in the mystery of consciousness and
has speculated that consciousness may be a fundamental component of the
universe, much like space and time. He wonders whether the physical
universe, its laws, and conscious observers might form an integrated whole.
A complete description of reality, he says, could require all three of those
components, which he posits emerged simultaneously. “Without someone
observing the universe,” he says, “the universe is actually dead.”

The History Channel is running a series on The Universe. Next week the multiverse is
being promoted, in an episode Parallel Universes. Here’s the summary:

Some of the world’s leading physicists believe they have found startling new
evidence showing the existence of universes other than our own. One
possibility is that the universe is so vast that an exact replica of our Solar
System, our planet and ourselves exists many times over. These
Doppelganger Universes exist within our own Universe; in what scientist
now call “The Multiverse.” Today, trailblazing experiments by state of the
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http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2008/11/08/please-pardon-the-interruption-while-we-sell-out-to-the-man/
http://discovermagazine.com/2008/dec/10-sciences-alternative-to-an-intelligent-creator
http://discovermagazine.com/2008/dec/10-sciences-alternative-to-an-intelligent-creator
http://www.history.com/shows.do?episodeId=373152&action=detail
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art particle colliders are looking for evidence of higher dimensions and
Parallel Universes. If proof is found, it will change our lives, our minds, our
planet, our science and our universe.

I learned about this from Clifford Johnson’s blog. He’ll be one of the physicists
featured in the episode, as well as in the following one, entitled Light Speed. The next
episode, Sex in Space, which will explore the “physiological, psychological and
cultural challenges of sex in space” presumably will not be starring any theoretical
physicists.

Update: It seems that selling pseudo-science with the argument “it’s either this or
religion” works.

Update: The links above to the LHC Performance Committee’s site have now been
closed to outside access. For the last few years the web-sites of the groups
responsible for getting the LHC working have been open to the public, but it looks
like there now has been a change of policy. The tentative schedule now inaccessible to
the public showed that it is repairs to sector 34 that will determine when they can get
going again. The process of getting damaged magnets out of the tunnel, making
repairs, getting replacements installed, then testing everything, is what may delay
everything into next summer.

Update: For some commentary on the Strassler paper, see Tommaso Dorigo here.
Slashdot features the Discover article, promoting the idea that the string theory
landscape is “Science’s Alternative To an Intelligent Creator”.

Comments

1. Hendrik
November 12, 2008

Sorry to be a curmudgeon about the Dannie Heineman prize for Mathematical
Physics for Becchi, Rouet, Stora and Tyutin (and without detracting from the
impact of their work), but why is this mathematical physics? The context in
which they did their work was nonrigorous QFT, and whereas classical BRST has
attained rigorous status, quantum BRST has only very partially done so.

The distinction between Theoretical and Mathematical Physics is an old bone of
contention;- I remember a public debate some years ago at the IAMP meeting in
Paris on exactly this point. My preference is for a definition I heard from
Thirring: Mathematical Physics is mathematics but the problems are from
physics. This is also in several articles of Jaffe, or in the section “the bad
influence of physics on mathematics,” on p146 of this book.
Thus it had to be rigorous to qualify as mathematical physics. Unfortunately, the
debate at the Paris ICMP went in a political direction: “we should not criticise
our colleagues in physics,” and since then the consensus has also shifted in this
direction, and now we have no word for mathematics work on physics problems.
There are many instances of (nonrigorous) theoretical physics being called
mathematical physics. It is just a pity to see the prizes doing this too.

http://asymptotia.com/2008/11/11/breakfast-babble
http://asymptotia.com/2008/11/11/breakfast-babble
http://scienceblogs.com/evolutionblog/2008/11/is_the_multiverse_real.php
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http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/11/17/a-few-remarks-on-matthew-strasslers-flesh-and-blood-with-multi-muons/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/11/17/a-few-remarks-on-matthew-strasslers-flesh-and-blood-with-multi-muons/
http://science.slashdot.org/science/08/11/17/027241.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/08/11/17/027241.shtml
http://arxiv.org/pdf/math.HO/9307227.pdf
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2. Tony Smith
November 12, 2008

Peter, you say that “… photos of the latest Threeasfour collection …” of fashion
indicate “… that E8 is inspiring not just physicists …”.

A google search indicates that E8 has not only transcended math and physics,
but even beyond fashion,
to a high-financial realm where no Lie group has gone before:

According to a 14 August 2008 marketwatch.com story:

“… E8.com, Inc. today announced that it has successfully acquired six premium
numeric domains from Marchex, Inc. …
“We are pleased to add these domains to the ever expanding, digital asset
portfolio of E8.com,” said T.J. Demas, Founder and CEO of E8.com, Inc.
“Equally exciting is the fact that the close of the acquisition coincided with
E8.com’s initial incorporation on August 8, 2008 (8.8.8) in the state of
California.”
E8.com, Inc.’s initial capitalization structure includes a 99% ownership stake by
Aspen Edge Research, LLC and a 1% ownership stake by Moover Toys of
Copenhagen, Denmark. Moover Toys initial 1% equity investment in E8.com, Inc.
totaled $88,888.88 valuing E8.com, Inc. at $8,888,888.88 at inception. …
E8.com’s mission is to provide the most advanced, intuitive, user interfacing
platform in the world based upon the unifying supersymmetry of the exceptional
Lie group E8 and its corresponding 248 dimensions. …”.

According to a dnjournal.com article:
“… You may have seen a cryptic news release a few days ago from Marchex and
E8.com about E8 buying six numerical domains from Marchex. The prices paid
were not disclosed – but we are going to release them for the first time in this
column.
As it happens I know E8 Co-Founder and President, T.J. Demas, an Aspen,
Colorado based investor …
Demas is, to put it mildly, a mathematics fan. His company is named after an E8,
one of the most complicated structures ever studied … In a nutshell E8 is all
about symmetry and Demas is applying symmetry to a series of numerical
domain purchases for a project he is not yet ready to fully reveal.
With his focus on symmetry, his purchases have followed a certain pattern and
the prices paid have been thought out down to the last cent. This past week
Demas completed the purchase of 11 domains totaling $1,144,444.30. Six of
those were bought from Marchex and five more were acquired in private
transactions. …”.

Peter, how much do you think that BRST.com might be worth?

Tony Smith

3. Hendrik
November 12, 2008



Further inspection of the list of previous Dannie Heineman prizewinners shows
that this particular prize was always given to both (nonrigorous) theoretical
physicists and mathematical physicists, with a fair representation of string
theorists. It seems to have a ratio of about 2 theoretical physicists for each
mathematical physicist. (Perhaps because it is administered by the APS?)

4. mathematician
November 12, 2008

Re: Discover Magazine article “Science’s Alternative to an Intelligent Creator:
the Multiverse Theory.”

Why do people fall for these ridiculous false dichotomies? They basically take the
form of “It’s either my theory, or else it’s this straw-man” when in reality, there
are many more than just two competing explanations.

I’ve even seen theists turn the tables by comparing their theism favorably with
their chosen strawman, the anthropic landscape/multiverse (e.g. on an episode of
“closer to truth” which is really terrible).

5. Me
November 12, 2008

Regarding sex in space, those interested in some experimental results caught on
video should search for “The Uranus Experiment” (filmed in free fall).

The results are not very appealing and without knowing in advance I for one
would have not found anything special about them.

6. a quantum diaries survivor
November 12, 2008

Hi Peter,

thank you for your reiterated signs of appreciation for my reports – you know I
value your opinion at least as much as I value your links.
The series on multi-muons will continue at least for three or four more posts, and
possibly more, becoming the longest series on my blog. The third part, about
secondaries from nuclear interactions, is out now.

As for the LHC schedule: the repairs of sector 34 are indeed complicated. Many
magnets need replacement, but quite a few more need to be checked. Moving
stuff around in the LHC tunnel looks pretty much like that game invented by Sam
Loyd (the unrivalled chess problem composer), “15”.

I heard unofficially stated that we will most likely get beams in September 2009.
That really sucks, but on the other hand we are not watching idly. People are
busying themselves in various ways. No publications, and no data for grad
students to build a career on: these are really nagging facts. But to many, more
time to refine tools is not the end of the world. My main concern ? This is moving
my cashing the 1000$ bet against new physics at LHC too much in the far future!

http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/11/12/some-notes-on-the-multi-muon-analysis-part-iii/
http://dorigo.wordpress.com/2008/11/12/some-notes-on-the-multi-muon-analysis-part-iii/


Cheers,
T.

7. Serifo
November 12, 2008

I agree with prof. Hendrik in some points. However, currently I find it hard to
define the term ” mathematical physics ” . Sometimes I have the impression that
mathematical physicists are divided in following two groups  :

1) Those ( real mathematical physicists ? ) who are concerned with the physics
but also with mathematical rigour of their ideas.

2 ) Those ( pseudo mathematical physicist ? ) who know and use the most
advanced mathematical tools for physical purpose, but are not at all concerned
in the rigour of their ideas .
You may like to read the following article by Eric Zaslow on the idea of
physmatics :

http://www.claymath.org/library/senior_scholars
/zaslow_physmatics.pdf

Ps – The use of advanced mathematical tools in nonrigorous way in physics, may
be the reason for the lack of progress in physics. So, maybe Hilbert had a point
when he said physics is too difficult for the physicists ! 

8. Peter Woit
November 12, 2008

Hendrik and Serifo,

I think the term “mathematical physics” has always been rather vague, covering
several different kinds of activity, and it has just become more so in recent years.
The Heineman prize appears to have historically gone mostly gone to physicists,
often ones without much interest in mathematics.

After spending a lot of my life among both mathematicians and physicists, I’ve
seen that:

1. Mathematicians often see physicists as not only missing the importance of
rigorous proof, but sometimes being unwilling to even formulate clearly what
they are doing, and keep straight the distinction between what they do
understand and what they don’t understand. From a mathematician’s point of
view, this can make it very hard to make progress.

2. Physicists often see mathematicians as overly concerned with pedantic issues,
focusing on technicalities needed to achieve absolute rigor, or on empty
formalism.

I tend to often agree with both sides about this, but what happens is that the
best people in each subject manage to rise above the problems of their subject.

http://www.claymath.org/library/senior_scholars
http://www.claymath.org/library/senior_scholars


At the moment, it seems to me that mathematicians are in much better shape,
making good progress, while maintaining high levels of rigor. Theoretical physics
is not in such good shape, with even the best people making little progress. The
problems are hard, and a lack of clarity about exactly what they are, what is
understood and what isn’t, has a lot to do with this.

9. MathPhys
November 12, 2008

Thank you for the link to “The case of M S El Naschie”.

I searched around a bit and found an e-mail that Paul Ginsparg wrote re one of
El Naschie’s collaborators, Carlos Castor. Highly recommended for
entertainment value.

10. MathPhys
November 12, 2008

I meant Carlos Castro. A link to Ginsparg e-mail is here

http://www.archivefreedom.org/freedom/Cyberia.html

Can someone please take a look at these photos

http://www.ijnsns.com/conf/Photo-Gallery.pdf

Some seem to have been produced by photoshop

Look at the photo with Wilczek, ‘t Hooft and Gross

http://www.el-naschie.net/el-naschie-physicist.asp?site=249&lang=

Looks very suspicious to me.

11. Serifo
November 12, 2008

Hi prof. Peter,

Let me take your interesting observation : ” At the moment, it seems to me that
mathematicians are in much better shape, making good progress, while
maintaining high levels of rigor. Theoretical physics is not in such good shape,
with even the best people making little progress. The problems are hard, and a
lack of clarity about exactly what they are, what is understood and what isn’t,
has a lot to do with this. ” Well , maybe theoretical physics is in crisis at
foundational level as mathematics was in the early 20th century . Some
Mathematician like Hilbert for example were not happy with the state of the
subject itself, thus they started to put the subject in a firm ( axiomatic ) basis . So
maybe theoretical and mathematical physicists need to do the same, specialy
those who already have permanent academic positions and so are not concerned
on spending 3 or 5 years to put the subject in a firm basis even if they fail ! 
Now as in mathematics, where some fundamental concepts like Set had to be

http://www.archivefreedom.org/freedom/Cyberia.html
http://www.archivefreedom.org/freedom/Cyberia.html
http://www.ijnsns.com/conf/Photo-Gallery.pdf
http://www.ijnsns.com/conf/Photo-Gallery.pdf
http://www.el-naschie.net/el-naschie-physicist.asp?site=249&lang=
http://www.el-naschie.net/el-naschie-physicist.asp?site=249&lang=


carefully formulated, maybe the same has to be done with some fundamental
physical concepts !

12. Peter Woit
November 12, 2008

MathPhys,

I don’t see any real evidence of photoshopping. El Naschie seems to have some
sort of talent for getting ahead in the world, and I don’t think that attending a
conference featuring some Nobel prize winners and getting in a picture taken of
them would be all that much of a challenge.

13. Peter Woit
November 12, 2008

Serifo,

I don’t really think an axiomatic framework is what’s important. But I do think
the question of what the right fundamental ideas are, and what their best
mathematical incarnation is, are still open questions for fundamental physics. In
recent years I’ve started to think there’s a lot more to BRST than just a solution
to a technical problem…

14. Kea
November 12, 2008

MathPhys, your link to the Castro story is solid evidence AGAINST the photos
being photoshopped. Perhaps you should read what you link to before you post
something.

15. Hendrik
November 13, 2008

Dear Peter,
I have also experienced those contrasting views which mathematicians and
physicists have of each other. I think the reasons for these (occasionally) hostile
views are sociological and economical. Theoretically, there should be no conflict
between the two fields;- physicists are good at discovering patterns in the
physical world, and should not be slowed down by being chained to rigour.
Mathematicians on the other hand, are good at sorting out the exact logical
frameworks, extensions and applications for those patterns, and need rigour in
order to have certainty in their results. These are complementary activities, you
need both to create a mature reliable description of a physical system.

Unfortunately due to competition (for grants, territory, status etc) there is often
conflict where there should be cooperation, and this competition is sometimes at
the level of appropriation of names. So, it is that “mathematical physics” once
was practiced mainly in rigorous frameworks, but now the term has been
appropriated by the physics camp, and also denotes nonrigorous theoretical
physics. (I disagree that it always had this general meaning;- from my small



corner of the field, I have seen a definite 20yr drift in the meaning towards the
nonrigorous). At the practical level, it means that both “types” of mathematical
physicist now apply for the same grants and that e.g. Commun.Math.Phys. has
the same rating as J.Phys.A. when these applications are judged, so it is not just
a question of names.

16. Tony Smith
November 13, 2008

Hendrik said
“… physicists are good at discovering patterns in the physical world …
Mathematicians on the other hand … need rigour in order to have certainty in
their results…”.

Would it be fair to say that
physicists’s work should be constrained by experimental observations
and
mathematicians’s work is constrained by rigour of proof ?

If so, then “… there should be no conflict between the two fields …” so long as
each is subject to its constraint system.

However, problems may arise if and when
physicists work without constraint of experimental observations
(which may be a source of concern about superstrings)
or
mathematicians work without rigour
(which seems, thankfully, not to be something that is a present source of
concern).

I agree with Hendrick that the term “mathematical physics” was, up to the
1980s, “… practiced mainly in rigorous frameworks …”
(for example, look at the program of the 1981 Congress of the International
Association of Mathematical Physics in Berlin (West)).
and
that since that time (temporally coincident with the rise of superstring theory)
there has been, as Hendrik said, “… a definite 20yr drift in the meaning towards
the nonrigorous … theoretical physics …”.

Tony Smith

17. Chris Oakley
November 13, 2008

The question of whether what one does is rigorous or not should not even arise.
Particular assumptions lead to particular conclusions and if any one of the steps
in the derivation is not rigorous then it all falls apart and all one can then say is
that the assumptions do not therefore lead to the conclusions. In this regard, I
would “tone down” my comments about renormalization considerably if text
books and QFT courses were honest about the non sequiturs … “effective” field
theory has a self-consistency, but is a much smaller framework than the



pedagogical materials would lead one to believe.

18. Sandro
November 13, 2008

I think all of you have read this

http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0002018

but it never hurts to give it another look..
I agree that the reason for hostility between physicists and mathematicians are
(most of the time) of economical species, and it is sad that we can’t get the best
of the two worlds, which I think is the only way towards progress in both fields,
because of this.

19. MathPhys
November 13, 2008

Kea,

I have read what I linked and came up with a conclusion that’s opposite to yours.
Perhaps you should consider that others may reach conclusions that are opposite
to yours before you type.

To my mind, a man who claims an affliation that dosn’t belong to him (amongst
many other petty acts along the same lines) is not above posting photoshopped
pictures of himself with celebrities.

20. Serifo
November 13, 2008

I red the following story from somewhere  : “ professor X holds a joint position
in physics and maths departments. Now in respect to his research , his
colleagues in physic`s dept. say he`s not doing physics while in math`s dept.
they say he`s not doing maths ! “So what is professor X doing ? Could it be a new
and independent field of knowledge, that uses both physics and maths as a
platform ?
Now I think among the mathematicians today, although there isn`t a general
consensus on “ what is mathematics “, there is a kind of consensus in all the
fields, on how the practice of the subject must be done ! On the other hand, it
seems to me that, there is a kind of consensus among theoretical physicists on “
what physics is all about “ but there isn`t a consensus on how the subject must
be practiced !

21. Jeff McGowan
November 13, 2008

OK, couldn’t pass up the opportunity – I’m sure most everyone has seen some
variant of the following joke –

If you understand something and can prove it, publish it in a math journal.

http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0002018
http://arxiv.org/abs/math-ph/0002018


If you understand something but can’t prove it, publish it in a physics journal.
If you don’t understand something but can prove it, publish it in an economics
journal.
If you don’t understand something and can’t prove it, publish it in (fill in your
least favorite subject) journal.

22. Chris Oakley
November 13, 2008

If you don’t understand something and can’t prove it

… then get someone to make a popular science program showing that the only
alternative to your idea is Intelligent Design.

23. anon.
November 15, 2008

‘He’ll be one of the physicists featured in the episode, as well as in the following
one, entitled Light Speed. The next episode, Sex in Space, which will explore the
“physiological, psychological and cultural challenges of sex in space” presumably
will not be starring any theoretical physicists.’

Hawking is planning to go into space aboard Richard Branson’s Virgin
spacecraft, so maybe he’ll be featured in the programme explaining his opinions
on the physics of sex in space? See http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/15970232/

24. chickenbreeder
November 15, 2008

The El Naschie story at n-Cc is pretty fascinating to read. It looks like El Naschie
has adopted the same tactics of Bogdanoff brothers – using multiple aliases (all
trackable to Cairo…) to defend himself.

A case like this is by no mean isolated. Quickly off my head I can think of a few
people who share the trait of EN, though not so extreme as to publish 300+
papers in the journal edited by oneself. This is happening and is largely left
untreated because the majority of “normal” scientists do not want to drag
themselves into the mud by pointing fingers at their colleagues, however
justifiable it may be. It could lead to law suits and other unpleasant things. You
never know.

25. st
November 15, 2008

That’s the problem, chickenbreeder. If scientists who know the type of
pseudoscience he’s been consistently producing don’t speak up, then who will? If
there is fraud like fabrication of data, should they not bring attention to that too?
Why should they be afraid of lawsuits if their criticism is based on fact (e.g. the
guy claims to have written a PhD thesis and has even cited it, but no thesis can
be found at the university)? Folks, this is not a colleague doing poor work; it’s an
outsider claiming to be one of you and has succeeded in fooling even a reputable

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/15970232/
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/15970232/


(albeit greedy) publisher for a long time.

Normally, it is best to ignore people who talk/write nonsense, but he has been
draining the community’s resources and has destroyed the name and reputation
of a journal, which at one time was probably a decent publication.

26. MathPhys
November 15, 2008

I think El Naschie deserves a medal (to add to his extensive collection). Without
him (and the Bogdanoff’s and some of our colleagues who only go from high to
higher) we would be lulled into the belief that the system works. It’s pioneers
like El Naschie (and Carlos Castro) that keep us on our toes.

27. Shantanu
November 17, 2008

Peter, this may be a bit off topic, but I watched a very interesting talk
by Robert Brandenberger on cosmology of the Lee-Wick extension to standard
model
http://pirsa.org/08110032/ and in the first 10-15 minutes Robert
talks about the particle physics aspects and history of Lee-Wick standard model
and apparently there were no papers on this subject for more than 35 years until
recently.
This is the first time I am hearing about the Lee-Wick model.
Has this model been ruled out long time ago? Maybe you could post something
about this model, as you are probably familiar with it

28. Peter Woit
November 17, 2008

Shantanu,

Sorry, I don’t really know anything about the Lee-Wick standard model.

29. MathPhys
November 19, 2008

Peter,

Maybe you want to take a look at the Lee-Wick version of the standard model.
Any alternative to supersymmetry is welcome. Brandenberger’s talk is probably
a good starting point.

30. Math Phys
November 19, 2008

El naschie using his own journal as
a stock for his endless uncountable papers.
Here is, one of his marvelous papers found in Chaos, soltion and fractals.

The title

http://pirsa.org/08110032/
http://pirsa.org/08110032/


“On the universality class of all universality classes and E-infinity spacetime
physics”

M.S. El Naschie,

King Abdul Aziz City of Science and Technology, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Available online 18 October 2006.

Abstract
It is argued that E-infinity theory may represent the universality class of all
universality classes of certain discrete dynamical maps which are at the root of
relevant field theories. First we give a concise derivation of the basic equations
of E-infinity and its ground state. Subsequently it is shown that the independence
of the results obtained from the details of any equations of motion or Lagrangian
is a clear indication that E-infinity may represent the universality class of all
universality classes in the sense of Cantor with regard to relevant quantum field
theories.

I’m quite amzed how this could be published.

In fact, for any one who knows little about particle physics realize that the
results of any theory depend strongly on the particle content of the theory. For
example in QCD, asymptotic freedom depends on the number of colours and
flavors. The presence of CP violation in the quark sector depends on the number
of generations. No CP violation for one and two generations, at least three
generations is required for the presence of CP violation.

31. Math Phys
November 19, 2008

Almost one year ago we have sent to Elsevier about this issue concerning the
“Chaos, soltion and fractl” Journal and his editor in Cheif El naschie

Here is the letter

Dear publishing responsible
We are writing you about the Journal of Chaos , solitons and Fractals and his
editor in chief El Naschie. We are group scientists from different countries
working in theoretical high energy physics and as a matter of fact we noticed
that El Nashie the editor in chief the above mentioned journal has been
publishing an incredible large number of papers in this journal, where he claims
to have solved all the problems of particle physics using his E-infinity approach
based on fractal geometry. We have looked at those papers very carefully and
found them unscientific and meaningless, completely irrelevant to science and
particle physics in particular. Moreover, those papers are not only without sense
but complete junk. On the top of that El Naschie has published in 2008 ( in one
month and 5 days) 33 papers, that is one paper per day!!, which scientifically
unacceptable. Not only that, we discovered that most if not all the papers
published in this journal by different authors have no scientific sense and are
really junk and rubbish. What most authors, who publish in this journal, do is



either to refer to El Nashie works or invent a theory title and attribute to El
Naschie, and then write anything, in many cases they just copy formulas from
books and write them and publish the same article several times by changing the
introduction and the conclusion.As an evidence we attached some papers
published in this journal and we invite you to ask any respectable scientist to
evaluate those papers. Indeed it is not even needed to have a big knowledge of
physics and mathematics to realize that the content of those papers is complete
non sense.This journal has become preferred place of scientific junk.We wonder
how a respectable and leading publisher which publishes prestigious journals
like Nuclear physics, physics letters.etc…accept such misconducting of this
journal by his editor in chief El Nashie. In fact, it is very weired and strange that
El Naschie publishes all his papers in his journal and this does not happen in any
respectable journal. Indeed we have nothing personal against this guy, but this
journal as we said has become sort of source of rubbish and junk and in our view
a source of jokes. We are afraid that the publisher Elesvier will be participating
and playing an unintentional role in fostering and delivering junk science in the
globe, in contrast to supposed policy of Elsevier. Best Regards

Here is the reply:

thank you for your letter.
We shall review the issues that you raise carefully. Thank you for bringing your
concerns to our attention.
Sincerely,
David Clark David Clark
Publishing Director, Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science and Astronomy
Elsevier B.V. Radarweg 29, Amsterdam 1043 NX
The Netherlands
Tel + 31 20 485 2451 | Fax + 31 20 485 2370 | david.clark@elsevier.com |
http://www.elsevier.com

But at the end nothing happened

32. Peter Woit
November 19, 2008

“Math Phys” (who is not the same as “MathPhys”)

If you want to use a pseudonym, please choose a different one than one being
used by someone else here.

33. st
November 20, 2008

Yesterday, I sent an email to David Clark of Elsevier to ask him if he did indeed
respond a year ago to a letter written by a “group scientists from different
countries working in theoretical high energy physics”. I included the addresses
of blogs (including this one) that mentioned this letter, in case he would like to
comment on it. It’s only been 24 hours, but I haven’t received a reply yet.

34. MathPhys

mailto:david.clark@elsevier.com
mailto:david.clark@elsevier.com
http://www.elsevier.com/
http://www.elsevier.com/


November 21, 2008

st,

I expect that Elsevier will respond by saying that it has already been decided
that El Naschie will step down as Editor-in-Chief, but I think that that won’t be
good enough.

I think Elsevier has to explain what happened and how someone like El Naschie
was let loose on a scientific journal published by them.

35. st
November 22, 2008

MathPhys,

I don’t know when Elsevier will respond if at all. Perhaps the journalist
mentioned here (see 11/22/08 comment) will have more luck. Apparently
submissions to CS&F may now be sent directly to the (same) Editor-in-Chief at
his newly announced e-mail address instead of an office in Elsevier, as was
required until two days ago.

I wonder if it is common practice to send manuscripts directly to the publisher
first instead of an editor.

36. MathPhys
November 22, 2008

“The latest electronic version of manuscripts for publication should be sent to
the Editor-in-Chief, Professor M.S. El Naschie, Chaos, Solitons & Fractals via
e-mail:Chaossf@aol.com. Alternatively manuscripts may be submitted to the
nearest Regional Editor.”

A professor at which university?

37. An
November 24, 2008

I think the case of El naschie is a scandal by all measures. This case opens the
door for many questions: what are the organizations involved in this matter?

In the first place, one can mention Cambridge university which allowed him to
publish his articles for nearly ten years 1993-2001 using its affiliation. It is far
from reality to imagine that people in Cambridge have been fooled for that long
time. According to the following data base

http://www.engineeringvillage2.org

One can find:
17 articles where the affiliation is DAMTP, Cambridge, UK.
72 articles where the affiliation is Dept. of Appl. Math. & Theor. Phys.,
Cambridge Univ., UK

http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2008/11/the_case_of_m_s_el_naschie.html#comments
http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/category/2008/11/the_case_of_m_s_el_naschie.html#comments
http://www.engineeringvillage2.org/
http://www.engineeringvillage2.org/


40 articles where the affiliation is Univ of Cambridge

No prize for one who guesses at which journal those articles have been
published.

In the second place, it comes Elsevier that has been the main stage for
producing such a scandal bomb of heavy weight. It is clear that there have been
many people behind that matter who got direct benefits (earning money, most
probably from El Naschie himself).

38. MathPhys
November 25, 2008

I find it very strange that Elsevier allows for an editor-of-chief of a journal who
uses professor as a title simultaneously with a POBox number as an affiliation
and aol.com as an e-mail address. What’s going on in Radarweg 29, Amsterdam?

39. Stefan
November 26, 2008

In this week’s Nature, Quirin Schiermeier writes about the El Naschie story, Self-
publishing editor set to retire (subscription required), including a quote by Peter.

40. Felipe
November 28, 2008

It is very clear to me, just in case someone ever had a doubt, that Elsevier is in
the making money business. The company has no real commitment whatsoever
to the scientific quality of its publications, as long as they can make some
university’s libraries pay for them. That is a very, very sad state of affairs.

41. MathPhys
November 29, 2008

Felipe,

This is no secret, in fact when they interview someone (with a degree in science)
for a job, that’s the first thing that they tell them.

In fact what I find strange is that Elsevier does not have the good business sense
to know that to stay in the business requires a minimal degree of product quality
control which is totally lacking in this case.

42. Any one
November 30, 2008

Looking for the numerous amazing articles of El naschie, I found a wonderful one
whose title is
“P-Adic analysis and the transfinite E8 exceptional Lie symmetry group
unification ”
M.S. El Naschie
King Abdullah Institute for Nano and Advanced Technology, KSU, Riyadh, Saudi

http://www.nature.com/news/2008/081126/full/456432a.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2008/081126/full/456432a.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2008/081126/full/456432a.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2008/081126/full/456432a.html


Arabia
Volume 38, Issue 3, November 2008, Pages 612-614

Just reading the first sentence in the introduction which is
“One of the most amazing results in high energy physics is the T-duality
discovered in the context of superstring theories by Witten [1] ”
But, for your surprise, the list of references you find no mention of any reference
of Witten.
Reference [1] is just a paper of El naschie himself. Here is list

[1] M.S. El Naschie, A few hints and some theorems about Witten’s M theory and
T-duality, Chaos, Solitons & Fractals (2005), pp. 545–548.
[2] A. Leonovich, Comments on E8 unification and P-Adic numbers.
http:/www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xm1=/eareth/2008/01
/22/scieinstein122.xml (10/03/2008).
[3] M.S. El Naschie, Transfinite harmonization by taking the dissonance out of
the quantum field symphony, Chaos, Solitons & Fractals (2007).
[4] M.S. El Naschie, High energy physics and the standard model from the
exceptional Lie groups, Chaos, Solitons & Fractals 36 (2008), pp. 1–17.
[5] M. Kaku, Introduction to superstrings and M-theory, Springer, New York
(1999) see p. 385 in particular.
[6] M.S. El Naschie, Infinite dimensional Branes and the E(∞) topology of
Heterotic super strings, Chaos, Solitons & Fractals 12 (2001), pp. 1047–1055.

The first reference as already mentioned is El naschie paper. The big surprise
about this paper is its tilte
“A few hints and some theorems about Witten’s M theory and T-duality” here
again we find no reference to any of Witten’s papers . here is list of references of
this paper ;

[1] E. Goldfain, Cantorian spacetime and unified field theory, Chaos, Solitons &
Fractals 23 (2005), pp. 701–710.
[2] M.S. El Naschie, A review of E-infinity theory and the mass spectrum of high
energy physics, Chaos, Solitons & Fractals 19 (2004), pp. 209–236
[3] M.S. El Naschie, Gödel universe, dualities and high energy particles in
E-infinity, Chaos, Solitons & Fractals 25 (2005) (3), pp. 759–764.
[4] El Naschie MS. On the cohomology and instantons number in E-infinity
Cantorian spacetime. Chaos, Solitons & Fractals, in press
doi:10.1016/j.chaos.2005.12.019.
[5] M. Kaku, Strings, conformal fields and M-theory, Springer-Verlag, New York
(2000).
[6] A. Khrennikov, Non-Archimedean analysis, Kluwer Academic Publishers,
London (1997).
[7] V. Vladimirov, I. Valovich and E. Zelenov, P-Adic analysis and mathematical
physics, World Scientific, Singapore (1998).

Something more peculiar about the list of references, of the first paper, is that
one of the references is just a comment on an article published in the Telegraph,
unfortunately the comment has been deleted. Also the address of the first paper
raises another question about the so many false affiliation of El Naschie. The



address seems not to be related to his activities.

It is obvious that there is no kind of peer review for these papers even at the
fromal level apart from the content.
One can guess that papers may be generated using a program of language
generation like n-moles or n-grams or whatever kind of program used. I think, at
least for me, that the ‘a b’ of scientific writing should fulfill certain basic criteria:
1- If you mention a paper of Witten (or any name) [], then one should put
reference for that person in the square bracket.
2- If you have a paper titled with theory of some one, then the list of references
should contain at least one reference for that guy.

I hope, by now, El naschie has a plenty of time to fix the bugs in the program
generating papers, implementing these two mentioned rules in the code and
acknowledge this blog for drawing his attention.

43. MathPhys
November 30, 2008

On the positive side, El Naschie makes specific references to a standard textbook
on string theory by one of the founding fathers of the subject

[5] M. Kaku, Introduction to superstrings and M-theory, Springer, New York
(1999) see p. 385 in particular.

44. st
December 1, 2008

Earlier I commented that “no thesis [of El Naschie] can be found at the
university”. The comment was based on the fact that his name did not (still does
not) appear in the University of London Theses Catalogue, a database known to
contain titles dating back to the fifties.

Recently Stefan at Backreaction has apparently found a record in the Integrated
Catalogue of the British Library.

I regret reacting prematurely.

45. Any one
December 20, 2008

To St

It is not important if El naschie is a phd holder or not.

The number of his papers is 350 or 1000 papers is also

immetrial. If one is allowed to write in his style without any

peer review one could publish 6000 papers in twenty years.

The main problems in his papers is they don’t make sense



whatever mathematically or physicaly.

About the address “King Abdullah Institute for Nano and Advanced Technology,
KSU, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia” on

his recent papers is very supicious as it has no relation to his

activities.

On the Ninth International Symposium Frontiers of

Fundamental and Computational Physics 2008 had a lecture titled

“Average exceptional Lie group hierarchy and high

energy physics” where he claimed to be the director of

King Abdullah Al Saud Institute for Nano & Advanced Technologies

as evident from the affiliation mentoined below.

M.S. EL NASCHIE

King Abdullah Al Saud Institute for Nano & Advanced Technologies*,

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

*) Director

one can check

http://agenda.fisica.uniud.it/difa/getFile.py/access?contribId=52&sessionId=32&
resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=9

But if you check the web page of King Abdullah Al Saud Institute for Nano &
Advanced Technologies you don’t find his name listed in the Committee Members
of Establishing King Abdullah Institute for NANO Technology and there is no
mention for him at all. That

seems odd especially he is the director as he claimed.

One can check the web page for “Committees consultative sciencetisic”

http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_46.shtml

web page for “Supervisory Committee to King Abdullah Institute for
Nanotechnology”

http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_63.shtml

Can the great man explain for us.

46. Any one

http://agenda.fisica.uniud.it/difa/getFile.py/access?contribId=52&sessionId=32&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=9
http://agenda.fisica.uniud.it/difa/getFile.py/access?contribId=52&sessionId=32&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=9
http://agenda.fisica.uniud.it/difa/getFile.py/access?contribId=52&sessionId=32&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=9
http://agenda.fisica.uniud.it/difa/getFile.py/access?contribId=52&sessionId=32&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=9
http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_46.shtml
http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_46.shtml
http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_63.shtml
http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_63.shtml


December 29, 2008

If El naschie is an honest scientist and not a fraud. He should mention the web
link to the institute he claimed to have a position or related to it in his website.

I challenge him to put links which shows his claims and to assure his honesty for
the others. Please give links to the following claimed position

1-He is the current advisor of the Egyptian Ministry for Science and Technology
(High Energy Physics and Nanotechnology)

2- He is Adviser to King Saud University on Nanotechnology, and even more he
claimed to be the director of King Abdullah Al Saud Institute for Nano and
Advanced Technologies.

One can check the following link where he claimed to be the director

http://agenda.fisica.uniud.it/difa/getFile.py/access?contribId=52&sessionId=32&
resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=9

If you check the webpage of of King Abdullah Al Saud Institute for Nano and
Advanced Technologies. You find no mention for him at all

One can check the web page for “Committees consultative sciencetisic”

http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_46.shtml

web page for “Supervisory Committee to King Abdullah Institute for
Nanotechnology”

http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_63.shtml

In fact it reflects badly on these countries if this was true.

47. Any one
January 5, 2009

Believe it or not

El naschie had four articles whose titles containing Witten. The articles are

1- A few hints and some theorems about Witten’s M theory and T-duality,

Chaos,Solitons and Fractals 25 (2005)545 û548

2- Using Witten’s five Brane theory and the holographic principle to derive the
value of the electromagnetic structure constant alpha =1/137,

Chaos,Solitons and Fractals 38 (2008)1051 -1053

3- Fuzzy knot theory interpretation of Yang -Mills instantons and Witten’s
5-Brane model,

http://agenda.fisica.uniud.it/difa/getFile.py/access?contribId=52&sessionId=32&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=9
http://agenda.fisica.uniud.it/difa/getFile.py/access?contribId=52&sessionId=32&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=9
http://agenda.fisica.uniud.it/difa/getFile.py/access?contribId=52&sessionId=32&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=9
http://agenda.fisica.uniud.it/difa/getFile.py/access?contribId=52&sessionId=32&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=9
http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_46.shtml
http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_46.shtml
http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_63.shtml
http://www.nano-ksu.com/publish/article_63.shtml


Chaos,Solitons and Fractals 38 (2008)1349 -1354

4- On the Witten -Duff Branes model together with knots theory and E 8 E 8
super strings in a single fractal spacetime theory,

Chaos, Solitons and Fractals xxx (2008)xxx – xxx . The article is still in press, but
you can get the pdf. file.

The amazing thing about the references of the first three articles is that they
don’t contain any research paper for Witten. Finally, the great man realized his
mistake and put a reference for Witten in the fourth one (the most recent one).
But the man didn’t acknowledge who pointed out to him this bug in his program
which he used to generate papers (Backreaction blog). Any way this a good step,
at least the references are now correctly produced. Unfortunately you still need
further improvement in your code that seems has a serious problem with E.
Witten. Although you referred to a paper of Witten the program has produced a
wrong title for it. In the reference list we find

[4 ]Witten E. Searching for a realistic Kaluza-Klein Theory. Nucl Phys B
1981;186:412 – 28.

While the correct title turned out to be, as you can check yourself:

Search for a realistic Kaluza-Klein theory

Nuclear Physics B, Volume 186, Issue 3, 10 August 1981, Pages 412-428, Edward
Witten

As N. Eisfeld wrote on Mar. 26, 2008 @ 18:32 GMT, in this blog, http://fqxi.org
/community/forum/topic/395, describing El naschie

“This man has never bad-mouthed, ignored or downplayed anyone or any
contribution. He also acknowledged every single person who contributed to his
work unless he genuinely did not know and then he will immediately apologize of
the unintended omission.”

48. Any one
January 7, 2009

I think that Elsevier is doing dirty jobs in scientific publishing. The CSF journal is
owned by Elnaschie and Elsevier is getting money out of this apart from the
journal subscription fees. El naschie pays for getting credibility of Elsevier and
to have the chance to publish his great scientific ideas in journal hosted by a
supposed reputable publishing house like Elsevier. There are other many similar
cases in Elsevier.

El naschie keeps publishing junks in CSF for a quite long time and kept
unnoticed by mentoring system of Elsevier which seems very odd. While it was
so obvious from the far beginning that we have a crackpot.

The same applies to Cambridge university which allowed him to publish his

http://fqxi.org/community/forum/topic/395
http://fqxi.org/community/forum/topic/395
http://fqxi.org/community/forum/topic/395
http://fqxi.org/community/forum/topic/395


articles for nearly ten years 1993-2001 using its affiliation, while, for sure, he
wasn╝t a staff member there. It is far from reality to imagine that people in
Cambridge have been fooled for that long time. According to the following data
base

http://www.engineeringvillage2.org

One can find:

17 articles where the affiliation is DAMTP, Cambridge, UK.

72 articles where the affiliation is Dept. of Appl. Math. & Theor. Phys.,
Cambridge Univ., UK

40 articles where the affiliation is Univ of Cambridge.

No prize for one who guesses at which journal those articles have been
published.

It is not enough for Elsevier just to step down Elnaschie , they should explain
how these things happened and what their future precautions to prevent such a
misusing of editorial power.

On the other side, Cambridge people should explain how it was possible for El
naschie to use its affiliation for a quite long time, harming their reputation
without charging him and any legal action.

The papers of El naschie would be a permanent black record for both Elsevier
and Cambridge for too long time in the future.

49. Any one
February 2, 2009

Dear All,

There is an interesting article worthy to read.
The aricle is written in German about El naschie

Betrug in der Wissenschaft ( Fraud in science) which
uncovers the reality of El naschie.

http://www.zeit.de/2009/03/N-El-Naschie?page=1

50. Prego Senor
February 27, 2009

The ZEIT article was removed, most probably due to pressure from El-Naschie.
This is another scandal, since the article contained nothing but facts and
opinions of other scientists bold enough to speak out. Many people
underestimated Mohamed S. El-Naschie and hoped this would silently solve itself
out somehow. They could not know that El-Naschie is a genius. Not by any means
in the field of science, but the field of propaganda, defamation and filing law-

http://www.engineeringvillage2.org/
http://www.engineeringvillage2.org/
http://www.zeit.de/2009/03/N-El-Naschie?page=1
http://www.zeit.de/2009/03/N-El-Naschie?page=1
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Notes on BRST II: Lie Algebra Cohomology,
Physicist’s Version

November 15, 2008
Categories: BRST

My initial plan was to have the second part of these notes be about gauge symmetry
and the problems physicists have encountered in handling it, but as I started writing
it quickly became apparent that explaining this in any detail would take me into
various issues that are quite interesting, but far afield from what I want to get to. So,
I hope to get back to this at some point, but for now will just assume that most of my
readers know what gauge symmetry is, and that the rest just need to know that:

• The gauge group is an infinite dimensional Lie group. Locally (on space-time), it looks
like a group of maps into a finite dimensional Lie group.

• The conventional assumption is that physics is invariant under the gauge group, so
the gauge group and its Lie algebra should act trivially on physical states.

The actual situation is quite a bit more complicated than this, but for now we’ll focus
on the simplest version of the mathematical problem that comes up here, and see how
the BRST formalism deals with it. This posting will begin explaining one part of this
story, starting with the simplest version of BRST cohomology, in a language familiar to
physicists. The next posting will deal with Lie algebra cohomology in a more general
mathematical context and work out some examples. For more about the material in
this posting, see, for instance, Green, Schwarz and Witten, volume I, section 3.2.1,
where they go on to apply this to the Virasoro algebra, or these lecture notes from
Jose O’Figueroa-Farrill .

Physicists always begin by choosing a basis, in this case a basis X_i of \mathfrak g
satisfying =f_{ij}^kX_k, where f_{ij}^k are called the structure constants of
\mathfrak g. A representation (\pi,V) is then a set of linear operators K_i=\pi (X_i) on
V satisfying =f_{ij}^kK_k. Let \alpha^i be a basis of the dual space \mathfrak g^*,
dual to the basis X_i.

Now, extend V to \mathcal =V\otimes \Lambda^* (\mathfrak g^*), where \Lambda^*
(\mathfrak g^*) is the exterior algebra on \mathfrak g^*. On this space, define the
“ghost” operator c^i to be wedge-product with \alpha^i, and “anti-ghost” operator b_i
to be contraction (interior product) with X_i. These operators satisfy “fermionic” anti-
commutation relations

\{c^i,c^j\}=\{b_i,b_j\}=0,\ \ \{c^i,b_j\}=\delta^i_j

and one can get all vectors in \mathcal H from linear combinations of decomposable
elements of \mathcal H (those given by repeated application of the c^i to the
“vacuum vector” V\otimes \mathbf 1).

The ghost number operator N=c^ib_i on \mathcal H has eigenvectors the
decomposable elements, with integer eigenvalues from 0 to dim \mathfrak g, given by
the number of ghost operators needed to produce the eigenvector from a vacuum

http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/EMPG/Activities/BRST/Lect1.pdf
http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/EMPG/Activities/BRST/Lect1.pdf


vector.

The BRST operator is given by

Q=c^iK_i -\frac{1}{2}f_{ij}^kc^ic^jb_k

which increases the ghost number by one, and has the crucial property of Q^2=0
(this comes from the fact that the f_{ij}^k satisfy the Jacobi identity). The BRST
cohomology is given by considering the space ker\ Q of elements \chi of \mathcal H
that are “BRST-closed”, i.e. satisfy Q\chi=0, and identifying two such elements if they
are “BRST-exact”, i.e. differ by Q\lambda for some \lambda. So BRST cohomology is
defined by

H^*_Q(V)=\frac{ker\ Q}{im\ Q}|_{V\otimes\Lambda^*(\mathfrak g^*)

with H^j_Q(V) the component of the BRST cohomology of ghost number j.

A vector \chi=v\otimes\mathbf 1 of ghost number zero satisfies Q\chi =0 iff and only if
K_iv=0 for all i, so we can identify H^0_Q(V) with the space V^\mathfrak g of
\mathfrak g – invariant vectors in V.

The essence of the BRST method is to replace the problem of finding the invariant
subspace V^{\mathfrak g} of a representation V by the problem of finding the degree
zero BRST cohomology H^0_Q(V).

There are two different ways of putting an inner product on \Lambda^*(\mathfrak g*)
and thus getting an inner product on \mathcal H ((\pi,V) is assumed to be unitary, so
preserves a given inner product on V).

• Given \omega_1,\omega_2\in \Lambda^*(\mathfrak g*), one can define

< \omega_1,\omega_2> = \int \omega_1\omega_2\equiv coeff.\ of\ \alpha_1\wedge
\cdots\wedge\alpha_{dim\ \mathfrak g}\ in\ \omega_1\wedge\omega_2

(this uses the “fermionic” or “Berezin” integral \int, although I have not properly dealt
with signs here. ).
This inner product is indefinite, but it makes the BRST operator Q and ghost-operator
c^i self-adjoint.

• Use an inner product on \mathfrak g, e.g. the Killing form for a semi-simple Lie
algebra, to identify \mathfrak g and \mathfrak g^*. This gives a Hodge operator
*_{Hodge} on \Lambda^*(\mathfrak g*) that takes \Lambda^i(\mathfrak g*) to
\Lambda^{dim\ \mathfrak g -i}(\mathfrak g*), and one can define

< \omega_1,\omega_2> = \int_G \omega_1\wedge *_{Hodge} \omega_2

(Note, here the integral sign is not Berezin integration, but the usual integration of
differential forms over a compact manifold, in this case G)

With this inner product Q and c^i are not self-adjoint on \mathcal H. To get something
self-adjoint, one can consider the operator Q + Q^\dagger where Q^\dagger is the
adjoint of Q, but this operator does not have a definite ghost-number.



Comments

1. MathPhys
November 15, 2008

Peter,

Can you make your BRST notes available as pdf files? That would make them
easier to print.

2. anon.
November 16, 2008

MathPhys, use the free ‘Cute PDF’ print engine: http://www.cutepdf.com
/Products/CutePDF/writer.asp

It installs as a printer, so you click print, choose Cute PDF as the printer, then it
asks you where you want to save the PDF. I’ve just done it for this blog post, and
it works perfectly (including all the mathematics).

3. Peter Woit
November 16, 2008

As I go along, I’ll put the material from the blog posts into a single document,
which will be available as a pdf, and get updated as I go along. I’ll post the link
for that here soon.

4. MathPhys
November 16, 2008

anon.

I tried CutePDF and it was very useful. Thanks.

5. Hendrik
November 17, 2008

Dear Peter,
I know this is the physicist’s version, but as it seems so easy, let me point at
some underlying technical difficulties, (mostly arising from the fact that the Lie
algebra of the gauge group is infinite dimensional).

1) “The gauge group is an infinite dimensional Lie group. Locally (on space-
time), it looks like a group of maps into a finite dimensional Lie group.”
Well, its topology is important, and there are actually quite a lot of choices (e.g.
in terms of how much differentiability is needed). Usually it is given the
k-Sobolev topology (w.r.t. a volume form on the base manifold M), but sometimes
the smooth maps of compact support are taken too, or even Schwartz groups. It
has an interesting structure;- see the thesis of Christoph Wockel on his website.

2) “Physicists always begin by choosing a basis, in this case a basis X_i of the Lie

http://www.cutepdf.com/Products/CutePDF/writer.asp
http://www.cutepdf.com/Products/CutePDF/writer.asp
http://www.cutepdf.com/Products/CutePDF/writer.asp
http://www.cutepdf.com/Products/CutePDF/writer.asp
http://www.uni-math.gwdg.de/cwockel/
http://www.uni-math.gwdg.de/cwockel/


algebra g…”
Since the Lie algebra g of the gauge group G is infinite dimensional, the
existence (and meaning) of a basis is not clear. If you mean that every element Y
in the space has a unique expansion in terms of a convergent sum of multiples of
the X_i (which is what your next expression suggests), then that means the set of
X_i is a Schauder basis, and there are deep theorems in functional analysis
stating that not every separable Banach space has a Schauder basis. So this is a
point where the choice of topology on the gauge group G is important. In the
case that you choose a Sobolev topology, then there are Schauder bases, but it is
not clear that there are if you choose the smooth topology.

3) “….satisfying [X_i,X_j]=f_{ij}^kX_k, where f_{ij}^k are called the structure
constants of g.”
If this is an infinite sum (over k), then a topology must be stated to get
convergence of the series.

4) “A representation (\pi,V) is then a set of linear operators K_i=\pi (X_i) on V
…..”
The type of representation appearing in physics, is where the K_i are unbounded
operators on Hilbert spaces, and these cannot have full domains. There is always
a dense invariant subspace of the Hilbert space (also in the domain of your
observables).

5) “Let \alpha^i be a basis of the dual space g*, dual to the basis X_i.”
Here g* is a topological (not algebraic) dual I assume. As it is infinite
dimensional, your assumption of a dual basis severely limits the type of space
which g can be. It will work for Hilbert spaces, but very few other infinite
dimensional topological spaces (if any).

6) “extend V to V \otimes \Lambda (g*)…”
Probably the space H below is the label for this. Topologies are not clear. I
presume if g* is a Hilbert space, you will want \Lambda (g*) to be the
antisymmetric Fock space, in which case you need to take completion of the
space. Also, \otimes for (infinite dimensional) topological spaces involves choices
(e.g. of cross-norm, if they are Banach spaces).

7) “..ghost number operator N=c^ib_i on H has eigenvectors the decomposable
elements, with integer eigenvalues from 0 to dim(g),…”
The ghost number operator N=c^ib_i is written as an infinite sum;- convergence
and basis dependence?

8 ) “BRST operator is given by Q = c^iK_i -(1/2)f_{ij}^kc^ic^jb_k”
Apart from the question on infinite sums (convergence?) in this expression, this
is the formula of the BFV-BRST formalism which does not produce the right
constrained theory (without ad-hoc adjustments), when you carry out your BRST
prescription below the formula. The Q-operator which produces the correct one,
is from the Kugo-Ojima approach where the field aspect has to be taken into
account, and you have an integral over the space-time variables rather than a
discrete sum.

http://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/~hendrik/BRSTpreprint0.pdf
http://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/~hendrik/BRSTpreprint0.pdf
http://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/~hendrik/BRSTpreprint0.pdf
http://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/~hendrik/BRSTpreprint0.pdf


9) “…uses the “fermionic” or “Berezin” integral”
How do you define a Berezin integral when you have infinitely many fermions? In
the supersymmetric Taylor expansion, you need a “top term” which will not exist
if there are infinitely many fermions.

10) “Killing form”….“Hodge operator”
Both of these are problematic in infinite dimensions.

Of course, most of these problems do not arise when the dimension of g is finite.

6. Thomas Larsson
November 17, 2008

Hendrik,

Perhaps we should refrain from rushing ahead. I am sure that Peter will
eventually arrive at various problems associated with infinite dimensionality, but
starting with the finite-dimensional case makes sense to me.

Having said that, I will rush ahead and emphasize that the type of infinities
matter, already on the Lie algebra level. For Lie algebras that are linearly
infinite-dimensional, i.e. possess a Z-grading by finite-dimensional vector spaces,
and positive and negative degrees are isomorphic, things are not too bad; you
just have to replace loop algebras by their central extensions, the affine Kac-
Moody algebras. But for algebras of gauge transformations in d dimensions, you
have a natural Z^d-grading rather than a Z-grading, and then things start to
become interesting…

7. Peter Woit
November 17, 2008

Hendrik,

Thanks for the useful explanation of the many places where infinite-
dimensionality can cause trouble. I should have made explicit that I’m just
sticking to finite dimensions for now.

At Thomas mentions, for d=1 gauge groups there is some understanding of what
to do, with the algebraic part of the story going under the name “semi-infinite
cohomology”, which I hope to get to at some point. For d larger than one, I’m not
convinced that anyone knows what’s even the right way to formulate the
problem. One reason for investigating different approaches in finite dimensions
is that they may suggest a more promising way to deal with the situation in
higher dimensions.

8. Hendrik
November 19, 2008

Dear Peter and Thomas:
OK, if your lie algebra g and the representation spaces V (in your next BRST
posting) are finite dimensional, then the functional analysis issues all disappear,



and there is not much I can say. Then the theory at this point can only cover
global gauge theories (though the observable algebra will still force your
representation spaces to be infinite dimensional).

Point (8) above still remains, in that this approach will lead to multiple copies of
the physical space, and give problems with positive definiteness when you add
the usual inner products.

A last comment, is that the BRST-algorithm which you summarized for the
constraint space is not yet complete, it also needs a (algebraic) part for the
constrained observables. Is that coming later?

9. Peter Woit
November 20, 2008

Hendrik,

I’m not quite sure what you mean in your question. Part of the story is the
Kostant-Sternberg formalism for BRST, where the Lie algebra cohomology idea is
put together with a resolution of functions on the constrained surface, in a
package using Clifford algebra techniques. I’ll write about that, including about
the problems with that. For the trivial case it doesn’t work…

Another thing I plan to get to is work by various mathematicians about how
“quantization and reduction commute” in certain contexts, and how to interpret
this a la BRST. There are still some things about that though that I’m confused
about.

10. Hendrik
November 21, 2008

Dear Peter,
To clarify;- the BRST algorithm, like any constraint enforcement algorithm,
constructs not just the constrained representation space (V^g in your notation),
it also gives a method for finding the constrained observables on V^g from the
original given algebra of observables. In particular this piece of the BRST
algorithm specifies the constrained observables through “operator cohomology”
by

O_BRST := (Ker d)/(Ran d)

where d(A) is the supercommutatior of Q with A. It also shows how O_BRST is
represented on the physical space V^g.

We found that this prescription produced an algebra O_BRST which is too large,
i.e. it properly contains the physical algebra of a straightforward Dirac
constraining.

I’ve also looked at the “quantization and reduction commute” papers, and look
forward to see your take on those. As you know, there are huge problems with
general quantization schemes;- there are always choices involved, and



limitations of the algebras which can be quantized. Moreover, some quantum
constraints (which can be generators of gauge groups) are purely quantum, i.e.
with no classical counterpart, i.e. if you do a “classical limit” they become trivial.

11. Maynard Handley
November 30, 2008

Peter, for those of us who are not steeped in this subject, could you clarify a few
points that you zip over (assuming that they are obvious):

First- At the start of your discussion, you refer to extending V to
V \tensor /\(g*) where /\*(g*) …
Is there a typo here and you actually mean that you are extending V to
V \tensor /\*(g*)
?
I could imagine some sort of weirdness that involves not just an exterior algebra
of forms, but an exterior algebra of multi-vector valued forms, and that’s what
you mean by the notation, but it seems easier to assume a typo.

Second- when you get to discussing inner products, what do mean by the
integral notation. You and commenters agree that, at this stage of the game we
are discussing a finite-dimensional space (that presumably will become a fiber at
some point). Presumably we are not (yet) discussing fields of forms and vectors.
So what does this integral mean — is it simply meant to be some sort of
notational convenience (but what convenience is it buying?)
Beyond that, there’s still so much elided that I don’t get.
– Is the second inequality in the Berezin inner product a result (this integral,
defined however the hell it is defined, happens to equal this cofficient) or is it a
definition?
– As for the second definition, should there not be another hodge dual outside
the integral to convert the result from a (dim-g) form to a 0-form? Under normal
(field) circumstances, the integral would take us from a dim-g form to a scalar,
but in this context I’ve no idea what the integral means.
– Is there a good reason why, in both these integrals, we don’t refer to the
integrand as \omega_1 \wedge \omega_2 rather than the rather less obvious
\omega_1 \omega_2. As far as I can tell in both cases (making allowance for the
fact that I’ve no idea what the integral actually does) the result seems to be
dependent on the omega1-omega2 ordering.

12. Peter Woit
December 1, 2008

Maynard,

Thanks for the questions. You’re right about the typo, will fix.

The part about inner products was written in a very confusing way, I’ll try and fix
it a bit. One problem is that I was using the integral signs in two ways, one for
the Berezin integral, the other for the fundamental class of the compact Lie
group, i.e. the standard integral over differential forms. I’ll rewrite this to make
it clearer.



In the second, definite, way of defining the inner product, all sign problems can
be buried in the definition of the Hodge dual. For the Berezin case, I don’t have
the signs straight, but that’s not the inner product I want to use anyway.

13. ramón
February 13, 2009

Can I get the pdf files on BRST cohomology?

14. Peter Woit
February 13, 2009

ramon,

There’s a pdf file at

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/notesonbrst.pdf

I’ll be updating that with a new version soon.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/notesonbrst.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/notesonbrst.pdf


Notes on BRST III: Lie Algebra Cohomology

November 16, 2008
Categories: BRST

The Invariants Functor

The last posting discussed one of the simplest incarnations of BRST cohomology, in a
formalism familiar to physicists. This fits into a much more abstract mathematical
context, and that’s what we’ll turn to now.

Given a Lie algebra $\mathfrak g$, we’ll consider Lie algebra representations as
modules over $U(\mathfrak g)$. Such modules form a category $\mathcal
C_{\mathfrak g}$: what is interesting is not just the objects of the category (the
equivalence classes of modules), but also the morphisms between the objects. For two
representations $V_1$ and $V_2$ the set of morphisms between them is a linear
space denoted $Hom_{U(\mathfrak g)}(V_1,V_2)$. This is just the set of linear maps
from $V_1$ to $V_2$ that commute with the action of $\mathfrak g$:

$$Hom_{U(\mathfrak g)}(V_1,V_2)=\{\phi\in Hom_{\mathbf C}(V_1,V_2): \pi(X)
\phi=\phi\pi(X)\ \forall X\in \mathfrak g\}$$

Another conventional name for this is the space of intertwining operators between the
two representations.

For any representation $V$, its $\mathfrak g$-invariant subspace $V^{\mathfrak g}$
can be identified with the space $Hom_{U(\mathfrak g)}(\mathbf C, V)$, where here
$\mathbf C$ is the trivial one-dimensional representation. Having a way to pick out
the invariant piece of a representation also allows one to solve the more general
problem of picking out the subspace that transforms like a specific irreducible $W$:
just find the invariant subspace of $V\otimes W^*$.

The map $V\rightarrow V^{\mathfrak g}$ that takes a representation to its
$\mathfrak g$-invariant subspace is a functor: it takes the category $\mathcal
C_{\mathfrak g}$ to $\mathcal C_{\mathbf C}$, the category of vector spaces and
linear maps ($\mathbf C$ – modules and $\mathbf C$ – homomorphisms). If, instead
of taking

$$V\rightarrow V^{\mathfrak g}$$

one takes

$$V\rightarrow V^{\mathfrak h}$$

where \mathfrak h is a Lie subalgebra of \mathfrak g, one again gets a functor. If
\mathfrak h is an ideal in \mathfrak g (so that \mathfrak g/\mathfrak h is a Lie
algebra), then this functor takes \mathcal C_{\mathfrak g} to \mathcal C_{\mathfrak
g/\mathfrak h}. This is a simple version of the situation of interest in the case of
gauge theory: if V is a state space with \mathfrak h acting as a gauge symmetry, then
V^{\mathfrak h} will be the physical subspace, carrying an action of the algebra of



operators U(\mathfrak g/\mathfrak h).

Some Homological Algebra

It turns out that when one has a category of modules like \mathcal C_{\mathfrak g},
these can usefully be studied by considering complexes of modules, and this is the
subject of homological algebra. A complex of modules is a sequence of modules and
homomorphisms

$$\cdots\stackrel{\partial}\longrightarrow U\stackrel{\partial}\longrightarrow V
\stackrel{\partial}\longrightarrow W\stackrel{\partial}\longrightarrow\cdots$$

such that \partial\circ\partial =0. If the complex satisfies im\ \partial=ker\ \partial at
each module, the complex is said to be an “exact complex”.

To motivate the notion of exact complex, note that

$$0\longrightarrow V_0\longrightarrow V \longrightarrow 0$$

is exact iff V_0 is isomorphic to V, and an exact sequence

$$0\longrightarrow V_1 \longrightarrow V_0 \longrightarrow V \longrightarrow 0$$

represents the module V as the quotient V_0/V_1. Using longer complexes, one gets
the notion of a resolution of a module V by a sequence of n modules V_i. This is an
exact complex

$$0\longrightarrow V_n \longrightarrow\cdots\longrightarrow V_1 \longrightarrow
V_0\longrightarrow V\longrightarrow 0$$

The deviation of a sequence from being exact is measured by its homology
$H^*=\frac{ker\ \partial}{im\ \partial}$. Note that if one deletes V from its
resolution, the sequence

$$0\longrightarrow V_n \longrightarrow\cdots\longrightarrow V_1 \longrightarrow
V_0\longrightarrow 0$$

is exact except at V_0. Indexing the homology in the obvious way, one has H^i =0 for
i>0, and H^0=V. A sequence like this whose only homology is V at H^0 is another
manifestation of a resolution of V.

The reason this construction is useful is that, for many purposes, it allows us to
replace a module whose structure we may not understand by a sequence of modules
whose structure we do understand. In particular, we can replace a U(\mathfrak g)
module V by a sequence of free modules, i.e. modules that are just sums of copies of
U(\mathfrak g) itself. This is called a free resolution, and more generally one can work
with projective modules (direct summands of free modules).

A functor that takes exact complexes to exact complexes is called an exact functor.
Homological invariants of modules come about in cases where one has a functor on a
category of modules that is not exact. Applying such a functor to a free or projective
resolution gives the homological invariants.



The Koszul Resolution and Lie Algebra Cohomology

There are many possible choices of a free resolution of a module. For the case of
U(\mathfrak g) modules, one convenient choice is known as the Koszul (or Chevalley-
Eilenberg) resolution. To construct a resolution of the trivial module \mathbf C, one
uses the exterior algebra on \mathfrak g to make free modules

$$Y_k=U(\mathfrak g)\otimes_{\mathbf C}\Lambda^k(\mathfrak g)$$

and get a resolution of \mathbf C

$$0\longrightarrow Y_{dim\ \mathfrak g}\stackrel{\partial_{dim\ \mathfrak g
-1}}\longrightarrow\cdots\stackrel{\partial_1}\longrightarrow
Y_1\stackrel{\partial_0}\longrightarrow Y_0\stackrel{\epsilon}\longrightarrow
\mathbf C\longrightarrow 0$$

The maps are given by
$$\epsilon : u\in Y_0=U(\mathfrak g) \rightarrow \epsilon (u) = const.\ term\ of\ u$$

and
$$\partial_{k-1} (u\otimes X_1\wedge\cdots\wedge X_k)=$$
$$\sum_{i=1}^k(-1)^{i+1}(uX_i\otimes X_1\wedge\cdots\wedge\hat X_i\wedge\cdots
\wedge X_k)$$
$$+\sum_{i<j} (-1)^{i+j}(u\otimes\wedge X_1\wedge\cdots\wedge \hat X_i\wedge
\cdots\wedge \hat X_j\wedge\cdots\wedge X_k)$$

To get Lie algebra cohomology, we apply the invariants functor

$$V\longrightarrow V^{\mathfrak g}=Hom_{U(\mathfrak g)}(\mathbf C, V)$$

replacing the trivial representation by its Koszul resolution. This gives us a complex
with terms

$$C^k(\mathfrak g, V)=Hom_{U(\mathfrak g)}(Y_k,V)= Hom_{U(\mathfrak
g)}(U(\mathfrak g)\otimes \Lambda^k(\mathfrak g),V)$$
$$=Hom_{U(\mathfrak g)}(U(\mathfrak g),Hom_{\mathbf C}(\Lambda^k(\mathfrak
g),V))$$
$$=Hom_{\mathbf C}(\Lambda^k(\mathfrak g),V) =V\otimes\Lambda^k(\mathfrak
g^*)$$

and induced maps $d_i$

$$0\longrightarrow C^0(\mathfrak g, V)\stackrel{d_0}\longrightarrow C^1(\mathfrak
g, V)\cdots\stackrel{d_{dim\ \mathfrak g -1}}\longrightarrow C^{dim\ \mathfrak
g}(\mathfrak g, V)\longrightarrow 0$$

The Lie algebra cohomology $H^*(\mathfrak g, V)$ is just the cohomology of this
complex, i.e.

$$H^i(\mathfrak g, V)=\frac{ker\ d_i}{im\ d_{i-1}}|_{C^i(\mathfrak g, V)}$$

This is exactly the same definition as that of the BRST cohomology defined in



physicist’s formalism in the last posting with $\mathcal H =C^*(\mathfrak g, V)$.

One has $H^0(\mathfrak g, V)=V^{\mathfrak g}$ and so gets the $\mathfrak
g$-invariants as expected, but in general the cohomology will be non-zero also in
other degrees.

This is all rather abstract, so in the next posting some examples will be worked out, as
well as the relationship of all this to the de Rham cohomology of the group. Anthony
Knapp’s book Lie Groups, Lie Algebras, and Cohomology is an excellent reference for
details on Lie algebra cohomology.

Comments

1. Serifo
November 16, 2008

Hi professor Peter , I think you forgot to index the homomorphisms of the
complex in your first definition of complex . It may be convenient also , to specify
over which ring R is the complex defined.

2. Serifo
November 17, 2008

Ok, you are considering the complex to be defined over the ring of complex
numbers C ( which is a field ). Would it be relevant to your research if you
consider complexes defined over another type of rings, for example the ring Z of
integers ?

3. Peter Woit
November 17, 2008

Serifo,

I’m trying to avoid over-generality here, just using what I need, and trying to get
the basic ideas across. So, unless otherwise specified, everything is defined over
C.

I’m also trying to avoid explicitly dealing with some points that would require
adding a lot of details that aren’t so relevant, until the point at which they
become relevant. An example would be the indexing question.

In general, if someone hasn’t seen any of this before, I hope they’ll use what I
write to get a general idea of what is going on, then go to a textbook like Knapp
to see the details, and to see more general versions of the story.

4. a.k.
November 19, 2008

..sorry if I am posing a stupid question, but: the above cohomology groups should
be expressable as some sort of Ext-groups, that is as appropriate n-fold



extensions of V by C, that is, they should be more or less the same as (an
equivariant version of) Ext*(C,V), where C are the complex numbers. Is this true
and if yes, is there a physical meaning of this correspondance?

5. woit
November 19, 2008

a.k.

What I gave was basically the definition of Lie algebra cohomology as
[tex]Ext_{U(\mathfrak g)}(\mathbf C, V)[/tex]

This is an Ext for modules over a non-commutative algebra, I don’t know of any
physical meaning for such objects, curious if anyone else does…



The Complete Idiot’s Guide to String Theory

November 17, 2008
Categories: Book Reviews, This Week's Hype

I recently acquired a copy of The Complete Idiot’s Guide to String Theory, by
Scientific American’s George Musser, which has been out for a few months now. It’s a
popular-level treatment of modern physics, string theory and quantum gravity, much
like many other such books, but now in the “Complete Idiot’s” style of lots of
cartoons, graphics, material set off in boxes, and short summaries of chapters. As
such, I guess it does as good a job as any of putting this material in a form designed
to sell it to as many people as possible.

Musser is an enthusiast for just about any and every speculative idea about space and
time. Besides string theory, the book covers loop quantum gravity, causal dynamical
triangulations, the idea that spacetime is a fluid or a giant computer, and even some
ideas I’d never heard of (we live in 3 dimensions because “For the simplest particle,
we can make three mutually exclusive measurements”????). The treatment is often
breathless, continually going on about how “exciting” all this is. In many ways, the
book reads like advertising copy, hyping the promise of ideas (with string theory
getting the bulk of the attention) while mostly ignoring or minimizing their problems.
For example, the chapter on symmetry contains more than two pages on the “Pros
and Cons” of supersymmetry, but this turns out to be just about all “pros” until a short
paragraph at the end that begins: “That said, supersymmetry raises some questions
that physicists have yet to solve”.

I think I’m tempermentally allergic to this sort of discussion of science, but can see
that some people like it and I realize there are arguments in its favor (get those kids
and taxpayers excited about science!). Within the limits of such a genre, much of the
book does a reasonable job, until the later chapters, where it starts to go off the rails.

There’s a chapter on “parallel universes” which promotes the anthropic multiverse,
describing it as “the most promising scientifically” of all possible options. Despite the
fact that many string theorists are extremely unhappy with seeing this kind of thing
promoted as the received wisdom of their field, Musser claims that:

String theorists originally expected everything to be hard-wired but now
think that almost everything is accidental

The scientific advisor for the book was Keith Dienes of the String Vacuum Project, and
the list of those most prominently thanked for their help is dominated by landscape
proponents Dienes, Bousso, Carroll and Tegmark.

A late chapter entitled “Ten Ways to Test String Theory” goes beyond the overly
enthusiastic into the realm of the misleading and the simply untrue. According to
Musser, the LHC will test string theory, GLAST will test string theory, Auger will test
string theory, Planck will test string theory, LIGO will test string theory, a successor to
Super-Kamiokande will test string theory, all the various dark-matter experiments will
test string theory, table-top measurements of Newton’s law will test string theory,

http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Idiots-Guide-String-Theory/dp/1592577024
http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Idiots-Guide-String-Theory/dp/1592577024


bouncing laser beams off the moon will test string theory, checking midget galaxies to
see if their stars have planets will test string theory, and looking for variation of
fundamental constants will test string theory. This is really egregious nonsense.

The next to last chapter is about “The String Wars”, and I appear prominently as “the
most persistent and forceful critic of string theory”, paired with Lubos Motl for my
“over-the-top” comments. One of the few explicit factual errors in Musser’s book is
the claim that my book grew out of this blog (the book was written earlier, but took a
long time to get published). The chapter is quite a bit less than even-handed in its
discussion of these “wars”, and mainly devoted to shooting down the supposed
arguments of critics of string theory. I come in for criticism as endlessly putting
forward a “silly deadline” of less than twenty years for string theory to have
succeeded in reaching its goals. This straw man argument is conclusively bested,
while ignoring the real argument, which is that the huge investment in time and effort
put into string theory research has just produced more and more evidence that string
theory-based unification is an idea that doesn’t work. The problem is not the
magnitude of the rate of progress towards understanding unification, it’s the sign.
And, soon I can start going on about 25 years….

Comments

1. Kea
November 17, 2008

Oh, but you are familiar with mutually unbiased bases – for spin they correspond
to the x, y and z directions. As operators they are the Pauli operators. In the
modern bootstrap, these correspond to the three indices of the next higher MUB
set, corresponding to mass. Very popular in Quantum Foundations these days. In
fact, I just got a postdoc to study them.

2. Roland
November 17, 2008

How can a book with a chapter full of egregious nonsense contain only few
explicit factual errors?

3. tomate
November 17, 2008

It has no errors: being a theory of everything, every experiments tests it,
including Millikan, Michelson-Morley, etc.

4. Marion Delgado
November 17, 2008

It was that enthusiasm “for just about any and every speculative idea about
space and time” that made me sour on the physics lectures and presentations I
used to go to that were cutting edge string-theoretic.



Tachyons, in particular. Nonetheless, I’ll read the book.

5. Gazouille
November 17, 2008

Roland,
I think it might be that nonsense can’t [even] be wrong…

6. Will
November 17, 2008

I dont know what good it does to comment about a naive book.

7. Peter Woit
November 17, 2008

Will,

Actually I don’t think it’s a naive book. It reflects accurately the views of one
segment of the theoretical physics community, that which thinks the multiverse
is science, string theory is the way to get unification, and hyping this kind of
research to the public is a good idea.

8. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
November 17, 2008

It took a while before I figured out that such treatments of relatively speculative
ideas about high-energy/unification physics were skewed. In fact, it was in the
process of trying to figure out just how skewed that I came across this blog.

That said, one of the best physics popularizations, in part, that I’ve read was
“The Fabric of the Cosmos” by Brian Greene. Not because (any more) of the
stringy content, but the great attention paid to the established stuff. The
discussion of Bell’s Inequalities in the notes was for me both demanding but very
approachable and rewarding for the effort, and one of the best attempts at giving
the layperson a reasonably rigorous understanding of what hidden variables are
all about that I’ve encountered. In that regard, portions of that book seemed very
much in the spirit of what is now my hands-down favorite popularization of
science of any discipline, namely “QED: The Strange Theory of Light and
Matter”.

If you ask me, that must be the best “For Dummies” book ever written. I really
wish someone would take Feynman’s approach, modernize it a bit to reflect the
current state of established particle physics and QFT, couple it with an equally
clever and illuminating treatment of GR, and, well, actually be able to sell it as is.
I fear that the only way to get something like that published is to make it an
introduction to whatever TOS the author specializes in. It’s too bad, because
there are loads of people out there who really think they know something about
quantum gravity, but have only the vaguest notion of what the modern, tested,
firmly-established theories of quantum and gravity are really all about. They’ll
talk compactifications and Calabi-Yau manifolds with an air of completely



unwarranted authority, but haven’t a clue what a tensor or a Hamiltonian are.

Hell, I was one of those people. And that’s a problem. I’m gaining a better
appreciation of how ignorant I am with each passing day, but I fear these books,
in their often well-meaning enthusiasm for the wonders of the frontiers of
science, tend to (unintentionally, I hope) give people an utterly false sense of
confidence about their true level of understanding. I never got that feeling with
QED, because of Feynman’s grounded introduction. I don’t think the speculative
stuff is all about profit, necessarily. I just wish there were more QED’s out there,
and that publishers and/or the public at large got excited about them. Maybe
they don’t because real understanding is too much work, and a real appreciation
for one’s lack of understanding isn’t the American Way.

9. Visitor
November 17, 2008

“. . . . real understanding is too much work, and a real appreciation for one’s lack
of understanding isn’t the American Way.”

If you are aware of any country in which an equivalent statement is not true,
please enlighten me, so that I can seriously research the feasibility of going
there to live.

10. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
November 17, 2008

It’s the only book market I’m really familiar with. Sorry.

11. Chris W.
November 17, 2008

So, Visitor, are you saying Americans no longer have a monopoly on cocksure,
smug ignorance? Maybe we’ve succeeded in exporting that, along with our
sophisticated grasp of modern finance. 

12. csrster
November 18, 2008

_This_ is the complete idiot’s guide to string theory:
http://abstrusegoose.com/78

13. anon.
November 18, 2008

Peter, I wonder if you have seen another popular book (on a less speculative
topic than string theory), ‘Quantum Field Theory Demystified’, by David
McMahon which was published in February by McGraw-Hill,
http://www.amazon.com/Quantum-Field-Theory-Demystified-McMahon
/dp/0071543821

It has some bad reviews for making mathematical errors, but I like the idea of

http://abstrusegoose.com/78
http://abstrusegoose.com/78
http://www.amazon.com/Quantum-Field-Theory-Demystified-McMahon/dp/0071543821
http://www.amazon.com/Quantum-Field-Theory-Demystified-McMahon/dp/0071543821
http://www.amazon.com/Quantum-Field-Theory-Demystified-McMahon/dp/0071543821
http://www.amazon.com/Quantum-Field-Theory-Demystified-McMahon/dp/0071543821


popularizing this stuff. I’d appreciate any comments you have on that book, if
you’ve read it.

14. Peter Woit
November 18, 2008

anon,

I took a look at the McMahon book once in a store. It’s not at all a popular book,
but a real textbook, one that tries to boil down some difficult material to help a
serious student starting out in the subject. It might be a good place for some
people to begin learning the subject.

The same author also has a similar book on string theory, which I also looked at,
but I think that’s less successful. The material is just so complex that trying to
get it into a low-level, accessible form is not going to work out as well.

15. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
November 18, 2008

I realized upon re-reading that I typed “TOS” instead of “TOE”. S and E are
adjacent on the keyboard, and I’m a sloppy typist. It occurred to me one could
potentially read into that typo some scatological hidden meaning, which was not
at all my intent. Freudians, make of it what you will.

16. Coin
November 18, 2008

One of the few explicit factual errors in Musser’s book is the claim that my book
grew out of this blog (the book was written earlier, but took a long time to get
published).

Huh. When was the book written in relation to that “String Theory: An
Evaluation” article?

17. woit
November 18, 2008

Coin, my book was mostly written in 2002, after the 2001 article, before the
2004 start of the blog

18. anon.
November 19, 2008

Thank you Peter, I’ve just bought the McMahon QFT book, and it does look
useful.

19. Andrew
January 29, 2009

Hi Peter,



Do you have anything to say about John Moffat’s new book “Reinventing
Gravity”?



Science and Science Fiction

November 18, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

I just set my DVR to record this evening’s broadcast on the History Channel of
Parallel Universes, and noticed that the summary information about the show reads:

Some of the world’s leading physicists believe they have found evidence
proving the existence of parallel universes.

One participant in the program is Clifford Johnson, who writes on his blog about how
he’s gotten a bad feeling about the project after seeing a rough cut:

I’m a bit worried, if I’m honest, since this is a topic that is so easily seized
upon by nutcases and sensible people alike, and is, in various forms, the
fodder of so much charlatanism and mystical mumbo-jumbo. Any program in
a science series on this sort of material has to be doubly careful -triply- to
not give people an excuse to say that “the scientists have verified this”.

Why am I slightly worried? Well, I did not see a final cut of the show and so
don’t want to go over the top here, but an early rough cut I saw did seem to
potentially suffer from a problem these shows can sometimes have: A
collection of practicing scientists are very carefully making comments about
what is known, unknown, likely, and unlikely, and so forth, and then much of
that care can be undermined by the interspersing of their remarks with
clips of every physics documentary filmmaker’s favourite go-to guy who can
be relied upon to say wild and wonderful things – Michio Kaku…

I also did notice in the rough cut that there were a couple of places where
I’d have preferred a bit more of a reminder that string theory (a framework
where some of these speculative ideas about parallel universes has recently
been re-discussed in scientific -but yes, still speculative- circles) is itself an
unestablished and under-developed theory that could well be cast aside one
day in favour of something else. I stressed this point in the course of our
shooting, but don’t know how much this got through.

One odd thing about this TV show is that it has already been done, in our universe,
with the same name, featuring Michio Kaku, by the BBC back in 2001:

Everything you’re about to read here seems impossible and insane, beyond
science fiction. Yet it’s all true.

Scientists now believe there may really be a parallel universe – in fact, there
may be an infinite number of parallel universes, and we just happen to live
in one of them. These other universes contain space, time and strange forms
of exotic matter. Some of them may even contain you, in a slightly different
form. Astonishingly, scientists believe that these parallel universes exist less
than one millimetre away from us….

http://www.history.com/shows.do?action=detail&episodeId=373152
http://www.history.com/shows.do?action=detail&episodeId=373152
http://asymptotia.com/2008/11/18/tales-from-the-industry-xxv-parallel-universes/
http://asymptotia.com/2008/11/18/tales-from-the-industry-xxv-parallel-universes/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/horizon/2001/paralleluni.shtml
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For years parallel universes were a staple of the Twilight Zone. Science
fiction writers loved to speculate on the possible other universes which
might exist. In one, they said, Elvis Presley might still be alive or in another
the British Empire might still be going strong. Serious scientists dismissed
all this speculation as absurd. But now it seems the speculation wasn’t
absurd enough. Parallel universes really do exist and they are much
stranger than even the science fiction writers dared to imagine.

It all started when superstring theory, hyperspace and dark matter made
physicists realise that the three dimensions we thought described the
Universe weren’t enough. There are actually 11 dimensions. By the time
they had finished they’d come to the conclusion that our Universe is just one
bubble among an infinite number of membranous bubbles which ripple as
they wobble through the eleventh dimension.

In his posting, Clifford asks sensible questions about what scientists can do to keep
science fiction from taking over science programs. I’ve heard that one mediagenic
physicist who was offered a role in this program told them he would only participate if
given the right to veto any segment involving him that misrepresented his views. He’s
not in the program.

From the opposite end of the science/science-fiction issue, tomorrow in LA there will
be an event to launch a new project called The Science and Entertainment Exchange.
This is a program (directed by Jennifer Ouellette, who blogs about it here), aimed at
improving the portrayal of science by the entertainment industry. There seems to be
an increasing amount of media-interest in science-related story lines, and the goal of
translating this into getting some higher-quality science out before the public is a
worthy one.

One goal of this organization I guess will be to improve the science in science-fiction
programs. Since, at least as far as fundamental physics goes, the battle to keep
science-fiction out of science appears to have been lost, maybe there should also be
an effort to improve the quality and accessibility of the fiction now spreading
throughout the physics literature. Some organization could get together creative
artists and other media professionals to work on this, helping out programs like
“Parallel Universes” as well as popular science books and journal articles. One can’t
deny that, at the moment, all of these are pretty sophomoric as creative art, as well as
typically not very successful at reaching a mass audience.

There’s a lot of room for advice from visual artists about more appealing string theory
vacua for use in particle physics and string cosmology. Surely a good novelist or
playwright could come up with a better pre-big bang story line than “colliding
branes”. As physics journals like Nuclear Physics B fill up with articles on Boltzmann
Brains and the multiverse, with some help from the entertainment industry they could
be marketed to a much wider audience, bringing down their cost to university
libraries. A lot could be done on the marketing front: for instance it might be a good
idea to include some 420 with each issue to help ensure that “mind-blowing” ideas
don’t just bore people, but really do blow the mind of the target audience. The
possibilities really are limitless…

http://www.scienceandentertainmentexchange.org/
http://www.scienceandentertainmentexchange.org/
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/2008/11/heads-will-blog.html
http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/2008/11/heads-will-blog.html


Update: Just finished watching “Parallel Universes”. Wow. Almost completely free of
any real scientific content, and definitely deserves an award as the most idiotic and
ludicrous TV show ever made that pretends to have something to do with science.
Deep into “what the bleep” territory. The problem is not just Michio Kaku. Everyone
involved in the thing should be deeply ashamed of themselves.

Comments

1. Chris Leonard
November 18, 2008

Peter – what does this mean?

for instance it might be a good idea to include some 420 with each issue

2. Peter Woit
November 18, 2008

Chris,

It means that this nonsense about “Parallel Universes” is making me get rather
silly and vindicate those who describe this blog as sometimes “over the top”. If
you’re unaware of what “420” is, you could try Google…

3. Chris Leonard
November 18, 2008

Right – gotcha now. I agree in that case!

4. IGPNicki
November 20, 2008

I’ve just been posting on another forum about how I feel strongly that while yes,
I would appreciate better science in science fiction, I feel strongly that since the
words “science” and “fiction” share equal billing, it shouldn’t be a prerequisite
for enjoying a show. However, have to totally agree that we need to keep scince
science and not science fiction. I definitely see this trend for science lite (the
spelling was on purpose). And not just science either. There’s very little on the
history channel which actually pertains to history. Pretty scary!



Notes on BRST IV: Lie Algebra Cohomology for
Semi-simple Lie Algebras

November 18, 2008
Categories: BRST

In this posting I’ll work out some examples of Lie algebra cohomology, still for finite
dimensional Lie algebras and representations.

If G is a compact, connected Lie group, it can be thought of as a compact manifold,
and as such one can define its de Rham cohomology H^*_{deRham}(G) as the
cohomology of the complex

0\longrightarrow \Omega^0(G)\stackrel{d}\longrightarrow \Omega^1(G)\stackrel{d}
\longrightarrow\cdots\stackrel{d}\longrightarrow\Omega^{dim\
G}(G)\longrightarrow 0

where \Omega^i(G) are the differential i-forms on G (note, we’ll use complex-valued
forms), and d is the deRham differential.

For a compact group, one has a bi-invariant Haar measure \int_G, and can use this to
“average” over an action of the group on a space. For a representation (\pi, V), we get
a projection operator \int_g \Pi (g) onto the invariant subspace V^G. This projection
operator gives explicitly the invariants functor on \mathcal C_{\mathfrak g}. It is an
exact functor, taking exact sequences to exact sequences.

The differential forms \Omega^*(G) give a representation of G in two ways, taking the
induced action on forms by pullback, using either left or right translation on the
group. If (\Pi(g), \Omega^*(G)) is the representation by left translations, we can use
this to apply our “averaging over G” projection operator to the de Rham complex. This
action commutes with the de Rham differential, so we get a sub-complex of left-
invariant forms

0\longrightarrow \Omega^0(G)^G\stackrel{d}\longrightarrow \Omega^1(G)^G
\stackrel{d}\longrightarrow\cdots\stackrel{d}\longrightarrow\Omega^{dim\
G}(G)^G\longrightarrow 0

Since elements of the Lie algebra \mathfrak g are precisely left-invariant 1-forms, it
turns out that this complex is nothing but the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex
considered last time to represent Lie algebra cohomology, for the case of the trivial
representation. This means we have C^*(\mathfrak g, \mathbf R)= \Lambda^*
(\mathfrak g^*)=\Omega^*(G)^G, and the differentials coincide. So, what we have
shown is that

H^*(\mathfrak g, \mathbf C)= H^*_{de Rham}(G)

If one knows the cohomology of G, the Lie algebra cohomology is thus known, but this
identity is normally used in the other direction, to find the cohomology of G from that
of the Lie algebra. To compute the Lie-algebra cohomology, we can exploit the right-



action of G on the group, averaging over the induced action on the left-invariant
forms \Lambda^*(\mathfrak g), which again commutes with the differential. We end
up with a complex
0\longrightarrow (\Lambda^0(\mathfrak g^*))^G \longrightarrow
(\Lambda^1(\mathfrak g^*))^G\longrightarrow\cdots\longrightarrow
(\Lambda^{\dim\ \mathfrak g}(\mathfrak g^*))^G\longrightarrow 0

where all the differentials are zero, so the cohomology is given by

H^*(\mathfrak g,\mathbf C)=(\Lambda^*(\mathfrak g^*))^G=(\Lambda^*(\mathfrak
g^*))^{\mathfrak g}

the adjoint-invariant pieces of the exterior algebra on \mathfrak g^*. Finding the
cohomology has now been turned into a purely algebraic problem in invariant theory.
For G=U(1), \mathfrak g=\mathbf R, and we have shown that H^*(\mathbf R, \mathbf
C)=\Lambda^*(\mathbf C), this is \mathbf C in degrees 0, and 1, as expected for the
de Rham cohomology of the circle U(1)=S^1. For G=U(1)^n, we get

H^*(\mathbf R^n, \mathbf C)=\Lambda^*(\mathbf C^n)

Note that complexifying the Lie algebra and working with \mathfrak g_{\mathbf
C}=\mathfrak g\otimes \mathbf C commutes with taking cohomology, so we get

H^*(\mathfrak g_{\mathbf C},\mathbf C)= H^*(\mathfrak g,\mathbf C)\otimes
\mathbf C

Complexifying the Lie algebra of a compact semi-simple Lie group gives a complex
semi-simple Lie algebra, and we have now computed the cohomology of these as

H^*(\mathfrak g_{\mathbf C}, \mathbf C) = (\Lambda^*(\mathfrak g_{\mathbf
C}))^{\mathfrak g_\mathbf C}

Besides H^0, one always gets a non-trivial H^3, since one can use the Killing form <
\cdot,\cdot> to produce an adjoint-invariant 3-form \omega_3(X_1,X_2,X_3)=. For
G=SU(n), \mathfrak g_{\mathbf C}=\mathfrak{sl}(n,\mathbf C}), and one gets non-
trivial cohomology classes \omega_{2i+1} for i=1,2,\cdots n, such that

H^*(\mathfrak{sl}(n,\mathbf C))=\Lambda^*(\omega_3, \omega_5,\cdots,
\omega_{2n+1})

the exterior algebra generated by the \omega_{2i+1}.

To compute Lie algebra cohomology H^*(\mathfrak g, V) with coefficients in a
representation V, we can go through the same procedure as above, starting with
differential forms on G taking values in V, or we can just use exactness of the
averaging functor that takes V to V^G. Either way, we end up with the result

H^*(\mathfrak g, V)=H^*(\mathfrak g, \mathbf C)\otimes V^{\mathfrak g}

The H^0 piece of this is just the V^{\mathfrak g} that we want when we are doing
BRST, but we also get quite a bit else: dim\ V^{\mathfrak g} copies of the higher
degree pieces of the Lie algebra cohomology H^*(\mathfrak g, \mathbf C). The Lie



algebra cohomology here is quite non-trivial, but doesn’t interact in a non-trivial way
with the process of identifying the invariants V^{\mathfrak g} in V.

In the next posting I’ll turn to an example where Lie algebra cohomology interacts in
a much more interesting way with the representation theory, this will be the highest-
weight theory of representations, in a cohomological interpretation first studied by
Bott and Kostant.

Comments

1. Anon
November 20, 2008

I’m a bit confused by the step where the De Rham complex of differential forms
on the group G is found to have the same cohomology as the complex of left-
invariant differential forms. Did I miss the step where this was explained above?

2. Peter Woit
November 20, 2008

Anon,

I guess maybe I’m skipping some steps there…

The argument is that:

1. Because the averaging functor is exact, the cohomology of the complex with
terms [tex]\Omega^*(G)^G$[/tex] is [tex]H^*(G)^G[/tex]

2. But [tex]H^*(G)[/tex] is [tex]G[/tex]-invariant, since it is homotopy-invariant,
and [tex]G[/tex] is connected.



Shouldn’t Something Be Done?

November 19, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

The sheer awfulness of last night’s History Channel program on physics is hard to
exaggerate. Here’s some of what Clifford Johnson (one of the participants in the
program) wrote on his blog while watching it:

Oh, right… I remember “there are dinosaurs in your living room” thing. Oh
dear. It is coming on in 8 minutes here, and so I guess I’ll pour myself a long
single malt and prepare myself. I’ve still got faith in Andy, though…

Got to first commercial break. Er… need more whiskey. There’s some good
science embedded in there somewhere (e.g., Tegmark talking about
inflation, and WMAP results and flatness and so forth (but the laser
beams!?)), but the voice-over (among others) is taking serious liberties (like
claiming right at the beginning of the show that scientists have evidence
that there may be parallel universes…sigh. No, No, No, No. That was really
not necessary.)…

Need. More. Whiskey*.

Ok… That’s it. I had a lot of fun shooting my stuff for this, and while I know
that it is maybe really not polite to say this, and I really like Andy and the
crew who put this together…but I can’t really defend this. They really really
should have sent this out in time for us contributors to comment on. By time
I saw the rough cut and sent in suggestions it was too late… I presume
other sensible people contributing to this such as Ovrut, Lykken, etc, would
have liked to have seen a rough cut of this and made remarks. It is really
clear that the VO and script was written without a very good understanding
of some of the basic concepts in place, and certainly not a careful regard for
what’s accurate and what is blatantly misleading. Anyone watching this
would think that string theory or M-theory is experimentally verified and a
working tool used to study the early universe… I spilled my whiskey when
they showed pictures of people working in (what looked like optics)
laboratories while talking about “years of research into string theory…”.

I have never ever heard of this “level x” business. I don’t know who says
that. But what was with the laser beams?! Where did that come from? Not
the burning a hole in the fabric of spacetime and escaping a dying universe
to go to another (WHAT?!), but the shooting them out from WMAP in order
to measure the flatness of the universe. What was that?! And did you see
the red struts between the blue branes that were supposed to be the “extra
dimensions holding the branes in place”? What was that?!

This is all so sad because there’s so much, as we say above, good TV that
could be made of this material if done right.

http://www.history.com/shows.do?action=detail&episodeId=373152
http://www.history.com/shows.do?action=detail&episodeId=373152
http://asymptotia.com/2008/11/18/tales-from-the-industry-xxv-parallel-universes/#comment-127406
http://asymptotia.com/2008/11/18/tales-from-the-industry-xxv-parallel-universes/#comment-127406


Ok. I’m done with this. It’s very sad.

One would like to just ignore something like this and let it fade into obscurity, but the
problem is that the History Channel is likely to keep rebroadcasting it for years and
years, doing continuing damage to the public understanding of science and the public
image of physicists. I don’t really see how an intelligent person can watch this thing
and not come away with the impression that theoretical physicists are a bunch of
idiots. It seems to me that it would be a good idea for people in general, and the
scientists involved in this in particular (Clifford Johnson, Max Tegmark, Michio Kaku,
Joe Lykken and Alex Filippenko) to contact the History Channel with a polite request
that this program not be rebroadcast, and that steps be taken to avoid creating more
disasters of the same kind.

Update: Chad Orzel also saw the program and has some comments about it one of its
dumber aspects, beginning with:

Yeesh. That was so actively irritating that I don’t know where to start.

Comments

1. Academic Lurker
November 19, 2008

It seems like scientists (or, more specifically, physicists, since this seems to
happen to them in particular) are in a bit of a bind here.

It’s one thing to avoid charlatans like the makers of “What the Bleep…”, but this
was a documentary for the History Channel. Folks like Clifford Johnson & co. had
every reason to think that this would be a respectable production. And from your
post below:

“I’ve heard that one mediagenic physicist who was offered a role in this program
told them he would only participate if given the right to veto any segment
involving him that misrepresented his views. He’s not in the program.”

it’s clear that scientists are allowed little influence on the production once
they’ve given their interviews. Is the only option to just avoid involvement in
these projects?

It seems like that would be doubly unfortunate because a) public outreach &
getting people excited about what physicists do is good, and b) it leaves the
stage to folks like Kaku.

I’m not sure what the answer is.

2. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
November 19, 2008

I agree, it’s a pickle. Over on CV they’re talking about improved outreach and
media representation, but the main paradox, I think, is that it’s extremely

http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2008/11/parallel_universes_and_moralit.php
http://scienceblogs.com/principles/2008/11/parallel_universes_and_moralit.php


difficult to make accuracy/edification entertaining to the general public, and
producers of such programs are in the business of entertaining and making lots
of money, not providing a public service that there’s no demand for. It’s a
problem all school teachers struggle with on a daily basis: How do keep the
average student interested, and actually give them a high-quality education? On
the one hand, it’s vitally important that scientists remain engaged, but on the
other, they lose control over the message as soon as it leaves their mouths. As
Lurkee notes, when the interviewees make unentertaining demands, the
producers simply move on to someone with fewer scruples. How do you win?

3. Bee
November 19, 2008

I recently learned that Discovery Channel will be airing some of PI’s public
lectures. I generally think it is a better idea if movie guys help scientists to get a
message across than if they ask scientists for help to get their own message
across.

4. milkshake
November 19, 2008

I remember watching a PBS-NOVA program few years back, about Andrew
Willes, Galois representations and Fermat’s last theorem, and I thought it was
entertaining enough for the lay audience – and it even provided some taste of a
life spent working on an esoteric problem. The documentary had some annoying
parts (repeated annoying song and animations) but given the dry subject they
did a decent job popularizing the historic background and the story of the proof
itself.

So its not like “it’s extremely difficult to make accuracy/edification entertaining
to the general public” if one actually cares about the subject he is trying to
popularize.

5. Peter Woit
November 19, 2008

I think physicists should continue to get involved with media projects, even ones
like this. But, at the same time they need to be wary about what they have gotten
themselves into and behave accordingly. In this particular case, the topic should
have set off a lot of red flags.

Once the damage is done, in egregious cases like this one, I think it really is the
responsibility of those who participated, and of the physics community to at least
try and do something about this. If the only complaining is a bit of grumbling on
blogs, it will keep happening.

6. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
November 19, 2008

Hi, Milkshake,

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/11/revenge-of-nerds.html
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2008/11/revenge-of-nerds.html


I don’t doubt you were entertained, but you may have more discerning tastes
than the average viewer, for lack of a better way of putting it. Public Television is
not immune to the need for ratings, but they don’t have the same business model
as a commercial cable channel like Discovery or History, and likely cater to
broadly different audiences. I’d frankly be shocked if the numbers and
demographics of the eyeballs either network grabs bore much similarity, and I’d
be flabbergasted if PBS’ market was more representative of the general viewing
public than DC’s or HC’s.

All this said, protests, both formal and informal, do make a difference. I’m
reminded of the outcry generated by “The Great Global Warming Swindle”.
Granted, that execrable excuse for a documentary was motivated more to
influence policy than to simply earn advertising revenues, but it used the same
sorts of distorting tricks to hook the audience, it sounds like.

So, yeah, I agree, speak up loudly, for what it’s worth. I doubt it will solve the
overall problem, though. Just dampen this particular fire, which is a worthy
enough goal.

7. Michael Bacon
November 19, 2008

I favor an ‘Everettarian’ MWI, but even I had to switch the show off after a few
minutes — really, breathless, content free viewing.

8. changcho
November 19, 2008

Peter, I think you meant to write the History Channel, not Discovery Channel.
Other points:

* The History Channel’s treatment of science is a mixed bag. I do recall watching
at least one very good show (“How the Earth was Made”) there.

* NOVA on PBS is, in general, much more careful and accurate with their science
shows.

*I have seen M. Kaku on several science shows (mostly on Discovery Science
Channel, History Channel) talking about extremely speculative ideas (parallel
universes, string theory) as if they were commonly accepted by most scientists.
This is clearly a disservice (except for him, of course).

9. Peter Woit
November 19, 2008

changcho,

Thanks for catching the mistake, fixed now. My apologies to the Discovery
Channel…

10. milkshake



November 19, 2008

Discovery and History are both full of X-files-level rubbish – all presented with
the utmoust seriousness by a team of independent experts.

11. Serifo
November 19, 2008

I think the media ( specialy private media ) are more concerned with the number
of the audience than to inform the audience in a honest way ! Well , general
public seems to enjoy ideas that are not part of the orthodox scientific thinking. I
think the basis for this , is in the history of science . See, people ( general public
) learned with the history that, in their time , Scientists like Galileo challenged
the orthodox ( scientific or religious ? ) thinking about universe. So , these days
whenever somebody comes up with non orthodox ideas about universe, people
normally start to have pictures of Galileo and others who were rejected , which is
actually something positive in my view, as long as they are aware that “ Galileo
and others also had incomplete or even wrong ideas about universe “ !
Now , I think the media has the responsibility to inform the people on “ what is
currently the orthodox and non orthodox scientific thinking about universe “
otherwise the general public will end up ………

Ps – I just hope the research funding agencies ( specialy the private ones ) don`t
make decisions based on TV programs ! 

12. rick
November 19, 2008

I watched this and the whole while I was thinking, maybe there’s a parallel
universe where Michio Kaku still has his dignity, but probably not.

13. Chris W.
November 19, 2008

As a child I came to the conclusion—semiconsciously—that wanting to really
understand almost anything is viewed in mass society as a vaguely subversive
and perverse attitude. If you manage to maintain this desire while meeting other
people’s expectations it is tolerated, and with luck even encouraged. If not,
difficulties often ensue.

Let’s face it, as a joint venture of Hearst, Disney, and NBC, the History Channel
(like the Discovery Channel) is a commercial enterprise, and it aims to draw and
hold viewers. In the contemporary media environment that inevitably devolves to
pandering and efforts to titillate and offer shallow diversions. When people sit
down to watch TV at night they are rarely prepared to concentrate deeply or be
intellectually absorbed by something, and frankly, broadcast television has never
been a good medium for that. (I think video on the internet is—at least
potentially—a different story, notwithstanding the vast quantities of vacuous
garbage on YouTube.)

Many professional scientists seem to be too easily taken in by flattering



invitations. Think about the context, folks, and get a clue.

14. Janne
November 20, 2008

There are vast quantities of solid material on youtube aswell. For example MIT
and Stanford physics lectures and some researchers have contributed computer
animations from their research. I’ve watched some interesting lectures on
Googletalks as well. I think the scientific community could do a lot more with
youtube.

15. Low Math, Meekly Interacting
November 20, 2008

There’s certainly good stuff to be had via YouTube, but it’s not easy to find if you
don’t know exactly what to look for. I bet, though, that somebody more educated
and obsessive than myself has compiled a clearinghouse of links to freely-
available content that has both accessibility and integrity. If not, I’d be willing to
kick in a few bucks to make it worth their while

16. Hun
November 20, 2008

I found that the History Channel often sends out biased documentaries just like
the Fox Channel, using interviews to deliver the message ‘they’ like. PBS seems
to be much more careful.

17. Charlie C
November 20, 2008

It’s useful to look at this from a different perspective. What we have been talking
about here is how to turn entertainment into education, a tough row to hoe.
Following Janne’s lead, maybe scientists should be asking how to we use modern
tools to explain our ideas clearly. The scientists should take the lead, as has
started to happen with YouTube. However, so far, most of the YouTube scientific
lectures are pointed at fellow professionals. The REAL challenge is how can
modern animation, graphic packages, YouTube video clips, etc be combined, by
scientists, to CLEARLY yet ACCUATELY explain basic and sometimes profound
concepts. Maybe some scientists should be taking the lead and forming small
teams of media experts in order to create professional, accurate, and yes, maybe
even exciting expositions intended for the non-pro. You don’t have to talk down
to your grandmother, but you do have to really understand how to describe your
topic clearly and simply. And, of course, to teach is to learn. Win-win.

18. Mitch Miller
November 20, 2008

“I don’t really see how an intelligent person can watch this thing and not come
away with the impression that theoretical physicists are a bunch of idiots.” [PW]

This is too harsh of a statement, but there is a danger here. We have all probably



seen programs on the history channel with PhDs talking about how aliens built
the pyramids who are clearly idiots. While this program was no were near that
level (most of the experts came of as very smart people trying to explain
speculative ideas to lay persons) it is concievable a physics show in the future
could approach alien/pyramid if the experts aren’t careful.

19. Coin
November 20, 2008

What confuses me is why we don’t ever seem to have a situation where they just
hire one of these physicists to write the program script. It’s not like real
scientists are magically incapable of writing for a popular audience; they let
scientists write books for a popular audience all the time (and more than one of
the participants in this program has done exactly that), so why not let scientists
write tv programs? Why relegate the science people to “consultant” at best–
Clifford Johnson etc were expressing concern that they weren’t able to view and
give feedback on the program before it aired, but why is it that people like
Clifford Johnson are being kept so far away from the production of the program
in the first place that “request minor changes once the thing’s done” is the best
they can hope for?

20. Heineken
November 20, 2008

the FLT video was called The Proof. it was a very good Nova episode. there are
also 2 (?) NOVA episodes on Einstein’s work. very good stuff for the lay audience.

i had some questions about the symmetry with modular forms, how to find an E
series, etc.

some of my favorite books combine equations and history, and are geared to the
lay audience with a year or two of calc background. Prime Obsession being a
good example.

21. Chris W.
November 20, 2008

From Coin:

What confuses me is why we don’t ever seem to have a situation where
they just hire one of these physicists to write the program script.

What I said previously:

[The History Channel] is a commercial enterprise, and it aims to draw
and hold viewers. In the contemporary media environment that
inevitably devolves to pandering and efforts to titillate and offer
shallow diversions.

Why would the producers of a History Channel program let a physicist muck up
their efforts to target the audience they’re trying to reach? They are media



professionals, and they figure they know better than anyone how to reach the
audience that upper management wants to reach. That includes controlling how
the script is written. Consider what professional scriptwriters, let alone
academics moonlighting as script consultants, often have to contend with when
they write for film or television. Stories of scripts butchered at the behest of
producers and directors are legion.

22. lcs
November 20, 2008

By the way, I stopped watching PBS/NOVA science programs years ago because
of the obnoxious introduction of MTV style editing, background music or drums
(always completely unnecessary) and other concessions to the 10 second
attention span of today’s under 50 audience. The last good PBS show was about
Feynman.

23. Peter Woit
November 20, 2008

I’m not so sure this is such a simple story of “bad TV people ruin good physics”.
There’s a lot of pseudo-science in the multiverse to begin with and precious little
good physics. The physicists participating in this all seemed willing to, on
camera, go on about how cool it is that there is some other universe out there
with people exactly like you, but slightly different. It’s not too surprising that the
film-makers took this kind of thing and ran with it.

Clifford Johnson seems to have gone into this without having any idea of what
many of his colleagues (e.g. Tegmark) have been promoting, writing:

“I have never ever heard of this “level x” business. I don’t know who says that.”

You don’t need to have followed much of the multiverse mania to have run up
against Tegmark’s 4 levels of multiverse. And any exposure to multiverse mania
should make one very careful about getting involved in a program promoting it.

Again, at least one physicist had no trouble recognizing this, insisting that he
wouldn’t participate unless he could be sure his words would not be used to
promote this kind of pseudo-science, and dropping out when he couldn’t get
convincing assurances. Of those who participated in the program besides
Clifford, I have no idea whether they feed betrayed by the program, or whether
they actually think it made sense. Fillippenko is listed in the credits as “scientific
consultant”.

I tried to contact the History Channel about this, got nowhere. Maybe other
people might have more luck. I’m curious whether any of the physicists involved
have complained to anyone there about the program.

24. Professor_D
November 20, 2008

And we wonder why the general public (not to mention politicians) is virtually



scientifically and mathematically illiterate. Whenever I catch the occasional
NOVA, I’m always hoping that it will really be about science this time. But alas, it
always seems to be more boring historical reenactments and other renaissance
faire fluff more appropriate to something that should be shown on the History
Channel. It’s essentially like a glorified version of Wishbone (the dog that
reenacts classics like Romeo and Juliet, and Treasure Island, with the
neighbohood kids). Oh well. Just my two-cents worth on this stuff.

25. Chris W.
November 20, 2008

For some modest relief, BBC2 offers Einstein and Eddington [Physics World blog
review]. The science is apparently lightweight, but at least it seems to be a well-
done drama on an interesting historical period; the producers show a modicum
of taste.

26. abbyyorker
November 20, 2008

The public loved “What the bleep do we know” (I guess – didnt it have a sequel?).
That movie was not only nonsense – it was boring. Public has no clue about
physics – even physics from the 20’s. Some great science communicators can
give a whisper of understanding but it is of little consequence. So let the
theorists run wild – the wilder the better because the public will not (cannot) call
them to account.

27. csrster
November 21, 2008

“I’m always hoping that it will really be about science this time. But alas, it
always seems to be more boring historical reenactments and other renaissance
faire fluff more appropriate to something that should be shown on the History
Channel.”

The dearth of good history broadcasting and it’s replacement with costumised
puff is a topic for another day …

28. Chris Oakley
November 21, 2008

FYI: Einstein and Eddington is on in the UK, BBC2, tomorrow night (November
22) at 9:10pm.

I didn’t see Parallel Universes, at least not in this one. Although one of my body
doubles in a parallel universe may have watched and enjoyed it, this strand of Dr.
Oakley probably won’t bother.

29. trond
November 21, 2008

Anything broadcast on History/Discovery Channel is mostly infotainment and it’s

http://physicsworld.com/blog/2008/11/einstein_and_eddington_film.html
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unreasonable to expect peer-reviewed content (no pun intended on Chaos,
Solitons & Fractals). As mentioned by the other posters, there are only two
broadcasters, BBC and PBS, that still occasionally produce quality productions.

30. Visitor
November 21, 2008

“I tried to contact the History Channel about this, got nowhere. Maybe other
people might have more luck. I’m curious whether any of the physicists involved
have complained to anyone there about the program.”

Perhaps it might worthwhile, and more productive, to contact the physicists
involved. It would be interesting to know, not only their opinion of the show, but
if they feel that they have any duty to do anything about it, or if they can just
wash their hands of the matter.
If these people are sufficiently dissatisfied with the show’s treatment of the
subject, and if they could ante up enough money to put an ad in a magazine,
trade journal, or some publication of that sort, it is – and let me make this
statement sufficiently conditional – it is not impossible that the resulting bad
publicity could serve as a caution to other tv producers considering traipsing
down the same road as was done in this show.

31. bane
November 21, 2008

To Serifo,

Whilst funding bodies generally don’t consider media appearances, unfortunately
many career important committees like hiring, promotion or other-university-
responsibility boards often consider only the volume of a scientist’s media work
(via the pile of clippings and lists of TV work they attach to the CV) and not their
quality. In all honesty I can’t say considering media profile in these kind of things
is wrong per se, it’s just that if you’re going to consider it you really should
evaluate it properly rather than just “weigh it”.

32. Tom Whicker
November 23, 2008

This program was really terrible, but sadly just standard operating
proceedure for the History Channel. I had the misfortune of seeing
“The Earth’s Black Hole” not long ago on the HC. This one was so
astoundingly absurd that even non-technical fans of the channel were
calling for a boycott. There were plenty of mis-quoted scientists
in this one also. Here is a list of those that appeared if anyone
wants to contact them and maybe get some kind of group action going:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decoding_the_Past

33. GR
November 23, 2008

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decoding_the_Past
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CUNY has a new NYC subway train poster with a life size color photo of Dr.
Michio Kaku. It describes him as “co-founder of string field theory” &
“international authority on theoretical physics”.

34. db
November 24, 2008

The “Einstein and Eddington” drama on BBC 2 wasn’t all that bad. It focused
more on the political and social consequences of corresponding with “the
enemy” than the physics, but what physics they did include wasn’t outrageously
mangled.

They took a fair number of liberties with the characters, but they were largely
forgivable with the exception of one cringeworthy speech toward the end.

Overall it did a better job than most of the pop sci stuff out there, but the science
was almost entirely incidental.

35. WP
December 11, 2008

As a writer-producer-director with a strong background in the sciences, I can see
the validity of the points brought up. I personally thought the program was
entertaining, but thought someone reached way up to pull out some of the stuff
showcased on the show.

Now, I’ve always been a proponent of the idea of a ‘multi-verse’ yet some of the
theories like ‘well there may be other identical universes, they’re just too far for
us to see’ should get the ‘plasticman’ award for reaching. That and the ‘burning
a hole in space-time with lasers’ was way too sci-fi even for me.

I do agree with the poster who mentioned that once the script is in the network’s
hands its a done deal. I’m sorry to say that it’s all ‘infotainment’ including NOVA
which I thoroughly enjoy and respect. So at best, production personnel and
scientists will strive to get in and keep in as much solid info as possible.

One good thing about all of this is there are young people watching this stuff and
are building an interest in how all these things (i.e. physics, math, science in
general) work and want to know more. I know that NOVA, Jaques Cousteau, Wild
Kingdom and a host of other shows made the sciences very attractive to me. I’m
sure it is having the same effect on others.

The good news is; those who end up exploring these disciplines will soon
discover the ‘smoke and mirrors’ whipped up by these programs and one day
they’ll say, “Hey, there really wasn’t a lot of good math in this program….”

36. P
January 20, 2009

The history channel tends to be pretty sensational in many of its programs.
Sometimes, late at night, they have had programs about the illuminati and alien



conspiracies. Their religion programs like to focus on the gnostic gospels. If a
real historian would laugh at some topic as total bull, they will probably do a
special about it on the history channel.



The Map of My Life

November 22, 2008
Categories: Book Reviews

Springer has just published an autobiography of Goro Shimura, entitled The Map of
My Life. Shimura’s specialty is the arithmetic theory of modular forms, and he’s
responsible for a crucial construction generalizing the modular curve, now known as
a “Shimura variety”. The book has a long section at the beginning about his childhood
and experiences during the war in Japan. The rest deals mostly with his career as a
mathematician, including often unflattering commentary on his colleagues. One of
those who comes off the best is André Weil, who encouraged and supported Shimura’s
work from the beginning. They both ended up at Princeton, with Weil at the Institute,
Shimura at the University.

The book contains extensive discussion of the story of what Shimura calls “my
conjecture”. This is the conjecture proved by Wiles and others that implies Fermat’s
Last Theorem. In the past, it has conventionally been referred to by various
combinations of the names of Shimura, Taniyama and Weil, although more recently
the convention seems to be to refer to it as the “modularity theorem”. Shimura also
claims credit for conjecturing the “Woods Hole formula” that inspired Atiyah and Bott
to prove their general fixed-point theorem.

To get a flavor of the unusual nature of the book, here are some extracts from one
section:

Jean-Pierre Serre, whom I had met in Tokyo and Paris, was among the
audience, and kept asking questions on the most trivial points, which
naturally annoyed me…. Somebody told me that he had become frustrated
and even sour. Much later I formed an opinion that he had been frustrated
and sour for most of his life. As described in my letter to Freydoon Shahidi,
included as Section A2 in this book, he once tried to humiliate me, and as a
result gave me the chance to state my conjectures about rational elliptic
curves. I now believe that his “attack” on me was caused by his jealousy
towards my supposed “success” — my conjectural formula and lectures — at
Woods Hole….

In spite of the fact that my mathematical work was little understood by the
general mathematical public, I was often the target of jealousy by other
mathematicians, which I found strange. I can narrate many stories about
this in detail, but that would be unpleasant and unnecessary, and so I
mention only one interesting case…

(he then describes an encounter in which Harish-Chandra compares
favorably Apery’s result on the irrationality of ζ (3) to Shimura’s work.)

Clearly he thought he finally found something with which he could humiliate
me: To his disappointment, he failed. Did he do such a thing to other
people? Unlikely, though I really don’t know. But why me? To answer that

http://www.springer.com/math/book/978-0-387-79714-4
http://www.springer.com/math/book/978-0-387-79714-4
http://www.springer.com/math/book/978-0-387-79714-4
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question, let me first note an incident that happened in the fall of 1964. As I
already explained, Atiyah and Bott proved a certain trace formula based on
my idea. Bott gave a talk on that topic at the Institute for Advanced Study.
In this case he clearly acknowledged their debt to me. In the talk he
mentioned that Weyl’s character formula could be obtained as an easy
application. Harish-Chandra, who said, “Oh, I thought the matter was the
other way around; your formula would follow from Weyl’s formula.” Bott,
much disturbed, answered, “I don’t see how that can be done.” After more
than ten seconds of silence, Harish-Chandra said “It was a joke.” There was
half-hearted laughter, and I thought that his utterance was awkward and did
not make much sense even as a joke.

It is futile to psychoanalyze him, but such an experience may allow me to
express some of my thoughts. He was insecure and hungry for recognition.
That much is the opinion shared by many of those who knew him. He did not
know much outside his own field, but he was not aware of his ignorance. In
addition, I would think he was highly competitive, though he rarely showed
his competitiveness. From his viewpoint I was perhaps one of his
competitors who must be humiliated, in spite of the fact that I was not
working in his field. Here I may have written more than is necessary, but my
concluding point is: He did so, even though I did nothing to him.

The book contains quite a few other unpleasant characterizations of other people,
together with assurances that everyone else shared his view of the person in
question. I know for a fact that in at least one case this is untrue:

A well known math-physicist Eugene Wigner was in our department, and so
I occasionally talked with him. He was pompous and took himself very
seriously. That is the impression shared by all those who talked with him.

Wigner was still around when I was a student at Princeton and often came to tea. My
impression of him was not at all that which Shimura claims to have been universal.

Update: An exchange between Shimura and Bott about the Woods Hole story can be
found here.

Comments

1. chickenbreeder
November 22, 2008

Interesting. I will probably buy a copy of the book if it’s not expensive.

A book like this is not unprecedented. Andrei Sakharov’s memoir has a lot of
moments when he pointedly accused his colleagues of character flaws. Those
include at least one for Zeldovich, who had been supportive of him most of the
time and was considered by AS as a friend. In fact, I think this is exactly what a
good memoir should be: Honest recollection of one’s thoughts and feelings, at
the end of one’s career when there’s nothing more at stake. This also serves as a

http://www.ams.org/notices/200107/commentary.pdf
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release, or else one would have to bring those thoughts and feelings alone to the
grave.

(In the revised version of his memoir, Sakharov mentioned that he and Zeldovich
eventually reconciled.)

2. Coin
November 22, 2008

Maybe not the most appropriate question to ask, but I cannot help but wonder–
does Shimura’s book have anything of detail to say about Taniyama, or attempt
to offer any insight into his suicide?

3. Neville
November 22, 2008

It sounds like a rather sad book. Life should be a happy adventure.

4. mathematician
November 22, 2008

Is there any reason to doubt the general picture portrayed by Shimura of a not
always pleasant sociology. I would tend to take him at his word (with an
appropriate grain of salt). Surely there are at least others in that circle who
could confirm the existence of this kind of negative atmosphere.

I know nothing of this group, but I have seen and experienced negative things in
my own circles, and I am acutely aware of how much people resent being
informed of it.

5. anonymous
November 23, 2008

One is obviously reminded of Grothendieck’s “Recoltes et Semailles”, where
similar “score settling” sadly occurs.

When I’ve got a grudge against someone, I take it up with him/her, not with the
general public.

6. MathPhys
November 23, 2008

I know that Grothendieck’s accusations of a certain person in R et S were
completely unfounded.

Grothendieck was a very great man, but when he wrote R et S, he was too angry
to see that others may have perfectly valid explanations for their actions.

In any case, the people that he attacked were all still around and active when R
et S was distributed.

In Shimura’s case, the situation is different as many of the people that he talks



about are no longer in a position to defend themselves.

7. Peter Woit
November 23, 2008

Coin,

There’s a bit in the book about Taniyama, no insight into the reason for his
suicide.

mathematician,

I gave one reason to doubt Shimura’s portrayals of other people’s failings, based
on my own personal experience. I’ve never met Serre personally, but Shimura’s
claim that he was jealous because of the Wood’s Hole conjecture is hard to
believe. The currency of renown among mathematicians is theorems, not
conjectures….

8. Per
November 23, 2008

If the text above is true, then it is a bit sad that excellence in mental
achievements does not imply growth of other aspects of personality.

Egomaniacs seem to roam the halls of famous mathematics institutions also.

9. mathematician
November 23, 2008

Peter, okay you have a point that Shimura’s claims of the form “everyone agrees
with me” are easily refuted by people disagreeing with him.

But his claims of the form “person X has certain negative characteristics” are not
so easily refuted by people disagreeing with him. People may not like hearing
such things, but if they know nothing of the people involved they should just
remain agnostic on the issue. I object to people automatically rejecting his
claims, just because they are negative.

I have personal experience of being severely mistreated by someone who is
viewed positively by many people and who has received awards and recognition
for being something completely different to what I am describing. Several years
ago I was almost driven to suicide by this person, and I believe there is another
case where the word “almost” does not apply. And yet I just have to keep my
mouth shut about it, because of the backlash that there is to such negative
claims.

10. st
November 23, 2008

The academe in previous decades was not nearly as open-minded as it is today. I
am sure as a foreign Japanese scholar working in the US back then, he must
have felt at least some form of subtle prejudice or discrimination. From the



excerpts and letter to the AMS, it appears that Shimura has felt that his ideas
were often ignored or belittled and would like proper credit for his work.
Although he may come across as a bit paranoid in his writing, that doesn’t mean
his observations about his colleagues were inaccurate or baseless, though the
assertion that “all” agree with his opinion is exaggerated.

11. woit
November 23, 2008

st,

If Shimura felt discriminated against by anyone for being Japanese, he doesn’t
mention that in his book.

12. st
November 23, 2008

Peter,

I mentioned discrimination because it was well known at the time. For example,
in his paper A History of Mathematics at Princeton University (available here),
Michael Seip writes:

Gian Carlo Rota was an undergraduate mathematics major at Princeton
in the early 1950’s, a period marked by growth of the department and
political upheaval in academia. He describes another, more ugly, notion
of the times; nationality prejudices in academia. Many notable
professors from Europe and the Far East were allowed to visit
American universities, but not many were granted tenure. This bias
was expressed at Princeton in several notable instances. The geometer
Kunihiko Kodaira, from Japan, was appointed to a six-year term but
was not awarded tenure. Though Kodaira, “whose work in geometry
was revered by everyone in the Princeton main line”, (Rota, p. 226)
was an accomplished and productive researcher, several members of
the Princeton faculty were opposed to his award of tenure on the basis
of his nationality and he was voted down.

On a different note, the paper continues with this observation:

“Bias also existed towards those men who studied subjects considered
intangible at the time…”

This type of bias, unfortunately, is still pretty much alive today.

13. Kea2
November 24, 2008

Over the years, Shimura has increasingly isolated himself from other
mathematicians. Like Grothendieck, he can write very well about
nonmathematical things — for example, his memoir on Taniyama (BLMS 1989) is
very moving — but I wouldn’t give any more credence to his characterizations of
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other mathematicians than I do to Grothendieck’s.

14. Jean-Paul Billon
November 24, 2008

Whatever the domain, to push one’s ideas leads to be shot at will by people you
were trusting to be fair great minds. Mathematicians are not outside of the
current universe under this aspect. Having been a mathematicinas in a former
life, I was hurt by the buzz that a very obvious fundamental theorem I was using
to base on a new method of theorem proving was wrong. No luck for my
detractors, it was a well known theorem proven by Shannon. Since I have been
moving to industry and now to politics. Same game. But you learn how to get a
thick skin. Whoever believes that fundamental science is clean from any blow
under the belt is a naive. Novertheless, sciens is moetimes progressing, which is
great. BTW, did you know that Einstein was barred from tenure in France when
seeking asylum…?

15. N. Nakanishi
November 24, 2008

My impression of E. Wigner is common to P. Woit’s one. In 1961, at Princeton I
met him and reported that I had translated his famous essay entitled “The
Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics in the Natural Sciences” into
Japanese. He was extremely polite to such a young Japanese as me.

16. sz
November 25, 2008

Mathematicians always behave like children, even great ones like Shimura are
no exception. In this book Shimura portrayed himself more like an aged Tom
Sawyer than a matured adult. I don’t see anything wrong about it, I believe his
words are sincere and truthful.

In my naive psycho-analysis, I think sometimes when a person describes another
person, he unconsciously projects his own shadow over the others’ image. In
Shimura’s opinion about Harish-Chandra, I very much see an image of Shimura
himself.

But I do think this is different from Grothendieck’s “Recoltes et Semailles”,
because Grothendieck is not a traditional mathematician. What he did in
mathematics is, in some sense, not mathematics at all, but rather like mythology
of Ramanujan…it’s like he hits the weakness of standard mathematical thinking
in some way. His anger towards the others maybe come from the fact that even
those closest to him can not or would not follow his way of thinking.

17. a.k.
November 25, 2008

..discrimination was not only ‘well-known at that time’, it certainly influenced the
mathematical community not only in those days. In difference to any other
subclass of society, the existence of discrimination by race, class or gender



among mathematicians is not a ‘valid’ subject of discussion, is is assumed to be
non-existent due to the general ‘level of civilisation’, which one presupposes for
mathematicians. This is -without any doubt- the (conscious or subconscious)
reason why Shimura did not explicitly mention the term of discrimination in his
book, although it seems to be clearly implicit. It is a common phenomenon for
people experiencing discrimination to react in a way which seems ‘paranoid’ to
the observer, even or especially if the actual formulation of the term
‘discrimination’ is, for some reason, not an accepted way to choose for the
person in case, for personal or ‘external’ reasons.

18. former mathematician
November 30, 2008

I can’t resist the opening to report a Shimura anecdote from the 50’s or 60’s,
when it seemed that he was publishing at least one 45-page paper each month.

A mathematician was browsing through typewriter ribbons ath the university
store. Shimura approached him and said, “Don’t get that brand; get this brand.
You will find it helps write better papers.”

19. Peter Woit
November 30, 2008

fm,

Funny, typewriter ribbons seem to be a big concern of Shimura’s. In his book, he
describes one city in Japan where he worked as kind of a wasteland, with the
main evidence being that he had trouble finding a place to buy typewriter
ribbons.

20. anonymous
December 6, 2008

Jean-Pierre Serre was probably the greatest mathematician of the second part of
this century. He remained very creative over the years. Of course there were
very creative new comers, who started at the right time. But the fact that Jean-
Pierre Serre lasted so long must be irritating to some…

21. Betsy Devine
December 9, 2008

What a strange characterization of Wigner, who was shy and so European-polite
as to seem quite formal.

I remember in the mid or late 1970s when the talk of Princeton physics was
Wigner’s courting Pat Hamilton, the widow of another physicist who was soon to
become his third wife. Joan Treiman told me that on summer evenings you could
see them out strolling together, holding hands. I never saw this phenomenon, but
it was a real pleasure to see them at physics parties looking both so, so happy.
My impression was that Wigner’s colleagues loved as well as admired him.



22. st
December 10, 2008

I wonder whether mathematicians, in general, are always aware of how they
come across to others especially in social situations. I would imagine that this
awareness is probably below average as a group, although there are some with
average to superb social skills. This is because we’re trained to be direct,
specific, and honest in our communication. There’s little room for “spinning”
when proving a theorem. As Gian-Carlo Rota once observed, mathematicians
have “bad personalities,” make “terrible salesmen,” and are “totally devoid of
common sense.”

To give an example from my own experience, I’ve pointed out several relatively
minor mistakes to a speaker in public without realizing at the time that that
might have been offensive. For us, it is almost an instinct to correct. So I can
understand how someone “asking questions on the most trivial points” might just
be trying to understand the material rather than to intentionally annoy. What is
“trivial” to one expert may be puzzling to others not directly working in the area.
Coupled that with the extra-sensitivity of a person who might have experienced
discrimination, it is easy to give birth to a “grudge” without the other party being
aware of any wrongdoing. Such misunderstanding is unfortunate indeed.

23. Anonymous
February 7, 2009

Goro Shimura recently published this book too:

Link can be found here:

http://www.tenspeed.com/store/?main_page=pubs_product_book_jph1_info&
products_id=2465

24. anon smith
February 27, 2009

Professor Goro Shimura, one of the greatest mathematicians of our day, has
written a wonderful book about something well outside of mathematics: an
aspect of Japanese culture that should be of great interest for anyone interested
in Japanese civilization. I congratulate him for writing so eloquently outside the
field of mathematics and for showing his sincere passion for an art form that is
unique to historic Japan and its tradition. This book will enlighten and delight
any reader with interest in Japan, in fine porcelain, and in ancient traditions.
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Notes on BRST V: Highest Weight Theory

November 23, 2008
Categories: BRST

In the last posting we discussed the Lie algebra cohomology H^*(\mathfrak g, V) for
\mathfrak g a semi-simple Lie algebra. Because the invariants functor is exact here,
this tells us nothing about the structure of irreducible representations in this case. In
this posting we’ll consider a different sort of example of Lie algebra cohomology, one
that is intimately involved with the structure of irreducible \mathfrak
g-representations.

Structure of semi-simple Lie algebras

A semi-simple Lie algebra is a direct sum of non-abelian simple Lie algebras. Over the
complex numbers, every such Lie algebra is the complexification \mathfrak
g_{\mathbf C} of some real Lie algebra \mathfrak g of a compact, connected Lie
group. The Lie algebra \mathfrak g of a compact Lie group G is, as a vector space, the
direct sum

\mathfrak g=\mathfrak t \oplus \mathfrak g/\mathfrak t

where \mathfrak t is a commutative sub-algebra (the Cartan sub-algebra), the Lie
algebra of T, a maximal torus subgroup of G.

Note that \mathfrak t is not an ideal in \mathfrak g, so \mathfrak g/\mathfrak t is not a
subalgebra. \mathfrak g is itself a representation of \mathfrak g (the adjoint
representation: \pi(X)Y= ), and thus a representation of the subalgebra \mathfrak t.
On any complex representation V of \mathfrak g, the action of \mathfrak t can be
diagonalized, with eigenspaces V^\lambda labeled by the corresponding eigenvalues,
given by the weights \lambda. These weights \lambda\in\mathfrak t_{\mathbf C}^*
are defined by (for v\in V^\lambda,\ H\in \mathfrak t):

\pi(H)v=\lambda(H)v

Complexifying the adjoint representation, the non-zero weights of this representation
are called roots, and we have

\mathfrak g_{\mathbf C}=\mathfrak t_{\mathbf C} \oplus ((\mathfrak g/\mathfrak
t)\otimes\mathbf C)

The second term on the right is the sum of the root spaces V^\alpha for the roots
\alpha. If \alpha is a root, so is -\alpha, and one can choose decompositions of the set
of roots into “positive roots” and “negative roots” such that:

\mathfrak n^+=\bigoplus_{+\ roots\ \alpha}(\mathfrak g_{\mathbf C})^\alpha,\
\mathfrak n^-=\bigoplus_{-\ roots\ \alpha}(\mathfrak g_{\mathbf C})^\alpha

where \mathfrak n^+ (the “nilpotent radical”) and \mathfrak n^- are nilpotent Lie
subalgebras of \mathfrak g_{\mathbf C}. So, while \mathfrak g/\mathfrak t is not a



subalgebra of \mathfrak g, after complexifying we have decompositions

(\mathfrak g/\mathfrak t)\otimes \mathbf C=\mathfrak n^+ \oplus \mathfrak n^-

The choice of such a decomposition is not unique, with the Weyl group W (for a
compact group G, W is the finite group N(T)/T, N(T) the normalizer of T in G)
permuting the possible choices.

Recall that a complex structure on a real vector space V is given by a decomposition

V\otimes \mathbf C=W\oplus\overline{W}

so the above construction gives |W| different invariant choices of complex structure
on \mathfrak g/\mathfrak t, which in turn give |W| invariant ways of making G/T into a
complex manifold.

The simplest example to keep in mind is G=SU(2),\ T=U(1),\ W=\mathbf Z_2, where
\mathfrak g=\mathfrak{su}(2), and \mathfrak g_{\mathbf C}=\mathfrak{sl}
(2,\mathbf C). One can choose T to be the diagonal matrices, with a basis of \mathfrak
t given by

\frac{i}{2}\sigma_3=\frac{1}{2}\begin{pmatrix}i&0\\0&-i\end{pmatrix}

and bases of \mathfrak n^+,\ \mathfrak n^- given by

\frac{1}{2}(\sigma_1+i\sigma_2)=\begin{pmatrix}0&1\\0&0\end{pmatrix},\ \frac{1}
{2}(\sigma_1-i\sigma_2)=\begin{pmatrix}0&0\\1&0\end{pmatrix}

(here the \sigma_i are the Pauli matrices). The Weyl group in this case just
interchanges \mathfrak n^+ \leftrightarrow \mathfrak n^-.

Highest weight theory

Irreducible representations V of a compact Lie group G are finite dimensional and
correspond to finite dimensional representations of \mathfrak g_{\mathbf C}. For a
given choice of \mathfrak n^+, such representations can be characterized by their
subspace V^{\mathfrak n^+}, the subspace of vectors annihilated by \mathfrak n^+.
Since \mathfrak n^+ acts as “raising operators”, taking subspaces of a given weight
to ones with weights that are more positive, this is called the “highest weight” space
since it consists of vectors whose weight cannot be raised by the action of \mathfrak
g_{\mathbf C}. For an irreducible representation, this space is one dimensional, and
we can label irreducible representations by the weight of V^{\mathfrak n^+}. The
irreducible representation with highest weight \lambda is denoted V_{\lambda}. Note
that this labeling depends on the choice of \mathfrak n^+.

Getting back to Lie algebra cohomology, while H^*(\mathfrak g, V)=0 for an
irreducible representation V, the Lie algebra cohomology for \mathfrak n^+ is more
interesting, with H^0(\mathfrak n^+, V)=V^{\mathfrak n^+}, the highest weight
space. \mathfrak t acts not just on V, but on the entire complex C(\mathfrak n^+, V),
in such a way that the cohomology spaces H^i(\mathfrak n^+,V) are representations
of \mathfrak t, so can be characterized by their weights.



For an irreducible representation V_\lambda, one would like to know which higher
cohomology spaces are non-zero and what their weights are. The answer to this
question involves a surprising “\rho – shift”, a shift in the weights by a weight \rho,
where

\rho=\frac{1}{2}\sum_{+\ roots} \alpha

half the sum of the positive roots. This is a first indication that it might be better to
work with spinors rather than with the exterior algebra that is used in the Koszul
resolution used to define Lie algebra cohomology. Much more about this in a later
posting.

One finds that dim\ H^*(\mathfrak n^+,V_\lambda)=|W|, and the weights occuring in
H^i(\mathfrak n^+,V_\lambda) are all weights of the form w(\lambda +\rho)-\rho,
where w\in W is an element of length i. The Weyl group can be realized as a reflection
group action on \mathfrak t^*, generated by one reflection for each “simple” root.
The length of a Weyl group element is the minimal number of reflections necessary to
realize it. So, in dimension 0, one gets H^0(\mathfrak n^+,
V_\lambda)=V^{\mathfrak n^+} with weight \lambda, but there is also higher
cohomology. Changing one’s choice of \mathfrak n^+ by acting with the Weyl group
permutes the different weight spaces making up H^*(\mathfrak n^+, V). For an
irreducible representation, to characterize it in a manner that is invariant under
change in choice of \mathfrak n^+, one should take the entire Weyl group orbit of the
\rho – shifted highest weight \lambda, i.e. the set of weights

\{w(\lambda +\rho),\ w\in W\}

In our G=SU(2) example, highest weights can be labeled by non-negative half integral
values (the “spin” s of the representation)

s=0,\frac{1}{2},1,\frac{3}{2}\2,\cdots

with \rho=\frac{1}{2}. The irreducible representation V_s is of dimension 2s+1, and
one finds that H^0(\mathfrak n^+,V_s) is one-dimensional of weight s, while
H^1(\mathfrak n^+,V_s) is one-dimensional of weight -s-1.

The character of a representation is given by a positive integral combination of the
weights

char(V)=\sum_{weights\ \omega} (dim\ V^\omega)\omega

(here V^\omega is the \omega weight space). The Weyl character formula expresses
this as a quotient of expressions involving weights taken with both positive and
negative integral coefficients. The numerator and denominator have an interpretation
in terms of Lie algebra cohomology:

char(V)=\frac{\chi(H^*(\mathfrak n^+, V))}{\chi(H^*(\mathfrak n^+, \mathbf C))}

Here \chi is the Euler characteristic: the difference between even-dimensional
cohomology (a sum of weights taken with a + sign), and odd-dimensional cohomology
(a sum of weights taken with a – sign). Note that these Euler characteristics are



independent of the choice of \mathfrak n^+.

The material in this last section goes back to Bott’s 1957 paper Homogeneous Vector
Bundles, with more of the Lie algebra story worked out by Kostant in his 1961 Lie
Algebra Cohomology and the Generalized Borel-Weil Theorem. For an expository
treatment with details, showing how one actually computes the Lie algebra
cohomology in this case, for U(n) see chapter VI.3 of Knapp’s Lie Groups, Lie
Algebras and Cohomology, or for the general case see chapter IV.9 of Knapp and
Vogan’s Cohomological Induction and Unitary Representations.

Comments

1. D R Lunsford
November 24, 2008

Well what did you ever determine intuitively about the bifurcation of the world
represented by W direct bar W? There are many candidates, but they come down
to matter vs. antimatter. I mean how did you come to think about it? This issue
comes up again and again.

-drl

2. Peter Woit
November 24, 2008

drl,

This is just the completely conventional way mathematicians think of what it
means to put a complex structure on a real vector space.

I should have commented somewhere about the fact that the whole highest-
weight theory set-up is very much analogous to quantum field theory, with the
highest weight vector playing the role of a the vacuum vector. You get something
just like the particle-anti-particle business.

In the case of affine Lie algebras, the analogous construction is exactly one that
comes from 1+1 d QFT.

3. newcomer to QFT
December 9, 2008

“The answer to this question involves a surprising $\rho$ – shift”, a shift in the
weights by a weight $\rho$, where

$$\rho=\frac{1}{2}\sum_{+} roots} \alpha$$

half the sum of the positive roots. This is a first indication that it might be better
to work with spinors rather than with the exterior algebra that is used in the
Koszul resolution used to define Lie algebra cohomology.”



See Ettienne Rassart’s thesis:
http://www.math.cornell.edu/~rassart/pub/EtienneRassart_Thesis.pdf

for another way of avoiding the $\rho$-shift without using spinors.

http://www.math.cornell.edu/~rassart/pub/EtienneRassart_Thesis.pdf
http://www.math.cornell.edu/~rassart/pub/EtienneRassart_Thesis.pdf


The Landscape at Princeton

November 24, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania

The Princeton Center for Theoretical Science has been having a mini-symposium on
the string theory Landscape, and as part of this today hosted a “panel discussion” on
the topic. It turns out that there’s not a lot of support for the Landscape in Princeton.

Michael Douglas was the only real Landscape proponent in evidence. He gave a
presentation on the state of Landscape studies, beginning by noting that
landscapeologists keep finding more possible string vacua. Evidently the 10^500
number always quoted for the number of semi-realistic vacua is no longer operative,
with latest estimates more like 10^(10^5) or higher. Douglas acknowledged that this
pretty much removes any hope of making predictions by using experiment to fix this
freedom and end up with non-trivial constraints. All that’s left is the idea of doing
statistical calculations, but there the problem is that you don’t know the measure. He
ended up mainly talking about cosmology, partly about the hope that maybe
cosmology would constrain the possible vacua, as well as going over various ideas for
putting a measure on the space of vacua. None of this really seems to lead anywhere,
with all proposed measures having a rather ad hoc character. Douglas advocated just
trying to count all vacua with the same weight, since at least one might hope to
calculate that.

Tom Banks began by claiming that the effective field theory picture used in the
landscape is just not valid. He also pointed out that if the landscape arguments were
valid, the landscape would be disconfirmed by experiment, since 10-20 of the
Standard Model parameters are unconstrained by anthropics, but take unusually
small values, not the random distribution one would expect. Banks takes the attitude
that the CC probably has an anthropic explanation, but not particle physics or the SM
parameters. He also attacked the usual claims that different vacua are all states of
the same theory, arguing that they instead correspond to different theories. Finally, he
pointed out that the one prediction that landscapeologists had claimed they would be
able to make, the scale of SSYM breaking, hadn’t worked out at all (Douglas now
acknowledges that this can’t be done).

Nati Seiberg then argued that, as one gets to deeper and deeper levels of
understanding of particle physics, one might reach a level where the only
explanations are environmental and have to give up. He sees no reason for that to be
the case now, with the main problem that of EWSB, and nothing to indicate that
anthropics has anything to do with the problem. Rather, the problem is there because
we haven’t had high enough energy accelerators (the LHC should change that), and
the problem is hard. He ended by saying that the appropriate response at the present
time to anthropic arguments like the Landscape is to just ignore them.

The last speaker was Nima Arkani-Hamed, who I suppose was chosen as a proponent
of anthropics. He didn’t live up to this, saying that he pretty much agreed with
Seiberg. Like Banks, he finds the anthropic explanation of the CC a plausible reason
for why no one has come up with a better idea. He did say that thinking about



anthropics and the Landscape has led people to look at some possiblilities for particle
physics that otherwise would not have been examined. About the cosmological issues
brought up by Douglas, his opinion is that there’s probably no point to thinking about
these questions now, doing so might be like trying to come up with a theory of
superconductivity in 1903. As far as EWSB goes, he believes the LHC will show us a
non-anthropic explanation for its scale.

He explicitly attacked the discussion of measures that Douglas had engaged in as “not
fruitful”, saying that he didn’t see any “endgame”, that it was wildly improbably that
these could predict anything about particle physics. He also doesn’t see why our
vacuum should be typical, joking that some of the least typical people in the world
(Linde was mentioned) are most devoted to claiming that our universe is typical. He
went on to argue for the currently fashionable enterprise of studying S-matrix
amplitudes, arguing that looking at the local physics embodied in Lagrangians was no
longer so interesting, that instead one should be trying to understand questions
where locality is not manifest.

Finally, Arkani-Hamed ended with the statement that string theory is useful as a way
to study questions about quantum gravity, but “unlikely to tell us anything about
particle physics”. This is an opinion that has become quite widespread among
theorists, but news of this has not gotten out to the popular media, where the idea
that string theory has something to do with the LHC keeps coming up.

So, all in all, I found myself in agreement with most of the speakers. On another
positive note, the math and physics book collection at Labyrinth (which has replaced
the U-store bookstore) has improved dramatically.

Comments

1. anon.
November 25, 2008

“Evidently the 10^500 number always quoted for the number of semi-realistic
vacua is no longer operative, with latest estimates more like 10^(10^5) or
higher. Douglas acknowledged that this pretty much removes any hope of
making predictions by using experiment to fix this freedom and end up with non-
trivial constraints.”

But isn’t the mainstream string theorist argument now the exact opposite, i.e.
“the bigger the landscape, the better”? See:

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-twelve-results-of-string-theory.html

According to Joe Polchinski (who is has done research in string theory and
written a large textbook on the subject as you are aware), the twelfth top result
of string theory is precisely:

“The existence of the landscape, a large enough set of metastable solutions that
the cosmological constant can adjust to a value small enough as to allow

http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-twelve-results-of-string-theory.html
http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/06/top-twelve-results-of-string-theory.html


organized structures (which require many bits and many cycles). [hep-
th/0603249]” (Emphasis added.)

Therefore, the bigger the size of the landscape, the higher the probability that it
can be somehow adjusted to fit observed physics, in principle. If the landscape
size was really small, string theory could be falsified easily, and these experts
(who appreciate a really big landscape over a small one) wouldn’t waste their
time on it.

2. Peter Woit
November 25, 2008

anon.,

Landscape proponents want at least 10^120 vacua, so as to anthropically solve
the CC problem. They would like to get a prediction about something else, and
for this the much larger numbers being considered now are a problem.

3. Shantanu
November 25, 2008

Peter, can you post a link to the conference site/talks if available?
thanks

4. Peter Woit
November 25, 2008

Shantanu,

The only info about the conference available on-line that I know of is here:

http://pcts.princeton.edu/pcts/bigbang/Program-11-21-08.pdf

at the panel discussion, Douglas has quite a few slides, Banks just a few, Seiberg
and Arkani-Hamed made informal remarks. I don’t think anything was recorded,
or that more will be available on-line.

5. Tony Smith
November 26, 2008

Peter, the PCTS conference link you gave was interesting in what was omitted:
Witten was not listed as being involved.

Has Witten taken a clear position on the Superstring Landscape,
or
does it appear that he is just letting it hang itself and drift slowly in the wind ?

Tony Smith

6. Aaron Bergman
November 26, 2008

http://pcts.princeton.edu/pcts/bigbang/Program-11-21-08.pdf
http://pcts.princeton.edu/pcts/bigbang/Program-11-21-08.pdf


Witten is on sabbatical at CERN.

7. Peter Woit
November 26, 2008

Tony,

As Aaron points out, Witten is not in Princeton this year. My impression is that
he, like just most of the theorists in Princeton, is no fan of the landscape, and
even if he were around, might steer clear of much involvement in this kind of
program. What I find remarkable about the landscape story is how its proponents
have managed to give the public the impression that it is the dominant point of
view among string theorists. In actuality, I think most string theorist’s attitude
toward it is that of Seiberg: it should just be ignored.

8. M
November 27, 2008

ignoring the string landscape implies ignoring string theory

9. Sumar Ongi
November 27, 2008

I may be wrong, but I think not too long ago Arkani-Hamed was actively working
with landscape-inspired models. (I even vaguely remember his calling this kind
of work “staring the monster in the face”, or something like that, in an
interview.) If so, his change of opinion about those models (and about the
relationship between ST and Particle Physics) is quite remarkable. More
generally, it seems to me that all the opinions quoted above from well known
theorists about these matters reflect a tidal change of mind in the string
community.

10. Arun
November 27, 2008

I think it is a sign of progress that 10^500 has morphed to 10^100000. It is
much more effective in keeping more people from wasting their time on it. Let a
small contingent of researchers keep working on this and improving the
intractability results of the landscape.

11. Tony Smith
November 27, 2008

Sumar Ongi said “… Arkani-Hamed was … calling … landscape-inspired model …
“staring the monster in the face” …”
and
Peter said “… Nima Arkani-Hamed … went on to argue for the currently
fashionable enterprise of studying S-matrix amplitudes, arguing that looking at
the local physics embodied in Lagrangians was no longer so interesting …”.

Is Arkani-Hamed’s “landscape-inspired model” that is “the currently fashionable



enterprise of studying S-matrix amplitudes”
actually
his MARMOSET approach described in hep-ph/0703088
and discussed in a RESONAANCES blog entry dated 1 July 2007 entitled “Nima’s
Marmoset” ?

In view of the success of the Standard Model Local Lagrangian,
is it reasonable to say that “local physics” of “Lagrangians” is “no longer so
interesting” ?

Tony Smith

12. Peter Woit
November 27, 2008

Tony,

You’re mixing up three completely unrelated things (landscape-inspired models,
studying S-matrix amplitudes, and MARMOSET), with nothing much in common
except that Arkani-Hamed has worked on them.

13. hmmm
November 27, 2008

What exactly is it that there are N=10^{many} of? (What does “possible string
vacua” mean?) How are they counted? Does each one of these N “vacua”, have
their own continuously variable parameters (like the standard model has), in
which case, why don’t they say there are infinitely many and be done with the
counting?

Finally, is there any sense in which string theory “predicts” that these “vacua”
actually exist in physical reality, or is it just that some people choose to add the
separate and additional hypothesis that things that might be theoretically
possible, are guaranteed to actually exist as part of physical reality? (And
couldn’t you just make a “landscape” out of the standard model and its own
continuously variable parameters, or out of whatever variable model you like?)

It just seems that some of these theorists are taking their models way too
seriously, and have too narrowly focused on a limited range of possibilities.

14. Peter Woit
November 28, 2008

hmmm,

For the answers to you first questions, see review articles by Douglas and others.
Plenty of string vacua do have continuous parameters, but these are supposed to
correspond to massless fields. We don’t see these, so you ignore those vacua. The
10^500 or larger number is a counting of vacua that aren’t in obvious conflict
with experiment.



Whether these “vacua” are legitimate metastable ground states of the full non-
perturbative string theory is controversial. No way to resolve the controversy,
since no one knows what the full non-perturbative string theory is.

I’ve gone on at length elsewhere why this is different than the standard model,
but the obvious point is that the string landscape is thoroughly non-predictive
about anything, whereas the standard model makes a vast number of detailed,
testable (and tested) predictions.

15. dan
November 30, 2008

PW,
Do you support research aimed at writing down “full non-perturbative string
theory”?

What can full non-perturbative string theory tell us that current perturbation
series can’t?

regards,
dan

16. Peter Woit
December 1, 2008

dan,

Sure, some people should continue thinking about this. The problem right now is
that, besides gauge/string duality, no one has any very promising ideas. There
are a long list of things that people would like string theory to do (provide a
predictive TOE, a full quantum theory of black holes, a string dual to QCD, etc,
etc.), but no one can tell whether this will work, because no one is sure what
string theory “is”, outside of perturbation theory. If that question had a definitive
answer, one could start getting agreement on what string theory is good for, and
what it isn’t good for, which would be very helpful.

17. Gordon McCabe
December 5, 2008

Do anthropic explanations include cosmological natural selection (a la Lee
Smolin)?

18. hmmm
December 5, 2008

Gordon McCabe Says: “Do anthropic explanations include cosmological natural
selection (a la Lee Smolin)?”

No. Definitely not. They are completely different.

Anthropic explanations are more akin to postulating that the universe generates
a huge number of random configurations of matter, some of which happen to be



elephants.

Cosmological natural selection is more akin to the usual natural selection and its
explanation for elephants.

19. Highspin
December 6, 2008

10^500 might be “the number of semi-realisitic vacua in ST usualy quoted”, but
this is the number of vacua in a more or less typical KKLT flux compactification
senario. There are a possibly infinite number of Calabi-Yau’s etc. that you could
use to play that game. The question is then what are the superselection sectors,
but no one knows that I guess…

Two years ago in Les Houches Summer school, Nima was still a very strong
proponent of anthropic argument, and not only for the CC. It was fun listening to
him, even a 3 in the morning, and it got me thinking a lot. I’m glad if he changed
his mind though.

20. Gordon McCabe
December 7, 2008

I recognize that cosmological natural selection (CNS) is distinct from the
anthropic principle (AP); in CNS, a life-permitting universe is a typical member
of the universe population, whilst according to the AP, it is a very special member
of the population.

However, I wondered if CNS falls under the aegis of anthropic explanations for
the purpose of the arguments in this article. I’m thinking of the following:

“He also pointed out that if the landscape arguments were valid, the landscape
would be disconfirmed by experiment, since 10-20 of the Standard Model
parameters are unconstrained by anthropics, but take unusually small values,
not the random distribution one would expect. Banks takes the attitude that the
CC probably has an anthropic explanation, but not particle physics or the SM
parameters.”

Can cosmological natural selection explain those Standard Model parameters, or
does it leave them unconstrained, just like the anthropic principle?

21. hmmm
December 7, 2008

To Gordon McCabe:

Good question, I don’t know. You would have to go to the original source. I would
guess there is much less written on CNS than (various versions of) AP.

But I would think that for Standard Model parameters that are unconstrained (or
loosely constrained), it wouldn’t matter. Their values could drift (between
generations) with neutral effect, and so CNS would not “explain” their specific



values, nor would those values falsify or confirm CNS. (Just like selection-neutral
genes.) There are still plenty of (SM and cosmological) parameters that could
falsify CNS.

I’m not an expert. I just read some things and formed my own conclusions.



Latest From the LHC

November 25, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News

A talk at CERN today by Jorg Wenninger gives an update on the problems at Sector
34 and more information about what the prospects are for restarting the machine
next year.

The cause of the accident has been identified as excessive resistance in a busbar
interconnection between two magnets. Looking at logged data from before the
accident, evidence for this excessive resistance was seen. Checking all the other
sectors, a hint of a similar problem was found in one other cell, and that dipole will be
replaced.

50 magnets are in the process of being removed from Sector 34, all to be out by
Christmas. To avoid future similar accidents, the quench protection system is being
upgraded, and the commissioning procedures will include a systematic search for
excessive resistance problems. These measures can be implemented before next
summer. There is also a plan is to add pressure release valves on every dipole
cryostat, but this is highly problematic since it will require warming up all the sectors
and likely would not allow the LHC to run with beam during 2009. The summary for
2009 plans reads:

Plan A:

• Restart in (late) summer of 2009 with beam.
• Beam intensity and energy limited to minimize any risk.

Plan B:

• No beam before a complete ‘upgrade’ of the pressure relief system is
implemented on all sectors.

• Excludes beam in 2009.

Final decision in February?

On a more cheerful note, tonight PBS will be broadcasting a documentary about the
search for the Higgs at Fermilab called The Atom Smashers. It looks like this program
should be about 10^(10^5) times better than a recent one featuring theorists. One of
the filmmakers has a blog here. With the LHC out of commission for a while, the
Higgs search at the Tevatron is where the action is, and the experimenters there may
be the ones to find the Higgs or rule it out.

Update: Two more recent presentations with information (including pictures!) about
the LHC accident, repairs and plans for the future are here and here. For now, the
plan is for the machine to be cold again next July.

http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=92&sessionId=6&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=22937
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=92&sessionId=6&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=22937
http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/atomsmashers
http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/atomsmashers
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=1237
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=1237
http://theatomsmashers.blogspot.com/
http://theatomsmashers.blogspot.com/
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=6&sessionId=0&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=20538
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=6&sessionId=0&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=20538
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=12&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=44986
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=12&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=44986


Comments

1. Thomas R Love
November 25, 2008

Peter, Thanks for mentioning “The Atom Smashers”. I checked the local listings
and it is not playing, but it is available on DVD, so I shelled out $27.05 and hope
to have it in a week.

2. observer
November 25, 2008

I tought that The Lorentz force and its consecuences (quenching, resistance and
of course heating to name a few)were a solved problem, looks that it is not, well
we have to wait how the upgrades go, is getting interesting now.

3. Patrick
November 26, 2008

The sentence “the experimenters [at the Tevatron] may be the ones to find the
Higgs” could probably be rendered more acccurate by adding “or to confirm the
LEP hints at a mass around 115-116 GeV/c2”. Actually, if the Higgs boson mass
*is* at 115 GeV/c2 (as current insignificant Tevatron excesses seem to point to;-),
it is only through a combination with LEP that the TeVatron might be able to
confirm the observation (with a combined significance of 3 sigma). It actually
turns out that many of the Tevatron current experimeters were LEP
experimenters in 2000, so it’s probably what would happen in this happy
situation!

4. Roger
November 26, 2008

If the Higgs were to be discovered by the Tevatron or Tevatron+LEP this would
not be a happy situation, especially if no exotic physics was found at the LHC.

We sold the idea of the LHC as a means of discovering the Higgs – for the sake of
future funding it would be best if the LHC find it or disprove its existence.

I realise, however, we live in the real world and I would be thrilled if the
Tevatron picked the Higgs up first but this would cause problems later down the
line when we ask for money for big projects.

5. A.
November 26, 2008

Sigh. I thought a bonus to landing another postdoc this year was that, as the
LHC was coming online, I might still be in academia when the fallout of “we
found/didn’t find the higgs/susy” etc etc started up.

Also, the incoming director general of Cern, Rolf-Dieter Heuer, gave a talk on the
LHC, this week, in Dublin. You can now stream it from http://www.rds.ie/cern.

https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/www.rds.ie/cern
https://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/www.rds.ie/cern


6. Bont
November 27, 2008

I couldn’t find what is quoted here from ‘talk at CERN today.’ Was it updated
recently?

7. Peter Woit
November 27, 2008

Bont,

The information quoted was from around page 45 on that document. Right now it
appears to be having trouble loading, presumably because it has been
slashdotted

http://science.slashdot.org/science/08/11/26/2135203.shtml

8. Bont
November 27, 2008

Mr. Woit,

When I loaded it yesterday, that page didn’t exist  Anyway, now it is available.
Thank you very much.

9. observer
November 27, 2008

Off-topic but I am sure interesting. I just read in the news (canadian television)
that Stephen Hawking is coming to the Perimeter Institute by January of 2009.

10. Patrick
November 28, 2008

To Roger:

If the LHC were not to discover anything new, I agree entirely that we would not
be in a happy situation ! It would probably mean the end of particle physics,
irrespective of anything else.

I disagree, however, on the fact that the LHC was sold to discover the Higgs. It
was sold as an extraordinary step in energy towards discovery of TeV new
physics. Let’s put it right: as repeatedly demonstrated in the past 15 years, an
e+e- collider with energy of the order of mH + mZ + 30 GeV would be in much
better a position to discover and finely study the Higgs boson than any hadron
machine ever. In this perspective, the sooner the discovery is confirmed, the
better !

(Note: I am not a TeVatron experimenter, but an LHC experimenter, former LEP
experimenter)

11. Logan

http://science.slashdot.org/science/08/11/26/2135203.shtml
http://science.slashdot.org/science/08/11/26/2135203.shtml


November 28, 2008

Hey I just found your blog and am pleasantly surprised. Thanks for letting me
read your thoughts and ideas!
Good to know that the cause of the accident was found and that steps to prevent
it from occurring again are being taken. It would be unfortunate if we didn’t see
another beam in 2009, but they gotta do what they gotta do.
Hahaha 10^(10^5) better? – looks like I should find a video of that broadcast!
Thanks for the heads up.

12. Clayton
November 28, 2008

Hello — I’m one of the co-directors of “The Atom Smashers.” Thanks for the link
to my blog about the making of the film! I’m not sure about “10^(10^5) times
better” than the other film you mentioned (that’s quite a tall order), but I hope
our film was enjoyable to those of you who watched. If you missed it, or are
interested in buying a copy (the dvd for sale is the 73-minute “director’s cut”
with some extras, including the video Leon Lederman’s made to try to convince
Ronald Reagan to support the Superconducting Super Collider), you can do that
by visiting our site at http://www.theatomsmashers.com. Also the film will be
shown again on PBS on January 27.

We struggled with depicting many of the complexities of the fascinating search
for the Higgs from the standpoint of Fermilab — it was a great story to tell with
many interesting people and complex issues. We’re interested to hear your
thoughts.

13. mike
November 28, 2008

Maybe CERN can be convinced to double their efforts in bringing the LHC online
sooner. An argument can be made that if landscape theory is proven with the
LHC, we can then transport ourselves to a parallel universe where our trillion $
debt suddenly becomes a trillion $ surplus which will then pay for the additional
time spent on the LHC. I think this is referred to in political circles as a self-
fulfilling investment plan (or alternatively a scientific bailout)!

14. SpaceTime
November 30, 2008

Mini-blackholes http://www.aip.org/pnu/2008/split/871-1.html

The Atom Smashers did broadcast on our local OTA (Over the Air) PBS station
here WPBT in South Florida but it played on an OTA digital only channel (2.2) so
if your using cable/dish you may not get it. PBS often repeat shows on other
digital channels and they also run on a sister station channel 17 WLRN.

This was an excellent show and pointed out the chronic anti-intellectual trend.

15. Paul Collins

http://www.theatomsmashers.com/
http://www.theatomsmashers.com/
http://www.aip.org/pnu/2008/split/871-1.html
http://www.aip.org/pnu/2008/split/871-1.html


December 3, 2008

It looks like access to the second presentation is restricted. The first one was
very informative, however.

16. woit
December 3, 2008

Thanks Paul,

Linking from here to a previously public CERN source of technical information
about the state of the LHC seems to often lead them to shut off public access.
This is too bad. In the past, their policy was mostly to be very open with
technical information about exactly what was going on at the LHC. It appears
that this has changed, in response to the huge amount of press attention they are
getting, and because of the accident this past September.

17. Paul Collins
December 5, 2008

Looks like the second one is available again.



From Quarks to Strings

December 2, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a new preprint on the arXiv from Polyakov, entitled From Quarks to Strings,
in which he tells the story of his involvement with string theory over the years. He
begins:

In the sixties I was not much interested in string theory. The main reason
for that was my conviction that the world of elementary particles should
allow field theoretic description and that this description must be closely
analogous to the conformal bootstrap of critical phenomena. At the time
such views were very far from the mainstream. I remember talking to one
outstanding physicist. When I said that the boiling water may have
something to do with the deep inelastic scattering, I received a very strange
look. I shall add in the parenthesis that this was a beginning of the long
series of ”strange looks” which I keep receiving to this day.

Another reason for the lack of interest was actually the lack of abilities. I
could not follow a very complicated algebra of the early works on string
theory and didn’t have any secret weapon to struggle with it.

After the asymptotic freedom breakthrough, Polyakov quickly saw that a non-
perturbative understanding of gauge theory was needed. He (independently from
Wilson) developed lattice gauge theory, but acknowledges that, unlike Wilson, he did
not have the Wilson loop criterion for confinement. In 3d, he worked out the dual-
superconductor picture, where monopoles are responsible for confinement, and he
has interesting comments about efforts over the years to use instantons in 4d,
something that works for the N=2 supersymmetric case (Seiberg-Witten, and
Nekrasov), but not for QCD itself.

The strong-coupling lattice expansion was one thing that encouraged him to look for a
gauge/string duality as a way to solve QCD. One idea was to write dynamical
equations for the Wilson loop (later called Migdal-Makeenko equations) and find a
solution to these as a path integral over surfaces, thus a string theory. About this he
writes:

This action is called now the Polyakov action, demonstrating the Arnold
theorem,stating that things are never called after their true inventors.

He derived the critical dimension for the string, but was much more interested in
trying to understand non-critical strings, especially the four-dimensional string as a
tool for studying gauge theories, and the 3d string as a tool to solve the 3d Ising
model. Later he realized that it was natural to think of the Liouville mode as a fifth
dimension, and by 1996 was studying the idea of using warped 5 dimensions to get
gauge/string duality. Here’s how he describes what he was doing in the lead-up to the
breakthrough by Maldacena which led to the AdS/CFT conjecture:

http://arxiv.org/abs/0812.0183
http://arxiv.org/abs/0812.0183


At this point I was certain that I have found the right language for the
gauge/ strings duality. I attended various conferences, telling people thatit
is possible to describe gauge theories by solving Einstein-like equations
(coming from the conformal symmetry on the world sheet) in five
dimensions. The impact of my talks was close to zero. That was not unusual
and didn’t bother me much. What really caused me to delay the publication
() for a couple of years was my inability to derive the asymptotic freedom
from my equations. At this point I should have noticed the paper of Igor
Klebanov in which he related D3 branes described by the supersymmetric
Yang Mills theory to the same object described by supergravity.
Unfortunately I wrongly thought that the paper is related to matrix theory
and I was skeptical about this subject. As a result I have missed this paper
which would provide me with a nice special case of my program. This
special case was presented little later in full generality by Juan Maldacena
and his work opened the flood gates.

He goes on to make some intriguing comments about the questions of integrability,
and that of how to truly understand and derive gauge/string duality from first
principles:

The problem of reproducing gauge perturbation theory from the string
theory side remains unsolved (and extremely important).

Why should we care about the derivation from the first principles ? After all,
in physics we value not so much the proved theorems but correct and
powerful statements. However, in this case the lack of the derivation really
impedes progress. We do not know how far the gauge /string duality can be
extended and generalized. The enormous accumulation of special cases has
been useful but not sufficient for deeper understanding. This is why I think
that establishing the foundations is one of the most important problems in
the field.

Polyakov seems to have always been a skeptic about the idea of using the 10
dimensional superstring to construct a unified theory, instead hoping that some
understanding of the 4d non-critical string might lead somewhere. Like most string
theorists, he takes the attitude that we need to wait for the results from the LHC and
hope that a new clue will emerge and tell us how to make progress along these lines:

As for the problem of string unification, it seems to me that non-critical
strings may have some future. However, it may be wise to wait for some
more information about Nature (specifically about supersymmetry) which
we expect to get from the LHC.

Comments

1. Shantanu
December 3, 2008

Peter, do you know of or have you read anywhere about Polyakov’s



views/opinions about LQG?

2. Peter Woit
December 3, 2008

Shantanu,

No, I’ve never heard anything about what Polyakov might think of LQG.



BRST News

December 2, 2008
Categories: BRST

I should finish writing the next installment of the Notes on BRST series soon, but
thought I’d post here about two pieces of BRST-related news, concerning the “B” and
the “T”.

• The “T” in BRST is I.V. Tyutin, whose Lebedev preprint N. 39 from 1975 is considered
to be one of the first uses of what was later to become known as BRST symmetry. This
paper was never published and the preprint has not been widely available (in
particular, I’ve never seen a copy of the original). This evening one of the new
preprints in the arXiv hep-th section is a copy of the 1975 preprint, making it now
available on the web.

• The “B” in BRST is Carlo Becchi, who together with Camillo Imbimbo has written an
article on BRST for Scholarpedia entitled Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin symmetry.
Scholarpedia has the interesting feature of making available (here) the discussion
between reviewers and authors of the article, which can be enlightening.

Comments

1. .
December 2, 2008

«in particular, I’d never seen a copy»

typo?

2. Peter Woit
December 2, 2008

More like bad grammar or something… Will improve.

3. pedant
December 4, 2008

`I had never seen’ is good grammar, since you did see a copy before writing this
post. 

4. N. Nakanishi
December 5, 2008

Previously, I discussed the literature concerning the names of BRS and BRST.
See Opening Address — “BRS” OR “BRST” ? — of “BRS Symmetry, Proceedings
of the International Symposium on the BRS Symmetry on the Occasion of Its
20th Anniversary Held in Kyoto, Japan, September 18-22, 1995” edited by M.
Abe, N. Nakanishi, and I. Ojima. Stora’s paper in this volume also contains his
comment on Tuytin’s work.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0812.0580
http://arxiv.org/abs/0812.0580
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin_symmetry
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin_symmetry
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Talk:Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin_symmetry
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Talk:Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin_symmetry


Notes on BRST VI: Casimir Operators

December 3, 2008
Categories: BRST

For the case of G=SU(2), it is well-known from the discussion of angular momentum
in any quantum mechanics textbook that irreducible representations can be labeled
either by j, the highest weight (here, highest eigenvalue of J_3 ), or by j(j+1), the
eigenvalue of \mathbf{J\cdot J}. The first of these requires making a choice (the
z-axis) and looking at a specific vector in the representation, the second doesn’t. It
was a physicist (Hendrik Casimir), who first recognized the existence of an analog of
\mathbf{J\cdot J} for general semi-simple Lie algebras, and the important role that
this plays in representation theory.

The Casimir Operator

Recall that for a semi-simple Lie algebra \mathfrak g one has a non-degenerate,
invariant, symmetric bi-linear form (\cdot,\cdot), the Killing form, given by

(X,Y)= tr(ad(X)ad(Y))

If one starts with \mathfrak g the Lie algebra of a compact group, this bilinear form is
defined on \mathfrak g_{\mathbf C}, and negative-definite on \mathfrak g. For a
simple Lie algebra, taking the trace in a different representation gives the same
bilinear form up to a constant. As an example, for the case \mathfrak g_{\mathbf
C}={\mathfrak{sl}(n,\mathbf C)}, one can show that

(X,Y)=2n\ tr(XY)

here taking the trace in the fundamental representation as n by n complex matrices.
One can use the Killing form to define a distinguished quadratic element \Omega of
U(\mathfrak g), the Casimir element

\Omega=\sum_iX_iX^i

where X_i is an orthonormal basis with respect to the Killing form and X^i is the dual
basis. On any representation V, this gives a Casimir operator

\Omega_V=\sum_i\pi(X_i)\pi(X^i)

Note that, taking the representation V to be the space of functions C^\infty(G) on the
compact Lie group G, \Omega_V is an invariant second-order differential operator,
(minus) the Laplacian.

\Omega is independent of the choice of basis, and belongs to U(\mathfrak
g)^{\mathfrak g}, the subalgebra of U(\mathfrak g) invariant under the adjoint
action. It turns out that U(\mathfrak g)^{\mathfrak g}=Z(\mathfrak g), the center of
U(\mathfrak g). By Schur’s lemma, anything in the center Z(\mathfrak g) must act on
an irreducible representation by a scalar. One can compute the scalar for an
irreducible representation (\pi,V) as follows:



Choose a basis (H_i, X_{\alpha},X_{-\alpha}) of \mathfrak g_{\mathbf C} with H_i an
orthonormal basis of the Cartan subalgebra \mathfrak t_{\mathbf C}, and X_{\pm
\alpha} elements of \mathfrak n^{\pm} in the \pm\alpha root-spaces of \mathfrak
g_{\mathbf C}, orthonormal in the sense of satisfying

(X_{\alpha},X_{-\alpha})=1

Then one has the following expression for \Omega:

\Omega=\sum_i H_i^2 + \sum_{+\ roots} (X_{\alpha} X_{-\alpha}
+X_{-\alpha}X_{\alpha})

To compute the scalar eigenvalue of this on an irreducible representation
(\pi,V_{\lambda}) of highest weight \lambda, one can just act on a highest weight
vector v\in V^{\lambda}=V^{\mathfrak n^+}. On this vector the raising operators
\pi(X_{\alpha}) act trivially, and using the commutation relation

=H_{\alpha}

(H_{\alpha} is the element of \mathfrak t_{\mathbf C} satisfying (H,H_{\alpha})=
\alpha(H)) one finds

\Omega=\sum_i H_i^2 + \sum_{+\ roots}H_{\alpha}= \sum_i H_i^2 +2H_{\rho}

where \rho is half the sum of the positive roots, a quantity which keeps appearing in
this story. Acting on v\in V^{\lambda} one finds

\Omega_{V_{\lambda}}v=(\sum_i\lambda(H_i)^2+2\lambda (H_{\rho}))v

Using the inner-product < \cdot,\cdot> induced on \mathfrak t^* by the Killing form,
this eigenvalue can be written as:

< \lambda,\lambda>+2< \lambda,\rho>=||\lambda+\rho||^2- ||\rho||^2

In the special case \mathfrak g = \mathfrak {su}(2),\ \mathfrak g_{\mathbf
C}=\mathfrak sl(2,\mathbf C), there is just one positive root, and one can take

H_1=h=\begin{pmatrix}1&0\\0&-1\end{pmatrix},\ X_{\alpha}=e=
\begin{pmatrix}0&1\\0&0\end{pmatrix},\ X_{-\alpha}=f=\begin{pmatrix}0&0\\1&0
\end{pmatrix}

Computing the Killing form, one finds

(h,h)=8,\ (e,f)=4

and

\Omega=\frac{1}{8}h^2 + \frac{1}{4}(ef +fe)=\frac{1}{8}h^2 + \frac{1}{4}(h
+2fe)

On a highest weight vector \Omega acts as



\Omega=\frac{1}{8}h^2 + \frac{1}{4}h=\frac{1}{8}h(h+2)=\frac{1}{2}(\frac{h}
{2}(\frac{h}{2} +1))

This is 1/2 times the physicist’s operator \mathbf{J\cdot J}, and in the irreducible
representation V_n of spin j=n/2, it acts with eigenvalue \frac{1}{2}j(j+1).

In the next posting in this series I’ll discuss the Harish-Chandra homomorphism, and
the question of how the Casimir acts not just on V^{\mathfrak n^+}=H^0(\mathfrak
n^+,V), but on all of the cohomology H^*(\mathfrak n^+,V). After that, taking note
that the Casimir is in some sense a Laplacian, we’ll follow Dirac and introduce
Clifford algebras and spinors in order to take its square root.

Comments

1. Tony Smith
December 4, 2008

Peter, will you be discussing the physical significance of all the Casimir operators
of all groups used in physics model-building,
or will your discussion be restricted to the quadratic Casimir ?

Tony Smith

2. woit
December 4, 2008

Tony,

The next topic, the Harish-Chandra homomorphism, deals with the story of the
higher-order Casimirs. But after that, what I’m writing about deals with Dirac
operators. In some sense, from then on, the story is about the square root of the
quadratic Casimir, not the higher order ones.

3. Coin
December 5, 2008

Woit: Small note, looking at the listing for your BRST category I find that BRST
IV got left out, you may want to fix that.

4. James
December 8, 2008

I’m sorely missing my usual fix of “scandal-mongering or stirring up trouble of
one kind or another”, and after some months of cold-turkey and BRST treatment,
I wonder if you could explain the motivation, and long-term prognosis, of all of
this group-therapy?

As an outsider I would ask: is this some technique for creating new potential QM
theories, or a way of quantising classical models, or to try to put existing QM
theories on a surer maths footing, or is it just cute maths in itself?



5. Peter Woit
December 9, 2008

Coin,

Fixed.

James,

I’m back from a trip, and have tried to do a bit more stirring up of trouble.
Unfortunately, it’s getting harder to stir up trouble in this area. Nothing much
new is happening, and I and pretty much everyone else is tired of the same old
topics.

Now that I’m back, and classes are over for the semester, I’ll try to pick up the
pace, and get to the point with the BRST postings, ending with some more
explicit speculation about what all this might be useful for. Still in the realm of
speculation, it might be useful for getting some sort of new insight into the non-
perturbative quantization of gauge theories such as the standard model, as well
as useful in purely mathematical problems about representation theory.

6. D R Lunsford
December 15, 2008

Peter, am I right that SO(3,3) has Casimirs of rank 2,3, and 4? Looking forward
to the next installment.

-drl

7. woit
December 15, 2008

drl,

The Lie algebra of SO(3,3) is a real form of the Lie algebra of SO(6,C)=SL(4,C).
Just finished writing up the next posting, where I at least mention that the higher
Casimirs of sl(n,C) are of degree, 2, 3, etc. up to n, so, yes in your case they are
of degree 2,3 and 4.



Educational Malpractice

December 9, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

According to the New York Times, Scarsdale High School has decided to get rid of
their Advanced Placement classes, including AP Physics, replacing them with a new
curriculum that cost “$40,000 to bring in 25 professors from Harvard, Yale, New York
University and other top colleges.”

“We have the luxury of being able to move beyond the A.P.,” John Klemme,
Scarsdale’s principal, said in a recent interview. “If people called it a gold
curriculum in the past, I refer to this version as the platinum curriculum.”

What’s the change in this new “platinum curriculum” as far as physics is concerned?

Physics students now study string theory — a hot topic in some college
courses that is absent from the Advanced Placement exam.

Comments

1. rrtucci
December 9, 2008

It’s a smart move. By the time these kids graduate, investment banking will be in
vogue again.

2. Charles Siegel
December 9, 2008

…I assume this is an “ideas in physics” type of course they’re running, with no
math? Because if they aren’t even doing AP Physics, how the hell are they doing
String Theory? Even the simplest non-popular accounts require quantum
mechanics…

3. A.J.
December 9, 2008

The NY Times article doesn’t really offer enough information to draw any firm
conclusion. I’d guess that the regular physics course is spending a few weeks at
the end sketching contemporary topics, and that this has been sexed up to
“studying string theory” for the purposes of the article.

4. Thomas R Love
December 9, 2008

Like this site, the high school classroom is not “a place for people to promote
their favorite ideas about fundamental physics.”

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/12/07/education/07advanced.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/12/07/education/07advanced.html


5. Peter Woit
December 9, 2008

Charles and A.J.,

I couldn’t find a syllabus on the Scarsdale site for the physics class, so I don’t see
support for either of your conjectures. It seems that what this is all about is that
many high school teachers are unhappy with being forced to teach to a rigid
syllabus set by the AP exams. These new courses are meant to replace AP
courses, with the students often taking the corresponding AP exams anyway. So,
presumably this is not a “no-math” course. No idea how much time they devote
to string theory, hard to believe it’s a huge part of the course.

One does wonder whether teaching string theory in a high-school AP-level class
is the idea of the Scarsdale physics instructors, or the consultants hired by the
school district.

6. Rob
December 9, 2008

Folks, I think teaching “string theory” – whatever that might mean in high school
– is really besides the point. Scarsdale deserves praise for phasing out the
ridiculous AP curriculum and actually teaching kids something meaningful
beyond how to, you know, memorize facts and best use practice exams. Besides,
pretty much every reasonable university has ‘exposure’ courses in something like
string theory/complexity theory/what have you.

7. Peter Woit
December 9, 2008

Rob,

If Scarsdale wants to abandon the set AP curriculum and do something better,
that’s fine. But, if their idea of something better is to feed trendy hype to their
students instead of solid science, which is what they are doing if they are
replacing conventional topics with “string theory for high school students”, then
that is educational malpractice.

8. Rob
December 9, 2008

Peter,

If I had to guess, I’d say that they offered up “string theory for high school
students” as a sound bite for the usual bad reasons. If they are indeed teaching a
‘Scientific American-esque’ course on string theory, rather than a fancy sounding
low-level physics or mathematics course – yes, that’s a serious issue. That said, I
don’t see a problem with something like an optional lecture series on the topic
(not that kids are going to get anything out of it).

They should teach a good course on quantum mechanics or stat mech. It (1) –



would sound catchy, (2) – would be accessible enough for high-schoolers, and (3)
– would be really useful for most future scientists and engineers.

9. Rob
December 9, 2008

Rather, the knowledge in those areas would be “…really useful for most future
scientists and engineers.” I have some doubts about a class for high school
students.

10. GR
December 9, 2008

I can’t imagine this working, at least not without some serious changes to the
whole curriculum. As I recall, AP Physics was a constant struggle for the teacher
to teach the calculus the students should have received in their math classes.
I don’t really understand the scorn that is heaped on the AP curriculum,
especially in physics. It seems that a lot of it comes from people who never
actually took an AP class? In my view, it’s a fairly solid curriculum which covers
basic mechanics and E&M. And it was a challenge to fit all that in one school
year. The exam isn’t bad either, and unlike the dreaded GRE actually has some
questions which aren’t multiple choice.
I think a lot of it has to do with the quality of the instructor, and the lack of high
school teachers with dedicated physics backgrounds. I was fortunate enough to
go to an excellent (public) high school, which had one of the only two teachers in
the STATE who were certified to teach actual physics, not just “science”. I was
also fortunate enough to take an International Baccalaureate (now that really
ought to be the “beyond the AP” curriculum, but that’s a whole other discussion)
physics class after AP which went over waves, stat mech, and some basic
quantum.
That’s the sort of thing students need: an AP class to teach the basic
fundamentals and only after that classes that teach more contemporary topics.

11. D.
December 9, 2008

I doubt they’re getting more than a day or two of string theory.
Just for background, Scarsdale is one of the best public high schools in the
country, and has long employed PhDs to teach their math & science classes.
Students there have structured their lives to be attractive to good schools, so if
this change somehow harms test scores or admissions rates it will immediately
vanish.

12. Jack Lothian
December 9, 2008

As an aside, at different times my wife has been a director of a neighboring
school board and the chair of our local school board. Her experience is that
many parents are obsessed with high math & science marks for their children
but most do not actually value what their children learn in these classes. There is
constant pressure from parents, teachers and students to dumb down these



subjects so students can get better grades. In her experience, individual weak
teachers are not the focus for most parent complaints. As long as the students
get good grades everything is OK with most parents. Tough teachers or tough
exams are the flash point for almost every crises my wife has faced concerning
these subjects. I am sure there are some over-the-top teachers & exams but it is
strange that my wife has never received a complaint about a teacher or exam
that doesn’t challenge the students enough. How relevant this point is to the
discussion I do not know but I do know science and math is constantly under
attack in our public schools.

13. JC
December 10, 2008

Jack Lothian,

This exact same thing has been happening in community colleges too. Students
and their “helicopter parents” will revolt and try to get the tough instructors
fired. Frequently the tough instructors will get several reprimands from the
administrators, before eventually being fired for being “too tough”.

Though back to the subject, string theory has not been mentioned at all in the
physics courses taught at community colleges. (Not even by instructors who are
believers in string theory).

14. Jake the Snake
December 10, 2008

They are teaching string theory to high school students? Oy! What is the woild
comin’ to?

The string theorists are really getting desperate. I always thought that
contemporary theoretical physics was beyond the grasp of even many of the
brightest high school students. To truly understand and appreciate Newtonian
physics, one needs a background in calculus, and most American high school
students do not learn calculus until senior year if at all. (The concepts of
Newtonian mechanics are simple enough that calculus or any higher math is
unneeded. Entry-level algebra would suffice, but to get a good working
understanding requires analytical geometry and calculus and the like.) Not to
mention such 20th century theories as quantum mechanics or relativity theory.

To truly understand higher physics would require not only advanced algebra,
analytical geometry, probability, statistics, calculus, etc. but discrete
mathematics, matrix operations, linear algebra, differential geometry, and the
like. High school students should be able to understand the basics of quantum
theory, especially as it applies to chemistry, but relativity requires very advanced
geometries! Relativity would not make sense within Euclidean geometry. To say
nothing of string theories with the many warped dimensions…

As I understand it, AP type physics courses generally cover advanced Newtonian
physics with introductory lessons on relativity and quantum physics. They might
explain what special relativity postulates or the meaning of E=mc^2 for



instance. A high school level course might be set up as “Fundamentals of Modern
Physics” (i.e. quantum theory, relativity), but without the math and physics
background, such courses would be pop-sci introductions. Such an approach
would be acceptable for more established theories such as relativity or quantum
mechanics, but it would be a bad idea to apply said format to controversial
theories like string theory and its variants. If you ask me, assuming it is true that
high school students study string theory, it looks like these kids are being
indoctrinated into the string cult.

Regarding what Thomas R. Love said, it seems apparent to me that he is a
disgruntled string theorist displeased with your blog. After all, he accuses you of
censorship, claiming, “[this site] is not a place for people to promote their
favorite ideas about fundamental physics,” implying that you stifle dissenting
viewpoints. While I support his right to comment, I would disregard that
statement. Dr. Woit, your blogging does a great service to the physics
community. Keep up the good work!

15. woit
December 10, 2008

Jake,

Thomas Love is not a string theorist. I certainly do stifle certain kinds of
dissenting viewpoints, ruthlessly censoring comments that are off-topic and go
on about the author’s favorite ideas. On the whole, I think people appreciate this
policy…

16. Mitch Miller
December 10, 2008

I don’t think we can put too much stock in an article that describes string theory
as “a hot topic in college courses.”

17. Thomas R Love
December 10, 2008

Jake the Snake: the phrase: “a place for people to promote their favorite ideas
about fundamental physics.” occurs just below “Leave a Reply”.

I was just quoting Peter. His book is a must read for any aspiring physicist.

To call me “a disgruntled string theorist” is an insult. I do mathematical physics.
String theory is not physics. It is not even sound mathematics.

18. somebody
December 10, 2008

I agree that it would be horrible to feed the kids Kaku-style nonsense. But if at
all they are to hear *anything* about the frontiers of theory, it is reasonable that
they hear about string theory. The most reliable judge here is the consensus of
the scientific community (NOT consensus among ignorant haters, like we have



on this thread). Even if we believe that Peter is a messiah who could look into the
future, at this point in time, the reasonable thing to teach kids is the consensus
of the community, not the views of a minority of dissenters. The discussion here
would have more content, if it focussed on the hype aspect rather than on
teaching string theory altogether.

19. Peter Woit
December 10, 2008

somebody,

I agree with you that the consensus of the scientific community should be a
deciding factor here. This is not the same thing as the consensus of the string
theory community. From talking to many, many scientists, my impression is that
the consensus of the scientific community is that the picture of unifying particle
physics with strings in extra dimensions is a very speculative idea that doesn’t
seem to be working out. This is not what “dissenters” think, this is what most
physicists who are not string theorists think. Even among string theorists, I see
an increasing number who have given up on string theory for unifying particle
physics, instead seeing it as a tool for studying strongly coupled qfts, and as a
toy model for understanding issues in quantum gravity.

There are several different problems with the idea of teaching string theory in
high school, but one of them is precisely that the speculative picture of
unification still vocally promoted by an increasingly small number of physicists
does not have support from the rest of the scientific community.

20. Jake the Snake
December 10, 2008

To Peter Woit and Thomas. R Love, I apologize for the misunderstanding.

Mr. Love, I’m sorry that I misunderstood your above comment. I was not aware
of your meaning as you did not provide the context. I did not know it was a Woit
quote. I thought you were insinuating that Woit CENSORS differing viewpoints
(i.e. string theory), as opposed to applying skepticism to FILTER out bad ideas,
and you were implying that he similarly wanted to keep string theory out of the
classroom for ideological reasons.

I took you for someone on the side of Lubos Motl, not our side. As it turns out
you are not a string theorist (thank you for clarifying) and, the quote in context
means that the classroom, like this blog, should be “no-nonsense zones.” What I
took to be anger or displeasure at string theory being excluded was in fact
agreement that certain ideas are not appropriate. Correction appreciated!

Dr. Woit, I appreciate the reply. First off, this is your blog and your right to
moderate comments. I do not believe what you do is “censorship” so much as
“filtering.” I agree that irrelevant and off-topic comments, or messages that are
disrupting are fit for deletion. I am sorry I did not understand Thomas’ comment.

21. David Metzler



December 10, 2008

As a math Ph.D. who teaches math and physics in high school, I am curious about
the proposed Scarsdale curriculum, and in what way it is supposed to be
superior to the AP curriculum. I agree with various previous comments that the
string theory part is unlikely to be more than a tiny part of the course, and was
hyped in the article by someone who thought that it was a major selling point.

Rob, I wonder exactly why you think the AP (Physics) curriculum is ridiculous.
I’m not wedded to it, and I do dislike the rigidity, but I can’t say that it
emphasizes simply memorizing facts…could you elaborate?

For those who don’t know, I’ll note that there are two AP Physics courses: AP
Physics B is a non-calculus based course, which covers basic mech and E&M as
well as a smattering of waves, fluids, and modern physics. I haven’t taught that
one. AP Physics C covers less material—just Mech and E&M—but uses calculus
(which is usually taken concurrently—tricky but manageable) and makes
students work deeper and more involved problems.

22. MathPhys
December 11, 2008

They may be using the words “string theory” in a very general sense. They may
start with something on the electromagnetic interactions and gravitation.
Followed by something on the nuclear forces, then the idea of unification (which
would allow them to include some basic mathematics, group theory, etc). It
doesn’t have to be too bad.

23. somebody
December 11, 2008

Peter says: “This is not what “dissenters” think, this is what most physicists who
are not string theorists think.”

Looks to me like you are trying to do a statistics of the high energy community,
AFTER excluding the string theorists. Isn’t that the same thing as putting in your
answer by hand? Besides, I am not willing to take your anecdotal evidence (that
you know “many, many scientists” who are against string theory) at face value. A
much more objective measure is the preprints that turn up on hep-th everyday.
The overwhelming majority of them are string-inspired.

Also I want to emphasize that the relevant consensus here is that of the people
who are competent enough to understand the problems and merits of the various
ideas in high energy theory. NOT the generic scientific community. (nobody asks
particle physicists about plasma physics, if you notice). And within the high
energy community, it would be ridiculous to claim that string theory is not a
major theme, because your blog itself is afterall a dissent against this consensus.

So again: if at all the kids are to hear *anything* about the frontiers of
fundamental physics, it is reasonable that they hear about string theory. It is one
thing to emphasize that the theory is tentative, quite another to turn it into a war



against tentative ideas. It is precisely the ideas that are not fully understood that
trigger the imaginations of both a seasoned researcher and a beginning student.
People who are trying to make the curriculum “safe” are not getting what drives
human curiosity. Me, I see nothing wrong with a little mention of string theory in
school, as long as it is not hyped up drivel.

24. Peter Woit
December 11, 2008

somebody,

Despite what string theorists like to think, there are many physicists and other
scientists competent to evaluate whether the idea of string theory unification has
had any success or not. Even if one is not an expert in the technicalities of a
subject, one can listen to the case made by its proponents, and see what
evidence they put forward. Here, it is inarguable that 25 years of intense effort
has led to absolutely zero in terms of predicting anything or explaining anything
about beyond the SM particle physics. Any competent scientist can read books
like Susskind’s “Cosmic Landscape”, and see that the subject is at a dead end.

This is the problem with promoting teaching string theory as the “frontier” of the
subject. It may be be interesting, but it’s not a good use of high school student’s
small amount of time studying science to be explaining a complicated speculative
picture that doesn’t work. The problem isn’t just with the fact that if people do
this, they will hype the subject, the problem is with the whole idea.

25. somebody
December 11, 2008

I gave you an objective way to measure the opinions of the hep-th (NOT string)
community: papers everyday on the arXiv hep-th. You say that people n other
fields of physics who get the story of string theory from popular science books
should also count. I simply disagree. This is not how it is ever done in any other
field, so why should high energy theory be a popularity contest? Expertise
counts!

Once again: My claim is that if we plan to teach high school students something
about the cutting edge of fundamental physics, the scientific consensus that
string theory is relevant should not be ignored. You keep repeating your opinions
as though they were facts, but that still does not make them the opinions of the
community.

26. Somebody else
December 11, 2008

Somebody,

The consensus of the scientific community is that ‘string theory’ is just
speculation until there is some experimental evidence for even a small part of it.

Here by ‘scientific community’ I mean something broader than ‘high energy



particle theorists’, but not much broader than ‘professional physicists’
(surprisingly to some the preceding two categories are not the same).

There are thousands of scientific ideas that ought to be presented to high school
students before they are exposed to something like string theory.

27. Peter Woit
December 11, 2008

somebody,

If you talk to your non-string theorist physicist colleagues, I think you’ll find that
their sources of information about string theory range from popular books to
colloquium talks by string theorists to having taken a course on the subject to
having worked on it and stopped. I also think you’ll find a great deal of
resentment about the way string theorists are dealing with their own failures by
telling their colleagues that they are just too ignorant to appreciate what they
are doing.

The bottom line here is that, after 25 years of intense work, there is zero
evidence for string theory unification. You don’t have to be an expert to
understand that this is not a promising situation, or that this is not something
you want to present to high school students, unless you’re trying to teach them
about the sociology of science, not science itself.

28. anon.
December 11, 2008

Now I’m tempted to start a blog dedicated to complaining about how, after 20-
odd years of work, there has been no definitive success in building a theory of
high-Tc superconductors. What are these condensed matter theorists wasting
their time on, anyway? They better not try to tell me I don’t have the expertise to
judge them.

29. Coin
December 11, 2008

anon: One obvious difference here is that there is experimental proof high-tc
superconductors actually exist.

30. Peter Woit
December 11, 2008

anon,

I haven’t noticed condensed matter theorists with unsuccessful high-Tc
superconductivity models trying to get them taught in high school…

31. Thomas R Love
December 11, 2008

This from Zwiebach’s “A First Course in String Theory”:



“When we think about teaching string theory at the undergraduate level the
main question is “Can the material really be explained at this level?” …the basics
of string theory can be well understood with the limited tools acquired in the
first two or three years of an undergraduate education.

…A First Course in String Theory should be accessible to to anyone who has
been exposed to special relativity, basic quantum mechanics, electromagnetism
and introductory statistical physics.

While the mathematics for string theory is discussed at

http://www.superstringtheory.com/math/index.html

This includes real analysis, complex analysis, group theory, differential geometry,
Lie groups, characteristic classes, homotopy, , fiber bundles and more.

I seriously doubt there is any high school student with this background in
physics and math.

32. Yatima
December 11, 2008

I remember, 20 years ago, reading high-level overflight articles about string
theory in “Science & Vie”. Meanwhile: learning the basics of calculus, complex
and real analysis in advanced math courses. Fighting english and french
grammar. Studying the causes of WW1 (yes, really). Reading mandatory novels
for literature classes. Cramming (really badly taught) economics 101 for the
‘bac. … And our physics teacher frantically trying to give us a 1-hour overview of
things not seen in the classroom before students left for exams and the wider
world beyond — the ones seen being mechanics, heat, LCR electronic circuits (no
memristor yet), simple Newtonian mechanics and the Compton effect – with the
mathematics just starting to be useful. Ah, youth.

String Theory? Under these circumstances? Shurely not.

33. srp
December 11, 2008

I believe you could teach some real high-energy physics in high school if you cut
into the subject the right way. In college (about thirty years ago) a visiting
professor named Irving Reichert taught our “Physics for Poets” class out of his
manuscript for an innovative introductory textbook. The main idea was to teach
the correct physics at the particle level first by focusing on the basic known
conservation laws (momentum, strangeness, charge, etc.). Special relativity was
assumed from the outset. Typical problems were about particle collisions and
what could go in or out from different interactions, how to interpret bubble
chamber data, etc. (This was all handy when we took a field trip to Brookhaven–
we had some idea what all that gear was for.) Lots of high-school algebra was
involved, but nothing more advanced.

One of his pedagogical points was that he could do quite a lot without having to

http://www.superstringtheory.com/math/index.html
http://www.superstringtheory.com/math/index.html


use any calculus (even though I was taking multivariable calculus at the time).
Another was that students who had been excited by media reports of cutting-
edge discoveries in high-energy physics were turned off by intro courses’ usual
diet of frictionless blocks sliding down planes and so on. A third was that the
Newtonian stuff was an approximation so why start with that? (I should point out
that he was not a high-energy guy himself–I think he told us he worked on the
magnetic behavior of electrons in helium and could do his experiments on a
tabletop.)

I’ve never been able to find his textbook, so perhaps it wasn’t published. He was
a heck of a teacher, though, and I appreciated his innovative spirit. In any case,
he showed that you could teach high-energy topics in a more-than-superficial
manner without advanced math.

34. J.F. Moore
December 11, 2008

David Metzler alludes to this above (and as an AP teacher he clearly knows), but
I thought I would clarify since some people seem to have the wrong concept of
what AP Physics C (the calculus-based one) is: There is no modern physics
taught at all, certainly no quantum, no relativity, not even optics or stat mech.
There’s no time. It could be the students’ first physics class, and half is devoted
to mechanics and half to E&M. It is supposed to be the equivalent of a rigorous
freshman college series, not some overview of ‘exciting topics’.

While there may be room at some high schools for more advanced physics, it
seems silly to replace a foundation class.

35. AngryPhysicist
December 12, 2008

Hmmm…yes, well, call me old fashioned, but wouldn’t it be better to ditch the AP
in favor of actual college undergraduate level physics? You know, the good old
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulation of mechanics, thermodynamics,
classical field theory, electromagnetism…the good stuff!

There really is no need to be teaching string theory at all (I think some of the
comments above more or less overlooked that point of view — ditching the AP is
not bad, but replacing it with string theory should be seen even by string
theorists as nonsensical; why not teach them quantum physics before classical?).

36. David Metzler
December 12, 2008

Thanks to J.F. Moore for the expansion/clarification of my comment. I’m a bit
confused by AngryPhysicist’s comment; AP physics is intended to be (and, if
taught well, is) equivalent to standard college freshman physics, not the more
advanced treatment he alludes to, usually taken in the junior year. That would be
quite a tall order for a high school class.

One thing that’s very important to remember in discussing freshman/AP physics



is that most people taking such a class are not going to be physics majors, much
less physicists. The majority will be engineers, or other types of scientist. Hence
there are two strong motivations for spending a lot of time on blocks and pulleys
(which a previous commenter seemed to suggest was boring). First, even for
future physicists, you have to start with familiar examples to build intuition
about Newtonian mechanics, before you go to Hamilton/Lagrange, much less
QM. Second, I really want the guy building the bridges to understand that stuff!

37. AngryPhysicist
December 13, 2008

The AP subjects don’t handle things such as Lagrangian or Hamiltonian
mechanics, much less classical field theory! Consider discussing symmetries of a
classical system using diffeomorphisms much less! So why would you skip this to
go to string theory? Especially since everyone acknowledges these subjects are
fundamental to more advanced physics.

That’s why I remarked “Why not teach them quantum mechanics before classical
mechanics?” It makes no sense to teach them string theory without having them
know the basics of quantization of gauge systems and general relativity, which
requires knowledge of quantum theory and classical field theory, which requires
knowledge of the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulations of mechanics. To just
skip all this is nonsense.

So is it good to abandon the AP? Well, I think the entire public education system
in the US needs to be completely redone…so it’s a moderate step forward. Is it
sensible to replace AP physics with lectures on string theory? Not in the least.

(By the by, the “intention” is to have the AP be “equivalent” to college work just
like how eating out of a dumpster is “equivalent” to being inoculated.)

38. somebody
December 13, 2008

“The AP subjects don’t handle things such as Lagrangian or Hamiltonian
mechanics, much less classical field theory! Consider discussing symmetries of a
classical system using diffeomorphisms much less! So why would you skip this to
go to string theory?”

I think the purpose of teaching something like this is not to leave the students
powerful enough to start computing, say, scattering amplitudes. It is merely to
let them know that physics is not a finished business. You don’t have to be able to
talk string theory, in order to talk *about* string theory. The value is more
inspirational, in order to emphasize that there are plenty of questions (that are
not merely details), which we still don’t understand. As a kid, I distinctly
remember being fascinated by the idea that general relativity was not consistent
with quantum mechanics and that resolving this puzzle might be at the heart of
resolving the puzzles behind big bang and black holes. I think this is the kind of
context where one could drop a line about string theory in a high-school
curriculum.



Back to Peter and the blind-leading-the-blind debate:

THE overwhelmingly major candidate for the cutting edge of fundamental theory
is string theory, despite repeated claims by Peter otherwise. You cannot
simultaenously make the claim that departements all over are being hijacked by
string theory, while at the same time claim that string theory is not popular. It is
simply ridiculous, no matter how many of your devoted followers here agree with
you. Facts are simply not decided on the basis of democracy. About whose
consensus is relevant: I am old-fashioned with these things and have to stick
with my claim – that high energy physicists are better qualified to judge high
energy physics, than people who have learnt about it from popular books and
expositions. Shrug!

39. Pawl
December 13, 2008

Somebody, Anon.,

You are correct that facts are not determined by democracy — but that also
means they are not determined by which research groups have the most
members, nor by how many arxiv papers there are. They are determined by
nature.

String theory, despite its mathematical successes, and the extraordinary
cleverness its researchers have shown at working on its internal problems, has
very little to show about physics beyond the speculative.

There has also ben a considerable lack, until recently, of frank self-criticism
within string theory. There are plenty of statements from prominent proponents
of string theory which reflect very poor judgement in this regard. So the
credibility of judgments by the in group has been seriously cast in doubt by their
own actions.

If you want to defend string theory at this point, it would be best to explain
exactly what you are defending, and what previous claims you think were
excessive. Remember, most of us have in mind overblown prior claims,
statements by prominent string theorists to the effect that nothing but string
theory can possibly be right (and so work on other approaches ought to die out),
that wherever string theory leads (e.g., the landscape) must be right, etc. —
which many of us feel are indefensible positions.

40. Jonathan Vos Post
December 13, 2008

Meanwhile India and Pakistan and China and Iran are teaching according to a
“Plutonium Curriculum.” As someone planning on a second doctoral program,
namely a Doctorate in Educational Leadership, I find the American position
indefensible, in both scholarly and Pentagon senses of the word. India had a
multiverse theory, in Sanskrit, a millennium ago. Now, instead, they have more
computer programmers than does Silicon Valley, and an Indian flag on the Moon
(with the Chandrayyan-1). China had the theory that there were innumerable



planets in the universe, then moved on — and had their first “space-walk” this
Fall. We do not have the luxury to gaze into our stringy navels. There is a real
world, with real competition.

41. themanwithaplan
December 13, 2008

“and the extraordinary cleverness its researchers have shown at working on its
internal problems”

You take out Witten, Vafa, and a few others, and their cleverness probably goes
below the average in sciences!

42. somebody
December 14, 2008

Pawl says: “You are correct that facts are not determined by democracy — but
that also means they are not determined by which research groups have the
most members, nor by how many arxiv papers there are. They are determined by
nature.”

I am with you till here.

Pawl continues: “String theory… has very little to show about physics beyond the
speculative. etc. etc.”

Now you see, this is no nature’s truth, this is merely your opinion, presented as a
fact. And therein lies the rub. When we want to make a policy decision, like what
to teach students etc., the closest thing we have to nature’s facts are the
collective opinions of the relevant group of specialists, not yours or my oipinion.
ArXiv etc. are good objective measures of this collective opinion. Replacing that
with a more coarse (unspecialized) form of democracy, is what I am against.

About your other comments: Since you have made an effort to be reasonable, I
will return the favour and respond to them as reasonably as I can. I think these
are precisely the kind of questions asked by people who are not directly involved
with the premises and challenges of high energy theory, so it might be useful to
answer them. But these are off-topic (in as far as any discussion of the string
controversy can be off-topic on this blog), so I will post them as a separate
message.

43. MathPhys
December 14, 2008

While all of us are painfully aware of the severe shortcomings of string theory on
the experimental verification front, there is simply no denying its incredible
attractiveness to intelligent young people, who are too idealistic to study
anything that would prepare them for a job and want nothing other than to learn
the most fundamental physics. Every teenager/20 something believes that maybe
he/she will crack the problem.



Over and over and over again, young people keep on approaching me saying “I
want to learn string theory. Where should I start?”

Under the circumstances, all I can do is to make them aware of its problems,
aware of the job prospects, then tell them about the 5 or 6 basic textbooks on
string theory and hope that at least they will learn some conformal field theory
and/or get a global view of modern mathematical physics.

We can use string theory as an excuse to introduce an incredibly large amount of
very good mathematics and mathematical physics.

44. somebody
December 14, 2008

Dear Pawl, you say that string theory is speculative. But what exactly do you
mean by “speculative”? In my opinion, string theory is probably THE most
conservative extension of well-understood physics. It contains only the most well-
accepted ingredients of physics (like say Feynman diagrams), with a single extra
piece: that particles are extended strings. Everything else follows automatically
(if one is infinitely smart).

I think what you might possibly mean by “speculative” is not so much that the
theory is full of ad-hoc constructions, but that some of the *solutions* of the
theory could give rise to a lot of exotic physics, like branes and extra dimensions
and what not. (Incidentally, notice how this question is subtle and requires some
training to even pose correctly.). But having exotic solutions is not an unknown
situation in physics. General relativity has them too. This is hardly a reason to
discard it without further thought.

The way I look at it, the experimental difficulties with string theory are basically
a problem that ANY theory of the Planck scale will have to face. The real
question, which gets usually drowned in the caricatured attacks, is whether we
know enough to extrapolate to Planck scale from what we know at low energies.
I personally think it is NOT ad hoc speculation to extrapolate, but again, this is
precisely the question that I think requires some expertise to form a fair
judgement call.

Now, about self-criticism in string theory. Here I think you are confusing two
closely related, but fundamentally different phenomena. I think you are
conflating the public hype of string theory in the media with the workings within
the community. Again, the hep community is a LOT more stringent than what one
might think from reading about string theory in the popular media. I cannot
think of even one idea that got popular, which was accepted without sufficient
scrutiny. Every SINGLE valid criticism of string theory (and its resolution) has
come from *within* the community, not from outside, as many people would like
you to believe. In particular, I think Smolin and Woit did a good job of
counterbalancing the hype, but scientifically, there were absolutely no surprises
from either of them. There are even main-stream figures who are vocal against
some of the widely held notions within the community. Like Tom Banks. They are
not booed out of court, but that is because they have more than superficial things



to say.

About previous excess claims by string theorists. This is again a hype issue and a
phenomenon you can only see in the public media. Within the community, the
amount of attention an idea receives has always been roughly correlated with
the intrinsic value of the idea, and has never been dependent on the hype. Most
of what goes as tall claims in the media, did not get much traction within the
community. In fact I cannot think of even one example for that happening. For
instance landscape statistics gets an inordinate amount of attention in the media,
but most people within the community are not really into it, because they would
like to have a better way to pose the problem. Landscape is something we still
don’t understand well in string theory, but usually not for the reasons that it gets
bashed for, in superficial debates.

PS: By the way, Peter, I have to say that I respect your integrity when posting
these comments. My previous message actually got stuck in the wordpress filter,
and I was worried that maybe you censored it, but happily, you liberated it.
Despite the fact that I disagree very much with you on much of your views on
string theory (while agreeing very strongly with you when you fight the string
hype), it is refreshing to know that you are not going down the easy path of
censoring stuff – which is a trap very easy to fall into. Of course, this does not
mean that I am going to go easy on you in the future, ha! Cheers and respect!

45. ex AP student
December 15, 2008

I’m a mathematician who took AP “Physics C” decades ago.

For those not in the USA, “AP physics” means a calculus-based one year class in
Newtonian mechanics (no Lagrangians or Hamiltonians) and basic
electromagnetism. The standard textbook was, and as far as I know still is,
Resnick & Halliday.

The real problem with both the physics AP and whatever Scarsdale etc might
replace it with, is that (1) the mathematical prerequisites are acquired
concurrently rather than in the preceding year, and (2) the nominal prerequisite
in physics (a qualitative, non-calculus one year class in physics standard in US
high schools that offer AP Physics) is a joke and completely superfluous for the
AP material. What works much better is to eliminate the year of joke physics
entirely and replace it with a full year of calculus (in AP terms, “Calculus BC”).

46. Pawl
December 15, 2008

Dear Somebody,

I very much appreciate your continuing this dialog thoughtfully. You raise quite a
few points, and I will do my best to respond relatively briefly.

It’s curious that you take issue with the statement that string theory has little to
show about physics beyond the speculative, to the point you doubt whether we



mean the same thing by “speculative.” As I noted before, string theory does have
mathematical successes, and it has internal successes — remarkable cohesions,
etc. But it hasn’t had any predictive successes, which is how we usually judge
physics.

So I would say that all of string theory’s contributions to physics are speculative
— inspired guesses, which may or may not turn out to be right. (And the track
record in science is of course that far more speculations — even beautiful ones —
turn out to be wrong than turn out to be right.)

Your comments lead me to think you don’t really think of string theory as
speculative in this sense. (And that would explain much of the rest of what you
have written.) So I am going to speak to that. I don’t want to trash string theory
as an approach to quantum gravity, because I do think it is a reasonable one to
investigate. What I am arguing for is viewing its prospects reasonably.

To begin with, it is very rare in physics that fundamental theory can make much
progress without experimental input. We simply are not clever enough to
anticipate what nature will do most of the time. Moreover, it is very rare to be
able to successfully guess what will go on many orders of magnitude from what
has been experimentally investigated. There are simply too many ways nature
can surprise us in the intervening regimes. So the fairest evaluation of any
theory of Planck-scale quantum gravity would be considerable skepticism.

As to string theory particularly, again, reasonable people can work on it, but
there are also good reasons for thinking that it may well be entirely misdirected.
As you say, it is rather conservative in some respects. Its basic physical idea —
moving from point to string (or brane) interactions — seems hardly to be the sort
of profound insight that one would expect to be the lynch-pin of a successful
theory of quantum gravity. (Compare, for instance, the sorts of wrenching new
physical insights which went into creating quantum theory and relativity.) Too,
its premise is that one can quantize gravity without centrally dealing with
interpretational issues in quantum theory. That might be true, but it could also
very easily be wrong. And the reliance on supersymmetry and extra dimensions
— well, that just might be wrong, too.

The point here is not to discard string theory (although, again, the only fair
assessment of any theory of quantum gravity at this point is that it is likely to be
wrong). The point is that other approaches should be investigated. This has
sometimes been acknowledged by string-theorists, but the demographics of the
subject (who is hired, what the standards of review are) tell a different story.
Very nearly all of the quantum-gravity eggs have been put in one basket, and
that is simply the wrong strategy for the community to adopt. And they’ve been
put in that basket because of aggressive actions from the top of the string-theory
community. The effect may well be to have made the world safe for string theory,
but to have retarded the prospects for getting the right quantum gravity theory.

The general mode of proceeding in string theory has been copied from particle
physics, for obvious historical reasons. That is, write down Lagrangians, do path
integrals, don’t worry too much about foundational questions. That worked in



particle physics, partly because it all turned out to be quantum field theory, but
more because there was a continual confrontation with experiment which
weeded out a lot of erroneous theories. (But even there, the weeding was slow,
and at many times progress was very hard.) But it’s not at all clear that that is
the right way to proceed in trying to quantize gravity.

I’ve spent some time trying to give a down-to-earth view of string theory’s
prospects, because of your hesitation in accepting that it was speculative. I want
to quickly address another point you make.

I do take your point that some of the hype from the string-theory community is
for external consumption (or is simply self-serving), and I know string theorists
who smile or cringe when they hear it. On the other hand, there are cases of
internal hype (for example, the claims of “obvious finiteness,” an argument
which was made vociferously as one way of justifying the large amount of
resources going to string theory).

But my main concern is not so much the minutiae of the arguments as the big
picture. String theorists seem not to have taken seriously (by which I mean, as
far as allocating funding, hiring, etc.) that it would be more important to try to
encourage a diversity of work than to concentrate work on one theory.

47. David Nataf
December 17, 2008

When I was taking high school physics we studied topics like the inclined plane,
the pulley, charged rods and the Bohr atom.

48. ishi
December 22, 2008

this has probably been said, but the web tutorial mentioned above
(superstringtheory) and general articles by Witten in Physics Today seem to me
as a nonphysicist (who took physics to do math biology, which uses alot of the
formalisms, from cond-mat to wick rotation) seem actually to me to be pretty
good introductions which could be used as a ‘special topic’ day (or a few) to
generate interest and motivation to learn the required math ,which is pretty
universal for any field, at least at the intro level. I was amazed to see string
theory was based on basic ideas like the classical wave equation, and duality in e
and m. You can even get your lagrangian and action principle, etc.

I think maybe wikipedia may be just as good for many things, maybe even better
than MIT open courses.

49. somebody
December 25, 2008

Dear Pawl, I just saw your message but thought I will reply anyway since I have
some time. Your arguments are really against high energy theory altogether (as
you probably realize), and not specifically against string theory. You haven’t
really got the distinction I was trying to make between speculative constructions



which are often quite arbitrary, and a solid, robust theory which builds from the
fundamental ideas of physics and merely cranks the formalism (in some sense)
and churns out extraordinary insights (like gauge-gravity duality).

This distinction is what makes string theory so extremely appealing to so many.
And a lot of the critics merely brush it off as “speculation” (while often making
some concessional words about the mathematics of string theory), and equate it
in value to a lot of other cock-and-bull stories that theorists come up with. This
incomprehending nature of the critics is the reason why it is a little hard to take
them seriously.

The sociological ways in which theory and experiment interact need not always
be the same. At least a few times in history, our problem was not so much that
we took our theories too seriously, but that we didn’t take them seriously
enough. Quantum field theory was not trusted for a long time because of the
infinities (from 40s to 70’s almost) unttil the standard model was unravelled. Big
bang was considered so speculative that nobody even cared enough to look for
its signature.

My point is that it is merely your personal claim when you say that experiments
and theory have to interact in a certain sequence. Of course, experiments are
necessary in physics. But the challenges facing science will change qualitatively
as generations come and go. It is quite likely that in the future, experiments are
going to be hard and theorists will have to work very hard (and perhaps long ) in
order to relate theory and experiment. The light is going to be only at the end of
the tunnel. This is just the way things are going to be. Does that mean that high
energy theory has to be shut down? If there came a stage where it was provably
impossible to connect theory and experiment, I would consider that possibility.
But otherwise, I would vote for pushing forward, because I think theory is our
last line of attack against the frontiers of our ignorance about the universe.
Shutting it down will be the end of curriosity. If you think objectively about why
exactly society sponsors things like mathematics, particle physics etc., I think
you will find that it is not such a horrible thing to do, to support research in
theoretical high energy physics of this kind.

It is in such a context that one has to really weigh the balance of judgement
against a theoretical idea. How robust is string theory is the real question. Not
cheap caricatures, like “no experiment, so string theory is useless”. These are
just another form of veiled hate against theoretical physics itself, the not so
uncommon hate against the top of the food chain, if you know what I mean. It
was there back when theory was still dealing with experimentally accessible
things, but then the criticism took a different form. Then it was “no practical
use”, now it is “no experiment”.

In the above two paragraphs, I was taking on your experiment-above-all-else
argument: the claim that string theory is useless because there are no
experiments. (This is actually not even fully true considering the recent RHIC
etc. experiments.) The real problem with these shallow criticisms is that they
*totally* fail to see that a good theory teaches us deep insights and
understanding about the things that we already knew, but thought were distinct.



String theory has taught us that gravity and gauge theory can be understood in
terms of each other (notice that between the two they exhaust all of dynamics.)
Then thereare things like black holes, etc. where string theory has truly found
ways to get past previous challenges. Notice that none of these things have
anything to do with the fancy math aspect. If you believe that this sort of
understanding is without value, then you are correct that string theory is not for
you.

50. Pawl
December 26, 2008

Dear Somebody,

Thanks for responding. However, I don’t really think you’ve understood my
points. I won’t reiterate them, but I will try to sketch what seems to be
preventing commuication.

Rather than take up what I have said, you are entirely misrepresenting me
(saying I am against high-energy physics altogether) and shifting the discussion
to a straw man (people who “brush off string theory as ‘speculation'”). You spend
your post discussing what “the critics” of string theory say without taking up
with what I say.

It is also disturbing that when I raise some criticisms of string theory, you
amplify this into a question of whether theoretical physics is worthwhile or not.

Please reread what I have written.

51. somebody
December 27, 2008

Sorry Pawl, I cannot concede that easily that I am misinterpreting you. Here is
an exact quote from from your previous message:

“To begin with, it is very rare in physics that fundamental theory can make much
progress without experimental input. We simply are not clever enough to
anticipate what nature will do most of the time. Moreover, it is very rare to be
able to successfully guess what will go on many orders of magnitude from what
has been experimentally investigated.”

So yes, you were against high energy theory, not merely string theory, as I
claimed. Your whole message was predicated on the deep pessimism that we are
probably not smart enough, so it is unlikely that we will understand the
(remaining) mysteries of the universe. This argument has been valid and
compelling for most of history, but curious people who are not intimidated by the
unknown usually find a way around. Is this going to happen this time as well? I
don’t know. But I am not going to bet on the mediocrity of humans like you do.
Experiments are hard, yes, but there might be possible experiments which we
are missing because our theory is not well-developed. People could have
probably done the Aharonov-Bohm experiment in the early 1900’s. But they
didn’t. Why? Because there was no way anyone could have thought about it



before quantum mechanics.

The bigger point, as I said before, is that experiment and theory can interact in
many ways.

The reason why I did not dissect your claims point by point is because it didn’t
seem like a useful thing to do. So instead I took a few of your more interesting
points and responded to them. The overwheleming impression I got from your
message is that you have opinions about things you are not very familiar with
(sorry, I am honestly not trying to put you down, but I fear this is relevant to our
discussion!). Not just when you talk about the “hype” regarding finiteness of
string perturbation theory, but also when you say how research should be
diversified. In principle the latter sounds like a good idea, but I really do not
know of a much better way to run the scientific process in HEP, than the way it is
currently. Not that the current one is perfect, but I suspect any artificial
redistribution of the limited resources is only bound to make it worse.

52. Pawl
December 27, 2008

Dear Somebody,

Your response is becoming unproductive and rude: to say you will not answer my
points because of your “impression” I don’t know what I’m talking about.

I am completely baffled as to how you interpret the paragraph you quote as me
being against high-energy theory. (However you manage to do this, it reflects
what is in your own mind and not what I have written.)

There is no point in continuing unless you are willing to answer my points, and to
try to understand what I have written.

53. Peter Woit
December 27, 2008

Somebody,

You are just ignoring real issues and making up straw men to attack. Pointing out
the difficulties associated with trying to do theoretical physics without
experimental input is not exactly saying something controversial, nor is it
“against particle theory”. Despite the impression one might get sometimes from
hep-th, much of particle theory is very much involved with the question of what
might or might not be seen at experiments that are being done now, or will be in
progress soon (e.g. the LHC).

Not all particle theory needs to be so directly related to experiment, but anyone
who works on scientific questions divorced from the discipline of contact with
experiment (I include myself here) needs to be very aware that they are out on a
limb and think carefully about what this means. Group-think, hype-mongering,
and an unwillingness to admit failure are a very real problem here.



As to “artificial redistribution of the limited resources”, my point of view is that
that’s exactly what string theorists have been trying to achieve, by attacking
anyone who points out the failure of the string theory unification program in
hopes of avoiding the conventional implications of that failure for the the
distribution of resources. This tactic is no longer working so well.

54. somebody
December 27, 2008

Peter: “Pointing out the difficulties associated with trying to do theoretical
physics without experimental input is not exactly saying something controversial,
nor is it “against particle theory”. ”

That was not the claim, and this is a strawman. Nobody disputed the difficulties.
The question is when do you decide that a research program is fruitless.

Your second paragraph I agree with, but not the third.

Peter: “As to “artificial redistribution of the limited resources”, my point of view
is that that’s exactly what string theorists have been trying to achieve, by
attacking anyone who points out the failure of the string theory…”

You have a book written, you are invested in this thing, your name is built on the
anti-string campaign. So I am not sure that the anonymous string theorist who is
trying to while away a weekend in sickbed is the one with an agenda to protect.
Scientists usually are passionate about what they think they know. I didn’t
realize that I was defending my funding when doing the blogospheric dogfights
against random people who think ignorance is a point of view.

Again, you are translating what is really a scientific debate into a sociological
thing.

55. TCO
January 3, 2009

There is nothing stopping teachers from doing some extra material along with
AP, other than the capability and background of the students (which is unlikely to
be quite college level in all respects). however my teacher in AP chem did
particle in a box, point group symmetry and solid sphere packings. All of which I
think are extra. She still had time to spend half the class talking about school
politics and how to behave at football games. We loved her! And lots got 5s.

Ap Physics is a whole nother kettle of fish. My school did not have it. We had
PSSC phsycis (science emphasis, but pre-calc) and had HPP physics (liberal arts
slanted). I had taken PSSC and Calc BC and so took the AP exam anyhow. I
placed out of one semester of mechanics (I had to horse up with rotational
mechanics, but the eqyations are very analagous to straight line stuff…and calc
based problems had already been touched on within the calculus class.) I tried to
cram the E&M, but it was too tough. got a 4 on mechanics and a 2 on E&M.

In service academy, where I went, the entire student body had to take ‘zoics and



it was nominally in the sophomore year so that differential and integral calc were
done before the start. And during the second semester (E&M), multivariable calc
had just been covered and diff EQs were being covered. This seemed to work.

Physics majors and EEs took a harder 3 semester curriculum in place of that
Halliday and Resnick style (think it was actually Giamoato or somehting like
that) curriculum.

AP or any advanced class should be more for that mass of engineering students
than for the ‘zoics majors. They will be otrutued enough with classical E&M as
they go through.



Status of Superstring and M-theory

December 11, 2008
Categories: Multiverse Mania, Uncategorized

A write-up by John Schwarz of his Erice lectures from this past summer has now
appeared on the arXiv, with the title Status of Superstring and M-theory. In his second
lecture, Schwarz provides a good review of the various attempts to do “string
phenomenology” by trying to find a “string background” that doesn’t conflict with
known particle physics. He devotes particular attention to the newest of these
backgrounds, so-called “F-theory local models”, providing a summary of the rather
complicated constructions involved. Schwarz doesn’t describe any experimental
predictions of such models, just noting:

It will be very interesting to see what predictions can be made before the
experimental results pour in and whether they turn out to be correct.

For more discussion of these models and the question of whether they predict
anything, see here.

Schwarz begins with an account of his interactions with Sidney Coleman at Aspen and
elsewhere:

I recall him once saying that there are three things that he does not like, all
of which are becoming popular: supersymmetry, strings, and extra
dimensions. Obviously, my views are quite different, but this did not lessen
my regard for him, nor did it harm our personal relationship. In fact, I
respected his honesty, especially as he did not try to impose his prejudices
on the community.

About the anthropic landscape issue, he has this to say:

Perhaps the absurdly large number of flux vacua that typically arise in flux
compactifications has discouraged people from trying to construct viable
particle physics models. In fact, this large number of vacua has motivated
the suggestion that various parameters of Nature (such as the cosmological
constant) should be studied statistically on the landscape. I don’t really
understand the logic of doing this, since this approach seems to assume
implicitly that Nature corresponds to a more or less random vacuum. This in
turn is motivated by some vague idea about how Universes are spawned in
the Multiverse in a process of eternal inflation. Then the story gets even
more entangled when the anthropic principle is brought into the discussion.
Some people are enthusiastic about this approach, but I find it
fundamentally defeatist. It is not the way I like to think about particle
physics.

Meanwhile, public promotion of the Multiverse continues, with the opinion pages of
Britain’s The Independent today featuring a piece by Bernard Carr entitled Fifth
dimensions, space bubbles and other facets of the multiverse. Carr describes the
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“growing popularity” of the multiverse proposal, ending with:

But is the “multiverse” a proper scientific proposal or just philosophy?
Despite the growing popularity of the proposal, the idea is speculative and
currently untestable – and it may always remain so. Astronomers may never
be able to observe the other universes with their telescopes and particle
physicists may never be able to detect the extra dimensions with their
accelerators. So, although some physicists favour the multiverse because it
may do away with the need for a creator, others regard the idea as equally
metaphysical. What is really at stake is the nature of science itself.

Carr characterizes some multiverse proponents as atheists favoring something that
doesn’t seem to fit into the conventional scientific method because it gives an answer
to the argument from design for a deity. For more about this all-too-common
argument for the multiverse, being promoted by Susskind and others, see here. In
answer to such claims about religion being promoted by physicists, New Scientist this
week is running a sensible piece by Amanda Gefter entitled Why it’s not as simple as
God vs the multiverse. It makes the obvious point about the multiverse-God
dichotomy:

Science never boils down to a choice between two alternative explanations.
It is always plausible that both are wrong and a third or fourth or fifth will
turn out to be correct.

Update: For more multiverse mania, see today’s colloquium at Perimeter here. The
intense promotion of this pseudo-science continues, but I don’t think it’s getting any
traction.

Update: Yet more media attention to the God vs. Multiverse debate, now from the
Guardian.

Comments

1. Shantanu
December 11, 2008

Peter, I watched this nice talk on testing inflationary models
http://pirsa.org/08110021/ and near 46th minute where the
speakers talked about testing consistency of string theory, there was a lot of
discussions. Do you think these tests are really testing string thoery?

2. Peter Woit
December 12, 2008

Shantanu,

Because of the low audio quality, I found it hard to hear exactly what was going
on in that discussion. But, as far as I can tell, what’s going on is that the speaker
and others are talking about their “dream” to “constrain string theory”. So, in
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their most optimistic scenario, all they will ever be able to do is to, amongst the
infinite complexity of the landscape, say that some regions of it are consistent
with various string inflation scenarios, and some aren’t. This can never actually
produce any evidence for or against string theory itself, it just takes physics
where some string theorists want it to go. String theory is accepted as the “best
guess” as to how the universe works, taught to high schools students, and
fundamental physics becomes reduced to just parametrizing observations with
string vacua, vacua that are capable of parametrizing anything that is ever likely
to be observed. Doesn’t really look like science to me….

3. Samuel Prime
December 13, 2008

You wonder if the enormous advancements in physics (and science) are
prompting researchers to delve into, speculate, and think about superquestions
and more adventerous ideas that, by nature, go beyond the currently accepted
methods of science. It’s hard to imagine science not evolving in its methods.
(Causality was an integral part of classical physics 100 years ago but now no
longer—or rather is still part of relativity but not quantum theory.)

Perhaps new and/or additional methods will need to be added in order for us to
advance (or define) our ‘knowledge’ of such huge unknowns (and which are so
intriging to us humans). (Perhaps string theory is a symptom of this trend to
‘push’ the methods of science.) Of course, as Socrates would say, I know nothing,
but I do think it is safe to say that science in 200, or even 500, years from now
will not be the same as it is today. Our perspective will change. Perhaps even our
methods and manner of perception.

We are hitting the boundaries of experiment. (More specifically, experiment that
can be humanly done.) These many superquestions and supercuriosities show
that we are more curious by questions that now seem untestable by our current
state of abilities, at least to a high degree of certainty. Nevertheless, the big
curiosities could play a role how the methods of science develop.

I have wondered if the development science will become similar to that of
mathematics. (Research in high energy physics is already beginning to look like
that!) For example, even though the Axiom of Choice and the Continuum
Hypothesis are unprovable from the other Zermelo-Frankael axioms of set
theory, mathematicians generally feel free to assume them in their work (even
though they are ‘untestable’). So if in science we hit boundaries of experiment
and the unknowable, we may have to find ways to penetrate such boundaries.

4. Chris W.
December 13, 2008

Samuel Prime: (Causality was an integral part of classical physics 100 years ago
but now no longer—or rather is still part of relativity but not quantum theory.)

It sounds like you’re confusing causality with strict determinism. Causal
structure is very much a part of quantum theory. (By the way, see Scott
Aaronson’s latest post.)

http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=368
http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=368


More to the point: When delving into superquestions and more adventurous
ideas leads a scientist—or someone who claims to be a scientist—to start
regarding testability against empirical observation as fundamentally irrelevant, it
becomes utterly self-defeating. Some theorizing about the multiverse flirts with
that attitude. Metaphysical speculation is (in my opinion) an inescapable part of
formulating scientific questions that seek deep understanding, but the ultimate
goal is a challenging confrontation with observation, hopefully with a successful
outcome for the theory in question.

5. Esornep
December 14, 2008

It’s rather amusing that Schwarz can dismiss the nucleation of bubble universes
[“This in turn is motivated by some vague idea about how Universes are spawned
in the Multiverse in a process of eternal inflation”] just after his reverential
remarks about Coleman, in view of the fact that Coleman, with De Luccia, was
the author of the massively influential paper on which all current multiverse
theorizing is based. Yes, Coleman, who was opposed to higher dimensions, etc
etc etc, started the whole multiverse ball rolling. Coleman was quite explicit
about the possibility that our own Universe is a bubble, and of course there is no
reason for such a bubble to be unique.

6. Samuel Prime
December 17, 2008

Chris W., could you please tell me where I mentioned determinism so that it
would be confused (by yourself) with causality? Any educated physicists who
read my comment would know what I meant by causality in the contrasting
contexts of relativity and QM that I stated.

As for the unhappy comments toward the multiverse idea, I would hardly
consider Steven Weinberg as among those ‘self-defeating’ physicists. In his essay
Living in the Multiverse, Weinberg notes:

There is also a less creditable reason for hostility to the idea of a
multiverse, based on the fact that we will never be able to observe any
subuniverses except our own. Livio and Rees and Tegmark have given
thorough discussions of various other ingredients of accepted theories
that we will never be able to observe, without our being led to reject
these theories. The test of a physical theory is not that everything in it
should be observable and every prediction it makes should be testable,
but rather that enough is observable and enough predictions are
testable to give us confidence that the theory is right.

It seems that two standards are being applied. One standard to theories we don’t
like, where we raise the standards to too rigorous a level (and requiring each
idea to be testable), and another standard to theories we like and where we do
not pick on them for not being testable in every respect. One could have picked
on the Big Bang theory for the idea of an infinitely small point or particle when it
exploded, even though that idea by itself alone is untestable.

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0511037
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As for myself, I can’t say I believe in the multiverse idea. However, I am open to
the concept. It can’t just be an idea that stands by itself, but along with a
broader mathematical framework, coupled with other hypotheses, so that the
whole theory (not just one single idea) can either be tested or related to other
known or accepted facts or scenarios that may be worthy of examination and
further study.

I don’t know of any grand and successful physical theory in which all of its ideas
and concepts are each testable. So let’s not push the testability thing too far or it
will haunt our efforts.

7. anon.
December 17, 2008

‘The test of a physical theory is not that everything in it should be observable
and every prediction it makes should be testable, but rather that enough is
observable and enough predictions are testable to give us confidence that the
theory is right.’ – Weinberg, quoted above.

That’s wishy-washy brane-washing, because there is no unequivocal definition of
‘enough’ and ‘us’. It’s easy for string theorists to find even today ‘enough’ ad hoc
prediction of gravity, etc., in string theory to give them confidence (to the point
of arrogance) that their pet theory or religion is the right one. The fact that they
are confident that they are right isn’t worth much, however. Try applying
Weinberg’s statement to flat-earth theory, Piltdown man, cold fusion, Phlogiston,
Caloric, etc.

8. Jake the Snake
December 17, 2008

The God v. Multiverse issue is an amusing one. Intelligent Design types love the
dichotomy because it “forces” atheists to accept their God or postulate a weird
hypothesis about multiple universes as an alternative explanation for the
apparent “design” or “fine-tuning.” Likewise, some atheists might not like it
because they do not understand the real nature of the God-Multiverse dichotomy
and think they may be compelled to postulate a multiverse, while those who do
believe in a multiverse think they have an answer to the arguments of intelligent
design. The problem is that any hypothesis which appeals to either a
supernatural entity or multiple cosmoses fails the test of Occam’s razor.
Fortunately, the dichotomy between God and Multiverse is simply not true.

There is no compelling to declare either of the two scenarios true, or, on the
contrary one can combine the two. Bradley Monton considered the ramifications
of doing this to resolve the so-called problem of evil.

http://bradleymonton.wordpress.com/2008/12/03/the-many-universe-solution-to-
the-problem-of-evil/

Why would Monton, who claims to be an atheist, attempt the above argument? It
seems to be a thought experiment. As Monton reveals, he did not come up with
the proposed solution, but he analyzes it briefly and considers the multiverse
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proposal to be an unsatisfactory answer to the problem of evil.

9. Samuel Prime
December 20, 2008

” … there is no unequivocal definition of ‘enough’ and ‘us’. “

Yes, there is a practical one: the general consensus of the physics community. I’ll
grant you, though, that string theory has much more work to do before it proves
its mettle (if it is the right approach). (I think they know that themselves, even if
some are arrogant, just as arrogance can be found on any side of an issue.)

I had an arrogant and mean math teacher in school, but for some reason I
separated his arrogance from my fascination for math. After him there was a
much kinder teacher, and that made it all the more sweeter.

10. TCO
January 3, 2009

Skepticism about string theory has penetrated the popular culture. Its days of
supremacy in funding and tenure positions are numbered. You should not feel
defeated or defensive. You’ve practically won already.

Lubos is smart and young so he can find something useful to do, still. Though if
he doesn’t have tenure yet, I would be rather worried. Harvard is bad enough
but with his field falling out of favor…anyhow, it just means he’ll latch on at a
less prestigious school after Harvard dings him in a couple years.



Notes on BRST VII: The Harish-Chandra
Homomorphism

December 15, 2008
Categories: BRST

The Casimir element discussed in the last posting of this series is a distinguished
quadratic element of the center Z(\mathfrak g)=U(\mathfrak g)^\mathfrak g (note,
here \mathfrak g is a complex semi-simple Lie algebra), but there are others, all of
which will act as scalars on irreducible representations. The information about an
irreducible representation V contained in these scalars can be packaged as the so-
called infinitesimal character of V, a homomorphism

\chi_V: Z(\mathfrak g)\rightarrow \mathbf C

defined by zv=\chi_V(z)v for any z\in Z(\mathfrak g), v\in V. Just as was done for the
Casimir, this can be computed by studying the action of Z(\mathfrak g) on a highest-
weight vector.

Note: this is not the same thing as the usual (or global) character of a representation,
which is a conjugation-invariant function on the group G with Lie algebra \mathfrak g,
given by taking the trace of a matrix representation. For infinite dimensional
representations V, the character is not a function on G, but a distribution \Theta_V.
The link between the global and infinitesimal characters is given by

\Theta_V(zf)=\chi_V(z)\Theta_V(f)

i.e. \Theta_V is a conjugation-invariant eigendistribution on G, with eigenvalues for
the action of Z(\mathfrak g) given by the infinitesimal character. Knowing the
infinitesimal character gives differential equations for the global character.

The Harish-Chandra Homomorphism

The Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem implies that for a simple complex Lie algebra
\mathfrak g one can use the decomposition (here the Cartan subalgebra is \mathfrak
h=\mathfrak t_{\mathbf C})

\mathfrak g=\mathfrak h \oplus \mathfrak n^+ \oplus \mathfrak n^-

to decompose U(\mathfrak g) as

U(\mathfrak g) =U(\mathfrak h) \oplus (U(\mathfrak g)\mathfrak n^+ + \mathfrak
n^-U(\mathfrak g))

and show that If z\in Z(\mathfrak g), then the projection of z onto the second factor is
in U(\mathfrak g)\mathfrak n^+\cap\mathfrak n^-U(\mathfrak g). This will give zero
acting on a highest-weight vector. Defining \gamma^\prime: Z(\mathfrak
g)\rightarrow Z(\mathfrak h) to be the projection onto the first factor, the infinitesimal
character can be computed by seeing how \gamma^\prime(z) acts on a highest-



weight vector.

Remarkably, it turns out that one gets something much simpler if one composes
\gamma^\prime with a translation operator

t_\rho: U(\mathfrak h)\rightarrow U(\mathfrak h)

corresponding to the mysterious \rho\in \mathfrak h^*, half the sum of the positive
roots. To define this, note that since \mathfrak h is commutative, U(\mathfrak
h)=S(\mathfrak h)=\mathbf C, the symmetric algebra on \mathfrak h, which is
isomorphic to the polynomial algebra on \mathfrak h^*. Then one can define

t_\rho (\phi(\lambda))=\phi(\lambda -\rho)

where \phi\in \mathbf C is a polynomial on \mathfrak h^*, and \lambda\in\mathfrak
h^*.

The composition map

\gamma=t_\rho\circ\gamma^\prime: Z(\mathfrak g)\rightarrow U(\mathfrak
h)=\mathbf C

is a homomorphism, known as the Harish-Chandra homomorphism. One can show
that the image is invariant under the action of the Weyl group, and the map is actually
an isomorphism

\gamma: Z(\mathfrak g)\rightarrow \mathbf C^W

It turns out that the ring \mathbf C^W is generated by dim\ \mathfrak h independent
homogeneous polynomials. For \mathfrak g=\mathfrak{sl}(n,\mathbf C) these are of
degree 2, 3,\cdots,n (where the first is the Casimir).

To see how things work in the case of \mathfrak g=\mathfrak{sl}(2,\mathbf C), where
there is one generator, the Casimir \Omega, recall that

\Omega=\frac{1}{8}h^2 + \frac{1}{4}(ef +fe)=\frac{1}{8}h^2 + \frac{1}{4}(h
+2fe)

so one has
\gamma^\prime(\Omega)= \frac{1}{4}(h +\frac{1}{2}h^2)

Here t_\rho(h)=h-1, so

\gamma(\Omega)=\frac{1}{4}((h-1)+\frac{1}{2}(h-1)^2)=\frac{1}{8}(h^2-1)

which is invariant under the Weyl group action h\rightarrow -h.

Once one has the Harish-Chandra homomorphism \gamma, for each \lambda
\in\mathfrak h^* one has a homomorphism

\chi_{\lambda}: z\in Z(\mathfrak g)\rightarrow \chi_\lambda(z)=\gamma(z)
(\lambda)\in \mathbf C



and the infinitesimal character of an irreducible representation of highest weight
\lambda is \chi_{\lambda + \rho}.

The Casselman-Osborne Lemma

We have computed the infinitesimal character of a representation of highest weight
\lambda by looking at how Z(\mathfrak g) acts on V^{\mathfrak
n^+}=H^0(\mathfrak n^+,V). On V^{\mathfrak n^+}, z\in Z(\mathfrak g) acts by

z\cdot v = \chi_V(z)v

This space has weight \lambda, so U(\mathfrak h)=\mathbf C acts by evaluation at
\lambda

\phi\cdot v=\phi(\lambda)v

These two actions are related by the map \gamma^\prime: Z(\mathfrak g)\rightarrow
U(\mathfrak h) and we have

\chi_V(z)=(\gamma^\prime(z))(\lambda)=(\gamma(z))(\lambda + \rho)

It turns out that one can consider the same question, but for the higher cohomology
groups H^k(\mathfrak n^+,V). Here one again has an action of Z(\mathfrak g) and an
action of U(\mathfrak h). Z(\mathfrak g) acts on k-cochains C^k(\mathfrak n^+,V)=
Hom_{\mathbf C}(\Lambda^k\mathfrak n^+,V) just by acting on V, and this action
commutes with d so is an action on cohomology. U(\mathfrak h) acts simultaneously
on \mathfrak n^+ and on V, again in a way that descends to cohomology. The content
of the Casselman-Osborne lemma is that these two actions are again related in the
same way by the Harish-Chandra homomorphism. If \mu is a weight for the \mathfrak
h action on H^k(\mathfrak n^+,V), then

\chi_V(z)=(\gamma^\prime(z))(\mu)=(\gamma(z))(\mu + \rho)

Since \chi_V(z)=(\gamma(z))(\lambda + \rho), one can use this equality to show that
the weights occurring in H^k(\mathfrak n^+,V) must satisfy

(\mu +\rho)=w(\lambda + \rho)

and thus

\mu=w(\lambda + \rho)-\rho

for some element w\in W. Non zero elements of H^k(\mathfrak n^+,V) can be
constructed with these weights, and the Casselman-Osborne lemma used to show that
these are the only possible weights. This gives the computation of H^k(\mathfrak
n^+,V) as an \mathfrak h – module referred to earlier in these notes, which is known
as Kostant’s theorem (the algebraic proof was due to Kostant, an earlier one using
geometry and sheaf cohomology was due to Bott).

For more details about this and a proof of the Casselman-Osborne lemma, see
Knapp’s Lie Groups, Lie Algebras and Cohomology, where things are worked out for
the case of \mathfrak g=\mathfrak{gl}(n,\mathbf C) in chapter VI.



Generalizations

So far we have been considering the case of a Cartan subalgebra \mathfrak h\subset
\mathfrak g, and its orthogonal complement with a choice of splitting into two
conjugate subalgebras, \mathfrak n^+ \oplus \mathfrak n^-. Equivalently, we have a
choice of Borel subalgebra \mathfrak b\subset \mathfrak g, where \mathfrak b
=\mathfrak h \oplus \mathfrak n^+. At the group level, this corresponds to a choice
of Borel subgroup B\subset G, with the space G/B a complex projective variety known
as a flag manifold. More generally, much of the same structure appears if we choose
larger subgroups P \subset G containing B such that G/P is a complex projective
variety of lower dimension. In these cases Lie\ P=\mathfrak l \oplus \mathfrak u^+,
with \mathfrak l (the Levi subalgebra) a reductive algebra playing the role of the
Cartan subalgebra, and \mathfrak u^+ playing the role of \mathfrak n^+.

In this more general setting, there is a generalization of the Harish-Chandra
homomorphism, now taking Z(\mathfrak g) to Z(\mathfrak l). This acts on the
cohomology groups H^k(\mathfrak u^+,V), with a generalization of the Casselman-
Osborne lemma determining what representations of \mathfrak l occur in this
cohomology. The Dirac cohomology formalism to be discussed later generalizes this
even more, to cases of a reductive subalgebra \mathfrak r with orthogonal
complement that cannot be given a complex structure and split into conjugate
subalgebras. It also provides a compelling explanation for the continual appearance of
\rho, as the highest weight of the spin representation.

Comments

1. capitalistimperialistpig
December 17, 2008

I don’t know anything about the subject, but it sounds like a suitable title for a
“The Big Bang Theory” episode.

2. D R Lunsford
December 18, 2008

This presentation of Casimirology is really first rate.

-drl



This and That

December 17, 2008
Categories: Experimental HEP News, Uncategorized

This week’s Nature has a nice cover story on Lyn Evans, who has been leading the
construction of the LHC. The story mentions one of the problems of his high-profile
job:

Evans has found himself the subject of more than one ad hominem attack in
physics chat rooms and blogs; he knows because he Googles to find out.

While beam commissioning won’t start up again at the LHC until at least next July, at
the Tevatron things have been going extremely well. Last week they set a new
luminosity record, accumulating 74 pb-1. For more about this, there’s a posting at
Symmetry Breaking.

The Boston Globe has an interview with Lisa Randall, who is writing the libretto for
an opera to be entitled “Hypermusic Prologue: A projective opera in seven planes”.

Lieven le Bruyn has a posting about David Mumford and the so-called “Red Book”, the
notes for his course on algebraic geometry. This includes a reproduction of Mumford’s
picture of Spec Z, together with explanations of what all the squiggles mean. From
this posting I also learned about a wonderful book on the topic of “Five Centuries of
French Mathematics”, available here.

Taking a look at the Theoretical Particle Physics Jobs Rumor Mill, things are looking
quite bad for tenure-track jobs in string theory or, more generally, any formal work on
quantum field theory. It seems that what US physics departments most want now are
cosmologists and “astro-particle physicists”. One place that plans to do a lot of hiring
in this area is Arizona State, which is advertising for 8-10 new faculty appointments in
these areas, and a similar number of postdocs, to be hired over the next 5 years. All of
a sudden the field of “string cosmology” starts to make a lot more sense.

One organization that may need a lot of string theory instructors is the Maharishi
Central University which will offer “Unified Field Based Education”:

The groundbreaking curriculum of Maharishi Central University is based
upon the most advanced scientific knowledge of our age: the discovery of
the Unified Field. During the past quarter century, modern physics has
explored progressively more fundamental levels of nature’s functioning at
the atomic, nuclear and sub-nuclear scales, culminating in the recent
discovery of the Unified Field—a single, universal field of nature’s
intelligence at the foundation of the universe.

This Unified Field, or “E8xE8 superstring field,” is the crowning
achievement of fifty years of advanced research in quantum gravity theory,
and is expressed most concisely in the following, compact Lagrangian, or
“super-formula,” presented, for simplicity, in the super-conformal gauge…

http://www.nature.com/news/2008/081217/full/456862a.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2008/081217/full/456862a.html
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/breaking/2008/12/11/another-record-tevatron-accelerator-surpasses-expectations-repeatedly/
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/breaking/2008/12/11/another-record-tevatron-accelerator-surpasses-expectations-repeatedly/
http://www.boston.com/bostonglobe/ideas/articles/2008/12/14/a_talk_with_lisa_randall/
http://www.boston.com/bostonglobe/ideas/articles/2008/12/14/a_talk_with_lisa_randall/
http://www.neverendingbooks.org/index.php/mumfords-treasure-map.html
http://www.neverendingbooks.org/index.php/mumfords-treasure-map.html
http://www.culturesfrance.com/adpf-publi/folio/textes/maths.pdf
http://www.culturesfrance.com/adpf-publi/folio/textes/maths.pdf
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/rumor/doku.php
http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/rumor/doku.php
http://beyond.asu.edu/news_events/09_faculty_postdoc_appt.php
http://beyond.asu.edu/news_events/09_faculty_postdoc_appt.php
http://www.maharishicentraluniversity.org/
http://www.maharishicentraluniversity.org/
http://www.maharishicentraluniversity.org/
http://www.maharishicentraluniversity.org/


The summary of the curriculum goes on to explain how the superstring field “provides
the long-sought, mathematically rigorous, interdisciplinary foundation for all the
sciences, and for the whole field of academic study,” and that “Without such
knowledge, the entire field of education is essentially baseless.”

The plan seems to be to build 50 universities, one in each state, with a construction
cost of $16 million each. They’re looking for investors, who are told that each
university will enroll 200 students who will pay $45,000/year, generating an income of
$9 million per year, so “This will render financing completely risk free.” This money-
raising effort is related to the one discussed here.

The first such university is being built at the “exact geographic center” of the US, a
point about 12 miles northeast of Smith Center, Kansas. The news from Raja Robert
Wynne, Mayor of Maharishi Vedic City and Raja of Invincible New Zealand, Armenia,
Kenya, Pakistan, Iraq, Vanuatu, Liberia, and Burundi for the Global Country of World
Peace, is that there are 10 buildings now under construction. From an AP article
about this, according to founding president John Hagelin

“The ultimate vision is 40,000 students. We’re probably not interested in
something smaller than 10,000 students”… He said it would take more than
$100 million to start up the university – which he had wanted to have open
two years after construction began – and that kind of money isn’t easy to
find amid a national banking crisis. Because of that, he said, a more
reasonable estimate would be that the university will open in five to 10
years.

The locals seem to not be very happy about all this, worried by the presence of a
Mexican construction company with Mexican workers at the site. One such Kansan is
the Rev. Dennis Lambert, whose church is nearby, who says “We consider them to be
a cult”. The AP article explains that

Lambert was among a small group of people who in 2006 dug up what they
believe to be a Hindu idol on a rural property that meditators had once
owned about 10 years ago. The figure, a hollow metal animal, contained
fake jewels symbolic of the nine planetary gods, he said.

“The fake jewels were crushed and the metal deal was destroyed with heat,”
Lambert said. “It was believed to have demonic influence and that’s the way
we dealt with it.”

Comments

1. csrster
December 18, 2008

Rev. Lambert scares me more than Dr. Hagelin.

2. Ralph
December 18, 2008

http://www.maharishicentraluniversity.org/pdf/Maharishi_Central_University.pdf
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“Invincible New Zealand”?

Us NZers are about as capable of defending ourselves against a serious invasion
as we are of stopping the decay of a meta-stable vacuum, in either case we just
hope we’re far enough away from northern hemisphere stuff like overpopulation
and the LHC that it doesn’t effect us 

3. Sultan
December 18, 2008

The fake jewels were crushed and the metal deal was destroyed with heat,”
Lambert said. “It was believed to have demonic influence and that’s the way we
dealt with it.”

So, heat destroys demonic influences? I should think that they would be used to
it.

4. MathPhys
December 18, 2008

“Because of the extraordinary significance to mankind of Dr. Nader Raam’s
scientific breakthrough that consciousness is the basis of human physiology, he
was awarded his weight in gold and crowned in October 2000 as “Maharaja
Adhiraj Rajaraam, First Ruler of the Global Country of World Peace.” Shortly
thereafter, Maharaja Adhiraj Rajaraam’s Global Administration honored Dr.
Hagelin as Minister of Science and Technology (2001). ”

Are these guys for real?

5. Arun
December 18, 2008

It would be amazing if the ancient Hindus knew of the nine planets – but they
didn’t. They knew the five visible to the naked eye. The other four are the sun,
moon, Rahu and Ketu.

http://www.navgraha.org/

“”Nav” or “Nava” means “nine”. Graha is sometimes translated as “planet”, but
the Sun, Moon, and Rahu and Ketu are not “planets” according to modern
astronomy. “Graha” is sometimes translated as “celestial body”, but Rahu and
Ketu are not celestial bodies either. A third translation is celestial god or demi-
god, but again, Rahu and Ketu are Asuras not Devas. Rahu and Ketu are further
believed to be only positions in the planetary paths. A fact common to all
navagrahas is that they have relative movement with respect to the backgound of
fixed stars in the zodiac belt.”

More precisely, two of the “planets”, Rahu and Ketu, are the lunar nodes (the
two points where the moon’s orbit intersects the ecliptic). They “cause” solar
and lunar eclipses.

http://www.navgraha.org/
http://www.navgraha.org/


The graha do not fit into the category of “demonic” or “godly” either, as noted
above.

It is a conceptualization of the world outside the domain, beyond the grasp of
Rev. Lambert.

6. themanwithaplan
December 18, 2008

This is something right out of Monty Python’s holy grail quest.

Peter, a question: do you know who funds these guys? Their hilariously-inept
(and comical) invitations for multi-million dollar fundings surely don’t net
anything, howcome they’ve been running for so long? Who’s giving them all this
money, cause I also have some magical beans to sell…

7. Peter Woit
December 18, 2008

themanwithaplan,

I’m also quite curious about the finances of this organization. As far as I can tell
though, their grandiose plans to raise lots more money aren’t working out.

8. Sumar Ongi
December 18, 2008

That Hagelin entertains those projects is nothing unusual, it seems he’s been
doing so for at least a decade now. His sources of funding are admittedly a more
interesting research topic.

But Randall? An opera ??!!! That’s … well…, surprising, to say the least.

9. Markk
December 18, 2008

The Tevatron info was interesting. The fact that they have bumped luminosity by
a factor of six in the last few years by what seems to be process improvements
means, to me, that we are still on the upslope of the learning curve in knowing
how to mess with high power particle beams. Long term that is good news for
LHC hopes as they will climb that curve too.

I think it is a reason to keep the Tevatron going. People always want the next
thing, the Higgs or whatever, but this is new high energy physics data and a
bunch of it. We aren’t getting stuff like this anywhere else and won’t for a while.
It will be a good set of data to use as a check and to find little things that we
don’t know to look for now. Maybe Fermilab could try to start pioneering an open
standard format for this information and create an open archive, like CERN was
looking at a while ago.

10. Chris W.
December 18, 2008



That Hagelin entertains those projects is nothing unusual, it seems he’s been
doing so for at least a decade now. His sources of funding are admittedly a more
interesting research topic.

Hmmmm. Maybe something interesting will come out of the impending litigation
over Bernard Madoff’s Ponzi scheme. 

11. DB
December 19, 2008

“But Randall? An opera ??!!! That’s … well…, surprising, to say the least”

She probably got the idea from John Adam’s Doctor Atomic (2005), about
Oppenheimer and the Manhattan Project.

12. A.
December 21, 2008

A summary of news on the Tevatron from Beate Heinemann at the UK Annual
Theory Meeting:

No deviation from the SM in diboson production, preliminary data for a CP
violating phase measured in B_s -> J\psi\psi decay might not agree with the SM
prediction, this will be watched, and there is still no concensus on whether the
CDF results indicate new physics or a miscalculated background.

Dave Charlton gave a status on the LHC which just confirms what Peter said in
his post.

13. woit
December 21, 2008

Thanks A.,

Many of the talks at that meeting look quite interesting, and slides are available
there.

I found the perspective of the talk on String Phenomenology and the LHC to be
kind of amusing. It ends with

“LHC can give us important information on the structure of the MSSM string
landscape!”

The philosophy seems to no longer be that experiment can test string theory. All
experiment can ever do is tell us “where we are” in the landscape, with string
theory and the string theory landscape now having the status of untestable
axioms of physics.

14. Chickenbreeder
December 22, 2008

I noted that you no longer have the link to Arizona State job announcement. Are

http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/Xmas/08/index.html
http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/Xmas/08/index.html
http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/Xmas/08/index.html
http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/Xmas/08/index.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=1045
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=1045


those 8-10 jobs not real after all? They just seem too good to be true since all I
have heard is hiring freeze.

I believe the scarcity of jobs in theoretical physics is correlated with the ill wind
of economic downturn that’s blowing over elite universities. Even Harvard and
Stanford announced major cutback and hire freeze due to endowment loss.

15. Peter Woit
December 22, 2008

Chicken Breeder,

The ASU job announcement is still there. I have no idea if budget problems will
cause them to cut back and hire fewer people.

All of US academia is having budget problems, especially public universities
since state and local budgets are having problems.

Harvard has announced major budget cuts, supposedly because their endowment
has gone down $8billion this year. Unclear to me why this is such a huge
problem, since it went up $6billion last year…

16. BlissCat
December 22, 2008

I sincerely hope to see the opening of Maharishi Central Universities
everywhere. The idea of an underlying interdisciplinary foundation in education
is very appealing to me, but sorely lacking in academia today, so that we are
often left with an unbalanced curriculum which cannot fully develop a student’s
brain. In contrast, students who befit from the sort of complete education Dr
Hagelin is talking about, develop their inner potential through the practice of
Transcendental Meditation, increasing creativity, learning ability, the ability to
relate to others, and cultivating the total potential of their brain. That to me is
the basis of success in life. Click here for a description of scientific studies on the
benefits of Transcendental Meditation in education:
Transcendental Meditation & Brain Potential

17. Henriette Hagelin-Chandra
December 23, 2008

Well, BlissCat, since you seem to have the secret of success, I don’t doubt you’ll
be donating a couple million of your dollars to our Maharishi C.U. We appreciate
your financial support.

18. Kay
December 23, 2008

The National Institutes of Health have granted $24 million to study
Transcendental Meditation for the prevention and treatment of heart disease,
hypertension, and stroke – they wouldn’t do that for a money scam! The
beneficial effects of TM have been studied by independent researchers at

http://www.davidlynchfoundation.org/why/developing-a-child-s-full-brain-potential.html
http://www.davidlynchfoundation.org/why/developing-a-child-s-full-brain-potential.html


Harvard, Standford, Yale, UCLA Medical School, and literally hundreds of
leading institutions, and published by the American Medical Association, the
American Heart Association, the International Journal of Neuroscience, etc. So
don’t let these fear-based claims get to you. See for yourself: Transcendental
Meditation : Ask the Doctors. TM is safe, effective, and affordable with
scholarships.

19. Damru10
December 24, 2008

Where does the money come from? Good question. The money comes from
wherever it is. You compose a proposal for your idea, locate funding sources,
then make your pitch.

Imagine the pitch the Visionary Physicists(VP) of CERN gave to the Banker(B)
who represents the universities that funded LHC.
VC: We want €500Billion.
B: Why?
VC: To discover the Higgs Boson.
B: When you find it, can you show it to me?
VC: No. It’s intangible to the five senses.
B: Intangible? Well, what good is it, then?
VC: It will prove my theory of the universe is correct.
B: Let me get this straight. You want €500Billion for philosophical reasons.
Right?

That’s gotta be a tough sell. The LHC visionaries at CERN must have told a very
convincing story to get that kind of money. Of course making a pitch like this is
predicated upon the money people actually listening to you.

The regular contributors to this blog are scientists. As scientists you have to be
painfully aware of Galileo’s plight. He offered a heliocentric theory of how the
universe functions to the ecclesiastical power elite who were deeply entrenched
in a geocentric view. The Vatican was so threatened by Galileo’s ideas that they
contained him under house arrest for the rest of his life. Scientists would not
want to duplicate the mistakes of the past. Would they? They would listen with
an open mind to new ideas and evaluate them based on the science. Right? No
real scientist would dismiss a new idea based solely upon here-say.

If anyone wants to hear what Dr. Hagelin is actually saying, here are his lectures
on Unified Field Based Approach to various topics, including Health Care,
Education, Defense, Poverty Removal, Global Financial Bailout Plan,
Architecture, Agriculture and Administration:
http://www.gfcny.net/video/

For a review of the science behind the technologies of consciousness that Dr.
Hagelin is recommending, examine the more than 600 peer reviewed studies,
performed by over 215 independent universities and research institutions, that
have been published in more than 160 peer-reviewed scientific journals and
edited books.:

http://www.doctorsontm.com/
http://www.doctorsontm.com/
http://www.doctorsontm.com/
http://www.doctorsontm.com/
http://www.gfcny.net/video/
http://www.gfcny.net/video/


http://www.TruthAboutTM.org/truth/Research/TMResearchPublications
/index.cfm

Remember Arthur Schopenhauer’s 3 stages of truth:
“First, it is ridiculed.
Second, it is violently opposed.
Third, it is accepted as being self-evident.”

20. Kay
December 24, 2008

Wow, thanks, Damru10, for your thoughtful, intelligent reply. It brings this
discussion to a whole new level.

21. Shantanu
December 24, 2008

Peter, there are 2 other string-related talks at PI
See
http://www.pirsa.org/08120032/
Introduction to string theory

http://www.pirsa.org/08110034/
(This one is about eternal inflation)

22. archie
December 24, 2008

Regarding Hagelin and Maharishi Central U.: Damru10’s Schopenhauer quote
bears repeating:

“All truth passes through three stages.
First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed.
Third, it is accepted as being self-evident.”

23. me
December 24, 2008

Bullshit that is (eventually) accepted by mainstream also passes by the exact
same stages.

How interesting.

24. anon.
December 25, 2008

Pseudoscience indeed passes through Schopenhauer’s 3 stages, but the order is
reversed:

“First, it is accepted as being self-evident.
Second, it is violently opposed.
Third, it is ridiculed.”

http://www.truthabouttm.org/truth/Research/TMResearchPublications/index.cfm
http://www.truthabouttm.org/truth/Research/TMResearchPublications/index.cfm
http://www.truthabouttm.org/truth/Research/TMResearchPublications/index.cfm
http://www.truthabouttm.org/truth/Research/TMResearchPublications/index.cfm
http://www.pirsa.org/08120032/
http://www.pirsa.org/08120032/
http://www.pirsa.org/08110034/
http://www.pirsa.org/08110034/


Think about flat earth, epicycles and the sun orbiting the earth, witchcraft,
Caloric fluid heat theory, etc. In a primitive society, even simple natural
phenomena like fire, magnets, and gravitation can be held up by priests as
“evidence” of their secret wisdom and supernatural craptrap powers. As more
evidence accumulates that such things might not need religious belief in
uncheckable theories, they can be successfully opposed and finally ridiculed.

25. ishi
December 25, 2008

i do have to give credit to the maharishi types; they published a 2 page ad in the
wash post for their theory of everything (maybe the standard model
lagrangian—i forget). you rarely see any math in the paper (though recently on a
math ed article they did have something from complex variable theory). soetimes
you take it from whatever source (dumpster diving theory of education).

i actually imagine meditation in general is ok. somewhat like sleeping. they did
try to stop crime in DC by meditating (you need the sqrt of the population to get
it to stop. (presumably this follows from the LL#s). but we still got the bush
administration.

26. Kay
January 3, 2009

Please, it’s not helpful to speculate that Transcendental Meditation might be like
sleep. The brain wave patterns during TM are extraordinarily different from
sleep. Here is what actually happens: The technique allows the mind to settle
inward beyond thought to experience PURE AWARENESS, the source of thought,
also known as transcendental consciousness. This is the most silent and peaceful
level of consciousness — one’s innermost Self. In this restfully alert state, the
brain functions with significantly greater coherence than in sleep or ordinary
waking state.

The superior person settles his mind
as the universe settles the stars in the sky.
By connecting his mind with its subtle origin,
he calms it.
Once calmed, it naturally expands,
and ultimately his mind become as vast and immeasurable
as the night sky.
— Lao Tsu

For decades, John Hagelin has been a proponent of a complete unified field
theory of all the known matter and force fields of nature. But he has gone much,
much farther, by proposing that this unified field at the basis of matter and
energy is the SAME as the field of pure awareness described above – the source
of thought, experienced while transcending. That silent, transcendental, holistic
experience has been described by the great minds of all civilizations, from
ancient Vedic seers to Taoist masters, from Greek philosophers to Christian
saints, from Renaissance poets to modern artists. It is a universal experience



which connects all beings. Hence it has a measurable ‘field effect’ capable of
calming violence and radiating peace in the environment.



Notes on BRST VIII: Clifford Algebras

December 21, 2008
Categories: BRST

Clifford Algebras

Clifford algebras are well-known to physicists, in the guise of matrix algebras
generated by the \gamma -matrices first used in the Dirac equation. They also have a
more abstract formulation, which will be the topic of this posting. One way to think
about Clifford algebras is as a “quantization” of the exterior algebra, associated with
a symmetric bilinear form.

Given a vector space V with a symmetric bilinear form (\cdot,\cdot), the associated
Clifford algebra Cliff (V,(\cdot,\cdot)) can be defined by starting with the tensor
algebra T^*(V) (T^k(V) is the k-th tensor power of V), and imposing the relations

v\otimes w + w\otimes v = -2(v,w)1

where v,w\in V=T^1(V),\ 1\in T^0(V). Note that many authors use a plus instead of a
minus sign in this relation. The case of most interest in physics is V=\mathbf R^4,
(\cdot,\cdot) the Minkowski inner product of signature (3,1). The theory of Clifford
algebras for real vector spaces V is rather complicated. Here we’ll stick to complex
vector spaces V, where the theory is much simpler, partially because over \mathbf C
there is, up to equivalence, only one non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form. We will
suppress mention of the bilinear form in the notation, writing Cliff(V) for Cliff(V,(\cdot,
\cdot)).

For a more concrete definition, one can choose an orthonormal basis e_i of V. Then
Cliff(V) is the algebra generated by the e_i, with multiplication satisfying the relations

e_i^2=-1,\ \ e_ie_j=-e_je_i\ \ (i\neq j)

One can show that these complex Clifford algebras are isomorphic to matrix algebras,
more precisely

Cliff(\mathbf C^{2n})\simeq M(\mathbf C, 2^n),\ \ \ Cliff(\mathbf C^{2n+1})\simeq
M(\mathbf C, 2^n)\oplus M(\mathbf C, 2^n)

Clifford Algebras and Exterior Algebras

The exterior algebra \Lambda^*(V) is the algebra of anti-symmetric tensors, with
product the wedge product \wedge. This is also exactly what one gets if one takes the
Clifford algebra Cliff(V), with zero bilinear form. Multiplying a non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear form (\cdot,\cdot) by a parameter t gives for non-zero t a Clifford
algebra Cliff(V, t(\cdot,\cdot)) that can be thought of as a deformation of the exterior
algebra \Lambda^*(V). Thinking of the exterior algebra on V of dimension n as the
algebra of functions on n anticommuting coordinates, the Clifford algebra can be
thought of as a “quantization” of this, taking functions (elements of \Lambda^*(V)) to
operators (elements of Cliff(V), matrices in this case).



While \Lambda^*(V) is a \mathbf Z graded algebra, Cliff(V)=Cliff^{even}(V)\oplus
Cliff^{odd}(V) is only \mathbf Z_2-graded, since the Clifford product does not
preserve degree but can change it by two when multiplying generators. The Clifford
algebra is filtered by a \mathbf Z degree, taking F_p(Cliff(V))\subset Cliff(V) to be the
subspace of elements that can be written as sums of \leq p generators. The exterior
algebra is naturally isomorphic to the associated graded algebra for this filtration

\Lambda^p(V)\simeq F_p(Cliff(V))/F_{p-1}(Cliff(V))

\Lambda^*(V) and Cliff(V) are isomorphic as vector spaces. One choice of such an
isomorphism is given by composing the skew-symmetrization map

v_1\wedge v_2\wedge\cdots\wedge v_p=\frac{1}{p!}\sum_{s\in
S_p}sgn(s)v_{s(1)}\otimes v_{s(2)}\otimes\cdots\otimes v_{s(p)}

with the projection T^*(V)\rightarrow Cliff(V). Denoting this map by q, it is sometimes
called the “quantization map”. Using an orthonormal basis e_i, q acts as

q(e_{i_1}\wedge e_{i_2}\wedge\cdots\wedge e_{i_p})=e_{i_1}e_{i_2}\cdots e_{i_p}

The inverse \sigma=q^{-1}:Cliff(V)\rightarrow \Lambda^*(V) is sometime called the
“symbol map”.

This identification as vector spaces is known as the “Chevalley identification”. Using
it, one can think of the Clifford algebra as just an exterior algebra with a different
product.

Clifford Modules and Spinors

Given a Clifford algebra, one would like to classify the modules over such an algebra,
the Clifford modules. Such a module is given by a vector space M and an algebra
homomorphism

\pi: Cliff(V)\rightarrow End(M)

To specify \pi, we just need to know it on generators, and see that it satisfies

\pi(v)\pi(w) +\pi(w)\pi(v)= -2(v,w)Id

One such Clifford module is M=\Lambda^*V, with

\pi(v)\omega=v\wedge\omega – i_v\omega

where i_v is contraction by v. This gives the inverse to the quantization map (the
symbol map \sigma) as

\sigma: a\in Cliff(V)\rightarrow \pi(a)1\in \Lambda^*(V)

\Lambda^*(V) is not an irreducible Clifford module, and we would like to decompose
it into irreducibles. For dim_{\mathbf C}V =2n even, there will be a single such
irreducible S, of dimension 2^n, and the module map \pi:Cliff(V)\rightarrow End(S) is
an isomorphism. In the rest of this posting we’ll stick to the this case, for the odd



dimensional case see the references mentioned at the end.

To pick out an irreducible module S\subset \Lambda^*(V), one can begin by choosing
a linear map J:V\rightarrow V such that J^2=-1 and J is orthogonal ((Jv,Jw)=(v,w)).
Then let W_J\subset V be the subspace on which J acts by +i, \overline W_J be the
subspace on which J acts by -i. Note that V is a complex vector space, and now has
two linear maps on it that square to -1, multiplication by i, and multiplication by J. W_J
is an isotropic subspace of V, since

(v_1,v_2)=(Jv_1,Jv_2)=(iv_1,iv_2)=-(v_1,v_2)

for any v_1,v_2\in W_J. We now have a decomposition V=W_j\oplus \overline W_J into
two isotropic subspaces. Since the bilinear form is zero on these subspaces, we get
two subalgebras of the Clifford algebra, \Lambda^*(W_J) and \Lambda^*
(\overline{W_J}). It turns out that one can choose S\simeq \Lambda^*(W_J).

One can make this construction very explicit by picking a particular J, for instance the
one that acts on the element of an orthonormal basis by Je_{2j-1}=e_{2j},\ Je_{2j}=-
e_{2j-1} for j=1,\cdots n. Letting w_j=e_{2j-1}+ie_{2j} we get a basis of W_J. To get
an explicit representation of S as a Cliff(V) module isomorphic to \Lambda^*(\mathbf
C^n), we will use the formalism of fermionic annihilation and creation operators.
These are the operators on an exterior algebra one gets from wedging by or
contracting by an orthonormal vector, operators a_i^+ and a_i for i=1,\cdots,n
satisfying

\{a_i,a_j\}=\{a^+_i,a^+_j\}=0

\{a_i,a^+_j\}=\delta_{ij}

In terms of these operators on \Lambda^*(\mathbf C^n), Cliff(n) acts by

e_{2j-1}=a_j^+-a_j

e_{2j}=-i(a^+_j+a_j)

The Spin Representation

The group that preserves (\cdot,\cdot) is O(n,\mathbf C), and its connected component
of the identity SO(n,\mathbf C) has compact real form SO(n). SO(n) has a non-trivial
double cover, the group Spin(n). One can construct Spin(n) explicitly as invertible
elements in Cliff(V) for V=\mathbf R^n, and its Lie algebra using quadratic elements
of Cliff(V), with the Lie bracket given by the commutator in the Clifford algebra.

For the even case, a basis for the Cartan subalgebra of Lie\ Spin(2n) is given by the
elements

\frac{1}{2}e_{2j-1}e_{2j}

These act on the spinor module S\simeq\Lambda^*(\mathbf C^n) as

\frac{1}{2}e_{2j-1}e_{2j}=-i\frac{1}{2}(a_j^+-a_j)(a_j^++a_j)=i\frac{1}{2}



with eigenvalues (\pm\frac{1}{2},\cdots,\pm\frac{1}{2}). S is not irreducible as a
representation of Spin(2n), but decomposes as S=S^+\oplus S^- into two irreducible
half-spin representations, corresponding to the even and odd degree elements of
\Lambda^*(\mathbf C^n).

With a standard choice of positive roots, the highest weight of S^+ is

(+\frac{1}{2},+\frac{1}{2}\cdots,+\frac{1}{2},+\frac{1}{2})

and that of S^- is

(+\frac{1}{2},+\frac{1}{2}\cdots,+\frac{1}{2},-\frac{1}{2})

Note that the spinor representation is not a representation of SO(2n), just of Spin(2n).
However, if one restricts to the U(n)\subset SO(2n) preserving J, then the
\Lambda^*(W_J) are the fundamental representations of this U(n). These
representations have weights that are 0 or 1, shifted by +\frac{1}{2} from those of
the spin representation. One can’t restrict from Spin(2n) to U(n), but one can restrict
to \tilde U(n), a double cover of U(n). On this double cover the notion of
\Lambda^n(\mathbf C^n)^{\frac{1}{2} makes sense and one has, as \tilde U(n)
representations

S\otimes \Lambda^n(\mathbf C^n)^{\frac{1}{2}}\simeq\Lambda^*(\mathbf C^n)

So, projectively, the spin representation is just \Lambda^*(\mathbf C^n), but the
projective factor is a crucial part of the story.

The above has been a rather quick sketch of a long story. For more details, a good
reference is the book Spin Geometry by Lawson and Michelsohn. Chapter 12 of Segal
and Pressley’s Loop Groups contains a very geometric version of the above material,
in a form suitable for generalization to infinite dimensions. My notes for my graduate
class also have a bit more detail, see here.

In the next posting we’ll see what happens when one chooses V=\mathfrak g, and
studies the Clifford algebra Cliff(\mathfrak g)

Comments

1. John
December 23, 2008

It seems only few years back that Clifford Algebras have been getting more
attention…

I’m wondering what their primary applications are.

2. Peter Woit
December 23, 2008

John,

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/notes19.pdf
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/notes19.pdf


The primary applications of Clifford algebras have always been to construct
spinors (and thus the spin representations of orthogonal groups, from which all
other reps of these groups can be constructed) and write down the Dirac
equation. Much more speculative has been the idea of trying to use them to
understand internal symmetries. Lots of people have tried to do this, with
varying results.

In physics, whenever one works with anti-commuting variables, when one
quantizes them, what one gets is a a Clifford algebra. So, the things really are
everywhere.

In mathematics, the use of Clifford algebras to do representation theory, more
generally than just for orthogonal groups, has been getting more attention in
recent years, and that’s part of the story I’m trying to write about here.

3. John
December 23, 2008

Peter, I’m sure you know of David Hestenes’ works using Grassmann and (I think
also, although I’m not sure) Clifford Algebras…

Aren’t Clifford Algebras then used to reformulate some areas of physics? If they
are, I’m wondering which areas and (perhaps) how?

Also, are the Clifford Algebra reps a key component of BRST quantization (Just
wondering.)

John

4. Peter Woit
December 23, 2008

John,

Grassman algebra = exterior algebra

I haven’t looked closely at the work of Hestenes. From what I’ve seen much of it
exploits the relationship between the exterior algebra and the Clifford algebra
explained in this posting.

Clifford algebras are a crucial part of the approach to BRST I’m explaining in
these notes. If you look at standard treatments of BRST, you’ll find that some of
them crucially use Clifford algebras, others avoid this.

5. John
December 24, 2008

Thanks.

6. andy.s
December 24, 2008



Hestenes (and also Doran and Lasenby at Cambridge) rewrites basic physics
using Clifford algebra to replace vector algebra.

So, for angular momentum L = r /\ p instead of L = r x p, for example.

It’s fun stuff. Doran and Lasenby use this to derive a gauge theory of gravity in
flat space.



Physics Murder Mystery

December 27, 2008
Categories: Uncategorized

After the recent news that Lisa Randall is writing the libretto for an opera, there’s
further evidence that particle theorists in Cambridge are moving in the direction of
creative writing. Today’s Wall Street Journal has a feature article about various
people’s plans for 2009. One of these is Frank Wilczek, who writes:

I’m writing a physics murder mystery. The idea is that two men and two
women from Harvard and MIT collaborate and discover dark matter. It’s
clear that they should win a Nobel Prize, but according to the rules of the
prize, only three people at most can share.

This is an entertaining idea for a plot, and perhaps it has some personal resonance
with Wilczek. For much of his career, he was well-known to be one of the people
responsible for a definitely Nobel-prize caliber discovery, but he did not have a Nobel
prize. By some counts, there were four people (Gross, Politzer, ‘t Hooft, Wilczek) who
had a hand in the discovery of asymptotic freedom back in 1973. It was only with the
award of a Nobel for related work to ‘t Hooft and Veltman in 1999 that the numerical
obstruction to an asymptotic freedom award was removed, with the award going to
the other three in 2004. Over this quarter century or so, surely it did not occur to any
of the four that it might not be an entirely bad thing if one of them didn’t live to a ripe
old age….

Next month I’ll be spending a week or so in Paris, partly for vacation, partly to attend
a conference about Grothendieck’s mathematical legacy, to be held at the IHES, a
place I’ve never before visited. There’s a murder mystery about the IHES that I’ve
heard about but haven’t yet read, so I hope to get a copy in France. The author is
Nicole Gaume, who worked for the IHES director, and was forced out when a new
director (Marcel Berger) came on the scene. Under the pen-name Margot Bruyère she
wrote a roman à clef featuring the mathematicians of the IHES and the murder of a
new director. The book first came out under the title Dis-moi qui tu aimes (je te dirai
qui tu hais), but was republished in 2002 under the new title Maths à mort. For more
information about the book, see here.

Update: I just noticed that Wilczek has posted on his web-site an essay about
Hermann Weyl’s Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural Science that will be the
introduction to a new edition of the book appearing next year.

Comments

1. anon.
December 27, 2008

“Writing a book for a general audience connected Randall with a new set of

http://www.boston.com/bostonglobe/ideas/articles/2008/12/14/a_talk_with_lisa_randall/
http://www.boston.com/bostonglobe/ideas/articles/2008/12/14/a_talk_with_lisa_randall/
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB123033735965236411.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB123033735965236411.html
http://www.ihes.fr/jsp/site/Portal.jsp?document_id=1661&portlet_id=14
http://www.ihes.fr/jsp/site/Portal.jsp?document_id=1661&portlet_id=14
http://kasmana.people.cofc.edu/MATHFICT/mfview.php?callnumber=mf77
http://kasmana.people.cofc.edu/MATHFICT/mfview.php?callnumber=mf77
http://frankwilczek.com/weyl05.pdf
http://frankwilczek.com/weyl05.pdf


people in fields outside of physics. One of them, the Spanish composer Hector
Parra, intrigued Randall by asking if she would try writing a libretto for an opera
about her work. The resulting piece, a collaboration with the artist Matthew
Ritchie, is scheduled to debut in Paris at the Georges Pompidou Centre this
summer, then travel throughout Europe in the fall. …

“The piece has the puzzling title of “Hypermusic Prologue: A projective opera in
seven planes,” the seven planes referring to space and to the opera’s seven acts.
The work’s broader goal is to suggest new approaches to both science and art.
The old-fashioned form of opera, Randall and her colleagues hope, can become a
vehicle for modern science, using sound and voice to re-create the many
dimensions that physicists now explore.”

It’s interesting that string theorists are so successful in popularizing their ideas
that people now actually ask them to convey the ideas by media such as opera.
Lisa can’t be blamed, since she was asked to write it. But will anyone ever ask
people working on alternatives to string theory to write operas to popularize
those? Is it obviously the Matthew effect (Matthew 25:29), i.e. once an idea has
attained a critical mass of publicity, nothing can prevent a media frenzy about it
that ignores alternative ideas completely. Extra dimensions have so much buzz,
they’re in fashion. Does opera want to be fashionable, or is it really the best
medium for exploring the physics of string theory?

2. Coin
December 27, 2008

Incidentally, if this question is sufficiently on topic: Has anyone read Wilczek’s
“The Lightness of Being”, is it recommended? Does it do much to teach physics
concepts or is it more a philosophy-of-science sort of thing?

3. Peter Woit
December 27, 2008

Coin,

It’s not designed for people who already know a lot about particle physics, but
more aimed at (among other things) giving the general public some idea of the
insights from the Standard Model about where mass comes from. I liked the fact
that it’s free of the kind of speculative hype and science fiction that too often
characterizes popular books about physics these days.

For a more technically sophisticated reader, I’d recommend Wilczek’s “Fantastic
Realities”, which I wrote about here:

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=394

4. Chris W.
December 27, 2008

It’s interesting that string theorists are so successful in popularizing
their ideas that people now actually ask them to convey the ideas by

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=394
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=394


media such as opera. Lisa can’t be blamed, since she was asked to
write it.

Lisa Randall is not a string theorist. Of course one can argue that Kaluza-Klein
inspired models of the sort for which she has become known have become about
as trendy (and problematic) as string theory itself, but the distinction should be
maintained.

5. Thingumbob
December 28, 2008

It was certainly eye opening to see in Wilczek’s survey of Weyl such an emphasis
on Leibniz’ philosophy. I believe we would be hard pressed today to find a mere
handful of theoreticians who comprehend the legacy and vector of method
running through Leibniz, Gauss, Dirichlet, Riemann, Cantor, Hilbert to Goedel, et
al.

6. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
December 28, 2008

Hi Peter, interesting post as always.
Lochlainn spent a year at IHES in the seventies, working with Louis Michel –
that is also where his book on the group structure of gauge theories was written.
All the family have happy memories of both Bures and the IHES.
Re Nobel, I’ve never understood hy the Swedish Academy have stuck to such a
literal interpretation of the rules, it’s really a pity..

7. theoreticalminimum
December 28, 2008

Maybe you could enquire how things are going with IHES’ edition of “Récoltes et
semailles” when you are in Bures-sur-Yvette? 

8. Jonathan Vos Post
December 29, 2008

One should not be surprised by the subgenre of Physics Murder Mystery” given
precursors such as:

(1)
“Special Topics in Calamity Physics”
by Marisha Pessl
ISBN13: 9780670037773
ISBN10: 067003777x
“is a darkly hilarious coming-of-age novel and a richly plotted suspense tale told
through the distinctive voice of its heroine, Blue van Meer. After a childhood
moving from one academic outpost to another with her father (a man prone to
aphorisms and meteoric affairs), Blue is clever, deadpan, and possessed of a vast
lexicon of literary, political, philosophical, and scientific knowledge”

(2)



Einstein Year – a year celebrating physics – Who killed Prof Jaeger?
“Rufus Jaeger, a world-famous physicist, is killed while demonstrating a live
quantum experiment on stage – but was it an accident? Follow
news@nature.com‘s murder mystery to track down the killer.”

(3)
I. Goldhaber-Gordon and D. Goldhaber-Gordon, “Schrodinger’s mouse- trap –
Part 6: A cryptic response”, Nature 433, 805 (2005). Chapter of a serialized
physics murder mystery.

(4)
Innes, Michael The Weight of the Evidence. 1943, Harper/Perennial. A somewhat
ordinary murder mystery, but the murder was committed using a meteorite in a
university setting.

(5)
Preuss, Paul Broken Symmetries. 1983, Pocket Books. A novel of science,
politics, and intrigue surrounding the building of a giant particle accelerator in
Hawaii. (A 1997 sequel is entitled Secret Passages.)

(6)
Benford, Gregory “Matter’s End” in Matter’s End. 1994, Bantam. Physicists in
India find that protons do decay as predicted by some Grand Unified Theories,
with dire consequences for reality.

(7)
Egan, Greg Quarantine.1992, Harper Prism. A sophisticated detective mystery
that addresses serious ideas in the interpretation of quantum mechanics.

(8)
Lem, Stanislav The Investigation. 1959, Avon. A novel that considers the
philosophical implications of quantum mechanics: what if a mystery is unsolvable
in principle?

(9)
Niven, Larry “All the Myriad Ways” in All the Myriad Ways. 1971, Ballantine.
Works out some of the implications of the many-worlds interpretation for solving
murder mysteries.

(10)
The Physics of Murder by Don Light.

I could go on at length, given my Physics training at Caltech , my coauthorship
with Isaac Asimov (who wrote many Mystery stories and books, and several
popular books of Physics and Chemsitry), and my father and myself having been
Active Members of Mystery Writers of America. But I hope that these 10 data in
an existence proof show that Lisa Randall, whether or not you can narrowly call
her a String Theorist, is wiring in a grand tradition, and should be welcomed by
scientists and the literati alike.

9. Andrew Gelman

mailto:news@nature.com
mailto:news@nature.com


December 29, 2008

Hi, Peter. This story is consistent with the finding that not getting the Nobel
Prize reduces your expected lifespan by two years. The fited article frames it as
that winning the prize increases your lifespan, but so many more eligible people
don’t get it than do (and the No comes year after year). I’d guess that it’s a net
reducer of scientists’ lifespans. Even setting murder aside.

10. Jon A.
January 1, 2009

Peter, is the IHES conference open to the public, or do you have to be a
registered guest?

I am a math PhD student, and will be traveling in the area. I would like to attend
the talks on Monday.

11. Jon A.
January 1, 2009

I just found out that the registration is closed for the conference. Thanks.

12. coolstar
March 12, 2009

It’s probably not well know to regular readers here, but there’s a similar “4
person” problem in astronomy now. The four are Marcy & Butler and Mayor &
Queloz for their work in discovering extra-solar planets. I strongly suspect that if
THAT number was reduced by one (not that I’m hoping for that), then the
survivors would have a good shot at the Nobel. Unlike the example given in
physics, the chances of a “good” solution to this seems unlikely.

http://www.stat.columbia.edu/~cook/movabletype/archives/2007/01/not-getting-the.html
http://www.stat.columbia.edu/~cook/movabletype/archives/2007/01/not-getting-the.html
http://www.stat.columbia.edu/~cook/movabletype/archives/2007/01/not-getting-the.html
http://www.stat.columbia.edu/~cook/movabletype/archives/2007/01/not-getting-the.html


Notes on BRST IX: Clifford Algebras and Lie
Algebras

December 29, 2008
Categories: BRST

Note: I’ve started putting together the material from these postings into a proper
document, available here, which will be getting updated as time goes on. I’ll be
making changes and additions to the text there, not on the blog postings. For most
purposes, that will be what people interested in this subject will want to take a look
at.

When a Lie group with Lie algebra \mathfrak g acts on a manifold M, one gets two
sorts of actions of \mathfrak g on the differential forms \Omega^*(M). For each X\in
\mathfrak g one has operators:

• \mathcal L}_X: \Omega^k(M)\rightarrow\Omega^k(M), the Lie derivative along the
vector field on M corresponding to X

and

• i_X:\Omega^k(M)\rightarrow\Omega^{k-1}(M), contraction by the vector field on M
corresponding to X

These operators satisfy the relation

di_X+i_Xd={\mathcal L}_X

where d is the de Rham differential d:\Omega^k(M)\rightarrow \Omega^{k+1}(M),
and the operators d, i_X, \mathcal L_X are (super)-derivations. In general, an algebra
carrying an action by operators satisfying the same relations satisfied by d, i_X,
\mathcal L_X will be called a \mathfrak g-differential algebra. It will turn out that the
Clifford algebra Cliff(\mathfrak g) of a semi-simple Lie algebra \mathfrak g carries not
just the Clifford algebra structure, but the additional structure of a \mathfrak
g-differential algebra, in this case with \mathbf Z_2, not \mathbf Z grading.

Note that in this section the commutator symbol will be the supercommutator in the
Clifford algebra (commutator or anti-commutator, depending on the \mathbf Z_2
grading). When the Lie bracket is needed, it will be denoted _{\mathfrak g}.

To get a \mathfrak g-differential algebra on Cliff(\mathfrak g) we need to construct
super-derivations i_X^{Cl}, {\mathcal L}_X^{Cl}, and d^{Cl} satisfying the
appropriate relations. For the first of these we don’t need the fact that this is the
Clifford algebra of a Lie algebra, and can just define

i_X^{Cl}(\cdot)=

For {\mathcal L}_X^{Cl}, we need to use the fact that since the adjoint
representation preserves the inner product, it gives a homomorphism

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/notesonbrst.pdf
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\widetilde{ad}:\mathfrak g \rightarrow \mathfrak{spin}(\mathfrak g)

where \mathfrak{spin}(\mathfrak g) is the Lie algebra of the group Spin(\mathfrak g)
(the spin group for the inner product space \mathfrak g), which can be identified with
quadratic elements of Cliff(\mathfrak g), taking the commutator as Lie bracket.
Explicitly, if X_a is a basis of \mathfrak g, X_a^* the dual basis, then

\widetilde{ad}(X)=\frac{1}{4}\sum_a X_a^*_{\mathfrak g}

and we get operators acting on Cliff(\mathfrak g)

{\mathcal L}_X^{Cl}(\cdot)=

Remarkably, an appropriate d^{Cl} can be constructed using a cubic element of
Cliff(\mathfrak g). Let

\gamma= \frac{1}{24}\sum_{a,b}X^*_aX^*_b_{\mathfrak g}

then

d^{Cl}(\cdot)=

d^{Cl}\circ d^{Cl}=0 since \gamma^2 is a scalar which can be computed to be
-\frac{1}{48}tr\Omega_{\mathfrak g}, where \Omega_{\mathfrak g} is the Casimir
operator in the adjoint representation.

The above constructions give Cliff(\mathfrak g) the structure of a filtered \mathfrak
g-differential algebra, with associated graded algebra \Lambda^*(\mathfrak g). This
gives \Lambda^*(\mathfrak g) the structure of a \mathfrak g-differential algebra, with
operators i_X, \mathcal L_X, d. The cohomology of this differential algebra is just the
Lie algebra cohomology H^*(\mathfrak g, \mathbf C).

Cliff(\mathfrak g) can be thought of as an algebra of operators corresponding to the
quantization of an anti-commuting phase space \mathfrak g. Classical observables are
anti-commuting functions, elements of \Lambda^*(\mathfrak g^*). Corresponding to
i_X, \mathcal L_X, d one has both elements of \Lambda^*(\mathfrak g^*) and their
quantizations, the operators in Cliff(\mathfrak g) constructed above.

For more details about the above, see the following references

• A. Alekseev and E. Meinrenken, The non-commutative Weil algebra, Invent. Math 139,
135-172 (2000), or arXiv:math/9903052

• E. Meinrenken, Clifford algebras and Lie groups, 2005 Toronto lecture notes
• G. Landweber, Multiplets of representations and Kostant’s Dirac operator for equal

rank loop groups, Duke Mathematical Journal 110, 121-160 (2001), or
arXiv:math/0005057

• B. Kostant and S. Sternberg, Symplectic reduction , BRS cohomology and infinite-
dimensional Clifford algebras, Ann. Physics 176, 49-113 (1987)

Comments
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1. Shantanu
December 31, 2008

Peter this maybe a bit OT, But your thoughts about this paper by
Mcelrath
http://arxiv.org/abs/0812.2696 ?
Thanks

2. lewallen
January 1, 2009

Thanks a lot for the pdf! It’s great and very convenient.

3. Peter Woit
January 2, 2009

Shantanu,

Sounds pretty implausible, but I know very little about it. For some discussion
with McElrath, see the comments at

http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2008/12/27/gravity-
emergesfrom-neutrinos/

One problem is that of universality, raised by Bee, which McElrath acknowledges
he doesn’t yet have an answer for.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0812.2696
http://arxiv.org/abs/0812.2696
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2008/12/27/gravity-emergesfrom-neutrinos/
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2008/12/27/gravity-emergesfrom-neutrinos/
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2008/12/27/gravity-emergesfrom-neutrinos/
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2008/12/27/gravity-emergesfrom-neutrinos/


Dis-moi qui tu aimes (je te dirai qui tu hais)

January 2, 2009
Categories: Book Reviews

A colleague has very helpfully provided me with a copy of the murder mystery set at
the IHES that I wrote about recently here, and I’ve just finished reading it. Since I’m
not much of an afficionado of this genre of fiction, I can’t really evaluate how good a
murder mystery it is. But as a memoir of the IHES during the 1980s, it is excellent. A
claim at the beginning of the book that “any resemblance to real persons is just
coincidence” seems to be one of the few things in it (besides the murder) that is
fiction. As far as I can tell, the descriptions of all characters correspond precisely to
someone at the IHES during that period, with only the names changed. I’m guessing
that all or most of the anecdotes about these characters also correspond to reality.

It’s a roman a clef, so here’s the key for the major characters:

Andre Grusin = Leon Motchane
Henrik Dekker = Nicolaas Kuiper
Charles Bouleaux = Marcel Berger
Antoine Fleuret = Alain Connes
Jacob Zuram = Barry Mazur
Boris Grekov = Mikhael Gromov
Jacques Chevalier = Pierre Deligne

Among the minor characters, I suspect

Joe Bub = Dennis Sullivan
David Amir = Ofer Gabber
Albert Toudy = Adrien Douady

I don’t think I’ll be giving away too much of the plot to mention that, since the novel
was written nearly twenty years ago, back when string theory was a hot topic, one of
the plot twists involves string theory. There’s a discovery that “superstring theory is
renormalizable and predicts that gluonic interactions are colorless”.

Comments

1. lieven
January 2, 2009

i know it’s pathetic but the ‘que’ should be a ‘qui’. Anyway, I’d love to read the
book in whatever language (it’s out of print), now that I’ve read Dixmier’s
testimonial :

« Une partie du charme de ce livre provient de l’environnement psychologique
inhabituel. Bien sûr, les passions classiques se déchaînent ; mais aussi des
passions moins classiques. Margot Bruyère, à l’évidence, connaît bien le milieu

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=1443
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qu’elle décrit. »
Jacques Dixmier

2. Peter Woit
January 2, 2009

Thanks Lieven, typo fixed.

Dixmier’s blurb is accurate.

Is it really out of print? It was republished in 2002 as “Maths a Mort”, and that
version still shows up on the publisher’s web-site:

http://www.aleas.fr/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=16&
Itemid=2

and FNAC

http://livre.fnac.com/a1355591/M-Bruyere-Maths-a-mort?PID=1

and amazon.fr

http://www.amazon.fr/Maths-à-mort-Margot-Bruyère/dp/284301056X/

Margot Bruyere has a web-site:

http://www.margot-bruyere.fr/

and the first chapter is online there:

http://www.margot-bruyere.fr/en/docs/maths.pdf

3. lieven
January 2, 2009

thx peter. i did find the website and read the first chapter. the fnac-website sucks
and amazon.fr says its unavailable. i’ll try to get hold of it somehow. atb :: lieven.

4. lieven
January 2, 2009

my apologies to fnac.fr. they’ve promised delivery in 3 weeks…

5. Margot Bruyère
January 4, 2009

Happy new year! Bonne année!
I just discover your website and the comments on my book “Dis-moi qui tu
aimes” alias “Maths à mort”, and I am happy to state that most people enjoyed it.

I regret that my english is too poor to translate it. But if somebody thinks it’s
worth to do it and have it print, I would be very gratefuf… but I do’nt know a
translator (Mary Turner seems to have given up) neither a publisher.
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6. Peter Woit
January 5, 2009

Margot Bruyere,

I also definitely enjoyed the book, thanks for writing it!

I know nothing about the market for murder mystery books, but perhaps a press
that publishes mathematics books would be interested. Maybe Princeton
University Press, perhaps Jacques Chevalier could help…

Peter

7. Margot Bruyère
January 7, 2009

Thank you, Peter, for reading the book. I am happy that you appreciate it. Maybe
I will try to have the book translated! But I am working now more on history than
mathematicians.

I enjoyed very much the time I worked at IHES, but I enjoy also very much the
life I have now in Brittany.



New Year Links

January 5, 2009
Categories: Uncategorized

There’s a conference going on in Jerusalem now on the topic of Particle Physics in the
Age of the LHC. Some slides and other talk materials are here, video may start
appearing here. Not clear when the “Age of the LHC” is; unfortunately we’re still a
ways away from first collisions, even farther from new physics. Next year, starting in
May, the KITP will be running a program on The First Year of the LHC, which may
also be jumping the gun a bit, at least to the extent that the topic is LHC physics
results. Last year’s LHC program, Physics of the Large Hadron Collider, has a web-
site that still begins with the counter-factual “The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will
begin operation by the end of 2007.”

Also next year, the KITP will be running another supposedly LHC-related program,
entitled Strings at the LHC and in the Early Universe. I wonder what the KITP
director thinks of this, since he’s on record as thinking it unlikely that the LHC will
have anything to say about string theory. A much less dubious KITP program about
string theory is the one starting today, with the title Fundamental Aspects of String
Theory. This program focuses on the current lack of understanding of what string
theory really is:

Over the last decade, string theory has seen important conceptual and
technical advances on a host of long-standing problems involving non-
pertur-bative and strongly-coupled physics. However, the fundamental
ingredients of superstring theory and M-theory are still not well understood,
and this five month program will be directed at these open questions.

The first week will be devoted to introductory talks about string field theory and the
pure spinor formalism, two quite different attempts to give a new and different
formulation of string theory.

Also starting today is the big annual meeting of the AMS, held this year in
Washington, DC. One of the important features of this meeting is that many
institutions, especially smaller ones, do their initial interviews for next year’s jobs at
the meeting. This coming hiring season promises to be an exceptionally brutal one for
job candidates, with financial problems leading to freezes and reduced hiring at many
places. One resource for young mathematicians on the job market is the web-site of
the Young Mathematicians Network.

I wrote about Witten’s talk on quantum Yang-Mills theory at the Yau birthday
conference here. A write-up of the talk is now available as a preprint here.

There’s a new book coming out this month that I’m looking forward to reading,
Graham Farmelo’s biography of Dirac, entitled The Strangest Man: The Hidden Life of
Paul Dirac, Quantum Genius. Nature Physics has a review here.

This week’s Science Saturday featured John Horgan and George Johnson discussing
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the state of science journalism and what it has to do with blogging. As science
journalists, they take exception to the point of view common among scientists that
their job is just to try and accurately transmit to the public the claims being made by
scientists.

Comments

1. MathPhys
January 5, 2009

Thank you, Peter, for the link to Dirac’s biography. There is another by Kragh and
a number of biographical sketches by others, but I never thought they were
adequate.

Best wishes for 2009.

2. John Armstrong
January 5, 2009

To expand on the brutal hiring season: word on the street here at the Joint
Meetings is that fully one third of the employers have pulled out of the job fair.
And as for me: I quit.

3. anon.
January 6, 2009

Thanks for the link to Farmelo’s book on Dirac. I’m surprised that you are keen
to read about the guy, seeing how much he argued against mainstream QFT
developments after his own work. (E.g., quotations from Dirac here and here.)
Dirac also claimed that there was some argument for a physical Dirac sea of
virtual particles in the vacuum:

‘Physical knowledge has advanced much since 1905, notably by the arrival of
quantum mechanics, and the situation has again changed. If one examines the
question in the light of present-day knowledge, one finds that the aether is no
longer ruled out by relativity, and good reasons can now be advanced for
postulating an æther. . . .

‘We must make some profound alterations to the theoretical idea of the vacuum. .
. . Thus, with the new theory of electrodynamics we are rather forced to have an
æther.’ – P. A. M. Dirac, ‘Is There an æther?’, Nature, v168 (1951), pp. 906-7.

‘Infeld has shown how the field equations of my new electrodynamics can be
written so as not to require an æther. This is not sufficient to make a complete
dynamical theory. It is necessary to set up an action principle and to get a
Hamiltonian formulation of the equations suitable for quantization purposes, and
for this the æther velocity is required.’ – P. A. M. Dirac, ‘Is there an æther?’,
Nature, v169 (1952), p. 702.

In addition, there was his large numbers hypothesis with the argument that G
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varies with time. In addition, he was an electrical engineer before studying
mathematics. Surely all this crackpottery makes the guy unworthy of serious
attention?

4. Peter Woit
January 6, 2009

John,

Thanks for the report from the meeting. Good luck to you and others dealing
with the job situation. About the only encouragement I can provide is to note that
just about all of the many people I know who have left academia over the years
look back on that as a good decision…

5. Peter Woit
January 6, 2009

anon.,

Adopting the standard of ignoring any of the great physicists of the past if some
of their ideas don’t hold up well half a century later would make the study of the
history of physics a great deal simpler…

6. Thomas Larsson
January 7, 2009

Scientists are not remembered for their mistakes and blunders, but for their
successes. The list of great physicists doing fundamental mistakes is long. E.g.,
Lorentz and Poincare were leaders in ether theory, Kelvin ridiculed Einstein’s
discoveries, Einstein denied QM, Heisenberg’s Urfeld theory, Witten promoted
string theory  , and many others. The only safe way to avoid wrong ideas is to
not have any ideas at all.

7. theoreticalminimum
February 24, 2009

Dear Peter,

I was just wondering if you have had the opportunity to read Farmelo’s book on
Dirac yet. It would be nice to know what you think about it. I am very much
looking forward to buy a copy of the book, since Dirac was so special a human
being.

8. Peter Woit
February 25, 2009

No, haven’t got a copy of the book yet. Hope to soon, and probably will write
something about it after I get to read it.



Best Job in the US

January 6, 2009
Categories: Uncategorized

According to the latest JobsRated listing released today, the best job in the US is that
of mathematician. Pay is good, stress is low, and you don’t have to get your hands
dirty, but can sit in front of a computer monitor all day. Nice work if you can get it.
The job of physicist is significantly less desirable: down at number 13, not quite as
good as working as a philosopher (number 12), but a bit better than being a parole
officer (number 14).

Comments

1. A.
January 6, 2009

Cute! If you have tenure, sure, being a mathematician (or theoretical physicist,
the day-to-day routine isn’t very different) is a sublime job.

A postdoc position, on the other hand, well I’d guess that would come much
further down the list! Pay is OK, stress — mostly from agonising over where the
next postdoc is coming from — is high, and you have to get your hands dirty
working on trendy stuff you don’t really care about in order to get noticed. I’ve
got a heacache just thinking about it.

2. Sandro
January 6, 2009

“Pay is good, stress is low, and you don’t have to get your hands dirty, but can sit
in front of a computer monitor all day.”

They forget to say that there are high chances you get obsessed with what you
are doing, and that actually what you are working on never leaves you alone…

3. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
January 6, 2009

Parole officer? I think that tells us a little about this study…

4. John Armstrong
January 6, 2009

Stress is low? Bull. Like A. points out, that only goes if you’ve got tenure. The job
market is horrific this year.

5. John Armstrong
January 6, 2009

http://www.careercast.com/jobs/content/JobsRated_Top200Jobs
http://www.careercast.com/jobs/content/JobsRated_Top200Jobs


Looking into their methodology indicates that the mathematician’s “mid-level”
income is quoted as $94K, with a “growth potential” (span from low to high
income) of “160%”, for whatever that means.

I don’t think this is intended as describing academic mathematics, but
mathematics as a wider occupation. I’d say academics should be listed
separately.

6. Peter Woit
January 6, 2009

For information on academic math pay-scales, see

http://www.ams.org/employment/facsal.html

$94K would be a typical salary of a tenured person at a university with doctoral
programs. Liberal arts and other colleges pay less. Math jobs in the financial
industry pay quite a bit more,

7. Nugae
January 6, 2009

Being a mathematician sounds to me to be about the most stressful job around.
Sure, you get paid, and you get to sit around in a nice warm office, but you risk
spending years of your life on something that never works out. Or on proving
something that someone else, with different tools and insights, proves in 5
minutes.

Most jobs have a built-in worthwhileness indicator that gives you some sort of an
answer to “have I been wasting my time today / this week / this month / this
year?”. Mathematics doesn’t.

8. Peter Woit
January 6, 2009

Nugae,

Mathematicians outside of academia are often working on things that quickly get
evaluated as to their “worthwhileness”. My friends who build models used by
hedge funds in their trading strategies are an example. As for academics, you
forget that a big part of the job is to teach students. And, with every test they
take, you see whether you are doing a good job.

Pure math research may not work out, or may be hard to evaluate, but one of the
main reasons that people do it is that they enjoy the process. You learn new
things as you go, even if you don’t end up where you had hoped.

9. st
January 6, 2009

If you’re a math major and want a secure high-paying job, be an actuary or a
biostatistician. Mathematics research is not a job; it’s a vocation, a calling — like
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monkhood.

10. John
January 6, 2009

Hi Peter,

Does this mean that Quant jobs are no longer worth pursuing?

Regards

11. Sandro
January 7, 2009

“Pure math research may not work out, or may be hard to evaluate, but one of
the main reasons that people do it is that they enjoy the process. You learn new
things as you go, even if you don’t end up where you had hoped.”

I agree. The problem is when things don’t end up anywhere, and it happens quite
often…

12. Peter Woit
January 7, 2009

John,

From what I hear, people are still getting quant jobs, but they are quite a bit
harder to get. Then again, all jobs are harder to get right now….

13. Steve Myers
January 8, 2009

I was a math major who ended up doing all kinds of work (mostly in electrical
field) & have ended up acquiring and analyzing data & writing technical papers
with a job with good pay & benefits. (I dropped out of grad school.) My oldest
son, who is very gifted mathematically (invented his own form of integral
calculus) chose Computer Science & does well (very good pay). My brother
became a high school math teacher. So there are many ways to go for math guys.
And you can always do pure research on your own for the pure pleasure of it.

14. John
February 5, 2009

Many people love working in a work place. I appreciate your honesty in this blog.



Dyson on Birds and Frogs

January 7, 2009
Categories: Uncategorized

Next month’s Notices of the AMS has an essay by Freeman Dyson entitled Frogs and
Birds, which was written for his planned Einstein Public Lecture. In it, he divides
mathematicians up into two species: birds, who “fly high in the air and survey broad
vistas” (i.e. seek abstraction, unification and generalization), and frogs, who “see only
the flowers that grow nearby” (i.e. study the details of specific examples).

Dyson himself is resolutely a frog, but writes that “many of my best friends are birds”,
and argues that both birds and frogs are needed to do justice to the breadth and
depth of the subject of mathematics. Frog that he is, his essay covers a variety of
quite different special topics that have drawn his attention, linked together only
weakly by the bird/frog theme. These include a discussion of the roles of complex
numbers and linearity in quantum mechanics, a proposed idea about how to attack
the Riemann hypothesis (try and enumerate 1d-quasicrystals, since the zeros of the
zeta function have this structure), and a collection of profiles and anecdotes about
various mathematicians and physicists (Besicovitch, Weyl, Yang, Manin, von
Neumann).

Personally I suppose I fit well into Dyson’s bird category, but among the best
mathematicians that I know, the frog/bird distinction is often unclear. Many of them
make their reputation by proving rather abstract and general theorems, but these
proofs are often the result of a huge amount of detailed investigation of examples. I
agree with Dyson that both points of view are needed, and see the most successful
cases of progress in mathematics coming from mathematicians who avoid the
temptation to fly too high into arid abstraction, or sink too deep into irrelevant detail.

Dyson includes a long section on string theory, which I’ll include here:

I would like to say a few words about string theory. Few words, because I
know very little about string theory. I never took the trouble to learn the
subject or to work on it myself. But when I am at home at the Institute for
Advanced Study in Princeton, I am surrounded by string theorists, and I
sometimes listen to their conversations. Occasionally I understand a little of
what they are saying. Three things are clear. First, what they are doing is
first-rate mathematics. The leading pure mathematicians, people like
Michael Atiyah and Isadore Singer, love it. It has opened up a whole new
branch of mathematics, with new ideas and new problems. Most
remarkably, it gave the mathematicians new methods to solve old problems
that were previously unsolvable. Second, the string theorists think of
themselves as physicists rather than mathematicians. They believe that
their theory describes something real in the physical world. And third, there
is not yet any proof that the theory is relevant to physics. The theory is not
yet testable by experiment. The theory remains in a world of its own,
detached from the rest of physics. String theorists make strenuous efforts to
deduce consequences of the theory that might be testable in the real world,
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so far without success.

My colleagues Ed Witten and Juan Maldacena and others who created
string theory are birds, flying high and seeing grand visions of distant
ranges of mountains. The thousands of humbler practitioners of string
theory in universities around the world are frogs, exploring fine details of
the mathematical structures that birds first saw on the horizon. My
anxieties about string theory are sociological rather than scientific. It is a
glorious thing to be one of the first thousand string theorists, discovering
new connections and pioneering new methods. It is not so glorious to be one
of the second thousand or one of the tenth thousand. There are now about
ten thousand string theorists scattered around the world. This is a
dangerous situation for the tenth thousand and perhaps also for the second
thousand. It may happen unpredictably that the fashion changes and string
theory becomes unfashionable. Then it could happen that nine thousand
string theorists lose their jobs. They have been trained in a narrow
specialty, and they may be unemployable in other fields of science.

Why are so many young people attracted to string theory? The attraction is
partly intellectual. String theory is daring and mathematically elegant. But
the attraction is also sociological. String theory is attractive because it
offers jobs. And why are so many jobs offered in string theory? Because
string theory is cheap. If you are the chairperson of a physics department in
a remote place without much money, you cannot afford to build a modern
laboratory to do experimental physics, but you can afford to hire a couple of
string theorists. So you offer a couple of jobs in string theory, and you have
a modern physics department. The temptations are strong for the
chairperson to offer such jobs and for the young people to accept them. This
is a hazardous situation for the young people and also for the future of
science. I am not saying that we should discourage young people from
working in string theory if they find it exciting. I am saying that we should
offer them alternatives, so that they are not pushed into string theory by
economic necessity.

Finally, I give you my own guess for the future of string theory. My guess is
probably wrong. I have no illusion that I can predict the future. I tell you my
guess, just to give you something to think about. I consider it unlikely that
string theory will turn out to be either totally successful or totally useless.
By totally successful I mean that it is a complete theory of physics,
explaining all the details of particles and their interactions. By totally
useless I mean that it remains a beautiful piece of pure mathematics. My
guess is that string theory will end somewhere between complete success
and failure. I guess that it will be like the theory of Lie groups, which
Sophus Lie created in the nineteenth century as a mathematical framework
for classical physics. So long as physics remained classical, Lie groups
remained a failure. They were a solution looking for a problem. But then,
fifty years later, the quantum revolution transformed physics, and Lie
algebras found their proper place. They became the key to understanding
the central role of symmetries in the quantum world. I expect that fifty or a
hundred years from now another revolution in physics will happen,



introducing new concepts of which we now have no inkling, and the new
concepts will give string theory a new meaning. After that, string theory will
suddenly find its proper place in the universe, making testable statements
about the real world. I warn you that this guess about the future is probably
wrong. It has the virtue of being falsifiable, which according to Karl Popper
is the hallmark of a scientific statement. It may be demolished tomorrow by
some discovery coming out of the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva.

I don’t know where Dyson got the estimate of ten thousand string theorists; my own
estimate would be more like one to two thousand (with the number strongly
dependent on how you decide who is a “string theorist”). The large yearly
Strings200X conferences that bring together a sizable fraction of active string theory
community tend to draw roughly 500 people.

The Princeton-centric assumption that there are lots of string theory jobs embedded
in his question “And why are so many jobs offered in string theory?” is quite
problematic, as any young string theorist on the job market could explain to him.
There actually aren’t a lot of string theory jobs out there, and a lot of Ph.D.s in the
subject being produced, leading to a lot of ex-string theorists now working in the
financial industry and elsewhere. These days, if you are going to choose your field
based on where the jobs are, you become an LHC phenomenologist or a cosmologist.
If you want to be a string theorist, you better be a string phenomenologist or a string
cosmologist. Also rather unrealistic is Dyson’s “it could happen that nine thousand
string theorists lose their jobs”, due to tenure in the academic system. Even if a
consensus develops over the next few years that string theory was all a big mistake,
twenty years from now there will still be a cadre of (older) people working in the field.

Dyson’s idea, that 50-100 years from now, a new revolution in physics will show how
string theory fits in may be right. It also may be that this has already happened, as
much of the field has moved into the study of gauge-string dualities, where string
theory provides a useful approximation for strongly coupled systems, and the idea
that it unifies particle physics is falling by the wayside.

Comments

1. Rene Meyer
January 8, 2009

Dear Peter,

Thanks for pointing out that nice piece of an essay. As a stringy person myself I
would however disagree with Dyson saying that string theorists are too narrowly
trained to be useful in other parts of science. People who enter a PhD program in
string theory in a reknown place (need not to be Princeton) are good physicists
already from their undergrad time, as the students normally interested in string
theory are interested in deep questions of physics in general, and for this they
need to understand the basics of physics to a good extend, which in turn means
they have done their homework already as an undergrad. This is at least my
experience. So they are well-trained physicists, and can in principle with some



preparation time work in any field of theoretical physics. Also, for understanding
the implications of string theory one needs to be well-trained in nearly all
subjects of basic theoretical physics, which there are mathematical methods,
classical and quantum field theory, statistical physics and gravity/GR. The
average string theorist is well-trained in all these subjects. What makes the
change of subject away from string theory even to closely related areas like
“quantum gravity” (for the purpose here just summarizing all attempts to
quantum gravity except string theory), classical gravity or pure cosmology is, in
my experience, rather the attitude of other communities towards string theory,
which is often full of prejudices originating from hearsay, the failure to
understand even the stringy basics and the dissatisfaction thus created. Its often
a one-way road: String theorists understand what other people are doing, but the
other people dont understand string theory. With such a structure, it is nearly
impossible to change for a postdoc in a different field, as everybody takes only
the people whose work he knows and understands. This is partly also true in
string theory, of course.

Another remark: Not only string theory is cheap, whole theoretical physics is, if
you dont need supercomputers. So poorer universities can higher also other
people…

2. somebody
January 8, 2009

Thanks for Dyson’s interesting article, Peter. The essay was overall balanced I
think, so I will state a few issues with which I disagree.

1. People don’t go into string theory for jobs. I was very sternly warned that
going into string theory is dangerous, careerwise, and no string theorist I know
had any illusions about it when they got into it either. I suspect that Dyson is
forgetting why he went into mathematics and theoretical physics back when he
was an excitable young man, but thats just my guess.

2. While agreeing with the possibility that string theory might be only part of the
full picture, I would like to point out that since we don’t have the benefit of
hindsight, the only working strategy we have available for progress NOW is to
push our current theories to their limits. Revolutions, almost by definition,
cannot appear on demand. To give an example: It took almost twenty years of
work on seemingly pointless things like gauged supergravities, many dimensions,
superconformal algebras, large N gauge theories etc. before it all finally came
together in gauge-gravity duality.

3. String theory being superspecialized is also a weird claim. One of the
challenges that an aspiring string theorist faces is in fact the ridiculous amount
of physics and math they have to learn. I think the real problem is not that string
theory is superspecialized, but that some string theorists are superspecialized to
one subfield or even to one problem. But this is not just a feature of the string
theory community …

3. Peter Woit



January 8, 2009

Rene,

I agree that Dyson’s explanation that string theorists get hired because they are
cheap doesn’t explain anything, since they are no more or less expensive than
other theorists.

As for the somebody’s point that string theorists don’t go into the subject
because job prospects are good, that’s certainly right, more so now than ever.
The question though is a relative one. The job situation in theoretical physics in
general has been terrible for a long time. If you decide you want to try for a
career as a theoretical physicist, despite the odds, does going into string theory
maximize your chances? I think now someone who wants to maximize their
chances is more likely to go into phenomenology or cosmology. But if your
interest is in fundamental, more mathematical and formal approaches, you still
may not have any real alternative to string theory. The job situation for string
theorists is bad, but jobs in formal theory that is not string theory are pretty
much non-existent in physics departments, at least in the US.

My impression of the background of string theorists is that it varies widely. Some
do actually know a lot of physics and mathematics, and have a good chance of
changing fields if they want to. Others don’t, and suffer from the disability of not
knowing how little they know, making it highly unlikely that they’ll ever be able
to do what it takes to move to another field.

4. Jonathan Vos Post
January 8, 2009

I love Dyson’s paper. To me, though, the strong point is the detailed and
insightful History of transdisciplinary unifiers in Mathematics, and the surprise
that this is useful in understanding Physics. I feel that Context trumps Content
here. But I agree with the comments that we’ll have a batter idea in 50-100 years
what this was all about, in the late 20th century. If I’m very lucky, I’ll be here in
50 years (aged 107). Nobody yet has been 157, so I’m not going to invest much
effort in what might be known in 100 years.

5. Rene Meyer
January 9, 2009

Dear Peter,

I have to disagree on the job situation. I just applied for my first postdoc, got
some offers, but it was a very competitive thing. Nowadays string community in
Europe and the US/Canada is very competitive on the postdoc level already, not
to speak about tenure track. I have a little bit of insight into other fields of
theoretical physics, where people are handled around to their next postdoc until
they are old enough for tenure track. They do not have to go through all the pain
of applying worldwide without knowing whether they should get a job at all.
Long story short: In my opinion the job market in the string community is more
competitive and less connection-driven than in other fields of theoretical physics.



But feel free to disagree.

Best, Rene.

6. Peter Woit
January 9, 2009

Rene,

I don’t disagree at all that the job market for string theorists is now highly
competitive.

7. Haelfix
January 9, 2009

I don’t really understand why he thinks lie groups are a failure for classical
physics, or why the analogy makes much sense =/

8. anon.
January 10, 2009

Dyson’s 50-100 years guess is for a revolution is identical to the guess in his
1981 essay Unfashionable Pursuits:

‘… At any particular moment in the history of science, the most important and
fruitful ideas are often lying dormant merely because they are unfashionable.
Especially in mathematical physics, there is commonly a lag of fifty or a hundred
years between the conception of a new idea and its emergence into the
maintsream of scientific thought. If this is the time scale of fundamental
advance, it follows that anybody doing fundamental work in mathematical
physics is almost certain to be unfashionable. …’

– Dyson’s 1981 essay, Unfashionable Pursuits

9. nbutsomebody
January 10, 2009

The number 10000 may come from “Brief History of Time”. Somewhere it is
written that 10000 people are doing string theory world wide, at least that what
I remember.

About the job situation, it is really bad in string theory. There should not be any
question about that. But the situation was probably a little different in late
nineties.

10. Grant
January 21, 2009

Peter,

You write “Personally I suppose I fit well into Dyson’s bird category” which
makes me wonder, which fields of mathematics/physics did you unify, generalize

http://valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/goodnewsbadnews.html
http://valdostamuseum.org/hamsmith/goodnewsbadnews.html


or abstracted to a higher level? By looking at your record on spires, it’s not at all
clear what you mean. It seems to me your research has been pretty focused on a
single topic, topological aspects of non-abelian gauge theories, which to me
seems to fit the frog category.

Your thoughts?

Thanks for reading,
Grant

11. Peter Woit
January 21, 2009

Grant,

My early research was on topological effects in lattice gauge theory, but my
general area of interest is trying to find new ways of understanding the
underlying structure of the standard model using modern mathematics and
representation theory. One of my problems in life is that my bird-like tendencies
have led me to spend a large fraction of my time flying around at too high
altitude trying to learn about different kinds of mathematical structures that
might be useful, instead of getting down to ground and working out details and
publishing.

The current ideas about BRST that I’m working on and trying to get down to
detail with involve algebraic ideas that are very far from the topological and
geometrical ideas that I started with. It has taken me a long time to start to
appreciate the algebraic approach.

In any case, I recognize my tendencies (if not my accomplishments..) in Dyson’s
description of birds, find his description of “frogs” much more alien (e.g. when
he says that he had no interest in the relations between number theory and QM
that were pointed out to him)

12. Phil Harmsworth
January 26, 2009

Peter,

I’m not sure that I follow Dyson’s analogy between Lie groups and string theory.
As I understand it, Lie was trying to create a Galois theory for differential
equations. The ‘disappointment’ to which Dyson refers stemmed from his
perception of a lack of recognition for his work, and not so much from a lack of
applications.

I also don’t understand his description of Lie groups as a failure in classical
physics, although admittedly it took until the 1940s before Lie’s ideas started to
be applied systematically (to hydrodynamics). (Refer the CRC Handbook of Lie
Group Analysis of Differential Equations for an overview of more recent
applications.)



I think that it may be more accurate to say that for both classical and quantum
mechanics, Lie’s ideas needed further development and refinement. For
example, the theory of representations of Lie algebras (to which Dyson refers to
as natural language of particle physics) was a considerable advance from Lie’s
concept of ‘infinitesimal groups’. As ‘Not Even Wrong’ describes, it took a
considerable period for these ideas to be understood and accepted.

If there is indeed an analogy for string theory, perhaps it is that the necessary
tool or tools for progress already exist in contemporary mathematics, but they
may also need further development. And it may not be at all obvious at the outset
that these tools are in fact useful at all.

13. Academic Career Links
March 20, 2009

A related but somewhat different kind of division can be found in the essay Two
Cultures of Mathematics by W.T. Gowers.

http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~wtg10/2cultures.pdf
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~wtg10/2cultures.pdf
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~wtg10/2cultures.pdf
http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~wtg10/2cultures.pdf


Science Channel Inks Deal With Physicist Michio
Kaku

January 8, 2009
Categories: Uncategorized

Fresh from his leading role in the History Channel’s Parallel Universes (if you missed
it on TV, the DVD is available here), according to a press release today, Michio Kaku
will now be appearing regularly on Discovery’s Science Channel:

The Science Channel has signed a multi-year agreement with theoretical
physicist Dr. Michio Kaku. As part of the deal, the Discovery-owned network
will produce a 10-part series based on his New York Times bestselling book
Physics of the Impossible and has exclusive television rights to Kaku’s other
works for adaptation in series and specials.

In addition, Kaku will become the host of “Sci Q Sundays,” the Sunday
programming block that explores scientific news and topics.

The show has a web-site here, including instructions on how to build a time-machine.

Comments

1. Sakura-chan
January 8, 2009

He’s great at the capitalism game.

2. J.F. Moore
January 9, 2009

I actually forced myself to read Physics of the Impossible, so I could legitimately
criticize it. I dread having to be the killjoy when people watch this series and get
excited about the absurd stuff. Not that I mind straightening people out, they
just seem to dislike boring mundane reality.

3. MathPhys
January 9, 2009

Kaku is “one of the founders of string field theory”, but that’s too technical, so
let’s not split strings and just say “one of the founders of string theory”.

The title of a future TV series could be

“From Veneziano, Susskind and Nambu to Green, Schwarz and Kaku.”

It rhymes!

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=1237
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=1237
http://shop.history.com/detail.php?p=77345
http://shop.history.com/detail.php?p=77345
http://www.broadcastingcable.com/article/CA6627449.html
http://www.broadcastingcable.com/article/CA6627449.html
http://science.discovery.com/tv/sci-q/sci-q.html
http://science.discovery.com/tv/sci-q/sci-q.html
http://science.discovery.com/interactives/time-machine/time-machine.html
http://science.discovery.com/interactives/time-machine/time-machine.html


4. anon.
January 9, 2009

It would be good to know if there are any surveys of what really motivates most
students to become interested in modern physics. If it really is down to sci fi
wormholes, Planck scale manifolds, and spin-2 gravitons in string theory, then
Kaku is needed in a sense to continue inspiring student interest in physics (one
can hope that some of those students will defect back to reality at some stage,
instead of worshipping unchecked speculation).

In some cases the best-scoring students of theoretical physics started off by
scoring well in mathematics, and then found a lot of interesting applications for
those skills in physics. This is a different line of approach from a deep desire to
understand phenomena, which probably is the route taken by those majoring in
experimental/applied physics. If you start off with phenomena that you measure
and plot, then find an equation for, then develop a theory that explains the
equation and predicts other things, you end up with real understanding.

I hope that this will happen once experiments indicate what is really occurring
with electroweak symmetry breaking. The big strength of the standard model is
in its experimental basis and experimental checks, which so far haven’t extended
to the Higgs mechanism. Hopefully LHC experiments will this year focus
attention on building theories to explain, and checkably extrapolate predictions
from, real phenomena. This is the opposite of what string theorists do when they
produce mathematical models of Planck scale speculations and then use those
models to produce uncheckable predictions.

5. D R Lunsford
January 9, 2009

J. F. Moore,

Yes I think a lot of us have experienced that. I have a friend who is all over these
news releases and I’m almost embarrassed to tell him the truth.

anon.

No I think serious physicists start out with wall sockets and fire and such. 

Peter,

Was hoping for some science news of the new large radio noise discovered by
ARCADE (Absolute Radiometer for Cosmology, Astrophysics, and Diffuse
Emission) beyond press release hype. Standard modelers will be discomfited.

-drl

6. Chris W.
January 9, 2009

Michio Kaku is to physics what Kenny G is to jazz. (Kenny G majored in

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenny_G
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenny_G
http://www.jazzoasis.com/methenyonkennyg.htm
http://www.jazzoasis.com/methenyonkennyg.htm


accounting in college.)

7. MathPhys
January 10, 2009

If Nambu has a Nobel prize, why not Kaku?

PS Plagiarized from “If QED got a Nobel prize, why not QCD?” which was the
catch phrase of the Gross et. al lobby, or so have I been told.

8. Ari Heikkinen
January 10, 2009

That’s funny, as I opened TV today there happened to be a document about
CERN and LHC, which was (basicly) touted as a “time machine”, “capable of
looking into the creation itself”, “creating conditions of big bang”, etc. and those
comments were (apparently) from people working on the project. Atleast in that
“how to build a time-machine” piece there’s a section that reads “practical
problems with time travel”.

9. Will
January 10, 2009

I dont think people should expect people like Edward Witten or Steven Weinberg
to champion physics causes. They have better things to do. Michio Kaku is doing
a descent job of trying to popularize fundamental science and it is not an easy
job. He may not be anywehre near a top physicist, but he has done commendable
work in physics. You cannot expect people to really appreciate ADS CFT or
mirror symmetry or dualities. You have to view his shows as not a lecture that
consist all facts (which would be impossible) but entertainment with descent
amount of good science for people who are talented and interested to get
enthused about great progress made by modern physics, string theory and
mathematics.

10. MathPhys
January 11, 2009

Will,

Seriously speaking, I wholeheartedly agree with you.

11. Jimbo
January 11, 2009

In his attempts to popularize theoretical Physics, Kaku really creates a bad
image for the field. It is very unpleasant when people hear what I do and say “oh,
so you’re like Michio Kaku?”.

12. MathPhys
January 11, 2009

Okay, so we need someone to popularizes theoreticall physics without giving a



nutty used car salesmanic impression.

13. Will L
January 11, 2009

I think TED presentations are much more effective at inspiring students to
become scientists than these pop programs.

14. trond
January 11, 2009

Isn’t most of his previous documentaries mostly speculations too (he label
himself as a futurist), so I guess these are just a continuation of those.

Another one that have been profiling himself is Brian Cox with some BBC
documentaries. The latest was “What time is it?”. The documentary style is much
more personal and I actually learned something from it (and speculative ideas
were stated as such). With Kaku it’s just no-holds-barred, but then again he has
to work within the contraints of commercial media.

15. J.F. Moore
January 11, 2009

The problem is with the hyperbole and poor logic Kaku uses when he is
popularizing science. I can’t conceive of the likes of Carl Sagan being so careless
and silly, even though they are both dynamic lecturers and are good at capturing
the fantastic scope of science.

For example, Kaku regularly chimes in on a notoriously nutty AM radio show and
feeds people’s fantasies that there have been extraterrestrial visitors. The
question is whether more harm than good is being done ultimately.

16. MathPhys
January 11, 2009

Kaku is an extraterrestrial visitor.

17. D R Lunsford
January 13, 2009

You know in India, they have instead of Kaku, Jayant Narlikar (some might
remember his work with Hoyle on the steady-state cosmology). He’s the soul of
restrained reason, and holds a position of near veneration there while continuing
his career, emeritus. I can’t help but see something deeply disturbing about our
culture in Kaku’s goofy omnipresence.

JFM, yes the comparison to Sagan was apt. I heard Sagan issue some whoppers
about relativity, but on the whole he was enthusiastic and sane at the same time.

-drl

18. Amos



January 13, 2009

Since there are more physicists than physics jobs, I don’t understand why
recruiting more students to the field is a net-positive.

In all events, the people who watch popular science programs (including,
occasionally, myself) do so because (a) we want to understand nature, and (b) the
accumulation of such an extraordinary understanding of nature makes us proud
of the species.

It serves those people no purpose to have a popular science program that fails to
educate and fails to illuminate.

19. King Ray
January 13, 2009

It sort of reminds me of L. Ron Hubbard, a science fiction writer who decided the
best way to get rich was to create a religion, Scientology.

Here we have physicists creating a religion called string theory and profiting
from selling it in schools and to the public.

20. Jake the Snake
January 13, 2009

In my opinion, Michio Kaku seems like a very nice person. He appears to be a
perfect gentleman, but I have trouble taking him seriously as a scientist. As a
pop-sci guy he is decent, but Isaac Asimov was WAY better in that respect!
Having read through Physics of the Impossible, I couldn’t help but think that
Asimov would have written a book just like it, only a bit better.

Unfortunately, Kaku has become THE pop-sci guy. It would be great if he quit
theorizing and became a sci-fi writer. In fact, most string theorists ought to look
for work writing science fiction should their area of research ever be
marginalized. (…Except maybe for Lubos. Any attempt at fiction by him might be
disturbing.)

Then again, it makes sense that the History Channel of all channels would
select Kaku as their science guy. The History Channel has been notorious for
having more shows about UFOs, cryptids, Nostradamus, and other occultic or
paranormal stuff than actual history.

21. MathPhys
January 14, 2009

Kaku does not just seem like a nice man. He is a nice man. He’s also a very smart
man. Too bad he decided to get into the UFO business.

22. Christine
January 15, 2009

Asimov and Sagan were not only skilled science popularizers. They represent



schools of science outreach. I wonder who is doing the job today at the same
level of quality.

23. Peter Woit
January 15, 2009

Jake,

The History Channel was responsible for the recent awful program about parallel
universes, but it’s the Discovery Channel that is involved here. Not clear there’s
much to choose from between them….

24. smart and nice
January 15, 2009

how “smart and nice” can one be to promote time machines at the expense of
physics?

a physicist’s “niceness” and “smartness” should be judged relative to how
“smart” he is regarding physical reality, and how nice he is to his peers who are
engaging physical reality.

there is a certain type of media-physicist who has evolved who is now doing more
damage than good on multiple levels. they suck up all the attention and funding,
at the expense of true physicists.

truly, what has kaku truly contributed to physics?

25. Russ
January 15, 2009

I don’t often watch shows on Discovery or the History channel – but sometimes I
do and I admit to hearing things that make me groan. These channels by their
very nature are for a wide popular audience. Physics (hell, speaking as someone
with an M.A. in history) and History for that matter , are difficult subjects for a
mass audience to digest . Physics in particular utilizes mathematics that is way
beyond college calculus. If Kaku can translate for a popular audience even a
small portion of what we agree to be physics then I think he is doing a service. I
challenge ‘Smart and Nice’ to quantify in dollars just how much Kaku has
damaged physics funding? I grew up watching Sagan and he is still a hero in my
mind, as far as popularizing astronomy. Who knew how much the guy liked refer?

26. Jake the Snake
January 15, 2009

@ MathPhys:

Well, I can’t say I know him personally. He *COULD* be a prick and I wouldn’t
know, I simply would not conclude something based on my impression, though he
does seem like a good person. However, you appear to have known him and that



he is indeed a nice guy does not surprise me. And he would have to be very
intelligent to wrap his mind around higher physics concepts like string theory.
The problem is when scientists like Michio Kaku use their brilliance and
personality to act as PR for bad ideas. As long as string theorists have agreeable
and intelligent spokespeople, they have PR.

@ Christine,

Isaac Asimov is probably the most logical person whose writings I have read. In
fact, if Asimov had a time machine, he would totally own Aristotle in rational
argument! The genius of Asimov lies in his ability to explain even the most
esoteric concepts in relatively simple ways that make sense. Kaku, for all his
intelligence, would have a tough time catching up to Asimov though he tries to
fill his shoes.

Dr. Woit,
Actually, I naively believed that the Discovery Channel, History Channel, Animal
Planet, etc. all came from the same corporate entity as if one company had a
virtual monopoly on educational or informational programming on American
Cable. I later learned that Discovery Channel and History Channel are not owned
by the same company.

Discovery Communications, LLC is the sole owner of the Discovery Channel (and
Animal Planet, TLC, the Science Channel, Military Channel, Discovery Health,
etc.) while the History Channel is part of A&E network, a joint venture of
National Broadcasting Corporation, Disney, and the Hearst Corporation. Yes, that
Hearst, as in William Randolph Hearst, the turn-of-the-20th-century propagandist
infamous for his invention of yellow journalism and perhaps inspiring such
notorious media figures as Joseph Goebbels and Rupert Murdoch. The heritage
of the History Channel might explain its preference for sensationalist
programming.

Between Discovery affiliated networks and History Channel, I could almost sense
a world of difference. Discovery Channel actually has plenty of great quality
shows, especially Mythbusters, which is an excellent exposition on how to apply
the scientific method. The (ironically titled) History Channel, on the other hand,
is much more eager to air programs about the Loch Ness Monster, Nostradamus,
exorcism, or UFO. Perhaps it is not surprising that HC would retain Michio Kaku
as their go-to physicist. A “serious” scientist willing to give serious attention to
spooky topics. But what does asking Kaku to host a show on the Science Channel
say about Discovery? Until I get to see the show, I really can not say.

27. Christine
January 15, 2009

Jake the Snake,

I started reading Asimov at 11 years old (fiction and non-fiction) and I am certain
that he was responsible for my formidable interest in science. Asimov is
supreme.



Best,
Christine

28. Marion Delgado
January 17, 2009

On the one hand, he’s one of the people that turned me off string theory before I
ever heard of Peter Woit.

On the other hand, I now think that he’s simply more up-front about the
seemingly fanciful results you can get from the landscape and the latest
predominant ideas in string/etc. theory. So paradoxically I am less bothered by
him than I was.



Quick Posting, European Edition

January 15, 2009
Categories: Uncategorized

It’s semester break and I’m in Paris this week, but I have a few moments to post on
some topics that may be of interest:

People here in Europe seem quite normal, but Lubos has just won an award for Best
European Blog.

Some details of the proposed new US stimulus package have just been released.
Science is one of the main beneficiaries, with the DOE getting:

$1.9 billion for basic research into the physical sciences including high-
energy physics, nuclear physics, and fusion energy sciences and
improvements to DOE laboratories and scientific facilities.

This should dramatically change the situation at Fermilab, which has been operating
so far this year under a low continuing resolution level of funding. For the immediate
future, the funding situation in the US for HEP and science in general looks bright,
although this presumably will come to a screeching halt whenever the federal
government stops financing everything by printing a trillion dollars a year.

Travis Brooks of SPIRES has produced Top Cites lists for 2008. He has a blog posting
about this here, and the list of most heavily cited papers during 2008 is here. For the
first time in many years, a new hep-th fad is having visible impact, with Bagger-
Lambert at number 37, and three other papers on the same topic in the top 50.

Over at the Edge web-site, there’s an interview with Frank Wilczek.

Comments

1. Tony Smith
January 15, 2009

At Edge, Wilczek said “… The time is right for an assault on the process of aging.
A lot of the basic biology is in place. …”.

Would it really be a good thing for every human to live forever (barring accident
or homicide)?

Maybe individual human auto-termination with an upper-limit life span of 120
years or so
is something that is beneficial for human society ?

Tony Smith

2. Cormac O Raifeartaigh

http://2008.weblogawards.org/polls/best-european-blog/
http://2008.weblogawards.org/polls/best-european-blog/
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January 16, 2009

I’m a European blogger and I’ve never heard of this award!
I had a look at the winners and two points spring to mind

(i) Although I read his science, I think it’s a pity Lubos won – his style of
rubbishing those who disagree with him will do little to convince those who
doubt the usefulness of weblogs

(ii) Most of the other winning blogs seem pretty humdrum!

3. anon.
January 16, 2009

People here in Europe seem quite normal, but Lubos has just won an award for
Best European Blog.

And another climate-change denier won the “Best Science Blog” category. I hope
these results just reflect excess zeal and/or cheating from the denialists, and not
their actual prevalence in the population….

4. James
January 16, 2009

I had also not heard of the European Blog award, and groaned when seeing that
Motl had won it. However, there was a sigh of relief when the link explained that
neither the UK or Ireland were involved (I’m from the UK).

Auto-termination, or Euthenasia as it’s called round these parts, is often up for
discussion in Europe. Some recent cases made the news, usually involving
countries such as Switzerland which allow it, and questioning whether family
members who assist in the travel of the (what’s the right word?) ‘subject’ from
countries where it is illegal are criminals. This is a non-trivial question to say the
least.

However, if the human lifespan was unlimited by our own genetics and other
biological factors (so ignoring environmental hazards such as asteroid collisions
with the Earth, the explosion of the sun, the ultimate demise of the Universe, or
dodgy electrics in the shower unit) this would reposition the whole euthenasia
issue: should somebody be allowed to end their life becuase they were just too
bored after 4000 years of living, and can’t stand hearing the same crap songs
played over and over again?

5. Chris
January 16, 2009

It should be Bagger-Lambert.

6. Peter Woit
January 17, 2009

Chris,



Thanks, typo fixed.

7. cormac
January 17, 2009

I should have said – it’s not Lubos’s writings on climate science I enjoy, far from
it…

8. Shantanu
January 17, 2009

interestingly enough 6 out of the top cited 10 papers are in (observational)
astrophysics.

9. Charles
January 20, 2009

Does any erudite person here entertain me about how to use Anyons to do
quantum computing? I read the Frank Wilczek’s interview. Does the collective
bosonic behavior of electrons at low temperature is theoretically predicted by his
QCD theory or just experimentally achieved a technically smaller scale of what
called Bose-Einstein condensate but with electrons instead of liquid Helium?
Any other Fermionic material demonstrates collective bosonic behavior?
Any other theoretical guy currently plays with idea like Bosonic matter near
blackhole hehaves collectively as Fermionic matter?
When I was young I have fantasized that the Universe would be very dull if
everything can be classified as “black or white”. This kind of large scale
collective behavior sounds more intriguing to me. Thanks.

Charles Hui



The Worst Jobs in Science: Theoretical Physicist

January 19, 2009
Categories: Uncategorized

After the recent news that being a mathematician is the best job in the US, next
month’s Popular Science magazine has come out with a list of the worst jobs, not
overall, but in the sciences. “Theoretical Physicist” makes the list, right in between
“Monkey-Sex Observer” and “Vermin Handler”. Here’s the text about this:

For much of the past century, physics was an exciting, wide-ranging
exploration. But to be a theoretical physicist today, you pretty much have to
stake your career on one incredibly popular but pretty much unprovable
notion: string theory. Since the idea that the universe is composed of small
vibrating “strings” gained a following in the 1970s, the theory, which in
some forms posits 10 dimensions and seeks a unifying “supersymmetry,”
has captured the theoretical-physics community in the U.S. The easiest way
to earn an appointment is to dive head-first into a branch of string theory,
which dominates the top programs at Princeton, MIT and other influential
institutions. The problem is, we simply have no idea if we’re on the right
track, because the theory isn’t verifiable.

Lee Smolin, a physicist at the Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics in
Waterloo, Canada, who investigates quantum gravity and string theory,
believes that the physics monoculture is stifling. “Science has become too
risk-averse, and its progress is being hurt as a result,” he says. When
CERN’s Large Hadron Collider restarts later this year, however, it could end
the waiting, helping to confirm parts of string theory — or dash it
altogether. If supersymmetric particles called sparticles are bashed into
existence: yay! But if the W boson particle does not react as hoped, that
damages a central pillar of the theory. Across the U.S., whole careers are
boiling down to the chance that a big box comes up with something.

It’s true that, for string theorists, a lot is hanging on the question of whether
sparticles are found at the LHC. If none are seen, I suspect that will pretty
conclusively finish off in most theorist’s minds the idea that string theory unification
can be connected in any way with observations. The business about string theory and
W-bosons is utter nonsense, presumably coming from this.

As mentioned here repeatedly, claims that hiring in particle theory is dominated by
string theory are behind the times. String theorists are now yesterday’s fad, with
terrible job prospects if they don’t have a permanent position. Today’s fads are LHC
phenomenology and cosmology (news from the rumor mill about two new jobs is that
UCSB wants “candidates with interests in phenomenological aspects of particle
physics and related areas of astrophysics and cosmology”, Rutgers wants “a focus on
LHC physics, broadly conceived.”) String theory is on its way out in American
universities it seems, but the long-standing pattern of fad-driven hiring isn’t. Which is
one thing that makes the idea of trying for a career in theoretical physics these days
about as appealing to many smart young people as the idea of going into the vermin

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=1500
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=1500
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=510
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=510


handling business…

Comments

1. Bourgeois Nerd
January 19, 2009

This may be a stupid question, but from a non-academic who reads this blog, I’ve
been dying to ask: what exactly IS a “phenomenologist”?

2. Peter Woit
January 19, 2009

Bourgeois Nerd,

Phenomenology: theoretical work closely tied to experiment, e.g. computation
from a given model of specific predictions about what a certain experiment will
see.

contrast to so-called “formal” theory, which is about trying to better understand
theoretical ideas: investigation of toy models, unphysical examples, development
of new calculational techniques, etc.

3. steve newman
January 20, 2009

String Theory R.I.P.
Will Dark Energy and Dark Matter and Inflation be next?
Why do dead ends have such a long life?
Hoping for a re-birth of physics.

4. csrster
January 20, 2009

Humorous stuff, but obviously not quite accurate if you happen to be, for
example, a theoretical condensed-matter physicist.

5. chris
January 20, 2009

@steve newman

i think you will hear a lot about dark matter/energy in the years to come. main
reason is that they are observable.

“Why do dead ends have such a long life?”
Some famous guy once said (i don’t remember who) that obsolete ideas only die
with their supporters.

6. Cormac O Raifeartaigh



January 20, 2009

Hmm… the implication of the excerpt is that if SUSY is seen at LHC, this is a
victory for ST – this is not necessarily true, as you know.

Conversely, Peter’s comments seems to imply that if SUSY is not seen at LHC,
that rules out ST – but that doesn’t work either, as only low -energy SUSY can
been ruled out at the LHC!!

7. mr
January 20, 2009

@chris

“Some famous guy once said (i don’t remember who) that obsolete ideas only die
with their supporters.”

I think it was Max Planck, wasn’t he? (Not sure about the exact phrasing,
though)

regards.

8. TheorPhys
January 20, 2009

Theoretical physics is for sure beautiful, but the sad story is that (unless the LHC
finds something radically new) we are almost at a saturation point in the
knowledge that man can have about fundamental laws of Nature. Maybe I am too
pessimistic, but at least in the last 30 years this seems to be the trend.

But the real problem is that the education system does not easily provide young
people alternative careers and easy ways to transfer from one subject to another
one…once they get stuck in some dead end.
After all physics is a very broad field and this would be definitely possible.
Once upon a time science and knowledge were broad concepts. If you were a
scholar you could study very different topics, with reasonable freedom.
If you think of Enrico Fermi he has been working in almost all fields of physics,
as a theoretician and an experimentalist too, for example.
Today even a young Fermi could be probably stuck in some dead end, or
following some fashion just to get a job.

The reality is that nowadays competition and excessive specialization have
introduced also in science an industrial logic….and this kills scientific creativity
and flexibility and even the pleasure of doing science.

9. Peter Woit
January 20, 2009

Cormac,

Logically, low energy supersymmetry is pretty much independent of string
theory. But, sociologically, it’s a very different story, and my comment was more a



sociological one.

TheorPhys,

The fact that it is hard for theorists to change fields is a huge problem. The
effects of it may be worse for senior people than for junior people, with many
senior people getting stuck in a failed dead-end research program. This leads to
a seriously damaged field, as it affects the training and job prospects for young
people. Anything that makes it easier for people to move on to something else
when the field they are trained in stops being fruitful would be a good thing. But
the danger of faddishness is that everyone will just move to the same new hot
topic….

10. TheorPhys
January 20, 2009

Dear Peter,
I completely agree with you.

However, I would say faddishness is not such a big danger. If somebody is having
the feeling of wasting time and energies and being in the wrong track , I can
understand insisting just for a few years, but not too much. If instead, you feel ok
in some field you would not even think of changing. After all physics should be
driven by passion, and I have seen many theorists (even very bright people)
being frustrated by the wild speculations that they have to do nowadays.

I think everybody who is in charge of science policy and in the universities
should be aware of this problem and think about solutions of this issue.
Otherwise the only alternative for a theorist would just be finance, which is a bit
sad.

11. terry
January 20, 2009

this is so ridiculous it’s not even wrong. the world of physics is huge compared to
the small number of self-promoting, self-indulgent particle “theorists.” most
theorists are happily solving problems in condensed matter, nuclear, fluid
mechanics, lasers …, real problems with real applications and real jobs. the fact
that some research universities have been parasitized by string theorists is only
really relevant to a few competing clans.

sadly, this type of coverage reflects badly on all physics, not just string theory. if
you can do it, and you want to do it, there are few jobs that are better than being
a physicist–even if you have to settle for being a theorist.

12. TheorPhys
January 20, 2009

Dear Terry, I disagree with you.
Not all fields in physics have real problems with real applications and real jobs.



There are many fields, apart from string theory, which do not meet these
requirements. Mainly those related to theory, to mathematical physics, to
experiments in fundamental physics (do experimental particle physics or
experiments in astrophysics, gravitational waves… have always real
applications?).

13. David Katz
January 20, 2009

This is what I’m hearing from fellow physicists in the UK too. A recent chat with
a friend of mine lead to string theory being described as “going through a period
of navel gazing”. Hopefully some of that wonderful string theory money can now
be put towards condensed matter, or fields of particle physics such as lattice
QCD that might actually stand a chance of telling us something about physics,
rather than sometimes beautiful mathematical models that stand no chance of
ever being proved.

14. Bee
January 20, 2009

Anybody looking for an LHC phenomenologist going cosmologist, here is one,
and in addition I am looking for a job.

So, Lee has now turned from a researcher into an “investigator”. That’s an
interesting twist.

15. D R Lunsford
January 20, 2009

BN, this is a good question and shows you are paying attention.

Phenomenology is not equivalent to “experimental” – for example, the original
theory of electron spin proposed by Pauli was a phenomenological theory. Only
when Dirac showed how it came from a basic idea could spin be said to have a
firm theoretical basis. Essentially, phenomenological theories have terms in them
that are only heuristically justified – this does not make them bad theories, but
progress usually comes from giving a theoretical basis to what was formerly
phenomenology.

-drl

16. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
January 20, 2009

Peter: Yes, apologies, I see you what you mean.
Bee: What’s this about a new job? Wanna come to Ireland? Have a look at the
Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies..

17. mathematician
January 20, 2009



As a mathematician, I sometimes get physics envy.

And physicists sometimes get mathematics envy.

Of course, string theorists get both.

18. Aaron Bergman
January 20, 2009

These days, string theorists get job envy.

19. Ari Heikkinen
January 20, 2009

Just tell young people to get an engineering degree, that way they’ll be solving
practical problems in the real world. Or even better, tell them to acquire good
software engineering skills and they won’t ever be unemployed for long.

20. JC
January 20, 2009

Ari Heikkinen,

Engineering jobs vary significantly between different areas. It can also be trend
driven to some extent too, just like physics.

Also many engineering majors don’t even get the opportunity to ever work as an
engineer. No big surprise as to why many engineering majors ended up in
computer programming jobs over the last 25-30 years. Though with that being
said, outsourcing has been eating away at salaries and jobs for many years.

21. banerjee
January 20, 2009

Many tenure-track positions in engineering are going to physics graduates these
days. If a string theorist (or any other type of physics theorist) feels the need to
be in academia can can’t get a physics position, one path is to get some post-
doctoral experience in a good engineering department and then switch to that
field.

We in engineering are always looking for people with good skills and ideas in
subjects that are not well understood by engineers.

22. Troublemaker
January 20, 2009

Humorous stuff, but obviously not quite accurate if you happen to be, for
example, a theoretical condensed-matter physicist.

Well, you have to bear in mind that on this blog, and every other string theory or
anti-string theory blog, “physics” = “high-energy theory.” I like this blog and I
like Peter, but he, his friends, and his enemies are all very high-energy-theory-



centric in their conception of what it means to do physics.

23. Shantanu
January 20, 2009

Peter or others, anyone know about the job prospects for those doing neutrino
physics or neutrino phenomenology.
Also are there many papers connecting string theory
with neutrino physics for which we have lots of data and will soon have more?

24. bob
January 20, 2009

what fraction of physicists are theorists? what fraction of physicists are string
theorists?

i don’t think string theorist is a bad job, and even if so, i don’t think “theoretical
physicist” should be branded a bad job even if string theorist is a bad job.

25. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
January 21, 2009

Terry: “the world of physics is huge compared to the small number of self-
promoting, self-indulgent particle “theorists.” Most theorists are happily solving
problems in condensed matter, nuclear, fluid mechanics, lasers …, real problems
with real applications and real jobs”

I don’t think that’s fair. First of all, particle physics is a fundamental field that
bears close examination, in the sense that everything is made up of atoms, but
atoms are not made up of semiconductors (say). Secondly, it turns out to be a
very difficult field, accessible by only the very best students – the maths of gauge
theory is way beyond most physicists, and therefore commands a certain respect.
Thirdly, how do you know what the future applications will be? There have been
many stunning applications of discoveries in particle physics, from nuclear
power to the use of accelerators in medicine

If the public show a disproportionate interest in subjects like quarks or strings, I
think it’s for the same reason that they find cosmology so interesting… human
curiosity concerning ‘fundamental’ questions..

26. Peter Woit
January 21, 2009

Shantanu,

String theory has nothing to say about neutrino physics.

As for job prospects for theorists working on neutrinos, I think it’s a small group
of people and a small number of possible jobs. Prospects should be better than if
you’re a string theorist, but beyond that I don’t know.

27. somebody



January 21, 2009

A few pointers –

1. Jobs are overall bad in particle theory, and if anyone here is implying that
phenomenologists have a cakewalk, they are delusional.

2. About the increased focus on phenomenology (much of it string-inspired,
incidentally) being a “fad”. It makes perfect sense to me that on the eve of the
LHC, people care more about the TeV scale than the Planck scale. Choosing the
word “fad” to describe this, is again, another way in which a perfectly valid
SCIENTIFIC judgement is being (consciously?) misinterpreted as a sociological
issue.

3. A significant fraction of the current HEP faculty in big universities is
composed of string theorists and string-inspired people. To claim that the focus
in recent years on phenomenology is an indication that they are done with
strings, is beyond ridiculous. As I said, there is a very real reason why we all
should be concerned about phenomenology/cosmology: the LHC and WMAP.

4. Since the departments that hire phenomenologists contain a significant
fraction of senior string theorists, can we at least have a consensus now that not
all senior string theorists are blinded ideologues who try to “suppress”
everything else?

5. Cormac’s previous message was excellent.

28. Thomas Larsson
January 21, 2009

Secondly, it turns out to be a very difficult field, accessible by only the very best
students – the maths of gauge theory is way beyond most physicists, and
therefore commands a certain respect.

Come on, gauge theory is not that hard. And remember that it was a squalid
state physicist who invented the Higgs mechanism.

Thirdly, how do you know what the future applications will be?

This can be answered be a simple energy argument. The original fields to which
QM was applied – atoms and molecules, solid state, chemistry – typically deal
with energy scales of order eV, i.e. scales found on earth, and the practical
applications at terrestial energy scales are too numerous to list. Nuclear physics
is at the keV scale, i.e. typical energies of the sun. Solar scales have far fewer
applications than terrestial scales, but since the sun is rather close to us there
are still a few important ones – nuclear power and weapons, NMR, and maybe
something more. In contrast, 45 years after the quark model, HEP has very few
practical applications. Off the top of my head, the only one that I can name is the
use of synchroton radiation in medicine (muon catalyzed fusion didn’t work out,
did it?), and this is very low high energy – MeV physics rather than GeV or TeV
physics. The energy scales that will be probed at the LHC are typical of



supernovae and the big bang, and will remain irrelevant for terrestial
phenomena in the forseeable future.

Any good physicist who makes such an energy considerations will realize that
applications of GeV physics will remain in the very distant future. There might of
course be spin-off effects, like CERN inventing the WWW, space science
inventing cool materials, and military science inventing the internet. But such
spin-offs do not have anything to do with the core science.

There have been many stunning applications of discoveries in particle physics,
from nuclear power to the use of accelerators in medicine

Since when did particle physicists adopt nuclear physics? I remember a rather
controversial talk 20 years ago, when a local string guru (let’s just call him
“Veneziano’s advisor”) argued that nuclear physics was unmodern and its
funding should be redistributed to more modern physics.

Medical applications remain at the MeV scale.

29. Peter Woit
January 21, 2009

somebody,

You really like to argue against statements that no one has made…

No one claims that “phenomenologists have a cakewalk”, just that there are
more jobs out there per person for phenomenologists than for others kinds of
particle theorist.

No one claims that string theorists “are done with strings”. They’re not. I
suppose many of them will keep working on string theory until retirement, no
matter what happens.

No one claims that “all senior string theorists are blinded ideologues who try to
“suppress” everything else.” Sure, many of them are now the ones agreeing to
try to hire phenomenologists and cosmologists. Besides their openness to
difference though, another consideration might be that other people in their
department (who have a lot to say about tenure-track hiring) would not put up
with hiring another string theorist, for various reasons, including perception that
a phenomenologist is more likely to get grant funding these days.

WMAP data came out 6 years ago, the LHC was initially supposed to be
producing data a couple years ago. These two experiments have a lot to do with
the general trend that started quite a few years ago in the direction of
cosmology/phenomenology, but nothing much to do with the dramatic
acceleration of this trend (to proportions that I think make accurate the
description of “faddish”) during the last couple years.

30. Bee
January 21, 2009



Hi Cormac,

Thanks. I checked the website, it says deadline was in December. Too bad, I
would have sent my docs had I known. Best,

B.

31. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
January 22, 2009

Thomas:
Re ‘Gauge theory is not that hard’, rather than get in too a silly argument about
what constitutes ‘hard’, allow me to point out that in physics departments the
world over, only the very best and mathematically able students are pointed in
the direction of particle physics, and there are good reasons for this..
Re applications, it is the spin-off effects that I’m talking about. It’s always a
mistake to consider only the direct applications of new science as it is in the
getting of the results that the technical breakthroughs occur..
Re nuclear power, how quickly we all forget the history of particle physics. The
splitting of the nucleus using the Walton linear accelerator was the first hint of a
new source of energy, as you know. More recently, I believe Carlo Rubbia
published an innovative design for a modern reactor based on work he did at
CERN…

32. Sumar Ongi
January 22, 2009

>HEP has very few practical applications.

To add one more application to “terrestrial” phenomena (not necessarily very
practical, though): the theory of weak decays in nuclear physics. And, since
about 10 years ago, the theory of few-body nuclear interactions has been based
on QCD.

>Since when did particle physicists adopt nuclear physics?

There was an article in Physics Today some months ago about the new
theoretical approaches to nucleon-nucleon interactions and the impact they have
had on experimental nuclear physics. Very interesting stuff, I’m sorry I can’t give
the exact reference now.

That whole business started with a couple of papers by Weinberg from the early
90s, showing how low-energy QCD effective theories could be applied to the
nucleon-nucleon problem. The field has matured a lot since then. Besides, since
some years ago, lattice computations are also being applied to those systems.

In fact, the field of low-energy hadron physics has been more or less merged
with high-energy (or “relativistic”) nuclear physics since a couple of decades
ago. Many particle physicists in those areas routinely publish in nuclear physics
journals like PRC, NPA, EPA, etc.



On top of that, AdS/CFT – inspired models are also being applied to some nuclear
physics problems, though I’m not sure how much has been done in that
direction. Finally, let’s not forget that string theorists have adopted
nuclear/quark matter as their favorite application of N=4 SQCD…

33. Thomas Larsson
January 22, 2009

Indirect spin-off effects can just as well be used to argue for increased military
spending – after all, military science led gave us arpanet turned internet. This is
very different from direct applications of low-energy physics such as transistors,
lasers or nuclear power, where it is the physics itself that has applications.

Fair enough. I don’t see a problem with HEP (at least high energy HEP) lacking
practical applications; knowledge can be valuable without increasing GNP.
However, I see a problem with the statement that we cannot know whether HEP
will lead to practical applications, when it hasn’t happened for 45 years and
there are simple arguments why this has to be the case.

34. Dan M
January 22, 2009

>allow me to point out that in physics departments the world
>over, only the very best and mathematically able students are
>pointed in the direction of particle physics, and there are good >reasons for
this..

This statement is false. The very best and mathematically able students of whom
I am aware are directed to choose their own fields, since they are the ones who
are presumably most qualified to do so. In my experience, they usually choose
something other than particle physics. And there are good reasons for this…

35. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
January 22, 2009

“In my experience”
It would be interesting to know your position and experience. (Mine are on the
link). Here in Europe, we generally try to give students the best advice,
cognisant of individual inclination and talent, but also of which fields tend to be
difficult to make an impact in..perhaps a different approach is employed in the
US

36. somebody
January 22, 2009

Peter, the primary effect contributing to the recent interest in phenomenology is
LHC. You suppressed that in your original post, but after I pointed it out, you
now claim that you were talking about a secondary effect. You also claim that I
“really like to argue against statements that no one has made.” I don’t have the
power of hindsight that you have, Peter. If you keep qualifying your previous
statements when a new point is made, I will always be chasing a moving target.



Sorry about the sarcasm, but the last paragraph of your original post was the
worst propaganda-driven drivel I have read here in a while. It is a pity because
there are so many things about the sociology and the public relations aspects of
string theory community which I find appalling …

Unparticles would qualify for a “fad”, but not phenomenology in general.

The whole issue you raise is pretty much vacuous, because it is only you who see
such easy boundaries between phenomenology and fundamental theory.
Considering the fact that Seiberg and Vafa are both working on ways to connect
with TeV scale physics these days, I would say that your straightjackets are
designed for mediocrity.

37. Ari Heikkinen
January 23, 2009

JC: “Though with that being said, outsourcing has been eating away at salaries
and jobs for many years.”

Here in Europe firms don’t generally outsource their best engineers. Is the
situation in the US really that bad that they oursource even their best employees
to save money?

38. JC
January 23, 2009

Ari Heikkinen,

It depends on the particular firm, and who is calling the shots in these firms. In
firms run by management consisting of mainly folks who only have an accounting
and/or finance background, they tend to be more into the outsourcing thing.

39. Eugene Stefanovich
January 23, 2009

Regarding outsourcing… (for those contemplating trading a “high-stress” job in
theoretical physics for a “lucrative” employment in industry)

My company (USA, software for microelectronics industry) hired quite a few
engineers in Shanghai last year. Mostly for quality assurance and for
programming of peripheral features. When (if) economics goes south this year,
the management will have a choice: either layoff their core developers in the US,
or cut fat overseas. Although 1 engineer in the US costs as much as 3-5
engineers in China, something tells me that my bosses would prefer the latter
option. (In similar circumstances a few years back, they decided to shut down a
division in France, rather than touch their US employees). So, it may sound
paradoxical, but I think that outsourcing, actually, increased my job security.

40. mike
January 24, 2009



The vermin handling business sounds like a safer profession. Although there are
some vermin that can bite (ouch!) – the fangs that some string theorists exhibit
towards scientists of differing opinions makes the theoretical physics field much
more dangerous!

41. Doug Natelson
January 25, 2009

Cormac – I would agree that many of the most mathematically skilled students
tend toward theory, often high energy theory. Still, I think it’s borderline
pejorative to assert that these students are, because of their mathematical
sophistication, “the best”. Your taste and bias are influencing your choice of
words. Frankly, the implication that high energy theorists are inherently superior
to other physicists (let alone other scientists) is an example of what many
perceive as arrogance.

42. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
January 26, 2009

That is not what I said and I am not a particle physicist. What I actually said is
that here ‘only the best students the best and most mathematically able students
are encouraged in the direction of particle physics’ – not just because it is a
difficult field but because it is very difficult to make an impact in this field as it
has attracted a great many physicists over the years (this is also true
experimentally).
I absolutely agree that there are many other important and rewarding fields –
that’s the point!

43. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
January 26, 2009

Re main topic of this thread, I keep meaning to say there is a very nice interview
with Peter Higgs in the September issue of New Scientist at
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19926732.100-the-man-behind-the-god-
particle.html

On the difficulty of the theory, he states “…there was a problem for me when the
bandwagon started to roll in 1972. Because I’d written an influential paper,
people tended to assume I understood far more about the subsequent theory
than I did and I found it increasingly hard to keep up”.
He describes then taking an interest in supersymmetry, but again found that
tough going too. “I realised the only people who were producing anything that
was worth doing was the generation that had just got their PhDs. After some
years, I gave up”..
Of course, Higgs is a famously modest man, but it makes you think all the same..

44. Shantanu
January 26, 2009

Peter, any interesting or newsworthy from last week’s PI conference on black
holes and quantum physics http://www.pirsa.org/C09002 and from the string

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19926732.100-the-man-behind-the-god-particle.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19926732.100-the-man-behind-the-god-particle.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19926732.100-the-man-behind-the-god-particle.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19926732.100-the-man-behind-the-god-particle.html
http://www.pirsa.org/C09002
http://www.pirsa.org/C09002


theory related talks in this meeting?
Getting the correct value of black hole entropy and information loss paradox
is supposed to be a triumph of string theory.

45. King Ray
January 27, 2009

Peter, what do you think of this?

http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,483477,00.html

46. anon.
January 27, 2009

“Theoretical Physicist” makes the list, right in between “Monkey-Sex Observer”
and “Vermin Handler”.

That’s because theoretical physics has lost glamour. It used to be dominated by
interesting personalities and rapid progress. Now things have slowed down and
you have the boring geniuses left.

“Men of genius are often dull and inert in society; as the blazing meteor, when it
descends to earth, is only a stone.” – Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

47. Cormac O Raifeartaigh
January 28, 2009

King Ray: I think the only sentence we need bother with is:

“We conclude that … the growth of black holes to catastrophic size does not
seem possible”.
What a clear example of a journalist paying no attention to what the scientists
actually said. Hopefully, Obama will declare a fatwah on FOX news…

48. Bruce
February 4, 2009

Peter,

In your post you point out that the claim that hiring in particle physics is
dominated by string theory is behind the times. I don’t dispute this, but I wonder
if you can quantify this statement or is it simply obvious to folks like you who
wander widely in the field?

49. Peter Woit
February 4, 2009

Bruce,

Up to the minute data on particle theory hiring into tenure-track jobs is available
here:

http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,483477,00.html
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,483477,00.html


http://particle.physics.ucdavis.edu/rumor/doku.php

You’ll find that job descriptions this year often explicitly ask for LHC
phenomenologists or cosmologists, whereas a few years ago string theory was
often specifically mentioned. You’ll also find very few string theorists on the
short lists for jobs this year.

I think if you talk to any young string theorist who is on the job market, you’ll get
more confirmation of the problem

50. Just Asking
February 9, 2009

So Regge and Veneziano weren’t doing phenomenology? And we haven’t all been
waiting with baited breath for almost 30 years now to probe the TeV scale?

You know, Boltzmann committed suicide shortly after his contemporaries
reclassified him from “physicist” to “applied mathematician.” His theory did,
after all, rely on the reality of unobserved “atoms” and “molecules.”

Hey, I have a great idea, let’s further encumber the minds of young people in an
already anti-intellectual cultural climate with a pop science “debate” which
reduces untold billions of man-hours of careful thought into the credo of some
“parasitic” cult.

That will surely prevent the Boltzmann’s of today from hanging themselves while
on Summer vacation.

51. woit
February 9, 2009

Just Asking,

I don’t think the Boltzmanns of today are likely to consider hanging themselves
because unification via a 10d superstring doesn’t seem to work. They might just
work on something else.

As for who is doing anti-intellectual pop science, that’s something I tried to avoid
in my book and here. It would be a good idea if those promoting string theory
considered doing the same…

52. Robert
March 10, 2009

I just received my Bachelor of Science in Physics and have been reading about
string theory. It seems to me that all the talk about string theory being
unprovable or unverifiable is overstated. Many t